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О.J?. I.ICHb'DLOV-PdTRüSSYAH, Gement; Research Institute, Moscow
KlltillCS 01? OLIUIURIRG

Cement manufacturing today is a highly 
efficient technology both in respect of the 
amount of raw materials handled and in re
spect of the processing methods. Neverthe
less, the industry often comes under cri
ticism for the relatively high consumption 
of energy. Another crucial aspect intrin- . 
sic to the industry concerns improvement 
in the cement technology, which is not on
ly economic but also ecological problem, 

ücofound alterations in the manufactur
ing. equipment are possible theoretically, 
but cannot be expected in the foreseable ■ 
future. Therefore an improvement-oriented 
analysis of cement technology should be 
focused on the processes of clinker forma
tion whose physico-chemical fundamentals 
should be reinvestigated, specifically 
chemical thermodynamics and kinetics. Un
fortunately, for all importance of this 
fact, thus far this field is reported fair
ly unadequately /1, 2/. One should not 
overlook that a change in manufacturing 
equipment unavoidably entails corrections 
to the process introduced on the basis of 
thermodynamic and kinetical.data.

The kinetics of clinker formation is a 
function of a number of chemical processes 
between the interacting components of raw 
mix and depends primarily on the nature of 
the components, their preparation, tempera
ture condition, and the procedure and dura
tion of temperature treatment. The reacti
vity of the mix components depends on their 
thermodynamic properties, so to control the 
kinetics of clinker formation one has to 
evaluate the structure and energy characte
ristics of the pertinent compounds. The 
following ways could be set out for clinker- 
ing kinetics control:
1. differential approach to traditional raw 

materials with account of the nature of 
the major and minor contributors

2. use op new sources of raw materials
3» evaluation of the effects of burning con

ditions (atmosphere in the calcination 
kiln, heating rate, etc.) 
utilization of mineralizers and calci

nation temperature lowering components
5- use of activating effects
6. introduction of technogenic products 
7« modification of equipment Involved in 

calcination processes
8. package application of the aforementio

ned means
About one report in ten presented’ to 

the Congress is concerned with one of the 
above topics, and this teview will take up 
each of them ip. succession.

1. Differential Approach to Traditional
Raw Materials with Account of Minor 
Components

Calcium carbonate used for cement pro
duction offers, depending on its structure 
and water content, a profound influence on 
the calcination process. This effect is 
comparable with that of the type of sili
cate component /3/»

A thorough investigation into calcium 
carbonate properties /4/ has indicated 
that the presence of aragonite in place of 
calcite lowers the initiation temperature 
of the interaction with the agrillaceous 
component by 5O°C and even more, while 
the degree of limestone merfcelization chan
ges quality of the clinker owing to diffe
rent rates of mineral formation at the fi
nal stages of burning.

There are only a few systematic studies 
into the effect of minor constituents that 
have been reported so far /5/. Obviously 
the time is ripe for such investigations 
to be conducted on a wider scale, especial
ly in view of new sources of raw materials 
coming into use.

2. Use of New Sources of Raw materials

A gradual decline in the capacity of the 
traditional sources of raw materials neces
sitates that a substitution be devised and 
introduced on a fractional basis. Utiliza
tion of ingenious rocks of the basis group, 
for example basalts, and also silicious 



rock, shales, open pit; soils, and such, 
has been reported /6, 7/. Some of these 
materials result in fuel savings, and re
ductions in burning temperature and dura
tion. Another interesting feature concerns 
new type of product, so the utilization 
of labradorite resulted in agrillaceous 
bellte cement which places itself in bet
ween portland cement and agrillaceous ce
ment /8/ •

5. evaluation of the Affects of Burning 
Conditions

According to the classical scheme of 
calcination, a number of factors influence 
the process kinetics. They include the for
mation of lining, the ring formation phe
nomenon, dust generation, and the like. 
Depending on the type of kiln, it takes 
from 40 minutes to 5 hours to heat up a 

. clinkering charge /9/. This fact obviously 
governs the process kinetics, specifically, 
it conditions the state and assimilation 
of calcium oxide.

4. Utilization of Mineralizers

Because the formation of tricalcium si
licate from bicalcium silicate and calcium 
oxide occurs only in the presence of the 
melt chase, the process kinetics is under 
considerable influence of mineralizers 
which, even in small amounts, accelerate 
the process .of clinkering. The choice of 
mineralizerd is normally conditioned by 
harrmful effects they can cause in the ce
ment. Most suitable therefore are fluorine 
compounds /10/ such as fluorides of alkali 
and alkali earth metals and salts of sili- 
coneous acid. Chlorine compounds are far 
less desirable. Phosphogypsun may be used 
to advantage.

Of the intrinsic components of the char
ge,' the more effective mineralizer is iron 
oxide which facilitates a "movable” melt 
production and its*better  penetration into 
the charge bulk thus providing the adhesion 

necessary for granulation.

5. Use of Activating Affects

This area is poorly developed whatsoever. 
Whereas multiple publications have been de
voted to the effects on cement paste and 
concrete, this aspect in the cement raw ma
terial charge is elucidated only weakly. 
The existing experience leaves no doubt 
whatsoever that a preprocessing activation 
of minerals by suitable means will influen
ce the calcination kinetics.

A cement production technology has been 
reported with preburning activation of the 
charge by radiation /11/. The activation 
can be effected by a beam of light, protons, 
ions, or X-rays of various irradiance, and 
results in lesser energy requirements for 
clinkering.

Some recent works deal with the utiliza
tion of nuclear wastes in cement manufac
ture /12/. Although there is certain confu
sion about the process technology, one can
not overlook that such admixtures could ac
tivate the burning kinetics.

6. Use of Technogenic Products

As a result of the technological revo
lution the amount of industrial wastes pi
les up at a catastrophic rate. The propor
tion of nonindustrial and houshold wastes 
is also increasing.

Of more than 70 million tons of ferrous 
slags that are yielded annually by the So
viet-iron and steel industry, about 50 mil
lion tons is consumed in the cement indust
ry. More specifically, utilization covers 
70^ä of blast-furnace slags, more than 40% 
of ferroalloy slags, and more than 20% of 
steelmaking slags.

Kushchidy /15/ has indicated that the 
proportion of wastes utilizable in the in
dustry can be markedly increased. Technoge
nic iroducts can be utilized in many vari
ous ways as burning intensifiers, grinding 
aids, reactive admixtures, plasticizers ,
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etc. /14/.
Significant amount of environmentally 

deleterious flyashes, formerly rejected 
into the air by thermal power plants, is al
so utilized in the cement industry. This 
component calls for appropriate raw-mix com
positions, but it is beyond doubt that 
flyash is energetically advantageous due to 
its unburnt fuel content.

In many cases technogenic products are 
used to advantage as hydraulic admixtures.

Analysis of process exergy (utilizable 
energy) /15/ indicates that it is worth 
using technogenic products as energy sav
ing component, while the charging of crus
hed slag through the cold end of the kiln 
favorably affects the kinetics of clinker- 
ing /16/.

7. Modification of Burning Process 
Equipment

Two principal ways may be envisaged he
re.: (i) hardv/are modification keeping tra
ditional sources of energy and (ii) search 
for and use of new sources of energy.

(i) After the Second World War, clinker- 
ing technology experienced a jump-wise de
velopment period /17/» Hovel calcination 
schemes were devised that brought decarbo
nation beyond the kiln and research in 
this direction is continuing. Hew arrange
ments have been introduced for double-end 
and combined feed of kilns, and for charg
ing industrial wastes and burning semipro
ducts .

(ii) The earlier suggestion to alter the 
traditional clinkering technology was con
nected with the production of energoclin- 
ker (fused portlandcemunt clinker), first 
experimented with by V. Mikhaelis at the 
end of the last century. Later, in attempts 
to overcome technical difficulties, burning 
was carried out in blast furnaces, electric 
furnaces, steelmaking convertors, cyclon 
melting chambers, and plasma furnaces.

In the plasma burning technology, calci
nation is effected in low temperature plasma 

with particle energy below 1 eV. The plas- 
mochemical processes are realized at tem
peratures of 1000 to 10 000 К generated by 
an electric arc or a hf or microwave dischar" 
ge in any atmosphere suitable for the che
mical reactions. This technology drasti
cally reduces process duration, cuts down 
the number of stages involved, decreases 
the equipment size and lends itself well 
for complete automation of the process.

A nevel clinkering technology of plasma 
burning has been developed and introduced 
in Great Britain /18/. Reportedly, it has 
improved the cost-effectiveness of cement 
manufacture by 25%. The initial costs of 
the set-up are lower than that of a tradi
tional kiln, and its energy requirements 
are also diminished due to technogenic pro
ducts utilized (mining soils, shales).

At the 5th International Symposium on 
Plasma Chemistry in üdinburg, 1981, French 
researchers reported a three-phase rotating 
plasma kiln for hydraulic cementitious ma
terials. Its specific energy' consumption 
was 2 to 4 kWh/kg clinker, with no account 
of furnace gases and clinker heat.

Another advantage of plasma treatment 
is that it profoundly changes physico-che
mical properties of the products.

Attempts at radiation-chemical proces
sing, attractive from the fuel.economy stand
point, have faced the need for considerable 
funds and equipment sophistication due to 
the radiation hazard. Thus far there exist 
no radiation—chemical apparatus of appro
priate power and fast-electron generators 
which could hanale actual industrial out
puts. Apart from that, estimates predict 
low efficiencies for such plants.

8. Package Application of Aforementioned 
Factors

SUi.miia^ up, the further refinement of 
burning tinetics must be supported by a 
combined utilization of the aforementioned 
factors. This solution package may be va
riously combined according to the economi



cal viability of the particular production 
environment.

This approach appears to be most sui
table for the refinement of clinkering ki
netics with account of performance indices 
of the component processes such as the rate 
of heating, decarbonation and recrystalli
zation of calcium oxide, melting tempera
ture and melt properties, ultimate burning 
temperature, and cooling rate. Mathemati
cal treatment of an input package of such 
data yields a program of process kinetics 
optimization.

The implication of new raw materials 
and 'technogenic products in such a refine
ment is highly advisable, though simulta
neous account is in order as to the amounts 
of introduced sulfur and chlorine and such 
volatile elements as tin, lead, chromium, 
nickel, cadmium, selenium, anci thallium 
/9/1 . .

Mathematical modeling of clinkering 
reactions in burning /20/, and studies into 
burning conditions and temperature /21/ also 
contribute to the better understanding of 
the clinker formation process.
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Chemical Composition of Raw Materials as the Main Factor Responsible
for the Composition, Structure and Properties of Clinker Phases

INTRODUCTION
At the 7th International Congress on the 
Chemistry of Cement Bucchi /1/, Sprung /2/, 
Timashev /3/ and Meric /4/ considered in 
detail the influence of the main factors - 
the nature of raw materials, their prepara
tion, heat-treatment schedule and the fuel 
- on the formation and properties of clin
ker. The analysis of the clinker formation 
kinetics was also given. At the present 
Congress the information reported in those 
papers can hardly be significantly changed 
or supplemented by new data different in 
principle.
However, an ever growing need in Portland 
cement clinker throughout the world, on the 
one hand, and the high energy capacity of 
its production and hence the necessity to 
decrease the costs of this process, on the 
other hand, make us to reexamine each of 
the parameters influencing the formation 
process and properties of clinker.
In particular, a perspective possibility 
for the development of new technological 
procedures is the chemical activation. The 
same idea was expressed in the conclusion 
of Bucchi's paper. It makes possible the 
logical continuation of the discussion at 
this Congress.
At the preceding Congress one aspect of the 
problem of chemical activation was dealt 
with, namely: the intensification of clin
ker formation process at the stage of the 
liquid phase by influence of various ele
ments and their combinations on the struc
ture and properties of the melt /3,5/.
There is, however, another aspect of the 
chemical activation problem - the use of 
the crystal-chemical features of clinker 
compounds for the influence of,impurities 
on their structure and properties and con
sequently on the structure and properties 
of clinker as a whole. The knowledge of the 
mechanism of influence of various impuri
ties on the separate clinker phases will 
undoubtedly permit us to decrease power 
consumption.
These data are of importance in connection 
with the increase of the variety of chemical 
elements - constituents of the batch for 
clinker production. A set of compounds to 
be used for chemical activation has recent
ly widened owing to both the necessity of 
exploiting new deposits and the utilization 
of wastes.
It is worth noting that at present there 
are some data concerning the use of such 
unusual materials as rare-earth compounds 
and radioactive wastes. They will be dealt 
with in a separate paragraph.
This report is not, however, a review of 
papers devoted to some or other problem. It 
outlines some concepts mainly concerned 
with the capability of clinker phases to 

distribute various impurity elements in the 
lattices and the possibility of activation 
of the phases by impurities (chemical acti
vation) and by heat treatment (thermal acti
vation) .
To make an idea about the capabilities of 
atomic structures of clinker compounds 
(3CaO.SiO2, ЗСаО.А12Оз, 2CaO.SiO2, 2CaO. 
.(А1,Ге)2бз) to distribute various impurity 
elements in their lattices, we shall remind 
of the peculiarities of isomorphism in the 
real clinker phases which determine their 
practical properties. The chemical activa
tion is attained first of all owing to iso
morphous substitutions.
The isomorphous substitutions of atoms in 
crystals (or formation of solid solutions) 
are a widespread phenomenon in both natural 
and artificial minerals. It provides practi
cally important physical-chemical and physi
cal-mechanical properties of many materials.
PECULIARITIES OF ISOMORPHISM IM CLINKER 
PHASES
1. The main crystal-chemical feature of the 
atomic structure of clinker compounds which 
is of great practical importance is their 
capability of the distribution in the latt
ice of numerous and various impurities (Na, 
K, Mg, Mn, Cr, Ti, P, S a.o.) which isomor
phously substitute the main structural ele
ments. An explanation for this should be 
sought first of all in the similarity of the 
chemical nature and sizes of atoms, consti
tuents of th.e structure of clinker minerals, 
with other atoms. Clinker minerals are com
posed of such elements (Ca, Al, Fe, Si) 
which possess the greatest (compared to 
other elements of the Periodic system) capa
bility of various substitutions.
Among the families (pleiads) of isomorphous 
elements (Table 1), the one with Ca is most 
numerous. Those with Al, Fe, Si are also 
numerous. The table has been composed on the 
base of a large body of data on the isomor
phism of various elements in natural mine
rals.
Each of the chemical elements in the table 
as structural element of the mineral or 
compound considered can be isomorphously 
substituted by the surrounding elements. 
The table was proposed in 1969 at the 2nd 
All-Union Symposium on Isomorphism held in 
Moscow /6/.
Although this table does not provide us with 
ample information about isomorphism of indi
vidual elements, it can be regarded as a 
basis for the consideration of isomorphism 
in both natural and synthetic minerals and 
for further discussion.

The isomorphous substitutions in clinker and 
natural minerals have much in common as in , 
both of them the main "rock-forming" (petro- 
genic) elements are Ca, Si, Al, Fe.



When considering the isomorphism in clinker 
minerals we proceed from the well-known con
cept regarding isomorphism as the phenome
non of atomic order, i.e. as substitution 
of lattice atoms of the host crystal by im
purity atoms. In this case the considera
tion of isomorphism between equivolume radicals (e.g. between /SiO./^~--; - /GeO>|/4-) 
or between molecules (e.g. 3CaO.SiO2 and 
3CaO.GeO2) does not contradict this point.
It should be emphasized that in considering 
the isomorphism in clinker minerals one 
usually identifies two concepts: isomorpho
us substitutions of atoms in crystals and 
formation of solid solutions of substitu
tion (clinker phases).
These two concepts imply two approaches to 
the understanding of the phenomenon of iso
morphous substitution: physicochemical (so
lid solutions) and crystal-chemical (iso
morphous mixtures).
In analysis of the reason of isomorphism 
(the formation of solid solutions), among 
many other factors /6-9/, we first of all 
take into consideration "the size" factor,
i.e.  the effective atomic and ionic radii. 
The capability of Ca, Al, Fe, Si of being 
substituted by numerous and different ele

ments is of great importance. Practically 
all impurities of the raw mixtures and 
wastes can be distributed in a certain amo
unt among the clinker minerals.
2. However, it should always be taken into 
consideration that each of the minerals can 
arrange in its lattice only a certain quan
tity of impurities due to the peculiarities 
of its atomic structure. Such a set of oxi
des is usually called either the limiting 
solubility of the solid solution or the 
isomorphous capacity.
As was shown at 7th Congress, the greatest 
quantity of impurities are concentrated in 
the aluminate (cu 12-13 wt% when calculated 
for the same amount of oxides) and alumino- 
ferrite ( 10—11 wt%) phases of clinker 
owing to the peculiarities of their struc
tures. Thus the C3A latticeocontains large 
holes of a radius of 1.47 A which promote 
heterovalent isomorphous substitutions and 
the distribution of compensating atoms 
(free charges). The calcium aluminoferrite 
lattice contains convenient positions for 
such atoms as Mg, Mn, Si, Ti. These are 
octahedral and tetrahedral positions for Fe3+ and А1^+. Mg and Mn occupy the Fe^+ 
and A13+ octahedral positions, whereas Si 
and Ti occupy tetrahedral positions by sub-

Pleiads of isomorphous elements
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TABLE 2 ____________ _______ __

Chemical composition of alinite clinker phases
__  Composition
Phase CaO MgO А120з Si02 Cl NagO K2o МП203 Fe2O-j Ti02

Alinite 65.2 3.9 3.8 21.9 3.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 1.5 0.4
61.7 2.5 3.2 27.0 3.0 0.2 0.3 0.0 1.9 0.3
64.2 3.4 2.5 25.7 3.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.6

Corroded grains 70.1 1.2 1.0 26.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.7 0.2
of alinite 7I.8 1.3 0.9 24.7 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.2

64.4 1.2 2.0 29-4 1.1 0.3 0.3 0.0 1.5 0.4

Belite 62.3 0.5 1.1 34.5 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.3
60.8 1.3 0.8 36.4 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.4 Ü • 1
61.8 0.2 0.9 35.4 0.0 0.4 0.7 0.0 1.3 0.0

Aluminate 47.2 0.0 41.8 0.3 4.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 6.3 0.1
47.2 0.0 41.7 1.3 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.7 0.1
50.7 0.1 42.8 0.8 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 0.0

Calcium alumino- 47.2 2.3 10.1 1.4 0.3 0.0 0.1 2.2 35.4- 1.2
ferrite 47.0 2.0 9.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.9 37.2 1.5

48.1 3.2 8.6 2.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 1.6 34.3 1.8

stituting for Fe3+ and Al^+.

The C2S and CoS (especially the latter) are 
less capable of adopting isomorphous impuri
ties. The isomorphous capacity of С23 is 
co6 wt%. The least quantity of impurities 
(ru4 wt%) is distributed in the C-jS lattice. 
This allows us to assume that the CoS latt
ice is rather dense, without large holes 
between the structure polyhedra.
It is well known that the formation of clin
ker minerals proceeds under extremely non
equilibrium conditions. The change of the 
latter (chemical composition of raw materi
als, thermal schedule of burning) can lead 
to both the qualitative and some quantita
tive changes of the elemental phase compo
sition. As an example, the chemical composi
tion of the phases of one of the alinite 
clinkers is given in Table 2. Attention is 
drawn to the fact that both the amount of 
impurities and their set in belite and cal
cium aluminoferrite are different from 
those in the same phases of portland cement 
clinkers.
It is of interest that manganese enters only 
the aluminoferrite phase; the same is obser
ved with titanium. As usual, the alumino- 
ferrite phase also contains a considerable 
amount of magnesium and silicon. The total 
amount of impurities in belite and calcium 
aluminoferrite of the alinite clinker'is 
less than in the same phases of portland 
cement clinker.
The different composition of phases is ob
served in white clinkers (see our paper pre
sented at this Congress). Two types of B- 
belite differ in impurity content which is 
higher in belite crystallized from the 
liquid phase.

3. The solubilities of components in clinker 
minerals are interdependent.  If, for example, 
in formation of a solid solution between C3A 
and Na20 the limiting saturation occurs at

*

6 wt% NajO, then for the solid solution of 
C3A with NaaO+KgO the limiting amount of 
NagO in the solid solution will be less than 
6 wt% as here the same role will be played 
by K20.
For charge compensation the additional Na+ 
(K+) are distributed in the lattice holes. 
Such an interdependence is valid for any 
isomorphous element pretending to the same positions (e.g. A13+ and Fe^+ in alite and 
belite).
4. For clinker and natural minerals the he
terovalent type of isomorphism is most wide
spread. This type of substitutions is most 
advantageous for clinker phases as it causes 
significant lattice distortions. The nece
ssary condition for heterovalent substitu
tions is the compensation of a free charge 
which can be realized in different ways.
For heterovalent isomorphism it is essential 
that the structure contained holes conveni
ent for charge-compensating ions (CjA) to 
locate in them. For more dense structures 
the heterovalent substitutions can take 
place but they are very limited and cause 
great distortions of the structure (C3S).
The most clear example of heterovalent iso
morphism is the Ca2*---Na+ substitution in
solid solutions of C3A with Na20. The free 
charge compensation proceeds here according to a simple scheme: Ca2+^=2Ka+. One Na atom 
occupies Ca sites; another, compensating 
atom, is located in the holes of C3A lattice^ 
By changing the chemical composition of sta
rting mixtures, for example, by introducing 
K+, the latter, along with Na+, can isomor



phously substitute for Ca^+and play the role of 
a compensating ion. If the reaction mixtures contains Si^+, the appearance of Na+(K+) in 
the C3A lattice can also proceed some other 
way owing to another compensation scheme, namely: Ca2+A13+=^Na+K+)Si^+.

The analysis of both the schemes of hetero
valent substitutions leads us to understand 
that each of them brings about its own dis
tortions in the C3A structure and consequ
ently the changes in properties. This exa
mple has been given to emphasize the fact 
that the compensation schemes can be chosen 
by changing the chemical composition of the 
reaction mixtures.
It is of interest to illustrate the hetero
valent isomorphism between the elements in a natural mineral. Thus, the Be2+-- Li"1"
isomorphous substitution is characteristic 
of beryll AlpBeg/SigOo/. It is accompanied 
by entering the beryll structure canals of 
large Na+(K+) atoms, sometimes Cs+, more 
seldom Rb+ and (OH). Beryll can contain up 
to 5-7 wt% Na, Li, К and to 3 wt% Cs. Besides, part of A13+ can be substituted by Mg 
and Be with charge compensations by alkali 
elements located in the structure canals. 
As a result, cesium beryll (vorobyevite) 
has the composition
A12_x(I'Äg,Fe2+)xBe2SigO jg(Cs,Na)x.H2O

If one takes into account that each clinker 
mineral contains a set of isomorphous impu
rities, then it can be assumed that the so
lid solution structure is far from being an 
"ideal" structure of the host mineral free 
of impurities. The greater the number of 
pairs of heterovalent isomorphous substitu
tions taking place in the clinker phase 
structure, the greater are the structure 
distortions. Owing to this the activity of 
minerals can be increased and the proper
ties of materials (activity, grinding capa
bility) improved on the whole.
Among clinker minerals, belite and calcium 
aluminoferrite undergo the strongest struc
ture distortions due to the presence of a 
set of impurities. Thus, in the lattice of 
a complex polycomponent solid solution of 
6CaO. BAlpOq.FegOq with MgO+Mn2Oj+SiO2+TiO2 
( wt% in the whole) there are several 
heterovalent substitutions requiring charge 
compensation, breaking the electrostatics 
and microsymmetry of the structure. The 
distortion is caused by different valence 
states and ionic sizes of isomorphous pairs: A13+—Mg2+, Fe3+— Mg2+, A13+—Si4+, 
Fe3+—Si4+, A13+—T14+, Fe3+^Ti4+. The 
structure distortions are so strong that 
calcium aluminoferrite of complex composi
tion can be partly amorphous. Fig.1 demon
strates "consequencies" of isomorphism in 
the aluminoferrite phase containing as iso
morphous impurities Na, K, Mg, Mn, Si, Ti, 
P (the total content of impurities calcu
lated for the same amount of oxides is rw 12 
wt%, these are mainly MgO, SiOo, TiOo). The 
X-ray diffraction pattern for this phase 
shows that many reflections bear a strongly 
diffused character (26 of 58-62°, 48-51°) 

and are each non-uniformly shifted with 
respect to the other (29 of 32-35°, 45-50°, 
58-61°). Reflection 022 moves sharply to 
200, reflection 141 merges with 200, ref
lection 080 strongly shifts to the region 
of small angles and 202 to that of large 
angles. The form of the whole diffractogram 
is similar to that for 6Са0.2А120з.Ре20з 
without impurities.

29

Fig.1 - X-ray diffraction pattern of cal
cium aluminoferrites:
I - бСаО.2А12Оз.Ре2Оз;

II - (Са2.обИаО.ОбКО.О1^A10.89Pe0.58M80.15
I,In 0.02S10.23T10.04I>0.01) °5

The "consequencies" of isomorphous substi
tutions influence the hydration properties 
as well. The hydration kinetic curves for 
the aluminoferrite phases of complex compo
sition (Fig.2) show a higher activity in 
all stages compared to бСа0.2А120з.Ге20з. 
Table 3 gives the chemical composition (wt%) 
of the synthesized aluminoferrite phases of 
complex composition (solid solutions based 
on 6CaO.2Al2O3.Fe2O-))j Table 4 gives unit 
cell parameters and aensities for these 
phases.

Fig.2 - Hydration kinetic curves for calcium 
aluminoferrites of complex composition. 
I-AF-1; II-AF-2; III-AF-3; IV-AF-4; V-C6A2F.



TABLE 3
'---^Samples
Oxides''*--.. AF-1 AF-2 AF-3

CaO 49.92 47.45 49.61
AI2O3 I9.34 19.56 19.38
Ге20з 19.69 22.19 19.81
Nao0v 0.10 О.13 0.08
K2O 0.11 0.18 0.18
MgO 2.54 2.65 2.53
МП2О3 Si&2

0.58
5.43

0.95
4.47

0.51
6.01

Ti02 1.42 1.81 1.41
P2O5 
L.O.I.

0.25 0.07
0.05

0.27
0.21

z 99.38 99.51 100.00
i imp. 10.43 10.26 10.99

AF-4
48.62
20.06
21.38
0.13
0.09
2.66
0.97
3.71
1.85
0.09
99.56
9.50

TABLE 4

Samples
Unit cell parameters Densities 

(g/cm3)0 a, A b, A c, X
AF-1 5.288 14.566 5-554 3.67
AF-2 5.331 14.492 5.550 3.64
AF-3 5.333 14.505 5.553 3.60
AF-4 5.328 14.642 5.535 З.51

It should be emphasized in conclusion that 
the mechanism of heterovalent isomorphous 
substitutions in clinker phases has been in
sufficiently studied.
5. The necessity of the free charge compen
sation by heterovalent isomorphous substitu
tions leads to one of the most important 
"consequencies" of isomorphism in clinker 
phases: the variation of stoichiometry of 
oxides and the presence of excess calcium 
in solid solutions. The CaO excess was found 
in CgS and CqS solid solutions and in the 
real alite, belite and aluminate clinker 
phases. As an example we give the composi
tions (by EPMA) of alite, belite and alumi
nate phases:(3.04Ca0•0.009Nao0•0.004Ko0•0.05 4MgO)(SiOg• 
• 0.029А12Оз.0.014Fe2O3•0.009Ti02•0.OO4P2O5); 
(2.11CaO«0.03Na20.0.015K20.0.02MgO-0.001 
МП2О3)(SiO2♦0.027AI2O3•0.023F6203.0, OO6TiO2); 
(3.52CaO-0.03Na20‘0.02K20-0.06MgO)(AI0O3.
•0.12Ее20з•0.34SiO2•0.005Ti02•0.OO2P2O5I.
The excess of CaO was found in solid solu
tions of C3S (CaqO/SiOa/) with YoO/SiO^/, 
ЬагО/ЗЮд./ and Зс20/310д./ /10-12/.

In formation of such solid solutions the 
heterovalent isomorphous substitutions 
ЗСа^4"—2La(Y,Sc)3+ take place. The two tri
valent La(Y,Sc) ions occupy positions of 
two divalent Ca ions. In this case the , 
charge compensation can be attained by dis
tribution in the lattice of additional cal
cium ions. In other words, the formation of 
solid solutions between tricalcium silicate 
and orthosilicates of yttrium and rare-earth 
elements took place with participation,of 
additionally introduced CaO. Table 5 gives 
the chemical composition of the solid solu
tions of C3S with Y2O3-SiO2, La2O3.SiO2 and 
Sco0q.Si02. according to chemical analysis 
(wt%).
6. An important result of isomorphism in, 
clinker phases is as follows. The above in
dicated capability of clinker minerals to 
distribute in their structure a significant 
amount of impurities together with excess 
CaO in the solid solutions evidences unam
biguously for the inaccuracy of calculation 
of the quantity of minerals in the clinker 
according to chemical analysis for C3S, 
e2S, C3A and СдА? free of impurities.
Furthermore, the EPMA data on the composi
tion of clinker phases of different manu
factures showed that in the ratio of oxides 
Са0:А120з:Ее20з the aluminoferrite phase is 
close to the 6:2:1 and not 4:1:1 composi
tion. The difference in Ре20з content bet
ween these phases is rather high.
7. The crystal chemistry of the real clin
ker phases with a set of impurities in the 
lattice is related not only with the pecu
liarities of static isomorphism in 
clinker minerals considered above but also 
deals with the dynamics of isomorphism - 
the distribution mechanism of impurities 
among clinker phases.
In formation of polycomponent solid solu
tions impurities are distributed not acci
dentally but, as experiment shows, they 
prefer the lattices of crystals with crys
tallographically convenient positions. This 
would seem to be natural but the experimen
tal finding of this fact for clinker phases 
has a peculiar sense of practical impor
tance /13/•
Actually, knowing the formation mechanism of 
clinker polycomponent solid solutions and 
taking into account a set of the main,and 
secondary impurity elements characteristic 
of each phase, one can predict from the

TABLE 5

Composition of raw mixtures Chemie al conrposition (wt%) Combined CaO:3102 CaO
CaO SiOp TR2O3 L.0.I E CaO (wt%) excess

93 wt% 3CaO.SiO2+7 wt% Y2O3.SiO2
90 wt% 3Ca0.SiO2+1O wt% $203.3102
97 wt% 3CaO.SiO2+3 wt% La203.Si02
96 wt% 30a0;SiO2+4 wt% 1а20з.ЗЮ2
99 wt% 3Ca0.3i02+1 wt% 80203.3102
97 wt% 3CaO.SiO2+3 wt% Зс20з.3102

68.89
66.79
71.48
71.38
73.52
72.14

25.61
24.99
24.79
24.95
25.60
25.6О

5.39
7.80
2.03
2.78
0.74
1.42

0.23
1.91
1.12
0.27
0.73

99.89
99.81
100.21
100.23
100.13
99.89

1.3
0.5
0.59

З.05 :1
3.12 :1
3.07 :1
3.10 :1
3.088:1
3.09 =1

1.20
2.86
1.68
2.40
2.11
2.16"



chemical composition of raw materials the 
preferential distribution of each impurity 
in the phases. . .
Thus, lidg2+, Mn-)+, Ti4+, Si4+ are mainly con
centrated in calcium aluminoferrites owing to Fe3+ and Al-^+ octahedral and tetrahedral 
positions favourable to them. The quantity 
of these elements in calcium aluminoferrites 
is greater than in any other clinker mineral.
As mentioned above, a clear example of the 
dependence of Impurity distribution on the 
convenient crystal-chemical positions is 
the lattice of tricalcium aluminate. The 
presence of large holes in the C3A structure in combination with the large Ca2+ cations 
create favourable conditions for both the 
distribution of other large cations and re
alization of various heterovalent isomor
phous substitutions. As a result, sodium 
(potassium) of the starting material enters 
mainly the tricalcium aluminate and together 
with Na(K) silicon also enters the latter. 
The A13+ octahedral positions in the C3A 
lattice are favourable for Fe-’+ as well. In 
this way a set of impurities for CjA can be 
selected.
CoS also has its own set of impurities. Thus, P^+and S°+ are located mainly in CgS 
substituting for 51.4+ in tetrahedral posi
tions. From ЕЖА Mg, Al, Fe are the main 
isomorphous impurities in CgS although the 
amount of Mg concentrated in belite is less 
than in calcium aluminofemite.
The main clinker silicate C3S does not po
ssess such an original set of isomorphous 
impurities as CoS, C3A, CgApFfC.AF). From 
the percentage the main impurities in alite 
are Mg, Al, Fe. Their amount in alite is 
almost the same as in belite. The lowest 
isomorphous capacity of CoS compared to 
other clinker phases can De indicative of 
rather a dense structure of this silicate.
The groups of the main and secondary (in 
brackets) Isomorphous impurities present, 
in clinker phases are as follows (the main 
estimating factor is the quantity of impu
rities) :
C3S - Mg,Al,Fe (Na,K,Cr,Ti,P,S a.o.); 
CoS - Mg,Al,Fe,P,S (Na,K,Mn,Cr a.o.); 
C3A - Na(K),Fe,Si (Mg,Mn,Cr,Ti a.o.); 
CgA2F(C4AF) - Mg,Mn,Si,Ti (Na,K,Cr a.o.).
From the physicochemical point of view the 
phases with a set of impurities in the 
lattice can be regarded as polycomponent 
solid solutions whose main constituents are 
3Ca0.SiO2, PCaO.SiOp, SCaO.AloOo, 
бСа0.2А120з.Ее2Оз(4СаО.А12Оз.Уе20з) and the 
impurity components Na20, K20, Мп20з, MgO, 
Сг2С>з, Т102, P2O5 and others.
The main conclusion to be drawn from the 
analysis of the chemical composition of 
real clinker phases is that the peculiari
ties of impurity distribution and those of 
isomorphism in clinker minerals are the 
basis of control over the structure and 
properties of phases and consequently clin
kers and cements on the whole.

ONCE MORE ON THE COMPOSITION OF CLINKER 
PHASES
At present there are many papers concerned 
with the ЕЖА study of the composition of 
real clinker phases. Nevertheless these data 
do not and cannot contain ample information 
as the impurity composition of raw materials 
of various cement factories in different 
countries changes in both the variety of 
chemical elements and their amounts. The 
variety of impurities in the raw material 
increases due to the use of wastes. Apart 
from the most widespread Impurities (Na,K, 
Mg,Mn,Cr,Ti,P,S), some others can appear in 
the raw materials, namely: Sr,Ba,Zn,Ni,Co, 
Pb,Y, rare-earth elements, radioactive was
tes /14-16/ etc.
Of great interest are papers which report 
the results of studies of all phase com
positions of clinkers produced by different 
manufacturers of one and the same country. 
Such systematic investigations provide sta
tistical material as the source of new in
formation.
Thus, by investigation of the chemical com
position of the phases of clinkers of 20 
cement plants, a special role played by MgO 
was revealed /17/. All clinkers contained 
impurities Na,K,Mg,Ti, some contained F, 
others - S. The quantities of these elements 
in clinkers, when calculated for the same 
amount of oxides, were within the ranges 
(wt%): Na20 - 0.2-1.2; K20 - 0.3-1.8; MgO - 
0.3-5.0; T102 - 0.1-0.4; P2O5 - 0.1-0.4;
SO3 - 0.1-0.8. The contents of the main 
phase-forming oxides were in the limits re
stricted by saturation coefficients and by 
the silicate and alumina moduli.
The phase compositions of the clinkers were 
determined by X-ray, microscopic and EPMA 
methods. The clinkers contained as a.rule 
the monoclinic alite, g-belite, alumino- 
ferrite phase mainly based on CgA2F (some 
clinkers contained also C4AF, the cubic and 
tetragonal aluminate phases. Several clin
kers contained periclas (the main maximum 
in the X-ray patterns at 20 of 43°). Some 
clinkers contained both the cubic and tet
ragonal aluminate phases.
Fig.3 shows X-ray diffraction patterns of 
two commercial clinkers. Clinker 1 con
tains the cubic and tetragonal aluminates, 
clinker 2 - only a cubic aluminate. Both 
the clinkers contain various amounts of 
periclas, the greatest amount is contained 
in clinker2 (<-o 4 wt%) .
Table 6 gives the chemical'compositions 
(wt%) of the clinker phases according to 
EPMA (concentration ranges are represented).
To establish the relation between the che
mical composition of the phases and the 
chemical composition of the clinkers, we 
determined the coefficients representing 
the ratio of the mean element concentration 
in the phase studied to its total content 
in the clinker.



TABLE 6

xOxides, 
\wt%

PhAsesV

CaO А120з Ре20з Si02 Na20 K2O MgO 

—

Ti02

Alite 69.34-73.30 0.60-1.14 0.63-1.52 24.20-26.64 0.02-0.25 0.10-0.34 0.46-2.05 0.05-0.17
59.70-64.20 0.96-1.92 0.93-1.74 30.90-35.20 0.06-0.35 0.53-2.86 O.23-I.IO 0.07-0.27

Alumina-48.10-61.20 21.65-34.20 4.3О-6.6О 3.67-6.60 1.10-2.25 1.40-3.85 0.55-1.15 0«03-0»40
te 
Alumino- 
ferrite

45. 95-51.75 I3.7O-23.I6 18.67-30.63 2.50-4.55 0.05-0.20 0.05-0.85 1.60-3.30 0.40-1.73

TABLE 7

XQxides, 
\wt%

Phases
CaO ai2o3 Si02 Ma20 K2o MgO Ti02

Alite 
Belite 
Alumina-

1.05-1.15
O.92-I.OO
0.74-0.95

0.09-0.23
0.21-0.38
4.04-8.14

0.17-0.36
0.27-0.48
0.91-1.75

1.07-1.24
I.36-I.68 
0.16-0.30

О.О2-О.З6 
0.09-0.87 
1.65-6.68

0.11-0.53
0.59-3.06
1.40-8.00

0.34-0.82
0.08-0.42
0.11-0.97

0.13-0.82
0.38-1.25
О.1З-О.61

te 
Alumino- 
ferrite

О.71-О.80 3.ОО-5.2О 4.55-7.86 0.09-0.26 0.04-0.50 0.07-0.83 0.58-3.00 2.25-8.67

Fig.3 - X-ray diffraction patterns of com
mercial clinkers; x - alite, O- belite, 
a - aluminate, • - aluminoferrite, ■ - pe- 

riclas.
The intervals of the coefficients_change 
are given in Table 7 with their minimum and 
maximum values. The data of Table 7 show 
that these intervals are rather large. The 
distribution of Fe and Al in the alite and 
belite phases seemed to be most stable.
Based on the data of measurements and calcu
lations one can deduce:Fe203(of alite)=(0.17-0.36)Fe203(of clinker) 
Fe203(of belite) = (0.27-0.48)Fe203(of clinker) 
Al203<of alite)=(0.09-0.23)Al203(of clinker) 
А12Оз(оГ belite)=(0.21-0.38)AL203(of clinker).
Based on the data on the average chemical 
composition of clinker phases and chemical 
composition of all clinkers, the quantita
tive phase composition of the clinkers has 
been calculated /17/. The results of these 

calculations showed that none of the clin
kers contained such a total amount of pha
ses which could reach 100%. This evidences 
for the presence in clinker, apart from the 
main phases (C3S, C2S, O3A, CgA2F), also of 
some quantity of the probable secondary 
phases (MgO, CaO, КгЗОд, Ка230д, glassy 
phase).
The data on the average chemical composition 
of the phases and their amount in clinkers 
and the data on the clinker chemical compo
sition were used to determine the fraction 
of each element (oxide) with respect to its 
total content in the clinker which is spent 
on the formation of each clinker phase. 
Thus, for the alite phase to form the foll
owing quantities of oxides (of the total 
content in clinker) are needed: 60-90 wt% 
CaO, 60-86 wt% Si02 (main oxides) and 15-40 
wt% Na20 etc. (impurity oxides) (Table 8).
Special attention is drawn to the distribu
tion of MgO. From 30 to 87 wt% MgO are spent 
on the main clinker phases to form. Conse
quently, 13-70 wt% MgO form periclas. The 
quantity of periclas was calculated for all 
clinkers studied. Fig.4 shows the dependence 
of quantity of the periclas on the MgO con
tent in clinkers. Using this curve, one can 
determine the quantity of periclas in the 
clinkers.
The role of MgO in the formation of clinker 
silicate phases was also mentioned. The 
amounts of impurities in the alite and be
lite phases were found to increase with in
creasing amount of MgO in clinker. This 
tendency is shown in Figs.5 and 6. The ex
planation for this fact comes from the de
crease of viscosity of clinker liquid phase 
with increasing MgO quantity /3,5/ which 
makes easier the diffusion of impurity com-



TABLE 8
—_ Oxides

Phases
CaO FegOj S1.O2 NagO K20 MgO Ti02

Alite 60-90 9-17 12-20 60-86 15-40 10-40 20-60 6-10
Belite 9-25 1- 7 3- 5 10-30 2- 8 8-45 2- 3 2-10
Aluminate 3-12 20-40 6-15 1- 3 25-70 20-80 1- 2 1- 3
Aluminoferrite 6-12 40-60 60-80 1- 4 2- 3 1- 2 7-30 70-90

ponents in the lattices of the minerals. 
Such a capability v;aa found in none of the 
other components.

Fig.4 - Amount of periclas in clinkers vs. 
total MgO content in clinkers.

MgO, wt%

Fig.5 - Amount of impurities in alite vs. 
total MgO content in clinkers.

Fig.6 - Amount of Impurities in belite vs. 
total MgO content in clinkers.

ON THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF NATURAL 
ANALOGS OF CLINKER PHASES
Hatrurite /18/, larnite /19/, bredigite/20/, 
nagelschmidtite /18/, brownmillerite /21/, 
mayenite /21/ are natural analogs of alite, 
ß-, aC - belite, brownmillerite, alumi
nate C12A7. The analog of C3A is not yet 
known.
Hatrurite, the analog of CjS was found in 
the larnite-brownmillerite-mayenite rock. 
The mineral w,as called by the name of its 
deposits - Hatrurim. It is of interest that 
the hatrurite-larnite-brownmillerite rock 
is almost analogous in mineralogical compo
sition to Portland cement clinker. The che
mical composition of hatrurite, according 
to EPMA, is as follows (wt%):
SiOp-26.1; CaO-72.8; AI2O3-O.4; Ti02-0.3;
Fe2O3-0.2; traces of MgO, Z =99»8; its for
mula is Ca2.97AIq.oiTio.OlSi05.
The chemical composition of nagelschmidtite, 
bredigite and larnite of the Hatrurim depo
sits determined by EPMA is given in Table 9 
/18/.

TABLE 9

'\Mineral
Oxides\.
(wt%) \

Nagelsch
midtite 
(06- C2S)

Bredigite
(=^- C2S)

Larnite 
(c2s)

CaO 62.06 62.32 64.31
Si02 27.88 30.45 32.12
AI2O3 0.03 0.04 0.02
FepO-} 0.02 0.02 0.02
MgO 0.05 0.05 neg.
S03 0.12 0.06 0.25
PgOq 8.27 4.63 2.67
Сгрб-з 0.03 0.01 0.01K20 5 0.84 1.16 О.19
Na20 0.82 0.68 0.77
MnO 0.03 0.02 0.02
Total 100.15 99.44 100.38
£ imp. 10.21 6.67 3.95

It is known that on stabilization of C2S 
various polymorphic forms the high tempera
ture forms "require" a greater amount of 
impurities than the low-temperature forms. 
In natural analogs this regularity is re
tained. It is also interesting that natural 
analogs may have the same set of isomorphous 
impurities as the phases of industrial clin
kers. The composition of natural analogs 
can change the same way as that of the clin-



ker minerals, i.e. depending on the compo
sition of the formation medium (chemical 
composition of the raw material). Thus some 
different data on the chemical composition 
of larnite and bredigite are given in/22,23/.

According to /22/the formulae of larnite and 
bredigite are as follows:.
larnite - (Ca2.01Na0.0l) (sio.97SO.O3I>O.O1 ) 
bredigite -
(Cai.76Mgo.26NaO,O1)(si0.95S0.02p0.01>• 
These two minerals differ in I'.igO content.
The 8 -modification of CoS, larnite, is re
ported to be stabilized by 1% of impurities 
by cationic substitutions. The investigation 
also showed that larnite and bredigite can 
coexist and larnite is not formed by con
version of the high-temperature form - bre
digite.
The following formulae for larnite and bre
digite are suggested according to EPMA of 
natural minerals /23/: 
larnite - CapSi-| уА1у0д_у/2 ( traces of Na, 
Mg, P, S have been fbund5; bredigite - 
Ca2-xMgxS:L04(x=0,22) (traces of Na, Al, P, 
S have been found). -
Tables 10 and 11 give the chemical composi
tion of natural brownmillerite and mayenite 
from different deposits, respectively /18/.

TABLE 10

Oxide 1* 2* 13* 4,* 5* 6*

CaO 44.8 46.6 47-7 46.8 43.7 46.2
MgO n.d. n*d. 1.6 1.4 n.d. n.d.
AI2O3 22.3 19.8 19.7 22.7 13.1 17.2

27.6
1.5

32.5
2.8

28.6
1.9

25.5
3.0

41.9
1.9

30.5

CrpOq 0.1 0.3 n.d. 0.3 n.d.
insures. 4.0
Total IOO.3 102.0 99.5 99.7 100.6 93.9
1*. Brownmillerite from a calcite-gypsum 
rock. 2*. From a weathered rock. 3*- From 
an altered larnite rock. 4*. From a larnite 
rock rich in mayenite. 5*. From a spurrite
marble. 6*. From Mayen.

TABLE 11

"—^Deposit Mayenite Mayenite from
Oxide . from Hatrurim Mayen

CaO 47.0 45.7
AI2O3 49.5 45«2
Ре20з 1.5 2.0
MnO 1.4 —
SiOp 0.4 —
TiOp 
L.O.I.

traces 2.2
Total 99.8 95.1

RADIOACTIVE AND RARE EARTH ELEMENTS IN 
CLINKER PHASES
Of special interest are recent papers 
/14-16/ in which the possibility of utili
zation of radioactive wastes has been con
sidered from the point of view of crystal 
chemistry and phase equilibria. '
The use of radioactive wastes is possible 
owing to crystal chemical stabilization of 
isotopes during clinkering of usual port
land cement clinker. It is assumed that 20
30 v/t% of such wastes can be used due to 
the formation of diluted solid solutions 
and distribution of radioactive elements 
in crystal lattices of host-matrix cement 
compounds C3S, C2S, C4AF,(C^A2F). CjA is 
not a matrix for dilute solid solutions to 
form.
Table 12 gives the possible waste composi
tions. Crystal chemical stabilization can 
be achieved in the following way /16/:
1. Elements of groups A,D,E,H (i.e. Ln,Sr, 

Ba,Ni,Mg,Zn,Cs) substitute for Ca.
2. Elements of groups B,C (i.e. Fe,Cr,Al, 

Mo) substitute for Si.
3. Elements of groups B,C,F,G,I,Y (i.e. Cr, 

Al,Mo,U,Ru,Ce,Zr) substitute for Fe.
It is also mentioned that Ln,Fe,Cr,Al,Sr, 
Ba,Ni,Mg,Zn are mainly distributed in CgS, 
whereas Mo,Cs are mainly located in C3S, 
C4AF can contain elements of all groups.

w
TABLE 12

Group
code Oxides

Amount present 
in waste form(mol%)
PW-4b MAGNOX

A Еп20з 13.45 2.89
В Ре20з+Сг20з

РерОз+СгрОз+АТрОэ
5.ЗО

23.90
C Мо03 16.36 4.08
D SrO+BaO 9.38 2.26
E NiO

NiO+MgO+ZnO
6.30

56.55
F UO3 3.37 0.06
G RuOp 10.20 1.76
H Cspö 4.69 1.29
I Ce02 8.85 2.44
J ZrO2 22.12 ' 4.79

Clinkering at 1000 °C of raw mixtures con
taining more than 20-30 wt% various radio
active wastes does not result in full.radio
nuclide partitioning. At 1200 °C volatili
zation may occur. That is why the burning 
of mixtures containing radioactive wastes 
should be carried out at 1100 °C. This is 
an optimum temperature to prevent volatili
zation and activation during clinkering.
It is worth noting that as reported in 
paper /16/ the distribution of radioactive 
isotopes in non-aque'ous clinker phases will 
also take place in hydration products.
Another fact should also be mentioned. Al
though the observed distribution of radio-
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active elements has been described in the 
context of established phase equilibria for 
commercial waste-cement systems, it is app
licable to transuranic, medium- and low- 
level wastes.
Of great interest is the isomorphism bet
ween Ca2+ and rare-earth elements and Y-i+ in 
clinker phases, owing to the possible prac
tical utilization of wastes with TR/IA-lt/*  
The effective use of wastes containing ele
ments unusual for clinker phases, such as 
radioactive and rare-earth elements is first 
of all related with the distribution of the
se elements in lattices of matrix compounds 
as the result of isomorphous substitution 
and with the formation of dilute solid so
lutions.
Isomorphism between Ca2+ and rare-earth ele
ments (Tr3+) as well as yttrium (y3+) is a 
common phenomenon among natural minerals. 
Thus, fluoroapatite CanCaVPOVF was found 
to contain up to 12 wt% TRoO^ and about
10.6 wt% YpOq I'Z.M; (apatite can contain 
about 30 varieties of impurity elements); 
titanite (sphen) CaTi/SiO^O contains up to 
12 wt% TRpOo; eudialite NazCa22r/Sin0q/2 to 
8 Wt% TRoOq (La,Ce,Pr a.o.J; andradite 
CanPeg/SiOi/j - 12 wt% TR0O3 (I?.,Ce,Pr,Nd, 
Sm;Eu,Gd,Tb,Dy,Ho,Er,Tm,Yb,Lu sr.d Y were 
found); vesuviane Ca-jaMgqAl-iQ./i .I2O7/4 
/31О4/1ОО2(ОН)6 - to 16.7 wt% IR2O3 /24/. 
A lot 01 examples can be given.
Isomorphous substitutions of TR for Ca are 
due to similar ionic radii of these elements 
and the same structure of the outer electron 
shells. This fact is related to both natvral 
and synthetic materials.
The substitution of rare-earth elements and 
yttrium for Ca in C3S and C2S was known 
earlier. The solid solutions of ЗСаО.ЗЮд 
with oxyorthosilicates of yttrium, lantha
num and scandium were studied /10-12/. The 
selection of these compounds as solid solu
tion components was due to several factors: 
crystal-chemical similarity between them 
(tricalcium silicate as an oxyorthocompound 
СазО/ЗЮд/, on the one hand, and J
ana LafSc^O/SiOd/.-on the other), simila
rity in sizes of Ca^"1" and TR^+, similarity 
of chemical properties (configuration of 
the outer electron shells).
The formation of solid solutions was estab
lished by Z-ray, microscopic and DTA me
thods. The compositions of solid solutions 
were determined by chemical analysis. The 
samples of 3CaO.SiO2 containing 7 wt% 
Y203.SiO2, 5 wt% LapCh.SiCh, 10 wt% Gd?O4. 5102, 3 wt% ScpOj.S^, 7 wt% Nd203.Si62J 
represented a homogeneous phase - solid so
lution.
The chemical compositions of the solid so
lutions have been given above (Table 5). 
Pig.7 shows the fragments of X-ray diffrac
tion pattern of triclinic, monoclinic and 
rhombohedral solid solutions of C3S with 
1^203. Only the use of lanthanum permitted 
the stabilization of all modifications of

solid solutions. The use of yttrium and ga
dolinium yielded the formation of triclinic 
and monoclinic solid solutions, scandium 
led to the triclinic solid solutions to form

Pig.7 - X-ray diffraction patterns of tri
clinic (a,b,c), monoclinic (d) and rhombo
hedral (e,f) solid solutions of CqS with 
1^203.
LaoOq content (wt%): a - 0.2; b - 0.5; c - 1.6; d - 1.5; e - 2.0; f - 4.0.

Pig.8 gives the DTA curves for quenched (a) , 
and annealed (b) solid solutions of C3S with 
У20з.3102, Ьа20з.5102, 5с20з.5102. Only two 
transformations have been analyzed: at 920 
and 980 °C. The DTA showed that endothermic 
transformations depend not only on the kind 
of impurity element (Y,La,Sc) and its con
centration in the solid solution but also 
on the thermal treatment of the samples. 
Thus, yttrium not only decreases the tempe
rature of polymorphic transformations of 
the solid solution compared to C3S but also 
leads to the merging of two endothermic mi
nima at a 5 wt% ¥203.5102 concentration in 
the solid solution tPig.B, a).
The annealed solid solutions of C3S with 
5 wt% ¥203.5102 again show two endothermic 
effects within the temperature range 900
1000 °C. A similar thermal behaviour is ob
served in the solid solutions of C3S with 
Gd2O3.SiO2.
The solid solution of C3S with lanthanum in 
the lattice showsa different character of 
thermal behaviour. At 3 wt% ЬазОз.ЗЮг and 
more in the solid solutions the DTA curve 
for the solid solution (quenched sample) 
shows the splitting of the endothermic ef
fect (Pig.8, a, curves 6,7). In the DTA 
curve for the solid solution of C3S with 
5 wt% ЬагОз.ЗЮг the splitting deepens to 



separate the effect into two endothermics. 
The annealed solid solutions with such amo
unts of I^Oj.SiOg show two usual endother
mic transformations in the DTA curve within 
the considered temperature interval. The 
appearance of the additional effect is due 
to the strong distortion of the C^S lattice 
influenced by lanthanum and to the disor
dering of the distribution of elements in 
the C3S lattice. The C3S lattice with a Sc 
impurity undergoes the least changes (Fig.8^ 
curve 8).

900

Fig.8 - DTA curves for quenched (a) and 
annealed (b) C3S (curve 1) and solid solu
tions of CoS with YoOo.SiOg (curves 2-4), 
LagO-j.SiC^(curves 5-7), Sc20j.Si02 (curve

Content (wt%):
2,3,4 - CoS with 3.0,4.0,5.0 % Y2O3.SiO2, 
respectively; •
5,6,7 - with 2.0,3.0,5.0 % La2O-j.SiO2, res
pectively;
8 - with 1.0 % Sc2O3.SiO2.
It is worth noting that the presence of 
lanthanum in the C3S lattice permitted us 
to reveal in the DTA curve the transforma
tion at 1050 °C as well.
As seen from IR spectra (Fig.9), the ab
sorption bands characteristic of CjS dec
rease significantly their intensity in the 
spectra of solid solutions and diffuse with 
increasing content of oxyorthosilicate in 
them.
The DTA data were used to construct hypo
thetic diagrams of the regions of solid so
lutions in the systems CaO.SiO2-Y2O3.SiO2 
and 3CaO.Si02-La203.Si02 (Fig.10).

Attention is drawn to the fragment of the 
X-ray pattern for the solid solution of C3S 
with 5 wt/u ЬаоОз.ЗЮр. The quenched solid 
solution is rhombohedral, whcn.qanealed it 
is triclinic. .

Fig.9 - IR spectra of3Ca0.Si02 (curve 1) 
and solid solutions:
a - with У20з.ЗЮ2 (3,6,12 (in batch) wt%) 
b - with Sc2O3.SiO2 (1 wt%)
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Fig.10 - Regions of solid solutions in the 
systems 3CaO.SiO2-Y2O3.SiOo and 3CaO.SiO2- ha2O3.SiO2. 3
T - triclinic, M - monoclinic, R - rhombo
hedral modifications.

In conclusion of this study the following 
should be noted . Rare earth elements 
can be used as specific crystal chemical in
dicators allowing to reveal the peculiari
ties of structure and the properties of host 
matrix minerals. Owing to the calcium iso
morphism in the solid solutions of C3S with 
rare-earth elements we managed to establish 
the fact of practical importance - the 
supersaturation of solid solutions with cal
cium oxide. Only the DTA curves for solid 
solutions of C3S with lanthanum showed all 
polymorphic transformations of triclinic 
solid solutions analogous to triclinic tri
calcium silicate. In the solid solutions of 
CoS with yttrium and rare-earth elements 
we observed a disorder phenomenon (quali



tatively) in the distribution of structural 
elements of the lattice characteristic of 
the solid solutions of substitution. The 
disorder was fixed based on the diffused 
character of the IR-spectra, the change of 
index Д (index of lattice distortion) /25/ 
and the splitting of effects in the DTA 
curves.
Triclinic, monoclinic and rhombohedral po
lymorphic modifications of C3S stabilized, 
respectively, by 0.75, 1.50 and 4.50 wt% 
LaoOg were obtained also by other investi
gators /26,27/. Their data coincide with 
the results of the above investigations of 
solid solutions of C3S with I^Oi and 
LaoOi.SiOo. But the presence in the C3S so
lid solution of 7.27 v/t% 1а20з seems to be 
increased /27/.
There are also papers concerned with the 
substitution of Tr3+ and y3+ for Ca2+ in 
C2S, the solid solutions of C2S with ytt
rium, lanthanum and neodymium orthosilica
tes being studied /28,29/. It was shown 
that in the СагЗЮ^-У^СЗЮд)^ system the 
region of homogeneity exists up to 35 w't/S 
¥4(3104)3, in 0823104-134(3104)2 - up 
to- 35 wt% 1ад(310д)з and in the CäoSiO.- 
№,(8104)3 up to 40 wt% №4(3104)3. 'the 
formation of solid solutions leads to suc
cessive stabilization of ß -, , 0O-C2S.
In the Ca23iO4-Y4(SiO4) 3 ^system 5-, 0/ -, 
* - C2S are stabilized In the solid solu
tions at Y,(SiO,)3 concentrations of up to7.5, 12-254and 30-35 wt%, respectively. In 
the 0823104-184(3104)3 system these modifi
cations are stabilized at 184(3104)3 con
tents of up to 5, 15-20 and 25-35 wt%. In 
the Ca2Si04-Nd4(Si04)3 system they are sta
bilized at №43104)3^00^ ents of up to*
7.5, I7.5-27.5 and 32.5-40 wt%.
The above mentioned results give u.° grounds 
to assume that firstly, all other rare- 
earth elements can also isomorphously sub
stitute for Ca2+ in C3S and C2S. Secondly, 
an important practical result follows: rare 
earth elements which can be present in the 
wastes utilized will be "adopted" by the 
clinker silicate phases. A greater amount 
of rare-earth elements can be distributed 
in CjS than in C3S.
Investigations under laboratory conditions 
showed that lagO^ not only accelerates the 
clinker formation process but improves the 
technical properties of cement /30/.
ON IMPERFECTION OF CLINKER PHASES AS A 
RESULT OF THE PRESENCE OF IMPURITIES IN 
THE LATTICE
One of the results of isomorphous substitu
tions in crystals is their imperfection. In 
practice, each solid solution is defective. 
Classification of defects has been made in 
/31/.
We studied the Interrelation between com
position, structure, defects and hydra
tion activity of solid solutions of C3S 
with ZnO /32/.

Selection of ZnO as a solid solution compo
nent was due to the fact that this oxide 
allows stabilization of a whole series of 
С3З modifications (triclinic, monoclinic, 
rhombohedral) and also due to its practical 
importance.
The phases v/ere identified using X-ray and 
microscopic methods, DTA and IR-spectrosco- 
py. The composition was determined by che
mical analysis. ZnO concentration in vari
ous modifications was as follows ( here 
and further percent by weight):
Tp up to 1й; Tjp, Тщ from 1.0 to 2.0%;
Mp from 2.0 to 2.5%; Мц from 2.5 to 4.0%;
R from 4.0 to 5.0%. The limiting solid solu
tion contained 5% ZnO. The X-ray patterns 
of these solid solutions are similar to 
the ones of solid solutions with 18203.
The formation of solid solutions accompa
nied by substituting Zn2+ for Ca2+ is re
lated with a considerable change of 3CaO. 
SIO2 matrix structure, disordering in the 
distribution of crystal lattice elements 
and defect formation. As an example of 
ЗСаО.ЗЮр structure distortion influenced 
by Zn impurity we show the IR-spectra of 
triclinic, monoclinic and rhombohedral mo
difications of the solid solutions (Fig.11).

Fig.11 - IR-spectra of 3CaO.SiC2 (a) and 
solid solutions with ZnO: b - triclinic, 
c - monoclinic, d - rhombohedral.

The defective state of the lattice depends 
on the chemical nature and amount of impu
rity /33/. Imperfect ion of solid solutions 
of C3S with ZnO and its dependence on the 
impurity concentration was characterized 
using the data of an electron-microscopic 
study of the etching picture of crystal 
surfaces.
The character of formation, distribution 
and orientation of etching figures is an
indication of various defects. Three types 
of etching figures were distinguished: tri
angular with an average size of О.3-О.5«ш7



pointlike (0.01,иш) and rounded (0.7-1.0 
On the surface 6f crystals of pure C^S main
ly the triangular and pointlike etching fi
gures were observed. The surface part free 
of etching figures occupied 60%. With inrea- 
sing ZnO content in the solid solution it 
decreased rapidly and at oj 1.5% ZnO practi
cally disappeared. The appearance of etching 
figures on the overall crystal surface evi
dences for the fact that it is the impurity 
component that causes lattice defectness.
A comparative consideration of the etching 
picture of pure 3CaO.SiO2 and the one with 
ZnO permitted us to find that the presence 
of impurity leads to the formation of etching 
figures of the rounded form. Similar etching 
figures were also observed on crystals of 
C3S solid solutions with other impurities, 
for example, with MgO, AlnO-i, Cr20-> and 
P2O5 /33/.
The pointlike and triangular etching figu
res were called "structural" (they probably 
are of dislocation nature) and rounded - 
as "impurity" etching figures according to 
their origin.
To estimate quantitatively the relations of 
various etching figures, we calculated their 
densities which are as follows (figures/cm^):
1-80.10,  40-10^-100 107 and 0-90 104 for 
triangular, pointlike and rounded figures, 
respectively.

* * *
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Figure 12 is graphic representation of the 
dependence of impurity (j> imp.) and struc
tural ( iJs-tr.) etching figures on ZnO con
centration in the solid solution using den
sity values of pointlike figures.

1 2—3 -t 5ZnO,wt%

Fig.12 - 
function 
tion.

as a 
solu-

Analysis of the P values as well as the 
etching figures allowed us to reveal the re
distribution of densities with changing ZnO 
concentration. As is seen, the course of 
the curve is complicated. In a general case 
the change of direction of each curve coin
cides with rearrangement of one solid solu

tion modification to the other. Actually 
the extrema in both the curves correspon
ding to x- 1% ZnO coincide with the Tp-^-Tjj 
rearrangement; those at 2% ZnO - with the 
Ттр-— Mp and the ones at v 2.5% ZnO with 
the Mt—^Mtj. A prolonged concentration in
terval of 3-0-4.0% ZnO covers the formation 
region of rhombohedral modification.
Comparison of curves 0 imp. an^ / str. 
shows that they are a! mirror reflection of 
one another: the maximum in the curve J-1 imp, corresponds to the minimum in J) g+r. Ther* 
study of the etching picture and the form 
of the curves leads to the assumption that 
the mechanism of the primary entering of an 
impurity into the matrix crystal lattice 
implies its concentration on the active 
parts of the crystal, i.e. on the ready 
defects.
The pimg, maxima coincide with impurity 
aggregates in the lattices of the modifica
tions formed. The rearrangement of the latt
ice by formation of the next modification 
is connected with the impurity concentra
tion on the ready defects by the distribu
tion of this impurity among structural positions during Ca2+ z^Zn^4" isomorphous sub
stitution. The new polymorphic modification 
formed is characterized by increased densi
ty of structural defects (Fig.12). A great 
amount of pointlike etching figures are on 
the surface of crystals undergoing the 
given transformation stage. The formation 
of the next modification starts with the 
impurity concentration on the ready defects 
of the lattice of the preceding polymorphic 
modification formed etc.
Rearrangement of the lattice due to the 
change of crystal system (e.g. in a tric
linic - monoclinic - rhombohedral series) 
is accompanied by a sharper structural 
change than the one of the Tj—Tjj or Mt— 
MII types. Actually, the largest impurity 
concentration was observed in the sample 
with 2% ZnO, which is a boundary concentra
tion between triclinic and monoclinic forms. 
The greatest density of structural defects 
was observed for the monoclinic form being 
in the stage of rearragement into the rhom
bohedral modification.
The relation between imperfectionandhydra- 
tion activity was considered. The curves 
for the dependence of the degree of hydra
tion of solid solutions on ZnO content 
(Fig.13) are of complicated character (with 
maxima and minima) which is also due to 
the structural rearrangement of polymorphic 
modifications.
It should be particularly mentioned that 
the maximum values of the degree of hydra
tion of the samples with 2 and 4% ZnO corre
spond to the maximally defective state of 
the lattice of solid solutions; the first 
maximum corresponds to a maximum value of 
Pimp. 'tlle second to that of P str.*  
The greatest hydration activity has been 
observed for a solid solution containing



1.2

4% ZnO and being in the stage of rearrage- 
ment to the rhombohedral modification. This 
solid solution has the maximum amount of 
structural defects.

Fig.13 - Degree of hydration of solid solu
tions C3S with ZnO. 1 - after 1 day; 2 - 
after 3uays; 3 - after 28 days.

It is worth noting in conclusion that solid 
solutions being in the state of structural 
rearrangement and formation of new modifi
cations are most active. They possess the 
maximum density of impurity and structural 
defects and the highest degree of hydration.
CONCLUSION
Two main crystal chemical features of clin
ker matrix minerals - CgSjCgSjCjA.CgAgF, 
CaAF -
(1) the tendency to the distribution of va
rious impurities in the lattices instead of 
the main structural elements (isomorphism) 
and
(2) the capability of the formation of va
rious crystal forms (polymorphism)
are a basis of the chemical and thennal ac
tivation of the phases, a base for for fur
ther development of the chemistry and tech
nology of cement, for new economical tech
nological prosedures.
Thus, these two peculiarities of CgS struc
ture underlie the basis of technology of 
belite clinkers (more economical compared 
to that of portland cement clinker) deve
loped at present.
The chemical varieties of impurities and 
their combinations as well as various 
burning and cooling schedules are in their 
essence practical ways of controlling the 
structure and properties of crystals. They 
also provide both the different imperfection 
of crystals and the quality of crystallinity 
and in some cases their partial amorphiza- 
tion. The properties of the crystals and 
material on the whole can be changed in the 
desired direction.
However, the activation processes of sepa
rate clinker phases for the purpose of im
provement of their properties have been 
studied insufficiently.
At present the problems of the composition 
complication and sharp quenching are of 
actual importance for clinker phases as

well as for many other materials of modern 
engineering.
Complication of the composition of clinker 
phases is inevitable to a certain degree 
because of widening the kinds of raw mate
rials utilized. It is the influence of im
purities and heat treatment schedule on 
the structure of clinker compounds that 
makes possible the development of economi
cally advantageous technologies.
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1 Introduction

The fine crystalline textures of the portland 
clinker constituent minerals, inclusive of 
the chemical composition, reflect sensitively 
their growth environments during clinkering 
and thus may provide a wealth of informa
tion as to the actual processing conditions 
of clinker in the kiln. With regard to be
llte and the interstitial materials, calcium 
aluminate and calcium aluminoferrite, those 
relations have already been made clear to a 
certain extent especially in connection with 
the condition of cooling. This report, there
fore, lays emphasis exclusively on alite as 
such an information carrier. The fine tex
tures of alite have been discussed in terms 
of the parameters relevant to crystal growth 
with special reference to the environments 
peculiar to portland clinker. The processing 
parameters in manufacturing clinkers, inclu
sive of the preparation of raw mixes, are 
significant, in this context, in connection 
with their influence on the environmental 
conditions of crystal growth. The relation 
between the fine textures of alite and the 
resultant hydraulic properties of cements 
produced, the materials characterization in 
the true sense of the word (1), is a problem 
separate from the present theme though impor
tant and will not be dealt with here.

The crystal structures of the R and Mg forms 
of C3S, which are respectively the highest- 
temperature modification and the most common 
constituent of alite in works portland clink
er, have been reviewed with regard to the 
origin of the complex polymorphism of CgS.

2 Characteristic aspects of crystal growth 
of alite in portland clinker

2.1 Growth from HTS

The crystal growth of alite in portland 
clinker is essentially the growth from a high 
temperature solution - usually abbreviated as 
HTS (2,3). In the HTS growth the constitu
ents of the material to be crystallized are 
dissolved in a suitable solvent and crystal
lization occurs as the solution becomes crit
ically supersaturated. The supersaturation 
may be promoted by evaporation of the 
solvent, by cooling the solution or by a 
transport process between dissolving and 
growth zones due to temperature or concentra
tion gradient.

With alite in portland clinker the intersti
tial melt, which appears at around 1300°C and 
reaches about twenty percent by weight, acts 
as HTS. CgS, which melts incongruently at 
2070°C, is extremely difficult to be grown 
from the pure melt. The presence of the 
interstitial melt in portland clinker signi
ficantly lowers the temperature of CgS forma
tion and encourages its growth. The dissolu
tion of CaO and C2S into the interstitial 
melt creates the supersaturation necessary 
for nucleation and growth. The reaction 
process to form CgS was illustrated, for 
simplicity, on the phase diagram of the sys

tem CaO-C2S-C4ÄF by Kondo and Choi (4) and 
more elaborately by Christensen et al. (5,6) 
on the ternary system CaO-A^Og-SiC^.

The HTS growth, on the other hand, necessari
ly introduces various sorts of defects into 
the crystal such as substitutional or inter
stitial incorporation of solvent ions, micro
scopic and macroscopic inclusions of solvent 
or impurities, nonuniform doping of elements 
added etc. Such circumstances are essential
ly the same with alite in portland clinker. 
The inherent heterogeneity of nucleation and 
growth environments in clinker further gives 
rise to increasing complexities in the char
acters of the resultant crystals.

The chemical and physical properties of the 
interstitial melt in clinker, as a matter of 
course, exert great influence on the growth 
mode of alite. With regard to the character
ization of the interstitial melt and its 
interaction with CaO and С23, the contribu
tions of Russian scientists are significant 
(7,8) .

2.2 Nucleation

The rate of nucleation has a pronounced in
fluence on the average crystal size of alite 
obtained. In the homogeneous nucleation the 
free energy AG*  for producing spherical 
nuclei of critical radius r*  = 2yv/Ap is 
given by

AG*  = 16ттуЗу2 / 3 (Дц ) 2 (1)

where у is the interfacial surface energy of 
the solid phase, v is the molecular volume of 
the solute, and Ap is the free energy differ
ence per molecule between the solid and the 
liquid phases. In the solution growth the 
driving force for crystal growth, Ap, can be 
expressed in terms of the actual concentra
tion C and the equilibrium concentration Ce 
by

Дц = kTlog(C/Ce) =kTlog(1 + a) (2) 

where к is the Boltzmann constant, T is tem
perature and 0= (C-Ce)/Ce defines the super
saturation .
When a<<l, Ap =kTc. Hence

AG*  = 167Ty3v2/3k2T2o2 (3)

The rate equation for the formation of criti
cal nuclei is

R=c•exp(-AG*/kT)  (4)

This thermodynamic factor must be modified by 
the rate at which molecules can diffuse to 
such nucleation sites. Since the diffusion 
rate is inversely proportional to the visco
sity n, the nucleation rate I, taking 
both thermodynamic and kinetic factors into 
account, is given by

I=К•exp(-AG* /кт)/n (5)

or from eqn.(1)



I = К ■ exp{-leiry-^v^ / ЗкТ (Дц) 2 }/ч (6)

Eqn. (6) shows that I varies rapidly with the 
driving force Др or the supersaturation Ap/kT 
mainly through the exponential term. In actu
al clinker processing conditions the state of 
supersaturation is by no means steady but 
varies to a considerable extent with result
ant wide change in the rate of nucleation 
during clinkering. In general, nucleation is 
favored both kinetically and thermodynamical
ly at elevated temperatures. For the same nu
cleation rate much higher supersaturation is 
required at lower temperatures.

Heterogeneous nucleation on a solid surface 
or other available center increases the nu
cleation rate because of a reduction in the 
interfacial free energy. An expression for 
the rate of heterogeneous nucleation may be 
obtained by replacing AG*  in eqn.(5) by 
фДС*,  where the factor ф varies from 1 to 0 
as .a function of the contact angle 6, which 
is indicative of the affinity between the 
nucleus and the substrate. The heterogene
ous nucleation of alite may therefore occur, 
e.g. on the preexisting belite grains at an 
early stage of clinker formation when the 
supersaturation is relatively low. But the 
subsequent rise in supersaturation as well as 
the fall in viscosity with increasing firing 
temperature necessarily promotes the homoge
neous nucleation in conformity with the eqns. 
(5) and (6), though truly homogeneous nucle
ation will never be achieved in portland 
clinker. The crystallization centers thus 
formed, when brought in zones of undersatura
tion, dissolve and become nutrients of neigh
boring growing crystal individuals.

With regard to the second nucleation, con
ceivable under the vigorous agitation of 
clinker particles in the kiln, there are no 
substantial data available at present.

2.3 Growth instability

2.3.1 Morphological instability

The equilibrium form of alite is usually made 
up of three special forms, one pedion and two 
rhombohedra(Fig.1). However, the growth forms 
of alite in portland clinker are not always 
faceted but show a wide variety of morpholog
ical instability from cellular, skeletal to 
dendritic according to the environmental 
conditions of growth during clinkering. Some 
typical examples of morphological irregulari
ty were shown for the fluorine-bearing alite 
grown from a fused cement clinker (Figs.2 and 
3) (9). Fig.2 gives an example of a periodic 
array of cellular protrusions on (0001). Such 
corrugated surface appears in connection with 
the formation of constitutionally supersatu
rated regions due to the segregation of the 
solvent rejected by the solid interface grow
ing at high rates. Capillarity effect, inter
face kinetics of crystal growth and surface 
diffusion of solute reduce or extinguish such 
perturbations (10,11). The cellular protru
sion is commonly observed for alite in port
land clinker as well. In the later stages of 

clinkering the alite crystal generally shows 
a marked trend toward faceting, despite the 
preexisting morphological irregularity, due 
to the much lower growth rate resulting from 
the decrease in supersaturation.

2.3.2 Growth instability as defined by the 
entrapment of the interstitial melt

At high growth rates the crystal grows with 
the entrapment of solvent inclusions. This 
defines growth instability in the HTS growth; 
or in stable growth the crystal grows without 
entrapping solvent inclusions. This criteri
on of growth stability is useful especially 
in discussing the fine crystalline textures 
of alite in portland clinker because of its 
pronounced capability of explaining many 
other distinctive features of alite (3). The 
inclusions of the interstitial melt are con
centrated normally in the core of the 
crystal, suggesting the considerably high 
growth rate at the initial stage of crystal
lization when the supersaturation is relati
vely high. The melt inclusion, usually 2-3 
цт in diameter, is characterized distinctly 
under the microscope by a small pore exist
ing inside due to solidification.

Trapping of the interstitial melt results 
from any loss of stability by the crystal 
growth form, as exemplified in Fig.4. The 
melt inclusions may also occur, when the 
growth front as a whole is suable, at regions 
on the crystal surface where the supersatu
ration is zero or very low, due to overgrowth 
by layers spreading successively from regions 
where the supersaturation is relatively high
(12).  Under similar conditions the crystal 
of alite can entrap fine grains of belite and 
free lime as well.

Bubbles are also entrapped in quantities 
during this stage of crystal growth. The gas 
dissolved in the interstitial melt behaves, 
during growth, like impurities of the segre
gation coefficient k<1, and will be rejected 
at the solid-liquid interface as the crystal 
grows. When the interstitial melt is satu
rated with gas, the layer in the melt just 
ahead of the advancing interface will soon 
become supersaturated with the gas. In case 
there is no free surface available in the 
melt within the diffusion limit of the gas, 
bubbles are nucleated, which provide sinks 
for the gas diffusing from neighboring super
saturated regions in the melt. The bubbles, 
normally entrapped densely in the core of the 
crystal, are mostly less than 0.5 pm in dia
meter. The dark field illumination discloses 
most clearly the distribution of the bubbles 
in the crystal (Fig.5). The alite crystals 
in laboratory-made clinkers are free from 
such minute submicroscopic bubbles. This 
indicates that the nucleation of bubbles may 
be promoted by the mechanical shock due to 
the vigorous agitation of clinker particles 
in the rotary kiln.

The unstable growth, if prolonged, gives rise 
to remarkable morphological irregularity of 
the crystal produced. The cores of the alite



Fig. 1- Equilibrium form of alite.

crystals in Fig.6, disclosed by etching with 
the aqueous solution of ammonium chloride and 
characterized by the presence of melt inclu
sions, are mostly skeletal or dendritic in 
appearance and seldom surrounded by facets. 
The skeletal growth is a specific case of 
non-uniform growth resulting from the super
saturation higher at the corners and edges of 
a crystal than at the centers of the crystal 
faces. A progressively increasing degree of 
constitutional supersaturation iri" those re
gions leads to dendritic formation with pro
jections in the direction of rapid growth. 
Because of its high rate of growth the unsta
ble growth, in general, produces at ambi
ent temperature provided 'MgO content in 
clinker is low to moderate, i.e. the regions 
characterized by the presence of melt, inclu
sions practically coincide with those made up 
of Mi (Fig.6). . .

At low growth rates the crystal Of "alite 
grows without entrapping inclusions, appreci
ably; that is, the stable growth. The de
supersaturation with the progress of alite 
precipitation, noticeable in the later stages 
of clinkering, lowers the growth rate in 
favor of the occurrence of stable growth. It 
is Mg that is formed predominantly in this 
stage of crystal growth. The crystal appears 
smooth with a scarcity of entrapped materials 
under the microscope and shows a marked trend 
toward faceting. Fig.6 shows how Mg thus 
formed overgrows the core consisting of Mg 
to give ..a well-faceted zoned crystal of 

Fig. 2- Cellular protrusions on (0001). 
Section perpendicular to (0001) . 
Reflected light.

alite. The prolonged growth instability is a 
prerequisite for the occurrence of the appar
ent zonal structures of alite. In short, a 
decrease in growth rate makes the growth mode 
of alite change from unstable to stable with 
the corresponding change in phase composition 
from Mg with or without liquid inclusions to 
Mg. However, the phase constitution of alite, 
depending primarily on the concentration of 
MgO in solid solution, is not to be relied 
upon exclusively for judging the growth con
ditions during clinkering.

Concerning the growth rate of alite in port
land clinker, there are no reliable data 
availale at present to specify the critical 
growth rate which divides the unstable growth 
from the stable growth. However, from a 
number of typical HTS growh experiments it 
has been found that the growth rate for sta
ble growth seldom exceeds widely the value of 
5x lQ-6 cm • sec"1(13). The critical growth 
rate of this order is probably imposed by 
such surface-kinetic processes as desolva
tion, integration at kinks, and the removal 
of solvent molecules from the surface. In 
the later stages of clinker formation, there
fore, the surface kinetic process plays a 
much more important role than the bulk diffu
sion process in the crystal growth of alite. 
Faceting of the crystal is also promoted in 
spite of the pronounced preexisting morpho
logical irregularity due to the unstable 
growth.

In general, the core of the crystal initially 
formed unstably is defective in every respect 
as compared with the periphery grown stably. 
The density of dislocations as revealed by 
etching, for example, is much more higher in 
the core than in the periphery (14). Screw
like dislocations can be introduced during 
skeletal growth of a crystal (15). Solid and 
liquid inclusions entrapped in quantities in 
the core may also produce dislocations be
cause of imperfect lattice closure around 
them. The plane defect, though not charac
terized in details yet, has been found to

Fig. 3- Cellular projections with faceted 
tips. Section parallel to (0001). 
Transmitted light. Open polar.



Fig. 4- Periodic solvent inclusions due 
to cellular perturbations.

exist in alite crystals (16).

2.4 Recrystallization - Ostwald ripening

Recrystallization of alite, prevalent in the 
later stages of clinker formation, also 
changes its crystalline textures to a 
considerable extent (17). This is remarkable 
when clinkers are kept long at fairly high 
temperatures and preexisting crystals are 
small in size. The modified Gibbs-Thomson 
equation holds for recrystallization in the 
presence of liquid - Ostwald ripening.

stance
T : absolute temperature
R : gas constant

This equation indicates that for a certain 
concentration of the solution there corres
ponds a definite crystal size in equilib
rium with this solution. If an aggregate 
consisting of crystals of various sizes is 
introduced into a solution of a given concen
tration, those crystals smaller in size than 
the corresponding critical radius will dis
solve; whereas the larger ones continue to 
grow at the expense of the dissolved sub
stance as the solution is supersaturated with 
respect to them. Concerning alite in clinker 
such conditions may favorably be attained 
toward the end of clinker formation when CaO 
is almost exhausted with a pronounced drop in 
supersaturation with respect to C3S. The 
rate of recrystallization is promoted with 
increasing firing temperature.

The crystal form of alite apparently changes, 
during recrystallization, from tablets on 
{0001} to massive granules with the pyram
idal faces, {loll} and {1102}, well-developed 
(17). This suggests that with a decrease in 
supersaturation the growth comes to predom
inate along the c-axis rather than in the 
direction perpendicular to it. Therefore, 
the ratio Z/w of the crystal, where Z is the 
length parallel to (0001) and и the width 
perpendicular to it, is indicative of the 
environment during growth.

Cr = Ccoexp (2yM/RTdr)

Coot concentration of the saturated solution 
in equilibrium with a large crystal

Cr: concentration of the saturated solution 
in equilibrium with a crystal of radius 
r

Y : specific surface energy of the equilib
rium form of the crystal

d : density of the crystal
M : molecular weight of the dissolved sub

Generally M3 is formed as the recrystalli
zation product with a decrease in impurity 
in solid solution (18) . The decrease in 
impurity content is such that without much 
MgO in clinker the recrystallization product 
occasionally appears as T2. T2, character
ized by its low birefringence (<0.003), 
oblique extinction and polysynthetic twinn
ing, overgrows preexisting M3 to give re
versely zoned alite crystals (in contrast 
with the normal zonation in which the peri

Fig. 5- Distributions of bubbles in 
alite crystals. Dark field 
image. Transmitted light. Works 
portland clinker.

Fig. 6- Zonal structure with M3 over
growing Mi as disclosed by etch
ing with ЫНдСЬад. Laboratory 
clinker. Reflected light.



phery is higher in birefringence than the 
core). The homogenization of chemical com
position with time due to bulk diffusion 
eventually gives alite crystals made up uni
formly of Tj.

3 Processing of portland clinker and crys
talline texture of alite

3.1 General consideration

The crystallization as a whole comprises two 
processes, nucleation and growth. Widely 
different crystalline textures of alite re
sult according to which of these two process
es predominates over the other.

Generally the nucleation process becomes 
predominant when the supersaturation attained 
is so high that the crystallization occurs 
far from equilibrium conditions. A number of 
isothermal clinker burning experiments proved 
that the rate of nucleation, in general, 
becomes increasingly high with a rise in 
firing temperature. Upon nucleation at high 
rate remarkable desupersaturation follows 
because of the limited growth environments in 
clinker, encouraging the formation of numer
ous small faceted crystal individuals con
sisting practically of M3. Usually they are 
poor in melt inclusions and appear short 
prismatic in thin or polished sections under 
the microscope. The I/w ratios of the crys
tals range for the most part between 2 and 3. 
The crystals are usually mixed, more or less, 
with zoned crystals whose cores are made up 
of Mi with apparent traces of unstable 
growth. Presumably such cores may be grown 
in the initial stage of clinker formation, 
when the growth rate of the crystal is rela
tively high in comparison with the nucleation 
rate. The zoned crystals, in spite of M3 
growing thick on (0001) , give much higher 
Z/y ratios ranging between 3 and 4 and ap
pear long prismatic under the microscope.

Under those conditions in which the growth 
process continues to predominate over the 
nucleation process, the unstable growth per
sists with a pronounced development of crys
tal individuals. In actual clinker process
ing such circumstances may be achieved most 
favorably at relatively low temperatures, 
where the occurrence of new crystallization 
centers is depressed while the growth of 
crystal individuals proceeds at fairly high 
rates. in the early stages of clinker forma
tion, therefore, there exists a general trend 
of alite crystals occurring as Mi with or 
without the entrapment of melt inclusions 
according to the rate of growth.

Usually the maximum supersaturation or growth 
rate for stable growth decreases with an 
increase in crystal size, i.e. despite the 
decrease in supersaturation the unstable 
growth tends to persist once the crystal has 
developed large. The morphological stability 
also tends to decrease with increasing crys
tal size (9). Anomalously large grains of 
alite are liable to occur due to the coales
cence of crystal individuals in the same 

crystallographic orientations.

The decrease in supersaturation consequent on 
the progress of clinkering reaction at ele
vated temperatures gives rise to the occur
rence of M3, which overgrows the cores made 
up of Mi to produce zoned alite crystals. 
New crystallization centers consisting uni
formly of M3 continue to nucleate though low 
in frequency.

When the rise in supersaturation is depressed 
to a considrable degree or the rate of C3S 
formation remains rather low all through the 
clinkering reaction, the crystal grows stably 
throughout with a scarcity of entrapped mate
rials. Mi is formed in abundance in the 
early stages of clinker formation. Because 
of the close similarity in growth environment 
between Mi and M3 there exists an increasing 
trend, with the progress of clinkering at 
elevated temperatures, toward the occurrence 
of hybrid crystals of both phases existing in 
patches rather than in zones. They are usual
ly well-faceted.

3.2 Effect of processing parameters on the 
fine textures of alite

3.2.1 Heating rate

The rate of dissolution of both CaO and C2S 
into the interstitial melt rises exponential
ly with temperature (7); so that fast heating 
of the raw mix to significantly high tempera
tures promotes their dissolution into the 
melt, leading to the predominance of the 
nucleation process. Definite heating rates 
or maximum firing temperatures necessary for 
such high rates of nucleation depend largely 
on the characteristics or burnability of the 
raw mix and cannot be predicted without spec
ifying them in details. Generally speaking, 
lower heating rates and firing temperatures 
suffice with increasing burnability of the 
raw mix. The high supersaturation necessary 
for such enhanced rate of nucleation may be 
created most favorably by the strong inter
action of low density CaO and. C2S with the 
interstitial melt, probably with the change 
in the mechanism of dissolution from diffu
sive to molecular-dispersive (7). Ono, in 
his method of estimating the burning condi
tion and the quality of clinkers (19), also 
specified the rate of heating as the major 
processing factor that determines the grain 
size of alite.

With decreasing heating rate or firing tem
perature the growth process comes to predom
inate, with a systematic change in the fine 
textures of alite as described in the preced
ing section. Apparent zonal structures result 
when clinker is subsequently burnt long 
enough at high temperatures. Much slower 
heating tends to produce well-faceted crys
tals with M3 and M3 intergrown in patches, 
which, however, occur uniformly as M3 in the 
presence of much MgO in clinker.

3.2.2 Maximum firing temperature and reten
tion time



These two factors are significant in relation 
to their influence on the rate of recrystal
lization as well as the fine textures of 
alite. Generally, high growth rate of alite, 
in comparison with the rate of nucleation, 
can be attained at relatively low firing 
temperatures in favor of the growth instabil
ity and the occurrence of in preference to 
M3 at ambient temperature. M3, on the other 
hand, is formed favorably at much lower 
growth rates. This occurs when alite is 
precipitated most quickly at elevated temper
atures or when the supersaturation is lowered 
considerably in the later stages of normal 
clinker formation.

This trend of phase differentiation can be 
compared with the formulation in the Ono1s 
method (19) that the higher the maxiumum 
firing temperature the greater is the biref
ringence of alite produced, though .the rela
tion between the birefringence and the phase 
constitution of alite is not mentioned ex
plicitly.

When clinker is retained long at elevated 
temperatures after the virtual completion of 
alite preciptation, Ostwald ripening occurs 
appreciably to produce M3 in plenty, giving 
well-faceted large crystals of alite. In the 
absence of much MgO in clinker T2 may occur 
as the result of recrystallization. The low 
birefringence and the polysynthetic twinning 
are characteristic of Tj. The reverse zona
tion is liable to be observed when a raw mix 
of high burnability is fired and kept long at 
elevated temperatures (2).

3.2.3 Calcination

The calcination of a raw mix below the liquid 
formation temperature (ca. 1300°C) has large 
influence on the fine textures of alite re
sulting from the subsequent burning at higher 
temperatures (2). The calcination, in gener
al, encourages the growth process of alite 
precipitation at firing temperatures and, 
when prolonged, tends to produce zoned crys
tals in spite of such high heating rate em
ployed as otherwise leads to the predominance 
of nucleation over growth (Fig.7).*  The cal
cination is detrimental to the burnability 
of the raw mix, due probably to the densifi- 
cation of CaO crystal grains during heating.

3.2.4 Preparation of raw mixes

Inhomogeneity inherent in the preparation of 
raw mixes necessarily leads to wide local 
variations of the fine textures of alite, 
according to the appreciably different 
growth environments in the clinker particle, 
as well as the change in mineralogical and 
interstitial melt composition (20). These 
relations may be predicted to a certain ex
tent from what has been hitherto mentioned. 
Incorporation of coarse-grained or low reac
tivity starting raw materials in the raw mix, 
as a whole, favors the prevalence of growth 
over nucleation even if the raw mix is quick
ly heated, without being calcined, to signif
icantly high temperatures.

Fig. 7- Laboratory-made clinker. Trans
mitted light. Crossed polars.(a) 
Heated at 100°C/min from 1000 up 
to 1600°C, then cooled at 50°C/ 
min down to 1400°C and quenched 
in air. (b) Preheated at 5°C/min 
from 10 00 up to 1200°C. The same 
heating and cooling program 
except for retention for 5 min 
at 1600°C. :

Such moduli of the raw mix as H.M., S.M.,
I.M. and L.S.F. significantly change the 
burnability of the raw mix and, in this con
nection, exert great influence on the result
ant fine textures of alite. The A/F ratio 
(I.M.), in particular, has a pronounced in
fluence on the viscosity of the interstitial 
melt and thus causes a definite change in the 
growth mode of alite (14) .

The effect of minor components in the raw 
mix, whether intentionally added or not, will 
be discussed in details in the following 
section.

4 Influence of minor components

4.1 Underlying principles

The minor component in clinker changes the 
physical properties of the interstitial melt 
and consequently the rate of dissolution of 
both CaO and C2S to a considerable extent. 



Such effects have been reviewed extensively 
by Timashev et al. on the high temperature 
solution of the system СаО-51О2-А12С>з-Ре2Оз 
on the acid-base concept (7,8). The quater
nary solution, analogous in composition and 
structure to the interstitial melt in port
land clinker, is an ionic HTS with a skeleton 
structure comprising silicate anions of low 
degree of polymerization, as evidenced by its 
low viscosity of the order of 0.1 Pa-s.

In the structure of such high temperature 
solutions the following acid-base equilibrium 
holds for amphoteric elements as Al and Fe.

MeO45- t Me3+ + 4O2- (1)

[Me3+] [O2"]4
К = -------------------- (2) 

[MeO45-]

A decrease in viscosity results when the 
minor addition of a foreign component shifts 
the equilibrium of the eqn.(1) to the right 
and increases the concentration of Me3+ ions 
which is highly mobile in comparison with 
MeO43-. The viscosity increases when the 
reverse process occurs. It is to be expected 
that the viscosity change depends largely on 
the field strength of cation added or the 
attractive force between cation and oxygen. 
The higher the value of the field strength, 
the more covalent or less ionic becomes the 
bond. Thus the field strength can be corre
lated with the ionicity of the bond, which is 
expressed in terms of the difference in elec
tronegativity xa and Xb cation and anion, 
e.g. by the formula 1 - exp{-(xa - Xb)2/4) 
(Pauling). In view of oxygen being the only 
electronegative element in the melt the ef
fect of the minor addition of a foreign ele
ment on the viscosity of the melt can be 
discussed in terms of its electronegativity 
associated with its electron configuration in 
the outermost shell. For the s-elements of 
basic character the viscosity of the liquid 
decreases linearly with increasing electro
negativity or decreasirtg basicity of the 
element added, provided the temperature and 
the concentration are kept constant (in the 
order of K->Ba-’-Na->-Sr-»-Ca-»-Mg) . The similar 
trend exists also for the p-elements of acid
ic character (Al->-P-*-B-*S-»-Cl-+F)  . For the d- 
elements the viscosity decreases, as expect
ed, with increasing Me - 0 bond strength. 
These relations hold so far as the concentra
tion of a foreign oxide added does not exceed
2-3  percent. The surface tension of the 
melt increases for the s-elements with in
creasing electronegativity but decreases for 
the p-elements.

Butt and Timashev showed under isothermal 
burning conditions that the viscosity of the 
melt is of primary importance to the dissolu
tion of CaO and C2S in the liquid (7). High 
surf--a cension also favors the dissolution 
tnrough encouraging the dispersion of CaO and 
C2S grains in the liquid, though it has no 
effect on the kinetics of dissolving high 
density CaO grains (7). Usually the rate of 
dissolution of C2S is high enough, especially 

in the presence of alkalies, in comparison 
with the relatively low diffusion rate of 
silicate ions produced. The formation of 
alite is normally governed by the dissolution 
of CaO, which is diffusion-controlled. In
tensification of CaO 'dissolution and result
ant rapid precipitation of alite can be 
achieved by the interaction of low density 
CaO grains with the liquid of low viscosity 
and high surface tension. Minor components 
can therefore influence the burnability of 
the raw mix as evaluated by the amount of CaO 
left uncombined under a certain fixed condi
tion of burning. In this connection it is 
noteworthy that the burnability of the raw 
mix also increases systematically with the 
value of field strength of the basic element 
added (K-Na--Li -Ba -Ca >Mg) (21) .

4.2 Effect of MgO

MgO enters the C3S lattice replacing CaO up 
to about 2% by weight. An increase in MgO 
content in the raw mix, therefore, leads to 
an apparent increase in L.S.F.; in this con
nection, Christensen proposed a modified LSF- 
formula taking the role of MgO into account 
(22). Nevertheless, the burnability of the 
raw mix can be improved remarkably by intro
ducing a small amount of MgO, especially at 
relatively low temperatures (7,22). MgO in 
the interstitial melt promotes the dissolu
tion of CaO by appreciably increasing the 
surface tension as well as decreasing the 
viscosity of the melt, especially in the 
presence of alkalies which lower the surface 
tension and increase the viscosity to a con
siderable degree.

It is by promoting the nucleation process of 
alite precipitation that MgO improve the 
burnability or accelerate the formation of 
C3S. With an increment of MgO in the raw 
mix, for example, large zoned crystals of 
alite can be replaced completely by small 
faceted crystals consisting practically of M3 
with a scarcity of inclusions. The amount of 
CaO left uncombined decreases definitely with 
the increase in MgO content in the raw mix. 
With plenty of MgO in clinker prolonged cal
cination followed by fairly rapid heating to 
the maximum firing temperature is absolutely 
necessary for producing zoned alite crystals 
in quantities.

4.3 Effect of SO3

SO3, in contrast with MgO, obviously promotes 
the growth process of alite precipitation in 
favor of the occurrence of large crystal 
individuals. The much higher growth rate in 
the presence of SO3 comes from a pronounced 
drop in the viscosity of 'the interstitial 
melt. Under normal conditions of clinker 
processing incorporation of a small amount of 
SO3 in clinker favors to produce zoned crys
tals, which otherwise occur uniformly of M3. 
With more than one percent of SO3 in clinker 
alite crystals are developed anomalously 
large, consisting practically of M3. They 
are usually highly irregular in shape, skele
tal to dendritic, and seldom faceted com-
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Fig., 8- Phase constitution of alite 
against MgO and. SO3 contents in 
works portland clinker.

pletely.. The interstitial melt is normally 
entrapped in quantities in. the core. The 
crystal grows entrapping small grains of 
belite and free lime as well. An improvement 
in burnability may result, in the. presence of 
SO3 in an appropriate content,, from the en
hanced growth rate of alite.. Excess addition, 
however,, leads to an appreciable drop in the 
amount of alite produced (.7). The similar 
trend; is, observed when P2O5 is added in the 
raw mix,..

The effect of SO3 on the dissolution of CaO 
or C2S: is, not straightforward.. Sulfate ions 
in the interstitial melt remarkably lowers 
its viscosity in favor of the dissolution of 
CaO,-; whereas the decrease in surface tension,, 
which slows, down the dispersion of CaO grains, 
and: promotes the grain growth due to recrys
tallization,, may reduce the- former effect.

The formation of two liquids in the presence 
of alkalies and: SO3 in large quantity changes, 
the- physical properties of the melt to a 
considerable degree and thus influences the 
crystallization mode of alite.. In. fact the 
effect of SO3 on the fine textures, of alite 
can be reduced, considerably by introducing 
alkalies- in- high concentration..

4...4; Interaction of MgO and: SO3

The high MgO content in- the raw. mix: favors, 
the; stabilization, of M3 at ambient tempera
ture due not only to the- intensification, of 
the nucleatipn process; but also, to the: high, 
MgO, concentration, to, be distributed: to alite-

during growth. The incorporation of SO3 in 
clinker, on the other hand, promotes the 
growth process of alite precipitation in 
favor of the stabilization of M3 at ambient 
temperature. Thus SO3 acts in opposition to 
MgO with respect to the crystallization mode 
and the resultant phase constitution of 
alite, and vice versa. This explains the 
relation in Fig.8, in which the constituent 
phase of alite is plotted against the amounts 
of MgO and SO3 in the clinker (2). The phase 
state of alite is transformed from M3 to M3 
via the hybrid state of both phases with 
increasing amount of MgO. With an increase 
in SO3 content in clinker much more MgO is 
required to produce alite entirely as M3. A 
wide change in alkali content in clinker will 
modify the relation because of the strong 
affiniy of alkalies for SO3 to form com
pounds. A completely different phase rela
tion diagram may be obtained when the pro
cessing conditions of clinker are thoroughly 
changed.

4.5 Distribution of minor components

When the crystal with the impurity concentra
tion Cg is growing from the solution the 
concentration of which with respect to the 
impurity is C3,, the ratio Cg/CL = к defines 
the distribution coefficient.. The effective 
distribution coefficient ke in actual growth 
conditions differs, more or less, from the 
equilibrium distribution coefficient ko as 
derived from the phase equilibrium diagram,, 
due to the segregation of the impurity at the 
growing solid-liquid interface.

Burton, Prim and Slichter (23)- obtained a 
simple relation between ke and ko.

ko + (1 - ko) exp {—v<5/D)

where v is the growth rate, 6 is the thick
ness of diffusion boundary layer formed by 
segregation and D the diffusion coefficient. 
The effective distribution coefficient ke 
varies between ko and 1 as a function of v6 
/D._ Increase in growth rate leads to the 
depletion or enrichment of impurity component 
in the solid according to whether k>l or kei
lt is to be noted,, however, that the BPS 
model is for the growth in the steady state 
and that this condition will never be met 
with the crystal growth in portland clinker..

The MgO content of alite as determined by 
EPMA varies approximately linearly with that 
of the clinker,, though the reported slopes 
are. varied to a certain extent from one an
other (24,-27) .. This shows the distribution, 
relation existing between alite and the melt 
during growth in view of MgO being concen
trated in. the interstitial melt (27). The 
similar trend exists also for ЕезОз (24-26) .. 
No such clear relation can be observed- for 
AI2O3 according, to the data by Kristmann 
(26),„ though, there is the evidence,, on the 
other hand:,, for the correlated: incorporation 
of AI2O3: with, ЕезОз (18,27);..
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Electron microprobe analysis was made sepa
rately for the core and the periphery of the 
zoned crystal in view of the different growth 
modes between them (14). Fig.9 illustrates 
the difference in chemical composition for 
both parts. Considering practically the same 
MgO content, the (AI2O3 + РезОз) content much 
higher in the core than in the periphery may 
contribute primarily to the stabilization of 
Mi at ambient temperature in accordance with 
the phase relation diagram by Woermann et al. 
(28). The high (Al + Fe) concentration in 
the core may come from the higher rate of 
growth at the initial stage of crystalliza
tion. No appreciable difference in chemical 
composition can be found between Mi and M3 
grown in patches, suggesting close similari
ties in growth environments between the two 
phases. The redistribution of impurities 
during recrystallization under the condition 
very close to equilibrium results in a re
markable decrease in impurity content (18).
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Fig. 9- Distinction of chemical composi
tion between the core and peri
phery of zoned alite crystals.

The chemical composition is by no means homo
geneous throughout the crystal individual, 
being greatly influenced by the growth rate 
and its anisotropy. It is absolutely neces
sary, therefore, to take into account care
fully the fine textures of the crystal in 
exactly interpreting the result of various 
microprobe analyses.

The crystal structure of alite 

5-.l R form at 1200°C

Nishi and Takeuchi (29) has refined the crys
tal structure of C3S at 1200°C to R=10% for 
159 reflections employed.

Fig.10— Three independent tetrahedra on 
the threefold axis in the rhom- 
bohedral structure at 1200°C.
63 = 0.7 Ä, 62 = 0.2 A, 63 = 0.4 A,
64 = 0.4 A.

Crystal data at 1200°C: a = 7.153(6), c = 
25.586(15)A, space group R3m, unit cell 
contents 9 xСаз.gsSio.98A10.04°5-

The structure obtained is significantly 
different from the average structure proposed 
by Jeffery (30) in the following points.

(1) Of the three independent tetrahedra on 
the 3-fold axis, the one about Si(l) is 
60° different in orientation around the 
axis from the corresponding tetrahedron 
in the Jeffery's structure (Fig.10).

(2) The tetrahedron about Si (2) statistically 
points upward (U-orientation) and down
ward (D-orientation). The fraction of 
the D-orientation is 70 % at 1200°C.

(3) All the tetrahedra are tilted in such a 
way that their apical bonds slightly 
swing away from the 3-fold axes with Si 
atoms being kept on the axes (denoted by 
6 in Fig.10) .

Fig.11 shows the silicate tetrahedra and the 
coordination polyhedra around Ca ions in the 
mirror plane parallel to (110) and passing 
through the origin. In view of the statisti
cal orientation of the Si (2) tetrahedra this 
figure illustarates the case in which the 
Si(2) tetrahedron has the D-orientation. The 
coordination for Ca(l) and Ca(2) is sixfold 
as in the Jeffery's model, while that of 
Ca(3) is sevenfold. In the case of polyhedra 
around Ca(3), however, two of the seven Ca - 0

Al
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Fig.Il- The structure of the rhömbohed- 
ral phase of tricalcium silicate 
at 1200°C, showing the silicate 
tetrahedra and the polyhedra 
about the Ca atoms in the mirror 
plane parallel to (110) and 
passing through the origin. 
Si (2) tetrahedra point downward 
in this figure. Viewed down 
[1101 but rotated by 15° around 
the c-axis.

bonds have a distance as long as 2.96Ä. In 
this respect the coordination of Ca(3) may be 
regarded basically as fivefold. The mean 
coordination number may then be 5.66 in the 
rhombohedral structure.' An overall average 
of the Ca - О bond lengths at 1200°C gives a 
value of 2.5IÄ, which is 5% longer than in 
the Jeffery's structure at ambient tempera
ture .

5.2 M3 form

Crystal data: a = 33.083(8), b = 7.027(2), c = 
18.499(4)A„ В =94.12(2)°, Unit cell con
tents 36 x Ca2 g9^90 1l^iO5, V= 4289Ä^, space 
group Cm.

This large monoclinic cell characterized by 
complicated supercell reflections was first 
reported by Jeffery (30) and later proved to 
correspond to that of the M3, modification 
(31). The supercell structure of this form 
has been determined and refined to R = 9.9% by 
Nishi, Takeuchi and Maki (13.6% for 2818 
superstructure reflections and 5.9% for aver
age structure)(32).

Fig.12- Orientational disorder of the 
silicate tetrahedra at y=0. The 
broken lines trace the cell of 
the rhombohedral average struc
ture. For tetrahedra with U-D 
disorder fractions of U are 
indicated. For those with U-D-G 
disorder fractions of U and D 
are indicated in this order. No 
figures for those having fixed 
orientation.

Fig.12 shows the arrangement of the silicate 
tetrahedra at y=0. The broken lines trace 
the rhombohedral cell. The mode of orienta
tional disorder of the silicate tetrahedra is 
different from that of the corresponding 
tetrahedra in the rhombohedral structure.

The silicate tetrahedra can be classified 
into three categories with regard to the c- 
axis of the rhombohedral subcell.

(1) those having fixed orientation (either U 
or D) .

(2) those showing disorder in two orienta
tions U and D (U-D disorder).

(3) those showing U-D-G disorder, where G 
represents a new type of orientation of 
neither U nor D.

Among eighteen silicate tetrahedra in Fig.12 
six belong to the category (1). The remain
ing twelve tetrahedra show statistical orien
tations, each being defined in terms of U, D 
and G orientations.

The thirty six Ca atoms in the unit cell can 
be classified into two groups; eighteen Ca's 
on the mirror plane and eighteen Ca's lying 
approximately on a plane close to y=l/4. 
Most of the Ca's show positional splittings. 
This effect is small for Ca's in the first 
group, while it is significant for Ca's in 
the second group. The coordination numbers 
of the Ca atoms, taking into account the 
occupancies of the oxygen atoms smaller than 
unity because of the orientational disorder 
of tetrahedra, were found to be 6.0-7.12,
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with the mean of 6.15. This value lies bet
ween 6.21, the average coordination number 
calculated by the authors for Tj (33), and 
5.66 for R. Besides, as regards the orienta
tional order-disorder of silicate tetrahedra. 
Mg shares the feature with both R and Tg; all 
the tetrahedra are ordered in orientation in 
the triclinic structure. The complex poly
morphism of CgS, therefore, may arise from 
the orientational disorder of silicate tetra
hedra associated with the consequent change 
in coordination about Ca atoms.

5.3 Phase identification of alite

As regards the polymorphism of 
modifications have been confirmed 
means of XRD, DTA and optical 
(34,35) .

CgS seven 
to exist by 
microscopy

6 2 0---- ^2 920 „ 980 990 1060 1070--- »-T 3 ---- *-M  q *----I'M 2 ---- *"M  3 -<--- R 
nie, M: Monoclinic, R: Trigonal)

In works portland clinker alite normally 
occurs as Mq or Mg at ambient temperature 
(36,37). When heated, alite in clinker first 
reverts to T2 at around 700°C irrespective of 
its initial phase constitution (31,38,39). 
The corresponding exothermic peak, which is 
clearly recognized for synthetic CgS solid 
solutions, cannot usually be found on the DTA 
diagram, being masked by the pronounced endo
thermic peak due to the 0 -»• aq,1 transition of 
belite at around this temperature. Upon 
reversion Mg shows a sharp decrease in biref
ringence. After the reversion to T2 alite 
undergoes phase transitions regularly accord
ing to the normal polymorphic sequence of 
CgS. It seems that M2, as well as Tg, can 
no longer exist as a constituent phase of 
alite in portland clinker because of the high 
impurity content in. solid solution (31) . The 
direct transition from T2 to Mg occurs at 
790 - 850°C with an endothermic effect, which 
was previously ascribed to the monoclinic to 
trigonal transition (40). Mq is then trans
formed directly into Mg at around 950°C with 
an abrupt rise in birefringence. In spite of 
these alite made up completely of Mg in 
clinker rich in MgO usually gives no indica
tion of phase change until the direct transi
tion to R above 1000°C.

Mlb' a variety of Mq distinct from Mqa in 
cell geometry (34), has been proved to be Mg 
(31). Mq(= Mqa) was formerly misinterpreted 
as R because of an apparent trigonal charac
ter of its cell, which is noticeable, in 
particular, with alite in clinker rich in 
8О3.

Still there seem to be some difficulties in 
identifying unequivocally the phase state of 
CgS solid solutions. Sinclair and Groves 
(41) proved by means of electron diffraction 
that CgS solid solutions doped with Zn(34, 
42), La(43), Al+F(44,45) and Al+Mg+F(46) and 
identified as R by XRD are in reality mono
clinic or triclinic in symmetry. Then the 
high hydraulic activity and strength develop
ment reported for “rhombohedral" alite can no 
longer be explained in terms of its struc

tural peculiarity, i.e. the highest-tempera- 
ture modification or the highest crystal 
symmetry. The supercell nature is charac
teristic of each lower temperature modifica
tion of CgS. It is ordinarily the geometry 
of subcell and neither the true supercell nor 
the diffraction symmetry including supercell 
reflections that we can derive from the X-ray 
powder diagram. The coalescence of subcell 
lines on the powder diffraction diagram does 
not necessarily lead to the higher symmetry 
of the structure. In this respect it is 
encouraged to use jointly other available 
means than XRD. More reliable and systematic 
procedures must be developed for unequivocal 
phase identification of CgS solid solutions.

6 Conclusive remarks

A number of processing parameters involved in 
clinker manufacturing, when viewed from their 
influence on the fine textures or characters 
of the clinker constituent minerals, are so 
closely related with one another that it 
occasionally leads to insignificant conclu
sions to combine each of them directly, with
out the consideration of other parameters, 
with a certain specific character of the 
constituent mineral. For example, the heat
ing rate or maximum firing temperature neces
sary for the occurrence of growth instability 
of alite depends largely on the precalcina
tion or preparation, inclusive of minor com
ponents, of a raw mix. For unequivocal cor
respondence the processing parameters must be 
interpreted in terms cf their influence on 
the fundamental parameters of crystal growth 
or the environmental conditions of nucleation 
and growth.

In the proceeding of the last symposium in 
Paris in 1980 Skalny and Young raised a ques
tion if two plants (or even laboratories) can 
produce cements with exactly the same proper
ties (47). In other words, this question 
manifests the poor reproducibility in the 
manufacturing of cements. In the light of 
what has been hitherto mentioned, the diffi
culty lies, so far as the clinker manufactur
ing is concerned, in the accurate control and 
reproduction of the crystallization process 
of each of the clinker constituent minerals, 
especially that of alite from the interstiti
al melt. The fine textures or characters of 
the clinker minerals are so widely variable 
according to their process of crystallization 
as to make the unique correspondence to their 
hydraulic properties extremely difficult. On 
the other hand, such situation, when viewed 
from another angle, may leave plenty of room 
for further improvement and diversification 
in the quality and production of cements in 
future. Accurate evaluation as well as de
tailed reproduction of the fine textures of 
the clinker minerals will stimulate the study 
of hydration in this light and lead to the 
elucidation of their relation to the hydrau
lic properties of cements produced. Further 
it is to be noted that the fine textures of 
the clinker minerals can provide a reasonable 
means for evaluating the burnability of a raw 
mix in association with the quality of cement.
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. 1.3
FORMATION D'UN CLINKER CONSOMMANT PEU D'ENERGIE
LOW ENERGY CLINKER FORMATION "

Dans 1 Industrie du Ciment l'energie thermique et mecanique a toujours represente un element 
tres important du prix de revient que les Ingenieurs ont de tout temps cherche ä reduire. 
La mobilisation de grandes quantites d'energie est cependant dans la nature meme de cette" 
Industrie qui consiste ä activer des materiaux naturels stables en les portant ä un potentiel 
energetique suffisamment eleve pour les rendre instables en presence d'eau. C'est de cette 
instabilite que le ciment tire sa capacite ä former des liaisons en retombant'dans un etat 
stable et en liberant une partie de 1'energie qui lui a ete communiquee. Une comparaison de 
1 energie raise en jeu pour assurer la cohesion d'un beton avec celle qui est effectivement 
depensee pour la,fabrication du ciment donnerait sans doute une idee de la limite ultime que 
la consommation energetique pour la fabrication d'un liant pourrait atteindre. L'objet du 
heme 1.3 de ce huitieme Congres de la Chimie du Ciment se limite a une etape Senlenent dans

1 enchainement des phenomenes qui conduisent des materiaux naturels aux liaisons dans le 
beton : la consommation d'energie dans la fabrication du clinker qui est le material de base 
de presque tous les ciments fabriques dans le monde entier.
L'enjeu des travaux consacres ä ce Theme est considerable puisque dans le monde 1'on fabri- 
que actuellement aux environs de 820 millions de tonnes de clinker au prix d1une consomma
tion energetique de pres de 100 millions de tonnes equivalent petrole et de 60 milliards 
de kilowattheures electriques.
Les retombees des economies realisees dans la consommation energetique pour la fabrication 
du clinker atteignent une dimension exceptionnelle; il s'agit done d'un objectif de premiere 
importance pour tous les Organismes de Recherche qui travqillent sur le ciment.

do Cimento a energia termica e mecanica sempre representou urn elemento muito importante do preco de 
e ZntvS? ?S procuram ao longo do tempo reduzir. A mobilizaqäo de grandes quantidades de energia
vando_;= tO' lnerente a Propria natureza dessa Indüstria que consiste era ativar materials naturals estäveis le 
instabiva T I:OtGnclal energetico suficientemente elevado para tomä-los instäveis em prcsenca d'ägua. Ё destä 
DartTda ° clrrcnto tira sua capacidade de formar ligaqöes recaindo em um estado estävel e liberando uma
quela fO1 fornecida' conparaqao da energia posta era fogo para assegurar a coesäo com a-
conmt^l efetivamente gasta para a fabricaqao do cimento daria san düvida uma indSia do limite urbano que о 
so Int^r^ 96 a fabricaCao de urn aglonerante poderia atingir. 0 objetivo do Tema 1.3 deste 89 Congres
dos mat^t°na\. Q™?10? do pimento se limita sonente a uma etapa no encadeiamento dos fenömenos que conduzem 
de base natGrals as ligacoes no concreto: о consumo de energia na fabricagäo do clinquer que ё о material 

se de quase todos os clmentos fabricados no mundo intelro.
do5 trabaUros consagrados a esse Tema ё considerävel pois, no mundo, fabrica-se atualnente cerca de 

lentes a» -л la<?aS de cl4?4uer cam Pre5° de consumo energetico de perto de 100 milhöes de toneladas equiva 
rentes de petroleo e de 60 bilhSes de Kilowats-hora de eletricidade. equava
№ mrr^S,realiZ.adaS ПО consun,° energitico na fabricagäo do clinquer atingem uma dimensäo excepcional; trata 

pu canto de urn objetivo de alta importancia pära todos os organismos de pesquisa que trabalham em cimento. -



FORMATION D'UN CLINKER CONSOMMANT PEU D'ENERGIE
LOW ENERGY CLINKER FORMATION

1. LA CONSOMMATION D'ENERGIE DANS LES FOURS 
A CLINKER. 

du four en voie semi seche ou le potentiel dr 
gaz d'exhaure est abaisse par 1'eau de granu
lation .

Les memes considerations s'appliquent 
lorsque les pertes sont utilisees pour pro- 
duire de l'energie electrique; il Importe lä 
aussi de conserver l'exergie des pertes.

Les efforts actuels des chercheurs por
tent sur la reduction de l'enthalpie de for
mation et sur la reduction des pertes.

2. L'ENTHALPIE DE FORMATION DES CLINKERS

La thermodynamique nous donne un moyen ds 
calculer l'enthalpie de formation en fonctim 
de la composition. Les chercheurs savent done 
quelle composition choisir pour diminuer cett 
enthalpie. Ils ont aussi vu que 1* 1 on pouvait 
agir sur la saturation du clinker, former 
preferentiellement du CjS, utiliser la chalet 
latente de certains materiaux naturels ou in
dustriels et egalement modifier tres profon
dement la composition des clinkers pour obte- 
nir des produits reactifs a faible contenu 
energetique.

Le clinker est obtenu en general ä par- 
tir de materiaux naturels qui sont le cal- 
caire d'argile et le sable, on leur ajoute 
souvent une faible quantite de materiaux 
d'origine industrielle. Ces materiaux 
etaient jadis introduits dans le four ä 
l'etat humide et c'est presque uniquement 
le taux d'humidite du materiau qui deter- 
minait la consommation d'energie. Dans ce 
Systeme denomme voie humide la consommation 
d'energie thermique par tonne de clinker 
pouvait s'elever ä 6500 MJ.

L'Industrie Cimentiere a pu tres 
rapidement faire des economies d'energie 
en alimentant ses fours par des materiaux 
secs. II a ete necessaire de concevoir des 
echangeurs speciaux pouvant recevoir une 
farine Seche et broyee. La consommation de 
ce procede denomme voie seche a pu tomber 
aux environs de 3100 MJ par tonne de clin
ker, il faut toutefois ajouter ä ces chif- 
fres l'energie necessaire au sechage des 
materiaux. Ce sechage s'effectue maintenant 
ä l'exterieur du four mais en utilisant ses 
pertes thermiques sous forme de gaz chauds. 
Lorsque l'humidite des matieres ne depasse 
pas quelques pour cent ces pertes sont süf
fisantes pour secher les materiaux sans 
aucun apnoint thermique exterieur , sinon 
un appoint est necessaire mais le bilan 
rrlobal est tougours oosit-iF, , ,

C'est par ce changement de procede 
que 1'Industrie Cimentiere a obtenu ses 
principales economies d'energie.

Maintenant est-il possible d'aller plus 
loin et comment ? telle est la question 
que se posent les Services de Recherche. 

Les reponses apportees ä ces questions 
peuvent etre examinees ä la lumiere d'une 
analyse detaillee de la consommation ther
mique d’un four en voie seche.

Cette consommation est la somme de trois 
termes :

1. L'energie consommee pour le sechage.
2. L'enthalpie theorique de formation

du clinker ä partir de materiaux secs.
3. Les pertes thermiques du four ä ci-

ment. •.
Le sechage des matieres premieres a ete 

evoque et on n'insistera pas davantage sur 
ce sujet qui est un probleme technologique 
certes important, mais qui n'est pas speci- 
fique de la chimie du clinker. Il est mani
feste que pour reduire ce poste de depense 
energetique, il convient de choisir des ma
tieres premieres aussi seches que possible 
eb utiliser d'une maniere optimale les per
tes du four pour 1’evaporation de l'eau. Il 
Importe done que ces pertes soient obtenues 
ä un pötentiel thermique aussi eleve que 
possible pour intensifier 1'effet de secha
ge. Tel n'est pas le cas par exemple

Ces differents points sont passes en re
vue .

2.1. La saturation du clinker.

L'enthalpie de formation du clinker 
en fonction de sa composition a ete etudiee 
par ZUR STRASSEN.

Dans la composition 1'element le pl
important est la chaux qui est obtenue en ge
neral par decarbonatation du calcaire. Cette 
reaction' est tres endothermique et absorbe 
3125 MJ par tonne de CaO alors que la chaleu: 
de formation theorique d'une tonne de clinke: 
courant n'est que de 1800 MJ/T de clinker. 
Cette difference provient du caractere exo- 
thermique de la reaction 2*3  + S C2S qui 
contribue heureusement ä abaisser le bilan 
de formation du clinker. Il est ä noter que 
la reaction C2S + C —> C3S est ä nouveau 
endothermique, et que de plus eile se produi 
ä haute temperature alors que le C2S est sus 
ceptible de se former ä temperature plus bas 
se. En outre, la formation de C3S exige un 
surcroit de chaux qu'il est necessaire de de 
carbonater. La formation du C3S est done plo 
couteuse en energie que celle de C2S, il en 
resulte que le taux de saturation en chaux 
du clinker a une influence directe sur l'en
thalpie de formation.

Cette influence peut se resumer 
de la maniere suivante :
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TAUX DE CONSOMMATION
SATURATION THEORIQUE MJ/T

100 1800
95 1750
92 1715
90 1690
88 1670
85 1640
82 1600
80 1570

L1abaissement du taux de saturation en- 
traine en general une reduction de la re- 
activite du clinker. Cette reduction est 
plus ou meins accusee suivant la nature des 
matieres premieres et du profil thermique 
du four. Elie doit faire 1'objet d'une etu
de cas par cas pour tenir compte des fac- 
teurs specifiques precedents ainsi que des 
caracteristiques du produit souhaitees par 
les utilisateurs. Cette etude ne peut sou- 
vent etre entreprise que directement sur 
1'installation industrielle tant les para
metres lies au procede sont determinants 
et difficiles ä simuler en laboratoire. Les 
effets sur le produit lui-meme ne se reve
lent pas toujours au niveau du mortier nor
malise, et tres souvent il faut aller jusqu' 
aux utilisations sous forme de beton pour 
juger de tous les effets d'une modification 
des parametres de fabrication. Cependant il 
est possible de tracer en laboratoire les 
lignes generales de 1'influence de ces mo
difications sur le produit, ce sont ces li
gnes generales qui guident les experiences 
en grandeur reelle.

2.2. Le CpS reactif.

Lorsque le facteur de saturation 
est reduit aux environs de 0.7 on ne fabri- 
que plus que du CjS. Sa chaleur de forma
tion esc particulierement basse puisqu'elle 
se situe aux environs de 1335 MJ/T. Malheu- 
reusement ce materiau presente une reacti- 
vite beaucoup plus faible que le C3S et ne 
lui est done pas substituable directement. 
De nombreux chercheurs ont essaye de 1'ac- 
tiver et dans ce domaine les differentes 
voies possibles continuent ä etre etudiees.

Il semble qu'il soit necessaire, 
ou bien de former ce corps ä basse tempe
rature, et done de s1accommoder de cineti- 
ques de formation assez mediocres, ou^alors, 
de le former ä haute temperature en le trem- 
pant d'une maniere tres energique. L'on in- 
troduit ainsi des irreversibilites qui de
gradent le rendement de la recuperation 
thermique et qui risquent de penaliser le 
bilan global de 1'operation. Nul doute que 
si un jour le C2S reactif est mis en fabri
cation, il'faudra inventer de nouveaux pro
cedes de cuisson adaptes au traitement par- 
ticulier qui lui sera necessaire.

2.3. L'utilisation de chaleurs latentes.
Il est possible de baisser la cha

leur de formation du clinker en partant de 
produits ou naturels ou industriels presen
tant une energie latente qui vient en de
duction du bilan normal. Tel est le cas 
lorsque dans la matiere se trouvent des 
matieres carbonees ou des sulfures. Il faut 
alors trouver le meilleur moyen de les uti- 
liser. L'introduction avec la matiere en 
amont peut conduire ä une combustion prema- 
turee et une augmentation des pertes, alors 
qu'en aval on risque un melange trop tardif 
avec les autres materiaux et done une hete- 
rogeneite prejudiciable ä la qualite des ma
teriaux. L'introduction au milieu du four 
dans un precalcinateur est une solution qui 
resout elegamment ce probleme, mais qui ne 
peut etre appliquee dans tous les cas.

Certains residus industriels peu- 
vent contenir de la chaux non carbonatee,com- 
me les laitiers de haut fourneau par exem- 
ple. Dans ces conditions 1'enthalpie de for
mation du clinker peut diminuer dans certains 
cas de 130 MJ par tonne, soit de pres de 7%. 
Cette diminution est entierement repercutee 
sur la consommation du four contrairement a 
celle qui resulte de la presence de matie
res combustibles dans le cru.

L'ajout de laitier ä la matiere 
crue presente un interet indiscutable sur le 
plan de I'energie, son utilisation n'est 
freinee que par des questions de disponibi- 
lite de laitier et de cout de broyage.

2.4. L'introduction de nouveaux elements 
dans le clinker.

Plusieurs chercheurs ont essaye de 
fabriquer des clinkers en modifiant consi- 
derablement sa phase fondue. L'on obtient 
toujours des ciments contenant un certain 
type de belite avec 1'objectif d'aboutir a 
une reactivite aussi elevee que possible.

Des le debut du siecle FERRARI en 
Italic a etudie les ciments tres riches en 
Fe20i qui oortent son nom. Recemment aux 
USA MEHTA a reexamine la fabrication de 
ciments riches en SO3 contenant C4A3S. En 
URSS NUDELMAN a etudie puis fabrique des 
ciments contenant jusqu'a 3 % de chlore. 
L'addition de nitrates a ete examinee en 
France par ARNOULD pour la fabrication de 
nouveaux clinkers. Tous les produits ainsi 
obtenus presentent une enthalpie de forma
tion plus faible que le clinker classique 
et qui se rapproche de celle du C2S (1335 
MJ/T). En outre ces produits sont en gene
ral obtenus ä des temperatures plus basses 
que les clinkers courants; on peut done 
esperer une reduction des pertes thermiques 
du four. Ces aspects positifs sont toute- 
fois penalises par la necessite de maitri- 
ser les tendances ä la fusion et ä la vola
tilisation de la matiere . L'approvisionne- 
ment en nitrates, chlorures et sulfates peut 
dans certaines circcnstances se reveler
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coüteux et un recyclage de ces elements 
apres volatilisation entrainera toujours 
une degradation energetique penalisante 
pour le bilan global. On constate egalement 
que les proprietes des ciments fabriques 
avec ces clinkers sont souvent tres eloi- 
gnees de celles dont le marche а l'expe- 
rience. Ces ciments se trouvent ainsi can
tonnes ä des utilisations speciales et n'ont 
pas encore connu de veritable generalisation 
malgre leur potential d'economies d'energie.

3. LA REDUCTION DES PERTES DU FOUR A CIMENT.

La consomation reelle du four ä ciment 
est la somme de la consommation theorique 
qui a ete detaillee dans les paragraphes 
precedents et des pertes. Dans un four mo
derne les pertes sont de 11ordre de 1330 MJ 
par tonne de clinker. Elles resultent du 
rayonnement des parois (250 MJ/T) du rejet 
de gaz de combustion chauds (660 MJ/T) et de 
la chaleur du clinker non recuperee pour 
rechauffer 11 air de combustion (420 MJ/T), 
cette chaleur est en general evacuee par 
l'air d'exhaure du refroidisseur. Le rende- 
ment d'une telle installation est ainsi de 57 % 
ce qui est de ja eleve;on a neanmoins cher- 
che ä l'ameliorer encore par la mise au 
point d'echangeurs perfectionnes. Les per
formances precedentes ne peuvent etre obser- 
vees sur une longue periode que si le four 
est en fonctionnement stable , c'est-ä-dire 
que l'equilibre entre les pertes amont et 
aval est durablement maintenu. Toute insta- 
bilite ou tout incident se traduit en effet 
par une augmentation de la consommation 
thermique^ ainsi un mauvais fonctionnement 
du refroidisseur entraine une diminution des 
entrees thermiques dans le four qu'il faut 
compenser par un surcroit de combustible qui 
entraine ä son tour une augmentation du vo
lume des gaz de combustion et done une aug
mentation des pertes amont. II se manifeste 
done un effet cumulatif entre les sources 
de pertes, les pertes se cumulant et entrai
nant une deterioration brusque de rendement. 
La conduite d1un four exige done une grande 
vigilance, eile est facilitee par l'utilisa- 
tion d'ordinateurs et de methodes de contröle 
commande modernes qui maintiennent les ins
tallations dans un etat de fonctionnement 
proche de 1'optimum. Le precalcinateur qui 
ne conduit pas directement ä des economies 
d'energie facilite la stabilisation du four, 
et par la regularite de marche induit des 
economies indirectes.

3.1. Le four ideal.

Quelle marge d1 amelioration presente 
encore' le four ä ciment ? Telle est la ques
tion que se posent les Ingenieurs charges de 
coucevoir les equipements de demain.

Les equations des transferts thermi
ques permettent de calculer la consommation 
d'un four dont les echangeurs fonctionnent 
dans des conditions ideales. Ainsi, en par
tant d'un clinker dont l'enthalpie de for
mation est de 1800 MJ/T, s'il etait possible 

de reduire ä zero le rayonnement du four par 
une isolation complete, d'epuiser les fumees 
de sortie jusqu'a la temperature de condensa
tion de I'eau et de disposer d'un refroidis- 
seur suffisamment perfectionne pour porter 
les gaz d1entree du four ä la meme temperature 
que la matiere, la consommation thermique 
pourrait tomber a 2260 MJ par tonne de clin
ker. Si dans les memes conditions le rende
ment du refroidisseur pouvait etre porte a 
100 % et si tous les gaz chauds etaient envo- 
yes dans le four, la consommation tomberait a 
1920 MJ par tonne de clinker, ce qui consti- 
tue le minimum envisageable avec un four ali
mente par un foyer classique; ce minimum est 
tres proche de la consommation theorique de 
1800 MJ par tonne.

Si la consommation thermique d'un four ä ci
ment peut etre calculee avec precision, la 
consommation electrique en revanche se revele 
plus difficile ä estimer. L'on peut simple- 
ment constater que toute augmentation du ren
dement thermique s'obtient par une activation 
des echanges done un brassage plus energique 
des gaz et de la matiere, celui-ci exigeant 
davantage d'energie electrique. Ainsi le pas
sage de la voie humide ä la voie seche s'est 
accompagne d'une depense electrique accrue. 
L'experience a cependant montre que cet ac- 
croissement etait largement inferieur ä la 
reduction de 11energie thermique en termes 
equivalents.

Les hypotheses precedentes supposent que 
des technologies appropriees soient mlses au 
point pour faire fonctionner les echangeurs 
perfectionnes qui sont necessaires pour at- 
teindre des rendements eleves. Des projets 
ä ce sujet existent, mais la difficulte des 
travaux de recherche-developpement s'accroit 
au fur et ä mesure que 1'on s'approche des 
limites theoriques, or celles-ci sont dejä 
tres proches.

Par ailleurs, dans les fours actuels les 
rejets thermiques sont souvent utilises pour 
le sechage des materiaux et accessoirement 
pour la production de courant electrique. 
Augmenten le rendement du four reviendrait a 
supprimer ces rejets et pour le sechage, il 
faudrait alors consommer un surcroit de com
bustible aux foyers auxiliaires. L interet 
d'une augmentation du rendement du four est 
done surtout manifeste pour les installations 
qui disposent de matieres premieres parfaite- 
ment seches; e'est dans ce type d'installa
tions que les prochains progres des fours 
trouveront leurs premieres applications.

Des tentatives en ce sens ont ete faites. 
On a realise un echangeur plus proche de la 
reversibilite que les echangeurs ä grille 
qui sont actuellement utilises. Il comportait 
une cuve destinee ä assurer un contact tres 
etroit des gaz et de la matiere. Le rende
ment de recuperation passait alors de 70 % a 
80 %, mais la matiere n'etait plus trempee a 
la sortie dq four ce qui n'est pas favorable 
ä la reactivite du clinker, et d'autre part, 
le clinker chaud presentait une tendance a 
11 agglomeration,ce qui bloquait le fonctionne-
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ment.de l'echangeur.
En ce qui concerne les echanqeurs amont, 

1'amelioration des echanges a ete obtenue 
par une augmentation du nombre de cyclones; 
on s'est ainsi rapproche des conditions de 
reversibilite qui ont ete evoquees plus haut.

Ces echangeurs plus pousses ne donneront 
de resultats satisfaisants que si 11etat 
physique de la matiere est bien maitrise, 
c'est-ä-dire que si les chimistes trouvent 
le moyen d'eviter les agglomerations et les 
collages intempestifs.

3.2. Les mineralisateurs.

L'effet mineralisateur du fluor et 
de differents autres ions est bien connu de- 
puis longtemps. Il se traduit par une acce
leration des reactions de clinkerisation ä 
temperature donnee ou par une diminution de 
la temperature de clinkerisation pour une 
duree fixee. Ce meme effet peut etre obtenu 
par une diminution de la saturation en 
chaux. L1influence de ces modifications 
sur la consommation du four et sur le niveau 
des pertes est moins bien connue. L'expe- 
rience cimentiere permet cependant de dire 
que la difference de consommation thermique 
entre un cru facile ä combiner et un cru 
difficile ä combiner est de l'ordre de 200 
MJ par tonne de clinker, ce qui represente 
pres de 5 % de la consommation du four. 
L'enjeu d'une amelioration est done parti- 
culierement important. Comment expliquer 
1'influence de 1'aptitude ä la combinaison 
des composants du clinker sur le rendement 
du four ?

II est manifeste que 1'abaissement 
de la temperature conduit ä une reduction 
des pertes par rayonnement. D'autre part, 
l'examen du diagramme Q,T de l'echange 
entre les gaz et la matiere montre que la 
diminution des seuils de decarbonatation 
exerce une influence favorable sur le ni
veau des re jets thermiques par les gaz. En 
revanche, le clinker arrivant plus froid sur 
le refroidisseur aval, le rendement de l'e
change qui se produit sur la grille diminue.

Au total cependant le bilan est po- 
sitif et se traduit par l'economie signalee 
plus haut. Cette economie ne peut cependant 
s' observer dans la realite que si le reglage 
du four peut etre adapte au nouveau profil 
de temperature de la matiere et que si 1'on 
evite toute surcuisson.

Il faut souligner qu'une ameliora
tion de 1'aptitude ä la cuisson peut egale- 
ment etre obtenue par un broyage approprie 
des matieres crues et particulierement des 
composants les plus difficiles ä combiner 
comme le sable.

Un broyage tres pousse exigera sans 
doute plusieurs Kwh/tonne de clinker qui 
dans chaque cas devront etre compares aux 
MJ par tonne de clinker economises. Pour 
chaque four il existe un optimum entre bro- 
Уаде et aptitude ä la cuisson qui devra etre 

redefini lorsqne les mineralisateurs sont 
utilises.

3.3. Le soutiraqe dos alcalis et des 
chlorures.
Les crus de cimenterie peuvent conte- 

nir des alcalis ou des chlorures qui sont 
indesirables dans le clinker pour assurer le 
respect des normes en vigueur dans certains 
pays. L'elimination de ces produits est ef- 
fectuee par un soutirage de gaz de fours dans 
un endroit oil les temperatures sont superieu- 
res ä leur temperature de condensation. De 
cette maniere on est conduit ä augmenter les 
pertes thermiques du four en mettant ä 1'at
mosphere des gaz aux environs de 1000°C. La 
perte thermique qui en resulte est tres ele
vee, d'autant plus elevee que 1'on cherche 
ä pousser 1'elimination des alcalis ou des 
chlorures. Les fours ä precalcinateurs pre
sentent un avantage important ä cet egard 
puisque le volume des gaz de four est tres 
reduit par rapport au four classique, ceux- 
ci sont done davantage enrichis en produits 
volatils et on peut done se contenter ,d'un 
soutirage reduit, ce qui limite les depenses 
thermiques. Celles-ci n'en restent pas moins 
tres elevees comme le montre 1'exemple sui- 
vant : 
Consommation sans by pass :...... 3360 MJ/T
Consommation avec 50% de by pass : 3720 MJ/T
Consommation avec 100% de by pass : 4180 MJ/T

Il apparait ainsi que certaines exi
gences des normes peuvent avoir un effet pe- 
nalisant.sur les consommations energetiques. 
Il est done necessaire de verifier tres pre- 
cisement leur bien-fonde avant de les adopter, 
car bien souvent il est difficile de conci- 
lier des contraintes chimiques pointues im- 
posees par des considerations de qualite du 
beton (reaction alcali granulat, resistance 
ä 1'eau de mer, resistance aux eaux sulfatees) 
et d'obtenir une consommation d'energie op
timale sur le four ä ciment.

4. CONCLUSION.

Les differentes possibilites pour econo
miser I'energie dans la fabrication du clin
ker qui ont ete passees en revue peuvent se 
diviser en deux categories zd'une part, les 
ameliorations qu'il est possible d'entrepren- 
dre immediatement en utilisant les connais- 
sances disponibles, et, d'autre part, les 
recherches ä plus long terme pour 1'amelio
ration des echangeurs et la fabrication de 
nouveaux clinkers.

Les ameliorations qu'il est possible 
d'apporter immediatement ä la fabrication 
du clinker consistent essentiellement a 
optimiser la composition chimique du ciment. 
Cette optimisation doit tenir compte non 
seulement de I'energie depensee au four, , 
mais egalement de celle qu'il est necessaire 
de fournir au broyeur. Ainsi 1'influence 
benefique d'un abaissement du taux de satura
tion du clinker sur la consommation theori- 
que et sur 1'aptitude ä la cuisson se traduit 
en general par des economies de combustible, 
mais aussi par une diminution de la reacti- 
vite du clinker. Il est alors necessaire de 
compenser cette diminution par un broyage
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plus pousse ou par une reduction des cons- 
tituants secondaires ajoutes au ciment; 
c'est-ä-dire par des depenses qui vont ä 
l'encontre des economies escomptees.

Un bilan global alors s1 impose pour 
trouver les points de consigne les plus 
appropries; le cimentier etend en general 
ce bilan jusqu'au beton car 1'utilisateur 
final n'est pas seulement sensible ä la 
reactivite du ciment, mais egalement ä 
d'autres caracteristiques qui influencent 
la rheologie, le ressuage, la couleur, 
I1aptitude ä l'etuvage, la compatibilite 
avec les adjuvants, la durabilite, etc...

Le probleme qui se pose au chi- 
miste est done d'etablir les relations 
entre le choix des nateriaux crus, les ca- 
racteristiques du ciment et les proprietes 
du beton, c'est dans ce cadre qu'il doit 
chercher les points de consigne qui assu- 
rent la consommation energetique la plus 
faible possible. Ce probleme fait done in- 
tervenir de nombreux parametres, et il est 
d'autant plus complexe qu'il s'у ajoute 
en general des contraintes sur les inves- 
tissements, sur la disponibilite en matie- 
res premieres et sur la preservation de 
11environnement. Tous les jours les cimen- 
tiers affrontent cette complexite et lui 
apportent des solutions; celles-ci sont 
rendues plus efficaces encore au für et ä 
mesure que de nouveaux progres sont obtenus 
dans la connaissance des phenomenes chimi- 
ques qui se deroulent dans les fours et les 
broyeurs. ‘

Que faut-il attendre ä plus long terme 
compte tenu des progres dejä accomplis dans 
la fabrication du ciment ? On peut prevoir 
que toute amelioration qui rapprocherait 
les performances des outils actuels de 
leur limite asymptotique sera tres couteu- 
se, qu'il s'agisse de mettre au point'de 
nouveaux echangeurs pour les fours ou de 
concevpir de nouveaux ciments. Il faut 
alors se demander si les coSts energetiques 
futurs justifieront de tels investisse- 
ments en recherche-developpement, et il 
faut reconnaltre que les fluctuations ac- 
tuelles des coSts de I'energie ne permet
tent pas de faire une prevision indiscuta- 
bte.

Tout projet ä tres long terme devrait 
s'appuyer sur une base economique solide 
constituee par le prix d'equilibre de 
I'energie, e'est-a-dire le prix qui permet 
de valoriser les ressources marginales ne
cessaires ä la satisfaction de la demande. 
Ce prix est difficile ä connaitre, mais 
1'on sait que son accroissement est fatal 
en raison de l'epuisement progressif des 
ressources energetiques d'acces facile. Les 
experts prevoient ainsi un doublement du 
prix d'equilibre entre 1986 et 1'an 2000; 
il est de plus probable que cette evolution 
ne s'arretera pas la. Ceci signifie que 
les recherches ä long terme sur les consom- 
mations energetiques dans 1'Industrie du

ciment, meme si elles sont coüteuses ne cons
tituent pas seulement un exercice intellec- 
tuel pour le chercheur, mais representent 
un investissement judicieux pour le futur.
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Low energy clinker
Formation d'un clinker consommant peu d'energie

Summary Cement clinker can be produced in the dry process with an energy consumption of un
der 3100 kJ/kg of clinker (740 kcal/kg). The greater part of this energy is consumed in the 
dissociation of the calcium carbonate in the feed material and in maintaining the high bur
ning temperature of 1450°C. Fuel energy can therefore be saved by lowering the calcium carbo 
nate content in the feed material and/or lowering the burning temperature needed for clinker 
formation.

The burning temperature can be brought down to about 1300°C by the addition of mine 
ralizers and/or fluxes. The energy saving effected by such means is probably not much more 
than 51.

If the calcium carbonate content of the raw mix is reduced, the content of dical
cium silicate in the clinker increases at the expense of the tricalcium silicate. The early 
strength of cement made from belite clinker of this kind becomes higher if the clinker is 
cooled very rapidly or if it contains, besides dicalcium silicate, more vigorously reactive 
compounds poorer in CaO, e.g., calcium aluminate, calcium aluminoferrite, calcium aluminosul- 
phate and/or alinite.

With rapid clinker cooling the energy saving is limited because the heat losses of 
the cooler are greater. With cements containing calcium aluminate, calcium aluminoferrite 
and/or calcium aluminosulphate it is probably possible to effect energy savings of about 25% 
in comparison with portland cement. It should be considered, however, that the strength deve 
lopment - at least at the start of the hardening process - is due chiefly to the formation of 
ettringite, calcium aluminate hydrate and calcium aluminoferrite hydrate, and to a less ex
tent to the formation of calcium silicate hydrate. An energy saving of up to 30% is claimed 
for the production of alinite cement. However, this cement contains about И chloride and is 
therefore in many countries unacceptable as a binder for making reinforced concrete.

In general, cements produced from low energy clinker harden at a notably slower ra
te than ordinary standard cements. Concrete made from low energy clinker cements must there
fore be kept moist for appreciably longer periods. On the other hand, it does indeed attain 
the required strength, but not the low permeability in the surface layers which is essential 
to durability.

Alternatives to low energy clinker cements are, among others, slag cements, pozzola 
nie cements and fly-ash cements, the production of which likewise requires less energy. As 
they have proved satisfactory in practice for many years now, and have been standardized in 
many countries, they continue to enjoy preference.

0 clinquer de cimento pode ser produzido pelo processo seco com urn consumo de ener
gia inferior a 3.100 kJ/kg de clinquer (740 kcal/kg). A maior parte desta energia e gasta na 
dissociaqao do carbonato de calcio no material de alimentaqäo, e na manutenpäo da elevada tern 
peratura de queima de 1.450°C. Portanto, a energia do combustivel pode ser economizada pela 
redupao do teor de carbonato de calcio no_material de alimentapäo e/ou pela redupao da tempe- 
ratura de queima necessäria para a formapäo do clinquer.

A temperatura de queima pode ser baixada para cerca de 1.300°C pela adiqäo de mine- 
ralizadores e/ou fundentes. A economia de energia obtida por estes meios provavelmente näo e 
muito ma is que 5i.

Se о teor de carbonato de calcio na mistura crua for reduzido, о teor de silicato 
bicälcico no clinquer aumenta a custa do silicato tricalcico. A resistencia initial do cimen 
to feito do clinquer de belita deste tipo torna-se reais alta se о clinquer tiver sido resfria 
do muito rapidamente ou se contiver, alem do silicato bicälcico, compostos mais intensamcnte( 
reativos, mas pobres em CaO, por exemplo, aluminato de calcio, ferroaluminato de calcio, sul- 
foaluminato de calcio e/ou alinita.

Com о resfriamento räpido do clinquer a economia de energia e limitada, porque as 
perdas de calor do resfriador säo maiores. Com cimentos contendo aluminato de calcio, ferro
aluminato de calcio e/ou sulfoaluminato de calcio provavelmente e possivel fazer economias de 
energia de cerca de 25% em comparajao com о cimento portland. Dever-se-ia considerar, entre- 
tanto, que о desenvolvimento da resistencia - pelo mcnos no inicio do processo de endurecimen 
to - se deve principalmente ä formaqäo de etringita, hidrato de aluminato de calcio e hidratö 
de ferroaluminato de calcio, e em menor extensao ä formaqäo de hidrato de silicato de calcio. 
Admite-se uma economia de ate SO8« com a produqäo de cimento de alinita. Todavia, este cimen
to contem cerca de 1 80 de cloreto e e, portanto, inaceitävel em muitos parses сото um ligante 
para fabricapäo de concreto reforqado.

Em geral, os cimentos produzidos com clinquer de baixa energia endurecem com veloci 
dade marcantemente mais baixa do que os cimentos comuns padräo. Por isso concreto feito coin 
cimentos de clinquer de baixa energia devem ser mantidos umidos por perfodos apreciavelmente 
mais longos. Por outro lado, ele sem duvida atinge a resistencia exigida, mas näo a baixa 
permcabilidade nas camadas do superficie, que e essencial para a durabilidade.

Alternativas para os cimentos de clinquer de baixa energia säo, entre outras, cimen 
tos de escoria, cimentos pozolänicos e__cimentos de cinza volante, cuja produpao igualmente r£ 
quer mcnos energia. Como agora eles ja foram satisfatoriamente provados na prätica, e ja fo- 
ram padronizados em muitos parses, continuam a atrair a preferencia.
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1. Introduction

Cement manufacture requires a relatively 
high input of energy, namely, fuel energy 
for burning the cement clinker and electric 

energy for cement grinding. Since the steep 
rise in the cost of energy, which began in 
1973, efforts have therefore increasingly 
been directed at reducing energy consumption 
in the production of cement. In this con
text, attention is focused particularly on 

fuel energy saving.

One possibility, which is already being uti
lized to a greater or lesser extent in many 
countries, is the use of latently hydraulic 
or pozzolanic materials as ingredients of ce
ment. These materials are either obtained 
unavoidably as wastes from other industrial 
processes, e.g., blastfurnace slag or fly
ash, or are won as natural rock products. In 
general, therefore, they require only ther
mal energy for drying them. These materials 
and tne cements made from them will be dealt 

with in other principal papers. The present 
paper is concerned solely with clinkers 
which can be burned with reduced input of 

fuel energy.

2. Fundamental aspects

In modern cyclone preheater kilns portland 
cement clinker can be produced with a fuel 
energy consumption of under 3100 kJ/kg 
(740 kcal/kg) (1). In the wet process, on 
the other hand, a fuel energy consumption of 
at least 5000 kJ/kg (1200 kcal/kg) must be 

reckoned with.

The fuel energy input to the dry-process ce
ment kiln serves essentially to dissociate 
the calcium carbonate which is the chief 
component of the raw mix and to heat the 
feed to the temperature of around 1450 °C 
necessary for clinker formation. The addi
tional energy demanded by the wet process is 
required for evaporating the water. There
fore a saving in fuel energy can be effect
ed more particularly by reducing the pro
portion of calcium carbonate in the raw mix 

and/or lowering the clinkering temperature.

If the calcium carbonate content of the raw 
mix is reduced, a clinker with lower trical
cium silicate and higher dicalcium silicate 
content is obtained, with correspond!" ngl у 
very slow hardening. That is why the litera
ture comprises many reports of research aim
ing to improve the hardening capacity of ce
ments made from such clinkers. Some of these 
investigations were concerned with increas
ing the hydraulic reactivity of the dical
cium silicate constituent by applying cer
tain measures in burning and cooling the 
clinker. In many cases it was investigated 
whether tricalcium silicate can at least 
partly be replaced by other compounds which, 
though having a lower CaO content, have a 
similarly rapid hardening behaviour. Such 
compounds containing less CaO are calcium 
aluminates, calcium aluminoferrite , calcium 
aluminosulphate and a 1i n i t e.

There are as yet no reports indicating wheth
er cements produced from such clinkers have 
already been used for making concrete, espe
cially reinforced concrete, and how success
ful they have proved if they have indeed been 
so used. In this connection the durability 
of the concrete, which is becoming an in
creasingly important consideration with re
gard to concrete structures, is more parti

cularly of interest.

3. Burning at low temperature

Normal raw mixes with a lime saturation fac
tor above about 0.95 are generally burned at 
clinkering temperatures of around 1450 °C. 
In particularly favourable cases lower tem
peratures, down to about 1300 °C, may suf
fice. Even lower clinkering temperatures are 
possible if mineralizers and/or fluxes are 
used, which are sometimes added in amounts 
of up to about 3 1« by weight to the raw 
mix. Mineralizers are substances which, even 
when present in small amounts, promote for
mation of the clinker compounds, especially 
the formation of tricalcium silicate. Fluxes



are substances which lower the temperature 
at which the formation of liquid phase com
mences, and decrease the viscosity of the 
clinker melt. It is usually not possible to 
draw a clear-cut distinction because many 
substances have both a mineralizing and a 
fluxing action.

The literature contains many publications 
indicating to what extent various substances 
promote clinker formation. A comprehensive 
review of the literature has been given by 
W. A. Klemm and J. Skalny (2). In compara
tive investigations (3, 4) it was found that 
clinker formation is promoted particularly 
by fluorides and silicofluorides. According 
to I. Odler and S. Abdul-Maula (3) the 
heavy metals zinc, copper and cobalt are al
so effective. If these metals are added as 
fluorides or silicofluorides, an additive 
effect is obta1ned.

The addition of such substances enables the 

clinkering temperature in an industrial ce
ment kiln to be lowered by about 200 K. 
There is divergence of opinion as to how 
much fuel energy can be saved in this way. 
From their literature review W. A. Klemm and 
J. Skalny (2) come to the conclusion that a 
fuel energy saving of about 150 kcal/kg of 
clinker (625 kJ/kg) is attainable as a re
sult of 1oweri ng the clinkering temperature 
by 100 - 200 K. According to N. H. Christen
sen and V. Johansen (5), however, a lowering 
of the clinkering temperature by 150 К will 
effect a saving of probably not more than 
25 kcal/kg (105 kJ/kg).

With regard to such estimates it must be 
taken into account that although the heat 
losses of the kiln are greatly reduced due 
to a lowering of the clinkering temperature, 
with less fuel energy input there is also 
less energy to be recovered from the clinker 
cooler for the benefit of the burning pro
cess. With kilns characterized by high fuel 
energy consumption and correspondingly high 
heat losses, e.g., wet-process kilns, the 
saving may be substantially greater than 

with much more economical kilns such as those 
equipped with grate preheaters or cyclone 
preheaters. For a modern kiln with cyclone 
preheater and precalcining it has been esti
mated by H. 0. Gardeik (6) on the basis of 
model calculations that a 200 К lowering of 
the clinkering temperature would result in a 
5 % fuel energy saving, i.e., a reduction 
from, say, 3140 kJ/kg (750 kcal/kg) to 
2985 kJ/kg (715 kcal/kg). These values are 
in agreement with those indicated by N. H. 
Christensen and V. Johansen (5).

In making this estimate, however, H. 0. Gar
deik presupposes that the added mineralizer 
does not change the temperature level of the 
calcining process. On the other hand, R. Pöhl- 
mann (7) found in his research that an addi
tion of 0.5 and 1.0 % by weight of calcium 
fluoride also lowers the calcining tempera
ture by about 80 K. According to H. 0. Gar
deik the fuel energy saving is thereby in
creased to about 6 °k, i.e., the fuel energy 

consumption would be reduced from, say, 
3140 kJ/kg (750 kcal/kg) to 2950 kJ/kg 
(705 kcal/kg).

4. Bellte cement

The reactions of clinker formation theoret
ically require an energy input of between 
1590 and 1850 kJ/kg of clinker (380 - 
440 kcal/kg), on average 1750 kJ/kg 
(420 kcal/kg). The major part of this input 
is due to the dissociation enthalpy of cal
ci urn carbonate. The energy requirement for 
the decomposition of the clay minerals is 
only quite low, and the formation of the 
clinker compounds from the oxides is an exo
thermic reaction. The theoretical heat re
quirement therefore decreases considerably 
if the calcium carbonate content of the raw 
mix and, in consequence, the tricalcium sili
cate content of the clinker is reduced and 
the di cal ci urn silicate content increased.

Di cal ci urn silicate-rich cements generally 
harden so slowly that their usefulness as 
binding agents for structural concrete is



limited or indeed inadequate. That is why the 
literature comprises so many publications on 
investigations undertaken with the object of 
improving the hydraulic hardening capacity 
of such cements. U. Ludwig and co-workers 
(7-11) found 'that an addition of ground clin
ker of normal composition substantially ac
celerates the hardening of belite cement. 
This is in agreement with the results of re
search conducted by I. Odler and J. Schlipp- 
stuhl (12), which indicates that pure tri
calcium silicate as an activator promotes 
rapid hardening of ß-dicalcium silicate. Be
sides, the hydraulic properties of belite 
clinker can be improved by alkalies, which 
should be added to the raw mix before burn- 

i ng (13).

Various investigations are concerned with 
the possibility of enhancing the hydraulic 
hardening capacity of belite by very rapid 
cooling of the clinker (14-19). In this way 
not only the high-temperature modifications 

of dicalcium silicate are stabilized, but 
their reactivity is also increased (17). De
tailed investigations have shown that such 
belite cements with lime saturation factors 
between about 0.78 and 0.85, dicalcium 
silicate contents according to Bogue between 
about 40 and 60 % and tricalcium silicate 
contents between 40 and 20 % attain higher 
standard strengths if the clinker is very 
rapidly cooled in the temperature range from 
1300 to 900 °C (17). As a result of such 
cooling, however, the 28-day strength is in
creased considerably more than the 3-day 
early strength. From the diagrams contained 
in the publication it is apparent that the 
cement made from the rapidly cooled clinker 
with a lime saturation factor of 0.85 attains 
standard strengths of 17.5 N/mm2 at 3 days 
and 60 N/mm2 at 28 days for a specific sur
face of 3200 cm2/g (Blaine). By extrapola
tion, using the procedure given by G. Sa dran 
and R. Dellyes (20), the corresponding 2-day 
standard strength is found to be about 
12 N/mm2. Normal portland cements, ground to 
the same fineness, attain on average about 

22 N/mm2 at 2 days and 50 N/mm2 at 28 days 
when tested by this method.

A cooling rate of at least 1000 up to about 
3000 K/minute is to be regarded as sufficient
ly rapid. The rate of cooling achieved in the 
usual industrial clinker coolers is about 
150 - 300 K/minute. More rapid cooling re
qu 1 res special equipment. It is therefore 
proposed that the conventional clinker cooler 
be preceded by cooling in a fluidizing 
trough cooler, preferably in conjunction with 
prior comminution of the clinker (18).

The saving in fuel energy that would be ef
fected by burning belite clinker can be esti
mated with the aid of the model calculations 
of H. Rosemann (21). The basis for these cal
culations is provided by investigations on 
various industrial kiln plants, which reveal
ed that a reduction of the reaction enthalpy 
for clinker formation will, for otherwise un
changed conditions, affect the overall fuel 
energy requirement of the kiln plant by ap
proximately a factor of 1.5. The thermal ef
ficiency of the clinker cooler is similarly 
important, however. If the heat losses of the 
clinker cooler are decreased or increased, 
the heat losses of the kiln plant as a whole 
will likewise decrease or increase by a fac

tor of 1.5. These results of the model cal
culation are represented in Fig. 1. For this

Fig. 1: Influence of the lime saturation 
factor and the efficiency of the 
cooler on the fuel energy require
ment of a cyclone preheater kiln



purpose it has been assumed that, for a 
clinker composition calculated according to 
Bogue with unvaryingly 11 % tricalcium alu
minate, 9 °4 calcium al umi noferri te and 1 % 
MgO, only the contents of tricalcium sili
cate and dicalcium silicate can vary. Fur
thermore, in conformity with (17), it has 
been presupposed that the required tempera
ture for clinker formation is lowered from 
1450 °C to 1300 °C with the lowering of the 
lime saturation factor from 0.97 to 0.80.

The shape of the curves shows that the reac
tion enthalpy of clinker formation decreases 
from about 1850 kJ/kg of clinker (440 kcal/kg) 

to 1640 kJ/kg (390 kcal/kg) if the lime satu
ration factor is reduced from 0.97 to 0.80, 
i.e., a decrease of 210 kJ/kg (50 kcal/kg). 

If the heat losses of the clinker cooler re
main unchanged, the fuel energy requirement 
of the kiln plant decreases by 300 kJ/kg 
(70 kcal/kg). Efficient clinker coolers have 

heat losses of about 450 kJ/kg of clinker 
(110 kcal/kg). But if cooling is accomplished 
more rapidly in a given clinker cooler, the 
heat losses increase considerably, e.g., from 
450 kJ/kg of clinker (110 kcal/kg) to 

650 kJ/kg (155 kcal/kg). As a consequence, 
the overall consumption of fuel energy under
goes practically no further change. Energy 
savings would be possible only if, by means 
of design modifications to the clinker cool
er, the heat losses could be reduced to their 

original values.

5. Modified belite cements

The hydraulic hardening capacity of cements 
consisting predominantly of di ca1c i urn sili
cate can be improved by compounds which harden 
more rapidly and which may also accelerate the 
hydration of the dicalcium silicate. Among 
other authors, P. K. Mehta (22) has presented 
an overview of such modified belite cements.

Compounds which promote hardening are more 
particularly the constituents of high-alumi
na cement, namely, monocalcium aluminate and 
"12СаО-7А12Оз" as also the compounds 

3CaO-3A12O3-CaS04- Cements based on these 
substances are a 1 urnina-beiite cement (23 , 24 ) 
and Porsal cement (25, 26). Both these ce
ments contain 60 - 65 % of dicalcium silicate, 
but differ from each other in their content 
of the compounds ЗСаО-3A1jOg'CaSO^ , 
"12CaO-7Al2O3" and CaSO4. The clinker is 
burned from raw mixes of suitable composition 
at temperatures between 1250 and 1300 °C. 

Fuel energy consumption is probably of the 
same order of magnitude as that for belite 
cement. The cements are ground to finenesses 
above 4000 cm2/g, i.e., they are somewhat more 
finely ground than normal portland cements, 
for otherwise they would set too slowly. 
Their standard strengths are reported to be 
approximately equal to those of normal port
land cements. It can be presumed that the 
early strength is due more particularly to 
the formation of ettringite and calcium alu
minate hydrates and that the calcium silicate 
hydrate formed from dicalcium silicate con

tributes only at a substantially later stage 
to structure and strength development, so far 
as the water needed for hydration is then 
still available.

The high iron oxide cement described by 
P. K. Mehta (27, 28) can also be classed 
among the belite cements. The clinker, which 
consists on average of 3 5 % di calcium sili
cate, 30 7= calcium al umi noferri te , 20 7« 

ЗСаО-3A1 203' CaS04 , and 15 7= CaS04, can be 
burned at 1200 °C. At this low temperature a 
clinker is formed which is likely to be easi
ly grindable and in which the calcium alumino- 
ferrite content is not present in fused form, 
so that it reacts quickly with water and con
tributes to strength development. For fine
nesses of 3500 cm2/g the standard strengths 
are comparable to those of normal portland 
cements. The saving in energy is stated to 

be 25 % (27).

6. Alinite cement

Alinite cement has been developed in the 
USSR, where it has been patented since May 
1977 and is also already produced industri-



ally. В. I. Nudelman and others are named as 
the inventors. Protection by patent has 
existed also in many other countries since 
May 1977.

From the German patent specifications (29
32) and from the literature (33-39) it ap
pears that the raw mix for making the alinite 
clinker contains between 6 and 23 % by weight 
of calcium chloride. The other raw material 
components are present in approximately the 
same mix proportions as are typical of port
land cement clinkej" manufacture. It would 
seem, however, that the MgO content has to 
be increased a little in order to stabilize 
the alinite.

Since calcium chloride melts at 772 °C, a 
salt, melt (eutectic CaC^'CaCO^ or CaC^-CaO) 
is formed already at relatively low tempera
tures, which promotes the chemical reaction 
between the components of the raw mix. But 

even at temperatures below that of melt for
mation there occur solid reactions in which 
calcium chloride participates or which are 
promoted by calcium chloride.

The following phase composition is stated 
for the product of the burning process, ' 
alinite clinker:

alinite 60 - 80 % by weight
belite 10 - 30 % by weight
calcium aluminochloride 5 - 10 % by weight
calcium al umi noferri te 2-10/6 by weight

According to A. Boikova (36) the phase com
position is a good deal more complicated, 
however. It would appear that particularly 
also the distribution of the chloride among 
the various compounds is not yet known. The 
formula ascribed to alinite is 
Caii(Sio.75 ^0.25)4 0(8 CT (33 , 34) or 
3(0.875CaO-0.070MgO-0.055CaCl2)-(0.885Si02- 

0.115Al203) (40) or, less exactly, 
2 1 CaO■6Si02-Al2O3'CaC12. According to the 
formula, alinite clinker therefore contains, 
because of its alinite and calcium alumino- 
chloride content, between 3 and 4 % by weight 
of chloride. Usually, 3 % by weight of Cl is 

stated in the literature.

As information contained in the patent speci
fications indicates, between 6 and 23 % by 
weight of calcium chloride is added to the 
raw mix for making alinite clinker. It would 
seem that the calcium chloride can in part be 
replaced by sodium chloride and/or potassium 
chloride. If it is presumed that 10 % by 
weight of calcium chloride added to the mix 
is sufficient and that for alinite clinker, 
as for normal cement clinker, a raw meal/ 
clinker factor of 1.55 is applicable, the 
amount of calcium chloride needed can be put 
at about 150 kg per ton of alinite clinker.

The burning temperature for alinite clinker 
is stated to be 1000 - 1100 °C. Also, its 
reaction enthalpy is reportedly about 
545 kJ/kg (130 kcal/kg) lower than that of 
normal cement clinker. This would mean that 
the production of alinite clinker requires 

about 1250 kJ/kg (300 kcal/kg) less fuel ener

gy input, and since it is also appreciably 
more easily grindable than normal portland 
cement clinker, electric energy consumption 
for cement grinding is lower, too. Overall a 
saving in fuel and electric energy of up to 
30 % and a reduction in the cost of produc
tion of 10 - 12 56 in comparison with normal 
portland cement are claimed.

Even at the lower burning temperature of 
1000 - 1100 °C the chloride already vaporizes 
considerably and gives rise to cyclic pro
cesses which may upset plant operation. Con
ceivably, such upsets may be substantially 
less in the wet than in the dry process.

According to the patent literature, the 
chloride content of alinite clinker is lower
ed after the burning process by exposing the 
clinker to the action of a gas-vapour-air 
mixture. It is hardly likely, however, that 
contents of Cl" below 1 t by weight can be 
attained in this way. Chloride contents of 
between 1 and 5 % by weight of Cl are men
tioned in the patent literature. This means 
that alinite cement contains chloride in such 



amounts as to make its use in reinforced 
concrete questionable for reasons of corro
sion protection.

It can be presumed that alinite reacts with 
water in much the same way that tricalcium 
silicate does, forms similar hydration pro
ducts and therefore attains comparable 
strengths. Quite probably, alinite has an 
even higher reactivity, while the chloride 
content may well have an accelerating effect.

When alinite cement undergoes hydration, 
hydration products are formed from its com
pounds. As a result, the chloride initially 
present in combined form in the alinite and 
in the calcium aluminochloride is released 
and can then promote corrosion of steel re
inforcement. In investigations on these as
pects which were carried out in the Research 
Institute of the German Cement Industry it . 
was found that steel bars embedded axially 
in 4 cm x 4 cm x 16 cm mortar prisms had be

come completely corroded at the surface 
after 5 years' storage in the open air. It 
follows that alinite cement is not suitable 
as a binder for making reinforced concrete.

Such problems of steel corrosion would not 
arise if fluorine alinite - as described by, 
among others, U. Ludwig, A. Wolter, D. Burger 
and R. Pöhlmann (7-10) - which is formed at 
temperatures of 1000 - 1100 °C were suitable 
as the basis for making low energy clinker. 
It has only a relatively slow rate of harden
ing, however.

7. Structural properties of cements made 
from low energy clinker

In general, the only criterion applied to 
the serviceability of cements produced from 
low energy clinker is the standard strength 
of the cement, which is tested in accordance 
with the relevant national standards and de
termines the allocation of cements to par
ticular strength classes. In various inves
tigations the water demand of the cement is 
additionally taken into account. Even so, it 
is by no means certain that concrete made 

from such cement according to the established 
rules will possess the same working proper
ties as concrete with cements that have long 
proved dependable.

Concrete structural components must have the 
required strength and be durable. For exter
nal construction units this means, among 
other criteria, that the concrete must be 
weather-resistant and, where relevant, also 
frost-resistant and that it must protect the 
reinforcing steel from corrosion. For con
crete made from conventional cements these 
properties are guaranteed by virtue of their 
compliance with the relevant cement and con
rete standards. For cements with different 
composition and different properties such 
assurance cannot be presumed as a matter of 
course.

The loadbearing capaci ty of a concrete com
ponent depends primarily on the strength of 
the concrete in its core, i.e., in the volume 

enclosed within the reinforcement. The imper
viousness and thickness of the concrete cover 
to the reinforcing steel are factors govern
ing corrosion protection, i.e., this depends 
essentially on the more or less thick surface 
layer of concrete. For a given concrete mix 
composition both the strength of the concrete 
core and the imperviousness of the concrete 
cover increase as hydration of the cement 
progresses, because the hydration products 
of the cement more and more completely fill 
the voids previously filled with mix water.

However, it would seem that the cement hy
dration products can occupy only those voids 
which still contain water. Whereas the con
crete core remains saturated with water for 
quite a. long time,the zones close to the sur
face, i.e., the concrete cover to the rein
forcement, dry out relatively quickly if they 
are not kept adequately moist. It may be 
that the drying of the capillary pores near 
the concrete surface is also promoted by 
chemical shrinkage, i.e., the reduction in 
volume which occurs during hydration because 
the hydration products of the cement occupy



less space than the cement and water before 
hydration. As a result, an underpressure de
velops which, if not enough moisture is avail
able, causes ambient air to be drawn by suc
tion into the capillary pores of the con
crete. These pores can then no longer be 
filled with hydration products. In conse
quence of this the capillary porosity of the 
surface layer does not decrease any further, 
although the strength of the concrete in the 
still saturated core continues to increase.

The essential requirement for durability of 
the concrete and corrosion protection of the 
reinforcing steel is, first and foremost, an 
impervious and dense surface layer. To make 
concrete possessing these properties it is, 
in conjunction with a sufficiently high ce
ment content, necessary to have an appro
priately low water/cement ratio and to en
sure that the degree of hydration of the ce
ment is as high as possible also in the sur

face layer of the concrete. The governing 
influence of the water/cement ratio and de
gree of hydration on the permeability of 
hardened portland cement paste is represent
ed in Fig. 2. This diagram is based on the 
relationship between permeability and capil
lary porosity - as measured by T. C. Powers 
(41) - and on the calculated relationship 
between the capillary porosity, water/cement 
ratio and degree of hydration (42, .43). For 
a water/cement ratio of 0.55 a sufficiently 
low permeability is attained only for a de
gree of hydration in excess of 80 I«.

On the construction site it is usually not 
possible to protect concrete for more than a 
short time against drying out. In order to 
ensure that the surface layer is nevertheless 
of low porosity and sufficiently impervious, 
it is essential that the cement achieves the 
highest possible degree of hydration in this 
short time and supplies a sufficient amount 
of hydration products to reduce the capil
lary porosity. The concrete with a composi
tion that satisfies this requirement will 
attain a strength well above the required

Fig. 2: Permeability of hardened cement 
paste in relation to the capillary 
porosity, the water/cement ratio and 
the degree of hydration of the cement

minimum strength. In making concrete for ex
ternal structural components the aim, besides 
strength, should therefore more particularly 

be: durability.

The rules for making concrete are geared to 
standard cements which, with regard to dura
bility, have long proved satisfactory in ac
tual practice. Cements produced from low ener
gy clinker cannot as a matter of course be 
expected to achieve the same behaviour if it 
has merely been shown that they attain the 
minimum strengths laid down in the cement 
standards. Because of their composition their 
hydration proceeds appreciably more slowly 
than that of standard cements. Although the 
28-day standard strengths of low energy clin
ker cements are about equal to those of 
standard cements and are usually even dis
tinctly higher after storage in water for 
even longer periods, their early strengths 
are always considerably lower. This indicates 
that at the start of hardening the amount of 

hydration products formed is less and that 



the capillary porosity of the concrete is 
therefore appreciably greater than when 
standard cements are used.

These considerations show that the standard 
strength at 7 days or at 28 days is not an 
adequate criterion for judging that concrete 
made from new cements of this type will, 
under the conditions of curing and hardening 
encountered in practice, be just as durable 
as concrete made from standard cements. Fur
ther tests are therefore necessary which take 
account also of the permeability of the hard
ened cement paste. In this context it is es
pecially important that the test specimens 
should harden under humidity conditions simi
lar to those to which the surface layer of 
concrete will be exposed in practice. The 
diffusion of oxygen can be adopted as a 
measure of imperviousness. Such measurements 
were performed already quite a long time ago 
by H. E. Schwiete, H. J. Böhme and U. Ludwig 

(44, 45, 46).

8. Economy

In general, it will have to be presumed that 
a cement plant cannot. switch its entire pro- 
ducti-on to cements made from low energy clin
ker. High-ear1y-strength cements, which can 
presumably not be manufactured from low ener
gy clinker, will always claim a by no means 
negligible share of the market. The produc
tion of low energy clinker means therefore 
that an additional type of clinker has to be 
made, requiring the preparation and burning 
of a special raw mix. For this it will be 
necessary to provide adequate grinding ca
pacity and special facilities for at least 
the separate storage of the raw mix, clinker 
and cement. The manufacture of belite cement 

will presumably also require modifications 
to the clinker cooler, which can the'n not be 
used for the cooling of normal clinker.

Alternatives to cements made from low energy 
clinker are cements which, besides clinker, 
also contain other substances as their major 
constituents, more particularly those which 

are available as waste materials or can be 
produced without any considerable input of 
energy. Such materials are, in the first 
place, glassy blastfurnace slag, natural 
pozzolanas (e.g., certain volcanic rocks), 
artificial pozzolanas (e.g., fly-ash), and 
inert or almost inert materials (e.g., lime
stone). The energy saving effected by using 
these materials is probably at least of the 
same order of magnitude as the energy saving 

■ attainable with cements made from low energy 

cl inker.

Cements comprising several major constituents 
have been manufactured and used in many coun
tries for a long time now. They have proved 
satisfactory in practice and have been stand
ardized in many countries. So it is under
standable that these cements have enjoyed 
preference over cements made from low energy 

clinker.
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CHIMIE PHYSIQUE DU PROCESSUS D'HYDRATION. INFLUENCE DES ELEMENTS 
MINEURS ET DES MATTERES D* ADDITIONS

L'hydration du ciment est un processus 
de 1* interaction chimique entre Le ciment 
et l'eau ayant comme resultat une structu
re assurant la resistance mecanique et Les 
autres proprietes de la pierre de ciment.

La formation de structure est determi
nes par des proprietes des phases hydra
tees et par des conditions de leur forma
tion.

D'apres les travaux de T.C. Powers,
R. Brounjard, H.E.W. Taylor, A.V. Voljens- 
ky et autres, les proprietes du ciinent 
durci dependent essentiellement des pro- 
prletes physiques et physico-chimlques des 
Hants et des hydrates se formant Lots du 
durclssement.

La conaissance des aspects differente 
du processus de la formation de la struc
ture de la pierre de ciment permettrait le 
controler et obtenir des materiaux ä pro
priety predeterminees.

Dans l’ouvrage de J.P. Meric (1) 11 
est note que le beton n'a pas encore epuise 
ses possibilltes, c'est pourquoi le pro
gres considerable у peut etre attaint. En 
tenant compte de cela le domaine de la 
chimie du ciment qui etudie des procedes 
de I'hydratation, doit occuper une situa
tion predominante dans les annees ä venir, 
car 1'ameliorat ion des propriety techni
ques de la pierre de ciment ainsi que des 
betons est liee avec I'action sur le pro
cessus de I'hydratation du ciment.

1. Influence des particularites de la 
morphologie, de la structure et de 
la composition des mineraux de clin
ker sur le processus de leur Hydra
tation

1.1. Facteurs structuraux de la phase 
solide

Les annees precedentes on a fait pub- 
lier des ouvrages dans lesquels la struc
ture etait apreciee au niveau moleculaire 
et electronique, oh on a attire 1'atten- 
tion aux facteurs cristallochimlques (ty
pes de liaison chimique, leur longueur, 
des angles de valence, des nombres de coor

dination).
Ainsi, dans 1'ouvrage (2) on propose 

d'utlliser en qualite de criterium de 
1’hydrolicite de la phase solide, le rap
port des rayons ioniques de 1'anion et du 
cation, la difference entre les negativi
ty et le produit de ces valeurs. On a de- 
montre que 1* augmentation de la fraction 
de liaisons covalentes fait croitre le taux 
de la polymerisation de la phase solide.

Dans certains cas, la rupture de liai
son chimique dans la structure de la pha
se anhydre est probable en consequence de 
la polarisation Lors de 1'interaction des 
phases solide et liquide.

On a etabli (3) que dans les systemes 
GaO-AlgOj, CaO-SiO2, CaO-PgC^, CaO-SO^, 
I'hydraulicite des phases solides diminue 
au fur et ä mesure que le taux de covalence 
de La liaison E - О augments. Ainsi, on 
fait apparaitre la necessite de L'analyse 
plus detaillee de la liaison chimique et 
son influence sur la reactivite de la pha
se solide.

L'aspect cristallochimique n'est pas 
moins important, 11 est developpe dans les 
ouvrages de L.G. Ghpynova et al., qui ont 
montre que le deficit d'electrons valents 
sur des atonies d'oxy gene appartenant ä la 
structure des combinaisons anhydres, favo- 
rise la reactivite hydraulique (4; 5). Il 
eat bien connu que est une modifi
cation de la bellte a la plus basse reac
tivite. L'analyse de causes de ce phenomd- 
ne a mis en evidence que 1* anisotropic de 
liaisons energetiques dans la structure de 
ji-CjS est minimum (169-206 kJ), et quant 
aux atomes d'oxygdne, c'est la saturation 
complete des valences qu'y est propre, de
termine ainsi 1'inertie de la phase men- 
tionnee.

Aussi, I'espece de la structure electro
nique des phases anhydres a-t-elle ne gran
de importance parce que la presence et La 
distribution d'dlectrons dans les anions 
de celles-ci fait varler leur reactivite. 
L'un des mecanlsmes reels de 1'interaction 
de la phase solide avec 1'eau est celui de 



donneur-accepteur. Le role de ligands est 
joue par les molecules d'eau, tandis que 
des anions de la phase solide ayant des 
orbitales vacantes au niveau exterieur sont 
des donneurs. Si on considere la structure 
electronique d'anions des phases actives ä 
elements du II periods du tableau Mende
leev (aluminates, silicates, phosphates, 
sulphates de calcium), on volt ces anions 
avoir la quantite variable d’electrons 
inapparies ce qui mene ä 1'apparition de 
quantites variables d’orbitales vacantes 
sous I'action du champ de ligands, lesdi- 
tes quantites diminuent de Al^ ä 30^ . La 
reactivite hydraulique s'abaisse dans le 
meme sens.

Il est ä souligner encore un aspect 
cristallochimique du processus d'hydration. 
Il s'agit du caractere de combinaison des 
motifs principaux du reseau cristallin de 
la phase anhydre. Il est connu que 1'aug
mentation de la temperature de cuisson de 
certains mineraux reactifs mene ä 1'abais- 
sement de la vitesse de leur Interaction ä 
1'egard de 1'eau (6). Il у arrive une amor- 
phisation partielle de la structure, 1'aug
mentation du taux de son interliaison pour 
le compte de 1'apparition d'atomes-ponts 
d'oxygene dans la structure de la phase 
anhydre. Par exemple, en substitution aux 
liaisons Al(Fe) - О - Ca - О - Al(Fe) 
liant des motifs Al(Fe)O^ et А1(Ре)С^, on 
voit des liaisons Al(Fe) - 0 - Al(Fe) 
beaucoup plus covalentes et, par consequen
ce, plus fortes. Ce fait se traduit par ce 
qu'il se forme lore de 1'hydration une 
grande energie pour la polarisation et la 
rupture de ces liaisons influant sur la vi
tesse du processus de 1'hydration.

Ainsi, I'aspect cristallochimique de 
1'hydration des Hants merite la plus gran
de attention et exige que des chimistes et 
des physiciens у prennent part.

1.2. Influence des impuretes des mine- 
raux de clinker sur le processus 
de leur hydration

La reaction d'hydration de mineraux de 

clinker se deroule sur 1'interphase "soli- 
de-solution de 1* electrolyte". Le charge
ment de la surface de semi-conducteurs, у 
compris des mineraux de clinker, peut etre 
Controler en у introduisant des s-, p-, 
d- elements.

Il est universellement admis (7) que 
1'influence des elements mineurs sur le 
processus d'hydration des mineraux n'est 
pas ä un chiffre. Il arrive souvent que 
des resultats contradictoires ne laissent 
pas surement definir 1'influence de telle 
ou autre impurete sur les proprietes des 
phases de clinkers. Les reactions d'hyd
ration du ciment sont de n-type sur des 
semi-conducteurs (3), done la distribution 
d'electrons selon les zones des semi-con
ducteurs et les valeurs de la zone inter- 
dite joue un role important. Gomme il est 
connu, il est possible que les zones valen
tes et conductrices soient recouvertes ce 
qui a comma resultat une zone commune (com
ma dans les metaux) et les electrons re
solvent la possibilite de se deplacer dans 
les limites de cette zone. A son tour, ce 
fait favorise 1'echange des electrons de 
cette phase avec les molecules d'eau ce qui 
тёпе a 1* apparition de paires communes 
d’electrons, c'est-ä-dire ä la condensation 
du systems. Ainsi, la contraction, par tel
le ou outre maniere, de la largeur de la 
zone interdite active les mineraux de point 
de vue de leur interaction avec 1'eau.

On montre dans les travaux (9; 10) que 
la concentration de defauts, 1* energie 
Fermi, la largeur de la zone interdite, la 
concentration de porteurs de charge peuvent 
evidement servir d* objets de controls des 
proprietes des systemes Hants. Ce point 
de vue est confirme par les donnees du tra
vail (11) dont les auteurs modifiaient C2S 
ä 1'aide d’additions differentes. Dans lea 
echantillons de C2S modifie, on calculait 
la largeur de la zone interdite et determi- 
nait la quantite de 1'eau combinee chimi- 
quement (Tableau).

Les resultats des recherch.es sur la 
reactivite hydraulique des mineraux de clin-



T ab le au

Mod if 1- 
cateur

Largeur 
de la zone 
interdlte, 

eV

Quantite de I'eau com-
bines chimiquement, fo

id 53 73 28 j
FeO 2,65 5,34 6,77 7,14 9,90
TiO2 3,01 5,27 6,72 7,05 9,30
FsgO^ 3,19 0,73 3,03 4,33 6,61

ker montrent que La presence de L’additi- 
on-accepteur menant ä 1* apparition de va- 
cances positives, c’est-a-dire au charge 
positif de la surface, a pour effet L’aug- 
mentation plus considerable de la reacti- 
vite par rapport ä 1* addition-donneur. Il 
s’en suit que les recherches dans le do- 
maine de la chimie du processus de 1'hyd- 
ratation doivent etre orientees sur la 
possibilite de I’activation de mineraux 
par les additions correspond antes. Il est 
aussi necessaire d’etudier plus detaille- 
ment le chimisme des actes elementaires 
de 1* interaction heterogene sur la surfa
ce de la phase solide active en tenant 
compte de la composition ionique de 1’eau.

1«3. Role des phenomenes superficiels 
dans le processus d'hydratation 
de mineraux de clment

Dans le stade Initial de 1’hydratation, 
11 se deroule la sorption de molecules 
HgO sur les centres actifs de la surface. 
L’adsorption dissociative est une partl- 
cularlte de ce processus qui est accom- 
pagn6 par la variation considerable de pH 
dans les limites de la double couche 
eiectrique et par la formation d’un hydro
complexe de calcium se dissolvent et par 
le passage de ce dernier dans la solution 
sous forme d’ions CaOOH- (12). 11 s’en 
suit 1’apparition d’un centre actif secon- 
daire, c’est-й.—dire d’un defaut dans la 
couche superficielle hydrates. On suppose 
que les elements struoturaux principaux du 
film sont les suivants: Ca(OH)"1", SiOgCOH) , 
S1O3(GH)5-.

Cette consideration laisse isoler 3 grou- 

pes de centre actifs (13)s primaires, se- 
condaires eftemporels" dont la provenan
ce est due au defauts biographiques. Cette 
maniere d'aborder le problems des positions 
des phenomenes electroniques dans la couche 
superficielle permet de tracer les voies 
de controls du processus d'Hydratation.

Les questions de I’etat de la surface 
du solide meritent d'etre etudiees serieu- 
sement, aussi que la regulation de ses pro- 
prietes par la variation du regime de la 
synthese de la phase solids active.

La conception de phenomenes electroni- 
ques dans la couche superficielle lors de 
1’hydratation des liants (14; 15) mene ä 
la necessite de la consideration de la theo- 
rle de la catalyse heterogene pour comprend- 
re le fond des processus d'hydratation.

Tenant compte du role considerable des 
centres actifs lors du processus d’hydrata- 
tion, le nouveau domains de recherches de
viant possibles introduction d’activateurs 
de durcissement ayant lesdits centres ou 
favorisant leur apparition. Par exemple, 
1'Introduction de materiaux thermoactives 
dans le systems "ciment-eau" contribue a 
1’augment ation de la quantlte de centres 
actifs superficiels et ä 1’acceleration du 
processus d’Hydratation (16). L’introduc
tion dans le systems en durcissement d’oxy- 
dants ou d’accepteurs d’electrons creant 
des centres positifs, accelere aussi le 
processus d'hydratation (1?)»

En liaison avec des conceptions ci-des- 
sus citees, le role considerable des actes 
elementaires chlmiques est mis en evidence, 
pares que se sont ces actes qui determinent 
le mecanisme du procede. A present, des 
renseignements ä ce sujet sont peu nomb- 
reux.

Dans 1’ouvrage (13) les auteurs donnent 
uns succession sulvante des actes elemen
taires de 1’interaction entre 1’eau et 
C^Si a) sorption de HgO sur la surface de 
C^S; b) chimlsorption avec la formation de 
la liaison dlectrostatique Ca-OH; c) forma
tion de OH & partir du proton de la mole
cule d’eau et d’ion d’oxygens de surface et



1'apparition de liaisons Ca — OH, OH...OH;
d) formation de germes C^SHxet Ca(OH)2 sur 
les zones de dislocation de la surface.

Ainsi, 11 se produit une hydroxilation 
de la surface avec la formation de liaisons 
Si-OH et Ca-OH.

Les donnees analogiques sur I’hydrata- 
tlon de B-C2S sont presentees dans I’ouv- 
rage (19).

Bn tout cas, la formation du groupe
Sl-OH est necessaire, pour le compte du 

quel il se produit le procede de polyconden
sation menant ä 1* apparition dans la struc
ture de la pierre de ciment du reseau con- 
tinu du aux liaisons Si-O-Si. Il en results 
une tendance possible de recherch.es concer
nant la favorisation des liaisons Si-O-Sl, 
11introduction d1additions redistribuant 
1* entourage oxygene de gros cations dans 
les structures de phase anhydre , ce qui 
laisse les tetraedres SIO^ se reunir en 
diorthogroupes commensurables avec
de octaedres de calcium (20).

2. Role de la phase liquide dans le 
processus d1hydratation du ciment 
et de ses composants

2.1. Importance de la structure de
I’eau

Jusqu'ä present, on attlrait une atten
tion insuffisante ä la question des pro- 
pri6t6s de la phase liquide.

Une particularite de la structure de 
I’eau consiste dans la presence des liai
sons d’hydrogene assurant sa composition 
tetraedrique et 1'agrdgation des molecu
les h2o.

ant compte de 1’ interaction donneur— 
accepteur lors d’hydrat at ion des Hants, 
ayant aussl en vue T’apparition de contacts 
de cohesion sur les centres actifs de la 
surface due aux liaisons d’hydrogdne et 
donneur—accepteur, on dolt conclure que 
I'*  assoc i at ion anomale des mol6cules de 
l'’eau lore de la transition phasique a 
:5Ö-55'toö environ (21), diminue la dissolu
tion de S102 =et CaÖ Ce -qul mdne, =selon 

May ants M.M., ä la formation de la structu
re ä superficie specifique basse (22). Pen
dant 1'augmentation ulterieure de la tempe
rature cette anomalie disparait ce qui met 
en evidence le phenomena connu de 1’accele
ration du processus d’Hydratation dans les 
conditions hydrothermales.

Ayant en vue des donnees sur le proces
sus d’hydratation des mineraux de ciment, 
il est ä affornier que la structure de 
I’eau est un des facteurs pouvant etre uti
lise dans le controle de la vitesse du pro
cessus en 1* influengant•

2.2. Role de la composition ionique 
de la phase liquide

L’introduction dans la phase liquide de 
differents electrolytes change fortement 
ses proprietes (24), ce qu’on utilise lar- 
gement dans la production du beton.

Pourtant, il est ä remarquer que dans la 
plus grande majorite de recherches des dif
ferents auteurs on ne trouve pas de 1’in
formation concernant le mecanisme de 1’ac
tion des additions bien qu’il soit neces
saire d'y attirer une attention specials.

D’apres son action, toutes les additions 
chimiques faisant partie de I’eau de gacha- 
ge peuvent etre divisees en deux gros grou- 
pess celles agissant avec de mineraux de 
cl Inkaг lots de I'hydratation et celles qui 
n*agissent  pas mais changent leur solubi- 
Tite'. Les additions du Ier groupe reagis- 
sent avec Са(Ш)2 en le mettant hors de 
reaction et deplagant I’equilibre de disso
lution incongruente de C^S ou reagissent 
avec la phase alumineuse en accelerant la 
formation de 1’ettringite et formant des

11 e au., 
au con- 
molecules 
premier 
le deu-

complexes hydroalumineux.
Les additions du 2me groupe exercent 

une influence sur la structure de 
f av-orisant sa <destructuration ou, 
traire, rentorgant la liaison des 
dans les agregats (H20)x-. Pans le 
cas la solubilite s’abaisse, dans
xiieme slle s’’ augmente. Bn meme temps une 
serie d1 additions a un ef fet 'complexe.

A titre d’exemple de 1’interpretation 



differente des resultats obtenus pour la 
meme addition il est utile d’examiner des 
donnees sur GaCl2» Tous les chercbeurs no
tent l’acceleration de l’hydratation des si
licates de calcium en presence de GaC^«

Dans le travail (24) on constate que CaClg 
reagit avec Ca(OH)2 et avec la phase hydro- 
alumineuse formant des complexes, ce qui 
accelere la dissolution du liant de depart.

Ainsi, dans (25) il est nettement etabli 
la formation de CSH dans une heute en pre
sence de CaCl2. Des resultats analogues 
sont expliques dans I’ouvrage (26) par ce 
que les ions de Gl~ diffusent vite ä travers 
une membrane osmotique faisant naitre une 
surpression qui detruit ladite membrane et 
libdrent les surfaces de grains pour 1’acces 
d’eau.

Selon les donn6es de I’ouvrage (27), 
I’lnfluence de CaCl2 se traduit par la di
minution de la solubilite du gypse, par ■ 
1* augmentation de la sursaturation et in
tensification de la synthäse d’hydrosulfoa
luminates de calcium, c’est-a-dire CaCl2 
exerce une influence sur la partie alumi- 
neuse du clinker et pas sur la partie si- 
liceuse.

Le point de vue bien interessant est 
presente dans les ouvrages (23; 29) dont 
les auteurs comptent que 1* Introduction de 
CaClg favorise lfintensification des pro
cedes de polycondensation et de la forma
tion des liaisons Sl-C-Si dans la pferre de 
ciment..

Ainsi, il n’y a pas de clarte dans les 
problömes du mecanisme de I’action d'addi
tions sur le processus d’hydratation. Il en 
results la nScessite des recherches appro- 
fondies aux niveaux molAculaire et Sleet- 
ronique. C’est pourquoi des recherches sur 
la structure de l'eau additionale sent 
d’une grande actuality# La question est en 
ce que certalnes additions favorlsent la 
structuration de les autres ont tine 
action contralre ей r^stilte la diffe
rence des proprlStSs de la pierre de ciment 
avec additions car ces deraieres en variant 
la structure de la phase liquids# variant 

le deroulement des processus chimiques col- 
loldes.

2.5« Hdle de pH dans le processus 
d ’Hydratation des Hants

Comma on l’a dejä note, la question de 
priorite de 1‘influence de telles ou autres 
particules d’eau (ions H^O+ ou OH*")  est bien 
litigieuse. St, en meme temps, 11 a une im
portance principals. Sa resolution peut in- 
fluer sur la voie de controls des proprie- 
tes des surfaces.

Par example, si on traite en facteur de- 
cisif la protonisation de la surface de ci
ment par les ions H^O+ quand le ciment est 
gache par des acides (pH 4), il faut cher- 
cher ä ce que les centres actifs sur la sur
face de la phase solide aient la charge ne
gative, autrement dit il faut Controler les 
proprietes de la phase solide en у intro- 
duisant des additions de type donneur.

Et, au contraire, L'avouement de La pre
sence decisive d'ions OH- (pH >10,5) fait 
introduire dans la phase solide des addi
tions de type accepteur qui charge negati- 
vement la surface. Les references pour le 
domains pH = 5 r S sont bien contradict— 
toires. Ainsi, le probleme de pH dans le 
processus d'hydratatian exige sa resolution 
ulterieure. Et, en meme temps, en contro
lant pH du milieu de gachage ou peut cant- 
räler les proprietes physico—chimiques de 
La pferre de ciment (30).

2.4. Possibilites de I”activation 
de la phase Liquide

Les proptrietds de La phase Liquide jouEent 
un grand role dans L’'hydratatLan-„ c"est 
pourqjioi IL faut suivre la vote de destruc— 
turation de L’'eau en diminuant la qiantitS 
de Liaisons hydrogeniqyea«» Lest nroyens ert 
peuvent etre ditferentss intrcductiom d’’ad
ditions chimiques: dans L’‘eau, son traite- 
ment magnetique,, ouLtrasoniqpe,, 1® traite— 
ment par L”oxyg$m et,, enfin,, Hintroducti— 
on de tensio—actifs ou d"enveloppes fmpe— 
la-fres sur des particules de ciments.

Done,, nous a vans besoLn de La thaorie 



qui expliquerait 1’action des propriAtes 
de l'eau sur l’hydratatlon, aussi que des 
methodes du traltement de 1’eau.

2.5. Role des phases liquides 
"ext.erleure" et ’’Interieure" 
dans la pierre de ciment

Lors du processus d’hydratation, dans 
les neoformations du ciment et sur la 
frontier de leur couche avec les grains 
initla^x du ciment, des couches interme- 
diaires aqueuses et des cavites apparais- 
sent dans les zones intercouches des neofor
mations ä structure lamellaire, ainsi que 
dans les cavites des fibres hydrosiliceu- 
ses (voir fig.) et dans la zone de passage 
du grain de ciment a la couche hydrates 
(seion A.E. Cheykin).

Ges zones de la phase liquide peuvent 
etre traitees en "zones interieures" car 
ellea se trouvent ä 1’Interieur du volume 
des n6oformations hydratees et sont liees 
au milieu exterieur ä travers des membra
nes semi-conductrices composees de phases 
solides finement dispersees ou lamellaires.

La saturation en Ca(OH)2 et en autres 
Constituante de la phase liquide Interieu
re s’effectue apparement vite comma cela 
est montre en cas de systemes - modeles
(31) .

Tout le rests du volume de la phase li
quide formant, en particulier, des pores 
capillaires peut etre nome "phase exte- 
rieure."

Selon (32), la saturation de cette pha
se s’effectue pendant 4$ min - 2 heures. 
Ge fait explique I’existence d’une periods 
d’induction dans le processus d’hydratati
on et de formation de structure.

Il est ä noter que dans les recherches
(32) dont le developpement est presente ega- 
lement ä ce Congres, les mesures du taux de 
saturation s’effectuait a 1’aide des elect
rodes selectives pour CaO et AlgO^ directe- 
ment dans la pierre de ciment sans en ext- 
raire la phase liquide, cette extraction 
perturberait cons iderablernent la structure 
de la pierre et modifieralt la composition

‘Fibres tubulaires de synthetisees
dans 1’autoclave 

du liquide.
Des adjuvants introduits dans le clinker 

modifient dans une grande mesure tout d’abord 
des proprietes de la phase liquide Interieu
re, et ceux introduits dans l’eau de gächage 
modifient des proprietes de la phase liquide 
exterieure.

Ce ne sont que des adjuvants tensio- 
actifs et CO2 de 1’air qui exercent une in
fluence egale sur les deux zones de la phase 
liquide. Ainsi, on a montre que des covitds 
dans des fibres hydroslliceuses I’existence 
desquelles a ete predites en 1957 par
S. Brunauer (33) et observ^es par V. Ti- 
machev et al. (voir fig.), se cicatrisent 



en presence de C02 de 1’air (34) ce qui ra- 
lentlt cons idenablement le processus d'hyd- 
r at at i on.

Il a ete montre (35) que la phase liqui
de Interieure est mobile dans la plus gran
de mesure dans les hydrosilicates et les 
hydroaluminates de calcium.

De plus, 11 existe des bases experimen
tales pour conclure que la phase liquide 
Interieure de toutes les neoformations 
hydrat6es est un systems interlie (36) dans 
lequel une mobility des molecules dans une 
de ses parties augments la mobilite du sys
tems tout entier. ;■

Des considerations pareilles oift атепё
I.D.  Birchall et al. (37) ä conclure qu’une 
sousalimentat ion des fibres tubulaires des 
hydrosilicates et leur croissance sont ef- 
fectuees et controlees de 1 Interieur qu’en 
cas d’organismes vegetaux. C’est pourquoi, 
la croissance des neoformations peut etre 
egalee aux "jardins siliceux".

*

Cette conclusion fait immediatement Iler 
les phases "Interieure" et "exterieure" 
dans le systems ciment - eau en vue d’ac- 
tiver le durcissement. En cas trivial, aux 
grands rapports E/C ( > 1) la liaison de 
telles zones de la phase liquide ne pre
sente pas d'int^ret. En cas de basses va
lours de E/C (0,1-0,2) cette liaison par 
trituration dans un malaxeur special A 
deux cylindres a permit ä Birchall et al
(33) d’obtenir de nouveaux materlaux inor- 
ganiques ä base de ciment (New Inorganic al 
Materials - IM). Ces materlaux ont une re
sistance ä traction et ä flexion ä un 
ordre pluselevee et cells ä compession ä 
30-50% plus haute que des ciments ordl- 
naires.

Ces travaux sont continues en UESS avec 
des autres systdmes analogiques, dont les 
Resultats sont parells '

A present ces recherches se developpe 
activement, 6tant un premier resultat reel 
de la th6orie de I’hydratation proprement 
dlte, son application pratique.

be problöme consiste en interaction 
entre les parties inorganique, organique et 

aqueuse de ces nouveaux materlaux; cette 
interaction dolt etre optimisee ayant pour 
but de diminuer des pressions necessaires 
pour melanger et former. Evidement, 11 
faudra apprendre ä utiliser des analogies 
imprevues avec des materlaux biogenes pour 
comprendre comment peut-on distribuer le 
minimum de la matiere organique ä 1’effet 
maximal pour la resistance du systems de 
ciment.

Ainsl, toutes les donnees citees cl-des- 
sus temoignent la necessite de prendre en 
compte des Interactions fines, c’est-ä-dlre 
des interactions aux niveaux mol6culaires 
et 61ectroniques.

Il faut aussl faire attention avant tout 
aux phenomenes superficiels, ä la formati
on de complexes lors de I’hydratation, ä 
l’electrophysique, aux procedes d’echange 
d’ions et catalytlques, dont l’6tude doit 
etre complexe et se baser sur les resultats 
recants de la chime et de la physique du 
corps solide, sur la theorle des solutions.

La connaissance des lots profondes du 
processus d’hydratation des Hants met 
entre les mains des technologues un levler 
puissant. En 1’utilisant, Ils pourront 
Controler le processus de la synthese des 
phases anhydres et celui de leur hydrata
tion et obtenlr des materlaux a propriety 
predetermlnees, у compris ä proprietds uni
ques.
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Chemistry of Cement Hydration

Chimie d'Hydratation du Ciment

SUMMARY: Recent advances in the chemistry of hydration of portland cement without extenders are critically 
reviewed under the following headings. 1, Introduction. 2, C-S-H gel: electron optical studies of 
composition, silicate anion structure, water content, density, thermal behaviour, structure at the nano
metre level. 3, Other hydration products: AFm, AFt and hydrogarnet phases, hydration products of the ferrite 
phase, calcium hydroxide. 4, Quantitative phase determinations, mass balance, indirect determinations of 
C-S-H composition, volume fractions. 5, Microstructural development: early, middle and late periods of 
reaction. 6, Hydration reactions: aluminate and ferrite phases, action of gypsum, theories of the induction 
period, reaction mechanism in the late period. 7, Reactivities of clinker phases. 8, Solution compositions 
and equilibria: CaO-SiOg-HaO system, aluminate and sulphate systems, pore solutions in cement pastes. 9, 
Admixtures: inorganic admixtures, organic retarders. 10, Kinetics and modelling of the hydration process.

SUMÄRIO: Avanqos recentes na quimica de hidrata^ao do cimento portland sem adiqöes säo revrstos criticarnente 
nas seguintes se^öes: 1. Introducäo. 2, Gel do C—S—H: estudos eletro—opticos da^conroosicao, estrutura ionica 
dos silicatos, conteüdo de ägua, densidade, catportamento termico, estrutura ao nivel nanometro.  3. Cutros pro- 
dutos de hidrataqäo: AFm, AFt e fase hydrogarnetos, produtos de hidrataqäo da fase ferrica, hidroxido de calcio.
4. Determinacoes quantiuativas das fases, balango de massa, determinaqöes indiretas da ccnposicäo do C-S-H, fra- 
Qoes volumetricos. 5. Desenvolvimento raicroestrutural: periodos iniciais, medics e finals da reagao. 6. Rea- 
goes de hidragao: fases de aluminato e ferricas, agäo do gesso, teorias do periodo de indugäo, mecanismo_ de 
reagäo no periodo posterior. 7. Reatividades das fases do clinquer. 8. Cotnposigäo e equilibrio das solugoes: 
о sistema CaO-SiCd-HJD, sistema de aluminatos e sulfatos, solugäo nos poros das pastas de cimento. 9. Aditivos: 
aditivos inorgänicos, retardadores orgänicos. 10. Cinetica e modelo do processo de hidratagao.



1 INTRODUCTION
This paper critically reviews investigations into the 
chemistry of cement hydration since the Paris 
Congress in 1980. The early sections deal with the 
products, excluding those formed during the first 
hours of reaction, and the later ones with reaction 
processes, including early products and effects of 
admixtures. Microstructural development is con
sidered only to the extent needed to understand 
reaction mechanisms, as other aspects are dealt with 
in another Principal Report. Other topics omitted 
for the same reason include gel structure above the 
nanometre scale, pastes containing fly ash or other 
extenders, and effects of aggregates on hydration 
reactions or products. Investigations discussed 
relate to pastes with w:c ratios of 0.3 - 0.7 and 
hydrated at 15° - 25°C unless otherwise stated.

2 C-S-H GEL
2.1 ELECTRON-OPTICAL STUDIES OF COMPOSITION
2.1.1 TECHNIQUES: EPMA AND SEM MICROANALYSIS
The techniques of microanalysis with the electron 
probe (EPMA) or scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
differ from each other only in minor respects. In 
both cases, the electron beam is properly directed at 
a polished surface. The volume analyzed is 1 - 10 
pm3 and increases with the accelerating voltage. 
Analyses of fracture surfaces by this method are, 
except possibly under very special conditions, only 
semi quantitative (1) and will not be discussed. 
Interpretation of results for the C-S-H of cement or 
calcium silicate pastes is complicated by two 
effects. First, observed Ca/Si ratios increase with 
the accelerating voltage (2,3). Second, the spread 
of ratios in individual analyses for a given specimen 
and accelerating voltage is considerably greater than 
is found for more normal substances, such as anhy
drous clinker phases; in a typical case, for the 
C-S-H of a C3S paste, examined at 10 kV, the range of 
Ca/Si ratios was approximately 1.5 - 2.0, with a mean 
of 1.72 (3).

Payment and Majumdar (2) considered that the 
increase in apparent Ca/Si ratio with accelerating 
voltage occurred because, as the latter increased, it 
became progressively more likely that the region 
analyzed would contain unreacted C3S (in a paste of 
that compound), or CH, or both. They concluded that 
the best estimate of the true mean value was that 
obtained at the lowest possible voltage, which they 
considered to be 6 kV. Employing similar reasoning, 
Chatterji (4) and Chatterji and Thaulow (5) con
cluded that, for analyses at 15 kV, the best estimate 
of the true mean ratio was near to the bottom end of 
the observed range. Both these methods gave values 
of 1.4 - 1.6 for C3S pastes.

EPMA and SEM analyses can give absolute contents 
of elements and not merely ratios; for a pure 
calcium silicate paste, if oxygen equivalent to the 
Ca and Si is added, the deficiency from 100 % should, 
in theory, be attributable to water. From data for 
pastes dried by heating or under reduced pressure, 
the НзО/Са ratio under the conditions of an electron 
optical analysis is most unlikely to exceed about 
0.85; this corresponds to an anhydrous oxide total 
of 86 %. The observed totals are almost always less 
than this (2,3,6-9). Taylor and Newbury (3) found 
that the totals of individual analyses tended to 
increase with the Ca/Si ratios, from ca. 60 % at 
Ca/Si = 1.5 to ca. 80 % at Ca/Si = 1.9.

Taylor and Newbury (3) accepted the possibility 
that Ca/Si ratios above 1.5 in C3S pastes arose from 
mixtures with CgS or CH, but noted two objections to 

this hypothesis. First, the majority of indirect 
determinations of Ca/Si ratio (i.e., from the 
contents of CH and unreacted C3S, if any) have given 
values of 1.7 - 1.8. Second, the existence of CH 
intimately mixed with the C-S-H has been convincingly 
demonstrated only in cement pastes of unusually low 
w:c ratio (10). Replying to a comment by Chatterji 
(11), they pointed out that admixture with phases of 
higher Ca/Si ratio was not the only possible source 
of error; more specifically, there could be errors 
tending to make the observed ratio low. Any effect 
that retarded the incident electrons and was not 
fully corrected for would do this, as it would 
decrease the output of Ca X-rays more than that of Si 
X-rays; the observed ratios would decrease with 
decreasing voltage, and low ratios would be associ
ated with low totals. They considered it likely that 
some such effect operated, and that the true value of 
the mean Ca/Si ratio in C3S pastes was 1.7 - 1.8, 
both higher and lower values in individual analyses 
being explainable as artifacts. Compositional varia
bility on a sub micrometre scale was not excluded.

The transport of electrons through highly 
microporous materials, such as C-S-H gel, is not well 
understood, and various effects might cause unexpec
tedly great retardation of the incident beam. One 
arises from the possible presence in the pores of 
carbonaceous matter originating either from pump oil 
vapour or from organic liquids used in drying, sawing 
or polishing; at 6 kV, very little on or immediately 
below the surface would markedly lower the output of 
Ca X-rays. Internal charging is another possibility. 
The best compromise in voltage for analyses of pure 
calcium silicate pastes is probably 10 kV; for cement 
pastes, if heavier elements are being analyzed for, 
15 kV may be preferable. The observed deficiencies 
in the totals are unlikely to be due solely to water. 
Further study of sources of error in EPMA or SEM 
analysis of such materials is needed.

2.1.2 TECHNIQUES: ANALYTICAL ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
In this method (AEM), the specimen is examined in 
transmission. The ■ volume analyzed is much smaller 
than in EPMA or SEM analysis and is not primarily 
affected by the accelerating voltage. The specimen 
thickness must not exceed 20 to 30 nm; this can be 
achieved by grinding and redispersing, or by ion 
thinning. All results yet reported for hydrated 
cements are for redispersed samples. The method 
gives atomic ratios, but it is normally impracticable 
to obtain absolute contents of elements.

Even wider variations in composition between 
individual analyses from the same specimen have been 
observed than in EPMA or SEM analyses, e.g., Ca/Si 
ratios of 1.2 - 2.0 for the C-S-H of C3S pastes (12). 
Lachowski and Diamond (13) found such variations, not 
only between particles, but also between points ca. 2 
pm apart, within particles. There has been some 
discussion of possible sources of error in the analy
sis of C-S-H gel and other cement hydration products 
by this method (11,14-17). Provided the (stringent) 
conditions for analysis are met, individual analyses 
are probably reliable, but the possibility of sam
pling errors cannot be ignored, because of the small 
size of the specimen (<< 1 pg) and the way in which 
it is isolated by grinding and redispersing. It is 
impossible to tell which part of the grosser micro
structure a given particle comes from. Because of 
the extreme compositional variation, Lachowski and 
Diamond (13) concluded that earlier studies may have 
concentrated unduly on mean values, and the writer' 
agrees. Attempts to prepare analyzable specimens by 
ion thinning have so far been rather discouraging, 



and the method would not necessarily yield any more 
representative a sample, as the areas thinned are 
small and thinning may be selective.

2.1.3 RESULTS: CALCIUM SILICATE PASTES
For the C-S-H of C3S pastes, recent EPMA and SEM 
analyses have given reported Ca/Sl ratios of 1.5 - 
2.0 (2-5,18). Taking into account the accelerating 
voltages used, and the possible sources of error 
discussed above, the most probable mean value appears 
on present evidence to be ca. 1.7. The only such 
analysis of a B-CgS paste (3) gave a ratio of 1.78. 
The earlier AEM studies gave mean values of 1.43 - 
1.66 for C3S pastes (12,19) and 1.37 - 1.41 for B-C2S 
pastes (20), but later work on C3S pastes gave 1.7 - 
1.8 (21). The earlier results are probably too low. 
The EPMA, SEM and AEM results together cover a range 
of w:s ratios, and hydration times from 1 day to 30 
years, and neither of these variables appears to have 
any marked effect on the Ca/Si ratio.

2.1.4 RESULTS: CEMENT PASTES
EPMA and SEM analyses of the C-S-H in cement pastes 
have been reported (6-9,22,23). In some, distinction 
was made between "inner" and "outer" products, where 
"inner" product denotes either rims around partly 
reacted cement grains, or relicts of fully reacted 
grains, and "outer" product denotes material formed 
in what was originally water filled space. At the 
resolution available in X-ray microanalysis, it is 
probably impossible to distinguish outer product from 
inner product of the smaller cement grains, and 
"undesignated" product would be a better description. 
The inner product of alite and belite appears to be 
pure C-S-H; mean or median Ca/Sl ratios of 1.7 (6,8, 
22), 1.7 - 2.0 (7) and 1.9 - 2.0 (9), and a bimodal 
distribution with centroids at 1.75 and 1.95 (23), 
have been reported for it. Ratios of other elements 
to Ca found for this product have been: Na, ca. 0.01; 
Mg, 0.01 - 0.08; Al, 0.04 - 0.08; S, 0.01 - 0.03; K, 
0.01 - 0.02; Fe, 0.01 - 0.03 (6-9,23). The pastes to 
which the above data refer were made from cements of 
various compositions, at w:c ratios of 0.3 - 0.6, and 
hydrated for times from 3 days to 23 years. Taken as 
a whole, the results suggest that the composition 
does not vary greatly with either time or w:c ratio 
within these limits, apart from a possible decrease 
with time in the S/Ca ratio. The composition prob
ably depends to some extent on that of the cement, or 
perhaps more directly on that of the alite and belite 
it contains. This is especially true of the Mg/Ca 

• ratio, which appears to reflect that of the alite, 
and in turn, that of the cement.

Rayment and Majumdar (7) could distinguish inner 
and outer products only in cements containing un
reacted alite. In cases where distinction was 
possible, the outer or undesignated product had a 
mean Ca/Si ratio of 2.6 - 2.7-> and Al/Ca and S/Ca 
ratios higher than those of the inner product. The 
authors regarded the outer product as C-S-H, and, 
noting that the (Ca + Mg)/(S1 + Al + S + Fe) ratio 
was less variable than the Ca/Si ratio, concluded 
that Mg could replace Ca and that Al, S and Fe could 
replace Si in the C-S-H structure. By using X-ray 
images, Taylor and Newbury (8) distinguished inner 
and outer products in an essentially fully reacted, 
23 year old paste. They obtained results similar to 
those of Rayment and Majumdar (7), but interpreted 
them differently. Plotting (Al + Fe)/Ca ratios 
against Si/Ca ratios for individual analyses, they 
noted that the great majority of points lay within a 
triangle whose apices represented the compositions of 
C-S-H, CH and hydrogarnet, which was the principal 
hydrated aluminate phase (Fig. 1). They concluded 

that points not lying near the corners of this 
triangle represented mixtures. Harrisson et al. (9) 
obtained similar results for younger pastes, in which 
the major hydrated aluminate phase was AFm. Neither 
of the last two investigations indicated that the 
inner and outer product C-S-H differ in Ca/Si ratio 
if the presence of other phases in the outer product 
is allowed for. There were indications that they 
differ in contents of minor elements; notably, Mg 
appears to be low or absent in the outer product.

AEM analyses of C-S-H from cement pastes have 
given somewhat erratic results for the mean Ca/Sl 
ratio, values of which have ranged from 1.4 to 2.7 
(13,19,24, 25). An early observation that this ratio 
decreases markedly with time (19) was not confirmed 
in later work (25). A comparison study of EPMA and 
SEM results for the same pastes gave good agreement 
between the two methods, with mean Ca/Si ratios by 
AEM of 1.75 - 1.85 (23). The ratios of minor el
ements to Ca, for which data were first obtained by 
AEM (24), agree reasonably well with those found from 
EPMA and SEM analyses. As with the C-S-H of calcium 
silicate pastes, the mean Ca/Si ratios are of un
certain reliability, and values below about 1.7 are 
probably incorrect. The results of individual 
analyses may be more significant.

Lachowski and Diamond (13), studying compositional 
variation within particles at the micrometre level by 
AEM, reported Ca/Sl ratios varying locally between 
0.89 and just over 3. Ratios of other elements to Ca 
also varied widely, and, in agreement with Rayment 
and Majumdar (7), the authors found the ratio of 
(Ca + Mg) to (Si + Al + S + Fe) less variable than 
that of Ca to Si. Examination of their individual 
analyses shows that the higher Ca/Si ratios, where 
not attributable to presence of CH, are usually 
associated with high Al/Ca and S/Ca ratios. As with 
the EPMA and SEM results described earlier, these 
compositions probably arise from mixtures of C-S-H 
with AFm phase, supporting the conclusion that this 
can occur at or below a micrometre level. Both C-S-H 
and AFm phase have layer structures, and a close 
mixture within the gel is structurally reasonable.

Fig. 1. Results of SEM microanalyses for a 23-year 
old cement paste (8).
Open circles: Mg/Ca < 0.20, S/Ca < 0.04. 
Filled circles: Mg/Ca < 0.20, S/Ca > 0.04. 
Open squares: Mg/Ca 0.20, S/Ca < 0.04. 
Filled squares: Mg/Ca > 0.20, S/Ca > 0.04.



2.2 SILICATE ANION STRUCTURE
2.2.1 NATURE OF THE ANIONS
By the time of the Paris Congress, a number of con
clusions about the silicate anions in C3S pastes 
appeared to have been established, based largely on 
results of trimethylsi1ylation (TMS) studies. The 
contents of monomer (8104) were largely or wholly 
attributable to unreacted C3S. The C-S-H contained 
substantial amounts of dimer (ЗТзОу) and of larger 
species, collectively if loosely called polymer, but 
little or no trimer or cyclic tetramer. The average 
anion size increased with time. Some information 
existed about the nature of the polymeric ions, based 
largely on gel permeation chromatography (GPC) of 
their TMS derivatives; at all ages, the most import
ant single component was a relatively small one, 
possibly a tetramer or pentamer, but the precise 
nature of these ions was not established. For cement 
pastes, the data were less detailed. In general, the 
position appeared similar to that for C3S pastes, but 
there were indications that the hydration products 
included monomer and that the proportion of the Si 
present in polymeric ions was less than for compar
able C3S or S-CgS pastes.

Several subsequent studies have dealt primarily 
with TMS techniques (26-29). Dent Glasser et al. 
(29) examined the TMS derivatives of the C-S-H of 
cement pastes by high pressure liquid chromatography, 
thin layer chromatography, mass spectrometry and IR 
spectrometry. The results showed that the major low 
molecular weight anion larger than dimer was linear 
pentamer (SlsOig). Various larger species were 
found, but could have been artifacts.

A major advance has come from the use of 29д1 NMR 
(30-33), which complements the TMS approach in two 
respects. First, it is a purely physical method, in 
which there is no possibility of altering the anion 
structure through chemical side reaction. Second, it 
gives slightly different information, relating 
directly, not to the specific anions present, but to 
the environments of the Si atoms. The terms QÖ, 
Q1...q4 denote the connectlvites of the silicate 
tetrahedra, i.e., the numbers of other such tetra- 
hedra with which they share oxygen atoms. For C3S and 
cement alike, the results showed that, after a few 
hours, the content of QÖ begins to decrease, and that 
Q1 begins to form, accompanied later by Q2; neither 
Q2 nor q4 has been detected. Q2 can only be monomer, 
Q1 without Q2, Q2 or Q4 can only be dimer, and Q1 
plus Q2 in the absence of Q3 and Q4 can only occur in 
single chains, possibly including dimer, or in a 
mixture of these with single rings. Most 
importantly, the absence of Q3 and Q4 shows that 
three dimensional clusters or other highly connected 
species are absent. Clayden et al. (32) found high 
correlations between estimates of the degree of 
hydration from the relative intensities of the Q° and 
Q1 peaks in the NMR spectrum, the amount of CH, and 
the cumulative heat evolution.

These results made possible a more detailed inter
pretation of the results of TMS/GPC studies. For 
alite pastes, Hirljac et al. (34) showed that the 
chromatograms could be accounted for if the major 
species in the C-S-H were dimer, linear pentamer, and 
linear octamer; at late ages, especially in pastes 
cured much above room temperature (65° - 70°C), 
larger species were also present. This suggests that 
the anions in the C-S-H of C3S pastes are chains with 
2, 5, 8,..(3n-l) tetrahedra.

Data for cement pastes continue to be less de
tailed than those for C3S or alite pastes, but recent 

studies (35,36) confirm that the silicate anions are 
closely similar to those in C3S pastes. The simi
larity between the GPC curves for the TMS derivatives 
shows that the sequences of anion sizes are the same, 
at least from dimer upwards. So far as either the 
TMS or the NMR method is concerned, atoms replacing 
Si are not parts of the anion. It follows that, if 
other atoms replace Si , they can not do so at all of 
the Si sites, as this would cause the purely silicate 
parts of the chain to include sections not belonging 
to the (3n-l) series. Substitution permissible only 
in every third site is not excluded.

Another interpretation of TMS results has recently 
been proposed (37), involving formation of three 
dimensional cluster ions. This is incompatible with 
both the NMR evidence (30-33) and the observed mean 
connectivities of 1.6 - 2.0 that have been found by 
the TMS method for the polymer ions (35,36). If de
rivatives of such anions are formed, they presumably 
result from side reactions.

Opinions have differed as to whether the hydration 
products contain monomer, for both C3S and cement 
pastes. Stade et al. (38) concluded that the C3S 
hydration product contained substantial amounts, even 
after 28 days at ordinary temperature. In contrast, 
several groups of workers using TMS have concluded 
that, for C3S or alite pastes, the amounts of monomer 
found could be largely or wholly attributed to un
reacted starting material (34,35 39,40). Wu et al. 
(39) considered that the monomer content could be 
used to determine the degree of hydration. Neither 
TMS nor molybdate methods are sufficiently accurate 
to show whether monomer is completely absent in the 
products, especially at low degrees of hydration. 
Cross polarization NMR, which can distinguish between 
Si atoms near to H atoms and ones that are not, shows 
that, in C3S pästes, the product formed up to the end 
of the Induction period contains only monomeric 
silicate, and that dimer begins to form only after 
the induction period is over; large amounts of 
monomer are never present in the product (33).

2.2.2 QUANTITATIVE STUDIES
Detailed, quantitative interpretation of TMS results 
is rendered somewhat uncertain by the fact that total 
recoveries of Si are typically only 80 - 90 %, and 
because it is probably impossible to completely 
eliminate interconversion of anionic species through 
side reactions. For tricalcium silicate or alite 
pastes hydrated for 28 days at 20° - 25°C, estimates 
of the fractions of the total Si recovered, based on 
results of several TMS studies (35,36,41), are: 
monomer, 0.25 - 0.30; dimer, 0.30 - 0.45; polymer 
(%, 5 Si), 0.15 - 0.25. Corresponding data for 180 
days are: monomer, 0.10 - 0.15; dimer, 0.40 - 0.60; 
polymer, 0.25 - 0.35. Another investigation (34) 
gave similar results for dimer and polymer, but 
higher ones for monomer (0.44 at 28 days, 0.32 at 180 
days). The amount of dimer passes through a maximum 
at about 180 days, but even after 30 years, this 
species accounts for about 40 % of the total Si (35). 
A study using the molybdate method for times up to 28 
days gave relatively larger amounts of polymer (38).

The amounts of different anionic species within 
the polymer have been determined, from GPC of the TMS 
derivatives. For alite pastes, Hirljac et al. (34) 
found that pentamer acco'unted for about 75 % of the 
Si in the polymeric ions at 7 days, 60 % at 28 days, 
and 45 % at 180 days. At ordinary temperatures, 
anions containing more than 11 Si atoms were formed 
in appreciable quantities only after 1 year. Mohan 
and Taylor (35) and Uchikawa and Furuta (41) gave 



results as number average and weight average sizes, 
which appear to indicate somewhat higher proportions 
of the larger species. After 22 years, the pro
portions of these species are considerable, but 
pentamer is still an important component (35).

Results for cement are not very different front 
those for CgS. Massazza and Testolin (36) found that 
the amount of Si present as polymer relative to that 
present as dimer increases less rapidly in cement 
than in C3S pastes. For a 28 day old cement paste, 
they recovered about 36 * of the total Si as dimer 
and 20, * as polymer; for a corresponding C3S paste, 
the respective values were about 31 % and 26 X. In 
cement pastes, the amounts of Si present as dimer and 
as polymer are about equal at 1 year (35,36). S-CgS 
pastes have also been studied (36,42).

2.2.3 EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND OTHER VARIABLES
The rate of polymerization increases markedly with 
temperature (34,38,43). For an alite paste hydrated 
for 10Q days at 5°C, Hirljac et al. (34) recovered 
about 53 % of the total Si as dimer and 15 as 
polymer. At 25°C, the corresponding recoveries were 
dimer, 42 X, and polymer, 24 X, while at 65°C, they 
were dimer, 34 % and polymer, 31 %. The distribution 
within the polymer is also markedly displaced to 
larger sizes with increase in temperature. Compari
son of the TMS/GPC results for alite pastes hydrated 
for 1 year at 65°C (34) with those of pastes hydrated 
for up to 30 years at ordinary temperatures (35) 
suggests that the ultimate distribution of anion size 
may not vary greatly with temperature in the 5°C - 
65°C range for which data are available.

The effects of accelerators and retarders have 
been studied. Changes in the nature of the products 
have been claimed (44), but neither Hirljac et al.
(34),  using TMS, nor Clayden et al. (31), using NMR, 
could find any effect other than that on the rate of 
reaction. Prolonged drying, and change in w:c ratio, 
are reported to have only minor effects on the course 
of polymerization (45). Polymerization is reported 
to be increased if the paste is heated before being 
loaded mechanically, while loading itself is reported 
to increase polymerization in young specimens and to 
decrease it in mature specimens (46).

2.3 WATER CONTENT, DENSITY AND THERMAL BEHAVIOUR
2.3.1 GENERAL
The literature shows some confusion regarding the 
density of C-S-H gel, and also regarding the 
porosity, which is a closely related quantity. The 
following considerations are relevant.

First, the density depends on the water content, 
which in turn depends on how the specimen has been 
equilibrated or dried. For any meaningful discussion 
of density in relation to structure at a chemical 
level, it is essential to know the total water 
content of the material in the state to which the 
density value relates. By "total water content" is 
meant the total amount of water lost up to ca. 
1000°C, corrected for contributions from other 
phases. So long as this point is recognized, a wide 
range of density values can be equally meaningful for 
the same sample. Data in the literature, beginning 
with those of Powers and Brownyard (47) and of 
Feldman (48). indicate densities of C-S-H gel, 
corrected for other phases, in the region of 1900 - 
2000 kg m_3 for saturated material, 2300 - 2400 
kg m_3 for material equilibrated at 11 * rh, and 
2500 - 2700 kg for material dried at 110°C or D- 
dried. The corresponding НгО/Са ratios, similarly 
corrected, are approximately 2.3 - 2.5, 1.3 - 1.4, 
and 0.8 - 0.9, respectively.

Second, the density of a solid material is a 
meaningful concept only to the extent that there is a 
sufficiently well defined boundary between it and the 
surrounding medium. Any fluid (liquid or gas) in 
which the solid is immersed in order to measure the 
density must itself be of known and uniform density, 
penetrate at all points up to but not beyond the 
boundary, and not alter the solid volume of the 
material when brought into contact with it. These 
conditions are normally easily met for non porous, 
solid bodies of macroscopic dimensions, but for a 
material such as C-S-H gel, the position is more 
complex. Atoms do not have sharp boundaries; if 
this cannot be ignored, the density may depend on the 
properties of the surrounding medium, and the den
sities of separated layers may differ from those of 
the same layers in contact with each other. These 
considerations are especially relevant to C-S-H gel 
that has been dried at humidities below about 11 X 
rh, or at temperatures much above ambient, and may 
explain observations that observed values depend on 
the fluid used to determine them.

2.3.2 NEW DETERMINATIONS
Relis and Soroka (49) reported that the densities of 
cement hydration products increased with the degree 
of hydration; for a typical cement, values of ca. 
2550 kg m~3 at 20 % hydration and 2650 kg m~3 at 40 % 
hydration were obtained, and by extrapolation, a 
value of 2720 kg m-3 for complete hydration was 
suggested. There was discussion as to the validity 
of these conclusions (50).

Feldman and Ramachandran (51) determined the 
densities of mature cement pastes from which the CH 
had been leached. Using He on pastes that had been 
equilibrated at 11 % rh, and allowing time for the 
gas to flow in, a value of 2350 kg m-3, uncorrected 
for other phases, was obtained. Data were also 
obtained for pastes that had been further dried. The 
results showed that removal of the CH did not alter 
the properties of the C-S-H, but that with further 
leaching, the structure was partly destroyed.

Juha'sz (52) followed changes in dielectric con
stant and other properties of pastes heated at 
temperatures up to 1000°C as a method of studying 
water binding. Parrott et al. (53) reported a study 
of alite pastes that included density and TG deter
minations. For pastes that had been treated with 
methanol to replace the pore water and then dried 
over silica gel, the density, corrected for other 
phases, was 2375 kg m~3. It did not change with 
hydration time between 1 and 203 days. "Bound 
water", defined as that lost on TG between 100°C and 
750°C, was 0.235 g per g of C3S for a fully reacted 
paste; this value is not corrected for CH. The 
authors found 0.39 g of CH to be formed per g of C3S 
on complete reaction. These data imply that the 
C-S-H has a Ca/Si ratio of 1.8 and an HgO/Ca ratio of 
1.0; its water content can also be expressed as 0.14 
g per g of tricalcium silicate reacted. It was also 
found that the loss on TG at 100°C to 200°C was 
proportional to that at 200°C to 400°C throughout 
hydration, providing further' evidence that the 
product does not change. The 100°C to 200°C loss was 
about 15 X greater than that at 200°C to 400°C.

Taylor (54) and Taylor et al. (25) calculated 
various quantities for cement pastes. Including 
porosities and amounts and specific volumes of non 
evaporable and gel water, from estimates of quanti- 
titative phase composition. In order to obtain 
results agreeing with ones in the literature for 
broadly similar pastes, the following values for the 
density and water content of the C-S-H were assumed 



In the later and more definitive work (25): Satu
rated conditions, density, 1950 kg m~3, HpO/Ca, 2.5; 
Equilibrated at 11 % rh, density, 2300 kg m"3, 
HgO/Ca, 1.4; Dried at 110°C, density, 2650 kg m~3, 
HjO/Ca, 0.85. A standard TG curve was given for the 
C-S-H gel. The data were expressed as molar ratios 
of H2O retained in the C-S-H to Ca in the C-S-H for 
each of a series of temperatures, some typical values 
being 0.28 at 425°C (immediately below the CH step), 
0.70 at 200°C, and 1.00 at 150°C. There were indi
cations that the C-S-H in cement pastes retains some 
of its water on TG to higher temperatures than that 
of C3S pastes, perhaps because substituents impede 
the crystallization of anhydrous phases. The results 
of Parrott et al. (53) appear to indicate a somewhat 
greater loss of water between 200°C and 400°C, but 
this could depend on the TG conditions used.

2.4 C-S-H AND RELATED PHASES FORMED OTHER THAN IN 
CEMENT OR CALCIUM SILICATE PASTES

Of the various studies reported, we shall consider 
only a few that are especially relevant to cement 
hydration. Some others, concerned chiefly with 
solution compositions or equilibria, are considered 
later.

Stade et al. (55,56) studied the incorporation of 
Al3+ and Fe3+ into C-S-H preparations made in 
suspension. NMR studies showed that preparations 
with Ca/Si ratios of 1.0 - 1.5 and Al/Si ratios of 
ca. 0.07 contained both tetrahedrally and octa
hedrally coordinated Al, the proportion of the latter 
Increasing with Ca/Si ratio; at a ratio of 1.5, all 
the Al was octahedrally coordinated. Electron spin 
resonance and Mössbauer studies showed that Fe, which 
could be incorporated up to a level of at least 0.18 
atoms per atom of Si, was almost all octahedrally 
coordinated. Neither Al nor Fe substitution had 
much effect on the distribution of silicate anion 
size, and it was concluded that these elements do not 
replace Si in the structure. As noted elsewhere in 
this review, there are indications that part of the 
AFm phase in cement pastes is closely mixed with the 
C-S-H. A similar explanation could perhaps account 
for the above results.

A new crystal structure determination of 1.1 nm 
tobermorite (C5S6H5 approx.) is reported (57). The 
results confirm those of Megaw and Kelsey (58) and 
provide some additional detail. Jennite (CgSgHn) 
has been synthesized in suspensions at 80*C  from CH 
and either fumed silica, silica glass, or volcanic 
glass (59,60). An Al-bearing Jennite was also 
prepared, which had slightly different cell para
meters, behaved differently on heating, and was less 
crystalline.

2.5 C-S-H GEL STRUCTURE AT THE NANOMETRE LEVEL
The term "nanometre level" is preferred to "crystal 
structural level" because of the low degree of 
crystallinity. We shall assume that, at the coarser 
pore structural level, the structure is adequately 
described by the model of Feldman and Sereda (61), 
perhaps as modified by Daimon et al. (62). The 
question to be addressed concerns the nature of the 
individual layers. Early XRD work, reviewed by 
Bernal (63), Indicated a layer structure and further 
suggested that this was closely related to that of
1.1 nm tobermorite. The name "tobermorite gel" was 
widely used for some years, but later rightly fell 
into disuse because of lack of evidence together with 
marked differences in composition, degree of crystal
linity and silicate anion structure. Structural 
relationships to jennite were also suggested (64).

Recently, Taylor (65) has suggested that many 
properties of C-S-H gel can be accounted for if most 
of the layers are structurally Imperfect ones of 
jennite, and a smaller proportion are similarly 
related to the more highly hydrated, 1.4 nm form of 
tobermorite (CsSgHg). Both jennite and 1.4 nm 
tobermorite have structures that can be described in 
terms of alternating main layers and interlayers. 
The constitutional formula of 1.4 nm tobermorite, 
somewhat Idealized, is [Ca4SigOi3H2].Ca 8H2O, where 
square brackets enclose the contents of the main 
layer. The latter is based on a central, Ca-0 sub 
layer, all the 0 atoms of which are shared with 
silicate chains of empirical formula SlgOgH. The 
constitutional formula of jennite, similarly 
expressed, is [Ca8SigOigH2(OH)g].Ca 6H2O. The main 
layers are again based on central, Ca-0 portions, but 
in this case only some of the 0 atoms are shared with 
SigOgH chains, the rest being parts of OH groups. 
The layers differ sufficiently in structure that it 
is unlikely that one structure could merge into the 
other within a single layer, but layers of both types 
might well coexist within a poorly ordered structure.

Taylor (65) suggested that, in C-S-H gel, numerous 
silicate tetrahedra were missing from both types of 
layer, in a way that would fragment the chains into 
lengths containing 2,5,8...(3n-l) tetrahedra. In the 
tobermorite type layers, one third of the Si and an 
equivalent amount of 0 was missing, giving them the 
formula Ca5S140i4H2.8Н2О; in the jennite type 
layers, up to one third was missing, giving the 
formula CagSi4+n0i4+2nH2(°H)8-6H20’ where 0 <: n .$ 2. 
For each type of layer, it was possible to calculate 
the Ca/Si ratio for a given chain length (Fig. 2). 
A jennite type layer with an average chain length of 
5 would have a Ca/Si ratio of 1.8; this is approxi
mately that of C-S-H gel, and would account for the 
high proportion.of pentamer formed in the material.

Chain Length

Fig. 2. Calculated Ca/Si ratio as a function of 
chain length in the jennite and tobermorite 
structures (65).

The evidence cited comprised conditions of forma
tion, silicate anion structure, HgO/Ca ratios and 
densities for three different drying conditions, TG 
curves, XRD pattern, selected area electron diffrac
tion patterns, and the range of Ca/Si ratios observed 
in AEM analyses. The observed mean Ca/Si ratio of
1.7 - 2.0 could arise in various ways. At early 
ages, a mixture of tobermorite type and jennite type 
layers was formed, both with purely dimeric anions, 
and having Ca/Si ratios of 1.25 and 2.25, respect
ively. At later ages, jennite type layers containing 
larger anions, especially pentamer, became increas
ingly important. Since they contained fewer missing 
tetrahedra, these were thermodynamically more stable; 



this could explain the occurrence of the polymeriz
ation process.

It was suggested that, in C-S-H gel equilibrated 
at 11 % rh, the layers had the HgO/Ca ratios of 
jennite and 1.4 nm tobermorlte. In material that had 
been dried at 110°C or D-dried, they were similarly 
related to the known dehydration products of these 
phases, namely metajennite (CgSgHy) and 1.1 nm tober- 
morite. In saturated material, they had the HgO/Ca 
ratios of jennite and 1.4 nm tobermorlte, and the 
micropores described by Daimon et al. (62) and others 
were full of water. In each case, this explained the 
observed HgO/Ca ratio and density. Attention was 
drawn to the early work of McConnell (66) on a 
naturally occurring C-S-H gel, known as plombierite; 
this had some close similarities to the material in 
cement pastes, including the HgO/Ca ratio both under 
saturated conditions and at lower humidities.

Two other structures for C-S-H gel at the nano
metre level have recently been proposed. Grudemo 
(67) suggested a structure, based on XRD evidence, 
closely related to that of CH. The silicate ions 
were separate tetrahedra, and the structure is thus 
Incompatible with the TMS and NMR evidence. In a 
long series of papers, Shebl et al. (68) developed 
the hypothesis that the final product of hydration of 
C3S or 6-C2S is 1.1 nm tobermorlte, "identical with 
the natural and synthetic mineral." This conclusion 
was largely based on extraction experiments using a 
modified Franke solvent, supported by IR evidence. 
The CaO extracted was categorized as "free", "inter
layer" and "bound"; for 1 mole of fully reacted C3S, 
the amounts of these were 1.0, 0.5 and 0.67 moles, 
respectively. The conclusion that the product is 
identical with 1.1 nm tobermorlte is untenable; it 
does not give a tobermorlte XRD pattern, and differs 
in anion structure and other respects. Moreover, the 
work of Feldman and Ramachandran (51) shows that 
major damage to the structure occurs well before a 
Ca/Si ratio equal to that of tobermorlte has been 
reached. The results, nevertheless, provide much 
data on the progressive breakdown of the C-S-H struc
ture, and are of interest from this point of view.

3 OTHER HYDRATION PRODUCTS
3.1 AF«i PHASES IN CEMENT PASTES
3.1.1 ELECTRON OPTICAL ANALYSES
The first electron optical analyses of AFm phases in 
cement pastes were obtained using AEM and were re
ported at the Paris Congress (69). Later studies by 
the same method (24,25) have given substantially 
similar results. Marked compositional variations 
between crystals from the same specimen were found; 
significant amounts of Si were present, and mean S/Ca 
ratios were well below that of monosulphate. The 
deficiencies in sulphate were not compensated by the 
contents of silicate, and it was assumed that some of 
the interlayer anion sites were occupied by hydrox
ide; hydroxoaluminate was also believed to be 
present, to an extent that increased as hydration 
proceeded. These substitutions are equivalent to 
solid solution with C,jAHx and C2AHX, respectively.

Harrisson et al. (9) have reported SEM micro
analyses of AFm phases in cement pastes elsewhere in 
these Proceedings. In pure portland cement pastes, 
regions of AFm phase free from other phases had, 
typically, Al/Ca ratios near 0.5 and Si/Ca ratios 
near 0.05. S/Ca was rather variable and, most 
commonly, 0.10 - 0.15. They were low in other 
elements, including Fe. AFm phase closely mixed with 
C-S-H, occurring in the outer product, was similar in 
composition to the above, but tended to have a higher 

S/Ca ratio, which was sometimes as high as 0.25, the 
theoretical value for monosulphate. In a very few 
cases, AFm phase containing little or no S was found. 
There was no positive evidence that any of the AFm 
phase contained much Fe, or that its Al/Ca ratio 
deviated far from 0.5, the latter indicating that 
little or no hydroxoaluminate was present in the 
Interlayer sites. As noted earlier, some of Payment 
and Majumdar's results (7) of outer product can also 
be interpreted as being of mixtures of C-S-H with AFm 
phase, and this is also true of some AEM analyses, 
which relate to much smaller volumes of material.

3.1.2 COMPARISON WITH XRD AND IR EVIDENCE
XRD evidence, beginning with that of Copeland et al. 
(70), shows that typical cement pastes more than a 
few days old, that have not been strongly dried and 
that have been protected from carbon dioxide before 
and during examination, give peaks corresponding to 
AFm phases with layer thicknesses of approximately 
0.89_nm and 0.78 nm. Several studies on the pure 
C-A-S-H system have shown that a miscibility gap 
exists in the C4AHn-C4ASHn series: Roberts (71) 
concluded that it extended from S/Ca = 0 to S/Ca = 
0.125, and reported layer thicknesses for the solid 
solution varying from 0.877 nm at S/Ca = 0.125 to 
0.896 nm at S/Ca = 0.25 (monosulphate). Substantial 
replacement of the SO4 in monosulphate by 2 OH can 
thus occur with only minor effect on the layer 
thickness. Substitution of silicate for sulphate 
probably has little effect on the layer thickness 
(72). The peak at 0.78 nm can reasonably be assigned 
to C4AHx; this assignment is supported by the fact 
that mild attack by CO2 causes a peak at about 0.82 
nm to appear. The XRD evidence thus indicates the 
presence in typical portland cement pastes of two 
kinds of AFm phase, one of which is C4ÄHn, and the 
other having a S/Ca ratio that could be anywhere 
between 0.125 and 0.25, with possible partial 
replacement of sulphate by silicate.

From IR evidence, Bensted (73) concluded that the 
AFm phase- in cement pastes differed from pure 
monosulphate. It was less crystalline, and its 
sulphate content decreased as hydration proceeded.

The SEM analytical results (9) are, in.the main, 
compatible with these results. If replacement of 
sulphate by silicate is assumed, the compositions 
mostly fall into the range that would be expected to 
give an X-ray peak at about 0.89 nm. One might, 
however, have expected to have found more particles 
containing little or no S, to account for the peak at 
0.78 nm. The close admixture of much of the AFm 
phase with C-S-H could well explain the IR evidence 
of poor crystallinity.

It is more difficult to reconcile some of the AEM 
results with the other evidence. This applies most 
strongly to those analyses giving Al/Ca ratios well 
above 0.5, which imply presence of interlayer 
hydroxoaluminate, and to the finding by AEM of 
occasional crystals relatively high in Fe. As with 
AEM analyses of C-S-H, the individual analyses may be 
valid, but sampling may present a serious problem, 
and the significance of mean ratios found by this 
method must be considered uncertain.

3.2 AFt AND HYDROGARNET PHASES IN CEMENT PASTES
The electron optical analysis of AFt phases is 
especially difficult because of the ease with which 
decomposition and probable loss of material occur in 
the electron beam. As with the AFm phases, AEM 
analyses-were reported at the Paris Congress (69); 
they indicated compositions significantly different 



from that of ettringite, notably in showing lower 
S/Ca ratios and significant contents of Si. Later 
studies by the oame method have given broadly similar 
results (24,25,74); the most recent (74) showed that 
deficiencies in both S and Al were common, but were 
usually though not always balanced by Si. Fe/Ca 
ratios were usually below 0.01. No EPMA or SEM anal
yses have been reported. Bensted (73) concluded from 
IR evidence that the AFt phase in cement pastes, like 
the AFm phase, was relatively poorly crystalline.

Taylor and Newbury (8) reported EPMA analyses of 
the hydrogarnet which was the principal hydrated 
aluminate phase in a 23 year old cement paste. The 
mean composition was near to CagAlj 2^е0.8S:*O12H8> 
but Mg was also present, and it was not clear how 
much, if any, was in the hydrogarnet. This compo
sition is near to that suggested by Copeland et al. 
(70) from XRD evidence.

3.3 AFm, AFt AND HYDROGARNET PHASES FORMED OTHER THAN 
IN CEMENT PASTES

As with C-S-H, we shall only consider studies that 
are particularly relevant to cement hydration; some 
dealing mainly with solution compositions or equilib
ria will be discussed later. Fischer and Kuzel (75) 
reexamined phases in the system C4AHn-C4ÄCHn system, 
using single crystal and powder XRD. The phases were:
C4AHn with n = 19 (2 polytypes), 13, 11 and 7; 
с4Аб0.5нп *i th n = 12' 11-25, 10.5, and 6.5; 
C4ACHn with n = 11, 9 - 9.95, and 6.

C4AH13 was shown to have a 12-layer structure and its 
unit cell was determined. New XRD, thermal and IR 
data were given for many of the phases. Fischer et 
al. (76) described two naturally occurring specimens 
of hydrocalumite.

Gessner et al. (77) studied CgAHg by NMR; they 
found that all the Al was octahedrally coordinated. 
This does not support the interlayer anion structure 
proposed by Scheller and Kuzel (78), and the consti- 
titution [Са2А1(ОН)6][А1(ОН)з(Н20)з]ОН was suggested. 
An AFm phase containing sulphite was described (79), 
but an attempt to prepare one containing sulphide was 
unsuccessful, though a compound with S/Ca = 2 was 
obtained (80).

Several studies on the formation, stability or 
thermal dehydration and rehydration of ettringite 
have been reported (81-83). Others, dealing mainly 
with ettringite morphology or with the possible 
existence of amorphous or quasi crystalline precur
sors to AFm or AFt phases, are considered later. 
Other studies on AFt phases concern refinement of the 
thaumasite crystal structure (84,85), thermal decom
position of thaumasite (86) and naturally occurring 
AFt phases containing Cr(III) or borate (87-89). 
Among studies on hydrogarnets (90-93) is one that 
includes a crystal structure refinement and a 
formula relating cell parameter to composition (91). 
Murat (94) reviewed thermal properties (mainly DTA) 
of hydrated calcium aluminate phases.

3.4 HYDRATION PRODUCTS OF THE FERRITE PHASE 
Uncertainty persists as to the hydration products of 
the ferrite phase in cement pastes. Copeland et al. 
(70) concluded from careful XRD studies that it 
yielded a hydrogarnet phase, but subsequent XRD 
studies on pastes of other cements do not appear to 
have shown this, except with cements hydrated for 
long times or at elevated temperatures. In agreement 
with several earlier workers, Teoreanu et al. (95) 
found that hydration of C4AF or C2F by itself gave an 
iron hydroxide, together with AFm and hydrogarnet 
phases. Fortune and Coey (96) similarly concluded 

from a Mössbauer and XRD study that hydration of C4AF 
by itself at 72OC gave a hydrogarnet and an FHX gel, 
the latter giving a weak, broad X-ray band centred at 
0.44 nm. Relatively little of the iron entered the 
hydrogarnet, and none at all if gypsum was present. 
In contrast, Harchand et al. (97,98) concluded from 
Mössbauer and IR studies on cement pastes that no FHX 
gel was formed, and that the Fe entered the AFm 
phase. Bensted (99) agreed, and considered it un
likely that FHX would form in presence of CH. Evi
dence from X-ray images in the SEM indicates that, 
when the interstitial phases hydrate, the Fe does not 
migrate away from the resulting relicts (8), and this 
conclusion is supported by results at higher resol
ution obtained from backscattered electron images 
(100). Mass balance calculations suggest that the 
amounts of Fe present in the AFm phase and C-S-H are 
insufficient to account for all the Fe supplied by 
the clinker phases that have reacted (25). SEM 
microanalyses of pastes by Harrisson et al. (9) 
showed no regions high in Fe that were not also high 
in Ca, Al, Si and, sometimes also, in Mg, and could 
be interpreted as indicating that the Fe was present 
in a separate phase that was mixed at or below the 
micrometre scale with C-S-H, AFm phase low in Fe and, 
sometimes, a phase high in Mg. Several other studies 
have been reported (101-103).

The problem is not solved, though the balance of 
the existing evidence seems to favour the view that, 
when the ferrite phase hydrates in a cement, the 
space it occupied is filled with a close mixture of 
C-S-H, AFm phase low in Fe, a hydrated phase high in 
Fe, and often, another one high in Mg. Such a 
mixture can have a bulk composition quite close to 
that of the hydrogarnet that has sometimes been found 
(8,70), which could thus readily form from or instead 
of it under favourable conditions. More work is, 
however, needed. Studies on C4AF by Itself are only 
of background relevance, even if CH and gypsum are 
added, because the ferrite phase in cement is 
normally closely mixed with aluminate phase, hydrates 
in an environment dominated by the silicate phases, 
and has a composition that is not even close to the 
C2A-C2F series, but is typically near to 
Ca2AlFeo.6Mgo.2siO.15Tio.O5°5 (Ю4). X-ray micro
analysis in the EPMA or SEM probably does not give 
sufficient resolution, but backscattered electron 
imaging may provide further useful data.

3.5 CALCIUM HYDROXIDE
The existence, or otherwise, of amorphous or crypto
crystalline CH has received attention. Marchese 
(105) could detect CH in some 12th century lime 
mortars by thermal methods but not by XRD, and con
cluded that it was amorphous. Neal and Stanger (106) 
reported that CH occurred in nature in both crystal
line and amorphous forms. Vitkovskli (107) con
sidered that the CH in cement pastes included 
amorphous material. Groves (10) examined cement 
pastes of low w:c ratio (0.15) by ТЕМ of ion thinned 
sections. He found parallel clusters of CH platelets 
about 10 nm thick, rotated through various angles 
around their common c-axis and embedded in gel; the 
larger crystals common in normal pastes were not 
observed. Abo-El-Wafa and Al-Wakeel (108) concluded 
from IR evidence that the CH in alite pastes was 
poorly crystalline, especially at low w:s ratios. 
On the other hand, Rayment and Majumdar (7) concluded 
from their EPMA study that microcrystalline CH was 
not present in cement pastes of normal w:c ratio.

The possibility of ionic substitutions in CH has 
been examined. AEM results (24) supported earlier 
conclusions that the CH in cement pastes contained 



significant amounts of foreign ions, especially 
silicate and sulphate. Shpynova et al. (109,110) 
calculated the effects that substitutions in inter
layer sites, balanced by omission of H, would have on 
the XRD powder pattern, and concluded from experimen
tal observations that CH modified by such substi
tutions could be prepared. The C-S-H structure 
suggested by Grudemo (67) is based on a similar 
concept. In contrast, some other studies, summarized 
by Barker (111), suggest that CH largely avoids 
incorporating foreign ions, and the AEM evidence 
could possibly be explained by the existence of 
inclusions.

Barker et al. (112) made an XRD study of strain in 
CH crystals, including ones grown in presence of 
colloidal silica. Brindley and Kao (113) discussed 
crystal structures and IR spectra of brucite type 
hydroxides, including CH. Barker (111) and Barker 
and Barnes (114) reviewed aspects of the growth of CH 
in cement pastes and its role in the development of 
strength.
4 QUANTITATIVE PHASE DETERMINATIONS, MASS BALANCE 

AND VOLUME FRACTIONS
4.1 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS OF PHASE DETERMINATION
4.1.1 UNREACTED CLINKER PHASES
Quantitative X-ray diffraction analysis (QXDA) is 
probably the only practicable method at present for 
determining the unreacted clinker phases individually 
in a cement paste. The problem is similar to, though 
more complex than, that of determining the phases in 
an unreacted clinker, and will not be discussed here. 
Gutteridge (115) recently described a least squares 
procedure and applications to anhydrous cement sys
tems. Determinations in pastes are of low precision; 
Odler and D6rr (116) estimated the precision at not 
better than ±3 % for unreacted alite in alite pastes, 
and for cement pastes, even this would be difficult 
to achieve (25). Analysis of backscattered electron 
images obtained in the SEM is a rapidly developing 
technique, and may prove a more effective method, 
both for unreacted clinker phases and for CH (117).

4.1.2 CALCIUM HYDROXIDE
Many recent papers have dealt with determination of 
CH in cement or calcium silicate pastes. Thermal 
methods used have Included thermogravimetry (TG) or 
differential thermogravimetry (DTG; 25,53,54,116, 
118-123), semi isothermal DTG (124), thermal evolved 
gas analysis (TEGA; 124,125) and differential thermal 
analysis (DTA) or differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC; 118,125-128). QXDA has been used (54,67,116, 
118-121,125,126), as has IR (129). Chemical extrac
tion methods have included the use of aqueous CaCla
(4) or aqueous CH (126), and of Franke solvent or 
related organic media (68,116,118,125). Some of the 
Investigators have found significant differences 
between the results of thermal methods and QXDA, with 
QXDA usually giving lower results (116,118,119,125, 
126), but others have reported no differences outside 
experimental error (25,120). There is broad agree
ment that extraction methods give higher results than 
either thermal methods or QXDA (116,118,125,126). It 
has been suggested that QXDA gives low results due to 
presence of amorphous CH (126); some workers consider 
that this may also apply to thermal methods, either 
for the same reason (116), or because of CH that is 
adsorbed on the C-S-H (125) or present as interlayer 
CH (68). Sources of error in the determination of CH 
by TG have been discussed (54).

The following conclusions are suggested. First, 
adsorbed or interlayer Ca^4- and OH" are not CH, but 
parts of the C-S-H. Second, part of the CH in some 

or all cement pastes could be intimately mixed with 
C-S-H. There is no convincing evidence for the 
presence in cement pastes of amorphous CH, or, except 
in pastes of unusually low w:c ratio (10), of crypto
crystalline CH, but the present evidence probably 
does not exclude the possibility of mixture within 
the gel at or approaching a single layer level. 
Ultimately, the differences may be ones of how C-S-H 
is defined. CH mixed with C-S-H at or near a single 
layer level would not be recognized as a separate 
phase by EPMA or SEM analysis, and possibly not by 
QXDA or thermal methods, but it might well be counted 
as CH by extraction methods or AEM. Further investi
gation is needed; structural and analytical studies 
of ion-thinned sections probably offer the best hope 
of providing definitive evidence.

Day (130) found that if either cement paste or CH 
was soaked in methanol, an increase in weight loss 
occurred on DTG in nitrogen in the 700°C region. He 
considered that methanol, or some reaction product, 
was retained in the paste and reacted with CH to 
produce a carbonate like material. This conclusion, 
which is of much interest because methanol or other 
organic liquids are often used to stop hydration, was 
challenged (131), but nevertheless appears worthy of 
further investigation. It is not inconceivable that 
small organic molecules could be strongly sorbed and 
then pyrolise giving CO, which in the presence of 
active CaO could yield СаСОз and C. If such a 
process does, in fact, occur, it has important 
implications for the determination of CH by TG, and 
might also account for an observation (25,54) that 
the loss on TG above the CH step exceeds the COg 
content found in a separate, chemical determination, 
as the samples studied had previously been soaked in 
acetone, which might have a similar effect.

4.1.3 HYDRATED SILICATE AND ALUMINATE PHASES
The literature is conflicting as to the possibility 
of determining the hydrated aluminate phases in 
cement pastes by thermal or X-ray methods. Uchlkawa 
et al. (128) found it possible using DSC to determine 
monosulphate, C4AHX and CgAHg, but not ettringite or 
C-S-H. Later, however, they reported ettringite 
contents determined by a modified TG-DSC method 
(132). Millet et al. (133) found that QXDA gave 
false results for ettringite due to effects of 
grinding; DTA was better in this respect, but the 
need for grinding still caused problems. Ogawa and 
Roy (82) found It possible to determine ettringite 
either by QXDA or by DSC, and Bensted (134-137) 
reported ettringite contents determined by DTA. 
Crammond (138) determined ettringite, thaumaslte and 
gypsum by QXDA. Odler and Abdul-Maula (139) found 
that AFt phase could best be determined by DTA, as 
the peak area scarcely depended on composition or 
crystallinity, though care was needed to avoid 
interference from C-S-H. For AFm phase, QXDA was 
probably the best method; however, though very 
sensitive, it gave only semi quantitative results. 
Grudemo (67) reported C-S-H contents found by QXDA.

From the foregoing results, it appears that 
thermal methods and possibly QXDA may be used for 
determining AFt phase, but it is doubtful whether the 
direct determination of either C-S-H or AFm phase in 
pastes has been successfully achieved. The very 
close admixture of much of the AFm phase with C-S-H, 
together with its variable composition and imperfect 
crystallinity, explains the difficulty. Least squares 
fitting of observed and calculated TG curves probably 
offers the best possibility, but better standard data 
and a fuller understanding of AFm compositions and 
how they affect the thermal behaviour are required.



4.2 MASS BALANCE AND INDIRECT DETERMINATION OE 
C-S-H COMPOSITION

4.2.1 CALCIUM SILICATE PASTES
Many studies have been reported over a long period 
with the object of determining the Ca/Si ratio of the 
C-S-H in calcium silicate pastes indirectly, from the 
contents of unreacted starting material, if any, and 
of CH. Some Indicated marked changes in this ratio 
as hydration proceeds. The most recent studies do 
not confirm this, except perhaps for the very early 
stage of reaction. Odler and Dörr (116) reported 
Ca/Si ratios in C3S pastes of 1.60 using an extrac
tion method for CH, or of 1.99 using TG, with an 
uncertain but lower value for the product of the 
first 1-2 % of reaction. LeSueur et al. (120) 
reported values of 1.7±0.1 and 1.8±0.2 for C3S pastes 
made with and without CaClg, respectively, both 
substantially Independent of the degree of reaction. 
The difference between these values was not con
sidered significant. Parrott et al. (53) obtained 
closely similar results, discussed in Section 2.3.2, 
which gave a value of 1.8 for an alite paste. For 
B-CgS pastes, the results of Kantro and Weise (140) 
and of Fujil and Kondo (141) Indicate values around
1.8 at complete hydration. Shibata et al. (142) 
described the preparation and hydration of an 
unstabilized B-CgS that gave virtually no detectable 
CH on hydration, and which thus gave C-S-H with a 
Ca/Si ratio close to 2.0.

Taken as a whole, these results agree well with 
the conclusions derived from electron optical anal
yses, discussed earlier. There are several indi
cations that В-СзЗ tends to give a product with a 
slightly higher Ca/Si ratio than that formed from 
C3S, and the results of Shibata et al. (142) provide 
an extreme example of this. Small experimental 
errors have a disproportionate effect on Ca/Si ratios 
determined indirectly, especially at low degrees of 
reaction. It is now reasonably certain that the 
Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H reaches its final value not 
later than the end of the induction period.

4.2.2 CEMENT PASTES
For typical portland cements, CH contents, referenced 
to the ignited weights, are typically 18 - 25 % after 
times of 3 - 12 months (25,118,122,126). Contents of 
AFt phases appear to have been determined only for 
short hydration times; Uchikawa et al. (128) and 
Bensted (134 - 137) quote values of, typically, 2-4 
* for normal cements at 4 h.

Taylor et al. (25) reported contents of C-S-H and 
hydrated aluminate phases determined by a difference 
method. The amounts of unreacted clinker phases, CH 
and СаСОз were determined by approximate QXDA, TG and 
a chemical method, respectively; the compositions of 
the clinker phases were known from SEM microanalyses; 
the nature of the hydrated aluminate phases (AFm or 
AFt or both) was established by XRD; their mean 
compositions and that of the C-S-H were determined by 
AEM. Knowing also the bulk composition of the 
cement, the amounts of CaO, SiOg, AI2Ö3 and SO3 
present in the hydrated silicate and aluminate phases 
were obtained by difference. A linear, simultaneous 
equation was set up for each of the oxides mentioned, 
having the compositions of the hydrated phases as 
coefficients, the amounts of those phases as 
unknowns, and the quantity of the oxide to be 
accounted for as the right hand side. These 
equations were then solved by least squares to find 
the most probable amounts of the hydrated silicate 
and eliminate phases. The results were tested in 
three ways. First, using standard data for each 
phase, a simulated TG curve was calculated and 

compared with the observed one. Second, quantities 
such as porosities were calculated, which could be 
compared with typical data from the literature for 
comparable cements. Third, the discrepancies between 
the total amounts of all the oxides present, both 
major and minor, were compared with those accounted 
for by all the anhydrous and hydrated phases.

The results of the first two of these tests were 
reasonably satisfactory, but the mass balance test 
showed some systematic discrepancies: on the average,
2.5 % of CaO (referenced to the ignited weight) and 
0.7 % of ЕезОз were unaccounted for, and the calcu
lated content of SiOg was 1.1 % too high. Suspicion 
fell on the C-S-H compositions, determined by AEM, 
which were mostly between 1.6 and 1.7; higher values 
would have improved the agreement. It was also 
suggested that the presence of an iron rich gel, 
perhaps containing some Ca, could account for the 
discrepancy for FegOg and contribute to that for CaO. 
Subsequently, SEM analyses of the hydration products 
of one of the same cements were carried out (9), and 
gave a Ca/Si ratio of ca. 2.0 for the C-S-H. Substi
tution of this value in the calculations greatly 
improves the agreement for CaO.

The effect on mass balance of varying the Ca/Si 
ratio assumed for the C-S-H is shown by the following 
hypothetical calculation for a fully reacted cement:

(i) Assume the cement composition to be: N330, 0.2; 
MgO, 1.3; AI2O3, 5.4; SiOg, 20.6; SO3, 2.7; KgO, 
0.4; CaO, 65.3; Ti02, 0.3; FegO3, 3.0; Misc., 0.7; 
Total, 99.9 X.
(11) Assume the CH content, referenced to the Ignited 
weight, to be 23.8 %; this is at the upper end of the 
probable range.
(iii) Assume the atom ratios in the C-S-H, relative 
to Ca, to be: Mg, 0.02; Al, 0.05; Si, 0.50; S, 0.01; 
Fe, 0.015 (Ca/Si = 2.0).
(iv) Assume those in the AFm phase to be: Mg, 0.02; 
Al, 0.50; Si, 0.02; S, 0.18; Fe, 0.03.
(v) Assume 0.9 % of COg, present as calcite.
(vi) Set up and solve two simultaneous equations to 
determine C-S-H and AFm phase, using the contents of 
AlgOg and SlOg, and thus making the mass balance 
complete for these components and concentrating the 
principal discrepancies into the result for CaO. '

This gives a calculated total of 65.3 % for CaO, 
in excellent agreement with the amount present in the 
cement; other totals are: MgO, 0.7 %; SO3, 2.6 Я>; 
Feg03, 1.2 X. If the calculation is repeated 
assuming a Ca/Si ratio of 1.7 for the C-S-H, the 
calculated total for the CaO is 60.1 %, which is 5.2 
X below the amount in the cement. If a lower content 
of CH is assumed, it is necessary to assume that the 
C-S-H has a Ca/Si ratio greater than 2.0 if balance 
for the CaO is to be obtained. These results support 
the view that, for some cements at least, the Ca/Si 
ratio of the C-S-H is closer to 2.0 than to 1.7. 
They also Indicate that not all the FegOg in the 
hydration products is present in the AFm phase and 
C-S-H, and the same is probably true of the MgO.

4.3 VOLUME FRACTIONS
Volume fractions in pastes depend on drying con
ditions and are subject to the same considerations as 
densities and water contents, discussed in Section
2.3.1. For an alite paste with w:s 0.6, treated with 
methanol and then dried over silica gel, Parrott et 
al. (53) reported experimental data which, extrapo
lated to complete reaction, give: CH 0.20; C-S-H, 
0.35; pores C 50 nm, 0.25; pores > 50 nm, 0.20. For 



cement pastes, Taylor et al. (25) calculated volume 
fractions and some related quantities from the 
amounts and densities of phases, using procedures and 
data quoted in Sections 2.3.2 and 4.2.2. Porosities 
were obtained by difference. For a paste with w:c = 
0.5, hydrated for 1 year and equilibrated at 11 % rh, 
the volume fractions were: Unreacted clinker phases, 
0.05; CH, 0.11; CaC03, 0.01; C-S-H, 0.37; AFm, 0.15; 
micropores 5 nm), 0.13; capillary pores, 0.38. 
Interlayer space was counted as part of the C-S-H. 
The Ca/Si ratio assumed for the C-S-H in such 
calculations has little effect on the resulting 
porosities, but the volume fraction of C-S-H is 
liable to change by up to 0.04, with corresponding 
change in that of AFm phase. These two sets of 
results are approximately compatible if due allowance 
is made for differences in composition, w:s ratio and 
divisions between C-S-H, micropores and larger pores.

5 MICROSTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of microstructural development in cement 
pastes has greatly increased since the Paris 
Congress. The contributions of P.L. Pratt and his 
co-workers at Imperial College, London, have been 
especially important, and the writer is much indebted 
to him and to Dr. K.L. Scrivener for helpful dis
cussions, on which this section is largely based. 
The advances were possible because several techniques 
were used. With any one technique for studying 
cement paste microstructure, there are Inevitably 
questions concerning the representative nature, or 
otherwise, of the fields examined, and the extent to 
which the microstructure has been altered during 
specimen preparation or examination. No one method 
is likely to answer all such questions satisfactorily 
but from the use of several methods and critical 
comparison of the results, a reasonably clear picture 
has begun to emerge.

The most important, relatively new methods are 
high voltage transmission electron microscopy (HVEM) 
with environmental or "wet" cells to reduce water 
loss (143-145), scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (STEM) of ion thinned sections (146), and 
backscattered electron imaging (BEI) of polished 
sections in the SEM using detectors designed to 
maximize contrast due to compositional differences 
and to minimize that associated with topography 
(117). Scrivener and Pratt (147) have concisely 
described the uses of these techniques. Other 
methods have included X-ray imaging in EPMA"(8), SEM 
examination of matched fracture surfaces (148), and 
SEM using a cryo stage to avoid dehydration (149). 
Microstructural development in C3S or alite pastes 
differs in important respects from that in cement 
pastes, and we shall consider it separately. 
Following Jennings et al. (150), we shall refer to 
the early, middle and late periods of microstructural 
development, with boundaries at y3 h and 20—30 h for 
typical cements at 20°C, and to the corresponding 
products.

Unless a wet cell or cryo stage is used, extreme 
dehydration occurs in any electron optical investi
gation, and it has been shown (100,150) that this can 
have drastic effects on the fine microstructure. 
However, drying begins as soon as the rh falls below 
saturation, and any paste at lower humidities will 
contain regions in which water is in varying degrees 
deficient. The water is lost initially from the 
wider pores, which appear in electron micrographs as 
the most open parts of the structure. One would 
expect them to be disproportionately represented on 
fracture surfaces.

5.2 CEMENT; THE EARLY PERIOD , ,
The period up to 3 h comprises the pre induction and 
induction periods. The anhydrous cement has a wide 
particle size distribution, with, typically, 15 % < 5 
pirn and 10 % > 50 pm (151). BEI indicates that most 
grains are polymineralic (Fig. 3a; 100,117). If 
surface active admixtures are absent, the grains tend 
to flocculate in water. HVEM with wet cells shows 
that, at high dilutions, a gelatinous layer or mem
brane forms over the grain surfaces soon after mixing 
(143,145). A product of similar appearance, though 
not necessarily of the same composition, has been 
observed on the surfaces of C3A hydrated in presence 
of gypsum (152). There appears to be no unequivocal, 
direct evidence for the formation of a gel layer 
during the first minutes of hydration in cement 
pastes of realistic w:c ratio, but the observed 
behaviour of C3A plus gypsum, together with evidence 
from concentrations in solution, strongly suggests 
that one is formed, and that it is probably amorph
ous, colloidal, and rich in Al and Si but also 
contains significant amounts of Ca and SO4 (100).

Dalgleish et al. found that, after 1 h, stubby 
rods of AFt phase, typically 250 nm long and 100 nm 
thick, were formed (153-155). Later studies by 
Scrivener and Pratt (100,147,152), using both wet 
cells in the HVEM and ion thinned sections in the 
STEM, showed that these can occur at some distance 
from the cement grains, suggesting that they have 
nucleated either in the solution, or on the outer 
surface of a thin layer of gel (Fig. 3b). On drying, 
they fall back on to the grain surfaces, on which 
they are unevenly distributed, possibly reflecting 
compositional differences in the underlying grains.

The first study using a wet cell, made at high w:c 
ratios, showed tubular growths radiating from the 
cement grains, which were believed to have formed by 
a "silicate garden" mechanism (143). It was later 
shown that they were rich in Ca, Al and S, and were 
not formed if C3S was substituted for cement (156). 
They have not been observed in the more recent stud
ies made at normal w:c ratios, and do not appear to 
be a significant feature of normal cement hydration.

5.3 CEMENT: THE MIDDLE PERIOD
5.3.1 FORMATION OF C-S-H AND CH
The period from 3 h to 20-30 h comprises the accel- 
eratory and early deceleratory periods, during which 
some 30 % of the cement reacts. It is characterised 
by the rapid formation of C-S-H and CH. Many 
observers studying fracture surfaces have reported 
the formation during this period of C-S-H as fibres 
apparently radiating from cement grains (Type I of 
Diamond, 157). Honeycombs or reticular networks 
(Diamond Type II) have also often been seen. Rosettes 
of fibres S2pm in diameter 'forming bulges on larger 
surfaces could result from reaction of small cement 
grains adhering to larger ones (100). There are 
several Indications that the C-S-H when wet consists 
of foils, and that the fibres or honeycombs are, at 
least in part, produced on drying (100,147,158).

The C-S-H forms a thickening layer or shell around 
the cement grains (154,158); which engulfs and poss
ibly nucleates on the framework of AFt rods (Fig. 3c; 
152). A significant amount has formed in 3 h, and 
the particle surfaces are entirely covered by 4 h 
(154). The shells grow outwards; by about 12h, they 
are 0.5-1.0 pm thick, and inter shell cohesion is 
sufficient that fracture sometimes occurs through the 
shells and not between them. This stage, which corre
sponds approximately to the maximum in heat evolution 
rate, was termed the cohesion point; the structure of
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interconnected shells around the larger grains was 
considered to play an important part in determining 
the mechanical and other properties, which thus 
depend on the particle size distribution (154,158).

From studies using wet cells, BEI and ion 
thinned sections, Scrivener and Pratt (100,147,152) 
showed that spaces develop between the shells and the 
anhydrous grains; they are detectable at 5 h in ion 
thinned sections, and by 12 h are up to 0.5 pm wide. 
They were believed to contain solutions with high 
concentration gradients and possibly colloidal 
material. Initially, therefore, the shell grows 
outwards and by becoming less porous, rather than 
inwards, and the spaces widen as the anhydrous 
material, primarily alite and CgA, is consumed. The 
mode of growth shows that the shells are, at this 
stage, permeable and that reaction occurs through 
solution. This last conclusion is reinforced by the 
observation that CSH also grows on fly ash sur
faces, if present, before any detectable reaction of 
the fly ash has taken place (159).

The same studies showed that, before the end of the 
middle period, C-S-H begins to deposit also on the 
inner surfaces of the shells, and that the spaces 
between the latter and the anhydrous cores begin to 
fill up (Fig. 3d). Cement grains were shown to 
differ in behaviour depending on their size, phase 
composition, and Internal microstructure. Ones 
smaller than s3 pm dissolved completely by the end of 
the acceleratory period, giving almost entirely outer 
product, which was often absorbed in the shells 
surrounding larger grains. Grains containing high 
proportions of CgA might develop larger spaces within 
their shells. The behaviour of the larger grains is 
considered in Section 5.4.

Partly or completely empty shells, called "Hadley 
grains" and up to at least 10 pm across, were first 
observed on fracture surfaces (160). Pratt and Chose 
(158) noted that it would be difficult to reconcile 
any widespread occurrence of such cavities in a 
mature paste with the density of the material, and 
concluded that they were temporary phenomena. The 
separations between shell and core observed in BEI or 
ion thinned sections are typically3 pm, but can be 
larger around CgA (100,158). Scrivener (100) 
observed that large, empty shells often result from 
cores having fallen out on fracture.

CH forms during the middle period, as hexagonal 
plates in the water filled space, and makes a major 
contribution to the filling of space between the 
shells (158).

5.3.2 FORMATION OF AFm AND AFt PHASES
Many observers have reported the outward growth of 
long, thin needles of AFt phase in pastes about 1 day 
old. Their formation, which is a renewed one of this 
phase, was shown to occur at 16 h and to coincide 
with a shoulder on the downward slope of the main 
heat evolution peak (Fig. 3d; 153,158). The length
of the needles is, typically, 1-2 pm, but can reach 
10 pm. The heat evolution may well be associated 
chiefly with the renewed dissolution of CgA, and 
perhaps also of ferrite phase. Both AFt and AFm 
phase can also form inside the shells. The latter 
become less permeable as more product is formed, 
causing the solution inside them to become isolated 
and low in sulphate; AFm phase therefore tends to 
form inside, and AFt phase outside the shells (100, 
152,158).

Locher (161) considered that recrystallization of 
ettringite played a major part in setting. The
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Fig. 3. Microstructural development during the hydration of portland cement (Scrivener, 100).
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observations described in the previous sections do 
not support this view, the early formation of AFt 
phase occurring before initial set, and the later 
formation after final set. From quantitative deter
minations of ettringite with parallel ones of 
setting times, Bensted (137) concluded that setting 
was directly associated with loss of mobility of 
water, and that in normal setting, this in turn was 
primarily caused' by formation of C-S-H. In agreement 
with this view, Dalgleish et al. (155) considered 
that initial set was associated with the beginning of 
rapid C-S-H formation, and final set with completion 
of coverage of the cement grains by C-S-H.

5.4 CEMENT: THE LATE PERIOD
5.4.1 FORMATION OF C-S-H
The late period is one of increasingly slow reaction, 
beginning at 20-30 h. In it, C-S-H forms by three, 
distinct mechanisms, the first two of which have 
started earlier (100,152,158). In the first, the 
shells grow outwards and become less porous, adding 
to the outer product. SEM of fracture surfaces (158) 
and BEI of polished surfaces (100) showed that their 
thickness reaches 8-10 pm in 7-14 d. In the second, 
they grow inwards. The anhydrous phases meanwhile 
dissolve, and the spaces between them and the sur
rounding shells continue to grow at first, until at 
4 d those around the silicates are up to s.3 pm wide. 
Gradually, the growth of C-S-H overtakes the retreat 
of the anhydrous surface, and the gaps close up; in 
the larger grains, they disappear by 7-14 d (Fig. 3e 
and f; 100). Grains smaller than 15-20 pm hydrate 
completely before the space has been entirely filled, 
leaving cavities up to 5 pm in diameter that have 
been observed on fracture surfaces (158) and even on 
polished surfaces of pastes up to 23 years old (100).

Both the above mechanisms occur through solution. 
The third probably does not. After the spaces have 
been filled, the alite continues to react, and the 
interface between it and the surrounding C-S-H moves 
slowly inwards. Reaction of the bellte is unde
tectable by electron microscopy at 7 d (100), but by 
28 d, about 25 % has reacted, and an advancing inter
face is observed as with the alite. Ultimately, in 
pastes of sufficiently high w:c ratio, completely 
reacted relicts of both alite and bellte can be 
observed either by X-ray imaging (8) or by BEI (100), 
in each case of polished surfaces. X-ray micro
analyses show that both have been completely con
verted into C-S-H (8,9), and BEI shows that, in the 
bellte relicts, the lines of the original twin 
lamellae are preserved (100).

If inner product is defined as that formed in 
space initially occupied by solid, it comprises two 
types: that deposited from solution on the insides of 
the shells, and that formed by the third, or topo
chemical mechanism. BEI of a 23 year old paste (100) 
that had also been examined by EPMA, including X-ray 
Imaging (8), showed three zones of C-S-H, possibly 
corresponding to the three modes of formation. The 
"inner product" defined by X-ray imaging or EPMA or 
SEM spot analyses corresponds, at least approxi
mately, to that formed topochemically. The "outer 
product" defined by these methods corresponds, again 
approximately, to the material of the shells. As has 
been seen, the topochemical product is formed only 
from the larger grains, the shells around which 
include the space originally occupied by smaller 
grains; this reinforces the conclusion (Section 
2.1.4) that "undesignated product" would be a more 
exact desciption. Jennings et al. (150) suggested 
that "late product" was a term preferable to "inner 
product", and a good case can be made for this. It is 

uncertain whether the C-S-H deposited inside the 
shells from solution is compositionally identical 
with that formed topochemically, i.e.. pure C-S-H, or 
with the outer product, which consists of C-S-H often 
closely mixed with AFm phase. The spacial resolution 
of X-ray microanalysis is probably inadequate to 
settle this question.

The topochemical product can possibly be ident
ified with Diamond's (157) Type IV C-S-H. His Type 
III C-S-H (equant grains) presumably includes all but 
the most porous parts of the shell material, and 
possibly also that deposited on the insides of the 
shells. The microstructure of Type III C-S-H was 
clarified by the work of Jennings et al. (150), who 
showed that material that fitted this description 
when examined in reflection appeared when examined by 
STEM of ion thinned sections to consist of inter
leaved and interlocked thin foils. These and other 
morphological varieties of C-S-H gel are, almost 
certainly, not distinct categories, but points in a 
continuum of forms, all derived from sheets which 
tend to roll, crumple or shred in a preferred direc
tion. The way in which they do this, and the extent, 
appear to depend largely on the amount of space 
available, perhaps together with such other factors 
as the mechanism or rate of formation, or the pres
ence of admixtures, and can be further modified by 
drying, fracture, or other processes after formation.

5.4.2 FORMATION OF CH
CH continues to form in the water filled space during 
the late period of reaction, and is readily observed 
on fracture surfaces (157), X-ray images (8), or BEI 
(117). The thin plates seen earlier give place to 
large crystals or dense masses up to tens of pm in 
size that can engulf other phases. This change pre
sumably results from the decrease in available space.

Scrivener and Pratt (152) suggested that the 
continued hydration of alite in the enclosed regions 
within the shells must lead to formation there of 
microcrystalline CH. EPMA and SEM analyses (Section 
2.1.4) show that the inner or late product has a 
Ca/Si ratio of 1.7-2.0, indicating that most of the 
CH escapes. It may, nevertheless, be significant 
that the Ca/Si ratio tends to be higher than in C3S 
pastes, in which a shell structure does not form, 
though partial replacement of Si by Al may also be 
partly or wholly responsible.

5.4.3 FORMATION OF Al- OR Fe-CONTAINING PHASES
During the late period, AFm phase has been observed 
to form inside the shells (100); it could result from 
reaction of water with aluminate or ferrite phase, 
together with decomposition of AFt phase, if present 
(Fig. 3e) The analytical evidence shows that AFm 
phase also forms outside the shells, where it is 
normally closely mixed with C-S-H (9), and may 
result, in whole or in part, from decomposition of 
AFt phase; however, in some white cements, relatively 
large plates have been observed (.100) . Areas high in 
Fe, forming relicts of the interstitial material, 
were observed by X-ray Imaging (8). The higher 
resolution obtainable with BEI shows them to be, more 
specifically, relicts of the ferrite phase, and to 
have a zoned structure (100). An outer zone, about 1 
pm wide, possibly consisted of an iron hydroxide 
phase, and an inner zone was believed to consist of 
unreacted ferrite.

5.5 TRICALCIUM AND ß-DICALCIUM SILICATES
5.5.1 C3S AND B-C2S : EARLY PRODUCTS
Me'ndtrier et al. (162-164) and Jawed and Skalny (165) 
extended earlier studies using high resolution SEM,



ESCA and solution analyses, in which pellets of C3S 
or B-C2S were dipped in water or aqueous solutions. 
No protective coatings were observed; the surfaces of 
the crystals were attacked unevenly, and within a few 
minutes, minute particles of product were deposited. 
Subsequently, films, honeycombs or fibres of C-S-H, 
and later also CH, were observed. Several other 
workers have reported broadly similar results. 
Groves (166), studying ion thinned specimens of C3S 
that had been dipped in water or aqueous solutions, 
found that at 3-6 h, a layer of amorphous material 
had been formed. Jennings et al. (150), using a wet 
cell with HVEM, observed the formation during the 
induction period of thin flakes or foils, which they 
called "Type E" C-S-H. Scrivener (100) made a similar 
observation, and noted that on drying, the foils 
either collapsed or crumpled to form fibres. Le Sueur 
et al. (120), in an SEM study of C3S pastes, reported 
that after 30 m, an amorphous looking layer had been 
formed. Stewart and Bailey (167) found the first 
substantial product of C3S hydration visible in an 
SEM examination to consist of thin flakes or foils. 
Possibly all these observations are consistent with 
the hypothesis that the first product consists of 
foils or flakes exfoliating from the surface, which 
can change in various ways on drying.

Ings et al. (168) placed single crystals of C3S in 
an alite slurry (w:s = 2), later removing them for 
SEM examination. A layer of apparently structureless 
product built up to a thickness of 5 pm in 30 m, 
together with cryptocrystalline CH; later, it shrank, 
with formation of acicular outgrowths. Calorimetric 
evidence showed that the single crystals were highly 
reactive, but the product layer contained Al, and had 
thus formed in part also from the alite. The authors 
concluded that an initial, transient hydrate was 
formed, which served as a barrier layer, and that its 
subsequent transformation ended the induction period.

5.5.2 C3S AND B-CgS: MIDDLE AND LATE PRODUCTS
As with cement, the middle period is that of rapid 
formation of C-S-H and CH, and several early studies 
showed the formation of Diamond Type I material, 
together in the outer product with massive CH (157). 
Jennings et al. (150), using a wet cell, found that 
the period began with the formation of an apparently 
structureless layer of gel, which they called "Type 
0" C-S-H, and which grew to a thickness of »0.5 pm 
over several days. It changed, rather slowly, to give 
acicular particles where space was freely available, 
or crumpled and interlocked foils where it was not. 
As noted in Section 5.4.1, the latter product, when 
seen in reflection, resembled Diamond Type III C-S-H, 
and a less porous component, which could have been 
the inner or late product, was also present. These 
changes were encouraged by drying or ageing.

Stewart and Bailey (167), in the SEM examination 
reported earlier, obtained results varying with the 
structural modification of the C3S. With a mono
clinic modification, the foils that had grown 
previously lifted and peeled, giving crumpled sheets, 
but with triclinic or rhombohedral preparations, 
needle like outgrowths were formed. All three 
specimens eventually gave similar structures, in 
which needle like outgrowths were bridged by crumpled 
foils. Studies using a cryo stage indicated that the 
outgrowths were not an artifact of drying (149).

Scrivener (100), studying alite pastes with HVEM 
and a wet cell, found that the product at 1 d con
sisted of crumpled foils in places where it was thin 
enough for the structure to be observed, with no 
evidence of fibrillar outgrowths. Fibrils were, 
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however, produced if the paste was allowed to dry; in 
a paste not cured in water, this could apparently 
happen through local exhaustion of water. There was 
no Indication of more than the one, basic morpho
logical type of C-S-H, though the inner or late 
product would not have been observed. Pastes of C3S 
mixed with C3A were studied by BEI (100,152); with 
the C3A particles, large spaces developed between the 
anhydrous cores and the surrounding hydration prod
ucts, but with those of C3S, no spaces were observed. 
This contrasted markedly with the behaviour of the 
alite in cement, and supported the view that the 
spaces and shell structure in cement pastes are 
caused by the presence of the aluminate phase.

5.5.3 C3S AND B-C2s : CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are suggested from the 
above observations. On mixing, the C3S begins to 
dissolve, and C-S-H precipitates as foils, which peel 
off or exfoliate. The resulting layer becomes 
progressively thicker and more tightly packed, but at 
no stage is there convincing evidence of any continu
ous film or membrane. The foils very readily change 
into acicular forms or honeycombs on drying, which is 
bound to occur locally under any conditions other 
than saturated. As noted by Pratt and Chose (158), 
the absence of a shell structure and of spaces 
between the anhydrous material and the product are 
very important differences from cement, for which C3S 
is therefore of limited value as a model. CH is 
deposited in the outer product, as with cement.

5.6 COHESION AND THE EFFECT OF WET CURING
In both C3S and cement pastes, cohesion probably 
results primarily from the coming together of foils, 
which transforms an essentially particulate gel into 
a continuous one, but in the more open parts of the 
structure, where local drying would be most likely to 
occur, this process might be confined to the crossing 
points of foils rolled or shredded into fibres and 
thus barely if at all distinguishable from an inter
locking process. An effect of wet curing is to 
prevent or at least minimize the changes in C-S-H 
morphology that occur on drying. These changes are 
probably, at least in part, irreversible.

5.7 TRICALCIUM ALUMINATE AND THE FERRITE PHASE 
Scrivener and Pratt (152) studied the paste hydration 
of these phases using a wet cell with HVEM. In the 
absence of calcium sulphate, C3A yielded initially a 
filmy, amorphous looking product, similar to that 
seem earlier in SEM by Breval (169). The films 
appeared crumpled and sometimes peeling from the 
surface, and it was thought unlikely that they could 
inhibit reaction. Later, hexagonal plates and 
icositetrahedra were seen. If gypsum was' present, an 
amorphous layer was again formed, but it appeared 
denser and more coherent. Its formation was followed 
by that of rods of AFt phase on the outer edge of the 
layer and in the solution; they were easily damaged 
by the beam. If the sample was dried, the rods 
remained, but the amorphous layer could no longer 
clearly be seen. If hemihydrate was substituted for 
gypsum, the early microstructure was dominated by 
secondary gypsum, which made it impossible to see 
whether an amorphous layer had been formed; AFt 
crystals again formed, and were shorter and thicker 
than those formed in the paste made up with gypsum. 
The difference in morphology was attributed to the 
higher degree of supersaturation obtained with 
hemihydrate. Pastes of C4AF with gypsum or hemi
hydrate behaved in a way broadly similar to those of 
C3A with the same admixtures, but the amorphous layer 
seems to have been less evident. The two samples of 
C4AF used differed greatly in reactivity.



6 HYDRATION REACTIONS
6.1 C3A AND C4AF IN THE EARLY AND MIDDLE PERIODS
6.1.1 C3A
Jawed and Skalny (170) studied the early hydration of 
C3A using electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis 
(ESCA). The Ca/Al ratio in the surface layer 
increased to =2.0 in 2 s and then decreased to si.7 
in several minutes, thereafter remaining steady for 
several hours. These results suggest that calcium 
aluminate hydrates, and not an Al rich layer, are 
being formed. In contrast, Glasser and Marinho (171) 
found that the Ca/Al ratio in solution was >1.5 after 
30 s, and concluded that an Al rich layer was formed. 
They, and also Shin and Glasser (172), made similar 
studies on Na doped forms of C3A.

Hampson and Bailey (173,174) found from SEM and 
ТЕМ studies that the first product of C3A hydration 
in presence of gypsum was a disordered phase with an 
irregular platelet morphology similar to that of the 
calcium aluminate hydrate observed by Breval (169). 
At high pH values (»12.5) of the surrounding medium, 
short rods of a structurally imperfect AFt phase were 
produced, and could form a coherent coating on the 
C3A grains; in the presence of CH, this coating was 
eventually ruptured, and longer rods of ettringite, 
which had grown at lower pH beneath the coating, were 
observed. From solubility data, the authors 
concluded that the ionic activity products of 
synthetic ettringite preparations varied with the pH. 
This was attributed to the existence of major 
structural defects in the crystals formed at the 
higher pH values, which also accounted for their 
morphology. Initially, these defects were believed 
to be vacancies in Al sites, balanced by additional H 
(173), but it was later considered more likely that 
they were Ca and SO4 vacancies (175). Vacancies of 
this latter type were also considered to exist in the 
larger crystals precipitated at lower pH values, when 
these were first formed. Tubular particles of 
ettringite, formation of which had been reported in 
cement suspensions (143,176), were not observed; 
their formation from cement was attributed to the 
presence of alkalis in the aluminate phase in the 
latter case. Scrivener (100) found that reaction of 
Na-doped C3A in presence of gypsum gave a dense mass 
of tangled, irregular rods, which tended to bubble 
under the electron beam. This suggests that hollow 
fibrils could result from dehydration.

Brown et al. (177) studied the kinetics of 
reaction of C3A with solutions containing various 
combinations of Ca, Na, SO4 and OH ions. Four C3A 
samples differing in specific surface area were used. 
The rates of loss of Ca and SO4 from the solution 
depended on the initial composition of the solution, 
but the rate of sulphate uptake per unit surface area 
of C3A was constant. Ca and SO4 were not consumed in 
equimolar proportions, and it was concluded that 
formation of ettringite was accompanied by that of 
C4AHX. This interpretation was preferred to that 
assuming formation of an AFt phase in which S04 was 
partially replaced by OH because attempts to prepare 
such products had failed. It was also consistent 
with phase equilibrium evidence, which indicated that 
ettringite could not exist in direct contact with 
C3A, but that an AFm phase should occur in the inter
facial zone. The authors considered that, because of 
its needle like morphology, ettringite by itself was 
unlikely to be an effective diffusion barrier, but 
that in a composite, each would enhance the effect of 
the other, thus producing a barrier effect.

As noted in Section 5.7, Scrivener and Pratt (152) 
found that the ettringite crystals formed from C3A 

in presence of hemihydrate were shorter and stubbier 
than those formed with gypsum. They attributed the 
morphological difference to the higher degree of 
supersaturation which was obtained with hemihydrate.

6.1.2 C4AF AND MIXED INTERSTITIAL MATERIAL
Fukuhara et al. (178) studied the kinetics of the 
hydration of C4AF in presence of gypsum and CH in 
pastes with w:s = 0.5. They concluded that the re
tarding effect of gypsum was inversely proportional 
to the surface area of the C4AF; if the amounts of 
gypsum per unit area in two experiments were the 
same, the heat liberation curves were also the same. 
From calorimetric data, they concluded that the prod
ucts of the reaction were ettringite with minor 
replacement of Al by Fe, and an amorphous iron(III) 
hydroxide. They also found the enthalpy of the hy
dration reaction to be 173 cal g"1 (352 kJ mole'1) of 
C4AF and found the rate to be diffusion controlled 
until the depth of reaction had reached 0.6 pm.

Plowman and Cabrera (179) studied the hydration of 
a paste (w:s = 0.7) of interstitial material (a 
mixture of the ferrite and aluminate phases) that had 
been isolated from a cement. The reaction was 
followed by continuously monitoring the material in 
an X-ray diffractometer, in a carbon dioxide free 
atmosphere. In contrast to Locher (161), they found 
that both phases were consumed much more rapidly if 
gypsum was absent than if it was present. The rate 
constant for the aluminate was about 6 times as great 
as that for the ferrite. From their results, they 
concluded that retardation was due to a protective 
coating of AFm phase together with withdrawal of 
water caused by ettringite formation, and that the 
reaction was diffusion controlled. The maximum 
proportion of gypsum that they used was 56 mg to 700 
mg of the interstitial starting material; this is 
much lower than the proportion in a typical cement, 
which is about 56 mg to 200 mg of interstitial 
material, much of which, moreover, is not accessible 
in the early stages of reaction.

6.1.3 SET CONTROL BY GYPSUM - DISCUSSION
The explanations of the set controlling action of 
gypsum given by the above investigators (173-179) 
agree in the conclusion that a protective layer is 
formed. The layer consists of short, stubby rods of 
AFt phase, probably together with an underlying sub 
stratum, and, as suggested by Brown et al. (177), 
both these components may play a part. It may be 
considered doubtful whether even poorly formed AFt 
crystals would, by themselves, be effective. With 
pure C3A, the sub stratum appears to be of AFm 
composition; with cement, it probably is not, and 
appears to be gelatinous, though it may well have an 
underlying foil like morphology. Hampson and Bailey 
(173,174) predicted that gypsum could be effective in 
controlling set if the surrounding solution had a pH 
in the approximate range 12.3-12.8, and that 
admixtures shifting the pH out of this range would 
render gypsum ineffective; further work is probably 
needed to test this hypothesis. There is disagree
ment as to what controls the morphology of the AFt 
phase; Hampson and Bailey found that the short, 
stubby rods were produced if the pH was high, but 
Scrivener and Pratt's (152) observations using 
hemihydrate show that they can also result from a 
higher level of supersaturation.

Many portland cements contain small proportions of 
calcite, either added deliberately or present as an 
impurity in the gypsum. Bensted (180) found that, if 
gypsum was replaced by limestone, AFm and AFt phases 
containing carbonate ions were formed.



6.1.4 SECOND STAGE FORMATION OF ETTRINGITE
The delay of approximately 16 h before the second 
stage of AFt formation takes place has to be 
explained. Scrivener (100) noted that it occurred 
after the major middle period reaction giving C-S-H 
and CH, and suggested two possibilities. One was 
that the reaction of the alite rendered the gel layer 
unstable. The other was that a decrease in Ca 
concentration, caused by precipitation of CH, 
increased the rates of dissolution of gypsum and of 
C3A. Yet another possibility is that the dissolution 
of the alite makes available additional surfaces of 
the interstitial phases.

6.2 C3S AND B-C2S IN THE EARLY AND MIDDLE PERIODS
6.2.1 ESCA, SURFACE AREA AND SIMS STUDIES
ESCA studies of the early hydration of C3S (181,182) 
and B-C2S (183) were reported. All show, in broad 
agreement with earlier results, an initial, rapid 
fall in surface Ca/Si ratio, followed by a rapid 
increase and a subsequent, slower decrease to values 
of 1.5-2.0. Regourd et al. (181) attributed the 
initial decrease to formation of a Primary Hydrate, 
with Ca/Si « 3. Assuming a Ca/Si ratio of 1, the 
layer of hydrate at this stage was 0.8 nm thick. 
The increase in Ca/Si ratio that followed was attri
buted to formation of a Secondary Hydrate, which 
persisted throughout the induction period; as the 
product layer thickened, the contribution of the 
underlying C3S to the signal decreased, and with it 
the surface Ca/Si ratio. The Secondary Hydrate had a 
Ca/Si ratio of 2.0. At 4h, well after the contri
bution from the C3S had disappeared, the shape of the 
Sigp peak changed, indicating a major change in the 
structure of the Secondary Hydrate. This coincided 
with the end of the induction period, and consequent 
formation of Diamond Type I C-S-H, with dimeric 
silicate anions.

The results of Me'ntltrier et al. (183) for B-CgS 
indicated that the thickness of the hydrate layer was 
»5 nm after 15 s and »15 nm after 6 h, both at 25°C. 
Stadelman et al. (182) made studies on C3S with times 
of up to 8 h. For a pellet immersed in water at w:s = 
10, results similar to those of Regourd et al. were 
obtained, but a second maximum in the surface Ca/Si 
ratio was observed, and was attributed to formation 
of CH. Parallel studies of surface area by Kr 
sorption showed that the surface area passed through 
a sharp maximum corresponding to the initial sharp 
minimum in surface Ca/Si ratio; the product after 
this stage, which had a relatively high Ca/Si ratio 
and relatively low specific surface area, was con
sidered to act as a protective layer during the 
induction period. A second, broader maximum in the 
surface area curve was attributed to formation of CH, 
Initially finely divided. Early hydration of cement 
has also been studied using secondary ion mass spec
trometry (SIMS), which indicated a depth of reaction 
of 10-20 nm in 10 minutes (184).

6.2.2 THEORIES OF THE INDUCTION PERIOD
The mechanism and products of C3S hydration have been 
reviewed in a collaborative paper (185), which 
includes a discussion of theories of the induction 
period. In one group of hypotheses, it is assumed 
that the initial or first stage product does not act 
as a barrier layer; its presence may affect the 
kinetics, but the ending of the induction period does 
not depend on its destruction. In these hypotheses, 
the Induction period occurs because of a delay in the 
nucleation or growth of a second stage or major prod
uct; some workers consider that this is the CH (Hy
pothesis No. 1), and others that it is the C-S-H (Hy
pothesis No. 2). In the second group of hypotheses, 

the first stage product acts as a barrier, and the 
induction period ends when it is destroyed because of 
a phase transformation or ageing process (Hypothesis 
No. 3), or by osmotic bursting or some related effect 
(Hypothesis No. 4).

We shall consider only a few recent contributions. 
Support for Hypothesis No. 4 rested largely on early 
wet cell observations at high w:c ratios (143), which 
have not been confirmed in the more recent studies on 
pastes discussed in Section 5. Ings et al. (168) 
considered that their results using single crystals 
of C3S, described in Section 5.5.1, supported Hypoth
esis No. 3; however, they appear to show that a 
change occurs in the C-S-H, but not necessarily that 
this change corresponds to the destruction of a 
barrier layer. Other recent reports in which destruc
tion of a barrier layer was assumed are those of 
Stadelman et al. (182), Ball (186), and Pommersheim 
et al. (187), who constructed a mathematical model of 
the hydration of tricalcium silicate on this basis.

An argument against any barrier layer hypothesis 
was advanced by Odler and Schflppstuhl (188), who 
confirmed and extended earlier studies showing that 
the length of the induction period for C3S was 
affected by, among other things, the concentration of 
defects in the C3S. They pointed out that there was 
no reason to believe that this could affect the 
quality of the hydration product as a barrier layer.

Wu and Young (189) determined Ca and OH concen
trations as a function of time in suspensions of C3S 
in water or various salt solutions. The results 
supported previous indications that the CH nuclei are 
poisoned by silicate ions, with the result that CH 
does not precipitate until a relatively high degree 
of supersaturation has been reached.

Brown et al. (190) reported studies in which the 
precipitation of CH from supersaturated solutions 
obtained from C3S hydration was followed conducti- 
metrically. Seeding with CH, itself also obtained 
from hydration of C3S, greatly accelerated the 
precipitation of CH, seeding with C-S-H being much 
less effective; however, separate experiments using 
conduction calorimetry showed that addition of solid 
CH had no detectable effect on the length of the 
induction period. Earlier experiments by Odler and 
Dörr (191) had also shown that the induction period 
was not significantly affected by seeding with CH, 
but that it was shortened by seeding with C-S-H.

Brown et al. (192) concluded that the kinetics of 
C3S hydration can be explained if it is assumed that 
an initial hydrate forms a layer surrounding the C3S 
grains, that the final product nucleates in this 
layer and that the kinetics during the middle period 
of reaction are controlled by the growth of C-S-H. 
This evidence, together with that in the previous 
paragraph, supports Hypothesis No. 2.

Jennings (193) showed that the concentrations in 
the bulk solution are controlled by transient equl- 
llbia with the layers of product surrounding the C3S 
grains, and concluded that these layers acted as 
barriers that allowed high concentration gradients to 
exist near to the C3S surfaces.

The evidence appears to the writer to favour the 
view, proposed by Sierra (194) and others, that the 
induction period is caused by a delay in either the 
nucleation or the growth of the C-S-H. The early 
product is a barrier in the sense that it allows higb 
concentration gradients to exist, but the induction 



period does not end because it is destroyed. It is 
not a necessary part of this hypothesis that more 
than one type of C-S-H should be involved, but there 
are several indications that this is the case; these 
include the evidence from cross polarization NMR (33) 
and ESCA (181), the observations of Ings et al. (168) 
using single crystals, and the kinetic arguments of 
Brown et al. (192), all of which suggest that a 
change occurs at the end of the induction period.

Fig. 4. Schematic plots of the analytical 
or total concentrations (Cj) of either CaO 
or Si02 against distance from the original' 
position of the C3S surface (r). Stippling 
represents reaction product (195).

The following discussion (195) relates to the 
reaction during the early and middle periods in a C3S 
paste, but is applicable with some modifications to 
ß-C2S or to the silicate phases in cement. The 
immediate factors controlling the rate at which the 
C3S dissolves are its inherent reactivity and the CaO 
and SiÜ2 concentrations close to its surface. These 
latter dipend on the rates at which the ions are 
supplied and removed. Initially, both concentrations 
are zero, and the rate of dissolution is high (Fig. 
4a). TL-is diagi am is purely schematic, and the 
curves serve for bctb oxide components. Steep concen
tration gradients build up close to the surface, and 
the rate decreases (Fig. 4b). Relatively little 
product is deposited at this stage, but what there is 
limits the rate at which ions diffuse away into the 
solution. The rate at which the product (at this 
stage, almost entirely C-S-H) is deposited increases 
with the amount already formed, according to a law of 
growth, and after a time the increased rate at which 
ions are removed causes the concentration gradients 
near to the C3S surface to weaken, so that the rate 
of dissolution increases (Fig. 4c). The. consequent 
increase in CaO concentration in the bulk solution 
leads to precipitation of CH. After some 12 h, the 
increasing quantity of product causes the concen
trations near the surface to increase again, and the 
rate of dissolution once more decreases.

During the induction period, and also in the later 
part of the middle period of reaction, the concen
trations close to the C3S surface must be very much 
higher than those in the bulk solution: if they were 
not, they would have no significant effect on the 
rate of dissolution. One should not, therefore, 
necessarily expect to find any close relationships 
between the concentrations in the bulk solution, 
which alone can be measured by existing techniques, 
and the rate of consumption of the C3S.

This hypothesis could readily be modified, and 
would indeed be strengthened, if it was shown that 
the type of C-S-H that forms the major product only 
begins to form at the end of the induction period. 
It applies to cement paste, with modifications 
arising from the shell structures surrounding the 
grains, from the fact that the C-S-H is, initially, 

deposited close to the C3S surface, and possibly also 
because the composition of the bulk solution differs 
greatly from that in a C3S paste.

6.3 REACTIONS IN THE LATE PERIOD
During the late period, the anhydrous phases remain
ing in the larger grains are no longer in contact 
with water molecules other than those contained in 
the surrounding product, mainly in its micropores and 
interlayer spaces. Under these conditions, a through 
solution mechanism, if possible at all, is likely to 
be even slower than an ’in situ1 or topochemical one. 
Many years ago, McConnell (66) found naturally 
occurring crystals of B-CgS and of a related mineral, 
bredigite, that had been partially converted into 
plombierite (C-S-H gel), apparently by an in situ 
mechanism. The plombierite was sufficiently crystal
line that it was possible to show that it had been 
formed in a definite crystallographic orientation 
relative to the starting material. Funk (196) showed 
that, under certain conditions, B-CgS prepared in the 
laboratory behaved in the same way.

Extending an argument of McConnell (66), Taylor 
(197) calculated the numbers of atoms of each element 
in a specified volume of starting material or product 
(Table I). It was assumed that the product included 
the micropores but no capillary pores, and that it 
was saturated; these assumptions are consistent with 
the results of Powers and Brownyard (47) and with the 
density and water content of plombierite (66). The 
C-S-H composition was assumed to be 1.7CaO.SiOg.4НзО. 
The numbers of oxygen atoms are the same to within 
10 % in all the phases considered, but in order to 
replace C3S or B-CgS by C-S-H, many Ca and Si atoms 
must be lost and H atoms gained.

TABLE I. Numbers of Atoms in 1000/No cm3 (197)

Phase Density 
(g cm-3 )

Ca Si H 0

C3S 3.21 42.2 14.1 70.3
B-C2s 3.30 38.3 19.2 76.6
C-S-H 2.07 15.5 9.1 72.8 70.1

A mechanism was suggested by which this could 
occur (197). It is shown in Fig. 5 for C3S; a similar 
mechanism is possible for B-CgS. The microstructural 
evidence shows that an interface advances into the 
grain as reaction proceeds. There is no diffusion of 
water molecules through the inner or late product; H 
ions are transferred from one О atom (probably water

Original
C3S

Surface

Advancing
Interfacial

Solution

Unreacted C3S

Fig. 5. Suggested mechanism for the hydration of C3S
during the late period of reaction (197).
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molecule) to another within the late product, until 
they reach the C3S surface, which is attacked much as 
if it were in contact with an aqueous solution. A 
narrow zone is assumed to exist at the interface, in 
which the substantial rearrangements of atoms needed 
to convert the C3S into CS-H take place. The Ca and 
Si atoms that are lost migrate outwards through the 
late product, and ultimately pass into the CH or 
outer product C-S-H. There is little or no long range 
movement of 0 atoms. It was suggested that the Si 
migrated by a series of movements through the faces 
of tetrahedra, from ones initially filled to ones 
initially empty, and that this same mechanism could 
also permit the changes in silicate anion type both 
during and after C-S-H formation. The movement of Si 
was possibly rate controlling in this stage of 
reaction.

Jennings (198) suggested that the porosity of the 
late product may be lower than assumed above. This 
may be so, and is indeed suggested by the results of 
Relis and Soroka (49). If it is, the microporosity 
associated with the C-S-H elsewhere in the paste 
would have to be greater, in order to account for the 
observation (47) that complete hydration is not 
possible at w:c ratios below about 0.38. A lower 
porosity in the late product would mean that less Si 
had to migrate, but even if this product contained no 
micropores at all, some Si would still have to be 
lost from the C3S, and much more from the В-СзЗ.

As noted earlier, C-S-H formed in situ from B-CgS 
tends to adopt a preferred crystallographic orien
tation relative to the starting material (66,196). 
This may explain the persistence of relicts of twin 
boundaries in reacted belite grains. The numbers of 
Mg and of Al atoms per unit volume are roughly the 
same in typical alites, belites and C-S-H of cement 
pastes, and probably little migration of these 
elements occurs during the late period of reaction.

7 REACTIVITIES OF CLINKER PHASES
Barret et al. (199) suggested a mechanism for the 
dissolution of C3S, based on a repeating sequence of 
three steps. In the first, H ions are transferred 
from water molecules to oxygen atoms in the C3S 
surface, producing OH and hydrogen silicate ions. In 
the second, calcium ions pass into solution to the 
extent needed to cancel the unbalance of charge in 
both solid and solution resulting from the previous 
step. In the third, the remaining ions from the part 
of the structure already affected are dissolved. 
This is the most difficult process, because the 
cations and anions cannot move Independently, and the 
transfer of hydrogen silicate ions was regarded as 
limiting the rate. A new area of surface was thus 
exposed, and the sequence repeated.

In this mechanism, the initial attack is by water 
molecules acting as Brmnsted acids. This concept 
goes a long way towards explaining the differing 
reactivities of the anhydrous clinker phases. It 
suggests that a major factor governing reactivity is 
the average basicity of the oxygen atoms, l.e., the 
real (as opposed to formal) charges that they carry. 
This is greater for C3S than for B-C2S, because it 
contains oxide ions, and is greater for B-CgS than 
for the less basic calcium silicates, because the 
latter contain oxygen atoms linked to two silicons. 
For a given degree of condensation, one would also 
predict that calcium aluminates would be more reac
tive than calcium silicates; this is, in fact, the 
case, as is shown by the very differing reactivities 
of C3A and a-CaSiOs, in both of which the anions are 
rings. The argument could be extended to explain the 

inertness of granulated slag to this form of attack, 
and its relative susceptibilty to basic attack.

The above theory does not explain the differing 
reactivities of ß- and Ц-Сз5- Jost and Ziemer (200) 
proposed a different hypothesis, in which they 
assumed that phases in which Ca-0 polyhedra shared 
faces were reactive and those that did not were not. 
They showed that some earlier theories of reactivity, 
in which the latter was related to coordination 
number, distortion of polyhedra, or openness of 
structure did not accord with modern knowledge of the 
crystal structures. The calcium silicates that were 
hydraulically active, including B-CgS. contained face 
sharing Ca-0 polyhedra, and the Inactive ones, in
cluding ll-CgS, did not.

This theory is of much interest because it ex
plains the differing reactivities of B- and H-C2S. 
However, it cannot be the main factor controlling 
reactivity: CaO, with no sharing of faces, is highly 
reactive, while corundum, in which faces are shared, 
is inert. It is more likely that oxygen basicity is 
the main factor and that this is a subsidiary one. 
Jost and Ziemer also considered some other crystal 
chemical Influences on reactivity, such as twinning. 
These may provide a basis for understanding the many 
and often seemingly contradictory observations in the 
literature on the effects of polymorphism and ionic 
substitution on reactivity, especially for belites.

8 SOLUTION COMPOSITIONS AND EQUILIBRIA
8.1 THE СаО-ЗЮз-НгО SYSTEM
Barret et al. (199) described the results of experi
ments in which C3S was extracted with a rapid flow of 
water saturated with C-S-H. These showed that the 
process was one of congruent dissolution followed by 
precipitation of a product with Ca/Si 1. The ESCA 
evidence (Section 6.2.1) was interpreted in terms of 
removal of atoms from the C3S structure by the 
mechanism described in Section 7, as opposed to 
precipitation of a hydrate and change in its compo
sition as suggested by Regourd et al. (181).

Fuji! and Kondo (201) studied poorly crystalline 
calcium silicate hydrates formed by mixing solutions 
of calcium nitrate and sodium silicate. Freshly 
precipitated C-S-H of low Ca/Si ratio, giving the XRD 
pattern of C-S-H(I) (quasi-crystalline tobermorite) 
took up CaO from solution at 20°C only until the 
Ca/Si ratio reached 1.5, but precipitates aged at 
20o-50°C could have Ca/Si ratios up to 1.87. 
Solubility data at 30°C were determined, and agreed 
substantially with results of previous investigators. 
Using the Gibbs-Duhem equation, Ca/Si ratios were 
calculated from them; they agreed with those found 
experimentally. The same authors also calculated 
thermochemical data for C-S-H from the solubility 
data (202). The material was treated as a solid sol
ution of composition (0.833 + x)Ca(OH)2•Si02.0.917H20 
and for Ca/Si = 1.7, the values obtained, all for 
298 K, were Zdif = = -2890 kJ /mol, AGf = 2630 kJ/mol, 
and S*  = 200 J/mol.K.

Brown et al. (203) determined the concentrations 
of calcium and silica In solution during the first 4 
hours of hydration of C3S at 24°C. Two samples of 
C3S, differing in specific surface area, and w:s 
ratios of 0.7 to 20 were used. For all of the exper
iments, some of which were obtained at times as short 
as 30 s, the concentrations in the filtered solutions 
lay on the same curve, which was close to that found 
by Fujii and Kondo (201) and several other previous 
investigators for C-S-H preparations made in other 
ways. An equilibrium between the C-S-H and the
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solution was thus rapidly established. For the early 
period, in which it was assumed that no CH had pre
cipitated, fractions of C3S reacted were calculated 
from the concentrations in solution, assuming Ca/Si 
ratios for the solid derived from equilibrium data in 
the literature; this indicated that at a w:s ratio 
of 0.7, about 0.3 % of the C3S had reacted at the end 
of the induction period. The rate of hydration thus 
calculated increased markedly with w:s ratio, but was 
almost independent of the surface area of the C3S.

The method of calculating the degree of reaction 
described above may give low results, because it 
ignores the probable existence of high concentration 
gradients close to the C3S surface; significant 
amounts of material may be contained in the solution 
in this region, and some CH may be precipitated.

Several other recent studies have yielded plots of 
the analytical concentration of CaO against time in 
C3S hydration (164,189,204,205). All show the 
concentration reaching supersaturation in CH during 
the induction period, but the curves vary in shape, 
and one (205) is unusual in showing no subsequent de
crease towards saturation within 3 months.

Jennings (193) critically examined the many sets of 
data in the literature for the concentrations of CaO 
and SiOg in solutions in contact with C-S-H. He 
showed that, with few exceptions, the data points lay 
on one or other of two, distinct curves. Those lying 
on the lower of these curves (Fig. 6, Curve A) had, 
with few exceptions, been obtained using material 
prepared, not from C3S, but by mixing solutions of 
sodium silicate and of a soluble calcium salt or from 
calcium oxide or hydroxide and silicic acid. XRD 
evidence for some of these preparations indicated 
that this curve was the metastable solubility curve 
of C-S-H(I) or material of similar structural type 
but lower crystallinity. Those lying on the upper 
curve, B, had all been obtained from experiments 
similar in principle to those of Brown et al. (203), 
whose results were thus among the few exceptions. 
Barret et al. (199) had regarded a curve close to 
Curve В as a "supersolubility curve" of C-S-H, but 
this was improbable; supersaturation would be 
expected to produce a scatter of points and not a 
distinct curve. The concentrations were much too low 
for it to be the metastable solubility curve of C3S. 
Jennings concluded that it was the metastable 
solubility curve of a form of C-S-H that was produced 
from C3S, which was metastable relative to C-S-H(I), 
but not readily converted into it. Probably without 
exception, the points on Curve В relate to solutions 
undersaturated in CH. Jennings (198) pointed out 
that they therefore relate to the form of C-S-H 
existing before the end of the induction period. As 
noted in Section 6.2.2, he also observed that the 
maintenance of metastable equilibrium conditions 
between the solution and the hydration product showed 
that the latter forms a barrier which allows high 
concentration gradients to be maintained near to the 
C3S surface.

8.2 SULPHATE AND ALUMINATE SYSTEMS
Bailey and Hampson (206) discussed ionic and neutral 
species present in aqueous solutions in the part of 
this system relevant to the early and middle periods 
of cement hydration. The complex species (or ion 
pairs) liable to occur in significant proportions, 
with stability constants in square brackets, are 
CaOH+ [25], CaS04 [204], NaSO^ [5] and KSO4- [10]. 
Aluminate ions occur as A1(OH)4 . Solubility products 
given were: CH, 6.46 X 10“®; Са5Оф2Н2О, 2.6 x 10 ®; 
gibbsite, 5 x 10-35. These data refer to activities. 

An extension of the Debye-Hu'ckel equation was used to 
calculate activity coefficients for the ionic 
species; for the neutral species, CaSOij, a different 
expression was used. An iterative procedure was 
outlined, by which it was possible to calculate the 
concentration and activity of each species from the 
analytical concentrations. Table II gives typical 
results for a liquid phase analysis from cement, 
using data of Thomas et al. (207). The concentrations 
of AI2O3 and 5102 were very low.

Table II. Analytical and Species Concentrations and 
Activity Coefficients (f) for the Aqueous 
Phase in a Cement Paste. [Concentrations 
in m mol pl; К denotes (K + Na); Ref. 206]

Ca2 + SO42* OH- K+ CaOH*  CaS04 KSO4
Analytical 57 58 35 15 - - -
Species 24.5 30.7 27.9 13.7 7.0 25.8 1.3

f 0.42 0.35 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.87 0.77

Due apparently to errors in the data, the positive 
and negative charges do not balance, but the import
ance of the corrections is clear. The uncorrected 
data indicate an ionic product of 7 x 10^ for CH, 
which is much above saturation; the corrected data 
indicate an activity product of 4.6 x 10“®, which is 
below saturation. Bailey and Hampson also concluded 
that an early decrease in the concentrations of Ca2+ 
and SO42- was due, not to precipitation of a calcium 
aluminosulphate hydrate, but to conversion of a more 
soluble form of calcium sulphate into gypsum.

Rechenberg and Sprung (208) presented concen
tration data for the CH-CaS04-H20 system in presence 
of alkali hydroxides and sulphates, and for cement 
pore solutions. They concluded that increases in Ca 
concentrations in presence of sulphates were due, not 
to oversaturation in CH, but to the higher solubility 
of calcium sulphate. Neither the presence of complex 
species, nor deviations of activity coefficients from 
unity were explicitly considered, and it would be of 
Interest to reexamine these results by the method 
used by Bailey and Hampson.

Fig. 6. Concentration data for C-S-H from various 
investigations; phase fields are only 
roughly delineated (Jennings,193).
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Barret et al. (209) discussed equilibria in the 
Са0-А120з-С02-Н20 system wit.i reference to the forma
tion of C4AC0.5H12 in cement systems.

8.3 PORE SOLUTIONS IN CEMENT PASTES
Since the Paris Congress, the compositions of cement 
pore solutions have been studied either by filtration 
or centrifugation at early ages and relatively high 
w:c ratios or by using "squezeers" to cause outflow 
of liquid under pressure (207,208,210-215). The 
results confirm and extend those of earlier workers, 
beginning with Lawrence (216) and Longuet et al. 
(217). For typical cements and normal w:c ratios, 
the concentrations of Na+, K'1', Ca2+, SO42- and 0H~ 
reach levels above 0.01 M within 1 h. Those of Ca 
and SO4 subsequently fall, and are typically below 5 
mM by 1 d, but those of Na, К and OH remain high, so 
that the solutions become ones essentially of alkali 
hydroxides. The concentrations change relatively 
little after a few days. Typical concentrations for 
pastes more than a few days old are Na, 0.05-0.2 M; 
K, 0.2-0.5 M; pH, 13.4-13.8. Other concentrations, 
including those of silica and alumina, are extremely 
low, even during the first few minutes (210).

Diamond (212) reported on pastes of a moderate 
alkali cement (0.32 % N330, 0.60 % K2O) at w:c = 0.4. 
The Na and К concentrations were compared with those 
that would have existed had all the alkalis in the 
cement dissolved and stayed in solution. Corrections 
were applied for the water bound in the products, 
which was assumed to be that retained at 105° (211), 
corresponding to 0.21 g/g cement for complete hy
dration. On this basis, about 80 % of the К and 60 % 
of the Na were found to remain in solution indefi
nitely.

The above correction for bound water appears too 
small, as much interlayer water in C-S-H and AFm 
phases, and water in AFt phases, is lost below 105°C. 
Recalculation assuming a more realistic bound water 
content of 0.32 g/g for complete hydration indicates 
that only about 55 9s of the К and 45 % of the Na 
remain in solution indefinitely. Glasser and Marr 
(213,214), using a correction similar to the above, 
studied two cements, one high and the other low in 
alkalis. They found that about one third of the Na 
was in solution at 14 months, and their results 
indicate that about 60 % of the К is also in the 
solution. They stressed the difference in behaviour 
between Na and K, and the desirability of considering 
them separately; Na was much more readily accommo
dated in the solid products than was K.

Electron optical analyses do not distinguish ma
terial present in the pore solution from that in the 
hydration products, because the pore solution evap
orates on drying and the dissolved material is de
posited. Recent SEM analyses on pure portland cement 
pastes (9) show Na and К contents in the products 
agreeing to within experimental error with those not 
accounted for by unreacted clinker phases.

Concentrations during the first hour were studied 
by Thomas and Double (210), using a cement cqntaining 
0.19 % N330 and 0.42 % K2O at w:s = 2. The Ca and 
SO4 concentrations increased rapidly in the first 2 m 
to peak values around 60 mM and then dropped in 20 m 
to 30 mM. The authors attributed this to dissol
ution of gypsum and precipitation of ettringite or a 
sulphoaluminate gel; as noted earlier, Bailey and 
Hampson (206) attributed it to dissolution of a more 
soluble form.of calcium sulphate and precipitation of 
secondary gypsum. The Na, К and OH concentrations 
also rose rapidly in the first few minutes, Na and К 

becoming constant at 5 mM and 20 mM, respectively, 
after 10 m. Studies from 1 h onwards were reported 
by Luke and Glasser (215), using a squeezer with 
pastes of high and low alkali cements at w:c = 0.6. 
For a cement similar in composition to that studied 
by Thomas and Double (210), Ca was relatively con
stant at 22-24 mM and SO4 at 35 mM during the period 
from 1 to 6 h, both falling sharply during the accel- 
eratory period that followed. Comparison with the 
results of Thomas and Double is difficult because of 
the difference in w:c ratios, but there are sugges
tions that both Ca and SO4 concentrations may pass 
through more than one maximum during the first 6 h. 
Early hydration has also been followed by electrical 
conductivity (218).

All the concentrations result from balance between 
dissolution and precipitation effects. During the 
early period, Na and К are supplied mainly by alkali 
sulphates and C3A, SO4 by gypsum, hemihydrate, and 
alkali sulphates, OH by C3A and alite, and Ca by 
alite, C3A and the calcium sulphate phases. The 
phases most likely to be precipitated are secondary 
gypsum and other sulphates, C-S-H, AFt phase, and 
probably amorphous initial products. A full expla
nation of the changes in concentrations requires 
knowlege of the phases present at each stage, and of 
the appropriate solubility products, activity coef
ficients and stability constants of complex species. 
The approach described by Bailey and Hampson (206) is 
appropriate. The distribution pf alkalis between 
individual phases in the unreacted cement, and 
especially between alkali sulphates and major clinker 
phases, should be taken into account.

9 ADMIXTURES
9.1 INORGANIC ADMIXTURES
Many inorganic salts accelerate the hydration, both 
of cement and' of C3S; a smaller number retard it. 
Previous Investigations giving systematic infor
mation on the basic chemistry were summarized by 
Double (219) and by Wilding et al. (220), who also 
reported new data for cement. They noted that, in 
general, both the length of the induction period and 
the rate of the subsequent reaction were affected, a 
plot of the height of the main heat peak against the 
time after mixing at which it occurred giving a 
linear relationship with high positive correlation.

Unless added in very high concentrations, rela
tively few inorganic salts retard hydration. With 
most of those that do, precipitates are formed, and 
in some such cases, it has been shown that protective 
coatings are formed around the cement grains (207, 
221,222); this may apply to the others also. The 
formation of a precipitate does not necessarily cause 
retardation, however; MgClg, for instance, is an 
accelerator.

For C3S and cement alike, accelerating effects are 
approximately additive properties to which both anion 
and cation contribute. They are so widespread as to 
suggest that some generic property of electrolytes is 
involved, which may however be augmented or counter
acted by specific effects (185). Compared with such 
organic retarders as sucrose, relatively high concen
trations are needed. Very broadly, the effectiveness 
of an ion increases with its charge and decreases 
with its size, though a rank order Is more clearly 
established for cations than for anions (220), and Ca 
is apparently more effective than would be expected 
from its charge and size. The situation is compli
cated by the fact that many ions are present partly 
as complexes, such as CaOH+ (220). As was noted in a1 
paper by Double (219), the ranking of ions shows 



similarities to the Hofmeister series, which relates 
to. the coagulation of hydrophilic colloids. The 
basis of this series is that particles of such 
colloids are kept apart by water molecules, for which 
the added ions compete. Wilding et al. (220) con
sidered that the rate of hydration was controlled by 
diffusion of water and solutes through protective 
layers, of C-S-H formed at a very early age around the 
cement grains, and that flocculation rendered these 
more porous. It is very probable that flocculation 
or coagulation of the C-S-H is the major effect, 
though, as was noted in Section 6.2.2, the rate of 
hydration in the induction and acceleratory periods, 
both for cement and for C3S, is probably controlled 
more by nucleation and. growth of the product than by 
its ability to act as a diffusion barrier. Jennings 
(198). suggested that the C -S-H particles grow by 
aggregation or accretion of smaller particles, 
possibly under 10 nm in size. This, is precisely the 
type of process to which flocculation processes of 
the kind discussed above apply.

NMR evidence- and CH determinations. (Sections 2.2.3 
and- 4.2.1) show, that the addition, of CaClg does not 
alter the- Ca/Si ratio, or silicate anion structure of 
the C-S-H formed: from C3S. Differences in late 
strengths are probably due to. ones at the micro
structural level, which have been observed on frac
ture surfaces (120,157}, and which, in turn, can 
probably be attributed to ones in the rate and other 
conditions under which the C-S-H is formed.

The study by W,u. and Young (189} on Ca and OH 
concentrations in C3S suspensions containing various 
admixtures- was mentionid in Section 6.2.2. The 
authors; found that the times at which maximum 
supersaturation in CH was attained were in all cases 
shorter than for C3S mixed with water; with the 
salts, the rates at which the C3S supplied ions to 
the solution were nearly always greater, but the 
level of maximum supersaturation was essentially 
unaffected. In. a similar study by aqueous solution 
analyses, and calorimetry, Brown et al. (223) found 
that, in presence of CaClj or CaSOq (»0.02 M), 
acceleration began only after CH precipitation had 
started;. They reasoned that acceleration by Ca salts 
was partly, due to depression of the OH concentration 
through the common, ion effect; however, this did not 
account for the fact that the accelerating effect 
depended: on the- nature of the anion, and some other 
effect,, possibly flocculation of a colloid or alter
ation in the product microstructure, was probably 
also operative.

Front calorimetry, combined water determinations: 
and: SEM studies, Odler and Wonnemann (224) concluded 
that addition of alkali sulphates to cement does not 
affect the progress of C3S or C3A hydration. The 
setting time is shortened, especially with K2SO4 due 
to formation of syngenite, KgCafSOq)2.2H2O■

9.2 ORGANIC ADMIXTURES
In contrast to- inorganic admixtures, many organic 
substances retard the hydration of both cement and 
pure C3S, and are often effective at very low concen
trations. Double (219) and Wilding et al. (220) 
included a number of organic admixtures in the plots 
of calorimetric data mentioned in the previous 
section. As with inorganic admixtures, both the 
maximum rate of heat evolution and the time taken to 
reach it are in general affected, and approximately 
the same relationship between- these two quantities 
was found to apply In the two cases. They noted that 
sucrose and raffinose are especially good retarders.

Thomas and Double (225) studied the hydration of 
cement, C3S and 6-C2S in the presence of the disodium 
salt of ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) at 
w:s ratios of 2-10. In contrast to what happened in 
the absence of the admixture, for which Si concen
trations in the solution were < 50 pM even by 20 s, 
an initial flush of Si into the solution occurred, 
but the concentrations decreased in 10 m to approx- 
mately the levels found for the controls. This effect 
was attributed: to complexing of Ca by EDTA, making it 
unable to precipitate the silicate. This situation 
could only continue until all the EDTA had been used 
up; one EDTA anion is required to complex one Ca ion. 
Separate experiments confirmed that EDTA could 
prevent precipitation of C-S-H. EDTA is only moder
ately effective as a retarder. Its action was at
tributed to increase in the amount of C-S-H formed 
after the EDTA had been used up, and decrease in its 
Ca/Si ratio, which affected its morphology; both fac
tors made it more effective as a protective coating.

Thomas and Birchall (226) and Birchall and Thomas 
(227) examined the mechanism of retardation by 
sugars. They determined concentrations during the 
first few hours of hydration in cement slurries with 
w:s = 2 and usually 50 mM: in sucrose. As with EDTA, 
Si concentrations reached much higher values than in 
the absence of admixtures, though more slowly. In 
contrast to what occurred with EDTA, they did: not 
decrease again, but remained high for at least 5 h, 
the longest time studied. The analytical concen
trations of other elements were also high; at 1 h, at 
a sucrose concentration of 50 mN, they were, approxi
mately, Ca, 125; Si, 21; Fe, 7; Al, 5; OH, 250, all 
in mM/1. Hydroxide was determined: by titration to 
phenolphthalein, and includes the sucrose anion. 
Studies using 13C NMR and 29Si NMR gave no evidence 
that Sl-sucrose complexes were formed in solution, 
and it was concluded: that the high; concentrations 
existed in solution because sucrose was adsorbed: on 
nuclei of hydration products, which it thus poisoned: 
and prevented from growing. This hypothesis was pre
viously suggested, in relation to CH, by Young (228).

Birchall and Thomas (227) supported this con
clusion with further evidence. Experiments using 
sucrose and either CaO or CH confirmed that sucrose 
inhibited nucleation of CH and showed that the sol
utions contained a 1:1 Ca-sucrose complex of formula 
R-0~—Ca+-0H, where R-O' is the sucrose anion. The 
important difference in behaviour from EDTA (226) was 
that the latter complexed Ca in the solution, but the 
Ca-sucrose complex was also adsorbed on the surface 
of the CH. The non-precipitation of C-S-H might be 
explained (226) by assuming that formation of a layer 
of C-S-H began with its CH-llke central part, to 
which the silicate ions were later added, thus making 
it possible for poisoning by the Ca-sucrose complex 
to occur. One may add a further argument for 
supposing that the Ca-0 part of the structure in any 
local region is formed before the Si-0 part: a CH 
layer can exist without being condensed with silicate 
anions, but the manner in which the silicate ions 
condense is peculiar to the Ca compounds, and is 
entirely different from that found, e.g., with Mg. 
It is however, not necessary for an -entire layer of a 
metal hydroxide structure to be pre-formed before the 
silicate anions are added to it.

In reply to a comment by Chatterji, Thomas and 
Birchall (229) considered that the Al and Fe were 
present in the strongly alkalinA, sucrose-containing 
solutions as hydroxo complexes. They also (226) 
related the retarding properties of a number of other 
sugars to tfieir structures and chemical behaviour
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with cement. Sucrose and raffinose were especially 
good retarders because they were non-reducing sugars 
and contained 5-membered rings. These character
istics favoured the formation of complexes having 
pendant -CaOH groups, which were the actual retarding 
species. Sucrose and raffinose acted as monodentate 
ligands; some other compounds, e.g., reducing sugars 
and hydroxycarboxylic acids, were probably bldentate. 
Like the sexadentate EDTA anion, they tended to 
complex the Ca in solution, but were not readily 
adsorbed on a growing CH or C-S-H surface.

Other important classes of organic admixtures 
include air entraining agents and superplasticizers. 
Apart from incidental retarding effects, no major 
effects on the chemistry of the hydration process, as 
opposed to the rheology, seem to have been reported, 
and these classes of admixture will not be considered 
here. There is, however, evidence that superplas
ticizers may be adsorbed preferentially on particular 
clinker phases, and this may be expected to affect 
the early hydration reactions; also, the different 
dispersion of the cement grains in the mixing water 
may affect the microstructure of the mature product. 
There is as yet little systematic information on the 
pastes of low w:c ratio that can be prepared with 
their use; Groves's (10) study of CH in such pastes 
has already been mentioned.

10 KINETICS AND MODELLING
The modelling of hydration kinetics has recently been 
reviewed (230), and only a few aspects and investi
gations will be discussed. Parrott and Killoh (231) 
outlined a method for modelling the degree of hy
dration, heat evolution and bound water content in 
cement pastes. They began by summarizing data from 
the literature, and adding some new data (232), for 
the percentages of Individual clinker phases consumed 
as a function of time. For alite, the ranges of 
observed values were, approximately, < 10, 40-60, 
70-80 and 85-95 % at 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 d, respect
ively. The corresponding ranges for belite were < 5, 
10-20, 30-50 and 60-95 %. For the aluminate phase, 
they were 5-20, 25-40, 75 and 90 %, and for the 
ferrite phase, zero, 20, 60 and 90 %. The data 
for the aluminate and ferrite phases, and also for 
alite and belite at low degrees of reaction, were 
scanty. The large spread of values for alite and 
bellte is probably as much a result of the low pre
cision of the available experimental methods (Section 
4.1.1) as of real differences between cements.

Parrott and Killoh constructed a fitted curve for 
each phase from these data on a semi empirical basis. 
It was then assumed that the phases could be treated 
as hydrating Independently and that the behaviour of 
each did not change during the course of hydration. 
Values were assumed for the bound water content of 
the products formed from each, and for the heat 
evolved from each, on complete hydration. It was 
thus possible to calculate the cumulative heat evol
ution, bound water content and degree of reaction for 
the cement as a whole, which was defined as the 
weight mean- for the four phases. In these calcu
lations, which gave satisfactory agreement with a 
range of data from the literature, account was taken 
of the specific surface area of the cement, w:c ratio 
and relative humidity (rh). New calorimetric data 
suggested that in the early stages of reaction, hy
dration rates for all four phases were proportional 
to the specific surface area, and that later, this 
variable had little effect. An equation was given 
relating hydration rate to rh, and a correction was 
introduced that lowered the assumed hydration rates 
if the degree of hydration exceeded 1.333 x (w;c).

The effect of particle size distribution has 
received attention. Knudsen (233,234) described what 
he termed the "dispersion mode)" of cement hydration. 
He assumed that the degree of hydration, <x, could be 
obtained by integrating the contributions from 
particles of different sizes, each of which was 
represented by an equivalent radius, r, and that for 
a given time, t, an equation could be written in 
which some function of a(r,t) was equal to either 
kt/r or kt/г2, where к was a constant. These two 
types of equation represented linear and parabolic 
kinetics, respectively. Knudsen showed that, after 
the integration had been carried out for realistic 
particle size distributions, a wide range of func
tions of oc could be used with little effect on the 
results; it was, however, possible to distinguish 
whether the underlying kinetic law was linear or 
parabolic. He concluded that the effects of particle 
size distribution swamped most of the other factors 
affecting the kinetics, and that the possibility of 
establishing any detailed kinetic law from the exper
imental data were accordingly limited. The results 
did not support the widely held view that a change to 
diffusion control occurs after the acceleratory 
period; depending on the cement, and possibly on the 
conditions of hydration, either a linear or a para
bolic law appeared to be followed throughout. The 
pre induction and induction periods were excluded 
from the analysis.

The assumptions underlying this approach require 
careful Investigation. The importance of particle 
size distribution, especially at low degrees of 
hydration, is not in doubt, but it is difficult to 
reconcile the conclusions noted at the end of the 
previous paragraph with the experimental data on 
microstructural development described in Section 5.

Bezjak (235) adopted a different approach to the 
problem of particle size distribution. He allowed 
that the kinetic law governing hydration for each 
particle changed as hydration proceeded, but con
sidered that the times at which these changes took 
place depended on the size of the particle; as a 
result, different kinetic laws operated simul
taneously, for particles of different sizes. The 
assumptions in this approach, too, require careful 
scrutiny in the light of the microstructural 
evidence.

As noted by Brown et al. (230), a number of 
workers have represented the kinetics of CgS or 
cement hydration by the Avrami-Erofeyev equation, 
-ln(l - oc) = ktm, where к and m are constants. As 
these reviewers noted, the justification for its use 
in this context is questionable. The derivation of 
the left hand side of the equation assumes that 
nucleation of the product occurs at random within 
the volume initially occupied by the starting 
material to which a- relates, and that the product 
also forms within this volume; this is not what 
happens on hydration of cement. The significance of 
the right hand side of the equation, which relates to 
nucleation and growth, is less questionable, and the 
values of m obtained by applying the equation may be 
meaningful. It must nevertheless be noted that this 
approach can take no account of particle size 
distribution, and that it is all too easy to obtain a 
linear relationship in the double logarithmic plots 
that are used in applying the equation.

The hydration of cement is a complex process, and 
the factors governing its kinetics are very imper
fectly understood. For these reasons, the most 
practical attempts to model it have been those with



a high proportion of empirical content. To exploit 
to the maximum the high degree of predictive capacity 
that such approaches can provide, a broad base of 
experimental data is needed. This does not appear to 
exist at present, and its aquisitlon is probably the 
most important prerequisite for advances in the 
modelling of hydration kinetics. Kinetic data are 
needed for (a), otherwise identical cements differing 
in particle size distribution hydrated under ident
ical conditions; (b), different cements of as nearly 
as possible the same particle size distribution 
hydrated under the same conditions; and (c), the same 
cements hydrated at different temperatures, w:c 
ratios and relative humidities, and under realistic 
conditions in which temperature and relative humidity 
are not constant. These data need to include deter
minations of the fractions of each of the individual 
clinker phases reacted, obtained, e.g., from QXDA; 
overall estimates of the degree of hydration, 
obtained, e.g., from "bound water" determinations, 
are not sufficient. The particle size distributions 
of the cements, bulk chemical compositions, and 
quantitative phase compositions, determined, e.g., by 
QXDA, as opposed to Bogue compositions, need to be 
known. Given a basis of data of this type, an 
approach along the lines followed by Parrott and 
Killoh (231) probably offers the greatest possibility 
of further development. It may be possible to 
combine it with that of Knudsen (233,234) to take 
greater account of the effects of particle size 
distribution.
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Summary

The intent of this report is to highlight the research needs that are important in the near future for the 
advancement of the present state of our knowledge on the microstructure and structure-property relationships in 
hardened cement paste. For this purpose, an overview of both the known and the unknown aspects of the micro
structural components, namely the types of solid phases, voids, and water, is given.

The difficulties underlying the characterization of the microstructure are discussed because a complete 
characterization is essential if usable models of structure-property relationship are to be developed. Some 
of the problems are attributable to the inherent characteristics of the component phases; others are artifacts 
of testing and may be overcome by development and use of new tools of research.

Even more important than new research tools is the need for new ways of thinking, '-i It seems that we have 
reached a turning point in cement research, when hardened cement paste and concrete should no longer be treated 
as composed of independent parts that need to be individually and thoroughly characterized. For meaningful re
search, such complex materials need to be approached as if consisting of intricate and interconnected systems, 
with interdependent relationships.

Sumärio

A inten^äo deste relatörio e enfocar as necessidades de pesquisas que sao importantes em urn futuro proximo 
para о avanQo do estudo do nosso conhecimento em microestrutura e em relagoes estrutura-propriedade na pasta 
de cimento endurecida.

Com esta finalidade, e fomecida uma revisäo tanto de aspectos conhecidos cam de aspectos desconhecidos 
referentes aos cornponentes microestruturais, em particular aos tipos de fases sölidas, vazios e aqua.

, As dificuldades relacionadas ä caracteriza^ao da microestrutura sao discutidas porque uma complete caracte 
rizaqäo e essencial se modelos usäveis da relacao estrutura-propriedade forem a ser desenvolvidos. Mguns dos 
problemas säo atribuidos äs caracterfsticas inerentes äs fases canponentes, outras sao artefatos do teste e de- 
vem ser eliminados pelo desenvolvimento e uso de novas aparelhagens para pesquisa.

Mesmo mars importante que novas aparelhagens para pesquisas e a necessidade de novas maneiras de pensar. 
Parece que chegamos a urn ponto de mudanca na pesquisa do cimento, quando a pasta de cimento endurecida e con
creto deveräo nao mais serem tratados сото conpostos de partes independentes que necessitem serem individualmen 
te e corpletamente caracterizados. Para uma pesquisa significativa, tais materials carplexos devem ser enfoca 
dos сото se constituidos de intrincados e interligados sistemas, com relagoes interdependentes. ~~



INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt that many important develop
ments in structural materals have resulted from the 
recognition that properties of a solid are derived 
from its microstructure. Hardened portland cement 
paste is a porous solid containing voids that may 
be wholly or partially filled with water. Since the 
complete characterization of microstructure involves 
making a determination of the types, amounts, and 
distributions of all the component phases present, 
hardened cement paste in concrete represents one of 
the most complex systems among the manufactured mate
rials .

Since the pioneering studies of Powers (1,2) 
first published about 40 years ago, considerable 
research effort has been devoted to the characteri
zation of microstructure of hardened cement paste, 
and to develop usuable structure-property relation
ships. The intent of this report is not to present 
a review of the current research on the subject. 
Instead, for the purpose of highlighting the future 
research needs, an overview of the present state of 
our knowledge on microstructure and structure
property relationships in hardened cement paste, 
is given. The limitations in the knowledge are 
discussed and new directions for research are pro
posed .

MICROSTRUCTURE OF HARDENED CEMENT PASTE

Portland cement is composed of particles with 
a wide size distribution range, from < 1 pm to 100 
pm. Most particles are multimineralic and contain 
a heterogeneous distribution of compounds that vary 
in chemical composition and crystal structure. The 
hydration mechanisms are very complex (3) and, there
fore, representative models of the cement hydration 
process and products are difficult to construct. 
However, it is generally agreed that hardened cement 
paste structure is composed of a highly heteroge
neous system of several kinds of solids, voids, and 
water. Both the known and unknown aspects of the 
individual components of the structure are discussed

Solids in Hardened Cement Paste

In addition to residual unhydrated cement par
ticles, depending on the degree of hydration, the 
solid phases in hardened cement paste consist essen
tially of the C-S-H phase, the. AF and AF^ phases, 
and CH.

Regarding the chemical composition, crystal 
structure, and morphology of the C-S-H, which is 
the principle product of portland cement hydration, 
studies on hydration of pure C^S and C2S by many 
researchers including Brunauer and Kantro (4) showed 
that the C-S-H phase is poorly crystalline, and vari- 
ble in composition and morphology. From direct 
studies on hardened portland cement pastes, using 
Analytical Electron Microscopy, Moore (5) reported 
that the Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H varied between
1.2.5 and 4.0 during the course of hydration. The 
content of bound water in the C-S-H is also found 
to vary, and is greatly influenced by the method of 
testing. Moore also confirmed the findings of earlier 
researchers that the C-S-H phase contains signifi
cant and variable amounts of foreign ions, such as

A£, Fe, Mg, and S.

The published literature seems to contain con
flicting data on average composition of the C-S-H in 
hardened cement paste. This is not only due to 
differences in the cement composition and curing 
conditions but also to a serious limitation of the 
electron optical methods, which permit the analysis 
of a very small size of the specimen area from a 
system noted for a high degree of heterogeneity. 
Nevertheless, there is general agreement that the 
chemical composition of the C-S-H in hardened cement 
paste shows considerable variations, not only be
tween different cement samples but also within the 
same cement sample.

More important than the chemical composition 
is the crystal structure of the C-S-H, because the 
atomic structure determines the bonding forces both 
within a C-S-H crystal and the surrounding products 
in contact with it. X-ray and other diffraction 
techniques for structural investigation have failed 
to provide details of the internal structure of the 
C-S-H in cement pastes cured at ordinary temperature, 
except that the material is almost amorphous or 
poorly crystalline.

Bernal (6) hypothesized that the crystal struc
ture of the C-S-H in hardened portland cement paste 
resembles the natural mineral, 1.1 nm tobermorite 
(C^S^H^). The main structural elements of tober
morite are silicate tetrahedra chains which are be
lieved to be responsible for the layer structure. 
Taylor (7) initially suggested a structural resem
blance of the C-S-H to the mineral jenite
but later revised his opinion. Recently (8) he has 
proposed that most of the structural elements in 
the C-S-H consist of an imperfect jenite with many 
silicate tetrahedra missing from the chain, and that 
some portions of the structure resemble 1.4 nm 
tobermorite. Moore (5) believes that the structure 
does not contain layers and silicate chains but con
tains roughly equidimensional clusters. Grudemo (9) 
suggested that.there are short order, hydrogen- 
bonded, silicate chains arranged in a square fashion, 
with calcium ions and water molecules between. In 
short, there is no agreement yet on the exact crys
tal structure of the C-S-H in hardened cement paste.

Among the difficulties inherent in the charac
terization of internal structure of poorly crystal
line solids is the fact that the structural order 
frequently gets destroyed during the investigation, 
for instance specimen preparation techniques dis
turbing the structure. Another problem is the like
lihood of the structure itself changing with time. 
There is evidence that some monomeric silicate tetra- 
hedra initially present in the C-S-H are gradually 
replaced by dimeric components.

In regard to morphology of the C-S-H, until те.*  
cently reliable techniques to characterize the size 
and shape of crystals in poorly crystalline solids 
were not available. Using transmission and scanning 
electron microscopic techniques, researchers have 
found that the arrangement of the C-S-H crystals in 
hardened cement paste varies from a loose network 
to densely agglomerated fibrils. Like the chemical 
composition and the crystal structure, the morpholo
gy of individual C-S-H crystals seems to vary great
ly within the same paste and also with time. It is



also sensitive to specimen preparation techniques. 
Since the size and shape of crystals determine the 
surface area and interparticle bonding forces, the 
inability to completely characterize the C-S-H mor
phology presents another obstacle in the way of mod
elling structure-property relations in hardened ce
ment paste.

Many of the above described limitations in the 
characterization of the C-S-H phase are applicable 
to other solid phases in hardened portland cement 
pastes. Both the AF and AF show highly variable r t m
chemical composition and contain substantial amounts 
of foreign ions (5). Although the degree of struc
tural order in the AF and AF crystals in cement t m J
paste is far better than the C-S-H, the crystal 
structures and therefore the interatomic and the 
intercrystalline bonding forces are not precisely 
known. Typically, AF^ crystals are needle-shaped 
and AF crystals have hexagonal-plate morphology, m
and are larger than the C-S-H fibrils. However, as 
with the C-S-H, the size and morphology of both 
AFt and AF^ crystals can vary widely within the same 
cement paste and also with time.

Calcium hydroxide is the only solid phase in 
hardened portland cement paste that occurs in a re
latively pure form with only small amounts of foreign 
ions present (5). In young cement pastes, well- 
defined euhedral crystals of CH, with hexagonal-plate 
morphology, can be easily observed in large voids. 
In mature pastes, the fracture surface generally 
contains unusually large areas of compacted calcium 
hydroxide crystals. Due to the large crystal size 
and therefore a low surface area, the interparticle 
bonding force between CH crystals or between a CH 
crystal and other solids in the cement paste are weak.

Due to local differences in water/cement ratio, 
.type and concentration of ions present, and curing 
conditions, the morphology and the size of calcium 
hydroxide crystals is also known to vary consider
ably within the same cement paste. In fact, on the 
basis of observed differences between the CH contents 
determined by quantitative X-ray diffraction and by 
thermal gravimetric analysis, some researchers be
lieve in the existence of a non-crystalline or amor
phous CH. The effect of changes in the crystal 
structure and morphology of CH on the strength and 
other properties of hardened cement paste are not 
well understood.

Voids in Hardened Cement Paste

Hardened portland cement paste contains voids 
of numerous shapes and sizes, the exact size dis
tribution in a given specimen being dependent on the 
original water/cement ratio and degree of hydration. 
Typically, the.size range varies from extremely small 
interlayer space (0.5 to 3 urn), which is conceived 
to be a part of the internal structure of the C-S-H, 
to large cavities on the order of 1 pm, occurring 
at the site of originally water-filled space that 
has not yet been filled by the solid products of 
cement hydration reactions.

Adsorption techniques using nitrogen, methanol, 
or water vapor have been widely used for measurements 
of pore size distribution in hardened cement pastes. 

Mercury intrusion porosimetry has also been effec
tively used but published reports (10) show that 
every technique suffers from one limitation or the 
other. This is because most of the currently used 
methods of determining the pore size distribution 
require predrying of the paste, which tends to alter 
the pore structure. Low-temperature calorimetry 
and back-scattered electron imaging techniques are 
being investigated to study the amounts and distri
bution of porous as well as solid phases, without 
the necessity of predrying. It is too early to 
present an evaluation of these techniques.

Water in Hardened Cement Paste

Depending on the environmental relative humid
ity to which a hardened cement paste has been ex
posed, there may be several types of water present 
in the system. The categorization of voids based 
on their size is particularly useful because it helps 
to classify the types of water in hardened cement 
paste according to the degree of difficulty of its 
removal. For instance, the interlayer space (0.5 to 
3 nm) in the C-S-H crystal structure contains rigid
ly bonded water molecules which cannot be removed 
by ordinary drying. At the other extreme are the 
large cavities, of the order of 100 nm and more, in 
which water can exist in its normal (partially 
hydrogen-bonded) form. This free or bulk water, can 
be easily removed.

The intercrystallite spaces of the order of 3 
to 10 nm voids, which exist within the aggregations 
of poorly crystalline solids such as the C-S-H, hold 
a type of water called the adsorbed water that exists 
in a relatively more ordered form than the bulk wa
ter. However, it is less rigidly bonded than the 
interlayer water in the C-S-H. The degree of diffi
culty with which the adsorbed water can be removed 
decreases as one moves away from the solid surface. 
Presumably, a similar situation exists for the other 
poorly crystalline phases in hardened cement paste.

Although volume changes in hardened cement paste 
can be related to the types of water present, re
searchers find it difficult to determine accurately 
the amounts of water associated with each type. 
This is because in desorption-sorption experiments 
it is difficult to attain equilibrium as the bond
ing energy of the adsorbed water held in intercrys
tallite pores overlaps that of the bound water asso
ciated with the C-S-H structure. Also, it should be 
noted that it is not possible to separate the ad
sorbed water contribution of the C-S-H from the other 
poorly crystalline phases in the system.

STRUCTURE-PROPERTY RELATIONS

In cementitious materials, strength, drying 
shrinkage, creep, and permeability are among the im
portant properties that are influenced by the micro
structure of hardened cement paste. However, for 
several reasons it has not been possible to develop 
usable structure-property relationships. The data 
from quntitative measurement tests for the proper
ties are greatly affected by the specimen size and 
testing conditions. Also, in complex heterogenous 
system, it is not the micro-level structure aspects 
of the individual components but their macro-level 
interactions that determine.the behavior of the sys
tem as a whole. Subject to these limitations, a'



brief review of the structure-property relationship 
in hardened cement paste is presented next.

Strength

In porous solids, the indirect relationship be
tween strength and porosity can be effectively used 
to determine the strength of a material from the 
total porosity, provided the pores are of more or 
less a uniform size. However, the pores or voids in 
hardened cement paste are not of a uniform size. 
Since the forces of attraction across the intercrys
tallite spaces in the aggregations of the C-S-H and 
other poorly crystalline solids are stronger than 
those across the large (capillary) cavities, it seems 
that the volume of capillary voids rather than total 
porosity should be strength limiting. This in fact 
was confirmed from the experimental data of Powers 
(2) who found the following exponential relationship 
between the compressive strength (S) and capillary 
porosity (P):

S = k(l - P)n

where k and n are constants, the value of which de
pends on the intrinsic strength of the cement paste 
at zero capillary porosity. From his experimental 
study Powers found the numerical values of n and k 
to be 3, and 34000 (psi units), respectively. Us
ing different casting and curing conditions, other 
researchers have reported different values for n and 
k, which is to be expected due to possible changes 
in the intracrystallite and intercrystallite bond
ing forces. Numerous modified relationships between 
strength and capillary porosity have appeared in the 
published literature, but the basic idea remains the 
same..

From standpoint of modelling the strength
porosity relationship, thus there seem to be several 
unsurmountable difficulties. First, the intrinsic 
nature of the bonding forces, both between the sev
eral hydration products and within each remains 
variable and therefore indeterminate. Second, al
though from standpoint of strength it seems reason
able to subdivide the pore size distribution into 
two categories namely the pores that adversely affect 
the strength and the pores that do not, this task is 
not easy because there is no consensus about a clear 
dividing line between the two classes of pores; be
sides it is difficult to make an accurate determina
tion of pore sizes with currently available research 
techniques..

Third,, not much information,is available about 
the stress concentrations and microcracks at regions 
of inhomogeneity (for example,, at the interface be
tween . the C-S-H and CH crystals)., Such microcracks 
arise due to environmental effects,, viz< changes in, 
humidity, and temperature.. In homogeneous- brittle 
materials,, under a tensile stress a. crack would 
propagate catastrophically once the stress- has 
reached a:critical value.. But in heterogeneous mate
rials, with complex, and unpredictable microcrack- pat-
terns; such as;hardened cement-paste,, the process of. 
crack.: propagation can be very complicated i and; cannot 
be modelled;, in a: realistic manner-..

Drying-Shrinkage andiCreep:

Saturated: cement: paste is> nett a; dimensionally, 
s tables material;.. Due- to - moisture? movement ss, i t: 

undergoes substantial strain when subjected to dry
ing conditions (drying shrinkage) or sustained load
ing (creep). Both creep and drying shrinkage strains 
are generally associated with the removal of ad
sorbed water from intercrystallite pores (3 to 10 
nm). The simple relationship between the loss of 
adsorbed water and drying shrinkage from a saturated 
cement paste is illustrated by Fig. 1 (11). However, 
causes of drying shrinkage and creep are not fully 
understood. A probable mechanism for drying shrink
age is that when confined to narrow spaces between 
two solid surfaces the adsorbed water causes a dis- 
joing pressure (i.e., oriented water molecules need 
more space than randomly occurring molecules of bulk 
water), however its removal relieves the disjoining 
pressure thus causing the shrinkage of the system 
(12). Others believe that the water held in small 
capillaries (< 50 nm) exerts hydrostatic tension and 
its removal induces compression of the solid struc
ture, thus also contributing to the shrinkage of the 
system.

Fig. 1 Relationship Between the Drying 
Shrinkage and the Types of Water 
Present in Hardened Cement Paste (11)

Loss of Water

There seems to be a general agreement that the 
bulk water in large capillary voids has essentially 
no effect on the drying shrinkage and creep phenome
na. The published literature contains numerous con
stitutive relationships for prediction of drying 
shrinkage or creep in hardened cement paste but their 
validity is questionable. Among other factors, in 
actual practice both the drying shrinkage and creep 
are influenced by conditions that are difficult to 
model, such as the tortuosity of the water transport 
path through the capillary network,, and the environ
mental humidity and temperature variations. From 
standpoint of modelling structure-property relations 
in hardened cement paste, the situation is further 
complicated by the fact: that both drying shrinkage 
and creep in turn,affect: the structure,, which leads, 
to a highly complex, situation (13).

The practical significance of the drying shrinks 
age and creep data for hardened cement paste is also 
limited by. the fact that dimensional changes in conr- 
crete, are largely, determined by. the aggregate type- 
and content;,, and by the structure of: the transition
zone between; aggregate and; cement: paste.. In: fact:,, 
several] additional, causes of creep in.concrete,, such, 
as propagation!of: microcracks.in:the transition zone? 
and; delayed; elastic strain] ini aggregate, are not; evem 
considered]in creep studies,on;hardened,cement; paste».

life



The mechanism of creep of hardened cement paste 
itself may be even more complex than proposed above. 
Elaborating this point, Illston (14) says, "The phys
ical and chemical happenings that are associated with 
creep are on a molecular scale, and there is no con
vincing direct evidence of what actually goes on; so 
the explanation of creep has, perforce, consisted of 
interpreting engineering level observations in terms 
of likely physical and chemical phenomena. This is 
the way that the creep mechanism game is played, and 
many research workers in this field have indulged 
themselves and enjoyed the game.”

In conclusion, as with strength-structure re
lationships, it is difficult to develop realistic 
and usable relations between the microstructure and 
drying shrinkage or creep in.hardened cement paste. 
The difficulties include the great deal of inherent 
ambiguity in the microstructure of the paste itself, 
the absence of reliable methods to characterize the 
structure completely and to measure the properties 
accurately, and the complicated mechanisms under
lying the phenomena.

Permeability and Durability

Since the hydration products of portland ce
ment consist of alkaline compounds of calcium, 
hardened cement paste is subject to chemical deteri
oration when exposed to acidic environment. The 
rate of chemical deterioration depends on whether 
the chemical attack is confined to the surface, or 
whether it is also at work within the interior of 
the material. In porous solids this is determined 
by permeability, which is controlled by the contin
uity of the pore system. In addition to chemical 
attack from aggressive fluids permeating from the 
surface to the interior of the hardened cement paste, 
it may be noted that many other physical-chemical 
processes of deterioration associated with the move
ment of water are controlled by permeability or the 
state of interconnections existing between the net
work of pores.

That total porosity of hardened cement paste 
cannot be directly related to permeability has been 
known for some time. For instance. Powers (2) ob
served that the coefficient of permeability of a 
freshly mixed (0.7 water/cement ratio) paste was of 

-4 -5the order of 10 to 10 cm/sec and with the prog
ress of hydration as the capillary porosity de
creased so did the coefficient, of permeability, but 
there was no direct proportionality between the two. 
For a small decrease in capillary porosity during 
the 5- to 24-day hydration period, the coefficient 
of permeability dropped from 4000 x 10 to 10 * 
in-11 /10 cm/sec.

Attempts have been made to determine the re
lationship between permeability and pore size dis
tribution obtained by mercury intrusion porosimetry. 
It has been reported (15,16) that the threshold pore 
diameter, i.e., the largest"pore diameter at which 
mercury intrusion becomes continuous, is related to 
permeability. Although the validity of constitutive 
relationships is usually limited to the materials 
-and test conditions used, it is possible to conclude 
that the permeability, like the strength of hardened 
cement paste, is more influenced by the volume and 
size of large pores than small pores. This point 
is illustrated by Fig. 2 (17) where P stands for the

Fig. 2 Relationship Between Large Pores
(P) and Strength or Permeability (17)

volume fraction of large pores of an arbitrary size. 
Again, the dividing line between the large and the 
small pores has to be resolved. Contrary to 4 nm 
proposed by Parrott (18), Mehta and Manmohan (16) 
found that permeability was related to the volume 
of pores larger than about ICO nm.

From standpoint of developing usable relation
ships between pore size distribution and permeabili
ty, it may not be enough to resolve the controversy 
about the minimum pore size and volume that are 
necessary to cause a significant amount of fluid 
flow in hardened cement paste. This is because in 
the course of time environmental interactions on the 
hardened cement paste are capable of altering the 
microstructure and, therefore, the permeability. In 
heterogeneous systems, internal stresses due to dry
ing or thermal shrinkage, frost action, and expan
sive chemical reactions, frequently lead to micro
cracking. The occurrence of microcracks tends to 
enhance the coefficient of permeability considerably. 
On the other hand, as a result of attack by an ag
gressive fluid on hardened cement paste, the crys
tallization of insoluble reaction products into 
capillary voids may cause pore blockage and thus 
reduce the permeability of the system.

From given environmental conditions and micro
structure of hardened cement paste, attempts have 
been made to predict the performance of cementitious 
systems to various phenomena that effect durability 
adversely. Examples of these phenomena are the 
alkali-silica reactions, sulfate attack, frost ac
tion, and corrosion of embedded steel. In this area 
of research, a serious gap in our knowledge is the 
lack of reliable information on the mechanism that 
lead to failure. There has been a tendency in the 
durability research to confuse the cause for the 
effect. This is because the causes of distress are 
often subtle and not so obvious, whereas the effects 
are gross and more easily observable. For instance, 
in the case of sulfate attack large crystals of 
ettringite are found in microcracks. Does the crys
tal growth cause the initial distress and microcrack
ing, or does the formation of microcracks by any 
other process provide adequate space for the et
tringite crystals to grow? Another example is the 
cracking-corrosion interaction in reinforced con
crete structures exposed to sea water. For exataple, 
it is illustrated by Fig. 3 (19) that rather than 
corrosion initiating the microcracks - an assueption 
commonly made in corrosion research - it is the pres
ence of microcracks in concrete which initiates the 
corrosion phenomenon.
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Fig. 3 Cracking-corrosion Interaction in Reinforced 
Concrete Exposed to Sea Water (19)

MODELLING OF STRUCTURE-PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS

Mathematical modeling of structure-property re
lationships in hardened cement paste is not well ad
vanced due to unavoidable imperfections in general
ized models as a result of ambiguities in our know- 
lege about the solid hydration products, pore size 
distribution, and moisture states. In a recently pub
lished report, Parrott (18) presented a critical eval
uation of the underlying problems. He observed that 
the inherent reactivity of cement compounds, the re
sulting pore fluid compositions, and the geometry of 
formation of the products of hydration are not under
stood well enough for building a general model of the 
reaction rates of cement compounds to be formulated. 
Recognizing that the variability of cement composi
tion is a major problem, the author suggested that 
advances in this field are likely to depend upon the 
availability of cements of controlled composition and 
particle size, and upon the parallel use of several 
experimental techniques. However, the expectation 
that portland cements with a more uniform composition 
than available today will be available in the future, 
appears to be unrealistic. This is because due to 
variations in processing conditions and natural raw 
materials for making portland cement clinker, each 
clinker nodule represents a unique experiment in high- 
temperature phase relations.

, Some researchers believe that a complete charac
terization of the pore structure may not be necessary 
for an assessment of the Important engineering proper
ties. Powers (2) suggested that many properties of 
the hardened cement paste can be successfully des
cribed by dividing the total pore volume into small 
and large pores. For the purpose of modelling the 
structure-property relations, Parrott (18) seems to 
favor the idea. This author (17) has also suggested 
that the compressive strength and permeability of 
hardened cement paste seem to be influenced more by 
the volume of pores larger than 50 or 100 nm, whereas 
the drying shrinkage and creep are influenced more by 
the volume of pores smaller than 10 nm. More work is 
needed to confirm this, and to determine the role of 
pores in the Intermediate size range, 10-50 nm.

Further according to Parrott (18), since the 
properties of hardened cement paste vary considerably 
with the moisture state of the hydration products, 
the inadequate characterization of the moisture state 
is another shortcoming in our existing structure

property relationship models. In desorption-sorption 
isotherms» equilibrium is rarely achieved; again cy
clic moisture conditions cause hysteresis and irre
coverable changes in pore structure during drying. 
Parrott says, "When we consider changes in microstruc
ture due to hydration, carbonation, anisotropy, irre
versibility, and hysteresis, the task of modelling 
becomes formidable. For microstructural modelling to 
develop and gain acceptance, it will probably be nec
essary to build sub-models of limited scope such that 
they can be combined when proven."

Recognizing that the microstructure of hardened 
cement paste is sensitive not only to the cement com
position, water/cement ratio, and curing temperature 
but also to subsequent changes in hydration condi
tions, Parrott (18) has introduced the idea of a pro
gressively changing rather than a static model of the 
structure in terms of input parameters and mathemati
cal logic steps required to obtain specific micro
structure and property outputs. These steps include 
calculations of cement compound reactions, volume of 
hydration products, bound water, heat evolution, pore 
structure, moisture state and mass transport, and 
engineering properties.

Based on the approach suggested by Parrott (18), 
Jennings and Johnson (20) described the results of an 
investigation on simulation of the microstructure de
velopment during the hydration of a cement compound, 
such as CgS. According to the authors, "The core of 
the model is a data file which contains numerical in
formation about the size of the volume in which hydra
tion occurs and about all the materials contained 
within the volume. This file can be operated on by 
any of a number of subroutines, each of which repre
sents some aspects of the hydration process. After 
one subroutine has effected a change, another is call
ed on to make appropriate adjustments to other aspects 
of the system. This process continues until no fur
ther changes are necessary to account for all material 
and energy in the system. When all particles have 
been hydrated a specified small amount, one hydration 
cycle has been completed. Hydration calculations con
tinue in this cyclic and stepwise manner until either 
a predetermined number of cycles is completed or all 
the anhydrous material is consumed."

A functional flow chart from the Jennings and 
Johnson's model (20), which simulates development of 
microstructure and bulk properties in hydrating ce
mentitious systems is shown in Fig. 4. Each box

Fig. 4 Flow Chart for Simulating Hydration (20)



represents a number of subroutines, each of which 
performs a particular function; arrows indicate the 
direction of information flow. If there is contro
versy about a particular mechanism, several sub
routines, each representing a different hypothesis 
may be used for trial runs. This would allow for 
improvements in the model as hypotheses are refined 
and algorithms are developed. According to the 
authors, any new knowledge in the form of new mecha
nisms and new understanding of the various processes 
can be easily incorporated into the model. This 
feature of the model is very useful because inter
actions between the hydration reactions of individ
ual cement compounds are highly complex. Also, it 
should be possible to incorporate into the model 
cause-effect relationships between subtle and ob
servable changes in the microstructure of hardened 
cement paste, such as the ones which occur during 
physical-chemical processes of deterioration.

NEW DIRECTIONS

Researchers engaged in the characterization 
and control of the microstructure of hardened cement 
paste, with the object of helping concrete techno
logists produce a material of improved or predict
able performance characteristics, would do well to 
take note of a subtle paradigm shift in other fields 
of science. The attitude of reductionism in science 
is no longer considered adequate in understanding 
the behavior of complex systems. According to re
ductionists, any system can be understood from a 
mere sum of its parts and, therefore, all one needs 
to do is to reduce the system to its constituent 
parts, learn about the properties of each part, and 
then integrate the knowledge.

Commenting on the paradigm shift from the re
ductionist to the systems view in biological mate
rials, Capra (21) says, "The systems view looks at 
the world in terms of relationships and integration. 
Systems are integrated wholes whose properties can
not be reduced to those of smaller units. Instead 
of concentrating on basic building blocks, the sys
tems approach emphasizes basic principles of organi
zation. Examples of systems abound in nature. 
Every organism - from the smallest bacterium through 
the wide range of plants and animals to humans - is 
an integrated whole. Systemic properties are des
troyed when a system is dissected, either physically 
or theoretically, into Isolated elements. Although 
we can discern individual parts in any system, the 
nature of the whole is always different from the 
mere sum of its parts. Another important aspect of 
systems is their intrinsically dynamic nature. 
Their forms are not rigid structures but are flex
ible yet stable manifestations of underlying pro
cesses . ”

It seems that a similar shift from the reduc
tionist approach to the systems approach will he 
necessary for understanding and improving the be
havior of other complex materials, such as hardened 
cement paste and concrete. With hardened cement 
paste, a great deal of ongoing research effort as 
well as work during the last forty years has been 
on the development of knowledge about the chemical 
composition and hydration reactions of individual 
cement compounds, and about the properties of solid 
hydration products. Yet the goal of tailoring the 
microstructure to produce a material with improved 

performance characteristics has remained elusive be
cause in complex systems meaningful relationships 
do not exist between the structures at the micro
level and the properties at the macro-level.

Nevertheless, some progress has been made in 
the field of high strength and highly impermeable 
cementitious products by using superplasticizing 
and pozzolanic admixtures, which cause pore-size 
and grain-size refinements (17). These advancements 
have resulted from empirical studies, rather than 
from research on microstructure and structure
property relationship models of hardened cement 
paste. We seem to have exhausted the usefulness of 
research on the characteristics of individual consti
tuent phases in hardened cement paste. The future 
research must now focus on the interconnections and 
interdependencies between the constituents, i.e. 
each of the constituent phases should be defined 
not by what it is by itself, but by its relationship 
to others.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Hardened portland cement paste is a heterogeneous 
■ and complex material comprising of several types
of solids, voids, and water. The chemical com
position, crystal structure, and morphology of 
the solid phases differs markedly not only from 
one cement paste to another but also within the 
same cement paste. These characteristics of 
hardened cement paste are a direct result of un
avoidable differences in the compound composi
tion of cements, and the changes which occur in 
hydration products with curing time, temperature, 
and humidity.

2. Due to several limitations, complete characteri
zation of the microstructure of hardened cement 
paste is very difficult. The solid products of 
hydration occur in a wide variety of crystalline 
forms ranging from amorphous to well crystal
lized particles of various sizes and shapes. 
Since several hydration products are poorly 
crystalline and unstable under most testing con
ditions, the crystal structures and the associ
ated bonding forces are unknown. Similarly,
the pore size distributions cannot be accurate
ly known because the commonly used methods of 
characterization of the pore structure require 
predrying of the specimen, which alters the 
microstructure. For better characterization of 
porosity and solid phases, the techniques which 
do not require predrying, such as low tempera
ture calorimetry and back scatter electron imag
ing, need to be fully investigated.

3. Structure-property relationships that may be 
деnета,7applicable to hardened cement paste 
cannot be easily developed. This is because not 
only the microstructural characteristics of the 
paste but also the measured values for proper
ties, such as strength, drying shrinkage, creep, 
and permeability, are greatly influenced by the 
specimen preparation techniques and testing con
ditions. Also, most available data tend to 
relate the behavior at the macroscopic level
to hypothetical processes assumed to be occur
ring at the atomic or the micro levels. This 
is inappropriate and therefore leads to ques
tionable relationships.



4. For reasons given above, although a large body 
of knowledge on the microstructure and proper
ties of hardened cement paste has been developed 
since the pioneering studies of Powers on the 
subject about 40 years ago, very little of this 
knowledge has found application in actual prac
tice. This shows that more attention than per
haps necessary has been paid by researchers to 
the individual parts of the system, such as 
chemical composition of cement compounds, hydra
tion mechanisms, and physical-chemical charac
teristics of hydration products - and less at
tention has been paid to the validity of the 
knowledge produced, to the system as a whv±e. 
It follows therefore, that in order to advance 
the state of the art, more important than new 
techniques of microstructural analysis will be 
new ways of characterizing the system.

For instance, instead of determining the amounts 
of C-S-H, AF , AFm, and CH present in a hardened 
cement paste, it may be useful to categorize the 
solid phases into more cementitious (viz., C-S-H, 
AF^, AF ) and less cementitious (viz., crystal
line CH) components based on surface area, and 
to determine the relative proportions of each 
component. Similarly, instead of the present 
arbitrary classification between gel and capil
lary porosity, pore size distribution should be 
classified into small and large pores, based on 
the relationship of each class to strength, dry
ing shrinkage, and other properties of hardened 
cement paste.

5. For dealing with complex systems. c would help 
to keep abreast of developments in other dis
ciplines. Recent advancements in theoretical 
physics occurred when the physicists changed 
their world view from reductionist to holistic. 
That is instead of looking at the world as a 
machine made up of isolated and independent 
parts, the physicists now see the world as a 
web of interconnected and therefore interdepen
dent relationships that are intrinsically dy
namic. The more we know about the world of 
hardened cement paste and concrete, the more it 
appears to be a microcosm of the human world. 
Therefore, for research on hardened cement paste 
to be applicable to concrete practice, the re
ductionist approach to structure-property re
lationships must be replaced with a holistic 
approach (pertaining to the whole).

6. Cement researchers must not lose sight of the 
fact that the bulk cement paste in concrete 
seldom becomes strength or permeability limit
ing. These and other important properties of 
concrete are more influenced by the micro— . 
structure of the cement paste in the transition 
zone which is present between coarse aggregate 
and bulk cement paste. Obviously, the validity 
of knowledge on the structure and properties of 
bulk cement paste will remain limited unless 
this knowledge is extended to understand and 
control the structure and properties of cement 
paste in the transition zone. Only new and en
larged concepts of how things are, will make it 
possible for us to interact with them in mean
ingful ways.
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THE MICROSTRUCTURES OF CEMENT PASTE IN CONCRETE

.‘SUMMARY

A Teview sand interpretation is provided of the current state of tknowledge with respect to 
microstructures (developed in (Portland cement concrete under various conditions . Current 
(developments in techniques ffor studying the microstructure are described. The microstruc
tural (elements in (ordinary portland (cement paste are illustrated., and the details of the 
(developing processes of cement hydration are discussed. The early formation of shells 
(around (cement grains is illustrated., and the status of ‘hollow hydration shells described. 
Because of their present .widespread use in concrete., the influences on (microstructure (Of 
incorporation Of йу ash, silica fume, and slag are stressed. The special (microstructures of 
the interfacial (zones formed around aggregates and around steel and glass fibers in con- 
(cretes are (explored in detail in view of the importance of these special zones to concrete 
performance.



FOREWARD

The present paper constitutes a review and per
sonal interpretation by the writer of the progress 
made in the general area of hydrated cement paste 
microstructure since the preceding 7th Interna
tional Congress in Paris in 1980.

At that Congress there was no specific principal 
report devoted to the microstructure of paste per 
se: rather, the subject was covered in part by 
Taylor and Roy (1) in their principal paper on 
"Structure and Composition of Hydrates" and in 
part by Sereda, Feldman, and Ramachandran in 
their principal paper on "Structure Formation and 
Development in Hardened Cement Pastes" (2). 
While both treatments provided significant micro
structural coverage, both were primarily concerned 
with other, albeit related, aspects of cement paste. 
Contributions to the Paris Congress relating to 
paste microstructure were summarized by the 
writer in his General Report (3); there were com
paratively few of these.

In the intervening years there has been a major 
increase in the availability of scanning electron 
microscopes, which continue as the primary tool 
for microstructural investigation in cement sys
tems. In consequence, many more laboratories 
have facilities available for studies in this area, 
and there has been a corresponding increase in 
the number of papers published. The present 
review is not intended to be exhaustive, and 
because of the increased activity in this area a 
number of excellent papers will not be discussed.

In addition to the formally published literature, 
the writer is aware of two excellent recent Ph. D. 
theses devoted largely to paste microstructure, one 
by Scrivener (4) dealing primarily with cement 
paste per se, and one by Monteiro (5) dealing 
mostly with microstructural effects on concrete 
properties.

Despite this rise in research activity in the area, 
microstructures of cement paste systems are still 
not well understood by the general technical com
munity. The difficulty of selecting the pertinent 
aspects of the microstructure of even a particular 
cement paste under investigation remains formid
able; describing it in a publication so that it may 
readily be understood is even more difficult. A 
discussion the nature and magnitude of some of 
these difficulties was presented by the present 
writer in a recent treatment (6).

In that paper it was calculated that a set of 10 of 
the usual SEM micrographs taken in various places 
on a 1 cm square cement paste sample surface at 
10,000x (a normal magnification for studying 
cement paste) provides a sampling of only 0.001% 
of the surface of that specimen. If the micro
structure varies appreciably from place to place, 
as it ordinarily does, it is difficult to be sure that 
this limited sampling is adequate to insure that a 
proper representation of the structure has been 
secured.

Furthermore, each individual micrograph may rev
eal several different microstructural fea
tures. Picking out the pertinent points for dis
cussion and then describing the structures ver

bally is something of an art.

It is hoped that despite these difficulties the 
present paper may help to contribute to a more 
general understanding of cement paste as a mate
rial, as well as to an appreciation of the present 
state of knowledge of its microstructure.

It seems appropriate that before entering into the 
details, the writer specifically indicate something 
of his own biases concerning the subject. They 
include the following judgements:

1. The present writer feels strongly that the 
cement paste microstructures of primary importance 
are not those of laboratory mixed cement pastes 
but rather those microstructures actually present 
between sand grains and aggregates in concrete in 
service. The two may be similar, but they are 
certainly not identical.

2. Most of the lessons that can readily be learned 
from the study of the microstructures developed in 
pastes of pure cement minerals (e.g. CqS) have by 
and large already been established, and future 
work on the development of microstructures should 
more heavily concentrate on cement, rather than 
C3S, pastes. This is especially so in view of the 
fact that the cement hydration processes in concrete 
are strongly affected by chemical and other fea
tures not present in laboratory-mixed C3S pastes.

3. There has also been something of a major 
change in concrete practice since 1980 in that 
"pure" portland cement concrete has become almost 
a rarity in many countries, most concrete now 
containing fly ash, slag, silica fume, or pozzolans 
of one type or another. . Accordingly, the micro
structures of cement pastes developed in the pres
ence of these supplementary cementitious compo
nents are no longer a peripheral matter of interest 
primarily to specialists, but have become matters 
of central concern.

4. Cement paste microstructure needs to be 
understood primarily because of its influence on 
the behavior and properties of the concretes and 
other cement systems in which it is incorporated. 
However, the behavior may often be controlled by 
special microstructures that arise in specific 
locations in the system, rather than by the general 
or most prevalent microstructure. Illustrations in 
concrete include the special areas adjacent to 
aggregate interfaces, for example, or zones sur
rounding embedded steel reinforcement or pre
stressing cables. Another example is the special 
microstructure that wet exposure develops between 
individual glass fibers in strands of alkali-resistant 
glass fibers in GERO (glass fiber reinforced con
crete) .

The remainder of the present paper will be 
devoted to a synthesis and interpretation of cement 
paste microstructures in the light of the extensive 
developments that have been recorded in the past 
six years.

INTRODUCTION
Hardened cement paste is a relatively inhomoge
neous assemblage of particles, films, microcrystals, 
and other solid structural elements bonded 
together in a porous mass, and in its native state 
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containing pore solution and some empty (air
filled) spaces. The non-solid components may be 
as important as the solid elements in some con
texts .

On drying, much of the pore solution evaporates, 
shrinkage usually occurs, and ultrastructural 
details in certain particles may change irreversi
bly.

The air-filled spaces in the cement paste of par
tially dried concretes consist of two distinct 
classes of space: relatively large, mostly spherical 
entrained and entrapped air voids, usually lined 
with a smooth layer of calcium hydroxide; and 
smaller, geometrically complex "capillary" pores 
representing the residue of space between the 
original cement grains. ."Capillary" pores resatu
rate readily; air voids do not. To avoid confu
sion, it is prudent to keep the distinction between 
the two classes clearly in mind, a caution that has 
not been universally adhered to in the literature.

"Capillary" pores tend to fill up to a greater or ■ 
lesser degree with solid hydration products on 
continued hydration, and give way to still finer 
pores between hydration product particles and to 
some extent to "gel" pores within them. The 
boundary between ultrafine pores "between" and 
"within” C-S-H gel particles has never been con
clusively established. Indeed, in a recent paper 
Taylor (7) stressed the point that the term gel 
porosity is a misnomer, because the water sup
posedly present in gel pores is in reality present 
in the hydrated phases. The subject remains an 
area of much controversy and confusion.

In concrete, cement pastes exist as relatively thin 
ribbons of material surrounding and separating 
sand grains and coarse aggregate pieces. As pub
lished measurements have indicated (8), in repre
sentative concretes the average spacing between 
adjacent sand grains at their narrowest separation 
is only of the order of 100 pm, about the magni
tude usually ascribed to the sum of the two "aur
eoles de transition" thought to surround each 
aggregate grain.

Fig. 1. Illustration of narrowness of paste ribbons 
in concrete.

Fig. 1, from (8), shows an area on a plane sur
face of a typical concrete; widths of the paste 
ribbons were measured on a statistical basis as 
controlled by the superimposed grid. The position 

marked "A" shows a typical measurement.

Although the ribbons of paste are narrow, individ
ual cement paste particles are two orders of magni
tude smaller yet, ranging in size from a fraction of 
a pm to several pm. Hence the term "microstruc
ture" and the need for electron-based microscopes 
to investigate the details.

Cement paste arises as a direct result of the 
hydration of portland cement with a restricted 
amount of water. The microstructure varies , 
greatly with the amount of water (more convention
ally, with the water:cement ratio) used. The 
importance of this feature cannot be stressed too 
highly, both in terms of microstructure itself and 
in terms of the effects produced on many technical 
properties (strength, permeability, resistance to 
service-induced degradation) of the material in 
service.

The microstructure in a given system is also a 
function of time. Early age microstructural fea
tures develop rapidly on contact of the cement 
with water. These change with time on a scale of 
minutes or hours at first, and then more slowly 
over the first week or so after mixing. The 
hydration processes in most cement systems are 
rarely quite completed in practice; as hydration 
processes continue over periods of months or 
years, concomitant slow changes in microstructure 
may occur from deposition of late hydration prod
ucts. Changes may also come about by solution 
and reprecipitation of certain previously-existing ■ 
components independently of additional hydration.

Thus a specific cement paste or concrete hydrating 
under specific conditions generates not a single 
microstructure but a successive set of microstruc
tures at progressive stages of development. To 
add to the complication, any given paste at a 
given age will be found to vary in microstructural 
details from place to place, reflecting variations in 
the local assemblage of the clinker grains that 
gave rise to the paste in each vicinity.

As a practical matter, the local variations may be 
adequately described by reference to only two or 
three typical local assemblages, which after a few 
days may not change very much with time. How
ever, zones near aggregate interfaces and other 
special areas always require additional specific 
investigation to describe their pertinent features.

The writer considers that a proper microstructural 
description should consist of at least (a) a 
description of the various kinds of structural 
elements (particles, films, crystals, entrained air 
voids, etc.) that are present, together with some 
indication of their sizes and proportions, and (b) 
a description of their juxtapositions and mutual 
arrangements in space within the volume of the 
system. There may be several different typical 
assemblages of particles co-existing in different 
places within the cement paste; this fact should 
be duly noted, and the relative proportions of 
each estimated. Unfortunately,, few, if any, 
"proper" microstructural studies meeting this 
standard have yet been published.

In the present state of the art, microstructural 
descriptions are ordinarily qualitative, and are 
necessarily quite subjective. However it appears 



that computer-based image analysis techniques may 
soon make quantitative descriptions more generally 
available.

Such computer-based image analysis programs 
should not be confused with more ambitious com
puter modelling programs. In the latter quantita
tive descriptions are derived by algorithms based 
on specific assumptions for successive periods of 
hydration under specified conditions. Such hydra
tion modeling programs are currently being devel
oped at several institutions, and the concepts 
involved have been discussed in some detail by 
Jennings et al. (9). A remarkable illustration of 
what can be done along these lines with current 
technology was presented by Jennings and Johnson 
(10), in terms of a simulation of the hydration 
processes and microstructural development in a 
CßS paste.

Fig. 2, kindly supplied by H. M. Jennings, repre
sents one output of such a program. The figure 
is a computer-drawn microstructural image in which 
the circles represent the original C3S grains and 
the hexagons precipitating calcium hydroxide crys
tals. The original boundaries of the Co grains are 
depicted by the narrow white circles; the gray 
areas represent C-S-H gel deposited both within 
and external to the original grain boundaries. 
The figure represents the state of the system at a 
specific hydration time, and sequences of such 
figures can be produced to image the calculated 
microstructure at any desired age.

Fig. 2. Computer-drawn representation of a stage 
m C3S hydration (H. M. Jennings),

While the concept and some of the specifics of such 
modelling of microstructural development can be 
extended to portland cement paste, such extension 
is extremely difficult because of the much greater 
complexity of the cement system, and success 
should not be expected in the near future.

Properly speaking, pore size distributions elements 
should logically form a part of a microstructural 
Picture of a cement paste. However, historically 
such distributions have been developed using tech- 
luques (such as mercury intrusion porosimetry) 
that are separate from and do not correlate readily 

with microscopic studies. Furthermore, a number 
of controversies have arisen relative to their 
interpretation. Because of these difficulties, pore 
size distributions will not be treated in detail in 
this review.

TECHNIQUES OF INVESTIGATION

The sizes of the structural features in cement 
paste are such that the magnification capability of 
optical microscopes, however refined, are of little 
applicability, and electron microscopes of one kind 
or another are required.

Early work in the area was done by transmission 
electron microscopy (ТЕМ), but long before the 
Paris Congress scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
had effectively displaced ТЕМ techniques for this 
purpose. The latter has major advantages in abil
ity to handle large samples conveniently, and in 
ability to permit one to visualize depth and topog
raphy; this has more than made up for the more 
limited resolution offered by most SEM instruments.

Dalgleish and Ibe (11) developed effective proce
dures for ion-beam thinning sections of hardened 
cement paste for use in then newly-developed 
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). 
In STEM examinations the image is formed by a 
raster technique, but is derived from electrons 
transmitted through very thin sections or films of 
materials, as in ТЕМ. A combination of conven
tional fracture-surface SEM and ion-beam thinned 
STEM micrographs were used to provide a more 
definitive picture of the types of structures 
present.

Among the several possible imaging modes available 
in SEM is one in which the backscattered elec
trons are used to form the raster image. While 
the resolution is ordinarily not as high as the 
usual secondary electron images available from the 
same instrument, Scrivener and Pratt (12) have 
taken advantage of the differential element contrast 
capability available in this mode to produce 
extremely useful and informative backscatter elec
tron image (BEI) micrographs of polished cement 
paste surfaces. These clearly delineate, for 
example, areas of calcium hydroxide crystals from 
areas of C-S-H gel, or areas of hydration product 
from areas of unhydrated clinker compounds.
They can readily be used with image analysis tech
niques to produce quantitative estimates of the 
contents of specific components in the paste.

Barker at al. (13) illustrated the potential applica
bility for cement paste of a number of unusual 
microscopic technologies, including synchrotron 
topography and scanning acoustic microscopy, as 
well as BEL At the same conference Barker and 
Barnes (14) reviewed and illustrated a variety of 
techniques for distinguishing phase composition of 
microstructural features within the SEM.

The continued utility of transmission electron 
microscopy, particularly if ion-beam thinned speci
mens, has been demonstrated by Groves (15).

All of the techniques mentioned so far necessarily 
involve drying of the paste specimen and exposure 
to high vacuum. The drying procedure itself may 
have unwanted effects, especially at very early 
ages. Orr (16) described a freeze-drying proce



dure designed to minimize such difficulties. 
Possible effects of drying cement pastes on their 
microstructural characteristics were also emphas
ized by Parrott (17), who proposed a solvent 
replacement procedure followed by evaporation of 
the low surface tension replacement fluid used.

It is also possible to avoid drying, by imaging wet 
cement pastes in special wet cells using high 
voltage (transmission) electron microscopy (HVEM); 
instruments capable of doing this ordinarily oper
ate at ca. 1 million electron volts and are available 
only in a few centers. Jennings et al. (18) com
bined HVEM observations with both conventional 
SEM and STEM observations of ion-beam thinned 
specimens, but unfortunately, only studied hydrat
ing C3S pastes. While the HVEM images are pro
vided at high magnifications, their crispness and 
the ability to define detail are limited.

Use of a "wet cell" of an entirely different type 
within a standard SEM was reported by Diamond et 
al. (19). In this system the image is formed by 
backscattered electrons detected by a Robinson 
detector; the specimens themselves are completely 
saturated and are kept wet by a stream of water- 
saturated air pumped through the specimen cham
ber, which is isolated from the high vacuum elec
tron column. The system was developed primarily 
for detection and observation of crack formation on 
paste and mortar specimens loaded in tension (20 -
22) and subsequently, in compression (23) within 
the SEM; its use and characteristic operating , 
parameters were described in some detail by Dia
mond et al. (24).

Resolution in this system is adequate for observa
tions of cracking and crack propagation, but not 
for proper study of microstructural details in 
cement paste. Micrographs taken at much more 
than l,000x suffered from loss of resolution. A 
somewhat different kind of wet cell has recently 
been developed by Jennings et al. at the National 
Bureau of Standards for which a patent has 
been applied for (25); this device is said to be 
capable of securing useful micrographs of wet 
pastes at up to about 5,000x magnification, and 
thus does have the potential for study of cement 
paste microstructure.

MICROSTRUCTURAL ELEMENTS IN ORDINARY 
CEMENT PASTES

As is well known, portland cements hydrating 
under ordinary conditions give rise to several 
morphological forms of calcium silicate hydrate gel 
(usually abbreviated as C-S-H gel or even CSH); 
to calcium hydroxide; to ettringite or ettringite
like AFt phases; to calcium aluminate monosulfate 
hydrate or related AFm phases; and occasionally to 
small amounts of other phases, notably hydrogar
nets. These, combined with residues of unhy
drated clinker components and the pore spaces 
between (and possibly within) the solid particles 
comprise the microstructural elements making up 
cement paste.

It is usually considered that C-S-H gel makes up 
the largest proportion of the system, with calcium 

' hydroxide of somewhat lesser importance, and the
AFt and AFm phases being of relatively minor 
account. The total of these phases naturally 
increases with degree of hydration, as the propor

tion of residual unhydrated cement diminishes. The 
relative volume of pore space also diminishes, but 
the degree to which the original water-filled space 
between the cement grains is filled depends 
strongly on the water:cement ratio.

Taylor (7) has recently calculated from experimen
tal measurements the weight and volume propor
tions of each of the phases in several specific 
portland and portland-fly ash pastes. A w:c 0.5 
portland cement paste hydrated for 3 months was 
found to have, in its saturated state, volume 
percentages of 40% C-S-H gel, 16% AFm product, 
12% calcium hydroxide (plus 1% calcium carbonate 
carbonation product), a total of 8% of residual 
Unhydrated cement, and a total of 24% of pore , 
space. No attempt was made to define the relative 
proportions of the different C-S-H gel types. 
However, weight percentages in the saturated 
state, and volume and weight percentages in the 
dried condition were also estimated. The unex
pectedly high content of AFm phase and the 
apparent absence of AFt product was not com
mented on.

The hydration processes, even if carried to com
pletion, do not completely efface all traces of the 
original cement grains. As indicated by Taylor and 
Newbury (26) the original outlines of the chnker 
grains are substantially preserved and can be 
traced by Mg and Fe x-ray imaging.

Besides being the major component of the hydrated 
cement paste system, C-S-H gel is notorious for 
the variability of its morphological development. 
Approximately 10 years ago the present writer (27) 
proposed a rough classification of C-S-H gel par
ticles observable in portland cement pastes into 
four morphological types. This classification seems 
to have held up reasonably well. Illustrations ot 
Type I (acicular or lath-shaped), Type II (reticu
lated or honeycomb) and Type III (small disks or 
spheres) structures are common in current htera- 
ture and are too numerous to cite individually. 
Various authors have also identified local regions 
of very dense "inner product" CSH as correspond
ing to the Type IV hydration product. This is 
more commonly seen when using specimen prepara
tion techniques other than simple fracturing.

Illustrations of the several types are provided 
below. These are taken at relatively low magnifica
tions to attempt to preserve an impression of the 
cement grain context in which they develop.

Fig. 3. Type I C-S-H gel particles growing 
' radially around cement grains.



Fig. 4. Type II C-S-H gel network; note the 
submicron size of the mesh, and the hol
low hydration shell (early hydration).

Fig. 5. Fine textured, almost featureless Type III 
C-S-H gel (late hydration).

Fig. 6. An "inner" hydration product cement 
grain residue showing dense Type IV 
morphology.

One of the peculiarities of portland cement paste is 
the degree to which the microstructure developed 
varies with relative amount of water-filled space in 
which the hydration processes take place, and also 
with chemical components that may dissolved in the 
water. The four C-S-H gel morphological types 
described by the present writer were meant to 
categorize the hydration product on conventional 
cement paste, and are certainly not the only mor
phologies that can be produced. This was illus
trated profusely by Odler and Lin (28) who 
hydrated polished clinker surfaces in a various 

free solution exposures, and produced a variety of 
well developed morphological types not usually seen 
in cement pastes.

A somewhat different classification of C-S-H gel 
morphological types, especially formulated to 
describe the sequential development of microstruc
tural features in the early stages of C3S (rather 
than cement) hydration, has been developed by 
Jennings et al. (29). The later stages described 
in this scheme correspond in substance, although 
not in nomenclature, to three of the four C-S-H 
gel types described by the present writer. Type 
III C-S-H gel was not observed in these studies.

The C-S-H gel types defined by the present writer 
were meant as shorthand descriptions of C-S-H gel 
morphologies as seen in scanning (or transmission) 
electron microscopy. These techniques ordinarily 
require that the cement pastes observed be pre
dried and evacuated before observations can be 
made. It has been suggested that Type I or 
fibrous particles, especially those produced in the 
earliest stages of hydration, may to some degree 
be artifacts of drying. These are said to be pro
duced from preexisting colloidal or gelatinous 
crumpled films or foils which roll up or otherwise 
assume a fibrous morphology. Evidences for this 
point of view in the form of high-voltage transmis
sion electron microscope pictures of wet C3S pastes 
were published by Jennings et al. (18) and 
subsequently for both C3S and CoS pastes by 
Scrivener (4). The concept has been reviewed 
and restated by Jennings (29) in a recent review 
of cement microstructure development.

In these works as published, it is not exactly 
clear whether the authors ascribed such genesis to 
all Type I particles in hydrating C3S pastes or 
only to those formed in the earliest stages of 
hydration. Jennings (30) indicated that the latter 
was the case in his experience; he considered that 
most of the Type I material formed in hydrated 
C3S and in cement paste was not due to changes 
induced on drying, but preexisted as such in the 
undried pastes.

LachowSki and Diamond (31) made a study of frag
ments of cement pastes ground and examined in an 
analytical electron microscope and in an SEM. 
Composition was determined on appropriate very 
thin spots on the fragments, each of which was 
subsequently mounted for SEM work. It was 
hoped that information might be obtained on pos
sible differences in composition between particles 
of C-S-H gel showing the different characteristic 
morphological types, but unfortunately, all of the 
C-S-H gel particles obtained for study were classi
fiable as Type III C-S-H gel. The compositional 
parameters still showed considerable variation, 
even from thin spot to thin spot on the same par
ticle.

The work did provide an opportunity to image 
characteristic Type III gel at high resolution, and 
Diamond and Lachowski published several of such 
micrographs taken at up to 80,000x (32). Little 
additional detail could be gained, but it was clear 
that this gel consists of rounded nodules of the 
order of 0.2 pm, fused together to make up more 
massive particles.

C-S-H gel is not the only component in cement



paste with a variable morphology. A considerable 
variation in morphology of calcium hydroxide is 
also present, although it has not been formally 
divided into classes and thus not always appreci
ated. Thin amorphous-appearing films that are 
flat or sometimes curved in complex fashions, thin 
linings of pores and coatings developed on foreign 
substances included within pastes, thin plates 
without specific recognizable interplanar angles, 
thin but clearly hexagonal plates, thick plates, 
massive layered structures incorporating CSH gel 
and other particles, and oriented multi-particulate 
deposits of several different morphologies have 
been seen by various investigators in cement 
pastes. This point has been recently emphasized 
by Shpynova et al.(33), who studied the range of 
variation of calcium hydroxide morphologies derived 
from CaO hydration under various conditions.

A few of these types are illustrated in Fig. 7 
below, taken from the water-rich region of a 
four day old w:c 0.5 paste cast against a glass 
substrate. A thin film is visible to the right of 
"A", and thin hexagonal platy crystals ("B") and 
a large, euhedral hexagonal crystal ("C") are also 
visible. Micrographs showing other well-formed 
calcium hydroxide morphologies, developed espe
cially near interfaces, will be presented later.

Fig. 7. Ulustration of several Ca(OH)2 
morphologies

Much more representative of the usual status of 
most of the calcium hydroxide in mature pastes are 
the micrographs of Figs. 8 and 9 below. A 
"mature" paste microstructure is characterized by 
an intimate intermingling of layered deposits of 
calcium hydroxide and Type III C-S-H gel; indeed 
many instances of the layered calcium hydroxide 
crystals growing around and encapsulating pockets 
of gel (and other paste components) have been , 
observed. The usual presentation of the layers in 
fractured pastes is approximately normal to the 
fracture surface, as in Fig. 8, but occasional 
fractures run along the layers, as seen in Fig. 9.

Of great interest is the demonstration by Groves 
(34) using ТЕМ of ion-beam thinned specimens of 
low water:cement ratio cement pastes that 
embedded in the dense Type HI C-S-H gel struc
ture are very small microcrystalline clusters of 
calcium hydroxide, only about 100 A thick and 
stacked normal to the local c-axis direction but in 
a two-dimensionally random array. Such very 
smaU stacks are not generally observed using SEM,

Fig. 8. Typical intermingling of layered calcium 
hydroxide with Type HI C-S-H gel.

Fig. 9. Exposure of calcium hydroxide along the 
layer, showing the intermingling.

The interspersion of calcium hydroxide in much 
larger crystals with C-S-H gel on a much coarser 
scale was a feature in the investigation of 
Marchese (35); this author examined fracture sur
faces of old, but higher water content cement 
pastes using EDXRA and paired examination of 
each matching side of the fracture surfaces pro
duced.

Calcium aluminate hydration products, while quan
titatively less important and geometrically less 
complex, may be important features in the develop
ment of microstructure in certain types of cement 
pastes, notably expansive cement; and of course 
are of major concern in sulfate attack and perhaps 
in other secondary degradation processes.

Ettringite-type (AFt) crystals are usually elon
gated particles, sometimes roughly circular in 
cross section, sometimes bounded by plane sur
faces. Hollow or partly hollow particles have been 
observed. Ettringite particles show some variation 
in size and may show considerable variation in 
aspect ratio, short, stubby rods being reported to 
occur under some conditions. Monosulfate-type 
(AFm) crystals are almost invariably small thin 
hexagonal plates, found in local clusters of rela
tively few particles, with a characteristic edge-to- 
face contact between adjacent plates.

Fig. 10 provides some indication of the morpholo-- 
gies of these phases, although the figure itself 
was taken from a paste composed entirely of high
calcium fly ash and water, rather than a cement 
paste. The spheres are obviously fly ash par
ticles, the rods are ettringite, and the thin plate 
("A") is an AFm phase.

17Я



Fig. 10. Morphologies of AFt and AFm phases 
developed in a fly ash paste.

The development of C3A and C4AF products inde
pendently with and without sulfate, and in cement 
pastes were studied using a wet cell in a HVEM by 
Scrivener and Pratt (36); the importance of the 
solution sulfate concentration at the time of 
hydration in determining the product morphology 
was stressed. Of possibly greater importance were 
the observations of the influence of the presence 
of C3A in the development of hollow shell hydra
tion grains, as discussed subsequently.

Ettringite is of course much more important as a 
microstructural element in expansive cement than 
in conventional portland cement systems. Ogawa 
and Roy (37) studied the formation and morphology 
of ettringite produced in pastes whose main compo
nent was the type К expansive compound, C4A3S; 
early ettringite seemed to occur as small irregular 
particles; later deposition occurred as a radial 
zone of elongated crystals around the hydrating 
grains, with expansion said to commence when 
these zones intersected each other.

All of these microstructural units exist in and are 
characteristic of cement paste in concrete that has 
been hydrated under ambient conditions. As is 
well known, high temperature curing and especially 
autoclaving, can result in substantial changes in 
the compositions and microstructures of the prod
ucts formed. Autoclaving, especially, generates 
an entirely different class of hydration product, 
comprising well crystallized calcium silicate 
hydrates and other compounds. The details of 
microstructures developed under these conditions 
are not considered further in this review.

UTRASTRUCTURE OF CEMENT PASTE STRUC
TURAL ELEMENTS

The crystal structures of calcium hydroxide, 
ettringite, and calcium monosulfate hydrate compo
nents of cement paste are well established, and 
while the latter two are subject to significant 
atomic substitution, there is little fundamental 
uncertainty as to their structure on a scale below 
that visible in conventional scanning or transmis
sion electron microscopy.

This is of course not true for C-S-H gel; the 
degree of crystallinity in this material is so poor 

that conventional structural analysis procedures 
are useless. Indeed, it is not at all clear whether 
the different C-S-H gel morphological types repre
sent materials with significant ultrastructural (or 
even compositional) differences, or whether they 
are different morphological forms of quite the same 
substance.

The chemistry, water content, and internal struc
tures of C-S-H gel particles have been reviewed 
intensively by Taylor in the 1980 Paris Congress
(1) along with similar treatments of the AFt and 
AFm phases. A more recent summary (38) was 
provided by this author as part of a series of 
instructional modules in cement science. The 
chemical composition of C-S-H gel particles is 
found to be variable, with mean Ca:Si ratio of 1.4 
to 1.6 in different mature cement pastes; individ
ual analyses may depart fairly widely from these 
mean values. Substantial, but variable amounts of 
aluminum, iron, and sulfate ions are also usually 
found. The ascertainable water content of the 
solid hydration product particles is significant, but 
varies with type of drying. As mentioned pre
viously, crystallinity is very badly expressed, 
with only two or three weak x-ray diffraction 
peaks discernable. The silicate anions are partly 
polymerized in the structure of the C-S-H gel, the 
degree of polymerization increasing with age.

Very recently, Taylor (39) has presented evidence 
for a proposed C-S-H gel ultrastructure consisting 
of disordered layers, most of which are structu
rally imperfect jennite and others structurally 
imperfect 1.4nm tobermorite.

In addition to the above characteristics and others 
enumerated by Taylor (38), it is well established 
by a variety of techniques that C-S-H gel particles 
possess a large interned surface. While the geome
trical details of the internal surface are not, in 
the present writer's opinion, adequately under
stood, Winslow (40) has recently shown that the 
fractal surface dimensions of cement pastes are 
very high (2.95 to 3.09 in his measurements), 
indicating a very rough and irregular arrangement 
of this internal surface structure.

In the absence of hard structural information, a 
number of so-called "models" of C-S-H gel based 
on inferences from measured properties have been 
proposed, illustrated repeatedly in review publica
tions, and discussed frequently. The writer does 
not feel that any of these are sufficiently well 
based to be of serious consequence to the present 
microstructural treatment, and they will not be 
considered further.

ORIGIN AND ARRANGEMENT OF MICRO
STRUCTURES IN CEMENT PASTES

In this section the writer hopes to convey some 
picture of the microstructural patterns observed in 
cement paste, and an indication of the current 
state of efforts to understand its origin and 
development.

Cement paste arises as a result of hydration reac
tions taking place in cement mixed with a limited 
amount of water. Hydration reactions begin almost 
immediately, but ordinarily slow down though a 
period of only minor activity, during which mutual 
adjustments of the arrangements of cement grains 



and other particles can take place. A surge in 
rate of hydration is then ordinarily experienced, 
which is shortly followed by setting; the mobility 
of the system is then essentially lost.

The development of the hydration product struc
ture can conveniently be divided into three parts:
(1) the earliest stages of hydration in which the 
focus of activity is confined to the actual surfaces 
and near-surface mix water surrounding the indi
vidual cement grains; (2) a later stage, in which 
hydration products project into or are deposited 
within the solution-filled space between the cement 
grains, meet, and start to form a coherent skeletal 
structure which then stabilizes grain-to-grain 
arrangements and results in setting; and finally 
(3) the remainder of the hydration processes, 
during which the skeletal structure fills in with 
additional hydration product generated from within 
the original outlines of the cement grains. The 
first two stages occur during the first hours of 
hydration, with the third stage comprising most of 
the actual period of active hydration.

The details of the first stage are perhaps little 
influenced by the water:cement (w:c) ratio, but 
the morphology produced in the second and third 
stages are to a large extent dominated by this 
parameter. The same cement can produce dis
tinctly different microstructural assemblages 
depending on the amount of water-filled space 
available. The point was illustrated with respect 
to a "low porosity" cement by Diamond (41), and 
has been more recently re-expressed with respect 
to C3S paste by Abo-el-Enien (42). Even compac
tion of an already-mixed paste followed by vacuum 
removal of excess water squeezed out of the sys
tem was found by Bajza (43) to change the charac
ter of the hydration products that were 
subsequently deposited; after effective compaction 
little of the usual massive calcium hydroxide 
crystal deposition could be detected.

In discussing the initial hydration stages, the floc 
structure of fresh cement paste should not be 
ignored. As is well known, ordinary portland 
cement mixed with water, in the absence of super
plasticizers or special dispersants, invariably forms 
floc structures. Visible sedimentation of these 
flocs can be seen in diluted pastes; the counter
part of this in concrete is bleeding. The individ
ual flocs may range up to several hundred pm in 
size, and may be composed of many individual 
clinker particles. They involve relatively close 
contacts between some portions of the clinker 
grains, but contain substantial pocket of empty 
(water-filled) space; additional water filled spaces 
occur between adjacent flocs. On setting, these 
spaces become "capillary“ pores. In typical con
cretes batched at high water:cement ratios, these 
subdivide but remain incompletely filled despite 
long-continued hydration.

The nature of the surfaces of ground cement 
grains undoubtedly influences early hydration 
profoundly. Little is known about these surfaces. 
They would be expected to be comprised more or 
less randomly of patches C3S and C2S, with 
occasional narrower exposures of zones of the 
smaller interstitial C3A - ferrite assemblages, 
depending on how the specific clinker fractures 
in the grinding process. It is expected that many 
surfaces may be contaminated with smeared depo

sits of gypsum or hemihydrate because of the uni
versal interginding of this softer component. 
Dalgleish et al. (44) reported the existence of 
smeared surfaces on the particles of as-received 
cement of one type of the three examined, but not 
on another. They were not able to determine the 
nature of the smearing material. Gypsum is known 
to dissolve only slowly in mix water, and smeared 
surface deposits, if present, may remain for some 
hours.

The local availability of gypsum smeared onto some 
cement surfaces combined with surface exposure of 
at least local areas of interstitial C3A may account 
for recent observations that suggest that one of 
the earliest recognizable hydration responses is the 
formation of an amorphous or gelatinous film 
around some grains with a composition approaching 
that of AFt (45). Indeed, hollow sacs and hollow 
tubules of gelatinous material having such composi
tion have been observed to form by several 
authors, including Barnes et al. (46) and Pratt 
and Jennings (45). The "glutinous films" reported 
as the earliest products by Orr (47) may fall into 
this category, although no chemical information was 
provided by this author.

On the other hand, Dalgleish et al.(44) reported 
etch pitting on clean surfaces of a cement that did 
not have a smeared deposit as its earliest hydra
tion response, followed by subsequent development 
of deeper pitting and deposition of possible hydra
tion products on some areas; other areas remained 
smooth and seemingly unaffected in the same 
period. There is no indication, in this detailed 
description of the earhest hydration morphology, 
of any "glutinous film" formation, nor of crinkled 
films and foils that have been variously reported. 
This may be a consequence of the specimen prepa
ration procedure used, which involved freeze dry
ing.

After a few hours Dalgleish et al. reported that 
small regular individual particles of "calcium 
hydroxide and/or AFt" morphology appeared 
widespread over the surface of one cement, fol
lowed by generation of a fibrous deposit of C-S-H 
appearing to arise from a filmy layer on the sur
face. AFt products seemed more plentiful in the 
initial deposits around grains of the other two 
cements examined, but by four hours "all of the 
cements... showed particle surfaces entirely cov
ered by product.”

The next step in the sequence seems clear, and 
has been remarked as an important step in the 
hydration process since its first clear description 
by Hadley (48) as early as 1972. A micrograph 
taken from this work is provided as Fig. 11. It 
was evident from Hadley’s results that by 1 day 
many grains in near-aggregate surface zones 
investigated by him had formed thin (1 цт thick) 
shells, and that the enclosed clinker grains had 
subsequently dissolved away, leaving a large gap 
or in some cases a completely hollow shell.

In 1978 Barnes, Diamond and Dolch (49) concluded 
that hoHow shell grains occur in bulk paste as well 
as that formed in aggregate-influenced zones, and 
that such grains constituted the vast majority of 
grains so fractured that the interior was visible. 
The paper concluded with the implication that the 
formation of such grains was an intrinsic part of 



the normal cement hydration process that should 
not be overlooked in modelling the hydration pro
cess. The present writer is gratified that this is 
finally being recognized.

Fig. 11. Hydration shell and remnant grain (w:c 
0.5 paste cast on glass slide, 1 day). 
Fig. 13 from the thesis of Hadley, 1972 
(48).

Hadley originally considered the structure of the 
shell to consist of an inner layer of oriented and 
stacked platelets of calcium hydroxide deposited 
first on the cement grain, with an outer shell of 
C-S-H gel. He found AFt rods and platelets of 
AFm projecting inward from the shells into the 
empty space formerly occupied by cement grains, 
and occasionally rods projecting outward.

Subsequent work suggests that the shell struc
ture is less regular than Hadley supposed, and 
is principally C-S-H rather than calcium hydro
xide. However, the local composition and to some 
extent the local appearance at high magnification 
may vary from place to place around the perime
ter of a given shell. Many shells seem to be 
slightly incomplete, in that small holes or thin 
spots can be detected through which solutions can 
apparently diffuse easily.

In recent work, the formation of such shells start
ing around 12 hours after the beginning of hydra
tion was clearly described by Dalgleish et al.(44), 
with a micrograph taken at this time showing 
detachment of the shell from the hydrating cement 
core. The feature was even more prominent at 18 
hours, and a STEM micrograph of an ion-beam 
thinned specimen taken normal to the shell at this 
time showed an apparent thickness of approxi
mately 0.5 gm, and a gap of almost this extent.

Further details of such shells were provided 
recently by Pratt and Ghose (50), along with con
firmation of dieir status as intrinsic features of 
th. normal cement hydration process.

On further hydration it was proposed by Pratt and 
Ghose (50) that there is a progressive inward 
thickening of most shells, from an early thickness 
of the order of 1-2 pm at ca. 12 hours, to up to 5 
Itm at 4 days, and possibly exceeding 10 pm after 

7 days. This does not seem to have been the 
usual case in the writer’s experience and that of 
his colleagues.

For example, none of the shells rescorded in the 
original work of Hadley (29) much exceeded 2 pm 
in thickness, and the pastes examined were up to 
14 days old. In the Ph. D. thesis of Barnes (51) 
cement mortar specimens were examined after a 
14-day hydration period; residual, shell thicknesses 
observed in hollow shell grains (for example in his 
Figs. 266 and 267) did not appear to appreciably 
exceed 2 pm.

With the recognition that definite shells of hydra
tion product surround individual cement grains 
after a few hours of hydration, the subsequent 
processes of hydration and microstructural forma
tion can be subdivided; attention should be paid 
separately to what happens on further hydration 
within the shell, and what happens to the space 
between shells. Attention to the latter will be 
postponed.

It is evident that the shells, do not constitute 
impenetrable barriers to the outward flow of dis
solved clinker components, since as hydration 
proceeds the outside capillary space progressively 
fills up with freshly-deposited hydration product. 
Thus residual clinker cores necessarily get smaller 
as hydrations continues, and many disappear.

There seems to be some difference of opinion, 
however, on what else happens within the perime
ter of the shell.

It is worth restating at this point that according 
to Taylor and Newbury (26) the original bound
aries of the cement grains in old pastes can be 
established by electron probe microanalysis imaging 
of the distribution of Mg. Thus one can establish 
the inner boundary of the original shell as depo
sited around a given clinker grain.

Once the shell has been deposited, some cement 
grains empty out their contents quickly and 
become fully hollow. Other hydrating grains do 
not; instead hydration is accompanied by deposi
tion of dense hydration product just inside 
of, and contiguous with, the inside of the shell. 
Various workers report that in such grains the 
shell plus dense hydration product thus gets 
thicker as the core gets smaller, with only a small 
gap being observed between the augmented shell 
and the core.

According to Pratt and Ghose (50) this narrow gap 
as observed by conventional SEM procedures may 
be an artifact of drying. In any event, these 
authors have clearly depicted the formation of the 
dense inner deposit of hydration product within 
the shell. This interior hydration product is 
apparently C-S-H gel without visible particulate 
structure, presumably the Type IV gel.

Scrivener and Pratt (52) suggested that if the 
shell is tight, calcium hydroxide necessarily formed 
by the C3S hydration reaction will be dispersed in 
microcrystalline form through this dense inner CSH 
product. The hydration product in any case may 
not be homogeneous; zones of iron-rich material 
interpreted as relicts of interstitial material • ,
almost unmoved from their original locations within 



cement grains have been reported by Taylor 
and Newbury (26).

Some uncertainty exists in understanding why some 
clinker grains hydrate in the first mode, i.e. so 
as to form hollow shells, and others in the second, 
so as to form dense inner product. Scrivener (4, 
p. 155) suggested that it is only the smaller 
clinker grains that form completely hollow shells, 
with hollow grains larger than 5 p.m never being 
observed. The basis for the distinction is thus 
suggested as being the size of the individual 
grain; some subsequent authors have accepted this 
as a working criterion. This may not be correct. 
Hollow grains have been observed in. the writer's 
laboratory by Hadley (29) and by Barnes (51) in 
the 10 to 15 pjn size range, without any attempt to 
select or look for especially large hollow shells. 
Indeed, the stereo pair of a completely hollow shell 
grain published as Fig. 3 of (49) is about 12 рлп. 
in diameter.

A fairly revealing hollow shell micrograph taken 
from Barnes (51) is reproduced as Fig. 12 below. 
The paste had a w:c ratio of 0.65 and was 
hydrated 1 day. Energy-dispersive x-ray analysis 
of the residual core at Point 1 indicated that it 
was CgS (Ca:Si atom ratio 2.88). Point No. 2 on 
the smooth area of the shell yielded a Ca:Si of 
4.36, with some sulfur being detected (Ca:S 0.22) 
The shell at this point is thus mostly C-S-H gel 
with a little bit of Са(ОН)2-

Fig. 12. Partly hydrated hollow-shell grain (w:c 
0.65 cement paste, 1 day).

Instead of hollow-shell hydration being a mode 
restricted to small grains, our interpretation in the 
past has been that it is a function of local space 
external to the grains, i.e. local water:cement 
ratio. Hollow-shell grains were first located in 
connection with studies of the aggregate cement 
interfacial zones, where high local water contents 
are. common. In a small casual experiment carried 
out some years ago the writer found that pastes 
mixed at very high water contents, such as w:c 

"0.7, produced large numbers of hollow-sheU grains 
easily visible on fracture surfaces; in contrast 
pastes mixed at very low water contents were 
almost entirely unproductive of such observations.

If this concept is correct, the implication is that 

clinker grains hydrating in wet environments will 
tend to "leak" dissolved material which precipitates 
as hydration product in the external spaces if 
such spaces are plentiful; if they are scarce, i.e. 
the cement grains are closely packed, this becomes 
progressively more difficult, and precipitation 
of hydration product necessarily tends to ensue 
within the shells as inner product.

Fig. 13 below provides an illustration of hollow 
shell development in a very wet paste.

Fig. 13. W:C 0.70 cement paste, 1 day, showing 
three nearby hollow shell grains.

It is also possible that the effectiveness of the 
shells as a partial barrier may depend in part on 
the individual layout of the clinker compounds on 
the surfaces of each grain; for example, if the 
shall requires a film of calcium aluminate sulfate to 
deposit on, as seems possible, grains with little 
CgA exposure on the surface may not form a com
plete film and hence give rise to "leaky" shells.

It may be useful at this point to remark that the 
hollow shell mode of hydration apparently depends 
on the presence of calcium aluminates and gypsum, 
and is not found, for example, in CjS-water 
pastes. Classical studies of CgS hydration have 
thus been misleading indicators of what to expect 
with cement hydration.

It is now appropriate to return to consideration of 
that part of microstructure development that con
cerns deposition of hydration products in the 
"capillary" spaces between the clinker grains. 
This has been more easily followed in microstructu
ral studies, and generally more familiar.

The scenario is approximately as follows. Early 
C-S-H Type I fibers and ettringite rods are sup
plemented rapidly by calcium hydroxide deposition; 
reticulated (Type II) C-S-H zones appear, and 
adjacent shells start to become tied together. Thin 
calcium hydroxide plates grow and then thicken 
and the characteristic layered Са(ОН)^з morphol
ogy starts to be seen; deposition of fine-particle 
Type III C-S-H gel starts to overlay and obscure 
some of the earlier deposits; now-massive deposits 
of calcium hydroxide continue to grov, and start to 
intrude around and encapsulate local regions of 
C-S-H gel, and the particle outlines start to 
become more difficult to see, especially in low 
water:cement pastes.

The processes naturally vary in detail from place 
to place in a given paste, and the rate of deposi- 



lion of product is naturally conditioned by the 
cement used and by the local environment.

Illustrations by the writer of the mature product 
morphology have appeared in Refs. 6, 27, and 
various other places, and by many other authors 
in a variety of publications.

The extent to which the morphology attains matu
rity is frequently not uniform over the entire 
paste or concrete system. In consequence several 
different local morphologies may simultaneously 
persist. As indicated in (6), a generally dense 
paste marked by extensive infilling of Type III 
C-S-H gel and massive intergrown calcium hydro
xide deposits may often contain pockets of entirely 
different and "looser-textured" morphology. In 
these pockets individually discernable Type I 
particles and ettringite rods persist, patches of 
the Type II network structure remain, and visual 
space between particles makes their individual 
identifications easy. Broken hollow-shell (Hadley) 
grains may be seen in such pockets, and local 
clusters of thin AFm plates may occasionally be 
detected. Few of these features can be seen in 
the denser, more mature regions of the same 
paste.

This localization of the microstructural development 
pattern is perhaps a consequence of the restriction 
of movement of dissolved cement components before 
they precipitate as hydration products as emphas
ized by Taylor and Newbury (26); the generaliza
tion they arrived at was that "a substantial pro
portion of the precipitation occurs within distances 
below a few pm or even a few nm" from the star
ing site in a clinker grain.

PASTE MICROSTRUCTURE IN THE PRESENCE 
OF SUPPLEMENTARY CEMENTITIOUS COMPO
NENTS

Supplementary cementitious components or mineral 
admixtures include, but are not restricted to such 
substances as slag, silica fume, fly ash (pfa), and 
ground natural pozzolans incorporated in concrete 
either as factory blended cements or as materials 
batched separately into the concrete. These com
ponents by their mere physical presence naturally 
affect the development of paste microstructure; 
most also enter into chemical responses with the 
developing hydration product system.

As a general principle the writer considers that 
microstructure-forming processes respond to all 
aspects of the internal environment during hydra
tion. Many of these may be changed by the incor
poration of supplementary components.

A number of effects are possible, which may 
conveniently be grouped as follows:

(a) Physical effects accompanying the intro
duction of the particles of the supplementary 
component. These are mostly in the same size 
range as cement grains, except for silica fume. 
The typical particle size of most silica fumes is 
perhaps two orders of magnitude smaller than that 
of cement grains. The numbers of such particles 
added in any real application are thus immense 
compared to the number of cement grains, and so- 
called "filler effects" have been extensively 
discussed in the technical literature.

(b) Physicochemical effects are possible, 
especially manifesting themselves in modifications of 
the floc structure. As an iUustration, Helmuth 
(54) recently proposed that many fly ashes reduce 
water demand by a deflocculating effect resulting 
from their finest particles becoming adsorbed on or 
stuck to large cement grains.

(c) Chemical effects, which may take place 
directly or indirectly. For example, species such 
as alkali sulfates present as coatings on a few fly 
ashes dissolve quickly and greatly modify the 
alkalinity and sulfate content of the mix water and 
thus the pattern of early hydration (55). Acceler
ation of the early hydration of several cement 
components by seemingly "inert" low calcium fly 
ashes has been reported (56). Chemical effects 
may be indirect, in that they can involve reactions 
with hydration products rather than with the 
hydrating cement grains. An obvious examples is 
late stage "pozzolanic" reaction with previously 
deposited calcium hydroxide.

On a somewhat different level are effects pro
duced by chemical admixtures used, sometimes at a 
high dosage level, together with a supplementary 
.component. The obvious examples are the effects 
resulting from high dosages of superplasticizer in 
silica fume concrete or in certain high strength fly 
ash bearing concretes. It appears that certain 
combinations together produce major effects on the 
microstructure that would not be present if either 
were used independently.

Microstructural Effects Of Fly Ash Incorporation

Fly ash or pfa, unlike many other supplementary 
components, is a highly inhomogeneous material. 
It is composed of individual particles that are 
coHected, rather than being ground from a larger 
mass, and these particles are not alike. Rather, 
each particle is derived independently from an 
individual ground fragment of coal being carried 
on an air stream, isolated from its neighbors. Its 
composition, and thus to some extent its behavior 
in cement systems, may be different from its 
neighbor. This tends to make microscopic inter
pretations of the general effect of adding a given 
fly ash to cement rather difficult; different 
particles do different things.

Different fly ashes also vary considerably from one 
source to another, depending both on the coed 
being burned and the details of the power plant 
operating system.

A distinction is customarily made between low- 
calcium content fly ashes derived mostly from 
bituminous coals and high-calcium ashes from sub- 
bituminous and lignite coals. This is operationally 
(if not by definition) the distinction between the 
"Class F" and "Class C" pozzolans of ASTM C 
618. The microstructural implications of this 
dichotomy are not yet clear. Much work has been 
done over the years with low calcium fly ashes, 
but the effects of the high calcium fly ashes on 
cement paste microstructure have only recently 
begun to be documented.

The apparent physicochemical effect of some fly 
ashes on the floc structure of cement paste has 
already been mentioned.



With respect to what happens to the fly ash par
ticles themselves, a considerable body of informa
tion has developed. It appears that one of the 
first recognizable responses is the deposition of 
a thin duplex film of calcium hydroxide topped by 
a sparse layer of C-S-H gel on their surfaces. 
This seems morphologically and compositionally 
identical to the duplex film known to be character
istically deposited on other inert components 
(glass, aggregates, etc.) incorporated in cement 
paste or concrete.

Diamond et al (57) provided micrographs showing 
almost complete early coverage of fly ash particles 
by such films; similar coverage on some particles 
but not on others was reported by Chose and 
Pratt (58) and Pratt (50). An interesting paired 
ТЕМ and SEM view of such a structure was pro
vided recently by Blaschke (59) in his Fig. 12.

The next stage in the response seems to be a den- 
sification and modification of this early duplex film 
into a fairly tight and dense shell, apparently by 
continued deposition of both C-S-H gel and calcium 
hydroxide. The latter sometimes deposits in a 
particular "stacked plate" morphology. A clear 
illustration of this phenomenon is present in the 
micrographs of Haise et al. (60). The thin film 
covering the large fly ash sphere in their Fig. 4 
(taken at one day of hydration) is peeled back 
exposing the duplex film laterally; in Fig. 6, after 
7 days, the film has densified into a clearly- 
defined shell visible particularly clearly around the 
bright fly ash sphere in the upper part of the 
figure. Another clear illustration of shell forma
tion was provided in Fig. 7 of the paper by Mont
gomery et al (61).

Sometimes the original duplex film persists without 
appreciable densification into a shell; such lack of 
densification seems evident in the persistence of 
the duplex film appearance in Figs. 14 at 3 days, 
and 15 at 14 days in the pastes of Chose and Pratt 
(58).

Meanwhile, the usual processes of cement hydration 
occur on the cement grains, including the develop
ment of shells around them and the formation of 
Hadley grains, as seen for example in Fig. 9 of 
Chose and Pratt (58). An interpretation relating 
occurrences of these microstructural development 
in fly ash cement pastes with calorimetric 
responses was recently provided by Haise et al.
(62) .

Replacement of a significant proportion of cement 
with fly ash entails a practical risk that unless the 
fly ash itself contains a quickly available source of 
calcium sulfate, the gypsum balance in the system 
may be affected. This may influence both setting 
and the early hydration responses. It is possible 
to add gypsum along with the fly ash, and Huang
(63) has explored the microstructural and other 
consequences of so doing. He found evidences of 
earlier production of gel around fly ash spheres 
when gypsum was added, and a general appearance 
of enhanced pozzolanic reactions at intermediate 
ages.

Whether gypsum is added or not, sooner or later 
reaction commences on the glass-rich surfaces of 
some, but not all of the fly ash spheres; this is 
despite the fact that they are covered by a duplex 

film or a shell. The reaction is evidenced first by 
light etching, and as the etching progresses the 
outlines of crystals of mullite and quartz embedded 
within the fly ash glass start to become visible. 
The progressive development of this process of 
removal of glass and exposure of embedded 
unreactive crystals is very clearly illustrated in 
the micrographs constituting Fig. 7 of Haise et 
al.(60).

It should be mentioned that some fly ash spheres 
are of radically different composition than most. 
Many fly ashes contain some content of iron-rich 
spheres contain extensive embedded magnetite-type 
iron oxides and only a little glass. The glass may 
also be iron rich. Such glass reacts only very 
slowly, but eventually exposes crystals of 
embedded iron oxides quite different in appearance 
from the usual mullite or mullite and quartz crys
tals uncovered in the majority of spheres. Other 
iron-rich spheres seem not to react at all.

As cement hydration processes proceed and addi
tional hydration products are laid down, the for
merly isolated shells surrounding the fly ash 
spheres tend to become bound together in the 
developing interconnected structure of the densify
ing cement paste. Calcium hydroxide may be 
locally deposited, and sometimes is seen to partly 
surround and specifically encapsulate fly ash 
spheres within their shells. . A striking illustration 
of this was provided by Montgomery et al. (61) in 
their Fig. 4.

This tieing in of shells to the densifying cement 
paste skeletal structure seems to occur at the same 
time that progressive dissolution occurs from 
reactions at the fly ash surfaces within the shells. 
At least in some cases this leads to gaps develop
ing between the progressively reacting fly ash 
grain and its surrounding shell, seemingly analo
gous to gaps developing in hollow-shell hydration 
of cement grains. Pratt (56) reported that such 
hollow-shell development in fly ash grains seemed 
particularly prominent where fly ash spheres had 
been surrounded by massive layers of calcium 
hydroxide.

The presence of gaps is also evident in results of 
Jawed and Skalny (64) and Chanda and Bailey (65),

In a rather unusual study by Montgomery and Dia
mond (66), the propagation of cracks induced by 
mechanical loading was studied in the SEM for 
special pastes in which large fly ash cenospheres 
were prominent components. Despite the relatively 
thin walls of the hollow cenospheres, the advan
cing cracks almost inevitably went around them 
rather than thorough them. The paths were 
clearly between the cenospheres and the lime-rich 
shells that surrounded them. This may have been 
due to the existence of such gaps, which were 
evident once the crack had passed.

Away from the fly ash grains themselves, it 
appears that the general cement paste microstruc
ture that develops when fly ash particles are used 
is not rlissimilar to that of plain cement paste. 
However the partly-reacted (and occasional com
pletely "unreacted) fly ash particles are a promi
nent feature, particularly obvious because of their 
characteristic spherical shape.



It is generally appreciated that the presence of fly 
ash both limits the amount of calcium hydroxide 
that deposits in the early stages of hydration and 
subsequently results in removal of some of the 
previously deposited calcium hydroxide. The loca
tions and microstructural features of the removal 
process, that is, the pozzolanic reaction per se, 
have not to the writer's knowledge been adequately 
documented.

As mentioned previously, the specific effects of 
high calcium fly ashes on the microstructure of 
cement systems has received attention only 
recently, in part because they have only recently 
come into general use. A considerable body of 
information is now developing.

Grutzeck et al.(67) reported unusual shell forma
tions observed on incorporating high calcium fly 
ash with an oil-well cement hydrated at 38° C. The 
shells were dense, radially oriented bundles of 
C-S-H gel. It is not certain whether these and 
other observations would be reproduced using 
their fly ash with ordinary cement under a more 
conventional hydration regime.

Scheetz et al. (68) studied a number of unusual 
combinations of materials, including one that 
involved a high calcium fly ash, with a Class H 
oil-well cement in the joint presence of an expan
sive additive, NaCl, and a superplasticizer. Sev
eral unusual microstructural features were 
observed, including extensive development of 
ettringite both inside of and outside of the separ
ated outer shells around the fly ash spheres. 
Again the relevance of these features to conven
tional cement paste morphologies with high calcium 
fly ashes remains to be established.

Somewhat more conventional fly ash concretes con
taining high calcium fly ashes were studied by 
Baker and Laguros (69). They confirmed that 
duplex films deposit and are evident on fracture 
surfaces early in the hydration processes with 
high-calcium fly ashes as well as with low-calcium 
ashes. They found that after 7 days many 
smooth-surfaced spheres were observed to be pro
jecting upward from the general fracture surface, 
with corresponding empty sockets observable on 
the opposite fracture surface. This is presumably 
due to the development of a gap between the 
sphere and its shell, similar to those reported for 
low-calcium fly ash pastes.

Pistilli (70) provided a number of micrographs of 
the paste structure in concretes batched with a 
high content of high calcium fly ash with and 
without water reducer. While the focus of the 
Investigation was on the air-entrainment character
istics of the various mixes, enough detail can be 
seen in the micrographs to suggest that the micro
structure developed did not differ radically from 
that customarily seen with low-calcium ashes.

Very recently Mills (71) examined cement hydration 
products incorporating high-calcium fly ash and 
found results similar to those previously dis
cussed; that is, development of thin reaction shells 
around the fly ash spheres, opening up of a gap 
between these shells and the underlying spheres, 
and the eventual envelopment of some of the fly 
ash grains in calcium hydroxide. Mills called 
attention specifically to the very prominent early 

precipitation of ettringite near the fly ash par
ticles, and on a more general note, to the possible 
unbalancing of the C3A and gypsum characteristic 
of portland cements by uncontrolled addition of fly 
ash as a mineral admixture.

The papers cited above, and others, represent a 
response to the growing importance of the use of 
fly ash in concrete. However, many details remain 
to be unravelled. The writer was disappointed in 
the almost complete lack of study of microstructure 
among the reports presented at the just-concluded 
2nd International Conference on Fly Ash, Silica 
Fume, Slag, and Natural Pozzolans in Concrete in 
Madrid. Of the many papers on fly ash in con
crete, only that of Tenoutasse and Marion (72) on 
Belgian fly ashes, provided information on micro
structure.

In addition to their influences on the microstruc
tures of "bulk" cement pastes, fly ashes also 
influence the special microstructures developed at 
such critical locations as cement-aggregate interfa
cial zones. Consideration of these effects will be 
found in the section of this paper dealing with 
such special microstructures.

Microstructural Effects of Silica Fume

While the volume of concrete produced with silica 
fume is very much less than that produced with 
fly ash, the modification and potential improvement 
of properties is so great that silica fume concrete 
commands great international interest.

The microstructural effects to be expected depend 
on the relative amount of silica fume used with the 
cement, and piore importantly, with whether or not 
the silica fume is accompanied by an effective 
dosage of superplasticizer or water reducer. Such 
accompaniment produces a synergistic deflocculat
ing and dispersing effect, which results in fluidity 
at very low water contents, and which changes the 
structure of the resulting paste significantly.
In the absence of a dispersing agent, silica fume 
adds significantly to the cement water demand so 
that high water contents must be used, and a very 
different microstructure develops.

A number of workers have documented the dense 
final structure that develops when silica fume is 
used with effective superplasticizers, but only a 
little information is available on the early stages of 
cement hydration with silica fume under these 
conditions. Grutzeck et al.(73) investigated the 
response of silica fume itself to immersion in dilute 
(but saturated) solutions of calcium hydroxide. 
They found that some silica dissolves quickly and 
reprecipitates as a silica-rich gel layer on the 
surfaces of the remaining undissolved fume par
ticles, which then become agglomerated. With 
time, this layer of reprecipitated silica reacts 
further to produce C-S-H gel.

Subsequently Grutzeck et al. (74) studied early 
microstructural development in pastes made with 
Class F (oil well) cement and several varieties of 
silica fume or ferrosilicon dust. Agglomerations of 
remnant fume were identified after some weeks 
similar to the gel-bound fume agglomerations that 
had been described earlier (73), but not in all 
cases. C-S-H gel similar in appearance to Type 
III gel in ordinary cement pastes were observed 



growing on agglomerated spheres. Only a trace of 
calcium hydroxide was left unreacted in these 
cement pastes at 28 days; at higher temperatures 
of hydration no calcium hydroxide was seen even 
at 7 days.

The mature paste structure produced in low water 
content pastes batched with silica fume and super
plasticizers has been studied by a number of 
authors. Essentially the same picture is presented 
by all of these, including Aitcin et al. (75), 
Dingsoyr et al. (76), Marusin (77), Regourd (78, 
79), and Regourd et al. (80). Where more than a 
minor amount of silica fume is used, the paste 
microstructure developed is completely different 
from that of ordinary cement paste. The structure 
is variously described as "dense", "amorphous", 
"of high compacity", etc. The basic structure 
appears to be that of Type III C-S-H gel particles 
but packed into an unusually dense array, with 
only rare and isolated small gaps. Type I elon
gated and Type II network or reticulated C-S-H 
gel morphologies are never seen. Large masses of 
layered calcium hydroxide intergrowing around and 
encapsulating C-S-H gel, a prominent feature of 
ordinary mature cement paste, are rarely seen, 
although in systems with smaller amounts of silica 
fume x-ray diffraction usually indicates that some 
Ca(OH)2 persists. The boundaries between indi
vidual small Type III C-S-H gel particles are 
indistinct, as though the particles have partly 
fused, and in many systems a bright sheen seems 
to overly some or aU of the fracture surface. This 
could perhaps represent residual "silica gel" of the 
type described by Grutzeck et al. (73,74).

The microstructure may be affected by surpris
ingly small amounts of silica fume. Regourd et al. 
(81) investigated the microstructure of mortars 
with 30% of slag, fly ash, or pozzolanic component, 
and 5% silica fume incorporated as a supplementary 
admixture to improve the strengths and mechanical 
properties of these systems. Only slight changes 
in the microstructure were observed with the slag 
system, which was already dense; with pozzolans 
and fly ash, some densification of the structure 
was observed; with inert components such as 
quartz and crystalline slag, a considerable benefit 
was realized, and the paste structure was signifi
cantly densified.

In addition to the major effects of silica fume on 
"bulk" microstructure, significant effects are 
reported on the microstructure of the interfacial 
regions surrounding aggregates; these will be 
discussed later.

There is a tendency to ascribe the rather strong 
effects on bulk microstructure described above 
to a specific response induced by the silica fume, 
rather than to the combined effects of silica fume 
and the superplasticizer. This tendency is rein
forced by the results of studies like that of 
Marusin (82) which show negligible microstructural 
effects by superplasticizers alone. However, the 
writer is not sure that the structure induced, by 
the silica fume-superplasticizer combination is 
specifically attributable to the silica fume, or 
indeed is uniquely dependent on the presence of 
the fume.

For a number of years the writer and other inves
tigators have been examining the properties of 

gypsum free "low porosity" concretes, which are 
formulated at low water contents using conventional 
ground portland cement clinker without gypsum 
addition. Paste w:c ratios of around 0.20, and 
concrete w:c ratios of around 0.25 can be effec
tively batched in the resulting highly deflocculated 
system. The deflocculation (and control of set) 
are effected by a combination of admixtures, usu
ally including a lignosulfonate and an alkali 
carbonate or bicarbonate. These systems achieve 
strengths and technical properties similar to those 
obtained with silica fume-superplasticizer combina
tions but involve no necessary supplementary 
cementitious component; fly ash is sometimes used 
to improve rheology, but it is not necessary.

Investigations of the microstructure of mature 
paste in these systems have been carried out by 
Diamond and Gomez-Toledo (83), and more recently 
by Coleman (84), Skvara and Zbuzek (85,86), and 
Subba Rao et al.(87), among others. The charac
teristic microstructure developed in these systems 
on maturity is extremely similar to that reported 
for dense silica fume concretes; the same dense, 
apparently partly fused Type III C-S-H gel mor
phology, the same absence of layered calcium 
hydroxide masses, and as documented by Coleman
(84),  a similar sheen over at least some regions of 
the fracture surface examined.

In (83) it was shown that the same ground clin
ker-admixture combination that produces this dense 
microstructure when hydrated at low water con
tents, produced normal cement hydration product 
microstructures in the agglomerations developed on 
bottle hydration (w:c 10). The bottle hydration 
provides a large volume of available space to 
deposit hydration products; paste hydration at low 
water contents provides only a minimum of such 
space, and indeed hydration usually stops short of 
completion, for lack of space. These considerations 
suggest that the dense microstructure produced in 
low porosity concrete, so similar to that produced 
in silica fume-superplasticized concrete, might be a 
normal response to the restricted hydration. space 
conditions rather than to specific chemical features 
of the hydration system.

Very recently a new but related gypsum-free low 
porosity system consisting of ground clinker 
treated with polyphenol sulfonate and alkali carbo
nate was described by Skvara and Rybinova (88); 
this appears to develop the same type of dense 
microstructure as the previous systems described.

MICROSTRUCTURAL EFFECTS OF SLAG

Slag, more specifically ground granulated blast 
furnace slag, has been used for many years as a 
supplementary cementitious material with generally 
excellent results. The percentage of slag ordi
narily used is much higher than used for fly ash 
dr silica fume; a significant portion of the C-S-H 
gel generated in such concretes made with slag 
cement or separately-batched slag must be due to 
hydration of the slag component itself.

Regourd (89) provided some information on paste 
microstructure in her principal paper on the struc
ture and behavior of slag-portland cement hydrates 
at the Paris Congress. An early development of 
large amounts of ettringite, widely dispersed .and 
derived from the alumina in the slag was noted; 



phases. The C-S-H gel developed was described 
as compact, well-crystallized, and dense.

Recent microstructural studies of slag-containing 
systems include that of Tanaka et al. (90), a 
study by Marchese (91), and a previously- 
mentioned study by Regourd et al. (81).

Tanaka et al. (90) depicted the development of a 
skeleton hydrated layer rich in MgO on the sur
faces of the slag grains: at a later stage this layer 
converts to a denser "inner hydrated layer" which 
remained distinct from the bulk paste deposited by 
the cement.

The differing mature microstructures developed by 
plain portland cement and slag cement were com
pared by Marchese (91); the denser character of 
the slag-containing system was apparent.

Regourd et al. (81) studied a 30% slag system and 
a corresponding 25% slag - 5% silica fume system. 
At 28 days the slag system appeared to show a 
fairly dense microstructure, but some open voids 
and some zones could be seen of less dense C-S-H 
material in a pattern resembling Type II gel. 
Around residual slag grains a l-pm thick rim or 
zone consisting of very small "tangled thin plates" 
were observed, with an unremarked but extremely 
obvious gap of about the same thickness separated 
this from the residual slag particle. When silica 
fume was incorporated with the slag the rim zone 
was found to be denser and the general C-S-H gel 
appeared to be significantly denser as well.

In general it appears that slag cements do Indeed 
generate a significantly more compact paste micro
structure than do plain portland cements, but more 
porous local patches of what appears to be fine- 
textured Type II C-S-H gel may be found, as well 
as some other residual open space. The micro
structure is definitely less compact than that 
occurring in dense superplasticized silica fume or 
gypsum-free low porosity systems.

MICROSTRUCTURE OF SPECIAL "MDF" 
SYSTEMS

The microstructure of special ultrastrong MDF 
systems developed by Blrchall and associates and 
described in a number of publications, has been 
investigated by Groves (92) and by Sinclair and 
Groves (93). These systems are hardly cement 
pastes in the conventional sense. They are char
acterized by an extremely limited extent of hydra
tion,1 and by the fact that the hydration products 
are embedded in and entwined with a continuous 
polymer matrix. MDF pastes made with portland 
cement show no fibrous C-S-H gel products, and 
the calcium hydroxide generated is microcrystal
line; those made with calcium aluminate cement 
generate an amorphous hydration product said to 
have a CaOzA^Oß ratio of about 1.

MICROSTRUCTURE IN SPECIAL ZONES

Without doubt the most important special zone of 
cement paste microstructure is that of the zone 
near the, surface of contact with aggregates and 
sand grains in concrete. The influence of this 
zone on the behavior of concrete is considerable, 
and significant work has been done toward defin
ing it and describing its characteristics. Other 

special zones of importance include the region 
around included steel (fibers, strands, or rein
forcement) in concrete, and the special local zone 
developed within and around glass fiber strands in 
glass fiber reinforced concretes.

THE AGGREGATE INTERFACIAL REGION AND 
THE "AUREOLE DE TRANSITION"

The concept that the cement paste developed 
around coarse aggregate pieces in concrete is 
somewhat different in structure than bulk cement 
paste has been held for many years. Early work 
defined the transition zone, or as viewed in two 
dimensions on a section, the "aureole de transi
tion", as a region extending radially outward from 
the aggregate surface and gradually merging into 
the bulk paste microstructure over a distance of 
perhaps 50 pm.

The prevalence of calcium hydroxide in this 
region was observed many years ago. Maso and 
his associates at Toulouse early established by 
x-ray diffraction that the apparent amount of ■ 
calcium hydroxide and its degree of preferred 
orientation (with c-axis normal to the surface) 
diminishes with distance from the aggregate sur
face. The thickness of the zone through which 
calcium hydroxide preferred orientation can be 
measured is customarily taken as the size of the 
aureole de transition and the limit of the region of 
paste affected by the aggregate.

However, detailed studies have shown that the 
special microstructure developed in paste within 
the affected zone is complex (and variable). . 
Differences between the microstructure of such 
zones and "bulk" cement paste microstructure are 
more extensive and profound than simply the pres
ence of extra, weU oriented calcium hydroxide in 
the former.

Pertinent developments in this area prior to 1980 
were appropriately reviewed in the Paris Congress 
principal paper by Maso (94). Another review to 
1980 was provided by Struble et al. (95). 
Subsequently a considerable body of work was 
reported at the Colloque International "Liaisons 
Pates de Ciment Materiaux Associes" held at Tou
louse in 1982. A spate of recent papers and the 
previously mentioned thesis of Monteiro (5) have 
been produced since then.

Early work at Purdue University included theses 
by Hadley (49) and Barnes (51). This work and 
its extensions, taken together with the steady 
progress of developments by members of the Tou
louse group and others, provide a reasonably con
sistent and well-documented picture of the details 
of the processes of microstructural development 
near an aggregate interface for conventional floc
culated fresh cement paste. The following summa
rizes the present writer's understanding of the 
general effects encountered.

(1) Fresh cement paste is ordinarily floccu
lated, and consists of multi-particle flocs that are 
often up to several hundred pm in extent and 
roughly spherical in shape. The flocs, held 
together by VanderWaals1 (dispersion) forces at 
points of close contact between adjacent clinker 
grains, are strong enough to resist dispersion by 



mechanical agitation while concrete is mixed, and 
to some extent to resist changes in shape on con
solidation. In consequence, cement grains pack 
against aggregate surfaces poorly, leaving exten
sive areas of high local water content both between 
grains within floes, and between adjacent flocs.

(2) As a result of early calcium hydroxide 
supersaturation in the mix water, there is a ten
dency to rapidly precipitate a layer of calcium 
hydroxide, ca. 0.5 цш thick, on aggregate sur
faces exposed to the mix water; this layer is in 
the form of a film that is crystalline to x-ray 
diffraction but without visible crystalline bound
aries along its surface.

(3) Due perhaps to poisoning by dissolved 
silica, this film does not increase in thickness 
appreciably with time. Instead a thin single layer 
of short fibrous C-S-H gel in open parallel array 
develops on its paste-facing surface, with the 
fibers extending roughly normal to the film. The 
thickness of the combined or "duplex" film so 
created is usually no more than 1 pm. The C-S-H 
layer may densify somewhat with time with the 
individual fibers becoming more closely spaced, or 
the fibers may join at apices to create a layer with 
a morphology approaching that of network (Type 
Щ C-S-H gel.

(4) The film may not form over all areas of 
aggregate surface in contact with the fresh paste; 
the proportion of areas covered with pastes of 
lowered calcium hydroxide producing capacity, e. 
g. slag cements, may be significantly reduced.

(5) Depending on age, nature of the aggre
gate, and circumstances of fracture, if fracture 
takes place at or near the original interface the 
film may be mostly retained by the aggregate or it 
may remain mostly bonded to the paste side. Even 
if it follows the latter mode, its adhesion to the 
aggregate may be sufficiently strong that it may 
carry some of the aggregate with it.

(6) This duplex film has been seen to deposit 
on aggregates of a variety of compositions, on 
silica glass, on alkali-resistant glass fibers,
on steel, on polytetrafluoroethylene ("Teflon") , 
plastic, etc. Thus its deposition is not a , 
consequence of any reaction with a particular kind 
of surface, but rather is the normal result of 
nucleation on any surface in contact with a super
saturated liquid.

(7) This thin duplex film is not the '^aureole 
de transition" or the interfacial zone, which , 
typically is 40 or 50 pm thick; rather it consti
tutes only the thin boundary element in closest 
contact with actual aggregate surface.

(8) On the cement paste side of the duplex 
film is the volume of space of high local water 
content described previously. The relatively 
sparsely packed cement grains in the flocs in this 
volume of space hydrate so as to produce large 
populations of hollow shell grains; thus most of the 
hydration products deposit in the water-filled 
space between the shells rather than within the 
shells.

(9) After a day or two have elapsed, a new 
thin secondary layer of calcium hydroxide, typi

cally about 3 pe thick, develops immediately under 
the duplex film, that is, oo the paste side. This is 
seen as a layer of thin, closely stacked calcium 
hydroxide crystals in parallel array, with their 
faces oriented at an acute angle with the duplex 
film. This layer is usually incomplete, but it 
serves as something of an intermediate layer 
between the very thin duplex film and the sparsely 
populated region below.

(10) Larger, individual, euhedral tabular
shaped crystals of calcium hydroxide may also 
develop at about the same time below this second
ary layer, and many of these crystals may be 
oriented so that the c-axis is parallel, rather than 
normal to the surface.

(11) Despite the fact that the clinker grains in 
the sparsely-populated zone below the secondary 
calcium hydroxide layer are depositing their 
hydration product largely into the empty spaces 
between the shells, the local volume of such space 
is so great that much of it remains empty even 
after nearly all of the cement hydration has 
taken place. This sparsely-occupied space 
subsequently "attracts" further deposits of calcium 
hydroxide in various forms, and of ettringite. 
The process of accumulating these later deposits 
extends over a period of weeks rather than days. 
The mass of calcium hydroxide accumulated seems 
far greater than the mass of ettringite, which is 
only occasionally encountered.

(12) These late calcium hydroxide deposits 
often appear as arrays of layered crystals, tens of 
pm long, and quite thick. They surround and 
encompass previously deposited hydration prod
ucts. They may extend fairly deep into the paste, 
and only gradually give way to the usual C-S-H 
gel - Ca(OH)2 bulk paste microstructure.

(13) These late calcium hydroxide deposits are 
not rigorously oriented with their c-axis normal to 
the interface. Arrays of large crystals locally 
parallel to each other are usually seen, but they 
vary in orientation with respect to the surface, 
some even having their c-axis parallel to rather 
than normal to the surface.

There is seeming conflict between the statements 
above and the usual picture, based on x-ray dif
fraction, of preferential calcium hydroxide orienta
tion with c-axis normal to the surface. This 
apparent conflict is resolvable by attention to 
x-ray diffraction theory. The SEM results show 
the presence of increased numbers of large calcium 
hydroxide crystals near the interface, occurring 
locally parallel to each other but at varying 
orientations. Only those crystals which happen to 
be oriented with c-axis normal to the surface of a 
specimen (assumed parallel to the aggregate) can 
contribute to the enhanced basal x-ray diffraction 
peak; the others simply do not register. Thus 
while there are extra crystals oriented parallel to 
the aggregate surface, there are also extra crys
tals oriented in other by directions as well.

(14) Smaller interfacial zones of similar 
structure may be expected to surround smaller 
coarse aggregate pieces and sand grains. The 
mutual orientations of these zones to each other 
and to that of any large aggregate piece in the 
vicinity may be complex.



While some of the statements above reflect the 
current general consensus, others may be controv
ersial or poorly understood. It seems appropriate 
here to provide at least some visual indications of 
the basis for these generalizations.

Fig. 14 below, taken from the thesis of Barnes 
(51) shows the paste-facing surface of a duplex 
film formed when a cement paste specimen was cast 
against a glass microscope slide. The film 
remained attached to the glass slide on parting, 
and the view is looking down on the glass slide 
and its attached film. The sparse layer of short, 
fibrous C-S-H gel is immediately visible, and the 
underside of the film of calcium hydroxide may be 
seen in spots where the gel is particularly sparse.

Fig. 14. Duplex film, C-S-H side upward. Paste 
cast against glass at w:c 0.65, 1 day.

The paste side uncovered by removal of the duplex 
film is shown, also for a 1-day old w:c 0.65 paste, 
in Fig. 15 below. The calcium hydroxide side of a 
portion of the duplex film is visible as the gray 
area marked "1" in the upper left of the fig
ure. The exposed paste underneath is sparsely 
occupied by hydrating cement grains. Partly hol
low hydration shells are visible at "A and "B", 
and in various other places, and "C" seems to 
mark a very large and fully hollow shell.

Fig. 15. Poorly-populated zone of paste immedi
ately underneath a duplex film. (w:c 
0.65 paste, 1 day, cast against glass).

Fig. 16, taken of a w:c 0.5 paste hydrated for 4 
days, reflects the subsequent formation of the 

layer of secondary calcium hydroxide under the 
duplex film. The calcium hydroxide side of the 
duplex film is the uniform gray surface present 
over the upper and leftmost parts of the micro
graph. Where it has been stripped away the 
underlying structure of the paste is visible. The 
layer of secondary calcium hydroxide referred to 
previously is the bright region marked "A". The 
area marked "B" represents still sparcely-filled 
space at levels below the secondary calcium hydro
xide deposit, starting perhaps 2 or 3 pm below the 
surface.

Fig. 16. Detail of secondary calcium hydroxide - 
layer in paste cast against glass (w:c 0.5, 4 
days)

A better view of the secondary calcium hydroxide 
layer ("A") and of the extent of empty space in 
the paste below it ("B") can be seen in Fig. 17 
below.

Fig. 17. Another view of a paste immediately 
below the duplex film.

An idea of the eventual deposition of calcium 
hydroxide in this sparsely-filled zone, and indica
tions of the differing orientations of the calcium 
hydroxide that may develop are provided in Figs. 
18 and 19.

Variations in the general pattern described above 
may be expected depending on various factors 
including the specific characteristics (and possible 
chemical reactivity) of the aggregate itself, the 
water:cement ratio, the effects of Superplasticizers 
or superplastieizer-silica fume combinations in 
deflocculating the paste, the nature and amount of 
supplementary cementitious components or inert 
fillers used, and many others.



Fig. 18. W:C 0.5 paste cast against glass, 30 
days old.

Fig. 19. W:C 0.5 paste cast against glass, 30 
days old.

The study of the interfacial zone has involved a 
number of specialized techniques, including appli
cations of both x-ray diffraction and scanning 
electron microscopy. An exposition of the special 
x-ray diffraction technique developed at Toulouse 
was provided at the Paris Congress by Grandet 
and Ollivier (96) and a more general review of 
applicable techniques was provided by Carles- 
Gibergues et al. (97).

The sequence of events that constitute the steps 
taking place in the formation of the interfacial zone 
were reviewed by Ollivier and Grandet (98). Their 
synthesis is different in some details from that 
provided above by the present writer. The impor
tance of the influence of the early hydration 
reactions, especially the Ci A reactions that 
produce early deposition of ettringite, was 
stressed by them. They considered that there is 
a competition of sorts between radial ettringite 
growth around nuclei, and oriented calcium hydro
xide development in the near-aggregate region of 
the interfacial zone.

Subsequently Monteiro and Mehta (99) studied the 
variation of ettringite concentration with distance 

from a granite aggregate surface as a function of 
time. They found that early (1-day) ettringite 
deposition is pronounced in the region closest to 
the aggregate; the content appeared to reduce 
linearly with distance over a zone of about 100 pm, 
where its content became negligible. At later ages 
a substantial and uniform concentration developed 
in the region beyond about 35 pm from the aggre, 
gate, but the region closer to the aggregate conti
nued to be somewhat enriched with ettringite in 
comparison.

The influence of seepage of the mixing water in 
practical concrete on the development of the inter
facial zones around aggregate pieces was stressed 
by Hoshino and Tomabechi (100).

A number of recent studies have documented vari
ous departures and variations from the general 
pattern of the duplex film and the features of the 
interfacial zone as described above.

The special effects that may mark the interfacial 
zone developed with limestone aggregates are of 
major importance, in view of the widespread use of 
limestone aggregate in concrete. Early reports of 
stronger bond formation and local chemical reaction 
were summarized by Monteiro and Mehta (101). 
Some of these involve local formation of calcium 
carboaluminate at the interface; for example Gran
det and Ollivier (102) demonstrated such formation 
from previously-formed hemicarboaluminate in the 
zone adjacent to the aggregate surface, and corre
sponding etching of the aggregate.

Such reactions might readily disturb either pre
viously deposited interfacial features or modify 
those that would develop subsequently. This may 
provide an explanation for the failure of Struble 
and Mindess (103) to find any trace of the , 
expected duplex film between the paste and lime
stone aggregate that they investigated; rather, 
these authors found "a somewhat continuous layer, 
several microns thick, of apparently parallel , 
calcium hydroxide crystals at the interface." This 
is apparently the secondary calcium hydroxide 
layer pictured in Figs. 16 and 17 above.

As mentioned by these authors, both Langton and 
Roy (104), and Conjeaud et al (105) had pre
viously found duplex films at interfaces with 
limestone. Subsequently Monteiro and Mehta (106) 
clearly documented the early development of such 
films by cement pastes surrounding limestone , 
aggregate, although the films may have been dis
continuous and incomplete. Subsequent severe 
chemical etching of the underlying calcite was 
shown to take place, presumably destroying the 
duplex film in the process.

Monteiro and Mehta then duplicated these observa
tions using a C3S paste rather than a cement , 
paste; this led to their suggestion that the etching 
reaction is not due to carboaluminate formation, 
aluminum being absent in this case. Rather they 
tentatively attributed it to the formation of an 
unusual basic calcium carbonate with a variable 
composition approximating CaCO3--Ca(OH)2‘H2°- 1 
appears to the present writer that the duplex film 
might be the prime local source of the Ca(OH)2 for 
such a reaction, if it occurs.

A contribution toward the understanding of the 



geometry of interfacial zones in real concrete has 
been provided recently by Monteiro et al. (107). 
Following up the early indication by Barnes et al.
(108) that interfacial zone features do develop 
around sand grains, and the more recent measure
ments of Diamond et al. (8) which disclosed the 
likelihood that the interfacial zones of adjacent 
sand grains in concrete overlapped, these authors 
confirmed that sand grains as well as coarse 
aggregate pieces create interfacial zones around 
themselves. They indicated that the mutual inter
sections of zones around adjacent particles might 
interfere with the orientation of calcium hydroxide 
around any given grain. This might modify the 
measured size of the zone, if calcium hydroxide 
orientation is used as the measurement criterion 
for size.

Other recent studies of "normal" interfacial zone 
development and properties were reported by Zim- 
belman (109), Xie (110), and Skalny and Mindess
(111).

The properties of the zone naturally reflect the 
specific physico-chemical regime under which it 
develops. Massazza (112) demonstrated that on 
autoclaving at 180°C, quartz, feldspars, and sev
eral varieties of glass aggregate react with the 
cement paste and develop an interfacial structure 
dominated by l.lnm tobermorite laths; this interfa
cial zone is harder (and stronger) than the bulk 
autoclaved paste. In some systems the initial 
interfacial product is hydroxyellastadite, which 
then transforms to tobermorite. Limestone aggre
gates apparently do not develop such a zone.

Somewhat less drastic changes accompany the 
substitution of Type К expansive cement for ordi
nary portland cement, as reported by Monteiro and 
Mehta (113). The duplex film formed is disconti
nuous, and large tabular hexagonal crystals of 
calcium hydroxide with a nearly random orientation 
develop adjacent to it. A concentration of ettrin
gite near the actual interface was demonstrated, 
but the apparent amount of ettringite formed here 
seems somewhat less than might have been 
expected.

Changes are also expected to accompany replace
ment of some of the portland cement with supple
mentary cementitious components. Carles-Gib- 
ergues et al. (114) described various effects of 
different systems. Fly ash containing many plero- 
spheres absorbed enough mix water to lower 
fluidity of the paste near the aggregate surface 
and reduce the thickness of the measured aureole 
de transition; high calcium fly ashes, acting as 
plasticizers, increased fluidity and thus increased 
the thickness of the zone. Silica fume, used by 
itself, decreased fluidity and reduced the thick
ness. Somewhat surprisingly to the writer, but in 
accord with results obtained by Barnes (51), 
blends with slag behaved little differently than 
unmodified portland cements. Silica fume was 
found to cause progressive replacement, with time, 
of the calcium hydroxide in the interfadal zone 
with secondary C-S-H gel derived from the pozzo- 
mnic reaction; in consequence, the calcium 
hydroxide-rich layer was reduced to a narrow zone 
extending only a few цш from the aggregate.

Recently Huang and Feldman (115) indicated that 
with time, mortars containing silica fume showed an 

unexpected increase in mercury-intruded pore vol
ume attributed to pores of 100 to 1000 nm. The 
time involved was commensurate with the time over 
which the pozzolanic reaction might proceed. 
These authors attributed the increased pore space 
in this size range to space generated by consump
tion of some of the lime deposited in the interfacial 
zone, presumably to form C-S-H gel with a coarse 
("discontinuous") pore structure. Similar results 
were subsequently reported by Feldman (116).

The results cited above with respect to silica fume 
refer to systems of relatively high water content 
without the dispersive effect of the high dosage of 
superplasticizer ordinarily used in practice. In 
contrast to these modest effects, dispersed, super
plasticized silica fume systems develop an entirely 
variant local structure near the interface. As 
shown clearly by Aitcin et al. (75), Dingsoyr et 
al. (76), Regourd et al. (80), and others, in such 
systems, while there may have been a duplex film 
or a thin layer rich in calcium hydroxide at early 
ages, after appreciable hydration the paste is fully 
dense and tight right up to the true Interface, 
and neither calcium hydroxide, ettringite, nor 
empty space can be seen.

MICROSTRUCTURE OF PASTE ZONE SUR
ROUNDING STEEL AND OTHER METALS

Steel is incorporated in concrete as reinforcement, 
as prestressing cable, and occasionally as steel 
fibers. Galvanized steel (presenting a zinc sur
face to the concrete) and other metals are occa
sionally used in concrete for special purposes. The 
interfacial structures developed next to such 
surfaces are of interest both for their effects of 
bond and mechanical properties, and for their 
possible influences on corrosion behavior.

The microstructure of the interfacial zones formed 
around steel fibers was profusely illustrated by 
Bentur et al. (117) and shown to have features in 
common with zones around aggregate particles. The 
usual duplex film was found, but this was sur
rounded by a zone of 10 to 30 p.m thickness occu
pied by massive calcium hydroxide. This massive 
calcium hydroxide layer was not continuous paral
lel to the fiber, but was interrupted at intervals 
by more porous areas.

Beyond this massive calcium hydroxide layer, these 
authors found a highly porous layer of loose 
C-S-H deposits, through which induced cracks 
usually preferred to travel. The pattern of crack 
propagation induced in steel-fiber reinforced 
pastes was separately reported by Bentur et al. 
(118) and Bentur and Diamond (119), and shown 
to be in part a consequence of this microstructural 
development.

The interfacial zone around steel fibers in mortar 
was investigated by Sun et al. (120) using micro
hardness measurements. They concluded, in 
excellent agreement with the pattern described by 
Bentur et al. (117), that the thickness of the 
transition zone was approximately 40 pm, and that 
the weakest layer was about 25 to 35 pm from the 
steel surface.

Monteiro et al (121) investigated the reinforcing 
steel - cement paste interface from the corrosion 
point of view, in the presence of added chloride. 



Pastes with and without silica fume were compared, 
with the pastes examined being spontaneously 
parted from the steel by drying shrinkage. The 
duplex films were clearly evident, although these 
authors suggest that "the interfacial film consists 
of large CH crystals", rather a contradiction in 
terms. The silica fume appeared to make little 
visible difference in the microstructure, but 
apparently induced greater corrosion.

The formation of the transition zone developed 
around galvanized steel was studied by Arliguie 
and Grandet (122). A relatively thick chemically- 
perturbed zone was found to develop, with crys
talline calcium hydrozincate formed close to the 
zinc interface, a layer containing zinc hydroxide , 
further away, and a still further layer deficient in 
calcium hydroxide. The pattern is modified some
what if calcium chloride is present, due to the , 
prior formation of zinc hydroxychloride at the zinc 
surface (123).

Microstructural responses induced in pastes of C3A 
(124) and C3S (125) to incorporation of iron, 
copper, or zinc wires were studied by Tashiro and 
co-workers.

MICROSTRUCTURE WITHIN AND AROUND 
GLASS FIBER STRANDS IN GLASS FIBER 
REINFORCED CONCRETE SYSTEMS

Glass fiber reinforced concretes (or more properly, 
mortars) have been increasing used for special 
purposes, notably architectural panels and other , 
thin-sheet applications. A major limitation on their 
even wider use has been the reduction in ductility 
and strength accompanying exposure to wet condi
tions in service, despite use of alkali-resistant 
glass compositions. This special durability problem 
was the subject of a recent international symposium 
in Chicago (126).

It appears from results of Bentur (127), Bartos 
(128), and others, that while alkali attack on the 
glass may in fact take place to some degree over 
prolonged periods, the basic problem is micro- 
structuraUy related. Glass fibers are customarily 
provided in strands of about 200 individual 10 to 
12 pm-thick fibers, which are chopped to short 
lengths and incorporated in the cementitious prod
uct mix. The narrow spaces between the parallel 
fibers, typically no more than a pm or two in 
width, do not admit cement particles, but become 
sites for deposition of massive calcium hydroxide 
and sometimes C-S-H gel. Mills (129) has shown 
that calcium hydroxide seems to show a marked 
preference for deposition such fibers rather than 
on other available surfaces.

As a result of this deposition within the strands, 
individual fibers become tightly bound to each 
other and locked to the surrounding cement paste. 
This results in loss of strain capacity; the individ
ual fibers can no longer pull out independently, 
nor can they bend individually to accept off-axis 
stresses.

Fig. 20 depicts the empty space between the indi
vidual fibers in GFRC that has not become 
embrittled; Fig. 21, the appearance of typical 
calcium hydroxide deposits that surround the glass 
fibers after long exposure to wet conditions.

Fig. 20. View showing empty space between glass 
fibers in GFRC that has not been 
embrittled.

Fig. 21. Morphology of calcium hydroxide deposits 
surrounding glass fibers in weathered 
GFRC.

Bentur and Diamond (130) have studied the details 
of the response of the fibers in cement paste to a 
crack induced by compact tensile loading within 
the SEM. The details of the pullout and 
subsequent fracture of the fibers are clearly 
conditioned by the pre-existing microstructure of 
the region surrounding the strand and of the 
spaces within it.

A number of systems to reduce this effect have 
been proposed. Majumdar and Stucke (131) have 
reported details of the microstructural development 
in and around the strands when supersulfated 
cement is used instead of portland cement. Ettrin
gite deposited early in this system eventually 
carbonates, and the spaces become filled with 
deposits of gypsum and calcite.

Microstructural details of another system for 
improving the durability of GFRC developed by 
Bentur and Diamond (132) were recently 
described. This system involves direct incorpora
tion of a dispersed slurry of silica fume by wick- 
ing action into the inter-fiber spaces before the 
strands are included in the GFRC product. The 
prior presence of the silica fume appears to pre



vent the subsequent deposition of calcium hydro
xide in these spaces, and beneficially modifies the 
microstructure of the hydration products immedi
ately surrounding the strand.

The GFRC symposium proceedings also include 
microstructural characterizations by Kumar and 
Roy (133) of glass fiber strands incorporated in 
several blended cements and subsequently auto
claved, and a study by Cohen and Constantiner 
(134) of microstructural effects accompanying use 
of cements with additions of alkali sulfate and of 
silica fume to the matrix mixture.

CONCLUSION

It is evident from the great mass of information 
cited that significant progress has been made in 
understanding the development of the microstruc
ture of cement paste in concrete, including pastes 
incorporating fly ash, silica fume, and other 
supplementary components, and including the spe
cial microstructures developed near aggregate 
interfaces, around steel, and in other special 
zones. The application of such understanding for 
the production of stronger and more durable 
structures and concrete products offers a further 
challenge that is just beginning to be met. Per
haps by the time of the next Congress it may be 
appropriate to provide for a review on the applica
tions of microstructural knowledge to practice, 
rather than on microstructure per se.
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SIGNIFICANCE TO CONCRETE PERFORMANCE OF INTERFACES AND BOND: CHALLENGES OF THE FUTURE

SUMMARY: Interfacial regions and bond characteristics play an important role in all types 
of cementitious composites. In modern concrete, three types of interfaces must be 
considered: cement-aggregate, mortar-fiber, and mortar-reinforcing steel.
are important in determining no’t only the mechanical properties, but also, the durability o.. 
concrete. This contribution analyzes the significance of these complex interfaces to the 
performance of concrete. Present problems are summarized, future challenges and needs are 
discussed, and suggestions are put forward as to the methodologies and experimental 
approaches to be taken to permit a systematic alteration in interfacial behavior.

As regiöes interfaciais e as caracterlsticas da aderencia exercem urn papel importan 

te em todos os tipos de compostos cimentosos. No concreto moderno devem ser tonsiderados 1 

tres tipos de interfaces: cimento-agregado, argamassa-fibra, e argamassa-ago da armadura. Os 

tres tipos säo importantes na determinacäo näo so das propriedades mecänicas, mas tambem para 

a durabilidade do concreto. Esta contribuicäo analisa a Importänc.ia destas interfaces comple 

xas para a performance do concreto. Säo resumidos os problemas atuais, e se discutem os desa 

fios e necessidades futuros, sendo apresentadas sugestöes tais сото metodologias e melhoras 

experimentais a serem adotadas para permitir uma alteracäo sistematica no comportamento inter 

facial.



INTRODUCTION

Concrete may be modelled as consist
ing of aggregate particles dispersed in a 
matrix of hardened cement paste (hep). 
The performance of plain concrete must 
therefore be governed by the properties of 
the hep and of the aggregate, and by the 
nature of the interface between them. 
When fibers or steel reinforcement are 
used, the bond between the mortar phase 
and these reinforcing materials is also 
very important. There is ample evidence 
that the structure of the cement matrix in 
the vicinity of the aggregate surface, or 
in the vicinity of fibers or steel rein
forcement, is distinctly different from 
that in the bulk hep. However, the 
detailed structure of the interfacial zone 
is variable; it depends upon the nature of 
the cement, the type of aggregate, the 
presence of admixtures, the type of rein
forcement, curing conditions, and so on.

In general, the interfacial zone 
contains more calcium hydroxide (CH) than 
does the bulk hep. Moreover, the CH 
crystals in the interfacial zone are not 
randomly oriented; they exhibit a 
preferred orientation with regard to the 
surface of the aggregate or the reinforce
ment. The thickness of the interfacial 
zone, as determined by measurements of the 
orientation of CH crystals (1, 2) is about 
50-100 urn. It appears that only the first 
10-20 pm are significantly different in 
mechanical properties from the bulk hep. 
Nonetheless, in typical concrete mixes, 
the volume of hep constituting the inter
facial zone represents a significant 
fraction of the total volume of the cement 
matrix (3).

The relative importance of mechanical 
interlocking, van der Waals forces, 
epitaxial crystal growth phenomena, or 
other factors in contributing to the bond 
between hep and either aggregate particles 
or reinforcement is still unknown. It is 
generally accepted that the interfacial 
zone represents the "weak link" in cementi
tious systems, since it appears to be the 
region of highest porosity and lowest 
strength. However, there is at the 
present time no way of predicting how much 
improvement can be made in the overall 
performance of concrete through improve
ments in bonding. Indeed, in some cases 
an increase in bond strength may be 
detrimental to the behavior of concrete.

. In the past, a great deal of research 
has been directed towards improving the 
properties of hep, aggregates, and rein
forcing materials. Very little, however, 
has been done explicitly to try to alter 
the interfacial region itself. The 
purpose, of this paper is to attempt to 
analyze the significance of interfacial 
effects to the performance of concrete, in 
terms of strength, ductility, and 
durability. The focus will be on future 

challenges and needs, with emphasis on the 
approaches which might be taken to permit 
svstematic alterations to interfacial 
characteristics, and hence to the 
behavior of concrete.

THE NATURE OF THE INTERFACE

(a) Cement-Aggregate Interface. In the 
region of the cement-aggregate interface, 
there is a higher w/c ratio than in the 
bulk hep, due to bleeding effects and to 
the surface effects of the aggregate face.. 
This results in a region of higher 
porosity. There is also a higher concen
tration of CH at the interface than in the 
bulk hep. Some researchers have found 
that there is a "duplex film" at the 
interface: plates of CH oriented parallel 
to the aggregate surface, and backed by a 
layer of C-S-H (4-7). Others, however, 
have found little evidence for such a 
duplex layer; they have found only a 
localized increase in CH crystals, but 
with no preferred orientation (8, 9). 
Still others have found a definite layer 
of oriented CH crystals on the surface of 
the aggregate, but without the C-S-H 
backing (10).

(b) Cement-Steel Interface. The cement
steel interface is similar to the cement
aggregate interface, probably because it 
too has a higher w/c ratio than does the 
bulk hep. For instance, Bentur, Diamond 
and Mindess (11) have reported that the 
interfacial zone in well-hydrated systems 
consists of (Fig. 1):

i) a 1-2 pm thick duplex film in 
contact with the (fibrous) 
reinforcement;

ii) outside of this, a zone of 10-30 
pm thickness, largely occupied 
by relatively massive CH 
crystals, and

iii) outside of this, a highly porous 
layer parallel to the interface.

Other investigators have reported similar 
findings, though the same sort of 
differences in observations as reported 
above for the cement-aggregate interface 
exist in the literature. In addition, 
some investigators (12, 13) have also 
found ettringite in the open spaces around 
the interfaces.



Figure 1: Interfacial zone exposed on 
fracturing perpendicular to the 
fiber axis showing the CH layer 
(A), a porous layer backing this 
layer (B), and the bulk cement 
paste (C), from Ref. 11.

(c) Cement-Glass Fiber Interface. Here 
again, there is disagreement in the liter
ature as to whether there is a duplex film 
at the cement-glass interface. Some 
Investigations have reported a duplex film 
(14-16). On the other hand, Bentur (17) 
has reported that when the spacing between 
the filaments making up the fiber is large 
OlOum), there are large platy crystals of 

CH approximately perpendicular to the 
filament surface, along with clusters of 
C-S-H and occasional long needles of 
ettringite. When the spaces between fila
ments are small (<3pm) , little or no 
material penetrates into these spaces. 
The structure of the hep in the inter
facial region is in general very porous, 
again due to a higher w/c ratio.

(d) Nature of the Bond. In all of the 
cases discussed above, it remains 
uncertain as to whether the bond .is 
primarily due to mechanical interlocking, 
or whether there is some component of 
chemical bonding. While a few studies 
have suggested evidence of a chemical 
reaction between aggregates and hydrating 
cement paste (e.g., 18-21), it is not 
clear to what extent such reactions would 
contribute to bond strength. It would 
appear, based on the available evidence, 
that the major component of cement
aggregate bond strength is due to 

mechanical interlocking, perhaps assisted 
by epitaxial growth of some hydration 
products on aggregate surfaces.

The case of bonding between hep and 
steel is much clearer, as there is no 
evidence of any chemical reaction. The 
bond is entirely mechanical.

EFFECT OF BOND ON CONCRETE PROPERTIES

(a) Strength. The effect of cement
aggregate bond strength on the strength of 
concrete is not clear. Some investigators 
(22-24) report little or no relationship 
between bond strength and concrete 
strength. On the other hand, others do 
find such a relationship. For instance, 
Alexander and Taplin (25) reported a 
linear correlation between concrete 
strength and the hep and bond strengths, 
in which the coefficient for bond strength 
was one-half that for the hep strength. 
The equation has the form

у = bg + b1m1 + b2m2 

where у = modulus of rupture of concrete 

m^ = modulus of rupture of paste 

m2 = modulus of rupture of cement

aggregate bond

bg,b^,b2 = linear regression 

coefficients

(b) Ductility. It is generally observed 
that, as concrete strength (and therefore 
perhaps bond strength) increases, the 
brittleness of the concrete also 
increases. There is evidence of consider
able microcracking at the hep-aggregate 
interface during loading of concrete 
(e.g., 26, 27). It has been suggested 
(23, 24) that increasing the bond strength 
increases the stress level at which 
extensive microcracking begins, which 
might explain the increase in brittleness 
with higher strengths.

The only real way to bring about a 
significant increase in concrete 
"ductility" is to incorporate fibers into 
the mix. In the practical range of fiber 
reinforced concrete, the fibers fail by 
pull-out rather than by fracture. In this 
case, the fiber-matrix bond controls the 
apparent ductility. The pull-out of a 
straight fiber is shown in Fig. 2, showing 
some separation and apparent interlocking 
at the interface (28).



Figure 2: Pull-out of a straight fiber, 
showing some separation and 
apparent interlocking at the 
interface (28).

(c).  Durability. There is very little 
published work on the effect of the inter
facial region on concrete durability. 
There is no clear dependence of durability 
on bond strength, or on other interfacial 
properties. The aggregate-hep interface 
does not appear to play a major role in 
determining the permeability of concrete 
(29, 30), and hence probably does not play 
much of a role in determining concrete 
durability. Valenta (31, 32) , however, 
has reported some contrary findings.

CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE

In principle, a number of technigues 
might be employed to alter the hep- 
aggregate (or fiber, or reinforcing steel) 
bond:

i) Suitable cement-aggregate combina
tions, considering the chemi.stry 
of the aggregate and the chemis
try of the"cement, including the 
minor compounds.

ii) Surface treatment of the aggre
gate (or reinforcing materials).

iii) Use of chemical admixtures.

iv) Use of mineral admixtures such as 
silica fume, which combine with 
CH, or additives which control 
the crystal growth.

v) Choosing appropriate curing 
conditions.

vi) Changes in the geometry of rein
forcing materials to improve the 
pull-out resistance.

vii) Use of polymer impregnation.

It is fairly certain that these 
techniques, either singly or in conjunc
tion with each other, could indeed 
increase the bond strength between hep and 
other materials, and could bring about 
alterations in the chemistry and 
morphology of the interfacial region. The 
real questions are:

1. Under what circumstances do we want 
to improve the bond strength?

2. Are there cases in which improving 
the bond strength may be detrimental 
to concrete behavior?

3. Does the interface have any signifi
cant effect on durability?

(a) Benefits of Improving the Bond 
Strength. Increasing the hep- 

aggregate bond strength, for ordinary 
concrete, is likely to increase the 
strength and elastic modulus of the 
concrete, and to increase the stress level 
at which extensive microcracking begins to 
take place. However, there are real 
limitations to the effectiveness of this 
approach. First, concrete strength is 
only moderately dependent (if at all) upon 
the bond strength. Moreover, it is well 
known that in high strength concretes, 
cracks tend to propagate through, rather 
than around, aggregate particles. Fig. 3. 
Thus, for high strength concretes, 
improvements in bond strength alone are 
likely to be of little benefit.

Figure 3: (a) Crack propagating around 
aggregate particles in 
normal strength concrete.

(b) Crack propagating through 
aggregate particles in 
high strength concrete.



For reinforced concrete, improve
ments in bond strength are likely to be 
more beneficial. In order for a composite 
material such as reinforced concrete to be 
effective, there must be adequate bond 
between the concrete and the steel. 
However, while it may be possible to 
improve the bond strength by optimizing 
the pattern of ribs on deformed reinforc
ing bars, the potential improvements in 
concrete behavior are not great, since it 
appears to be relatively easy to provide 
sufficient bond for current design 
practice by using existing construction 
technology.

It is for fiber reinforced concrete 
(frc) that improvements in the matrix
fiber bond strength are likely to be most 
beneficial. Optimizing the geometry and 
stiffness of the fibers, combined with the 
use of appropriate admixtures and consoli
dation techniques, could significantly 
improve the bond. This should lead to the 
production of materials with both higher 
strengths and greater ductility. Even in 
this case, however, there is a limit on 
how much the bond should be improved. 
Fibers are more effective in terms of 
ductility of frc when they fail by pulling 
out of the matrix rather than by 
fracturing, and this must be considered 
when increases in bond strength are con
templated. The pull-out of two different 
types of deformed fibers is shown in Fig. 
4 (28).

(b) Possible Disadvantages of Improved 
Bond Strength. There are several 

cases in which improvements in bond 
strength could be detrimental to concrete 
behavior. In terms of the cement
aggregate bond,, an increase in bond 
strength could increase the elastic 
modulus. However, it is also likely to 
decrease the energy required for fracture,
i.e.,  it will make the concrete more 
brittle. For normal concrete, cracks tend 
to propagate along the cement-aggregate 
interfaces. This introduces a great deal 
of tortuosity to the crack path, thereby 
increasing the fracture energy. However, 
with improved bond, cracks will propagate 
more directly through the aggregate 
particles themselves, thus likely reducing 
the fracture toughness. In addition, 
since the elastic constants for hep and 
aggregate are quite different, improved 
bond might lead to more severe stress 
concentrations under load in the inter
facial region, again increasing the 
Possibility of brittle behavior.

With fibers, improvements in bond 
strength are most likely to he achieved by 
changing the geometry _f ehe fibers, 
tather than by the use of admixtures or 
chemical treatment. Again, improvements

Figure 4:(a) Pull-out of a hooked fiber, 
showing local matrix crush
ing and fiber-matrix 
debonding (28).

Figure 4: (b) Pull-out of a ribbed fiber, 
showing damage in the 
matrix (28).



in bond strength may be of limited value 
if they promote fracture of the fibers 
rather than pull-out.

For steel reinforcement, the matter 
is more complex. Bond strength may be the 
limiting factor in certain cases, such as 
beam-column connections under cyclic 
loading. However, improvements in bond 
strength will increase the likelihood of 
shear cracking, due to high localized 
stresses. There would also be an increase 
in the frequency of bond cracks perpendi
cular to the normal flexural cracks. 
Indeed, for reinforced concrete to "work" 
properly, there must be some slip between 
the steel and the concrete. Therefore, 
improvements in bond strength should be 
approached with caution. One recent 
example of this problem is the behavior 
of reinforced concrete under impact 
loading. It was found (33) that 
increasing the bond strength increased the 
probability that the steel reinforcing, 
bars themselves would fail under impact 
loading, leading - to catastrophic failure 
of the'beams. Failure of a smooth rein
forcing bar in a concrete beam under 
impact loading is shown in Fig. 5 (33).

Figure 5: Failure of a smooth steel 
reinforcing bar in a concrete 
beam subject to impact loading 
(33) .

(c) Effects of the Interfacial Region on 
Durability? As has been indicated 

above? there is no clear evidence that 
improving the interfacial region in 
concrete will improve durability. Dura
bility appears to be much more strongly a 
function of the aggregate and hep proper
ties. Improvements in the matrix will, as 

well as improving durability, in general 
also lead to improvements in the cement
aggregate or cement-steel bond, but the 
improvements in bond will be secondary 
effects not directly influencing the 
durability.

METHODS OF STUDYING INTERFACIAL PHENOMENA

We still do not really understand the 
fundamental mechanisms which control , 
interfacial phenomena, and until we do, it 
is difficult to imagine any systematic way 
in which to optimize the interfacial 
structure for different applications. In 
order to try and solve this basic problem, 
a much more comprehensive study of the 
interface will have to be underta.ken, 
employing a large number of different 
techniques, each of which might provide 
some clues. We believe that one of the 
avenues to increasing our capabilities for 
engineering microstructures is wider use 
of knowledge developed in other fields of 
materials science, primarily metallurgy 
and ceramics (e.g., 34, 35). Such know
ledge is generated by intelligent 
exploitation of basic chemical and 
physical principles.

Apart from measurements of the bond 
strength, and the standard mineralogical 
studies of the aggregate and chemical 
analysis of the cement, the following 
methods might be employed: ion beam 
etching, wet cell ТЕМ, radioactive tracer 
techniques, EDXA line scanning, ESCA, and 
SIMS. Since the interfacial phenomena 
seem to have a large influence on the 
crack path that develops during the 
fracture process, a fracture mechanics 
approach to describing failure in terms of 
fracture energies and surface energies 
should also be considered.

CONCLUSIONS

We would expect that a heightened 
interest, an increase in research 
activity, and the introduction of 
additional experimental methods would 
extend our knowledge of the cement
aggregate and cement—reinforcement inter
faces. In a very few cases, this might 
lead to marked increases in concrete 
quality. In most cases, however, we would 
expect, at best, only moderate increases 
in concrete quality. It would be useful, 
as one technique for matching the perfor
mance of concrete more closely to its 
structural requirements, to be able to 
modify the bond. However, the influence 
of the interfacial bond on concrete 
performance should not be over-emphasized. 
Particularly for high strength or high 
performance concretes, the available 
literature suggests that changing the 
interface could only bring about second- 
order modification in concrete behavior. 
For major changes, the cement paste, the 
aggregate, and the reinforcing materials 
themselves must be modified.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Strength of good concretes ranges between about 30 
and 40 N-mm"2 but these values can be doubled if ag - 
gregates and cement are carefully chosen, the w/c ra
tio is reduced (in case by using superplasticizersland 
a vigorous compaction is applied (1). In any case,the 
strength of concrete is much lower than that of its 
two components, cement paste and aggregate.

Cement pastes made with w/c ratios < 0.30, anhyway 
such that they guarantee a good workability, have com 
press!ve strength exceeding 100 N-mm"2 after 28 days' 
curing (2)(3)(4)(5)(6). In their turn good aggregates 
attain 200 N-mm~2 without any difficulty (7)(8).

Based on an unanimous acknowledgement, the lower 
concrete strength is attributed to the relative weak
ness of the paste-aggregate interface (9)(1O). In oth 
er words, the adhesion is lower than the cohesion of 
aggregates and paste. The same problem is found in pa 
ste-reinforcement and paste-fibre systems.

Several conferences, some of which are mentioned 
in the bibliographic references (11)(12)(13)(14), ha
ve been devoted to this specific subject which is ve
ry important from both the practical and theoretic al 
points of view.

2. AGGREGATE-CEMENT PASTE BOND

2.1 Chemical reactions at the interface

Chemical reactions can occur between aggregate and 
cement paste. Depending on the cases they can improve 
or worsen the bond between the two components.

Among the particularly studied positive reactions 
there are those involving CgA (or CA) present in the 
cement with the calcite present in calcareous aggrega 
te and the hydrolysis lime with the siliceous aggrega 
te quartz.

By examining polished marble samples covered with 
a portland cement paste (w/c = 0.5), it was observed 
that carboaluminate hydrate CgA-CaCOg-ПН2О forms in 
the interface area. The amount of this compound in 
the paste decreases quickly as the distance from the 
interface increases (fig. 1). Its formation is slow
ed down by low w/c ratios. Monocarboaluminate is not 
the product of a direct reaction but it is the result 
of the reaction between the aggregate calcite and the 
partially carbonated aluminate hydrate C4A'zC02'12H2O.

The cement paste creates in limestone some attack 
patterns that are already visible under the. optical 
microscope after one day. The attack intensity de - 
pends on the orientation of the calcite crystalsflS). 
A portlandite film having the crystals oriented with 
e-axis, perpendicular to the interface, forms on the 
marble polished surface Also the grains of
a calcareous monodimensional sand (d = 4-5 mm)' show 
the signs of a reaction with the portland cement CgA, 
which forms calcium monocarboaluminate CgA'CaCOg' 
■IBHjO (18). In filler cements, a hydrated zone of car 
oaluminate forms with time around the carbonate 

grains. This fact is accompanied by the disappearan
ce of 20-25% calcite. The reaction of CaCOg with alu
minates prevents ettringite from transforming into mo 
nosulphate (19).

1: Evolution of carboaluminate1 hydrate1 in the 
cement paste starting from, the1 interface 
(wk = O'.29i OS)

FIG.

In mixes 1:1 o-f portland cement and calcareous fij 
ler CgA-CaCOg-llHgO' can be found aTready after three 
days" hydration and the increase is appreciable after 
a week. Also in this case its formation occurs at the 
detriment of which forms quickly owing
to the reaction of CaCOg with aluminate hydrates. The 
mechanism of its formation is analogous to that due 
to the action of the atmospherfc carbon dioxide 05).

At room: temperature there is no evidence of the oc 
curence of chemical reactions between quartz and ce - 
rrent paste (20)(2TJ, however at 60°C the quartz surfa 
ce is attacked (21). If the hydration is performed: at 
8Cf°C with saturated vapour, the situation changes. In 
fact, by mixing the cement with seven different powde 
red materials (quartz, microcline, albite, anorthite, 
horneblende, augite and! olivine), it was observed.that 
the first four materials react progressively with the 
cement paste till ISO days, whereas the three others 
remain inactive (22).

The paste-siliceous aggregate reactions are enhanc 
ed if curing occurs under hydrothermal conditions.. 
Quartz, for example, reacts im autoclave at T90 ’C with 
the cement paste and forms at the interface a tobermo 
rite crystal layer that grows topocherniically- om the 
aggregate cry stalls (23). №. similar hydrothermal reac
tion also occurs with other crystalline w vttrous si 
licates, if the free reaction) energy- AG is negative 
(24). Nevertheless these reactions can be overlooked, 
if the investigation methods: are not sufficiently sc-



phisticated (25).

In the presence of calcium carbonate the monocal - 
cium aluminate hydration is considerably accelerated 
(26)(27). The thermal flow developed during the hydra 
tion reaction always appears with a single peak. This 
leads to think that carboaluminate and aluminate hy - 
drates form simultaneously, even though with diffe - 
rent kinetics depending on the nature and percentage 
of calcium carbonate, and temperature (28). Dolomite 
behaves like calcium carbonate whereas magnesite, as 
quartz, causes no reaction (28).

The presence of carboaluminate instead of hexago - 
nal calcium aluminate hydrates justifies the behaviour 
of aluminous cement mortars and concretes which, when 
they contain suitable amounts of calcareous filler, 
show no strength decrease related to the hexagonal a
luminate conversion to the cubic form. Conversely,the 
strength retrogradation is not hindered if the filler 
is siliceous, since silicates do not react with alumi 
nates (29).

When flexural breaking tests are performed on two 
concretes made with aluminous cement and containing an 
aluminous aggregate, with the same composition of ce
ment, and a siliceous aggregate respectively, the 
cracks follow different patterns. In fact, SEM obser
vations showed that in the former case cracks cross 
paste and aggregate indiscriminately and in the lat - 
ter they mainly spread at the paste-aggregate interfa
ce (30). Although it must be consider that SEM obser
vations demand the sample drying and this operati о n 
unavoidably causes the formation of microcracks, the 
differences between the two concretes lead to assume 
that a chemical bond forms between aluminous aggrega
te and cement paste. This conclusion is supported by 
that after 45 days the paste-aggregate interface can
not visibly be distinguished and only the X-ray image 
analysis enables the boundary of the two components 
to be distinguished (30).

A reaction generally considered as harmful is that 
occurring on the surface of some siliceous aggregates 
(opal chalcedony, glasses, a.s.o.) capable of react - 
ing with the alkalis in cement. It causes expansions, 
cracks in concrete and after all a decrease in the 
bond strength at the interface (31).

Tests performed by casting a mortar on polished sur 
faces of reactive aggregates showed that the interfa
ce bond decreases with time, as shown in fig. 2.

Reactions between aggregate and cement paste that 
led to important deteriorations in concretes were al
so noticed with aggregates other than those usually 
considered as dangerous, such as gneiss and mica - 
shists. Kaolinite and hydromica form at the interface 
in contact with the aggregate grains, whereas a gel 
composed of sodium calcium silicate is noticed in the 
paste side. Conversely, in a concrete made with ser - 
pentine, the cause of deterioration was related to 
the formation of brucite that resulted in a disconti
nuity between paste and aggregate (32). On the other 

hand, the dedolomitization phenomenon was observed in 
a concrete 30 years old but no sign of deterioration 
was noticed (32).

DURATION OF CURING (/DAYS )

MORTAR

FIG. 2: Change in bond strength of glass, opal 
and quartz over an eight month period 
(Curing conditions: 95-100% relative humi

dity and 23°C) (31)

It is not always possible to attribute with cer - 
tainty the strength decrease in the aggregate-cement 
paste bond to the alkali-aggregate reaction. For in - 
stance, at the interface between quartzite grains and 
mortar, the presence of dark spots due do the iron nn 
gration from the aggregate was observed. For this rea 
son it was impossible to abscribe the strength decrea 
se to the formation of alkaline calcium silicate hy - 
drate (typical product of the al kali-aggregate reac • 
tion), to that of iron hydroxide gel or to that of 
both (31). The alkali-aggregate reaction cannot result 
in the typical displays of the phenomen. For example, 
with natural sand formed of quartz diorites, only a 
decohesion of the bond between grains and cement pa - 
ste was observed. In this case it was noticed that 
the aggregate surface was covered with a film of reac 
tive opal produced by a slow natural weathering (33).

If the reactive material is highly subdivided, the 
alkali-aggregate reaction causes a disgregation о 
the siliceous particles but not a concrete expansion. 
Indeed, the reaction has positive effects since it re 
suits in the combination of free lime which forms dur 
ing the cement hydration. If the aggregate is reacti
ve towards cement but contains AI2O3, Fe203 and CaO, 
such as fly ashes and slags, compounds form which do 
not absorb water and therefore do not increase their 

volume (34).
The subject of the alkali-aggregate reaction has 

widely been developed in the latest years and a great 
deal of information about the matter can be found 1" 
the proceedings of the meetings devoted to this speci 
fic topic (35)(36)(37)(38)(39)(40).



2.2 Interface morphology

2.2.1 Port land cements

It is by now accepted that near the aggregate-ce - 
ment paste interface the cement paste has a structure 
different from the bulk paste, also in the absence of 
chemical reactions. This indicates that the process 
of the hydrate formation and crystallization is troubl_ 
ed in some way by the aggregate presence and, thereto 
re, the aggregate-matrix bond also depends on physi - 
cal factors. In the interface area there is an enrich 
ment in portlandite which forms, in contact with the 
aggregate, a thin film in its turn covered with a 
thin C-S-H layer one particle thick. This layer (du
plex film) is about 1 p.m thick (41)(42). However, 
this two-layered area only forms on unreactive aggre
gates, four different layers having been detected on 
the reactive ones (for ex. opal) (43).

Not all Authors observed the presence of this du - 
plex film (44), but there is a general agreement on 
that the portlandite crystals are preferably arranged 
with c-axis perpendicular to the interface (16) (41) 
(42). In any case it must be reminded that well de - 
fined hexagonal crystals are unusual at the interfa - 
ce (45).

The duplex film is followed by a very porous inter 
face zone, the "transition aura" (46) containing lar
ge differently oriented crystals, clusters of C-S-H 
and ettringite. This zone is about SO/z-m thick.

Portlandite present in this area shows two typolo
gies:

a) relatively large (10-30 pm) and well formed cry_ 
stals, with c-axis roughly parallel to the in - 
terface, developed in the wide spaces availa - 
Me at the beginning of hydration;

b) stacked plates which fill the residual pores, 
present in the aged pastes, and with c-axis 
roughly normal to the interface.

The preferential orientation of portlandite is de
termined in a sample called double specimen,shown in 
fig. 3 (20).

3: Determination of orientation index I and 
transition aura thickness do (20)

The aura thickness <50 is measured by the reflected 
light microscope, that is the thickness which remains 
adherent to the aggregate after separation, whereas 
the orientation index I is determined by X-ray dif - 
fraction analysis (26).

The orientation index I is obtained by the expres
sion:

! _ 1' <001) . 1° «ЮН J) 
1' (101) 1° (001)

where 1 (OOI) and <(101) are ttle intensities of the 
diffraction peaks of planes (001) and (101), measured 
on both the examined sample (i1) and a pulverized ce
ment paste (1°) having quite disordered crystals(17).

i°(001) , In the cement pastes—-------- = 0.74 and therefore 1) 
becomes (101)

I = 1 (OOH . т.35 2)
1 (101)

After the paste has been separated from the aggre
gate by bending rupture of the samples, successive la 
yers of the paste remained adherent to the aggregate 
are removed by abrasion and the i'(ooi)/i1(101) ratio 
is determined for each level.

The obtained results lead to determine the orienta 
tion index within the transition aura. The orienta - 
tion index I (fig. 4) (20) attains the highest values 
on the film adherent to the aggregate and decreasesas 
the distance a from the interface increases, as far 
as to become equal to 1 when ö0 — 40ju,m (orientation 
limit) (17).

FIG. 4: Index of orientation I vs. nature of aggre^ 
gate (20)

The thickness d0 of the transition aura does not 
practically change as the time varies, since it only 
depends on the thickness of the liquid film that ini
tially wetted the aggregate. On the contrary, the o
rientation index increased continuously at least till 
180„days, owing to the crystallization of additional 
portlandite (47).

The nature of the aggregate and the curing time do



not affect ö0 but only the tendency to orient the 
portlandite crystals, that is the derivate of curve 
I = "f (logd). Conversely the orientation limit <50 
varies as the w/c ratio increases (16).

The preferential orientation of portlandite increa 
ses with the w/c ratio as far as the latter attai n s 
the value 0.33, however it decreases when the ratio 
is higher, for example 0.50. Under these conditions al^ 
so appreciable amounts of aluminate hydrates, which 
hinder the regularity in the portlandite c ry stal 
growth, cristallize in a disordered manner on the ag
gregate (30). A Ca(0H)2 film deposited; on the aggrega 
gate is covered with elongated particles of C-S-H gel 
projecting normally to the interface. This C-S-H stru£ 
ture evolves with time towards a reticulated structu
re (41).

It was also observed that at 60°C partially hydrat 
ed cement grains and fine needle-shaped C-S-H structu 
res were adherent to the aggregate surface (43).

Among the factors hampering the orientation of 
portlandite crystals there are the aggregate rough
ness (unevenness of the same order of magnitude as 
the Ca(0H)2 crystal sizes), the formation of alumina
te hydrates and ettringite, low w/c ratios, extremely 
short setting times. Generally, the characteristics of 
the transition aura are fixed during the setting-pre
ceding period (48).

The regularity of portlandite crystallization wor
sens when the aggregate is calcareous (49). In fact, 
aluminate hydrates react with marble whose surface is 
corroded,so giving the calcium hydroxide crystalliza
tion a rough surface that reduces the regularity of 
portlandite growth.

Similarly the addition of finely subdivided cal - 
ci urn hydroxide to cement gives portlandite, which cry 
stallizes from the solution, manifold germs where the 
Ca(0H)2 crystals can develop in all the directions. 
As a consequence, the portlandite amount depositing on 
the aggregate grains reduces. This assumption finds 
an indirect confirmation in the improvement of the mor 
tar mechanical strengths when 2% Ca(0H)2 was added(49).

Other differences in composition exist between in
terface and bulk paste. In fact it was found that in 
the transition aura, besides the different orienta - 
tion of portlandite, the AFt phase content decreases 
quickly as the distance from the aggregate-cement pa
ste interface increases. From this point of view the 
behaviours of a portland and a calcium sulphoalumina
te cements are not different (50). The ettringite cojn 
tent decreases regularly as far as an asymptotic va - 
lue at a distance from the interface which decreases 
with time (45)151) (fig. 5). ■

The cement paste is much more affected by the near 
ness to the surface of the aggregate grain that it 
can be expected by the research performed on sped - 
mens of pastes cast on polished surfaces of aggrega - 
tes (52). In fact the average minimum distance sepa - 
rating two sand grains ranges between 100 and 75 

цт with respect to the mix ratios. Therefore each 
crack which forms unde'r load is forced to pass in pr£ 
mis within the transition aura whose thickness is a
bout SOjum (52). Hence most concrete ought to be af
fected by the interface area, so leaving very little 
room to the development of the "bulk" cement paste (52).

DISTANCE FROM THE INTERFACE, MICRONS

FIG. 5: Variation in the ettringite concentration in 
the interfacial zone (51)

The examination under the optical microscope of po 
lished sections showed an enrichment in fine cement 
particles around the aggregate grains. This phenome - 
non can have a steric as well as electrostatic expli
cation. Anyway this enrichment in fine particles can 
explain thefäct observed by X-ray that, in contact 
with the aggregate, the hydration is a little quicker 
than that occurring in the bulk paste (18).

When slag is used as an aggregate, the slag hydra
tion does not modify the original shape of the grain 
but gives rise to a hydrated layer that becomes deep
er and thicker as curing proceeds (53). If curing is 
made in the air instead of in water, the boundary be 
tween the reacted and unaltered parts of the slag beco 
mes porous, owing to drying, and many microcracks be 
tween the slag particles and the cement paste form (54).

2.2.2 Blended cements

In blended cements, that is containing slag, fly 
ashes, silica fumes a.s.o., the paste structure around 
the aggregate is different. With slag-containing ce - 
ments ö0 is higher than with Portland cements, proba 
bly because at the beginning of hydration there is a 
higher availability of water; on the contrary the o
rientation index is lower. Also with fly ashes the do 
and I values deviate appreciably from those measured 
on portland cement paste (47). A great deal of re - 
search mentioned in Moscow (55) indicated that the 
ash grains, at least the largest ones, behave as a 
croaggregate around which a local increase in the w/c 
ratio takes place. In this way they become preferen - 
tial sites on which the portlandite and ettringite 
crystals form tangentially.lt results that the amount 
of portlandite crystals available on the aggregatesam 



pie is lower and this explains why, with fly ashes, 
the orientation index does not change with curing(47).

In the cements containing silica fumes, which have 
a much stronger pozzolanic activity than fly ashes, 
ö0 and I are much lower than pure portland cement. 
Portlandite disappears with time, except near the ag
gregate surface where it remains longer in the form 
of an oriented crystal film. Therefore the pozzolanic 
activity of the addition does not modify the interfa
ce structure, weak point of concrete, except at long 
term. On the contrary, it increases the paste strength 
and eliminates the discontinuities created by the 
CafOHlj crystals (47).

2.2.3 Aluminous cement

The particular morphology of the aluminous cement
-calcareous aggregate interface is explained by admit 
ting that a chemical reaction occurs between the two 
components. In fact, in mortars and concretes contain 
ing limestone the microcracks are present in the ce
ment paste, whereas in those made with siliceous ag - 
gregate they are observed at the grain surface (30) 
(56). Crystalline concretions like those covering 
the pore walls were observed on the enucleation ni - 
ches of the siliceous aggregate (56).

The interface is no longer visually distinguisha - 
ble (30) in 45 day-aged mortars containing an artifi
cial aluminous aggregate (ALAG) and an aluminous ce - 
ment.

2.3 Mechanical properties

2.3.1 Strength

The mechanical properties of concrete depends on 
those of its components and, to a determining extent, 
on the bond between cement matrix and aggregate 
grains.

2.3.1.1 Ordinary curing

From the mechanical point of view, the transition 
aura is much more anisotropic than the bulk cement pa 
ste (30). The higher the orientation index I of port
landite crystals in the aura the easier the crack pro 
pagation according to the hydroxide planes (001), and 
therefore the lower the mechanical strength (16).

The adhesion between paste and aggregate essential, 
ly depends on the aggregate roughness, whereas the 
reaction of the hydrated aluminate with the calca - 
reous aggregate only plays a secondary role (18). For 
this reason by using limestone and quartz grainstboth 
roundish) the same results are obtained (see table 1) 
(18). Vice versa, by increasing the surface roughness 
of a calcareous aggregate,that is by passing from 
smooth to chemically attacked to crushed grains, the 
mechanical properties as well as the flexural/compre^ 
sive strength ratio (Rf/Rc) improve (see table 2)(18) 
(57). in other terms the increase in the paste adhe - 
sion to the aggregate favours more the tensile strength 

than the compressive one (58).

TABLE 1: Flexural strength and percentage of bro
ken aggregates in mortars (1:1; wtc-0.301 
of portland cements (18)

Cement 
with

Aggregate 2 days 90 days
flexural

MPa
%broken
-aggreg.

flexural
MPa

%broken
aggreg.

1imestone 5.4 3 9.1 22
3% C3A quartz 5.8 5 9.1 18

limestone 8.0 13 9.3 14
13% C3A quartz 7.9 9 8.7 15

An exception is represented by reactive aggregates, 
such as blastfurnace slags, which give considerably 
higher strengths than those obtained with calcareous 
aggregate. With slags, compressive strengths regularly 
increase with curing whereas flexural strengths tend 
to reach a peak at 28 days and to decrease at 90 days. 
This behaviour was observed with both crushed and 
roundish aggregates (57). In flexural tests the percen 
tage of broken grains was always much higher when the 
grains were crushed and this clearly proves that in 
this case the mechanical adhesion was better (57).

TABLE 2: Strength and percentage of broken aggre
gates in mortars (1:1.5; wlc = 0.28) con
taining aggregates of different surface mcr 
phology (57)

With 
aggregates

Age (days) 2 7 28 90

% broken 
aggregates 7 17 11 11

Polished flexur.MPa 7.5 8.0 7.9 8.3

compress.MPa 46.6 61.4 73.4 76.8

compressive/ 
flexural

6.2 7.7 9.3 9.3

% broken 
aggregates 28 32 33 27

Acid- flexur.MPa 7.9 8.5 8.1 8.6
etched compress.MPa 51.9 61.5 75.7 77.9

compressive/ 
flexural 6.6 7.2 9.3 9.1

% broken 
aggregates 39 52 57 62

Broken
flexur.MPa 8.2 9.8 10.7 11.3

compress.MPa 55.4 68.9 81.4 94.1

compressive/ 
flexural 6.8 7.0 7.6. 8.3

1R4



Drying causes in mortars some microcracks (0.1/гт) 
along the interface between hydrated layer of mortars 
and cement paste. Drying lowers the dynamic modulus 
of elasticity of concretes, but the effect is strong
er for those containing slag than natural sand (53). 
The specific creep of mortars with slag sand is high
er than that of mortars with river sand owing to, at 
least partly, the plasticity of the aura of the hydra 
ted material covering the grains (53).

The use of an aggregate (ALAG) and an aluminous ce 
ment of similar chemical composition, led to higher 
compressive strengths than those obtained with two ag 
gregates formed of siliceous material (SiOj = 96%)and 
a steel slag. The concrete containing ALAG, water-cur 
ed at 38°C, exceeded the strength of 120 N-mm"2 after 
3 years. Another important property this aggregate g£ 
ves to concrete is the flexural/compressive strength 
ratio which is twice that of the concrete containing 
the siliceous aggregate (30). This fact can only be 
interpreted by assuming that a stronger paste-aggrega 
te bond is established.

2.3.1.2 Autoclaving

Autoclaving little increases the strength of con - 
cretes with calcareous and basaltic aggregate (18 and 
28% respectively) but enhances it considerably when 
the aggregate consists of granite, jasper and quartz. 
In these cases strength increases of the order of 64, 
107 and 129% were obtained (59).

The rises are the consequence of the chemical reac
tion occurring between quartz and cement paste and of 
the epitaxic growth on the quartz grains of the hydra 
ted phases that strengthen the paste-aggregate bond.

The formation of a reaction layer having an inter
mediate strength between aggregate and paste (cement 
plus silica powder) was pointed out by microhardness 
measurements given in table 3 (24). ,

TABLE 3: Microhardness of aggregates and cement 
paste in autoclaved mortars (24)

Aggregate
Microhardness - N-rnnT^

aggregate Cement paste
near the 

aggregate,
far from 
aggregate

Quartzite 56 15 6
Quartz glass 59 12 6
Pink feldspar 41 13 ' 5
Milk-white 45 i3 : 5.5
feldpar 

Wollastonite (14*  
131* 7.5 ; 6

Wollest, glass 43 14 ' 6
Limestone 14 6.5 6
Granite - - -

*) according to the crystal orientation

However the formation of an interface layer having 
a higher strength than the paste is only one of the 
factors determining the high strength of autoclaved 
concretes or mortars. In fact the strength increase of 
the interface can be made useless by a low compressi
ve strength of the aggregate, even if the latter has 
a high microhardness (table 4)(24).

TABLE U: Compressive strength of autoclaved mor - 
tar microcubes (N-) (side- 1.7 mml 
(24) -

Aggregate Strength St. dev.

Quartzite 110 7
Quartz glass 69 6
Pink feldspar 71 4
Milk-white feldspar - -
Wollastonite 70 9
Wollastonite glass - -
Limestone 77 8
Granite 74 4

Autoclaving increases the secant modulus of elasti 
city of the concretes containing siliceous aggregates 
and decreases it in those containing a calcareous one. 
Autoclaving reduces the hysteresis loops formed by 
loading and unloading curves. This effect is particu
larly significant with quartz aggregates (fig.6)(59).

FIG. 6: a- e curves in subsequent loading and un_ 
loading cycles for autoclaved concrete con 
taining quartz aggregate (59)

2.3.2 Theoretical limit strength

The mechanical strength of a material measures its 
capacity to oppose forces that tend to break the bond 
existing between the crystals or the atoms forming it. 
The real strength depends on many factors, that would 



be pointless to know, together with the highest 
strength values that theoretically belong to a cer - 
tain material.

During the studies performed on the interface mor
phology and the cement-aggregate bond the following 
points were ascertained:

- in ordinary concretes the aggregate-cement paste 
interface is, for several reasons, the weakest 
point of the system and the place where crack - 
ing begins, whereas the aggregate is the strong 
est component.

- If interfacial reactions occurs at room temperatu 
re, they increase the mechanical strength only 
because they enhance the aggregate roughness, 
and therefore facilitate the mechanical adhesion 
of pastes.

- The chemical reactions occurring in autoclave be 
tween siliceous aggregates (acid) and cement pa
ste (basic) make the interface layer stronger than 
the cement pastes, only if they are accompanied 
by an epitaxic growth of the hydrated phases on 
the aggregate grains. In this case it is the ce
ment paste that represents the weak point of con, 
Crete.

- On the contrary, in concretes containing light - 
weigth aggregates, it is the aggregate that shows 
the lowest strength.

Therefore, the concrete strength depends on the C£ 
hesion of the cement paste and the aggregate, as well 
as the adhesion between the former and the latter and 
it is determined by the weakest value.

2.3.2.1 Cement paste

Many researchers,by considering that porosity is 
determining for mechanical strength, prepared pastes 
(or wet powders) characterized by lower and lower po
rosities. A short summary of these works, made before 
the 8th Congress on the Chemistry of Cement in Paris, 
is found in (60). To correlate the mechanical strength 
with the capillary porosity, several formulas were 
proposed which fit the experimental data rather well 
(fig. 7)(5).

However, when they are extrapolated at zero porosi, 
ty, they lead to rather discordant values of the limit 
strength.

By hot-compacting under pressure a slightly wet c£ 
ment powder (w/c — 0.1), very low porosities (1.78%) 
and very high compressive strengths (650 N-mm'2) were 
attained. Strength oCi0 extrapolated at zero,porosi
ty gave a value above 700 N-mm"2 (61). Since tensile 
strength is equal to about 1/20 of the compressi ve 
one, tensile strength cr^- obtainable with a zero poro 
slty paste should be about 35 МчппГ2.

This value clearly exceeds that obtained with ordi
nary pastes (.at = 4-8 N-rnn"2) (62)63)(64), but it on
ly represents a fraction of the paste theoretical

strength that can be calculated from Griffith's
and Orowan's (66) formulas respectively:

"t ■ 31 "t ■ 41

(65)

where:

У = surface energy
E = modulus of elasticity
c = half-length of an elliptical section microcrack.

5) 6)

the real value of the frac- 
the surface energy, also 
associated to the crack pro

However, if these formulas are used,some consider^ 
tions need to be made. The energy amount used to pro
duce a fracture surface is higher than у and therefo
re 3) and 4) must contain 
ture work W that, besides 
includes the plastic work 
pagation:

/2W-E 
at

hi • E
<4 —

W is equal to 2.3 J-m 2 (67) or, according to latest 
works, it ranges between 7 and 14 J-m' 2(68).

FIG. 7: Relationships between porosity and compres 
sive strength (5)

To calculate ot it is not necessary to know W.sin^ 
ce it is enough to determine experimentally the crj 
tical stress intensity factor Kjq = W-E. This is a 
measurement of the magnitude of the stress concentra
tion existing in front of the crack tip when the crack 
begins to propagate quickly. This factor ranges be - 
tween 0.4 and 0.5 MN-m-3/2 (69)(70)(71)(72)(73)(74)and 
it increases as curing lengthens, the more quickly the 
paste hardens(70).

Now, by assuming that the cement paste is without 
capillary pores and the radius of the largest pores 
(equal to about 10 nm) represents the half-magnitude 



of the maximum cracks, the theoretical tensile strength 
from 5); should be к 900) N*mnr~2  (75).

Conversely, by introducing the experimentally mea 
sured tensile strength fflf. — 4 into 5), c should be 6 
rim. However, cracks of this magnitude have never been 
observed in ordinary cement pastes.

The discrepancies between experimental results and 
theoretical deductions, have not been explained yet, 
probably because the terms of the fracture mechanics 
depend on different and not always, well known factors. 
For example, the appreciable flexural strength impro
vement obtained with cement pastes containing water 
soluble resins was explained by the elimination of 
the macrodefects and by considering the cracks of 
Griffith's theory (76). However, this assumption; is. 
in disagreement with the fact that the vacuum removal 
of air bubbles did not improve strength apprecia - 
bly (77).

The fracture work W and the critical stress inten 
sity factor1 К.цг depend on the paste porosity accord - 
ing to a relation qualitatively indicated in fig. 8 
(74). The two values also depend on the relative hunn 
dity and the drying history. The dependence is rather 
complex since the relative curves show some peaks and 
a clear hysteresis; in drying and wetting cycles. In 
fact, when the relative humidity lowers down from 100 
to 6, M increases from. 7 to 14 J-m"^ and Kjc from 0.20 
to 0.46 m-m"3^2(74).

FIG. 8: Schematic of generalized fracture term-po
rosity curve (74)

The apparent values of the stress intensity factor 
also depend on the sizes of the tested specimen (73) 
-(78). This dependence of the cement paste mechanical 
behaviour on humidity has a practical important impl£ 
cation, since the cement paste drying doubles compres 
sive strength (79)180). This result seems in conflict 
with the experimental evidence that drying produces 

many microcracks that should Tower strength. As a mat 
ter of fact drying is accompanied by other phenomena 
acting on the grain separation surfaces and, therefo
re, on bond. In; particular, drying decreases the dis
joining. pressure acting on the crack tips, whereas 
wetting produces the opposite effect.

In fact, let us consider a crack in a dried cement 
paste. Van der Waals" forces act to the crack tip, as 
sumed to be wedge-shaped and of atomic sharpness. The 
se forces tend to*  join the crack borders and therefo
re they contribute to the material strength. If now 
the cement paste adsorbs water, the crack tips will 
fill with water. As a consequence. Van der Waals" for 
ces will decrease and this will produce expansion and 
mechanical strength lowering.

According to another model the impact of the adsor 
bed water molecules on the crack faces creates a pres 
sure which opposes Van der Waals" forces, makes the 
cement expand (80)(81) and decreases strength. This 
mechanism corresponds to Banghan's model proposed to 
explain the behaviour of the porous solids which ex - 
pand when they adsorb water (82).

The theory is supported by that, when the dried pa 
stes are saturated with other organic solvent,strength; 
does not decrease appreciably. In fact, their large 
molecules cannot enter the finest cracks, as the wa - 
ter ones do, and therefore they are unable to produce 
the disjoining pressure as well as to weaken the so - 
lid-solid bond. The water action is enhanced by the 
electrolytes dissolved in the pore water, which exert 
a weakening effect (8Q). The disjoining pressure creat 
ed by the surface water adsorption is not an assump - 
tion to*  justify certain behaviours of concrete but it 
is a real and experimentally determined value (83).

A. factor which plays an important role in determin 
ing strength is.the cement paste heterogeneity that 
can be clearly observed by examining the fracture sur 
face under the microscope (60). Several weakening cau 
ses can be recognized also in the absence of capilla
ry pores, such as the hydrated crystal interfaces,the 
different size of crystals, stress state a.s.o.

For example, portlandite crystals, which con - 
stitute 20-25*  wt.% of portland cement pastes (84)(85) 
are discontinuity areas because they have bigger si - 
zes than those of the other hydrated phases. General
ly the tabular hexagonal crystals of CafOH}? do not 
exceed 0.020 mm (43), but in some cases the parallel 
association of several crystals extends for about 0.1 
mm, as figure 9 shows (60). Also higher diameters 
(az0.2 mm) (86) of crystals were observed in CgS pa - 
stes, thereby it cannot be excluded that in the ce - 
ment paste, and above all in concrete, larger plates 
than the above-mentioned ones can form. Since the ten 
sile strength of portlandite crystals along c-axi s 
(about 1 N-mm*2)  is much lower than that of the paste 
(68), it canreasonably be assumed that these relative 
ly large crystals behave as microcracks (60).

The parallel associations of portlandite plates
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FIG. 9: Parallel association of portlandite lamel - 
lar crystals. Magnification H4OO X (60)

in character extends, at least, between about 15 and 
700 A (91).

This means that the cracks present in the cement 
paste and where the failure under load begins have not 
smooth walls. These have a complex orography, since 
they are formed of smaller and smaller valleys which 
finally reach atomic sizes. This means that the 
cracks, present or forming under load in pastes and 
concretes, have a much larger surface than that can 
be determined by the common methods of microscopic in 
vestigation. ~

2.3.2.2 Aggregate

Generally compressive strength of the more commun 
rocks do not exceed 250 N-mm"2 (7){8) (92) (93) 
(94)(95), nevertheless it is possible to find samples 
with higher values. There are few data on tensile 
strength but, in any case, they are rather low and ge 
nerally range between 3 and 10 N-mm"2 (7). The cohe - 
sion of stony materials is therefore poor and of the 
same order of magnitude as cement pastes. It must be 
noticed that the rock strength increases quickly as 
the sample sizes decrease, since the natural occur - 
ring crack sizes reduce (8). Anyway, in the common ag
gregates reduced to about 10 mm, the residual micro -

FIG. 10: Specular fracture surfaces of portlandi_

of 
i s 

than

and mainly contains alkaline hydroxi - 
the

can be deformed, as figure 10 (87) shows, and thereto 
re stress states combined with deformations can like
ly favour the 
load.

The strength 
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A contribution to eliminate the discrepancies be - 
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by considering the fractal nature of the cement paste 
surface, in fact, it has lately been proved that the 
coughness of the cement paste surface is such that 
the range of scale over which the surface if fractal
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sile strength.

.2.3 Cement paste-aggregate interface

In ordinary concretes the bond between

cement pastes showing deformed 
te plates. Magnification 1000 X (87) 

differences existing near the 
ce, described in the previous

Figure 11 shows how the bond strength depends on 
the aggregate nature and its surface state and how it 
increases with time. Anyway it remains considerably 
lower than the common tensile strength values for pa
stes (4-5 N-mm"2) and mortars (3-4 N-mm"2) (64).

It is obvious that, to increase the concrete 
strength, the bond strength at the paste-aggregate in 
terface needs to be enhanced. This aim can be achi'ev-
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ed by improving the mechanical adhesion of the paste 
(however the strength increases are poor) or causing 
a true chemical reaction between paste and aggregate.
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FIG. 11: Bond strength between portland cement 
stone and different aggregates with coar 
se or polished surface, wlc = 0.35 (64)

Another system to improve the strength of cement 
pastes as well as mortars and concretes is to impre - 
gnate them with resins. The fundamental results of 
this procedure, published in 1968 (100) and largely 
confirmed later on, proved that strength is multipli
ed by 4-5 times.

2.3.3 Brittleness

The strength is the most common parameter for the 
evaluation of the building materials, above all for 
the security of construction. However, its determina
tion gives no indications about the failure process. 
A parameter describing the fracture behaviour is brit
tleness orits inverse, toughness.

All the stony materials, and therefore also cement 
pastes, mortars and concretes, are brittle. As known, 
a material is defined as brittle when the fracture o£ 
curs with little or no preventive plastic deformation.

In many cases the absence or reduction of brittle
ness can constitute an important requisite for the u
se of cementicious materials. This fact explains why 
many works have lately been devoted to the study of 
this property. It is worth emphasizing that also brit
tleness depends on the bonds acting inside the concre 
te and its constituents.

According to Griffith (65) there-is in each solid 
a critical crack length beyond which the crack propa
gates in an explosive manner. As long as the cracks 
have a length lower than the critical one, nothing 
happens, however high the stress may be at the crack 
tip. Equation 5) shows that the critical length is 
the longest the greatest the fracture work V.

In the last few year many attempts have been made 
to apply the concepts of the linear elastic fracture 
mechanics and the elastic plastic fracture mechanics 
to cementitious materials. Among the studied fracture

parameters there are the fracture work, the critical 
stress intensity factor of fracture toughness (Kjc), 
the strain energy release rate (Gjq), the J-integral. 
The latter, expressed by the formula j = L 2У , is 
defined as the change in potential a
energy u when the crack is extended by an infinitesi
mal amount "da", b is the specimen thickness.

The following relation refers to materials having 
linear elastic behaviour

JlC = GIC = KIC = -1 £ > 7>

where v is Poisson's ratio and E is the modulus of e 
lasticity. However, unfortunately, the many studies 
have not yet found a fracture mechanics parameter that 
can by itself quantify the concrete resistance to the 
crack propagation (96).

2.3.3.1 Cement pastes

In the cement pastes the fracture work W is about
2.3 J-nT2 (67) or, according to more recent works,
7-14  J-m-2 (74), whereas in metals it attains 10^-
-10® J-m"2. The difference is appreciable and this 
explains why cement is brittle, unlike steel.

It was assumed that anhydrous cement grains, port
landite crystals and pores can act as crack arrestors 
(74). The subject deserves to be studied more thorou
ghly by suitable research, however, as far as the 
Ca(0H)2 is concerned, it must be reminded that the low 
est the portlandite content (for example, in pozzola- 
nic cements) the highest the flexural-compressive 
strength ratio and that this is attributed to a bet - 
ter cohesion of the paste.

The stress intensity factor varies in autoclaved 
cement pastes as a function of porosity, microhardness 
and silica content, but the values are still included 
between 0.20-0.50 MN-m"273, that is within those ob - 
served for the pastes cured under ordinary condi - 
tions (97). This means that brittleness does not un
dergo important variations with the hydrothermal treat 
ment.

To increase the fracture work and therefore to 
slow down or stop the crack propagation, it has been 
a common practice for a long time to add fibres to 
the cement paste (96). The gains in fracture energy 
and strength can be evaluated by examining the data 
of table 5 (98).

They remain significant also if the inaccuracies of 
the the calculated values of toughness Kjc are consi
dered (99). The strength increase obtained by impre - 
gnating concrete with resins was attributed to the p£ 
rosity decrease and the cement-aggregate bond strength 
ening (101)(102). Nevertheless, it was proved that 
the polymer impregnation does not cause significant 
improvements in the interface bond strength in PIC(P£ 
lymer Impregnated Concrete), but only in the matrix 
strength (103).



Latest research lead to think that this is due to 
the fracture energy increase, that is from 9.1 to 75 
J-m"2 (104).

The fracture energy of polymerized methyl methacry 
late is about 600 J-m-2 (105) thereby, if the polymer 
percentage in the paste is known, a simple calcula - 
tion shows that the fracture energy of the impregnat 
ed pastes is almost exclusively due to the polymer 
fracture (104).

TABLE 5: Mechanical property data for unreinforc
ed and reinforced ceramics (98)

Young's 
modulus 

GN-m"2

Bond 
strength 

MN-m* 2

Work of 
fracture 
kj-m"2

Unreinforced Pyrex 60 100 0.004

Pyrex composite 
(50y/o type I carbon 
fibre)

193 700 5

Unreinforced cement 
paste 13 10 0.02

Cement composite 
(9v/o type II carbon 
fibre)

34 170 7.5

2.3.3.2 Aggregates

The common aggregates obtained by natural or arti
ficial comminution of rocks are brittle. Nevertheless 
their toughness is considerably higher than that of 
the cement paste and concrete. The few available data 
have recently been summarized in a review devoted to 
the fracture mechanics parameters (106). Toughness, 
expressed by the stress intensity factor, varies a
round 2.0 MN- m~2/2 for marble and 3.3 MN-m'2^2 for 
quartz. Therefore the Kjg value measured for marble 
and quartz is of a higher order of magnitude than for 
a cement paste with w/c ratio = 0.4,aged for 7days(72).

2.3.3.3 Interface

Also as regards the matrix-aggregate interface the 
data relevant to the fracture mechanics parameters a
re very limited (106). Toughnesses KIC of 0.16 + 0.04 
MN-rn -3/2 and 0.21 + 0.04 MN-m"2/'2 were measured for 
the cement paste-limestone interface and the cement 
paste-quartzite interface respectively (107). Previo_u 
sly, specimens with slightly different sizes gave 0.1 
MN-m"3/2 for the interface with quartz (72). It can 
be noticed that these values are considerably lower 
than those relevant to paste and aggregate.

2.3.3. It Concretes

The values of the critical stress intensity factor 
obtained by different Authors have been collected and 
compared recently (96). KIC varies from 0.07 to 0.87 
and, although the measurement difficulties justify a 

certain scattering, the variation is too large to be 
only attributed to this cause. Indeed the reasons of 
this variability are many and among these there are: 
the non-inclusion of the slow crack growth in the an£ 
lysis, the tortuosity and irregularities of cracks in 
concrete, the effect of the aggregate (108) and sam - 
pie (78) sizes. Moreover, it must not be neglected 
that the tensile strength varies appreciably as 
the typical parameters for concrete change. For exam
ple at increases from 2.2 to 4.5 N-mm"2 by using cru 
shed limestone instead of expanded clay. Tensile 
strength decreases as the w/c ratio and the maximum 
aggregate diameter increase and it rises, of course, 
as curing proceeds (109).

The fracture toughness of autoclaved air-entrained 
concretes increases proportionally to compress! ve 
strength and load rate. According to the type of mate 
rial Kjq ranged between 0.05 and 0.08 ММ-т"2^2 (110).

In any case, without considering the fracture me - 
chanics which is beyond the subject of this review, 
the available data confirm the concrete brittleness 
and the extreme variability of the Kjq value. These 
data are likely to be adversely affected by the low 
values of the stress intensity factor relevant to the 
interface.

3. REINFORCEMENT-CEMENT PASTE BOND

3.1 Chemical reactions at the interface

As known, the reinforcement steel in contact with 
the alkaline solution existing in the cement paste p£ 
res (pH— 13.5) is covered with an oxide protective 
layer which hampers the metal corrosion. Other inte - 
ractions do not seem to occur between reinforcement 
and paste, and the bond between the two components re 
mains weak.

By replacing mild by stainless steel, the situa - 
tion does not change but, if copper and brass reinfor 
cement are used, a bond of chemical origin is suppos
ed to form since the interface bond increases (111). 
By contrast, a real chemical reaction occurs between 
the cement paste and the zinc covering the galvanized 
steel reinforcement. This reaction causes strongly ne 
gative effects since the ZntOHlg formation on the ce
ment grain surface produces an appreciable setting de 
lay. Only when zinc hydroxide is transformed by the 
cement calcium hydroxide into calcium hydroxizincate, 
the setting and hardening of cement can resume their 
normal course (112). However the calcium hydroxizin
cate formation has also a positive action since it im 
proves the mechanical bond between cement paste and 
galvanized steel (113). The CaC12 addition does not 
prevent setting and hardening delays occurring near 
the galvanized reinforcement, even if the reaction 
trend is different, since zinc hydroxichloride forms 
instead of zinc hydroxide. In the long run also zinc 
hydroxichloride transforms into calcium hydroxizinca
te. The reaction is strongly accelerated by the pre - 
sence of calcium hydroxide (114).

By studying the interaction between tricalcium alu
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minate pastes and reinforcement it was noticed that 
the nature of the C3A hydration products changes de - 
pending on the used metal. After 28 days CgAHg forms 
on iron and copper wires whereas hexagonal aluminates, 
C4AH]3 and C2AH8, together with cubic C3AH6, are ob - 
served on the zinc ones (115).

3.2 Interface morphology

The bond between paste or mortar and mild steel 
was studied by cylindric samples, obtained by casting 
pastes or mortars on the circular upper face of steel. 
The samples were broken under tensile strength (63)
(111).  The fracture forms in the paste very near to 
the interface in young samples, and at the interface 
in the older ones. The examination of the fracture sur 
faces reveals that the material in contact with steel 
largely, but not exclusively, consists of portlandite. 
The thickness of this layer is varying but not less 
than 1,11m. It consists of tabular Ca(OH>2 crystals 
with c-axis aligned roughly normal to the steel (111).

The portlandite layer is not continuous since also 
isolated C-S-H areas and regions, where the gel engulfs 
portlandite crystals, are observed on the steel. The 
presence of C-S-H in direct contact with steel is signi 
ficant since it indicates that silicate hydrates can 
form also through a mechanism of dissolution and pre
cipitation (111).

If the steel is oxidized, portlandite deposits on 
a surface troubled by corrosion and the crystal growth 
occurs in a disorderly way; in fact after a curing day 
the orientation index is rather low (I - 1.71(116).

3.3 Mechanical properties

The adhesion between reinforcement and concrete, 
or cement paste, enables stresses to be transferred 
through the interface. The bond strength that joints 
the two materials and allows the stress transfer con
sists .of two components: tensile and shear bond. The 
former opposes the action of forces acting normally to 
the interface, the latter opposes the stresses acting 
along the interface and tending to cause a mutual slip 
of steel and concrete. Two kinds of shear bond are a£ 
tive: elastic and frictional.

Finally the use of deformed steel bars gives a me
chanical anchorage to concrete. The mechanism of stress 
transfer and failure becomes very complex in this ca
se, also in connection with the variety of the rein - 
forcement profile.

The tensile bond between mild steel and cement pa
ste, measured by direct tensile tests, attains simi - 
lar values to those obtained between ordinary unreac
tive aggregates and paste. In fact, tensile strengths 
of about 5 N-mm"2 for pastes and about 4 N-mm"2 for 
mortars were obtained after 28 days' curing (63).

Bond strength increases as the w/c ratio decreases, 
curing proceeds and the compaction duration lengthens. 
Moreover it is higher when the interface is horizon - 
tai instead of vertical during casting and curing(63).

The failure surfaces tend to localize at the cement 
paste-steel interface. In fact, the number of cases 
when this kind of failure occurred was 73.3% for mild 
steel and 80.3% for stainless steel after 7 days' cur
ing. However, with copper and brass, the percentage of 
these interface fractures was 3.3 and 3.2% respective
ly. This proves the existence of a better adhesion, 1J_ 
kely of chemical origin. This improved bond affects the 
interface tensile strength as it is shown in fig.12(111).

FIG. 12: Bond strengths between various substrates 
and cement paste of wlc 0.3 (111)

When a steel bar embedded in concrete is submitted 
to a pull-out test, that is when it is tensioned, a 
tensile stress occurs at the interface since the rough, 
nesses of the two materials oppose sliding. If the 
stress is lower than certain values, deformations are 
elastic and cease as the load is removed (117) (118)
(119) .By contrast, if the stress is higher, roughne£ 
ses will failure and only the frictional component 
will remain active (117).

The repeated loading and unloading cycles progres
sively deteriorate the steel-concrete bond (fig. 13). 
Especially under cyclic loadings (for ex. earthquak - 
es), an appreciable degradation of the load - transfer 
mechanism is noticed after a small number of cycles
(120) .



The joint effect of superplasticizer and silica fu 
me enabled the increase in the bond stress correspond 
ing to a slip of 0.1 mm. By optimizing the admixture 
content and the w/c ratio, it was possible to quadru
ple the paste bond stress, more than double the mor - 
tar bond (by 2.5)and nearly quadruple the concrete o
ne (by 3.6) (121). The improvement was attributed to 
the decreased porosity since the steel-concrete bond 
had increased in a similar ratio to the porosity re
duction (121).

FIG. 13: Deterioration of bond under repeated load 
ing (117) “

The bond strength attained after 28 days between 
C3A pastes and zinc wires is higher than with steel 
and copper wires (115).

A characteristic of the concrete-reinforcement bond 
concerns its dependence on temperature. The adhesion 
loss as temperature rises is higher (in percent) with 
polished steel than with rusted and cold-deformed 
steel (122). The bond properties are more adversely 
affected by temperatures than the concrete mechanical 
properties. The decrease with temperature in the bond 
strength of ribbed bars is of the same order of magni 
tude as the decrease in the concrete compressive" 
strength.

Reinforcing bars covered with resin have lately 
been used to prevent the reinforcement corrosion un
der aggressive conditions. The pull-out tests showed 
that the reinforcement-concrete bond was satisfactory 
with an epoxy-resin covering,but unsatisfactory with 
a vinyl chloride resin one. Nevertheless not all the 
epoxy resins showed a good resistance to creep (123). 
For more detailed information reference is made to 
the proceedings of a recent congress where the mecha
nical features of the reinforcement-concrete bond we
re submitted to an accurate analysis (124).

FIBRE-CEMENT paste bond
General properties

The cementitious products have low tensile strength 
and toughness. To improve these characteristics, it 
has been a common practice for some time to strength

en the cement matrix with fibres. The fibre function 
is to inhibit or retard the crack propagation in the 
cementitious material submitted to stress and to tran 
sform the unstable and uncontrolled growth of a crack 
into a slow and controlled one. Fibres give the mate
rial a certain tensile strength also after breaking 
(post-cracking strength) and increase the deformation 
capacity as well as the absorbed energy. The practi - 
cal advantages of incorporating fibres into the cemen 
titious composites are however limited by the low fi~ 
bre volume that can be included, owing to workability 
requirements (125).

The most known and common fibre is asbestos butoth 
ers, both natural and artificial, have lately been 
added to this material: glass, resin, carbon, cellulo 
se and steel. -

However, the fibre-reinforced products have not al 
ways had the desired applicative success. One of the 
most important reasons is that the properties of some 
fibre-reinforced composites worsen with time. Impor
tant, if not exclusive, cause of this behaviour seems 
to be the changes occurring at the matrix-fibre inter 
face (126). -

A great deal of research has recently been underta 
ken to try to understand the mechanism through which 
fibres reinforce the cement paste and to characterize 
the factors contributing to the composite properties. 
Nevertheless, even if progress was made, a final mo
del interpreting the experimental data has not been 
established so far. In fact, many Authors expressed 
some doubts about the possibility that the linear ela 
Stic fracture mechanics (LEFM) can be applied to fi 
bre-reinforced cements. They also suggested to use e- 
latoplastic concepts to interpret the properties of 
these materials.

For this reason many studies were carried out to 
determine the J-integral, the critical stress intensi 
ty factor Kjq, the strain energy release rate Giq. Ho 
wever, the use of these parameters as fracture crite~ 
rion has not generally produced final results. For ex 
ample the J-integral, calculated at the maximum load? 
decreases considerably with the depth of the initial 
notch of the samples. Therefore, it cannot be conside 
red as a geometry-independent material fracture tough 
ness parameter (96)(127), even it is more sensitive 
to the fibre content (127). Similarly Kjq varies ap - 
preciably since it depends on the sample sizes, the 
type of load, the type of adopted tests a.s.o. (99) 
(128). Moreover, there is uncertainty on the exact 
crack length at the moment of instability (99).

A promising method is that of R-curve analysis which 
characterizes the resistance to fracture of materials 
during incremental slow stable crack extension. If 
the stress intensity factor is expressed asafunction 
of depth Да of the crack created by stress, and not 
by the sum of the notch length and the crack (а +Да), 
there exist a relation independent of the notch depth 
and very sensitive to the fibre content in cement (fi 



gure 14) (96). Analogous results were obtained by 
flexural testing concretes containing steel, glass 
and polypropylene fibres (99).
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FIG. 1U: R-curves for different initial notch depth 
and fibre volume (96)

The curves of Ka (apparent fracture toughness) as 
a function of the crack growth Aa can be subdivided 

•into two parts. In the former, corresponding to small 
loads, Ka increases slowly with almost linear trends, 
in the latter the apparent toughness grows very quicj< 

iy.
The difficulties met by several researchers in ap

plying the fracture mechanics to the analysis of the 
fibre-reinforced cement composites are likely to be 
due to that the crack extension and patterns are not 
simple but more or less complex with linearity devia
tions and formation of secondary branches (99) (129) 

(130).
Selected bibliographic references on the problems 

of the fracture mechanics in fibre-reinforced cementi 
tious materials are found in some recently published 

reviews (96) (131) (132).

4.2 Interface
Among the factors contributing to determine the 

properties of fibre-reinforced cement products the in^ 
terface between fibres and cement paste is of primary 
importance. Therefore it is clear why the tensile 
stress-strain curve shape, the composite strength and 
its ability fo absorb energy critically depend on the 
stress transfer mechanism between reinforcement and 
matrix.

An increase in tensile strength is obtained by 
strengthening the interface bond of fibre-reinforced 
composites. Nevertheless a strong bond seemsto be the 
cause of brittleness (126). A weaker bond can offer 
several advantages since it favours the crack tip 
blunting by interface delamination and it increases 
the fracture work by fibre pull-out after fai 1 ure(133).

The interface bond is made up of two main compo - 
nents: tensile bond Tt and shear bond Ts. In its turn, 
it can be subdivided into elastic shear bond те and 
frictional shear bond (99). For completeness'sake, 
another bond should be considered, that is the mecha
nical anchorage due to the deformed fibres, which adds 
to the shear bond (126).

The interface bond is expressed by the sum of the 
chemical and cohesive bond T’c and the frictional bond 
Ti (134):

ts = Vc +ri 8)

An exact determination of the tensile bond in fi
bre-reinforced composites is very difficult (134), al. 
so owing to the irregular section of many fibres and 
their random distribution (126). The largest informa-, 
tion concern the iron fibres that consist of elements 
with fixed and reproducible sizes and unreactive to - 
wards the cement paste.

Therefore the bond characteristics in the cement
-fibre composites are still relatively unexplored be
cause, in spite of the indubitable progress made in 
the knowledge of the mechanism of the bond failure,su 
re numerical values are missing.

The most common method to determine the bond 
strength is the pull-put test that enables the avera
ge bond strength to be calculated. Several recentworks 
(99)(126}(134) show many bibliographic.references use 
ful to master the working modes used in the pull-out 
tests and other methods and to interpret the results.

The interface and frictional bonds can be calculat 
ed from the pull-out test data for a rather large ran 
ge of fibre length embedment (135). When the fibre 
embedment in the matrix is short, тapproaches ts 
(interface bond) and when it is. long it approaches ti 
(frictional bond) (134).

The values of tc and Тд have recently been 
calculated by using previous data (136) obtained on 
cement pastes containing bright high tensile strength 



steel wires (see table 6 (134)).

TABLE G: Calculated values of T, Ту, and Tc 
1N- mm-2j (131»)

r ts Ti

Rusty HT wire in air 10.4 22.0 8 14

Bright HT w^re in air 11.0 15.5 7.7 7.7

Bright HT wire in air 5.5 7.4 4.9 2.5 
____________

T - average bond strength 
ts = total interface bond 

= frictional bond
tc = cohesive or chemical bond

The same calculation applied to data relevant to poly 
propylene fibres led to very uncertain values, espe - 
daily because fibres had broken in many cases. Any - 
way the following limits were calculated (134) from 
the literature data (116):

0.6 < rs <0.98 N-rnnT^ 9)

0 < T.j < 0.34 N-mm-2 10)

An analogous tentative calculation was 
single fibre, but without success (134).

made on a

4.J Asbestos fibres

R still important role in improving the flexural
strength of cement materials is played by asbestos fi_ 
bres. In fact these fibres have high mechanical 
strength and high resistance to fire and chemical at
tack. Moreover their easy wetting facilitates the di
spersion in water and the adhesion to the cement pa - 
ste.

Differently from what observed with the aggregates 
and steel reinforcement no enrichment in portlandite, 
always associated to a bond weakening, was observed 
at the asbestos fibre-cement paste interface. Portlan 
dite crystals are noticed on fibres but they are iso
lated and do not create structurally weaker areas(133).

By pulling-out the fibre bundles from the cement 
matrix, it is found that a thin hydrated cement film 
sticks to the fibres (137). This means that the bond 
between fibre and matrix is higher than the matrix 
cohesion (133). A contribution to the strength in - 
crease is given by the fine asbestos fibrils. In fact 
fibres are defiberized by the mechanical working of 
the asbestos-cement mixture and twist with the C-S-H 
silicate hydrate fibres (133).

^•4 Steel fibres

The pull-out that causes the steel fibre-reinfor - 
ced cement materials to fail occurs with much lower 
°ads than those demanded for the fibre breaking. 

This leads to search for systems able to improve the 

metal-cement paste bond.

Among the adopted solutions there are the fibre de 
formation to improve the mechanical anchorage, some 
surface chemical treatments and the fibre covering 
with other materials in order to increase adhesion. 
In fact, the mortar flexural strength increases pro - 
gressively by passing from stainless steel to mild 
steel to brass-coated steel fibres. However the impro 
vement is relatively poor and anyhow much lower than 
the most appreciable one caused by an increase in the 
fibre content. Conversely compressive strength does 
not depend on the fibre nature (138).

The use of brass-coated steel instead of mild steel 
fibres had the advantage to improve the composite rup 
ture work (expressed by the area under the load-defor 
mation curve) by one order of magnitude.

The stress intensity factor Ka increases as the fi 
bre content rises, as shown in fig. 14 (96). The 
stress intensity factor or apparent fracture toughness 
of mortars containing steel fibres is about twice that 
obtained with glass fibres (99).

The fact that after the steel fibre debonding no 
traces of cement paste were observed let assume that 
no chemical bonds form between the two materials(139). 
However, the microscopic examination and the electron 
microanalysis pointed out that the pulled-out wires 
are widely covered with a thin layer of hydrated ce - 
ment (130)(140). The mistake can arise from that, 
when the crack in the cement paste runs parallely to 
the fibre, its distance from the interface is small, 
10-40 /zm, and therefore a pseudodebonding forms(130).

The microscopic examination of the fibre-reinforc
ed composites submitted to failure has recently allow 
ed important progress to be obtained on the knowledge 
of the behaviour of these materials. The cement hydra 
tion causes the formation, around the steel fibres,of 
a hydrated cement layer where composition, pore struc 
ture and morphology have different characteristics 
from those of the bulk cement matrix (141). A thick 
layer mostly consisting of hexagonal portlandite cry 
stals, with c-axis perpendicular to the steel surface, 
form in contact with the metal surface (141). More 
precisely, the fibre appears to be covered wi'th a du
plex film about 1 /.im thick made up of, in the order, 
Ca(0H)2 and C-S-H in its turn covered with a layer 
10-20 iiirn thick of dense portlandite (130). The inter 
face zone also includes areas where CatOHlg did not 
deposit and it contains a rather porous mass of C-S-H, 
ettringite and individual crystals of Ca(0H>2 in con
tact with the duplex film (142). Portlandite is fol - 
lowed by a zone having a relatively great porosity and 
finally by the bulk cement paste (130)(141). The 
portlandite percentage and its preferential .orienta
tion decrease gradually as the distance from 'fibre 
lengthens (141). In the interface zone the Ca(0H)2Cor^ 
tent is higher by 20-40% than that of the bulk cement 
paste (143). Microhardness measurements showed that 
the high-porosity transitional zone can extend as far 
as 100 /zm (144).



The presence of the fibre placed perpendicularly to 
the notch generally modifies the crack propagation 
which occurs according to four different ways. Only 
in one of these the crack overtakes the fibre without 
deviating, whereas in the others displacements and 
branches are observed (129). After overtaking the fi
bre, the crack generally moves sideways and runs, for 
a given stretch, some ten fim fr , the steel surfa
ce (130).

It was already previously observed (144) that with 
stainless steel fibres the locus of failure lay in 
the cement paste at the distance of several microns 
from the wire surface. The fact that the crack prefe
rably runs at a certain distance from the reinforce - 
went can explain why an increase in the interface bond 
is not often accompanied by an increase in the compo
site mechanical properties (130).

Cracks meeting inclined fibres undergo a deviation 
and propagate parallely to the fibre at a given di - 
stance. This course means that the inclined fibres do 
not contribute to. the post-cracking load-carrying ca
pacity of the composite (130).

The peculiar microstructure of the interface zone 
fits with the course of cracks obtained by tension 
(schematized in fig. 15 (130)) and with the crack ar
rest mechanism proposed by Cook and Gordon (145)(fig. 
16) for cracks which during propagation meet weak in
terfaces formed, for example, of scaling: planes.

FIG. 15: Schematic description of the propagation 
of a crack across (under) a steel fiber 
embedded in cement paste, showing crack 
arrest and branching (130)

The winding path of cracks, their separation and 
branching, as well as their partial debonding at the 
interface contribute to the energy adsorption during 
the fibre-reinforced composite fracture (146) and ma
ke the modeling of the cracking process more diffi - 
cult.

4,5 Glass fibres
In the last few years many studies have been orien 

ted to the development of glass-reinforcement cements 

(GRC) above all to improve tensile strength and though 
ness of the cementitious materials. Nevertheless, al
though these products show excellent mechanical pro - 
perties, their uses are very limited since the pro - 
perties worsen with time. This worsening is unanimous 
ly attributed to the deterioration undergone by glass 
fibres owing to the strong alkalinity of the cement 
paste which embeds them. This phenomenon concerns both 
common glasses (for example glass E and borosilicate 
glass) and special glasses (alkali-resistantglass).

By using a special arrangement it was possible to 
observe under SEM the crack formation and propagation 
in the samples submitted to tensile tests (147). The 
tests were carried out on cement paste contain! ng 
glass fibres. The 13x24x32 mm specimens had a notch 
to favour the fracture.

FIG. 16: Interaction between an advancing crack 
and a plane of weakness under various 
conditions (145)

When fibres are oriented normally to the direction 
of crack propagation, the most common, fracture pat - 
tern is with a single laterally displaced crack (type 
III)(129). A typical load-displacement curve obtained 
in pull-out tests is shown in fig. 17. .

Deflection

FIG. 17: Typical load-time curve (129)
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The crack appears after reaching the peak load and 
therefore it propagates quickly (stage I). In stages 
II and III a crack widening is observed but fibres 
maintain their continuity and still bridge the crack.

The cracks, observed in macroscale, appear to go 
straight on but under the microscope they have a zig
zag course and move sideways by 0.5-2.5 mm, after o
vertaking the fibre (129).

Also in glass-reinforced cements (GRC) the interfa 
ce plays a primary role in determining the composite 
mechanical properties. The contact between peripheral 
fibres of the glass strand and matrix is not conti - 
nuous owing to many voids in the cement matrix at the 
interface (148). The preferential precipitation of 
portlandite crystals was observed on glass fibre 
strands AR. These crystals form an extremely dense la 
yer with a strong axis normal to the longitudinal ax
is of fibres (149). It was previously noticed that, 
after five years' ageing, the glass fibres were most
ly wound with Ca(0H>2 (150). The same work emphasized 
that in the interface area the residual porosity was 
almost null and the glass fibre surface examined un - 
der the scanning electron microscope appeared clean, 
without particles adhering to the matrix (150), in 
agreement with other Authors (129).

SEM observations on fibre-reinforced pastes showed 
that between the glass fibres forming a strand there 
is little material, probably because their distance 
is too small (3 /zm) to allow the cement grains to pe
netrate between them. This interface structure is con 
firmed by that the AR glass threads pulled-out of the 
matrix during the tensile tests are clean. The clean 
fibre surface is in its turn an index of adhesive fai 
lure and suggests that the chemical bond is little ef 
fective (129). “

For this reason the tensile bond is often neglect
ed and only the shear bond is considered. The latter 
appears to be varying if it is considered both in its 
whole and in its components, elastic and frictional 
(148). The presence of the frictional bond is proved 
by that the interface is untouched beyond the crack - 
ing area, also when the crack opening exceeds 100 urn 
(129).

The tensile, flexural, impact strength decrease 
with time represents the greatest technical difficulty 
in the large use of glass fibre-reinforced cements.The 
decrease in the composite properties is generally at
tributed to the fibre strength reduction, owing to 
the alkalinity of the environment where fibres are 
embedded.

However, alkalinity is not the main factor for the 
deterioration of the fibre performances since the sa
me phenomenon, even if to a slightly less extent, was 
observed in supersulphated and aluminous cements which 
are known to be little basic (151). Perhaps it is mo
re eorrect to maintain that the environment created 
by the cement involves the glass fibres in some chemi 
cal reactions (152). After ten years the strengths of 

specimens water-cured for 7 days decrease by passing 
from the specimens aged in air (20°C, 40% R.H.) to 
those in water (20°C) and natural environment (153).

Anyway, starting from the assumption that portland 
cement alkalinity is the main reason of retrograde - 
tion in GRS strength, several attempts were made to 
use less basic cements. A not decisive improvement is 
obtained with supersulphated (151)(154) and aluminous 
(151) cements. Also the addition of pozzolanic mate
rials improves the resistance to corrosion of glass 
fibres (both borosilicate and zirconic glass) the mo
re the lower the amount of free calcium hydroxide re
maining in the paste (155).

The filler addition to portland cement does not mo 
dify the GRC behaviour to the action of time, whereas 
the addition of an Italian pozzolana improves it sligth 
ly. In this case, the interface appeared to be less 
dense than that obtainable with ordinary portland ce
ment and, consequently, the impact strength at long 
term is higher than ordinary GRC (156).

4.6 Polypropylene fibres

The polypropylene fibres have a high tensile strength 
and a high rupture elongation, good chemical resistan 
ce and insensitivity to moisture. Additions to cement 
or concrete increase considerably its flexural and 
impact strength. Polypropylene fibres occur as single, 
relatively big filaments (0 = ISOfzm), fibrillated or 
not, ribbons, fibrillated films. The bond of the fi - 
bre bundles with the cement paste is low, 0.1 N-mm-2, 
but this is likely an underestimated value since a 
portion of the filament surface does not come into 
contact with the cement paste and, therefore,does not 
participate in bond (157).

It was previously observed that the bond strengths 
calculated with polypropylene fibre-reinforced compo
sites were not true bond strengths, owing to the great 
number of broken fibres (158).

The composite fracture work increases with the fi
bre content and triples for a volume content of 3%
(159) .

4.7 Miscellaneous fibres

In wooden fibre-reinforced composites cracks fol - 
low winding courses and failure mainly occurs for the 
fibre pull-out, even if broken fibres are observed
(160) (161).

The wetting of wooden fibre-reinforced cements cau 
ses a flexural strength reduction by 10-20% (161) or 
by 20-40% (162) with respect to dry samples. By con - 
trast water increases the material toughness (161)(163) 
(164) (fig. 18).

This behaviour was explained with two models. In 
the former (163) it is assumed that in a dry environ
ment cellulose fibres are strong and brittle and firm 
ly adherent to the cement matrix. For this reason the
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composite strength is high, but toughness is low ow
ing to the small pull-out length of fibres. In a wet 
environment cellulose fibres are ductile and, owing 
to stretching and unravelling, they are pulled-out mo 
re easily. Therefore they produce a strength decrease 
and a toughness increase.

FIG. 18: Effect of fibre content on fracture though, 
ness following various preconditioning treat, 
merits (164)

The latter model (162) assumes that the fibre-ce - 
ment paste bond is due to the variation in the hydro
gen bonds and hydroxide bridges. Furthermore it is ba 
sed on that the tensile strength of dry fibres is e - 
qual to that of wet fibres, whereas their stiffness 
is ten times higher. In any case, as SEM shows, the 
fibres are firmly anchored to the cement matrix.

In a dry environment the hydrogen bonds and the hy 
droxide bridges are active and contribute-to give a 
high mechanical strength. However the fibre stiffness 
penalizes toughness. Vice versa, in a wet environment 
the hydrogen bonds are destroyed by the disjoining 
pressure of the water molecules penetrating between 
the two materials. At the same time fibres become 
more ductile and expand. The maximum pull-out length 
increases but appreciable frictional forces develop.

It results that strength decreases and toughness 
increases. The technical advantages obtained by fi - 
bres suggested to prepare mineral fibres, different 
from the traditional ones and having better performan 
ces. Through hydrothermal reactions between Ca(0H)2, 
CaCOg and quartz in the presence of alkali, pectolite 
and tobermorite fibres with a maximum length of 140 
цт and 200 (n m respectively were obtained (164).

5. CONCLUSIONS
All experiences agree in maintaining that the ag - 

gregate/cement paste bond strength is generally weak. 
Improvements are obtained when the aggregate surface 
is rough or made as such by a mechanical treatment or 
a chemical attack.

Similar results are obtained with fibres (asbe - 
stos, steel wires, glass fibres).

In any case the weakest zone, that is where fractu 
re occurs, is not generally the cement paste-aggrega
te (or fibre) interface but a zone in paste far from 
the interface some tenths of firn. It is inferred that, 
to increase the mechanical strength of the cement ma
terials, it is necessary to enhance the character! - 
sties of this zone, the so-called transition aura.

An improvement can be obtained by reducing the po
rosity of the paste, and therefore of the interface, 
or else, with clearly higher results, by causing the 
chemical reaction between paste and aggregate to form 
an intermediate layer made up ofC-S-H crystals grow - 
ing epitaxycally on the aggregate.

The best results are obtained by autoclaving a/c 
low-ratio concretes containing quartz aggregates.

In this case the paste/aggregate bond strengthen - 
ing appears with an appreciable increase in compressj 
ve strength which attains about 180 N-mm"2. Whatever 
the strength reached by concrete may be, the latter 
does not lose its brittleness. This is a typical pro
perty of the material which was the object of many 
and detailed studies to check whether the cement mate 
rials comply with the concepts of the linear elastic 
fracture mechanics and to determine its use characte
ristics.

A gradual and significant increase in the cement 
material toughness can be obtained by introducing in 
creasing amounts of fibres. In fact, the latter cause 
an increase in the fracture work by two orders of ma
gnitude. Unfortunately there are technological 11 " 
mits to the content of fibres that are allowed to be 
introduced into a cement material.

The results of the experimental studies aiming at 
clarifying the mechanism of beginning and continua -

■ tion of the fracture cannot be defined as final. Howe 
ver, they let foresee the possibility of improving 
the bonds existing between the components of the ce - 
ment materials and, therefore, to improve the perfor
mances of these products.
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R. BUCCHI, Italcementi S.p.A., ITALIA.

APERCUS SUR LES AJOUTS ET LES CIMENTS COMPOSES DU POINT DE VUE DE L'INDUSTRIE.
OUTLINES ON ADDITIONS AND COMPOSITE CEMENTS. POINT OF VIEW OF INDUSTRY.

3.1

RESUME. On estime qu'aujourd'hui ä peu pres 90 millions de tonnes par an d'ajouts sont employees dans le monde 
entier pour produire au moins 280 millions de tonnes de ciments composes. On dispose dans le monde de 500 mil
lions de tonnes par an de laitiers de haut Tourneau (granules et non) et de cendres volantes.
Cependant, ä partir de cette constatation, 11 n'est certainement pas possible de prevoir que la production de 
ciments composes soit necessairement appelee ä augmenter dans un proche avenir.
Pour que ceci se realise, il faudrait en effet que les utilisateurs acquierent des connaissances et une expe
rience dont ils ne disposent pas encore ä present. Il faudrait aussi que 1'Industrie selectionne plus rigoureu- 
sement la qualite des ajouts qu'elle ne le fait aujourd'hui, et qu'elle dispose de procedes et de moyens pour 
les valoriser.
Cette selection et cette valorisation ne peuvent se faire de maniere efficace qu'en cimenterie, ce qui exclut 
que les laitiers broyes ou les cendres volantes soient employees de maniere efficace directement ä la betonnie
re.
Toute reference aux aspects economiques de la production de ciments composes a ete ici evitee intentionnelle- 
ment.

SUMMARY. It is estimated that about 90 milion t per year of additions are used today to produce not less than 
280 milion t of composite cements. The only availability of (granulated or not) blastfurnace slags and fly ash 
attains 500 milion per year on the whole.
This favourable situation does not justify the forecast that the production cc composite cements will necessa
rily increase in the near future.
As a matter of fact this can only happen if users acquire the knowledge and the skill which, at present, they 
are lacking in. Moreover, it is necessary for the industry to select the quality of the additions more strictly 
than today and to be placed in a position to use them better by processes and means. Anyhow ground slags and 
fly ash should never be added directly to the concrete mixer.
Any reference to the economic features of the composite cement production was intentionally avoided.



1. DEFINITIONS ET CLASSIFICATION.

1.1 Dans ce travail on appelle ciments composes (ou 
ciments aux ajouts) les ciments contenant moins de 
95% de clinker portland (constituant principal) et 
des quantites variables, dans des limites definies, 
d'un ou plusieurs ajouts (ou constituants secondai- 
res) par rapport au total clinker + ajouts (done, 
sulfate de calcium et adjuvants exclus).
Cette definition comprend tous les ciments autres 
que ceux de categorie I du projet de norme europeen- 
ne EN 197-1 (1,2,3,4) (tableau I). Seulement 20 nor- 
mes de 24 Pays - sur 64 normes au total appliquees- 
dans 96 Pays - ne prevoient pas de ciments composes
(5).  Neammoins la production de ciment de ces 24 
Pays ne concerne que 59 millions de t par an (6) co£ 
respondant ä un peu plus de 6% de la production mon
diale (tableau II).

1.2 Metha (7) a recemment propose une classification 
des sous-produits siliceux d'origine industrielle 
utilisables comme ajouts (ou comme ingredients des 
betons), qui constituera la base de la classifica
tion RILEM (8).
La classification donnee par Sersale (9) comprend 
aussi les pouzzolanes, les tufs lithiques eu les 
diatomites. Le premier arrangement taxonomique de 
ces matieres naturelles est du ä Turriziani (10).

2. PRODUCTION DE CIMENTS COMPOSES.

2.1 Les ciments composes ne sont pas une nouveaute 
11). Les ciments pouzzolaniques ont ete normalises 
en Italie depuis 1929 (12); les ciments contenant du 
laitier sont produits en Allemagne, France, Luxem
bourg, Belgique, ecc. depuis plus d'un demi-siecle. 
Les ciments aux cendres volantes ont ete developpes 
en France vers la fin des annees '50. Seuls les ci-

TAB. I. PROJET DE NORME CEN(a): pr EN 197-1. DEFINITIONS ET TERMINOLOGIE DES CIMENTS 

(1, 2, 3, 4). _________________________________________________________

cate
gorie desi gnation

(b) 
teneur en masse en % de 

clinker

К

, (с)laitier

S

pouzzolane 
naturelle

г
cendres 
vol antes 

Z

fi 1 ler

F

I ciment portland 95<К< 100 05S, Z, F,55

II-S
ciment portland 
au laitier 655 К <90 105S535 05Z, F55

II-Z
ciment portland 
ä 1a pouzzolane 65 < К <90 05S55(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 105ZS35

0<F55(d)

II-S/Z
ciment portland 
compose 65 5 К <88 6 <S<29 6<Z529 0<F55

III
ciment de haut 
fourneau 20 5 К 564

(е)36 5S580k ' 05Z, F55

IV
ciment pouz-^ 
zolanique К >60 05S55,d) Z 5 40

|05F 55(d)

(a) Dans 1'introduction du projet on fait etat d'une quatrieme sous-categorie II,
relative au ciment portland au filier II-F, dont. la teneur en filier peut etre 
superieure ä 5% (1,4). , . л.

(b) Les valeurs numeriques se referent ä clinker + constituants secondames et ex- 
cluent sulfate de calcium et adjuvants (4).

(c) Granule ou boulete de haut fourneau. 
(d) La teneur totale en laitier et/ou filier ne peut pas exceder 5%.
(e) Une. mention doit indiquer le cas ou la teneur en laitier depasse 65%.
(f) Le ciment pouzzolanique doit satisfaire ä l'essai de pouzzolanicite EN 196-5.



merits contenant de la poudre de si lice sent relati- 
vement recents (13,14). Les tableaux III et IV don
nent la repartition par categorie des ciments pro- 
duits ou vendus dans les principaux Rays. Les va
leurs de ces tableaux ont ete elaborees ä partir des 
donnees publiees par CEMBUREAU (6), par Dutron (1,2) 
ainsi qu'ä partir de diverses autres sources (15,16, 
17). Les principaux producteurs de ciments composes 
sont l'URSS, les Rays du CEMBUREAU(*) , la Chine et 
rinde. Au sein du CEMBUREAU se distinguent l'Espa-

TAB. II. PRODUCTION DE CIMENT DES PAYS DONT 
LES NORMES NE PREVOIENT PAS DE CIMENTS COM
POSES (5, 6).

annee 1983
production 

10b t/a
% production 

mondiale

Egypte 5,50 0,60
Nigeria 3,00 0,33
Zambie 0,34 0,04
Gana 0,28 0,03

Colombie 4,84 0,53
Venezuela . .
Amerique C.le 3

4,44 0,48
2,05 0,22

Uruguay , 0,41 0,04
Jamai'que 0,28 0,03
Paraguay 0,15 0,02

Irak 9,50 1,04
ThaTlande 7,23 0,79
Philippines 4,56 0,50
Pakistan 4,18 0,46
Singapour 3,00 0,33
Israel 2,20 0,24
Sri Lanka 0,48 0,05

Suisse 4,02 0,44
Irlande 1,48 0,16

Nbuvelle Zelande 0,96 0,10

Total 58,90 6,43

(a) Normalisation unique pour Costa Rica,
El Salvador, Guatemal, Honduras, Nica - 
ragua.

ont partie du CEMBUREAU les Industries cimen- 
leres des 19 Pays suivants de 1'Europe Occiden- 
a e. Autriche, Belgique, Dänemark, Finlande, 

rrance, Allemagne, Grece, Irlande, Islande, Ita- 
те. Luxembourg, Norvege, Hollande, Portugal, 
oyaume Uni, Espagne, Suede, Suisse, Turquie. 

gne, la France, l'Italie et la Grece. Depuis quel- 
ques annees en Belgique et en Hollande les ciments 
de classe de resistance ordinaire ne sont que des 
ciments composes (18). En Inde la production de ces 
ciments a ete triplee en quatre ans (19,20).
Des Pays importants, au contraire, comme les Etats 
Unis, le Royaume Uni, l'Afrique du Sud, le Canada et 
la Suisse, dont certains ont de larges disponibili- 
tes en ajouts d'origine industrielle, ne produisent 
aujourd'hui encore que du ciment ne contenant que du 
clinker. II faut probablement chercher l'origine de 
cette Situation assez particuliere dans des tradi
tions tres anciennes.

2.2 Etant donnee l'etendue des intervalles de teneur 
en ajouts prevus par plusieurs normes des differents 
Pays, 11 est difficile d'evaluer le volume de con- 
stituants secondaires utilises aujourd'hui. Pour 
surmonter cet obstacle CEMBUREAU (21,2) a fait une 
enquete aupres des Associations des Fabricants de 
ciment des Pays d'OCDE et a obtenu les resultats 
donnes par le tableau V.

3. DISPONIBILITE D'AJOUTS D'ORIGINE INDUSTRIELLE.

3.1 Dire que dans le monde entier on produit 250 mil 
lions de t par an de laitiers (22), 300 millions de. 
t par an de cendres vol antes (23,24) et plus d'l mil 
lion de t par an de poudre de si lice (25,24) est pei7 
significatif du point de vue pratique tant qu'on ne 
tient pas compte de la distribution geographique re
lative des approvisionnements en constituents secon
daires et des usines ä ciment. Par ailleurs, les in
formations au sujet de la nature des constituants 
secondaires sont souvent imprecises, bien que tres 
abondantes, et font la confusion parmi les differen
tes qualites de laitiers (de haut fourneau et side- 
rurgiques, granules et non) et de cendres volantes, 
bottom ashes et boiler slags. Il n'est pas done fa
cile de se faire une idee precise.

3.2 Pour elaborer les valeurs du tableau VI on a in- 
terpröte critiquement les donnees disponibles con
cernant, lorsqu'il a ete possible, plusieurs annees. 
Pour chaque valeur on a mentionne la reference ä la 
source utilisee.
On a indique dans le tableau les disponibilites an- 
nuelles de laitiers de haut fourneau, soit granules, 
soit bouletes, soit refro'dis lentement; pour les 
cendres, par centre, on n'a donne que les quantites 
emportees par les gaz de combustion hors de la chau- 
diere et recueillies ä I'etat sec.
Il fait remarquer que, malgre tout le soin qui a ete 
apporte au traitement de ces donnees, quelques unes 
des valeurs du tableau peuvent ne pas correspondre 
exactement ä la realite.



cules au tableau VII pour ce qui concerne les ma- 
teriaux.

4. ASPECTS ECOLOGIQUES.

4.1 L1Industrie cimentiere de la plupart des pays 
n'utilise qu'en partie les laitiers et les cendres 
disponibles; l'industrie du bätiment n’est pas ä me
me d'en absorber la totalite.
Il se pose done le probleme de la mise en decharge 
des tonnages inutilises, probleme qu'une augmenta
tion de la production des ciments composes serait 
capable de resoudre en partie. D'autre part la dimi
nution de la production de clinker portland entrai-

4.2 En ce qui concerne I'energie, les evaluations du 
tableau VIII se fondent sur une demande d’energie 
thermique de 3.800 MJ et d'energie electrique de 80 
kWh par t de clinker produit. En termes d'energie 
primaire - 1 kWh equivaut a 9,096 MJ (41) - la dernan_ 
de totale est 4.528 MJ par t de clinker.
De plus on suppose que le broyage, le transfer dans 
les silos et 1'extraction demandent 30 kWh (273 MJ) 
et 38 kWh (346 MJ) respectivement par t da ciment 
portland et par t de ciment compose. Dans les cal- 
culs on a neglige I'energie depensee pour le tran
sport en usine des constituants secondaires (qu'on 
aurait du calculer de toute faqon au deduction de

(a) Principaux pays producteurs en ordre decroissant de production. 
Les espaces en blanc indiquent des donnees non disponibles.,

TAB. III. DISTRIBUTION EN % DE LA PRODUCTION DES DIFFERENTES CATEGORIES DE CIMENT. ELABORATION DES STATISTIQUES 

CEMBUREAU (6) ET D’AUTRES SOURCES (1, 2, 13, 14). 

(a) pays
production

1 obt
% ciment 
cat. I

% ciment 
cat.11

1» ciment 
cat.Ill

% ciment 
cat.IV

1984 1980 1981 1982 1980 1981 1982 1980 1981 1982 1980 1У01 1 УО£

Cembureau 
URSS 
Chine 
Japon 
USA 
Inde 
Bresil 
Mexique 
Pologne 
Yougoslavie 
Afrique du Sud 
Canada 
Argentine

191,4 
130,0 
121,0 
82,0 
71,0 
30,0 
19,5 
18,0 
16,5
9,3 
8,2 
8,4 
5,2

30,0
9,1

92,1
99,0
35,4
80,9
76,0
14,9

92,8
100,0

53,0

90,5 
99,0 
35,5 
84,0
67,2 
10,7
7,5 

93,0 
100,0 
95,5

52,0

8,5
89,4 
99,0 
23,5 
78,5
62,0
31,0
8,0

92,5 
99,0

44,5 
46,0 
2,0 
1,0

47,2

61,0

4,0

25,0

2,0
1,0

47,0

64,4
92,0
4,5

4,5

27,5

46,5
2,0
1,0

59,0

47,0
89,0
5,0
1,0

25,5
38,4
5,8

17,4
11,3

23,8

3,2

7,0

7,2

17,5
10,0

24,9
0,5
2,5

7,5

37,1
8,4

17,5
9,0

22,0 
3,0 
2,5

1,5
0,1

7,5
22,9
0,3

13,0

0,1

6,0
30,4

13,0

1,7
0,1

12,5
37,6

nerait une reduction de la consommation de materiaux 
de cacriere (qui pour chaque t de clinker montent a 
0,7 tn environ) et une plus faible pollution atmo- 
spherique. Cette derniere - pour un four moderne a
vec broyage du cru en ligne, et avec une consomma
tion de 3.800 MJ/t de clinker - represente en moyen- 
ne 0,2 kg de poussieres et 1,3 kg de N0^ (sous forme 
de NO ) pour chaque t de clinker produit (39). Les 
emissions de SO peuvent etre evaluees ä 0,3 kg en
viron par t de clinker produit (40).
Les avantages ecologiques du remplacement d 1 t de 
ciment portland par 1 t de ciment compose sont cal-

I'energie de transport des matieres premieres corre
spondent au clinker remplace). L'erreur qu'on fait, 
pour des distances comprises dans un rayon de 200 km 
avec voyage de retour ä vide, varie entre 6 et 60 MJ 
par t de ciment,selon la distance et le type de tran 
sport. La difference de demande d’energie des deux 
types de ciment est peu moins de 1.000 MJ/t et je 
rapport est d'a peu pres 0,78. Ces valeurs sont en 
bon accord avec celles publiees precedemment (36,35, 
33,2,42,43,21, 30), si Ton tient compte de la com
position du ciment aux ajouts qu’on a ici considere.



5. QUALITE DES AJOUTS. VARIABILITE.

5.1 Le laitier granule de haut fourneau est l'ajout 
le plus connu (22) et le plus fiable pour la qualite 
(44). Son activity depend du degre de polymerisation 
des groupes SiO^ et de l'energie de liaison Me-0 
des cations depolymerisateurs du verre (4,5,46). Ces 
parametres ne sont pas contröles par les determina-

sortie de la chaudiere d'une installation thermoe- 
lectrique est au contraire tres variable (48,49,50, 
35,51,52). La connaissance des parametres qui in- 
fluencent leur activite et leur comportement est re- 
cente et peut-etre encore incomplete. On juge, d'ail 
leurs, que les proprietes les plus variables - et 
malheureusement les plus importantes pour la qualite 
du ciment -sont celles qui influencent l'ouvrabili- 
te et l'absorption des adjuvants. • 
Beaucoup de cendres ameliorent 1'ouvrabilite (53,54, 
55,58), d'autres la deteriorent (48,56,57,58). Pre
sque toutes augmentent la consommation d'adjuvants 
du beton; ceci dans une proportion differente qui 
depend de la structure moleculaire de 1'adjuvant 
(56,58).

TAB. IV. DISTRIBUTION EN % DES VENTES INTERIEURES DES DIFFERENTES CATEGORIES DE CIMENT DANS LA CEE ET LES PAYS 
DU CEMBUREAU. ELABORATION DES STATISTIQUES CEMBUREAU (6) ET D'AUTRES SOURCES (16, 17).

(a) En ordre decroissant de production.
Les espaces en blanc indiquent des donnees non disponibles.

(a) pays
production

104
1984

% ciment 
cat. I

% ciment 
cat.II

% ciment 
cat.III

% ciment 
cat.IV

1982 1983 1984 1982 1983 1984 1982 1983 1984 1982 1983 1984

CEE 160.962 52,0 52,1 53,5 27,7 27,6 26,9 7,4 7,2 7,2 12,9 13,1 12,4

CEMBUREAU: 
Halle 38.891 51,5 50,1 53,1 - - - 5,0 5,1 5,1 41,5 42,4 39,3
Espagne 26.643 18,5 19,8 17,7 75,6 73,0 74,5 1,2 2,0 2,0 4,6 5,2 5,7
RFA 26.224 75,8 75,3 76,7 8,6 7,9 7,2 14,7 14,5 13,6 0,5 0,5 0,6
France 24.025 26,9 27,4 26,2 71,9 71,8 67,8 0,9 0,6 0,8 - - -
Turquie
Royaume Uni

15.735
13.552 90,5 91,0 90,8 - - 0,3 0,4 1,8

Grece 13.460 9,0 10,2 11,6 91,0 89,8 88,4 - - -
Belgique 5.708 49,1 30,8 30,8 12,0 27,5 26,4 36,9 38,6 39,1
Portugal 5.483 91,0 92,7 99,0 2,0 6,0 . - 7,0 1,3 1,0
Au tri ehe 4.852 21,0 24,0 6,5 78,0 75,0 92,4 1,0 1,0 0,9
Suisse 4.297 100,0 100,0 100,0 - - - - -
Hollande 3.176 37,4 29,1 28,5 0,5 5,7 7,5 62,1 65,2 63,9
Suede 2.360 98,0 89,0 89,0 2,0 11,0 11,0 - - -
Finlande 1.645 21,0 18,0 23,9 78,0 81,0 75,3 1,0 1,0 0,4
Norvege 1.459 97,0 42,0 26,0 - 56,0 70,7 - - -
Dänemark 1.450 70,0 68,0 61,2 23,0 32,0 38,8 - - -
Irlande 1.377 100,0 100,0 100,0 - - - - - -
Luxembourg 973 6,0 7,6 6,0 41,9 40,1 46,4 52,1 52,3 47,6
Islande 114 11,0 12,0 - 83,0 84,0 100,0 - - - 6,0 4,0

Lions de routine de l'usine. Cependant les laitiers 
Lien trempes d'une meine origine ont des proprietes 
suffisamment constantes, comme 11 est demontre par 

valeurs du tableau IX (40).

^•2 La qualite des cendres recuperees, seches, ä la

La correlation entre 1'activite pouzzolanique (chaux 
combinee) et la resistance mecanique est tres fai
ble, voire inexistante (56,59,62).

Bien que dans plusieurs Rays des normes specifiques 
(37,60,62,63,64,65) d'une certaine maniere definis- 
sent la qualite des cendres destinees au beton ou
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TAB. V. PROPORTIONS (% EN MASSE) DE CONSTI- 
TUANTS SECONDAIRES DANS LES CIMENTS, SEL. (21, 
2).

1980 1983 1990 2000

Europe Occidentale 15 17 23 30
Amerique du Nord 1 3 10 20
Japon 3 5 12 20

ОС DE 9 11 16 25

auciment, on reconnalt souvent que les parametres 
retenus sont inappropries et que les llmites fixees . 
sont incertaines (56,62,24,66, 67).
En effet les proprietes d'une cendre dependent non 
seulement de la teneur en carbone et du refus ä 45 

jjim (parametres qui se repetent dans la plupart des 
normes) mais aussi du spectre granulaire, du facteur 
de forme des particules (48), de leur porosite, de

L'emploi de cendres vol antes comme 11 ant demande 
beaucoup de prudence. Elles ne doivent etre traitees 
que dans les usines ä ciment, selon les methodes et 
les precedes propres ä la fabrication du ciment (4, 
35,36,56).
Le tableau X donne les caracteristiques de cendres 
volantes selectionnees provenant de centrales thermo 
electriques italiennes (40).

la rugosite de la surface (67,68), de la nature et 
quantite d'eventuels revetements en sulfate, hema
tite, magnetite (68), de la presence de P20 (56) et 
de V 0 (40), etc. Ces variables sont ä feur tour 
reliees ä des parametres de procede qui peuvent 
changer frequemment, comme la qualite et la finesse 
du charbon, la conduite de la combustion et la char
ge de la chaudiere (57,67,68,36).
Ce type de situation peut justifier les contradic
tions de la litterature sur les proprietes des cen
dres et permet de comprendre les echecs observes sur 
certains betons ou une partie du ciment a ete rem- 
placee par de la cendre directement ä la betonniere.

5.3 La poudre de si lice ("condensed silica fume")

TAB. VI. EVALUATION DES DISPONIBILITES ANNUELLES D'AJOUTS D'ORIGINE INDU
STRIELLE DANS LES PAYS PRINCIPAUX. ANNEES 1980-1985.

(a) 
pays

production 
ciment'84 

106t

laitiers** 3^ cendre . + (c) vol ante poudre de si lice

106t/a ref. 106t/a ref.
3 

lot /a ref.

Cembureau 191,4 (2) 33(e) (2)
URSS 130,0 27(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (26) 80 e) (27,28) 150 (29,13)

Chine 121,0 25 (2,8) 27-80 (29,27)
Japon 82,0 25 (2,8) 2-3 (2,8,27) 70 (29)

USA 71,0 27-30 (2,30,7) 50-60 (31,32,23) 300 (29,13)

Italie 38,9 3 (33) 1,2 (34) 10 (29)

Inde 30,0 4-6 (8,19) 8 (19)
Espagne 26,6 5 (27) 30 (29)

RFA 26,2 11 (8,33) 2-3 (8,35,36) 6-25 (29,8)

France 24,0 8 (8) 5 (8,23) 20-60 (29,8)

Bresil 19,5 13 (29)

Pologne 16,5 12-15 (27,28,23)
Royaume Uni 13,6 6 (33,8) 10 (37,38)
Yougoslavie 9,3 5 (27)
Canada 8,4 3 (7,8) 3 (8,27) 15 (29)

(a) En ordre decroissant de production de ciment.
(b) Laitiers de haut fourneau granules, bouletes et refroidis lentement.
(c) Bottom ashes et boiler slags exclus.
(d) Seulement laitier granule.
(e) Il s'agit evidemment de cendres totales.
Les espaces en blanc indiquent des donnees non disponibles.



est connue depuis longtemps comme Ingredient des be
tens; eile est aussi employee comme ajout des ci- 
ments. Les microspheres de verre dont eile est con- 
stituee doivent leurs proprietes excpptiannelles ä 
leur extreme finesse (jusqu'ä 7.000 in kg" et plus) 
(69) et ä une activite pouzzolanique tres elevee 
(25,70).
Jahren (71) a montre que la teneur en SiO peut ve
rier entre des limites plutöt larges (63-^%), selon 
le procede de production (silicium metallique ou al- 
liages Fe-Si de titre different) et selon les matie- 
res premieres employees. La finesse est ainsi assez 
variable (69).
Cette matiere est relativement peu abondante et eile 
est devenue, aujourd'hui, assez chere (29). En ou
tre, eile presente la propriete tres genante d'aug- 
menter considerablement la demande en eau des ci- 
ments. Son interet comme copstituant secondaire des 
ciments composes est, done, trds limite.

TAB. VII. AVANTAGES ECOLOGIQUES DE LA PRODUCTION 
D'UNE t DE CIMENT COMPOSE (a) (CLINKER 0,70) AU 
LIEU D'UNE t DE CIMENT PORTLAND (CLINKER 0,93).

Diminution de 
mouvement de 
matiere dans 
le territoire

extraite en moins 
clinker 0,7 (0,93-0,70) 
filler 0,03 : 2,2 
ajouts decharges 
en moins:

0,26 : 1,3 
total

3 
=0,16 m /t
= 0,01 "

= 0,20 "
= 0,37 m3/t

Diminution 
de pollu
tion atmoT . 
spherique

poussieres en moins (39) 
0,20 (0,93-0,70)

NO en moins (39)
X 1,30 (0,93-0,70)

SO en moins (40) 
0,30 (0,93-0,70)

=0,04 kg/t

= 0,30 "

= 0,07 "

(a) On suppose que les constituants secondaires 
sont laitier et cendre vol ante dans la propor
tion 1:1 et que 0,13 t de laitier par t de ci- 
ment compose sont seches par la chaleur en
thalpique de 1'air en exces du refroidisseur ä 
gri He.

(b) Produite par les fumees du four et de I'air en 
exces du refroidisseur ä grille.

5-4 Les pouzzolanes et les tufs lithiques sont des 
Roches pyroclastiques (9) de bonne Constance quali
tative. Les variations dans le meme gisement, ou 
ans des gisements de la meme origine, concernent 
es stratifications differentes qui peuvent se di- 

stinguer par leur teneur en verre, le degre de dia- 
9enisation ou presence de matieres etrangeres depo- 

TAB. VIII. ENERGIE DEMANDEE POUR LA PRODUCTION DE 
CIMENT PORTLAND ET DE CIMENT COMPOSE<a>.

(a) Sauf quantite d'energie necessaire pour le tran
sport des constituants secondaires de source de 
production ä cimenterie.

ciment portland: clinker 93%

ciment compose: 70%K+13%S+13%Z

energie demandöe 
MJ/t de ciment

portland compose

clinker 0,93-4528 4.211
0,70-4528 3.170

constituants secondaires.
traitement laitier(b) 0,13-36 5
traitement c. vol antes 0,13-18 2

ciments (broyage, ensila-
ge et extraction):

portland 273
compose 346

total 4.484 3.523

(b) On suppose que le laitier est seche par la cha- 
leur enthalpique de l'air en exces du refroidis- 
seur ä grille.

sees entre deux explosions du volcan.
Au contraire, pour les argiles et les marnes diato- 
mitiques (9) - dites aussi, improprement, pouzzola
nes sedimentaires - les variations de composition et

TAB. IX. VARIABILITE DES CARACTERISTIQUES DE LAI- 
• TIERS GRANULES DE HAUT FOURNEAU DE PRODUCTION ITA-

LIENNE. ANNEES 1984 ET 1985 (40).

echantillons examines TAR
16

PIO 
15

SER 
9

C+M+A 
S

extremes 
moyenne 

s

1,63-1,87
1,78 
0,07

1,50-1,85
1,67
0,12

1,32-1,56
1,44
0,07

teneur en 
verre(a)д

extremes 
moyenne 

s

85-95
92

3,7

85-95
92

2,8

70-90
82

9,0

eau pour 
consi staoce 
norm., %

extremes 
moyenne 

s

26,3-27,0
26,7 
0,5

26,3-27,4
26,6 
0,5

25,6-27,4
26,6 
0,3

(a) Determi nee par voie microscopique sei. Padilla 
(47).

(b) Melange 30% laitier broye a 300 m2- kg'1 (Blai
ne) et 70% de ciment portland de reference 
(42,5 N-mm z").
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de structure peuvent etre considerables. A cause de 
leur teneur en argile ces matieres ne devraient pas 
etre utilisees pour produire des ciments ä la pouzz£ 
lane ou pouzzolaniques. Ainsi qu'il a ete observe 
pour les cendres volantes, les pouzzolanes ne pre
sentent pas davantage de correlation entre Vacti- 
vite (chaux combinee) et la resistance des mortiers 
(72).

5.5 Le filler calcaire est un constituant secondaire 
des ciments composes frangais (5) et - pour des te- 
neurs limitees ä 5% - des ciments europeens de la 
norme EN 197-1 (*). ,

(*) On envisage que cette norme comprendra aussi des 
ciments de categorie II-F, avec plus de 5% de 
filler, probablement jusqu'a 20%.

Les fillers ne sont pas tout ä fait inertes. Leur 
activite peut etre expliquee:

• par un "effet microfiller", c'est-a-dire de 
dispersion des particules de clinker et de 
remplissage des vides intergranulaires (4, 
68);

• par un effet epitaxique sur les hydrates 
C-S-H de la pate (4,74);

■ par les reactions avec les produits d'hydra- 
tation des aluminates du clinker (75,73,4).

Tous les calcaires ne conviennent pas en tant que 
fillers (4). Les meilleurs resultats sont obtenus 
par des roches ä teneur elevee en CaCO^ (>80%), ex
emptes, ou presque, oe matiere argil euse et ayant 
une structure particuliere (verifiable indirectement

(a) Melange 30% cendre vj^lante telle quelle et 70% de ciment portland de 

reference (42,5 N-rnm ). 

TAB. X. VARIABILITE DES CARACTEHISTIQUES DE CENDRES VOLANTES SELECTIONNEES DE 
PRODUCTION ITALIENNE 1985 (40).

VAD LAS FUS MFL

echantillons examines 16 11 11 11

P.ä.F. , % en masse

P 0 tot., % en masse 
2 5

extremes 
moyenne 

s

4,0-9,5 
7,0 
1,2

1,6-15,4
5,7
4,3

6,4-10,6
8,4
1,5

7,1-11,1
9,2
1,3

extremes 
moyenne 

s

0,11-0,53 
0,24 
0,12

0,24-1,54
0,93
0,55

0,60-2,24 
0,97 
0,48

0,54-1,42
1,20
0,30

re
si

du
s,

 % e
n m

as
se

 su
r

40 >Jm
extremes 
moyenne 

s

23,5-36,3
28,5
3,1

8,1-26,0 
19,0
4,9

13,0-27,0
21,0
4,2

13,5-18,8
16,8

2

63 >im
extremes 
moyenne 

s

16,2-27,5
20,4

3,1

5,0-20,6
13,1
4,3

7,4-19,8
14,3
3,4

8,0-12,3
10,5
1,7

90 Jim
extremes 
moyenne 

s

9,1-19,0
12,5
2,6

3,0-16,3
7,6
3,9

3,7-13,0
8,6
2,8

4,2-6,7
5,7
1,0

eau pour 
normale (

consistance 
a), %en masse

extremes 
moyenne 

s

26,4-30,3
28,4 
0,8

27,4-33,6
29,7
2,1

30,8-33,4
32,0
1,0

34,0-35,8
35,1
0,7

pour 1'absence de matieres organiques). Il est vrai- 
semblable que les calcaires anciens, profondemenc 
diagenises, compacts et non poreux (calcaires micri- 
tiques) se pretent bien ä cet usage.



Le filler doit etre broye ä des finesses tres pous- 
säes.

6. QUALITE DES CIMENTS.

6.1 Dans tous les ciments composes une partie de 
clinker est remplacee par une quantite egale d'a- 
jouts ayant une activite moins prompte et une fines
se en general plus elevee. Ce remplacement entranne 
un certain nombre de consequences.
La premiere concerne la progressivite du developpe- 
ment des resistances mecaniques, ä finesse du clin
ker egale. Aux breves echeances elles sont toujours 
inferieures ä celles d'un portland de classe egale, 
(56,76) (FIG. 1). Le phenomene s'aggrave pendant la 
saison froide (57) et cause toujours une impression 
mauvaise, surtout par les utilisateurs les moins ex
perimentes.

FIG.1. EVOLUTION DES RESISTANCES DES CI - 

MENTS PORTLAND ET AUX CENDRES VOLANTES 

EN MORTIER ISO. SEL. BRAUN ET GEBAUER (56).

FIG. 2. RELATtoN ENTRE RESISTANCE DU BETON ET 

PROFONDEUR DE CARBONATATION. SEL. BRAUN ET 

GEBAUER (56).

La deuxieme consequence a la meme origine que la pre 
mi ere (activite retardee de l'ajout) mais eile peut 
produire des effets favorables, si l'on veille ä e
viter les pertes d'eau par evaporation par la surfa
ce (56, 68). Elie provient de la precipitation des 
hydrates des ajouts dans la solution des pores ou 
ils remplacent 1'eau qui les remplit (55,76). Les 
pores de la päte se transforment en pores du gel; 
leur distribution dimensionnelle subit un glissement 
vers les valeurs les plus petites (25,58,77,78,79, 
80). Ce mecanisme exige un environnement humide pen
dant plusieurs jours.
L'absence de portlandite dans la päte des ciments 
pouzzolaniques n'est plus consideree comme un fac- 
teur essentiel. Le remplacement du clinker par l'a
jout a d'autres consequences qui ne sont pas moins 
importantes, notamment son action de microfiller (4, 
68,74) et une teneur plus elevee en C-S-H dans la 
pate, au detriment des hydrates de C A (9,23,81). On 
explique ainsi pourquoi la matrice des betons de ci- 
ment compose - pour des rapports peu Sieves de E/C 
et une conservation en milieu humide - est plus uni
forme, plus dense, moins permeable, et s'oppose a<la
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100 150

etalement, %

FIG.3. CONSISTANCE DU MORTIER ( E : C = 0,5) DE 
DIFFERENTS CIMENTS 32,5 N'mm-2. TABLE A SE

COUSSES SELON UNI7044 (1972) (40).

diffusion des ions agressifs, en resume eile est 
plus durable que celle qui est obtenue avec les ci- 
ments portland (25,81,82,83, 84,85,86). Elle pro- 
t6ge de la corrosion les armatures en acier aussi 
bien que la päte de portland (56,84,87) (FIG. 2) et 
eile parait moins sujete ä la reaction alcalis-gra- 
nulat siliceux (7,9,23, 29,67).

6.2 Ces resultats - on le repete - sont conditionnes 
par l'emploi de rapports E/C suffisamment bas. Le 
Probleme de 1 "ouvrabilite. est, done, capital.
Aux FIG. 3 et 4 on compare les ouvrabilitäs de mor- 
tiers et betons de trois categories de ciments com
poses avec celles d'un portland ordinaire (40). Les 
ciments de laitier de haut fourneau presentent, com
me on sait, les ouvrabilites les meilleures. Pour 
les emplois les plus difficiles des pouzzolaniques 
on conseille 1'utilisation moderee de plastifiants. 
Les ciments contenant de la poudre de silice doivent 
etre totrgours employes avec des dosages adequats de 
superplastifiants. Toutes ces categories de ciment 
se comportent avec les. entraineurs d'air aussi bien 
que le portland.
Comma il a dejä 6te dit au paragraphe 5.2, les ci

ments aux cendres vol antes presentent un comporte- 
ment ambigu, qui depend de la teneur variable en par 
ticules spherofdales presentes dans la cendre, ainsi 
que quelques Auteurs 1'ont indique (36,48,55, 56) 
(Fig. 5); il depend aussi de la teneur, en general 
variable, en particules tres fines, comme d'Autres 
suggerent (62,68). Les ciments des FIG. 3 et 4 ont 
une demande en eau plus eleve que le portland. D'une 
maniere generale, les ciments aux cendres qui deman
dent plus d'eau sont les memes que ceux qui absor
bent davantage les adjuvants en en rendant Taction 
moins efficace.

7. CONCLUSIONS.

7.1 Le probleme du developpement des ciments compo
ses se reduit ä celui de la maltrise de la qualite 
des ajouts et ä celui du mode de preparation et con 
servation des betons.

0,20 —
cot.

n. ro 
(chant

iffoissement, m-lfl**

moyem •

I 69 14,3« 4,21

n-z 80 10,02 3,90

n-z* 173 13,1« 4,31

n-s 28 10,67 3,02

♦ Id x ciRires velantes

• ffeieiement du efinu d* Allrams,

FIG. 4. CONSISTANCE DU BETON SELON UNI 7163 (IST» ) 

CIMENTS 32,5 N-mm-2. DOSAGE350 kg-m-3, E:C-0,6. 

GRANULOMETRIE GRAVIER TYPE FULLER D___ .0,022*  

(40).



Il est certainement plus facile de produire un ci- 
ment portland contenant uniquement du clinker qu'un 
ciment compose de qualite, du falt que les criteres 
par lesquels on selectionne aujourd'hui les ajouts 
ne sont pas tout ä fait adequats et les procedes 
technologiques utilises dans les usines ne sont pas 
les plus efficaces.
Ces däfauts sont particulierement nets pour les ci- 
ments aux cendres.
11 est egalement plus facile d'utiliser un ciment 
portland que des ciments composes. Ces derniers, en 
effet, sont des produits quelque peu sophistiques, 
qui donnent des betons meilleurs que ceux de por
tland - surtout vis ä vis de la durabilite - pourvu 
qu'ils soient gäches avec des rapports E/C suffisam- 
ment bas et soient conserves en milieu humide pour 
plusieurs jours.

FIG. 5. INFLUENCE DE LA TENEUR EN GRAINS SPHERIQUES 

DES CENDRES VOLANTES SUR LA DEMANDS D EAU DE LA 

PATE NORMALE (MELANGE 70% CIMENT PORTLAND ET 

30% CENDRES VOLANTES). SEL. BRAUN ET GEBAUER (56).

7-2 L'activitS des ajouts est tributaire du, precede 
par lequel ils sont obtenus et Г on ne peut pas pen- 
ser qu'un haut fourneau ou bien une centrale thermo- 
electrique puissent etre conduits en visant la qua
lity de leurs sous-produits. Pour ameliorer l'acti- 
vite et la qualite des ajouts il est done necessaire 
de suivre des voles differentes.
Avant tout'll faut entreprendre une severe selec
tion a 1'origine. Elle devrait etre effectuee sur la 

base de criteres beaucoup plus efficaces que ceux dj_ 
sponibles aujourd'hui et, surtout, avec une attitude 
differente de 1'attitude actuelle. La recherche de- 
vra eclaircir les parametres qui sont decisifs pour 
le contröle complet du comportement hydraulique d'un 
ajout.

Les traitements en usine des ajouts sont Г autre mo- 
yen pour obtenir des produits finis de qualite.
La seule homogeneisation de quahtites meme conside
rables peut etre insuffisante. Chaque matiere d'ad^ 
dition, soit artificfelle soit naturelie, est con- 
stituee d'une partie active par" sa structure ou sa 
finesse, et d'une partie indesirable. L'ideal serait 
de faire suivre la selection ä 1'origine d'une se
lection plus poussee, realisee au cours d'une phase 
de comminution et de separation.

La technologie doit done s'enrichir de procedes et 
de methodes permettant de broyer selectivement les 
matieres et de separer les fractions obtenues avec 
une efficacite et une precision meilleures que cel
les que nous connaissons actuellement. Le progres 
des connaissances devra nous conduire ä combiner ra- 
tionnel lenient ces fractions pour obtenir le meilleur 
ciment compose possible (88).

7.3 L'avenir des ciments composes n'est pas done 
seulement fonction de la disponibilite des ajouts ou 
des implications ecologiques liees ä leur production 
ou leur utilisation. Il depend aussi etroitement du 
progres des connaissances de leur utilisation, des 
perfectionnements de la technologie et de 1'accumu
lation de 1'experience de leur utilisation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Les caracteristiques et les differents moyens 
d'activer les produits ajoutes au ciment Portland 
ont ete presentes dans les themes III et IV du 
precedent Congres ä Paris en 1980. Les cinq rapports 
principaux (1,. 2, 3, 4, 5), les deux rapports 
generaux (6, 7) et les "panels" (8, 9) ont traite 
separement les laitiers, essentiellement de haut 
fourneau done hydrauliques et les pouzzolanes, 
roches naturelles ou cendres volantes. En conclusion, 
il est apparu que laitiers et pouzzolanes ne 
devaient plus etre consideres conune de simples 
produits d'addition mais conune des ajouts reactifs, 
et precoces pour certains d'entre eux.

Depuis le Congres de Paris, les efforts 
des chercheurs ont porte plus particulierement 
sur la caracterisation et la reactivite de materiaux 
pouzzolaniques tres diversifies conune les cendres 
volantes et les fumees de silice. Trois quarts 
des communications leur ont ete consacres lors 
de la premiere conference internationale sur 
I1 * * 4utilisation des cendres volantes, fumees de 
silice, laitiers et autres sous-produits mineraux 
dans le beton ä Montebello (Canada) en 1983- 
La MRS "Materials Research Society" organise 
tous les ans ä Boston un symposium sur les cendres 
volantes. Outre les cendres et les fumees de 
silice, de nouveaux produits sont des ä present 
utilises a l'echelle industrielle. Ce sont par 
exemple les fillers calcaires entrant dans la 
composition des ciments CPJ fabriques en France.

La trempe fige ä la temperature ambiante 
une configuration instantanee de la structure 
desordonnee du laitier fondu apparente ä la famille 
des silicates liquides. La structure d'un verre 
de silicate se deduit de celle de la silice vitreuse 
par la coupure de certaines liaisons Si-O-Si et 
la neutralisation des charges negatives, creees 
par des cations metalliques appeles modificateurs 
de structure.

La premiere approche de la structure fondee 
sur les modeles de G.N. TOOP et C.S. SAMIS (11) 
et C.R. MASSON (12) faisait intervenir_ des ions 
oxygene pontants 0° et non pontants 0 (13). La 
nouvelle conception utilise I'ion O^- et le niveau 
de basicit.e du milieu caracterise par le p^ (grandeur 
analogue au pH des solutions aqueuses) qui determine 
le taux de neutralisation de la silice et I'activite 
des oxydes M0. Le pp est deduit des spectres 
Raman ä excitation laser dont les bandes spectrales 
caracterisent les elements structuraux :

SiO., -Si0„, = Si0„, = SiO, = Si = (14)4 3 2
S , Z , E , Y , X (10)
Q=0, Q=l, Q=2, Q=3, Q=4 (15)
Q = connectivite des tetraedres SiO^.

Un spectre Raman de laitiers industriels 
ou de verres de silicate presente (fig. 2) un 
massif entre 800 et 1100 cm-1 et deux bandes 
a 680 et 580 cm~l. En se fondant sur les travaux de 
B. PIRIOU et P. Me MILLAN (16), R. DRON (10) ‘ 
a attribue la bande :

. 58О cm * ä la vibration Al-O-Al

. 680 cm aux especes silicates E(Q=2) etZ (Q=l)

. 800 - 1100 cm aux especes silicatees Y (Q=3)> 
E(Q=2), Z(Q=1), S(Q=ti)

La decomposition du massif ä partir des 
bandes caracteristiques de SiO, Si02 , SiO^ , SiOl 
(respectivement a 1050, 980, 9Ю et 85О' cm-1 ) 
considerees comme Gaussiennes, donne la position, 
la largeur et la hauteur des pics de chacune 
des especes silicatees, estimant ainsi leur proportion 
dans le materiau et permettant la determination, 
du pp . Si pp 1, il у a tendance ä la segregation 
d'especes basiques comme les orthosilicates, 
le domaine d'idealite se situant entre pp = -1 
et pp = 1. Le tableau I regroupe quelques cas typiques.

Ce rapport tentera de faire le point sur 
1'apport des techniques ou des methodes nouvelles 
dans la caracterisation et 1'activation des laitiers, 
des pouzzolanes et des fillers, tous materiaux 
qui peuvent en premier lieu etre localises sur 
le diagramme ternaire CaO, SiO^ , ^2^3 !)•

Fig 1 - Diagramme ternaire CaO-Al^O.-SiO^.Position des differents produits5 d'addition par 
rapport aux oxydes et au Ciment Portland.

2. LES LAITIERS DE HAUT FOURNEAU

Dans son rapport principal au Congres de 
Paris, HG. SMOLCZYK (1) a rappele la formation 
du laitier fondu surnageant la fonte et sa trempe 
soit par granulation, soit par bouletage. En 
moyenne, le laitier contient 35 % SiQj , 40 1« 
CaO, 8 % MgO, 12 % Al2 0- . Un refroidissement 
lent entraine la cristallisation de silicates 
d'aluminium et de magnesium dont les plus courants 
sont la melilite (solution solide entre la gehlenite 
C 2 AS et 1'akermanite C2MS2 ) et la merwinite 
C31S„. le laitier trompetest vitreux. Sa structure 
a ete affinee par R. DRON (10).

2.1. Structure des laitiers vitreux



Tableau I - Intensite des composantes du massif 
haute frequence du spectre Raman normalise a 
100 et valeurs du pp (10).

1
1 Echantillons TE TZ is
i Q = 3 Q = 2 Q = 1 Q = 0 pF 1
1
1 Verres synthetiques

1
1

1
1 cs 30.7 45.0 7.2 17.1

1
0 1

1 C AS 11.1 20.1 45-6 23.2 I.I5O 1
C6MAS5 10.0 28.1 З4.7 27.2 0.884 1

1
1
1 Laitiers industriels

1
1

1
1 n" 1 10.5 26.4 З4.5 28.6

1
0.910 1

1 n” 2
1

7.7 15-8 З9.9 36.5 1.247 1
1

Les elements structuraux de la silice sont, 
en dehors des tetraedres SiO^ jsoles, des groupes 
anioniques condenses dont les charges negatives 
sont neutralisees par des cations comme Ca2+ 
et Mg 2+ , Le fait que les spectres des verres 
dont le magnesium s'est substitue au calcium 
soient superposables aux spectres des verres 
purement calciques tend ä attribuer le meme role 
a CaO et MgO, tous deux pouvant etre consideres 
comme des bases fortes. Le meme traitement theorique 
applique aux systemes acide-base de 1'aluminium 
identifie I'espece cationique complexe A101 et 
l'ion AP+ . L' aluminium se place, quant ä sa 
configuration ionique, entre le silicium covalent 
et le calcium ionique. Il joue le role d'une 
base faible. La structure du laitier peut etre 
assimilee ä celle d'un filet dont I'ossature 
est formee du reseau silicate covalent et dont 
certaines mailles ont ete sectionnees aux points 
les plus faibles (fig. 3)- La reactivite hydraulique 
du laitier est liee au caractere cationique de 
I1aluminium qui se dissout en premier, le reseau 
silicate et calcique etant hydrolyse en un second 
temps.

La coordination des ions Al et Mg et le 
degre de polymerisation ont ete Studies par ailleurs 
dans des verres synthetiques de composition proche 
de celle des laitiers de haut fourneau. S. GOTO, 
1- YOSHU et M. DAIMON (17) ont mesure, par spectros- 
copie de fluorescence X, les deplacements chimiques 
de A1KO! par rapport au pic AlKCt du metal. Les 
deplacements sont de I'ordre de 0,22eV, mais 
les largeurs ä mi-hauteur des raies sont comparables 
a celles des Al tetracoordonnes. B'apres le calcul 
de 1'orbitale moleculaire, le niveau d'energie 
du spectre de Al peut varier mais le profil du 
spectre reste le meme. Done, les Al sont tretraco- 
ordonnes ä 1'oxygene et 1'histoire thermique 
ue modifie pas la coordination de 11 aluminium 
dans ces verres synthetiques.

Y. RUN-ZHANG, 0. SHI-XI et G. GIANG-YING 
(18) ont deduit la coordination des ions Al et 
Mg dans des verres du Systeme CaO-MgO-Al2 O3-Si02, 
de la comparaison des spectres de fluorescence 
X de mineraux connus. Des melanges de kaolinite 
(Al octaedrique) et feldspath potassique (Al 
tdtraedrique) d'une part, de forsterite

0 200 400 6OO SOO 1000 Frequence (cm-l I

Fig. 2 - Spectres Raman de differents silicates, 
aluminosilicates et laitiers de haut fourneau (10)

Oxygene pontant

Oxygene non pontant

Silicium
Calcium ou
Magnesium
Aluminium

Fig 3 - Representation schematique de la structure 
vitreuse d'un laitier (10)



(Mg octaedrique) et de picotite (Mg tetraedrique) 
ont ete utilises comme temoins. Les rapports 
Me06/Me04 varient de 0,14 ä 2,13 dans les laitiers 
consideres. Les meilleures performances mecaniques 
des ciments contenant 50 % de ces laitiers, ont 
ete atteintes quend le rapport Me06/Me04 etait 
egal ä 0.5-

S.M ROIAK et J. Ch. CHKOLNIK (19) etudiant 
la liaison Me-0 ont, par resonance paramagnetique 
electronique et spectrometrie d'absorption infra 
rouge, trouve que Al est en coordinance ,6 et 
qu'il joue un role important dans la depolymerisa
tion des especes silicatees et I'aotivite hydrauli— 
que du laitier.

Le degre de polymerisation de la silice 
a ete estime par spectrometrie infra rouge dans 
des verres du Systeme Ca0-Si02-Al20,-Fe20j-Mg0 (20). 
L'activite hydraulique croit dans le meme sens 
que celui des liaisons ioniques, mais jusqu'a 
une certaine limite qui correspond a la cristallisa— 
tion de silicates dont la reactivite decroft 
dans l'ordre suivant : C2 S > C2AS > CgS2 > CS.

Des defauts de . structure ont ete mis en 
evidence, dans des verres de gehlenite et de 
laitier synthetique par P. FIERENS et P. POSWICK 
(21). La thermoluminescence et 1'exoemission 
electronique revelent 1'influence de la trempe 
sur les caracteristiques energetiques et entropiques 
des defauts de I'etat vitreux et en consequence 
sur la Vitesse d'hydratation.
2.2 Structure et composition des laitiers 
industriels

Les laitiers industriels vitreux presentent 
en diffraction des Rayons X, un halo large et 
diffus centre ä 3 $ (fig. 4). Ce halo est Vimage 
du degre d'ordre local qui existait dans le liquide 
et qui a ete fige par la trempe. Par contre, 
il n'existe aucun ordre ä grande distance comme 
dans les cristaux. Une analyse a la microsonde 
electronique des elements Ca, Al, Si, Mg revele 
dans certains cas une distribution homogene d^un 
grain ä 1'autre et a l1 Interieur de chaque grain", 
ce ä l'echelle du micron. Une composition de 
verre correspondant ä la formule Cr ^AMq (22) a 
donne apres devitrification par cnÄuffa^e ä 1000°C, 
une melilite dont la composition elementaire 
est celle du verre d’origine. En fait, les laitiers 
totalement vitreux et de composition homogene 
sonf rares. Des heterogeneites de composition 
sont aisement decelables.

Les laitiers qui ne sont que partiellement 
vitreux se caracterisent en diffraction des Rayons X 
par une superposition a I'anneau de corps aniorphe, 
de raies bien definies (fig. 4") • Les mineraux 
ainsi identifies sont essentiellement une melilite, 
la merwinite et accessoirement du quartz, de 
la calcite, de 1'oldhamite et des oxydes de fer. 
L'observation au microscope electronique a balayage 
montre que certains grains contiennent des domaines 
Orientes de microcristaux le plus souvent sous 
forme dendritique (23)- Ces domaines correspondent 
a un stade precoce de cristallisation dans lequel 
seuls se sont developpes les aretes et les sommets 
des cristallites (24)- (fig- 5). L'analyse elemen- 
taire a l'aide du spectrometre X en dispersion 

d'energie ou a la microsonde electronique revele 
des heterogeneites dans la repartition des princi- 
paux elements. E. DEMOULIAN, P. GOURDIN, F. HAWTHORN 
et C. VERNET (23) ont trouve un enrichissement 
du verre en alumine et elements mineurs dans 
un laitier contenant 35 % de merwinite (Tableau.II). 
Les correlations simples ou multiples entre la 
composition de ce verre et les resistances mecani
ques des mortiers de ciments contenant 76 % de 
laitier permettent de deduire que le verre est 
plus reactif que le laitier de composition moyenne. 
En conclusion de cette etude, une vitrification 
parfaite n'est pas le critere d'une reactivite 
maximale. Les cristaux de merwinite (de 0 ä S.%) 
accroissent les resistances mecaniques. Au-dela 
de 5 % de C3MS2 et jusqu'a 35 %, les baisses 
de resistances ne sont que de faible amplitude. 
Ce resultat important a ete depuis confirme par 
J.P.H FREARSON, et J.M. UREN (25) qui ont observe 
au microscope electronique ä balayage des zones 
hydratees plus larges autour des grains de laitier 
vitreux contenant en inclusions des cristaux 
dendritiqus de merwinite que cellds:des particules 
totalement vitreuses.

Merwinite

I Quartz

Fig 4 - Diagrammes de diffraction des Rayons X d'un 
laitier totalement vitreux (halo de corps amorphe) 
et d'un laitier partiellement cristallise.



Fig 5 - 
dans un 
Section

Cristallisation dendritique de la merwinite 
laitier vitreux (24).
polie attaquee par NH^Cl.

Tableau II - Analyse chimique globale d'un laitier 
nontenant 35 % de merwinite et analyse elementaire 
ä la microsonde de la fraction vitreuse (23).

laitier verre J

1 Si02 33.6 32.0 I
1 a12°3 11.1 17.О

FeO 0.89 1.З7MnO О.64 0.98
1 Ti02 О.55 0.85

CaO 42.1 37.2
MgO 8.7 6.7
Na20 О.38 0.58

1 K2o 0.81 1.25
1 S - 1.10 1.69
1 F - 0.09 0.14
1 C1 0.044 0.068
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P.w SCOTT, S.R. CRITCHLEY et F.C.F. VILKINSON 
1 analysant des laitiers granules et bouletes, 

" ’ 'L 7- --- ---- e, en general,
verre proche de celle du 

des differences systematiques 
evidence dans " 
alumine. Dans

. , , H. ROPER (27) a egalement observe une certaine 
eterogeneite dans le verre de laitiers trempes 

a 1 eau ou ä I1air ou encore bouletes. Ces laitiers 
sont consideres comme des liquides de Stuart 
ant donnee leur grande facilite ä cristalliser

en particules aciculaires.

, A une echelle plus fine que celle du microscope 
electronique ä balayage, la diffusion des Rayons.X 
a identifie des mlcroheterogeneites de 300 ä 
900 A (28) et la thermoluminescence ou I'emission 
d'exoelectrons, des defauts superficiels (29). 
Mlcroheterogeneites et defauts superficiels modifient 
l'etat energetique du Systeme et infuencent favora- 
blemcnt I'hydratation. La spectromctrie de photoelec
trons XPS aussi appelee ESCA (Electron Spectroscopy 
for Chemical Analysi.s) donne la composition elemen— 
taire superficielle des grains de laitier (fig. 6) . 
Le suivi de I'hydratation par la mesure de la varia
tion des rapports caracteristiques Ca/Si et AJ./Si 
dans la couche superficielle de 60 A d'epaisseur prou- 
ve que le lait ier reagit des son contact avec I.'eau 
et se dissout d'une maniere incongruente.

noo 1150 1200

Fig. 6 - Spectre XPS d'un laitier granule vitreux 
contenant 44,5 $ CaO, 33,9 % SiO2 , 14,6 % Al, On 
et 4,7 % MgO (ЗО). Le carbone C2y sert de temoin.

La spectrometrie de masse quadripolaire 
a identifie et dose les gaz occlus (31). Ce sont 
dans les huit laitiers etudies et par ordre d'impor
tance decroissante H2, N2, CO, H20, А, С02-

La composition mineralogique potentielle 
des laitiers vitreux a ete calculee par P. GOURDIN 
(32) ä partir des principaux oxydes SiO, , A1-0-, 
CaO, MgO determines par analyse chimique et des 
phases cristallisees susceptibles d'apparaitre 
aü cours de la devitrification i.e. C2 AS, C2MS2, 
CS, ‘Cj S2 , C 3 MS,, C2S. Les equations etablies 
conduisent ä conclure que les laitiers de haut 
fourneau utilises en cimenterie sont potentiellement 
constitues de C - S2 , C 2 AS et pour 95 %,
de CS ou СзМ32 ou C2S pour 5 %■ La composition 
ainsi definxe, a ete retrouvee par diffraction 
des Rayons X apres devitrification des laitiers 
par un traitement ä 1000°C pendant 24 heures 
et un refroidissement lent.



Un traitement ä 85O°C de differents lai.tiers 
entraine la cristallisation d'une melilite .et dans 
certains cas, de la merwinite. Celle-ci disparait 
apres un traitement ä 1000»C (24). Les melilites 
de recristallisation different par leurs parametres 
cristallins, intermediaires entre ceux de la gehleni
te et de 1'akermanite, et par la lareeur des rales 
de diffraction des Rayons qui pent etre consideree 
comme un parametre d'ordre. Les tnermogrammes en 
analyse thermique differentielle presentent plusieurs 
signaux, le premier est attribue a la merwinite, 
les suivants ä la structuration de la melilite.

principaux oxydes CaO, MgO, 
■ C+M+A, entre dans 

pays comme Ta Repn-
DIN 1164 : Ci^.—>1 
la Grande-Bretagne)

la 
a 2, 
chimique 
elements 
le taux 
ont obtenu des 
de 0,97 , ... 
(resistances de 
76 5? de laitier) ä . 
tions simples 0,91 , 0,82 -
memes conditions par 1'indice Ges resultats
montrent 1'importance d'une part des elements mineurs 
le titane par exemple de ja etudie par S.M. ROIAK 
et J. Ch. CHIKOLNIK (19), le fluor, le sodium, 
le chlore, d'autre part du degre de cristallisation.

- L*  estimation du clegre de cr'ts'tall/'isa.t'um , du 
laitier ou de son complement le taiir de »гЪггр-еаЬгст 
peut etre atteinte par deux methodes, la diffrac
tion des Rayons X et la microscopic optique. Farce 
qu'il existait des differences dans les donnees 
de ces methodes, une optimisation des procedures 
a ete entreprise (33-34-35). R.D. HOOTON et 
г T FMFRY (11) Dratiquent la methode de 1 etalon 
intone (10 % CaF2) et des t^moins synthetiques 
(C?MS, $0 % C2MS2 - 50 % C2AS, C3MS2, CMS2 et CMS) 
dans 1'analyse quantitative par' diffraction des 
Rayons X. Leur methode microscopique (Methode Me 
Master modifiee) utilise la lumiere transmise pola- 
risee et une lamelie de gypse qui colore en rose 
les particules vitreuses et en jatine ou bleu les 
narticules cristallisees. Le comptage de 150 parti- 
cules, .de taille comprise entre 45 et 63 /im range 
les grains non brirefringents mais d'eclat laiteux 
en nicols croises, dans la fraction cristalline. 
Il existe une bonne correlation entre les resultats 
de la diffraction des Rayons X et le comptage micros
copique. -Differents indices d'hydraulicite ont ete 
testes dans la prevision des resistances mecaniques. 
Celui incluant le pourcentage de verre, de CaO_, 
Si02 et Mn donne les " meilleures correlations a 
7 fours <soit: R = 0.688 (verre) + 3-03 (CaO) - 

2.3. Caracterisation des laitiers
L'analyse chimique et structurale des laitiers 

industriels tente de relier les caracteristiques 
des produits anhydres ä leur reactivite hydraulique 
et en consequence aux performances des ciments 
au laitier.

- Des indices ou modules d'hydrauL'i.ci.te ont ete 
etablis ä partir des j , .
A120j, Si02. Le plus utilise est 
les specifications de certains 
blique Federale d'Allemagne i.e. 
(valeur egalement adoptee par 
et le Japon oil £+^±^>14.1) n'existe cependant aucun 
module simplifie unique pouvant prevoir par exemple 

resistance mecanique d'un ciment au laitier
7, 28 jours. En prenant en compte l'analyse 

complete et plus parti culierement. les 
mineurs Fe, Ti, Mn, S, 6, Na, F, 01 et 
de vitrification, E. DEMOULTAN et al (23) 
nu des coefficients de correlation multiples 
0 94 et 0,93 respectivement a 2,7',28 jours

1 ' mortiers ISO, ciment contenant
comparer aux meilleures correla- 

" , 0.84 donnees dans les
C+M+A. Qes resultats

7 97 (Si07) - 14.24 (Mn) + 177.1 avec r = 0.943, pour 
37 Laitiers de nature differente et des resistances 
mecaniques mesurees sur des cubes de mortier.

Les resultats d'une analyse quantitative realisee 
au CERILH (34), en collaboration avec J.P.H.FREARSON, 
I. SIMS et J.M. UREN (35), sur des laitiers de prove
nances diverses, en utilisant La methode microscopi
que BS 81/12794 DC et la diffraction des Rayons X 
sont groupes dans le tableau III.

Le comptage microscopique effectue 
grains ne tient compte que des particules 
gentes. La diffraction des Rayons X, r. 
1'etalon interne s'appui.e 
les produits de 1 - —
une heure 
microscopic

sur 1000 
; birefrin- 

des Rayons X, methode de 
„ sur les temoLns que sent

recristallisation des laitiers apres 
ä 900°C et un refroidissement lent. La 

 _ optique surestime systematiquement la 
part cri stall!see par rapport ä la DRX. probabl.ement 
en raison de la cristallisation dentritique et de 
]1enrichissement en verre de la fraction fine bien 
trempee.
Tableau III - Dosage de la fraction cristalline par 
DRX et microscopic optique. Le mineral est СзМо2.

laitier
DRX: echantillon 
tout venant broye 
% de merwinite

Microscope optique 
fraction 40—63/ЛДИ 
% de cristaux

1 2 3,5
2 3 7
3 6 13,5
4 7 14
5 17 26

J.P.H. FREARSON, I. SIMS et J.M. UREN (35) ont 
mis au point une methode de dosage par microscopic 
optique par reflexion. Les echantillons sont des 
sections polies attaquees par une solution d'acide 
nitrique dans I'ethanol. Le microscope metallurgique 
de haute resolution distingue:

, le verre : brun clair.
. les cristaux : aciculaires, globulaires, den- 

dritiques Meuatres de merwinite ou ä section carree 
sans couleur et au relief prononce de melilite.

. les particules de fer: eclat metallique.

. la resine d'enrobage tres uniforme.
Le comptage s'effectue sur 500 points. Les 

resultats de l'analyse de sept echantillons, compa
res ä ceux de la DRX apparaissent dans le tableau IV. 
Il existe une excellente correlation pour les 
laitiers A, B, G. Les differences observees dans 
les autres echantillons sont ä relier ä la difficult 
d'estimation du verre dans un grain partiellement 
devitrifie. Au contraire, la microscopic optrque 
caracterise le type de cristallisation des particules 
devitrifiees, ce que ne fait pas la diffrac 1 
des Rayons X.



Tableau IV - Estimation du taux de verre dans des 
laitiers, par microscopic optique et DRX (% en poi.ds)

Laitier Microscopic optique DRX

A 70 70
В 65 66
C 70 74
D 61 68
E 79 75
F 51 44
G 90 . 90

E. DEMOULTAN, C. VERNET, F. HAWTHORN et P.GtX'RDIN 
(.16) ont elabore une methode de determination de 
la teneur en laitier dans un ciment, par dissolutions 
selectives. Une solution contenant de I'EDTA (Acide 
ethylcnediaminc tctraacetiquc ) do la triethanolamine 
ot de la soudc dissout complctcmcnt ä pH = 11,5 le 
clinker et le sulfate de calcium. La soude evite 
la precipitation de la silice ou des Hydroxydes. 
Le laitier se retrouve dans le residu et peut etre 
examine au microscope. C’est une methode plus rapide 
que la separation par liqueurs denses ou la micros- 
copie optique .

2.4. Activation des laitiers

L. VERNET et al (37) ayant mis en evidence les 
couplages chimiques entre le clinker et le laitier 
qui se dissolvent simultan.ement mais ä des vitesses 
differentes (6), F. HAWTHORN et al (43) ont 
etudie les influences reciproques laitiers-clinkers 
dans des ciments contenant 80 % de laitier. 
Le clinker active le laitier mats les resistances 
ä 1 jour' du ciment, sont beaucoup plus fonction 
de la qualite du laitier que de la nature du 
clinker. A 28 jours, la composition du clinker 
intervient i.e. les meilleures performances 
sont obtenues avec des clinkers riches en C S et 
en C .A orthorhombique (contenant des al cal ins dans son 
reseau cristallin) pour des laitiers broyes 
finement. Les resistances ä un an sont en relation 
avec la finesse du laitier.

J. METSO et E. KAJAUS (44) ent compare 
1'activat ion de laitiers de haut fourneau (contenant 
de la gehlenite et de la merwinite) par differents 
produits mineraiix : clinker, NaOH, Ca(0H)2, NajCO^. 
Na2SiOj ciment alumineux, phosphogypse, cendres vo- 
lantes + NaOH, NajCOq + NaOH.La meilleure activation 
est. obtenue avec Ге clinker de ciment Portland. 
L'adjuvant F (1ignosulfonatc + seis de sodium) a un 
effet activant aussi important que celui du 
cl inker.

- Activation mecanique

La finesse de broyage du laitier intervient 
dans son couplage avec le clinker (43) et joue 
un role tres positif dans les resistances finales 
(45). V.A. DIMITRIEV et al (46) activent mecano- 
chimiquement les ciments au laitier par broyage dans 
un broyeur ä jet qui detruit le squelette du 
reseau silicate et active les ions oxygene.

- Activation thermique

R.D. HOOTON et J.J. EMERY (47) ont autoclave 
differents laitiers bouletes dans des melanges 
avec du clinker de ciment Portland et de silice fine 
(farine de silice). Le principal hydrate forme 
est la tobermorite. A.A. GOVOROV, E.V. DJONSS et F.D. 
OVTCHARENKO (48) ont traite ä I1autoclave pendant 
48 heures ä 25O°C des coulis prepares ä partir de 17 
verres dont la composition chimique varie de 
20-45 % CaO, 5-39 % AI2O3, 5-70 % SiÜ2, ä teneur en 
MgO constante, soit 5 %• Les laitiers les plus per
formants se situent dans deux zones particulieres 
du diagramme CaO-MgO-Al20^-8i02 (ä 5 % MgO) i.e.domai- 
ne de cristallisation de Ta pseudowollastonite et du 
pyroxene et domaine de cristallisation de 1'anorthite. 
Les resistances elevees ont ete attribuees ä la for
mation de la gyrolite et de la tobermorite dans le 
premier cas, de la tobermorite et de 1'anorthite 
hexagonale, dans le second. L'accroissement de MgO 
( 17 a 18 %) dans des laitiers acides (AI2O3 13-17 %) 
a entrafne des resistances initiales plus elevees 
des coulis autoclaves (49).

3. LES LAITIERS D'ACIERIE
Les laitiers d'acierie provenant de convertis- 

seurs ä oxygene contiennent de la chaux et de la ma- 
gnesie libres, des oxydes de fer qui, bien que pha
ses mineures, risquent d'entrainer une expansion des 
ciments.

La teneur maximale en chaux libre a ete fixee 
ä 3 % dans des laitiers chinois, hydrauliques par 
la presence de O3S, d'apres Y.J. WANG ET G.X. XIE 
( 50 ). La magnesie peut etre de 1'ordre 

Le laitier est hydraulique. Bien qu’il puisse 
reagir des les premiers instants, comme Pont montre 
les courbes de chaleur d* *hydratation (24), de spectro- 
metrie de photoelectrons (30), de conductance (37), 
ou de dissolution (38), le laitier s'hydrate plus 
lentement que le ciment Portland. II peut cependant 
etre active par differentes voies: chimique, mecani- 
que, thermique.

- Ae-bwat'ton еИгтгцие
, Comme M. VON EUW 1’a rappele dans son rapport 

general au Congres de Paris (6), act iver chi.mique- 
ment le laitier, e'est le maintenir dans un milieu 
a pH suffisamment eleve par addition de soude, de 
rhaux, de silicate ou de carbonate de soude. Les 
sulfates de calcium, le gypse, 1'hemihydrate, 1'anhy- 
<lrite, le phosphogypse et le chlorure de calcium 
s°nt aussi des activants bien connus.

De nouveaux ciments au laitier sont apparus:

•_ le silicociment (39), melange de laitier broye, 
e metasilicate de soude, de gypse (naturel ou phos- 
Phogypse) et eventuellement de filler calcaire.

• le ciment F (40), melange de laitier broye 
et d'adjuvants chimiques (5 a 8 %) qui sont un acti- 
vant alcalin et un plastifiant reducteur d'eau ligno- 
"ulfonate. Le ciment F se presente sous forme de 
poudre ou de solution. Utilise dans le beton, 1'effet 
entrainement d'air du lignosulfonate -pent etre 

par 1'utilisation d'un produit anti-moussant

• le ciment avec addition de SAS (42)
, Le SAS est un produit polymineral sulfoalumino- 

_ 1ceux qui confers au ciment de laitier des perfor- 
p^C^s mecaniques aussi elevees que celles d'un ciment

Dans les ciments au laitier plus traditionnels, 
activant est le clinker de ciment Portland. '



de 18 %. Elle est partiellement combinee dans 
les silicates ou en solution solide avec FeO 
et MnO. La teneur optimale en MgO a ete fixee 
par le rapport MgO qui doit rester inferieur 
ä I'unite. fee0 periclase MgO responsable des 
expansions a pu etre annihile par L. SHONSUN 
(51) grace ä I1addition de laitier de haut fourneau 
de cendres volantes , de sulfate de magnesium, 
ou par un traitenent prealable de carbonatation.

Une modification de la composition d'un 
laitier LD produit par le precede BOP ( Basic 
Oxygen Process) a ete obtenue par M. CONJEAUD, 
C.M. GEORGE et F. SORRENTINO (52) en ajoutant 
pendant 1’affinaee de I'acier, un produit synthetique 
contenant CaO-Al 2^3*"  MgO-Fe2Oj appele CAM FLUX, 
en proportions calculees d’apres les diagrammes 
de phase. L'addition d'alumine (entr.e 6 et 15 % du 
produit final) conduit ä un laitier hydraulique 
cristallise contenant. ДЗ % ^2®’ ^'une solution
solide (Ca, Fe, Mn ), 0,29 % C4AF et 4 % ЗСаС P2O5.

Une tentative d'utilisation de laitiers 
BOF (Basic oxygen Furnace) comme granulats dans 
un beton a montre la formation d'hydrates de 
C2S et C2F ä la surface des grains de laitier 

qui sous 1'action du C02 atmospherique se carbonatent 
en" calcite et carboaluminate hydrate. Une chute 
des resistances mecaniques en fonction du temps 
a ete attribuee par M. KAWAMURA et al (53) a 
une faible liaison ciment-laitier.

4. LES LAITIERS DE METAUX NON FERREUX

Parmi les laitiers de metaux non ferreux 
figurent le laitier de magnesium qui a des proprietes 
hydrauliques et les laitiers de nickel, de cuivre 
et de plomb qui sent des produits pouzzolaniques.

. Z-atiier_de_ma2nestum
Le laitier de magnesium produit en France 

a partir de dolomites decarbonatees reduites 
par le silicium, se presente sous deux formes 
(54). Le materiau refroidi ä 1'air est pulverulent, 
constitue de T C 2S principalement, et de C12A7. 
Le materiau trempe ä 1'eau est granule. Partiellement 
vitreux, il contient J3C2S et C3AH6 cristallises. 
Les deux formes s'hydratent en C2 ASHR et C^AHjj- 
СзАН(, cristallises, la premiere reagissant plusyapide- 
ment que la seconde. Un melange des deux Varietes a 
conduit A. CARLES-GIBERGUES, B. THENOZ et A, VAQUIER 
(54) ä optimiser un liant alumineux dans lequel les 
deux laitiers reagissent mutuelIement.

______________^2_ et__ de__"gt£mb 
Les laitiers de cuivre etudies separement 

par J-JR, BARAGNO et P, KEY ( 55) et H, ROPER, 
K, KAM et G,J, AULD (56) sent constitues d'une 
'matrice vit reuse partiellement cristallisee en 
fayalite Fe jSiO, et oxydes de fer (Fe^O^, Cr^O.FeO, 
Ge sent des-3 produits pouzzolaniques qua reagissent 
avec Ca(-OH)2 donnant des CSH amorphes ou alveolaires 
et peuver.t done etre 'utilises dans les ciments.

Le laitier de 'nickel granule est apres 'broyage, 
pills react if .iu'urn- oendre volante d’apres le 
test de pouzzonalicite ASTM €595 effectue par 
1-. LANEuVILLE :(57), Vetef laitiers canadiens de 
cuivre, de »iLbkel -et de plomb testes par iE, iDOUGLAS, 
V-.Й, MALHOTRA et 1,11, lEMERY 1(58) ont developpe 

des resistances mecaniques proportionnellement 
ä leur degre de vitrification. E. DOUGLAS et 
P.R. MAINWARING (59) ont caracterise et hydrate 
deux laitiers de cuivre provenant d'un four ä 
reverbere. Le premier laitier trempe ä 1'air , 
contient 41 % de verre, 57 % de fayalite, 5 % 
de spinelie. Le second laitier trempe a 1'eau 
est compose suivant les echantillons de 75 ä 
95 % de verre, 15 ä 5 % de fayalite, 10 ä 0 % 
de spinelie. Le verre analyse ä la microsonde 
elec.tronique est plus riche en AloO, , Si02 , 
K2O, CaO dans le laitier trempe ä lfair que dans 
le laitier trempe a 1'eau. Ce dernier renferme 
plus d'oxyde de fer que le premier. Tous deux 
pourraient etre utilises dans un ciment compose.

5. LES "LAITIERS" DE GAZEIFICATION DU CHARBON

Les "laitiers" de gazeification du charbon 
se presentent sous 1'aspect d'une gangue noire 
et vitreuse qui, liquide ä la temperature de 
combustion (1500 - 1700°C), a ete trempee ä 1'eau. 
Il existe differents procedes de production de 
ces laitiers dans lesquels une fraction du resi- 
du peut se retrouver sous la forme de cendres 
volatiles. Ces procedes ont ete deceits par
D. RAVINA (60); P.L. OVENS (61), P.J. NIXON,
G.J.  OSBORNE et’C.N. SHEPPERD (62). L'observation 
microscopique sur lames minces confirme 1'Isotropie 
ä plus de 95 % du materiau. Sur cinq laitiers 
etudies par P.J. NIXON et al (62), quatre contenaient 
21 a 34 % CaO, 33 a 38 1« SiC2 , 18 a 23 % AI2O3, 
5 ä 21 % Ее20з et pouvaient etre consideres comme 
des produits pouzzolaniques. Le cinquieme avec 
4 % CaO, 33 % Si02, IS % AI2O3 et 6 % Fe2O3etait 
un produit hydraulique.

6. LES CENDRES VOLANTES

Les cendres volantes sont collectees dans 
les depoussiereurs electrostatiques ou mecaniques 
des centrales thermiques ä charbon. Dans le procede 
de combustion seche, le charbon est brüle ä une 
temperature variant de 1100 ä 1400°C, La caracteri- 
sation des sous-produits de la combustion et 
de la gazeification du charbon a ete largement 
traitee dejuis le Congres de Paris (4, 5, 7,
9) et en particulier au cours des Symposia de 
la Materials Research Society presides par S..DIAMOND 
en 1981 et G.J, Me CARTHY en 1984 et 1985- Un 
groupe de travail сгёё dans le cadre de la commis
sion RILEM 67 FAB (Fly Ash in Building) presidee 
par K. WESCHE a redige sous la direction de
J.L. ALONSO (63) un rapport tres complet qui 
sera presente ä la seconde conference internationale 
sur les additions minerales en Avril 1986 a Madrid. 
De meme., la Commission RILEM 73 SBC (Siliceous 
by Products used in Cements) prdsidee par
p,K, MEHTA rendra compte des specifications
et de I1utilisation des cendres volantes.

6,1, Caractdrisation chimique des cendres volantes

Les cendres volantes sont classees par 
I’1 ASTM -0618 en deux categories suivant la provenance 
du charbon et la teneur en SiO, + AI2C3 + F^Oj 
'('64), soit

'2"3
•• cgndres_de_classe_F anthracite ou 

bi tumincux, SiO^ + Al^O^ + Fe^O^ >■ 70 %-*
charbon

c@ldTes_de._cl:is.sse.=iC :: lignite ou charbon



subbi tumineux, SiO^ + Al 2 °з + Fe2 °3 >50
Le tableau V du ä G. FROHNSDORFF et J.R. CLIFTON 

(65) donne les domaines de composition des cendres 
americaines.

Tableau V - Composition de differentes cendres 
volantes en fonction de la provenance du charbon 
(65).

1
1 Oxyde
1 It en poids
1

Anthracite Bitumineux
1

Subbitumineux |

________ 1
SiO2 47 - 68 7-68 17-58 I

1 A12°3 25 - 43 4-39 4-35
1 16203 2-10 2-44 3-19

CaO 0-4 1 - 36 2-45
MgO 0 - 1 0-4 0,5-8
Na20 - 0 - 3 _ 1
K20 — 0-4 _ 1
S02 0 - 1 0-32 3-16 [

1 Ti02 1 - 2 0-4 0-2
: P 01. 2u5 0-4 0-3 0 - 3 1

L'ASTM C 618 limite la teneur en SOg a
5 % et recommande un taux de NanO 1,51«. 2 * * * * * * * inferieur a Les cendres volantes silicoalumineuses, de

classe F sont essentiellement vitreuses. Les cendres
silicocalciques, de classe C, sont partiellement
vitreuses et la composition du verre est differente
de celle des precedentes (67).

Une etude detaillee des halos de diffraction des 
Rayons X a permis ä S. DIAMOND (68-69) de differen-
cier la phase vitreuse des cendres suivant leur 
teneur en CaO (fig. 7). Une relation lineaire entre 
le pourcentage de chaux de la cendre et le maximum 
du halo, avec un coefficient de regression r = 0,90, 
a ete etablie jusqu'ä 20 % CaO (fig. 8). Au-dela 
de 20 % CaO, la position angulaire du halo ne varie 
plus.

La phase vitreuse des cendres de classe F s'appa- 
rente ä la structure des verres siliceux. Le verre 
des cendres de classe C contenant plus de 20 % 
CaO est proche de la structure des verres d'aluminate 
de calcium comme le C12A7. D'apres P.K. MEHTA ^67), 
le verre reste un aluminosilicate vitreux qui se 
rapproche de celui des laitiers de haut fourneau.

Quatre cendres siliceuses ont ete observees, 
sous microscope optique, par B. MATHER (70) qui 
a considere les particules isotropes transparentes 
comme vitreuses. La plupart d'entre elles etaient 
des spheres de 1 ä 2 /rm dont environ 10 % contenaient 
cependant des inclusions cristallines de mullite. 
Le verre etait alors colore en jaune vert et son 
indice de refraction 6tait le plus eleve. La teneur 
en silice d'un verre peut etre estimee ä partir 
de son indice de refraction. Une relation lineaire 
inverse a ete trouvee entre la teneur en silice de 
la cendre et 1'indice de refraction des particules 
vitreuses. Le tableau VII resume les caracteristiques 
des quatre cendres etudides.

La France n'a pas une classification aussi 
distincte que celle de I'ASTM. Les cendres, suivant 
leur teneur en CaO et SOg , sont identifiees comme 
silicoalumineuses, silicocalciques ou sulfocalciques. 
Le tableau VI etabli par P.C. AITCIN, F.AUTEFAGE , 
A. CARLES-GIBERGUES et A. VAQUIER (66) montre 
que :

■ la cendre silicoalumineuse correspond a 
une cendre de classe F.

• la cendre silicocalcique est une cendre 
de classe C.

• la cendre sulfocalcique n'entre pas dans 
la classification ASTM.

Tableaux VI - Composition de trois cendres francai- 
ses typiques (66),

T----- 1—
1 Oxyde "
1 1° en poids
г—■——____

Silico
alumineuse

Silico
calcique

Г"" 1
Sulfo- 1

calcique |

1 si02 59.4 24.0 1З.5 I
1 22.4 18.5 5.5
1 г2лЗ 8.9 17.O 3.51 Lau 2.6 24.0 59.0
1 MgO 1.3 1.0 1.8
1 к S03 2.4 8.0 15.11 Na20eq 2.2 0.8 1

- 1
|^+А120^03 90.7 59.5 22.5 1

Fa composition chimique globale de la 
n re reflete celle du charbon (64), soit : 
• chimique qui varie dans un large domaine: 

30 Y 10 a 70 1«, Fe2O3: 2 - 50 t, CaO : 0,5 ä

• mineraiogique: argiles kaolinite et illite, 
micas muscovite et biotite, feidspaths orthoclase 
et albite, oxydes de fer hematite et magnetite, 
carbonates calcite, dolomite, siderite, chlorures 
halite et sylvite, quartz, pyrite, rutile.

Au cours de la combustion du charbon, si 
les matteres organiques brulent rapidement, 
la transformation des mineraux est par centre, 
complexe. Les reactions sont de deshydratation, de
carbonatation, desulfuration, volatilisation. Les 
residus des particules les plus grossieres fondent, 
s'agglomerent et se deposent. Les particules les 
plus fines restent dans le courant d'air oil elles 
sont en suspension sous forme de gouttelettes. 
Refroidies rapidement elles se figent en spheres 
vitreuses, les plus grosses d'entre elles nontenant 
une fraction cristallisee. Au cours du refroidisse- 
ment, les sulfates a]calins de la phase vapeur 
se deposent ä la surface des particules ou cristal- 
lisent entre les particules. Le produit final qu'est 
la cendre volante est par consequent un materiau 
heterogene dont la caracterisation exige une analyse 
de phase du solide.

6.2. Caracterisation mineralogique des cendres vo
lantes :



F'Lg. 7 - Diagrammes de diffraction des rayons X de 
trois cendres a teneur croissante en CaO. Deplace
ment du halo caracteristiqüe de la phase vitreuse(69)

Fig. 8 — Variation de la position du maximum du 
halo de diffraction des Rayons X en fonction du 
pourcentage en chaux de la cendre (69)

Les elements traces qui peuvent se con- 
centrer ä la surface des particules de cendre ont 
ete doses par spectrometrie de masse d'ions secon- 
daires.R.W.LINTON, S.R. BRYAN, B. COX et D.P. GRIFFIS 
(71) se sont attaches ä la detection et ä la distri
bution d'elements lourds toxiques comme TI, Pb, 
U. L'equipement SIMS (Secondary Ion Mass spectro
meter) Cameca IMS - 3 f permet, grace au traitement 
informatique des images, de tracer le profil de 
concentration d'un' element en profondeur et de 
reconstituer sa distribution spatiale dont la reso 
lution dans un plan X - Y est de 1 ä 2 /im et en 

Tableau VII - Analyse du verre de quatre cendres 
siliceuses (70)

Caracteristiques Cendres de charbon bitumineux
A В c D

composition de 
la cendre 
Si02 % en poids 47,2 47,4 38,2 44,9
CaO 5,3 2,3 3,9 2,3

% de verre dans 
les fractions :

150 - 75 p-m 60 55 35 60
< 75 gm 82 76 52 72

Indice de refrac
ion des particu
les vitreuses 
moyenne 1.546 1.557 1.568 1.565
etendue l^s-1,64 1,52-1,64 1,50-1,68 l,52-l,64|

profondeur le long de Taxe Z, de 0,1/lm .Le thal
lium , le plomb, le thorium et Turanium dont les 
concentrations sont, dans les cendres, respectivement 
3, 54, 39 et 9 ppm en poids ne sont pas repartis 
uniformement. Les profils de concentration (fig. 9)^ 
revelent un enrichissement superficiel des ions TI , 
Pb+ et l’+. Au contraire le thorium et le titane 
sont repartis dans toute la masse, avec toutefois une 
heterogene!te intra et interparticu)aire.

La radioactivite naturelle des cendres volantes 
australiennes a ete mesuree par spectroscopic des 
Rayons X par J. BERETKA et P.J. MATHEW (72). L'actl- 
vite de 226Ra, 232тЬ et 4°K ne depasse pas, en general, 
la limite specifiee par les pays de l'OCDE sott 
370 Bq/kg ou IO-® curie/kg. La repartition du radium 
et du thorium differe suivant la tail le des particules 
de cendres : l'activite est plus elevee dans, la 
fraction fine. Le potassium radioactif est en general 
distribue uniformement dans les differentes tranches 
granulometriques.

Les cendres sont considerees par A.R. REID 
(73) comme biologiquement inertes. Des etudes clini- 
ques des employes de la CEGB (Central Electricity 
Generating Board) n'ont revele aucune lesion patho- 
logique. La limite admise de 10 mg de cendre par 
m3 de poussiere reste valable.

. phases_ci4s-ta11.isees
Les"diagrammes"~de diffraction des Rayons X des 

cendres comportent des pics de‘phases cristallisees 
qui se superposent ä l'anneau de corps amorphe (fig-/ 
l’ne etude detail lee de la mineralogic des cendres 
de lignite et de charbons subbitumineux a ete publiee 
par G.J. Me CARTHY et ses collaborateurs (74. 75)- 
Une comparaison entre les cendres d1 anthracite, 
de charbons bitumieux et subbitumineux realisee 
par B.E. SCHEETZ, D.W. STRICKLER, M.W. GRl'T-ELK 
et D.M. ROY (76) et S. DIAMOND (64) indiquc que 
les phases cristallisees ne sont pas, ä queiqucs 
exceptions pres, comme le quartz, les mineraux pre
sents dans le charbon mais des constituants secondai- 
res formes dans la zone de combustion. Les minerau 
majeurs sont le quartz, la mullite 3A1^0^.
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Fig. 9  Profils SIMS de concentration en profondeur 
P°ur les ions T1+, Pb+, U+ (70

gehlenite Ca2 Al^ SiO„, !•hematite des spinelies
proches de la magnetise Fe^O^, la perirlase MgO.la 
mervinitc 3CaO, MgO, 2SiO2; I.'anhydrite NaSO^III l'aph- 
thitalite(Na,K)2SO4- Les mineraux mineurs ou les cons- 
tituants cristallises n1apparaissant que dans 
un type de cendre sont la chaux CaO, I'aluminate tri-
calcique les silicates C3S et C2S et 
C^A^S dans les cendres silicocalciques.

la phase

A 1 1 observation microscopiquc, les mineraux 
apparaissent soit en inclusions^ , soit en depots 
ä la surface des particules de cendre. Les cristaux 
sont caracterises par leur morphologic et leur 
analyse elementaire par spectrometrie X en dispersion 
d'energie EDAX sur des surfaces de fracture observees au 
microscope electronique ä balayage par W. RICHARTZ 
(77), Le quartz (fig.10) et la mullite se sont 
reveles apres dissolution du verre d'une cendre 
silicoalumineuse dans 1’acide fluorhydrique. Les memes 
photos ont ete publiees par Y. HALSE, P.L. PRATT, 
J.A. DALZIEL et W.A. GUTTERIDGE (78) dans Le cas 
de ci.ments aux cendres hydrates. La decouverte 
de ces cristaux, inalterds apres 28, 90 et 275 
jours, prouve leur inertie hydraulique.

Dans une cendre de lignite les principales 
phases, anal.ysees quantitativement sur sections 
polies par R.J. STEVENSON (79), sont des silicates 
de Ca - Mg - Na - Al (melilite, merwinite, C^S,nephe
line, hematite, periclase). L$s phases secondaires 
(calcite, portlandite, brucite' thenardite, ettrin
gite, gypse, goethite) se sont probablement formees 
par reaction avec 1'eau ou par precipitation a 
partir des solutions utilisees dans la manutention 
des cendres. Les particules de cendre, prises 
individuellement, varient en composition chimique 
et mineralogique.

6.3- Morphologie et composition modale des cendres 
volantes

Les cendres volantes se presentent generalement 
sous la forme de particules sphcriqucs, plcines 
ou creuses. Les spheres creuses sont appelecs 
cenospheres (fig. 17). Les spheres qui conticnnent 
des particules de taille variable sont les plcro- 
spheres. Le nombre des particules encapsulees 
peut varier de 10 a 200.

Dans les cendres provenant de charbons insuf- 
fisamment brules, les fractions residuelies de 
charbon sont soit spheriques (fig. 18), soit angu- 
leuses (80) soit poreuses, soit stratifiees (fig.18)

Elies peuvent atteindre 12 % en poids de 
la cendre siliceuse de classe F et constituent 
la part la plus importante de la perte au feu.

La composition modale de cendres de charbon 
bitumineux (cendres PFA: Pulverized Fuel Ash) 
a ere calculee par F.H. HUBBARD, R.K. DHUR et
M.S. ELLIS (81) a partir de la diffraction des 
Rayons X pour le dosage des phases cristallisees 
mullite, quartz, magnetite, hematite et de la 
fluorescence X pour 1'analyse chimique globale. 
La phase vitreuse apparait sous la forme de ceno
spheres dont la generation resulte de la fusion 
partielle de 1* illite dans la potasse. La mullite 
provient du metamorphisme de la kaolinite. La pro
portion de phase vitreuse est essentiellement 
une fonction de rapport molaire K^O/Al^O^ qui sera



Fi« 10 - Particul.e irregul tere de quartz apres trat 
tement de la cendre ä l'acide fluorhydrique (77)

Fig. 11.- Lames de mullite 3 A^Og. apres trai-
tement ä l'acide fluorhydrigue (77)

Fig. 12 - K2SO4 finement divise depose ä la surface 
des grains de cendre (77)

Fig. 13 - CaS04 finement divise depose ä la surface 
des grains de cendre (77)

Fig. 14 - F„0 finement divise ä la surface d'un 
grain de cendre (77)

Fig. 15 - ГедОд cristallise ä la surface d'un grain 
de cendre ■

Energie in keV

Fig. 16 - Analyse X en dispersion d'energie de la sur
face des particules de cendres (77).
Du haut vers le bas:
1. Surface des cendres de la figure 12 : l^SO^
2. Surface des cendres de la figure 13 : CaSO^
3. Surface de la cendre de la figure 14 : Fe20g



spheres ä surface lisse,(2) plerospheres. (3) grains aL-Fig. 17 - Morphologie typique des cendres volantes (1) 
1 enges (77)

Fig. 18 - Particules de charbon residue! (77)

utilise comme un indice de pouzzolanicite poten
tielle.

6• 4• Granularite et surface specifique des cendres 
yolantes

, La specification ASTM C 618 exige d'une cendre 
moi.ns de 34 % en poids de particules ne passant pas 
au tamis n° 32$ (45)да). Or, la distribution granulo- 
tetrique peut etre tres large et influencer a 
la fois la reactivity chimique et la demande en eau 
de la cendre dans un ciment. S. DIAMOND (82) presente 
la granulometric des cendres sous forme d'histogram- 
mes. Six tranches ont ete retenues i.e. 0 - 5 5-
l3. 13 - 26, 26 - 45, 45 - 75, 75 - 1 1 5 /im. La 
1^rgeur de chaque classe, obtenue par la methode 
cJ-assique de'la pipette d'Andreasen, est approxima- 
tivement 1 ,6 fois celle de la classe precedente. 
Wartorze cendres en provenance de I'Indiana ont ete

comparees ä une cendre type de tailLe moyenne 
19 /лт avec 12 % des grains >45 /4m et 10 % 5 /4m.
La cendre la plus fine contena.it 75 % des grains 
<5 /im et la plus grossiere 75 % >45 /im (fig. 19).

Les cendres de charbon bitumineux en provenance 
du Canada offrent, d'apres R.T. HEMMINGS (83)une dis
tribution de taille assez etendue mais en general, 
IS '/o des grains sont inferieurs ä 10 /zm. L’obser- 
•vation av microscope el.ectronique ä balayage 
montre que le quartz se trouve plutdt dans les 
gros grains et la mullite dans la fraction fine.

line cendre si 1 iceuse franpaise a ete broyee 
par A. CARLES-GIBERGL’ES et A. VAQUIER (84). La 
cendre brute contenait 11,5 % de quartz, 4 % 
de magnetite et 21 % de mullite, proportions
de phases cristallisees qui se retrouvent dans 
differentes tranches granulometriques ( de 200 
a 1,5/tm) tcll.es que le revele 1* analyse quantita
tive par diffraction des Rayons X. Le buoyage 
semble essentie1lement desagglomerer les particules 
de cendres entrainant une fluidification du materiau 
et une demande en eau moindre dans la rheologic 
des ciments, mortiers et betons frais.

Les cendres des centrales americaines modernes 
ont une distribution de tai 11e de particules 
qui se deplace vers Les faibles dimensions i.e. 
40 a 50 % sont inferieures a 10 /Zm et meins de 
20 Io sont superieures a 45/4m. La surface specif ique 
mcsuree par adsorption d'azote est plus elevee 
que la surface specifique Blaine. P.K. MEHTA
(85) suggere que les tres fines particules de 
chaux et de sulfates alcalins deposes ä la surface 
des spheres contribuent largement a la valour mesuree, 
dans le cas des cendres calciqucs.

Il est preferable, d'apres D. RAVINA (86) 
d'utiliser la methode de la permeabilite ä Pair 
plutdt que 1.'analyse granul ometri que, dans 1'esti
mation de la finesse des cendres. Les centrales 
thermiques modernes produisant des cendres fines, 
la surface specifique devrait figurer dans la 
norme ASTM. L1importance de la surface specifique 
a aussi ete soulignee par K. TVUTTI et G. FAGERLUND 
(87) qui ont montre que certaines spheres de 
cendres n'ont qu'une couche vitreuse tres super- 
ficiellcy le centre etant constitue de phases cris- 
talLines inertes (quartz et mullite). La surface 
specifique Blaine de la cendre est fonction de la 
finesse de broyage du charbon (88). Les imbrules 
n'ont par centre qu'un effet negligeable.

La densite des cendres mesuree par pi.cnometrie
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Fig. 19 - Distribution de La taille des particules 
de trois cendres siliceuses, de la plus fine a la 
plus grgssiere comparee ä une distribution moyenne 
(82)

ä 1'helium ou ä 1'azote varie de 2,2 a 2,8 g/cm3. Quand 
la densite augmente L'anneau de corps amorphe dans 
le diagramme de diffraction des Rayons X se deplace 
vers les petits angles, en relation avec un enrichis- 
sement en silice (83). '

6.5. Pouzzolanicite et activation des cendres volantes

Les cendres volantes sent des produits d'addi
tion aux ciments et betons qui agissent :

- en premier lieu, physiquement par la forme 
et la taille de leurs particules sur la rhcologie du 
materiau frais,

- en second lieu, eh-Lm-i-quement par leur pouzzo
lanicite (cendres siliceuses) ou leur hydraulicite 
(cendres calciques) sur le dcveloppement des resis
tances mecaniques et la durabilite du materiau 
durei.

Les caracteristiques d'unc pouzzolane concement 
son aptitude ä d'abord reagir avec Lachaux en 
presence d'eau puis ä former des hydrates Hants. Les 
tests de pouzzolanicite sont nombreux (63).

. cMm-Lques, ils mesurent so it le taux de disso
lution de la silice dans une solution d'acide fluorly- 
drique a 0,1 mole (89) ou la combinaison avec CafOHln 
dans L'eau au voisinage de I'ebullition sous agita
tion magnetique (90), soit la concentration en 
ions Ca2+ et I'alcalinite de la solution de la 
chaux en contact avec la cendre.

e тёсапгдиее, ils evaluent le rapport de la resis
tance en compression sur cubes de mortier de ciment 
aux cendres ä la resistance du ciment Portland (norme 
ASTM С 311)-

Tous ces tests sont contestds, ä savoir :

* la chaux fixee par la cendre n'est pas toujours 
correlee ä la resistance du ciment aux cendres (93)-

* la nature de Ca(0H)2, Purc ou commercialc (con- 
tenant des impuretes) influe sur 1'indice de pouzzo
lanicite chimique (92).

* deux cendres de meme indice ASTM С 311 peuvent 
dans un ciment commercial dcvelopper des resistances 
differentes (85).

Aussi O.E. MANZ (94), E. ROUSSOUW et J. KRUGER 
(95) ont-ils souhaite la mise au point de tests 
et de specifications qui seraient utilises uniforme- 
ment ä l'echelle internationale. Il semble quo la 
mesure des resistances mecaniques de mortiers acce- 
leres par la temperature (85, 91) soit un element 
de reponse. Dans sa revue critique des produits 
d'addition, hydrauliques et pouzzolaniques, P.K.MEHTA 
(6?) avait conclu que la composition mineralogique 
(et non la composition chimique) gouverne le com- 
portement de ces sous-produits mineraux. C'est par 
cette approche que F.H. HUBBARD (81, 96) a propose 
un nouvel indice appele PPI (Pozzolanic Potentia■ 
Index) qui predit le potentiel de reaction d'une 
cendre ä se combiner aux ions calcium de la pate
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de ciment et ä participer aux resistances ä long
terme.

Le PPI est le rapport molaire ,,2 t iq 
12^ 3 v tement relie ä la concentrat ion de cenosphercs

direc- 
vitreu-

ses. Trois classes de cendres britanniques
repertoriecs. Elies correspondent ä la :

ont ete

- classe 1 : (K/A). 10 > 1 .1), haute reactivite.

- classe 2 : 0,5^  (K/A) .10 1.0, reactivite*
moyenne.

- classe 3 : (К/A). IO<O,5, faible reactivite.

L'activation des cendres volantcs siliceuses 
dans un ciment peut etre obtenue par 11intermediaire 
de la finesse qui libere la phase vitreuse. Le 
broyage peut aussi entrainer des microcontraintes 
dans les particules vitreuses (97) -qui deviennent 
plus reactives. La temperature est I’activant le 
plus utilise. Les cendres traitecs a 80° C (91) ? 73° C 
(98), 60° 0 (99), 50° C (100), 40°C (101) peuvent 
etre utilisees tellcs quellcs sans necessite d'un 
pourcentage clove en fines particules.

6.6. Specifications necessaires ä une plus large 
utilisation des cendres volantes

Chimie, mineralogic, granul.arite sent les trois 
caracteristLques les plus imporrantes des cendres 
(76, 97, 102). Les specifications ASTM actuelles 
classant les cendres par lour teneur on Si02 + AI.2O3 
+ Fe20g (classes F et C) et par leur pourcentage de 
particules passant au tamis de 45 /Am apparaissent 
insuffisantes ou demandent ä etre affinees (67, 85 , 
97, ЮЗ). Dans sa revue detaillee de la necessite 
d'une recherche approfondie sur la caracterisation 
des cendres et leur utilisation dans les ciments 
et betons, S. DIAMOND (IO4) a degage les points 
suivants qu’il considere comme fondamentaux :

1 - distinction entre cendres bien brulees 
(0 a 3 % carbone), mal brulees (3 a 6 carbene) et
tres mal brulees ( ^6 % carbone) ceci en raison 
des interferences entre le carbone residuel et 
les adjuvants dans le beton.

2 - distinction entre cendres ä faible teneur 
s en chaux (<5 % CaO), a teneur moyenne (5 ^<CCaO-<l5^) 

et a forte teneur (>-15 % CaO), plutot que la classi
fication ASTM, classe F et classe C.

R '
s 3 - necessite de considerer la teneur en sulfates
- alcalins qui, rapidement solubles, modifient la
a composition de l'eau de gächage et 1' hydratati on
- precoce du ciment. Proposition de trois categories,
it corresnondant ä des teneurs 0,5 % - de 0,5 a 1,5 % ,
S >1,5%.
'A
ie 4 - necessite de considerer egalement la teneur
1- totale en sulfate qui peut modifier le tdmps de 
if Prise. D'ou trois classes : 1 % , 1 a 3 > 3
>e

5 - importance de la quantite de particules creu- 
ie Res (cenospheres et plerospheres) determinee par 
:c Jdcroscopie optique. Trois possibilites: 5 % (cendres 

a "Particules- solides"), 5 a 10 %,>10 %.

, A titre d’exemple, une cendre pourrait etre 
bien brulee, ä teneur moderee en calcium, ä particules

solides avec une bonne distribution de tail le 
des particules. a faible teneur en sulfates 
alcalins ma 1 s a pourcentage intermediaire en sulfate 
total. A partir de cos caracteristiques bion defi- 
nies, il devrait etre possible d1 interpreter les 
effets que produit une telle cendre dans le beton 
et en consequence de prevoir le comportemcnt d’une 
cendre similaire.

La commission RILEM 73 SBC, .presidee par Р.К.МШГА 
fera le point de ses travaux ä la 2eme Conference 
Internationale sur les cendres volantes, fumees 
de si lice, laitiers et pouzzolanes naturelles 
en avri1 1986. Seront presentes un schema des
specifications ne retenant que la teneur en S0g«<5 
la perte au feu*<6  % et le remplacement de I'essai 
pouzzolanique ASTM C 618 par une mesure de resistan
ces mecaniques a 7 jours et ä 50 - 70°C. La teneur 
maximale de particules passant au tamis de 45 
serait fixee a 20 %. IL reste ä mettre au point un 
test permettant de caractcriscr les cendres pouzzo- 
laniques et les cendres hydrauliques.

Aux cendres de charbon bitumineux ou de li
gnite se sent ajoutes recemment deux autres pro- 
duits : la cendre de tourbe ( 105) et la cendre 
SDA (IO6) qui demandent toutes deux a ct-'e optimi- 
sces. La composition chimique et surtout la perte 
au feu de la cendre de tourbe varient dans un 
large domainc en fonction du type de marais et 
de la centrale thermique. La cendre SDA (Spray 
Drying Absorption) recueillie dans les systemes 
d'epuration des gaz des centrales de plus de 8000 MW 
de puissance est formee de 75 de cendre volante. 
20 de sulfite de calcium hemihydrate, 5 % de 
gypse + chlorure de calcium + chaux hydratee. 
Des etudes ä long terme sent necessaires etant 
donnee la teneur inhabituellc en sulfite et en 
ch 1orure.

7. LES Fl’MEES DE S1LLCE

Les fumccs de silice ont pris un essor conside
rable depuis Le Congres de Paris, R. SERSALE (4) 
les avait citees dans son Rapport Principal comme 
des silices reactives. Ce materiau, generalement 
de haute pouzzolanicite. a ete utilise en Norvege 
des 195O, puis en Islande et au Canada en 1970, et 
dans de nombreux pays ä partir de 1980.

La fumee de silice entre ä present dans la 
composition de ciments industriels et dans des betons 
dont eile accroit tres favorabl.ement les resistances 
mecaniques, la legerete et La durabilite.

7• I • Production des fumees de silice

Les fumees de silice sont generees au cours 
de la fabrication du silicium metallique ou de 
divers ferroal1 Lages de silicium dans des fours 
ä arc electrique (107 - 108 - 109)« Le metal ou 
1* all tage sont produits par reduction d’un melange 
de quartz, de charbon, de copeaux de bois, de 
mineral (fer, chrome, manganese). La charge chauf- 
fee par le courant electrique se dissocie en metal 
(ou alliage) liquide et vapeur de SiO qui s’oxyde 
a 1’ai.r et se condense en microspheres de Si09 
qui sont collectees dans des filtres. La figure 2(1 
due ä L.HJORTH (107) donne le schema du four et 
des reactions chimiques de la formation de la 
fumee de silice. Celle-ci peut provenir des alliages
(109):



. Fe-Si 50, 75, 90 % contenant
43 ä 50 "k, 72 ä 78 %, 87 ä 96 % Si.

respectLvement

. Fe-Cr-Si.

. S i -Mn avec I 5 < S i. < 2 5 % •

. Ca-Si resultant du traitement d'un melange 
quartz-chaux.

♦
electrode

Fig. 20 : Schema de la production des fumees de silice 
( 107)
7.2. Composition chimique des fumees de silice

La composition chimique des fumees de silice 
depend du type de four (avec ou sans recuperateur 
de chaleur) de la constitution de la charge (avec. 
ou sans copeaux de bois, avec ou sans mineral metal- 
lique) et de la nature du charbon.

Le tableau VIII publie par G- RAC et P.C.AITCIN 
(109) groupe les analyses chimiques des differentes 
fumees de silice.

los teneurs en carbone et ä un degre moindre. 
en fer. colorent en gris sombre la fumee de 
silice. Celle-ci est blanche quand le fourcst equipe 
drun recuperateur de chaleur. La regularite de la com
position de la fumee de silice est assuree pour 
un four donne et une charge donnee.

Pour un meme type d'alliage, la composition 
varie cependant d'un pays ä 1'autre mais la teneur 
en silice reste toujours tres elevee (excepte pour 
CaSi et SiMn).
7.3. Structure des fumees de silice

Les fumees de silice se presentent sous la forme 
de particules spheriques et vitreuses dont la 
tail le moyenne se situe entre 0,1 et 0,2/im. Si les 
photos prises au microscope electronique en trans
mission (fig. 21) montrent une multitude de micro
spheres apres dispersion dans 1'acetone (110), 
les fumees de silice collectees dans les recupera- 
teurs de poussiere apparaissent d'apres H. KOLDERUP 
(111) comme des agglomerats dont la tail le peut 
atteindre quelques microns.

Fig. 21 - Particules de fumee de silice observers au 
microscope electronique par transmission (110)

Tableau VIII Composition chimique de differentes fumees de silice (109)

Al 1iage Si Fe-Si 90 % Fe-Si 75 % Fe-Si 50%
Fumee blanche

Fe-Si 50 Io Fe Cr Si Ca Si Si Mn

Si02 94 - 98 90 - 96 86 - 90 90 84,1 83 53,7 19

Fe2°3 0,02 - 0,15 0,2 - 0,8 0,3 - 5,0 2,9 8,0 1 ,0 0,7 3,9

ai2o3 0,1 - 0,4 0,5 - 3,0 0,2 - 1,7 1,0 0,8 2,5 0,9 5,5

CaO 0,1 - 0,3 0,1 - 0,5 0,2 - 0,5 0,1 1,0 0,8 23,2 12,4

MgO 0,2 - 0,9 0,5 - 1,5 1,0- 3,5 0,2 0,8 7,0 3,3 2,4

Na2° 0,1 - 0,4 0,2 - 0,7 0,3 - 1,8 0,9 - 1,0 0,6 l,1

K2° 0,2 - 0,7 0,4 - 1,0 0,5 - 3,5 1,3 - 1,8 2,4 8,7

C 0,2 - 1,3 0,5 - 1,4 0,8 - 2,3 0,6 1,8 1,6 3,4 3,7

s 0,1 - 0,3 0,1 - 0,4 0,2 - 0,4 0,1 - - - -
MnO 0,1 0,1 - 0,2 0 - 0,2 - - - - __

Perte au feu 0,8 - 1,5 0,7 - 2,5 2,0 - 4,0 - 3,9 2,2 7,9 7,5



La dons ire est prochc de cello de la silice vi- 
treuse . Elle differe d'une fumee d'alliage ä une 
autre, restant toutefois dans le domaine 2,10 
a 2,21 (Tableau IX). La surface specifique varie 
de 1.3 a 2.3 quelle seit calculee ou mesuree par 
adsorption d'azote. Elie est done beaucoup plus 
elevee quo celle du ciment Portland ou des cendres 
vo I antes (I a 1, 5 m2/S). Les diff erences entre 
surface specifique et densite se refletent dans 
les courbes de distribution de la faille des parti- 
cules (fig. 22).

Tableau IX - Densite de differentes fumees de 
si I ice (110)

Si Fe-Si 7% Fe-Si 5Й Fe-Si 14b 
b lane he

Fe CrSi Ca Si Si Mn

2,23 2,21 2,30 2,33 2,42 2,55 3,13

Fig. 22 - Distribution de la taille des particules 
dans differentes fumees de silie (109)

L'extreme finesse des fumees de silice et leur 
aible densite posent un probleme de manutention 

‘■t de transport, (in camion transportant 3 5 tonnes 
e ciment Portland ne pourra vehiculer que 7 a 
tonnes de fumee de silice. Aussi des precedes 

° granulation ä 1'air ont-ils ete mis au point 
)0). La fumee de silice peut aussi se presenter

Sous forme de cou]is a 50 1« d'eau.

Dans Les cimentset betens, les particules de si- 
ice sont dispersees par un malaxage energique 
.J'emploi d'adjuvants f 1 uidif iants. Les mic.ro-

,P eres se repartissent entre les grains de ciment 
Jouant un role physique de filler (fig. 23 et 24).

un ^eS ^um®es de silice sont caracteri sees par 
anneau de corps amorphe dans les diagrammes de dif— 

esetion des Rayons X (fig. 25). Portees a 1100°C,
es se devitrifient en cristobalite. Seule la 

Fe .- Si 50 cristallise en enstatite (Fe,M8> S1O3 (fig. 26).

Fig. 23 - Ciment Portland ä la fumee de silice. Les 
particules de silice (x) comblent Les vides entre 
les grains de clinker (A) de 50 ä 100 fois plus 
gros (112)

7- 4• Pouzzo1 anicite des fumees de silice

Fig. 24 - Schematisation d'une pate de ciment Portland 
contenant de la fumee de silice dispersee par un flui- 
difiant (113)

Les fumees de silice sont des produits hautement 
pouzzolaniques <114, 115, 116, 117, 118). Quatre 
echant ill ons de silice Si, Fe-Si 50 %, Fe Cr Si, 
Ca Si, etudies par diffraction des Rayons X, se sont 
classes, ä 2 et 7 jours, quant ä la combinaison 
avec. la chaux, dans 1'ordre decroissant suivant (119):

Si>Fe Si>Fe Cr Si>Ca Si

A 28 jours, les trois premieres silices se 
retrouvent au meme rang mais la quatrieme reste 
moins reactive que les autres. Ce manque de reacti- 
vite peut etre relie ä une teneur plus faible en 
silice, ä une taille de particules plus grossiere 
et ä la presence de carbone.. Si la silice est utili
ses en produit d'addition dans le ciment Portland 
ou de substitution dans le beton, il est done, impor
tant de connaitre son origine et sa composition ceci 



par

qui

- Ca Si et Si Mn contiennent moins de 70 % de
Si.20 + AL2O3+ Fe203 (ASTM С 6181. .

- Ее Or Si depasse la limite de 5 % MS0 admise 
I'ASTM c 618.

d'autant plus que certaines usines eLectrometal 1 ur 
Kiques melangent Les fumces recuperees dans des 
fours differents ou provenant d'alliages differen . . 
Si les fumees de siliee sent considerees e.omme 
des produits pouzzolaniques, dies doivent d apres 
P.C. AITCIN (120) repondre aux spec ificat1 ons ASIM.

- Ca Si peut inclure du carbure de calcium 
produit de I'acetylene au contact de 1'eau.

Les publications ne mentionnent pas toujours 
type de fumee de siliee mais ä l'examen de 1'ana

lyse chimique donnee, les produits les plus utilises 
semblent les silices Si, Fc Si - 90 % ou le Si- /a /»•

peu

aux 
long

par G.G. CARETTE et V.M
B. MORTUREUX et H. 110R4AIN (122). 
cations arrivent ä la meme 
terct 
et de

Le second volet de la reaction pouzzolanique 
c'est-a-dire la formation d'hydrates liants, est 
dairement demontre par le developpement des resis
tances mecaniqucs. La fumee de siliee, Erodutt d_ad 
dition cement Portland ae.croit nettement les 
resistances en compression a partir du dixiemc 
jour. Cet accroissement est fonction de la nature 
du ciment Portland et du dosage en fumee di 
I] semble que I'optimum se place entre 5 et 15 k 
poids du ciment .Une etude sur 1'influence de la fumee de s 11 ice 
util isee dans un ciment aux cendres volantes a etc presentee 
au colloque international de Montebello separement

- '■ ". MALHOTRA (121) et M. REGOURD
---- . Les deux communi
conclusion, a savoir 1

de 1'action conjuguee de la fumee de si 
la cendre volante, la premiere agissant 
ages, la seconde prenant le relais a 
Les memes resultats ont ete obtenus 

; pauzzolanes naturelles, 
a faible chaleur d'hydratation

terme.
des laitiers et di 
reactifs. Un ciment ....... - ,a pu etre mis au point en ajoutant 15 % de fumee do 
since a 35 % de laitier peu reactif et 50 « de ciment 
Portland ASTM type II. Le nombre de Kjoules mesure 
est 30 % inferieur ä celui du ciment Portland bien 
que les resistances mecaniques a 28 jours soient 
les memes (123). Par centre il existe une _competLtion 
entre fumee de siliee et laitier reaetjf relative, 
ä la combinaison avec la chaux, competition qui 
est defavorable ä la resistance a 28 jours <1221. 
Il est done recommande d’utiliser la fumee de si - 
ä bon escient. Sa production Limitee (1,2 millions 
de tonnes par an dont un tiers produit par Les 
Etats-Unis, la Norvege et le Japon) la destine 
ä des matefiaux specifiques (124)-'

Le beton de fumee de siliee est moins resistant 
au jeune äge que le beton de ciment Portland 
de meme classe ä 28 jours. Il est cSpendant possible 
d'optimiser un beton de fumee de siliee par le 
choix judicieux du ciment Portland et du fluidifiant. 
D'apres AITCIN, BEDARD, PLUMAT et HADDAD (1^5), 
certains ciments se comportent mieux que d'autres 
dans un beton destine ä atteindre 100 MEa. Un 
beton de tres haute resistance, facile ä mettre 
en oeuvre, serait celui prepare avec un ciment 
de haute resistance.

Fig. 25 - Diffraction des Rayons X. Anneau de corps 
amorphe centre ä 4 A de differentes fumecs de siliee 
(109).

des fumees de siliee por^’ 
pics de diffraction desFig. 26 - Devitrification 

ä 1100°C. .Apparition des — --- -- - titeRayons X de la cristobalite Si02 et de 1'enstati 
Fe Mg Si03 (109)•



7.5. Innocuite des fumees de silice

Farce que les fumees de silice sent amorphes et 
se presentent sous la forme de microspheres, elles 
different totalement du quartz cristallise en grains 
anguleux, responsable de la silicose. Aucun cas 
de cette malade professionne11e n'a ete diagnostique 
apres presque 30 ans de production de silice preci- 
pi tee vitrouse.

Si le recul concernant la fumee de silice est 
meins important que le precedent K. JAHR (126) estime 
que le risque de silicose est tres faible etant 
donne I 'inexistence de quartz et L'innocuite des 
elements mineurs. La 1imite acceptable de fumee 
respirable serait de 3 mg/m3.

7.6. Specifications de la fumee de silice

La commission RILEM 73 BSC presidee par Р.К.МЕНЙ 
recommande :

- de n'utiliser que des fumees de silice nonte
nant an mo ins 80 de Si02.

- de mesurer les resistances mecaniques d'un 
beton ä 10 « de fumee de silice en poids du ciment 
(rapport E/C = 0,7) et de le comparer, aux memes 
echcances, a cellos d'un beton temoin (norme norve- 
gienne NS 3474 du 1981).

8. LA BIOSILICE

Les cendres d'ecorce de riz sent, comme les 
fumees de silice, des pouzzolanes hautement reactives. 
Toutes deux constituees essentiellement de silice 
amorphe, elles different cependant par la morphologie 
de leurs particules (67) et leur reactivite initiale. 
La cendre d'ecorce de riz est cellulaire, de grande 
surface specifique 50 a 60 m^/g. Si eile reagit plus 
rapidement que la fumee de silice, i.e. des le pre
mier jour dans les ciments, son activite a cesse 
a 28 jours.

Les ecorces de riz ne doivent pas etre calcinees 
a plus de 600°C, temperature ä partir de laquelle, 
la silice amorphe cristallise, d'abord en cristobali
te, ensuite en tridymite. La temperature de 400°C a 
ete suggeree comme optimale par P. NTMITYONGSKPL,
M.W.J.A de SILVA et P. KARASl'DHI (127). l'n nouveau 
precede de calcination a ete presente par P. C.KAPUR 
(128). Il s'agit du bruleur TIB (Tube - in - Basket) 
dans lequel la temperature entre 350 et 600°C, donne 
des cendres de surface BET de 60 a 80 m2/g, sans car
bone residuel et avec une structure tres poreuse.

Vne etude des proprietes de melanges cendres- 
chaux par D.J. COOK et P.SUWANVTTAYA (129) montre que 
1'optimum du rapport, chaux-cendres est egal ä 1'unite 
quant au develöppement des resistances mecaniques. 
Le taux de carbone ne devrait pas depasser 2,0 %.

9. LES POUZZOLANES NATURELLES

Les pouzzolanes naturelles ont ete largement 
traitees au Congres de Paris dans les rapports prin- 
Cipaux de R. SERSALE (4), de K. TAKEMOTO et H.UCHIKAWA 
<5) et dans le rapport general de F. MASSAZZA (7).

9.1• Classification des pouzzolanes naturelies

La classification des pouzzolanes prete toujours 

a discussion tant sont grandes les differences dans 
la composition chimique et mineralogique des roches. 
Les pouzzolanes sont soit yolcaniques, soit sedimen- 
taires, vitreuses ou zeolitiques. Parmi. ces dernieres 
se placent les tufs type herschelite et les trass 
type chabasite. La "terre blanche" d'ltalie, la 
gaize des Ardennes franqaises, I'opale du Maroc, 
1'argile blanche Beppu du Japon sont presqu'exclusi- 
vement constituees de silice hydratee amorphe. Dans 
toutes ces pouzzolanes coexistent des mineraux cris- 
tallises comme le quartz, les feldspaths, 1'argile, 
la dolomie, la magnetite, les pyroxenes, la calcite, 
la cristobalite (91, 134, 13D. F. MASSAZZA et U. 
COSTA (132) classent les constituants des pouzzolanes 
du point de vue de leur reactivite en trois catego
ries :

- les : ph.ses vitreuses (fig. 
27) plus ou moins alterees, I'opale, des terres 
a diatomees, les zeolites cristallisees.

- les g2”stitMants_i?iertes : phases crista!li- 
sees autres que les zeolites.

- les : substances organiques
et argiles gonflantes.

Fig. 27 - Phase vitreuse vacuolaire d'une pouzzolane 
naturelie (132).

La composition chimique de la fraction active 
de differentes pouzzolanes a ete determinee par 
trois methodes (132) :

. analyse chimique indirecte : attaque par HC1 
et KOH, analyse de la solution et du residu(methode al

. analyse chimique des fractions separees par 
liqueurs denses (methode b).

. analyse elementaire ä la microsonde electroni- 
que (methode c).

L*analyse  des pouzzolanes vitreuses ne pose 
pas de probleme particulier. Il n'en est pas de 
meme pour les pouzzolanes ä phase vitreuse alteree 
nontenant des mineraux cristallises en inclusions. 
Dans ce cas, les trois methodes ont donne des resultats 
tres discordants. Seule la premiere (methode a) 
semble se rapprocher le plus de la realite.

Les facteurs responsables de la reactivite de 
la pouzzolane avec la chaux sont entre autres, sa 
composition chimique (silice et alumine) et sa sur
face specifique BET. Le coefficient de correlation 



entre la chaux consommee a 7 jours et la surface 
BET a ete trouve egal ä 0,95 (132).

9.2. Les argil es activees

Les argilcs considerees comme materiau pouz- 
zolanique peuvent Stre utilisees :

- telles quelles : el les sent alors activees 
par la chaux.

- traitees therm!quement entre 600 et OOC’C. 
Les argiles "cuites" etaient auparavant classees 
dans les pouzzolanes art ificiell es, classification 
contestec par R. SERSALE (4) au Congres de Paris.

Les argi les sent des alumino - s 11icates a 
structure feuilletee ou Lamellaire construite 
ä partir de tetraedres SiOz| et d'oetaedres Al.O^. Les 
ions divalents tels Mg2+ sent en coordination 
octoaedrique. La caracteristique ^es argiles est 
l'epaisseur des feuillets : j-e. 7 A pour la kaoli
nite,10 A pour 1'illite, 14 A pour la chlorite. Cer- 
taines argiles comme la sepiolite ou 1 *attapulgite 
sent fibreuses.

• Les grgfZ.es staMlisees_a_£r2id par la chaux 
ou le clinker sont utilisees :

- dans la prefabrication d'elements de bati- 
ments tels que cloisons et planchets ou de briques 
et carreaux (133, 134).

- dans la stabilisation de sols tropicaux 
lateritiques riches en kaolinites (135).

La reactivite des argiles dans les melanges 
argile-chaux et argile-ciment est mise en evidence 
par les courbes de degagement de chaleur, de capta
tion des ions Ca2+ , de variation de pH. Les resultats 
obtenus par ces differentes methodes confirment le 
role de la nature mineralogique de 11 argile. La reac- 
tivite de sept argiles (montmorillonites, illites, 
kaolinites) decroit de la montmorillonite ä la 
kaolinite (133). Cependant, la reaction des argiles 
avec la chaux n'entraine pas systematiquement 
la formation d'hydrates Hants, second volet de 
la pouzzolanicite. C'est le cas de la montmoril
lonite. Par centre, les melanges ä base d'argile 
illitiques calcaires ou kaolino-illitiques calcaires 
et sill reuses donnent des materiaux compacts. 
La stabilisation ä froid des argiles peut conduire 
au developpement de materiaux de bätiment bon 
marche et a faible taux energetique, incorpore. 
Ces realisations restent cependant limitees, 1'acti- 
vation des argiles pouzzolaniques etant essentiel- 
lement thermique.

. Les CLPg^ites "tra'ttees thepmi-queinent entre 600 et 
900°c"""do"!vent leur reactivite ä la desorganisation 
de leur structure cristalline par deshydroxylation.

M. MURAT (136, 137, 138) a trouve 1'optimum de 
la reactivite du metakaolin et de 1'illite apres 
calcination ä 800°C. Les melanges chaux-metakaoli.n 
developpent des resistances mecaniques plus elevees 
que celles des ciments ä pouzzolanes naturelies 
J. AMBROISE (139) a obtenu des resistances de 
23 a 27 MPa a 28 jours pour des ciments fabrrques 
ä partir des sols tropicaux du Mali et de la laterite 
de Yaounde.

10. LES FILLERS CALCAIRES

Les fillers calcaires, produits ■ d'addition 
au ciment Portland sont de generation recente. 
Ils n'avaient pas etc traites en tant que tels 
au Congres de Paris. La normalisation francaise 
autorise 1'uti1isation; jusqu'a concurrence de 35 ", 
de fillers qu'elle definit comme des "Produits 
obtenus par broyagc fin ou par pulverisation de 
certaines roches (calcairc, basalte. laitiers, 
kieselguhr, bentonite, condrcs vo1 antes) 
naturel ies ou non, agissant principa Iement. grace a 
une granulometric appropriee, par lours proprietes 
physiques sur certaines qualites du ciment (accrcis- 
sement de maniabilite, diminution de permeabilite 
et de capillarite, reduction de la f i ssurabi 1 i te, ...). 
Les fillers sont inertes s'ils n'ont aucune action 
chimique sur les ciments en presence d'eau; ils 
sont actifs s'ils ont, meme partiellement,, des 
proprietes hydrauliques ou pouzzolaniques en presence 
de ciment et d’eau".

Les fillers entrant dans la composition des 
ciments composes franqais appeles CPJ, sont essentiel- 
lement constituesde calcite.
10.1. Mineralogie des fillers calcaires industriels

Les fillers calcaires peuvent etre analyses 
par diffraction des Rayons X, microscopie optique, 
spectrometrie d'absorption infrarouge.

- La di^ractiqn_des_Baitons_X revele que les 
fillers 'calcaires industriels ne sont pas tres 
differents de la calcite avec toutefois des rates 
plus ou meins elargies (fig. 28). Get elargissement 
du profil des raies peut etre relie a une grande 
finesse des grains ou ä une distorsion du reseau cris
ta! lin (140) •

Fig. 28 - Diagramme de diffraction de Rayons X de 
deux fillers calcaires industriels.

0 = calcite, Pt = etalon interne.

- L ’observation тгсгозссргдие des roches sur lames 
minces, e'n"lumiere'polarisee, montre une difference 
de texture. Les fillers se presentent soil en gros 
cristaux, seit en grains tres fins, sort en g ■



3.1

1

Calcaire preciplte 
Aucun facies cris- 
taliin

Calcaire cristallise 
Gros cristaux de 
cal cite

3 . 4

Calcaire mixte - 
Cristaux de calcite 
lies par un ciment 
microcristallin

Calcaire coquillier 
finement cristallise

Q = quartz.

Tig. 29 - Caracteristiques morphologiques des fillers 
calr.aires (140) 

grains dans une matrice microcristallisee (fig.29 et 
30) . Quatre de ces fillers ont ete etudies plus 
Particulierement :

. Le filler n° 1 est un calcaire a 90 % de 
talcite microcristallisee (raies DRX elargies 
fig. 28). Examine en Turniere polarisee, la teinte 

est beige uniforme avec seulement quelques veines 
de cristaux plus gros (fig. 30). En Turniere naturelie 
transmise, la lame mince est constituee d1elements 
en forme de pelotes lies par un ciment spathique. La 
silice у apparait soit amorphe, soit microcristal
lisee fibreuse (calcedoine), soit bien cristallisee 
(quartz). Les autres mineraux mineurs, sont la 
glauconie (mica potassique) et quelques particules 
ferrugineuses.

• Le filler n°2 est un calcaire dur, tres 
Pur, ä plus de 95 % de calcite. Les cristaux sont 
bien developpes (0,2 ä 1 mm). La dolomie n'y existe 
lu'a I'etat de traces. Dans les fractions les 
Plus fines du concasse la calcite est en grains 
®onocristallins, les assemblages polycristallins 
ayant ete rompus.

, • Le filler n°3 est un calcaire de cristallisa- 
tton mixte : dans la roche gris-bleu alternent 
de-la calcite microcristallisee et des macro-cristaux 
rdflechi ssants de couleur claire. Sur lame mince 
'fig. 30), la calcite et la dolomie en gros cristaux 
"losaique sont lies par CaCOj microcristallise conte- 
nant de la pyrite de fer en inclusions.

La teneur en dolomie MgCa(CO3)2 dosee par dif-

Fig. 30 - Microtexture des 
qu'observee en microscopie 
see (1, 2, 4) et transmise

fillers calcaires telle 
optique en lumiere polari- 
(3) 

diffraction des Rayons X est de I'ordre de 9 %. Les 
raies de la calcite sont fines (fig. 28).

. Le filler n°4 est de texture heterogene. Sur 
lames minces en lumiere transmise, il se revele cons- 
titue de debris de milioles, organismes marins, 
lies par de la calcite macro-cristalline de recrista.1- 
lisation. Il s1agirait done d'une calcarenite a 
bi.oclast.es ou biocalcarenite a ciment spathique.

La calcite recristallisee est pure. Dans la 
fraction microscristallisee coexistent des pyrites 
associees parfois ä des oxydes de fer. Le taux 
de calcite est superieur ä 90 %.

- wn_tn£rarouge a ete
utilisee par A. BACHIORRINI (1.41) pour estimer le 
desordre cristallin de differents carbonates, synthe- 
tiques et naturels. Un "coefficient de desordre" Cd 
exprimant le rapport de la diffusion d'une bande a sa 
densite optique a ete defini dans le but de comparer 
les carbonates entre eux.

Les calcites des spectres a, b, d, de la figure 
31 correspondent ä un Cd respectivement egal ä 
56, 31, 53. Les deux premiers echantillons etaient 
des produits purs pour analyse (calcite 99 %), 
le troisieme un calcaire oolithique. Une calcite 
bien cristallisee servant de temoin donne un Cd = 25. 
Deux autres formes du carbonate de calcium CaCOj, une 
vaterite synthetique et une aragonite naturelie,repon
dent a Cd = 49 et Cd = 33.



Fig.31 — Spectres d’absorption infrarouge de calcai. 
res (141)
a, b = calcite pure, d = calcaire oolithique 
c = vaterite synthetique, e = aragonite naturelle

10.1. Reactivite du filler calcaire
Les fillers calcaires jouent un role physique 

dans la compacite du CPJ mais ils sont egalement 
reactifs. La disparition de la calcite, la forma 
tion de carboaluminates, 1'acceleration de 1'Hydra
tation de CqA et CoS dans les ciments Portland 
(14О I42, 143, I44) ou de CA dans les ciments alumi- 
neux’ (Ul - US), la modification des C-S-H, la 
creation d’une "aureole de transition” entre le 
filler et la pate de ciment, la competition entre 
carbonate et gypse dans 1'Hydratation de CoA sent autant 
de facteurs propres ä la reactivite du filler calcaire. 
Ces facteurs n'ont pas ete deceles dans 1 etude 
des memes echantillons contenant du quartz finement 
broye qui est considere comme un filler inerte (140 
141).

Les resistances mecaniques de melanges expert- 
mentaux ä 75 % de ciment Portland CPA et 25 $ filler 
(noS 1 2, 3 - 4 precedemment etudies) sont groupees
dans le tableau X. Elies montrent que la presence 
de calcite ä reseau cristallin desorganise entraine 
un developpement plus rapide des performances mecani
ques que la presence d'une calcite bien cristallisee.

Cependant, tous les fillers calcaires restent supe- 
rieurs au quartz broye ä la meme finesse.

Tableau X - Resistances en compression (MPa)

me!ange 
experimental

2 -I75 % CPA 55, 3200 cm .g
2 -I 25 % filler, 4700 cm .g 

Pates pures: E/C - 0,30 (140)

Echeance CPA 
temo in

CPJ

Filler calcaire Quartz

1 2 3 4

28 jours 105 87 83 85 81 74

3 mo is 122 102 
*

98 * 93 91 88

x: Calci
♦: Calci

te bien cristallisee,
te ä reseau cristallin desorganise.

A. BACHI0RR1NI (141) arrive aux memes conclusions 
en presence d'aluminate monocalcique qui se dissent 
d'autant plus rapidement que le coefficient de 
desordre du calcaire est plus eleve dans le melange 
CaCOj + CA. La cinetique d'Hydratation du CA n'est pas 
modifiee en presence de quartz.

Les donnees du tableau X concernent des melanges 
experimentaux dans lesquels seule variait la nature 
du filler calcaire. Or, ces fillers sont utilises 
industriellement pour la production de CPJ. Les 
ciments composes industriels proviennent d'usines 
differentes done de clinkers differents et sont 
broyes ä des surfaces specifiques variees (tableau XU. 
Un ciment CPJ est caracterise par sa classe de 
resistance e'est-a-dire sa resistance moyenne a 
28 jours.

Tableau XI - Composition et surface specifique 
Blaine de sept CPJ filierises industriels

♦Resistance a 28 jours en mortier ISO (MPa)

Classe du type de
CPJ* ftiler Teneur en Surface specifique

(fig.30) filler % Blaine cm2.g 1

45 R** 1 10 3450
35 1 25 3100

55 R 2 15 42ОО
45 R 2 25 4200

45 1 9 3925

45 3 15 3550

45 4 10 38IO

##R = rapide (45 R = 15 MPa a 2 jours
I 55 R = 22,5 MPa a 2 jours

Le tableau XI montre que le filler type 
donne ä raison de 10 % un CPJ 45 R (R = rapide) po^ 
une surface specifique Blaine de 3450 cm /g et 
de 9 1«, un CPJ 45 pour une surface specifique Blain

n°l

(

I

d a

a 
1 
0 
d
t 
e 
2 
В
g
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de 3925 cm2/g. Dans ces conditions, c'est la nature 
du clinker qui intervient dans le developpement des 
resistances mecaniques. Des resistances aussi elevees 
que 55 MPa a 28 jours et 22,5 MPa a 2 jours pour 
le CPJ 55 R a 15 I« de filler sent le resultat d'une 
optimisation de la qualite du calcaire, de sa finesse 
et de sa compatibilite avec le clinker. Les resistan
ces mecaniques ne sent cependant pas les seules 
performances ä prendre en compte. Un beton de CPJ 
doit etre aussi. maniable qu’un beton "de ciment 
Portland CPA.

10.2. Choix du filler calcaire

Un calcaire peut etre caracterise par sa compo
sition chimique et mineralogique, sa broyabilite, 
sa porosite, sa surface BET. La calcite peut etre 
friable ou dure ä broyer suivant qu'elle se presente 
sous la forme microcristallisee ou en macrocristaux:

composition chimique et mineralogique

Une etude realisee par R. GUYOT et R. RANG <146) 
sur des betons de CPJ ä meme faux de fillers, d'ori- 
gines diverses et de caracteristiques differentes, 
tel les que:

- densite : 2,2 a 2,7

- porosite : 0,3 a 18,4 %
- BET : 2,1 a 4,2 m2/g

- absorption capillaire ; I a 12 g/100 cc, 
montre que, a maniabilite constante, le rapport E/C 
teste inchange pour six fillers ä teneur elevee en 
carbonate (tableau XII).

, Au contraire, la presence d'argiles dans les 
fillers, identifiees par leur teneur en alumine 
ct en silice, influe sur la rheologie du beton. Dans 
les memes conditions que celles du tableau XII, 
deux fillers contenant :

• le premier : 0,45 % SiO et 0,3 1= AKO,z 23.
• le second : 19.8 % SiOg et 5.08 4, 

demanderont respectivement ä maniabilite £gale, un 
rapport E/C de 0,53 a 0,57.

Aussi les criteres de choix d'un filler se sont- 
tls fixes sur une teneur minimale en argile. Celle- 
=1 peut etre dosee par la capacite d'absorption du 
leu de methylene. La limite superieure acceptable 
serait de 1,5 grammes de bleu pour 100 grammes 
1е</1Иег ^ont la faille des grains est inferieure 

oO/lm. La teneur en matieres organiques ne devrait 
Pas depasser 0, 5 %.

" finesse

qui peutdu calcaire _ _
d'influence marquee sur 
Les CPJ industriels sont 
clinker et du filler, 
broyabilite peut etre 
31 donne d'un melange 

14 *—ue 75 % clinker gypse et 
3 % calcaire cobroyes ä une surface specifique 
atne de 4200 cm2/g, les courbes de repartition 

btanulaire de chac'un des constltuants.

La surface specifique 
^tteindre 7000 cm2/g n'a pas 
a rheologie du beton (146). 
cbtenus par cobroyage du 
ешс constituants dont la 
res differente. La figure 
experimental constitue de

Tableau XII — Caracteristiques des fillers calcaires 
et des betons doses a 350 kg de CPJ a 15 % de fillers 
par m3 (143)

Caracteristiques 
ri.xc rm

Calcaire industriel

1 2 3 4 5 6

Si02 5,3 2,3 1,55 0,9 0,5 2,5
у s

A12°3 0,6 1,5 0,5 0,4 0,3 0,8
.-1 cr*
6 E Fe2°3 0,4 0,7 0,4 0,1 0,2 0,6
E .C CaO 52,2 52,6 50,1 54,7 55,0 52,5
ь MgO 0,1 0,2 3,5 0,4 0,2 0,6

.L Densite 2,20 2,66 2,55 2,70 2,72 2,4044 v: 3. Po rosite % 18,4. 0,6 8,6 0,4 0,3 11,3•c'<u Vi BET m2/g 2,1 3,9 3,0 2,19 2,07 4,23
и x:eti ft
rtiU

Absorpticn 
capillaire 
g/lOOcc

12,9 1,1 8,0 0,6 0,2 9,6

Caracteristiques des betons : s lump 10 cm

E/C 0,54 0,55 0,54 0,54 0,53 0,54
Rc a 28 j 

MPa
39,8 39,0 37,3 42,0 40,8 40,9

La distribution des grains de cllnkeret des graiis 
de filler a ete determinee par analyse quantitative 
par diffraction des Rayons X de differentes tranches 
separees par sedimentometrie ä la pipette d'Andreasen 
(147). Le filler de broyabilite 160 cm2/joule est plus 
fin que le clinker de broyabilite 70 cm2/joule. L'aire 
massique calculee par J.P. BOMBLED, G. BELLINA 
et B. MORTUREUX (147) est de 7370 cm2/g pour le fil
ler et le gypse, 3 190 cm2/g pour le clinker.

IO.3. Compatibilite clinker-filler

Les ciments composes CPJ representent 62 $ de la 
production francaise. La moitie de ces CPJ sont des 
ciments aux fillers calcaires. Si pour un CPJ 45 la 
resistance de 45 MPa est toujours atteinte a 28 jours 
les 1 resistances aux courtes echeances peuvent etre 
differentes d'un melange filler-clinker ä un autre. 
C'est ce que montre le tableau Х1П dans lequel les 
ciments Portland CPA et les ciments composes CPJ, 
sont de resistance egale a 48 MPa ä 28 jours (146).

Le tableau XIII revele egalement que le CPJ 45a, 
dans les trois cas, une resistance ä 1 jour plus 
elevee que celle du CPA. Get accroissement de la re
sistance precoce, favorable ä un demoulage plus rapide du 
beton de CPJ, peut etre attribue ä la fois ä la 
finesse plus grande du clinker et au role physique de 
remplissage du filler.

Un broyage separe clinker-filler a permis 
la production, dans une meme cimenterie, d'un CPJ 
55 et d'un CPJ 45 contenant respectivement 15 
et 27 % de calcaire. C'est ce que montre le 
tableau XIV.



Fig. 32 - Repartition granulaire du clinker ct du cal 
caire cobroyes en laboratoire -dans un melange 
75 t c.linker'+ 25 % filler de surface specifique Blaine 
42ОО cm2/g (МУ)
Tableau XITT - Resistance en compression de mortiers 
ISO, a 1 jour et 28 jours (141)

Type de ciment
Surface 

specifique 
du cl inker 2 -1 cm .g 1

Rc (MPa)
1 j 28 j

Ciinfcer
. CPA :
. CPJ :

A
ciment Portland
CPA + 15% filler

2700
4500

15,5 
18,4'

48
48

Cl inker

. CPA :

. CPJ :

В

ciment Portland
CPA + 15% filler

2500
4100

10
15,4

48
48

Clinker

. CPA :

. CPJ :

<7
ciment Portland
CPA + 1 5% filler

1900
3500

4
9

48
48

Les compositions mineralogiqucs des clinkers 
des CPJ industriels sent assez proches, les unes 
des autres. L'analyse quantitative des phases par 
diffraction des Rayons X donne des teneurs de CqS va
riant entre 54 et 63 % et de CgA entr.e 8 et 10% (140)*

En conclusion, une usine peut ä partir d'un 
meme clinker, preparer differents CPJ en jouant 
sur la finesse du clinker. Le filler doit etre 
relativement pur sans teneur excessive en argile

et en matieres organiques.

Un projet de norme europeenne sur les ciments 
composes aux fillers calcaircs est en cours de dis 
cussion. Les specifications tiendront compte:

Tableau XIV - Resistances en compression de mortiers 
ISO ä I jour et 28 jours. Le clinker et le filler dis 
CPJ ont ete broyes separement (1461

Type de ciment
Surface 
Specifique 
du c1 inker

Rc (MPa)

(cm2/g-1) 1 j 28 j

CPA 55 3340 1 5,1 58,3

CPJ 55
15 % fiIler cal- 

c.aire
3970 18,5 57,5

CPA 45 2550 11,2 49,9

CPJ 45
27 % filler cal- 

caire
3970 15,0 49,0

- du pourcentage maximal de filler ajoute au 
clinker de ciment Portland.

- de la composition du filler : taux maximal 
en calcite, teneur minimale en argile et en matteres 
organiques.

11. LES CIMENTS COMPOSES D1AUJOURD1 HUI

ЦСЬ C WIXVUH.X,.! U. LILVl 5, X T
duits hydrauliques, pouzzoianiques ou fillers, ii. 
participent aux performances 
soient rheologiques, 
Seule la fumee de s-
les chercheurs*  1 -- , - -
est un filler 
action se 1imite a

Les laitiers, cendres volantes, pouzzolanes na 
turelles, fillers calcaires, en remplaqant le clinker 
dans les ciments composes, entrent dans le cadre 
des economies d'energie (Ц8)-Consideres comme pro

. • . _   C . 1 1 1 IS
i des ciments qu'elles 

, mecaniques ou de durabilite. 
silice (ou microsilice) partage 

Pour bon nombre d'entre eux eile 
pouzzolanique. Pour d'autres, son 
ä celle d'un filler (149)-

Les ciments composes, optimises par les produc 
teurs, sont assures d'une regularite de fabrl^'; 
ct d1homogeneisation. A titre d'exemple, la France 
a une longue experience dans la production des cimen .
au laitier soient:

- ciment CPJ :< 35 % laitier.
- ciment de haut fourneau CHF : 60 a 75 % laitier
- ciment de laitier au clinker CLK :>80 % laitier.

Depuis 
fillers calcaires qu its -- •coexistent avec des laitiers ou des cendres,a savoi 

1979 eile utilise, dans les CPJ, 1®” 
qu'ils soient seuls ou qu 11-

-CPJ 55 R : 8 a 27 1= filler.
- CPJ 45 R, 45 : 15 ä 27 $ filler.
- CPJ 45 : 17 % laitier, 5 % cendre, 8 % fill®r



Cendres et laitier apparaissent egalemcnt dans le 
ciment CLC.

- CLC 4a I 26 laitier, 21 % cendres.

Le tableau X\ donne la repartition de ces 
differents c.iments dans la production de 1984 qui 
s'elevait ä 22,7 millions de tonnes.

Tableau XV - Repartition des differents c.iments 
produits en France en 1984, definis par leur classe 
de resistance. Norme Franqaise NF P 15.301.

- Ciment Portland CPA % en tonnage

e HP : hautes performances
(ЗО MPa a 2 jours) 5,9

. 55 R et 55 14,9
• 45 R et 45 2,8

- Ciments composes CPJ

. 55 R et 55 2,9

. 45 R et 45 57,1

. 35 2,8

- Ciment compose CLC 45

« L = laitier, C = cendre 1,0
- Ciments au "laitier

. CHF : HF, 5 5, 45 0,8

. CLK : 45 R et 45 4
- Divers (ciments а та^оппег^ 

ciments speciaux, chaux 
hydrauliques) 7,8

Les normes nationales different largement d'un 
pays ä l'autre quant aux domaines de composition 
des ciments Portland avec additions minerales. Le 
defi des annees 1990, serait d'apres G. FROHNSBORFF 
et J.P. SKALNY (ISO), 11uniformisation des ciments 
composes. Un developpement rapide de nouvelles speci
fications qui seraient redigees en termes de perfor
mances permettrait une prevision de comportement, 
dans le, temps et dans les environnements agressifs, 
des materiaux comme le beton.

12. CIMENTS COMPOSITES FUTURISTES

l'ne generation de materiaux de tres hautes 
Performances est recemment apparue sur le marche. 
es produits qui off rent un avenir nouveau aux c.iments 

et betons, ont ete presentes et discutes lors de deux 
reunions internationales, la premiere, o'rganisee 
Par la R.jal Society ä Londres en 1983 sur le develop- 
pement d clients, dans la technologic des annees 
990, la seconde par la Materials Research Society 

■a, Boston en 1984 sur les materiaux de tres hautes 
resistances, ä base de ciments.

Des resistances en compression de 100 MPa attein- 
es par des betons traditionnels sont le resultat 
une selection judicieuse de constituants incluant 
es ciments ä 20-35 % de cendres volantes (151).

Des mortiers de ciment nontenant 50 a 65 . de
laitier de haut fourneau et etuves de 27 ä 175°C 
ont donne des resistances de 95 a 240 MPa (152).

En dehors des ciments composes d'aujourd1hui 
sont nes des materiaux futuristes comme Le DSP et 
le ciment MDF :

- le DSP (Densified System containing homogene
ously arranged ultrafine Particles) constitue de 
ciment Portland, de microsilice et de fluidifiant 
est gac.he avec un faible rapport eau/(ciment + silice), 
de 0,12 ä 0,22. Sa resistance en compression s'eleve 
ä 270 MPa (153). Matcriau fragile, il devient ductile 
quand il est renforce de fibres. Des fibres de poly
propylene de 6 mm utilisees par L. HJORTH (153) 
ont multi pile par 9.000 I'energie de rupture d'un 
DSP extrude (9 kj/m2).

- le ciment MDF (Macro Defect Free) mis au point 
par J.D. BIRCHALL (154) est constitue seit de ciment 
Portland, soit de ciment alumineux dont la dispersion 
et la lubrification des grains sont obtenues par 
1'utilisation de polymeres organiques solubles dans 
1'eau (hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose, polyacrylamide 
polyvinylacetate). I’n imlaxage energique du melange,
6 % (en masse) de polymere, 9 % d'eau et 85 % de 
ciment, donne une pate plastique qui peut etre moulee, 
laminee, extrudee. Le materiau se presente comme 
une ceramique de tres faible poro. te (1 % en volume) 
et de resistance en flexion tres elevee (150 MPa). 
Le ciment MDF peut etre fillerise par des particules 
traditionnelles comme les cendres volantes mais 
aussi par 1'alumine, Le carbure de silicium, la 
poudre d'acier. Il peut egalement etre renforce 
de fibres. Son energie de rupture passe de 0,2 a 
100 kj/m2 pour 9 % en volume de fibres de kevlar.

, Le DSP et le ciment MDF materiaux organo-mineraux, 
doues de hautes caracteristiques mecaniques offrent 
des voies nouvelles ä 1 'utilisation des Hants hydrau- 
Liques ( 155). Ges composites ä base de- ciment ont 
ete testes avec succes dans des domaines aussi inhabi- 
tuels que la cryogenie, 1'electromagnet!sme, 1'acous- 
tique,. la balistique (156). Leur aptitude au moulage 
et leur legerete les destinent ä 1'aerospatiale 
(157) oil ils peuvent concurrencer les ceramiques 
et les metaux. Leur developpement signifie que les 
ciments traditionnels n'ont pas ete exploites dans 
la totalite de leur potentiel. Se substituer au 
bois, au metal, ä la matiere plastique, a la cerami
que, est le defi que lancent aux chercheurs les 
materiaux composites ä base de ciment: beau programme 
pour le 9eme Congres International de- la Chimie 
des Ciments.
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FUTURE TRENDS IN THE RESEARCH OF THE STRUCTURE, PROPERTIES AND 
BEHAVIOUR OF BLENDED CEMENTS

TENDENCES FUTURES DANS LA RECHERCHE DE LA STRUCTURE, LES PROPRIETES 
ET LE COMPORTEMENT DES CIMENTS AUX AJOUTS

J. CALLEJA. Professor, Institute Espanol del Cemento у sus Aplicaciones (IECA).Madrid, Spain

SUMMARY: Any attempt to foresee the future of the cement research must be based on previous 
achievements and on the present knowledge in this field.
The most direct object of research in cement should be the applicability of its results to 
the solution of practical questions related to technological needs. .
Consequently, any tendency on studies looking at the future must take into account the gaps 
in knowledge, the controversial aspects, the questions not enough clear, and more particula ■ 
ry the aim to solve specific problems in the area of cement and concrete technology.
The technological properties of cement derivatives greately depend, on the other hand, on 
their structure -macro and micro- in terms of porosity, permeability, stability and durabi
lity against physical and/or chemical actions; on the other hand, the behaviour of fresh and 
hardened concrete - rheology, water demand and retention, workability, setting and hardening 
mechanism and kinetics,shrinkage, creep, expansion, swelling, etc. -, depend on the structure 
of the cement derivatives as well.

Moreover, cements today and even more tomorrow may and must contain a certain proportion of 
oddtions of more or less active natural materials or waste products for economical, technolo 
gieal and ecological reasons - energy and resources saving -. These materials present in - 
cements or in Concretes may modify substantially the structure, properties an behaviour of - 
pastes, mortars and concretes.
The present Special Report attempts to show a partial and personal view of some possible and 
prioritary trends in the near future research in cement, taking into account the foregoing - 
considerations.

. Qualquer tentativa de previsäo do futuro da pesquisa do cimento deve basear-se nos conhecimentos an
teriores e atuais adquiridos neste campo.

_0 objetivo mais direto da pesquisa sobre cimento devera ser a aplicabilidade dos seus resultados pa
ra a solucao de questoes praticas relacionadas com as necessidades tecnologicas.

Consequentemente, qualquer tendencia dos estudos voltados para о futuro deve levar em consideracao 
as lacunas de conhecimento, os aspectos controvertidos, as questoes ainda näo bastante Claras e, mais particu- 
larmente, о proposito de resolver problemas especificos na area da tecnologia do cimento e do concreto.

As propriedades tecnologicas dos derivados do cimento dependem, por outro lado, da sua estrutura 
- macro e micro - em termos de porosidade, permeabilidade, estabilidade e durabilidade contra acoes ffsicas e/ 
ou quimicas; por outro lado, о comportamento do concreto fresco ou endurecido - reologia, necessidade e reten- 
cao de agua, trabalhabilidade, mecanismo e cinetica de pega e endurecimento, retragäo, fluencia, expansäo in- 
cnagao, etc. - tambem depende da estrutura dos derivados do cimento. ’
j. - Alem disso, os cimentos atuais e mais ainda no futuro podem e devem confer uma certa proporgao de a- 
igoes de materials naturals ou de produtos de rejeito, mais ou menos ativos, por razoes economicas, tecnologi

cas e ecologicas - economia de energia e de recursos -. 6

Estes materials, presentes nos cimentos ou nos concretos, podem modificar substancialmente a estrutu 
ra, as propriedades e о conportamento de pastas, argamassas e concretos. ~

. , . Este Relatorio Especial tenta mostrar uma visäo parcial e pessoal de algumas tendencies possfveis e 
priontarias no futuro proximo da pesquisa do cimento, levando em conta as consideragoes anteriores.



FOREWORD
The task ascribed to this author consists in 
making an attempt to forecast the near futu
re trends in the research dealing with hydra 
tion end structure of blended cements.
Obviously any future must be based on the 
present and on the past. Past and present ha 
ve lead to a given level of knowledge, but 
they have also been able to show the existeri 
ce of gaps in this knowledge, and the need of 
a more complete understanding of certain as
pects of problems not yet solved, the solu
tion of which being of the greatest interest 
for technological purposes.
Consequently, the need of more deep knowledge 
and the urgency to solve actual problems,and 
new problems continuously arising in the - 
fields of theory and practice, are questions 
to be taken into account in a prospective of 
the future research in cement.
On the other hand, the task proposed may - 
offer the possibility to use to some extent 
the imagination, as well as to provoke ques, 
tions and answers on some of the yet contra 
versial aspects of the item treated.
The author's aim has then to be manifold: to 
show the most outstanding items of the theme 
treated; to point out gaps, insuficiencesend 
deficiences in the knowledge of it; to men
tion unsolved problems existing, and to put 
questions to get answers, all in the field 
of the future research trends on the structu 
re, properties and behaviour of blended ce
ments .

INTRODUCTION
Macroscipic properties and technological - 
behaviour of cement pastes, mortars and co_n 
cretes as factors conditioing their efficient 
employ in practice, depend basically upon the 
texture and microstructure of the cement ma
trix. This is formed by an homogeneous mixtiJ 
re of anhydrous cement and water, and serves 
to link together the other components of the 
conglomerates, i. e., the aggregates. The 
properties and behaviour of the conglomera
tes also depend upon the aggregates themse.1 
vesThe texture and microstructure of the contact 
zones between cement matrix -paste- and - 
aggregates, the so-called interfaces,also i£ 
fluence to a great extent the technological 
behaviour of mortars and concretes.
It is obvious that the microstructure of the 
cement paste depends in turn on the nature - 
of the anhydrous cement, i. e. on its chemi
cal composition and physical charactetistics 
(mainly upon its fineness -specific surface; 
particle size distribution-, shape and surfa 
ce' condition of the particles, etc.)-
It is also evident that the structure of the 
interphase paste/aggregate is determined by 
the nature of the cement paste -ultimately 
by that of the anhydrous cement-, by that 
of the aggregate (physical, chemical and mi 
neralogical characteristics of its surface), 
and by their mutual interactions.
All these factors so far mentioned are refer 

red to the materials forming the conglomera
tes. But in addition to them there must be a_l 
so be taken into account other factors dealing 
with the proportions of the materials, as for 
instance the w/c ratio in the cement paste - 
and the amount of cement per unit volume or 
weight in mortars and concretes. Moreover, 
the way in which these materials are mani
pulated, i. e., the concrete technology - 
affects the final result, as far as the - 
conglomerate properties and performance - 
are concerned.

The nature of the anhydrous cement and its 
behaviour in hydration, as well as the natu
re of the hydrated products formed are deter 
mined by the main cement components: clinker, 
setting regulator and additions ; among the 
latter, potentially or latent hydraulic pro
ducts such as basic granulated blast-furnace 
slags; natural or artificial pozzolanic mate 
rials such as some volcanic rocks and fly 
ashes; and more or less "inert" materials - 
such as fillers - mainly calcareous in natu
re: limestones-
The chemical composition of the mentioned - 
components, their activity and reciprocal - 
interactions, their relative proportions and 
their particle size distribution and specific 
surface, as well as those of the cements re 
suiting from their blending, are decisive in 
determining the texture and microstructure of 
the cement paste and matrix, its internal - 
cohesion and external adherence to the aggre 
gates through the interphases formed, as well 
as in conditioning the corresponding macros
copic properties and behaviour of the conglo 
merates.
These properties, as referred to mortars and 
concretes, may be very simply grouped, from 
a practical point of view, in three main as
pects: mechanical strength, stability (sound 
ness) and durability.
The mechanical strenght of the conglomerates 
depends on that of the cement matrix and the 
aggregates, and on the bonding forces and - 
lindkages between them. The stability or ' 
soundness is related to the constancy of vo
lume in terms of shrinkage or in terms of ex 
pension or swelling, all of them considered 
as potential causes of concrete cracking an 
failure.
Durability is a very wide concept which must 
be defined and limited to its correct contex 
in each specific and particular instance. In 
most general terms it could be defined as t e 
capability of the concrete to maintain a ' 
sufficiently acceptable security level 
along its' foreseable service life, in the fo 
recasted actual service conditions. More res 
trictively considered, durability could be 
defined as the capability of the concrete о 
withstand any attack of external origin deri,^ 
ved from its service conditions. In this res^ 
pect durability could be considered as equi
valent to chemical resistance, and in this 
sense the concept is usually and widely ' 
employed.



Mechanical resistance, stability and durabi
lity are closely related to each other, for 
the strength may decay as a consequence of 
instability or unsoundness, and this may in 
turn be produced either by internal actions 
of the concrete components or between them, 
or by external attacks caused by aggressive 
chemical agents - or by both together-.
Strength, stability and durability are con
ditioned by the physical texture and by the 
chemical and mineralogical structure of the 
cement paste. As far as the physical texture 
of the paste is concerned, porosity, permea
bility to fluids and penetrability to ions 
are concepts and measurable magnitudes of 
the greatest importance. In turn, porosity 
is a global concept which requires further 
precision, for in the case of the cement pa£ 
te it is necessary to distinguish between to 
tai, capillary and gel porosity, in relation 
in each case with the shape and size of the 
pores, with their more or le'ss extended open 
or closed character and interconnections,with 
the accesibility of fluids to them, with - 
their ability to develop capillary forces 
causing capillary suction and rise, etc.
Obviously porosity is more or less closely 
related to permeability and penetrability to 
ions and consequently is a decisive facto.'as 
far as durability is concerned.
Finally porosity, either considered as a - 
whole or considered in each of its particular 
aspects, depends and is conditioned (as well 
as its evolution) by the physical, chemical 
and mineralogical characteristics of the ce
ment pastes, which in turn depend on the no 
ture and properties of the anhydrous cement, 
other things being equal.
All the above mentioned relationships are - 
particularly important and show how decisive 
they may be when dealing with blended cements 
containing different proportions of additions 
more or less "active", such as those mentio
ned above.

SYSTEMS IN HYDRATED CEMENT PASTES

In cement pastes are three main different 
systems: one corresponding to the solid 
phases formed by the crystalline and gel
like products resulting from hydration(to
gether with the not yet completely hydrated 
material); other corresponding to the spaces 
remaining between the solid phases, totally 
or partially void or occupied by the liquid 
phase of the paste; and the third oner corre^ 
Ponding to the liquid phase itself. The - 
hree systems evolve with time from the very 
^ginning of the hydration. The structure and 
Properties of the paste, as well as the per- 
omance of mortars and concretes, greately 
spend oh the final characteristics of the 
Paste, as a result of the nature and evolu- 
l°n of solid, liquid and voids systems.

Moreover, the evolution of the three systems 
re mutually affected, the changes in each 
them being closely related to the changes 
the other two. A manifestation of the 

anc* interconnected evolutions of 
ese systems is the controversial aspect

concerning the increase of CSH density with 
the degree of hydration (time) ( 1) ( 2 ).
The nature and evolution of the systems are 
different depending mainly on the type of ce 
ment. Hence the differences existing betweer, 
pastes of pure portland cements and pastes of 
blended cements.
Most studies on solid and void systems have 
been devoted preferently to pure portland ce 
ment pastes, but few of them deal with the — 
pastes or the more complex cements. It is 
obvious because if the study of pure portlqrd 
cement pastes is enough complicated, os seve 
ral authors using many different techniques'- 
have shown, much more so must be the research 
on pastes of the so many old and new blended 
cements (containing blast-furnace slags,slogs 
of metallurgies other than siderurgy,natural 
pozzolans, fly ashes, silica fume, thermicol,ly 
activated clays, rice husk ashes,brick flour, 
etc.). Consequently much scientific and techno 
logical papers have been published on the - 
former subject, but few of them on the latter 
In addition, no much comparative studies on 
both subjects are available

SOLID SYSTEM

The solid system of the• tiydrgted cement pas 
te is formed by all the hydration products 
from the anhydrous clinker phases, by those 
of the blended materials -if any- and by the 
products formed by mutual interactions bet
ween hydrated phases each other or with dnh^ 
drous phases. All the hydrating products-and 
then the solid system as a whole -evolve with 
time and external conditions.
In the case of portland cements the main hy
dration products which determine the morpho
logy, structure and properties of the paste 
are those derived from the main clinker com
ponents, i. e., the anhydrous calcium silica 
tes: tobermorite-like compounds CSH, portion 
dite CH resulting from partial hydrolysis o~ 
them, together with calcium sulfoaluminate 
hydrates and other more or less complex alu
minate (ferrite) hydrates (AFt and AFm phases 
in general).The shapes and ways in which - 
these compounds are formed and evolve to 
their final state determine the nature and 
characteristics of the cement paste.
In the following but few mentions will be 
mode - except if necesory or convenient- to 
pastes of pure single phases of the clinker; 
major attention will be paid to pastes of - 
different portland and blended cement types, 
as they are more directly related to the - 
technological behaviour and performance of 
mortars and concretes in practice.

CSH composition.morphology and 
anion structure

Many types of CSH have been mentioned by - 
different authors depending on the research 
methods used and the conditions involved. 
Among the characteristics determined for the 
better knowledge of CSH properties are the 
chemical composition -particularly the C/S 



ratio, the presence of other elements such 
as Si, Al, Fe. Mg, alkalies, and the anion 
structure (degree of polymerization)-, the 
crystallinity,the size of the formations.etc 
i e., the morphology. All this has lead to 
describe several types of products in diffe 
rent degrees of evolution according to the 
circumstances.
It must be remembered that generally speaking 
CSH in fully hydrated Portland cement pastes 
is different from that of C3S pastes,in that 
the former contains an appreciable amount of 
monomer (with dimer and polymer also present), 
small amounts of linear trimer and but little 
or no cyclic trimer and tetramer (.3 ) i 4 )•
In the same line other observations by seve 
ral techniques show differences between hy
dration mechanisms and hydration products of 
CoS and portland cement. It still remains 
the question of -the distinction between 
-inner" and "outer" products, as well as - 
that between "early" and "late" products,as 
the latter may be considerer as those formed 
beneath the "early" products and Pysh^n9 “ 
them into the void spaces ( 5 ) 1 6 ).
These are the reasonswhy extrapolation of - 
what happens with C3S hydration to the . - 
hydration of portland cements is not advisa 
ble. For example, the early product of the 
portland cement hydration,according to some 
opinions, is not a "type E CSH" as in the - 
case of C3S hydration, presented with the - 
appearance of foils or flakes formed on the 
surface of the C35 ( 7 ); it is a gelati
nous membrane coating the grains and 
approaching the phase AFt in composition, 
which is formed from aluminate phases and 
may cover all the cement particles ( 8 Л
Moreover, there are also significant diffe 
rences between the middle and late products, 
which in the case of C3S ( type О C-H ) 
Start from an initial viscous gel formed 
below the "type E CSH" and evolving to other 
varieties (similar to "type I CSH ) or to 
"type III CSH* 1 , or even to other types de 
pending on circumstances -available space- 
and in the case of portland cement are pro
ducts of different nature ( 7 ) (, b ).
It is also foreseable that much more diffe 
rences will also exist between CSH (primary 
and secondary) in blended cement pastes 
-particularly those of pozzolanic cements-with 
respect to pastes of a reference portland 
cement; as well as that these and other - 
differences in the structure of the pastes 
could explain differences in properties and 
behaviour of concretes from portland and 
blended cements. This is a point which c°^d 
be the objective for further research direc
ted to induce in the cement paste the struc
ture most favourable for given technological 
purposes.
As to the C/S ratio in CSH, the following 
considerations may be made. In ordinary - 
portland cement pastes ( 9) - Ш 
in agreement with C^S pastes ( IO J \ 1 
there are substantial compositional varia
tions between different CSH particles, as

1,88,higher 
value 1,56

decrease with time from 1,9 at^l 

the*mean ’Ä/C+M"and F/C+M ratios increase, 
S/C+M ratio decreases after se-

f ar 
and
C/S 
and 
ted
strength in opposition to the CMSH coming -

of ordinary 
decreases

; in addition, - 
_____ A, S and F have been 

CSH with higher C/S ratios, and

as the C/S ratio and the amounts of A, S 
F included in them are concerned.
ratio in CSH ist most usually between 1,5
2,5. C in CSH can be partially substitu- 
by M (for instance coming from slags or 

) giving CMSH which contributes to 

from attack of CSH by magnesium salts, with 
simultaneous formation of MH (12 ).
Differences also exist between CSH from C3S 
pastes with and without pozzolans. For the 
latter ( 13 ) the ratio decreases from 3 
within the unreacted grain, to 2 at a dis
tance of less than lUm from the grain surfa 
ce, with ratios o'7 2,5-3 in between; this is 
more evident in older pastes. For the C3S- 
pozzolan pastes the results are similar in 
the neighbourghood of the C3S grain surfaces, 
but the C/S ratio decreases gradually when 
approaching the surface of the pozzolan par
ticles; this proofs that Ca penetrates into 
the pozzolan grains. For higher alkali pozzo 
Ians voids can be developped between the sur 
faces of the pozzolan particles and the hydra 
ted products ( 13)■

Different values of the C/S ratio have been 
found in function of age and conditions. о 
instance, between 1 and 21 days the mean C/b, 
value of type I and fibrous CSH is 
as compared with the corresponding 
for C3S ( 14 ) ( 15 ) .
According to other data, in pastes 
portland cement the mean C/S ratio 
from about 2 to about 1,6, i-- «--- 
significant amounts of A, 
detected in C—■ --- -
even in the AFm phase ( 9 ).
C/S ratios--- ---- .day to 1,4-1,6 after 2-3 years; in the 
way 1--  ---- I r/r-.M -
and the mean . 
veral years ( 16 )•
As far as CSH compounds are concerned, it is 
well know that their types I to IV including 
their compositions -C/S ratio; Presence of 
which may replace C; presence Pf A’^-? tio 
S which may replace S; (C+M)/(S+A+F+S) 
(17) -, as well as their forms: fibrous,foil 
like rolled foils, lamellar, tubular (solid 
or hollow), etc. and their anion structure 
(degree of polymerization of their silicat 
anions) may have a great influence in the mi 
cromorphology of the paste. For instance, 
a pure portland cement paste the C/S in th 
CSH coming from alite was about 1,7, '
in the paste of a cement containing fly osn 
the corresponding C/S was about 1,5 due ,
higher S values and to the presence of К in 
CSH. The increasing proportion of К in tn 
CSH structure does not explain the reduci g , 
expansion effects caused by alkali-aggreg | 
te (silica) reaction ( 18 )• Other more gene , 
ral explanation of it is available, as wil 
be exposed later on. ( 19 )
Fly ashes accelerates C3S and cement hydra
tion reducing both CH and C/S ratio in CSH $ 
hydrated silicates, inc°rP°£a^29-Position 
in them, irrespective of the ash compost



(20) ( 21) due the faster dissolution of
C3S caused by Ca adsorption and CSH preci
pitation on the fly ash surface ( 20) .Opposite 
results and explanations have also been repor
ted (22) so that this is a controversial point 
The microstructure of CSH fibers forming ra
diating bundles arranged in a honeycomb net
work substituting the glass of the cenospheres 
attacked by the pore solution is typical of 
portland cement and fly ash pozzolanic reac
tion; radial growing CSH is formed by both - 
topochemical nad through-solution mechanisms 
(23).
With much more active pozzolanic materials, 
as for instance silica fume, the C/S ratio 
in CSH may be as low as 1,2, all the CH fo£ 
med being consumed by pozzolanic reaction. 
Nevertheless, the faster reaction of the ce 
ment takes place even with finelly divided 
inert fillers without pozzolanic activity

On the other hand, the amount of reactive 
silica in pozzolanic materials increasesthe 
extent and the degree of condensation of the 
polymeric silicate anions to form double - 
chains, when reacting with C3S ( 25 ).
Moreover, the composition of-CSH varies from 
the outer part of the hydrating alite grains, 
more in the younger than in the older pastes, 
so that the mean C/S values oscilate between
1,7 and 2,7 and (C+M)/(S+A+F+S) values - 
between 1,4 and 1,7 ( 17 ), somewhat below 
those of pure C3S pastes.
All this, as referred to cements containing highly active pozzolanic materials, indica
tes that anion polymerization takes places 
more rapidly in the presence of such mate
rials ( 20 ) , so that different types of - 
additions present in cement do in fact in
fluence the above mentioned values and conee 
quently the composition and maybe the micro 
structure and morphology of CSH hydrates.
Correspondingly to the faster reaction of ' 
cement alite in the presence of fly ash and 
silica fume in portland cement, the CH con
tent of the pastes is much lower than in the 
case of pure cement pastes ( 21 ) •

This behaviour corresponds mainly to low C 
fly ashes (class F); high C fly ashes (class 
c) having C/S ratios able to form directly 
CSH compounds (i.e., ashes having own - 
hydraulic properties) form CSH in radial - 
fibrous bundles on the surface of the con
suming cenospheres( 23 ).

It has been recently developed a method to 
study the distribution of alkalies -parti
cularly K- between solid and liquid phases 
in the cement paste. It has been found that 
CSH gels with high C/S ratios do not signi
ficantly absorb K, and that absorption - 
rapidly increases as C/S decreases,which is 
explained in terms of colloidal particle 
charges: the charge is • ■'sitive in high C/S 
surfaces, with -0 ^^sorption; whereas the 
charge is neutral or negative as C/S decree 
ses then acting van der Waals forces or - 
chemisorption, respectively, with the corres 

ponding increase in К sorption ( 26).
The conclusion of the foregoing is that there 
may be substantial differences in the composi 
tion and structure of the CSH compounds, de
pending on the type of cement and on the pre
sence (nature and amount) of blending addi— 
t ions to clinke г.
As far as the anion structure of the CSH hydra 
ted phases, as well as other characteristcs 
of their solid and void systems are concerned, 
they may determine certain particular behaviours 
of the hardened pastes, as for instance the - 
creep. Creep seems to depend more particular
ly on the degree of-silicate polymerization 
( .27 ), though there are many deficiences in 
the understanding of creep and on creep pre
dict ion ( 28).
The degree of polymerization of the silicate 
anions in CSH from C3S, as studied by techni 
ques based on the formation of trimethy1sily- 
lation derivatives (TMS), increases by causes 
not attributable to progressing hydration. 
On the other hand., drying processes and ageing 
may seriously influence the results( 29 ).

Different techniques have shown that in the 
separation of linear from monocyclic or bicy
clic species of polymeric TMS derivatives the 
major low molecular weight anion larger than 
dimer is probably the linear pentamer, and - 
that the most abundant anionic species larger 
than this, could be cyclic and bicyclic no
namer (30 ) .

On the other hand, it is also to be expected 
differences as far as CSH in pastes of blen
ded cements are concerned, as compared with - 
those of C3S and portland cement. In fact 
(at least in the case of CoS with natural - 
pozzolans, fly ashes and blast-furnace slags) 
the blended pastes show higher contents of 
dimer, trimer and polymer, as referred to the 
quantities of Si afforded by CoS: this really 
demonstrates the existence of reactions due to 
the presence of blended materials ( 31 ), in 
the same way that other results (not dealt 
with here) have shown the influence of admixtu 
resand tr§atmentsoon the size of the tobermo-- 
rite (11 A or 14 A) and on the composition, 
anionic size and structure -double chains, 
single chains- of the CSH gel formed ( 32 ).

As to the morphology of CSH, the microstructu 
re of cement pastes at 8 months of hydration 
shows fibers of CSH emerging from a sublayer 
which borders zones of fine grained product. 
Both, fibers, and fine grained product contain 
traces of F and S, the C/S ratio being higher 
withing the fine grained material ( 33 ).
It must be considered the fact that in agree
ment with what has been exposed in dealing with 
methods (as referred to the structure of CSH), 
the nature of the cement pastes, as far as 
their morphology is concerned, is a matter of 
almost permanent controversy in many aspects, 
particularly in those related to hydration 
models of the silicate phases and their greater 
or smaller similarity with the models described 
for other systems in which the same forms of



precipitation have been observed - hollow 
tubes formation and tubular growths in sil_£ 
cate and aluminate systems, "silicate garden 
effects in various systems including alumina 
tes, etc. ( 34 ) ( 35) ( 36 ).
A macroscopic aspect of the morphology and 
structure of the cement paste largely affec 
ting to its properties, and particularly to 
one of the main of them, the strength, is 
an uniform and homogeneous distribution of 
the hydrated compounds -especially the si
licates- as well as an ordered and regular
disposal of the boundary zones between 
different hydrates (37 ). The same is valid 
as to the distribution of voids and the po
re size distribution in the cement paste.
It has been recently found that with an 
adequate use of "crents" (=crystal1ization 
components or agents) it is favoured the 
formation of highly basic calcium silicate 
hydrates ( 38).

Portlandite CH
As for CH, it seems that more than one kind 
of it exists in hydrated cement pastes( 39). 
Theoretical calculations and experimental 
studies have respectively considered and 
shown that isomorphous replacements of H 
by Si and other atoms may take place in 
interlayer sites under various conditions, 
provoking very variable morphologies in the 
CH, which in turn plays a decisive part as 
a matrix for gel formation in the hardening 
cement pastes (40 ) ( 41) ( 42 ) •
It is possible that depending on the - 
variable morphologies of the CH, its reac
tion with the acidic components of the blen 
ded materials in cements may differ, as far 
as the rate and completeness of the reaction 
are concerned. This may also be in connection 
with the nature of the products formed in 
different conditions -amount, shape and size 
of the crystals of CH in the case of C3S 
hydration (43 )—,which may affect the nature 
of the cement paste in mortars and concretes. 
In fact, it has already been reported that 
the CH formed in pastes of blended cement 
reinforced with alkali—resistant glass fibers 
show a higher affinity for the fiber sur— 
faces than for the surface of fly ash or 
granulated slag particles which normally 
act as deposition areas for- CH (44 ), 

Though it has been said that the major ccn- 
tribution to the formation of the morphology 
and microstructure of the cement paste corres 
ponds to the hydrated silicates, this does 
not mean that other phases (aluminate and 
ferrite simple and complex phases) do not 
participate. On the contrary, they take also 
part and what is much more important, their 
interaction and complementary contribution 
with the hydrated silicate phases determine 
the properties of the cement pastes, as will 
be seen in dealing briefly with aluminate 
phases.

Aluminate phases

Though less studied in relation with the 
structure and properties of the cement pas
te as compared with silicate phases, it can 
be said that in a similar way to what happens 
with the silicates, the presence of pozzolans 
and CH influences"the transformation of hexa
gonal hydrated phases (AFm) into cubic phases, 
and that of ettringite (AFt) to monosulfate 
phase (AFm) -at least in C4AF pastes-(45).
As far as ettringite is concerned, it may 
appear in the morphology of the cement pas
tes forming small angular rods in discon
tinuous layers on the surface of anhydrous 
particles. Probably CSH is formed thereafter 
in the discontinuities leaved by ettrigite, 
followed by the formation of CH around the 
previously formed particles and by the rolling 
up of the CSH (I) foils to form fibers which 
finally evolve to become CSH (III) ( 46 ) . In 
this way there is a simultaneity-continuity 
between hydration of aluminate and silicate 
phases, both contributing to conform the - 
microstructure and morphology of the cement 
paste.
Other cements form larger ettringite crystals 
much earlier ( 47 ). Normally the ettringite 
content in pure cement pastes decreases after 
a period of about 1 day, while in pastes of 
cements containing medium to high ü contents 
the ettringite increases during 28 days and 
more -this- may also occur in portland cements 
containing fly ashes- ( 21 ) .
In such cases it is clear that the contribu
tion of ettringite to the structure of the 
cement paste is even more important.
But not only the amount of ettringite formed 
influences the structure and morphology of 
the cement paste; its crystallinity also - 
plays an outstanding role, being in turn 
influenced by the availability of Al atoms, 
SO 2” groups and the pH value in its forma
tion, so that the lack or scarcity of Al 
atoms reduces the average length of the - 
columns, and high pH values cause the loss о 
fibrous habit of the ettringite, giving pla 
ce to products poorly crystalline, which 
form coherent coatings ( 48 ).
In this respect the presence of blended 
additions in cements may have in general a 
great importance in determining the fina^ 
structure and morphology of the pastes, de
pending on the ettringite formation, as is 
the case mentioned for fly ash cements! 21 1"

Ettringite expansion -mainly in the case of 
expansive cements- is still a controversial 
point as to wether the cause of expansion i 
due to water adsorption by the poorly crys
talline material, or to crystall growth,. ° 
both (45). In this respect the knowledge 
the influence of blended materials in ceme 
would also be of value.
Ahother interesting point would be that of 
the conditions in which ettringite format



takes place, either by through-solution or 
by topochemical mechanisms, or both sucesi 
vely in this order (50). -
Finally, the use of 'crents" ^crystalliza
tion agents or components) to induce the 
hydration and hardening of C3A in such a way 
as to obtain much more stable forms of high 
sulfate calcium sulfoaluminates and sulfofe 
rrites is being practiced with succes ( 387.

VOIDS SYSTEM (POROSITY)

The void space system condition the density 
(compactness), porosity, permeability, репе 
trability to ions, as well as the capillary 
and colloidal properties of the cement pas 
te (capillary suction and capillary raise, 
osmotic membranes and cells formation, etc.) 
But the characteristics of the voids system 
(pore structure of the paste) as far as size 
and pore size distribution are concerned are, 
as mentioned, determined by the own evolution 
of the solid system, through an interlocking 
dependence ( 1 ) ( 2 )•

Not only the properties mentioned, but par
ticularly the perhaps most appreciated of 
them in concrete, i.e, the strength, is lar 
gely influenced by the porosity and its 
characteristics, and hence by the nature of 
the voids system.

The strength seems to depend on the pore size 
distribution rather than on the total pore 
volume of the void system ( 51 ) (52 ) , so 
that it is convenient to distinguish between 
macropores, mesopores, micropores, capillary, 
pores and gel pores, and to consider their 
relative proportions and variations when - 
dealing with cement paste properties, such as 
strength, permeability and penetrability to 
lor|s, factors all of them determining and 
conditioning the durability.
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but with the maximum 
to the GRIFFITH theory 
quantitative point of

he strength seems to be controlled by the 
largest pores and not by the total porosity 
Tor the largest deffedts, faults and flaws 
in structures condition their strength. A 
proof of it seems to be that the decrease of 
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. '' at least on aV1ew( 55 ).
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to га d Ьу th® Wldenin9 of small pores, due 
cle ( ctlon of interactions between parti- 
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indij0 Fressur|zin9 °f the free pore water are 

, ced -for instance by cyclic loading-,the 
to !rved l?on linearity of the(f-£ curve is 

e c^tributed to the closing of pores -

rather than to microcracking. ( 58).
The relationships between strenght and poro
sity, including the influence of the chemical 
composition of the cements and the strength 
developing capacity of the hydration products 
have been interpreted with the aid of a model 
( 59 ) .
The pore structure of the hardened cement paste 
smafl'er that porosity is shifted towards~the 
smaller pore sizes, which aids to a better re 
sistance to chemical attack, and particular!? 
to the effects of alkali-aggregate expansive 
reaction with cements containing very high 
amounts of alkalies(6O ).

In a broad sense, increases in strength have 
been attributed to decreasing in both macro- 
pososity and gel porosity, i.e.,to total po
rosity, as well as to an uniform distribution 
of hydrated silicates and to an orderly dispon 
sal of the contact zones between hydrated pro 
ducts. —
The decreasing capillary porosity and the in
creasing thickness of the diffuse double layer 
on the pore surface with increasing slag con
tent in cement causes a decrease in the Cl” 
and ЗОд ionic diffusion coefficients, and 
a corresponding increase in corrosion resis
tance of concrete by chemical attacks. The 
permeability of blast-furnace-slag cements 
to Cl™ ion has been found to be greater than 
that to SC>42 ion ( 61) - perhaps due to the 
differences in their respective ionic radii 
and charges.

Microporosity, mesoporosity and macroporosity, 
as well as total porosity influence in very ’ 
different ways the various properties and - 
behaviour of the hardened cement pastes. For 
instance, macroporosity and mesoporosity — 
seem to be correlated to shrinkage rather - 
than total porosity ( 27), as well as with 
the mineralogical composition of the cement 
-C3A content- ( 62).

There have been presented arguments favouring 
the idea that the strength is largely influen 
ced by the volume of the largest pores in the 
paste, in such a way that any correlation with 
total porosity is casual ( 63). Moreover and 
consequently an elimination or reduction of 
the largest pores naturally occuring in cement 
pastes would increase their strength ( 64). 
Not only the strengths are affected by the' 
presence of larger pores in the paste, but 
also its permeability, which in turn affects 
the durability (55 ).

This may explain why pastes of blended cements 
containing materials able to form and to afford 
secondary tobermorite (for instance, blasf-fur 
nace slags, natural pozzolans, fly ashes and “ 
other artificial pozzolans) show lower total 
and larger pores, lower permeability and pe
netrability to ions - also due to higher ion 
exchange capacity( 66) and higher final - 
strength and durability. In fact, the pore 
size structure of slag cement mortars differs 
very much from that of mortars made with ordi 
nary portland cement ( 67). -



far as the ratio of larger
distribution

_ to smaller
is such that although

total porosity, pore size distribution and 
other properties of cement paste and concre 
tes is that the depths of carbonation in - 
specimens of portland fly ash cements are 
essentially independent of the fly ash cement, 
though the speed of carbonation is influenced 
by the total amount of cementitious material 
per unit volume of concrete (as a consequen 
ce of its influence on the total porosity 
and on the larger-to smaller pores ratio). 
It also conditions the absence of steel rus 
ting in the more compact and impervious con 
erstes ( 68). Furthermore it has been found 
in the same line that diffusion of chloride 
ions within cement pastes is greatly mfluen 
ced by .the cement composition, and less by 
the w/c ratio ( 69 )( 70 ).
The influence of the pore size distribution 

. . . c.mn Iler-as 1-• -- - - 
pores is concerned- .
the volume of pores in hydrated pastes is 
higher the higher the w/c ratio and the slag 
content in cement the differences due to w/c 
ratio decrease with the higher slag content 
in the cement paste(71).

the more compact and impervious con 

line that diffusion of chloride

and less by

If the foregoing is of general application 
to the pastes of any type of cement, in the 
case of pastes from blended cement containing 
natural pozzolans, fly ashes, calcined rice 
husk and hulls, as well in the case of cements 
containing granulated blasf-furnace slags, 
there is a useful correlation between pore 
size distribution and strength, permeabili
ty and sulfate resisting characteristics. 
The analysis of the pore size distribution 
seems to proof that the (simultaneous) - 
enhancement of strength and chemical resis
tance is directly related to an important 
reduction of the total volume of the larger 
pores greater than lOOO A ( 72) ( 73 )■

Porosity of blended cements containing fly 
ash or slag have higher total porosity but 
finer pores than pastes of reference portland 
cement for almost equal compressive strengths. 
In this respect hydration at higher tempera
tures benefits to the blended cements more 
than to the plain portland cement ( '4 ).

The influence of blending in the pore struc 
ture of the paste causes a different behaviour 
as far as permeability, penetrability to ions 
and durability against frost action and che
mical attack are concerned which is more fa 
vourable to blended cements. A proof that 
properties of pastes such as porosity and 
strength of different cements containing 
or not fly ashes or slags are determined by 
their different pore size distribution is 
that mechanical properties at zero porosity 
are generally improved at ordinary tempera
tures and impaired at higher temperatures 
in blended cements containing slags or fly 
ashes.
Blended cements, as stated, have much finer 
pore structure and, evidently, a lower CH 
content than pure portland cements (75 ). ,
In autoclaved materials the pore size distr_i 
bution changes from coarse to fine with in
creasing contents of fly ash, and CH dis sapears

in the paste if the ash content is high enough 
(76 ). The influence of the pozzolanic action 
in modifying the pore structure of the paste 
sometimes explained by the filling of voids 
with the ettringite formed, is not only - 
attributable to natural pozzolans and fly 
ashes, but also to clays activated by calci, 
nation with similar results, as far as sul
fate resistance is concerned. This behaviour 
is maintained —as usually occurs-while voids 
are not completely filled and there is space 
available for the crystallization of ettrin
gite without exerting expansive pressure! 77).

Similarly and owing to the mentioned finer 
voids system in the case of blended -slag
cements, their pastes show a lower diffus^ 
vity to chloride ions, so that the salt 
scaling resistance of their concretes g re ate! у 
increases with the increasing slag content 
(78).

Permeability

Permeability of cement pastes is, as known, 
a decisive factor in concrete durability. 
The permeability coefficient of the pastes 
is a function, not only of the porosity,but 
also of the surface area of the hydration - 
products and of the free energy for flow - 
( 79). Moreover, cement pastes with high ■ 
especific surface areas can retain large - 
amounts of water in a state of equilibrium, 
so that the migration of moisture is slower 
than in pastes having a high capillary poro 
sity ( 80 ) .
The decreasing capillary porosity and the in 
creasing thickness of the diffuse double layer 
on the pore surface with increasing slag con
tent in cement causes a decrease in the Cl 
ans SO42- ionic diffusion coefficients, and 
a corresponding increase in the corrosion re 
sistance of concrete to chemical attacks. 
The permeability of portland slag cements to 
Cl- ion is greater than that to SO4 ion - 
dependence between diffusivity and ionic ra
dius- ( 61) .
Moreover, the relationship between pore size 
distribution, permeability and slag conten 
in blast-furnace slag cements is such that 
the permeability coefficient of a cement pa 
te with 70% of slog is considerably lower t 
that of a cement paste with 30% of slag, e 
pite the much higher total porosity of the - 
former. The explanation is that the total P_ 
rosity of the 70% slag paste is formed by 
45 to 150 Ä pores, more difficult to репе 
tre than the porosity of the 30% slag cemen 
paste ( 72 ) .
The mechanisms involved in the strength 
development of portland cement fly ash pas 
( 81) may explain the different structure 
properties of the pastes from other dlTTe 
points of view, such as imperviousness ana 
higher chemical resistance. Assuming tha 
particles of fly ash provide points within 
paste which facilitates the easy and rapid _ 
election of the cement hydration products



on them, these products may cover and occlude 
the individual fly ash cenospheres. As a - 
consequence the strength and the porosity 
change from earlier to later ages, so that the 
former increases and the latter decreases as 
a result of the pozzolanic reactions.

Penetration of ions
Penetration of ions such as Cl- and SO^2- in 
concretes is decisive for their chemical re
sistance to attacks. Ionic penetrability is 
different from permeability to gazes and li_ 
quids through cement pastes, though indire£ 
tly related to it. Diffusion of Cl" ions 
into concrete is affected by w/c ratio (po
rosity, permeabi1ity) only in the surface 
layer and at short time of contact, whereas 
at longer times of exposure the main influen 
cing factor in the depth of penetration is 
the cement composition. Moreover, it has been 
argued that Cl ion diffusion through pastes 
is largely determined by the cement composi
tion and less by the w/c ratio (69 ) ( 70 ).

In this respect the blended cements may show 
substantially much less penetration than pure 
portland cement, as the Cl ion diffusion not 
only depends on permeability, but also on the 
ionic exchange capacity.of the cement paste 
system in each case. This capacity is higher 
for blended cement according to their compo
sition ( 66 ). In a different way the higher 
chemical resistance - particularly to MgSO^ 
solutions and sea water- of blended cements, 
as compared with that of ordinary portland 
cements could be partially explained by a 
much more scarce substitution of Mg2+ for 
Ca + in CH and/or in CSH to form MH and se
condary gypsum, to give in turn expansive 
secondary ettringite poorly crystallized 
(82 ). The major difficulty for substitu
tion in the case of blended cement might be 
ascribed to: a lower amount of clinker and 
therefore of C3S; a much less CH formed; a 
fixation of CH in the form of secondary - 
tobermorite; a lower C/S ratio in the tober 
moritic compounds formed, either primary or 
secondary (porosity, permeability and diffu 
sion of anions are not accounted for here).

PORE LIQUID SYSTEM

Liquid phase in pores is the third component 
submitted to parallel evolution together with 
solid and voids systems. It is obvious that 
the evolutions of all the three systems are 
very closely linked to one another. Liquid 
phase is the vehicle through which dissolu
tion, precipitation and crystallization pro
cesses take place, depending on solubilities, 
saturation or oversaturation conditions for 
the hydrating and hydrated products, according 
to their common presence and mutual interac
tions in it. . ■

The clinker components which more rapidly 
Pass into solution are obviously the more 
soluble: alkali sulfates and alkali hidroxi 
es, giving to the liquid phase the corres
ponding pH-value and concentrations in the 
ifferent cations and anions. These concen-.

trations and pH values evolve as the hydra 
tion processes progress. —

Studies on composition of the liquid phase 
in the pores must be done under equilibrium 
conditions, which not always is easy or - 
possible .
Pore liquid analysis of cement pastes show 
high total alkali concentrations which re
veals major differences between results of 
laboratory studies and the actual cement 
hydration in practice due to the high alka
li content of the commercial cements -not 
common in laboratory cements-, which reduces 
the solubility of Ca, rendering it practical 
ly insoluble. This lowers the importance of- 
the calcium transport involved in hydration 
mechanisms carried out through the liquid 
phase ( 26 ) .

It is thought that taking into account the 
hight alkali content in the liquid phase, 
the presence of added blending materials in 
cement —slags, pozzolans, fly ashes— may be 
important as to the distribution of alkalies 
between solid and liquid phases.

The progress of the reactions between addi
tions and cement could be followed by analy
sis of the liquid phase, though much time 
is required to attain a final state of - 
equilibrium, particularly in the case of 
certain more slowly reacting addtions.

The similarity between К and Cs adsorption 
has permitted the use of radio-Cs to make 
accelerated studies of the foreseable long 
term adsorption of К by CSH. It has been 
found that high C/S tobermoritic gels do not 
significantly adsorb Cs, and that adsorption 
rapidly increases as C/S decreases, so that 
the uptake of Cs (к) by the solid phase CSH 
and the decrease of Cs (K) in the pore liquid, 
in relation with the C/S ratio, show, for 
instance, that silica fume reacts rapidly 
with CH, followed by high-silica fly ashes 
( 26 ) .
These studies, based on high pressure - 
squeezing of cement pastes to separate the 
liquid phase, seem to have a promishing fu
ture .

BLENDED CEMENTS
As a matter of fact RSD on the field of blen 
ded cements containing blast-surface slags, 
natural pozzolans and fly ashes - as the main 
blending materials -, as well as silica fume, 
rice husk, thermically activated clays,slogs 
from metallurgies other than siderurgy, etc. 
continue to increase more and more, by obvious 
reasons already mentioned.
In this respect further increases are to be 
expected in the future, particularly when 
the European CEN standards on cement will 
be adopted in the EEC
The possibility of ternary and quaternary 
cements containing slags and/or pozzolans/ 
fly ashes, gnd/or limestone filler aS addi
tions blended with clinker and setting regu 



lator is already oblidgeing to much research 
in this field.
It must be thought that not only economical 
reasons of different order (ecology, spare 
of energy and material resources, profit of 
waste materials, reduction of energy consum£ 
tion in cement manufacture) are involved, 
but also technological reasons (more resis
tant and durable cements as far as chemical 
resistance to sulfates and sea water attack, 
to Cl" and SO42- penetration, to alkali-aggr£ 
gate expansive reactions, etc.)

Slag cements

Much of the questions related to the struc
ture of blast-furnace slag cements pastes 
have been dealt with under other topics, pa_r 
ticularly under the item "Fineness".
Nevertheless, it must be said here that, as 
far as other aspects are concerned, no sim_i 
lar unanimity of criteria exits as in the 
case of fineness.
For example, it has been argued that in nor 
mally ground slag cements the mineralogy of 
the clinker has an influence on the properties 
greater than that of the fineness (83 )■ It 
has been also exposed that the chemistry and 
glass content of the slag has litle effect 
on certain behaviours of the slag cements, 
as for instance in hydrothermal treatments 
(84), though on the other hand other opinions 
show that minor components - among them the 
crystalline fraction-present in slags influen 
ce their hydraulicity, so that the presence 
of 3-5% of crystalline matter, rather tham 
the total absence of it (as in completely 
vitrified slags) gives optimum results as 
far as reactivity is concerned ( 85).
In spite of these and other not fully con
cordant results -whose explanation would be 
worth while to clarify- the need to spare 
energy, to preserve resources of raw mate
rials and to profit mass and energy of was
te products have induced to study and test 
the possibility to use slags other than ba
sic granulated blast-furnace slags, such as 
electrothermal-phosphorous slags ( 86 ), 
copper metallurgy slags ( 87), nickel meta^ 
lurgy slags ( 88 ) in cement manufacture. The 
results so far obtained seem to be accepta
ble in each case, as compared with those of 
comparable portland-pozzolan cements, as far 
as strength and sulfate and sea water resijs 
tance are concerned.
All these new materials and the corresponding 
derived cements are requiring now and will re 
quire new studies and research in the future 
to adquire enough knowledge of them.
Blended cements containing 40 to 65% of pul^ 
verized granulated blast furnace slags may 
show higher strengths from 7 days onwards, 
better sulfate resistance and lower alkali
aggregate reactivity than the reference - 
portland cements ( 89 ), probably due to the 
fact that cements containing high enough 
slag contents give pastes with much smaller 
volume of pores greater than 500 A; this 
is not the case for cements with lower con

tents (30%) or slag( 90 ).

It has been recently found that it is possible 
to increase the hydraulic activity of blast
furnace slag cements acting on their hydration 
mechanism and on the formation conditions of 
their hydrated phases through a directed crys 
tallization of their anhydrous active phases 
and through the chemical and thermical depo
lymerization of the vitreous structures of 
their active components(91 ).

Pozzolan cements
As in the case of slag cements many toppics 
related to natural pozzolan and fly ash ce
ments have been treated in other parts of 
this paper, for instance in those dealing 
with the composition and morphology of CSH. 
However, other items will be deal with here, 
in relation with the already mentioned trend , 
to spare mass of raw materials, to reduce 
energy consumption and to profit mass and 
potential energy of waste materials.
Among the natural materials, some of them 
with higher, lower or even no pozzolanic 
activity -diatomite, calcareous gaze and 
even pulverized limestone - may give cements , 
with different behaviour as far as strength j 
and durability are concerned. The mentioned ; 
materials give 28 days strengths and reduc
tions in the CH available at 90 days decrea j 
sing in the order exposed. The resistance 
to sulfate attack was in the three cases 
higher than that of a reference portland ce- 
ment(due to the decrease of CH in the two 
former cases and to formation of calcium 
carboaluminate hydrate in the latter ( 92 ) • 
Among pozzolanic cements with artificial 
products(waste products, sub-products, by- ; 
products), those made with burnt clay and [ 
waste roofing tiles give better sulfate re [ 
sistance (though lower strengths)than pure 
portland cements ( 93).
A sub-product used successfully as pozzolanic 
material is silica fume. The reaction product 
formed by silica fume with a high content 0 
amorphous silica very finely grained and with 
a great surface area, showing a high degree 
of pozzolanicity, seems to be CSH(l) with a 
C/S ratio of about I, which causes an improved 
development of strengths ( 60), particularly : 
if combined with a portland clinker rich in 
alkalies(94).

Ash ofcalcined rice hulls or husk (another 
product rich in amorphous silica) used as 
pozzolanic material in proportions higher | 
than the usual in pozzolanic cements provide 
high strength cements (95). Their pastes ' 
should have a structure similar to that of 
the silica fume cements, i. e., less porous 
(smaller pores), more impervious and resis
tant to chemical attacks.
The lime content of fly ash mixed with portla|',i 
cements seems to be in favour of an increase , 
in strength and a reduction in the porosity , 
of the pastes, due to a certain hydraulicity' 
perhaps as compared with the strength and P2 
rosity of pastes from portland cements mixe 



with silica flour -exempt of lime- (96 ). 
This shows that not all the siliceous mate
rials with pozzolanic activity react in the 
same way and lead to similar results. On the 
other hand the mutual interactions between 
clinker components and fly ash components is 
such that for instance, in the system formed 
by C3A and fly ash the hydration is quite - 
different, depending on the origin of the 
C3A -or on that of the clinker- (laboratory 
produced or kiln produced(97 ),
Care must be taken with respect to the pos
sibility of expansions due tohigher free 
lime contents in certain fly ashes. On the 
other hand the temperature contributes to 
accelerate the lime-fly ash reaction, to in 
crease the adherence between fly ash grain^ 
and the surrounding hydration products and 
to achieve higher compacity and lower poro
sity and permeability in the cement pastes(98). 
A relationship has been established between 
the chemical composition of the fly ash and 
the sulfate resisting behaviour of the concre 
te containing it, in function of the C and F 
contents and their ratio in the fly ash; the 
lower the C and the higher the F contents,the 
better the sulfate resistance ( 99).
For instance, sulfate expansion is greatly re 
duced for blended cements with low calcium — 
fly ashes, irrespective of the ash content,and 
sometimes even with some high calcium fly 
ashes at contents higher than 1O% (loo), so 
that portland fly ash cement and also slag 
cement derived from an ASTM type I portland 
cement high in C3A may behave like an ASTM 
type V portland cement with a C3A content f_i 
ve times lower, as far as sulfate resistance 
is concerned (1O1 ) .
Not only sulfate resistance, but also the re 
sistance against alkali aggregate expansive 
damage and strengths are improved with blen
ded materials, either fly ashes ( 18), natu
ral pozzolans (102) or blastfurnace slags(103) 
and even with calcium and magnesium carbonates 
in small amounts -3%-(104), the explanation of 
it being the denser microstructure of the ce
ment paste caused by crystallization of higly 
polymerized silicate anions (103) ( 104) and 
-partially at least- the chemical binding of 
alkalies in the structure of CSH ( jg) (103 ) • 
In fact, the contribution to strength (and 
probably some other benefits of the pozzola
nic materials) have been attributed in some 
cases (105 ) to additional CSH formation -as 
mentioned elsewhere in this paper-, as well 
as to an increase in the degree of polymeri
zation of the calcium silicate hydrates.
In this respect, the polymerization degree and 
the structure of the gel phases are very - 
important factors in determining the proper
ties of concretes in dependence on the reacti 
vity and amount of silica in the pozzolanic 
haterials. Anyway this is a point not yet 
sufficiently studied ( 31) as data lacks which 
would be crucial to evaluate the reactivity 
of pozzolans and particularly that of fly 
ashes(106).
However, it has also been established that 

the difference in the pore size distribution 
of hidrated cements rather than their chemi
cal composition plays a predominant role in 
the texture of the paste and consequently in 
the sulfate resistance, when ASTM type F fly 
ash and rice husk are used as pozzolanic ma
terials (90 ). No controversy seems to exist 
in principle,as chemical composition and pore 
size distribution may be closely related each 
other, though it cannot yet be concluded on 
the influence of fly ash in the pore structure 
as to give an structure model of general vali
dity (IO?), but the general consensus is that 
it reduces the proportion of total and large 
pores as a consequence pf the pozzolanic reac 
tion progress with increase of the amount of- 
hydration products formed and reduction of 
permeability to fluids and penetrability to 
ions.
Though there is a general agreement in that 
pozzolanic cements show much better durabili 
ty properties as compared with other cements, 
it seems to be clear that all the causes of 
it are not yet satisfactorily explained. For 
instance, questions such as the reduction to 
acceptable levels of the expansive reaction 
of active aggregates with high-alkali cements, 
by substitutiong a part of the cement by na
tural pozzolans (108) require futher study, 
although some -at least partial- explanations 
have been; given for it (19). For example, a 
more general explanation is that the finer fly 
ash - like other pozzolans and slags which, in 
turn, are siliceous materials highly reactive 
with alkalies -, react with alkalies in the 
way that the overall expansion, instead of 
being the result of a set of few but very in
tense, localized and anisotropic actions, is 
the result of a set of many dispersed, isotro 
pic and individually much weaker actions. 
Consequently extension, isotropy and weakness 
sustitutes to intensity, anisotropy and 
strengthness so that the expansive forces may 
be more easyly withstood, without damage or 
with much lees damage (19) . By the way, it 
must be said that this some principle of ge
neral application has also been invoked later 
to explain the influence of admixtures in ex
pansive cements (109).
Much more recently it has been expressed that 
there where a cement matrix includes a large 
number of microparticles bonded to hydrates 
the capacity of the matrix to absorb volume " 
changes -provoking stresses - without impairing 
concrete by crackingis very probably improved. 
This could be another similar principle of - 
more general application (110).
Nevertheless there is no a clear idea on the 
paper pf fly ashes in the chemical mechanism 
of alkali-silica reactions ( 81).though it is 
assumed that ash particles act as nucleation 
points for hydrates and perhaps may contribu
te to stress relieving mechanisms tending to 
reduce microcrackning (81).

Moreover, as far as alkali aggregate reaction 
is concerned, the much better behaviour of the 
fly ash pozzolanic cements as compared with 
ordinary portland cements even low in alkalies, 
is not affected by a substantial alkali content
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in fly ashes (even as "available alkalies") 
as they do not contribute to the alkali con
tent of the pore solutionfill). Perhaps this 
same explanation would be valid for alkali- 
trachytic natural pozzolans, but in any case 
other explanations not involving alkalies 
themselves may be afforded (19 )•
A more.complete knowledge of the chemical 
and mineralogical composition, as well as of 
the petrography and diagenesis of pozzolans 
is necessary to overcome the lack of certi
tude in some aspects; to this lack contribu
te the difficulties involved in the evalua- , 
tion of properties and behaviour of pozzolanic 
materials, which do not permit to explain - 
differences between them (112). As in the ca 
se of the new slag cements, further studies 
will be required to know better all the new 
pozzolanic cements.
In both cases of new slag cements and new 
pozzolan cements, as in some other cases,the 
technology has proceeded to the science, i.e. 
the pragmatism and the empiricism (for the 
moment) have advantage over the theoretical 
aspects. Nevertheless, it is foreseable that 
if such cements as the mentioned have to be 
developed, a major and deeper knowledge of 
them will be necessary, and surely the future 
research will be able to afford it.

Cements with limestone filler
Much attention is being recently paid to the 
use of limestone in certain proportions as 
blending material in cements,in order to redu 
ce the fuel consumption in cement manufacture, 
without impairing the performance of the re
sulting cements.
Limestone has been considered as an additive 
not only for pure portland cements, but also 
for blast-furnace slag cements and pozzolanic 
cements. An example of it is the project of 
new European cement standards CEN.
In fact, small amounts of limestone up to 10% 
in portland blast-furnace slag cements impro
ve the grindability, particularly if impure 
limestones are added. A 5% of limestone gives 
rpaximum bending strengths (15% higher than 
control) up to 91 days, but compressive - 
strengths at this time decrease almost propor 
tionally to the limestone content. Drying 
shrinkage and sulfate resistance are improved 
(113). Even 2% of limestone addtion enhances 
the bending strength at much shorter times(114). 
The positive effect of small amounts of carbo 
note components in the grindability of clinker 
has recently been confirmed (115) •

It is well know that limestone has been used 
in some countries instead of gypsum as setting 
regulator, because of the scarcity of gypsum 
and gypsum-like waste products or sub-products. 
This means that at the fineness of the cement 
-perhaps higher- the limestone reacts with 
calcium aluminates to form calcium carboalumi 
note hydrate, as in the case of the interfacial 
zones between calcareous aggregates and cement 
paste (116) . , . .
The presence of finely ground limestone in 
cement pastes may alter the interfacial compo 
sition between limestone grains and the hydra 

tion products, as is the case between calca
reous aggregates and cement paste. The bond 
between calcareous grains and hydrated cement 
paste is achieved through the formation of 
СдА^Ню I but no further contribution to - 
strength is afforded by limestone, as it does 
not form its own hydration products as in the 
case of slags, for instance.
In the case of quartz even an initial reac
tion is absent ( 12 )•
It would be worth while deeper research on this 
matter to clarify the action and influence of 
the blended cements containing, in addition, 
finelly ground limestone (117).

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE TRENDS
The following conclusions could be drawn from 
the foregoing exposition:
1. As stated elsewhere, in reviewing the scieji 
tific and technical literature on cement it 
can be noticed that from year to year the re
search is widely repeated with minor or no 
variations. This fact has been attributed
to the great number of researchers working 
in many different countries and to a not enough 
close examination of the lite nature(118).

2. However, there still exist many gaps in the 
scientific knowledge of several problems, the 
solution of which should be decisive to achieve 
advancements and developments in cement and 
concrete technology.
3. The so many technologies, methods, equipments 
and tools in general at disposal for research 
work in cement chemistry, physics, mineralogy 
and technology are often individually insuffl 
cient to solve the problems of knowledge put
by the scientific and technological needs.

4. The isolated individual work, or the work 
done sporadically by small groups of resear
chers is not sufficient to gain a knowledge 
deep enough in the main questions of the fun 
darpental problems.
5. As a consequence of the foregoing conclu
sions it should be advisable the previous - 
communication, as well as the coordination 
and the cooperation between research workers 
on cement, all over the world and to a much 
larger extent than up to now, in order to p 2 
nify in commom their more or less similar - 
researches and to save time and to spare cos s 
and efforts in achieving more reliable resu 
of general interest leading to more complete’ 
clear and useful knowledge and understanding 
of the problems studied.
6. One way to do it could be the simultaneous 
focussing of as many research techniques as 
possible (successively on one and the same 
several problems ordered prioritarily accor 
with needs and general interest) by vor:!'0^ 
experts especialized in the different fi®.
of the research work, as those mentioned in 
conclusion 3.

7. It is to be expected that in the near 
re new techniques for study will arise an be 
that some of those already established wi 



improved or adequeately modified in order to 
overcome some of their present insuficiences 
or defic ienc es.
8. Among the gaps, or incertitudes mentioned 
in the foregoing -and consequently among the 
controversial aspects on the knowledge on the 
structure of the hydration products in cement 
pastes, dealt with in the preceeding exposi
tion-, the following may be recapitulated:
- A not sufficiently clear definition and 
differentiation of the so many varieties of 
CSH compounds and forms, in relation with - 
the so many variables influencing them.partj^ 
cularly in the much less studied cases of - 
blended cement pastes.
- In connection with the foregoing, micro
morphology of cement pastes in general-and 
that of blended cement pastes in particular, 
as less known - is a matter of almost perma 
nent controversy, mainly in the aspect of 
hydration models for silicate phases, in 
comparison with models described for other 
systems and phases. This point should be more 
deeply considered and clarified.
- Another still controversial point refers to 
the conditions and mechanism of ettringite 
formation and expansion: topochemical/through- 
-solution?; crystalline growth/water adsorption?; 
both?. Which would be the influence of blended 
materials in it?.
No total unanimity of criteria exists as to the 
relative influence of clinker mineralogy,glass 
content and crystalline fraction in slags, mi. 
nor elements and fineness, as far as the hydratJ 
licity and behaviour of blast-furnace slag are 
concerned.
- No much knowledge and experience is still 
available on slag of different metallurgies 
already used in slag cement manufacture, and 
on the corresponding cements.
- Not enought physico-chemical crucial data 
are available (in opposition to what happens
for instance in the case of blast-furnace slags) 
to evaluate the activity of pozzolanic mate
rials and more specificaly of fly ashes.
- In a similar sense no clear or complete ideas 
are yet formed either on the paper of fly ashes 
as regards the mechanisms of alka1i-si1ica ex
pansive reactions, or in the pore structure of 
the paste, so that in this latter case an expla 
nation of general validity could be expressed.
These are some -certainly not all-the trends 
i-n future research on blended cements, from 
the point of view of the author. Theoretical 
aspects of the knowledge on the physics,che
mistry and mineralogy of the cement pastes are 
combined in them with technological problems 
and needs, as related to concrete, which actua 
Uy constitute the background of the cements.
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Effect of blending components on hydration and structure formation 3.2

1. INTRODUCTION '

The blending component has been traditionally used for 
improving the properties of fresh and hardened cement 
.as well as saving resource and energy. The qualities 
and role of it have been considerably varied as the 
social and economical environments have changed.

The characters of blending components have extremely 
changed by lowering the basicity of granulated blast
furnace slag caused by the progress of iron manufac
turing technology and by increasing of the unburnt 
carbon and lime contents of fly ash by exhaust gas 
circulation, two step combustion and lime stone in
jection in the coal combustion furnace for lowering 
NOx and SOx. Besides, the characters of fly ash have 
remarkably varied by the combustion process of coal. 
Silica fume byproduced in the manufacturing process of 
metallic silicon and ferrosilicon has gained rec
ognition for application as the blending component 
with growing of the semiconductor industry and of the ■ 
production of steel. Since these blending components 
have been accompanied by natural pozzolana, the kinds 
of them are being increased.

Mechanical placing of concrete and shortening of the 
construction term.have become possible by the progress 
of construction technology. As a result, ■ the water 
reducing agent, AE agent and superplasticizer, have 
been commonly used and curing always has been insuf
ficient, so the demands for improving the properties 
such as workability, its time dependency and setting 
of fresh concrete and strength and durability of hard
ened concrete are becoming increasingly severe.

Since the characters of blending component have been 
changed and varied, and the application of blended 
cement has been diversified, it is necessary to clar
ify the effect of the characters of blending component 
on the high stable properties and performance of 
blended cement. It is essential, therefore, to make 
clear the relationship of flocculation structure of 
fresh cement paste and the structure of. hardened 
cement paste with the characters of blending component 
by characterizing the blending component sufficiently 
and reviewed the effects of the characters of blending 
component on the hydration of blended cement based on 
the equilibrium theory and kinetics.

From these viewpoints, this paper reviews based on the 
research reports published since the 7th International 
Congress on the Chemistry of Cement held in 1980 to 
collect new knowledge.

2. CHARACTER OF BLENDING COMPONENTS

2.1 Slag .

2.1.1 Origin and classification of slag

Slag is a byproduct which is separated from molten 
metals- as a low melting point substance by adding 
agents such as limestone in the process of refining 
metal oxide in ore under reducing atmosphere. It is 
divided into two category, that is, ferrous stag which 
occupies large part of slag and nonferrous slag. The 
former is corresponding to blastfurnace slag and con
verter slag byproduced in steel making process, while 
the latter, to nickel slag, copper slag, lead slag and 
so on. Slag as a blending component for cement is 
characterized by high latent hydraulic property and 
granulated blastfurnace slag is well known. Recently, 

several papers (1)(2)(3) have been reported on the 
hydraulic property of nonferrous slag and converter 
slag. These slags have, however, poor hydraulic pro
perty and often contain substance hampering the hy
dration of cement, so their uses are rather limited. 
As for blastfurnace slag, it is classified into quen
ched slag and slow cooled slag. The latter is slowly 
cooled in air, which is rich in crystalline phase with 
poor hydraulic property, therefore it is not used as a 
blending component for cement. On the other hand, the 
former has high latent hydraulic property so that it 
is used extensively as blending component. Quenched 
one is called as granulated, pelletized or rapid air- 
blowed blastfurnace slag, depending on their cooling 
methods. Although these slags contain various amounts 
of glass phase, there is no remarkable difference on 
the kinds of crystalline phase.

2.1.2 Chemical composition of granulated blastfunace 
slag .

The chemiсаГ composition of slag changes corresponding 
to impurities in iron ore, limestone or dolomite added 
and ash in cokes used as the reducing agent. The main 
constituents of SiOz, А1г0з, CaO and MgO are in the 
range of 27-40, 5-33, 30-50 and 1-21%, respectively 
(4). It contains less than 1% of FezOs, 0.003-0.007% 
of СггОз, less than 3% of TiOz, less than 2% of MnO, 
less than 3% of 5, 1-3% of NazO+KzO, 0.02-0.09% of 
PzOs, 0.19-0.26% of Cl and 0.09-0.23% of F (4)(5). 
Overall chemical composition is almost the same as 
melilite which is a solid solution of gehlenite (CzAS) 
and akermanite (CzMSz). ■

According to the improvement of iron refining pro
cesses, chemical composition of the slag byproduced 
tends to increase in SiOz and MgO content while AlzOa 
remains same. Fig. 1 shows the position of each 
blending component in the ternary CaO-Alг0з-510г sys
tem. Slag is richer in CaO and MgO than the other 
blending components.

blastfurnace

high calcium
fly ash

silica fume 
rice husk ash

Fig. 1 The position of each blending component in the 
ternary CaO-AlгОэ-SiOz system

Many studies (5)(6) pointed out that the basicity de
fined as the ratio of basic to acid element is not 
necessary suitable index for the evaluation of rea^‘ 
tivity of slag. They are still, however, one of the 
reliable index at present and it is recommended to 
keep CaO/SiOz and (CaO+MgO+Alz0«)/S10z more than 1.0 
and 1.4, respectively.

In a pure water, Ca and Si ions are dissolved depend
ing on C/S ratio of slag and the solution reaches pH- 
of about 10. On the other hand, in an alkaline solu
tion of pH 13, the amount of Ca, Al and Si ions dis
solved is increased up to 8-10, 1-2, 3.-4 ppm, res
pectively in about 10 minutes (7). These amounts, 
however, decrease after hydrates precipitated and 
change with the chemical compositions and the condi" 
tion of slag produced. ■



2.1.3 Glass phase content and crystalline phase oi 
granulated blastfurnace slag ’

The content of glass phase in slag varies with chemi
cal composition, initiation temperature of cooling and 
cooling method. With the increasing ratio of (CaO+ 
MgO)/(Si0г+А1 гОз) of slag in the range of more than 
1.15, glass phase content of slag decreases because 
network former of glass such as SiOa and А1г0з is re
duced (8); Slag melts completely at 1713°K and more, 
begins to crystallize melilite below 1673°K and per
fectly crystallizes below 1593°K.

From the phase diagram in the system Са0-А1 гОз-ЗЮг 
with 10% MgO by Osborn et al (9), the overall chemi
cal composition of slag lies in the range of initial 
crystallization area of melilite, therefore the amount 
of melilite in crystallized phase occupies over 70%. 
Melilite has gehlenite" side composition at first, but 
gradually moves to akermanite side with crystalliza
tion. Accordingly, crystal is generally zoned 
rectangular plate or cubic with the size of 50 to 500 
z^m. Subsequently crystallized materials are the two 
of seven phases of merwinite (CsMSz), larnite (CaS), 
rankinite (Сз5г), wollastnite (CS), pyroxene (CMSa), 
forsterite (MzS) and monticelite (CMS) which lie in 
adjacent to each other in the surrounding initial 
crystallization area of melilite (9). Composition of 
slag lies generally in the range satisfying two 
equation, CaO+2.78MgO-l.S6Si02>0 and Si02-0.59Al20з- 
2.98 Mg0>0. Merwinite and larnite are crystallized 
after melilite with decreasing temperatures Small 
size Jarnite is crystallized at eutetic point when 
melt is cooled very slowly.

The glass content in slag is one of the most valuable 
indexes for evaluating hydraulic property of slag (4) 
(6). As glass phase has internal energy of 200 J/g, 
it shows higher reactivity than crystal phase (4). 
Although granulated blastfurnace slag used for blended 
cement contains 70% or more glass in general, but it 
usually exceeds over 95% in Japan (5).

2.1.4 Composition and structure of amorphous phase

The difference in chemical composition between glass 
phase and overall slag itself is considered to be 
slight based on the results of electron probe micro
analysis (ERMA) of glass phase (7). Glass phase tends 
to have lower А1гОз and higher MgO with the decreasing 
of glass content. This phenomenon is caused by vari
ation of local chemical composition of crystallized 
phase as shown in Fig. 2. In general, chemical com
position of slags with high glass phase content is 
microscopically homogeneous but that of slag rich in 
crystalline phase is heterogeneous.

The structure of amorphous phase is classified into 
two group, that is, structure of atomic level and 
■structure of texture level which ranges from several 
T° tens nm. Glass phase consists of the network 
tormer such as Si0<4+ and the network modifier such as 
six coordinated Саг existing in the gaps of network 
rormers to balance the electrical charges. Table 1 
shows the kinds and coordination numbers of molecular 
groups in amorphous phase from the results of previous 
Papers. it has found that Al and Mg act not only 
network former but also network, modifier.

The condensation degree of silicate ion in slag mea
sured by IR is smaller than that of other blending 
omponents as shown in Fig. 3, which consists mainly 

monomer and dimer. A result is supported by

АЪОз ' (Са0+Мс0+А120з)7$102
А12°з content basicity ((C*M*A)/S)

white more than 65% more than 2.2 '
pi ok 30- 2.0 -
red 15- 1.9 -
yellow 10- 1.85-
green 7- 1.8 -
light blue 5- 1.75-
blue 3- 1.65-
black less than 3% less than 1.65

Fig. 2 X-ray map of Al and (CaO+MgO+Al20э)/SiO2 ratio 
on the polished surface of slag grain rich in 
crystalline phase by ERMA with ultra-high 
speed wide area multianalyser (7).

Table 1 Kind of network former.and network modifier

. coordination kind of ion and 
number ion group

Network former 4 S10<4", AIO«5" MgO«6"
Network modifier 6 Ca , Al3 , Mg +, Na+, K+

the data of 29Si chemical shift on the number of 
bridged and nonbridged oxygen in SiO« tetrahedron by 
nuclear magnetic resonance with fourier transformer 
(FT-NMR) (7). Namely, the number of bridged oxygen 
ranges 0.5 to 0.8 and silicate ion consists mainly 
dimer Si‘20t7 , and monomer SiO«4". , ■

Measurement by trimethyl sililation method (TMS) in
dicates that monomer and dimer of silicate in slag 
increase with increase of glass content regardless of 
thermal treatment and chemical composition of slag 
(7). In general, condensation degree of silicate ion 
in slag decreases with increase of the C/S ratio, A/S 
ratio, amount of MgO and content of minor constituents 
which can take fourfold coordination. Fig. 4 shows 
one example of the kind and amount of silicate ion in 
slags measured by TMS in comparison with the other 
blending components.

Although Al had previously been considered to be in 
sixfold coordination, both sixfold and fourfold co
ordinations are recently proved to exist. Al trends 
to change from fourfold to sixfold coordination as the 
content of CaO and MgO, C/S and A/S ratio increases 
(10). Al of fourfold coordination increases in the 
crystallized slag. Injplant slag having 5% of MgO, 
0.45 of A/S ratio and 1'.2 to 1.3 of C/S ratio, the 
rate of fourfold and sixfold coordination is found to 
be 2:3.

As for structure of amorphous phase, irregular network 
structure of Si-0 chain of silicate and agglomerated 
structure of very minute crystal are proposed from two 
different stand points. No x-ray small angle scatter-



Condensation degree of sili.cate ion

ing of quenched slag, however, recognized (7). 
Electron emission by photoexcitation suggests that 
structure defect of slag varies by it cooling condi
tion (11).

2.1.5 Shape and fineness of slag

Blastfurnace slag is a sharp-pointed and irregular 
shaped sandy material having particle size of a few 
mm. It is used by separate grinding or intergrinding 
with portland cement clinker. In separate grinding, 
it is ground to a Blaine specific surface area of 
about 3,000-6,000cmz/g according to the desired qual
ity of blastfurnace slag cement. It is well known 
that hydraulic activity are improved when slag is 
ground to 43zan or less in particle diameter (8), so it 
is ground to finer particle size than ordinary port
land cement.

2.2 Fly ash

2.2.1 Origin and classification

Fly ash is a coal ash recovered from boiler exha.st 
gas which is produced by ground coal firing in pen.-' 
station, and consists of spherical fine particle 
certain size. Character of fly ash depend upon 'v 
kinds of coal and combustion temperature at bo: ■ . 
Crystalline phase in fly ash varies with the CaO con
tent in coal. The higher the burning temperature, t:<. 
more it contains amorphous phase and spherical parti
cles. Fly ashes produced by cyclone furnace operating 
at high burning temperature (2073-1773 K) and by fine 

ground coal firing furnace (1773-1273°K) are suitable 
for blending component for cement.

In this paper, fly ash with small amount of CaO having 
basicity ((CaO+MgO+AlеОэ)/Si 0 г) of 0.2 to 0.7 is 
called ordinary fly ash and much amount of it having 
basicity of 1.0 to 1.8 is named high calcium fly ash.

2.2.2 Chemical composition

The chemical composition of fly ash depends on the 
composition of original coal ash. Ash obtained from 
anthracite and bituminous coal is known as ordinary 
fly ash and one from sub-bituminous and lignite coal 
is named as high calcium fly ash. As shown in Fig. 1, 
ordinary fly ash is poor in CaO and MgO and rich in 
SiOz and AlzOa compared with blastfurnace slag. On 
the other hand, composition of high calcium fly ash is 
similar to that of slag. Main chemical composition 
of ordinary fly ash and high calcium fly ash is SiOz: 
34-60%, 25-40%, AlzOz: 17-31%, 8-17%, FezOz: 2-25%, 
5-10%, CaO: 0.5-10%, 10-38% and MgO: 1-5%, 1-3%, 
resoectively. These chemical compositions varies 
depending on the kinds of fly ash as well as on each 
fly ash particle itself and position of particle 
(7)(12). In general, the smaller the particle size 
become, the larger the amounts of CaO, alkalies and 
SOs is, and the larger the particle size, the richer 
the AlzOz content. It contains PzOz, TiOz, MnO, BaO 
and SrO less than 3, 3.5, 1, 1 and 0.5%, respectively 
(13)(14)(15). Unburnt carbon content generally ranges 
in 2-4%, but some cases it reaches 10%. Crystalline 
and amorphous carbon in fly ash has irregular or 
spherical shape with a specific surface area of a few 
to hundreds m2/g and amount of which is increased in 
case of low temperature and reduced atmosphere 
combustion to reduce nitrogen oxide in exhaust gas 
(21).

CaO, SiOz, AlzOz, NazO, KzO, SOz and PzOz in fly ash 
dissolve into water. The amount of dissolved ranges 
30-750, 0.5-10, 0.4-30, 1.7-10, 1.0-35, 0.5-1,400 and 
less than O.Sppm, respectively.

2.2.3 Glass phase content and crystalline phase

The content of glass phase in fly ash depends on its 
chemical composition and the combustion temperature of 
coal. The melting point of ash in the system SiOz- 
AlzOz is 1573-1773 К and that in the system CaO-SiOz- 
AlzOz is 1373-1573°K. When quenched from higher temp
erature than these, fly ash is vitrified.

Ordinary fly ash exposed to high temperature contains 
small amount of crystalline quartz and mullite. As 
shown in Fig. 5, mullite forms radially developed tex
ture suggesting crystallization from molten glass 
phase. As exposed temperature is decreased, magnetite 
(FezOz), hematite (FezOz) and anhydrite coexist with 
quartz and mullite. Metallic iron film is occation- 
ally observed on the surface of magnetite and hema
tite. As ash does not melt below 1273°K, mullite is 
not produced and clay mineral in coal remains partly 
without being dehydrated and decomposed (16).

High calcium fly ash exposed to high temperature 
contains mullite, quartz and CzA. When exposed.to 
lower temperature, haüyne (CzAz’CaSOz) and in some 
cases a small amount of free lime coexists with the 
crystalline phases mentioned above (17). In addi
tion, CzAF, CzS, CtAS, MgO, alsilite, (KzO'AlzOi 
SiOt), alkaline sulphate ((K.NalzSOz), silimanite (AS) 
and so on are occasionally existed (12)(15)(17).



Fly ash with high glass content is favourable for 
blended cement (7). Unstable fly ash produced at low 
temperature is unsuitable especially in high calcium 
fly ash. Average glass content determined by x-ray 
diffraction analysis (XRD) is generally 60% or more 
(7)(12). Small fly ash particle is rich in glass 
phase while large particle contains much crystal due 
to slow cooling rate. Fig. 6 shows typical powder x- 
ray diffraction patterns of blending components.

2.2.4 Composition and structure of amorphous phase

According to ERMA analysis, chemical composition of 
glass phase in ordinary fly ash is 27.1-70% for SiOz, 
7.1-31.2 for А1г0з, 0.5-29.8 for FezOs and 1.0-34.7 
for CaO and the basicity lies in the range of 0.45 to 
0.9 (7). On the other hand, glass phase in high cal
cium fly ash have the basicity of about 1.65 similar 
to that of slag (7).

As^shown in Fig. 6, the position of halo lies at 18
30 (2S of CuKa) in ordinary fly ash, which is the same 
position as that of quartz glass responsible to the 
(111) reflection of «-cristobalite. Regarding high 
calcium fly ash, halo position of SiOz-AlzOa glass 
shifts continuously from 23 to 28° by the addition of 
CaO up to 20% but it appears at 32° corresponding to 
that of CizAt when CaO added exceeds 20% (18). On the 
other hand, halo of high calcium fly ash and granulat
ed blastfurnace slag appeared at 32° is considered to 
be due to the (211) reflection of melilite (7). From 
this result, it may be said that structure of glass 
phase in ordinary fly ash has similar structure to «- 
cristobalite and that in high calcium fly ash has 
similar structure of melilite. Judging from IR spec
tra shown in Fig. 3, condensation degree of silicate 
in ordinary fly ash glass phase is large and in high 
calcium fly ash it is small but same level to slag.

Few papers have reported on the coordination number of 
aluminium existing in glass phase of fly ash. It may, 
however, be 4, considering the fact that weight ratio 
of SiOz/AlгОз exceeds 2.6.

2.2.5 Shape and fineness of fly ash

The shape and surface of fly ash is sphere and smooth 
when it produced from coal with homogeneous ash 
composition under high temperature. As the combustion 
temperature becomes lower, the irregular quartz 
remained as a original shape, sphere coated by ГегОз, 
CaSO< and alkali sulphate depositing particle on its 
surface are often observed (16). Fly ash consists of 
single sphere and multi sphere containing smaller

Fig. 6 Typical powder 
x-ray diffra
ction pattern 
of blending 
component (7).

(note; Me: melilite 
Q : quartz 
A : СзА 
M : mullite 
C : cristobalite)

spheres in it. , About 20% of fly ash particles is 
hollow. The particle size and specific surface area of 
Blaine and BET is ranged between less than several 
hundreds „m, 2,000-4,000cm2/g and 0.4-1.Om2/g, res
pectively.

2.3 Silica fume

2.3.1 Origin and classification

Silica fume, sometimes known as silica dust, silica 
flour, fused silica, volatilized silica or microsilica 
is a byproduct formed in the production process of 
metallic silicon and ferrosilicon by reducing the 
quartzite with carbon electrode or open arc electric 
furnace at about 2273°K. Gasified SiO at high temp
erature is deposited as SiOг by the oxidation during 
cooling. Therefore, the chemical composition of 
silica fume changes with the purity of silicon product 
(19). r

2.3.2 Chemical composition

The chemical composition of silica fume depends not 
only upon the raw material such as silica sand, 
quartzite, iron and chromium, but also upon the qual
ity of electrode and coal. SiOz in silica fume is u
sually over 80% and its compositional variation is 
small and is less than 1.3% of daily variation for 28 
days' operation (20)(21) though SiOz content is higher 
in silicon manufacturing and low in ferrosilicon 
manufacturing. Minor components in silica fume are 
0.1-0.5% of AlzOs, 0.1-5% of FezOs, less than 0.12% of 
CaO, less than 0.1% of TiOz, less than 0.07% of PzOs, 
less than 1% of alkalies, 2-5% of carbon and 0.1-0.2 
of S,

F1g. 5 Transmisson electron micrograph, back scattering image and scanning micrograph of materials in fly ash



Silica fume dissolves rapidly within 30 minutes after 
contacting with saturated Са(0Н)г solution and the 
concentration of SiOz in the solution reaches 5-6ppm, 
then it decreases l-2ppm accompanying with formation 
of hydrate. Silica fume hardly dissolves into cone. 
MCI. About 70% of it is, however, dissolved into 10% 
NazCOs solution after treated by hot cone. MCI (7).

2.3.3 Content of amorphous phase and kinds of 
crystalline phase

Silica fume produced by gas-gas reaction in air con
sists mainly of amorphous phase and is a fine part
icle. It sometimes includes a few percent of quartz 
which may be brought from recovered raw materials.

2.3.4 Composition and structure of amorphous phase

In narrow sense, glass is defined as a inorganic sub
stance consists of quenched melt without crystalliza
tion. Under this definition, amorphous phase existing 
in slag and fly ash is a glass. On the contrary, 
amorphous phase in silica fume is not a glass because 
it is produced by gas-gas reaction. Structure of 
amorphous phase in silica fume is similar to that of 
quartz glass and condensation degree of silicate ion 
in amorphous phase is deduced to be high as shown in 
Fig. 3 and 4 and number of bridged oxygen is four from 
FT-NMR measurement (7).

2.3.5 Shape and fineness

Silica fume has an spherical shape, and its particle 
size distribution lies below 0.1 /zm which is finer 
one-hundredth than that of slag and fly ash. BET 
specific surface area measured by nitrogen adsorption 
is high. It ranges over 20 to 200m’/g. Porosity of 
silica fume powder packed is about 82%. Compactabili
ty of silica fume powder are smaller than other 
blending components in spite of having spherical 
shape.

3 HYDRATION

3.1 Classification of hydration process

The hydration reaction of cement compounds and cement 
are varied according to the elementary reaction me
chanism corresponding to each reaction process and the 
kind of hydrates produced in the process of hydration 
is also complicatedly varied. Although it is deba
table how to classify the hydration process with time, 
the paper classifies the initial hydration process 
into three stages, stages I, II and III, based on the 
heat evolution curve in the hydration as shown in Fig. 
7 for the convenience of further discussion. The ad
dition of a third component such as the blending com
ponent changes the hydration of cement compounds and 
cement.

The stage I for CzS is the gently heat evolution pe
riod immediately after mixing with water, correspond
ing to the pre-induction and induction periods. The 
hydrate produced is mainly composed of C-S-H. The 
stage II is the period of hydration with vivid heat 
evolution, corresponding to the acceleration and de
celeration periods. The hydrates produced are mainly 
Type I and II of C-S-H and Ca(0H)z. The stage III is 
the period during which the hydration is determined by 
the ion diffusing through the layer of C-S-H precipi
tated around the unhydrated C»S particle and the hy
dration rate is lowered. The hydrates produced are 

mainly composed of Type I and III of C-S-H.

The stage I for CzA is the period during which the 
remarkable heat development immediately after mixing 
water is gradually reduced. At this period hexagonal 
hydrates (CzAHb and C<AHi»-) are vigorously produced 
and the hexagonal hydrates convert partially to cubic 
hydrate (СзАНв). The stages II and III are the 
periods of slow reaction.

The stage I for the mixture of CsA with CaSO« and that 
of СзА with CaSO« and Ca(OH)z is the period of the 
formation of ettringite accompanied by a large amount 
of heat evolution. The heat evolution peak shown in 
the stage II indicates the conversion of ettringite to 
monosulphate hydrate.

The heat evolution curve in the hydration of cement 
contains the additional curve of belite and ferrite 
solid solution besides alite and tricalcium aluminate. 
It is divided into stage I including the heat evolu
tion peak by the formation of ettringite, the stage II 
including the vivid hydration of alite and conversion 
of ettringite to monosulphate hydrate and the stage 
III including the slow hydration process controlled by 
the successive diffusion.

Stage 1 Stage II Stage III

Fig. 7

Classification of 
initial hydration 
process based on 
heat evolution 
curve

3.2 Hydration of granulated blastfurnace slag and 
blastfurnace slag cement

3.2.1 Hydration of granulated blastfurnace slag

3.2.1.1 Effect of activator

A low penetrable pseudomorphiric layer is formed on 
the surface of slag immediately after mixing with wa
ter and it inhibits the water penetration to the slag 
particle and the dissolution of ion from the slag. * 
is inevitable, therefore, for keeping up the hydrati 
of slag to add an activator. Alkalies, gypsum. Cal 
)z and portland cement are known as the activate • 
The mixture of alumina cement, Ca(OH)e and KzSO«, a 
haüyne clinker as well as the effects of heat trea 
ment of slag itself and regulation of the f’inenesLen 
it on the acceleration of hydration of slag haved 
presented at the 7th International Congress held 
Paris (6)(22).
Although a small quantity of Ca(OH)t accelerates the



hydration of slag, the addition more than the re
quirements has little effect. NaOH has a large effect 
with increasing the addition, but the hydration is 
hardly proceeded with age. Gypsum accelerates the 
hydration still more with increasing of addition and 
with age though it has a little effect as the acti- 
Уаь0Г: ml'xture of gypsum and a small quantity 
(about 1%) of Ca(OH)г is a good activator (6).

The alkaline activator has the effects of accelerating 
the elution of Si and Al ion by breaking the glass 
structure of slag and of depositing the hydrate by in
creasing the ionic concentration in the liquid phase. 
When gypsum exists, the concentrations of Ca and Al 
ion are kept low because ettringite is produced. When 
pH is enhanced regardless of the presence of gypsum, 
the elution of Al ion is especially accelerated. This 
is the,initiator for hydration. When pH of the liquid 
phase is approximately 12, the equivalent point of the 
production of ettringite, the hydration is accelera
ted the best.

silo 
pre-

elu- 
...slag

In order to maintain the vivid
IV 1s necessary to supply exter
i and OH alone eluted from the 

It is also necessary to form the

The forming conditions and crystallinity of 
iarnfllU * L. _ _____j__ . « . -

There is the optimum amount, though a little, of lime 
based activator in the hydration of slag with gypsum. 
In order to develop the high strength, it is important 
to keep the concentrations of Саг+, SO»2" and Alaf in 
the liquid phase of paste so as to produce only et
tringite (6).

The results of the effect of activator added below 10% 
evaluated by 7 days' strength indicate that portland 
ы!пиП1-а^ cllnker have the highest effect, NaaCOa- 
NaOH mixture is the second highest, sulphide sludge 
asn, gypsum-cement mixture and fly ash-NaOH mixture 

effect and fly ash> NaaCOa-NaSiOa 
h^= ^Lialui?lna c?ment‘ HC1’ CaCla-2HaO and gypsum 

ave little effect (23). Since the ground fresh slag
activator6’ ,11LdeVu10Fs the high strength without 
in! Val? * Although the ground slag stored in a 
«rv! t!1® act\v1ty in a month, pelletized slag 
serves it for long time.

tinnhr#r^1onu °.f s1ag is generally based on the 
hv th f Xhe .chain structure of SiO« and A10. in 
by the attack of OH . "
hydration of slag, ■ 
nally OH because Ca
aD0ronHat°t ®nough‘ *-  ncv-caaarj uu Turm tne
slaa P г® s}ruc.ture of hydrate on the surface of 
hvrirät« 1 "= «-unuiiions ana crystallinity i
When nu 1а,Г9Лу dePe.nd uP°n the concentration of OH". 
12 and sn°f=-the i^uid phase is kept at approximately 
taininn ai*  9°exists, well crystallized hydrate con- 
imum <;9n UП,1nJuп, can be Produced. There is the opt- 
blastft.rn сопЬеп^ according to the slag content in 

astfurnace slag cement (24).

3-2.1.2 Hydrates produced

C-S-Ha^th1,andr,1ts salt are used as the activator, 
duced ,uw 5/S ratio’ c,AHx and CeASHi are pro- 
It is'caid converted to hydrogarnet with age. 
small . alkaline ions act as the catalyser. A
the same°UhntdOf* Ca^0H^ used as the activator produces 
amount!,h^dratesas a1kali salt do, while a large 
added Pr°duces no CiASHb. When sulphate is 
soluti’nn «<ring'te and monosulphate hydrate or solid 
are Drod,irldmono^ulphate hydrate and СвАНх and Al (OH), 
contains la?' C‘S"H has the lower c/s ratio (25) and 
Portland г» 9еГ amount of Mg0 and AbO, than C-S-H of tained din -ьь111’! When a 1arge a"10“111 of MgO is con- 
MgiAhCO.fnMi $1и9Д c‘AHx-c*MHx  solid solution and 

3 ,‘'-u,i0H)t,‘4H*0  are produced (26).

The kind and composition of the hydrates produced from 
slag depend upon the chemical composition of slag and 
kinds of activator. These hydrates are generally the 
same as those from portland cement though the content 
of MgO is a little larger.

The formation of low C/S C-S-H largely depended upon 
the concentration of Ca2 in the liquid phase.

3.2.2 Influence of slag on the hydration of cement 
compounds

3.2.2.1 Influence of slag on the hydration of C,S

Few studies on the influence of slag on the hydration 
of cement compounds have been reported so far because 
it is generally considered that slag is inert without 
activator. When blastfurnace slag is added to CaS, 
the peak of heat evolution curve appeared in ten hours 
after mixing with water based on the vivid hydration 
of CaS is generally delayed a little, but the hydra
tion degree of CaS determined by XRD increases at the 
age of 1 to 3 days, and thereafter it is the same as 
that without slag and lower than that in case of ad
ding fly ash or white clay (27). The value of pH in 
the liquid phase of paste is lower by adding slag im
mediately after mixing with water and the concentra
tion of Ca is lower than that without slag but it 
recovers gradually. Thus, the addition of slag delays 
a little the hydration of CaS in the stages I and II 
as shown in Fig. 13, while it accelerates the hydra
tion in the stage III or later because the slag parti
cles become the depositing site for C-S-H produced by 
the hydration of CeS (27). The hydration of C»S in 
the stages I and II is affected by the water soluble 
components of slag, ion adsorbing capacity, and in the 
stage III it depends upon the surface potential and 
surface roughness of slag in paste, pozzolanic 
reactivity and state of deposited hydrate.

3.2.2.2 Influence of slag on the hydration of C,A and 
CbAF

There have been few researches on the influence of 
slag on the hydration of C,A and C,AF, Slag does not 
vary so much the concentration of Ca, Al* f and SO,2" 
in the liquid phase of paste which affects the hydra- 
tionof CaA and CbAF. Ettringite and calcium alumi
nate hydrate produced have good crystallinity to form 
the relatively porous structures, which is different 
from C-S-H precipitating densely on the surface of un
hydrated particle in the hydration of C»S. It is, 
therefore, considered that slag acts as retarder 
rather than accelerator in the hydration of C,A and 
CbAF at stages I and II even if it acts as the preci
pitating site (28). Although the early stage hydra
tion of C»A and C«AF are delayed in the gypsum-Ca(OH), 
coexisting system, they are not delayed so much in the 
stages I and II of the system containing slag because 
Ca(OH), and CaSO, are adsorbed on the surface of slag 
and part of them are consumed by pozzolanic reaction. 
The hydration of cement compounds in the diffusion 
controlling process is accelerated by adding a 
blending component because the hydration space is 
increased.

3.2.2.3 Hydration of clinker minerals in blastfurnace 
slag cement

As shown in the heat evolution curves in the early 
stage of blastfurnace slag cement Illustrated in Fig. 
8, the second peak based on the vivid hydration of 
alite is delayed by adding blastfurnace slag at 288eK,



but it is slightly advanced at a temperature above 
room temperature (29).

Fig. 8 Rate of heat evolution with time of cement 
hydrated at 288, 311 and 333°K (29)

The measurements of heat of hydration of blastfurnace 
slag cement concrete containing 30% of slag are the 
same as those mentioned before. The temperature rise 
of the concrete caused by the vivid hydration of alite 
in the stage II is approximately one hour behind that 
of portland cement at 295°K (30).

A paper (31) reported that the hydration of alite is 
accelerated in the range of larger content of slag. 
It is elucidated that the hydration of alite in the 
stage III and later is accelerated by the effect of 
precipitating site of slag and the increase of hydra
tion space. '

The hydration in the stages I and II for the blast
furnace slag cement with fine slag is accelerated as 
shown in Fig. 9. «

Tiee (hours)

(1) coarse slag (Blaine *,000cm^/g) 4DX
(2) fine slag (Blaine 5,920c»2/g) 401
(3) ordinary portland cement

Fig. 9 Ionic concentration and saturation ratio of 
Ca(OH)г and CaSO« in liquid phase of fresh 
paste and heat evolution curve of the 
hydration of blastfurnace slag cement 
at 293°K (32)

Acceleration of hydration of alite by fine slags added 
is considered to be caused by shifting of the peak of 
Ca(0H)e saturation ratio (ratio of the solubility 
product of [ Саг 1 and [ OH 1 1 calculated from the 
measurements of the liquid_ phase to the solubility 
product of [Ca1+] and [ 0H~ lz in equilibrium at the 
same ionic strength) in the liquid phase corresponding 
to the rising goint of vivid hydration of alite toward 
the shorter time and by increasing of precipitating 
site of hydrate. The reason for the acceleration of 
hydration of alite at stage I by increase of hydration 
temperature and adding fine slag seems to be caused by 
the consumption of Саг in the liguid phase by slag 
and promotion of dissolution of Ca*  from alite. This 
fact is corresponded to the change of the surface 

structure of alite observed with sc_anning electron 
microscope (SEM). Since Ca2 and SO«2 are also fixed 
by slag, the saturation ratio of Ca(OH)г and of CaS0< 
(defined same as Са(ОН)г) become lower to accelerate 
the hydration of interstitial phase in the presence of 
Ca2 and SO«2".

3.2.3 Pozzolanic reactivity and reaction rate of 
granulated blastfurnace slag

3.2.3.1 Pozzolanic reactivity of granulated blast
furnace slag

Although pozzolanic activity is generally evaluated by 
the correlation of the factors such as the amount of 
glass phase and acid soluble part, basicity and 
specific surface area with the developed strength of 
blended cement mortar or concrete, the coefficient of 
correlation is not always high. It has been propos
ed, therefore, that the quality of pozzolanic material 
should be evaluated by the defined value such as 
pozzolanic reactivity instead of the ambiguous concept 
like the hydration activity expressed by strength 
(33).

The reactivity of slag must be defined substantially 
by the chemically reacted amount. Since the glass 
phase has higher level of free energy than the crys
talline phase, it is suggested that the glass phase is 
corresponded with the reactivity of slag more deeply 
than the other factors. It is useful, therefore, for 
understanding the reactivity of slag to clarify the 
contributions of the amount, chemical composition, 
structure, active site and chemical and physical 
defects of glass phase as the useful indices.

The magnitude of structural defect of glass in the 
fused slag produced by various quenching conditions is 
expressed as the number of electrons radiated by pho
toexcitation. The strength and combined water content 
of the mixture kneaded with NaOH solution at the W/C 
ratio of 0.11 are determined. The results indicate 
that the structural defect is correlated closely with 
the compressive strength, but the combined water 
content is not correlated with the compressive 
strength. Namely, the structural defect of glass 
affects the texture formed by the hydrates produced 
rather than the reacted amount of slag (20). Heat of 
hydration is widely varied according to the kinds of 
slag though they have almost the same glass content, 
hydraulic modulus and chemical composition. This 
variation seems to be caused by the structural 
difference of glass. Most of Al2 ions in the glass 
phase tend to be 4 coordination number estimating from 
the chemical shift by fluorescent X-ray analysis and 
the hydration activity is enhanced by the increase of 
content of AliOs and basicity (31).

The amount of slag dissolved in the solution of pH 12. 
6 the same as the saturated solution of Са(0Н)г was 
determined (34). The results indicated that the more 
the sum of dissolved amounts of Ca, Al and Si, the 
higher the reactivity of slag is. Assuming, there
fore, that only the initial dissolution of slag in the 
alkaline solution is related to the reactivity of 
slag, it can be evaluated by determining the dissolved 
amount. The dissolved amount is increased with in
creasing of the amount of AlzOi in the slag. The 
group of A10« in the glass structure greatly contri
butes to the dissolved amount (34) which is decreased 
by partially replacing CaO with MgO. The more the 
percent of monomer of silicate in the slag, the more 
the sum total of CaO, SiOi and А1г0» dissolved from



the slag in the alkaline solution (7).

In short, the slag with high content of АЪОэ, high 
basicity, high content of silicate monomer and high 
content of glass phase is highly reactive. Due to 
lack of appropriate analytical method, it has not been 
clarified yet how the factors such as active site and 
chemical and physical defects affect the change in the 
reactivity of slag with time.

3.2.3.2 Pozzolanic reaction rate of granulated 
blastfurnace slag

The reaction rate of slag is varied according to tem
perature, ratio to water and kind and amount of acti
vator as well as the character of slag. The hydration 
of slag is slower than that of CaS. The hydrated lay
er begins to be formed on the surface of slag parti
cles in about six hours after mixing with water and 
the hydration becomes vivid in 12 hours to 3 days 
after that.

It was reported (35) that the hydration degree of the 
mixture of CaS and 40% of slag with 5,680 cmVg of 
Blaine specific surface area at 293°K at the W/C ratio 
of 0.40 is about 10% at 1 day, about 20% at 3 days, 
about 45% at 28 days, which the hydration rate of the 
blastfurnace slag cement containing 40% of slag with 
4,000 cm2/g of Blaine specific surface area at 293°K 
at the W/C ratio of 0.40 is about 28% at 1 day, about 
38% at, 28 days and about 52% at 180 days and the 
hydration of slag proceeds in two stages.

There is almost no study in which the reaction degree 
of slag in cement was systematically investigated 
varying the character of slag. Summarizing the pre
ceding results of researches on the reaction rate of 
slag, the hydration rate of slag in blastfurnace slag 
cement containing slag of 4,000 to 5,000 cmz/g of 
Blaine specific surface area at 293°K is estimated 10 
to 20% at 1 day, 30 to 40 % at 28 days and 50 to 60% 
at 180 days.

The apparent activation energy of blended cement with 
separately ground slag in hydration is 49 kJ/mol 
calculating from the heat of hydration, which is 
larger than 44 kJ/mol of portland cement alone (29). 
This indicates the hydration of blastfurnace slag in 
blastfurnace slag cement largely depends upon the 
temperature.

The appearance time of the third peak caused by the 
hydration of slag is not so much varied with increase 
or amount of slag added as shown in the heat evolution 
burve of hydration in Fig. 8. It shifts, however, 
toward the^ shorter time with raising the temperature 
and at 333 К both peaks corresponding to the hydration 
от alite and slag fold together. The heat of 
hydration of the blastfurnace slag cement with 50% of 
aiag at 300 К is smaller than that of portland cement 
J°ne>. while that at 333°K is larger than this as 

nown in Fig. Ю. These phenomena support the above- 
entioned view that the hydration of slag in 
astfurnace slag cement is remarkably affected by the 

temperature.

The heat of hydration of blastfurnace slag cement is 
biitenA1a'1y lower than that ordinary portland cement, 
snm +• at containing a smaller quantity of slag is 
isna lmes hl9her at the early age than ordinary port

ed cement. This is caused by the heat of hydration 
. s'eg and the acceleration of hydration of cement at 
9 of 1 day and later. The high strength-developing

' cement with low heat of hydration can be manufactured 
by adding the optimum, larger quantity of slag with 
the proper fineness and particle size distribution.

ASTM Type II cement with 0'?-
slan (a ), 50• slag (b)

Fig. 10

Cumulative heat 
evolution of cement 
at 330°K and 333°K

IJ 5 10 15 20 (29)
Time (hr)

3.2.4 Hydration process of blastfurnace slag cement

There has been few report on the hydration mechanism 
of blastfurnace slag cement essentially different from 
the principal report presented by Takemoto and 
Uchikawa at the 7th International Congress on the 
Chemistry of Cement.

From the viewpoint of reaction rate, the hydration 
process of slag can be divided into the dissolution 
period immediately after mixing with water, first 
dormant period, primary accelerating period, latter 
dormant period, secondary accelerating period and 
diffusion-controlling period.

Slag begins to dissolve into water immediately after 
mixing with it. The measurements by X-ray photo
electron spectroscopy (XPS) indicate that the C/S 
ratio on the surface of slag reaches the constant 
value in approximately five minutes after mixing with 
water regardless of the original composition of slag 
(36). The higher the original C/S ratio is, the more 
Ca ion is easily dissolved in the liquid phase and the 
C/S ratio on the surface of slag is lowered after mix
ing with water in the presence of alkali (36). Caz+ 
is dissolved from the slag according to its C/S ratio 
to from C-S-H on the surface in a short time after 
mixing with water and soon the reaction changes to the 
dormant period. The hydration degree of slag is 2% or 
less in this period.

The vivid hydration of alite in blastfurnace slag 
cement precedes the active hydration of slag in it and 
the surface of slag is covered with hydrates of 
cement. Tlje hydration of slag proceeds with supersa
turated Ca and alkali ions attack. At this time, 
Ca2 ions are incorporated through the layer of hy
drate from the liquid phase. The degree of supersa
turation in the liquid phase is gradually lowered by 
the+precipitation of Ca(OH)e and the concentration of 
Ca becomes stable to form well crystallized inner 
hydrated layer. Part of Ca2 and Al31" actively dis
solved from the particles of unhydrated slag react 
with the inner hydrated layer and the rest is trans
ferred through it to the liquid phase. At the traces 
of slag from which the ions is eluted the skeleton 
hydrated layer with shell structure is often formed. 
The hydration of slag is slow down in 3 days and later 
and then the skeleton hydrated layer changes to the 
inner hydrated layer as the reaction proceeds (37).

3.3 Hydration of fly ash and fly ash cement

3.3.1 Hydration of fly ash

3.3.1.1 Hydration of high calcium fly ash



High calcium fly ash is mainly composed of glass phase 
and other crystalline phases including CzS, СзА, free 
CaO, CaSOx, С«Аз5 and MgO. Since it has self-harden
ing properties, ettringite, monosulphate hydrate and 
C-S-H are produced and hardened by free CaO acting as 
the activator when mixing with water. , Although the 
behaviour of hydration of СзА and CzS in fly ash is 
the same as that in cement, the formation rate of C- 
S-H from the glass phase is relatively slow (38). The 
formation of ettringite increases at the temperature 
up to 313°K and it is decomposed at 333 К (39).

3.3.1.2 Hydration of ordinary fly ash

Ordinary fly ash is not hydrated by itself, but it is 
hydrated by adding alkalies and Ca(0H)z. The hydrates 
such as C-S-H, СзА*СаС0з ’Hi?(C<AHi s) and CzASHe are 
produced and hydrogarnet is formed at later stage. 
Although the hydrates produced in fly ash cement are 
almost the same as those in ordinary portland cement, 
the C/S ratio of C-S-H produced is generally lower 
than those of portland cement and blastfurnace slag 
cement.

The more Ca(OH)? is supplied, the more it is fixed by 
SiOz and АЪОз in fly ash and the higher the calcium 
content in the hydrate produced is. When the less 
Ca(OH)z is supplied, these trend reverses (33)(40). 
The more Ca(0H)z is added, the faster it is consumed 
(41). The reaction degree of fly ash is increased by 
adding Са50з-2Нг0 in the same manner as that of slag, 
because the surface area is increased by destructing 
the structure of glass and crystalline phases due to 
the dissociation of А1г0з reacting with ЗОд The 
reaction of glass phase in fly ash with Ca is gene
rally as slow as it is initiated from one to three 
days at the room temperature'. Since the particle size 
distribution of fly ash is broad and its chemical com
position is varied according to different particle 
group, it is difficult to divide clearly the reaction 
process into steps. It is possible, however, to di
vide it into six steps in the same way as slag.

3.3.2 Influence of fly ash on the hydration of cement - 
compounds and fly ash cement

3.3.2.1 Influence of fly ash on the hydration of CaS

Similarly to slag, fly ash retards the hydration of 
CsS in the stages I and II, and accelerates that in 
the stage III and later.

Since Al ion eluted from fly ash takes part deeply in 
the rate of hydration of CsS and the nucleation and 
growth of C-S-H and Са(0Н)г, the hydration of CsS in 
the stage I is the more retarded the more Al ion is 
eluted in the alkaline, solution (42). ‘ The influence 
of the concentration of Саг in the liquid phase on 
the early hydration of CsS is varied according to the 
form of CsS (43). The higher the concentration of 
Caz+ is, the more the hydration of pure CsS alone is 
retarded, while the more those of CsS solid solution 
with А1г0з and the FesOs and pure CsS in the mixture 
with СзА and C<AF are accelerated (44). This fa^t 
shows, therefore, that the concentration of Ca , 
nucleation rate of hydrate and form of hydrates pro
duced are affected by the coexisting ions.

CsS with and without 30% of the fly ash which has , 
Blaine specific surface area of 3,730cm /g containing 
small quantities of quartz and mullite as well as the 
glass phase was hydrated at 298 К with the W/C ratio 
of 0.50 and the hydration degree of CsS was determined 

by XRD. The results indicate that the hydration de
gree of CaS alone at the age of one day is 35%, while 
that of the mixture is 45% (45). The fact indicates 
hydration of CaS in the stage III is accelerated by 
adding fly ash. These results coincide with those of 
the preceding researchers (27).

There are few difference on the effects of fly ash on 
the hydration of CsS in the stage III. The easier the 
adsorption of Ca2 onto the surface of fly ash; the 
negatively higher the surface potential; the lower the 
smoothness of surface; the higher the fineness of fly 
ash, the better it functions as the precipitating site 
for hydration; and the effect of accelerating the 
hydration at the stage III and later is large.

3.3.2.2 Influence of ordinary fly ash on the hydration 
of CsA and CsAF

Fly ash frequently retards the hydration of CsA. Th 
degree of retardation mainly depends upon the conte.n, 
of SOs in the fly ash as well as the amount of alkali
es dissolved and calcium adsorption capacity (47). 
Саг+ and SOs2' such as compositional ratio of gypsum 
are dissolved from some kinds of fly ash. Ca dis
solved is adsorbed onto the Al-rich surface produced 
by non-stoichiometric dissolution to lower the hydra
tion activity and furthermore SO«2 is also adsorbed 
to retard the hydration of СзА (46). SOs in fly ash 
retards the hydration more than the equivalent amount 
of gypsum, because the effect of fly ash may be pro
moted by the other ions dissolved from it.

In the mixture of СзА and Са50«’2Нг0, when blending 
components with few dissolve alkalies, large calcium 
adsorption capacity and 7 or less pH of the suspension 
are added to the mixture, the hydration of СзА and the 
conversion of produced ettringite to monosulphate hy
drate are generally accelerated. On the other hand, 
when a blending components with considerable amounts 
of free CaO and alkalies and with 12 or more pH of the 
suspension are added, the hydration of СзА is inhi
bited and the conversion of ettringite to monosulphate 
hydrate is retarded. Most of fly ash is similar to 
the latter case though being varied according to the 
kind of it. When the fly ash with high calcium adsor
ption capacity and high pozzolanic reactivity is added 
to the mixture, the hydration rate in each stage is 
often increased and the conversion of ettringite to 
monosulphate hydrate is accelerated (28). The in
crease of hydration space by adding fly ash is also 
caused by accelerating the hydration in the stage III 
and later. It has almost the same effects on the 
hydration of C«AF.

3.3.2.3 Hydration of clinker minerals in fly ash 
cement
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Fig. 11

<1) fly ash cement with 401 of ordinary fly ash
3 SiiJJ Ce”nl t*’ 401 of h(Sh ОУ ash

(3) ordinary portland cement 1

Ionic concentration and saturation ratio of 
Ca(OH)г and CaSOd in liquid phase of fresh 
paste and heat evolution curve of the 
hydration of fly ash cement at 293°K (32)

The hydration degree of alite is high in the stage III 
in the same manner as that of slag. It is probably 
Srerin-t^6 di4olution of al1te is accelerated by the 
precipTtation of part of C-S-H on the surface of fly 
arep9nf1nS1-4.Wh®n f1y ash 1s coarse, the hydration de
ni f r lte ls somet1nies small even in the stage 
iii; iw Лу ash accelerates the hydration more than 
diffprpnfthee sta9e,111 unless their fineness are much 
ciTterent from each other.
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the production of ettringite or monosulphate hydrate. 
It is suggested that the hydration of СзА and C«AF in 
cement after one day is accelerated by the addition of 
fly ash.

Fig. 12

Amount of monosul- ■ 
fate hydrate and 
Ca(OH)? in fly 
ash cement with age 
at 298°K (12)

3.3.3 Pozzolanic reactivity and reaction rate of flv 
ash J

3.3.3.1 Pozzolanic reactivity of high calcium fly ash

High calcium fly ash composed of the same minerals as 
contained in cement or slag such as СзА, С<Аз5, CiaAi, 
СгР and CaS04, glass phase and free CaO. The composi
tion of glass phase varies between CaO-rich and ordi
nary fly ash like. The fly ash rich in CaO and А1г0з 
has high pozzolanic reactivity.

The reaction rate of fly ash cement containing high
calcium fly ash estimated from the amount of combined 
water is higher than that of the fly ash cement con
taining ordinary fly ash (49).

3.3.3.2 Pozzolanic reactivity and reaction rate of 
ordinary fly ash

The pozzolanic reactivity of a Mending component is 
mainly expressed as the amount of combined Са(ОН)г or 
the reaction degree of Mending component itself. The 
glass phase largely affects the pozzolanic reactivity 
of fly ash in general. The reactivity is enhanced 
with increasing of strain of glass phase and the 
amount of CaO in it, but the reactivity is lowered 
with increasing of РегОз (51). The crystalline phase 
inert35 n,ul1ite’ quartz, ■ hematite and magnetite 'are

Among the correlations of the amount of combined Ca(0 
Н)г (g/100g of pozzolana) as the index of pozzolanic 
reactivity with specific surface area (m2/g), acid
soluble part (%), 510г/А1г0з ratio in acid soluble 
part and content of glass phase (%) of fly ash, the 
coefficient of correlation with the amount of glass 
and acid soluble part are relatively high (33). Since 
the most part of fly ash is composed of glass phase, 
fly ash with the glass phase containing a lot of acid 
soluble part is suggested to have surely high poz
zolanic reactivity.

The mean degree of condensation of silicate in the 
glass phase of fly ash is larger than that of slag 
(7). The dissociation rate of 510г from the glass 
phase reacting with OH- is generally lower than that 
of slag and the reactivity is also lower than that of 
slag." The reactivity of fly ash is enhanced with in
creasing of the amount of glass and the basicity of 
glass phase and with decreasing of the degree of con-



densation of silicate. The reactivity closely cor
relates with the acid soluble amounts of SiOz AlzOs 
(7). In the case of containing a lot of reactive Al 2 
Оз, fly ash has much combined water and large con
sumption of Ca(OH)г (7). In such a case the reaction 
degree of fly ash is not necessarily related to them.

The more Са(ОН)г is added or available, the higher the 
reactivity is at the later age. The reactivity of fly 
ash mixed with Ca(OH)2 is higher than that mixed with 
cement. This is considered to be because the surface 
of fly ash is covered with the hydrate produced by hy
dration of cement prior to the pozzolanic reaction, so 
the diffusion of Саг+ to the particles of fly ash is 
inhibited.

Pozzolanic reaction rate of fly ash are summarized in
Table 2.

Table 2 Hydration rate of fly ash 

(7)(6)

(33)

(40)

(45)

(53)

(52)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

CalOHli 28d: 5g " 
15g " 

1y:13g " 
21”

5-44.2$. A-гг.б*.  F-10.4« C.IOH), 101 298"K Ca(OH), 4d:41 600:91
C-7.71. i.l=5.0%(C'=4.2ti 60% W/S- (Franke 13% 26% (41)
Blaine=3,590cm'/g 1г-5 method)-------------------
5=49.0%, A=28.8%. F- 5.51 Ca(OH), 10% 298‘K Ca(OH). 4d:l% 60d:3% 
C-9.0%. i.l=7.g%(C'=6.1%) 60% W/S- (Franke 3%. 13% 1411
Blaine-3,OOOcm’/g___________________________ ________methoy--------------------------------

5=49.1%, A-24.4%, F= 4.2% Ca(OH), 25% 29B°K CalOH), 280:20%
C-6.2%, i.1-4.6%, G-86% - (°SC, 910.33%

Bla1ne=3,590cm /g _ ---------------------------------- ---

F= 9151 Са10НЬ I« (TS’'

L=l.o*»  i.t-j.u*  n c, 1 ?
Blaine=4,050cm /g_________ -----------------------------------

S-51.2%. A-27.3%. F- 9.3% C.5 33.3% 298°K fly ash 10: 2%,
r-i i 1-? 51) W/S» (S.M.BulnelMOOc^/g0 _________________ =•= method) 1,:47%----------------

5=49.1%, A-24.4%. F- 4.2% C.S 40% 293’K fly ash 70:41.
£^з^ХПМ51 я--------------

^K(^rh2^^^d^ <12>

Blaine=3,910cm!/g _ ------------------ - ---------------------------------------------

™' S 5”:" ® ”s:

B1aine=2,990cm'/g  ----------------- —-----------------------------------

5=49.1%, A-24.4%. F- 4 2 cement 40% 293’K Ca(OH). 280:0.8g CalOH),^

^ainelo^Mcm’/g ' ________________ 0.30 (XRO) ald^S^,2_J33)

5=58.2%, A-21.9%, F= 4.0% cement^

201+4% gypsum»

note; F:hFe,0,, C: CaO, i.l: ig. loss, C: carbon

G: glass phase
(2) ; blended material
(3) > mixing ratio
(4) ; hydration temperature
(5) : determined material and method

S.M. method: salicylic acid-methanol solvent method

(6) : hydration degree
(7) ; reference

3.3.4 Hydration process of fly ash cement

There has been few other opinion on the hydration 
mechanism of fly ash cement essentially different from 
the principal report presented at the Paris*  Congress 
(33).

Small quantities of soluble Ca, Si, Al and alkalies 
ions are dissolved from ordinary fly ash in cement 
paste and the hydrates produced from the cement are 
precipitated on the negatively charged surface on fly 
ash particles. Since the fly ash retards the increas

ing of Ca(OH)г saturation ratio brought by the hydra
tion of alite and lowers Са50< saturation ratio in the 
liquid phase of cement paste in the, stages I and II, 
the hydration of interstitial phase is accelerated but 
that of alite is retarded. Са(ОН)г, ettringite and 
oranular hydrated product, C-S-H, are observed on the 
surface of fly ash in four hours after mixing with 
water. The hydrations of alite and interstitial phase 
are more accelerated in the stage III and, later than 
in portland cement alone and duplex coating is made 
uniformly on the surface of fly ash (54). Rod like 
ettringite grows on the surface of fly ash at the age 
of one day to form Hadley grain (38). Etching of the 
surface of fly ash by the pore solution at around one 
day proves that initial reaction takes place on the 
surface. At the age of three days, the surface of fly 
ash is thickly coated with the hydrate some of which 
breaks off from fly ash particles. The structure of 
hardened paste becomes dense from 14 days on and 
Hadley grain disappears.

In case of high calcium fly ash, the hydration mecha
nism is essentially the same as that of ordinary fly 
ash and C-S-H grows toward the outside of the glass 
phase of high calcium fly ash (55). The hardened 
cement paste with the fly ash and additional quantity 
of gypsum shows the typical structure based on the 
pozzolanic reaction at 3 days and later.

3.4 Hydration of cement containing silica fume and 
rice husk ash

3.4.1 Hydration of silica fume and rice husk ash with 
Ca(0Hh

Rice husk ash bears many resemblances to silica fume 
though the former is of fine irregular shape and the 
latter is spherical. Both are x-ray crystallogra 
phically amorphous, but some of them contain cristo 
balite and quartz as crystalline phase.

Since silica fume contains particles as 
or less and it has large surface energy, 
in saturated Ca(OH)г solution in a time 
to 15 minutes and SiOz rich hydrate is 
layers on the particles of silica fume, 
the C/S ratio of 1 is remarkably produce- -- -0-- . » 
24 hours after mixing with water and at 311 a. 
hours (56). Rice husk ash actively reacts with Caiu 
Н)г and the reaction is relatively fast
When the rice husk ash with the specific surface 
of 152m7g and 80% of SiOz is mixed with Ca(OH)z a 
the ratio of Ca(0H)z/rice husk ash of 1/4 and l/l-D, 
the reaction with Ca(OH)z is almost completed unt 
final setting (57). Even when the mixwg iratio 
higher, the amount of combined Ca(OH)z after■ 3 
days is extremely low. The reactivity of the гн 
husk ash containing 20% or more carbon is low.
The reaction of silica fume and rice husk ash with 
Ca(0H)z is affected by the specific surface ar 
particle size distribution and surface energy caus 
by a small strain of structure of SiOz. L-b-n H 
duced has lower C/S ratio than that of slag and У 
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Са{ОН)г in case of insufficient Са(0Н)г and another 
C-S-H is formed. When SiOz exists excessively, C-S-H 
with the C/S ratio of more than 0.8 seems to coexist 
together with SiOz.

3.4.2 Influence of silica fume and rice husk ash on 
the hydration of cement compounds and silica 
cement

3.4.2.1 Influence of silica fume and rice husk ash on 
the hydration of C»S

According to the experimental results on the hydration 
of the mixture of C«S having the specific surface area 
of 3,000 стг/д and amorphous silica "aerosil" at 293°K 
(58), the first peak in stage I is enlarged by adding 
a small amount of amorphous SiOz; the first peak be
comes smaller and the second peak in stage II shift 
towards the shorter time by increasing the addition of 
SiOz; and the dormant period disappears by adding fur
ther more SiOz up to the CzS/SiOz ratio of 0.67 or 
less. The reason why the hydration of CsS is accele
rated is as follows: Саг in the liquid phase produced 
by dissolution of CzS is adsorbed by active silica, so 
the concentration of Ca2 is lowered; metastable su
persaturated layer is hardly formed around the parti
cles of CzS; and C-S-H with a low C/S ratio which make 
easily the diffusion of Ca2 , is produced (58).

o 10 20 0 10 20 0 10 20

Tiee (hours)

No blending 
component >content 8ET Blaine

calcium adsorp
tion capacity Zeta 

potential
(1) coarse 

slag 20 2.67 4,000 0.055 -18
(2) fine 

slag
20 2.86 5,900 0.053 - 9

(3) ordinary 
fly ash

20 0.44 3,840 -0.026 - 8
(4) ordinary 

fly ash 
ground

20 1.91 8.400 -0.005 -14

(5) high cal- 20 0.57 3.730 -0.005 10

note; content: ($). BET: »2/g, Blaine: cm2/g. 
calcium adsorption capacity: emol Ca/g# 
Zeta potential: eV (water suspension)

ciwn fly ash
(6) rice husk 20 0.75 • 0.027 -20ash
(7) silica fume 20 20.91 » 0.203 -33(8) aerosi1 5 167 - 0.326

Hg. 13 Heat evolution curve of the hydration of 
, CzS with each blending component (32).

Examples of hydration of pure C»S with each of slag, 
fly ash, silica fume, rice husk ash and aerosil made 
at the W/S ratio of 1.0 at 293IIK are shown in Fig. 13. 
The hydration of CzS is accelerated by adding a pozzo- 
lanic material with the calcium adsorption capacity 
(obtained from the difference of Ca ion concentrations 
between before and after suspending it in the Ca(OH)z 
saturated solution for 3 hours) of approximately more 
than 0.1 (nmol/д of pozzolana), but it is hardly 
changed or retarded by adding the pozzolanic material 

with that below 0.1 mmol/g. The calcium adsorption 
capacity of silica fume and rice husk ash is 0.02 to 
0.4 mmol/g. The hydration of CzS containing silica 
fume with the calcium adsorption capacity of 0.1 
mmol/g or more and large specific surface area is 
accelerated in each stage.

3.4.2.2 Influence of silica fume and rice husk ash on 
the hydration of CsA and C«AF

There has been almost few studies on this systems. It 
is considered that the hydration of CzA and C<AF with
out CaS0<-2Hz0 is extremely accelerated immediately 
after mixing with water because the concentration of 
Ca2* in the liquid phase of paste is markedly lowered 
by adding silica fume and rice husk ash, but the hy
dration is retarded when the unhydrated particle are 
covered with AlzOz-rich layer. Since Ca(OH)z is con
sumed by pozzolanic reaction of silica fume and rice 
husk ash, the retarding effect of CaSOz on the hydra
tion of CzA and CzAF is lowered. Although ettringite 
is vigorously produced immediately after mixing with 
water even in the system containing CaSOz*2HzO,  hy
dration precedes as the same as that of system without 
CaS04-2Hz0 after CaSOz-2HzO is consumed

3.4.2.3 Hydration of clinker minerals in silica cement

The heat evolution curve of silica cement containing 
the silica fume (Si0z=94.5%, Fez0z=0.25%, Alz0z=3.40% 
and BET specific surface area=17m2/g) is shown in Fig.
14. The hydration of alite in the stage I, II and III 
of the early hydration is accelerated by adding the

Time (hours)

Fig. 14 Heat evolution curve of the hydration of 
cement with silica fume (59)

Tiee (hours)

(I) ceeent with IM of si lice fuee 
<2) ceeent «»it*  M of aerosil 
(3) ordinary portland ceeent

Fig. 15 Ionic concentration and saturation ratic of 
Ca(0H)z and CaSOz in liquid phase of fresh 
paste and heat evolution curve of the hy
dration of silica cement at 293eK (32)

silica fume. The hydration of interstitial phase is 
also accelerated and the appearance of the third peak 
based on the conversion of ettringite to nonosulphate 
hydrate is advanced. The Ca(OH)*  saturation ratio in



the liquid phase of paste with each of silica fume and 
aerosil is low immediately after mixing with water and 
subsequently sharply raised to the maximum earlier 
than that of cement without blending component as 
shown in Fig. 15. The CaS0< saturation ratio is also 
remarkably decreased with time.

3.4.3 Pozzolanic reactivity and pozzolanic reaction 
rate of silica fume and rice husk ash

3.4.3.1 Pozzolanic reactivity

The pozzolanic reactivities of silica fume and rice 
husk ash were investigated from the variations of 
consumption of Са(0Н)г and amount of SiOa reacted in 
the system blended with CafOHh. The results are as 
follows: reactivities of them depend upon the amount 
and specific surface area of amorphous phase; the 
larger the specific surface area, the higher the re
activities are; and pozzolanic reactivity well cor
responds to the amount of acid soluble SiOz so that 
the amounts of acid soluble SiOz per specific surface 
area of both blending components are almost equal to 
each other (7). The reactivities of silica fume and 
rice husk ash are closely related to surface energy 
connected with the amount, particle size distribution, 
structural strain and specific surface area of 
amorphous phase.

3.4.3.2 Pozzolanic reaction rate

When Са(0Н)г is mixed with the rice husk ash having 
the specific surface area of 152 m2/g, it is consumed 
at a rate of 20 to 120 (g/lOOg of rice husk ash) at 
293°K for 3 hours (57). When Ca(OH)2 mixed with rice 
husk ash having the specific surface area of 1-7 (m2 
/g) at mixing ratio of around 1.0, it is consumed at 
318°K at a rate of 5 to 20 (g/100g of rice husk ash) 
and 20 to 55 at age of one day and seven days, 
respectively. The reaction degree of silica fume with 
the specific surface area of 4-22 m2/g is 40-65% and 
85-90% at age of one day and seven days, respectively
(7).

Pozzolanic reaction rate of silica fume and rice husk 
ash added to CzS and cement become remarkably lower 
than that added to Ca(OH)г similar to that in the case 
of slag and fly ash. An experimental result indicates 
that the amount of Са(0Н)г combined in the cement 
mixed with 30% silica fume is 3 (g/100g of silipa 
fume) in 10 hours, 6.6 (g/100g of silica fume) in 1 
day and 13 (g/100g of silica fume) in 3 days (59). 
The reaction degree of silica fume and rice husk ash 
ranges from the same degree as slag to fairly higher 
degree than it though no accurate measurements have 
been reported.

3.4.4 Hydration process of silica cement containing 
silica fume and rice husk ash

Silica fume and rice husk ash adsorb Ca ion in the 
liquid phase of fresh phase in early stage after mix
ing with water and form the germ of C-S-H on the sur
face (56). Ca ion is actively dissolved from alite 
with lowering of Ca ion concentration in the liquid 
phase and the hydration of alite in the early stage is 
accelerated. At this time, the CaSO< saturation ratio 
is also lowered and the hydration of interstitial 
phase such as CsA and C<AF is accelerated. Ettringite 
produced in the stage I has a shape with a larger 
aspect ratio. C-S-H production by pozzolanic reaction 
is initiated at around ten hours and it proceeds dur
ing 1 and 7 days. The amount of remaining Ca(OH)2 in 

the hardened paste is decreased with the production of 
C-S-H which has low C/S ratio.

4. RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES AND FLOCCULATION STRUCTURE 
OF FRESH BLENDED CEMENT PASTE

In this chapter, the formation process of flocculation 
structure of fresh cement paste was grasped relating 
to the changes in amount and morphology of the hydra
tes, specific surface area, surface potential and 
thickness of water film of the paste corresponded to 
the change of rheological properties and the floccula
tion structure of fresh cement paste was discussed 
from data observed directly by SEN based on the sample 
freezing method.

4.1 Rheological properties of cement paste

4.1.1 Definition and measuring method

The definition of shear stress, shear strain, shear 
rate, Newtonian fluid, non-Newtonian fluid, Bingham 
body, thixotropy, rheopexy and dilatancy are the same 
as explained before (60).

A typical flow curve of cement paste has a straight 
line as the shear rate is increased or decreased as 
shown in Fig. 16. Cement paste is approximated to a 
Bingham fluid (62). In this case, the intersection of 
the extension of straight line and the axis of shear 
stress is the yield value and the inclination of the 
line is plastic viscosity. There are, however, many 
problems from the viewpoint of the reliability of 
measurements (63). Considering convenient analysis 
for determining the rheological properties, the method 
determining the yield value and plastic viscosity by 
the rotational viscometer is superior to the one-point 
test method determining the flow, amount of water for 
the standard consistency and slump. It is difficult, 
however, to compare the data with each other because 
the testing method by viscometer is not standardized. 
Since the rheological properties of cement paste is 
extremely sensitive to the experimental conditions, it 
has been indicated that the mixing method must be 
standardized first of all (64). It has been proposed 
(65) that the rotor of rotational viscometer must be 
exchanged according to the water cement ratio of the 
sample to lessen the error caused by the agglomeration 
of sample as much as possible. The rheological pro
perties depend largely upon the surface of cylinder 
and rotor of the rotational viscometer (66), the 
experimental conditions including shear rate and the 
kind of cement (61). Since the hysteresis loop of 
flow curve greatly varies according to the recycle 
time, it is desirable to make the measurement within 
the short time such as two minutes to keep the 
reproducibility.

Since the rheological properties of cement paste 
varies continuously in the measuring period with pro
ceeding of the hydration, it is difficult to measure 
flow curve continuously. Therefore, the measuring 
method of the variation of the apparent viscosity at 
the constant shear rate (67), the measuring method of 
the apparent yield value of the intermittent, extra
ordinarily low shear rate (68) and the test of ge*  
nerating the continuous flow curve by continuously 
varying the shear rate (69) have been used. Mortar 
grout show the properties of non-Newtonian fluid m 
general (70), while concrete show the flow behaviour 
like Bingham flow.



The rheological properties of the mortar and concrete 
with high content of cement are controlled by those of 
paste, while those of the mortar and concrete with low 
content of cement, by those of aggregate (71). The 
more the content of cement, the lower the yield value 
is in general. It has been tried to estimate the rhe
ological properties of concrete from those of paste ( 
72). There is the relationship among the yield value, 
slump and compacting factor of concrete as shown in 
Table 3, but the plastic viscosity relates remotely to 
the slump and compacting factor.

Fig„ 16 A typical flow curve of fresh cement paste 
(61)

g; measured value relating to yield value 
h; measured value relating to viscosity

Table 3 Correlation coefficient between workability 
test parameters for ordinary portland cement 
replacement with pulverized fuel ash by equal 
volume and equal weight (73)

slump VeBe Comp, factor g h

Replacement by equal weight

s 1 umo 1.00 -0.75 0.95 -0.93 -0.26
Ve Be -0.84 1.00 -0.64 0.84 -0.31
Comp, factor 0.85 -0.87 1.00 -0.96 -0.45
g -0.97 0.93 -0.98 1.00 0.14
h -0.69 0.85 -0.88 0.84 1.00

Replacement by equal volume

4.1.2 Relationship between rheological properties and 
setting of fresh ordinary portland cement paste

According to the measurement of the variation of ap
parent viscosity of the clinker paste under the con- 
sta”‘ shear rate in 0, 30, 60 and 90 minutes after 
mixing w-- „ „ater, time depending characteristics all 
of tnem are the same regardless of addition of the 
organic admixture. The time dependency of the ap
parent viscosity is caused by the rheopectic features 
developed by the change of flocculation structure with 
applying the shearing force and it is hardly affected 
by the hydration (67). While the other paper points 
out that the viscosity is caused by agglomeration of 
cement particles and the agglomerative force relates 
to the frictional force in proportion to the 2/3rd 

power of the number of contact points (74).

On the other hand, the rheological properties of fresh 
cement paste depend upon the thickness of water film 
around the cement particle. The viscosity increases 
as the thickness of water film decreases. Since the 
latter is inversely proportioned to the specific sur
face area, it is thought that the viscosity increases 
in general as the specific surface area increases for 
the same content of water. The same specific surface 
area gives the same thickness of water film. In this 
case, the viscosity is increased as the particle size 
distribution of cement becomes narrow and ordinary 
portland cement containing 15% of the particles as 
fine as 5^zm or less shows the minimum viscosity (75). 
It is probably considered that water film with the 
uniform thickness is formed around the different sized 
cement particles packed closely which move easily by 
the bearing effect. Since a proper amount of super
plasticizer makes similarly the dispersion of cement 
particles well to pack the smaller particles into the 
gap between the larger particles, the plastic visco
sity is exponentially decreased and the yield value is 
linearly decreased (76). The thickness of water film 
of 1.2pm around the cement particles with Blaine spe
cific surface area of 4,300cm7g in the fresh paste of 
0.5 of water cement ratio goes down to 0.5pm by et
tringite formation from the hydration of several per
cent of СзА for a few minutes after mixing with water. 
The viscosity is, therefore, increased.

The more the amount of potassium in СзА solid solution 
, the higher the activity of СзА is. The viscosity 
depends upon the quantity and morphology of the hy
drate produced from the aluminate phase (77). As 
either the specific surface area of cement or the vol
ume concentration of the solid in the paste is in
creased, the yield value is especially remarkably ra
ised, though the plastic viscosity also is increased 
(78).

Summarizing these results, Uchikawa (79)(80) illus
trated the setting of cement Theologically and chem
ically as follows: The viscosity of cement paste mixed 
with a proper amount of water increases up to harden
ing through setting with the lapse of time. The vis
cosity increases rapidly at the initial stage, slowly 
at the middle stage and rapidly again at later stage 
as shown in Fig. 17. The initial and final setting 
are the critical points during the variation of vis
cosity of cement paste and they are the values of 
penetration resistance of the cement paste with the 
standard consistency against the constant load of the 
standard needle.

Schematic diagram explain
. ing the change of yield 

value of fresh paste 
until final setting (79)

Fig. 17

The initial viscosity increase is mainly caused by the 
three dimensional network structure formed by gypsum 
produced by hydration of hemihydrate contained in the 
cement and ettringite produced by hydration of tri
calcium aluminate solid solution (CaAss) and ferrite 
solid solution (CaAFss) contained in the cement. The
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trend at the middle stage is caused by temporarily 
inhibiting the hydration of cement due to short supply 
of Ca2+ to the liquid phase because the cement part
icles are covered with the above mentioned rod like 
crystals and C-S-H, so the transfer of water and ions 
is limited to the diffusion through the lawyers of 
these hydrates. When the concentration of Ca2 in the 
liquid phase reaches a certain level of the Ca(0H)z 
saturation degree at the hydration temperature, C- 
S-H is rapidly precipitated around the existing nu
cleation seeds and the balance of ionic concentrations 
inside and outside the protective layer of the hydra
tes covering the unhydrated particle is lost, so the 
osmotic pressure is increased to break the protective 
layer and water comes to directly contact with the 
fresh surface of cement particles. When C-S-H is 
vividly produced in this manner, the viscosity of 
cement paste is sharply increased again.

In the normal setting, the viscosity corresponding to 
the initial and final settings reaches during the 
vivid production of C-S-H.

4.2 Rheological properties of blended cement paste, 
mortar and concrete

4.2.1 Viscosity of blending component

The viscosity of the suspension of nonreactive part
icles in water depends upon the volumetric ratio of 
water to particle, number of contact points between 
particles and adhesiveness. The sample is prepared in 
such a way that quartz as a nonreactive material is 
mixed with 50% of slag, 25% of fly ash and 10% of 
silica fume in inner percentage according to the usual 
usage and water is added to the mixture to make up 
0.35 of the water solid ratio. The time dependency of 
the viscosity of sample determined by the rotational 
viscometer with double cylinder is shown in Fig. 18. 
The viscosity is expressed by the yield value calcu
lated from the torque of the sample stirred by the 
intermittent rotation at the rate of 0.1 rotation 
every 12 seconds.

Fig. 18 Time dependency of the viscosity of the 
quartz powder with blending component by 
the rotational viscometer with double 
cylinder (W/S=0.35, 293°K) (82)

(hours)

In the suspension of quartz alone, the quartz par
ticles settle down as the time passes- and they are 
densely packed on the bottom of vessel. Therefore the 
yield value varied from 50 to 200 Pa for three hours 
after mixing with water. The coarser granulated 
blastfurnace slag gives larger variation of the yield 
value with time than the finer one. Although the 
ordinary fly ash shows the variation of the yield 
value at a little lower level, the yield value for the 
high calcium fly ash is sharply increased by hydration 
of C»A in it. The yield value for silica fume is high 

immediately after mixing with water but the time de- 
pendendency is small. '

When 1% of Са(ОН)г is added to these Mending com
ponents and 1% each of Са(ОН)г and Са50г'2Нг0 are 
added to high calcium fly ash, the yield value for 
silica fume immediately after mixing with water is in
creased because of the adsorption of Ca2 and dissolu
tion of it into Са(ОН)г solution, and the rising of 
yield value for high calcium fly ash is delayed by the 
inhibition of hydration of СзА.

The time dependency of the viscosity of Mended cement 
paste with portland cement (Blaine specific surface 
area : 3,240 cm2/g) instead of quartz particles is 
shown in Fig. 19. The yield value immediately after 
mixing with water is increased by adding any Mending 
component without exception and then it is increased 
by hydration after approximately two hours succes
sively followed by the rapid increase. The increas
ing process, of yield value of fresh paste is divided 
two step of 2 hours after mixed with water and later.

Time (hours)

Fig. 19 Time dependency of the viscosity of cement 
paste with blending component (W/S=0.35, 
293°K) (82)

As for particle shape, when same kind of cement is 
used, the relationship between the yield value, t, , of 
the paste of a certain kind of cement and the volume 
concentration of solid, v, is as follows:

pf.e Ps(v-0.5) _(3)

where Pf is constant regarding the fineness of,part
icles, Tand P is constant regarding the plasticity of 
solid and thesshape of particle. Fig. 20 shows the 
relationship in various blended cements between the 
volume concentration of solid and the yield value. In 
this figure, the inclination of the straight line is 
expressed as P and the shape of particle approaches 
sphere with decreasing P . The value of Ps is in
creased by adding coarse slag to ordinary portland 
cement, while it is decreased by adding fine slag to 
it. • Although P is also generally decreased by adding 
fly ash or silica fume, it is increased by adding fly 
ash with coarse grain fineness and high content of 
irregular particles. The effect of addition of 25% of 
fly ash on the value P is almost the same as that of 
10% of silica fume.

4.2.2 Blastfurnace slag cement

Many papers (83) reported that the fluidity, of Pas*® ’ 
mortar and concrete is improved in proportion to the 
volume of the slag substituted for part of cement. 
The degree of improvement by the Irregular shaped slag 
is generally lower than that by fly ash with spherical 
particles. The rheological properties of blastfurnace



cement

pf (Pa) Ps
• coarse slag 505 1D3 28.9
о fine slag 505 147 21.0
A fly ash J 25% 68 21.0
Д fly ash CA 25% 74 16.6• silica fume Y 10% 274 13.0

ordinary portland 137 27.3

Fig. 20 The relationship in various blending 
component between the volume concentration 
of solid and the yield value (293°K)(82).

slag cement varies according to the grinding method. 
For addition of separately ground slag as shown in 
Fig. 21, the slump of concrete is increased with in
creasing the blending of slag regardless of the water 
cement ratio and the amount of water required for ob
taining the same slump in 50% mixture can be decreased 
by approximately 5%. Although the slump of concrete 
is uneffected by the slag with the fineness as wide as 
Blaine specific surface area of approximately S.OOOcm2 
/g, it is decreased by the slag with fineness higher 
than that (84). Generally, the plastic viscosity is 
slightly decreased by blending slag, while the yield 
value is remarkably decreased. When slag is inter
ground with cement clinker, both plastic viscosity and 
yield value are increased by adding slag. It is con
sidered that the fluidity of blastfurnace slag cement 
interground is decreased by the coarse blastfurnace 
slag particle in it because slag has lower grindabili
ty than clinker.

'80 190 200 210 3000 4000 M00 6000 2000

Vater used (kg/e.l) * surface area (cnn/g)

Fig. 21 The relationship between slump of concrete 
and content of water used, and Blaine 
specific surface area (84)

The final setting of blastfurnace slag cement is gene- 
ally 45 to go minutes behind that of ordinary port

land cement. There is, however, a report (84) that 
here i$ no clear relationship between the setting 

time and the change of slump with elapsed time, be
cause there, is no difference in the change of slump 
oss beginning from the same slump conditions between 

them.

4« 2.3 Fly ash cement

wh! ^^dlt1es of paste and concrete of fly ash cement 
Produced ЬУ substituting fly ash for part of 

nrd^nt are much improved compared with that of 
Binary portland cement. The fluidity of concrete is 

much more improved than that of paste because of the 
increase of paste volume in concrete in.addition to 
the improvement of fluidity of the paste. It is known 
(68)(73)(85) that there is an optimum substitution 
ratio for improving the fluidity, but the equivalent 
substitution in volume is different from that in 
weight. The substitution ratio of approximately 10% 
in weight shows the maximum of slump within actual fly 
ash cement composition as shown in Fig. 22. Since the 
specific gravity of fly ash is lower than that of 
ordinary portland cement and both of them have the 
same specific surface area, the specific surface area 
per unit volume of fly ash cement is decreased as the 
substitution ratio of fly ash by the equivalent 
substitution in volume is increased.

Fig. 22
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The relationship between the slump of 
concrete and the amount of fly ash 
substituted. (85)

Since the fluidization of concrete is facilitated by 
the bearing effect of the spherical particles of fly 
ash, the amount of water required for the specified 
workability can be reduced. Although the volume con
centrations of water and aggregate are decreased by 
the equivalent substitution in weight and the work
ability is slightly lowered, it is improved by the 
increase of spherical fly ash particle content when 
those materials are added more than certain limits 
(98).

The yield value of fresh concrete is decreased by sub
stituting fly ash for a part of cement, but the plas
tic viscosity of it remains unchanged in the same 
manner as in blastfurnace slag. Considering that the 
fluidity of fly ash cement concrete containing the fly 
ash with 45/jm or over in diameter is hardly improved, 
it is necessary that the particle diameter is below 
the specified value. It is probably because the 
coarser particles include a lot of irregular part
icles. Actual yield value is inapplicable to any 
relationships (78) of r» with the specific surface 
area and the volume concentration of solid. It is 
required, therefore, to consider the shape factor and 
particle size distribution of fly ash particles.

The fluidity of fly ash cement paste immediately after 
mixing with water is evaluated by the evaluation index 
of fluidity of fly ash defined by the following equa
tion (13). The larger this value, the larger the 
fluidity of fly ash cement.

Fluidity evaluation index = (sp.gr. x shape factor)/ 
(sp.surface area x porosity) -(3)

The variation of viscosity for two hours after mixing 
with water depends upon the amount and shape of et
tringite precipitated. When Ca(0H)i saturation ratio 
of liquid phase in the paste is decreased by adding 
fly ash, the production of ettringite is raised and 
the aspect ratio of the formed hydrate is increased.
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The viscosity after mixing with water is raised 
rapidly in this case.

When a highly acidic lignin sulphonate-based super
plasticizer is used, the abnormal increase of yield 
value and decrease of slump are frequently observed. 
This is because a lot of needle ettringites with high 
aspect ratio are rapidly produced as the degree of 
Ca(0H)z saturation of liquid phase in the paste is 
further lowered (68).

There are two kinds of carbon in fly ashes. The one 
is amorphous carbon with a specific surface area as 
high as several hundred m2/g and the other is the 
crystalline one with low specific surface area. The 
adsorption of organic admixture is especially high in 
the concrete using the fly ash containing the former.

4.2.4 Silica cement blended with silica fume

In order to keep specified fluidity of the blended 
cement with a small amount of silica fume, much more 
water must be added. When the same amount of water is 
added to the blended cement paste containing silica 
fume, the yield value is increased as shown in Fig. 19 
and the value P. become large, while the value P be
come small as snown in Fig. 20. The increase of ^ield 
value is mainly caused by the increase of specific 
surface area. In order to get the same slump of the 
concrete containing 30% of silica fume, the amount of 
water must be increased by 30%.

Review on "Effect of blending material on the rheology 
of cement paste and concrete" (83) says that a water 
reducing admixture or a superplasticizer is inevitably 
used for silica fume blended cement because the yield 
value of paste is much increased and the plastic 
viscosity is enhanced. It is necessary for concrete 
containing the same amount of water to use 5 to 10 wt% 
of a water reducing admixture depending upon the 
amount of silica fume added (86) in order to obtain 
the same workability as ordinary portland cement. It 
has been indicated that the workability of concrete 
with low amount of cement is improved by the addition 
of silica fume, but concrete as much as 450kg/m3 of 
cement sets rapidly by it. When a water reducing 
agent is used, silica fume is applied to filling up 
the void between the aggregate and the paste in the 
concrete containing silica fume as much as 20%. There 
is no necessity, therefore, to increase the amount of 
water. No bleeding is observed at all even in the 
concrete showing 10 to 20 cm slump (15).

4.3 Setting of blended cement

Setting time of blastfurnace slag cement is delayed at 
a rate of 10 to 20 minutes per 10% of mixing of slag 
compared with that of ordinary portland cement (87). 
By using lignin sulphonate as a superplasticizer, the 
setting time is lengthened at the rate of 2 hours for 
0.25% addition and 6 or more hours for 0.5% addition 
(88). The setting time is delayed with increasing of 
the content of particles 10/vm or under in slag though 
the effect of the fineness of slag is small. As the 
chemical composition of slag is converted from 
gehlenjte (CzAS) side to akermanite (CzMSa) side, the 
setting time is lengthened. When extremely 90 to 100 
%of slag is composed of gehlenite, the flash setting 
often takes place.

Fly ash lengthens the setting time of fly ash cement 
more than slag. It is delayed approximately 20 minu
tes by adding 10% of ordinary fly ash (85).

The larger the carbon content in fly ash, the more the 
amount of water required for the standard consistency 
is and the longer the setting time is (89). A paper 
reports that the setting time is hardly affected even 
though the carbon content in high calcium fly ash is 
increased (89), while the other paper reports the 
contrary result (90).

Although both initial and final setting times are 
shortened in silica fume Mended cement, generally the 
setting is considerably delayed by using a lot of 
superplasticizer for improving the workability.

4.4 Factors influencing on the formation of 
flocculation structure

4.4.1 Amount of hydrates and their morphology

The hydrate participating in the early flocculation 
structure of blended cement paste is ettringite in the 
same way as in portland cement. The amount and mor
phology of it takes part in formation of skeleton 
structure.

Although amount of ettringite formed per unit weight 
of Mended cement paste varies according to the kind 
and content of the blending component, it is always 
increased by adding the blending component, consider
ing the amount of ettringite formed per unit weight of 
ordinary portland cement (dash line in Fig. 23) 
calculated from mixing ratio of it (82).

On the other hand, the content of Ca(0H)z in the 
blended cement paste is less than the amount of Ca(OH 
)a calculated from mixing ratio of ordinary portland 
cement. This phenomenon shows the adsorption by the 
blending component or the consumption by the pozzola- 
nic reaction with it.

Ateount of bl<,rding component idded (!)

Fig. 23 Amount of ettringite and Ca(OH)? formed in 
the initial hydration of Mended cement (82)

Ettringite produced in initial hydration is locally 
precipitated and its morphology varies in equant, 
short rod or needle type depending upon saturation 
ratio of Ca(0H)z and CaSOx of liquid phase in the ; 
paste (91). The diameter of the crystal of ettrin
gite is almost 0.1 to l.O/лп, but some of the crystals 
grow up to 5pm by recrystallization at final setting 
(91). Since the saturation ratio of Ca(0H)z of I’T 
quid phase in the paste is lowered by adding the 
Mending component and the hydration space is extend-, 
ed, the aspect ratio of the ettringite is generally , 
increased (13). " The trend is remarkable in fly 
and silica fume with high calcium adsorption capacity 
and it is much more marked as the addition of them is 
increased. Orr the other hand, C7S-H produced first by 
hydration of alite is mainly Type I C-S-H of needle



0.1  to l/дп and it forms sometimes network. Although 
the hydrate precipitated on the surface of blending 
component is fewer than on the surface of cement par
ticles at the earlier stage, the hydrate is more 
easily precipitated on fly ash and silica fume than on 
slag, as for as the blending component is concerned.

4.4.2 Specific surface area of fresh paste

The specific surface area of fresh paste hardly in
creased in dormant period of hydration of cement. The 
specific surface area of paste up to four hours after 
mixing with water determined by the nitrogen adsorp
tion and Blaine specific surface area methods are 
shown in Fig. 24. The results indicate that the spe
cific surface area increases a little in five minutes 
after mixed with water and is kept constant for two 
hours, followed by the rapid rise. Since the decrease 
of specific surface area by the dissolution of cement 
particle is offset by the increase of surface area of 
fine hydrate produced immediately after mixing with 
water, the increase of specific surface area of fresh 
paste is not proportional to the formation of hydrate. 
The increase of specific surface area in the earlier 
stage of hydration is caused by the production of 
ettringite, while the subsequent increase is mainly 
caused by the vivid hydration of alite.

Time (hours)
(l)coarse slag (Blaine AOOOcm^/g) 50% 
2)fine slag (Blaine 5900cm2/g) SOI 

!c!0T?-ne4 f1y esh (4)high calcium fly ash 251 
(5)silica fume 101, (6)ordmary portland cenent

Fig- 24 The time dependency of combined water and 
ratio of.specific surface area increased 
the initial hydration of blended cement 
(W/C=0.35, 293°K)(82)

cempntSehC1'flCk surface areas 1п ordinary portland 
i™er|t show the same variation for a while after mix- 
№гр Л ?\еГ’ .but the BET specific surface area is 
ore remarkably increased than Blaine specific surface 

cr₽LtWO/Ours- later- Th1s indicates that the in- 
DitAfL f sPaclflc surface area by fine C-S-H preci- 
tharThp?nKthfuSU^face of cement Particles is larger 
IcIpc к the. decrease of unhydrated cement part- 
bla<tf Pydration. The specific surface area of 
incrpleo2acen51a9 .c.ement with coarse slag is slightly

But silica fume blended cement shows re- 
aftpr mT lncrease in specific surface area immediately 
the а<с1Х1П9 w1th water- This is probably caused by 
ассотпан1н1ьП °-f snica fume and the gelation 

‘•ompanied by dissolution of it.

4.4.3 Zeta potential of fresh cement paste

The potential of the cement and blending component 
particles electrically charged in water varies with 
proceeding of hydration. Zeta potential is useful for 
examining the relative variation of potential though 
the measured values vary sometimes according to the 
measuring methods.

In fresh cement paste, Ca ions with high potential and 
rich in quantity greatly affects the charge of stern 
layer, so zeta potential of paste depends upon tne 
ionic concentration of Ca ions (13). Although cement 
particles show the negative or low positive charge in 
the dilute solution, the potential of positive charge 
is raised in the paste solution with the normal water 
cement.ratio as Ca(OH)? saturation ratio of liquid 
Phase increases. The measurements of zeta potential 
of the blending component by the streaming potential 
method show the high, negative potential in distilled 
water or dilute calcium ionic solution and these po
tential generally turn to positive as the concentra
tion of calcium ion is increased. The variations of 
zeta potential of ordinary portland cement and blended 
cement paste with proceeding hydration are shown in 

reveals. that the time dependency of zeta 
potential is smaller than the increase of yield value 
of paste, the amount and the surface area of hy
drate formed. The measured value of zeta potential is 
the mean value of c;e potentials of each particle in 
the paste and not t-e variation of local potential of 
each particle. (n the contrary, the hydration is
microscopically the sum of local reaction degree pro
ceeding from the active cents" of the reaction par
ticle and the reaction degree varies locally. It is 
appropriate, therefore, to consider that zeta poten- 

О1'.ЛЬе sur"Face °F particle in the paste practi
cally differ remarkably with individual particle.

i; 1. о

Fig. 25

The time dependency 
of thickness of 
water film calcula
ted and zeta poten
tial of blended 
cement paste with 
proceeding hydration

23456 (W/C=0.35, 293°K)(82) 
Time (hours)

1.2

= °-6

e ordinary portland cement
^coarse slag 50 , ▼ fine slag 501
^ordinary fly ash high calcium fly

25- , ash 25;
♦ si 1 ica fume 1O-1

Zeta potentials of slag particle alone vary with the 
kinds of slag ranging from -15 to -23mV. Zeta poten
tial of blastfurnace slag cement is increased in nega
tive value as slag is more added (81). This is 
generally considered to be depending upon selective 
issolution of metallic ion of the network modifier in 

tne glass phase predominating in the slag into the 
mixing water. s



Zeta potential of fly ash dispersed in distilled water 
shows generally negative, ranging from -10 to -21mV, 
but that of some kinds of fly ash shows positive, 
ranging from 10 to 20mV. That of silica fume shows 
negative as high as -30mV. ... ■ .

4.4.4 Thickness of water film between particles iri 
fresh cement paste .

Although 20 to 30 wt% of water is ought-tp’be theore
tically fixed by hydration as combined water, only 
approximately one tenth of it is fixed till the set
ting. When the hydration of cement is stopped by 
acetone and it is dried under the humidity of RH 11%, 
only free water is evaporated and the combined water 
of the hydrates including ettringite and C-S-H remain. 
The time tendency of the amount of combined water of 
fresh blended cement paste is shown in Fig. 24. That 
of each cement corresponds closely to the variation of 
specific surface area, increasing immediately after 
mixing with water and increasing again two hours 
later.

Assuming that the thickness of water film on the sur
face of each particle in cement paste is constant 
regardless of the size of particle, the thickness of 
water film on the surface of particle is calculated 
from (W/S)/M. W/S is weight ratio of water to par
ticle, M is Blaine specific surface area.

The time dependency of the thickness of water film of 
ordinary portland cement paste and blended cement 
paste estimated from change in Blaine specific surface 
area of paste are shown in Fig. 25. The thickness of 
water film of paste and the time dependency of it are 
decreased by adding a blending component. , Since the 
variation of the thickness of water film is not 
necessarily corresponding to that of the viscosity of 
paste as shown in Fig. 19, it is necessary to consider 
that the viscosity of paste is controlled by con
sidering the shape and surface potential of particle, 
content and morphology of hydrate in early stage and 
variation of specific surface area in addition to the 
thickness of water film.

4.5 Flocculation structure of fresh blended cement 
paste

The flocculation structure of fresh cement paste with 
free water cannot be observed as it is by the usual 
way because the sample has been dewatered for frying 
under high vacuum in the sample chamber of electron 
microscope. The concentrated suspension of fresh 
paste is able to be directly observed by rapidly 
freezing the water using liquid nitrogen. This freez
ing method is an epoch-making technique for directly 
observing the flocculation structure of fresh cement 
paste. Back scattering electron image was used to 
distinguish the cement, blending component and hydrate 
from the free water filling the gap between them. 
Since each constitution and particle presents a con
trast corresponding to its average atomic number by 
this method, the frozen free water is seen darkest and 
cement, blending component and hydrate particle can be 
distinguished from each other according to the bright
ness. The results are shown in Fig. 26.

In the fresh paste of ordinary portland cement, only 
coarse particles approximately 10лт in diameter with 
fine particles 2 to 3/-m or less are dispersed in the 
free water and besides, few single fine particles and 
further coarse particles which are agglomerated di
rectly observed. The cement particles most of which 
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are angular are unevenly dispersed. The average 
thickness of water film around the particle is Зл and 
it is several times thicker than that of О.Э^т cal
culated assuming that the solid particles are same 
sized spheres. The discrepancy is considered to be 
derived from that fine particles stick to coarse ones 
and the shape of particles is much different from 
sphere. C-S-H as well as ettringite begin to be pre
cipitated and then the cement particles begin to ag
glomerate through the medium of C-S-H and ettringite 
in two hours after mixing with water. In this stage, 
several particles stick together at most and these 
coarse particles agglomerate further through the me
dium of the fine particles existing between them. In 
six hours corresponding to final setting stage, the 
hydrate is increasingly deposited on the surface of 
cement particles and the particles are three- 
dimensionally connected to each other by the locally, 
thickly deposited layers of hydrates. The thickness 
of water film is, therefore, slightly decreased in 
this stage as shown in Fig. 26. This fact supports 
the before mentioned estimation (79)(80) of the for
mation process of flocculation structure. It is con
sidered that the dispersion of solid particles im
mediately after mixing with water is closely related 
to the average physical properties such as specific 
surface area and shape of the solid particle, and the 
local surface potential and hydration activity of tne 
particles of cement and Mending component and the 
production and growth of hydrate largely affect t 
formation of flocculation structure with hydration.

Substituting a Mending component with the equal 
weight of cement generally decreases the thickness 
water film around the particles. The decreasing de
gree varies according to the shape, specific surface 
area and amount of Mending component added, 
average thicknesses of water film immediately after 
mixing with water to coarse slag, fine slag ana ту 
ash are 1.5 to 2, 1 and 1 to l.S^m, respect e y. 
These values are a little larger than those calculated 
by the above mentioned method, 1.1, 0.8, l.^m, 
pectively. The discrepancy between the actuaI va 
and calculated one for blended cement is smaüer t 
that for ordinary portland cement, because slag оу . 
ash seems to be well dispersed due to sticking; ot те 
fine particles to the surface of Mending compfn 
particles. Although the thickness of water_f 
around blended cement particles is relatively unit 
compared with that around ordinary Portland cem 
particles, water film around blending component par 
cles is a little thicker than the latter. Altho 9^
the gap between the solid particles blended , 
coarse slag is larger than that between th.e s°’^Zles 
ticles Mended with fine slag, the soli p 
blended with fly ash is more uniformly disperse 
those blended with these slags. The hydratei $
posited on the surface of blending component part 
as well as that of cement particles as the hyor 
proceeds and the flocculation structure Dort- t
little late in the same way as that of ordinaГУ^^ 
land cement. Silica fume sticks to the whole 
of cement particles.
Adding a naphtalenesulphonic acid'form.a^e!i-,snersio” 
densate-based superplasticizer improves the ai p 
of solid particles of any kinds of ceme^’, . .The 
fine particles hardly stick to coarse particles^ d.s. 
free water in which microfine particles a of иа. 
persed shows the behaviour as if the thic;"a since 
ter film between coarse particle is increase - gf 
the superplasticizer is adsorbed onto the d
solid particles, they are negatively cha 9
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ОРС + 25% fly ash at 5 minutes OPC + 25% fly ash at 2 hours OPC. + 25% fly ash at 6 hours

OPC + 50% coarse slag at 5 minutes

OPC + superplasticizer at 5 minutes

OPC + 50% fine slag at 5 minutes OPC + 10% silica fume at 5 minutes

Fig. 26 Back scattered image of fresh cement paste with and without blending component and organic admixture 
by SEM based on the sample freezing method (W/C=0.35, 293°K)(82)

elertrn <■ ^^Fiough the particles are dispersed by the 
PersAd • +2.C rePuisi°n> the microfine particles dis- 
the si f11 t”e ^ге.е water are hydrated and deposited on 
is .microflne particles as if the hydrate
these n 4^., dirsctly from the free water, so that 
Cure дик 6S forms characteristic conjugated tex-

■ Although the cement paste, especially ordinary 

fly ash blended, in addition of a lignin-sulphonate- 
based superplasticizer is dispersed in the same manner 
as that with a naphtalenesulphonic acid-formaldehyde 
condensate-based superplasticizer in 20 minutes after 
mixing with water, the concentration of Ca ion in the 
liquid phase of paste is decreased and the production 
of ettringite is accelerated as the hydration pro-



ceeds. The flocculation structure is similar to that 
without superplasticizer.

5. PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURE OF HARDENED CEMENT PASTE

5.1 Relationship between mechanical strength and 
structure of hardened Mended cement paste

The strength of hardened cement paste could be de
termined essentially by its composition and structure. 
However, hydrates and unhydrate existing in hardened 
paste are very heterogeneous, which have the specific 
strength of themselves and they have complicated bind
ing each other. In addition, the strength is also de
pendent on the pore containing more than 10% of the 
total volume in hardened paste as well as the kind and 
ratio of fluids in these pores.

The pore structure of hardened paste is explained 
mainly by porosity and pore size distribution. Finer 
pore in capillary pore space up to 3 nm in diameter 
can now be measured by modified penetration porosi
meter with well reproducibility. The pore size mea
sured is, however, corresponded to pore entry dia
meter but not exact pore diameter. Also, there are 
generally unfavourable problems such as lost porosity 
which mercury can not penetrate into finer pore, un
certain contact angle, damage of specimen in measur
ing procedure (92). It is, therefore, necessary to 
ensure higher reliability for measured value comparing 
with the data of adsorption method.

The chemical composition of C-S-H formed in blended 
hardened cement paste and ordinary portland cement 
paste measured by EPMA is shown in Table 4. The C/5 
ratio of C-S-H in hardened paste become lower in the 
order of ordinary portland cement, blastfurnace slag 
cement, fly ash cement. The amount of АТгОз incor
porated into C-S-H increases in the order of ordinary 
portland cement, fly ash cement and blastfurnace slag 
cement, and both amounts of NazO and КгО in C-S-H 
increase in the order of ordinary port!and cement, 
blastfurnace slag cement and fly ash cement. Fig. 27 
shows x-ray image map of K, Al, C/S and C/S+A ratio on 
polished surface of hardened paste with and without 
blending component by EPMA with high speed wide-area 
multi-analyser. The micrographs observed well 
coincide with that above mentioned. Silica cement 
paste with silica fume contains lower C/S C-S-H 
according to increase of amount added and is poor in 
Al bearing hydrates (93).

Table 4 Chemical composition of C-S-H in the 
hardened cement paste with 40% and 
without blending component (W/C=0.40, 
293°K, age 4 years)(94)

C/S A/C C/(S+A) NazO KzO (%)

OPC 2.03 0.06 1.81 0.03 0.11
fly ash cement 1.01 0.21 0.84 0.24 0.33
blastfurnace 1.62 0.44 0.96 0.23 0.30
slag cement

Fig. 28 shows pore size distribution of gel pore space 
i-n hardened cement paste with blastfurnace slag and 
fly ash measured by N« adsorption method. Maximum 
peak at about 2 nm in diameter, which corresponds to 
average distance between C-S-H solid surface decreases 
in fly ash cement but it is enhanced in blastfurnace 
slag cement. It is probably due to the formation of 

more dence structure by low C/S C-S-H in former and 
the increase in amount of C-S-H in latter.

Fig. 28 pore size distribution of gel pore space in 
the hardened cement paste with blastfurnace 
slag and fly ash measured by Nz adsorption ■ 
method (W/C=0.40, 318°K)(96)

The pore size distribution of hardened' blastfurnace 
slag cement paste in the early age is almost the same 
as that of ordinary portland cement paste. The total 
pore volume trend to be equal or siightly smaller. 
However, the pore volume of 3 to 5 nm become larger in 
the later as the pozzolanic reaction proceeds. There 
are difference in pore distribution between two kind 
of hardened cement paste. A relatively sharp peak of 

• pore size distribution is observed at radius of about 
12.5 nm for ordinary portland cement, while a broad 
peak was noticed at about 3.5 nm for blastfurnace slag 
cement (95). This is because blastfurnace slag cement 
has little Са(ОН)г and ettringite which make coarse 
nonuniform texture with weak bond C-S-H and forms 
dense structure producing spherical hydrates such as 
C-S-H and hydrogarnet which are main hydrates, (95). 
A typical volume ratio of each capillary pore size in 
hardened Mended cement paste is shown in Fig. 29.

Fig. 29

Typical volume 
ratio of each 
capillary pore 
size in hard
ened blended 
cement paste

The porosity of hardened fly ash cement paste in ear У 
age become larger than that of ordinary PorJ'na- 
cement and the volume of large pores of over 100 
in size is far larger compared with ordinary portia ■ 
cement. Although the pore size distribution p , 
shifts toward smaller pore size with age, W ( 
porosity is still larger even at 180 days. The la 8 
pore volume in early age is considered to result 
the voids around fly ash particles or in the po 
inside fly ash particles (100).



Slag 40%, К Slag 40%, Mg Slag 40%, Al Slag 40%, C/S+A ratio

Silica fume 10%, Al Silica fume 10%, C/S ratio Fly ash 40%, Al Fly ash 40%, C/S ratio

KzO MgO А1гОэ C/S C/A+S
white >2.9% >9.0% >18.0% >3.0 >3.0
red 1.5 7.0 14.0 2.5 2.5
yellow 1.0 5.0 10.0 1.8 1.8
green 0.7 3.0 5.0 1.6 1.6
light blue 0.5 1.0 2.0 1.4 1.4
blue 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.2
black <0.3 <0.6 <1.0 <1.2 <1.2

H: C-S-H, A: Alite, S: Slag grain
F: Fly ash grain, I: Interstitial phase
C: Ca(0H)2

Fig. 27 X-ray image map of K, Al, C/S and C/S+A ratio 
on the polished surface of hardened paste with 
and without blending component by EPMA with high 
speed wide area multianalyser (W/C=0.40, 318°K) 
(93)
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The volume of large pore size in hardened silica 
cement paste in which 30% of cement is replaced with 
the same volume of silica fume, is small compared with 
that of ordinary portland cement paste even at early 
age of 7 days In 28 days, though the total porosity 
is nearly same, silica cement paste hardly contains 
pore larger than 0.1pm. This tendency is more marked 
in 90 days (97). Reduction of capillary pore space 
and threshold pore diameter in silica cement paste 
with silica fume in early age is considered to be 
caused by filler effect of fine particle and rapid 
initiation of pozzolanic reaction.

The relationship between porosity and strength of 
hardened cement paste has been reviewed in detail 
(101), of which typical equations are as follow.

<7= <7o(l - P)A ( Bal 'shin's formula ) — 3)

a- ( Ryshkewitch 1 s formula ) — 4)

<r= Cln(P /Р) ( Schiller's formula ) --- 5)

( <r : strength, an : strength for porosity 0,
P : porosity, P..,.: porosity at strength 0,
А, В, C: constahts )

The strength estimated from these equations well 
coincides with practically measured one in early age, 
but the deviation between measured and estimated one 
becomes greater at later ages if the change in stre
ngth of hydrates such as C-S-H with age not taken into 
consideration (97). This indicates that the strength 
of cement is affected by qualitative factors such as 
the type of hydrates produced, the adhesive force be
tween hydrates or between hydrates and unhydrates, and 
the shape of pores as well as quantitative factors 
such as pore volume and amount of hydrates.

In hardened fly ash cement paste with relatively large 
cenosphere grains, cracks developed under load propa
gate from one fly ash grain to another and more than 
90% of them pass around the cenosphere-paste inter
face. Cenosphere grain itself rarely breaks. On the 
other hand, when an air entraining agent is added to 
give the same voids as cenosphere, cracks pass through 
air voids at their center and the air voids shows no 
resistance against cracking (98). Namely, it is 
apparent that a cenosphere grain of fly ash unlike air 
voids, however its wall may be thin, serves to relax 
stresses.

5.2 Durability and structure of hardened blended 
cement concrete

5.2.1 Relationship between freezing-thawing stability 
and structure of hardened concrete

The freezing-thawing stability of concrete correlates 
well with air-void spacing factor ( ASTM C457-80 ). 
In order to enhance freezing-thawing stability, it is 
necessary to decrease the volume of pores less than 
several nm in size which are unstable at 273 to 253°K, 
and to increase the volume of relatively large pores 
about several tens of micrometers in size, which can 
be observed under an usual optical microscope, that 
is, to decrease the air void spacing factor. The 
stability can be enhanced by increasing the volume of 
air voids 10 to 90/zm in diameter (99).

When silica fume is added to portland cement, the 
volume of pores larger than 100 nm in size is de
creased, while the volume of pore of 5 to 50 nm in 

size increases compared with plain concrete, and this 
enhances the capacity against damage from freezing
thawing cycles, thus improving freezing-thawing stabi
lity. On the other hand, when fly ash is used, the 
freezing-thawing stability tends to lower with in
creasing amount of fly ash in spite of decrease of 
decrease in amount of pore less than 5 nm in diameter, 
especially, that of fly ash cement with more than 30» 
of fly ash is remarkably lower. This is mainly 
depended upon the increase of capillary pore space 
(10C), especially from 100 to 1000 nm.

The soluble alkali in fly ash serves to increase 
alkali content in mixing water, resulting in lowered 
freezing-thawing stability. It is known that high 
calcium fly ash contains this kind of alkali in larger 
amounts. The content of soluble alkali sometimes 
reaches to 0.5-1.5%. When 30% of such high calcium 
fly ash is added to portland cement, content of 
soluble alkali in mixing water becomes 1.4% (102).

The amount of air-entraining agent which is used to 
obtain a certain level of air void volume in fresh 
concrete has higher correlation with the content of 
organic materials in fly ash than the amount of un
burnt carbon. The more amount of organic material Jn 
fly ash, the more amount of the agent added. High 
calcium fly ash generally has higher air holding capa
city than ordinary fly ash.

5.2.2. Relationship between permeability and 
structure of hardened paste

Permeability (Ki) increases exponentially with 
increasing W/C ratio and drops sharply with the 
progress of hydration and with age. Higher W/C ratio 
increases total porosity and the threshold diameter, 
but causes little chance in volume of pores less than 
132 nm in size. Permeability correlates well with the 
volume of pore larger than 132 nm, and can be 
estimated from four factors of volume of pores larger 
than 132 nm in size (Vi), volume of pores between 132 
and 29 nm in size (V?), threshold diameter (TD) and 
modified porosity (MTP = total porosity/degree of 
hydration) as shown in Fig. 30.

Fig. 30 Relationship between Vi, MTP, TD and 
permeability (103)

Permeability of hardened cement paste generally de 
creases with the progress of hydration, andthe “е9 
of this reduction in permeability has no direct re 
tion to the amount of gel (hydrates produced) and 
correlated with the sites where gel formation occu • 
Permeability decreases when gel is formed at sen
site as to block properly capillary pores. Ca hich 
formed in hydration of ordinary portland cement, w 
precipitates in pores, have no such blocking et ■ 
On the other hand, C-S-H and C<AHi9 ^ormed'iiary 
result of pozzolanic reaction tend to, block с®Р1,епе1! 
pores, thereby decreasing permeability of har



blended cement paste (105).

Permeability of water or air has high correlation with 
volume of pore larger than a certain level, rather 
than with total porosity (106)(107). It is , there
fore important whether a pore is continuous or dis- 
continous (108). It seems reasonable to consider that 
pores with an inlet diameter larger than 100 nm are 
continuous inside the paste structure with a high 
probability and that many of the smaller pores less 
than 100 nm are closed.

Volume of pore larger than 100 nm in hardened 
blastfurnace slag cement paste is small even at the 
early age, while hardened fly ash cement paste has 
larger pore at early age and the volume of large pore 
tends to diminish in the later age. In silica fume 
cement, the volume of these large pores decreases very 
sharply. Permeability of blended cement paste at each 
age may be determined by such changes of pores.

5.2.3 Relationship between permeability of ions and 
structure of hardened paste

When discussing on permeability of ions such as Cl and 
alkalies through hardened cement paste, it is neces
sary to consider the electrostatic interactions be
tween the ions and the walls of diffusion passes, and 
to their chemical reactions with hydrates and unhy
drates present in the system as well as the pore size 
distribution.

The diffusion coefficient of Cl ions through hardened 
cement, paste increases with increasing W/C ratio as 
shown in Fig. 31, which shows a sharp rise at W/C ra
tio of 0.6 where the volume of continuous pores larger 
than 100 nm begins to increase. The diffusion coef
ficient increases with rising temperature and Arrhe
nius plot become a single straight line. It is, 
therefore, suggested that this type of diffusion is of 
a single dormant activated process. Cl' diffusion 
co- efficients for various kinds of cement are large 
in the order of sulphate resisting cement, ordinary 
portland cement, fly ash cement with 30% of fly ash, 
blastfurnace slag cement with 65% of slag. The 
highest coefficient of sulphate resisting cement is 
due mainly to the large pore volume, while both dif
fusion coefficients of fly ash cement and blastfurnace 
slag cement paste are small in spite of their high 
porosity, therefore this phenomenon is considered to 
be caused by other factors except porosity (109).

Total porosity

Fig. 31 Relationship between total porosity of hard
ened paste cured at 318°K and diffusion 
coefficient of Cl and Na ions (94)(96)

states that diffusion and movement of 
h 5 1 Jons are affected by the pore structure in 

aened cement paste. When the same kind of cement 

was used, diffusion of alkali ions becomes increas
ingly difficult as the total porosity decreases and 
the pore size distribution curve shifts towards 
smaller size. Capillary pore has more contribution 
than gel pore to the reduction of diffusion coeffi
cient. The diffusion coefficient of alkali ions 
through hardened ordinary portland cement paste is the 
highest, followed by hardened blastfurnace slag cement 
and fly ash cement paste. Accompanying to formation 
of low C/S C-S-H by addition of pozzolanic material, 
average distance between solid surface of C-S-H pro
duced become shorter. This fact is considered to re
late with reduction of diffusion coefficient. The in
clination of alkali concentration gradient from the 
alkali solution side toward the distilled water side, 
observed in hardened paste after a diffusion test, is 
larger in the order of portland cement, blastfurnace 
slag cement and fly ash cement. The alkali concen
tration of alkali solution side become higher in that 
order and that of the distilled water side become 
lower in that order. Such a difference in resistance 
of diffusion of alkali ions could not be explained by 
the difference in pore structure. It is, therefore 
necessary to consider other factors such as the com
position, structure and interfacial characteristies of 
hydrates. Zeta potential of hardened cement paste 
powder measured by streaming IN NaOH solution is high 
in the order of fly ash cement, blastfurnace slag 
cement and ordinary portland cement, turning from 
negative to positive values with time in the latter 
two and also showing high positive values in fly ash 
cement immediately after contacting with the solution. 
This indicates that the hydrates produced in fly ash 
cement paste prevents the most diffusion of alkalies 
by electric repulsion, followed by those of blast
furnace slag cement. The C/S ratio of C-S-H in hard
ened cement paste become lower in the order of port
land cement, blastfurnace slag cement and fly ash 
cement. This trend reverses the order of the amount 
of alkalies in hardened paste after diffusion test. 
The high resistance against diffusion of alkalies of 
hardened fly ash cement paste is probably due to the 
low C/S C-S-H with a relatively large specific surface 
area and capable of adsorbing much alkalies. The 
amounts of slag and fly ash added to portland cement 
in order to suppress the progress of alkali aggregate 
reaction is 50% and 25%, respectively, based on vast 
experience and experimental data in the past. The 
validity of these figures is supported by the experi
mental results described above.

5.2.4 Depression of alkali aggregate reaction by 
addition of pozzolanic material

The reasons for the suppression of alkali aggregate 
reaction by addition of pozzolanic materials is sum
marized as follows: (a) pozzolanic reaction forms low 
C/S C-S-H, which fixes alkalies through adsorption or 
solid solution, thereby decreasing alkali ion concen
trations in the pore solution; (b) the C-S-H formed by 
pozzolanic reaction fills up the pores in hardened 
cement paste, thus making the structure denser and 
depressing the movement of pore solution; (c) adsorp
tion of alkali ions on the surface of pozzolanic mate
rials and pozzolanic reaction with Ca(0H)t, lower OH 
ion concentration in the pore solution; (d) addition 
of pozzolana turns the zeta potential on the surface 
of pores in hardened cement paste positive, thereby 
depressing the movement and diffusion of alkali ions 
in liquid pores; and (e) the increase in unit weight 
of water as a result of addition of pozzolanic mate
rials causes a change in porosity, thus relaxing local 
expansion pressure. In addition, it is also postula-
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ted that addition of pozzolana serves to lower OH and 
Саг+ concentrations, to increase the alkali ion/Ca ion 
concentration ratio in pore solution, and to enhance 
the alkali ion/Si ion ratio in alkali silica gel pro
duced, thus increasing the fluidity of gel and creat
ing such condition that depresses development of 
pressure in hardened concrete (110).

Although it is true that addition of pozzolanic mate
rials is effective in depressing alkali aggregate re
action, addition of a small amount of pozzolanic mate
rials such as fly ash sometimes leads to large expan
sion. If a small amount of blending component is 
added, the amount of alkali released by its reaction 
with Ca(OH)2 in early age is larger than the amount of 
alkali in the liquid phase absorbed by it (111). This 
has been considered to be as one of the reason. This 
assumption, however, must be demonstrated on the basis 
of experimental facts.

5.2.5 Relationship between durability and shape of 
' pore in hardened cement paste

Mercury penetration or gas-adsorption technique has 
been chiefly used to measure porosity and pore size 
distribution for analysis of pore structure in hard
ened cement paste. Either of these techniques give 
only pore size distribution and could not tell how a 
pore changes in sectional area of longitudinal dire
ction. A new attempt was made in recent years to 
determine the difference in pore shape between hard
ened ordinary portland cement and blended cement paste 
and to grasp its correlation with the properties, by 
utilizing a novel analytical method.

Pore structure in hardened ordinary portland cement 
and fly ash cement paste were analysed by the 
methanol-immersion, helium-picnometer, and mercury 
penetration methods, and the data obtained were dis
cussed with hydration degree and Са(0Н)г content to 
give a insight into the structure of hardened paste 
(108). This study reveals that pores in blended 
cement paste are discontinuous, while pores in 
ordinary portland cement paste are continuous, though 
having very narrow sections. It is also pointed out 
in this paper that there is a possibility of 
overestimating the porosity of blended cement paste as 
a result of destruction of fine pores during pore size 
distribution measurement by the mercury penetration 
method.

6. CONCLUSION

The effects of various blending components on the 
hydration and structure formation have been reviewed 
mainly based on the results of studies reported after 
the 7th international congress on the chemistry of 
cement held in Paris in 1980.

(1) Hydration, flocculation structure of fresh paste, 
hardened paste structure and physical properties de
veloped by these factors are affected by the charact
ers of the blending component. Granulated blast
furnace slag is the most common blending component 
consisting of sharp-pointed and irregular shaped sandy 
material. It is mainly composed of SiOz, А1г0з, CaO 
and MgO and it has melilite composition with gehlenite 
and akermanite as end members. Although most part of 
it is glass phase, the melilite formed is changed from 
gehlenite composition to akermanite with proceeding of 
crystallization. The crystal shows, therefore, zonal 
structure depending on the change of composition. The 
average composition of glass phase is practically 

equal to that of crystalline phase which has a little 
higher АЪОз and lower MgO. The glass phase consists 
of monomer and dimer mainly composed of SizOr and 
SiAlO?7". The higher glass phase content is, the 
higher the contents of dimer and monomer are. The 
more the C/S ratio, A/S ratio, MgO content and small 
quantities of components with 4 coordination are, the 
lower the condensation degree is.

(2) Fly ash consists of single sphere and multi 
sphere containing smaller spheres. About 20 percent 
of fly ash particles is hollow. The particle size and 
specific surface area is ranged between 100-0.З^т and 
2,500 - 4,000cm2/g, respectively. It is mainly com
posed of SiOz, АЬОз, ГегОз and CaO depending on the 
kinds of coal and classified into ordinary fly ash 
(basicity: 0.2 to 0.7) and high calcium fly ash 
(basicity: 1.0 to 1.8) according to the composition. 
Glass phase ranges from 55 to 85 % depending on the 
combustion temperature of coal. Ordinary fly ash has 
the more CaO, alkalies and $0з, the smaller the dia
meter is, while it has the more А1з0з, the larger the 
diameter is. The crystalline phase contains sometimes 
magnetite, hematite and anhydrite in case of low com
bustion temperature as well as quartz and mullite. 
Unburnt carbon comprises microcrystalline and amor
phous carbons as well as crystalline carbon, and their 
contents are varied according to the combustion atmo
sphere. The degree of condensation of silicate ion in 
the glass phase is larger than that in granulated 
blastfurnace slag and the structure is close to that 
of quartz glass («-cristobalite). High calcium fly 
ash contains СзА, quartz and mullite as crystalline 
phase, and some low temperature calcined products 
contain haüyne, but it cannot be used due to instabi
lity. The degree of condensation of silicate ion in 
the glass phase is the same as that in slag and the 
structure is similar to CizAt glass or melilite glass. 
Basicity of crystalline phase is slightly lower than 
that of glass phase.

(3) Silica fume deposited from gaseous phase produced 
by the oxidation of SiO vaporized at high temperature 
consists of spherical microfine particles of 0.T«m or 
less in diameter. Specific surface area is 20 to 2W 
m2/g. Most part of it is amorphous and the crystal
line phase mainly composed of quartz is several per
cent or less. The compactability is so poor that tne 
porosity of powder packed is 80%. Silica fume con 
tains 80% or more of SiOz and several percent of № 
0э, АЪОз and C. SiOz content in the byproduct or 
silicon is high, while that in the byproduct or 
ferro-silicon is low. The amorphous phase comprise 
high degree silicate ion condensate which has tn 
similar structure to that of quartz glass.

(4) The hydration process of cement is divided into 
early and later stages. The early stage is furt 
divided into stages I, II and III based on the 
evolution curve of hydration. The stage I has an 
evolution peak derived from the contact of cement w 
water and the production of ettringite. The st?9e 
has a heat evolution peak derived from the yiv!“ L 
dration of alite and the conversion of ettrir,9ltLat 
monosulphate hydrate. The stage III has a 9e^^e .,on 
evolution process derived from the gradual hydra
by the diffusion of ions through the layer of hy 
produced on the surface of unhydrates.

(5) The hydration process of granulated blastfurnac 
slag, o’rdinary fly ash and silica fume Proc®e-n 
such a manner that -Si-Si- chain or -Al-Al  cha 
attacked by OH  ionin the aqueous solution ana p

*
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of it is eluted. The hydration is exceedingly accele
rated when the concentration of OH ion is equal to 
the concentration of ettringite formation in granula
ted blastfurnace slag and ordinary fly ash and when 
that is sufficiently high in silica fume.

(6) Although the kinds of hydrated products from 
blended cement are not basically different from those 
from portland cement, C/S ratio of precipitated C-S-H 
of blended cement is less than 2 to 1.7 of C-S-H from 
ordinary portland cement, that of blast furnace slag 
cement is 1.7 to 1.4, that of fly ash cement is 1.6 to 
1 and that of silica cement is 1.6 to 0.8 depending 
upon amount added. C-S-H from slag cement contains 
particularly much solid solution of AlzOa and MgO and 
that of fly ash cement contains much NazO and KzO as 
solid solution. In case of calcium aluminate hydra
tes, when a blending component containing much MgO is 
added, CiAHx-C^MHx based solid solution and MgeAlzCOs 
(OH)16'4HzO are produced. When the concentration of 
calcium ion is low in the liquid phase, CzASHs is also 
produced.

(7) Adding granulated blastfurnace slag or fly ash 
retards the hydration of CsS, СзА and alite in cement 
in the stages I and II but accelerates that of inter
stitial phase in cement in the stages I and II. The 
effect is more remarkable in fly ash than in blast
furnace slag. Although the hydration of CsS, СзА, 
alite and interstitial phase in cement is accelerated 
at stage III and later, the effect of accelerating 
hydration in the further later stage is not so clear. 
Although the effects of blending components on the 
hydration rate of the cement compounds and cement have 
been a controversial matter so far, it has become 
possible to be systematically explainable by dividing 
the hydration process as mentioned before and by 
characterizing the blending component.

(8) The pozzolanic reactivity of slag, fly ash and 
silica fume is enhanced with increasing of basicity, 
content of acid soluble SiO? and AlzOs, structural 
strain and CaO content and decreasing of degree of 
condensation of silicate ion in the glass phase, 
while that is lowered with increasing of FezOa content 
in the glass phase. The specific surface area and 
particle size distribution of the blending component 
affect also the pozzolanic reactivity. The degree of 
pozzolanic reaction of blending component mixed with 
cement is lower than that with Ca(0H)z, because the 
former supplies less Ca(OH)z than the latter. The 
pozzolanic reaction rate is decreased in the order of 
silica fume, slag and fly ash. Probably the reasons 
are as follows: the specific surface area of silica 
fume is the largest; the glass phase in slag contains 
more CaO than that in fly ash; and the condensation 
degree of silicate ion in the glass phase of slag is 
lower than that in the glass phase of fly ash. The 
pozzolanic reaction rate of slag largely depends on 
the temperature.

(9) The rheological properties of fresh cement paste, 
mortar and concrete containing a large amount of 
cement are determined by those of paste, while those 
containing a small amount of cement are determined by 
the rheological properties of aggregate. The rheolo
gical properties of fresh blended cement paste depend 
on the kinds of blending component.

(10) The rheological properties of fresh cement paste 
immediately after mixing with water are affected by 
the particle size distribution of cement and blending 
component and the thickness of water film around the 

particles as well as the concentration of solids. The 
thickness of film around the particles is related to 
the fineness of cement. Free water is fixed in the 
hydrate as combined water and the thickness of film is 
decreased as the hydration proceeds. The rheological 
properties are, therefore, affected by the contents 
and morphology of the hydrate deposited on the surface 
of particles of cement and blending component. There 
is the structure of packing of particles which minimi
zes the plastic viscosity and the yield value. A 
superplasticizer has so high dispersion effect that 
the structure of packing is optimized while the pla
stic viscosity and yield value are lowered.

(11) Since the flow curve of fresh cement is varied 
according to the measuring conditions, it is necessary 
to keep the surface of cylinder, shape of rotor, shear 
rate and cycle time of the rotational viscometer con
stant. It is difficult, however, to directly compare 
the measurements under different conditions with each 
other. The slump and compacting factor of fresh 
concrete are hardly related to the plastic viscosity 
of fresh concrete.

(12) Adding slag and fly ash to cement improves the 
fluidity lowering the plastic viscosity and yield 
value. The effect of lowering the yield value is 
generally higher. The addition of silica fume remark
ably raises the yield value. The plastic viscosity is 
markedly increased in the blastfurnace slag cement 
produced by intergrinding because of coarse particles 
of slag. The concrete of fly ash cement which is pro
duced by replacing 10% of cement by the equal weight 
of fly ash comprised of spherical particles has the 
highest fluidity and the improving effect of fluidity 
in concrete is higher than that in paste. Since sili
ca fume consists of fine particles, a large amount of 
water is required to obtain a certain workability, so 
it is essential to use a superplasticizer.

(13) Setting is generally retarded by replacing port
land cement by slag or fly ash. It is retarded by 10 
and 20 minutes on the average replacing 10% of port
land cement by slag and fly ash, respectively. The 
retardation of setting is larger with increasing of 
the amount of particles as fine as Юл or under and 
of chemical composition shifted to akermanite (flash 
setting occurs for 90 to 100% of gehlenite) in slag 
and with increasing of the contents of organic 
materials and carbon in fly ash. Although setting is 
remarkably accelerated by replacing cement by silica 
fume, the addition of a large amount of superplas
ticizer sometimes retards the setting.

(14) The results of flocculation structure of fresh 
cement paste observed by the sample freezing-back 
scattering electron image method indicate as follows: 
angular coarse particles approximately lO/^m in dia
meter with fine particles of 2 to 3/zm are unevenly 
dispersed immediately after mixing with water; the 
thickness of water film is nearly 3pm which is several 
times thicker than the calculated value; several 
cement particles begin to agglomerate through the 
medium of ettringite and C-S-H in two hours after mix
ing with water; the thickness of hydrate deposited on 
the surface of cement particles is increased in the 
final setting stage; and these particles continue to 
agglomerate three dimensionally through the locally, 
thickly deposited layers of hydrate. The thickness of 
water film around the solid particles of blended 
cement is lower than that for ordinary portland cement 
as the blending component is well dispersed. The 
thickness of water film around the surface of blending
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component particles 1s thicker than that around the 
cement particles though the thickness 1s relatively 
uniform. When 50% of coarse and fine slag and 25% of 
fly ash are added to cement, the thicknesses of water 
film are 1.5 to 2, 1 and 1 to 1.5/лп, respectively, 
which are close to the calculated values. The forma
tion of flocculation structure of blended cement pro
ceeds practically equally to that of ordinary portland 
cement though a little late. Adding a naphtalenesul- 
phonic acid-formaldehyde condensate-based superplas
ticizer to the cement paste, the microfine particles 
are well dispersed in the free water, so that the hy
drate is deposited on the surface of particles as if 
the hydrate is deposited directly from the free water. 
The characteristic flocculation structure is formed 
through the medium of the hydrate. Although the par
ticle are well dispersed in the cement paste Mended 
with a ligninsulphonate-based superplasticizer, the 
flocculation structure makes little difference from 
that without superplasticizer. ■

(15) The strength of hardened cement paste is af
fected by the qualitative factors such as the strength 
of unhydrated product and hydrate itself, bond streng
th between them, pore size distribution and shape and 
continuity of pore, external factors such as tempera
ture and humidity as well as the quantitative factors 
such as the quantity of hydrate and porosity. The 
hardened paste strength of blended cement is higher 
than that of ordinary portland cement paste at the 
later age because of low porosity and low amount of 
continuous pore, production of low C/S ratio of C-S-H 
with large specific surface area and few Ca(OH)г which 
makes coarse nonuniform texture with weak bond to C- 
S-H. The pores over lOOnm in diameter in the fly ash 
cement are increased at early age, while those 100 nm 
or over in diameter in the silica fume blended cement 
mostly disappear. A large amount of Al-bearing 
hydrate is produced in the cement blended with 
granulated blastfurnace slag or high calcium fly ash, 
while the hydrated products in the silica fume blended 
cement is mainly composed of C-S-H. Since pore 
structure and hardened paste texture at each age are 
varied accord-ing to the kinds and characters of 
Mending component, the strength of the hardened 
cement paste is varied accordingly.

(16) The pore size distribution of hardened cement 
paste can be classified based on the durability into: 
(a) pores as large as 2/zm or over in diameter and 
those as small as several nm or under in diameter re
lating to freezing and thawing resistance, (b) pores 
tens to hundreds nm in diameter relating to the gas 
and water permeabilities affecting neutralization by 
carbonation, and (c) pores tens nm or under in dia
meter relating to the diffusion and transfer of ion 
affecting chemical resistance, resistance to seawater, 
resistance to sulphate and chloride attack and resis
tance to alkali aggregate reaction.

(17) Since the pores a few nm or under in diameter 
lowering the stability of the hardened cement paste at 
273 to 253°K are decreased and those tens nm in dia
meter is increased by adding granulated blastfurnace 
slag or silica fume, the stress caused by freezing and 
thawing is absorbed to alleviate damages. Since the 
pores several /zm in diameter are also increased in 
blastfurnace slag cement concrete, the air void spac
ing factor is lowered, so the freezing and thawing 
resistance for the same amount of air is Increased. 
Since the addition of fly ash increases the capillary 
pore space of hundreds nm or over in diameter depend
ing upon the amount of addition, the freezing and 

thawing resistance is lowered. When the addition 
exceeds 30%, it is remarkably decreased.

(18) The gas and water permeabilities depend upon the 
continuity of pore in hardened cement paste. Since 
the pores 100 nm or over in diameter are probably 
interconnected, the permeabilities are positively 
correlated with the amount of these pores. The pores 
lOOnm or over in diameter in blastfurnace slag cement 
and silica cement are less than those in ordinary 
portland cement throughout the whole hydration age. 
At the early age, those pores in fly ash cement are 
more than those in ordinary portland cement. The 
amount of those pores at the later age are larger in 
the order of portland cement, fly ash cement, silica 
cement and blastfurnace slag cement, especially those 
pores in silica cement are extremely decreased with 
age.

(19) The diffusion and movement of alkalies and 
chlorine ions are reduced with decreasing of the 
amount of pores and shifting of the pore size distri
bution to the smaller side in the same kind of cement, 
The capillary pore space contributes to decreasing the 
diffusion coefficient more than gel pore space. When 
the data are compared at the same level of blending 
component added, the diffusion coefficient of alkalies 
and Cl ions is large in the order of ordinary portland 
cement, blastfurnace slag cement, fly ash cement and 
silica cement paste. These orders do not necessarily 
coincide with those of total pore space and of the 
pore size distribution of tens nm or under in dia
meter. It is necessary, therefore, to consider that 
the diffusion and movement of ion are affected by the 
composition, structure and interfacial properties of 
hydrates as well as pore structure in the hardened 
cement paste.

The author would like to express the sincerest thanks 
to Mr. S. Uchida, Mr. K. Ogawa and Mr. S. Hanehara 
for their assistance of preparing of the report.
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T.V. "KUZNETSOVA, Mendeleyev Institute of Chemical Technology, Moscow USSB 1
STATE OP THE AST AND PROSPECTS OP SPECIAL CEMENTS

Diversity of the constructions projects 
and items specific engineering and service 
conditions invarious industrial structures 
motivated the creation of special cements 
with appropriate engineering properties. 
Today these cements and widely used in pre
cast, ordinary and prestressed reinforced 
concrete structures. They are also useful 
for the construction projects exploited in 
corrosive media. These are sea and river 
piers, docks, wharfs, highways and air 
fields. Special cements do a variety of 
jobs in water proofing and radiation shiel
ding, in drilling wells and in constructi
on works under various klimatic conditions 
and seasons.

Development and Diversification of Spe
cial Cements. The early research efforts 
in the field were aimed of designing ce
ments which were resistant corrosive media, 
wind and water erosion, especially that by 
sea and ground waters, containing conside
rable amounts of soluble salts. Interacti
on of salts with the concrete results in 
premature failure.

At the turn of the century this problem 
was attacked by mlnerous researches in 
many countries. It was generally recogni
zed that the percolation of sea water into 
the bulk of concrete can cause its failu
re. This phenomenon was observed more fre
quently in warm seas than in northern seas 
where the main causes of failure are alter
nate freezing and thawing of the concrete 
as well as ice attrition. It was, however, 
very difficult to determine which factors 
are of major importance:physic al or che
mical,

■A great deal of attention has been de
voted to the production of dense concrete 
which resists the penetration of water and 
leaching of lime. Lime used to be bound by 
hydraulically active materials. Thus the 
trass cements (pozzolona) have been devi- 
asd. The investigation of pozzolane ce
ments revealed the Influence of the mine
ral composition of clinker on the concrete 
orrosion resistance. The optimal propor

tion has been established for C^S and CjS . 
content on one hand and calcium silicates, 
aluminates and alumoferrites of the other. 
Years of research have shed light on the 
character of physical and chemical proces
ses causing corrosion of portland cement 
so that one may select the cement compo
sition in accordance with the type of cor
rosion, corrosive action of water and its 
inflow rate to the surface of the struc
ture.

Investigations of hydration and harden
ing of portland cement have led to the de
velopment of early-strength and high- 
strength cements. Extensive research in 
this area has been motivated by extensive 
construction based on the use of precast 
concrete which revolutionized the construc
tion technology by replacing the brick
laying operations with mechanized processes 
of assembly. High productivity of concrete 
construction plants was achieved with early- 
strength cement. The use of high-strength 
cement resulted in decreasing the structu
ral weight. Appealing and aesthetic appea
rance of buildings and structures required 
decorative cements. This need had motivated 
the development of the plasticized cements.

Penetration of portland cement into ever 
new fields has stimulated the development 
of the oil-well cements. The technology has 
been devised to manufacture cements for 
cold and hot wells as well as for light 
weighted and gel cements.

Investigations into early hydration pha
ses resulted in compositions for the produc
tion of asbestos cement. Studies into the 
hydrodynamic phenomena that take place in 
dehydrating and compressing asbestos ce
ment films formed the basis for the optimi
zation of the asbestos cement technology.

Alumina cement evolved from the studies 
of CaO-A^O^-SiOg systems. The chemical and 
mineral compositions of this cement as well 
as the hydration processes and properties 
have been reported by Gorge (1 ). The need 
for low shrinkage concretes stimulated the 
development of expanding cements. These we-



re proposed for using to tension the con
crete reinforcement. The respective cements 
and concretes were defined as stressing and 
self-stressing.

Sach of the mentioned cements deserves 
attention, but report is focused on the 
most promising cements which have been in
tensively developed after the ?th Interna
tion Congress on the Chemistry of Cement.

The composition of portland cement re
mains the same as 155 years ago. In compa
rison with other materials cnanging their 
properties virtually every day portland ce
ment is an old and durable product. There
fore portland cement production is likely 
to be carried out in the same way for as 
many years in the future. One should not 
overlooked that the basic components of 
portland cement, such as silicon, alumi
nium, calcium, sulphur and iron, are the 
major elements of the earth’s crust.

It is unlikely that any other binding 
materials involving rare and trace elements 
can compete with port land cement in the 
near future.

It would be Instructive to notice that 
the mentioned elements occupy even posi
tions in the periodical table. According to 
one of the basic laws of geochemistry, de
rived by Fersman, these elements must form 
huge deposits which can be easily exploi
ted. This is why portland cement is such an 
attractive product.

The only exclusion is the odd aluminous 
of at No. 15» The very number of this ele
ment suggests that this is an unreliable 
element. However as it is well known from 
geochemistry that being combined with sui
table even elements aluminium can form 
extremely strong and durable compounds. 
The combinations formed within raw mate
rials with oxygen and silicon as well as 
within portland cement with oxygen and 
calcium are so streng that can exist over 
the geological period. This fact is also 
for portland element.

Thus, it is quite clear that portland 
cement has very good perspectives and will 

dominate among binding materials for a long 
time. Hence we should not spare our efforts 
to improve its technology, quality of com
position and properties. However, now man
kind takes urgent problems which must be 
solved immediately. These include saving 
fuel and energy, and pollution control. Ma
ny researchers are concerned with these 
problems all-throughout the world. In this 
connection aluminium compounds which provi
des portland cement with new and inimitable 
properties are the subject of great atten
tion. Being incorporated into portland ce
ment these compounds increase its compres
sive strength by 5-10 MPa (2). High-strength 
portland cement reaches 50-60 MPa after 23 
days, and abreminate cements reach this fi
gure after only 5 days of hardening. Chan
ges within calcium aluminate composition 
make the cement and refractories expansive

The intensive development of new techno
logy and improvement of the present produc
tion processes have required the creation 
of reliable materials to be used under con
ditions where ordinary cement fail or be
come completely useless. Specifically, at 
high pressures and temperatures, steam and 
gas mixtures contain oxygen and hydrogen 
oxides. These interact with cement iron oxi
des and form Fe^C Si(OH)^ and Si(OH). The 
formation of these hydrates and the crys- 
talization of Fe^C is accompanied by the 
concrete expansion which results in consi
derable stresses and failure. This problem 
necessitated the creation of cements contai
ning minimum amounts of ferrous and cilicon 
oxides.
High Alumina Heat Cement. This cement is 
characterized by high strength, refracto
riness, and resistance corrosive media and 
melted metal. Concrete strength is known to 
depend on the mineralogical and granulomet
ric composition.

Monoaluminate cement (CA) has relatively 
high strength during early hardening ages 
without considerable increase in the course 
of hardening.

Calcium exhibits low strength dialuminate
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in early ages reaches high values at long 
hardening terms. By regulating the CA/CAg 
ratio and the degree of dispersion one can 
obtain cements with uniform strength deve
lopment rate over the ensire hardening 
period.

To optimize the condition of calcina
tion of alumina cement containing general
ly monacalcium aluminate the phase diag
rams of the GaO - mineral admixture sys
tem were investigated. The mineralizer 
was one of the following compounds: chlo
rides (CaGl2> NaGl and KOI), fluorides 
(CaT^, NaF and KF), borates (metroborate, 
metaborate and calcium borate bicalcium, 
the troborate and metaborate Na and K), and 
chromates with chromium valency of III and 
VI (chromate Ga and Na, Cr oxide). The 
mechanism of interaction of AlnO, and GaO 
in the presence these mineralizators was 
described and the possibility of changing 
of mineralogical composition of high alu
mina cement was reported.

The compound ISGaO.TAljO^CC^Ai) consi
derably affects the properties of high alu
mina cements so this phase has attracted 
much interest.

Beference (4) pays much attention to 
the content of oxygen within which 
was obtained by firing at temperature of 
900’0 in air C^A? always contains exces
sive amount of oxygen which can be lately 
determined analytically. C12A? synthesi
zed in the air at temperatures of 12$O- 
-1350’0 contains 0,10-0,12% of excessive 
oxygen. The contents of excess oxygen 
increases for decreasing water content or 
hydroxyl groups, especially at firing of 
the material in dry air or oxygen atmosp
here. The maximum content of excess oxygen 
(0,56%) was found in СЦ2А2 specimens syn
thesized in dry oxygen atmosphere at 1300*0,  
thus the synthesized material had the for- 
°ula 011Ar,.CaO^ In phases 
C11,A7*Ca(0H) 2,,C11A7.CaF2 and C^Ay.CaCl^ 
no 6xcess oxygen was observed. These fin- 
di-nga show that ^as tIie ultimate for
mula C11Ay.CaO2 in which two oxygen atoms 

can be replaced with two atoms of fluorine 
or chromium atoms or with two hydroxyl 
groups. The 0^12^7 structure remains even 
with complete absence of excess oxygen.

Similar investigations have been car
ried out in our laboratory (5). X-ray ana
lysis, and chemical and microscopic met
hods indicated that the sequence of phase 
formation in the CaO-Al2O^ system, irres
pective of admixtures is arranged in the 
order C^2A7 GA ——CAg. Depending on the 
amount of fluorine-chlorine-ions the sys
tem yields different chlorine-bearing. 
When the cake contains about 1% of fluorine 
and chlorine, G11Ar7CaF2 and С^А^СаС^ are 
present together with GA.

If the percentage of fluorine and chlo
rine is higher, the formation of C,A-,CaF-) 
and G^A^’GaC^ is also observed.

It has been recognized that the strength 
of concrete acquired in hydrating high alu
mina cement containing fluorine and chlori
ne is lower at early ages (up to 14 days) 
than that of ordinary cements, but later 
on a continuous increase of strength is ob
served. The heat-resistance properties of 
high alumina cements such as residual 
strength, fire resistance, deformability 
at high temperatures and thermal resistance 
were investigated on concrete specimens 
using brick bats of refractory high alumina 
bricks and crushed synthetic corundum as 
aggregates. The cement samples used contai
ned mainly CA2 and technical alumina. The 
same strength development was observed for 
concretes made of various cements. A sharp 
decrease in strength was evident at heat
ing from 200° to 4OOeC. The decrease was 
lower for the concrete made of cement con
taining technical alumina. Heated from 
200eC to 400’0, the concrete made of nn- 
blended cement experiences a decrease in 
strength by 30-33%; and heated up to 900*0,  
down to 5О-59&. At the same heating condi
tions, the strength of the concrete made of 
cement with an admixture of technical alu
mina decreases from by 20 and 30% respec
tively.



The presence of SiC^ and EegOy admixtu
res in cement gives a somewhat higher de
crease of strength of concrete at heating. 
It has been established 6 that increasing 
the content of SiOg+FegO^ in cement from 
0,3 to 2,2% decreases the concrete heat re
sistance from 1750 to 1520°C and the tempe
rature of deformation from 1660 to 1360oC. 
Hence, the presence of alumina and ferrous 
oxide impurities in courent considerably 
deteriorates the properties of refractory 
concretes. Taking into account the mentio
ned decrease in strength of concrete in 
heating it would pay to give it an opportu
nity to reach such a strength that would 
remain relatively high upon heating. Tar- 
getted studies into the problem have shown 
that allowance for higher setting times 
from 3 to 10 days enables an increase of 
residual strength, which even upon heating 
remains higher by absolute value than the 
strength of the 3-day concrete.

To reveal the effect we performed 
studies steam awing, of cements containing 
70% calcium aluminates (CA+OAg) and 30% 
technical alumina. One group of specimens 
was immersed in water, another group after 
conditioning in moist air for 3 days was 
brought to open air, and a third group was 
steam curred.

The tests indicated Table 1 that after 
stern curing the compressive strength re
mains practically at the 3 day level of 
hardening under ordinary conditions. The 
character of strength development at drying 
and further heating of the concrete sub
jected to steam curing does not differ from 
that of the cements hardened in water and 
in open air. Consequently, it is advanta
geous that to steam cure concrete products 
made of high alumina cement.

The heat resistance observed is 1740- 
-177OeC, deformation starts at 1420*0,  and 
4% strain is within 1540eC to 1620оС. In 
heating a small voluminous expansion is ob
served within 0,65 to 0,3. The thermal re
sistance is from 45 to 60 thermal cycle.

According to Yasno at al. (?), the ce-

Table 1 
Effect of Setting Conditions on the 
Concrete Strength at Elevated Tem

peratures

Setting 
condit ions

Set
ting 
age, 
days

Compressive
MPa

strength,

Refe- After 
ren- drying 
ce at 100

100°C

at
300° G

Immersed 
in water

3 52 84
69 90

59
7 67

2S 87 105 77

On air 3 52 80 52
7 59 85 61

23 73 87 63

Steam 
curing 4.5 hours 55 86 64

ment refractoriness can be altered by chan
ging the grain size analysis and the shape 
of cement particles. We designed an alumina 
cement of certain mineral and grain como- 
sitron which ensures for the conctere a 
high workability, high strength and refrac
toriness after setting. The cement comprises 
40-60% of a compound including CaO.AljO^ 
with Са«2А120р 12CaO^AlgO^, 
4Ca0*Al 20*Fe 205 and 2CaO.Al2O3.SiO2, and 
40-6(% of Al20^. The size of nonspherical 
alumina cement particles must be 30 urn, 
and the specific surface 0,5-1,2 m2/g. The 
recomended proportion of particles below 
5 size is 10-35%.

The resistance of concretes made of high 
alumina cement to corrosion was investiga
ted with the aim of using it for linings 
which are in contact with melted metals and 
operate as in reducing media. The resistance 
was determined by the quantity of concrete 
dissolved in the melt. The solubility was 
determined by the changing content of Alga
in the molten slag. Analysis Indicated that 
the amount of AlgO^ In the slag decreased 
by 0,2% abs. l.e. the concrete is highly 
resistant to the attack by molten slag.



Drozdr at ale (3) have suggested a method 
for the production of refractory aluminium 
silicate concrete which resists liquid 
metal and slags and is intended for metal
melting linings. The concrete composition 
is a mixture of refractory aggregates and 
alumina cement with carbon filler additive 
(preferably graphite). The latter is added 
in quantities of 5-5C% by weight. This 
concrete has not only high refracto
ry properties, but resists well the attack 
of melted slag and metal.

Modification of high alumina cements is 
carried out by producing barium and stron
tium aluminates (9) whose application ran
ge is limited by the temperature 1300оС. 
For higher temperatures, ireonium-bearing 
cements (10) must be used. These cements in
clude barium zirconium aluminate, calcium 
zirconium aluminate and strontium zirco
nium aluminate brands. The basic compo
nents of these elements are barium zirco
nates, calcium aluminates and zirconates 
as well as strontium aluminates and zirco
nates. These cements exhibit a high heat 
resistance (2050-2400°C) compressive 
strength (43-65 MPa), and low shrinkage 
(1%). Spinel-b earing cements include spinel 
and alkali aluminates. Depending on the 
spinel composition, these cements relate 
to two types; with alumomagnesia spinel 
MgO^AlgO^ and with chrom-magnesi a spinel 
MgO.Cr^O^. These cements relate to high 
heat resistant, early setting, and high 
strength cementitious materials because 
they contain calcium aluminates in addi
tion to spinels.

High early-strength cements. In spite 
of unquestionable"progress in the applica
tion of aluminate cements the use of the
se cements is limited by two factors: the 
shortage of raw materials and phase trans
formation at harden'-g accompanied by a 
decrease in concrc+„ strength. This neces
sitated the development of cements posses
sing high rate of strength development si
milar to that of aluminate cements and du
rability which is characteristic of ce

ments containing calcium silicate. The in
vestigations into the CaO-Al~O,-CaSO,, c J 4
(11, 12, 13) system evaluated the compo
nents of initial phases, intermediate com
pounds their temperature interval of stabi
lity, the components of final firing pro
ducts, the sequence of minerals formation 
and process kinetics and the activation 
energy of phase formation. A sulphaluminate 
clinker composition was developed as fol
lows; calcium sulphoaluminate ЗСа’А^С^СиЗО^ 
(C,.A7S), calcium aluminate 12Ga0*7Al Q02 D a 5
(С^2-Аг,) or CaOAljO^CA) and high tempera
ture bicalcium silicate 2CaO«SiC>2(C2S). The 
investigation of the hydration process of 
C^A^S has shown that its hydration rate is 
close to but as for composition and
morphology of hydrate compounds it is close 
to CA2 (14).
- the structure of cement stone is repre

sented by stretched crystals which form
a mesh structure with cells filled by gel 
phase, thus providing high density and 
strength.

- ettringite, calcium hydroaluminates CAH^q 
and C2AHg, aluminuous hydroxide formed at 
the early hydration stages have been pre
served in concrete for a long time.
In contrast to 0^2^21 there is no re- 

crystalization of hydrate compounds when 
hydrating and hardening C^A^S and concrete 
is characterized by strength increase. The 
presence of CjS in clinker intensifies the 
cement hydration process binding Ca(OH)2 
which is given off thus providing the for
mation of calcium hydrosilicates. The con
crete strength during 10 hours from the 
early hydration process reaches 10/15 MPa.

The high strength sulphur aluminate ce
ments react to water quite rapidly. The 
chemical reaction proceeded allows to main
tain the high temperature of concrete dur
ing 3-4 hours thus in some cases it is pos
sible completely to avoid the steam curing 
of concrete. The above concreate is charac
terized by high water and sulphur resis
tance. In general it is an interesting and 
perspective direction in chemistry of cement.



That's why the compounds forming on the ba
se of calcium orthosilicate, calcium mo— 
noaluminate and fugaceous components contai
ning fluorine, chlorine and sulphur $ 
2(2Ca0SiO2).CaS04, 2(2CaOSiO2).CaI’2, 
2CaOSiO2.CaC12, jCaO.jAlgO^.CaSC^, 
3CaO • 3A120j • CaF2, 5C aO • З^0} * c aS04 * 
II CaO.7Al2O5.GaF2, II CaO^Al^.CaCIg 
are the subject of intensive and detailed 
investigation. The synthesis of some of 
them have been carried out by P.P. Budni
kov and S.M. Rogosina long ago. Unfortu
nately nowadays the studies on synthesis 
of new compounds are carried out within 
the limited interval of consentrations 
without drawing corresponding condition 
diagrams this the researchers came to 
the repeated conclusions. The partial in- 
vistigations of the CaO-Al2O2~CaF2 
triple system have been carried out.

The high fugacity of fluorine, chlo
rine and sulphur causes the Inconstancy of 
these compounds. In this case the struc
ture and properties must be specified. It 
Is required to investigate the structure 
of these compounds as well as the possibi
lity of synthesis at low temperature.

The most Investigated compound was men
tioned to be СдА^З. Sulphur aluminate clin
ker Is used for producing the various ty
pes of cements. The Interaction of sulpho
aluminate cement containing 3(CA).CaSO^, 
C2S, free CaO and CaSO^ with heavy metal 
compounds KgCrO^, Pb(N0^)2, CaCI2.2H2O 
and Alo0T. The above compounds were mixed c 5 with cement paste in the form of water so
lution at the ratio of the solution and 
paste equal to I. The prepared mixture was 
placed into the matrix and kept during 3 
days at 20*0  and relative humidity of 90%. 
The efficiency of heavy metal binding by 
cement paste was determined by quantity of 
unbinding compounds of heavy metals. It 
was revealed that the ions of chromium and 

ea^bilrai are fully bound but the binding of 
lead and areenio is considerably weak. .

The formation of ettringite chromium 
derivltlve as a result of interaction bet

ween cement paste and K2CrO^ was obtained 
by using the method of X-ray diffractometry, 
As a result of reaction of CdCI9 the solid 
solution of CdCI2 and CaSO^ is formed. 
Lead is bound mainly in the form of sulpha
te. In general calcium sulphur aluminate 
is considered as expanding additive for 
production of noncontracting expanding and 
stressing cements (17).

Expanding cements. The industrial app
lication of C^AjS as expanding additive 
when producing cements in the USA have been 
proposed for the first timein the sixties by
A. Clain. The investigations in this field 
are constantly being increased. Before the 
Congress the Chemistry of Cement held in 
Paris the expanding cements have been pro
duced mainly in the USSR, USA and Japan.

The publications released during the 
part several years give an evidence that 
investigations of the above cements are 
carried out in many countries. So in Ruma
nia (ИЗ) the possibilities of production 
of energy saving noncontracting, expanding 
sulphur aluminate cements using bellt slag, 
phosphogypsum, limestone and boxite, are 
considered. The initial mixtures had molar 
ratio of C/S equal to 1,83-3,26 and 
S/(A + F) equal to 0,52 - 1,24. The clinkers 
being produced contained 2,5 - 31,3% of 
C^A^S. Clinkers was milled up to specific 
surface by Blaine equal to 2500-2700 cm2/g' 
After being kept in humid space during 23 
days the samples had a compressive 

o strength of 3OO-5IO kgf/cm and on expan- 
tlon strength of 0,025-1,37%.

The publications of Chinese scientists 
(199 give information about the use of 
C^A^S for production of noncontracting and 
expanding cements. The idea to create the 
clinker capable of being base for expand Ing 
cement without additives has been proposed 
at the 5th international Congress on the 
Chemistry of Cement held in Tokyo as for 
back as 1968 by Hoisted (20). This can 
allow to stabilize its quality.

The above clinker containing simulta
neously CjS and C^A^S (21 ) and being used



for production not only of expanding ce
ment but also for production of stressing 
one has been produced in the USSH. The 
similar information has been given in (22).

The raw material blend contained (%); 
71-715 of limestone, 19-20,9 of fly ash, 
6-6,7 gypsum and 1,5-1,6 of СаЕ2$ th-9 
contents of SOj in the blend was 1/3-1А 
of AlgOj contents. The blend was subject
ed to firing in the laboratory by means 
of rotary kiln of semifactory and factory 
type. The clinker produced contained 
5О-6ОД of CjS and consederable amount of 
C^A^S. The cement made of the such clinker 
had the initial setting time of 12 to 
43 min and the final setting time of 17 
to 145 min. The strength at age of 3 days 
was equal to 20-40 MPa. A great deal of 
attention is devoted to the problem of du
rability of the cements.

The corrosion resistance of expanding 
and stressing cements was investigated 
under conditions modifying the service of 
concrete as an isolating layer when affec
ted by saturated solutions of MgC12 and 
CaClg. The investigations of the concrete 
structure made of expanding and stressing 
cements revealed that the structure is cha
racterized by much higher density to com
pare with the porosity of concrete made on 
the base of ordinary sulphate resistant 
portland cement. The ratio of micro and 
macropores is also changed in concrete. 
The quantity of micropores having the ra
dius from 100 to 1000 A is increased but 
that of macropores ( >10 j*.  ) is decreased 
thus the law penetrance (Table 2) and high 
corrosion resistance of concrete made of 
expanding and stressing cements within 
the solution of MgCl containing 400 mg/1 
of magnesium ions are provided. The compo
sition, structure and properties of concrete 
made of ordinary portland cement and ex
panding cement hardening at 20°C during 
1° 23 years have been investigated by the 
methods of X-ray diffractional analysis and 
scanning electrons microscopy as well as by 
Physical and chemical tests. Expanding ce-

Waterproofing and corro'sion 
resistance of concrete

Table 2

Cement type Penetrance 
factor

Eesi- 
stan
ce 
fac
tors 
Kc

O.5 MPa 1.0 MPa

Portland cement 2.1 -lO*̂ 2.3.Ю“1’ О.74
Expanding cement 2.1О-8 1.3.1O~8 0
Stressing cement 2.15.1О"3 1.73*1O~ 8

ment contained 39% of portland cement and 
11% of expanding additive which was calcium 
surphur aluminate. After the manufacturing 
the samples were kept during 24 hours in 
the space with humidity of 100%, subsequent
ly they were kept in water or in the open 
air (at relative humidity of 60%). It was 
revealed that the samples of concrete made 
of expanding cement after 10 years of har
dening were provided with the same durabi
lity as those made of portland cement.

Thus the cements with composition of 
ЗСаО’ЗА^О^’СаЗО^ as well as the mixture 
of the latter with portland cement repre
sent the type of cements suitable for pro
ducing concretes resistable to attack by 
sulphate and magnesium medium. In our opi
nion these cements in future will be of 
great importance.

Other kinds of cement. There are some 
reasons for limiting the maximum strength 
developed by calcium cements. The latter 
include:
- unordered fibrous structure of the conc

rete which basic characteristics were 
only the subject of intensive investiga
tions being carried out during the past 
five years by means of inspecting and ras
ter electron microscopes.

- internal stresses being developed at in
tergrowth of the hydrate new formation 
when aggregating.

- disbalance between the number of active 
centers on the initial grain surface of 
cement and number of nucleus of the crys-



tals capable of decrystalizing from solu
tion when mixing cement ingredients with 
water.

In case of the lack of nucleus, the 
strength starts growing slowely and deve- 
lopes within the late terms thus the ef
fective application of the cement in con
struction products is infavourable. The 
special interest is devoted to solving the 
problem of elimination of the concrete 
basis defect-the law tensile strength. 
The polymerization methods being used at 
present related to filling the pores by 
the elastic material. In this case no law 
chemical bond with concrete is occured. 
Tiie pores are filled only partially. The 
fulfilment of the above methods is very 
complicated and gives a little effect. The 
need is required for inorganic polymers 
which can be used as concrete component 
enables sharply improve the relationship 
between the compassion strength and tensi
le strength of the cement components. It 
is known that the fiberous-gellike struc
ture at concrete receives a mechanical 
load depending on the fibre geometrical 
characteristics, their spacial displace
ment when aggregating modulus of elasti
city as well as in connection with the in
tergrowth character. The results of pro
duction investigations show that sizes of 
individual fibres and aggregation geomet
rical characteristics can be changeable 
when affecting the cement composition and 
milling conditions. However the need is re
quired for mathematic theory of the fib- 
reous-gellike structure strength which can 
explain which sizes of fibres and ways of 
arrangement in the aggregation are better 
thus to approach the optimum characteris
tics. Phosphate binders are defined as the 
composites formed by means of chemical 
reaction between the solid powderlike com
ponent (fillers) and liquid phosphate com
pound (binder). The ratio of solid and 
liquid depends on the powder specific sur
face, specific weight, chemical activity 
of components and the way of formation.

In general the ratio is determined by the 
required elasticity of the mass after mix
ing with water.

During the interaction process of ini
tial components the nonorganic phosphate 
polymers with the certain degree of poly
merization and acting as the product ce
ment phase are formed (24, .

The brief summary of development of spe
cial cement chemistry allows to suppose 
that in the near future (up to 2000 year) 
aluminate, sulphur aluminate, expending and 
modified silicate cements will remain to bs 
the basic products which are used for the 
production of various types of concrete 
provided with special construction and tech
nical properties. .

Deep theoretical researches, development 
of chemistry and physics will show in futu
re the ways of development of special ce
ments on the basis of application of large 
number of waste products.
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ILeEtiERAl INTRODUCTlßü
Preliminary remarks

In reviewing progress in this field for the 8 
international Congress on the Chemistry of cements 
the authors are again conscious that full justice can
not be done to all the publications that have appeared 
in the last six years.A selective review has been cho
sen in preference to a purely bibliographical approach 
The basis for selection has involved the interplay of 
several criteria;

a desire to maximise the international content 
(papers from more than 20 countries are included )
priority given to papers concerned with chemical 
aspects.
 condensation of multiple publications on the same 

topic by the the same or closely' associated re
search groups.
 emphasis given to divergent views expressed on a 

given subject
the pragmatic implications of both predominantly 
scientific contributions and those of a primarely 
empirical nature.

In this manner the following review has been restric
ted to some 300 publications.The authors extend their 
sincere apologies to all those work has not been men
tioned.
definitions:
Special cements are binders used for specific appli
cations .requiring materials whose characteristics are 
outside the limits standardised for portland cement or 
manufactured from raw material .by means of process 
differents from those of portland cement.
This proposed definition , based on preparation and use 
of cement is restrictive .because it does not take Into 
account the fact that it Is possible to obtain special 
properties with ordinary Portland cement, by using 
admixtures .or by special treatment (autoclaving ) 
.On the other hand ,a definition based on the fundamen
tal concept of the nature of liaison developed by the 
binders to insure its cohesion or Its adhesion to aggre
gates does not allow a conclusive distinction because 
such types of hydraulic bond can lead to a special or a 
conventional cement". This Is the reason why ,in spite 
of its weakness ,we shall use this def Inition at least 
as starting point of our paper.
The special cements present a scientific and Indus

trial interest:
— the increase of the knowledge of Portland 

cement obtained during half of a century leads to an 
increase of the difficulties of research In this field 
and requires more and more complicated experimental 
procedures .The study of new systems of binder could 
allow a better understanding of the mechanism of the 
conventional cements.

^industrially,the production of Portland cement 
is increasing In the low GNP countries and decreasing 
in the high GNP countries where conversely the produc
tion of special cementsis increasing. Consequently 
there exists in these countries an increasing interest 
to Invest in high added value binders used for applica
tions different from construction.

The difficulty in classifying these special cements (as 
has been noted earlier) is due to their permanent evolu 
tion in time and space.ln the books or publications trea 
ting cements, the works concerning special cements 
are found in the chapters "unclassified binders , other 
binders, miscellaneous , " The logical and ideal evo
lution of a special cement is to become standard or con 
ventional ,as has been shown by their evolution through 
the international conferences of chemistry of cement. 
At the Stockholm congress in 1938 (la), two types of 
cements , somewhat differents of portland cement oc
cur : aluminous and pouzolanic cement.
At London ( 1960 ),(1 b) the idea of special use is high
lighted with the aluminous , expansive , oil well .ma
sonry cements, and M.A. Swayse identifies the idea of 
special cements and special uses.
At Washington (1960) (Ic) "High strength cements' 
occur beside aluminous, slag and pozzolan cements. 
At Tokyo (1968)(Id) a special chapter is devoted to 
fly ash cements.
At Moscov (1974), (le) the congress entails a theme 
concerning polymer cements, beside additives cements 
(fly ash, pozzolanic, slag expansive, aluminous, or high 
early strength cement .A need of classification occurs 
( N.EFyodorov ) "Binders , classed as special cements 
are mainly derivatives,differing from common Portland 
cement ,by higher absolute strengths,and rates of its 
development, resistance to aggressive environments 
and also by such properties as specific gravity .color, 
etc.."
At Paris (1980 ) we notice that additive cements (slag 
.pozzolan, fly ash ..) do not belong any more to special 
cements and a new development of binders, being 
special by their manufacturing process (active belite, 
alinite cements ..),this evolution becoming necessary 
for saving energy during the crisisX I f)
Since 1980,few general works (2/3/4) have been pub
lished . particularly in "CEMENT RESEARCH PROGRESS '. 
(5) where the authors establish a distinction between 
modified portland cements and ‘other binders “ (5a/5b) 
(MCollepardi in his chapter "CEMENTI SPECIALI "treats 
together, additives cements .colored cements , alumi
nous etc ... .(6). The chapter "SPECIAL CEMENTITIOUS 
SYSTEM*  written by V.S Ramachandran eta! (7) 
concerns the phosphate bound , the aluminous and Reg 
Set cements.



The Chapter "SPECIAL CEMENT " published by the others 
(8) .reviews the literature published on the subject un 
til 1982 and proposes a definition allowing the idea 
of special use and unconventional process from special 
raw material to be taken into consideration.
This definition includes some types of special cements 
which have not yet found the position they occupy in 
scientific or patents literature concerning the binders 
they are very fast setting cements or chemically bound 
cements (magnesian, phosphatic, dental .water glass 
cements...
Conversely this definition excludes Portland cement 
with admixtures or with additives (slags, fly ash )

The 1 literature published since 1980 allows us the 
development of the following topics:

aluminous cements
expansive cements
fast setting and hardening cements 
very high strengths cements 
low energy cements
chemically bound cements 

..(Phosphates cement, Magnesia cement, Dental 
cement. Water glass cements)

From this analysis two tendencies concentrate the 
research activities:

The will .already expressed during the last congress 
to produce clinker or cements less costly , by using 
either special process , or special raw material
The use of cements for other applications than cons
truction; this involves cements with special proper 
ties (density, strengths, etc ...) The studies aimed to 
characterise theses properties and to Industrialize 
the products.

2JALUrilN0US CEMENTS
SYNTHESIS PHASE COMPOSITION

.Of ANHYDROUS CALCIUM ALUMINATES
Thirty percent of the papers reviewed concern this 

topic. There Is substantial agreement amongst various 
authors on the equilibrium conditions of formation of 
с5аЗ and C|2a7 latter being stabilized by the ab
sorption of O2 or H2O. Other researchers emphasize 
the extreme precautions needed to synthesize indivi
dual aluminates by sintering : under industrial condi
tions it is evident that equilibrium is not attained. 
Several papers describe the use of Mössbauer Spectros 
copy to characterise calcium aluminoferrites and the 
distribution of iron in cements
GJ. Zhmoidin et al (18 ) report a study of the condi
tions of formation and stability of C^Ay , C5A-j and 
the glassy phase of equivalent composition. Previous 
work is reviewed and data presented on the effect of 

time,temperature and atmosphere in this system in the 
solid and liquid state. C^Ay crystallises when molten 
material absorbes oxygen containing gases which crea
te short range structural nuclei In the liquid state at 
1500" or below This is accompanied by an abrupt inc
rease in melt viscosity, thus providing a convenient 
experimental Investigation method. Strongly reducing 
atmospheres and longer .higher, soak temperatures fa
vor C5A3 and glass formation on quenching. Formation 
of C J 2A7 derivates of the type C |, Ay.CXn (where X=F, 
0,5,50^,002 are alternative methods of stabilising 
the structure. In a further publication , these authors 
describe a mass spectrometer study of the sorption of 
H20, CO/COy and °2 (alr) by molten and solid C12A7

Comparison of measured gas composition with 
those calculated for thermodynamic equilibrium lead 
the authors to conclude that all gases other H20 are 
picked up only in the molten state ,and provide nuclei 
for the development of zeolitic polycrystalline C^Ay 
during solidification . By contrast water molecules 
can also enter the solid structure during cooling due 
to their smaller size.
Measurements of gas compositions during heating In 
vacuum are also used to estimate the isosteric heats 
of desorption. The value for H2O is In the range 
typical of physical bonding, whereas of the other gases 
are nearly on order of magnitude greater indicating 
the breaking of chemical bonds.lt is concluded that 
the desorption of the larger diameter gas mole
cules can occur only by disruption of the crystal struc 
ture of the C^Ay itself. The total amount of gases 
absorbed In the molten state at 1500*  where similar 
to the previously reported values for C^Ay stabilised 
in the presence of dry Oy
Three papers by C.Brisi et al /19/20) also discuss con 
ditions of formation and equilibrium relationships for 
various calcium aluminates.Heating C^Ay of mixtures 
of CA and C3A between 1000" and 1280*  in very low 
partial pressures of oxygen and water produces C5A3 
and CjA . Above 1280*  the stable product Is C|2A7 
.despite the absence of oxygen ,and also of water 
.except perhaps in very minute quantities,to stabilise 
the structure Thus both C5A3 and C12 Ay are seen as 
equilibrium products in the CaO-Al2O3 system .
In the temperature range from 1100" to about 1500", 
CA and CaF2 react to produce C3A3f .In the presence of 
air .some fluorine Is lost as volatile fluorides leading 
to the appearance of C|2A7 .CaFy at the partial or com



plete expense of C3A3f . C)2A7 quenched In air from 
temperatures above 900*  contains excess oxygen in 
quantities that increase as the quantity of Н20 in the 
system is lowered. Compounds of the type C|2A7.CXn 
.where X is H20, F2 or 02 contain no excess oxygen.No 
excess oxygen was detected when heating C^Ay in dry 
hydrogen, but it was not certain that hydroxyl groups 
where totally absent .An amorphous mixture of CaO and 
AI203 obtained by stepwise drying up to 700' of the 
coprecipitated nitrates, formed C5A3 .with traces or 
residual CaO when subsequently treated in air to 900*  
Prolonged soaking formed some CA and eventually C3A 
and C|2A7 . At 1200' the effects were accelerated,but 
, under dry hydrogen C3A3 remained the only phase.
By contrast, calcining the nitrates at 1000' without 
preliminary drying produced predominantly C3A and CA. 
Other intimately mixed amorphous starting materials 
produced by different precipitation techniques gave 
similarresults.lt is concluded that C3A3 is a true equi 
librium reaction product of the reaction between stce- 
chiometric mixtures of CaO and A12O3. (20)
The reaction between molten CA and solid <» alumina 
has been studied by L.C. Dejonghe et al (21) .using 
transmission electron microscopy of thin sections 
prepared from the reaction zone between two adjacent 
polycrystalline «alumina interfaces containing the 
melt at 1530*.  The alumina contained 4% SiO2 as a 
separate alumino-sillcate phase.With CaO as the mo
bile species ,CA6 plate like crystals .oriented In the 
direction of the diffusion path were formed .Porosity 
at the interface increased with degree of reaction , 
weakening the bond between CA and A after solidifi
cation. Limitation of reaction by diffusion through the 
CAß was alleviated by the formation of liquid channels, 
accommodating the SiO2 as calcium alumino silicate in 
which transport of CaO is enhanced .Beyond the CAg 
layer .which did not accomodate silica , CA2 was for
med .When essentially silica free corundum monocrys
tal were substitued.reaction rate was greatly reduced 
■Polycrystalline pure alumina produced an intermediate 
effect.ln an other publication (22) these authors pre
sent evidence of a wider range of non stcechlometry in 
calcium aluminates than has been generally proposed 
hi herto. VX Singh etalt.23) has published studies of 
the reaction between CaCO3 and CaO to form CA , CA2 
,and of the sintering of synthetic CA, CA2 and mixture 
of the two.The kinetics of CA formation by solid state 
reaction (1200'C < 0 <1380') of CaO and AI2O3 gave an 

activation energy of 38 Kcal/mole. With particles of 
the reactants in contact C3A forms first on the CaO 
side followed by C12A7.On the alumina side CA, CA^, 
and CAß are detected . Synthetic CA prepared by 
repeated firing and grinding of CaC03 -Al203 mixes 
was sintered at 1350' to 1460'.From the densification 
curves the diffusion coefficient calculated was 
similar to that reported for the self diffusion of Ca in 
CaO (24)
.Sintering mixtures of synthetic CA and CA2 led to cal 
culated activation energies (91-99 Kcal/mole) which 
were lower than those reported for either CA (120/ 
125 Kcal/mole) or CA (134Kcal/mole)alone.The acti 
vatlon energies for the mixtures increase with the 
starting CA2/CA ratio .Complementary microstructural 
studies ,(25) show evidence of grain growth accompa
nying densification.The sintering of CA is volume diffu 
sion dependent and kinetics are strongly affected by 
initial particle size. A further studies of sintering 
A12O3 and CaCO3 at 1450' is reported by AMathieu.
(9) A pure natural carbonate was used together with 
aluminas prepared by calcining Bayer hydrate at 
various temperatures . Great care was taken with 
homogenizing the raw materials with a target A/C 
ratio of 1.02. Despite this actual values ranged from 
1.012 to 1.028 and values of combined A/C In the sin
tered pellets from 0.94 to 1.01 .As a consequence .the 
mineralogy and hydraullclty of the resulting clin kers 
varied considerably. ПС analysis detected some highly 
significant relationship between raw materials proper 
ties and the properties of the clinkers.Thus C12A7 
strongly affects the size of the initial calorimetric 
heat of wetting and the timing of the main exothermic 
hydration peak.The size of this peak .however .depends 
primarily on the Ca contents of the clinker,this phase 
always forming at the expense of C|2A7 and CA2. 
Degree of sintering was very strongly dependent on the 
fineness of the of the starting alumina but not its 
temperature of preparation nor fineness of the limes 
tone .The author emphasises the extreme difficulty of 
controlling the degree of sintering. TV Kuznetsova et 
al (26) have also studied calcium aluminate forma
tion by sintering .They recommend double firing and 
long, high soak temperatures to produce a single mine 
ral composition from lime and aluminadn the presence 
of SI02 .mineralizers can be used to prevent gehlenite 
formation and modify early strength development 
.Particular attention was focussed on additions of cal 
cium sulphate and calcium sulphoaluminate formation 
.The hydration kinetics and SEM structure of hydrates 
produced from these clinkers was also investigated .



This work was a basis for development of rapid harde 
ning,sulphate resistant and self stressing cements. A 
kinetic study of the formation of CA and C^A from 
CaCOj and А120з powders has been published by K.5. 
Chou et alVi.l'i at temperatures of 1200*  to 1300*  
using XRD . Results fit models for diffusion of CaO and 
calculated activation energies agree with previously 
published values for the diffusion of CaO through C3A 
.Transport through the product layer is thus considered 
to be the rate determining step.
.In the alumina rich part of the CaO .A^Oj diagram 
new measurements of the activity of CaO by e.m.f. 
measurements using a solid electrolyte are reported 
(28) The free energy enthalpy and entropy of formation 
of CA2 and СА^ are calculated. A.Bachiorrini (29) used 
I.R. spectroscopy to study the transformation of amor 
phous CA into the metastable orthorhombic form and 
ultimately to the stable monoclinic form under the inf 
luence of heat. I.R. appears to be a useful alternative 
to XRD studies. Cl. Honeybourne has studied the Moss 
bauer spectra of aluminous cement of the fondu type 
.at 42*  К (30).Thls follows a previous study at room 
temperature .The total Iron content of the cement ,exp 
cessed as Fe20j was 17.2/5.45/5 of this was present 
in magnetically ordered C^AF clusters ,22% as wustite 
while iron ions .present individually or in very small 
clusters .made up 12 % and 21 % of Fe2+and Fe3+ res 
pectively .Magnetite was present in only very small 
quantities which is consistent with the rapid cooling 
to which the cement clinker is subjected in manufac 
ture.5ChandrakhX'i has studied the kinetics of forma 
tion by sintering of BA and BAg .in the presence and 
absence of BaCl2 2H2O using A120j and BaC03 or 
BaSO4 as starting materials .Reaction of compressed 
powder compacts in air was studied by XRD at tempe
rature between 800*  and 1500*.  Reaction rates were 
faster with BaS04 than BaCO3 and completed earlier.ln 
both cases the addition of 25% of BaCl2.2H20 caused 
significant acceleration and reduced the sintering tem 
peratures by up to 250*.This  is attributed to liquid 
phase formation facilitating transport phenomena.The 
chemical composition and the mineralogical composi
tion (determined by QXRD and microscopy )of 30 sam
ples of Fondu type aluminous cement clinker are discu
ssed by F.P. Giasser et on their previous
phase diagram studies .mineralogical compositions 
based on chemical analyses are compared with the 
experimentally determined phase compositions. The 
system is considerably more complicated than the case 
of portland cement clinkers since the production of 
aluminous cement clinkers by fusion usually gives rise 

to five components:CaO.Al2O3,5iO2 Fe203 and FeO.lt is 
also evident that equilibrium crystalization is not 
fully achieved during cooling -a glassy phase is almost 
invariably present and C2AS and C]2A7 frequently 
coexist whereas they are incompatible at equilibrium. 
Despite these complications .the CA content of the 
clinker .(the main hydraulic component )can be fairly 
accurately predicted if due to allowance is made for 
the role of FeO .(allowance is also made for the pre 
sence of MgO but it Is normally only at very low con 
centratlons ).The solubility of these two components 
in the the liquid is in practice about 3.7% .Above this 
level allowance has to be made for pleochrolte forma 
tion.for which the authors estimate the formula 
c22A13f354 ■On this basis the average calculated CA 
content for MgO+FeO<3.7 is 51.1% compared with a 
measured value of 49.6 . No calculated values differed 
from the measured values by more than 20% and 2/3 of 
the calculations were within 10% .For MgO +FeO >3.7% 
the average calculated CA content was 40.5 % com
pared to an experimental value of 43.5% with 90% of 
all calculations within 20% of the measured value 
and 1/3 within 10%. This is considerably better than 
any previous attempts to predict the CA contentof this 
type of aluminous cement from its chemical composi
tion. A further three papers (32/33) describe invest! 
gallons of calcium aluminoferite CF(1_X)AX in alumi 
nous cement using Mössbauer spectroscopy at room 
temperature and at 20*  K.and XRD. Both CF and CA are 
present simultaneously and the concentration of CA 
increase with X.Fe atoms occupy two differents sites 
in CF and only one in CA.Alumlnous slags obtained from 
the alumino thermal manufacture of chromium show 
cementitious properties. Although the chemical compo 
sltlon favours CA2 formation with which GJ.Zaldat et 
al (10) associates high strength potential these 
authors observed poor binder performance in certain 
slags .Studying this phenomenon led to the identified 
tion and synthesis at 1400*  of a new phase in the 
Na20-Ca0-Al203 system in which Cr203 can substi
tute for AI203 up to 6.4% .By raising the temperature 
above 1500*  this phase decomposes .releasing Na20 
and forming CA2 .The cementitious properties of these 
slags Improve as the Na20 content is reduced. S.DOU, 
(34) presents a theoretical study of molten alkaline 
earth aluminates (M0.AI203) using polymer theory, 
taking AI033" as the monomer .the activity of MO can 
then be expressed In terms of composition (mole frac
tion of AI2O3 land the equilibrium constant for the 
oolycondensation. К11 for the reaction
2 A1203 3 >AI205 4" ♦ 0 2" is used. Activities



calculated from this linear chain polymer model agree 
with experimental values in the litterature .The appli
cation of polymer theory to silicates and phosphates 
can thus be extended to aluminates.
HYDRATION of CALCIUM ALUMINATES
Nearly sixty percent of the publications discussed deal 
with the aspects of hydration. Inthe C-A-H system both 
synthetic CA and CA2 and industrial cements are stu
died .The effects of granulometry .stoechiometry and 
temperature on kinetics are Investigated .Extensive 
thermodynamic analyses of equilibrium hydrate forma
tion and solution phase metastablllty are presented 
.extending the work of these authors prior to 1980 .in
cluding the effect of some foreign ions.These models 
.based on experimental studies provide a coherent and 
extensive explanation of the hydration of calcium alu
minates .even when equilibrium is not fully achieved 
.which is frequently the case in practice.New work is 
reported on the link between hydration, microstructure 
and mechanical properties and the importance of ther
mal history is stressed, literature on carbonation is 
abundant including the action of C02 and the effects of 
powdered CaCOj on hydrate formation and decomposi
tion . Some papers continue to advocate the use of 
СаСОЗ to overcome the effects of conversion, which 
was such a dominant preoccupation of the period 1974 
/1979 (C.M. George see reference If and 8 In "general 
introduction") .Other work Is ambivalent while one pa
per is decisively negatlve.This reviewer considers that 
conversion should always be presumed in practice -the 
pricipal Interest In Industrial aluminous cements 
(apart from their temperature properties ) resides in 
their ability to develop within hours substantial 
strength which Is retained long term irrespective of 
conversion. Diverse papers treat the effect of chemical 
additives on cement rheology and strengths .Including 
some discussion of chemical mechanisms involved .an 
aspect which warrants much further study.A number of 
useful papers describe experimental methods of 
studying hydration.
IhLSvstem c-A-H A RETTEL et а/(з s) used a com
bination of differential calorimetry and NMR to study 
the hydration of synthetic CA at various temperatures. 
XRD and 5EM were also used. NMR allows distinguishing 
quantitatively between Al ^present In CA and Al M In 
the hydration products, The NMR spin lattice relaxation 
time of protons is also observed to decrease corres
ponding to progressive crystallisation of hydrates. By 
taking account of both the Al coordination and the spin 
relaxation times the nature and extent of hydration can 
be followed .including formation of amorphous products 
Accessible to XRD. Below about 30*  hydration assym- 
Ptotes to 40% .while at 70*  and above hydration ap
proaches 100% .Between these temperatures there Is a 

gradual transition with a temporary plateau at 40% 
hydration .The authors attribute this pattern to pro
tection of residual CA at lower temperature by preci
pitated hexagonal hydrates and alumina gel .and conver
sion to cubic hydrate and crystallisation of gibbsite 
removing that protection at high temperatures.
An investigation of the microstructure of calcium alu
minate hydrate using XRD and SEM has been published by 
W.WoIek et a) (36) . 60 % and 70 % alumina were used. 

At low water/cement ratio (W/C) , 0.26 and normal 
temperature CA hydrate about 5 times faster than CA2 
At W/C =0.5 the ratio had dropped to 2 and at W/C =1 
both aluminates hydrated completely. CAH10 formed 
in all cases . At the highest W/C under humid storage 
long .hexagonal needles were observed.When humidity is 
decreased .fibrous CAHjq appears .together with plate 
like C2AHg crystals .At higher temperatures with W/C 
>0.5 trapezoidal C3AH6 and AHj are formed.
Several interesting paper (37/38) describe the effects 
of ‘stoechiometry and granulometry on the hydration 
kinetics of monocalcium aluminate ,as studied by 
isothermal calorimetry and electrical conductivity. 
The latter techniques proves both simple and sensitive. 
CA with C/A ratios of 0.96 to 1.04 was prepared by 
solid state sintering of pure AI2O3 and CaCOj powders. 
Despite careful homogenization and repeated firing and 
grinding cycles mixtures of CA and CA2 could only be 
obtained below C/A=0.97 and mixtures of CA and C12Ay 
only above C/A = 1.01 .Otherwise,all three phases were 
present.The initial conductivity of water in contact 
with the powdered product increased faster as the C/A 
ratio was raised , and precipitation of hydrate occured 
earlier.This corresponds to the well known accelerating 
effect of C|2A2.Complementary thermoluminescence 
measurements indicated a concomittant Increase in lat 
tlce defects. The accelerating influence of powder fine 
ness was also demonstrated and it was shown that 
vibromilling is more efficient than ballmilling in redu
cing particle size and creating lattice vacancies.
B.Cottin et al (9) report several experimental studies 
aimed at explaining anomalies in the temperature 
dependence of setting of certain aluminous cements. 
Portland cements and the substanstially pure (white) 
aluminous cements show a progressive acceleration of 
setting time with increasing temperature (0 to 40*  ).
By contrast .aluminous cements containing C2S show an 
increase in setting time at temperatures approaching 
30*  .Fondu cement is the most widely quoted exemple: 
an initial set of 3 1/2 hours at 20*  is approximately 
doubled at 30*. whether or not the system is precured 
for up to 3 hours at 20’C.The same is observed with



synthetic cements composed of CA and C2S or CA +С25 
+cI2a7 5ett,ng times are approximately doubled 
although the absolute value of setting time is subs
tantially reduced in the presence of C^Ay .The prin
cipal hydrate at 20*  is CAHjq,while at 30’ it is C2AHg 
the letter precipitates more slowly than the former 
.This observation alone however cannot explain the phe
nomenon since the pure cements exhibit no retardation. 
The role of 5iO2 covering the CA grains at 30’ could not 
be demonstrated experimentally and Is not consistent 
with the same retadation occuring when Fondu cement 
is precured at 2O’.There is marginal evedence that the 
accelerating effect of C|2A7 at 20" may be diminished 
at 30’C.An adequate explaination remains to be found. 
Papers by MSoustelle et .2/(39) present thermody
namic studies of equilibrium and supersaturation in the 
hydration of calcium aluminates from which the shape 
of conductimetry curves can be simulated and explained 
.Since conductimetry measures only the total ionic 
concentration of a solution ,the results cannot be inter 
preted without a knowledge of the equilibrium cons
tants for the reactants Involved or complementary 
chemical analysis .The authors conclude that at 21' 
,CAH10 is the only stable calcium aluminate that can 
precipitate and that the appearance of C2AHg and 
C^A.C02 11H20 (in the presence of C02) is dependent on 
achieving solution supersaturation with respect to 
CAH|0./?/S?/7"6-7 et al complete their previously 
published studies of the C-A-H (and C-S-H Idiagram 
with a treatment of solubility diagrams for hydrated 
calcium aluminates,carboaluminates and carbonate, and 
alumina gel in equilibrium with atmospheric C02 and 
sodium ions In solution (40/41 XSupersaturation in the 
C-A-H diagram existes in an area bounded by curves for 
C2AHg and AHg within which Immediate precipitation 
may not occur and for which a curve of minimum 
instability can be calculated thermodynamically.These 
curves are PH dependent and are displaced from their 
locations in the pure C-A-H diagram by the presence of 
carbonate and alkali ions in solution.These authors con
sider both carbonate dissociation and dissolution of 
C02 as sources of carbonate ions .They also point out 
that the equilibrium! conditions defined will not occur 
in cement pastes or concretes where access of C02 is 
llmited.Calculatlon for these conditions based on expe
rimental work are to be presentedThese modified so
lubility diagrams offer a more realistic description of 
cement hydration than the equilibrium curves for the
C-A-H diagram alone. P.ßarretkAQ^ also provides a 
useful review of models of the hydration of calcium 

sulphate hemlhydrate.monocalclum aluminate and 
tricalcium silicate.The effect of curing conditions on 
strength development of aluminous cement of the Fondu 
type is examined in some detail by B.Cottin et al (9) 
The conversion of the low density hydrates formed at 
room temperatures into denser C3AH6 and alumina 
hydrates is accompanied by a strength reversion to a 
minimum value beyond which strength increases once 
more.Curtng at higher temperature (eg 50’ and above) 
C3AH5 forms directly and the strength development is 
monotonic.Deliberate or involontary changes in curing 
temperature induce intermediate effects .The combi
ned effect of time and temperature on strength thus 
gives rise to a complicated pattern (8) which can only 
be interpreted In any given case through a proper record 
of the thermal history.Furthermore .the absolute level 
of strength depends also on the W/C ratio as is well 
known.Strength development is particularly sensitive 
to temperature changes occuring in the time period 
corresponding to the initial precipitation of hydrates 
(setting time). This analysis shows that the apparently 
complex hardening characteristics of aluminous cement 
pastes and concrete are nevertheless predictable and 
controllable.//^ Midgley, using Fondu cement with a 
typical CA content measured by QXRD of '45 % calcula
ted the compresssive strength of pastes and concretes 
from hydrate contents determined by DTA (9).Curing 
temperatures from 18 to 60) ages from 1 day to 3 
years, and W/C ratios from 0.25 to 0.40 were employed. 
The correlation coefficients between calculated and 
measured strengths were greater than 0.9.the hydrates 
detected were CAH10,C2AHg,C3AH6,C2A5Hg and 
crystalline alumina hydrate.At low W/C ratios .normal 
temperature and early ages the specific strength con
tribution from CAHjq ,C3AH6,and AH3 are approxima
tely the same.At higher curing temperatures and /or 
at later ages C2A5Hg plays a dominant role The 
strength contribution of C3AHg decreases to zero when 
crystal size Increases to greater than 1 micron This 
occurs at high curing temperatures and high W/C ratio. 
At low W/C ratios and normal curing temperatures the 
crystal size of C3AH6 is about 0.01 pm. Under these 
conditions the cubic hydrate appears to contribute 
equal strength to the low density CAM]q hydrate.
J.J.Beaudoin{42} has published valuable Information on 
microhardness and fracture mechanics of aluminous 
cement pastes. After normal curing for 3 days .samples 
with a cast-in notch .were stored for a minimum of 2 
weeks atll% RH to eliminate variations in strengths 
due to humldity.Some samples were then heat treated 
to provide a series of specimens in which the ratio of



hexagonal to cubic hydrates .determined by DSC spanned 
a wide range.Load deflection curves and microhardness 
were then measured.Relatlonshlp between fracture 
parameters and microhardness were then determined by 
regression analysis and showed a high degree of corre- 
lationThis Implies that microhardness can be used to 
predict fracture behaviour .Hydrate morphology (hexa
gonal or cubic ) affects fracture ,a mixture of the two 
types of hydrate showing greater fracture toughness 
than the CAHjq hydrate alone.The same has also 
examined the effect of high aspect ratio mica flake 
distributed In the cement paste matrix (42).FIexural 
strength and fracture toughness are considerably 
enhanced: there is some concommitant loss in com
pressive strength.Matrix porosity and volume concen
tration of the mica determines the strengths obtained. 
Reviewing the use of calcium aluminate cements in 
refractories, S.Maczura et s/(43) comment on the effect 
of W/C and curing temperature on strength development 
before and after firing .Elevated curing temperatures 
are recommended to achieve maximum hydration.
Carbonation COn A further Investigation by RJischei 
et al of the system C4A nH20- C4A.C02.nH20 Is repor
ted (44),using X ray and electron diffraction, IR and 
Raman spectroscopy,!GA and DTA ,at 22*  and 100% RH 
In the absence of carbonate .the hydrate C4A.19H20 
was obtained. As carbonate was added (atmospheric 
C02 was excluded ) C4A 1/2 CO2H2O began to form 
until C4AI9H2O dissapeared at C02/AI20j =0.5 
Further addition of carbonate developed C4AC02.11H20 
Exposing C4AI9H20 solutions top gaseous C02 caused 
rapid superficial conversion to C4A 1/2CO2.I2 H20 
suggesting a diffusion controlled process.Continued 
exposure did not advance the reaction measureably but 
some CaCOj and Al(OH)-j eventually formed.There 
appears to be very little solid solution tn this system. 
V.LACHet г/descrlbe the C02 carbonation of CAHi0 and 

CjAH6 in aluminous cements (9). A through solution 
mechanism is given for decomposition of САН]0 produ
cing vaterite, aragonite and calcite. Carbonation of 
C3AH6 ls considered to be topochemical.At high W/C 
ratios CjACaCOj 11H2O first forms and subsequently ' 
decomposes to the various forms of CaCOj.The gaseous 
carbonation ofCjAHg to aragonite appears to be rever 
slble with intermediate composition corresponding 
°C02 hydrogarnets. The authors give results for the 
temperature dependence of C02 absorption by alumi- 

n°us cement concrete and the increase in strength due 

to carbonation in the absence of soluble alkalis.Rapid 
I carbonation takes place only when liquid water is 
present ' in the pores of the concrete.The reaction 
between C02 and CAHjq is faster than the conversion 
of CAHjq to CjAH6 in the absence of CO2.On this basis 
the authors regard C02 as a catalyst or accelerator of 
conversion.Carbonation in the presence of alkalis 
causes a decrease in strength and ultimate disintegra
tion of the concrete if sufficient water.alkalis and C02 
are continually accessible.This can be prevented by 
using low water content highly impermeable concrete 
or by protecting the surface of the concrete from the 
ingress of C02 Under these circumstances excellent 
durability results.
M.Perez et al have studied the carbonation of alumi 
nous cement mortars hydrated at 40,60 and 80*  (45) 
.W/C ratios of 0.42,0.40,0.38 were used ,the lower 
values being obtained with a superplasticiser.
Examination of the reaction products using XRD and IR 
spectroscopy showed that this did not affect the 
nature of the reaction involved.Treatment with C02 at 
the same temperatures led to the formation of CaCOj 
and alumina hydrates.The presence of “ Al20j is also 
reported.The degree of reaction increased with tempe 
nature. Although the extent of reaction increases with 
time ,the rate of reaction is greatest for short periods 
of initial hydration . This appears to imply that the 
degree of crystallization of C^AHq improves with age 
while its reactivity diminishes in consequence 
..Carbonation with C02 increases strength. The authors 
present regression equations relating strength to 
treatment temperature and allowing a calculation of 
strength changes when carbonation takes places. 
Partial substitution of the sand used in the mortars 
studied by limestone also Increases strength. Both 
these observations are in agreement with a number of 
other authors P.Soukatchoff reports (46) tests on 
durability of 1/2 cement sand mortars exposed to pure 
agressive mountain water (free C02 content ,13-15

■ mg/l).Exposure was over 15 years with an ambient 
temperature of 0-10*  .Portland cement.Portland slag 
cement ,and aluminous cement were compared.

A W/C ratio of 0.45 was used .which is higher than 
normally recommended for aluminous cement in corro
sive environment 0.40 or 0.35 is generally preferred 
.Despite this .the aluminous cement was little attac
ked while the other cements were considerably corro
ded. A reference sample of aluminous cement/sand 
mortar stored in normal water at 20*  was virtually 
fully converted with a porosity of 16.5% . The mortar 



in the aggressive water showed a porosity of 18.2 % 
with carbonation and no evidence of conversion .Two 
papers by R.D. BLinkinsop et a) (47) deal with the 
reactions in aqqueous solution between both synthetic 
C3AH6 and the hydration products of aluminous cement 
.and alkali carbonates or water containing CO2. In the 
first paper.lithium,sodium,potassium,and ammonium 
carbonate solutions were shaken with synthetic 
CjAH6 and with material obtained from old, substan 
tially converted aluminous cement concrete.The reac 
tion with the carbonates begins rapidly in all cases 
and is accelerated by increasing temperature. Calcium 
carbonate and alkali aluminates are formed. CaCOj pre 
clpltates within minutes. The other reaction product Is 
alkali aluminate hydrate. When C02 Is freely available 
they are decomposed to alumina hydrates and alkali 
carbonate is regenerated. The alumina hydrate preci
pitates slowly and this ,in conjunction with the CaCCTj 
is postulated to form a protective layer on C-jAHß 
reactant creating a diffusion controlled system in 
which reaction rate is progressively diminished.The 
effect is more pronouced in converted cement paste 
which contains hydrated calcium alumino ferrite as 
well as C^AHj.Decomposition of the alumino ferrite 
could lead to early precipitation of iron hydroxide gel 
thus strengthening the diffusion barrier. There is 
evidence that reaction in the of C02 does not go to 
completlon.Thls Is attributed to the much larger effec 
tive Ionic radius of solvated lithium ions and their cor 
responding lower mobility. In the second paper cyl in 
ders of neat cement Fondu paste hydrated at 20’ and at 
40’ were stored In Na2C03 and Ll2C03 solutlons.Depth 
of penetration was found to be proportional to time of 
immersion .concentration of carbonate and permeabi 
lity (determined by the W/C ratio and the degree of 
conversion of cylinders ^.reaction was much slower 
with lithium than with sodium and the surface skin 
formed by precipitation of reaction products was much 
harder.Storing the cylinders in water containing C02 
also produced carbonation of the paste but in the absen 
ce of alkali carbonates.calcium bicarbonate can be for . 
med first and precipitation of calcium carbonate is 
delayed .Also the alumina hydrates formed by hydra 
tlon of the cement can dissolve and will diffuse out of 
the paste microstructure before again to solid precipi 
tales In the storage vessel .The diffusion barriers to 
continued reaction are significantly reduced. It is 
interesting to note in connection with these two pa
pers that experimental evidence exists showing a cri 
tical level of W/C ratio (hence porosity and permeabi 
lity ) in aluminous cement pastes below which carbo 
nation reactions redu ced to very low values (unpubll 
shed work)

CaCOj : Using isothermal calorimetry, conductivity 
measurement, XRD and SEM , ANegro efa/UB) have stu 
died the effect of various powdered СаСОЗ materials 
on the hydration of synthetic CA .The time taken to 
reach the maximum In the main exothermic hydration 
peak de creases as the proportion of CaCO3 is increa 
sed from 0 to 50% by welgth ,and hydration Is carried 
out at 21 'c. The extent of the effect varies according 
to the type of carbonate employed .Whenever carbonate 
is present C4A| | H20 Is formed as well as CAH10,and 
since only one hydration peak is observed even with 
substoechiometric additions it is concluded that 
calcium carbo aluminate hydrate acts as a precipitator 
of calcium aluminate hydrate.lnitial attempts to con 
firm this hypothesis by electron microprobe analysis 
of deposits formed on the surface of calcite crystals 
suspended in a solution in contact with excess CA 
have not been successful and further studies are in 
progress. In conjunction with the studies by A.Negroei 
a! , FJndeJicato has investigated the creep and 
elasticity of aluminous cement concretes made from 
calcareous and siliceous aggregates (9).His studies 
were carried out at 20’ for ages up to 250 days The 
mechanical properties are distinctly improved by the 
use of calcareous aggregates.ln a complementary study 
of aluminous cement - limestone aggregate interac 
tions reported at the 1980 international Congress of 
cement (9). ANegro et al further support the use of 
this type of cement to improve the durability of this 
type of aluminous cement concrete in load bearing and 
corrosion resistant applications.
A.Bachiorinm et aNA^ ) have also published a paper 
dealing specifically with the SEM study of aluminous 
cement hydration in the presence of siliceous and of 
calcareous aggregates.With limestone both normal cal 
cium aluminate hydrates and calcium carboaluminate 
hydrate are formed and porosity gradually diminishes 
with ageing as hydration progresses. Maximum pore dia 
meters of 500 pm at 28 days diminish to a few 10'5 of 
microns and open pores are gradually eliminated. These 
effects are obviously favourable to concrete perfor 
mance. In the presence of siliceous aggregates total 
porosity does not change markedly with age although 
average pore diameter appear to increase. Crack propa 
gallon concentrates at the cement aggregate interface 
whereas transgranular cracking occurs even at 28 days 
with limestone and after 3 months aggregate and paste 
become virtually indistinguishable.ABachiorinniet ai

( 49) have extended the study of the interaction 
between aluminous cement carbonate mixtures to 
include MgC03 At room temperature magnesium carbo 
nate forms much less carcoaluminate hydrate than cal 
cium carbonate.At higher temperatures ,40*  the reac 
tion proceeds rapidly producing C4A C02 I ll^O preci 



pltate with virtually no Mg IncorporatecUn an Investlga 
tlon of the formation of monocarboalumInate hydrate 
J.Grandet et a! (50) find that the reaction rate 
Increases with W/C cement ratio.Dlssolution of CaCOj 
is slow and ionic mobility In the liquid phase Is low,so 
that the reaction product is confined to the interfacial 
zone. C^A l/2C02 12H2O forms first rapidly and is 
then converted more slowly to C4A C02 11H2O .The 
interfacial reaction increase the surface roughness of 
the grains thus enhancing the strength of the cement 
grain bound.Mention may also be made here of a study 
by ABonin et alk \ D.The authors examined the micro 
structure and mechanical properties of aluminous 
cement bonded to an angular calcium aluminate aggre 
gate or to smooth silica grains.The interfacfal region 
of lower density between cement and silica persisted 
to long ages and fracture surfaces showed cracking 
occurred In the interface. By contrast the calcium alu 
minate aggregate developed high strength very rapidly 
with extensive intragranular fracture the interface 
again became indistinguished after short hydration 
times.Ciearly both mechanical and chemical factors 
contribute significantly to the mechanical properties 
of concrete. C. Fentimank'SVi using XRD and strength 
measurements to compare the behavior of aluminous 
cement (Fondu) mortars made from silica sand, limes 
tone and mixture of the two.Curing below 25*  led to 
the formation of CAHjq in all cases which converted 
to C^AHß and AH-j when heated .with the expected 
strength reduction .Curing above 25*  led to the Increa 
sing formation of C4AC0211H20 in the presence of 
limestone up to about 40*c  .beyond which CjAHq gra 
dually became the dominant hydrate .After 24 hours 
curing in the neighborhood of 40*  the main hydrate 
present in the absence of carbonate is CjAHg while in 
the presence of carbonate it Is C4A.C02.112H20 .This 
hydrate was stable for up to 7 days it is unfortunate 
that the authors meassurement do not extend longer 
ages .Thus while it is clear that the incorporation of 
limeston in aluminous cements does not prevent con 
version the long term stability of a cement hydrated 
directly to monocarboaluminate remains in question.
H.G.Midgleyk5Tt has studied the hydration of Fondu pas 
tes mixed with pure calcium carbonate powder .and the 
compressive strengths obtained as a function of curing 
temperature and time .Curing temperatures from 20*  
to 80*  were used under water with a W/C ratio of 0.27. 
Hydrate development w’s followed by DTA .At 20*  
3 7:3 mix of cement cc. junate showed initial for 
mation of CAM |Q then a reduction in its rate of forma 
tlon as carbo aluminate began to appear.Both phases 
continued to develop beyond 24 hours reaching stable1 
levels after 7 days. No C2AH8 was detected .At 50" 

carboaluminate appeared within 2 hours and developed 
up to I day .After 10 days the amount of carboalumi 
nate had not changed significantly.At 60’more carbo 
aluminate was present after 2 hours but was not fur 
then increased up to 10 days when the amount present 
was substantially less than for curing at 50*  and 20*  
at 65 to 70*  carbo aluminate was present beyond 6 
hours. At 50*  and above C^AHg and gibbsite replace 
CAHjo .from this it is concluded that carbo aluminate 
Is thermodynamically unstable above about 60*.

Strength measurement were confined to curing 8:2 
cement carbonate pastes at 20*c  and 50*C.Neat  cement 
(no carbonate additions ) was also tested .Cubes were 
tested at ages from 1 to 90 days.At both temperatures 
and all ages the carbonate additions resulted in lower 
strengths than the neat paste alone.After 1 day at 20*  
carbonate addition caused a 10% reduction in strength 
which is less than migth be expected from the increa 
sed W/C ratio (the same W/C ratio was used in both 
cases so that the W/C ratios were 0.27 for the neat 
paste and 0.34 when the carbonate was added). At 50*C  
after 1 day the carbonate mix was about 35% lower in 
strength.After 90 days strengths were lower at 50*  
than at 20*  C due to conversion while the presence of 
carbonate caused a 25 to 35 % lower strength than in 
absence .These differences could well be explained by 
W/C ratio differences. Furthermore if strength changes 
reported by Midgley are compared with the nature and 
amounts of'the different hydrates present there is no 
evidence for any strength enhancement from carboalu 
minate formation even making large allowance for the 
W/C ratio effect.The most dramatic comparison is pro 
vided by the data for 7 days curing at 50*  as shown in 
table L
Hydrate content and comparative strengths of 
aluminous cement pastes with and without CaCOj 
additions
(interpolated from graphs publishedby Midgley (52)

7 days hydration under water at 50*

TABLE 1

cement % 100 80
СаСОЗ % nil 20
Water % 27 27

CAH10 % 16 1
C4ACO2.I2H2O% nil 16
C3AH6% 10 9
AH3% 8 13

CCS Mpa 158.6 4).7



Chemical additions: A study of acceleration and
retardation of aluminous cement hydration at room 
temperature .with particular focus on lithium salts 
and citric acid is reported by 5/1 Rodger et alK5I?i 
.Experimental techniques were XRD .calorimetry and 
chemical analysis of the solution phase .with Lafarge 
Fondu Cement. In the presence of lithium ions supersa 
turation is moved from the CAH;q field of the metas 
table C-A-H diagram to the C2AHg field. However as 
C2AH8 begins to precipitate more anhydrous cement 
,(CA) dissolves and solution chemistry moves back to 
supersaturationJhe authors conclude that the accele 
ration effect of lithium is due to the rapid formation 
of lithium acetate acting as nucleation sites for hyd
rate precipitation, or to the intrinsically homogeneous 
nucleation of C2AHg compared to CAHjQ.The former 
explaination is preferred.The retarding effect of citric 
acid is difficult to explain.The experimental results 
show no evidence of inhibition of hydrate nucleation 
nor of absorption on the cement grains impeding dis 
solution. It is suggested that initially the acid com 
plexes Ca ions in solution causing precipitation of alu 
mina gel and that subsequently it is precipitated with 
the calcium aluminate hydrates .again in an amorphous 
form which coats the cement particles and and slows 
down their passage into solution.An other study of the 
effect of chemical additions on the setting time of 
Fondu is by B.R. Currelletal (54) .Neat pastes were 
used at 18"C gauged with water in which the chemi 

cals had been previously dissolved .Set was measured 
with a cone penetrometer and heat evolution followed 
by calorimetry. Conductimetry and DTA were also 
employed. Taking the CA content of the cement as 55% 
it was shown that set occurs most rapidly at a W/CA 
ratio by weigth of unity.ln subsequent experiments a 
ratio of O.Swas maintainedlhe effects of a variety of 
cations and anions were examined .These affected the 
rates of the reactions leading to heat evolution .hyd
rate precipitation and set. Overall the effects may be 
summarized as follows: Li« Na < no additives < К < Ca < 
NH4 < Sr

0H< no additives <C1 < N03 < Br < acetate 
acceleration retardation

As has been noted many times .the effect of Li is far 
greater than for any otheer cation. A further observa 
lion from this work is that there is an optimum con 
centration of Li which causes the fastest set .the 
value depending on the nature of the associated anion. 
The mechanism of acceleration is taken to be bringing 
together of OH groups bonded to the solvated Al ions by 
Interaction with cations leading to the formation of 
0X0 bridges with the elimination of water.This conden 
sation reaction then precipitates CAH10 .Of cations 
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examined Li is the only one which is tetrahedrally 
coordinated and this would facilitate its role in the 
formation of 0X0 bridges. By contrast .anion penetra 
tlon (exept OH- ) can replace -OH groups coordinated to 
Al thus preventing bridge formation.When sufficient 
cement has dissolved to use up the anions in solution 
.hydrate formation and set can take place .Thus the 
retarding effect of the anions would be proportional to 
the amount added as is generally observed. S.Fujimotc 
et alteie reviewed the rheology of aluminous cement 
-refractory oxide mixtures controlled by the use of 
defloculating agents (55) In the absence of deflocu 
lents Ca2+ and Al3+ dissolve from the cement produ 
cing a floculated system in which the cement is poorly 
dispersed and thus inefficiently used .Defloculents 
suchas salts of phosporic acid delay dissolution of 
Ca2+ favouring dispersion of cement and allowing good 
workability for installationlater dissolution of 
cement becomes dominant leading to set and strength 
development.
Different phosphates show different levels of effec 
tiveness.The influence of organic additives on CA/CA2 
refractory cement concretes has also been studied by 
Ueoreanu et <?/(56) .who demonstrate the retarding 
and defloculating effects which lead to better cement 
distribution and thus improved properties at lower 
cement content. These authors also measured the 
degree of hydration of the cement and the BET surface 
area of the hydrated pastes which was doubled by the 
chemical addition in the most favourable case.This did 
not affect CA2 hydration but CA hydration was decrea 
sed by about 10% The most effective additive was a 
naphtalene -formaldehyde.The hydration of calcium 
aluminates in aqueous phosphoric acid solutions at 35" 
has been studied (57) using SEM XRD and IR spec 
troscopy.Phosphorlc add behaves as a retarder and 
prevents all reaction above a certain phosphate /alu 
minate limit which is different and characteristic for 
each type of aluminate .This appears to be due to 
absorption on the anhydrous grains of phosphate ions 
acting as a barrier to water.A further publication con 
cerning the effect of chemical admixtures is given by 
F.Massazaet 5/(58). These authors compare the action 
of lignosulphonate with sulphonate formaldehyde 
superplasticisers on C4AH|j and CjAHg .Both are ab 
sorbed on these hydrates from lime water solutions 
but only C4AH]3 when dissolved in dimethyl sulpho 
xide.The absorption isotherms for the superplastici 
sers are different from the lignosulphonate reflecting 
their very different molecular structures.Zeta poten 
tial of the suspended hydrates is reduced to constant 
negative values by absorption while viscosity apparen 
tly passes through a maximum as admixture concentra
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tion is increased.This effect is attributed to a competi 
tion between repulsive ionic forces and bridging bet 
ween the suspended sol ids.A paper by H.A. Vanstraten 
etaK5^ although not directly concerning calcium alu 
mlnates.is mentioned for its bearing on hydration ehe 
mistry.These authors investigated the effect of LI ,Na 
and К Ions on precipitation from suoersaturated alumi 
nate solutions.In the absence of Li an amorphous preci 

pitate first forms followed by pseudo boehmite and 
ultimately bayerite.ln the presence of LI .bayerlte pre 
cipitates preferentially and rapIdly.At low supersatu 
ration and high Li/Al ratios In solution .lithium alumi 
nate is detected.
Techniques: MMurat has very extensively and usefully 
reviewed the published data available from the thermo 
analytical characterisation of both calcium aluminate 
hydrates and those containing sulfate .carbonate and 
chloride (9) DTA is a particularly valuable technique. 
The clearest results are obtained if allowance is made 
for the effect of sample size on peak temperature .as 
recommended by Midgley (60) The interpretation of 
thermograms remains difficult when many different 
hydrates are present simultaneously due to local 
variations in the water vapour pressure in equilibrium 
with the sample.Xz? Afshar et a! have used measure 
ments of electrical resistivity .dielectric constant 
and heat evolution to study the hydration of aluminous 
cement/portland mixes,(6l) .Once again Lafarge Fondu 
Cement was used and these authors report its CA 
content as 18%. Dielectric constant peaks after 40 
minutes of hydration at room temperature while resis 
tivity is at a minimum.The subsequent decrease in die 
lectric constant is considered to be due to alumina gel 
formation while resistivity increase reflects ionic 
concentrations in solution. After a dormant period 
dielectric constant again increases as the gel coating 
is disrupted increasing surface polarizability .while 
solution concentrations change little .A second peak in 
dielectric constant coincides with maximum tempera 
we rise which is normally associated with hydrate 
precipitation.ln the case of aluminous cement/portland 
cement mixtures the effects are greatly accelerated 
№d it is proposed that the techniques described could 
e used to control formulations to a desired rate of 

5et. I.R detection of calcium aluminate hydrates in 
samples which had also been examined by DTA .shows 

at |R is a valid alternative method for estimating 
e degree of conversion in samples of aluminous 

ement concreteJn reoortina his work J.BenstedkhTt 
Points out that the technique offers a semi quantlta 

of conversion as low medium of high.
arrest10rrin*e? studied various techniques for 
maxiJ09 the hydr3tion aluminous cement .aiming at 

urn reproductibillty. Washing In ethyl alcohol 

and rinsing with an alcohol /ether mixture followed 
by drying is recommended (63) .This work is confined 
to the pre-setting period, and the drying technique was 
not found to be critical .For studies of more advanced 
hydration this would clearly not be the case. The use of 
heat evolution measurement as an alternative to репе 
trometry for determining initial set is reported by Ch. 
Fentiman et ah&A) .For normal setting the proportio 
nality constant is unity. False set is not accompanied 
by heat evolution so that practical use of this simple 
technique is a reliable method of determining demoul 
ding times.Restriction of penetrometer tests to fine 
.fairly cement rich mortars does not apply to the heat 
evolution test.
SOME APPLICATIONS:

Many publications and patents have continued to 
appear representating widespread and diversifying 
uses of calcium aluminates.Only few are reviewed 
here. Long term tests of glass fibre reinforced cement 
show the distinct advantage of the lower alkalinity of 
aluminous compared to portland cements. Macro defect 
free cements represent an emerging potential for 
which aluminous cements appear to be the preferred 
material .The specific corrosion resistant advantages 
of aluminous cements are reconfirmed .One paper ref 
lects the growing interest in rapid setting mixtures of 
Portland and aluminous cements.Other papers discuss 
the use of chemical additions to enhance the performan 
ce of aluminous cement in refractory concrete. 
Research on refractory applications -a major indus 
trial use of aluminous cements could benefit more 
from the international Congress on the the chemistry 
of Cement than has been the case hitherto.
AJ. Majumdar et al report the results of a 10 years 
test of the mechanical properties of glass fiber 
reinforced Lafarge Fondu cement pastes (65) .Storage 
conditions were in air and under water at 18 to 20*  C 
and outdoor exposure.Dry storage at 35*  and wet sto 
rage at 25 to 60’ C was also used .With alkali resis 
tant glass fibre ,M0R and impact resistance were inc 
ceased compared to the unreinforced matrix and this 
improvement was maintained when stored in air at 
20'C and 40%RH .Stored under water or outdoors .the 
initial improvement was substantially reduced after 
10 years but remained considerably better than when 

OPC was used.Reinforcement with E-glass is also effec 
live at early ages but in wet storage deterioration is 
greater and more rapid than with alkali resistant 
fibres .the decrease In strengths can be related to con 
version of the cement hydrates and corrosion of the 
fibres by hydroxyl Ions. The better performance of 
aluminous cement compared to Portland cement may 
be attributed to the higher ph developed in the latter 
case .The authors suggest that the reduction in failure
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strength due to conversion of calcium aluminate hydra 
tes is of the order of 15 to 20%. Failure strains at 10 
years under water at 20" were also higher in the alumi 
nous cement composites and was no evidence of fibre 
corrosion in the fracture surfaces J.D. Birchali et a. 
(15/122:) have described the exceptional properties of 
aluminous cements pastes specially processed to 
eliminate large pores (called MDF macro defect free 
cement ) - see the chapter "very high strength 
cement". MBalsevics et alk 12) report the development 
of two rapid setting .rapid hardening cements based 
on mixtures of portland and aluminous cement , -see 
the chapter1 "fast setting and hardening cement ". 
HG.Midgley has published recommendations for con 
crete quality required for sulphated soils (13) In the 
most severe conditions (503 in excess of 2.0%) alumi 
nous cement concrete with very high cement content 
and low W/C ratio is the preferred type .Aluminous 
cement concretes are also resistant to dilute mineral 
acids which attack Portland cement .These recommen 
dations are based of both laboratory and field case 
studies. Three papers from Brazil describe various 
aspect of calcium aluminate cement technology 
Bauxites used in cement manufacture and the chemical 
composition of a range of cements from a number of 
countries are compared,and manufacturing techniques 
used in Brazil are described (66).The effect of cement 
content on the density .porosity .firing shrinkage and 
compressive strength of concretes made from electro 
fused alumina and a 60% A^Oj cement is reported in 
detail . Cement contents ranging from 15% to 25% are 
recommended.The third paper by G.W.Cortes et 5/(66) 
reports the effects of various chemical additions to 
the ement on the water demand, density and strength 
of a 60% Al203 cement brown fused alumina concrete 
after curing,drying and firing.lt is concluded that the 
accelerators,retarders,and plasticisers studied tend to 
reduce the concrete compressive strengths particular 
ly in the critical refractories temperature range where 
hydraulic bonding is little advanced.These papers are 
not primarily concerned with cement chemistry.The 
use of chemicaladmixtures to modify the properties of 
refractory concretes containing aluminous cement is 
also discussed by DRlankard et 5/(67).Low interme 
diate and high purity cements were used with calcined 
fire clay and with tabular alumina for the high purity 
cement. Sulphonate formaldehyde condensates .hydroxy 
carboxylic acids ,lignosulphonate and sodium citrate 
were used as water reducers or plasticisers , these 
materials also exhibiting a set retardation.Wood and 
vinsol resins were employed as air entralners.The 
plasticisers ,by reducing W/C ratio .improving 
workability and extending working time of low and 

medium duty concretes considerably improved 
performance without affecting refractoriness.The 
same admixtures had virtually no effect on the high 
purity material material which is probably due to the 
fact that the high purity cement itself already 
contains chemical additives.The resins were effective 
in all concrete to improve dryout properties but 
strengths were decreased.The nature of the chemical 
reactions between admixtures and cement is not 
discussed. Mention should be made of a recent growing 
interest in a non cementitious application of calcium 
aluminates .Premelted compositions approximating to 
C|2Ay and with low levels of iron oxides and silica 
are seeing increasing use for clean steel practices as 
cover slag and for ladle desulphurization of steel. 
These materials are molten at steel temperatures 
.B.Ozturk et al (68) have studied the high temperature 
5 partition coefficient between Al killed and CaS- 
СаО-А^Оз melts .CaS solubility in the slag increases 
with temperature and with the CaO/A^Oj ratio.
A broad summary of application of calcium aluminate 

cements has recently been prepared (69)
3)EXPANSIYE  CEMENTS

INTRODUCTION
The chemistry of expansive cements was comprehensi 
vely discussed on the congresses In Moscow and In 
Paris (I е/1 f). Recently appeared a further .systematic 
review of these problems (8).ln this connection we 
will present only the latest attainments and give the 
newest llterature.referring the interested toblbllogra 
phlc surveys, given in these reviews. In order to 
present the cements manufactured in industrial scale 
.their composition Is given In table 2.
As can be Inferred from this review,the cements being 
based on the expansive reaction of ettringite forma 
tlon show an emphatic predominance. However, the 
cements utilizing the hydration of CaO are worthy of 
notice,all the more so as recently numerous patents 
for these cements have been appeared (70a). Also MgO 
excites larger and larger Interest (70 b). A mixture of 
dolomitic and a siliceous material fired at 1300" 
-1900*  has been likewise suggested (71). Finally the 
CA2 phase as an expansive addition is proposed (72). 
Also other non conventional sources of alumina are 
searched.(73/74)
In the period elapsed since the Parisian Congress the 
expansion mechanism and the factors influencing the 
extent of ettringite expansion continued to be the main 
object of notice. Also new field of application of expan 
sive cements have been recorded.
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TABLE 2

TYPE 
of 

CEMENT

TYPE 
of 

MATRIX

ADDITIONS

aluniina phase sulphates phases me

M 
55SP*

Portland cement aluminous 
cement

Gypsum

M 
555/?

Portland cement alumina 
slag

Gypsum lime

К

USA

Portland cement C4A35 -- Gypsum or

Gypsum * anhydrite

К

Japan

Portland cement c4a3s Gypsum or

Gypsum« anhydrite

5 
USA

Portland cement 
(with high SCjA)

Gypsum

555R

Aluminous cement c4a3HI3 Gypsum

TEC
S55R

Alurnmous cement Gypsum

Д£С *•#* 
China

Aluminous cement Gypsum

AEC 
5S5^ 
Sulgana

Portland cement alunite Gypsum

AEC

S5SS

Portland cement А12(80д1^

AEC 
аарзп

Portland cement 
inclusions CjS/ 

or Сз50д matrix

lime

The components are mixed during cement grinding

* Expansiv? cements in SS5R are divided Into 3 grades 20/40/60 tiecause 
the expansive potential generated in the cements is about 20/40/60 
Kg/cm 2 respectively
^Expansive clinker containing C^Aj5 .clinker phases .free lime and 

anhydrite
*** AEC ■ Aluminous expansive cement
*N#HtVery similar to the old Lafarge patent (see reference 8)

MECHANISM OF EXPANSION
Most often two hypothesesicrystallisatlon pressure 
and water adsorption continue to be mentioned.
In the last period ..several works supporting the 
occurence of expansion as a result of crystallisation 
pressure appeared ,K. Ogawa et al (75) found .basing 
on systematic microstructural observation .that during 
the early hydration, irregularly located ettringite 
crystals were produced around the C4A3S grains .At 
the later stage .however .the ettringite crystals were 
arranged radially around the C^A-jS partlcles.Moreover, 
the reaction zone appeared to be more compact than 
the same zone at the early stage .This change from 

Irregularly oriented to radially arranged ettringite is 
considered by the authors to be the first important 
step In causing the expansion. These results support 
the crlstalllsatlon hypothesis.
V. Alunno-Rossetti et al (76) investigated the com 

pacts composed of a mix of C^ASH^ and CS They 
explain the expansion of these compacts as resulting 
from simultaneous action of the crystallisation pres 
sure .water adsorption and interparticle repulsion due 
to a high zeta potential.Around the monohydrate grains 
a felt- like layer of ettringite crystals Is formed .the 
thickness of which tncreases.They fill free spaces and 
start to Jostle causing the expansion to occur.This exp 
lanation is identical with the model proposed previous 
ly by A. Benturet al (77) and by Chatter]i et ai (75) 
The saturation of the liquid phase in calcium ions .due 
to CH addition increases considerably the zeta poten 
tial .This results in the presence of lime in a new 
expansion mechanism,based on a simultaneous develop 
ment of the cristallisation pressure and water adsorp 
tion with the formation of a diffuse ionic layer around 
the particles and with the generation of repulsion for 
ces due to a fairly high zeta potential value. A high 
value of zeta potential was found also by S.Chen et a,
(79) .This explain the advantageous effect of lime on 
the increase of expansion, observed by other authors.
(80) .
The expansion increase also with the amount of 
ettringite formed .which was recently supported by 
Negro et al(6\) .PKMehta (82) confirmed .once more 
that colloidal ettringite gives a greater expansion 
with which other authors agree also (Zhao Yu Pin 
(If))
Wang Shanba et a) (17) investigating various mix 

tunes in which the ettringite is formed .arrived at the 
conclusion that the cristazllisation presssure related 
to the growth of ettringite crystals is decisive for 
this process.
Ettringite formed either in saturated or unsaturated 
CaO solution reveals this expansive action .A model to 
explain the mechanism and the kinetics of expansion 
process in K- type expansive cements has been propo 
sed by blDCohen (83) .The model is able to explain 
.why the 5-type expansive cements are less effective 
than the К-type ones. 5. Viti et al(5A) also elaborated 
the model of expansion of CjA mixtures with gypsum 
and quartz, allowing the anticipation of the dlmenslo 
nal chanqes of samples during the hydration process.
C/astres et al (9 ) report very interesting results. 
They found a very close correlation between the 
expansion of expansive cement pastes and the inten
sity of peak of ettringite on the DTA curves.On the 
other hand the expansion occurs when the total amount 
of calcium sulfate is consumed. No traces of monosul
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fate was detected. In the authors opinion these data 
support the Mehta expansion mechanism based on 
changing of water content of ettringite.
EXPEN5I0N INFLUENCING FACTORS
MCoUepardiAü’b') investigated the effect of superplas 

ticizers on the behavior of expansive cements taking 
into account that they allow lowering the W/C ratio 
they are desirable as they give the possibility of redu 
cing the addition of the expansive component to 
cement
Cohenjet studied the effect of the fineness of 
C^AjS .They stated in agreement with expectation 
.that an increase in fineness accelerates the expansion 
process .though an excessive fineness reduces its 
extent the extent of expansion is inversely proper 
tional to the fineness, (figure 1)
It seems to be necessary to add .that an important 
effect will be exerted by the matrix .namely by its 
strength growth rate.
The problem of the fineness was also studied by 
Kuznetsova et d (87) They found that the most 
important factor was the content of the grain below 
20 microns.ln an other work .Kuznetsova also examined 
the influence of the microstructure of the clinker 
.which seems to be important

FIGURE 1

Л. Negro et a!kW investigated the effect of tempe 
nature and ascertained that in the range from 20" to 
40' the expansion increases with temperature.
On the other hand in the range from 50' to 60' the 
increase of expansion is more rapid .but it stabilizes 
at a lower level They explain this observation with 
the increase in the size of ettringite crystals.
The effect of temperature was also studied by 
KTogawa.et al{bZ) .Higher curing temperatures in
crease the rate of expansion .but the ultimate expan 
sion at 14 days is greatest for curing at 10' or 20'.К
Ogawaet al (890 followed the effect of CaO ,NaOH and 

NaCl .They found that the absence of CaO modifies 
both the size and the morphology of ettringite crystals 
.reducing the expansion. Their invest! gations showed a 
great Importance of the microstruc ture.'at the present 
time of Naci an other expansion mechanism takes place 
.and the stability of ettringite becomes lowered 
.Probably a part of S04 ions in its structure is substi 
tuted by Cl .modifying the morphology of ettringite 
.which forms thick .stubby crystals instead of usual 
elongated ones.

SPECIAL APPLICATION OF EXPANSIVE CEMENTS
Apart from traditional applications of portland 
cements .the use of which considerably developed 
since the Paris congress .series of non typical 
directions of utilization of expansive cement have 
appeared.
Already at the Paris congress .various special 
applications were mentioned.CH. Dowding et a/W) 
studied the processs of rock comminution with 
cement of high expansivity . Many recent work 
concerning a rather special application of expansive 
cement and concrete appeared in SSSR. An expansive 
cement with the addition of high calcium fly ash for 
water wells was investigated.(91). AN Savitskiiet a. 
(92) proposes an expansive concrete for underground 
storage of liquified methane and ethylene.

V Timashev et al (93) demonstrated the purpose 
fullness of expansive cement utilization for manufac 
luring asbestos cements board , which allow conside 
rably better products to be obtained .
L.K. Upolovnikova et al (94) proposed a new type of 
expansive polymer cement .which can be used as thigh- 
tening products In construction works.
Also BL Smirnov et ^/(95) elaborated the utilisation 
of expansive cement for manufacturing of sealing 
insulation linings . Y.N. Titov et a/(9b) presented their 
experiences in constructing and exploitation of 
concrete pavements used in airports . V.V. Mikhajlov ei 
5/(97) report the use of expansive cements at low 
temperatures with the addition of sodium nitrite.
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4)FAST  SETTING and FAST HARDENING

CEMENT
HIGH EARLY STRENGTHS CEMENTS

INTRODUCTION
The conventional cements do not give an answer to the 
specific uses such as:  rapid demolding of molded 
pieces (a)  highway repair during the
traffic (b) (rapid repair of concrete paving)

seal ling of sanitary .electri 
cal,woodworking, devices .(c)

entrapment of spring water 
in cellar, underground ...(d)

cement rendering in water 
.instantaneous space filling (caulking of boats ) (d)

positionning of stops, tempo 
гагу marks or mechanical supports (d)
These applications do not require exactly the same 
properties of the binder and , to satisfy them the 
cement must have:
(a) a normal setting time (60/90 mns), high early 
strengths and normal long term strengths for struc 
tural pieces.
(b) a setting time of 15 mns and compressive streng 
ths of 15 mPa at 45 mns ( these figures are an order 
of magnitude)
(c) a short setting time (8 to 15 mns ) and high stren 
gths
(d) a very short setting time (< 3mns ) but no specially 
high strengths
All of these characteristics concerns the hydraulic 
activity of the cements and can be obtained for 
example:
1) from conventionnal cements (OPC-Ordinary Port 
land Cement) or industrial special cements (HAC-High 
Alumina Cement )

11) by modification of the phase percentages
12) increasing the fineness or a better particles 

size distribution
13) addition of admixtures

2) From mixtures of cements such as OPC and НАС
21) binary mixture '
22) binary mixture and small addition of Inorganic 

or organic products "

23) ternary or multicomponents mixtures (ОРС/
GYP5UM/HAC )
3) from new system of binders such as

31) chemical bound cements (magnesium phospha 
tes)

32) binders based on, C^AjS or C,, AyCaX2
In the case of industrial cements (case N*  1), the impro 
vement of one property has, most of the time , a dele 
terious consequence on the other properties and cons 

trained properties such as workability, durability, long 
term strengths .reliability of the properties or econo 
mic conditions limit this kind of solutions.These pro 
blems as well as the proposed solutions have been dis 
cussed in the chapter "fast setting cement" ( 8 ) and 
the chemical cements will be discussed in a special 
paragraph, .The following chapter describes the new 
tendencies that have occured since 1980 to decrease 
the setting time and increase high early strengths 
CEMENTS BASED ON A MIXTURE OF ALUMINOUS AND 
PORTLAND CEMENT
The main objective of the studies concerning this kind 
of cement is the control of the setting time by addi 
tion of calcium components (0.5 /5% for 6mns of set 
ting time) in the manufacture of molded products (98) 
,or addition of calcium anhydride .sodium sulfate or 
citric acid  MBalsevics et alk 12), Y. Efesk^-
The ternary mixture OPC/HAC/GYPSUM allows early 
strengths by formation of ettringite (100/101) .in 
other cases more complex systems with resms (PVA) 
and sodium salts allow a settling time of 2 mns used 
to fill holes and cracks (102) Self-levelling cements 
(103) have been obtained by addition of pozzolans 
,urea .and caseine. Aluminous cements .based on CA.can 
be replaced by alumino-belites cements (104) or 
С]2А70Г C||A7CaX2 (X being a halogen (105) : it is 
possible to reinforce a cement based on OPC »active 
silica + CJI A7CaX2 with glass fibres (106).
Portland cement can be replaced by a JET SET CEMENT 
which bring CjA instead of CA (107). The coumpond 
С, |A7CaX2 can be used independently or with gypsum 
(108/109) and admixture (110).
CEMENTS BASED ON C4A3S"
First of all, this compound was used in the composi 
tion of expansive cements :later further researchs high 
lighted the property of this coumpond to form rapidly 
ettringite and thus to obtain high early strengths. The 
cements .based on C^A-jS ,C2S and free lime are prepa 
red by burning a raw material containing SO3 /А120з 

In a ratio of 1.3/1.9 .The strengths are 27 mPa at 3 
hours and 59 mPa at 28 days _G.5udoh etaik\U

high early strength cement (15/24 mPa at 4hrs) 
.based on C4A35,C25 and CS (111 a ) Is obtained by bur 
ning at 1200'/1300*  a raw material of ratio 503/ 
А120з =0.4/1.7 moles and C/A =0.5 /1.2 moles.lt can be 
used mixed with portland cement.The variation of set 
ting time are due to the free lime .according to the 
authors ( 111 a ) and are minimised in this case.
The cements .based on C2S/C4A35 (111 b) require less 
energy to be manufactured than OPC and give higher 
strengths (13 mPa at 2 hrs ,81 mPa at 28 days ) (112 ) 



During the process of clinkering C4A35 based cement 
,care must be taken to prevent the C5 decomposition 
to obtain a stable clinker and avoid the SO3 volatilisa 
tion (113) The strengths will depend on C2S /C4A3S 
and free 1 lme._ Z Teoreanuet aK 12)
The addition of admixture (citric acid .dextrose, ) 
allows a regulation of the setting time at 20 mns 
with good compressive strengths (114) .High strength 
cements have been produced by firing bauxite, limes 
tone and chemical gypsum: they are based on C4A3S 
31% C4AF 33% C2S 36% and provide 82 mPa 
strengths at 3 days .( 115 ) The use of a mortar of 
cement .based on C4A3S (43 % ) C2S (16%) CS (26 
%) C4AF (4% ) , reinforced with glass fibres ( 5% ) 
allows flexural strengths of 25 mPa at 24 hrs and 
good long term strengths (116). By autoclaving pelite 
cements containing 34.5% C2S and 15.5 % C4A35 give 
135.6 mPa compresssive strengths at 185*  for 18 hrs. 
(117)
MECHANISM OF SETTING AND HARDENING :
Very few fundamental studies have been published on 
this topic-.but we may distinguish 3 types of process.
I Acceleration of the hydration kinetics of the cement 
phases by the action of flnenessd 18 ) or admixtures 
:in this cases the hydration products are the same as In 
conventional cement or slightly modified (morphology, 
C/S ..).
2)5etting and hardening by ettringite formation .It is 
known from the laboratory experiments that a clinker 
containing differents proportions of C4A35 ,CaO ,C5, 

have a different behavior during the hydration (119)
The mechanism and speed of ettringite formation in 
presence of S04= or Ca+* ions is developed in the 
chapter devoted to expansive cements.The formation of 
hydrates ( calcium aluminate, or sllico aluminate) 
by simultaneous dissolution In defined proportions of 
specific Ions and precipitation as been studied by 6. 
Cott in et 5/(120)
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S1YERY HIGH STRENGTH CEMENTS

INTRODUCTION
The properties of mortars and concrete depend on the 
rate of hydration reactions ,the microstructure and the 
morphologle of the hydrates .the porosity of the pastes 
and Its distribution ( size and shape of the pores ) in 
the hardened cement paste.the properties of the aggre 
gates.and quality of the bond between the paste and 
the aggregates.These parameters are functions of the 
chemical and mineralogical composition of the cement 
,the fineness.the particle size distribution , the quail 
ty of the aggregate the proportion of cement .water, 
aggregates and the method of mixing and curing .
The normal evolution of the products and the industrial 
techniques leads to a continuous increase of the com 
presslve strengths and often of the ratio flexural /com 
presslve strengths. In 1950 a concrete of 34 mPa was 
taken as high strength concrete: In I960 a 42/52 mPa 
concrete was usual :in 1970 62 mPa concrete was 
produced .Presently ,a compressive strength of 70 mPa 
Is considered as high although 110 mpa concrete 
have been industrially realised.
Independently of these improvments of the mechanical 
properties .fundamental studies leads to the produc 
tlon of materials based on cements .with properties 
similar to these of plastlcs.A congress held In Boston 
In 1984(15) hlghllgths these new developments :two 
types of material can be separated:
— those using conventional hydraulic binders (typesof 
OPC ) and classical way of placing These material are 
used for the construction industry
—those using a special process of shaping (hot pres 
sing, extrusion, autoclaving ..) and whose the applica 
tlon is different from the construction industry: this 
sort of application Is less developed than the other 
because they are in competition with of plastic ,or 
other materials..

HIGH STRENGTH CONCRETE
A review of the state of the art has been published by 
the commute A.C.I. in 1984 (14).the adopted definition 
Is ^concrete having specified compressive strengths 
for design of 6000 psi (41 mPa ) or greater , but...
considerations shall not Include concrete using exotic 
material or techniques l.e. polymer Impregnated con
crete , epoxy concrete with artificial or heavy weight 
aggregates
The conditions of obtaining high strength materials 
are connected to the quality of materials (cements, 
admixtures.aggregates.fine filler.water,...) the process 
(weighing, mixing .transport .placing .curing) and to 
the procedures of control of the products and the 
process.
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The standard deviation is the main parameter to 
consider in the choice of cement (the variation compo 

e sition must be less than 4 7» for CjS ,0.2% for SOj
e and 0.5 % for the loss of ignition: the fineness must be
s defined at less than 375 cm2/g. The rise of tempera
n tune in the concrete is an other important parameter
e which leads to the choice of the cement.As exemple in
d the square column (1.2 m of side ) of THE WATER
e TOWER PLACE in Chicago ,the temperature rose from 
t 24*  to 66*  for a concrete containing 500Kg /m2 of 
i cement. The admixtures used , essentially intended to 

get a better workability (consequently the strengths 
increase by diminishing the water /cement ratio) ,a 

i] better control of the hydration and an increased durabi 
1 lity (air entraining agent ):the recommended additives 
1 are lignosulfonates, carboxylates ,and condensats of 
5 melamines and sulfonic naphtalene.
3 The weight and the particle size distribution of the
3 fine aggregates is determined more by its effect on
i the water demand than on the possibility of the maxi 

mum compaction .A sand with a finess modulus of 3 
gives the best results as workability and compres

I sive strengths. The coarse aggregates must have a mini
: mum size of 9.5/12.7 mm and a maximum of 19/25.4
; mmThey must be clean, angular, and crushed (100%), 
1 with a minimum of plates or long particles.
i The concrete must contain 392/557 kg /m3 of cement 

and the water cement ratio can be 0.27/0.33. A 100 
' mPa concrete has been realised from a type 1 cement
! —500 kg /m3 of cement ,30 kg of fine silica ,1 lOOKg

of coarse aggregates ,a water/cement ratio of 
i 0.25—20 l/m3 of superplastisizer (based on sulfonic
I naphtalene ) and 1.5/1.8 of retarding agent is added.
i After placing ,a water curing Is recommended because
' it allows the hydration reaction to occur at a
' controled moisture and temperature. Control tests are 

necessary most of the time because it is difficult to 
predict the properties of high strength concretes from 
the data used for the conventional concretes. The high 
strength concretes normally have an high percentage 
of cement, a low water cement ratio.an usual quantity 
of aggregates, admixtures, and inorganic addition: they 
find their economic advantages in the reduction of the 
size of the structural -work and the weight of reinfor 
ced steel bars.

; Ш-GH STRENGTH CEMENTS PASTES 
introduction

i The strength of hardened cement take their origin
, from:
i —the Interatomic strength .existing Inside the molecu
I cs or hydrates They depend on the nature .composition
! of the hydrates .and their quantity, (rate of the 

reaction)

the interparticular strength between the hydrates or 
the interfacial strengths between hydrates or anhy 
drous grains.They depend on the size, morphology of 
the hydrated parti des, on the way they are put 
together and consequently total porosity, the 
distribution of this porosity or the size of the large 
pores.
The ways of modification of the strength ,or the brit 
tleness of the materials are modifications of the 
nature and structure of the hydrates (autoclave, or 
organo-mineral bond)

 reduction of the porosity or optimis 
ation of its distribution by different techniques such 
as mechanical treatment of the pastes by vibration or 
pressing ,or high pressure compaction or high shear 
mixing.

the use of dispersing or fluidifying 
agent to decrease the quantity of water

the impregnation by resins or sulfur 
_ the use of well defined granulometry

powder
Although these methods have been initiated before 
1980 ,they are presently being studied at the labo 
ratory level (morphology studies, ...) and developed 
industrially: among them, the autoclave techniques,the 
use of superplasticizers .fume silica ,(D.S.P.) and the 
use of high shear mixing are the most important: 
autoclave
This process involves the use of a temperature of 
I5O’/25O*  and a water vapor pressure of 0.6 to 2 mPa 
The mixtures of cement, sand , lime and quartz form 
hydrates whose the structure cover a wide range from 
amorphous to well cristallised , alfa C2SH .tobermo 
rite.C^SgH , xonotlite C6S^H etc., the high strengths 
seem to be associated to the formation of cristallised 
phases analogous to tobermortte with a fine porous 
structure.
The microstructure of the autoclaved cement pastes 
show the formation of a continuous lattice of dense 
particles, which participate to the strengths ,by their 
Internal strengths ,but also by tnterparticular forces. 
D.S.P. materials
The material called D.5.P. (densified system containing 
homogeneously arranged ultrafine particles) (121) Is 
produced by mixing portland cement .ultra fine silica 
(0 1 micron  byproduct of ferro alloys Industry ) ,a 
superplasticizer and water CW/O0.12 to 0.22 ). The 
grains of cements during the hydration .react with sill 
ca to form 'CSH ’ of low C/S ratio and shell shape 
which gives the cohesion of the massThe homogeneity 
of the material is obtained by means of the defloculent 
properties of the superplasticizers wich .associated to 
an high energy mixing allows to reach a low ratio W/C 
and compressive strengths of 350/400 mPa.



Other additions such as propylene fiber .or steel fiber 
.Increase the flexural strengths or the conductivity. A 
composite .known commercially under the name of 
DASH 47 is produced by mixing In a planetary grinder, 
different sorts of stainless steel (53.5 % ) OPC class 

H (24.3%), fine quartzd 1.8),pure silica (33%) water 
(6.2%) and anti foaming plus superplastlsclzer admix 
tunes:this effect is probably due to the combination of 
portlandite to the amorphous silica to give well crls 
tall ised silica.

HDF material
The MDF material (macrodefect free cement ) (122 to 
126 )is obtained by high shear mixing a cement paste 
and a water soluble polymer. The MDF material can 
reach 100 mPa flexural strengths ;this effect is due 
to the the reduction of the porosity and the size of the 
largest pores.The strengths are predicted by the 
Griffith's equation which involves the surface energy 
the elastic modulus and the size of the defects.
In order to obtain these strengths ,it is necessary to 
have a W/C -0.12 ratio and thus to use an special 
equipment such as a rolling mill to make the paste and 
remove the largest defects.To help the paste formation 
It is also necessary to add polymers whose role is 
more important than simply a rheological aid . Two sys 
terns have been particularly studied__a high alumina
cement and a polyvynillc alcohol acetate (PVA) hydro 
lysed at 79% or a portland cement with a polyacryla 
mide. In the first case PVA hydrolyses completly in 
basic media and the alumina ions AI(OH)- bond the poly 
mens chains :the material becomes rubbery and later 
more rigid by dehydration of polymer and formation of 
small quantity of amorphous hydrates.The mechanism 
of hardening between portland cement and polyacryla 
mide is similar to those of dental cements (ionomeric 
cementslthe difference concerns the setting time 
which is increased in the case of MDF by the use of 
polyacrylamide instead of polyalkenoic acid.The 
special properties of these material find applications 
in the field of acoustic,cryogenic,protection(armour) 
or anti electro magnetic radiation screens
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6)L0W ENERGY CEMENTS
INTRODUCTION
The production of cement at a minimum energy has 
certainly become the main objective of the cement 
producer since the oil crlsis.The first solution in this 
way has been realised by a modification of the process
— change of wet to dry process, use of precalclner
— or by the use or second quality combustible (low 
grade fuel, tyres, ..).
The good results given by these solutions are now 
limited by the physlco chemistry of the cement or by 
the local economic condltlons.Jhe production of the 
clinker of portland cement requires energy (1700 Kj/Kg 
of clinker) to decarbonate CaCOj and to reach the 
temperature of formation of CjS.
In order to reduce the energy consumption it is thus 
necessary

1) to decrease the temperature of formation of CjS
— this objective Is reached by using mineralizers

2) and /or to diminish the quantity of calcite This 
lead to a cement containing a large proportion of bellte 
and little or no C35
To compensate the loss of reactivity (strengths ) of 
this cement .due to the low C3S content several 
solutions have been proposed:
—increase the reactivity of thebelite
—formation .beside the belite of active phases : the 
role of alite in the increase of strengths is then pla
yed by ettringite developed during the first step of the 
hydration by the aluminate phases and the sulfates 
ions.(127)
MINERALISERS
The principle of adding to the raw material substances 
which facilitate the reaction of sintering in the rotary 
kiln has been known for a long time, but its Indus 
trial application has been slowed down because of eco 
nomlc problems.ln spite of the decrease of the clinke 
ring temperature of 200*  .when we consider the heat 
recovered and the necessity of by passing the gas, the 
gain of energy is small (5%) and does not compensate 
the price of the mineralizer. (128 ) .The solutions have 
been to find mineralizers or mixture of mineralizers 
allowing not only a gain of energy but also an increase 
of the strengths of the cement positive results have 
been reached by G.K /7<2//-(l29)wlth a mixture of fluo 
cine and gypsum.
ALINITE CEMENTS
Calcium chloride acts as mineralizer by formation of 
Intermediate compounds (Calcium chlorosilicates ) 
(130/131)) .By addition of a larger quantity of 
calcium chloride ,a phase called alinite occurs allow 
temperature
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(Си(5Ю2075А1025 )4 0|gCl .Its low temperature of 
formation (1000' /1100' )and its capability of develo 
ping bond has lead to an industrial development of this 
product (10/132/133)
The chemical composition of alinite and specially the 
influence of MgO in its structure .the conditions of its 
formation are still an unsolved problem.
.Several formula have been proposed (134)

21 Са065Ю2А120зСаС12
3(Ca008gMg000065CaCI20055)Si020885A12030 ||5
3(C80q.gysHgOg QQ7CaCl20 0055)5Ю2o.885a,2030. 115
3(Са0д 89М^)0 Q55CaCL2Q Q55)(Si02Q д|А12030 qq7F8203q qq2

The presence of chloride Ions In solution leads to 
advantages such as concreting in cold weather.but to 
disadvantages such as corroding the reinforced bars, 
Some tentatlves has been tried to prevent the chloride 
Ion release (addition of slag, alumina ...or Increasing 
the sintering temperature to produce alite and alinite 
together) (135/136) .At this time from an Industrial 
point of vlew.the presence of chloride Ions in solution 
during the hydration of alinite cement or Cl- mlnerall 
zed cement , limits their development to very special 
use
6ELITE CEMENTS
The reactivity of bellte depends on the size of the cris 
tals.the Impurities Included ,and the polymorphic form 
of the belite.To Increase this reactivity ft Is possible 
to stabilize the most hydraulic form of the belite or 
to create defect by thermal shock (cooling in air or 
water at more than SOO'/mns). (137 to 141)
The Figure 2 ( 139 ) shows the Influence of the cooling 
rate on the compressive strength at 28 days:
Some other authors claim to have obtained a reactive 
clinker without water quenching ,but only by control 
Ung the raw material and the burning process.(142)

TICHEMICALLY BOUND CEMENTS

MAGNESIA CEMENTS

The magnesium oxychloride cements,also known as 
Sorel cements are formed as a result of mixing mag 
neslum oxide powder with a solution of magnesium 
chloride. In this chapter we Include also the cements 
formed with other salts such as sulfate.These cements 
have high early strength and are suitable for use with 
all kinds of aggregates (including glass fibers, asbes 
tos , wood.and expanded clays) In large quantities. 
They find applications In building field:
__ for Industrial floor because of their elastic proper 
ties and their resistance to accumulate static charges 
(143/144)
__ Insulation lightweight wall (145 to 148)
__ Wood cement board or interior building panel (149/ 
150)
__decorative coating (because of their ressemblance 
to marble.they are used for rendering panel (151/152 
/153)
__fire resistant panel (154 to 168) 
and In many other fields such as sealent In salt and 
coal mines (169) .metal coating molds (170), molded 
products (171/172) grinding wheels (173/174) or fll 
tratlon plates (for replacing asbestos In food and beve 
rage processing) (175), or as heat reflecting layer for 
metal halides vapoor lampe (176) or for immobilizing 
tritium containing waste water (177)
In spite of standart conditions of practice these 
cements have great disadvantages such as dimension 
nal Instability and lack of resistance to atmo pherlc 
agents (they are water soluble .releasing corrosive 
solution )
In order to overcome these disadvantages research has 
been undertaken to develop a better understanding of 
the setting and hardening properties and to experiment 
with additives to improve their performance In the 
presence of water.
Studies of relative reaction rates shows that the 
phase called 5-1-8 e.g. 5 NgtOH^MgC^B H20 
cristallises more rapidly than the phase 3-1-8 e g. 
(3 Mg(0H)2,MgC12,8 H20 ) and that cements near 
3-1-8 compositions react more rapidly with atmos 
pherlc C02 to form chlorocarbonate phases (178). 
The influence of sodium ion on the phases formation 
has been studied by potentiometric, coulometric and 
XRD analyslsThe phase distribution relative to the ph 
of the solution and concentration of СГ and Mg*  ions 
are defined by equilibrium diagram (179/180).The har 
dened cements reach their best strengths and stability 
when the phase 5-1-8 is the main final product. (181)



The setting time of the cement paste has been corre 
1 a ted to the crystal 1 ine phases detected by XRD (182). 
The reaction appeared to proceed through 4 steps: 

dissolution of MgO in MgC12 solution , hydrate 
nucleation, rapid precipitation of hydrates slow 
evolution to the equilibrium state .(183/184) 
4 hydrates exist at 25 " Mg(0H)2 ,5-1-8, 3-1-8, and 

MgC12,6H20.
The lack of water resistance of the cement is related 

to the presence of 5-1-8-phase the reactivity of 
MgO and its degree of burning are related to the setting 
time and to the strength (magnesite,calcined at 600/ 
750' gives a normal setting time )(185/186) 
The difficulty of mixing a powder with a corrosive 
liquid seems to have been solved by storage conditions
(187) The powder Mg(0H)2/ MgC12,6H20/Mg0 Is placed 
in sealed bag to be mixed with water when used .the 
setting time is 190/270 mns and the 28 days comp 
resive strength 36 mPa.
The addition of autoclaved phosphogypsum,dolomite 
..Increases the strength and shortens the setting time ‘ ■
(188) .the use of asbestos waste (189/190) or ascha 
rite byproducts allows the preparation of cheap mag 
nesia cements (191)
Several solutions have been proposed to improve the 
water resistance such as: treating MgO by 
phosphoric acid (192)

impregnating by molten sulfur or bitumen 
emulsion (193)

addition of organic compound (194/195) 
addition of phosphorus containing fiber 

(196)
„special treatment (hydrothermal,thermal 

,C02 .)(197/198/199)
Most of these applications have been studied by the 
company SEKI5UI chemical which has published more 
than 50 patents .difficult to describe completly here 
because of the lack of spar» 
PHOSPHATE CEMENTS

The Phosphate Cements find applications in the refrac 
tory industry (phosphate bonded bricks,flame resistant 
coating ) or in road construction (highway patching ,or 
repairs of preformed concrete products (200) or soil 
stabilizer (201).
The phosphate bond can be produced in different ways: 

a mixture of oxides A^Oj »C^Oj, MgO  and phos 
phoric acid or aluminum phosphate А1(Н2Р04) (202 to 
206)
A mortar containing a proportion of 5/12 of MgO and 
aluminum phosphate plus sand and gravel set In 10 mns 
with an high release of heat and a compressive stren 
gth of 18 mPa at I hour (207)

a solution of ammonium polyphosphate (NH4)2HP04
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mixed with MgO gives a setting time of 3 minutes and 
a compressive strength of 14 mPa at 1 hour :the cris 
talline phases NH4MgP04 6 H20 and Mgj(P04)-j 4H20 
have been detected. (208)
Commercial magnesia-phosphate cement consists of a 
powder of MgO, NH4H2P04 ,Na5P3OI0 and inert filler 
.It Is mixed with water and after 2 minutes an exother 
mic reaction takes place leading to asetting after 10 
/15 mns and hardening after 30/60 mns. The principal 
product of the reaction is MgNH4P04 6H20 .(209/210) 
—the dissolution of calcium silicates (C5, glass ) in 
phosphoric acid solution lead to interesting strengths

The systematic studies undertaken in this field con 
cern the following problems: Control of setting time 
(212/213)

Extension of the phosphatic bond to other 
oxides (Cr.Pb, Ti, ) (214/220) .

Increases of strength by addition of polymers 
(221/222/223)or

Thermal treatment (224/225)
DENTAL CEMENTS

Dental cements are produced by mixing a powder (MgO 
,ZnO,calcium silicates,apatites, glass, ) and a liquid 
which can be carboxylic acid (mono or polymers of aery 

. lie,methacrylic,itaconic acid ....) or phosphoric acid.
(226 to 239) the association of glass and carboxylic 
acid is called glass ionomer or polyalkenoate cements: 
the glass is formed by melting a mixture of CaO/5iO2/ 
CaF2/Cryolithe/NaF/ ....and quenching the liquid .This 
type of glass has the property of being ion leachable 
i.e. to be able to release calcium or/and aluminum ions 
at a controlled rate during the reaction with the acid 
allowing a control of the setting. These cements are 
used for sealing crown ,prothesis,or for filling (tooth 
,and roots canals).
Many problems occur during the use of these cements:

— storage stability (the carboxylic 
acid polymerise in the pot during the storage leading 
to an increase of the viscosity during the mixing )

—control of the viscosity .and the set 
ting time of the paste

— adhesion to the dentine and the ena 
mel of the tooth

— hardness and resistance to corrosive 
solution in the mouth

— biocompatibitlity with gum and pain 
less (relieves patient from pain when applied in mouth 
for cementing or filling treatment) The tentatives of 
solutions concern either the solid (240/241 ),the liquid 
(242 to 250") or the liquid and the solid together (251 
to 259)
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WATER GLASS CEMENTS

The waterglass cements are composed from sodium 
silicates (260/261/262) of ratio SKy^O =3.9/41 
and are produced by the same process as ordinary glass 
by melting a mixture of silica and sodium carbonate 
(263 to 268) The world production of this type of 
binder is 3.3 Mt/y.They are used in different type of 
applications:

preparation of foundry molds or clay bonded sand 
(269 to 271)

molded construction panel (272) foam material for 
thermal insulation composition (273 to 276)

asbestos cement (277)
Inorganic silicate pain (278/279 )
Strengthening weak foundation or ground cement or 

soil stabilization (280 to 288)
The studies undertaken aim to improve the binders pro 
perties and the water resistence.; several systems are 
proposed by addition of polymers phosphates .^SiFg, 
CaCI2 (289 to 300)
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1. INTRODUCTION

This document deals with aspects of the porosity, 
permeability and diffusivity of hardened cement 
paste (hep) which are currently considered important 
in relation to the durability of concrete. The views 
expressed are not only, or necessarily, mine, but 
generally those expressed In publications by 
researchers in this field.

The references used may not be the only references 
on the subject, but merely those I have selected to 
Illustrate a specific point.

Hardened cement paste has been studied Intensively 
for many years In respect of Its physical 
properties, morphology and mineralogy. A better 
understanding of hep will ultimately lead to a 
better understanding of concrete.

Concrete Is a composite material consisting of hep 
and, normally, sand (fine aggregate) and gravel or 
crushed rock (coarse aggregate). Other, less 
conventional, materials may also be used with the 
cement - such as lightweight aggregate, asbestos-, 
glass- or other fibre. Furthermore, part of the 
portland cement may be replaced by mineral 
admixtures such as milled granulated blast-furnace 
slag, fly ash or silica fume; workability aids or 
air entrainers may also be added. In contrast to 
hep therefore, concrete Is a heterogeneous 
multicomponent material, whose properties are an 
integration of the properties of the Individual 
constituents and their interactions with one another.

An understanding of the properties of hep and 
aggregates helps to explain the nature of concrete, 
but whether a bridge has been established between 
research material and Its application by the 
practising engineer and the concrete technologist, 
1s a moot point.

2. DURABILITY

During the past few years there has been great 
Interest 1n, and discussion of, the durability of 
building materials In general and of concrete in 
particular (1). In Japan, for example, the number 
of papers on durability and service life has 
Increased rapidly since about 1955 and papers on 
reinforced concrete almost doubled between 1956 and 
1976 (2). Wlegler ascribes the Increase in 
deterioration of concrete structures exposed to 
outdoor conditions to the higher aggresslvlty of the 
environment, and to the slenderness of modern 
concrete structures which makes them more prone to 
this problem (3).

In the past. Information on the durability of 
building materials was obtained from long-term 
observations, from case studies and from the 
comparison of the behaviour of materials under both 
similar and different conditions. During the past 
decade, however, the alm has been to analyse the 
performance of materials and to design experiments 
to facilitate prediction of service life, under a 
range of service conditions, through mathematical 
analysis (2,4).

The establishment of data bases such as AEPIC for 
International use, to record the performance of 
building materials. Including durability performance. 

aims at providing better-documented Information on 
the causes of durability-related defects in buildings 
and other structures, and at providing easier access 
to new findings relating to durability (5).

The development of computer-based expert systems, 
such as DURCON, (5) to assist in making decisions on 
the durability of concrete mixtures - both to aid 
mixture design and to assess the durability of 
existing concrete - has obvious potential.

However, systematic scientific research, based on 
carefully designed experiments, is still required to 
provide the technical background for the 
mathematical prediction of service life. In this 
respect it Is Important to define the system 
(concrete) properly, as well as to establish the 
significance, the extent and the kinds of 
degradation factors, characterise any products and 
establish each kind of degradation mechanism. It Is 
further necessary to determine a quantitative 
Indicator of degradation, establish how it can be 
measured, devise an accelerated test to simulate the 
degradation mechanism and, finally, relate the 
laboratory test data to field test data and put the 
findings Into practice (6).

In the case of concrete. Its properties are 
determined by Its constituents and the manufacturing 
process:

C = f(c,ca,s,w,v,x1... ,xn)........................................ (1)

where
C = concrete; v = mixing, placement,
f = function of; curing; and
c = cement; x1....xn = mineral
ca = coarse aggregate*;  admixtures, chemical
s = sand*;  admixtures,
w = mix water; reinforcement, etc.

Any property, P (such as for example porosity, 
permeability, diffusivity), of concrete Is particular 
to that specific concrete. Therefore,

(2)P = f(C) = F(c,ca,s,w,v,x1....xn)

By keeping all but one variable constant In labora
tory experiments, the effect of each on a particular 
property of concrete can be studied, for example:

P • f(c)ca,s,w,v,x ....x x n
(3)

The degradation of a concrete can be caused by a 
property of any one of Its constituents, reaction 
between constituents, poor manufacturing techniques, 
exposure to aggressive environments or a combination 
of the above. If linear expansion, E, of a concrete 
Is taken as an Indication of the deterioration due 
to, for example, exposure to a sulphate environment, 
e, then:

E = f(C.e) 
and 
E = f(C)e

(4)

..(5)

The coarse and fine aggregates are Indicated 
separately although In some definitions they 
are referred to collectively and as an Inert 
material, bound together by the cement paste. 



for different concretes exposed to the same sulphate 
environment, or

E - f(e)c ......................................................................... (6) 

for the same concrete exposed to different sulphate 
environments.

The above approach should form the basis of 
systematic accelerated tests as well as of 
long-term tests to predict the performance of 
concrete made with certain materials or of concrete 
exposed to certain environmental conditions and to 
establish the relationship between an accelerated 
test and long-term exposure tests performed under 
natural exposure conditions. An example of linear 
expansion data obtained for five different test 
procedures Involving the same aggregate Is shown in 
Figure 1. Figure 2 shows data obtained for the 
same concrete exposed at four different sites with 
widely different climates. All the data are In 
respect of the alkali reactivity of concrete.

In respect of porosity, permeability and 
diffusivity, the above approach should be followed 
to obtain and evaluate data on:

(I) the effect of each of the variables 1n 
equation 1 on the porosity, permeability and 
diffusivity of concrete;

(II) the effect of porosity on permeability and 
diffusivity;

(III) the relationship between the durability of 
concrete and porosity, permeability and 
diffusivity, in respect of, for example, each 
of the following:

(a) freezing and thawing;
(b) salt crystallisation;
(c) chloride penetration;
(d) carbonation;
(e) corrosion;
(f) sulphate attack;
(g) soft water attack;
(h) alkali-silica and alkali-carbonate rock 

reaction;
(1) mechanical loading or abrasion.

3. POROSITY

3.1 Cement paste

of Powers and Brownyard (7) on theThe work of Powers and Brownyard (7) on the 
structure and properties of cement pastes led to the 

models for the structure of cement gel 
(8), the distinction between gel pores and capillary 
pores and the classification of total water in hep 
15 (1) water of constitution (water of 
crystallisation or otherwise chemically bound);
(II) adsorbed water, bound by surface forces; and
(III) capillary water (water in the pores, not bound 
ЬУ surface forces).

The gel consists of colloidal C-S-H particles of up 
or three layers, arranged randomly and bonded 

ogether by surface forces, as in clay, with 
.ll,as'ona1 strong Ionic-covalent bonds linking 
lnnnCen* ₽art1cles. There Is not sufficient 
ггЛ1Г^П9е order to consider the material 

ystaliine. Water vapour can penetrate all the 

e ACCELERATED TEST
4- ASTM MORTAR PRISM TEST
• CONCRETE PRISM TEST (22 DEG C)
❖ CONCRETE PRISM TEST (38 DEG C)

200 400 500 800 1000 1200

TIME (DAYS)

FIGURE 1: Comparison of results of five tests for 
potential alkali reactivity of a greywacke/ 
hornfels aggregate under different test 
conditions. For the accelerated test the days 
must be divided by 100

0-45

FIGURE 2: Comparison of expansion of 300-nm concrete 
cubes due to alkali-silica reaction under 
natural exposure conditions in four different 
climatic areas. Na2O equivalent of cement 
is 1.1 per cent and cement content of concrete 
350 kg/m*

spaces between the particles to provide a measure 
of their surface area, whereas nitrogen can only 
penetrate larger spaces and does not measure the 
whole surface area. The water between the layers 
Is held until strong drying occurs, when It Is lost 
Irreversibly. The gel Itself has a porosity of 
about 28 per cent.

In the Feldman-Sereda model (9) the C-S-H structure 
is presented as an irregular array of single layers 
which may come together randomly to create 
interlayer space, as is observed in clay minerals, 
but in no regular ordered way. Bonding between 
layers is considered to be through solid-solid 
contacts which are visualised as bonds intermediate 
in character between weak van der Waals' and strong 
Ionic-covalent bonds. The solid-solid contacts 
form on drying but are disrupted by wetting.
Interlayer bonding Is a special kind of chemical



(a)

(c)

(b)

LEGEND

X Water in interlayer regions

0 Water adsorbed on surfaces

c Capillary pore

— C-S-H sheets

V22///A C-S-H particles

FIGURE 3: Schematic presentation of various models of C-S-H (a) Powers and Brunauer adapted from (7); 
(b) Feldman-Sereda (9) successively modified by Oaimon et al (10) and Rahman (14);

(c) Munich, adapted from Wittman (15); based on the schematic presentations of Mindess and Young (17)

bonding and cannot be considered as resulting from 
Interactions between free surfaces. Water can move 
reversibly in and out of the interlayer space. Thus, 
nitrogen adsorption most closely measures the surface 
area of pores within the material, since adsorption 
of water molecules within the Interlayer region 
distorts the measurements made with water vapour.

Based on adsorption studies on hydrated C,S 
paste after the removal of Ca(0H)2, Oaimon et al (10) 
modified the Feldman-Sereda model because, according 
to them, only then was the true pore structure 
revealed. Adsorption measurements indicated the 
existence of two kinds of pores: a wider inter 
gel-particle pore which can be seen even in the 
inner C-S-H by SEM, and a smaller intragel pore 
existing within the gel particles which cannot be 
observed by SEM. The intragel pores are further 
classified into an Intercrystallite pore similar to 
the micropore reported by Brunauer et al (11), but 
which may enlarge in the presence of water, and 
Intracrystallite pores corresponding to the 
interlayer space mentioned by Feldman (12). Alford 

and Rahman (13) concluded that closed spherical 
voids, or macropores, that cannot be Intruded by 
mercury, contribute significantly to the total 
porosity of hep, affect the pore size distribution, 
modify surface areas determined by mercury 
intrusion porosimetry (HIP) and thus contribute to 
"lost" porosity. The macropores greatly affect the 
tensile strength of the hep. Such spherical 
macropores are therefore incorporated in the 
modified Feldman-Sereda pore model (14).

The Munich model discussed by Wittman (15, 16) is 
essentially a physical model based on sorption 
measurements. With the help of this model, the 
behaviour of hep under different moisture 
conditions is explained. Van der Waals" forces 
contribute to the binding energy between particles, 
but strong ionic-covalent bonding still 
predominates.

In all the models the relationship between so11J 
phase, pores and water is presented. Three of the 
models are shown In Figure 3.



TABLE 1: Classification of pore sizes 1n hydrated cement paste after Mlndess & Young (17)

Designation Diameter Description 
(Name of 
corresponding pore)

Role of water Paste properties 
affected

Macropores 1 000 - 15 iim Large spherical 
voids (13, 14)

Behaves as bulk water Strength, permeability

Capillary 15 - 0.05 цт Large capillaries Behaves as bulk water Strength, permeability
pores 50 - 10 nm Medium capillaries 

Capillary cavity (7) 
Inter gel-particle 
pores (10)

Moderate surface tension 
forces generated

Strength, permeability, 
shrinkage at high 
humidities

Gel pores 10 - 2.5 nm

2.5 - 0.5 nm

< ca. 0.5 nm

Small (gel) capillaries

Micropores
Gel pores (7) 
Inter-crystallite pores (10) 
Micropores "Interlayer" 
(Interlayer space (9)) 
Intra-crystalUte pores (10)

Strong surface tension 
forces generated

Strongly adsorbed water, 
no menisci form

Structural water involved 
in bonding

Shrinkage to 50% RH

Shrinkage, creep

Shrinkage, creep

A classification of pore sizes in hydrated cement 
paste according to Mlndess and Young (17) but 
Incorporating the macropores of Alford and Rahman 
(13) and indicating the corresponding pore 
designations of Powers and Brownyard (7), Feldman 
and Sereda (9) and Daimon et al (10) is given in 
Table 1. Such a classification of pores Into size 
ranges is merely convenient and does not imply that 
the size distribution of pores 1s not continuous.

The techniques that are used to determine porosity 
are:

• mercury Intrusion poroslmetry (MIP) which 
enables the widest range of pore size 
distribution to be measured (ca. 1000 31m to 
3 nm);

• the capillary condensation method which uses 
several different adsorbates (mainly nitrogen 
and water) on cement pastes in the limited 
range of about 50 to 4 nm (18);

• the helium inflow and helium pycnometric 
technique (19); and

• the quasi-elastlc or inelastic neutron 
scattering method (20).

With the first two methods, the pore sizes recorded 
are not necessarily the true diameters but the 
Pore-entry diameters. Water always gives a higher 
porosity and surface area for hep than, for 
example, nitrogen (18). Several workers (21, 22, 
23, 24) have discussed the reasons for differences 
in results obtained by the different techniques. 
Winslow and Diamond (21) ascribed the "lost 
Porosity” - that is, the fraction of the total pore 
space unintruded by mercury - to pores which were 
'00 fine to be measured by MIP. Diamond (22) later 
suggested that the lost porosity might be in the 

₽ores> 1° encapsulated pockets of gel, 
which would be unlntrudable to mercury at any 
y[essure- Beaudoin (23) suggested that the reason 

hy mercury cannot enter all the pore space 
itcessible to helium Is the existence of microspace 

between aggregates of C-S-H sheets which are 
inaccessible to mercury. Alford and Rahman (13) and 
Rahman (14) ascribed the lost porosity mainly to the 
presence of large voids (macropores ca. 1 000 to 
0.1 wn diameter) enclosed by gel with pores too 
fine to be recorded by MIP.

Porosity Influences the physical and mechanical 
properties of hep, such as compressive and flexural 
strength, hardness, fracture toughness. Young's 
modulus, shrinkage, creep, diffusion and per
meability. Powers and Brownyard (7) realised this 
and they expressed the dependence of strength on 
porosity In terms of the gel:space ratio l.e. the 
ratio of the volume of hydrated cement paste to the 
sum of the volumes of the hydrated cement and the 
capillary pores. Later workers expressed porosity 
in terms of volume of pores relative to the total 
volume of the specimen. The relationship between 
porosity and strength is expressed Indirectly In the 
equation of Feret, where compressive strength crc 
is connected with the volumes Vc of cement, 
Vw of water and Va of air (25):

oc = A[VC/(VC t Vu ♦ Va)]2 and A Is a constant.

The porosity of hep incorporates the effect of both 
the Initial watericement ratio and curing 
(hydration). The correlation of porosity with 
mechanical properties of materials has led to three 
types of equation, mainly semi-empirical, namely:

a = a0(l-p)^ derived by Balshin (26);

a = aoe-BP derived by Ryshkewltch (27)

where <rQ Is the strength at zero porosity, p Is 
porosity and A and В are constants. A third 
equation:

Per 
a = D In p was derived by Schiller (28) 



where pcr Is zero strength porosity, and p 1s a 
constant. Similar equations have been derived and 
applied for Young's modulus and for fracture energy 
of cementitious materials, namely (29,30)

E = E0(1-p)3 and (31):

R = Roe"kP

where Eo and Ro are Young's modulus and fracture 
energy respectively, at zero porosity and 
к Is a constant (28).

Experimental data relating porosity to the 
strength properties of hep are presented by Verbeck 
and Helmuth (32), Sereda et al (24) and Kendall 
et al (25), among others. From their data 1t 1s 
clear that porosity 1s a major factor limiting the 
strength of hep. Mix parameters, especially the 
water:cement ratio, greatly Influence the porosity 
of hep (33). Techniques to limit the porosity of 
hep Include pressing (34), hot pressing (35, 36, 37), 
the use of chemical admixtures to aid grinding and 
to enable the use of lower water:cement ratios 1n 
mixing of pastes (38-42) and Impregnation (43,44).

A characteristic of hep Is Its low flexural 
strength, typically between 3 and 10 MPa. Blrchall 
et al (45), Alford (46) and Kendall et al (25) have 
demonstrated that the commonly observed flexural 
weakness of hep Is due to the presence of large 
voids (>100 yun) which are largely undetected by 
conventional methods of pore analysis, such as gas 
adsorption and MIP. The low flexural strengths 
normally found are associated with macroscopic flaws 
rather than microscopic or mineralogical features of 
the gel, and the conventional strength-total 
porosity relationship Is largely fortuitous. It 
appears that the principal reason for an Increase In 
strength with a reduced total porosity 1s that the 
methods used to reduce porosity, such as compaction 
or hot pressing, also reduce the size of the largest 
pore. By the addition of polymer to make the mix 
plastic, the employment of high-shear mixers and the 
removal of air bubbles by press moulding at 5 MPa, a 
macro-defect free (MDF) cement product, with a high 
bending strength of 70 MPa, can be produced even 
though the porosity volume remains at a high level 
(46, 47). The large Increase In flexural strength 
of the MDF cement paste 1s attributed to a reduction 
in maximum void size and is explained on the basis 
of Griffith’s theory: 

where c is half the flaw length.

It is, however, uncertain whether macropores in 
poorly compacted pastes with a low w:c ratio, which 
contain large amounts of unhydrated cement, can be 
considered as flaws In the Griffith sense (48).

3.2 Aggregate

Less attention has been given to the morphology and 
physical properties of aggregates than to hep. 
However, in the light of the semi-empirical 
relationships mentioned In the previous section, 1t 
can be stated that various properties of aggregate 
are influenced by the volume and dimensions of the 
internal pore system. These include density, 
strength, permeability, modulus of elasticity, 
Poisson's ratio and durability (in respect of 

mechanisms of deterioration such as freeze-thaw 
resistance and alkali-slllca reaction).

Dolch (49) has referred briefly to work done on the 
porosity of aggregates and has given a short 
discussion on methods of measuring the porosity of 
aggregates. The methods are optical microscopy (to 
a minimum diameter of ca. 1 urn), pycnometric 
methods, the McLeod gauge porosimeter (the latter 
two methods measure the effective porosity) 
permeability measurement, absorptivity measurement, 
and the vapour adsorption method as well as MIP to 
determine equivalent pore size and pore size 
distribution.

Much attention has been given to the effect of the 
porosity of aggregates on the freeze-thaw durability 
of concrete. Some of the earliest work was done by 
Sweet (50), Dolch (51) and Verbeck and Landgren 
(52). Non-durable aggregates are characterised by a 
large volume of small pores which rapidly acquire a 
high degree of saturation but will not let the water 
drain out easily when it expands on freezing; most 
of the pores 1n non-durable aggregates are smaller 
than 200 nm (53). Kaneujl (quoted in Ref. 54) 
developed the following relationship between the 
pore characteristics of an aggregate and its frost 
resistance in concrete:

EOF = 0.579/PV t 6.12 (MD) + 3.40 where

EDF = expected durability factor
PV = intruded volume of pores larger than 4.5 nn 

in diameter, cma
MD = median diameter of pores larger than 4.5 nm 

In diameter, measured by a mercury 
porosimeter.

An objection to MIP for predicting aggregate 
durability Is the very small sample (2 to 5 g) that 
can be tested.

Equations similar to the one above, for freeze-thaw 
durability and porosity, have apparently not been 
established for aggregate properties such as 
strength, modulus of elasticity, Poisson's ratio and 
shrinkage. It appears also that no attention at all 
has yet been given to the presence of macro defects 
1n aggregates, such as the micro fractures which are 
commonly observed in many aggregates. Although 
there are many tests to assess the suitability and 
potential durability of aggregates for use In 
concrete, such as for aggregate crushing value, Los 
Angeles abrasion resistance, magnesium sulphate 
soundness and drying shrinkage (which are all 
adversely influenced by Increased porosity), I 
not aware of experimental data relating porosity to 
the above properties of aggregates.

3.3 Concrete

Hardened concrete that is properly proportioned, 
mixed and placed consists of hep, aggregate and, 
Inevitably, entrapped voids. Voids can also be 
purposely entrained by the use of an alr-entraln™ 
agent. The hep is composed of remnants of cement 
grains, cement gel and space not filled with cemen 
gel; these spaces are the capillary pores. The 
cement gel has a porosity of at least 28 per cent 
(7, 54). Porosity in the aggregate is most connronj 
between 1"and 5 per cent (55) but can be between 
and 24 per cent, for example In limestone rocks u 
by Dolch (49) in freeze-thaw durability studies.



The pores in concrete therefore, can consist of gei 
pores, capillary pores, entrapped pores, entrained 
pores and pores in the aggregate. Such pores are 
inherent to concrete.

However, poor mixture design, placement or compaction 
can result in bleeding channels and pockets, cavities 
under aggregates and reinforcing bars, and honey
combing. Such voids are largely due to poor practice 
and are to a greater or lesser extent always present 
in concrete; however, such pores should not occur, 
provided concreting materials are chosen correctly 
and proper care is taken in manufacture.

in the short term, plastic settlement, plastic 
shrinkage and thermal contraction may cause cracks 
In concrete while, in the long term, cracks may be 
caused by reversible and Irreversible drying 
shrinkage, carbonation, sulphate attack, 
alkali-aggregate reaction and structural movement, 
any of which will increase the porosity of the 
concrete. These cracks should not occur, provided 
proper care is taken.

As mentioned, cement gel has a porosity of not less 
than 28 per cent and it usually is higher (54). The 
capillary space Is initially determined by the 
water:cement ratio and If it 1s about 0.35 by mass, 
the bulk volume of the gel will eventually be 
sufficient to fill this space and produce a paste 
free of capillary pores (55). At higher w:c ratios, 
a paste having a large volume of capillaries that 
are almost continuous will be produced, but which 
may, with continued curing, become filled and 
Isolated provided that the original w:c ratio was 
small enough. At w:c ratios above 0.70 no amount of 
curing will fill capillary space.

Although only about 25 to 40 per cent by volume 
(15 to 30 per cent by mass) of concrete Is cement 
paste, the strength and elasticity of the concrete 
is affected to a great extent by the strength of the 
cement paste, which Is Intimately related to Its own 
porosity (51, 55). Except when aggregates are very 
weak, the upper limit of concrete strength tends to 
be determined by the strength of the cement paste 
and the strength of the cement-aggregate bond. 
However, none of the equations which relate porosity 
to the strength and fracture energy of the hep can 
be applied directly to concrete. Fagerlund (56), 
therefore, suggested a strength-porosity 
relationship In which the effect of the aggregate Is 
considered, as well as an equation for the 
calculation of the modulus of elasticity of a 
concrete as a function of the concrete's 
constituents and age (57).

4. PERMEABILITY AND DIFFUSIVITY

4.1 General aspects

The relevance of molecular transport processes In 
hep and concrete has been reviewed and their 
relevance to durability discussed by Lawrence (58). 
Among the different transport processes, data on 
permeability are apparently the simplest to obtain, 
lherefore, permeability determination Is the 
preferred test to relate to concrete durability, 
although diffusivity is theoretically more useful. 
Fortunately, results of the simpler permeability test 
appear to be readily convertible to diffusivity (59). 
A fair amount of data on the relationship between 

permeability and diffusivity, and other parameters 
such as concrete mix composition and curing has been 
collected by Lawrence (59).

Powers and Brownyard (7) established that there is a 
relationship between the capillary porosity of hep 
and Its permeability. Their results were analysed 
by Fagerlund (60), and excellent agreement was 
found. Fagerlund also studied the kinetics of water 
absorption In concrete and found that water 
absorption 1s a simple function of the capillary 
porosity but that the air pores larger than about 
5 to 10 um seem to take no part In the absorption 
at all.

Grube and Lawrence (61) reported the initial results 
of a co-operative Investigation undertaken by seven 
laboratories Into the permeability of concrete to 
oxygen. Values lay in the range of 0.001 to 
30 x 10"16 m2. Different laboratories reported 
large differences for similar mixes, amounting In 
extreme cases to a factor of 17 times. This large 
variation 1s ascribed to differences In casting and 
curing. The oxygen permeability Is very sensitive 
to small changes in mix design and degree of 
curing. Initial curing Is most Important and for a 
cement content of 300 kg/m3. Increasing the 
curing from 1 to 3 days reduced permeability by a 
factor of 5, on average, and by a further factor of 
9 when curing was Increased to 28 days. Changing 
the w:c ratio has a lesser but still Important 
effect: for example, reducing the w:c ratio by 0.05 
reduced permeability on average 1.6x. Increasing 
the cement content from 240 to 300 kg/m3 and 
keeping the w:c ratio 0.7, Increased permeability by 
a factor of 2.1 on average. Similar results were 
obtained by Mills (62) for cement content.

The different results obtained for portland cement 
with additions may appear to be contradictory, 
unless properly Interpreted. Fagerlund (60) found 
that Increasing slag content to 65 per cent 
Increased the resistance of concrete to water 
penetration. The concrete had been pre-treated for 
the equivalent of 91 days wet-curing when the tests 
were started and were dried at 50 °C for a week 
prior to the test. Gräf and Grube (63) found that 
portland blast-furnace cement (PBFC) concretes had a 
higher oxygen permeability than portland cement 
concrete, but that after prolonged sealed curing, 
the PBFC concrete may become more Impervious. 
H1llsdorf et al (64) in comparing the freeze-thaw 
durability of portland cement concrete with PBFC 
concrete, both air-entrained, after exposure to 
carbonation, found a poorer durability for the PBFC 
concrete. This Is ascribed to the Increased 
capillary porosity of the PBFC concrete, because of 
carbonation. The effect of carbonation Is much less 
pronounced if the surface layers are molst-cured for 
several weeks prior to carbonation.

For portland cement concretes containing 20 per cent 
fly ash, Gräf and Grube report greater permeability 
for one fly ash and less for another, when compared 
with portland cement alone, when curing has been 
poor. Mortars of portland cement and fly ash have 
higher diffusion coefficients than mortars of 
portland cement alone, because of the coarser pore 
structure of the former according to Bager (65).

Plasticisers and superplasticisers may change the 
pore structure of concrete detrimentally, resulting 
In slightly greater permeability to air, than that 



of concrete made without these additives (66). In 
contrast, Collepardi and Massidda (67) found 
Increased strength and decreased capillary porosity, 
pore diameter and permeability for concrete In which 
water-reducing additives were used. Resistance to 
sulphate attack was Increased. However, It Is 
possible that the slight differences recorded by 
Huovinen (66) were not significant.

4.2 Corrosion of reinforcing steel

lhe corrosion of reinforcing steel is the most 
frequent source of distress in concrete, not only in 
countries where de-icing salts are used, but also in 
arid regions, especially in coastal areas. 
Carbonation or reaction with S02 causes a drop 
in pH of the pore solution from 12.5 or higher to 
less than 9, thus destroying the passivating effect 
of calcium hydroxide. Chloride ions produce soluble 
products at the anodic site, causing a breakdown In 
the passivity of the steel, and oxygen consumes 
electrons at the cathodic site (this last reaction 
Is rate-controlling). It Is therefore natural that 
studies of gaseous diffusion of oxygen and carbon 
dioxide, and the Ionic diffusion of chloride Ions 
through concrete, should receive wide attention in 
an attempt to obtain critical data for the pre
diction of the service life of reinforced concrete.

Lawrence (59) details steel reinforcement cover 
requirements under different climatic conditions for 
different w:c ratios, based on the oxygen 
diffusivity 1n the different climatic conditions.

4.3 Carbonation

The depth of carbonation follows a square root of 
time law and 1s a function of the permeability of 
the concrete, the relative humidity of the concrete 
and the concentration of C02 in the environment, 
lhe depth of carbonation may vary between 19.5 mm 
and 0.05 mm in the first year for the worst and best 
situations respectively, in respect of the 
diffusivity of concrete (58). For low w:c ratio 
concrete, the depth of carbonation In the first year 
will typically be in the order of 1 to 2. mm and 
should pose no serious threat of Initiation of steel 
corrosion except with very poor quality concrete or 
very shallow covers (68). Carbonation affects the 
pore structure of the cement paste. Total porosity 
1s reduced, the mode of the pore size distribution 
being shifted towards larger diameters. The larger 
pores seem to be unaffected but the volume of 
smaller pores 1s reduced by a factor of 2. 
Carbonation reduces both the diffusivity and the 
permeability of especially low w:c ratio mortars. 
However, carbonation causes an Increase In the 
capillary porosity of mortars made with PBFC with a 
slag content of 75 per cent (64). The depth of 
carbonation Is greater where fly ash replaces part 
of the portland cement (69).

4.4 Chloride

Sorenson and Maahn (70) studied chloride penetration 
in 15- to 20-year-old concrete in Denmark. Chloride 
penetration can be approximated by a semiflnlte 
-llffuslar) system which follows the square root of 

Idw and is a function of the initial 
conccotraticn of chloride tn the concrete, the 
effecti’.e surface ccncentratlon of chloride, the 

i * Lv a.-d the humidity of the concrete. The 
raacHun c-f uhlo'lde with certain cement 

constituents, affects the diffusion coefficient. If 
0.06 per cent chloride In concrete, by mass. Is 
considered the threshhold concentration 1n respect 
of steel corrosion, then within 15 to 20 years this 
value 1s attained 30 to 120 mm below the concrete 
surface (the depth of the outermost reinforcement). 
Because some of the chloride is bound as Friedel's 
salt, it would be desirable to have a measure of the 
critical chloride concentration based on pore 
solution or water-soluble chloride.

For concrete Immersed In sea water (0.9 per cent 
chloride; diffusion coefficient of chloride ion 
D = 5 x 10* 12 m2/s for NaCl), Lawrence (58) 
gives a chloride concentration of about 0.009 per 
cent in 1.3 years and 0.3 per cent In 9 years, at a 
depth of 50 mm. Doubling the depth of cover 
quadruples the time required for a certain 
concentration of chloride to be reached. The pore 
size distribution of hep 1s altered by chloride 
penetration and the greater the amount of chloride 
present, the smaller the pores found; consequently 
the permeability to water will be reduced (71).

The diffusion coefficients of chloride 1on Into hep 
vary from 3 to 7 x 10"12 m2/s for the 
monovalent cations L1+, Na+ and K+ but 
Increase to 10 to 18 x 10* 22 m2/s when the 
accompanying cations are Ca++ or Mg++. The 
diffusion coefficient of chloride decreases in the 
order MgCl2>CaCl2>L1Cl>KCl>NaCl. The 
diffusion coefficients of the alkali metal cations 
are somewhat less than those of chloride and vary 
between 2 to 3 x IO“12 m2/s (72).

Hansson et al (73) report that for the same quantity 
of chloride added to ordinary portland cement mortar 
as CaCl2, NaCl or KC1, the corrosion rate 1s 
strongly dependent on the cation, CaCl2, having 
a much more deleterious effect than either NaCl or 
KC1. The addition of CaCl2 creates a more open 
pore structure which allows easier diffusion and a 
higher electrical conductivity, and 1t reduces the 
pH of the pore solution. NaCl and KC1 Increase the 
porosity to a lesser extent and they Increase the pH 
of the pore solution.

4.5 Sulphate

The diffusion of sulphate Into hep gives diffusion 
coefficients between 2 and 30 x 10-1* m2/s, which 
is 10 to 100 times slower than for chloride (74). 
Lawrence (58) calculated the maximum and minimum 
depths of penetration of sulphate Ions 
(D = IO* 18 m2/s) Into concrete for 
combinations of 200 and 500 kg cement per m8, 
and SO, concentrations of 0.1 and 1 per cent, 
to be 3.8 and 0.6 mm after 3 years.

4.6 Drying and wetting

Equations for the movement of liquid water or 
aqueous solution Into dried concrete and their 
application arevexplained by Lawrence (58). 
According to Bazant and Najjar (75), the drying of 
concrete is a nonlinear diffusion function. The 
diffusion coefficient decreases sharply from 
2.2 x 10_* to 5.5 x 10-11 m2/s as the 
pore humidity drops from 0.9 to 0.6 while below 0.6 
it appears to be approximately constant. Kallmerls 
and Hall (76) applied the unsaturated water-flow 
theory developed mainly by soil physicists to 
water-flow processes In porous building materials,
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FIGURE 4: The effect of exposure conditions on mass gain and loss and the expansion caused by alkall-sllica
reaction In concrete beams, 1 000 mra x 350 mm x 400 mm (77)

but did not extend the theory to Include systems 
where soluble salts are present. In other words, 
where there are osmotic and other solute-dependent 
effects. Clearly, more work Is required to relate 
unsaturated water flow to both pore structure and 
durability of cementitious systems.

4.7 Frost durability

lhe susceptibility of concrete to frost damage 
depends on the permeability of the cement paste, the 
degree of saturation, the amount of freezable water, 
the rate of freezing and the average maximum 
distance from any point 1n the paste to a free water 
surface where Ice can form safely. An air content 
of at least 3 per cent by volume of the concrete Is 
required to provide the bubble spacing not exceeding 
0-2 mm and void size between 0.05 and 1.25 mm which 
sre necessary to ensure frost durability. A 
strength loss of 10 to 20 per cent due to 2 to 4 per 
cent air entrainment can be anticipated If the water 
content 1s not reduced, and careful control of 
а°мГе*е m1x Parameters 1s therefore required to 
achieve both the required volume of bubbles and 
Permeability of the paste, to ensure frost 
durability without affecting the concrete strength 
detrimentally (8,17).

4.8 Alkali-aggregate reaction

Very few quantitative data are available on 
molecular transport processes tn concrete and their 
effect on alkali-aggregate reaction. It 1s, 
however, known that moisture plays a very important 
role. The curves In Figure 4 show that expansion 
caused by alkall-sllica reaction, under natural 
exposure conditions, stops If the concrete 1s 
sheltered and starts again when the cover 1s 
removed. The Interruption In expansion is followed 
by a loss In mass of the concrete. A similar effect 
Is obtained If the concrete Is coated with a 
solvent-based silicone (77).

5. CEMENT PROPERTIES, CONCRETE 
TECHNOLOGY AND DURABILITY

Exhaustive research has been done on porosity and 
Its Influence on the mechanical, physical and 
morphological properties of hep, and the Influence 
of factors such as w:c ratio on porosity. It 
appears, however, that the concrete Industry Is 
either unaware of such research, or not applying 
It. Corlsh and Jackson (78) and a working group of 
the British Concrete Society (79), recently showed



TABLE 2: Changing strengths of Portland cement 
concrete In Great Britain. Cement content 
ca. 300 kg/m9, w:c ratio 0.60 (80)

Period 28-day-strength In N/mm2

1945 - 1947 25.0
1948 - 1953 29.0
1954 - 1958 33.0
1959 - 1965 36.5
1966 - 1974 39.5
1975 - 1980 43.5

TABLE 3: Changing cement contents and maximum w:c 
ratios for concretes In Great Britain, 
achieving a 28-day strength of 33 MPa, all 
with the same workability (80)

Period Minimum Maximum
Cement content water:cement

1945 - 1947 380 kg/m9 0.47
1948 - 1953 325 kg/m9 0.55
1954 - 1958 300 kg/m9 0.60
1959 - 1965 280 kg/m9 0.64
1966 - 1974 265 kg/m9 0.67
1975 - 1980 250 kg/m9 0.72

that the major differences In British cements 
through the years, have been an Increase in the 
ratio of C,S to C2S, while the proportion 
of silicates has remained about constant. The 
proportions of the other compounds In cement have 
also remained constant and cement has not become 
significantly finer. There has been a marked 
Increase In the strength of concrete with a given 
quantity of cement, most noticeably at an early 
age. As strengths went up, cement contents dropped 
and w:c ratios Increased. The changes in concrete 
mix proportions and strength are reflected In 
Tables 2 and 3 from Wischers (80).

In the United States, cement strengths have more 
than tripled since 1916, mainly owing to finer 
grinding. During this period the cement content of 
the same class of concrete has decreased by 40 per 
cent, from about 380 to 230 kg/m9 (w:c ratio 
about 0.45) (81).

The above changes In properties of cement, and the 
resultant changes In concrete design parameters, 
naturally cause concern about the durability of the 
concrete. Parrot (82) has developed a predictive 
model which utilises research data to assess the 
effect of such changes on the properties of 
concrete. The Input variables are mass fractions 
of the cement phases, surface area, w:c ratio, 
maximum days cured, curing conditions and 
temperature. The main output data are relative 
volumes of CaS, C,S, C,A, С,АР, gypsum and fly ash; 
relative volumes of calcium hydroxide and calcium 
silicate; relative volumes of C,A and C4AF 
hydrates; total porosity, porosity larger than 4 nm, 
and porosity smaller than 4 nm; relative 

humidity, both evaporable and chemically bound water; 
the heat evolved, the rate of heat evolution, 
compressive strength, paste density and permeability 
to water.

Parrot's model Indicates that modern cements have 
disadvantages that may outweigh their advantages; 
for higher strength concrete, modern cements still 
require shorter curing times to achieve a given 
permeability, but for lower strength concrete, 
longer curing times are required. The longer curing 
times required at lower strengths to achieve low 
permeability, are Impractical, regardless of the 
cement composition. Modern, high early strength 
cements enable less cement and higher w:c ratios to 
be used to achieve the required strength; this 
results in more porous concrete with a higher 
permeability and lower durability than previously. 
It Is therefore Imperative, when specifying a grade 
of concrete, to provide for durability by specifying 
a minimum cement content and a maximum w:c ratio. 
Minimum cement contents should, however, be 
realistic and due regard must be given to 
unfavourable effects of unnecessarily high cement 
contents, such as shrinkage, thermal cracking and 
possible high alkali content.

6. PROSPECTS

During the past 15 years attention has been given to 
the development of low-porosity cementitious 
products. More recently, there has been a 
coordinated effort to test the permeability and 
diffusivity of hep and concrete as well as an 
attempt to relate the results to problems of 
durability.

The foregoing discussion Indicates that future 
research should be directed In the directions 
outlined below:

(I) It Is Imperative to capture all details of 
construction projects In data bases, to

establish computerised management systems for the 
maintenance, repair and rehabilitation of structures, 
to record Information on the durability of concrete 
materials and to feed the data to researchers.

(II) Efforts to develop models for the prediction 
of service life at the Initial stage of

planning of a structure, and to aid mix design for 
maximum durability under particular exposure condi
tions, should be Intensified and results applied.

(III) A greater number of reliable accelerated 
tests, properly correlated to long-term

tests and performance In practice, are required to 
test the constituents of concrete and to use the 
data In predictive service-life models.

(1v) Models of hep need to be refined since they 
assist In the Interpretation of test results 

for properties such as specific surface, pore 
structure, state of water, permeability and 
diffusivity. The techniques used to determine these 
properties also need refinement.

(v) Continued research is required Into the 
methods of characterising pore structure of 

hep, aggregate and concrete to attempt to eliminat , 
or at least explain different results obtained by 
different methods.



(vl) Procedures for permeability and diffusivity 
determinations must be standardised to 

eliminate large differences obtained by different 
laboratories.

(v11) The results of the mathematical modelling of 
cement hydration, pore structure and 

permeability have been successfully applied to 
concrete design. Such modelling needs to be 
continued and Improved.

(vlll) The application of theory and technology to 
produce low-porosity cement systems needs 

more attention.

(lx) Overall, 1t appears that the durability of 
concrete can be expressed in terms of either 

porosity or one of the related parameters - 

permeability or diffusivity. The knowledge to 
design durable concrete under most environmental 
and exposure conditions, exists. A major effort 
1s, however, required to impart this knowledge 
to the construction sector and to produce 
durable concrete under a diversity of field 
conditions.
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PORK STRUCTURE, PERMEABILITY AND DIFFUSIVITY AS RELATED TO DURABILITY „ ,
INFLUENCE DE LA STRUCTURE DES PORES, DE LA PERMEABILITE ET DE LA DIFFUSIVITE SUR LA DURAB1LITE

4.1

SUMMARY: This paper discusses permeability measurements made by fluids, water and oxygen, on both normal and 
blended hydrated portland cements. Sample preparation and experimental procedure are vital considerations. 
Pore structure determinations by several procedures are discussed together with work relating it to 
permeability.
Methods of diffusion measurements of both ions and oxygen are presented and related to the protection of 
reinforcing steel by the concrete matrix. Counter-diffusion methods of water replacement by different fluids 
are compared. The relevance of several techniques to giving information with regard to resistance of concrete 
to various forms of attack is debated.



INTRODUCTION

Most physical and engineering properties of 
hardened cement pastes and concretes depend on their 
microstructure. Relationships between compressive 
strength and porosity have been researched greatly 
and have been adequately reviewed (1). However, 
several studies on durability have indicated that 
permeability is probably the most Important factor 
in relation to durability (2-'9).

The objective of durability studies is to 
predict performance In various environments. Some 
of these environments cause chemical changes in 
concrete which depend on the permeation of the 
reacting species (10). The permeation may be in the 
liquid state, e.g., water containing various ions, 
or in the gaseous state, such as oxygen or carbon 
dioxide (11,12). In many instances the transport 
mechanism may involve diffusion, such as in the case 
of the penetration of chloride or sulfate ions 
(7,13,14), but the diffusivity of a body may be 
related to similar pore structure parameters, as is 
permeability (11).

Accurate measurement of permeability is 
important for characterizing materials in nuclear 
waste Isolation and other applications (15—19), and 
this has led to a renewed effort in understanding 
permeability-pore structure relationships (20-25).

Recently, there has been increasing concern 
over the factors that control the durability of 
exposed, reinforced concrete structures (6,8,26-33). 
Whereas it is recognized that good quality concrete 
provides adequate protection under normal 
circumstances, it is also clear that in certain 
structures, such as bridges and parking garages, and 
some in contact with sea water, where chloride ions 
are present in sufficient quantity, new approaches 
are needed (34-44),

Specifications for concrete have often been 
based on its 28-day strengths, but it is now 
apparent that quantitative Information is required 
on the effect of a range of parameters such as the 
water/cement ratio, the binder content, curing 
conditions, effect of cement additives and 
replacements on the durability and thus permeability 
of concrete (44-45).

New studies have revealed that durability of 
cement and concrete can be improved by the 
incorporation of materials such as pulverized 
ash (fly-ash), condensed silica fume, rice husk ash, 
and other pozzolanic materials (34-44). Althoug 
is known that these materials react with calcium 
hydroxide produced by portland cement hydration, 
little Is known about the changes In structure 
brought about by this Interaction. Similar results 
with regard to the permeability of mixtures о 
Portland cement and ground granulated blast furnace 
slag have been observed (36,46). Some ''or^e^t.HaVe 
correlated these properties with the Ca(0H)2-Cb 
interface (37,47) and others with the apparent 
increased volume of small pores (36).

Despite several investigations of the 
of supplementary cementing materials on permea У 
and the relation of these to pore structure, the 
^actors controlling permeability are still not 
clearly understood (24,36,44). This is partly due 

to the methods of obtaining pore-size distribution 
data. Several investigations have shown that the 
pore-size distribution curves obtained from mercury 
intrusion porosimetry (the main method for obtaining 
pore-size distribution data) are subject to details 
of the specimen preparation prior to the 
experiments (48-50).

In recent years, investigators have used 
different methods of drying specimens before making 
pore structure measurements (51-55). These methods 
include the use of solvents, such as methanol, which 
has recently been shown to react with Ca(OH)2 and 
possibly CSH (56-58), and Isopropanol (50), which 
appears to show more promise since it is relatively 
non—reactive. Some of these methods have been 
compared with direct oven drying, and differences in 
porosity have been used to develop explanations for 
permeabilities of both blended and plain 
pastes (25,49,53).

Permeability and diffusivity related to 
durability of mortars and concretes involve more 
parameters than those involving paste, such as the 
nature of the aggregate paste bonds and interfaces. 
Greater difficulties than with pastes may also exist 
with cracking on drying, due to the restraint of the 
aggregate.

The objective of this review is to identify the 
basic factors relating pore structure to 
permeability (and diffusivity) and how they affect 
durability.

EQUATIONS USED TO CALCULATE PERMEABILITY

Permeability to Water
The permeability coefficient is most commonly 

calculated through a modified D'Arcy equation:
Q = KA — О)

dx

where
Q - flow through the specimen (m3/s) 
К = permeability of medium (m/s) 
A = cross-sectional area through which flow is 

occurring (m2)
dh „ hydraulic gradient across the specimen and is 
dX equal to Р/pgi
I = thickness of the specimen, P is the applied 

pressure and p is the density

Permeability to Oxygen
Contrary to the case of water, oxygen is 

compressible and the pressure gradient through the 
concrete or cement paste pores will be considerable; 
the mass flow rate of gas, however, must be the same 
through the concrete specimen length when a steady 
flow has been achieved.

During experimental determination, gas flow 
rate, R (cm3/s) is measured at an absolute pressure 
of P. bar, with an input pressure of P- bar. Thus, 
in the D'Arcy equation, the flow rate is taken at 
the average pressure (P2 + P1)/2, while the pressure 
gradient across the specimen of thickness L is 
P2 - p1. Assuming the viscosity of oxygen to be



2.02 X 10-5 Ns/m2 at 20°C, the permeability 
coefficient is calculated as:

К
4.04-R-P^L-lO-16
A-(P2 - P2 ) 

2 1
Ta2/s

Diffusion of Water Vapour

(2)

When saturated specimens of paste or concrete 
are dried under controlled conditions, the simple 
measurement of weight loss with time can give an 
estimate of the diffusion constant "D" (m2/s), as 
shown in the following equation for 
small-to-moderate times:

w
(3)

where Wt is the weight loss at time, t(s), and Ww is 
the ultimate weight loss« 1(лп) is half the 
thickness of the specimen«

Diffusion of Oxygen Through Saturated Specimens

A simple diffusion equation based on Fick^s law 
is usually employed in calculating the average 
■effective diffusivity Xm2/s)«

D-kj * S x (C, - Co) x PQa = -J------------------- (4)A L к R * T

where

QÄ = molecular flow of oxygen (mol/s)
L = thickness of the specimen (m)
S = cross-sectional area (m2)
R = gas constant (m3 atm/K mol) = 8»206 x lO-^
T = absolute temperature
C1 and C2 are the mole fractions of oxygen in the 

gaseous phases in contact with opposing faces 
of the specimen«

Diffusion of Ions Through Saturated Cement Pastes

If a specimen of cement paste of thickness °S/*  
and area "A” separates two compartments where in one 
an ionic species has concentration and in the 
other a concentration C2.> where >> C2, is 
effectively constant and C2 increases linearly, then 
a quasi-steady state exists and the activity of 
chloride Ion does not change at all points in the 
specimen«

DA C, (t - t_)Thus, C7 ------i-------22 V x £ (5)

where

V = volume of compartment 2
t = time taken for steady-state conditions to

occur
D(cm2/g) * effective diffusivity of the ion«

This diffusivity is also called the intrinsic 
diffusivity (D^) and experimentally it is easier to 
work in terms of the average flux per unit area of 
the medium rather than the liquid. However,

D4 - Df £5.
1 T2 (6)

where

Df = diffusivity in free liquid
£ - volume of pore fraction
T = tortusity
6 = constrictivity, which depends both on the 

porous medium and the diffusion species

e6/t2 is known as the diffusibility of the medium.

Diffusion Coefficient of Chloride Ions from 
Non-Steady State Values

The diffusion coefficients may be calculated 
for chloride ions by measuring the quantity of 
chloride penetrated at various distances within the 
specimen::

Dcs = Zl - xdc (7)
2t de 0

where

D^^(cm2/s) = diffusion coefficient
X — distance (cm) from the boundary 
t = time (s)

dx/dc is calculated from the slope of the 
chloride concentration vs. distance plot and 
11 xdc is calculated from the area under the j о curve«

SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR MEASUREMENT OF PERMEABILITY
Water Permeability

Many researchers have commented upon the length 
of time taken for steady-state flow conditions to be 
established when water at high pressure is forced 
through the pores of concrete or pastes 
(25,35,45,48,49). In fact, in some instances a 
reverse flow has been observed.

Many explanations have been offered:
a) continued hydration during the test5 b) calcium 
hydroxide transport and crystallization in larger^ 
pores, causing blocking; c) formation of calcite in 
pores; d) changing composition of pore solution;
e) lack of initial saturation of the concrete;
f) effect of water pressure on stability of pore 
structures. Day et al. questioned whether total 
steady state would, in fact, be attained, and 
defined steady state as the change of permeability 
coefficient in one day, being less than
0.1  x 10^2  д/д (48). Most workers have emphasized 
the need to vacuum saturate specimens before the 
test; Day et al. (48) reported results in which 
vacuum saturation procedures were performed over a 
period of 20 days without an appreciable change in 
weight, but the permeability test resulted in an 
increase in sample weight of 25 to 50% of the weight 
of water which flowed through the concrete. It is 
apparent that satisfactory results cannot be 
obtained on unsaturated specimens, and to saturate 
specimens by vacuum is difficult.

*

Care must be taken to avoid cracks in the 
concrete due to drying or to have ruptures occurring 
at the seal (the side of the specimen where it is 
held in the apparatus). Leaks also will give 
totally erroneous values.



TABLE 1. Summary of Results from Oxygen Permeability Tests (48)

Concrete 
Type

No. of
Samples

Sat. Moist 
Content, 
7. of SSD

Drying
Method

Total 
Days

Moisture
Loss, %
of SSD

Perm, 
to 

Oxygen

(E-9 m 
(+/- stand

Perm. 
After 
105°C
Drying 

/s) 
. dev.)

Plain 
Concrete

6 4.8 Vacuum
@ 20°C

62 3.6 54+/-25 151+/-41

Mix I 5 4.8 50% rh
@ 20°C

58 3.2 63+/-23 171+Z-22

8 4.7 Isoprop.+
38°C Oven

60 3.8 27+/-S 91+Z-37

Fly-ash
Concrete

6 5.4 Vacuum 
g 20°C

73 3.8 22+Z-l 55+Z-19

Mix II 5 5.3 50% rh
@ 20°C

56 3.6 35+Z-7 86+Z-25

9 5.3 Isoprop.+ 
38°C Oven

59 3.2 13+Z-5 38+Z-18

Oxygen Permeability

Oxygen permeability measurements are quick 
since reliable steady-state values are attained 
rapidly, and applied pressures can be low (11). 
However, in order to make a measurement, the 
specimen must be dried, and changes in the pore 
structure with respect to saturated conditions will 
probably result. The results of oxygen permeability 
experiments performed by Day et al. (48) on concrete 
are presented in Table 1. Three procedures of 
drying were used: (i) vacuum drying at 20°C;
(ii) drying at 53% RH at 20°C in a gloved box;
(iii) isopropanol solvent replacement followed by 
drying in an oven at 38°C.

After permeability measurements were made, all 
specimens were oven dried at 105°C and permeability 
to oxygen was again measured. The results Indicate 
that the drying method had a large influence, with 
the isopropanol replacement yielding the lowest 
permeabilities. Oven drying in every case increased 
the permeabilities considerably but it is possible 
that part of this may be due to microcracking of the 
concrete. The other differences are thought to be 
due to pore structure collapse and coarsening of the 
pores leading to higher permeabilities. It has been 
suggested by Day et al. (48) and Marsh (25) that the 
Isopropanol drying causes the least disruption to 
the pore structure. Work by Parrot, using methanol 
and other organic solvents, leads to the same 
conclusion (51).

PORE STRUCTURE DETERMINATIONS

Permeability has been shown to be dependent not 
so much upon porosity, as are some mechanical 
Properties, but on pore-*slze  distributions (20,21). 
»ree methods are mainly used for measuring 
Pore-size distribution: (A) metcuty Inttusiori 
Poroslmetry; (B) gas adsorption-desorption, usually 
Performed with nitrogen or butane; (C) electron 
m croscopy and Image analysis; there Is a fourth 
method, (D) Wood's metal Intrusion, which is similar 
to A.

A - In order to measure the pore-size distribution 
of a body, the sample must be dried, and 
microstructural properties of cement paste are 
highly dependent upon the details of drying. 
Marsh et al. (50) have measured pore-size 
distributions for propan-2—ol-dried specimens and 
for identical specimens dried directly in the oven 
at 105°C. The results for ordinary portland cement 
paste and a fly-ash blend are presented in Figs. 1 
and 2, respectively, each for the two drying 
procedures. The thickness of the specimens used in 
these drying procedures was not reported.

For the ordinary cement, after two months 
hydration, there is a reduced slope for oven-dried 
specimens below 80 A pore radius, but overall the 
distribution curves are not largely different. 
However, for the one-day specimen (Fig. 1) and the 
fly-ash blends (Fig. 2) there are large differences, 
as there are also for the threshold diameters, R^, 
in Fig. 2. Pore volumes at pore radii equal to and 
greater than 350 A and two months hydration are not 
too different for the ordinary cement, but 
differences are greater for the blended paste; this 
suggests that drying might affect the permeability 
of blended pastes but not that of ordinary pastes.

Feldman (37,38,47) measured pore—size 
distributions of ordinary portland cement, fly-ash, 
slag and silica fume blends. Drying in these cases 
was done by evacuating thin specimens (1 mm thick) 
for 15-24 hours before heating to 105°C. Results 
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In the case of ordinary 
portland cement, intrusion curves are of decreasing 
slope (concave to the pore-size axis), while for the 
blends of slag and fly-ash the curves become convex 
to the pore-size axis (increasing slope) between 28 
days and three months hydration. In the case of 
silica fume, the blends become concave between seven 
and fourteen days hydration (Fig. 4), depending on 
the concentration of silica fume. The fly-ash 
samples of Marsh and Day, dried by solvent 
replacement, also show this feature (50). This 
result has been related to the Ca(OH)- content of 
the body (37) (Fig. 5a). The slope of the 
distribution curve at maximum Intruded pressure was 
plotted against hydration time in Fig. 5b. The



FIGURE 1
TYPICAL MERCURY POROSIMETRY RESULTS FOR OVEN-DRIED 
AND SOLVENT-REPLACED ORDINARY PORTLAND CEMENT PASTE

BR 6779-1

FIGURE 2
TYPICAL MERCURY POROSIMETRY RESULTS FOR OVEN-DRIED 
AND SOLVENT-REPLACED BLENDED CEMENT PASTE

BR 6779-2
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CHANGE IN PORE-SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR CEMENT 
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Са(ОН)2 content is also plotted against hydration 
time (Fig. 5a). It may be observed that where the 
Ca(OH)2 content is low or decreasing, the slope is 
high or increasing. This is for the cases of the 
blended cements.

The effect of the mercury intrusion process on 
the microstructure has been investigated (60). 
Specimens that have been intruded with mercury were 
reintruded. This was performed by removing the 
mercury by extended distillation. The repeated 
intrusion showed that, in most samples of plain 
portland cement paste, the pore-size distribution 
"did not change much but for all the blends major 
differences occurred. The result shown in Fig. 6 is 
a change in character of the curve from convex to 
concave to the pore diameter axes, and an Intrusion 

threshold at a much higher pore diameter. This was 
explained (60) on the basis that the hydrated 
blended cement pore structure was made up of 
relatively large, but discontinuous, thin-walled 
pores. During mercury Intrusion, these pores were 
disrupted at high pressure and intruded. Repeat 
intrusion would result in these pores being filled 
at much lower pressures. The harsher technique of 
direct oven drying might result, in some Instances, 
in the same damage that occurred during mercury 
intrusion. This was shown to be the case by Marsh 
and Day (49); they compared helium porosities 
measured for ordinary or blended portland cement 
pastes dried by direct oven heating and by 
propan-2-ol treatment. Results in Fig. 7 show that 
higher porosities are obtained for the blends by the 
direct oven-drying technique.

The presence of Ca(0H)2 in hydrated ordinary 
portland cement pastes has been used by Feldman (37) 
to explain the relative continuity of this pore 
structure as compared to that of blends. The work 
of Marsh et al. (50) has shown greater similarity la 
their pore-size distribution (Figs. 1 and 2) when 
solvent or direct oven dried.

Roy and Parker (36) prepared cements. Type II 
and 60:40 blend of slag with the cement, for mercury 
intrusion. They dried them by three different 
methods: freeze-dried, vacuum dried at 80°C for 
2 hours, and dried with acetone followed by room 
temperature vacuum drying. Samples from the three 
methods were reported to show little difference in 
pore structures. These authors also found that the 
critical radius (radius at maximum dV/dP) of a 
cement paste may correspond with the microstructure 
of the material. In the pastes made with a w/c of
0.5  and 0.6, they found that the critical radius may 
be resolved by microscope. In well-developed gels, 
the critical diameter was about the distance between 
the fibers observed in SEM micrographs. Slag-cement 
pastes were concluded to have a finer structure than 
portland cement pastes from the observation of a 
smaller critical pore radius.

Midgley and Illston (53) dried pastes for 
mercury intrusion measurements in vacuum at 105 C 
and for electron microscopy by solvent replacement 
with ether. Comparisons made of pore radii by these 
techniques found surprising equivalence of pores 
above 100 A radius, suggesting that different drying 
techniques may mainly affect pores less than 100 A 
radius.

Total porosities measured by mercury Intrusion 
are also indicative of the microstructure of 
hydrated pastes. As discussed above, the fine pore 
structure is sensitive to drying techniques and the 
pressure used in the mercury porosimeters. Several 
workers (47,49,61) have found that the porosities о 
plain pastes measured by mercury porosimetry and by 
helium pycnometry give similar values. Marsh and 
Day (49) have found that this is true for directly 
oven-dried specimens and for those which were 
solvent-replaced (propan—2—ol) and then oven drie 
(Fig. 8). However, for mature oven-dried fly-ash 
pastes, the helium porosity is as much as 10% by 
volume less than mercury porosity (47,49,61) and or 
solvent-replaced specimens this difference is as 
much as 20^ less (48). Other results by Marsh and 
Day (49) showed that helium porosities of oven-dr e
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specimens, especially for blended cements, are much 
higher than helium porosities for propan-2-ol- 
replaced specimens (Fig. 7).

Marsh and Day (49) considered the measure of 
total porosity of propan-2-ol-replaced specimens as 
a good indicator of accessible porosity and thus 
related to permeability (25). A plot of this 
porosity vs. the permeability of water-saturated 
paste specimens is presented in Fig. 9. Despite the 
wide scatter, there appears to be a correlation.

h - Nitrogen adsorption has been used much in the 
Past but systematic variation in drying procedures 
and comparison with a molecule involving purely 
Physical interactions have not been previously done. 
Uawrence (62,63) has concluded that nitrogen and 
butane interactions are physical in nature. In 
addition, he concluded that hardened pastes, when 
rapidly dried, contain slit-shaped pores with widths 
that vary in size from micro to macro. Average pore 
slit widths lie between 2 and 4 nm, while the 

hydration products approximate to platy aggregations 
with overall average thicknesses between 30 and 
1000 nm. Slowly dried pastes have much reduced 
surface areas and wider, more symmetrical pores. 
Pore analysis of the mesopore surface for rapidly 
dried pastes has yielded surface areas well below 
BET values. Indicating that a considerable fraction 
of the surface area was contained in micropores. 
Evidence also exists of restricted adsorption at 
relative pressures above 0.6, indicating a 
preponderance of slit-shaped pores. Methanol drying 
appears to shift the pore-size distribution of 
specimens to smaller radii as compared with 
D-drylng.

More research is needed on the relationship 
between the change in the micro pores with a given 
drying technique to the change in the macro pores, 
since the latter pores are more relevant to 
properties dependent on permeability of the 
material.
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C - A method for large pore analysis has been 
developed by Jennings, Parrott and co-workers (54), 
Samples are dried by solvent replacement and vacuum 
treatment at room temperature. These samples are 
then impregnated under vacuum with a low-viscosity 
epoxy resin; after the resin hardened, the 
impregnated samples were ground flat and polished. 
They were then etched with 50% hydrochloric 
acid + 50% water to yield a resin replica of the 
impregnated pores. The polished surface of the 
resin replica was viewed with a scanning electron 
microscope and fields of about 10""8 m2 were 
photographed. These two-dimensional representations 
of the pore structure were analyzed, using an image 
analyzer. The areas analyzed were selected to be 
representative of a larger field of view. Some 
subjective decisions were required in deciding where 
a pore—solid interface should be drawn, but 
differences between individuals were not great. 
Porösity maps were constructed and some results are 
illustrated in Table 2. The open porosity 
determined from microscopy was estimated by 
excluding isolated and single-entrance pores that 
were thought not to be able to contribute to flow 
through the channels in the two-dimensional image. 
This is extremely speculative since in three 
dimensions the situation may be entirely different.

The impregnated porosity from the microscopy 
measurement is shown to be similar to large pores 
>50 nm diameter obtained from volumetric 
measurements (difference between total porosity 
determined by water or methanol and the volume of 
pores penetrated by butane at a relative pressure of 
0.95). However, it appears as if the estimate of 
the small pores by butane determined on dried 
samples would be considerably less than those 
occupied by water or methanol from the wet state, 
since they both occupy interlayer positions. Thus, 
this method of determining pores >50 nm diameter 
should lead to a considerable overestimate. The 
technique of helium pycnometry would be a better 
method to determine the volume of larger, continuous 
pores.

Despite the fact that some of the assumptions 
in this technique may be difficult to confirm, it 
does seem to show that the decrease of larger, 
continuous pores with degree of hydration is much 
more abrupt than merely the decrease of large pores 
(Table 2).

D - Wood’s^metal intrusion. Recently, several 
workers have claimed that cement paste has 
low—tensional strength due to the presence of large
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TABLE 2. Results of Diffusivity and Porosity 
Properties for Alite Hydrated at Various Times (54)

Hydration time (days) 1 3 10 28
Degree of hydration 0.22 0.30 0.50 0.83
Diffusion time, ет| (min) 30 34 74 142

Miscroscopy results
Impregnated porosity 0.50 0.42 0.26 0. 25
Open porosity 0.44 0.38 0.15 0.12
Open pores (%) 88 90 58 48

Volumetric estimates
Total porosity 0.61 0.58 0.55 0.49
Porosity >50 nm wide 0.51 0.44 0.34 0.27

spherical pores which act as critical flaws (64,65). 
These pores are stated to be greater than 15 pm and 
as large as 1000 pm. In addition, it has been 
emphasized that these pores cannot be observed by 
mercury intrusion because entrance into these pores 
may be limited by the fact that their entrances are 
smaller than can be entered by mercury at the 
maximum pressure. Wood’s metal is a four-component 
fusible alloy which melts at 70°C, the composition 
being bismuth 50%, cadmium 10%, tin 13.3%, and lead 
26.7%. It has a contact angle of 102° with cement 
paste. Rahman (66) used food’s metal as a 
porosimetric fluid and after impregnating at 
pressures of 0.92 and 40 MPa (400 and 10.6 nm pore 
diameters, respectively) and allowed any intruded 
metal to freeze within pores. Rahman (66) examined 
fractured surfaces and found that there was very 
little intrusion of Wood’s metal at a pressure of 
0.92 MPa, even though pores of about 100 pm diameter 
existed. At the higher pressure, some of these 
pores became filled with Wood’s metal.



Rahman (66) concludes that these macropores 
contribute significantly to the total porosity and 
affect pore-size distribution. Other work 
(47,59,60), especially on blended cements, indicated 
that some of these pores do exist and, in fact, 
density measurements by helium pycnometry confirm 
this but, on the other hand, on plain pastes with 
w/c of 0.4 or higher, helium and mercury intrusion 
porosities are similar and density values are 
consistent. Nevertheless, these pores, if present 
in significant proportion, could eventually affect 
the permeability of a body if continuity between 
these and other large pores occurred due to cracks 
formed by drying or other harsh treatment.

PERMEABILITY MEASUREMENTS

Water as Fluid in Plain Pastes

The design of equipment to measure the 
permeability of paste or concrete to liquid water 
has a long history (16,35). It is clear that the 
critical element was the prevention of leakage 
around the specimen. Many workers (18,35,48) cast 
an epoxy ring around the specimen with the seal 
dependent upon the epoxy-concrete bond. Other 
workers have used a conical specimen with a silicone 
rubber seal (25). More recently, Lawrence, Day and 
co-workers have used a system whereby a transverse 
pressure, greater than that of the permeating fluid, 
could be applied to a sealing membrane (45,48). 
With such a system, Mills found a strong dependence 
of permeability on confining pressure on concrete 
(16). This effect may be attributed to opening and 
closing of cracks in the specimen, and Illustrated 
the difficulties involved with this measurement.

Marsh (25) measured water permeability of 
ordinary portland cement paste prepared at w/c of 
0.47 and cured at 20, 35, 50 and 65°C. The 28-day 
and 3-month specimens cured at 20°C yielded values 
of approximately 1.5 x 10’13 m/s, whereas the 35, 50 
and 65°C pastes had values of between 4 and 
9 x 10-12 m/s. Hooton (35), using a 
sulfate-reslsting cement mixed at w/c of 0.36, found 
decreases from 340 x IO-13 to 1 x IO-13 m/s during 
hydration from 7 to 180 days. Goto and Roy (23) 
compared pastes cured for 28 days at different w/c s 
and temperatures. At 27°C and w/c of 0.35 the 
permeability was 0.6 x 10"^3 m/s, while at 60°C, at 
the same w/c, the permeability was 1 x IO-12 m/s. 
Nyame and Illston (21,22) and Mehta and Manmohan 
(20) also measured permeabilities of ordinary 
portland cement at several w/c and curing times; 
values obtained by Nyame and Illston (21,22) varied 
from 5 x 10-6 m/s at 2 days hydration and w/c of 1.0 
to 5 X 10-15 m/s at 10 months hydration and w/c of 
0.23 (Fig. 10). These authors found a relatively 
small but significant decrease in permeability with 
increasing pressure applied during the experiment 
and attributed this to some clogging of pores by the 
Increase of pressure in addition to continued 
hydration.

Water as Fluid in Blended Pastes

Marsh (25) and co-workers (49) measured 
permeabilities of pastes where 30Z of cement was 
replaced with fly-ash. Significant decreases in 
permeability were observed. However, at a

FIGURE 10
EFFECTS OF HYDRATION ON PERMEABILITY OF 
HARDENED CEMENT PASTES OF DIFFERENT
W(C RATIOS
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temperature of 20оС, decreases in permeability , 
relative to ordinary cement were not observed until 
after 28 days hydration; permeabilities fall from 
7 x 10-^2 m/s at 28 days to 6 x IO-*15 m/s after 3 
months hydration. Similar reductions in 
permeability were observed at 35°C between 7 and 28 
days hydration, while at 50 and 65°C the blended 
pastes achieved low permeability by 7 days. Hooton 
(35) observed decreased permeability with silica 
fume addition and Manmohan and Mehta (2) observed 
similar trends with additions such as rice husk ash, 
fly-ash and blast furnace slag. Roy and Parker (3 ) 
also found permeabilities of slag-cement blend 
pastes to be considerably lower than ordinary 
portland cement pastes. Samples were made at w/c s 
of 0.30, 0.40, 0.50 and 0.60 and were cured at 27, 
45, 60 and 90°C for periods from 14 to 28 days. 
Permeabilities increased with curing temperature an 
w/c ratio.

Permeabilities of blended cement concretes were 
measured by Lawrence (44). He found that mature 
concretes containing 35% replacement of cement by 
fly-ash were two to five times less permeable than 
ordinary portland cement or slag-rcement concrete 
when compared at the same 28—day cube strength. 
Mills (16) also observed that permeability of 
concrete was significantly decreased by partial 
substitution of portland cement with fly-ash.
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Oxygen as Fluid
Gas flows much more readily through concrete 

samples than does water, and so pressures are much 
lower and time needed to attain steady state is much 
less. However, to measure permeabilities, the 
specimen must be dried. Results in Table 1 (48) 
show that for a concrete of w/c of 0.47, the methods 
of drying are very important. These have been 
discussed in section 3b. Grube and Lawrence (67) 
reported initial results of permeability measurement 
from a cooperative program undertaken by seven 
laboratories (8). Oxygen permeabilities lay in the 
range 0.001 to 30 x 10-16 m2. Specimens were dried 
between 50 and 65% RH. Considering mixes containing 
300 kg cement/m3, it was found that increasing 
curing time from one to three days reduced 
permeability by an average of five times, while a 
further increase in curing time to 28 days resulted 
in a further decrease in permeability by nine times. 
Change in w/c ratio, on the other hand, has a lesser 
though still important effect; reducing w/c ratio by 
0.05 reduced permeability 1.6 times on average.
Other works obtained similar results (68). Lawrence 
(44) extended his study to blended cements and found 
that concrete specimens that had 35% replacement of 
cement with fly-ash and that were dried to 55% RH 
had permeabilities about five times less than 
ordinary cement or slag. Similar results had 
previously been reported for undrled specimens using 
water as fluid (2,25).

White et al. (19) and McDaniel (4) measured 
permeability of mortars using nitrogen gas. 
Specimens were pre-dried to constant weight at 
110°C. Using the Klinkenberg correction, they found 
that values obtained by water and those by nitrogen 
were comparable.

DIFFUSION MEASUREMENT

A major problem of concrete durability is the 
corrosion of reinforcement steel. The steel is 
normally in a passive state, but this may change as 
a result of the diffusion of carbon dioxide or 
chloride ions. Rates of subsequent steel corrosion 
may depend on the rate of diffusion of oxygen to the 
steel, as well as diffusion of various ions. 
Knowledge of the parameters controlling diffusion 
rates are thus very important.

Oxygen Diffusion

Relatively few studies of gas diffusion in 
concrete have been carried out. Some earlier, 
comprehensive work was carried out by Zagar (69) and 
Darr and Ludwig (70), and others have provided 
interesting data (71). Darr et al. (70) calculated 
an ordinary effective diffusion constant, while 
Lawrence (11) calculated an average diffusion 
constant, which is an approximation of the value 
given by Darr and Ludwig (70). Grube and Lawrence 
П2) extended previous work by using a wider range 

mixes and different curing conditions (20 hours 
°r 28 days) followed by drying to 55% RH. They 
observed that once a certain degree of drying had 
been achieved, the diffusivity of oxygen remained 
reasonably unaffected by further drying. Tuutti has 
shown that diffusivity is very sensitive to drying 
umidity (12). In his work, Lawrence showed that 
°xygen diffusivity and permeability are related

FIGURE 11
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linearly (Fig. 11) (11). He felt that this 
relationship may be useful in developing a simpler 
technique for testing durability. He also showed 
that the diffusion rate of C02 in fully carbonated 
concrete can be estimated from the diffusion rate of 
oxygen.

Calculations by Lawrence (11) using expressions 
derived by Crank (73) for diffusion plus reaction 
have been given (10). A linear increase of 
carbonation depths with square root of time is 
predicted and observed.

As discussed above, the relative humidity or 
the degree of filling of the pore structure within 
the concrete with aqueous solution will greatly 
affect diffusion processes and this state is one 
that often exists. De Wind (74) has suggested that 
for a given concrete, the ratio of oxygen 
diffusivity in the dried state to that in the 
saturated state should approximate to the ratio of 
the bulk diffusivities of oxygen in air and liquid 
water and would be about 106. This contention 
involves many assumptions. Previous measurements 
(11,12) of diffusivity on concrete dried to 50-60% 
RH were about 10~8 m2/s, thus oxygen diffusivities 
through saturated concretes should be of the order 
of IO“14 m2/s. Further work by Lawrence (75) on a 
variety of saturated concretes obtained values the 
majority of which fell between 1 and 8 x 10-l3 m2/s. 
These are considerably smaller than those reported 
by Tuutti (12) and suggest that concrete offers a 
much more resistant barrier to the passage of oxygen
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than does liquid water. This is contrary to the 
conclusions of some other workers (70).

Assuming Lawrence's measurements are accurate 
(75), a state of active corrosion is possible for 
reinforcing steel in good quality, saturated 
concrete since too little oxygen will penetrate to 
form a passivating layer on anodic areas. However, 
a low rate of corrosion due to the low rate of 
oxygen reduction at the cathode also results, but 
the overall effect is beneficial.

Ionic Diffusion

The factors controlling corrosion of 
reinforcing steel in concrete have been investigated 
by several workers recently (6-8,12,26-33). Hansson 
et al. (8) have concluded that the Important factors 
are: (1) the СЯ" and OH"" content of the pore 
solution; (11) the porosity and pore-size 
distribution of the matrix material; (ill) the 
resistivity of the matrix. The corrosion rate, in 
addition to the above factors, is controlled by the 
availability of oxygen.

Work by Page et al. (19,27,28) and by Treadaway 
el al. (29), using pastes with micro-silica 
replacement, measured corrosion behaviour of 
embedded steel. Corrosion potential and linear 
polarization measurements were made; pore solutions 
were analyzed. This work showed that levels of 
corrosion protection cannot be accurately predicted 
solely on the basis of data related to the pore 
solution composition, such as the ratios of free 
chloride to hydroxyl ion concentrations. This is 
significant because a number of investigations 
(12,76) in simulated concrete pore solutions 
containing dissolved oxygen and various levels of 
chloride and hydroxyl ions has suggested that a 
critical ratio for Cf/OH- of 0.6 exists. Knowledge 
of the relative diffusivities of chloride and other 
ions in the various matrices is also required. 
Hansson et al. (8) have shown that the same quantity 
of Cl- added to ordinary portland cement mortar has 
different effects when added as СаСЯ2> КаСЯ, or КСЯ. 
The corrosion rate Is strongly dependent on the 
cation, СаСЯ2 having a much more deleterious effect 
than either ЫаСЯ or КСЯ. These workers (8) observed 
<i coarsening of the pore structure in the 100 to 
1000 nm range by mercury poroslmetry and suggested 
that the Increased severity of СаСЯ2 addition is due 
to a combination of the pore structure change and 
decrease in the pH, but is not related to the 
concentration of СЯ- remaining in the pore solution. 
Preece (33) showed that a cement-slag mortar with a 
significantly finer pore structure than normal 
cement mortar had an electrical resistivity ten 
times higher and chloride diffusivity ten times 
lower than the normal cement mortar; in addition, 
the initiation of chloride-induced corrosion and the 
subsequent rates of corrosion were both lower in 
theslag mortar.

There have been only a few studies of the 
diffusion of ions through water-saturated cement 
reported in the literature. Kondo et al. (77) 
measured effective diffusion coefficients by placing 
solution saturated with Ca(0H)2 on one side of a 
specimen in a diffusion cell, and a chloride 
solution saturated with Ca(OH)2 on the other. 
Coefficients were determined for ions when ЫСЯ, 
НаСЯ, КСЯ, СаСЯ2 and 1^СЯ2 “ere used. Mixed 

that were soaked in НаСЯ solution for six 
one year. Results were obtained for w/c 
0.23, 0.47 and 0.71. Values after one 
0.56, 0.85 and 2.17 x IO-12 m2/s,

Goto and Roy (80) used a diffusion

solutions were also used. Fifty to one hundred 
hours were required before a steady—state condition 
was attained. The diffusion of СЯ ion combined 
with divalent cation was greater than that combined 
with monovalent cations and it decreased in the 
order of ОСЯ" (М§СЯ,) > ВСЯ” (СаСЯ2) > ВСЯ" (ЫСЯ) > 
ВСЯ” (КСЯ) > ОСЯ- (НаСЯ). These values varied from
18.3 to 6.25 x 10-12 m2/s, while values for Na+, K+ 
and Li+ were 1.70, 2.95 and 1.70 x IO-12 m2/s, 
respectively. Kondo et al. (77) pointed out that 
the cement paste behaved as an electro-positive, 
semi—permeable membrane. The fact that СаСЯ2 and 
MgCi2 react physically and chemically with the , 
cement paste probably has some influence on the high 
coefficient values for СЯ when these salts are 
used. Ushiyama et alL (78) investlgated^the 
diffusion rates of SO- and found that СЯ diffuses 
10 to 100 times faster than that of SO- but the 
value of the latter was dependent on the pH of the 
solution and appeared to be affected by ettringite 
formation. Goto et al. (79) measured the effective 
diffusion coefficient from the penetration depth of 
СЯ- and obtained a value of 3.4 x 10 ^2 m2/s. It 
was suggested that corrections should be made for 
the chloride reaction with aluminate phases and a 
value of 230 x 10-12 m2/s was given. These workers 
also pointed out that the diffusion of СЯ- ion was 
faster with Mg++ than in Na+. Midgley and Illston 
(80) also measured the chloride diffusion 
coefficients by measuring chloride concentrations in 
specimens 
months or 
ratios of 
year were 
respectively. Goto and Roy (80) used a dlttusion 
cell to measure the diffusion coefficient of both 
Na+ and СЯ- as a function of temperature and w/c 
ratio. Deionized water was in the other side of the 
cell. They found no pronounced effects of w/c ratio 
or curing conditions, and they found that the СЯ 
had a higher diffusion coefficient than Na+, about
6.9 x IO-12 m2/s and 1.5 x IO-12 m2/s, respectively, 
at a w/c ratio of 0.4 for a Type I cement at 27°C. 
However, activation energies for the diffusion of 
Na+ and СЯ- were 20 and 12 kcal mol-1, respectively- 
Bakker (46) also measured coefficients of diffusion 
of Na+ and K+ ions. These were measured for a 
mortar of w/c ratio of 0.5 and sand/cement ratio ot 
2.0, using both ordinary portland and blast furnace 
slag cement. Values after 14 days for the ordinary 
portland cement are similar to those obtained by 
Goto and Roy (81); values for portland and blast 
furnace mortars for Na+ ions after 14 days hydration 
were 2.38 and 0.10 x 10-12 m2/s, respectively.

Page et al. (7,13,82,83) measured effective 
diffusivities of СЯ- using IM НаСЯ in saturated 
Ca(0H)2 and saturated Ca(0H)2 in the other 
compartment. They measured values as a function о 
temperature and w/c ratio. An Arrhenius plot or 
ordinary portland cement of different w/c rat os 
shown in Fig. 12 (82). Results of Collepardi W*)  
are also plotted. Activation energies at w/c or • 
are 10 kcal/mole in a similar range as Goto and 
Roy (81). Values of effective diffusivities of 
in other cement pastes were also measured by Pa8® 
et al. (83) and are shown in Table 3. These au 
(57,13,82,83) measured pore distributions by mere 
intrusion and were not able to observe significa” 
differences in the microstructure; porosities we > 
in fact, larger for the fly-ash paste. However, 
since recent data (60) have shown that pores ot
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RECIPROCAL OF ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE
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TABLE 3. Effective Diffusivity of Chloride Ions at 
25°C in Various Cement Pastes of w/c 0.5 (82)

Type of Cement D x 109 ernes'1

OPC 44.7
OPC/30% PFA 14.7
OPC/65% BFS 4.1
SRPC 100.0

slags and fly-ash pastes are relatively 
discontinuous, despite larger values for porosity 
and pore-size distribution, this result is not 
unexpected.

Shigeru et al. (85) also drew attention to the 
Importance of pore structure and correlated 
iffusion coefficient with volume of pores with 
radius under 20 A. Atkinson et al. (14) considered 
studies where diffusion cells have concentrated NaCl 
solution on one side without Na"1" ions on the other 
s de as dubious, since there may be osmotic flow 
6 ects from the low to the high concentration side 
°f the cell. To get around this problem these 
sut ors (14) measured interdiffusion and employed KI 
an KCi on opposite sides of the cell. These have 
approximately the same osmotic coefficients. In 
another experiment, the authors (14) utilized CsCl 
".the “hole diffusion cell, using the ^7^ 
та iolsotope to follow the diffusion. Results for 
ions I- and Cs+ are presented in Fig. 13 (14). It 
8 shown that-the intrinsic coefficient of diffusion
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FIGURE 13

INTRINSIC DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR I 
AND 137CS+ MEASURED AT 30°C AS A 

FUNCTION OF W/C RATIO
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is a strong function of w/c ratio, which is 
approximately exponential. The results for I” 
diffusion through a single specimen as a function of 
the inverse of temperature are plotted in Fig. 14 
(14) for w/c of 0.4. These results are in good 
agreement with those of Page et al. (82) for Ci-, 
which indicates that osmotic influences were not 
major. However, Atkinson et al. (14) measured a 
temperature cycle, from 20 to 60°C and then down to 
10°C and then back to 20°C. Irreversible effects 
which tend to increase the diffusion coefficient 
occur. Included in Fig. 14 are results for the 
electrical conductivity for I~ ion at infinite 
dilution 1°, which is indicative of the expected 
temperature dependence of diffusion in the free 
liquid. These experiments led Atkinson et al. (14) 
to conclude that the apparent temperature dependence 
of the diffusion has at least two contributions; one 
is temperature-induced changes in the pore structure 
and the other is the basic temperature dependence of 
the diffusion mechanism. The apparent activation 
energy from the increasing temperature part of the 
cycle is 11 kcal/mol and is in reasonable agreement 
with the other workers (81,83). However, the 
decreasing temperature part of the cycle yields a 
value of 4.6 kcal/mol which Is closer to the 
apparent activation energy of A” for the free 
aqueous I- ion at infinite dilution (3.2 kcal/mol). 
Atkinson et al. (14) concluded that the model that 
best explains the pore structure Is one in which 
relatively large pores are interconnected by mich 
finer ones.



FIGURE 14
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE DIFFUSION 
OF I" IONS THROUGH A SINGLE SPECIMEN 
OF W/C RATIO OF 0.4
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Counter Diffusion-replacement of Water by Different 
Fluids

Fluid exchange Involves the immersion of a 
water-saturated specimen of hydrated paste or 
concrete with a water miscible fluid. Much work has 
been done in this regard with the use of organic 
solvents (51,52,54,86,87). Parrott (51) has used 
3-mm thick slices of hydrated paste. This counter 
diffusion process follows a standard equation for 
non-steady-state diffusion, from which it is 
possible to calculate an intrinsic diffusion 
coefficient. Parrott (52) has shown that the time 
taken for replacement of half the evaporable water 
in hydrated alite, erp or half the pore water in 
porous glass, is approximately a linear function of 
the viscosity of the fluid. Parrott used a series 
of organic solvents: methanol, ethanol, 
propan-l-ol, propan-2-ol, n-pentane and benzene, and 
concluded that the process of exchange was a simple, 
physical process of counter diffusion. Table 4 by 
Parrott (52) Illustrates the effect of age upon et| 
and porosity obtained by methanol for molst-cured 
samples of alite having an original w/c ratio of 
0.59. The effect of alite hydration increases the 
time required for half of the methanol exchange to 
take place as the pore system becomes finer.

Feldman (88) measured coefficients of diffusion 
for mature, normal cement paste prepared at a w/c

TABLE 4. Diffusivity and porosity values for 
methanol exchange in hydrated alite cured to 

different ages (w/c ratio of 0.59) (86)

Age (days) 1 3 10 28 203

et| (min) 30 32 74 142 271

Porosity water
Porosity methanol

0x.613
0.612

0.583
0.566

0.554
0.551

0.532
0.523

0.495
0.479

ratio of 0.8, using propan-2-ol and methanol. He 
obtained values of 1.67 x 10 m^/s and 
7.39 x IO-15 m2/s, respectively. These values may 
be compared with the diffusion coefficients for 
water vapour (2 x IO-10 to 5 x IO-11 m2/s) reported 
by Lawrence (45) and the values of ionic diffusion 
of C£~, Na+ ions, etc. discussed earlier.

Parrott (52) measured diffusion rates of water 
from alite specimens which had been pre-dried to 
various relative humidities and re-wetted. 
Specimens were measured by solvent replacement in a 
water-resaturated state, using methanol, and the 
effect of the pre-drying on the structure could be 
detected by comparing eri values. These results 
are shown in Fig. 15 (52). Values of ет| vary by 
a maximum of six times for different humidities of 
initial drying. These results were compared with 
those obtained by measuring st|, half the time

RELATIVE HUMIDITY OF INITIAL DRYING

FIGURE 15
EFFECT OF PREVIOUS DRYING UPON RATE 
EXCHANGE OF WATER WITH METHANOL IN 
HYDRATED CjS, WIC RATIO OF 0.6
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FIGURE 16

STV2 PLOTTED AGAINST RELATIVE HUMIDITY OF 

DRYING FOR HYDRATED CjS. W/C RATIO OF 0.6
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taken to dry from saturation to a selected relative 
humidity in a single step; re-saturation and then 
second drying were also measured. Observed 
differences imposed by drying on subsequent rates 
(Fig. 16) (86) are not as great as those observed 
from the methanol exchange data (Fig. 15). Day and 
Ulston (89) found that the rate of drying had 
little effect on subsequent swelling vs. time and 
swelling vs. moisture gain relationships, while 
Feldman (88) found that diffusion coefficients for 
replacement by propan-2-ol varied by a maximum 
factor of only about 2«50 between no pre-drying and 
other humidities of pre-drying.

Although the solvent replacement technique 
appears to be useful in measuring relative diffusion 
rates in cement and concrete and even the quality of 
concrete in the field (87), the choice of methanol 
as the solvent appears to be questionable. Several 
workers have suggested (56-58) that methanol reacts 
with both Ca(OH)2 and CSH in hydrated paste to form 
/rzC^um methoxide or a methylated complex. Beaudoin 

)> using many techniques such as conduction 
calorimetry, X-ray diffraction, infrared 
®Pectroscopy, and thermal analysis, has found that 
ere is immediate reaction when methanol is placed 

П Contact with Ca(0H)2 or hydrated cement paste and 
considerable reaction product is formed;
crostructures of the cement systems studied were 

B° after treatment. Feldman (88) observed 
considerable swelling on treating hydrated cement 
^astes (w/c ratio = 0.8) with methanol; after 14 
anjSj.ex^ans^on exceeded 0.10Z (1000 microstrain) 

diffusion rate measurements Indicated that most 

of the expansion occurred only after 85Z of the 
methanol had entered the structure. In addition, 
modulus of elasticity measurements made after 
methanol treatment showed that there was a 
considerable decrease in this property. On the 
other hand, when porous silica glass is 
solvent-replaced by methanol, the expansion observed 
was less than 0.01%.

Reactions between cement paste or Ca(0H)2 and 
propan-2-ol were not observed by any of the above 
workers, although Feldman (88) observed a shrinkage 
of about 0.14% during solvent replacement of water 
with propan-2-ol. This shrinkage is at least partly 
due to the difference in surface interactions 
between water and hydrated cement and propan-2-ol 
and hydrated cement. The difference between water 
and methanol surface interactions are not great, as 
indicated from the results with porous glass, and 
the considerable swelling observed during the water 
replacement by methanol may be due to further 
separation of the CSH sheets by the penetration of 
the methanol molecule and/or the formation of 
calcium methoxide. Results obtained by low-angle 
X-ray scattering (90) have indicated that sheets are 
sufficiently separated at high relative humidities 
to register as surface area (ca 650 m2/g) during 
these experiments. The ability of methanol to enter 
the layered structure may explain the swelling and 
the very high surface areas (ca 330 m2/g) calculated 
by Parrott (52) from methanol adsorption. In this 
work (52), the fact that a methanol molecule may 
interact with two opposite surfaces, simultaneously, 
in a confined space, has not been considered.

The use of propan-2-ol as a solvent for drying 
(as discussed in a previous section) and for 
measuring diffusion rates in counter diffusion 
experiments appears to be more appropriate than the 
use of methanol; the very pertinent results on the 
effect of drying history by Parrott (52) should be 
repeated with this solvent. The solvent-replacement 
technique to measure the effect of drying on pore 
structure and other gradients, as shown by Parrott
(86) is a promising technique.

PORE STRUCTURE - PERMEABILITY RELATIONSHIPS

Nyame and Illston (21) studied the relationship 
between permeability of hardened cement paste to 
liquid water and the pore structure. They defined a 
term, the maximum continuous pore radius (r^) as the 
maximum slope from a plot of intruded volume versus 
pore radius obtained from a mercury Intrusion 
poroslmetry (the mode of drying was not indicated) 
and proposed an equation relating this parameter and 
the permeability:

К = 1.684 I,31284 X io-22 (8)

where К is the permeability with correlation 
coefficient of 0.96. However, for pores of radius 
less than 1000 Ä, the scatter of data is great. At 
350 Ä radius permeability varies from 10"^2 to 
10“l5 m2/s. These authors (21,22) also showed, as 
expected, that there was no unique relationship 
between total porosity and permeability, since 
specimens of similar porosity may have totally 
different pore-size distributions. This non-unique 
behaviour was also found for permeability versus 
surface area relationships but a better relationship



was found relating permeability and total porosity 
and hydraulic radius:

log К = 38.45 + 4.08 log (er£) (9)

with a correlation coefficient of 0.895, where 
E cm3/g Is the total porosity, and rh Is the 
hydraulic radius. Figure 17 shows a very broad 
scatter at the low permeability end of the curve.

Mehta and Manmohan (20) correlated permeability 
data obtained using water as fluid to four 
parameters: the volume of pores > 1320 A diameter 
divided by the total mercury intruded porosity (Vj), 
the volume of pores in the 1320 - 290 A range also 
divided by the intruded porosity (V2), the threshold 
diameter (TD) (the largest pore diameter at which 
the intrusion of mercury is established) and the 
modified total porosity (MTP), the total pore volume 
(mL/g) divided by the degree of hydration. Using 
data for pastes prepared at w/c ratios from 0.3 to 
0.9, hydrated for 25, 90 days and one year, they 
obtained the following empirical relation:
К = exp(3.84 VL + 0.2 V2 + 0.56 x IO"6 TD

+ 8.09 MTP - 2.53) 

with a correlation coefficient of 0.95.

Marsh (25) found no distinct relationship 
between permeability and derivative of pore-size 
distribution curves. However, the derivative 
distributions obtained from their oven-dried 
specimens of high permeability (defined as 
>10~13 m/s) portland cement—fly—ash blends all show 
a large but reasonably narrow peak in the large pore 
region (700-1100 A radius). This peak is absent or 
very small for the pastes known to have low 
permeability (defined as «IO'11* m/s). In addition, 
the low permeability pastes show a larger frequency 
of occurrence of pores of radius of approximately 
100-300 A. Propan-2-ol-dried specimens differed 
from oven-dried, mainly in the region of pores less 
than 350 A, while in the region of large pores the 
peak moved from 700-1100 A to approximately 
500-700 A (Fig. 18) (25). However, the presence or 
absence of this peak, regardless of the method of 
drying, corresponds to a high or low permeability 
specimen. All ordinary portland cement pastes, 
whether oven-dried or propan-2-ol-replaced, showed a 
substantial peak in the large pore region.

Marsh and Day (49) state that porosity values 
obtained by helium pycnometry for propan-2-ol-dried 
blended pastes represent the accessible porosity. 
This porosity can thus be related to the 
permeability, as shown in Fig. 9. However, as shown 
by several workers (37,49) this porosity is only a 
portion of the total porosity (Fig..7) (49), whereas 
the ordinary portland cement pastes show close 
agreement in porosities obtained by mercury 
intrusion or by helium pycnometry. Propan-2-ol 
replacement and helium pycnometry are gentle enough 
tecnnlques to preserve the discontinuous structure 
of the blended cements, while mercury intrusion 
breaks into the discontinuous structure which partly 
forms during the secondary reaction of the pozzolan 
and the Ca(0H)2.

Feldman (37,47,60) found the discontinuous 
structure to form not only through pozzolanic

FIGURE 17
A COMPARISON OF LOG PERMEABILITY FOR 
HARDENED CEMENT PASTE WITH FACTOR LOG 

(erh2)
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FIGURE 18
RELATIONSHIP OF DERIVATIVE FROM PORE 
DISTRIBUTION OF ISOPROPANOL PREPARED 
PORTLAND CEMENT-FLY-ASH BLEND AND PERMEABI LITT
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reactions but with blends containing high quantities 
of blast furnace slag. He related the structure to 
the Ca(OH)2 content remaining in the specimen and 
not to the product formed during the consumption of 
Ca(0H)2 in the pozzolanic reaction. He considered 
that a large amount of Ca(OH)2 in the specimen would 
result in many deficient Ca(OH)2~CSH interfaces 
contributing to a continuous pore path. The Ca(OH)2 
is present in large quantities in ordinary portland 
cement but not in the hydrated blends. When the 
Ca(0H)2 content in the paste matrix is less than 
about 7 percent, the slope of the distribution curve 
at "maximum intrusion pressure", plotted in Fig. 5b 
for the fly-ash blend, increases to values similar 
to those of the slag blend.

Parrot et al. (54) plotted the diffusion 
parameter er^, obtained by replacement of water with 
methanol, against porosity for pores greater than 
500 Ä wide. These results are presented in Fig. 19. 
An abrupt transition in diffusion behaviour occurs 
and the authors (54) state that open channels are 
blocked by relatively small quantities of hydration 
products.

0
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LARGER PORES AS PROPORTION OF TOTAL VOLUME

FIGURE 19

DIFFUSION PARAMETER eT VS VOLUME OF LARGER

PORES AS A FRACTION OF TOTAL VOLUME
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DURABILITY AND RELEVANT METHOD OF MEASURING 
permeability or diffusivity

Several techniques for measuring permeability 
or diffusivity have been discussed in this paper. 
Although many of these techniques can be similarly 
related to parameters of pore structures, each 
technique may be more applicable to a particular 
form of material breakdown. In the case of 
corrosion of reinforcing steel, both oxygen or 
chloride diffusion measurements may be the most apt, 
whlle in the case of water permeation under high 
pressures a high pressure technique should, perhaps, 
be applied since these pressures may change the pore 
structure. Other factors such as the chemical 
composition of the cement may be particularly 

relevant to C£~ ion diffusion rates; this may make 
it necessary to use diffusion data obtained only 
from direct Ci- ion diffusion measurements.
Techniques which involve severe treatment, such as 
fairly extensive drying, heating or chemical 
treatment such as the use of methanol, may not be 
applicable to the general situation.

It is clear that more laboratory work using 
several techniques should be performed on materials 
with a broad range of pore structures, and these 
materials should be submitted to specific forms of 
long-term field exposure. Results may show that 
more simple techniques can give valid results.

This paper is a contribution from the Division 
of Building Research, National Research Council of 
Canada.
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MECANISME DE

CEMENT PASTE DEGRADATION DUE TO CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROCESSES 
DEGRADATION DE LA PATE DE C1MENT CAUSES PAR DES PROCESSUS CHIMIQUES ET PHYSIQUES

SUMMARY: 
accompanies all degradation processes 
system and freeze-thaw resistance 
significant progress in Improving

Two areas of research are discussed; namely, clarifying the reasons for volume instability that 
--3 and establishing the relationship between the characteristics of the pore 
of concrete. Studies in these areas are needed, and promise to yield 
durability of concrete.

Säo discutidas duas areas de pesquisa: ou 
tabilidade de volume que acompanha todos os .proces 
laeäo entre as caracter isticas do sistema de poro 
mento do concreto. Säo necessarios estudos nesta

seja, esclarecimento das razees para a ins^ 
os de degradaeäo, e cstabelecimento da re
a resistencia aо congelamento-descongela-

rea, e prometem resultar em progresso sig-

nificativo na melhora da durabilidade do concreto



INTRODUCTION

The durability of cement paste is a most 
topical field now that economic restraint and 
conservation are, and will remain, the rule of the 
day. My task as special reporter is to discuss 
future research trends in cement paste degradation; 
that is, what will probably be developed, and what 
has not but should be the subject of future 
research. The very nature of the task thus compels 
me to go beyond the scientifically proven facts and 
engage in an expression of personal views and in 
some speculation which, I hope, will prompt some 
discussion.

The degradation process has a variety of 
causes:

- undesirable reactions between a constituent of the 
cement paste and a substance originating from the 
surrounding environment (CO?, SO,”", Ci”, 
seawater, various chemicals);

- undesirable reactions between a constituent of the 
cement paste and the aggregate (alkali-aggregate 
reaction);

- freezing and thawing;
- abrasion*

The term "degradation" means that the paste 
fails to serve the intended purpose for the length 
of time expected*  It should be noted that, 
normally, cement paste or concrete can and often 
does have an essentially indefinite life span, in 
the absence of degradation processes.

Volume Instability

The performance of cement paste is deemed to be 
unsatisfactory usually because of loss of structural 
integrity. Concrete as a construction material is 
used almost solely for structural purposes.

Why are volume instability and loss of 
mechanical strength associated with certain chemical 
and physical processes in cement paste? This is 
then the central question in research on degradation 
to which we are seeking an answer. Most theories 
are in agreement concerning the primary causes of 
the various deterioration processes; for example, 
the reaction of lime and calcium silicate hydrate 
with carbon dioxide causes carbonation shrinkage, 
the reaction of sodium and potassium hydroxide with 
silica or carbonate causes major cracking in alkali
aggregate reaction, and exposure to below-freezing 
temperatures causes freeze-thaw damage. The reasons 
for the volume Instability, cracking and loss of 
strength, however, are less well understood, as 
evidenced by the multitude of explanations existing 
for almost every process.

The possibility that all or many degradation 
processes have a common mechanism has not been 
considered, to my knowledge; yet we know that in 
nature valid explanations are usually simple and 
universal.

Chemical degradation processes usually consist 
of dissolution of matter and formation of a new 
phase; for example, in alkali-aggregate reactions 
the dissolution of silica and the formation of 
silica gel. These reactions Involve breakage of 

bonds; in the cited example, those between the 
aggregate and the paste.

Cement paste is a composite system with 
built-in stresses caused by drying shrinkage, 
moisture and temperature gradients, and chemical 
reactions, such as hydrations or ageing. The 
process of degradation thus results in a change of 
the level and distribution of stresses that will 
manifest themselves in volume changes leading, in 
extreme cases, to cracking and destruction of the 
entire solid*

It has been shown that removing a constituent 
of the hardened paste; for example, leaching lime, 
results in expansion (1). It was observed that 
partial dissolution of the paste by НСЛ causes an 
increase of the volume of the remainder of the paste 
(1). Sulfate attack and rusting of reinforcing 
steel are a variation of the same mechanism.

Carbonation of lime in the paste in situ does 
not involve breakage of the bond between the lime 
granules and the rest of the paste*  In this 
process, the addition of CO^ onto the Ca(0H)_ 
exposed on the surface and the elimination or H20 
occur, which may even increase bond strength. 
Addition reactions or adsorption occurring on the 
surface have been found to result in contraction (2) 
and that, of course, is the volume change 
accompanying carbonation*

Exploring the relationship between bond 
breakage, surface compound formation and volume 
changes appears to be a promising area of research.

Freezing and Thawing

Air entrainment has made possible the use of 
concrete in northern countries. The still 
unacceptably high rate of failure due to freeze-thaw 
action clearly indicates, however, that in practice 
the problem has not yet been solved satisfactorily*  
Sensitivity of the air-entraining process to a host 
of material, process and environmental factors seems 
to render the method far less reliable than is 
required.

One solution to the problem is to entrain air 
using pre-formed voids; that is, to add granules of 
solids having pores of the required size (3). The 
reason for discussing this approach here is the 
finding made in the course of its development that, 
while in conventional air entrainment only air voids 
larger than 10 pm in diameter are believed to be 
beneficial, particulates which had smaller pores, 
mainly 0*3  to 2 pm in diameter, were the most 
effective in protecting cement from freeze-thaw 
damage. In fact, granules with large pores 
primarily between 7 and 10 pm in diameter proved to 
be ineffective*  It was also found that air
entrained cement-paste specimens containing a 
high-range water reducer had very good freeze-thaw 
resistance if mainly smaller pores (0.3 to 2 pm in 
diameter) were present (4), These observations 
suggest that a review of the relationship between 
pore characteristics and freeze-thaw durability of 
concrete in general, and the role of the large 
entrained air voids in particular, could be 
rewarding. A number of workers investigated the 
relationship between the pore characteristics and 



the frost resistance of aggregates (5-8). It is 
probable that the relationships between pore 
characteristics and frost resistance will prove to 
be the same for most porous solids.

Once determined, the critical pore 
characteristics can serve as the basis for 
predicting frost resistance, making it possible to 
use material properties Instead of performance under 
accelerated conditions that are seldom 
representative of the real environment. Also, the 
loss in mechanical properties caused by conventional 
air entrainment can be reduced, or avoided 
altogether. It may also be possible to find a 
chemical admixture that will entrain pores of only 
the required small sizes. 

Prediction of Performance

Our understanding of the mechanism of the 
various degradation processes has been Insufficient 
to solve problems such as prediction of performance 
of cement paste under specified conditions.

Assessment of the resistance of cement paste to 
carbonation, chemical attack, alkali—aggregate 
reaction and freeze-thaw resistance is currently 
based on performance in accelerated tests. This 
approach suffers from the inherent contradiction of 
the objectives: to speed up testing in order to 
obtain results as soon as possible, and to test for 
a long enough time to ensure the creation of 
representative conditions. Most of the current 
tests are not very reliable, presumably because the 
conditions of the accelerated test differ in a 
qualitative sense from those in the field. As 
mentioned earlier, the best solution is to base 
prediction on material characteristics, but to do so 
the mechanism of degradation needs to be better 
understood.

Prediction of performance is also hampered by 
the lack of knowledge about the effect of various 
actors and the combination of such factors on the 
overall degradation process. For example, it makes 

tie sense to talk about frost-resistant cement 
paste without specifying the environment in which 
sue a paste is expected to perform without 
ogradation. Although moisture content, rate of 
coo ing, and wall thickness are recognized to be 
actors, their effect is seldom known in 
ant tatlve terras. Performance can obviously not 

eo on the basis of only one side of the
kno3, a* 1’ t*latL I®*  t*1e material properties, without 
and^h fe t* 16 characteristics of the environment 
ti 6 r influence on the process. Perhaps more 

n ever before, this knowledge is now required, 
example, cement is being used for the 

stor rUCt^on drilling platforms, llquefied-gas 
ЬпоЛ?6 tan*cs and chemical plants, often located in 

Че environments.

* * *
thelrB1fn<d cements are already widely used, but 

u Illation will continue on a larger scale

along with new types of additives. The era of pure 
ordinary portland cement concrete will come to an 
end. The effect of composition on durability is far 
from being satisfactorily understood, and knowledge 
of long-term behaviour of pastes made of blended 
cements is even more uncertain.

Although many questions remain to be answered, 
there is little doubt that the know-how to produce 
cement paste with good durability will be 
developed.

This paper is a contribution of the Division of 
Building Research, National Research Council of 
Canada. '
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INTRODUCTION:
FACTORS INVOLVED IN CEMENT PASTE DEGRADATION

The resistance of hardened cement paste to 
chemical attack and physical degradation when 
exposed to an aggressive environment, or when inter
action takes place between potentially reactive 
internal components and the external environment is 
not related strictly to the mechanical strength of 
the material; i.e., strong materials do not always 
resist attack and disintegrative forces in any 
environment in which they are placed. Nevertheless, 
it is true that higher strength cement pastes are 
generally less permeable, and thereby will provide 
better resistance to chemical attack and physical 
degradation than low strength materials. It is a 
truism that water content (and w/c ratio) of a 
cement paste is probably the most Important single 
factor in determining the subsequent porosity and 
permeability of the hardened paste, and that de
creasing water content serves to decrease porosity 
and usually increases strength.

The porosity and pore structure of cement 
pastes exert major control on the Ingress of poten
tially deleterious substances. This should be 
stated early although a detailed treatment of these 
factors is the subject of other papers in this 
Symposium*  (65). Nevertheless, the pore structure 
and microstructure constitute major rate-controlling 
factors for potentially harmful transport processes, 
whether the species being transported is water (to 
give rise to alkall-sllica expansion), sulfate ions 
(causing sulfate attack), chloride ions (to depassi
vate the protective layer on reinforcing steel), 
acids, or oxygen or carbon dioxide.

The factors controlling microstructure and pore 
structure have not been Immediately obvious or 
totally predictable from past knowledge, because, 
e.g., certain mineral admixtures, substituents (sup
plementary cementing materials), or pozzolanas pro
mote development of a fine pore structure and cause 
lower permeability (and diffusivity of potentially 
deleterious species) far beyond that which would be 
predicted on the basis of the water/cementitious 
solids ratio alone.

Concerning the predictability of properties, 
there are two stages in the preparation of cementi
tious materials which should be carefully controlled 
for they are critical for affecting their ultimate 
resistance to forces of degradation: 1) the fresh 
state, during mixing, placing and consolidation; and 
2) the curing stage. Beyond the chemistry of the 
cementitious materials, factors which influence 
early stage rheological properties can significantly 
affect the physical properties of the hardened paste 
which control their ultimate durability. Poor mix
ing, Inadequate dispersion, bleeding and related 
phenomena can give rise to inhomogeneities in the 
hardened paste microstructure, which can provide 
Pathways for rapid transport of harmful species. 
There are certain limits beyond which water cannot 
be reduced, and maintain adequate workability. 
Plasticizers and superplasticizers are commonly used 
to improve fluidity, but their use also affects the

‘R.F. Feldman, 'Pore Structure, Permeability and 
Diffusivity as Related to Durability,' Theme 4.1. 

course of hydration, and their effects on the resis
tance to environmental attack are not fully known, 
although in general harmful effects have not been 
reported.

A combination of chemical and physical factors 
are influential in the curing stage: e.g., changing 
the chemistry, as by partial substitution of poz
zolanas, granulated blast furnace slag or silica 
fume for cement can prevent excessive heat evolution 
which would result in micro-cracking. This is above 
and beyond their effect in generating a finer pore 
structure. On the other hand, when the rate of heat 
evolution is low, it may be necessary to pay greater 
attention to adequate curing so that an acceptable 
degree of maturity of the paste is reached before it 
is exposed to adverse conditions.

The chemical, physical, and microstructural 
properties of hardened cement pastes are critically 
interrelated with respect to their effects on degra
dation. This paper attempts to review recent knowl
edge on the degradation of hardened cement pastes in 
several areas: alkali-silica reaction/expanslon, 
sulfate attack, chloride penetration and relevance 
to corrosion, and carbonation and oxygen penetra
tion, and set it within the context of the above 
general framework. Freezing and thawing mechanisms 
are also treated briefly.

ALKALI-SILICA REACTION

General

This type of degradation is considered first 
because the components for deleterious reaction are 
mostly contained within the cement paste itself 
(along with the aggregate), and only the introduc
tion of water from the outside is necessary to cause 
distress. Alkali-aggregate reaction, and more par
ticularly the formation of an expansive gel is an 
increasingly widespread phenomenon. It has been 
studied recently both in simplified systems and in 
mortars and concretes (1,2). The reaction of silica 
in concrete may be expressed as a process activated 
by' the presence of hydroxyl ions in cement paste 
associated with alkalis and is represented [somewhat 
adapted from Powers and Stelnour (3)] as:

-Si-OH + Na+ + OH" -> -Si-0” Na+ + HjO

where the hydroxyl reacts first with the silanol 
(Si-OH) groups. At high hydroxyl concentrations 
this attacks the much stronger siloxane bridging 
bonds (Sl-O-Si) and the result is:
-Sl-O-Sl- + 2NaOH -> -Si-0" Na+ + Na+O~ -Si- + H20

The open structure of amorphous or glassy silica is 
much more readily attacked by the OH than is dense 
crystalline silica, particularly quartz, with SiO2 
strongly bound in orderly crystal structures. The 
product of the reaction with amorphous silicates is 
alkali-silica gel, a poorly defined colloidal iso
tropic coagulate (4-6). Dent-Glasser and Kataoka 
(4,5) calculated imbibition pressures close to 50 
kg/cm2 (5 MPa) in systems with poorly crystalline 
silica and NaOH solution. The maximum pressure was 
found to correspond to a Si02/Na20 ratio between 3 
and 5, thus defining a ’pesslmum content’.



Fig. 1. (a) Swelling solid exerts pressure on adjacent solid material,
after pore space is filled. Adapted from Ref. (4).

(b)

(b) viscous fluid exerts pressure

Figure 1 shows schematically the relative 
effects of a swelling solid and liquid (4,5).

Swelling pressures in synthetic soda-silioa 
gels were measured by Diamond and co-workers (7,8) 
who identified the existence of two types: a high 
swelling pressure (4-11 MPa) gel and a low swelling 
pressure (0.5 MPa) gel. There was no strict cor
relation of swelling pressure with chemical composi
tion of gels. They found that large free swelling 
expansion did not necessarily result in a high 
swelling pressure, and observed that Ca-containing 
gels expanded modestly.

Dent-Glasser and Kataoka (9) further studied 
the role of calcium in alkali-aggregate reaction. 
They found that Ca2+ ions were adsorbed and reacted 
with the solid silica surface to form C-S-H on the 
surface of the silica gel. Although the layer ap
peared to behave as a semi-permeable membrane, it is 
possible that this apparent selectivity arises from 
a continuing chemical reaction in or on the layer 
between different species.

Tang Ming Shu (10) observed that expansion took 
place before the reaction products became fluid, 
concluding that the expansion is not compatible with 
the formation of a semi-permeable membrane. Ludwig 
(11) described a dynamic osmotic equilibrium, in 
which elevated temperatures accelerated the reaction 
but led to lower damage at long term. Gillott and 
Beddoes (12) concluded that osmosis is the driving 
force requiring preferential diffusion of water into 
the silica particles to generate swelling pressure. 
These authors used an interesting combination of 
Fourier shape and surface texture analysis micro
scopy and osmotic pressure results. Figg (13) 
agreed that osmotic pressure developed due to the 
inward diffusion of alkalies and .OH ions, followed 
by the imbibition of water and the softening of 
glass aggregates. An alkaline silica gel was formed 
and' the absorption of water by the gel was the 
second stage of the reaction identified by Kawamura 
et al. (14) by means of EDX and microhardness mea
surements. The diffusion of calcium ions into opal 
grains was observed to lag behind the intrusion of 
alkali.

In concrete, the alkali-aggregate reaction 
depends on maintaining a critical balance between 
free moisture, temperature, and wet/dry cycles; 
however, results of Diamond, Barneyback and Struble
(7) suggest that expansion is not necessarily de
pendent on external water, but may occur as a conse
quence of the sorption of the pore solution into the 
gels formed. Regourd, Hornain and Poitevin (15) 
performed a microstructural (SEM and EPMA) study of 
deteriorated concretes which indicated the formation 
of gels of high SiOj content (C/S  -0.2 to 0.4) 
around the aggregates, and richer calcium gels (C/S 
-1.3) in the cement paste. A secondary formation of 
silicate crystals was observed on the aggregates in 
contact with the gel; while massive deposits of 
ettringite and calcium hydroxide were also observed 
in contact with the aggregates. The latter type of 
ettringite crystals are believed by St. John (16) to 
be the result of the movement of fluids through the 
concrete, which apparently are not harmful.

*

Tang et al. (17) have contrasted the 
microstructure of mortar samples (1x1x4 cm) made 
with 30 different rocks, which were treated briefly 
in NaOH solutions, and then autoclaved. Wilsson and 
Peterson (18) attributed pop-outs in concrete floors 
of moist indoor structures to a cement high in 
alkalies and a moisture problem. They discussed the 
moisture pessimum, which was close to 90% RH at room 
temperature. Both humidity and temperature are 
responsible for the gel viscosity. Cole and 
Lancucki (19) examined 30-year-old concrete with 
reaction rims around siltstone and sandstone aggre
gates, identifying okenite (CSjHj) and its pre
cursor, in which some Ca was replaced by К and Na. 
XRD reflections occurred at 10.6A and 8.85A f°r 
okenite, and 121 for its precursor phases. Deloye 
et al. (21) reported that in some cases of alkali 
aggregate reaction the source of alkalis was the 
aggregates themselves: e.g., gneiss, granite, an 
serpentine. The gel is found to coexist with other 
compounds in some deteriorated structures.

Since the use of low alkali cement is not 

•Cement abbreviations: C = CaO, S = SiOj, H = H2®’ 
A - Al203, F = FejOj, w/c = water/cement.



always appropriate (21), the addition of slags, fly 
ash and pozzolanic materials to cements and con
cretes can be very beneficial (11,22-36). The ef
fect of additives is reported to give hydrates with 
low permeability which reduces the mobility of the 
OH’ ions in the pore fluid (30). This is despite 
the fact that the admixtures may themselves have 
high alkali contents (30b). For a given proportion 
of 'pozzolan', those with highest silica contents 
usually gave the greatest reduction in expansion. 
The reduction in expansion achieved by blending 
reactive additives with a high alkali cement is 
generally greater than the dilution effect (27,28), 
where significant reductions in expansion have oc
curred in cements using both fly ash and slag (27). 
Good pozzolanic fly ash can be used at 30 to 40% 
replacement, or slag at 70% (22,27,28,35). For
cements containing more than 65% slags, Bakker 
recommends that the alkali content be <2% equivalent 
Na,0 (22). He further concluded (23,24) that the 
expansion resistance of blast-furnace cement con
cretes is due to the formation of additional 
hydrates closing the porous system, rather than the 
fixation of calcium or alkali ions. Metso (25) 
found that the susceptibility to alkali-aggregate 
reaction depends on the sodium concentration in the 
blast-furnace slag-based binding agent and the 
amount of opal used as a very reactive aggregate, 
while Hobbs (26) suggests that water-soluble alkali 
content from all sources should not be greater than
2.5 kg/m^ of concrete. He also showed (37) that a 
40% replacement of a high-alkali cement by fly ash 
or granulated blast-furnace slag reduced the alkali 
silica reaction. Both materials act to reduce 
alkalis, blast-furnace slag being more effective in 
reducing damage. The effect of the temperature in 
modern concretes is also important where the early 
curing temperature is more than 20°C (27).

Blended cements, blast furnace slag cements, 
and pozzolanic cements have been used for many years 
(38-44) in the presence of potentially reactive 
aggregates to mitigate their effects. More recent 
suggestions have been that the amount of slag or fly 
ash must be as high as 50-60% and 25-30% respec
tively. The difference in resistance to alkali
aggregate attack between Portland cement and blast 
furnace cement is reported to be due to a major 
extent to the difference in permeability of the 
paste to alkali ions and water (45-47).

Grattan-Bellew (48,49) in his re-evaluation of 
standard mortar and concrete prisms used to monitor 
the alkali-aggregate reaction, stated that the pet
rographic examination of aggregates is a preliminary 
stage in the evaluation of their potential reactiv
ity and that the expansion of concretes is directly 
related to the alkalinity of the interstitial solu
tion. Thus it is necessary to determine soluble 
alkalis. The acceptable aqueous, alkali content for 
concrete in a moist environment, and in the presence 
of reactive aggregates, is reported to be 3 kg/ш 
(50,51). This limit assumes that all alkalies from 
Portland cement are available to go through solu
tion.

Rayment (52) used EPMA to measure the C/S ratio 
°f C-S-H in cement pastes containing 20% of fly ash 
and found a lower C/S and a higher amount of potas
sium than in ordinary pastes (1.71 to 1.55).

Fig. 2. Expansion curves, ASTM 227 test for opal
containing mortars (0.75 A/C, 0.4 w/c, with 
A = 10% opal, 90% sand). Additives as 
indicated in Table 1 [adapted from Ref. 
(54)1.

Table 1
Total Alkali Contents of Pozzolanic Additives.»

Fly ash A Fa 2.00%
Fly ash В Fb 1.04
Fly ash C Fc 4.70
Silica fume SF 2.39
Blast furnace slag A Sa 0.59
Blast furnace slag В Sb 0.51

Adapted from Ref. (54) .

Gudmundsson and Aisgelrsson (53) and Kawamura 
et al. (54) have shown the effectiveness of silica 
fume and other pozzolans substitution in high alkali 
cements for reducing expansion of alkali reaction 
aggregates. Figure 2 shows the effectiveness of 
pozzolanic additives from Table 1 in reducing 
expansion. Only the fly ash with 4% alkali was not 
effective. Additional studies have been reported in 
ref. (55) on the effects of fly ash, slag and silica 
fume on the relevant properties, while Oberholster 
(56) has elaborated preventive measures against 
alkali-sillca reactions and given some examples. He 
discussed work of Van Aardt and Visser in which gel 
reaction products contained, in addition to 3.07Ä C- 
S-H, a sodium phase, N-C-S-H with a basal x-ray 
diffraction spacing of 12.бХ, the latter said to be 
a swelling gel. Aitcin and Regourd (57) presented 
some field evidence о/ sidewalks using reactive 
aggregates and a palliative measure of 10-40% 
substituted silica fume, which was successful in 
controlling reaction for up to 4 years.

Alkalis in Pore Solutions: Mechanisms

Techniques developed first by Longuet et al. 
(58) to express pore solutions from hardened cement 



pastes have recently been investigated extensively 
(7,8,31) in order to develop further understanding 
of the hydration process. Diamond (59) reported 
that in ordinary portland cement pastes the alkali 
and hydroxyl ion concentrations reached a steady 
state after a few days (in one instance ~0.8N) in 
the absence of alkali-silica reaction and remained 
relatively constant with time. In the presence of a 
pessimum proportion of opal, the concentration 
dropped to reach a steady state of -O.35N. He 
reported that fly ash was somewhat variable in its 
effect on the alkali and hydroxyl ion pore solution 
concentrations, either diminishing or increasing it 
depending on the fly ash characteristics, while 5 or 
10» fume (microsilica) added to a moderate alkali 
cement was effective in decreasing the concentration 
by 1 to 2-1/2 times, by 80 days. The effectiveness 
of silica fume was confirmed by Page and Vennesland 
(60). Malek and Roy (47) found that saturated 
Ca(0H)2 solutions in contact with blast furnace 
slag-cement pastes and opal would lose their Ca ions 
first before the alkali ions. Glasser and Marr 
(61,62) found that silica fume is more effective in 
removing alkali and hydroxyl ions from solution than 
are blast furnace slag, fly ash or a natural poz
zolan when all are present at 15% replacement level; 
while at 65% replacement level of high-alkali 
(1.02%) cement, Silsbee et al. (63) found that blast 
furnace slag by 28 days had reduced the pore solu
tion alkali content by ~3 times (dropping from 
-0.78N to ~0.25N), after passing through a slight 
maximum at ~12 days. Roy et al. (64) found that 30% 
cement replacement with a high alkali Class F fly 
ash caused the alkali concentration to go through a 
much higher delayed maximum at ~3 months, dropping 
by ~20% by 6 months.

The reactivity of glass fibers with alkalis in 
cement pore solutions in glass fiber reinforced 
cement (grc) is a special case of alkali-silica 
reaction. Majumdar et al. (66) observed a reduction 
of bending, tensile, and impact strengths after 5 
years of water storage or natural weathering, while 
little change occurred in relatively dry conditions. 
Kondo and Ohsawa (67) studied the rate of pozzolanic 
reaction between various silicates and Ca(0H)2 or 
portland cement and identified highly reactive sili
ceous materials which can prevent alkali-aggregate 
reaction and deterioration of glass-fiber reinforce
ment cement. As indicated. Diamond has shown that
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Fig. 4. Alkali level in pore solutions [after Ref.

(63)1. #5 = high alkali cement; #6 = HA
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slag 50:50; #1 = normal 
50.

cement,

tween paste and fiber in the presence of silica 
fume, and higher strength was found. Additiona 
discussion of alkali-silica reactions in grc is 
given in ref. (70,71).

Clearly, blast-furnace slag (high replacement 
levels) and silica fume are more effective than fly 
ash or pozzolans in lowering the alkali content о 
the solutions, when they are used at the appropriate 
replacement levels. Silica fume and granula e 
blast-furnace slag, it would seem, would com₽® 
effectively with reactive aggregate to minimize the 
alkalis available for reaction. Fly ash appear 
somewhat more variable in its properties; It 1 
assumed that at later ages its major effectivenes 
will be in reducing the permeability and hence inn 
bition of water penetration which could ca 
swelling.
SULFATE ATTACK (SULFATE-RICH WATER', GROUND WATER, 

OR SEA WATER)

Introduction
Frequently the degradation of c®®®nt^ises 

materials is due not to a single cause out 



fron the combined action of numerous potentially 
destructive forces, among them the action of sulfate 
attack. Soluble sulfates may react with some of the 
compounds in hydrated cement which, depending on the 
circumstances, can lead to disruptive expansion, 
strength loss, and/or disintegration. The usual 
chemical reactions concerned are given in idealized 
form as follows:

a) Ettringite formation:

4CaO-Al203-xH20 + 3CaS04-2H20 + H20 ->

3Ca0-Al2O3'3CaSO4 32H20 + Ca(0H)2 (D 

{The gypsum may be derived from reaction 2a) or 3); 
also, reaction may take place with the monosulfate 
to form the trisulfate, ettringite] ,

c) Gypsum formation: .
Ca(OH)2 + Na2SO4 + 2H20 -> . '

CaS04,2H20 + 2NaOH (3)

d) Brucite and gypsum formation:

C-S-H [xCaO-ySiO2] + MgS04 + HjO ->

CaS04-2H20 + Mg(0H)2 + Si02 ' (4)

e) Additionally, the less common reaction with
ammonium sulfate forms gypsum and ammonia, which can 
be quite harmful because the release of ammonia 
drives the reaction (72): " , ‘

(NH4)2S04 + Ca(OH)2 -> CaS04-2H20 * 2NH4QHf

b) Gypsum and ettringite formation:

Ca(0H)2 + MgS04 + 2H20

To the above reactions, Chatterji ■ added the 
growth of large Ca(0H)2 crystals catalyzed by 
sulfate solutions (73,74). ■ .

-> CaS04'2H20 + Mg(0H)2 (2a)

3CaO-Al2O3'6H2O + 3CaS04'2H20 + HjO ->

3CaO-Al2O3•3CaS04-32H20 (2b)

Thus each of the major components of hydrated 
cements can react with sulfate to produce an 
expansive or deleterious reaction, although the 
C-S-H is believed to react primarily with MgSO4. The 
formation of either gypsum or ettringite can produce 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fi8' 5. (a,b) SEM images of typical reaction products on surface of mortar exposed to Na2S04: a) Calcite 

dominant. b) calcite (distorted) large crystals, layered brucite plates and coarse C-S H network,
c) Exposed to 1:1 Na2S04:MgS04, gypsum prisms dominant, d) Interior of a bar exposed to Na2SO4 after 
9 months showing dense C-S-H.



expansion, although the expansion is usually much 
greater with ettringite than the former.

Examples are shown in Fig. 5 of some surface 
reaction products of mortar bars exposed to Na2S04 
and MgS04 solutions; these have undamaged interiors.

Recent Studies of Degradation
Resistance of cement and concrete to this kind 

of attack may be considered on the basis of the 
above reactions. When it became clear that the 
tricalcium aluminate content of portland, cement 
greatly affected its sulfate resistance, a sulfate- 
resisting cement was developed in which the AljOj 
content was reduced. The degree of resistance of 
such cements varies, and the normal practice of 
increasing sulfate resistance by using low CjA 
cements (75) is often replaced with the more recent 
practice of preparing low permeability, low Ca(OH)2 
concrete. The resistance of portland cement con 
Crete to sulfate attack can be increased by the 
substitution of a pozzolana in the mixture. A par 
tial explanation of the action of such materials is 
that the reactive SiO2 in the pozzolana reacts with 
the free Ca(0H)2 in concrete to produce additional 
C-S-H binder. It also diminishes the Ca(OH)2 in 
hardened portland cement paste, reducing the amount 
of expansion through the reaction of calcium hy
droxide with SO?- ions (to produce CaS04-2H20), and 
also plays a part in the reactions by which 
aluminates expand to cause deterioration.

ACI Committee 201 on Durability of Concrete 
organized -a one-day symposium on sulfate resistance 
(76) which Included work by Brown (77) who deter
mined that experiments at a controlled pH and sul
fate concentration accelerated the sulfate attack 
over that in normal laboratory experiments (see Fig. 
6). Dunstan (78) described an approach to pre
dicting sulfate resistance of a concrete from chem
ical composition, w/c and percentage pozzolana or
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Fig. 6. Variation of cube strength with pH in 0.35 
M Na2S04 solution [adapted from Ref. (77)1. 

blended material. A scheme for the assessment of 
sulfate resistance was developed by Visvesvaraya et 
al. (79), while Tikhomirova (80) compared the cor
rosiveness of sulfate solutions of the ' various 
cations belonging in groups I and II of the periodic 
table and those of the transition metals, finding a 
relationship.

Mehta (81) reviewed the durability of concrete 
in a marine environment (82), and concluded that 
even high-CjA cement can have excellent sulfate 
resistance '’if the permeability is low enough. 
Conjeaud (83) studied cement mortars exposed to 
artificial sea water and indicated that after an initial rapid diffusion of S07 (and presumably Mgz+) 
an almost impermeable brucite layer or aragonite 
layer was formed. Based on laboratory experiments 
with artificial sea water. Regourd (84) discussed 
degradation of Ca(0H)2 and C-S-H through the action 
of S04 and Mg2+ to form Mg(OH)2, CaS04'2H20, et
tringite and thaumasite [CaSiO^*CaSO 4*CaCO«"15H 20], 
similarly stating that chemical attack from sea 
water only occurs with permeable concretes. She 
also indicated that cements containing more than 65% 
slag have the greatest resistance to the sea. 
Bensted (85) briefly discussed chemical considera
tions of sulfate attack and considered the effect of 
slag, pozzolanic, and high alumina cements.

Mehta (87,88) continued the studies of blended 
cements, measuring the porosity of such cements in 
sulfate solutions. He related the differences in 
pore size distribution, rather than chemical com
position of the paste to the resistance to aggres
sive solutions, indicating that the behavior is 
controlled by the degree of the pozzolanic reactions 
before the exposure to sulfate containing solutions, 
which was confirmed also by Medgyesi (88) and 
Philleo (89).

The use of pelletized blast-furnace slag was 
found by Mills (90) to provide a great advantage in 
guarding against the danger of sulfate attack. Al 
Raw! and Sarsam (91) found a very significant 
improvement in the resistance of concrete to sulfate 
attack, by a partial replacement of sulfate 
resisting cement by pozzolan, which alleviates a 
critical situation, especially when high sulfate 
content sand is used. A portland cement produced 
from nepheline slurry base was found (92) to be 
sulfate resisting, presumably in part due to a 
lower calcium hydroxide content.

The sulfate resistance of pozzolanic cements 
with calcined clays has been deduced from their 
flexural strengths (93) measured after immersion in 
5» MgS04 solution. Strength improves at first but 
is followed by a later decrease in strength, at
tributed to the formation of expansive ettringite 
after the voids of cement paste have been filled. 
El Didamony et al. (94) have found that the addition 
of 20% of interground burnt Nile silt improves the 
resistance of portland cement to sulfate attack, as 
does the addition of 20% amorphous silica wit 
superplasticizer (95). Frigione and Sersale (»«' 
demonstrated in their study of the influence of 
gypsum content on the volume stability of blast 
furnace slag cements, that there was an optimum 
sulfate content with an expansion taking place above 
this limit. Wang and Li (97) used cements blended 



„Ith steel slag solely, or in conjunction with 
granulated slags. The steel slag was shown to en
hance the impermeability and improve the resistance 
to mechanical and chemical corrosion of cements. 
However, the presence of too large an amount of free 
calcium hydroxide can cause expansion. The resis
tance of slag-portland cements to sulfates depends 
on the Al203 content of the cement (98), but also on 
the nature of hydrates; i.e., there is less et
tringite than in portland cements. Massazza (99) 
after extensive studies of concrete in a marine 
environment concluded that pozzolanic and blast 
furnace cements were highly beneficial because they 
reduced CH and CjA, while increasing the amount of 
C-s-h. He also recommended good curing. His 
precautions for making durable concrete are 
summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Sea Water (and Sulfate—Resistant) Concrete Rules.

1. Cement content 23 20-3 6 0 kgm
2. w/c < 0.40-0.45
3. Compr. strength 2 40 MPa
4. Use pozzolanic or blast furnace slag cements
5. Use a (reinforcement) bar cover 2 60 mm
6. Wet cure a long time

A very low porosity slag cement (F cement), 
highly resistant to sulfates, has been developed by 
Forss (100). The formation of expansive ettringite 
has been observed by Braga Reis (101) in samples 
containing ground weathered granites in sulfate 
solutions saturated with Ca(0H)2> indicating the 
potential for this type of reactive aggregate (i.e., 
granite containing kaolinite) to contribute to a 
variety of types of sulfate attack. Rock fragments 
after 9 months of immersion showed significant 
cracking.

At the International Seminar on Calcium 
Aluminates held in Torino (Italy) (73), the role of 
ettringite in expansion, among other topics, was 
discussed. The expansion of ettringite has been 
attributed to water absorption by Mehta and Wang 
(102), not influenced particularly by the origin of 
the ettringite, whether precipitated from a solu
tion, formed by paste hydration of a CjA and gypsum 
mixture, or formed from C^AjS, gypsum and CaiOH)^ 
mixtures.

Chen and Mehta (103) have measured a negative 
zeta potential of -11.6 mV at the surface of et
tringite crystals, while Alunno-Rossettl et al, 
(104) measured zeta potential at the surface of 
ettringite crystals equal to +30mV in saturated lime 
solution; Other causes of expansion reported in
clude the increase in volume of solids and the 
crystallization pressure, the conversion of monosul
fate into ettringite (104) corresponding to a 77*  
Increase in the volume of the solid, A slightly 
impervious felt of small ettringite crystals formed 
In calcium hydroxide solution, Tporeanu and 
Dumitrescu (105) suggested that ettringite can crys
tallize both topochemically and from solution, while 
others (106) suggested it was topochemical,

Ogawa and Roy (107) found that the crystals of 
ettringite around C4A3S grains were at first un

Fig. 7. SEM/EBS polished section of C^AjS reacting 
to form ettringite showing anhydrous core 
and radial ettringite which causes 
expansion.

Fig. 8. Effect of particle size on rate of reaction 
of C.AF with gypsum and water [adapted from 
Ref. (112)1.

oriented or flat but later on the crystals arranged 
radially and the expansion began when the reaction 
zones intersected (see Fig. 7), developing pressure 
during their progressive growth, apparently along a 
preferential growth direction, the needle axis. 
Colloidal expansive ettringite has been identified 
by XRD and DTA (108,109) and its formation was 
related to length changes. Mixtures of CjA, 
CaSO.'ZJ^O, CaiOHJj, and quartz hydrated at 22, 30, 
40, so, 60*0  expanded, again correlated with the 
formation of colloidal ettringite; while monosulfo
aluminate appeared when the expansion ended. Tem
perature increase favored the formation of colloidal 
ettringite. Finally, Mehta (110) re-examined the 
mechanism of sulfate attack on portland cement, 
concluding that studies on ettringite alone were 
Inadequate for a complete understanding, A proper 
understanding of the mechanisms of deterioration 



should employ considerations of all possible 
physical—chemical effects of SO^ ions on all the 
constituents of the cement paste. He indicated that 
only poorly crystalline ettringite seems to expand 
due to water adsorption. The role of evaporation 
was identified by St. John (111) in sulfate attack 
on concrete in tunnels, where a concentration of 
Na-SO, solution built up due to the evaporation of 
ground water by the ventilation. The sodium sulfate 
crystals deposited slowly over a 30-year period 
causing exfoliation of the concrete, resulting in 
the need for costly repairs.

Fukuhara et al. (112) have shown that there is 
extensive reaction between C^AF and gypsum (see Fig. 
8); hence its role in sulfate attack must be further 
considered. Roy et al. (113) observed a 
hydrotalcite-like phase (Mg,Al,0H,C02-containing 
layer structure phase) formed in slag-cement mortars 
exposed to magnesium sulfate solutions. This 
apparently innocuous phase may form from the Mg in 
slag in the absence of MgSO4 solution; it is a Mg 
equivalent of C4AHX.

There is some controversy regarding the effec
tiveness of fly ash in sulfate resistance. Hughes 
(114) showed that prolonged curing of OFC/fly ash 
mixtures was necessary to induce sulfate resistance 
to 0.7M Na7S04 solutions. Guyot et al. (115) indi
cated that 15-20» of slag, fly ash or pozzolan has 
been used for many years in France and Imparted 
reasonable sulfate resistance; however, the utiliza
tion of cements contaiiing a high amount of slag is 
much more effective and is justified for stuctures 
exposed to sulfates. Galchineckafa et al. (116) 
reported that cements with electrothermophosphoric 
slags were resistant to sulfates and contained less 
secondary gypsum and ettringite than portland ce 
ments. Recently van Aardt and Wisser (117) found on 
the basis of limited tests with enhanced levels of 
NaOH, that the alkali level in proportion to the CjA 
and SO, content was important in sulfate degrada
tion. A suggestion was made that the following 
relationship should apply in order to limit 
expansion:

S03 + NajO eq. Ha20

CHLORIDE REACTIONS

Chlorides and Implications for Corrosion

Concern with chlorides in cement paste is pri
marily because of corrosion of steel in reinforced 
concrete, an electrochemical process, which is im
plemented by an electrolyte (particularly as present 
in corrosive groundwater and sea water) which may 
induce the establishment of an electric potential. 
Steel in concrete is usually protected by a film of 
oxidized iron, FeO-OH or Fe203 which normally causes 
passivation; however, this protective layer may be 
destroyed if the pH falls below -11.5. In hydrated 
cement the pH of the pore fluid is approximately 13, 
which stabilizes these oxide layers. However, a 
decrease in pH can be brought about by carbonation 
from the atmosphere or neutralization of the Ca(0H)2 
pore solutions (118) particularly under the in

fluence of chloride ion in groundwaters or sea water 
(119,120). Thus, investigation of the penetration 
rate of chloride into concretes is a relative mea
sure which may be used for prediction of concrete 
durability (65,121-124). Hansson and Hansson (125) 
have discussed the major factors which control elec
trical conduction in cement-based materials: the 
concentration and mobility of the ions in the pore 
solution, and the porosity and pore size distribu
tion.

Although in the absence of steel reinforcement, 
which is the major emphasis of this paper, solutions 
of sodium and potassium chlorides in themselves are 
believed to have minor effects on mature portland 
cement concrete, if their solutions are concen
trated, they are reported to cause disintegration. 
The formation of tetra-calcium aluminate dichloride- 
10 hydrate (Friedel's salt) is probably an Important 
factor in understanding the disintegration process, 
but increased solubility of Ca(0H)2 in CaCl2 solu 
tions is also believed to be a contributing factor. 
Other factors such as changing the pore structure 
and reducing the pH are significant and will be 
discussed.

Chloride Transport and Reaction
As a key to the factors influencing the rate of 

penetration of chloride ions into hardened cementi
tious materials, and their consequent effects, the 
diffusion of Cl- ions through hardened cement pastes 
has been studied by Page et al. (126) and by Goto 
and Roy (127). The activation energy for the ionic 
diffusion was calculated as 42 kJ’mol 1 (126) and 50 
kJ•mol-1 (127) for a mature portland cement paste 
(w/c = 0.4); diffusion of Cl ions is strongly 
influenced by the type of cement, and blended cement 
pastes with 30% fly ash or 65% slag gave lower 
diffusion than portland cement pastes (126). The 
durability of blended cements to highly concentrated 
chloride solution (27.5% CaCl2 + 3.9% MgCl2 + 1-8*  
NaCl) is another matter, as was reported by Feldman 
(128). He found that blends with 35% fly ash or 70*  
slag had a finer pore size distribution than Type I 
portland cement and a lower Ca(0H)2 content, which 
improved their durability.

When both Cl- and SOT are present (as in sea 
water) there is a competition between chloride and 
sulfate ions as found by Ogawa and Roy (107). 
Friedel's salt is formed as a decomposition prod“° 
of ettringite in 20% NaCl solution above 100 C; 
while at lower temperatures Cl is detected in the 
ettringite, which then is less expansive.

The gradient of chloride and sulfate ions dif
fusing in concretes, from 0.27 M CaCl- and 1 .
Na,S04 solutions, has been studied by Rio an 1 
Turriziani (129) for three types of cement: a fer 
ric portland cement resistant to sulfates (I0W-C3A'*  ]
a pozzolanic cement, and a slag cement. Concre \ 
permeability was in the order pozzolanic cement 
slag cement > ferric portland cement.

Later longer term studies (130) (up to 15 
months) showed the trend, that Cl- and SO, репе ra 
tions in portland cement were similar, and that c 
penetration order was: portland cement (w/c • 
> S04_resistant cement (w/c = 0.50) > slag ceme 



(w/c = 0.52) > pozzolanic cement (w/c = 0.53), with 
the first two relatively close and the latter two 
relatively close. The chloride penetration depth 
was about double that of the SO4. This is con
sistent with diffusivity data of Barnes and Roy 
(131) who found in salt-containing mixtures (con
taining fly ash and/or slag) consistently lower 
diffusion rates by a factor of 2-5 times for S04 
than Na+, and others (121), (123) who found that the 
chloride anion diffusion was considerably faster 
than the cations, Na+, K+ or Cs+.

Chloride diffusion follows Fick's law 
(65,121,122,124,132-134) and is lower in blast fur
nace slag cements than in portland cements. The 
reduction in diffusion rate in fly ash cements is 
significant (65,122,124,135) though variable, while 
sulfate-resistant portland cements may have higher 
diffusion rates. Silica fume has been shown to 
decrease the diffusivity (65,123), even at rela
tively high w/c (65,123,124). Page et al. (122) 
found effective diffusivities as follows for 
chloride ions at 25°C following 60 days of curing:

Table 3

cement DxlO9 cm2s~1

OPC 44.7
OPC/30% PFA 14.7
OPC/65% BFS 4.1
SRPC 100.0

Mortars with w/c = 0.45 and 0.60 (SiOj fume = 
10 and 30%) when exposed to a Mg, Ca, and Na mixed 
chloride solution showed substantially increased 
resistance to Cl- penetration and attack, as evi
denced in flexural tests and decreased pore size 
(136). Kumar and Roy (65,123,124) showed similar 
trends and low chloride diffusivities with slag and 
silica fume additions (Table 4).

Table 4 
Chloride Diffusion Coefficients with CsCl Diffusion, 

w/c = 0.35.

Cement 
% Blend

DxlO9 cm2 S"1
28 days 90 days

OPC 75.1 57.2
Slag 65 9.62 4.87
Si Fume 10* 2.9 1.12
Fine Quartz 25 — 67.7
Fly Ash 30 55.8 --

The formation of Friedel's salt resulting from 
the reaction between chlorides and the aluminates of 
the cement paste has been reported by several inves
tigators (137-141). Grutzeck and Roy (138) have 
shown that Friedel's salt is abundant in salt- 
saturated grouts and mortars, where it sometimes 
suppresses ettringite formation. Conjeaud (141) 
detected chloro-ettringite in the study of portland 
oement pastes and mortars attacked by a concentrated 
caC12 solution (300 g/L), as a secondary reaction 
Product, since the main degradation parameter was 
round to be the dissolution of Са(0Н>2 and the 
formation of calcium oxychloride 

[CaCl21Ca(0H)2-H20], which is expansive. Hofmann 
(142) reported formation of the salt CaCl2‘4H,0. 
Midgley and Illston (143) suggested that the higher 
the content of Friedel's salt, the less chloride 
penetration because it will become tied up in the 
low solubility salt. Smolczyk (144) also reported 
Friedel's salt formation. Ivanov and Janbykh (145) 
reported a long term study of concretes exposed to 
MgCl2 and CaCl2 solutions, showing that CaCl2 forms 
both CaO1CaCl2"H2O and Friedel'S salt. These reac 
tions occurred slowly, while with NaCl the concrete 
was finally degraded after 8 years. Kishitani et 
al. (146) found that penetration of 01“ was major in 
concrete made with OPC and sulfate—resistant cement 
after 5 years, while it was much less with blast 
furnace slag cement.

Pereira and Hegedus (147) developed a 
diffusion-reaction-equilibration model in which 
Langmuir adsorption and Fickian diffusion were 
coupled in attempt to predict time-Cl penetration 
depth plots in concrete. Uchikawa et al. (148) 
showed that Na+ diffusion was markedly decreased in 
slag and fly ash-containing pastes, which they re
lated to the zeta-potential.

Pore solution compositions provide a key to 
transport inhibition mechanisms and enable compari
sons amor® the effectiveness of various materials. 
Free and bound chlorides have been determined by 
Tuuti (149) who analyzed four solutions and found 
that the amount of bound chloride was dependent on 
the kind of chloride salt, e.g., CaClj gave more 
bound chloride than did KC1. Roy et al. (150,151) 
found that the chloride content of pore solutions of 
fly ash-containing and slag-containing cement pastes 
are diminished by up to 80% over a 3-month period, 
compared with -40% reduction in a pure portland 
cement pastes (152,153). Ramachandran et al. (154) 
found that pore solution chloride content Increased 
in proportion to the CaCl2 added to the initial 
mixture, and that a mixture of C.A-gypsum immob
ilized much more chloride than did CjS (see Fig. 9)^. 
Page and Vennesland (60) measured the OH , Cl , 
SO?", Na+, K+ and Ca2+ contents of pore solutions of 
pastes with different proportions of silica fume, 
and found a reduction in the chloride binding capa
city. Shigeru et al. (155) measured apparent diffu
sion coefficients for Na+ and Cl" ions, and found 
penetration as follows: sulfate-resistant cement > 
portland cement > slag cement. Finally, Hansson et
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Fig. 9. Immobilized CaCl2 in pastes as determined 
from pressure extraction [adapted from Ref. 
(154)].



al. (156) determined the effect of chloride cation 
type on the corrosion of steel in concrete. CaC12 
was found to have a much more deleterious effect 
than KC1 or NaCl, related to coarsening pore struc
ture and pore solution pH. not directly related to 
the chloride content of the pore solution.

CARBONATION

Introduction
At room temperature the main stable phases in 

the system hydrated cement-C02 are CaCOj (calcite), 
quartz (although hydrous silica is usually the 
identified reaction product) and aluminum hydroxide 
(gibbsite) . When stored in normal atmosphere, 
hardened cement pastes and concretes develop an 
outer region of carbonated material which has a 
reduced pH.

Babuskin et al. (157) have calculated the equi
librium CO, pressures for the carbonation of various 
hydrated cement phases (Table 5). It is seen that 
the equilibrium values are much lower than atmos 
pheric CO, pressure (~3.2xl0 atm.). °
C-S-H, tobermorite is given in the table, but high 
Ca C-S-H should require an even lower Pco2 in order 
to carbonate (158,159), since the carbonation reac
tion of Ca(OH), has the most negative free energy 
change. Thus, ultimately with adequate access to 
C02, all cement minerals should carbonate, as would 
many natural minerals (158).

In view of the free energy changes strongly 
favoring carbonation, Lawrence (160) has pointed out 
the high importance of molecular and other transport 
properties.

Carbonation Reactions and Degradation

Lach and Matousek (161) have found in their 
study of the carbonation of C,AHg and high alumina 
cement that CjA’CaCOj-IIHjO f°™®d 
first and later decomposes into A1(OH)3 and CaC03 
(vaterite or aragonite initially, and ultimately 
calcite). They indicated that carbonation could be 
divided into four stages characterized by changes of 
the microstructure. Jungermann (162) concluded that 
the damage of reinforced and pre-stressed concretes 
by carbonation occurs in three stages as a result 
of: (1) C02 diffusion in the finest capillary 

pores; (ii) dissolution of C02 in the water film; 
and (iii) neutralization of Ca(0H)2 by the carbonic 
acid. Majumdar and Stucke (163) observed in car
bonated samples of glass fiber reinforced super
sulfated cement, that ettringite and C—S-H were 
altered by the action of C02- In general, 
modification of a relatively small amount of 
ettringite leads to an appreciable loss in strength 
in super-sulfated cement, where carbonation was 
often found to take place more readily in the com
posite cement where glass fibers increased the poro
sity and the permeability.

Favorable effects of carbonation on the other 
hand, were shown in some instances: Komarneni and 
Roy (164) showed that carbonation could be used to 
immobilize Cs, Sr, and Ba from nuclear waste in 
cements and mortars. In this case the action of COj 
helped to form a chemical barrier for the migration 
of nuclear elements, and formed insoluble hydroxy
carbonate compounds. The cement content, cement 
composition, w/c ratio, and strength were shown in 
some long term studies (50 years) of steel rein
forced concrete slabs of different composition (165) 
to affect resistance to carbonation. High quality 
concretes made with either portland or portland-fly 
ash cement behave satisfactorily, but in lean mixes 
(low cement content and high w/c ratio) portland 
cement concretes are reported to be superior. The 
strength increase of portland cement concretes due 
to carbonation is greater the lower the w/c ratio 
(166), since calcium carbonate occupies a higher 
volume, partly filling up the pores of the cement 
paste. Some blast-furnace slag cement concretes, 
which are poorer in calcium hydroxide than are 
portland cement concretes have been reported to show 
reduction in strength after carbonation.

DeSitter (167), Trub (168), and Friede and 
Schubert (169) have measured the depth of carbona
tion in concrete. This depth was 2 mm after 1 
years and 7 mm after 50 years (167), and was depen
dent on the type of cement and on the moisture 
distribution (170). Silica fume reduced the rate ot 
carbonation of concretes (171) (Table 6) but 
depth of carbonation in foamed or cellular concrete 
is greater (172-174) than that in normal concretes. 
The simultaneous action of C02 and Cl has ее 
studied by Beckett (175) and DeSitter (167): »
maximum of CaCl2, between 1.8 and 2.3%, was l°ca 
at depths between 15 and 25 mm, while the sup

Table 5
Calculated Results of the Carbonation Reactions of the Constituents of Cement Paste

No. of
Reactions Equations of Reactions

1 1/5 (5CaO-6Si02-5.5H20) + (sol) + C02 (gas)
= CaCO3 (sol) + 6/5 SiO2 (sol) +1.1 H20 (liq)

2 1/4 (4Ca01Al203-19H20) (sol) + C02 (gas)
= CaC03(sol) + 1/2 Al(0H)3 (am) + 4H20 (liq)

3 1/3 (3CaO-Al203-3CaS04-32H20) (sol)
+ CO, (gas) = GaC03 (sol) + CaS04‘2H20 (sol)

4 1/3 T3Ca0-Fe,0,-3CaS04-32H20) + C02
= CaCO3 + CaSO^HjO + 2/3 Fe(0H)3 + 23/3 H20

5 Ca(OH)2 (sol) + C02 (gas) - CaCOj (sol) + H20 (liq)

ag298 of ₽CP2,reactions equilibrium 
[kcal/ml] values [atm]

-11.29 10-8.28

.„-10.78-14.70 10

-10.26 10-7.52

-14.07 10-10.31

-17.82 10-13.1

+assumed tobermorite (147). sol = solid, am = amorphous. After Ref. (157)



♦Plasticizer +10 mm slump

Table 6
Effect of SiO2 Fume on Carbonation Depth 

in Concretes"1" with 100, 250, and 400 kgm 3 Cement.

CEM Si02 P* Depth mm

100 0 0 25.4
100 10 0 18.2
100 20 2 11.3

250 0 0 6.8
250 20 2 3.4

400 0 0 3.7
400 10 0 3.8
400 20 2 1.2

flclal layer (7 to 8 mm) contained less CaClj, 1 to 
1.6% (167). Weber (176) presented a mathematical 
model for calculating the progress of carbonation as 
a function of time, showing that a carbonation coef
ficient can be calculated using the diffusion laws 
as in the case of water adsorption.

Barret et al. (177) presented new solubility 
curves for AH,, CAH.n, C2ÄHg, CjAHg, C^AH^j, CaCOj 
(calcite), and C.ACH«. in equilibrium with different 
Pco2 values, where it was indicated that calcite or 
nonocarboaluminate alternately could be stable de
pending on Pcqj- Soustelle et al. (178) presented 
saturation and supersaturation curves for the same, 
and discussed the relation of conductometric curves 
to the latter, and also the implications for real 
cement pastes. Suzuki et al. (179) calculated a ksg 
for C-S-H of 5.5xl0- , for material precipitated 
from solution, and in turn discussed the conditions 
under which carbonation could take place (Fig. 10) .

Discussion

As mentioned above, complete carbonation of 
hydrated portland cement paste, to CaCOj, hydrated 
silica, alumina and ferric oxide, is chemically 
possible, though well-made concrete after prolonged 
exposure usually shows little carbonation. Simi-

Concentration of Calcium ion

Fig. 10. Carbonation stages (schematic) of C-S-H, 
prepared from solution [adapted from Ref. 
(179)1.

larly, sulphoaluminates theoretically carbonate to 
yield CaS04-2H20, vaterite (eventually calcite) and 
hydrous alumina. The greater part of the C02 taken 
up by specimens of mortar and calcium silicate hy
drate exposed to the atmosphere is held as poorly 
crystallized vaterite, aragonite or calcite; a high 
pH favors the formation of vaterite.

Carbonation is not a straightforward process. 
For instance, the theoretical maximum percentage of 
carbonation observed is dependent on environmental 
humidity, reaching a maximum at 50% R.H. Diffusion 
of gases (02 and C02) takes place at orders of 
magnitude higher rates through air than in the 
liquid state. Specimens may shrink considerably at 
50% relative humidity during carbonation, due to 
carbonation of Ca(0H)2 and C-S-H,' while at a rela
tive humidity of 25%, little carbonation shrinkage 
occurs, probably due to the carbonation of only the 
Ca(0H)2. The uptake of C02 by crushed cement paste 
particles is dependent on the relative humidity.

Lawrence (160) has quoted work describing the 
depth of carbonation after increasing times and for 
different concretes (where diffusion constants lie 
between 2xl0-7 and 2x20-11 m2/s), calculated for the 
a) worst and b) best situations:

a) Xj = 2 x 0.004 x /2xl0"7t 
and /----=TT-b) x2 = 2 x 0.001 x /2x10 11t

After 1 year (3xl07 s) depths of carbonation were 
reported to be 19.5 mm and 4.9xl0-2 mm. Hobbs (180) 
quoted some worst case data after only 1 day curing 
followed by exposure to 65% R.H. He gave the for
mula

dc = 18/t [W/(C+0.3p) - 0.181

(p = slag, t = time, yrs., d = mm) to relate depth 
of carbonation in portland and slag-substituted 
concretes for these materials. Roberts (181) 
earlier confirmed a square root of tlme/carbonation 
dependency for slag-containing concretes. Osborne 
(182) indicated that there was a good correlation 
between depth of carbonation and compressive 
strength at 28 days. Implications are that adequate 
curing is necessary to prevent carbonation, espe
cially of fly ash containing materials. It could be 
inferred from his report that ground granulated 
slag-containing concretes have the same carbonation 
degree as portland cement concretes of similar 
strength. Lower permeabilities will no doubt 
decrease the carbonation rates.

OTHER DEGRADATION MECHANISMS

LsasMng
The reverse of the transport of ions or chem

ical species into a cement paste is the movement of 
water through the paste and removal of species, 
leaching, which depends on the pore structure and 
water permeability of the paste (183-185,65,121). 
As water permeation involves the transport of a 
liquid through a porous medium under a pressure 
gradient, leaching involves the transport of species 
under a concentration gradient, e.g., in the case 
with very pure water in contact with cement paste. 



which provides a negative concentration gradient 
compared with the paste pore water (63) to generate 
the potential for leaching, particularly of 
hydroxyl, calcium and sulfate ions (186—188,131). 
The extent of leaching depends on the initial cement 
composition, the concentration gradient in the re
spective fluids, the cement paste permeability, 
solubilities of the species concerned, and tempera
ture.

The subject of leaching has been addressed 
recently in connection with the potential use of 
cementitious materials in the isolation and disposal 
of nuclear waste (131,137,139,183-207). A cementi
tious matrix is considered both as an encapsulant to 
solidify low to intermediate level nuclear waste to 
’prevent release of harmful radionuclides to the 
environment (190,191,186,204) or simply to control 
release of soluble salts to the environment 
(197,131). It also provides a favored method for 
the control of release of other toxic substances 
(207-209).

Most of the above studies related to nuclear 
waste isolation are concerned with the release of 
trace species or radionuclides present in small 
concentrations, in attempt to control release of 
toxic species, but a number are concerned with the 
release of major elements as well (186-188,191-198, 
200,201,204,207,208,210). In addition, the leaching 
of major elements is of concern for the sealing of 
geologic repositories lor radioactive waste, where 
the cementitious sealing materials should maintain 
low permeability (137-140,183,188,196,207) for pro
longed periods.

Soluble cations such as Cs have been found to 
leach and be released by a diffusion mechanism 
(65,123,186) although their release may be inhibited 
by their incorporation in the cement paste as in
soluble phases (191-193,195,198,199). The sodium 
cation (and presumably K+) similarly is leached by a 
diffusion mechanism (191-200,121) as is the chloride 
anion, although the release of both may be somewhat 
inhibited by the formation of relatively insoluble 
phases (186,124) or by surface adsortion (185). 
Nevertheless, the pore solutions of cement pastes 
will ordinarily contain relatively high concentra
tions of alkalis (31,63) and also of chlorides (64) 
which are potentially available for leaching. The

Table 7
- Typical Leach Rates of Species in 

Cementitious Materials.
(g m 2d-1)++

OPC/Pollucite*
OPC/SiO«/+ 
Powellite

CsZP-»» 
Slag/S102/0PC

Ca 1.4 . - 1.9
Cs 1.7 0.14-2.0
Na 5.8
Si 1.5
Al 0.08 0.41
Sr 0.29
Mo 0.15
I 13

•Ref. (193). +Ref. (194). ••Ref. (198).
++Rationallzed to * species in initial product.

existence of a very fine pore structure then will 
serve to inhibit the leaching process.

Sr and Ba are also released by a diffusion 
mechanism, while other ions such as aluminate, rare 
earth, and uranium species are relatively insoluble 
in cements, their release is not primarily diffusion 
controlled, and they are released at a very slow 
rate. Even the silicate anion is released slowly 
(192-196). Sulfate ions are released at about an 
order of magnitude slower rate than sodium, chloride 
and nitrate ions (131).

Calcium is released at a slower rate, about 
one-fourth that of sodium (193) (see Table 7). 
There are also indications that the calcium release 
and particularly strontium release may be slowed by 
partial carbonation (211). Zamorini et al. (208) 
recently have determined release rates of calcium 
ions from different size cement specimens, and found 
no significant size effect in experiments up to 28 
days at 50°C. They confirmed the non-diffusion 
nature of the release mechanism. They presented a 
relationship between leached fraction of calcium and 
time as follows:

F = В tn

where F is the leached fraction, t = time in days 
and В is a constant. This was found to apply to 
different size specimens as long as the geometric 
surface of the solid to volume liquid was kept 
constant. The exponent n was ~l/3.

Barnes and Roy (196) have discussed the thermo
dynamic control of stability in the release of ions 
from cement paste by leaching, implying that once 
the calcium hydroxide is completely leached, the 
calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) will be the rate
controlling substance. A high-calcium C-S-H is 
presumably more leachable than one with lower Ca 
content, or indeed than crystalline tobermorite.

Atkinson et al. (186) have also discussed 
leaching mechanisms of radio ions, and confirmed 
that Cs*  is released primarily by a diffusion mech
anism from cement pastes, while Sr is not.

Freezing and Thawing
The degradation of cementitious materials due 

to freezing and thawing is a complex subject, which 
involves the interaction of the cement paste micro
structure, any aggregate contained, the action of 
salts present in pore solutions, the humidity of the 
environment, and the types of temperature cycles. 
Dry concrete may withstand freezing and thawing 
indefinitely, whereas saturated concrete, even if 
properly air entrained, may be seriously damaged by 
a few cycles of freezing and thawing (212). High 
degrees of saturation and rapid- cooling are both 
detrimental, whereas air entrainment with proper 
bubble spacing can be effective in providing reser
voirs to accommodate otherwise destructive ice crys 
tai expansion. We attempt to summarize here briefly 
some of the relevant current findings.

Dorner and Setzer (213) investigated the hydra
tion of fresh cement pastes with low temperature 
DTA. They concluded from the freezing behavior tha 



during hydration the volume of the larger pores 
decreases and the volume of the medium sized gel 
pores increases. Grubl and Sotkin (214) studied 
rapid ice formation on cooling of hardened paste, 
finding that the first freezing peak in DTA thermo
grams related to specimen size, water content, and 
change in length.

Bull and co-workers (215,216) have studied the 
ice-supercooled water system in order to understand 
the frost action upon porous media. They used a 
physical model for the experimental study of the 
equilibrium, the two phases being subjected to the 
same temperature but different pressures. The re
sults agreed with the macroscopic thermodynamic law 
giving the ice pressure as a function of the tern- 
perature of the system.

Pigeon and Lachance (217) submitted non-air- 
entrained and air-entrained concretes to 300 freeze
thaw cycles in air at 100 percent relative humidity 
and at a freezing rate of 2»C/h. They determined 
the critical air void spacing (the value below which 
concrete was damaged), to be 680 pm for a w/c ratio 
of 0.5, agreeing well with that expected from 
Powers*  hydraulic pressure theory.

Numerous studies have been made of concretes 
with fly ash, slag and silica fume. Fly ash and 
ground granulated blast-furnace slag additions have 
been used successfully in frost resistant concrete. 
Whether the concrete was only air entrained, or air 
entrained and superplasticized, slag cements per
formed satisfactorily in the ASTM freeze-thaw test 
(218). However, repeated dosages of superplasti
cizers like sulfonated melamine or naphthalene for
maldehyde condensates led to a loss of the air 
entrained and had a negative effect on the freeze 
thaw resistance; while lignosulfonates performed 
better in this regard (219). Fundamental aspects of 
the paste microstructure and its porosity seem to be 
the most important factors overall in frost resis
tance (220).

Grasenick and Soretz (221) through EM observa
tions of hardened cement pastes have shown the short 
term localization of deicing salts. The Increasing 
porosity, and the formation of ice crystals and the 
crystal deposits in pores have been followed to 
gether with the measurement of created pressures.

Bache (222) described materials called Densi
fied Cement/Ultrafine Particle-Based Materials (DSP) 
which contain much silica fume. These materials 
(DSP concretes) were said to offer a high resistance 
to frost action, since the amount of freezable water 

I is very low. Because of this low content and small 
Pore size, freezing was said to occur at lower 

' temperatures than in normal cement concrete, and the 
' drying—resaturation process apparently does not
I operate. Concretes made with silica fume have been 
' reported to be frost resistant without air entrain-
i ment (223). However, Jahren also reported (224)
I that silica fume concrete gives better resistance to 
j frost action if it is combined with superplasticizer 

and a w/c ratio greater than 0.5.
Zaman, "Ridgway and Ritchie (225) caution that 

visual estimation of damage due to freezing and 
thawing may be misleading, and propose flexural 

strength tests, emphasizing that flexural strengths 
are more sensitive to damage than are compressive 
strengths. Despite the fact that scaling and spal
ling occurred, the minimum loss in mechanical prop
erties was found with a 4% NaCl solution.

Fly ash, silica fume, and slag have been shown 
by Yuan and Cook (226) to improve the frost resis
tance of concrete. After 1200 freeze-thaw cycles, 
concretes with a 20% replacement of Class C (high
calcium) fly ash from sub-bituminous coal, were 
stronger than the control portland cement concrete 
(226). Samarin et al. (227) reported that the dura
bility of fly ash concretes in which fly ash was- 
used either as a component of blended cement or as 
an addition to the concrete has been demonstrated 
with field concretes, over a period of 20 years. 
Carbon content of fly ash has been of concern; but 
Sturrup et al. (228) found that if it is less than 
12% it does not deleteriously affect the frost re
sistance of concretes, provided the carbon content 
is Known so that the dosage of air entraining agent 
can be increased appropriately.

Slag additions improve the frost resistance of 
concrete better than fly ash (229) when strength and 
air content are kept constant. Pigeon and Regourd 
(230) related the good performance of slag cements 
to low bubble spacing factors and to a very dense 
and homogeneous microstructure of the paste. Murata 
et al. (231) improved the frost resistance of non
air entrained concretes using blast furnace slag, 
which resulted in a larger porosity in the range of 
10-90 jim radius. According to Pistilli, the bubble 
spacing factor depends on the type of admixture and 
amount of soluble alkalies from fly ash and portland 
cement (233). Superplasticizers are reported to 
have a more beneficial effect than water reducing 
agents (234).

Olsen (235) used a two-dimensional finite 
element computer model to predict frost penetration 
in saturated porous media. The temperature, water 
and ice content, frost penetration and generated 
pore water pressures can be predicted as a function 
of freezing time and given boundary conditions.

Dorner (236) used DSC to investigate phase 
changes between 20°C and —60°C in the supercooling 
of water. Chlorides were found to affect the phase 
change, even after the specimen had been previously 
freeze-dried (Fig. 11). Chatterji (237) invest! 
gated the freezing of autoclaved porous material 
containing various air-entraining solutions, fol
lowed by a study of mixed air-entraining agents and 
water reducers. Chatterji et al. (238) found that 
the minimum solution content needed for a sustained 
expansion varied from agent to agent. Whiting (239) 
found that low water/cement ratio concrete (0.30
0.32) required up to 10 times as much air entraining 
agent to produce the same air content and air void 
characteristics as normal.

DISCUSSION

The degradation of hardened cement paste has 
been discussed, and has been shown to Involve 
numerous chemical and physical factors, both as 
inherent in the cement paste composition and 
microstructure and as interacting with the



Fig. 11. Phase Change of the pore water in 4-inonth-old 
slag-cement (HOZ35) [adapted from Bef. (236)].
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water-saturated pastes from (a) portland cement and (b)

environmental exposure conditions. To predict the 
performance of cement paste in different 
environments, it is necessary to consider the 
development of the cement paste structure beginning 
with the fresh state, mixing, placing and
consolidation, and through the curing period, before 
being able to determine the probable effects of 
long-term exposure (240-244). A number of authors 
have emphasized that it is necessary when making 
durable concrete to develop a dense and well 
homogenized microstructure, and establish that the 
concrete is well cured (99,244). The effects of 
undesirable cracking developed as a result of 
thermal stresses (244), resulting from uncontrolled 
excess heat evolved during hydration are critical as 
they influence long term durability. The mechanisms 
of molecular transport (160) and ionic transport 
(60,65,121) are important in the operation of 
disruptive forces of degradation, whether drying 
shrinkage, freezing and thawing, carbonation, or 
intrusion of undesirable chloride, sulfate, or other- 
salts or chemicals; or leaching or release of 
undesirable encapsulated toxic or radioactive waste 
species (192,197) to the environment. The pore
structure is critical in transport processes
(65,123).

These mechanisms then act as cooperative 
phenomena Interacting with chemical features either 
inherent in the cement paste composition itself, 
e.g., excess C,A for potential interaction with 
sulfate or chloride; potentially reactive silica in 
the aggregate to interact with high alkali cement; 
or chloride ions followed by oxygen penetrating to 
depassivate improperly covered reinforcing bars. 
The investigation of the chemistry of pore solutions 
(31,63) along with studying the solids, is becoming 
a better established means of monitoring chemical 
changes taking place, combining the effects of the 
initial paste nature and its response to changes 
from the environment. The thermodynamic stability 
of phases is important in controlling degradation 
processes (157-159,179), as, e.g., the free-energy 
change to produce carbonated products is much 
greater with high-calcium hydroxide compositions 

than with lower content (157,159). Free energy 
changes were favorable to 'pozzolanic' reactions of 
portland cement with siliceous (and alumino
silicate) pozzolans, producing more chemically 
stable C-S-H, which is part of the reason for the 
enhanced durability of pastes containing such 
admixtures (137,157-159), along with their relative 
stability in the presence of other intruding 
chemical species. Alumina may also be important 
(47,199b).

Considerable advances have been made in 
understanding mechanisms of degradation; however, 
much remains to be determined, particularly 
concerning the cooperative phenomena, i.e, 
interaction of the numerous early-stage 
developmental controlling factors, the consequent 
physical and chemical characteristics of tne 
hardened cement paste and its microstructure, ana 
the potentially disruptive physical and chemical 
forces of degradation.
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Many years ago, in Canada, there was a sudden failure 
of a prestressed, reinforced concrete pipeline, which 
occurred even before it began operation. This event 
led to an extensive series of studies and research 
into both the causes of the damage ana the precau
tions to be taken during manufacture in order to 
prevent future failures (1-4).

The alarm raised by this case resulted in thorough 
examinations being carried out also on numerous other 
cases of failure of prestressed reinforced concrete 
structures in the hypothesis that tne state of 
tension of the wires could in some way influence 
tneir tendency to corrode and consequently affect the 
duraoihty of structures (5)(6)(7).

On that occasion, interdisciplinary research groups 
were formed where corrosion experts worked alongside 
cement and structural engineering experts. At about 
the same time it was noted that conventional 
reinforced concrete could also fail due to corrosion, 
when previously the reinforcement was considered 
unassailable in the favourable environment in which 
it was situated. Thus, also in this sector, there was 
a considerable impulse for applied research.

Moreover, from tne beginning of the Seventies, the 
enormous increase in the utilization of concrete in 
tarine and tropical environments brought to light 
very serious corrosion problems.

and international 
research for a 

mechanisms which 
specifying 
aimed at

a consequence, numerous national 
bodies began, and still continue, 
greater understanding of the 
'Vitiate the corrosive processes and for 
^e'^n and installation regulations 
‘'Ootecting the reinforcement (8)(9).

e report presented by prof. Turriziani at this 
_ ogress reviews the results obtained by researchers 
se ? various parts of the world in the specific 

c or of reinforcement corrosion; therefore, this 
^Per will give only an outline or the problems still 

1ng debated and show what lines of research seem 
appropriate for further investigation.

Tropical and sub-tropical environments

Geymayr, Treadaway et al. have recently pointed out 
the particular features which distinguish and 
condition the behaviour of corrosion in reinforced 
concrete structures in tropical and sub-tropical 
countries (10)(ll).

This topic, as it relates to the Middle East, was 
also dealt with by a special section of the First 
Arabian Conference on Corrosion held in Kuwait in 
February 1984 (12)(13)(14). The problems which 
emerged can be summarized as follows:

a. Aggregates
River aggregates are scarce. Aggregates from mines 
are dirty with silt and contaminated with chlorides 
and sulphates.
Washing is difficult and too costly.

b) High temperature and humidity
The high temperature increases water-demand, 
accelerates setting time, increases cement content 
for a given water/cement ratio, increases carbonation 
rate. High humidity accelerates corrosion of steel, 
favours cement hydration during storage.

c) Environment salinity
Depending on the distance from tne sea, the chloride 
content in the atmosphere nas a certain influence on 
the resistance to corrosion of reinforcement, when 
this factor has not been taken into account during 
the design stage. 1

The research suggested in this instance should be 
directed to the study of alternative cements to 
Portland, and especially of a pozzolanic or blast
furnace type, as well as the influence of curing 
methods.

Bridge geeks

The economic repercussions due to the damage suffered 
by road bridges in the United States have had a 



considerable impact on research in this sector(15).

If it is admitted that there is no substitution for 
chlorides such as deicing salts, and if it is agreed 
that the design and installation of these structures 
are acceptable, researchers must concentrate on ways 
and means of preventing corrosion.

The prevention method most often suggested is 
cathodic protection with impressed current of the 
reinforcement. However, even this technique does not 
appear perfectly reliable, especially with regard to:

a) choice, positioning and distribution of auxiliary 
anodes;

b) choice and positioning of reference electrodes;

c) determination of the protection potential and
consequently of the current to maintain the
structure in non-corrodible conditions;

d) influence of dynamic stresses to which the 
concrete is subjected, particularly in relation to 
the formation of cracks and the consequent 
infiltration of water and salts.

Of the four points listed above, the potential 
necessary to achieve cathodic protection merits 
brief examination.

It is important to observe that whenever a pitting 
phenomenon begins in very localized areas, a 
considerable acidification can occur with self
stimulating effects and propagation even without 
oxygen replenishment.

Cathodic protection of reinforcement steel consti
tutes a rather special example of the application of 
this technique, which recalls that of stainless 
steels subject to pitting. In both cases the metal is 
not kept at a potential below that of thermodynamic 
equilibrium (immunity zone), but must be kept in the 
narrow range of values in which there is passivity 
for alkaline pH and immunity for acid pH (16)(17).

Fig. 1 shows the trend of the steel polarization 
curve in an alkaline environment, with and without 
start of pitting due to the presence of chlorides: 
the range of potentials in which the steel is kept in 
passive conditions is shown, as well as the range 
corresponding to the normal state of non-corrosion 
(immunity). In the immunity zone there is hydrogen 
evolution; this phenomenon is not normally harmful, 
provided that pH is not too low. Besides at low pHs 
and low protection potentials the steel-concrete bond 
may be damaged.

Fig. 2 gives a”potential-pH diagram of the steel at 
25 °C, and clearly shows the situation which would 
occur with and without the cathodic protection. It

CURRENT DENSITY

Fig. 1 - Polarization curve ot i'oi in alkaline 
°nvironment

POTENTIAL ( Volts S HE)

Fig. 2 - Potential - pH diagram tor tne system 
Fe - HgO in presence от cn.orides

can be observed that, since the protection potential 
lies just below the equilibrium potential, the very 
slight hydrogen evolution inside the pits cannot harm 
the iron-concrete bond, , due precisely to its 
limitation. Moreover in a short time the hydrogen 
ions concentration is lowered and the re-alkaliniza 
tion of the solution adjoining the metallic surface 
leads to the consequent passive protection.



This hypothesis needs to be supported by further 
experimental research which must not be carried out 
in an aqueous solution, and which requires the use 
of mortar or concrete specimens and up-dated and 
qualified electrochemical techniques and instruments.

Another subject to be investigated more deeply in the 
cathodic protection sector is the influence of 
interruptions in the energy supply: it should be 
useful to determine the maximum time during which the 
structure does not suffer excessive corrosion attack 
without electrical protection. This data would be 
most important when solar batteries are used, since 
the costs of the energy accumulation are quite high.

Electrochemical characterization of concrete

Given that concrete can be considered to all intents 
and purposes a second species conductor, since it has 
its own electrolytical conductivity and is the site 
of ionic diffusion processes, it is important that a 
more profound knowledge of its electrochemical 
characteristics is acquired in the years to come.

A promising way of reaching conclusive knowledge of 
the composition of the pore solution, which also 
constitutes the environment in which the 
reinforcement can oecome passive, or corrode, is by 
the expression of cement paste and mortar 
(18)(19)(20).

fig.3 shows a diagram of the device which has been 
used up to now for research of the type suggested.

The pressures currently used for the pressing 
operation are in the order of 350 MPa and the 
specimen volumes in the order of 50 ml.

The adoption of this technique can, in a short time, 
provide important information on the nature of the 
electrolyte in contact with the reinforcement 
according to numerous parameters. Among those most 
worthy of consideration are: the type of cement used, 
the type of curing, the age, the presence of 
additives, and the exposure environment.

The study, carried out following this technique, of 
the reactivity of chlorides with some of the 
constituents of the clinker has demonstrated that 
there is a considerable difference between the "free 
chlorides" and those bound in chemical compounds, and 
therefore not dangerous from a corrosion aspect
(15)(21).

However, other techniques can also be adopted. For 
axample to study the diffusivity of chlorides and 
°*ygen  inside the concrete, electrochemical 
^asurements could be taken of the potential assumed 

H suitable chosen metal specimens, embedded in the 
c°nglomerate at appropriate distances from the 

external surface.

Another study which undoubtedly merits adequate 
investigat"on is that of the role played by oxygen in 
the corrosive processes of the reinforcement.

Fig. 3 - Apparatus tor expression of pore sofution 
from cement pastes

It is often affirmed that in the absence of oxygen 
any attack is blocked because the cathodic reaction 
is not nourished, and this appears very plausible 
when taking into account the high pH of the pore 
solution and consequently the weak oxidizing power of 
the hydrogen ions which are present in a very small 
quantity. This assessment seems to be confirmed by 
the observation made by many researchers on the non
corrodibility of reinforcement in concrete situated 
at a great depth in the sea. In this instance, when 
the oxygen present in the mix has been consumed, its 
replenishement is clearly negligible and steel is 
taken to active zone potential values, which 
correspond to an extremely low corrosion rate in the 
order of a few micrometres/year.

It has, however, been ascertained that when a pitting 
phenomenon starts up on the metal, enough acidity 
is created locally to allow evolvment of the 
phenomenon even without an additional supply of 
oxygen.

Finally, the very important role which macrocell 
action plays in the corrosion process' should be 
further investigated (15).



Protection methods

One method proposed for preventing reinforcement 
corrosion is by coating the surface with various 
kinds of materials, in order to constitute a real 
barrier against water, oxygen, chlorides, carbon 
dioxide, or any other substance which can provoke 
aggression of the steel.

In order to yield high performance, considerable care 
is required both in the preparation of the surface 
and in the application of the coatings.

It is considered that studies on this protective 
technique must be suitably extended, with particular 
reference to the following points:

a) choice of the product to apply;

b) methods for anchoring the coating to the concrete;

c) sealing porosity with finishing coatings;

d) ' assessment of any dangers inherent in the total
blockage of respiration of the concrete beneath the 
coating.

As far as the other proposed protection methods are 
concerned, further long-term exposure tests are 
needed in order to evaluate the goodness of the use 
of calcium nitrite as a corrosion inhibitor in 
chloride containing concrete, especially when 
chlorides come from the environment and when cracking 
may occur.

Monitoring methods

During the last decade, considerable impetus has been 
given to studies on techniques for monitoring the 
state of the reinforcement under the aspect of its 
tendency to corrode. In particular, the adoption of 
electrochemical methodologies has been suggested, 
such as surveying the polarization resistance, the 
a.c. impedance, and electrochemical noise. Of these 
three techniques, more extensive studies have been 
made on the first, and some consider it the most 
suitable both for laboratory studies and for in situ 
measurements(22).

However, despite the fact that experiments conducted 
on metallic structures with polarization resistance 
measurements have always been positive, this 
technique is considered difficult to apply on 
reinforced concrete. This is because the measuring 
electrodes need to be arranged in the structure while 
it is being cast and their position has to simulate 
that of the reinforcement itself, and also because 
the resistivity of concrete is very high.

The first two observations also apply to impedance 

measurements, which are not influenced by the resis
tivity. Impedance measurements appear particularly 
suitable for laboratory research on passivation and 
depassivation of reinforcement in mortar or concrete 
specimens.

Still to be considered is the electrochemical noise 
monitoring technique, which is known to be based on 
the evaluation of fluctuations in the potential over 
time. This method has already been applied to 
installed structures with some results (23). It is 
therefore considered that greater attention should be 
paid to the possibility of adopting this method of 
monitoring, particularly for detecting corrosive 
attacks from pitting due to chlorides.
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A3 INTERNAL DEGRADATION OF CONCRETE: ALKALI-AGGREGATE REACTION, REINFORCEMENT STEEL CORROSION

The internal degradation mechanisms which can induce 
premature deterioration of concrete are forms of 
alkali-aggregate reactivity and corrosion of the 
reinforcement.

The deterioration is caused Dy the generation of 
expansive forces witnin the concrete. Consequently, 
tensile stresses develop whicn are too great to be 
supported by the limited plastic deformation of tne 
concrete. The result is the formation of cracks rea
ching tne surface of concrete.

if nothing eise interferes, the process manifests 
itself by crack systems and other features which 
are characteristic of the particular deterioration 
mechanism involved.

In unrestrained concrete, tne сгаскз causea by the 
a Ikali-aggregate reaction have a random distribution 
which takes the form of a mapwork crack pattern.

In conventional reinforced concrete the pattern of 
cracking is modified. The effective development of 
the crack is influenced by the nature and level of 
stress, the geometry of the structure and detailing 
of the reinforcement.

The type of crack pattern consistent with the corro
sion of reinforcing steel shows straight cracks di
rectly related to the position of the reinforcement. 
The cracks can develop up to substantial widths of 
several mm. Subsequently, spalling will occur to 
large areas of the cover exposing the reinforcement 
underneath. The corner bars are almost always more 
corroded than the rest.

Numerous factors can give the degradation mechanisms 
the opportunity to operate at a rate which 
compromises the reputation of the concrete for 
permanency.

The occurrence of alkali-aggregate reaction forms 
has been attributed to limited and inaccurate study 
of the source of aggregates, as well as to unsuitable 
aggregate-cement combinations, introduction of alka
lis from external sources and concentrations of alka

lis by moisture migration through the concrete.

With regard to alkal1-aggregate reaction an inaccu
rate survey of aggregates can be due to many causes. 
This includes inappropriate choice of test methods, 
procedures for evaluating the test results which are 
unsuitaole for the aggregates under examination, and 
lack of time for carrying out iong-term tests.

I'he occurrence of corrosion от steel in concrete has 
Deen attributed to poor design, inadequate quality от 
concrete,1ncorrect construction practice, presence of 
chlorides and, occasionally, to stray currents.

Poor design will lead to corrosion induced by 
unexpected cracking of the concrete. The greater 
width of the surface cracks can be due to tne fact 
that tne concrete has not reacned the expectea 
resistance or oecause the tensile stresses are more 
than expected.

If the chloride content does not exceed the safety 
level, the reason for active corrosion от reinforcing 
steel lies in the area of the mix design and 
workmanship. Inadequate cover, poor compaction, high 
water-cement ratio are factors whicn determine the 
rate of corrosion.

The chloride ions can derive from tne surrounding 
environment (as in marine constructions, or where 
concrete is exposed to de-icing salts) or from the 
addition to the mix of an excessive quantity of set
accelerators containing chloride.

Properly designed and constructed reinforced-concrete 
structures should therefore rarely experience 
corrosion damage.

No structure has ever collapsed because of the 
alkali-aggregate reaction, just as no sudden 
catastrophic failure due to steel corrosion has been 
observed in conventional reinforced-concrete 
structures.

In many cases the structures affected by alkali' 
aggregate reaction have only remained under 



Observation within minimum maintenance, but there are 
cases of repair involving the replacement of 
structural parts. The interventions are often 
dictated by aesthetic requirements, as in the case of 
building facades, or concern for future structural 
soundness.

The control of the effect of corrosion on the perfor
mance of a component is governed by different crite
ria. The two internal degradation mechanisms diffe
rentiate in an important respect: the alkali-aggre
gate reaction terminates when the reactive aggregate 
is consumed or the alkali concentration in the pore 
solution which permeates the cement matrix falls 
below a given level, while the reinforcement corro
sion can in theory continue until the metal is con
sumed. It is a fortunate coincidence that in conven
tional reinforced concrete involved in corrosion 
phenomena of the reinforcing steel, the deterioration 
of the concrete manifests itself much before the 
reduction in the resistance of the bar has reached a 
structurally meaningful level. Present knowledge 
indicates that the reported cases of structural da
mages have only involved the destruction of the con
crete. The low rate of corrosion and the visible 
signs of its progression permit the problem of con
trol to be referred to maintenance rather than to 
safety.

In the area of pre-stressed concrete, the problem is 
not cracking but the influence of the corrosive envi
ronment on the mechanical strength of the pre-stres
sed steel. In this case, sudden structural failure 
can occur.

Over the past six years, important advances have been 
made in understanding the mechanisms of reaction and 
the micro-structural aspects of the alkali-aggregate 
reaction.

With regard to the reaction mechanism, the majority 
of the work has been undertaken in the area of 
alkali-sil ica. It is noted that the chemical attack 
and the physical process of expansion are divided 
into two distinct stages. Initially,an alkaline sili
cate gel is formed which then increases in volume by 
absorbing the pore solution. The dimensional varia
tions resulting from this swelling of the gel gene
rate expansive pressure if the increase in volume 
cannot be accomodated in any surrounding porous 
space. The expansive deterioration proceeds as long 
as the gel keeps its rigidity and can thus exercise a 
directional pressure.

Present evidence demonstrates that while the imbibi
tion process is related to osmosis, the presence of a 
semi-permeable membrane to separate the regions with 
ifferent chemical potential is unnecessary.
“ch information on the microstructure of alkali

silica and alkali polycrystalline-aggregate reaction 

products has been obtained through SEM, supplemented 
by local chemical information from EDXA and EMPA.

The intrusion of alkalis and calcium in opal has been 
studied on opal cylinders and in mortar containing 
opaline sand. The alkalis penetrate deeply while the 
calcium is concentrated on the periphery.

There is convincing evidence that the reactivity of 
polycrystalline rocks to alkalis is associated with 
the presence in the rock- of amorphous and cryptocry
stalline silica, strained quartz, degraded feldspars 
and clay-like materials. In concrete sampled from 
deteriorated structures, amorphous and crystalline 
products have been found to co-exist around the majo
rity of polycrystalline rock aggregates. The crystal
line phase is stable only in, a very wet environment. 
When dried it is transformed into poorly crystal
lized okenite. There are indications that the crys
talline phase is produced by the gel transformation.

Considerable research and development has been 
undertaken in the area of corrective measures. These 
measures should prevent the problem of alkali
aggregate reaction during initial concrete mix 
design.

Where it is not possible to use low-alkali cement, an 
alternative method for reducing the risk of expansion 
is to limit the quantity of reactive alkalis avail
able in the concrete mix by lowering the cement 
content. The safety level, with a given source of ag
gregates, is determined by experiments.The use of na
tural and artificial pozzolanic materials and blast
furnace slag to reduce the expansion from alkali
aggregate reaction has been discussed in numerous 
papers with emphasis on fly ashes and microsilica. 
The action mechanism of the mineral admixtures in 
preventing the al kali-aggregate reaction has not been 
completely understood. The preventive action has been 
attributed to alkali sorption, to low ionic diffusi
vity and reduced permeabi1ity,as well as to improved 
distribution of the calcium hydroxide released by 
hydrolysis.

In all the areas of information development, a consi
derable contribution has emerged from greater know
ledge of the pore fluid chemistry, made possible by 
the application of the technique of expressing liquid 
under high pressure from hardened cement pastes and 
mortars.

Efforts have been focussed on accelerated test me
thods and on the revision of methods for evaluating 
results of standard tests.

In recent years constant attention has been paid to 
the corrosion of steel in concrete due to its wide
spread occurrence in certain types of structures and 



the high costs of repair. A review of literature 
shows that the greatest problems of deterioration 
occur on the abutments of bridges due to an increase 
in the use of de-icing chemicals (chlorides) necessi
tated by the bare pavement policy. Damage to conven
tional and pre-stressed reinforced concrete pipelines 
and buildings exposed to marine environment appears 
less serious.

Prestressed concrete offshore structures for 
production and storage of oil have been developed in 
Europe after the discovery of oil fields in the North 
Sea. Extensive research work was undertaken in the 
70's to support their construction. The results of 
this research work permitted a greater understanding 
of the electrochemical and diffusion mechanism, re
lated to steel reinforcement corrosion, to take 
place, not even for this kind of structures, but also 
for a generalized application.

Concrete normally provides embedded steel with a high 
degree of protection against corrosion. This is 
because the high alkalinity of the pore solution in 
the cement paste and the oxygen dissolved in the 
solution produce a passive film on the surface of the 
steel which acts as a barrier against corrosion.

The rupture of the passive film can occur when the 
alkalinity is lowered by carbonation to the point in 
which the protective film is no longer stabilized 
or when the concentration of chlorides in the pore 
solution exceeds the threshold level. The threshold 
concentration depends on the pH value.

Carbonation is normally a slow process and is unlike
ly to penetrate a good concrete more than about 30 
mm.

The reasons for the effect of the chlorides are not 
completely understood. It seems probable that chlo
ride ions are incorporated in the oxide layer, making 
it permeable to the ferrous ions. However it is also 
possible that the chlorides react with the passive 
film allowing the formation of a soluble iron oxy
chloride to occur.

A further effect is that the chlorides reduce the 
electrical resistance of the pore solution, thus 
increasing the corrosion current and therefore the 
corrosion rate.
Yet, another notable effect of the presence of chlo
rides is the probability that the corrosion will be 
accompanied by pitting.

Results of field observations as well as laboratory 
studies show that the corrosion of reinforcement in 
concrete is electrochemical.
After the passive film ruptures, active-passive cells 
or concentration cells, or both, develop.
Due to the high pH and the presence of oxygen, the 
controlling cathodic reaction is the reduction of

oxygen:
1/2 0 + H2 20 + 2 e —;> 2 OH"

while in the areas where the passive film is
ruptured. the anodic reaction of metal dissolution
occurs:

Fe — -> Fe+2 + 2 e

The Fe ions are subsequently transformed into iron 
oxides through a certain number of complex reactions. 
The corrosion product occupies a greater volume than 
that of the metal removed. It is not possible to 
estimate exactly the greater volume of the reaction 
product with respect to the volume of the metal. 
The increase varies with the conditions of the pro
cess, but the consensus of opinion indicates that a 
reasonable value lies in the 2-3 ratio. At the 
start,the reaction product is accumulated within the 
concrete pores close to the surface of the metal,and 
only after all the surrounding space has been occu
pied do tensile stresses develop which produce 
cracks in the concrete.

The rate of corrosion probably depends on two fac
tors: the electrical resistance of the electrolyte 
which occupies the porous system of the concrete, and 
the ability of the oxygen to reach the cathodic 
areas. The resistance between anode and cathode 
decreases as the moisture and salt concentration 
increase . The replenishment of oxygen is not a limi
ting factor for structures exposed to air, but it is 
probably the greatest controlling factor in submerged 
structures. In this latter case the corrosion depends 
on the oxygen dissolved in the water and on the rate 
of diffusion of the oxygen through the liquid which 
permeates the concrete.

With regard to reinforcement corrosion, concrete 
permeability is of critical concern.

For a concrete with low permeabi 1 ity.the rate at which 
water, chloride ions, oxygen and carbon dioxide can 
diffuse to the iron-paste interface will be very low, 
as will the rate at which the alkalinity at the 
interface can be reduced by leaching.

Obviously, the thickness of the cover over the steel 
is another important factor in preserving the rein
forcement from the exposure environment.

The content and type of cement have a significant 
influence on the presence of chlorides. The chlorides 
react with the aluminates and alumino-ferrites to 
form solid chloroaluminates and chloroferrites, thus 
reducing the concentration of chlorides in the P<>re 
fluid.

Numerous mix design modifications, the use of inhibi
tors, new construction techniques and special addi' 
tives have been proposed to decrease the chloride



permeability of bridge deck concrete. Work to date 
has indicated that several methods affect the pene
tration rate of chlorides into concrete. However, 
little information exists regarding long-term re
sults.

Depending upon the cause, type and extent of corro
sion, preventive measures may involve cathodic pro
tection,coated rebars,external additional coating for 
the concrete or replacement of the surface concrete 
with a more adequate cover of dense, wel1-compacted 
relatively impermeable concrete.
Polymer impregnation and internal sealing by adding 
wax beads to the mix are other methods developed to 
greatly reduce the permeability of concrete.

Since it is difficult and costly to repair concrete 
which has reached advanced stage of deterioration due 
to corrosion of reinforcing steel, much work has been 
done to develop techniques capable of detecting the 
corrosion at an early stage.

I. ALKALI-AGGREGATE REACTION

1-1. Alkali-Silica Reaction

1.1.1. The Mechanism of Reaction and Expansion in 
Alkali-Silica Interaction.The subject is discussed by 
Dent Glasser (1) and Dent Glasser and Kataoka (2). 
The Authors appear to hold the view that the expan
sive pressure is sufficiently explained by imbibition 
of pore solution into gel as reaction with alkali 
proceeds.

When some kinds of poorly crystallized hydrous silica 
are placed in contact with a suitable solution of 
alkali hydroxides, two reactions occur (2). One is a 
typical acid-base reaction which consists of the 
neutralization of the acidic silanol groups (Fig.l ):

eSi-OH + OH" = =SiO" + H2O

the other leads to the formation of polyelectrolyte 
units through the rupture of the siloxane bridges 
(Fig.2 );

zSi-O-Sis + 2ОН" = 2 aSiO" + H20

The negative charges on the terminal oxygen atoms are 
balanced by alkal ine cations. If a sufficient reserve 
°F alkali hydroxide is available the attack of Si-0

1 bonds proceeds. The number of cross-linkages 
screases while the number of polyelectrolyte units 

e to reorient and extend themselves increases as 
felling agent is imbibed. In other words, the at- 

°k of the siloxane bridges loosens the network 
lc" becomes progressively less rigid. The final

product is an alkaline silicate solution containing 
monomeric and polymerized species.
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The damaging phase of reaction is the attraction of 
aqueous solution by the gel through an imbibition 
process which causes swelling.

The swelling on contact with a liquid can be seen as 
a manifestation of the tendency of the material at
tacked to dissolve, or at least to peptize, to the ■ 
colloidal solution state.



The progressive decrease in rigidity of the particle 
portion penetrated and attacked by the alkaline solu
tion, and the hydration spheres of the alkaline ca
tions which maintain the electric neutrality of the 
polyelectrolyte units,suppqrt the imbibition process. 
Thus,other OH ions can penetrate increasingly deeper 
into the structure of the reactive particle. The 
liquid moves spontaneously towards the inside of the 
reactive particle where its chemical potential is 
lowest, i.e. in the region containing the highest 
concentration of polyelectrolyte units. Dent Glasser 
(1) observes that the imbibition process does not 
require the presence of a semipermeable membrane to 
separate the regions with different chemical poten
tials. The gel itself can behave as a semi-permeable 
membrane without the need for supposing this function 
to be met by a reacted coating.

When the reactive particle is enclosed in the hy
drated cement matrix, as in concrete and mortar, the 
tendency of the attacked portion to swell is resisted 
by the surrounding material. The swelling pressure 
which develops is therefore the force which must be 
just able to prevent the solution from entering the 
gel. Certainly the swelling is partially opposed by 
elastic forces. If the decomposition reaches the 
point in which the gel becomes viscous liquid able to 
ooze and be absorbed into the surrounding matrix, the 
pressure is only exercised when the porous space is 
completely filled or" if the imbibition rate is 
greater than the rate with which the viscous gel 
oozes (2). -

Dent Glasser and Kataoka (2) conclude: "such a 
swelling solid...may well be the most disruptive item 
that a set concrete could contain since it can exert 
pressure on any neighbouring rigid bodies..."

The decrease in total expansion observed when the 
alkali-silica reaction is made to occur at 
temperatures above normal room temperature has also 
been explained by Vivian (3) in terms of rigidity of 
the silicate alkaline gel: since the effect of the 
temperature is to accelerate the attacking process, 
the quantity of gel that is sufficiently rigid to 
exert directional swelling pressure on the mortar and 
thus to widen cracks declines rapidly.

The effectiveness of the alkaline attack and its 
evolution depends on the structural features of the 
silica and on the reaction conditions. Gutteridge and 
Hobbs (4) have analysed in terms of its mineral 
constituents Beltane opal and an Australian opaline 
rock designated V17 which was used by Vivian in many 
of his experiments.Beltane opal rock contains approx
imately 82% by weight of reactive siliceous 
material which is identified as a mixture of opal-A, 
opal-C and tridymite according to the criteria sug
gested by Jones and Segnit (5).
The reactive constituent of opaline V17 rock is 

cristobalite and disordered tridymite and can be 
classified as opal-CT (5). Gutteridge and Hobbs (4) 
have also carried out experiments on the dissolution 
of Beltane opal constituents using a 3 M sodium 
hydroxide solution. It is found that in the 20-80 

C range opal-A dissolves more rapidly than opal-C 
and in turn more opal-C dissolves than tridymite. The 
results indicate that the expansive deterioration 
observed in mortar bars containing Beltane opal as an 
aggregate is due mainly to the attack of opal-A when 
the bars are stored at 20 C and due to attack of 
opal-A and opal-C when stored at 35 C and over.

The quantity of aggregate dissolved appears to 
greatly depend upon the accessibility of the silica 
structure to the alkaline hydroxide solution. Thus 
the reaction between hydroxyl ions and well- 
crystallized silica or other relatively dense forms 
of silica takes place only on the surface (6). The 
reaction is slow and produces discrete silicate ions 
which pass directly into solution.

Over the last years, pore fluid chemistry has become 
a promising area of information development, making 
possible significant new insights into the course of 
alkali-silica reaction. The development occurred 
through adopting the technique of expressing liquid 
under high pressures from hardened pastes and mortars 
of cement. This technique was conceived by Longuet 
et al. (7) and refined by Barneyback and Diamond (8).

Fig. 3 - Concentrations of Calcium, Sodium, Potass!» 
Sulfate and Hydroxyl Ions in Pore Solutions 
Expressed From Cement Pastes at Ages Up To 
1 Day. (ref. 10)

Results from work by the Diamond Laboratory are par' 
ticularly valuable for following the evolution of the 
reaction. The position is illustrated in the Figures 
3 to 6 and in Table 1 (9)(10). Figure 3 represents 
the early evolution of the pore solution chemistry,



the data of Table 1 the long-term evolution. Portland 
cement used was an ASTM Type I with an alkali content 
of 0.91% Na^O equivalent, but the values plotted in 
Figure 3 refer to solutions expressed from pastes 
while the data in Table 1 refer to solutions from 
mortar with quartz sand.
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water content, at 20 °C
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fig. 4 - Comparison of the combined alkali concentra
tions (adjusted for bound water) of reacting 
and of control mortars as functions of time 
at 20°C. (ref. 9)

Fig. 5 - Calculated reaction parameter with respect 
to cement alkalis as a function of time at 
20°C for a series of reacting mortars, 
(ref. 9)

Generally, after a day or two,the pore fluid is 
converted into a concentrated solution of alkaline 
hydroxides containing little more than a trace of 
calcium (0.001 N).

In the long term, the alkali content of the pore 
fluid usually reaches 70-30% of the alkalis con
tained in the cement in the long term. It is sug
gested (10) that in the absence of severe drying out 
or other special circumstances,the concentrations of 
alkalis in the pore fluid of the concrete can be 
expected to vary from 0.35 N for a concrete made with 
low-alkali cement and low cement factor,to a little 
more than 1 N for a rich concrete made with a high
alkali cement and low water content.

Table 1

Analyses of Pore Solutions Expressed 

from High-Alkali Cement Mortars

Age Concentration (equivalents/1iter)
+2 + + -

(Days) Ca Na К OH

15 0.001 0.22 0.55 0.73

49 0.002 0.22 0.59 0.77

70 0.000 0.24 0.57 0.75

149 0.002 0.23 0.60 0.80

585 0.000 0.24 0.58 0.78

Ref.(10).

Factors affecting the final alkali concentration in 
pastes or mortars,which are kept sealed (so that no 
extra water is available during the course of hydra
tion), include: the alkali content of the cement, the 
cement content, the rate with which the cement gives 
up the alkalis, the w/c ratio of the mix, and the 
hydration rate of the cement.

Consensus of opinion suggests that the alkali uptake 
in the cement hydration products has no significant 
influence if compared with the other factors listed 
above.

When siliceous reactive aggregate is present, alka
line hydroxide is removed from the pore fluid and the 
reduction is ascribed to the formation of solid 
reaction products. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate this 
point. The control mortar contains un-reactive 
quartz sand. In the reacting mortar, part of the 
quartz sand is replaced with Beltane opal. The cement 
used contains 1.31% Ma20 equivalent, the water/cement 
ratio is 0.5 and the aggregate/cement ratio is 2. The 
concentrations plotted in Figure 4 are adjusted to 
those they would have been,if the water consumed in 
the cement hydration process had been returned to 
the pore solution.

The curve of Figure 5 represents the alkalis taken 
from the pore fluid in the reacting mortar (values 
for the difference curve of Figure 4 ),and standar
dized at the reference level of 0.845 M which repre
sents the combined concentration of alkalis in the
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Fig. 6 - Comparison of reaction parameter curves vs, expansion curves for sealed mortar speci
mens at 20°C and at 40°C. (ref. 9)

paste water if the total load of alkalis in the 
cement completely dissolves. The curve in Figure 5 
indicates that an almost stationary state seems to 
have been reached at about one month at a reaction 
parameter of not much more than 35% .However, in the 
control mortars (Fig. 4) after 1.5 days the alkalis 
in solution are about 70% of the reference concentra
tion and this level is maintained indefinitely.

The effect of temperature on the reaction kinetics 
and on the development of the expansion is illus
trated in Figure 6 (9). The mortar composition is 
identical that first mentioned, except that the ce
ment used has a lower alkali content, 0.9% Na 0 
equivalent.

In order to overcome the reproducibility problems 
arising from normal test methods, the expansion mea
surements are carried out according to a procedure 
developed by Barneyback (9). Short mortar cylinders 
are incorporated into thin, flexible butyl rubber 
sheaths so that neither extra water is gained, nor 
pore solution leached, during the course of the reac
tion .

The flexibility of the sheath ensures that there will 
be no appreciable resistance to the expansion.

The effect of an increased storage temperature for 
Beltane opal is that, while the initial rate of 
expansion of the mortar is increased, the total 
long-term expansion is less.

The temperature markedly accelerates the reaction 
speed and the results at 40 C indicate that already 
within a week the reaction parameter has almost 
reached the maximum level.

Diamond et al. (9) consider that the results given in 
Fig. 6 are interesting for various reasons:

(1) The chemical attack and the physical process of 
expansion are separated into two distinct 
stages.

(ii) The expansion is produced in complete absence 
of water sorption from outside and therefore 
the fluid absorbed by the alkaline silicate gel 
can only be supplied by the pore solution.

(iii) Since the concentration of alkalis in the pore 
fluid remains at an almost stationary level 
during the test period, Diamond et al.(9) 
conclude that the flow of liquid in the gel 
consists of a mass transfer from the solution.

Hobbs (11) has discussed a model for predicting the 
time to cracking and the expansion of mortar prisms 
which contain Beltane opal and are stored underwater 
at 20 °C.

The model is based on the assumption that the alkali
silica reaction is a two-stage process. In the first 
stage, if a sufficient reserve of alkalis is avail
able, the siliceous material rapidly reacts with the 
alkaline hydroxide. In the second stage,the _first 
reaction product absorbs water molecules and OH ions 



to form an alkaline silicate gel. The rate of the 
conversion to gel is proportional both to the concen
tration in volume, v, of the first reaction product 
remaining at time t,and to a simple power function of 
the alkali concentration in the pore water, A , at 
the time in which the first reaction is complete:

A is given by: 

A = (Na.O),. 1 -
0 02 R a/c 

(Na.O),.

where R is the content of Beltane opal in weight of 
the total aggregate and (Na20) eq. is the water
soluble alkali content of the cement. It has been 
observed that 0.02 is the ratio of the water-soluble 
alkali content to the Beltane opal content at which 
cracking due to alkali-silica reaction does not oc
cur.

The expansion of the mortar after cracking is given 
by:

к« { [exp (-15 A j/f1’) - exp (- A2/f1 ’/)] - A ,}

The time at the first cracking is obtained from:

-In[exp (-1 5A2/f,)-0 004/l'-B]

А2Л'

where V is the concentration in volume of Beltane 
opal in the mortar. The constants k^.k ,k^ are calcu
lated b^ experimental data and found to be 
lx 10 , 5 and 0.004 in order. The value of k^ 
(0.715) is chosen so that the model correctly pre
dicts the expansion at 200 days of the mortar bars 
tested. The predictions arising from this model are 
reasonably compatible with the observed expansive 
behaviour of the mortars. The model is not applicable 
to mortars containing a reactive constituent in the 
aggregate which is not easily accessible to OH ions.

1-1.2. Swel 1 ing Properties of Synthetic Alkali-Silica 
Sejs.Recent studies by various Authors concerning 
chemical and physical aspects of the swelling pheno
menon are described in this section. The preferred 
approach has been to undertake testing on ternary 
(Na O-SiO^-H^O) and quaternary (Na^O-CaO-SiO^H^) 
synthetic gels prepared as model-systems of gels 
which form in concrete containing a reactive aggre
gate with alkali-silica reaction.Following this ap
proach, Struble (12) prepared gels by converting 
silicic acid sols to sodium silica sols by the addi
tion of controlled amounts of sodium hydroxide solu

tions, sometimes containing calcium hydroxide. The 
ternary and quaternary sols thus obtained are tran
sformed into gels by vacuum evaporation over a dry 
ice trap.

The swelling properties of synthetic gels (9) (13) 
(14) have been examined in three different types of 
experiments:
(i) the gels were allowed to swell freely, without 

applying any confining force
(ii) the confining force was determined according 

to the requirements to prevent swelling
(iii) the water absorption was made to occur against 

a constant applied load less than the swelling 
pressure as measured at point (ii).

The swelling agent used in these experiments was 
water and the water-gel contact occurred via a porous 
frit, filter paper and semipermeable membrane.

No clear relation was found between Na20/Si0., molar 
ratio of the gel, extent of expansion at free swel
ling and swelling pressure. The gels with a large 
expansion at free swelling did not necessarily deve
lop high swelling pressures.

The gels which showed high swelling (60-80%) vary in 
Na20/Si02 molar ratio from 0.27 to 0.53, the low- 
swelling gels (less than 4%) from 0.28 to 0.46%.

The swelling pressures measured fell into two 
distinct categories: gels which develop pressures 
from 2 to 10.9 MPa and gels with less than 0.5 MPa.

The 0.27 Na 0/S102 gel, yielding the greatest free 
expansion (82%), develops a swelling pressure less 
than 0.5 MPa.

Conversely, the 0.34 Na20/Si02 gel, which develops a 
swelling pressure of 10.9 MPa, the highest measure
ment in synthetic gels examined to date, shows only 
1.7% of expansion at free swelling. Surprising
behaviour is observed in swelling tests under a con
stant applied load. In general, it is to be expected 
that maximum expansion is reached in free swel
ling conditions. When the water uptake occurs under a 
load less than the swelling pressure, the expansion 
should be less than at free swelling. However, if the 
load applied is greater than the swelling pressure, 
the gel should shrink. Many gels demonstrate the 
condition described (Fig.7 ), others instead do not 
follow the expected pattern (Fig.8,9). Thus the gel 
in Fig.8 (Na20/Si02 = 0.34;swelling pressure 10.9
MPa) shrinks initially and then abruptly liquefies if 
the water absorption occurs under an applied load of
2.2 MPa. However, it swells more than it does without 
a load if the water absorption occurs under an ap
plied load of 9.9 MPa. The gel in Fig.9 has a 
Na O/SiO2 molar ratio of 0.42, a swelling pressure of 
a Tittle over 3 MPa and a free swelling of 63%. In 
the tests under load the gel initially expands more



than without the load and then suddenly liquefies.

Fig. 7 - Measured swell under zero load (free swell) 
and under 0.5 MPa load for a gel of molar 
composition Na^O 0.27, SiO^ 1.00, H^O 1.93, 
whose measured swell pressure was 0.42 MPa. 
(ref. 14)
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Fig. 8 - Measured swell under zero load (free swell) 

and swell under 2.2 MPa and 9.9 MPa loads 
for a gel of molar composition Na^O 0.34, 
SiO^ 1.00, H^O 2.24. whose measured swell 
pressure was 10.9 MPa (ref. 14)

The great variability in behaviour observed in the 
three types of experiments is attributed by Authors 
(14) to variations in the molecular structures of the 
gels. It is hypothesized, on the basis of the results 
given by Dent-Glasser et al. (15) that the synthetic 
gels studied consist on highly polymerized species, 
of polymeric groups with low molecular weight and of 
monomerical units. It is considered that the system 
has not yet reached structural balance and therefore
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Fig. 9 - Measured swell under zero load ''free swell) 
and swell under 0.5 MPa and 2.8 MPa loads 
for a gel of molar composition NagO 0.42, 
SiOg 1.00, HgO 1.57, whose measured swell 
pressure was 3.1 MPa (ref. 14)

when the water absorption is made to occur under a 
constant applied load, the complex molecular struc
ture of the gel can undergo variations which produce 
unexpected behaviour (14).

The structural instability of gels seems confirmed by 
the ageing effect. In a single test (14) it was found 
that, after 4 months, the free expansion drops from 
63 to only 2% and the swelling pressure from 3.1 MPa 
to 0.08 MPa.

The presence of calcium in the gel does not seem to 
have a significant effect either on the free swelling 
or on its capacity to develop pressure (9). The two 
gels tested containing calcium can be classified as 
moderately active. One (0.27 NagO - 0.17 CaO - 1 SiOg 
- 1.16 HO) yields an expansion of 3.1% and develops 
a pressure of 0.51 MPa, the other (0.35 Na 0 - 0.18 
CaO - 1 SiOg - 1.57 H^O) an expansion of 8% and a 
pressure of 0.3 MPa.
These values, when compared with those relevant to 
purely sodium-silica gels of similar NagO/SiOg ratio 
indicate no special effect of the calcium.
However, in one respect the two quaternary gels 
differ from the ternary gels. The first preserve 
the condition of granular solid after exposure to the 
various types of test procedure, while the others 
generally become fluid.

Further knowledge of the relationship between free 
swelling and chemical composition of the NagO-SiOg- 
HgO synthetic gels was acquired from a different 
type of experiment (2) (6). Silica gel was left in 
contact, i.e. without stirring, with a sodium hydro
xide solution until it reached a state of equilibrium 
or near equilibrium. The reaction rate was con



trolled by diffusion of the solution through the mass 
of silica gel and thus the reaction conditions ap
peared similar to those in concrete.

pH

cig. 10 - The final concentration of dissolved sili
ca against pH (heavy line) and the paths 
oy which individual solutions approach it 
(I ight 1 Ines). (ref. 6)

The curve in Fig. 10 represents the separation 
between stable and unstable regions of the alkaline 
silicate solutions. When the silica gel comes into 
contact with an alkaline hydroxide solution, the pH 
of the solution drops and the silica concentration in 
solution, fsiO^ , rises. In Fig.10 it can be seen 
that when a dissolution path reaches the curve, the 
dissolution ceases. If insufficient silica gel is 
taken,the solubility curve is never reached, while if 
the gel exceeds the quantity of sodium hydroxide in 
solution, the pH of the liquid rapidly falls and the 
dissolution path reaches the solubility curve at 
lower рн and hence at a lower final [siO j . Thus the 
maximum value of SiO^ is attained at an intermediate 
total Si02/Na 0 molar ratio around 3-4 (Fig.11), 
depending on NaOH concentration.

The dotted line refers to dissolution tests with 
stirring. It is worth noting that the free swelling 
and the imbibition pressure both vary in the same way 
in function of the SiO /Na 0 molar ratio of the 
initial mixture (Fig.12)/ Z

The swelling is measured after 30 minutes of contact 
e ween gel and solution while the osmotic pressure 

's calculated by the final concentration of the 
species in solution. It is but a short step from 
osmotic pressure to imbibition pressure. Since the 
mal state of the gel-solution system of alkaline 
ydroxide is a siliceous alkaline solution, formally 

speaking the swelling of the gel can be called 
osmotic, and therefore Dent Glasser and Kataoka (2)

assume that the imbibition pressure of the gel can be 
considered equal to the osmotic pressure of the 
surrounding solution. Following this view, the 
osmotic pressure values in Fig. 12 represent the

SIOj/no/) mole ratio

Fig. 11 - The relationship of the final concentra
tion of dissolved silica with total SiO / 
/Na^O mole ratio.

solid line: dissolution in 0.05 M NaOH so
lution without stirring.

dashed line: dissolution in 0.7 M NaOH so
lution with stirring.

(ref. 6)
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Fig. 12 - Free swell of solids and osmotic pressure 
of solutions plotted against SiO^/Na^O ra
tios of the starting mixtures, (ref. 2) 



imbibition pressures of the remaining gel when the 
system has reached the state of equilibrium or near 
equilibrium.

The imbibition pressures rise rapidly as the sodium 
hydroxide content of the solution increases and the 
maximum value calculated is 55 kg/cm . There are no 
estimates of imbibition pressure available for 
SiOj/NagO molar ratios lower than 3, because the 
fluidity and the solubility rise rapidly below this 
value. The crosses on the curves of the osmotic 
pressure correspond to solutions in which no solid 
remained.
The presence of peaks within narrow interval of 
SiO^/Na 0 molar ratios between 3 and 5 appears 
compatible with the existence of a "pessimum" concen
tration of reactive aggregate (6).

1.2. Microstructural Aspects of Alkali-Aggregate
Reaction.

Useful information on the microstructural aspects of 
the alkali-aggregate reaction has been obtained by 
means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) supple
mented by local chemical information derived from 
EDXA and ERMA.
SEM based methods have been applied on mortar contai
ning opal or industrial glass, on specimens of opal 
and on concrete containing polyphase siliceous aggre
gates,sampled from deteriorated structures.
The intrusion of alkalis and calcium in opal has been 
studied in mortars containing opaline sand and on 
opal cylinders 1 cm in diameter surrounded by a mixed 
bed of quartz sand and solid Ca(OH) . The mixed bed 
was soaked with a 1 N KOH solution to fill the pores. 
In mortars cured at room temperature for 33 days, 
Diamond et al. (9) have foun^ that the opal granules 
were deeply penetrated by К ions (sodium was not 
detected by the instrument used). ■■ Calcium also pene
trates the grains, but it is concentrated in the 
peripheral layer.The Ca/Si ratio rapidly, decreases, 
falling from 0.14 at the edge to G.006 about 45 pirn 
inside . Instead, the К/Si ratio inside the grain is 
practically constant and equal to 0.021.

Penetration in opal cylinders (9) occurs with the 
same features. The К ions penetrate deeper |tjd in a 
considerably greater proportion than the Ca ions 
(Fig.13). However, the calcium intrusion is 
meaningful because its concentration in the solution 
which soaks the mixed-bed is only 0.001 N. In addi
tion, the surface of the cylinder is not in contact 
either with CSH or with crystallizations of CatOH)^ 
as happens with opal granules in mortar.

Kawamura et al. (16) have measured variations in 
microhardness within a reacting grain (5-2.5 mm).The 
microhardness measurements were made at about 20 pm 
spaces.The local chemical composition was detected 

inside the microhardness measurement/spots and else
where by EDAX.

Fig. 13 - EDXA analysis of penetration 
of К and Ca into cylindrical 
opal specimen surrounded by 
IM KOH and Solid Ca(OH)2 par
ticles. (ref. 9)

The mortar bar (25x25x250 mm), prepared using ordina
ry Portland cement(0.78% equiv. Na^O) and Akase opa
line rock (Ishikawa Prefecture), was stored at 38 C 
and 100% RH. In some mortars, 1% of NaOH by weight of 
cement was added. Initially, a rapid increase is 
observed in the alkali concentration within the peri
pheral layer of the grain and a decrease in micro
hardness.The soft region increases in thickness as 
the attack proceeds and the hardness decreases as 
increasing amounts of water generate.The alkali 
intrusion is followed by that of Ca In an opal 
grain the hardness at the edge, after 28 days, is 
greater than at 50 pm inside.The Authors suggest that 
the recovery of hardness co^d be related to the 
increased concentration of Ca ions at the edge of 
the grain.The opinion has J^so been expressed (9)(16) 
that the penetration of Ca ions occurs because of a 
surface diffusion process, according to Powers and 
Steinour's hypothesis (17).

In the absence of additional NaOH, the thickness of 
the soft region decreases at all ages.

A considerable number of pat tests have been carried 
out in the examination of UK aggregates from various 
sources.Poole et al. (18) have examined with SEM and



ERMA the gels produced by pats stored in a lime 
j saturated mixture of NaOH and KOH, at 20 °C, 30 °C, 

40 C and 50 G for periods up to 56 days.
The Na2O/K 0 ratio of the gels and their morphology 

I vary with temperature. The potassium proportion in
creases as the temperature rises but the total quan
tity of alkalis is extremely variable and cannot be 
related to the reaction temperature.

The morphological variation from nodule to crumpled 
foil gel as the formation temperature rises is ex
plained by assuming that the gel/solution interface 
behaves like an elastic osmotic membrane. At higher 
temperatures, . under the thrust of the rapidly formed 
reaction product, the membrane frequently splits 
allowing the gel to spill out as a sheet or foil 
around which a new membrane is formed. The final 

( result of repeated disruptions in the osmotic 
membrane is a mass of plates and foils.

There is convincing evidence (19)(20)(21)(22) that, 
besides more or less instable silica combinations, 
certain kinds of siliceous polycrystallized rocks are 
also likely to prove reactive with alkalis and may 

j lead to disruptive expansion.Regourd et al. (19) have 
examined two South African concretes with rock aggre
gates of similar mineralogical nature.

Concrete A, prepared in the NBRI (Pretoria) Laborato
ries, was kept at 40 °C and 100% RH for one year. 
Concrete В was sampled by core drilling from a 20- 
year-old deteriorated structure.The mineral content 
of the aggregates in the two concretes is mainly 
quartz, feldspars and phyllosilicates (biotite mica, 
chlorites and/or vermiculite).

In both concretes, around the greater part of the 
aggregates fractured along a cleavage plane, there 
ace rims of dark gel and an inner white zone of 
crystalline material. In the larger pores of the 
cement paste there is gel with a molar ratio of 
CaO/Sio 1.3-1.4. Ettringite has been found surroun
ding the aggregates, and Ca(0H) found in contact 
with them, both in large crystals. Thaumasite is also 
present in concrete A.

The crystalline material inside the aggregates is 
c aracterized by 10 X-ray diffraction peaks with the 
wo strongest at 12.3 and 8.6 8.

According to the Authors the reactive phases con- 
ained in the aggregates are finely crystallized 

quartz (whose state of strain probably brings toge- 
er the more reactive forms of silica as amorphous 

ailica, opal),the phyllitic minerals (i.e. chlorite, 
Vermiculite) and the feldspar and mica alteration 
Products. •

The alkali-aggregate reaction, studied by Cole et al. 
)(23)(24) in concrete specimens from a dam built 
Years ago in Australia, shows analogous features.

The coarse aggregate is made up of 64% sandstone and 
36% siltstone. The two rocks contain different 
proportions of quartz, chlorite and mica combined 
with lesser quantities of feldspar and organic 
matter. The quartz grains are embedded in a matrix of 
fine clay and mica minerals.Also in this case there 
are pronounced reaction rims around the majority of 
the aggregates, inside which there is a white, 
crystalline material. Pores and cavities in the 
cement matrix are lined with hardened transparent gel 
and subsequently filled with a white opaque deposit. 
Occasionally some pores contain a white, soft 
material similar to that found in the aggregate. A 
fine mesh of interlocking needles of trona (NaHCO . 
^а2^®з " ^H^O), Ca(OH) and calcite has been observed 
in a void together with the gel.

The crystalline material which is formed inside the 
reaction rims of the aggregate and the loose deposit 
of some pores have similar X-ray patterns. When the 
concrete is very wet, a common feature of all pat
terns is the strong spacing (I = 100) at 12.2 8. By 
heating the crystalline material to 110 °C "for 2 
hours and storing it in air for 12 days, a new pat
tern appears, characterized by,spacings at 10.6 and 
8.85 A (21). The same transformation is observed 
when the material is dried naturally for some years 
(24). The 10.6 and 8.85 8 phase is identified (23) 
(24) as hardly crystallized okenite, CaO. 2Si0 . 2H 0 
in which some Ca is replaced by К and Na. The212.228 
phase is assigned the role of hydrated precursor 
(4H20) of okenite (24).

The 12.2 8 phase is only stable in a wet environment. 
When it is dried and its water content falls below 2 
moles,okenite is formed and the transformation cannot 
be reversed by wetting the sample. The precursor of 
okenite was initially described (21) as a "material 
like zeolite A". Subsequently, a re-examination of 
the data led to the conviction (24) that there is no 
convincing evidence as to why the precursor can be 
identified with any of the known compounds.

The products of al kali-aggregate reaction from a 
certain number of concrete dams in the US, one 50 
years old, have also been found to contain 
crystalline material (25) (26). The patterns in the 
X-rays are characterized by spacings which are close 
to those 1isted by Cole et al, (21) (24). It is 
probable that the differences observed are to be 
attributed to different hydration states.

There are also indications that the crystalline mate
rial is the product of the gel transformation.Apart 
from the similar chemical composition, it has been 
observed (19) that there is a zone with a semi
crystalline intermediate texture between the white 
material inside the aggregate and the dark rims. 
Moreover, it has also been found (21) that samples of 
gels contained in the pores of the cement matrix, 
amorphous in X-rays (at the most they show a calcite 



pattern), when re-examined one year later in the 
laboratory, show an analcite pattern.

A crystalline calcium-potassium-silicate has been 
identified by Oberholster (22) in concretes contai
ning orthoquartzite from badly-cracked structures in 
the Eastern Cape (South Africa) and in a concrete 
containing greywacke and hornfels from the Lansdowne 
bridge in the South-Western Cape. The age of the 
structures ranges from 10 to 25 years. The mean C/S 
and K/S ratios, calculated by EPMA data, agree with 
the values of Regourd et al. (19) but less so with 
the values of Cole et al. (21)(24). The X-ray dif
fraction patterns of the crystalline reaction pro
ducts in concrete from six structures have close 
similarities to those featured by Cole et al. 
(21)(24) for concrete from a dam in Australia. Some 
of the variations observed between X-ray patterns of 
the 6 samples examined are probably due to different 
states of hydration. Thus, the main line of dif
fraction at 12.2 8, found only for the reaction 
product in the concrete containing greywacke and 
hornfels, shifts to about 11.1 8 if the recording was 
done with Guinier camera with vacuum applied. In the 
other patterns, there is a medium intensity line 
between 10.99 to 10.74 8 instead of the 12.2 A line. 
This confirms the findings of Cole et al. (21) (24) 
and could indicate that the crystalline product has 
lost water due to exposure at a moderately high 
temperature.

A last example (27) concerns concrete from a struc
ture built 5 years ago in a hot and humid country. 
The aggregates used in the concrete contained reac
tive rocks made up of granodiorites and quartzites. 
The granodiorites included strained quartz (undulato- 
ry extinction angle from 31 to 39 ) together with
plagioclases and feldspars, both altered. In the 
quartzites, amorphous silica (opal) and microcrystal
line silica (calcedony) embedded quartz grains. The 
reaction products are a gel at the cement matrix - 
quartzite aggregate interface and a lamellar crystal
line material richer in potassium and poorer in cal
cium with respect to gel. This latter is deposited in 
the cracks of the aggregates or between the cleavage 
planes. Massive deposits of ettringite are found 
close to aggregates or in pores and cavities of the 
cement matrix.

Two crystalline products of a 0.25 Na^O . 0.8 - 1.0 
CaO . SiO . x HO (main X-ray diffraction peaks at
12.6 and 3. 06 8) and 0.33 Na20 . 0.67 CaO . Si02- 
x HO (main line 16 8) have been identified by van 
Aardt and Visser (28) in reaction systems at 80 C 
and in 1 N NaOH solution or greater concentration. In 
a subsequent report (29) the same Authors state that 
the 12.6 8 compound, although poorly crystalline, is 
also formed when Portland cement and 2N NaOH solution 
react at 22 C for two months. Diamond (10) consider 
this last result interesting because it implies that 
the expanding alkali-calcium silica gel, produced in 

the alkali-silica reaction at ambient temperatures, 
can be regarded as a disordered form of a crystalline 
compound, in agreement with that found in references 
(19),(21),(22),(25) and (26).

To date, the EDXA and EPMA results indicate that 
calcium is an ordinary component of expansive gel.

There are differing opinions about the mechanism by 
which the calcium is transferred from the cement paste 
to an alkali-silica reaction product.

Regourd et aL_ (19) suggest that the sol alkali
silica moves outside the reaction site and attacks 
th|2phases rich in calcium, Ca(OH) and CSH, freeing 
Ca ions which penetrate the reaction rim by diffu
sion. Once the Ca(0H)2 in contact with the reacting 
aggregate has been worn away, the sol spreads into 
the cement matrix where it mainly interacts with CSH.

The arguments supporting the hypothesized mechanism 
are: a) the decrease, and sometimes the disappearan
ce, of Ca(0H)2 crystallizations on the aggregate; b) 
a partial gelification of the cement paste particu
larly evident in the layer close to the aggregate, 
and c) the mobility of the sol which is demonstrated 
by the existence, in some of the pores of the cement 
matrix, of a calcium-alkali-si1ica gel richer in 
calcium (C/S = 1.3-1.4) than the gel in pores far 
from the alkali-aggregate reaction site. The gelifi
cation of the cement paste is indicative of CSH 
releasing calcium.

Diamond (10) agrees on the mobility of the sol and 
on the penetration of the calcium in the reaction rim 
by+2diffusion and hypothesizes that the release of 
Ca ions is to be attributed to a decrease of pH in 
the liquid phase of the pores below 12.45. His hypo
thesis is based on the fact that the pH of stability 
of the alkali-silica sol is less than the pH of the 
saturated Ca(0H)2 solution. Consequently, where the 
sol is present, there will be a release of calcium 
from the phases containing it. The experiments with 
opal cylinders seem to support this hypothesis.

1.3. Corrective Measures.

Where it is not possible to avoid the use of an 
aggregate containing reactive constituents, a remedy 
for preventing or minimizing the risk of alkali' 
aggregate reaction can be found in the most 
appropriate of the following options:

- low-alkali cement
- total quantity of alkalis in the concrete mix below" 

a specified limit
- replacement of part of the Portland cement with 

finely ground pozzolanic materials.

1.3.1. Low-Alkali Cement. American work has indicated 



that deleterious expansion from alkal1-aggregate 
reaction is not likely to occur provided the alkali 
content of Portland cement is not greater than the 
equivalent of 0.6% Na^O.

Since the publication of Stanton's paper (30), a few 
sporadic cases have been pointed out in which Por
tland cements with a quantity of alkalis even lower 
than 0.6% Na2O have given rise to harmful expansion. 
The reasons for failure were the pessimum effect and 
the release of soluble alkalis from the aggregate. 
Other possible causes are considered to be the intro
duction of alkaline salts by external sources or the 
concentration of alkalis by the migration of humidity 
through the concrete.

Stark (31)(32) has documented a case where the use of 
low-alkali cement was not shown to be effective in 
preventing the field concrete from cracking. The 
aggregates involved contained from 1 to 10% in weight 
of volcanic reactive material, consisting of glass of 
andesitic to rhyolitic composition. Cracking was 
observed 5 to 8 years after construction. In a few 
cases, the first cracks were noticed after 2 years.

The deterioration was ascribed to soluble alkalis 
contributed by the aggregate. The results of labora
tory investigations in accordance with ASTM C227 
showed that the mortars made with low-alkali cement 
give deleterious expansion similar to field concrete.

The rate of expansion of the mortar prisms is low and 
it is therefore necessary to extend the testing time 
up to 12 months. Typical results are shown in Fig.14, 
where the cement-alkali level is plotted against an 
0.05% expansion time. This expansion level was chosen 
because it is the approximate limit above which mi
crocracking was found to extend from reactive par
ticles into surrounding mortar.

The plot in Fig.14 indicates that a single level of 
alkalis, such as 0.6%, cannot be considered meaning
ful for all aggregates even unoer the same storage 
conditions. Stark (32) recommends simultaneous tests 
with a range of both high and low alkali cement to be 
carried out when the reactive aggregate is suspected 
to cause the release of alkalis.

Way and Cole (33) have investigated the relative 
reactivities of nineteen Australian rocks, all con
taining varying quantities of feldspars, in Ca(OH)g 
solution. The digestion procedures were the same as 
those used by Van Aardt and Visser (34). The only 
difference concerns the test temperature: the reac
tion was carried out at 50 °C instead of 95 °C.
In the digestion of the powdered rocks (- 75 pm), 
basalt and granite release large quantities of alka
lis as a result of the breakdown of feldspars in the 
r°ck. The siltstones are the least reactive of the 
rock types and the sandstones are markedly less reac
tive than granites and basalts.
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Fig. 14 - Plot of ASTM C227 test results showing time 
to 0.05% expansion, (ref. 32)

The quantity of alkalis released in the digestion of 
small pieces of rock are insignificant if compared 
with the quantities liberated from the powdered 
rocks.
No relationship was found between the quantities of 
alkalis released in test conditions and the perfor
mance of the various types of rocks as concrete 
aggregates. Basalts and granites have good service 
records in Australian experience, while the delete- 
riously reactive sedimentary rock samples, included 
in the list of rocks studied, did not distinguish 
themselves for the quantity of alkalis released.

Malek . and Roy (35) suggest that the presence of 
feldspars in a rock contributes, through giving up 
alumina, to making the reaction of the rock with the 
alkalis innocuous. These Authors have examined the 
effect of the type of aggregate on the alkali
aggregate reaction. Beltane opal and a partially 
vitreous feldspar rock (basalt) were used. The basalt 
resulted deleteriously reactive in the chemical test 
(ASTM C289) and innocuous in the mortar bar test 
modified in agreement with Brotschi and Mehta (36).
In odissolution experiments with 1 N NaOH solution at 
43 C, it was found that the basalt released, beside 
silica, a significant quantity of alumina. The 
expansion tests show that the reaction with the alka
lis shifts from deleterious to innocuous when the 
total molar ratio A12O /Si02 of the used mixes, in
cluding both cement and aggregate, is increased.
The result of the expansion tests is ascribed to the 
formation of calcium hydrated aluminates in which 7 
OH per one Al atom can be incorporated.
Malek and Roy hypothesize that this consumption of 
OH ions could reduce the attack on the Si-O-Si 
bridges of the Beltane opal and promote the formation 



of siliceous gel with a high Ca/alkali ratio.

Grattan-Bellew and Beaudoin (37) have studied the 
effect of the addition of phlogopite mica flakes on 
the expansion of concrete prisms made with reactive 
aggregate and high and low-alkali cements. Flakes of 
phlogopite mica of a high aspect ratio are used to 
improve the tensile strength and fracture toughness 
of Portland cement pastes. In the phlogopite mica, 
one of the four silicon atoms in the tetrahedral 
sheet is substituted by one aluminium atom and the 
defect of one positive charge is compensated by one 
potassium ion which is located on the layer surface. 
It is known that some potassium can be exchanged for 
other cations. The addition of 1.3% by volume of mica 
to concrete made with a carbonate reactive aggregate 
(dolomitic limestone from Kingston, Ontario) causes a 
small growth in the rate of expansion. The results 
indicate that the effect is less with high alkali- 
cement, probably because the percentage increase of 
total soluble alkalis would be smaller. The Authors 
finally emphasized the need for caution only in the 
case of concrete in which the al kali-aggregate 
reaction is suspected and a larger volume of flakes 
is added.

1.3.2. Alkali Content of Concrete Mix.Field and labo
ratory studies over the past years have shown that an 
alternative method for reducing the risk of expansion 
is to restrict the quantity of reactive alkalis 
available in the concrete mix by limiting the cement 
content. The method is based on the fact that the 
alkalinity of the pore fluid in the concrete is 
controlled both by the level of alkalis in the cement 
and by the cement contained in the mix.

The expansion potential is a function of the reacti
vity of the aggregate and of th^ total quantity of 
reactive alkalis available per m of concrete. Conse
quently, the safe level for the content of reactive 
alkalis available in the concrete, applicable with a 
given source of reactive aggregate, must be deter
mined by experiment.

When alkali sources other than cement are absent, the 
reactive alkalis available in a Portland cement con
crete are normally calculated by (38):

A = (C x a)/100

3 
where: A = alkali content of concrete (kg/m^), 

C = cement content of concrete (kg/m ), 
a = acid-soluble alkali content of Portland 

cement expressed as a percentage in 
weight of Na^O equiv.

In practice, any calculation relating to the reactive 
alkali content of the concrete should consider the 
variation of both the cement content in concrete and 
the alkali content in cement (38).
Proper consideration has also to be made for alkalis 

introduced into the mix by sources other than cement. 
Alkalis can arise from the aggregate, additives and 
seawater if used as mixing water. The aggregates can 
contribute either because of alkali salts contamina
tion or because of soluble alkalis release, but the 
latter event is not very frequent.

Alkalis can be absorbed by hardened concrete exposed 
to brackish water, seawater or de-icing salts. It 
is suggested that alkali sulphate and chloride solu
tions introduced from outside may cause an enhanced 
hydroxyl ion concentration, provided free Ca(OH) is 
available in the cement paste (39),(40),(41) At 
present,there is not enough information to estimate 
the effects of these exposure conditions and to tran
slate them into specifications (42). In these cases, 
the use of a blended cement obtained with pozzolana 
of proved effectiveness should be the only option.

In Great Britain, experiences with aggregates contai
ning opaline silica have indicated a safe level of 3 
kg/m (38),(43). '
For reactive aggregates in^New Zealand, the lower 
limit proposed is 3.5 kg/m13 (44). Oberholster (22), 
in the case of concretes made with different Malmes
bury aggregates (south-western Cape), has reported 
the following limits (Fig.15):

OF CONCRETE
CEMENT CONTENT

ACTIVE ALKALIS IN CEMENT(% Na2O eq. )

Fig. 15 - Relationship between the active alkali con1 
tent of cement, the cement content of con
crete and the resultant potential of tne 
concrete for al kali-aggregate reaction, 
(ref. 22)

(1) above an activ^ alkali content of 3.8 kg 
Na^O equiv. per m ,deleterious expansion will 
occur;

(ii) below 1.8 kg Na^O equiv. per m , the expansion 
damage is avoided;

(iii) between 3.8 and 1.8 kg Na^O equiv. per m , th® 



degree cf expansion depends on the reactivity 
of the aggregate and the active alkali content 
of the concrete;

With the orthoquartzites of the Table Mountain Group, 
the lower and upper limits are^espectivelу 2.5 and
4.5 kg active Na^O equiv. per m of concrete (22).

The figures given by Oberhglster are referred to 
concrete containing 350 kg/m of cement and stored 
under ASTM C227 conditions. The aggregate is consi
dered deleteriously expansive if the concrete expands 
more than 0.05% at one year of age.

1.3.3. Replacement with Pozzolanic Materials . Expe
riences in the US and elsewhere have shown that a 
great variety of natural and artificial pozzolanas 
are effective in reducing to an acceptable level 
expansion due to alkali-aggregate reaction. The.list 
includes various natural materials, most of which are 
of volcanic origin, and artificial materials such as 
calcined shale, burnt clays, fly ashes (also pulve
rized fuel ash = pfa), ground granulated blastfurnace 
slags (ggbfs) and microsilica (also known as conden
sed silica fume). At present, fly ashes and granu
lated slags (ggbfs) are of greater interest because 
they are widely available.

The quantity of pozzolana to be used as a corrective 
depends on the reactivity of the aggregate and on the 
quality and composition of the pozzolana itself. 
Consequently, many investigations have been made to 
ascertain the optimal minimum addition of pozzolana 
to highly reactive aggregates such as opal and Pyrex 
glass.

With few exceptions, pozzolanas contain alkali levels 
comparable to, or above, those of Portland cement. 
Most of these alkalis are combined in the glassy 
structure of the pozzolana and only a very small part 
is soluble in water. The water-soluble alkali content 
°f flyash is usually less than 0.1 % as Na^ equiv.

In past and recent literature much data is given to 
demonstrate that the alkalis combined in vitreous 
structures are involved in the hydration reaction of 
the pozzolana.

Buttler et al. (45) have found in pastes of pfa and 
Ca(OH) that there is a close relationship between 
the rate of dissolution of the pfa and the release of 
alkali metal ions to the solution.

However, the quantity of alkalis which participate in 
the pozzolanic reaction remains unknown. Furthermore, 
't is not known how the alkalis released distribute 
themselves between the hydrated solid phases and the 
Pore fluid, or whether the alkalis liberated by the 
Pozzolanic reaction are to be associated with an 

equivalent quantity of OH ions.

Boswell et al, (46) are of the opinion that the extra 
alkalis liberated by the acid-base or pozzolanic 
reaction of the pfa do not have to be directly re
lated to an equivalent concentration of OH ions. This 
opinion is based on the observation that the mortar 
prisms made using pfa as a blending agent, and which 
show a marked reduction in expansion compared to 
control prisms, can contain alkalis far in excess of 
that calculated by the clinker content within the 
blended cement.

However,the prevalent opinion is that the alkalis 
from pozzolana can be ignored because the material 
reacts slowly and the alkalis released are not rapid
ly available to promote the alkal1-aggregate reac
tion, like those deriving from Portland cement.

At the most it is suggested (38) that the water
soluble alkali content of the pozzolana be included 
in any calculation relating to the reactive alkali 
content of the concrete. This is because the water
soluble alkalis are rapidly available and contribute 
to the alkalinity of the pore solution in the early 
stages of the cement hydration process.

Hobbs (43) proposes a procedure for calculating the 
reactive alkali content of concrete in which partial 
account is made of the alkalis in pfa. This Author 
has considered the effect of pfas in preventing the 
expansion due to the alkali-aggregate reaction and 
has pointed out that his observations support the 
view that pfa acts like a cement with an alkali 
content of 0.2% by weight.

Limits are also placed on the alkali content of slags 
for use in low alkali slag cements. In accordance 
with German Standard DIN 1164, when the blended ce
ment contains at least 50% of slag, the acid-soluble 
alkali content of the blend must be less than 1.1 
percent equivalent Na20. When the blended cement 
contains at least 65% of slag, the DIN limit is 2 
percent equivalent Na^O.
A limit is also suggested in reference (38) where it 
is reportea in section 4.5.2 that : "A combination of 
ggbfs and any UK Portland cement which contains 50% 
or more ggbfs may be considered equivalent to a 
Portland cement with 0.6% maximum alkali content, 
provided that the acid soluble alkali contents of 
both Portland cement and the ggbfs are less than 
1.1%".

I.3.3.1. Mechanisms of Preventive Action . The follo
wing mechanisms have been suggested to explain the 
preventive action exerted by different types of poz
zolanic materials in the alkali-aggregate reaction:

1) Alkali sorption from the pore solution;
2) Low ionic diffusivity and reduced permeability in



the blended cement pastes;
3) Uniform distribution of the Ca(OH) released by 

hydrolysis.

The work that has been described in literature dea
ling with the preventive action of pozzolana gives 
reasonable evidence for assuming that all the mecha
nisms listed are in operation, but their relative 
importance can vary according to the specific pozzo
lana under consideration.

Al kali Sorption - The preventive mechanism based on 
alkali sorption necessarily requires a minimum con
centration of alkaline hydroxides in the concrete 
pore' solution in order to initiate and sustain the 
al kali-aggregate reaction. The pozzolana added in 
partial replacement of the cement must be able to 
remove alkalis from the pore solution, so that their 
concentration falls below the threshold value.

The consensus of opinion suggests that the pozzolana 
is helped to react with the alkalis more quickly than 
the reactive aggregate by its greater fineness and it 
is agreed that no deleterious expansion is associated 
with the alkali-pozzolana reaction.

It is reasonable to expect the threshold concentra
tion to vary with the particular system considered, 
but, according to Diamond (10), it is unlikely to be 
lower than 0.25 N, a concentration for which a pH of
13.4 is calculated.

Support for the sorption mechanism results from an 
increased knowledge of the pore fluid chemistry.

Diamond (10), Page and Vennesland (47) have found 
that the use of microsilica as a partial replacement 
for Portland cement causes remarkable changes in the 
composition of the pore fluid. The results in Table 2 
indicate that substitution of increasing proportions 
of the cement by microsilica brings about a regular 
reduction in the OH ion concentration of the solu
tion. The reduction in the OH ion concentration is 
accompanied by a corresponding reduction in the total 
available alkaline ion percentage which remains in 
solution. The results in Table 2 also indicate that 
the microsilica possesses a remarkable ability to 
remove potassium ions.

Figure 16 shows the influence of the microsilica 
content on the pH of the pore solution. In the case 
of pastes made with cement containing 30% of microsi
lica, the pH value is less than the equilibrium value 
of the saturated Ca(0H)2 solution.

However, at the*present  time, it is not possible to 
predict how the other types of mineral admixtures 
influence the pore solution chemistry, nor is it 
known what significance to attribute to opposite 
observations.
The results obtained using various commercial fly

SOLUTION

CURING TIME (DAYS)

Fig. 16 Influence of silica content on pH values 
of cement pastes at different stages of 
curing, (ref. 47)

Table 2

Analyses of Pore Solutions

Ionic Concentration
(mmoles/1) „

Na К Ca OH S04

Mix Proportions Curing 
(% weight) Time

Silica fume (days)
Cement+si1ica

7 263 613 1 788 23
28 271 629 1 834 31
56 322 695 3 839 44
84 323 639 2 743 27

7 161 388 1 486 20

10 28 101 209 0 241 40
56 117 218 1 233 30
84 107 192 2 228 27

7 109 231 1 290 23

20 28 59 109 1 91 33
56 54 77 2 81 34
84 51 69 2 78 25

7 75 143 1 152 33

30 28 35 53 2 26.1 35
56 40 39 5 11.4 36
84 30 30 7 9.8 32

Ref. (47).

ashes and cement of varying alkali content, indicate
that the blending agent can leave the OH ion concen-
tration level more or less stationary (48), act effi -
ciently by reducing it « or cause an appreciable in -

crease. The figures in Table 3 , which illustrate
this, were obtained by the Diamond laboratory (10).

The effect of adding volcanic pozzolana to Portland



Table 3

Age
Days

Measured OH Ion Concentration of Expressed 
* 

Pore Solutions (Equivalents/1iter)

OPC 
Paste

Paste With
Flyash D

Paste With 
Flyash C

1 0.35 0.26 0.68

7 0.43 0.31 0.83

28 0.45 0.28 0.98

90 0.43 0.27 1.04

180 0.41 0.24 0.99

* Ref.(10).
cement on pore solution alkalinity has only been 
studied (49) in the case of a pozzolana widely used 
in south-west US. The pore solutions were expressed 
from mortars made of high-alkali Portland cement. 
When 25% in weight of sand was replaced by pozzolana, 
the alkalinity of the solution was more than halved 
(0.33 N) as compared to that of the only Portland 
cement mortar (0.78 N).

There is no direct evidence of the ability of blast
furnace granulated slag to remove alkaline hydroxide 
from the pore fluids.
Glasser and Marr (50) have determined the distribu
tion of sodium and potassium between pore fluid and 
hydrated solid phases in pastes made using low-alkali 
Portland cement (approx. 0.5% Na 0 equiv.) and va
rious blending agents. 15% of the Portland cement was 
replaced by an equal weight of mineral admixture. The 
pastes were kept for 14 months at 18-20 °C and at 90
100% RH.

Table 4

OPC or OPC-blend Sodium Potassium 
moles/1 moles/1

neat- 100% OPC 0.054 0.209

15% F.H.S. 0.075 0.089

15% silica fume 0.021 0.050

15% pfa 0.075 0.213

15% pfa 0.045 0.154

15% ggbfs 0.072 0.196

15% pozzolan 0.082 0.293

Ref.(50).

The results of the analyses of the pore solution 
shown in Table 4 indicate that the mineral additions, 

although only present at a level of 15%, influence 
the potential alkali content. However, if one consi
ders the relative reactivity of the blending agents 
examined, 14 months at 18-20 C can be insufficient 
to reach a steady-state chemical balance in all the 
blended cement pastes. The Authors suggest that the 
microsilica has completely reacted, that a considera
ble amount of reaction has occurred for flame hydro
lysis silica (F.H.S.) and for the volcanic pozzolana, 
but that the extent of the reaction of the two pfas 
is far from being complete.

The view on the microsilica reactivity is consistent 
with the suggestion of Sellevold et al. (51), accor
ding to which all the CatOH)^ available in Portland 
cement pastes should be consumed with the addition of 
silica in excess of some 24% by weight of cement.

The figures of the thermogravimetric analyses (50) 
show that the slag has not reacted with a significant 
quantity of Ca(OH) in accordance with the fact that, 
in slag cement pastes, Ca(0H)2 can only be entirely 
consumed when the Portland cement is substituted with 
a large quantity of reactive slag. It is assumed (50) 
that the hydration of the slag is also incomplete, 
but that the hydration quantity exceeds 50%.

The possible implication of the above discussion 
regarding the relative reactivity of the blending 
agents is that a stationary chemical balance was only 
attained in the pastes containing microsilica. In the 
other cases, not all the alkalis available were re
leased. Therefore, when considering the balance after 
the 14 months, it can be expected that the additional 
alkalis will still be released to the pore fluid 
and/or the hydration products. Glasser and Marr (50) 
calculate the sodium and potassium balance by assu
ming that all the alkalis of the cement and the 
mineral addition are available for release into the 
pore fluid. The calculation procedure is discussed in 
reference (52). The results of the distribution of 
alkalis between solid and aqueous phases, plotted 
separately for sodium and potassium, indicate, in 
agreement with the figures of Diamond (10) and Page 
and Vennesland (47),that the microsilica causes sub
stantial variations in the composition of the pore 
fluid, encouraging in particular distribution of 
potassium in the hydrated solid phases. Slag and 
volcanic pozzolana have a neutral behaviour as re
gards their ability to influence the distribution of 
sodium and are relatively inefficient in increasing 
the potassium content in the hydration products. Due 
to its high potassium content, the volcanic pozzolana 
causes a significant increase of the potassium con
tent in the pore fluid. F.H.S. has a neutral beha
viour with both Na and K. The two pfas demonstrate a 
tendency to modify the distribution of Na and K. The 
Authors (50) consider that in the long term pfas will 
produce a significant effect,although they will be 
less effective than the microsilica, because they 
contain less reactive silica and release alkalis as



they hydrate.

The analysis of data presently to hand appears to 
suggest that the preventive action exerted by the 
pozzolanas with an activity mainly due to a Ca(OH) - 
S10 reaction should be in relation with the ability 
of the pozzolanic material to produce CSH gel with a 
low C/S molar ratio right from the first stages of 
hydration. In other words, the effectiveness of the 
preventive action is linked to the use of finely 
ground pozzolana containing substantial quantities of 
a siliceous component with a high degree" of structu
ral disorder. If an adequate quantity of pozzolana 
which responds to these features is used, the compo
sition of CSH produced by the anhydrous silicates of 
clinker will also be altered.

Experimental facts and observations indicate that the 
CSH gel with a low C/S molar ratio is able to incor
porate alkalis, in particular potassium.
Rayment (53) has studied with ERMA the effect of fly 
ash on the C/S molar ratio and alkali content of CSH 
gel in hardened pastes at 8 days of age. The 20% 
replacement of high-alkali Portland cement by a low- 
alkali fly ash (0.75% Na20 equiv.), classified as a 
good pozzolana by the Lea test, lowered the C/S molar 
ratio of the inner hydrates around the alite grains 
from 1.71 to 1.55. At the same time, the potassium 
content rose from 0.58 to 0.76%. The change in the 
C/S molar ratio was produced not by a reduction in 
the calcium content but by an increase in the silicon 
quantity. It was not possible to detect reaction rims 
around the fly ash spheres.

Poitevin and 
content in CSH 

Regourd (54) have found that the KO 
gel in 70-30 OPC-microsilica pastes is

much higher than in CSH gel of the corresponding 
paste of only Portland cement. The figures in Tab
le 2 and 4 show that microsilica is also the
pozzolanic material which more than any other helps К 
ions to pass from the pore fluid to the hydrated 
sol id.

*
CSH Composition

neat-100%OPC 70%OPC-30%microsi1ica

C/S 1.55 0.9
%K20 0.1 % I.l %

*as determined by EPMA

Glasser and Marr (50) explain the different ability 
of CSH gels to incorporate potassium ions on the 
basis of the charge of colloidal particles. The sign 
of the charge depends on the relative availability of 
cations and anions. At a high C/S ratio the charge is 
positive, at a low C/S ratio it is negative. At some 
intermediate ratios the gel is not charged, leaving 
Van der Waals forces to operate. The Authors, in

support of their interpretation, cite the CSH ab
sorption figures for radiocesium (55), which is che
mically similar to potassium.

The significant role played by the reaction between 
Ca(0H)2 and silica of the pozzolana in preventing the 
expansion of mortar prisms is discussed in references 
(40)(41)(56).

Tang Ming Shu et al. (56) suggest a mechanism mainly 
based on two assumptions:

1) the pozzolana initially incorporates alkalis from
s. the pore fluid; ■ "’s

2) the incorporated alkalis, and possibly those
released by the pozzolana which reacts with
Ca(0H)2, could afterwards pass into the pore
solution depending on the ratio between Ca(OH) 
available and the reactive silica content of the 
pozzolana.

In support of the last assumption, the results are 
given of the expansion tests made with a variety of 
blended cements using high alkali OPC and opaline 
sand as reactive aggregate. In some tests, finely 
ground CaO, calcined at moderate temperature has been 
added. If CaO is not added, the expansions measured 
were invariably proportional to the pozzolana con
tent. Particular attention was paid to the expansion, 
over time, of the mortars made using pozzolanic tufa 
at 10% replacement level. The expansion was not si
gnificant up to 6 months (0.042%) but became 0.197% 
at two years of age. The delayed increase is ascribed 
to a release of already incorporated alkalis, caused 
by the increase in the C/S in CSH ratio, due to a 
deficit of reactive silica.

All the mortars containing added CaO expanded more 
than the control mortars and the increase was greater 
the lower the reactivity of the blending agent.

On the basis of petrographic studies in concrete
specimens from structures which had given trouble by 
alkali-silica reaction, Chatterji (40) has suggested, 
firstly, that the presence of free Ca(OH) is a 
necessary prerequisite for the development of2delete- 
rious expansion due to al kali-aggregate reaction and,
secondly, that a complete removal of Ca(OH) 
tion of a suitable quantity of siliceous 
will stop the expansive development even

2 by addi- 
pozzolana

in condi
tions of unlimited supply of alkaline salts. To esta
blish the validity of these assertions, Chatterji et
al■ (41) carried out expansion tests on mortar bars
made using Portland cement mixed w'ith various quanti
ties of diatomite of Danish origin (moler). The ag
gregate was opaline sand and the mortar bars were
tested for their expansivity by means of the hot NaCl 
solution method (T.I. Test: Teknologisk Institute 
Byggeteknic Gregersensvey, Taastrup, Denmark ), fol
lowing the 8 week evaluation standard. An addition of



20% or more mol er stopped expansion.

The petrographic examinations and XRDA both showed 
that the mortar specimens containing 20% moler had no 
crystall ine Ca(OH),, .

Ionic Diffusivity and Permeability . The involvement 
of the permeability and ionic diffusion in the pre
vention factors is consistent with the following 
observations:

(i) the examination of various concrete structures 
which have failed due to the alkali-aggregate 
reaction has demonstrated that damage can only 
occur when the concrete is wet;

(ii) the progress of the alkali-aggregate reaction 
depends on the rate with which the alkalis mi
grate to the reaction site;

(iii) the development of the expansion requires that 
an adequate transport of liquid be guaranteed;-

(iv) the main technical benefits deriving from .the 
use of pozzolanic materials in concrete are 
mostly related to a decreased permeability. 
The improvement is due to the denser, micropo- 
rous structure with low capillary porosity of 
the hardened pastes of blended cement. It has 
been found (59) that as long as a hydrated paste 
of cement do not contain pores > 1320 8, the 
coefficient of permeability remains insignifi
cantly low.

A considerable amount of information about the fea
tures of microporosity, permeability and ionic diffu
sion was gained mainly from the case of blast furnace 
cement pastes.

The features of the microporous structure of the 
hydration product of blastfurnace cements has been 
discussed in numerous papers.
Smolczyk (60), Gjorv and Vennesland (61), Parker and 
Roy (62) have found that in the blastfurnace cement 
pastes a structure with very fine pores had deve
loped. In a mix of 80-20 of slag-cement paste, 2/3 of 
the total porosity is made up of the smallest pores 
of 200 8 (61). The corresponding fraction in the mix 
of only Portland cement paste drops to less than 1/3.

Regourd (63) stated that CSH in blastfurnace cement 
is more compact and lower in calcium of CSH in OPC 
and that the dimensional distribution of the pores is 
less coarse.

Bakker (64) has demonstrated that the ionic diffusion 
rate and the transport of water in 75% slag-cement 
mortars (w/c = 0.45, a/c = 2) are markedly reduced 
with respect to corresponding mortars of Portland 
cement. The diffusion coefficients measured according 

to Kondo et al.1s method (65) are 5 to 20 times less, 
while the transport of water is almost entirely bloc
ked as the ageing progresses. Bakker (64) con
cludes that the preventive action exerted by the 
blastfurnace cement with a high slag content can, to 
a great extent, be ascribed to the reduced permeabi
lity and diffusion rate of the hydrated matrix of the 
cement. He excludes that the sorption of alkalis by 
CSH can play a significant role.

In this last respect, however, not all are of the 
same opinion. Smolczyk (66), Diamond (10), Roy and 
Idorn (67) retain that the hydration product of ce
ment can incorporate alkalis. The two last Authors, 
when discussing a short and long-term model of the 
hydration process of slag cements, stated that: "the 
Portland cement fraction releases alkalis and lime 
during the hydration, while the slag fraction retains 
alkalis and lime in its hydration products, presumab
ly CSH phases incorporating alkalis in their struc
ture".
Chatterji and Clausson-Kaas (68) do not give much 
credit to sorption. They find that, also in the case 
of blastfurnace cement, the determinant factor of 
prevention is the removal of Ca(0H)2 from the cement 
matrix. When this aim is achieved, the expansion is 
blocked even if there is unlimited supply of alkalis 
from an outside source. Chatterji and Clausson-Kaas 
provide data on expansion of mortar prisms tested by 
bathing them in a saturated NaCl solution at 50 °C. 
The mortars are made using opaline sand as reactive 
aggregate and blastfurnace cements with a > 65% slag 
content. Two cements were used, chosen by the preli
minary screening of a certain number of commercial 
samples of German origin.

The choice method was the absence of free Ca(OH) 
in 28-day-old paste as determined by X-ray diffrac
tion. The formation of a meaningful quantity of mono
chloroaluminate, both in the control prisms with only 
OPC and in those of blastfurnace cement mortar, is 
considered indicative of the migration of NaCl and of 
replenishment of OH ions. Consequently:

(i) any possible sorption of alkalis is balanced by 
the migration of the bath solution;

(ii) the absence of_expansion cannot be attributed to 
the lack of OH ions, because these are released 
during the monochloroaluminate formation pro
cess.

The Authors (68) conclude by asserting that their 
results are not influenced by the ability of the 
reaction product to incorporate alkalis. If the rela
tion between absence of free Ca(0H)2 and the absence 
of expansion is confirmed, the high slag content 
required to render the preventive action of the 
blastfurnace cement efficient would be explained by 
the low Ca(0H)2 demand on the part of the slag.
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4.3

Ca(OH)2 Distribution . The mechanism is discussed by 
Kawamura et al. (16) who carried out tests with opal 
embedded in cement and cement/fly ash pastes. 
It has been found that the alkali-opal reaction in 
the presence of fly ash is not inhibited but, unlike 
what occurs in cement-only pastes, the alkaline sili
cate keeps a considerably greater quantity of cal
cium. The result is regarded as particularly interes
ting, since:

1) it supports the suggestion of Verbeck and Grämlich 
(57) according to which the progress of the 
alkali-silica re^tion mainly depends on the 
availability of Ca ions on the surface of the 
reactive siliceous aggregate particle. In other 
words, the quantity of Ca(OH)g contained in the 
cement matrix is not so important as its uniform 
distribution;

2) it is consistent with the observation that, in 
blended cement pastes, Ca(0H)2 is preferentially 
absorbed on the surface of the fly ash particles 
and this should promote the mobilization and 
distribution of the calcium. .

On the basis of these considerations, the Authors 
hypothesize that the expansion reduction due to fly 
ash is to be attributed to the fact that the alkaline 
silicate*formed  in the al kali-aggregate reaction can 
rapidly transform itself into rigid, non-expansive 
alkali-silica-calcium gel. If this is the case, it 
can be expected that a preventive action can also be 
exercised to some extent by a filler. In fact, it 
has been found (58) that finely ground quartz, cal
cite or dolomite reduce the alkali-opal expansion, 
but its effectiveness was shown to be very modest. 
The- tests were carried out with a constant alkali 
content in order to cancel the effect of the dilu
tion.

I.3.3.2. Microsilica. It is an ultrafine powder con
sisting of spherical particles of mainly amorphous 
SiO , with an average diameter of about 0.1 pm, 
obtained as a by-product of the silicon and ferrosi
licon smelting industries.

The addition of microsilica to concrete improves 
significantly both strength and durability and. has 
shown that it prevents alkali-silica reaction. Micro
silica has not been much tested for this latter aim, 
but the results obtained to date indicate that the 
material is very active and that the minimum optimal 
addition is markedly lower than that of other pozzo- 
lanic materials (69) (70) (71). It has been found 
that microsilica acts through alkali sorption of CSH 
with a low C/S ratio (10) (27) (47) (50).

In Iceland (70) where the Portland cement produced is 
very high in alkalis (1.3% equiv. NagO) and it is not 
possible to avoid the use of reactive aggregates, the 

severe deterioration problems observed during the 
Seventies in concrete houses have been successfully 
resolved by using Portland cement substituted with 5
7.5% of microsilica for the new buildings. In order 
for full advantage to be taken of the pozzolanic 
addition, it is recommended to wash the aggregate if 
dredged from the sea; this will prevent additional 
alkalis and Cl ions being introduced into the mix.It 
seems that Cl ions have a catalytic action on the 
alkali-silica reaction and that the accelerating 
effect is relatively greater at lower temperatures.

The pozzolanic action of microsilica was also 
effective in the case of aerated concretes on which 
large quantities of de-icing salts have been 
applied (71). In the construction of an experimental 
sidewalk at S.K.W. Canada Plant in Becancour, Quebec, 
different concrete mixes were used made with varying 
amounts of high-alkali cement (1.15% equiv. Na20) and 
microsilica. The reactive mineral is contained in the 
coarse aggregate and it is fine vitreous silica. 
About 4 years after construction, there is no 
evidence of deterioration from alkali-silica 
expansive reaction. Only in the mix richest in cement 
(OPC factor 415 kg/in) and with the lowest 
microsilica addition (15%) has some potassium 
silicate gel been found, but it must be considered 
quite exceptional.

I.3.3.3. Pulverized Fuel Ashes. Despite the conside
rable attention given to the use of pfa as a means 
for preventing expansion due to alkali-aggregate 
reaction, it is still debatable whether pfa acts only 
as a di luter of alkalis in the cement or whether the 
benefit is greater than that expected from dilution 
only.

Typical works undertaken in this area are those by 
Hobbs (43) (72) (73), Nixon and Gaze (74) (75),Ober
holsten and Westra (69) and Gaze and Nixon (76). 
Hobbs describes results of expansion tests at 20 0, 
on the basis of which he reaches the conclusion that 
pfa acts as a di luter of alkalis in the cement. Gaze 
and Nixon give results of expansions tests at 38 C 
which revealed suitable in supporting the opinion 
that low-alkali pfa has a specific action against the 
alkali-silica reaction.
Oberholsten and Westra found out that a number of 
mineral admixtures, including pfa, reduced the 
expansion of mortar prisms more than could be 
attributed to the effect of dilution.
Hobbs (43) carried out a series of expansion tests 
using 7 pfa and 6 Portland cements, both with var'a 
ble alkali content. Mortars of 1:2, 1:2.75, 1:3.5 an 
1:4.25 have been made with variable quantities of P a 
which replace the Portland cements. The reactive 
aggregate was Beltane opal in the 150-300 pm size 
range and the proportion of opal in the mortars was 
adjusted so that the ratio of water-soluble a^ka^S 
to opal is close to the "critical value" of 0.0 • 
The linear expansions were measured at 20 C. n



five of the mixes examined produced mortars which did 
not crack and did not expand. In the remaining cases 
the expansive strain at which the cracking occurred 
was generally less than 300 x IO* 6. A number of 

blended mortars cracked earlier than the Portland 
cement mortar with similar alkali content. The expan
sion rate after cracking is frequently greater in 
mortars containing pfa, so that the expansion at 
early ages can be greater. Hobbs (43) suggests that 
the increased initial expansion and the early crac
king of these mortars could be attributed to a late 
development of the mechanical resistance or to the 
release of additional alkalis to the pore fluid.

All the pfas were shown to be effective in reducing 
long-term expansion and the Author attributes this to 
a possible significant pozzolanic action. The smaller 
final expansion is a consequence of the abrupt reduc
tion in the expansion rate which usually becomes 
negligible within 50 days. The Fig. 17 gives an 
example of the expansion-age relation.

EXPANSION

О 100 200 300
TIME - days

fig. 17 - Variation of expansion with age. pfa 7, 
cement C. (ref. 43)

The effectiveness of the pfas in reducing long-term 
expansion varies greatly. For the mortars with a 
Pfa/(c+pfa) replacement ratio ranging between 0.4 
and 0.3, the 200-day expansions can vary by a factor 
of around 3. Hobbs (43) suggests that the variations 
can be related to the fineness and/or the alkali 
content of the pfa. The greatest expansion occurs 
with the greatest alkali-content and lowest specific 
surface pfa.

The lowest alkali content of the blended cement mor

tar 3in which cracking has been observed is 2.85 
kg/m . This value is calculated by only taking ac
count of the acid-soluble alkalis of the clinker and 
is compared with the 3.5 kg/m value observed for a 
Portland cement mortar. The difference between the 
two values is almost entirely annulled if it is 
assumed that pfa acts like a cement with a 0.2% 
alkali content. In this assumption the lowest alkali 
content of the blended cement mortar in which crac
king is observed becomes 3.4 kg/in .

On the basis of the similarity of the two values, 
Hobbs (43) considers that pfa at 20 °C mainly behaves 
as a diluter of the alkalis in the cement. He con
cludes that it is unlikely that deleterious expansion 
due to alkali-si 1ica reaction in concrete containing 
a reactive aggregate, exposed to external humidity, 
will occur if the acid-soluble Na 0 equivalent of the 
concrete is lower than 3 kg/m3. Z

Hobbs (73) has also studied the effects of replacing 
5% in weight of Portland cement with pfa or limestone 
flour on the expansion of mortar bars tested at their 
critical al'kal i/reactive silica ratio and stored in 
water at 20 C. The reactive aggregate is Beltane 
opal. In agreement with results given by other Au
thors (77) (78), the small additions of secondary 
material increase the expansion when the alkalis 
contributed by Portland cement are 5.3 kg/m3, and 
slightly reduce.it at a 4.3 kg/m level. Since the 
200-day expansion measured on mortar prisms with a
3.6 and 3.4 kg/m alkali content from Portland cement 
is not higher than 0.024%, it is concluded that the 
safety limit of 3 kg equivalent Na20 per m3 of con
crete can be also considered valid for concretes in 
which up to 5% in weight of the cement is replaced by 
pfa or limestone flour.

Nixon and Gaze (74) (75) have presented the results 
of an extensive work on the effectiveness of 12 pfas 
in reducing expansion due to alkali-aggregate reac
tion. The investigations involved mortar bar expan
sion tests in which Pyrex glass. Beltane opal or 
chert were used as reactive aggregate and expansion 
tests on concrete prisms containing reactive sand 
from the Thames Valley. The reactive constituent of
this sand is flint in the coarser size fractions.
Only one, high-alkali Portland cement (1.06%equiv. 
Na 0) was used for the control mixes and for those 
with blended cement. The test bars were stored at 
100% RH and at temperatures of either 38, 20 or 5 
C. In the mortar bars with chert, the total alkali

level 
adding 
factor 
Thames

of the cement rose to 2.5% equiv. Na 0 by 
NaOH to the mixing water (74). The cement 

of concrete prisms with reactive sand from the 
Valley is 740 kg/m .

All the test methods demonstrate that the expansion 
is significantly reduced if a sufficient quantity of 
pfa (about 30%) is used (Fig.18,19,20).
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The action of the pfas at a 20 °C storage temperature 
is less efficient than at 38 °C (Fig. 21,22). Nixon 
and Gaze (75) suggest that the different behaviour is 
to be ascribed to the effect the temperture has on 
the pozzolanic activity of the blending agent.

At 38 °C (Fig. 21), using Beltane opal as reactive 

aggregate, there are mortars where 10% replacement of 
the Portland cement with high-alkali pfa produces a 
greater expansion than the control one up to an age 
of between 3 to 6 weeks. At 20 °C (Fig.22) the mixes 
with 20% of high-alkali pfa also expand more rapidly 
than the control one and only at ages of over six 
months does the expansion of the control mixes become . 
greater in most cases.

—•— control 
-0—10% pfa 
-a--20% pfa 
— A— 307. pfa

Age 1 year

Дде 3 months
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In agreement with Hobbs' results, Nixon and Gaze (75) 
also find that the quantity of total alkalis of pfa 
is important for determining the relative efficiency 
of different pfas in reducing the expansion when the 
reactive aggregate is opal. The low-alkali fly ashes 
are more efficient than high-alkali fly ashes. This 
is not the case with Pyrex glass, with chert or with 
the reactive sand of the Thames Valley.

In order to show that pfa really possesses a specific 
action against alkali-aggregate reaction, Gaze and 
Nixon (76) have carried out expansion tests at 38 °C 
in mortar bars with a constant alkali content, in 
which, however, the effect of the dilution was an
nulled. The constant alkali level was adjusted by ad
ding the appropriate amounts of К SO to the mixing 
water. The reactive aggregate is Beltane opal and the 
12 g per 100 g of cement proportion is close to that 
which gives the maximum expansion at the chosen alka
li level of 1,18 equiv. Na2O (Fig. 21). Only one low- 
alkali pfa, classified as good pozzolana, was used. 
The aggregate/cement ratio was 2.75, and the storage 
temperature of the mortar prisms was 38 °C. The 
results are plotted in Figures 23 and 24. They show 
that the expansions at 10 1/2 months are reduced at 
all pfa replacement levels, so that pfa cannot be 
seen just as a diluter without a specific action. At 
20 and 30% replacement, the expansion becomes very 
smal1.

However, in Fig. 24 it can be seen that the effect of 
the dilution also plays a significant role in redu
cing the expansions and, since in practice both dilu
tion and specific action occur, the Authors conclude 
that the use of sufficient pfa should be an efficient 
means for controlling alkali-aggregate reaction.

The greater final expansion caused by the reduction 
of alkalis from 1.18% to 1.08% Na 0 (Fig.24) confirms 
the existence of a critical alkaTi/silica ratio in 
reactions involving opaline aggregates.

Although the results in Fig.23 give valuable evidence 
for supporting the thesis that pfa exercises a speci
fic action against alkali-si 1ica reaction, Gaze and 
Nixon (76) still consider that more information is 
required for the result to be accepted from a practi
cal point of view. There are two reasons for caution. 
First, the fact that the efficiency of a pfa depends 
on its alkali content could mean that the beneficial 
action can be cancelled out by the alkalis released 
by the pfa.Second, at ordinary temperature the pozzo
lanic activity, as deduced from the expansion tests 
(Fig. 21,22), is markedly reduced and this could 
signify that the specific action has less influence 
than the dilution effect which remains unchanged. 
These reasons for caution have found acceptance in 
"Minimizing the Risk of Alkali-Si1ica Reaction-Gui
dance Notes" (38). At section 4.5.3 it is establi
shed that "it is improbable that damage to the 
concrete will occur if an ordinary Portland cement is



replaced by 30% or more of pfa, as long as the alkali 
content of the concrete provided by the Portland 
cement is no more than 3.0 kg/m ".

TIME-MONTHS
Fig. 23 - Effect of pfa upon expansion at constant 

alkali content.
12 g opal per 100 g cement. Specimens sto 
red at 38°C. (ref. 76)

TIME-MOMTMS

Fig. 24 - Effect of alkali dilution upon expansion.
12 g opal per 100 g cement. Specimens sto
red at 38°C. (ref. 76)

Oberholsten and Wes-tra (69) have considered the ef
fect on the expansion of mortar prisms of a number of 
blending agents, including pfa, slag, moler and sili
ca flour. Malmesbury aggregate from the Tygerberg 
Formation, showing no pessimum effect, was used with 

high-alkali Portland cement (0.97% Na 0 equiv.). The 
mortar prisms were made and preserved in accordance 
with ASTM C227, except that an aggregate/cement ratio 
of 1.5 was used in the majority of mixes. As may be 
expected, increasing richness of the mortar led to 
greater reactivity, that is a great rate of reac
tion.

The relative effectiveness of the various mineral 
admixtures in reducing the expansion after 55 days of 
preservation in a wet environment is shown in 
Fig.25. The upper curve indicates the effect of rep
lacing high-alkali cement (0.97%) with increasing 
amounts of cement containing 0.16% Na^O equiv.

In other words, this curve shows the reduction in 
expansion produced when the high-alkali cement is 
di 1uted.

The conclusion, which appears evident from the Figure 
(25), is that the reduction in expansion obtained by 
blending mineral admixtures into high-alkali cement 
is greater than can be ascribed to the dilution 
effect. Since the amount of expansion calculated by 
extrapolation (dotted curve) for mortar bars made 
with cement at 0.6% Na„0 equiv. is 0.13% if a maximum 
expansion of 0.1% is taken as acceptable, then the 
curves in Fig.25 suggest that the following percen
tages of blending agents are necessary to effectively 
reduce the expansion.

Data from Oberholster and Westra (69)

Admixture Percent m/m Per cement m/m* 
cement replaced admixture added

Calcined 
shale 25 21

pfa 20 14

Silica flour 10 7

Kieselguhr 15 10

Molererde 15 9

Slagment 30 27

* The amount in this column is equal to the 
mass of cement replaced.

The effectiveness of a number of pfas has been exa 
mined in accordance with ASTM 0441 by Dunstan (7 
The average expansion at 14 d^ys of mortar bars ro 
the control mixture is 0.421% . No pfa produce 
minimum value of 75% at 14 days for reduction 
mortar expansion as required by the test s₽e1;1 ..j 
tions. With the sole exception of two pfas whic 
not produce any reduction in expansion, in the rem 
ning 22 the greatest reduction was 68% and the sma



Fig. 25 - Effect of replacing cement H(0.97) with increasing amounts of cement 
matures, on the hnear expansion of mortar prisms stored over water 
555 days. Aggregate, hornfels PS a/c ratio 1.5. (ref. 69)

A(0.16) or various mineral ad
in sealed containers at 38°C for

lest 12%. The results suggest that there is a rela
tion between the CaO content of pfas and expansivity 
of mortar prisms at 14 days. Ashes with a high CaO 
content are less efficient than low CaO ashes. The 
iiinimum replacement percentage to reduce expansion 
owe to the alkali-aggregate reaction may be very 
cose to the CaO percentage of pfa (79).

о agreement with the results of Nixon and Gaze (75), 
6 alkalis of the pfas seem to have little effect on 
e extent of the expansion. Dunstan has also found 
a the pfas showing the best improvement of con

e sulphate resistance when used at 25% replace- 
и t *D°r4and cement, show lower expansions of 

rtars bars when used at 20% replacement.

— SJL. (46) carried out expansion tests with 
itane opal (ASTM C227) and with Pyrex glass (ASTM 

, t . us1n9 a high alkali pfa and a Portland cement 
We ^•^^•eciuiv. Na 0. At the end of 6 months, 
the the prlsms and the solutions at the bottom of 
the ^Pansion containers were analysed to determine 
cent d'Str1but1on between dilute acid soluble alkali 

ent of the mortars and leached alkalis.

with
pes-

1 ] a * l. _ ,
g, ne expansion of'the prisms containing Pyrex 
..-1 ls markedly reduced when pfa 1s used at 45% 
Sine Cemant Portland cement, the use of pfa at the 
lite acement level with opal as a reactive aggre- 
the - Jncreases the expansion to a small extent

0 6 exception of the mortar containing the 

simum concentration of opal. For this latter the 
expansion in microstrain is 268 against 528 of the 
control prisms. It is suggested that the inefficiency 
demonstrated by the blended cement when used in mixes 
at high concentrations of opal could be due to the 
fact that opal acts as a pozzolana in competition 
with pfa. Thus the beneficial effect of pfa does not 
wholly appear. Boswell et al. (46) also found that 
the mortar prisms made with blended cements generally 
contain greater quantities of dilute acid-soluble 
alkalis than the control prisms. But, despite the 
fact that more soluble alkalis are present in the 
mortars containing pfa, the quantity of leached alka
lis decreases when the reactive aggregate is Pyrex 
glass, and remains almost unchanged if the aggregate 
is opal. The ability of blended cement mortars to 
retain alkalis is considered to arise from the low 
permeability of the hydrated matrix which hinders the 
ionic migration.

1.4. Testing Methods

The research was concerned with the need to shorten 
the testing times and improve the current methods of 
evaluating the results of the expansion tests, in 
mortar and concrete, and chemical test. ’

According to Grattan-Bel lew (100),at the present time 
there is little chance of shortening the testing 
times by developing new and rapid methods able to 
clearly demonstrate if an aggregate is expansively.
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reactive or not. At the most the Author sees the 
possibility of combining the petrographic analysis 
and chemical method in order to supply a suitable 
indication of aggregate reactivity, but this develop
ment also requires time before it can be implemented. 
Thus many papers have dealt with the development of 
methods aiming at accelerating the procedures of 
existing tests. The work is in progress. On the basis 
of the evidence available, more time is requireded in 
order to establish which of the accelerated methods 
proposed are entirely satisfactory.

Data in recent literature indicates that there is 
little possibility of adopting general methods for 
evaluating the results of standard tests. In order to 
apply successfully the same tests to geological for
mations of different regions it is however necessary 
to choose local evaluation methods based upon the 
essential correlation with field experience.

1.4.1. Petrographic Examination. ASTM C295-85 (80) 
is utilized to determine the mineralogical composi
tion of aggregates and to detect the presence of 
minerals noted in practice for their reactivity with 
alkalis. The method is also used to examine the 
microstructure of damaged concretes (27)(81).

The analysis is accomplished by means of optical 
microscopy, generally supplemented by other techni
ques such as the X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM),energy-dispersive 
X-ray analysis (EDXA), electron probe microanalysis 
(EPMA) or wavelength dispersive spectrometry (WES).

The petrographic examination is a very valuable test 
which gives a preliminary indication of possible 
deleterious reaction to identifies the most appro
priate form of subsequent testing. The petrographic 
examination also recognizes in advance the presence 
of constituents that may mislead results, or produce 
results that are difficult to interpret reliably in 
subsequent chemical or physical tests.

In the case of aggregates containing quartz, it is 
considered possible to transform the petrographic 
examination into a semi-quantitative reactivity test, 
by measuring the undulatory extinction angle (82). 
Extinction angles of less than 15 would be characte
ristic of non-reactive aggregates. This correlation 
seems to be confirmed by some extinction-angle measu
rements on South African aggregates, noted for their 
expansivity (83).

1.4.2. Chemical Methods . ASTM C289-81 (84) is the 
chemical test most widely used to evaluate the poten
tial reactivity of silica-bearing aggregates. Brief
ly, the test is performed as follows. The aggregate 
is crushed to pass a no. 50 screen. The 50-100 mesh 
sieve fraction is retained and immersed in a 1 N NaOH 

solution (25 g aggregate - 25 ml NaOH) at 80 °C for 
24 hours. The method estimates the amount of SiO^ 
dissolved (Sc) and the reduction of alkalinity (Rc). 
Sc is plotted on a logarithmic abscissa against Rc on 
a linear ordinate. The results are interpreted on the 
basis of standard curves which divide the diagram 
into three regions corresponding to innocuous, poten
tially deleterious and deleterious aggregates, res
pectively. The test is attractive because the results 
can be obtained within 2-3 days and only small quan
tities of sample are required.

In the majority of cases, the results correlate well 
with aggregate behaviour in mortar-bar expansion 
tests, but they are not suitable for predicting the 
degree of expansion caused by the aggregate in con
crete nor to determine the comparative orders of 
reactivity between different types of aggregates. The 
chemical test should be regarded as an aggregate 
reactivity acceptance test (85). Various Authors (83) 
(85)(86) have expressed reservations on the experi
mental procedure.

The values of Sc and Rc are substantially affected if 
the sample to be treated contains a significant a
mount of material of less than 150 pm. Sc will in
crease due to the silica contributed by innocuous 
minerals (e.g.quartz) attacked by the alkaline solu
tion because of their fine subdivision state (83) and 
the relatively high test temperature (85).Misleading 
readings are also obtained if magnesium carbonate, 
iron carbonate or serpentine are present in the ag
gregate. These substances promote large reduction in 
alkalinity (87). Difficulties in evaluating the 
results have also been experienced with samples of 
trachitic tuff containing gypsum. These samples 
exhibited Rc values from 73 mmoles/1 to 900 mmoles/1 
and Sc values from about 71 mmoles to zero, varying 
the gypsum content (as 50^) from 0.4 to 12%.

The use of phenolphthalein as an indicator is not 
considered very satisfactory since the end-point is 
rather undefined and is a function of the quantity of 
silica dissolved (86). Moreover, the value of Rc,as 
currently determined, would include both the reduc
tion in concentration of the OH ions and that of the 
Na ions. More reliable results could be obtained by 
separately determining the reduction in concentration 
of the OH ions (with a pH-meter) and Na ions (by 
spectroscopy) (86).

As is well-known, the ASTM graph curve (84) is con
structed by the results of tests with US rocks con
taining opal, flint, chalcedony or volcanic glass as 
reactive components. The extension of the method to 
aggregates of other geological areas has not changed 
the significance of the test but has led to the 
following observations: 1) the evaluation methods 
quantified by the standard curve are not universally 
applicable; 2) the test conditions might not reflect 



the innocuous character of an aggregate at an ordina
ry temperature and 3) for some aggregates. Sc may be 
used as the only classification parameter.

The fact that the ASTM standards are not applicable 
to all aggregates independently of their geological 
history, is not surprising if it is considered 
that the degree of reactivity of a rock in a certain 
set of test conditions is related to the rock fea
tures which are peculiar to the originating geologi
cal area. These features include the quantity, type 
and location of impurities, the degree of crystalli
zation, the extent and frequency of lattice defects, 
the fineness of the crystal grain, the porosity, 
average radius and degree of interconnection of the 
pore system.

Thus, in the case of late-expansive aggregates (5 
hornfels and 4 greywackes) of the Tygerberg Formation 
in the Cape Peninsula of South Africa, it has been 
found that the ASTM 289 test does not permit the 
reactivity of these aggregates to be differentiated 
(89).

The Sc values are low and the Sc/Rc ratios are lo
cated near the innocuous-potentially deleterious 
curve. Subsequently, it was found (90) that, by in
creasing the test time from 3 to 7 days, there was a 
satisfactory correlation between the Sc values and 
the mortar prism expansions. The criterion proposed 
for potentially reactive aggregates of Tygerberg 
Formation is 1% of dissolved silica after 3 days or 
more than 2% after 7 days.
However, it has been suggested (83) that a 
satisfactory correlation between Sc and the mortar 
prism expansion could be obtained in a similar way by 
considering that the dividing line between reactive 
and non reactive aggregates must lie at a value of Sc 
between 35 and 50 mmoles/1.

The reactive aggregates of the Malmesbury Formation 
in the same region are instead classifiable by ASTM 
C289 criteria.

For the South African aggregates a modified chemical 
test has also been proposed (29): 10g of the frac
tion passing at 600 /urn and retained on 300 ^m is 
treated in 25 ml of 1 N NaOH solution with 1g of 
Са(ОН)^ at 80 °C for seven days. Poorly defined XRD 
Peaks between 12 8 and 16 8 for the gel separated 
from the mixture is a sure indication of excessively 
expanding aggregate.
The ASTM criteria are instead effective for differen
tiating the reactivity of New Zealand andesite rocks 
(44).
in the case of 14 Icelandic and 15 Danish sands, 
the results of the ASTM €289 test correlate with 
those of both ASTM €227 expansion test (91) and 
eknologisk Institute Byggeteknic Gregersensvey me

thod (92), by assuming Sc = 100 mmoles/1 as 
the value indicative of potentially harmful beha

viour. For Danish gravels the corresponding value is 
Sc = 50 mmoles/1. For both sands and gravels a value 
of Sc = 200 mmoles/1 is indicative of the separa
tion between potentially reactive and reactive aggre
gates (83).

A large number of British aggregates is classified as 
deleterious or potentially deleterious by the chemi
cal test (Sc г*  100 mmoles/1) (42). The result, 
however, is considered excessively pessimistic be
cause the grouping includes materials used for years 
and found to be unaffected by deleterious reactions 
(42)(88). A less pessimistic test for these aggre
gates is the gel pat test (88), (93). This test 
consists of immersing a smoothed, sawn surface of the 
mortar containing the reactive aggregate in a 1 N 
NaOH solution at 38 °C for three days. The formation 
of gel is an indication of the reactivity of the 
aggregate.

A similar test is used also in Czechoslovakia (94).

For German reactive aggregates from the Schleswig- 
Holstein region, a modified chemical test has been 
developed (95). The aggregate is divided into two 
fractions of 1-2 and 2-4 mm. A sample of each frac
tion is digested in NaOH solution at 90 °C for 60 
min. The digested samples are filtered, washed, dried 
and weighed. The weight loss of the samples is called 
part soluble to alkalis" and is considered a measure 

of the potential reactivity of the aggregate. The 
limitations of this test have been discussed in refe
rence (96).

1.4.3. Mortar Bar Expansion Test . The mortar-bar 
test, ASTM €227-81 (91).measures the linear expansion 
of 25x25x285 mm mortar prisms, stored at 37.8 + 1.7 

C and 100% RH . The test is carried out using high
alkali cement (preferably above 0.8% as Na 0 equiv.) 
or the particular cement used for field concrete and 
sand of specified grading. The method recommended for 
evaluating the potential reactivity of an aggregate 
is given in ASTM €33-85 Appendix XI (97). A linear 
expansion greater than 0.05% at three months or 0.1% 
at six months is to be considered as excessive. If an 
expansion greater than 0.05% at three months does not 
correspond to an expansion greater than 0.1% at .6 
months, the cement-aggregate combination is to be 
considered as non-deleterious.

The expansion values at the times indicated are sui
table for opal-bearing aggregates which have a time - 
expansion curve with a short period of initiation 
followed by a fast rate of expansion.

In many other cases, the waiting time required to 
obtain a reliable response exceeds the 6-month limit 
and can also be a few years. Therefore, the guide
lines given in ASTM €33-85 should not be consi
dered mandatory (83) (88), otherwise one runs the 



risk of classifying as non-reactive an aggregate 
which could be deleterious in field applications. 
Recommendations based on values of harmful expansions 
not referred to a definite time interval are given in 
references (98) and (99). The rationale of the va
rious criteria is discussed in (100).

Markedly long test times are typical of late-expan
sive siliceous aggregates. New Zealand aggregates 
(44), reactive or potentially reactive to chemical 
test, do not give meaningful expansions at 6 and 12 
months, while for longer times they reach unaccept
able expansions. For these aggregates a suitable 
criterion could be 0.1% at 2 years (44).

For the aggregates of the Tygerberg Formation (89) 
the 0.05% limit at 3 months does not allow the 
innocuous materials to be differentiated from the 
deleterious ones. The standard (0.05% at 72 or 120 
weeks) proposed for the aggregates of Nova Scotia 
(101), similar to those of the Tygerberg Formation, 
is also considered un-acceptable because it is not 
certain that an expansion of 0.05% after about 17 
months of storage can be solely attributed to the 
alkali-aggregate reaction.

In the case of aggregates from the UK, the results of 
ASTM C227 test do not correspond with those observed 
in field concrete (88) (102). The principal reactive 
mineral of the UK aggregates involved in alkali
silica reaction is cryptocrystalline quartz in flint 
and chert. Only if the alkali content of the cement 
is increased to 2.4% as Na 0 equiv. by adding KOH to 
mixing water, definite differences in reactivity 
between aggregates of different origin may be obser
ved f102). It has also been found (88) that a quartz 
sand of the Himalayas and an Icelandic metaquartzite, 
both classified as deleterious by the chemical test, 
have given a linear expansion of 0.05% at 15 months 
and 0.1% at 12 months, respectively. Despite the 
limitations listed, the mortar-bar test is, at pre
sent, the most widely-used expansion test.

The assumption of standards on a local basis 
eliminates the risk of erroneous reactivity 
classifications, but does not resolve the problem of 
long waiting times.

In order to satisfy the obvious necessity for a 
timely response, modifications to the test procedure 
have been proposed (70) (96) (103) (104) (105), as 
well as a method for calculating the long-term expan
sivity based on the early expansion data (83) (106).

The cross-section of mortar or concrete bar seems to 
have a marked influence on the extent of expansion 
(104). If the height (160 mm) is kept constant and 
the base of the specimens is varied from 20 to 100 
mm, the linear expansion increases. It is recommended 
(104) that the cross-section of ASTM prisms is 
brought to 40x40 mm (measurement-also recommended by 

RILEM (107)) in order to decrease the risk of missing 
reactive aggregates.

On the basis of preliminary results indicating a 
catalytic effect of Cl ions on the alkali-silica 
reaction, especially at low temperatures, it is sug
gested (70) that the test ASTM C227 could be accele
rated by using mixing water with 0.7% of NaCl .

An accelerated version of the test 0227 has been 
developed in Denmark by the Teknologisk Institut 
Byggeteknik Gregersensvey, Taastrup (T.I. me- 
thod)(96) (103). Mortar prisms (40x40x160 mm) are 
cured in water at 23 °C for 27 days, then stored in a 
saturated NaCl solution at 50 C. By comparing the 
results observed on 14 Icelandic, 15 Danish and one 
Swedish sands (92), a good correlation is found bet
ween the test C227 (>0.1% at 1 year) and both the 
T.I. (>0.1% at 20 weeks), and C289 (Sc >100 mmoles/1) 
methods. In the brackets are the criteria according 
to which a sand is considered as harmful. The T.I. 
method with the 8-week standard is found to be unsui
table because the majority of the Icelandic sands and 
some Danish ones are still expanding at this age. The 
T.I. method is reported to be satisfactory for rela
ting the mineralogical composition and the time
expansion features of over 100 Danish sands (108), as 
well as for evaluating the potential reactivity of 
Danish coarse aggregates (8/16 and 16/32 mm frac
tions) separated by heavy-media-separation technique
(109) .

The T.I. method has also been adopted to evaluate the 
effect of air-entrainment on mortar prisms expansion
(110) . Opaline sand is used as reactive aggregate and 
the changes in the length of the prisms are measured 
up to 8 weeks. It is found that the introduction of 
about 4% air decreases the expansion on average by 
about 40%.

The petrographic examination of 8-week-old mortars 
has demonstrated that, in the case of opaline sand, 
the air bubbles are at least partially filled with 
isotropic gel, while the air bubbles in the control 
mortars remain empty.

The Authors suggest that air-entrainment may be used 
as an additional safeguard whenever alkali-aggregate 
reaction is suspected. However, the filling of the 
air bubbles naturally reduces the effectiveness of 
the entrained air-void system in a freeze-thaw 
environment.

The effectiveness of mineral admixtures in preventing 
alkali-silica reaction has also been evaluated with 

the T.I. method (41) (68).

Another accelerated version of the test ASTM C227 is 
the "Chinese" autoclaved mortar bar test (105). n 
this test, mortar prisms (10x10x40 mm) are stored or 
24 h in a fog room,then steam cured at 100 C for 



and finally autoclaved at 150 °C for 6 h in a 10% 
KOH solution.The expansion is measured between treat
ments. The curing temperature -in the autoclave is 
determined by taking into account the fact that the 
control prisms with quartz sand expand to an appre
ciable extent (0.02%) only when the temperature ex
ceeds 150 C. Data is given on 28 aggregates, inclu
ding 9 reactive ones; some of the latter already 
expanding more than 0.05% after the steam curing. The 
expansions in autoclave ranged between 1.3% for opa
line aggregate and 0.23% for a volcanic glass. The 
results of the accelerated test are largely consis
tent with those of the ASTM test. The autoclave 
method was also used successfully to compare the 
effectiveness of volcanic tuff, fly ash and slag in 
preventing alkali-silica reaction (56) (58).

An accelerated version of the test ASTM C227 has also 
been developed in South Africa (29). Mortar prisms 
made with low alkali cement are stored in 1 N NaOH 
solution at 80 C. Specimen expansions are measured 
daily for 14 days. It has been suggested (22) that 
>0.08% but <0.2% expansions indicate late-expansive 
siliceous rock. An expansion of 0.2% or more is 
typical of early-expansive siliceous rock.

With regard to accelerated tests, it must be borne 
in mind that they do not always modify the rates of 
aggregate reaction and specimen expansion consisten
tly (83),(85).

In some cases, these tests can reduce the amount of 
expansion while in other circumstances they can pro
mote reactions which do not progress under ordinary 
conditions. Based upon the observation that an acce
leration in the alkali-silica reaction produces less 
deterioration in the concrete structures (111), a 
"decelerated" test method has been developed at 
Aachen in West Germany. This method differs from the 
ASTM C227 test in the mortar composition (less ce
ment content),in the aggregate particle size (absence 
of coarser aggregate fractions),in the specimen di
mensions (40x40x160 mm) and in the curing temperature 
(18-23 °C). A comparison between the two tests was 
made using as reactive aggregates opaline, sandstone, 
aggregate from Bültwisch quarry, Malmesbury aggregate 
and feldspatic greywacke from Nova Scotia (112). For 
the more reactive aggregates (opaline sandstone) it 
is confirmed that, with respect to the Aachen 
method, the test ASTM C227 accelerates the alkali
aggregate reaction (due to the higher cement content 
and the greater curing temperature) but reduces the 
deterioration of the specimens. For less reactive 
aggregates (greywacke, Malmesbury and Bültwisch ) the 
results of the comparison are not yet known because 
longer testing times are required (2-3 years).

The mortar bar expansion test can also be used to 
evaluate the reactivity of Portland cements. Pyrex 
glass (113-114) or opal (36) are generally used as 
reactive aggregate, but it has been shown that better 

results could be obtained using hornfels of the Mal
mesbury Formation as reactive aggregate (115). With 
this type of aggregate there is a satisfactory rela
tionship between expansion of specimens and available 
alkali content of the cement, the latter being de
termined according to the ASTM C311-85 procedure 
(116).

The effect of the w/c ratio on the expansion in 
mortar bars has been investigated by Lenzner (117).

The bars were obtained by using mortar with mix 
proportions of the aggregate-cement ratio equal to 3 
and with an increasing water-cement ratio, varying 
from 0.4 to 0.7. The mortar was prepared with 
standard sand and a 4% substitution with a 0.09-0.5 
mm fraction of opaline sand. The mortar prisms were 
kept at room temperature in a humid atmosphere.

The damage caused by the reactivity of the aggregate 
is estimated by measuring the expansion and 
variations in the natural resonance frequency. The 
results indicate that the maximum expansion is 
obtained at a w/c ratio of 0.6. The "pessimum" ratio 
is related to the kind of mix.

Vivian (118) has examined the effect of repeated 
drying and wetting on the expansion of mortar bars 
containing opal V17 as reactive aggregate. If the 
water is removed from the mortar at an early age, the 
alkali-opal reaction is inhibited and the expansion 
can be arrested. When a sufficiently large quantity 
of water or water vapour is reabsorbed, the alkaline 
attack takes place again and expansion and cracking 
follow the reaction.

The drying of an expanded and cracked mortar bar has 
no effect on the degree of expansion. The expansion 
is caused by the development and enlargement of the 
cracks which produce marked displacements and which 
become partially filled with incompletely deformable, 
mobile reaction product. Also in this case the expan
sion process is arrested but reacted aggregate parti
cles resume their swelling tendencies as water or 
vapour is reabsorbed.

1.4.4. Concrete Expansion Test . The undoubted advan
tage of the concrete prism test permits conditions 
which best reflect the field situation , in particu
lar, proportions of ingredients and grading of aggre
gates. Therefore, some Authors (83) claim that the 
concrete prism test may be the most reliable method 
for testing all types of aggregates. In fact , this 
is the only satisfactory test for aggregates such as 
late-expansive siliceous rocks and reactive carbonate 
rocks, whose expansivity has been shown to increase 
by larger grain size.

For aggregates which display the classical alkali



silica reaction, the test C227 runs shorter because 
the deleterious process is accelerated when the fine
ness and surface area of the aggregate are greater.

The concrete prism test is adopted as Canadian Stan
dard (CSA A 23.22 - 14 A)(99). The evaluation methods 
are specified in CSA A 23.1 M 77, Appendix В 3.5 
(99). Changes in length are measured in a concrete 
prism with dimensions not less £han 75x75x300 mm. 
The concrete is made with 310 kg/m of cement and 80+ 
10 mm slump; the prisms are stored at 23 C in a wet 
environment. Linear expansions of 0.03% at any age 
indicate a potentially deleterious aggregate.

It is now widely recognized that the use of concrete 
specimens is compulsory (102) when conducting labora
tory expansion tests in order to demonstrate the 
reactivity of UK aggregates. The test conditions 
found to be appropriate are : high alkali cement 
(1.0^% as Na^O eq.), high cement content (740 or 560 
kg/m ), low water/cement ratio, and curing at 38 C. 
The procedure also ascertains the existence of a 
pessimum effect for a Thames Valley flint aggregate 
(102).

No explanation has yet been given for the expansion 
and cracking found in concrete prisms and not in 
mortar prisms, despite the fact that both mixes con
tained similar quantities of alkalis, were made with 
the same water/cement and aggregate/cement ratios and 
were stored under the same conditions (102).

Nixon and Bollinghaus (119) have examined the effect 
of the alkali-aggregate reaction on the tensile and 
compressive strengths of concrete made with UK aggre
gates containing flint and high-alkali cement. On the 
basis of the results in reference (102) the mix 
composition is chosen to give an alkali content in 
the concrete of about 6.3 kg Na^O equivalent per 
cubic metre, corresponding to a 600 kg/m cement 
factor.
Tensile strengths are measured on 100 x 200 mm cylin
ders, compressive strengths on 100 mm cubes. The 
<■ inders were stored at 38 C in 100% RH, the cubes 
were cured at 20 C in water. Two cylinders, first 
intended for the tensile strength measurement, were 
instead tested for compressive strength.
The development of the alkali-aggregate reaction was 
evaluated through the expansion of 75 x 75 x 200 mm 
concrete prisms, some stored in water at 20 C, some 
in 100% RH at 38 °C.
The results of the mechanical and expansion tests, 
monitored up to 1 year, are shown in Fig.26 . A 
substantial decrease in the tensile strength is ob
served before the concrete expands and cracks. The 
loss in strength occurs after 2 months, while signi
ficant expansion and cracking of prisms develop after 
6 months.
The two compressive strength values at 30 C indicate 
only some decrease at 1 year, by which time the 
concrete prisms have severely deteriorated. The com

pressive strength at 20 °C does not appear affected 
and this corresponds with the insignificant deve
lopment of the expansion.
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Fig. 26 - Tensile and compressive strength develop
ment and expansion of concrete stored at 
20 or 38°C. (ref. 118)

Measurements of concrete samples from structures 
affected by alkali-aggregate reaction confirm the 
trend of the laboratory data.

Even though the concrete prism method appears 
reliable under many circumstances, a generalized use 
of this method is considered unlikely 
(88)(120). In fact, some practical aspects, such as 
the collection, of large-sized aggregate, the prepara
tion of a great number of mixes, the long storage 
period, the quantity of aggregate required and sto
rage room, are considered unfavourable for the 
diffusion of the method .

The problem of the long testing time is still unre
solved. Moreover, it is likely to happen that the 
test procedure could require adjustments related to 
the reactivity of the particular aggregate. Attempts 
to accelerate the expansion by dipping the prisms in 
saturated NaCI solution at 50 °C were not very suc
cessful (83). These are preliminary tests and more 
work has to be undertaken before a definitive asses- 



sment can be given. In order to reduce the testing 
time, and consequently the drawbacks, greater atten
tion might be paid to the possibilities offered by 
the expansion rate method (100) (106).
The concrete cube test is another method used to 
evaluate the potential reactivity of the cement
aggregate combinations. This is a qualitative test 
since the reactivity of the system is evaluated on 
the basis of the formation of visible cracks in 
concrete specimens.

In the original version (121), 30 cm concrete cubes 
are stored in a fog room at 40 C. In a second ver
sion, 10 cm cubes are cured at 65% RH with the base 
of the specimens (1 cm) immersed in water at 20 °C. 
Under these conditions, the presence of reactive 
aggregate produces notable cracks in the specimens 
right above the water level. The most recent version 
of the test (83) consists of immersing the 10 cm 
concrete cubes in a water bath at 23 °C. This tempe
rature is considered as optimum for solubility of 
silica. ,

Although the test is quite simple, and is also suit
able for use in field conditions, it appears 
troublesome in the case of late-expansive aggregates, 
because of the excessively long test times required 
for the formation of conspicuous cracks in the spe
cimens.

1.4.5. Rock Expansion Test. The rock cylinder test 
ASTM C586-69 (122) is a method specifically designed 
to detect potential expansivity of reactive carbonate 
rocks. This method measures the changes in length of 
cylinders (35 mm height and 9 mm diameter) of the 
same rock. The expansion is produced by soaking in 
1 N NaOH solution at room temperature. Expansions 
greater than 0.1% are indicative of reactivity. 
Usually, the expansive phenomenon appears within 28 
days except in the case of carbonate rocks, known as 
late-expanders (123) (124). It is recommended that 
rock-cylinder expansion be verified by additional 
expansion tests, preferably in concrete, because it 
is not yet possible to relate the results of ASTM 
C586 test with the expansive behaviour of field 
concrete.
The applicability of the test C586 to carbonate rocks 
from the Middle East and North Africa has been dis
cussed in references (88) (125). The case of three 
Libyan rocks is examined (125): a dolomitic rock with 
acid-insoluble residue formed of quartz, kaolinite 
and muscovite, and two carbonate rocks taken from 
different sides of the same quarry, one impure lime
stone and the other dolomitic limestone. The .last two 
rocks have an acid-insoluble residue formed of 
quartz, palygorskite arid chamosite.

The dolomitic rock is late-expansive; it first con
tracts up to two months, after which it starts to 
expand. Expansion at 4 months exceeds 0.1% and stops 

at 9 months (0.24%). The other two rocks show only 
contractions. For dolomitic rock cylinders, the va
riations in length can be related to variations in 
weight. For the other two rocks, however, there is no 
relationship. Criteria for the interpretation of data 
are also discussed (125).

A modified version of the test ASTM C586 is the 
miniature rock prism test (126). It uses small-dimen
sion prisms (3x6x30 mm or even 3x6x15 mm) to accele
rate the saturation of the rock with alkalis and 
thus the expansive phenomenon. This test could be 
useful for evaluating gravels (88). However, it has 
been suggested that small-dimension prisms cored from 
the same rock sample could expand differently since 
they are not equally representative of the composi
tion of the rock (127).
Another accelerated version of the test ASTM C586 has 
been developed in Czechoslovakia (128) and adopted as 
a test standard in that country (CSN 72 1160). Basi
cally, the method measures the variation in length of 
carbonate rock prisms (10x10x30 mm) autoclaved in a 
NaOH solution at 215 °C and 2.1 MPa for 6 hours.

The three tests (ASTM C 586, CSN 72 1160 and Minia
ture Prism) have also been used to evaluate the 
potential reactivity of late-expansive siliceous 
aggregates. The results were not very satisfactory 
since the expansions of the rock cylinder (101) or 
miniature rock prism tests (129) could not be easily 
related with those of the concrete prism test. In the 
case of the Czechoslovakian test, the expansions were 
accompanied by the formation of phases which did not 
occur in ordinary conditions (83).

Neither the test ASTM C586 nor the miniature prism 
method is suitable for evaluating the potential 
expansivity of aggregates with a classic alkali
silica reaction. The specimens either dissolve com
pletely or break up due to the dissolution of the 
bonds between the grains (106) (129).

1.4.6. Osmotic Cel 1 Test. This test was developed 
about 30 years ago to study the expansion mechanism 
related to the alkali-silica reaction (57). Recently, 
the method has been reproposed to evaluate the poten
tial reactivity of late-, and early-expansive sili
ceous aggregates (130).

An osmotic cell is used which consists of two cham
bers, one for reaction and one for reserve. Both are 
filled with 1 N NaOH solution and separated by a 
cement paste membrane (w/c = 0.55). The test involves 
introducing a sample of aggregate (the fraction 
between screens no. 50 and 100) into the reaction 
chamber and then measuring the flow rate of the 
liquid through the membrane. Reactive aggregates 
cause a positive "low which remains constant for some 
weeks, and whose extent depends on the reactivity of 
the aggregate. Preliminary tests showed that the 



criterion for differentiating a reactive from a non
reactive aggregate is a flow rate greater than 1.5 to 
2.0 mm/day. With this test it is also possible to 
detect the potential reactivity of some late-expan
sive aggregates for which the test ASTM C227 is 
unsuitable. The test appears to be promising for its 
relative simplicity and rapidity.

II. COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN CONCRETE AND REINFORCEMENT

It is generally agreed that concrete is 
a material of considerable durability in that it 
provides the reinforcement embedded in it with an 
environment particularly suitable for preventing 
corrosion.

However, tn the past there have been numerous cases 
of inadequate behaviour of structures in reinforced 
concrete. ■

In this regard much study and research has been 
undertaken on the behaviour of the reinforcement as a 
function of its mix features and the environment in 
which it is situated.

A far-ranging and in-depth survey of this subject, 
sponsored by the American Society for Testing and 
Materials, was carried out by Slater in 1983 (131).

Here, and also elsewhere (132), major importance is 
given to the problems connected with the economic 
implications of corrosive phenomena on concrete rein
forcement which in many countries, particularly in 
the United States, have reached impressive levels. 
More recently, in Great Britain, the extremely high 
level of deterioration of buildings to be accounted 
for in present and future years has been stressed 
(133). An even more recent survey has been conducted 
by the American Concrete Institute (134).

In this brief and concise report an attempt was made 
to include a selection of more recent publications by 
authors from various parts of the world.Inevitably 
however, some citations of equally important 
scientific weight may be lacking; it must also 
be .remembered that this particular subject is 
presented at the Congress on Cement for the first 
time.

11 -1- Mechanism of corrosion behaviour of iron in 
concrete.

11.1.1. Electrochemical Behaviour of Iron in Con
crete. Iron,like the majority of metals, can undergo 
oxidation as a result of the environment in which it 
is situated on the basis of two different phenomena 
which are normally defined as dry corrosion and wet 
corrasion. In the case of reinforcement of concrete, 
there is no doubt that this latter must be considered 

as an electrolytic conductor (135); therefore the 
phenomena relevant to the behaviour of metals in 
contact with it fall within the category of . wet 
corrosion, also called electrochemical corrosion 
(136)(137)(138).

As is known, iron is a metal with an active-passive 
behaviour. Pourbaix's diagram on the iron-water
system describes the thermodynamic behaviour of the 
metal: it clearly shows that in the pH interval 
typical of the solution present in the pores of the 
concrete, iron is normally passive (Fig.27) 
(139)(140)(141). '
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Fig. 27 - Potential-pH equilibrium diagram for 
system Fe-H20 at 25°C (After Pourbaix)

Passivity is due to the formation of a thick imper
vious superficial film (20-200 8 of highly protective 
iron oxides Fe 04 and Fe^) (142). From a kinetic 
point of view, the curve which describes the course 
of the current density as a function of the assumed 
or imposed potential polarization curve is that given 
in Fig. 28 (141)(143)(144). It can be seen that the 
critical current necessary to pass from the active to 
passive state is around 1-10 mA/m and corresponds to 
a corrosion rate of a few/jm/y, while the current 
density necessary to maintain the passive stage, is 
about 0.1 mA/m and corresponds to tenths of /im/y. 
The use of polarization curves for characterizing the 
electrochemical phenomena which govern the behaviour 
of the reinforcement, dates back more than twenty 
years (145)(146) and is very useful for explaining 
corrosion mechanisms in the presence of chlorides.

Since concrete reinforcement is normally in a state 
of passivity, it can only be attacked by corrosion 
when the passive layer deteriorates. This can occur 
when the corrosion agents present in the environment 



surrounding the concrete come into contact with the 
reinforcement. Therefore the layer of concrete which 
covers the reinforcement, namely the concrete cover, 
plays an extremely important role.
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Just as a good-quality paint can constitute a 
reliable protective barrier against a metal being 
attacked by the surrounding environment, so the 
concrete cover constitutes, independently of the 
electrochemical action on the iron, a real physical 
barrier which limits the passage of corrosive agents 
and water (143)(147)(148). The efficiency of the 
barrier is obviously linked to certain properties of 
the concrete, the most important being porosity and 
permeabi1ity.

Another property which has a considerable influence 
on the evolution of the corrosive phenomena of the 
reinforcement and which is electrochemical is the 
resistivity of the concrete (136). It depends to a 
great extent on the composition of the admixture, the 
workmanship, the humidity, the quality and quantity 
°f the ions present as well as the temperature 
(I49)(150). Freshly-made concrete can have a 
resistivity of around 150-300 ohm x cm, which rises 
to 3000-20000 ohm x cm and even higher after it has 
been exposed to the air for a few days (151)(152). 
The presence of chlorides has a considerable effect 
on the resistivity, halving it for example if it is 
equal to 0.6% of the weight of the concrete (153). 
Although concrete is a very composite material, it is 
Possible to take the resistivity values apparent on 
the surface as indication of the state of corrosion 
°f the reinforcement (154).

The depassivation of iron in concrete is often, but 
not always, concomitant with the deterioration of the 

cover (143)(155)(156){157). The most widespread 
causes of reinforcement corrosion are to be 
attributed to the phenomenon of carbonation and also 
to the presence of chloride ions; although in 
different ways, both causes lead to the lowering of 
the pH in the environment close to the iron and to 
the subsequent loss of passivity (143)(158)(159).

Naturally, the presence of cracks in the cover 
facilitates the penetration of aggressive agents and 
therefore the danger due to their presence has been 
suitably studied (160). The presence of stray cur
rents and differential aeration cells can also cause 
corrosion in the reinforcement, provided Cl' ions are 
also present(161).

II.1.2. Carbonation. Carbon dioxide contained in the 
environment surrounding the concrete, be it air or 
water, can penetrate it with a speed which greatly 
depends on certain properties of the concrete.

Carbonation kinetics for various types of concrete in 
different environments follow the general relation:

dx/dt = К V t

in which the proportionality constant К depends on 
various parameters relevant both to the quality of 
the concrete (w/c ratio, type of cement, porosity, 
etc.) and to the type of environment (temperature, 
relative humidity, etc), as well as obviously to the 
presence of cracks in the concrete (143)(162-165). 
Tuutti (166), in order to calculate the thickness of 
the concrete in which neutralization had occurred as 
a result of carbonation, used as an analogy the 
oxygen diffusion figures obtained from other authors 
(Fig-29) (167). He found, as was foreseeable, that 
there is a greater carbon dioxide penetration in 
environments with less relative humidity; evidently, 
in this case, pores are easily permeated by air. 
Nevertheless, except in special cases, the time 
needed to carbonate 2 cm of cover is in the order of 
some tens of years, as reported by Page (143) and 
Locke (168), according to whom the penetration rate 
of carbon dioxide falls well below a mm/year not long 
after the structure has been completed.

In these conditions, the danger of the decreasing of 
the pH of the electrolyte in contact with the 
reinforcement, due to carbonation of the concrete can 
be recognized even in the design stage. Therefore it 
is possible to take appropriate precautions, by 
establishing the concrete mix, the w/c ratio and the 
curing conditions, a means to prevent defects due to 
particular environments. Despite the fact that it is 
possible to predict the entity of the carbonation 
with a certain precision, and therefore also the 
danger of corrosion of the reinforcement over time, 
precocious deterioration phenomena have occurred in 
recent years in reinforced concrete structures in 
Middle East countries (169)(170)(171).
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Fig. 29 - Calculated depths of carbonation in 

varying relative humidity. Cement content 
400 кд/щЗ, w/c=0.5 (ref. 166)

It " is evident that this phenomenon is to be 
attributed to the high atmospheric temperatures, as 
well as to the workmanship and the traditional curing 
methods. Moreover, it has been observed that there is 
an additional negative factor due to the presence of 
chlorides, although modest, from the use of inert 
substances which contain them as impurities.

II.1.3. Chlorides. Chlorides, as is known, can be 
found in concrete either in the manufacturing stage 
or they can derive from the external environment.

In the first case, their presence may be discovered 
and consequently the resulting problems can be eva
luated beforehand; chlorides can be contained in the 
mixture water, in the impurities of the aggregates, 
in the additives, or can be deliberately added to 
the cement to accelerate the hardening phenomena.

In the second case it is possible for the chloride 
ions to transfer themselves from the external envi
ronment to the inside of the concrete but it is less 
easy to foresee their penetration rate and concentra
tion at a given depth; it is therefore much more 
difficult to evaluate the consequences of their entry 
at the design stage. The chlorides can originate from 
saline water, or from the atmosphere, or from salt 
which is spread on roads to prevent ice during the 
winter. The mechanism which regulates the attack of 
Cl ions on reinforcement is the one which normally 
governs the iron pitting phenomenon in an alkaline 
environment. The theories which can explain the pit
ting phenomenon are very clearly expounded by Foley
(172) and discussed by Dehghanian and Locke
(173) (174); the final result however is that of an 
acid attack on the iron, in some small, well-defined
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4.3
areas of the reinforcement, which is self-stimulating 
due to the hydrolysis of the soluble compound which 
is formed as follows:

FeCl2 + 2H20 -> Fe(0H)2 + 2HC1

From the point of view of kinetic behaviour of iron 
in an alkaline environment in the presence of chlo
rides, the comparison of the relevant polarization 
curve (Fig.30) with that obtained in the absence of 
chlorides can be very useful (141) (143) (175).

potential
mV (sce)

Fig. 30 - Potentiodynamic anodic polarization of 
mild steel in hydrated OPC pastes of 
w/c=0.4 containing various percentages 
of calcium chloride hydrate by weight 
of cement (sweep rate=l mV/s) (ref.143)

It is thus possible to show that a drop in the spon
taneous potential of the iron in the presence of Cl 
corresponds to the start of an anodic reaction of 
dissolution which makes the pit develop.

What is instead difficult to determine, and therefore 
to prescribe, is the maximum admissable chloride 
content in concrete without the pitting phenomenon 
taking place; this uncertainty is mainly due to the 
unknown amount of free chlorides, i.e. of those able 
to attack the passive layer; the limit concentration 
value which determines the corrosion possibility 
depends on many factors including the origin of the 
chlorides and the accompanying cation (176). In par
ticular, as regards the chlorides which are present 
right from the moment of mixing, they are bound toge
ther due to a greater or lesser degree which results 
in the formation of insoluble chloraluminates 
(173)(174)(177-181).

It has also been hypothesized that other constituents 
of the clinker can react with the Cl", decreasing its 



danger, but this is open to discussion (179).

The ratio between free and bound chlorides has also 
not been agreed upon by researchers. This is not 
surprising if one considers that the parameters which 
influence this figure are numerous (sulphate content, 
w/c ratio, curing conditions, nature of cement, na
ture of cation linked to Cl , ect.).It almost appears 
superfluous to stress that the penetration rate of 
chlorides is also influenced by temperature.

The use of high-pressure extraction techniques pro
posed by Longuet (7) and recently applied in the 
study of this problem (182)(183)(184), could give a 
definitive response to this controversial question in 
the near future.

When chlorides only emanate from the environment 
surrounding the structures the possibility that they 
will depassivate the reinforcement is strictly linked 
to their diffusion rate inside the concrete. Various 
attempts have been made to quantify the rate at which 
chlorides enter the concrete (185)(186)(187) and 
pastes of hardened cement (188), by assessing the 
time required to create a concentration of chlorides 
exceeding the well known 0.6 value of the Cl /0Н 
ratio, proposed as the maximum limit for not having 
corrosion (189)(190).

As regards the quantity of chlorides this is expres
sed as a weight percentage with respect to the cement 
and is considered dangerous for the corrosion beha
viour of the reinforcement. A frame of reference is 
given in Table 5 (168)(191)(192).

II.1.4. Oxygen. A widely-held opinion is that when 
oxygen is lacking around the reinforcement any 
possibility of corrosion ceases to exist. This 
derives from the belief that it is only oxygen which 
feeds the cathodic reaction in an environment with 
such a high pH. An indirect demonstration of this 
hypothesis lies in the experimental observation that 
the reinforcement of structures completely immersed 
in seawater has very low corrosion rates (less than 
10 yum/y. This is because of the difficulty of the 
oxygen to diffuse in water-saturated concrete, 
despite the very negative potentials, peculiar of 
activity conditions (193). The values of the 
diffusion rate of oxygen, expressed in mA/m , 
determined by various authors and reported in Table 
6, confirm the aforesaid observation (194). The 
possible presence of static or dynamic loads does not 
aggravate the situation (195).

Table 6

Oxygen fluxes through saturated concrete. 
Concretethickness from 20 to 70 mm

Reference Oxygen flux (mA/m2)

Wilkins (1979) < 0.8

Tuutti (1982) 0.5

Vennesland (1981) < 0.7

Vennesland (1982) 0.3 - 1.5

Gj0rv (1976) 0.1 - 2.5

VERITAS 0 - 0.5

Table 5

Chloride limits for Portland Cement Mixes (ACI)

Structure ci % weight, based
on cement weight

Prestressed 0.06

Reinforced structure wet,
exposed to Cl environment 0.10

Reinforced structure wet, о 15 *

* Also recommended by FHA

not Cl in environment "

Above ground, dry no limit

However, it must be remembered that if the pH in the 
environment close to the reinforcement falls to 
values in the field of acidity, either due to 
carbonation or, as some authors suggest, to 
hydrolysis of the iron chloride, the corrosive attack 
can be considerable even in the absence of oxygen 
(159).

11.1.5. Influence of Cracks. The determination of the 
maximum size of cracks which can form on the visible 
surface of the concrete has been the subject of 
numerous studies and analyses (196-200), as well as a 
special research programme (160).

It is naturally necessary to realize that, once 
again, there are numerous parameters which influence 
the choice of the maximum acceptable value: origin of 
the cracks, their static or dynamic nature, type of 
environment in contact with the structures, 
longitudinal or transversal position of the cracks 
with respect to the rods, etc.

These uncertainties are reflected by the fact that 
the maximum amplitude values which are recommended 



vary from 0.1-0.2 mm (201)(202) to 0.4 mm (203) and 
up to 0.5 mm (194).

11.1.6. Influence of Macro-Cel 1s. Since concrete is a 
macro-heterogeneous material there may exist within 
it quite different concentrations of oxygen and 
chlorides, and even pH; as a consequence macro-cells 
are formed with a distance of some meters between the 
anodic and cathodic zones (204)(205) (206).

The worst conditions are to be found when a small, 
scarcely aerated zone (anode) is combined with a vast 
area, rich in oxygen (cathode) in the presence cf 
chlorides; in fact in this case a large potential 
difference between the two areas forms and therefore 
a high current may flow. The cracks encourage the 
formation of macro-cells.

11.1.7. Stray Currents. The idea that the presence 
of stray currents, either direct or alternating, can 
induce corrosion in concrete reinforcements, finds 
confirmation in literature (206): corrosion problems 
are often attributed to the presence of stray 
electrical current which can result from adjacent 
electrical facilities.

Moreover, the negative role which, in the long term, 
the current sent by means of the cathodic protection 
systems can play on the adhesive force of the con
crete on the reinforcement, has been pointed out 
(207).

11.1.8. Service Time. Taking into account the 
variable, in force and the many approximations, a 
complex mathematical model was set up a few years ago 
which allows thw corrosion rate of the reinforcement 
to be established and the service life of a structure 
to be forecast (208)(209).
A more realistic approach to the assessement of the 
"useful life" period of a structure in reinforced 
concrete has been made by Tuutti (186) and adopted by 
Schiessl (210), who propose defining this period on 
the basis of two stages. During the first stage, of 
t. duration, conditions are created in which the 
corrosive attack begins; during the second stage, of 
t duration, the attack proceeds and exposes the 
structure to precarious conditions. Once the period

= t. + t (service time) tot in pr '

has passed it is necessary to perform the repairs and 
reconstruction considered necessary (Fig.31).

Naturally, the preliminary calculation of the times 
t. and t is rather uncertain since it depends on a in x pr
great many parameters.
Browne, on his side, in order to assess the service 
time of structures, proposes the following procedure 
(185).
a. Dust samples are taken at various depths from the 

surface and chloride ion contents determined.

b. Using the equation

C(xt) = Cq [1 - erf (x/(2 Dc\t)j

where C(xt) = the chloride level at distance, x, 
after time, t, for an equilibrium chloride level, 
C , at the surface.
D = the chloride diffusion coefficient
erf = the error function (obtained from 
standard tables)

and employing a computer programme, values of C 
and D are derived.

c. Having obtained C and D from samples taken from 
an actual structure, £he chloride level with 
depth from the surface at any age can be 
calculated and plotted.

d. To calculate the time to activate the steel, a 
critical chloride level of 0.4% chloride by 
weight of cement is taken.

I J[,initiation , |t . propagation ,|
I I
I LIFETIME,|
, OR TIME BEFORE REPAIR |

Fig. 31 - Schematic drawing or the corrosion process 
of steel in concrete.

11.2. Measures Against Premature Deterioration.
As seen in the previous paragraph, reinforcement is 
normally found in conditions of passivity and thus 
does not undergo corrosion.

Therefore, in order to prevent the ingress of carbon 
dioxide and chlorides during initial design and in
stallation preventive measures must be taken.

These measures, as various recent surveys have sugge
sted (194)(211-221), concern both the fabrication 
methods and the use of techniques belonging to the 
vast sector of anticorrosion (cathodic protection, 
use of inhibitors, protective coatings, etc).

In many cases it is advisable to consider the use or 
both measures.

II.2.1. Executive Process. The parameters influencing 



the protective properties of concrete with regards to 
the reinforcement are: the quality of the water and 
of the aggregates, the use of additives, the type of 
cement, the cement content, the water-cement ratio, 
the thickness of the cover, the working methods and 
the curing conditions.

The majority of these parameters determine the de- 
greee of porosity and compaction of the concrete and 
therefore its resistance to diffusion of aggressive 
agents. The various national organizations respon
sible for issuing standars have therefore established 
specifications in this regard, which also take ac
count of the atmospheric environment of the struc
tures to be built. CEB, Comite' Eurointernational du 
Beton, has undertaken a survey on the standards in 
use in various countries, as well as the recommenda
tions put forward by European experts (191)(203). 
Therefore data can be found on the optimal choices 
regarding parameters during the design stage with a 
view to adequate prevention of corrosive phenomena 
concerning reinforcement.

Attention should be paid to the cement quality: a 
recent survey (222) shows that the use of pozzolanic 
materials (blast furnace cement, flying ash, highly 
dense microsilica cement), although in some cases 
causing an increase in passive current density, give 
a greater resistance to corrosion due to chlorides 
with respect to the use of ordinary Portland. More
over, in recent literature (47)(222-228) results are 
reported which identify the role played by silica in 
improving corrosion prevention.

With regard to chlorides the use of sulphur-infil- 
trated cement has also been suggested to improve the 
anticorrosion features (229).

11.2.2. Anti-Corrosion Techniques.

II.2.2.1. Coating of Concrete. In environments where 
it is foreseeable that aggressive substances, and 
especially chlorides, can penetrate the concrete, it 
is possible to improve the impermeability by coating 
the exposed surface. The types of coatings studied 
are numerous and are listed in various surveys 
(230)(231)(232).

The main property which a good coating should possess 
is the low permeation offered to corrosive agents 
(water, steam, salts). At the same time the coating 
must have a good bond with the concrete, resistance 
to abrasion, UV rays stability, and chemical iner
tia as regards the constituents of the concrete.

It should be stressed that besides the nature of the 
binder, the choice of fillers and solvents as well as 
the application methods, are very important. The use 
of epoxy and urethane resins for coatings appears 
Particularly effective.

On the other hand, the use of sheet-type membranes, 
suggested as a result of research into the protection 
of bridge decks, is debatable (233). Such membranes 
can, in fact, develop problems such as blistering, 
poor curb sealing and pinholing.

As an alternative to a coating, it is possible to 
modify a thin surface layer of concrete by impregna
tion with organic substances such as linseed oil, 
methyl methacrylate, silanes. The major drawback 
appears to be the technique of heating which must be 
carried out with suitable precautions in order no to 
provoke the formation of cracks (234)(235). 
Experiments have been made on wax bead impregnation 
in the concrete mix; after placement the structure is 
heated and the wax melts, coating the pores. Problems 
of heating are similar to those of the organic sub
stances impregnation.

II.2.2.2. Coating of Iron. This is a classic protec
tion method in general industrial practice. As re
gards concrete reinforcement, two types of coatings 
have been specially studied: epoxy painting and gal
vanizing, the use of which is debatable.

A little over ten years have passed since the first 
widescale use of reinforcements coated with epoxy 
resins (236). The types of resins which can be used 
have been thoroughly studied and data on the beha
viour of coated rods as regards corrosion is promi
sing (237)(238). Recommended epoxy coating thickness 
to guarantee a good adherence to concrete are in the 
order of 5-10 mils. Cement-slurried wires have also 
shown a good behaviour with regard to corrosion 
(239). Tests conducted on iron deliberately painted 
with very defective coatings still denote a conside
rable improvement in resistance to corrosion (211).

The use of zinc coatings on reinforcement rods, 
achieved by hot immersion,has been widely studied 
(240-249) and is also the subject of an ASTM standard 
(250).

Even today there is no unanimity of views on the 
effectiveness of such a coating; in particular it 
seems that the good results obtained in the US over 
the last decades, which have led to the use of galva
nized rods in more than 2% of reinforced concrete 
structures, have not already had positive confirma
tion in Europe (240) nor in Japan (221).

The main reason for this difference in behaviour 
could lie in the lower alkaline content required by 
American specifications, and consequently in the 
lower pH value of the solutions contained in the 
pores (243)(244).

Attempts to prevent zinc corrosion with chrome treat
ment or with the addition of chromates to the mixture 
during the stage in which the cement is still fresh 
have not given appreciable results (221)(240).



.In addition, doubts have been raised about the sound
ness of the adhesion between the galvanized rods and 
the concrete (241).

II.2.2.3. Use of Inhibitors. Until the early 
Seventies, research into the use of possible 
inhibitors to add to the concrete in order to 
decrease the corrosion tendency of the reinforcement, 
mainly due to chlorides, was directed to oxidants as 
chromates, phosphates, nitrites, benzoates, used for 
corrosive waters. Subsequently, efforts were almost 
totally concentrated on the study of inhibitive 
properties of one product: calcium nitrite. This 
product, unlike sodium nitrite which is equally 
effective in inhibiting corrosion, does not have 
deleterious effects on concrete strength, and also 
acts as an accelerator (251-255).

The mechanism proposed to explain the passivating 
features of calcium nitrite is the same as that put 
forward to explain its functioning in an aqueous 
solution; it should however be pointed out that its 
capacity to delay the start of corrosive phenomena in 
the presence of chlorides is limited to a chlo- 
ride/nitrite molar ratio of 1.5, above which the 
additive is no longer effective. The water/cement 
ratio, and therefore the use of water reducers, also 
play a considerable role, so much so that it seems 
certain that for w/c > 0.5 the presence of nitrite in 
the mixture becomes useless(255).

11.2.3. Electrochemical Methods.

11.2.3.1. Electrochemical Removal of Chlorides. A 
series of tests conducted by Slater demonstrate that, 
by applying an electric field to the reinforced 
concrete structure which already contains a dangerous 
amount of chlorides, one can, with a few devices, 
remove a considerable percentage of them, thus 
ensuring that their concentration drops to levels 
which will not induce corrosion (256). This method 
still requires further testing and, moreover, its 
economic feasibility must be demonstrated.

II.2.3.2. Cathodic Protection. Cathodic protection of 
reinforcement was first applied in the field in the 
early sixties and has always had difficulty in 
achieving wide acceptance, despite growing 
development in the bridge deck sector.

A few years ago the ASTM organized a convention on 
steel corrosion in the presence of chlorides at which 
were greatly emphasized attempts made prior to W.W.II 
to apply cathodic protection methods to 
reinforcement to prevent corrosion (257)(258).

There are evidently no great difficulties to overcome 
in the case of reinforced concrete structures in 
contact with electrolytes (buried pipes, tank inte
riors, offshore platforms, etc.) since the design
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criteria of traditional cathodic protection systems 
can be applied to them (259).

There is instead, given the particular nature of the 
configuration of aerial reinforced concrete struc
tures, a salient fact in designing a cathodic protec
tion system for reinforcement rods, which is that it 
has to be carried out when the structure is being 
designed. In fact, it is necessary to prepare in 
advance, at the appropriate time, both the short 
circuit connection of the entire steel rod network 
and the arrangement of the auxiliary and references 
electrodes which permit the protective electric cir
cuit to be closed, an arrangement which causes some 
problems. Much has already been done, but much still 
remains to be done, precisely in relation to the 
solution of these practical problems. In addition, 
the electrochemical criteria which govern cathodic 
protection in concrete are still today being discus
sed.

A study by Haussmann in 1969 (260) gives as voltage 
values for rod protection -0.50 volt and -0.71 volt 
respectively (vs. copper-copper sulphate reference 
electrode) for steel reinforcement uncorroded and for 
reinforcement already corroded.

Subsequent experiments, in particular those conducted 
in the presence of chlorides and therefore in an 
environment in which steel passivation can be less, 
advise values of -0.77 (261)(262) or even less nega
tive (263)(264) or values to be established on a case 
by case basis (265)(266)(267)(268).

For protection with impressed currents as auxiliary 
electrodes, besides the traditional ones in graphite 
and iron silicon usable for buried or immersed struc
tures, the use of conductive layers or conductor 
concretes with embedded metallic wires are suggested 
for aerial structures (269)(270).

Given the relatively modest power consumption 
required for cathodic protection of concrete 
reinforcement, the use of solar energy generators has 
been tested in recent times (271) (272). Not being 
competitive where there is the possibility of using 
mains current these have found applications in the 
protection of off-shore platforms and in bridge decks 
situated in isolated areas. Given the discontinuity 
of the power supply of photovoltaic generators, the 
influence of the decrease or cancellation of the 
power was studied in order to decrease the 
accumulators capacity (273)(274). The results were 
conflicting, even though the hypothesis of Fromm and 
Wilson (275) appears promising and reveal that the 
duration of the non-corrosion of the concrete 
reinforcement left to itself after a long period of 
cathodic protection is about 160 hours.

For sacrificial anode protection systems, magnesium, 
zinc and Al-Zn-In alloy anodes have been used with 



success (276)(277). The latter seem to be preferred 
because magnesium when embedded in concrete gives 
voluminous corrosion products which crack the struc
ture and zinc does not give a sufficient potential 
difference between it and steel.

11.3. Corrosion Monitoring of Concrete Reinforcement. 
In the case of reinforced concrete it is possible to 
visibly ascertain a state of corrosion of the rods 
only when the corrosive phenomena are already well 
advanced.

Over the past years, besides the well-tested, if 
debatable, evaluation method based on measuring the 
potential with respect to a reference electrode, 
various other instrumental measurement methods have 
been proposed: electrical resistance, linear polari
zation resistance, electrochemical potential noise, 
AC impedance.

Two recent surveys on the evaluation of the state of 
corrosion of reinforcements are those of Perenchio 
(278) and Dawson (279): the first is directed more 
towards the examination of already collapsed struc
tures, while the second discusses investigation met
hods which can possibly be adopted in situ. A summary 
of the main electrochemical detection research, with 
particular reference to reinforced colicrete is given 
in (280) and (281).

Obviously, the case of laboratory studies is diffe
rent, since the corrosion tendency of iron controlled 
as a function of various experimental parameters can 
be considerably facilitated by adopting methods which 
are not easily extended to field measurements.

II-3.1.  Electrical and Electrochemical Tests.

11-3.1.1. Corrosion Potential. It is very easy to 
measure the spontaneous potential, or free corrosion 
or half-cell potential of reinforcement, when the 
reinforcement is entirely short-circuited (which does 
not always occur in reality) (282-287). The technique 
is described in an ASTM specification (288) and can 
be summarized as follows: the measuring circuit given 
in Fig. 32 is set up, taking care that the contact 
between the concrete surface and the reference 
electrode is made by inserting a sponge soaked in a 
solution with a high electric conductivity.

The electric contact with the reinforcement must be 
obtained on any rod emanating from the structure or 
with the external metal parts, as long as it is 
ensured that they are in turn short-circuited with 
the reinforcement.

The reference electrode is usually copper-saturated 
copper sulphate, but it can also be a saturated 
calomel. The results obtained are normally represen
ted by a map -on which equipotential lines are given:

4.3 
it can be equally just as useful to construct a 
potential graph of halfcell vs cumulative frequency.

Fig. 32 - Copper-Copper Sulfate Half Cell Circuitry

The state of corrosion of the different portions of 
the reinforcement in relation to the potential values 
measured (referred to the electrode Cu/CuSO ) is the 
following: 4

E > -0.20 V 90% probability of absence of corrosion 
E > -0.35 V 90% probability of corrosion 
-0.35 < E < -0.20 V uncertain situation

Recently, the use of the reference electrode Cu/CuSO 
for measurements on concrete has been advised 
against, since relatively high-value diffusion poten
tials could form on the contact surface between the 
solution contained in the electrode and the alkaline 
solution contained in the pores of the concrete 
(289).

When considering old structures, another source of 
uncertainty in the measurement could be given by a 
surface layer of concrete with high resistivity; in 
this case it is advisable to locally remove this 
layer before measuring.

As regards the significance of the measurements 
obtained, there are two trends. According to some 
authors (290)(291) a certain relation can be found 
between the potential values and the corresponding 
corrosion rate. Other authors (134)(279)(292) give 
more importance to the differences in potential found 
between different points than in the absolute values 
of the measurements; if one considers, for example, 
the case of water-saturated structures, the potential 
is very negative due to the lack of oxygen, but the 
corrosion rate is very low, contrary to what the ASTM 
standard would lead one to suppose. In these cases it 
is proposed to give greater importance to the diffe- 



rences in potential between different points of the 
reinforcement or to the gradients between the isopo
tential curves.

II.3.1.2. Electrochemical Noise. This probably 
represents the most interesting novelty of the last 
years in the field of corrosion monitoring and, 
although still at an early stage, could lead to 
interesting developments, especially for identifying 
localized forms of corrosion such as pitting and 
crevices.

The measuring technique consists of finding the spon
taneous fluctuations of the corrosion potential by 
means of a highly sensitive voltmeter with a data 
logger; the signal is then transformed from the time 
domain to the frequency one using an algorithm based 
on FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) or MEM (Maximum En
tropy Method). The duration of the measurement 
depends on the frequency fields concerned and varies 
from 15' to 2h.

The experiments which have already been conducted 
both in the laboratory and on installed structures 
seem to give the following indications: in the 
absence of corrosion a slight variation of the poten
tial is observed accompanied by random fluctuations; 
in the presence of pitting, a series of sudden falls 
and rises of the potential is recorded followed by a 
relatively slow exponential recovery; the slope of 
the noise/frequency curve is less than that noticed 
in the absence of corrosion; the standard deviation 
of the noise is proportional to the corrosion rate 
(279)(292)(293).

11.3.1.3. Electrical Resistance. This method is based 
on the obvious consideration that the thinning of a 
sheet or the diminution of the diameter of a filament 
due to corrosion leads to an increase of electrical 
resistance. It is widely used for the corrosion rate 
determination in fluids with low conductivity, 
especially in petroleum liquids. In the case of 
reinforced concrete, the electrolyte is the concrete 
itself, and the probe containing the filament or 
sheet must be inserted into the structures either 
during installation (new structures) or during 
reparation (old structures); in both cases, the 
position of the test element must be similar to that 
of the rods and several probes should be inserted so 
that the results represent the state of the entire 
reinforcement. The slope of the electrical 
resistance-time curves allows, when the dimensions of 
the starting element are known, the generalized coi— 
rosion rate to be calculated in terms of annual 
peretrat1on(294).

This type of measurement does not allow a situation 
of localized attack (pitting) to be recognized at the 
moment it takes place. However, it may be adopted to 
control the functioning of the cathodic protection 
(257).

4.3
II.3.1.4. Polar!zation Resistance. For some years the 
measurement technique for linear polarization 
resistance (LPR) has ben applied in many sectors of 
the industry and has been thoroughly investigated 
both in theoretical studies and by means of practical 
applications.

The measurement is based on the Stern and Geary 
equation, which relates the corrosion current densi
ty,i,(due to the functioning of local cells) with the 
variation in potential to which the material under 
examination is submitted following the passage of 
imposed current:

I - Iba. bc/2.3 (ba+bc )1 1/AV
corn L t 44 

where ba and be are the coefficients of Tafel's 
equations relevant to oxidation and reduction reac
tions respectively. The term AV/i is given the name 
of^ polarization resistance and is measured in ohm x 
cm (i is a current density) (295). For practical 
reasons it must be ensured that the variation in 
potential is always the same (for example 5 or 10 
mV), taking into account that the coefficients ba and 
be do not vary very much as long as the environment 
is the same (for example concrete); if the environme
ntal conditions vary (oxygen content, pH, presence of 
chlorides), the expression becomes:

I = В . i corr

Moreover, taking Faraday's laws into account, one 
has:

POTENTIOSTAT
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Fig. 33 - Galvanostatic polarization set up using 
rebars as reference, working and counter 
electrode (ref. 297)

The practical implementation of the measurement is 
obtained by using a circuit of the type illustrated 
in Fig.33. In order to determine the corrosion beha- 



viour over time, the three electrodes are normally 
equal and made of the same material as the reinforce
ment (in the case of reinforced concrete, three 
pieces of bars); the electrode which functions as a 
reference, can also be of another material but for 
practicality, and especially for concrete, it is 
usually the same as the other two.

Sometimes only two electrodes are used, and in this 
case they are both subjected to polarization, one 
cathodic and the other anodic; it is considered that 
this method is less precise than the previous one, 
since the result can be affected by considerable 
errors due to the fact that the polarization phenome
na in both directions (anodic and cathodic) are very 
different.

For several years the measurements of the corrosion 
rate of reinforcement rods by surveying the polariza
tion resistance has been carried out (296)(297) on 
laboratory test pieces. When this method is used on 
structures, it is necessary to place a suitable num
ber of probes in selected positions at the time of 
construction in order to follow the corrosion 
progress over time.

Unlike the electrical resistance method, that of 
polarization resistance allows the actual corrosion 
rate to be determined at any given moment. However 
in the case of reinforced concrete structures this 
does not constitute a preferential element since 
concrete' characteristics are not subject to sudden 
variations and consequently neither is the corrosion 
rate.

Among the limitations in the use of this technique 
there is the poor conductivity of some concretes: if 
the resistivity of the electrolyte reaches 10° ohm . 
cm (per 3-electrode probe) or even only 10 ohm . cm 
(per 2-electrode probe) the ohmic drop in the elec
trodes must be considered too high and the values 
obtained are extremely inaccurate. Also, in this 
case, as for measurements based on electrical resis
tance variations, it is not possible to obtain re
liable indications of the occurrence of pitting at
tacks.

The values of the В constant suggested for 
calculating the corrosion current density are 26 mV 
for rods in an active state and 52 mV for those in 
the passive state (296), but very different values 
have also been calculated and employed (298)(299).

Over and above the uncertainties and limitations 
introduced both by the choice of coefficient В and 
resistivity of the concrete, the tests conducted to 
date appear to demonstrate that the corrision rate 
measurements based on the determination of the pola
rization resistance are sufficiently reliable.

И.З.1.5. Alternating Current Impedance. Electroche-

4.3 
mical impedance is a term which refers to the 
interface ■ response of an electrochemical system, of 
the type to be found between an electrode which 
corrodes and the surrounding environment, with an 
electrochemical disturbance transmitted from outside.

Obviously the electrochemical interface does not 
behave like a simple resistance but like a combina
tion of various elements: the simplest equivalent 
circuit includes the resistance of the electrolyte, 
the capacitance of the double electrochemical layer 
and the resistance of the charge transfer. This last 
term is equal to the polarization resistance and is 
therefore inversely proportional to the corrosion 
rate.

Impedance measurements can be carried out in the 
domain of the frequencies by applying a small-ampli
tude disturbance (10-20 mV) as a sinusoidal wave of 
known frequency and observing the phase displacement 
and the impedance module, and then repeating the 
measurement at different frequencies in a chosen 
field (between 10 kHz and 1 mHz for concrete) 
(152)(259)(300).

Cl cm2

Fig. 34 - impedance plot from steel in concrete

FIG. 35 - Equivalent 
simu1ati on

circuit used for computer 
of impedance data (ref. 303)

The measurement is normally done with a digital 
instrument known as a frequency response analyser 
(FRA) or transfer function analyser (TFA). The data 



are then processed by a computer equipped with 
suitable programs and a graph is obtained of the type 
given in Fig. 34. For concrete reinforcement, Dawson 
and his collaborators (301) propose the equivalent 
circuit of Fig. 35, in which the charge transfer 
resistance is in series with a Warburg diffusion term 
and both are in parallel with the capacitance of the 
double layer. In this way it is possible to calculate 
the resistance of the electrolyte and of the 
corrosion products, as well as the resistance of the 
charge transfer which corresponds to the polarization 
resistance. It is also possible to have indications 
on the reaction mechanisms, if that is the system 
under activation and diffusion control and if the 
phenomena of absorption, etc. intervene (152)(302) 
(303)(304).

The technique has thus been applied both for studying 
the corrosion mechanisms of rods in concrete and for 
finding real values for the polarization resistance 
not influenced by the concrete resistance. Rp can be 
directly employed in Stern and Geary's equation for 
calculating the corrosion rate. However, for 
evaluating the state of the reinforcement, some 
authors consider that given the uncertainty about the 
real value of coefficient B, the measurement 
technique based on the electrochemical impedance does 
not lead to any substantial improvements (305)(306).

II.3.2. Other Types of Tests. The visual inspection 
of a damaged structure can supply a certain amount of 
information (278)(279).

Cracking patterns can indicate the presence of 
structural problems, drying shrinkage, corrosion of 
reinforcement, etc. In addition, if freezing-thawing 
phenomena have caused the external layer of the 
concrete to become rubble, there is the clear
indication that this layer can act as a sponge, 
encouraging the absorption of salt water and
therefore corrosion. Finally, it is possible to note 
if there are conditions which facilitate the 
corrosive attack at the poorly-made patches 
perimeters.

A structure which has undergone a delamination which 
is not yet perceptible from the outside produces a 
different sound from that of a healthy structure when 
submitted to a mechanical blow.

This observation is the basis of mechanical survey 
methods, often used as a first test by the American 
Highway Research and Department of Transportation. It 
involves dragging a length of chain over the surface 
and examining the sound obtained: the delaminated 
areas respond with a hollow sound.
An analogous comparative test can be conducted with 
Schimdt's hammer: any presence of voids forced by 
delamination give a r&sponse similar to that obtained 
with concrete which has a lower compression resistan
ce.

The infrared thermography detection of concrete 
delamination, mainly due to corrosion phenomena, is 
based on the difference in surface temperature which 
exists between sound and unsound concrete. This 
technique has been succesfully applied to concrete 
bridge decks (307).

Moreover samples can be removed in order to determine 
the condition of the concrete and the state of 
corrosion of the reinforcement. The depth of the 
carbonation can be demonstrated by means of a 
phenolphthalein indicator. A purple stain indicates 
the areas where the basicity of the concrete has 
remained high.

Core sampling permits the concentration of chloride 
and sulphate ions present at various depths to be 
evaluated by chemical analysis, as well as the 
measurement of some physical characteristics such as 
porosity, permeability, etc. Mechanical resistance 
tests can be carried out on the cores.

Before coring and after the appropriate calibration, 
it is useful to detect the thickness of the cover by 
means of a Pachometer.
The instrument is based on a transitorized oscillator 
which provokes the formation of an electromagnetic 
field in a coil, which is distorted by the presence 
of the reinforcement rod.

The detection of the acoustic emission i.e. of the 
little noise resulting from the concrete subjected to 
loads due to embedded metal corrosion, is considered 
by some Authors to be very important for laboratory 
studies, and can also be successfully extended to 
field situations in substitution for those listed 
above (308)(309).
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A study on the kinetics of the burning of portland cement clinker in different processes 1.1

Une recherche snr la dynamique de la fussion du clinker de ciment portland dan les procedes different

A STUDY ON THE KINETICS OF THE BURNING OF PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER IN DIFFERENT PROCESSES

ABSTRACT .

Tt> find a saving energy method of clinker formation, the authors suggested a rapid burning process and cmipared 
it with the ordinary method used in rotary kiln using the kinetic point of view in laboratory. 
Ginstling-Brounshtein diffusion equation and Arrhenius equation were used to detect and calculate the velocity 
constant Kt and diffusion activation energy Ea of the process of clinker formation. As a result, these two 
rrettods gave very different kinetic at tie same tenperature range 1280—1320°C. The velocity constants Kt of 
slowly burning method vrere much smaller than that of the rapid burning and the activation energy Ea of the 
slowly burning was much greater than that of the rapid burning. It may be explained as follows. As the mixtures 
hiimh at bi:rrjng tenperature di rert 1 у, a series of chemical reactions including dehydration and decorposition of 
clay and carbonates, solid phase reactions such as formation of calciun aluminate, calcium alumino—ferrite, 
dicalcium silicate and tricalcium silicate formation are all overlaped. The reactants are in the nascent state 
and are highly active, so that this method can give higher velocity constants Kt and a love activation energy Ea. 
On the other hand, as the raw mixtures were heated slowly, the solid phase reactions are prolonged, leading to 
the passivation of decanposition products of clay, carbonates, etc. Thus reduce reactivity of the reactants, 
leading to lowering Kt and increasing activation energy Ea. By the kinetic point of view, therefore, the rapid 
burning nethod is much better than the ordinary method. It is a significant process of lowering burning 
temperature and saving energy.

SLMÄRIO
Para descobrir urn metodo de eoorcmizar a energia para a formagäo de cllnquer, os autores sugeran urn pro- 

cesso de queima räpida e canprovam-nD com о metodo usual empregado em forno rotatorio usando о ponto de vista 
ciretico em laboratorio. A equagäo de difusäo de Ginstling-Brounshtein e a equagao de Arrhenius foram usadas 
para determinar e calcular a constants de velocidade Kt e a energia de ativagäo de difusäo Ea do processo de 
formagäo do cllnquer. Саю resultado, esses dois metodos fomeceram constantes cineticas muito -diferentes na 
faixa de tempcraturas de 1280-1320°C. As constantes de velocidade Kt сап о metodo de queima lenta foram muito 
menores gne as de queima räpida e a energia de ativagäo Ea da queima lenta foi 'muito maior do que a de queima 
räpida. Pode-se explicar da seguinte forma. A medida que a mistura queima numa temperatura de queima direta- 
mente, ana serie de reagoes qulmicas incluindo a desidratagao e deoonposigao da argila e carbonatos, reagoes de 
estado sölido oomo a formagän de aluminato de cälcio, ferro—aluminato de cälcio, silicato bicälcioo e silicato 
tricälcico säo ^obrepostas"/ Os reagentes estäo em uma forma nascente e säo altamente ativos, portanto este rre- 
todo pode fornecer maiores constantes de velocidade Kt e uma menor energia de ativagäo Ea. Por outro lado, ä 
medida que a mistura crua e aqiecida vagarosamente, as reagoes de estado solido säo prolongadas, levando ä uma 
passivagäo dos produtos de decomposigao da argila, carbonatos, etc. Portanto, reduzindo a reatividade dos rea
gentes, ocasionлт-idn urn ahaiхятпапЕо de Kt e aumentando a energia de ativagäo Ea. Pelo ponto de vista cinctico, 
portanto, a queima räpida e muito melhor que о metodo usual. Ё urn metodo significativo.de abaixamento da teirpe 
ratura de queima e de economia de energia.
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A study on the kinetics' of the burning of portland cement clinker in different processes 1,1 

Une recherchezsur la dynamique de la fussion du clinker de ciment portland dan les 

prpcedes different .

A STUDY ON THE KINETICS
OF THE BURNING OF PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER IN DIFFERENT PROCESSES

1« Introduction
For finding a process of burning portland 
cement clinker at lower temperature without 

using any mineralizer, the authors compared 
the different burning methods in laboratory. 
One was a rapid burning method that the raw 
materials were exposed to the burning tempe

rature directly; and the other one was a or

dinary method, then the raw materials were 
heated with a heating rate about 350°C/hr 
to burning temperature as in rotary kiln. 

The rate constants Kr and activation energ
ies Ea of these two methods have been detec
ted and calculated, and then compared them 
with the kinetic point of view. Therefore, a 
better method for burning of clinker at low
er temperature could be found, in order to 

suggest the engineers designing a process 

similar to it in industry.

2. principle .
The burning of portland cement clinker is a , 
solid state reactions. It contains some sim
ple physical and chemical processes eg. the 
phase boundary reaction, chemical reaction, 
diffusion, crystallization etc. The rate of 
the reaction is controlled by the slowest 
step. At burning temperature about 1300 C, 
many chemical reactions such as the forma
tion of C23, C3A, C4AF and C3S take place 
almost simultaneously, however, the slowest 

step of the whole process is the diffusion 
of calcium ion Ca2+. So the authors adopted 

the Ginstling- Brounshtein diffusion equa
tion to calculate the rate constant Kr. Gin- 

stling-Brounshtein equation is-

f(d)= 1- 4^-(i-^2/3=Krt (1)

where C* ---------degree of conversion
Kr------ rate constant
t---------time

The activation energy may be calculated with 
the Arrhenius equation.

Kr=C.EXP(-Ea/RT) (?)

where Co------constant
T______absolute temperature

■ Ea------ activation energy

R--------gas constant

Taking the logarithm gives:
lnKr=lnCo-Ea/RT (S)

3. Experiment
The authors adopted three industrial materi
als——limestone, clay and pyrite cinder to 
make the raw meal, of which the composition

is given in table 1.
Tablei Composition of the raw meal ('t)

3iü Fe2D3 A1?U3 CaO ('■gO Loss

14.01 2.01 3.14 41.14 1.13 35.47

The raw meal was burnt with the rapid method 

and the ordinary method respectively.

a. Rapid burning method
The raw meal was pressed at 2000kg/cm to 
form tablets with an area of 1cm',height of 
5mm and cut into 4 pieces.The burning condi

tions were in the range of 1280 C to 320 C 
with 5 levels at 10cC intervals and each for 
3, 5, ID, 15 and 20 minutes' . The burning 
was done in a carborundum electric furnace 
with a precise automatic temperature control 

ler. The furnace temperature fluctuation 



was controlled within a range of ±0.5 C. 

f and loss of the burning products were 
determind. The analytical results are shown 

in table 2.
b. Ordinary method
The tablets were made as before and placed 
in the electric furnace, but with a speed of 
temperature rise about 35D*C/hr.  As the tem

perature rase to 1280'0, the tablets were 
all taken out and burnt in the range of 1260 

to 132O'C with 5 levels at 10°C intervals 
for 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 minutes. Then fCaQ 
and loss of the burning products were deter

mind. The analytical results of the burning 

products are given in table 3.

Fig.l f(CX) vs t for rapid burning 

ed of two straight lines. The turning points 

ирге around 5 minutes of burning. The graphs 
before turning points were one set of strai
ght lines,while after that were another set. 
The former were resulted predominantly from 
the bourndary reactions such as the forma
tion of calcium aluminate, calcium alumino- 
ferrite, dicalcium silicate and some trical
cium silicate was also formed, hence the re

actions were more complecated; the latter 
straight lines were derived from the calcium 
ion diffusion and the main reactions were 

the tricalcium silicate formation and a sma
ll amount of dicelcium silicate formed. It 
can be seen from the X-ray diffraction pat- 
terns^2\ The X-ray diffraction patters for 

different durations of burning at 1300*C are 

shown in figure 2. The deviation of the last 
point of 1320t in figure 1 might be caused 
by the equilibrium of the reaction et 1320*C. 

In case of equilibrium, it did not fit Gins
tling equation. From the kinetic point of 
view the process of clinker formation is 
identical with that of alite formation.’ The 
rate of which is the controlling facstor^l

(4)

cl inker

unchanged limesto 
lime were not ta- 
of clinker miner- 
So the formular 
conversion is:

4. Results and discussion

a. Rapid burning
The rate constants Kr might be calculated 
using Ginstling equation. First of all, i 
was how to get й which was expressed Dy the 

conversion of CaO in the reaction. 3ince the 

reactions were not completed in these experi
ments, different amounts of limestone were 
left not to be decomposed and could be cal
culated with the data of ignition loss. The 

calcium oxide combined in 
ne togather with the free 

ken 
als 
for

part in the formation 
in these experiments, 

calculating degree of 
, 56 , л 100

Ca0-( fcaD + -44",l i*  100-L 
01 = CaO ’

where CaO------total content of CaO in
L_______ loss of burning product

’ f ___ free lime in burning product
5б!°44—molecular weights of CaO and 

C02, respectively*
Then, reaction rate constants Kr and C 
ion diffusion energy Ea in the formation of 

clinker were obtained by calculating t*  for 
different durations of burning at variable 

temperature using formula (4). The proces
sing results are shown in table 2. Plotting 
f(cx) against t according to equation (l) are 

shown in figure 1.
In figure 1 the graph for f(«) against t was 
some sharp bent lines, of which each co "

20
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Data and results for rapid Burning

T(°c) t(sec) f Cao ’'' L% CX 7 'u f (ni) К г In К г 1/Т 5а(к 1 /то 11

1 7B9 1 80 40.66 2.5 6 0.298 0.0115
300 15.71 1.17 0.737 0.0982
600 17.83 0.79 0.782 0.116 . с. -4
900 11.43 0.7 5 0.806 0.127 3.32<10 -10.31 6.44 лЮ

1 700 10.31 0.74 0.824 0.136

1790 1 80 39.01 3.6 6 0.294 0.01 ’’З
300 14.77 1.02 0.7 55 0 . ’'Об
600 10.07 1 .78 0.816 0.13" _ с,
900 8.43 1 .37 0.839 0.145 4.85*i0 -9.93 6.40x10

1 700 7.67 0.65 0.867 0.1Ы.

1 ЗОП 1 80 78.71 1.18 0.5/4 0.0411
300 17.47 0.77 0.789 0.1/0
600 8.96 0.49 0.850 О.151 «я -9.85 6. ЗблЮ"4 303
900 7.65 0.44 0.872 0.164 5.29*10

1 700 6.07 0.41 0.898 0.183

1310 1 80 71 .47 1 . 28 0.636 0.0661
300 11.30 0.58 0.812 0.130
600 7.89 0.42 0.868 0.162 С;
900 6.37 0.40 0.897 0.179 6.27x10 " -9.68 6.32x10

1 700 5.47 0.54 0.904 0.187

1 320 1 80 17.28 0.56 0.797 0.173
300 3.66 0.48 0.933 0.213
6DD 7.82 0.55 0.945 0.225 ■ 5 _ /|
900 1 .62 0.48 0.965 0.250 6.10x10 3 -9.71 6.28x10

1 700 1 .50 O’. 4 7 0.967 0.253 ------------—

Data and results for ordinary burningTable 3.

Т(сС) f sec) f CaO* L % CX % f («) Kr InKf VT Ea (fx j/mol )

1280 300- 13.46 0.70 0.775 0.113
600 12.87 0.70 0.784 0.117
900 12.10 0.56 0.799 0.124

1 200 12.05 0.45 0.803 0.125 4.62x10 -12.29 6.44*10  q
1800 11.46 0.62 0/80 8 0.129

1 2 90 300 13.06 0.52 0.785 0.118
600 12.22 0.40 0.801 0.125
900 11.44 0.41 0.813 0.131 - A -Л

1 200 11.00 0.36 0.821 0.135 7.50*10 -11.80 6.40x10
1 800 10.68 0.32 0.827 0.138

1300 300 11.94 0.34 0.807 0.128
600 11.34 0.62 0.810 0.130
900 10.25 0.59 0.828 0.139 - -Zi

1 200 9.99 0.22 0.840 0.145 1.24x10 3 -11.30 6.36*10 981

1800 9.40 0.23 0.849 0.150

1 310 300 12.42 0.44 0.797 0.173
600 9.42 0.40 0.845 0.148
900 8.48 0.40 0.860 0.157 - 5 -4

1 200 7.73 0.27 0.874 0.166 7.43*10 -10.62 6.32x10
1800 6.28 0.46 0.893 0.179'

1320 300 12.24 0.52 0.798 0.124
600 9.25 0.38 0.848 U • 1 bU
900 7.45 0.37 0.876 0.168 -5 _ A

1 200 6.48 0.34 -0.892 0.179 2.78*10 -10.49 6.28x10
1800 5.19 0.41 0.911 0.193
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Fig.2 X-raу diffraction patterens Fig.3 Inkr vs 1/Т for rapid burning

Owing to the later straight lines represen
ting mainly the Ca2+ diffusion and tricalci

um silicate formation reactions, the authors 
adopted them to calculate Kr and Ea with 
equation (1) and by the least square
method-regression analysis using an electric 
computer. The processing results are shown 
in table 2 and figure 3. The correlation co
efficients of the liner equation relating 
f(CY) to t were above 0.97, which proved the 
rapid burning process of raw meal in the 

temperature range of 1280-1320 C within 20 
minutes conformed to Ginstling-Brounshtrin 
equation. The activation energy calculated 
by us for the formation of tricalcium sili
cate as the main reaction was 303 kj/mol, 
closs to the value of 205-361 kj/mol obtain
ed by Von St. Chromy, 
b. Ordinary method 

2*  .
The reaction rate constants Kr and Ca ion 
diffusion activation energy Ea in the forma

tion of clinker were obtained as described 
in a. The results are shown in table 3 and 

figure 4-5.
The activation energy was 981 kj/mol, much 
more greater than the rapid burning method’s 
and the rate constant at every temperature 
was smaller than that of the rapid burning

Fig.4 f((X) vs t for ordinary burning

method. It may be explained as follows: As 
the raw meal burnt at burning temperature 
directly, a series of chemical reactions in
cluding dehydration and decomposition of 
clay and carbonates, solid state reactions 
such as formation of calcium aluminate, cal
cium alumino-ferrite, dicalcium silicate and 

tricalcium silicate formation are all over-



Fig.5 InKr vs 1/T for ordinary burning
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Proc. 4,th Int. Symp. Washington, 1960 Vol.1 
pp107-1i2.
2. F. Lea, The chemistry of cement and 
concrete, third edition , London 1970
pp.850-866 (in Chinese).
3. Von St. Chromy, process of portland cem- 
ment clinker formation, pert Л : Kinetics of 
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cium silicate. Transactions and Oournal of 

the British Ceramic Society. Vol,77. No.6, 
1978, pp.168-172.

laped. The reactants are in the nacent state 
and are-highly reactive, so the method can 
give higher rate constants Кг and a louer ac
tivation energy Ea. On the other hand, as 
the raw meal heated gradually, the solid pha
se reactions are prolonged, leading to the 
passivation of decomposition products of 
clay, carbonates etc. Thus the reactivity of 
reactants is reduced resulting in a louer Kr 
and a higher activation energy Ea. By the 
kinetic point of view, therefore, the rapid 
burning method is much better than the ordi
nary method. So the authors propose the en
gineers to design a process similar to the 
rapid burning and then it should be a signi
ficant process of lowering burning tempera

ture and hence saving energy.

The authors are Indebted to Fr. Xian-Lin 

Guan, Miss Gian Quan and the others for 
their assistance in carrying out the experi

ments.
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The Ability of Clinker Nodule Formation.

Aptitude a iaformation des nodules de clinker.

SUMMARY: Little attention has been devoted to the physical processes accomplishing the burn
ing of raw meal into clinker. These processes are responsible for the agglomeration of the 
clinkering material into clinker nodules during the burning in an industrial rotary kiln. 
This agglomeration process consists fundamentally in a reduction in the specific surface 
area of the clinkering material. Clinker melt formation at the beginning of the burning zone 
rearranges the crystals into clinker nuclei followed by nodule growth by coalescence of 
these nuclei and layering of clinker nuclei onto the surfaces of the formed nodules. This 
agglomeration process is difficult to imitate in the laboratory. However, it is possible to 
elucidate physical characteristics of the clinkering material by isothermal burning of a 
number of raw meal compacts for different times in the laboratory, followed by investigations 
of the pore structure in the resulting samples. From earlier research concerning such sin
tering experiments it has been concluded that the clinkering material obtains strength due.;, 
to capillary action of the melt phase and that the clinkering material in rheological sense 
resembles a liquid with very high viscosity. In addition, methods for estimation of the cap
illary pressure and the ratio between specific surface energy and viscosity have been es
tablished. In the present paper such data are used for the evaluation of the ability of 
clinker nodule formation. This involves an estimation of the binding force that can develop
between two clinker nodules in contact during one kiln revolution in comparison to the force 
of gravity.

SUMÄRIO

Pouca atengäo tem sido devotada aos processos fisfcos acontecidos na queima da mis- 
tura crua para formagäo do clinquer. Esses processos säo responsäveis pela aglomeragäo do 
material de clinquerizagäo em nodulos de clinquer durante a queima num forno industrial rota 
tivo. Esse processo de aglomeragäo consiste fundamentalmente numa redugäo da superficie es- 
pecifica do material de clinquerizagäo. A formagäo do clinquer fundido no inicio da zona de 
queima, rearruma os cristais no nucleo do clinquer, seguido do crescimento do nodulo por coa 
lescencia desses nücleos e da formagäo de camadas nos nucleos do clinquer en diregao as su
perficies dos nodulos formados. Esse processo de aglomeragäo ё dificil de ser imitado em la 
boratörio. Entretanto, e possivel elucidar as caracteristicas fisicas do material em clin
querizagäo pela queima isotermica de certo nümero de misturas cruas compactas em diferentes 
tempos no laboratorio, seguido de investigagoes da estrutura de poros nas amostras resultan— 
tes. Pelas pesquisas iniciais, relativas a estas experimentagoes de sinterizagäo, concluiu- 
se que о material em clinquerizagäo obtem resistencia devido a agäo capilar da fase fundida 
e que о material de clinquerizagäo, em sentido reologico, assemelha—se a um liquido com muito 
alta viscosidade. Alem disso, foram estabelecidos metodos para avaliagäo da pressäo capilar 
e a relagäo entre a energia especifica da superficie e a viscosidade. No presente trabalho 
esses dados säo usados para uma avaliagäo da habilidade da formagao de nodulos de clinquer. 
Isso envolve uma estimagäo das forgas de aderencia que podem se desenvolver entre dois nodu
los de clinquer em contato durante uma rotagäo do forno,em comparagäo com a forga da gravida 
de.



INTRODUCTION

The size distribution of rotary kiln cement 
clinker is a result of the agglomeration 
process in the burning zone of the kiln. It 
has been concluded that the main mechanisms 
of this agglomeration are coalescence of 
clinker nodules together with layering of 
particulate material onto the surface of 
the clinker nodules [1].

Investigations concerning the sintering 
properties of Portland cement raw meals 
have revealed the following physical char
acteristics [2]. At burning temperatures 
the clinkering material obtains strength 
due to the capillary action of the melt in 
the interstices between the crystals. The 
condensed material (crystals + melt) re- 
•sembles in clinker at high temperature a 
liquid with high viscosity. In addition, 
methods have been derived for estimation of 
the capillary pressure relative to the spe
cific surface energy and the viscosity of 
the condensed material, also relative to 
the specific surface energy from isothermal 
sintering experiments.

Knowing these physical properties of the 
clinkering material it is obviously of 
interest to consider how these characteris
tics are interrelated with the agglomer
ation process in the burning zone of the 
kiln.

STRESSES WITHIN THE CHARGE OF THE KILN

The cascading movement of the charge in a 
rotary kiln is shown in fig. 1. At the 
lower part of the charge surface material 
incorporates in the part of the charge 
following the kiln rotation as a fixed bed.

When the charge surface is reached, again 
gravitation outbalances the effect of mat
erial friction and cohesion, and a layer of 
material rolls and slides down the surface.

The moderate rotational speed - approx. 10% 
of the critical speed - of a rotary kiln 
indicates that the centrifugal force can be 
neglected. The stress distribution within a 
bulk material can always be described by 
means of three perpendicular, principal 
compressive stresses cl 2 c2 c3. The 
major principal stress cl within the kiln 
charge is equal to the gravitational load 
of overlaying charge and is directed verti
cally downwards. Neglecting the modest in
clination of the kiln axis, the medium and 
minor principal compressions c2 and o3 can 
to a first approximation be assumed to be 
equal to zero.

The greatest magnitude of the major 
principal stress will be at the periphery 
of the charge. At this location it can be 
calculated [3] according to:

cl = 0.5-p-g-D (cos(6-<t>) - cos v)/cos$ (1)

where p denotes charge bulk density, g the 
acceleration of gravity, and the rest of 
the symbols are described in fig. 2.

Fig. 2

When the magnitudes and directions of the 
principal compressive stresses are known, 
it is possible to calculate normal and 
shear stresses transmitted in a plane of 
any direction in the charge. The normal 
stress a( ф) and the shear stress т (ф ) 
transmitted in a plane, whose normal is o
rientated at an angle ф against the direc
tion of the major principal stress cl,can 
be calculated as [ 4 ]:



а(ф) = O.S.al -(1 + cos 2ф) (2)

(3)т(ф) = 0.5-0 1 • sin 2,ф

GRANULATION SUBJECT TO THE STRESS 
DISTRIBUTION

The stresses in the charge will affect the 
granulation process. These stresses have to 
be transmitted as normal forces N(ip) and 
shear forces T( ф) among contacting nodules 
or nuclei of nodules. Taking advantage of 
the theoretical work of Molerus [4], these 
forces between nodules of diameter d in a 
charge with a void fraction e are related 
to the corresponding stresses:

. ti.Ml (4,
e dz

. И.М (5)
e d

The normal force N(ip) transmitted between 
two contacting nodules will tend to con
solidate this contact by forming a neck 
with a contact area growing in time. This 
is a consequence of the viscous behaviour 
of clinkering material at high temperature. 
Expression (6) for the development of such 
a neck between two viscous 'spheres, when 
the contact is subject to an external force 
F, has been derived by Rumpf et al [5] from 
a solution of the general Navier-Stoke 
equation

,b.2 . 4 Y , 2 F . . , ,
(d> = (5 "d + 51? )-t/T1 (6)

d

b: neck radius

d: diameter of spheres

Y: specific surface energy 

n: viscosity 

t: time

F: external normal force over the contact

However, the shear force Т(Ф) transmitted 
by a contact will tend to break the con
tact by shearing the nodules apart. As a 
matter of fact, the normal force Н(Ф) and 
the shear force Т(ф) are transmitted by the 
neck area nb2 . The neck will be sheared 
apart if the shear stress Т(ф)/пЬ2 in the 
neck is greater than the internal friction 
of the neck. The internal friction, of the 
neck is related to the total compressive 
stress over the neck by the coefficient of 
the internal friction p. The total compres
sive stress over the neck contains two 
contributions. The material cohesion gives 
rise to an internal contribution equal to 
the capillary pressure in the material ДРс. 

The load of the charge gives rise to an 
external contribution of the magnitude 
N( ф) / nb 2 . Consequently the neck will be 
sheared apart in cases where:

9 О 
|Т(ф)/ и b I > U -(ДРс + Н(ф)/ nb ) (7)

WORST CASE MODEL

A computer programme has been established 
on the basis of the above" principles. This 
programme calculates whether a contact es
tablished between two clinker nodules at 
the foot of the charge will be consolidated 
into a permanent contact or sheared apart, 
as it follows the kiln rotation subject to 
the stresses at the periphery. Because the 
stresses at the periphery are of greater 
magnitude, this calculation is to be con
sidered as a worst case. The charge follows 
the kiln rotation as a fixed bed apart from 
the surface layer. Consequently the orien
tation of a contact between two nodules 
will remain fixed, relative to the kiln ro
tation. The direction of the principal 
compressive stress is always vertical. 
Accordingly the angle Ф will change, as the 
contact follows the kiln rotation. Con
sequently the magnitudes_of the normal and 
shear forces transmittbd by the contact 
will change during this passage. When the 
kiln dimension, rotational speed, degree of 
filling, and angle of repose are specified, 
the time elapsed from the contact entered 
the rotating part of the charge until it 
has reached a given position can be calcu
lated. This time is necessary in order to 
evaluate the neck development. Actually a 
contact between two nodules may have any 
orientation when it enters the rotating 
part of the charge. Therefore the programme 
considers all possible orientations and 
calculates the fraction surviving.

Such results from calculations correspond
ing to six different cases are presented 
in fig. 3. All cases concern a kiln having 
a 4.2 m internal diameter exclusive of 
lining and coating, making one revolution 
in 30 sec., having 15% filling with 
1300 kg/m3 bulk density, and a 35 deg. 
angle of repose. For the clinkering mate
rial, physical properties covering the range 
observed in experiments at 1400-1450 deg. C 
have been used [2].

From a generalized yield locus for clinker
ing material [2] the angle of internal 
friction is estimated at 40 deg., corre
sponding to a coefficient of internal fric
tion U = tan 40 = 0.84. No estimate for the 
specific surface energy exists. However, 
the good wetting properties of the clinker 
melt towards the crystals indicate that 
this quantity is of the same order of 
magnitude as the surface tension of the 
melt, approx. y= 0.5 N/m. The capillary 
pressure ДРс and the viscosity n have been 
varied among the cases as listed below:



Case No. APc kPa П MPa s

1 125 5

2 60 5

3 25 5

4 125 20

5 60 20

6 25 20

Nodule diameter

Fig. 3 Fraction of contacts surviving
versus nodule diameter

DISCUSSION

Qualitatively the model responds reasonably 
upon changes in the physical properties of 
the clinkering material. When the capillary 
pressure decreases, the cohesion of the 
material decreases, and the size of the 
nodules that can form contacts that are 
able to survive the treatmeht in the charge 
decreases. The capillary pressure is in 
particular influenced by the raw meal min
eralogy and micro level homogeneity. Es
pecially the content of Coarse-grained 
silica in the raw meal has a decreasing 
influence on the capillary pressure [2] and 
accordingly upon the agglomeration. An in
crease in the viscosity of the clinkering 
material has a similar effect. When the 
viscosity increases, the neck development 
between contacting nodules slows down. The 
viscosity of the clinkering material 
increases when the amount of melt is redu
ced [2].

Quantitatively the order of magnitude of 
the size of nodules that can form permanent 
contacts appears to be too small and corre
sponds rather to clinker crystals than to 
clinker nodules. The reason for this could 
be that the viscosities used in these cal
culations correspond to condensed material 
(crystals + melt) and do not take into ac
count that the nodules also contain pores. 
It is to be expected that this porosity 
will lower the apparent viscosity of the 
clinker nodules and speed up the neck de
velopment. However, an adequate treatment 
of the viscosity of polyphase systems, 
which could quantify this effect, is pre
sently lacking.

CONCLUSIONS

A worst case computational model has been 
established, relating the physical proper
ties of clinkering material observed in 
sintering experiments with the agglomer
ation process in a rotary kiln based upon 
the mechanics of bulk solids. The model 
responds qualitatively reasonably upon 
changes in the physical properties of the 
clinkering material, whereas the model 
appears to be too critical regarding the 
size of nodules that can form permanent 
contacts surviving the charge load. The 
model considers the situation at the charge 
periphery and is therefore also considered 
relevant concerning formation of coating.
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REACTIONS EN PHASE SOLIDE ENTRE LA CHAUX ET L'ALUMINE 1.1
Solid-state reactions between lime and alumina

RESUME.
Il s1agit d'une contribution ä la connaissance des systemes reactionnels etablis entre 

la chaux et l'alumine et ä l'approche de la cinetique des reactions. Une premiere etude ma- 
croscopique est effectuee sur des melanges d'oxydes d'aluminium et de calcium de granulometrie 
contrölee dont les proportions correspondent aux cinq composes connus du diagramme C-A, et trai. 
tes dans l'air ä diverses temperatures (900 < T < 1500°C). Le taux de combinaison de la chaux, 
la nature des aluminates et les vitesses d'avancement de la reaction globale vers I'equilibre 
thermodynamique sont apprehendes par diffraction X ä la temperature ordinaire ou "in situ" se
lon des isothermes ou des montees lineaires de la temperature. Les mecanismes reactionnels 
sont interpretes ä la lumiere des resultats d'une etude microscopique complementaire realisee 
sur des echantillons plans et massifs d'alumine pure places au contact de chaux pulverulente. 
Les analyses sont effectuees par microscopie electronique a balayage et microsonde electroni- 
que. Le schema reactionnel suit le modele topochimique du grain d'alumine ä coeur retrecis- 
sant. La formation de 1'aluminate tricalcique semble au contraire proceder d'une diffusion de 
l'alumine dans la chaux et indiquer la presence d'une double diffusion ä centre courant. On a 
etabli par ailleurs une correlation entre les grandeurs cinetiques obtenues par les deux metho
des d'analyse.

SUMÄRIO.

Trata-se de uma contribuicao ao conhecimento dos sistemas reacionais estabelecidos en
tre a cal e a alumina e a uma aproximaeäo da cinetica das reasöes. Um primeiro estudo macros 
cöpico e efetuado em misturas de oxidos de alumfnio e calcio de granulometria controlada cu- 
jas proporQÖes correspondem aos cinco compostos conhecidos do diagrama C—A, e tratados ao ar 
em diversas temperatures (900 < T < 1500°C). A taxa de combinagao da cal, a natureza dos alu 
minatos e as velocidades de avangamento da reagäo global em diregäo ao equillbrio termodinämi 
co säo determinados por difragäo de R.X ä temperatura ordinäria ou "in situ" de acordo com as 
isotermas ou das subidas lineares da temperatura. Os mecanismos reacionais säo interpretados 
ä luz dos resultados de urn estudo microscopico complementar realizado sobre amostra_s planas e 
massas de alumina pura colocadas em contato com a cal pulverulenta. As anälises säo efetua— 
das por microscopia eletrönica de varredura e microsonda eletronica. 0 esquema_reacional se
gue о modelo topoqulmico do gräo de alumina com interior em retragäo. A formagäo do alumina- 
to tricälcico parece ao contrario provir de uma difusäo de alumina na cal e indicar a presen
ts de uma dupla difusäo em contra corrente. Estabeleceu-se, por outro lado, uma correlagäo 
entre as grandezas cineticas obtidas pelos dois metodos de anälise.



1. IXTRODUCTION. .

Nоmb гeus es sent les etudes qui relevent 
de la comprehension des m6canismes de for
mation des aluminates de calcium par fac
tion ä 1'etat -solide entre la chaux et 
1'alumine. On distingue chronologiquement 
une ргеш1ёге periode au cours de laquelle 
les travaux ont port6 pour I'essentiel sur 
des analyses qualitatives (carасtёr1sa11 on 
des aluminates formes) et pseudo-quantita
tive ä partir des melanges d'oxydes ou de 
carbonates et oxydes (approche des lois de 
vitesses de formation). Les methodes uti- 
lisees (diffraction X) ne permettent 
qu'une observation globale des phenomenes 
ä l'exclusion de celle des sequences 616- 
mentaires de la formation des phases 
d'equilibre. Les resultats present6s par 
les differents auteurs (1 ä 9) ne sont pas 
toujours en bon accord car 11s dependent 
etroitement des conditions experimentales 
dans lesquelles les reactions ont ete ope- 
rees . Plus r6cemment une serie de travaux 
ont 6t6 effectues (10 et 11) au moyen de 
techniques microscopiques permettant 
1'analyse plus fine des mecanismes sur le 
grain isole de matiere. Dans le travail 
presente ic1 on a recherch6 une meilleure 
definition des reactions de formation des 
aluminates par 1'analyse des phenomenes de 
diffusion unidirectionnelle dans un Syste
me materiel constitue d'un bloc monolithi- 
que d'alumine noye dans la chaux pulveru- 
lente. De plus, on a tente d'expliciter 
les phenomenes observes sur des melanges 
de poudres d'oxydes ä la lumiere des re
sultats precddemment acquis.

2. ETUDE DES REACTIONS CHAUX-ALUMINE A 
PARTIR D'UXE INTERFACE PLANE DEFINIE.

2.1- Conditions exp6r-imentales .

L'alumine de haute purete est 
fondue au foyer d'un concentrateur d'ener
gie solaire (T > 2200°C) dans 1'air‘sous 
forme de globule pseudo-spherique de 8 mm 
de diamätre environ. L'echanti1 Ion refroi- 
di ä vitesse lente est ensuite poll selon 
une surface plane mise au contact de la 
poudre de carbonate de calcium. Une charge 
mecanique permet d'assurer un meilleur 
contact au moment de la culsson. Les tem
peratures de traitement varient de 980’0 a 
1370°C et les periodes de quelques heures 
ä quelques dizaines d'heures selon la tem- 
рё-rature choisie. La temp6rature limite T 
= 1370’C est legärement inf6rleure ä la 
temperature du premier eutectique C3A + 
C12A7 аппопсё sur le diagramme d’6quilibre 
(Teut ~ 1390’0). On a pu constater en 
effet^ sur des 6chantii1Ions port6s ä 
1400’0 qu'un film de liquide se forme ä la 
surface du bloc d'alumine modifiant bruta- 
lement le comportement du matSriau par 
diffusion des espSces dans la phase 
liquide. Les materiaux trait6s sont tail
ids selon un plan perpendiculaire ad front 
de diffusion et examinds par microscopie 
optique ou dlectronique. Apres attaque 

sdlective des phases so i t dans une solu
tion de soude ä 2 % soit d'acide fluorhy- 
drique ä 20 %, on definit 1'epaisseur , 
moyenne des couches successives des diffe
rents aluminates formes -moyenne evaluSe ä 
partir de plusieurs mesures effectuees en 
differents sites de 1'echanti11 on (on a, 
pour ce faire, choisi les zones de diffu
sion les plus homogänes oü le front reac- 
11 onnel est sensiblement parallele a 
l'interface initiale). Para 11ё1 ement des 
mesures locales du rapport C/A sont effec
tuees par EDX en diff6rents points de la 
couche de produit. Les profils de concen
tration sont d6flnis par la methode de 
1'analyse en ligne.

2 . 2 - Resultats .

L'examen morph о 1 ogique du mate
ria u apres traitement гevё1e la presence 
d'une couche de produit nouvellement for
mee dans le bloc d'alumine compacte. Cette 
couche est elle-meme constituee de plu
sieurs couches elementalres (Fig. 1) dont 
le nombre et I'epaisseur relative sont 
fonction de la temperature. Cette couche 
de produit est compacte et 1'on ne note 
pas de fissure entre chacune des phases la 
constituant. L'analyse par diffraction X 
de la surface de la couche compacte rAvele 
dans tous les cas 1'existence de la phase 
Ci2A7- Au fur et ® mesure que 1'on penetre 
ä I'interieur du produit apparaissent suc- 
cessivement les phases CA, CA2 CAg con- 
formSment ä la d6croissance du potentiel 
chimique en calcium. Le domaine de chacune 
de ces phases est bien defini, tel qu'il 
apparait (Figs. 2 et 3) sur les profils de 
concentration en calcium et aluminium. 
Toutefoi*S,  la phase CAg n'apparait slgni- 
ficativement qu'aux temperatures les plus 
61evees .

Les gradients de concentration 
en calcium et aluminium sont trös pronon- 
c6s aux voisinages des zones de changement 
de phases. Ces memes zones sont separees 
par des domaines oü les concentrations, 
seniblement monotones, traduisent 1'exis
tence de phases stoechiometrlquement bien 
d6finies. D'un autre cot6, l'examen par 
diffraction X de la zone de produit pulve
rulent au voisinage de l'interface poudre- 
monolithe гёуё1е 1'existence de la seule 
phase C3A. L'ensemble de ces рЬёпотёпез 
s'expliquent bien par une diffusion unidi
rectionnelle du calcium dans l'alumine 
compacte et d'une diffusion ä contre- 
courant de 1'ion aluminium dans la chaux. 
Ces resultats sont en bon accord avec ceux 
de WEISWEILLER et coll. (11) qui observe
rent, ä 1'inverse de nos experiences, la 
formation d'aluminates (C3A et C^g*?)  dans 
un monolithe de calcite поуё dans la pou
dre d'alumine.

Sur le plan de la thermodynami- 
que, 1'existence des cinq types d'alumina
tes CxAy est possible dans la gamme des 
temperatures choisie. Toutefols, leur ob-



Fig. 1 - Micrographie (x 3 8 0) d'une sec
tion de produit forme sans I'alumjne 
(traitement ä 1310°C - 16 heures). Les 
trois zones correspondent -de has en haut- 
aux a 1 urnine-a 1uminates (CA, CA2) et alumi
nate C}2A? ■

Fig. 3 - Analyse ponctuelle par EDX d'une 
sSrle de microdomaines localisSs le long 
d'une ligne perpendlculaire au front de
■reaction. -1-Alumine traitee ä 1370°C sous 
potentiel chimique de calcium malntenu 
constant ä i'exterieur du bloc monolithl- 
que. -2- Alumlne traitSe ä 1370°C par at
taque ä la chaux - puls u1 terieurement en 
1'absence de chaux. On note alors une гё- 
gression de la zone CjgA? 9ui devient ain- 
sl la source en calcium.

«(/-) 
2P0

Fie. 4 - Profondeur de penetration du cal
cium dans le monolithe d'alumine ä diffe
rentes temperatures et ä ёсЬёапсе constan- 
te (t = 30 heures). Les zones 2 - 3 et 4 
representent les epaisseurs estlmees pour 
c12a7- (CA + CAg) et CAe- La zone 1 repre
sentative de I'epalsseur estimee de la 
phase CgA est sltu6e en dehors du bloc 
mono 11 th 1que.

Fig. 2 - Analyse en ligne des concentra
tions en calcium et aluminium au travers 
de la couche de produit forme. Les concen
trations en calcium sont crolssantes de 
gauche ä drolte. Les quatre pallets cor
respondent aux zones suivantes : alumine - 
aluminates CA2, CA et C12A7 (x 3000).

Fig, 5 - Evolution dans le temps de l'e- 
paisseur totale de la couche de produit 
forme dans le monolithe d'alumine ä diffe
rences temperatures. Representation quasl- 
11пёа1ге de la fonction e = k't-5. Les 
fonctlons lineaires trac6es en tlretes 
repr6sentent les valeurs observ6es par 
WEISWEILLER (11).



F1s. 6 a 9 - Evolution en fonctlon du 
temps du Systeme des phases apparaissant 
lors des reactions deva nt duuner lieu aux 
aluminates (phases d ' e q u .1 1 i L r e ) C 3 A , 
C j 2 A 7 ’ C A e t C A 2 ■



sei’vatio.a depend de l'etendue de 1 euгs 
domaines respectifs. Dans les conditions 
experimentales ou nous nous sommes places 
(diffusion unidirectionnelle en milieux 
semi-inf1nis) l'etat du Systeme meme aux 
echeances les plus longues est tres eloi- 
gne de l'etat d'equilibre. De Revolution 
de ce Systeme en regime transitoire on a 
retenu quelques aspects d'ordre cin6tlque.

Ainsi, dans l'hypothese oü le 
potentiel chlmique en calcium est malntenu 
constant ä la source on observe (Fig. 4) :

- la preponderance du domaine de 
la phase CjjA? pour 980°C < T < 1370°C sur 
les autres domaines ainsi que sa crolssan- 
ce rapide en fonctlon de la temperature ;

- une faible evolution du domai
ne CA + CA2 en fonction de la temperature;

- un rapport CA/CA2 - 5 dans 
tous les cas experlmentaux observes

- un domaine de phase CAg iden
tifiable seulement a T = 1370oC.

En ce qui concerne la phase C3A, 
identifiee dans le produit pulvArulent, il 
n ' a pas e te possible d'estimer la profon- 
deur de son domaine d'existence avec une 
bonne precision. Il semblerait cependant 
que sa croissance en fonction de la temp§- 
rature et du temps soit nettement moins 
prononcee que celle de la phase C12A7.

L'evolution de l'epaisseur tota
le de la couche de produit dans 1'alumlne 
compacte [£CxAy sauf C3A] est definie en 
fonction du temps pour T = 1190, 1310 et 
1370°C (Fig. 5). Cette evolution se tra- 
duit de faqon sat1sfaisante par la lol 
parabollque : e^ = kt, oü e est l'epais
seur de la couche et к le coefficient de 
croissance dont les va1eurs sont les sui- 
v a n t e s :

k(1190°C) = 0,126 IO"9 (cm2.s'1) 
k(1310°C) = 0,912 10"9 
к( 1370°C) = 2,84 10 " 9

L'energle d'activation calcul6e ä partir 
de ces valeurs est E =• 330 kJ.mole* 1.

3 . ETUDE DES REACTIONS CHAUX-ALUM INE A 
PARTIR DES MELANGES D'OXYDES.

Selon une methode utilis6e par de nom- 
breux auteurs, nous avons etudi6 1'avance- 
ment et les modes de transformation de 
cinq melanges de chaux et d'alumine dont 
les compositions initiales xC + yA -♦ CxAy 
correspondent aux cinq aluminates connus. 
Les prodults de depart sont la calcite de 
haute puretA et 1'alumine e1ectr0fondue 
broyee finement (granulometrie centree sur 
3 pm). Les barbotines sAchees sont pres- 
sees sous une charge de 5 t/cm2 sous forme 
de pastilles de 6 mm d'epnisseur. Apгёs 
traitement thermique aux. temp6ratures de 
980, 1190, 1310 e t 13700 C les prodults 
sont analysSs par diffraction X. Seule la 
phase CxAy qul tend vers son etat d'6qui- 
llbre est quantltatlvement definie en me- 
surant le rapport de l'intensit6 de la 
raie X la plus intensse aux Instants t = t 

quelconque et t = T (Stat d'Squilibre at- 
t e 1 n t ) . Les autres phases sont defin les 
d'une faqon pseudo-quantitative. Les гё- 
sи 11ats concernant la formation, des phases 
C3A, C12A7, CA et CA2 ä la meme tempSratu- 
r e T = 13 7 0 0 C sont consignes sur les figu
res 6 a 9 . De ces resultats on tire les 
observations suivantes :

a) la vitesse de I'epuisement de la 
chaux a и t о и г des grains est d'a и t a n t plus 
rapide que la concentration relative de 
cet oxyde est plus faible. On distingue 
done statistiquement deux periodes dans 
l'evolution du materiau ; la premiere ой 
le Systeme presente les interfaces chaux- 
alumlnates et aluminates-alumine 
[C/£CxAy/A], la deuxieme ой 1'interface 
chaux-a1 иminates a disparu [£CxAy/A]. On 
note entre ces deux zones une variation 
sensible de la loi d'avancement de la 
reaction globale. Ce phenomene n'es.t tou- 
tefois pas tгes significatif dans 1e cas 
du Systeme 3C + A -» С3A pour lequel I'e
puisement en a 1 иmine paralt plus rapide 
que celui de la chaux. ce qul indult que 
1'ultlme reaction avant 1'etabl1ssement de 
l'equilibre serait du type :

1/7 C12A7 * 9/7 С -» C3A.

b) si 1 ' on se refere au modele cineti- 
que de 1 ' I nterface plane (cf. loi de vi
tesse de penetration du front гёас11оппе1) 
il apparait (bien que le modele du grain 
sphArique serait ici en mellleure confor
mity) que le temps moyen necessaire a
1'ion calcium pour atteindre le coeur du 
grain d'alumine serait de I'ordre de quel
ques minutes seulement ä T = 1370°C. Des 
lots on peut distlnguer deux pAriodes dis
tinct e s :

- la premiere a и cours de laquelle 
les domaines respectifs de tous les alumi
nates sont en expansion alors que le coeur 
du grain d'alumine n'a toujours pas reagi 
(regime transitoire court) ;

- la s e с о n d e (regime transitoire 
long) au cours de laquelle les phases sous 
saturees en calcium par rapport ä la phase 
d'Aquilibre rAgressent grace ä 1'apport
С0nt inu de calcium ainsi que les phases 
sursaturAes qul, elles, s'epulsent en cal
cium.

La transition entre les deux perio
des s'effectue, pour chacune des phases 
t r ans i t о i re s , ä 1 1 instant t*[(; xAy].

A cette valeur t*  du temps la couabe 
(I/Io) = f(t) passe par un maximum (Figs. 
6-9). Pour chacun des systemes rAactlon- 
nels xC + yA -» (CxAy)eq on observe une 
augmentation des valeurs t*  de chaque pha
se sous-saturAe dans le sens des valeurs 
croissantqs du potentiel chlmique du cal
cium. A 1'inverse la progression de t*  de 
chaque phase sursaturAe s'effectue dans le 
sens des valeurs decro 1 ssantes du poten
tiel chlmique du calcium. A titre d'exem- 



pie pour la reaction С - A ** CA, on aura
2 e schema s u i v a r. t •:

t*CA 6 < t*CA 2 ♦ < t*C 3A < ^C^AyrTiCAleq.]

ц(Са) I u(Ca)

оü T гePгёsente le temps necessalre a 
l'obtention de l'equilibre et p le poten- 
tiel chimique croissant sei on le sens de 
la f 1 ech e.

Xоtоns enfin que 1'evolution vers 
l'equilibre du Systeme С - 6A -» CAg ä T = 
1370 ° C es t tres lente La phase CAg n ap- 
parait qu ’ au de1ä de 2 benres de t ra i t e- 
ment et p г о с e d e de la s e и. 1 e reaction 
elemental re :

CA2 - 4 A -» CAg

Selon le schema propose ci-dessus on 
aurait done pour cette reaction :

t*c3 A < 1*С12 Л7 < t*cA  < t* СA2tT(CA6)1eq

Les valeurs de t*  pour C3A, C12A7> 
C A s о n t s u f f i s a m nt e n t faibles pour que la 
presence de ces phases n'ait pas etö °b*̂  
servee experimentalernent. On peut conside
rer que la periode initiale oü exi ste 
1'interface C/£CxAy est de tres courte 
d u г e e .
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TRANSFORMATIONS MINERALOGIQUES des CRUS CHAUX-SILI СЕ-ALUM I NE ä 83O°C 
MINERALOGICAL CHANGES of LIME-SILICA RAW MATERIALS at 830°C

L'etude vise ä simuler les traitements de quatre crus modeles et ä examiner L'evolution mineraloqique 
du Systeme pendant la decarbonatation et au cours du debut de с Iinkerisat ion, Ces crus sont constitues de 
matieres naturelles dort la composition globale se situe, dans le diagramme C.S.A., approximativement sur le 
pseudo-binaire C25-C]2A7. Chacun d'eux presente differentes caracteristigoes morphologiques (compactage, cobro- 
yage). La temperature unique de traitement est de 830°C. On a examine I'influence du milieu aazeux sur la 
nature des phases et sur les vitesses de transformation. L'etude a perris de mettre en evidence le role prepon
derant du cobroyage (en raison, probablement, d'une plus^rande finesse) et de la pression de vapeur d'eau sur 
la cinetique de decarbonatation et de clinkerisat ion. ‘

Esse estudo visa simular os tratamentos de quatro crus modelos e a examinar a evo^uqao 
mineralogica do sistema durante a decarbonatagäo e durante о inicio da clinquerizagao. Esses 
crus säo constituidos de materiais naturals cuja composigäo se situa, no diagrama C-S-A, a- 

proximadamente sobre о pseudo-binärio C^S-C^2A7. Cada urn deles apresenta diferentes carac- 
risticas morfologicas (compactagao, co-moagem). A temperature ünica de tratamento e de 
830 C. Examinou-se a influencia do meio gasoso sobre a natureza das fases e sobre as veloci 
dades de transformagäo. 0 estudo permitiu colocar em evidencia о papel preponderante do co- 
moagem (em virtude, provavelmente, de uma maior finura) e da pressäo do vapor d'agua sobre a 
cinetica da descarbonatagäo e de clinquerizagäo.



INTRODUCTI ON .

Divers prelevements effectues ä differents niveaux 
des cyclones ont dejä montre que les taux de combi 
naison de la chaux naissante pouvaient atteindre des 
grandeurs elevees pour des crus portes ä des tempe
ratures de I'ordre de 800°C. L'etude ci-dessous con- 
siste ä examiner pour des matteres traitees dans des 
conditions simulees en laboratoire les taux respec- 
tifs de decarbonatation et de combinaison de la chaux 
ainsi que la nature des phases obtenues.

PROTOCOLE EXPERIMENTAL

L’etude porte sur quatre crus differents obtenus a 
partir des melanges de calcaire tres pur etde ma- 
tieres silico-alumineuses dont les compositions res- 
pectives ont ete calculees pour correspondre a une 
composition globale situee, dans le diagramme ter- 
naire C-S-A, sur le pseudob i nai re С^Ау-СгЗ. Ona 
elimine les compositions surdosees en calcium qui, 
au-dela de cette ligne C12A7-C2S, conduiraient theo- 
ri-quement ä la formation du C3S. Dans le domaine de . 
temperature envisage ce compose ne peut en etfet se 
former et I'on serait alors en presence de taux tres 
sieves de chaux libre. Les echantilIons sont les sui 

vants :
№1 - calcaire + sable kaolinique.

[C = 63,6 t - 5 = 31 - A = 4,8 % j

№2 - calcaire + kaolin
tC = 61,7 H - 5 = 27,8 t - A = 10,5

№3 - calcaire + bauxite
[_C = 55,3 1» - S - 14,3 Ü - A - 30,4

Pour cette derniere composition on n'a pas tenu , 
compte des 27 % d'oxyde de fer que contient- la bauxi
te du VAR, pour le calcul du dosage en calcaire. On a 
done .prepare un quatrieme cru (№4) de melange cal- ‘ 
caire-bauxite, surdose en chaux de telle sorte que 
tout. I'oxyde de fer puisse s'у combiner.

Les matieres sont preparees par melange des poudres 
-(3 000 Blaine pour les produits et JO 000-pour le 
kaolin)- ou par compactage de ces melanges -(pastil
lage de cylindres de 1,7 mm d'epaisseur sous une char 
ge de 1,6 tonne)- ou encore par cobroyage ä I Aurec 
(duree de 1 minute sur 15 grammes de poudres). La tem
perature unique de traitement est de 830 C. Les trai- 
tements s'effectuent dans un four tubulaire sous cou
rant d'argon sec ou humidifie par passage prealable 
dans un bouilleur (etude de I'influence catalytique 
de la vapeur d'eau). Les durees de traitement sont 
respectivement de 20 et 40 minutes. Ces ordres de gran
deurs ont ete choisis afin de permettre des taux de 
decarbonatation d'echantiI Ions compacts suffisamment 
eleves pour que les taux de combinaison soient eux 
memes significatifs. En effet les phenomenes de de
carbonatation sont assujetis aux deux facteurs limi 
tants que sont :
- Les transfert.s thermiques au sein du solide,

- les transferts de masse gazeuse, soit au travers du 
milieu poreux en cours de formation, soit au tra
vers de la'couche Limite de diffusion extra-granu- 
laire.

Des essais preliminaires de decarbonatation de cal
caire pur ont prealablement permis de justifier de 
feiles durees de traitement.

Les produits traites sont analyses par voie chimique 
(dosage du С02 residuel, de la chaux totale et de la 
chaux Libre) et par diffraction X (analyse quantita
tive des phases de chaque systeme).

RESULTATS

a) Influence des parametres operatoires sur la decai^. 
bonatation (Tableaux 1 et 2)

Les taux de decarbonatation de tous les echanfilions 
sont eleves ä I'echeance de 20 minutes. On remarque 
cependant, oour les produits cobroyes ä I Aurec, un 
effet notable de la faille des grains sur la vitesse 
relative de decarbonatation. Par centre, la compacite 
du milieu solide apparaTt comme un facteur secondaire. 
Il semble done que La resistance au transfert de CO2 
soit plus elevee dans la couche de produit decarbona 
te de chaque grain de calcaire que dans le milieu po
reux intergranulaire, meme Lorsqu'il s'agit d .echan- 
tilions compactes sous charge. En ce qui concerne le, 
role de la pression partielle de vapeur d eau (estime 
ä partir des valeurs du coefficient X), il apparait 
cue ce dernier s'exerce significativement sur les pro
duits non cobroyes (1 < ’S < 1,6). L'effet cataly
tique" de la vapeur d'eau sur la decarbonatat1 on aete 
par ailleurs decrit (1) comme une fonction inverse de 
la temperature. A 83O°C La pression d'equiIibre deCO2 
est dejä tres eLevee et L'on comprend que sur un plan 
strictement thermodynamique,I'effet catalytique tend 
3 s'annuler lorsque pСCO2> ----> 1 atm- En revanche,
L'effet "vapeur d'eau" presenterajn interet accru 
lorsque la matiere non decarbonatee transitera dans 
des zones ou la temperature sera Interieure 3 800^C. 
Get effet "catalytique" de La vapeur d'eau peut s ex
pliquer par une amelioration des transferts de chaleur 
dans la couche de produit decarbonate formee autour du 
grain de calcaire (modification de La conductivite , 
thermique du gaz) et des transferts de masse (accele
ration de la di ffusivite de C02 dans La vapeur d eau). 
Enfin et probablement ä un degre plus eleve, la cata
lyse de la decarbonatation stricto sensu pourrait s ex
pliquer par un phenomene d'adsorption dissociative de 
la vapeur d'eau ä I'interface reactlonnelle (2 et 3). 
Celui-ci suppose I'existence probable d ions OH" 
sur la surface du carbonate.

Compte tenu des faille et morphologie des echant l- 
lons il s'imposait de tralter la matiere aussi lon- 
guem^nt afin de ne pas etre Limite par ces transferts.



Legende -- A : melangeage ; В pastil läge : С : bгоуage Лиге

TABLEAU I
—

; sous argon sec Sous argon - vapeur d1eau ■

1 = 20 min * t " 40 min. t - 0 mln. t - 4 0 m i n .

E c h . X Y Z : x Y : z X Y z : x : y : z :

A 53,8 30,4 10.1 : 59 , 8 44.8 0 , 4 60,5 33,8 0,7 : 59.2 : 3 0.4 : 0,7 :
1 D о 5 о 32,4 6 , 9 : 5 9,5 36.0 0 . 6

c 5 9,5 23,0 1 . 0 : 59 . 2 21,3 1 . 0 60,7 10,8 0 , 5 61,5 : 7.0 . 0,4 :

A 43,9 2 4 , 6 14,2 : so, 6 4 1,0 0 , 9 57 , 8 32 , 9 2 . 4 59,2 : 28,0 : 0.3 :
2 В 4 3,6 19,4 15.6 : 50 , 7 40,8 1 . 0

С 50,9 7 , 3 1,25 : 50 , G 6 . 5 1 . 3 5 8 , 5 1.35 0,4 5 8.9 : 0.6 ' 0.4 .

А 4 4.5 28,2 4 , 9 : 4 6 ,2 33 , 7 0 , 8 46,7 23.2 0 . 3 46.6 : 18.5 : 0,4 :
Q В 43,1 2 5,5 8.5 : 46,4 34 , 5 0 , 6

С 46,6 4., 1 1 . 4 : 46. i 4 , 3 0 . 7 46,5 0,2 0 , 4 46,9 : 0.2 : 0.4 .

А 51,0 33 . 2 3 , 9 : 53,8 39,2 0 . 3 60 . 5 33 , 8 0 , 7 5 9,2 : 3 0,4 : о,- :
J. В 5 1 ,9 38,9 0 . 6 .'52,6 40,3 0 , 5

С 52,4 8.,, 5 0 , 7 , o 2 , o 7 , 4 0 , 7 60,8 10.8 0,5 6 1.5 : 7.0 .

X : CaO % ; Y : CaO libre % ; Z : CQ2 %

TABLEAU II

i С и i s s о n sous argon sec " С и i s s о n sous argon - vapeиi d ' eau

Ech : t = 2 0 min. Lt = 40 min. : t - 2o min. : t - 40 min.

X : y I X 1 Y : x Y : х Y

a : : 76. о ; 19,6 199.1 1 24,2 : 98,5
:(tf-i.a )

42.6
(У=2.IS)

: 97,5
: (у -1 )

4 7.1
( Д'-l , 95

i : в :
c :

: 84 , 3
: 97 , 9

: 26.5
: 5 9 , 2

: 9 8,7 :
: 9 7.7 :■

38,2
61,8 : 99,0

: ( ^i, oi)
8 1.1

(J = l ,37)
1 99.2
1 ( tf= 1 , 0 2 )

8 8.5
( 8= 1 , 4 3

a : : 58.8 : 2,8 197,8 1 16,5 1 94.7
1 ( «'=1 . 6 )

37 , 7
(ZT- 1 3 , 5 )

: 99,4
: ( 8*=1  , 02 ) (^•=3. : 5

2 : в
c

: 54 . 3
: 96, s

; 9,9
: 8 2 , 3 0

:97,5 :
: 96,7 ;

16,9
83,9 : 99,2

: 1 )
96.8

( У - 1 , 1 8 )
: 99,2
: <y = i, 02)

98.0
(y-l,10

A j 8 5,8 : 22, e 197,8 1 2 4 , 9 1 99,2
1 (i= 1 , 1 6 )

49,5 
(У=2,2 )

: 99
: (гГ= 1,oi)

59 , 1
(У^2.37

3 : в 
c

: 74 , 5
: 97 , 8

: 15,7
: 87 , 4

198,3 1
198,1 1

23,8
89 , 0 : 99.2

: = i. oi)
98 . 6

(У=1.13)
: 99
:(^-i,oi)

98.4 
(У=1,11

1
A ; go. 3 : 25. i : 99,3 26,4 1 99.1

1( =1,1 )
49,9 

( - 2 )
; 99,i
: ( -1 )

55 . 3
( =2.1

4 : в 
c

: 98 , 5
: 98,3

■23,6
182.2

198,7
198,3

22,3
84 , 2 ■ 99,1

:: (Tf=i.oi)
97,4 

(1Г= 1 , 18 )
: 99,3
■ ( . 01 )

98,6
(Zf - 1 , 1 7

Legende - A : melange ; В : pastillage. ; С : cobroyage Аигес ; X : taux de 
decarbonation ; Y : taux da comblnaison de la chaux.
Y:facteur mu 11ip 1 icatif ; rapport de X (ou Y) sous atmosphere humide 
sur X (ou Y) sous arqon see.



TABLEAU И1 et IV
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Legende - А
1
2

melange . В : past.illage ; C : broyage Aurec
traitement sous argon
t. г a itement en presence de v a p e u r d ' e a 11 - a : 20 minutes : b : 40 minutes, 
forte intensite des pics de diffraction ; FF : tres forte : m : medium :

f faible : ff : tres faible.

TABLEAU V

Resistance
ä 1 jour (MPa)

Eau 1 i ee
%

Phases 
observees ".

Echant.il Ion X’2 
(40 m i n./v a p e u r d ’ e a u )

2 20,5 c4ah13 :
C2ASH 8 ;

-c2s :

E c h a n t i 1 1 0 n X 0 3 
(20 m i n./a r g 0 n)

О 4 1.6 c2ah8 ;
c2ash8 :
(AF) :

c2s :

Echantillon № 3
(20 m 1 n./vapeur d ' eau)

non mesarable 43,0 c3AH6 :
c2ash8 :
c2ah8 ;

-c2s :

Echantillon №4 
(20 mln./vapeur d'eau)

non mesarable 32,4 c3ah6 ;
-c2s :
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1.1

b) Influence des parametres operatoires sur la 
combi na I son (Tableau 2 )

Quelle que soil la nature du cru, le taux de combi- 
naison est fondamentalement relie ä celui de la 
decarbonatation. Toutefois, les vitesses d’avance- 
ment des reactions sont dans les deux cas (decar
bonatation et combinaison) nettement differenciees 
suivant les crus. Plus specifiquement ici, ce sont 
les produits cobroyes (non compactes) qui presen
tent les taux de combinaison les plus eleves en 
raison de la grande finesse des grains et par conse
quent de la grande surface specifique des grains 
de composes "acides" au travers desquels diffuse 
la chaux. A ('inverse, le compactage ne modi fie pas 
significativement le taux de combinaison de la 
matiere en ne Jouant que tres peu sur les surfaces 
de contact entre grains "acides" et grains "basi- 
ques". Quant au role de la vapeur d'eau sur la 
combinaison, il apparaTt considerable £_2 <^$" < 3J 
sur des produits non cobroyes (le gain sur les pro
duits cobroyes est moins sensible avec un coeffi
cient^ < 1,5). On ne sait pas ä quel stade des 
des mecanismes reactionnels s'exerce I'influence 
de la molecule d'eau pour les reactions ä I'etat . 
solide, mais on peut penser qu'iI s'agit d'une modi
fication des proprietes de surface des grains ou 
diffuse la chaux.

c) Nature des phases des differents systemes 
(Tableaux 3 et 4)

Les phases identifiees par diffraction X sont :

- d'une part les phases d'equilibre du Systeme :
C75 et C.?A7 pour les matieres ne contenant pas 
ou peu d oxyde de fer et C^S, a'ns' (1ие
des aluminoferгites (AF) pour les matieres conte
nant ä I'origine de la bauxite. Les phases AF 
sont tres probablement C^AF et C^^^F.

- d'autre part des phases "hors d'equiIibre". Il 
s'agit du silicate CS, des aluminates C,A et CA 
(ce dernier n'apparalt sign!ficativement que dans 
I'echantiI Ion № 3) et du siIico-alumirate С„А5. 
Les resultats de I'etude mineralogique sont en 
bon accord avec ceux de ('analyse chimique, a 
savoir que, seules (es matteres cobroyees pour 
lesquelles les taux de combinaison sont proches 
de la-valeur maximum conduisent apres traitement 
a la formation des phases d'equilibre.

On a calcule pour deux cas types (calcaire + kao
lin № 2 et calcaire + bauxite № 4) les composi
tions mineralogiques des produits traites en pre- 
nant en compte pour les alumino-ferrites, seit la 
composition C^AF, so it CgA2F.

Produits cobroyes 
traites sous 
vapeur d'eau

C25 C12A7 c4af C6A2F

Calcaire + kaolin
EchantiI Ion № 2

80 t 20 %

Calcaire * bauxite 
EchantiI Ion № 4

Ъ1 $
Ъ1 Ü

27 %
14 %

36 %
49 %

En ce qui concerne la formation des phases en regi
me transitoire on note que le compose CS est le 
premier ä apparaTtre, precedant les siIico-alumina
tes et aluminates et en conform!te avec la grande 
affinite de la chaux pour I'oxyde le plus acide du 
sys teme.

d) Tests de reacti v i te

On a precede ä des tests de reactivite de quatre 
matieres traitees apres qaehaqe (E/C = 1) en mesu- 
rant les resistances mecaniques en compression et 
I'eau liee. Les nouvelles phases formees ont ete 
definies. Les resultats sont reportes sur le 
tableau 5.
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STUDY of CLINKERING REACTIONS by HIGH TEMPERATURE ISOTHERMAL CALORIMETRY

ETUDE des REACTIONS de CL INKER I SATIONS par MICROCALOR IMETRIE ISOTHERME HAUTE TEMPERATURE

SUMMARY : The evolution of the enthalpy during the firing of industrial cements has been measured by isothermal 
calorimetry and calculated from published data.
The calculations account the final total enthalpy at 145O°C, necessary to obtain the clinker and found experi- 
mentaly (1000 kcal/kg of clinker). They explain the shape of curve giving the enthalpy as function of the 
temperature.
As opposite the experimental results show an important endothermal effect up to 1100° and an important exother
mal effect from 1100° to 1250°. These phenomena cannot be explained quantitatively by the known theory.

SUMÄRIO: A evolugäo da entalpia durante о cozimento de cimentos industrials foi medida por 
calorimetria isotermlca e calculada a partir de dados publicados.

Os cälculos fornecem a entalpia final total de 1450°C necessäria para obter о 

clinquer e a determinada experimentalmente (1000 kcal/kg de clinquer). Eles explicam a for 

ma da curva fornecendo a entalpia сото fungäo da temperatura.

Contrariamente, os resultados experimentais demonstram um importante efeito endo- 
termico ate 1100° e um importante efeito exotermico de 1100 a 1250°. Estes fenomenos näo po 

dem ser explicadas quantitativamente pela teoria conhecida.



INTRODUCTION:

In order to determine the yield of an Industrial process, 
It Is necessary to know the quantity of heat consummed 
during the transformations, l.e., from the Initial stage 
(raw material) to the final stage (clinker). In order to 
Improve a process ,lt is necessary to know the optimum 
conditions to supply this energy i.e. the change of en
thalpy as function of temperature.
These variations are dependent on the variations of 
enthalpy of each of the constituents and on the change 
due to their comblnations.lt is,thus necessary to know 
the sequence of clinkering reactions : this has been 
largely studied during the past and reviewed 
exhaustively ( 1 )
From these data,from the knowledge of specific heat 
and the enthalpy of formation of the compoundjt is 
possible to calculate the enthalpy of clinkerisation at a 
fixed temperature ,(2).The sum at 1450'is a basic 
calculation for the thermal balance of the process.This 
sum can be predicted,with a good agreement by a for
mula given by ZURSTRASSEN (3)

To obtain these informations ,there is an experimental 
approach by D.T.A ( A ).The results of these studies 
allow the determination of the temperature at which a 
reaction occurs and the quality of the thermal effect 
(exo or endothermal),but do not give quantitative results 
concerning the change of enthalpy. On the other hand it 
is a non-isothermal method and thus difficult to 
compare with data obtained from an isothermal method. 
This is the reason why wq have undertaken experiments 
by means of isothermal high temperature microcalo
rimetry.

EXPERIMENTAL:

Up to 1051 ’, the experiments have been carried out 
with a high temperature CALVET calorimeter.The thermal 
effect Is measured by thermocouple Pt/Pt,Rh (0,13^). 
Above this temperature,a very high temperature calori
meter SETARAM (CALVET type ) Is used; the thermo 
couples are Pt/Pt,Rh (6,30^).The containers holding the 
samples are from alumina,the atmosphere is argon.The 
standardisation of the calorimeters are controlled by the 
thermal effect of a known.standart materials,provided 
by the N.B.S. laboratory. It must be mentioned here 
that both calorimeters are checked to give the same 
measurement in an overlapping range of temperatures. 
During the experiments,the calorimeter is set at the 
desired temperature, the sample being at room tempe- 
rature.The experiment starts when the sarnple is 
dropped into the furnace of the calorimeter. The quantity 
of heat necessary for the sample to reach the fixed 
temperature Is measured. After the run,the sample is 
cooled, and analysed by X ray diffraction: the free lime 

content is determined by the classical ethylene-glycol 
method.
A D.T.A measurement has been carried out in order to get 
a complete set of results.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

The chemical composition of the industrial raw material 
is given table 1

TABLE 1

SI02 AL203 Fe203 CaO MgO K20 Na2O LOT. Total

142 3.30 1.00 43.6 0.65 0.47 0.23 36.2 99.65

Chemical composition of the raw material

TAULE 2
Comparison of measured and calculated enthalpy for 
one gram of raw material

Table 2, (2d column ),and the figure I show the evolution 

of the enthapy as function of the temperature.The 
figures are given for one gram of raw material.The 
curve 2 figure 1 shows the free lime

Temperature ’C H cal/g 
measured

H cal /g 
calculated

401 104 98

498 130 123

501 128 124

597 167 199

699 222 225

850 313 265

074 477 587

694 520 592

925 564 601

996 628 620

1028 680 629

1051 691 635

1102 780 648

1126 530 579

1153 530 583

1201 558 590

1305 573 607

1451 641 649



Table 3 gives the results of the phases analysis by X 

rays diffraction.

Temperature •c Phases identified By X rays diffraction

850' СаС03 /С25 /CaO / quartz

1100 C2S / C3A / CaO / Quartz

1200 C25 / C3A / C4AF / CaO

1300 C35 / C2S / C4AF / C3A /CaO

1450* C35 / C2S / C4AF / C3A / CaO

The mineralogical composition of the final clinker 
.according the Bogue calculations is C4AF 477%....C3A

1’1.07%....C25 2L28%....C3S 55.7 %...and 4% of free lime .

We have used the following enthalpy of formation 
(kcal/kg of final product,and referenced to the initial 

oxides)
Caö+Cü2------- CaC03 *405.3  at 900*  (5)
3C + A,----------- C3A-19.1 at llOO*  (5)

2C + S--------------C2S -177.6 at 1100*  ( 5) -

4C *A  ♦ F----- C4AF -37.6 at 1200*  (5)

C + C2s------------c35 +10.8 at 1300*  (5)

The figure used as specific heat are given in the
reference 2
We did not taken into account the heat consummed for 
the liquid phase formation because of the lack of reliable 

14 xIOO’C lemperolure

data for this transformation.
The result of the calculation are given in column 3 table 
2 and are plotted with a cross on the figure 1
The agreement is good for the temperature below 800' 
and for the final figure which correspond to the 
generaly admitted theoretical-heat of dickering (448 
Kcal/Kg of clinker)
Some discrepencies are created artificialy by the method 
of calculation, as has been explained above.This is the 
case for the point a at 600' which accumulates the 
heat of dehydration of kaolinite.The point b does not 
include the heat of decarbonation....and we know by DTA 
that the decarbonation has started at 650*...thus  we 
understand why the point b is situed lower than the 
measured point. On the other hand we have reported the 

TABLES
Phases identified by X rays diffraction analysis

The phases found and the sequence of the reactions which 
can be deduced are consistent with the previously 
published results ( 1 ).For the sake of calculations ,we 
have fixed a defined temperature to a defined reaction, 
for exemple,850' for the decarbonation, 1100' for the 
C3Aand C2S formation, 1200' for the C4AF,i300' for 

the C35 and liquid phase formation .keeping tn mind that 

.(depending on the degree of freedom ),the heat involved 
‘in the reaction should be ,or not spread over a range of 

temperatureXfor example the decarbonation starts at 
650'C and is still going on at 1050' ‘

4------- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 11
FIGURE I 

VARIATIONS Of ENTHALPY AS FWCTiON OF TEMPOiATURE 

Curve l.Exeenmental measurement of enthalpy 

Cross: Catenated values 
Curve ZFnoefime



total heat of decarbonation on the points c,d,e, which 
are plotted too high. By considering these remarks the 
calculated points a.b.c.d will join the experimental 
curve The break at I lOO’C is qualitatively explained by 
the exothermicity of the the C25 formation but the 
published figures will lead to point f and not to point g. 
Neither is explained the endothermal effect situated 

between points e and h.
The differences e—h ,e-------f,e g, are respectively
132,69,118 cal/g of raw material,and are very far from 
the standart deviation admitted for the measurements 
(arrows on the points of the figure 1. The differences 
represent an endothermal effect of 207 Kcal/Kg of 
clinker (45% of the theoretical heat) and a release of 
heat (between h and g )of 392 Kcal/Kg of clinker.This 
will correspond to an important phenomena which cannot 
be explained by the occurence of new phases (we have 
detected only classical phases by X rays ).

By involving the activation energy of C25 ( 8 ) the 
endothermal effect could be explained 108 cal/g against 
132 +/- 40 cal/g. If we admit that this energy is 
restituted during the reaction it will lead to point f and 
not gthus 77 cal/g of clinker remains unexplained.
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CONCLUSIONS

The use of high temperature isothermal microcalorime
try allows an accurate measurementof the change of en

thalpy during the clinkering process.

The comparison between calculations and measurements 
highlights thermal effect occuring tn the range of tem

perature 1050V1150

In order to find explanations to these phenomena further 
studies are now underway to study the influences of 
differents parameters such as the impurities, the fine

ness of the raw material and so on...
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Thermal studies on the effect of some transition metal oxides on 
the kinetics of formation and stabilization of p-dicalcium silicate

ETUDE THERMIQUE DES EFFETS DE QUELQUES METAUX DE TRANSITION SUR
LA CINETIQUE DE FORMATION ET DE STABILISATION DU SILICATE BICALCIQUE.

SUMMARY : The energy consumption in the formation of silicate phases during clinkerization can be considerably improved 
by bringing about the reaction at a lower temperature and accelerating the rate of reaction. With a view to understanding 
the factors which affect the reaction kinetics of the formation of dicalcium silicate, mixtures of calcium carbonate and 
silica in a 2:1 motar ratio were subjected to thermal analysis. Transition metal oxides such as chromium oxide, Titanium 
dioxide and manganese dioxide in varying concentrations upto 5.0 percent by weight of dicalcium silicate were added to 
study the effect of these dopants on the activation energy, enthalpy of decomposition and the formation of dicalcium 
silicate. These studies have also been used to determine the order of reaction.

It was observed that the application of first order kinetic equation provides an adequate description of the DTA curve 
and activation energy values calculated from the thermal data. The investigations also provide valuable information on 
the stabilization of various polymorphs such as ß and V -C^S.

SUMÄRIO

О consumo de energia na formagäo das fases de silicato durante a clinquerizagao po- 
de ser consIderavelmente melhorado pela reacäo em mais baixa temperatura e acelerando о andamen 
to da reacäo. Com о objetivo de entender os fatores que afetam a clnetica da reagäo da forma- 
gäo do silicato dicälcico, misturas de carbonato de cälcio e silica com razäo molar de 2:1 fo- 
ram submetidas a anälises.termicas. Öxidos metälicos de transigäo сото öxido de cromo, diöxido 
de titänio e diöxido de manganes, em värias concentracöes, ate 5,0% em peso do silicato dicäl- 
cio, foram adicionados para о estudo do efeito desses dopantes na energia de ativacäo, entalpia 
da decomposiqäo e a formagäo do silicato dicälcio. Esses estudos foram tambem usados para de- 
terminar a seqüencia da reagäo.

Foi observado que a aplicagäo da equagäo cinetica de primeira ordern fornece uma des 
crigäo adequada da curva de DTA e os- valores da energia de ativaqao calculada com os dados tör- 
micos. A investigaqäo tambem forneceu informagöes valiosas sobre a estabilizagäo de värios 
compostos polimörficos сото os a', ß e/-C2S.



INTRODUCTION

The effect of minor constitutents on the kinetics of clinker 
formation and the structural properties of portland cement 
clinker have been the subject of interest in the past 
many years. Chromium, Titanium and manganese are 
generally present in small amounts in cement raw materials 
and have been reported to affect both these properties 
significantly.

Pashehenko Etal (1) studied the x-ray petrography and
l.R.  spectral studies of C„S obtained from CaO and 3iO„ 
at 1ti00°C with the addition of 1-2.75 percent Cr„O^. 
Chromium has also been reported to act as an stabilizer 
of p - C-5 phase when present in concentration range 
of 0.5 - 5.CT percent in the raw mix (2).

Titanium oxide (TiO^) occurs in clinker to a small extent 
(0.2 - 0.5 percent)4 being derived from clay, shale or 
corrective materials like bauxite, red mud etc. The burning 
of cement raw materials is favourably affected by TiO^ 
and it gets incorporated in different amounts in the four 
principal phases of clinker (3).

Manganese oxide (MnO„) is found in clinkers generally 
derived from manganese Dearing limestone. MnO- is derived 
from slag, where it is used as a raw material. The presence 
of manganese oxide gives different colours to clinker 
and substitutes iron in the liquid phase and does not 
significantly affect the hydraulic properties of cement. 
A compound 4 CaO, ALO,, Mn„O, analogous to 4 CaO. 
AI^O,, Fe-Oj exists ano the two form a continuous series 
of solid solution (4).

No systematic study on the effects of the presence of 
these cations on the decomposition of CaCO^ in CaCO^- 
SiO^ (2:1) mixture leading to the formation of dicalcium 
silicate phase has been reported. A series of investigations 
have been carried out at National Council for Cement 
and Building Materials on these systems using dopants 
(5, 6). These investigations relate to the study of the 
effects of cationic dopants, Cr^O^, TiQ^ and MnO- on 
the kinetics and energetics of decomposition in a CaCO-- 
SiO (2:1) system and formation of various polymorphs 
of C^S phase.

EXPERIMENTAL

(a) Materials and Sample preparation :

Varying amounts of reagent grade Cr„Oj, TiO^ 
and MnO^ (0.1 - 5.0 percent) were adcTcd to the 
2:1 molar mixture of reagent grade CaCOj and 
quartz powder (purity > 99.5 percent). The resulting 
mixtures after thorough mixing, grinding and passing 
through 100 /u. m sives, were shaped in the form 
of nodules with small amount of distilled water. 
The samples after drying at 100 ± 5°C for 2 h 
were tested to ensure complete homogenisation. 
These dried samples were stored for the experimental 
Work.

fb) Thermal analysis

The measurements were made on Mettler Thermal 
Analyser (TA-1) which simultaneously records 
the DTA, DTG and TG curves. The samples (60 m_gji 
were heated to 1450°C at a rate of 8°C min 
in a platinum crucible of the thermal analyser.

c^'Al^O^ (previously burnt to 1500°C for 30 minutes) 

was used as the reference material. The activation 
energy (Ea) of CaCO^ decomposition was calculated 
from DTG curve (7). The enthalpy ( Ä H) and 
the order of reactions were determined from the 
DTA curve ( 8, 9).

(c) X-ray diffraction studies

The samples for analysis were powdered to pass 
through 45 p- m sieve and pressed into a sample 
holder. The instrument used was Philips model 
PW 1120 having Cu target and Ni filter.

(d) Examination of the Intermediate Phases

The samples in the form of nodules were heated 
in a quench furnace at the rate of 8°C min in 
a platinum bucket to the termination temperature 
of the DTA peak, retained for 30 minutes at that 
temperature and immediately quenched in liquid 
nitrogen.

(e) Estimation of Free Lime

The free lime in the final products (obtained after 
heating to the final DTA peak temperature for 
2 h) was estimated by titrating the ethylene glycol 
extract against standard He! (10).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thermal curves of CaCO^ - SiO^ (2:1) system using Cr„O^, 
TiO^ and MnO„ dopants (0.1 - 5.0 percent) have been 
given in Figs. 1-?. Kinetic parameters for the decomposition 
reaction such as Ea, ZX H and n have been calculated 
as per the standard methods (7-9) and are presented in 
Tables 1-3.

Effect of Cr^Oj on the decomposition of CaCO^
and formation of C^S Phase

Thermal analysis of samples doped with 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 
5.0 percent Cr„O_ by weight of C?S have been given 
in Fig. 1. The mereshold (Ti), peak FTd) and termination 
(Tf) temperature of decomposition of CaCO- in the CaCO^- 
SiO^ (2:1) system as determined from the curves have 
been presented in Table 1. от
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(Small Qty)

TABLE - 1 : Thermal analysis and XRD data ofCr2O5doped CaCO5-SiO2 (2:1) System

Concentration 
of Сг,О, (% wt) 
in CaCCE.-SiO„ 
(2:1) System

Temperature of decomposition of CaCO^ 
 kinetic parameters____  
Thres- Peak Termi- Activation
hold nation energy (Ea)
T. o„ T . o„ T о from DIG

1 C d C 1 C kJ mol

and other

Enthalpy
(ДН) from
DTA , 
kp mol

Shape 
Index
(S)

Order of 
reaction 
(n)

Exothermic 
Peaks observed 
by DTA after 
decomposition 
of CaCO-j o^.

Constituents 
formed as discernible 
by XRD of liquid 
nitrogen quenched 
Samp le

0.0 740 855 910 247 160 0.143 0.48 1210

14 25

1420

?ß-C2S, Z'-C2S, Cristo
balite , Free Lime 
(High) /3 -C2S^2S 
Free lime (Low) 
p - C2S, / -C2S 

Free lime (1-2%)
0.1 ( Y>^ )

685 860 885 225 146 0.250 0.63 1440 p - C2s, -/-C2s 

( у > )

0.5 680 860 900 216 142 0.307 0.70 1410 p - C2S, -/-С28 

( ß>Y )

Free lime (0.60%)

1400 p -C2s, Y -C2s

(little)

1.0 Free lime (0.50%)

680 860 890 202 139 0.360 0.76 1420 p - C 2 5 (Most 

predominant) CaCrO^

Free lime (0.50%)

5.0 700 870 890 210 156 0.419 0.82 1420 ß - C 2 S (Most 

predominant)«^. '-C25

Ca CrO^ (little) 

Cr-jSiO^ (little) 

Free Lime (0.30%)

TABLE - 2 : Thermal analysis and XRD data of TiO2 doped CaCO5-SiO2 (2:1) System

0.0 740 885 910 247 160 0.143 0.48 1210

1425

As above

0.1 670 870 900 181 158 0.270 0.65 1420 p -C2s, V-c2s

Free lime (1.60%)

0.5 660 865 900 172 160 0.300 0.69 1420 p -C2S, 
Free Lime (0.64%)

1.0 650 860 890 161 163 0.340 0.73 1410 p -C2s, 
Free lime (0.31%)

CaTiSiO5 (little)

5.0 660 875 890 184 166 0.360 0.76 1375 P -C2S, CaTiSiOj

CaTiOj (little) 

Free lime (nil)

TABLE - 3: Thermal analysis and XRD data of t*iCL doped CaCOy-SiC^ (2:1) System

0.0 740 885 910 247 160 0.143 0.48 1210 As above

1425

0.1 675 870 900 217 152 0.210 0.58 1425 p-c2s

0.5 670 870 890 200 150 0.288 0.68 1410 p-C2S

1.0 670 860 855 183 147 0.316 0.71 1400 p-C2S

5.0 670 870 895 2*32 154 0.332 0.73 1390 p.c2s

CaMnjO7 (Small Gt) 
MnSiOj (Small Qty)

------------------------------------------ 42



Activation energy (Ea) and enthalpy ( A H) of CaCO? 
decomposition progressively decreased with increase in 
concentration of Cr„O-, from 0.1 - 1.0 percent and the 
Ea attained the minimum value at 1.0 percent concentration 
(202 kJ mol" ) after which there was an increase in the 
activation energy with increase in concentration of the 
dopant (210 kJ mol" with 5.0 percent Cr2O dopant). 
The enthalpy of decompositiOjO of CaCOj ( Л H) also 
decreased from 160 kJ mol" without dopant to 139 kJ 
mol" with 1.0 percent dopant. The1 value of enthalpy 
showed an increase to 156 kJ mol with 5.0 percent 
Cr9O3. The shape indices showed an increasing trend 
wim increasing concentration of the dopant and so also 
the order of reaction. The thermäl curves give two 
exothermic peaks at 1420°C and 1440°C at 0.1 percent 
of the dopant. 0.5 percent doped sample gave one exotherm 
at 1410°C, 1.0 percent doped sample gave two exotherms 
at 1400°C and 1420°C and only one exotherm at 1420nC 
was observed with 5.0 percent dopant. The exotherm 
could be attributed to the formation of dicalcium silicate 
phase.

The liquid nitrogen quenched sample at 1430°C (the 
exotherm was observed at 1420DC) using 0.1 percent 
Cr„O, gave a mixture of В and "У -C„S phase and free 
lime determined by XRD. The peaks at d (A0) 2.77, 2.40, 
1.70 and 1.45 confirmed the presence of free lime. The 
sample was subjected to free lime estimation by extraction 
method (10) and was found to have 1.2 percent free lime 
indicating in complete reactions. The same mix on heating 
to 1450°C with 1/2 hr retention and quenching in liquid 
nitrogen gave mostly '/ -C„5 and a small quantity of 
В -C^S phase. The free lime as determined chemically 
was 0.8 percent. The sample with 0.5 percent Cr^O-j 
on heating to 1420°C and quenching in liquid nitrogen 
gave a mixture of p and 'V -C„S phase. However, an 
increase in -C-S was noticed. 1.0 percent doped sample 
gave two exotherms at 1400 and 1420°C in the DTA curve. 
The starting material heated to 1420°C for V-j. h and 
quenched in liquid nitrogen gave predominantly ß -C^S 
phase along with small amount of "V-C^S phase. A few 
week lines corresponding to CaCrO, td values (A0) 3.62, 
2.88, 2.68, 2.38) also appeared in the XRD pattern. Free 
lime as determined chemically was found to be 0.5%

5.0 percent Cr^O, doped sample gave a DTA exotherm 
at 1420°C» XRD pattern of the liquid nitrogen quenched 
sample heated to 1430°C for 1/2 h. indicated the presence 
of predominently ß -C„5 phase alongwith a small quantity 
of <x '-C-S phase (d values (A0) 2.73, 2.66, 2.26 and 1.92). 
However y*  -OXS was found to be completely absent. 
The final products formed have been given in Table - 1.

Effect of TiO? on the decomposition of CaCO^ 
and formation or C^S phase

Thermal data of TiO„ doped smaples (Fig. 2) having 0.1, 
0.5, 1.0 and 5.0 percent Tio„ by weight of CjS have been 
given in Table 2. The caclulated value of Ea, Д H and 
n have also been given in .Tables The] value of Ea 
decreased from 247 kJ mol to 161 kJ mo! (1.0 percent 
TiO- dopant) through 181 kJ mol (0.1 percent dopant). 
However, the enthalpy of the reaction remained nearly 
same. The shape indices of the decomposition curve showed 
an increasing trend with increasing concentration of the 
dopant and so also the order of reaction.

FIG 2 THERMAL CURVES OF (a) 2CaCO3:SiOj 
(b)2CaCO3: SiO2*0.14. TiOz (c)2CaCO3: SiO2 
+05’/. TiOjW) 2CaCO3: SiOz+l’/^TiOz 
(e)2CaCO3:SiO2-t 5e/.TiO2

TiO9 (0.1 percent) dopant showed an exotherm at 14 20°C 
in the DTA curve. The reacting mixture heated to 1430°C 
for 1/2 h and quenched in liquid nitrogen indicated the 
presence of both ß and Y -C^S phases, along with free 
lime. Free lime determined chemically was found to be
1.60 percent. TiO. (0.5 percent) gave an exotherm at 
1420°C and the sample heated to 1430°C and quenched 
in liquid nitrogen gave peaks corresponding to ß -C^S 
phase in the XRD. Free lime determined by extraction 
method was found to be 0.64 percent. The sample having
TiO- (1.0 percent) gave an exothermic peak at 1410°C 
and The sample heated to 1420DC showed peaks corresponding 
to ß -C9S and free lime. Free lime determined chemically 
was found to be 0.31 percent. Traces of calcium-titanium 
silicate (Ca Ti SiO. d values (A°) 3.25, 3.00, 2.61) were 
also observed in the XRD pattern. Free lime determined
chemically was found to be 0.31 percent. The sample 
having 5.0 percent TiO. dopant gave an exotherm at 
1375°C. The starting maCerial (2 CaCOy5iC>2 + 5 percent 
TiO„) heated to 1385°C and quenched^in liquid nitrogen 
showed Ca Ti SiO. and Ca TiO, (d values (A0) 2.70, 1.91, 
1.57). No free lime could be^detected by XRD or by
extraction method.



Effect of MnCX, on the decomposition of CaCO^ 
and formation от C^S Phase.

the thermal curves of Mno_ doped CaCO^-SiO^ system 
have been given in Fig. 3. The Ti, Td and If of theDTG 
peaks for the decomposition of CaCO^ have been recorded 
in Table 3 along with the calculated values of activation 
energy (Ea), enthalpy (H), shape Index and the order 
of reaction (n) Fig. 4. All the thermal curves (o.l -5.0 
percent MnOp gave a short exothermic peaks at 1210°C 
due to partial formation of -C,S along with the 
transformation of quartzto cristobalite (11). Exotherms 
have been obtained at 1425°C, 1410°C, 1400°C and 1390°C 
with 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 5.0 percent respectively of the 
dopant. The products formed at the above temperatures 
have been identified by heating the samples to the 
temperature where the peaks terminate, retained for 
1/2 h and quenched in liquid nitrogen. The quenched 
products have been identified by XRD.

121O*c 142S*C

_____ L L I I C-------------------1---------------1-----------1 
о 2.00. 400; 600, SOO 1000 1200, 1400 1600

' temperature “C.
FIG 3 THERMAL. CURVES. OF (cr) 2CaC03:SiO; (blZCaCOg:

Si 0.2 ’•01%; Mn02 ZCaCOsr SiO2 «■ 0 5% MnO^
(d) 2 CoCOj; Si 0?2* 1% Mh02 le) 2СаС0з;5Ш2*5%  MnO;

FIG, 4 SHAPE INDEX FROM1 OTA 
DECOMPOSITION PEAK

The sample having 0.1 percent dopant showed an exothermic 
peak at 1425°C and the sample heated to 1435°C and 
quenched in liquid nitrogen gave pre-dominantly -C^S 
phase with no free lime and free quartzindicating that 
0.1 percent dopant was sufficient to complete the reaction. 
The sample having MnCL (0.5 - 5 percent) gave mainly 

p> -C2S along with CaMn^O? (d values (A0) 2.67, 2.41, 
1.79) these peaks also appeared with 1.0 and 5.0 percent 
dopant. No free lime peaks were observed indicating 
that manganese does not substitute calcium but Si . 
This is also observed by knoefel etal (12) on the incorpora
tion of manganese in tricalcium silicate phase.

CONCLUSION

1. Cr^Oy TiO2 and MnO2, which occur as minor 
constituents in cement raw materials lower the 
decomposition temperature of CaCO^ and formation 
of C„S phase with increase in concentration of 
dopants from 0.1 - 1.0 percent. The Ea and H 
also show a decreasing trend upto 1.0 percent 
concentration of the dopants.

2. Formation temperature of |n> - dicalcium silicate 
phase is not significantly affected upto a concentra
tion of 1.0 percent of the dopants. TiO2 and MnO2 
at 5.0 percent concentration significantly lower 
the temperature of formation ofjS-C^S.

3. Significant amount of free lime have been detected 
with Cr2Oj and TiO2 showing a decreasing trend 
with increase in concentration of the dopants, 
probably due to the formation of new compounds 
where these dopants get fixed as anions.
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The heat required (HR) is expressed as
HR = A - В - C

Where A is the amount of heat 
recoverable from gaseous [ 
and that of oC-AI^O^, 
in the thermodynamic sense, 
in literature.

A new approach for estimation of heat requirement for clinkenzation.
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■ ' ' - received by the raw mix from ambient upto clinkerization temperature, В is the heat
--- nroducts such as Ho0 and CO„. A is obtained by superimposing the DTA curves of the raw mix 
""recorded under similar Experimental conditions, thus obtaining a heat equivalent of the area generated 

•_ The values of В and C are calculated by usingdthe experimental data along with data availa. .



INTRODUCTION

In the calculations of heat balance of any pyroprocessing 
system used for the production of cement, the theoretical 
heat requirement of clinker formation happens to be 
one of the most important items. This subject was dealt 
earlier by Zur Strassen (1) who had summarised all the 
other approaches adopted till then and also gave simplified 
equations for the calculation of theoretical heat require
ment in terms of oxide composition of clinker. These 
equations have been widely used subsequently and are 
also presented in a number of books (2, 3) on the subject. 
A closer examination of the original paper of Zur Strassen 
(1) shows that these equations based on oxide composition 
are valid only for certain types of raw meals made 
up of limestone rich in calcite, and clay made up of 
equal contributions from the principal clay minerals 
- kaolinite, montmorillonite and illite. This limitation 
is explicitly made clear by Zur Strassen (1). On the 
other hand if the cement raw meal has a widely different 
mineralogical composition, the approach to be adopted 
for the derivation of the relevant equations has also 
been given by Zur Strassen (1). However since this 
approach needs vital data on the quantitative mineralogical 
composition of the raw meal and the heats of formation 
of the minerals concerned (which is not easy to obtain 
for low grade and complex raw materials), it is not 
generally adopted. In practice the readymade equations 
given by Zur Strassen (1) and subsequently adopted in 
the handbooks (2,3) are used irrespective of the complexity 
of the mineralogical compositon of the cement raw 
meal.

Cement industry, in India, is using low grade limestones 
with considerable free silica content, alongwith complex 
types of corrective materials including industrial wastes 
like red mud from aluminium industry in some cases. 
The coal available to the Cement Industry is generally 
rich in ash with ash contents reaching upto 40% in some 
cases. Under these conditions,, it was felt necessary 
that the calculations of theoretical heat requirement 
be reexamined and a need was felt for a simple method 
of determination without requiring any data on the 
mineralogical composition of raw meal or the heats 
of formation of the complex minerals. In the present 
work an attempt is made to present an independent 
experimental method based on differential thermal analysis 
for the determination of theoretical heat requirement.

EXPERIMENTAL

Five clinker compositions were designed using different 
raw materials and the analysis of raw materials are 
listed in Table I.

The proportions of raw materials in each clinker alongwith 
the oxide and the computed(with simple Bogue's formulae) 
mineral compositions are listed in Table II.

TABLE - I

Ferric '
Oxide (FO) AnalaR Chemical Reagent

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF RAW MATERIALS

Raw Material LOI SiO2 Fe2°3 Al2°3 CaO MgO Na2O Kzo

L imestone 
(LS-1) 38.42 11.62 0.74 1.52 46.35 1.32 0.08 0.18

Limestone
(LS-2) 42.60 2.20 0.4 0 0.40 54.10 0.4 3 Traces Traces

Limestone
(LS-3) 37.00 12.46 1.15 2.01 45.45 1.39 0.12 0.29

Kaolinite
(K) 15.80 42.62 1.28 32.03 - 3.14 1.37 1.62 0.44

Clay 
(Cl) 10.14 54.30 9.61 16.87 2.70 1.94 1.90 2.3 I

Bauxite
(B) 15.15 10.00 2.44 70.15 0.15 0.91 Traces Traces

Iron Ore
(IO) 3.30 8.65 77.55 8.62 1.75 Traces 0.33 Traces

Coal Ash 
(CA) 0.23 58.86 8.23 29.4 2 1.59 0.16 1.19 0.91



TABLE - II

PROPORTIONS OF RAW MATERIALS AND COMPOSITION OF CLINKER

Raw Mix 
No.

Proportions of 
Materials %

Composition of Clinker_______________ ________

SiO2 Fe2O3 Al2°3 CaO MgO C3S c2s C}A C. AF4

LS-2 - 75.00
1. К - 7.93 20.24 5.90 8.25 63.17 1.17 39.4 28.5 11.9 17.9

Cl - 15.07
FO - 2.00 •

LS-2 - 77.00
2 К - 7.59 19.76 4.32 8.01 65.52 1.17 56.5 14.4 13.9 13.2

Cl - 14.41
FO - 1.00

LS-2 - 76.00
3 К - 7.93 20.41 4.40 8.31 64.42 1.18 45.0 24.8 14.6 13.4

Cl - 15.07
FO - 1.00

LS-1 - 91.71
4 В - 1.90 21.65 3.71 6.78 65.73 1.91 52.1 23.1 11.7 11.3

IO - 1.62
CA - 4.77

LS-3 - 93.16
5 В - 1.14 22.65 3.34 6.53 64.55 2.00 41.9 33.6 11.7 10,2

IO - 0.86
CA - 4.84

— —

The selection of raw materials for clinkers 1, 2 & 3 was 
made such that their mineral composition. is as close as 
possible to the assumptions made by Zur Strassen (1), 
discussed already in the introduction i.e. the-contribution 
of Al ,O, from each of the argillaceous raw materials 
was kept''the same. Clinkers b, and 5 were made with 
relatively impure raw materials and the coal ash absorption 

■ • ■ --------- this case the
__ and the coal

ash absorption assumed was about 7.4% on clinker which 
is a typical figure in India.

was also accounted for. For example in 
limestone had about 9 - 10% free silica

As a step towards the determination of theoretical heat 
requirements, the total heat received by each of the 
above raw meals for heating from 25°C to 1450°C (A) 
was determined using the DTA method already published 
elsewhere (4) and the equipment used was a Mettler 
TA - 1 thermal analyser. The heat recoverable from 
the cooling of clinker from 1450° to 25°C (B) was computed 
based on the equations of specific heats of minerals 
.(3) and the computed mineral composition of each clinker. 
Here a simplification had to be done and the clinkers 
were assumed to be made up of only the four conventional 
major phases. The contents of these phases were propor
tionately corrected as to add up to 100%.

The heat recoverable from the gaseous products (C) 
was also calculated using the standard equations on 
specific heats of water vapour and carbon dioxide'(6). 
No other gaseous product was considered in the laboratory 
study. For the determination of C the DTA and TG 
curves were used and the temperature range in which 
a gaseous product was evolved, was divided into convenient 
narrow zones. The mass of any gaseous product in a 
particular zone was assumed to be evolved at the average 
temperature of the zone and the heat recoverable from 
this mass was calculated with reference to cooling from 
this average temperature to 23°C. The water vapour, 
in particular, was assumed to be lost in vapour state 
only, at 25°C. The experimentally computed theoretical 
heat requirement was obtained by subtracting the sum 
of В and C from A. Secondly, the comparative figures 
on theoretical heat requirement (Q) based on oxide 
composition (ignoring alkalies) were also calculated 
using the readymade equation given by Zur Strassen 
(1). УХИ these results are presented in Table III.



TABLE - III 

COMPARATIVE RESULTS ON THEORETICAL 
HEAT REQUIREMENT

Raw Mix/ 
Clinker 

No.

Heat Values
Kcal/kg
Clinker

Theoretical Heat 
R equ i rement 

Clinker
Kcal/kg

A В C Present Work Ref. 1

1 875 347 117 411 417

2 917 348 126 443 4 38

3 889 349" 121 419 427

4 876 350 125 401 430

5 863 351 122 390 416

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is seen that the agreement between the values of 
theoretical heat requirement obtained by the present 
method and Zur Strassen's method (1) is reasonably 
close in the case of clinkers 1, 2 and 3, owing to the 
selection of pure raw materials closer to the assumptions 
made by Zur Strassen (1). On the other hand the agreement 
is not so good in the case of clinkers 4 and 5 in which 
the mineral composition of raw materials and the influence 
of coal ash indicate a considerable deviation from the 
assumptions made by Zur Strassen" (1). Such deviations 
in the case of clinkers made with commercial raw 
materials may be significant to the designers and 
machinery manufacturers, particularly in view of the 
lower specific heat consumption of the order of 700-B00 
kcal/kg presently obtained with the modern dry process 
as compared to the figure of 1400 kcal/kg preval^it 
earlier for the conventional wet process.

CONCLUSION

The new method of experimental determination of 
theoretical heat requirement is simple and independent 
of the complexity of raw materials. The method requires 
a high precision thermal analyser and experience remains 
to be gained with different types of thermal analysers 
commercially available.
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Specific Surface as A Parameter for Raw Mix Burnability and its Relation 
with Volume Change of Fired Raw Mix Pellets.

D. GHOSH, S.A. KHADILKAR, R.K. AGARWAL, G.A. MUDHBHATKAL AND A.K. CHATTERJEE,
The Associated Cement Companies Ltd.,
Central Research Station, Thane 400 604, INDIA.

Abstract :

_ IBW clUUlUctL.il ui >y ».v **..  •- ----------------------------------- / , ,
raw mix pellets fired at different temperatures has also been in practice in the laboratory of the authors, 
qualitative correlation between the trend of volume change of fired pellets with the burnability of raw mixes 
varying specific surface as determined through the modified empirical equation has also been reported.

The quantification of burnability of a raw mix is often attempted through the application of eitner danders 
or Ginstling's equations to the data obtained on combined lime of the fired raw mix. It is well known that 
the above equations are derived on the basic concept of diffusion of monodisperse spherical particles. The appli
cation of the above technique to industrial raw mixes turn out to be problematic because of polydisperse nature 
of industrial raw mixes. In view of this limitation an attempt has been made to modify the above equation 
by considering the specific surface of raw mixes as a parameter modifying its burnability characteristics.

Raw mixes of a specific composition but varying specific surfaces have been subjected to firing at different 
temperatures and different soaking time. 1) The relationship between residual free lime, temperature, soaking 
timeP and specific surface has been established 2) Based on these relationship an empirical equation has been 

arrived at to quantify the burnability of a raw mix.

The theoretical burnability thus obtained is of appreciable help in predicting the burnability of a given raw mix 
with change in its specific surface. The extent of correlation attained between the theoretical prediction and 
experimental determination of burnability for a few raw mixes have been reported.

Another new approach of assessing the lime combinability reaction through determination of volume change 

of
A
of

A quantificaqäo da aptidäo de queima de uma mistura crua frequentemente e tentada pela aplicagao das e- 
quaqoes de dander ou de Ginstling para dados obtidos na cal combinada de mistura crua queimada. Sabe- 
se bem que as equagoes acima säo derivadas sobre о concerto bäsico de difusäo de particulas esfericas 
monodispersas. A aplicagao da tecnica acima a misturas cruas industrials podc ser problematica por 
causa da natureza polidispersa das misturas cnias industriais.Tendo em vista esta limitagao, fez-se u- 
ma tentativa para modificar a equagäo acima, levando em consideragäo a superficie especifica dos crus 

сото um parametro que modifica suas caracteristicas de aptidäo de queima.

Misturas cruas com uma composigäo especifica, mas com superficies especificas variäveis, foram submeti- 

das-a queima a diversas temperaturas e por diferentes periodos de embebimento. 1) Fol cstabelecida a 
relagäo entre cal livre residual, temperatura, tempo de embebimento e superficie especifica. 2) Com ba 

se nestas relagoes, chegou-se a uma equagäo empirica para quantificar a aptidäo de queima de uma mistu

ra crua.

A aptidäo teorica de queima obtida desta forma e uma ajuda considerävel para a predigäo da aptidäo de 

queima de uma dada mistura crua com mudanga de sua superficie especifica. Informa-se a correlagao exis 

teilte entre a predigäo teorica e a determinagäo experimental da aptidäo de queima de uns poucos crus.

Outra nova aproximagäo para avaliagäo da reagäo de capacidade de combinagäo da cal, por determinagäo da 

mudanga de volume de pelotas de cru queimadas a diferentes temperaturas, tambem foi praticada em labora 
törio pelos autores. Tambem se consigna uma correlagao qualitativa entre a tendencia de mudanga de vo
lume das pelotas queimadas e a aptidäo de queima dos crus com superficie especifica variävel, conforme 

determinada pela equagäo empirica modificada.



1. INTRODUCTION

The prediction of bumability of a raw mix is 
quite difficult as it not only depends on the raw 
material characteristics, chemical composition, 
fineness but also on the fuel characteristics, system 
design and operating controls. The basic approach 
towards determination of burnability are either 
theoretical or experimental. All these experimental 
approaches are based on the determination of 
residual free lime after a given burning period 
or the time of burning required to attain a given 
value of residual free lime. These are mostly 
evaluated qualitatively. Quantitative approaches 
are also available and for quite sometime, the 
equation by Tander's (1) and Ginstling's (2) were 
used in the author's Laboratory.

The equation of Tander's and Ginstling's are associ
ated with the diffusion mechanism of monodisperse 
spherical particles and considers the reduction 
of the reaction interface with time. The application 
of these equations to industrial raw mixes pose 
limitations because of the polydisperse nature 
of the raw mixes. In view of this, an attempt 
has been made to consider the specific surface 
as a parameter and develop an equation for predict
ing burnability of industrial raw mixes.

An approach practiced in the Laboratory of the 
authors is the assessment of lime combinability 
through determination of volume change of raw 
mixes on firing. This method gives an overall beha
vioral change of raw mixes with rise in temperature. 
Here a qualitative correlation has also been made 
of the two approaches.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The burning experiments were performed in an 
electric furnace at temperatures from 1100°C to 
1500oC at intervals of 100°C and with retention 
time ranging from 5 to 25 min. The raw mixes 
were pelletised (25.4 x 15 cms) at 500 kg/Sq. cm. 
pressure. The residual free lime and total lime were 
determined after burning as well as the volume 
change noted due to burning.

III. BURNABILITY EQUATION

A raw mix (RM-1) of the composition shown in 
Table 1 was prepared and ground to different 
surface areas (1700 to 5300 Sq. cm/gm). This was 
subjected to heating at different temperatures 
and retention time. The lime combinability
(CaO. , , - CaO, /CaO, . n was determinedtotal free total;
for each temperature and retention time.

Following emerges from the plot of lime combin- 
ability against temperature for each*  surface areas 
(Fig 1 a to d)

- Irrespective of surface area and temperature the

lime combinability increases with increase in reten
tion time. However, at higher surface area 
( z' 4000 sq.cm/gm) and higher temperatures 
( >1400°C), the lime combinability is almost the

' same for all retention time from 5 to 25 min.

- At lower surface areas ( <<4000 sq.cm/gm) the 
relationship between lime combinability and temper
ature appears to be curvilinear which tends to 
become linear at higher surface areas>4000 sq.cm/gm).

It is apparent from above that surface area, tempera
ture, and retention time have considerable influence 
on the lime combinability. The other factors which 
would also influence the lime combinability are 
the mineralogy of the raw mix and its chemical 
composition. Ten industrial raw mixes of varying 
chemical composition (Table 1) and mineralogy 
were subjected to the same schedule of experiments.

Multiple regression technique was used to fit a 
curve on these data points and the equation for 
best fit was found out. The multiple correlation 
coefficient was found to be 0.87 with 110 data 
poin ts.

The lime combinability () in the equation is a 
ratio of the total lime combined to the total lime 
in the raw mix hence this ratio cannot exceed 
the value 1.0. The equation derived is applicable 
within a temperature range*  of 1200°C to 1500uC 
and for ail retention time, surface area and total 
lime on the mix provided the <Z. value remains 
within the limit 1.0. Any of these parameters 
responsible for the increase of value above 1.0 is 
unreal for the raw mix under study.

The equation is useful in the

- prediction of lime combinability or free lime 
expected at a given temperature and retention 
time, knowing the surface area of the raw mix- 
and expected total lime (designed value) after 
firing.

- the retention time or temperature required for 
achieving a certain lime combinability for a given 
raw mix with known surface area.

- Since theoritically the maximum lime combinability 
can be achieved is 1.0, the limits of the equation 
for a given raw mix in terms of surface area or 
temperature or retention time can be determined. 
This limit would serve as the maximum value of 
the parameter for the given raw mix. For eg. 
in case of a raw mix with 66.0 total lime, the lime 
comibnability is maximum at 1450°C with 20 minutes 
retention time when the surface area is 5400 cm£/gm. 
Further, grinding or increasing fineness of the 
same raw mix is unwanted.
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FIG-1 RELATION OF LIME COMBINABILITY WITH TEMPERATURE FOR SURFACE 
AREA (а)1700 (Ь)3600(с)дЮ0 ANO (d 15300.CURVES 1 TO5 DENOTES THE 

DIFFERENT RETENTION TIME 5.10.15 20 AND 25 MINUTES.

The regression equation for Burnability is :
z -3 Ä -Д Ä -5 уч zx<Z = 0.7396 + 2.158 x 10 /0 + 6.2094 x 10 /3+ 3.6046 x 10 D - 0.0133/9

/ 1 /1 7 5 J ц.
where -

J<, - Lime Combinability ratio

p - Retention time in minutes

p - Temperature in °C

p - Surface area cm^/gm

/3 -Percenttotal CaO in raw mix after burning.
*

IV. APPLICATION TO INDUSTRIAL RAW MIXES

Three industrial raw mixes were collected for 
investigating the burnability with the help of 
the equation derived earlier. The Plant-А with 
precalcination technology uses limestone of sedi
mentary origin and the Plant В & C are wet 
process plants using fine grained crystalline lime
stone. The chemical composition of the raw mixes 
along with Coal Ash component from fuel due 
to absorption is given in Table 2.

The calculated lime combinability of these three 
raw mixes at three different surface areas at 
temperatures 1350°C, 1400°C, 1450°C with reten
tion time 20 minutes was determined. Similar 
data on the same raw mixes with the same para
meters was also determined experimentally.

The calculated value of lime combinability in all 
cases is lower (.005 - .08) than the experimental 
value. The influence of minor elements which often 
acts as a mineraliser has not been considered in 
the equation might explain the higher experimental 
lime combinability value than the calculated value. 
Figure 2 shows the close relation between the 
lime combinability values calculated and experimental.

V. EXPANSION/SHRINKAGE STUDIES

The volume change inthe fired raw mix pellets 
of the three industrial raw mixes was determined 
(Eig.3 a to c). The firing expansion/shrinkage patterns 
of raw mix pellets are characteristic of each of 
them and no two patterns are alike. These patterns 
provide qualitative information about the lime 
combinability, solid state reactions forming inter
mediate phases, appearance & quantity of liquid 
and finally the compressive strength of the pellet



TABLE 1

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF RAW - MIXES USED IN THE DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION 
OF BURNABILITY.

sio2 A12°3 Fe2°3 CaO MgO LOI Mg MA LSF

RAW-MIX-1 12.53 3.18 1.66 42.9 1.4 36.26 2.58 1.91 1.07

RAW-MIX-2 15.1 4.1 2.6 43.0 0.2 33.9 2.25 1.57 0.88

RAW-MIX-3 13.8 2.1 2.6 44.0 1.0 35.7 2.94 0.81 1.02

RAW-MIX -4 13.3 3.2 2.5 43.7 1.0 35.2 2.33 1.28 1.00

RAW-MIX-5 13.5 3.4 1.8 41.1 1.7 36.9 2.60 1.89 0.93

RAW-MIX-6 13.0 3.9 1.8 42.6 1.6 35.2 2.28 2.17 0.98

RAW-MIX-7 13.1 2.3 1.2 44.3 3.2 34.7 3.70 1.92 1.08

RAW-MIX-8 14.4 2.7 1.1 43.8 0.9 35.8 3.79 2.45 0.97

RAW-MIX-9 14.8 2.5 2.6 42.3 1.3 35.3 2.91 0.96 0.91

RAW-MIX-10 13.2 3.7 2.4 43.0 0.6 36.0 2.16 1.54 0.98

RAW-MIX-11 12.3 2.3 3.1 45.2 0.6 36.0 2.72 0.74 1.15

at 1400°C throws light on the expected granulo
metry of the clinker in the industrial situation. 
The details of the method & interpretation has 
been described elsewhere (3).

Following conclusions can be drawn from the 
expansion/shrinkage pattern (Fig. 3 a to c) of 
the three plant raw mixes ground to three different 
surface areas.

i) In case of Plant - A & В (Fig. 3 a & b), 
an expansion maxima occurs at 1200°C indi
cating the formation of high lime aluminates 
(C,A) and high lime silicates(C?S). The liquid 
formation initiates at around 1250°C - 130ÜDC. 
The rate of reaction, either solid state or 
liquid-solid, is higher for the higher surface 
area than the lower surface area as exempli
fied by higher value of expansion at 1200°C 
and shrinkage at 1450°C for the same raw 
mix. The difference inthe two raw mixes 
(Plant A and Plant B) is shown by the value 
of maximum expansion and shrinkage signifying 
the rate of lime combinability and quantity 
of liquid being different for the two raw 
mixes.

ii) The raw mix from Plant-C shows an expansion 
at 1200°C followed by shrinkage and then 
another expansion maxima at 1330°C. The 
above characteristic is indicative of the 
formation of intermediate phases and incipient 
liquid formation between the two stages 
of silicate and aluminate formation. tHowever, 
this rate of reaction is higher for the higher 
surface area in the raw mix. Based on the 
firing shrinkage/expansion studies, the three 
plants can be rated in order of their lime 
combinability and reactivity as Plant - A 
(Max. shrinkage : 16.4%) followed by Plant -B



(Max. shrinkage 14.43%) and, then Plant-C (Max. 
shrinkage 5.89). The sama rating can be maintained 
from the lime combinability values obtained from 
the equation viz., the lime combinability at 1400°C 
for Plant A, В and C are 0.968, 0.925 and 0.920 
respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

The equation derived is successful in predicting 
the lime combinabili ty/free lime of a raw mix 
with known surface area for a given temperature 
and retention time of burning. It can also be used 
for decisions on the fineness of a raw mix under 
a given burning condition. However, the behavioral 
aspects of a raw mix due to heating like the course 
of reaction, appearance of melt and quantity 
of melt cannot be derived from the equation but 
such information is available from the firing shrink- 
age/expansion studies. The mineralogical and minor 
elements influence on burning and reactivity of 
raw mixes cannot be brought out selectively from 
the use of the equation alone but the experimental 
determination of lime combinability ( об ) together 
with the shrinkage/expansion characteristics would 
help in deciphering them.

Ld
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FIG-2 RELATION BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL 
ANO-THEORETICAL

BURNABILITY

FIG-3-EXPANSION/SHRINKAGE OF THREE RAW MIXES 
WITH DIFFERENT SURFACE AREA
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1. INTRODUCTION

Determination of the rate of clinker formation is an 
important step in assessing the in-kiln behaviour of 
industrial cement raw meals. In most cases, a compa
rative assessment is made, based - for reasons of 
simplicity - on isothermal burning tests, supple
mented by chemical and mineralogical data, which 
permit an optimization of raw meal composition and 
fineness.

For a more comprehensive understanding of the bur
ning process - as is increasingly required for the 
efficient operation of modern kilns - it is neces
sary to include additional aspects, such as clinker 
granulation [1], dust development, coating forma
tion and others, i.e. not simply the burnability 
but the overall burning behaviour must be consi
dered. Furthermore, in view of the subsequent grin
ding process and cement properties, the development 
of the clinker microstructure is also of interest.

The above mentioned aspects are determined by the 
ongoing chemical reactions, occurring over the en
tire temperature range in the rotary kiln. Thus, it 
seems appropriate to investigate the progress of 
reaction over an extended temperature range, in or
der to characterize the influences of raw meal cha
racteristics and of heating rate upon the various 
stages of clinker formation [2].

Rapid upheating of the kiln charge, as achieved in 
precalciner kilns with short rotary sections, is 
said to be advantageous not only with respect to 
sinter-zone temperature, but also to clinker granu
lation and microstructure [3].

2. OBJECTIVES

In the "Holderbank" laboratories a non-isothermal 
reactivity test is employed to characterize the 
burning behaviour of raw meals over a wide tempera
ture range. The test was designed to combine prac
tical relevance with experimental simplicity and so 
make it attractive for both routine and special 
investigations. The test serves two purposes, 
namely:

- to permit a comparative characterization of raw 
meals, as performed under constant test conditions 
(standard reactivity test)

- to assess the effect of distinct, individual pro
cess conditions, such as maximum burning tem
perature or upheating rate on clinker formation 
(modified reactivity test).

These tests may be supplemented by further experi
mental investigations (microscopy, X-ray diffrac
tion, thermoanalysis).

3. TEST DETAILS

Materials preparation: Raw meal cylinders, 15 mm in 
diameter and height, are formed by pressing a moist 
paste into holes of the above dimensions, drilled 
in a steel pl a.te, followed by drying at 100 C.

Reactivity test: A programmable, electrically heated 
1600uC "Naber""'muffle furnace is used. It can accom
modate 32 raw meal cylinders (normally 8 cylinders 
each from 4 different raw meals), distributed on 8 
ceramic sample holders (see photo D.^The loaded 
sample holders are all entered at 700°C and indi
vidually withdrawn at selected temperatures (or 
times); the burnt cylinders are allowed to cool in 
air, after which their diameter, height and free 
lime are measured, the latter according to the 
Schläpfer-Bukowski method using ethylene-glycol 
extraction.

Further investigations: X-ray diffraction diagrams 
were recorded using CuK -radiation on a Philips 
APD 10 diffractometer. The microstructure was exa
mined by reflected light microscopy on polished and 
etched test cylinders after burning to various tem
peratures and times respectively.

Photo 1: Test furnace

4. RESULTS

4.1 Raw Mix Characterization by Standard Reactivity 
Test

Test procedure: upheating rate of 8°C/min from 700 
to 1400"C. Samples are withdrawn in 100°C intervals 
starting at 900°C, and after 15 and 30 minutes re
tention time at 1400°C.

Out of the numerous raw meals, four spread over the 
range encountered are selected for presentation. 
Their chemical moduli, mineralogical composition and 
fineness are shown in Table 1. The raw component 
characteristics are as follows:

Meal A: A complex mixture of marly to high grade 
limestone and slate containing quartz and 
highly crystalline silicates, such as micas 
and chlorite.

Meal B: A microcrystalline, marly, chalky limestone 
of cementstone composition containing poorly 
crystalline montmorillonite as major argil
laceous mineral.

Meal C: A hard, high-grade limestone and an alluvial, 
quartz-rich river deposit (sand to gravel) 
as siliceous component.

Meal D: A mixture of high and low grade, rather 
inhomogeneous limestones. Very high calcu
lated clinker liquid phase (approx. 30%)»



RAU MEAL PROPERTIESTABLE 1:

Raw meal A В C 0

Chemical moduli

Lime saturation 90.2 100.1 97.2 93.2
Silica ratio 3.08 3.14 3.74 2.13
Alumina ratio 1.72 3.00 1.71 2.05

LPh 1338’C 19.7 13.0 16.5 22.9
LPh 140Q’C 23.0 21.5 19.0 29.7

Mineralogical composition

75.5 76.5 74.5 73.5Calcite
Dolomite 0.5 - 4.0 -
Quartz 12.0 4.0 8.0 7.5
Feldspars 2.5 - 3.0 4.0
Kaolinite — * 4.0 —
Mi cas 4.0 3.0 1.5 4.0
Chlorite 4.0 - - 6.0
Montmorillonite - 6.0

Fineness

Sieve residue: 200 pm 1.0 1.3 1.8 2.2
90 pm 14.8 13.6 22.6 24.0

The free lime development for the four raw meals in 
the standard reactivity test is shown in Figure 1.

The residual free lime content at 1400°C characte
rizes the burnability, i.e. the ease of alite for
mation in the reacting meals. In the cases of meals 
A, C and D, the distinct burnabilities can be sa
tisfactorily explained by models expressing the bur
nability as a function of lime saturation, silica 
modulus, and the amount of coarse quartz and calcite 
("Holderbank" physico-chemical burnability model;
[4],[5]).  Meal B, however, lies outwith the scope 
of this model: the free lime content is unexpectedly 
low for its high lime saturation and silica ratio; 
the excellent reactivity has to be explained by the 
exceptional raw meal microhomogeneity.

Very different reactivities of the raw meals during 
and after calcination are revealed by the different 
free lime contents in the temperature range 1000 - 
IZOO’C. Assuming that at 1000’0 all clinker minerals 
can be formed except alite, a relative degree of 
lime combination can be calculated (100% means that 
all remaining CaO is exclusively available for the 
conversion of belite into alite). The figures for 
the four meals are:

Relative degree of lime combination at 1000°C (%)

A В C 0

37.7 89.4 59.3 46.4

Since the chemical transformations at around 1000’C 
are solid state reactions, the degree of lime com
bination depends mainly on the contact .area of the 
reacting components and is, thus, a measure of the 
microhomogeneity of the meal. It appears that the 
microhomogeneity is not so much a matter of the 
grinding fineness in the typical range for raw meals 
but rather of the inherent petrographic texture of 

the raw components. This is evidenced both by the 
reactive meal В based on a cementstone-like, micro
crystalline raw material and by the low reactive 
meal A made from rather heterogeneous, well crystal
line rocks (see photos 2 and 5).

Depending on the degree of lime combination achieved 
at 10ÜO°C, either an appreciable reaction rate is 
still observed in the upheating period up to melt 
formation (meals A, C, D), or the meal passes 
through an apparently inactive period of almost no 
net transformation (meal B) in which, however, 
crystal growth or recrystallization reactions take 
place. For the industrial process a rapid transit 
through the temperature range from 1000 to 1250°C 
(corresponding approx, to the transition-zone) seems 
to be desirable for type В meals, whereas for types 
A, C and D the advantages are not immediately ob
vious and require some clarification. This will be 
further discussed in section 4.2.

In Figure 2, the changing volume of the burnt raw 
meal cylinders (referred to the original volume) is 
shown. The shrinkage behaviour at sintering tem
perature, which primarily depends on the liquid 
phase content, provides an indication of the granu
lation and coating behaviour of the meal. A more 
profound interpretation, however, requires an exami
nation of the microstructure and a more detailed 
consideration of melt phase properties [6].

4.2 Influence of Upheating Rate on Burnability 
and Microstructure" ""

As pointed out by Wolter [3], the most significant 
differences in the temperature profile of modern 
kiln systems occur in the transition-zone, which, to 
take extremes, is either long, as in a precalciner 
kiln with a length to diameter ratio of approx.14:1, 
or of a rather limited length, as in a short pre
calciner kiln (10 : 1).

This situation was simulated by the upheating se
quence in the modified reactivity tests:

slow upheating: 50°C/min from 700 to 1000°C and 
from 1300 to 1500°C;
2.5°C/min from 1000 to 1300°C

rapid upheating: 50°C/min from 700 to 1500°C

sampling: at 100°C intervals, starting at
1000’C, and after 10 and 20 minutes 
retention time at 1500°C

(During calcination the temperature within the rela
tively large raw meal cylinders was certainly not 
unifofin. Although the free lime curve was thus fal
sified in this range, the final conclusions remain 
unchanged).

Included in the investigations were the low reactive 
meal A and the very reactive meal B.
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Influence on burnability

Figs. 3 and 4 display the free lime development of 
the two meals under slow and rapid upheating con
ditions. In both cases, the residual free lime con
tent at and above 1400°C is lower in the case of 
rapid upheating than after a prolonged tempering 
period between 1000 and 1300°C. For the reactive 
meal B, a much further advanced degree of reaction 
of the rapidly burnt sample is already observed at 
13U0°C.

It has been suggested that the gain in reactivity is 
due to the preservation of small and disordered 
intermediate minerals up to the stage of alite for
mation [2],[3J. This should be reflected in the X- 
ray diffraction peak width, in particular of free 
lime and belite. At 1300°C no differences were ob
served in the diffraction peaks of free lime, while 
a noticeable increase in peak width and a decrease 
in. peak resolution were observed for belite in the 
rapidly heated samples, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig- 7
BEUTE PEAK WIDTH IN FUNCTION OF HEATING RATE

(1300°C)

RAPID UPHEATINGSLOW UPHEATING
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Influence on microstructure

A definite influence of the upheating rate upon 
microstructure development is apparent from the ob
served volume changes of the burnt raw meal cylin
ders as shown in Figs. 5 and 6: for meal A, the 
shrinkage at the final sintering temperature is 
about the same for both the slowly and rapidly 
heated samples; however, at lower temperatures, 
a lower upheating rate leads to a temporary volume 
increase, while upon rapid upheating an immediate 
shrinkage is observed. In the case of meal B, the 
differences rather occur at sintering temperature, 
where a markedly increased shrinkage results from 
rapid upheating.

The development of clinker microstructure was 
studied in detail by optical microscopy. Only the 
granulated raw meal and the final clinker after 
20 minutes retention time at 1500 C are depicted 
(photos 2-7).

It is evident that the characteristics of the clin
ker structure are principally determined by the 
raw meal properties and only to a lesser extent 
influenced by the upheating program.

The main features distinguishing the clinkers pro
duced from mixes A and B, as a result of their 
intrinsic properties, are:

Mix A: This meal consists of rather coarse, monomi- 
neral particles, the size of which is strong
ly affected by the grinding process (photo 
2). The resulting clinker is coarsely struc
tured, consisting of extended regions of 
dense sintered material and large pores. The 
clinker minerals are heterogeneously distri
buted and have a large crystal size (photos 
3 and 4).

Mix B: This meal is extremely fine grained and homo
geneous (photo 5), a feature inherent to the 
components and not produced by grinding. The 
resulting clinker is fairly dense, the re
maining porosity almost exclusively consist
ing of fine pores. The clinker minerals are 
very homogeneously distributed and are small 
in size.

The influence of the different upheating conditions 
is readily visible in the case of mix B: from the 
start of sintering to the final stage, a denser 
structure, intersected by larger pores, is formed 
in the case of rapid upheating.

shown here): after rapid 
cess has progressed much 
longed tempering.

A similar trend to a coarser structure upon rapid 
heating is also found in the final clinker of mix A, 
though far less pronounced than in mjx B. J'he rather
striking difference in volume shrinkage at 1300 C 
(Fia 5) is also apparent in the microstructure (not 
<ho2n here): after rapid heating, the sintering pro

further than after pro

A significant difference 
final clinker after slow 
be detected in either of

in crystal size in the 
and rapid upheating cannot 
the two clinkers.

5. CONCLUSIOMS

By means of the standard reactivity test, the 
burning behaviour of cement raw meals can effi
ciently be determined over the temperature range 
from 1000 to 1400°C. .

The residual free lime content at 1400°C - used to 
characterize the burnability of a meal - can in 
most, but not all cases, be explained by statistical 
models. Highly reactive meals, for which these 
models are not valid, are distinguished by an excep
tional microhomogeneity, which is inherent to the 
raw components and is not significantly affected at 
the grinding fineness typical for industrial raw 
mills.

The microhomogeneity can be determined by various 
methods:

- indirectly after calcination by the free lime 
content, or the degree of Time combination, as 
determined by the reactivity test;

- by means of a microscopical assessment of the 
(nodulized) raw meal;

- by microprobe analysis of small areas (30 x 30 
urn) as recently proposed by Grigel et al^ L/J-

The observed effects of rapid upheating - as 
compared to prolonged tempering between 1000 and 
1300°C - on clinker formation are twofold:

- The alite formation rate is definitely increased 
within the investigated cases, the acceleration 
being more effective in the homogeneous meal, 
which is in agreement with [2].

- The devefopment of the clinker structure is 
influenced in such a way that larger pores are 
formed. This is considered to be rather unfa
vourable regarding clinker grindability. On the 
other hand, no influence on the final size of 
alite and belite is observed. Thus, our results 
from laboratory experiments differ to some extent 
from those that Wolter reports [3] on the basis 
of industrial trials.

The remaining uncertainties on the influence of pro
cess conditions on the clinker microstructure cer
tainly require - in view of their significant, impact 
on grindability and cement properties - further 
clarification.
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MICROGRAPHS

MEAL A

Photo 2 128 x
Raw meal

MEAL В

Photo 3 128 x Photo 4 128 x
1500’C, 20 minutes, 1500’C, 20 minutes
slow upheating rapid upheating

Photo 6 128 x Photo 7 128 x
ISOO’C, 20 minutes 1500’C, 20 minutes
slow upheating rapid upheating
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O. M. KHALINA, Institut tecimologique Lensovet de Leningrad, U.R.S.S.
CINBTIQU3 DB LA SYNTHBSE DBS ALUMINATBS DB CALCIUM PAR LE TRAITBMBNT THRRMIQUB
DANS IB MILIEU DES CALOPORTEURS METALLIQUES FONDUS

Les auteurs ont 6tudie la cin6tique de La synthese en phase solide des 3Ca0»Al20p 
12Ca0*7Al o0,, CaO^AlnO, qui sont les constituants principaux des ciments alumineux et si- 
liceux. LSs^tablettes^cylindriques ont ete pressees ä partir de la charge crue composes de 
CaCO et AlgOj. Les tablettes ont subi le traitement thermique au moyen de 1’immersion dans 
le bain fondu de fonte. La dur6e de traitement thermique et alt de 30 ä 2000 s. Le degr6 
d•achevement de la synthese a ete controls par les methodes chlmiques, petrographiques et 
aux rayons X.

Les auteurs ont constate que, independamment de la composition du cru initial, ä l’excep- 
tion de celui pour l’obtention de CaO^PAlgO^, se sont des CaO'A^O^ et IPCaO^AlgO^ Qui ae 
forment aux etapes initiales de 1* interaction. Dans tous les cas, la duree de la synthdse 
diminue brusquement par rapport aux conditions tradltionnelles de sa realisation et const!— 
tue 300-2000 s» Dans les conditions normales, la synthese de ces aluminates exige le traite
ment thermique de plusleurs heures.

Le traitement cindtique des 
et 12CaO»7Al2Oj, pour tous les 
Gulnstllng-Brooutsteln,.tandls 
Valens1.

donnees experimentales montre 
degres de transformation, est 
que la synthese de SCaO'AlgO^

que la synthdse de CaO’A^O^ 
decrite par I’equatlon de 
- par I’equatlon de Karter-

Les valeurs de la preexponentlelie et de L’energie d’activation sont obtenues.

Os autores estudaram a cinetica da sintese, em fase solida, dos CjA, que säo os ccnstituintes 
principals dos cimentos aluminosos e silicosos. Os corpos de prova crlindricos foram ccmprimidos_a partir da 
carga crua carposta de Cam, e AL7O,. As läminas sofreram о tratamento termico por meio de imersäo em urn banho 
de ferro fundido. A duracäo do tratamento termico era de 30 a 2000 s. 0 grau de terminaQao da sintese foi con- 
trolado por metodos quimicos, petrogräficos e de Raios X.

Em

Os autores ccnstataram que, independehtemente da cctnposicao do cru inicial, ccm excecjao daquele para a^obten 
cäo do CA-,, säo о С. A e que se formam nas etapas inlciais da inter agio. Em todos os casos, a duracäo da 
sintese diminui bmscamente em relagao äs condigoes tradicionais de^sua realizagäo e constitui 300-2000 s. 
condigoes normals, a sintese desses aluminatos exige о tratamento termico de varias horas.

0 tratamento cinetico dos dados experimentais mostra que a sintese do CA e С^2А-у , para todos os graus  de 
transformagäo, ё descrita pela equagao de Guinstling-Brooutstein, enquanto que a sintese do CjA, pela equagao de 
Karter-Valensi. '

Os valores da pre exponencial e da energla de ativagäo foram obtidas.



Lea aluminates de calcium: CaO«Al„Oz, 2 p ’ 
Ca0,2Al20^, ISCaO'FA^Oj presentent les 
constituants principaux des cimenta alumi- 
neux et des cimenta alumineux ä teneur 
d'alumine elevee qui, grace ä la combinaison 
d'une baute resistance abaolue et d'une Vi
tesse de son accrolasement, trouvent 1'uti
lisation toujoura croisaante en qualite 
des materiaux refractaires /I/. La produc
tion industrielle de ces cimenta eat baaee 
aur deux methodes de fabrication: fusion et 
cuisaon a vole du ciment Portland normal, 
tin reallsant la derniere methode de fabri
cation, on rencontre des grandes difficul- 
tfes Иёеа avec un petit Intervalle de 
caisson des crus aluminates et avec la for
mation d'anneaux dans le four rotatif. Les 
temperatures aesez 61eveea de fusion des 
aluminates de calcium rendent ^galement 
asaez difficile du point de vue technologi- 
que la fabrication des cimenta alumineux 
suivant la premiere methode.

A 1'occasion de ci-dessus, ä notre avia, 
apparait asaez perspectif le traitement 

thermique dea crus en milieu ou aur la sur
face dea fluidea caloporteura metalliques 
en vue de fabriquer les cimenta alumineux 
et les cimenta alumineux ä teneur d'alumine 
61evde. Nous avons montre lea avantages 
principales de cette methode de traitement 
thermique dans le travail portant aur la 
synthöae des mineraux du clinker de ciment 
Portland qui a ete prdaente au Congrea pre- 
c6dent. Ces avantages aont lea auivantea:
1) accrolasement multiple de viteaae dea 
гёactions de aynthese de phase solide;
2) absence de pollution de la mattere d 
traitor par les produits de combustion;
3) poasibilite de traiter la matiere pre
miere minerale avec recuperation des pro
duits gazeux; 4) elimination complete
d ’entrainement de pousaidre de 1'unite de 
cuisaon; 5) simplicite de contrfile precis 
de la temperature permettant d 'eiiminer 
compldtement le aurchauffage de la matidre, 
ce qui eat Important pour le traitement 
thermique dea crus du ciment alumineux.

La prdsente recherche eat effeotud dans 

le but d'obtenir les donndes aur la cine- 
tique de la aynthese des phases solides des 
aluminates de calcium et de leura melanges 
qui correspondent aux compositions des ci- 
ments alumineux et dea ciments alumineux a 
teneur d'alumine dlevde et dans le but 
d'avoir lea donndes concernant les proprid- 
tds liantes dea produits de cuiason obtenus 
dans les conditions tellement extraordinai- 
rea. Lea donndes aur la premiere et la ae- 
conde question aont ndceaaaires pour apprd- 
cier 1 'utilitd de la production des ciments 
alumineux par la mdthode de aynthese fondue 
thermique.

j&i qualitd des matdriaux de depart on a 
utilise: carbonate de calcium, type "CP';

J3> - alumine, type "CP*;  oxyde d’aluminium 
technique; - alumine, type "P*;  mdlange 
cru ä base du calcaire natural et de 1’alu
mine technique (pour la composition, voir 
le Tableau neI).

tin qualitd du caloporteur on a utilise 
le metal fondu (fonte griae de mauvaise 
qualitd, type C4-OO). On juge de la cindti- 
que d 'interaction dans lea charges comptdes 
aur 1'obtention dea C^A, e‘b Belon 
le degrd de fixation de 1’oxyde de calcium 
et dans les charges comptdes aur 1’obtenti- 
on du CA2 et des ciments alumineux a haute 
teneur d’alumine - selon le degrd de fixa
tion de 1’oxyde d'aluminium. Les donndes 
concernant la cindtique d'assimilation des 
constituants de base sont prdsentdea dans 
les Tableaux n°2 et ne3.

L'analyse de ces donndes montre le sui
vant. La vitesse de synthdse de toutea lea 
substances dtudides est beaucoup plus gran
de que la vitesse de synthdse en conditions 
de chauffage traditionelles avec 1'utilisa
tion des caloporteura gazeux, lorsqu'il eat 
neceasaire, pour acbever la synthdse, quel- 
ques heurea a la tempdrature 16?3 K.

La tempdrature et le degrd de broyage 
dea agents de ddpart exercent la plus gran
de influence aur la cindtique de synthdse. 
La nature des constituants de base eat aussi 
d'une grande importance.

La composition de phase des produits
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Й 
J 
N 
C

Tableau noI

Al2°3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO ^0 Na20 Ti02 Si02 Perte 
au feu

67,75 0, 31 17,34 0,74 0,1 0,44 0,14 1,44 11,83

Tableau n°2

Teneur en CaO libre dans les produits de cuisson

MinAral Surface Temperature Duree d'exposition, s •

В to
 

№
 о R p.
 

ф de cuisson, 60 180 300 600 1200 2400
eK

5GaO-Al2O3 0,16 1573 56,0 49.1 48,5 46,7 45,4 43,1

0,45 1573 53,1 45,9 42,9 39,4 33,2 20,8

superieure
a 0,5 1573 37,0 7,5 6,5 2,2 1,0 0

0,16 1663 53,2 21,1 12,9 11,9 10,7 0,5

0,45 1663 45,3 18,8 10,8 9,9 0 0

supArieure
ä 0,5 1663 11,6 4,4 2,5 0 0 0

120a0'7Alo0x 0,35 1573 48,5 46,0 45,0 36,5 31,4 23,3

0,35 1623 46,0 40,2 36,6 26,8 18,9 9,5

0,35 1663 47,1 35,1 24,4 19,2 9,7 0,9

GaO'AloO, 0,31 1573 35,4 27,5 26,3 22,4 18,3 1,5
2 5

0,31 1623 33,4 25,0 23,1 16,9 11,0 0,8

0,31 1663 30,2 9,0 0 0 0 0

d'interaction obtenue par lea analyses 
p6trograpbiquea, radioscopiques et spectro- 
scopiques infrarouges montre que ce aont 
OaO*Al 2O5 et 12CaO’7Al2o5 <lui se f0IMnt 
aux 6tapea initialea de la syntheae. 1'in
teraction ult6rieure mene ä la fixation 
complete de 1'oxyde de calcium et & la for
mation du produit correapondant ä la 
stoechiomätrie de la charge de depart. 
L’exception eat faite pour le proceasus 
/(an я lea charges compt6es a or 1'obtention 
du dialuminate de calcium. Pendant le trai- 
tement thermique de cea chargea, aux sta
pes initiales, le monoaluminate de calcium 
et le dialuminate de calcium synth6tiaent 
simultandment •

be rapport de cea phases depend de la 

temp6rature et de 1'activity de la charge 
initiale. L'augmentation de temp6rature du 
fluide caloporteur m^ne A. 1'accroiaaement 

de rendement du dialuminate de calcium. Il 
faut souligner que 1'utilisation des formes 
actives de 1 'alumina pour la syntheae du 
dialuminate de calcium, contrairement aux 
attentea, ne donne paa un effet positif. be 
rendement du dialuminate eat plus grand dans 
les charges сотроабеа avec 1'utilisation de 
1’alumina technique ou du corindon.

L'augmentation de dispersitd de la charge 
initiale dans tous lea caa mAne ä 1 'accAlAra- 
tion de la formation dea minAraux.

Le traitement dea donnAea obtenuea avec 
1'utilisation de 1'analyse cinötique for
melle montre que les Aquations auivantes
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Tableau n°3
Bilan des matöriaux des prodults de cuisson des charges сошрЬёее 

sur 1’obtention du di я1uminatH de calcium

T к Temps, 
s

Pourcentage de masse

К о • k* н г
о

en poids
CaO libr< 

' glycdr.
ä CA

calc.
ai2o5 
calc.

CaO 
calc.

Deba
lance

Charge sur la base de AI2O3
120 20 40,0 5,13 34,87 78,61 21,39 0,45

1573 240 24 33,0 0 43,0 80,09 19,91 -1,0
480 28 24,2 0 47,8 77,59 22,41 1,5
960 29 24,2 0 46,8 77,73 22,27 1,34
120 25 37,0 0 38,0 81,61 18,39 -2,5

1673 240 34 28,0 0 38,0 79,73 20,27 -0,66
480 46 17,5 0 36,5 77,74 22,26 1,36
960 48 16,3 0 35,7 77,60 22,40 1,47
120 32 22,3 0 45,7 77,48 22,52 1,59

1773 240 43 16,2 0 40,8 76,88 23,12 2,19
480 58 13,3 0 28,7 77,93 22,07 1,14
960 59 13,3 0 27,7 78,06 21,94 1,01

Charge sur la base de Al20^ technique

120 12 46,3 18,17 23,53 71,16 28,84 7,92
1573 240 23 41,0 14,63 21,37 73,16 26,84 5,91

480 33 . 29,0 8,7 29,3 74,25 25 »75 4,82
960 34 28,0 2,16 35,84 78,31 21,68 0,75
120 24 42,0 11,16 22,39 75,62 22,48 3,45

1673 240 37 27,1 10,8 25,10 72,77 27,23 6,3
480 55 19,5 2,5 23,00 78,02 21,98 1,04
960 55 18».5 1,55 24,95 78,3 21,70 0,77
120 45 32,2 0 22,8 82,89 17,31 -3,6

1773 240 57 21,2 0 21,'8 80,52 19,48 -1,45
480 74 12,5 0 13,5 79,84 20,16 -0,77
960 75 12,5 0 12,5 79,79 20,21 -0,9

dScrivent les ДоппАяя experimentales avec 
la plus grande confiances 2

2
CaO'Al O,; I - -<Z-(I -=6) =

5 3
, ?0 762000  x

- 4,4 • 1020 exp ( ---------  ) ( L- 51,6)
ВТ

2
2 J

l2CaO‘7AlpO,i I---- <L- (I -=6) =
5 3

.  -401000 ~
= 3,8*10 8 exp ( ------------ ) ( C - 49,8)

ВТ
I 2.

3 11 3
3Ca0*Al 205$---- (I -=6) - - (1+2.6) =

-370000 x
= 1,4«1010 exp ( ----------- ) In ( 6 - 58,2)

ВТ

Pour 6valuer les propri6t6s techniques, 
nous avons synthetise lea clinkers compt6s
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* - ncuaerateur (donnees des auteurs),
denominateur (donnees de la reference bibliographique /5/)«

Tableau n° 4

n“ du 
ciment

Teneur calculbe Resistance a la compression (MPa) ä 1'äge de

CaO•Al205 
% de masst

Са0’2А1205
1 % de masse

1 jour 5 jours 7 jours 28 jours

1 50 50 18*/42** 108/54 102/69 121/96

2 40 60 18/- 114/- 152/- 162/-

5 50 70 18/45 86/65 112/85 124/101

sur l’obtention des ciments alumineux ä 
teneur Д ’я! nm-ine elev6e ayant un rapport 
different du GA et du CAg. La synthese a 
et6 effectuee par le traitement thermique 
du melange cru forme en bande continue ä 
la surface de la fonte en fusion. La bande 
du melange cru a et6 formöe par laminage ä 
la preasion specifique de 0,5 MPa et avait 
I’epaisseur de 5 mm et la largeur de 55 mm. 
Les particularites constructives de I'in- 
stallation sont dbarites dans le travail 
(voir reference bibliographique /4/). Ges 
particularitbs constructives permettent 
d'utiliser, outre le clinker, le gaz car- 
bonique qui se forme lors de la dissocia
tion de calcite.

La cuisson a ete effectuee ä la tempera
ture de la fonts en fusion de 1?25 К et ä 
la conservation ä la surface pendant 120 s, 
ce qui correspond au rendement specifique 
du produit de 500 kg par metre carrb de 
surface de la fcnte en fusion.

Le clinker obtenu a bte broye jusqu’ä 
la surface sphcifique de 0,5 m^/g.

Les resultats des essais du clinker par 
la mbthode de petits bchantillons en com- 
paraison avec les donnees /5/ sont präsen
tes sur le Tableau n°4.

L’analyse de cas donnbes montre d’une 
fa»on claire qua les ciments obtenus par 
le traitement thermique en milieu des 
bains fondus de la fonts ne cedent pas aux 
ciments habituela alumineux ä teneur d'alu- 
mi л» blevbe obtenus par: les. methodes tra— 
dltionnels et„ dans certains cas,, dbpas- 
aent, meme un. pen ces derniers»

las clinker" calculb pour Lai teneur: de> 

40% en CA et de 60% en GAg a la plus haute 
resistance ä la synthbse fondue thermique.

Il en resulte que le traitement thermi
que en milieu des metaux fondus peut etre 
utilise avec succea en vue d’obtenir des 
ciments alumineux et des ciments alumineux 
ä teneur d •alumine blevbe dont la product
ion peut etre combinbe avec l’obtention si
multanes du gaz carbonique qui sera nbces- 
saire en grandee quantitbs pour augmenter 
le rendement des forage A pbtrole.
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V.K. KHOKHLOV,
V.V. SHELUDKO, Cement Research Institute, Moscow, USSR 
THERMODYNAMIC STUDY OF DECARBONATION KINETICS
ETUDE THERMODYNAMIQUE DE LA CINETIQUE DE DECARBONATATION.

On a consistent ground of the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, the present 
study approaches a complicated process of decarbonation of carbonaceous components float
ing in a supported (buoyant) state and accompanied by the processes of heat and mass trans
fer.

There have been derived a dissipative function of the system "supporting medium - solid 
decarbonated particles" and a set of linear kinetic Onsager equations based on the princip
le of mutually penetrating continua.

The rate of a decarbonation reaction is given as a function of quantities which can be 
determined experimentally.

Em fundamentos consistentes da termodinämica de processos irreversiveis, о presente estu- 
do analisa um complicado processo de descarbonatacao de componentes carbonosos flutuantes era 
urn estado suporte e acompanhado por processo de transferencia de calor e de massa.

Foram derivadas funcoes dissipativas do sistema "meio suporte-partlculas solidas descarbo 
natadas" e um conjunto de equasöes cineticas lineares de Onsager baseadas no princloio de con 
tinuos mutualmente peneträveis.

A velocidade da reacäo de descarbonatacäo e dada сото funqäo das quantidades que podem 
ser determinadas experimentalmente.
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In out report to the ?th Congress on the 
Chemistry of Cement we referred to the met
hods of non-equilibrium thermodynamics in 
order to perform the kinetic analysis of 
formation of alite. Non-equilibrium, or 
irreversible, thermodynamics which has 
evolved as an Independent discipline of 
macroscopic physics within the recent de
cades is accumulating major applications 
and brings about profoundly new results 
primarily in the studies of transfer pro
cesses associated with chemical and/or 
phase transformations. This is due to. the 
fact, that all actual processes are irrever
sible and their temporal behaviour (kine
tics)) cannot be studied within the concep
tual framework of classical thermodynamics 
(actually thermostatics) which, fails to 
explicitly involve the concept, of time. 
Apart from; that,, the; phenomena in most pro
cesses of actual life) are; interrelated and 
influence each other’s) behaviour. The only 
theory, capable of' studying this relation 
quantitatively seems to be NST.

Two ways are possible in. approaching a 
thermodynamic description of decarbonation 
in. the) heterogeneous system: of the gas-so-
lid; particles! type. The first treats the 
system as being continuous,, that, is having 
no discontinuities: in. its; thermodynamic: 
functions. This approach, assumes that the: 
system has no clear cut interfaces between 
the- phases. The transfer processes: such as; 
heat: transfer and: diffusion are,- governed: by 
vector' thermodynamic motive» forces,, namely,, 
temperature- gradients and concentration gra
dients sine» in each point of such a, system, 
there exists a finite gradient of the, res
pective scalar quantity .

With such a, continuous; description,, it: 
weuldi be- natur al toj conclude that there 
exist no effect of’ the» motive forces of heat, 
and mass transfer- that are vectors on ths 
kinetics of the chemical reaction whose mo
tive force,, affinity ,, as s scalar quantity 
(Xhj.rle*'s  symmetry» principle))-

This approach seems to he inaccurate for 
Systems exhibiting clear cut Interphases.

In this case each phase may be deamed homo
geneous, and the thermodynamic functions 
suffer finite discontinuities on the inter
phases. This standpoint appears to be fruit
ful in considering the phenomena occurring 
in the decarbonation of carbonaceous compo
nents, const!tuing cement raw mixes, being 
in suspension.

Consider the irreversible (in the ther
modynamics sense) processes of decarbona
tion of CaCO^, and interphase heat and mass 
transfer in a heterogeneous system whose 
homogeneous phases are separated from each 
other by a natural interface. We assume that 
the system as a whole is a closed one, while 
each of its subsystems (phases) is open. 
The phases, are deamed to be isotropic. Por 
a thermodynamic description of this system 
we draw up the balances of mass, energy 
and: entropy. The subscript 1 relates to the 
gaseous, phase, the. subscript 2 to the solid; 
phase. The. interface is assumed to be pe
netrable for GOg species.

Mass balance

Introduce a: chemical variable for the 
solid phase, where the reaction of decarbo
nization takes place, as follows:

d^= -dnCaG0^ = dnCa0 = dnc^ 

where n is the mole number.
Then for; each phase 1 (1 = 1, 2),

dnT,ao2 ~ denGOg

dn2,C0g = d^ * denCOg <1b)

where; d9nC0 is the. number of moles of GOg, 

escaping through the, interface.

Energy- balance

The first-law/ equations: for- each of the 
system: phases; are» as f ollows

dQlldUl! * E1d'V'1; * hit,

dQg, = dU^. * PgdVg, - h2 >;cO2de?C02

where ht | G0^
phase 1.

is; the molar enthalpy of COg, Ln



Entropy balance

We draw up the balances of entropy for 
each of the phases on the basis of the 
Gibbs fundamental equation whose validity 
with respect to irreversible processes is 
substantiated by Prigozhin's principle of 
local equilibrium

TdS = dU + pdV - Z (3)

where is the chemical potential of com
ponent 1, and S the entropy of the system.

In view of (1a) and (2a) equation (3) 
may be written for phase 1 as

TldSq 61 aQi - hi,C02denC02 -
(4a)

~ J21,CO2denCO2

The same for the solid phase

T2dS2 = dQ2 + h2 G0 denco * Ad +
2 (4b)

"*■  ^2,С02аепС02

where A = -JiCaC05 + JiGa0 + is de 
Bonder's affinity of the decarbonation reac
tion.

Differentiating (4a) and (4b) with res
pect to time and observing the property of 
additivity of entropy and the fact that 
dQ2 = -dQ^ = dQ we arrive at the expression 
describing the production of entropy in the 
entire system (called the dissipative func
tion) :

diS dQ 1 1
= — (--------- - ) +d T d~ T2 T 1

denCO2 hi,co2 h2,C02
+ ---- — < -------  )

d T T1 T2

^2,СО2 -?1,C02 d E
+ ( --------- ------------ ) * -5- A (5)

T2 T1 ат;

The term within the brackets is the moti-
ve force of interphase mass transfer, which 
consists of the enthalpic motive force, in 
the first parentheses, and the Planck poten

tial difference, in the second parentheses.
Assuming the gaseous phase being the mix 

of perfect gases, it may be demonstrated 
(we will not do this for the lack of space) 
that the motive force of the interphase 
mass transfer, X, can be presented in the 
form

T1 P2,C02
XCOp = Cp.COp Ln Z*~  + 2 R ln ---------- C6)

2 T2 P1,C02

where Cp, co2 is the C02 specific heat capa

city on a mole basis in the temperature
range between T1 and T2.

To simplify the expression of dissipative 
function we note that it has been derived
under rather general assumptions and is va
lid for both dependent and independent flows 
and forces. In our case, with the mass trans
fer being the direct consequence of the che
mical reaction, it may be maintained that 
the molar diffusion flow never exceeds the 
reaction rate, i.e.,

denCO2 d^ /d L

Moreover, from the general physical consi
derations it may be concluded that the sys
tem tends to assume a state where

denCO2/d^ = d^ /d<7 = dn/d'E'

where dn/dT^ is the decarbonation reaction
rate.

In view of
decarbonat ion

the

(7) and the affinity of the
reaction A = ВТ ln(p2 Go

2
dissipative function (5) re/p1,CO2^’ 

writes as
diS dQ 1 11 — = — ( I■в — -- ) +
dTT d T2 T1

dn a2 T1* — 
d

( 3 T2 '■ Cp,CO? ln — )
2 T2

(8)

it is worth noting an important feature 
of (3), namely, the right-hand side is the- 
sum of products of scalar quantities, that 
is, all the flows and generalized forces are



tensors of the same, zero rank.
Thus we have demonstrated that for a 

gaseous suspension whose solid phase comp
rises a mechanical mix of neutral compounds 
and calcium, carbonate being decarbonated 
through one reaction, the dissipative func
tion has a bilinear form in which dQ/dr 
and dn/T are the generalized, flows (heat 
flux, reaction rate), and = (1/Tj -
-■ 1/T^]) and Хд = (2^2.^2 * ^p,CO2^"n^1^"2^ 
are- the. generalized thermodynamic forces.

For the dissipative: function (3), the
Linear kinetic relationships that the li
near- NET asserts to exist between the ge- 
nerallzed flows: and: forces can be written
In the form:

as. _ 1 1:

d.r
Lii ( “

v2
) *

a2 T1
* l12 <3 4* P>C02 T2

(9)

1; 1
------------), * 
T2 T1;

A2 T1
”X * C?.=°2ln ’

the phenomenological coeffi
cients: connected by Onsager’s reciprocity 
relation, = ^l*

The set of equation. (9) provides: a comp
lete: phenomenological description for the 
transfer- processes and chemical kinetics in 
a gaseous suspension with a decarbonation 
reaction in the solid phase.. The first equa
tion in. (9) may be used to derive the 
cross-coefficient L2^ — L^2 on the base, of 
experlrnental. data.. Bef ore? we embark on this 
determination we? would like? to. clarify the 
physical, meaning: of: the direct coefficient 
Ьц..

1д thö: absence? of. chemical, reactions

cln„
—w.

* I£2

where- are

йО/аг: - l11(i/t2 -1/t^) doa)

On the.- other? hand , the. heat f lux, c an be? 

expressed via the heat transfer coefficient

dQ/dr =^p a(Mn0/K)(T1 - T2) (10b)

where oCp Is the heat emission coefficient 
a the specific surface of solid phase par- 

the molecular

yields

(11)

tides containing one mole of CaCO^, К the 
initial mass concentration of CaCO^ in the 
solid phase, Uq the initial content of 
CaCO^ on a mole basis, and M 
weight of CaCO^.

Comparing (10a) and (10b)
= cZ/p3(n0/K)T2T^

The heat transferred from the gaseous 
phase Is expended on the endoeffect of the 
reaction and on the heating of the solid
phase from the initial temperature to the 
temperature of the onset of the reaction, 

and then from T„„ to T-: eq*  eq 1

Mn0
Q - V + — C <Teq - T0> +

0.44Mn)(c(T1- - Teq)

whence

dQ dn p
— д H-, - 0.44MC(T1 - T9n)
аг аг 23 1 9qJ

The difference - T"e is normally small 
so that the second term in the brackets may 
be safely neglected and, returning to the 
first equation in (9), we get

dn
^•12 = ^2-1 = —— -~ ~ 

ХД

^Eano(T - T2)

KXA
(12)

With experimental data on hand: this equati
on can be used to determine the cross coef
ficients.

The? coefficient can be- derived from: 
the? second equation in (9). It should be ta
ken into, account that no matter? what the.- In-



terphase heat transfer, the rate of the 
reaction is proportional to the number of 
nonreacted moles of CaCO^. Introducing a 
modified L22 coefficient as L^2 = L22(n0-n) 
carries the second equation of the set to

dn/d = L2^K^p + I>22(nQ ■ n)X^ (13)

Solving this linear differential equation 
under the initial conditions "и = О and 
n = 0 we get for the degree of decarbona
tion V’

V= — = ( —---- + 1)(1 - e 22 A) (14)
n0 n0 XA

This equation describes the kinetics of 
decarbonation. It is based on the linear 
thermodynamics of Irreversible processes 
and takes into account mutual influence of 
the processes of heat and mass transfer and 
the decarbonation reaction proper. The va
lidity region for this equation is where 
the process of interphase heat transfer in 
a gaseous suspension is governed by the 
interphase heat transmission resistance 
rather than by the internal heat-transfer 
resistance of the solid particles. This do
main is rather well investigated and trea
ted in many courses on heat transfer 
theory.
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Les auteurs analysent la correlation entre la structure, les proprietes de la. ma tiere 
fondue et la cineti.que de la formation de mineraux.-Suivant la nature et la concentration 
des modifiants, il ya formation, au sein du grain de clinker, d’une mat!ere en fusion con
stitute d 'oxydes ou d 'oxydes et de seis, dont les proprietes sont determinees par les rap- 
x>orts quantitatifs des element/S dans. 16 volume local du granule de clinker en fогтатлоп• 
L’apparition d fun cons.tituant. salin. est due aux phenomenes da lamellation. La tendance a la 
segregation s’accentue avec 1’accroissement de I ’acidite des elements p et de la basicite 
des elements s.. Suivant la concentration d'ions, il se produit une microlamellation ou une 
тпяс.гл! amel 1 at-i on , on. observe dans les phases coexistantes une , solubilite mutuelle des c°n- 
stituants« Dans les seis fondus a haute mobilite, il se produit une dissolution intense des
oxydes du clinker fondu et une synthese de silicates de calcium. On a etabli qu 11 у a va
riation de la cinetique et du mecanisme de formation de mineraux enfonction de la compo
sition des natiexes fondues lamellees. La regulation de la composition et des,proprietes de
la matiere en fusion et du rapport entre les phases lamellees permet d 'intensifier la fo
rmation de mineraux. tout en. optimisant la microstructure des clinkers.

Os autores analisam a correlagäo entre a estrutura, as propriedades da materia fundida e a 
cinetica da formacäo de minerals. Segundo a natureza^e a concentracäo dos modificantes, ha 
formacäo, no interior do gräo de clinquer, de uma materia em fusäo constituida de oxidos ou 
oxidos e sais, cujas propriedades säo determinadas pelas relacoes quantltativas dos elemen- 
tos no volume local do gräo de clinquer em formacäo. О aparecimento de um constituinte sali, 
no ё devido aos fenömenos de lamelacäo. A tendencia ä segregacäo se acentua com_ о aumento 
da acidez dos elementos p e da basicidade dos elementos s. Segundo a concentracäo de ions, 
produz-se uma microlaminacäo ou uma macrolamlnacäo, observa-se nas fases coexistentes uma so 
lubilidade mütua dos constituintes.. Nos sais fundidos^de alta mobilldade, produz-se uma dis 
solucäo intense dos oxidos do clinquer fundido e uma sintese de silicato de cälcio. Mostrou 
-se que hä variagäo da cinetica e do mecanismo de formacao de mlnerais em funcäo da composi- 
cäo das materias.fundidas lamelares. A regulaqäo da composicjäo e das propriedades da mate
ria, em fusäo e darelacäo entre as fases lamelares permite intensificar a formaqao de mine
rals e ao mesmo tempo otimisando a microestrutura dos clinqueres.



Le processus de formation de mineraux re
presents un ensemble d•Interactions acide-base 
se deroulant dans des bains fondus de com
position differente. Jm fonction de la na
ture et de la concentration des modifica- 
teurs (F, Cl, S, Mg et autres) dans le 
grain de clinker se forment des bains fon
dus d’oxyde ou d’oxyde-sel dont les yroprie- 
tes sont determinees par le rapport des ele
ments contenus dans le volume local de la 
granule de clinker en formation. Une regu
lation de la micro- et de la macrostructure 
du bain fondu de clinker grace ä une intro
duction de modificateurs permet de modifier 
sensiblement ses parametres (viscosite, 
tension superficielle, densite et mobilite 
d’ions) ^1, 2] ce qui influence la cineti- 
que des processus de formation de mineraux.

Lorsque la teneur en RgSO^ (ou R+ est 
K+ ou Na+) depasse 1 % en masse, il se pro- 
duit une microlamelletion du bain fondu de 
clinker. Les dimensions des zones de lamel- 
lation augmentent de (0,6-1,J)«1O^ A (1 % 
en masse de KgSOp ä (l-^D-IO5 A (1 % en 
masse de На^Од) (fig. 1, a) ä mesure que 
1’electronegativity des cations (des s-ele- 
ments) diminue. Quand la concentration de 
В230д depasse 3 % en masse, la microlamel- 
lation passe en macrolamellations la phase 
saline se separe de celle d’oxyde. Bn addi- 
tionnant au bain fondu en lamellation a. un 
cation fort un composant ou le cation est 
plus faible, on le volt se repartir entre 
les phases correspondantes ce qui conduit 
a une augmentation de I’energie superfi
cielle du bain fondu et ä une modification 
de ses propri^tes. Pour cette raison, a 
1'introd notion de 1’oxyde de magnesium dans 
un bain fondu de sulfate-alcali en lamella
tion, la solubilite des sulfates alcalins 
augments dans la compoaante d’oxyde tandis 
que les phenomenes de lamellation faiblis- 
sent. Ainsi, en presence du complexe RgO*  
MgO+SOj (le rapport entre les Elements 
etant: RgOsUgOiSO^ = 1:1148) dans un bain 
fondu, on ne constate pas de macrolamella- 
tion dans ce dernier. Une modification du 
rapport indique entre les felements conduit 

ä une formation de nouveaux complexes qui 
provoque un changement des proprietes du 
bain fondu aboutissant ä sa segregation, 
(fig. 1, b).

Les phenomenes de lamellation sont obser
ves dans les bains fondus halogenes ä des 
concentrations d ’anions plus basses que dans 
les bains fondus sulfates et meme en pre
sence de cations alealino-terreux seulement. 
Les bains fondus fluores se lamelie ä des 
concentrations de F~ egales ä 1 en masse 
(la dimension des gouttes etant de 
(2-5)«IO5 A) et les bains fondus chlores a 
une plus grande concentration d’ions (5 % 
en masse), la loi analogue est propre ega- 
lement aux bainsfondus additionnes d’eutec- 
tiques salines. Les domaines de lamellation 
propres aux verres fluores ont un aspect de 
gouttes dont les dimensions diminuent de 
(6-12)*10^  A (pour 1 % en masse de GaRg*  
CaSO^) (fig. 1, c) a (0,5-1,O)«1O^ A (pour 
1 % en masse de Cal^+CaClg). Les bains fon
dus composes d'oxydes et de seis formes par 
suite de la lamellation sur la base des sys- 
temes RgO+CaSO^+MgO, GaCl^+CaSO^, GaFg+CaSO^ 
et d’autres sont caractexises par une vis
cosity inferieure d'un ou de deux ordres et 
par une tension superficielle deux ou quatre 
fois inferieure ä cellos des bains fondus 
d 'oxydes formas dans le systems C-A-F-S. 
Aussi, leur ргУаепсе contribue-t-elle ä in
tensifier lea processus de dissolution et 
de oristallisation des mineraux.

Au sein des bains fondus a lieu un pro
cessus de dissolution mutuelle des compo- 
sants du bain fondu d'oxyde et de celui de 
sei. Cependant, contrairement aux donnees de 
Glasser (5), dans les bains fondus salins 
ayant pour base В230д H se produit la dis
solution de 5>9O Q- 5,95 % en masse de CaO 
et de 1,5 a 1,4 % de SiC^ tandis que les 
octyd es de Al et de Fe sont pratiquement in
solubles. La concentration de CaO dans les 
bains fondus a la base des complexes R2S0zt* 
MgSO^; Na2SOZ|"5MgSOZ|; KgSO^*  SMgSO^ consti- 
tue de 15,49 A 15,78 %. D'autre part, on у 
constate une augmentation de la teneur en 
Si02 de 1,95 ä 2,51 % et la dissolution de



Pig*  1« Microstructure des verres de clin
ker obtenus par un brusque refroi- 
dissement des bains fondus conte- 
nant (% en masse)« a - SNagSO^; 
b - K2S04*2MgS0 4; c - 10aP2+CaS04

AlgOj et Fe20^ en quantitSs cle 0,19 a. 
1,09 %. La solubilite du CaO entrant dans 
les bains fondus composes de CaE2+CaS04, 
CaCl2+CaS04, CaI,2+CaCl2 varie de 8,21 a 
15»38 % avec un accroissement de la tem- 
p6rature dans une gamme de 1223 1500 K*  La
solubility maximale du CaO (12-150) A 1373- 
157З К est observes dans le bain fondu sa- 
lin basS sur CaCl2+CaS04. Ses valeurs di- 
ainuent a on remplacement successif des 
anions dans la s6rie Cl- — P — S04 • Dans 

des bains fondus salins ä haute mobility le i 

CaO se dissout plus intensivement grace ä 
quo! ils remplissent la fonction d ’un milieu 
de transport pour les cations de calcium qui 
se diffusent dans des domaines locaux en- ' 
richis de composants silicles ou se produit 
la formation et la cristallisation d’alite. 
Ainsi, par suite de la cristallisation des 
bains fondus de sulfate-alcali, il se forme 
de 5 a 10 % de silicates de calcium lesquels 
constituent des composants de cristallisati
on lors de la synthese des C2S et C^S dans 
un bain fondu d’oxyde.

Le processus de formation d’alite est 
Gontroiy par la vitesse de diffusion d’ions 
de calcium dans le bain fondu (1, 2, 4, 5)» 

2+ Une etude de la vitesse de diffusion de Ca 
dans des systemes multiples a montry que la 
valeur du coefficient de diffusion efficace 
(Dc ) varie de 1,12-10"9 a 2,82’10“9 m2/s 
en fonction de la composition des systemes 
en diffusion mutuelle, de la temperature et 
du temps de frittage isothermique. La modi
fication du bain fondu db clinker aboutit 
ä une augmentation de la vitesse de diffu
sion de Ca2+. Ainsi, ä une introduction dans 
le bain fondu de 5 % en masse de CaP2*CaS0 4 
et HgO+MgO+SO^, les valeurs de DCa augmen
tent de 2,5O»1O-9 ä 21,3-IO“9 et ä 4,1-10“9 
m2/s respectivement en se soumettant a la ■ 
lol de Stokes-Einstain.

La nature de 1’influence des yiyments sur 
les processus de formation de т!пУгаих con
cords avec leur action sur les propridtys 
structurales et sensibles du bain fondu de 
clinker et est conditionnye tant par la va
riation de la viscosity de la composante 
d’oxyde que par 1’apparition de zones de la- 
mellation de la composition saline (fig.2,3)» 
Bl presence de Mg2+ le degrd de fixation 
accroit intensivement ä mesure de 1’augmen
tation de la teneur en MgO proportionnelle- 
ment ä la.reduction de la viscosity du bain 
fondu par suite d’une augmentation de la Vi
tesse de dissolution de CaO et CgS et de la 
diffusion des ions Ca2* et SiO^“ (6). Mais 
lorsqu’on.introduit des sulfates alcalins !• 
processus de formation d’alite crolt d’inten-



Teneui en adjuvants, % an masse
Fige 2e Influence de la teneur en adjuvants 

sur la fixation du CaO litre en 
presence det 1 - NagSO^; 2 - KgSO^# 
.2MgS04s 3 - H2S04+M6S04; 4 - MgOj 
5 - Ba2S04; 6 - E2O+MgO+SO5; 7 - Cl; 
8 - CaCl2+CaS04; 9 - CaF2+CaS04; 
10 - CaF2+CaCl2; 11 - F (T=1573 K; 
T= 20 min)

site, essentiellement, grace ä une accele
ration sensible des reaction de dissolution 
de C2S ä la suite d*un  changement de son 
mecanisrne en presence de R+ (1). A une re
duction de la viscositd du bain fondu le 
degr6 de transformation du CaO augments 
mads cette loi est perturbee avec 1'appa
rition de bains fondus salins. Des que le 
bain fondu commence ä augmenter sa tendance 
a la segregation dans la serie BgO+l^jO+SOj 
- ira2S04*3MgS0 4 - B2S04*MgS0 4 - K2S04* 
•2MgS04 - Na2SO4 on observe un ralentisse- 
ment du processus de fixation de I'oxyde de 
calcium (fig. 2) ce qui concorde avec 1'in
fluence des cations sur la liquation de 
Mg - Na - K. Cette loi est ddterminde par 
toe solubilite reduite de Ca et la vitesse 
de dissolution de CaO dans les bains fon
dus sulfates-alcalis. La suppression de la 
macrolamellation contribue ä une aotivisa-

Fig. 3- Influence de la dimension moyenne 
du domains de I’oxyde de calcium 
sur la duree de la formation d'ali
te dans des bains fondus contenant 
de divers elements: 1 - B20;
2 - bain fondu de depart; 3.- IvlgO;
4 - SO^j 5 - R20+Mg0+S05; 6 - F;
7 - CaF2+CaS04

tion du processus. Etant donne que pour le 
systems BgO+i^O+SO^ la macrolamellation est 
observee ä une teneur en oxydes (plus de 
3 % en masse) plus grande que pour d 'autres 
compositions sulfate-alcali, cette propriety 
s'exprime par sa capacite catalytique maxi - 
male. A noter qu'avant 1'apparition de la 
lamellation le processus se deroule inten- 
sivement tandis qu’ä 1'apparition de bains 
fondus salins (la concentration du complexe 
dtant sup6rieure A 3 % en masse) le proces
sus ralentit.

Dans les bains fondus halogenes les phe- 
nomenes de lamellation catalysent le pro
cessus de formation d'alite et le degre de 
fixation de I'oxyde de calcium (fig. 2) 
aocro£t par suite d'un remplacement des ions 
dans la sdrie S04"—• Cl-—» F~ qui concorde 
avec la serie typique pour 1 'amplification 
de la capacitd de lamellation du bain fondu 
de clinker. A des concentrations absolues 
6gales, 1 'efficacitd maximale revient au Fx, 
mais les compositions des systemes eutecti-



cj.ue3 s al ins clopassent considerableznenl;, au 
point d.9> vua de l^int.enaltS» son influence 
individuelle (tig» 2)» Ainai» ä. uns intro- 
duQtion de. F~ dans un bain foadu, le temps 
de. 1 •assinilation complete du grain de 
1 'ox^de de calcium de *Q  um de dimension 
dimin.ua de §2 i 14 min (fig*  3)» Dans le 
bain. iondu d'oxj'de-sel * CaSO^ la du~ 
ree da frittage diminue pratiquement 5 fois 
( 3 min)..

Uns analyse et un traitement matbemati- 
que des relations cindtiques. obtenues ont 
permis: de proposer une equation a l’aide de 
laquelle il est possible d’apprecier la du- 
ree d.e frittage. requise du clinker de ci- 
ment Portland pour une assimilation du grain 
(du. domaine) da 1’oxyde de calcium de dimen
sion requise- en. fonctic® des proprietes des 
phases de reaction» Dans. 1'ensemble, 1'Equa
tion se. presente sous 1'aspect suivanti 
'^= 2'ro’ % est С0П5^ац’*;в
determinee par- les propridtEs, des phases so
lides;; est la constants qui depend de la 
quantity de bain fondui, est la viscosite; 
r- est la. dimension des grains de CaO.

La nature de 1 'influence de la composi
tion. et des proprietes. des bains, fondus 
d'oxydes-s.els sur la microstructure des clin
kers- concorde- avec: la variation, de la vites- 
se de; dissolution, et. de cristallisation des 
mineraux., Bn. presence d'un bain fondu d.'oxy- 
de. a. haute: mobilite ou. de domaines halogenes 
on: constate. que; Iqqq ~7 Iq ® vi'*' ess9 
de> reaction, est. d.eterminee par la. dissolu
tion. du. silicate.- bicalcique- tandis. que 
L'allta- I cristallinite moyenne se forme 
dans, les domaines enrichis de CgS. A. une 
apparition., de bains: fondus de- sulfates.-al- 
calis. rG; 3IgaC е'ь la r6act;;i-ori- esti limi- 
tee, par- 2la. vitesse. de- dissolution, de. l.'oxy- 
de? de> calcium, tandis. que le- clinker forme 
est caracterise par une structure a. gros 
cristaux., Une> suppression, de la- lamellation 
de; sulfates-alcalie- et une regulation, du 
rapport, entre.- les: vitesses: de: dissolution 
de; CaO. et. C^S. permettent d.’intensifier le. 
processus, de formation, d.'alite et contrlbuent 
a. une: formation: da la structure, a cristaux 

moyens des clinkers«
De cette facon, lea phEnomenes de li

quation catalysent le processus de forma
tion de minEraux dans les bains fondus ha
logEnEs« L’effet catalyseur maximal s'ob- 
tient en prEsence de bains fondus salins 
complexes ce qui permet de les utiliser en 
qualitE de milieu rEactlf pour la formation 
de la phase d’alite. La regulation de la 
composition et des particularitEs du bain 
fondu et du rapport entre les: phases en la
mellation permet d'intensifier le processus 
de formation de mineraux en combinaison 
avec 1'optimisation de la microstructure 
des clinkers. La synthese des clinkers dans 
les bains fondus en lamellation constitue 
une methode efficace de reduction de la 
consommation d’Energie et d'augmentation de 
la qualitE du ciment Portland.
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AUGER ELECTRON SPSCTROSCOfIC STUDY OF CAICIUM SILICATES AND ALUMINATES

To date Auger spectroscopy has not been applied to analysis of calcium silicates and alu
minates. The use of the indium matrix procedure and electron beams with energies below 3 keV 
enable us to obtain stable surface charging for a number of minerals of interest: C^S, 
Y-C2S, j3-C2S, C^A, CA, and CAg. The reference lines has been those of C, Ar, and In. 
rent spectra and amount of charging for the studied minerals have been identified and 
ber of additional bands and satellite lines in the fine structure of the spectra have

Diffe- 
a num- 
been

assigned. Comparison of the spectra of the same elements in silicates and aluminates has re
vealed relative shift of the peaks with respect to the position of the pure element line.

These studies lead us to conclude that the structure of minerals affects their Auger 
spectra, specifically, that the coordination sphere of the elements influences the shape, 
half-width and position of lines, and that the fine structure of the spectrum may be connec
ted with the electron density distribution in a valence band within the surface layer of 
15-20 A.

Ate hoje a spectroscopia Auger näo foi aplicada ä anälise dos silicatos de cälcio e alumi- 
natos. О uso do procedimento da matrix de indium e feixes de electron com energia abaixo de 
3 keV permite-nos a obtencäo de uma superficie de carga estävel para certo numero de mine
rals de Interesse: C3S,y-C2S, ß-C2S, C^A, CA e CA2. As linhas de referenda säo ao do C, Ar 
e In. Diferentes espectros e quantidades de carga para os minerals estudados foram identifi- 
cados e urn certo numero de faixas adicionais e linhas satelites na estrutura fina dos espec
tros foram assinaladas. A comparacäo dos espectros dos mesmos elementos nos silicatos e alu
minates revelou deslocamentos relativos dos picos em relatjao a posicäo da linha do elemento 
puro. ■

Esses estudos levam ä conclusäo que a estrutura do mineral afeta seu espectro Auger, espe- 
cificamente, que a esfera de coordenaijao dos elementos influencia a forma, a meia-largura e 
a posigäo das linhas, e que a estrutura fina do espectro pode ser relacionada com a distribui 
Cäo da densidade dos electrons numa faixa de Valencia na camada superficial de 15-20 S.
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Prior to this study we have not been 
able to trace in the literature any report 
concerning Auger electron spectroscopy (ASS) 
applied to calcium silicates and aluminates, 
the basic mineral components of cement itlus 
materials. We undertook the AES investiga
tion of these minerals to evaluate the fea
sibility of using ASS for analysis of a 
broader class of such minerals and to re
solve the basic methodological problems on 
the way to such an expansion.

The compound composition of the studied 
polycrystalline specimens was as follows; 
Ca^SiO5 (C^S), ß-, ^-Ca2SiO4 (C2S), 
Ca5Al206 (C5A), CaAl204 (GA), and 
CaAl^Oy (CA2). The reference specimens were 
pure poly- and monocrystalline silicon, 

oC-quartz, calcium hydroxide, graphite, and 
Al, A12O^, A1(OH)5 and hydrocarbon films.

Integral spectra were recorded over the 
range from О to '1650 eV for silicates and 
from 0 to 15ОО eV for aluminates; in both 
cases Ep = 2 keV, Ip = 80 nA, and sweep 
speed = 50 eV/s. Fine structure fragment 
spectra were recorded at a sweep rate of 
5-10 eV/s with an energy resolution of 0.27%, 
in the following bands; 0-60 eV for Al, 
O-9O eV for Si, 2ОО-55О eV for Ca, and 
45О-55О eV for 0. The electron probe was 2-5 
jim diameter.

The crucial problem in AES investigation 
of dielectrics, to which the studied com
pounds belong, concerns the removal, com
pensation or account of the electrostatic 
charge /12/ that occurs on the sample 
being irradiated by an electron beam. The 
gradually accumulating charge causes the 
Auger lines to shift by a few electron
volts thus hampering the chemical shift 
evaluations

After a number of attempts to prepare 
specimens for the study - securing large 
pieces in a holder, fixing finely chipped 
platelets of minerals, etc. - we recogni
zed the most suitable preparation techni
que being the indentation of fine chips or 
powder (prepared by slowly grinding these 
minerals in agate mortar) of the minerals 

to be studied into an indium matrix. This 
procedure stabilized surface charging so 
that the reference lines of G, Ar, and In, 
appearing in different spectral bands, occu
rred shifted by the same value relative to 
their no-charge counterparts.

It may be recalled that a layer of car
bon or hydrocarbons on the surface of spe
cimen holders and the dielectric specimen is 
in electrical equilibrium until electron 
bombardment occurs. An electron bombardment 
upsets this equilibrium, and the true amount 
of charge may be inferred from the differ
ence of carbon KT,T,-) Ines from the hydrocar
bon layers on the specimen and on the hol
der electrically connected with the spectro
meter frame. Even most accurately performed, 
this method, however, is not free from 
errors which may be incurred by the carbon 
being oxidated when affected by the elect
ron beam. This results in a shift of both 
KLL-lines, from the specimen and the holder, 
with respect to the line of pure carbon.

To eliminate this error we made use of 
the Ar LMM-line at 215 eV which is recorded 
in ionically purified specimens. Argon is 
inert, so the position of its line is fairly 
reliable and not subject to any inflicted 
chemical chifts. We also employed for this 
purpose the MNN-line of indium at 405 eV, 
recorded both in a point near the holder and 
in a point of the specimen’s contact with 
the indium matrix. This triple reliability 
check provided a basis for accurate measu
rements of the shifts due to specimen char
ging.

The spectra of certain elements from ce
ment clinker minerals consist of single 
peaks appearing very close to each other on 
the energy scale; for example, the В transi
tion is at 179 eV, and that for Cl at 181 eV- 
To assign such peaks we took account of the 
different lineshapes in the respective pure- 
element spectra. For instance, a large nega
tive swing is typical ef the boron lineshape 
whereas the clorine Auger peak is practical
ly symmetrical about the background level.

The Auger line analysis in the spectra
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Fig. 1. Spectra Auger of calcium silicates 
a) C^S; b) ß-C2S; c) ^-C2S 

of the minerals took account of the fact 
that the available reference data for the 
positions of pure element lines are prone 
to significant errors. The spectrum albums 
/1-4/ and some other references quote the 
line positions of the same elements differ
ing by up to 5 eV. This discrepancy may be 
attributed to the fact that the researchers 
might have used substances of vai'ious puri
ty» or containing different admixtures, or 
reported line positions from various com
pounds without due account of the chemical 
chifts, or used different, and probably 
inadequate, methods of accounting for spe
cimen charging. To avoid these misfortunes, 
we employed a comparative analysis in which 
the spectra of investigated coumpounds were 
compared with the spectra of the respective 
reference materials. The reference materials 
were the parent materials for the clinker 
minerals being investigated. The spectra of 
the studied mineral я and reference compounds 
were run simultaneously and in the same ex
perimental conditions. The Auger spectra of 
calcium silicates exhibited different valu-

Fig. 2. Spectra Auger of calcium aluminates 
a) C^A; b) CAi c) CA2

es of charging for different compounds; 9 eV 
for Ca^SiO^, -7 eV for B-Ca^iO^, and -5 eV 
fог<4-Са231Од; given identical recording con
ditions, the value of a charging was repro
duced accurate to within + 1 eV. This expe
rimental finding, never noted before, may be 
an indicative of the charging being an indi
vidual characteristic of the electronic 
structure of these minerals.

Figures 1-6 show the Auger spectra of cal
cium silicates and aluminates. Figs. 7-Ю 
plot fragments of these spectra to reveal 
the fine structure.

In the calcium silicate spectra we track
ed the following lines« and
1^ for calcium; LjM^V and
Lg for silicon; and KI^V and KW
lines for oxygen. The same oxygen lines were 
traced in the aluminate spectra, but the

line of calcium was not traced becau-
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se of intense background. Aluminium lines 
were recorded in the following positions; 
^2,^2e5"^1 * > and
Also observed in the spectra of aluminates 
and silicates were satellite lines /8/ and 
a number of additional peaks, revealed af
ter a fine structure analysis of the frag
ment spectra, which cannot be traced to 
the effect of plasmon losses /9/.

Comparison of the silicate and fl, 1 iimina- 
te spectra reveals changes in lineshape 
and various relative shifts of the same li
nes relative to the lines of the pure ele
ments. The pure calcium line 5
is observed as the düblet of 5^5 

and at 291 and 294 eV. No dub-
let splitting was observed in the silicate 
and aluminate spectra, the Lg 3 ~
ne being recorded at 285 eV for C^S, at 
288 eV for B-CgS, and at 298 eV for -C2S. 

A similar shift was found for the KL„2,5 2>P 
oxygen line which for the respective mine
rals was found at 5^4, 509» and 516 eV. The 
same phenomenon was observed for silicon 
peaks (identified in the figures). The un
certainty of +1 eV fails to include the ex
perimentally observed shifts of the Auger 
lines studied. To illustrate, the calcium 
lines L2i5M2>5M2i5 and of C^S

and -CgS appear at 258 eV and 2Ы eV, re
spectively. The spacing between oxygen li
nes also changed from one compound to anot
her. It was only the position of the sili
con lines that remained practically unchan
ged.

The ratio of intensities of calcium and
silicon lines varies insignificantly for si
licates; the pattern of relative intensities 
of calcium and oxygen lines is similar for 
C^S and B-CgS, whereas for -C2S the rela
tive intensity of oxygen line increases al
most 1.5 times.

The purity of the aluminate series stu
died, C^A, CA, and CA2» was tested by x-ray 
Analysis. An x-ray phase analysis revealed
that the CA sample contained some СА2 and
vice versa, 
x-ray pure.

The C^A sample was found to be 
Comparison of Auger spectra wit

hin the series C^A, CA, and CA2 indicates 
the presence of chemical shifts for most 
lines; the KVV oxygen line was recorded res
pectively at 511, 499, and 514 eV; the 
L2,5^2,5^2,3 calci 11111 line, at 291, 287, and 
296 eV; the aluminium line, at 55,
59» and 60 eV. For comparison, the litera
ture positions /1/ of these lines for pure 
Al and Ca are 68 eV and 292 eV, respectively; 
no reference can be quoted for oxygen, as in 
the literature its lines are documented for 
different compounds.

To exclude the possibility of error due 
to charging of the specimens, we took for 
analysis the energy intervals between the 
lines of oxygen and calcium, and oxygen and 
silicon, in the same way as we did for sili
cates. In the series C^A, CA, and CA2, these 
differences amounted respectively to 220, 
212, 218 eV, and 456, 440’, and 454 eV. Dif
ferences between the aluminate spectra are 
quite obvious, the relative shifts for the 
respective lines in the CA and CA2 spectra 
being smaller compared to the C^A spectrum.

The performance and resolution of modern 
AriS spectrometers are such that in addition 
to line positions, one can compare 1 ine
width, lineshape and some subtle spectral 
features, say additional lines due to plas
mon losses /8-12/. Comparison of the line
shapes in the aluminate spectra indicates 
that CA and CA2 have more in common that 
either of them with CZA. Note also that the 

3 
inflexion maxima in the low energy part of 
CA, CA2, and CjA spectra are more clear cut 
than in the high energy portion of C-^A 
spectrum and in the £-028 spectrum. These 
spectral features and the unambiguous dis
tinction of line positions in the В- «пд 
У~С23 spectra lead us to speculate on the 
bearing of the structure of minerals on 
their Auger spectra, specifically, to con
clude that the coordination sphere of ele
ments influences the lineshape, linewidth 
and position of their Auger lines. It is 
not unlikely also that there exist a corre
lation between the distribution of electron 
density over the material structure and the
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1.1

features of the Auger spectrum.
The elucidated experimental findings 

suggests that AES is an efficient and fruit
ful method for analyzing cement minerals 
and similar compounds. They demonstrate a 
higher potential of Auger spectroscopy for 
the investigation of materials with low 
electric conductivity than has been recog
nized by most researchers in the field un
til recently.
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Effect of Fe203 and AI2O3 admixtures on the reaction kinetics between 

CaO- and Si02-powder compacts

Effet des additions de ЕезОд et AI2O3 sur la clnetique des reactions 

entre comprimes de poudre de CaO et S102

Summary

The phase formation between CaO- and Si02-powder compacts containing 0.3, 3, 5 and 10 7, by weight of FeoOr or 
Al203 has been studied at temperatures between 1100 and 1450 °C using electron microprobe analysis. This method 
rang^ofSolids’7 qUarlt:Ltatlve ’ non-destructive determination of the local distribution of elements in the micron

For diffusion couple experiments, hot-pressed specimens were held in contact by a screw loaded sample holder 
ana tired tor periods up to five days in dry argon atmosphere.

The kinetics of phase formation depend on the amount of sesquioxide added to CaO or Si07. Small additions gene
rally decrease overall phase formation compared to the system without any addition whereas further addition con
tinuously increases overall phase growth. In all cases, C2S is found to be the major phase'-developed in a tem
perature range.below 1400 °C while the CS phase dominates between 1400 and 1450 °C. Along with CS, a glassy phase 
with an approximate composition of "CS2" is formed in each system. C3S and CgSn are also formed but only in 
minute amounts. 2

The.growth of all product layers is shown to obey a parabolic rate law for diffusion-controlled solid state re
actions . Reaction rate constants and activation energies are presented and discussed.

Sumärio

A formaqäo de fase entre pö compacto de CaO e SiO, contendo 0,3, 3.5 e 10% em peso de Fe О ou 
Ah°3 f9i estudada a temperaturas entre 1100 e 1450°C usando-se anälise com microsonda. 2 äste 
metodo e essential para a determinaqäo quantitativa, e näo destrutiva da distribuiqäo local de 
elemento em solidos da ordern de micros. * 
Para ensaios de difusäo, corpos de provas prensados a quente foram mantidos em contacto por 
uma carga mantida no suporte da amostra e aquecidos por perlodos de ate cinco dias em uma at- 
mosfera de argönio seca.
A cinetica da formaqäo de fase depende da quantidade de sesqui-oxidos acrescentados ao CaO ou 
S10-. Pequenas adiqoes geralmente decrescem a formaqäo da fase geral comparada ao sistema sem 
qualquer adicäo, ao passo que maiores adiqoes aumenta constantemente о crescimento geral da fa 
se. Em todos os casos, о 0,5 ё a principal fase desenvolvida numa faixa de temperature abaixo 
de 1400 C, enquanto a fase do CS domina entre 1400 e 1450oC. Juntamente com о CS, uma fase vi 
trex com uma composiqao aproximada de "CS " e formada em cada sistema. C,S e C7S9 säo tambem 
formados mas em quantidades minimas. л 22
0 crescimento de todas as camadas do produto obedece uma lei de velocidade parabolica para as 
reaqöes de estado solido controladas por difusäo. As constantes da velocidade de reaeäo e e
nergia de ativagäo säo apresentadas e discutidas.



Introduction ■
The solid state reactions between CaO and S1O2 are of 
great interest in cement clinker manufacturing. Though 
extensive work is reported in literature, the system 
is not well understood in all details. Nowadays re
search is mainly concerned with reaction kinetics and 
mechanisms. There is a need for a fundamental under
standing of the process, of its rate determining para
meters and of the types of rate effects observed. 
Kinetic studies in the CaO-SiO2 system were carried 
out by various workers using either powder mixtures 
/1-5/ or diffusion couple techniques with polycrystal
line bulk materials or single crystals respectively 
/6-9/. The orthosilicate was found to be the favourite 
product in the initial state of the reaction. C3S2, CS 
and the C3S phases occurred later on at the phase 
boundaries depending on reaction time and temperature 
as well as on the experimental conditions.

In order to investigate the reactions between planar 
CaO-SiO2 interfaces we used hot-press technique, con
tacting heat-treatment and analytical investigation 
with electron probe microanalysis /10/. No reaction 
product was found below 1000 °C in spite of long an
nealing periods. In the first step of reaction only 
the C2S phase was formed between 1000-1250 0C. Above 
this temperature, CS and a glassphase with a composi
tion of about 65-68 7O Si02 and 35-32 % CaO (="CS2 ) 
occurred in small amounts (1300-1350 °C). Up to 1400 C 
the C2S phase dominated though CS and "CS2" grew very 
fast. Also the CgS;, phase occurred and crystal growth 
CS in the glassphase was observed. The reaction of the 
powder compacts was completed by the formation of CS 
according to the initial CaO:SiO2 molar ratio of 1:1.

- In the observed temperature range (1000-1450 °C) no 
kinetic data were available for the formation of the 
C-,S and C3S2 phases within the multiphase layers. As 
reported by Wolter /11/, C3S can already be formed 
around 1260 °C using highly activated starting materi
als. Non activated oxide mixtures markedly react at 
higher temperatures (>1450 °C) depending on the grain 
sizes and the contact between the particles. The reac
tion will be accelerated by a melt consisting of CaO, 
Si02, A12O3 and Fe203. That is why technical raw ma
terial blendings for cement clinker burning are adjus
ted compositionally to these four oxides by clinker 
modules calculations.

The present paper describes the influence of FegOg or 
AlgOg admixtures on the kinetics of solid state reac
tions between compact powder specimens of CaO and Si02 
in a diffusion couple arrangement at high temperatures. 
Electron jjrobe niicroa^nalysis (EPMA) and optical micro
scopy have been applied to study the phase formation 
at the interface.

Experimental

The specimens were prepared from analytical grade 
CaCOg, Fe20g and AlgOg, amorphous SiOg-powder and 
dense silica glass. First, two series of samples were 
produced with Fe20g admixed to CaO (calcinated from 
CaCOg) or to SiOg respectively in amounts of 3, 5 and 
10% by weight. In the following series AlgOg was in
troduced to either CaO- or SiOg-powder (0.3, 3, 5 and 
10 % by weight.
After thorough mixing the powder mixtures were densi
fied to compact bulk materials ("compacts") using a 
high-frequency hot-press. The specimens were cut after 
cooling, polished on one side, cleaned and finally 
brought into a graphite boat with a straining screw 
to reach the necessary contact (for detailed informa
tions see /10/). The diffusion couples were annealed 

in an electric furnace between 1100-1450 °C for peri
ods from 15 min up to several days.
The air-quenched specimens were embedded in mounting 
resin, sectioned, ground, polished and cleaned. After 
being studied by optical microscopy the surfaces were 
carbon-coated for the electron microprobe examination.

The microanalyses were performed by a scanning micro
scope JEOL JXA 50 A, equipped with two crystal spec
trometers. The sample was moved across the reaction 
zone at a constant speed rate of 10 pm/min while re
cording the CaK«.-, SiK*-,  FeK«- or AlKw-X-ray impulses 
(mechanical line-scanning). The conversion of the de
termined relative X-ray intensities Irel = I (element 
in specimen) / Io (element in standard) into concentra
tions was achieved by use of a calibration curve /10/.

Results and Discussion

The kinetics of solid state reactions were determined 
by evaluation of the X-ray intensity / path diagrams 
or line-scans. Along with the layer thickness, the 
local and temporal sequence of the product phases 
could be detected directly from the line-scans. Total 
and individual layer thicknesses were measured and the 
maximum values of a number of measurements on the spe
cimen were used. These maximum values most closely 
satisfy the condition of ideal contact between the 
reactants.
The influence of 3, 5 and 10 % by weight of FegOg, 
added to CaO, on the total reaction layer thickness 
is illustrated in Fig.l.

TOTAL
T,°C

O 1450
• 1425

t = 15 min

FIG.l
Total layer thickness x vs amount of FegOg, added to CaO. 



Here pure silica glass served as diffusion partner. 
Additionally the x-values of the undoped Ca0-Si02 
system are applied /10/.
Addition of 3%Fe20ß generally decreases the overall 
reaction rate. In the temperature range between 
1100-1300 °C this decrease is not as distinct as at 
higher temperatures (1350-1450 °C). Further addition 
again increases the thickness of total reaction zone 
giving values which are similar to those of the un
doped series.

600

Fe2O3 in Si02

FIG. 2

Dependence of total layer thickness x on the amount 
of Fe203, added to Si02*

The effect of Fe2O2 admixtures to silica on the growth 
of the total reaction zone is shown in Fig.2. Again 
a considerable decrease can be observed by adding 3% 
iron oxide. Compared to Fig.l the reactions seem to 
be much more hindered, especially at 1425 and 1450 °C. 
Furthermore there is no steady increase with higher 
addition and the x-values do not much differ going 
from 5 to 10 with exception at T = 1450 °C, where 
higher additions cause an increase in total layer 
thickness. Varying results are obtained for the dif
fusion couples fired at 1350 °C. Here, the samples 
with 5 and 10%Fe2O^ addition show inhomogeneous 
Ca-Diffusion zones in the SiO2 compact which do not 
contribute to the total reaction zone. The tempera
ture range below 1250 °C is not much influenced by 
the addition of Fe2Og.

The total reaction zone is formed additively by the 
different clinker phases like C2S, CS and a glassphase 
with an approximate composition of ,ТС52Н» Tn some 
samples the C3S2 phase is formed but only at 1450 °C. 
C3S as the most important clinker phase could not be 
clearly detected presumably caused by the dusting of 
C2S which made microanalytical investigation more dif
ficult.
Both total and individual layer thicknesses follow a 
parabolic rate law for diffusion-controlled solid 
state reactions. Adopting the parabolic equation 
dx / dt = k*l  / x or к = x^ / 2*t,
reaction rate constants к can be calculated for each 
phase (Table la,b).

TABLE 1
Reaction rate constants к ( cm^. s”l. 10~^ ) in the 
system CaO-SiO2, added with Ее20з (Table la-Fe20g in 
CaO ; Table lb - Ее20з in SiO2). The values for the un
doped system are taken from /10/.

a)

T (°C) 1100 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1425 1450

c2s 1.7 7.8 20 31.3 86.8 245 680 1390

OS CS - - 2.2 18.1 218 2347 18000

"CS2" - - 0.5,5 6.8 170 1390 6720

c2s 0.4 3.5 8.9 11.2 35.5 86.8 347 -

3% CS - - 0.5 2.2 5.0 125 1390

"CS2" - - - - 0.55 170 8680

c2s 1.3 5.0 7.1 19.6 35.6 125 1563 11681

57= CS - 1.1 2.7 8.9 13.9 347 3125

"CS2" - - - - 7.8 1125 12500

C2s 3.5 10.3 20 27 49 222 1681 8681

10 7. CS - 0.9 2.2 5.4 87 2722 22781

"CS2" - - - - 43 694 6722

b)

T (°C) 1100 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1425 1450

c2s 0.9 2.4 5.2 11.9 21.7 85 174 890

•37, CS 0.2 0.4 1.3 2.0 7.8 28 63 222

"CS2" - - - - - - -

C2S 1.4 2.4 7.1 20 76 174 390 6250

57= CS 0.2 0.4 1.3 3.5 14 31 56 250

"CS2" - - - - - - -

c2s 2.0 2.7 7.1 13.9 21.7 170 444 11110

10 Z CS 0.2 0.5 1.3 3.5 7.8 32 63 11110

"CS2" - - - - - - -

In the presence of Fe2O3 the C2S phase dominates in 
the temperature range between 1100-1400 °C like in the 
undoped CaO-SiO2 system. Above 1400 °C either CS or 
glassphase ”CS2” are predominant. The formation of the 
CS phase is shifted to lower temperatures (1250 °(j, 
1100 °C) by addition of Fe2O3 to CaO or Si02 respec
tively. In the Si02-doped series the CS phase is 
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Total layer thickness x vs the amount 
of alumina added to silicondioxide..
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noticed from 0 to 0.3% which is 
drawn in the ГерОз added systems 
0.3 % were made however..

following directly to the SiOp compact. No continuous 
layer of ''CSp1'' is formed; but some, inclusions of glass
phase are observed in the above mentioned- Ca-diffu- 
sion zone.
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From microanalytical investigations it is. seen that 
FepOß is spread- in minute amounts all over the reac
tion zone, accumulated at grain and phase boundaries. 
The FepOg-content in homogeneous CpS grains or layers 
varies from 0.3-0.9%, in CS from 0,2-0,7% and in 
the "CSp'1, phase from 0,1 upto 1,7%, no matter whether 
in CaO- or SiOp-doped systems. Higher FepOp addition 
does not markedly influence its content in the cal
ciumsilicate phases but considerably Increases the 
amount of FepOg at grain and phase boundaries, up to 
a%, '
Results concerning. AlpOp admixtures to CaO / SiOp dif
fusion couples, will be presented below. Here, another 
series with 0.3% by weight of ATpOp, added to CaO or 
SiOp respectively, was carried out to determine the 
influence of minute admixtures on the reaction rates, 
Fig.3 shows the dependence of total layer thickness x 
on the amount of alumina added to calciumoxide. 
At all temperatures a sharp decrease of total layer 
thickness x can be " " ‘ '
more distinct than 
where no

0.3 3.0 5,0

Al2O3 in Si02

Different findings are obtained by adding 0.3, 3,. 5 
and 10 % by weight of AlpOg to SiOp as shown in Fig.4, 
Apart from T = U00 and 1200 °C a continuous " 
in total layer thickness is observed at all tempera
tures., In samples added with 5 or 10% by weight of 
alumina and fired for some minutes at 1425 and 1450 °C 
a complete reaction of the diffusion couple had taken 
place leaving mainly CS and "CSp" phases..

The partial composition of the total reaction zones 
and the corresponding reaction rate constants can be 
taken from Table 2a and 2b. Again the CpS phase domi
nates between 1100-1400 °C in the CaO (Al-pOp) / SiOp 
or 1100-1350 °C in the. CaO / SiOp (Al-pO-p) system res
pect ivelv., Above those temperatures the CS phase or 
CS together- with "CSp" are predominant .
Spherical separations of CySp in- the CS phase are al- 
readv observed at 1-00 "C <5 "= and 10 " Al ,0, in CaO)

TOTAL
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TABLE 2
Reaction rate constants к (cm^ ,s-^. 10-^) ;
Table 2a - AI2O3 in CaO ; Table 2Ь-А120з in SiC>2 

a)

T °C) 1100 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1425 1450

c2s 0.94 2.9 5.3 10.7 21.4 121 760 6968

0.3 7. CS - - - 0.2 0.7 29.6 142 12500

"CS2" - - - - 0.13 6.8 939 2275

C2S 0.36 2.2 5.3 17.4 32.1 128 1680 3208
3?= CS - - - 0.7 0.9 13.9 125 45760

"CS2" - - - ■ - 0.2 1.4 200 2568

c2s 0.27 2.7 7.6 18.1 37.4 252 5555 10275

5% CS - - - 1.1 2.7 20.7 54080 54080

,,CS2’' - - - - 1.4 3.5 5555 12500

c2s 0.36 5.0 11.1 31.3 61.3 781 5555 12500

10 X CS - - - 1.4 5.0 55.6 54080 54080

"CS2" - - - - 0.4 3.5 5555 15308

TABLE 3

Activation energies Ед (kJ/mol) for the formation of 
the calciumsilicate phases ; Table 3a - addition of 
^e2®3 ’ Table 3b-addition of AI2O3.

a)

Addition of Ре20з in CaO' Fe2O3 in Si02 ;

k’t % Phase Ед ''■) Ед -+) ea ■=) EA +)

02

c2s

CS

"CS2"

230 -

845 -

1085 -

230 -

845 -

1085 -

32

C2S

CS

’’CSJ’

325 -

480 2685

- 4610

240 1210
255 1000 !

52

c2s 

CS 

,1CS2n

245 2170

370 2590

- 3540

470 -

450 -

102

c2s

CS

"CS^

195 1750

370 2665

- 2420

190 2000

270 2810

T (°C) 1100 1200 1250 1300 1350 1400 1425 1450

C2S 0.55 2.2 10.2 27.2 86.8 1380 1390 5555

0.3Z CS - 0.14 1.13 6.8 20.0 86.8 5555 34722

"CS2" - - 0.07 1.6 8.89 420 2722 12500

c2s 1.25 3.47 15.6 40.1 101 3125 5555 12500

3Z CS - 0.55 2.2 11.3 55.5 2347 22220 68055

'’CS2" - 0.14 1.6 5.0 23.5 681 5555 34720

c2s 2.2 6.8 20.0 55.5 80,0 888 5555 -

5Z CS - 1.25 8.88 31.3 93.9 7347 50000 -

"cs2" - - - - - 5014 22220 -

c2s 5.0 6.8 27.2 67.2 222 1388 - -

I0Z CS - 2.2 5.0 27.2 500 34722 - -

"CS2" - 8.9 35.0 125 680 16055 - -

Homogeneous C3S, CnS and CS regions only contain 
small amounts of AI2O3 (<0.3^) whereas the glass
phase nCS2M shows values of 4-5 70. Comparable high 
amounts of AI2O3 are found in the spherical C3S2- 
separations which may stabilize this phase at lower 
temperatures. The same holds for the glassphase "СЗз" 
already occurring at 1200 °C in CaO / SiO2 (A12O3) - 
diffusion couples. In those systems additions of 
AI2O3 produce accelerated diffusion rates.
The experimental findings of the CaO / Ее20з and 
CaO / A12O3 systems shown in Figure 1 and 3 may be 
interpreted on the basis of the disorder in CaO.

b)

Addition of А120з in CaO А120з in Si02

wt.-Z Phase ea *) Ea +) Ea «) E, +)

0.3Z

C2S

CS 

”cs2"

490 505

730 4610

- 2590

380 660

650 2865

10C0 1700

3Z

C2S 

CS 

"cs2"

390 1200

1070 3830

- 3040

335 660

615 1695

660 1700

52

C2S 

CS 

"CS2"

360 1370

630 4035

- 3720

335 1265

565 1925

10 Z

C2S

CS 

"cs2"

380 1915

825 4790

- 3720

450 -

708 -

567 -

) low temperature range (1100-1400 °C) 

high temperature range (1400-1450 °C)

According to Hauffe and Tränckler /12/ CaO is a 
p-type semiconductor for p0 > Ю-2 mbar. Vacancies 
in the cation sublattice are regarded to be the most 
important defects as to the mobility of calcium ions. 
The concentration of the cation vacancies, however, 
can be markedly altered by introducing trivalent ions 
into the calcium sublattice. Small additions of ses- 
quioxides may result in filling up the cation vacan- 



cies according to the reaction

Ме2О3 + 6 h" + 2 V(3a = 2Meßa + 3/2 Og ’ 

where h" denotes the positively charged electron hole, 
Vpa the negatively charged calcium vacancy and Ме^а 
the positively charged metal ion occupying a calcium 
site. According to the Kröger symbolism /13/ all 
charges are given relative to the ideal crystal. This 
mechanism would account for the decrease in reaction 
rate at small ЕезОз- or AlgOg-concentrations. At 
higher admissions the number of electron holes will 
be reduced to such an extent that the following com
petitive reaction will become dominating:

Me2°3 + 3CaCa = 3Ca0 + 2MeCa + VCa 

l.e. new cation vacancies are created if divalent cal
cium ions are substituted by trivalent iron or alu
minum ions.
It should be noted that higher admixtures of A12O3 
lead to the formation of calciumaluminate phases 
(CjgAy, CgA) throughout the CaO compact, which in 
addition may cause an enhanced diffusion of the Ca- 
species.
In the upper temperature range (> 1400 °C) the high 
solubility of AlgOg in HCS2" accelerates its phase 
formation followed by the enormous increase of the 
now dominating CS phase.

Arrhenius plots of the reaction rate constants lead 
to the corresponding activation energies listed in 
the Tables 3a and 3b. It is known from literature 
that activation energies for the formation of cal
ciumsilicate phases strongly depend on the experimen
tal conditions. For instance, the activation energy 
for the C2S formation is found to range from 210-420 
kJ / mol /8,14,15/. Our Ед-values obtained for the 
formation of the C2S phase fit quite well into above 
mentioned data. The extremely high activation ener
gies ascertained for the formation of the CgS, CS and 
"CS2" phases at temperatures higher than 1400 °C in
dicate that another reaction mechanism is involved. 
At low temperatures, however, we again find activa
tion energies for the CS formation which show an ac
ceptable accordance to literature data.
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PHASE COMPOSITION OF CALCINED RAW MEAL

COMPOSITION DE PHASE DES FARINES CRUES CALCINEES

SUMMARY

The more precalcining techniques become common practice in cement plants the more data about intermediate phase 

formation during calcination of industrial raw meals become available. Investigations on this subject have been 

by way of X-ray diffraction, chemical and SEM analyses.

The composition of calcined meals extracted from operating plants varies over a wide range depending on the de

gree of calcination, heterogeneity of the raw meal and recirculation of kiln dust and of condensed volatiles. 

Calcium aluminate and -ferrite are easily formed during calcining. The range of silica reaction to C2S or spur

rites varied from 10 to 60% . Correspondingly, the free lime content was found to vary between less than 5 % by 

weight and more than 40 % by weight. This percentage tends to be less upon spurrite formation.

As a general rule it can be said that the degree of lime combination is significantly higher during practical 

operation than ascertained in the laboratory. Additional information is given with respect to splitting of exo

thermic heat in calciner and kiln, as well as on the use of calcined meal for nearly any type of cement.

SUMÄRio

A medida que as tecnicas de pre-calcinacao tomam-se uma pratica ccmum nas fäbricas de cimento, aumenta- 
se a informagäo sobre a formaeäo da fase intermedläria durante a calcinaqao de materias-primas industrials. In 
vestigaqöes sobre este assunto foram realizadas utilizando-se difrapäo de raios X, anälises qufmicas e de SEM.-

A canposigäo da alimentagäo calcinada extraida de fäbricas em operaqäo variant ent uma grande faixa, depen- 
dendo do grau de calcinaqäo, heterogeneidade da alimentagäo bruta e da recirculacao do рб do fomo e de vola- 
teis condensados.

Aluminatos e ferritos de cälcio säo facilmente formados durante a calcinagäo. A faixa da reagäo de sili 
ca para C2S ou espurritas variam de 10 a 60%. Correspondentenente, a quantidade de cal livre variou entre me- 
nos de 5% era peso a mais de 40% em peso. A pcrcentagom tende a ser menor dependendo da formapao da espurrita.

_ Caro regra geral, pode ser dito que о grau de ccmbinagäo da cal ё significatlvamente maior durante opera 
qao pratica do que a realizada em laboratorio. Informagäo adicional e dada ccm relaqäo ä divisäo do calor exoT 
termico no calcinador e fomo, assim ccmo no uso de alimentaqäo calcinada para quase qualquer tipo de cimento.



1, INTRODUCTION

The formation of phases during calcining of cement 

raw meals and during heating up to sintering tempera

ture has from the very beginning of cement research 

been of particular interest /1,2,3,4,5/. However, 

current knowledge on this complex topic is based al

most. exclusively on experimental work. Due to the in

troduction of the precalcining technology on plant 

scale industrially produced cement raw meals, calci

ned up to 98% can be sampled and examined today.

Calcined meal can be withdrawn as portion of the con

tinuous production run. It is a new type of hydraulic 

binder, i.e. either in anhydrous or hydrated form /6/. 

For instance, substituting clinker in cement by cal

cined meal results in a proportionate saving of grin

ding; energy and permits at the same time controlled 

modification of the cement properties. Withdrawing; 

meal portions means that rotary kiln and preheater 

are relieved from circulating, volatiles without accu

mulating; a waste product; difficult to handle - as it 

is typical of a. conventional kiln gas bypass.

The composition, of clinker as main product has to meet 

clearly defined requirements and, consequently, the 

composition of calcined; meal is. allowed but li ttle 

variation.. Calcined meals are characterized by the 

'Lime Saturation Factor1 LSF, the 'Silica; Ratio1 SR 

and; the- ' Alumina Ratio;' AR, as wel l as by

* the 'Degree, of Calcination'1 DCAL,

* the 'Degree of Lime Combination' K' or
the- 'relative Degree of CaO Reaction1' DCR resp. and

* the 'Degree of Belite Formation' DCZS.

(For details of calculation-, see- formulae- attached)

2., PROCEDURE

Samples, of kiln, inlet; meal have been taken in about 

20. rotary, kiln systems fitted: with cyclone preheater. 

These samples, have been, examined: in the laboraties. of 

KHD by. identical methods... The majority of the investi

gated: kilns was equipped with, precalciners. The. prin

cipal components, of the meal samples have been ascer

tained with, the.:- aid, of X-ray fluorescence- analysis, 

and: the. minor components, by wet chemical processing. 

X-ray diffraction analyzing; has been; carried out 

whenever high- concentrations of volatiles were noticed. 

Some- of the samples, have subsequently been treated 

with; salicylic acid. /7/ and the- residue subjected once 

again to X-ray diffraction analysis. For verifying 

purposes, the eluate has in a few cases been subjected 

to wet analysing. Similarly, investigations have been 

carried out with the X-ray scanning micro analyser.

For kiln systems operated with a bypass also the by

pass dust has been examined. These dusts are characte

rized by a higher concentration of volatile compounds 

than meal samples taken at the kiln inlet which means 

that they are particularly suitable for the X-ray dif

fraction phase analysis. XRD analyses of bypass dusts 

have been included in table 1 but not those obtained 

by analyzing £oa^ti_ng^s_ from the cyclone preheater.

3. RESULTS

Table 1 is a summary of the crystallized phases that 

have definitely been evidenced to exist in kiln inlet 

meals and in bypass dusts. Some phases display very 

poor crystallinity. It is even assumed that amorphous- 

portions exist which are not detectable by XRD. Simi

larly, they could not be determined by the methods of 

chemical analyzing applied so far.

Table 1:. Phases identified in calcined meals

soluble in salicylic acid?

Grou£ 1:; not reacted raw meal £hases

CaCOg. calcite no
SiOg quartz no

mi ca no
felds pars no

Group 2_:_new_formed: £h£S£s_

CaO free lime yes.
MgO periclase no

B-CjS belite yes
ЗСгЗ-СаСОз spurrite yes

C12A7 no
C2(A,F) ferrite no

Group 3: condensed_v£l£tiles_

KC1 sylvine yes
NaCl halite yes

K2SO4. arcanite no
КзМа(504)2 aphtitalite no

CaS04 anhydrite no

Group- 4:; cli£ker_dust £nd coal_a£h_

C3S alite- yes

Group 5: p£a£es jFormed_af ter_hydjrajti£n_

Ca(0H)2 portlandite *) yes
CaS04? 0,5 H2O hemi hydrate **) no

*) from free lime
**) from anhydrite- during salicylic acid: treatement



The specific stages of clinker burning enable differen

tiating between five categories of phases:

* the first category includes the raw meal phases that 
have undergone either no reaction at all or only par
tial reaction during calcination. These phases being 
in particular calcite and quartz, will predominate 
the XRD pattern especially upon a low degree of cal
cination. It is a general rule that dolomite and py
rite can never be located in meal samples taken at 
the kiln inlet. Similarly, there can be detected no 
more than weak traces of the basic peaks of clay 
minerals.

* The phases that have formed new during calcination 
originate from liberated CaO. There is a particular
ly pronounced reactivity of CaO with the thermally 
activated decomposition products of the clay mine
rals. Their aluminate ferrite portion is responsible 
for the formation of C2(A,F). Reasonable excess of 
Alumina will normally entail the additional forma
tion of C12A7. Phases of lower lime content, such as 
CA and CA2, have not been evidenced. C2AS(gehlenite) 
could neither be definitely identified nor its non- 
existance be evidenced beyond any doubt. Even if ge
hlenite would have formed, it could be of very small 
quantity only compared with the belite that has for
med evidently. Poorly crystallized belite (ß-C2S) 
and frequently spurrite are formed from the portion 
of Si02 included in the clay minerals and - to a cer
tain extent - from quartz. The "sulfate spurrite" 
described by GUTT and SMITH /8/ has not been noticed. 
In spite of occasionally significant chloride con
tents (see further below), no alinites /9/have been 
located. Similarly, no silicate phases have formed 
that featured a lower lime content than C2S.In case 
of incomplete calcining and extremely heterogeneous 
raw material, the free lime content can raise to more 
than 40 % by weight. MgO always predominantly exists 
as periclase.

* The third important category are the salts some of 
which may occur at high concentrations in the evapo- 
ration/condensation circuit between rotary kiln and 
waste gas utilizing section of lower temperature 
(preheater - raw mill - dryer - filter). The concen
tration of chlorine in the form of KC1 is particu
larly striking. The KC1 concentration may reach le
vels of more than 10% by weight. KC1 contents ran
ging between 0.5 and 2 % by weight are frequently 
found in operating plants without bypass. NaCl is, 
on the contrary, located in exceptional cases only. 
Apparently, potassium displays much stronger affini
ty for chlorine at high temperatures than sodium. It 
is a well-known fact that sodium is preferably 
incorporated in calcium aluminates. Normally, the 
alkali content of the raw meal at the kiln inlet is 
ample for stoichiometrical ly compensating chlorine. 
For the few cases where excess chloride had been 
ascertained by calculation, no additional chloride 
phase could be detected. It is presumed that - simi
lar to fluoride - this Cl is incorporated in C12A7 
or in spurrite as solid solution.
The kiln inlet meals and bypass dusts often include 
alkali sulfates with K2SO4 (arcanite) occuring fre
quently, КзНа($04)2 (aphtitalite) seldom, and N32804 
(thenardite) occuring not at all. The double salt 
*'2832(804)3 has been located only in in coatings 
originating from the top cyclone stages but not in 
meal taken from the kiln inlet. Alkali carbonates, 
such as K2CO3 or К2Са(С0з)2 cannot be evidenced. 

even not at sulfurization degrees of less than 50%. 
It has been impossible to furnish unambigous proof 
as to wether the alkalies are incorporated in these 
cases into other phases as foreign ions or wether 
they form separate amorphous phases that are unable 
to be detected by XRD.
In case of significant excess sulfate, i.e. at a 
sulfurization degree of far beyond 100%, CaS04 is 
formed as anhydrite П . However, the anhydrite peaks 
are in all cases smaller than expected on the basis 
of the calculated portion. It should be noticed 
that neither 2C2S-CaSO4 nor 3CA-CaS04 are formed 
which are known from coatings. In general, sulfates 
are not affected by treatement with salicylic acid.

* Coal of high ash content and clinker tending to de
velop dust will entail considerable portions of 
these substances being included in the kiln inlet 
meal. They are difficult to identify although alite 
can be reliably evidenced from a clinker dust por
tion of about 10% by weight onward. Ash particles 
originating from the kiln firing system can occasi
onally be identified in a SEM by their spherical 
shape - a configuration well-known from fly ash dis
charged from power plants.

* To the fifth category all phases belong which are 
formed secondary during sample storaging or treate
ment, like Ca(0H)2 from CaO or hemihydrate from an
hydrite.

4. FURTHER EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL AND OPERATIONAL 
WORK

In the course of the tests made attention has been 

focused on the interrelation between the formation of 

new phases and the degree of calcination. It is impo

ssible to take samples covering the complete range 

from 0 to 100% calcining in only one running plant 

with operating conditions being comparable for all 

samples taken. Hence, for carrying out pertinent tests.

Fig. 1: CO2 and free lime content during calcination
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has been terminated to such an ex-

Fig. 2-. Relative degree of CaO reaction DCR vs. degree of calcination DCAL

DC3S significates the degree of belite formation
(DC2S and isolines of free lime calculated on basis of KSt -9 A , 
SR = 2.5, AR = 1.8, C+S+A+F = 95 % by weight)

a laboratory scale fluidized bed reactor has been fed

with industrially produced raw meals which were cal- -y^g majority of

tent that additional CaO reaction 

can be calculated on the basis of 

C2S. This belite portion will con

tinuously increase until complete 

calcination has been attained.

Figure 2 is a graphic survey of 

DCR vs. DCAL of all kiln inlet 

meals analyzed. Two plants from 

which a particularly large number 

of samples has been taken are iden

tified by separate symbols. The re

maining values have been entered 

with a circle including an index 

characterizing each plant.

For plant 1, the free lime content 

equals approx. 45 % by weight at 

complete calcination. This value 

corresponds to a DCR of more than 

30% , and hence, to a DC2S amoun- 

ti ng 25 - 30 % .

Plant 2, also characterized by ex

tensive precalcining, reaches a DCR 

of more than 50% , and, consequent

ly , a DC2S value of 60% . These 

differences can be attributed to 

the heterogeneity of the raw meals 

examined.

kiln inlet meals featured degrees of

cined under isothermal conditions.. The typical pattern 

of CO2 and free lime content is given in figure 1 vs. 

the degree of calcination.. The ranges of CO2 and free 

lime have been correlated such for the example shown 

that the starting and terminating points of the plot

ted: curves coincide.. Assuming, the portion of decarbo

nized lime that combines with hydraulic factors direct 

-such portion being identical with the relative de

gree of CaO reaction DCR - remaining constant over the 

complete range: of calcination,, the two curves should 

be congruent.. However,, free lime is formed only re

luctantly upon starting calcination. This means, that 

at the beginning: of calcination the DCR is signifi

cantly higher than at a calcination degree above 80 % 

at which, the curves are, extensively adapted to each 

other. At this,level an approximately constant DCR 

value is achieved.. With calcining having, reached, that 

high level',, the formation of aluminate and ferrite 

calcination between 40 and 70% approx, which are cor

related to OCR's ranging from 30 to 75 % , in rare 

cases even above 90% . The free lime content of meals 

taken from plants without precalciner amounts between 

5 and 10 % .

In general, the DCR decreases with increasing degree 

of calcination so that the free lime content raises 

exponentially. Upon complete calcining the DC2S value 

can be extrapolated to become on average 40 - 50 % . 

this, in turn,, is identical to a belite portion of 

25 - 30 % by weight,, subject to average LSF and SR.

Partially calcined raw meal may be characterized by 

marked portions of spurrite having formed instead of 

belite. These two phases can be easily differentiated 

upon XRD. It seems probable that the existance of 

spurrite impairs, the flow properties of the hot meal,..



5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The reaction between free lime and 'hydraulic factors', 

especially with SiOg, liberates significant amounts 

of exothermal heat which reduces the amount of heat 

required for calcining within the particles involved. 

Hence, it is obvious that at the beginning of calci

nation such particles or aggregates are preferably 

decarbonized in which CaCOg and hydraulic factors are 

intimately intergrown. These early stages of calcina

tion are associated with only little formation of 

free lime. Correspondingly, the specific amount of 

heat required for the final calcining is much higher, 

thereby most of liberated lime remaining uncombined 

and less belite being formed. Upon the increasing 

temperature, however, the belite formation is accele

rated again towards final calcination.

The degree of belite formation DC2S has a direct ef

fect on the design of calcining and firing systems as 

it is directly proportional to the amount of exother

mic heat already released. That degree indicates the 

splitting of exothermal heat between calciner and ro

tary kiln which is required to be known for establi

shing separate thermal balances for rotary kiln and 

calciner/preheater respectively. It is a well-known 

fact that but negligible amounts of heat are libera

ted due to the formation of calcium aluminate and 

ferrite phases /10/.

Figure 3 shows two examples for the interrelation bet

ween heat released as a result of belite formation and

DCAL DEGREE OF CALCINATION
F19- 3: Portion of the exothermic heat in the kiln as 

a function of the degree of calcination and 
the heterogeneity of the raw meal 

the degree of calcination. Subject to complete calci

ning, the range of exothermic heat liberated in the 

rotary kiln varies between a minimum of 30% (for very 

homogeneous meal) and a maximum of 80% (for extremely 

heterogeneous meal).

As to plants not equipped with precalciners it can be 

assumed that in absolute figures more than 70 to 90% 

of exothermic heat will be released in the rotary kiln. 

With respect to the calculation of DCAL, DCR and DC2S 

recirculation of volatile salts and of clinker dust 

are of importance. The presence of clinker dust not 

only results in an apparently higher degree of calci

nation but also falsifies the DCR level towards higher 

values. Meal whirled up from the inlet chamber increa

ses DCAL and DCR to a comparable extent, hence it does 

not falsify the DCR level in relation to DCAL. Sulfate 

circuits stimulate CaO combination and increase the 

DCR level. For these reasons, it is not surprising that 

the DCR ascertained during practical operation often 

exceeds the laboratory figures of the same raw meal 

samples approx. 20% in abs. fig. Differences of that 

extent have been determined in spite of retention 

times of no more than a few seconds in industrial-size 

calciners.

Calcined meal offers itself for most versatile appli

cations. For instance, it can substitute clinker in 

fly ash- and slag cements, act as main component of 

hydraulically active binders, for solidifying waste 

material, as filler and drying agent as well as in hy

drated form as substitute of Ca(0H)2, for example in 

the dry waste gas desulfurization. For the majority of 

the above applications, the contents of free lime and/ 

or of belite are decisive quality aspects. Hence, not 

only the thermal but also the mineralogic value of the 

meal increases by an exponential function with the de

gree of calcination. There are applications where the 

specific surface and full availability of Ca(0H)2 du

ring the concrete preparation are of particular impor

tance, This is the case, for instance, for little 

ground Portland cements where these properties are to 

increase the water requirement for avoiding "bleeding".

Ci2A7 W involve problems since it enhances "false 

setting" and complicates control of setting. Similarly, 

an occasionally occuring concentration of al-kali salts 

may restrict applicability of calcined meal.

However, expansion caused by free lime or magnesia can 



be excluded because both phases exist finely grained 

and chemically active thereby guaranteeing very quick 

hydration.

APPENDIX OF FORMULAE

The degree of calcination has been defined as the ra
tio between CaO not bonded to CO2 and total CaO con
tent of a sample. In terms of interpretation it should 
be added that from a point of view of process enginee
ring this is the 'apparent' degree of calcination 
while it is the 'actual' degree with respect to the 
meal and its intended use. This value is normally cal
culated from the ratio between CO2 content in the raw 
meal (G) and CO2 content in the calcined meal (g) /11/:

PHI = 100 (G " 9.L x 100% [ 1 J
G (100 - g)

During practical operation , the CO2 values are most
ly substituted by the losses of ignition of raw meal 
and of calcined meal respectively. Apart from this in
accuracy PHI is additionally falsified by salt concen
trations (diluting and volatilizing effects), ash en
try and circulating dust, if the LSF of the latter 
differs from that of the raw meal.

It is more reliable to calculate the degree of calci
nation exclusively from the CaO and the CO2 content 
of the calcined meal (values in % by weight):

DCAL = ( 1 - C°2 cai'2-— ) x 100 % [21

The decarbonized lime partially exists as free lime, 
partially as combined in newly formed phases. The term 
'degree of lime combination' has been introduced for 
identifying the ratio between lime combined in oxides 
and total lime /12/:

, _ CaO - CO2x 1.274 - CaOfree [ 3 j
CaO

The above ratio correlates with a simple graphic pre
sentation plotted by HASTRUP /13/ (accord, fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Ratio between CaCOg, free lime and combined 
lime correlated with K' (left) and DCS (right)

Since K' is related to total CaO, that ratio always 
has to be related to the degree of calcination. Such 
'detour' will not be necessary when taking the 'rela
tive degree of lime reaction' as a basis:

DCR _ CaO - CO2x 1.274 - CaOfree [ 4.1 ]

CaO - CO2X 1.274

= ( 1 - Ca°free ) x 100% [ 4.2 ]

CaO - C02x 1.274

Figure 1 indicates that DCR yields a better approxima
tion to the typical curve of lime combination than K' 
does.
In case of high-grade calcining, the reactions of А1Д 
and ЕезОз with CaO to become C2(A,F) and C12A7 have 
been essentially completed so that the remaining free 
lime permits calculating the ‘degree of belite forma
tion':

DC2S = Ca0" -94A " ■70|Г " 1-274 C°2 ~ Cfr. vinn % [ 5 ]
2 1.87S

The belite content given in % by weight will then 
equal by calculation:

CoS = 2.87 S x 2^S [ 6 ]
100

In the event that spurrite exists instead of belite, 
its content will be calculated analogously, although 
the restriction attributable to the residual portion 
of C02 will have to be duly considered:

2С25-СаС0з = 3.70 S x 2^ [ 7.1 ]

< 9.71 x CO2 I 7.2 ]

Moreover, it is recommended to calculate the sulfuri
zation degree 'SG'. of the alkalies and the CaO portion 
in case of excess sulfur free of CaSOztj

SO3
SG = .85K20 + 1.29 Na20 - 1.13 Cl x100% [ 81

cp „ inn
Ca0CaS04-free= < Ca0 " 503 X > X 100 [ 91
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PROGNOSIS OF THE PHYSICAL-MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PORTLAND CEMENT

SUMMARY: In the Work we made a prognosis of flexural and compressive strengths of portland ce 
ment after 3 and 28 days, and pointed out importance of application of determined mathematical 
methods, which can be used for forming mathematical models. Using of D-optimal plans and 
plans including "pseudo components" realized original mathematical models, which make possible, 
for diferent composition of four-component C-S-A-F system, to determine strength values of 
portland cement, after 3 and 28 days.

For forming corresponding mathematical models for realization qualitative prognosis, 
used polynomial of fourth order. Calculation polynomial coeficients and determination of ana
lytically form made on calculator PDP 11/40.

Adequateness of obtained mathematical models has examined by Student's t-test, and 
in all cases calculated values of t-test are less then tabulated at a = 0.05. That means, 
that by obtained mathematical models can be established exact functional dependence between 
composition of portland cement clinker and characteristics of portland cement.

SUMÄRIO: Neste trabalho, foi feito um prognostico das resistencias ä flexäo e compressäo do 
cimento portland depois de 3 e 28 dias e foi indicada a importäncia da aplicacäo de determina- 
dos metodos matematicos que podem ser usados para a formula<;ao de modelos matematicos.

Usando pianos de D-ötimo e pianos incluindo "pseudo componentes" foram realizados mo 
delos matemäticos originais, que tornaram possivel para diferentes composicöes do sistema qua- 
ternärio C-S-A-F, a determinacäo dos valores do cimento portland, depois de 3 e 28 dias.

Para a criaqao de modelos matemäticos que realizem prognosticos qualitatives foram u 
tilizados polinömios de quarta ordern. О cälculo dos coeficientes dos polinomios e determina
cäo da forma analitica foi feita num computador PDP 11/40.

A adequacao dos modelos matemäticos obtidos foi examinada por urn teste t de Student, 
e em todos os casos os valores calculados do teste-t foram menores do que os tabelados para 
“_= 0,05. Isto significa que ao obterem-se modelos matemäticos pode-se estabelecer uma depen- 
dencia funcional exata entre a composicäo do cllnquer de cimento portland e as caracterlsticas 
do cimento portland.



PROGNOSIS OF THE PHYSICAL-MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PORTLAND CEMENT

Everyday1s demands of contemporary technique for new 

inorganic materials caused an intensive work on pro

blems of prognosis of composition, physical and che

mical features. Problems that have be solved in con

temporary research of materials are exceptionally 

complex, more complicated then problems relatied to 

•physics and chemistry of solid state.

Contemporary technique, in widest range, from civil 

engineering to electrical engineering, sets in first 

plan development of new silicate materials and pre

diction of features and optimization of production 

procedures.

In this work we have made prognosis of compressive 

strengths for portland cement and pointed out impor

tance of application of determinated mathematical 

methods for prognosis of characteristics of polycom

ponent materials. We obtained original mathematical 

models, which make possible, for different composi

tion of four-component C-S-A-F system, to determine 

compressive strength values of portland cement, af

ter 3 and 28 days.

1. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Prognosis of physical-mechanical characteristics of 

portland cement is subject of interest of numerous 

investigations [1-3|. First attempts for prediction 

of portland cement strengths, on the base of chemi

cal composition of portland cement clinker, attained 

a limited importance, because in most cases obtained 

mathematical models are not adequate for determinati

on dependence between mechanical characteristics and 

chemical composition of portland cement clinker. In 

frame of experimental work we investigated concent- 

racion C-S-A-F area, which is interesting for sphere 

of portland cement clinker. In order to define con- 

centracion area |4|, we have used four kind of port

land cement clinker, which are different with regard 

to chemical composition, modular characteristics .sa

turation degree and contents of particular minerals:

- portland cement clinker, designed as zi,

- portland cement clinker, designed as z2,

- portland cement clinker, designed as z3,

- portland cement clinker, designed as Zi,,
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To portland cement clinkers we have added 3% of gyp- 

sym dyhidrat, and then clinker is separately milled 

in laboratory ball mill of 10 lit. volume, until ob

tained specific surface 3 200 50 cm2/g.

We have made chemical and mineralogical investigati

ons of portland cement clinkers, and then on the ba

se of chemical compositions and Boque equation, cal

culated potential mineral composition. Table I. sho

ws potential mineral composition of portland cement 

clinkers, calculated for the base 100.

Table I. Potential mineral composition 

calculated for the base 100

ist corresponding mathematical models:

Clinker desiqnations
Z1 Z2 Z3 2ц

xi~C 3 S 73.04 40.95 73.73 53.34
X 2~*C  2 S 6.89 41.05 7.43 21.04
X3-C3A 10.05 4.82 5.89 13.59
Xi*~  Ci+AF' 10.02 13.18 12.95 12.03

On this way unknowns xi (1 = 1,2,3,4:) satisfy conditi-

ons which regulate D-■optimal plans |5-14| and there

is also determinated concentracion area in which ex-

40.95 < Xi < 73.73

6.89 < x2 < 41.05

4.82 < x3 < 13.59

10.02 < хц < 13.18 (1)

Fig. 1 shows concentration area defined by assembley 

(1) in concentration triangle C2S-C3A-C4AF, and ob

tained from table I, by eliminatir i phase C3S (xi=0), 

and remaining three phases are rev Iculated with ba

se 100, and obtained values for C2S, C3A and C^AF 

projected in concentration triangle СгЗ-СзА-СчАР.

Fig. 1. Concentration area of im'estigated 

portland, cement clinkers.

Area is bordered with coordinates of "pseudocompone

nts" (Z1-Z2-Z3-Z1,) of an irregular shape, i.e. not 

corresponding to regular simple^ for girder {4.4}.

1.1. Working matrix of experiment

For forming working matrix of experiment we have us

ed a plan, including pseudocomponents, and experime

ntal points are shown in coordinates of pseudocompo

nents z. (i=l,2,3,4) Pseudocomponents represent 

portland cement clinker and theirs relations, which 

used for experimental determination compressive st

rengths after 3 and 28 days. The plan of experiment 

is compiled in accordance with requirements of 

D-optimal plans, and number of experimental points 

for pseucocomponental system and polynomial of four

th order is determined by relation:

N = = С^-з = Д = 35 (2)

On the right of working matrix are values of compre

ssive strength, obtained by wxperiment realization.

Table II shows working matrix and results of experi

ment.

^0n the base of data from table I. and pseudocompo

nent in determined point of plan, it is possible 
to recalculate mineralogical compositions of por
tland cement cl Inders, for each point of plan.
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Table: I{I. Working, matrix and results 

of. experiment

Pseudocomponents Response function

Pressurez. MPa
"zj zj гц ..3-................28

1- 1: 0 0 0 1:7.5 4.7.,5
2 0 1 0 0 19;. 8 38.4.
3: 0 0 T 0 24.3 4.6..4.
4 0' 0 0 T 18.2 36.6
5. 0.5 0,5. 0 0 1:7.2 45.8
& 0.5 0 0.5 0 20.6 50.3
7; 0.5 0 0 '' 0.5 19:. 0 45.0
8 0 ' ' 0.5; 0.5 0 21..6 43.2
9; 0 0.5; 0 0.5: 18.9. 39.0

1:0 0. 0 0.5, 0.5 23.1; 43.9;

1-1, U.8Z73 0.1727- 0 0 1-8.0 4.8.7
1-2. 0.1-727- 0.8273 0 0 19:. 2 4.1:. 3
13: 0.827.3 0- 0.1:727 0 1:7.3 51.4.
14, 0.1-727" О 0.8273 0 21.3 4,8.1:
15: 0.8273< 0 0 0.1-727 1:8.1- 45.2
18. 0.1-727-0 0 0.9273 19.6 38.4
177 O ' 0.8273 0.1i727 0 19.8 4.0.6
18. O' 0.1727- 0.8273 0 22.5 4.4.7
1»: 0 0.9273 0" " 0.1727 19:. 2 40.0
20 0 0.1727 0 0.8273 19.3 4.0.1;
21- 0 0 0.8273 0.1:727 21;. 4. 46.8
22: 0 0 0.1:727: 0.2773 20.8 36.3

1Forming :ofrmathematical' model s.

23; 0.5670 0.2165; 0.2165 0 23.0 52.5
24. 0.5670 0.2165; 0 0.21-65 20.2 46.2
25-; 0.567 0 0 0.21 65 0.2165 22.2 48,2
2&. 0.2165 0.5670,0.2165 0 22.4; 43.9.
27 0.2165 0.5670 0 0.21-65 21.9, 43.4.
28: 0 0.5670 0.2165 0.2165 23..9: 39,4.
29:, 0.2165:0 0.5670 0.2165 24.8 43.5
30 0 0.2165 0.5670 0.2165 25,8 42.3
31- 0.2165- 0.2165,0.5670 0 25.5 43.0
32 0.2165-, 0.2165'0 0.5670 21-.8 37.5
33; O.?16-5;O 0.2165, 0.5670 22.7 43.0
34, 0 0.2165; 0.2165 0.5670 23,0 4.T.0

35, 0,25; 0.25; 0.25: 0.25 24.8; 46,8

Calculation procedure of-mathematical models is foll

owing:: Select polynomial for corresponding polycompo-- 

nent-system, with we wish to describe: investigated; 

feature system., Polynomial' selection depends of acc

uracy, wewish achieve by prognosis acertain feature,. 

In our case, polynomial ’ of- fourth order- is selected.. 

Then, .by.using corresponding mathematical relations 

|5-14[ and data from table II,.calculate, polynomial 

coefficients..Calculation of-polynomial'coefficients 

and determination of analytically.form was made.on 

calculator POP 11/40.On thatway.we have obrained 

following expressions for prognosis investigated fe

ature of- portland cement;.

a - mathematical model for prognosis of compressive 

strength after 3 days has a following form:

Сз = 1'7..5zi + 19..8z2+24..3z3+18..2z1(-5..8z1z2-1 ..2ziz3 + 

+ 4..6Z1ZU-1 ..8z2Z3-0..4z2Zit+7..4z3Zd..63z1Z2(zi-Z2)

- 0 ,.26 z 1 z 3 (zу - z a) - 5 ..5 7z! z,. (z j. -z4) +T ..31 z 2 z3 (z 2- z3)

-- 6..T3z2Zi((z-2-Zi,)-18..14'.z3z1,(z:3-zI(.)+T2.72z1Z2
(zI -z 2)2 -1 Э-..25z 1 z 3 (z 1 -z 3)2 +5. ..60z 1 z ,,.(z T -zv,)2-

- TO.,50 z 2 z 3 (z2 -z 3)2 +5 „02 z 2 z (z 2 -Zi,)2 -T9 ..7 2z 3 z ц.
(13 -z Ц)2+196 ..45 z 1 z 2 z 3 +36 ..64 z 1 z 2 z4 +12 T ..6 5z t z 3 z^d 

+ 44...08z-! ziz 3 +T92 ..02z-iZ-2Z-4.+17ä-.36z-2Z3 z.,+218 ..85

z: z2z-.+193.75Z2Z3Z4+225..3OZ1Z2 Z3 + 78.34zi z2z2 - 

' 56.70 ZiZ3Z2-40..73z2Z3Z2-T89..T0ziZ2Z3Zl,.. (3)

b -- mathematical model for prognosis of compressive 

strength after 28 days has a foi l owing form:

C2 8 ~ .5 z 1+З8 .,4z2+46 ,.6z 3+З6..6 z i++1.1 .4zi Z2+13 ..4Zi z 3 +
+- 1 T..8Z1Z4.+3.2Z2Z 3+6.0222.^+9.62 3Z4+7.71Z1Z2 

(zi-z2)+T3.,79ziZ3(zi-Z3)-T..79ziZi,(zi-zlt.)+6..08 

Z2Z3(Z2-Z3)-6..83Z2Z11(Z2-Z8)+2T.84Z3Z1,(Z3-Z4) +

+- 6..88ziZ2(zj-z2)2+r4..47ziZ3(z!-Z3)2-31.62ziZk 

(ZiZ J2-3..38Z2Z3(Z2-Z.3)2+27..65Z2ZI((Z2-Z1(.)2'

- 21 ..58г3гч(г3-гц)2+334..93 ZiZ2Z3+95.65ziZ2Zu+ 

+ 57.75Z1Z3Z:,-27..31 Z1Z2Z 3+183.1921222^-142.77

z2Z3Z+--385..55ziZ2z.,-l 58.21 z2z3Zi,-369..19Z1Z2Z3-

- 430?,56ZiZ2Z2+l 46 ..67ziZ3Z2+l 3.9-.83z2Z3z2+847.45

Z1Z2Z3Z1,.. (4У

Obtained mathematical models (3) and (4) are presen

ted in form not much convenient for calculations.On 

the other-hand,, presentation mathematical models in 

more convenient form,, in form of- intial coordinates 

Xp. in which are represented minerals of portland 

cement clinker (C3S,. C2S,. C3A,. C4AF),. is difficult 

also,, because of big dimensions of mathematical mo

del., For to solve these two opposite requirements,, 

program is conceived,, that is possible on the base 

of contents C,,S,.A and F in portland cement clin

ker and by. Boque formula,, calculate contents of C3S,. 

С28,.СзА and CuAF (coordinates )., Dependence tran

sformation between system coordinates x^ and z^ 

(i = 1,2,3,4) is assigned by means of matrix equati

on Z= A X,.
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On the base of data from table I, we form matrix A
in form:

0.7304 0.4095 0.7373 0.5334
0.0689 0.4105 0.0743 0.2104

0.1005 0.0482 0.0589 0.1359

0.1002 0.1318 0.1295 0.1203 (5)

_ i
Since 1 =A X, it is:

Zi 0.7304 0.4095 0.7373 0.5334 -I xx

z2_ 0.0689 0.4105 0.743 0.2104 x x2

z3 0.1005 0.0482 0.0589 0.1359 x3

гц 0.1 002 0.1318 0.1295 0.1203 x4 (6)

Solwing above matrix:

21 5.517 5.600 0.484 -34.660

z2 1.300 4.051 -4.627 - 7.623

z3 -2.295 5.481 -5.811 26.324

2ц -3.523 -3.203 10.921 16.926 (7)

From matrix (7):

Zi= 5.517 xj + 5.600 x2 + 0.484 x3 - 34,660 

z2= 1.300 Xi + 4.051 x2 - 4.627 x3 - 7,603 x„

z3= -2.295 Xi - 5.481 x2 - 5.811 x3 + 26.324 x3

z.= -3.523 Xi - 3.203 x2 -10.291 x3 + 16.926 х„ (8)

For each value x. (i = 1 ,2,3,4) by means of (8), ca

lculate values for z. = (I = 1 ,2,3,4), which then 

change in mathematical models (3) and (4), after th

at, on exit from calculating system will be printed 

values of prognostic quality characteristics, in our 

case compressive strength after 3 and 28 days.

2. DISCUSSION OF OBTAINED RESULTS

During forming mathematical models (3) and (4), 70 

experiments were realized in total (35 for each mo

del); experimental data are then used for calcula

tion polynomial coefficients. During polynomial se

lection, which will describe feature dependance on 

chemical composition, was selected polynomial'of 

fourth order, since it makes possible in selected 

concentration area, obtain high prognosis accuracy 
(deviations between prognostic and experimental va

lues are minimal),

An adequateness of obtained mathematical models is 

examined by Student t-test, and in all casses cal

culated values of t-test are less then tabulated at

= 0.05. In addition, that verification was made 

also in points of plan, and obtained results are pr

esented in table III. As shown in table III, diffe

rences between prognostic (R) and experimental (E) 

results are insignificant, so prognostic values de

viations are 0.4-0.671 (for compressive strength af

ter 28 days). As shown, a good coincidence is obta

ined between experimental and prognostic compressi

ve strength after 3 and 28 days.

Comparing our results, obtained by means of models 

(3) and (4), with results of.L.A1driges |1|, we can 

see that is possible, by means of our mathematical 

models, obtain a reliable prognosis of investigated 

features. Models proposed by L. Aldriges are unreli

able and in most cases, have not described causal- 

consequent connection between composition and featu

res of cement.

As shown in table III, there is a good coincidence 

between prognostic and experimental results. However, 

that still not means that mathematical models can be 

used successfully for strength prognosis in cement 

factories. Theirs accuracy and application will de

pend, before all, on accuracy of chemical and physi

cal-mechanical investigations, which take place in 

cement factories and which sometimes can be conside

red only for orientation. With exact input data for 

particular minerals of portland cement clinker will 

be provided exact values for obtaining coordinates 

of "pseudocomponents" z., i.e. compressive strength 

after 3 and 28 days.

As on compressive strengths after 3 and 28 days, be

sides mineralogical composition, conditions of age 

and investigations have a certain influence, it is 

necessary to coordinate these conditions with pres

cribed conditions of corresponding standard, during 

practical application our models, as obtained models 

can be used for accurate prognosis of compressive 

strengths after 3 and .28 days.
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As on compressive strength after 3 and 28 days, bes

ides mineralogical composition, conditions of age 

and investigations have a certain influence, it is 

necessary to coordinate these conditions with pres

cribed conditions of corresponding standard, during 

practical application our models, as obtained models 

can be used for accurate prognosis of compressive 

strengths after 3 and 28 days.

Table III. Results of experimental (E) and 

prognostic (R) values of strength 

after 3 and 28 days

Pseudocomponents___________ Response function
N z_______z __________________ Pressure/ MPa______

zi zz za zi, E R E R

11 0 0
2 0 1 0
3 0 0 1
4 0 0 0

5 0.5 0 0
6 0.5 0 0.5
7 0.5 0 0
8 0 0.5 0.5
90 0.5 0

10 (1 0 0.5

11 0.8273 0.1727 0
12 0.1727 0.8273 0
13 0.8273 0 0.1727
14 0.1727 0 0.8273
15 0.8273 0 0
16 0.1727 0 0
17 0 0.8273 0.1727
18 0 0.1727 0.8273
19 0 0.8273 0
20 0 0.1727 0
21 0 0 0.8273
22 0 0 0.1727

23 0.5670 0.2165 0.2165
24 0.5670 0.2165 0
25 0.5670 0 0.2165
26 0.2165 0.5670 0.2165
27 0.2165 0.5670 0
28 0 0.5670 0.2165
29 0.2165 0 0.5670
30 0 0.2165 0.5670
31 0.2165 0.2165 0.5670
32 0.2165 0.2165 0
33 0.2165 0 0.2165
34 0 0.2165 0.2165

35 0.25 0.25 0.25

CONCLUSION

For prognosis of portland cement features and esta- 

blishement of dependance between chemical composi

tion of portland cement clinker and mechanical str

engths of portland cement, we have used D-optimal 

plans and plans with included pseudocomponents.With 

the help of these methods we have obtained mathema

tical models, which make possible qualitative prog

nosis with minimal deviations between prognostic 

and experimental values. Adequateness of obtained 

athematical models is examined by means of Student 

t-test, and in all cases calculated values of t-te- 

st are less then tabulated at a = 0.05. Calcula

ting programs are developed, what makes possible 

wide use of calculators, as for calculation of po

lynomial coefficients so for testing of correspon

ding mathematical models.
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INFLUENCE OF HIGH ASH CONTENT MINERAL COAL IN PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER CHARACTE
RISTICS L'INFLUENCE DU CHARBON MINERAL Ä HAUTE TENEUR EN CENDRES DANS LES CARAC 1.2
TfiRISTIQUES DU CLINKER DE CIMENT PORTLAND “

ABSTRACT: The necessity of reducing the fuel oil consume and its consequent replacement by 
coal in cement industry, had a strong influence over the behavior of rotary kiln running as 
well as over clinker composition and quality.

Besides the ash content and composition, inadequate conditions of coal prepara
tion and firing, influence greatly the production process and sintering reactions, which are 
responsible for formation or instability of coating, low durability of refractory bricks, 
changes in burnability, inhomogeneity and modifications in clinker composition.

High ash content (35 - 54”s) of Brazilian mineral coals used in cement industry 
not only determines their low calorific value (5200 - 3300 kcal/kg), but also causes modifica 
tions in clinker composition and microstructure. Such modifications are basically due to the" 
addition of SiO2 and A£2O3 originated from the ash. The changes in the microstructure are 
those related to the corrosion of the C^S, to the appearance of irregular zones of С25, to 
changes in the dimension and morphology of cristals, etc.

Industrial clinkers obtained under coal substitution rates and differentes firing 
systems, were studied by optical microscopy and submitted to chemical analyses in order to 
characterize the influence this substitution has in clinker structure and quality.

In addition, comments are made on the influences clinker microstructural changes 
may have over its potential quality.

Sumario A necessidade de reduzir о consumo de oleo e, em consequencia, sua substituifäo 
рог carväo, tem uma forte influencia sobre о comportamento na marcha do forno relative e tam- 
bem sobre a composicäo e qualidade do clinquer.

Alem do conteudo de cinzas a composicäo, condicoes inadequadas no preparo do car
väo e queima, influencia grandemente о processo de producao e reales de sinterizajao, as 
quais säo responsäveis pela formajao ou instabilidade da crosta, baixa durabilidade dos tijo- 
los refratärios, alterapoes de queima, falta de homogeneidade e modificajoes na composifäo do 
clinquer.

Alto conteudo (35 - 54%) dos carvoes minerals brasileiros usados na indüstria do 
cimento näo so determina о seu baixo poder calorifico (5.200 - 3.300 kcal/kg) mas causa tam- 
bem modificacöes na composifäo e na microestrutura do clinquer. Tais modificacöes säo basica 
mente devidas ä adifäo de SiO2 e AZ^Oj originadas da cinza. As modificacoes na microestrutu
ra säo as relacionadas da corrosäo doLjS, do aparecimento de zonas irreguläres de C2S, a mu- 
danja na dimensäo e morfologia de cristais, etc.

Clinqueres industrials obtidos com diferentes quantidades de substituicäo de car
väo e diferentes sistemas de queima, foram estudados por microscopi.a otica e submetidos a ana 
Uses qufmicas de modo a caracterizar a influencia que essas substituigoes tem na estrutura e 
qualidade do clinquer.

Alem disso, säo feitos comentärios sobre a influencia que as mudangas na microes
trutura do clinquer pode ter sobre a sua qualidade potencial.



II-JTRODUCTICN
The energy crisis of the seventies made it 

econamically impracticable for the Brazilian Cement 
Industry to maintain the sane degree of dependance 
on fuel oil, mostly inported. In search for
alternative solutions, mineral coal turned out to 
be the best substitute, among other alternatives 
like vegetal' coal, siderugical, petrochanical and 
Industrial wastes, rice husk, etc.

The increasing use of mineral coal in the 
cement industry influenced not only the kiln 
production, but also the carposition and the quality 
of the clinker. The aim of this paper is to 
establish the correlation between clinquer quality 
and its microstructural features as influenced by 
burning conditions of high ash content mineral coal 
with different degrees of technological improvement.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MINERAL COAL USED AS FUEL
When compared to coals used in other 

countries, brazilian mineral coals are characterized 
by high ash contents and low calorific values. 
Distinct regional characteristics are due to
differences in origin and mineralogical conposition. 
As seen frxxn Table 1, which exhibits analysis of 
seme coals used by the cement industry, coals from 
Rio Grande do Sul (RS) are characterized, in a 
general way, by higher volatile and moisture 
contents, lower fixed carbon and sulfur contents 
and lower coalification degrees (sub-bituminous).

Mineralogically, the inorganic portion of 
coals is made up of quartz (SiO2) and clay 
minerals (hydrated silico-aluminates, some with 
alkalies) . Feldspar (alkali-aluminosilicate),calcite 
(CaOOa), pyrite (FeS2) and gypsum (СаЗОч.2Н2О) can 
occur secondarily among others. An x-ray 
diffraction pattern of a brazilian mineral coal 
sample is shown in Figure 1.

The coal ashes have a silico-aluminous 
carposition, with lesser quantities of iron, 
calcium, magnesium and alkalies. Elements like 
titanium, phosphorus, manganese, strontium, vanadium, 
chlorine and rare earth elements occur in trace 
quantities. Average chemical oorpositions of various 
ooal ashes are shown in Table 2. It is Important to 
observe that the values in this Table represent the 
mean exposition of various ashes, as these can 
exhibit great ccnpositional variability. These 
variations are caused by differences in the 
sAdimAntary country rock characteristics.

Considering that part of the ashes is added 
to the clinker, chemical carposition control of 
major and minor elements constitutes an inportant 
parameter to evaluate clinker quality, the
durability of refractories and kiln stability.

Knowledge of the characteristics of coal 
used as fuel is an inportant factor for the clinker 
fabrication process and for the quality of the 
clinker so produced.

IMTERACTION MECHANISMS OF MINERAL COAL ASHES IN 
THE PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER

During ooal burning, the mineralogy of 
inorganic oonpounds is modified by the downbreak of 
clay minerals and by the deoonposition of carixnates,

TABLE 1 - Analysis of some mineral coals used by 
brazilian cement industries

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6
Origin RS RS RS RS RS SC

Residual moisture (%) 1036 634 8,68 5,59
15,20

3,17

Hygroscopic moisture (%) 11,30 938 9,20 9,74 1,56

Volatile matter (%) 44,98 38,26 41,98 39,71 22,30 24,99

Ash content (%) 1830 33,15 33,58 3439 5200 32,46

Fixed carbon (%) 36,21 2839 24,44 25,70 2 7,60 4235

Carbon (%) 58,10 52,20 51,50 4730 5430

Hidrogen (%) 3,80 3,60 3,60 ЗЗО - 3,60

Sulfur (%) 0,60 0,80 030 1,00 1,90 3,30

Calorific values(kcal/kg) 5994 51 58 4800 4633 32 00 52 54
5803 4967 4608 4466 5062

MINERAL COAL FROM 
SANTA CATARINA CE-5.200
Qz-Quartz G T Gipsite 
К-Kaolinite P-Pyrite 
I - Illite F - Feldspar 
Ca-Calcite

45е 40е 36е 30° 25° 20° 15е 10е У

Qz

FIGURE 1-X-ray diffraction pattern of brazilian 
mineral coal sample

TABLE 2-Coal ash chemical analysis
'oxi*̂ ~--~Origin^ Candiota 

(RS)
Chorqueodas 

(RS)
Leöo 
(RS)

Tubatöo 
(SC)

Si 0t 71,7 65,1 58,2 56,7
A/jOj 18,2 23,0 26,8 26,3
CaO 1,0 3,1 1.4 2,2
MgO 0,6 0,6 0,4 0,9
FezOs 4,9 2,9 5,4 7,6
TiOi 0,9 1.2 1.2 2,5
MnOz 0,1 0,1 <0,1 0(2
Kt0 1.3 1.5 1.1 2,4
Na,0 0,6 1,1 1,4 0,2
PtO, 0,1 0,1 0,08 0,1
SO, 0,2 0(3 0(2 0,7
SiOi / AZg Oj 3,93 2,83 2,17 2,15
Af.O./Fe.O, (MA) 3J1 7.93 4,96 3,46

Ö, tMS) 3,10 2,51 1.81 1.67

sulphates and sulphides, with later formation of 
a silico-aluminous principal phase. The chemical 
conposition and the reactivity of the ashes is 
controlled by the varying proportions of minerals 
that occur associated in the ooal.



Mineralogical studies in ashes obtained by 
calcinating coal at 1400°C (Figure 2) denonstrated 
that they are made up of a vitreous silico-aluminous 
phase, residual quartz and secondarily crystallized 
mullite (Si20i SM61, cristobalite (SiO2), magnetite 
and hematite. ,

Interaction of coal ashes with the clinker 
during fabrication process produces an eutetic with 
a lower softening point than in coal ashes and in 
the clinker separately 1 A liquid phase is
developed at lower tenperatures,at the clinker-ash 
interface, and favours the assimilation reactions 
of the ashes by the clinker. High SiO2 and М20з 
content ashes, in contact with the clinker develope 
a reaction border characterized by the appearance 
of secondary C2S. The higher ionic mobility of 
silicium when oorpared to calcium facilitates the 
attack and penetration of the ashes to the interior 
of the clinker, provoking the reconversion 
of C3S crystals into C2S and free secondary 
lime. At the same time, all free lime available in 
the area under ash influence participates in the 
formation of new C2S crystals. The C2S crystals 
formed at the beginning of the reaction tend to be 
elongated and oriented, following ash penetration 
directions,and with further development of the 
reaction they beoone more developed and ameboid 
(digitated), loosing the oriented aspect.

Kihara and Zanpieri^2^ undertook an 
experimental study on the influence of coal ashes 
fron Santa Catarina (SC) and Rio Grande do Sul (RS) 
cn portland cement clinker and, through microsoape 
analysis, recognized three very distinct domains 
(Figure 3) in the ejperimental,clinkers, similar to 
the zones observed by Heilmann

The Zi (outer) domain corresponds to the 
initial ash zone. In this domain, ameboid or 
dendritic, conrnonly twinned C2S crystals, as well 
as secondary, prismatic crystals identified as 
gehlenite (CarAS-rSiO?) by x-ray diffraction pattern 
can be observed, embedded in an abundant fused 
silico-aluminous phase (Figure 4).

The Z2 (intermediate) domain is made up 
exclusively of twinned and rather densely 
distributed C2S crystals with a relatively small 
quantity of interstitial phase. It corresponds to 
the original clinker zone modified by the ashes, and 
with a corplete transformation of the previous

Mu

Qz-Quartz
M - Mullite
H -Hematite
F -Feldspar

40° 350 300 25° 20° 15° 10°

FIGURE 2- X-ray diffraction pattern of a mineral coal 

calcinated at 1.400 eC

C3S in C2S. Mary times the C2S crystals produced 
by these transformation are oriented> showing the 
ash action directions (Figure 5). The conposition 
of the modified clinker is characterized essentially 
by the C2S and by the increase in C3A content.

Figure 3: Ash reaction border, showing the three 
domains: Zi (outer), Z2(intermediate) and 
Z 3 (inner).

Figure 4: Twinned and ameboidal C2S (B) and prismatic 
gehlenite (G) crystals in the Zl domain.

Figure 5: C2S (B) region in the Z2 donain, some 
crystals elongated following the direction
of ash attack and practically unaltered 
C3S (A) crystals of the Z3 <£main.



The Z3 (inner) domain represents the almost 
unaltered clinker, where occasionally only part of 
the free CaO has been subtracted, mainly in the 
region close to the C2S donxain. The Z 3 domain is 
characterized by unaltered C3S crystals in its 
mineralogy (Figure 3 e 5).

The boundaries between these three domains 
are well defined and change with ash and clinker 
characteristics as well with the reaction time length. 
There is an effective tendency between the ashes 
(characteristically acid) and the portland cement 
clinker (basic) towards a physico-chemical 
equilibrium.

Features similar to those observed under 
experinental conditions were recognized in localized 
regions in the interior of sone industrial clinkers. 
Whenever this regions occur, they were observed to 
be associated to coarse coal fragments. The intensity 
of the assimilation reaction of the ashes by the 
clinker depends on grain size and burning conditions, 
being more favorable the thinner the coal grain size.

INFLUENCE OF MINERAL COAL ON CLINKER COMPOSITICN AND 
MCROSTRUCTURE

Mineral coals with high ash contents modify 
original raw mix composition. The moduli values that 
control the raw mix should be adjusted to the ash 
content and ash carposition of the coals being used. 
Ignoring these parameters could affect the raw mix 
bumability and the obtention of a suitable 
composition.

Table 3 shows some chemical analysis of 
brazilian industrial raw mixes and clinkers from dry 
process kiln ran with fuel oil and mineral coals 
from Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina which 
allow the recognition of chemical and mineralogical 
composition variations due to the influence of ashes 
in the clinker. The following conclusions can be 
reached by analysing this table:

- The increasing modification of raw mix by 
ooal ashes is revealed by a decrease of 
the lime saturation factor (LSF) and the 
silica ratio (SR) and by an increase of 
the alumina ratio CAR). The higher the ash 
content and the substitution degree of 
fuel oil by coal, the higher will be LSF 
variation. Among the chemical moduli, the 
LSF is the one which displays the most 
significative changes, thus influencing 
conposition and clinker quality;

- The increasing use of high ash content 
coals, like those fron Candiota (3200 
kcalAg) with 50% ash content implies in 
the use of high LSF raw mix. The Candiota 
ooal is being used as an approximately 30% 
weight percentage mixture with coal from 
Santa Catarina (5200 kcal/kg) and LSF 1.2 
to 1.3; and,

- Mineralogically there is a decrease in the 
C3S/C2S ratio, and an increase in the 
interstitial phase, specially of СзА, as 
well as a decrease in silicate content.

burned with fuel oil
burned with 507, mineral coal from Rio (Irande do Sul (CE-47OU)

türtJ-. 3 - Brazilian industrial raw tnix and clinker chemical analysis

PLANT A* PLANT B** PLANT C* e* PLANT D** w*

Raw mix Clinker Raw mix Clinker Rjrf mix Clinker Raw mix Clinker

L.I. 35,00 0,40 35,35 0,17 35,53 0,14 37,91 0,04

SiO2 » 14,19 21,57 13,67 21,92 12,31 21,90 10,76 20,03

АЯгОэ 3,99 5,93 3,00 5,41 2,85 5,38 2,52 5,65

FezOi 2,10 3,02 2,04 3,45 1,84 3,22 2,34 4,17

ГдО 42,45 65,44 44,01 65,26 44,64 65,70 43,91 64,03

0,35 0,38 0,97 1,60 0,99 1,43 2,41 4,11

SO) 0,25 0,93 - 1,43 - - 0,30 1,30

NazO 0,53 0,73 0,09 0,06 0,36 0,47 - -

K?O 0,08 0,05 0,28 0,52 0,78 1,01 - -

LSF 0,93 0,95 1,02 0,92 1,15 0,94 1,27 0,98

SR 2,33 2,41 2,71 2,47 2,63 2,55 2,21 2,04

AR 1,90 1,96 1,47 1,57 1,55 1,67 1,08 1,35

*** burned with 1007 mineral coal from Santa Catarina ((J.—5200)
**«*  burned with 1007 mineral ii>al in 3:1 proportion from Santa Catarina 

(CK-52ÜO) and Rio Grande do Sul (CK-32OO), respectivaly

In the dry kilns, vhen coal ashes are carried 
beyond, the clinkerization zone, a good diffusion 
with the raw mix will take place, without prejudice 
to clinker microstructure (Figure 6), apart from 
changes in its conposition (4, 5, 6). On the other 
hand, unfavorable effects occur when the ashes are 
deposited on clinker grains (7) or when the coal has 
an improper grain size that would not permit a 
complete absorption and diffusion of the ashes 
(Figure 7 and 8). As a result, segregated silicatic 
zones will be formed, apart from the corrosion and 
deconposition of the previously formed C3S (Figure 4 
and 5).

Heterogeneous microscopic features which 
evidence inproper ash absorption and burning
conditions can be observed more frequently in clinkers 
where the burning system consists in granulated ooal 
injection in air-suspention pre-heater or in coarse 
coal injection through the primary air tube. Coal 
grain size heterogenity, inadequate ooal grain size, 
moisture, feeding and combustion gases are sensible 
factors in these burning systems and affect kiln 
production and, as a consequence, ash absorption 
and the development of characteristic micro
structural features. The chief microsoopic features 
which characterize clinkers inadequately burnt with 
high ash content coals are the following:

1 - varied and irregular porosity due to 
ash action on grain surfaces originating 
a more porous crust; or an increase in 
clinker porosity in a way similar to 
grinding deficiency or insatisfactory 
clinkerization conditions.

2 - brownish colours in sane regions of the
clinker, possibly due to locally more 
reducing conditions'8'. This feature 
has been frequently observed in
national industrial clinkers, particularly 
after the more widespread use of coal.

3 - coal nodules, partially calcinated,
mainly in clinkers in which part of the 
burning system is by granulated coal 
injection (with diameter sometimes as 
large as 1,5 inches) in the pre-heater.



Figure 6: Clinker calcinated with 100% micropulveriz 
ed coal shewing an appropriate ash 
absorption as seen fretn the homogeneous 
distribution of the CsS (A) and CzS (B) 
crystals (P =» pores).

Figure 7: Heterogeneous aspect due to inproper 
absorption of granulated coal ashes. 
I: central silico-aluminous zone 
B: calcic zone, mainly CsS 
C: external zone, unattacked clinker

Figure 8: C2S (B) zones due to the burning of high 
ash emtent granulated coal.

Inadequate grain-size and moisture are 
the factors responsible for incomplete 
combustion and the later incorporation 
of the granules by the clinker. 
Indiscriminated siliceous zones,
deconposed C3S crystals, spherical 
netallic inclusions, calcium shulphides 
(oldhamite) and brownish colors are 
conroonly associated to the nodules;

4 - irregular C2S zones (Figure 7 and 8),
originated from coarse-grained ooals
with high ash contents or by the
incorporation of fused ash particles
through precipitation over grain surfaces 
and penetration in the voids and
fissures of the clinker. The C2S are 
generally digitated ■ and occur associated 
to a more widespread interstitiell phase. 
Exceptionally, C2S Y crystals are 
observed in more acid regions with lew 
local LSF. Regular C2S zones (Figure 8), 
similar to those produced when
inefficient grinding of quartz in the 
raw material takes place, can be 
originated by the ashes, due to a 
higher concentration of quartz grains , 
specially in coals from Rio Grande do 
Sul;

5 - deconposed C3S crystals led to the
formation of C2S (Figure 5), due to 
their reaction with the more ^cid ashes. 
Coal ashes cause a reoonvertion of tire 
C3S, with the formation of C2S and 
transference of CaO to the ashes. Sone 
times the C2S crystals remind the 
original C3S crystal shapes;

6 - excessive growth of the C3S and C2S
crystals caused by longer burning 
conditions thus indicating
characteristics of a longer flame;

7 - CaS crystals with exsolutions, indicating 
reducing conditions - 3' • These features 
are more conron in clinkers calcinated 
with coal than in those calcinated with 
fuel oil; and.

*

8 - metallic inclusions, associated to an 
intersticial phase rich in C3A , 
suggesting local reducing conditions , 
due to improper burning of granulated 
coal.

THE INFLUENCE OF GOAL IN ОТ.INKER QUALITY
A good quality portland cement clinker is 

obtained from adequatily selected and dosed raw 
materials, so that the formation of hidraulic 
minerals (C3S, C2S, C3A and CuAF) is guaranteed 
during the clinkerization reactions, maintaining 
the projected characteristics without the formation 
of microstructural features typical of improper 
grinding or homogenization of the raw materials . 
The burning and cooling conditions should guarantee 
the stability and reactivity of the formed minerals.

The quality of a clinker can be prejudiced 
when improperly prepared and burned high ash content 
mineral coal is used. Underisable microstructural.
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features are thus produced, affecting the 
reactivity and stability of the formed crystals.

C2S zones produced by the incorporation of 
the coal ashes, sanetimes joined by C2S у can 
influence the grindability and reactivity of the 
clinkers.

C3S crystals developed with corrosion and/ 
or exsolution microstructural features,accompanied 
by low reactivity C2S forms, influence the 
development of low mechanical resistance in the 
cerrent, specially at later ages.

The increase in C3S contents, due to the 
arrival of M2O3 from the ashes and/or to reducing 
conditions, influences the setting time, the heat 
of hydration, the optimal gypsum content and the 
evolution of mechanical strength at early ages.

Itodifications in silicate content and 
decrease in the C3S/C2S ratios can influence 
cement behaviour at longer ages.

CONCLUSIONS
The use of high ash content mineral coal 

modifies clinker characteristics, changing their 
composition and reactivity. When inadequately 
prepared and burnt, it forms the development of 
crystalline forms and microstructural features 
under! sable for the reactivity and stability of 
the formed crystals, which can in extreme 
situations undermine the quality of the cer-ent 
so produced.

Irregularities in the coal burning , and 
in the assimilation of the ashes, by the clinker 
are shown by the segregated distribution of the 
C2S crystals, corrosion and excessive: growth of 
the CsS crystals, digitation of the' CzS crystals, 
formation of C.-S v crystals and exsolution in the 
C3.S crystals, appearance- of reduced phases, and 
variation in the C3S, C2S and C3A contents.

The petrograpliic study of clinker, based; 
on the microscopic observation of mineralogical 
and microstructural features of the crystals 
represents a great help for the control and.
improvement of ccal burning as well as evaluates 
the quality of the cement so obtained.
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A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF CaF2 ON CLINKER DOPED WITH COMPOUND MINERALIZER .
1.2

ABSTRACT: The purposes of present paper are to study the distribution of fluorine in the main phase of clinker 
separate the silicate phase from the clinker and study the effects of fluorine on the hydration performance of ’ 
Alite and its relation to the petrographic morphology.

c^nkers with considerable differences in the amount of CaF2 were prepared for chemical extraction, QXRD. 
LPMA, image analysis and measuring the hydration heat evolution, strength test, etc.
Experiments show that as the CaF2 content is increased, the content of Alite increases, the amount of F solvated 
in this phase is increased also, and its morphology changes gradually from incomplete to complete appearence, the 
crystal size becomes smaller. It was found that the increment of hydration heat evoluted within Ihr was almost 
proportional, to the increment of Alite content. Thus, we propose that apart from the change of Alite morphology 
which favoured the strength development, the F solvated in Alite phase does not alter the hydraulic activity of 
Alite obviously in the early age. *

As finalidades do presente trabalho säo о estudo da distrlbuicao de fluorite nas fa- 
ses principals do clinquer, a separagäo da fase do silicato do clinquer e о estudo do efeito 
da fluorite no mecanismo de hidratagäo da alita e sua relagäo com a morfologia petrografica.

Quatro cllnqueres com diferengas consideräveis na quantidade de CaF2 foram prepara
dos para a extragäo quimica, QXRD, EPMA, anälise de imagem e medigäo da evolugäo do calor de 
hldratagäo, testes de resistencia, etc.

Experiencias demonstram que ä medida que о conteüdo de CaF2 aumenta, a quantidade de 
alita aumenta, a qualidade de F solvato nesta fase aumenta tambem, e sua morfologia muda gra- 
dualmente de aparencia incompleta para completa, о tamanho dos cristais torna-se menor. Foi 
tambem descoberto que о aumento da evolugäo do calor de hidratagäo em 1 hr foi quase propor

tional ao incremento do teor de alita. Portanto, näo propomos que a parte da mudanga da mor- 
fologia da alita que favorece о aumento de resistencia, о F solvato na fase da alita näo alte 

ra a atividade hidräulica da alita sensivelmente nas primeiras idades.



INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the use of gypsum-flourite as com
pound mineralizer for lowering the clinkering tempe
rature, increasing the klin production and energy 
saving has significant progress in China. The mecha
nism of compound mineralizer, i.e. the effects of 
fluorine in the presence of sulphate is consistently 
a subject of common interest. Some authors have re
ported, after containing the fluorine, the hydraulic 
activity of the Alite decreases, but the results are 
not all the same C1’2’3). Moreover, the Alite phase 
in clinker has some differences from those in most of 
the studies using pure synthetic minerals. As for 
the relations among the solid solubility of fluorine, 
petrographic morphology and the properties of Alite, 
especially the difference from the clinker doped with 
fluorite only, few report can be found.
The purposes of the present paper are to study the 
distribution of fluorine in the main phase of clinker, 
separate the silicate phase from the clinker and study 
the effects of fluorine on the hydration performance 
of the Alite and its relation to the petrographic mor
phology. Four clinkers with considerable difference 
in the amount of fluorine were prepared in laboratory 
burnt at 135O°C. The chemical composition of the 
clinkers are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical Composition of the Clinkers (%)

Sample CaO SiOz А120з FezOg MgO SOg F

62.7 6 20,27 7.7 7 4.08 1.17 2.01 0.013 0.62
62 93 20 0 9 7.8 1 4.43 1.18 1.9 6 0.20 0.38
бз'бб 19.19 7.42 4.66 1.47 2.22 0.55 0.41
64.55 18.24 7.03 4.43 1.50 2.22 0.91 0.47

1. THE DISTRIBUTION OF FLUORINE IN CLINKER MINERALS

The distribution of fluorine in clinker minerals was 
measured by chemical extraction analysis and EPMA.

1.1 Chemical Extraction Analysis
The sample was ground into powder all passed through 
a No. 0080 sieve. The silicate phase was dissolved 
into liquid by using salicylic acid - methanol (SM) 
solution. The XRD patterns of the residue (Fig. 1) 
indicate that the silicate phase has been separated 
completely. By determining the fluorine content in 
the original clinker and the residue respectively by 
an ion-specific electrode, the fluorine contents dis
tributed in the silicate phase and interstitial phase 
were obtained. The measured results are given in 
Table 2.
Table 2. Fluorine Distribution in Clinkers (Z)

Sample Content 
in 

clinkers

Interstitial phase
Silicate phase

content fraction 
of _ 

total F
conten fraction 

*■ of — 
total F

solid 
solubi
lity

Fo 0.013 0.0034 26.15 0.0096 73.85 0.0134

Fi 0.20 0,037 18.48 0.163 81.52 0.229

Fz 0.55 0.108 19.64 0.442 80.36 0.611

F3 0.91 0.178 19.57 0.732 80.43 0.986

Fig. 1 XRD patterns before and after the chemical 
extraction
A - Alite; В - Belite;
С - СцАР; _ F - C11A7 • CaF^; 
FS- 3(C2S •. CS) • CaF2

1 - Fg, original;
2 - after treatment using potassium-

sucrose (KOSH) solution;
3 - after SM treatment.

1.2 Electron Probe Microanalysis
An electron-probe microanalyzer of Shimadzu EPM-810 
was used. The Г distribution measurement was con
ducted under the condition of 20 KV accelerating vol
tage and 10 nA probe current. The point analysis re 
suits are obtained by accumulating the counts in the 
period of 5 sec. in order to meet the condition that 
the energy of secondary radiation of fluorine is very 
low. The results obtained in Fz clinker (F = O.55Z) 
at the points of Alite (Fig. 2,A), Belite (Fig.2,B) 
and interstitial phase (Fig. 2,0 are given inTablei.

These results indicate that F concentration is highest 
in Alite phase, lower in Belite phase, lowest in in 
terstitial phase. It can be seen from the data in 
Table 2: for the four clinkers studied in this paper, 
the F distributed at interstitial phase is only 
18.48 - 26.15% of its total amount, most of the 
F(73.85 ~ 81.52Z) are distributed at silicate phase 
and its solid solution concentration is 0.0134~0.98 • 
It should be noted that as the F content in clinker 
is increased. It was found that the solid solubility 
of F in silicate phase varies nearly in proportion t 
the F content in the clinker.



* Average of 10 measurements

Table 3. F element analysis at given points of 
F2 clinker

Locations
A

(Alite)
В 

(Belite)
c

(interstitial 
phase)

251.6 201.5 103.7
Counts* 283.8 200.8 93.3

264.4 208.5 101.6

2. THE CORRELATION BETWEEN F CONTENT AND PETROGRAPHIC 
MORPHOLOGY

The polished surface of clinker was etched with 1% 
nitric acid in alcohol solution. The petrographic 
morphology of each clinker are given in Fig. 3. In 
the sample Fo, the size of Alite crystal is relatively 
large (50 ~ 60 pm), its amount is about 25X only and 

I usually with incomplete appearence, some of them are 
in harbour shape. The white enclosures always existed 
in the Alite phase are large in size. The Belite 
phase appears as rounded grains with regular shape, 
about 15 у m in size. It can be seen that as the F 
content was increased, the Alite phase changed gra
dually from incomplete to complete appearence with 
more flattened periphery, and its amount was increased 
correspondingly. Furthermore, its crystal size became 
smaller, but with larger aspect ratio. As for the 
Belite phase, its amount was decreased with the in
crease of F content in the clinker, and transferred 
from round to brain, finger or leaf-like shape, turned 
"bre and more irregular. For example, in sample Fg 
which contained more fluorine, the amount of Alite 
Phase increased to a significant proportion, generally 
exceeded 70%-. Most of the crystal was rather small 
'10 ' 15 pm) and appeared as tabular or prismatic 
configuration with relatively sharp outline. The cry
stal shape was long and thin, with aspect ratio greater 
than 2. The Belite phase appeared to be leaf-like 
shape, its amount decreased obviously.

The amount of Alite phase irt these four clinkers was 
estimated by Opton Photo-III Scanning Microscope Photo
meter with IBAS Interactive Image Analysis System and 

У Point Counter method under reflecting microscope 
respectively. The data obtained are given in Tabla 4.

Table 4. The Estimation of Alite Content 
in clinkers (%)

Sample By IBAS Image Analysis 
System

By Point Count
Method

Fo 29.27 27
Fi 42.91 38
f2 58.62 59
F3 71.93 73

The positive effects of CaF2, CaSO,, on the clinkering 
process have been extensively investigated by various ■ 
researchers. They have found that the effect of these 
mineralizer is related to lowering the temperature at 
which liquid phase is formed and thus reduces the 
clinkering temperature. The temperature of initial 
liquid phase formation is reduced by several hundred 
degree and the clinkering temperature by 50- 100°C by 
the addition of 3% CaF2(2). According to Y.M. ButtC"1) , 
as the content of CaF2 in the melt is less than 1.0X, 
its viscosity and surface tension can be reduced more 
significantly, thus the average size of precipitated 
crystals correspondingly decreased^5) . In addition 
to the aforementioned changes in the liquid phase, 
the formation of transitional phases is an important 
factor for forming more Alite phase by decomposing 
itself at lower temperature. Moreover, in the pre
sence of CaF2, the formation of C3A is hindered and 
replaced by СцА7 • CaF2, some additional lime is 
available for formation of Alite. The data obtained 
in present paper-further demonstrates that in the pre
sence of S03, the amount of Alite estimated by the two 
methods adapted increases with the increase of F con
tent in clinker. These estimated values are approxi
mately coincident with the change of peak height in 
the XRD patterns (Fig. 4). And the estimated values 
by these two methods (Table 4) are obviously compara
ble.

Fig. 4 The peak heights in XRD pattern of 
Fo ~ F3 clinker

3. EFFECTS OF FLUORINE ON THE HYDRATION PERFORMANCE 
OF ALITE

Relevant studies indicate that the F solvated in Alite 
leads to some variation of its hydration performance, 
but the descriptions are different. In the present 
study, the solution of pottasium hydroxide and sucrose 
(KOSH) was used to separate silicate phase from the 
clinker. Then, by using the method of reheating to



Fig. 3 The petrographic morphology characteristics of Fo F3 clinker
reflected light (256 x)

950°C and then cooling down slowly, let the.Belite 
phase transform to Y-C^S. After such "passivation’1 
treatment, the initial hydration performance of Alite 
may be measured under the condition that the Belite 
interference would be negligible. The hydration heat 
evolution rate was measured with a conductive micro
calorimeter of RD-1 type, its calorimeter donstant 
K= 6.4577 x 10~3 J/mm2. The results obtained are 
given in Fig. 5. Ground the clinker with 3% gypsum 
(S03 =1 .32%) to a specific fineness, then 2 x 2 x 2 cm 
paste specimens were prepared with w/c=0.3, fog 
cured for various times. The compressive strength 
results measured at Id, 3d, 7d and 28d are listed 
in Table 5.

Table 5. Compressive Strength of Cements Made 
From Fo ” F3 Clinker (MPa)*

* 2X2 x2 specimen, w/c=0.3

The study of A.F. Krapliyat6) indicates that close 
correlation exists between the completeness of the 
clinker mineral crystallization and its hydration

Sample jd 3<j 7d 28d
F^ 24?5 42/7 51.0 64.0
Fj 35.2 56.5 72.5 93.8
F2 42.4 71.6 90.8 104.4
F3 40.4 87.6 130.0 140.4

dynamics. »Actually, the heat evolution of one day 
for the clinker with coarse and complete crystals is
50% less than that for the clinker with incomplete 
ones. It was always considered that the reactivity 
of Alite crystal with the size of 15 pm is higher 
than that with the size of 40 pm, and the larger the 
aspect ratio, the greater its reactivity in general. 
On the other hand, I. Odler has reported that F re
tarded the rate of hydration, and the intrinsic pro
perties of the hydration products were altered, re
sulting in decreased compressive strengthC1). From 
Fig. 5, it can be seen that the first peak of heat 
evolution (181.7 J/g-h) for Alite phase separated ' 
from F» clinker is the lowest one. As the F content 
in Alite phase was increased, the peak height also ; 
increased though the peak occuring durations in the 
measurements were all within 5—8 min. The heat i
evolution peak of F3 sample is 281.4 J/g*h, which ;
makes significant difference from that of Fj sample.
By comparing the amount of hydration heat evoluted | 
within 1 hr, it can be found that the heat evolution | 
is increased with the increase of F content in clinker ; 
(Table 6). Plotting the value of heat evolution with
in 1 hr as the function of Alite % in KOSH residue, 
it can be seen that the increase-of heat evolution is 1 
approximately proportional to the increase of Alite ■ 
But it should be noted that, when the Alite % excee s 
60%, the values of heat evolution gradually deviate 
from the straight line (Fig.6). This means, as the F c_otr 
tent in the clinker increases, not only the content о -■



Fig. 5 Hydration heat evolution curves of Alite
separated from Fo ~ F3 clinker
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Fig. 6 Heat evolution as the function of 
Alite % in residue

together with Alite phase in the surrounding of it. 
However, in a more recent work(s) it was concluded 
that if CaSOi, is added to this system and its amount 
exceeds 1.35%, the formation of Ca12Si^019F2 is 
wholly obstructed. That is, in the case of compound 
mineralizer, the situation is quite different. For 
the four clinkers studied in this paper, the S03 con
tent is 1.96 ~ 2.22%, we have not observed any peri
tectic structure of this intermediate phase by petro
graphic examination, and also not found in XRD analy
sis. Hence, we propose that when doping with conpound 
mineralizer, in the presence of appropriate amount of 
S03, the cause of decline in hydraulic activity of 
F - containing Alite phase has been eliminated. More
over, because_of the small size of Alite crystals con
taining more F, the hydraulic activity is somewhat 
increased.

CONCLUSIONS
Alite is increased, but also the hydraulic activity 
of Alite has been somewhat improved. This may be ex
plained by the smaller crystal size of the Alite pre
sent in the clinker with higher F content. Meanwhile, 
the results of our strength measurement also show 
such a general regularity.

Table 6. The heat evolution and its peak height 
of Alite separated from Fo ~ F3 clinker

Sample
Alite in 
residue 

(%)

Heat evolution 
(lh, J/g)

1st Peak height 
(J/g -h)

Fo 41.43 25.16 181.7
Fi 60.22 30.23 231.1
f2 81.40 38.25 258.3
F3 97.05 46.01 281.4

Hence, we propose that with the increase of F content, 
the increase of heat evolution is mainly due to the 
increase of Alite content, however, the hydraulic 
activity is somewhat improved. That is, the solid 
solution of F do not alter the hydraulic activity of 
Alite substantially, it seems to be not a significant 
factor in strength development. After having studied 
the Ca0-SiO2-CaF2 system, M. Tanaka et al(7) pointed 
°ut that the low hydraulic activity of Alite contain
ing F in solid solution is due to the effect of 
aizSi^ Gig F3, which is formed in the slow cooling 

Process in particular. This intermediate phase shows 
only little hydraulic activity and usually presents

1. In the four clinkers studied, most of F (73.85 ~ 
81.52%) are distributed in silicate phase, and its 
concentration is relatively higher in Alite phase. 
More F content in the clinker is in correspondence 
with more F solvated in the silicate.

2. As the F solubility is increased, the appearence 
of Alite phase under a microscope changes from 
incomplete crystallization to complete, and the 
crystal size gradually becomes smaller.

3. The heat evolution within 1 hr is closely related 
with the Alite contents. There existed an appro
ximate linear correlation between them, especially 
when the F content is lower.

4. In the case of doping with gypsum—fluorite as com
pound mineralizer, the beneficial effect of F is 
mainly due to increase of Alite contents in clinker 
burnt in lower temperature, but the smaller, crystal 
size may enhance the hydraulic activity somewhat.
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THE HOLE OF CaFg AND CaSO^ IN CEMENT CLINKER1NG

SUMMARY: 2C2S-CaF2 can't be detected in the mix with F/SO5> 0.158 burned at 1,000 or 1,080 
C. 3C3S.CaF2 can hardly form at 1,140 °C even in the mix according to its stoichiometric 

composition, and can't form in the presence of SO^. ZC^-CaSO^ occurs only in the mix with 
F/SO3< 0.158 burned at 1,140 °C. 3C2S-3CasO4-CaF2 forms easily at 940 °C owing to the mel
ting of eutectic mix at 910 °C. It begins to melt at 1,225 °C and the corresponding endo
thermic peak is at 1,260 °C. Its melting point may be reduced to 1,180 - 1,248 or 1,160
1,248 °C when AlgO^+Fe^ or Al^^+Fe^^+MgO is added. *

Both CaF2 and CaSO^ can depress the melting point of eutectic mix Tg. The melting point of 
mix may be reduced to 850-900 °C when large quantities of CaF2+CaS0^ are added. It seems 
probable that a small quantity of melt may be produced at some points in the raw meal with 
CaFg+CaSO^ before 900 °C, it promotes ЗС23"ЗСа30д«СаР2 forming. Both CaF2 and CaSO^ also 

increase the fluidity (or reduce the viscosity) of eutectic melt.
Both CaF2 and СаР2+Са30д can promote the clinker formation at lower temperature. The clin- 
kering temperature of cement with CaF2+CaS0Z) could be reduced to 1,300 - 1,350 °C. The 

mix near the inner side of refractory in clinkering zone of shaft kiln could be well burned 

and the industrial wastes such as coal gangue might be used when mineralizer is added.

Näo se pode detectar 2С£5.Сар2 na ln^s'-ura com Г/SO-> 0,158 queimado a 1.000 ou 1.080°C.
3C3S.CaF2 dificilmente pode se format a 1.140°C mesmo na mistura de acordo com sua composifäo estequiomctrica, 
e näo pode formar-se na present de SO^. 2C2S.CaSO4 acontece somente na mistura F/SO3 < 0,158 a 1.140°C. 
3C2S.3CaSO4.CaF2 se forma facilmente a 940°C devido ä fusäo de mistura eutetica a 910°C. Ele comeqa a fundir 
1 18025°? 248 nnC? iAn0t^^§/0rreaPOK'en^e 3 1-260°C- SeU P°nt0 de fusäo P°de ser reduzido para
i-ioU - 1.248 ou 1.160 - 1248°C quando ha adifao de Al^+Fe^O, ou Al^+Fe^+MgO.

j CaF2 e CaS04 P°dem baixar o ponto de fusäo de mistura eutetica K. 0 ponto de fusäo da mistura 
P ser reduzido para 850-900° quando sao adicionadas grandes quantidades de CaF2+CaSO4. Parece provavel que 
uma quantidade pequena de fusäo pode ser produzida em alguns pontos no cru com СаР^СаЗОд antes de 900°C, pro- 
sidade) da^usäo^eutltica5' 3CaSO4-CaF2" Os dois’ CaF2 e CaS(:i4> tambem aumentam a fluidez (ou diminuem a visco 

ratnra a 1 1215 dodst ^F2 e P°deni promover a formajao de clinquer a temperatura mais baixa. A temne
ma do d® C112queri5acao do ^Ment0 con' CaF2+CaSO4 poderia ser reduzida para 1.300 - 1.350°C. A mistura proxl 
indn^tr d lntern° d° refratano, na zona de clinquenzacao do forno, poderia ser bem queimada e os rejeitos 

uusiriais, сото ganga de carvao, poderiam ser usados quando se adicionasse mineralizador.



1. INTRODUCTION

Utilizing mineralizer to lower the cl inkering 
temperature of portland cement is among the 
important measures to save energy. Up to now, 
it is still worth while to study what causes 
the cement with mineralizer clinkering at 
lower temperature. In this article, we make a 
study of the formation of intermediate phase, 
the fluxing effect of mineralizer and the 
cement with mineralizer clinkering at lower 
temperature.

2. FORMATION OF INTERMEDIATE PHASE

The sulphur introduced by coal affects the 
formation of intermediate phase. According to 
C. GilioliO), ZCgS-CaFg may form in the mix 

with F/SO-j> 0.158 in the system CaO-CgS-CaFg- 
CaSO^. In our experiment, two batches of the 
mix with SiO2 50.52%,Ca0 15.08%, CaF2 19.83%, 
CaSO^ 34.57%, F/S0^=0.471 were burned at 1000 
and 1,080 °C, cooled and examined by XRD res

pectively, and a mix with SiOg 19.62%, AlgO-j 
5.40%, FegOj 5.48%, CaO 64.40%, MgO 1.40%, 
CaF- 1.20%, SO, 2.50%, F/S0,=0.234 was stu- 
2’3 D

died by high temperature XRD, the results 
show that no PCgS^CaFg but 3C2S"3CaSO^-CaFg 
is detected.
9 mixes proportioned according to table 1 
were burned at 1,140 °C for 1 hr and examined 
by XRD in order to study the formation of 
3C-5S-CaF2 and 2С2З.Са50^. The results showed 
in table 2 show that 3CjS.CaFQ and 2CgS.CaS0^ 
occur only in mix Ho and Hg respectively, but 
3C2S-3CaS0Z|’CaFg in all mixes with S0y

Table 1 Compositions of mixes H

No
Composition % F 

so5

3C3S-CaF2 : 
СаЗОд molal 
ratio by 
calculation,.SiOg CaO CaFg CaSOz,

Ho 23.63 66.14 10.23, 1 : Q
Hl 22.81 63.86 9.80 3.45 2.370 1 ___

Hz. 22.05 61.74 9.55 6.66 1.187 1 : 0.4

H3 21.34 59.75 9.24 9.67 0.791 1 : 0.6

H4 20.67 57.88 8.95 12.47 0.593 1 : 0.8

20.05 56.13 8.68 15.14 0.474 1 : 1

Нб 17.41 48.75 7.54 26.30 0.237 1 : 2

H7 15.39 43.08 6.66 34.86 0.159 1 : 3

He 13.7,8 38.60 5.97 41.65 0.119 1 : 4

Table 2 Results of XRD of mixes H

No Mineral detected

Ho CaO, Si02, CaF2, C2S, 3C5S-CaF2(little)

-Hy CaO, CaF2, C2S, 3C2S•ЗСаЗОд•CaF2

H8 CaO, C2S, 3C2S-3CaSOzrCaF2, 2C2S‘CaS0zt

3 mixes were made up according to table 3« 
Mixes G-] and G2 were added AlgO-j+FegO^ and 
Al2O3+Fe2O5+MgO respectively.

Table 3 Compositions of mixes G

No Si02 ai2o5 Fe2O3 CaO MgO CaF 2 CaSOz,

Go 17.97 33.54 7.78 40.71

Qi 17.62 0.98 0.98 32.38 7.63 39.91

g2 17.53 0.98 0.98 32.72 0.49 7.59 39.72

2 pieces of sample about 0.3 nm thick were 
made from mix Go in a model under a pressure. 
One was directly burned at 1,000°C for 5 sec, 
the other was heated to 1,000 °C from room 

temperature at the rate of 10°C/min, and both 

samples were taken out and cooled in air.

ш-1 шЧ
Fig. 1 DTA curves 

of mixes G 

(°C) Go G1 G2
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Fig. 2 Melting point

of mixes G



The results of XRD of these two samples also 
confirm that the intermediate phase is only 
3C2S-3CaSO4'CaF2.

The results of DTA and melting point of mixes 
Go, Gq, and G2 are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. 
From it, we might get that the exothermic 
peak of formation of ЗС25*ЗСа5О^«СаР 2 at 940 
°C is behind the endothermic peak of the mel
ting of eutectic mix at 910 °C. 3C2S-ЗСаЗО^*  
CaFg begings to melt at 1,225 °C and the cor
responding endothermic peak is at 1,260 °C. 
ЗСоЗ'ЗСаЗО,’CaF« with Alo0, + Feo0, and with 
Al20-^+Fe20^+Mg0 begin to melt at 1,180 °C and 
1,160 °C respectivily and the corresponding 
endothermic peaks are both at 1,248 °C.

Fig. 3 Effect of CaE2 on mix melting

Mix Eo ( SiO2 4.0%, Al^ 3.0%, Fe203 5.0%, 
CaO 3.0%, CaF2 35.0%, CaSO^ 50.0%) and mix E1 

(Si02 3.85%, Al203 2.88%, Fe203 4.81%, CaO 
2.88%, CaF2 33.65%, CaSO^ 48.08%, MgO 1.92%, 
K2SO4 0.96%, Na2S04 0.96% ) were proportihned 
with a great quantities of CaF2 + CaSO^ in 
order to study what temperature the melting 
point of mix may be reduced to. The results 
are shown in Fig. 5 and 6. Mix EQ begins to 
melt at 936—950 °C, the corresponding 
endothermic peak is at 960 °C. The melting 
point of mix E1 with MgO + KgSO^ * Na2S04 in 
comparison with that of Mix Eo is more redu
ced. Its relative values are 850-900 and 936 
°C.
From the results above mentioned, we could 
deduce that a small quantity of melt may be 
Produced at some points in the raw meal with 
*̂̂2  an(^ CaS04 before 900 °C, it promotes the 

formation of 3C2S-3CaS04-CaF2.

3. FLUXING EFFECT OF MINERALIZER

3.1 Melting of mix

After adding various quantities of CaF2 or 
CaS04 into the eutectic mix of the system C2S 
- C3S - CjA - C^AF separately, every mix was 
molded into seger cones, and burned at vari
ous temperatures for 10 min for melting test. 
The initial height a before burning and final 
height b after burning were measured, and the 
melting ratio MR was calculated according to 
equation MR=(a-b)/aX100%. The results showed 
in Fig. 3 and 4 show that the mix added CaF2 
is more meltable than that added CaSO^.

Fig. 4 Effect of CaSO^ on mix melting
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3.2 Fluidity of melt
The fluidity of the eutectic melt of the 
system C3S-C2S-C5A-C4AF with 0%, 1%, 2% and 
3% CaF2 or CaSO^ was studied. A predesigned 
quantity of mix ( every batch of mix tested 
was calculated in same quantity of melt ) was 
placed in a cylindrical platinum crucible, 
burned melting completely at 1,340 °C, then 
turned the mouth of crucible down at -15° 

angle with horizontal so that the melt flowed 
down slowly. The more quantity of mineralizer 

is added, the longer distance melt flows.
The flowing distances of another group of 
melts proportioned according to table 4 were 
measured at 1,340 °C, The influence of tempe

rature on the flowing distance of melt was 
studied. The results are shown in Fig. 8 and 
9. At 1,340 °C, the flowing distances of 
melts N1 and are longer than that of 
Tg and N2. The flowing distance of melt 
1,250 OC is equal to that of melt T2 at 

melts
at

1,340

°C.

Table 4 Chemical compositions of melts N

No Si02 ai2o5 Fe203 CaO CciF 2 S03 MgO Na20

T2 6.00 22.70 16.50 54.80

N1 5.84 22.08 16.05 53.31 0.78 1.94

n2 5.85 22.15 16.10 53.46 1.46 0.98

N3 5.70 21.56 15.67 52.04 0.76 1.90 1.42 0.95

0 1 2 3%>

Fig. 7 Flowing
distance of melt

5 3
te
e 2

J 1
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Fig. 8 Flowing 

distances of melts N

Fig. 9 Influence of 
temperature on flowing 
distance of melt N5

4. CEMENT CLIKERING AT LOWER TEMPERATURE 
The mixes having composition Si02 21.62 %, 
KLJ3-, 6.82 %, Fe9O, 5.13 %, CaO 66.43 % with 
3 5C different kind of mineralizer were burned 
at 1,300 °C for 1 hr respectively. The free 
I imp of mix burned with CaF2 is less than 2%, 

anti that of mix burned with Са?2 + CaSO^ is

mix
much less than 2
On the basis of this result 
with composition Si02 20.03 %» ^2^3 %,
Fe2Q3 5.57 CaO 64.41 X, 1.41 X, CaF2 
0.79 X» BOj 2.37 X were burned at 1,270, 
1,300 and 1,330 QC for 1 hr and cooled in air

3 batches of 
Al„0, !_ 2 5

5.57 X, CaO 64.41 x. 1.41 X 

so?

Note: The mine
ralizer added to
Ko is:
k1, CaSO^ ;
K2, Na^O^;

K3, КрЗОд ;

Mgo ;
K5> CaF2 ;
K6, CaF2+CaS04.

Fig. 10 Free limes of mixes with different
kind of mineralizer



Table 5 Physical properties of cement C

No temp 
°C

f-CaO 
%

Fineness
cm2/g

Normal 
consistency

Time of setting Soundness strength
I nt Fnl

C1 1,270 6.74 3,700 28.87 1:40 3:04 cracked

C2 1,300 0.92 3,730 27.74 2:36 4:43 fine
Fig. 11

c3 1,330 0.29 3,710 28.64 4:20 7:51 fine

respectively. Free limes in clinkers C2,C^ 

are less than 1 % except C-|. Clinkers were 
ground with 3.64 % gypsum to examine their 
physical properties. The results showed in 
table 5 and Fig. 11 show that the clinkering 
temperature of cemenet with CaFg+SO^ must not 
be lower than 1,300 - 1,330 °C.

Compressive strength
60 •
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Flexural strength
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Г
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Fig. 11 Strength of cement C

The temperature near the inner side of ref
ractory in clinkering zone of shaft kiln is 
often lower than 1,400 - 1,450 °C, it gives 

under-burned clinker. The Clinker shall be 
well burned even at 1,300-1,350 °C when mine
ralizer is added^\ A. technical experiment 

of clinkering cement at lower temperature 
using coal gangue as argillaceous material 
with mineralizer was also made on a shaft 
kiln, the good result was obtained although 

the cliaker contained 4.75-5.25 % Al,0,, 2.79 
-3.21 % Fe20j rather less than the normal'-'•.

5. CONCLUSION

From above results, we might draw conclusi
ons as follows:

1) ZC^’CaFg and 3C^S.CaF2 can hardly form 
in the presence of SO^, and ZC^S-CaSO^ occurs 
only in the mix with F/SO^< 0.158.

2) SCgS^CaSO^'CaFg forms easily owing to 
the melting of eutectic mix. It forms at 
about 940 °C, and melts at the interval of 
1,225 - 1,260 °C. Its melting point could be 
reduced to 1,180-1,248 or 1,160-1,248 °C when 

Alo0,+Feo0, or Alo0,+Feo0,+Mg0 is added.25 23 2 5 2 5 0

3) Both CaF2 and CaSO^ can depress the 
melting point of eutectic mix T2 and increase 
the fluidity ( or reduce the viscosity ) of 
eutectic melt.

4) Both CaF2 and CaF2 + CaSO^ can promote 
the clinker formation at lower temperature.

5) The clinkering temperature of cement 
with CaF2 + CaSO^ could be reduced to 1,Зоо- 
l. 350 °C. Therefore, the mix near the inner 

side of refractory in clinkering zone of 
shaft kiln could be well burned, and the 
industrial wastes such as coal gangue might 
be used when mineralizer is added.
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THE SYNTHESIS AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A NEW COMPOUND CagMg(SiO4)4C12

SUMMARY: The function of MgO in cement clinker and cement technique has been considerably stu 
died, and the formation of the intermediate compounds containing magnesium has been discussedT 
but so far no consistent recognition has been obtained. The formation of the intermediate com 
pounds containing magnesium has therefore received much attention. “

A new compound that is chlorine calcium silicate containing magnesium CasMg(SiO4). 
Cl2 in CaO-MgO-SiO2-CaCl2 system was synthesized in the laboratory. The raw materials used we 
re A.R.. When the batches prepared in certain proportions are heated up to 760°C in air, this 
new compound begins to form and it decomposes at 1265°C in air, the decomposition product is 
mainly 6<'-Ca2SiO4.

The crystal of CagMg(SiO4)4Cl2 belongs to cubic system and the crystal pattern is a 
regular octahedron, it is colourless and transparent with the density D = 3.08 g/cm3, refrac
tive index n=1.691, unit cell parameter a=15.065Ä, space group is Fd3m,mZ=8. In this paper we 
analysed the compound by using chemical analysis, differential thermal analysis, infrared ab
sorption spectrum, high temperature X-ray diffractometer and determined mainly the crystal ’ 
structure. The crystal structure was solved by direct method SHELXTL. Refinement of atomic 
coordinates and thermal parameter were acheived by tetrainture block matrix least-squares me
thod to a final value of R=0.073.

In CagMg(SiO.)4C12 crystal structure, the anion frame is constructed by oxygen and 
chlorine atoms, and chlofine atoms in 3m(000) positions. Calcium atoms are in the positions 
of two sets of equivalent dots, and Ca(l) with 0 atoms form hexa-coordination octahedrons, 
one Ca(2) with two Cl and six 0 atoms form octa-coordination polyhedrons. Si-0 tetrahedrons a 
re isolated from each other, Si-0 bond averaged length is 1.6268, and O-Si-O averaged bond an
gle is 1 09.25°. Mg atoms stand in high-symmetric 43m (1/8 ,1/8 ,1/8) positions, and form tetra
coordination regular tetrahedron together with the neighbouring four 0 atoms belonging to indi 
vidually the apexes of four silicon-oxygen tetrahedrons. Mg-0 bond length is 1.8боЯ and bonJ 
angle is 109.5°. Mg atom combined with four 0 atoms to form strong covalent intermediate che
mical bond in SP3 hydrid orbits. Magnesium atoms existed in the form of (Mg04) tetrahedrons 1 
in the crystal structure. It is unusual that the Mg-0 tetra-coordination exists in the crys
tal structure of silicate minerals.

A funcao do MgO na tecnica_do clinquer-de-cimento e do cimento tern sido amplamente 
estudada e se tern discutido a formacao de compostos intermediärios contendo magnesio, mas ate 
agora nao se obteve conhecimento consistente. Por isso, a formacao dos compostos intermedia
ries contendo magnesio tem sido objeto de muita atenjao.

Um novo composto que e silicato de calcic dorado contendo magnesio CagMg(SiO4)4C12’ 
no sistema CaO-MgO-SiO-,-CaCl2 foi sintetizado em laboratorio. As materias-primas usadas foram 
A. R.. Quando as bateladas preparadas em proporpoes definidas sao aquecidas a ate 760°C era 
ar, este novo composto comeja a se format e se decompoe a 1.265°C em ar, sendo principalmente 
«t'-Ca2SiO4 о produto de decomposiqäo.

0 cristal de CagMg(SiO4).Cl2 pertence ao sistema cubico e a matriz do cristal e urn 
octaedro regular; e incolor e transparente com densidade de Dm = 3,08 g/cm3, indice refrativo 
n = 1,691, parämetro de celula unitaria a = 15,06sX,^grupo espacial Fd3m, Z = 8. Neste traba- 
Iho analisamos о composto usando anälise quimica, anälise termodiferencial, espectro de absor- 
pao infra-vermelha, difratömetro de raios X de alta temperatura, e determinamos principalmente 
a estrutura do cristal. A estrutura do cristal foi solvida pelo metodo direto SHELXTL. Conse 
guiu-se о refinamento de coordenadas atömicas e parämetro termico pelo metodo de quadrados-mi~ 
nimos de matriz de bloco "tetrainture” para urn valor final de R = 0,073.

_ Na estrutura do cristal Ca„Mg(Si04)4C12 a_arma?ao anionica e construida por atornos 
de oxigenio e cloro, e atomos de cloro em posiqöes 3m(000). Os ätomos de cälcio estäo nas po- 
si^oes de dois_conjuntos de pontos equivalentes, e Ca(1) com atomos de 0 formam octaedros de 
hexa-coordenacao, urn Ca(2) com dois Cl, e seis atomos de 0 formam poledros de octo-coordenag:ao. 
Tetraedros Si-0 estäo isolados uns dos outros, sendo о comprimento medio de ligapao de Si-0 de 
1,626^., e_o ängulo medio de ligacao O-Si-O de 109,25°. Atomos de Mg ficam em posipoes alto-si 
metricas 43m (T/8, 1/8, 1/8), e formam tetraedro regular de tetra-coordenatao juntamente com 
os 4 atomos de О proximos, pertencendo individualmente aos quatro apices de quatro tetraedros 
silicio-oxigenio. 0 comprimento de ligaeäo Mg-0 e de 1 ,860a e о ängulo de ligacao e de 109,5°. 
0 atomo de Mg^combinou com quatro atomos de 0 para format forte ligaeäo quimica intermediäria1 
covalente em orbitas de hidreto SP3. Existiam atomos de magnesio em forma de tetraedros(Mg04) 
na estrutura do cristal. Nao e usual que a tetra-coordenaqäo de Mg-0 exista na estrutura 3c 
cristal de minerais silicatos.



THE SYNTHESIS AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A NEW COMPOUND CagMg ( SiO/j) 4 Cl 7

1. Introduction
The function of magnesium oxide in cement 
clinker and cement technique has been consi- 
deralbly studied, and the formation of the 
intermediate compounds containing magnesium 
has been discussed. But so far a consistent 
recognition has not been reached. The forma
tion of the Intermediate compounds containing 
magnesium has therefore received much atten
tion. Alinite cement is a neu kind of saving 
energy cement uhich has droun many interests 
for its many outstanding properties.
A neu compound, i.e., chlorine calcium sili
cate containing magnesium CagMg(SiO4)4CI; in 
CaO-SiO2-MgO-CaC12 system uas synthesized in 
the laboratory/1/. The monocrystal up to 0.3 
<0.3*0.3  mm^ in size uas obtained. Ue analy
sed the crystal of the compound by using the 
methods of electron probe and chemical analy
sis and determined the molecular formula to 
be CagMg(SiO4)4CIJ.
2. Research on the Compound
2.1. Crystal description
The crystallinity of chlorine calcium silica
te containing magnesium CagMg(SiO4)4CI7 is 
grained and is octahedral in symmetry. Fig.1 
shows the shape oftthe ideal crystal. The 
crystal belongs to cubic crystal system uith 
space group m3m(0h) and groves along (111) 
plane. The crystal is clear and transparent 
uith the outerfaces unbroken. The crystal is 
extinctive under orthogonal polarizing micro
scope and has not interference figure under 
conical legs. Its refractive index is 1.691+ 
0.003(20 L) under natural rays.
Ue measured the crystal density by using den
sity bottle method. The sample uas dried an 
hour at 105*C.  The measuring uas performed 
in vacuum and the medium uas alcohol 99.5/c 
uith density 0.7886(20'). The average value 
of the crystal density is 0m=3.08 g-cm*  .

2.2. DTA Experiment
Fig. 2 shous the DTA curves of CagMg(SiO4)4 
C12« The curve shous that the reaction of 
mixture sample starts at 760‘C and folloued 
is the gradual formation of chlorine calcium 
silicate containing magnesium. A sharp endo
thermic peak at 810'C shous the formation of 
the compound in large quantity. An endother
mic peak at 1265'C correspounds to the loss 
of about 5.85% in ueight shoun in thermogra- 
timetric curve,jUhich indicates the incong
ruent decomposition of the compound at the 
temperature uith endothermic effect. From the 
analysis for the high temperature X-ray dif
fraction and petrography, ue knou that the 
follouing reaction of the compound uith uater 
vapour exists:

CagMg( SiB4MC12 + H20(g) 4«'-Ca23iU4 +
1265 C MgO + 2HC1

2.3. Analysis to the Infrared Absorption
The KBr technique uas used for the experiment 
of infrared absorption. The infrared spectrum 
(Fig.3) uas obtained from the spectrophometer 
(FT-IR SX-170).
From the infrared spectroscopic analysis we 

knou that the peaks at about 953,935,910,875 
and 851 cm"1 are attributed to the stretching 
vibrations of (5104) groups, and 565 and 524 
cm-1 to the bending vibrations of (Si04) 
groups/2/. The double peak bending vibration 
y4(Fiq.3) appearing at 524'C indicates that 
(Si04) group are isolated in the structure. 
Therefore the structure formula of the crys
tal may be written as CagMg(SiO4>4CI2.
2.4. Powder X-ray diffraction analysis
Walking rundown method uas used in the X-ray 
diffraction of powder crystal CagMg(SiC4)4 Cl 7 

Fig.4 shous the diffraction spectrum. The 
data are listed in Table 1.

By observing the systematic extinctions in 
the X-ray diffraction of cubic crystal system 
the crystal lattice is determined as the cu
bic 1attice(cubic F). The calculated unit 
cell parameter а=15.064Д. And ue could infer- 
initially its space group Fd3m.

3. Crystal Structure Determination
3.1. The collection of Intensity Data and the 
Analysis of the Crystal Structure
The diffraction intensity data uere collected 
in Sintex-P3/R3 four circle diffractometer 
uith 6:28 scanning, 2emax=60', hklmax=72,nn( 
22. The^scanning speed could be chanoed from 
4 —29.3 /min. The ratio of background to sca
nning time uas 0.2. The number of independent 
intensity data collected uas 1386 uith those 
1=1.96 (I) 74.24% of the total. From the in
tensity data collected, ue found that the 
systematic extinctions appeared in hkl type 
when h,k,l, mixtured in odd and even, in hkl 
type uhen h+l=2n+1, in Okl type when k+l/4n, 
and in 001 type uhen l/4n. Thus the space 
group of the crystal can be determined unie 
quelytto be Fd3m(0^) uhich has confirmed the 
inference from the result of the powder X-ray 
diffraction analysis. The unit cell parameter 
refined from the least square method a=15.065 
(4)A. Table 2 shous the related crystallogra
phic data. The intensity data were refined by 
emperical absorption correction of v scanning 
the PL refinement and then were reduced by 
using Uilson statistical method. The calcula
ted scale factor K=1.51 and total temperature 
factor 8=0.018 fi2.

The crystal structure uas solved by direct 
method of SHELXTL program. Atomic coordinates 
and enantiomorphic thermal factors were re
fined by using block matrix least square me
thod to a final discrepance R=0.073.
(„ . gF°l - ^11).

2|f0|
Table 3 shous the atomic coordinates and 
thermal factors.

3.2. Structure Description

There are 8 C«8Mg(5104)4012 molecules and 248 
atoms in a cell of the crystal structure in 
which the anion frame is constructed by the 
0 and Cl atoms, the latter are in the 7m(000) 
positions. In Table 4 listed are the data of 
bond lengthes and angles calculated from the 
atomic coordinates. Fig. 5 shows the stero-



Fig.3 The infrared spectrum of the 
neu compound

Fig.1 The ideal crystal shape of the 
neu compound

Fig.4 The X-ray diffraction spectrum of the neu compound



T=exp( -l(Bi 1h2a* 2+B22k2b* 2 + В3з12с'* 2 + 2B12hka* b* +2Bi3hla* c* + 2B23klb* c* ) )

Table 1. X-ray diffraction data and calculated results

No. d( Д) 28(degree) I/I ! 3 «( sin2e/sin28 ■) ) hkl

1 8.673 10.198 30 3.0 111
2 5.327 16.640 30 8.0 ■’70
3 4.542 19.545 20 11.0 31 1
4 4.341 20.459 30 12.0 222
5 3.764 23.638 10 16.0 400
6 3.074 29.047 20 24.0 42?
7 2.897 30.867 80 27.0 511,333
8 2.663 33.654 100 32.0 4409 2.543 35.294 30 35.1 1
К 2.381 37.783 ID 40.0 620
1 2.296 39.237 20 43.0 533
1 ? 2.269 39.723 10 44.1 622
i: 2.108 42.900 30 51.1 711, 551
1 i 1.960 46.322 40 59.1 73S 5531 1.882 48.362 30 64.1 800
1 1.840 49.538 10 67.0 733
1 7 1.774 51.514 20 72.1 ’ 822
1 1.738 52.662 50 75.1 741
1 3 1.537 60.206 40 96.1 844
20 1 .456 * 63.938 30 107.0 773
2 1 .332 70.726 10 127.9 880
2' 1 .256 75.726 10 143.9 884
2: 1.191 80.672 10 160.0 17,40
2- 1.152 84.008 70 171.0 993

Table 2. the crystallographic data of the crystal

chemical formula: CagMg(Si 0 4)4CI2, M=784.17
crystal system: cubic
space qroup: Fd3m
lattice constant: a=15.065(4) &
unit cell volume: V=3419.17 A3
mole number a cell : Z=B
density: Dm=3.08 g/cm , Dc=3.05 g/cm
total number of electrons in a cell: F(000)= 3120(e)
linear absorption coefficient: p=30.38 cm~'(Mo)

Table 3. atomic coordlnates(»10 4) and thermal factors(» 104)

atom X Y Z Bn B22 333 012 - e13 B23 К
Mg 1250 1250 1250 ' 144 144 144 0 0 0 0.0417
Cai 5000 2500 2500 159 159 159 35 -35 -35 0.0833
Ca 2 9092 1250 1250 174 162 162 0 0 0 0.7500
Si 7408 7408 7408 133 133 133 0 0 0 0.1667
Cl 2500 2500 2500 196 196 196 -36 -36 -36 0.0833
0i 1963 1963 1963 156 156 156 0 0 0 0.1667
02 5194 2958 1011 161 145 144 0 0 0 0.5

structure of the crystal in an unsymmetrical 
unit and the coordination states of canions 
Caj,Ca2,Si and Mg and their connections with 
anions. Fig.6 illustrates the sterostructure 
of 1/8 cell (Osx,y,z,=1/2). Other part ofthe 
cell can be determined by symmetrical trans
lations of Fd3m. Cai and 02 atoms form the 
octahedron uith hexa-coordination, Ca2, tuo 
Cl, four 02 and tuo 0i atoms form the poly- 
hedrauith octa-coordination. Si and 0i and 
three 02 atoms form (SiOj) tetrahedron. Mg 
and four 0i atoms form (MgOjj) tetrahedron 
whose apexes are connected uith those of 
(ЗЮд) tetrahedron. All angles of Mg-O-Si 
are 180*,  From bond lengthes and angles, ue 
knou that the (Si04) tetrahedron, character

ized by somewhat longer Si-0i bond (1.641Ä) 
sharing apex with (МдОд) tetrahedrons than 
other three Si-02 bond (1.621Ä), is a little 
distorted. The (5104) tetrahedron is a regu
lar one uith O-Mg-O angle 109.5*,  and Mg-0 
distance 1.680Ä which is 9.3% shorter then 
the ionic bond distance 2.05Ä of Mg-0 uith 
hexa-coordination. The tetra-coordination of 
Mg-0 is very rare in the crystal structures 
of silicates minerals.
4. Oicussion

4.1. Crystal chemistry analysis to the tetra
coordination of Mg-0 in the structure
In CagMg(5i04)4Cl2 crystal structure, Mp 



atoms and  atoms form regular tetrahedrons 
with Mg tetra-coordinated, and Mg atoms stand 
in the center of the neighbouring and secon
dary neighbouring tetrahedrons(Fig.6). Mgz 
ions are polarized by the secondary neigh
bouring four Cl atoms while polarized by the 
neighbouring four 0 atoms*  The polarization 
effect so produced on Mg atoms makes the ele
ctron densities between Mg and 0 atoms lar
gely increased, which means the pure Mg-0 
ionic bond has changed into the bond with 
covalent characters, and the forming-bond

Ono 

orbits of Mg atoms with 0 atoms are heavely 
confused by the ionic polarization effect of 
Cl- ions. Thus Mg and 0 atoms form SP^ hybrid 
obital with all four hybrids equevalent and 
therefore they constructe a regular tetrahe
dron. The bond length 1.860Й of Mg-0 with 
strong covalent character just coincides with 
the calculated value from the following for
mula in tetra-coordination with covalent 
bonds/З/:

Ьа-в=гд + гв-0.09(,хд-хв )

Fig.5 sterostructure of the crystal in an unsymmetrical unit

Fig.6 sterostructure of 1/8 cell (0sx,y,zs1/2)



Where гд and rg are covalent radius, хд and 
xp are electronegativity.
4.2. The Disordered Arrangement of Part 0 
Atoms in the Crystal Structure
From the determination of the crystal struc
ture, ue knou that there'are 128 0 atoms in 
a cell in the crystal of Ca0Mg(Si04)4Cl2, 
among them 96 0 atoms,i.e., 02 in Table 3, 
stand in general symmetric positions uith 
site occupation factor 0.5, which indicates 
that there are three 0 atoms in every one 
(ЗЮ,)) tetrahedron being distributed disor
derly in the structure. This uill causes the 
orientational disorder of (SiOzi) tetrahedron. 
This is because on one base plane of the 
(SiO^) tetrahedron there are six symmetric 
positions which have the same crystallogra
phic surrundings, and the three 0 atoms on 
this plane will random distribute in the po
sitions. So that the possibility of their 
occupations is 0.5.
Because of the orientation disorder of (SiO^) 
groups, the crystal structure possesses high
er symmetry.

Table 4. bond lengthes (Ä)

Si-0 tetrahedron
0 21 • Si - 
0 22-Si- 
O23-SL- 
0^4?Si-

113.8
113.8
104.7

113.8
104.7 104.7

1.621
1.621
1.621
1.641

O21 D22 U23 ________

4.3. The Relation of Crystal Structure to the 
Stability of the Compound

So far as ue know, the new compound CagMg(Si 
04)401; has no polymorphism. The compound 
begins to form at 760'C and decompose at 
1265'c. The property of decomposition at hich 
temperature is because the chemical bonds in 
the structure are mainly covalent bond to 
which Mg-0 connections contribute, and this 
increases the chemical stability of the com
pound at high temperature. Therefore we could 
infer that the compound will not have strong 
hydrition effect. It is well known that the 
calcination temperature of alinite cement 
clinker is about 1100*C.  When higher Mg con
tent exists in the raw materials of alinite 
cement clinkers, the chlorine calcium sili
cate containing magnesium will tend to form 
in the product and the following two effect 
will appear: firstly the formation of the 
compound is easy at lower temperature and 
the decomposition begins a above the calci
nation temperature. This will consume some 
useful components including CaCl; and SiOQ. 
Secondly because of the formation of the 
compound during the calcinating process,MgO

and angles (") between atoms

MgD- tetrahedron
011-Mg- 
0-| ;-Mg- 
013-Mg- 
014-Mg-

109.5
109.5
109,5

109.5
109.5 109.5

1.960
1.860
1.860
1.86О

Gi 1 d12 °13
Ca-0 octahedron

025~Ca1' 
0;6-Cai- 
027-Ca-;-V-, 
028-Ca-!- 
0 2 g - Ca 1 ■ 
0210-Ca-|-

78.7
78.7
180.0
101.3
101.3

1.0 1 . 3
101.3
78.7

180.0

101.3
180.0
78.7

78.7
78.7 101.3

2.365
2.365
2.365
2.365
2.365
2.365

025 °26 °27 °28 °29
Ca-0 (or Cl) polyhedron

Cl -|-Ca2- 
C12-Ca2- 
0i3-Ca2- 
0i4-Ca2- 
022”Ca2" 

24” ^a2- 
025-082- 
026-Ca2-

125.6
68.0
68.0

106.1
79.1

148.2
77.3

68.0
68.0
77.3

148.2
79.1

106.1

69.8
126.8
143.5
112.5
60.2

60.2
112.5
143.5
126.8

76.4
98.3

172.8
87.4
98.3 76.4

2.994
2.994
2.655
2.655
2.486

2.486
Cli Cl2 u13 0-14 О22 °24 °25

will be stablized in the compound so that the The other physical and chemical properties 
sintered product will contain less free-MgO, of the new compound will be further resear«-”
thus soundness of cement is incresed. ched.
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INVESTIGATION ON DOPED /S-CgS WITH POSITRON ANNIHILATION 1.2
ETUDE SUR /5-C2S DOPE EN UTILISANT L*  ANNIHILATION DE POSITRON

ABSTRACT The lifetime spectrum of positron in /3-C2S of added Na2O and P2O^ is studied with 
positron annihilation technique. According to the theory of the capture of positron, we dis
cuss the relationship between lifetime spectrum parameters obtained through experiment and the 
microstructure of /3-C2S. The results show that the long living component T2 (about 500 ps) 
represents the capture of positrum in the defects of Ca^+ vacancies; the intensity I2 of T2 

decreases with the increasing of Na+ and increases with the increasing of The results 
also verify that Na+ replaces Ca2* and creates anion vacancies; but P^+ replaces Si4"1- and 

creates cation vacancies; Vacancy concentration increases with the increasing of Na and P . 
Our work shows that the positron annihilation technique is a useful tool for studying the 

change of microstructure defects in doped /3-C2S.
. This article also studies and discusses the relationship between heat treatment and 

hydration activity of doped /3-C2S and its impurities.

Estuda-se о espectro de duracäo de positron em -C2S Na2° e P2°5 adicionados, 
empregando-se tecnica de aniquilafäo de positron. De acordo com a teoria de captura de posi^ 
tron, discutimos a relacäo entre parametros de espectro de duragäo, obtidos atraves de expe- 
riencia, e a microestrutura de ^-C2S. Os resultados mostram que о componentede duraqäo 
mais longa (cerca de 500 ps) representa a captura de positron nos defeitos de carencias de 
Ca^+; a intensidade de diminui com о aumento de Na+ e aumenta com о aumento de Os 

+ 2 + • - ■ - 5 + ■resultados constatam tambem que Na substitui Ca e cria carencias de anion; mas P substji 
tui Si4+ e cria carencias de cation; a concentracao de carencia aumenta com о aumento de Na+ 
e P5+. Nosso trabalho mostra que a tecnica de aniquilaqao de positron e urn instrumento util 

para estudo da mudanca de defeitos de microestrutura em p-C^S dopado.

0 artigo tambem estuda e discute a relacäo entre tratamento termico e atividade de 

hidrat'acäo de ^J-C2S dopado e snas impurezas.



1. INTRODUCTION

Adding Impurities to C2S can affect its 
microstructure, polycrystalline change, rate 
of firing reaction and hydraulic properties. 
Foregoing the microstructure defects of 
doped /S-CgS were usually studied with elec- 
ctron microscope and so on. (1,2,3,4). But 
we haven't seen published reports about the 
studies of defects in doped ß-CgS with 
positron annihilation so far.

Positron annihilation is a experimental 
medium developed rapidly in recent years(5). 
Positrons are very sensitive to vacancy-type 
defects in solid substance, in ionic com
pound, for example, the cation vacancy of 
halides of alkaline metals and the defects 
of P cantre are able to capture the posi
trons and increase the intensity of long 
living component of lifetime spectrum.(6).

Let us imagine that the Ca^+ vacancies 

in CgS crystal possess equivalent negative 
charges which are able to capture positron 

due to coulomb attraction between positive 
and negative charges. The anion vacancies in 
CgS crystal possess equivalent positive 
charges which repel positrons and hinder Ca^"1" 

vacancies from capturing positrons. In this 
article, the microstrueture defects in doped 
/1-028 are studied with positron annihilatioiu.

2. PREPARATION OF SAMPLES

The samples for measurement of positron 
annihilation are made of chemicals of AR 
degree according to molar ratio CaCO^:S102=2:1 
Added NagO and ?2®5 come from N32020^ and 
NH^HgPO^ respectively. The quantities of 
impurities of various samples are given in 
table 1. Raw materials are mixed uniformly 
and pressed into pieces, then burned at 145O°C 

for 5 hours in electric oven and then quen
ched in air. Pure C2S is burned at 1450’0 
trebly and amounts to 18 hours. XRD spectra 
of samples show that the samples are /3-C2S 
with little free lime. After grinding, the 

samples are sieved, a portion between 140 and 

180 mesh is for the measurement of positron 

annihilation.

Table 1 Samples )f doped /3-C2S

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
impurities - Na20 Na20 Na20 P2°5 p2°5 P2°5

wt% 0 1 .0 1.5 2,0 0.5 1 .0 1.5

3. METHODS AND RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT
22Na is used for radioactive source. The 

source and samples are placed as a sandwich 
structure. The circumstence temperature is 
23±1 ’0 when measurement is performed. Life
time spectra are filed with standard positron 
fit programl.TJThe results of free fit lifetime 

spectra are given in table 2. In this table, 
T-| , T2 andf^ represent the lifetime of three 
living components and I1 . I2 and 1^ are cor
responding intensities of those components 
respectively. Because I^l-Ig-I^, therefore 
intensities of I1 are omitted in table 2.

In order to compare better intensities 
of 16ng living component T2 and get more 
satisfactory fit, a controlled fit of three 
living components is made in the condition 

of constraining -f 1, T2 and to be constant. 
The results are given in table 3. Based on 
average values in table 2, we force that 
Ti”22? PS, T2* 470 Ps andT5=2050 ps. A con
stant forced T2 means that it represents the 
lifetime of certain positron state, it is 
able to help us easily to discuss the corres
ponding relationship between defect concen
tration and positron parameters.

Table 2. The character of Positron
Annihilation of doped C2S ( free fit )

No. T3 (ps) T2 (ps) T5 (ps) I2 (%) (%)

1 249 493 2188 13.76 2.31
2 209 429 2120 15.38 3.83
3 216 452 1969 9.17 2.94
4 214 463 2013 9.45 2.23
5 244 478 21 96 16.09 2.13
6 240 492 1683 34.05 2.70
7 258 498 2091 18.85 2.14

4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

We adopt curve fit of three living com-



Annihilation of doped CgS (controlled fit)
Table 3. The Character of Positron

No. (ps) T2(ps) T3(ps) I2 (%) I3(%)

1 225 470 2050 17.08 1.91
2 225 470 2050 7.95 3.71

3 225 470 2050 5.94 2.71

4 225 470 2050 5.84 2.13

5 225 470 2050 17.35 1.79
6 225 470 2050 22.48 1.34

7 225 470 2050 23.71 1 .62

ponents. Both free and controlled fit can 
only get two significant components T-, and. 
rf2 (referlng table 2 and 3 ). The intensity 
of longest living component is very small. 
It may be due to positron annihilation in 
the radioactive source and on sample surface.

separated from spectra does not represent 
any positron state directly.According to the 
capture modelf,Mit represents the annihila<- 

tion of free positron. The long living com
ponent T2 is important parameter in our work. 
It may be produced in three conditions. One 
of them is that positrons are captured on 
the surface of C2S granulae, forming a bound 
state on the intersurface. Another is that 
if positrons form positronium, "pick-off" 
annihilation process represents long lifeti- 
me'J^Third, positrons are captured in cation 

vacancies. Based on the analysis of experi
ment results, former two possibilities can 
be eliminated.

According to W.Brandt*s  formula about(11) 
the surface contribution of positron anni
hilation, the intensity of surface annihila
tion is:

I.-1—< 1-5= >]
Our prepared C2S samples are similar in 

the way of raw material granula and firing 
regulation. So we believe that R,D+, and 
Xe of every sample are approximately identi
cal. so is I . Therefore we can consider в
that the regular change of the intensity I2 
of T2, owing to different quantities of added 
impurities, is not caused by the surface 

capture..

Positronium is a bound state of a couple 
of positron and electron, it will be formed 
when positron capture electron around in 
substance. Its basic state ä single one 1 's, 
( paro-positronium, abbr to P-Ps) and a 
triple one 1 (ortho-positronium, abbr to 
0-P„). The lifelime of P-P„ which is selfan
nihilated into two photons is 125 ps. The 
lifetime of O-Ps which decays with dischar
ging three photons is 142 ns. In the medium, 
O-Ps has another "pick-off" annihilation, 
which competes against annihilation. In 
the process of "pick-off", the positron of 
O-Ps crashes into an "outcomer" electron, 
which possesses opposite spin and causes 2-f 
annihilation. Thus the lifetime of O-Ps in 
solid substance decreases to a few ns. In our 
experiment, there is no any reason to say 
that the regular change of intensity ofT2 
with the quantitative change of added impu
rities is caused by "pick-off" annihilation 
of positronium. (If so, we can obtain useful 
information of defects with poeitronium also)

Therefore, we consider that the component 
T2 iu the lifetime spectra does not come from 
boundary of granulae and "pick-off" annihila
tion of positronium, it mainly comes from 

* 2 4.cation vacancies. In C2S, Na replaces Ca . 
It is able to create anion vacancies, (oxygen 
vacancies) ip order to keep electric neutral. 
Oxygen vacancies possess equivalent positive 

2+ 
charges which may bind Ca vacancies and form 
a complex of vacancy couple of cation and 
anion. This weakens the effect of Ca vacan» 
cies*  capturing positron. Thus, as added Na+ 
increases, the vacancy concentration increas
es, and I2 inclines to decrease (see table 3, 
*1 and *5-*7).  When P^+ replace Si4*,  it is 

24- 2*able to create Ca vacancies. Ca vacancies 
possess equivalent negative charges which may 

5 . 
capture positron. Therefore when added P 

2 + 
increases, the Ca vacancy-concentration 
increases, the effect of capturing positron 
increases. Thus, I2 inclines to increase, 
(see table 3, 1- 4).

In order to verify the above experiment, 
we have studied thermodynamics of doped C2S. 
It is well-known that, at high temperature.



the combination of CaO with SiO2 produces C2S 
through the following process: Ca2+ diffuses 

toward the surfuce of C2S granulae. First of 
all, a layer of CjS is produced on the surfa
ce, the reaction goes on continuously, Ca2+ 

spread from outside to inside of granulae 
through the layer of surface product. The 
rate of C2S formation is determined by the 
rate of diffusion of Ca2+ from outside to 

inside. When the activation energy of vacancy 
diffusion of ion in crystal is smallest, 
vacancy has biggest diffusion coefficient. If 
the previous produced dicalcium silicate has 
bigger concentration of vacancy defects, the 
diffusion of Ca from outside to inside and 
the rate of Ca2SiO^ formation will be rapid 
at all, on the contrary, the above relation
ship is also correct.

We consider that the rate of reaction in 
pure CgS goes on more slowly, because its 

concentration of vacancy defects is smaller. 
But the rate of formation of C2S of added Na+ 
or p5+ is rapide due to producing more Ca2+ 

2 —
or 0 vacancies. The more quantites of added 
Na+ or p5+ are, the higher the concentration 

of vacancies is, the rapider the rate of 
reaction is, too.

Table 4 and 5 give the formation rate (a) 
of doped Na*  or P^+ dicalcium silicate burned 

at 1300 °C and different time. The definition 
of oi is . fo< »1---- —c
in which: f= weight percent of free lime. 

c=CaO content in C2S.

It's noticed from 4 and 5 that the rate 
of formation of CgS added Na*  or P5+ is both 

much rapider than that of pure CgS. As long 
as quantities of added Na*  or P^*  are raised, 

the rate of formation of C2S becomes rapider. 
This told us clearly that the above assump
tion is correct. We have carried out the 

similar experiments at 1100*0  and 1200*0.  
Their results are completely the same as that 
at 1300*0.  There is no liquid phase to appear 
in the samples. The above facts show that the 
increase of the rate of C2S formation mainly 

results from the organization of vacancy 
diffusion.

Table 4. The rate of doped Na20 C2S 

formation (at 1300*0)

■firing time
(min)

Na20 %
20 40 60 90

0 16.9 20.1 26.1 33.6
1 .0 21.5 46.7 50.5 57.8
1 .5 49.2 57.0 60.7 65.4
2.0 65.4 75.4 80.8 86.0

Table 5. The rate of 
formation (at

doned P2 
1300*0)

^5 ^2^

■Firing time
(min) 20 40 60 90

wt% '

0.5 21 .7 27.6 34.6 38.2
1 .0 26.6 30.3 37.9 43.8
1.5 30.0 34.9 40.4 46.2

Calcium carbonate and silie-ate dioxide 
used in these experiments are all AR pure 
chemical agents. Magnitude of raw material 
granulae,preparation and firing condition are 
strictly controlled in the same condition. 
The temperature in the electric oven rises to 
due firing one in advance. Then, raw material 
is placed in the oven. As soon as due time is 
reached, samples are removed out. Free lime 
is tested with the method of glycerol and 
ethgl aleohol. After testing, it is recongni- 
zed that there is no free lime residue in 
different samples.

5. HYDRATION OF DOPED y3-C2S

After impurities is added to (3-C2S, how 
is the behaviour of its hydration? Many 
scholars have ever studied about that, (12, 
I?, 14) their conclusions at last are incon

sistent. By means of testing chemical combi
ned water, we deal with the rate of hydration 
of C2S added Na*.  The results are given in 

table 6- The experimental results show that 

the hydration activity of /З-C^s decreases 

with the increasing of added Na*,  this is 

consistent with I.M. Pritts' result. As men-- 
tioned earlier, after Na*  is added to J-O2S,. 



anionic vacancies are produced. Moreover, 
vacancy concentration increases with the in
creasing of added Na+, because the defects in 

crystal increase, the result should have 
higher activity. But the is just contrary, 
how to explain this phenomenon?

Table 6.The combined H?0 of /^-C2S added Na20

_H20 % ^NagO % 

t ime" of
1 .0 1 .5 2.0

hydration (d)-C

3 2.00 1.94 1 .90

7 2.88 2.77 2.69

15 3.20 3.14 2.76

25 3.61 3.69 2.99

35 4.87 4.16 3.78

We consider that vacancy defects in 
crystal is the type of point defect that 
occurs in the crystal granula. The main fac

tor determining the hydration activity of 
mineral should be crystal boundary of CgS 
granulae, its surface structure and its com

ponent. The authors ever explored the mecha
nism of stability of doped /»-C2S. We consider 
that part of added ions as Na+ and Р^+ that 

are able to stabilize A-CgS is distributed in 
crystal according to statistics regulation, 
another is enriched in the crystal disloca
tion crystal boundary and its surface, this 
is verified by ESCA.(15)

Because Na+ is enriched in crystal boun
dary of P-CgS crystal and on its surface. It 
makes structure dislocation and reduces free 
energy of crystal boundary and its surface. 
Therefore hydration activity lower. The more 
quantities of added Na*  are, the larger the 
area of crystal boundary at which Na*  is en

riched, the more the reduction of free energy 
of the whole surface and the lower the hydra

tion activity.

6. CONCLUSION
2 +

1).  That the vacancy defects of Ca in /3-C2S 
the capture positron has been verified 
with positron annihilation technique. The 
lifetime of positron annihilation is ab-

2+
out 470 ps in Ca vacancies in /3-C2S.

2) . Adding Na  to z^-CgS Can create anio

nic vacancies (oxygen vacancies). Oxygen 
vacancy concentration increases with added 
Na  oxygen and Ca^  vacancies can form a 

couple of cation and anion vacancies. It

*

* *

2- 
weaken the ability of Ca vacancies' captu
ring positron.

c, 2 +
3) . Adding P to /3~C0S can create Ca

2*vacancies. Ca vacancy concentration and the 
ability of capturing positron increase with 
doped PJ .

. 4). The vacancy concentration and the
rate of C9S formation increase with doped Na*

5+ 2
and P3 .

5). That Na*  is enriched on the surface 

of /S-CgS granulae will reduce free energy of 
crystal boundary and its hydration activity.
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INFLUENCE OF FLUORIDES AND SILICOFLUORIDES ON THE HYDRATION OF CEMENT

SUMMARY : Through the use of industrial gypsum as a cement setting regulator and conside
rably reduced the initial strengths of cement paste or mortar.

The retardation of the growths of strengths is in agreement with the low liberated port
landite contents; after more than 7 days storage the CafOH^ contents as well as the at
tained strengths approach the values for cement without the presence of silicofluorides.

It was shown that to this phenomenon contributes already a small quantity of silicofluo
rides, contained in the gypsum, mainly Na2SiF6, whereas CaF2 does almost not influence 

the initial strengths.

It was found that Na2SiFg accelerates considerably the formation of ettringite and re
duces the degree of alite hydration in the initial pe_ ods of the reaction.

SUMÄRIO: Pelo uso de gesso industrial сото regulador de pega do cimento sao consideravel- 
mente reduzidas as resistencias inicials de pasta e argamassa de cimento.

О retardamento do crescimento das resistencias estä de acordo com о baixo conteü 
do de portlandita liberada; apos mais de 7 dias о conteüdo de Ca(OH)2 , assim сото as resis 
tencias, atingem os valores para cimento sem a presenga de silicofluoretos.

Foi mostrado que para esse fenömeno ja contribui uma pequena quantidade de sili
cof luoretos, contido no gesso, principalmente Na^iFg, ao passo que CaF2 quase näo influi 
nas resistencias iniciais.

Descobriu-se que Na^iFg acelera consideravelmente a formagäo de etringita e re
duz о grau de hidratagäo da afita no periodo inicial da reagäo.



INTRODUCTION

In the production of cement is generally 
employed a suitable quantity of natural 
gypsum as a setting regulator. In connec
tion with a deficiency of natural resour
ces of this raw material on one hand and 
the ever increasing volume of waste pro
ducts from the chemical industry which 
contain CaSO^.2H 0 on the other hand, it 
appeared desirable to use for those pur
poses industrial gypsum. The replacement 
of natural gypsum by industrial gypsum 
has caused, however, a considerable re
tardation in the growth of strengths of 
the standard cement mortar during the 
initial period of time. After 3 and espe
cially 7 days storage the strengths, ho
wever, already correspond to values for 
cement with natural gypsum. With regard 
to the fact that industrial gypsum con
tains a certain fraction of X-ray amorp
hous Fe(OH)_, the effect of this compo
nent onto the growth of cement paste 
strengths was studied and it was found 
that its effect is negligeable. It was 
shown, however, that the main cause may 
lie in fluorine compounds which are con
tained in the waste gypsum. These inclu
de mainly CaF„, Na9SiF, and К SiF,, re
spectively. 2 2 b 2 b

For this reason the experimental studies 
were aimed at the clarification of the 
influence of fluorides and silicofluori
des onto the attained strengths, espe
cially in the initial hydration period. 
At the same time it was desirable to stu
dy the influence of selected fluorine 
compounds on simpler systems. Even though 
the kinetics of ettringite formation was 
studied relatively thoroughly (1-5), the 
influence of fluorides and silicofluori
des, respectively onto the setting of 
cement was investigated sporadically. 
Schwiete at al. (6) have shown that the 
action of MgSiF and ZnSiF manifests 
itself in a prolongation orthe setting 
period which in mixed cements is marke
dly increased.

Ludwig et al. (7) have investigated the 
influence of inorganic and organic mate
rials added to the cement as decelera- 
tors of the setting process with the re
sult that the MgSiF, additive exhibits 
a pronounced effect!

EXPERIMENTAL

For the actual work was used portland 
cement clinker M with usual chemical 
coraposition.

The clinker was first of all ground in a 
laboratory ball mill onto the specific 
surface 310 m2.kg and then were added 
7% natural gypsum and a graded quantity 
(0-5%) "of fluorides - CaF2, NaF and sili

cofluorides - Na2SiF , K2SiF . From the 
homogenized mixtures°were2preparted in 
the form of paste (w=O,32) micro-beams 
with the dimensions 20x20x100 mm which 
were stored in a 100% relative humidity 
environment for 12 and 24 h at 20"C; af
ter this period the compressive strengths 
were determined. The prepared mixtures 
and the obtained compressive strengths 
are shown in Table 1.

It follows from the compressive strength 
values after a 12 hour hydration of the 
cement paste that the CaF additive 
exerts practically no influence onto the 
cohesions in this period. The situation 
is the same also after 24 hours of stora
ge; in both cases is observed a slight 
increase of strengths with a growing CaF 
content; quite different are the results
when using NaF, since its 1% addition
(related to gypsum contents) decreases 
significantly the strengths with a growth 
of the NaF contents the strength no lon
ger changes more substantially, on the 
contrary in the case of 5% NaF can be seen 
a mild increase of the latter.

Table 1
Composition of mixtures and compressive 
strength values

Quantity of fluo- Storage per.Lod and
rides in gypsum compressive strengths

(wt. %) 12h (MPa) 24h (MPa)

- - 3,90 17,80
1 CaF, 3,97 17,90
3 CaF2 4,04 18,10
5 CaF2 4,07 18,15
1 NaF2 2,62 17,60
3 NaF 2,33 17,10
5 NaF 2,94 17,72

After 24 hours of hydration the compres
sive strength values are comparable with 
a cement paste without fluoride.
In the same manner was carried out the 
determination of the effect of silicoflu
orides (Na2SiFg, K2SiFg) onto the attai
ned cohesions of the cement mortar (Tab
le 2) .

It follows from the compressive strength 
values that in both components there oc
curs a considerable retardation of the 
growth of strength in the course of a 12 
hour storage, a higher effect is exhibi
ted by Na2SiFg. With a growth of the con
tents of silicofluorides is considerably 
reduced the strengths of the paste, so 
that at 5% contents of the two components 
the strengths after 12 hours can no lon
ger be measured. A pronounced reduction 
of strengths was proven also after 24 
hours of hydration, especially in the ca
se Of Na,SiF,.2 6



Table 2

Composition of mixtures and compressive 
strength values

Quantity of sili
cofluorides in 
gypsum

Storage period and
compressive

12 h
(MPa)

strengths 
24 h 

(MPa)(wt. %)

— — 3,90 17,80
1 Na-SiF 0,49 10,58
3 Na,SiFg 0,14 3,08
5 Na^SiF^ not meas. 0,67
1 KJiFg6 1,17 13,96
3 K^SiF® 0,37 11,43
5 K2SiF6 not meas. 9,13

Analogical experiments were carried out 
with both CaSiF- and MgSiFg and there 
was also confirmed their negative influen
ce on the growth of strengths in the ini
tial hydration period of the cement paste.
To the degree of strength reduction cor
responds essentially the liberated 
Ca(OH)? content, so that in the case of 
5% silicofluoride contents can be identi
fied only a slight quantity of the formed 
portlandite.

For the clarification of the above mentio
ned phenomenon it was desirable to carry 
out experiments, by which it would be pos
sible to delimitate the influence, if'any, 
of CaF- and Na2SiF- onto the formation of 
ettringite and other components, respecti
vely .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Study of the system C,A - CaSO. - CaF^ or 
Na_SiF_ - H-0 J2 6 2
For the investigation of the considered 
system were prepared mixtures of C,A and 
CSH_ (in a molar ratio 1:3) with the addi
tion of a graded quantity of CaF_ and 
Na_SiFg (0, 1, 3 and 5%), converted onto 
CSH2 contents.
The mixtures in the form of a paste (rela
tion of solid phase: H20 = 1:2) were expo
sed to an environment with 100% relative 
humidity for a period of 1, 24 and 72 h 
and 28 days. After dewatering with absolu
te ethanol and acetone they were subjected 
to further studies.

Apart from DTA was investigated by X-ray 
diffraction analysis the relative quantity 
of gypsum, ettringite and monosulphate on 
the basis of their typical diffractions. 
The results are presented in Table 3.

Results of semi-quantitative X-ray determination
Table 3

Composition of 
mined phases

mixes and deter- Hydration period and
72 h 
count

X-ray data
7 d 
count

28 d 
count

1 h 
count

24 h 
count

CSH2 (7,56 A) 8622 5210 1288 800 83
C3A + 3 CSH2

(9,73 A) 60 190 800 1076 1629
(without 
additive)

6 3 32
c4ash12 (8,92 A) - - 101 182 202

CSH- (7,56 A) 5530 3779 1357 906 484
c3a + 3 csh2 2 

C^AS,H,_ (9,73 A) ■ 214 543 779 1461
(5% CaF2) 6 3 32

C4ASH12 (8,92 A) - - 85 90 166

CSH2 ■(7,56 A) 2650 158 — —
C3A + 3 CSH2

(9,73 A) 336 1347 1921 1971 2031
(5% Na2SiFg) 6 3 32

c4ash12 (8,92 A) - 120 125 138 184

As can readily be seen, in the case of a 
mixture containing Na2SiF, is formed after 
a 1 hour reaction a significantly higher 
ettringite quantity in comparison with the 
two other systems. Its quantity increases 
considerably with time; the ettringite con
tents after 24 h of hydration is several 
times higher than in the systems with CaF2 

and without an additive. Only towards the 
end of the investigated period (28 days) 
there occurs a partial balancing of its 
contents. This fact is in good agreement 
with the relative gypsum quantity, since 
after 72 h in the system with Na^SiF, it is 
no longer possible to identify CSHj. .



Also to a greater extent - with regard to 
the two systems - is formed monosulphate 
up to a period of approx. 72 h. With re
gard to the fact that in a system with 
Na2SiF- is formed within a very short pe
riod of time a pronounced quantity of et
tringite, mixtures with an identical com
position were stored for a very short pe
riod of time, beginning with 60 s, in an 
environment with 100% relative humidity.
The mixture without an additive is charac
terized by particles of gypsum and C^A, 
the surface of which is not disturbed 
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Mixture C-jA : 3 CSH2

(without additive) 60 s/20'C

An analogical character exhibits the mix
ture with CaF2 (Fig. 2) .

Fig. 2 Mixture CjA : 3 CSH2 
(5% CaF2) 60 s/20'C

In both cases can be observed only spora
dically appearing ettringite micro - 
needles. Substantially different is the 
situation in the sample with Na.SiF, 
(Fig. 3). 26

Fig. 3 Mixture C3A : 3 CSH2 

(5% Na SiF6) 60 s/20*C

There can readily be seen a considerable 
quantity of needle- and bar-shaped, res
pectively ettringite particles of consi
derably larger dimensions in comparison 
with the two previous mixtures. Only after 
a long-period hydration is formed in the 
mixtures without silicofluoride a pronoun
ced fraction of this phase, but the dimen
sion of its crystals is substantially sma
ller.

Delimitation of the influence of CaF_, 
NaF and Na_SiFfi onto the hydration 2 of 
3 CaO.SiO2

It was proven experimentally that both 
Na2SiFg and NaF increase the solubility . 
of gypsum, whereas in the case of CaF_ 
this phenomenon was not proven. Thi s fact 
is connected with the formation of a pro
nounced quantity of ettringite in the 
first time period of the reaction.

In order to explain the effect of the abo
ve compounds including gypsum onto the de
gree of C-S hydration were prepared mixtu
res containing 97% C,S, 7% CSH„ and 1, 2, 
3 and 5% CaF2, NaF and Na2SiF_ (converted 
to gypsum contents). 2 b

Samples in paste form were stored in an 
environment with 100% relative humidity 
for a period of 4, 8, 12, 24, 72 h and 
28 days. It was shown that already in the 
case of 1% Na2SiFg is considerably sup
pressed the hydration of C^S.



A lower retardation effect exhibits NaF 
and finally CaF?. From Fig. 4 can readily 
be seen the effect of 5% of the above com
ponents onto the hydration of C^S. In the 
case of the mixture with Na-SiF^ it is no 
longer possible after 12 hours of hydra
tion to identify thermogravimetrically 
liberated portlandite (contents of Ca(OH)_ 
and second, formed CaCO„, converted to 
CaO). J

[%]

4h 8h 12h Id 3d 28d
time _

CaO -------  —
]2j CaF2

Fig. 4 Influence of fluorides and sill- 
cofluride onto the hydration 
of c3s

After 28 days of hydration the CaO quan
tity in the mixture with CaF2 and Na-SlF, 
is somewhat higher in comparison with a 
specimen without additive.

CONCLUSIONS

Upon using industrial gypsum - waste from 
the chemical industry - as setting regula
tor for cements, has been proven a pro
nounced retardation of the growth of the 
initial strengths of the standard mortar.
It was found that an influence onto the 
slow growth of strengths during the ini
tial hydration period exert the silicoflu
orides contained in the gypsum, mainly 
Na-jSiFg. By a significantly lower effect 
is characterized NaF, whereas CaFQ does 
almost not influence the development of 
initial strengths.
The above phenomenon was determined 
through the addition of those compounds 
to the system clinker - CSH_ - H^O. It was 
shown at the same time that2in the presen
ce of Na.,SiF on one hand there is formed 
a substantially higher quantity of ettrin
gite which is characterized by conside
rably larger crystals which do not, howe
ver, exhibit binding effect, on the other 
hand the alite hydration is substantially 
slower.
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The Description of a

ordinaire.

New Potassium-alumina Phase in Ordinary Portland Cement, 

nouvelle phase d'aluminate de potassium dans le cimentLe description d'une 
portland

SUMMARY: 
with the

Raw mixes 
purpose of

provinS'the'existen^o^^0 in excess of sulphur have been examined 
^hase^some ^linkTr.3 r^fk^r^F*

method. ' The2f^eaXin^linke^harFXong'i^r^"10' 

- - 
normal sintering temperature This is shnwr, h., m- сгУ3^а111хе by prolonged burning time at 
on eun^n =.„pLs -«n ^„S’g^XnVSnTK "УГ™“"’1“.1 ^"V0™“"3 
soluble alkali not beina a sulnhate ha= =lc,^ x turning at 1450 C. The existence of a water 
nation of cement properties. The presence of^fгее^тк  ̂ S°me researchers from exami-
properties is expected to exceed a perceptible inf itenr^ С11Пке^_ W14th its hygroscopic
storage properties. nfluence on cement strength as well on

Foram examinadas misturas cruas com diferentes quantidades de K?0 em excesso de en 
■xotre, com a linaladade de provar a existcncia de K.O livre no clinquer de cimento. A suspei- 
ta daexistencia de tai fase derivou de observap5es insuficientcs de uma fase fortemente hi 

groscopica em a.lguns clinqueres. A reapäo higrosco'pica tem origem na existdncia de K70 e 
2O.A12O3, conforms provado por observaeäo de produtos de aera^do e me'todos diferentes de ex

tracao. 0 K20 livre no clinquer tem forte influSncia sobre a determinate do CaO livre pelo 
metodo de titulaCao de glicol. A presenca de K20 e Na20 proporciona a formapäo do chamado 

a uminato alcalmo, quo ja se provou que näo sc cristaliza por queima em periodo prolongado 
so temperatura normal de sinterizato. Isto e mostrado por microfotografias e contagem mi- 
croscopica de ponto em amostras de clinquer com aumento da duracao de queima a 1.45O°C A 
partir do exame das propriedades do cimento, ha' tambem a suspeita de alguns pesquisadores 

quanto a existencia de um älcali solÜvel em ägua, que näo ё um sulfato. Espera-se que a pre- 
senca de alcali livre em clinquer com suas propriedades higroscSpicas vä ale'm de uma influen

za perceptivel sobre a resistdneia do cimento bem сото sobre as propriedades de armazenagem.



INTRODUCTION

When concerned with microscopy of cement 
clinker from time to time one may experience 
bad etching of polished sections, especially 
when HF-vapor is applied.

Early we thought in our laboratory the phe
nomena to originate from bad cleaning of the 
surface. The etching fault is very often ob
served as more or less circular areas not 
receiving the etch. Also when a section was 
not etched immediately after polishing we 
experienced that some clinker despite stor
age in exsiccator very soon became so bad 
that a repolish was needed.

Using alkali-rich raw materials in burning a 
series of clinker a strongly hygroscopicr 
phase was found.

A similar hygroscopic phase was found by 
sintering lime and nepheline syenite (an 
alkaline rock type) forming belite and 
alkali aluminate.

Besides this scanty observations we were 
recently faced with a potential cement raw 
mix with very high potassium content orig
inating from mica (muscovite) where again we 
observed a hygroscopic phase.

In the literature concerned with clinker 
microscopy according to our knowledge these 
phenomena has not been described hitherto, 
although hints of a soluble phase of alkali 
not being a sulphate may be found in papers 
concerned with cement properties.

As a consequence of this we have tried to 
identify the phase and it follows from the 
experiments described below that free K-0 in 
clinker must be expected to be rather common. 
Thus we have found that the so-called alkali 
aluminate forming in alkali-rich clinker by 
cooling is sensitive to the duration of 
burning gradually being substituted by the 
crystallization of ferrite and aluminate.

Observations in the Microscope:

A raw mix with the chemical modules shown in 
Table 1 as was burned in a 300 g batch 
from 1 to 2 hours in a closed platinum 
crucible at 1500°C and examined in polished 
section.

It is noticed from Table 1 that the sodium 
content is nearly zero and that only about 
10% of the alkali has evaporated.

It was observed that immediately after 
cleaning droplets started to migrate over 
the clinker surface when exposed to the 
atmosphere. This is seen in fig. 1 repre
senting 30 sec. exposure. Besides droplets 
also initial reaction products are seen as a 
positive relief, especially in the center of 
the micrograph.

Fig. 1. Clinker R^^ from Table 1, unetched 
but exposed to the atmosphere for 30 sec. 
Besides droplets also reaction products are 
observed situated in the white ferrite. 
Reflected light x 800.

When treated with a saturated solution of 
K_SO. the general melt phase structure is 
better observed. A cross-hatched texture of 
the ferrite is characteristic and it is seen 
that some interstitial matter between the 
ferrite laths has been removed. Typical C-A 
is not observed and is hardly present as 
also confirmed by XRD.

The high solubility of the phase can be used 
for quantitative determination of its com
position, as will be described below. 

Fig. 2. Clinker R1 from Table 1 etched with 
saturated solution of I^SO^ for 10 sec. The 
hygroscopic phase has been dissolved and the 
characteristic cross-hatched structure of 
the ferrite is distinctly seen. Belite light 
grey, alite medium grey with scratches from 
the polish. Reflected light x 800.



Another method for identification of the 
phase follows from the fact that any soluble 
K2° in the polished surface may be precipi
tated as K_CO3 during a treatment with humid 
air and Cö^. If K^O-Al^O- is present in the 
surface also gibbsite should precipitate.

An example of the surface reaction products 
is seen in fig. 3. The whole polished sur
face of the clinker is now covered with 
reaction products. The most pronounced reac
tion product is the large prismatic mineral 
easily identified by EDAX or in polarizing 
microscope as the expected K2CC>3.

Fig. 3. Clinker R. from Table 1 exposed to 
humid air with CO-. Original polished sec
tion. Sample dried at 60°C for 1 hour. 
Silicates are covered with reaction pro
ducts. Large crystals are K2CO3. SEM x 1000.

As mentioned above also gibbsite is expected 
and by examining the EDAX spectra of diffe
rent features in the surface spherical pro
ducts as shown in fig. 4 were found to con
sist of К and Al making a mixture of K-CO- 
and Al(0H)3 likely. Not all products of the 
aeration have been identified, but there are 
Indications of double carbonates of К and 
Ca.

When K2SO^ is present in a clinker the aera
tion has comparatively less influence and 
the aeration products are not similar (fig.
5),  but syngenite and Ca(0H)_ then seem to 
be among the Initial reaction products.

Thus, there are strong indications•that both 
k20 and К O.A12O are present in this clin- 
кег, and both or these are expected to be 
hygroscopic.

Both do not occur in regions larger than a 
few micron.

Fig. 4. Clinker R from Table 1 exposed to 
humid air with C02. Original polished sec
tion. Sperical reaction product, probably a 
mixture of K2C03 and Al(OH) SEM x 6000.

Fig. 5. Clinker R1 from Table 1, with 0.6% 
^2^4 edded to the raw mix. Polished surface 
exposed to humid air with CO_. Reaction pro
duct not identified. SEM x 1000.

Chemical Extraction of Clinker:

As soluble potassium compounds have been 
proven a quantitative extraction is a natu
ral continuation.

100 g of the R^ from Table 1 were sintered 
in a closed platinum crucible at 1500°C for 
1 hour.

a) 25 g of the freshly ground clinker were 
treated with 100 ml of destilled water for 
15 min. at 70 C and in addition washed with 
100 ml of the same temperature.

b) 25 g of the freshly ground clinker were 
treated with 100 ml solution of 34.2 g 
Na2S°3 and 6-45 9 Per liter for 15 min. at 
70 C, and in addition washed with 100-ml 
water of the same temperature.



400 g of R. were sintered in a closed plati
num crucible at 1500°C for 2 hours.

c) 3 g of the clinker sample were treated 
with 50 ml dry ethylene glycol for 30 min. 
at 110 C.

All the filtrates were analysed by atomic 
absorption and the results are presented in 
Table 2.

It follows from test a) and b) that approxi
mately 1.4% K-O is soluble in distilled 
water constituting 70% of the total alkali 
in clinker, and that the mole ratio K„0: 
A^Og in the basic extraction is larger tnan 
1, indicating that both K„0 and K2O>A12O3 
are present in amounts calculated to be 0.6 
and 1.7% of clinker, respectively. It is 
trivial to conclude that K-O contributes to 
free CaO as determined oy titration of 
ethylene glycol.

This statement leads to the conclusion that 
a determination of free K_0 is needed in 
clinker with alkalies in excess of sulphur, 
when correct free CaO is analysed for.

Clinker Burning with Increasing K20-Content.

We have examined a series of raw mixes with 
increasing content of K„0. The mixes R to 
^15 ant^ ®21 ^25 from Table 1 were^pre-
pared from Muscovite (with 10.4% K_0), 
pyrite ash, coral limestone, bauxite, clay A 
(1.4% К20) and clay B, hematite, Al90„ and 
CaCOg, the three last mentioned of analyti
cal grade. The chemical modules of the mixes 
are shown in Table 1. A gradual increment in 
the l^O-content has been obtained with near
ly constant modules. Only for R„_, R and 
R25 the Ma is somewhat off. z_3 24

A few grammes of each mix was burned in a 
closed platinum crucible at 1450°C for 30 
min. after a calcination at 1000°C for 
1 hour. The same heating and coolin g rate 
wasoestablished for all burnings (cooling 
500 /min. down to 1000 C) in an atmosphere 
consisting of 2% 02, 30% CO2 and 68% N2-

During this procedure approximately half of 
fhe К_0 was lost due to evaporation (Table
1) compared to only 10% of R . This is pro
bably due to the differenie in the batch 
size. <

The free CaO was determined by the ethylene 
glycol method and the filtrate was analysed 
with atomic absorption. In addition the free 
CaO and the melt phase compounds were deter
mined by point counting in polished sections 
of the clinker.

The results are shown in Table 2. The con
tent of free K20 increases with the amount 
of K20 in the clinker. In the filtrate 
sodium and alumina are fairly constant. 

There is a distinct difference between the 
chemical and microscopic determination of 
free CaO, and the difference increases with 
the increasing amount of free K„0. The re
lation is approximately дCaO = 3.7 K-0, . 
A relation of the same order of magnitude 
has been found by other investigations in 
our laboratory.

As a conclusion it follows that for some 
clinker a determination of free K_0 is 
needed, thus comprising the sum of КЛ) and 
K20 from the phase K2O«A12O3, if correct 
free CaO values are to bej determined.

The existence of free alkali has been dis
cussed by Politt and Brown (1), Osbaeck (2) 
and Costa and Massazza (5) in connection 
with cement properties, probably mostly 
found as K9C03 because of the high reactiv
ity of the K20.

Melt Phase Structure:

It is natural to devote the melt phase 
structure some interest. By microscopy it 
appeared that the whole series of clinker 
described above possessed the melt phase 
structure depicted in fig. 6. This phase is 
normally called an alkali aluminate and is 
lamelliform often with a poikilitic growth. 
When comparing R2 with M = 2.0 with R 
with M = 1.4 there is a larg§,dissimilarity 
(fig. a2 and 6).

Fig. .6. R2 from Table 1.. Polished section 
etched with 10% NaOH solution. Alkali alumi
nate and free lime. Reflected light x 800.

The texture of fig. 2,. also sometimes seen 
in industrial clinker, is by some attributed 
to fast cooling as stated for instance by. 
Woermann (3), but the same- structure may be 
produced by increasing the burning time with 
origin in the structure of fig. 6, as will 
be proven here.



R2i was sintered at the same circumstances 
as described above, only increasing the 
burning time in steps to 3 hours. The loss 
in K„0 has not been analysed, but the change 
in the melt phase texture is drastic. Fig. 7 
and 8 show the structure after 1 and 2 hours 
and practically no change is observed from 
2 to 3 hours.

, 9- 7" R21 from Table 1 burned at 1450°C 
к on1 hou.r- Polished section etched with a 
R2S04 solution. Reflected light x 800. 
Ferrite, aluminate and alkali aluminate.

F19. 8. Same as for fig. 
Ferrite and aluminate.

7 but 2 hours.

The alkali aluminate disappears and the 
cross-hatched ferrite develops. An inter
mediate texture is shown in fig. 9 leading 
ost of all the thoughts towards liquid 

Phase immiscibility.

?n^h® other hand, the cross-hatched ferrite 
, cates an octahedral symmetry, i.e. two 

Principal sections with 90° and 120° between 
■L amelias.

?'s, Indicates a formation of a cubic phase 
ich subsequently exsolves ferrite and alu

minate during cooling.

Anyhow, the duration of burning has a strong 
effect on the relative distribution of fer
rite and aluminate as appears in Table 3. A 
strong reduction of the amount of the alkali 
aluminate happens between 1/2 and 1 hour's 
duration of burning and vice versa for the 
ferrite.

Fig. 9. As for fig. 8.
Intermediate structure.

The conclusion must be that the alkali alu
minate also contains rather much Fe. That 
true ferrite appears after prolonged burning 
is confirmed by the observation of the char
acteristic peak around 26=34° in XRD.

Fe in rhombic aluminate has also been 
reported by Cromy and Gregor (7) and Regourd 
and Mortureux (6). a

As virtually no Na-0 is present in the clin
ker it must be concluded that the K„0 sta
bilizes rhombic alkali aluminate, tn con
trary to the statement by Shin and Glasser 
(4). On the other hand, Locher et al (5) and 
Regourd and Mortureux (6) state that K„0 may 
equally well be incorporated in the alumin
ate.

Cement Properties:

Because of the strong hygroscopic properties 
of both K„ and K^O'Al^O- local humid and 
strongly 'basic environment prevails. 
The same will apply for Na,0 and Na-O-Al  ̂
™ I?® ,eX?eC.ted in raw mixes using basiä 
rocks (andesite or equal) as adjusting mate
rials. The liquor formed easily dissolves 
true aluminate and from saturated solutions 
new minerals may crystallize leading to lump 
formation. But also changes of setting prop
erties and early strength may be expected. 
( 9^ЬЯпе/Ро ct. to the last mentioned Osbaeck 
(9) and Costa and Massazza (8) have dis
cussed that alkalies in surplus with respect 

tiOn of1_sulPha.te exceed a negative 
influence on the cement strength at all



Variations in the melt phase structure has 
mostly been attributed to changes in the 
chemistry and the cooling conditions, for 
instance as discussed by Locher et al (5), 
but as shown above also the duration of 
burning is very important. By redistribution 
of the melt phase compounds also a change of 
the reactivity of these is expected and con
sequently setting behaviour and strength 
properties.
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(All raw mixes burned at 1450°C for 30 min. - except R1 at 1500°C for 2 hours)

TABLE 1 - RAW MIXES

R11 *12 *13 *14 *15
Ms 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.4Ma 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.7LSF 92.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 95.0% K_O Clinker 0.41 0.68 0.67 1.07 1.15% Na?0 " 0.19 0.20 0.23 0.25 0.21% S. , " 0.006 0.018 0.010 0.005 0.013% K?o expected 0.48 0.96 1.36 1.90 2.0% Na?0 " 0.17 0.17 0.21 0.20 0.20% K26 evapor. 15 29 5 44 42

*21 *22 *23

2.2 2.2 2.2
2.0 2.3 2.7

95.0 95.0 95.0
1.11 1.00 1.23
0.25 0.24 0.26
0.006 0.013 0.021
1.90 2.00 2.09
0.21 0.21 0.21

41 50 41

*24 *25

2.2 2.2
3.1 3.8

95.0 95.0
1.54 1.35
0.26 0.26
0.005 0.002
2.22 2.27
0.23 0.23

31 40

2.3
1.4

92.5
2.05

0.15
2.25 
0.03 
9

c

TABLE 2 - EXTRACTION OF R1 (1500°C for 2 hours) AA

_____Destil- H2° Basic extract Glycol extract 110°

% k7o
% Al OQ
% CaO J
% Mgo

1-35 1.49 179
0.01 0.91 0:86
0.31 0 2.24
0 0

TABLE 3 - MELT PHASE COMPOSITION AND FREE

% caoi45o % CaO1450 "C3A"

NB: Extraction in 60°C glycol.

titr. LM LM

pH 4.6 4.2 10
pl2 3.4 2.6 9
»13 3.2 2.3 8
»14 3.7 3.0 11
»15 4.8 3.3 8
»21 5.1 3.9 15
»22 4.8 3.4 16
*23 4.8 3.6 15
»24 4.4 2.9 15
*25 4.8 3.4 16

CAO

C ,AF 4

LM

% K20 

extract

% Na20 

extract

% Al203

extract

3 0.010 0.011 0.100
2 0.034 0.020 0.080
1 0.022 0.010 0.086
2 0.090 0.016 0.086
2 0.100 0.016 0.058
2 0.110 0.022 0.078
2 0.080 0.050 0.052
2 0.120 0.020 0.093
2 0.160 0.020 0.180
1 0.250 0.020 0.110

TABLE 4 - MELT PHASE COMPOSITION AND DURATION OF BURNING

T°C hours % C3A % C.AF4 % "C3A" % c4af % CaO

Calc. Calc. LM LM LM

*1 1500 2 4.7 7.9 2.6 9.0 1.851 1450 0.5 7.7 7.0 15.0 2.0 3.9
r2i 1450 1.0 7.7 7.0 5.7 8.1 1.9
R21 1450 2.0 7.7 7.0 3.7 9.7 0.3*21 1450 3.0 7.7 7.0 5.8 10.2
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CUISSö-lS REDLCTRICES - CONSEQUENCES RELATIVES A LA STABILITE DES PHASES DU CLINKER
REDUCINü CCNDITIOTS IN KILNS - STABILITY AND HYDRAULICITY OF PHASES 1 "

RESUME

L^utilisation de certains caubustibles solides peut conduire ä la creation accidentelle de conditions de cuisson 
reductrice. Nous avons observe des clinkers industriels et des produits de Synthese antiques, obtenus en fai- 
sant varier la nature du reducteur, la vitesse de refroidissement et la temperature de trempe. Nous avens Studie 
les modifications de la mineralogie (par D.R.X), de la morplTolog'ie (microscopie optique, HEB), de la composition 
chimique (microsonde de Castaing) et de 1'hydraulicite des phases.
Dans le cas des produits de synthese, nous avons remarque:
- La reduction de CaO par le carbone, qui ccsmience des 1280°C et s'accelere dans le liquide. Dans ce cas, 11 у a 
enrichissement en belite, saris formation de CaO libre secondaire.
- L’absence de reduction de 1'alite par le carbone ä 1500°C.
L'instabilite des silicates serait plutöt liee ä la decomposition thermique. Les transformations reconstructives 
de la belite semblent facilities, d'oü une forte incidence de la vitesse de refroidissement. L'analyse ä la mi
crosonde des detnaines de morphologie myrmekitique dome un rapport CaO/SiO7 voisin de 2.
Les reactions REDOX affectent principalement la composition du liquide.
Dans le^cas des clinkers industriels observes ici, l'analyse des cristaux ä la microsonde n'a pas permis de met- 
tre en evicence 1'action specifique de reductions localisees (charbon mal broye). Ce phenomene est sans doute 
nasque par le processus d'assimilation des cendres des gros grains de conbustible, produisant d'importants gra
dients de teneur en elerrents mineurs dans des domaines enrichis en belite. Pour mieux utiliser les combustibles 
solides, il semble judicieux de les bruler dans les systemes de precalcination, ce que laisse plus de temps aux 
cendres pour se combiner cornpletement. L'analyse ä la microsonde montre alors une plus grande regularite de com
position des cristaux.
La cinetique d'hydratation des clinkers reduits est affectee par les modifications de la mineralogie. La reduc
tion entraine 1'augmentation de C-A et la diminution de C^S, ce qui about!t ä des variations anarchiques de temps 
de prise, observees surtout lorsque le gypsage n'a pas ete modifie en consequence.

SUMÄRIC

A_utilizacao de certos conbustiveis sölidos pode conduzir ä criagäo acidental de condigöes cozimento redutoras. 
Nos ebservamos clinqueres industrials e produtos de slntese allticos, obtidos fazendo variar a natureza do redu- 
tor, a velocidade de resfriamento e a temperatura de tempera. Estudamos as modificagoes da mineralogia (por 
D.R.X.), da morfologia (microscopic otico, MEV), da corposigao quimica (microssonda Castaing) e da hidraulicidade 
das fases.
Ko caso de produtos de slntese, nos notamos:
- A redugäo do CaO pelo carbono, que comega desde 12tiO°C e se acelera no liquido. Neste caso, ha urn enriqueciiren
to en belita, sem formagäo de CaO livre secundaria. .
- Ausencia de redugäo de alita pelo carbono a 1500°C.
A instabilidade dos silicatos seria ligada ä decomposigao termica. As transfQrmagoes reconstrutivas da belita 
pareosm facilitadas, donde uma forte incidSncia da velocidade de resfriamento'. A anälise por microssondas dos do 
minios de morfologia mismekitica da uma relagao CaO/SiO^ proxima de 2.
As equagoes REDOX afetam .principalmente a ccarposigao do^llquido.
No caso de clinqueres industrials observados aqui, a anälise dos cristais na microssonda näo permitiu por em evi- 
dencia a agäo especifica de redugäo localizada (carväo mal moido). Este fenöneno ё san düvida mascarado pelo pro 
cesso de assimilagäo das cinzas dos gräos grandes do ccmbustivel, produzindo importantes gradientes de teores em 
elementos menores nos dotninios enriquecidos em belita. Para melhor utilizar os combustlveis sölidos, parece judi 
cioso de queima-los em sistenas de precalcinagäo, о que deixa mais tempo äs cinzas para se combinar canpletamen- 
te.. A anälise na microssoida rostra entäo maior regularidade de caiposigäo dos cristais.
A cinetica da hidratagäo dos clinqueres reduzidos e afetada pelas modificagöes da mineralogia. A redugäo acarre- 
ta о aumento de C^A e a diminuigäo de CjS, о que conduz ä variagöes anärquicas no tempo de pega, ebservadas sobre 
tudo quando о teor de gesso näo foi modrficado em consequencia.



1 - INTRODUCTION

Les processus de reduction qui se manifestent au 
cours de la cuisson du clinker sont habituellement 
interpretes dans les trois cas suivants :
1/ Reduction superficielle, liee ä la presence d'une 
atmosphere reductrice. La reoxydation en aval de la 
zone de cuisson, oil les gaz sont plus riches en 
oxygene, amene a la presence de couches successives 
dans 1 ecorce des granules. La masse de clinker 
affectee par le phenomene est relativement Faible, 
dependant de la granulometrie du clinker.
2/ Reduction localisee, par des particules carbonees 
provenant du combustible. Les zones reduites montrent 
alors diverses figures de decomposition des phases du 
clinker. Leur localisation dans les granules est 
variable, selon la partie du four oil se produit le 
contact entre les particules et la matiere. Ceci met 
en jeu la forme de la flamme, la vitesse des gaz et 
la masse des particules projetees. par la tuyere. Il 
semblerait que dans la majorite des cas, le contact 
se produise en amont de la zone de cuisson.
3/ Reduction localisee par ajout de combustible a la 
matiere crue. Le cas typique est celui de la cuisson 
en four vertical. Ce cas est plus rarement observe 
dans les fours rotatifs, oil les ajouts combustibles 
ont en general le temps de briiler completement, avant 
d arriver en zone de cuisson. La formation d'une 

peau" d eutectiques alcalins sur les granules de 
cru, en voies semi-seche, peut empecher le contact 
avec I'oxygene ou ralentir sa diffusion, lorsque les 
granules ne sont pas brises en aval de la grille. La 
reduction peut alors affecter le coeur des granules, 
meme lors d'une cuisson oxydante.
Dans chacun de ces trois cas de reduction, des 
modifications de la morphologie des phases, de la 
composition et des proprietes hydrauliques du clinker 
ont ete observees 11//2//4/16//71110//11//14/.
’, Les auteurs constatent de fapon unanime la 
decomposition de 1'aluminoferrite, dont le mecanisme 
mettrait en jeu la reduction des ions ferriques dans 
le liquide du clinker. IL se formerait d'abord des 
solutions solides de plus en plus riches en alumine, 
le long de la ligne C AF-C AF /10/, puis du C A 
secondaire et de la chaux libre secondaire. Le fer 
ferreux serait substitue au calcium et reparti dans 
les phases en fonction de sa solubilite dans chacune 
d elles. Des modifications de la morphologie et de la 
composition du clinker sont egalement constatees, en 
fonction de la vitesse de refroidissement et de la 
vitesse de trempe ИМ. La tendance ä 1'effusement 
par formation de gamma-C S est souvent remarquee.
" Les points de desaccord concernent 1'interpretation 
du mecanisme de changement de couleur, la solubilite 
3u fer ferreux dans les phases et surtout le 
processus de transformation des silicates. 
L hypothese faite par certains auteurs /1/ /14/, de 
la decomposition de 1’alite en bellte et chaux libre 
secondaires, par reduction, est remise en question 
Par un certain nombre de faits experimentaux. En 
effet, la chaux libre secondaire, autre que celle 
provenant de la decomposition du ferrite, n'a jamais 
Pu etre detectee, ni par les methodes chimiques, ni 
Par diffraction X. Par ailleurs, diverses etudes 
menees dans des conditions reductrices extremes n’ont 
Pas montre de decomposition de lalite. Celle-ci n'a 
ete observee, ni en atmosphere d'hydrogene l%f. ni 
dans un clinker obtenu par fusion a 1900eC, en milieu 
tres reducteur, produisant la transformation totale 
d6 Fe2°3 en fer metallique /15/.

Dans cette etude nous tentons de preciser les 
mecanismes de reduction et leurs consequences, en 
observant, d'une part, des melanges simples, cuits au 
laboratoire, puis des clinkers industriels.

2 - OJISSONS DE LABORATOIRE - PLAN O 'EXPERIENCES

2.1 - COMPOSITIONS CHIMIQUES
Nous avons etudie plusieurs series de cuissons de 
produits alitiques, preparees a 1'aide d'un four 
electrique programmable. La composition chimique des 
melanges de depart figure au Tableau I.

TABLEAU COMPOSITION CHIMIQUE DES CRUS ALITIQUES

COMPOSITION TYPE A I ! A II A III A IV A V A VI

X CaO 71,261 ! 70,964 70,66? 70.370 70,075 69,780
X S i 02 26,022 ! 26,004 25,986 25,9*8 25.950 25,935
X A1203 0,902 * 0,901 0,900 0,900 0,899 0,892
X MgO 1,782 ! 1 ,781 1,779 1 ,778 1 ,777 1,776
X Li 20 0,033 ! 0,033 0,033 0,033 0,033 0,033
X FeO 0,000 ! 0,317 0,635 0,951 1 ,267 1 ,583

2.2 - MODE DE PREPARATION
Nous avons fait varier la nature du reducteur (fer 
ferreux sous forme sulfate, oxalate, carbone), le 
programme de cuisson et de refroidissement, et le 
mode de trempe.

3 - RESULTATS

3.1 - ASPECT GENERAL
Les produits de synthese sont constitues de cristaux 
d alite jointifs, dune dimension de 10 a 20 microns, 
accompagnes d'une proportion variable de tres gros 
cristaux de belite et d une faible proportion de 
phase interstitielle, constituant les joints de 
grains. La morphologie des cristaux de bellte evolue 
en fonction du mode de refroidissement et de trempe, 
suite aux transitions allotropiques bien connues 
alpha ■* alpha prime -• beta, qui s accompagne d une 
suite de striations caracteristiques revelees par 1e 
reactif d'attaque (acide nitrique a 0,1 Z dans 
ethanol anhydrel [Photo 1].

PHOTO 1 
TRANSITIONS DE LA BELITE - MILIEU OXYOANT 
Cristaux de belite ayant subi la suite de 
transformations alpha - alpha prime - beta.

Detail des lamelies de beta, formees dans les 
inclusions initiales de alpha prime. On distingue des 
exsolutions, sous forme de microcristaux ne depassant 
pas 0,1 micrometre.



Dans le cas des echantillons refroidis lentement, ces 
striations sont remplacees par des ponctuations tres 
rapprochees, donnant au cristaux une apparence 
"myrmekitique'', terminologie employee par WOERMANN 
/1/ [Photo 21.
Comme le montre 1'observation au M.E.8. (Photo 3), 
c'ette apparence est lies ä la presence de nombreuses 
inclusions ponctuelles, d'une dimension inferieure au 
micrometre, dont l'attaque par le reactif est plus 
lente, et qui apparaissent done en relief, apres 
attaque de la surface polie initiale.
Ces echantillons presentent egalement des exsolutions 
de periclase. Aucun produit ne presente d'amas de 
chaux libre, dont le dosage chimique par dissolution 
dans le glycol donne des valeurs comprises entre 0,3 
et 0,8 l. Les raies de CaO ne sont visibles en D.R.X 
dans aucun echantillon.

PHOTO 2
TRANSITIONS DE LA BELITE EN MILIEU REDUCTEUR 

ALITE TYPE A5 (oxalate ferreux) 
Apparition du maclage polysynthetique (trempe ä 
1150*0.  Une partie du cristal commence ä prendre une
allure "myrmekitique" caractristique du milieu

PHOTO 3 1x2120)

reducteur.
Le rapport C/S, mesure ä la microsonde, est ici = 2.

Inclusions apparaissant en relief apres l'attaque 
chimique d'une section polie (cristal du type de la
photo 2).

3.2 - COMPOSITION CHIMIQUE
L'analyse chimique effectuee sur les produits decar
bonates ä 1000*C,  puis en fin de cuisson, montre des 
ecarts par rapport ä la composition theorique qui 
augmentent avec la teneur en carbone. Ces ecarts ne 
sont pas significatifs pour les produits cuits en 
atmosphere oxydante, ni pour ceux qui ont ete prepa
res avec du fer metallique ou du sulfate ferreux. Par 
contre, les syntheses avec oxalate ferreux ont un 
rapport C/S un peu plus faible que le cru et cette 
tendance s'accentue pour les syntheses avec ajout de 
carbone, ou faites en creusets de carbone. On pour- 
rait penser que ceci est du ä la reduction de l’alite 
par le carbone. Nous avons teste cette hypothöse en 
recuisant avec du carbone une alite ргёрагёе aupara- 
vant en milieu oxydant. Le produit ne ргё5еп1е aucune 
variation significative de composition, аргёз une 
heure de cuisson. Ce ^sultat est en accord avec ceux 
de HRA8E /9/ et de MAKI /15/.Il faut done en conclure 
que la Eduction se produit par d'autres n^canismes.

3.3 - ORIGINE DES ECARTS DE COMPOSITION.
REDUCTION DE CaO PAR LE CARBONE

Nous avons тезигё la vitesse de la Eduction de CaO 
par le carbone, par thermogravinwtrie. La гёасИоп 
commence vers 700’C et $'ассё1ёге au cours de la 
топЬёе en 1етрёгаЕиге. A U50*C,  le taux de faction 
atteint 10,7 Z. Au cours d'un palier a 1450*C,  la 
faction se poursuit, pour atteindre un taux de 41,3 
Z au bout de 26 h. La vitesse de Eduction de la 
chaux par le carbone est done süffisante pour 
expliquer les variations de composition chimique que 
nous avons оЬвегуёез plus haut.

3.4 - COMPOSITION MINERALOGIOUE

Tableau 2 - Evolution de la composition mi neralogique des sxnthises

REF. Methode ! CaO.Lib! C3S C2S C3A C4AF MgO

CRU Al Cgmp.Pot. 0,0 86,2 •9,6 2,4 0,0 1,8

Al OX.15004 Ccxnp.Pot 0,0 86,5 9,0 2,2 0,0 I,?
D.R.X....
Dissol... 2,0 1,4 <C3A « MgO )

Al Atm.N2 Ccmp.Pot. 74,6 21,1 2,4 b?
15004 D.R.X. 89,3 15,4

Creuset cirbont Dis.Selec D,B 0,? a 2,В (СЭА < MgO)
Microscop 91,7 8,3

Al * carbone Comp,Pot. 47,5 48,3 1,8 I,i
15004 D.R.X. 59,2 35,4

Creuset carbone Dis.Selec 0,3 2,1 (C3A ♦ MgO>
Microscop 46,6 53,4

Cru A5 Comp.Pot. 79,9 14,1 0,0 4,3 1,8

Cuisson A5 Comp.Pot. 70,2 22,6 0,0 ll’

15004 D.R.X. 82,5 13,9 1,7
Creuset Platine Dis.Selec 0,3 3,0 C4AF«MgO

Microscop 85,9 12,1 2,0



La mineralogie des produits de syynthese est affectee 
par la Variation de la composition chimique. 
L augmentation de la teneur en belite est tres 
significative dans les echantillons cuits avec 
carbone. Les resultats du Tableau 2 sont coherents, 
compte tenu de 1'incertitude des dosages et de la 
proportion d'impuretes en solution solide dans les 
phases, produisant 1 ecart habituel entre composition 
potentielle et composition reelle. La teneur en alite 
passe de 97,4 X (AI cuisson oxydante) ä environ 50 X 
(AI avec carbone), en milieu tres reducteur, ce qui 
montre 1 intensite des processus de reduction, 
lorsque la quantite de carbone (provenant ici de 
1 ajout au cru et du creuset) est importante.

3.5 - COMPOSITION DES CRISTAUX
DOSAGE A LA MICROSONDE DE CASTAING

Les dosages ont porte au total sur 12 echantillons, 
soit environ 300 cristaux. Le Tableau 3 montre que la 
composition des cristaux d'alite est relativement 
independante de l’atmosphere de cuisson. On 
remarquera cependant, pour l'alite cuite avec 
carbone, 1'augmentation de la teneur en Al 0 , qui 
s accompagne de la diminution de la teneur en MgO. 
Dans ce cas, les teneurs en impuretes montrent une 
distribution statistique bimodale, ce qui peut etre 
relie a la presence de deux formes cristallines, M

MIb'. identifiees par D.R.X. Il est possible que 
cette diminution de MgO soit due ä une reaction avec 
le carbone et permette l'entree en solution solide 
d une plus grande quantite d'alumine.

, Tabl.au 3 - COMPOSITION CHIMIQUE М0ГЕЖЕ DES CRISTAUX -

" Cristaux d'alite -

Si02 ! Fe2D3 ! Al 203 ' MgO ! Total
Ref. Ech. ! CaO !

Al OX.....................
Al Azote.................
Al ♦ carbone..,,.

71,71
71,42
72,77

26,03
26,26
25,60

0,02
0,02
0,00

0,48
0,48
0,84

1,76
1,79
0,80

100,00
99,97

100,01
AS (oxalate Fe).. 70,72 26,65 0,94 0,59 1,10 100,00
■ Cristaux de btiite

At OX.......................
Al Azote..,
Al ♦ Carbone.........

65,25
64,77
65,21

33,02
33,60
33,52

0,02
0,00
0,00

1,01
0,89
0,91

0,69
0,72 
0,36

99,99
99,98

100,00
AS (Oxalate Fe),. 63,66 33,37 1,52 1,05 0,40 100,00
" Cristaux de ferrite

A5 (oxalate Fe).. 51,91 7,11 22,12 14,87 3,99 100,00

S ,es cristaux de bellte, les differences de 
criPtSltlOr1' SOr,t beaucouP Plus marquees que dans les 
trem aUX d alite. L incidence de la temperature de 
ein ₽z- SUr 1’ teneur en magnesium des cristaux est 
significative et plus grande que celle de 
distr°bP?ere °U de 13 teneur en reducteur. La

1 ution des concentrations est monomodale dans 
cas des trempes ä 1500'C, ou la bellte est 

tincipalement sous la forme alpha. La distribution 
1350'c^1 °U bev^enb bimodale pour la trempe ä 
alnh, ’ Ce 4U  correspond ä l’apparition de la forme 
micros prinle' qui , est alors caracterisee en 
d copie par la presence de stries larges en "lame 
ae couteau (Photo 4).

*

PHOTO 4
ALITE TYPE A 5 (OXALATE FERREUX). TREMPE 1350‘C 

TRANSITIONS DE LA BELITE.
Inclusions de la forme alpha prime dans un cristaj de 
alpha CjS. '

La distribution est trimodale des les temperatures 
inferieures a 11504. Ceci s'accompagne du maclage 
polysynthetique, montre precedemment par les photos 1 
et 2. Bien que le pouvoir de resolution spatial de la 
sonde ne permette pas de faire une analyse quantita' 
tive distincte des lamelies et des exsolutions qui 
les separent, on peut .observer dans celles-ci 
1 abondance de 1'aluminium.
Le ferrite montre une teneur en MgO decroissant 
fortement d.vec la temperature de trempe, dont 
1'abaissement produit la cristallisation de 
periclase. Sous reserve des interferences de 
voisinage, nous avons trouve dans les produits cults 
en milieu reducteur, des cristaux de composition 
proche de CgA^F.

3.6 - TENEUR EN FeZ  DES CRISTAUX*
Ce Probleme est difficile ä resoudre, en 1'absence de 
methode directe de microanalyse specifique de 1'ion 
ferreux. Les methodes chimiques donnent une 
indication globale et il suffit d'une ties faible 
quantite de ferrite dans un produit de synth6se pour 
fausser 1 estimation de la teneur en fer dans la 
phase etudiee. Nous avons utilise ici, d'une part, 
une approche chimique, en mesurant la teneur moyenne 
en fer ferreux des syntheses et. d'autre part, une 
approche structurale, en essayant d'evaluer les 
deplacements du fer des sites tetraedriques vers les 
sites octaedriques.

Approche chimique
Les dosages ont ete effectues par titrage 
potentiometnque a courant nul, en suivant 
1'oxydation du fer ferreux par un sei cerique. Pour 
eyiter 1 oxydation lors de la preparation de 
1 echantillon (broyage, mise en solution), les 
pastilles apres trempe ont ete dissoutes directement 
dans une solution concentree d'acide citrique chaude 
sous atmosphere d'azote. ' 



Une partie du fer ferreux introduit dans le cru s'est 
oxydee durant les operations de broyage associees au 
cycle de cuisson. Une partie du fer ferrique ainsi 
produit a forme la phase interstitielle, l'autre est 
entree en solution solide dans les silicates. Nous 
avons calcule la quantite de fer correspondante ä 
partir des dosages ä la microsonde de la phase 
interstitielle et de l'insoluble salicylique (Fig.

Le bilan du fer montre que la majeure partie du 
fer ferreux se trouve dans les silicates, oil sa 
teneur atteint rapidement un palier vers 0,4 1. (FeO), 
pour une teneur en fer ferrique variant de 0 ä 0,6 Z 
(Fe203) [Fig. 21.
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0 1
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FIG. f - ECH. A5
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Fig. 2 - ECH. AS REPARTITION DU FER

Les teneurs en fer mesurees ä la microsonde pour nos 
syntheses sont superieures au valeurs habituelles 
mesurees sur les clinkers industriels, la difference 
etant de l'ordre de grandeur du Z FeO dose ci-dessus. 
Les resultats sont en bon accord avec ceux de SYLLA 
/14/ pour des clinkers cuits en atmosphere de CO. II 
faut done en conclure que, meme en atmosphere 
fortement reductrice, la limite de solubilite de FeO 
dans l'alite, qui serait de l'ordre de 1 a 2,6 2 
/1//6//1Obis/, n'est pas atteinte dans la majorite 
des cas de figure.

Approche cristallographique
Le mode de substitution de Fe et Al dans le reseau de 
l'alite peut etre etudie ä partir des resultats des 
dosages ä la microsonde, en reportant les points 
figuratifs des echantillons dans un diagramme
constitue des courbes theoriques correspondant ä
differents mod es de substitution. Pour etablir ce
diagramme, on utilise les variables suivantes (en
mMol/IOOg)
A = C /S . a = (Al„0 , ♦ Fe,0,)/S , b = Fe.O./Seq eq 2 3 2 3 eq £ J eq

oü C =eq CaO ♦ HgO + К 20 t Na2O ♦ BaO

et S = ea Si°2 ♦ so3 ♦ п°2 » p2o5

A titre d'exemple, l'hypothese correspondant a un 
mode de substitution de (Fe»Al), reparti pour moitie 
en sites tetraedriques et pour moitie en sites 
octaedriques, conduit ä la courbe theorique 
d'equation : A = (3-a/2 )/(1 -a/2 ) [C'est en general 
autour de cette courbe que se distribuent les points 
representatifs des alites des clinkers],
Le report des points figuratifs des alites de 
Synthese dans le diagramme montre 1'accentuation de 
l'occupation des sites octaedriques avec le degre de 
reduction, pour les echantillons contenant du fer. Le 
fer contenu dans l'alite A5 serait ä 100 Z en sites 
octaedriques.
4 - ETÜDE DE QUELQUES CLINKERS INDUSTRIELS
Nous avons observe ä la microsonde de Castaing, 4 
clinkers susceptibles de presenter des phenomenes de 
reduction. Le premier etait fabrique avec un ajout de 
matiere combustible dans le cru. Le second etait 
fabrique avec injection de 20 Z de dechets 
combustibles ä la tuyere, le combustible habituel 
etant le gaz. Le troisieme et le quatrieme 
proviennent de la meme usine, comportant deux fours 
voie seche alimentes par le meme cru. Ces deux fours 
se distinguaient par le reglage du broyeur ä charbon, 
(charbon grösster, Ref, GF3) et par l'existence d'un 
Systeme de precalcination (Ref. GF4).
Les zones presentant en microscopie optique 
l'apparence de cristaux d'alite decomposes ont un 
rapport CIS egal a 2, ce qui exclut la presence de 
chaux libre secondaire. Nous n'avons pas trouve de 
correlation systematique entre la presence de ce type 
de cristaux et l'existence de processus de reduction, 
qui se traduiraient par un passage du fer en sites 
octaedriques (point figuratif dans le diagramme A = 
f(b). Par contre, il semblerait que ces 
decompositions soient liees ä 1'homogeneite de la 
matiere au moment de la clinkörisation. Ceci est le 
cas avec l'injection a la tuyere de combustibles 
solides riches en cendres minerales, et comportant 
des grains grossiers. En effet, nous avons observe 
dans ces zones, l'existence de gradients de teneurs 
en elements mineurs, sur des distances de l'ordre 
d'une centaine de micrometres. Il s'agirait done de 
configurations apparentees aux classiques "rosaces 
belitiques", mais avec un degre d’assimilation plus 
eleve des cendres. Un meilleur broyage du combustible 
et 1'Utilisation de la precalcination suppriment ces 
phenomenes. La distribution statistique des impuretes 
devient alors beaucoup plus etroite.

5 - CONPORTENENT HYDRAULIQUE DE SPROOUITS CUITS

EN NILIEU RSXjCTEUR
Les tests d'hydraulicite comprenaient des mesures 
cinetiques en reacteur agite, sur des suspensions 
concentrees de rapport eau/solide voisin de 4, des 
essais mecaniques et des observations au M.E.B. sur 
des micromortiers compactes. Les resultats de ces 
mesures sont plus significatives de 1' interaction 
alite-belite que des proprietes intrinseques des 
alites etudiees. La duree de la periods dormante 
augmente avec la teneur en belite. La quantite de 
portlandite liberee au cours de 1'hydratation diminue 
quand la teneur en belite augmente, mais moins que 
par un simple effet de dilution de l'alite.
Les hauteurs des pics de flux thermique, pendant la 
periode de prise etant tres voisines, ceci nous amene 
ä penser que la reactivite de l’alite varie peu, en 
comparaison de la reactivite des belites, ce qui 
concorde avec l'evolution de leur microstructure et 
de leur composition.



Les echantillons cults en milieu reducteur montrent 
des resistances initiales plus faibles et des temps 
de prise plus longs que les temoins cuits en milieu 
neutre ou oxydant. Vers 2 jours, les performances 
deviennent equivalentes, puls les echantillons cuits 
en milieu reducteur deviennent plus resistants que 
les temoins. L'observation au M.E.B. montre alors une 
päte constituee de CSH plus compact et moins riche en 
portlandite, pour les echantillons reduits. Nous 
avons egalement etudie le comportement cinetique d'un 
clinker industriel, recuit au laboratoire avec des 
teneurs croissantes en carbone (0,1 ; 1 ; 10 Z). Ceci 
produit des anomalies que nous attribuons ä la 
presence d'une plus grande quantite de C^A, de haute 
reactivite, provenant de la reductionJdu ferrite, 
dans les echantillons reduits.
On peut prevoir, pour des clinkers ainsi traites, des 
defauts de Theologie, lies a une reaction trop rapide 
des aluminates, si le gypsage n'est pas augmente 
suffisamment. Dans le cas des pates et mortiers, 
1'augmentation de la duree de la periode dormante due 
ä 1 augmentation de la teneur en belite serait alors 
compensee de fapon anarchique par la formation plus 
ou moins abondante d'ettringite. Il en resulte des 
variations importantes des temps de prise, ainsi 
qu une grande sensibilite ä 1'eventement et une 
diminution des performances initiales, sans prejudice 
pour les peformances ä long terme.

6 - CONCLUSIONS

Notre etude avait pour objectif de preciser les 
mecanismes par lesquels certains processus de 
reduction aboutissent a des perturbations de la 
mineralogie des clinkers, et d'en evaluer les 
consequences vis-ä-vis des caracteristiques 
dynamiques et des performances des ciments. Nos 
conclusions porteront, d'une part, sur la nature de 
ces mecanismes, et d'autre part, sur 1'aspect 
industriel du Probleme.
Nos syntheses au laboratoire ont permis de mettre en 
evidence une reaction qui avait jusqu'ici echappe aux 
investigations : la reduction de CaO par le carbone 
permet d’expliquer 1'apparition de belite, bien que 
1 alite soit stable en milieu reducteur, ce que nous 
ayons confrime. En utilisant differentes methodes 
d observation complementaires, cette etude nous amene 
a conclure que le milieu reducteur affecte assez peu 
la structure, la composition chimique et la reactivi
te des cristaux d'alite. Au contraire, les cristaux 
de belite voient leurs transformations allotropiques 
s accelerer avec des modifications importantes de 
leur composition et de leur reactivite.
L etude parallele d'echantillons industriels a montre 
due dans les fours rotatifs, certaines causes de 
decomposition de l'alite, associees ä des defauts 
localises d'assimilation des cendres de charbons 
siliceux, se superposent au processus de reduction. 
Dans ce cas, il est evidemment difficile de distin- 
guer la part respective des deux mecanismes, les 
memes grains grossiers de combustible, porteurs a la 
fois de carbone et de cendres minerales, etant ä 
1 origins de chacun d'eaux, avec des consequences 
tres semblables. Les dosages ä la microsonde ont 
montre egalement que, meme lorsqu'ils sont fabriques 
dans des conditions difficiles, certains clinkers 
peuvent atteindre un degre d’homogeneite remarquable 
sur le plan de la distribution des impuretes en solu- 
lon solide dans les phases, ce qui constitue sans 

doute la principale cause de leurs meilleures perfor
mances. Les problemes techniques associes a 1'utili- 
sation de combustibles particuliers peuvent done etre 
maitrises, conciliant ainsi les necessites d'economie 
d'energie et de maintien de la qualite des produits.
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Influence of Mlnerallsers on the Constitution and Properties of Industrial Clinkers
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ABSTRACT

As a part of the comprehensive programme for productivity optimisation, energy conservation and trouble 
shooting, The Associated Cement Companies Ltd. (ACC) an organization with 17 factories, 48 kilns and about 
9 million tonnes of installed capacity have been taking advantage of plant scale use of mineralisers under 
diverse process conditions. This approach has led to extensive use of fluorite, fluorosilicate and sulphate 
compounds as the mineralisers in wet and semi-dry kiln systems of 300-600 tpd range.

In order to reveal the thermo-chemical effect of different mineraliser on industrial raw mixes a new technique 
based on firing shrinkage of kiln feed pellets have been developed. The application of this technique for predi
cting the change in the course of lime combinability reaction with and without use of mineralisers has been 
reported in the present article.

The changes obtained in the quality of clinker with the use of Fluorspar as mineraliser under actual plant 
conditions have been studied. Attempts have been made to find out the retention and distribution pattern 
of mineralising ions in various phases of the industrial clinkers. An endeavour has been made to correlate the 
change in clinker quality with distribution pattern of mineralising ions in clinker phases as well as with the 
course of lime combinability reactions established through the technique of firing shrinkage of raw mix pellets.

SUMÄRIO

Como uma parte de urn programa abrangentc de optlmizagäo da produtividade, de conservaqäo da e
nergia e de resolugäo dos problemas, a Associated Cement Companies Ltd. (ACC), uma organizaqäo can 17 
fäbricas, 48 fomos e can uma capacidade instalada de cerca e 9 milhöes de toneladas, tern tirado van- 
tagens do uso de mineralizadores em escala industrial sob diversas condigöes de operaqäo. Este enfo 
que levou^ao uso extensivo de fluoreto, fluorisilicato e conpostos de sulfato сото mineralizadores ein 
sistemas umidos e semi-ünidos em fomos na faixa de 300-600 tpd.

Com a finalidade de analisar os efeitos termo-quimicos dos diferentes mineralizadores nas mis- 
turas cruas industrials, uma nova tccnica baseada na retragäo dos "pellets" no fomo foi desenvolvi- 
da. A aplicaqäo desta tecnica para a orediqao de mudangas durante as reagöes da cal con ou sem о uso 
de mineralizadores e relatada no presente artigo.

_As mudanqas obtidas na qualidade do cllnquer can о uso de espatofluor cono mineralizador sob 
condigoes reais de fäbrica foram analisadas. Tentativas foram feitäs para descobrir padroes de reten 
gäo e distribuigäo dos ions mineralizantes nas varies fases do cllnquer industrial. Um esforgo foi 
feito para correlacionar a mudanga na qualidade do clmquer con os padroes de di str-ihnigao dos ions 
mineralizantes nas fases do clmquer; assim соло durante as reagoes da cal, estabelecida atrar/ps da 
tecnica de retragäo dos "pellets" da mistura crua.



L INTRODUCTION

The use of mineraliser in clinker burning 
is well established due to its multifarious benefits. 
The Associated Cement Cos. Ltd. (ACC), India, 
have been taking advantage of plant scale use 
of mineraliser for quite sometime. The energy 
saving in industrial application and the technique 
for selection of mineralisers has been ■ highlighted 
in earlier communications (1,2). The present paper 
discusses the improvement in quality of clinker 
with use of mineralisers in four plants and its 
correlation with distribution of mineralising consti
tuents in clinker phases.

II. MINERALISER SELECTION

The technique of firing shrinkage/expansion 
of raw mixes was used for the selection of minera
liser. This technique provides considerable advantage 
over conventional methods already highlighted (2).

In brief, the method provides information 
on the rate of lime combinability, formation of 
phase assemblage and appearance of liquid. Based 
on the above approach the mineralisers were 
selected for the four plants (J,L,M & S) chosen 
for reporting in this paper, of which in three 
situations the mineraliser was used for improvement 
in clinker quality and/or reduction in the high 
grade limestone consumption. In Plant J, a Lepol 
kiln (600 tpd) with grate coolers, Plant M wet 
process (300 tpd) with planetary coolers and Plant L 
wet process (600 tpd) with planetary coolers, 
the mineraliser selected was Fluorspar. Whereas 
in the case of Plant 5 a wet process kiln (300 tpd) 
with planetary coolers, the mineralising constituents 
( , SO-jjP^Oj) are available from an industrial 

waste which normally constitutes 30^10% of the 
raw mix.

The shrinkage/expansion patterns with and 
without mineraliser for the three plant raw mixes 
(Fig. 1) was used to decipher the changes in the 
course of reactions due to addition of mineralises. 
Ihe expansion phenomenon is normally due to 
the appearance of high lime silicates (C-S) and 
a uminates (C-^A). The addition of mineralises 
in plant J & L (Fig. 1 a&b) enhanced the expansion 
c arac teris tics from that without mineralises 
indicating reactions favourable for the formation 
0 L^S & C^A. The shrinkage indicating the appear- 
lasno ^^uid starts at a temperature around 
i2i>0oC has not changed due to tFie addition of 
mineraliser but the quantity of liquid exemplified 

У the value of shrinkage (Fig.1) has increased 
considerably due to the addition of mineraliser. 

e rate of shrinkage with temperature as shown 
У the slope of the shrinkage curve (Fig.1) for 

Pant L indicates improvement in C,S formation 
w ereas in the case of plant J the liquid was 
enormous in quantity and because of grate coolers 

e most of the liquid solidified as glass without 
promoting C^g formation. The above is confirmed 
rom microscopic studies by the determination 

Q actual phase composition and phase microstruc-
from microscopic studies by the

ture described later.

In the case of plant M, a shrinkage was 
found before the maximum expansion which attri
butes to the formation of intermediate phases 
and poor development of C 5. The addition of 
mineraliser to some extent improved the situation 
by arresting the formation of intermediate phases 
and promoting C 5 formation and consequently 
improving C^S development. This fact also receives 
confirmation through microscopic studies.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

The distribution of mineralising constituents 
in clinker phase was studied after separating the 
clinker phases by selective solvent dissolution 
technique (3) with slight modifications to suit 
clinker under evaluation. The F, in separated 
phases were estimated by Specific Ion Analyser 
and SO3 & P2O5 by conventional classical methods.

The quantification of actual phases and 
their morphology in clinker was carried out by 
Optical Microscope corroborated by Scanning 
Election Microscope studies. The data of chemical 
composition, potential and actual phase composition, 
compressive strength of the four plant clinkers 
with and without mineraliser are given in Table 1. 
The distribution of mineralising ions in the different 
phases of the mineralised clinker is given in Table 2. 
The values in Table 2 are the percentane of the 
total mineralising constituent present in the clinker.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The compressive strength of cement mortar 
cubes prepared from the clinkers with and without 
mineraliser (Table 1) indicate that even though 
the chemical composition of the clinkers in both 
situations remaining same, the quality of cement 
m the case of plant L & M are significantly better 
with mineraliser, whereas no such improvement 
is evident from the diners of plant J. Between 
plant - L & M clinkers with mineraliser the improve
ment in compressive strength was higher for plant - 
L (600 Kg/Cun at 3 days) than plant -M 
(330 Kg/Crn ).

An attempt has been made in the following 
paragraphs to explain the improvement in quality 
with mineraliser in case of plant - L & M and 
no improvement in the case of plant - J with 
the help of data on phase composition, microstru
cture and distribution of mineralising constituents 
in clinker phases.

The addition of mineraliser increases the 
actual C^S content (determined by microscope) 
by about 10% in plant - L and 15% in plant - 
M from that of without mineralised clinker. 
The level of strength increase with mineraliser 
addition in plant - L is much higher than 
that of plant - M, though the C,5 content 
is within a close range and F concentration 
in C^S is of the same order. The C-,5 crystals 
are well developed in case of plant - L(Fig.2). 
In plant - M clinker, the C-S development 
was poor in both the cases with (Fig. 3a) and
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Fig. 1 : EXPANSION / SHRINKAGE (%) WITH TEMPERATURE (°C) 
a - PLANT J, b - PLANT, c - PLANT M.

without (Fig. 3b) mineraliser compared 
to plant - L. This feature was also 
brought out by the expansion/shrinkage 
studies as explained earlier. However, 
some improvement of C^S was noticed 
(Fig.3a). Further correlation of potential 
phase composition and actual phase 
composition of plant - M clinkers 
indicate that without mineraliser the 
potential CjS which was 51%, the 
actual C,S obtained in the clinker is 
only 32%. Where as the potential 
C^S with mineraliser is 46% and the 
actual obtained is also 46%. Hence the 
addition of mineraliser did favoured 
the formation of C,S but the full 
potential (51%) is not achieved. However, 
in case of plant - L the C^S content 
in the mineralised clinker is higher 
by 10% from the potential.

In the case of plant - J where no impro
vement in cement strength was noticed. 
The addition of mineraliser did not 
lead to, increase in C^S content from 
that without mineraliser (Table 1), 
even though the concentration of 
F in C-jS was almost comparable with 
the other two plants. The F mineralising 
ion accentuated the formation of liquid 
as evidenced by the expansion/shrinkage 
studies (Fig. la). The actual C^AF 
was found to be 2% when the potential 

CqAF was 11% indicating that a substan
tial amount of the liquid might have 
formed a glassy phase. The mineralising 
ions have concentrated preferentially 
within CjS and CjA+C.AF. The well 
developed aluminates were also observed 
(Fig. 4)

The comparison of the distribution of 
F in all the clinkers of the plants 
(J, L & M) indicates their concentration 
in C^S at almost the same level.

The improvement incement quality for 
the plant - L & M can be explained 
as due to the quantity and better cry
stallisation of C,S because of addition 
of mineraliser. The higher level of 
strength in plant - L mineralised clinker 
in comparison to plant - fvi mineralised 
clinker is due to better development of 
the phases. In case of plant - J clinker 
with mineraliser no improvement in com
pressive strength, may be attributed to 
the poor formation of phases, no improve
ment in C-jS content and substantial amount 
of liquid phase leading to the formation 
of glass. This also shows that the 
incorporation of 'F' in C,S or other 
clinker phases, by itself, cannot 
ensure better hydraulic potential



Table 2 - DISTRIBUTION OF MINERALISING CONSTITUENTS

Plant Mineralising
Cons ti tuen ts(M.C.)

% M.C.
Total

% M.C. of total in

CjS c2s CjA+C^AF

J F 0.30 50.0 4.0 46.0

L F 0.33 61.0 18.0 21.0

M F 0.30 51.0 26.0 23.0

S F 0.60 40.0 47.0 13.0

so3 2.10 9.0 59.0 32.0

P2°5 1.30 44.0 16.0 40.0

of a clinker.

In case of plant S where the C^S 
content is the highest (55%) among 
the four plants under study, the 
strength development is almost compa
rable to plant - M (CjS-46%) and 
much less compared to plant - L 
(CjS-49%). The actual F concentration 
is also maximum (Table 2-) in C^S. 
The low order of strength development 
particularly in early ages is possibly 
due to the concentration of P2O5 

FIG-2 Well developed C^S in plant-L

( SEM- photograph X4000)

in CjS and C^A+C^AF. The sulphate 
has mostly deposited as Calcium Sulphate 
on the clinker phase (Fig. 5)

From the limited data on mineralising 
ion distribution (Table 2) in clinker 
phases, it can be observed that a minimum 
of 50% of the total mineralising ion 
gets absorbed in C^S phase, for systems 
where only one type of mineraliser 
is present.
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FIG-4 Aluminates in plant-J with 
mineraliser (SEM- photograph x12000) 

FIG-5 Sulphate deposits on clinker phases 

(SEM-photograph хбООО)

V. CONCLUSIONS

The increase in compressive strength of 
cement mortar cubes from mineralised clinkers 
of plant L & M were higher than that without 
mineraliser and between L & M the development 
is better in plant - L. There was no improvement 
in cement compressive strength for plant - J. The 
improvement in the quality is related to the addition 
of mineraliser which favoured the formation of 
C'^S in clinkers of plant - L & M and the phase 
development, microstructure in plant - L appears 
to be better than plant - M. But in plant - J the 
liquid formation was increased due to mineraliser 
addition without resulting in improvement of 
CjS formation. The distribution of the mineralising 
ions in the clinkers of plant - L, M & J were 
of the same order in C,S phase. In view of this, 
the formation and development of CLS phase due to 
mineraliser addition can be primarily attributed 
to the higher strength development in the resultant 
cement than the incorporation of mineralising 
ions in the structure of phases.

In the case of plant S where the mineralising 
ions are three, inspite of higher C-,5 formation 
compared to plant M & J the strength level was 
not commensurately higher. This is due to the 
complex reactions involved for the three minera
isers (F,SO^ & P2O5) and also the incorporation 

of PjOc in the structure of C.S thereby retarding 
its hydraulicity. 5
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Radio tracer technique : a diagnostic method for evaluatioi 
meal and clinker movement, in a cement rotary kiln.

TECHNIQUES DES TRAVAUX RADIO ACTIFS : METHODE 
DES CRUS ET DES CLINKERS DANS LE FOUR ROTATIF

of raw

DE DIAGNOSTIC POUR LE SUIVI

SUMMARY : Radiotracer technique has been used for monitoring the movement of material in a wet process cement rotary 
kiln for the first time in India. These studies were required for obtaining the time - temperature schedule to which the 
raw meal is subjected, under normal condition of operation of a commercial cement kiln.

An isotope of La140 with V - activity was added-in solution form, from the feed end of a wet process kiln. Movement, 
of the radiotracer was monitored at various predetermined locations along the length of the kilo with the help of detectors 
placeo -outside tfie kilo shell.

The studies have shown that the assumptions made in the existing equations defining the material movement phenomenon 
in rotary kilns are valid only over a very limited length within which the material is in the form of a dry flowing powder 
without any appreciable physico-chemical change. This zone in a wet proces kiln is limited to the conventional preheating 
zone. The present study revealed that the material movement in transition and burning zone was much faster than the 
fine powdery material which is explained by the fact that node I izat ion takes place in tfus zone.

It is concluded that such studies are essential for each type of kiln to arrive at realistic figure regarding material movemenl. 
Subs-'quently this data can be used for improving the burnability of raw mixes and out put of existing kilns.

SUMÄRIO: A tecnica de radiotrago foi utilizada para medir о movimento do material em urn pro- 
cesso de via urnida em urn forno rotatorio de cimento pela primeira vez na India. Estes estu- 
dos foram requeridos para a obtengäo da programaqäo tempo-temperatura ä qua! a mistura crua 
estä sujeita sob condicöes de operagäo normal de um forno comercial de cimento.

14 0 -Um isotopo do LA com atividade L foi usado »m forma de solupao desde a entrada 
de alimentagäo de urn forno de via umida. 0 movimento do radiotrago foi medida em värias loca 
lizagoes pre—determinadas ao longo do comprimento do forno com о auxilio de detetores localiza 
dos fora do casco do forno.

Os estudos mostraram que as hipdteses, feitas nas equagöes existentes para a defini. 
qäo do fenömeno de movimentaqäo do material em forno rotatorio, säo välidas apenas em urn com
primento muito limitado dentro do qual о material estä na forma de um рб seco em corrente, 
sem qualquer apreciävel mudanga fisico-qulmica. Esta zona em urn forno de via urnida e limita- 
da para a zona convencional de pre-aquecimento. О presente estudo revelou que о movimento do 
material na zona de transigäo e queimas foi muito mais räpido que material fino em po, que e 
explicado pelo fato de que uma modulagäo ocorre nesta zona.

Foi incluido que tais estudos säo essenciais para cada tipo de forno para chegar a 
figuras realisticas com relagäo ao movimento do material. Subsequentemente, estes dados po- 
dem ser utilizados para melhorar a queima de misturas cruas e os resultados dos fornos exis
tentes .



INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the reactivity of intermediate 
phases formed in a cement rotary kiln is affected by 
soaking at a temperature lower than that required for 
the relevant reaction in which the intermediate phases 
are to take part. Secondly the heating schedule of the 
material in terms of variation of temperature with time, 
varies very considerably with the type of process adopted 
- wet, semidry, dry process with suspension preheating 
only, dry process with precalcinator, etc. Even for the 
same process, there can be minor variations in this 
heating schedule depending on the minor differences 
in the design and operation of the pyroprocessing systems.

Therefore in order to undertake burnability studies on 
a cement raw mix specific to the system in which the 
raw mix is processed under commercial conditions, a 
knowledge of the actual heating schedule, to which 
the raw meal is subjected was required.

Working with a commercial 600 tpd wet process rotary 
kiln, 165 m in length, the heating schedule was sought 
to be evaluated by (i) knowing the lengths traversed 
by the material in the direction of the axis of the kiln 
in various intervals of time, with the t’iclp of radiotracer 
studies (ii) attempting to evaluate thematerial temperature 
in the kiln at any location with a knowledge of (a) the 
surface temperature of the kiln (b) the thermal conducti
vities of refractories used at various locations and (c) 
the dimensional details of the kiln design, and using 
conventional equations of steady state heat transfers, 
besides making certain essential approximations.

The results obtained above were converted into a length 
vs time curve and a length vs temperature curve respecti
vely. By eliminating the length as a common variable, 
a time temperature schedule experienced by the material 
was obtained (1). The present paper reports only the 
studies carried out using radiotracer techniques to 
obtain the length vs time curve valid for the specific 
conditions of normal operation of the kiln.

EXPERIMENTAL

A suitable dose of Lanthanum 140 isotope was selected 
for the study after considering (i) the dilution factor 
(ii) minimum radiation level detectable from outside 
the kiln depending on the absorption of radiation by 
the refractory lining and kiln shell (iii) the half life 
of the isotope and (iv) safety requirements.

A solution of La isotope with ß> & g/- activity was 
introduced into the slurry at the delivery trough, at 
the head of the kiln at zero time on the time scale. 
At predetermined locations along the length of the kiln 
the 7-activity was monitored from outside the kiln shell 
with the help of radiation detectors duly protected from 
the heat radiation of the kiln shell with the help of 
water cooled jackets.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The location of radioactivity detectors along the kiln 
length and the calculated times of arrival are shown 
in Table I.

TABLE - I

MATERIAL MOVEMENT INSIDE KILN AS A EUNCTION OF TIME

Location
No.

Distance from 
Feed End, Metres

Cumulative time of Arrival, Minutes from Feed End

fromAs per Radioactive 
Tracer Studies

Calculated values as per the formulae

Ref. 2 Ref. 3 Ref. 4

1 8.7 4.0 14.0 13.3 13.6
2 19.9 28.0 32.6 30.9 31.7
3 34.8 34.5 58.1 55.0 56.4
4 50.0 51.0 84.8 80.3 82.3
5 63.2 69.5 109.8 104.0 106; 6
6 75.3 90.0 133.1 126.1 129.2
7 87.6 98.5 156.8 148.5 152.2
8 106.0 121.0 192.3 182.1 186.6
9 112.5 131.0 205.8 194.0 198.8
10 125.0 142.0 229.0 215.9 221.2
11 136.4 171.0 249.1 234.8 240.7
12 145.0 169.0 264.4 249.3 255.5
13. 155.6 208.0 283.3 267.2 273.8
14 163.5 204.0 297.4 280.5 287.5
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MATERIAL MOVING AWAY FROM PROBE

Fig. 1 : Radioisotope record of material movement in kiln, 
approach to probe.)

Survey at 9 m from feed end (A,B,C,D, are points of closest

At any given location along kiln length the variation 
of У-radioactivity as a function of time passed through 
a maximum and decayed slowly as the material containing 
the radiotracer passed across the location. At the first 
point of measurement situated at 9 m from feed end, 
the dilution of the tracer in the slurry was minimum 
and the peak of radioactivity was very sharp as can 
be seen on the radio-isotope record of material movement 
inside the kiln, given in Fig. 1.

Owing to the high concentration of tracer at this location, 
many other detials can be seen in this curve. In addition 
to the principal sharp peak, several secondary maxima 
could also be seen corresponding to the motion of the 
mateiral in the direction perpendicular to the kiln axis, 
caused by the rotation of the kiln. It is observed that 
there is a set of two maxima and two minima correspon
ding to every cycle of kiln rotation (kiln speed 54 sec/ 
cycle). The appearance of secondary maxima is atributeH 
to the positions A and В taken by the radiotracer (See 
Fig. 2) and the secondary minima correspond to the 
positions X and Y taken by the tracer in one cycle of

Fig. 2 : Position of the feed inside kiln relative to 
the probe. •

kiln rotation. Further more, owing to the bulk of material 
between points A and B, the tracer at position A is 
screened by the material and therefore it may be expected 
that one of the secondary maxima in any set is slightly 
higher than the other secondary maximum of the same 
set. However no evidence of such finer details is seen 
in the radio-tracer curves. The heights of these secondary 
maxima are also influenced by the distance of the radio
tracer from the detector, in a direction parallel to the 
kiln length. Therefore the heights of secondary maxima 
decreased gradually with distance from the detector 
on either side of it.

The time of arrival of the radioactive tracer at each 
location of the kiln length is shown in Fig. 3. A closer 
examination of the trends in Fig. 3 shows that the free- 
flowing slurry entering the kiln moves quite rapidly 
up to the start of the chain zone. In the chain zone 
the movement is somewhat slowed down owing to the 
chains and also the thickening of the slurry. Towards 
the end of the chain zone and through the zone of crosses, 
the moisture content is sufficiently reduced and a nodu- 
lisation of the raw meal takes place. These nodules 
move down the kiln by rotation and traverse faster. 
Towards the end of the drying zone the nodules break 
up into powder owing to .li^fther loss of moisture and 
the movement is once ag^S*  slowed down. This rate 
of movement continues up to the end of the calcining 
zone (125 m). Beyond 125 m of kiln length, i.e. in the 
transition and burning zones, it is seen that the spread 
of observations in Fig. 3 has become so wide that the 
times of arrival of tracer Wt locations 12 and 14 (see 
Table 1) are marginally earlier than those at 11 and 
13. The spread may be attributed to the size enlargement 
of the material into a wide range of sizes from say 
5 cm to 100 Lm. While the coarser nodules tend to move 
faster by rolling, the finer grains follow as a tail by 
sliding only. Since the volume of material containing 
the activity at location 10 (i.e. 125 m) gets distributed 
statistically into all particle sizes moving at different 
speeds, the total length of the radioactivity front became 
very much elongated. It is possible that coarse nodules 
containing the activity had reached detector position 
12 before the tail of finer grains reached even position 11-
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' Fig. 3 : Material movement profile as indicated by 
' Radio-tracer.1

This being the first experiment of its kind to be conducted 
' in the country, the length of this elongated front could
’ not be anticipated before hand to station the limited

number of available detectors, over a longer range. 
The degree of uncertainity caused by this phenomenon 
is depicted by the shaded area in Fig. 3.

r A number of formulae describing the transport of material
" inside the kiln by Otto Labahn (2) Duda (3) and Peray

and Waddell (t|) are already available in the literature. 
A comparison of the results obtained by the use of 

' these various formulae and the results obtained in the
present study are presented in Table 1. It is seen from 

’ this Table that the results obtained by the use of all
s these existing formulae are almost closely in agreement
, with one another but are at variance with this experimental

study, except in a narrow zone of the kiln prior to 
calcination where the material is a free flowing dry 

3 powder not influenced by any parameters such as (a) 
moisture content (b) gas evolution within the bulk through 

з calcination resulting in a partial fluidization, however
j low the degree of fluidization may be, and (c) size

enlargement, be it due to nodule formation at the 
= appropriate moisture content towards the end of the 

drying zone, or due to sintering and clinkerizat ion in 
the transition and burning zones. This variance is easily 
understandable because the parameters described above, 
do influence the state of aggregation and the effective 

У angle of repose, whereas all these existing equations 
are based on simple models assuming that the material 

j can be approximated to a free flowing powder with 
t a constant angle of repose.
e 
s 
n

CONCLUSION

The movement of motcrial in a cement rotary kiln cannot 
be described accurately with the help of any of the 
existing formulae in the literature which are based on 
simplified models. In a wet process kiln the progressive 
change in the state of aggregation of material through 
the stages of free flowing slurry, wet sticky lumps, 
nodules, free flowing powder, partly fluidized powder 
and sintered material changes the flow properties through 
these various stages inspite of the ' angle of inclination 
and the speed of rotation of the kiln remaining constant. 
Secondly incorporations in any particular kiln such as 
chains, crosses, lifters, and tapering sections, depending 
on the design, also influence the material movement. 
Therefore it is necessary to evaluate tlic material 
movement experimentally whenever the design features 
are different.
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THERMAL DECOMPOSITION AND PHASE TRANSFORMATION STUDIES OF 
CaC03-Si02 (2:1) SYSTEM IN PRESENCE OF SODIUM AND POTASSIUM CARBONATE.

ETUDES DES DECOMPOSITIONS THERMIQUES ET DES TRANSFORMATIONS DE PHASE DU 
SYSTEM CaCO3-SiO2 EN PRESENCE DE CARBONATES DE SODIUM ET DE POTASSIUM.

SUMMARY: Mixtures of CaC03 - Si02 (2:1) molar ratio were subjected separately to thermal ana
lysis with varying concentrations of Na2C03 and K2C03 as dopants (calculated as % Na20/K20). 
The activation energy (E^), Enthalpy (ДН) of CaC03 decomposition shows a decreasing trend with 
0.1-1.0% dopant but increases with 5% dopant. 0.1-0.5% alkali dopants lead to the formation 
of a mixture of B-and y-C2S phases, while 1% dopants assist in the formation of more desired 
B-C2S phase alongwith some C3S phase. 5% dopants give a mixture of В-and a'-C2S phases along- 
with some CjS" and alkali silicate phases at a much lower temperature.

SUMÄRIO: Misturas de CaCo3 - SiC>2 de 2:1 de relagäo molar foram submetidas separadamente ä a- 
nälise termica com concentragöes variäveis de Na2CC>3 e K2CC>3 сото dopantes (calculado сото % 

Na2O/K2O). A energia de ativagäo (E^), entalpia (ДН) da decomposigäo do CaCC>3 mostra uma ten- 
dencia decrescente com 0,1 - 1,0% de dopante, mas aumenta com 5% de dopante. 0,1 - 0,5% do do 
pante conduz ä formacäo de uma mistura de fases Bey C2S, enquanto que 1% de dopante apoia na 
forma^äo mais desejada da fase В C2S juntamente com algum CgS. 5% de dopante da uma mistura 
das fases Bea' C2S_e fase de silicato alcalino em muito menor temperatura.



INTRODUCTION

An important step in the formation of va
rious calcium silicate phases from the mixtu 
res of calcium carbonate and silica is the 
decomposition of the former. The process is 
highly energy intensive and efforts are 
being made to bring about the reaction at a 
lower temperature and with relative ease.Stu 
dies on the kinetics of the decomposition of 
pure CaCO, and effects of various dopants on 
it have been reported (1-4). A good deal 
of work has also been done on the thermal 
dissociation of naturally occuring limestone 
containing impurities (5-7). From the lite
rature survey, it was found that a systema
tic study of sodium and potassium carbonate 
dopants on the thermal transformations lea
ding to the formation of dicalcium silicate 
phases from 2:1 molar CaCO, and SiO_, mixture 
has virtually received no attention.

Since alkali metal salts are found in natu
rally occuring clays and limestones used for 
cement manufacture and are fixed as solid so 
lutions in clinker, this study was called 
for to see the effects of smaller amount of 
it on the thermal behaviour of 2:1 molar 
CaCOg and SiC>2 mixture.

experimental

Reagent grade CaCO^ and quartz powder (puri
ty > 99.5% in 2:1 molar ratio were mixed 
with the varying amounts of Na,CO,/КэС0,(cal 
culated as 0.1-5.0% oxides) . The resulting 
mixtures after through mixing, grinding and 
passing through 100 micron sieve, were sha
ped. in the form of nodules of 10 mm dia with 
small amounts of distilled water. The com
plete homogenisation of the sample was tes
ted by quantitative estimation of CaCO, af
ter drying at 100 + 5°C (2h). These dried 
wq1"^63 were stored for the experimental

on Mettler 
simultaneous- 
curve. The ra 

, _ : was maintained
in the platinum crucible of the 

temperature to 
reference mate- 

the en- 
were de- 

.e DTG and DTA curves respec- 
The intermediate peaks as ob

) as

Thermal measurements were made 
thermal analyser (TA-1), which 
ly records the DTA, DTG and TG 

® heating of the sample 
at 8 c min"1 in the platinui 
^r«nal analyser from room

C with -Al 0 as the rererc. 
ral. The activation energy (Ea), 
halphy of CaC0_ decomposition (AH) 

termined from £h. 
tively (8,9) . T' _ _ 
served by DTA curve were examined by XRD 
follows;

e starting materials (I) were heated in a 
Platinum bucket in a quench furnace (8°C min 

) to the temperature where the peak ends, 
e ained for 1/2 h and immediately quenched 
о liquid nitrogen temperature (LNT). The

KCtS so obtained and the final products, 
observed by the final DTA peaks, were exa 

li7n ЬУ Philips X-ray diffractometer PW 
using Cu target and Nickal filter.

Free lime in the final products (obtained af 
ter heating to final DTA peak temperature "r 
for 1 h) was estimated by enthylene glycol 
method (10).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An endothermic DTA peak at 160°C was obser
ved with 1.0 & 5.0% K2C0, due to its phase 
transformation. The a-g quartz transforma
tion at 575°C was not disturbed by the pre
sence or concentration of the dopant stu
died .

The threshold (T ), decomposition temperatu
re (Td) and termination temperature (Tf) of 
CaCO^ in a doped CaCO,-Si0,(2:1) mixture ha
ve been given in Table 1 and 2. The shape 
index of the DTA peaks alongwith other kine
tic parameters have also been given in Ta
bles. Following things are observed from Ta 
ble 1 and 2. ~

Ti value are no doubt reduced by dopants mo
re so by Na2C0, dopant, but the change of 
concentration has no effect on Ti value. The 
Tf is practically unaffected by either of 
the dopants. The Td is not affected by 
K2C02 dopant but Na-^CO^ dopant brings it 
down. Activation energy (Ea) is decreased 
by both the dopants in the concentration ran 
ge 0.1-1.0%. However,, for 5% concentrati
on, Ea shot up remarkably to 218 KJ mol “1 
for K2C02 dopant and to 209 KJ Mol-1 for 
Na2C02 dopant. This trend was also observed 
in the enthalpy of CaCO- decomposition (ДН), 
through the magnitude was less. The shape 
index (S) values (Fig. 3) no doubt increased 
with the concentration of the dopant but the 
increase was sharper for K2c03 dopant. The 
various exotherms observed in the DTA plots 
after the decomposition of CaCO, with va
rious concentrations of the dopants and the 
products identified by XRD have been given 
below:

A sharp exotherm appeared at 1210°C for the 
pure system гСаСО,: Si02. The sample quen
ched to LNT from this temperature showed the 
formation of some g-and Y-C2S phases along 
with excess of free lime. Sharp d lines of 
cristobalite also appeared. This exotherm 
appeared for both the dopants in the concen
tration range 0.1-5%.

Na2C0, (0.1%) dopant gave two exotherms at 
14T0°C and 1440°C (Fig. 1. Table 1) after 
the decomposition of CaCO,. The reacting 
mixture (I) heated to 1410°C and quenched in 
liquid nitrogen gave a mixture of g - and 
small amount of Y—C2S phases alongwith some 
free lime as observed in XRD. The liquid 
nitrogen quenched sample at 1440°C showed 
only 6-C2S phase and not the Y-C,S phase in 
the XRD. Free lime was found to2be in tra
ces (< 0.1%). Na2C0, (0,5%) dopant gave two 
exotherms at 1410°C and 1425OC.



TABLE—I THERMAL ANALYSIS AND XRD DATA OF 2CaCC>3 : SiO2 MIXTURE IN PRESENCE OF Na2CO3

Exotherm Constituents formed as dis- 
obtained cemed by XRD of liquid ni 
after the trogen quenched sanpies, 
decarposi 
tion of ,
CaCO3°C

0.0
740 885 910 247 160 0.143 1210

1425

B-C S, 
y-CIS, 
g-c2s, 
Y-C2S.

Cristobalite, 
Free lime (High) 
Free lime (Law)

0.1
660 855 910 234 155 0.145 1410

1440
1410

B-C2s,

ß-c S,
B-C2S,

y-C7S, Free Lime 
(High) 

Free Line (< 0.1%) 
y-C2S (Traces)

0.5 660 850 910 216 150 0.150 1425 B-C2s, 
(Free

C,S (Small qty) 
lime (< 0.1%)

1.0

5.0

660 840 890 200 148 0.152 1410

1290

e-c2s. 
Free

Ci'-C2S
Free

C-S (Small qty) 
lime (0.32%) 

, B-C2S, Na2CaSiO4 
lime (Small qty)

670 840 880 209 152 0.171 1440 B-c2s, 
Free 
c3s

Na7CaSiO. (Small qty) 
lime (0,36%) 

(Small qty)

TABLE-II THERMAL ANALYSIS AND XRD DATA OF 2 CaCO3:SiO2 SYSTEM IN PRESENCE OF

0.0

0.1

740 885 910 247 160 0.143 1210

1425

1410

B-C2S, 
y-c2s, 
B-c2s,

B-c2s,

Cristobalite
Free lime (High)
y-c2s
Free lime (lew)
y-c2s
Free linfe (High)

690 880 900 216 159 0.158 1435 B-c2s, Y—CVS (Small qty) 
Free lime (0.40%)

0.5 690 875 905 210 148 0.212 1435 B-C2S, Y-C?S (Snail qty) 
Free lima (0.40%)

1.0
690 875 900 195 140 0.290 1390

1420

B-C-jS, Y-C?S (Small qty) 
Free lime (0.30%J

B-C2S, C3S, K2CaSiO4

K2Si2O5 •

5.0 700 880 900 218 145 0.385 1380 B-C^.Y'-CLS,
Free line (0.20%)

K^CaSiO^, K^Si^jO^

Concentration Temperature of CaO03 deccmposition and other kinetic 
of Na2CO3 (Cal- Parameters_____________________________________________
culated as % 
Na2O by wt) 
in 2:1 molar 
CaCo3:Si07 sys
tem.

Threshold Peak Termi
nation

Activa 
tion E 
nergy

(Ea) _ 
KJ Mol

Enthalphy
(ДН) KJ

mol

Shape 
Index 
fron 
DTA 
Peak

(Ti) (Td) (Tf) (s)
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The quenched sample showed the formation of 
p-C2S and small amounts of y-C?S at 1410°C 
and only g-C2S alongwith some weak lines of 
C,S ^d values) (A°) , 3,02 , 2.76 , 2.73) at 
1425 C. This also confirms the views of Kor 
neev and Bygalina (11) that Y-C?S gets trans 
formed to B-C^S on heat treatment. Free lime 
was found to Бе in traces (< 0.1%). Na^CO, 
/1.0%) dopant gave only one exothermic peak 
at 1410°C and the products identified were 
B-C^S alongwith little C,S in the quenched 
sample by XRD. Free lime was found to be 
0.32%. Na^CO, (5%) dopant gave one exother
mic peak at 129O°C and the products formed 
were found to be ß-C9S, a'-C9S (d values 
<A ) 2.73, 2.66, 2.25, 1.92) and small a
mount of Na2CaSiO4 (d values (A°) 4.33,2.65, 
1.88, 1.53) in the liquid nitrogen quenched 
sample. Another exotherm appeared at 1440°C 
which showed the presence of most predomi
nant B-C2S phase alongwith appreciable a
mounts of Na^CaSiO. and small quantity of

Probably the a'-C2S phase got transfo£ 
med to B-C2S phase as no lines for this pha
se appeared in the XRD pattern. The sample 
I ) heated to 1450°C (1 h) confirmed the abo 

Ve phases formed at the final DTA peak tempe 
f^EUoe" Free lime in the sample heated to 
1«Ь0 C was found to be 0.38%.

К2с®з (0.1%) dopant gave two exotherms at

1410°C and 1435°C (Fig. 2, Table 2). The 
XRD of the liquid nitrogen quenched sample 
at 1410°C gave a mixture of g and y-C9S pha 
ses alongwith high free lime. At 1435°C, a 
major transformation of y-C S to g-C9S took 
place leaving only a small quantity 2 of
Y-C2S as detected by the weak lines in the 
XRD pattern. Free lime determined chemical 

w~s foun<l to be 0.40%. One exotherm at 
1435 C was observed with 0.5% К-С0, dopant 
and the XRD of the liquid nitrogen quenched 
sample confirmed only B-C2S alongwith a lit 
t-le Y-C2S phase. Free lime was found to be 
0.46%. Few weaklines of К Si 0 (d values 
(A ) 3.82, 2.96, 2.43) also appeared in the 

XRD.

K2C03 (1-0%) dopant gave two exothermic 
peaks at 1390° and 1420°C in the DTA curve. 
The liquid nitrogen quenched samnle at 
1 390 C showed only B-C2S alongwith "very lit 
tie Y-C9S phase as discerned in XRD. Free 
lime determined chemically was found to be 
0.30%. The XRD of the sample (I) heated to 
1420 C and quenched in liquid nitrogen, sho 
wed only B-C-S. y-C2S phase was found to 
be absent. Free lime values also went down 
to 0.20%. Few weak lines of C^S alongwith 
K2CaSi0. and K2Si205 appeared in the XRD.

(5.0%) gave only one exotherm at 
1380gc and the reacting mixture heated to 
1390 C and quenched indicated the most pre
dominant B-C2S alongwith a'-C9S, K-CaSi0. 
and K2Si205 ln XRD pattern.

--------1 1 1 1 I 1 I ,i  
0 200 400 600 800 1000 12001400 1500
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(c) 2 СаСОз.ЫОг• 5*/. K2CO3



Free lime determined chemically was found to 
be 0.20%. A phase previously considered to 
be definite compound of composition K-0 23 
CaO. 12 Si02 was shown by Suzukawa П2) to 
be a solid solution of K20 in the form of 
a'C-jS. However, at higher temperature this 
phase transforms to B-C2S as also observed 
by Welch and Gutt (13).

HG3 SHAPE INDEX FROM OTA DECOMPOSITION 
PEAK

8. N.G.DAVE & S.K.CHOPRA (1966) Z Phys. 
Chem. Neuefolge 48, 5/6 257.

9. D.M.SPEROS & R.L.WOOD HOUSE (1968) J. 
Phys. Chem. 72, 2846.

10. M.P.JAVELLANA & I.JAWED (1982) Cem.and 
Concr. Res. 12, 399.

11. V.I.KORNEEV & E.3.BYGALINA, (1968)РГОС. 
of the fifth Inter. Symp. on the Chemi
stry of Cement, Tokyo 285.

12. Y.SUZUKAWA, (1956) Zem. Kalk. GIPS 9,
390.

13. J.H.WELCH & W.GUTT (1960) Proc, of the 
fourth Inter. Symp. on Chemistry of 
Cement, Washington Vol. I, 59.

CONCLUSION

The activation energy and enthalpy of CaCOg 
decomposition is minimum with 1.0% dopant in 
CaCO--SiO2 (2:1) system. The magnitude of 
B-C2S phase increases with increasing percen 
tage of dopant (0.1-1.0%). 5.0% dopant give
most predominant 8—C2S phase alongwith a lit 
tie a'-C2S, CgS and alkali silicates. Na-C0g 
(5.0%) is found to be most effective in Brin 
ging down the temperature of formation of 
most desired a' - and ß-phases of C2S than 
K2C0g, resulting in reduced fuel consumption.
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Quantification of OPC Clinker Microstructure - An Approach for Prediction 
of Cement Strength

R.Y. HARGAVE, O.YENKATESWARAN, V.V. DESHMUKH, AND A.K. CHATTERJEE
The Associated Cement Cos. Ltd., crijc-,
Central Research Station, Thane 400604, INDIA .

A literatura aborda amplamente a influencia da microestrutura do clinauer sohre sm лн=иаоЯ 
a resistencia_do cimento, mas sua aplicaeäo efetiva tem sido limitadl devido 5 falta de ™n f -e 
de vanos parSmetros microestruturais. iimitaoa devido a falta de quant if icaqao

Os problemas para quantifica^ao da microestrutura do clinquer tem sido a dificuldade a» - 
ariTo ra| rePr®5ent-ativaS das fäbricas> envolvimento de grande nümero de parSetro de sfgniticaclo 

So q^-ca rdedefasICndCaS ^^ersalmente para_parämetros de quantified^; allm
parG nne -f ’ dlr1Sai de Paranletros em sub-parametros e dificuldade de comparaqäo de 
parametros que sao quantificados em mtervalos de escala. P
da nelns^t111 men? 35 derici5nclas acuna de te'cnica dispomvel, a aproximaqäo de quantificaeäo 
a polos autores tem as segumtes caractensticas: 4

- processo racionalizado de amostragem;
- estimativa quantitativa de fases com base no nümero IC de "chayes" e corresnondente Ürea

dicao com contagens distribuidas de ponto^ correspondente area
- conversäo da analise de fase пиша relafao ünica;
- quantifica^ao da morfologia da fase de alita por meio de uma tecnica grafica-
- quantif1 cacao^da morfologia da belita com base em sua redondeza; ’
- integraqao grafica da distribuicäo de tamanho do cristal de silicato;
- quantificaqao de grupamento, geminaqäo, etc... ’

dos iS"' base,na aproximaqäo quantificada acima, estendida para urn grande numero de clfnqueres nroduzi 
Hca correPalment!' fOi f6ita Uma an511Se de regressao linear mültipla para se obter шпа equaeäo empT 
dias CO4relaclPnando.os parametros microestruturais do clinquer com a resistencia do cimento aos 28 
ea ent re de®ta-fo™? fo1 a amostras desconhecidas para se comparar a semelhan-
foi tamhem / 1 de Predlcao teorica e os da resistencia determinada experimentalmente. 0 m^todo 
о potmeial amParad° C°m 3 teSnl=a de ONO para predicao da resistencia do cimento. Ficou evidenciado 

potencial da nova aproxima^ao de quantifica^ao.

The influence of clinker microstructure on its quality and cement «trennth ,
ature, but its effective application has been limited due t^ Гы, =ь extensively reported in the liter-
microstructural parameters. sence of proper quantification of various

The problems in quantifying clinker microstructure have been the diffirnltv in я,., ■ ■

Хп”™“Г‘ т1° "d difHcu,,, o, =„mp.ri„g „„„„ p.rP.“,,“Tt,t™'qbur“;(“Pd

Keeping in view the above shortcomings of 
authors have the following features :

- Rationalised sampling procedure.
- Quantitative estimation of phases based 

distributed point counts.
- Conversion of phase analysis into a single
- Quantification of morphology of alite phase through a graphical technique.
- Quantification of belite morphology on the basis of their roundness.
- Graphical integration of silicate crystal size distribution.
- Quantification of clustering, twinning etc.

тиИИ|ГПИпГеягаЬ°''е quantifie,d approach as extended to a large number of industrially produced clinkers a 
ultiple linear regression analysis has been performed to obtain an empirical equation correlation the clinker

TnknownrU<; P^meters with 28 days cement strength. The equation thus obtainedTas been applied to 
unknown samples to compare the match between the theoretical prediction and exnerimentallv deTr^in 
TTnntA rTT J?6 meth°d haS 3150 ЬееП comPared with ONO'S technique for prediction of cement strennth

- potential of the new quantification approach has been highlighted. *



1. INTRODUCTION

In the past a few serious attempts have been 
made to use the clinker microstructure to predict 
cement strength. But the total impact of micro
structural characterisation of. clinker for quality 
control and prediction of cement strength by 
and large remained qualitative due to absence 
of quantification of important microstructural 
parameters.

Ono(1,2) is probably first to use quantified micro
structural parameters determined by transmitted 
light microscopy for predicting 28D cement compre
ssive strength. Sometime back the present authors 
took up a comprehensive investigation and proposed 
a systematic approach of quantification of signi
ficant microstructural parameters under reflected 
light microscopy with a view to integrate the 
quantitative 'indices' into an empirical relation 
to predict 28-D cement strength (3,4,5)

2. QUANTIFICATION APPROACH.

In the present day practice the microstructural 
characteristics of OPC clinker is essentially 
based on the following parameters.

a) Relative proportion of various clinker phases.,
b) Crystal size of silicates.
c) Crystal morphology.
d) Various polymorphic modifications of major 

phase.
e) clustering of silicate phases.

The problems in quantifying the above parameters 
have been

- Drawing the representative samples from bulk.
- Involvement of a number of parameters of 

varying significance.
- Absence of universally acceptable techniques 

for quantifying parameters; other than chemical 
and phase composition.

- Breakup of each parameters into sub-parameters.
- Difficulty in comparing certain parameters that 

are quantified in range intervals.

Keeping in view the above shortcomings a rationa
lised sampling procedure was devised and more 
significant microstructural parameters were quanti
fied as seven 'indices' on the basis pf techniques 
developed by authors (3,4). They are

Phase index (PHI)
. Crystal size index of alite (CSI-A) 
. Crystal size index of bellte (CSI-B) 
. Morphology index of alite (MOI-A) 
. Morphology index of belite (MOI-B) 
. Twinning Index (TWI) 
. Cluster Index (CLI).

3. EXTENSION OF THE APPROACH TO INDU
STRIAL CLINKER.

Following the approach of quantification of micro
structural parameters (3,4) various 'indices' of 

a large number of industrially produced clinkers 
from 18 cement plants, covering wide range of 
raw materials and processes were determined 
and correlated with 28D compressive strength 
of coresponding laboratory ground OPC cement. 
Attempts were made to keep the Blaines and 
sulphate content in all the samples as close as 
possible but occasional marginal fluctuations 
could not be avoided. However, an assessment 
of 28D cement strength with cement specific 
surface area and SO^ content did not show any 
systematic correlation. (Fig. 1 & 2)

Fig. 1 Correlation of 28D Compressive strength of 
Laboratory ground cement with SO^ content.

Chemical composition and other physical data on 
clinker samples are available with the authors 
but to paucity of space it is not being presented 
here.

4. SIGNIFICANCE OF INDIVIDUAL MICROSTRU
CTURAL PARAMETERS ON CEMENT 
STRENGTH.

Based on our study (4) Correlation coefficient (r) 
value of some more significant microstructural 
parameters were identified in relation with compre
ssive strength of cement. They are -

- Crystal size index of alite (CSI-A)
- Crystal size index of belite (CSI-B)
- Phase index (PHI)
- Cluster index (CLI)

However, it was concluded that for any effective 
quantification of either individual or composite 

effect of microstructural 'indices' on cement 
strength, a multiple linear regression analysis 
has to be considered (4).
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Fig. 2 Correlation of 28D compressive strength 
of cement samples with their specific surface 
area.

5. APPLICATION OF MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRE
SSION ANALYSIS AND FORMULATION OF AN 
EQUATION.

The multiple linear regression analysis was done 
on a large number of data (Table-1, Fig. 3) on 
DCM Spectrum 3 computer to assign proper 
weightage to various microstructural 'indices'. 
The tentative equation arrived at is as follows :

28D strength = 0.028 + 98.598 (PHI) + 90.571
(CSIYX) + 1.539 (CSI-B) + 61.437 
(MOI-A) + 2.943 (MOI-B) + 85.049 
(TWI) - 84.308 (CL1)

The coefficient of multiple correlation (r) is 
0.836 and the standard error of estimate is 52.794. 
the F-test (ratio of variances) and t-test (ratio 
of standard deviation) were also computed and 
the significance of total equation and significance 
of individual parameters were established :-

F test value - 
T test value -

9.610
CSI-A (3.154)
MOI-A (2.752)
PHI (1.871)
CLI (1.292)
TWI (0.472)
CSI-B (0.057)
MOI-B (0.054)

Fig. 3 Correlation between 28D cement compressive 
strength with predicted strength by CRS Technique.

6. PREDICTION OF 28D COMPRESSIVE STREN
GTH OF UNKNOWN CEMENT SAMPLE.

Ten unknown OPC clinker from various sources 
were evaluated for their microstructural 'indices' 
and they were processed with the equation. The 
compressive strength obtained by the equation 
were compared with the actual strength determined 
as per I.S. specification (Table 2).

Following observations were made
- All the predicted values of strength are in 

close agreement with actual values (variation ±
<10%).

- The difference of the predicted values varied 
between + 19 and - 42 Kg/cm .

- Except in one case the predicted strength 
values are within 'Й.ТУо range.

- Inspite of having wide variation in true strength 
value (360 - 612 Kg/cm ), the equation is 
able to predict 28D strength quite accurately.

7. COMPARISON OF CRS TECHNIQUE WITH 
THAT OF ONO AND ITS POTENTIAL.

Same ten OPC clinker which has been evaluated 
by CRS technique for prediction of 28D strength 
were tested by Ono 's technique (2) and the res
pective values were compared (Table 3).
Following are comments

(a) Both the techniques uses optical light micro
scope as the basic tool and quantify the selected 
microstructural parameters of clinker.
(b) In Ono's technique the required parameters 
are determined on clinker powder/section in trans-



TABLE - 1

Microstructural Indices of clinker by CRS Technique and Actual and Predicted 
Strength of Corresponding Cement

CRS MICROSTRUCTURAL INDICES ~ CEMENT STRENGTH (Kq/CmS

No. PHI CSI-A CSI-B MOI-A MOI-B TWI CLI Compressive 
Strength

Predicted 
Strength

Difference

1 0.670 1.585 1.860 3.057 0.320 0.90 0.346 331 448.635 -117.635

2 0.970 2.810 1.835 2.985 0.760 0.74 0.148 624 589.082 34.917

5 0.750 2.170 2.095 2.670 0.390 0.90 0.195 532 499.029 32.971

4 0.430 2.555 2.765 2.020 0.270 0.90 0.257 364 457.865 -93.864

5 0.740 1.950 2.255 2.775 0.400 0.85 0.229 482 477.725 4.274

6 0.820 2.593 1.715 2.816 0.540 0.93 0.200 496 555.199 -59.198

7 0.560 1.849 1.394 2.018 0.170 0.92 0.280 405 403.973 1.026

В 0.960 2.358 1.527 2.879 0.460 0.92 0.280 564 543.469 20.531

9 0.740 1.851 1.397 2.667 0.170 0.93 0.215 572 468.110 103.89

10 0.780 1.630 1.270 3.360 0.600 0.81 0.225 384 484.635 -100.634

11 1.000 1.540 1.270 2.740 0.550 0.97 0.205 503 475.231 27.769

12 0.900 1.115 1.145 2.930 0.410 0.96 0.300 476 429.087 46.913

13 0.703 2.815 2.715 2.710 0.420 0.71 1.107 460 463.265 - 3.264

14 0.614 3.490 2.135 2.895 0.410 0.87 0.254 642 611.592 30.408

15 0.540 2.420 2.300 2.867 0.620 0.89 0.226 509 510.598 - 1.597

16 0.680 3.406 2.780 2.605 0.890 0.92 0.187 608 604.981 3.019
17 0.695 2.550 2.600 2.320 0.830 0.85 0.192 625 504.593 120.407
18 1.069 2.365 2.005 3.150 0.780 0.85 0.219 588 572.366 15.633
19 0.697 1.850 1.840 3.007 0.340 0.78 0.261 452 469.215 -17.215

20 0.639 1.540 1.480 2.560 0.290 0.79 0.211 387 412.322 -25.321

21 0.784 2.150 2.160 3.200 0.260 0.91 0.271 520 527.293 - 7.292
22 0.599 1.975 2.620 3.625 0.420 0.93 0.249 595 524.048 70.952
23 0.792 2.060 2.240 3.665 0.300 0.88 0.256 518 547.452 -29.452
24 1.160 2.785 2.785 2.680 0.050 0.90 0.220 631 593.724 37.276
25 0.820 3.190 3.685 3.025 0.060 0.88 0.274 689 613.239 75.761
26 1.200 3.070 2.880 2.600 0.400 0.95 0.204 671 625.343 45.657
27 1.030 3.550 3.220 2.980 0.700 0.87 0.317 675 660.477 14.522
28 1.170 2.925 2.622 2.955 0.660 0.96 0.426 599 613.565 - 14.564
29 1.090 3.047 3.158 2.708 0.690 0.99 0.231 566 621.457 -65.456
30 0.470 2.573 2.617 1.216 0.209 0.080 0.571 378 378.658 - 0.657

31 0.737 1.836 1.816 1.866 0.320 0.85 0.560 360 382.441 -22.44

32 0.508 2.196 1.895 1.929 0.428 0.94 0.551 451 405.191 45.809

33 1.507 3.157 2.870 2.755 0.534 0.99 0.231 621 674.519 -53.519

34 1.084 2.810 2.893 1.950 0.600 0.98 0.182 578 555.438 22.562

35 0.826 3.353 2.662 2.183 0.487 0.94 0.173 570 590.163 -20.162
36 0.866 3.090 3.089 2.610 0.329 0.93 0.107 542 601.427 -59.426
37 0.875 3.327 2.833 2.175 0.420 0.92 0.101 534 596.583 -62.583
Multiple Correlation Coefficient(r) = 0.8359.. Std. Error of Estimate = 52.794.
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TABLE - 2

Prediction of 28 D Compressive Strength of Unknown Cement 
Sample by CRS Technique

s.
No.

CRS MICROSTRUCTURAL INDICES
CEMENT STRENGTH (Kg/Cm2)

Compressive 
Strength

Predicted 
Strength DifferencePHI CSI-A CSI-B MOI-A MOI-B TWI CLI

1 0.932 2.704 1.314 2.409 0.89 0.835 0.221 505 541.83 - 36.83
2 1.556 2.31 3.323 2.54 0.82 0.99 0.193 612 594.156 17.843
3 1.036 2.85 2.63 2.608 0.876 0.92 0.258 542 583.628 - 41.628
4 0.9 2.104 2.127 2.363 0.5 0.875 0.507 419 460.908 - 41.908
5 1.39 2.131 1.555 2.9 0.74 0.883 0.259 548 566.074 - 18.074
6 0.795 1.13 2.087 2.122 0.577 0.982 0.276 396 376.283 19.716
7 0.692 1.24 2.393 2.736 0.485 0.983 0.283 418 413.508 4.491
8 0.805 1.912 2.01 2.021 0.502 0.992 0.282 425 441.887 - 16.887
9 0.559 1.357 2.308 2.194 0.396 0.989 0.313 402 375.278 26.721
10 0.740 1.836 1.816 1.866 0.320 0.850 0.560 360 382.000 -22.000

mitted light, while CRS technique is based on 
the measurement of microstructural parameters 
on clinker polished section.
(c) Ono (2) has considered only size of silicate 
crystals, birefringence of alite and colour of belite, 
whereas CRS technique is more comprehensive 
and considers silicate size and morphology, distri
bution and proportion of phases, polymorphic forms 
apart from rationalised sampling of clinker which 
represents the bulk. However, both the techniques 
use multiple linear regression analysis to assign 
proper weightage to the various parameters and 
formulation of equation.
(d) Tentatively we have observed that predicted 
result is more accurate with CRS technique, proba
bly because of various considerations described 
in (c) (Table 2, Fig.4).
(e) Eventhough Ono seems to be faster than CRS 
technique, the element of personal judgement 
present in the Ono technique is a negative factor.
(f) Moreover, some practical difficulties were 
encountered by the authors while using Ono 's 
technique for 28D strength prediction, such as 
coatings of ferrites on silicates which curtailed 
the visibility of grains and often accurate measure
ment become difficult. Further, in some Indian

■clinker due to high manganese the belite crystals 
gave a colour which does not fit in the O'no's 
suggested range.

Fig. 4 Comparison of strength prediction of unknown
cement samples by CRS and Ono 's technique.
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TABLE - 3

COMPARISON OF STRENGTH PREDICTION OF UNKNOWN CEMENT SAMPLES 
BY CRS AND ONO'S TECHNIQUE

5.
No.

ONO'S PARAMETERS Compressive 
Strength 
Kg/Cm2

ONO'S PREDICTION -------------------- ----------------  
1/n

CRS PREDICTION
Kg/CmZ

A.S. A.B. B.S. B.C. Strength Difference Strength Difference

1 24 0.0027 27 FY 505 573 -68 542 -37

2 39 0.0026 34 FY-C 612 706 -94 594 18

3 39 0.0041 31 FY 542 685 -143 584 Л2

4 24 0.0023 22 Y 419 543 -124 461 Л2

5 30 0.0020 18 Y 548 566 -18 566 -18

6 20 0.0029 17 Y-A 396 483 -87 376 20

7 23 0.0026 20 Y-A 418 519 -101 414 4

8 25 0.0030 23 Y 425 542 -117 415 17

9 20 0.0028 18 Y 402 496 -94 375 27

10 22 0.0017 17 A 360 489 -129 382 -22

(g) CRS technique has potential to replace the 
normal physical method of 28D strength determi
nation of OPC cement. And possibly with computer 
programming of the measurement techniques, 
the prediction may become faster.
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1.2
SOLID STATE RELATIONSHIPS IN THE LINE-RICHEST PART OF THE Ca0-Al203-Na20-Fe203 SYSTEM

RELATIONS AL' ETAT SOLIDE DANS LA PARTIE LA PLUS RICHE EN CHAUX DU SYSTEME CaO-Al^-Na^-Fe^

SUMMARY

The solid state relationships existing at 1200°C in the most basic part of -the system CaO-Al 0 -Fe 0 -Na 0 were 
studied. 23 23 2

The results led to ascertain that in the examined system there is no formation of quaternary compounds and so
dium preferentially dissolves in calcium aluminates.

This solubility extends calcium aluminate stability inside the quaternary system.

In fact, cubic CjA containing up to 1.88 wt % Na 0 is in equilibrium with the terms of the solution C AF-C A F 
but, owing to the Na20 values between 3.60 wt % and 5.59 wt % its stability field extends up to CgAF^4 ° 2 

C12A7 can dissolve up to about 2.2 wt % NagO in its lattice. This limit solid solution is compatible with C.AF 
whereas, without sodium, it can only be in equilibrium with CgA^. ® 2

SUMÄRIO

As relaqöes de estado solido existente a 1200°C na maior parte bäsico do sistema

CaO, Al2O3-Fe2O3-Na2O foram estudadas.

Os resultados levaram a verificar que no sistema examinado näo existe a formaqäo de 
compostos quaternärios e que о sodio preferencialmente dissolve em aluminato de cälcio.

Esta solubilidade estende a estabilidade do aluminato de cälcio dentro do sistema 
quaternärio. ■

De fato, о C3A cubico contendo ate 1.88% de Na2O era peso estä em equillbrio com os 
termos da solupao C4AF-C2A2F mas, devido aos valores de Na2O entre 3,60% e 5.590% em peso о 
seu campo de estabilidade estende ate C2AF2.

C^2A^ pode dissolver ate 2.2% Na2O em sua rede. Este limite de soluqao solida ё
compativel com C2AF2 desde que, sem sodio, pode estar apenas em equillbrio com C2A2F.



SOLID STATE RELATIONSHIPS IN THE LINE-RICHEST PART OF THE Ca0-Al203-Na20-Fe203 SYSTEM 1.2

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. This work gives a contribution to the knowledge 
of the equilibrium relationships among the phases 
concerning portland cement clinker.

The purpose of this study is mainly to ascertain in 
what extent the presence of Na20 can5change the so
lid-state equilibrium relationships between C3A, 
C A^* and the solid solution of calcium •aluminofer- 
rttes. .

* The standard nomenclature of the chemistry of ce 
ment is used:; C = CaO, A = AT„03, F =
N. = Na^O '

1.2. The literature reports a great deal of works a
bout the CaO-A^O -Fe203 ternary system. The know 
ledge on this system can be considered good since 
the results obtained in the latest studies (1) (2)
(3) (4) are in excellent agreement. According to all 
the Authors the C2F - "C2A" solid solution extends 
to a final term having a composition very similar to

7^0 д’ whereas t^? intermediate member compati
ble witnC^A and CaO, has a composition Ijke t^at of 
brownmillerite (C^A^ cFn c). A limited Al -Fe sub. 2 U.D.U.b . , - . —
stitution also occurs in C3A and C^A^.

1.3. The CaO-Al 03 Na20 ternary system was first stu,*
died by BrownmiTler and Bogue (5) who drew the rela
tive phase diagram. This work pointed out the preset 
ce of the NCgA3 ternary compound, compatible with 
CgA in the solid state. '*

The existence of this compound was doubted by Suzuka^ 
wa (6) who declared that its stability is condition
ed by the presence of small amounts of SiO^ in its 
crystalline structure.

Moore (7) in her studies on clinker phases ascertain 
the presence of a non-cubic tricalcium aluminate,but 
in some clinkers the amount of sodium attributed to 
this phase did not correspond to that contained in 
NC8A3-

Conwicke and Day (8), Fletcher, Midgley, Moore (9)'and Maki, 
Nishi and Sugimura (10), through their studies about 
the equilibrium relationships along the join C^A- 
NC A , revealed the- existence of a series of mixed 
crystals in this subsystem. Chromy and Gregor (11) e 
stablished by high temperature microscopy that this 
solid solution can exist in 3 polymorphic forms.

Maki (12) found that the prismatic phase in portland 
cement clinker coincides with the-terms of the 
C A-NC A series and proved that CgA can dissolve in 
its lattice up to 6.2 wt.% Na^O. Beyond this value 
C A decomposes partially into CaO and NaA102- More
over, for Na20 contents above 4.6 wt.%, CgA has а пю 
noclinic symmetry.

Regourd et al. (13)(14) studied again the C3A+Na,,0 
solid: solutions completely and established the exi

stence of four crystalline phases of C3A. Furthermore 
they ascertained that Na20 solubility in tricalcium a^ 
luminate extends up to a peak value of 5.7 wt.%. Sti 
ce over this value the cell parameters vary no longer, 
they inferred that the solubility limit had been rea 
ched.

According to these Authors, a cubic phase of CgA with 
a Pa3 spatial group is stable up to 1.9 wt.% Na.,0, 
the orthorombic phase I with Pbca spatial group is 
stable from 3.7 to 4.6% and the orthorombic phase II 
with Pba2 or Pbam spatial group is from 4.6 to 5.7%.

For NägO contents above 3.7 wt.%, at temperatures ex
ceeding 450°C, a fourth tetragonal phase with proba
ble P4/mbm spatial group is stable. This variety, ob 
tained by quenching, is unstable at room temperature.

Takeuchi, Nishi, Maki (15) essentially agree with Re
gourd et al.'s(13)(14).results and showed by a cry
stallographic study that the orthorombic phase II was 
actually monoclinic with P2]/a spatial group and the 
tetragonal phase was actually orthorombic.

Tavasci, Massazza and Costa (16) studied in their turn 
the relationships between orthorombic and monoclini c 
phases and found that there is a narrow two-phase a
rea between them. This area has a common point at 
550°C corresponding to the NCqA3 compound, which sure 
ly exists. ,

Lee, Banda^and Glasser (17), determined the combined 
role of Na and Fe replaced in C^A and proved that 
the orthorombic phase II is stabilized by high sodium 
and iron contents.

The same Authors essentially accept the existence of 
the NCgAj phase: "since the orthorombic solid solut
ions extend up to the NCgAg composition, we accept 
that CgA and NCgAg are two distinctly different pha
ses". Moreover, in agreement with Takeuchi et al. 
(15), they maintain that the tetragonal phase is ac
tually orthorombic.

T.4. It is known that the exact compostion ar.a sta i- 
lity of C^A^ were and still are the subject of dis
agreement and dispute. However, it is ascerta i red 
that only traces of oxygen or humidity are enough to 
stabilize a phase of this type, containing hydro xyl 
ions or peroxidic oxygen in its own lattice (18). 
Therefore, to the purpose of this study, this alumina 
te was considered as a stable phase in the CaO-Al^ 
system.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1. Working modes

The work was carried out on samples obtained by fi
ring mixes of r.g. CaCOg, AlgOg, NdgCO-. The mixes 
were made by homogenizing the components under cyclo
hexane in an agathe jar mill. After the cyclohexane e 
vaporation, the mixes were dried and calcined 
950’C for one hour, pelletized and fired twice, wii^1



an intermediate grinding, for 24 hours at 1200°C. To 
avoid losses caused by the sodium volatility, it was 
necessary to introduce the pellets into small plati
num cylinders that were then welded at atmospheric 
pressure.

After firing, the sodium content was checked by ato
mic absorption spectrophotometry.

The phases in the fired samples were determined by 
X-ray diffractometry and optical microscopy.

2.2. Results

The presence of many solid solutions and singular 
points in the same made the study of the equilibrium 
relations inside this system rather complicated.

The mineralogical examination of the numerous sam
ples allowed the phase diagram of the CaO-C F-С- A - 
N2C3A5"NA subsystem to be drawn. 2 12 7

The relationships between the different phases and 
the singular points of the solid solutions, defined 
av 1200°C, are shown in the phase diagram of figu
re 1.

Fig. 1

The compositions of the solid solutions and the sin- 

here illustrated are summarized in ta- 
composition of points А, К, В', С, M, 
was derived from previous works (4) (5) 
From figures 1-2 it results that the

P ase diagram can be subdivided into the volumes 
briefly described later on.

guiar points 
ble I. The 
N. and NCgA

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)

CaO-A-B-B'-C A
CaO-B-B'-C'-C 
CaO-C-C'-NC A -D 
CaO-NC A -D-NÄ 
CgA-A-B-B'-K'-K-H-CA.,
B'-B-C-C'-K'-K 2

C'-C-D-NCgA -K'-K

8) NCgA3-D-K-K'-N C A
9) NC A -D-N C A -NA
10) CaO-A-B-N
11) CaO-B-C-N
12) CaO-C-D-O-N
13) CaO-D-NA-O
14) CaO-C F-O-NA
15) A-B-M-N
16) A-B-K-H-M
17) B-N-K-M
18) B-N-K-C
19) C-D-O-N-K
20) K-O-N2C3A5-D
21) IM C A5-D-NA-0

Fig. 2

2.2.1. CaO-C^A-NCgAj-NA-D-A- volume

This subsystem (fig. 2a) includes four volumes charac 
terized by the constant presence of CaO in equilibrium 
with tricalcium aluminate containing varying amounts 
of Na 0 and Fe 0 in solid solution (C A )<- <- i 3 ss
To define the compositions of the B,C,D solid solution 
limits suitable mixes were prepared in the C A-"N A"- 
"FgA" plane. The results are given in table 31. 3

C3Ass with colnP°s1tion lying inside the С A-A-B-B' pl a 
ne always shows a cubic symmetry, whereas that ly~ 
ing on the C -C straight line has an orthoropibic sym- 



metry.

However, as the Na 0 content increases, the lines 400 
and 040 of the ortnorombic lattice tend to approach 
each other and they cannot be distinguished when the 
C A composition corresponds to that of point D. 
TnisSfact is visible in the X-ray diffraction patterns 

of fig. 3 obtained by using a Guinier de Wolff camera.

Therefore C A with the composition of point 0 shows 
an X-ray diffraction pattern like that given by Re
gourd et al. (13) for the tetragonal phase.

The mixes having a higher sodium content than that of 
point D are no longer single-phase but, depending on 
the composition, they contain N2C3A5, NA and another 
calcium aluminoferrite of varying composition as equi
librium phases.

2.2.2. C A-NC A -N С A -C A -H-A-D-NA volume
О О О L О w lb./

It was ascertained by electron microprobe that C^A^ 
can dissolve small amounts of Fe^Og and Na20 in its 
crystalline lattice. The composition of the К and 
K' singular points is given in table 1.

The subsystem shown in fig. 2b is made up of five 
volumes.

Fig. 2 bis

The C^A-A-B-B1 -K' -K-H-C.^A? volume is two-phase, 
since cubic C.A and <-1_A7 coexist.

On the contrary the В'-B-C-C-К1-K volume is three- 
phase since, besides cubic C.A and C._A, , C.A

. . . L . у ■ x 3 ss 12 7ss .,.3 sswith orthorombic I simmetry appears as an equilioriun

phase.
The K'-K-C-C'-NC A -D is again two-phase since now, 
besides C,nA, .only a C.A with a non-cubic symme- 

. 12 7ss 3 ss
try is present.

In the two remaining volumes having a higher Na20 con 
tent the non-cubic C A is now in equilibrium with 
C,.A, and N.C.A. or with N.C.A and NA.

12 7ss 235 235

2.2.3. CaO-A-B-N/CaO-B-C-N/CaO-C-D-O-N volumes

CaO is always present in these three subsystems as an 
equilibrium phase.

In the first three-phase tetrahedron (fig. 2c) the cu 
bic CgAss cohexists with CaO and C^AF (point N). This 
can be seen in fig. 4 which shows the presence of 
three phases having a clearly different refractive i£ 
dex. In the second four-phase volume (fig. 2d), besi
des CaO, there are the solid solution limit of cubic 
C A (point B),the first non-cubic term of the same so 
lid solution (point C) and C^AF (point N).

In the third three-phase volume (fig. 2e) cubic C^A 
is absent and the terms of the C-D and O-N’solid so
lutions, together with CaO, are present (fig. 5)

From the above it results that non-cubic C^A^ can on 
ly cohexist with the terms included between N and 
0 of the aluminoferrite solid solution.

2.2.4. CaO-D-NA-O/CaO-NA-C2F-O volumes

In the former of these subsystems (fig. 2f) C3^ss 
(point 0) is in equilibrium with a calcium aluminöfer 
rite having a composition which corresponds roughly 
to C.AF (point 0). The other present phases are CaO 
and NA (fig. 6). ,

In the latter subsystem (fig. 2g) CjA is no longer 
stable and the stable phases in its inside are CaO, 
NA and a calcium aluminoferrite with a varying compo
sition included between CrAF. and C.F (fig. 7).b 2 2

Fig. 3 - a. C3ASS with composition corresponding 
point C

b. C3Ass with composition-corresponding 

point D

to

to



Fig. 4 - CaO-A-B-N subsystem etched with alc. HNO . 
Ferrite: 1ight - CaO:grey with dark bounda 
ГУ " C3Ass: grey

Fig. 5 - CaO-C-D-O-N subsystem, etched with alc.HNO • 
Ferrite: light - CaO:grey with dark bounda-' 
ry - C A : grey

3 ss 3 ■*

Fi9- 6 - CaO-D-NA-O subsystem, etched with alc. HNO,- 
CaO: Ыаск-ferrite: light - CJLJlight grey 
-NA: dark grey ’ ss

Fig. 7 - CaO-C F-O-NA subsystem, unetched.
Ferrite: light - CaO:light grey - NA: dark 
grey - pores: black

3OOX

Fig. 8 - A-B-K-H-M subsystem, etched with H O. 
Ferrite: light - C A : dark grey - 
C12A7,s: "

2.2.5. A-B-N-M/A-B-H-K-M volumes

In the former of these small volumes (fig. 2h) the 
terms included between A and В of the C A cubic solid 
solution are in equilibrium with the terms SSof the a- 
luminoferrite solid solution included between M and 
N. Therefore cubic CjA is not stable in the presence 
of calcium aluminoferrites having a lower Al 0 con
tent than C.AF. 2 3

4
The latter volume is three-phase (fig. 2i) since the 
last term of the C2F - "C A" solid solution (point M) 
is in Equilibrium with С Д (join A-В) and C, A 
(join H-K) (fig. 8). J SS 12 7ss

2.2.6. B-N-K-M/B-C-K-N volumes

These two tetrahedra are adjacent through the B-K-N 
plane: the former (fig. 21) is three-phase since the 
К and В solid solution limit are stable in the pre- 



sence of calcium aluminoferrites having a composition 
included between M and N (fig. 9).

On the contrary the second volume (fig. 2m) is four- 
phase, the K,N,B and C solid solutions being present 
together.

Fig. 9 - B-N-K-M subsystem, etched with Nital.
Ferrite: light - C^Ass:light grey with dark 
boundary - ^^2^7ss: (lar*t

2.2.7. C-D-0-N-K/K-D-0-NoC_Ac/NA-N-C,Ac-0-D volumes 
c 5 3 2 о b

The two first volumes were adjacent through the K-O-D 
plane (fig. 2n-2o). The first is three-phase and in 
its inside C. A (point K) is in equilibrium with 
the terms of the SN-O-D-C two-phase surface (fig. 10).

Fig. 10 - C-D-O-N-K subsystem, unetched. 
Ferrite: light-C-A :grey- C. A : dark 3 ss 12 /SSgrey

350X

Table n° 1 - Composition of some phases present in the Ca0-Al203-Fe203-Na20 system

* Composition determined by electron microprobe analysis

STOICHIOMETRIC FORMULAS SYMBOLS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

REMARKS
CaO А12°3 Fe2°3 Na20

C3A0.94F0.06 A (19) 61.48 35.02 3.50 - Solid solution limit of "CgF" in CjA

C N A F
2.917 0.083 0.94 0.06

В 59.67 34.96 3.49 1.88 Cubic solid solution limit of Na+and Fe^+in C^A

C2.917N0.083A В' (13) 60.43 37.67 - 1.90 Cubic solid solution limit of "NjA" in C3A

Г N A F
2.84 0.16 0.92 0.08

С 57.75 34.02 4.63 3.60 Non-cubic solid solution of Na+ and Fe^ in C^A

C2.84N0.16A С (13) 58.74 37.60 - 3.66 Non-cubic solid solution of "N3A" in CjA

Г N A F
2.75 0.25 0.90 0.10

0 55.58 33.07 5.76 5.59 Solid solution limit of Na+ and Fe^"1" in CjA

C2.67N0.33A NC3A3 <5) 54.95 37.46 - 7.59 Solid solution limit of "N3A" in CjA

C12A6.8F0.2 Н (19) 48.13 49.59 2.28 - Solid solution limit of "C^F^" in C^Ay

C11.5N0.5A6.8F0.2 К * 46.03 49.48 2.28 2.21 Solid solution limit of Fe3+ and Na+in C^Ay

СП -Nn 
11.D 0.5 7

К' * 46.41 51.36 - 2.23 Solid solution limit of "N^Ay" in C^Ay

C2A0.67F0.33 М (4) 48.10 29.30 22.60 - Solid solution limit of "C2A" in C2F

C2AQ.5F0.5 N (4) 46.16 20.98 32?Ъб - Singular point of the solid solution C2F-"C2A'

Г A F
2 0.33 0.67

0 44,37 13.31 47.37 - Singular point of the solid solution C2F-"C2A'



On the contrary, the second volume 1s four-phase sin 
ce in its inside the D and К solid solution limit? 
and the singular point 0 of the C (A,F) solid solut
ion are in equilibrium with

In the third volume (fig. 2p) the solid solution li
mit in CjA (point D) is in equilibrium with the 
N2C3A5> compounds and with the singular point 0. 

Therefore C A? containing Na20 and Fe 0 in solid 
solution extends its compatibility as tar as this 
term, poor in Al 0_, of the aluminoferrite solid so
lution.

2.3. CONCLUSIONS

The results allow some conclusions to be drawn. The
addition of Na 0 to mixes of CaO, Al 0. 
does not essentially modify the equiTil

and Fe2°3 
rium relation

ships between cubic tricalcium aluminate and calcium
aluminoferrites.

In fact, the cubic C.ASS is only in equilibrium with 
the terms nf the C F-"C A" solid solution included 
between C^AF and as happens 
in the absence of sodium. ° г

In fact the non-cubic solutions of C^A are only com
patibles with calcium aluminoferrites relatively poor 
in comPos'*"tion  included between N and 0.

As regards C A^, small percentages of Na_0 dissolv
ed in its lattice extend its compatibility as fas as 
about CgAF^ (point 0), whereas in the absence of so- 
sium it is only stable with CrA„F (point M).

6 2
Neither C A nor C.A are stable any longer bey 
ond the CaO-6-RA-plane.SS
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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ALKALINE VAPOURS AND COAL ASHES 
INTERACTIONS ENTRE VAPEURS ALCALINES ET CENDRES DE CHARBON 1.2

SUMMARY

The consumption of coals in cement kilns is constantly increasing. Generally they have a considerable content in 
ashes (5-20 wt.%) which are obviously involved in the reactions occurring in the clinker burning.

Coal ashes brought to high temperature are capable of fixing high amounts of KO from atmospheres containing po
tassium carbonate or sulphate vapours. ‘

The combined potash amount depends on the nature of the used salt, the temperature, the duration of the thermal 
treatment and, in particular, the preparation modes of the ash sample. These conditions mainly affect the absorj 
tion from a atmosphere. In fact in this, case, to obtain consistent and reproducible results, it is necessa 
ry to standardize the porosity of these samples through a strong compaction under pressure (350 N/mm^).

By working under these conditions, the.amount of K O fixed by ashes was clearly higher at all the examined tempe
natures (between 1250 and 1450°C), in the presence of vapours from KzC03. ~

After 60 minutes*  treatment at U50°C in the presence of.К CO , KO absorption was higher than 32 wt.% with а И 
gnite ash and than 19 wt.% with a coal one. In the presence of KgSO^ the corresponding values were about 8 wt. %
and 5 wt.% respectively. These values lower as the temperature and the duration of the thermal treatment decrea
se.

SUMÄRIO

О ccrisumo^de cargäo nos fomos de cimento estä constantemente aumentando. Geralmente eles possusn urn considera 
vel conteudo de cinzas (5 - 20% err peso) que iräo obviamente envolver-se nas realizagoes que ocorrem na queimä 
do clfnquer.
As cinzas do carvao levadas a altas temperaturas sao capazes de1 fixar alias quantidatfes de K2O de atmosferas 
ccntendo carbonato de potässio cu vapores de Sulfabo.
A quant idade canbinada de potassio depende da natureza do sal utilizado, da temperatura, da duragäo do trata- 
mento termicc e em particular da preparagao da amostra de cinza. As condigoes principalmente afetam a absorgäo 
de uma atinosfera de ЭОд. De fato neste caso, para obter resizltados consistentes e reproduziveis, ё necessa 
rio estandardizar a porosidade destas amostras atraves de1 uma forte ccxnparagäo sob pressäo (350 N/rrtn2).
Ao trabalho sob essas condigoes, a quantidade de Kj) fixadb pelas cinzas foi claramente maior an todas as tempe 
raturas exarainadas (entre 1250 e 1450°C), na presenga de vapores de ^03^.
Apos tratamento de 60 minutos a 1450°C na presenga de K2ÖD2, a absorgäo de foi maior que 32% errt peso can urn 
cinza de linhito e que 19% com uma de carväo. Na presenga de K^SO. os valores correspcndentes foram de aproxi- 
madamente de 8% e 5% on peso respectivamente. *
Estes valores diminuiram ä medida que a duragäo do tratamento termiao’ diminui.



INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ALKALINE VAPOURS AND COAL ASHES

1. INTRODUCTION

The literature (1)(2) and a previous work (3) point
ed out that the coal ash coatings forming in cement 
rotary kilns have high alkali contents, especi ally 
K-0. High potash contents correspond to the presence 
of phases rich in potassium (kaliophilite, leucite, 
feldspar).

A recent work (4) showed that the enrichment in po
tash could be attributed to an interaction, in the 
burning zone, between fuel ashes and alkaline va
pours present in the kiln atmosphere. In fact, the 
tests performed to confirm this assumption showed 
that the alkaline vapours from the potassium sulpha
te or carbonate vaporization react with the coal a
shes, however in different ways.

As a matter of fact, in the presence of vaPours’ 
all the examined ashes absorbed regularly increasing 
amounts of KO as a function of the process tempera
ture (from 1Z5O°C to 1450°C). Nevertheless, with 
К SO., the KO absorption increased from 1250 to 
1350sC but it varied irregularly between 1350 and 
1450%.

The phenomenon of the potash absorption by ashes is 
examined again in this work which shows the results 
of the research performed to explain the anomalies 
found in the absorption of K^O from K2^04'

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Materials

The tests were performed on the ashes of two solid 
coals of different origin, a lignite from Sulcis coal_ 
field (Sardinia, Italy) (S) and a lithanthrax from 
South Africa (M). Ashes were obtained by burning the 
coals at 815°C, according to the procedure provided 
by ISO Standards (5). Their chemical composition is 
given in table 1.

The two ashes had a BET specific surface of 2.94 and 
3.01 m2.g"' respectively and a porosity, determined

by adsorption, prevailingly formed of pores hav
ing radius less than 3-4 nm.

Reagent grade potassium sulphate and carbonate were 
used as a source of potassium vapours.

2.2. Thermal treatments

The two ashes were exposed to alkaline vapours, for 
different times, at temperatures of 1250, 1300, 1350, 
1400 and 1450°C, by following the working modes that 
will be explained later on.

2.3. Testing methods

The chemical analysis of the two ashes was carried 
out by X-ray fluorescence. The alkali contents of 
the thermally treated samples were determined by At£ 
mic Absorption Spectrophotometry and the 50^ ones did 
by semi-automatic pyrolytic analyzer.

The mineralogical analysis was based on X-ray dif

fraction but, in some cases, also microscopic examine 
tions on powder under the mineralogical microscope we
re made.

3.RESULTS 

3.1. Preliminary thermal treatments

The tests performed in a previous work (4) were repea 
ted by defining the working modes better. 0.5 gof ash 
were put in a Pt container, laid on an upside-down Pt 
crucible, contained in its turn in another crucible of 
the same metal (see figure 1A).

3 g of the potas
sium salt were put 
on the bottom of 
the latter. The cru 
cible was covered 
with a Pt lid and 
the whole was in
troduced into the 
furnace at the pre 
fixed temperature 
where it was left 
for 10-30-60 minu-

Fig. 1 - Device for the ash heat 
ing in an environment 
containing pot as si u m 
salt

3.2. Change in the chemical composition

After heating, the ash samples were analyzed to 
determine the ^0, Na.,0 and SOj content.
The results are given in tables 2 and 3 and, as regards 
K0, in figures 2 and 3.
These show that in both cases the absorption of K0 
from K^CO is an increasing function of both tempera
ture and the treatment duration. The increase in K-0 
content is accompanied by a quick decrease in the sul 
phur trioxide one.
The phenomenon is remarkable in the case of ash "S" 
that has a very high initial SOj content (13,23%). 
Heating in an environment containing K_SO. vapours ge 
nerally causes a K0 enrichment for the ashes, but 
the values cannot be related to a regular scheme. In 
any case the obtained results are similar to the pre
vious ones (4).
At 1250°C and for burning times of 10 and 30 minutes, 
the sulphate vapours seem to be able to slow down the 
sulphur trioxide evaporation (ash "S") and even to 
cause a sligh S03 enrichment, in the case of ash "M".



Table 1 - Composit 
ion of the coal a
shes

ASH llSH ASH 
"M"

L. o. i . 1.68 0.51
S1O2 24.89 50.03
A12°3 12.21 34.14
Pe2°3 24.88 3.79
CaO 12.58 4.21
MgO 3.51 0.40
s°3 18.23 1.75
Na2° 0,51 0.10
k2° 0.87 0.60
SrO 0.12 0.32
мп.,03 0.04 0.02
P2°5 0.15 1.34
TiO2 0.55 1.77
Acid moles 2 81 12.96Basic moles
Soften, temp. °C 1250 °C 1320
Fluid temp. °c 1290 °C 1550

3.3. Thermal treatments by different working modes

The results of figures 2Л and ЗЛ confirm that, in the 
presence of sulphate vapours, the K20 absorption by a 
shes occurs with an irregular and quite unexpect a
ble trend. Since, also at the end of the longer tests, 
a certain amount of salt was still present on the bot 
tom of the crucible, it can be excluded that the ob
served anomalies are justified by an atmosphere not 
satured with potassium vapours.

By assuming that the working modes could affect the 
potassium vapour absorption, the inner arrangement of 
the support and the amount of potassium salt were 
changed and the following testing configurations were 
used:

a) inner upside-down support (see figure 1A) and 3 g 
of potassium salt introduced into the interspace 
between the two crucibles,

b) arrangement as above, but with 20 g of salt,

c) upright inner support (see figure IB) and 3g of 
potassium salt introduced into the interspace and 
the inner crucible,

d) arrangement as above, but with 20 g of salt.

Table 2 - SO^, Na^O 
and K^O contents of 
ash "S“ as receiv 
ed and heated for 
increasing times in 
an atmosphere con
taining potas slum 
salts

As 
receiv.

IN THE PRESENCE OF X CO _______________ 2 3
1250°C 

10' 1 30' ‘ 60*
1300°C 

10*  [ 30*  1 60*
1350oC 

10*  ! 30*  , 60*
1400°C 

10*  1 30*  1 60*
1450°C 

10*  1 30*  1 60*

S03 %

Na2O % 

k2o %

18.23

0.5

0.87

0.58 { 0.52; 0.42

0.59 1 0.60« 0.57

1.17 { 2.85; 5.01

0.22 ' 0.32' 0.20
0.57 ! 0.53j 0.49

2.08 1 3.80[ 7.79

1------------1-------------
0.12 [ 0.05[ 0.03 

0.52 1 0.54} 0.60 

2.04 [ 5.35|11.55

0.051 0.06 * 0.05 

0.63 1 0.64 1 0.48 

3.09 1 7.47 114.04

0.02 1 0.03i' 0.02 

0.68 1 0.56 J 0.44

3.50 111. 17;23.26

so3 %

Na2o % 

k2o %

18.23

0.51

0.87

IN THE PRESENCE OF К SO ___________ 2 4
13.83 >10.75*  7.64

0.46 • 0.43 * 0.48

13.75 [14.74 [13.94

4.80 1 0.871 2.50 

0.45 10.48| 0.38

8.46 |9.58|14.14 
------------ 1______ 1 __

0.87 1 0.79 ] 0.52

0.44 1 0.47 1 0.51

8.50 113.93 1 9.69

2.05 ; 0.50 * 0.01 

0.48 j 0.38 [ 0.49 

9.33 [12.10 [16.24

0.37 j 0.03i 0.01 

0.45 j 0.67 j 0.53 

12.67 |"6.47 j 5.49

Table 3 - S03, Naz0 
and KO contents of 
ash "M" as receiv 
ed and heated for 
increasing times in 
an atmosphere con
tai ning potassin® 
salts

As 
receiv.

IN THE PRESENCE OF К CO ____ _ 2 3
, 1250°C

10*  1 30*  1 60'
1300°C

10 1 30" 1 60*
1350°C 

10*  1 30' 1 60'
1400°C 

10' 1 30' 1 60'
1450°C 

10' -1 30' 1 60'

SOg % 
Na20 % 

' K2O %

1.75

0.10

0.60

0.03.1 0.04' 0.06

0.20I O.I611 0.14

О.ез! 2.321' 6.35

о.оз! o.osl 0.04 

O.I61' O.iel 0.23 

I.54I 3.211 6.33

О.ОЗ1 0.021 0.05

0.311 0.26i' 0.19

2.3б1 5.58110.03

0.04I 0.011 0.06

0.20I O.37I 0.19 

2.541 7.17'12.68

0.01 1 0.011 0.02 

0.19 1 0.23 1 0.18 

3.49 1 9.79116.97

so3 %
Ka2O t 
k2o %

1.75

0.10

0.60

IN THE PRESENCE OF К 
2

0 
4

3.99 j 4;.80[ 0.90 

0.18 [ 0.17’ 0.14; 

13.75[18.40 [12.60

1.25| 0.631 0.87

0.16| 0.20j 0.16

9.61]11.24 113.71
______ i_______ 1'

1.27], 1.23] 0.20 

0.19] 0.18] 0.17 

13.10]17.90112.48

0.12] 0.01] 0.12

0.24] 0.23] 0.19

B.93]11.36]13.28

0.58 ]0.01 ] 0.01 

0.48 ]0.24 ] 0.23 

8.38 ] 4.90 I 4.94.



Table 4

Ash
Determina

Testing modes Testing modes
■ lb i c ; d a 1 b 1 c |d

in the presence of f^SO4 in the presence of KgCOg

H Ha20 %

0.01 1 tr. I tr. 1 tr. 

0.16 1 0.16 1 0.16 1 0.16 

S.56 1 7.34 1 8.38 111.06

0.02 1 - 1 - I tr.

0.18 1 - 1 - I 0.12

16.97 1 - 1 - J 21.37

S Na2O i 

k2o 1

0.02 ■ 0.03 ; 0.03 1 tr.

0.57 } 0.56 ; 0.58 1 0.59

5.67 I 3.87 { 7.46 I 8.40

0.02 I - * - I tr.

0.44 I - ’ - I 0.26

23.26 I - I - i 26.41

Alkali and SO contents of tests performed 
at 1450°C for 1 h with different testing 
configurations

*K:0
ASH S

Fig. 2 - KO content of ash "S" as received and heat
ed for increasing times in an atmosphere con 
taining potassium salts

K2S04 VAPOURS

10 60 mln.

Fig. 3 - K^O content of ash "M" as received and heat

ed for incresing times in an atmosphere con 
taining potassium salts

The obtained results, given in table 4 show that the 
testing modes have a strong influence on the absorpt- 
10n °f K?0 from sulphate vapours, whereas they cause 
minor differences in the presence of KjCOg vapours.

T is pointless to remind that the tests were perform 

ed without aiming at reaching the equilibrium condit
ions.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. At high temperature, К CO evaporates and decom 
poses completely (6)(7)(8)(9)(TO)(11)(12).

Some Authors (11) have found K+ ions among the ther

mal decomposition products of К CO and think that 
the carbonate decomposition occurs according to the 
reaction

K2CO3(1) -------►г K(g) + C02(g) + i02(g) 1) 

However, it is generally thought that decomposi t 1 о n 
occurs according to the following reaction:

K2CO3(1)------- ► K20(g) + C02(g) 2)

This would be the primary reaction, whereas others, 
such as

K20(g)------- ► 2K(g) + iO2(g) 3) 
woul</ take place later on (10). This sequence is in 

agreement with the analytical data obtained by a mass 
spectrometer that allowed the presence of C0+, K+, 
C02+ and K20+ to be detected.

Without going into these complex thermodynamic pro 
blems, to the purposes of this study it is sufficient 
to observe that, at the temperatures reached in the 
present study, potassium carbonate has appreci able 
vapour and decomposition tensions (see table 5).

4.2. At the same temperatures, potassium sulphate has 
a lower vapour pressure and the vaporized fraction, 
contrarily to carbonate, decomposes only partially. 
According to some Authors, the evaporation would oc
cur only in the completely indissociated form (12),

K2S04(l)------- ►K2S04(g) 4)

However, it is a largely shared opinion that volatili 
zation is accompanied by a partial decomposition with 
formation of metallic potassium vapours (13)(14)(15) 
(16), according to the equation

K2S04(g)^ZZ*?2K(g)  + SOg (g) + 02(g) 5)

or with the intermediate formation of K20 (10) 

K2S04(g)^ztK20(g) + SO2(g) + jO2(g) 6)

Also in this case the formation of К would constitu
te a following evolution of the system and reaction
6) would be primary (10).

As the temperature rises, both the partial pressure 
of undissociated K2S04 and that of its dissociation 
products (see table 5) increase. At the temperatu 
res attained during this work, the undissociated suT 
phate prevails clearly in the vapour phase (15). ~

Table 5 also shows that the saturated vapour pressu
re of K2$0. is lower by about one order of magni
tude than that of K2C03.



Teeoerature K2C03 K2SO4
• c

1 pl pd 1 pl pd

1250 11.7 » 11.2 • 63.8 0.3 0.2 1.71 0.8 0.8 0.2

1300 . 15.1 I 20.9 109.9 0.6 1.0 3.2 • 1.5 1.4 0.4

1350 19.6 J 37.2 183.7 1.0 4.5 5.8 ; 2.7 2.5 0.7

1400 35.6 • - 297.2 1.7 18.0 4.6 4.3 1.5

Ref. <B) ' (12) (10) (10)
(12) 1

(15) (16)

P. = vapour pressure of the undissociated salt 
Pj = vapour pressure of the dissociation products

Table 5 - Vapour pressure P. and dissociation pressu
re Pj of potassium carbonate and sulphate - 
■""Hg 

4.3. The vaporization at the molecular state 
can explain the irregularities found in the potash ab^ 
sorption (see figures 28 and 3B) and the higher combj_ 
ned amount with respect to when K^CO^ is present (see 
figure 2A and ЗА), although the vapour pressure of 
sulphate is much lower than that of carbonate.

As known, the vapour tension of a liquid is affected 
by the bending of its surface and, in particular, the 
vapour pressure of a liquid contained in a capillary 
pore (p) is lower than that of a plane surface (p ). 
Their ratio can be calculated by the equation:

where:
M is the molecular weight of vapour
r is the pore diameter
9 is the density of liquid
Y is the surface tension of liquid.

The ash particles have pores having sizes below 3-4 
nm, that is they can favour the condensation' in their 
inside of the undissociated potassium sulphate va
pours present in the atmosphere.
Once condensed, reacts much more efficaciously 
and quickly than the vapours, diluted by air.

The ashes were put in the crucible without consider
ing their higher or lower degree of agglomeration and 
this favoured, differently from sample to sample, the 
penetration and condensation of potassium sulphate.

Finally, if it is considered that the thermal treat
ments of ashes were not performed as far as the at
tainment of the chemical equilibrium, but for cons
tant and limited times, the irregular absorption of 
potash from sulphate vapours becomes understandable.

The. K^SO^ condensation on ashes was proved by the mi
neralogical examination since the samples heated at 
the lower temperatures in a sulphate environment of
ten contained arcanite (K^SO^). In the case of ash S, 
rich in anhydrite, calcium langbeinite (ZCaSO^.K^SO^) 
is also present. Both arcanite and calcium langbeini
te, that.crystallizes from a liquid containing K2SO4

and CaSO^ (17), are absent in the samples treated at 
temperatures above 1300°C. However, this does not ex
clude that also in these cases condensation phenomena 
inside the thinnest pores had occurred. These remarks 
lead to conclude that, to have consistent and reprodu, 
cible results when potassium sulphate is present, it 
is necessary to check the sample porosity as much as 
possible.

4.4. To comply with this condition, 0.4 g of ash were 
pelletized under a pressure of about 3500 kg/cm^ and 

disks about 1.5 mm high and with a diameter of about 
14 mm were obtained. By using these disks the tests 
shown in figures 2 and 3 were repeated. The K^O a
mounts measured in the so treated ashes are given in 
figures 4 and 5 and, together with those of NagO and 
SO3, in tables 6 and 7.

Fig. 4 - KO content of ash "S" as received and heat 
ed after pelletization for increasing times 
in an atmosphere containing potassium salts

ASH M

K2C03 VAPOURS K^SO,, VAPOURS

Fig. 5 - KgO content in ash "M" as received and heat 
ed after pelletization for increasing times 
in an atmosphere containing potassium salts

As regards the potash absorbed from carbonate vapours, 
the trends-observed in the previous tests are confir
med, whereas that absorbed from the sulphate vapours



shows a quite regular behaviour.

Table 6 - SO3, Na О 
and K2O contents of 
ash ”S" compacted in 
der 3500 kg/cm? and 
heated for increas 
ing times in an en
vironment contai n
ing potassium salts

As 
receiv.

IN THE PRESENCE OF К CO _________ _ 2 3

10*
1250°C 

1 30е1 60'
1300°C 

10* Г 30'; 60*
1350°C 

10'; 30'; 60’ 10'
1400° 

■ 30*1
c 

60' 10*;
1450°C 
30*;  60'

so3 t 18.23 0.92 1.06{ 0.36 0.44| 0.32| 0.56

1 1

0.13; o.os; 0.02 0.12 0.04» 0.08 0.09; 0.02; 0.01
NajO 0.51 n.d. n.d.* n.d. n.d.I n.d.1 n.d. n.d. * n.d.1 n.d. n.d.

1 
n.d.; n.d. n.d.; n.d.*  n.d.

K2o % 0.87 2.06 7.43;15.38 2.81113.721 19.55 3.90|14.44|22.98 9.32 24.01]27.62 14.44j2s.32l32.70

IN ГНЕ PRESENCE OF K2SO4

SO3 % 18.23 1.42 О.95; 0.96 0.54! 0.461 0.29 0.47| 0.16| 0.16 0.49 0.03[ 0.01

■' 1

0.02; 0.02; 0.01
Na2O % 0,51 n.d. n.d.! n.d. n.d.l n.d.*  n.d. n.d. * n.d. 1 n.'d. n.d., n.d.} n.d. n.d.} n.d.} n.d
K2O % 0.87 1.37 , 1.78j 1.66 I.6611 2Л9| 3.35 1.65? 2.З2; 4.10

_______ !_______ 1_______
2.49 2.65| 5.21

3.55j 4.36} 8.18

Table 7 - S03> Na20 
and K^O contents of 
ash "M“ compacted 
under 3500 kg/cm2 
and heated for in
creasing times in 
an environment con
taining potassium 
salts

As 

receiv.

IN THE PRESENCE OF K2CO3

10*  J
1250°C

10'
1300° 
30'

C 
60* 10'

1350° 
30'

G 
60' 10'

1400°C 
3O'| 60'

1450°C 
io1; 30*;  60*30' ; 60'

so3 % 1.75 0.02; 0.04 j 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.04 □.OS] 0.06 0.19; 0.02*  0.01
Na2O % 0.10 n.d. ■ n.d. ; n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. ; n.d. n.d.} n.d.] n.d.
K20 % 0.60 1.00 [ 3.61 } 5.52 2.07 5.28 8.48 3.69 7.26 9.91 6.03 8.23|11.94 7.28;il.99;i9.20

IN THE PRESENCE OF K2SO4

so3 % 1.75 0.02 ; 0.02
1 0.01

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01; 0.01

1 1

0.08} 0.01] 0.01
Na2O X 0.10 n.d. [ n.d. ; n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.[ n.d. n.d.I n.d.} n.d.
K2o % 0.60 0.90; 1.19 ; 1.40 1.24 1.76 2.98 1.19 2.05;

_______

3.40 1.37 

_______

2.21; 3.94 

______ 1_______

2.48] 2.6i; 5.32 

______ !_______ 1________

The l<20 amount fixed under these conditions in a sul
phate environment is lower than that found in a carbo 
nate environment but, above all, much lower than that 
fixed by the loose ashes (see figures 2 and 3). These 
two facts can be interpreted by the same mechanism.

The condensation of the potassium sulphate vapours in 
the ash pores is hindered by the compactness of the 
pellet and the phenomenon remains limited to the sur
face pores which are therefore quickly obstructed.

By using pellets, only the interaction between potas
sium vapours and ashes can occur. Since the К CO. vo
latility is higher than that of the ashes will 
absorb more K^O from the atmosphere containing K.CO. 
vapours. The pelletized ashes, heated in the presence 
°f potassium carbonate vapours, almost always fix a 
higher amount of K O than the loose ones. This pheno^ 

menon was not studied in this work.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The tests confirmed the strong tendency of coal ashes 
to combine the potash from the evaporation of К CO 
and К SO,. 2 3

2 4
By standardizing the external surface of ashes 
through a vigorous compaction under pressure, the ir
regularities in the potash absorption found when the 

ash heating occurs in an environment containing po
tassium sulphate have disappeared.

Under these conditions the K20 absorption is lower 
than that observed with loose ashes and that ascer
tained when the environment contains potassium carbo
nate, consistently with the higher vapour pressure of 
this salt with respect to This difference is 
attributed to the more 1imi ted condensation of the 
K2S04 vapours in the smallest pores of the ash.

This result is in agreement with what found in the 
practice, that is an equilibrated ratio between alka
lis and SO prevents efficaciously deposits and coat
ings from forming in the cement kilns (18)(19).

The alkali absorption in the coal ashes and in the 
coatings present in cement kilns is a complex process 
which depends, not only on the concentration of the al 
kaline element but also on the composition of the at
mosphere and the materials present in the kiln, the 
structure of the solid phases, a.s.o.
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INFLUENCE OF THE BURNING DEGREE ON THE RHEOLOGICAL AND STRENGTH

PROPERTIES OF CLINKERS 1-2
Influence du degre de cuisson sur les proprietes rheologiques et de 

resistance de clinkers

SUMMARY

Clinker obtained by burning 8 industrial raw meals and a mixture of 
ed in the laboratory. r.g. SiOg, AlgOj, FegOg and CaCOj were prepar

from
were observed in
sizes of alite

By changing the heating time, three clinker samples characterized by a different burning degree were made 
each raw mix As this parameter increased, variations of the chemical composition and morphology 
the main constituents of clinker. The loss of the most volatile elements and the increase in the 
and bellte crystals were the most evident phenomena.

In some cases the reactivity of the aluminate phases reduced as the burning degree 
ed unaltered, whereas the alite reactivity showed a general reduction. The reactivi 
changes in the rheology and mechanical strengths of the cement pastes.

increased, in 
ty variations

others it remaijn
corresponded to

When the burning degree increase caused a reactivity reduction of the aluminate phases, rheology improved 

The reduction in the alite reactivity involved in its turn the decrease in early strengths.

Foram preparados em laboratSrio clinqueres obtidos por queima de 8 farinhas industri
als e uma mistura de r. g. SiO2, A12O3, Fe2O3 e CaCOj.

De cada mistura crua, mudando о tempo de aquecimento, foram feitas tres amostras de 
chnquer caracterizadas por diferente grau de queima. Na medida em que este parämetro aumen- 

ou, oram observadas vanagoes da composipdo quimica e da morfologia nos constituintes prin 
cipais do clinquer. Os fenomenos mais evidentes foram a perda de grande parte dos elementos 
volateis e о aumento nos tamanhos dos cristais de alita e belita.

Em alguns casos a reatividade das fases de aluminato se reduziram, na medida em que 
cresceu о grau de queima; em outros ela permaneceu inalterada, enquanto a reatividade da ali 

a apresentou uma redupao geral. As variances da reatividade correspondem a mudangas na reo- 
°gia e nas resistencias mecänicas das pastas de cimento.

Quando о grau de queima aumentou, causou uma redupao da reatividade das fases de alumi 
nato, a reologia melhorou. ~

A redugao da reatividade da alita imp.licou por sua vez na diminuigäo das resistSncias 
^niciais.



1. INTRODUCTION

Important properties of mortars and concretes such as 
workability and early mechanical strengths, depend on the 
initial stages of the cement hydration process.
This process is affected by the chemical composition and 
reactivity of olinker (l)(2),the nature of set retar
ders (3) and hydraulic active or inert additions(4)(5).

Among the factors determining the clinker reactivity 
an important role was attributed to the joint effect 
of the burning temperature and duration.In fact these 
parameters affect composition, structure and morpholo 
gy of the clinker phase crystals (6).
If burning is prolonged, the larger alite and belite 
crystals grow to the detriment of the small ones. The 
growth process is accompanied by an appreciabledecre^ 
se in the foreign ions present in the lattices of the 
two constituents and, sometimes, by changes in theory 
stal simmetry (7). The growth kinetics is condition
ed by the amount and viscosity of the liquid phase (8). 
As regards the rheological and mechanical performan - 
ces of the oil well cements, an important role was ab 
scribed to some features of the crystals, such as sha 
pe regularity and size (9)(10).

This paper gives the preliminary results of a study ujn 
dertaken to emphasize the consequences of different 
burning degrees of clinker on the rheological and me
chanical properties of pastes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Materials

Clinkers were prepared by using 8 industrial raw meals 
from different plants having C3A content (accordingto 
Newkirck) ranging between 6 and 13%.
A clinker,n° 9,prepared with r.g.CaCOg, 5102 , Al2О3 and 
ЕезОз was utilized as a control sample.
As all the plants used coal for burning clinkers, the 
lime saturation factors of the industrial raw meals ge 
nerally exceeded the value of 0.95 to balance the coji 
tribution of coal ashes. For this reason the satura - 
tion factors were corrected in the laboratory, by add 
ing a fly ash, to the standard value of 0.90.
The raw meal finenesses gave the following oversizes 
on the average: 40^-35%; 63/a-23%; 90f4-12%; 200jU-l%. 
Before burning the mixes were pelletized under a pres 
sure of 100 N/mmZ in pellets having a 2 cm diameter 
and a 10 g mass.

The clinker burning (150g)wasmade in an electric laborato
ry furnace according to a heat cycle including a de - 
carbonation isothermal treatment at950°C for 1 hour; 
a heating stage from 950° to 1450°C for 1.5 hours; a 
final treatment at the temperature of 1450°C for dura^ 
tion of 1, 3 or 6 hours. At the end of the treatment 
the material was air-quenched by pouring it on a wire 
net hit by an air jet.

The clinkerization rate increases exponentially with 
the difference between the burning (Tmax) and the 
critical alite formation temperatures (To -125O°C)and 
proportionally with the burning time (t).

Therefore the burning degree can be expressed by t h e 
relation

F = a-t exp (b(Tmax - To)) 

where a and b are constants (11).
As a consequence it can be thought that since Tmax 
(1450°C) and To (1250°C) were fixed, the burning de - 
gree is proportional to t.

The clinkers were crushed to a maximum size of 2 mm, 
and then they were ground with the optimum amounts of 
gypsum, varying from 3 to 6%. Grinding was performed 
in a laboratory agatha jar mill to a fineness of about 
3000 cm^/g (Blaine).

2.2 Characterization of clinkers and cements

The samples were submitted to chemical analysis,micro 
scopic observations by reflected light and X-ray dif
fraction analysis to point out the differences in com 
position,, morphology and crystalline structure due to 
the thermal treatment.

The BET specific surface measurement was carried out 
since it gives information on the sintering degree of 
clinker and affects the rheology and the initial reac 
tivity of cements.

The initial reactivity of cements was determined by 
measuring the heat evolved during the first 24 hours' 
hydration. The used conduction calorimeter allowedthe 
measurement of the heat evolved starting from the con 
tact between cement and water (12).

Strength was determined on cubic paste specimens hav
ing the side of 1.73 mm. The paste was made at a w/c 
ratio = 0.4 by using a small blade mixer. The cement 
(60 g) was added to the water (24 g) kept in slow shak
ing, in the space of 1 min. After a minute ofstop.mix 
ing was resumed with a speed of 600 rev/min fori min. 
Afterwards the paste was transferred into a suitable 
mould and compacted by vibration.
The specimens were demoulded after 24 hours and water
-cured. The compressive strength was determined imme
diately after demoulding and after 28 days. Each value 
represents the average of at least 2 measurements.

A portion of the paste prepared for the mechanical 
tests was used also to determine the flow curves by 
the rotational viscometer HAAKE RV2 equipped with SVIIPmea 
surement system. The rheological measurements start 
ed 6 min after the mixing had begun. The decreasing 
step procedure was adopted in the tests (13).

The maximum speed of the rotor was changed from 512 
to 8 rev/min in 6 steps. The rotation speed 
was manually reduced by half when the shear stress took 
a constant value.

3. RESULTS .

3.1 Characteristics of clinkers

Tables 1-9 give the chemical composition of clinkers. 
As regards the composition ratios, it can be observed 
that the clinkers reveal very slight differences in



L.S.F. and, therefore, in the hydraulic modulus. On 
the contrary, the silica modulus varies from 2.4 to 
3 and the iron modulus from 0.75 to 2.70.
The burning time prolongation causes a general reduc
tion in the more volatile elements (Na, K, S and Pb). 
The potassium concentration reduces by about 50% when 
the thermal treatment time passes from 1 to 6 hours, 
whereas the sodium volatilization is more limited and, 
in some cases, zero. The alkali loss corresponds to 
a SOg loss, above all in clinkers where this element 
is present in a higher concentration.

X-ray diffraction analysis did not point out any struc 
tural difference in the silicate phases of cl inkers as 
a function of either the type of raw materials or the 
burning degree. In all cases alite appeared in the mo 
noclinic crystalline form. Nevertheless, a systematic 
increase in the X-ray diffraction peaks of silicat e 
was observed as the burning time lengthened. This was 
attributed to the improvement of the crystal lattice 
order.

The X-ray diffraction patterns carried out on the sa
licylic residues (14) showed that the tricalcium alu
minate of clinkers 1,3,4,6 and 7 is prevailingly present 
in the anisotropic forms, in agreement with the low sulphate 
modulus (15) of these clinkers.

The microscopic observations showed that the alite and 
belite crystals are generally formed better and have 
sharper boundaries than those in industrial clinkers. 
Also in the interstitial phase a rather clear distinc 
tion was observed between ferrite and aluminate pha - 
ses. This morphology is attributed-to the quicker cool 
mg of these clinkers than that of the industrial 0“ 
nes (16). The crystal sizes was in any case similarto 
those observed in the industrial clinkers.
In some clinkers the sizes of the alite crystals ex - 
ceed those of belite, in others the opposite occurs. 
Anyway the grading of the two phases varies in a ra
ther large range, as can be observed in table 10 which 
gives the minimum and maximum sizes of crystals as a 
function of clinker type and burning time.

e table also shows the more frequent size. It is 
generally noticed that the crystal size tends to in - 
crease as the burning time prolongs. By extending heat 

ng from 1 to 6 hours, the average size of the cri- 
s a s increases by 10-20 micronsfor alite, and by 10- 
"30 micronsfor belite.

з. 2 Properties of cements

The composition and specific surface (BET and Blaine) 
T the cements are shown in table 11.

th Cni Seen t*lat there is no correlation between 
th6 Ri •Пе and BET s₽ecific surface values. In fact, 
as\h а1Пе va1ues ran9e between 0.28-0.30 m2/g where-

he BET specific surface values varies between0.35
и. BO mVg.

poro0“^’ n°t °n^ s^ze 9rains but also their 
factS1 Л ^аУ an important role on this parameter. In 
Ca ’ 1 is noted that a prolonged clinker burning 

es a more or less marked reduction in the BET

TABLE 10: Sizes of alite and belite crystals deter
mined under the optical microscope

Clinker

Burning

(h)

Max size 
(/z m)

Nin. size More requent 
(/zm)

Alite Belite Alite Belite Alite Belite
Clinker ne 1 1 65 50 <5 10 15-353 80 - 65 5 15-20 20-256 70 70 5-10 10 20-35 dS-SO
Clinker n® 2 1 75 40 5 5 25-30 PQ3 80 80 5-10 5-10 30-35 35-406 120 80 10 15-20 45 50
Clinker n® 3 1 45 50 5 5 20 303 45 60 5 5-10 25-30 35-406 60 100 5 5-10 30 40
Clinker n® 4 1 50 60 <5 5-10 20-30 403 50 60 5 10 20-25 406 55 80 5 10 30 45-50
Clinker n® 5 1 60 70 «5 5 10-15 20• 3 80 90 5 5-10 20-30 35-406 80 80 5 15-20 20 30
Clinker n® 6 1 40 50 <5 5 15-20 253 60 55 5 5-10 20-25 30-356 120 80 5 10 30 45
Clinker n® 7 1 50 55 «5 5-10 25 253 60 75 5 10 20-25 306 60 60 5-10 15-20 25-35 35-40
Clinker n® 8 1 80 60 5 5-10 ?П— ЯП3 70 80 5 10 РП-4Л 4080 80 5 10 25-45 45
Clinker n® 9 1 50 50 c5 5-10 20 ЧП—

3 100 1 160 5 10 РЛ— ЯП6 120 120 5 10 30 so

specific surface, since the clinker porosity decreases 
as a result of sintering. This porosity reduction was 
confirmed microscopically.

TABLE 11: Composition, specific surface and heat of 
hydration of cements

Composition
Spec.surf. 

BET 
(m2/g)

Spec.surf. 
Blaine 

(m^/g)

Hydr, heat 
after 1 h 
(J/g)

End 
induct 
period 

(h)

Hydr.heat 
between
’(vS h

Clinker l(lh)*5Xgypsi* 0.63 0.2920 13.93 3.3w (3h)* n •* 0.63 0.2823 9.87 3.5" (бЬ)* ” " 0.63 0.2747 9.20 3.5 111
Clinker 2(lh) *4*  gypsum 0.45 0.2877 13.43 1.8■’ Oh)*-  " 0.42 0.2831 1Л. 17■’ (6h)*"  * 0.43 0.2906 a.58 2.1 14Я
Clinker 3( Ih) *4%  gypsi* 0.61 0.3026 11.51 1.9n (3h)*"  " 0.37 0.2835 8.37 2.5" (6h)*"  " 0.37 0.2943 7.32 2.5 97
Clinker 4(lh)*5%gypsue 0.54 0.2876 9.46 1.7" (3h),*  - 0.70 0.2952 9,87 2.8■ (бЬ)* ” " 0.68 0.2944 9.56 4.4 90
Clinker 5(lh)»3%gyp8UB 0.54 0.3016 7.95 3" (3h)«.- " 0. 53 0.2880 7.53 3.2

0.50 0.2992 7.74 3.9 107
Clinker 8( Ih) *4%  gypsue 0.58 A 11 ЯП 12.66 2.1" (3h)*"  - 0.56 П 41 »Q 15.06 1 TlRw (6h)*"  " 0.55 0,2993 15.10 2.1 119
Clinker 7(lh)*«gypsi* 0.76 0.3063 in 1 6" Oh)*"  " 0,64 0,3083 1Л ВД ? 7" (6h)*"  " 0.78 0.3080 9.12 3.0 114
Clinker 8( lh)*41 gypsue 0.51 0.3167 10.06 « e* (3h)*"  - 0.60 0.3202 7.03 5.0w (6h)*"  * 0.54 0.3220 5.56 5,5 86
Clinker Жlh)*5»gypsue 0.70 0.3094 10.41 2.5. " Oh)*"  - 0.63 0.3076 I 8.53 2.1 106" (6h)*"  " 0.64 0,2953 9.20 2.2 110

3.2.1 Initial reactivity

The heat evolved during the initial hydration of ce - 
ment is shown in table 11. Figure 1 gives an exampl e



of the heat flow curves relevant to cements made with 
clinker 5.

FIG. 1: Heat evolution rate curves relevant to the 
cements made with clinker n° 5

The heat evolved during the first hour of hydration is 
chiefly attributable to the reaction of the aluminate 
phases and the hydration of free lime. The heat re - 
leased after the induction period mainly depends on 
the alite hydration. The values of table 11 show that 
the heat of hydration after 1 hour varies considera - 
bly as a function of both the clinker nature and the 
thermal treatment.

This heat evolution cannot be correlated with the BET 
specific surface values, as evidenced by clinker land 
2 that have different surfaces but develop the same 
heat of hydration.
Moreover cements from clinker 1, that have unchanging 
surface values as the burning time lengthens,display,an 
appreciable reduction in the evolved heat.

Cements from clinker 5 and 8 develop a lower amountof 
heat after 1 hour's hydration. This fact can be ascrib
ed to their limited tricalcium aluminate and/orfreeli 
me contents. These samples, similarly to 4, 6 and 7? 
do not show changes in the evolved heat as the burn * 
ing degree increases. In the remaining cements,the lo 
wering of the evolved heat as a function of the burn” 
ing degree is sometimes appreciable.

Since cements 7 have free lime contents similar to 
those of sample 1, it can be assumed that thediffe - 
rences found in the calorimetric data as a function of 
the burning degree are mainly attributable to chemi - 
cal-physical changes. These concern the aluminate pha 
se rather than a reduction in the free lime content.” 
The influence of the heat treatment on the alite reac 
tivity is shown from both the induction period dura - 
tion and the heat evolved between 1 and 24 hours. The 
induction period lengthening, caused by extention of 
the burning time, is very marked in the case of ce - 
ments from clinker 4 (+ 2.7 h), whereas it is low in 
cements from clinker 1 (+ 0.2 h).

The heat evolved at 24 hours generally tends to redu
ce as the burning time prolongs.

3.2.2 Mechanical strength

The mechanical strength values of the cement pastes a
re given in table 12. The 24 hour-strength undergoes

a generalized reduction by 17 to 50% as the burning 
me lengthens.

t = burning time

TABLE 12: Compressive strengths (Nirnrrri

Cements made with:
1 day

ü(lh-6h) 
%

28 days
Ctih-6h)

%t=l h t=3 h t=6 h t=lh t=3h t=6h

Clinker 1 10.8 10.0 7.6 -29.6 71.5 76.0 69.6 - 2.7

Clinker 2 16.8 16.5 13.9 -17.3 76.5 78.0 65.4 -14.5

Clinker 3 11.1 6.7 8.0 -27.9 85.6 74.0 81.4 - 4.9

Clinker 4 ' 10.7 7.4 5.5 -48.6 86.5 83.1 78.1 - 9.7

Clinker 5 15.0 11.8 10.1 -32.7 88.0 87.1 79.8 - 9.3

Clinker 6 9.5 6.0 5.1 -46.3 85.6 92.0 95.7 *11.8

Clinker 7 10.5 8.9 6.6 -37.1 101.3 98.4 101.9 + 0.6

Clinker 8 8.3 5.2 4.1 -50.6 71.4 71.6 65.6 - 8.1

Clinker 9 10.2 6.1 5.4 -47 79.8 73.6 75.7 - 5.1

The long-term strengths, even though they are less af
fected than those at 24 hours, reveal in any case a re 
duction ranging between 3 and 15%. "" 
By comparing the strengths of the different cements,the 
re appear substantial differences that increase as the 
burning time prolongs. Cements from clinkers 2 and 5 
show clearly better early strengths than the others in 
agreement with the higher reactivity of alite detected 
calorimetrically. These two samples have some peculia
rities as regards the chemical composition: in fact the 
former has high SrO and S03 contents, the latter a re
latively high S03 content.

The remaining cements, except for number 8,show strength 
ranging in a very limited values. From this point of 
view also ihe cement made with pure reagents does not 
deviate from the others.

3.2.3 Rheology of pastes

Table 13 gives the yield stress (r0) and the initial vj[ 
scosity ( 4if|) deduced from the flow curves relevant to 
the different cement pastes. The experimental values of 
"shear stress" (t) and "shear rate" (D) were interpo - 
lated according to the parabolic equation:

0 = at +d

The parameters a,j? and ö allowed r and to 
be calculated (17).
The fitting of the experimental points to thismodel is 
generally very good, as results qualitatively from the 
flow curves, shown in figure 2 as an example. The cor
relation coefficients were never below 0.9986.
The t0 values are more affected than the initial visco 
sity (by the burning time. When the heat treat - 
ment passes from 1 to 6 hours, some cements display a 
decrease in the "yield stress" and others have a con - 
stant rheological behaviour.

Most cements, even if they were made with different raw 
materials, show similar rheological parameters.at least 
after 1 hour's burning. Only cements from clinkers 1



t = burning time
To = yield stress

Чтп = initial viscosity (shear rate D = 0) 

TABLE 13: Rheological parameters of pastes

Cements made 
wi th:

t = 1 h t = 3 h t = 6h

Pa Чщ Pa*s
to 

Pa ’/in Pa»s Vo Pa ^Jin Pa*  s
Clinker 1 21.7 0.21 16.6 0.22 18.6 0.21
Clinker 2 18.6 0.22 17.5 0.22 16;9 0.14
Clinker 3 24.0 0.30 22.0 0.28 22.3 0.23
Clinker 4 18.8 0.24 21.7 0.25 18.4 0.24
Clinker 5 18.2 0.21 20.9 0.20 20.7 0.23
Clinker 6 18.9 0.24 21.3 0.28 16.4 0.30
Clinker 7 18.9 0.24 18.9 0.19 21.6 0.22
Clinker 8 18.1 0.23 19.2 0.18 19.1 0.19
Clinker 9 20.4 0.25 17.6 0.22 17.0 0.23

and 3 have higher tq and 7j-jn and therefore they give 
pastes with poorer rheological properties than the 
others. This could depend on the joint effect of a 
high tri cal ci urn aluminate content and a high BET spe
cific surface (18).

Shear stress 't. Pa

FIG. 2: Flow curves relevant to the cements made
with clinker n° 2

4. CONCLUSIONS

The increase in the burning degree causes changes in 
the composition and structure of clinker and, thereto 
re, in the properties of the resulting cements. The 
chemical composition changes on a macroscopic scale a 
re observed mainly as regards alkalis, whose content 
decreases as the heating duration lengthens.
Volatilization not only involves the alkalis combined 
as sulphates but also" those present in solid solution 
m the clinker phases. The alkali loss can affect the. 

tricalcium aluminate and bicalcium silicate structures since 
these elements stabilize the anisotropic forms of theformer (19) 
the monoclinic ones,a and a', of the latter (20).
Changes in the crystalline structure of alite are not 
noticed as the burning degree increases. The intensi
fication of the X-ray peaks and the growth of the C3S 
and CgS crystals are signs of an increase in the cry
stalline lattice order, as heating time prolongs.

The reactivity variations of the aluminate phase are 
correlatable with the rheology modifications of pastes. 
Significant decreases in the rheological parame - 
ters are observed as the burning time lengthens 
and the reactivity lowers.
A burning degree increase causes in all cements an 
extension of the induction period and a slowing down 
of the hydration rate of alite. The changes undergone 
by C3S have a slight influence on the paste rheology. 
In all cases a reduction in the strengths at early a
ges is observed. Owing to the slowness of C2S hydra - 
tion, it was not possible to correlate its chemical 
and structural variations with reactivity.
The lowering of reactivity could be partly due to the 
increase in the crystal sizes and/or the reduction in 
the clinker porosity. Nevertheless the reasons of the 
se reactivity changes are likely to be searched in 
the crystal defects of crystallografic or chemical 
type (21). The former include lattice dislocations 
and atom removal that leave vacancies in the crystalli 
ne structure. The latter involve the substitution of 
an atom for a different one and the incorporation of 
an atom in an interstitial position in the lattice.lt 
was proved that both categories of defects play an im 
portant role in determining the hydraulicity of the 
clinker phases (22).

It also resulted from thermoluminescence studies that 
the number and the physical characteristics of 
these defects considerably depend on the thermal hy - 
story undergone by the specimen (23)(24).
It is difficult to establish whether the crystallo - 
graphic or the chemical defects have a preminent role 
in the reactivity. If the results obtained with the 
control clinker containing the four main oxides are 
considered, it should be concluded that the defects 
of chemical origin have a poor influence. Neverthe - 
less it must be remembered that each of the four main ele 
ments is present in the clinker phases and,therefore,the 
latter are different from the pure compounds.

In any case the work point out that the relationships 
existing between composition and structure of clinker 
and rheological and mechanical properties of cements 
are very complex. For this reason it seems that only 
an investigation technique cannot correlate the compo 
sition and structure of clinker with the cement pro - 
perties.
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TABLb t: thomicai composition of clinker 1
t = I h t » 3 h t - 6 h

l.o.t. 0.38 X 0.43 X 0.26 X
SiO^ 22.41 22.54 22.66
At203 5.94 5.94 6
FezO3 2.47 2.45 2.47
CäO 64.93 65.23 65.25
NgO 2.23 2.24 2.22
S03 0.04 0.01 0.01
N»20 0.62 0.47 0.40
K?0 0.55 0.38 0.26
SrO 0.02 0.02' 0.02
Free liiee 0.70 0.14 0.06
OLteOELENEMTS
Nn 417 ppm 487 р(жг 417 ppm

393 349 349
Ti 1739 173» 173»
Cu 260 256 288Zr 96 TU 123
Pb 14 8 9N1 44 37 33
Al 3T 29 36
О 29 37 36
NEIÄtRtt ГОТЕМТ1М. COMKSrTIM
C3S 58.30 » 59.99 t 58.46 t

12.32 14.54 Г8.47 '
ксгзбгг 1T.5O 8.27 5.84C3* 3.47 5.3T 6.34
"Са*з 8.03 6.23
C<AF 7.50 7.46 T cy 1

0.02 0.01 ГТ Л Т .
K2S04 0.06

Line Mturatton factor 0.91 0.91
Hydraulic eoduTus z.n 2.11
Silica eodulu.1 2.67 2.68

2.66 I

tro*  eodutui 2.41 2.42 2.42 1

TABLE 2: Chemical composition of clinker 2
t » T It t = 3 h J - 6 It

L.O.L 0.37 X 0.47 X 0.55 X
Sr02 20.87 20.83 20.89.
ai2o3 5.79 5.84 5.78
Fe203 3.03 3.05 3.04
CaO 61.81 62.14 62.15
MgO 1.93 1.98 1.96
SO3 2.06 L80 1.61
N420 0.39 0.34 0.49
K20 0.90 0.77 0.71
SrQ 2.24 2.27 2.25
Free lime 2.04 0.45 0.25
aiSOELDOTY
Mn 974 ppm 1043 ppm 974 ppm

742 742 742
Ti 1618 1618 1618
Cu 185 187 225
Zrr 221 217 228
Pb 16 IT 11
Hi 39 33 40
AS 25 23 25
Cr 30 30 31
NEMtIRCK POTENTIM. COWOSITIO»
C3S 45.09 X 53.25’ X 54.93 X
CgS 28.96 22.71 21.63
C3A 10.21 TO. 32 10.T7
CjAF 9.2T 9.27 9.23
CaSOt 1.33 T.20 0.63
ItigSO» 0.90 0.77 1.12
к250ф 1.67 1.42 1.31

, Lime saturetioTT factor 0.90 0.90 0.91 :
Hydraulic meduTue 2.08 2.09 2.09
Silic® medulus 2.37 2.34 2.37
Iron neduTus 1.91 T.9T 1.90

TABLE 3: Chemical composition of clinker 3

L.O.L

t - 1 h 

0.45 X

t x 3 h 

0.22 X

t « 6 h 

0.20 X
S1O2 22.90 22.84 22.89
AI2O3 5.95 5.89 5.98
Fe203 2.21 2.23 2.21
CaO 65.45 65.73 65.94
MgO 1.34 1.38 1.43
SO3 0.10 0.11 0.П
N»20 0.04 0.12 0.01
KjO 0.72 0.55 0.38
SrO 0.12 0.12 0.10
Free lime 0.64 0.08 0.08
OEIGOELEMtHTS
Mn 765 ppm 765 ppm 765 ppm
P 655 698 655
Tt 1558 1558 1558
Cu 204 180 208
Zn 97 92 82
Pb 10 8 5
Nt 22 27 29
As 25 29 39
Cr 32 31 33

■ NEWIRCK гапитгм. COWtolTIC*
C3S. 51.57 X 55.85 X 55.14 X
C2S 15.94 16.48 20.90
KC23ST2 14.12 10.12 6.32
C3* 11.76 10.55 12.26
KC8A3 0.27 1.30
C«AF 6.73 6.79 6.73
Na^SO« 0.04 0.05 0.05

: K2SO4 0.16 0.18 0.18

. Lime Mturatfon factor 0.90 0.90 0.90
Hydraulic Bodutus 2.11 2.12 2.12
Silica Bodulus 2.80 2.81 2.79

1 iron modulus 2.69 2.64 2.71



TABLE 4.- Chemical composition of clinker 4

l'0’L 0.40 1 0.26 1 0.26 1
S1O2 22.06 22.24 22.27
А’г°3 5.99 6.05 6.06
f'203 2.54 2.52 2.55
Ca0 64.66 64.93 65.15
"9° 1.86 1.91 1.92
so3 0.22 0.15 0.12
"a2° 0.37 0.33 0.14
K?0 0.73 0.47 0.38
Sr0 0.09 0.08 0.08
Free ,”e 0.22 0.03 0.06

OllGOELEMEHTS

348 ppm
p 2139
T1 1679
Cu 266
Zn 153
Pb 15
81 32
As 13
Cr 33
HEVKI9EK POTEKTIAL COHPOSiriO*
C3S 59.07 %
C2S 10.12
KC23S12 11.97
C3A 7.30НС8Аз 4.31
C4AF 7.73
N»2804 0.10
K2SO4 0.36
Lime saturation factor 0.91
Hydraulic modulus 2.11
Silica modulus
Iron modulus 2.35

278 ppm 
2139 
1738
306 
157

9
27 
14
30

348 ppm 
2139 
1679
283 
160

9 
35 
11 
31

TABLE 5: Chemical composition of clinker 5
t = 1 h t - 3 h t - 6 h

L.o.I. 0.40 X 0.27 X 0.25 %
SIO2 23.03 22.93 23.13
Л1го3 4.59 4.70 4.62
Fe203 2.89 2.89 2.89
CaO 63.83 64.41 64.55
MgO 2.79 2.80 2.78
S03 0.68 0.56 0.43
NagO 0.48 0.33 0.35
KgO 0.83 0.51 :.37
SrO 0.13 0.13 0.13
Free lime 0.17 0.08 0.05
OllGOELEMEHTS
Mn ' . 349 ppm 417 ppm 348 ppm
P 436 436 480
Ti 1139 1139 1139
Cu 321 320 310
Zn 192 186 191
Pb 45 20 8
N1 19 24 22
As 91 81 95
Cr 16 16 16
NEKKIRCK POTENTIAL CONTOSHION
C3S 60.42 X 62.24 X 62.07 X
c2s 19.06 21.96 22.98
KC23SI2 4.98 0.34
C3A 2.70 4.54 3.79
NCgA3 4.52 2.94
C4AF 8.79 8.80 fl 711
Na2S04 0.30 0.25 0.20
K2SO4 LIZ 0.92 0.69
Lime saturation factor 0.88 0.69 0.89
Hydraulic modulus 2.09 2.11
Silica modulus 3.08 3.02 3.08
Iron modulus 1.59 1.62 1.60

TABLE 6: Chemical composition of clinker 6

t • 1 h t - 3 h t «6k
L.O.I. 0.38 X 0.43 X 0.53 X
SiO2 22.27 22.32 22.20
А1г03 6.44 6.42 6.41
Fe2O3 2.38 2.34 2.36
CaO 65.18 65.68 65.86
MgO 1.28 1.28 1.31
S03 0.16 0.12 0.16
NagO 0.40 0.32 0.29
KgO 0.79 0.56 0.41
SrO 0.07 0.07 0.11
Free lime 0.64 0.14 0.11
OLIGOELEMEMTS
Mn 557 ppm 557 ppm 557 ppm
P 524 524 524
Ti 1858 1858 1858
Cu 148 136 128
Zn 87 82 82
Pb 9 5 3
Hi 38 39 38
As 37 34 37
Cr 31 32 31
NEKIRCK POTENTIAL COMPOSITION
c3s 52.80 X 55.88 X 57.30 X
C2S 12.76 14.97 17.62
ксгз$12 14.54 10.09 5.95
CJA 8.08 9.04 9.49
NCgA3 4.86 3.92
C4AF 7.24 7.12 7.17
Na2$04 0.07 0.05 0.07
K2SO4 0.27 0.20 0.26
Lime saturation factor 0.91 0.91 0.92
Hydraulic modulus 2.10 2.11 2.13
Silica modulus 2.53 2.55 2.53
Iron modulus 2.70 2.74 2.72

TABLE 7: Chemical composition of clinker 7

L.0.1, 
Si02 
А1го3 
РегОз 
CaO 
MgO 
SO3 
NaaO 
к?о 
SrO 

Free Иве 
«-IGOELEMENTS 
Mn 
P 
T1 
Cu 
Zn 
Pb 
Ki 
As 
Cr
HEWIRCK POTENTIAL C«

CgS 
*£23512 
C3A 
*8*3  
C4AF 
К»;«« 
K2S04

L,«e saturation factor 
Hydraulic eDdul« 
Silica eodulus 
Iron exfulus

t - 1 h t ■ 3 h

0.68% 0.30 %
21.7 21.76
5.92 5.81
3.13 3.12

65.45 65.99
1.31 1.34
0.39 0.28
0.25 0.33
0.74 0.54
0.07 0.05
0.92 0.25

278 ppm 278 ppm
305 305

1678 1618
173 172

409 111
5 3

30 29
34 32
35 30

58.18 % 63.71 %
12.63 10.99
8.95 6.50
8.00 6.46
2.30 3.58
9.51 9.48
0.17 0.12
0.64 0.46

0.93 0.94
2.13 2.15
2.40 2.44
1.89 1.86

0.35 $ 
22.04 
5.99 
3.18 

65.70 
1.38 
0.29 
0.24 
0.41 
0.04 
0.08

278 ppm 
349

1678 
160 
117

2 
33 
30 
27

59.39 t 
18.08
3.43 
7.99 
2.41 
9.66 
0.13
0.47

0.92 
2.11 
2.40 
1.88

TABLE 8: Chemical composition of clinker 8
t » 1 h t « 3 h t - 6 *1

L.O.I. 0.11 x 0.08 X 0.07 }
SiOg 22.51 22.50 22.43 •
AI2O3 3.60 3.56 3.55Fc203 4.78 4.79 4.78
CaO 64.26 64.57 64.67
MgO 2.55 2.50 2.56
so3 0.17 0.11 0.07
NagO 0.53 0.44 0.51
KgO 0.17 0.13 0.08
SrO 0.07 0.07 0.07
Free Kae 0.24 0.10 0.09
MGOELÖCNTS
Mn 348 ppm 348 ppm 348 ppm
P 829 829 829
Ti 4196 4196 4196
Cu 536 549 460
Zn 114 108 110
Pb 5 3 2
Ni 27 27 27
As 82 73 82
Cr 42 44 42
iEWIRCK POTENTIAL CflWfiSlTIO*
C3S 68.83 % 70.50 % 72.11 %
C2S 15.58 14.07 13.01
KC23$i2 0.46 0.69 0.35
hc8a3 6.49 6.45 6.58
C4AF 14.54 14.57 14.62
«•2SO4 0.08 0.06 0.03
*2$04 0.28 0.19 0.12

Lime saturation factor 0.91 0.92 0.92
Hydraulic modulus 2.08 2.09 2.10
Silica eodyiys 2.68 2.69 2.69
Iron modulus 0.76 0.74 0.74

TABLE 9: Chemical composition of clinker 9

t = 1 h t - 3 N t « 6 b
L.o.I. 0.38 X 0.32 % 0.39 1
SiOg . 23.27 23.13 23.26
Alg03 6.43 6.43 6.39
Fe203 2.58 2.57 2.57
CaO 67.57 67.65 67.64
MgO *0.01 0.02 0.04
SO3 *0.01 *0.01 0.01
NagO *0.01 «0.01 *0.01
KgO 0.03 0.04 0.03
SrO 0.01 *0.01 *0.01
Free lima 1.71 0.62 0.31
aiGOELEXNTS
Mn 70 ppm 70 ppm 70 ppm

44 44 44
Ti 60 60 60
Cy 61 67 76
ZR 58 63 64
Pb 7 7 10
N1 10 10 10
As 59 57 62
Cr 2 2 ?
IIEWIIKl «TENTHL CIWOSmO«
C3S 42.07 % 47.98 % 48.54 %
CgS 37.15 32.07 32.25
*CZ3S1? О.»? 0.7Q 0.47
C3A l?.57 12.59 12.48
IIC8A3 0.11 0.11 0.11
enaf 7.86 7.82 7.81
Kzso, 0.02 o-P? 6-6?

Limp saturation factor 0.91 0.91 8.91
Hydraylic modulus 2.09 2.11 ?.16
Silica Modulus ?.58 2.57
Iron modulus 2.49 ?.6O M9
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1.2 
A STUDY ON THE UTILIZATION OF AN ITALIAN STEEL SLAG.

SUMMARY: The Authors deal with the subject of the industrial utilization of a sample of steel slag, reasonably 
typical of the major Italian production, in order to select appropriate technical applications.

The effects of a partial substitution of the limestone in the raw meal for Portland clinker manufacture, burnt 
in an industrial kiln, have been investigated and it has been demonstrated that such a substitution, at a rate 
of 10% of steel slag, appears to be effectual, without detriment of the technical behaviour of the resultant 
cements and with energy saving for the clinkering process.

It has been pointed out, too, that the steel slag under examination can be used also as aggregate for concretes 
with high compressive strength and abrasion resistance, but without fire endurance.

SUMÄRIO: Os autores tratam da questäo da utilizaqäo industrial da amostra de escoria de ago, 
razoavalmente tipica da maioria da produgäo italiana, de modo a selecionar apropriadas aplica 
goes tecnicas.

О efeito de parcial substituigao do calcärio na mistura crua para fabricagäo de clin 
quer portland, queimado num forno industrial, foi investigado e foi demonstrado que essa subs 
tituigäo, na proporgäo de 10% de escoria de ago, parece ser efetiva, sem prejuizo do comporta 
mento do cimento resultante e com economia de energia no processo de clinquerizagäo.

Foi tambem assinalado que a escoria de ago em exame pode tambem ser usada сото agre 
gado para concreto com alta resistencia ä compressäo e ä abrasäo, mas sem suportar fogo.



INTRODUCTION. .

In the frame of the experimental researches devoted 
to turn wastes discharged from factories efficiently 
to account (1), in a previous paper (2) a sample of 
steel slag, reasonably typical of major Italian pro-, 
duction, was fully characterized. The chemical com
position (Tab.I) and the X-ray diffraction pattern 
(Fig.1) which gave evidence of the main lines of g- 
-dicalcium silicate, dicalcium and monocalcium fer
rite, were performed. Two phases were identified by 
means of optical microscopy and electron pro
be microanalysis : the first one, compact, con
taining iron as predominant element and magnesium 
and manganese as accessory constituents and appea
ring to be the ground phase: the second one, incohe
rent, more or less dispersed, containing calci™ and 
silicon as predominant elements, with negligible 
iron and manganese content.

table I - Chemical Composition of the Products Used 
(per cent) .

Limestone Clay Fyrite Ash IB Slag

1.0.1. 42.8 19.4 0.4 1.3
sio2 1.0 44.3 4.3 12.0

2 3 0.4 10.0 2.2 1.4
2 3 0.6 3.8 87.4 29.9

CaO 53.7 10.7 1.8 41.9
Mgp 0.7 2.1 ' - 4.3
Na20 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.6
k2° 0.2 1.9 0.1 O.l
CaO free 16.0
mo 6.0
p^o 1.42 5

0.82

The tests on the aptitude for combining with lime, 
in view of a possible utilization for blended cement 
manufacture, pointed out that the sample, previously 
ground to 420 m^/kg Blaine surface area, shaken with 
constantly saturated lime solution, virtually did 
not combine with lime, either in the presence or in 
the absence of calcium sulphate. It was also noticed 
that the same sample, in contact with previously boi
led distilled water, allowed 18,4 ramols/1 'of CaO and 
39 mmols/1 OH to enter into solution, after 28 days 
at room temperature. The low-reactivity towards lime 
was also -confirmed by means of transmission -electron 
microscopy investigation on the deposits of slag/li- 
me and slag/lime’tcalcium sulphate suspensions. 

Compressive strength tests on ISO-RILEM mortars (3) 
manufactured .with blended cemen-ts .obtained by adding 

steel slag, brought to 420 m^/kg Blaine surface area, 
.to an industrial clinker at a rate of 15,30 and 50% 
respectively, gave evidence of a remarkable lowering 
of the values that, all conditions being equal, cou
ld be reached substituting steel slag for blast fur
nace slag, in the same ratio. Steam curing of the 
specimens manufactured by adding, to the clinker, 
30% steel slag and precured two hours at 20°C ± 2 
and successively six hours at -80°C, showed moreover 
an improvement of the compressive strength at short 
ages but a worsening at long ones, according to the 
ordinary behaviour of Portland cement.

30 2?45 40 35

2 e

Fig. 1 - Diffractogram of steel slag sample.

Finally, as regards grindability, an energy consump
tion was pointed out higher than that required for 
granulated blast furnace slag, owing to the presence 
of small amounts of iron enclosed in the minute mas
ses which escaped magnetic separation.

The results of the whole investigation (2) led to the 
disregarding of the of use of this slag as active 
addition to the clinker, suggesting, at the same ti
me, its utilization as partial substitute of granu
lated blast furnace slag in slag cements, at a rate 
of about 10%, Such a substitution resulted in fact 
in a slight reduction of the water amount for mixtu
res with standard consistency, in a slight accelera
tion of thp initial sat an^ delay of the final, jn a 
decrease in the whiteness pf the end product - a rgql 
advantage for countries of the Mediterranean area - 
and in a slight lowering of thg compressive strpngth, 
quite acceptable at long ages.

As a continuation and completion of the previous re
search (2), we deempd it interesting to investigate 
further possible industrial applications of the same 
steel slag and yq haye thgppfprp examined its utili- 
zatjon either fpr cjinkpr manufacture, as partial 
substitute of limpstone, or pg aggregate fop concre
te endowed with high comprpssiyp strength and high' 
durability in tprms of abrasion resistance.



An account of the overall results of the tests car
ried out and of the conclusion reached is give here
after.

EXPERIMENTAL.

It's well known that more than 80% of the heat con
sumption for Portland cement manufacture is spent 
for the clinkering process and that the higher fra
ction of this consumption involves limestone disso
ciation (4). Reasonable energy savings can therefore 
be made through partial substitution of the raw ma
terials entering in the raw meals for industrial by
-products with energy content stored in previous 
technological cycles. Steel slag owing to its high 
calcium oxide content, represents a possible partial 
substitute of limestone, sharing in the reduction of 
heat consumption for clinker formation (5). Further 
advantages appear to -be: the lowering of tbe volume 
of exhausted gases, owing to the lower carbon dioxi
de evolution, resulting at the same time in an abate
ment of the speed of volatile components, as well of 
the entrained dusts and calorie losses. As regards 
transportation, the product does not undergo succes
sive weight losses because of gas evolution.

The above mentioned short considerations induced us 
to start an experimental investigation, carried out 
by means of an industrial plant, for evaluating, 
first of all, the possible differences arising in 
the technical behaviour of the end products in con
sequence of a partial substitution of limestone for 
steel slag, or secondarily, of clay, in the raw meal 
for Portland clinker manufacture. Table I shows the 
average values of the composition of the product 
used, including the steel slag sample.

Two kind of raw meals have therefore been prepared, 
the first one pertaining to the normal production of 
the factory and being the term of reference, of the 
following chemical composition: Limestone 71%, Clay 
27.5%, Pyrite ash 1.5%; the second one, concerning 
this investigation: Limestone 66%, Clay 26.7%, Steel 
Slag 7.3%.

The burning process of the two series of mixes car
ried out in a rotary kiln having a diameter 3.6 m 
an 130 m length and a couple of cyclones for prehea
ting the raw mix, supplied clinkers of the following 
composition during the whole investigation period:
- Lime standard 95 i 1%
- Hydraulic modulus 2.10 ±.0.06
- Silica modulus 2.17 ± 0.18
- Alumina modulus 1 -0.15

^erage value of the specific heat consumption for 
clinkering in the case of a raw mix containing steel 
slag was found to be 985 Kcal/kg, in comparison to 
1050 kcal/kg, which represents the average heat con
sumption for the burning of an ordinary raw mix.

RESULTS.

Both the types of raw meals supplied clinkers with 
chemical, physical and mechanical properties corre
sponding to the normal industrial production.

At his point, using the clinker obtained by burning 
raw mix containing steel slag in the mentioned ratio, 
we have prepared:
- a rapid hardening Portland cement
- a rapid hardening blast furnace slag cement
- a slag cement
whose characteristics are summarized in Tab.2. It's 
to be noticed that all the parameters fit very well 
with the Specification values and that a lengthening 
of the initial and final set, increasing with the 
steel slag content, is to be seen.

Another possible utilization of the same slag concer
ns the manufacture of concretes endowed with parti
cular abrasion resistance.

It's well known that one of- the manifold aspects of 
the concrete durability is represented by the abra
sion resistance (6) which is also affected, all con
ditions being equal, by the lowering of the water/ce- 
ment ratio, as well by the increase of compressive 
strength and hardness of aggregate (7).

We have therefore prepared a series of concrete spe
cimens, whose characteristics are summarized in Tab.
3. Steel slag has been used as aggregate, terms of 
reference being in turn either the basalt or the cal
careous aggregate (7). The abrasion resistance has 
been tested according to Italian Specification for 
road surface materials (8), estimating the abrasion 
resistance on the basis of weight loss in standard 
conditions. Average values obtained by testing four 
specimens manufactured with each type of aggregate 
(Tab.3 ) show, all conditions being equal, that abra
sion resistance is twice as much for the concrete 
with steel slag, in comparison to those manufactured 
with basalt or calcareous aggregate.

Comparative tests showed moreover that thermal trea- 
■ tment (9) at 200°C for 24 hours considerably lowers 

compressive strength of concrete specimens with ste
el slag as aggregate, cured 28 days in wet environ
ment.

Specimens appear significantly cracked, probably owl*  
ng to the free lime content, so that the production 
of concretes with fire endurance must therefore be 
disregarded.

CONCLUSIONS

The whole of the experimental results allows us to 
select the following effectual utilization of the 
steel slag examined:
- as partial substitute of blast furnace slag, at a 

rate of 10%, for the manufacture of slag cements
(2),  without perceptible influence on the strength 
progress and with lowering of the whiteness of the 
end product, a requisite particularly demanded in



Table II - Characteristics of the Cements as a Function of Raw Mix Composition.

Blaine Set (hours-min.) Compressive Strength (MPa)

Raw mix Value
m2/kg Initial Final 1 day 3 days 7 days 28 days

Rapid hardening Portland A 382 2.10 3.20 16.8 29*2 36.2 45.9

Cement В 374 2.20 3.35 14.8 29.4 36.6 45.0

Rapid hardening Portland A 400 2.10 3.10 13.5 27.5 37.2 48.0

Blast .Furnace Slag Cement В 400 2.30 3.35 13.3 27.8 38.5 49.8

Ordinary Portland Blast A 324 3.35 5.10 - 11.8 24.8 44.3

Furnace Slag Cement В 325 4.15 5.45 - 11.7 22.8 44.1

A = Raw mix with Ordinary Components. 
В = Raw mix Containing also LD Slag.

Table III - Characteristic of the Concretes as a Fun
ction of the Type of Aggregate.

Basalt Limestone LD Slag __
Fraction 25/15 (kg/m3) 480 390 468

" 12/ 7 и 357 487 573

" 5/ 3 и 336 292 343

" 3/ 1 •1 336 292 343

Siliceous Sand ft 476 487 573

Cement if 350 350 350

Slurp (cm) 6.0 6.2 6.0

Conpresslve Strength :

1 day (MPa) 16.1 15.6 16.3

3 days и 36.7 36.5 37.5

7 days 44.7 42.6 50.0

28 days и 54.4 53.0 58.5

After 24 h thermal treat 
rent at 200 °C (MPa) 67.0 64.4 30.0

Wear (loss ort weight, g) 1.2 1.4 0.6

the Mediterranean countries;
- as partial substitute of limestone in the raw mix 

of Portland clinker, likewise ht a rate of 10%, wi
thout affecting the technical behaviour of the re
sultant cements and with lowering of the heat con
sumption for the clinker burning;

- as aggregate for the manufacture of concretes endo
wed with high compressive strength and abrasion re
sistance.
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1.2 Characteristics of Alite in Portland Cement Clinker and CgS Solid Solution

SUMMARY : Alites in portland 
modifications, birefringence

cement clinkers and CgS solid solutions have been examined, especially in their 
and hydration properties.

Alite in clinker occurs in two forms, Mj and M3, 
into M3 with longer burning time. Г "'
Birefringence of M1 is constantly■0.003, 
shows the maximum value after some time, 
to the displacive transition. ’  _
decreases as the holding time becomes longer.

 Mx is always observed when burnt for short time. It converts 
However if the clinker burnt slowly, is hard to convert into M3.

1 ппч while that of M3 varies from 0.004 to 0.007 with the burning time and 
It is suggested that the change of birefringence in M3 might be due 

MgO content of alite after 5 minute burning is really high up to 1.8 % and

C3S solid solutions were prepared from chemical reagents. C3S solid solutions containing a certain amount of 
2О3 and Ее2Оз are MT with low MgO content and M3 with high MgO content. The lattice constants of M3 change 
responding to the MgO.content, while birefringence is nearly constant in the range of 0?0044 to 0.0054.

Any M3 burnt for different time does not show significant change of birefringence although M3 in clinker does.

The hydration properties of the rapid hardening portland cement containing alites with different birefringence 
have been studied. M3 reacts more slowly than at early stage, but the hardened cement with M4 is denser and 
has greater strength after 3 days. There seems to be a little difference of strength among samples containing 
M3 with different birefringence.

Foram examinadas alitas era clfnqueres de cimento portland e em soluqoes solidas de 
tjb, especialmente em suas modificaqöes, birrefringencia e propriedades de hidrataqao.

. A^alita acontece no cl'nquer sob duas formas: M. e M,. Sempre se observa M. quando 
Contndn3 ® CV'ta dur?cao- Ela se converte em M quanclo a ^ueima e por tempo mail longo, 
tontudo, se о clinquer e queimado lentamente, e mais fäcil a conversäo de M. em M A birre 
rringencia de M. e constantemente 0,003, enquanto a de M, varia de 0,004 a 0,007 com о tempo 
pgnelTj3 M aPrdsenta о valor maximo apos algum tempo. Sugere-se que a mudanqa de birrefrin- 
nntn.j- M3.Possa ser^devida a transiqao deslocadora. 0 teor de MgO da alita depois de 5 mi 

s de queima, de ate 1,8a, e realmente alto e diminui na medida em que о tempo de retencäo 
torna maior. v

sn'ra A partir de reagentes quimicos foram preparadas soluqoes solidas de C7S. As solucoes
rn™ contendo uma certa quantidade de Al?0, e Fe?0_ säo M. com baixo teor de MgO, e M
enm,3 t° te?r de MgO-. As constantes de rede de M, se alteram, correspondendo ao teor de MgO3
nquanto a birrefringencia e quase constante_na fäixa de 0,0044 a 0,0054. Qualquer queima de 

P?- temP° diferente nao apresenta alteracao significativa da birrefringencia, embora о M 
no clinquer apresente. 3

Didn Foram estudadas as propriedades de hidrataeao do cimento portland de endurecimento rä 
esta ■C°ntend0 alltas com birrefringencia diferente. M, reage mais lentamente do que M. no 
dias 10Dlniclal> maS 0 cimento endurecido com M, e mais denso e tem resistencia maior dos 3 

Parece que ha uma pequena diferenca de resistencia entre amostras contendo M, com bir- 
letringencia diferente. 3



INTRODUCTION

Alite in portland cement clinker is CgS 
solid solution corresponding to the modifi
cation Mi or M3 of Сз5(1-4). M3 was recently 
found and was proved to correspond to Mjjj of 
C3S solid solution by Maki et al.(1,4}. 
However, M3 was called Mjj^ in some works 
(5,6). There may exist some discrepancies as 
to the phase identification of alite.

In this study, the character of both alite 
in clinker and C3S8S (C3S solid solution 
prepared by solid state reaction) was inves
tigated at ambient temperature, with special 
reference to birefringence, to elucidate the 
characteristics of alite in clinker as 
compared with C3SSS. Further, the hydration 
property of alite with different character 
was studied.

C3Sss PREPARED BY SOLID STATE REACTION

C3SSS which are almost the same as those of 
Woermann et al.(7) were prepared and studied 
on the lattice constant, birefringence and 
the amount of impurities of them. C3SSS were 
obtained by burning at 1550 °C for 8 hours, 
adding impurities such as A^O^, an^
MgO. The chemical compositions are shown in 
the modification diagram originally drawn by 
Woermann et al. (Fig.l). The chemical compo
sition of C3SSS was analysed with EPMA. As 
shown in Fig.2, the amount uf impurities in 
C3SSS was almost the same as those added to 
specimens.

MgO (wt%)
Fig.1 Birefringence and modification of C^Sss.

♦:Ti A:Mi
The broken line indicates the boundary of 
modification. Al^O^/Fe^O^l. Birefringence 
:xl0~3.

XRD data of specimens employed in this 
study were in agreement with those obtained 
by Woermann et al. Lattice constants of 
C3SSS were calculated using d-spacings of 
(402), (009), (620) and (040). The lattice 
constants of CgSss vary with the amount of 
impurities(Fig .3 and 4). All the constants 
decrease as the amount of MgO increases, 
while they increase as the amount of 
А120з+Ее20з increases.

2.0
Addition

□ AI2O3 + Fe2<)3 
Д MgO Д

Ä пи

в □

□
Д□

□

Д
Д

i I— 1
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Impurity in sample (wt%)
Fig.2 Impurity contents in C_S and . 3 sssamples.

0 1.0 1.5
MgO (wt%)

Fig.3 Change in lattice constant 
of C Sss with the addition 
of MgO.

• :Fe203 0.6wt% , Al^ 0.6wt% 

*:Fe203 0.8wt% , Al^ 0.8wt%

0 1.0 1.6
Fe2°3 ♦ AJ-^S

Fig.4 Change in lattice constant 
°f C Sss with the addition 
°f (*e2°3 + A12°3)-

• : MgO 1.5wtX A: MgO 1.8wt% 
A12°3 ' Fe2°3 =1-



Birefringences of CgSss were measured in 
thin sections including quartz prism as ref
erence whoseY axis was normal to the section 
and were shown in Fig.l. From these data it 
follows that Mia identified by Woermann et 
al.is equivalent to M-^ and Mjb is to M3. As 
shown in Fig.l, birefringence of M1 and T2 
is about 0.003 and about 0.002 respectively. 
Birefringence of M3 is ranging from 0.0045 
to 0.0055 and seems to be scarcely influ
enced by the amount of impurities.

The results described above can be summa
rized as follows. Modification and lattice 
constant are determined by the amount of 
impurities. Birefringence of M3 is less than 
0.0055, and is independent of the amount of 
impurities.

ALITE IN CLINKER -

The raw mixes for rapid hardening portland 
cement (HM 2.3, SM 2.8, IM 1.8) were pre
pared using industrial materials or chemical 
reagents and were burnt under various condi
tions . The amount of MgO was changed from 1 
to 3 wt% on clinker base and Blaine fineness 
was from 500 to 970 m2/kg. The burning 
conditions were varied in the heating rate, 
the maximum temperature and the holding 
time. Alites in the run products were 
observed with an optical microscope to 
determine their birefringence and modifica
tion.

The modification of alite is influenced by 
the burning condition and the MgO content in 
clinker. The results are shown in Table 1. 
Mi is always observed at the attainment of 
the maximum temperature in any burning 
condition and converts into M3 with longer 
holding time. However, when the clinker is 
burnt slowly, alite is difficult to convert 
into M3 even if the holding time is long.

The increase of MgO content in the clinker 
is of advantage to the occurence of M3 
(Table 1). This might suggest that the 
amount of impurities determines the modifi
cation of alite in a similar manner as 
CgSss. In certain cases, however, with 
high MgO content is found in clinker. The 
cases are shown as follows.

Fig.5 shows the amount of impurities (MgO, 
AI2O3» Fe203) and birefringence of alites in 
the clinkers burnt at different maximum 
temperatures. It indicates that the amount 
of impurities decreases with increasing 
maximum temperature. Burnt at 1400°C, the 
amount of impurities in alite is the largest 
and birefringence of alite corresponds to Mi- 
Burnt at 1500 and 1600°C, however, alite 
shows higher birefringence corresponding to 
M3 despite the less amount of impurities.

MgO 1.5%
.5 1.2

31.0

.1 .8
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Ж2.0 
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1.0-

birefringence 
burnt for 30

mate —

♦ MgO 
*Ре20з 
■ai2o3 -

■3t"
,2£ -

3.0
1400 1500 1600[ec|

Burning temperature 
Fig.5 Impurity contents and 
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minutes(500 m2/kg, Industrial 
rials, rapid burning).
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The amount of impurities in alite of the 
clinker burnt at 1500°C for different 
holding time is shown in Fig.6. MgO content 
is really high reaching up to 1.8 wt% at 5 
minute holding time and decreases as the 
holding time becomes longer. This suggests 
that drastic incorporation of Mg ions into 
alite takes place at the beginning of the 
crystal precipitation from the melt. On the 
contrary, the amount of A1203+Fe203 is 
neary constant in the range of 1.0 to 1.5 
wt% for any clinker. As Mj occurs at first 
under any burning condition, M^ contains 
large amount of MgO in this case as well.

Table 1 Modification and birefringence of alites in clinkers burnt under 
different conditions.

burning condition birefringence (X10"3) and alite phase

burning temp.(°C) holding MgO 1% MgO 3%
rate tine

( ): mean value

rap i d 1500 2 min 2.3-2.7 (2.5) . Ml 2.5-3.5 (3.0) , Ml
slow // ft 1.5-3.5 (2.7) . Ml 1.9-3.7 (2.5) , Ml
rap i d // 1 hr 2.4-6.1 (3.5) , MKM3 2.1-4.9 (4.0) ,MKM3
rapid // 2 hr 2.5-6.3 (4.0) , M3 3.4-7.1 (4.8) , M3
slow // // 2.3-3.8 (2.8) . Ml 2.9-4.7 (3.5) ,MKM3
rapid 1400 // 2.6-3.9 (3.5) , Ml.M3 3.2-4.8 (3.9) ,MKM3



A R,. 5 min. 
A R, 60 min.
■ R, 2 hr. 
□ S, 2 hr.
MgO 3.0 % 
(500 m2/kg) ''2.0

1.0

AR, 10 min 
■ R, 60 min 
A R, 5 hr

§2.0

MgO 1.0 % 
(800 m^/kg)

±
1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0

AI2O3 + Fe203 (wt%)
Fig.6 Impurity contents of alites in 

clinkers burnt at 1550°C (industrial 
materials). R=rapid burning, S=slow 
burning.

Birefringence of Mx in clinker is constantly 
0.003, while that of M3 varies from 0.004 to 
0.007 corresponding to the burning condition 
or the character of raw mix. Birefringence 
of M3 alite changes with the holding time 
and shows the maximum value after a certain 
holding time (Fig.7). The maximum point 
appears at shorter time when the burning 
temperature is higher and the raw mix is 
finer. Fig.8 shows lattice constants and 
birefringence of alite in clinker burnt at 
different holding time. Lattice constants of 
alites scarcely vary with the burning time
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Fig.7 Change in birefringence of alites in 

clinkers burnt rapidly using industri
al' materials (500, 800 m2/kg) and 
chemical reagents (970 m2/kg).

Fig.8 Change of lattice constant and bire
fringence with burning time.

• :lattice constant □: birefringence

in spite of the change of their birefrin
gence. Alite coexisting with melt at high 
temperature is considered to be R type. 
Monoclinic modification, that is and M3, 
may probably depend on the structure of 
these R alites. Seeing the XRD peak profiles 
of alites in clinker, the XRD peak of (009) 
varies little in its position and Intensity, 
while those of (040) and (620) do remarkab
ly. Single peak of (220) splits into doublet 
of (040) and (620) when the form of alite 
changes from R to M. Therefore, the struc
tural variance of M3 alite could be detected 
by the change of (220) of R alite. R alite 
was obtainable when the clinker was quenched 
by being dropped into oil. The raw mixes 
prepared from chemical reagents were burnt 
at 1500 to 1700°C, varying holding time from 
3 to 130 minutes. XRD was carried out to 
determine the FWHM (full width at half 
maximum intensity) of (009) and (220) peak. 
The FWHM of (009) peak is almost constant at 
any burning condition, while that of (220) 
peak varies. THe ratio of the FWHM of (002) 
peak to (009) peak varies with holding time 
and shows the maximum value as the bire
fringence does (Fig.9). The relation between 
the burning temperature and the appearance 
time of the maximum value has

burning time (min)

Fig.9 Change in the ratio of FWHM(220) and 
FWHM(009) with burning time.



Fig. 10 Arrenius plot.

been well implied by the Arrenius plot (Fig. 
10). The activation energy obtained from the 
plot is about 171 kJ/mol which is very 
small compared to the dissociation energy of 
Ca-0 and 0—Si-0 bond. It suggests that the 
displacive transition might occur in M3 when 
being kept at high temperature.

Alite in clinker is different from CgSss in 
two aspects; the form of alite does not 
necessarily depend on the amount of impuri
ties and Mg sometimes shows very high bire
fringence over 0.006. As mentioned above, 
the forms of alite in laboratory clinkers 
occur as M^ with low birefringence. Mg with 
high birefringence (0.004-0.006) and Mg with 
very high birefringence (>0.006). In addi
tion, zoned alite, in which Mg usually over
grows Mg, occurs in industrial clinkers. 
From the study of .alites in laboratory 
clinker, it is thought that each type of 
alite in industrial clinkers reflects the 
burning conditions. Mg with very high bire
fringence may be formed by rapid burning and 
its grain is fine, prismatic, euhedral and 
clear with little entraped inclusions. On 
the other hand Mg is usually coarse grain 
and may be formed when burnt slowly or burnt 
under lower temperature. With prolonged 
holding time at high temperature. Mg may 
change to Mg with high birefringence. Such 

sometimes contains numerous fine inclu
sions which appear dusty. Zoned alite may be 
formed when the marked change of the burning 
■condition happens.

HYDRATION PROPERTY OF ALITE

The hydration properties of alite Mg and 
alite Mg with different birefringence were 
studied. The raw mixes for rapid hardening 
portland cement (HM 2.3, SM 2.9, IM 1.6) 
were prepared using industrial materials and 
were burnt under various conditions to 
change birefringence of alite in clinker. . 
Table 2 shows burning conditions and the 
results of cement tests. Alite formed under 
low burning rate was Mg (birefringence < 
0.0037) and Mg (birefringence > 0.0041) 
under high burning rate. The maximum bire
fringence was obtained in clinker (F) burnt 
for 34 minutes.

Heat evolution curves of cement pastes 
indicates that alite with higher birefrin— 
gence (>0.0045) tends to have longer dormant 
period than alite with lower birefringence 
(<0.0041). Each cement used in the study 
differs more or less in f.CaO content.Adding 
f.CaO on 0.7 wt96 to cement F, the dormant 
period became 20 minute shorter, but was far 
longer than cement A-в containing Mg alite.

Fig.11 shows the SEM photographs of har
dened pastes. At 1 day^ type I particle of 
C-S-H and needlelike crystal of ettringite 
are formed much more in the samples contain
ing Mg alite (A and B) compared with those 
containing M3 alite (C-I). At 3 days, in the 
case of Mg alite, cement particles agglom
erate each other, resulting in forming 
blocks and large open spaces among them. On 
the other hand, in the case of Mg alite, 
cement particles are homogeneously distri
buted and fill open spaces. The former is 
more porous than the latter.

Fig.12 shows pore volume of hardened mortars 
after strength test. At 3 days, in the case 
of Mg alite, the pore volume is large. At 
other ages, clear difference is not recog
nized in any sample.

Fig.13 shows the compressive strength of 
cements at the age of 1,3,7 and 28 days. At 
1 day, the strength of cement containing Mg 
alite is higher than that of cement contain
ing M3, although after 3 days the former is

Table 2 Burning Condition and Result of Ceoent Test.

Sqap1e
Burning condition 

Burning Teap. Holding 
rate (eC) tiae(ain)

-----Alite_______ Tine of the 2nd Blaine 
Biref. Phase peak of heat evol. 
(X10 3 )__________ ( h г — min) (nV kg)

A slow * 1550 
В slow * 1500 
C rapid 1550 
D rapid 1550
E rapid 1550 
F rapid 1550

H rapid 1550
I rapid 1550

0 3 . 6 M 1
1 0 3 . 7 M 1
1 4 4 . 1 M 3
2 0 5 . 1 M 3
2 8 4 . 7 M 3
3 4 6 . 0 M 3
3 6 4 . 5 M 3
4 0 5 . 1 M 3
6 0 4 . 8 M 3

9 - 2 5 4 1 8
9-05 424
9-20 420

1 0 - 3 0 4 2 7
1 0 - 5 0 4 2 3
11-10 4 17
1 1 - 0 0 4 1 7
11-10 4 19
1 0 - 4 0 4 1 7

f.CaO 

(wt X) 

0.89 
1.01 
0.91

0.39
0.25
0.19

* : 5 •C/ain



3 I 110 pm 4 I------ 1 10 pm
Fig.11 SEM micrograph of fracture surface of hardened 

cement paste (W/C=50%).
1:sample A, 1 day 2:sample F, 1 day
3:sample A, 3 days 4:sample C, 3 days

Fig.12 Pore volume of mortar.

Fig.13 Compressive strength of mortar.

lower than the latter. The strength of 
cement containing Mg alite with different 
birefringence seems not to vary too greatly. 
Similar result was ascertained for indus
trial clinker.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Modification and lattice constant of 
CgSss are determined by the amount of impu
rities. Birefringence is ranging from 0.0045 
to 0.0055 for Mg, about 0.003 for M^ and 
about 0.002 for T2. Birefringence of Mg is 
independent of the amount of impurities.

(2) Mj alite in clinker is always observed 
when clinker is burnt for short time or by 
slow burning. It converts into Mg with pro
longed burning at high temperature. High MgO 
content favors the conversion from M^ to M3. 
Impurity content in Mg, however, is not 
necessarily higher than in M^.

(3) Birefringence of Mj is constantly 0.003, 
while that of Mg varies from 0.004 to 0.007 
with the burning time and after certain time 
shows the maximum value that is not detected 
in C3SSS. The appearance of the maximum 
value suggests that the displacive transi
tion might occur in Mg.

(4) Mg alite hydrates more slowly than M^ 
alite at early stage. After 3 days, the 
hardened cement containing Mg is denser, than 
that containing M. and the former shows 
greater strength than the latter. However, 
there seems to be little difference of 
strength in Mg with different birefringence.
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Phase Composition and Strength Propertiesof a High - Alkali Cement'Clinker hy Gypsum Addition
Modification de la composition du clinker et des r£sistances d’un clinker 
ä haute teneur en alcalis par addition de gypse.

SUT-KAHY: Studies were undertaken to determine whether the properties of a high-alkali 
clinker can be improved by gypsum addition to the raw mix. As the principal component 
of the raw meal,an unconventional raw material was used,namely a by-product obtained 
in the process bf alumina manufacturing according to the Grzymek method (1 , 2) . 

X-ray diffractometry and optical microscopy data of investigated clinkers are presen
ted.

Strength properties of cements made from Na20 containing raw materials are discussed 
with regard to the modified by gypsum addition structure of clinker.

The optimum value of gypsum requirement has been determined.

SUMÄRIO: Estudos foram feitos para determinar se as propriedades de clinquer com alto 
teor de alcalis podem ser melhorados com adi5ao de gesso na materia-prima. Como princi 
pal componente da matSria-prima, urn material näo convencional foi usado, urn subproduto 
obtido no processo de manufatura da alumina de acordo com о metodo Grzymek (1,2).

Sao apresentados dados de difratometria de raios X e de microscopia 6tica.

Propriedades de resistencia de cimentos feitos com materia-prima contendo 
Na2O sao discutidas em face da modiflcacao de estrutura do clinquer pela adigao de ges
SO.

О valor otico do gesso requerido foi determinado.



INTRODUCTION

The effect of alkalies on phase composi
tion and properties of cement clinker have 
been widely discussed in the literature.
A review by Jawed and Skalny (3,4) surauia- 
rizes the knowledge in this subject up to 
1978.
Many authors have reported that the dele
terious effect of alkalies on the mecha
nical properties of cement may be consi
derably reduced by-addition of gypsum to 
the raw meal(5,6,7,8).
Other researchers,in turn,have indicated 
the negative effect of higher SO, content 
in the clinker on the hydraulic reactivi
ty of the cement.Due to the reaction of 

and the sulfate compound the reacti
vity of belite is decreased and less alite 
is formed in the clinker.Also,the hydrau
lic reactivity of itself can be lo
wered (9,10,11,12) .
Recant studies performed by Stunge et al. 
(13,14) provided a large set of new data.
They have found that a higher SO^ content 

in the clinker lowers the strength of the 
cement made from it.However,the strength 
reductions c^n be compensated by raising 
the silica modulus.
It has to be emphasized that the reactivi
ty of a gypsum-doped raw meal is strongly 
related to the nature of raw materials 
used.The form in which the alkalies occur 
in the raw materials may play a signifi
cant role in the burning of clinker.
It is reported in the literature that for 
every cement an optimum SO^ level can be 
determined with regard to setting beha
viour and strength developement.

In our experiments an unconventional raw 
material was used in the preparation of 
clinker.lt is known as a so-called 
post-extraction slime,a by-product in the 
alumina .manufacturing according to the 
Grzymek method (2 ) . Due to its origin it 
may contain large quantities of Na20, pre-
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dominantly as Na2C0^ This fact determi
nes the reactivity of the raw meal as well

as the properties of clinker manufactu
red from it.
Thus,we have felt it worthwile to study 
if the clinker produced from this parti
cular raw material could gain a more re
active mineral structure by increasing 
the SO^ content in the raw mix.

EXPERIMENTAL
Four different in Na20 content raw mixes 
were prepared of approximately 80 % post
extraction slime and 20 % lime stone. 
Prior to blending both ingredients were 
dried and grinded to pass the 200/im sieve. 
The composition of mixes was calculated 
according to (15) by assuming the 
ISP = 0.98 .The silica module was 4.15 • 
Na20 content in the raw mixes was gradu
ally raised by NagCO^ admixtures.Thus,re
sultant blends .contained 0.7 ( no admixtu
re of Na2CO5) , 1.2 , 1.7 and 2.2 % of 
Na20.
The amounts of gypsum, .added to the raw 
mixes were 0,1,2,5,4and 5% by 
mass.
Components of the mix were thoroughly 
blended and afterwards pelletized.
Firing was performed in a laboratory oven 
in the temperature 1450 °C .
Structural studies of clinkers were per
formed by X-ray diffractometry ( XRD ) and 
optical microscopy methods.
The chemical composition of clinkers was- 
determined by routine analytical methods. 
Strength properties were evaluated accor
ding to the Polish Specifications (16). 
Specific surface area for all tested ce
ments was approximately 5000 cm2/g (Blai
ne) .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Clinkers obtained in our experiments con
tained 0.9 , 1.4 , 1.8 and 2.3 % of Na20, 



The SO^ content in the prepared clinkers 
varied-froni O.J to 5.0 per cent by mass. 
In Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction pattern of 
post-extraction slime is presented.

FIG. 1
Post-extraction slime (raw)

Effect of gypsum addition on the minera
logy of clinkers having.different NagO 
content is shown in Fig. 2 « .
XRD examinations revealed significant 
changes in the structure of clinkers cau
sed by sodium and sulphates..which are pre
sent in the studied systems.

1.4 “/o NatO

40 30 40 30

1.8% Na.O
0

no admixture 3% gypsum

40 30

Cont. of FIG. 2 

40 30 40 30

0,9 »/0 Nap
no admixture 3e/ogypsum

FIG. 2
Effect of gypsum addition on the 
phase composition of clinkers con
taining NagO

It can be noticed that by increasing the 
NagO content in clinker less quantities 
of a-lite are formed,while more free lime 
occurs as a separate phase .Also, the /2>-CgS 
phase is encountered in the clinker in 
larger quantities if more NagO is present 
in the system.
Alterations can be seen in the appearance 
of.the C^A peak in the range of 20 s 53 - 
33.5 . After Regourd et al. (17) this phe
nomenon may be assigned to phase transfor
mation of cubic C^A into the "prismatic" 
aluminate phase in the clinker due to the 
raise of sodium content.
Similar effect can be observed in the case 
of aluminoferrite phase.
Microscopy analysis confirmed the XRD da-



ta. Micrographs presented in Fig. 3 show._ 
the average structure of chosen clinkers. 
In particular,the corrosion of alite crys
tals due to the action of sodium and phase . 
transformation of C^A can he distinguished.

FIG. 3
Effect of gypsum addition on the 
microstructure of clinkers con
taining Na2O (aoo x)

Introduction of gypsum to the. raw meal 
has led to a modification of the clinker 
structure*  It has been proved that an in
crease in SOj content is followed by a 
formation of more alite.Also.the clinker 
contains both (3-C2S and free lime in less 
quantities.
The effect of gypsum admixture on the re
activity of the raw meal,characterized by

cont. of FIG. 3

free lime content-in the clinker,is nre— 
sented is Fig. 4 .
Besides,an increase of SO? content in the 
clinker leads to a raise in the quantity 
of cubic C^A considered as-the most reac
tive form of this compound.lt has.appea- 
red that in clinkers containing 0.9 or 
1.4 % Na20 the C^A phase occurs predomi
nantly in the cubic form when respecti
vely 3 or 5 % of gypsum was added to the 
raw meal. In contrary,when no gypsum 'was 
added the "prismatic" aluminate phase was 
found all over the clinker structure.
Results on compressive strength of ce
ments made from clinkers containing dif
ferent quantities of NaD0 and SO, are

5



shov/п in Fig. 5 .

FIG. 4

Effect of gypsum addition to the 
raw meal on free lime content in 

the clinker

FIG. 5
28-day compressive strengths vs. Na20 con

tent in clinker and. % of gypsum in the raw
meal
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It has been proved that strength of an al
kali containing cement can he considerably 
improved by introducing gypsum to the raw 
meal. The best strengths exhibited ce
ments when 3 % gypsum was added to the 
raw mix. This corresponds to the optimum 
value of S03 content in the clinker,wide
ly-discussed in.-the literature (3,4, 
6 . 7 ,-8 , 13 , 14) . * ’

However,when 4 or 5 % of-gypsum was in
troduced to the raw meal,resulting ce
ments have manifested a decrease in com
pressive strength.In this point,neither 
qualitative nor quantitative changes in 
the clinkers have been revealed by XRD 
examination;the X-ray patterns did not 
differ from XRD traces for clinkers pro
duced from raw meals containing 3 % of 
gypsum. Also,no increase in free lime has 
occured~in clinkers as it can be seen in 
Fig. 4 .
It is believed that Na2O is preferentially 
combined with SO^ to form Na2S04. However, 
some SOj may be incorporated into the be
llte phase thus lowering the hydraulic 
reactivity of clinkers.
This is,what we believe,the reason of 
strength reduction of cements made from 
raw.meals containing more than 3 % of gyp
sum.
No evidence for the formation of silico- 
sulphate phases (e.g. RC^-CaSCQ has 
been found by XRD examination both in our 
study.and that reported by Stunge et al.
(13) .However it has been proved (13) that 
belite contains much-more sulphur than 
other clinker phases.
Our report relates to a specific set of 
raw materials.lt should be emphasized that 
the behaviour of different alkali contai
ning raw materials is strongly dependent 
on their physicochemical nature.
Thus,in any particular case,the "optimum" 
gypsum requirement must be determined ex
perimentally.



CONCLUSIONS
1. Addition of gypsum to NagO containing 
raw meals leads to the modification of 
the clinker structure towards the better 
developedtalite and belite crystals.Re
activity of the raw mix is increased so 
that more C^S can be formed and the C^A 
phase tends to crystalize in the cubic 
form. Thus,the compressive strength of 
cement is increased.
2. In the present study the optimum gyp
sum addition is to be 3 %,however,diffe
rent raw materials may require a diffe
rent admixture of gypslim.
3. When 4 or 5 % of gypsum was introdu
ced to the raw meal,the compressive stre
ngth of resultant cements decreased. It 
is believed that this is caused due to 
reduction of the hydraulic reactivity of 
ß-CgS .
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INFLUENCE OF THE ISOMORPHIC COMPONENTS ON THE CLINKERISATION PROCESS

Prof. B. WERYNSKI, D. Eng., Building and Bonding Materials Industry Research 
Institute, Opole, Poland.
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min®r?ds o£ Portland clinker have higher hydraulic activity in case of deforma 
penet^tSy^X^r^^^^^

material'suIheasaMgO ÜV Na 5°ldds°lutdona have i = o™orphic components of natural iaw 

playa role of mineraliUrs increasing the amount o^the^iquirphaser^e^changing0^0^^5 

conditions, which leads in turn to differentiation of crystallic microstructures ' 
cednf thAaLnlmen^°nS thuS lncr?aslnS the hydraulic activity of the minerals. Main importan- 
Withe isomorphic components is their influence on modification of clinker phases connected 
with forming new phases and significant change of their hydraulic activity connected

MeO Na 0 ASAnd°F hydra?lic activity of clinkers with different concentrations of
oer and F,based on early and late strenght measurements is-presented in this pa
p . Moreover the clinker microstructure was investigated observing the influence of the 
quid phase on crystal forms. The results are shown on photographs? The influence of the iso" 
bu£ionCin°e????ntS СИпкеГ hydfaulic activity is explained by investigation of their distal

d.h;i10:5 -1s ‘«’•‘ts.crTb«*s« IipiL1°h“"1g£

caltiim alumi?08ferri0e The bstaaces consisting mainly of tricalcium aluminate and tltra 
dicium aiumino-ternte. The microprobe analysis results confirm the literature data i e ti,z h "io i"PlaE^ and K*° aS 1П °f tb=™r^:idIrat,Heicda“*

d a?butl°n-. Na and К ions are built in the alite and belite crystallic structure « 
re andgtextu?eSofUth°nSi• pfesenc? of the isomorphic components modifies the microstructu
re and texture of the clinker phases increasing their hydraulic activity. microstructu 

so de def °S PIlncipais minerals de clfnquer portland tern atividade hidräulica mais alta era ca

d;. 1««ги.-,гВЬ,58Й,*5Й еЖ5Г,!!»ГЙ!5“.,е1^

1*Ы; ,,!;1оТ0™2а^оеХУСе,,а"--Р1Р01 dfid-roli^or.,; aum.niando a quaat'ld.d.

«о, c,„c=„SH5e“dhä?enLäPdrS«ad«.12VeSrtnea?i° =°Ь" VU,idade “<>"«11«» d« С1£.а„„, 
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estrutura e a textura das fases do clinquer, aumentando sua atividade hidräulica.



INTRODUCTION

Main components for the production of clinker are: 
limestone, chalk, marl and clay. In case, when the 
chemical composition of a raw mix does not meet the 
technological requirements the correcting materials 
are added, such as slags, sands, ashes, iron - con
taining components etc.
The origin of raw materials - natural or artificial 
- their mineralogical composition and physical and 
chemical properties have indubitable influence on 
the clinkerisation process. The mineralogical form 
of main raw mix components, i.e. C, S ,A, F has an 
influence on the kinetics of formation of calcium a
luminates and silicates.

The share of the main oxides in the subsequent sta
ges of forming main clinker minerals is shown on Fig.

Figure 1. Course 
oxides

of the reactions between different 
in the clinkerisation process.

Considerable influance on the clinkerization process 
have different isomorphic additions, directly built 
in the crystallic structure of minerals. Most common 
isomorphic inclusions in the calcite are the Mn, Cr, 
Fe, Li, B, Ba and Ni oxides. The presence of these 
inclusions lowers the synthesis temperature of the 
minerals with lower lime saturation degree.
During the burning of the cement dinkier in high 
temperature the reactions between silicates take pla 
ce partly in the solid phase and partly in liquid 
one. In the buring zone of the kiln reactions take 
place in the solid phase. The speed of these reac
tions depends first of all on the speed of diffu
sion, which in this phase is directly proportional 
to the temperature and inversely proportional to the 
tightness of the reagent's structure. The silicates 
structure is rather loose because of tetrahedronal 
ions coordination Sid
In the clinkerisation process the isomorphic compo
nents play a role of mirieralisators. Presence of A, 
F, MgO, NazO, КэО lowers the temperature of the for
mation of entectics, which are important for initia
ting the reactions and decreases the vislosity of al 
loys, which in turn fascilites the ions movement and 
thus.the reactions course.

As it is known silicate alloys have high viscosity 
resulting from considerable part of atomic bond Si-0 
in the SiO^" anion. Substituting the oxygen by one- 
valencq ions in this anion or introducing kations mo 
dyfying" the properties of the silicate alloy causes' 
the decrease of its viscosity.
The isomorphic components of the raw mix have also a 

crystallic influence on the clinkerisation process/ 
for example Fe in CaCOj and illites/.
Most important factor for accelleration and fascility 
of reactions in the solid state is the irregularity 
of adjacent crystals. The higher the irregularity 
is, the less energy is required to initialize the 
reactions.
The knowledge of isomorphic components influence on 
physical and chemical properties of the liquid phase 
allows to modify the process of the formation of clin 
ker minerals thus changing their hydraulic activity.
Many research works on the mechanism of clinker pha
ses formation show, that solid solutions of main mine 
rals with isomorphic components are formed from the 
polymineral liquid phase containing these components.
Presented research study is the contribution for an 
explanation the role of isomorphic components of the 
raw mix in the process of forming the clinker mine
rals.

Explanation of this mechanism is possible by testing 
the distribution of isomorphic components in indyvi- 
dual clinker phases and investigating the texture of 
the crystals. Such possibility is given by an elec
tron microscope equipped with microprobe.

THE EXPERIMENTAL PART

The influence of isomorphic components on the forma
tion of clinker minerals was investigated basing on 
clinkers produced from natural raw materials contai
ning small amounts of Na-,0, K-,0, MgO and traces of 
ZnO, CuO, V2O5, MnO2, Cr2O3, PbO and NiO.
The concentration of the’ trace elements was establis
hed using the atomic absorption spectrometry techni
que.

The sintering test of raw materials were carried out 
using the high temperature microscope. The results 
show, that the sintering temperature of raw materials 
lies between 1150 and 1250°C.

In laboratory conditions the clinkers of . different 
chemical and mineralogical compositon were produced 
using the limestone consisting mainly of calcite and 
small amounts of kaolinite and clay / haolinite, ill! 
te, chlorite/.

Investigation of mineral composition of clinkers was 
done using the microscope.

Structural investigation of clinker minerals was car
ried out using electron scanning microscope with mi
croprobe. The microstructure of clinkers was obser
ved by means of the signal of secondary electrons e
mitted from the surface and representing the sample 
topography. The distribution character of Mg, K, Na, 
Fe and Al and alterations of their concentration a
long chosen lines was investigated in some microregi
ons of alite and belite, measuring the intensity alte 
rations of their x-ray characteristic radiation.
The results of the observations of clinkers on the 
electron scanning microscope are shown on Figures 
2, 3 and 4.



Figure 2. Microstructure of clinker with LSF = 0,92.
Magnification 1000 x.

Figure 3. Microstructure of clinker with LSF = 0,93.
Magnification 1000 x.

Figure 4. Microstructure of clinker with LSF = 0,94. 
Magnification 1000 x.

^ photographs show clinker fractures with visible 
alitpS к ed °F calciferous silicates. The main 
DoHAa₽flaSe ds PTesent as pseudohexagonal plates and 

uers. On the alite surface the belite inserts

are visible / Figure 2 /. Minerals of the clinker 
with LSF = 0,93 are sunk in glass phase filling the 
area between the grains / Figure 3 /. The alite pha
se of that clinker appears in form of polieders and 
hexagonal plates. Comparing with others this clinker 
has the highest concentration of MgO, K2O and Na?O / 
1,4V, the presence of which created profitable condi 
tions for cristallisation and forming the alite with 
higher symmetry and higher hydraulic activity.
The clinker with LSF = 0,94 is of the lowest concen
tration of isomorphic components. The microstructure 
of the fracture shows very rich porous structure with 
different grain sizes.
The pores are free spaces between the grains or have 
a character of micro-cracks. Numerous dendrite beli
te coalescences are visible as.well as plate-shaped 
alite rings / Figure 4/. This type of clinker has 
the highest hydraulic activity measured as 1-day 
strenght, because the high porosity fascilites the pe 
netration of water particles during hydration pro™ 
cess. The clinker had lower concentration of isomor
phic components /1,205V as well as lower concentra
tion of aluminium and iron oxides /А + F = 8,1V. The 
concentration of the liquid phase estimated according 
to Murray was 23,62 comparing with 25,52 of the clin
ker with LSF = 0,93. Small difference in the chemi
cal composition of the two clinkers and the same bur
ning conditions for the clinkers with different a
mount of the liquid phase resulted in two products 
with different hydraulic activity.

To explain the influence of isomorphic components on 
the hydraulic activity their distribution in particu
lar clinker phases was investigated.
Observing the polished and pickled microsections in 
reflected electron beam one could to investigate the 
crystallic structures and to carry out the quality 
microanalyses.of clinkers. The x-ray microprobe allo 
wed to investigate the distribution character of Mg7 
Al, Fe, Na and К and the change of elements concentra 
tion along choosen lines, measuring the change of in
tensity of their characteristic x-ray radiation.
The results of the clinker tests are shown on photo
graphs 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.

The analysis of characteristic radiation intensity 
changes shows that Mg is evently distributed along 
the alite and belite area. Comparison of Figure 95 
and 9 shows distinctly that there is much more Mg2+ 
ions in alite crystals than in those of belite, but 
most of them are present in the filling substance con 
sisting of calcium aluminates and tetracalcium alumi- 
noferrite. Microanalysis results confirm the litera
ture data according to which ion Mg forms the solid 
solution with three - calcium silicate replacing Ca^+ 
ions in its crystal latice.



Figure 6. Distribution of Fe in the alite microarea.

Figure 7. Distribution of Al in the alite microarea.



Figure 12. Changes of concentration Mg and Al along 
chosen line in the belite microarea.

Iron ions are also entering the alite crystal latice 
but in very small amount. More iron ions are obser
ved in the belite /Figure 6 and 10/.
Aluminium is built into alite lattice in much 
highier degree then iron, also highier into belite, 
but evenly in the whole crystal area, which is visi
ble on photographa 7 and 11.
К and Na distribution was investigated in the same 
microregions as Mg, Fe and Al. Presented photo
graphs /Figures 13 - 16/,show equal K4" distribution 
m alite, belite and filling substance. The same 
applies to Na+ ions, but in much smaller amounts, 
uue to very small concentrations of Na+ and K+ ions 
he photographa of their noice were taken to confirm 

their presence.

Figure 13. Distribution of Na in the alite microarea

Figure 14. Distribution of Na in the belite microarea.

Figure 15. Distribution of К in the alite microarea.



Figure 16. Distribution of К in the belite microarea.

The microprobe analyses confirmed the fact, that cal
cium aluminates, calcium silicates and tetracalcium a 
luminoferrietes are not pure minerals, but solid solu 
tions of the minerals with Mg, Fe, Al, Na and К ion? 
built inirregulary into the crystal lattice or repla
cing Ca and Si ions.
The isomorphic components mentionned above play a ro
le of mineralizers in the sintering process lowering 
the surface tension of the liquid phase and improving 
the conditions for silicate and aluminate crystalliza 
tion. The main significance of the isomorphic compo
nents is their modification of hydraulic activity.
Isomorphic components from the liquid phase enter the 
crystal lattice of minerals forming solid solutions. 
They also play a role of stabilizers of polimorphic ' 
modifications. The presence of the oxides of ele
ments of potassium group in the solutions results in 
opbaining higher symmetry and increased hydraulic ac
tivity of three-calciferous aluminates.

Increasing theMgO concentration to about 4”» gives the 
increase of the hydraulic activity of the three-calci 
ferous silicate. The fact is confirmed by strength 
tests of cement with highest MgO and potassium group 
oxides concentration. The presence of those compo
nents caused the modification of the mineral*composi 
tion of clinker and creating new phases by des’troing 
their structure during the process of forming of so
lid solutions.

Sirmltaneously the hydraulic activity of a phase de
pends on the irregularity of its crystallic structure 
caused by the presence of "'foreign” ions in the latti 
ce, which gives energetic potencial of minerals deci~ 
ding about their chemical reactivity.
The investigation on influence of isomorphic compo
nents,on the clinker hydraulic activity shows that 
certain concentrations of these components give opti
mal increase of activity.

Overfulfilling the saturation limits of isomorphic 
components gives, however, even destructive efects, 
callsing desintegration of clinker phases to lower 
orders with secreting of free C.
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Belltie Portland Cements with various content of MgO and SO^

Des ciments Portland b^litiques avec contenu variable de MgO et SO^

SUMARY: The obtaining of low firing temperature binding masses, without lowering physical

mechanical properties of the resulting cements is a very important problem for the binder 

industry. In the present paper, belitic Portland cements with various contents of MgO (to 

lo %) and SO^ ( 5 %), were synthetized, in the conditions in which the raw materials 

content is low, at the following temperatures: l,25o°, l,3oo°, l,35o° and 1,38qqC/3o min. 
In these conditions a sulphate aluminate compound is formed, which determines changes in 

the mineralogical composition of the Portland cement clinker. The burning ability of the 

synthetised masses was followed using DTA and the free lime content analyses. The composi

tional modifications and the physical-mechanical properties of the samples were determined 

using X-ray analysis and mechanical strengths determinations. The above mentioned clinkers 

may be synthetised from raw materials with a higher MgO content.

SUtiÄRIO: A obtencäo de massas aglomeradas de baixa temperatura de queima, sem redueäo das 
propriedades fisicas e mecänicas dos cimentos resultantes e um problema muito importante para 
a indüstria de aglomerantes. No presente trabalho, cimento portland belitico com värios con^ 
teudos de MgO ( ate 10%) e SO3 (5%) foram sintetisados, em condigoes nas guais о conteüdo de 
I’e2°3' na miscura crua, e baixo, äs seguintes temperaturas: 1250°, 1300° e 1380°C em 30 minu- 
tos. Nessas condigöes о composto sulfoaluminato se forma, о que determina alteragoes na 
composigao mineralogica no clinquer do cimento portland. A facilidade de queima das massas 
sintetisadas foram seguidas com о uso de DTA e anälise do conteüdo de cal livre. As modifica 
goes de composigao e as propriedades fisico-mecänicas das amostras foram determinadas usandö 
analise de raio-X e por determinagoes de resistencias mecänicas. Os clinqueres acima menp;o« 
nados podem ser sintetisados com materia-prima com alto conteüdo de MgO,



INTRODUCTION

The obtaining of binding masses at lower 

firing temperatures, in comparison with 

ordinary Portland clinkers, without lowe

ring theirs physical-mechanical properties 

is a interesting problem for the binder 

industry. The possibility to produce some 

belitic clinkers with physical-mechanical 

properties comparable with those of the 

ordinary Portland clinkers, at relative 

low firing temperatures (l,3oo - l,37o°C) 

from various raw materials was tested by 

numerous researchers / 1-14 /•

In the present paper were studied white 

belitic clinkers, synthesized from usual 

raw materials, with various content of MgO 
(introduced as MgCO^) and a constant 

content of SO^ (introduced as gypsum). The 

modifications induced by MgCO^ and CaSO^. 

гНдО admixtures, both upon the burning 

behaviour of the raw materials, as well as, 

upon the binding properties of the resulted 

cements were examined.

EXPERIMENTAL

A series of laboratory clinkers have been 

prepared from usual raw materials, charac

terized by reduced content (adequate

to manufacture some white clinkers) and 

which have the chemical composition pre

sented in.Table 1.

The clinkers have lime saturation factors 

of 75, 80 and 85 and the same modular 

chracteristics: silica modulus about 5«lo 

and alumina, modulus approximately 27; in

this case, the alumina modulus loses its 

significance, because the content of

the clinkers is under o.5 %.

Table 1.

Chemical composition of raw materials.

Oxide
Chemical composition, wt.%

Limes tone Kaolinite 
clay

Bentonite

CaO 55,lo 1.51 7.55
sio2 0.32 75.90 51.50
ai2o3 0.16 14.01 18.20

0.04 o.4o o.7o
MgO 0.71 0.25 2.10
Na20 0.24 2.08 2.06

K20 0.06 2.80 2.13
S03 o.o7 o.o5 0.22

L.I. 43.3o З.00 15.54

The raw materials mixtures have been finely 

ground (under 63 yum), pelletized at about 

5 MPa and fired for 3o minutes in an elec

tric furnace at l,25o°, l,3oo°, l,35o° and 

138o°C. The resulted clinkers were quenched 

in air and ground without gypsum to a 
Blaine specific surface area of З80 m2/kg.

The burning behaviour and the mineralogical 

composition of the synthesized masses have 

been followed by chemical analysis of the 

free lime content, XRD (performed on TUR- 

М. 75, diffractometer using CuKa radiation) 

and DTA (Erdely-Pauling, loo/min.).

The physical-mechanical properties of all 

cements have -been determined by standard 
testing methods.



RESULTS.

The determinations of the free lime (CaOf) 

content evidence, for all examined samples, 

a good clinkerization degree at l,35o°C. 

The masses with lime saturation factors 

equal to 75 and 8o have the recommended 

content of free lime (CaOf = 2 %), even 

when these mixtures were fired at lower 

temperatures for example, at l,3oo° and 
l,25o° (see Table 2).

A,B,C (reference clinkers) SK = 75, 8o, 85 
MgO = wt.%, in clinkers

Table 2

Free CaO, wt.% on the masses

Samples MgO 
%

Firing temp.°C/3o min.
1250 1300 135o 138o

A 1,6 2.45 1.43 0.85 0

A1 7.0 1.36 o.9o 0.22 0

A2 1Ot0 2.33 1.36 0.79 0.56

В 1.2 3.38 1.97 1.2o 0.91

B1 7.0 I.80 1.15 0.57 o.3o

B2 lo.o 3.21 1.9o l.o2 0.79

C 0.9 3.87 2.80 1.34 l.o2

C1 7.0 2.3.0 I.92 0.88 0.60

C2 lo.o 4.I0 2.31 1.31 0.98

In all cases a positive influence is re

marked when the clinkers contain 7% MgO 

and 5% SO3 (constant value for all clin

kers). The corresponding CaOf values 

suggest in this case an acceleration of 

the clinkerization processes. When biger 

Proportions of the MgO, were added, as to 

have up to lo % MgO in the clinkers, for a 

constant proportion of SO^ (5%), no semnl- 

ficative modifications of the CaO^ was 

observed in comparison with the reference 
clinkers.

The obtained free lime value are in concor

dance with XRD analysis, fig.1-3. Aa expec

ted, the increase of the synthesis tempera

ture determines the increase in the content 

of the well crystallized silicate compounds 

(CgS+C^S - 2.78 S; C^S - I.76 8) lowering, 

in the same time, the CaOf content of the 

clinkers. Simultaneously, the XRD data show

Fig.l. Relative intensity vs. tempera
ture: (D-C^S+C-jS ; (2)-(C,M)4A^;
(3)-MgO.  ---- (A); ——(A^) and

(a2).
a maximum line at 3.72 - 3.74 8 which was 

attributed to the formation of a sulphate 

aluminate compound resulted as a consequence 

of the SO3 presence in the samples. The fact 

that the maximum is not at 3.76 8 (the line 

foe pure C^A^J) may be explained by the 

probable presence of a variable quantity of 

the MgO in the crystalline latice of the 

latter compound, with the result of the 

formation of a sulphate aluminate of 

(C.M^A^S" type /15/. The (Ci Mj^A^S content 



of the clinkers increases with the increase 

of the IvlgO content of the samples; this is

/250 ^300 /357 ^330

Figo2. Relative intensity vs.tempera-
ture:(1)-C2S+C3S; (2)-C3S; (3)-
(qiVS)4A3S;-----(3);---------

not the case for the masses fired at tem

perature greater than l,38o°, when a par

tial decomposition of the (C/VD^A^S" may 

take place, resulting periclase (2.1o Я.) 

and a higher proportion of free lime.

«to «5? "tia» 

---------E*

Fig.3.Relative intensity vs temperature 
(1)-C2S+C3S; (2)-C3S; (3)- 
(С.ЮдАуз"; ------ (C);----------(C^)

The formation of the above mentioned sul

phate aluminate compound in clinker with 7 

and lo % MgO and a constant content of 30^ 

(5%) is also evidenced by the DTA analysis, 

which show an exothermic peak at 12б5°/16/, 

fig.4« The DTA curves also, show that the 

increase of the MgO content in the samples, 

determines a shift of some thermic effects: 

for example these for decarbonation and for 

clinkerisation.

Pig.4. DTA curves.
(1)-A; (2)-А15 (3)-A2.

The mechanical properties of the binding 

masses, especially for the samples with 7% 

MgO and 5% SO^, burnt at 125o° are relati

vely good and they are very good when these 

samples were burnt at 13oo° and 135o°C, see 

fig.5-6. For normal hardening conditions, 

these cements are characterized by a good 

volume constancy.



This behaviour of the cements may be attri

buted to the formation of the (C,M)^A^S‘. In 

the early stage of the interaction with wa

ter the compound may be an acce

lerating agent of the hydration-hydrolysis 
processes.

Fig.5.Compressive strength vs 
temperature.

The normal consistency water values is in 

the usual limits: 27 - 3o %, and the 
setting time begins after lh35mln_ 2h15mln 

and ends after 7-9 hours. For the refe

rence cements the setting time and the 

H2®n.c. hav® ^е upper limit values of the 

above given domains.

These binding masses can be utilized as 

white cements. It must be noted that a 

Very good whiteness (an increase with 7-9% 

in comparison with reference clinkers) is 

observed for the samples with 7-lo % MgO

5 % SO}. These cements showed also, a 

good mechanical strengths, above 33-35 MPa, 

after 28 days of normal hardening, /17-18/.

Fig.6. Compressive strength vs lime
saturation factor.

CONCLUSIONS

The present investigations have led us to 

the following conclusions:

- belltic clinkers can be prepared from 

usual cheap raw materials have a reduced 

content of FegO-j, even at 125o° - 13oo°C 

in the presence of the MgO and SO} admix

tures;

- these clinkers may be utilized as 

white cements;

- in the presence of MgO and SO} both, 

the whiteness of the clinkers and the 

mechanical strengths of the resulted 

cements are good, even when the firing 

temperatures are with approxixatevely 2oc°C 

lower;



- the MgO proportion introduced in the 

samples must be correlated with the SO^ 

proportion of the clinker, because in this 

way is possible to incorporate all MgO in 

the crystalline latice of the sulphate 

aluminate compound of (C,M)^A^BT type.
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A Very Modified Apatite-Type Structure: K3ca2(S04> j?.
the structure Apatite-Type tres de'forrree.

SDIIMARY: KgCa^(SO4)gF, compound identified in coatings of heat recovery cyclones in portland oement ИДп#, 
crystallizes in space group Pn2 a -pseudo Puma - with: a=13,415(7), ib=10,493;<8), e^9,.127‘L5) A, 
structure was refined to R-0.105 based on 1102 observed reflections. It is a very distorted analog of 
apatite KjlYO^X. Coth K^Ca-lSO )3F and apatite can be described as parallel cplumns of central F1'# ilong 
the pseudo-screw a-axis, and the ?3 c-axis respectively surounded by levels Of thro# .«-polyhedra enclosing 
S04 groups. The main difference being that whilst in apatite the Ca, triangular cation-poordinatip.n pf jF 
imposes a ternary symmetry for the three surrounding Ca„ cages, in KCa-lSO-l^F. the Ca,®, tetraihedral 
cation-coordination of F , leaves a pseudomirror symmetry for the surrounding « and 2M« oages,. ' iPifferent 
F columns are related by parallel screw-axes or inversion centres as in apatite.

. K3Ca2(S04)3F, composto identificado em colagens de cicjone de гесирегарао de color 
em fornos de cimento portland, se cristaliza.no grupo es.pacial - pseudo Pr.ma com; a-

= 13,415(7), b = 10,493(8); c = 9,127(5) A. A estrutura foi refinada para R = 0,105 com ba^ 
se nas reflexoes observadasde 1102.Eie e um anälogo muito deformado de apatita CXO^)gX.Ambos 
K3Ca2(SO4)3F e aPatita podem ser descritos сото colunas paralelas de F's central ao longo do 

eixo "a" de urn pseudo-parafuso, e о eixo "c” 6g respectivamente rodeados por .njveis de tres 
poliedros M fechando grupos de S04> A diferenfa e que enquanto na apatita a coordenasäo ca-- 
tionica triangular Ca3 de F impoe uma simetria ternäria äs tres gaiolas Cag ciycundantes., no 
K3Ca2(SO4)3F a coordenapäo catiSnica tetraedrica Ca2K2 de F deixa uma simetria de pseudo-.es.- 
pelho para as gaiolas circundantes Mg e 2Mg,. .Diferentes colunas ;F säo re.lac ionadas por ei_- 
xos de parafuso ou centros de inversao сото na apatita..

On leave from Institute .Eduardo Torroja, .Madrid, Spain 
th leave from Institute Rccasolano, Madrid, Spain



INTRODUCTION

Recently. KjCajCSO.),F has been identified 
by Trivino-Vazquez2' (1985) in coatings of heat 
recovery cyclones in the portland cement 
manufacture process.

Kreidler and Eunmel (1970) had previously 
reported it in a study of structure fields of 
fluor- and chlorapatites. Compounds of general 
formula where E! = Ca, Sr, Па, Pb; Y =
P*  As, V and X = F, Cl, were reported for all 
combinations as hexagonal apatite types. VZlien Y 
- S, metal-mixed fluorapatites such as: 
Na?Ca-(S0.)_F and Na-Pb-(SO.)-F were also
described as apatite structures; but metal-mixed 
fluorapatites including potasium of the form 

(SO.)-F were reported as non-apatite type for 
M = Ca, Cd, Sr, Pb, Ha. The title compound is 
one of them. In addition, the same authors
report sone apatite-distorted structure as
Ca5(CrC4> F and Na5Pb2(SO4)3C1 which are 
considered as slight aeforrnations of the apatite
one.

In the present paper, the crystal structure 
of K^Ca^CSO^l^F is studied from a synthetic 
single crystal and it is compared with the 
hexagonal apatite structure.

EXPERI1T.NTAL

Single crystals were obtained by firing 
stoichiometric mixtures of CaSO., and Cal;2>
together with 3c/i excess CaFo and : , at 960® C 
for 17 hours,, afterwards* ’ quencliing in water. 
Substantial yields of phase E^CajtSO^J^F were 
obtained,, but the preparations were never 
phase-pure.. Single crystals were handpicked 
under the petrographic microscope. All of them 
gave broad diffraction peaks but were considered 
suitable for X—ray analysis..

Precession photos showed observed 
reflections allowed in space groups Pnma or 
Pn2^a.,

A cell of a=13.415(7)„ b=10.493(8),
св9-»127(5> X with 7=4 was confirmed by least 
squares refinement of 15 convenient reflections. 
Intensity data for 2988 independent reflections 
were obtained out to 29=70*  ,. from a crystal 
flake,. on an automated single crystal 
diffractometer. Monochromatic: MoE^radiation was 
used. The CRYSTALS package by Watkin et al„ 
(1985) was used for all calculations except for 
Direct Methods.

2Statistical tests based on N(Z) and |,Е|{ 
distributions and the Patterson function 
analysis*  indicated the structure to be acentric..

The structure could be better refined in the 
space groupi Pn2.a.. After an isotropic 
refinement,, potasium and calcium were 
distinguished by geometrical considerations*  
Thia model was them refined (anisotropic for 
potasium and calcium atoms and isotropic for the 
rest>*

Afterwards eight oxygen atoms around S2 (sulphur 
in the pseudomirror plane) were found by (2Fo-Fc) 
Fourier difference. These were interpreted as 
two statistically desordered tetrahedra 82(02)^ 
and $21(021). pseudo ir-related with atomic 
population 0.5.

A final refinement including these oxygens 
(isotropic) was done,the final P. factor was 0.105 
for 1102 reflections with I > 5 С (I). Table 1 
shows the fractional coordinates and thermal 
parameters for all atoms after the last 
refinement.

Table 1. Fractional atomic coordinates and 
thermal parameters (with their l.s.s.d. in 
parenthesis) of K^Ca»(SO.l^F. Coordinates of К 
and Ca atoms are multiplied by 10 . Coordinates 
for the rest of the^atoms are multiplied by 10 . 
U[ISO1 being in A x 10 . U[ISC] of * atoms are 
calculated as UECUIV= 1/3 ^5. Uii a*a*:a..a..

i i 1 J I J
Atom PP uriso] x У z

I,' 1 1.0 23(5)* 5735(8) 5415(12) 6939(11)
I.' 2 1.0 29(4)* 7128(4) 2500(19) 3481(8)
L' 3 1.0 33(4)* 7755(4) 2472(19) 8055(9)
CA 1 1.0 25(4)* 5763(7) -475(10) 6897(13)
CA 2 1.0 21(3)* 9873(3) 2500 5128(6)
F 1 1.0 21(3) 903(1) 272(2) 302(2)
S 2 0.5 8(3) 1027(1) 237(1) 901(2)
C 12 0.5 19(9) 994(3) 282(3) 755(3)
0 22 0.5 99(32) 1114(3) 153(4) 883(6)
0 32 0.5 49(16) 947(3) 168(4) 979(5)
0 42 0.5 26(10) 1053(3) 353(3) 988(4)
S 21 0.5 27(5) 1025(1) 268(2) 924(2)
0121 0.5 48(16) 991(4) 210(4) 784(4)
0221 0.5 23(9) 1126(2) 317(4) 899(4)
0321 0.5 120(41) 958(4) 371(4) 971(6)
0421 0.5 42(13) 1028(3) 166(3) 1036(4)
S 1 l.D 25(2) 841(1) 535(1) 546(1)
0 11 1.0 35(6) 861(2) 398(3) 591(3)
0 21 1.0 59(9) 913(3) 613(3) 632(4)
0 31 1.0 27(5) 744(2) 579(2) 589(3)
0 41 1.0 74(12) 857(3) 571(4) 407(5)
S 11 1.0 16(1) 853(1) -32(1) 579(1)
0111 1.0 37(7) 854(2) 102(3) 540(3)
0211 1.0 58(9) 932(3) -81(3) 680(4)
0311 1.0 44(7) 755(2) -61(3) 652(3)
0411 1.0 58(9) 877(3) -103(3) 436(4)

.S 1

The refinement in Ршла space group proved to 
have some difficulties for the thermal parameters 
giving a R=0.235 was obtained for 1102 
reflections,, with I > ST(I)*

We can then summarize that the structure is
very close to centrosymmetric with, deviations
large enough to give a better

Table 2*

fit in the 
group. Some 

are given in



RESULTS

Geometrical considerations

The greater radius for К than Ca is evident 
in Table 2 for K2, КЗ and Ca2, so there is no 
doubt about its actual nomination. That
difference is not so clear between KI and Cal, 
although the given nomination seems to be more 
probable if more weight is assigned to the 
distances to F and to the not-restrained oxygens. 
However, the distance El-031 is very short and it 
could be explained by some Ca/K substitutions in 
this possition. Unfortunatelly, the thermal
parameters did not help for that discrimination. 
On the other hand, the possible Ca/K substitution 
had to be accompanied by C/F substitution. 
Nevertheless, the Ca-F distances ofr*>  2.20 
shown in Table 2 are closer to those expected for 
Ca-F = 2.33 X than to the Ca-C = 2.40 X for a 
similar atomic arrangement (Fayos et al.,1985)» 
Fence there is no crystallographic evidence for 
C/F substitution.

Description of the structure

The crystal structure can be described by 
the packing of the cation-polyhedra cages 
enclosing the S0^ and F anions. Fig.l shows the 
arrangements of these polyhedra.

Саг

Fig. 1 The cation-polyhedra arrangement 
surounding the anions SO^ and F (both in full 
squares) in K^Ca^tSO^l^F structure. Only one 
half populated ^8^ tetrahedron has been 
represented.

The F atoms are placed At the centre of €82^2 
tetrahedra forming columns along the pseudo-screw 
axis parallel to a (existing in the Pnma pseudo
symmetry). Around each column, one €дК edge of 
the tetrahedron is shared with a polyhedron 
enclosing a statistically desor^ered SO^ group 
(only one represented). The two tetrahedral 
faces *̂1^2  nOt ^ontnfniug thnt edge
■re shared by two t* 4K5 and polyhedra
enclosing two S04 groups respectiyefy. These two 

polyhedra are trigonal^tirtcaped prisms хЬДсЬ 
■re pseudo-mirror related sharing д face.

The whole group of the three polyhedra repeafes 
every 6,74 X by the i-seudo-screw axis parallel fg 
a. The columns arg related by parallel screw 
axes.

The distances befween'S and К or Ca atom in 
a cage, range from 3,14(2) to 4,09(2) X, with an 
average value of 3,6 ± 0,2 A,

The distances between cations ja the same 
polyhedra range from 3,8?(1) to .5._2^(1)XV with 
average 4,4 ± 0,5 X, The ayefaged gatipn-eflt j.pn 
distance on the tetrahedron surounding F has a 
smaller value of 3,9 t 0,2 X,

Its relationship with the hexagonal apatite
structure

The orthorhombie unit cell of
has a volume almost double that Of the hexagonal 
apatite, with similar formula, Na^Ca^CSO^l^F with 
a = 9,39, c = 6,89 X, and space group Р6^/т 
(Kreidler and Fiunmel, 1970), In addition,, both 
cells can be related through an intermediate cell 
defined as: - bo , bi« =
Cmi -= 1/2 ä , which would be д typical .apatife 
cell; a«- = $0,52, bw = 10,57, = 6,74 X and 
"§"= 12О.30,

Fence, a parallel relationship between the 
crystal structure of ^^^^(SO^lgF and hexagonal 
apatite is .expected, A previous crystallographic 
study on .apatite Oa-lFO.JqX structures for X = F, 
Cl, 0П (V.'ickoff, 1965, p, 228), shows that F 
atoms are in the centre of Ca^ triangles 
perpendicular fo the ternary c-axis, whilst Cl or 
CE are above and below that triangle0,5 A,

Fig, 2 The cat.ion-polyhedna n-rnangement 
surounding the anions PO^ and F (both in fjil.l 
squares) :in apatite Ca^CPO^l^F atruetpre.

According to the апдДудДд taaed on the 
cation-po;lyheAra r>pblattice, the apptite 
structirre , nepine->ented ;in .-РЛв^Д,» -can. be rdascribejd 
as nolpmns of parallel Pa, triapglne X.ith jF Atoms 
An the pent««,, alopg th® *63  ac-aa;ts, *htch  
(Corresponds to th® *



Surounding each column, and sharing the edges of 
the triangles Са^. there are three equivalent Ca„ 
polyhedra cages enclosing SO^ groups. The whole 
group repeats here, by the screw-axis every 3.5 X 
(a half that in K.Ca^CSO^j^F) for the trigonal 
packing around the ^Ca^ allows closer packing 
between F's than in the title compound. Columns 
in the apatite structure are related by inversion 
centres. Figs. 3 and 4 show de packing of both 
crystal structures in similar orientation.

Accordingly, both structures can be 
described as parallel columns of central F’s 
surounded by the three M-polyhedra enclosing SO, 
groups. The Csj trigonal cat ion-coordination of 
F in apatite, imposes a ternary symmetry for the 
three Cag cages, whilst the Ca-K, tetrahedral 
cat ion-coordination around F in t3Ca-(SO,),F, 
cause« • pseudomirror symmetry for the Ml and 2M_ cages. 8 9

The differences between apatite and 
^jCajtSO.l^F structures are, however, not enough 
to identity the later as apatite-related by 
inspection its the X-ray powder diffraction 
patern. A synthetic pattern calculated from its 
atomic coordinates in Table 1 confirms that fact.
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Table 2. Interatomic distances in A. less than 3.57 A for К and Ca to О and F atoms, the average l.s.s.d. 
<1 V2.‘, , AT,^6e distances t0 oxygens are in the last column with their «X-, standard deviations" 
Unix -(lx) J/n(n-l>)*. Distances to the eigh restrained 0i2 and Oi21 are averaged, their Sk , standard 
deviations being in parenthesis. Bond distances for SI and Sil to 0 atoms are shown with an averaged 
l.s.s.d. of 0.03 A.

Atom F <Oi2.Oi21> Oil 021 031 041 0111 0211 0311 0411 <O>
К 2 2.59 2.9(1) 3.36 2.96 3.03 — 3.01 3.05 2.71 __ 3.0(2)к 3 — 3.0(1) 2.77 — 3.14 2.72 3.05 — 3.55 2.84 3.0(3)К 1 2.63 2.6(3) —— 2.78 2.50 — 3.36 —— — 2.76 2.9(4)Cal 2.17 2.9(5) — — — 2.52 —— 2.30 2.44 2.4(1)Ca2 2.24 2.4(2) 2.41 2.36 — 2.91 2.38 2.73 — 2.43 2.5(2)
S 1 - 1.51 1.50 1.44 1.33Sil 1.45 1.49 1.50 1.54

Fig. 3 Picking of KjCa^tSO,)qF, viewed along the 
a axis. The unit cell is indicated in the right 
lower corner.

Fig. 4 Packing of apatite Caj(PO,),F viewed 
along the c axis. The unit cell is indicated in 
the right lower corner.
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r.PL'ERTAS, Lie. Chem.Sd,
F. TRIVIfiO, Dr. Chem.Sci. CSIC. Inst. Eduardo Torrpja(Madrid) ЕЗРАЙА

MODIFICATIONS CLINKER PHASE AND MECHANICAL-■ STRENGTH IN RELATION TO TYPE OF QUENCHING 
MODIFICATIONS DE PHASE CLINKER ET LEURS RESISTENCES MECANIQUES EN RELATION AVEC LA 
MANIERE DE TREMPE

RESUME: Les effects de la trempe dans la estabilite des phases de differents clinkers et aus- 
si les resistences mecaniques ä flexion et compression ä 7 et 28 jours sont etudies.

Les clinkers sont rechauffes a 1576°C pendant 30 minutes et sont trempes de deux 
facons differentes:

A 1'air la temperature ambiente et par immersion sous 1'eau.

Les echantillons ont ete etudies ä travers les suivantes methodes: D.R.X., microscope 
optique et analyse dispersive de rayon X.

Le clinker trempe sous 1'eau contient alite de structure trigonale avec Al et Mg dans 
solution solide. Le clinker trepe ä 1'air contient alite monoclinique.

Les resistences mecaniques a 7 et 28 jours des clinkers trempres ä 1'air, qui etaient 
superiors et plus hauts suivant que la temperature de trempe augmentait.

L1alite trigonale s'hydrate plus doucement que I'aiite monoclinique.

SUMÄRIO: Os efeitos da tempera na estabilidade das fases de diferentes clinqueres e tambem as 
resistencias mecänicas ä flexäo e ä compressäo de 7 e 28 dias sao estudadas.

Os clinqueres säo reaquecidos a 157b°C durante 10 minutos e säo temperados de duas ma 
neiras diferentes:

Ao ar ä temperatura ambiente e por imersäo em ägua.
As amostras foram estudadas pelos seguintes metodos: D.R.X., microscöpio otico e anä- 

lise dispersiva de raios X.
0 clinquer temperado debaixo d'ägua .content alita <Je estrutura trigonal com Al e Mg em 

solueäo sölida. 0 clinquer temperado ao ar contem alita moniclinica.
As resistencias mecänicas a 7 e 28 dias dos clinqueres temperados ao ar, säo superio- 

res, e mats elevadas de acordo com о aumento da temperatura de tempera.

A alita trigonal se hidrata mais lentamente que a alita monoclinica.



1. INTRODUCTION

The main reasons for the rational cooling of clinker 
are:

- Clinker just out of the kiln is not transportable.
- Hot clinker is difficult to mill. Its friction with 

mill materials would draw the temper out of the 
steel and the gypsum would dehydrate explosively.

- To take advantage of the hot clinker’s thermal con
tent which is about 200 Kcal/kg of clinker. This 
would lower the costs of production.

- An improvement in clinker properties and thereby a 
quality improvement in the cement.

Clinker leaves the clinkerization zone of the kiln at 
a temperature of about 135Q5C - 1500®С. As of this mo 
ment the cooling progresses more or less rapidly on ~ 
which type of cooler is used (1). The clinker leaves 
the cooler at a temperature that fluctuates between 
502C - 3009C.

The clinker cooling rate influences the relationship 
between the crystalline and vitreous phases (2). If 
the cooling is slow the clinker's phases continue 
their evolution reacting among themselves until they 
reach the point of complete crystallization. If the 
cooling is very fast crystal formation is slowed down 
and a large part of the liquid phase solidifies into 
a vitreous state.

Under normal production conditions the cooling is nei 
ther too fast to freeze the vitreous phase nor too 
slow for total crystallization. In rotary-kiln clin
ker the percentage or liquid phase is about 20 - 25%. 
A relatively fast cooling down from clinkerization 
temperatures is necessary if one wants to avoid the 
tendency of tricalcic silicate to decompose (3). K, 
Mohan and F.P. Glasser (4) say that decomposition of 
CgS begins at temperatures between 121050 - 102550 
with slow cooling.

Portland cement clinker phases are seen to be affec
ted according to the type of cooling method used:

Alite: With slow cooling C^S decomposes above 102550 
in accordance with the reaction:

C3S---------------- C2S C
This lime s called secondary lime. The large alite 
crystals a e slow to hydrate thereby diminishing the 
initial and final mechanical strenght,.

pelite: If the large belite crystals do not have 
enough stabilizers and their size is greater than 10m 
they tend to favour polimorphic transformation у 
with which the clinker would desintegrate and the me
chanical strengt diminish considerably..

Tricalcium Aluminate: The large C^A crystals have a 
slower hydration rate in the presence of gypsum there
by slowing down the beginning and final stages of the 
setting, in a fast cooling the C^A remains in a vitre
ous state and isn’t very susceptible to magnesium and 
sodium sulphate solution attacks.

^g^ritic Phase: The large C^AF crystals are less reac
tive in the presence of water and gypsum,.

EgTiclase: The hydration of large periclase crystals 
1s accompanied by an increase in volume. It flows more 
slowly than in the other clinker phases and this al- 
^ers the volume stability of the cement during its har 
^cning, period. Rapid cooling of the clinker permits — 

a large MgO content.

In the present work we have studied the influence of 
different types of quenching (air and water) on vari
ous clinkers with respect to its phase formations and 
mechanical strength: flexotraction and compression.

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Two Portland cement clinkers were used, I and 3. Their 
compositions in percentages by weight are in Table 1. 
A laboratory clinker was also prepared with the same 
chemical composition as ns I which has been called n2 
2, ' ' ....................."

TABLE 1

Clinkers Si02 Fe2°3 CaO Pg9 $3 IfegO K2° Free Lime
1 22.07 5,04 2,93 66,34 2.20 0.50 0.23 0,53 0.38
2 22,07 5.04 2,93 66,72 2,20 0,50 — 0,50
3 20.44 6,14 3,89 66.87 1.42 1.30 - - 0.76

From Bogue's calculations the potencial compositions
of these clinkers is as follows:

1 2 3
C3s 61.24% 64,33% 63,19%

c2s 17.16% 14,83% 11,01%

C3A 8.4% 8.4% 9,69%
C AF4 8.9% 8,9% 11,82%

Clinker 
Hewing 
and 1576

nQ 1 was heated in 
temperatures; 1100s 

>еС for a period of

an electric kiln at
2C, 12065C, 13205C, 
thirty minutes. For

the fo
1460507

temperature the clinkers were quenched in two diffe
rent ways.

A..- Outside at air temperature of A.Q.S. (air quen
ching clinker).

B.- Water submersion
(water quenching

at ambient temperature or W.Q.C. 
clinker),

Clinkers n5 2 and n5 3 were only heated at 15765C and 
the two previously described quenching methods were 
employed:

A Philips P,W. 1700 difractometer and a Kevex System 
7000 for the dispersive X-Ray analysis were used.

Some samples were treated with salicylic-methanol solu 
tion in order to disolve -the silicate phases and de
tect the composition of -the clinker’s vitreous phase 
which remains insoluble (5 and 6),.

It was prepared a prismatic mortar samples of 1 x 1 x 
6 cm with a sand/cement ratiо of 3:1 and a water/ce- 
ment ratio O;f 0,. 66 for all the -treated .samples of clin 
kers n5 1,, ns 2 and n2 3,.

3. RESULTS

3.1,.-  X-Ray Diffraction

3..1..1,.-  Anhydrous samples

The X-Ray diffraction patterns of all the .А.р.-С. (fi
gure n2 1) had similar character-istics: -its alite 
crystallizes in the monoclinic system, possibly the 
•M3 .4- •M1 type, identified by a peak of 51.705,. Its ^fe
rritic phase has a composition between C^AF and C^.A^F, 
This means a ferritic phase ,wi-th a high alumina con-



Clinker n® 2 
air quenched 
from 1.576« С

tent. In those A.Q.C. very little tricalcium alumina
te is seen.

The X-Ray diffraction patterns of the W.Q.C (figure 
n2 2) have the following characteristics in common: 
Their alites crystallize in the trigonal system and 
they have very little crystallized ferritic phase. 
This being so it is very poor in aluminate with a 
composition close to C^AF,,. On the other hand it has 
a large tricalcium aluminate content, possibly with 
iron in solution, which distorts the lattice.

In the figure n2 3 are the X.R.D. patterns of the 
samples were treated by salicylic-methanol solution 
of clinker n2 1 heated at 15762C and quenched by the 
two methods described (air and water).

3.1.2.-  Hydrated samples

The X.R.D. patterns of the hydrated paste of A.Q.C. 
and W.Q.C. n2 1, appear in figure 4. In the X.R.D. 
patterns of the A.Q.C. n2 1 hydrated product the ali
te cannot be detected. However, in the rest of the 
hydrated products of the other clinkers that have 
been quenched by different methode, a certain amount 
of alite is always detected. This amount is conside-

Clmker n«I 
woter quenched 
from 1.576® C

Clinker n® 2 
water quenched 
from 1.5768C

5* 52 50 *8

Cimker n*3 
waler quenched 
from 1.57680

46 44 42 40 38 36 34 32 30 28

FIGURE №2

Clinker 1 
oir quenched 
from 1.576eC 
(Soliciltc)

«J ' M ’ 54 84 ' 51 ' ei> " M V 44 •* ' *"t ' 40 M 31 >4e “

Chnkti I 
waler quenched 
from L57t»C 
(Sohcllic) FIGURE N«3
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air quenched 
Hydration 28 doye
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Choker п* 1 
water quenched 
Hydration 28 doyi

FIGURE N*4

rably higher in the W.Q.C. In the hydrated paste of 
all the W.Q.C. there is always tricalcium aluminate 
which is not detected in those quenched by air.

3.2,-  Optic Microscopy

Clinker n? 1 treated at 11009C and 15765C, A.Q.C.and 
W.Q.C. ns 2 and n2 3 treated at 15769C, also A.Q.C. 
and W.Q.C. were studied under a petrographic micros
cope. The samples, pressed in resin, were polished 
and treated with Nital to differentiate the phases.

The figure ns 5.1 corresponds to clinker n9l without 
reheating. The same A.Q.C. heated at 15769C is pre
sented in figure 5.2; figure n5 5.3 shows the same 
W.Q.C. It is seen that the alite and belite crystals 
are larger in the W.Q.C. than in the A.Q.C. and the 
clinker without reheating. Likewise W.Q.C. n9l seems 
to have less interstitial phase quantity than the A. 
Q-C. one.

In the figure n9 6.1 correspond to A.Q.C n9l heated 
at 11009C, and figure ns 6.2 and W.Q.C. It is seen 
that the edges of the alite grains are clearer and 
straighter in the W.Q.C. ones than in the A.Q.C.ones

3-3.- Dispersive X-Ray Analysis

a' A.Q.C. ne 1 from 15769C

' The elements present in the interstitial phase are:

Ca, Si, Al, Ti and Fe
"• The elements detected in the alite crystals are:

Ca, Si, Ti and К
In the belite crystals appear:

Ca, Si, K, Ti and Fe
b) W.Q.C. ns ! from 1576°C

The elements present in the interstitial phase are: 

. . Clinker n» 1
without reheating W.Q.C. 15765C A.Q.C. 157"C

FIG. 5-1 FIG. 5-2 FIG. 5-3

Ca, Si, Al, Ti and Fe, Mg, К

- The elements detected in the alite cristals are:

Ca, Si, Al and Mg, Fe

- The elements detected in the belite cristals are:

Ca, Si and К

3.4.- Mechanical strength

For clinker n2 1 with a 7 day curing period the grea
test flexotraction and compression resistances were 
obtained by the clinker without reheating followed by 
the A.Q.C. as can be seen in figures n2 7 and n2 8. 
The mechanical resistances of the W.Q.C. n2 1 remained 
practically constant for all temperatures.

For the 28 day cured ones (figures n2 7 and ne 8) the 
re is little difference in the mechanical strength bet 
ween the clinker without reheating and the A.Q.C. one” 
from 15762C. The W.Q.C. had strenght of the same order 
or inferior to those of the other two at all temperatu 
res studied except at 11002C. ~

The W.Q.C. had strength of the same order or inferior 
to those of the other two at all temperatures studied 
except at 11002C.

W.Q.C 1100SC A.Q.C. 11002C
FIG. 6 FIG. 6-2

Figure n2 9 represent the mechanical strength by fle
xotraction and compression breakage of clinkers n2 2
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and n,2 3,, A.,Q.,C.. and W.-.Q-.S,. treated; at 15769C',_ and; 
cured; in deionized, water for a, period; of 7 and: 28 
days.. In all casses it is appreciated, that the A..Q..C.. 
have greater strength, than, the W...Q;.C.. ones..

Granulometry

Figure ns 10 represent the percentage of retained ma
terial before a, meshed-screen light of clinker n? 1 
A.Q..C.. and; W..Q.C., from 1576«C'^ and; clinker without 
reheating..

Figure 11 represents, the- granulometry of the clinker 
before milling.. W.e can. appreciate- that the grain si
zes of the clinker without rehearing are- superior to 
the A..Q..C., and; W.Q.C., ones... After milling it is been 
that the finest grains belong- to tfie clinker without 
reheating,, the largest size belongin to the kl.Q.C.

FIGURE N*TQ

3.,6^- Clinker colouration

There is a marked difference in the clinkers colouring 
depending on the type quenching used and these can be 
seen with the naked eye*  W.Q»C» from high temperatures 
(15769C) is yellow,, not only experimentally but also 
internally as well,. This yellow colour is lost as the 
treatment diminishes*  At 146Q5C the yellow colour is 
still there although it is darker*  At 132Q2C the clin 
ker granules are normal greycolour*  ""

4*  DISCUSSION

The experimental results we obtained do not seem to 
be in accordance with bibliographic data with respect 
to the influences of quenching in clinker phase crys
tallization and. its mechanical resistance,.

It must be taken into account that in our case the 
treatment temperatures were very high (15769C) and 

• the A.Q..C,. «and W..Q..C,. was much rougher than commercial 
clinker treatment..

From microscopy it has been established that the alite 
in Portland; cement clinker appears in the following 
forms: M and M (7) (8) (9)., By X-Ray diffraction, the 
two identified forms are: R (trigonal) and M (of the 
Mlb type) (1°)- The Mlh form had an X-Ray diffracto- 
gram very similar to (11).,

We have identified, through the X-Ray diffraction pa
tterns, a trigonal structured alite in the W..Q..C.. 
wich is the highest temperature polimorphic form.. The 
A.Q.C., had an alite of the monoclinic type, possibly 
a mix of the M'1 and M' forms,

A possible justification for the low mechanical stren
gth obtained from the W.,Q,C, could: be the establish
ment of this trigonal alite which has its Ca and: Al 
substituded by Mg and Al respectively (observed by dis 
persive X-Ray analysis). These substitution make room 
for the formation of relatively large sized; crystals 
with very marked and. straight profiles, therefore ha
ving less reactivity in the presence of water thereby- 
justifying the low flexotraction and compression, 
strength of the water quenched clinkers,On. the other 
hand, it is known that the decrease of distance of tne 
Ca—0 bond: by metalic substitution diminishes reactivi
ty
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The air quenched clinkers have a monoclinic alite and 
the ionic substitutions observed are quite a bit 
smaller than in the trigonal alite. This monoclinic 
alite is comparable to that of a commercial clinker 
in so far as its reactivity with the water is propor 
tional to the quenching temperature, within wide li
mits, and with high treatment temperatures has high 
mechanical strength.

The ferritic phase of the W.Q.C. has an aproximate 
composition of C^AF which means it is rich in iron 
oxide and poor in alumina. The ferritic phase of the 
A.Q.C. has a composition between C^AF-C.A F, that is 
to say, it is much more richer in alumina? This last 
data obtained by us agrees with the conclusions of 
authors T. Vazquez, M.T. Blanco-Varela and A. Palomo 
(12).

5. CONCLUSIONS

- In all the W.Q.C. from 11009C a trigonal structured
alite was obtained. If the quenching was done in 
the air from the same temperatures monoclinic type 
alite, possibly a mixture of the M + M forms, was 
obtained. 1 3

- The trigonal structured alite has Mg and Al in so
lid solution and hydrates with much more difficul
ty than the monoclinic structured alite which does 
not contain the mentioned clinkers.

- The mechanical resistances: flexotraction and com
pression of clinkers 1, n= 2 and ns 3, W.Q.C. 
are always inferior to those of the A.Q.C.

- The mechanical resistances of W.Q.C. ni 1 are inde
pendent of the treatment temperature while the me
chanical resistances of the A.Q.C. are greater with 
higher treatment temperatures between НОО^С and 
1576SC.
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Microstrurture and Properties of High-Alkali Clinker

Microstructure et Proprietes du clinkora Haute Teneur Alcaline

Summary: I he alkali contents of Portland clinker alter significantly the clinker microstructure, affect the 
behaviour of the cement and accordingly properties of concrete during the process of its placing and while it 
develops strength, iwo different clinker samples, (with low and high percentages of alkalies bearing compounds, 
from the same plant at different conditions) were examined by SEM and EDX.

!he microstructure of the low-alkali clinker showed that most of Na, К and S are incorporated with the crystal
line lattice of the clinker as well as, the interstitial material. The morphology of the calcium silicates is 
oefined and clear. Higher amounts of Na, К and S alter the structure of the clinker as the alkali sulfates are 
crystallized and precipitated over the calcuim silicate grains as small crystallites and fine polysynthetical 
stripes. Belite crystals showed higher concentration of К and it seems that the structure of CgS changed to 
KC23 s12» which contributes to lower strength at late ages.

In this paper, influence of alkalies on the setting time, slump loss, workability and strength development are 
discussed and related to observations of the microstructure.

SUMÄRIO: conteüdo de älcalis no cHnqaer portland altera significativamente a nicroestru- 
tura do c.i.inqner, afeta о comportamer.to do cimento e, ein consecfüencla, as pronriedades do con 
creto durante о processo de sua colocapao e encuanto desenvolve resistencia. Duas amostras 
diferentes de clfnquer (com alta e baixa porcentagem de compostos possuindo älcalis, ria n.es-na 
fäbrica e cm diferentes condigoes) foram examinadas pelo SEM e EDX.

?\ microestrutura do ciinquer tie baixo alkalis mestrou que muito do Na, К e S sao in 
corporados na rede_cristalina do ciinquer, bem сото no material Intorsticial. A morfoloqiä 
dos silicatoa de calcio e derinida e clara. Mais altos teorcs cie Na. К e S alteram a estrutu 
ra do ciinquer ä medida que os sulfatos alcalinos cristalisam-se e precinitam sobre os ciräos 
de silicato de calcio сото pequenos cristalitos e estreitas bandas polisinteticas. Cristais 
de belita apresentam mats altas concentrapoes de К e parece que a estrutura do C7S muda para 
KC23S12' gue conhribui para diminuir a resistencia a longo prazo. “

teste trabalho, a influencia dos älcalis no tempo de pega, na perda de consisten- 
cia, trabalhabilidade e desenvolvimento de resistencia säo discutidas e comparadas com obser- 
vagoes da microestrutura.



INTRODUCTION

Raw materials for cement are generally natural 
deposits such as limestone, chalk, clay, shale, and 
marl. All these materials contain variable amounts 
of alkalies and sulfates. The alkalies are in the 
form of finely dispersed aluminosilicate minerals 
such as mica, feldspar, and illite, and sulfur com
pounds are in the form of sulfide minerals such as 
pyrite, sulfate, and marcasite.

Using coal as a fuel contributes to the alkalies 
and sulfates, and any variation in 8 content and 
coal composition poses difficulties in an Sp-type 
kiln, as well as in clinker quality, even if other 
types of kilns are used. Coal ash is deposited and 
mixed, to some extent, with the raw mix during the 
burning process; it is brought forward to the burning 
zone, where it becomes part of the clinker.

Most coal S compounds are absorbed by the kiln 
feed in the preheater tower or in the calcining zone 
of the rotary kiln. In an Sp system, the contact 
between the gas and the solids is more intensive than 
in other kiln systems, so more SO, is absorbed. When 
the exhaust gas from the Sp system is used to dry the 
raw mix, the SO, is almost completely absorbed by the 
mix (1). г

Alkalies are found in clinkers partly as soluble 
sulfates and partly as constituents of the clinker 
minerals. Previous work (2,3,4) showed that when dif
ferent percentages of alkalies are incorporated in the 
structure of the clinker minerals, their crystalinity 
and crystal lattice change. This can change the 
hydraulic properties of the clinker and affect its 
strength. Several studies on alkalies in clinkers 
have been comprehensively reviewed. (5,6).

SCOPE OF THIS STUDY

The scope of this study is to diagnose and analyse 
the microstructure of two clinker samples produced 
from the same cement plant using the same process, 
(Sp system) raw materials and fuel (coal). For sev
eral years, the clinker produced at this plant and, 
accordingly, the cement and concrete were more or 
less homogenous. Then, suddenly the quality of the 
concrete greatly changed; it was found to be because 
the clinker had changed. The clinkers were examined 
by SEM and by EDX, and the oronerties of the concrete 
were taken into account in the diagnosis. It was 
discovered later that the quality of the coal was 
greatly changed; to poor quality.

CLINKER SAMPLES

A normal clinker (the first sample) had a low al
kali content (maximum total alkali calculated as Na,0 
= 0.60"). The second clinker sample had a total 
alkali content of 1.76'S. The major and minor oxides 
and the constituents of each clinker are given in 
Table I.

TABLE 1
.Chemical Analysis and Composition of Clinker Samples

Low-Alkali Clinker High-Alkali Clinker
SiO2 21.81 21 .34
A12°3 5.63 5.49
Fe2°3 2.76 2.51
CaO 64.63 63.09
MgO 2.85 2.55

Low--Alkali Clinker Hinh-Alkali □inker

Na20 0.30 0.86

k2o 0.42 1.58

S03 1 .32 2.02

L.O.I. 0.35 0.54

Total 100.07 99.98

Free lime 0.75 1.25

C3S 55.57 54.18
c s 20.61 20.31

C3A 10.25 8.25

C4AF 8.40 7.64

S.M. 2.60 ■2.54

A.M. 2.04 2.19

H.M. 2.14 2.15

L.S.F. 0.93 0.93

CaO/SiO2 2.96 2.96

Equiv.NajO 0.58 1.76

K?0/Na?0 1.40 1.84

S03/Na0+K?0 1.83 0.83
Ktot 0.88 2.83

Ms°3 1.77 0.83

The chemical analysis shows less CaO and more 
Na2O, K^Oj 80^, and free lime in the high-alkali 
clinker sample. Although the Bogue formula shows 
approximately the same minerals in both clinkers, 
their behaviour is completely different. The second 
clinker sample shows higher equivalent Na,0 and its 
K20/Na20 ratio is higher. The S03 to Na26+K20 ratio 

in the high-alkali clinker sample is approximately 
half that in the low-alkali clinker. Total alkali 
content, expressed as "K?0 equivalent (K =K?0+1.52 
xNa20) , is higher in the^hiqh-al kal i clinker/ The 
molar ratio of sulfur to alkali (M =S0,/0.85xK, ) 
is 1.77 in the low-alkali cl inker а'пу£ o.83 in the 
high-alkali clinker.

PROPERTIES OF CEMENT AND CONCRETE

Table II shows the main aroperties of the cement
and concrete prepared from toe same two clinker
samoles. T.D1 ..

TABLE II

Properties of Cement and Concrete
Cl inker

Cement:
Low-Alkal i_ High-Alkal i 

9
3570 cm /gSpecific Surface : 3450

Settina Time (I) : 155 85 min
(F) : 3 h 18 min 1 h 55 n.in

Autoclave Expansion :0.08‘ 0.27?:
Concrete:

Slump Test -3mm
Comprehensi veStrength:

1 day 106 123 kg/cm?
3 days I 56 184 kg/crnS
7 days 245 237 kg/cm.

28 days 305 242 ‘ kg/cm



The cement produced from the high-alkali clinker 
is characterized by:
1. More free lime.
2. Faster setting time (initial and final).
3. Higher autoclave expansion.
4. Early stiffening because of slump loss and low 

workabi1ity.
5. Slightly more compressive strength initially, but 

less after 7 and 28 days.

SEM STUDIES

The regular clinker (low-alkali content) shows a 
normal microstructure (Figure 1) in which CgS and 
CgS crystals can be seen. The C^S crystals are more 
abundant and larger than the CoS crystals. Twinning 
of the CoS crystals is observed (Figure lb). The 
interstitial material and the porosity are clearly 
shown. Alkali sulfates are precipitated on the out
side surface of the silicate crystals, with different 
morphology and thickness. Alkalies were also detec
ted by EDX in the silicate crystals and in the inter
stitial materials. K, Na, and S are the main consti
tuents of these depositions, and their intensities 
are higher than those of the solid solution of the 
silicate crystals and interstitial material.

Figure 1: Microstructure of low-alkali clinker.

The microstructure of the high-alkali clinker is 
different from that of the regular clinker (Figures 
2,3,4,5). The Ca-silicate crystals are completely 
coated'-by small crystallites, forming a thin skin. 
The alkali sulfates encircled the crystals and covered 
them. EDX analysis showed precipitation of K, Na, 
and S and, in some cases, Ca. In some spots, mono
sulphates were identified with either Na or К and S 
(Figure 2). Figure 2a shows that these netted preci

pitates are cracked, which may have been caused by 
moisture absorption during sample preparation.

Figure 2: Microstructure of high-alkali clinker.

The structure of CjS-silicates is composed of 
well developed compact prismatic alite crystals con
sisting of Ca and Si (major) and of Mg, Al, Fe, Na, 
K, and S (minor) (Figure 3a). The skin of the alite 
crystal is formed from K, Na, S & Ca. The distribution : 
of these elements, in both the internal structure and : 
the skin of the alite, is not consistent in the spots ; 
checked by EDX since the intensity differs greatly. 
Figure 3b shows two kinds of precipitation over the 
Ca-silicate grains. The skin of the big crystal (top 
right) is thin and netted; the other crystals have a I
thin crust of alkali sulfates. The netted layer has i
more Na than the crust layer. К and S are present in 
both layers. Rectangular crystals of periclase (MgO) 
are seen between the two crystals on the right side 
of Figure 3b and in the top left of Figure 2a. The 
cracks in the C,S crystal (Figure 3a)may have been 
caused by poor cleavage or sample preparation, or may 
be an effect of stress released during cooling. :

Another clinker sample with a high alkali content 
was analyzed. Its microstructure had Ca-silicate cry
stals that were more or less rounded; these were in 
addition to the crystals described in Figures 2 and 3. 
Some of these crystals have a "cover" or "lid"on the 
top whereas others have a cavity (Figure 4a). These 
crystals , which are probably an altered C?S, are 
covered by thin lathe-like layers in different direc
tions (Figure 4b). Examination by EDX shows that the 
crystals.are composed of C, Si, AI, Fe, Na, K, Mg, 
and S. The amount of К is much greater than that in 
Figure 2. The lathes consist mainly of K, Ca, and S,



Figure 3: Alkali sulfates coat the Ca-silicate 
crystals.

and, in some spots, Na. This suggests that the cry
stals are KC23S]2« whereas the needle-like precepi- 
tates are single and/or double sulfates.

Figure <; CerstTicate1 crystals of МдЛ-аИкаК cHWr, 
most probably KC23 $1?^

Figure 5 shows a single round crystal of Ca-silicate 
with a "lid"; the needles have different orientations. 
X-ray diffraction showed the presence of KC23S]2 and 
single/double alkali sulfates.

Figure 5: A Ca-silicate crystal, (KC23S12); of high
alkali clinker.

DISCUSSION

Cement plants that burn coal, particularly high
sulfur coal, increase the S content in the clinker. 
If alkalies are available, the sulfur combines with 
them. In kilns with suspension preheaters (which may 
or may not have a precalciner), the sulfur and the 
alkalies are almost fully absorbed. An alkali by
pass can help reduce the amount of alkali sulfate 
absorbed by the raw mix, but this depends on the size 
of the by-pass.

The presence of alkali sulfates greatly affect 
the morphology and structure of the clinker, the 
reaction kinetics of clinker formation, and the equi
librium and composition of the phases (7). In an 
oxidizing medium, sulfur compounds are considered to 
be "transfer agents" of alkalies into clinker (8).

Alkali sulfates found in the clinker are usually 
single or double (Table III),

Table III: Alkali Sulfates in Portland Cement Clinker

Na К Ca

Single 
Sulfate

Na2S04 
(thenardite)

i K2S04
(arcanite)

CaSO4 
(anhydrite)

Double 
-Sulfate

Na2S04.3K2S04.
(aphthitalite)

2 CaS04.. K2 SO4;
(calcium Tangbetntte))

They are psrtTy soTutiTe svTfate» and paertTy 
irrcorporated wTth the s^lifd solutions- ef the eliiirfkey 
mt nerals- and Ш llfqu-fd pha-se)! Ito cTin'kers,. 



potassium sulfate is likely to occur either alone or 
in one of the two double sulfate forms. This depends 
on the availability of the second sulfate (9). Sodium 
sulfate most probably occurs as double alkali sulfate 
whereas calcium sulfate occurs either as single or 
double salt, subject to prior information of double 
alkali sulfates (9).

Alkalies usually combine with available sulfates 
during the burning process to form an alkali phase 
that contains both ICO and Na^O, with ICO predomina
ting, until either alkali or sulfate is satisfied (5). 
Excess alkalies and sulfates then combine and are in
corporated in each phase of the clinker. Na combines 
with the aluminate phase forming NCgA, and free lime, 
and К combines with the silicate (preferably CjS), 
forming which is К stabilized in the
form of-^-^CgS. The high-alkali clinker contains a 

high percentage of K^O, which greatly modifies the 
CjS crystal (Figures^,4, 5). The belite absorbs 

distinctly larger amounts of alkali-sulfate than 
alite does and alters its structure significantly, 
which affects hydration and strength development in 
the later stages. The alkali sulfates crystallize, 
deposit over the surface of the Ca-silicate grains, 
and almost coat them with different thicknesses and 
morphology, depending on their concentrations and 
constituents, the clinker temperature, the cooling 
process, etc.

The CgS crystals in the high-alkali clinker are 
more or less ellipsoidal with a relative degree of 
dismemberment that develops into a "flat cover"; 
they have excessive amounts of alkalies and sulfates 
in their lattices. They are without normal multi
directional lamellae. This alteration will result in 
different forms of new phases of alkali belite 
containing foreign inclusions. Since the belite is 
responsible for late hydration, it is expected that 
the strength will be changed due to the alteration of 
the original crystal. The foreign inclusions (Na, K, 
S) in the alkali-belite are considered to be higher 
than in the regular belite. The impurities have no 
hydraulic or strength properties so lower strength is 
expected due to low Ca and Si constituents.

In their studies, Strunge et al. (11) showed that, 
with increasing SO, content in the clinker, the alite 
content increases and the belite content decreases 
correspondingly, which may be responsible for the 
strength decrease at 28 days. In this study, the 
high-alkali clinker sample has high IGO, and the 
belite structure is completely altered. The alite 
crystals are covered with a "net" of alkali sulfates 
different from the belite crystals, which have needle
like precipitation on their surfaces.

A substantial fraction of the total alkalies 
passes into the cement solution within a few minutes, 
when water is mixing with it, producing an alkali- 
rich solution. The setting time is accelerated by 
the K2SO4, which results in the formation of syngenite 
(CaSO4.K2SO4.H2O). The setting time decreases signi
ficantly when alkali sulfate is present in the cement; 
K2SO4 is more effective than N32804 (12). Early 
stiffening and low workability can be attributed to 
the presence of K2SO4 and syngenite formed by the 
reaction of gypsum and K2SO4 in the aqueous phase (12). 
The soluble alkali sulfates increase the pH value and 
lower the Ca(0H)2 concentration in the solution. This 
will result in changing the rate of nucleation and 

crystalization of the hydration products and in in
creasing the hydration velocity of C3A. Accordingly, 
rapid setting caused by the formation of aluminate 
hydrate and alkali ions depresses the solubility of 
the solubility of the Ca2+ ions (14).

Alkalies can affect strength development as they 
enhance strength in the early stages (1-3 days), but 
decrease it at later stages (7-28 days). This is 
attributed to changes in the hydraulic properties of 
the clinker minerals (caused by incorporating alkalies 
in their lattice) and to changes in the composition 
of the liquid phase (caused mainly by the alkali sul
fates) (15). The specific area of hydrated Ca-sili
cate decreases at all stages in the presence of alka
lies; the morphology and microstructure also change.

Alkali sulfates and double sulfates in high-alkali 
cement are rapidly dissolved in the aqueous phase 
when the cement hydrates; alkalies in the silicate, 
aluminate, and ferrite phases are released more slow
ly. Solid products of hydration incorporate alkalies 
in their structure, changing the morphology and com
position of fresh and hardened concrete (16). It was 
found in this study that alkalies changed the clinker 
microstructure, particularly the belite, which was 
characterized by fine polysynthetical strips on its 
outside surface.

CONCLUSION

Variations in raw materials and coal can add al
kali sulfate to the clinker. Coal contributes a 
varying percentage of SO3 and ash, which greatly 
affects the process and, accordingly, the cement 
quality. Introducing SO, cycles will lead to despo
sition of either CaSÖ^ or alkali sulfate, depending 
on the amount of SO,. Alkali sulfates are incorpora
ted in the crystal ^lattice of clinker minerals; they 
are also deposited on the surface of the Ca-silicate 
grains and coat the grains with small thin crystalli
tes. They are frequently found as incrustation on 
the surface of the silicate grains. In the case of 
higher percentage of alkalies, belite is stabilized 
to KC^^S^. The presence of alkali sulfates changes 
the morphology of the crystals, which results in 
changed hydration properties, early setting and stif
fening, slump loss, early increase and late decrease 
in strength. The most important parameters influen
cing strength are the soluble potassium oxide and the 
alteration of the Ca-silicate grains, especially CgS, 
which is responsible for strength during the later 
stages.

Limits of sulfur and ash in the coal to be used 
as fuel should be specified. Then clinker quality 
should be analysed by microscope to monitor any 
changes in the microstructure.
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COMPOSITION DBS PHASES DBS CLINKERS CONTENANT DES SULFOALUMINATES ET 
SULFOFERRITES

d’impuretes dans le reseau des mineraux.
т r>r>+ A+nhil nar analvse radiographique, mlcroscopique et microradiospectrale

4CaO*Al 203-Fe2O3 sent faibles. La composition de ceux-cl est compliquee par la presence 
d’impuretes isomorphesi MgO, SiO2, FogO^, Na2O, K20, Ti02.

Lea clinkers industrials ä base de sulfoferrites contiennent, sulvant la composition du 
cru^nitialT des solutions solides de sulfoferrites de calcium et de Bölite, dans lesquel
les sont presents, A titre d’impuretes Isomorphes, Na2O, MgO, MnO, AlgO^, T102.

Ta rannort entre les phases et la nature des impuret^s incorporees dans le reseau des 
minSaux pr^itds prddeterminent l’activitA d'hydratation et les proprietes des ciments 
obtenus.

Os autores constataram pela anälise radiografica, microscopica e microradioespectral 
о sulfoaluminato e a belita constituem as principals fases de um clinquer com base d -

- em condicoes industrials. As porcentagens de C12A7 e de C.AF 3 =
e complicada pela presenqa de impurezas isomorficas: MgO, SiO2, Fe2O3,Na2u,

As nesaulsas tiveram por objetivo estudar as fases dos clinqueres, sua composlcäo quimic^ 
as particularidades do isomorfismo nas fases contendo um certo numero de impurezas na 
dos minerals.

autores constataram pela anälise radiogräfica

luminato, obtido em condicoes industrials.
A sua composiqäo e .’' '  ' " 
K2O, TiO2.

Os clinqueres industrials de base de sulfoferritos contäm, de acordo com a composicäodo 
cru inicial, solucöes solidas de sulfoferritos de calcio e de belita, nas quais estao pre  
tes, сото impurezas isomorfas: Na2O, MgO, MnO, A12O3, TiO2.

A relacäo entre as fases e a natureza das impurezas incorporadas na rede dos minerals pre 
citados predeterminam a atividade de hidratacäo e as propriedades dos cimentos obtidos.



Introduction. Une des tendances per
spectives dans La chimie du ciment consists 
dans l'obtention des composes se formant 
sur la base de 1’orthosilieate, monoalumi
nate et monoferrite de calcium contenant le 
fluor, chlore et le soufre: 2(2Ca0SiO2). 
CaS04, 2(CaOSiO2)«CaF2, 2Ca0S102‘CaCl2, 
3CaO-3Al2O5*CaSO 4, 3CaO*3Al 2O5.CaF2, 
3CaO*3Al 2O5*CaCl 2, 3CaO’3Fe20^’CaS04, etc.

Une haute volatilite du fluor, du chlore 
et du soufre conditionne une inconstance de 
composition de ces combinaisons, ce qui 
exige une precision de leur structure et de 
leurs proprietes. Le but de ce travail est 
d*Studier  la composition de phase des clin
kers, la composition chimique des phases de 
clinker reelles, les particularites de 
11 isomorphisms dans les phases contenant un 
complexe d'additifs isomorphes dans le re
seau des mineraux.

Objets et möthodes de recherche. Dans le 
travail, on a utilise les substances chimi- 
quement pures et les matidres premieres na
turelles en vue d’obtenir les min^raux dans 
les conditions de laboratolres, semi-indust
rielles et Industrielles. Les recherches 
ont fete effectuees ä 1’aide des methodes 
d’analyse diffferentes: methode radiographi- 
que, microspectrale aux rayons X, microsco- 
pie felectronique et mfethode d’analyse chimi
que. En outre, on a utilise la microscopie 
optique, la spectroscopie infrarouge et 
1’analyse thermique diffferentielle.

Resultats. Dans le systfeme CaO-A^O^- 
-Si02-CaS04, les premiers produits de cui- 
sson sont CaO*Al-0,  et CnS dont la forma- 2 3 2
tion s’effectue simultanfement. Ensuite, sur 
la base de cas produits, 3CaO,3Al20^*CaS0 4 
et 2(2Ca03i02)»CaS04 cristalllsent. Les 
donnfees obtenues sont conformes ä celles du 
travail /1, 2/.

A 1’alde des analyses aux rayons X, 
microscopiquea et microspectrales aux rayons 
X, on constate que les phases prlnclpales du 
clinker sulfoaluminate obtenu dans les con
ditions industrielles sont prfesentfees par le 
sulfoaluminate et la bfellte. 12CaO»7Al2O^ 
et 4CaO*Al 20^*Fe 2Oj sont prfesents en faibles 

quantites (Fig. 1). La composition de che
que phase se complique ä cause de leur te- 
neur en additifs Isomorphes: MgO, Si02, 
Fe2O^, Na20, K20, TiO2. Par example, 
3CaO»3Al2O^»CaSO4 peut contenir MgO de 0,2 
a 1,0 % en poids; SiO2 -de 1,O a 2,0 % en 
poids; Fe20j - de 1,3 A 3i5 % en poids; 
Ua20 - de 0,1 A 0,3 % en poids; K20 - de 
0,3 A 1,0 % en poids; TiO2 - de 0 A 0,2 % 
en poids. La bfellte (CgS) peut contenir: 
Na20 - de 0,0 a 0,1 % en poids; K20 - do 
0,1 a 0,7 % en poids; MgO - de 0,1 A 0,3 % 
en poids; MnO - de 0,1 A 0,0 % en poids; 
A12O^ - de 0,1 A 0,7 % en poids; Fe2O^ - de 
0,1 A 0,7 % en poids; T102 - de 0,0 A 0,1 % 
en poids; SO^ de 0,1 A 1,1 % en poids.

L*aluminate  de calcium C^A?; Na20 -
- 0,1-0,4; K20 - 0,2-1,0; MgO - 0,3-1,Si 
Fe205 - 0,3-3,0; SiO2 - 0,5-3,0; TiO2 -
- 0,1; S05 - 0,5-5,0.

Le sulfosilicate de calcium a une com
position tres hfeterogAne par suite de la 
cuisson du clinker qui s’effectue A la tem
perature proche A calle de decomposition de 
cette cömbinaison en C2S et CaSO4 (1350 °C). 
A la microscopie, les cristaux de ce com
pose sont fortement corrodes. Les quantites 
moyennes approximatives des additifs dans 
le sulfosilicate de calcium (en % de masse): 
Na2O - O,0-0,1; KgO - 0,1-1,0; MgO -
- O,0-0,1; MnO - O,1-4,0; AlgO^ - 0,2-6,1; 
Fe205 - 0,1-1,0; TiO2 - 0,1-0,3«

Dans le Systeme CaO - Fe20^-CaS04, 
CaO«Fe20^, 2CaG«Fe20^ et ses solutions so
lides avec le sulfate de calcium se formant 
an fonction du rapport Ca0/Fe30^. L’inter
calation du sulfate-ion dans les ferrites 
de calcium modifie les paramattas de leur 
reseau cristallin et affaiblit I'fenergie de 
liaison Ca - О (Tableau 1).

Dans les clinkers sulfoferrites, en fonc
tion de la composition du mfelange cru ini
tial, les solutions solides des sulfofer
rites de calcium et la bfellte sont prfesen- 
tes contenant Na20, MgO, MnO, A120j en qua- 
litfe des additifs isomorphes.

Le rapport de phase et le type des addi
tifs intercalfes dans le reseau des mlnferaux
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Fig. 1. Diagramme radiographique du clinker 
sulf oaluminate

Tableau 1 
Parametres de la cellule cristallographl- 
que et energie de liaison des mineraux

Pour les additifs ITagO, MgO, MnO, A^Oj, 
TiOjj voir Tableau 2.

Mineral Parametres 1 Energie 
de liai
son Са-О, 
kJ/mole

а Ь С

CaO*Fe ?O^ 9.323 10,740 3,015 1143,9
СР-О.ЗС 9,349 10,673 3,023 1141,0
RCaO’FepO, 5,579 14,753 5,423 1091,0
CyF.C ' 5,355 15,023 5,420 1034,4

mentionnes prAdeterminent l’activite d'hyd- 
ratation et les proprietes des ciments 
(Fig. 2).

Conclusions. La modification des phases 
du clinker sulfoaluminate et sulfoferrite ä 
l'aide des additifs et du regime therm!que 
permet de regier les propriAtAs des phases 
IsolAes et les propriAtAs des ciments non
tenant ces phases.

Fig. 2. RAsistance de la pierre de ciment 
lors du durcissement dans les con
ditions normales
1 - ciment ferrite
2 - ciment sulfoferrite

Tableau 2
Additifs isomorphes dans les phases du 

clinker sulfoferrite

Oxyde Quantite dans les phases, % de masse

c2f c2s 2(C2S)«CS c2f-cs

Ua20 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1
к2о 0,1 0,1-0,3 0,1-0,3 0,1-0,4
MnO 0,2-2,0 0,2 0,2 0,1-0,3
AlpO^ 0,5-3,5 0,1-0,5 0,1-0,3 0,1-0,3
Fe?O? * 0,9-1,0 1-2,5 -
S1O2 0,5-2,5 - - 0,2-0,6
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Chemical composition, of phases and phase relations in unbleached and bleached clinkers. T.2

SUMMARY: Bleached and unbleached industrial clinkers of similar composition have been stu
died using EPMA, X-ray, microscopic and chemical methods to the purpose of elucidating the 
factors responsible for the whiteness. The Fe2O3 contents in the clinkers were 0.4-1.1 wtL

1 he quantitative phase composition of the clinkers, the chemical composition of 
the phases, the coefficients (Kp ) which represent the ratio of the mean Ге.,0, quantity in 
the phases to its total content in the clinker, the coefficients of whiteness'5 (K .) are given. 
Calcium aluminoferrite has been found in none of the clinkers. This implies tha¥ Fe3+ is dis 
tributed between the alite, belite, aluminate and glassy phases. —

Special attention has been paid to the experimental control of Fe'5+ distribution a 
mong the clinker phases and to the comparison of the quantitative phase relations in bleached 
and unbleached clinkers. The increase of the quantity of alite in bleached clinkers is due 
to the reaction between C2S and CaO liberated by incongruent melting of C,A. The C-A content 
in bleached clinkers decreases significantly.

The value of the coefficients K- for the silicate phases is less than unity which 
evidences for the distribution in these phases of only an insignificant part of the total 
Fe-)+ content in clinkers. The majority of Fe3+ is concentrated in the aluminate and glassy 
phases, the latter being also enriched with silicon and aluminium. Two types of belite have 
been found which differ in crystallinity and impurity content.

An important conclusion is drawn from the study of impurities distribution among 
the phases. It is shown that the Fe3+ content in alite .and belite of bleached and unbleached 
clinkers does not practically change. This desagreees with the existing point of view not 
confirmed experimentally.

Usando-se EPMA, raios-X, metodos quimicos e microscopicos, foram estudados clinque 
res industrials branqueados e nao branqueados de composiqäo semelhante, com о fim de esclare” 
cer os fatores responsäveis pela brancura. Os teores de Fe3O, nos clinqueres cram de 0.4 - 
0 ,1 so em peso.

Säo dadas a composiqäo quantitativa de fase dos clinqueres, a composiqäo quimica 
das fases, os coeficientes CKp ) que representam a relaqao de quantidade media de Fe90- das 
fases com о seu teor total no clinquer, os coeficientes de brancura (K ). Em nenhum°dos clin 
queres se constatou о fcrroaluminato de calcio. Isto implica na distribuicao do Fe3+ entre 
as fases de alita, bclita, aluminato e vitrea.

Foi dcdicada atenqäo especial ao controlc experimental da distribuipao de Fe3+ en- 
tre as fases do_clinquer e ä comparaqäo das relates quant itativas de fase nos clinqueres 
branqueados e nao branqueados. 0 aumento da quantidade de alita nos clinqueres branqueados 
se^deve a reaqao entre C2S e CaO liberado pela fusao incongruente do C-A. 0 teor de C,A nos 
clinqueres branqueados diminui significativamente. ~

0 valor dos coeficientes K- para as fases de silicato e menor que a unidade , о 
que evidencia a distribuiqao nestas fases de,apenas uma parte insignificante do teor total 
de Fe3+ nos clinqueres. A maior parte do Fe"’+ esta concentrada nas fases de aluminato e vi
trea, sendo a ultima tambem enriquecida com silicio e aluminio. Foram encontrados dois tipos 
de belita, que diferem em teor de cristalinidade e impureza.

Tira-se uma conclusäo importante do estudo da distribuiqäo das impurczas entre as 
fases. Ficou demonstrado que о teor de Fe3+ praticamente näo se altera na alita e belita dos 
clinqueres branqueados e nao branqueados. Isto discorda do ponto de vista existente, näo con 
firmado experimentalmente. ~



INTRODUCTION
The most important characteristic of the 
quality of white cement is its whiteness 
which depends on several factors /1-4/. 
Among these factors are the content of iron 
oxides, the burning and cooling schedules, 
the methods of cooling. Usuall’y the follow
ing factors are considered: the relation of 
phases (silicate, aluminate, aluminoferrite, 
glassy phases) in unbleached and bleached 
nl inkers, the Pe3+ and Fe2-1" contents in the 
phases and their distribution among them, 
the grain size of the phases and the uni
formity of their mutual arrangement.

At present, however, we are lacking experi
mental data on the chemical composition of 
the real phases of unbleached and bleached 
clinkers, the distribution of iron among 
the phases during their formation in clin
kers , the change in phase relations during 
hlAfiching. All these factors can be indica
tive of the physico-chemical peculiarities 
of the bleaching process and they are the 
main topics of the present work.

EXPERIMENT, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Five pairs of clinkers were investigated 
(I-unb, I-b; II-unb, Il-b; III-unb, Ill-b;
IV- unb, IV-b; V-unb, V-b). Each pair con
tained one unbleached (unb) and one blea
ched (b) clinker. Table 1 gives the con
tents of Fe?O, and FeO in the samples de
termined by^cnemical analysis. Table 2 re
presents the results of determination of 
the quantitative phase composition of clin
kers, conditions of their formation and 
coefficients of whiteness (K»)«
Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction pat
terns of bleached and unbleached clinkers
V- b and V-unb. All bleached and unbleached 
clinkers contain the monoclinic alite, the 
I -modification of bellte, the CqA-based 
aluminate phase; the quenched (bleached) 
clinkers contain the glassy phase.

It is noteworthy that the quantitative pha
se relations in unbleached and bleached 
clinkers can be evidence of the physico
chemical processes occurring on bleaching. 
It was observed that in bleached clinkers 
the quantity of alite increases, whereas 
that of belite and aluminate decreases 
(Table 2). The decrease of the aluminate 
content in bleached clinkers is clearly 
seen in the X-ray diffraction pattern as 

the change of the maximum intensity at 33
34° 26 (Fig. 1, notation  ).

Fig. 1 - X-ray diffraction patterns of 
bleached V-b (curve 1) and unbleached V-unb 
(curve 2) clinkers; x - alite, о - belite, 
 - aluminate phase.

As is known, C-jA melts incongruently yield
ing the formation of CaO and a liquid of 
the C5A3 composition /5/. The liberated CaO 
entering into reaction with C2S is the rea
son of increasing alite content. It is thia 
state that is "frozen" by bleaching (quen
ching).
Hence it can be concluded: the higher the 
burning temperature and the quicker the, 
cooling, the greater amount of the liquid 
phase is formed and the greater amount of 
alite and the smaller amount of belite and 
aluminate will be present in the bleached 
clinker; the amount of glassy phase increa
ses in this case.
As a result, the coefficient of whiteness 
increases as the glassy phase possesses a 
better degree of whiteness than the alumi
nate /1/. The influence of atmosphere and 
burning temperature on the increase of 
can be proved by the fact that clinker

TABLE 1

Clinker
Oxide 
(wt56)

I II III IV V

unb b unb b unb b unb b unb b

Fe2°3 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.2 1.1 1.1 0.4 0.4

FeO 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 • * - -



III-unb fired in a reducing atmosphere and 
at higher temperature contains 6% and 3% 
larger amounts of alite and belite, respec
tively, than clinker Ill-b obtained from 
the same initial material, and shows a 
higher degree of whiteness (Table 2).

It is worth noting that neither the X-ray 
nor microscopic methods permitted to find 
calcium aluminoferrite in any of the clin
kers studied. This indicates that all iron 
enters as an isomorphous impurity into the 
silicate, aluminate and glassy phases of 
clinkers.

The microscopic investigation of the clin
kers shows that clinker V-b is characteri
zed by the most uniform distribution of the 
phases and is more finely crystallized. This 
clinker differs from other bleached clin
kers with a higher coefficient of whiteness. 
Figure 2 is the back-scattered electron 
image of a grain section of clinker V-b with 
the concentration profile of iron along the 
indicated scanning line. It is seen that 
the largest iron quantity is concentrated 
in the interstitial phase (glassy and alu
minate phases).
To study the composition of real clinker 
phases and the distribution of iron among 
them, the EPMA was made. Figure 3 shows the 
back-scattered electron image of the surface 
part of a grain of white clinker III-Ъ (a) 
and the characteristic X-ray image of Al 
(b), Si (c), Ca (d), Fe (e). One can clear
ly see the grains of alite "immersed'’ in 
the interstitial phase (aluminate and glassy 
phases). The X-ray images are qualitative 
pictures of Al, Si, Ca and Fe distributions 
at the chosen surface part. The microscopic 
study of clinker Ill-b showed the non-uni

form distribution of the phases. The major 
part of the grain section of clinker Ill-b 
is occupied by closely distributed alite and 
belite crystals. Such a part of the grain 
section with the clearly observable glassy 
phase is specially separated in the figure.

Fig. 2 - Back-scattered electron image of 
the grain section of clinker V-b and con
centration profile of iron. Magnification 
x 800.
The chemical composition of the clinker pha
ses was determined by the methods reported 
in /6-8/. Table 3 represents the mean chemi
cal composition of the phases of the clin
kers studied.

An important result of the determination of 
the composition of phases is that the Fe20, 
content in alites of bleached and unblea- 3 
ched clinkers does not change practically 
and is within the limits of 0.2-0.3 wt%.

TABLE 2

Clinker
Phase composition (wt%) Regime

Kwalite belite aluminate glassy 
phase

burning 
condition

cooling 
condition

I unb 49.0 32.0 19.0 1450 °C, air air 53
b 56.0 28.0 11.0 5.0 1450 °C, air water quenching 70

II unb 55.0 32.0 12.0 1450 °C, air air 62
b 65.0 20.0 5.0 10.0 1450 °C, air water quenching 80

III
unb 62.0 20.0 18.0 1500 °C, reduc.atm. reducing atm. 76

b 56.0 17.0 19.0 8.0 1450 °C, air water quenching 72

IV
unb 60.0 32.0 8.0 1450 °C, air air 54

b 63.0 26.0 6.0 5.0 1450 °C, air water quenching 74
у unb 71.0 13.0 16.0 1450 ”0, air air 75

b 76.0 7.5 9.0 7.5 1450 «0, air water quenching 85



In all clinkers under study two types of 
belite have been found which differ in the 
crystal shape and total impurity content. 
Belite of the first type forms in the solid 
phase and under the microscope it represents 
crystals of indefinite form; it contains a 
minor amount of impurities (1.6-1.7 wt%). 
The second type of belite is crystallized 
from the melt and contains a greater (3.5
5.2 wt%) amount of impurities; under the 
microscope it looks as grains of the roun
ded form. The total content of impurities 
in alite and belite of white clinkers when 
calculated for the same amount of oxides 
does not exceed 3.5 and 3.7 wt%, respecti
vely.

The aluminate of bleached clinkers was 
found to contain a greater amount of impu
rities (8-15 wt%) compared to that of un
bleached clinkers (7-11 wt%).

A large body of experimental data obtained 
permitted us to calculate the coefficients 
Kpewhich represent the ratio of the mean 
FegO^ content for each phase to the total 

content of this oxide in the clinker 
(Table 4). As seen from this table, the 
coefficients Kpe of the silicate phases of 
white clinkers are less than unity which 
indicates that only an insignificant part 
of the total amount of iron is contained 
in them. The major amount of iron enters 
the interstitial substance - the aluminate 
and glassy phases.

CONCLUSION

The increase of the coefficient of white
ness can be attained by burning at the 
highest possible temperature, by sharp 
quenching and by decreasing time of burning 
which promotes the fine crystallization of 
the phases.

The increase of whiteness at water bleaching 
of the clinkers studied can be attained by 
changing the clinker phase composition: by 
the increase of the amount of alite, by the 
decrease 'of the amounts of aluminate and 
belite with high impurity contents, by the 
formation of the glassy phase and by the

a

Fig*  3 - Back-scattered electron image (a) and characteristic X-ray images of Al (b). 
Si (c), Ca (d), Fe (e) on the grain section of clinker Ill-b



TABLE 3

Clinker Phase

Chemical composition of phases of white clinkers 
(mean values, wt%)

CaO SiO^ Al203 tTa20 K20 MgO Pe2°3 Ti02

alite 73.3 24.4 0.8 0.0 0.1 1.0 0.2 0.1I-unb belite 64.9 32.2 1.4 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.1
aluminate 59.3 4.0 З2.9 0.2 0.4 0.3 2.0 0.6
alite 73.7 23.5 1.0 0.0 0.2 1.1 0.3 0.2

I-b belite 65.2 31.2 2.1 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.2
aluminate 52.8 7.0 33.0 0.2 0.7 2.0 3.3 0.5
glass 53.8 18.6 22.7 0.2 0.3 1.9 2.0 0.4

alite 72.5 23.9 1.3 0.0 0.1 1.8 0.2 0.2
II-unb belite 63.8 32.7 1.8 0.1 0.5 0.8 0.3 0.1

aluminate 56.7 6,0 32.7 0.2 0.3 0.9 3.0 0.2

alite 73.7 23.4 1.0 0.0 0.2 1.3 0.3 0.1
II-b belite 63.9 32.9 1.8 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.2

aluminate 56.4 6.4 28.9 0.2 0.8 2.0 4.6 0.5glass 51.9 15.2 24.1 0.2 0.6 4.0 3.7 0.6

alite 74.0 23.7 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.2 0.2III-unb belite 66.3 31.6 1.0 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2
aluminate 53.0 5.5 37.5 0.2 0.3 1.5 1.3 0.2
alite 73.4 23.6 1.1 0.0 0.1 0.8 0.2 0.3

Ill-b belite 64.9 32.3 1.6 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2
aluminate ' 54.6 5.3 37.5 0.2 0.4 0.9 0.9 0.2
glass 52.9 12.1 32.2 0.1 0.2 1.0 0.9 0.3

alite 73.3 23.6 1.6 0.0 0.2 0.7 0.3 0.3IV-unb belite 64.9 31.0 1.9 0.0 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.2
aluminate 53.5 5.4 35.2 0.1 0.6 1.9 2.6 0.4
alite 74.1 23.4 1.2 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.2

IV-b belite 64.2 31.8 2.1 0.0 0.5 0.2 0.6 0.3
aluminate 48.8 6.2 34.8 0.1 0.6 1.0 6.5 0.6
glass 56.0 15.9 19.7 0.1 0.2 1.2 2.5 0.7

V-unb
alite 74.0 23.9 1.1 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.2 0,1
belite 66.8 30.2 2.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0,2
aluminate 60.6 4.7 32.8 0.2 0.2 0,7 1.4 0,2
alite 73.5 24.3 1.1 0.1 0,1 0.7 0,2 0,1

V-b belite 64.6 32.3 2.2 0.1 0,1 0.3 0.2 0,2aluminate 58.4 6.2 33.1 0,2 0.1 0.7 1,8 0,5
glass 52.О 8,2 32.8 0,2 0,1 2.2 0,9 0,5



TABLE 4

^\Clinker

Phase
1 I-unb I-b II-unb Il-b III-urib III-b IV-unb TV-b V-urib V-b

alite ’ 0.33 0.40 0.25 0.38 0.40 0.40 0.27 0.27 0.50 0.50

belite : 0.33 0.33 0.38 0.38 0.40 0.20 0.45 0.50 0.50 0.50

aluminate 3.30 5.50 3.75 5.75 2.60 1.80 2.36 5.90 3.50 4.50

glass 3.33 4.62 1.80 2.27 2.25

change of the crystallization features of 
the minerals.

The best coefficient of whiteness is obser
ve di in such a bleached clinker (V-b in our 
case) in which Rr- is mainly concentrated 
in the glassy phase and is characterized 
by fine crystallinity and uniform distri
bution of the phases among each other.

The Fe?03 content in alite and belite of 
low-ironJclinkers does not change practi
cally on bleaching and shows a considerably 
lower value compared to, the limiting one. 
The major part of FeoO-, of white clinkers 
goes to the aluminate and glassy phases.

Two types of belite are crystallized in 
low—iron clinkers. Not all the amount of 
belite formed in the solid phase goes to 
the liquid phase*  part of belite is retai
ned in the solid phase and present in the 
final product. The total amount of impuri
ties in such a belite is lower than in. the 
one crystallized from the melt. 
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IHHÖESCE DES FACTEHRS DIFFEHEHTS SUR LA COMEORITIQK DE 
PHASE ET LES PBOPBXETES Ш CLINKER

Beaucoup de chercheurs etudiaient l'interliaiaon entre la composition-structure et las 
propri^tes du clinker. Cependant, ce Probleme reate important jusqu’ä present. La but du 
travail est d’etudler la composition de phase et la microstructure des clinkers industriell 
et de determiner leur influence sur la qualitd du ciment. Le role des microadditiong dang 
la stabilisation des differentes modifications d’alite, de bellte et des compositions des 
aluminoferrites de calcium est defini. On presente les donnees concemant 1’influence des 
parametres d'obtention du clinker sur sa microstructure, caract^re de cristalligation des 
mindraux, defectuosite des cristaux des phases principales et sur leur activite d’hydrata- 
tion. On montre que, en fonction des conditions de cuisson, 1’alite des clinkers industrielg 
est presentde par la modification triclinique et-monoclinique, la bellte - sous forme des 
modifications у, fi, <J- , J? tandis que la composition des aluminoferrites de calcium varie 
de Cz-AFr, a Cz-ApF. Ces variations se refletent avec evidence sur la microstructure du clin
ker.oLa^combinaison de la microscopie optlque avec la methode d'analyse mibroradiospeotrale 
peut etre utllisee pour resoudre les problemes d'amelioration de la qualitd du Qim.ent,

Muitos pesquizadores estudavam a interligacäo entre a composi;ao-estrutura e as propriedades 
do clinquer. Entretanto, este problema continue importante ate agora, О objetivo desto tra 
balho e estudar a composicäo de fase e a microestrutura dos’.clinqueres Industriais e de de- 
terminar sua influencia sobre a qualidade do cimento, О papel das microadiQÖes na estabili— 
zacäo das diferentes modificacöes da alita, da belita e das composiQÖes dos _aluminoferritos 
do cälcio e definido. Apresentam-se os dados relatives ä influencia dos parämetros de obten 
cäo do clinquer sobre sua microestrutura, caräter de cristalizacäo dos minerals, defeitos 
dos cristais das fases principals e sobre a sua atividade de hidrataeäo, Mostra-se que, em 
funqäo das condicöes de queima , a alita dos clinqueres industrials ё caracterizada pela mo- 
dificaeäo triclinica em monoclinica, a belita sob a forma das modificacoes У, ß, a e“’ en- 
quanto que a composicäo dos aluminoferritos de cälcio varia de C^AF2 a C^AjF, ^Essas varia
goes se refletem com evidencia sobre a microestrutura do clinquer, A combinagäo da microsco 
pia ötica сот о metodo de anälise microradioespectral pode ser utilizada para resolver os 
problemas de melhoria da qualidade do clinquer.



introduction. L’interaction entre 
l'activite d'hydratation du ciment et la 
microstructure du clinker et sa composition 
chimico-mineralogique a beneficie d’une 
etude suffisanment approfondie. A l’heure 
actuelle, on attache 1'attention principa- 
le ä la defectuosite des cristaux des pha
ses du clinker (1), ä 1'influence des com- 
posunts mineurs sur leurs transformations 
polymorphiques (2), Un nombre d'ouvrages 
donne une analyse du rapport entre les di
mensions des cristaux d'alite, la structu
re de cette demiere et sa composition chi- 
mique (3,4), la forme des cristaux d'alite 
et de bellte et l'activite du clinker (5). 
Cependant, une etude systematique sous les 
aspects du probleme avec application de me
thodes d'analyse modernes n'a pas ete enco
re faite. Le present ouvrage a pour but 
d'etudier 1'influence de divers facteurs 
sur les proprietes, les modifications poly
morphiques, la forme des cristaux des pri- 
ncipales phases du clinker et l'activite 
du ciment.

Objets d'gtude. Sur la base des mate- 
riaux chimiquement purs SiO2, CaCO^, 
AI20.j on a fabrique une pate brute qui a 
servi pour obtenir en laboratoire un clin
ker ä ESsOjS (fact, de sat. en chaux); 
MS=2,1 (mod. sil.); MA=1,3 (mod. alum.). 
Pour regier la quantite d'impuretes dans 
la pate brute, cette derniere a ete additi- 
onnee aussi de materiaux chimiquement purs 
MgCOp IJa2CO3, CaSO^. On a etudie, en outre 
la constitution de phase, la modification • 
et la forme des cristaux des principaux mi- 
neraux utilises a 30 cimenteries.

Resultats des experiments. Il a ete 
etabli ä 1'aide de la methode d'analyse des 
phases aux rayons X, des methodes microra- 
diospectrale et chimique et de la microsco- 
pie optique que la constitution et la pro
portion des Constituante du clinker depen
dent de la quantite d'impuretes, de la tem
perature et du milieu gazeux de la cuisson.

En cas de cuisson du clinker dans un 
milieu neutre, une teneur en MgO de 3% et 
plus provoque une alteration sensible de 

la structure microcristalline: les crista
ux d'alite et de bellte revetent une forme 
indeterminee. Pendant la cuisson du clinker 
dans un milieu reducteur, I'alteration de 
sa microstructure n'a ete observee qu'en 
presence de 5 % de MgO et plus en compara- 
ison aveo le clinker-temoin exempt de MgO. 
Les cristaux d'alite et de bellte des clin
kers contenant de 2 ä 3 % de MgO avaient, 
par contre, une forme plus reguliere et les 
faces de 1'alite possedaient un moindre de- 
gre de corrosion.

La constitution de phase des clinkers 
varie tout comme leur structure microcris
talline sous 1'influence du MgO en foncti- 
on des conditions de cuisson. Ainsi, les 
methodes de recherche radiographique, rati- 
onnelle chimique et d'autres ont permis 
d'dtablir qu'avec une augmentation de la 
quantite de MgO dans les clinkers de cuis
son neutre, le rapport des phases d'alumi
nate et d'aluminoferrite subit un decalage 
vers une reduction de la fraction du C^A et 
une augmentation de celle du CgA^P^_x(fig. 
1). Ce changement n'a pas un caractere mo
notone mais se porte au maximum lorsque la 
teneur en MgO est d'environ 3 %• A mesure 
que la teneur en MgO augmente, celle en

Fig.1. Secteurs des diagrammes radiographi- 
ques des phases d'aluminate et d'alu- 
minoferrite de clinkers inductriels 
cults dans un milieu neutre (a) et 
reducteur (b): 1 - 0,2 % de MgO;
2 - 2 % de MgO; 3 - 3 % de MgO; 
4 - 4,9 % de MgO



C^A commence de nouveau ä s'eleven. Appli- 
qeee aux clinkers de cuisson reductrice, 
cette loi change quelque peu sa nature: la 
valeur maximale de decalage est observee la 
teneur en MgO est d*environ  2 % et la vale
ur relative ее dephasage diminue.

Il est etabli egalement que dans le 
domaine des clinkers ä magnesium il se pro- 
duit non seulement un decalage de phases 
mais les proprietes deces demieres chan- 
gent elles aussi. Les plus grands change- 
ments subit la phase d'aluminoferrite C^AF 
(tabl. 1) qui s'enrich!t d'AIgO^ en presen
ce de MgO. Dans la phase d'aluminoferrite 
des clinkers soumis ä la cuisson dans un 
milieu neutre, le rapport AlgO^/FegO^ aug
mente avec I*augmentation  de la teneur en 
MgO. Elie atteint une valeur de 0,8 en pre
sence de 4,90 % de MgO dans le clinker. 
Pour ce qui est des clinkers cults un mili- 
in reducteur, ce rapport change peu et 
reste proche de 0,64.

Tableau 1

Mill- Teneur Constitution
eu de en, % logique, %
cuis
son MgO FeO C3S C2S C^A 
du
clin-

0,20 0,11 68,3 8,4 10,0 12,7 0,65
Ф 2,16 0,09 69,2 8,2 6,1 15,3 0,72
•p 3,16 0,05 67,6 8,0 6,1 16,4 0,74
Й 4,90 0,05 64,3 9,7 6,9 18,2 0,80
h 
3
0) 0,24 0,93 59,6 15,7 10,2 10,5 0,56
о 2,16 0,52 58,6 16,2 9,5 13,0 0,63
5 
ХФ 3,40 0,44 57,0 15,9 10,0 13,4 0,66

5,27 0,44 57,1 15,6 10,9 13,2 0,65

d’alumi-°w <в о „ 0> CQ Йnofer- d -и 
rite -T* 01 I

minera- И 0)
сЗ

Phase <D

Ces resultats donnent lieu ä supposer 
Qu'en cas de cuisson dans un milieu reduc
teur, la phase d’aluminoferrite des clinkers 
a magnesium subit des changements moindres 
We ceux propres aux clinkers exempts de

La conclusion donate est bien soutenue 

par les donnees relatives ä la teneur en 
FeO des clinkers de cuisson reductrice: en 
de MgO la quantite de FeO diminue sensible- 
ment.

A une augmentation de la quantite de 
FeO dans le clinker, les cristaux de belite 
changent de forme: des grains compacts ar- 
rondis qu'ils etaient en 1'absence de FeO 
revetent une forme de grains ä bonds rugu- 
eux et de plaques distinctes (fig. 2).

<г)

Fig, 2. Microstructure du clinker cult 
dans un milieu neutre (a) et 
reducteur (b)

En presence de Ua20 la constitution 
de la phase d'aluminoferrite change aussi 
(fig. 3), la valeur du rapport AlgO^/FegO^ 
diminuant dans les aluminoferrites de cal
cium. La presence de plus de 2 % de lJa2O 
dans le clinker s'accompagne meme de la 
formation de 2CaO.Fe2O3»

Une addition de CaSO^ dans la pate 
brute change radicalement la nature de la 
microstructure du clinker: lfalite se cris- 
tallise sous la forme de prismes allonges 
bien reguliere et les cristaux de belite 
prennent une surface striee.

Une intercalation d'ions de Mg2+, Na+ 
et S^+ entra£ne 1'augmentation de disloca
tions dans la structure des mineraux et des 
changements de modification (tabl. 2). 
L'intercalation d'ions d'addition le reseau 
cristallin des mineraux jusqu'ä une certai-



Fig. 3. Rapport AlgO^iFegO"^ "dans les alu
mina ferrites de calcium en foncti— 
on de la quantite de NagO dans le 
clinker

■ Tableau 2
Caracteristique des solutions d’alite 
solides des clinkers industriels

Typej Modification Densite des:
d1adjuvants of C3S; dislocations.

-2m.

MgO) + СаЗОд. Mt. P 7,8.103

MgQ, T1 • Mt 3,1 .io12

Na2O т1; 3,2.1Q12

n.e limite- accroit 1'activity du clinker. 
C.es limit es: sont les suivantes: 2 %, pour

Q % SÖ-J, et 1, %; pour NagQ. Le depas- 
sement de ее® vaLeura aboutit ä uni change— 
ment du rapport de phase dana le clinker 
et meme une foma.ti.oni de- phases; independan— 
tea & magnesium, sulfate et alcali. ce qui 
prevoque une alteration, de la qualitd? du 
ciment.

Ainsi ^ une nette interaotion. est eta— 
blie enire la constttuticmi de phaseae leur 
modification. polynorphiquefc les; forme des; 
cristaux et 1 'ac-tivite: du ciment ce qui. 
pemet (f appliquer la metho.de- de microsco.— 
ple opticgiÄ Ж fappreciation; cerrecte de 
la quality du clinker.
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MQDIFICATIOS DES CUNKERS DE ВЕЫТВ

Des auteurs out 6tudi6 la relation entre la composition, 1‘aptitude a 1$ cuisson, les. 
traitements thermiquea sub 18 et la structure des belites, ainsi que Vinfluenp^ qu^exeyqonJt 
ces facteurs sur leur activite et leur resistance mdqanique, tes ац^ещ^д examine^ les 
analogues structuraux '

Les auteurs ont montrö que les clinkers ä base de belltes peuyen^ |^r9 ß^teiiys a. d^s 
temperatures de 25OAä jOO°C infdrieures ä gelles prdvues pour les clinkers glassiques dq 
ciment Portland; grace ä certains artifices technologiques, qq peqt ^crgitrQ UsC^lYi^ 
d‘hydratation des clinkers ä base de belltes.

Les auteurs analysent la n^cessite et la Süffisance de certains dhimi^de.S St-
technologiques pour une stabilisation fiable de§ varieteg de belike n6ceasft;ant dd ^4^9 
temperatures, pour modifier la d6fectupsltd de 88 structure, pgur fgire Vgrlgr. dgns sgns 
voulu les caracteristiques de la bdlite eb des giments a sa bgs§s

Sur le plan pratique, les rdsultats de geg pecliercheg peqvgnb ЦЬШдёа рдцг 
la consommation de chaleur et d'energie eb PQur valoriser de§ ressgurgga §gcond§l?§S 
(dechets provenent d 'autres productiPna),

Os autores estudaram a relacäo entre a composiqao, a aptidäo ä queima, os tratamentps te:iprni- 
cos sofridos e a estrutura das belitas, bem сото a influencia que esses fatorps рхегсет sobre 
a atividade e sua reslstencia mecänica, Os autores examinaram os anälogos pstruturqis B, q*  
c2s. .......................................... -■■ , ■

Os autores mostraram que os clinqueres com base em belitas podem ser obtidps pm tcmperaturas 
de 250 a 300°C inferiores äs previstas para os clinqueres clässicos do pimento pprtlepd; grq- 
cas a.alguns artificios tecnologicos, pode-se aumentar a atividade de hidpatapao dos clinqup- 
res com base em belitas, ’ '
Os autores analisam a necessidade e a suficiencia de certos fatores quimicos e tSpnpl6g|cps 
para uma estabilizagäo confiävel das yariedades da belita necessitando qltas temperatures pa
ra modificar os defeitos de sua estrutura, para fazer variar no sentidp desejadp", as gapappe- 
risticas da belita e os cimentos com base nelas, '
No plano prätico, os resultados dessa pesquisa podem ser utilizadps para rpduzqr q pqnsump de 
calor e de energia e para yalorizar recursos secundärios jrpsiduos provenientes de puttas ppo 
dugöe.s), " ...................................



Introduction. On salt qua les Hants a 
base de bellites presentent un certain 
nombre d'avantages. Leur principal incon
venient reside dans leur activite d’hydra- 
tation peu elevee. Un bon nombre de fac- 
teurs qui influent sur 1‘activite d ’hydra- 
tation de la bellite et les caracteristi- 

taux maximal d*oxyde de calcium libre con- 
tenu dans les agglomerate (A) et d’apres la 
surface comprise entre la courbe represen
tative de la CaO libre = f (T) pour une 
cuisson pendant 1 heure et 1’abscissa (T).

Resultats des experiences. Les donnees 
relatives ä la reactivate d’un certain 

ques mecaniques des Hants ä base de belli
tes compliquent la recherche d’un precede 
d ’obtention d ’une bellite tres active.

Le present ouvrage est consacre ä la 
recherche d’une relation entre la composi
tion chimique, la structure et la morpho
logie de certaines bellites, d’une part, 
et leur activite d’hydratation, la morpho
logie et la composition des neo-formations 
hydratees, ainsi qua les caractdristiques 
mecaniques des echantillons de bellites 
hydratees et de liants ä base de bellites, 
d ‘autre part.

froduits de depart, appareils, modes 
operatoires. On a examine des bellites 
synthetisees par cuisson de у -CgS en pre
sence d’ions modifiants Na+, Gr6*
et d’ions Al^*  et Fe^+ presents ä titre 
d’impuretes, ainsi que des clinkers d base 
de bellites. la synthese des bellites et 
des clinkers a leur base a 6te орёгёе dans 
un four 61ectrique de laboratoire, en mi
lieu d ’air et avec un refroidissement 
effectud ä une vitesse de 500 degree par 
minute. On broyait les agglomerate jusqu’a 

2 ‘une surface specif ique de 310+10 m /kg, on 
gachait les poudres en leur donnant la 
forme de cubes d'une longubur de 1’arete 
de 14,1 mm qu’on conservait en milieu d’air 
humide.

La composition pajf phases des agglom6- 
rats, la composition des cristallohydrates 
et le taux d’hydratation des materiaux Stu
dies ont etd determines par des methodes 
d’analyse radiographique et thermique diffe
rentielle. la morphologie des cristaux des 
agglomerate et des echantillons hydrates a 

ёЬё studies ä 1’aide d’un microscope 
61ectronique.

La r6activite (1‘aptitude ä la cuisson) 
des melanges bruts a 6t6 estim6e d’apres le 

nombre de melanges bruts sont resumees au 
tableau 1. Les compositions, les modifica
tions, les taux d ‘hydratation, les caracte- 
ristiques mecaniques de plusieurs bellites, 
ainsi que des caracteristiques des produits 
de leur hydratation sont presentes au tab
leau 2. Les resultats des recherches sur 
1‘activite d’hydratation des bellites figu
rant dans le dessin.

Garacteristiques des compositions et 
aptitude ä la cuisson des melanges bruts

Tableau 1

none Gonsti- Valeur de
d-’or- tuants KH p r
dre du md- A*  B“ C***,

lange °C

1 Mate- 0,91 2,1 0,9 48 16 200 1 400 
riaux
natu
rals 
qui

2 Marnes 0,92 2,0 1,1 31 11 500 1 350
3 R6ac- 0,93 2,0 1,2 43 14 500 1 400

tifs
СаСОз, 
SiO2, 
■&I2O3» 
Fe205

4 Reac- 0,67 1,7 1,2 28 4 100 1 250 
tifs
CaCO5, 
■AI2O3 • 
Si02, 
Fe205

5 Calcai- 0,74 0,6 7»2 10 1 300 1 000 
re, con
stitu
ent alu-
minn- 
f ere, 
gypse

* A, valeur maximale du taux de CaO litre 
dans' les agglomerate (% en masse).

•*  B, valeur integrale du taux de CaO libre 
dans lea agglomerats (% en masse)

••• C, temperature de synthese des clinkers 
conditionn£s pour une cuisson durant 
une heure



Discussion des resultats. Une des vertus 
des Hants a base de bellites est une 
moindre consommation de combustibles lors 
de la fabrication de ces Hants par rapport 
aux ciments Portland ordinaires ä base 
d •alites. La difference des temperatures 
de synthese des clinkers des Hants en 
question peut atteindre 400o0. La reactivi
ty du melange brut ä base de bellites, qui 
n’a pas dans sa composition d ’impuretes 
mineralisantes, est nettement superieure 
en valeur de B, ä celle d’un melange ordi
naire analogue d ’un ciment Portland classi- 
que (tableau 1, melanges 3 et 4).

duree d'hydratation,jours (Ig^ ) 
Fig. Vitesse d ’hydratation des bellites
1. ’-CgS phosphore dune  composition non 

s t oec hiometrique;
*

2. j3-C2S
3« •-C2S nontenant le sodium;

d’un ciment ä base de bellite et 
d’alumine en abscisse: duree d • hydrata
tion, jours (1g T ) en ordonnde: taux 
d'hydratation, % en masse

La formation des solutions solides de 
bellites ä forte teneur en impuretds est 
accompagn6e d ’uhe stabilisation sous re- 
froidissement de leurs modifications exi- 
geant de hautes temperatures et ayant des 
structures plus d6fectueuses. Les poten- 
tialit6s de 1'activity d 'hydratation des 
bellites sont probablement d 'autant plus 
SlevSes que leur modification est de plus 
haute temperature.

Il exiate une interdependence determi- 
пёе entre la composition chimique, le ca- 
ractere de cristallisation et 1'activity

d'hydratation des bellites. Des differences 
relativement peu importantes entre les 'com
positions chimiques des analogues structu- 
raux de ß et surtout de peuvent con-
duire ä des differences notables des carac— 
teres de leur cristallisation, de 1'activity 
d'hydratation et de la resistance mecanique- 
Les bellites ayant un motif structural com- 
munjS-CgS sont caractyrisees par une acti
vity d'hydratation peu elevee dans les pre
mieres phases de durcissement et une Vi
tesse d'hydratation reguliere, obeissant a 
la relation TH (taux d 'hydratation) = KglgZ' 
au bout de 5 ä. 7 jours de durcissement (a 
1'issue de la pdriode d'acceleration).
Une moindre vitesse d 'hydratation corres
pond a une cristallisation plus nette de 

ß-C^*  Qus&d le contient des quan- 
tites apprdciables d'impuretds, surtout 
d'impuretes alcalines, on observe des phe- 
nomenes de recristallisation et un certain 
accroissement de 1'activity d'hydratation, 
mais la rysistance n'en change pratique
men t pas.

Une activity d'hydratation relativement 
basse des ychantillons correspond a nn» 
cristallisation tree prononcee de '-CgS. 
Ce sont les soltttions solides de CgS et de 

isostructuraux qui presentent 1'acti
vity d'hydratation la moins yievee. Ainsi, 
le taux d'hydratation de C2 15?0 ^5, re- 
froidi ä une vitesse de 500^0 par minute, 
constitue, au bout de 28 joürs, 1Q6 envi
ron, alors que si la vitesse est de 100°C 
par minute, il est pratiquement egal a 
гУго.

Les <Z'-C2S contenant des alcalis et se 
distinguant par une structure defectueuse 
ä petits cristaux ont 1'activity d'hydra
tation la plus grande dans les premieres



Tableau 2
Compositions, temperatures de Synthese de la modification et resistance mecanique 
des bellites, taux d»hydratation (TH), taux d’eau combinee (EC) et de CaO libre, 
compositions des hydrosilicates de calcium (HSC) dans des bellites hydratees pen

dant 260 jours

n03 
d'ordre Compositions des 

bellites

Tempe
ratu
res de 
la Syn
these , 
°C

Modi- Resistance a 
flea- la compres
tion slon, MPa au 

bout de tant

TH, 
% en 
masse

Teneur1 en Compositions 
des HSC

EC, 
% 
en 
masse

CaO 
lit
re,% 
en 
masse3

de jours

7 23 260

1. C2,00B0,01S 1500 9 16 46 31 46 17,1 4,17 Cl,35 H1,32

2. C2,00B0,01S 1400 7 15 59 76 61 15,3 4,91 G1,31 H1,81

3. °2,00 0,05F0,03S 15ОО - 9 17 78 53 13,3 4,10 G1,84 H2,06

4. C2,00 O,-13PO,O4S 15ОО 11 14 31 51 52 19,9 3,87 G1,33 H2,23

5. G2,00 O,21PO,O3AO,O4S 15ОО 20 34 46 65 44 22,1 3,03 C1,88 H2,59

6. 02,OCPO,O5S 1470 9 23 56 87 54 18,4 4,20 G1,34 H2,00

7« G2,06P0,05S 15ОО 3 21 64 100 55 16,9 3,63 G1,36 *H1,30

8. C2,15PO,O5S 15ОО - 10 25 54 35 15,9 3,56 C1,37 H1,63

9. C2,00B0,10S 1370 3 14 38 45 30 16,1 2,37 G1,33 H1,80

etapes de durcissement. La resistance des 
c6*-C2 S contenant des alcalis est, eile 
aussi, la plus grande dans les premiers 7 
jours en comparaison des autres bellites. 
Plus tard, la resistance et 1’activity 
d •hydratation des contenant des
alcalis deviennent inferieures ä celles 
des autres bellites, la croissance de la 
resistance se ralentissant le plus.

Les auteurs ant dtabli que la grandeur 
du rapport Ca0/Si02 dans les hydrosilica
tes de calcium (HSC) resultant de I’hydra- 
tation de-C2S pendant 260 jours est de 
1,81 ä 1,85, alors que pour 1 •hydratation 
de o6’-C2S, eile est de 1,83 & 1.88. La 
teneur des HSC en eau d'hydratation varie, 
suivant les compositions des bellites de 
ddpart, dans des Unites relativement 
dtenduesj une moindre resistance des dchan- 
tillons hydratds correspond & une valeur 
plus grande du rapport H2^C1,83*0,03*  
parait que les HSC plus hydrates'f orment 
des agr^gats de cristaux relativement 
moins solides.

Des dcarts d la stoechiomdtrie de la 
forme cZ-1 de bellite favorisent la forma
tion d’une structure cristalline plus de- 
fectuepse de celle-ci, 1 •accroisaement de 
1’activity d'hydratation et de la resis
tance mecanique des echantillons hydrates. 
Selon touts probabilite, il existe un do
mains des compositions de bellites, a 
l'intdrieur duquel des ecarts ä la stoe- 
chiomdtrie de oC’-C2S entrainent un accro- 
issement maximal de leur activitd d ’hydra
tation. Lfcrmi les bellites phosphoreea, cs 

sent les solutions solides ayant des compo
sitions proches de ^,3 ou le taux
d 'anhydride phosphorique Pp est de 3 ä. 7% 
en masse qui prdsentent la resistance тёса- 
nique et 1 ’activity d'hydratation les plus 
61ev6es.

Quand il s 'agit des Hants ä base de bel
lites, la tache principals est d'obtenir 
avec eux une bonne resistance mecanique d^s 
les premieres fetapes de durcissement. Get 
objectif peut etre atteint par synthese d'i® 
liant d’une composition determines par рьа-



ses, notamnent un ciment ä base de bellite 
et de sulfoaluminate ou d’autres composi
tions. On peut obtenir des ciments de ce 
genre avec une consommation mod6ree de com
bustibles pour leur cuisson, ils ont une 
bonne resistance mecanique des les premie
res dtapes de durcissement (de 6 heures ä 7 
jours), mais le taux d’hydratation de^ß-CgS 
au sein de ces ciments pendant 28 jours ne 
s'feleve qu’ä 5 ä 15% par rapport ä la masse 
de la bellite et la resistance mdcanique ne 
croit pas suffisamment rapidement ä l’age 
de 5 ä 28 jours.

A part les autres moyens d’accroisse- 
ment de la resistance mecanique des liants 
ä base de bellite, on peut le faire par une 
synthase orientde des bellites stabilisdes 
sous forme об’» dont les compositions ргё- 
sentent des 6carts ä la stoechiometrie. 
Dans ce cas, une vitesse elevee de refroi- 
dissement du clinker, qui favorise la sta
bilisation de la modification de haute tem
perature de la bellite pour des concentra
tions relativement peu elev6es d ’ions mo- 
difiants dans le clinker, peut avoir son 
utilite.



B.S. AL’BATS,
M.A..VBHDIAN,
L.S.  FILHFIOVA,
b'.L. LüBÄDKVA, MiCement, Moscou, UHSS
DUBBE DE CUISSON DU C1INKER ET SES BROFBIETES

Les auteurs out effectue les etudes du rapport des parametres du processus de cuisson, 
de la variation de composition, de la structure et des propriötes des clinkers ä obtenir 
pour les differente crus industrials.

Les regimes actuels de cuisson et de refroidissement ne sont pas optima car ils assurent 
un temps prolonge de retention de la mat!ere dans la zone des hautes temperatures. Gela 
mene ä 1 •inhihitirm du processus de formation de 1’alite dans le clinker et ä la diminution 
de son activite.

■ exp^r-imerits industrials avec utilisation de la methode des indicateurs radioactifs 
ont confirme les resultats des essais laboratoires.

La dependance Quantitative entre la temperature et le temps du maintien isotherme est 
calculee pour les crus de cimenterie.

Os autores efetuaram os estudos da relacäo dos parametros do processo de queima, da varia 
Cao de composicao, da estrutura e das propriedades dos clinqueres a serem obtidos para os di- 

ferentes crus industrials.

Os regimes atuais de queima e de resfriamento näo säo otimos pois asseguram urn tempo pro- 
longado de retengäo na zona de altas temperatures. Isso eonduz ä inibigäo do processo de for 
magäo de alita no clinquer e ä diminuigäo de sua atividade.

As experiencias industrials com a utilizacäo do metodo dos indicadores radioativos confir 
maram os resultados dos ensaios em laboratorio.

A dependencia quantitativa entre a temperature e о tempo mantido isotermico foi calculado 

para crus de fabricagao.



On a etudie le comportement des melanges 
crus industriels au cours du traitement 
thermictUe, у compris les conditions de la 
cuisson industrielle, la composition et les 
proprietes des bains fondus, la cinetique 
de formation de l’alite comme un mineral 
principal du clinker, les proprietes du 
clinker et le role du facteur "temperature
temps" lots de la cuisson.

Pour les essais, on a choisi les melan
ges crus se distinguant d ’apres les compo
sitions mineralogiques et chimiques (tab
leau I). Pour rapprocher au maximum 1 'iden
tity de la dispersite des particules, tous 
les melanges ont ete tamises a travers le 
tamis 02 (mailles 20jjl).

La cuisson des echantillons-tablettes 
de 0,01 m de diametre presses sous la pres
sion de 5 МГ& a ete effectuee dans le four 
de silite dans un Intervalle de temperatu
re 1593-1698°K, tous les 15° avec les 
maintiens a cheque temperature de 120, 500, 

600, 1200, et 1800 s. La vitesse de montee 
de la temperature a ete 0,085degres/s. Pour 
les melanges crus 2 et 4 on a effectue un 
cycle d'essai analogue avec une grande vi
tesse de chauffage. Dans ce cas, les main
tiens ont ete les memes qu'en cas du chauf
fage lent.

Composition et proprietes des bains fondus

Dans les bains fondus des melanges I et 
6, on a observe les zones de lamellation 
dont les compositions sent enrichies en oxy
des de soufre et d'alcalis. Le bain fondu du 
melange 5 se distingue par une teneur elevee 
totale en oxydes de manganese, de soufre et 
de titane (3,1^) ä une teneur totale rela- 
tivement faible en oxydes de magnesium et 
d'alcalis (7,04). Apparemment, ce fait ex- 
plique la viscosite diminuee des matteres 
fondues des melanges mentionnes (a la tem
perature de 16?3eK - 0,09$ 0,0? et 0,095 
■Fh^s conf or moment).

Les matieres fondues des melanges 2, 3i 
4 emt une viscosite de 0,135» 0,165 et 
0,11 Pa*s  ä la temperature de 1673eK*  Gela 
peut-etre expliquA par une influence domi-

. Tableau I
Composition mineralogique et chimique des 

melanges crus

Com
posi
tion 
chi
mique 
% de 
mas
se

Composition mineralogique

iaar- 
ne > 
craie

loess 
cal- 
caire

kao
line, 
ar- 
gile, 
craie

schlämm 
de nep
heline, 
calcai- 
re

. marne, 
marne

limon 
de 
mont- 
moril- 
1 oni- 
te, 
cal- 
caire

Ferte 
au 
feu 54,54 34,00 54,12 21,86 34,06 33,85
Si02 15,12 14,08 15,95 18,31 14,66 15,22
Al^ 2,65 5,17 2,70 2,80 2,25 5,52
Fe?O? 1,95 2,66 5,04 3,24 3,25 2,34
CaO 45,97 43,60 44,32 50,71 42,86 41,88
IvigO 0,82 1,03 0,61 1,84 0,80 1,49
MnO 0,01 0,06 0,04 Q,,10 0,08 0,06
so5 0,53 0,44 0,36 0,20 0,41 0,33
Ti02 0,14 0,17 0,22 0,25 0,15 0,32
cr2o5 tra

ces
tra
ces

tra
ces

tra
ces

tra
ces

tra
ces

Na20 0,50 0,4? 0,29 0,48 0,18 0,40
1^0 0,58 0,49 0,49 0,37 0,44 0,70
P2°5 0,12 0,12 0,09 0,04 0,04 0,06

nante des oxydes de magnesium et d 'alcalis 
dont la teneur totale est de 9,95; 8,15 et 
1O,O8?o de masse.

La dependance "viscosite-temperature", 
en cas des matieres fondues des melanges 3 
et 6, porte un caractere nettement exponen- 
tiel, pour la matiere fondue du melange 4, 
cette dependance s 'approche de la fonction 
exponentielle, pour la matiere fondue du me
lange 2, eile prend un caractere lineaire, 
tandis qu'en cas des matieres fondues des 
melanges I et 5, eile est complexe (1'expo
nentielle a des zones isolees lineaires ä 
des basses temperatures).

La tension superficielle des matieres fon
dues, ä 1'exception des melanges 1, 3 et 6, 
varie d'une faqon non lineaire. iäa cas des 
melanges 4 et 5, la tension superficielle 
diminue principalement dans un Intervalle de 
1673-1723eK et en cas du melange 2 - dads uh



Intervalle de 1623-1675®K.

Cinetique de formatiion de 1'alite et 
proprietes du clinter

On voit sur la figure I q.ue lors du 
chaiaffement lent, routes les courbes pos- 
sedent paratiq.uem.ent les zones represen
tant un retardement de 1'assimilation de 
CaO.

Les donnees de 1 'analyse de phases a 
rayons X (figure I) temoignent de periodi- 
cite de La formation de 1'alite. Dans ce 
cas, les zones de temperatures de T 'inhi — 
toition de f ormation de 1'alite sent 
pro.cb.es des zones du retardament de 1'assi
milation de GaQ.

L'energie di'activation du. processus de 
f ormation de 1'alite pour les melanges 1-6. 
est conformcmenti 53» 2.7» 79'»^6>» 82,81$ 
&9*75  » 45,Ш et 53 »^3 Ы/mole. Selon les 
valeurs. inciiquees de I'dnergie d'activa
tion, lea melanges I, 5» 6 peuvent etre 
rapportes aux melange a cuisson facile, 
tandis que les autres — aux melanges ä 
cuisson difficile q_ui exigent des depenses 
de chaleur elev6es. Cette classification 
convent-i nnn el Ie correspond aux. donnees sur 
la. viscosite des matieres fondues des me
langes en question.

La periodicite de formation de 1'alite 
est liee, probablement, an caractere da 
cristallisation de ce mineral. Le cristal 
d.d b-elita se dissout dans la matiera fondue 
avec la formation des ions re~
lativement pen mobiles et des ions plus mo- 

2*  biles Ga « 11 sa forma una nona de germi
nation de 1'alita ou migrant les ions Ca^*  
formes par suite de la dissolution des cris- 
taux CaG dans la matiera fondue. Selon les 
donndes de V. Timachev at autres auteurs, 
les valeurs de I'dn.ergie d'activation pour 
dissounra G^S> sent da 41.3< kJ/iaola et cel
les pour dissoudre Cad sent da 264 kJ/mole. 
Pour sett® raison, il est bien probable 
qu'il у a una germination des cristaux 
d'alite autour' des cristaux de belite, dis- 
SGlvanta, leur crolseance. suivante, la re— 
cristallisation et la fusion avec les aut— 

res cristaux croissants jusqu'a la fm-m»- 
tion d 'one couche continue d 'alite autour 
du cristal da belite initial.

Le volume de la matiere fondue entre les 
cristaux de belite et la couche d'alite for
mes est sursature rapidement par les ions 
Ca^*  et * et 1 'equilibre se de
place dans le sens de la substance initiale 
(belite). Simultaneuient, L'acces des ions 
Ga^*  dans la zone de la matiere fondue fer- 
mee cesse. L'equilibre acido-basique entre 
les volumes de la matiere fondue des deux 
cotes du cristal d 'alite croissant est per- 
turbee. La cristallisation ulterieure de 
1'alite a un caractere deaequilibre. Des 
conditions se forment pour un ecart de la 
stoechiometrie dans la composition des zo
nes peripheriques et internes des cristaux 
d'alite.

Dans la structure du cristal d'alite, 
des contraintes supplementaires se forment 
representant une source da deformations du 
cristal qui menent a sa destruction (fi
gure IJ. Dans ce cas, une diminution de 
quantlte des defauts. des cristaux d'alite 
est inevitable car la destruction a •'aff.ec- 
tue dans les endroits de leur concentration 
maximum. Les ondes des contraintes prove
nant des. cristaux croissants d'alite de- 
truisent tout l'e chan till on qui, malgre la 
presence de la phase liquide» subit des de
formations empechant le retrait et menant 
parfois a 1'expansion de 1'echantillon (fi
gure I), in pratique, cola pent aboutir ä 
la destruction des grains du clinker et a 
la formation de la poussiere.

La coincidence des effete d'inhibition 
dans la formation de 1'alite, de decomposi
tion des grains, du clinker et de diminution 
da 1'activity d'hydratation da ce dernier 
est observee en cas des, clinkers indust
rials quand la. matiera se trouve- relative
meat longtemps. en zone de Guisson (figure 2)>

L'analyse des parametres, de base caract^- 
riaant la structure hydrodynamique du flux 
de la matiera dans le four- rotatif indus
trial montre qua si le temps; de sb jour de 
la matiera dans; la zone da cuisson (deter-



euissea, К
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2. Caractere de la formation des mineraux, des cristaux et des grains et 1’activite• 
du clinker par la longueur de la zone de cuisson du four rotatif 4,5 x 170 m 
(I - zone de cuisson courte, 2 - zone de cuisson longue)



Tableau 2
Duree du traitement thermiyue et degre de cuisson de la mattere dans le four rotatif 

Indus triel

2one du 
four

Temps moyen 
de sejour, s

Vitesse de 
passage de 
la ma tiers, 

m/s

Teneur en CaOlibre 
longueur de la zone 
froide du four 4,5 ;

(%/masse) de 
de cuisson

x 170)

la matiere par la 
(m. de I'extremite

135 140 145 150 155 160 '
Zone de 
sechage 2230 0,025
Zone de 
chauffement 930 0,049
Zone de de
carbonisation 557 0,057
Zone de cuisson 
et de refroi- 
dissement 5080 0,010 10,1 9,0 4,0 0,4 4,4 0,3

mine par la methode des indicateurs radio- 
actifs) depasse considerablement le temps 
necessaire ä I'achevement de la reaction 
de formation de 1'alite, la teneur en ce 
dernier diminue. Parfois, a I'aide de la 
methode chimique, on fixe une augmentation 
de teneur en GaOii|jre (tableau 2).

Au cours de 1'analyse des echantillons 
cults selon un regime de grande vitesse, 
on n'a pas observes 1'inhibition dans le 
processus de formation de 1'alite.

Lors de la cuisson brusque, les condi- 
I tions pour la recristallisation de la be- 

lite et de 1'oxyde de calcium ne se forment 
! pas, la dissolution de ces mineraux dans la 
1 mattere fondue s ’effectue au moment de leur 
[ formation et avec une grande vitesse. Il 
I en results, comme regie, une structure ä 
I cristallisatlon fine sans inclusions des 

cristaux de belite n'ayant pas eu assez de 
temps pour se dissoudre dans les cristaux 
d'alite.

! Ibterdependance entre la temperature et 
j la duree de cuisson

En se basant sur un grand nombre-de 
donnees experimentales, on a construit des 
dependances entre la temperature et la du- 
гёе de cuisson correspondant ä une meme

I teneur en GaGiit,re des echantillons dans 
; des limites de 0,58-0,87% pour des melanges 

differents.

Les dependances obtenues sont decrites
d'une fai?on satisfaisante ä I'aide de 1'equa
tion suivantei

1 = To
-k In

L c ,

ou T est la temperature de cuisson en 
degresi 'Y est la duree de cuisson en s; TQ 
est la temperature conventionnelle ä la-
quelle on obtient une valeur predeterminee
pour la teneur en 
son egale а £^0; 
risant la vitesse

GaOlibre Pen<dant la cuis- 
K est la constante caracte- 
de chauffement de 1'echan-

tillon, I/degrd.
Pour les valeurs TQ et К des melanges 

analyses, voir tableau 3.
Tableau 3

Valeurs To est et К pour les melanges 
analyses

Constante Numero du melange

1 2 3 4 5 6

To, К 1656 1 709 1 813 1 815 1 695 1 631

K*10~ 2, 1/deg. 1,64 1,15 1,61 1,44 1,93 0,78

Comme on le voit des donnees presentees,
la gamme de temperatures conventionnelles 
des melanges crus industriels eat extreme- 
ment large et varie de 1631 a 1815 K. Gela 
est conditionnä par la nature du era ainsi. 
que par sa composition chimique.



Done, pour produire le clinker de ciment 
Portland avec one haute activite hydrauli- 
que conditionnee par la teneur en alite op
timum et par la defectuosite maximum de ses 
cristaux, il est necessaire de maintenir un 
certain rapport entre la temperature et la 
dur6e de cuisson conformement ä un melange 
cru concret.



I. OdTer, S. Abdul-Maula. Technical University Clausthal,. 0-3392 Clausthal-Zellerfeld» Federal 

Republic of Germany and T. Angelova. Cement Research Institut, Sofia, Bulgaria.

The effect of burning conditions on the structure of Portland clinker and the reactivity 

of the resultant cement.

L'effet des conditions de cuisson sur la structure du clinker Portland et la reactiv-ite 

du ciment resultant.

SUMMARY: From a single raw meal clinkers were burned using variable heating rates, burning temperatures, 
burning times and rates of cooling. The alite crystal size distribution was mainly affected by variations 
of burning temperature and burning time. Different burning conditions affected the progress of hydration 
of cements made from these clinkers only within the first hours of hydration. Here, the rate of alite hydra
tion and ettringite formation were accelerated with increasing burning rate and with decreasing burning tem
perature. The strength development of the cements was only unsignificantly affected by the burning conditions 
employed.

Empregando indices de aquecimento, temperaturas de queima, tempos de queima e indices 
de resfriamento variäveis, foram preparados clinqueres de uma ünica farinha. A distribuigao 
de tamanho de cristal de alita foi afetada principalmente por variacoes de temperatura e do 
tempo de queima. Condipoes diferentes de queima afetaram о desenvolvimento da hidratagao dos 
cimentos feitos com estes clinqueres apenas durante as primeiras horas de hidratagäo. No ca
so, a velocidade de hidratapao da alita e a formapäo de etringita foram aceleradas com о indi 
ce de aumento da queima e com a diminuigao da temperatura de queima. О desenvolvimento da re 
sistencia dos cimentos foi afetado apenas insignificantemente pelas condipoes de queima empre 
gadas.



Within this paper the effect of burning conditions
i.e.  of the heating rate, the maximum temperature, 
the duration of burning and the cooling rate on the 
structure of portland clinker and the reactivity of 
the resultant portland cement was studied. The main 
aim of this study has been to determine whether a 
relationship between the size of the formed alite 
crystals and cement reactivity exists and whether 
and to what an extent both parameters can be control
led by burning conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL

For preparations of the clinkers a raw meal made out 
of pure CaC03, Si02 (quartz), AI2O3 and Ре20з was 
used. Its potential phase composition (as calculated 
by Bogue) was 70 per cent of C3S and 10 per cent of

Series 1

FIG. 1: Graphic representation of the 
burning programmes employed

each C2S, C3A and C^AF. Compressed pelets made from 
the blend (total amount about 200 g) were placed into 
Pt-dishes and burned in an electric furnace under 
variable conditions. The different burning programmes 
employed are shown graphically in Fig. 1.

Series 1 - Effect of heating rate

The raw meal was heated up to 1500 °C with rates of 
10 and 30 °/min and by inserting the Pt-dish with 
the raw meal directly into a furnace preheated to 
the above temperature. After 5 min of burning the 
samples were cooled on air. In the sample placed 
into the furnace directly, additional 5 min of 
burning were allowed to obtain a thermal equilibrium.

Series 2 - Effect of burning temperature and duration 
of burning ■

of 10 °C/min, 
5 min and sub
sample was held 
min.

The raw meal was heated up to temperaturesnof 1400, 
1500 and 1600 °C at a constant rate n 
held at the maximum temperature for 
sequently cooled on air. A separate 
at 1500 °C for 30 rather than for 5

Series 3 - Effect of cooling

Samples that were burned 
cooled a) with a rate of 
on air and c) by trowing 
N2.

at 1500 °C for 5 min were
10 °C/min, b) by quenching 
the material into liquid

In the obtained clinkers the alite crystal size 
distribution and the length/width ratio of the 
crystals was determined by optical microscopy. The 
determination was made on polished clinker surfaces 
etched with an ammonium citrate solution.

Experimental cements were prepared from the clinkers 
by grinding them with amounts of gypsum equal to 3.0 
per cent 5b3 to a specific surface area of 3000 cm2/g 
(Blaine).

The strength development of the experimental cements 
was studied on specimens 15 x 15 x 60 mm made out as 
ISO-mortars with a water-solid ratio of 0.5 (room 
temperature, curing underwater).

The progress of hydration was studied on cement 
pastes (w/s = 0.27) that were allowed to hydrate 
for different periods of time. The hydration process 
was stopped and the non reacted water was removed 
by grinding the paste with an excesss of acetone, 
filtering the obtained suspension, washing the resi
due on the filter with additional acetone and ethyl 
ether and drying it at 40 °C.

The bound water content was determined as the ignition 
loss of the obtained hydrated material and the frac
tion of non reacted tricalcium silicate by quantita
tive X-ray-diffraction. The progress of gypsum con
sumption and ettringite and calcium hydroxide forma
tion as well as the ettringite to monosulphate con
version were studied by DTA.

In separate studies the development of hydration heat 
was studied by adiabatic conduction calorimetry. 
Here, for technical reasons, a higher water-cement 



ratio i.e. 0.7 had to be employed.

RESULTS

1. Effect on clinker structure

The size distribution of the alite crystals is shown 
in Fig. 2. It appears that the average size of the 
formed alite crystals increased distinctly with ex
tended burning time. Which increasing burning tem
perature the alite size distribution curve became 
wider while the average size of alite crystals was 
little affected. Variations of the heating rate and 
the rate of cooling had little effect on the alite 
crystal size. The distribution of the length/width 
ratio of the alite crystals exhibited a maximum at 
l/d'vl.S regardless on the conditions of burning.

CjS-diameter ym l/d ratio

FIG. 2: Effect of burning conditions on alite 
crystal size and length/width ratio distribution

2. Effect on the progress of hydration

The hydration heat evolution of the obtained cements 
is shown in Fig. 3. The obtained data indicate a sig
nificant effect of the burning conditions on the in
tensity of the "first" peak that indicates the amount 
of heat liberated in the first minutes of the hydra
tion process. It appears, that this peak, which is 
due to a simultaneous hydration of tricalcium sili
cate and tri cal i urn aluminate, increased with an 
increasing heating rate, with decreasing burning 
temperature and wi th an increasing cooling rate. The 
intensity of the main peak, that is due mainly to 

the hydration of tricalcium silicate, was little 
affected by burning conditions. Its development be
came moderately retarded with a decreasing heating 
rate and accelerated at lower burning temperatures. 
The "third" peak, thats due to the ettringite to 
monosulfate conversion, was most affected by cool
ing conditions. It almost disapeared in the slowly 
cooled clinker and became significantly more inten
sive and even split into two peaks upon cooling with 
liquid N2.

time in h

FIG. 3: Effect of burning conditions on the 
hydration heat evolution of the resultant cements

In Tab. I data on the degree of C3S hydration and the 
combined water content are summarized. It appears 
that both values were affected by the burning proce
dure only after short hydration times, if at all. 
The amount of C3S that hydrated within 8 hours dec
lined with decreasing heating rate, with increasing 
burning temperature, and with extended burning time 
and was little dependent on the cooling rate. The 
bound water values generally followed those of the 
degree of C3S hydration.

Fig. 4 shows the DTA curves of cement pastes after 
different hydration times. With increasing heating 
rate the intensity of the peak belonging to ettrin
gite increased and that of gypsum declined,indica
ting an increased C3A reactivity under these condi
tions. With increasing burning temperature the inten
sity of the peak belonging to ettringite declined 
while that belonging to gypsum increased, indicating 
a declining C3A-reactivity. Finally, an extended 
burning time and different cooling rates had little 
effect on the intensity of the two peaks and thus



Tab. I: Effect of burning conditions on the degree 
of C3S hydration and combined water content in hydra
ted cement pastes

rav.,-QC O<. C3S in % H20 comb, in g/100 gSeries cement =
8 h Id 28 d 4 h 8 h Id 28 d

C 1 12 49 86 3.4 6.7 16.8 28.4

1 C 2 16 49 86 4.5 7.9 16.7 28.6

C 3 19 52 85 5.2 9.2 ' 17.2 29.5

C 4 16 49 88 5.2 8.5 16.9 29.5

C 5 13 49 86 3.4 6.7 16.8 28.4
2 C 6 11 51 85 3.1 5.5 17.0 28.4

C 7 8 49 85 3.0 5.0 16.3 28.1

C 8 10 47 85 3.4 6.7 16.9 28.4

3 C9 13 49 86 3.4 6.7 16.828.4

C4

C5

C6

Cl

temperature in °Cx100

FIG. 4: DTA curves of cements made out of 
clinkers burned under different conditions

C3A reactivity. Unlike the DTA curves of pastes with 
short hydration times, those found after longer hy
dration times, were not affected by the conditions of 
burning.

3. Effect on compressive strength

Tab. II shows, the compressive strength development 
of the experimental cements studied. It appears that 
the strength obtained were affected by the conditions 

of burning only unsignificantly. Only in the cement 
made out of a clinker cooled with liquid N2 the one 
day strength was distinctly lower than those in other 
cements.

Tab. II: Effect of burning conditions on compressive 
strength development

Series cement 1 d 3 d
N/mm2

7 d 28 d 90 d

C 1 18 39 60 79 84

1 C 2 19 37 61 84 89

C 3 21 41 63 84 88

C 4 18 ' 41 65 82 85

2 C 5 18 39 60 79 84

C 6 16 38 60 77 79

C 7 16 37 60 77 82

0 8 12 34 55 76 85

3 0 9 18 39 60 79 84

CIO 17 40 58 73 80

DISCUSSION

The obtained data revealed distinct, though not very 
great variations in the alite size idistribution 
brought about by the employed conditions of burning. 
The observed increase of the alite crystall size due 
to increased burning temperatures and burning times 
is in line with previous observations (1,2,3,4,5). 
On the other hand a reduction of the alite crystall 
size due to a rapid temperature increase as repor-. 
ted by (6), could not be confirmed.

Another parameter that could be studied by optical 
microscopy was the porosity of the clinkers prepared. 
It has been found in our experiments, that the poro
sity of the produced clinkers increased significantly 
with decreasing burning temperature, apparently due 
to a smaller amount and higher viscosity of the 
liquid phase formed under these conditions.

Of practical importance is the existing effect of 
burning conditions on setting time and strength of 
the resultant cement. In our own experiments we found 
that even very substantial variations of burning con
ditions affected only the initial reactivity of the 
resultant cement. The progress of hydration has been 
altered distinctly only within the first hours after 
mixing with water. On the other hand the later cour
se of hydration has been affected only unsignificant
ly by the conditions of burning. The finding of only 
relatively small differences in reactivity may be 
due to the fact, that the burning conditions employed 
allowed in all instances the formation of sufficient
ly well burned clinkers, with well developed crystal 
textures and low free lime contents, from the raw 
meal used in our series of experiments. The setting 
behaviour of the obtained cements was not studied 
extensively within this study. It was noted, however, 
that the setting time was distinctly shorter in those 
cements that exhibited increased initial reactivity



as determined by chemical method. On the other hand 
variations of the burning condition exhibited only 
little effect on strength development of the cements 
studied. In related studies a positive effect of fast 

; heating rates on strength was reported by (6) and (7) 
while similar data reported by (8) were inconclusive. 
According to (5) the heating rate is of little signi
ficance for cement strength. Data on the effect of 
burning temperature on cement strength are not uni
form either. Ludwig und Rückensteiner (8) found an 
increase of cement strength with decreasing tempera
ture of burning. In studies on clinkers burned at 
excessively high temperatures both favorable (2,9,10) 
anddetrimental effects (11) were reported. As to the 
effect of burning time a favorable effect of extended 
burning on strength was reported by (3,4,6). Also 
data on the optimum cooling rate are not uniform as 
both rapid and slow cooling were reported to be favor
able for high cement strengths (5,6,7,12,13,14,15,16).

CONCLUSIONS

1. Variations in heating rate, burning temperature, 
duration of burning at maximum temperature and cooling 
rate brought about only small, though distinct varia
tions in the size of alite crystals formed. The aver
age alite crystal size increased distinctly with in
creasing burning temperature. Variations of other 
factors such as of heating rate, duration of burning 
and of cooling rate had little effect on alite crystal 
size.

2. The initial cement hydration was accelerated with 
increasing heating rate and retarded with increasing 
burning temperature and burning time.

3. The progress of hydration after about one day and 
more, just as the strength development,were only little 
affected by the conditions of clinker burning.
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Investigation on the Influence of^the Kiln System on Clinker Quality 
Recherches de 1’influence du Systeme de four sur la qualite du clinker

SUMMARY: The quality of portland cement clinker is decisively influenced by the chemical and 
mineralogical composition of the raw mix on the one hand and by the treatment of the kiln 
feed material as a function of temperature and time on the other hand. The temperature profi 
le of the material is influenced by burnability and kiln system. ' ""

, The thermodynamically active intermediate phases generated by the dehydration and 
calcination of clay and carbonate minerals can loose their activity through the healing up of 
lattice defects by a flat material-temperature profile. A long calcination zone accelerates 
the recrystallisation of CaO and the formation of large belite crystals, which on their part 
obstruct the alite formation. This results in a flat distribution curve of alite crystal si
zes together with a large mean diameter and a more difficult clinker grindability.

In short rotary kiln system even without precalcining the raw meal is heated up to 
about 800 C within seconds. The calcining and heating zones in the kiln are passed faster, 
which especially leads to smaller primary belite crystals. These support the granulization 
and promote rapid alite formation because of their large reactive surface. A steep frequency 
distribution of the alite particle sizes and a small mean phase diameter improve the grindabi 
lity. -

If a precalcined is added to the system, only a very small part of the calcining 
zone remains in the rotary kiln. On the other hand, the heating zone becomes longer whereas 
the retention time is shortened. Nevertheless, the flat temperature profile in the kiln 
itself may cause a flat frequency distribution of the alite particle sizes. This applies es 
pecially to non-ideal raw materials with a more difficult burnability.

If the raw material conditions are ideal (natural cement), all modern kiln systems, 
even those with a very low L/D ratio, can produce clinker of good quality. That means small 
silicate crystals, uniform granulometry and easy grindability.

A qualidade^do clinquer de^cimento portland e decisivamente influenciada, de urn la- 
do pela composicäo qufmica e mineralogica da mistura crua, e de outro lado pelo tratamento dp 
material alimentado ao forno, em fungao da temperatura e do tempo. 0 perfil da temperatura 
do material e influenciado pela aptidäo para queima e pelt> sistema do forno.

, _ As fases intermediärias termodinamicamente ativas, geradas pela desidratacäo e cal- 
cinapao da argila e dos minerals carbonatados, podem perder sua atividade atraves de correpäo 
de defeitos de entrelapamento por urn perfil piano de material-temperatura. Uma zona longa de 
calcinapäo acelera a recristalizapäo do CaO e a formapäo de grandes cristais de belita, que 
por seu._lado dificultam a formapäo-de alita. Isto da сото resultado uma curva plana de dis- 
tribuipäo dos^tamanhos de cristal de .alita juntamente com um diämetro medio grande e moabili- 
dade mais dificil do clinquer.

_ No sistema de forno rotativo curto, mesmo sem precalcinapäo, a farinha e aquecida a 
te cerca de 800°C em questäo de segundos. As zonas de calcinapäo e aquecimento no forno säo 
percorridas mais depressa, о que especialmente leva a cristais menores de belita primäria. Es 
tes suportam a granulapäo e promovem a formapäo rapida de alita por causa da sua grande super 
freie reativa. Uma distribuipao de alta freqüencia de tamanhos de partfcula de alita e urn pe 
queno> diämetro medio- de fase melhoram a aptidäo de moagem. -

Se ao sistema for acrescentado urn precalcinador, apenas uma parte.muito pequena da 
zona de calcinapäo fica no- forno rotativo. For outro lado, a zona de aquecimento torna-se 
m’ais longa enquanto o> tempo de permanencia e encurtado. Todavia, о perfil piano de temperatu 
ra no forno: propriamente dito pode causar uma distribuipao plana de freqüencia de tamanhos 
de partfcula de alita. Isto se aplica especialmente äs materias-primas näo ideais com uma 
maior dificuldade para seres queimadas.

Se as condipoes da materia sao> ideais (cimento natural), todos os fornos modernos, 
mesmo aqueles com uma relapäo comprimento/diämetro muito baixa, podem produzir clinquer de 
boa qualidade. Isto; significa cristais pequenos de silicato, granulometria uniforme e moabi- 
lidade fäcil.



CLASSIFICATION OF THE PYROPROCESSING

For the quality of the end product, the 
thermal treatment of the material with 
a given chemical composition is of decisive 
significance. During the pyroprocessing, 
the clay minerals and carbonates are de
hydrated and calcined. If this is brought 
about by a steep heatup slope, thermodynami
cally reactive phases are generated which 
are characterized by their defective 
lattice structures and the presence of a 
large number of molecular faults (1). The 
excessive enthalpy and entropy as well as 
the high surface area caused by the disso
ciation reactions permits the first solids 
reactions to occur already in the tempera
ture range below 900 °C.

For the further observation оfthe pyropro
cessing, the temperature range up to 
approximately 1280 °C, often termed the 
transition zone, is particularly critical. 
Up to that temperature, reactions generally 
only occur between solids. A decisive new 
phase generation, however, is the reaction 
between CaD and Si0„ to form bellte (C„S). 
If the SiO^ is also present in its active 
form, for example from the dissociation of 
clay minerals, a rapid temperature increment 
leads to the generation of small bellte 
crystals. A steep temperature profile not 
only enhances the formation of smaller 
defective crystals but also preserves most 
of the CaD activity since the existing 
lattice defects cannot be healed quickly 
enough. Also the solubility of foreign 
ions increases as the temperature rises (2), 
Once the material temperature rises above 
1250 - 1280 °C, the liquid phase begins to 
form. No later than this temperature level, 
the main reaction becomes the generation of 
alite from belite and free lime. Since the 
reaction is primarily diffusion controlled, 
it is enhanced by small defective belite 
and free lime crystals since they dissolve 
more readily in the liquid phase, A steep 
temperature increment to the maximum 
burning temperature reinforces this be
haviour due to the exponential relationship 
between temperature and viscosity, diffu
sion coefficients and speed of dissolution 
(2). The increased reaction turnover per 
time period leads to the formation of 
numerous small alite crystals, 

figure 1 schematically shows the relation
ship between the material temperature pro
file and the frequency distribution of 
alite crystal sizes. For simplicity, a 
linear heatup rate was utilized for the 
temperature range shown. Range 1 up to 
approximately 1.200 °C is primarily charac
terized by tine generation of b.elit.e and th.e 
fecrystali.zation of CaO, Given a flat t,emp,e- 
rature increment (A), fewer but consequently 
larger belite crystals are formed. The .CaO 
increasingly loses its activity. Conversely, 
given a steep temperature profile (B), 

smaller crystals are generated and the 
phase activity is largely preserved.

Fig, 1 A ; Expected Distribution of Alite 
Crystal Sizes Given a Flat 
Temperature Profile (Schematic)

Fig, 1 В : Expected Distfibqtipg qf Aljt₽ 
Crystal Sizps piypn Steep 
lempernture profile (Schematic)

After rising qboye approximately 1200 Rf 
(Area 2), the first r? 1 i tp structures are 
generated as a solids reaction between 
belite and free lime (>)'. Ihouqh tlie fpppr 
tion turnover ratp is зЕЦ! spcpndapy, 
the few crystals can growii pipH givpp q 
longer re teg ti pg t jme ip this tpippppatpipp 
range with only a slight tpmpepafufp ipr 
crement. Since, even after a'tt^ihing ffp 
temperature .of' the ppteptic' fiquid 
(Area 3), fhp n.uclefltiop jiyith ‘ f fpt ' ' ’ 
temperature profile pppcppds ipepp sfp^fy 
than if ,this tpmppppfurp pangp ip mqpp ' 
rapidly spagne.d,' thn a|rea,dy pxisffpg 

,can npnfipup fp fl.uife

?7ii



In this temperature range, the material 
also begins to granulate. This granulation 
is impeded by the size of the already 
existing crystals which could lead to 
the formation of fine particulate clinker, 
that is, with high gas velocities the kiln 
tends to have a dusty atmosphere. The 
increase in temperature promotes the for
mation of further alite crystals. The 
increase in the distribution curve of the 
alite crystal sizes is, however, in this 
case flatter (A) as is the case with a 
steep temperature profile (B) since the 
solubility of CaO and belite in the liquid 
phase is lower due to their lesser activity 
and larger crystal size. A flat temperature 
profile thus leads to a self-induced re
duction in the burnability. A rapid tempe
rature increase leads to the formation of 
smaller crystals due to an increased mass 
turnover rate per time interval.

TESTING PROCEDURES

Based on Figure 1, it follows that a simple 
test procedure to depict the material 
temperature profile in a rotary kiln system 
would be microscopic clinker analysis, 
taking into account the parameters des
cribing the structure, such as the average 
phase diameter and frequency distribution. 
The structural analysis, here linear analy
sis (5, 10), refers to the measured chord 
lengths wherein the average chord length 
(dn) is not identical to the average phase 
diameter. Given a high statistical reliabi
lity, that is with a large number of meas
ured chord lengths, the average chord 
length does, however, provide a measure 
for the average crystal diameter. Analo
gously, the same applies to the relationship 
between the frequency distribution of 
chord lengths and crystal diameters.

As per Figure 1, a tight frequency distri
bution of alite chord lengths is to be 
expected for a steep temperature profile. 
Accordingly, the average chord length d^ 
range should fall in the range up to approxi
mately 20 micron. In case of a flat tempera
ture increment, the chord length distri
bution should be broader and d^ should 
shift to higher micron values.

RESULTS

For the following tests, clinker samples 
from 62 different plants were subjected to 
microscopic linear analysis.

In the following evaluation the samples 
are not generally evaluated individually, 
but rather summarized within each kiln 
system. For each kiln system this minimizes 
the effect of the different raw material 
burnability values and the influence of 
the subsidiary constituents, which affect 
the alite formation by changing the visco
sity and surface tension of the liquid 
phase. Having the same raw material .prepared 
in the same way but subjected to differing 

firing systems is an exception. Where 
that is, however, the case, the individual 
kiln lines will be compared. The same 
applies for systems in which the raw 
material was deliberately modified.

THE LONG ROTARY KILN

In long rotary kiln systems (dry and wet 
systems are here summarized together) 
with a length to diameter ratio of approxi
mately 35/1, about 2/3 of a kiln length 
is required for the preneating, dehydra
tion and calcining of the material. 
Assuming 25 - 30 minutes of retention time 
for the transition and firing zone in each 
case, then for the temperature range of 
900 - 1300 °C (transition zone) there is a 
linear heatup rate of approximately 
15D/min. and of approximately 6°/min. for 
the firing zone of 1300 - 1450 DC. This 
flat temperature profile leads to thermo
dynamically non-active intermediate phases 
where fewer crystal nuclei are generated. 
This produces a flat frequency distribution 
of the alite crystal sizes characterized 
primarily by overly large crystals and a 
large average phase diameter.

Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution 
of the measured alite chord lengths with 
a chord length class interval width of 10 
micron. The curve depicts the average 
value drawn from 11 long kiln clinkers. The 
maximum attains 2 0 - 2 5 ?□ relative fre
quency. The average chord length is 
approximately 35 micron, though extreme 
individual values can easily exceed 120 
micron (chord lengths!).

In order to demonstrate the e f f ect of raw 
materiaLon the temperature profile and 
thus upon the frequency distribution of 
the alite crystal sizes, Figure 3 plots 
the frequency distributions of the meas
ured alite chord lengths in a kiln for 
different raw material parameters. Both 
curves are also incorporated in Figure 2.

By improving the burnability (finer silica- 
bearing components, reduction of the silica 
ratio, increase of the liquid phase com
ponent), the temperature profile also 
became steeper. The frequency distribution 
clearly shows the higher portion of smaller 
crystals. The average chord length has 
dropped from 48 to 36 micron whereby the 
grindability according to the Zeisel 
test referred to 3200 cm’/g (Blaine) im
proved by more than 10 kWh/t (6, 10).



Figure 2 : Frequency Distribution of Alite 
Chord Lengths form 11 Long Kiln 
Clinkers

Figure 3 : Affect of Burnability on the 
Alite Frequency Distribution

THE SHORT ROTARY KILN

THE SHORT ROTARY KILN WITH GRATE PREHEATER

In these kiln systems, the pelletized raw 
material is preheated on a travelling grate 
but reaches the short rotary kiln only 
partially calcined to approximately 2 0 %. 
The short rotary kiln has a length to dia
meter ratio of 12 - 14. Approximately half 
the kiln is required to calcine the pellets. 
The remaining approximately 25 minutes of 
retention tine are divided into approxi
mately 10 minutes for the transition zone 
and 15 minutes for the firing zone. Thereby, 
the heatup rates are approximately 40-60 0/ 
minute for the transition zone. Due to its 
steep temperature slopes the short transi
tion zone produces many small alite crystals 
which can only grow very slightly in the 
firing zone. The frequency distribution of 
the alite crystal sizes should thus corres
pond to the case in Figure 1 - 8. Figure 4 
plots the frequency distribution! of the 

alite chord lengths from 6 travelling 
grate kiln systems. The average chord 
length is approximately 15 micron.

These clinkers are generally porous and 
easily ground, which-reflects the small 
crystal size. Since for pellet strength, 
a certain component of clay minerals must 
be present in the raw material, the raw 
mixes are generally not hard to burn. 
Burnability and temperature profile in the 
kiln have a positive impact on the quality 
(7).
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Figure 4 Frequency Distribution of 
Measured Alite Chord Lengths 
of 6 Clinkers from Kilns with 
Grate Preheaters

THE SHORT ROTARY KILN WITH SUSPENSION 
PREHEATER

In this kiln system the feed material is 
preheated in several cyclone stages within 
a few seconds to approximately 800 DC and 
then burned in a kiln with an L/'D ratio 
of 12 - 17. This means that the degree of 
calcination at the kiln inlet is only 
approximately 201 - 30 % and the remaining 
calcining requires approximately 2/3 of 
retention time in the kiln. Since in this 
context the temperature of the feed mate
rial hardly exceeds 900! °C, the heatup 
slope is 40 - 80 “/min. for the temperature 
range up to approximately 1300 °C, given 
a retention time of 5 - 10 minutes. This 
rate then drops again in the firing zone 
to 10 - 15 °/min. One should therefore 
expect a steep frequency distribution! of 
the alite crystal sizes. The evaluation 
of 19 clinkers from suspension preheater 
kilns in Figure 5 confirms the steep curve 
of the material temperature in this system. 
In contrast with clinkers from travelling 
grate kilns, o'nly slight differences can 
be found due often to the somewhat harder 
burnability of suspensio’n preheater feed 
material. Harder burnability requires 
sharper burning, thereby changing the mate
rial temperature profile in the kiln.



An extended firing zone enhances the growth 
of crystals or permits recrystalization on 
the alites. Both lead to a flatter fre
quency distribution of the crystal sizes 
(Figure 6). Given the same preconditions, 
both systems provide clinker of the. same 
quality (8 ).

Figure 5 : Frequency Distribution of Meas
ured Alite Chord Lengths of 
19 Clinkers from Suspension 
Preheater Kilns

W6»seaie смэйо lEHerHS

Figure 6 : Effect of Burnability on Fre
quency Distribution of Alite 
Crystals for Clinkers from Sus
pension Preheater Kilns
a) Good Burnability
b) Poor Burnability

KILN SYSTEMS WITH PRECALCINING

In these kiln systems, the raw meal is 
calcined to approximately 90 - 95 % before 
entering the actual kiln. This is attained 
by supplying energy through calcining 
burners in the upstream calciner. The re
quired combustion air is either drawn 
through the kiln or else conducted through 
a separate tertiary air duct to the secon
dary firing area after being drawn off at

the cooler or kiln hood. This two part 
process permits, on the one hand, the use 
of so-called substitute fuels in the 
calciner and, on the other hand, an in
crease in capacity since only a very small 
amount of material still has to be calcined 
in the kiln itself. Thereby, the kiln it
self has an extended transition zone, 
since the burning zone is restricted to the 
flame radiation area. In this case too, a 
shorter retention time due to more rapid 
kiln rotation guarantees a steep tempera
ture increment of 25 - 30 °/min. Apart 
from cost savings due to the at least 
partial use of cheaper substitute fuels 
and the increased system flexibility in 
modifying the material temperature profile, 
this approach is particularly suitable for 
use with problematic raw material condi
tions. For raw material which naturally has 
the desired composition, moreover with 
fine homogenous distribution of the mine
ral components (natural cement), the rotary 
kiln can operate effectively even with 
lower length to diameter ratios (9, 11). 
This is, for example, also the case with 
travelling grate kiln thanks to their 
easily burnable raw material. Figure 7 
shows the average frequency distribution of 
alite chord lengths of 25 clinkers from 
precalcining kiln systems, while Figure 8 
plots the effect of the burnability on the 
alite crystal size distribution in precal
cining systems.

Figure 7 Frequency Distribution of Meas
ured Alite Chord Lengths of 
25 Clinkers from Precalcining 
Systems
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Figure 8 : Frequency Distribution of Alite 
Sizes with Easier and Harder 
Burnability in Kiln Systems with 
a Precalciner and Separate 
Tertiary Air Ducting

CONCLUSION :■ '■

As the structural analytic evaluations of 
62 Portland Cement clinkers show, micros
copic methods can be used to obtain infor
mation regarding the thermal history of the 
clinker. The statistical evaluation of the 
alite crystal diameters or chord lengths 
permits simple representation of the mate
rial temperature profile in the kiln. Given 
knowledge of the kiln system and certain 
raw material parameters, the measured data 
can be used as the basis for suggestions 
for improving the clinker quality and 
optimizing the burning process.

Since the use of grate preheater systems 
requires plastic raw materials, which as 
a rule are easily burnable, the burning 
process is simple and the clinker produced 
is of good quality.

Non-homogenous raw materials, such as those 
containing coarse quartz, cannot be so 
easily burned. From the perspective of 
the burning process, the kiln system has 
to be more flexible, that is capable of 
adjusting to extrem conditions.

These requirements can best be met by the 
use of precalcining systems which are 
adequately, sized to assure reserve burning 
capacities.
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Dicalcium Silicates Doped with Phosphates
Reactivity du Silicate Dicalcique Stabillsg avec Phosphate ■

SUMMARY: Results are presented on the stabilization of ß- and a’-modifications, quantitative elemental compo
sition, reaction products and strength development of C2S solid solutions stabilized by phosphates. Variations 
in microanalyses are discussed in terms of doped bellte microstructure. Estimates of hydration products 
obtained by thermal methods and strength testing correlate well and show that a-modification develops C-S-H gel 
and strength faster than ß, and samples made from chemical reagents react faster than those from natural 
materials. The level of dopant and other minor elements in dicalcium silicate solid solution Influence 
strength development much more than do the preparatory conditions. •

SUMÄRIO: Säo apresentados resultados sobre a estabilizacäo do В e a' modificagöes, composi- 
gäo quantitativa elementar, produtos de reagao e desenvolvimento de resistencia de solugoes 
sölidas de estabilizadas com fosfatos. Variagoes na microanalise sao discutidas em ter— 

mos de microestrutura da belita dopada. Estimativas de produtos de hidratagäo obtidos por me 
todos termicos e ensaios de resistencia apresentaram boa correlagäo e mostraram que a modifi- 
cagäo a desenvolve gel de C-S-H e resistencia mais räpida que B, e amostras feitas com reagen 
tes quimicos reagem mais räpido que aqueles com materiais naturals. 0 nivel de dopantes e de 

outros elementos menores na solugäo solida de silicato dicälcio influencia о desenvolvimento 
de resistencia muito mais do que nas condigöes preparatorias.



INTRODUCTION

As a part of a study concerning belite cements 

(1-9), solid solutions of C2S doped by Ca5(P01)30H 

have been investigated (2-4,7). Previous studies 

gave much information about the bulk chemical com

positions of belites doped by various stabilizers, 

the phases present and their polymorphic forms, the 

morphology and the microstructure, their reactivity 

with water and the reaction products formed, as 

well as strength development. It has been observed 

(5,7-9) that the stabilizing element tends to be 

concentrated in a glassy grain boundary phase, or 

in microscopic inclusions, and that the level of 

stabilizer in the C2S crystals is much less than 

Indicated by bulk analyses. In this paper we 

present results of microanalyses for phosphorous- 

doped samples not previously reported as well as 

additional Information concerning hydration and 

strength development.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Reagent-grade chemicals,1 or natural raw 

materials^ were used for the preparation of doped 

C2S, which included samples (1, P1-P4) from a 

previous study (4). Specimens for compressive 

strength measurements and hydration studies were 

prepared using procedures previously described (4) 

and testing were done on samples after first, 

second, and fourth firings (the samples were not 

ground before the third and fourth firing) .

kaCOj, S102, and Ca5(P0j, OH

2High purity natural limestone ^Si02; Fe20,,
0.07; CaO, 55.90; Loss of ignition (L01), 43.88
wt. $) ahd quartz and (S102, 97.20; АЯ2О,, 0.97;
^6,0,; CaO, 0.63; L0I, 0.43 wt. $.

Specimens for electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) 

were mounted in epoxy and polished to 0.25 pm 

using standard metallographic techniques. The 

chemical compositions of raw materials and fired 

samples were determined by standard wet analytical 

methods. Free CaO or Ca(0H)2 were estimated by the 

glycerol-ethanol method (10). Phases and their 

modifications present in a clinker were determined 

by x-ray diffraction^ (6) and by optical microscopy 

(OM)2 * * ** in reflected light on polished samples 

(2,4). EPMA were made in a microprobe^ equipped 

with an energy dispersive spectrometer^ (9). 

Instrumental parameters were accelerating voltage 

20 kv, beam current 2-4 x 10'9 Amps, tilt angle 

35°. Quantitative analyses were made with the help 

of an in-house computer program^ including ZAF 

corrections and compensation for drift in the beam 

current. Calibrations were made using mineral 

standards. The hydration products were estimated 

using differential thermal analysis (DTA), 

thermоgrav1metг у (TG) and derivative 

thermogravimetry (DTG)8.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Chemical and Phase Bulk Composition

Chemical and phase bulk compositions are 

presented in Table I. The polymorphism is in 

agreement with earlier studies except for the

3x-ray diffractiоnmeter , Phillips 
Gloellampenfubricken, N.V., Eindhoven, the Netherlands.

^Optical Microscope, Leitz, Wetzlar, BRD (West 
Germany)

3JXA-5OA Electron Probe Microanalyzer, JEOL, 
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan. .

®TN-2000 X-ray analyzer, Tracon Northern Co., 
Middleton, Wisconsin, USA.

^Devleoped by D. E. Anderson, Department of 
Geology, University of Illinois.

®Mettler Thermobalanoe, btettler Doc., Zurich Switzerland.' 



persistence of the g form in sample 1-40 and P4, 

which were synthesized from natural raw materials.

2. Quantitative EPMA Analyses

Table II presents mean values and ranges in 247 

EPMA quantitative analyses from 10 samples 

Identified as C2S grains. Apart from added 

phosphorus, the other minor elements are impurities 

from the raw materials. Other possible minor 

elements (e.g., Na, Ti, Cr, Mn) were not analyzed. 

The majority of data for all 10 samples are similar; 

the C/S ratio was close to 2.0 and the mean 

phosphorus content close to the bulk analysis 

in g, but lower in a1 C2S samples. However, within 

each sample the composition varies significantly 

from one point to another. Related electron-optical 

studies (5,7'9,11) have shown the presence of 

significant quantities of glassy grain boundary 

phases (forming agglomerates of grains), and 

exsolutions or precipitates within the grain, 

all of which are rich in the dopant and other minor 

elements. Thus, it is likely that individual point 

analyses can contain a contribution from, these 

second phases, in a random manner, since the size 

of individual crystals is probably between 1 and 

0.2 цт, and therefore less than the size of the 

excited area. ТЕМ micrographs of phosphorous-doped 

belites showed that lamellae (single or twin 

crystals) are narrow, less than 0.5 цт (11). 

Crystals of a'-modification are, probably, somewhat 

larger. The minimum sampling area using the SEM 

probes at 20 kV has a diameter of about 1.5 цт

around the point of electron beam impact on a

specimen surface (12). Thus the true level of

minor elements in the crystals would be somewhat

less than the observed values. Unfortunately the 

imaging capabilities of the instrument were not 

sufficient to allow the presence of second phases 

to be unequivocally established. However, they 

have been reported (11) in C2S preparations doped 

with phosphorous. Some randomness in the analyses 

would be expected anyway since solid state 

substitution would be essentially a random process. 

The broadening of the a'->a phase transformation 

peak seen by DTA (2) is evidence for an inherent 

variation of this kind.

Results presented in Table III represent 44 

EMPA quantitative analyses within the grains that 

do not correspond to C2S solid solution. Areas 

having a C/S molar ratio slightly above 1 have 

significantly lower levels of P (dependent upon the 

amount of dopant in the raw mix) and a higher level 

of Al, Fe and Mg than the other parts of sample 

whose composition corresponded to the C2S solid 

solution. Since x-ray analyses did not reveal any 

other phase except C2S, the phase which corresponded 

to wollastonite composition was a glass 

(interstitial melt) as was confirmed by electron 

diffraction studies (11). ТЕМ studies of belites 

doped with other elements also show an amorphous 

phase at grain boundary and between agglomerates of 

grains (7-9).

Glassy areas large enough to be analyzed by EPMA 

were detected only in samples which were prepared 

from natural raw materials and fired once. Samples 

which were refired, or were made from the pure 

laboratory reagents did not show such areas. Areas 

rich in phosphorous were detected in samples T-40 

and P4, which had been fired once (see Table III). 

Areas corresponding to C,S were found only in sample 

P4 (Table III); they contained less phosphorus.

Some effects of repeated firing could be drawn 

from the data listed in Table II. The C$S solid 



solution had somewhat different chemical 

composition, becoming richer on phosphorous in 

refired samples but variations in compositions were 

still large. This could be due to a more even 

distribution of the glassy phase over grain 

boundaries.

3- Hydration Products Determined by Thermal

Analyses

Combined water associated with C-S-H gel and 

Ca(0H)2 were determined on paste samples at 

different hydration times by simultaneous TO and 

DTG analyses. Any calcium carbonate present was 

assumed to be formed from the carbonation of 

Ca(0H)2; both were expressed as CaO total and were 

considered as Ca(OH)2. The loss of water at 

temperatures between 100 and 350°C was used to 

estimate the amount of C-S-H. The results are 

plotted in Figure 1. Three distinct groups of 

curves, which begin to converge only after 6 months 

of hydration can be seen. The samples containing 

the a'-modification (T-38), formed more C-S-H than 

those containing the ß-form (T-37 and T—39). T-37

develops significantly more C-S-H than does T-39.

Present results are in an agreement with 

previous work (4) (i.e., g-C2S samples from 

laboratory reagents fired twice developed higher 

contents of C-S-H than g-C2S samples from natural 

raw materials fired once). In contrast, C-S-H from 

a'-C2S is not affected by the number of firings. 

The effect of the polymorphic form or of the 

incorporation of other minor elements into g-C2S 

solid solution (use of laboratory reagents v, 

natural materials) on C-S-H formation is more 

pronounced than the effect caused by the preparation 

conditions. From Figure 1 it is obvious that o‘-C2S 

has the most rapid- C-S-H formation between 7 and 28 

days of hydration time when the difference between 

a' and g modifications is most marked. g-C2S made 

from laboratory reagents develops gel most rapidly 

between 28 and 50 days and, up to the age of 3 

months, faster than the g-modification which is 

formed from natural materials. The latter 

approaches the other samples in the quantity of gel 

formed only after 1 year hydration. The formation 

of Ca(0H)2 shows similar, but more variable, trends 

to those observed from measurements of C-S-H.

4. Compressive Strength Development

Strength curves, determined for mortars, are 

shown in Fig. 2. Curves of P2 and P3 (a mixture of 

g and a'-C2S, with g-C2S being a major phase) lie 

between the curves of T39 and PI and (g-C2S) and P4 

and T-40 (almost pure a'-C2S). Since a higher 

level of phosphate in the raw mix causes an Increase 

of a'-modification in a fired sample, the higher 

strength in P2 and P3 (compared to T39 and PI) are 

attributed to the presence of a'-form. Strength 

development in P4 is in agreement with the strength 

curve for T-40; both samples have a'-modification as 

the major phase. These observations are in general 

agreement with previous conclusions regarding the 

reactivity of a' and g forms (1-5,7,13).

CONCLUSION

1, Quantitative EPMA analyses of CeS grains show a 

stoichiometric composition. Variations in 

analyses are attributed to some contributions 

from the adjacent grain boundary phase,

2, when the interstitial phase has a composition 

approximating to a C/s ratio of 1,0, it contains 

much less phosphorous than do the g2§ grains but 

concentrates other impurity elements, In 

contrast, the interstitial phase, whieh was rieh 



in phosphorous contains only small amounts of 

other impurities and has a C/S ratio >2.

3. Reflrings of samples cause a reaction between 

C2S solid solution and interstitial phase, and 

result in the formation of C2S solid solution 

with a slightly modified chemical composition.

4. Solid solutions of a'-form develop strength 

much faster than those in g-modificatlon, due 

to faster hydration.

5. The change of crystal modification and Impurity 

types, levels, or distributions changes only 

the rate of hydration.
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ТлаЬЕ I. The Chemical ans Pnaae Bulk Composition of C,S Samples

Sample Ml ж
Ca,(PO.),0H 
in Rav Hix HoOiflcation

T-37 LH 1.18
T-38 LR 11.0 S 
T-39 NRM 1.18
T-UO NRN 11.05

Pt NRN 2.RO
P2 NRM 3.U5
P3 NRM 5.70
PH NfiM 11.00

nd -8, Y(<5X)
nd O.O8 o'
0.U7 О.Ч2 6
0.45 0.58 o’. 8C

0.64 nd 8
0.64 nd B. a"(trace)

0.46 nd a'. 8C

LR Laporatory reagents 
NRM Natural raw materials 
nd Sot determined

Determined after first firing. 
Free CaO included 
Small amounts

Table II. Composition of C,S Crystals in Doped Bellies.

Sample:

Firings)
Percentages hv weight*

Ratio
Determin-

CaO 310, so. Pa0, *1.0, re,0, K,0 MgO

T-17 fix As як An n 1 n n an n no n nt n ni n 01 t 01
(lx) 6? 74 14 .St 0.09 - 3«

64.57 З6.55 О.23 О.91 0.09 0.08 0.08

T-11 A4 O? 14 1> n 11 П 44 n m n 07 n hi n ni > ni
flvl Ai R4 11 40 - — - tA

65 .63 35.66 0.66 0.98 0.10 0.11 0.06 0.15

1 AA IK 14 nA n nA h Al rn ПОК n ni n ПА Л ni 9 ПА
t Sxl ъ< Ml 11 1Я Л IK -

65 -98 35-79 0.18 1.18 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.11

?1 A4 ЬА 14 Ah л tn h 4A n ПА n rm n 04 ft.pt 7.ОП
t 1 ,1 H * w H 14 21 - n tn 3«

65.01 З5.ЗО 0.29 0.79 О.32 0.19 0.10 1 .66

t- to A4 74 14 llA 1*1  no 0 14 П 1A n. 01 rn nns n, tn 2.01
И ,1 n Ч «Ч1 14 ЛП - n 77 - 16

65-67 35.62 0.29 0.47 p.34 0.15 0.06 0.27

T-RO Al 1Я 14 Ab n 1 4 n 16 П 1A n 1? 0.0« 0.26 1.90
< w 1 Al Oh 1U 05 - h 1A 21

6« . IS З6.32 0.25 0.55 О.82 1 .«8 0.12 2.13

T-IO A4 74 11 77 A 1 7 n A4 П 7П Q, 1 4 n np 0.24 7. ПЯ
< a * \ ?*>  TT - n. 11 З8

65 .63 34.85 0. 27 0.77 0.56 0.51 0.08 1.29

pg An nn 11 no n ПЙ 7 7R n na П П7 0 П7 n hl •> nd
t 1 x> An 11 AA - 38

67.85 35.70 0.23 3.64 0.29 0.12 0.09 0.23

т-kn A4 1 1 11 11 h ПА > 41 n ПА 0 П4 n hl П 1 A ? П7
(lx) n « h 2 1?. M 1.25 - 11

6«. «9 33.97 0.22 3.«7 0.17 0.16 0. Ю O.I5

r-hn Al AC 12 nn n nA 1.45 n Th П П7 n hi П 14 > 11
< Pvl Ab 0A 11 71 - > 24 П 12 ni? 5

64.63 32-38 0.2« 4.32 0.33 0.20 0.08 0.26

•The three values denote the mean, the smaller and the largest value, respectively. 
The composition corresponds to the C,S solid solution.

Table III. Composition of Other Phases In Doped Bellies 
(samples Fried only Dnoe)

Percentages by weight*
S10, SO, P.O, *1.0,  Fe,0, K.O MgO

C/S Ho. of 
Molar Determtn- 
Ratlo aliens

T-39 «7.99 47.65 0.1« 0.03 1.75 0.96
«7.33 47.17 - - 1.62 О.31
«8.5? «8.15 0.27 0.20 1.89 0.55

PI «8.66 «8.09 0.10 0.06 1.67 О.43
«3.26 46.20 - • 1.58 О.32
50.66 «8.50 0.16 0.16 1.75 0.52

0.01 0.95 I.08

0.05 0.88 1.08

0.11 0.96

•The three values denote the mean, the smallest and the largest value. The composition 
is different from C,S solid solution.

«IBM PD %

UgS8?8S2° 
(OdW) 4l6u»-iiS »-мяехбшоэ

Fig. 1: Development of C-S-H gel during hydration 
of different C2S preparations doped with 
phosphates.

Fig. 2: Compressive strength development for C2S 
preparations doped with phosphates.
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RESEARCH ON AN EARLY 
UNE RECHERCHE SUR LE 
PROPORTION DE PER.

STRENGTH CEMENT CONTAINING HIGH CONTENT OF IRON 
CIMENT DE L'INTENSITE' INITIALE CONTENANT UNE FORTE

ABSTRACT

Formation and hydraulic characteristics of C4AF are studied in the paper, showing 
that C4AF is a cement mineral haying good hydraulic properties; and some metallic ions of the 
4th group of periodic system such as V5+, Ti4+ and Mn4+, can improve the hydraulic characte

ristics of iron phase obviously. For these phenomena, some discussions and explanations are 
made on bases of some concepts of solid physics and structural chemistry. A new type of ce
ment with high early strength has been prepared. Content of iron phase in the clinker of 
this cement is moderately high, which plays an important role on the development of the

strength of cement. Special properties of this type of cement are: low clinkering temperatu
re, high early strength when curing in water or air, and still very high strength of this 
clinker after dusting. Meanwhile, formation mechanism of clinker of this cement has been stu 
died and the relation between the physical properties of the cement and the clinker composi
tion has also been discussed.

Surnario

Sao estudados neste trabalho, a formacao e as caracteristicas do СдАГ, mostrando que 
0 C4AF e urn mineral do cimento tendo boas propriedades hidräulicas; e alguns ions metSlicos 
do 49 grupo do sistema periodico сото V^+, Ti4+ e Mn4+, podem melhorar obviamente as caracte- 

risticas hidraulicas da fase ferro. Para esses fenomenos, algumas discussoes e explanacoes 
sao feitas com base em conceitos da fisica dos sSlidos e qulmica estrutural. Um novo tipo de 
cimento de alta resistencia inicial foi preparado. 0 conteudo da fase ferro no clinquer des- 
se cimento e moderadamente alto, e apresenta um importante papel no desenvolvimento da resis
tencia do cimento. Propriedades especiais desse cimento sao: baixa temperatura de clinqueri 

zagao, alta resistencia inicial, quando curado ao ar ou com agua e ainda muito alta resisten
cia do seu clinquer mesmo contendo po. Alem disso, о mecanismo de formagao do clinquer desse 

cimento foiestudado e a relagao entre as propriedades fisicas do cimento e a composigäo do 
clinquer foram tambem discutidas.
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

СдАР is a well-known cement compound but 
how much hydraulicity does C^AF possess has 
still remained a problem up to now. Many 
scholars believed that СдАЕ is poor in cemen
ting ability while some people do not -think 

so. Indeed the evidences provided by indivi
dual scientists are variant wildly.

Table 1 Compressive strength of
СдАР paste(kg/cm2)

Author 3 d 7 d 28 d 90 d 180 d 360 ti
С-Д-Окноков
Ю-М-Бутт

117 124
300

147
384

185 279
493 595

Comparing the hydraulicity of СдАР with 
other Portland cement compounds, there are 

different conclusions. R.H.Bogue and H.F.W. 
Taylor thought that СдАР is a poorest one of 
the four Portland cement compounds. However 
the experimental data from Ю.М.Бутт greatly 
depart from those of them. The compressive 

strength of СдАР obtained by Ю.М.Бутт is much 
higher than ever before.

Table 2 Compressive strength of 
mineral paste given by Ю-М-Бутт (kg/cm)

Mineral 7 d 28 d 180 d 360 d
C^S 322 466 512 584

/3-c2s 24 42 193 325
C3A 118 124 0 0
СдАР 300 384 493 595

1:1 mortar , 2x2x2 cm prism

The reason why there are so big dif
ferenced among these experimental data are 
seemingly relating to structural complexity 
of СдАР that changes bitterly with different 
conditions under which СдАЕ forms. СдАР, 
forming under different conditions, i.e. 

different temperature, various chemical envi
ronment and miscellaneous firing system, 
possesses certainly some differences in chem
ical composition and crystal structure. These
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Fig.1 Compressive strength of minerals 
at different ages [2J

differences of C^AF in chemical composition 
and crystal structure probably cause the

* 50 45 n 35 ' 30 25 й 1Ö~ZS

Fig.2 XRD diagram of C^AF

Authors of this paper have synthesized 
СдАР with chemical agents (molar ratio, C:A:F 
-4:1:1) by melting in an electric oven in 
1360+10 C. The f-CaO of melt products is 

zero. XRD diagram shows (Fig.2) that there 
is nothing but СдАР. The clinker of СдАР, 
added with 3% gypsum, is ground into specific 
surface area of about 3000 cm2/g. Its com
pressive strength.is given on table 3. For 
confirming the reliability the experiment 
mentioned above was repeated three times.

СдАР 1;1 mortar 2x2x2 cm w/c 0.3
Table 3 Compressive strength of

Sample
N£

Time of test Compressive strength
... (kg/cm2)

3 d 7 d 28 d
1 st 309 432 559

f, 2nd 422 479 554
3rd 445 564 672

It is clear that СдАР has indeed rather 
active hydraulicity according to experimental 
results listed on table 3. Thus developing 
the strength of СдАР is not only necessary 
but also possible.

In 1980 P.K.Mehta discovered that СдАР 
forming at rather lower temperature has rath

er higher hydraulicity than that acquired at 
higher temperature. He present a so-called

energy-saving cement with high СдАР content. 
Principle compounds of the clinker are СдАР, 
СдА^З, yd-^S, and an amount of anhydrate.
Further research work on СдАР was not report 
ed in Mahta's paper.

Authors of this paper presented a new type 
of early strength cement. The clinker of this 
cement contains СдА^, C11 A^aF? ,pC2S, СдАР. 
It should be noticed that the iron content 
can be very high and СдАР is one of the prin
ciple minerals which contribute the early 
strength of cement. Besides this the lower 
clinkering temperature and high early streng
th are also its outstanding characteristics.

U2 mortar, 2x2x2cm, cured in air < temp.20"C, B.H.76% > .

Table 4 Mineral composition and Physical 

properties of high early strength 
cement prepared by authors

Item a32 Fi Fs F,,

Mineral 

composition

C,AF 30 35 40 50 60 75
C2S 23 20 18 12 8 0

(%) C.A.S 34 33 32 27 23 17

C.jA^CaF, 12 12 10 11 9 8
Blaine (cm2/g) 3656 2738 3770 3395 4220 _

water added 
(W/C) 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267

Setting time initial set 
(h:min) 0120 OHO 0:12 0:47 0:40 —
final set 
(h:min) 0:25 0:19 0:26 1:33 l$00 —

Compressive 

strength

Id 454 484 421 320 351 254

3d 623 520 491 548 689 535

(kg/cm=) 7d 652 685 637 623 662 692

28d 824 790 789 656 769 571

2. CLINKER-BURNING PROCESS

In order to know proper conditions under 
which clinker forms and to determine the 
optimum temperature range of burning, some 
research work has been carried out. The raw 
materials are prepared as that listed on the 
table 5 and burnt in an electric oven: 
temperature-raising rate is 10eC/min. After 
being kept .at every fixed temperature for 15 
minutes, the burned sample is taken out and 
quenched in the air. Measure the free-lime of 
clinker by glycerin-alcohol method and iden

tify the phase composition by XRD. Meanwhile 
differential thermal analysis has been car-
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Tied out. The experimental results are given 
as follows:

Table 5

Item Potential mineral composition (%)
c2s C4AF СдА^З С д • Ca/F2

P3 18 40 24 18

der different temperatures
Table 6 Amount of f-CaO of raw mix burnt un~-r-

Temp.fC ) 1000 1050 1150 1200 1230 1250 1280
f CaO (%) 20.70 15.73 12.66 - 4.83 4.21 0

From the DTA curve we can see that decom
position temperature of calcium carbonate is 
about 750-850 °C that is lower than that at 
normal condition due to existance of CaF2. 
The endothermic peak at 980 °C shows that 
liquid phase appears. From 1020 to 1100«С 

there are successively three minor exothermic 
peaks that hint the formation of CgS, CgF, 

СдА^З', C^AyCaFg and so on. The endothermic 
at 1189°C has something to do with an amount 
of liquid phase formation. An amount of liq
uid chase helps the aluminium ions moving 
into crystal lattice of C2F and speeds up the 
formation of СдАЕ. Thus following exothermic 
peak can be considered to be caused by forma
tion of СдАР.

The XRD diagram (Fig. 4) illustrates more, 
clearly the process of formation and trans
formation of individul components existing at 
each given temperature. At beginning (1000еС) 
appear the specific lines of CA(2.50, 2.95), 

C2F(2.67, 2.71) and JCgS.^C^.CaFg(2.82). 
Along with disappearance of CA, СдА^З(3.7б) 
comes into being first at 1050 °C. This is due 

to following chemical reaction take place;

3 CA + СаЗОд = СдА^З

Specific lines of C11А^СаЕ2(4.87) appears 
somewhat latter, but the Intensity of XRD 
lines of two early strength compounds reach 
their peak value at 1200°C. Afterwards the 
intensity of XRD lines of СдА^"3 starts drop
ping a bit. The XRD diagram also reflects the 
formation of ferrite phase. .The strongest 
(141) line of ferrite phase occuring from 
2.68 to 2.63 can be seen clearly. It shows 

that the crystal structure of ferrite phase
changes progressively 
to Imma that has more 
and that the chemical 
from C2F to СдАЕ. The 
with formation of СдА'

from snace group, Fnma, 
symmetrical elements 
composition changes 
clinkering process ends

Fig. 4 XRD diagram of raw mix burnt under 
different temperatures

3. MINERAL COMPOSITION AND PHYSICAL PROP
ERTIES

(A).  Mineral composition and physical 
properties of clinker.

It is noticed that there exist two early 

strength compounds СдА^З and С^АуСа?2 
simulteneously in the clinker. They have 
different hydration characteristics. Being 
cellular structure, C^A^CaF2 absorbs water, 
intensely and hydrates very quickly so that 
the increase in strength can be measured 
even every other hour. Unfortunately its 
later strength is not very high, even regress
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sometimes. СдА^З has both early and later 
strength. Although its early strength is a 
bit lower than С^А^СаР2» Thus proper propor
tion of these two early strength compounds 
has a significant influence both on the 
clinker-burning process and on the cementing 
properties.

Table 7 shows a group of sample with dif
ferent СдА^гС^ Ay •CaF2 • Being mixed care
fully and shaped into a pie of 30x10 mm, the 
raw materials are burnt in electric oven.
Keep a constant temperature of 1250 C for one 
hour to escape the temperature gradient in 
the pie, then quench them in the air, the 
f-CaO is found to be zero.

Table 7

Item Potential mineral composition (%)
c2s o4af •Св?2 C^A^"^; C^Arj • CaF2

a11 23 30 46 100:0
a32 23 30 46 74:26

a2 23 30 46 57:43
%1 23 30 46 47:53
d3 23 30 46 30:70

Iä 45 40 35 30 25 20 15

different amount of G1^Ay.CaF2

Fig.5 XRD diagram of clinkers with

Fig.6 Micrograph of clinker d^ Reflected 
light 500x

Fig. 5 is XRD diagram of clinkers listed 
on table 7. It can be clearly seen that the 
intensity of XRD line of C11AyCaFg(4.87) 
increases steadily along with the increase in 
C^Ay.-CaF2. At the sametime the intensity of 
XRD line of С-дА^З(3.76) drops accordingly.

Petrographic analysis gives the configura
tion and quantity of these minerals more 
directly. By microscope examination of pol
ished section of clinker without etching, two 
phases can be seen distinctly: the one is 
white phase composed mainly of ferrite phase 
which has stronger light-reflecting ability, 
the other is gray phase composed mainly of 
two early strength compounds СдА^"5 and C^Ay. 
CaF2 have different appearances that makes it 
easy to distiguish them. С^А|уСаР2 takes 
mostly square-like form with smooth surfaces 
and size order of 15-30 jttm(Fig.6). СдА^З 

looks like a gathering of countness roundy or 
drop-like particles with size order of 2-6 >ст 
(Fig.7). Both СдА^ and C^AyCaFg belong to 
cubic system, refractory index of former is 
1.601-1.605, of later is 1.568.

Fig.7 Micrograph of clinker a^2 Reflected 
light 5OOx

(B).  Mineral composition and physical 
properties of clinkers with different 
iron modulus (f=SiO2:Fe20^).

One of most outstanding characteristics of 
this cement is its high ferrite phase content 
which plays important role in both early and 
later strength development. This is the dif
ference from other cements ever made before. 
Up to now the ferrite phase has been regarded
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as a fusion-assistant mineral in Portlant 
cement. The contribution of ferrite phase to 
strength development remains uncertain. As an 
opinion of ours, the hydraulicity of ferrite 
phase should be taken into consideration in 
following two asnects:

(1) How much hydraulicity does the ferrite 
phase possess by itself?

(2) Under what conditions the strength of 
ferrite phase can be developed fully?

It is known that CgF is a hydrability-lac- 
king mineral» But once some iron ions in C2F 
crystal lattice are replaced by aluminum ions 
and СдАЕ forms, the hydrability increases 
markedly. One reason is the structure changes 
of ferrite phase. Aluminium ions, with 
smaller ion radius, manage to take the tet
rahedron coordinate positions where the iron 
ions originally stay. In this way the Fe-0 
bond becomes weakened, the stability of lat
tice is lowered, and the hydraulicity of 

ferrite phase get hightened. Another reason 
is perhaps relevant to hydration reaction and 
its hydration products. Anhydrous CgF reacts 
with water very slowly and does not offer 
strength. However the hydration rate of C^AF 

is much greater than CgF. This is possibly 
because there is somewhat solid solution 
formation among ferrite, aluminate and their 
compound salts, which is beneficial to the 
strength development of C^AF.

We know that the hydration products of Од 
k^S and C^AyCaFg and form a series of solid 
solution with the hydration products of C^AF. 
Further more owing to absence of calcium 
hydroxide in hydration products, and added by 
control of gypsum amount as additive, an ad
equate circumstance for the hydration of C^AF 
can be acquired14z5’ . All of these will fa
cilitate the strength development of C^AF.

Fig.8 is XRD diagram of clinkers with 
different iron modulus (f). It can be seen 
that while the iron modulus increases XRD 
line of СдАР(2.бЗ) become stronger and the 
XRD lines of C4A55(3.76) and of C^A^aFg 
(4.87) get weaker.

Tab. 4 lists the compressive strength that 
supports a fact that with the increase in
C.AF  content and the decrease in total amount 

4

I I ! 1 i 1 I I I
50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 2 6

Fig. 8 XRD diageam of elinkers with 
different iron modulus

Fig.9 Compressive strength of raw mix F^ 

cured in different conditions
J. Cured in air 2. Cured in water 

of early strength compounds, the compressive 
strength of these clinkers at 3 day or 7 day 
ages can increases quickly and becomes nearly 
close each other, although there is some 
difference in one-day sthength. That indi
cates that in cooperation with СдА^ and C^ 
A^CaFg, the hydraulicity of C^AF can be de
veloped in full and C^AF exhibits some early 
strength characteristics in this case.

It is interestingly observed that there is 
rather- big difference in compressive strength 
between those test cubes both cured in water 
and in air. Although the test cubes are made 
of identical cement and shaped under same 
conditions, the strength of cubes cured in 
air is greater than cured in water, (see Fig- 
9) It is probably because the reaction of 
carbon dioxide in air to hexagonal plate hy
dration products resists the transformation 
to cubic calcium aluminate through formation
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of C^ACaCO^ aq. which still possesses hexag
onal plate crystal structure. It is no doubt 
useful for simplying the curing system of 
cement products.

(C) The influences of silica modulus (S= 
SiOgjFegO^) on mineral composition and 
physical properties of clinkers.

The silicate compounds existing in this 
clinker take form of dicalcium silicate. Fig. 
10 shows that ß-C2S distributing in the clin
ker is roundy striped particle with size or
der of 2-8A.

Fig.10 Micrograph of clinker C9with 10% 
NH.C1 etching 10s г 
Reflected light 500x

50 45 40 35 30 2» 15

Fig.11 XRD diagram of clinker with dif* 
ferent silica modulus

The silicate-containing phases in clinker 
have some Effects on promoting formation of 

clinker at lower temperature. The formation 
°f transient phases such as BCgS-CaSO^, 
50aSO^.CaF2, lowers the liquid-formation 
temperature and facilitates the formation of 

other minerials.

What is the contribution of dicalcium sil
icate to strength of cement? Tab.8 lists a 
group of raw mix with rather high silica mod
ulus. Fig.11 is XRD diagram of C groun clink
ers. The relative intensity of XRD lines of 
main minerals, C4AXS(3.76), C11A70aF2(4.87), 
C4AF(2 .63) , -C2S (2.778 2.74), shows that the 
mineral composition acquired corresoonds with 
the composition designed before. The comnr- 
essive strength of 0 group clinkers here 
given on Tab.9. For purpose of comnarison 
Tab.9 also lists the mineral composition and 
compressive strength of F groun blinkers.

Table 8
X Item Index of Potential mineral
NTo\ raw mix composition (%)

s c2s C4AF c4a53 ^11A^-0aF2

°1 2.36 40 18 24 18
C2 4.42 50 12 22 16
C3 5.65 60 8 18 14

-54------- 70 0 17 13

compressive strength of clinkers
Table 9 Influence of silica modulus on

\Item Mineral
(%)

composition Comoressive 
strength (kg/cm2)

. N°\ c2s c4af CjA-tS-i-
Cf| CaF^

1 d 3 d 7 d 28 d

1 C1
F1

40 18 42 1Q9 317 316 312
18 40 419 510 578 580

c2 50 12
38

161 322 391 341
2 P9l 12 50 326 469 579 592

T C3 60 8 107 280 343 329
___g12 8 60 32

351 634 605 623

C4 70 0
32 110 224 237 265

P14 0 70 358 576. 563 570
1:2 mortar , 2x2x2cm; standard curing ir water..

It is obvious that although the same 
amount of early strength compounds do both C 
and F group clinkers have, there is big dif
ference in compressive strength between both 
groups: the compressive strength cf F group 
(with lower s) is much higher than of 0 groujj 

(with higher S). By comparison C^AF has more 

hydration activities than in such a 
circumstance.

In experiment there is a interesting dis
cover that during the cooling process dusting
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of clinker often occurs due to transformation 
from to l‘-C2S, however the dusting
clinker still possesses a good hydraulicity.

Table 10 Compressive strength of dusting 
clinkers

Dusting 
clinker

Mineral 
composition (%)

Compressive
strength

(kg/cn

qs ^AF c„a7
CaF,

fCaO 1 d 3 d 7 d 28 d

a32 23 30 34 12 0 464 712 698 796
pSm
F1 18 40 32 10 0 330 589 722 749

XRD diagram of dusting clinkers (Fig.12) 
shows that original mineral composition still 
remains unchangeable except that XRD lines of 
T-CgS (3.002) 2.728 1.928) replace those of 
/8-CgS. It can be seen clearly that without 
p^CgS in clinker, C^AF and two early strength 
compounds can still contribute to paste a 
high strength. It is a further proof that 

C^AF plays an important role in establishing 
both early and ultimate strength of paste. 

basis of this a new type of cement with high 
iron content, high early strength and low 
burning temperature, has been presented.
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Fig.12 XRD diagram of dusting clinker

4. SUMMARY

From experiment at this stage following 
conclusions can be made:

(A) Under certain conditions C^AF can 
develops fine hydraulicity and become a 
valuble cementing material. It is necessary 
to have a right assessment of the effect of 
ferrite phase in various cements and to 
research into some effective measures for 
making a full use of its hydrability.

(B) C^AF combining with C^AjS and C^A^CaF 
6an give rise to high strength paste. On
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Mössbauer Study of CgAxFl-x Solid Solution

SUMMARY: It is well known that in the investigations of structure and hydration behavior of the iron-bearing 
phase in cement, many advantages have been revealed by using STpe-Mössbauer spectroscopy.
In the present paper, the general distribution behavior of Al+3 and Fe+3 ions in the solid solution СгАхГт-х 
(x=0~0.7) on the crystal lattice sites was investigated by Mössbauer spectroscopy, IR and magnetic suscepti
bility measurement. The solid solution was prepared from analytical grade reagents CaCOJ, A12O3 and FeZOJ. 
The mixtures were fired at temperature 1553 К and in oxidizing atmosphere in order to prevent the reduction 
of Fe+3 ions. The Mössbauer spectra of all the samples were taken at room temperature 295 K- But for the sam
ples with x=0.3 and 0.5, in addition to 295 K, the spectra at 315, 335 and 365 К were also recorded.
Through analysing the Mössbauer spectra of C2AiFi_i and comparing them with that of ferromagnetic microcry
stal materials, it was found that the diamagnetic Al+3 ions not only occupy the tetrahedral sites in prefer
ence , but their distribution in the sublattices is not at random. With the increase of Al+3 ions in the stru
cture , the Д1+3 and Fe+3 ions tend to segregate. The authors suggest that very small Al+3-rich and Fe+3-rich 
regions, or called clusters, may appear in the structure. This idea was also supported by the IR spectra and 
magnetism of C2AxF1-x.
By applying the Hesse's method for continuous hyperfine field Hy distribution to computer analysis jfif the 
Mössbauer spectra, the Hhf distribution and paramagnetic percentage of some solid solution members were ob
tained. And at the same time, the size distribution of Fe+3-clusters in C2AO.3FO.7 was derived according, to 
the collective magnetic excitation theory proposed by Mörup et al.. If the magnetic anisotropy constant Ki is 
assumed to be iö3 j/m3, the most probable size of Fe+3-clusters is about 350 A-

SUMÄRIO: Ё bem conhecido que, na investigagäo da estrutura e no conportamento da hidratagäo da fase possuindo 
ferro no cimento, tem-se revelado värias vantagens no uso da espetroscopia ^^Fe—Mössbauer.

No.presente trabalho, о comportamento da distribuigäo dos ions Al+^ e Fe+^ na solugäo solida

(x = 0,0 ~ 0,7) em pontos da rede do cristal foi investigado por espetroscopia Mössbauer, IR e medidas de sus- 
ceptibilidade magnetica. A solugäo solida foi preparada com reagentes CaCO^, A12O3 e Fe2O3, de grau analitico. 
As misturas foram gnei mariar ä temperatura de 1553 К e em atmosfera oxidante de modo a evitar a redugäo dos ions 
Fe+^. Os espectros Mössbauer de todas as amostras foram tonados ä temperatura ambiente de 295 K. Mas, para as 
amostras com x = 0,3 e 0,5, alem dos 295 K, os espectros ä 315, 335 4 365 tambem foram anotados.

Pela anälise dos espectros Mössbauer do C2AxF1-x e calTarant3D-os com os de materials de microcristais 
ferronagneticos, verificou-se que os ions diamagnetfcos AT+3 näo somente ocupam,de preferencia/pontos no tetrae 
dro, mas que sua distribuigäo nas subredes näo e aleatoria. Can о aumento de ions Al+3 ng estrutura os ions 
Al+3 e Fe+3 tendem a segregar. Os autores sugerem que pequenas regioes ricas em Al+3 e ricas em Fe+3, chamados 
grupamentos, podem aparecer na estrutura. Essa ideia foi tambem apoiada pelo espectro IR e magnetismo do 
cAFei-x- , ,

Aplicando о metodo de Hesse para distribuigäo de campos continuos hiperfinos na anälise de ccnpu- 
tador dos espectros Mössbauer, a distribuigäo H. - e a porcentagem para magnetica de alguns casos de solugöes so 
lidas, foram obtidos. E, ao mesmo tempo, о tamanho da^distribuigäo dos grupamentos Fe+3 no C2AQ gFe0 foi de- 
duzido de acordo oom a teoria proposta por Morup’et aL"sobre a excitagäo magnetica coletiva. Se‘a coftstante K. 
de anisotropia magnetica ё admitida de ser 1q3 J/m3, о mais provävel tamanho do grupanento Fe+3 ё de cerca de 
350 Я. '



1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the so-called ferrite phase in 
cement clinker is a series of solid solution C2AxFi_x 
where x=0.0~0.7• But regarding its cementitious pro
perty , researchers have not obtained an unambiguous 
understanding as yet.
As early as 1950s, Butt et al.(l) indicated that the 
ferrite phase was a good cementitious mineral owing 
to its relatively high compressive strength. But the 
majority of researchers(2,3) still maintained that 
the cementitious property of ferrite phase was the 
worst in Portland cement clinkers. In recent years, 
some researchers (4,5) have found the way to produce 
high iron-bearing phase cement with steel slags or 
blast furnace slags so as to reduce the fuel consump
tion and fully use industrial wastes. P.K.Mehta (6) 
and many researchers(7,8,9) in China, for example, 
have made an energy-saving cement containing (9-С»3, 
C4AF and C4A3S as major minerals, in which the amount 
of ferrite phase is much larger than that of ordinary 
Portland cement. It has been established that the ce
ment with high content of ferrite phase hydrates ra
pidly and exhibits expected properties.
However, it is still very hard to make a pertinent 
evaluation of cementitious property of the ferrite 
pbase, because we know only a little about it. In the 
past, much less attention was paid to the ferrite 
phase than other cement clinker minerals, the ferrite 
phase being often simply regarded as C4AF leaving the 
fact out of consideration that its properties may 
vary with its composition and structure. Consequently, 
it is of interest to investigate the correlation be
tween the chemical composition, structure and proper
ties of the solid solution C2AxFl—x as to better "n— 
derstand the function of the ferrite phase in high 
iron-bearing phase cement and to develop its cement
ing potential.
In the present paper, it was only concerned to inve
stigate the general distribution behaviour of the 41*3  and Fe+3 ions in the crystal lattice sites of 
the solid solution C2AxFt-x( x=0.Q-~0.7 ) by Möss
bauer spectroscopy, IB and magnetic susceptibility, 
measurements. Some studies on the inherent connection 
between the composition and properties of Cg^x^t—x 00 
the base of this structural level will be published 
elsewhere. Mössbauer spectroscopy(liQ), as a new tech
nique, is ideally suited to the characterization of 
the iron-bearing phase in cement clinkers. Recently, 
this technique has been applied to cement science and 
many advantages have been revealed( 11 — 16).
2. EXP1KI1ISSÜAL,
2.1 Preparation of Samples
Wie analytical grade reagents CaCOj, Al^Di and РегОз 
were accurately weighed, and blended for 12 hours tc 
obtain the homogeneous mixtures of desired chemical 
composition as shovel in Table 1. The small pellets ( j^1.5XO.6 cm) made from the mixtures at pressure 200 
Kg/cm2 were fired at temperature 1553 К д-пД in oxidi
zing atmosphere to prevent the reduction of Pe*3  ions 
The content of f—daß*  was flhtemiined to be less than 
0.1 for all samples. XRD> patterns, measured at Ri— 
kagiir-в/аах—12Kw XKD, indicated that all the samples 
were in exoeilent crystal state and the solid phase 
reactions were rather complete. The typical Tim pa
ttern was shown in Fig.t.
The bulk samples were ground in agate mortar to, the 
fineness so that the powder entirely passed through 
the 170 msoh standard sieve.

2.2 Measuring Instruments and Methode
A contant acceleration type Mössbauer spectrometer ( 
MF-1 ) coupled with a 512 channels pulse analyser 
( FH—451 ) was employed to record the spectra. The 
absorbers used for measurement were prepared by pre
ssing the powder into discs containing 7.5 mg/cm2 of 
natural iron.The Mössbauer sourse, 50mc-57Co/Rh, was 
used and kept at room temperature (295 K). The velo
city scale was calibrated by using high pure metal
lic iron foil.
The infrared spectra of the samples were determined 
by Nicolet—175sx type FIT—Infrared Spectrophotometer 
and the magnetic-balance method was adopted to mea
sure the magnetic susceptibility of the samples.

Table 1 The Conditions of Preparing Samples
Symbol FB-1-0'-7 FR-2-3-7 FR-3-3-7
Component ( 1 ) 0,0.1,0.2, 

...,0.7 0.3,0.5,0.7 0.3 ,0.5,0.7
Firing
temperature 1553 К 1553 К 1553 к
Cooling 
model ♦ ♦♦ ***

* Cooled with furnace to room temperature.
»• Cooled with furnace to 1273 K, and maintained at 

1273 К for lOhrs, then cooled to room temperature 
in 5 mins.

»»«Cooled with furnace to 1273 К and maintained at 
127З К for 30hrs, then cooled to room temperature 
in 5 mins.

Fig.1 The typical XRD pattern for С2Дх?1-х

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Mössbauer Spectra and Their Characteristics
Fig.2 shows the Mössbauer spectra for CoItFi-y ( x - 
0.0 —0.7). It can be easily found that the spectral 
lines clearly vary with the change of chemical com
position. The spectrum of C2F (i.e. x=0) manifests 
two sets of six—line subspectra that arises from the 
Fe*3  in the tetrahedral and octahedral sublattices, 
respectively. With increasing Д1+3 ions,the six-line, 
subspectra are gradually transformed into two-line 
ones. This phenomanoa reveals that Al+3 ions*  enter
ing C2F crystal structure will cause the crystal to 
change from magnetically ordered state to 
netie state. The features for the variation of the 



spectra with the compositions may be summarized as 
follows:
i) When Al+3 ions enter the crystal lattices of C2F, 
for instance x=0.1, the outer lines in the spectra of 
it will shift inwards in comparison with that of CgF- 
A slight asymmetry of the absorption peaks appears 
and the intensity of the subspectrum resulting from 
Fe+3 ions in the tetrahedral sites obviously decrea
ses with increasing Al+3 ions. This is in accordance 
with the results obtained by D.K.Smith(l7) and J. C. 
Grenier et. al.(l8).
ii) With x increasing from 0.1 to 0.5, besides the 
tendency mentioned above, the asymmetry of the absor
ption peaks is getting clearer and clearer and a conr-
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Fig.2 The Mössbauer spectra of CgAxFi-x 
(x«0~0.7) at room temperature 295 X 

siderable overlap of the two subspectra is observed. 
The paramagnetic absorption peaks appear at the cen
ter of the spectra when x=0.3, and gradually replace 
the ferromagnetic ones as x increasing. When x- 0.5, 
the spectra is mainly composed of paramagnetic absor
ption lines and the whole spectra pattern exhibits 
a continuous undulation.
iii) When x 2.0.5, "the intensity of magnetic absorp
tion lines quickly decreases with increasing x. Fi
nally, at x=0.7, the magnetic absorption lines com
pletely vanish.
The Mössbauer spectra at temperatures over 295 К for 
the solid solution figAxFl-x were also measured. As is 
shown in Fig.3, taking example by sample FB—3-3, the 
effect of temperature on the Mössbauer spectra of 
solid solution CgAxFi-x is similar to that of chemi
cal composition. And it is more important, as given 
in experiments, that this effect is almost the same 
as that of the temperature far below Neel point on 
the spectra of ferromagnetic superfine microcrystals.

Fig.3 The Mössbauer spectra for TH—3-3 
at various temperatures.

The room-temperature Mössbauer spectra for the sam
ple groups FB-2 and Ht-3 are shown in Fig.4-. It can 
be found that the preparing coalitions will influenae 
the Mössbauer spectra of samples, too.
3.2 Ferromagnetic Microcrystals and its Mössbauer 

Spectra
The system of ferromagnetic microcrystallines is com
posed of a large quantity of fine enou^i magnetically 
ordered crystal particles so that thermal energy кт 
at room temperature may become comparable to the mag
netic anisotropy energy of a single particle. In suoh 
fine particles, the magnetisation vector is no longer 
fixed in .an easy direction, but fluctuates in a ran- 
dam way.
A six-lines Mössbauer spectrum undoubtedly results 



from the Zeeman interaction of the nuclear magnetic 
moment with the magnetic hyperfine field. Hhf- When 
the magnetization fluctuates, the time-average Hhf 
will decrease in proportion to the fluctuation rela
xation time t. And when this time t is short compared 
with the Larmor precession time tu of the nuclear mag
netic moment, the Hhf will nearly equal zero, and so 
the Mössbauer spectrum with six lines will be not ob
tained, but one with two peaks. Consequently, the 
Mössbauer spectrum of magnetic microcrystals depends 
on the relative magnitude of the Larmor precession 
time th (approximately equal to 1.2X1O~7 sec. for 
57ре ) and the time scale of the fluctuation relaxa
tion which is determined by the temperature and the 
sizes of magnetic microcrystals as well as their ani
sotropy energy constant. Some theoretical Mössbauer 
spectra at various relaxation times that have been 
caculated by Wickman(l9) are shown in Fig.5.

Fig.4 The Mössbauer spectra the sample
groups ra-2 and FB-3, at 295 К

mm/sec.
Fig.5 Theoretical Mössbauer spectra for 

various relaxation times,Hhf=55OKG

3-3 Fe+3-cluster Structure in the C2AxFl-i

The solid solution C2AxF1-x exhibits similar Mössbau
er spectra to that of magnetic microcrystals, but 
their physical nature are quite different from each 
other. It is proposed by the easuIts "that the Mössb
auer spectra of CjAxFl—x are determined by the dis
tribution behavior of Fe+3 and Al+^ ions on the crys
tal lattice sites. And following physical picture may 
be thought to be possible; with increasing the Д1+3 
in the structure, the heterogeneous distribution of 
Al+^ ions on the lattice sites will appear so that a 
large quantity of small Al^-rich and Fe+^-rich re
gions, or called clusters, are formed in the struc
ture , but the Fe+3-spins in the Fe+3—clusters may ar
range still in order*  Therefore, such an aggregateQn 
of all the Fe+3—clusterst which are separated by the 
diamagnetic A1+3 ions, will be equivalent to the sys
tem of magnetically ordered microcrystals, so far as 
Mössbauer effect is concerned.

Obviously,^ it is reasonable to assume that the size 
of the Fe+->-clusters dispersed in the structure will 
be different from each other. At certain temperature, 
thermal energy kT will cause the magnetization vector 
of each Fe+3-cluster to fluctuate , and each cluster 
has a definite relaxation time depending on its size. 
If some Fe+3—clusters are smaller than some critical 
volume, the fluctuation relaxation time t will be so 
short that the Hjnf nearly equals zero. Hence, the 
size distribution of Fe+3-clusters may be reflected 
by the distribution of relaxation time t" or magnetic 
hyperfine field Hhf by means of Mössbauer effect*
3-4 The Other Facts of Existence of Fe+3-clusters
The infrared spectra of C2AxF1-i is shown in Fig.6 . 
It is noteworthy that, in addition to the frequency 
shift of spectral bands, some new absorption bands 
turn up with increAfli ng jce

It is well known that infrared spectroscopy is sensi
tive to short-range order in crystal structure. The 
substitution of some foreign ions for host ions may 
change or not change the space group symmetry of a 
crystalline. According to the factor group analysis > 
if the cations are orderly distributed Among non
equivalent sites, the rotational symmetry will not al
ter, the number of normal modes as well as their se
lection rules for the substituted crystal being ex
actly the same as for the pa-rent structure. So no new



bands will appear in infrared spectrum. And if the 
cations are ordered in subiattiei sites, however, the 
rotational symmetry will partially lose in proportion 
to the order degree. Thus, some new spectral bands 
will appear.

Consequently, the IR spectra seem to suggest that 
not only the Al+3 ions replace the Fe+3 ions in two 
non-equivalent sites, but the cations which occupy 
these sites are ordered in the crystal structure of 
C2AxF1-x.

Another proof of existence of Fe+3—clusters is the 
fact that the magnetic susceptibility of the solid 
solution C2AxF-]_x varies regularly with its chemimal 
composition x. The curve of room-temperature speci
fic magnetization 0( emu./mole Fe+3 ) versus x at the 
field 12.35 Koe is plotted in Fig.7 for samples FR-1. 
It can be seen from the figure that when x<0.3, the 
mole magnetic susceptibility of C2AxFl-x decreases 
with increasing x; but it increases in proportion to 
x when x>0.3. This behavior is explainable in terms 
of the Fe+3-cluster hypothesis.

When x is small, the amount of weakly Fe+3-bound on 
the boundaries of Fe+3-clusters is small and 
the large mole magnetic susceptibility arises mainly 
from the incomplete counteraction of the spin mag
netic moments of Fe+3 ions in the two sublattices. 
This explaination can be supported by the magnetiza
tion curves in Fig.8. As the Al+3 in the structure 
increases and the Fe+3—clusters develop in quantiti
es ,however ,the weakly Fe+3-bound content will quickly 
increases, which leads to an augment in the magnetic 
susceptibility of C2AxF1-x. In fact, the curve in

Fig.6 The Infrared Spectra of C2AxFl-x at 297 К

Fig.7 may be regarded as the superposition of the two 
parts, one of which is attributed to the incomplete 
counteraction of the Fe+3-spins and another to the 
paramagnetism produced by the weakly Fe+3-bound on 
the boundaries of the clusters.

3«5 The Computer Analysis of The Mössbauer Spectra
In order to make a quqntitative discription about the 
cluster structure in C2AxF1-x, Hesse's method forcon- 
tinuous hyperfine field Hhf distribution and stripp
ing spectrum technique have been applied to the com
puter analysis of some Mössbauer spectra containing 
both ferromagnetic and paramagnetic absorption. The 
Mössbauer spectra of C2F and C2A0.7F0.3, however, re
mained to be simply fitted to Lorentzian line shape 
under some restrictive conditions. Some analysis re
sults have been illustrated in Table2, Fig.9 and 10.

Table 2 Mössbauer Parameters for the 
Samples C2F and C2AO.7FO.3,at 295 К

C2F c2&0.7p0.3

(Tet.) (Oct.) (Tet.) (Oct.)

Hhf( Koe ) 473 513 - —
QS(mm/sec) I.55 1.20 1.62 1.60
IS(mm/sec) O.O5 0.43 0.32 0.21

Fig.7 The Relation Between the Specific Mag- 
gnetization 6 and Chemical Composition 
I for CaAxFl-x, at 12.5 KOe and 295 К

Fig.8 The Magnetization Curves for the 
Samples HJ-1, at Temperature 295K



Fig.9a shows the probability distribution of the 
magnetic hyperfine field Hhf, P(H) , for the samples 
FR—2—3 and FR—3-3*  Each curve can be approximately 
divided into two separated parts, one of which, lo
cated at the high field range, may be attributed to 
the octahedral sublattice of C2AxFi—x and another at 
low field range, to the tetrahedral one. The non
single-value distribution of Hjjf proves the existence 
of the Fe+3-clusters of various sizes in the struc
ture .

An intergral of the probability distribution p(H) 
with respect to Hhf shows that the ratio of the area 
at low field range to the total area is 0.376 and 
О.382 for the samples PR—2—3 and FR—3—3, respectively^ 
And if we suppose that the recoil-free fractions did' 
not differ significantsly for the Fe+3 ions in two 
sublattices in C2AxF1-x, the amount of Д1+3 ions 
in the tetrahedral sites are 79.0 and 77.6 %, res
pectively. This result shows that Al+3 ions prefer 
to occupy the tetrahedral sites.

Fig.9 The distribution probability of 
Hhf» p(H) I Гог samples FR-2-3,5 
and FR-3-3,5 '

The relation between the paramagnetic component, the 
ratio of the paramagnetic absorption area to the to
tal absorption area of Mössbauer spectra, and chemi
cal composition x of C2AxFl-x has been shown in 
Fig.10. It can be seen that the paramagnetic compo
nent increases almost exponentially with x. It app
ears that this phenominon is closely related to the 
developing of the Fe+3-clusters of small sizes.
Moreover, it should be noted that the paramagnetic 
component of the samples FR-3 is more than that of 
BR—2, which indicates that the paramagnetic component 
of the samples which were maintained at an appropri
ate temperature for a longer time may be more than 
those for a shorter time. Thermodynamically, this ph
enomenon can be ascribed to the diffusion of Д1+3 and 
Fe+3 ions from small clusters towards larger ones, 
which gives rise to increase in the average sizes of 
the clusters. The probability distribution of Hhf for 
the samples FR—2—5 and FR—3—5, as shown in Fig.9b, 
can give the same conclusion as above.

Accordingjto the collective magnetic excitation th
eory proposed by Mörup et al(20):

composition x
Fig. 10 The paramagnetic

H(V,T) = H( oo-,T)coose>r
<cos64= J
w(e) = Kiv sin2e °

where H(V.T) is the average value of hyperfine 
field in the Fe+3-clusters of volume V; H(oo,T) the 
hyperfine field in a large crystal at the same tem
perature; and Ki the magnetic anisotropy constant , 
the probability distribution P(h) can be transformed 
into the size distribution P(d). In the present pa
per , the magnetic anisotropy constant Ki was estima
ted at 103 (j/m3) and every cluster supposed to be 
spherical [e.g. V=4ir<i^/3)» So the size distribution 
of the Fe+3-clusters in FR-2-3 and FR-3-3 were ob
tained and shown in Fig.11.

Fig.11 The distribution of the size of 
Fe+3-clusters for FR-2, 3-3

From Fig.11, it is to be noted that the most proba
ble sizes of the Fe+-3-clusters are about 350 Ä and 
З25 Ä for the samples FR-2-3 and FR-3—3, respective
ly; but that the clusters less than ®50 i in. FR-3*3  
were more than ones in FR-2-3. Obviously, this phe
nomenon is caused by the difference in heat treat
ment conditions of samples.
4. CONCLUSION
i) The diamagnetic Д1+3 ions not only occupy the te
trahedral sites preferentially, but their distribu
tion on the sublattices is not at random. With the 
increase of Al+3 ions in the structure of C2AxFl-xt 
the Al+3 and Fe+3 ions tend to gather individually 
to form the cluster structure.



ii) The size of the cluster in the structure varies 
with the average chemical composition of the solid 
solution. While the amount of Д13  ions in C2AxF1-x 
increases, the size of Al+3—cluster gradually bee ones 
larger and the size of Fe+3-cluster smaller. For the 
sample with x=0.3, the size of Fe+3-cluster mainly 
ranges from 250 to 500 k

*

*

iii) The size of the cluster may also vary with the 
conditions under which the samples were treated. At 
an appropriate temperature, to prolong the time pe
riod, in which the samples are maintained a desired 
temperature, is helpful to the growth of the clus
ters.
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' 1.3

AN INVESTIGATION INTO CEMENT CaO-Si0,-A1..0,-Fe00,-S0q SYSTEM 
w Z« о z* о

A series of energy saving sulfoaluminate cements of superior property and multiple uses in C.S.A.F.S quinary sys 
tem has been established using natural bauxite with high content of ferric oxide or silica. It is found that- 
clinkers with appropriate proportion of CjS, C.AF and СДЗ can be burnt under 1300+50OC. Different types of ce
ments with the properties of high early strength, micro-expansion, expansion and self-stressing can be produced 
fron these clinkers.

Production on an industrial scale shows: the raw meal of these cerrents contains less limestone than that of Port 
land cement. The burning tenperature of the clinkers is low and their grindability is high. The energy consump-- 
tion for the production of these cements is only two thirds of that of Portland cement.
The canpressive strength/bending strength of the sulfoaluminate cement with high iron content produced industri
ally attains 19.7/30.7 and 101.8/12.4 MPa in 1 day and 3 days, respectively. The strengths of high silica con
tent cement with up to 55% C2S reach 46.9/7.6, 65.6/7.7 and 75.5/8.1 MPa in 1,3 and 28 days, respectively.
The authors explored the process of formation of С.АЛ, C.AF and 0,3 in the system C-A-S-F-S. Studies have been 
made of the formation and decomposition of the intermediate phases 20-3.CaSO., CJXS and f-CaO and also the exter 
nal form, morphology and the situation of solid-solution and substitution of4the main clinker phases. -

Hydration kinetics and strength development of the cements as well as the physical and chemical factors that in
fluence the strength developrent have been studied. Measures have been proposed to inprove the strength develop 
rent of the cements. K"

The cements of this cement series are being produced in some cement plants in China and have been used satisfac
torily in house building, harbour construction and permeable resisting constructions. They also find applica
tion in winter construction, shotcreting and making self-stressing pressure pipes.
Preparou-se uma serie de cimentos de sulfoaluminato economizadores de energia de propriedades superior e u§os 
multiplos no sistema quinärio C.S.A.F.S, usando-se bauxita natural com alto teor de oxido de ferro ou silica. 
Constatou-se que clingueres com proporcäo apropriada de C2S, C^AF e*C.A,S  podem ser queimados a temperaturas in
feriores a 2-300 j- 50 C. Diferentes tipos de cimentos com propriedades cle alta resistencia initial, micro-expan 
sao, expansäo e auto-estressamento podem ser produzidos com estes clfnqueres. ’ —
A producao em escala industrial mostra: a materia crua destes cimentos contem menos calcärio que о cimento port
land. _A temperatura de queima dos clinqueres e baixa e sua aptidäo de moagem e alta. 0 consumo de energia para 
produgäo destes cimentos e de apenas 2 tercos do consumo do cimento portland.

A resistencia a compressao/resistencia a tensao do cimento de sulfoaluminato com alto teor de ferro produzido 
industrialmente, atinge 19,7/30,7 e 101,8/12,4 MPa em 1 e 3 dias, respectivamente. As resistencias’ do cimento 
“rente0 te°r SlliCa COm at® 55°6 de C2S atin8e 46,9/7,6 65,6/7,7 e 75,5/8,1 MPa em 1 , 3 e 28 dias respecti- 
J5s autores exploraram о processo de formacäo de C.A-S, C.AF e C?S no sistema C-A-S-F-S. Estudou-se a formapäo 
e decomposicao das fases intermediarias 2C2S.CaSO., C^AS e f-CaO e tambem a forma externa, morfologia e situaqao 
da solucao solida e substituicäo das fases principais do clinquer.
Foram estudadas as cineticas de hidratacäo e desenvolvimento da resistencia dos cimentos, bem сото os fatores fi 
sicos e quimicos que influenciam о desenvolvimento da resistencia. Foram propostas medidas para melhorar о de
senvolvimento da resistencia dos cimentos.
Os cimentos desta serie de cimento estao_sendo produzidos em algumas fäbricas na China e tern sido usados satisfa 
toriamente na construfäo civil, construcäo portuäria e construcao resistente permeävel. Encontram tambem aplica 
gao em construcäo de inverno, concreto projetado e tubos de pressäo auto-estressante.



Materials,

INTRODUCTION

Cement Researchers have begun to attach importance to 

C^AF in these years out of their concern for energy 
saving. Professor P.K. Mehta^^^^^^ is among the 

most important ones. Some research workershave 

been engaged in the study of the hydration of C^AF.

The authors^"’ developed in 1973 the sulfoaluminate 

clinker in the C-A-S-S system with C^A^S and C^S as 

its main component. By adding different amounts of 

gypsum, high early strength cement, expansive cement 

and self-stressing cement can be produced. Low tem

perature concrete and sub-zero concrete used in the 

Chinese "Great Wall" Investigation Station in the An

tarctic were made from the high early strength cement.

We have since 1978 engaged in the study of C-A-S-F-S 
system^-', noticing that in the production of clinker 

with C^A^S, С£5 and C^AF as their main components, 

ferruginous bauxite or Al, Si, Fe and sulphide con

taining industrial wastes can be used as the raw 

material. The cement with high ferrite content is re

ferred to as ferroaluminate cement and that with high 
Г 81 silicate content as silicosulfoaluminate cement1 .

Participants of the investigation are: Zhou Haihong, Diao Jiangjing, Liu Xiaoxin, Han Guihua.

This paper deals mainly with the matching of C^A^S, 

C^AF and C2S, the clinker formation and the hydration 

characteristics of these cements.

It should be pointed out that C^AF is a component in 

the C^F-C^AF^ solid solution system. In different 

burning conditions and in different raw material pro

portioning, this compound may exist in the form of 

C^A^F or C^Ap2. For the sake of convenience they are 

referred to here as C^AF.

The mineral composition of ferroaluminate cement clin

ker lies in the following range: C^AF 15-457», C^A^S 
35-607o, C2S 15-307». The burning temperature is 125O°C. 

This cement is produced on an industrial scale and is 

used in harbour constructions, ordinary construction 

projects, water impermeable works, winter construc

tions, shotcreting, sealing and anticorrosion projects. 

It is also used to make cement products and self-stre

ssing pressure pipes and good results have been achie

ved. This is an energy saving cement and is superior 

in various properties.

STUDY ON FERROALUMINATE CEMENT CLINKER

1. Study on the formation of some minerals in the
C-A-F-S system

Different amounts of CaSO^ (0, 2, 5, 9.4, 307=) are 

added to C,AF raw meal which is burnt at 1100-1400°C.4
Results show CaSO, may take up AKO- and form C,A„S. 4 J r 2 3 4 3
With gypsum in excess, calcium sulfate exists in the

form of V -CaSO^. The ferrite phase may turn to 

C,AF_ when ALO« in C.AF is taken up by CaSO/ in the6 2 2 3 4 r j ц.
greatest amount. When gypsum is added in the amount 

of 57o, the formation temperature of C^AF will be de

creased to 1300°C. C^AF crystals are small in the 

initial stage but become larger with the rise in bur

ning temperature. From XRD and OM analyses C^A^S is 

observed in addition to C^AF (Fig.l).

Fig.l Optical micro

graph showing C^AF 

and C4A33 (300 X}

as the ratio of three potential minerals)

Table 1 The composition of raw meals (calculated

Number
C.A.s"

4 3 C4AF CaSO

A - 1 50 50 0
A - 2 40 40 20
A - 3 40 20 40
A - 4 20 40 40

When Fe20^ is added into C^A^S raw meal in the amount 

of 2, 5, 10 and 157» the temperature of formation of 

c4A3S is lowered. At 1150-1200 °C C^S is formed in 

large amounts and coexist with CF and C2F. As the 

temperature rises to 1300 C, the coexisting phases 

are C.A-S and C.AF or C,A.F.4 3 4 6 2



Raw meals were prepared with chemical reagents accor
ding to the proportion of C, S:C.AF:CaSO, given in 

4 J 4 4 b
Table 1. They were burnt at 1300 and 135O°C for two 

hours. XRD shows C^A^S, C^AF and CaSO^ exist together 

(Fig.2).

Fig.2 XRD diageam of sintered samples in C-A-F-S 

system

A - C^AF raw mix

В - C,AF raw mix + 157» CaSO,4
C - C4A3S raw mix + 107. Fe^ 

C4AF : 2.74, 2.77, 2.67, 2.63, 1.92 A 

CaS04 : 3.50, 2.85 A 

C4A3S : 3.76, 2.65, 2.16 A

2. Study on the formation of some minerals in

C-A-S-S system

At burning temperature of 1200°C three minerals, i.e., 

C2AS, 2C25-CaSO^, and C^A^S, may coexist in the C-A-S 
-S system*  C2AS is formed at 900°C and dissolves at 

1200°C. At 12OO-125O°C C2S, 2C2S-CaS04 and C^S 

coexist in the system. At 1280°C 2C2S-CaS04 is resol

ved into C2S and CaS04. The test result shows that 

C_A may be appearing in small amounts when CaSO is о _ 4
insufficient. C^S and ^A^S do not coexist when CaS04 

is greater than 5%.

3. Study on the formation of some minerals in the 

C-S-A-F-S system '

Raw meals with different composition were prepared and 

burnt in a furnace for one hour. The course of the 

reaction can be represented as follows:

83O°C Decomposition of CaCO^

1000°C Formation of CnAS and C.A^S
2 4 3

1150°C Formation of C2S

1200°C Decomposition of C2AS

125O°C End of lime absorbing, f-CaO=O

1300 C The final clinker minerals C.A^S,
4 3

C4AF, C2S and CaS04 are formed

Beginning from 1100°C the ferrite containing phase 

transforms in the following order : CF — C2F — C4AF 

(c6a2f).

4. Study on the burning of ferroaluminate clinker 

with natural raw materials

Raw meals of the ferroaluminate clinker were prepared 

with limestone, gypsum and ferruginous bauxite. The 

latter may be replaced by Al, Si, Fe and sulphide 

containing industrial wastes.

The burnability of ferroaluminate clinker and the 

process of clinker formation are studied in the light 

of two typical raw meals (LF—17 and LF—30) from the 

33 combinations.

Chemical compositions and mineral compositions of LF 

17 and LF 30 are listed in Table 2 and Table 3. From

Table 3 one can see that the amount of CaCO^ in 

ferroaluminate raw meal is much lower than that 

the
in

portland cement. This is favorable to energy saving.

Table 2 Chemical composition of L-17 and L-30

Number

Igni
tion 
loss

S102 A12°3 Fe2°3 Ti02 CaO MgO s°3

Raw meal
LF-17 28.69 6.42 18.20 6.09 0.65 31.82 1.07 7.05

Raw meal
LF-30 27.84 3.38 18.75 9.63 0.84 31.07 0.73 7.14

Clinker
LF-17 9.83 25.39 8.62 0.92 43.88 1.49 9.88

Clinker
LF-30 5.66 26.07 13.34 1.14 42.27 1.01 9.69

Table 3 Mineral compositions of LF-17 and LF- 30

Number C,A0S 4 3 C.AF 4 C2S others

LF-17 40 26 28 6
LF-30 35 41 16 8

XRD, DTA, high temperature XRD and SEM-EDAX have been 

employed to analyze the various clinkers burnt at dif
ferent temperatures. The results show that the order



of formation of the clinker minerals burnt from raw 

meals prepared with chemical reagents. However, the 

reaction temperature of the formation of various min

erals are greatly lowered. Fig.3 shows the XRD dia

grams of the raw meal burnt at different temperatures.

CaCO : 3.04
J 2.29

2.10 A

CaO : 2.40
1.70
2.78 A

CjAS : 2.85

2C2S- •
CaSO : 2.84

2.83
2.56 X

C AF : 2.17
7.26
2.65
2.62 A

CaSO : 3.50
2.85 0
2.33 A

CAS : 3.67
2.65 0
2.71 A

C2S : 2.74 A

hoo°c

Fig.3 XRD curves of clinkers burnt at different 

temperatures

a. CaCO^ Decomposition begins at 800°C and ends

at 85O°C

b. If-CaSO^ Its peaks are the highest at 800°.C and

lowest at 1200 C. It goes up again at 

1250°C, ind icating the decomposition of 

2CnS-CaS0.2 4
c* C^AS begins to form at 800°C and dissolves 

at 1200°C.

8- 2C2S- is formed in large amounts at 1200°C 
CaSO^ an(j decomposes at 125O°C.

e* ^4^3^ f°rrned аС 1000 C. Its amount, is the 
greatest at 125O°C. It disappears at 
1400°C.

f. Ferrite phase appears in the form of CF (2.66 A) at 

1000 C. At 1200 C it exists in the form of C.AF 
о

(7.24, 2.63 A). With the rise of temperature, 

crystals grow larger and the composition turns 

gradually to C^AF^ (7.17, 2.62 A).

SEM-EDAX analysis is made of the ferroaluminate clink

er. The average chemical composition comes out of 5

10 points and is listed in Table 4. Fig.4 and Fig.5 

are the SEM micrographs of C^A^S and ferrite phase. 

According to the data of Table 4, large amounts of S, 

S and Ti are taken up as solid solution in ferrite 

phase, and Fe is taken up to as much as 4.9% in C,A^S.
4 3 

The minerals formed at lower temperature are ill- 

crystallized and contain large amounts of impurities. 

They are more active than pure minerals where the rate 

of hydration is concerned. Moreover, the minerals 

complement and accelerate each other in hydration. 

That is why this clinker is much superior to the mix

ture of several pure minerals.

Fig.4 SEM micrograph of C^A^S in ferroaluminate 

clinker ( 1500 X ) '

Fig.5 SEM micrograph of C^AF in ferroaluminate 
clinker ( 1500 X )



Table 5 Weight percentage of elements in the minerals (by EDAX analysis)

Minera1s Al Si s Ca Ti F 0

C4AF 10.10 2.86 2.73 26.65 2.34 18.74 36.58

C6A2F 20.77 3.23 4.27 25.86 0.47 7.93 38.47
c, A-S4 3 22.51 1.82 5.62 23.20 - 4.95 41.90
C25 1.43 15.71 2.31 40.79 0.31 1.88 37.52

C6AF2 4.62 3.41 0.28 25.59 3.41 19.56 43.39

All the! minerals are incorporated with other elements as solid solution

Table 6 Performance of high ear ly strength ferroaluminate cement

Cement Compressive strength (MPa) Bendi ng strength (MPa)

code 12hr Id 3d 28d 730d 12hr Id 3d 7d 730d

FA-0 - 19.7 101.8 102.6 - - 3.7 12.4 12.7 -
F-2 45.8 51.3 54.8 65.0 95.1 7.3 8.1 8.1 8.6 8.5
LFC-1-15 - 59.1 79.2 87.1 - - 8.2 9.2 9.9 -
LFC-1-20 - 59.0 74.4 83.2 - - 7.7 8.5 9.2 -

HYDRATION OF FERROALUMINATE CEMENT AND ITS PROPERTIES

C^AF, C^A^S, CzS and CaSO^ are the principle minerals 

of ferroaluminate cement. Part of the gypsum and 

limestone are added into the cement in grinding to 

adjust the hydration and hardening. The replacement 

of limestone for gypsum has the advantage of elimina

ting the retrogression of bending strength of the 

cement in certain age. The has been reported in 
Г91 another paper1- .

As the hydrated phases of ferroaluminate cement con

sist of AFt, AFm, AH^, ^3’ C-S-H and small amounts 

of CaCOH)^, the incorporation of limestone will result 

in the formation of C^AC'll^O and C2ASHg. The pro

perties of this cement come from its hydration pro

ducts. Table 6 shows the properties 'Of high early 

strength cement produced in several plants. Table 7 

shows the properties of self-stressing cement.

The pH value of the cement is 12-12.5 which lies bet

ween that Of porltand cement and sulfoaluminate cement. 

It coutains sulfoaluminate and ferroaluminate min

erals. This cement has the properties of high early 

strength, stable increase of strength in late age, 

high resistance to chemical sttack (Table 8, Fig.6 and 

Fig.7) and frost resistance. It is also characterized

by its excellent resistance to permeation brought about 

by the large amount of FH^ it contains.

90.

80.

70:

Й 60

50.

40.
0 3 6 12

MONTH
Fig.6 Compressive strength of the concrete immersed

in (NH4>2SO4 and Na2SO4 + MgCl2 
о - 525^ portland cement

x, о - ^erroaluminate clinker with admixtures



Immediately after demoulding

Table 7 Performance of self—stressing ferroaluminate cement

No Curing

system

Cement
Free expansion %

Compressive strength (MPa)Self-sti•essing value (MPa)
Id 3d 7d 14d 28d * Id 3d 7d 14d 28d

F-40 45 C x
50 min 1:2 0.11

3.08
0.18
4.08

0.20
4.95

0.21
5.08

0.21
5.20

143 270 260 360 430 470

F-4 II 0.05
1.83

0.14
3.77

0.27
5.60

0.91
6.70

0.93
6.80

120 323 458 491 - 664

F-6 0.09
1.37

0.23
2.51

0.29
3.43

0.29
4.71

0.31
4.94

146 - 455 403 543 611

F-35 0.31
2.40

0.69
4.50

1.46
6.60

1.84
7.50

1.85
7.60 251 - - 296 565 655

Table 8 Ratio of bending 
before immersion

strength after
^6 montlP

and

Type of cement 3% NaS04 10% NaCl
. ____
Ferroaluminate cement 1.05 1.0
Aluminate cement 0.86 0.91
Sulfate-resisting cement 0.99 0.81

Sulfoaluminate cement 0.98 0.89

CONCLUSIONS

1« Ferruginous bauxite, limestone and gypsum are used 

to produce ferroaluminate cement clinker in the 

C-S—A--F-S quinary system. The mineral composition 

of this clinker is C^S 35-60%, C^AF 15-45% and 

С£3 15-30%. By adjusting the amount of admixing 

limestone and gypsum high early strength cement, 

expansive cement and self-stressing cement can be 

manufactured.

2. The burning temperature of the ferroaluminate 

cement clinker is low (125O°C), the grindability 

of which is high. The limestone in its raw meal is 

much lower than that in the raw meal of PC. Thus, 

this cement is an energy saving cement,

3. As the pH value of the ferroaluminate cement is low 

(pH=12-12.5), Ca(0H)2 exists only in small amounts 

in its hydration products. Thus, it is non—dusting, 

frost resistant and permeation resistant. It is 

also superior in chemical resistance owing to the 

large amount of FH^. The expansive cement and 

self-stressing cement are characterized by their

high self-stressing value, low free expansion, 

high strength and short interval to attain stabi
lity.
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Conditions of the existence of hydraulically active bellte cement

Active bellte cement (ABC) is a cement which bellte as the main clinker mineral takes the place of alite Bv 
thermal and chemical activation the belite is influenced in a way that it corresponds in its strength and 
its other structural properties to a Portland cement of OPC-type.
The experiments show that the cooling schedule is the most imoortant factor for the hydraulic activity rinder 
Г.ПА mnriirinnq "*■  1
. rapid cooling by about 1000 K/min
. tenperature Intervall for rapid cooling from 1300 to 900 °C
an active belite clinker can be produced with a sufficent erly strength and a very good strength after 28

The tests in a pilot plant with an output of 20 t/d have shown, that the rapid cooling with about 1000 K/min 
is feasible on a technological scall. ABC allows the production of Ordenary Portlan cement with a 420 ki/kg cl. 
lower specific heat consumption and the use of limestone or limemarl with a lower CaC03-contet than is necassaru 
to the manufacture of Portland cement.
Sumario

Cimento de Belita Ativa (ABC) e .urn cimento no qual a belita сото о principal mineral do cl ingner tcma о luqar 
da alita. Por ativagao termica e quimica a belita influencia de tai modo que corresponde por sua resistencia 
e outras propriedades estruturais ao cimento portland do tipo CPC.
As experiencias mostram que о esquema de resfriamento ё о fator mais inportante para a atividade hidraulica 
boo as conaiQoes ae

- räpido resfriamento de cerca de 1000 K/min.
- intervalo de temoeratura para resfriamento räpido de 1300°C 900°C.

Um-dinquer de belita ativa pode ser produzido can suficiente resistencia inicial a uma nuito boa resistgncia 
apos 28 dias.

Os ensaios numa usina piloto con uma producao de 20 t/d mostrou que о resfriamento räpido de cerca de 1000К/ 
ПтП j ' actlve nurna escala tecnologica. ABC permite a produgäo do cimento portland cctnum can menos 420 KJ/Kg 
cl._de consumo especifico de calor e о uso de calcäreo ou moma con menor teor C C3 que о necessärio ä nro- 
dugao ue cimento portland. a c3 p
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Conditions of the existence of hydraulically active belite cement

Active belite cement (ABZ) is a cement in 

which belite as the main clinker mineral 
takes the place of alite. By thermal and 
chemical activation the belite is 
influenced in a way that it corresponds in 
its strength and its other structural 
properties to a Portland cement of OPC- 
type /1/ 12/ /3/.
The production of an active belite clinker 
with a lime standard according to KÜHL 
KSt I = 80 ... 82 allows the reduction of 
energy consumption to about 10 ... 14 % 
and the decrease of the burning temperature 
by at least 100 K. Besides the manufacture 

of ABC allows the use of limestone or 
limemarl with a lower CaCO^-content than 
is necessary to the production of Portland 
cement production as they do not allow the 
burning of an alite rich clinker, are 
suitable for the production of belite 
cement.

' Results of laboratory experiments

The laboratory experiments /1/ /2/ have 
shown that the cooling schedule is the 
most important factor for the hydraulic 
activity. Under the conditions

- rapid cooling by about 1000 K/min
- temperature intervail for rapid 

cooling from 1300 to 900 °C

an active belite cement can be produced 
with a sufficient early strength "and a 
very good strength after 28 days. 
At grinding of active belite clinker 
natural anhydrite is added which is 
more suitable to control the setting 
behaviour than gypsum (Pig. 1).
The optimum content of 30^ for active 
belite clinker with a lower C^A-content 
/ J

(=10 %) amounts 3 .•• 3,5 %. The use of 
limestone as a mineral admixture (^ 5 %) 

gives a better grindability of clinker, 
a higher early strength and a better 
workability of ABC.

Pig. 1; Compressive strength after 3 and
28 days versus SO^-content for 
clinker with 12 % C^A (BOGUE)

• Phase composition and active state

Active belite clinker differ in phase 
composition and in the minor oxid 
content of the clinker minerals from an 
inactive clinker burnt from same raw 
mix and cooled slowly. X-ray phase 
analysis of clinkers (Pig. 2 and 3) 
burnt in a laboratory furnace and in a 
pilot plant have shown, that the active 
clinkers (cooling rate '="

1000 K/min) contain more alite and 
d^'-belite and less B-belite, C^A and 

C2(A,P) than inactive ones (cooling 
rate 100 K/min) /5/.
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Conditions of the existence of hydraulically active belite cement

Fig. 2; Alite and oG’-belite content as 
a function of the cooling rate 
(oi.'^orr-'36'*' ’*"^®  meana ^^е whole 
content of cC'-belite according 
to /5/)

Fig. 3: 0C’-belite content as a function 
of the cooling rate at various 
lime standards

The differences in phase composition of 
active and inactive belite clinker are 
shown in Table 1 by example of a typical 
belite clinker with lime standard 
KSt I = 80.

Table 1 : Phase composition of a 
clinker (%) with lime standard 

KSt I = 80,5; SM = 2,4; 
TM = 2,4; CaOfrei < 1,0 %

cooling rate 
K/min

1000 20

alite 30 24
0</ '-belite 48 7
B-belite 0 44
C3A 
C2 (A,F)

10 15
9 6

MgO 3 4
amorphous Interstitial 
phase 0 0

• Pilot plant investigations

By means of pilot plant investigations 
- output 20 t/d - it has been shown that 
rapid cooling with temperature gradients 
of around 1000 K/min is technically 
feasible. The clinkers produced in this 
way attain after grinding on a 
laboratory ball mill (3200 cm^/g) cement 

compressive strengths of 16 - 22 MPa at 
3 days and 50 - 60 MPa at 28 days. 
Grinding of larger quantities of clinker 
in a classifier mill showed, that by 
variation of particle size distribution 
a strength after 3 days >30 MPa is 
also possible.
Under pilot plant conditions the effect 
of the cooling rate on the strength of 
cement is manifested in the strength 
decreasing in the following orders
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Conditions of the existence of hydraulically active belite cement

- quenching in water
- fluidized bed cooler
- high speed rotary cooler
- planetary cooler.

The cooling temperature gradient 
decreases in the same order. The rapid 
cooling of clinker requires a fine
grained clinker (grain size up to 12 mm). 

For more coarse clinker (12 ... 50 mm) 

therefore an impact crusher is 
incorporated into the cooling process.

The impact crushing of hot belite 
clinker is a practicable way, because 
the crushing strength of clinker by 
temperatures from 1300 to 1350 oq is 
nearly zero. The abrasion of the 
crushing segments during testperiods in 
the pilot plant was minimum.
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THE INFLUENCE OF A NARROW CEMENT PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION ON CEMENT PASTE 
AND CONCRETE WATER DEMAND

L'INFLUENCE D'UNE GRANUIDMETRIE ETROITE DU CIMENT SUR LES EXIGENCES EN EAU 
DES PATES DU CIMENT ET DES BETONS

The production of narrow particle size distribution cements, using either vertical spindle mills or closed- 
circuit ball mills with high efficiency separators, offers substantial savings in grinding cost. However, 
these narrow particle size distribution cements can have significantly different properties fron those of 
conventional cements. In particular, cement paste and concrete water danands can be increases to such a level 
that the potential energy savings are reduced or even negated when the cements are tested for strength in 
concrete gauged to a constant level of slump.

This paper identifies the important Influences of a narrow particle size distribution on cement properties.

Investigations, using inert material, into the effect of physical properties on cement paste and concrete water 
demands for wide and narrow particle size distributions are described. Results for cements produced fron 
separately ground clinker, with wide and narrow particle size distribuition, blended with varying gypsum/ 
/hemihydrate additions are also discussed.

Finally, resulting fron this work, methods that enable the production of narrow particle size distribution 
cements with satisfactory water requirements, vbilst maintaining the associated economic benefits, are outlined.

SUMÄRIO

f orodupao de cimentos cctn uma distribuipao estreita do tamanho dee particulas, usando tanto moinhos ^rert i 
cais de fuso ou moinhos de bolas de circuito fechado can separadores de alta eficiencia, oferece uma grande ессй 
nania nos custos de moagem. Entretanto, esses cimentos con uma distribuipäo estreita no tamanho de partfculas 
possuem propriedades significativamente diferentes dos cimentos convencioriais. Partienlarnente, a dAmanda de ä- 
gua da pasta de ermento e do concreto podem ser aumentados a urn tai nivel qtte as econcmias potenciais de energia 
sao reduzidas ou säo mesmo negativas quando os cimentos testados ä resistencia, em concretos can slump ennstan
te.

Este artigo identifica as influencias importantes de uma distribuigäo estreita do tamanho de partfculas 
nas propriedades do cimento.

Investigagoes, usando material inerte, no efeito das propriedades ffsicas da denanda de ägua na pasta de 
cimento e no concreto para uma distribuigäo larga e estreita do tamanho das partfculas säo descritas. Resulta- 
dos oara cimentos produzidos a partir de clfnquer mofdo separadamente, con uma distribuigäo larga e estreita do 
tamanho de partfculas, misturados con adigöes variäveis de gesso/hemidrato säo tamh^m discutidos.

Finalmente, сото resultado deste trabalho apresentam-se metodos que permitem a produgäo de cimentos con 
uma distribuigäo estreita do tamanho' de partfculas con requerimentos de ägua satisfatorios, e ao mesmo tempo man 
tendo о efeito econctnico beneficos. —



1. INTRODUCTION

Portland canent is normally produced by grinding 
clinker and gypsum in ball mills operated in 
either open or closed-circuit. These mills 
produce cement with characteristic particle size 
distributions.

A suitable method of presenting particle size 
distributions is by using the Rosin-Rairtnler 
distribution function which generally yields a 
linear relationship for ground brittle materials.!

In In_100 = n (In x - In Xq) 
R

The distribution can be described by the slope, n, 
and Xq. Decreasing values for Xq, with constant 
n, indicate an overall finer cement and increasing 
values for n indicate a. narrow range of particle 
sizes. Typical particle size distributions for 
cements ground in conventional open and closed- 
circuit mills are shown in Table 1.

% Finer

Cpen-Circuit Closed-Circuit

Typical Range Typical Range

90 urn 98 96 - 100 99 97 - 100
63 95 90 - 98 95 91 - 97
45 88 81 - 93 88 82 - 92
30 75 69 - 81 74 67 - 80
20 60 53 - 65 59 55 - 64
15 48 44 - 52 47 44 - 52
10 36 32 - 39 35 32 - 38

5 21 18 - 23 19 18 - 21
2 8 7 - 9 7 7 - 8

SSA (inZ/kg) 363 341 - 394 352 329 - 376

Xq (pm) 22.1 26.4 - 18.5 22.2 23.0 - 19.9

Slope, n 1.03 0.99 - 1.07 1.06 1.02 - 1.10

Table 1 - Cement Particle Size Distributions

Slope can be influenced by a number of mill design 
and cperating parameters. For exanple, operation in 
closed-circuit should narrow the range of particle 
sizes as a consequence of a reduction in the degree 
of overgrinding and elimination of coarse part- i cl pg, 
However, due to the inherent poor efficiency of 
conventional separator types, closed-circuit mills 
yield a product with only a marginally narrower 
particle size distribution ccnpared to that 
produced by efficient open-circuit grinding.

Recently interest has arisen in the developnent of 
high efficiency separators for ball mills2'!, and 
of vertical spindle milling for cement grinding.4,5 
These both allow cement production at a reduced 
power consunption, as much as 30% lower, and 
also produce cements with narrower particle size 
distributions. In fact, from our own studies, (see 
Figure 1), it would appear that increases in 
milling efficiency (reduced kWtonne) coincide 
with the production of narrower canent particle 
size distributions.

2. INFLUENCE OF A NARROW PARTICLE SIZE 
DISTRIBUTION ON CEMENT PROPERTIES

2.1 Operating Data

Table 2 shows data for canent production on a 300 
kW mill fitted with a high efficiency separator.

Figure 1 - Relationship Between Carent 
Granulometry and Mill kWh/tonne

Table 2 - Operating Data for a 300 kW Mill

Cement IA IB IC ID Clinker I

Mill Operation 0/C c/c c/c C/C C3S 52.3
Mill Output 1.00 1.20 1.38 1.05 C2S 15.6
SSA (т2/кд> 346 346 310 375 C3A 11.8
Residue, 45pn (%) 9.0 2.0 5.0 1.2 C4AF 8.9
PSD Slope, n 1.07 1.25 1.28 1.23 LSF 96.2
Xo (дт> 21.0 17.0 19.0 15.8 SR 2.1
Paste Water Demand (%)(!> 25.5 29.0 29.0 29.2 FL 1.0
Initial Set (mins) 240 210 230 200 K2O 0.71
Final Set (mins) 300 290 305 285 N330 0.12
Concrete w/c 0.60 О.ё« 0.65 0.60 0.63 SO3 0.86
Concrete Slunp (nm)^2^ 40 15 40 10 40
Concrete Strength^) id 10.3 11.1 8.1 9.5 10.1
MPa 28d 46.2 48.7 42.7 46.2 46.3
Milling Tenp (’C) 110 75 70 78 (1) BS 4550
Cement SO3 (%) 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.7
SO3 ex Nat. CaSO4 (%) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 (2) BS 1881

CaSO4.2H20 (%) 0.6 1.4 1.5 1.3
CaSO4.1H20/CaSO4 (») 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.3 (3) BS 4550

Cement IA represents that typically produced in 
open-circuit and IB and IC represent cements, 
produced by closed-circuit, at the sane SSA and 
same 28 day concrete strength respectively.

Closed-circuit operation has resulted in the 
production of cements with a narrow granulcxretric 
composition (n = 1.23 - 1.28 ccnpared to 1.07) and, 
in agreement with our general observations, have 
been produced with a lower kWh/tonne.

The production of narrow particle size 
distribution cements, either by vertical spindle 
milling or high efficiency separation is achieved 
at lower temperatures.2,7 prom Table 2 it can be 
seen that, consistent with the lower milling 
tenperature, the level of dehydrated gypsum in 
the closed-circuit milled conents (0.2 - 0.3%) 
was lower than that in the open-circuit milled 
cement (1.0%).

Cement IB gave higher strengths than cement IA 
when tested at a fixed water/cement ratio of 0.60. 
If the target quality parameter is a constant 28 
day concrete strength then cements with a narrow 
granulcmetry have a lower SSA, as for cenent IC.

To explain the variation in concrete strength 
obtained using cements of similar SSA but varying 
granulcmetry one can postulate relationships between 
particle size distribution, SSA and degree of 
hydration.



2.2 Relationship Between Particle Size 
Distribution and SSA

Defining SSA by:

i = m 6 Wi.F
SSA = J>-------------------m2/kg

i = 1 di.p 100

From this relationship it is deduced that for 
ordinary Portland cenent (OPC) approximately 40% 
of the total SSA is contributed by the finest size 
fraction (-2pm) which is only 7 - 9% by weight of 
the cement. Conversely less than 2% of the total 
SSA is due to the coarsest size fraction (+45pm) 
which can be some 10 - 20% by weight.

2.3 Relationship Between Particle Size 
Distribution and Degree of Hydration

Hydration can be considered to be a diffusion 
reaction which propagates on a uniform front on 
the canent particle surface towards the centre.6 
The actual depth of hydration at any time will 
depend on the clinker chenistry and mineralogy. 
However to examine the influence of only 
granulometry a sinple model can be used to 
determine the extent of hydration at any time:

i = m di 3 - - 2h)3
% Hydration = > ------------------------------- Wi

i = 1 di 3 1

If 2h > di then (di - 2h) = 0

Using this approach it is apparent that it is the 
presence of coarser particles which have the 
greatest influence in reducing the degree of 
hydration and hence strength, thus enphasising the 
practical inportance of cement residue levels.

2.4 Effect on Wbter Demand

Ccrrparing canents IC and IA it is apparent that 
the production of narrow particle size distribu
tion cenent offers substantial savings in grinding 
costs. However, it is also noted that the cement 
paste water demand is increased, from-25.5% to 
29.0% and that the concrete slunp is lower, lOnm 
compared to 40nin. In practice this latter effect 
results in an increased concrete water content 
when the canent is tested for strength in concrete 
gauged to a constant level of slump.

The influence of this higher concrete water denand 
is demonstrated in Table 2 for cement IB and ID 
gauged to give a slump of 40nm. For constant SSA 
the concrete strengths are lower than those 
obtained for cenent IA. Wien a narrow particle 
size distribution cement is produced to a target 
of constant concrete strength and slump (cenent 
ID) an increase in mill output ccnpared to the 
production of cement IA of only 5% is recorded. 
Hence the increase in concrete water denand, 
apparently brought about by the narrowing of the 
particle size distribution of the cenent, is so 
significant as to virtually negate the energy 
benefits"achieved during grinding.

For the large proportion of cenent applications 
the higher concrete water demand is important and 
a route for slunp improvement is vital if the 
potential energy savings associated with the pro
duction of narrow particle size distribution 
cements are to be fully realised.

Possible explanations for the higher water denand 
are:.

i) The physical influence of the narrower 
granulonetry and SSA.

ii) The influence of the narrow granulometry 
on the cenent's chemical behaviour and early 
reactivity.

iii) The effect of less gypsum dehydration as a 
result of lower milling temperatures.

3. THE PHYSICAL INFLUENCES OF NARROW PARTICLE SIZE 
DISTRIBUTION ON WATER DEMAND

3.1 Introduction

In practice changes in physical and chemical 
parameters which influence the water demand due to 
changes in the cement particle size distribution 
and SSA are inter-related. For instance, it has 
been shown that the early setting behaviour is 
influenced by the amount of C3A reacting before 
the rest period.8 This reactivity is influenced 
by a number of parameters such as overall C3A 
level, potassium level, etc.9 and also the cement 
SSA and granulometry.10 Therefore, in order to 
isolate the purely physical influence, granulated 
blastfurnace slag was ground to 'normal' and 
narrow particle size distributions and tested for 
rheological properties in both 'paste' and 
'concrete' (Table 3). Granulated blastfurnace 
slag behaves similarly to clinker during grinding 
and is essentially inert to water during the 
period of the rheological tests performed.

Table 3 - Properties of Ground Slags

Sample SI S2 S3 S4

SSA (rn^/kg) 364 268 349 306
Residue, 4Sjm (%) 14 24 1 1
PSD slope, n 1.02 1.08 1.37 1.40
Xq (pm) 23.2 32.3 17.3 18.9
Bulk Density (kg/m^) 1450 1570 1330 1410
Voidage (%) 49.7 45.3 53.7 51.0
•Paste' Water Demand (%) 28.5 27.5 35.5 35.0
•Concrete1 Slunp 0.55 w/c 15 2 8 0

шп 0.60 w/c 35 22 30 18
0.65 w/c 140 70 100 65

3.2 'Paste' Water Demand

The small differences in water darand observed for 
Portland cements are usually attributed to small 
fluctuations in properties such as C3A, alkalies 
and SSA. However, the significantly higher water 
demands observed for narrow granulometry cements 
cannot be accounted for by existing relationships.

If a chemical mechanism was mainly responsible a 
generally lower level of water denand for ground 
slags compared to cements would be expected, 
together wdth little sensitivity to changes in the 
slag particle size distribution.

Fran Table 3 it is noted that the general level of 



water deirand for a slag paste is marginally higher 
than for cements. Furthermore, the slags with a 
narrow granulonetry have a higher water demand 
than the slags with a normal granulometry as has 
been observed for cement pastes.

Water demand is determined for constant material 
weight not material volume. If the results are 
adjusted to a basis of water demand per volume, as 
carried out elsewhere,'*-^  then the water demands 
for the slags are found to be similar or slightly 
lower to that found for cement.

Materials with a narrow range of particle sizes 
pack less well than materials with a wider range 
of particle sizes and hence have a higher voidage. 
This is seen for the slags in Table 3 and Figure 2 
shows the relationship between particle size 
distribution and voidage found for 12 cements. 
The voidage is also influenced by the SSA and this 
is indicated in Figure 2 by the average SSA for 
the cements above and below the line.

Figure 2 - Relationship between Granulometry 
and Voidage

The higher voidage results in more water being 
required to fill spaces before acting to 
'lubricate' the particles. Therefore canents 
with a higher voidage tend to exhibit a higher 
paste water demand as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Relationship between Voidage
and water Demand

3.3 'Concrete' Water Demand

The influences of SSA and granulometry on 'ooncrete' 
water demand are shown in Figure 4 using results 
taken from Table 3. As discussed in Section 2, 
the increased concrete water demand with cement 
attributed to the narrow granulometry resulted in 
an increase in water/cement ratio of 0.05.
However, the increase in water demand attributed 
to the physical influences of the narrower par
ticle size distribution only is found, from Figure 
4, to be an increase of approximately 0.005 -0.01 
in the water/cement ratio. This small increase in 
the 'concrete' water demand is considered to be as 
a result of the increased voidage, although the 
influence is naturally diluted for a 'concrete' mix 
compared to that for the 'paste' mix due to the 
presence of aggregate.

364 m2/kg

349mz/kg

268mz/kg
306mz/kg

0-55 0-60 0-65
CONCRETE WATER DEMAND IW/C )

Figure 4 - Effect of Granulometry and SSA on 
'Concrete' water Demand for Slag

It is also noted from Figure 4 that increased SSA 
decreases the water demand for 'concrete' as 
expected. This is considered to be as a result of 
increased SSA improving water retention properties 
of the powder thus enhancing lubrication of aggre
gate particles. Overall the influence of the SSA 
was found to be approximately a 0.01 reduction in 
water/cament ratio for an increase of 50 m^/kg in 
the SSA.

Therefore it is concluded that for the production 
of narrow particle size distribution cements at 
lower SSA's the increased concrete water demand 
due to physical effects alone would only result in 
em increase in the water cement ratio in a typiceil 
concrete of approximately 0.01 to 0.015.

4. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF A NARROW PARTICLE SIZE 
DISTRIBUTION INFLUENCING WATER DEMAND

4.1 Introduction

It has been reported that the granulometry may elLso 
influence the chemical behaviour, e.g. C3A 
reactivity.Ю Also, during the milling process, 
because of lower tmperatures, less gypsum



dehydration occurs (see Table 2). In production 
these tm parameters are inter-related, and were 
therefore investigated separately by blending 
clinker, ground to wide and narrow granulometric 
conposition, with various proportions of gypsum 
and hemihydrate.

In order to simulate a realistic cement the SO3 
additive needs to be very fine.12 The gypsum/ 
hemihydrate used was therefore prepared to a 
fineness of 1000 - 1200 m2/kg.

Cements were produced from two clinkers with both 
'normal' and narrow particle size distributions 
(see Table 4) for a range of gypsum/hemihydrate 
levels and tested for water demand. The 
influence of gypsum/hemihydrate, expressed as the 
percentage SO3 arising from dehydrated gypsum 
(D.SO3) 011 concrete water demand is shown in 
Figure 5.

Table 4 - Properties of Cements Produced from 
Clinkers II and III

CLINKER II CLINKER III

N W N W

SSA (m2/kg) 295 304 295 294
Residue, 45pm (%) 1 18 1 18
PSD slope, n 1.36 1.03 1.33 1.01Xq (pm) 17.9 25.8 16.4 26.0
Bulk Density (kg/rtvb 1560 1760 1470 1580
Voidage (%) 50.8 45.1 53.3 49.8
Paste W&ter Darand (%) 28.3 25.3 33.5 29.3

~~C3S " ” 63 .5 60 .6c2s 11 .2 13 .0
C3A G .0 14 .0
C4AF 10 .9 7 .3
LSF 98 .6 98 .3
SR 2 .3 2 .2
LOT 0. 59 0. 75
FL 1 .3 0 7
Clinker SO3 1 .0 0 7
Canent SO3 2 5 2 5
К20 0. 71 0. >6
Na20 0. )8 0. 29

Figure 5 - Effect of Dehydrated Gypsum on 
Concrete tfater Demand for Clinkers II and III

4.2 Paste Wbter Demand

As expected the paste water danand is higher for 
the cements (N) with a narrow granulometry 
conpared to the carents (W) with a 'normal' 
granulcxnetry as a result of the increased voidage. 
Furthermore, the paste water denands are higher 
for clinker III. Initially this could be 
attributed to the higher C3A level, however the 

cements have a higher voidage, possibly due to 
particle surface properties, which largely account 
for the higher paste water denand.

4.3 Concrete Water Demand

For the initial rheological properties of 
concrete, optimisation of available soluble SO3 
in relation to the level and reactivity of C3A is 
important.8 Insufficient supply of SO3 can 
lead to uncontrolled hydration of C3A and thus 
cause stiffening and increased water demand for 
constant slunp. Conversely excessive supply of 
SO3 can cause stiffening and increased water 
demand due to crystallisation of gypsum (so-called 
false set). Therefore there is an optimum level 
of D.SO3 for each cement as shown in Figure 5. 
For,each clinker the level of D.SO3 to achieve 
minimum water demand is lower for the narrow 
granulometry cement than for the wider 
granulometry cement. Furthermore the general 
level of concrete water demand is higher for the 
wider granulometry cements, i.e. opposite to that 
found for cement pastes. It is therefore 
postulated that the narrower particle size 
distribution has rendered the clinker less 
reactive. This is in agreement with work reported 
fron the examination of roller milled cements.7

This does not help to understand the higher 
concrete water demands observed for narrow 
granulometry cements. However, as already stated, 
due to lover milling tenperatures, the level of
D.SO3  can be very low, 0.2 - 0.3% for narrow 
granulometry cenents conpared to л/ 1.0% for ceirents 
with a normal granulometric conposition. Fran 
Figure 5 this would increase water demands fron 
water/cement ratios of approximately 0.60 to 0.62 
for clinker II and from 0.64 to 0.69 for clinker
III. Hence it would appear that the lower level of 
available soluble SO3, as indicated by a lower 
level of D.SO3, results in an increase in water 
demand fron stiffening due to a certain degree of 
uncontrolled C3A hydration. Also, the level of 
increase in water demand appears to depend on the 
early reactivity of the clinker in question (in 
this case due to C3A level).

Examination of clinker I for the influence of D.SO3 
on concrete water demand is shown in Figure 6.
From this it is apparent that a reduction in D.SO3 
from approximately 1.0% to 0.2/0.3% leads to an 
increase in water demand of about 0.04 in the 
water/cement ratio. Therefore the higher concrete 
water demand observed for cement IC is explained 
partially by the physical influence of the 
narrower granulometry ('vO.OD but mainly by the 
lower level of gypsum dehydration (^0.04).

It is therefore postulated that a reduction in the 
concrete water demand for narrow particle size 
distribution cements can be achieved by the opti
misation of the amount of gypsum dehydration 
during milling by revised operating targets for 
mill cooling in the case of closed-circuit ball 
milling and by the use of process gases to raise 
milling tenperatures or gypsum heat treatment in 
the case of vertical spindle milling.

As a final test, cement sample IC was heat treated 
for various tines and re-tested for D.SO3 and 



concrete water demand. The results are shown in 
Table 5 and are in general agreement with those 
shown in Figure 6 when the lower SSA is taken into 
consideration.

Figure 6 - Effect of Dehydrated Gypsum on Concrete 
Water Danand for Clinker I

Table 5 - Heat Treatment of Sanple IC

D. SO3 (%> 0.20 0.35 1.40 1.80
Concrete Wäter Demand (w/c) for 40nm Slurrp 0.661 0.643 0.619 0.637

5. CONCLUSIONS

1) The higher paste water demand for standard 
consistency associated with a narrow particle 
size distribution is attributed to a higher 
voidage.

2) The higher concrete water demand seen for 
narrow particle size distribution cements is 
partly attributed to the physical influence 
of the particle size distribution and lower 
SSA, but mainly to the lover level of gypsum 
dehydration which results in insufficient 
supply of available soluble SO3.

3) The concrete water demand penalty associated 
with narrow particle size distribution 
cements can be reduced or even eliminated by 
ensuring an adequate level of dehydrated 
gypsum in the final cement.
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NOMENCLATURE

df Naan size for particle size fraction i (m)

D.SO3 Percentage SO3 arising fron dehydrated 
gypsum (CaSO4.iH20 - CaS04)

F Surface shape factor (found to be 1.10 - 
1.15 for canent when using a psd deter
mined by x-ray sedigraph)

h Depth of hydration (m)

m Number of size fractions

n Rosin-Rammler particle size distribution
slope

PSD Particle size distribution, granulometry

R Percentage retained on size x

SSA Specific surface area (m2/kg)

wi Vfeight percentage of size fraction i

w/c Vfeter/cement ratio

x Particle size (pm)

Xq Particle size where R = 1/e = 36.79% (pm)

p Apparent particle density (kg/m2)
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CUISSONS DE BELITE A BASSE TEMPERATURE - REACTIVITE
LOW TEMPERATURE SYNTHESIS OF BELITE - REACTIVITY

RESUME

Contrairement ä l'alite, dont l'enthalpie libre de formation ä partir de C_S et CaO devient positive au-dessous 
de 1250‘C, C?S peut se former ä basse temperature. II faut alors trouver des conditions operatoires donnant une 
vitesse de reaction et une reactivite süffisantes. L'aspect cinetique du Probleme peut etre aborde en 
recherchant la formation d'un liquide ä basse temperature. Diverses methodes permettent d'obtenir ce resultat 
au-dessous de 1000"C, mais la plupart ne permettent pas de produire des distorsions au reseau, et une bonne 
reactivite. Nous etudions ici les mecanismes pouvant conduire ä ces distorsions ä basse temperature. II est 
possible par exemple d'obtenir des belites reactives au-dessous de 800"C, dans un liquide constitue de CaINO ) 
fondu. La reaction commence des 560*C  et devient rapide des 700*C.  Le produit obtenu montre des raies D.RTX.
larges, indiquant la desorganisation du reseau. Recuit entre 800*C  et 1200*C,  il se transforme en ßC S, moins 
reactif avec des raies D.R.X. tres fines. II faut recuire au-dessus de 1200‘C pour observer un nouvel elar-
gissement des 
chlorosilicate 
processus de

raies. Le meme phenomena est observe lorsqu'on prepare ßC^S en milieu CaCl^ fondu, ou ä partir du 
de LE CHATELIER C^S.CaCl , et qu'on le recuit ä temperature croissants. En considörant les 

diffusion des impuretes et de relaxation des defauts de reseau, ceci nous amene ä discuter les
possibilites d'obtention de reseaux distordus, donnant des produits reactifs, dans trois gammes de 
temperature : 500-800‘C, 800-1200*C,  1200-15004.

SUMÄRIO

Ao contrario da alita, cuja entalpia livre de forma^äo a partir do C-S e CaO torna-se positi
ve acima de 1250°C, C2S pode formar-se em baixa temperatura.
Ё preciso entäo encontrar condiqöes operatörias dando uma velocidade de reacäo e uma reativi- 
dade snficiente. О aSpecto cinetico do problema pode ser abordado procurando a formacäo de 
um liquido em baixa temperatura. Diversos metodos permitem obter esse resultado abaixo de 
1000°C, mas a maior parte näo permite produzir as distorcöes na rede, e uma boa reatividade. 
Nos estudamos aqui os mecanismos que possam conduzir a essas distorgöes em baixa temperatura. 
Ё possivel, por exemplo, obter belitas reativas abaixo de 900°C, em um liquido constituido de 
Са(ПО3>2 fundido. A reacäo comega desde 560°C e torna-se räpida desde 700°C. О produto obti 
do mostra raias de DRX largas, indicando a desorganizagäo da rede. Recozido entre 800°C e 
1200°C, eia se transforma em ßC-S, menos reativo com raias de DRX muito finas. Ё preciso re- 
cozer acima de 1200°C para observer um novo alargamento das raias. О mesmo fenömeno ё obser- 
vado quando se prepara BCjS em meio de CaCl2, fundido, ou a partir do clorossilicato de Le 
Chatelier CjS, CaClj e que seja recozido em temperaturas crescentes. Considerando os proces
sos de difusäo das impurezas e da relaxagäo dos defeitos da rede, isso nos conduz ä discutir 
as possibilidades de obtengäo de redes distorcidas, dando produtos reativos, em tres gamas de 
temperatura: 500-800°C; 800-1200°C e 1200-1500°C.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

II est peu probable que l'on parvienne un jour ä 
fabriquer de l'alite, constituant le plus hydrauli- 
que du clinker portland, au-dessous de 1250"C. En 
effet, l'enthalpie libre de la reaction C S ♦ C "*C,S  
est de l'ordre de *2,7  kcal,mol ä 25"C, et ne 
devient negative qu'au-dessus de 1200-1250*0  /1/ 
121. Neanmoins, il existe un grand nombre d‘applica
tions pour lesquelles l'utilisateur peut se conten- 
ter dune croissance plus lente des resistances 
mecaniques. Ceci est obtenu avec des liants beliti- 
ques, fabriques actuellement vers 1300-1350*0  dans 
divers pays. Les etudes concernant ce type de liants 
ont montre que leur reactivite varie dans de larges 
proportions selon la trempe et la temperature de 
cuisson /3/ i /6/, ainsi que la teneur en impuretes 
/7/ ä /12/, et la nature des materiaux de depart 
/13/ /U/.

Hais la fabrication de liants belitiques pourrait 
etre beaucoup plus economique : en effet, il est 
thermodynamiquement possible d'operer ä plus basse 
temperature, l'enthalpie libre de la reaction
2 0 ♦ $ -» C $ etant tres negative, meme a temperature ordinaire <-43 kcal.mol'1 ä 25'0). Cependant 
les conditions cinetiques pour exploiter les poten- 
tialites de cette reaction ne sont pas toujours 
satisfaites,, et si C^s est bien 1'un des premiers 
produits formes dans les fours a ciment /15/, le 
taux de reaction reste faible s'il ne se forme pas 
de liquide favorisant la decarbonatation de la 
calcite et la dissociation de la silice. Bans de 
bonnes conditions, OS peut etre obtenu des 450'0 
/15bis/,, mais il semble maintenant bien etabli aue 
la reactivite des belites augmente avec la 
distorsion du reseau /16//1Т/, or ceci est 
habituellement obtenu avec des formes haute 
temperature ,/11/, /IS/. Il n'est done pas evident 
qu’il existe a basse temperature des conditions 
operatoires donnant une vitesse de reaction et une 
reactivite du produit süffisantes, fluelques 
tentatives ont ete faites dans ce sens, О.ВЯЕТОН 
/17/ a montre en 1978 que ceci peut etre obtenu des 
ISO'C., en utilisant une silice fossile particuliers 
tspongolithe), en ajoutant au cru yne forts 
proportion de (nitrate d‘ammonium, ce gui accölör» la 
decar.bonatation de la calcite, et environ 6 X de 
sulfate de calcium. Sien que ce pro,cede ne spit pas 
industriellement rentable, compte tenu de la depense 
d'energie necessaire pour recycler les yapeurs 
nitreuses, il nous a paru interessant de reprendre 
I'une de ces variantes, pour etudier les mecanismes 
permettant d'obtenir des distorsions de reseau ä 
basse temperature. En effet, dans Д'Intervalle 
SDD-floo'c, да viitesse de diffusion et i'agitation 
thermique sont beaucoup plus failles que yers 
nog-i4gg"с, ce qui devrait conduire ay pontraire ä 
des reseaux moins distordus.

Nous avons (done porte une attention particylip.re ä 
l'ävolution du •reseau en fonction de la tefliperature 
et cherche а ёДатдДг Де champ experimental. -Ppur 
cela, nous axons fait уагДег Де rapport 
chaux/silice, gui d’apres PANCRASI /15bis/ mgdifie 
la cristallinite du reseau, st compare Де 
comportement des pelites preparees par "хоДе 
nitrique" a celui du kC^S pr.eparp ay.-,dessops (de 
1:000 *;C, poit en milieu СаС1г fondu, soit par 
hydrolyse du chlorpsillcate :C $, CaCl , reaction 
etudiee par LE CHATELIER, des 4904 719/ 1"xoie 
chlorhydrique").

2 - PARTIE EXPERI№NTALE

2.1 - SYNTHESE PAR VOIE NITRIOUE. METHODOLOGIE 
L'utilisation de nitrate d'ammonium conduisant i yne 
formation intermediaire de nitrate de calcium /17/ 
nous avons choisi de partir directement de ее 
dernier, Ceci a 1’avantage de supprimer 1'etape de 
decarbonatation et d'augmenter la quantite de 
liquide present ä 510*0,  ce qui faeilite 
1'assimilation de la silice. et permet d'ebtenir des 
belites • tres basse temperature,
Nous avons орёгё, d'une part, avec des produits 
purs, les тё1апдо8 ayant des rapports 0/S variant de 
1 4 3, et d'autre part, en traitant ё 1'aeide 
nitrique des crus de cimenterie dent le facteur de 
saturation ё1а!1 aзustё pour ebtenir de la belite 
commo seul silicate, Les essais ont dtd rdalisis 
dans un four арёс1а1етепЕ атёпадё pour permettre la 
circulation des vapours corrosives contenant des 
oxydes .d’azote, Lors de cheque guisgpn, des
prelevements ont etd effectuds i diffdrentes 
tempdratures et des analyses cristallographigues 
ont ete faites par diffraction X,

2.2 - RESULTATS .
2.2.1 - Preduit« purs, l*̂  serie d'essais

Nous avons utilise une silice hydratde trds fine et 
du nitrate de calcium P,A,, en ajoutant 5 X <de syps# 
au melange, pour obtenir un reseau deftosmd, le 
melange homogene a etd introduit <dane 1# fpyr ä 
499*C,  puis a sybi une montee en temperature £ Да 
Vitesse de IB'C.mn"1
Le degre de distorsion du reseau de la tbSlrte s«nble 
independant du rapport C/$, Il ёхоДие essentiel- 
lement en fonction de la temperature (tfls,ill.
A 500'c, la silice a dejS subi des transformatlcns, 
et donne un produit non identifie. Де nitrate #t Де 
sulfate de calcium sent presents,
A 599'C, le nitrate de calcium, qui pommenpe ä e# 
dissocier vers a completiement qisparu, en
donnant un compose intermediaire, ttaus ,n’(ЯЬеегхРпз 
pas la formation de Cap libre loreque Де rapport $/1$ 
est inferieur ou egal ä 2, Де sulfabe ёе calcium e-st 
present,
A TOfl'C, a la suite d 'iune reaction tres Гащьре 
/quelgyes iminutes:),, le preduit IntermidAAise
precedent s ’est transfprme en ibeiltte . eiontrant (des 
raies diffuses. Де sulfatie de <раЛслит estt [pwentt, 
A 900 *S  , les (Cgnstituahto rmajieurs irpsitent Дее апётее, 
mais 1 'allure du spectre * ёхрДие аДоге амрс Де 
temps (de cuisson, iLes rales <de Да tMliite a 'a-ff.i-nefit, 
en se rapprochant (de celles de #5^$ , lLps iTAies ed.u 
sulfate de calcium a ‘amenuiaent, (Йапа Дее (ТпёДапдеа 
a vec t/s 5 3, la qpiwirdite аиД/аМяие даиптепде aä 
apparaitre, (Dans les (melanges avec cC/sS == il,, Д! sse 
forme tde la iWoHastonitte ряда Да дбагдёДё dl. [ftans 
les (melanges axec (C/fS # 3,, Да зариггДДе 
dis.pa.ralt xers llÄfl'Ac, M^rtessaps cde it2D.ff*cC,  oen 
ebserve un nouvel älargissement dies .raies dde Да 
Pelite, ppiflcidant a.xec Да ttransAtipn c«' orC-ss;. 
et Д ‘.appari tign de д‘ante, ‘
2.2.2 - 2eme еёгде p essais -- dirus MyfctjUuet*  

lies (melanges prepares -A partir cde crus pe ccimertterie 
aiontrent ,une evolution аДтдДаДге, ё ilaq.uelle 
a 'ajoute Да aeguenqe ре (formation (des aluminates at 
aluminoferrites, -q.omppr.tan.t Да (formation ДпДегтё- 
diaire pe <C,12A, et pe sulfoaluminate (LGAI^fiaSIJ^, Lies 
crus (Contenant Pes peps pralns pe ..quartz pe.agissent 
plus dlfficilement (flue рейх pul ccgntlenneni 
(Unifluement Pes argiles.
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2.3 - SYNTHESE PAR VOIE CHLORHYDRIQUE
La combinaison de la silice est realisee ici par 
formation intermediaire de chlorosilicate C^S.CaCl,, 
dans un liquide ä base de СаС1_, dont le point de 
fusion est voisin de 700"C. Diverses reactions 
permettent"d'obtenir facilement ce compose :

(1) SiO t 3 CaCl ♦ 2 H 0 - C S.CaCl <■ 4 HC12 22 (hydrolyse ä 720°C)

(2) SiO  2 CaCL «■ CaCO - C S.CaCl ♦ CO*
(a 720°CJ

(3) SiO  CaCl ♦ 2 CaCO - C S.CaCl » 2 CO*2 2 J (a 720’cf 2

Les 3 reactions ci-dessus peuvent etre produites 
avec un exces de silice. Il se forme alors interme- 
diairement un peu de wollastonite. L'hydrolyse 
obeirait par exemple a une reaction du type :

H) 2SiO2 ♦ 4СаС1г + 3H2O - C2S,CaCl2 ♦ CS ♦ 6HC1

Les produits obtenus, recuits entre 940 et 1000‘C 
donnent un 0С2$ tres bien cristallise, avec une 
tendance ä la transformation en gamma, qui peut etre 
empechee par ajout de sulfate de calcium (Fig. 2).
L’hydrolyse permet d'obtenir des produits exempts de 
chlorure : .

(5) C2S,CaCl2 t CS t H20 - 2 C2S ♦ 2 HC1

Comme dans le cas des syntheses nitriques, 
1’elargissement des raies n’est observe qu’au-dessus 
de 1250°C.

2.4 - SYNTHESE EN MILIEU CaCl2 FONOU
Cette methode presente 1 inconvenient de donner un 
produit contenant du chlorure de calcium residuel. 
Le silicate bicalcique se forme vers 700"C. La 
reaction est rapide au-dessus de 800"C et donne ä 
900*C  un produit presentant des raies tres fines, 
qui ne s'elargissent qu’au-dessus de 1250‘C, avec 
formation d'alite (Fig. 2).

ALITE—J i FIG 28

C,S ::I .. ' . ----------------- - СдСЕг
I ill! I FONDU



2.5 PROPRIETES HYDRAULIQUES DES PRODUITS OBTENUS

Nous avons effectue quelques tests d'hydraulicite 
sur les diverses belites obtenues par les 3 methodes 
de Synthese. En effet, s'il est admis que la 
disorganisation du reseau est une condition 
necessaire ä l’obtention d’une bonne reactivite, le 
travail de BRETON /17/ semble indiquer que cette 
condition n'est pas süffisante, et que la nature des 
produits de depart joue un röle important. Nos 
mesures confirment ce point de vue. Parmi les 
produits precedents, ce sont les syntheses nitriques 
effectuees ä partir de crus belitiques (5 2.2.2) qui 
montrent la meilleure reactivite, tant sur le plan 
cinetique que sur le plan des resistances. Ces 
echantillons ont un comportement intermediaire entre 
celui du C2-S et celui des ciments portland (Fig.31. 
Les hydrates formes sont des produits habituels : 
CSH, portlandite, sulfoaluminates (Photos 1 et 21.

FIG 3 RESISTANCE EH COMPRESSION

x Produits impurs

Photo.1 - Bölite nitrique hydratee 7 jours 
E/C = 0,35. Morphologie du CSH

Photo. 2 - Hörne öchantillon 
Aspect des hydrates dans un pore

3 - INTERPRETATION. DISCUSSION

Les resultats precedents montrent que l’obtention de 
reseaux distordus et reactifs n’est possible que 
dans des conditions tres precises. Ces conditions 
sont liees," d’une part, aux interactions avec le 
liquide generateur, qui s'inscrivent dans le cadre 
general des reactions sans les sels fondus /24/, et 
d’autre part, aux transformations des phases solides 
en fonction de la temperature, et a leurs 
consequences sur la reactivite /25/.

Sous le premier aspect, deux faits experimentaux 
"nous paraissent essentiels :

- La tres grande vitesse de reaction dans le nitrate 
de calcium fondu, ce qui semble indiquer 1’inter- 
vention dun mecanisme de dissolution/ 
cristallisa tion;

- L’influence de la nature des produits de depart, 
et en particulier de la source de silice, ce qui 
nest pas sans rappeler le Probleme des 
"precurseurs', produits intermediaires de la 
fabrication des catalyseurs.

Ces deux faits sont apparemment contradictoires, car 
si 1’on admet que les produits de depart sont 
dissocies au cours de la dissolution, il ne peut 
plus de produire d’effet de substrat, ce dernier 
ayant ete detruit.



Pour lever cette contradiction, on est amene. soit ä 
abandonner l'idee du mecanisme de dissolution/preci- 
pitation, soit ä envisager une dissociation incom
plete de la source de silice. Dans le premier cas, 
le mecanisme pourrait etre du type "topotactique" et 
mettre en jeu la propagation interne de liaisons 
epitaxiques. Les impuretes presentes dans le reseau 
de depart se retrouveraient alors, avec une repar
tition sensiblement identique, dans le produit 
final. Dans le second cas, la silice etant repartie 
sous differentes formes dans les seis fondus, on 
peut penser que certains seis fondus, comme le 
nitrate de calcium, ne sont pas suffisamment 
dissociants pour briser des groupements du type 
Si-O-Al, par exemple. Ces groupements participe- 
raipnt alors ä la construction du nouveau reseau, au 
cours de la precipitation. Ce dernier mecanisme 
expliquerait bien la tendance ä la cristallisation 
des produits synthetises en presence de chlorures, 
qui sont des solvants tres dissociants /24/.

Le deuxieme aspect, ä savoir I'evolution thermique 
du reseau, se resume alors aux phenomenes bien 
connus d'evolution des phases metastables. De 
nombreux exemples /25/ montrent que des phases 
metastables, sopvent amorphes, sont obtenues dans un 
premier stade, lors des combinaisons d'oxydes a 
temperature relativement basse. Le recuit a tempe
rature plus elevee, en permettant la relaxation des 
dislocations et la diffusion des impuretes vers les 
joints de grains, donne des phases mieux cristal- 
lisees. Ce n’est que par chauffage ä temperature 
beaucoup plus elevee que 1'on obtient ensuite des 
solutions solides, qui montrent ä nouveau des 
reseaux disorganises. Sur le plan energetique, ceci 
correspond ä la faible energie d’activation de 
diffusion des dislocations (moins de 1 eV) par 
rapport ä I’energie d'activation de diffusion des 
impuretes (1 ä 2 eV) et celle, encore plus elevee, 
de la creation des defauts de reseau (4 a 5 eV). Ce 
comportement se traduit par I'existence de processus 
mecanochimiques induits par broyage, et par des 
changements de pente des droites representant la loi 
d'Arrhenius, pour les coefficients de diffusion ou 
les conductivites electriques.

4 - CONCLUSIONS

La multiplicity des seis fondus ouvre un champ 
d'investigation tres prometteur pour la Synthese ä 
basse temperature de Hants hydrauliques.
Dans le cas particulier de la belite, notre etude 
permet de delimiter 3 domaines de temperature, dans 
lesquels la cristallinite et la reactivite des 
produits seront differentes :

T < 800"C. Dans ce domaine, la creation de belite 
mal cristallisee est possible si 1’on choisit bien 
les conditions de synthese, et en particulier le 
pouvoir dissociant du liquide. L'utilisation de 
produits initiaux tres purs donne des belites de 
reactivite moyenne, probablement ä la suite de la 
relaxation de certains defauts de reseau au cours 
du broyage, ou ä des differences relatives ä la 
nature des defauts. L'utilisation de produits 
initiaux impurs donne des belites tres reactives 
(les impuretes pouvant bloquer la relaxation des 
dislocations,,et produire des defauts plus actifs, 
sur le plan energetique).

800 <T< 1200"C. Ce domaine est peu favorable ä 
1'obention d'une reactivite elevee, car la 
temperature est insuffisante pour activer la 
diffusion des impuretes exterieures au reseau, 
mais peut rendre la relaxation tres rapide. 
Cependant, il n’est pas impossible que 1'on puisse 
у obtenir des reseaux deformes. Il faudrait pour 
cela utiliser un sei fondu peu dissociant oil la 
reaction soit tres rapide, des produits de depart 
tres impurs, et une trempe assez violente pour 
empecher la relaxation des defauts.
T > 1200*C.  Dans ce domaine, dejä utilise, c'est 
la forme alpha qui est la plus reactive et les 
methodes pour la stabiliser ä temperature 
ordinaire sont bien connues.
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Sub-Theme 1.3 - Microstructures and solid solutions of Low Temperature clinkers.

MICROSTRUCTURE ET SOLUTIONS SOLIDES DANS LES CLINKERS ELABORES A BASSE TEMPERATURE.

SUMMARY: Electron Microscopy with EDXA of cement clinker made in our laboratory furnace and 
pilot plant kilns using marginal grade plant raw materials at 1360°C revealed interesting mi

crostructural features and solid solubility behaviour of silicate phases. High early strength 
cement was also obtained in some cases. Crystals of alites and belites were of irregular sha 
pes. An apparent correlation of structural features with solid solubility of elements in the 
silicate phases appears to exist.

SUMÄRIO: Microscopia eletronica com EDXA de clinquer de cimento feito em fornalha e em for- 

no piloto em nosso laboratörio, usando materia-prima de graduacao marginal da fäbrica, a 
1360°C revelou interessantes caracteristicas microestruturais e о comportamento de solubilida 

de dos solidos da fase silicato. Cimento de alta resistencia inicial 1атЬёт foi obtido e!ti 
certos casos. Cristais de alita e belita eram de formas irreguläres. Uma correlagao aparen- 
te entre as caracteristicas estruturais e a solubilidade solida dos elementos das fases sili
cates parece existir.



INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of a reactive be-lite phase using low grade 
cement plant raw materials has been the main thrust 
in our research for quite sometime. Preliminary studies 
in this area were published (1,2). The present paper is 
an extension of these earlier studies besides the incorpora
tion of pilot plant investigations. The clinkers obtained 
were primarily belitic in the bench scale pilot plant studies 
similar to our laboratory studies while a dry process 
pilot plant of 2.5 TPD capacity produced clinkers of 
both belitic and alitic composition.

EXPERIMENTAL

Cement grade limestone having low CaO content (-~ 
43%) from an Indian Cement Plant was used in conjuction 
with clay, which was not being used in the plant and 
has been dumped as a quarry waste. Proper raw mixes 
were prepared as per following moduli values :

Lime Saturation Silica Alumina
Factor Modulus Modulus

LSF Ms Ma

0.76 2.33 1.23

The chemical composition of raw materials and raw mix 
is given in Table - 1.

Raw mix composition made out nf these two component 
system passing 90 /и.™ seive irv lO percent residue) were 
thoroughly mixed in a ball mill. Nodules of sizes 8 - 
10 mm were obtained adding appropriate quantity of 
water in a pan nodulizer. The nodules were dried in an 
over at 100 ± 5°C for 2 hrs before being introduced in 
the laboratory furnace or bench scale pilot plant furnace 
- rotary furnace fired by oxy-acetylene gas (Cap. 2 kg/hr). 
Dry mixes as such were used in our experiments on oil 
fired pilot plant (Cap. 2.5 TPD) having four stage suspension 
preheaters and rotary grate coolers. Normal air quenching 
of clinkers was practised and very little dusting observed 
in laboratory or pilot plant clinker.

X-ray diffraction studies of the clinkers were conducted 
using Phillips X-ray diffractometer (PW-1120) having 
Си-target and Ni filter for identification of phases. 
Electron microscopic studies (Phillips S (T) EM 301 G) 
with EDXA (707 B) were carried out on Au-coated clinker 
samples.

TABLE - 1

Raw Materials ___________________ Percent Chemical Co/iposition

LOI SiO2 A,2°3 Fe2°3 CaO MgO Ma2O K2°

Limestone (1) 36.98 12.03 3.39 1.60 43.22 3.00 0.03 0.02

Limestone (2) 36.80 12.59 1.59 1.35 43.69 3.08 0.09 Ou 24

Clay (1) 9.89 52.57 18.99 10.32 4.38 1.55 0.55 2417

Clay (2) 11.79 46.64 17.34 15.73 4.86 0.06 0.44 2.00

Clay (3) 14.48 40.84 12.69 15.38 10.83 1.90 0.84 тля

Raw mix (Average) 34.00 16.00 3.80 3.07 39.00 2.70 ND ND



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The chemical analysis of clinkers produced in the laboratory 
indicated the C^S content 60% and C^S content 12% 
as per Bogue calculation. The C,S content in the pilot 
plant clinker was however higher (27%) and C„S correspon
dingly lower (47%). This could possible be due to inadvertent 
lime-enrichment of the raw mix during preheating by 
slight loss of fine clay fraction. The oxide composition 
of laboratory, bench scale pilot plant, and dry process 
pilot plant is presented in Table - II.

Fig. 1 : X-ray diffraction (28) trace of b elite clinker

TABLE - II

Nature of Clinker Percent Chemical Compositon

LOI SiO2 Al2°3 Fe2O5 CaO MgO Na2O K2O

Lab. Clinker 
(1350QC) 1.00 24.12 5.78 4.63 59.08 4.10 0.20 0.60

Bench Scale Pilot 
Plant Clinker 
(1325-135O°C) 1.16 24.02 6.02 4.28 59.16 4.16 0.21 0.611

Pilot Plant 
(Dry Process) 
(1325-'1365°C) 1.12 23.36 5.36 4.10 60.66 4.20 0.18 0.52

The X-ray diffractogram of the belite clinker is shown 
in Fig . 1. It will be seen that the intensity of the
alite phase at 29.5 (29) and 51.8 (29) is very weak 
suggesting high belitic composition of the clinker.

The compressive strength data of belite cement from 
lab clinkers (15: 269-1976) are as follows:

1 Day 3 Days 7 Days 28 Days

kg/cm2 144 320 460 548

W/C=0.385; Fineness (Baline's) = 3138 cm2/g 

Thus, the strength data point to the existence of reactive 
type of belite phase in the system. On examining the 
electron micrographs (Fig. 2) of the belite clinkers the 
above conclusion appears to be confirming. Elongated, 
tapered, Fig. 2 (a) and deformed (egg shaped, etc> . 
morphology Fig. 2 (b) and 2, (c) of the belite crystals 
can be observed. The presence of CK'-C^S phase can 
be inferred from electron micrographs and also from 
X-ray diffraction trace (33° (29) peak).



The alitic clinker obtained from dry process pilot
plant presented some interesting features. For example, 
the morphology of crystals as observed under electron 
microscope, Figs. 3 (a), (b) and (c) is different from that 
of normal alites. The compressive 'strength of cement 
obtained from pilot plant clinker are as follows:

1 Day 3 Days 7 Days 28 Days

kg/cm^
194 365 467 645
(W/C = 0. 38; fineness = 2934 cm2/g

290 516 535 690

(W/C = 0.39; fineness = 4009 cm^/g

The morphology and solid solution behaviour of the clinkers 
under study are given in Table 3.

TABLE - 3

Microstructure Solid Solution
Species

Fig.

Belitic compsotion

Elongated Crystals K, Fe 2 (a)

Egg -shaped crystals K, Al, Fe 2 (b), (c)

Alitic Composition

Rectangular crystals Fe 3 (a)

Rod-like crystals Fe, Cr, Al, Mg 3 (c)

Multifaced crystals 
(chopped off)

Al, Fe, Cr 3 (b)

Fe was found to be present in all silicate crystals as 
detected by EDXA. An apparent correlation between 
the morphology of the crystal and solid solution characte
ristics appears to exist. Dumb-bell shaped belite crystals 
contained Al, Cr, Fe in solid solution, rectangular shaped 
alites/belites contained only Fe in solid solution while 
elongated tubular belite crystals contained Al, Fe and 
Mg or K, Al and Fe in solid solution.

Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrographs of talite clinker



(c)

Fig. 3 : Scanning electron micrographs of low temperature 
(^J1360aC) relatively alitic clinker.

CONCLUSION

Reactive belite cement and low temperature alitic 
cement prepared in the laboratory and in the pilot plants 
have irregular morphology leading to early development 
of strength.
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CHLORIDE SALTS AS REACTION MEDIUM FOR LOW TEMPERATURE CLINKERISATION - 

A PROBE INTO ALINITE TECHNOLOGY

R.K. AGARWAL, S.V. PARALKAR AND A.K. CHATTERJEE 
The Associated Cement Companies Ltd.,
Central Research Station, Thane 400604, INDIA.

Abstract :

Although "chlorides" were recognised as "mineralisers" in clinker formation since the classical work of Le Chate- 
lier, the practical application was inhibited on two accounts: less effectiveness of Cl in mineralising action 
compared to SiF^2 , F' and 50^ 2 an(j apprehension regarding the corrosion effect of residual chlorides in clinker 
on concrete reinlorcement. Lately the interest in the chloride salts as a reaction medium in clinkerisation has 
been revived with the development of Alinite technology in the USSR.

Samples of Alinite clinker and cement obtained from the USSR have been evaluated by the authors at the Central 
Research Station of The Associated Cement Companies Ltd. in India and the salient results of evaluation have 
been processed in the article.

In order to understand the fundamentals of clinker formation with chlorides as the reaction .medium the following 
experiments have been conducted with the help of differential thermal analysis technique :

~ Effect of increasing addition of CaCC in the range of 0.8 - 11.7% on the reaction sequence of a given 
raw mix.

- Thermochemical changes of different raw mixes fired with the optimum dosage of CaCl2.

- Combined effect of magnesium salts (in the form of carbonate, chloride or dolomite) along with CaCl9 on
the firing behaviour of a raw mix. 2

- Effect of non-calcium chloride salts and other combinations on the reaction sequence.

From the above experimental studies, an endeavour has been made to establish the fundamental course of react
ions in lime combinability and formation of intermediate phases in the process and their breakdown. The extent 
of lowering of calcining and burning temperatures has been tentatively estimated. The problems and prospects 
of attaining the clinker/cement quality achieved through Alinite technology in the USSR have been highlighted. 
SUMÄRIO

Embora os "cloretos". sejam reconhecidos сото "mineralizadores" na formagao do cllnquer 
desde о trbalho clässico de La Chatelier, a aplicacäo prätica era inibida por dois9fa- 
tores: menor eficacia do Cl na acäo mineralizante comparada com о SiF,2-, F~ e So.2- e 
a preocupaqäo em relaijao ao efeito residual dos cloretos no cllnquer sobre a corrosäo 
no concreto armado._Posteriormente о Interesse nos sals de cloreto сото um meio de rea 
cäo de clinquerizaqäo foi reavivada com о desenvolvimento da tecnoloaia da Alinita na 
USSR. ' "
Amostras de cllnquer de Alinita e de cimento obtidos na USSR foram avaliadas pelos Au- 
tores na "Central Research Station of The Associated Cement Comoanies Ltd" na India e 
os interessantes resultados de avaliacäo säo apresentados neste trabalho.
Com о objetivo_de comoreender os fundamentos da formaqäo do cllnquer com cloretos сото 
о meio de reacäo os sequintes exoerimentos foram realizados com auxilio da tecnica da 
DTA:
~_Efeito do aumento da adicao de Ca Clp nos limites de 0,80 a 11,7% na seqüencia da rea 
cäo de tuna certa mistura crua. " —
- Alteracöes termoquimicas de diferentes misturas cruas queimadas com a dosaqem otima
de Ca Cl2. .
- Efeito combinado dos sais de maqnesio (na forma de carbonates, cloretos, ou dolomita) 
com Ca Cl, no comportamento de queima da mistura crua.
- Efeito ae sais näo cloreto de cälcio e outras comblnagöes na seqüencia das reaqoes.

Como_resultado dos estudos experimentais acima, urn esforco foi feito nara-estabelecer 
a seqüencia fundamental das reacöes de combinaqäo de cal e formaeäo de—fases intermedi- 
arias no processo de sua decomposicäo. A extensäo da redueäo das temperatures de queima 
e calcinacäo foi estimada^ aproximadamente. Os nroblemase objetivos de atinqir a qua- 
lida.de do cimento e do cllnquer obtida atraves da tecnoloaia da USSR, foram esclarecidos



INTRODUCTION

In the context of the new development of the 
Soviet LTS or Alinite technology1,2an investigation 
was conducted by the R <3< D Division of the 
Associated Cement Cos. Ltd., the largest manufact
urer of cement in India, on various fundamental 
aspects of clinkerisation in the Chloride Salt 
medium. Some of the salient features of this 
investigation are presented in this paper.

BROAD EVALUATION OF INDUSTRIAL ALINITE 
CLINKER

The Alinite clinker samples from the operating 
experimental commercial plant at Akhangaran 
in the USSR having a wet process kiln of 2.75 x 75 m 
size as well as from the dry process pilot plant 
at Tashkent, having a capacity of 24 TPD, were 
evaluated in the authors' laboratory with respect 
to compositional characteristics and phase stability. 
The chemical composition of the clinker samples 
lies in the following ranges :

S 22.7-23.3
C 62.5-63.9
ClftotaDl .0-2.9
CaO(free) Z. 0.5

A 4.4 -4.6 F 3.6 -4.8
M 2.0-2.2 LOI 0.7-1.0

Cl(free)0.04 -0.12

Unlike Portland clinkers, these samples were chara
cterised by(i) Low C/S (2.74-2.75) and A/F (0.96-1.22) 
ratios, (ii)high levels of fixed chloride (iii) very 
low levels of free chloride. From subsequent detailed 
chemico-mineralogical examinations it was revealed 
that even when the total chloride content is one 
percent, the Alinite formation is quite appreciable 
and further the fluctuations in the free chloride 
levels in clinker has no relation with the total 
Cl content; in other words, at high levels of total 
Cl (say 2.9%) the free Cl was 0.04%. The X-ray 
diffractograms of these clinkers confirmed the 
presence of chloroaluminate and chlororthosilicate 
phases in addition to the primary Alinite phase.

The morphological and microstructural features 
of alinite clinkers do have strong resemblance 
with those of Portland clinker (see Plate 1), although 
certain features like zoning in Alinite crystals 
and simple twining with elongated crystal habit 
for chlororthosilicate phase are quite distinctive.

In order to ascertain the stability of alinite and 
other phases in LTS clinkers, a sample was subjected 
to reheating in electric static furnace which resulted 
in the following changes:

Alinite X-ray 
reflection

Before 
Hea ting

1200°C 1400°C

% CaO(free) 0.5 3.0 0.80
% СГ (total 1.0 0.83 0.55
% СГ (free) 0.04 0.01 0.04
Intensity of 100 85 Nil

fb)

Plate 1 (a) Elongated chlororthosilicate with 
simple twining.Nital etch x 625

(b) Alinite crystals showing zoning and 
elongated chlororthosilicate with simple 
twining. Nital etch x 400

The experiment demonstrated (i) the instability 
of Alinite phase at temperatures between 1100-1200°C
(ii) complete conversion of alinite to alite with 
loss of chloride at temperatures below 1400°C,
(iii) rigid bond of chloride even in non-alinitic 
phases not permitting its loss even at 1400°C.

The reheat studies of alinitic clinkers by DTA/TG 
analysis (Fig.1) and Hot stage microscopy (Fig.2) 
also confirm the above observations and in addition 
indicate that alinitic clinkers on overheating may



Fig. 2 : Reheat studies of Alinite clinkers by Hot stage Microscopy.

show the formation of oxidic melt phase around 
1300°C and the thermophysical behaviour of alinitic 
clinker is no different from normal Portland variety.

REACTION SEQUENCE IN CaCi? MELT

The DTA studies (Fig.3) of a raw mix (RM1 in 
Table I) prepared with the addition of CaC^ in 
the range of 0.8 to 11.7% unfolded the following 
reaction concept :

- The addition of 6.6% Cac^ leads to the maxi
mum reducticm in the decarbonation peak ar^a 
from 54.8Crn in control sample to 36.6 Cm , 
the corresponding reduction in decarbonation 
temperature maximum being 35°C (Fig. 4).

- The DTA traces remain identical with all 
dosages of Cac^j the patterns vary only 
in magnitude.

- Apparently, the reaction sequence proceeds 
with

i) Loss of water of crystallisation from 
Caclz at temperatures below 150°C.

ii) Formation and decomposition of CaCO,. 
СаС1г at temperatures close to 57D°C.

iii) Decomposition of CaCO^ around 780°C.
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iv) Formation and decomposition of spurrite 
phase around 810°C.



FIG.3 THERMOGRAMS OF rm-1 with ADDITION OF CaCI,



The above patterns of DTA traces were also obser
ved to hold good when different raw mixes (Table I) 
were subjected to thermal analysis with optimum 
dosage of CaCL(6.0-6.6%)(Fig.5). In other words 
no changes in the basic reaction sequence was 
observed with changing composition of raw mixes.

Table-I : Composition of Raw Mixes

Sample 
No. 5 A F c M LOI

RM 1 12.4 4.0 2.6 42.8 1.2 35.2

RM 2 15.4 2.7 2.2 42.8 0.7 34.3

RM 3 15.3 4.0 0.35 42.2 1.0 35.6

As the DTA studies did not reveal a clear picture
about the clinker phase formation, the products 
of firing of RM 3 with 6.5% CaCL addition were 
subjected to X-ray Diffractometry(Fig.6). From 
Fig.6 it is evident that at 700°C the intensive 
diffraction reflections of raw mix minerals like 
calcite and Quartz are discernible, which gradually 
give way to spurrite formation at 755°C. Around 
780°C, the new formation of calcium chloroalumi
nate (C^AyCaCl^) is detected. Around 900°C 

the decomposition of spurrite and formation of 
chlororthosilicate and alinite become evident. 
With rise in temperature from 900 to 1400°C, 
the characteristic intensity of alinite reflection 
(d =2.81 A0) gradually reduces and disappears at 
1400DC, when the normal clinker phases are dete
cted.

The above observations were also confirmed by 
repeating this experiment with firing of RM 2,

FI65. TMERMOeSAMS OF 
9IFFEREKT RAN MIXES

the results of which are not reproduced here for 
brevity.

The typical free lime combinability curves for 
such instances are shown in Fig.7, which shows 
that the lime combinability reactions in alinite 
clinker phase formation is sluggish under normal 
circumstances and should call for special measures. 
Needless to mention that with high temperature 
firing and conversion of alinite phase to normal 
alites, the lime combinability drastically improves.

EFFECT OF Mg SALTS, NON-CaCl SALTS AND 
OTHER COMBINATIONS 2

In the preceding section, we have seen that the 
fired samples had high residual lime content. 
In order to improve upon lime assimilation process,



F16. 7 CHANCE IN THE CONTENTS Of FREE LIME 
VS- TEMPERATURE

without losing sight of our main objective of 
energy savings, we tried additions of Mg salts 
and also non-calcium chloride salts in combination 
with CaCl? to RM 2, (Fig. 8) expecting an improve
ment in the melt properties.

It is seen that magnesium salts, irrespective of 
their form, when mixed with CaC^ ore more
effective as a mineraliser than CaC^ alone. The
data given below, also shows that MgCO-^ and
MgCL, both are equally effective in lowering 
the decarbonation temperature even though the
total chloride is much lower than that of raw 
mix containing CaCl^ alone.

FIG в '• THERMOGRAMS OF RM - 2
Q- RM - 2 , ©' RM-2-CaClx-NatS0*

(3) - RM-2 - CaCIi- K, 504 , 2- CaCl t

(5)- RM-Z • CaC>a-BaClj, (b)-RM-2 ,(t) RM-2 - CaClz
(в) - RM-2 - CaC|a - MgCOg ,(s)- RM-2-CACIa-MgCi2

It is also observed, on cdmparison of endo-peak 
area which is related to heat requirement for 
the calcination step that CaC^ alone and Mix 
CaCL-BaCl- has more or less same effect on 
the energy requirement. The decarbonation temper
ature is brought down to 775° from 815° for control 
sample. The raw mix containing alkali suphates 
along with CaCl,, as additive has higher peak 

area indicating their less effectiveness to bring 
down the heat requirement.

Sample Decarb.
Temp.
Max.

°C

Decarb.
Peak
Area,
Sq.Cm.

Additive

%

RM 2 876 20.0
RM 2 + CaCl2 828 13.5 3.8 Cl

RM 2 + CaCl2+ 828 7.0 2.2 Cl

MgCO3 2.2 MgO

RM 2 + CaCl2+ 836 7.1 2.1 Cl

MgCl2 1.4 MgO

Control RM 2 815 13.9

RM 2+CaCl2 775 2.2 3.7 Cl

RM 2+CaCl7+ 775 8.2 2.9 Cl
BaCl2

RM 2+CaCl?+ 775 9.33 3.7 Cl
K2so, 1.8 SO3

RM 2+CaCl + 775 10.07 4.4 Cl
Na25O4 2.1 SO3

CONCLUSION

From the fundamental lab-scale studies it appears 
that clinkerisation is possible at temperatures 
much below 1200°C with chloride salt as the reaction 
medium. However, in this process the lime combi
nability reaction appears to be sluggish under 
normal circumstances. Magnesium salt appear 
to improve the lime combination. In practical 
situations the residence time and judicious design 
of raw mix composition may become critical needs.

The optimum concentration of CaCL when used 
as the reaction medium seems to be 6-7%. However, 
this concentration is what is needed inside a reactor 
and should be distinguished from the make-up 
dosage under practical conditions, depending on 
the internal or external recycles phenomena.

The formation temperature of alinite phase appears 
to be around 900°C under optimum conditions 
and the phase may be stable upto 1150°C. The 
formation and decomposition of alinite is not 
detectable in DTA curves, as probably these reac
tions get masked by other concurrent endothermic 
reactions. Regorous maintenance of firing tempera
ture in a practical situation is essential for the 
stability of alinite.

The alinite clinkers are distinctly characterised 
by the presence of chloride in fixed and free forms. 
The presence of fixed chloride is not only in the



alinite phase but also in other silicate and aluminate 
phases. Very low levels of free chloride ( Z 0.05%) 
are possible to achieve even when the total chloride 
in clinker is above 2.5%. With optimum dosages 
the fixation of chloride has little relation with 
the total chloride available in the system and 
hence is likely to be highly dependent on stability 
of operation of a kiln system. The fixation of 
chloride through proper burning is critical in achie
ving the optimum proportion of alinite in a clinker. 
In industrial clinkers the fixed chloride of 2.0-2.5% 
as generally maintain, would ensure 50-60% alinite 
formation.

The clinker reheat experiments revealed that 
the chloride fixation in non-alinitic phases is 
apparently structurally even more rigid as total 
removal of chloride could not be achieved even 
on reheating at 1400°C, when alini te phase had 
totally disappeared. All these are indirect evidences 
of lattice bond of fixed chloride which may presu
mably reduce the danger of their easy release 
on hydration.
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GLINKSHISATION A BASSE GONSOMMATION D’ENEHGIE LORS DE LA CUISSON DES MELANGES 
CONTENANT DU LAITIES NON BHOYE

L’analyse de I'evolution de 1* equipsment pour la cuisson du clinker montre que le four 
rotatif restera la principale unite de fabrication du clinker. Afin de pouvoir determiner 
la consommation totale de chaleur par ces unites aux differents stades et pour la cuisson 
du clinker, il faut savoir les effets thermiques correspondant ä ces stades et ä I'ensemb- 
le du processus. Le calcul de la consommation theorique de chaleur pent fournir une esti
mation fiable de I’efficacite de 1'utilisation de divers dechets pour la fabrication du 
clinker. A cet effet, en se basant sur la formula de Zur-Strassen et une analyse meticu- 
leuse des divers laitiers metallurgiques on a etabll des coefficients nouveaux ä 1’aide 
desquels on peut donner une estimation energetique concernant 1’utilisation eventuelle de 
toute une serie de scories metallurgiques. Les calculs montrent qu’en cas de remplacement 
du constituent argileux par une scorie, la consommation theorique de chaleur pour la for
mation du clinker se Chiffre ä 1 061 kJ/kg»kl., d’ou I’on conclut sur I’utilite de la mise 
en oeuvre de ces dechets pour la fabrication du ciment.

A anälise da evolucäo do equipamento de cozimento do clinquer mostra que о forno rotativo 
continuarä a principal unidade de fabricatjao do clinquer. A fim de poder determinar о consu 
mo total de calor por essas unldades em diferentes estägios e para о cozimento do clinquer, 
ё preciso saber os efeitos termicos correspondentes a esses estägios e ao conjunto do proces^ 
so. 0 cälculo do consume teorico de calor pode fornecer uma estimativa confiävel da eficä- 
cia da utiliza<?ao de diversos residuos para a fabricaqao do clinquer. Com esse objetivo, ba 
seando-se na formula de Inz-Strassen e uma anälise meticulosa de värias escorias metalurgi-' 
cas estabeleceu-se novos coeficlentes com auxilio dos quais pode-se dar uma estimativa ener- 
getlca em relacäo ä utilizaeäo eventual de uma serie de escorias metalürgicas. Os cälculos 
mostram que, em caso de substituiqao do constituinte argiloso por uma escoria, о consumo teo 
rico de calor para a formacao do clinquer sera de 1061 kJ/kg.kL, donde se conclui pela utili 
dade de por em uso esses residuos para a fäbricacäo do cimento.
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L'analyse du developpeuent de la techni
que de cuisson dans 1’Industrie du ciment 
permet de conclure que le four rotatif res- 
tera I'appareil principal de fabrication du 
clinker Al'avenir.

Une particularite du travail calorifique 
d'un four rotatif consiste dans le fait que 
la zone de combustion d’ou se degage la to
tality ou la plus grande partie de I’energie 
chimique du combustible coincide avec la zo*  
ne de frittage de la matiere ou se deroulent 
des reactions exothermiques et il у a un 
important exces de chaleur. Grace ä cela la 
Vitesse d’amende de la chaleur A la surface 
de la matiere est tenement grande qu’elle 
ne limite pas la vitesse de cuisson totale 
qui est aussi fonction de la vitesse du flux 
de chaleur a 1’Interieur d’une particule de 
la matiere en cuisson et de la vitesse 
d’interaction chimique. Cette fonction peut 
etre presentee sous son aspect general A 
1’aide de 1’equation ci-apresi

1K = ------------------------------------------- (1)
c -yVa^ + ct/a + S'/s + 1/Kr

ou: К est la vitesse lineaire de la cuisson, 
m/s; c est la capacite calorifique de la ma
tiere, kJ/kg К; 'Y' est la densite de la ma
tiere, kg/m^; a^. est le coefficient de 
transmission de chaleur A la surface d’une 
particule, W/m^K; d> est la dimension d’une 
particule, m; а -у?/с-^ est la conductibi- 
lite de la temperature de la matiere, m^/s;

8" est la dimension moyenne des grains du 
melange, m; S est le coefficient de diffu
sion reduit, m2/s; K1 est la vitesse re- 
duite de 1’interaction chimique, m/s.

Il results de la presents equation que 
1’utilisation dans la composition du mA- 
lange brut de sous-produits industriels et, 
en premier lieu, de laitiers siderurgiques 
dont les indices thermophysiques sont su- 
pArieurs A ceux des minArais de ciment na
turals conduira A une accAlAration de la 
vitesse de cuisson. L’introduction du lai
tier non broyA dans le four, meme au stade 
de prAparation de la matiere contribue A 
une intensification de 1’Achange calorifi

que grace A une baisse de la vitesse de 
mouvement de la matiere et A une amAliora- 
tion de la composition granulomAtrique dang 
la couche.

Le laitier non broyA representant un 
Systeme physicochimique indApendant dans la 
composition du mAlange de ciment brut se 
fond A une tempArature rAduite et forme un 
bain fondu A faible viscositA (1). Il peut 
etre considArA comma agent de transfert de 
chaleur et de masse efficace au stade de 
frittage du clinker. Ces propriAtAs du lai
tier ainsi que la prAsence dans les mAlan- 
ges de laitiers bruts d’une quantite impor
tante d’oxyde de calcium qui est dAjA HA 
dans des composes silicieux, expliquent le 
fait que 1’assimilation de la chaux dans 
1 'Intervalle de tempAratures de 1523 A 
1623 К у est plus complete que dans les mA- 
langes depourvus du laitier.

Pour dAterminer la consommation de cha
leur totale nAcessaire A des stades dis- 
tincts du processus et au processus de 
cuisson du clinker en entier on doit con- 
naitre les effets thermiques correspondants 
propres A ces stades et au processus en 
entier. Le calcul de la consommation de 
chaleur thAorique qui est 1’article prin
cipal du bilan calorifique de tout proces
sus thermochimique offre des difficultAs 
dues A la dAtermination de la composition 
de phase et des tempAratures de formation 
des compos As faisant partie du laitier. 
Cela Atant, on est amenA normalement A ad- 
mettre un nombre de suppositions de simp
lification. On considere, par exemple, 
1’argile comma du kaolin A inclusions de 
silice ou comma un mAlange de mintirgiя 
d’argile: kaolin, montmorillonite et illi
te et en ce qui concerne le laitier, on 
utilise sa composition de phase rAduite a 
la moyenne (2).

Dans la composition des scories mAtai- 
lurgiques de remblai entrant, outre les 
oxydes de calcium, de silicium, d ’aluminium 
et de magnAsium, des oxydes de fer, de man
ganese et leurs inclusions mAtalliques qui 
sont oapables de s’oxyder dans I’atmosphAre 
du four et, par consAquent, de dAgager de
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la chaleur. On doit en tenir coiapte lors- 
qu'on etablit des equations des reactions 
chimiques de clinkerisation et lorsqu'on 
deduit des formales pour determiner la cha
leur theorique du processus. La formula 
connue de Zur-S'trassen servant ä determi
ner la chaleur de clinkerisation theorique

Qcl=17,21 AC1+52,O1 Ccl-21,42 Scl-

-2,466 FC1 (2)

est applicable pour des melanges de ciment 
bruts traditionnels ä chaux-argile et la 
formula
Ос^^.гКА^-А^^г.окс^-о^^

*5,71 Clg-5,6Alg-14,14 Slg- 
-21,42(Scl-Slg)-2,466 PC1 (5)

(1g est le laitier granule) 
pour des melanges contenant du laitier gra
nule de haut fourneau constituö par C2S, 
CgAS, OS. Les calculs faits d ’apres la for
mula (3) ont montre qu’a une introduction 
de 18% de laitier granule dans le melange, 
on obtient une reduction de la chaleur de 
clinkferisation theorique egale a 347,5 kJ/kg 
cl. La precision de cette formula en tenant 
compte de la phase d'okermanite montre qu'on 
obtient dans ce cas une faible augmentation 
de la chaleur de clinkerisation de 1? kJ/kg 
cl. Cependant, une plus large utilisation 
de residus mStallurgiques en qualite de com- 
posants bruts du melange de ciment qui con- 
tiennent des phases autres que le laitier 
granule exige une introduction de nouveaux 
coefficients de calcul. Des etudes (3) гёа- 
lisees ont etabli qu’un nombre de scories 
metallurgiques de remblai sont representäes 
essentiellement par des melanges cristall- 
ina tels que
02S, CaO-FeO*SiO 2(GfS), 
CaO*MaO-SiO 2(GmS), C2AS et FeO

Pour determiner I’enthalpie d’une telle 
acorie, proc6dons de fa^on analogue (2) en 
decompoaant les phases criatallinea en oxy
des Isolds ce qui nfecessite reapectivement 

des chaleurs:

G2S=2CaO+SiO2+736,33 kJ/kg,
CfS=CaO+FeO+SiO2+565,64 kJ/kg, 

CmS=CaO*HtoO+SiO 2+436,78 kJ/kg, 

C2As=2Ca0+Al20^+Si02+4 75,22 kJ/kg.

En döcomposant la combinaison de phase 
donnde d’аргёа la formale de Bogue (4) en 
oxydes isoles, obtenons;

C2S=1,5360-1,20f *-1,21m*-1,688A

CfS= 2,62f*

CmS= 2,63m•

G2AS= 2,688A
ou: f 1 est le FeO fix6 dans CaO,FeO,SiO2, 

m’ est le LInO fixe dans CaO,MnO,SiO2.

En multipliant par chaleura respectives 
de la decomposition et faiaant la somrne 
%2S + ^fS + ^CmS + %AS ^tenons,

ИЗЮ + 598,38f*  + 263m1 + 34.41A (4)

A la difference du laitier granule, dans 
la scorie de remblai les combinaisons exis
tent sous une forme cristalline ce qui per
met de n^gliger la chaleur de devitrifica
tion. En revanche, on doit tenir compte de 
la chaleur qui se. degage par suite de la 
suroxydation des oxydes ferreux et manga- 
neux

2FeO+0,502-1816 kJ/kg=Fe20^

2MaO+O,5O2-1274 kJ/kg=Mn2O3.

Dans ce cas, liquation (4) prend la 
forme ci-desaousi

II3IC+598,38f **263m  ’+34,41A-
-1816f^-1274m$ (5)

ou: fz est la teneur totale du laitier en 
FeO}

m^est la teneur totale du laitier en 
hfaO.

En amenant les coefficients en confer— 
mit6 de 1‘equation (2), obtencns

11,310+5,98f*+2,63m*+0,344A-
-18,16fz-12,74mz (6)
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Alois 1 '
17,21(A01-Aar)-C,866Aar*

+32,O1(Ccl-Csr)+11,787Cgj,*

+5,98f ,+2,63m,-ie,16f^-12,74m5-

-21,42SC1-2,466FC1. (7)

(sr est la scoria de remblai).

L’introduction d*un  laitier a composi
tion chimique: Si02 - 3O|33 AlgO^ = 
= 2,43 %; MnO = 15,148 Fed = 11,87 %; 
OaO = 33,73 %; MgO = 6,51 % en quantity de 
3, 6, 12, 18 et 36 7« permet de reduire la 
consommation tiieorique de chaleur pour la 
clinkerisation (tabl. 1).

Comma le montrent les donnees du tab
leau, la remplacement du composant argi- 
leux par le laitier donna une consommation 
theorique de chaleur de clinkerisation de 
1061 kJ/kg cl. Ainsi, lorsqu'on se sert de 
la formula de Zur-Strassen pour determiner 
la consommation theorique de chaleur de 
clinkerisation, on doit у introdure de nou- 
veaux coefficients qui sont en fonction de 
la composition de phase concrete du laitier 
A utiliser. Les calculs montrent qu’au

Tableau 1

Consommation thdorique de chaleur 
de clinkerisation en fonction de la 
quantitö de laitier ä introduire 

Fraction 
masse du 
laitier, 
en masse

en Consommation theorique de cha-

%
leur de clinkerisation

kcal/kg cl kJ/kg cl

0 416 1742
3 402 1683
6 382 1599

12 340 1422
18 317 1326
36 253 1061

point de vue de la reduction d •Energie пё- 
cessaire ä la fabrication du clinker, In
troduction du laitier mdtallurgique dans la 
composition du mälange brut de ciment Port
land nous paralt bien justifies. Bn meme 
temps, la resolution de ce problime est im
possible sans une itude ditaillie de 1'in

fluence que le laitier exerce en tant que 
constituant sur tous les stades du proces
sus technologique de cuisson du clinker et 
des processus physicochimiques de clinkeri
sation.
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ETÜDE DES CLINKBBS A BASSE 3ASICITE

Dans la communication, les auteurs analysent les resultats des recherches de laboratoire, 
semi-industrielles et experimentales des clinkers peu basitjues (KS est inferieur ä 0,84).

Qn presente les caracteristiques thermodynamiques et cinetiyies d ’obtention des clinkers 
ayant une large gamme de compositions, on evalue la chaleur theoriquenent necessaire ä leur 
cuisson.

On considers les particularities des caracteristiques physico-mecaniques des clinkers en 
fonction des conditions d'obtention et de l'6tat des mineraux dans le clinker.

, La diminution de basicite des clinkers est une direction parmi les plus importantes pour 
resoudre les questions d’abaissement de la consommation de combustible pendant la production 
du ciment.

Sumärio

Na comunicacäo, os autores analisam os resultados das pesquisas em laboratorio, semi 
-industrials e experimentais de clinqueres pouco bäsicos (KS e inferior a 0,84).

Apresentam-se as caracteristicas termodinämicas e cineticas de obtencäo de clinque
res tendo uma larqa faixa de composiqöes, e avaliou-se о calor teoricamente necessärio ao seu 
cozimento.

Foram consideradas as particularidades das caracteristicas fisico-mecänicas dos clin 
queres em fungäo das condiQÖes de obtengao e do e^tado dos minerals no clinquer.

A diminuigäo da basicidade dos clinqueres ё uwa diregao, entre as mais importantes, 
para resolver as questoes sobre о abaixamento do coi\gunu? de apmbustivel durante a produgao do 
cimento. .
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Introduction. Au cours des dernieres 
annees, du fait de 1 •accroisseinent de 1'im
portance du Probleme des ressources natu
relles, on note 1'augmentation de l'interet 
pour 1'elaboration des technologies peu 
consommantes en combustible et energie dans 
1'Industrie cimentiere. L'une des voies 
pour la realisation de 1'objet designe re
side dans la modification de la composi
tion de phase traditionnelle de clinker de 
cimeat.

Certes, la perspective de 1'obtention et 
d'utilisation des clinkers ä basse basicite 
est conditionnee par des facteurs tels que 
le gain energetique possible et 1'obtenti- 
on de I'activite hydraulique assez haute du 
ciment durci. Pour repondre aux questions 
posees, 1'Institut Giprotzeinent realise 
une ctuoe systematique des clinkers a basse 
basicite, dont une partie des resultats est 
entree dans la presente communication.

Caracteristiques thermodynamiques et 
cinetiques. Pour apprecier les avantages 
des clinkers ü basse basicite vis-ä-vis des 
depenses energetiques les chaleurs de clin- 
kerisation ont ete calculees selon 1'equa
tion suivante:

%1.=7,70+5>15(А-5)-0,595+92,9 kJ/kg.cl.

ou G, A, F et 3 - teneur en oxyde du 
clinker en mass %.

Les calculs ont ete faits pour une lar
ge gamme des compositions ayant le coeffi
cient de saturation KS de 0,90 jusqu'ä 
0,76, US = 1,8+5,0, LIA = 1,0+2,0. La fi
gure 1 montre que 1'abaissement de la ba
sicite des-clinkers et 1'optimisation de 
leur composition selon le module silicique 
MS et alumoferrique MA font possible la 
diminution de la chaleur de clinkerisation 
de 8 a 12%.

Pour le controle experimental des resul
tats obtenus il a ete determine la chaleur 
de dissolution des echantillons reels des 
clinkers ä basse basicite et a base de 
celle-lä les valeurs de la chaleur de for
mation des mineraux ont ete etablies. Les 
etudes realisees ont confirm^ les tendan-

T I I l I L-^
<0 Z*! 4.6 4,4 2,0 P

КЗ/кд cZ

Fig. 1. Influence de la composition chimi- 
que sur la chaleur de clinkerisa
tion
1 - KS = 0,90, MS = 1,8;
2 - KS = 0,90, MS =5,0;

5 - KS - 0,80, 133 = 1,8;
4 - KS = 0,80, MS = 5,0;
5 - KS = 0,76, MS = 1,8;
6 - KS = 0,76, MS = 5,0.

ces etablies par calcul, et elles ont montre
que du point de vue thermddynamique les com
positions qui se caracterisent par KS = 
= 0,76+0,80 et par MS avoisinant a 5 et MA 
egal ä 1,0+2,0 sont les plus avantageuses.

La cinetique de la consomination de la 
chaux lors de la cuisson du clinker a basse 
basicite en comparaison de la composition 

traditionnelle est presentee sur la figure 2. 
Les resultats cites montrent qu'a 1'abais- 
sement du coefficient de saturation KS de 
0,90 jusqu'ä 0,76, les modules silicique et 
alumoferrique etant invariables, la clinkl- 
risation s'est achevee aux plus basses tem
peratures (jusqu'a 100°); pour les composi
tions dont KS etait infcrieur a 0,90 on a 
note une comoinaison plus rapide de la 
chaux.

Production du clinker et son activite 
hydraulique. 59 compositions ont ete syn- 
thetisees dans les limites des variations 
des caracteristiques chimiques cites ci- 
dessus. Les cuissons ont ete effectuees 
dans le four a silite a. la vitesse de la 
montee en temperature de 5K par minute (a 
partir de 875K), les Echantillons etant 
conserves pendant 50 minutes a la tempera
ture limits desiree. Chaque composition a 
ete refroidie selon 2 regimes; rapide (vi-
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Tableau
Caracüeristiques physico-mecaniques des clinkers semi-Industrieis 

(melange avec 5% du gypse)

K® de
serie

№
d ord - 
re

Caracteristique du 
clinker

Epais- 
seur 
norma
le

E/0 Affais- Resistance ä la compression
s ement 

^du
coneKS n P GaOlibre 1

jours
3 7 28

1 0,90 2,2 1,2 2,4 25,00 0,40 114 14,7 29,3 37,9 52,4
I 2 0,81 2,2 1,1 0,40 23,50 0,40 115 8,8 18,4 24,4 42,7

3 0,80 3,1 1,0 0,90 22,25 0,58 115 9,3 14,3 21,7 49,9

4 0,90 2,3 1,1 0,60 24,00 0,40 114 - 32,1 40,9 58,0

II 5 o,76 2,1 .. i,o 0,20 24,25 0,40 115 13,5 19,3 48,7
6 0,76 3,0 1,2 0,20 24,50 0,40 114 - 15,7 21,2 49,6
7 0,82 3,1 1,2 1,20 23,50 0,40 114 - 23,3 29,2 51,2

III 8 0,80 3,01 1,37 1,8 22,25 0,40 115 - 13,1 16,3 31,8
9 0,80 2,56 1,21 0,50 22,00 0,40 115 — 17,2 21,8 37,9

Par cuisson dans un four rotatif (pas

5 26 
s« 

s12 
L 8 3 
$ A

«?з <№
Temperature

grand) des parties des clinkers ont et6 pro- 
duites ä la vitesse de refroidisseinent iden- 
tique ä celle adoptee dans les experiments 
de laboratoire. Eresentes dans le tableau> 
les resultats des essaia physico-mecaniques 
des ciments ä base de ces clinkers confir
ment les conclusions faites par les etudes 
de laboratoire sur la possibilite de l’ob- 
tention siiable des valeurs A2g n’etant pas 
inferieures a 42 L$a. Eourtant certains

Fig. 2. Influence de la composition chimi- 
que sur la cindtique de consomnati
on de 1'oxyde de calcium
1 - KS = 0,90, MS = 1,8, MA = 1,0;
2 ---- KS = 0,80, Ш = 1,8, LIA = 1,0;
5 - KS = 0,80, MS = 3»0, MA = 1,0;
4 - KS = 0,S0, MS - 5,0, MA = 2,0;
5 - KS = 0,80, MS = 1,8, MA = 2,0;
6 - KS - 0,80, IS = 5,0, MA = 2,0.

tesse de montee - 400+600 K/min) et lent 
(V as 5 К/min). La figure 5 montre qu’a par- 
tir de clinkers rapidement refroidis on ob- 
tient des ciments de plus haute qualite.

Apres 28 jours du durcissement la resis
tance des ciments obtenus a partir des clin
kers qui, du point de vue thermodynamique, 
dtaient les plus avantageux, n’a pas ete 
Inferieure a 42 MFh, 

echantillons n’avaient pas eu des caracte- 
ristiques satisfaisantes. Pour I’etude de 
la nature des variations de la propriety 
fondamentale les analyses microscopiques et 
de phase aux rayons X des echantillons ont 
ete effectuees et la cinetique du degagement \ 
de chaleur lors d‘hydratation a dte deter- ' 
mi n ёй ,

Etat des phases minerales. La formation 
du belite de forme </,*  |^1 J , hydraulique- 
ment active, a haute temperature est estim^e 
comma le facteur principal qui conditione 
les caracteristiques de resistance satisfai- \ 
santes des ciments obtenus ä partir des clin
kers ä basse basicite. Parmi les methodes 
possibles pour la stabilisation des modifi
cations ä haute temperature du silicate bi- 
calcique cells qui a 6te reliee au refroidia- 
sement intense du clinker pour 1’obtention
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Fig. Activite hydraulique des clinkers 
lenVemenu (a) et rapideuent (Ъ ) 
refroidis ä la composition chimique 
variable

du aC' -CgS a fait l'objet du present tra
vail. Kn effet, 1'analyse par fluorescence 
X des clinkers de laboratoire a montre que 
la partie belite dans les 6chantillons ra
pid omen t refroicis est representee par la 
forme cZ' . ^3 -CgS, etant une seule Va
riete polymorphe du silicate bicalcique, a 
etd revele dans certains echantillons len- 
tement refroidis.

Dans les clinkers de synthase semi-in
dustrielle, malgrd le refroidissament aux 
grandes vitesses, oU -CgS n’a pas eta iden- 
tifie dans de nombreux echantillons bien 
qu’ils aient atteint une asses haute acti- 
vite hydraulique.

L'etude microscopique detaillee des sec
tions polies des clinkers de laboratoire et 
semi-industriels, compte tenu de leurs pro- 
prietes physico-mecaniques, a permis d'etab- 
lir qu'il у a des facteuxs supplementaires 
et, en premier lieu, se sent la morphologie 
des phases et la microstructure du clinker.

Auparavant, sur des compositions tradi- 
tionnelles a ete montr6 que ces caracteris- 
tiques sont etroitement liees aux conditions 
de cuisson [2J. Le meme phenomena p ete 
marque pour des clinkers ä basse basicite. 
Ainsi, dans les 6chantillons de la cuisson 
en laboratoire lots du refroidissement lent, 
tous les autres indices etant egaux, la pre
sence du. belite friable, crenele, souvent 
finement ecailleux et de l'alite mal formee,

Fig. 4. *>iicrophoto6raphies des clinkers a
basse uasicite 

dormant en general une microstructure oeu 
nette, a ete notee. Lors du refroidisse-uont 
rapide se sont formes: le belite road, aux 
bords denses et l'alite bien differenciee, 
la cristallisation etant nette.

Obtenus par les experiments semi-Lid ust- 
riels, identiques par leurs compositions de 
phase calculees et reelles, mais sb diffe
rent par leur microstructure (fig. 4) les 
clinkers se distinguaient par leur activity 
chimique lors de 1'interaction avec de 1'eau 
ce qui a fait apparartre la difference ces 
valeurs de Agg jusqu'ä 10-15 i.IFh.

Ainsi, il a dte determine que 1’activity 
hydraulique assez haute des clinkers ä bas
se basicite peut etre assures aussi, sauf 
la stabilisation haute temperature de CgS 
en oL -modification, par la microcomposi
tion favorable des grains et la morphologie 
des mineraux du clinker. ‘
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GLINKbB AHTOSULFOALUMINBUX: ЙИАЫЗАТЮИ ЬТ EROPEÜjSTKS

Il est connu qua des temperatures de la formation de sulfoalnminntA de calcium at de 
1’alite se different beaucoup.

Dans la present travail 1’auteur analyse des conditions de l’obtention simultanes de 
1’alite at de sulfoaluminate.

Des resultats sur la cinetique de la formation des mineraux, ainsi qu' une courbe du 
durassement du ciment ä base des clinkers industriels cuits dans le four rotatif 4,5x170 m 

sout presentes.

£ sabido que as temperaturas de formacäo do sulfoaluminato de cälcio e da alita sao muito 
diferentes.

No presente trabalho о autqr analisa as condigöes de obtengäo simultänea da alita e dos 
sulfoaluminatos.

Os resultados sobre a cinetica da formagäo dos minerals, bem сото uma curva do endurecimen 
to do cimento de clinqueres industrials cosidos em forno rotativo de 4,5 x 170 m, säo apresen- 
tados.



L'Industrie cimentiere sovietique se 
propose сошше buts, de l'un cote la reduc
tion de la consonuaation energetique, de 
1'autre cote - 1'amelioration de la qualitd 
du ciment.

Ces deux problemes peuvent etre resolus, 
a. un certain degre, par 1'organisation de 
la production des ciments alitosulfoalumi- 
neux qui ont la basse temperature de cuis- 
son du clinker et des proprietes de con
struction ameliorees.

Il est connu (1) que la presence de aul- 
f'oaluminate de calcium dans le ciment as
sure 1'acceleration considerable du dur- 
cissement, en particulier, dans les pre
miers heures et jours. Le durcissement de 
tels ciments se produit sans retrait et 
expansion ä densite elevee de la pierre de 
ciment,et la presence de 1'alite cree des 
conditions pour la crolssance active de la 
resistance dans des delais ulterieurs et 
pour la formation de Ca (OHjg Lors du pro
cessus d'hydratation activant la forma
tion de 1'ettringite.

.Pourtant, l'obtention simultanes de 
1'alite et de C^A^S est compliquee pares 
que 89 f°rme activement ä12OO-125O°C 
et se decompose ä 13OO°C, tandls que la 
formation de 1'alite ä pertir des crus or- 
dinalres commence a 14OO-145O°C-

Le but de ce travail consistait en crea
tion des conditions n^cessaires pour la for
mation precoce de la phase liquidji ä haute 
reactivity assurant la formation de 1'alite 
ä temperatures moins elevdes• Kn meme temps 
la composition du cru doit assurer la forma
tion de СцА^З, c 'est-a-dire une teneur en 
Al^O, et GaSO., doit etre süffisante. C'est 
pourquoi les crus destines ä obtenlr les 
clinkers alitpsulfoalumineux etaient pre
pares partiellement ä partir des matieres 
premieres naturelles et partiellement A 
partir des dechets industriels riches en 
oxyde d 'я) iimlni um et contenant de certains 
fondants.

Il est connu (2) que le taux de I'ache- 
vement des processus de la formation d ’alite 
eat une fonction de la vitesse de dissolu

tion de CaO et du C^S dans le bain fondu de 
clinker, parce que la vitesse de la cristal- 
lisation de 0^3 se produit assez vite et 
ne limits pas le processus, A son tour, le 
processus de dissolution est limite par la 

2+ 4-mobilite des ions Ca et SiO^ qui s 'aug
ments avec la diminution de la viscosite du 
bain fondu, dont la composition comprend 

2+ tides ions Ca , des radicaux SiO^ et des 
Al et Fe amphoteres faisant partie de grou- 
pes МеОд^" ou MeO^-. L’anion acide de S 
fait deplacer un equilibre acide-basique du 
bain fondu et contribue a 1'augmentation 

Q- . ,de la teneur en MeO^7 , ce qui mens a la 
diminution de la viscosity du bain fondu 
et a 1'acceleration du processus de disso
lution de CaO et de C^S (2).

L'etude des procydis se deroulant lots 
du chanffage des crus (tabl.) a montre 
que la premiere apparition de la phase li
quide avait lieu deja a 78O°C; ä 1lOOeC la 
formation de C^A^S se produit activement

Tableau

Composition des crus

n° Teneur en oxydes, %
des crus ----------------------------------------------------

Si02 A12O5 Fe205 CaO MgO SO^

1 18,15 10,55 4,36 63,06 1,05 2,70
2 20,00 11,80 4,60 60,60 1,1? 2,0?

et arrive a son maximum ä 1200°C.A cette 
temperature on a fixe la quantity maximale 
de la phase liquide et le'commencement de 
la formation de 1'alite. Si la temperature 
augments, le sulfoaluminate se decompose et 
la quantity de 1'alite s'Aleve (fig. 1). 
Ulterieurement, on a obtenu dans les condi
tions industrielles (four rotatif 4,5x170 m) 
les clinkers alitosulfoalumineux a teneur 
en alite 35 ä. 60% et en sulfoaluminate 5 ä 
15%.

Sur la fig. 2 on presente des radiogram
mes des clinkers obtenus dans le four 
4,5x170 m ä teneur variable en alite.

Des analyses de la composition mineralo-
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Fig. 1. Variation de 1'intensive des lig- 
nes de diffraction des mineraux 
lore de la cuisaon du clinker alito- 
sulfoalumineux: 1 - C^A^Si 
2 - C5S; 3 - C5A

Fig. 3. Dependance de la resistance du 
ciment alitosulfoalumineux du temps

gique j*t611e  du clinker alitosulfoalumi
neux ont manifeste qu’en presence de 1'ехсё- 
dent de sulfate de calcium il ne se produit 
pas la combinaison complete de 1'oxyde d'alu
minium eh sulfoaluminate de calcium. Dans 
le clinker sent pr6sent6sx alite (CjS)> 
b61ite (B-C2S), sulfoaluminate de calcium 
(СдА^З), aluminates de calcium dent la com
position depend d ‘une basicity du cru
(C12A7, CjA), alumoferrite (C^AF), sulfate 
de calcium (CS), gehlenite (CgAS).

L'intensification du processus de clin
ker is a ti on permet d 'abaisser la temperature 
de cuisaon jusqu'A 125O-13OO,C, reduire la

Fig. 2. Badiogrammes des clinkers alitosul- 
foalumineux 

a. KS = 0,95$ C^S - 61^i СдА^З-5,6%;
b. K3=O,9O; C^S-43%; СдА^3-8,3^;
c. KS=O,87$ C3S-36_; СдА^3-11,7%$ 

о - 0^3$ x - C^A^S; А-СаЗОд

consommation 6nergetique a 18% et augmen- 
ter la capacity horaire du four ä 27%.

Une courbe caracteristique de la resis
tance du ciment a base des clinkers alito
sulf oalumineux industriels est representee 
sur la fig. 3»

Cette courbe veut dire que des cimanta 
alitosulfoalumineux sent ceux a durcisse- 
ment rapide et ä resistance Alevas.
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В.If NOUDELMAN, ,
A.It GADAEV, NTIstromproykt, Tachkent, URSS
ASPECTS PHYSICO-CHIMIQUES DE LA CRYSTALLISATION DES CHLORSILICATES LORS 
DE LA CLINKERISATION A BASSE TEMPERATURE DANS LB BAIN FONDU DE SSL

1.3

On a 6tudl6 le processus de formation des mineraux princlpaux et intermediaires dans la 
technologie de la production du clinker d’alinite.

On etablit que dans le processus de formation des germes de mineraux, se sont les inter
phases "gaz-liquide-solide” qui jouent le premier role»

Les auteurs soulignent deux mecanismes de la cristallisation des chlorsilicates. Le pre
mier est lie avec des proprietes des interphases, le deuxieme avec des proprletis volumet- 
riques de la phase liquide.

On a mis en evidence la concentration superficielle des atomes d'oxygdne, ce qui peut 
Indiquer ä la concentration superflue des oxydes de Ca, Si, Fe dans la couche superfi
cielle, assurant ainsi la formation de germes.

On a etabli I'existence de deux mode de la phase liquide: oxyde et oxyde-sel formant 
des interphases "liquide-liquide" qui ont les propriAtes analogue A celles "liquide-gaz", 
et "liquide-solide".

On a montre qu'en presence de germes dans les interphases, la surface maximale de ces 
dernieres etait desirde pour 1* augment at ion do la cinetlque de la formation des minAraux.

Estudou-se о processo de formacäo dos minerios principals e intermediaries na tecnologia 
da produgäo do cllnquer de alinita.

Verificou-se que, no processo de formagäo de germens dos minerals, säo as interfases "gas 
-liquido-solido" que representam a principal parte.

Os autores asslnalam dois mecanismos da cristalizagäo dos clorossilicatos. О primeiro es 
tä ligado äs propriedades das interfases; о segundo com as propriedades volumetricas da fase 
liquida.

Pos-se em evidencia a concentragao superficial dos Stornos de oxigenio, о que pode indicar 
a concentragao superflua dos oxidos de Ca, Si, Fe na camada superficial, assegurando assim a 
formagäo de germens.

Verificou—se a existencia de dois modos da fase liquida: oxido e öxido—sal formando as in 
terfases "liquido-liquido" que tem propriedades anälogas äs do "liquido-gas" e "liquldo-soli- 
do". *

Mostra-se que, em presenga de germens nas interfases, a superficie maxima dessas ultimas 
era desejada para aumento da cinetica da formagäo dos minerals.



ba nouvelle technique de fabrication du 
ciaent Portland ä basse consommation d’ener
gie se distingue grace ä L'utilisation, en 
qualite de principal mineral pour obtenir 
le clinker, de 1’alinite - silicate de cal
cium A haute basicit6 contenant du chlore 
(21CaO.6SiO2*Al 2O^,CaCl2). Les phases mi
nerales intermAdiaires ä chlore sont le 
chlororthosilicate (4CaO,2SiO2.CaCl2), le 
chloraluminate (11CaO,7Al2O^.CaCl2) et le 
chloraluminoferrite de calcium (^CaO’AlgO^*  
Fe2O^«CaCl2) dont il ne reste vers le mo
ment de formation de 1’alinite que le chlo
raluminate. Le chloraluminoferrite se de
compose en ferrite et en chloraluminate de 
calcium tandis que le chlororthosilicate 
se decompose en C2S et СаС12« Les produits 
de decomposition des mineraux indiques et 
le chloraluminate servant de base pour la 
germination de cristaux d'alinite.

Une analyse de la formation de 1’allnite 
et du chlororthosilicate de calcium en fonc- 
tion de la teneur du systAme en CaCl2 A une 
temperature determines (fig. 1) permet de 
concevolr 1’exlstence, en principe, de deux 
mecanismes de cristallisation des phases 
minerales dans la production du clinker. Le 
premier mecanisme est lie A la necessite 
d*assurer  les conditions de germination des 
cristaux aux interphases liquide (L) - gaz 
(G) et liquide (L) - solide (S) et des zo
nes adjacentes (concentration d’lmpuretes, 
proprletes physico-chimiques). Il exists, 
apparemment, un rapport optimal determine 
entre les surfaces des interphases L-G et 
L-S permettant la cristallisation de tel ou 
tel minAral. Ainsi, pour 1’alinite, ce rap
port optimal est assure en presence dans le 
systems de 8 A 14 % de CaCl2 (v. fig. 1). 
Une variation de la quantite de la phase 
liquide saline dans un ou dans 1’autre sens 
aboutit A un changement du rapport et, fi- 
nalement, A une perturbation des conditions 
de germination et de cristallisation de 
1’alinlte.

Pour le chlororthosilicate, le paramAtre 
determinant au stade de germination est 
1* interphase L-G. De ce fait, dans les 11- 

mites des concentrations de CaCl2 soumises 
A I'essai, la cristallisation du chloror
thosilicate est proportionnelle A sa te
neur dans le systAme (v. fig. 1).

% 
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4 8 12 16 20 2S
teneur en CaGl-

Fig. 1. Formation de mineraux en fonction 
de la quantite de CaCl2 A 1100 0G;
1 - alinite; 2 - chlororthosilicate

La necessite de limiter la quantite de 
la phase liquide (dans le cas de 1’alinite) 
peut etre justifies par le fait que I'ener- 
gle superficielle de L-S est plusieurs 
fols superieure dans le bain fondu salin 
par rapport A cells de L-G (1) (500 A _x 2
600.10 v N/m pour le systAme L-S et 100 A 
150*10~ 3 N/m2 pour le systAme L-G). Aussi, 
les conditions de cristallisation A 1’in
terphase L-S ou A proximlte d’elle sont- 
elles prAponderantes. Le bain fondu de la 
chlorure de calcium у joue un role de sol
vent et d’agent de transport servant A 
approvisionner le front de cristallisation 
en composants nAcessaires (CaO, S1O2, 
F9203’ etc,)e A mesure que 1a
cristallisation se dAveloppe, son front 
progresse en profondeur en gagnant ainsi 
tout le volume du bain fondu salin et en 
passant du domains de L-G A celui de L-S.

Le fait que les conditions ci-dessus 
s’etablissent dans la couche superficielle 
du bain fondu est confirmA par les rAsul- 
tats d’etude de la couche superficielle du 
bain fondu de CaCl2 sature d’oxydes de Ca, 
Si, Al, Fe, Mg. Les etudes ont AtA rAali- 
sAes d’aprAs la mAthode de spectromAtrie 
Auger (fig. 2). Elles ont montrA que les 
premlAres couches molAculaires contiennent
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interphase
I

Fig. 2. Concentration des atomes d'oxy- 
gdne ä 1’interphase»
1 - CaClj - air; 2 - CaClg - pla
t ine

Fig. ). Cristallisation des chlorosilicates 
A la surface du bain fondux 
a) chlorsilicate, b) alinite

beaucoup plus d’atomes d’oxygene et, par 
consequent, d'oxydes que les couches sui- 
vantes. Gela concerne aussi bien 1’inter- 
phase L-G que 1’interphase L-S. Il est 
evident que la nature des phenomenes est 
la meme pour les deux interphases. Les 
donn^es de la spectrometrie Auger temoig- 
nent en meme temps de 1* importance du role 
de I’oxygene au cours de la germination des 
chlorsilicates.

Una des conditions qul influencent la 
crostalllsation des chlorslllcates est la 
concentration de molecules ou d’lons dans 
la solution, leurs coefficients de diffu
sion. Les valeurs de ces derniers determi
nant les valeurs des collisions "producti
ves**  des unites structurales de la solution 
lesquelles aboutlssent en fin de compte ä 
la formation d’un motif structural deter
mine (fig. 3). La comparalson des condi
tions de cristallisation des mln6raux ä 
1’alde des procedes classique et ä basse 
temperature montre que la prlncipale dis
tinction outre cells de temperature est la 
composition des phases liquides du clinker 
(tabl. 1).

Une plus basse concentration des oxydes 
dans la phase liquide saline peut etre com- 
pensee dans une certalne mesure par de ha
tes valeurs des coefficients de diffusion 
(tabl. 2). La cristallisation des chloro
silicates montre que cette condition peut 
etre süffisante pour le premier mecanisme 
de cristallisation.

Tableau 1 
Concentrations d’^quillbre des oxydes dans 
le bain fondu de CaClg et dans le bain 

fondu d*oxyde-sllicate,  %

Com- Temperature, °C .
po- -------------------------------------------- ;------------
sants Bain fondu salln de Bain fondu

CaCl? d*oxyde
eutectlque 

________________ (2) 

1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1340 1475

^CaO 7,7 9,1 12,9 13,3 22,2 54,3 56,3
*S102 0,95 1,33 2,77 3,15 3,54 6,0 6,7

A12O3 0,15 0,27 0,56 0,32 1,03 22,7 18,5
Fe2O5 0,10 0,22 0,37 0,93 1,43 16,7 13,5

Tableau 2 
Coefficients de diffusion des oxydes dans 
le bain fondu de CaCl2 et dans le bain 
fondu d*oxyde-sillcate (cm^/s)

Al-Öz 10”6 10”^ 10”3 10~3 10”2 4,0«10”7 
G 3

Feo0, 10”6 10”4 10’3 1Ö”2 10“1 3,5 HO76 
2 3

Si02 10”6 IO”6 10”5 IO“3 10”2 1,1 HO"7

Com- Temperature, «0
po- 
sants Bain salin Bain d’oxy-
A 
dtu-

de

1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1450dier

CaO IO"5 10"4 10”3 10~2 10”1 1,2«1O”6

Pour r£unir ensemble tous oes faits, on 
se sort d'un moddie statlstique de germina- 



tlon dans la solution qui eat Ъазё aur la 
th6orie dea ркёпотёпеа rarea. Dans notre 
cas, c’est la probabllite de collisiona 
productives aboutissant a la formation du 
motif structural du minerale La probabi
lity de collisions productives eat deter
mines d'aprds la formula de Poisson trans- 
formee de fagon A etre appliquee au pro
cessus de diffusion (3)*

vin " "T
p = ---------------- * e ,

Vm2 (m-1)

ой P eat la probability de collisions pro
ductives, Vi est le volume de la cellule 
cristallographique, V est la volume du 
bain fondu, m est le nombre das elements 
composant la cellule, n est la concentra
tion des composants dissous,

Etant donne que le nombre des Elements 
qui constituent la cellule cristallograp
hique d’alinite eat aupArieur A celui de 
chlororthosilicate (tabl. 3), la "P" au au 
cours de la criatalliaation de 1’alinite 
est beaucoup plus basse du fait qu’A des 
memes concentrations la valeur de "P” au 
coura de la bain fondu eile est dyterminee, 
de regie, par la valeur de "m". Une augmen
tation de la valeur de "P" est possible 
grace A un accroissement de la concentra
tion dee rAactifa, c’est A-dire, dea oxy
des dans le bain fondu que 1’on obtient 
soit en augmentant la tempArature ce qui 
augments en meme temps le coefficient de 
diffusion, soit en creant un autre bain 
fondu, celui d'oxyde-sel ой lea concentra
tions des oxydes s’approchent de celles 
des bains fondus silicieux.

La formation de la phase liquide oxyde
sel (4) modifie lea conditions de germina
tion et de criatalliaation dea chlorsili- 
catea« Bn presence d’un bain fondu homo
gene d’oxyde-sel la cristallisation des 
chloroailicates s’y deroule dans tout le 
volume du bain fondu par suite d’un appa-

. Tableau 3
Garacteristiquea des elements structuraux 

de 1’alinite et du chlorosilicate

Parametres de la structure des
minerals

Type Nombre Volume Nombre des
Mineral de la d’ato- de la elAmenta

structure mes cellu- composant
dans le la cellule
la Ale- element a-
cellu- men- ire
le 
A1A- 
men- 
taire

taire

Allnite D^2=I~42m 91 943,3 6
Ohio- 5 21
rortho- On h=p — 63 725,3 4
silica- c
te

uvrissement progressif de 1* agent de chlo
re» Dans ce cas, le deuxieme mecanisme de 
cristallisation des chlorosilicates com
mence A se manifester qui eat lie aux con
ditions de sursaturation ou de sous-re- 
froidiasement de la solution et A la forma
tion de centres de cristallisation dans 
tout le volume. Dans le cas contraire, la 
phase liquide ae lamella en deux liquides 
de compositions diffArentes (oxyde-sel et 
sei). La formation de la phase liquide 
oxyde-sel conduit A un accroissement consi
derable de la concentration des oxydes en 
le faisant s’approcher des valeurs du bain 
fondu silicieux. Les phAnomenes de lamella- 
tion (5) se produisant dans le bain fondu 
de CaC12 creent pluaieurs domaines de com
positions differentes (fig. 4). L’appari
tion de phases liquides oxyde-sel et ael 
aboutit A une creation d’une importante 
Interphase favorisant 1’initiation de la 
germination dans le volume du bain fondu. 
Dans ces conditions, les lois citees pour 
les systemea L-G et L-S sont aussi valab- 
les pour le systäme L-L (premier mAcanisme 
de cristallisation).

Avec une augmentation de la temperature, 
le bain fondu lamellA se transforms en un 
bain fondu homogene d’oxydesel ой la cris-



Fig. 4. Bain fondu d’oxyde-sel a: 
a - 1200 °C, b - 1350 eC. 
x 15ООО

talliaation s'amorce par suite de la sub
limation d’un des composants (chlorure de 
calcium) et de 1’obtentlon grace ä cela du 
point de passage liquide-solide pour une 
temperature determines.

Ainsi, les aspects physicochimiques ci- 
t6s de la cristallisatlon des mlneraux 
chlorAs formateurs du clinker permettent 
de conclure qu’une partle active de forma
tion de mineraux est la mince couche super- 
ficlelle. Ceci r6vdle la n£cessite de 
crAatlon d’une Interphase tres d6velopp6e 
pour obtenir de hauts paramdtres clneti- 
quea des processus de formation de mln6- 
raux pour la fabrication du clinker de cl- 
ment.
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M.Y. BIKBAOU, Cement Besearch Institute, Moscow
FORMATION» CRYSTAL CH8MISTBY AND JROFlffiTIBS OF ALINITL AND JASulUNDITA

FORMATION, PROPRIETES ET CRISTALLOCHIMIE DE L'ALINITE ET DE LA JASMUNDITE.

The kinetic parameters of the formation of hish-basicity calcium silicates with mixed 
anions are reported, and the activation energy of the process being about 83 kJ/iaol for a 
temperature interval of 1570-1370 K.

A mechanism is suggested for the formation of a new high-basicity structural motif in 
calcium silicates, which is basically the formation of calcium-oxygen clusters which are 
being centered on chlorine or sulfur atoms in oxide-saline melts at the stage of mineral 
crystallization« The central atoms take on an unusual for them part of complex agent in 
oxide-saline clinker melts.

The data are presented on the structural features, morphology, and properties of ali- 
nite and jasmundite. The partial substitution of the,oxygen portion of cement silicates 
reduces the power expenditure for the synthesis of minerals and clinkers on their base, 
and opens up possibilities for control of cement properties.

Säo reportados os parametros da cinetica de formagao de silicatos de calcic de alta ba- 
sicidade com mistrua de anions, sendo a energia de ativacäo do processo de aproximadamente ' 
83 kj/mol para urn intervalo de temperatura de 1.370 - 1370 K.

Sugere-se urn mecanismo para a formacao de urn novo motivo estrutural de alta basicidade 
em silicatos de calcio, que e basicamente a formaqäo de grupos de cälcio-oxigenio que tem co 
mo centro ätomos de cloro ou enxofre em fusoes oxido-salinas no estägio de cristalizaqäo mi
neral. Os ätomos centrals assumem um papel, näo usual para eles, de agente complexo nas fu
soes oxido-salinas de clinquer.

Säo apresentados dados de caracteristicas estruturais, morfologia, e propriedades da a- 

linita e jasmundita. A substituifäo partial de porpäo de oxigenio dos silicatos reduz о gas^ 
to de energia para a sintese de minerals e clinqueres em sua base, e abre possibilidades pa

ra controle de propriedades do cimento.



Based on the data on the formation and 
properties of alinibe and alinite clinker 
/1, 2/, this paper reports our study into 
the general mechanisms of mineral formation 
in chloride and sulfide clinker systems. To 
be more specific, we investigated the for
mation of new high-basicity calcium silica
tes in the systems

CaCO^CCaO) - Si02 - A12Oj - LlgO - 

Fe20^ — CaCl2

and

CaCO^(CaO) - SiO2 - AlgO^ - FeS2(CaS04)

Finely ground and homogenized mixes were 
burned as tablets and in melts: the chlori
de-containing systems were treated in oxidi
zing conditions, whereas the sulfur-contai
ning systems in reducing and normal condi
tions. As a result, both systems exhibited 
polycrystalline and monocrystalline struc
tures of the new minerals

alinite, Ca^iVig £ (Sig^^AlQ.^jO^gO^Cl  ̂

and ■

jasmundite, Ca22 [" SiO^J 8°4S2

The yield of alinite and jasmundite as a 
function of calcination time at 1373 K, 
1423 K, and 1473 К was revealed by a quan
titative x—ray analysis of the calcination 
products ^analytical reflections at 3.24 A 
and 1.85 A; external reference, ck -quartz). 
The formation kinetics for these systems, 
shown in Fig. 1, indicates that the crystal
lization rate for alinite and jasmundite ex
ceeds that of C^S /3/ by 7-8 times, in spite 
of lower by 30G-400 К temperatures of the 
synthesis.

The kinetic curves for the formation of 
alinite and jasmundite were fit with the 
Kolmogorov-Brofeyev equation

= 1 - ехр(ВТ7А) 

where is the advancement of reaction,“f 
time of conditioning, in minutes, and A 
and В equation constants.

The rate of the reaction was estimated 
as a function of temperature in the tempe
rature range 1373-1473 К with the Arrhenius 
equation. The activation energies of forma
tion were found to be 83 kJ/mol for alinite 
and 114 kJ/mol for jasmundite, these being 
considerably lower than the activation 1 
energy of G^S formation which is known /3/ 
to be 203 kJ/mol in the temperature inter
val 1670-1770 K.

The composition of interim compounds has 
been reported to alter in the process of 
formation of alinite clinker /2/. The pro
cess of formation of jasmundite exhibits 
oldgamite, belite, and calcium sulfide-alu- 
minate, C^A^CaS. In the oxidazing environ
ment of calcination, jasmundite decomposes 
yielding 02S and CaSO^, and at temperatu
res above 1600-1650 К loses S2- and converts 
into tricalcium silicate.

Single crystals of alinite exhibit a 
variety of d,itetragonal-dipyramidal habi
tus. In the absence of impurities, their 
ordinary and extraordinary refractive in
dices are n0 = I.704 and ne = 1.696. These 
are colorless, monoaxial crystals of nega
tive optic sign ano a density of 3074 kg/m^.

Single crystals of jasmundite, contai
ning iron impurities, exhibit a pyramidal 
habitus and a prismatic habitus, yellow
pink color, and a weak pleochroism with 
no = 1.731 and ne = 1.725» These synthetic 
studies into new calcium silicates have 
evolved a crystallization mechanism for 
minerals with mixed anions. According to 
this mechanism for minerals with mixed 
anions. According to this mechanism, ali
nite crystallizes not in a saline melt of 
calcium chloride, as has been assumed ear
lier /4/, but rather in a silicate melt 
containing some dissolved chlorine. Jasmun
dite also crystallizes in a silicate melt 

D— , .containing sulfur as S • The solubility of 
chlorine and S2" in silicate-saline melts 
at 1500-1600 К amounts to 4-5 wt %. As the 



proportion o£ chlorine and sulfur dissolved 
in a sinioate-saline melt increases, micro
lie uation phenomena take place with the evo
lution of chlorine-silicate liquid phase. 
This phase evolves crystals of calcium chlor
meta- and ortosilicates. Overheating of such 
melts above 1350-1450 К causes their segre
gation into saline and saline-silicate melts.

Analysis of F, Cl, and S effects on the 
properties of silicate melts /5/ suggests 
that there exist general regularities ex
pressable as a marked decrease in the forma
tion temperature of the melt, its viscosity 
and surface tension, an acceleration of the 
ion exchange processes in the melts, and a 
more intense solidification of minerals.

A most important implication of the si
licate-saline melt's ability to solidify is 
an unusual role of the anions Cl-, 32-, and 
F which, after Weil and Marboe /6/, form in 
such melts complexes with least charged ca
tions. At the early stage of alinite clin
ker formation, the composition of the clin
ker liquid phase is consistent with the chlor
silicate mechanism, and the relative content 
varies as follows:

CaO 3i0o AloO, Feo0, I.feO CaClo2. 2. ) 2. 5 2
v/t /a 35-45 18-23 5—5 2-5 1—2 20-35

The melting temperature of such composi
tions varies in accord with the proportion 
of calcium chloride, from 1270 to 1170 K. 
The experimentally found melting points for 
these compositions were verified by the spe
cific features in the curves of electric 
conductivity, differential gravimetry, and 
shrinkage in heating the respective mixes.

As the clinker melt receives more oxides 
of raw mix components and the active anions 
of chlorine volatile (or migrate into solid 
particles of the mix), the chlorine-silicate 
melt experiences liquation and stratifies 
giving rise to zones of silicate-saline melt. 
It is exactly in these zones, where the chlo
rine content is under 4-5 wt %, that Cl
anions take on the role of complexing agents. 
They group in their coordination sphere the 

largest possible number of calcium atoms, 
i.e., form a new high-basicity structural 
motif, or cluster /5/. Considerable concen
tration of movable calcium atoms in the si
licate-saline melt aids a rapid impregnati
on of the melt with such complexes. These 
being connected with each other produce a 
spatial pseudo-crystalline structure first 
in this silicate-saline melt and then evi
dent in the solidified alinite.

This mechanism was verified by a success
ful synthesis of jasmundite in a silicate 
melt saturated with S^-. It is also in good 
agreement with an established negative 
effect on alinite and jasmundite crystalli
zation of low charged cations of alkali me
tals which screen the complex agents Cl-

2— 2+and 3 from Ca and hamper the formation 
of a new structural motif (Fig. 2).

The chemical analyses of the synthetized 
single crystals of alinite and jasmundite 
are close to that given by the chemical for
mulas, except a reduced proportion of Al-O-Z 2 5 
(about 4 wt -/o') as compared to the theoreti
cal. The crystallographic structure of this 
alinite has been treated by Ilyukhin et al. 
/7/ and in the work of Dent-Glasser and 
Lee /8/ on a sample of a natural mineral of 
jasmundite there was shown its authenticity 
to alinite. The synthetic single crystals of 
jasmundite (symmetry group 14m2) exhibit 
the following parameters of a tetragonal 
cell a = IO.452 (1) A and c = 8.6977(9) A.

It was a rather surprising experience to 
find out that jasmundite fails to react with 
water. Folycrystalline alinite, jasmundite 
and 0,3 ground to a specific surface of> 2
about 450 m /kg were mixed with water at a 
V//C ratio of О.35 to determine the compres
sion strength and cementitious properties in 
setting under normal conditions. The jasmun
dite paste failed to set and therefore no 
hardening could be reported for this mate
rial. Table summarizes the findings of quan
titative x-ray analysis of hydration degree 
and the strength tests after conditioning in 
humid air.

For alinite, hydration heat evolution be-



Isothermic curing time (minutes)

Fig. 2. A model of crystallographic struc
ture of alinite and jasmundite. 
Si(Al) - tetrahedrons are outlined 
with a dot-line. In the cluster 
joints of Ca-polyhedrons the atoms 
of Cl and S are blackened

Fig. 1. Alinite formation kinetics at three 
temperatures: 1)73 К (1), 142) К (2), 
and 1)74 К (3)i derived by a quanti
tative x-ray analysis of calcination 
products from the Akhangarinsk ce
ment plant

Table
X-Bay Analysis of Mineral Degree of 
Hydration and Compressive Strength 

Tests

Compound Degree of hydration, % (numera
tor), and compressive strength, 
MFa (denominator) at O.J5 ^/C
ratio, 295 K, and age (days 

dicated
I ) in-

1 hr 5 hr 6 hr 1 3 7 28 90

62 74 79 96 100
alinite 15 33 39 —

22 32 45 57 ■64

30 39 45 53 59
c,s 5 10 15 — ■ -I- —» ■I en

12 21 41 54 58

0 0 4 8 24
jasmundite 0 0 0 - — •—

0 .0 0 *

gins immediately after mixing at a level of 
Э J/kg s, but already in the first 15 minu
tes drops to 2 J/kg s» and after 5 hours 
settles at a gradually, but constantly fal- 
Hag pattern of .0.4 J/kg s*  Analysis of the 
heat .evolution curves for alinite also sug- 

gesta a higher hydration reactivity than 
that of CjS and alite.

The x-ray quantitative analysis of harde
ning paste indicated considerable difference 
in the hydration rates of polycrystalline 
alinite, jasmundite, alite, and CZS. At all 
setting ages, the rate of alinite reaction 
with water is, on the average, toice as high 
as that of alite hydration. The higher hyd
ration rate of alinite as compared with 
that of alite and C^S is due to the incor
poration of chlorine atoms in the crystal 
lattice of alinite.

In the sequence alinite-alite-C^S-jas- 
mundite, the minerals are rather close in 
their compound composition .(specific.ally in 
their Ca content - the principal element of 
cementitious materials, in the proportion of 
basic and acid oxides, and in some other fea
tures), and the crystalline structure of .ali
nite and jasmundite is the same. It was rat
her surprising therefore to f.ind out that the 
hydration rates .of these compounds differ 
.significantly within this sequence. This dif
ference fails to obtain a reasonable expla
nation within the framework of the ai-prOach 



to hydrstion reactivity adopted by many re
searchers, sayino that mineral’s reactivity 
toward water is higher, the higher the mi
neral basicity.

To substantiate the point, the Ca con
tent of inert jasmimdite is 50.49» ali
te 52.66, and of the most reactive phase, 
alinite, 48.50 wt ;i. Similarly, the basi
city of alinite, 2.87, is close to that of 
G-ZS, 2.80, but alinite reacts with water 
1.5-2.5 times as actively as C^S.

An explanation of the different hydra
tion rates found for isostructural alinite 
and jasiiiundite, obtained one from another 
by isostructural substitution of 01“ for 
S2~, may be given by relating their abili
ty to interact with water to the ionicity 
or covalency of atomic bonds in silicates. 
Indeed, the presence of chlorine atoms in 
the key positions of chlorsilicate struc
ture provides active species at the surfa
ce and in the bulk of the crystals. In ali
nite, a chlorine atom plays a role of a 
bridge element (a lock that opens in hyd
ration) for eight calcium atoms each of 
which is coordinated by five oxygen atoms 
which together with chlorine atoms form a 
distorted octahedron around the calcium 
atoms.

In actual mineral structure, the cations 
from with Cl unequal bonds, some with hig
her ionicity as a partial replacement of 
oxygen with Gl, F, or ÜH in oxygen-contai
ning compounds is known to increase the 
ionicity of bonds in fragments of the type 
0—Ca—0 •

The markedly lower ionicity of sulfur 
atom bonds with calcium is due to a larger 
donation of the S2“ charge, as compared 
with that of C1“, into the binding orbi
tals of coordinating Ca atoms. Sulfur dif
fers from chlorine and, in a larger degree, 
from oxygen and fluorine by the lower ioni
zation potentials. Owin^, to the lower ioni
zation energies of valent states, s-, p~, 
and d-orbitals of sulfur mix heavily with 
the orbitals of coordinating Ca atoms. In 
jasmundite, there forms a stabilizing sta

te of structural motif patterni the sulfur 
atom assumes an electronic configuration of 
the "transargon" sulfur, and the coordina
ting Ca atoms assume the electronic conf'i- 
goration of argon. :

The bonds of sulfide sulfur atoms, being | 
more covalent, bind a considerable propor
tion of the positive charge of coordinating 
Ca atoms, thereby causing a radical reduc
tion in the hydration rate of the new high- 
basicity calcium silicate. Although jasmun- 
dite contains only about 5»7 wt sulfur, 1 
these atoms prove to be enough in number to 
considerably alter the properties of the 
mineral. Chemically this occurs because in 
an elementary cell, each of two sulfur 
atoms binds eight Ca atoms, that is only 
six in twenty two Ca atoms have no bonds 
with sulfur.

Thus, with one and the same structural 
motif pattern in two identically built and 
closely compounded minerals, the nature of 
anions, in which the minerals differ, cau
sed in one (chlorine in alinite) active in- 1 
teraction with water, while in the other 
(sulfur in jasmundite) caused a radical 
retardation of hydration. ,
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Technological Aspects of Structure Replication in Silicates
Aspects technologiques de la replique de la structure dans les silicates

SUMMARY: Based on the idea of structure replication in silicate reactions, attempts have 
been made to explain technological peculiarities of binding material production.
Structure replication of ^-CagSiO^ in topotactic reactions of dehydration of highly based 
calcium hydrosilicates has been shown by X-ray diffraction. This structure replication can 
be modified by stabilization of belit by lime.
A crystal chemical model and mechanism for belit stabilization by lime are also given.
Structure replication of lime in belite-containing melted or sintered cements is shown by 
X-ray microanalysis. Undesirable alumina-silica interection in melted or sintered cements 
are avoided binding alumina into another compounds or by changing technological conditions.

Transformation of ortosilicate structure in the process of hydration into the structure of 
tilleite-cuspidine or zeolite similar type is shown by X-ray and TMS-analyses.

Com base na ideia de replica da estrutura em reapoes do silicato, foram feitas ten- 
tativas para explicar aspeculiaridades tecnologicas da produpäo do material ligante.

Por difraqao de raiox-X se mostrou a replica de estrutura de y-Ca2SiO4 em reapoes . 
topotäticas de desidrataqäo de hidrossilicatos de cälcio altamente baseados. Esta replica 

de estrutura pode ser modificada por estabilizacäo da belita por cal.

Tambem säo dados um modelo quimico de cristal e о mecanismo para estabilizaqäo da 
belita por cal.

A replica de estrutura de cal em cimentos fundidos ou sintetizados contendo belita 
e mostrada por microanälise de raios-X. A interaqäo indesejävel alumina-silica nos cimentos 

fundidos ou sintetizados e evitada ligando alumina com outros compostos ou mudando as condi
poes tecnologicas.

Mostrou-se por anälises de raio-X e IMS a transformaqao da estrutura de ortossilica 

to no processo de hidrataqao para a estrutura de tuleita-cuspidina ou tipo similar ao zeoli
te



Replication of the silicon-oxygen frame
work in transforming minerals from one 
kind into another was convincingly shovm by 
academician Belov, using a larg number of 
silicates as an exampl, if in its structu
re cation has a subordinate function (sili
cates with fine cations). And vice versa. 
The structure replication of oxide motive 
of the large cation and subordinate of the 
silicon-oxygen tetrahedron structure (1).

His collegues showed replication of 
the lime structure in ortosilicate, which 
decreases in the series ol -, cZ. -, fi -modi
fication and is hardly followed in

Table 

worth considering crystalchemical model and 
stabilization mechanizm of polymorphic mo
difications CgS offered by the author.

Crystalchemical Model
The -conformity of the main structural 

ortosilicates constituets is taken as a 
principle of the offered crystalchemical mo
del: the lengthes of the rib Si-tetrahedrone 
and rib's lengthes of cation polyhedrone. 
Moreover the basic rib's size Si-tetrahed
rone is chosen as it's length in fayalite. 
The least was equal to rib's length of oc
tahedron [1’eOg] . This chice is explained 
by the fsct, that fayalite is crystalized

(-) -the rib length deficiency of cation polyhedron in relation to the Si-te-trahedron’s

The size discrepancy of the cation polyhedrons and tetrahedron [siO^J ribs in fayalite

Admixtural 
ion

The difference in tetrahedron and cation polyhedron rio leng
thes at different coordinative number (ON) by oxygen (10 m)

Allowable 
(ON) of the 
admixtural 

ion
CN=4 CN=6 CN=8 CN=12

Al3 + +0,192 -0,240 4-6
Mn3 + +0,273 -0,170 6
Cr3 + +0,306 -0,141 6
Fe3 + +0,335 -0,099 6
Mg2+ -0,057 6
Fe2+ 0 6
Cr2+ +0,069 6
Mn2+ +0,113 -0,462 6
Ca2+ +0,374 -0,256 6-8
Sr2+ +0,608 -0,058 8
Ba2+ + ,891 +0,174 -0,112 8-12
Na+ +0,340 -0,277 6-8
K+ +0,778 +0,080 -0,197 8-12

rib in fayalite;
(+) -the rib length excess of cation polyhedron over tetrahedron's rib length in fayal.

Nikiforov (2) thoroughly described the 
fragments preservation of the kaolin ring 
type in different reactions with alumosili- 
cates participation.

In the present paper an attemp is made 
to explain technological peculiarities of 
getting binding materials on the base of 
common idea of replication. The binding sys
tems considered are mainly based on calcium 
ortosilicate. Therefore it is preliminary 

in strictly hexagonal symmetry, as Belov 
noted (1) and it points out good structural 
conformity of its polyhedron.

Basic quantitative ratios of the given 
model are given in table 1. Taking into ac
count that coordination of large cation 
(which may substitute calcium in the struc
ture CgS) by oxigen equals: 6 -for J“-C2S; 
6-7 -for J3-C2S; 8 -for ct'-CgS; 8-12 -for 
cL -Cr>S may be explained by corresponding



2
dehydration products

Dehydration of the high based calcium 
hydrosilicates

Belov showed (1), that the structure 
of high based calcium hydrosilicates is pre 
sented by olivine part ( -C^S) using dif
ferent com inations with portlandit. H.F.V/. 
Taylor (4) showed, that dehydration of the 
Ca hydrosilicates is carrisd aut by topota- 

cations. In particular, cation Ca^+ may sta 
bilize J^-CgS, so if it is in octahedron, 
there will be excessive rib discrepancy of 
polyhedrons (+0,374’1 O-"'°m) . But Ca^+ can
not stabilize ol -CgS, because in this case 
the size discripancy will be observed to - 
wards opposite diretion. Thus, -it is theo
retically possible to stabilize fi -CgS by 
lime’ Table

The composition of

Hydrosilicate Dehydration 
temperature, °C

Pressure of 
dehydration, Pa

Crystalline products

TSH
670 Atmospheric

0,1 - 1,0
CaO, TSH, Cc-S-H
JJ-CgS, CaO,' C5SgH

900
Atmospheric

0,1 - 1,0
Г-CgS, CaO
Jb-CgS, CaO, C3S

C5SgH 700 '
Atmospheric

0,1 - 1,0 CQО 
О о cd 

cd 
о о 
CQ 

СП 
(X

i 
Ö
J 

о о 1 
1

1=

hydrates CgS 600 - 900 1300 /1 + Г°23’ Ca0

Stabilization mechanizm
While sintering lime and silica to get 

CgS with the lime excess it is impossible 
to stabilize /i-CgS. But at a relatively 
low temperature sintering (B00-1100°C) of

(jT -CgS and CaO one can succeed in stabily- 
sing jS-CgS. Similar phenomena have been fo 
und in metal systems by Arharov(3) and are 
called intercrystalline internal adsorbtion 
(IIA). The essence of this phenomena is in 
the fact that som admixture atoms can not 
be kep by crystal matrix lattice and they 
are forced out into intercrystalline secti
ons during the process of cooling (gorofi- 
lic ions). However, it is possible to di
rect such gorofilic ions into crystalline 
matrix and keep them there after cooling by 
means of repeated low temperature kilning. 
This phenomenon has thermodynamic base. It 
may be concluded, that Ca ion is a gorofi
lic fon for CgS, and under certain conditi
ons (IIA-mechanizm) lime may stabilize Jb- 

CgS.

xic mechanizm and by Bukle data leads to 
the obtain of (}“ -CgS and CaO. And accoding 
to Heyker and Zalkind data - to the mixture 
_ß -CgS and CaC .

On the base of crystalchemical model 
data and mechanism IIA, it can be assumed 
that during the process of dehydration of 
the high based calcium hydrosilicates, it 
is possible to direct CaO into f- -CgS, to 
stabilize J2> -modification and thus to mo
dify the negative replication of the struc
ture in this case. Competitive reaction - 
sintering of CaO into larger crystals - it 
is possible to remove by dehydration in va
cuum.

Binding materials obtained by 
dehydration

The high based calcium hydrosilicates 
(TSH, Ca-chondrodite (C^SgH) and oL-, cL-, 

- dicalcium silicate hydrates) were sub
jected to dehydration in the temperature 
interval 500 - 900°C under the atmospheric 
pressure and in the vacuum. The conditions 
of the dehydration and the phase composition 



of the products are given in table 2. The 
hydraulic activity of the binding materials 
obtained by means of dehydration in vacuum 
formed 25-40 MPa.

Binding materials obtained by
melting and sintering
As it was already noted, Ca^SiO^ repli 

cates the lime structure and it can be well 
seen from our belit X-ray microanalyses da
ta, obtained in the result of tempering of 
the silicate meltings (table 3).

Tabl
Molecular compö 

alumina and silica as in the solid phase re 
action and under melting process as well.

In this case we are faced with the ne
gative replication of alumina-silica inte
raction. If to examine the reactions of cli 
nkering, it may be noted, that alongside 
with the positive replication process of 
the lime structure, the negative process ta 

’ kes place - replication of the alumosilica- 
tes structure. To get rid of the latter,the 
technologists are obliged to add much CaO

3 
ition of ortosilicates

Table 4
Diorthogroup content in autoclaved belit with additions

Kind of 
melting

Factor of
saturation

The composition of Ca-ortosilicates
By quantity 
Ca and Si

By quantity Ca, 
Si and admixtu 
res: Fe, Al,Mg

In comparison 
with theoretical 
content CaO in C2S

High alumina 0,33 2,744 2,412 2,093
Al203 15-20% 0,80 2,664 2,453 2,107

High iron 0,33 2,423 2,245 2,059
Fe2G3 15-20^5 0,50 2,179 2,094 1,927

0,80 2,181 1 ,956 1,867

Mixture composition, % Content

-c2s SiO2 CaCO3 CaF2 Si20T, %

100 not hydrated 13,46
100 - - •— 20,71
86,1 14,9 - 15,21
90 10 - 25,21
78,3 13,6 9,1 - 23,17
90 - — 10 53,58
78,3 13,6 - 9,1 45,22

At the time when silica may not be 
enough in the CgS structure by a number of 
reasouns, the presence of lime is always ne 
ar the standard. But even under such active 
C2S with the abundance of lime, the hydro
lie activity of the melting cements remains 
low (0-10 MPa) in the high alumina melts.

According to our data, the reason of 
it is constant interaction of 

to the system and it leads to the large ex
penditure of energy (1500°C).

It is possible to remove alumina - si
lica Interaction at less energy expenditure 
by binding alumina into sulpo-., fluorine-,, 
chlorine aluminates and othe compounds as 
well as by low temperature raw mixture sin
tering containing neithe alumina nor silica 



in one component, but containing the abun
dance of iron oxides. Sintering of such mix 
ture under the 1150D0 made it possible to 
get cement activity 100 MPa (in paste) in 
twenty four hours.

The questions of hydration and structu 
ra formation of new phases take an impor
tant place in the studied problem.

Binding materials and industrial waste 
products, cotaining a large quantity of cal 
cium orthosilicate, may be effectivly used 
in autoclave technology. It is considered, 
that the system with mole ratio CaO:SiO2=1 
provide the best property.

However, we assumed and showed experi
mentally, that calcium ortosilicate struc
ture is easy to transform into the structu
re of tilleit (Ca4 Si2C>7 .CO^) and cuspidi- 
ne (Ca4 Si207 .(F,0H)2) type. It is expla
ined by the fact, that diorthogroup Si207 
is well commensurable with calcium octahed- 
rone rib.

Chemically pure bellte (stabilizing 
agent 0,5% BgO^) was hydrated in autoclave 
at 1 MPa during 6 hours with CaCO^ and CaP2 
presence. The amount of diorthogroup Si207 
in stone was determined by method of deri- 
vatization by trimethylsilyl (IMS) groups. 
Hydration of Ji> — CgS is essentially increa
sed in the presence of CaCOj and CaP2 and 
transformation degree of SiO^ in SigOy 
may exceed 50% (in the case of CaP2 addi
tion - see table 4).

Such systems, where belit structure 
transforms into zeolite similar phases in 
the presence of other components in hydra
tion process are likely to be considered 
another trend of the effective use of orto
silicate and cements on it's base.

It may be provided by hydration of 
such systems in alkali conditions. Our in
vestigations with F.D.Tamas, using trime— 
thylsilyl derivatives, showed, that belit 
hydration degree is compared with alit hyd
ration degree in lignosulfonate-alkali mi
xed cements (table 5).

Thus, considerations of such binding 
systems on the base of the Ca—ortosilicate 

with low energy consuming, allow to suggest 
more effective ways of their use, taking in 
to account peculiarities of the replication 
structures and structural conformity.

Table 5
Diorthogroup content in cement stone 
after 28 days hydration

Cement composition, % Content
Si207, %Clinker Kind of 

clinker
Granulated 

slag

100 Belit - 27,8
100 Alit - 37,7
50 Belit 50 36,0
50 Alit 50 36,7
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Investigations on the Production of tow Lime Portland Cements

Summary : The manufacturing of low-lime Portland cements was investigated in order to ccme to further optimiza
tion within the process of clinker and cement production. The laboratory examinations based on natural marl 
revealed the pros and cons of the production of Portland cements with lime standards between 100 and 75%.

There are two ways to produce low-lime Portland cements with sufficient hydraulic reactivity:
1) reduce the lime standard of ordinary Portland canents to 85 - 80% approximately;
2) mix and mill alite—free with alite-rich clinkers. '

The advantages of the reduction of the carbonate content on the one hand are as follows:
1) exploitation of raw material deposits of"lower lime content•
2) less energy demand and better honogenity in the raw meal preparation;
3) reduced energy requirement in the burning process due to the decreasing necessary heat consumption and a tern

perature reduced by more than 100 К or 
4) higher furnace output under normal conditions;
5) less strain to the refractory linings;
6) reduces N0^ formation in the flue gas due to the lower temperature in the sintering zone;
7) improved grindability;
8) less heat of hydration.

Sumärioj A fabricacao de cimento portland de baixo conteüdo de cal foi investigada de chegar-se a avancar па о 
tamizacao dentro do processo de produgao de clfnquere de cimento. Os exames de laboratorio baseados em marga 
natural revelaram os pros e contras da produgao de cimento com о padräo de cal entre 100 e 75%.

Hä dors modos de produzir cimento portland de baixo cal com suficiente reatividade hidräulica:

" reduzir о padräo de cal de cimento portland ccmum a 85—80% aproximadamente;
2 - misturar e moer clinqueres sem alita can clinqueres riscos em alita.

As vantagens da redugao do conteüdo de carbonates de um lado säo as seguintes:
1 - exploragäo de depositos de materias-primas can baixo teor de cal;
2 - menos demanda de energia e melhor honogeneidade na preparagäo de mistura crua;

- reduzida energia requerida no processo de queima devido ou decrescimo do calor consumido necessärio e as 
temperatura reduzida em mais de 100 к ou

4 - maior produgao_do fomo em condigoes normals;
5 — menor deformagäo da camada de refratarios;
6 - re<^uz a formagao de N0x na corrente de gas devido ä menor tenperatura da zona de sinterizagäo;
7 - melhoria da moagem;
8 - menor calor de hidratagäo.

Por outro lado, о uso de adigoes de pozolanas em clinqueres de baixa cal, seria limitado.



INTRODUCTION
In recent years the specific energy 
consumption for the burning of Portland 
cement clinker could be reduced by al
most 50 % due to a systematic improve
ment of the technical production pro
cess. Especially the development of the 
drying process replacing the wet process 
as well as the optimization of the whole 
burning process were of significant im
portance. Presently, the main aim of re
search is the reduction of the specific 
energy consumption in the production 
process of Portland cement clinker, 
which is strived for in the following 
ways :

1. Addition of sintering agents, such as 
mineralizers and fluxes, for the ac
celeration of the lime combination or 
the decrease of the burning tempera
ture (1 -8 ) .

2. Reduction of the lime content in the 
raw mix for the production of belite- 
rich Portland cement clinker with 

. suitable hydraulic reactivity (9-11).

3. Modification of the normal composi
tion of Portland clinker in order to 
receive higher C3S-  and CijAF-content 
or to stabilize the sulphate-contain- 
ing calcium aluminates '(e.g. C3A3CS) 
(12-14). 

*

* The following abbreviations are used: 
C=CaO, S=SiO2, A^AlpOß, FzFejOß, 
3=503, etc

** calculated according to (15),(16)

4. Reduction of the clinker content in 
the production of mixed cements, be
cause the clinker compound is more 
energy-specific than that of the puz- 
zolanic or latent hydraulic admixtu
res (12,13).

Concerning the further optimization of 
the burning process the production of 
Portland cements with low or very low 
lime content is very important in many 
respects. On the one hand, it leads to a 
decrease of the theoretical energy con
sumption of about 1850 to 1550 kJ/kg 
clinker (i.e. by about 15 %)** by the 
reduction of the carbonat content in the 
raw mix, i.e. by the production of 
alite-free instead of alite-rich clin
kers (LSt III = 75 - 100 %). On the 
other hand, it leads to the expected 
effective improvements in the burnabi
lity, i.e. to lower sintering tempera
tures (17-21).

Moreover, the advantages in the treat
ment of low-lime marls are to be stres
sed, so that finally the admixing of a 
limestone can be avoided, which impairs

the favourable burnability of natural 
marl due to the worse comminution pro
perties (19-22). In addition, the possi
ble decrease of the burning temperature, 
which leads to a lower thermal stress on 
the sintering zone, can reduce various 
technical problems in the burning pro
cess, as there are: the kiln lining wear, 
the formation of circulations, and the 
exit gases stress. It also implies an 
improvement in the clinker grindability. 
Under these aspects a further reduction 
of the whole energy consumption in the 
Portland cement production can be reach
ed, if the occuring impairment of the 
strength development at early stages can 
be balanced.

The investigations described in the fol
lowing present a review on the burning 
behaviour of natural raw mixes with or 
without sintering admixtures - e.g. MgO, 
SO3, ZnO, CaFj, or to a certain degree 
their combinations - depending on the 
lime standard. The results are discussed 
concerning the reachable temperatures at 
complete burning and clinker properties, 
as there are porosity and grinding beha
viour, as well as the behaviour of tech
nical mortars of the so produced ce
ments .

EXPERIMENTAL

without admixture

2 M 

3M

SO) 

ZnO 

Cafi

.5CaF,*,5ZnO

CaF, ♦ ZnO 

Л CaF, + SO, 

CaF, ♦ SO, 

.5 ZnO ♦ SO, 

ZnO ♦ SO,

- 2.N0-2.52...........................................
....TM ■ 2.10-2.31................. ........................

...... ......................... HG* - 0.1*-0.17...........................................

 C3A r C^AF ■ 23 - 20(wt.-%).............................

MgO-admbclure up to 2.0 **!.-%  MgO. as Mg(OH)2 

MgO-admhclure up to 3.0 wt.-S MgO at Mg(OH)2... 

sulfating of alkane.... (c. 0.9 wt.-% SO^).. at ........
admixture of 1.0 wt.-t ZnO,«.. (0.8 wt.-% Zn**) .„. at ZnO............

admixture of 1.0 wt.-tfc CaF, (0.* wt.-W F*) . at CaF2„........

admixture of 0.5 wt.-S CaF^ and 0.6 wt.-% ZnO..................................

admixture of 1.0 wt.-% CaFj and 1.0 wt,-% ZnO..................................

admixture of 0.5 wt.-% CaF^ and sulfating of alkali*.........«»...............

admixture of 1.0 wt.-% CaF, and sulfating of alkalis.........................

admixture of 0.5 wt.-% ZnO and sutfatinf of alkalis...«.«.«.«........»

admixture of 1.0 wt.-% ZnO and sulfating of alkalis««,«......»...«.*««  

1 I I J I-- -

• COrT.V- *0 <20^

Table 1 Data of the investigated Port
land cement raw materials with 
and without admixtures

As raw materials natural marls with dif
ferent carbonate contents were used, 
which were adapted to the values of the 
lime standard III of 100 to 75%, with 



or without admixtures (sintering 
agents). Table 1 informs about the che
mical and mineralogical data and the 
different sintering agents.

For the measuring of the burnability as 
well as the clinker properties the raw 
mixes were pressed in testing cylinders 
(11 mm 0, 11 mm h) and burned .stationa- 
rily in a gradient kiln. This kiln sys
tem allows an exact temperature-time 
control, so that the parameters: heating 
(50 K/min) - holding (20 min) - cooling 
(about 800 K/min) can be kept at an op
timal degree (23).

Afterwards, an electrically heated labo
ratory rotary kiln*  served for the homo
geneous burning of raw mixes pellets in 
the kg-field for hydration investiga
tions, where heating gradients of 100 
K/min, cooling gradients of about 800 
K/min and again a burning time of 20 min 
were applied. Then the clinkers were 
fine-grained together with different 
calcium sulphates.

The results described in the following 
are presented as a summary of works on 
the possibilities of Portland cement 
production which are characterized by a 
significant decrease in the lime stand
ard .

INVESTIGATIONS ON THE BURNABILITY

Figures 1 and 2 show the complete burn
ing temperatures**,  which based on the 
lime binding processes of the Isochronic 
pilot burnings, as well as the bulk den
sities of the clinkers with various sin
tering agents as parameters depending on 
the lime standard.

It is obvious that a reduction of the 
lime standard leads to a markedly im
proved burnability especially of the very 
lime-rich raw mixes (figure 1). This 
corresponds with a reduction of the 
burning temperature for natural mixes 
("without admixtures") in the high lime 
standard range of about 12 К and with a 
lime standard of < 94 % of about 2.5 - 3 
К per percent of lime standard. The re
duction of the burning temperature by 
about 130 К occuring when the lime stand
ard Is decreased from 100 to 75 % stands 
in accordance with investigations made in 
model as well as technical raw mixes 
(9,17,18). From present investigations, 
however, it can be taken that a lime 
content, which is being decreased in the 
raw mix, does not automatically imply a 
linearly decreasing burning temperature. 
Alite-rich clinkers generally show a 
sufficlant lime binding at a 20minute 
burning time only when a melting phase is 
present ( > 1250°C).
The increase of the relatively low MgO 
content from about 1 to 2 - 3 wt.-% MgO 
("2M, 3M") only leads to a quicker lime 
binding at high complete burning tempe
ratures when a liquid phase is present. 
Thus, the clinker formation in this ran
ge is accelerated, which is directly con
nected with the favourable influence of 
the clinker melt with the help of MgO, as 
well .as with the reduction of the for
mation temperature and the viscosity of 
the liquid phase.

The same is true for the influence of a 
sulphatisation of alkalies ("SOq"), which 
only is effective to the complete burning 
temperature in the high lime standard 
range. From the separate in-

Figure 1
Burning temperatures 
of Portland cement 
raw mixes in the com
plete burning range 
as a function of lime 
standard and sinter
ing agents

* as described in (20)
** defined for СаОргее = 2.0 wt.-%
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Figure 2
Clinker bulk densi
ties of Portland ce
ment raw mixes in 
the complete burning 
range as a function 
of lime standard and 
sintering agents

•vestigations It can be seen that the 
quicker lime binding is especially due 
to a quicker transformation in the final 
phase of the clinker formation, i.e. a 
quicker alite formation. Two phenomena 
described in literature are involved: a 
reduction of viscosity of the liquid 
phase (24,25) and a alkali stabilization 
of belite (8,26,27) which takes place 
partly or not at all in the presence of 
sulphate or by the formation of alkali 
sulphates. The quicker lime formation of 
the alite-free clinker, however, is due 
to a favoured formation of CgA ^instead 
of the Ci2A7> which normally is present 
in this low-lime range.

The accelerating reaction effect of flu
or and zinc additions, which is also 
described in literature (2,5,7,8) resp. 
(2,6), is confirmed in the present re
sults, too. CaF2 and ZnO are favourable 
to the clinker formation when used in
dividually ("CaF2", "ZnO") as well as 
when used in combination (".5CaF2+ 
,5ZnO", "CaF2+ZnO") in the whole lime 
standard range. However, it is inter
esting to note that the mineralizing 
effect of CaF2 is very strong especially 
at very high and very low lime stand
ards, whereas ZnO additions only show 
better effects when the complete burning 
of the raw mixes takes place at the same 
time as the evidently earlier forming of 
the clinker melt (^ 1225°C).

Compared to the effect of the individual 
components the combined addition of flu
or and sulphate (" . 5CaF2 + S0o", 
"Сар2+ЗОз") clearly leads to the 
quickest lime binding (35). Especially 
in extreme low-lime sectors complete 
burning temperatures of less than 1200°C 

could be measured. The increase of the 
CaF2 content from 0.5 to 1.0 wt.-% also 
brings about an increase in the react
ivity.

Compared to the raw mixes with zinc or 
sulphate additions the presence of the 
combined "ZnO+SOg" shows a purely addi
tive effect independently from the zinc 
content (36). This means that especially 
for clinkers with high and low alite 
contents a more favourable lime binding 
behaviour is to be expected. On the other 
hand, in the range of the melting phase 
formation, which starts at lower 
temperatures, the effectivity of ZnO is 
dominant and is not impaired by the 
presence of sulphate.

According to figure 2 the course of the 
clinker bulk density, i.e. of the mea
sured structure densification, is almost 
parallel to that of the complete burning 
temperatures. The porosity of the addi
tion-free clinker increases from about 20 
to more than 40 vol.-% with a reduction 
of the lime standard fom 100 to 75 %. To 
use clinkers produced at such low 
temperatures gives a markedly improved 
grinding behaviour, which will be des
cribed later. Similarly, clinkers, which 
contain fluor and sulphate, show a clear 
reduction of the bulk density at the same 
lime binding rate in the whole lime 
standard range. The porosities rise to 
values of up to 60 vol.-%. The formation 
of fine-grained and porous clinkers is 
caused by a lessened surface tension of 
the clinker melt or by its increasing 
specific volume in the presence of fluor 
and sulphate (25,27,28). The strong 
flux-like effect of ZnO, however, causes 
a structure densification of the clinker.



Occasionally, the improvement of the 
clinker grinding by highly porous clin
kers can bring about an increased dust 
development in the technical processing 
and thus reduce the positive effect. 
With the help of exact employment of 
structure-densifying or -loosing sin
tering agents there is the possibility 
of a direct influence on the formation 
of the clinker structure. The clinker 
properties change additively in the 
direction of higher densification in the 
presence of zinc.

Figure 3 informs about the behaviour of 
the different sintering agents in the 
burning process, i.e. the affinity to 
the gaseous phase resp. the clinker in 
the kiln.

Figure 3
Binding of alkali (K20), zinc (ZnO), 
and fluor (CaF2) as a function of the 
different raw mixes (-"without admix
ture", "SOg", "CaF2", "ZnO", "CaF2+ 
ZnO") and of the burning temperature

Besides an altogether higher alkali bin
ding of the belite-rich clinker (LSt III 
- 75%), a sulphatisation of the alkalies 
("SO3") leads to an alkali binding which 
is higher than that of the basic raw mix 
("without admixture") and connected with 
the formation of more stable alkali sul
phates. The binding degree of zinc 
always reaches values of > 90 wt.-%. In 
contrast, fluor is strongly volatile 
during the open laboratory burning. 
Already at 900°C slight fluor losses 
were measured which averaged values of 
up to 60 wt.-% of the added CaF2 con
tents in the range of the complete 
burning.

The different densifications of the dot
ed clinker 'influence the vaporization 
behaviour of the very volatile compo
nents such as alkali and fluor. For 
example, significantly higher fluor 
contents are measured in the clinker (up 
to 90 wt.-% CaF2) even at high burning 
temperatures when zinc is present 
("CaF2+ZnO") and the densification de
gree is correspondingly high. At this, 
fluor is increasingly enclosed into the 
calcium silicate clinker phases. Similar 
interrelations were observed for the 
volatility of alkalies or the binding of 
zinc .

INVESTIGATION ON THE REACTIVITY

The changes in the phase compositons and 
the properties of laboratory rotary kiln 
clinkers with varied lime standards are 
shown as an example in Figure 9.'

Figure 4
Clinker phase composition and properties 
of Portland cement clinkers in relation 
to the lime standard

A reduction of the lime standard leads 
automatically to an increasing belite- 
and a decreasing alite-content, so that 
with a lime standard III of 75% a alite- 
free cement is burned. With lime values 
below LSt III - 75%, C-|2Ay is formed 
instead of the lime-richer C3A.

Apart from a reduction of the burning 
temperature special attention should be 
paid to the changed clinker properties. 
With decreasing lime standard, general
ly, the following properties can be 
stated: an increased porosity of the 
clinker pellets, an improved clinker 
grindability (grindability index) and an 
increased relation between the specific 
surface to BLAINE and BET, i.e. an in
creased surface reactivity. The growing 
clinker density is due to the augmenting 
ß -C2S portion. There are two reasons 



for the decreasing density, when alit- 
free clinker (K 75) is burned in 
decreasing temperatures: firstly, the 
formation of secondly, the 
progressing destabilization of bellte, 
i.e. a y-CjS formation.

The results from grinding tests on the 
grinding behaviour are shown in figure
5. The grinda'bility index is defined as 
surface increase per time unit.

CaO(r.

complete burning
CoOkH : C. 0.9

Figure 5
Grindability index of clinkers with a 
lime standard from 95 to 75% as a func
tion of the burning degree (free lime) 
and the lime standard

75 80 84 90 95

LSt Ш. [% j

With the same contents of residual free 
limes, i.e. with the same burning de
grees, and falling lime standards, an 
obvious improvement in the grindability 
can be stated. Another significant ef
fect is the influence of the burning 
degree with a chemically similar ‘raw 
mix.

What can be taken from the results is 
that for the assessment of the grinda
bility of Portland cement clinkers the 
adjustment of a previously defined 
burning degree (free lime content) is 
absolutely necessary. Rising burning 
temperatures for the same clinkers, 
together with growing portions of 
melting phase as well as low free lime 
values or clinker porosities, lead to a 
deteriorisation of the grinding behavi
our. The negative influence of the 
grindability with an decreasing CßS/CjS 
ratio, which was often mentioned in 
literature (30-32), could not be con
firmed. Using a standardized burning 
degree, i.e. a burning temperature ad
justed to the raw mix, there are again 

obvious improvements in the grindability 
up to the finest range of more than 7000 
cm2/g for the clinkers with decreasing 
C^S/CjS ratio.

To what extend favourable influences from 
the reduction of lime standard in. the 
production process can be applied for the 
production of hydraulic sufficiantly 
active Portland cements, is shown in 
figures 6 and 7.

First investigations in the whole lime 
standard range from 99 to 75% showed that 
the production of Portland cements is 
possible especially for lime standards of 
89 resp. 85%, the strength developments 
of which are sufficiant even in the early 
period of hydration (28 days) (figure 6).

Differences in the early strength deve
lopments (up to 7 days) could be ba
lanced with the help of finer grinding. 
Yet the use of even lower lime standards 
leads to an increasingly worse worka
bility, a higher water demand with the 
same sulphate portion as well as to a 
quick setting with insufficiant 
strengths.

We tried to accelerate the reaction of 
belite-rich clinkers by applying higher 
cement fineness and more calcium sul
phate, by optimizing the sulphate bearer 
and the burning conditions with the 
result that for an alite portion of only 
about 28 wt.-% (K 85) there were favour
able early and final strengths (figure 
7). The retardation and workability of 
low-lime Portland cements give hardly any 
problems when applied under appropriate 
conditions (kind and dosing of calcium 
sulphate). For mortar compressive 
strengths of up to 15 N/mm2 after 2, 37 
N/mm2 after 7 and above 50 N/mm2 after 28 
days, the highest reachable strength 
classes according to DIN 1164 are Z35F 
resp. Z45L. A further reduction of the 
alite content to a rest content of about 
15 wt.-% with a lime standard of 80% 
results in a marked drop in reactivity, 
which up to now could not be balanced. 
The DIN class Z25 is not reachable due to 
reduced early strengths ( ßn,2d < 10 
N/mm2). According to the present 
investigations the cooling rates of up to 
3000 K/min, which are demanded as the 
most important criterion for the 
production of hydraulic active belite 
cements (9), are not in any case neces
sary. The optimized belite-rich cements 
of clinkers with lime standards of 85 to 
80% show comparable strengths.

The alite-free cements with lime stand
ards of 75% react even more slowly. The 
clinker with the highest burning degree 
(1285°C) shows the comparably most fa
vourable strength development.
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Figure 6
Strength development of Portland cements 
on passing from lime standard III of 99% 
to 75% (spec, surface about 3000 cm2/g;
2.5 wt.-% S03, DH:A II - 1:1) '

Figure 7
Compressive strength 
development of Port
land cements with 
LSt III = 85% as a 
function of fine- 
grinding and burning 
conditions (2.5-4.0 
wt.-%*S03  as DH> HH> 
and A II; measure
ments on small mortar 
specimens in compli
ance with DIN 1164)

To reduce the burning temperature from 
1265 to 1244°C does not entail a gain in 
reactivity. The determination of the 
reactivity of pure bellte clinkers (LSt 
III = 75%) showed that all belite ce
ments can be stimulated by the addition 
of alite to the same degree, which has 
already been stated for pure clinker 
phases, too (33,34). It was found out 
that the hydration reactivity is inde
pendent from the burning degree. The 
favourable hydraulic properties of 
belite-rich clinkers are thus directly 
dependent on the presence of a necessary 
residue of alite.

Figure 8 informs on the results of 
initial investigations on cement mortars 
from alite-rich (LSt III = 90%) resp. 
belite-rich clinkers (LSt III = 80%), 
which were burned with the additives 
mentioned above (37).

The setting behaviour of all cements is ■ 
in general without problems. Yet there 
is the exception of the fluor-modified 
clinker that tends to set very quickly 
dua to the stabilization of C-|2A7"CaF2, 
which, however, probably can be parried 
by an increase of the calcium hydroxide 
concentration. In the same way, all 
mortars with an extension of 17 to 20 cm 
(flow test) show a good workability, 
which is true not only for the addition

addition-free but also for the minera
lised cements.

Cn the whole, these results show that 
cements where alite content were reduced 
from about 40 to 12 wt.-% have a reduced 
strength on all curing periods. Compar
ing the hydraulic reactivity of cements 
without additions to those mineralised 
with clinkers, which were produced in the 
complete burning range ("c.b."), 
especially for the period of 28 days the 
negative influences can clearly be 
observed. Only when the alkalies are 
sulphatized, the alite-rich clinker shows 
unchanged properties. In general, the 
unfavourable influence on hydration 
evoked by the mentioned sintering agents 
i.s stronger for the belite-rich cements. 
According to X-ray phase analyses the 
hydration of the calcium silicates is 
blocated so that a clear hardening could 
be stated at a later curing period (up to 
I80 days), which is probable to entail a 
strength balance.

Varying the burning 
tion-free raw mixes 
standards lead to 
astonishing effect, 
increase of the 
strength; at first 
crease can be

degrees of the addi- 
with different lime 
an interesting and 

For example, the 
28-day compressive 

, the strength in
to the completeattributed



Figure 8
Compressive strength and resonance fre
quency of Portland cement mortars made 
of clinkers with different lime stand
ards as a function of the burning degree 
and of a "mineralization"

lime binding, which is normal for the 
higher burning imperatures and finally 
results in a kigner alite content (about 
12 wt.-% CßS). Yet, for a further
strength increase, which is clearly 
observed especially for the low-lime 
cements, the explanation of an alite 
content increase is no longer valid, as 
the free lime and accordingly the CoS 
content hardly show any changes at all 
due to an increase of the burning tem
perature .

CONCLUSION

According to the present investigations 
the production of low-lime Portland ce
ments is possible up to lime standards 
of ? 80% with keeping favourable pro
perties similar to the nowadays usual 
Portland cements. The decisive fact for 
a favourable reactivity behaviour is the 
minimum residue of alite which also can 
be added in mixing or grinding to an 
alite-free clinker. In that case, the 
special importance lays, in the reduction 
of the theoretical energy consumption, 
the use of a significantly lower burning 
temperature as well as the positive 
influencing of the clinker grindability.

For values of LSt III 90%, an addi
tional "mineralization" leads to an only 
m'inimal improvement in the burnability 
and does not imply an improvement in the 

hydraulic reactivity. According to the 
results reached up to now the appli
cation of such materials will be con
fined to alite-rich clinkers; what 
remains to be examined is the signi
ficant influence of the burning tempe
rature on the hydration properties.
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Synthesis of Calcium Silicates at Low Temperatures and Influences 
on their Reactivity

Summary! The main component of Portland cement is tricalcium silicate, i.e. the solid solu
tion,, alite. In this paper, we present some results obtained from C-S, alite and alinite pro 
duced at lower temperatures (1050 - 1350°C) and measurements of hydration processes of these^ 
synthetics. 4

Beside the possibility to save burning energy the purpose of the investigations was 
to obtain knowledge about the correlation between burning reactivity, development of micro
structure dependent on burning conditions and the hydraulic reactivity Of the tricalcium sili 
cates. . -

As the most effectful sintering agents we used zinc oxide, calcium fluoride and man
ganese fluoride. Zinc oxide caused a high sintering of the granules by means of an increased 
molten phase formation (above 1200°C). The ZnO-alite was burned completely (free lime 1 
wt.-$) at 1250°C/20 min in a laboratory rotary kiln. ■

Calcium fluoride accelerated the solid state diffusion reactions over the entire 
temperature range above 1100°C, the stability temperature of fluorine-alite1). A complete 
burning of CaF2-alite was performed at 1150°C/20 min already.

Using manganese fluoride and the usual oxides A. F, M as mineralizers the attempt 
to synthezise a doped mineral called alinite has been successful at 1050°C/30 min (fluorine-a 
linite is stable from 950 to 1100°C and crystallizes in the tetragonal crystal lattice). Fur
ther the application of these mineralizers led to the formation of C-S mixed crystals with 
triclinic, monoclinic and rhombohedral modifications.

Regarding the results of the hydration measurements one can summarize that ZnO acce 
lerated whereas fluorine-ions retarded the alite-water-reactions considerably. This was par
ticularly true for MnFj-doped alinite.

, Because of the high specific surface areas corresponding with fine-grained crystal
lites in a loosened homogeneous microstructure, the triclinic materials - especially C-S bur
ned at low temperatures - had a remarkably improved hydraulic reactivity.

 - 0 componente principal do cimento portland ё о silicato tricälcico, isto e, a solu- 
cao solida, alita. Neste trabalho, apresentamos alguns resultados obtidos com C-S, alita e a 
1 inita produzidos a temperaturas mais baixas (1.050 - 1.350°C) e medicoes dos processes de hT 
dratagäo destes produtos sinteticos. -

Alem da p'ossibilidade de economia de energia, о objetivo das investigagoes foi ad- 
quirir conhecimento a respeito da correlagäo entre reatividade de queima, desenvolvimento de 
microestrutura em fungao da queima e condigoes da queima, e reatividade hidraulica dos sili
cates tricälcicos.

„ , Como agentes maiseficientes de sinterizagao utilizamos oxido de zinco, fluoreto de 
calcio e fluoreto de manganes. 0 oxido de zinco causou uma alta sinterizagao dos granulös 
рог meio de um aumento da fase ifquida (acima de 1.200°C). 0 ZnO-alita queimou-se completa- 
mente (cal livre < em peso) a 1.250 С, рог 20 minutos em forno de laboratorio.

0 fluoreto de cälcio acelerou as reagoes de difusäo do estado solido em toda a fai- 
xa de temperatura acima de 1.100°C, temperatura de estabilidade de fluor-alita. Uma queima 
completa de CaF2-alita se consumou a 1.150°C, por 20 minutos.

Usando fluoreto de manganes e os oxidos usuais A, F, M сото mineralizadores, a ten- 
tativa para sintetizar um mineral dopado chamado alinita obteve sucesso a 1.050°C, pur 30 mi
nutos (fluor-alinita e estävel de 950 a 1.100°C e se cristaliza em rede de cristais tetrago
nais).

Posteriormente a aplicagäo destes mineralizadores ocasionou a formagäo de cristais 
de CjS misturados сот modificagöes triclinicas, monoclinicas e romboedricas.

Corn relagäo aos rbsultados das medigöes da hidratagäo, podemos resumir que о ZnO a- 
celerou, enquanto Ions fluor retardaram consideravelmente as reagoes alita-agua. Isto foi 
particularmente verdadeiro para alinita dopada com MnF^.

Devido äs areas de .superficie especifica altas correspondentes aos cristais finamen 
te granulados em microestrutura homogenea frouxa, os materials triclfnicos - especialmente 
C-S queimado a baixas temperaturas - tiveram uma reatividade hidräulica notavelmente melhora- 
da.



INTRODUCTION

The Technical Portland cement, which is 
generally produced in the temperature 
range from 1400 to 1500°C, consists of a 
phase composition of various clinker 
minerals.
The main components are the tricalcium 
silicate (C^S) and dicalcium silicate 
(CpS), that is their respective solid 
solutions, alite and bellte. In this 
paper, we will present some results ob
tained from CßS- and alite production at 
lower temperatures(1150-13500C) and 
measurements of hydration processes of 
these synthetics. The purpose of the 
investigations is to get knowledge about 
the correlation between crystal symme
try, burning reactivity, development of 
microstructure dependant . on burning 
conditions, and the hydraulic reactivity 
of the tricalcium silicates with and 
without additional agents.
A decrease of the sintering temperature 
of Portland cement clinker by chemical 
activation of the alite formation may 
lead to possibilities of energy saving, 
by some lower milling energy or dimi
nished heat consumption.

EXPERIMENTAL

The first step in the experimental plan 
was the preparation of reactive alites 
and CßS raw mixtures using very pure 
fine-grained crystalline or amorphous 
starting materials such as amorphous 
silica and precipitated hydroxides or 
oxides with high specific surface areas. 
Additionally, a spray drying technique 
and wet milling in a laboratory ball 
mill have been applied as homogenizing 
methods.
The second step was the examination of 
the burnability by determining the free 
lime content of the sintered products 
(with Franke’s method) which is a meas
ure for the burning performance:

0jS-Formation

5 1264°C 1)
(1 ) C2s + C -------------+ CoS
(2) CjS (wt.-%) = 100 - (4,072 x Cfree)

The characterization of the sintered 
products was realized with SEM for the 
microstructure and morphology, BET and 
Blaine for specific surface area deter
minations and laser granulometer for 
grain size distributions of the grinding 
stock.

The hydraulic reactivity measurements 
have been carried out by means of 
conduction calorimeter traces (heat 
liberation) and quantitative x-ray 
analysis to determine the unreacted CgS 

residue in the hydrated patterns and from 
that the degree of hydration.
Measurements of the rheological and set
ting properties of the alite pastes were 
realized using a rotational viscosimeter 
with specially made measuring cells.
The development of compressive strength 
of the hydrated samples and partly stu
dies of the hydrated phases (morphology, 
C/S and H/S) permits us to describe the 
technological properties of the trical
cium silicates.
All applied methods are specified else- 
where^' .

REACTION MIXES AND THEIR PROPERTIES
(CgS, Alites, Alinite)

A survey on the produced lime-rich cal
cium silicates is given in Table 1 . The 
pure tricalcium silicates were burned as 
pellets in the electrically fired cham
ber kiln, the alites and alinite as 
granules in the rotary kiln.

Synthetic Calcium Silicates

Electrical oven furnace 1C4S)

1 ВЛГ) L4 h Cj- <1 ,0 wt.-i triclinic TI' TII
C3s 1 350 c. 24 h Cfrpp ‘ 1,0
C3s 1 375 c. 1 2 h Cfree * 1wtl *

Electrical rotary kiln (alites)

C3s (F,M)A) 127*4 c, 20 tr.in Cfree" 6’3 "l--‘

C3S (F,M) 1 3 30 6c, 20 min triclinic ^TTT

C3S (F,M) 1350 c, 20 min Cfree * "* wt ‘ *

C3S |A,F) 1 2 84 »C, 60 min Cfrpp = 2,4 wt.-l

C3s (A,F> 1307 “c, 60 min *-froo < 1 »0 Wt.-l monoclinic Mla

C3s (A,F) 1350 c, 60 min Cfree * 1 ,0 wt--%

C3s (A,F,M) 1274 •C, 20 min Cfree* 3,7 wt'~% inverse
C3= 1A,F,M) 1310 ec, 20 min cfree и--‘ monoclinic Mla

C3s (A,F,M) 1350 °C, 20 min

C3S (A,F,M)

ZnO 1250 ec, 20 min Cfrr-A * 1 '0 »1.—-Rh

c.s (A.F.M)

+ 2 wt.-% CaP2 1150 °C, 20 min Cfree * 1 ’0 rhombohedral Rh

Electrical rotary kiln_J fluorine-alinite)

C.S (A,F,M, wt.- MnO2 > 4 , wt.-l CaF2) Symmetry tetragonal
1050 C, 30 min Cfrees 5,8 Wt-"%

F-F-2°3 ’ wt.-» A =A1 2°3 wt.-l M=MgO (1-2 wt.-l)

Table 1 Synthetic Polycalcium Silicates

It is obvious that the synthesis of the 
higher symmetrical forms is possible by 
using the mineralizing oxides A, F, M 
(inverse monoclinic) and the additional 
sintering agents zinc oxide and calcium 
fluoride (rhombohedral modification).



The classification of the alite modifi
cations was carried out according to 1),
3),  4). 6 ’
Fluorine alinite takes a special posi
tion within the group of lime-rich cal
cium silicates which according to lite
rature1) >5) consists of 3 mol C3S and 
1 mol CaFj (stoichiometric composition: 
C11S4 • 2CaF21)) and occurs as a stable 
compound between 950 and 1100°C in the 
tetragonal crystal class, if the compo
nents A, F, and M as well as manganese 
oxide are applied as mineralizers.
Correlating with the increase in symme
try properties the burning temperatures, 
which are necessary for the complete 
burning, decrease, which is especially 
true for ZnO (2 wt.-%) and CaF2 
(2 wt. -%)-alites produced at very low 
temperatures and short burning periods 
(20 min). They could already be trans
formed completely at 1250 resp. 1150°C. 
The relatively high lime content of the 
fluor alinite at burning conditions of 
1050°C and 30 min is partly due to a too 
high lime content of the raw mixture^).

BURNING REACTIVITY OF THE ALITES

Pilot burnings were produced under de
fined burning conditions using calcium 
fluoride and zinc oxide respectively the 
A, F, M-oxides as alite forming admix
tures. The furnace used was an elec
trical kiln permitting defined heating 
and cooling conditions and getting ac
curate sintering temperature and burning 
periods.
The results of these pilot tests are 
drawn up in the next graphs of figure 2 
and 3. Further measurements may be found 
in literature1)^).

The results of the burning tests are 
here summarized:
Calcium fluoride and zinc oxide accele
rated the alite formation in the re
presented temperature range between 1200 
and 11)00°C considerably, which agrees 
with other results1). This is especially 
valid forCaF;. Zinc oxide caused a high 
sintering of the pellets by means of an 
increased melting phase formation (iron- 
rich melting) above 1200°C corresponding 
with a small sintering intervail between 
1200 and 1250°C.
Calcium fluoride accelerated the solid 
state diffusion reaction over the entire 
temperature range (increase of the free 
formation energy).
In the temperature range defined by free 
lime content < 2 wt.-% when a complete 
burning performance is practicable, the 
influence of a longer period is relati
vely slight, so that a short time of 
sintering applies to be the most eco
nomic way of manufacturing.

Burning Temperature l°C ]

AF(ZnO)-Alife, 4h

AF (CqF,I-Alite, 20min

Is, 1h

AF(ZnO) - Alite, 1 h

AF (CaF,) - Alite, 40 min

AF (CqF,)-Alife, 1h

1200 1250 1300 1350 1400

Burning Temperature [°C]

AF(ZnO)-Alitg, 20min 

AF(ZnO) - Alite, 40 min

Figure 1
Burnability of alites with and without 
admixtures ((heating rate 100°C/min, 
rapid air cooling)

Figure 2
Free lime vs. burning temperature and 
burning period of the ZnO- and CaF2~ 
alites



STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT IN THE 
TRICALCIUM SILICATES

Instead of single results, a summarizing 
description of the results of structure 
investigations should be tried (table 
2) .

As an example for structure development 
serves figure 3 where the surfaces of 
C3S and some alite sintering products 
are demonstrated.

Alltogether we can make the following 
statements:
All added mineralizing oxides (A,F,M) 
and especially the additives calcium 
fluoride and zine oxide caused a greater 
sintering of the burned products at low 
temperatures. With this one can asso
ciate a partly strong grain growth, in
creased micropore share and low pore 
volume.

Corresponding to this the physical pro
perties of the burning products changed. 
The granules were harder and more diffi
cult to mill to a comparable fineness 
(favourable Blaine-value 4000 cm^/g). An 
similar influence on the microstructure 
was affected by an increase of the 
burning temperature or lengthening of 
the burning time, as can be taken from 
figure 3 for pure C3S.

Microstructure of the Trlcalcium Silicates

(1) 
reticulate homogenous structure 
(crlstallites 075-4 цт) 
specific surface area (BET) in the burning 
products
4000-8000 cm2/g
CoS--------------- ► FM-Allte-------------fcAF-Alite
(I375°C,14 h) (1330°C,20 mln) (1307°C,60 min) 
triclinic TT triclinic Tttt monoclinic MT„
(2)
homogenous structure, advanced up to strong 
recrystallization
(crlstallites 4-16 Цт) 
porosity 10-25 Vol.-% , 
specific surface area 1000cm2/g, strongly 
sintered products <200m2/g
CoS—-FM—Alites -*AF-Alites  overburnt 1135O°C—► 
-.AFM-Alltes (1310°C,20 mln)

Inverse monoclinic MTh
(3) D 
Influence of special agents
CaF? In AFM-Alites (115OUC,2O mln): 

raising degree of sintering
ZnO in AFM-Alites (1250°C,20 mln):

formation of melting phase, highly sintered

Table 2
Characterization of the microstructure 
of alites and C3S (SEM, high pressure 
mercury porosimeter, BET)

Figure 3
SEM photographs of C3S, alite, and 
fluorine alite "

The reaction mixes which were softly 
burnt at low temperatures - that is CjS 
and FM-alites particularly - must be 
milled to a fineness more than 4000 cm2/g 
to obtain similar grain size dis
tribution determinated with laser gra- 
nulometer^). Nevertheless, the milling 
energy needed was very low. In this field 
there are possibilities to save energy at 
the one hand, and to produce 
high-reactivity calcium silicates on the 
other hand.

HYDRAULIC REACTIVITY OF THE 
CALCIUM SILICATES

Figure 4 illustrates the reaction traces 
of various (low temperature) alites and 
C3S with free lime contents < 1 wt.-% 
hydrated for 3 days in a microcalori
meter at 30°C with a water/solid' ratio of 
one.

The influence of the burning temperature 
on the heat liberation determinated with 
this conduction calorimeter is shown in 
figure 5-7.

Measurements of the rheological proper
ties (shear stress vs. shear rate) and 
setting (shear stress vs. time of hydra
tion) are represented in figures 8 and 9. 
Table 3 and 4 exhibits the values of 
compressive strength and the degree of 
hydration as a function of curing time 
(pastes w/s = 0.5) for C3S, alite, and 
alinite reaction mixes.



RESULTS

Discussing the results upon hydraulicity 
of calcium silicates the influence of 
the degree of burning, lime binding and 
microstructure features must be taken 
into account. The results of the expe
riments carried out can be summarized as 
follows: 

1. Influence of the burning temperature

Reactive free lime as well as a favour
able microstructure (high specific sur
face, size of the crystallites 1-4 pm) 
in the alites and in C^S burned at very 
low temperatures caused partly substan
tial reaction accelerations in the har
dening and setting processes (Table 4, 
Figures 10-11, АРМ- and FM-alites at 
1274°C). Both materials showed compar
ably high compressive strengths over the 
whole observation period of hydration. A 
swelling effect could not be stated.

The overburning of the reaction mixes 
(135O°C for FM-, AF-, and AFM-alites; 
1500°C for CgS) always led to a dimi
nished reactivity.

There was less energy needed when the 
low-temperature alites -were grinded, 
which showed fine-grained crystallites 
and a loosened microstructure, than for 
the samples burnt at high temperatures. 
The reactivity can be controlled by the 
burning temperature and the fineness 
(e.g. AFM (1274°C), FM-alites, CoS 
(1375°C)).

The paste viscosity is appreciably in
creased with the help of an absorbent 
microstructure for the same W/S value. 
The regulation of the hardening process 
is possible for the higher sintered 
samples by the variation of the W/S 
value (e.g. ZnO-alite, Figure 8).

2. Influence of the chemical- 
mineralogical composition

The complete burning of the low-symme
trical forms of the tricalcium silicates 
needs more burning energy (e.g. CoS 
(1375°C) and FM-alites). The resulting 
products were characterized by a higher 
porosity and relatively temperature
stable structure. Under the preposition 
that the grain size distribution is the 
same, the higher specific surfaces lead 
to an accelerated setting and hardening 
and to a higher heat evolution up to 3 
days in the calorimeter (e.g. CgS, FM-, 
and AF-alites, Figure 4).

C,s 11375 ,C.12h| 
д'- [ 7700cmz/g 
\ FM AMeiUZS-C.20*in.)

ZnO-AIrlei 12501,

_ AFM 111 -Alite  
TL&-- »^<1)101,20 iMi)-------------

AFM 112-Alite 
1 пзю^.гёмТ) "

Blame co 4000cm ?/g

Pastes V/S = i

Time of Hydration !h] ■*

Figure M
Heat evolution of hydrating alites and 
CgS produced at low temperatures (free 
lime < 1wt.-%)

Time of Hydration [h]

Figure 5
Influence of burning temperature on the 
rate of heat evolution of triclinic CjS

Figure 6
Influence of the degree of burning and 
burning temperature on the rate of heat 
evolution of triclinic FM-alite



Figure 7
Effect of the degree of burning and the 
temperature on the rate of heat evolu
tion of inverse monoclinic AFM-alites

Figure 8
Rheological properties of alites: shear 
stress as a function of the shear rate 
(rheometer)

Figure 9
Setting properties of alites: Shear 
stress as a function of duration of the 
hydration (rheometer, n = constant)

Table 3
Degree of hydration and compressive 
strength vs. duration of storage of tri
clinic CgS,inverse monoclinic AFM-alite, 
rhombohedral CaFj-alite and tetragonal 
fluorine alinite (pastes, W/S = 0.5, 
curing under water)

Homogenizing Method : Spray-Drying-Technique
Material Burning Condition Fi neness (Blaine) 

cm=/g
Degree of Hydration (%)Compressive Strength (N/nrni2) 

90°C h min 1 (2) 3 (14) 28

C3S 150G 14 - 4010 36,6 5,5 61,013,2 87,3 45,8 93,766,3
C3S 1375 12 - 7700 79,525,8 87,640,3 96,658,4 97,777,2
Alite (A-1, F=1M=2)

1325 - 20 4020 31,62,2 65,713,4 93,148,6 97,349,3

CaF2-Alite 1150 - 20 4050 (24,8) 
( - )

50,5
7,1

92,040,3 95,545,3
Fluorine- A1 inite 1050 - 20 410C - (37,9) ( 4,1)

77,819,1
97,235,3

Table 4

Homogenizing Method : Grinding in a Ball Mill
Alite + 3 wt.-%
Gypsum

Burning Condition Fineness (Blaine) 
cm2/g

Degree of Hydration (%) Compressive Strength (N/mm2)
°C min 1 3 28 90

AFM (111) -Alite 1274 20 5500 51,49,5 65,720,4 82,647,1 88,856,6
1310 20 3970 35,6 5,1

57,718,8 80,745.7 88,658,5
<MIb’ 1350 20 4140 36.56.5 63.616.0 84.246.5 89.850.6

AFM (112) 1310 20 4140 38,95,4 51,116,2 80,847,1 87,655,7
FM-Alite 1274 20 7700 54,68,3 71,717,8 91,656,4 96,359,5

1330 20 7700 48,39,2 79,728,6 88,451,4 93,155,3
ZnO-AIite(Ml6—Rh)

1250 20 4140 44,99,6 59,917,2 78,038,1
85,149,9

Degree of hydration and compressive
strength of various alites dependent on 
burning temperature and storage period 
(pastes, W/S = 0.5, curing under water)



3. Influence of special mineralizers

The ZnO-doped alite, which was complete
ly burnt at 1250°C with comparable gra
nulometric datas, had shorter setting 
times and higher early strengths than 
"normal alites", so that this alite could 
be ranged as reactive for the burning as 
well as for the behaviour of setting and 
hardening (Figure 9, Table 4). The glas
sy surfaces, which were caused by the 
melting phase, brought about a clear re
duction of the paste viscosity. Doting 
with CaFp the lattice symmetry changed 
(rh) and brought about retarded hydrau
lic reactions of the alite (Table 3). 
With adding appropriate additives (e.g. 
gypsum) it became possible to activate 
this low-temperature alite (1150°C) 
and adapt its behaviour to that of 
normal alites2).
The fluorine alinite had hydraulic 
reactivity, too, but in comparison to 
the fluorine alite showed more retar
dation in reaction in the chosen com
position (table 3). '
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CONCLUSION

One of the essential findings of our 
research work is that it became possible 
to reduce partly to a markable degree 
the burning temperature for the synthe
sis of the calcium silicates in homo
geneous raw mixtures and, at the same 
time, to save grinding energy and keep 
the hydraulic activity or even to in
crease it. It is to be expected that 
even under technical conditions the 
burning temperatures will be reduceable 
without any diminution in reactivity of 
the calcium silicates. The reactivity 
was especially high for the triclinic 
tricalcium silicates and alites, which 
were produced at low temperatures and 
hardly sintered. Their microstructure 
allowed a quick grinding to high fine
ness and accordingly a accelerated 
setting and hardening.
The use of the sintering agents CaFj and 
ZnO permitted the synthesis of alites at 
1150 resp. 1250°C and led to a retarded 
(calcium fluoride) resp. a slightly ac
celerated reaction (zinc oxide) compared 
to "normal" alite.
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Mecanisme reactionnel et cinetique de 1'hydratatiоn du silicate tricalcique 
en presence de chlorure de calcium.
Reaction Mechanism and Kinetic of Tricalcium Silicate Hydration in the 
presence of Calcium Chloride.

RESUME

L'influence du chlorure de calcium sur la cinetique d'hydratation du silicate trical

cique a ete mesuree par mi сгоca1оrimetrie isotherme ä conduction, Le degagement de chaleur 

du ä la reaction d’hуdratatiоn est precede dTune periode d'induction dont la longueur augmente 

avec la concentration en CaC^.
. La constants de la relation d1 Avrami qu i d e cr i t 1'e t a pe d1 acceleration de 1 Hydratation 

augmente lineairement en fonction de la concentration du CaCl^". L'influence de cet adjuvant 

sur I'dtape de deceleration, decrite par I'equation de dander, ne semble etre qu un simple 

effet de relaxation calorifique. La variation de la longueur de la periode d'induction est 

expliquee ä 1'aide d'un schema reactionnel faisant intervenir deux reactions consecutives 

ou 1'adjuvant influence les grandeurs d'activation. On admet que, pendant la periode d in

duction, des germes potentiels se forment et donnent naissance a des centres reactionnels 
actifs dont le nombre doit atteindre une valeur limite pour que la phase de croissance puisse 

d emar r e r.

SUMÄRIO
A influencia do cloreto de cälcio sobre a cinetica da hidratacäo do silicato tricalcio foi iredida por nd. 

crocalorirretria isotermica por conduqäo. О desprendinento de calor devido ä reaqäo de hidrataqäo e precedido 
de um periodo de inducäo cuja extensäo aumenta can a concentra<;äo do Ca Cl2- .

A constante da rela<;ao de Avrami, qte descreve a etapa de aceleracäo da hidratacäo, aumenta linearmente 
on funcäo da concentracäo do Ca Cl,. A influencia desse aditivo sobre a etapa de desacelerajäo, descrita_ pela 
equacäo de Jander, näo parece. ser senäo um simples efeito de relaxacäo calorifica. A variaqäo da extensäo do 
periodo de irxducäo e explicado com о auxilio de um eschema reacional con a intervengäo de duas reaqoes oonsecu— 
tivas onde о aditivo influencia as grandezas de ativacäo. Admite—se que, durante о periodo de induQao, qqires 
potenciais se formam e dao nascimento a centros reacionais ativos cujo numero deve atingir um valor limite para 
que a fase de crescimento possa comecar.



Mecanisme reactionnel et cinetique de 1’Hydratation du silicate tricalcique 
en presence de chlorure de calcium.
Reaction Mechanism and Kinetic of Tricalcium Silicate Hydration in the 
presence of Calcium Chloride,

1 . Introducti on

Le chlorure de calcium est utilise depuis 

longtemps pour accelerer la prise et le dur- 

cissement du ciment de Portland.

Son mode d’action est imputable, entre 

autres, ä 1’un des phenomenes suivants (1,2): 

formation des oxychlorures de formula gene

rale x CaO.y CaCl^-z adsorption physico-

chimique, diminution du pH de la solution 

interstitielle ou action catalytique.

TENOUTASSE et DE DONDER (3) ont observe 

que la cinetique de 1’hydratation du silicate 

tricalcique est decrite par le modele cine

tique d’Avrami et que celui-ci n’est pas mo- 

difie par la presence du CaC^- Par ailleurs, 

le meme modele reste valable en presence 

d'autres adjuvants (4).

Dans le present travail, nous avons mon- 

tre que la partie descendante de la courbe 
ca 1 оrimetrique, qui correspond ä un processus 

diffusionnel (5), est bien decrite par le 

formalisme mathematique propose par JANDER 

(6) .

La cinetique d’Hydratation du silicate 

tricalcique a ete suivie par microco 1 оrime- 

trie isotherme ä conduction. L’etude a porte 

sur I’influence de la concentration en CaCl^ 

sur la duree de la periode d’induction et sur 

la valeur des constantes cinetiques des 

equations d’Avrami et de Jander.

2. Resultats experimentaux

Les experiences d’hydratation ont ete 

realisees ä 1’aide de solutions contenant 

de 0,05 ä 1,00 mole/litre de CaC^» avec un 

rapport massique sоlution/sо 1ide egal a 1.

La figure 1 represente la vitesse de de

gagement de chaleur dQ/dt pendant 1’hydrata- 

tion en fonction du temps et en fonction de 

la concentration en CaCl^- L’effet accele- 

rateur du CaCl^ se traduit par une reduction 

de periode d’induction t^ et par une augmen

tation de la vitesse гёactionne11e. La vites

se maximum de degagement de chaleur (Figure 2) 

augmente avec la concentration en CaCl^. Par 

contre, la quantite totale de chaleur degagee 

(Figure 3) passe par un maximum.

Figure 1

/din 1t)2-r .
idf in-ix •u - •s • 9 La vitesse maximum de degagement de chaleur

pendant Г Hydratation du silicate tricalcique en fonction - 

de la concentration du CaCl2

-I-------------- 1-------------- 1-------------- 1-------------- 1_
5.3 OA Т.5 C.6 5.7

Figure 2

Figu re 3

3. Interpretation des resultats

3.1. Etape d'initiation

La variation de la periode d’induction 

t^ peut etre representee par la relation 

emp i r i q ue :

In t . = In t? - bC Hl



ou est la periode d'induction sans CaCl^, 

b = 1,2531 litre/mole est une constante 

ajustable et C est la concentration en CaCl2.

Le Tableau I reprend les valeurs de t^ 

mesurees en fonction de 0.

Cette relationTableau I

c mole - 3
10 ti [S]litre.

0,00 
0,05 
0,10 
0,15 
0,20 
0,25 
0,35 
0,40 
0,60
1 , 00

15,00 
12,00 
11,88 
11,34 
10,38 
9,96 
8,64 
8,04 
6,2 4 
4,08

peut etre justi- 

fiee par un calcul 

qui decoule d’un 

modele reaction- 

nel simple de deux 

reactions conse

cutive s . No us 

admettons que les 

germes de la reac

tion dThydratation

se forment ä une vitesse constante au cours 

de la periode d’induction qui precede la 

phase d’ас сe1eration de la courbe calori- 

metrique.

Le debut de l’etape de croissance des 

hydrates ne peut avoir lieu qu'apres la 

formation d’un certain norobre de germes. 

La vitesse de formation de ceux-ci est 

inversement proportiоnne11e ä t^. La 

grandeur —— peut etre assimilee ä la 
i e

constante de vitesse d’un phenomena active 

ой le CaCl^ influence l'enthalpie d’activa

tion. Par ailleurs, FIERENS (7) a montre 

que — obeit ä la relation d'Arrhcnius. 
t-i , 1

On obtient ainsi, par un raisonnement clas- 

sique, une relation d’energie libre. En 

effet, l’enthalpie d’activaticn Je la 

formatiun des germes AH^ est une fonction 

lineaire de la concentration C en CaCl^ :

ДН^ = ДН^ + к С [2]
О

ой к est un coefficient de couplage exprime 

en jои1e.1itre.mo 1e , dont le signe est 

determine par le caractere accelerateur ou 

retardateur de 1’adjuvant. Introduisons la 

relation [2] dans I'expression generale de 

— suivant la theorie des vitesses absolues :

1 k.T ASo , AH,  , ,*
— = — exp — • exp (-—) [3]

1

pour obtenir :

s a char, t que I’energie libre d*  activation de 

la termination sans adjuvant est :
4= + *■AG^ = AHr - TASr .
о о о

01. voit immediatement que les relations

[1] et Г4] ont la meme forme mathematique et 
ä I1 aide des valeurs du Tableau I, on 
obtient : AG^ = 86,48 k Joule.mole 1 et 

° -2 .
к = -3,14 kJoule.litre.mole . Le signe 

negalif de к exprime 1’effet accelerateur 

du С a C1. La v a 1e и r de AGest du meme2 о
ordre de grandeur que celles qu’on observe 

pour 1‘dnergie libre de la formation des 

lacunes dans les solides cristallins (8).

3 . 2 . l ape _d a cc e 11r a t ion _ 1 о r s _de _ 1 a

La constante de vitesse k de I’equation

d ’ A v r a m :L :
(In 1/3 = kt [5]

(a est le degre d’avancement de la reaction 

d’hydratacion) varie d’une faqon lineaire 

en fonction cc la concentration C en chlo- 

rure de calcium (Figure 5). Cette variation 

est bien decrite par la relation empirique :

k - k = b .0 [6]о
ой k = 3.7.10 1 est la constante cine-

o
tique me.-ui a sans adjonction de CaCl,tandis 

а не b e c une constante ajustable dont la 
' -4 , -1
valeur dinerique est 1,261.10 litre.mole 
C-1

Toutefol■, pour des concentrations



00,6 mole.litre , l'equation [6] cesse 

■d’etre valable. (Cfr. Figure 6).

Figure 5

10-

9

8--

7--

6

5

U

3-

2--

C[^l

- La constante к de (equafcn

ke = 3,70.
Pour de faibles concentrations en Ca CI2 :
k-k. = b.C avec b= tZ<1. Ю'4^"

(fAvrami en foncfion de 

la concentrafion C en

------------ 1------------- к------------ 1------------- 1------------- 1-------------
0 0,2 CA 0,6 Q8 1,0 1,2

adjuvant CaCl2

r pnolg- 
L [litre.

] (k-k„j.105[s-n

0,00 0,00
0,05 0,33
0,10 1,37
0,15 1,89
0,20 2.55
0,25 3,24
0,35 4,36
0,40 4.91
0,60 7,06
1,00 9,36

0’5 S"1 sans adjuvant

Figure 6

3 . 3 . £ t 5 £ e de_deceleraCion

L'infLuence de la concentration en CaCl^ 

sur la constante cinetique de l’equation 

de Jander :

[ l-( 1-a) ] 2 = kdt [7]

ne peut pas etre decrite par une correlation 

simple comme le montre le Tableau II.

Tableau II Toute-

fois» on peut

C 'mole io5kd[s ‘1
litre

0,00 
0,05 

' 0,10
0,20 
0,30 
0,40 
0,60 
1,00

0,133 
0,209 

' 0,534 
1,293 
2,439 
1,333 
1,328 
0,686

c ons t a te r que, 

pour une concen

tration de 0,3 

mole . litre , 

l’effet accele- 

rateur es t le 

plus marque. Par 

ailleurs, c’est

ä la meme concentration que la quantite

totale Qro de chaleur degagee (Figure 3) 

est la plus elevee. Vu la similitude des

deux phenomenes, ä savoir :

• la quantite totale de chaleur degagee 

(position de 1fequi1ibre) ,

• la vitesse de decroissance de l’hydrata- 

tion en fin de reaction,

on peut se demander s’il he s’agit tont 

simplement pas d’un effet de relaxation 

calorifique du ä 1’evacuation de la 

chaleur reactionnelle.

4. Conclusions

' La cinetique d’hydratation du silicate 

tricalcique C^S, responsable des proprietes 

mecaniques du ciment de Portland presente 

encore de nombreüx points ä eclaircir. Les 

travaux effectues, ces dernieres annees en 

Belgique, ont montre que celle-ci obeit ä 

la loi d’Avrami et ä celle de Jander, meme 

en presence de chlorure de calcium.

L’effet accelerateur de cet adjuvant se 

manifeste ä la fois par le raccourcissement 

de la periode d’induction et par l’augmenta- 

tion de la vitesse de degagement calorifique 

pendant la prise. L’effet catalytique du 

CaClz sur la formation des germes d’hydra- 

tation peut etre decrit ä l’aide d’une 

relation d’energie libre.

On a egalement pu mettre en evidence un 

deplacement d’equilibre de 1’hvdratation du 

ä la presence du CaCl^ par ui^e augmentation 

de l’ordre de 200 ä 500 Joules/g de la 

quantite totale de chaleur degagee.
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An Active ^-Dicalcium Silicate Preparation and. Hydration

led. one*  The active paste not only gives a significant strength at 3 days, but'also shows a 
of compressive strength between 7 and 28 days, e.g. 9.3 Kg/cm2 per day against to '
species*  The rate of hydration determined by the amount of combined H20 gives the 
Togy.hf hydration yvoducts.at early stage and long term hydration was observed by 
of active ^З-с^- was studiel in this paper as well*

SUKBABTs A kind of active f3-C^ was synthesized by .using a new. technique in 1982*  A mixture of CaO and SiO? ( 
aercsil or silica gel )’ with stoichiometic composition of C2S was subjected to hydrothermal treatment at about 
373K for several hours, and then ignited at temperature 1123-1223K without stabiliser*  The product obtained was 
examined by X-ray, IR. It was confirmed to be in pure /»-form. The silicate polymerization distribution in hy
drothermal treated mixture was determined by TMS technique ( modified Tamas method ) followed by GLC and GPC * 
It was evident that the polymer of silicate preferably forms during hydrothermal process, but is eliminated in 
subsequent ignition*  The formation of active./S-CgS is attributed to dehydration of CpSHx formed in hydrothermal 
condition and reaction of polymer silicate with free CaO remained*  The characteristic of active fS-C@ is mainly 
exhibited at early stage hydration*  The heat evolution of the hydration of active /S-CpS within 1 hour is much 
higher than that of controlled/S-'-C:^ ( burned at 1613K )*  The heat evolution of active a-CnS in 10 and 30 mins 
are. even higher than C3S*  The strength development of active ^-CoS is extremely different from that of control- 

;o snows a greater increment 
0*91  Kg/cm2 for controlled 
similar results * The mcypho- 
SEM*  The formation mechanism

Em 1982, usando-se uma tecnica nova, foi sintetizado urn tipo de B-C2S ativo. Uma mis 
tura de CaO e SiO^ (aerosil ou gel de silica), com composigäo estequiometrica de C^S, foi sub 
metida a tratamento hidrotermico a cerca de 373K durante värias horas, e entäo queimada a tem 
peratura de 1*123  a 1*223  К sem estabilizador. О produto obtido foi examinado por Kalo X, IR 
(infra-vermelhoy*  Confirmou-se ser forma pura de ß*  A distribuigäo da polimerizagäo do sill 
cato na mistura tratada hidrotermicamente foi determinada por tecnica de TMS (mStodo modifica 
do de Tamas), seguido por GLC e GPC. Ficou evidente que о polimero de silicato se forma pre- 
ferencialmente durante о processo hidrotSrmico, mas ё eliminado na combustäo subseq'dente. A 
formagäo. de 6-C2S ativo ё atribuida ä desidratagäo de C2SHx formado em condigäo hldrotdrmica 
e reagäo de silicato de polimeto com CaO livre remanescente* A caracteristica do 0-C2S ativo 
se manifesta principalmente no estägio inicial de hidratagäo*  A evolugäo de calor da hidrata 
Cäo de S-.C2S ativos no periodo de 1 bora e muito mais alta que a do ß-C2S controlado (queima- 
do a 1.613K). A evolucao de calor de 0-C2S ativo em 10 e 30 minutes e ate mesmo mais alta 
que a do C3S. 0 desenvolvimento da resistёncia de ß-C2S ativo ё muitissimo diferente do de- 
senvolvimento da resistencia do ß-C2S controlado. A pasta ativa näo so da uma resistdneia sl2 
nificativa aos 3 dias, mas tambem apresenta urn aumento maior da resistencia ä compressäo en- 
tre 7 e 28 dias, por exemplo, 9,3 kg/cm2 por dia contra 0,91 kg/cm2 dos espScimes controla-
dos*  A velocidade de hidratagäo determinada pela quantidade de H2O combinada da resultados
semelhantes*  A morfologia dos produtos de hidratagäo foi observada por microscöpio eletroni- 
co de varredura (SEM) no estägio inicial de hidratagao e a longo prazo. Neste artigo se estu 
da tambem о mecanismo de formagäo do 0-C2S ativo.



1. INTRODUCTION

Dicalcium silicate, existing in meta-stable form i.e. 
^-form at room temperature, is commonly found in Por
tland cement as one of the major four constituents, 
which gives promissing hydraulicity.especially at the 
latter stage of hydration. The hydration products of 
iS-CgS a1-6 quite similar to those of CjS (1). It is 
well known that/3-C2S is characterized by high ulti
mate strength, even higher than that of CjS after hy
drating for one year(2). However, the regretable fact 
is that the early hydration rate of C2S is too low, 
which gives so slow a strength development. For this 
reason, no sufficient attention has been paid to it 
before in both research and practice.But many years 
ago, Nurse(3) has suggested already that the acquire
ment of the early strength development of C2S is not 
impossible. The lower hydralic activity of C2S in 
Portland cement may be attributed(impute) to the high 
burning temperature, at which/З-СоЗ crystallized in 
relatively perfect form and forms crystals in larger 
size. If the formation temperature of /3-028(or cement 
) can be decreased, the reactivity of C2S with water 
may be increased to a certain extent, especially for 
the first days of hydration. Thus {3-038 might be an 
alternative hydraulic mineral in Portland cement to 
minimize, if not eliminate, the content of CjS. Ac
cordingly, investigators in many countries in past 
years were diverted from their interest in C3S to 038 
Some of them attempted to make a cement in which C2S 
is a predominant mineral, such as Porsal cement(4) , 
belite aluminate cement (5~7), energy-saving cement, 
(8-9), active belite cement (10-13) etc. In addition, 
the pure active /З-c^i has been also prepared by dif
ferent ways, namely: 1) evaporation spray drying te
chnique by D.F.Roy and S.0.0yefesobi( 14) ; 2) melting 
and decomposing Ca(NO3)2, then reacting with Si02 at 
1023 K(15); 3) by addition of activators, such as K+ 
Nat pr+2 , and Ba+2 salts(16-17); 4) by addition of 
stablizer to formo4-C2S (18-19); 5) with different 
thermal treatment, for instance by means of thermal 
shock( 20-21) , etc. The authors of present paper have 
synthesized /3-C2S, which possesses high early hydra
tion rate, from aerosil, trass, silica gel and CaC ( 
CaO/siO2=2) under hydrothermal treatment followed by 
ignition at 1223K (22). This technique was also used 

to produce a sort of belite cement—special low lime 
fly ash cement consisting ofand C12A7 as pre
dominant minerals(23)•

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Preparation of^3—C2S

Materials used SiC2: aerosil, ignition loss is 
about 7-8 ^6.

CaO : analytical grade.
Proce^dure, of preparation A CaO/siO2=2 mixtures with 
a small amount of water was moulded into cylinders or 
cubes, then put into a steel vessel and subjected to 
hydrothermal treatment at 368-373K. The vessel was 
sealed with a small hole on the top of the lid for 
the purpose to prevent the contamination of COg in 
the air. The treatment was prolonged for several hrs. 
The sample was then taken out and ground in an agte 
mortar in order to peel off the hydration products 
conering over the Si02 grains, and then treated under 
hydrothermal condition again. The procedure was re
peated untill the content of f—CaO in the mixture is 
less than 10 %. After then the mixture was heated at 
1223K without any stabilizer. While the product was 
cooled, no dusting phenomenon was observed. The XRD 
and IR spectra for the product showed that there was 
noly pure^-CgS present in it (Fi8‘1)- For comparison 

the controlled /3-023 was also synthesized at high 
temperature, namely 1623K with B2O3 as stablizer.

Fig.1 The XRD and IR of synthesized

2.2 Methods for the Determination of Hydration
2.2.1 IR-75 Spectrometer, made in DDR , with wave len
gths 4ОО—4ООО cm-  was used for IR spectrum in the 
present work. KBr disc method was employed for the 
preparation of samples.

*

2.2.2 XRD: Y-2 X-Ray diffractometer, made in China , 
was adopted.

2.2.3 SEN observation: on DX-3A SEM, made in China.

2.2.4 Heat of hydration: conductive calorimeter was 
used in the measurement.

2.2.5 Trimetyl silylation (TMS) technique combined 
with GLC and GPC to determine the degree of polymeri
zation of C-S-H gel.

Hydrated C2S indifferent ages derivatized by TMS te
chnique according to the procedure of Tamas et al. ( 
24) and the present authors(25). N-C14 was used as 
internal standard. The TMS derivatives were then fo
llowed by GLC or GPC analysis.

SC-7 gas chromatograph( made in China ), used in this 
study, was equipped with H2 ionic detector and SCOT 
0V-101 capillary column in 0C.2mmX2Om. Waters 200 ALC 
Gel permeation Chromatograph was used with two 500 u- 
styrogel columns in series. The elution agent was to-i 
luene and the rate of elution 1.0 ml/min. HI ($X) re
fractometer was adopted as detector.

2.2.6 Physical properties of /9-С28 pastes were tested 
by standard specifications.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Physical properties of /3-C2S

active
C2S

controlled
C2S

specific gravity, g/cm3 3.20 З.252
specific area, m2/g 8.72 0.74
consistency, % 55 42

It can be seen that the specific gravity of two type 
of CjS is very close, but the specific surface of 
area and consequently the consistency of active C2S 
is much higher than the controlled one.

The compressive strength development of pastes within 
3 days to 90 days after hydration was measured. For 
the purpose of comparison early strength of CjS was 



also taken. The results were illustrated, in Table 1 .

Table 1 Compressive strength of pastes (MPa)

Hydration time 
(days) 3 7 14 28 90

active CyS O.5 1-15 7.З4 20.67 40.8I
controlled C2S — О.57 0.73 2.46 26.69

C3S - 5.72 12.87 17.23 46.16

Table 1 shows: l) In spite of higher consistency, th
ere is a measurable strength at early stage hydration 
(3 days) for active CjS. On the contrary there is no 
detectable strength for ordinary CjS. The strength 
development of active CgSincreased rapidly between 7
28 days. This is distinctly different from ordinary 
CgS, the strength development of which is appreciably 
enhanced only after 28-days of hydration. The 7-days 
and 14-days strength of active CgS is 2 and 10 times 
that of the controlled CjjS respectively. 2) The 
strength of active QjS is comparable to that of C3S 
after 28-days. It is well known that the strength of 
C2S gets close to CjS normally only after one year of 
hydrati on.

3.2 Hydration rate determination

The hydration of the pastes was stopped with acetone 
in desired ages. The samples were then dried at 333 К 
and put into sealed tubes for the following measure
ments .

3.2.1 The content of combined H2O and Ca(CH)2 formed 

The content of combined H2C was determinedby.-ignition 
of the samples at 1223 K. The amount of Ca(0H)2 form
ed during the hydration was measured by glycerine e
thyl alcohol method. The results are shown in Table2.

Table 2 Content of combined HyO and Ca(0H)y (%)

Hydration time
(days) 3 7 14 28 90

combined HyO

active CyS 2.3 4.З8 5.91 11.95 25.ll
controlled

CyS — 1.34 1.49 2.54 11.18

Ca(OH) у formed

active CyS — О.56 2.О5 З.70 4.23
controlled.

CyS O.O7 О.14 0.59 4.26

З.2.2 The amount of unhydrated C2S determined by 
TKS-GLC analysis

VonH. Stade and W.Wieker have identified (26) that 
the primary product of hydration of C3S is monosili
cate , but it condenses at 275K forming disilicate. At 
higher temperature a C-S-H phase is formed, consist
ing of di- and poly-silicates. Therefore,, it may be 
assumed that no monosilicate hydrate will be present 
during the hydration of C.3S and C2S at room tempera
ture. So it might be possible to determine the quan
tity of unhydrated CoS and CjS with the help of gas 
chromatogram- of TMS derivatives,, i.e. from the area 
of monomer's peak. In this study,. "samples of both ty
pe CgS hydrated, for 3,7,185 days and 4 years, were 
examined.. The gas chromatogram of the- TMS derivatives 
are; shown; in. Fig. 2., The. calibration curve; of C2S (mg) 
versus area, ratio of monomer/l.S.. Was used to evalu

ate the quantity of unhydrated remaining in the 
hydrated samples. The results are indicated in Tab.3.

Fig.2 Gas chromatograms of CoS (only 
monomer has been shown)

Table 3 Area ratio of monomer/l.S. and 
quantity of C2S unhydrated(mg)

Hydration time(days) 3 7 185 4y.

area ratio З.5ЗЗ 2.643 0.639 0.233
active CyS

unhydrated(mg) 76.80 57.46 13.89 5.О7
Controlled31'®3' rati0 4.204 З.520 1.898 О.654

(2021)
unhydrated(mg) 91.39 76.52 41.26 14.22

(2021)

It is clear from Fig.2 and Tab.3 that the active C2S 
hydrated far more rapidly than controlled one.

3.2.3 The long term hydration characteristics

The 4-years hydration pastes were subjected to XRD 
and IR examinations. The results are shown in Fig.3 
and Fig.4» For active C2S, as is shown in Fig.3, "th
ere is only a little amount of unhydrated C2S, most 
of it having been hydrated already. However, there is 
still an appreciable amount of C2S unhydrated in con
trolled C2S sample. The IR spectra showed the same 
results. As can be seen in Fig.4, the characteristic 
absorption band of C2S disappears, instead a high ab
sorption frequency, denoted at 1180 cm-1 shows up due 
to the polymerization of ЗЮд-^ and the occurence of 
anions of Si-O-Si bond for the case of active C2S- Cn 
the contrary, the absorption band of controlled C2S 
hydrates show only a shoulder at 1160 cm-1. The cha
racteristic band of CyS remains apparently. These re
sults fairly agree with those described above.

3.3 Heat of hydration

The present investigation on the heat of hydration of 
both kinds of CyS and С3З was carried out by utiliz
ing a conductive calorimeter, with w/s=0.7.The period 
of measurement was lasted up to 32 hrs. The rate :ofi 
heat evolution during hydration was calculated and is 
shown, in Fig.J .. The main points from the results may



Fig.3 The XRD of both type of CgS hydrated 
pastes for four years

12LO 10CO 800 6C0 400

Fig.4 The IR of both type of C2S hydrated 
pastes for four years

he summarized as follows: 1) The reactivity of active 
CgS with water is far higher than controlled CjS du
ring the first peak of heat evolution, but it drops 
sharply after the first hour of hydration. The heat 
of hydration of active C2S in the first hour is even 
higher than CjS. 2) There is no second peak of hydra-

Fig.5 The heat evolution rate of CjS and 
CjS at the early stage of hydration

tion at all for both kinds CgS samples. 3) The total 
quantity of heat evolution of active CgS is much less 
than that of CjS. The total amount of heat, evoluted 
during hydration of CjS within 32 hrs., was 29.56 cal 
g 1 under the experimental conditions, at the mean
while, it was only 4.9З cal-g-1 for active CpS, and' 
О.724 for controlled one.

З.4 SEK observation

Photoo 1-4 show the STM of both type CjS hydrated for 
7 days and 4 years. It is clear that active CpS has 
hydrated to a significant extent for 7 days, the hy
dration product C-S-H can be seen in photo 1. As for 
ordinary CpS, the profile of C2S grains are obviously 
visible. It is noted that the sight field is fully 
covered by type-IV C-S-H for active CpS hydrating up

" ‘ . . . . n0.|. same

Photo 1.
SHM of active
CpS hydrated 
for 7 days 

(33OOX)

1

о a, years, cut the situation 
case of ordinary CpS.

Photo 2.
SEM of active
CpS hydrated 
for 4 years 

(45OOX)



Photo 3.
SSM of ordinary
,CgS hydrated
for 7 days

(45OQX)

Photo 4-
SEM of ordinary 
C 2$ hydrated 
for 4 years 

(45OQX)

3.5 Some aspects of active CgS 
3-5-1 The formation of active CgS 
Since the active CgS is synthesized under hydrother
mal treatment and followed by a lower temperature ig
nition, it is conceivable that C2S is formed in two 
ways: one is from the decomposition of C2SHx, produ
ced during hydrothermal treatment. The another is by 
the reaction of CaO with Si02 in solid states, the 
resulting C2S being designated as " secondary formed" 
C2S.

3.5.2 The formation mechanism of active C2S

It is well acknoledged that in CaO-SiO2 system the 
first product of reaction is always C2S, regardless 
of the initial ratio of CaO to Si02 used. O.P.Kched- 
lov-Petrosyn(24) has suggested that in CaO-SiOg-HgO 
system some trimer or tetramer silicate hydrates may 
be obtained under autoclaving condition. This is also 
found true for the present case. To explore the for
mation mechanism of the active C2S, TMS derivatives 
of CaO-SiO2 mixtures, treated under hydrothermal con
dition for different time(0,5, 2, 4 and 8 hrs.), were 
analysed by GPC. The gel permeation chromatogram of 
the samples are illustrated in Fig.6. In the figure 
only di- and polymer distribution are indicated. It 
is shown clearly from the figure that rather complex 
polysilicate hydrates are formed, the amount of which 
increases with the time treatment. In addition, there 
are small peaks lying around the molecular weight,890 
and IO40, the intensities of which are augmented with 
treatment time. These peaks belonged to cyclic and 
linear tetramer, which have molecular weight 888 and 
1050 respectively. The largest molecular weight of 
the polymer is about 10000. So it can be concluded 
that CaO/SiOg mixtures, treated under hydrothermal 
condition, contain very complex silicate hydrates a
part from CjjSHx.

iötoo 5Ö00 i5oö~wbö 5ссГ

molecular weight

Fig.6 CPC of hydrothermal CaO/siOg mixture, 
treated under different time

The change of the polymerization degree of the mix
tures, treated for 8 hrs hydrothermally, followed by 
823 and 1023 К ignition for 2 hrs is illustrated in 
Fig .7. The results show that the derivatives of high
er molecular weight( 3000) disappear, and simultane
ously the amount of the derivatives of molecular wei
ght 891 and 76О increases apparently, especially for 



those samples ignited at 1O23K. These facts demons
trated that active C2S may be formed through the in
termediate products, namely tetramer and trimern in 
addition to

The higher early hydration reactivity of active CjjS 
may be atributed to l) the higher specific surface 
of area and 2) the lower preparation temperature.

4. CONCLUSION
1) . It is possible to obtain jS-CgS t>y a new techni
que. A mixture of CaO/siO2=2 was subjected under hy
drothermal treatment for several hours, then followed 
by a ignition at lower temperature, a pure C2S was 
produced.

2) . The early hydraulic reactivity of this active C2S 
is much higher than ordinary C2S, synthesized at 1273 
and 1623K. The early strength of active C2S is close 
to that of C,S(28 days). The strength development of 
active C2S is most apparent between 7~28 days.

3) . The formation mechanism of active CjS is in some
what different from the mechanism of formation of 
C2S in solid state reaction.
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Accelerating Effect of Chloride Salts on the Hydration of Portland Cement

L"Effet AccelSre du Seis Chlorures sur L"Hydratation du Ciment Portland

Summary: Calcium hydroxide, though a moderately soluble substance, behaves very sluggishly 
in water. It dissolves, diffuses and crystallizes all at low speeds. Removal of Са(ОН)з 
generated during the hydrolysis of the silicate components of portland cement away from the 
reaction site is a prerequisite for the reaction to go on, and"thus determines the rate of 
the process.
The dissolution, diffusion and crystallization of calcium hydroxide are markedly intensified 
when calcium chloride is present along with it in a solution, presumably on account of the 
formation of a basic salt, i. e., the calcium oxychloride. Owing to the lowering of concen
tration of discrete Са(0Н)з molecules in the liquid at the surfaces of cement grains, in 
addition to the enhanced lime transporting capability of oxychloride molecules, excretion of 
Ca(OII)p is facilitated and the hydration of cement accelerated. The role of СаС12 is nothing 
other than that of a catalyzer with the oxychloride acting as the intermediate product.
Similar accelerating effect may be borne of other chloride salts due to the calcium chloride 
produced when chloride ions are caught by calcium ions.

О hidroxido de cälcio, apesar de ser uma substäncia moderadamente solüvel, comporta 
-se rnuito lentanente em ägua. Ele se dissolve, se difunde e se cristaliza a velocidades bai- 
xas. О afastamento do CatOH^r gerade durante a hidrölise dos componentes de silicate do ci— 
mento portland, para fora do sitio da reaqao e urn pre-requisito para que a reaqao prossiga, e 
assim determina a velocidade do processo.

A dissoluqäo, difusäo e cristalizaqao do hidroxido de cälcio sao marcadamente inten 
sificadas quando hä presence de cloreto de cälcio juntamente com aquele numa soluqäo, presumi 
velmente ent decorrencia da formaqao de um sal basico, isto e, о oxicloreto de cälcio. Devi— 
do ä diminuiqäo de concentraqäo de molecules separadas de Ca(OH>2 no llquido nas superficies 
dos gräos de cimento, acrescida ao aumento da capacidade de transporte de cal das moleculas 
de oxicloreto, fica facilitada a exeregäo do Ca(OH)2 e se acelera a hidratacao do cimento. 0 
papel do CaCl2 näo ё outro senäo о de catalizador, atuando о oxicloreto сото о produto inter- 
mediärio.

Outros sais de cloreto podem proporcionar efeito acelerador semelhante, etn decorren 
cia do cloreto de cälcio produzido quando ions de cloreto säo colhidos por ions de cälcio.



INTRODUCTION '
It has been v.ell recognized that the rapid 
hardening of portland cement pastes and con
cretes containing calcium chloride admix
tures is due to the accelerating effect of 
the salt on the hydration of cement.
Attempts have been made to detect the pres- 
'ence of any chlorine-containing compound in 
the hardened cement pastes so as to be able 
to speculate about the possible reactions 
between the chloride and the cement min
erals. Yet there is no evidence for the 
existence of such reaction products except 
the calcium chloroaluminates, which may be 
found in a dried paste by means of X-ray 
analysis. Inasmuch as the accelerating 
effect of calcium chloride is also pro
nounced for the hydration of low alumina 
portland cements or even C-jS, as well as for. 
the slaking of quicklime, it is unlikely 
that such effect is a result of its reaction 
with aluminates. More reasonably, account 
should be taken of a series of phenomena on 
the part of calcium hydroxide, including its 
formation, dissolution, migration and crys
tallization, rather than the overall reac
tions of cement being altered, 1

BACKGROUND
Calcium hydroxide, being the base of an 
alkali earth metal, can combine with acids 
at various proportions forming several types 
of salt, namely, the normal salt and the 
basic salts. In the case of hydrochloric 
acid, the final product nay be CaClp, 
CaCl?.?UpO, СаИр.бИрО, CaO-CaCl?-2HpO or 
3CaO•CaClp* , depending on the relative 
amounts of ИС1, CaO and HpO available for 
the reaction. While the true composition 
of the dissolved substances in a solution 
containing CaO and CaClp is practically 
indeterminate, however, the change of sol
ubility of Ca(OH)p due to the addition of 
CaClp, as pointed out by Zahorsky and other 
investigators, infers the presence of basic 
salts in such solutions /1/.
Early at the beginning of this century, 
Shreinemgker worked out a trinary equili- ■ 
brium diagram for the Ca0-CaC12~H20 system, 
which is shown in Fig. 1 /1/. From the 
diagram, it is seen that in case there is 
a surplus of CaO but the ratio of CaC12 to 
HpO is below 0.15, the solid phase in co
existence with the liquid is limited to 
the slightly soluble calcium hydroxide. 
As the concentration of CaClp increases ■ 
up to a CaClpiHpO ratio of O.JO, the solid, 
phase changes to the more soluble oxy
chloride (3Ca0 CaClp-lSHpO), and at a ratio 
higher than 0.30, the still more soluble 
solid CaO-CaC12-2H^0 stands instead.
Thus,calcium oxychloride is merely a meta
stable substance which can by no means exist 
in case water is either abundant or in 
deficiency. '

The writer was able to collect the crystal
line substances excreted from cement pastes 
cured in water as well as in CaC12 solu

tions, and studied some of their pronerties. 
The needle like crystals up to 5 cm long 
.found in curing liauids having a CaClp con
centration higher than 15% were identified 
as the oxychloride of calcium, while the 
hexagonal ones found in dilute CaClp solu
tions or pure water were nothing other than 
portlandite/2/. .
While the equilibria of the three phases 
nave been clarified, the processes of reach
ing these eouilioria are generally.irrored 
w''en problems like hydration of. cement are 
dealt with.

CoCI2

Fig. 1 Equilibrium Diagram of
• ‘ CaO-CaClp-HpO System

Solubility curve:
ab — the solid phase being Ca(0H)p
be — " " - ft " 3Ca0-CaClp-ISHpO
cd —. " " tt " CaO-CaClp-BUpO
de — " " It • " CaClp-бНрО

SCLUrlLIT"' OF CALCIUM HYDPOXIDE .
The equilibrium concentration of ngqueous 

. solution of calcium hydroxide is a variable 
not only dependent upon the temperature, 
but also different for different types and 
grain sizes of the solid /3/. Values from 
various sources are ouite diverse one from 
another. As a result of careful determina
tions made on crystalline calcium hydroxide 
(portlandite), which had been extracted from 
portland cement paste during its hydration, 
the writer found the concentration of the 
solution in ecuilibrium with crystals 0.3 mm 
in diameter at ?5°C to be 1.13-g CaO/p,. ' 
The figures given in many handbooks are 
somewhat higher, which probably are pertain
ing to slaked lime instead of crystalline 
Ca(0H)2,
The solubility of portlandite in aqueous 
solutions of CaClp varies with the concen
trations of the salt. Fig. 2 represents 
the amount of Ca(0H)2 entering CaClp solu
tions of various concentratiorrs at 25 C. 
It should be noticed that the solubility of 
Ca(0H)p is lowered in dilute CaClp solutions 
as compared with that in pure water, being 
0.83 g CaO/L in a solution containing 1.0 
g CaClp per liter. Thenceforth, it in



creases straight forward almost in direct 
proportion with the concentration of CaClp, 
and exceeds the normal solubility at a CaC12 
concentration of 8%. These seem to indicate 
that only a scanty portion of Ca(0H)2 enter
ing the solution stands as discrete mole
cules, while another portion in the form of 
complex salts.

Fig. 2 Solubility of Ca(0H)2 
in CaC12 Solutions

RATE OF DISSOLUTION OF Ca(OH)2
Calcium hydroxide, although moderately 
soluble in water, behaves very sluggishly 
when dissolved. It may take years for the 
solution to be saturated when Ca(0H)£ crys
tals coexists with water without disturb
ance. the process of dissolution may be 
greatly accelerated by the aid of CaC12. 
The change of rate of dissolution was demon
strated by a simple experiment.
To a glass flask containing 500 mL of water 
or CaClg solutions having various concen
trations, 1.5 g of crystalline Ca(0H)2 
0.3-0.5 mm in size were added in. The flask 
was stoppered and shaked at intervals 
(10 min for the first hour, 1 hr for the 
remainder of the first day and 8 hr up to 
the end of the test). At each time sched
uled, 10 mL of clear liquid were taken out 
(filtration not permitted) and titrated 
against 0.05 N HC1 solution with methyl 
orange as indicator. The concentrations of 
Ca(0H)2were calculated and plotted against 
time as shown in Fig. 3-
From the Isotherm (25'C) obtained, it is 
seen that the dissolution of crystalline 
Ca(0H)2 in water is a time-taking process, 
the rate of which|decreases with the elapsed 
or in other words, with the rise of the 
concentration of the solution. ?,y the aid 
of mixing according to the schedule adopted, 
ecuilibrium was reached not earlier than 

Time (days)

Fig. 3 Isotherm of Dissolution of CatOHjp

14 days after the first mixing for the case 
for the case of pure water, but moved up 
to 2 days when CaC12 was present in the 
solution. The reason for*t!ie  acceleration 
appears to be due to the formation of oxy
chloride molecules, which have higher 
affinity for water and are more diffusive 
than Ca(0H)2 molecules.

RISE AND FALL OF Ca(0H)2 CONCENTRATION OF 
THE LIQUID PHASE OF CEMENT PASTE
It is known that when portland cement ( or 
quicklime) is mixed with water, the latter 
will soon become saturated or even super
saturated with Ca(0H)2. The supersaturation 
may last for a few days and then fades away 
as hydration proceeds. Detailed investiga
tions have been made into the Ca(0H)2 con
centration of the liquid phase of cement 
pastes, yet the results usually lead to 
diverse interpretations. In order to avoid 
painstaking procedures for the extraction of 
pore liquids from hardened cement pastes, 
the writer had found a reasonable approach 
to the settlement of the problem, and ar
rived at due conclusions.

Prismatic bars 1 x 1 x 6 cm in size were 
molded from cement paste made of a low 
alkali content cement at a water cement 
ratio equal to 0.40. After being stored in 
moist air for 24 hr, they were demolded and 
stripped of any dust on the surfaces. Six 
of them were placed in a 200 mL beaker with 
their longest edges standing vertical and 
kept clear one from another by the aid of 
spacers. 150 mL of water or 5% CaClj solu
tion were added in so that the prisms were 
completely immersed. The beaker was then 
sealed with membranes and stored at 25°C. 
An appropriate number of samples thus com- 
posed"‘prepared both for pure water and for 



CaClg solution. Each sample contained 
50.0 g of cement and 170 g of water, and 
the water cement ratio of the system was 
3.40.
At each time as scheduled, a sample was un
sealed, and 10 mL of clear liquid were 
taken,out and titrated against 0.05 N HC1 
solution for OH- concentration. Meanwhile, 
Na and K+ concentrations were determined 
on another portion of the liquid by means of 
atomic absorption spectrophotometry. The 
difference between the molar concentration 
of OH and the sum of those of the two al
kalis were taken as the equivalent concen
tration of Ca(0H)2, which, after being 
reduced to g СаО/^, were plotted against the 
time elapsed since the prisms were first 
immersed, as shown in Fig. 4.

Time (days)

Fig. 4 Concentration of Ca(0H)2 
in curing liquids

From the figure, it is seen;(i) although the 
water cement ratio of the system was as high 
as 3:1 and the prisms were treated with 
water or CaC^ solution one day after they 
were fabricated, the Ca(0H)2 concentrations 
of the liquids in all samples tested from 
the very beginning up to 28 days were above 
the saturation level, whether or not there 
was CaC12 present in the liquid. In view of 
the continuous accumulation of solid Ca(0H)2 
(portlandite) in the liouid ( we shall see 
it later), it seems to be natural that the 
pore liquid within a cement should likewise 
be supersaturated with Ca(0H)2 as long as 
the hydration of cement takes place, unless 
the,cement contains pozzolana or other lime 
taking minerals.
(ii) In the case cement paste prisms were 
treated with pure water, rise of Ca(0H)2 
concentration took place during the first 
24 hr until a summit value of 1.8 g CaO/L 
or so was peached. The process was signi
ficantly hastened by CaClp. It took only 
° hr for tl^e Ca(0H)2 concentration to get to 
the summit value, which was only about 
1.5 g CaO/L, however. These situations 
suggest that the nascent Ca(0H)2 set free 
during the hydration of cement dissolves 
much more rapidly than portlandite crystals 

and the rate of dissolution is Still higher 
when CaC12 is present.
In order to have a keener insight into the 
descension of Ca(0H)2 concentration after 
the summit was over, the liquids from the 
above mentioned samples were analyzed at 
times with the prisms removed. 300 mL of 
clear liquid were collected by decanting 
from a few samples prepared with water or 
5% CaC12 solution at the moment when the 
Ca(0H)2 concentration came to the respective 
summit value. The liquid was then sealed in 
in a flask. At each time scheduled, 10 mL 
were taken out and titrated against 0.05 N 
HC1 solution for OH- concentration (mol/т). 
From,the values obtained, the molar concen
tration of the alkalis determined as before 
was deducted, and the differences divided by 
two were taken as the molar concentrations 
of Ca(0H)2. The latter, after being reduced 
to g CaO/p, were plotted against the time 
elapsed since the collection of the liquid 
as shown in Fig. 5. ’

Time (days)

Fig. 5 Fading away of Supersaturation of 
Ca(0H)2 Solution

Fig. 5 indicates that the lowering of Ca(O’I) 9 
concentration of the supersaturated solutions 
was by itself a gradual and time taking 
process. It took many weeks for the super
saturation to fade av;ay completely, but 
there was no evidence for the concentrations 
to drop below the saturation levels. 
Inspection revealed that the liquid remained 
clear and transparent all along uэ to the 
end of the c:;perimevlt. ^bu-. the*  lo- rirg 
of concentration must be a result cr re"'1"'/ 
of portlandite crystals instead of being a 
process of rapid precipitation. As shown in 
the figure, this process of crystallization 
was greatly accelerated when CaClg was pres
ent in the liquid. *

FATE OF EXCRETION OF Ca(OH)p FROM
. CEMENT PASTE

In view of the fact that both dissolution 
and crystallization of C^(0H)2 are markedly 
accelerated by CaClp, it is expected that 
more Ca(OH)p will be excreted during the 
hydration of cement and transferred to some 
lime-short spots in a given space of time by 
the aid of CaClp. This was confirmed by 
the following experiment.



Samples composed of cement paste prisms and 
water or 5% CaClp solution ivere prepared as 
described before. At each time scheduled, 
one of them was unsealed and the 6 prisms 
taken out. With the aid of a penknife and 
a wash bottle, the crystals adhered on the 
surfaces of the prisms were carefully strip
ped off and returned to the beaker. The 
clear liquid was decanted into another beak
er, and the residues were dissolved by drop
ping in from a burette sufficient amount of 
0.5 M HC1 solution to change the color of 
methyl orange indicator. The two solutions 
were combined, and an additional amount of 
the acid was dropped in until the liquid 
turned red again. From the total amount of 
acid consumed, the amount, of Ca(0H)2 ex
creted from the 6 prisms or 50 g of cement 
was calculated. The amount of excretion 
represented as mg CaO/g of cement were plot
ted against the time elapsed since the be
ginning of immersion of the prisms, as shown 
in Fig. 6.

Time (days)

Fig. 6 Isotherm of Excretion of CafOI-I)^

As can be seen from Fig. 6, Са(ОН)р was con
tinuously excreted from cement as the hy- ' 
dration was carried on up to an age of 180 
days. However, the process of excretion was 
more impetuous when cement paste was cured 
in CaClj solution than in water. In the 

. first case, the amount of Ca(0H)2 excreted 
within the first 7 days even exceeded the 
cumulative amount accrued in water within 
half a year. These situations were in ac
cordance with what we have known about the 
processes of hydration of cement.

MECHANISM OF THE ACCELERATING EFFECT
The hydration of portland cement comprises 
mainly the hydrolysis of lime rich silicates 

of calcium -t the surface of cement grains, 
forming hydrosilicates of lower basicity on 
the one part and calcium hydroxide on the • 
other. Such.reactions may be roughly re
presented by the following eouations:

2(3CaO-SiO2) + бНрО = 
ЗСаО-231Ог.ЗН2О + 5ca(0H)2 

2(2CaO-3iO2) + LHgO = 
3CaO-2SiO2-3H2O + Ca(0H)2 

Being heterogeneous reactions which take 
place only at the contact surface between 
the unreacted cement minerals and the sur
rounding water, the hydration as a rule 
retards itself as it proceeds. The retard
ation is generally ascribed to the deposit
ion of the non-soluble hydrosilicates, which 
obstructs the access of water to the reac
tion cite. Little attention has been ar
rested on the Ca(0H)2 set free in company 
with the hydrosilicates.
As we have pointed out before, calcium hy
droxide is a moderately soluble substance, 
but behaves very sluggishly in water. 
It dissolves-, diffuses and crystallizes all 
at low speeds. Supersaturated solutions 
are formed when Ca(0H)2 in its nascent state 
is delivered into water during the hydration 
of a cementing material like ouicklime, 
portland cement, etc.
According to LeChatelier's principle, which 
is unive-rsally true for all physiccal and 
chemical processes, the rete-ntion of 
Ca(0H)2 at the reaction site as supersatur
ated solutions must throw impediments in the 
way of the hydrolysis of cement along with 
the deposition of hydrosilicates. Therefore 
the removal of Ca(0H)2 away from the reac
tion site should be a prerequisite for the 
hydrolysis to go on. That a cement hydrates 
in a self-retarding manner is at least part
ly due to the reluctant diffusion and crys
tallization of the dissolved Ca(CH)2 in " 
water. Hydration will be accelerated when
ever condition changes in favor of the 
Ca(0H)2 to be excreted. As an example may 
be mentioned the rapid hardening of concrete 
at elevated temperatures, in which case so 
much Ca(0H)2 are excreted as to give con
crete the bright colors.
Then, the mechanism of the accelerating 
effect of CaCl2 is very clear. When cement 
grains come into contact with CaCl2 solution, 
the Ca(OH)2 generated dissolves more rapidly 
than in the case of pure water, forming a 
kind of complex solution, which contains 
less discrete Ca(0H)2 molecules in a given 
volume than an ordinary saturated or super
saturated Ca(0H)2 solution. The dissolved 
lime bearing substance,probably a basic 
chloride of calcium, then diffuses from the 
reaction site to some remote places and 
crystallizes there, both at intensified . 
rates. The solid resulted in may be either 
portlandite or calcium oxychloride, depend
ing upon the CaCl2 concentration of the pore 
liquid where crystallization takes place.
As we have stated before, calcium oxychlo
ride is a metastable phase, which can stand 
in equilibrium with a solution containing



15-30 parts of CaClj in every 100 parts of 
water. In a liquid having a higher or lower 
CaClj concentration; it decomposes. The 
probable reactions are:

3CaO • CaClp*  I5H2O 3Ca(0H)2 + CaCl2-6H20 
+ 6H2O (when CaCl2:H20 < 0.15)

ЗСаО-СаС12-15П2О — CaO•CaCl2-2H20 +
2Ca(0H)2 + 11H2O (when CaCl2:H20 > 0.30) 

When a cement paste containing CaCl2 is 
either treated with an ample amount of water 
or dried up in low humidity environments, no 
oxychloride will be included in its com
position.
It can then be concluded that the role of 
CaCl2 in accelerating the hydration of port
land cement is that of a catalyzer, with the 
basic salts produced acting as the inter
mediate products.
Similar accelerating effect may be borne of 
some other chloride salts, such as NaCl, 
'gCl2, AlCl^, etc., on account that CaCl2 
will be formed when chloride ions are caught 
by calcium ions, which are always in abun
dance in the pore liquid of cement pastes.

2NaCl + Ca(0II)2 — 2NaOH + CaCl2
MgCl2 + Ca(0II)2 — ?<g(0H)2 + CaCl2
2A1C1Z + 3Ca(0H)2 — 2A1(OH)5 + 3Ca(OH)2 

Of course, such effect may be different in 
magnitude with different salts, owing to the 
possible interference of the various bases 
produced with the hydration of cement.
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EFFECTS THE. MOLAR PARAMETERS OF SULPHONATED MELAMINE: AND FORMALDEHYDE 
POLYCONDENS&TES; ON. MORTAR PROPERTIES
Les parametres molaires des condensats de melamine- et de formaldehyde 
et leur influence s.ur les proprietes des mortiers

same range. These results prove that the electro 
lot of authors so far are taken part in by all

SUMMARYt The- effects of chemical additives on the properties of mortar mixtures and mortar 
specimens after 28- days- of hardening depend significantly on their chemical structure and ot
her properties,

. , . The efficiency of sulphonated melamine- and formaldehyde polycondensates on the
rheological properties of mortars with cement bond as well as on the strength after 28 days 
depends on their molar parameters mainly on the molar weight (MW> and polydispersity (Rp>.
о.,, к the vaIu;es of correlation parameters obtained it can be judged that besides
the- chosen molar parameters, included in the- analysis, further variables take part in the 
change- of the strength and plasticity of the specimens of mortars with additives,- their ef
fects can be expressed by the approximate value of 30 up to 40 per cent-

From the results of the ridge analysis it was found that with approximately the
X? T1 and Rp of the specimens of additives the change in the investigated proper

ties of the mortars with additives will also be effected by parameters of the synthesis. -
Mditives based on sulphonated melamine and formaldehyde polycondensates consist 

Qf ™olect4es Wlth different distribution of molar weight. The sorption of mole 
cules, on the surface of cement in cement bond suspension after 20 minutes of hydration is 
ног ss'j.sc’ti.vö -

All fractions are sorbed in the
kinetc effects that have been studied by a 
fractions sorbed on the cement surface.

sobre as propriedades de misturas de argamassa e 
dias de endurecimento, dependem significativamen-

Os efeitos de aditivos. quimicos 
corpo.s de- prova de argamassa, depois de 28  
te de; sna estrutura quimica e de outras propriedades.

A eficiencia da melamina sulfonada e dos policondensados 
propriedades,reologicas de argamassas com liga de cimento, bem сото 
po-is de 28 dias, depende de sens parämetros molares, principalmente 
polidispe-rsividade (iRp)i.

de formaldeldo sobre as 
sobre a resistencia de
do peso molar (Mw)i e da

 A. partir de valores de parämetros de correlapao obtidos
lent; dos parametros molares escolhidos, incluidos na anälise, outras 
mudanca da resistencia e da plasticidade de especimes; de argamassas 
tos podem ser expresses pelo valor aproximado de 30: a 40%.

pode-se avaliar que, a- 
variäveis participam da 
com aditivos; seus efei—

mos aproximadamente os. mes-A partir dos resultados da analise se constatou que com
valores de Mw e Rp dos especimes. de aditivos, a mudanga nas propriedades"investiqadas™"" 

das argamassas com. aditivos serao; tambem afetadas pelos. parämetros da sfntese. 9

A c Aditivos baseados em melamina sulfonada e policondensados de formaldeldo consis- 
tem de- frames de moleculas com distribuigäo diferente de- peso molar. A soreäo de mollculas 
sobre- a_superficie- de cimento na suspensäo de liga de cimento- depois; de 20 minutes de hi di a- 
tas-ao. nao, e seletiva. Todas_as fracoes säo sorvidas na mesma escala. Estes resultados pro- 
m^tTnor^tSa^ ®IetEoc:Llletic°s gu-e foram estudados рог inümeros autores participam anpla 
mente1 poir tod.a.s as fragoes sorvidas na super fiele de1 cimento.. —



INTRODUCTION

The principle of action of sulphonated melami
ne and formaldehyde polycondensates (MFP) is 
a subject of the intensive study.
At present there is a general opinion that 
the workability of suspensions with cement 
bond is improved by MFP in the way that 
as a result of the sorption of their mole
cules on the surface of cement particles 
the negative potential t increases. The 
change in the potential up to a certain 
limit causes a change in the rheological 
properties of mortars.
In the study of the effect of MFP on the 
formation of the solid structure and on the 
kinetics of hydration it has been found 
that they slow down hydration C,A in a sig
nificant way. Their influence on the kine
tics of C,S and 8- C9S hydration is 
smaller.
The decisive part of the existing knowledge 
of the effects of MFP on the properties of 
specimens with cement bond has been gained 
using commercial types of polycondensates. 
So far there has been very little publicati
on of the results of work aimed at the study 
of the effect of the chemical structure and 
molar parameters of MF polycondensates on 
the properties of specimens with cement bond. 
Therefore in this paper the attention is con
centrated just on clearing up the above men
tioned connections.

EXPERIMENTAL

Components used
Cement: For the tests the cement was used 
the comcosition of which is given in Table I
Table I - Chemical analysis of industrial

cement used /%/

Si02 A12°3 Fe2°3 Ti02 . CaD MgO K20

24.25 5.58 2.31 0,30 54,71 3,96 0.78
Na20 so3 MnD Ignition loss Non soluble

rest
0.51 3.46 0.29 1.15 2.55

Additives: In the experiments, specimens of 
polycondensates were prepared with a signifi
cant difference in the conditions of synthe
sis and also in their properties. Basic data 
of the specimens are given in TablesII and 
III.
Aggregates: For the preparation of mortars 
standard sands were used i. e. those specifi
ed for test of cement strength according to 
CSN 72 2117.
Water: Distilled water was used for the tests.

Testing method

According to ÖSN 72 2117 specimens of mortars 
were prepared without additions and with an 
additive of 0.5 per cent of the dry substance 
of MF polycondensates from the cement mass. 
The plasticity of the mortars was also found 

using the procedure according to the stan
dards CSN 72 2440 and CSN 72 2441; photo
graphic paper was put under the glass pla
te of the shaking table. After five taps 
the specimen was exposed. In this way an 
accurate recording of the change in the 
area of the cake was obtained (an example 
of the recording is in Fig. 1).

Table III - Properties of synthetized additives 
with constant time of sulphonation

Table II - Properties of synthetized additives 
with various time of sulphonation

No.
of 

additive

Properties of additive Molar parameters

Solid
%

ch2o 
%

pH Mw.10 3 Rp

8 19.78 0.99 8.08 931 3.97
9 19.85 1.00 8.87 1 548 6.50

10 19.25 0.84 10.42 2 849 5.81
11 20.46 1.08 8.96 1 712 5.23
12 19.31 1.04 9.68 1 032 4.22
13 20.23 0.91 8.17 2 080 5.53
14 19.88 1.08 9.02 2 441 5.83
15 20.29 0.86 8.47 2 803 6.16
16 19.65 0.82 8.10 543 3.89
17 19.49 0.56 8.25 1 591 5.70
18 19.95 0.59 8.20 731 4.72
19 19.80 0.62 8.15 284 2.96
20 19.77 0.36 9.11 650 4.46
21 19.34 0.52 8.18 272 2.97
22 19.41 1.17 8.76 540 3.09
25 19.50 1.06 9.75 864 3.66
28 19.75 1.20 8.59 - -
29 19.84 1.12 9.21 693 3.58

No.
of 

additive

Properties of additive Molar parameters

Solid
%

ch2o
%

pH Mw.10 3 Rp

45 20.28 0.76 8.55 3 415 17.72
46 19.95 0.64 8.05 2 662 15.56
47 19.75 0.85 9.03 4 305 17.56
48 20.00 0.68 9.27 2 862 13.91
49 19.68 0.73 9.26 3 984 15.74
50 20.05 0.70 9.22 3 594 16.54
51 20.62 0.67 9.35 3 506 15.54
52 19.53 0.55 9.54 2 865 14.68
53 19.86 0.74 8.51 2 622 15.60
54 19.95 0.65 9.48 1 838 14.05

As a criterion of the plasticity the sur
face of the cake, found by planimeter af
ter 15 taps, was chosen. The results are 
given in TablesIV and V.
Using the same specimens small beams 4 by 
4 by 16 cm were made and cured as well as 
tested according to ÖSN 72 2117. The 
strength values found are given in Tables 
IV and V.
MF polycondensates were analysed on a li
quid chromatograph SP 8000 by SPECTRA 
PHYSICS company (USA). In the analysis 
a differential refractometer (model R 401 
of WATERS ASSOCIATION USA) was also used. 
As an eluent distilled water with sodium 



azoimide (0.02 pec cept) вдаэ used.. The chro~ 
ma.1ipg:^aphic coLu.nn was 6 mm in, the inner 
diameiei?' and 250 mm long.. As chromatogra
phic pa,cK.img gel Sepharon Hema 1000. was, 
gsed;; it is. cha^aipteriied: dy particle 
size af 7-16. m, aihd by tb.e separation 
range of molar weight- of 1,0 tc 5 . 10^ 
g/mgl. GPC system w.a.s, calitpraitedi to dex^ 
traris made by Ftmc chemleads Uppsala. 
Iherefore tlfifc molar parameters found and: 
given ip, latplesll and TIT are only valid: 
Тод- the cadibrationi condjitions, u,sedj. The: 
thtail chromatograms were evaluated ucing 
the- comppte-r- according, td programme: 7’ des
cribe df in the literature (1).
In, UPC dnaly.s,is, there’ W.ere the following 
parameters: paiss.aig® 2’0 ml per hcur pre- 
зепт 3;..5? MfTn.. Th:e follo:W.ing; values w,e-re 
otitdÄned.i b.y,- ths: analys;ts;:: Mw; - molaiir w.eight. 
(g/mpll;; Rg -- poliydtspersity ( -- ).. The 
values адп given ihi Tables,Ц a,ndi III.. 
On thn basis of th® ORC method? research has. 
de.efli diOjbe; on thn Sjorptioh, of a,11 сотруneoits: 
of MF- potycQndOTiie.ates:, and? от, the- change of 
dilffe;refiitia_;l mais.s, distribution: of moJiaab 
тапз.еп of' aidditives: af ter 20) minutes of in- 
teirantlon df components; in, modified: cement 
snspeneion (wj = 1.
Tieatedj cement and) a, solution of additive: 
(11 %„ yoneentirajtiQni); were, mixed].. After- 2Q 
minutesj nf hydration the- vaccuum filtration 
off thn SiUispensiom through a, nitrocellulose 
filter of: thn роде size 6000 1000. A, w.a,s.
cainrled: out-. To, make full comparison pos-- 
siibie e GffC: analysis; of the solution before1 
sexptlon andi that o.f the- filtrate’ after 
sofiptiori: w.asj aiw.ays; made?.. An, example’ of the- 
respite 1% in Fig.. 2.

Figure’ lb. An exxampT№ off tde necondiing; off 
plasticity, off mortar. '

4fc b 5Ä 6 "

Kt

4ft

4ft

2ft

ft

Figure1 2.. An, example of the1 change in; dis
tribution functions of tested: MF 
polycondensates before (1) and: 
after sorption: (2).

EVALUTIDN. OF THE RESULTS

The approximation: of functional dependen
ces between Mw. (X-..), Rp (X«) and: the pro
perties of modified1 mortarzspecimens (Y) 
w.a.s; determined: by. a, computer using, the pro
gramme for a, multi.factor regression analy
sis,.
By. the analysis it was found that the fol
lowing; mathematical model proves suitable 
to. express, the dependence.

/ 1 /

B>0 Be - regression coefficients
X^. - Independant, variable
Y: -- dependant variable-

The: concrete mathematical: model, was further 
analysed1 using; the programme for a: ridge 
analysis.. Its, results, are given in Figs.
3,. 4.,. 5,. 6.. The figures illustrate the 
course: of changes of: variable’ Y- depending: 
on, the- change in the- value of: mediating: 
factor R-,. which is, a, radius of n - dimensi
onal ball,, the1 magnitude of which: can: be 
expressed; by relation:.

b2' / 2 /

Using; the; data: from Tables I;!, and: I;V. the, 
appnoxlimate, dependence- between, Mw,,. Rp: andi 
the, plasticity of mortar wag, analyzed?.



Table IV - Properties of mortar samples 
with additives (Table II)

Na . of 
additive 
used

Plasticity 
/ cm2/

Strength /MPa/

1 day 28 days

8 185 17.0 57.6
9 181 13.0; 55.2

10 186 13.9 58.4
11 163 6.0 52.0
12 189 10.0 58.4
13 193 13.0 62.4
14 190 12.0 63.4
15 185 12.7 61.6
16 259 14.5 64.8
17 188 12.9 61.6
18 250 12.8 69.6
19 224 14.1 70.4
20 178 12.1 61.6
21 249 16.3 69.6
22 187 13.2 59.2
25 193 11.2 64.0
28 175 10.9 58.4
29 192 11.0 62.4

Control 172 12.1 50.8

Table V - Properties of mortar samples 
with additives (Table III)

Mo. od 
additive 
used

Plasticity
/ cm2/-

Strength /MPa/

1 day 28 days

45 240 14.0 66.4
46 197 10.5 66.4
47 190 11.0 64.0
48 198 12.9 64.5
49 184 14.5 58.4
50 207 9.7 64.0
51 185 12.6 63.3
52 193 13.6 62.4
53 204 13.6 60.8
54 252 14.5 63.4

Control 172 12.1 50.8

The regression analysis made it possible to 
obtain coefficients of multiple correlation 

= 0.7492 and those of multiple determina
tion R. = 66.12 per cent on the level of 
.5 per cent. It means that variables Mw and 
Rp included in the analysis influence the 
change of plasticity by about 66 per cent-. 
Further effects not included in the analy
sis influence the change of plasticity by 
about 34 per cent.
Taking the range given in the literature as 
the criterion for the assessement of the 
significance of correlation features for 
multiple regressions we can then state that 
there is a very good correlation between 
the variables analyzed. The results of the 
ridge analysis in Fig. 3 can be evaluated 
as follows:

Figure 3. The results of ridge analysis 
using values of Mw, Rp and 
plasticity from Tables II 
and IV.

In the interval of the values Mw (0 - 200) 
g/mol.10 and Rp (418 - 7.2) the plastici
ty (Y) grows with increasing value Mw and 
decreasing value Rp. Further considerable 
increase of value Mw and a moderate incre
ase of Rp results in the decrease of 
functional dependence Y = f (Rx) to the 
value of the local minimum. Further incre
ase in the values of both molar parameters 
already causes a considerable increase of 
the plasticity.
In the same way an analysis was made of 
the approximate dependence between Mw, Rp 
and the compression strength after 28 days 
of hardening using the data from Tables II 
and IV. By the regression analysis the fol
lowing coefficients have been obtained: 
R^ = 0.7629 and R. = 58.2 per cent on the 
level of 5 per cent.
It follows from the characteristics menti
oned above that the chosen variables Mw, 
Rp have decisive effects on the compressi
on strength of the specimens and thus also 
on the other processes connected with and 
deciding on the kinetics in the formulation 
of the solid structure.
The results of the ridge analysis have 
shown that the values analyzed are positive 
for the mean ridge. From Fig. 4 it can be 
concluded that the compressive strength of 
the modified specimens grows with increa
sing value Mw and decreasing value Rp in 
the interval of the experimentally found 
values of variables in Tables II and IV. 
From the further course of dependences we 
can make conclusions as tn a probable chan
ge of variables X, and Y in the interval 
of changes determined by the calculation 
only besides the value interval found expe
rimentally.
The results achieved have also been confir
med using other cements.



Figure 4. The results of ridge analysis 
using values of Mw, Rp and 
strength after 28 days from Tab
les II and IV.

Using the same method the approximate deter
mination of functional dependences between 
the variables was carried out in Tables III 
and V. These specimens of additive were made 
from the same raw materials and with the 
change of the same parameters of synthesis 
in mutual combinations ex'cept the time of 
sulphonation, which was constant with all 
specimens. With specimens in Table II even 
the time of sulphonation was variable to 
a large extent.
By multifacrtor regression analysis it was 
found that between Mw, Rp and the plastici
ty there is a very good correlation depen
dence. This can be concluded from values 
R. = 0.8748 and R, = 76.52 per cent. From 
the results of thS ridge analysis in Fig. 5 
it follows that in this case the plasticity 
in the value interval in Table V decreases 
with increasing values Mw and Rp to the 
value of local minimum of Y.
By regression analysis it was also found 
that with specimens in Table III there is 
a> very good correlation between Mw, Rp and 
the compression strength of the specimens. 
This is proved by coefficients R. = 0.7744, 
R 59.96 per cent. The results 6f the rid
ge analysis are in Fig. 6
In this case is evident that there is a very 
good correlation between the variables ana
lyzed.
From! the value of coefficient of multiple 
determination we can to derive that varia
bles Mw- and Rp included in the analysis 
influence the change of strength by about 
60 per cent. Further effects not included 
in the analysis influence the change of 
plasticity by about 40 per- cent.

X-jCMw.W5) 
X2(*p>

X, //

•4-----------------—------------------------------h------ -b-H------------------,----------------- •

6 40 M 110

R(x)

Figure 5. The results of ridge analysis 
using values of Mw, Rp and 
plasticity from Tables III and 
V.

Х,1Я..
Xji Mp)

Figure 6. The results of ridge analysis 
using values of Mw, Rp and 
strength from Tables III. and 
V.

CONCLUSION

There is a significant dependence between 
the changes in values Mw and Rp of MF poly
condensates _as well as in their effects on 
the change in rheological properties and 
the strength of mortar specimens with ce
ment bond. Therefore the basic key to ex
plain the principle of the efficiency of 
the additives should be searched for in 
clearing up further dependences between the 
characteristics of polycondensate molecules 
and their effects on the properties of 
the specimens with cement bond.



These dependences have been studied in 
a complex research programme and some of 
them also defined. They will be published 
successively.
From the change of differential distribu
tion functions of molar masses after sor
ption on the surface of cement it is evi
dent that the sorption of all fractions of 
molecules is equal.
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Influence of Temperature and Admixtures on the C3S and Cement Hydration 2
Investigated by Radiometric Emanation Method
Influence de la temperature et des adjuvants sur 1'hydratation du
C3S et des ciments, etudiee par la methode des emanations radioactives.

SUMMARY: The possibilities of the radiometric emanation method (REM) in the study of C3S and cement 
hydration in various conditions are shown. For the REM measurements the surface of the samples to be 
studied is impregnated by a non-aqueous solution containing trace amounts of the radioisotopes Th-228 and 
Ra-224 which give rise to Rn-220 in the sample. The REM curves, representing time dependences of the 
radon release rate from the samples, indicate the changes of the surface and microstructure during the 
sample hydration.

The changes in the kinetics of C3S hydration caused by the C3S activation on heating and rapid cooling, 
by the presence of 0.1 % of xylose and elevated temperatures were estimated by means of REM. This method 
has been applied to the investigation of the influence of elevated temperatures (to 85 °C) and the presence 
of sulphate ions on the kinetics of the changes in the microstructure of Portland cement paste in the early 
hydration.

Mathematical model of the radon release curves during the C3S hydration, taking into account the effects 
of temperature and admixtures, is suggested. A good agreement between the theoretical REM curves de
rived by computer simulation and the experimental REM results was found.

SUMÄRIO: Sac mostradas as possibilidades^do metodo de emanaqao radiometrica (REM) para о es 
tudo da hidratacao do C^S e do cimento em varias condicoes. Para as mediqoes pelo REM a super 
ftcie das amostras a serem^estudadas ё impregnada com uma solupao näo-aquosa, contendo quanti- 
dades de traqo dos radioisotopos_Th-228 e Ra-224, que dao origem a Rn-220 na amostra. As cur 
vas REM, representando as dependencias do tempo na velocidade de liberaqao de radon das amos
tras, indica as mudancas da superficie e da microestrutura durante a hidratacao da amostra.

, As mudancas na cinetica de hidratacao do C-S pela ativaqäo do C,S sob aquecimento 
e resfriamento rapido, pela presenca de 0,1% de xilose e temperaturas altas? foram estimadas 
?0f-mQc0r,?0 R^M" Este me^od° foi aplicado na investigaqao da influencia de temperaturas altas 
(ate 85 C) e da presenca de tons de sulfato sobre a cinetica das mudancas na microestrutura da 
pasta de cimento- Portland na hidratacao inicial.

- „  . Sugere-se modelo matemätico das curves de liberaqao de radon durante a hidratacao 
do- C3S, levando em consideraqao os efeitos da temperature e dos aditivos. Encontrou-se uma 
boa concordancia entre as curvas teoricas REM obtidas por simulaqäo de computador e os results 
dos experimentais REM.
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INTRODUCTION

Numerous attempts have been made to explain the 
complex processes of the C3S hydration and the in
fluence of various factors on its kinetics. Various 
methods have been used for the study of the hydra
tion of cement and clinker minerals. In the recent 
years these methods have been supplemented by the 
radiometric emanation method /1,2/ enabling us to 
receive a new insight into the hydration processes, 
especially those taking place during the early hy
dration stage.

PRINCIPLES OF THE METHOD AND EXPERI
MENTAL PROCEDURES

The radiometric emanation method (REM) is based 
on the measurement of the radon release from the 
samples, previously labelled by its parent isotopes 
(i.e. Th-228 and Ra-224). The radon Rn-220 atoms 
formed in the sample by the radioactive decay, do 
not react with the labelled sample , the rate of their 
release depends on the surface area and diffusion 
properties of the labelled sample.

The rate of the radon release from the hydrating 
cement grain reflects the structural and chemical 
changes taking place as the results of the hydration 
in the surface layers and the bulk of the sample. 
An interaction of the labelled sample with the sur
rounding medium or a change occuring within the 
solid sample causes a sudden release of Rn-atoms 
trapped in the structure.

Sample labelling. In the sample labelling the C3S 
and cement were impregnated with an acetone solu
tion containing Th-228 and Ra-224 atoms in the con
centration of the order lo5 Bq cm"^. The radionu
clides were adsorbed on the surfaces of the cement 
grains and the aceton was evaporated. The specific 
radioactivity of the labelled samples was lO^-Bqg“^-. 
Due to the recoil effect the atoms of Ra-224 and 
Rn-220 are incorporated into the surface layers of 
the grains to maximum depth of 120 nm.

Characteristics of the samples
C3S, supplied by the Institute of Inorganic Chemi
stry, Academy of Sciences of the GDR, Berlin, has 
the surface area of 0.4 m3 g-^ • Portland cement 
supplied by Cement Plant Lochkov, £SSR, exibited 
the surface area of 0.35 g'^. The phase compo
sition of the ground portland cement clinker was: 
C3S - 71.9 %, C2S - 13%, C3A > C4AF - 11.6 %, 
Free CaO - 3.5 %; the amount of 30 % of slag was 
present in the slag cement.

The samples of the water suspensions of C3S or ce
ment were prepared by the addition of water to solid 
labelled samples, the ratio water:solid being 0.4 in 
the case of C3S or 0.3 in the case of cement. The 
labelled samples were stored before the hydration 
m a closed container in dessicator.
REM measuring procedure. The suspensions in the 
amount of about 1 — 3 g were homogenized by mixing 
m a PVC vessel and inserted into the measuring 

device described elsewhere /2/. This device is 
commercially produced by Messrs. NETZSCH-Ltd., 
Selb, F.R.G. /3/.

In the measuring device the sample is held at the 
required temperature and overflowed by air of con
trolled humidity at constant flow-rate. Radon atoms 
released from the sample are carried into the radio
activity measuring chamber by the air saturated with 
water vapour at the temperature of hydration. For 
the detection of alpha-radiation of radon a scintilla
tion detector with a photomultiplier was used /2/. 
The REM results are presented as time dependences 
of the relative radon release rate E calculated from 
the experimental .data as E = AgasMsolid > where 
■Л-gas is the radioactivity of radon released from the 
sample, and Aso]y is the total radioactivity of the 
sample , being proportional to the rate of radon for
mation in the sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows the time dependences of the radon re
lease rate during C3S hydration at 25 °C, where 
the reactivity of C3S has been affected.

1 5 20 [hrs]
Time

Fig. 1: REMcurves measured during the hydration 
of C3S in the mixture with water w/c = 0,4 at 25 °C 
using (a) C3S 6 months stored - curve 1, (b) ther
mally activated C^S - curve 2, (c) thermally acti
vated C3S and 0.1 % xylose solution for the paste 
preparation - curve 3.

As it follows from Fig. 1 the activation of C3S en
hanced the rate of C3S hydration. The difference in 
the hydration rates of activated and non-activated 
samples is indicated since the very beginning of the 
hydration. The REM results confirm the concept of 
the lattice defect influence on the initial hydration 
stage of C3S /4,5/,



It should he pointed out that no sudden decrease of 
the E value at the beginning of the CjS hydration 
took place, as it could be expected if a layer of hy
dration products impermeable for water molecules 
was formed. As the diameter of radon atoms is com
parable to that of water molecules the REM results 
confirm the hypotheses of the mechanism of early 
hydration by Fierens and Verhaegen /5,6/,Tadros 
П11 Taylor /8/ and other authors reviewed by 
Skalny and Young /9/. ..

In the post-induction period, the increase of radon 
release rate reflects the enormous increase of the 
surface area of the sample. It was shown by Tret- 
tin and Wieker /10/ that the surface area of gele- 
ous C-S-H hydration products formed in this hydra
tion stage attain the value above 100 m^ g-1.

In the subsequent time-interval, the changes of E 
reflect the changes of the microstructure of hydra
ted products; the radionuclides Th-228 and Ra-224 
initially introduced into the CgS are incorporated 
into the hydration products formed from the C3S.

The decelerating effect of sugars on the CjS hydra
tion is well known /11/ and it was of interest for us 
to ascertain how this effect is reflected by the REM. 
The curve 3 in Fig, 1 represents difference in the 
kinetics of early hydration C3S in the suspension 
containing of 0.1 % of xylose in comparison to that 
in the pure water suspension. The presence of xy
lose causes the slowing down of the hydration rate 
in the post-induction period which is expressed by 
the separation of the effects in curve 3, as compa
red with the curve 2 in Fig. 1,

The influence of temperature on C3S hydration can 
be investigated by the REM very easily. The curves 
in Fig. 2 demonstrate the effect of the temperature 
increase in the kinetics of C3S early hydration: 
at 35 °C (curve 2) the induction period is conside
rably shortened and the hydration rate in the post
-induction period is enhanced, when compared to 
the behaviour of the system at 25 °C (curve 1 ). 
This is in a perfect agreement with the results of 
other methods reviewed by Skalny and Young /9/.

We have already shown /2/ that the radiometric 
emanation method enabled us to distinguish indivi
dual stages of the cement hydration, i.e. the in
duction, post-induction and diffusion periods /9/. 
The changes of the emanation rate related to the 
hydration processes of cement were discussed and 
compared with the measurements of surface area, 
porosity, calorimetry, penetration resistance and 
compressive strength /2/.

The changes of emanation rate of the cement paste 
during hydration at 25 °C and the effect of the tem
perature shock from 25 to 55 °C lasting 20 minutes 
are shown in Fig, 3. The temperature shock in the 
post-induction period of cement hydration caused a 
sharp increase of the emanation rate (see curve 2 
Fig. 3). As it follows from Fig. 3, after the end of 
this shock the emanation rate does not reach the 

level shown in the curve 1, immediately. The 
curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 3 proximate after 10 — 15 
hours of the hydration only. Consequently, the 
temperature dependence of the development of the 
microstructure of the cement paste can be indicated 
by the REM measurements.

101 5 102 [min]
nl--------------------- J________ I , I__________I—и—г I 11 11

1 23468
- Time [hrs]

Fig, 2: REM curves measured during the hydration 
of C3S in the mixture with water w/c = 0.4 at the 
temperature of 25 °C (curve 1) and 35 °C (curve 2).

E 
[rel. units]

Fig. 3: REM curves measured during the Portland 
cement hydration w/c = 0.3 at the temperature of 
25 °C (curve 1); curve 2 corresponds to the expe
rimental conditions when a thermal shock from 25 to 
55 °C lasting 20 minutes was applied.

The dependences of the emanation rate and penetra
tion resistance measured during hydration of Port
land cement at temperatures of 35 , 45, and 85 °C 
are demonstrated in Fig. 4. The REM curves in Fig. 
4 confirmed that the hydration'of Portland cement 
performed from the very beginning at elevated tempe
ratures is characterized by a shorten induction pe
riod and an enhanced velocity of the hydration in the 
post-induction period. We suppose that the subse
quent slowing down of the emanation rate (curves 1 — 
3, Fig. 4) is caused by the compactization of the 



microstructure of the hydration products and corre
sponds to the time intervals where the penetration 
resistance of the cement paste starts to increase 
(cf. curves 1 — 3 , Fig. 4). The shift of the REM 
curves and the corresponding penetration resistance 
curves of the samples hydrated at 45 and 85 °C is 
due to the interruption of the sample curing at ele
vated temperatures caused by the penetration resi
stance measurements, which were performed at
room temperature.

Time
Fig. 4: REM curves and penetration re sistance 
curves measured during the Portland cement hydra
tion, w/c = 0.3, at the temperatures of 85 °C - 
curves 1, 1 ; 45 °C - curves 2, 2 ; and 35 °C - 
curves 3, 3', respectively.

We have found with all samples hydrated at 35, 45, 
and 85 °C that at the time interval corresponding to 
the boottom of the respective REM curves after the 
emanation rate decrease, the degree of hydration 

attained 15 -1 %. We suppose that at these time 
intervals the hydration of the radioactively labelled 
surface layers of the thickness of appr. 120 nm is 
terminated.

Consequently the REM can be used for a rapid esti
mation of the hydration process in the surface 
layers and of the temperature influence on the ce
ment hydration.

The decelerating effect of sulphate on the cement 
hydration was widely investigated /9,13/. In Fig, 5 
the effect of the presence of Na2SO^ in the concen
tration of 3380 mg/1 liter on the Portland cement 
hydration at 45 °C is shown. The differences in the 
kinetics of the early stage of hydration of Portland 
cement caused by the presence of sulphate ions can 
be investigated at required temperature by means 
of REM.

E
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Fig. 5: REM curves measured during the Portland 
cement hydration, w/c = 0,3, at the temperature of 
45 °C in presence of 3380 mg КазЗО^ per 1 liter 
water (curve 1), and in absence of any admixtures 
(curve 2).

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THE REM 
CURVES

In the mathematical model, the quasi-continuum
-domain (QCD) approximation of the system has 
been used /14,15/. It is assumed that the inert gas 
is released by recoil from the spherical domains of 
C3S into the porous space and is transported by 
diffusion to the surface of the sample. Under such 
conditions , its concentration c follows the equa
tion (1)

3c 32c l Я fix
-W— = D A 2 - Ac + 4 (1)
0 T Ox

where A is the decay constant of radon, D is the 
diffusion coefficient of radon and £ is the source 
function. Both D and E, are dependent on the degree 
of hydration Ä according to the equations (2) and 
(3)

Dt = Doexp(-d1^) +Dao (2)

and
^={^o + (^m-C)exp[1-§£]]exP(-^2^) (3)

Here, Do corresponds to the initial Knudsen diffus
ion /15/, i.e. Do = 0.5 r (8RT/3irM)0-5, r - 
being the initial grain radius. 0 and t, m in Eq. 
(3) are the initial and maximum recoil functions,
respectively, i.e. /15,16/

to ТтЛтсТ Г / , ,2
2SeSL I 2re'S« ‘xr^R"<re

M-s-'-s-'xr’3]' (4a)



and .
= 41ir''TcTrg

Equation (2) reflects the experimentally verified 
dependence of the gas diffusion coefficient on the 
degree of hydration Ot . Equations (3) and (4) 
express the approach that the atoms of the inter
mediate nuclide Ra-224 released by the parent de
cay into the grain are brought to the surface of the 
grain by the hydration products .
The filling of the porous space by the hydration 
products, however, leads to a more effective trap
ping of the released gas atoms and to the corres
ponding sinking of the source function for higher 
values of ОС .

In the QCD approximation, the approximation, the 
emanation rate Ep is then expressed as follows 

where the first derivative de/d x follows from the 
solution of Eq, (1 ) /16/.

In the computer simulations, the dependence of Ep 
on time has been obtained from the model suggested 
by Pommersheim and Clifton /17/ with the following 
values of the parameters: water/solid = 0.4, a = 1, 
J = 3.2, 9= 2.2, Dito) = 1.35 *10-5,  Ei = 4-104 
J/mole, Dx(o) = 8.2-10-6, Ex = 4.5 • Ю4 J/mole, 
Do(0) = 2.23-10-5, E„ = 3«104 J/mole, xo = 
= 3.5 • 10-8 m, n = 3, o0 = 6 • 10, Ед = 4 • 104 
J/mole, Ko = 8.1, Ep = 4 • 104 J/mole, rg = 
3.4*10 _6m. Additionally, the parameters of our 
model were: <XC = 0.15, ^"1 = 3, 2 = 6.5.

Using this model, the theoretical REM curves for 
C3S hydration in the conditions of various tempera
tures were obtained by computer simulations. The 
results of this simulations for co = 0.1 mole/liter 
are shown in Fig. 6. In accordance with the expe
rimental results, the model REM curves show a 
maximum which is shifted to a higher reaction time 
by the lower temperature.

In Fig. 7 the model REM curves are shown for C3S 
at the temperature of 20 °C, supposing the change 
of the concentration co (corresponding to the Ca^*  
concentration). The maximum in the REM curves 
is shifted to a higher reaction time by lowering the 
values of cQ.

Fig. 6: Theoretical REM curves obtained by com
puter simulation of C3S hydration at various tem
peratures: 20 °C (curve 1), 40 °C (curve 2) and 
60 °C (curve 3).

Fig. 7: Theoretical REM curves obtained by com
puter simulation of C3S hydration at 20 °C in the 
presence of admixtures causing the decrease of 
Ca^* concentration in the solution. Curves 1—3 
correspond to the concentrations co = 0.1,0.05 
and 0.025 mole of Ca^* per liter, respectively.



CONCLUSION

The experimental results proved the suitability of 
the radiometric emanation method for the investiga
tion of the kinetics of early hydration of C3S and 
cement as influenced by temperatures and various 
admixtures. The experimental results of REM agree 
fairly well with the theoretical curves obtained by 
computer simulation on the basis of the theoretical 
model formulated. This model enables us to descri
be mathematically the release rate of radon during 
the C3S hydration under various experimental con
ditions .
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CEMENT HYDRATION UNDER PARTIALLY SATURATED CURING CONDITIONS

relative humidity of the 
microstructural gradients 
under partially saturated  
with a water/binder ratio of 0.59 and exposed 
After specific exposure periods, changes in hydration and pore structure were measured 
analysis, quantitative x-ray diffraction and methanol adsorption. ™.._ 1„„ 
that even moderate drying greatly reduced the rates of OPC and pfa reaction.  
reactions changed under partially saturated conditions. The relative volume of pores smaller than'4"nm'wide 
reduced markedly when there was a drop in relative humidity during curing due to their dependence upon hydration 
and their partial collapse when the pastes were dried. The measured degrees of hydration were consistent with 
predictions of a mathematical model of cement hydration in which curing relative humidity was a variable.

i? concreto sob condicoes de trabalho serä prejudicada pela exposicäo de super 
da n Ln H atmosfera seca nas idades iniciais. Espera-se que a camada de superficie prote- 

armadu^a ma5' se secada prematuramente, a hidratasäo do cimento ё encurtada e a 
--nputara.d® Poro ficara grossa. Assim a camada de superficie terä qualidade inferior ä do 
oncreto interno, e a diferenca dependera da duracäo da cura ümida, da umidade relativa do ar 

ё pre1udicadLnelLfat?Ande‘d d ea° desta hidrataQäo e dos gradientes microestruturais1
L? L - 1 falta de dados publrcados sobre os efeitos do desenvolvimento microestrutu
ral sob condicoes parcialmente saturadas. microestrutu

portlandLomuLLnfA^LnL550!176^3^ dad°S pastas de =irnento portland comum e de cimento 
Portland comum + pfa, (cinza volante) preparadas com rela^ao agua/ligante de 0 59 e pynostns 
apos cura micial limitada, a umidades relatives escolhidas. Apos periodos es^eclficos de ex 
posicao, foram medidas as mudanSas na hidrataQäo e na estrutura de poro, usandoLe anälite tlr 
tnLLd™ ГаСа- difra?5° quantitativa de raio X e adsor^o de metanol Lodos os diversos тё-£ 
c?dLdVedl5a- mostraram que, mesmo sob secagem moderada, reduziram-se grandemente as velo- 
cidades de reaCao do cimento portland comum e de pfa. Näo houve indicacoes de alteraclo dL 
reales sob conduces parcialmente saturadas. 0 volume relative de pores com abertura menor 
Ea' F^UIFvF^^“eh?d^-KTd-e""-^-"

de Md^t^trd^LLLLairqulLduLlademre?aLvrdrcuramf^lLfjLS mOdel°

SUMMARY: Curing of concrete under field conditions will be impaired by exposure of surfaces to a dry 
atmosphere at early ages. The surface layer is expected to protect reinforcing steel but, if prematurely dried 
cement hydration is curtailed and the pore structure will be coarsened. TLUo i_;,c ' ' ‘
quality than the interior concrete and the difference will depend upon the duratio 

j.„с -u. environment ’ " " ' ~ __ _
is hindered by lack of published data on the effects of microstructural development 
conditions. 1ru-'---------- - -------- . c

Thus the surface layer will be of lower 
. . m of moist curing, the

and the reactivity of the binder. Modelling of these hydration and

The present investigation reports data on OPC and OPC + pfa pastesLixed 
* after limited initial curing, at selected relative humidities. 

--------- ------  —„„„.^d using thermogravimetric 
The various methods of measurement all showed

-------------. There were no indications that the
. , - ' - ------------ - U1 putCD bllldJ.ieL HL

reduced markedly when there was a drop in relative humidity during curing due to their dependent 
Л ПЛ b no 1 T*  nnrf 1 у 1 , .L. „„ t-1  ,   . _ r



INTRODUCTION ■

Site curing of concrete typically involves an initial 
period where moisture loss is virtually prevented by 
formwork and curing procedures. When the formwork is 
stripped the concrete will normally start to dry and 
near to the drying surface, the cement will react 
with the residual pore water at a reduced rate. If 
the relative humidity of the surrounding air is low 
enough the cement reactions will stop, first at the 
exposed surface and subsequently at increasing 
depths. Thus drying can cause gradients of cement 
hydration that are deeper and more severe the sooner ' 
drying starts, the lower the exposure humidity, the 
faster the rate of drying and slower the cement 
reacts. This investigation examines the effects of 
curing relative humidity upon OPC and OPC + pfa 
reactions and microstructure under experimental 
conditions that are relevant to a) practical curing 
of concrete and b) mathematical modelling of reaction 
rates in terms of relative humidity. The reactions 
and microstructural changes are monitored by x-ray 
diffraction, thermogravimetry and methanol 
adsorption.

EXPERIMRNTAL DETAILS

Two slabs of paste, each with a water binder ratio of 
0.59 by weight were cast in sealed moulds. The 
moulds were slowly rotated during setting to avoid 
sedimentation of the binder. The binders used were 
an OPC and a 70/30 blend by weight of OPC and pfa. 
Details of OPC and pfa are given in Table 1. Slices 
3 mm thick were sawn from the saturated slabs at 
2 days for the OPC paste and at 7 days for the 
OPC + pfa paste. The slices were then conditioned in 
vacuum desiccators where the relative humidities were 
controlled by saturated salt solutions. The 
OPC + pfa paste was conditioned at the later age of 
7 days to help isolate the effects of curing relative 
humidity upon the pozxolanic reaction. At ages of 
14 days and 90 days, OPC samples were tested by 
thermogravimetry (l), methanol adsorption (1), loss 
on ignition (1) and quantitative x-ray 
diffraction (2). OPC + pfa samples were tested at 
ages of 28 days and 90 days by thermogravimetry and 
methanol adsorption.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

OPC hydration versus curing relative humidity.

The effect of relative humidity during curing upon 
OPC hydration at 14 days can be observed in Figure 1; 
there is a marked drop in hydration between curing at 
relative humidities of 97^ and 70^, while below 705? 
there is little evidence of hydration. The 90 day 
results in Figure 2 are similar to the 14 day results 
apart from the slight long-term hydration observed 
below 70% curing relative humidity. The three 
different indicators of hydration, i.e. quantitative 
x-ray diffraction (QXRD), loss on ignition 105 to 
900°C (LOI) and thermogravimetric loss 100 to 75O°C 
(TC), all exhibit similar patterns. The degree of 
hydration by x-ray diffraction is a weighted mean 
value for the four main cement compounds. Figures 1 
and 2 are broadly consistent with the small amount of 
existing data reviewed in reference 3 and suggest 
that the rate of OPC hydration is related to the 
amounts of water in the larger capillaries rather 
than the amounts of water in the porous hydrate 
coatings that surround residual, unhydrated cement

Table 1 Properties of cement and pfa

Oxide (wt Cement Pfa

Si02 20.32 47.74
Fe20^ ■ 2.36 9.10
Al^O-^ 5.47 25-96
CaO 64.00 1 .67
MgO 2.ЗО 1 -33
SO3 2.80 0.84
Others 1 .59 6.33

Loss on ignition 1 .06 5.84
Density (kg/m?) 3160 ' 2395
Specific surface (m^/kg) 320 375
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grains. Possibly this indicates that drying causes a 
reduction of the concentration gradient of some 
outward diffusing species across the hydrate coating. 
However, it is also feasible that any diffusion 
associated with hydration is hindered by the partial 
collapse of small diameter pores that accompanies 
drying (4,5).

Pfa reactions versus curing relative humidity.

The pozzolanic reaction between pfa and the calcium 
hydroxide produced by the OPC reaction is affected by 
the curing relative humidity as illustrated in 
Figure 5; at 28 days the calcium hydroxide in 
OPC + pfa pastes is dominated by the OPC reactions 
and an increase is observed at high relative 
humidities. At 91 days the effect of the pozzolanic 
reaction is evident and there is a consumption of 
calcium hydroxide at high curing relative humidities. 
The effect of curing relative humidity upon the 
pozzolanic reaction is best represented by the 
difference between the 28 and 91 day curves. There 
is little evidence of much pozzolanic reaction at 
curing relative humidities below 80%, although the 
OPC again shows signs of slight reactivity at lower 
humidities.

Bound water distribution.

Thermogravimetric data were examined for evidence 
that reactions under partially saturated conditions 
alter the bound water distribution in the reaction 
products. The single linear relationship in Figure 4 
suggests that the broad distribution of water bound 
in products other than calcium hydroxide is not 
significantly affected by either curing relative 
humidity or by the presence of pfa. Figure 5 
illustrates that calcium hydroxide is produced by OPC 
reactions and is consumed by the pozzolanic reaction 
but there was no obvious effect of curing relative 
humidity upon the distribution of bound water between 
calcium hydroxide and other products with a given 
binder system.

Amount and physical nature of gel products.

Assuming that calcium hydroxide formations are 
relatively large and have a low specific surface 
area, the amount of gel product can be viewed in 
terms of a thermogravimetric loss that excludes 
calcium hydroxide e.g. from WO to 425°C. Figure 6 
indicates that for OPC pastes the amount of gel 
formed is consistent with the hydration results shown 
in Figures 1 and 2 and again suggests that slow, 
long-term hydration is possible at curing relative 
humidities below 70%. Parallel data for OPC + pfa 
pastes. Figure 7, show nd clear sign of pozzolanic 
reaction except under near-saturated conditions.
Comparison of Figures 6 and 7 indicates that there is 
more gel in the OPC paste than in the OPC + pfa paste 
after 90 days at curing relative humidities above 
40%, even though the OPC pastes were moist cured for 
a shorter time.

The gel pores detected by methanol adsorption 
increase with the amount of gel but are reduced by 
drying (1,4,5). The relative volume of pores less 
than 4 nm wide are plotted against curing relative 
humidity for OPC paste in Figure 8 and for OPC + pfa 
paste in Figure 9. Figure 8 shows that at high 
humidities the volume of gel pores is higher at 
90 days than at 14 days as would be expected from
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Figure 6; below OS'? curing relative humidity it is 
believed that partial collapse of the gel pores 
induced by drying dominates and the trend is 
reversed. The bulk of this gel pore collapse might 
reasonably be attributed to the calcium silicate 
hydrates, since similar behaviour was observed with 
hydrated alite paste (b). The gel pores in OPC + pfa 
paste are formed partly by OPC reactions and partly 
by the poszolanic reaction. However, Figure 9 shows 
that they are affected by drying in a similar way to 
the gel pores in OPC paste.

Comparison of Figures 8 and 9 indicates that there is 
generally a greater volume of pores smaller than 4 nm 
wide in the OPC paste than in the OPC + pfa paste for 
a given curing relative humidity or age. However, 
the pozzolanic reaction Increases the volume of gel 
pores above that expected solely from the OPC.

Mathematical description.

The effect of relative humidity, H, upon the rate of 
cement hydration relative to that at saturation, R, 
has been described previously (b) by the relationship 
R = ((H - .55)/-45)4 for H > .55; R = 0 for H < -55. 
The equation was based upon a limited amount of 
published data and it was one intention of the 
present study to check its validity. The equation 
can not be derived directly from the experimental 
results because the rate of hydration depends upon 
the average degree of hydration during a time 
increment and in the present study this varied with 
relative humidity. Instead, a relationship was 
assumed and was used in a recently developed model of 
cement hydration (6) to estimate hydration under the 
relative humidity histories appropriate to the test 
conditions. Table-2 shows that the relationship 
above yielded good results for the OPC data. The 
standard error of the predicted degree of hydration 
was 0.035 and variations with relative humidity were 
well represented.
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Table 2 Comparison of predicted* and measured** degrees of OPC hydration

Curing relative humidity 
$

49 69 81 91 97 100

U day hydration measured .538 .517 • 558 .619 .674 ■ 711 • 724
predicted • 544 • 544 .583 .625 .694 .735 • 755

90 day hydration measured • 532 .610 .625 .677 .815 .896 • 899
predicted ■ 544 • 544 .610 .741 .824 .846 .854

* Hydration rate factor = ((H - .55)/-45)^ for H > -55
= 0 for H < .55

** Mean of x-ray, ignition loss and thermogravimetry
data.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Three independent measures of hydration showed that a 
drop in relative humidity below saturation during _ 
curing reduced the rates of OPC hydration and pfa 
reaction, particularly in the range 100 to 70^; below 
70% relative humidity there was little evidence of 
pfa reaction and any OPC hydration was slow. The 
results suggested that the rate of cement hydration 
was related to the amounts of water in the larger 
capillaries rather than tl e amounts of water in the 
porous hydrate coatings that surround residual, 
unhydrated cement grains. There were no indications 
from an examination of bound water distribution that 
the nature of the reactions changed under partially 
saturated conditions.. The relative volume of pores 
smaller than 4 nm wide reduced markedly with a drop 
in relative humidity during curing due to their 
dependence upon hydration and their partiell collapse 
vrhen dried. The reduction in the relative volume of 
small pores due to drying was accompanied by an 
increase in the relative volume of larger pores.
This behaviour and its practical implications will be 
considered at greater length in a subsequent paper.

The effects of relative humidity observed in this 
study are consistent with reported gradients of 
microstructure in drying, hydrated cement paste (1). 
Thus it may be concluded that the surface of 
prematurely dried concrete will have a low degree of 
reaction, a higher proportion of large diameter pores 
and will offer less protection to underlying concrete 
and any steel reinforcement. The results of the 
present study enable this variation of concrete 
quality to be modelled with greater confidence.
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The Application of Solid State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy Techniques to the Study of 2.1
the Hydration of Tricalcium Silicate.
L ’Application des Methodes Spectnoscopique de la Resonance Magnetique Nucleaive dans l'Etat Solide 
pour I'Etude de 1,' Hydration du Silicate Tricaleique.

SUMMARY: A detailed study of the products formed during the hydration of tricalcium silicate has been carried 
out using solid state ^^Si nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and cross polarisation techniques. It has 
been found that the initial product contains hydrated monomeric silicate units and that this product persists 
throughout the hydration process. At the end of the induction period material containing dimeric silicate units 
is formed and at later stages in the reaction a more highly polymerised silicate unit appears. The nature of the 
CSH products formed during the post induction period can be followed using nInr in conjunction with other 
techniques. In particular the hydration process has been studied with and without admixtures present using solid 
state nmr, scanning electron microscopy and thermogravimatric analysis. It has been found that considerable 
changes in the morphology of the CSH gel are accompanied by only small variations in the degree of 
polymerisation of the silicate units involved.

SUMÄRIO: Realizou-se um estudo pormenorizado dos produtos formados durante a hidratagäo do si. 
licato tricälcico, utilizando-se tecnicas de espectroscopia de ressonancia magnetica nuclear

2 9 -de estado solido de Si e tecnicas de polarizagao transversal. Constatou-se que о oroduto 
inicial contem unidades de silicato monomerico hidratado, e que este produto persiste durante 
о processo de hidrataqao. Ao final do periodo de indugäo forma-se material contendo unidades 
de silicato dimerico, e nos Ultimos estägios da reagäo aparece unidade de silicato mais alta- 
mente polimerizado. Pode-se acompanhar a natureza dos produtos CSH formados durante о periodo 
de pos-rndugao usando-se Si nmr conjuntarnente com outras tecnicas. 0 processo de hidratagäo 
com ou sem aditivos foi estudado de forma particular, empregando-se 29Si nmr de estado solido, 

microscopia eletrönica de varredura e anälise termogravimetrica. Verificou-se que mudangas 
consideräveis na morfologia do gel de CSH säo acompanhadas apenas por pequenas variagoes no 
grau de polimerizagäo das unidades de silicato envolvidas.



INTRODUCTION
Tricalcium silicate is the major constituent of 
ordinary portland cements. Its hydration reaction, 
responsible for the development of much of the 
strength of cement, has been studied in detail for 
many years. Two aspects of the reaction are of 
particular interest. One is the induction period. 
This is the stage of the reaction following the first 
exotherm caused by the addition of water to C^S . It 
may easily be characterised as the period of low heat 
evolution from the paste before the material begins 
to harden (see figure 1). The induction period is 
extremely important because during this time the 
paste remains workable,thus facilitating mixing with 
aggregate and placing of the cement.However the 
reasons for its existence remain a source of 
controversy. The second area of interest is the 
action of accelerators and retarders. These are 
chemical compounds which when added to the hydrating 
water of C^S have dramatic effects on the hydration 
reaction. Again this can be clearly seen using 
isothermal calorimetry (see figure 1). An accelerator 
such as calcium chloride will shorten the induction 
period and raise the maximum of the second exotherm 
whilst a retarder such as malic acid will lengthen 
the induction period and reduce the height of the 
second heat peak. The way in which these admixtures 
act is not clearly understood.

Figure I. Heat evolution curves obtained from 
hydrating C„S with various solutions ( T = 25*C,  w/s 
= 0.5).

Over the past few years it has been shown that high 
resolution solid state 2^Si nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy can be used successfully to 
follow the hydration of C^S (1,2,3).The frequency of 
the resonance obtained from any 29g£ nucleus depends 
on its local environment. Thus information may be 
obtained about 29Si nuclei in both the amorphous CSH 
as well as in the crystalline anhydrous C^S. Distinct 
resonances may be obtained from nuclei in

connectivity of an SiO^different silicate units. The
unit in a silicate material can be given a symbol Q 
where n = 0 - 4. Thus corresponds to isolated 
silicate tetrahedra, Q*  to chain end units and Q to 
middle units in silicate chains.In a previous paper 
(2) we have shown that the anhydrous C^S shows five 
well resolved resonances in the range -69.1 to -74.5 
ppm. The first new signal that can be observed in the

conventional "onepulse" spectrum of hydrating C^S 
appears at the beginning of the acceleratory period 
and corresponds to end units in silicate chains, at 
-79 ppm. In the absence of any signal from middle 
units this must indicate the presence of dimeric 
silicate units in the hydrate. As hydration proceeds 
a resonance corresponding to middle units in silicate 
chains, at -83 ppm, appears thus indicating the 
presence of more highly polymerised silicate units in 
the CSH gel. We have not observed any , chain 
branching units, or , units in a three dimensional 
network , in the hydrating C^S system using solid 
state nmr.

One great advantage of the use of solid state nmr is 
that no chemical manipulation of the sample is 
neccessary before information can be obtained. Hence 
no spurious side reactions can occur. If the spectra 
are acquired with a long recycle time to prevent 
saturating the Si resonance the areas beneath the 
peaks give quantitative values for the percentage of 
each silicate unit present.

In this paper we shall present the results of a study 
of the products of the hydration of C^S in the 
presence of admixtures using solid state nmr, 
thermogravimetric analysis and scanning electron 
microscopy. We shall also present some of the 
preliminary results of a series of experiments using 
solid state nmr techniques to examine the reaction 
products during the induction period.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Admixtures.
Samples of CQS were hydrated for various time 
intervals up to the end of the second exotherm in the 
presence of a selection of admixtures (w/c = 0.5, T = 
25*  C). The hydration reaction was quenched by the 
addition of propan-2-ol followed by vacuum 
outgassing. The admixture solutions used were 0.5M 
cadmium chloride, 0.5M lead nitrate and 5mM malic 
acid. The first is a good accelerator whilst the 
other two are retarders. The Si solid state nmr 
spectrum was obtained from each sample and the areas 
beneath each resonance measured. The results are 
shown in figure 2. where the percentage of each type 
of silicate unit present is plotted against the time 
of hydration.AIso included is a line corresponding to 
the % hydration of the sample. The control shows the 
typical pattern of the development of the silicate 
structure of the CSH. First solely ,and so dimer, 
units appear and then the resonance begins to
grow. The same pattern is repeated when admixtures 
are used be they accelerating or retarding. The 
difference between the control and when admixtures 
are present is simply in the rate of growth of the 
hydrate product. The ^^^2 raC'-° at апУ particular 
degree of hydration remains much the same. Any 
variation in the ratio is small and the is no 
systematic difference between that in the presence of 
accelerators or retarders.

This is an interesting result particularly when 
considered in the light of the thermogravimetric 
analysis (TGA) results. Here portions of the same 
specimens which had been examined in the solid state 
nmr work were used. TGA was used to find the calcium 
hydroxide content of the sample and thus the C/S 
ratio of the CSH gel material produced.
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Figure 2. The distribution of silicate units in C^S 
hydrated with water and various admixtures for short 
time intervals.

The results are shown in table 1. There is only a 
small variation in the C/S ratio of the gel 
materials, all the values lying around 1.7.

Table 1. Average C/S ratios of the CSH gel produced 
when C^S is hydrated with various admixtures 
determined by TGA.

—---------------- -----------------------
■ Admixture C/S
water
cadmium chloride (0.5M) 
lead nitrate (0.5M) 
malic acid (5mM)

1.8 + 0.1
1.75 + 0.1
1.8 + 0.1
1.7 + 0.1

This result shows that the admixtures do not have any 
STgRtficant effect on the chemical composition or the 
silicate structure of the CSH produced during the 
hydration reaction. The sole effect appears to be on 
the kinetics of the reaction.

Plate 1. CgS hydrated with water.

However if scanning electron microscopy is used to 
examine the fracture surfaces of the specimens it is 
clear that the addition of accelerating and retarding 
admixtures may produce quite dramatic changes in the 
morphology of the CSH. Plate 1 shows the typical 
morphology of the CSH produced when CnS is hydrated 
with water. This morphology has been found by many 
authors (4,5). The surface of the grain is covered 
with CSH material which has been described as fibrils 
or crumpled foils.The fibrils are often triangular in 
profile and taper to a point. They are very thin, 
being almost electron transparent in places and some 
appear striated along the long axis although this may 
be a result of thickness profiles.

Plate 2. C^S hydrated with cadmium chloride solution

Plate 2 shows the morphology of the CSH formed when 
cadmium chloride is
sample is hydrated

used as an accelerator. The C^S 
to almost exactly the same degree

as the C-S sample in plate 1. The CSH is now much 
less fibrillar . It has a much more open honeycombed 
outer product. Similar changes in morphology have 
been found by other workers when calcium chloride 
solutions have been used to accelerate the hydration 
of C^S (6).Changes in the morphology of the gel to a 
greater or lesser extent have been found when lead
nitrate or malic acid are used as admixtures. Thus 



although the composition and silicate structure of 
the CSH is unaffected by the addition of admixtures 
the rate of formation of the gel and the morphology 
may be greatly altered, It is not clear from these 
results if the rate of formation of the gel is 
changed by the altered morphology or vice versa. 
However Ottewill (7) and Double (8) have suggested 
that the CSH may be treated as a typical colloid that 
will be affected by the ionic species in solution. 
They propose that ions in solution will coagulate or 
flocculate the CSH causing it to be more or less 
permeable and thus it will hinder or facilitate 
hydration, This cannot be the only factor involved 
because, for example, while calcium nitrate is a good 
accelerator and cadmium nitrate a poorer accelerator 
lead nitrate is in fact a retarder. Another important 
factor must be the the nature of the precipitates 
Other than CSH that are formed when admixtures are 
used. Cadmium compounds appear to result in 
crystalline precipitates whilst lead ones produce a 
voluminous amorphous precipitate which may block 
further hydration,

Solid state pmr has also been used to follow the much 
longer- term hydration of C.S with water and in the 
presence of O,25M calcium chloride solution.

of hydration of CjS as a- 
The-- percentage of each type of 

present are also shown..

Figure 3. The degree 
function! of time., 
silicate- unit

Again there are few differences between the average 
chain, lengths- of the silica,te structures in the two

cases although the rates of the reactions involved 
are different. Figure 3 shows the changing Qn,Q. and 
Q2 percentages over a 12 month period of hydration. 
In both cases after about four to six months there is 
a marked decrease in units and an increase in Q 
units with a small decrease in Q content. No 
units have yet been observed. It has °been suggested 
that CSH formed after the end of the induction period 
can be considered as disilicate units deposited onto 
short calcium hydroxide like sheets (9) shown 
schematically in figure 4. Up to about 10 - 15Z 
hydration only dimeric units are present . Further 
polymerisation may take place by a single monomer 
unit linking two dimer units forming a pentamer. 
Later pentamer and dimer may be linked to form 
octamer. Trimethy Isilylation studies suggest that 
pentamer and octamer are the predominant higher 
polymeric species present (10,11). The nmr results 
could be used to support these findings. For the 
C^S/water samples from six months to one year the Q 
units decrease by about 4Z , the Q decrease by loi 
whilst the units increase by 14Z . This would
suggest that a polymerisation reaction involving 
dimer units as described is the dominant reaction at 
this stage of hydration. However at earlier stages 
both a dimerisation reaction and the production of 
higher polymers must be taking place as both Q and 

units increase at the expense of the Q . 1

POLYMERISATION

4 Q1 + Qo-» 2 Q,+ 3 Q2

С a ( О H12 like sheet on which - 

are deposited d i s i I i c a t e units

Figure 4. A possible scheme for the polymerisation of 
the silicate units in CSH (adapted from ref.9).

В THE INDUCTION PERIOD.
We have shown how basic solid state 29Si nmr can 
follow the- hydration reaction of C' S giving a degree 
of hydration and an idea, of the structure of the 
silicate units involved in the CSH. However the 
results so far have shown that . the first hydrate 
material to be detected contains dimeric units and 
appears at the beginning of the acceleratory stage. 
This cannot be used as evidence to rule out the 
formation of a small quantity of hydrated monomeric 
silicate containing material since the resonance of 
the latter would be swamped by those of the anhydrous 
monomeric silicate in the C.,S. It has been shown that 
cross polarisation (CP) techniques can be used to 
observe selectively the signal from silicon nuclei 
close to protons (12). We have uled this technique to 
initiate studies of the reactions occurring within 
the induction period of C^S hydration.

A number of experimental problems must be overcome if 
an attempt is to be made to follow the development 
and, composition of the CSH formed during the



induction period. Firstly there is a problem of 
sensitivity. Although CP will enhance the signal of 
silicons close to protons , as there is only a very 
small amount of material present in the sample it 
takes a very long time to acquire a spectrum with an 
adequate signal to noise ratio. To avoid this we 
found it necessary to use a sample of C^S which had 
been enriched in ^^Si to a level of 30% ( natural
abundance 4.7% ). Secondly it was necessary to add an 
internal standard in order to be able to compare 
quantitatively the spectra obtained after different 
hydration times . A silicon - naphthol complex 
containing octahedral silicon was used to give a ^%i 
resonance well away from those of hydrating C^S . 
This complex responded well to CP. 

Figure 5. CP ^^Si nmr spectra from C^S samples 
hydrated for various short time intervals.

A series of spectra obtained from these experiments 
using C^S hydrated for time intervals up to six hours 
are shown in figure 5.Full experimental details will 
be given elsewhere (13). A CP spectrum from anhydrous 
C3S shows no resonances. Even with CP and enrichment

the technique would not be sensitive enough to pick 
up signals from a single surface layer of hydrated 
silicate units. After one hour a small peak has 
appeared with a chemical shift corresponding to a 
hydrated monomeric silicate. After two hours this has 
grown and at three hours a new resonance has appeared 
at the position. At four hours this has grown 

further and at six hours it is beginning to dominate 
the spectrum.

A further CP spectrum was obtained after three days 
of hydration when substantial hydration had taken 
place. This spectrum also shows a small shoulder in 
the monomer position and it is of approximately the 
same magnitude as that at the end of the induction 
period.

This set of results has some interesting 
implications. It is clear from chemical analyses of 
the solution phase in contact with C_S pastes that 
some hydrated silicate species must be formed during 
the induction period since the solution C/S ratio is 
»3 (14). Similarly ESCA and HVEM studies have 
detected some hydration products on the surface of 
the grains at these very early times (4,15,16). 
However this study has shown that, firstly, CSH is 
formed steadily throughout the induction period and 
contains largely a hydrated monomeric silicate 
species and, secondly, that approximately the same 
amount of hydrated monomeric silicate units remain at 
three days hydration as are present at the end of the 
induction period.

These results can be rationalised in terms of both a 
nucleation theory and a barrier layer theory. If we 
consider a nucleation theory, the results suggest 
that it is the calcium hydroxide that has to overcome 
the nucleation barrier since a hydrated silicate 
species is formed during the induction period. 
However the fact that CSH containing dimeric silicate 
units only appears after the end of the induction 
period suggests that calcium hydroxide, may be an 
essential precursor for its formation. The results 
have more far reaching implications for a barrier 
layer theory. Firstly,as the CSH containing monomeric 
silicate units increases steadily in quantity through 
the induction period it is clear that any barrier 
layer cannot be formed solely during the first few 
minutes of hydration. Secondly as the material 
persists at a similar quantity through later 
hydration the results favour a theory in which the 
barrier layer is physically disrupted or undergoes a 
phase change to become more permeable. If the initial 
hydrated monomeric silicate units dimerise at the end 
of the induction period they must be continually 
produced to the same level during subsequent 
hydration. In terms of a layer around the anhydrous 
material this would imply that a continually 
thickening layer of CSH containing monomeric 
silicate units must be formed as the C0S core 
shrinks. J
Further experiments are planned to determine the 
effect of the admixtures on hydrate formation during 
the induction period.

CONCLUSION
The solid state nmr technique has been shown to be a 
powerful investigative tool for following C^S 
hydration. At its simplest it is an effective means 
of determining the degree of hydration and the 
average silicate chain lengths in the CSH. To



investigate specific problems such as the induction 
period the experiments must be carefully considered 
and designed. It can then provide plentiful new 
information.
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Hydratation des phases pures du ciment et de melanges synthetiques par relaxation dielectrique en microondes 
Hydration study of jure phases of cement and synthetic mixtures by microwave dielectric relaxation 2.1

Une nouvelle methode de mesure par hyperfrequences des parametres dielcctriques d'un materiau est 
presentee. Elie est basee sur la mesure de la perturbation de la frequence complexe d'une cavite resonnante, 
contenant le materiau et travaillant cn transmission. Cette methode est appliquee ä I'etude de 1'hydratation 
du CqS, du CqA et de melanges synthetiques. Des mesures d'eau liee par thermogravimetrie, dans le cas du CoS , 
permettent de correler la permittivite a la quantite d'eau libre restant dans le materiau.

Apresenta-se um metodo novo de mediqäo por meio de hiperfreqüencia dos parametros 
dieletricos de urn material. О metodo se baseia na medigäo da freqiiencia complexa de uma cavi 
dade ressonante, contendo о material e trabalhando em transmissäo. Este metodo se aplica ao 
estudo da hidratagäo do C^S, do CgA e de misturas sinteticas. Medigoes, por termogravime- 
tria, da ägua ligada permitem fazer-se a correlagäo da permitividade com a quantidade de ägua 
livre remanescente no material.



INTRODUCTION

Les methodes dielectriques centrees sur la 
relaxation de l'eau ont de ja ete utilisees pour 
suivre les processus lies ä la prise des ciments 
/1-7/. Cependant la raise en oe.uvre relativement lourde 
de telles techniques n'ont pas permis de suivre 
en dynamique 1'Hydratation d'un ciment et notamment 
des les premiers instants,

Dans la region du gigahertz, maximum 
de I1absorption dipolaire de 11eau libre, HENRY 
et BERTEAUD ont developpe /8,9/ une methode ä fre
quence fixe permettant de suivre en lynamique et 
simultanement les variations des parametres dielec- 
triques ( €' et 6") obtenuespar la theorie des petites 
perturbations et des pertes ponderales (microbalance 
de CAHN) de tout materiau insere dans une cavite 
resonnante travaillant en transmission.

Cette nouvelle technique de mesures dielectri- 
ques par hyperfrequences a ete appliquee ä 1'etude 
des processus d'hydrätation des constituants de 
base du ciment, C3A et CjS et de melanges syntheti- 
ques avec ou sans gypse. Le CgS a ete plus particu- 
lierement etudie. Parallelement, des mesures d'eau 
liee par thermogravimetrie ont ete cffcctuces ainsi 
qu'une detection de flux de chaleur par microcalori
metrie isotherme.

1. METHODOLOGIE

1.1 PARAMETRES DIELECTRIQUES

L1action d'un champ electrique sur un milieu 
possedant un moment dipolaire se traduit par une 
orientation de celui-ci dans le champ. Cela repre
sente le phenomene de relaxation souvent caracterise 
par la decroissance temporelle de la polarisation P 
du dielectrique apres suppression du champ excita- 
teur Eo applique. On definit alors le vecteur depla
cement electrique:

jT = "p" + 60 Eo ou 60 est la permittivite du vide. 
Comme la polarisation du materiau est proportion- 
nelle au champ excitateur:

D-= €o £Eo+avec P = Co (6- 1) Eo

Dans le cas oil Eoest un champ electrique stati- 
que, € , permittivite du materiau teste, est alors 
un scalaire. Cependant des que la frequence du champ^ 
excitateur augmente, on observe en general que P 
n'est plus instantanement en phase avec le champ 
applique Eo . La frequence ä laquelle les molecules 
ne peuvent plus s'orienter dans le champ est la fre
quence de relaxation. Pour formaliser d'une part le 
dephasage (dispersion) et d'autre part les pertes 
energetiques par rotation genee ou par frottement on 
definit une constante dielectrique complexe:

e*  = f' - j e" (1) et d =to e*  К
Dans cette formula, C est la permittivite. Elie 
traduit physiquement la dispersion de 11onde dans 
le materiau. Cette grandeur est tres liee ä la mobi- 
lite ou ä la fluidite moleculaire.

£" represente les pertes dielectriques. En 
effet on peut montrer que I'energie dissipee dans 
un materiau est proportionnelle a:

W = f Eq 6 "v oil v est le volume du materiau.

Dans le cas des materiaux ioniques, il convient 
d'ajouter aux pertes par relaxation dielectrique 

les pertes par conduction. La constante dielectrique 
complexe generalisee s'ecrit alors:

e*  = e' - j ( e" +<т/2тг f e0) (2) ou a est la 
conductivite du materiau.

1.2 PROPRIETES DIELECTRIQUES DE L'EAU

La courbe d'HASTED /10/ presentee ici (fig.l) 
montre que 1'eau possede plusieurs domaines de 
relaxation. Plus l'eau est liee (adsorbee, solide) 
plus sa frequence est basse.

L'interet de la. region microondes reside 
dans son action pratiquement selective vis-a-vrs 
de 1'eau libre. A plus basse frequence le chevauche- 
inent des differents domaines ne permet pas une aussi 
bonne discrimination.

Au cours de 1'Hydratation d'une pate de ciment, 
parmi les nombreuses reactions simultanees, les 
plus importantes vis-ä-vis d'un champ microondes 
sont:

- le passage de l'eau libre ä 1'eau liee 
(adsorbee),

- 1'evolution de la concentration en ions dans 
la solution aqueuse,

- 1'effet thermique de 1'Hydratation provo- 
quant un deplacement des processus de relaxation 
(fig. 2).

Fig.l - Representation des differentes contri
butions aux pertes dielectriques en fonction de 
la frequence d'apres /10/.
C: conductivite ionique
B: relaxation de 1'eau liee
Wj:relaxation principale de 1'eau libre 
W2:seconde relaxation de 1'eau libre

1.3 PRINCIPE DE MESURE

Il est base sur la mesure de la perturbation 
de la frequence complexe d'une cavite resonnante 
contenant le materiau ä pertes dielectriques:

д**  _ Af 1 . A (i/Q) = с-3<.е/г-1'И1Е1 Eodv
" fo + 2 3 k 4 W

Af = f - fo: frequences de la cavite perturbee et 
non perturbee 



I/O, 1/Qo : facteurs de surtension en charge et ä vide 

6 : permittivite complexe du materiau

Ep : champ electrique dans le volume perturbant v

Eo : champ electrique dans la cavite de volume V

W : energie totale emmagasinee.

Pour un champ applique Eo constant, pour une 
forme de materiau constante, 1'integration sur le 
volume perturbant conduit aux relations lineaires 
suivantes:

= (6' - I) (3)

1/2Д(1/д) = 0-^- e" (4)

Ces formules ne sent lineaires que pour une 
perturbation v faible dans le volume V de la ca- 
vite/8/.

0est appele habituellement facteur de forme 
ou de depolarisation. T1 traduit suivant la forme 
geometrique le rapport du champ electrique au niveau 
du materiau au champ electrique excitateur circulant 
dans la cavite.

Pour un volume V de cavite donne (fig. 3) les 
evolutions de frequence et de surtension traduisent 
les variations de volume, de forme et de constantes 
dielectriques.

Fig. 2 - Variations de la permittivite ( € ), des 
pertes dielectriques ( e") et de la conductivite 
( <T) en fonction de la temperature.

1-4 APPAREILLACE PE MESURE

Il est represents ä la figure 4. Il convient 
de signaler que la separation des constantes t1 et 6" 
a'est rendue possible que grace ä 1'asservissement 
de frequence de 11oscillateur (Klystron) sur celle 
de la cavite chargee. D'autre part les iri*s  de cou
Plage ä 1'entree et ä la sortie maintiennent un 
train d'ondes stationnaires permettant d'amplifier 
I'cnergie emmagasinee dans la cavite (surtension). 
Comme dans un circuit oscillant classique, on definit 
une cavite resonnante par son coefficient de sur
tension Q.

Fig. 3 - Variation de la transmission d1une ca
vite resonnante due ä une perturbation de volu
me v. •

Pour I1etude des materiaux polaires, nous 
avons confectionne une cavite resonnante, stabilisee 
thermiquement, dans un mode particulier ТЕ 1 . 3 , 13 
qui empeche la cavite de trop rayonner par I'orifice 
necessaire ä 1' introduction de 1' echantillon. Le 
volume important de la cavite permet de minimiser 
la perturbation.

Les variations de frequences sont obtenues a 
partir d'un frequencemetre de precision "Systron 
Donner".

Les variations de surtension sont atteintes 
par le coefficient de transmission de la cavite 
( = kQ^) calcule ä 1'aide d*une detection quadra-
tique bas niveau, lineaire en puissance.

Les conversions analogiques digitales sur 
douse bits et paralleles (PIO) de ces mesures per
mettent un enregistrement simultane sur microordi- 
nateur.

Fig.4 - Schema de 1'appareillage

1.5 FORMULATION DIELECTRIQUE

La complexite d'une päte de ciment oü ä tout 
instant 11eau se partage en eau liee non evaporable 
et en eau libre evaporable reparties dans une struc
ture evolutive nous incite ä utiliser une loi de 
melange dielectriqne additive et lineaire telle 
que la formule de WIENER: 



em = P1 ei + P2 e2 +P,3 €3 (5) aVeC PV P2+ P3 = 1 

p , p?, рл sont, respectivement, les fractions volu- 
miciucs de1'l'eau libre, de l'eau lice et du materiau;

> 6les constantes dielectriques complexes 
correspondantes. Aux frequences microondes, le mate
riau ne relaxant pas et l'eau liee avant des cons
tantes dielectriques beaucoup plus failles que celles 
de l'eau libre ^]'1Ьге ''^иёе = a -

la relation (5) pen. c.icore s'ecrire:

6 ' - 6 p + 6 P (6) avec P д. P - 1 d'ou P = l-p in e 1 e e c ec с c
p , €: fraction volumique et constante dielectri- 
que complexe de la solution aqueusc.

P , ■€'’ : fraction volumique et constante dielectri- 
qüe complexe du materiau en cours d'hydratation.

Pour tenir compte du facteur de forme ß de l'eau 
dans le materiau seien l'approche do POLDER et VAN 
SAUTEN, la formulc prccedente devient alors:

6" - e* p ß(e^ - e' ) (7) 
m c e e c

D'aprcs les formules (3) et (4) et si l'on 
neglige e" devant e'"" , les parametres observes sont 
proportionnels ä:

Al—aßv (e1 - e') (8)
f е е c

A(l/q) aß 2e (6^ - 6^) (9), sachant que:

Pe = ve/vm
Ainsi exprimes. ils montrent de manicre simpli- 

fiec 1* influence de:
- la solution aqueuse par€e' 3t Ve volume de 

cette solution.
- du materiau par €c evolua.nt seien son etat 

de surface.
- du facteur de depolarisation parß.

D'autre part, selon los resultats de ZELWER 11/ 
et l’cquation (2), la contribution maximale de la 
conductivite ionique aitx pertes dielectriques est 
de 10 7'> •

2. APPLICATION AU CIMENT

2.1 CONDITIONS EXPERIMENTALES

La quantite de uiaiiere anhydre etudiee est 
de 1’ ordre de cent milligrammes. Le rapport E./C 
est de 1 pour les phases pures et de 0,7 pour les 
melanges synthetiques. Les surfaces specifiques 
sent pour le C-^S de 3400 cm-/g et pour le G-A de 
3450 cm2/g- Lc‘CnA gypse contient 5 % dc gypse. 
Un melange comprenant 00 de CgS et 10 % de CqA a 
ete teste. Le gächage est effcctuc sous un vide pri- 
maire (IO-2 Torr). Le premier point de mesure a 
lieu trois minutes apres le debut du gächage.

La frequence de resonnance de la cavite est 
915O MHz. La frequence et la surtension de la cavite 
ä vide, stabilisee д 25°C, sont celles obtenues 
lorsmi’elle ne contient que le porte echantillon. 
Les attenuateurs d'ondes sent regies de faqon a 
obtenir la meme valeur de surtension ä vide q pour 
chaque experience. Les unites des variables 6'/m et 

6"/m sont arbitraires; m etant la masse totale du ma
teriau .

2.2 INTERPRETATION DES RESULTATS

2.2.1

1.1 convient de rappel er le role comnl cmentaire 
de €' et de €".La permittivite 61 appelee aussi dis
persion est une grandeur traduisant la mobiLite de 
1'eau dans le materiau tandis que les pertes dielcc- 
triques 611 rendent compte des interactions solution 
aqucusc-substrat.

Le tableau J resume les variations de€'/in 
et dec"/m an cours de 11 hydi'atation despiases pures.

Tableau I
Variations de e' /m et 6"/m au cours de 1’hydratation 

du CgS et du C^A 

C3S C_A 
r

Temps 
en min €’/m 6" /m e'/m €"/m

3 16,0 10,8 23,9 13,2

30 15,2 9,7 20,9 10,7

90 14,7 9 19,3 10,2

300 14,0 7,3 17,3 9,7

550 13,0 6,0 17,5 9,3

.2.1.1

Au contact de 
forme immediatement, 
en C-S-H 1 ce qui se

1'eau, un premier hydrate se 
C^SHn, qui se tranforme ensuite 
ttaduit pour la reponse diclec-

trique par unc dccroissance rapide de 6' ct 6'' dans 
le premier quart d'heure, celle de e" etant plus 
prononcee que cello de 61 malgre 1'augmentation 
de la conductivite de la solution aqueuse. L'effet 
thermique initial (adsorption d'eau et premier 
hydrate) provoque un deplacemcnt des processus 
de relaxation vers les hautes frequences. Entre 
25yC et 30°C, dC/dy^-O.D^C"1 et dc'/dfl -0,2»C-l.

Fig. 5 - Variations dc la permittivite E1/М etdes pertes 
dielectriques E2/M au cours de 11hydratation d'une 
pate de C^S



Durant la pcriodc dormante, au-delä de quinze 
minutes, les variations de £' et e" observdcs sont 
faibles et en accord avec les mesurcs microcalorime- 
triqucs d 'Hydratation (fig. 6) dent le flux de 
chaleur est minimum ä vingt minutes ainsi qu'avec 
les variations du rapport C/S des couches superfi- 
cielles du C^S mesurccs par la technique ESCA/12/'. 
Ce rapport "decrolt jusqu'ä 15 minutes de 2,75 ä
2,1 pour attcindre 1,9 ä 4 heures.

Le debut de la pdriode d'acceleration marquee 
par la precipitation de la portlandite qui entralne 
unc reprise de la dissolution du CqS provoque une 
decroissance rapide mais de faible amplitude de 
la permittivitc et des pertes dielectriqucs, apres 
100 minutes.

Fig. 6 - Micrecalorimetrie de 1'hydratation de C^S

La permittivitc cst cn relation avcc la teneur 
en eau libre dans le materiau. Les mesures d'eau 
l iee, realisees par thermogravimetrie, conduisent, 
par difference, a la teneur cn eau libre exprimee 
dans le tableau II par rapport ä la quantitc d'eau 
totale dans le materiau. L'expression de la droite 
de regression lineairc liant la permittivite et 
la teneur en eau libre, representcc a la figure 7. 
est de la forme:

e'/m - 0,32 I? eau libre - 16,9 r^= 0,89.

La correlation des pertes dielectriqucs cn 
fonction du nourcentage d'eau libre est meins satis- 
faisante: t in etant plus fertement influence par la 
temperature.

‘■О Ч.Р OS,3 1C0

- I'roite de rdcression ( f ', m ) , f i ea u 1 i bre 1

Tableau II
Pourcentage d'eau libre dans la pate de Сг8 et evolu

tion de la permittivite J

temps 
cn heures e '/rn % eau 

libre

0,5 15,2 99,6
2 14,8 99,1
4 14,2 97,9
5 14 97.1
6 13,7 96,9
g 13,1 93,4

2.2.1.2 C^A (fig. 8 et. 9)

L'aluminate tricalcique rcagit tres rapldement 
avcc 1' eau en dormant les hydrates C-rAHq et C^Ailiq 
puis CiAIlp,. La forte decroissance de e'/m et €' ' m 
dans les trente premieres minutes reflete a la fols 
la liaison de 1'eau et 1'cffet therinique du a 
1'hydratation immediate du C:A. File est nettement 
plus importante que celle mesuree -oar le C-S I tableau 
T ) . ?

Fig. A et 9 - Variations de la permittivite Fl Л1 et 
des pertes die 1 ectriques E2 M au cours de 1'hydrata
ti on d'une pate de C,A.



Globalement, la permittivite et les pertes 
dielectriques diminuent par fluctuations success Ives 
marquant la competition entre les formations des 
differents hydrates notamment celle de CqAHg qui s'ac- 
compagne d'une liberation d'eau. Interpretation 
renforcee par I1absence de similitude entre les 
deux courbes. Les modifications de texture au sein 
du materiau influent essentiellement sur e', tandis 
que e" est plus sensible aux reactions chimiques.

Les mesures sont en concordance avec 
les resnltats obtcnus en diffraction X par CABRERA 
et PLOWMAN /13/ et representes a la figure 10. Ainsi, 
la decroissance rapide initiale est attribuee ä 
la formation de C^AHo et C.AH . et la faible evolu
tion de € "/m entre 25 et 45 minutes correspond a 
la fin de 1'effet thermique concomitant de la trans
formation des hydrates hexagonaux en hydrates cubi- 
ques. Il у a compensation entre I'eau se liant dans 
le C3AH5 forme ä partir du C^A et celle liberee au 
cours de la cristallisation du C3AH5 ä partir du C^AHg- 
De meme, la disparition du C2AH8 apres 4h 30 mn se 
traduit par un palier de €'/m d'une dizaine de minu
tes et un changement de pente de la courbe.

T(ilil)

Fig. 10 - Intensite des pics de diffraction X des 
produits d'hydratation de C^A + C^AF en fonction du 
temps selon/13/.

2.2..2 Metanaes_sijnth.etiques

2.2.2.1 C^A gypse (fig. 11)

Le tableau III indique les variations de la 
permittivite et des pertes dielectriques au cours 
de 1'hydratation du melange.

La presence de gypse amene la formation^d1 et
tringite des les premiers instants apres le gächage 
et a egalement pour effet de reduire 1’effet thermi
que initial, comparativement ä celui observe pour 
le C A seul. Cependant apres un quart d1heute d'Hy
dratation, la quantite d'eau non evaporable est 
comparable a celle du C A malgre une hydratation 
moindre. L'ettringite tontient en effet plus d'eau 
que les aluminates de calcium hydrates.

La mesure de la constante dielectrique complexe 
indique trois phases distinctes de la cinetique 
d'hydratation tant pour €'/m que pour t"/m: jusqu^a 
30 minutes, de 30 a 60 minutes et aji-dela. La premiere

Tableau III

Temps 
en min

e'/m E"/m

3 . 31,5 34,4

30 25,3 17,6

60 23,1 14,1

270 21,2 10,1

Variations de €'/m et 6"/m au cours de 1'hydratation 
du melange C3A + gypse

Kmn)
5 , , , ' , . 10

0 100 200 300
Fig. 11 - Variations de la permittivite El/M et des 

pertes dielectriques E2/M au cours de 1'hydratation 
d'une pate de C^A gypse.

phase correspond ä 1'adsorption de I'eau sur la 
surface du materiau et ä la formation de 1'ettringite 
ou du monosulfoaluminate de calcium C A CS1I . STEIN 
a observe un dedoublement du premier pic calorifique 
pour de faibles pourcentages de gypse qu'il attribue 
ä la formation d'alumine amorphe /14/- CORTANJE 
et collaborateurs considerent la precipitation ue 
Al(OH). comme la cause du retard du C.A gypse quand 
la concentration en sulfate devierit trop faible 
pour la formation de CgA CSHj2 /15/• Dans le cas pre
sent, en raison de la teneur limitee en gypse du 
melange, c'est ä la precipitation d'alumine qu'est 
attribuee la seconde phase de la cinetique d'hydra
tation, entre 30 et 60 minutes.

2.2.2.2 90 % C3S + 10 % C^A (fig. 12)

Le tableau 
permittivite et 
de 1'hydratation

IV indique les variations de la 
des pertes dielectriques au cours 
du melange.

En presence de la chaux liberee par 1'hydrolyse 
du CqS , 1'hydratation du C.A conduit ä C.AH13. Les 
courbes de reponse en e'/m et e"/m donnent unc infor
mation sur le debut de durcissement de la pate situe 
ä 8h ЗО. Par addition de 5 % de gypse au melange, 
il a lieu a 6 heures environ. Ces courbes sont du 
meme type que celles observees dans le cas des 
ciments industriels. Bien que leurs allures gene-

: disparite entre les niveaux initiaux de € 
g" peut etre observee qui est liee ä la raise 
place du materiau dans la cellule de mesure et 
volume occupe par celui-ci.

rales soient comparables d'une experience a 1 autre, 
. . . . . T . .. -■_____ - A ----  U » P '

une 
et 
en 
au

R>



Tableau IV

temps 
en min.

e '/m e'7m

5 34,2 33,5

45 33,7 33,0

120 33,3 32,1

470 32,4 32

510 32 31,5
870 30,7 27,3

Variations de 61/111 et de 6 M/m au cours de 1* Hydrata
tion du melange C^A + C^S

Fig. 12 - Variation de la pcrmittivite El/M et des 
pcntes dj.electriques E2/M au cours de 11 Hydratation 
du melange C-.S + C-?A.'■ о -
CONCLUSION

Une nouvellc methode de mesure des parametres 
dielectriques par hyperfrequences, continue et non 
destructive, a etc appliquec a l’ctude de 1‘Hydrata
tion, des les premiers instants, des phases pures 
du ciment et de melanges synthetiques. La mesure 
de la permittivite pcrmet d'acceder ä la tcneur 
en ear litre presente dans 1c matcriau, il est ainsi 
possible de suivre de maniere continue 1’avancement 
de I'Hydratation des ciments.
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FLUX THERMIQUE ET CINETIQUE D'HYDRATATION - TENTATIVE D'APPROCIIE THERMODYNAMIQUE 
ET ANALYTIQUE DU COMPORTEMENT INTERACTFIC DES CIMENTS.
CONDUCTION CALORIMETRY AND HYDRATION KINETICS - A THERMODYNAMICAL AND ANALYTICAL APPROACH 
OF" THE INTERACTIVE BEHAVIOUR OF CEMENTS.

RESUME

Pour estimer la reactivite des contituants, la calorimetrie ä conduction est souvent utilisee. 
Or 1'interpretation des pics de flux thermique est delicate, car ils sont produits par plu- 
sieurs rSactions. Dans ce cas, il faut effectuer des mesures simultanees des taux de reac
tion, du flux thermique et de la composition de la phase liquide, pour evaluer la contribu 
tion de l'une des phases au degagement de chaleur. En abordant le problems de cette maniere, 
nous avons constate que la reactivite d'un constituant depend parfois autant des variables 
liees au Systeme, que de ses proprietes intrinseques : c'est le cas du CjA, selon les condi
tions du milieu. Nous donnons d'autres examples, qui montrent que les interactions dans le 
Systeme affectent ä la fois les vitesses et les compositions, et qu'elles ne se limitent pas 
ä quelques rSactions couples. Elies agissent de faqon generale, ce que nous.traduisons par 
le concept de milieu dynamique interactif. Elies peuvent etre de nature chimique (reactions 
couplees) ou thermique. Il apparait que leur intenslte augmente avec la finesse de broyage 
et avec la temperature, ce qui permet, en premiSre approximation, de.definir une energie d ac 
tivation globale, dans chacune des periodes de la sequence des reactions.
L'intenslte des interactions diminue lorsqu'on augmente le rapport eau/ciment. Cepcndant, , 
elles ne s1annulent jamais completement: elles sont done liees ä des processus irreversibles, 
localises ä 1'interface entre les grains anhydres polyphases et l'eau. Il faut considerer , 
les aradients et non pas uniquement les concentrations loin de 11 interface.  La composition 
de la phase liquide ä eile seule ne permet pas d'acceder directement a la reactivate des cons

Systeme 
Par con

------- r--------------- irreversj- 
energetiques, correspondant ä des 

--  L-  - ! suivis selon les relations e
flux (de matiere, d'energie) et les forces qui les produisent (gradients de 
concentrations, potentiels chimiques).

tituants.
Au cours de son deplacement dans le diagramme d'equilibre, le point figuratif d un 
chimique parcourt le "chemin des compositions". Celui-ci est stable dans le TEMPS, 
tre, dans un Systeme dynamique, vu sous 1'angle de la thermodynamique des processus 
bles, le TEMPS est une variable fondamentale: diverstrajets_e 
vitesses differentes de oration d’entropie interne peuvent etre 
xistant entre les 
temperature et de

Freqüentemente se utiliza a calorimetria por conduce para avaliagäo da reatividade dos cons 
tituintes Mas a interpretaoao dos picos de fluxo termico e delicada, porque eles_sao produ- 
zidos por inümeras reales. Neste caso se faz necessärio realizar medigoes simultaneas das 
taxas de reagao, do fluxo termico e da composigao da fase liquida, para avaliar a contribui 
gäo de uma das fases ä llberagäo de calor. Abordando о problema sob este angulo, constatamos 
que a reatividade de um constituinte äs vezes depende tanto de variaveis ligadas ao sistema , 
сото de suas propriedades intrinsecas: e о caso do CjA, conforme as condigoes do meio Damos 
outros exemplos, que mostram que as interagoes no sistema afetam as vezes as velocidades e as 
composigöes, e que elas näo se limitam a algumas reagoes emparelhadas. Elas atuam de forma 
qeral о que traduzimos pelo conceito de meio dinamico interativo. Elas podem ser de nature- 
za quimica (reagdes emparelhadas) ou termica. Parece que sua intensidade aumenta com a finu- 
ra da moagem e com a temperatura, о que permite, numa primeira aproximagao, definir-se uma e
nergia de ativagäo global, em cada um dos penodos da seqüencia das reagoes.
A intensidade das interagoes diminui na medida em que aumenta a relagäo ägua/cimento.* Toda- 
via elas nunca se anulam completamente: portantor estäo ligadas^a processes irreversiveis о 
calizados na interface entre os gräos anidros polifäsicos e a ägua. Faz-se necessario_con- 
siderar os gradientes, e näo apenas as concentragoes afastadas da interface. A composigao da 
fase liquida por si so näo permite ter-se acesso diretamente ä reatividade dos constituintes. 
No curso de seu deslocamento no diagrama de equilibrio, о ponto figurativo de urn sistema qui- 
mico percorre о "caminho das composigöes". Este e estävel no TEMPO. Ao contrario, num^siste 
ma dinamico, visto sob о ängulo da termodinämica dos processos irreversiveis, о TEMPO e uma 
variävel fundamental: diversos trajetos energäticos, correspondentes a velocidades diferentes 
de criagäo de entropia interna, podem ser acompanhados de acordo com as relagoes existentes 
entre os fluxos (de materia, de energia) e as forgas que os produzem (gradientes de temperatu 
ra e de concentragöes, potenciais quimicos).



INTRODUCTION

La reactivate des ciments a ete longtemps definie par 
rapport ä l'evolution de la resistance mecanique. Or 
celle-ci est la resultante d'un tres grand nombre de 
parametres, dont certains sont purement physiques. 
Ceci empeche 1’interpretation rationnelle des 
variations de reactivite en fonction de la nature et 
de la composition des phases. Oepuis les travaux de 
TIAN et CALVET /1/, 1'Utilisation de la calorimetrie 
ä conduction a ensuite permis de grands progres dans 
1'etude cinetique des reactions chimiques. Pour une 
reaction chimique unique et determinee, la grandeur 
mesuree, a savoir le flux thermique dQ/dt, est le 
produit de 1'enthalpie et de la vitesse de reaction. 
Connaissant 1'enthalpie, on peut done obtenir la 
vitesse, avec 1'avantage de disposer d'un signal 
enregistre en continu et ne laissant echapper aucun 
evenement. Le taux d'avancement de reaction peut etre 
obtenu par simple integration de dQ/dt, puis en 
calculant le rapport Q(t)/Q , oil Qr est la chaleur de 
reaction, correspondant a un temps infini. Diverses 
informations a caractere cinetique peuvent en etre 
tirees, en comparant les resultats ainsi obtenus a 
des modeles ou des courbes de reference. L'etude de 
la meme reaction a differentes temperatures permet de 
faire varier la constante de vitesse et de determiner 
1'energie d'activation de la reaction. Peut-on 
appliquer cette demarche a un processus aussi 
complexe que 1’hydratation du ciment portland, 
melange de phases dont chacune d'elles fait 
intervenir plusieurs reactions chimiques ? Quelle est 
la validite des resultats obtenus et quelles 
informations peut-on en esperer, vis-a-vis de la 
reactivite de chaque constituant ? Nous tentons dans 
cette etude d'apporter quelques elements de reponse a 
ces questions fondamentales, et, dans une premiere 
approche, nous aborderons I’etude d'une phase prise 
isolement.

1 - CAS DU SILICATE TRICALCIOUE

La reaction globale d’hydratation de C^S peut 
s'ecrire /2/ :

(П 2Ca3SiOs»7H2O-Ca2x ( OH) (_ 2 , Si2 0? ♦ (6 - г x ) Ca (OH l2

avec 0,8 < x < 1,8, la valeur de x variant en 
fonction de la teneur en chaux de la solution /2//3/. 
La reaction s'effectue en plusieurs periodes, au 
cours desquelles le degagement de chaleur subit des

I - Periode initiale, avec reaction rapide et flux 
thermique eleve.

II - Periode "dormante", avec flux tres faible, 
reaction tres lente, au cours de laquelle la solution 
se sursature en chaux.

III - Periode de prise, debutant avec la 
precipitation de la portlandite,

(2) Ca2* f 2 OH" - Ca(0Hl2,

avec acceleration de la reaction (1) et apparition 
d'un second pic de flux thermique.

IV - Periode de ralentissement, liee a la 
consommation de C^S et a 1'epaissis sement de la 
couche d'hydrates.

L'interpretation rigoureuse des mesures thermiques 
pose ici les problemes suivants :
1/ L'enthalpie de la reaction (1) n'est definie que 
si l'on connait l'evolution de la variable x jusqu'ä 
un taux de reaction de 100 Z. Or, cette variable 
depend des conditions dans lesquelles s'est deroulee 
la reaction, par exemple le rapport eau/solide, la 
temperature.
2/ Il est probable que la reaction (1) comporte 
plusieurs etapes, par exemple la chimisorption d'eau 
sur le C^S avec rupture des liaisons chimiques du 
reseau, la solvatation des ions, leur diffusion en 
solution et la precipitation des CSH /2/. La defini
tion de la reactivite devient alors difficile, la 
vitesse du processus global etant limitee par le 
mecanisme intermediaire le plus lent. Si 1’on recher
che par exemple ä etablir un lien entre la reactivite 
et la structure cristalline ou la teneur en impuretes 
de 1'alite, on s'interessera plus particulierement a 
1'etape de dissolution, regroupant la chimisorption, 
la rupture des liaisons, et la solvatation. Il sera 
alors preferable d'operer dans un milieu qui empeche 
la precipitation des CSH, par exemple un reacteur en 
circuit ouvert ou une solution formant un complexe 
avec les ions calcium et suffisamment basique pour 
eviter la formation de gel de silice.
3/ Des la fin de la periode dormante, a la reaction 
globale (1) se superpose la reaction supplementaire 
12), dont l'enthalpie vient s'ajouter algebriquement 
a celle de И). Il devient alors indispensable de 
savoir si les deux reactions sont liees ou indepen- 
dantes. Si elles sont liees, il est encore possible 
de definir une reaction et une vitesse globales, a 
condition d'etablir la relation liant les vitesses ou 
les taux de reaction. Faute de cette relation, comme 
dans le cas de reactions independantes, il faut 
mesurer 1’une des deux vitesses de reaction, par une 
autre methode et proceder par difference. La neces
site de mesurer la teneur en silicate tricalcique ou 
en CalOH)^ en fonction du temps complique 1'approche 
experimentale du Probleme, en particulier au niveau 
de la simultaneite des mesures thermiques et de 
1'analyse quantitative de phases.
Nous voyons done qu'un cas apparemment simple comme 
celui du Systeme C^S-HjO doit etre aborde avec 
precaution. Le cas des ciments portland est beaucoup 
plus complexe et exige par consequent la mesure 
simultanee d'un plus grand nombre de parametres 
(Fig. 1b). Bien evidemment, ces mesures ne sont plus 
possibles dans un simple calorimetre a flux, ni de 
fapon continue. C'est pourquoi nous avons developpe 
depuis une dizaine d'annees un appareillage 
specialement adapte /4/.



Lorsque 1'on decompose une reaction solide-liquide en 
etapes elementaires, il apparait aussitot des pheno- 
menes qui font intervenir, d'une part les proprietes 
intrinseques du solide et d’autre part, les condi 
tions de milieu. Роцг cette raison, nous avons 
cherche a approfondir le concept de reactivite en 
prenant en compte les interactions. Dans le cas du 
silicate tricalcique, si 1'on se refere aux points 
1/, 2/ et 3/ ci-dessus, les conditions de milieu
peuvent modifier la stoechiometrie du CSH ou la 
proportion de portlandite, par exemple par la presen
ce d‘un constituant supplementaire consommant de la 
chaux, ou donnant lieu a une reaction exothermique. 
Elies peuvent intervenir des la premiere etape de la 
dissolution et egalement dans I’etape de precipita
tion de CSH, en presence d'adjuvants subissant une 
chimisorption. Les reactions du C^A nous donnent un 
autre exemple, caracteristique des interactions dans 
le Systeme ciment-eau.

2 - REACTIVITE DE C^A. INTERACTIONS

L etude de la reactivate de I'aluminate tricalcique a 
fait I’objet de tres nombreuses etudes, ou le calori
metry ä conduction a souvent ete utilise. L'influence 
de certaines impuretes, en particulier le sodium, 
permettant d'obtenir la forme orthorhombique, a donne 
lieu a des interpretations contradictoires. Nous 
pensons que la variety des comportements observes a 
pour origine la variete des conditions operatoires et 
des systemes etudies. L'interpretation de ces compor
tements ne devient coherent© que si 1’on prend en 
compte les interactions dans chaque Systeme. L'utili- 
sation du reacteur-filtre-calorimetrique, mis au 
point au CEREG a partir de 1978, nous a permis de 
mesurer simultanement de nombreux parametres au cours 
de 1'Hydratation de C^A dans differents milieux. Ces 
mesures ont montre que 1'on ne peut generalise! au 
cas des ciments, les observations faites sur des 
systemes simples, pour les raisons suivantes :
1/ Dans les clinkers portland, les proprietes 
intrinseques du C3A sont liees aussi bien ä la 
presence du potassium en solution solide, qu'a la 
forme cristalline, cubique ou orthorhombique. En 
France, 1'abondance du potassium par rapport au 
sodium dans les produits de carriere lui donne natu- 
rellement un role plus important. L’ion К , en defor
mant le reseau de C^A par son rayon ionique eleve 
(1,33 A) joue un role inverse de celui du sodium et 
augment© la reactivite de I'aluminate /4/ /5/.
2/ La vitesse de reaction de C3A dans les ciments 
depend autant des variables liees au Systeme que de 
ses proprietes intrinseques /4/ /6/. La nature et les 
quantites des differents sulfates, gypse, hemihy
drate, anahydrite, ia finesse de-broyage, les 
proportions d'alite et d'aluminate, la consommation 
de chaux, d'ions aluminate ou sulfate par les ajouts, 
sont des variables qu’il faut prendre en compte.
3/ Les interactions de C^A avec le system© ne sont 
pas de simples deplacements d’equilibre et ne mettent 
pas seulement en jeu la consommation dun certain 
nombre de reactifs pour donner des produits de 
reaction. Elies font intervenir, non seulement des 
quantites, mais aussi des flux de matiere. Ces 
derniers ne peuvent exister qu§ par la situation hors 
d’equilibre du Systeme. Les forces ainsi developpees 
jusqu'a ce que 1'enthalpie libre de la reaction 
atteigne une valeur nulle peuvent etre de plusieurs 
natures : forces electriques surface, variations 
de potentiel thermique, chimique ou thermodynamique, 
variations de tension superficielle.

Nous avons montre par exemple que la vitesse de 
reaction de C^A avec le gypsg est liee au gradient de 
concentration en ions SO^ ä 1’interface /6/. Des 
gradients differents sont obtenus lorsque la source 
d'ions sulfate possede une solubilite ou une surface 
plus elevee, ce qui explique la difference bien 
connue des comportements en presence d'une quantite 
identique de gypse et de semi-hydrate. De meme, la 
vitesse de reaction de C^A avec des calcaires de 
differentes reactivites est modifiee selon la valeur 
du gradient d'ions carbonates /6/,
4/ Contrairement aux melanges de produits de synthese 
prepares au laboratoire, le ciment est principalement 
constitue de grains polyphases, oil le C^A se trouve 
en contact etroit avec les autres phases du clinker. 
Cette situation favorise des interactions de 
caractere thermique et chimique, en particulier avec 
1'alite. Celle-ci beneficie plus ou moms de 1’acti 
vation thermique par 1'importante chaleur de reaction 
du C^A, selon la valeur des parametres cites en 2/.
La calorimetrie ä conduction nous apporte ici une 
aide precieuse, pour mesurer I'intensite de ces 
"couplages" entre phases. Nous nous proposons de 
montrer que ceux-ci apparaissent comme le cas general 
dans le system© ciment-eau.

LE SYSTEME CIMENT-EAU. "MILIEU DYNAMIQUE INTERACTIF"

Dans la sequence des reactions d'hydratation des 
ciments portland (Fig. 2), nous pouvons definir 4 
periodes principales, liees au constituant le plus 
abondant, 1'alite, et marquees par des changemonts du 
flux thermique, suite aux reactions decrites au §1.
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A ces variations dominantes se superposent des 
variations supplementaires dues aux reactions des 
autres phases, parmi lesquelles le CjA presente 
1'enthalpie d'hydratation la plus elevee : le pic 
thermique initial est beaucoup plus intense et 
lorsque la teneur en CjA est süffisante, un pic 
supplementaire В apparait pendant la periode de prise 



Grace aux possibilites d'analyse simultanee Offertes 
par le reacteur-filtre-isotherme. nous voyons que ce 
pic se produit aussitöt apres 1'epuisement du 
sulfate, lorsque 1‘ettringite commence ä reagir avec 
1‘excedent de C A, pour donner du monosulfoaluminate. 
Il est done naturel que sa position et son intensite 
varient en fonction du gypsage et des parametres 
agissant sur la vitesse de reaction du C A. cites 
precedemment. '

Fig. 3 - EQUILIBRE DE SOLUBIL1TE DE LA PORTLANDITE 
TRAJET DU POINT FIGURATIF DE LA SOLUTION

Mais la possibilite de mesurer les taux de reaction 
des autres phases nous a amene ä des observations 
beaucoup plus interessante /4/. Il apparait que, 
pendant c e 11 e periode, toutes les vitesses de 
reaction sont augmentees, en particulier la vitesse 
de dissolution de l'alite. Le taux de sursaturation 
en chaux augmente, ce qui indique que l'energie ainsi 
liberee contribue ä eloigner le Systeme de 
1'equilibre (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4 - OPTIMUM DE GYPSE ET DEGRE DE COURAGE

Reciproquement, 1'augmentation de l'une des vitesses 
de reaction au cours des periodes precedentes 
accelere la consommation du gypse et le pic se 
produit plus tot. Les interactions que nous avions 
evoquees ä propos du C A se manifestent ici de facon 
generale . 3

Dans chaque periode de 1"hydratation, l’une des 
phases est l’objet d’une reaction principale, qui est 
la plus rapide dans le Systeme. Mais les autres 
reactions ne poursuivent pas leur deroulement initial 
de facon independante. Elles subissent une activation 
et leur vitesse augmente avec celle de la reaction 
principale. Ceci constitue un caractere essentiel de 
1'hydratation du ciment portland et justifie pour ce 
materiau 1‘appellation de "milieu dynamique 
interactif” Le comportement cinetique du ciment est 
conditionne principalement par 1' interaction entre 
ses deux constituants majeurs," l'alite et le C^A. On 
peut dire qu'il existe entre ces deux phases un 
veritable "couplage" ce terme etant pris au sens
large, comme dans le cas de deux circuits
electroniques couples et prenant en compte les 
interactions entre deux families de reactions et de 
phenomenes d'interface. Cette definition elargie doit 
integrer par exemple les interactions qui ont. utc 
observees entre alite et bellte /7/, ainsi qu’entre 
C A et C^AF /4/. Il est possible de quantifier le 
"degre de couplage" alite-C.^A, par exemple en 
utilisant la variable D = exp(-At), oü At est le 
rapport A8Sf[t, - t. ) /1 ] , oü t. et t- designent les . 1 . . 2 m 1 .2 .temps correspondant aux maxima des pics thermiques, 
et t la moyenne de ces temps. La premiere 
consequence pratique de 1'augmentation de tous les 
taux de reaction avec le degre de couplage est 
I'existence d'un optimum de gypse vis ä vis des 
resistances initiales, correspondant a un degre do
couplage voisin de 1 (Fig. 4). 11 en re s u 11 e
egalement que chaque ciment posseoe une
"per sonn alite", due a 1'association des proportions 
et des proprietes de tous ces Constituante. Ce 
comportement interactif permet aussi d'expliqu«r 
l'echec des nombreuses tentatives qui ont ete Faites 
pour relier la chaleur d' hydratation cu .Le s 
resistances mecaniques des ciments a leur composition 
mineralogique, en utilisant des calculs de regression 
multiple : cette methode ne peut s'appliquer lorsque 
les variables ne sont pas independantes.

MECANISMES DES INTERACTIONS

En se referant aux exemples precedents concernant 
l'alite et le C A, il apparait que le deyrö de 
couplage varie en fonction, d'une part, de parametres 
de composition et d'autre part, en fonction des 
parametres agissant sur les flux loniques.
♦ L’intervention des compostions est evidente : 
prenons l'exemple de la reaction d'un exces de С A 
avec le gypse dans un ciment portland. L'evolution du 
Systeme aboutit ä une solution solide de t-'^AH , en 
passant par la formation d'hydrates intermediaires 
(ettringite, monosulfoaluminate). Ce sont les 
proportions initiales des constituants qui 
conditionnent les quantites formees ä chaque instant, 
calculables en fonction de l'avancement de la 
reaction. On peut done prevoir le "chemin des 
compositions", independant du temps, suivi par le 
Systeme. Mais aucun calcul de ce type ne pemet de 
prevoir le temps necessaire ä l'epuisement du gypse. 
On sait qu'il faudra un temps plus long pour 
consommer une plus grande quantite de gypse, mais 11 
faut connaitre l'evolution de la vitesse pour 
determiner ce temps, que l'on peut considerer comme 
le rapport de la quantite de gypse et du flux de 
dissolution moyen.



♦ Les parametres agissant sur les flux peuvent etre 
mis en evidence en analysant les mecanismes de 
1' hydratation et egalement en etudiant les effets 
cinetiques de la temperature, du rapport eau/solide, 
du regime d'agitation, de la finesse de broyage, et 
des adjuvants.
On pourrait penser, par exemple, que 1' interaction 
due a l'activation thermique serait supprimee en 
operant en milieu parfaitement isotherme. Nous avons 
constate le contraire : dans un Systeme agite, regule 
ä moins de 1/100 de degre pres, ce type d'interaction 
diminue, mais ne s'annule jamais completement. II en 
est de тёте lorsqu’on augmente le rapport eau/solide 
(Fig. 4b). Ce comportement ne peut s’expliquer que 
par 1'intervention d'un phenomene de surface, 
produisant une distribution heterogene de la chaleur. 
Nous sommes ainsi amenes ä envisager 1'intervention 
de gradients thermiques, localises ä l'interface des 
grains polyphases. L'activation thermique n'est pas 
seulement un phenomene d'echauffement de masse, 
cependant, il peut s'en rapprocher lorsque la 
proximite des grains devient süffisante et que les 
transferts de chaleur sont facilites. Dans le cas des 
pätes pures, il serait done possible de definir une 
energie d'aetivation globale, pour chacune des 
periodes de 1'hydratation oü l'on a affaire au meme 
Systeme chimique. Dans ce cas, 1‘augmentation du 
degre de couplage permettrait de considerer 
1'hydratation comme une reaction unique, en premiere 
approximation. Des mesures calorimetriques /6/ 
confirment ce point de vue, en montrant que les 
courbes de chaleur d‘hydratation obtenues a 
differentes temperatures en regime isotherme 
obeissent ä une loi d’afrinite.

Fig. 4b - COUPLAGE AVEC E/C ELEVE

La finesse de broyage est le parametre preponderant 
pour 1'augmentation du degre de couplage. Elie favo- 
rise ä la fois les transferts thermiques et les 
transferts ioniques. L’hydratation etant une reaction 
de surface, les debits ioniques de dissolution des 
phases sont augmenter avec la finesse, ce qui se 
traduira par des taux de reaction plus eleves et des 
reactions plus rapides. Cet effet est particuliere- 
ment visible au niveau de la vitesse de consommation 
du regulateur de prise (Fig. 5) et de la vitesse de 
sursaturation en chaux pendant la periode dotmante 
(Fig. 3).

FLUX THERMIQUE 
MORTIERS 
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Fig. 5 - EVOLUTION DU DEGRE DE COUPLAGE
AVEC LA FINESSE DE BROYAGE

L'ensemble des donnees experimentales nous amene ä 
considerer que le mecanisme des interactions est lie 
ä 1'irreversibilite de 1'hydratation. A ce titre, la 
thermodynamique des processus irreversibles (T.P.I.) 
nous apporte un eclairage interessant /9/. Un Systeme 
dynamique ou structure dissipative chimique peut sous 
cet angle, parcourir divers trajets energetiques, 
correspondant a des vitesses differentes de creation 
d'entropie interne. Ces trajets sont conditionnes par 
les relations entre les flux (ioniques, thermiques, 
electriques) et les forces qui les produisent. 
Pendant 1'hydratation des ciments, lorsque le trajet 
des points figuratifs de la solution dans chacun des 
diagrammes d'equilibre des hydrates ne s'eloigne pas 
trop de la courbe d’equilibre, on se trouve dans le 
cas oü les flux restent proportionnels aux forces 
(equations phenomenologiques lineaires).
Le Systeme evolue alors vers un etat stationnaire 
obeissant a la regle du minimum de creation 
d'entropie interne /9/ /10/ /11/ /12/. Lorsque le 
taux de sursaturation est eleve, le Systeme se trouve 
plus loin de I’equilibre, dans le domaine 
non-lineaire. Il peut alors montrer differents 
comportements, selon la nature des etapes 
elementaires du mecanisme reactionnel :
- Soit il continue a se comporter comme au voisinage 
de I’equilibre,
- Soit il donne lieu a 1'apparition d'une 
instabilite, source de la creation de nouvelles 
structures. Ce cas se produit lorsque 1'une des 
etapes reactionnelles est auto-catalytique, ou donne 
lieu ä un processus de catalyse croisee. C'est ainsi 
par exemple que le processus de dissolution est 
accelere par le processus de precipitation et 
reciproquement.
Dans ce cadre, des couplages peuvent lier, non 
seulement les reactions chimiques, mais aussi des 
reactions chimiques et des phenomenes physiques, ou 
des phenomenes physiques entre eux. Le couplage d'un 
gradient thermique et d'un gradient ionique donne 
lieu par exemple au phenomene de thermodiffusion, 
dont 1'effet s'ajoute au simple effet de la 
temperature sur les constantes cinetiques. A une 
autre echelle, celle de 1^ double couche 
electrochimique, des couplages peuvent egalement se 
manifester entre des gradients electriques et des 
gradients ioniques, d'oii une interaction possible 
entre la charge de surface et la vitesse de transfert 
interfacial.



Sur la plan chimique, le mecanisme de dissolution
precipitation, met en jeu le couplage entre un ou 
plusieurs gradients ioniques et une ou plusieurs 
reactions de precipitation, en interaction avec les 
phenomenes precedents.

CONCLUSIONS

A travers le theme de la calorimetrie des ciments, 
nous avons fait apparaitre toute la complexite des 
phenomenes de 1 ‘ hydratation, bien que dans certains 
cas, ces phenomenes se simplifient par le jeu des 
interactions, en se ramenant ä 1'equivalent d’une 
reaction unique. Il faut essayer de mieux analyser 
I’intimite des mecanismes, si 1'on veut maitriser le 
comportement dynamique des ciments. La recherche 
appliquee se voit done amende ä faire appel de plus 
en plus a des approches qui sont celles de la 
recherche fondamentale. En essayant, d'une part, 
d'approfondir le concept de rdactivite, en mettant 
1'accent, d'autre part, sur le comportement
interactif du ciment et sur son origine dans
1' irreversibilite de 1' hydratation, nous avons tente 
d'apporter une contribution ä I'etude pratique des 
Hants hydrauliques . L 'optimisation des ciments en 
function des caracteristiques particulieres demandees 
par 1'utilisateur, qu'il s'agisse du temps de prise, 
de l'evolution du degagement de chaleur, de la 
vitesse d’augmentation des resistances, des 
proprietes rheologiques, fait appel ä des plans 
d’experience. il nous parait important, pour mieux 
les elaborer et pour mieux en interpreter les 
resultats, de savoir qu'en faisant varier un 
parametre ou en ajoutant un constituant nouveau, ou 
encore un adjuvant, il en resulte systematiquement 
des consequences indirectes. La grandeur ou la 
propriete que l'on cherchait ä faire varier dans le 
plan d'experience n'est done jamais la seule a varier 
et 1'analyse de ses causes de variation exige la 
mesure d'un nombre süffisant de parametres. A ce 
titre, la mesure du flux thermique, meme avec des 
moyens simplifiees comme la bouteille isolante, peut 
donner des indications precieuses sur la reponse 
dynamique de 1'ensemble du Systeme, mais cette 
grandeur etant une resultante, son interpretation 
doit faire appel a des techniques d'investigation 
complement a ires.
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SEQUENCE ET CINETiqUE DES REACTIONS P'HYDRATATION DE L'ALUMINATE TRICALCIQUE 
EN PRESENCE DE GYPSE, DE CHA'JX ET DE FILLERS CALCAIRFS
SEQUENCE AND KINETICS OF HYDRATION REACTIONS OF C3A WITH GYPSUM, LIME AND CALCAREOUS FILLERS.

1.% seq^enc» r:eq,cti.ons, d№ formation des sulfoaJLumina.tes est modifiee de la-

cal.cati.re qui dominent. En aucun cas, nous 
monocarboaluminate- comporte une reaction 

des ions sulfate- et carbonate-.

forme principalement ds 1’ettringite. Leslia/Ms une. premiere. p.er;iode, defonre par la, presence de- gypse , Ц se- 
rea.ctions sont prat-iquement les. memes qu en 1/absence- de calcaire.
"- АН ppp-t-pa^rq,, dP% <ЩД> 1» ЭДР.&е- »st eppAse-, ср- sonfc les. reactions, du- 
p- aavvqj>A pbAervÄ Ift fttrmaMqfh dft nrono&UlLfoal.Ujminate;.. Up; for.maittion! du, 
Ап-ЬридеДгрддр,, ^удсс for-mpjtioni dj'ubft- solide- de? С АЖ contenant

Ert рад d/önuisementt dp, C^k., 1№ composAs, Stables- А Ц'едрлЖге- sont f ettringite- et le- carboaluminate.

*̂ Г,аД*:  to Klte^se, dft rAafttiori, es-t beaucoup plus, foible- en presence de gypse. Ceci
iwnt№ qfb 1111 fAMA. ibtegrerr 1ед conditions, de, milieu, dans, 1X concept- de reactivite. Par ailleurs, il apparait oue 
11 on p^utt modAifierr le- taijjc dft r1ea.c.tiJpn1 des-. РДЦетд calcaires ел a justant le, gypsage des, ciments.

pr-esgngat de^ fillers 1 calcarios , a, sequeiicia, das reaqoes de f ormaq-ao dos sulfoalumi — 
natos gf, modificada, da, seguinte forma:.

--nunc pr,imei,ro., peii'odo-,. definidp pela, presenga. de gesso, forma-se principalmente etrin- 
91 La. As., reagpes, sao prat i cament.c as mesmas que na ausencia de calcärio.

ap. conträrio, assim;. qpe o, gesso e- consumido-,, sao- as reagöes do calcärio que predomi- 
nam-., Em nenhum case, chegamos- a, observar a formagao de monosulfoaluminato. A forma- 
сДРу de monpcarboaluminatio inplyl, uma, reagäo infcemediäiiia,. com formagao de uma. solu- 
gäo sol.ida, de СдАН^ 3 contendp. ions, de sulfato e carbonato.,

em caso de desaparecimento do, C^A,. os compostosj estäveis para, о equilibrio säo a. e- 
tningita e о carboal.urniyato..

De.um modo geral, a velocldade.de, reagäp. calcari.o-C3A ё muito mais fraca en presenga de 
gesso. Isfco raostra que ё precise integran asscondigpes. do meio no conceito de reatividade.Por 
outrp lado, parece que se pode mpdiüißarr a- taxa, de reagäö dos "fillers" calcärios, ajustando-.. 
-se о t-eor- d^. g@sso^ dos cimenfcos>.



INTRODUCTION
Les ajouts calcaires ne peuvent etre consideres come 
des inertes lors de 1'hydratation des ciments /1/ /2/ 
/3/ /6/ /7/ /8/ /11/. De nombreux auteurs ont attri- 
bue cette reactivite des calcaires ä la formation de 
carboaluminate : en effet, le gachage du melange CjA 
t CaCO produit une reaction rapide et exothermique 
/1//3/ /11/. Or, il semble que dans la päte de ciment 
avec filier calcaire, le monocarboaluminate ne se 
forme que tres lentement. apres 3 jours /2/ /5/ /6/ 
Hl. Supposant que cette difference de comportement 
du calcaire etait liee ä la presence, ou l’absence de 
gypse dans le Systeme, nous avons etudie de fapon 
detaillee la cinetique des reactions chimiques dans 
le Systeme [C A, CC, CSHj, CH, H] en nous plapant 
dans des conditions proches de celle de la prise des 
ciments (saturation en chaux, rapports molaires C/A 
et S/A identiques a ceux d'un ciment fillerise).

MESURES - RESULTATS
La methodologie a ete la suivante :
- Mise en suspension des constituants dans un 
reacteur-filtre calorimetrique, avec un rapport 
eau/solide voisin de 4.
- Mesure en continu du flux thermique de la 
conductivite electrique et du pH.
- Dosage sequentiel des ions OH et SO^ .
- Dosage des phases solides par ORX et ATG.

Notre etude a comporte 3 etapes : 
1/ - ESSAI TEMOIN SANS CaCO
Cet essai a permis de tester la reactivite des pro- 
duits de Synthese (C^A cubique, gypse, chaux) pris 
dans les conditions standards du plan d'experiences. 
La figure 1 a montre la sequence bien connue des 
transformations des sulfoaluminates, lors de chaque 
modification du Systeme par epuisement d'un 
constituant.
2/ - VARIATION DU RAPPORT CaCOj/GYPSE AVEC CALCITE

OE SYNTHESE 4

Nous avons etudie les reactions entre C^A, CaCO^ et 
gypse, i pour 7 teneurs en gypse s' echelonnant entre 5 
et 50 g, pour 100 g de C^A et 100 g de calcite. II 
apparait (Fig. 1Ы que la sequence des reactions est 
modifies par rapport i l'essai temoin.
- Dans la premiere periode, c'est-ä-dire avant que le 
gypse soit epuise, la formation d'ettringrte est pre- 
ponderante. La formation de carboaluminate qui aurait 
ete tres rapide en l’absence de gypse /11/, est ici 
stoppee des les premieres secondes. La hauteur du 
premier pic thermique diminue avec la teneur en gypse 
tFig. 2), Le temps d'epuisement du gypse augments 
avec la teneur en gypse (Fig.3), selon une loi de la 
forme :

к .s (3.m - r.m ) с с c g

ou les 
C3A 
surfac 
pendan 
modele

indices g et c designent les phases gypse et 
к la constants de vitesse de dissolution, s la 
e specifjque, m la masse de gypse consommee 
t la reaction initiale. L'application de ce 
montre que le rapport к /ке est proportionnel

ä m . Nous en deduisons que durant la croissance des 
cri^taux d ' ettringite, le flux d'ions sulfates, 
proportionnel ä la masse de gypse, conditionne la 
valeur des gradients ioniques ä l'interface 
CjA-solution. La relation cr-dessus permet d'expli- 
citer, de fagon quantitative, le role joue par la 
proportion et la solubilite du rögulateur de prise.

FIG 1A CINETIQUE a E/C = 25°C

Conductance C3A 
Gypse
Cd(0H)2

FIG 1 В

Fig. 2 - 1er PIC THERMIQUE

Fig. 3 - EPUISEMENT DU GYPSE



- Pans 2a deuxieme periode situee apres 1'epuisement 
du gypse, nous observons la formation de carboalu
minate et d'une solution solide de C^AH^, au lieu de 
la formation habituelle de monosulfoaluminate.
la hauteur du second pic de flux thermique varie 
Presque lineairement ave cla teneur en gypse |Fig.<). 
I'ettringite, seul compose sulfate present a cet 
instant est done 1'un des reactifs donnant lieu aux 
reactions exothermiques mises en jeu ici, ce qui 
indique que la solution solide contient des sulfates.

Fig. < - 2nd PIC THERNIQUE

GYPSE <6R>
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Lorsqu’on augment© la quantite de gypse, la 
proportion de solution solide passe par un maximum, 
correspondant a un rapport gypse/C-A compris entre 
1/2 et 2/3. L'ettringite n'etant qu'en partie 
consommee lors de la formation de la solution solide, 
cette derniere presente done probablement un rapport 
S/A inferieur a 1/2.
La solution solide est un produit intermediaire. Elie 
reagit lentement avec la calcite, au cours de la 
period© suivante, pour donner un carboaluminate et de 
l'ettringite secondaire. Les mesures par DRX montrent 
alors que le rapport carboaluminate/ettringite varie 
ties peu et de fapon quasi-proportionnelle au temps 
de reaction.

3/ - COMPARAISON DE DIFFEREHTS FILLERS CALCAIRES 
Les proportions standard reproduisent celles d'un 
ciment avec 10 Z de filler, soit 100 g C^A + 100 g 
filler ♦ 40 g gypse, la suspension, de rapport 
eau/solide voisin de 4, est tamponnee par 2 g de CaO. 
Nous avons compare 7 calcaires, dont la calcite de 
synthese precedent© et 6 fillers provenant de 
diverses carrieres et contenant les impuretes 
habituelles : quartz, argiles, feldspaths. Dans ces 
echantillons, la calcite present© un etat de 
cristallisation variable (largeur des raies DRX).

On constate que la hauteur du premier pic de flux 
thermique et le temps d'epuisement du gypse•varient 
dans une fourchette ties etroite. Ceci est logique, 
puisque nous avons ici une proportion constant© 
C^A/gypse et que dans la premiere periode, les 
reactions du filler jouent un role mineur.
Au contraire, la hauteur du 2 pic thermique varie 
dans de tres larges proportions. Les mesures par DRX 
montrent que ces differences de flux thermique 
correspondent principalement a la formation de la 
solution solide du type C^AH^ (Fig. 5). Cette 
derniere contient done des ions carbonate.

Fig. 5
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INTERPRETATION
t - Sequence des reactions chimiques
Sur la base des observations precedentes, nous 
pouvons maintenant ecrire la succession des equations 
des reactions les plus probables a 1‘interface C^A - 
solution :

1/ Periode initiale

C3A + CH * u- 1 )H - С4АН* ( n

сзА * 1/2CH * 1/2C?tyH - [C A.I/ZCH, 1/2CC, Hy] (2)

C3A ♦ CC + 11 H » [C A. Ct, H 1 (3)

сзА ♦ 3 CSH2 ♦ 25 H - [C3A,3CSH2,H3)](ettringitel (4)
Cette reaction (4) etant inibitrice des precedentes.

2/ Periode dormante
La consommation de gypse continue lentement par la 
reaction (4 J.

3/ Periode acceleree (26 pic de flux thermique).
Lors de l'epuisement du gypse, une quantite aliquote 
de l'ettringite est consommee pour donner la solution 
solide :

C3A + xtc3A- 3CSH2, H3T) * yCC ♦ wCH ♦ ZH -*

(1 ♦ xKCjA, y/1*x  cü, Зх/1.х c5, ./1.X CH, Hz) (5)
Les coefficients stoechiometriques etant lies par la 
relation :
2x ♦ у ♦ • = 1 avec 3x/x*l  < 1/2, soit x < 1/5

le deuxieme pic thermique est constitue principale
ment de la chaleur fournie par la relation ci-dessus. 



Simultanement, du carboaluminate peut de former selon 
la reaction (3), et la reaction suivante :

[C^A.y/l+x CC,3x/l+x CS , w /1 *x  CH , H ] + (1-y/1+x]CC+ vH-» 

x/1 * x [ С A , 3CS"H , H J+1/1 + x [ C A , CC , H ] + w/1tx CH (6)*5 L J I J II

4/ Lorsque le C^A est epuise, seule la reaction (6) 
continue, les produits finaux etant l'ettringite et 
le carboaluminate.
La sequence ci--dessus est en accord avec toutes les 

observations des pätes de ciment fillerises, ou des 
aureoles de transition pate-granulat dans les betons, 

figurant dans la bibliographie /5/ /6/ /7/ /8/. Les 
mesures en reacteur agite ä E/C = 4, comme nous 
l’avons dejä montre /12/, reproduisent bien les 
conditions chimiques des betons.

2 - Role des gradients

Nos propres observations au M.E.B. de betons avec 
fillers calcaires (Fig.6) montrent que la formation 
de carboaluminate a lieu essentiellement au voisinage 
des grains de C A, plutot que sur les grains de 
calcite. Ceci confirme le role important joue par la 
diffusion des ions d‘un grain vers un autre, a 
travers la solution. Les ions aluminate sont appa- 
remment pieges par les reactions de precipitation, 
dans un gradient de concentration tres eleve a 
1'interface C^A - solution. Par centre, rien ne 
s’oppose a la diffusion des ions carbonate depuis la 
calcite, ce qui permet le deplacement de I’equilibre 
de solubilite de la calcite, Ce mecanisme 
expliquerait bien, d’une part, l'analogie des 
comportements des betons et des suspensions 
concentrees, la microstructure et la distance de 
diffusion des ions sulfate et carbonate jouant alors 
un role mineur, et d'autre part, la coexistance de 
reactions transitoires simultanees, hors de 
1'equilibre. La sequence des reactions serait done, 
non seulement temporelle, mats egalement spatiale ; 
nous retrouverons ici un comportement classique, sous 
l'angle de la thermodynamique des systemes 
irreversibles.

Fig. 6 - OBSERVATION AV M.E.B. : 
BETON DE CIMENT FILLERISE 

1 Ettringite 2 Carboaluminate
3 Grain de clinker

La difference de reactivite des fillers va se 
traduire par des valeurs differentes du gradient 
d'ions carbonate autour des grains de C^A.
Ce gradient sera fonction de la solubilite du 
calcaire dans le Systeme considere, en regime 
dynamique. Les mesures par DRX montrent en effet que 
les calcaires les plus reactifs vis a vis du C^A 
forment plus rapidement du carboaluminate, ce qui 
consomme beaucoup d'ions carbonates. Au contraire, 
les calcaires meins reactifs produisent beaucoup de 
solution solide et peu de carboaluminate.

CONSEQUENCES
1/ Comment definir la reactivite d'un filler 

calcaire ?

La reactivite est souvent definie par rapport a 
1'evolution de la resistance mecanique. Celle-ci est 
malheureusement la resultante d’un trop grand nombre 
de parametres, pour que 1’on puisse en degager la 
contribution des proprietes d’un constituant, et 
encore moins evaluer quantitativement cette 
contribution. Les resultats precedents montrent a 
1'evidence que 1'evaluation de la reactivite d'un 
calcaire incorpore dans un ciment n’est pas un 
Probleme simple et que les conditions de milieu (ici, 
la proportion de gypse) jouent un role aussi 
important que les proprietes intrinseques. D'autres 
interactions peuvent se produire. Certains elements 
mineurs du clinker, comme les alcalins, peuvent 
modifier la reactivite du calcaire avec C_A. En 
effet, l'ecriture des produits de solubilite du 
carboaluminate et de C^AH montre que I'activite des 
ions ОН у apparait a la puissance 4, pour le 
premier, et a la puissance 6, pour le deuxieme. On 
peut done prevoir que 1’augmentation du pH produite 
par 1'accumulation des alcalins dans la solution, va 
favoriser la precipitation de C^AH , ce qui pourrait 
diminuer le taux de reaction du calcaire.

La formation de complexes comme CaOH peut modifier 
la solubilite de la calcite, lorsque la concentration 
en OH augmente. Par ailleurs, on ne. peut negliger 
1'incidence de la pression partielle de CO sur les 
equilibres des phases carbonatees /13/ /14/, qui 
dans les betons sera liee a la porosite. ■

2/ Reactivite et solubilite

Nous pouvons tenter de concilier 1'exigence d'une 
definition rigoureuse de la reactivite et la 
complexite des interactions, en remarquant que, quel 
que soit le nombre des reactions mises en jeu par ces 
dernieres, chacune d'entre elles utilise les 
potentialites du calcaire, resultant de ses 
proprietes intrinseques. A ce titre, la solubilite en 
regime dynamique nous parait essentielle. Il faut 
essayer de la mesurer en separant les variables, 
e'est-a-dire dans un Systeme chimique debarasse des 
interactions. Pour cela, il est indispensable de 
s'entourer de quelques precautions (respect de 
I’identite du mecanisme, elimination des especes 
solubles, normalisation de la surface).

3/ Reactivite et structure cristalline

Il est bien etabli maintenant que la dissolution des 
cristaux de calcite est plus rapide selon certaines 
faces cristallines /8/ /9/, ou sous 1'action d'une 
contrainte mecanique /15/. Diverses impuretes peuvent 
modifier sa solubilite /16/.



C'est en approfondissant le concept de reactivite et 
en continuant ä degager les röles respecti-fs des 
proprietes intrinseques et du milieu, que 1 on 
ouvrira de nouvelles perspectives, autant dans le 
domaine de l’activation des fillers par broyage, que 
dans celui de leur selection.

CONCLUSIONS
Nous sommes maintenant en mesure de prevorr quelques 
aspects du comportement d’un ciment contenant un 
filier calcaire, en fonction du gypsage. Tout 
d’abord, il apparait qu'en presence de calcaire, les 
reactions du CjA peuvent etre fortement ralenties, 
avec un gypsage tres faible. La calcite peut done 
jouer un role de regulateur de prise. Cependant, le 
mecanisme reactionnel est alors different et comme le 
montre la Figure 4, une diminution excessive du 
sulfate ferait perdre le benefice de taux de reaction 
apporte par le 2 pic thermique. or la chaleur 
liberee durant ce pic contribue a 1'augmentation de 
l'ensemble des vitesses de reaction, ce qui permet, 
en optimisant le gypsage, d'obtenir les meilleures 
resistances initiales /12/. Si 1 on recherche cet 
optimum, il parait done souhaitable de gypser a une 
teneur legerement inferieure ä celle du ciment 
Portland pour tenir compte de la formation initiale 
de carboaluminate.
Inversement, un gypsage tres faible devrait conduire 
ä un ciment de plus faible chaleur d"hydratation, 
avec une progression reguliere des performances. Ceci 
donne au fabricant une nouvelle possibilite de 
moduler les caracteristiques dynamiques du ciment, 
selon les besoins de 1’utilisateur, mais ne doit pas 
etre obtenu au prix d'une moins bonne durability : 
s' il est admis que la formation de carboaluminate 
contribue a 1'augmentation des performances 
mecaniques /2/, il faut prendre garde, dans quelques 
applications particulieres, au risque de 
decomposition de cet hydrate au contact de solutions 
salines concentrees (chlorures, sulfates), ce que les 
donnees thermodynamiques permettent de prevoir.
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SYNTHESIS of "C-S-H" GEL
SYNTHESE des GELS de C-S-H

SUMMARY : "C-S-H" gels, of high C/S ratios have been prepared either by sol gel process, either by hydrolisis 
and polycondensation of metal alkoxydes. These methods of preparation by solubilisation of the species and 
gelation seem closer of the way of formation of the "C-S-H" formed during C-S hydration, than the usual method 
of preparation by coprecipitation of salts. J

Foram prepa.rados gels de C—S—H com rela^oas altas de C/S, seja pelo processo de gel 
sol, seja por hidrolise e policondensacäo de oxidos alcalino-metälicos. Estes metodos de pre- 
paragäo por solubilizagao de especies e gelagao parece mals proximo do modo de formacäo do "C- 
S-H formado durante a hidratagäo do C^S, do gue о metodo usual de preparagäo por co-precipi- 
tagäo de sals.



INTRODUCTION

The microscopic examination of hardened C-,5 paste 
shows an amorphous phase in which it is possible to 
recognize anhydrous C^S and hexagonal plates of 
Ca(0H)2, (1). This amorphous compound, called "C-S-H" 
is responsible of the setting and hardening of C^S 
or Portland Cement, It fills up tne space between 
grains of cement or CgS, bridging them and giving 
the rigidity of the paste. The continuous formation 
of “C-S-H" keep filling the capillary pores, leading 
to a decrease of the total porosity of the paste and 
to an increase of the strengths (2),
The real nature of the atomic ordering of "C-S-H" 
which provides the strength of the paste is still 
today an open question. Several models have been 
proposed (POWERS 1958, (3), KANTRO 1962, (4), ISHAI 
1962 (5), FELDMAN and SEREDA 1968 (6), SIERRA 
1973 (7),..,),. It is generaly accepted that the ele
mentary particle of "C-S-H" is a foil, composed from 
2 or 3 layers, each layer being formed with calcium 
octaedron sandwitched by 2 layers of silica tetrae- 
dra. The discrepencies concern mainly the distribu
tion of water in the "C-S-H"., It is possible to dis- 
tingish :

- hydroxyl water in which OH is bound to Si or 
Ca atoms in the structur ; they are located 
on the internal and external surfaces of the 
foil,

-. interlayer water, fixed between the layer by 
hydrogen bound,

- interfoil water, less fixed.
The rigidity of the paste can be attached to the cohe
sive strength (VAN der WAALS, Hydrogen) dues to the 
structuration of interfoil or interlayer water and to 
interparticles chemical bound. Whatever the precise 
nature of the bound which still remains at the stage 
of hypothesis, the rigidity of the paste is caused 
by the presence of the amorphous compound "C-S-H" 
whose the colloidal nature may have its origin in the 
colloidal, nature of silica itself. (8). We try to 
understand in our last chapter how it is possible to 
go from the silica gel structure to the "C-S-H" 
layers,
A colloidal solution of silica, is formed by polymeri
sed silicic acid particles. The silica atoms occupy 
tetraedric sites and are bound to hydroxyl groups.,, 
which allow to make, up their coordinance at the 
surface.. In a recent work (9),, the silica particles 
could be formed- by a. linear,, weakly polymerised con
densate branched together with hydrogen bound. The 
stability of colloidal silica is insured by the for
mation of electric layer between hydroxyl ions absor
bed at the surface of the particles and: the cations 
present in the water. By. reducing the potential energy 
of interaction between the electric double layer of 
particles in equilibrium,, the colloidal solution will 
destabilize, few type of phenomena will occur :: 
coagulation, floculation coacervation,, gelation. 
Although most of these phenomena involve the forma
tion of a tridimensional network of colloidal parti
cles, a. fundamental difference exists, between gela
tion and the other types of aggregations.
When the gelation occars, the colloidal solution be
comes viscous, and- develops. a: rigidity. When a flocu- 
lation or a coagulation occurs,, a pricipitat forms, 
and separate from the aqu.ou.s media,. The difference , 
is easy to see when the solution is diluted- but diffi
cult when the solution is. concentrated.

The figure 1 shows the differences :

figure 1

The gel formation by colloidal solution destabi lization 
is used industrialy as hardener or binder of mineral 
fiber. By setting, the gel can link particles and by 
driyng the gel will change in insoluble silica ; these 
properties are typical to these type of aggregation.
It is possible to produce gels by an other way such 
as hydrolysis of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS). This 
method is used to bound refractory mortar (10) ; the 
setting of the gel allows a strength of the particles 
at low temperature ; these bound will change as cera
mics bound at higher temperature.
In the case of silica, both process lead to a tridi
mensional network of silica tetraedron, but in the 
case of mixed gel, the colloidal silica destabilisa
tion process will lead to a gel in which the minimal 
size of silica particles will be the size of the 
starting silica particles, while the hydrolisis of 
"TEOS" may lead to a particle os filica acid.
The synthetis of "C-S-H" has been studied and revie
wed by many authors and we mention here only the more 
narrowly defined category of gels as opposed to preci
pitated : these studies (11 to 19) have shown that 
the synthesis of "C-S-H".
Gels in alimited range of C/S or pH was possible, but 
the recent works concern mainly the phenomenon of 
colloidal solution destabilisation. ALLEN and 
MATIJEVIC (16), FROLOV and MILOVICH (18),. DEPASSE 
and WATILLON. (19),. determine the parameters leading 
to the precipitation of silica in presence of elec
trolyte, but none systematic studies have been done 
concerning: the gelation in the system CaO, SiOj.
In this study,, we have tried to produce "C-S-H" of 
ratio as near as those found during C-S or Portland 
cement hydration and to define the conditions of 
their formation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A colloidal silica solution (Ludox as 40 Dupont de 
Nemours) formed from particle of 20 nm diameter,, is 
mixed with a calcium nitrate solution ;; the propor
tion being calculated to reach a given C/S ratio. 
When the products are mixed, the solution must be 
clear - the presence of a precipitat cancels the ex
periment. The pH is then setted up and the sample is 



kept out CO2 until the setting occurs.
The curves of the figure 2 show the field of gela
tion and precipitation of "C-S-H". For a calcium 
concentration more than 2.10 mole. L-l, the pH 
boundary is constant and equal to 8.5. When the cal
cium concentration is less than 2.10-1 mole. L-l, the 
curve will change of slope to higher pH, which show 
clearly the possibility of gelation in the field of 
pH 10 for a calcium concentration less than 10-3 moles 
L-l , this is confirmed by the work of ALLEN and 
MATIJEVIC (curve 2, figure 2...(16)). The differen
ces between curve 1 and 2 come from the differences 
of concentration of the starting colloida-! silica.

Figure 2

In order to change the ratio C/S we have used a so
lution of calcium nitrate of 3 mole.L-l and changed 
the quantity of silica solution, the pH being 8.5, 
in this conditions we have obtained gels of ratio 
C/S in the range 0.01,3. In all cases, the evolution 
of the process of gelation is the same ; the solu
tion becomes whiter and whiter to reach an opaque 
gel.
The figure 3 shows the variation of setting time as 
function of the ratio C/S. It is clear that calcium 
ions accelerate the setting time of the gel.
In a previous 'study (15), we have seen that the gels 
of "C-S-H" can be obtained from metal alkoxydes. The 
required amount of "TEOS", is mixed with the appro
priate amount of ethanol, depending on the composi
tion of the gel to be prepared ; the batch was allo
wed to reflux at 70 degre for two hours under vigo
rous stirring ; the solution was cooled to room 
temperature and calcium nitrate, dissolved in a mini
mum quantity of ethanol was added. No precipitate 
occurs at this stage and stirring was maintained for 
1/2 hrs. The solution was hydrolysed by a mixture of 
water and ethanol ; by this method, it has been pos
sible to obtain "C-S-H" gel of C/S=4.

The gels of "C-S-H" obtained by these techniques are 
solid, but soft and contain a large amount of water 
with NOg_ and NH.+ ions in solution. Stored in air, 
the gels"of ratid greater than 1.6 show cristalliza- 
tion of calcium nitrate. When the ratio is less than
1.6  the cristallization does not occur and the qel 
hardens. '
The infra red spectrum shows the caracteristics bands 
of N0- (810 and 1030 cm-1), a band of polymerized 
silica (1100 cm-1) a band of dimeric silica at 
970 cm-1.
DISCUSSION .
The usual method of preparing "C-S-H" consist in 
reacting a solution of calcium with colloidal sili
ca, solution of silica, organic silica (TEOS) or 
alcali silicate. When we mix the solution, "C-S-H" 
precipitate and we never obtain calcium and silica 
in solution together without solid "C-S-H". The pH 
of the solution and the ions concentration are high, 
so we are in the right part of the figure 2, i.e in ’ 
the precipitation area of "C-S-H". These methods of 
preparation do not represent what is going on during 
the.hydration of C-S, for which there are calcium and 
silica in solution during a certain time. In the case 
of the technique described in this work, we really 
have calcium and silica in the solution before any 
coagulation effect so we are close to the formation 
of the outer product (i.e the "C-S-H" deposited in the 
space initialy occupied by water) during the C,S 
hydration. The mechanism of formation of the inner 
product may be different (20).
The "C-S-H" formed during C-S contains polymeric si
lica. From the trimethylsilylation technique, eviden
ce is that for C/S >0,8 there is combinations of 
anions with 2,5 % Si atoms, the distribution shifting 
upwards as Ca/Si decreases (21). In the sol gel pro
cess, silica is already highly polymerised and the 
calcium ions are located at the surface of the parti
cles of silica (200 A0) : there is no evidence why 
the addition of calcium would reduce the degre of 
polymerisation inside the particles : in this case 
we are not similar to the layer structure of "C-S-H". 
During the organic "TEOS" process the starting silica 
in monomeric and an evolution to highly degre of poly
merisation is possible : this later process could 
give a "C-S-H" closer to the compound obtained during 
th,e CjS hydration.



The studies of C,S hydration show a congruent disso
lution of C-S followed by a coagulation of "C-S-H" 
of ratio C/5 =: i ; this ratio increases during the 
induction period up to 1.5/1.7 (22) ; starting from 
a ratio water/solid = 100, for example, C,S dissol
ves and the solution contains calcium and^silica 
with a ratio equal to 2.96, 3.18 (23)- The quantity 
of calcium is 3.8 10-3. mole. L-l and the pH = 11,7. 
The figure 2 shows that, there is a precipitation and 
not a gel formation.
Nevertheless, when C3S is introduced in solution, 
the pH is 7, and the4evolution of the dissolution of 
the dissolution of CgS can be represented by the line 
a...b (figure 2, we are in the gelling field. If we 
keep the pH artificialy equal to 7 or if we maintain 
the calcium concentration less than 4 10-4 mole. L-l 
we should be in the gelation condition I.E. the for
mation of gel of C/S = 3. We have seen experimentaly 
that the gel of high C/S ratio (higher than 1.6) are 
not stable and decompose in "C-S-H"1 of lower ratio 
and calcium salt. At the end of this first step the 
pH is definitly fixed at 11.5,12, the route of the 
evolution of the hydration is then a"...b’ (figure 2)
i.e.,  we cross the field of gelation for low local 
calcium concentration to. reach the precipitation 
field of "C-S-H" ; the step of gelation is transito
ry and: allows a structuration of water and silica 
which are found in the "C-S-H" precipitat as hydroxyl 
water, the hypothesis being that the layer structure 
of "C-S-H" is created by the alternative process 
gel at ion-precipitat ion.
CONCLUSIONS
It has been possible to prepare, either by sol gel 
process, either by hydrolisis and polycondensation of 
metal alkoxides "C-S-H" gels of high C/S ratio. These 
method of preparation by solubilisation of the spe
cies and: gelation seems closer of the way of formation 
of the "C-S-H" formed: during C,S hydration,, than the 
usual method, of preparation byjcoprecipitation of 
salts and' could allow, to find: explanation in the 
setting, and hardening: of Portland cement, at least 
in the early stages (first day) :: however it is 
important to remember that cement paste is a compo
site material in which those are not only "C-S-H", 
but also calcium sulfoaluminate, u.nreacted product, 
Ca(0H)? etc ..... and: in general a. very complex hete
rogeneous structure.
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Hydration elementary interfacial steps of calcium aluminates as cement compounds

Etapes elementaires interfaciales de 1'Hydratation des aluminates de calcium, constituants des ciments.

La dissolution des aluminates de calcium anhydres presente un caractere d*  irreversibilite et il est biencon- 
nu que le calcul du produit de solubilite de ces phases a partir des AG° de formation des partenaires de la re
action conduit ä des produits de solubilite aberrants parce que beaucoup trop eleves.

Notre interpretation suppose qu'une telle difference est la consequence d'une reaction interfaciale directe 
irreversible entre la surface du solide anhydre et l'eau, aboutissant ä 1'hydroxylation, sur leurs propres sites 
cristallographiques, des^anions anhydres superficiels tels que AlOg et 02-. Cette hydroxylation les transforme 
en ions [А1(ОН)д] et OH et un equilibre est alors susceptible de s'etablir entre ces ions (qui occupent les 
sites superficiels du solide a la maniere d'impuretes de substitution) et les ions de meme nature en solution. 
L'hydroxylation superficielle, dans le cas de CaAlyOz,, ne concerne que des ions AlOg dont la transformation en 
[A1(OH)4J est le resultat d'une reaction d'addition ne ndcessitant pas la coupure des molecules d'eau.

En revanche, dans le cas des aluminates de calcium, de rapport C/A > 1 comme C-|2A7 ou C3A, l'hydroxylation 
superficielle necessite la coupure d'une partie des molecules d'eau pour assurer la protonation des ions 02-, ce 
qui cree simultanement des ions OH" sur les sites superficiels correspondants du solide et des ions OH” exceden- 
taires dans la solution. La frequence du transfert en solution des anions dejä hydroxyles accompagnes des ca
tions Ca + correspondants reglerait done la vitesse d'ensemble et imposerait la congruence de la dissolution.

D un point de vue macroscopique, le trace sur le diagramme chaux-alumine-eau des courbes de solubilite des
aluminates de calcium superficiellement hydroxyles et la position, par rapport ä ces courbes, des courbes de su- 
persolubilite des hydrates qui delimitent les domaines de composition au-dela desquels leur nucleation devient 
immediate permettent de comprendre pourquoi la precipitation de certains hydrates peut etre provoquee, ä une 
temperature donnee, par un simple changement de composition tandis que celle d'autres hydrates ne peut pas 
1 etre. De nombreux comportements des ciments alumineux peuvent alors etre expliques ou prevus.

_A dissolueäo dos aluminates anidros de calcio apresenta urn carster de irreversibilidade, e se sabe bem que 
о calculo do produto de solubilidade destas fases, a partir de AG° de formaqäo dos associados da reaqäo, leva a 
produtos ancmalos de solubilidade porque muito elevados. '

Nossa interpretacao supoe que tai diferenca e conseqiiencia de uma reaqäo interfacial direta irreversivel en 
tre a superficie do solido anidro e a ägua, confinando ä hidroxilaqäo, em seus proprios locals, os anions ani
dros superficiais сото о A1C>2 e 02. Esta hidroxilaqao os transforma em Ions (Al(OH) .)” e OH“, e entäo e suscep 
tivel a ocorrencia de urn equillbrio entre estes Ions (que ocupam os sltios superficiais do solido ä maneira de 
rmpurezas de substituiqäo) e os Ions de mesma natureza em soluqäo. A hidroxilaqäo superficial, no caso de 

se apenas aos 10ns AIO^, cuja transformaqäo em (Al(OH).)- ё о resultado duma reaeäo de adicäo 
nao precisando da dlssociagäo das moleculas de ägua. 4 '

Ao contrario, no caso dos aluminates de calcio, com relaqäo C/A > 1 сот C.^A-, ou C,A, a hidroxila<;ao super
ficial precisa da dissociacao de uma parte das mol ecu las de agua para garantir a protonaeäo dos ions О2-, о que
cria simultaneamente ions OH sobre os sltios superficiais correspondentes do solido e Ions OH- excedentes na
soluqao. A freqiiencia da transferencia em soluqao de anions ja hidroxilados, aconpanhados de cations Ca2* cor
respondentes, regulars, portanto, a velocidade de conjunto e imporä a congruencia da dissoluqäo.

. Sob urn ponto de vista macroscopico, о traqado no gräfico cal-alumina-ägua das curvas dos aluminates de cal
cio superficiabnente hidroxilados e a posiqäo, em relaqäo a estas curvas, das curvas de supersolubilidade dos 
hidratos que delimitam os dcmlnios de cctiposiqäo, alem dos quais sua nucleaqäo torna-se imediata, permitem que 
se ccrrpreenda por que a precipitagao de certos hidratos pode ser provocada, a uma dada tenperatura, por uma sim 
plesmudanqa de ccmposiqao, enquanto a de outros hidratos näo pode ser provocada. Assim se pode prever e expli 
car inumeros comportamentos dos cimentos aluminosos. —
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1) INTRODUCTION : ,
Dans le problems de 1'Hydratation des consti

tuents des Hants bydrauliques, le processus d'hydra- 
tation par 1'intermediaire de la solution, suivant 
l'hypothese de Le Chatelier (1), semble generalement 
admis lorsqu'il s'agit des aluminates de calcium 
alors qu'il est beaucoup plus controverse dans le cas 
des silicates de calcium. ,

Plusieurs raisons peuvent etre invoquees pour 
expliquer cette difference d'attitude :

a) Le C-S-H se separe tres difficilement des 
grains de C3S ou de &C2S autour desquels il s'est 
forme. Recenunent Hassan (2) et Longuet (3) ont pu 
reussir une telle separation grace ä une forte abra
sion produite par le malaxage sous 1'effet de deux 
pistons d’une päte de ciment blanc ou de C3S en cours 
d'Hydratation dans une vessie souple.

En revanche, apres agitation pendant 48 heures 
en suspension aqueuse de rapport ponderal liquide/ 
solide = 10, nous avons pu sdparer par simple decan
tation les grains residuels de Fondu (broye en gros 
grains et tamise) des hydrates (CAH^q, ^AHg et AH3) 
qui s'etaient formes (4). La couleur noire du premier 
et blanche des seconds facilitait le controle de I'o- 
peration (Fig. 1).

En outre, les grains de Eondu preleves dans la 
suspension aqueuse et observes au microscope optique 
et au microscope electronique ä balayage n'etaient 
pas recouverts d'une couche d'hydrates et ne por- 
taient que de rares germes dans les anfractuosites. 
Des hydrates ne se rencontraient sur et entre les 
grains qu'en milieu stagnant (Fig. 2).

En collant quelques grains de Fondu sur de fi
nes lamelies en materiau plastique et en les intro- 
duisant dans la suspension agitee, on pouvait obser
ver, au bout de 3 heures environ, des germes d'hydra
tes adherents ä la lamelie et entourant la base des 
grains (Fig. 3). Cette experience montre (4) qu'une 
faible protection contre les courants dans la sus
pension agitee permettait aux germes d'hydrates de 
se deposer autour et au voisinage immediat des grains

b) La nucleation des aluminates de calcium
hydrates präsente un caractere de nucleation homoge
ne : .

Des nombreuses experiences que nous avons fai- 
tes sur la cinetique d'evolution de suspensions 
aqueuses agitees de CA et comparativement de fil
trats preleves au maximum de concentration (5), il 
resulte que la presence des grains et done d'inter
faces ne modifie pratiquement pas la longueur de la 
periode d'induction precedant la precipitation mas
sive des hydrates. Le caractere homogene de leur nu
cleation est ainsi mis en evidence.

c) Aux concentrations &lev6es en chaux, la con
centration des ions aluminates reste toujours rela- 
tivement importante et facilement mesurable par rap
port ä la concentration des ions silicates. La pre
miere est de 1'ordre de la millimole alors que la 
seconde est de 1'ordre de la micromole par Krlogram 
me. . . .

Or, ä de si faibles concentrations en ions si
licates, le processus d'hydratation par 1'intermedi
aire de la solution ne correspond plus ä une Hypo
these satisfaisante pour 1'esprit.

d) L'impermeability des produits d'hydratation 
qui se dSveloppent dans une pate de ciment alumineux 
est moins invoquye que ce.lle des produits d'hydrata
tion dans une päte de ciment Portland, voire meme 
dans une päte de C3S pur.

Pour ces diverses raisons, l'hypothese d'un

Fig. 1 : Grains residuels de Fondu (x 150) separes 
par decantation d'une suspension aqueuse apres 48
heures.

Fig. 2 : Grains de Fondu (x 150) hydrates en milieu 
stagnant : hydrates au contact des grains et entre
eux.

Fig. 3 : Grains de Fondu (x 50) colies sur une lamel 
le et hydrates en suspension aqueuse.



processus d’hydratation "topochimique" n’a pas connu 
la meme faveur dans les ciments alumineux que dans 
les ciments Portland.

Cependant, en depit des cas d’especes, nous 
croyons ä lfexistence de concepts generaux srappli- 
quant au mecanisme de la formation des hydrates ä 
partir des phases anhydres, que celles-ci soient des 
aluminates ou des silicates de calcium. Pour faire 
apparaitre les similitudes et aussi certaines diffe
rences, nous nous proposons de developper ici, paral- 
lelement ä la synthese que nous avons faite dans le 
cas des silicates C3S et C2S (6) un expose sur nos 
hypotheses, nos idees et leur support experimental 
et theorique en ce qui concerne les etapes elemen- 
taires de 1’hydratation des principaux aluminates 
de calcium utilises dans les ciments.

Nous esperons ainsi contribuer ä l’elaboration 
d'un modele conceptual general de l’hydratation des 
constituants des ciments. .

2) SOLUBILITE THEORIQUE DES PHASES SOLIDES ANHYDRES : 
La dissolution des phases solides anhydres du 

type oxysel, qu’il s’agisse des aluminates aussi 
bien que des silicates de calcium, präsente un ca- 
ractere dirr£versibilit£  et il est bien connu que 
le calcul du produit de solubilite de ces phases ä 
partir des AG° de formation des partenaires de la 
reaction conduit ä des valeurs aberrantes parce que 
beaucoup trop elevees.

*

Cependant, dans les exemples traites par H.N. 
Stein (7), ceux de C3S et de C3A, on ne dispose pas 
de valeurs experimentales fiables auxquelles compa
rer les valeurs calculees, car la precipitation des 
hydrates vient masquer l’existence d’un eventual 
equilibre de solubilite.

Un tel inconvenient n'existe pas avec 1’alumi
nate monocalcique CA. Dans une suspension agitee de 
cet aluminate, il est bien connu qu’ä 25°C par exent- 
ple, les concentrations exprimees en CaO et AI2O3 ' 
plafonnent toujours aux memes valeurs limites telles' 
que [CaOj = 21,3.10”^ mol.kg--*,  [ÄI2O3J = 19,9.10"^ 
mol.kg“! et qu’elles s’y maintiennent approximative- 
ment pendant une vingtaine d’heures avant que les 
hydrates ne se mettent a precipiter massivement.

En utilisant les donnees bibliographiques ras- 
semblees par H.N. Stein (7) et reportees dans le ta
bleau I, nous avons calcule (8) la solubilite theo— 
rique de СаАЬзО^ d’apres l’equation :
(1) СаА12О4 + 4Н20г 2[Al(0H)J;q + Ca^

Tableau I

Га1(он)4];ч Ca2+ 
aq

0H~ H2°£

AfG298 

kJ. mol-

-1293,25 -522,51 -157,14 -236,96

CaAln0,2 4
CjA C12A7

-2206,62 -3405 18392,84 
(18)

Pour cela, on calcule d’abord l’enthalpie li
bre normale de cette reaction soit Ar^298 ” 15,45 
kJ.mol~1, puis on en tire la valeur de la constante 
d’equilibre : K(i) = 1,96.10"3. 2+ r

Les concentrations des ions Caaq,[Al(0H)4j 
exprimees en molalites, sont designees respective- 
ment par x, у et ip. Ces concentrations doivent sa- 
tisfaire ä la relation d’electroneutralite :

(2) 2x = у + ф
Si I1on admet que les ions en solution sont 

dans le meme rapport stoechiometrique que dans le 
compose anhydre, on aura у - 2x.

Etant donne la valeur relativement elevee de la; 
concentration x ä calculer, on n’utilise pas, pour ■ 
exprimer les coefficients d’activite des ions, la 
formula de Debye et Hückel simplifiee, mais on fait 
appel ä I’extension de Davies :•

2 /Г"
(3) log y. =- 0,507 Z . —- ----- -0,21

1 1 :i + VT
Z£ est la charge electrique de l'ion et I la 

force ionique donnee par la relation :
1 2 ■I = тг X m. Z. ou m. est la molalite.2 £ 1 1 1

Ici I = 3x. L'equation ä resoudre est alors :
_ 0

(4) 4x3.1O-3>042 ,+™ = 1.96.1О-3

La valeur x = 0,164 mol.kg ' satisfait ä cette equa
tion. Les resultats exprimes en [CaOj et [AI2O3J se
raient done : [CaO] = [AI2O3] = 0,164 mol.kg_\

Ce n'est qu’un ordre de grandeur en raison de 
1'approximation faite’ sur le calcul des Yi en utili
sant I’extension de Davies, mais comparees aux va
leurs limites observees, on voit que les concentra
tions calculees sont pres de huit fois plus elevees.
II convient de remarquer en outre que le rapport 
stoechiometrique n'est pas exactement conserve dans 
les valeurs limites experimentales pour lesquelles 
le rapport C/A est toujours superieur a 1. Ici, 
C/A = 1,07.

3) INTERPRETATION PROPOSEE DE L'ECART ENTRE SOLUBILI- 
TE THEORIQUE ET VALEURS LIMITES OBSERVEES :

Bien que les valeurs des solubilites calculees 
pour C3S et C3A anhydres lui soient apparues comme 
anormalement elevees, H.N. Stein avait admis qu’elles 
pouvaient etre atteintes au voisinage immediat de 
1'interface, oil devait alors regner un tres fort gra
dient de concentration.

Notre position differe essentiellement de celle 
de H.N. Stein par le fait que nous postulons 1'exis
tence d’une 6tape irreversible d'hydroxylation super- 
ficielle s'accompagnant d'un abaissement d'enthalpie 
libre susceptible d'expliquer la difference entre 
la solubilite theorique са1си1ёе et les valeurs li
mites des concentrations observees.

D'ailleurs une reaction telle que (1) est une 
reaction globale qui ne traduit pas uniquement une 
dissolution, puisque son premier membre exprime une 
combinaison entre 1'aluminate anhydre et 1’eau.

Il manque done une etape intermediaire, celle 
qui donnerait le produit solide susceptible de v6- 
ritablement se dissoudre et de prendre part ä un 
equilibre de solubilite avec les ions en solution.

Mais nous ne considerons pas que ce solide in
termediaire doit etre un produit d'hydratation dans 
lequel le solide anhydre se serait d’abord integra- 
lement transforme. Notre Hypothese consiste ä admet- 
tre qu’un simple etat hydroxyle, produit par inte
raction interfaciale directs (certains diraient : 
"par un processus topochimique") entre les molecules 
d'eau et les ions охудёпёз appartenant A la surface 
du solide anhydre, permet I’etablissement d’une si
tuation d’equilibre entre les ions en solution et 
les ions identiques crees de cette maniere ä la sur
face du solide.

La dissolution du solide se produit alors gräce 
A une sequence repetitive d'etapes exigeant que les 
sites superficiels hydroxyies se decouvrent par dd- 



part de leurs occupants pour permettre 1 'hydroxyla
tion des sites sous-jacents*  Formation de- l’etat su- 
perficiellement hyd.roxyle et dissolution sont con- 
Cues en quelque Sorte come des reactions simulta
nes s..

Ba formulation de ces etapes utilise la repre
sentation des defauts ponctuels. ou des impuretes. de 
Substitution, dans un cristal en faisant appel con- 
jointement au. Systeme des unites de construction et 
ä. celui des elements de structure (9-)-

Une unite de construction est representee par 
la formule chimique du compose solide placee untre 
parentheses avec un indice precisant sa localisation, 
par- example s pour "surface".. Un element de structu
re- est represente pal1 son Symbole ou sa formule- chi— 
mique avec, en. indice, un Symbole ou une formule q.ui 
designe la nature du. site- cristallographique qu"oc- 
cupe cet element.. S'il existe une difference de char
ge electrique entre la particule qui occupe reelle- 
ment un. site et la particule- qui devrait normalement 
l"occuper, il en resulte une charge effective qe qui 
est la difference qr. - qn. entre la charge qr occu
pant reellement le- site et la. charge q0 qui devrait 
normalement I "occupe».. Pour simplifier, les charges 
ioniques ne sont pas. ecrites, etant supposees con- 
n-ues par le contexte, Ainsi un: ion Ca2+ occupant un 
site normal s''ecrira :: Caya, tandis qu"un. ion OH- 
occupant un site d"ion O^- s"ecrira. OHq,. Pour les 
differencier des charges: ioniques, les charges ef
fectives positives sont representees par des points 
et les charges: effectives negatives, par des virgu— 
les.. Par example une lacune dr'ion Ca^"1- s"ecrira Vca 
(V pour vacancy) ..

L'etape d'hydroxylation superficielle portant 
sur une unite de construction de CaA^O/, peut alors 
s''ecrire ::
(5) (Ca;[A102J2) + 4Н2О& ■  (СаГА1(0Н)422)*

Traduite en: elements de structure,, cette equation 
dev lent ::

(6) (Ca + 2A1O2 ) + 4H 0. (Ca„  +2[a1(0H)J)*
A102 s La. д10^ s

ce qui manifeste que l"ion: hydroxyle ^(AlfOHlJ 
se comporte comme une impurete de substitution en 
occupant un site cristallographique du reseau, appar- 
tenant a: un ion Al02». L’'etat hydroxyle est done 
constitud d.'une telle monocouche qui ne forme pas 
une phase distincte du. solide anhydre.. Il convlent 
de remarquer ici qu/'un anion hydroxyld est le pro- 
duit d^'une reaction, d.’addition de deux, molecules en— 
tieres d’eau. sur un ion AIO2 et que la charge de 
1‘ion n rest pas changee ; la. charge effective qe est 
done nulle..

En partant de l’hypothese que les valeurs 11— 
mites des concentrations observees par agitation 
dans lreau de CaA12O4. correspondent ä l^equilibre de 
solubllite de l’etat superficiellement hydroxyle,. 
note CAsh>. on peut calculer le produit de solubHi
te relatif ä I’equation suivante (7) d.ont la. forme 
est vraiment celle d’une dissolution ::
(7) (CaTaKOH) .]' ) t Ca2+ 2Г а1(0Н),Т'*

Ar12 s aq u 4Jaq

Mais si la dissolution est congruente,, les ions en 
solution doivent se trouver dans le rapport stoechio- 
metrique 2x/y =- 1,. comme dans l’etat hydroxyle.

Le fait que le rapport 2x/y - C/A observe 
n’est pas 1ma.is 1,07 environ, peut s’expliquer au— 
trement que par la non-congruence de la dissolution. 
Nous avons deja fait remarquer (10,. 11) que,. quand 
le rapport C/A T,, le degre de sursaturation 3O 

du gel dralumine en milieu basique (pH > 10) augmen
ts tres rapidement et meme ß0 tendrait vers lrinfini 
si la molalite ф des ions 0Haq tendait vers zero (ce 
qui est exclu car il ne serait plus possible de rai- 
sonner exclusivement avec des ions LAl(0H)4]aq si 
le pH descendait notablement au-dessous de 10)-

La reaction de precipitation du gel dTaluniine 
s*ecrit  :
(8) [AI(0H)4]aq  0Haq + A1(OH)3*

En designant par Ko = t,60 , la constante d'e- 
quilibre de la reaction inverse, (3O est defini par 
le rapport :

(9) В о

r y. y Lai (oh) J

K° * YOH"

ä I1aide de la formule de DebyeLes y£ exprimes ici . 
et Hückel simplifiee

(10) log y. = ~■ 0,507 Z. /l*  sont egaux, de sorte
que В - -L 1 . 1
4 0 Ко Ф

En vertu, de la relation d''electroneutralite (2) 
ф = 2x - у = у (C/A. - 1) et lron a ::

8о = -KTc'/l - 1) (eo * “ quand C/A ■*  n 
О „

En fait, pour pH = TO, ip = 10 * et у U 2010 
mol.kg-' ;. par suite, C/A. = 1,005 et p = 125..

Le degre de sursaturat ion Bo vane tres rapide— 
ment et pour C/A = 1,07, il n"est plus que de 8,9 , 
c'est-a-dire qu'il est 14 fois plus faible qu'ä 
pH = 10.

Ainsi, notre interpretation est que la disso
lution est bien congruente, mais qu.'’elle est accompa- 
gnee d'une legere precipitation de gel d'alumine dont 
la cinetique, bien raise en evidence et interpretee 
par I'un de nous (9, 10) est etonnante puisque la 
precipitation cesse aux faibles valeurs de Bo„ quoi- 
qu.'encore nettement superie^res a 1 (equilibre). Elie 
semble se stabiliser lorsque la composition de la so
lution est celle qui correspond, sur le diagramrae 
chaux-alumine-eau ä une courbe (m) (Fig. 4) thermo- 
dynamiquement definie (10) comme la courbe d'insta- 
bilit£ minimale dans le domaine des solutions simul— 
tan&nent sursaturees par rapport au gel d'alumine et 
a C2^Hg.

C'est pourquoi pour calculer le produit de so- 
lubilite K(7) de la reaction (7), il convient de 
prendre la valeur de x = 21,3,10-3 mol.kg-1 avec 
у = 2x,

En utilisant la formule simplifiee de ДеЬуе et 
Hückel (TO) on obtient : K(y) = xy310-3>269vx Soit 
K(7) = 6,58,1O-6 (a comparer avec K(j) = 1,96,10-3).

L'enthaipie libre normale de la reaction (7) 
est alors Arc298 = 29,562 kj.rnol-! et ä 1'aide des 
donnees du tableau I, on peut calculer I'enthalpie 
libre normale de formation rapportee ä une mole de 
l’etat superficiellement hydroxyle, soit 
AfG§98 = - 3168,57 kJ.mol-1,

Enfin, ayant determine ä partir de la courbe de 
solubilite experimental emen t etablie de CAH-jo, I'en
thalpie libre normale de la reaction :: 
(и) 2 Lai (он).]" + са2+ * бнпо„ t 

4Jaq aq 2 8.
Ca [Al (OH) 4J 2 ,6H2O soit ^I-^2gg= - 43,01 kJ,mol ' 

on en deduit I'enthalpie libre normale de formation 
de CAH10 :: AfG2g8 = - 4603,78 kJ.mol-1,

Dans le tableau II, sont rassemblees les va
leurs des enthalpies libres normales de formation de



Fig• : Courbe de solubilite de СА3^ et courbes de 
solubilite hypothetiques de С^2А7В^ et de re- 
portees sur le diagramme chaux-alumine-eau.

CA anhydre, de CAsh et de CAH^q. Les ecarts entre ces 
valeurs illustrent bien le role d'intermediaire que 
joue I'etat superficiellement hydroxyle entre 1'alu- 
minate monocalcique anhydre et 1'hydrate de meme rap
port C/A :

Tableau II

CaAl2O4 (CajAHOH) J2)s CAHW

■ c° 
“f 298 
kJ.mol-1

-2206,62 - 3168,57 - 4603,78

Ecart 
kj.mol~1 -961,95 -1435,21

Il est asset remarquable de constater que 1’a- 
baissement d'enthalpie libre est de 1'ordre de -240,5 
kJ par mole d'eau fixee au cours de 1'hydroxylation 
superficielle et que, lots du passage de I'etat su
perf iciellement hydroxyle ä 1'hydrate САИю, au cours 
duquel 6 moles d'eau supplements ires sont fixees, 
1'abaissement d'enthalpie libre est encore proche de 
240 kJ par mole d'eau. Il est exactement de 239,20 kJ.

D'autre part, 1'expression d'equilibre de la 
reaction (7) :
(12) xy2.1O-5'269'/^~ = 6,58.IO-6 

permet de tracer sur le diagramme chaux-alumine-eau 
la courbe de solubilite de CAg^, conformement ä nos 

hypotheses (Fig. 4).

4) EXTENSION A D'AUTRES ALUMINATES DE CALCIUM :

a) Cas_de_Ci2A7• C12A7 est un aluminate de cal
cium basique dont 1'unite de construction neut etre 
representee par la formule (|^Ca(AIO2)2J 7 > Т.СаО|^-) .

L'hydroxylation d'une unite de construction su- 
perficielle exprimee en elements de structure s'ecri- 
ra :

(13) (12Ca + 14A1O2 + 50 ) + 33H 0 ■*L, a. , - VO Z. X.A102

(12Ca + 14A1(OH)4 + 50H1) + 50Н"
Ca aio2 u

Il convient de remarquer que 1’hydroxylation 
superficielle resulte ici de deux reactions diffe
rentes : une reaction d’addition de 28 molecules 
d’eau sur les sites АЮ2 et une reaction de proto
nation de 5 sites necessitant la coupure de 5 
molecules d’eau dont les OH- residuals, dans la so
lution, neutralisent les 5 charges effectives posi
tives apparues sur les sites protones. L’inter
action entre ces charges de signes opposes doit 
conduire ä une adsorption des ions OH et favoriser 
le passage en solution de deux ions Ca^+ neutralises 
par 4 de ces ions OH- sur 5.

En se basant sur les observations faites par 
ESCA au cours de la periode initiale de 1’hydrata- 
tion de C3S (12, 13) et de C2S (14) et sur les in
terpretations de la forme des courbes Ca/Si en fonc- 
tion du temps que nous avons donnees (15), les pre
visions suivantes peuvent etre avancees :
- Dans le cas de CaA12O4 dont 11 hydroxylation super- 
ficielle resulte d’une simple addition des molecules 
d’eau, la dissolution devrait etre congruente des le 
premier contact avec 1’eau et la courbe ESCA du rap
port Ca/Al en fonction du temps ne devrait pas pre
senter de minimum initial.
- Dans le cas de Ci 2^7» unc liberation privilegiee 
dans la solution de 2 ions--Ca2+ sur 12 rejoignant 4 
sur 5 des ions OH- residueIs pourrait donner lieu a 
un leger ecart initiäl ä la congruence de la disso
lution susceptible de se traduire par un faible mi
nimum de la courbe du rapport Ca/Si en fonction du 
temps.

b) Cas de_C3Ä. Il s’agit egalement d’un alu
minate basique dont I’unite de construction peut 
etre representee par la formule (Ca iAlC^’] 2’ Е^а^2^‘ 

L’hydroxylation d’une unite de construction su- 
perficielle exprimee en elements de structure don- 
nera :

(14) (3Ca_ + 2A1O2 + 20n)c + 6H 0, -
La aio2

(3Can + 2А1(0Н)д + 20H1) + 20H*.
Ca A10, ° S ad

L’hydroxylation superficielle resulte done 
aussi d’une reaction d’addition de 4 molecules d’eau 
et d’une reaction de protonation exigeant la coupure 
de 2 molecules d’eau. C’est done ici 1 ion Ca-*  sur 
3 dont, au premier contact avec. I’eau, le passage en 
solution serait favorise par 1’existence de 2 ions 
OH~d> au lieu de 2 ions Ca^+ sur 12 dans le cas de 
c12a71 .

Si comme dans le cas de C3S et de C2S, cela se 
traduit par un ecart initial ä la dissolution con
gruente, il est possible que la courbe ESCA du rap
port Ca/Al passe, dans les toutes premieres secon- 
des du contact avec I’eau, par un minimum beaucoup 
plus net que dans le cas de C^Ay. Par la suite, la



necessite qu'un site sous-jacent o2~ soit decouvert 
pour subir ä son tour 1'hydroxylation peut permettre 
de prevoir, comme pour CgS et CzS (6,15) un retour 
progressif ä la dissolution congruente. A notre con- 
naissance, de tels essais comparatifs n'ont pas ete 
effectues systematiquement dans des conditions ri- 
goureuses. Leurs resultats permettraient d’infirmer 
ou de confirmer nos considerations theoriques et si 
le minimum initial existe dans le cas de CjjA? et de 
C3A, de se rendre compte, par la profondeur de pic, 
si seuls les ions calcium susceptibles de neutrali
ser les OHäd passent preferentiellement en solution, 
ou si les ions calcium accompagnes des hydroxyles 
formes par protonation des sites О2- du solide le 
font aussi. Pour cela ferait passer de 2 a 5
sur 12 et pour C3A de 1 a 2 sur 3, le nombre d'ions 
Ca2+ concernes. Des essais ont bien ete effectues 
par ESCA sur C3A par M.E. Tadros, W.Y. Jackson et 
J. Skalny (16). Mais ces essais ont ete faits, non 
pas sur des plaquettes frittees comme ulterieurement 
sur C3S et 13C2S (12, 13, 14), mais sur une suspen
sion aqueuse agitee dont la composition etait deter- 
minee apres filtration au bout d'une minute tandis 
que le residu solide etait examine par ESCA et spec- 
troscopie Auger. Dans le filtrat, un rapport x/y 11,9 
etait observe (avec x 1. 1,05.10-2 mol.kg-') tandis 
qu’ä la surface du solide, le rapport Ca/Al etait 
egal a I’unite. Ce dernier resultat semblerait sug- 
gerer, en considerant la reaction (14), qu’initiale- 
ment, un seul ion Ca2+ sur 3 rejoindrait en solution 
les 20H~d, ce qui donnerait, ä la surface du solide, 
un rapport Ca/Al = 1. Mais alors, on ne devrait pra- 
tiquement pas trouver d'ions [Al(OH)4] en solution 
et le temps d'observation devrait etrc de 1'ordre 
de la seconde et non de la minute. Les auteurs de
clarent que la dissolution est incongruente. Il fau- 
drait alors que, par unite de construction, en regi
me dynamique, 1 ion [aKOH^]- sur 2 passe en solu
tion accompagne par deux ions Ca2+ dont I'un serait 
neutralise par les 20Над ainsi que par I'un des deux 
OH- produits par protonation et qu'il reste comme 
residu solide superficiel :

(2VCa + CaCa + VM09 + A1(0^4 + V"" + OH" )g 
2. Al O2

c^est—a-dire (Ca Al(OH)^ ОН)Il convient de remar- 
quer que de telles unites de construction residuel
ies seraient electriquement neutres et devraient se 
reorganiser en un noyau insoluble dfun hydroalumi
nate raonocalcique basique., Une telle transformation 
parait hautement improbable. Dans les travaux que 
nous avonsfaits ulterieurement (t7)»nous avons ete 
amenes a conclure ä une dissolution congruente en 
regime etabli, mais nous n1,avons pas fait d1’analyses 
complementaires sur le solide.,

5) PASSAGE EN SOLUTION DES UNITES DE CONSTRUCTION 
SUPERFICIELLES HYDROXYLEES DE C17A7 ET C3A ET EQUI- 
LIBRE HYPOTHETIQUE DE SOLUBILITE :

Dans le cas de 1’aluminate monocalciquele 
passage en solution,, conduisant a un equilibre de 
solubilite de I’etat superficiellement hydroxyle 
(equation 7) ne pose pas de probl erne,.

II est facile de voir que I’abaissement de la 
solubilite calculee de CAg^ (equation 7) par rapport 
a la solubilite theorique de CA anhydre (equation 1)> 
provient de ce que I’enthalpie lib-re normale est de 
-■ 24O>5 kJ.mol^ par mole d’eau fixee dans CAg^» 
tandis que,. dans Inequation. I3. n’intervient que 
I’enthalpie lib-re normale de formation de l’eau li
quide fibre = — 236-„96' kJ ..mol”1 .. La differen
ce -• 3b5 kJ qui represente I’enthalpie libre nor

male moyenne de liaison de 1’eau dans CAS^ est peti
te, mais eile suffit pour faire passer la solubilite 
calculee de 0,164 mol.kg~1 a 21,3.10“^ mol.kg-1,

Avec C12A7 et C3A apparait une difficult^ que 
1’on retrouve encore a.ggravee dans le cas de C3S et 
de C2S (6). Cette difficulte est due ä 1’hydroxyla
tion partielle par protonation (avec C3S et C2S eile 
est totale) qui produit une charge electrique posi
tive ä la surface du solide equilibrant la charge des 
OH provenant de la coupure des molecules d’eau. De 
1’attraction electrostatique, doit resulter une as
sociation entre ces ions 0H~ et les charges superfi- 
cielles du solide, mais, en I’absence de donnees sur 
la force de la liaison ainsi etablie, nous sommes 
conscients qu’il est quelque peu aventureux de con- 
siderer C^Aysh et ^3Ash comme des entites superfi- 
cielles aussi bien definies que CAS^. En particulier, 
comme dans le cas de C3S et de C2S, nous avons pos— 
tule au paragraphe 4 le passage privilegie en solu
tion d’une partie des ions Ca^+ compensant ces OHa(j 
lors du premier contact avec la phase liquide et par 
la suite, la regulation de la dissolution congruente 
par la frequence du transfer! en solution des ions 
hydroxyles et des cations qui les accompagnent. Cet
te frequence impose celle de 1’hydroxylation des si
tes sous-jacents decouverts. Dans ces conditions, 
peut-il s’instaurer un equilibre de solubilite de 
Cl2A7sh et de CgAgfr d’apres les equations suivantes 
exprimees en elements de structure ?

Pour C12A7 (voir equation 13) :
(15) (12Саг + 14A1(OH)4 + 5 0H1) + 5 Ой" £l2Ca2+

Ca V*  Os ad aqA102 4
+ 14[А1(0Н)Л" +10 OH- +(12V" +14V‘ n +5V1") 

4Jaq aq Ca AIO^ 0 s 
Pour C3A : (voir equation 14) :
(16) OC.-i. + 2А1(0Н)д + 2 ОНГ) + 2 OH“, ± 3Ca2++

Ca д1* Os ad * aq

2[A1(OH)J- + 4 OH” + (3V" + 2V‘ л + 2V")
L 44aq aq Ca AlC^ O s

On a fait figurer au second membre de ces equations 
I’unite de construction vide, electriquement neutre, 
pour rappeler que c’est le degagement des unites de 
construction superficielles qui permet 1’hydroxyla
tion des sites oxygenes sous-jacents.

Il convient d’abord de remarquer, dans 1’Hypo
these d’une dissolution congruente dans 1’eau pure 
que les seconds membres de ces equations equivalent : 
pour C12A7 ä la dissolution simultanee de 7 CA^ et 
de 5Ca(0H)2 
pour C3A a la dissolution simultanee de 1 CAsh et 
de 2Ca(OH)2.
C’est-a-dire que le point M figuratif de la composi
tion sur le diagramme chaux-alumine-eau se deplaqant 
sur une droitä de rapport C/A = 12/7 pour C^2A7 et 
sur une droite de rapport C/A = 3 pour C3A, penetre- 
rait rapidement dans des domaines sursatures par rap
port ä differents hydrates (Fig. 4 ) et rencontre- 
rait notamment la courbe de supersolubilite de C2AHg 
(10, 11). Il en resulterait la precipitation imme
diate de cet hydrate et a terme,. en I’absence de 
carbonatation, celle des hydrates les plus insolu
bles : CAH|q ou le melange CAH^q et CgAHg dans le 
cas de С^зАу ; C3AH6 dans le cas de C3A. Dans ce der
nier cas, la penetration plus profonde du point fi
guratif sur la droite C/A = 3 permettrait de prevoir 
egalement la precipitation de C4AH13..

Cela explique I’absence de periode d.’'induction 
lors de l’hydratation de C12A7 et de C3A et justifie 
1’impossibilite de determiner la solubilite de leurs 
etats superficiellernent hydroxyles.



Une telle solubilite ne peut done etre qu'hy- 
pothetique et en l'absence de donnees, nous allons 
nous contenter de calculer quel serait 1'abaissement 
moyen d'enthalpie libre normale par mole d'eau fixee 
necessaire pour amener la solubilite de I’etat su- 
perficiellement hydroxyle ä une valeur arbitraire- 
ment choisie, par exemple, x = 25.1O~3 mol.kg-' dans 
les conditions de congruence de la dissolution. Cel- 
les-ci correspondent a у = 7/6 de x avec CiyAy^ et 
у = 2x/3 avec СзА5ь.

En utilisant 1'extension de Davies de la for
male de Debye et compte tenu de la relation d’elec- 
troneutralite (2), les constantes d'equilibre hypo- 
thetiques auraient comme valeurs : гт" .

Jx -0,6x)
' J0™"36-50 ,+/^ -у (2x-y) 10 ’ -

1,488.IO-65 12A7sh

(20) K<V ь
3 sn

/ /Зх , 1
/ ----- — - 0,6x1

3 2ГЭ iSn"9'126 1+/3x =
x у (2x-y) 10

8,012. 10-17

A partir des donnees du tableau I, on peut cal*-  
culer les ^r^298 ^es equations (15) et (16) qui sont 
respectivement : ArG2gg(15) = 369,85 kJ et 
ArG298(16) = 91,83 kJ. On en deduit les AfG^gg des 
etats superficiellement hydroxyles, soit : 
AfG^gg(Ci2^7)sh = - 26676,87 kJ.mol et 
AfG298(c3a)sh = * 4964,42 kJ.mol“1 11.
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Comparees a 1’enthalpie libre normale de formation 
(tableau 1) de С3Л (- 3405 kJ.mol"1) tiree d’une pu
blication de H.N. Stein (7) et ä cells de Cf 2M 
(- 18393,84 kJ.mol'1) tiree drune publication de 
O.P. Mchedlov-Petrosyan (18) , les abaissements ob
serves correspondent ä une enthalpie libre normale 
moyenne par mole d’eau liee de - 251,03 kJ dans le 
cas de Ci2A7sh et de - 259,90 kJ dans le cas de C3A.

Il ne faut pas oublier que les valeurs des so- 
lubilites ont ete arbitrairement choisies afin d’e
tre d’un ordre de grandeur comparable ä la solubili
te de CAsh. Ainsi, les enthalpies fibres moyennes 
normales de liaison par rapport ä 1’eau libre 
(AfC298 = - 236,96 kJ.mol~1) prendraient respective
ment les valeurs suivantes : - 14 kJ par mole d’eau 
dans le cas de C^2A7sh et- dans le cas de
G3Ash*  Ge sont des valeurs nettement superieures a 
celles calculees pour CAsh : - 3,5 kJ par mole d’eau 
fixee par simple addition sur les ions AIO2 superfi- 
ciels.

En meme temps que la courbe de solubilite de 
CAsh tracee ä partir de 1’equation :

( ^^7= - °’6x'l
(17) xyllcT 3-OZ 2\ 1+V3X ' = 1,029.10-5*

dont la constante correspond a une solubilite con- 
gruente de X = 21,3.10-3 mol.kg-1, on a porte sur le 
diagramme de la Fig. 4 les courbes de solubilite hy- 
pothetiques de C^Aysh et de сЗАзЬ‘

6) CONCLUSION :
La realite du processus d’hydroxylation super- 

ficielle est particulierement bien etablie,par la 
possibilite exceptionnelle qu’offre 1’aluminate mo- 
nocalcique CA d’avoir acces ä des donnees experimen
tales sur la solubilite de son etat hydroxyle CAsh- 
L’existence de cet equilibre de solubilite est con
firmee par le calcul, car 1’obtention d’une enthal
pie libre normale par mole d’eau liee superieure de 
quelques kilojoules ä 1’enthalpie libre normale mo- 

laire de formation de*  1’eau ne peut etre fortuite. La 
longue duree de vie de la solution obtenue, due, dans 
notre hypothese au fait que la courbe de solubilite 
de CASh ^ig. 4) n’a pas, a la temperature considered 
de courbes de supersolubilite d’hydrates situee au- 
dessous d’elle, (sauf ä son tout debut, celle du gel 
d’alumine), la differencie des courbes de solubilite 
des autres aluminates C^2A7sh et C3Ash qui, bien qu’ 
hypothetiques sont, selon toute vraisemblance,situees 
au-dela de la courbe de supersolubilite de C2AHg. La 
precipitation immediate de cet hydrate qui en resulte, 
voire celle de C4AH13 dans le cas de C3A et ä terme 
celle des hydrates les plus insolubles, САН-]0 et CgAH^, 
en l’absence de carbonatation, empeche irremediable- 
ment l’acces ä des mesures sur la solubilite des 
etats hydroxyles de ces aluminates basiques.
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HydraCion mechanism of calcium silicates (C3S, C2S) cement compounds, through the general concepts 
of the reactivity of solids.

Mecanisme d'hydratation des silicates de calcium (C3S, C2S) Constituante du ciment, vu ä travers les 
concepts generaux de la reactivite des solides.

2. 1

Dans une recente publication (9), H.F.W. Taylor, tout en admettant la validite des concepts generaux que 
nousavons formulas (1, 2) sur le mecanisme d'hydratation de C3S et de CpS, suggere que la formation de C-S-H ä 
partir des ions liberes dans la phase liquide par ces solides superficiellement hydroxyles (passage par la so
lution) ne s'applique qu'ä la periode initiale de 1'Hydratation : celle qui donne naissance au "C-S-ll extdrieur". 
11 suppose qu'en pate, apres les 12 premieres heures, alors que la cinetique est controlee par la diffusion, 
c est un mecanisme topochimique qui donne naissance au "C—S—H interieur". Ce mecanisme prend toujours en compte 
la protonation des ions O2- et SiO£ , coniine nous 1'avons suggere, mais il revient ä supposer la constitution 
d’une couche protectrice, formee de C-S-H et de C-H qui empeche un contact direct entre 1 *eau moleculaire et le 
silicate non encore hydrate.

Nous avons toujours postule que les mecanismes d'hydratation par 1'intermediaire de la solution et topochi- 
miques ne s'excluaient pas mutuellement, mais qu'ils etaient ä considerer comme mettant en jeu des reactions 
concurrentes (20), la predominance de 1'une ou de 1'autre dependant des conditions et des contraintes du milieu.

Nous nous proposons de montrer que les etapes elementaires interfaciales de 1'Hydratation que nous avons 
formulees ä partir de concepts generaux de la reactivite des solides, se conservent dans les differentes varian
ces de mecanismes soit par 1'intermediaire de la solution, soit topochimiques et que, non seulement elles s'a- 
daptent au cas limite d'une couche totalement protectrice envisage par H.F.W. Taylor, mais qu'en outre, elles 
permettent de prevoir un cas de mecanisme topochimique intermediaire, sans couche protectrice.

Ces etapes sont ecrites sous forme d'equations quasichimiques mettant en jeu les ions et les elements de 
structure de la surface du silicate de calcium representes dans la notation de Kröger et Vink (16). Elles sont 
illustrees par.des schemas et justifiees ä partir de faits experimentaux et au moyen d'arguments theoriques.

Ces reflexions peuvent ainsi servir de base ä un modele conceptuel refletant les differents stades du meca
nisme d'hydratation des silicates de calcium constituants des ciments et rendant compte d'un grand nombre d'ob
servations experimentales.

Em publicaqäo recente (9), EI. F. W. Taylor admite a validade dos conceitos gerais que formulamos (1, 2)" so- 
bre о mecanismo de hidrataqäo do C\S e do CgA, mas sugere que a formaqäo de C-S-H a partir dos ions liberados 
na fase liquids por_estes solidos parcialmente hidroxilados (passagem pela solutao) aplica-se apenas ao periodo 
inicial da hidrataqäo: aquele que dä origem ao "C—S—H extemo". Ele supoe que na pasta, depots das 12 primei- 
ras Horas, assim que a cinetica ё controlada pela difusäo, ё um mecanismo topoquimico que da origem ao "C-S-H 
intemo". Este mecanismo leva sempre em consideraqäo a pro Lona qao dos ions 02- e SiO^-, сото haviamos sugcrido, 
mas ele volta a_supor a constituigao de uma camada protetora, formada de C-S-H e de C-H, que impede um contato 
direto entre a ägua molecular e о silicato ainda näo hldratado.

_ Sempre postulates que os mecanismos de hidratagäo,quer pela intermediagäo da solugäo, quer os topoquimicos, 
nao se excluem mutuamente, mas que eles deviam ser considerados camo colocando em jogo reagöes concorrentes 
(20), dependendo das condigöes e das limitagdes do meio a predominäncia de uma sobre a outra.

Propcmo-nos mostrar que as etapas elementares interfaciais da hidratagäo, que formulamos a partir de concei 
tos gerais sobre a reatividade dos solidos, se mantem nas diferentes variantes de mecanismos, seja pela interme 
diaria da solugao, sejam topoquumcas, e que elas nao so se adaptam ao caso limite de uma camada totalmente pro 
tetora admitida рог H. F. W. Taylor, mas alen disso elas permitem prever-se urn caso de mecanismo topoquimico in 
termediärio, sein camada protetora. ~

Estas etapas säo apresentadas sob a forma de equagöes • guasequlmicas, colocando em jogo os ions e os elemen 
tos de estrutura da superficie do silicato de cälcio, representadas na notagäo de Kröger e Vink (16). Elas säo 
ilustradas por esquemas e justificadas a partir de fatos exEcerimentais e por meio de argumentos teoricos.

Assim, estas reflexöes podem servir de base para um modelo conceitual, refletindo os diferentes estägios da 
hidratagäo dos silicatos de cälcio que constituem os cimentos e prestando conta de grande numero de observagoes 
experimentais.



1) INTRODUCTION :
Des 1977, nous avons publie (1) les bases fonda

mentales du mecanisme d1hydroxylation superficielle 
que nous avons propose comme etape essentielle de 
1'bydratation du silicate tricalcique C3S et que nous 
avons etendu par la suite ä 1’Hydratation du silicate 
dicalcique ßCqS (2). Nous avions souligne que cette 
etape devait etre impliquee aussi bien dans un meca
nisme d'hydratation par 1 *intermediaire de la solu
tion que dans un mecanisme d’hydratation topochimique.

1 : Mecanisne de dissolution de C3S base sur une sequence repetitive de trois etapes A, В et C : represen 
‘ tat ion schematique par H.F.W. Taylor (8) du modele de P. Barret et al. (1, 2).

Par la suite nous avons approfondi notre modele 
de mecanisme pour montrer comment il etait capable de 
rendre compte d’un processus transitoire de dissolu
tion non congruente (2) lors du contact initial avec 
l’eau de C3S 011 de C2S et de 1 ’ etablissement progres- 
sif de la dissolution congruente dans la periode sui-

Nous avons pu ainsi expliquer quantitativement 
(2) le passage par un minimum du rapport Ca/Si deter
mine par ESCA en fonction du temps dans la periode . 
initiale de 1’Hydratation de C3S et de 3C2S (3, 4, 5, 
6, 7) et sa remontee progressive correspondant ä l’e- 
tablissement de la dissolution congruente.

Dans une recente etude collective du Comite 68- 
MMH de la RILEM, li.F.W. Taylor (8) a donne une repre
sentation schematiquc (Fig- 1) de notre mecanisme de 
dissolution de C3S, base sur une sequence repetitive 
de 3 etapes А, В, С.

Ul terieurement, H.F.W. Taylor (9), se basant 
sur l’existence d’un C-S-H exterieur et d’un C-S-H 
Interieur, a formule une Hypothese suivant laquelle 
le. produit exterieur se formerait partiellement ou 
totalement par dissolution et precipitation, tandis 
que la formation du produit Interieur s^rait topo
chimique .

Mais, d’apres cet auteur, la tres basse con
centration en ions silicates dans la solution laisse- 
rait cependant supposer que la migration du silicium 
a lieu partiellement et meme principalement, par le 
processus dit de ”filled-empty tetrahedron migration 
ä travers le C-S-H exterieur. Ce processus illustre 
par la Fig. 2, consisterait en le saut d’un atome de 
silicium du centre d’un tetraedre dans une lacune de 
silicium existant au centre du tetraedre voisin, les 
deux tetraedres etant accoles par une face qui serait 

traversee par I’atome de silicium migrant. Ce proces 
sus a ete originellement propose par Dent Glasser (10).

D’apres H.F.W. Taylor, la cinetique d’hydrata
tion du ciment, apres les deuze premieres heures, est 
generalement controlee par la diffusion. La migration 
du Si pourrait bien etre I’etape limitant la vitesse. 
Cet auteur suggere (Fig. 3) que les molecules d’eau 
fournissent des protons qui migrant d*oxygene  en oxy
gene ä travers la couche de C-S-H Interieur jusqu’ä 
ce qu’ils atteignent le C3S inattaque. Ils se fixent 
sur les ions 02- et SiOp de C3S qui laisse al ors 
echapper une partie de son calcium et de son silicium. 
H.F.W. Taylor suppose que cette etape du processus se 
produit conformement au mecanisme que nous avons de- 
crit (2), mais que la totalite des Ca, des Si et pro- 
bab1ement des 0 n’est pas relachee. Il considere que, 
dans la zone interfaciale, d’ailleurs non detectee 
experimentalement et d’epaisseur inconnue, intervien- 
nent de substantiels mouvements locaux d’atomes, con- 
tribuant a la formation de C-S-H. D’apres son hypothc- 
se, les atomes de Ca et de Si migrent vers I’exterieur 
ä travers le produit Interieur, car, le C-S-H posse- 
dant une structure en couches, les ions Ca^+ peuvent 
facilement emprunter les espaces entre les couches. 
Les atomes de Si peuvent se mouvoir par le processus 
de "filled-empty tetrahedron migration" decrit ci~ 
dessus. Mais I’auteur insiste sur le fait que le me
canisme qu’il suggere ne concerne pas la periode ini
tiale de la reaction. Dans le ciment, l’existence, 
durant les premiers jours, d’un Intervalle untre les 
grains anhydres et le C-S-H conformement aux obser
vations de Pratt et Ghose (11) et de Scrivener et 
Pratt (12), laisse supposer qu’au cours de cette pe
riod?, la reaction procede par dissolution et preci
pitation. De tels intervalles n’ont pas ete observes 
avec C3S pur et il semblerait que dans ce cas, le me
canisme decrit ci-dessus puisse intervenir plus tot. 
En revanche, dans le cas d’un plus grand rapport eau/ 
solide, par exemple dans les suspensions agitees, 
I’auteur ecrit que les resultats de Barret et al. (2) 
indiquent que, au moins dans le cas des silicates de 
calcium purs, le mecanisme par 1’intarmediaire de la 
solution est predominant, probablement a tous les 
stades.

Nous nous proposons de montrer que les etapes

Solution 2Ca2++40H' 3Ca2++50H"



Fig, 2 Migration d'un atome de 
tetraedres.

Si de tetraedre en

Fig, 3 ?: Representation schematique suggeree par 
H,F,W, Taylor- (9) pour la. reaction, du silicate tri- 
calcique avec l^eau. dans une pate de ciment.

elementaires interfaciales de 1 ’hydratation,, que 
nous avons ГогтиТёез ä partir des concepts дёпёгаих 
de la reactivite des solides se conservent dans les 
differentes variantes de mecanismes envisageables,. 
soit par 1 •dntermediaire de la solution,, soit topo- 
chimiques.. Nous ferons valoir en outre que ces eta
pes elementaires sont non seulement susceptibles de 
s’adapter au cas limite d’Pne couche totalement pro
tectrice qui est en fih> de compte celui envisage par 
H,F,W... Taylor,, mais qu,!en outre,, elles permettent de 
prevoir- un cas; de mecanisme topochimique aboutissant 
äj la, croissance de germes individuals.. L’existence 
di’une- couche nons protectrice formee de germes indi- 
viduels eni cours; de croissance peut etre observee 
dans, de nombreuses reactions de l’’etat solide, Une 
telle couche constitue parfois un stade intermediai- 
re (13) aboutissant ä une couche' protectrice par re- 
couvrement lateral des germes..

2) PREMIER CONTACT AVEC L’EAU ET POURSUITE DE L’HY- 
DRATATION.

, . . . 2+2.1*  pepart_d_une_partie_des_ions_Ca__ ;
Avec CgS et C2S, 1’hydroxylation superficielle 

resulte non pas d’une simple addition des molecules 
d’eau sur les sites superficiels oxygenes, come dans 
le cas de CaA1204 (14, 15), mais d'une protonation 
qui laisse dans la phase liquide des ions OH~ prove
nant de la coupure des moldcules d'eau.

Exprimee dans le Systeme des unites de cons
truction (16) les reactions s’ecrivent :

- Avec C3S
(Ca„SiOc) + 4Hn0n (СаэОН lUSiO. ) + 40H~3 5s 2 1 3 3 4 s aq

- Avec CgS :

(Ca.SiO.) + 3Ho0n (Ca9H-SiO,) ' * * + ЗОН™ 2 4 s 2 1 2 3 4 s aq

La traduction de ces reactions en elements de struc
ture donne : [j>our les symboles, voir notre 2eme pa
pier (15)]

- Avec C3S

(3caCa+Oo + SiO, )s + 3H20^(3CaCa+0H-+ )s
SiO, S10,_ 4 4

+ 40H
aq
- Et avec C-jS :: 

(2CaCa + Si«4 )s + ЗНЛ - (2CaCa +
SiO, slo,_ 4 4

+ ЗОН 
aq , . , . , .
La representation schematique de notre mecanis

me (Fig,. 1),. donnee par H.F.W, Taylor comme une se
quence repetitive de trois etapes А, В, C n’est en 
fait valable que pour le premier contact de C3S ou 
de C2S avec 11eau.

En effet, tons les sites oxygenes superficiels 
ont pu s’hydroxyler ä ce premier contact, a moins 
qu’une partie d’entre eux ne l’ait dejä ete au con
tact de l’air humide ambiant,. En raison de la forte 
interaction electrostatique devant exister entre les 
charges effectives superficiell.es du solide et les 
ions OHag liberes dans I'eau par la protonation des 
sites oxygenes,. on peut ecrire ОЫ™^ (adsorbe) au lieu 
de OHaq,. et lors du premier contact avec l!'eau, nous 
admettrons un passage massif en solution des entites 
superficielles constitutes par ^(Ca^a)s + 4OHa^J 

dans le cas de C„S ou Г(Са_ ) + 20H ,1 dans le casЭ Ca s 3(1J
de C^S suivant la reaction t

— it- 7+ —(Car ) 4- 20H (Vr )e -ь Сад + 20HCa s ad Ca. s aq aq

C’est ce passage massif initial d’hydroxyde de cal
cium dans la solution qui dans notre interpretation
(2) permet d’expliquer la brusque chute du rapport 
Ca/Si superficiel observe par ESCA dans les toutes 
premieres secondes du contact avec I’eau aussi bien 
avec C3S qu’avec C2S (4-, 5, 6) et qui laisse des uni
tes de construction partiellement lacunaires et elec- 
triquement neutres telles que :

(2V"' + Ca +■ OH*  + H Si04'*)  dans le cas de CQS ca ca и J s.o^ s 3

et (V"' +• Ca + H-SiOz* '*)  + OH , dans le cas de C,SCa Ca 3 s ad 2
4

Mais par la suite,, un tel processus massif ne 
peut pas se reproduire car il n’existe plus d’ions 
OHaq excedentaires. dans la solution au voisinage im— 
mediae de 1’interface, Le renouvellement des ions
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se fera alors individuellement ä la frequence 
avec laquelle de nouveaux sites oxygenes seront de- 
couverts grace au depart des anions prec^demment hy- 
droxyles, par la mise en oeuvre de l’un des quatre 
types de transfert que nous allons examiner.

La protonat-ion des sites decouverts est suppo- 
see instantanee tant qu’il existe un contact direct 
avec l’eau. Le degagement des sites hydroxyles sera 
done 1’etape determinant la vitesse.

2.2. Transformation intermediaire des unites 

port aux ions HgSiO^aq, on peut imaginer une organi
sation interne de chaque unite de construction super- 
ficielle suivant les reactions : 

(2VCa + CaCa + °H0 +
4

(2VT* + Car + V + H SiOÄ' ) + H O dans le casLa La 0 2 ^7^ s 2 5,
4

de CgS ct :

(V" + Car + H-SiO/**')  + OH*.  >
Ca Ca 3 s ad

4

(V" + Ca + H^SiO^*  ) + HQ0 dans le cas de C0S. t»a с a 2- _ • _ z. л, 2SlO,4
Mais, alors que dans C3S et C2S les ions sili

cates sont sous forme monomere, il a cte etabli que 
dans C-S—H, meme aux valeurs du rapport Ca/Si pro
ches de 1, les ions silicates etaient dimeres a 96 7= 
(22, 23). On pent done se demander si ces ions dime
res ne se forment que lors de la nucleation et la 
croissance du C-S-H ou s’ils preexistent en totali- 
te ou en partie. Lear preexistence peut etre expli- 
quee par la transformation intermediaire de deux 
unites de construction voisines suivant les schemas 
reactionnels :
Pour C3S :

2(2VCa + CaCa + 0H0 + H3Si°f0’)s '

4
(2v" + ca. + oh: + v;:;-) +Ca Ca 0 S1O4 s

(2V" + Ca. + ОНД + H.Si.o:1 )Ca Ca 0 427s
Si04

Pour C2S :

2(VCa + CaCa + H3Si04'-)s + 20H;d #
SlO,4

(VCa + CaCa + Vslö;)+20Häd+ (VCa + CaCa +
4 Si04

3) CONSERVATION DES ETAPES ELEMENTAIRES INTERFACIA- 
LES DE L HYDRATATION DANS LES DIFFERENTES VARIANTES 
DE MECANISMES :

*

3.1. pegagement_des_sites_superficiels_hydro- 
xyles_par transfert_en_solution :

C*est*l ’dtape C de Ta figure 1 grace ä laquel
le les unites de construction superficielles qui ont 
deja perdu une partie de leurs ions Ca2+ (equation 
2) achevent de se vider et decouvrent les unites de 
construction non encore hydroxylees de la couche 
sous-jacente. Suivant le processus general decrit 
dans le paragraphe precedent, elles le font, non pas 
simultenement, mais ä des dates echelonnees au hasard 
dans le temps. En consequence, les sites sous-jacents 

sont rehydroxyles successivement et non plus simulta- 
nement ce qui entraine 11 installation progressive de 
la dissolution congruence se manifestant sur les 
courbes ESCA par la remontee vers la valeur du rap
port Ca/Si = 3, apres le minimum initial (4, 5, 6).

Il existe d’abord une periode de dissolution 
pure qui se manifeste dans les suspensions aqueuses 
agitees de C3S de rapport liquide/solide, 5,/s = 5, 
10, 20 ... La limite de cette periode est marquee 
(Fig. 4) par le maximum de la courbe de la silice et 
simultanement par le debut du palier que presente la 
courbe de la chaux (21). Ce palier est du a un etat

Fig. 4 : Periode de dissolution pure et palier in
termediaire de la courbe de concentration des ions 
calcium entraines dans un precipite de C-S-H avec 
les ions silicates accumules en solution sursaturee 
de concentration maximale, a) Ca2+, b) НзЗЮд.

stationnaire correspondent ä la precipitation sous 
forme de C-S-H des ions silicates qui se sont accumu
les dans la solution en meme temps que les ions cal
cium avec lesquels ils ont constitue une solution 
sursaturee par rapport au C-S-H.

Le domaine de sursaturation est delimite supe- 
rieurement,non par la courbe de solubilite de C3Ssh 
(comme ce serait le cas avec CAsh)*  mais dans notre 
interpretation (19, 20) par la courbe de supersolu- 
bilitd de C-S-H en fonction de la composition de la 
solution a temperature constante.

Lorsque, par accroissement des concentrations 
en ions silicates et en ions calcium, cette courbe 
est atteinte, la precipitation de C-S-H a lieu sans 
delai et la solution est le siege de deux reactions 
consecutives:
La dissolution de Сз35ь suivant 1* equation :
1) 2(Ca^OHH„SiO,) ’  + 8011”, ±* **334s ad

2+ - -
6Ca + 10 OH + 2HqSlO.aq aq 3 4aq

Et la precipitation de C-S-H (suppose ici de rapport 
C/S = 1) suivant I'equation :
2) 2Ca2+ + 20H~ + 2H3SiO~ Ca2(OH)2H4Si2O7
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En designant par et 52 ^es degres d'avance- 
ment de ces reactions et par n(Ca^+) le nombre molai- 
re d’ions Ca2+, les vitesses de variation du nombre 
d’ions Ca2+ du fait de chacune de ces reactions se- 
rait : 

9+ 2 +d1n(Ca ) d^ d2n(Ca ) dC2
dt dt et dt 2 dt

La vitesse de variation globale serait alors :

dn(Ca^+) d.nCCa^ ) d n(Ca^ )

dt dt dt 1 2

d-i d4 . .
v. = —:— et v- = —— sont respectivement les vi- 1 dt 2 dt p
tesses des reactions 1) et 2). Le palier dans la 
courbe de la chaux correspond ä la chute de concen
tration de la silice apres le maximum, dont la vi- 

__ . . dn(Ca^+)
tesse est telle que, fortuitement ----- — -----  2=i 0,

c'est-ä-dire v2 5L pendant cette courte periode 
(dependant du rapport liquide/solide). Puis, par la 
suite, cTest la concentration des ions silicates qui 
varie peu, restant dans un etat quasi stationnaire. 
Par un calcul semblable au precedent, on tire de 
dn(HnSiO7)3 4 n „

habituellement en reactivite des solides conduisent 
a considerer deux types d’interfaces solide-solide 
que nous appelerons "interface ouverte" et "interfa
ce fermee". Ces cas sont illustres par les schemas a) 
et b) des figures 5 et 6 . Ces figures se rapportent 
respectivement ä la formation d’un C-S-H de rapport 
Ca/Si = 1 et ä celle d’un C-S-H de rapport Ca/Si = 2. 
Cas a : Le cas a) est celui de la croissance indivi
duelle d’un germe de C-S-H en relation d’epitaxie 
avec le substrat. L‘interface est dite ouverte parce 
que la famille des plans cristallographiques qui de
limitent 1’interface C3S/C-S-H vient couper la surfa
ce du cristallite. Dans cette Hypothese, les especes 
chimiques peuvent alors etre echangees directement

Fig. 5 : Representation schematique d’un mecanisme de 
croissance de C—S—H de rapport Ca/Si = 1 : a) dans le 
cas d’une interface ouverte (germe individuel), b) 
dans le cas d’une interface fermee supposant une cou- 
che protectrice de C-S-H siege de la diffusion des 
ions H+ et Ca^+. 

Apres le palier, la concentration en chaux va 
done de nouveau augmenter jusqu’ä un maximum 
(v ЗбИО^З Tuol.kg-’) correspondent, dans notre inter
pretation (2* 1) au point de supersolubilite de 1’hy- 
droxyde de calcium (portlandite) ä la temperature, 
consideree. Lorsque ce point est atteint, une troi- 
siere reaction simultanee, consecutive ä la reaction
1, parallele a la reaction 2, debute : 
3) Ca2+ + 20H~ -- Ca(0H)o

aq aq 2

Il est utile d'insister sur la simulitude des 
concepts (courbe ou point de supersolubilite) qui 
permettent d1 interpreter ici 1c declenchement, d*a- 
bord de la precipitation du C-S-H, ensuite, de celle 
de I'hydroxyde de calcium.

Remarquons egalement, que dans notre concep
tion, il convient de faire la distinction entre le 
processus d ’Hydratation de C3S ou de C2S et le pro
cessus de formation du C-S-H et de 1‘hydroxyde de 
calcium. En effet, le processus d'hydratation est le 
resultat de 1 ’etape d’hydroxylation superficielle 
qui apporte, par sequences repetitives, tons les H 
et les OH- aux phases anhydres en interaction direc- 
te avec les molecules d’eau (certains diraient ’’par 
un processus topochimique”)*

La formation du C-S-H et celle de I’hydroxyde 
de calcium correspondent a des stades ulterieurs qui 
ne changent pratiquement pas, ou assez peu, le nom
bre des molecules d’eau d*Hydratation, car ils re
sultent de la combinaison des ions dejä hydroxyles 
(par protonation, plus le reliquat d’ions OHaj).

Dans un processus dit ’’par 1 ’ intermediaire de 
la solution” le transfert des ions superficiels hy
droxyles et des cations qui les accompagnent a lieu 
dans la phase liquide au voisinage immediat de 1’in
terface et la formation du C-S-H, ainsi que celle de 
I’hydroxyde de calcium resultent de processus de 
precipitation.

3.2. begagement_des_sites_superficiels_hydroxy- 
les par transfert interfacial direct dans une phase 
hydratee :

Hormis le cas de 1’interface solide-solution 
ci-dessus envisage, les examples que I’on rencontre



entre l’exterieur et 1’interface dans laquelle elles 
sont susceptibles de diffuser. Ce peut etre le cas 
pour les ions H+ de l’eau dont la diffusion dans 
1* interface permettra de realiser la protonation des 
ions oxygenes. En outre, quatre ions Ca2+ sur six, ou 
deux sur six, selon que le rapport Ca/Si du C-S-H est 
1 (Fig. 5) ou 2 (Fig. 6) de.vront diffuser le long de 
1’interface pour rejoindre les ions OH- dans la solu
tion. Dans le second cas, les quatre OH- excedentai- 
res en solution devront egalement diffuser le long 
de 1* interface en sens oppose, afin de completer les 
deux unites de construction representees. On a suppo
se que celles-ci avaient subi la transformation des 
ions hydrogenosilicates monomeres en ions dimeres.

Mais l’acte essentiel qui confererait ä ce ty
pe de transformation le caractere topochimique serait 
le transfert direct, a travers 1 ’interface, des uni
tes de construction ainsi preparees par ces etapes 
pieliminaires et leur agregation au germe de C-S-H.

On voit que la distinction entre processus pu- 
rement topochimique et processus par 1rintermediaire 
de la solution est assez delicate ä etablir experi- 
mentalement et repose essentiellement dans notre mo
dele, sur la largeur de 1* interface et la possibilite 
offerte ou non aux molecules d’eau d'y penetrer et 
d’y jouer leur role de solvent.
Cas b : Le cas b) est celui de 1Taugmentation d’e- 
paisseur d’une couche protectrice de C-S-H interdi- 
sant le contact direct des molecules d’eau et du C3S 
ou du C2S restant. L‘interface interne entre C3S (ou 
C2S) et C-S-H est dite fermee parce que les echanges 
ioniques avec la phase aqueuse ne peuvent se faire 
que par diffusion volumique ä travers la couche de 
C-S-H protectrice. Ce cas correspond exactement a 
I’hypothese formulee par H.F.W. Taylor (9) (Fig. 3). 
Mais nous ne ferons pas la distinction, qui ne sem- 
ble pas encore tres bien fondee experimental ement 
(24) entre C-S-H Interieur et C-S-H exterieur. On 
voit (Fig. 5) que pour obtenir un C-S-H de rapport 
Ca/Si = 1 ä partir de C3S, il faudrait, d’une part 
que les protons de l'eau diffusent a travers la cou
che de C-S-H pour provoquer la protonation des sites 
superficiels oxygenes du C3S restant et que, d’autre 
part quatre ions Ca2+ sur six appartenant ä deux uni
tes de construction interfacial es diffusent en sens 
oppose a travers la couche de C-S-H pour rejoindre 
les ions 0H~ resultant de la dissociation des quatre 
molecules d’eau qui ont fourni les protons.

Pour obtenir un C-S-H de rapport Ca/Si = 2 
(Fig. 6) ce serait seulement deux ions Ca2+ sur six 
qui devraient diffuser ä travers la couche de C-S-H 
tandis que les quatre 0H~ escedentaires devraient 
diffu ser en sens oppose pour venir completer les 
deux unites de construction qui sont representees, 
comme dans le cas a), en supposant la formation in- 
termediaire d’un ion dimere H^Si2Oy~.

Comme precedemment, l’acte essentiel ä carac
tere topochimique serait le degagement par transfert 
interfacial direct des sites hydroxyles grace ä ces 
etapes diffusionnelles preliminaires et leur agrega
tion a la base de la couche de C-S-H protectrice dont 
1 epaisseur irait ainsi en croissant.

Sans exclure. la possibilite d’une diffusion du 
silicium envisagee par H.E.W. Taylor dans son modele, 
nous constatons qu’une telle diffusion, sans devoir 
etre exclue, n’apparait pas comme indispensable pour 
expliquer, par ces mecanismes topochimiques ä 1’in
terface ouverte et ä interface fermee, la croissance 
de germes individuels ou d’une couche protectrice de 
C-S-H. Dans la cioissar,*e  de couches dr oxydes protec- 
teurs sur les me*-  ,x> »elon le type de defauts ponc- 
tuels predominant, ce sont soit les cations, soit les 
anions qui diffusent, parfois les deux simultanement. 

Les cas ou la composition du C-S-H serait interme- 
diaire entre 1 et 2 peuvent etre prevus de la meme 
facon. Du C-S-H de rapport Ca/Si = 1,5 par exemple 
pourrait etre obtenu par diffusion vers la phase li
quide, a travers la couche protectrice de C-S-H, de 
trois ions Ca^+ sur six et la diffusion en sens oppo
se vers 1’interface, de seulement deux ions OH- pro
venant de la dissociation des quatre molecules d’eau.

3.3. pegageTnent_des_sites_superficiels_hydroxy- 
les_]2ar_diffus ion_yolumique_vers_l ’ interieur de la 
phase anhydre :

On peut supposer 1’existence d’une diffusion 
des protons fixes sur les sites oxygenes superficiels 
vers 1’Interieur du solide anhydre. Des sites inter-

Fig. 6 : Representation schematique d’un mecanisme 
de croissance de C-S-H de rapport Ca/Si = 2 : a) cas 
d’une interface ouverte (germe individuel), b) cas 
d’une interface fermee supposant une couche protec
trice de C-S-H siege de la diffusion des ions H+ 
Ca2+ et OH".



nes se trouveraient ainsi hydroxyles tandis que des 
sites superficiels seraient deshydroxyles sans pour 
autant decouvrir les sites sous-jacents. Ces sites 
superficiels pourraient done etre de nouveaux hydro
xyles et un etat de regime serait ainsi cense s'eta- 
blir. II faut toutefois penser que le renouvellement 
des protonations superficielles conduirait a une ac
cumulation des ions OHäd formes dans la solution au 
voisinage immediat de 1'interface. Or une telle ac
cumulation n'est pas possible. Des ions Ca2+ de- 
vraient done quitter la surface du solide et passer 
avec ces ions OHa(j dans la solution suivant le meca- 
nisme precedemment envisage. Les lacunes d'ions Ca2+ 
ainsi creees pourraient favoriser un processus de 
diffusion des ions Ca2+ de l'interieur du solide 
anhydre vers 1'interface afin de perpetuer leur pas
sage en solution pour у neutraliser les ions OHa(j 
nouvellement crees. Cependant, les unites de cons
truction partiellement lacunaires, telles que :

^VCa + ^aCa + 0^0 + HqSiOÄ'') apparaitraient 
SiO^

ainsi ä l'interieur de la matrice du silicate de 
calcium anhydre ne pourraient pas non plus s'accu- 
muler dans la phase solide, ä la maniere d'impuretes 
de substitution, sans qu'intervienne une reorganisa
tion structurale donnant naissance, par voie topo- 
chimique, ä des germes de C-S-H. A partir de cet 
instant, seraient crees des.interfaces ouvertes se- 
parant les germes et-la phase solide originelle, car 
le processus cesserait d'etre monophase et 1'on se
rait ramene au mecanisme de croissance envisage dans 
le cas a) (paragraphe 3.2) qui, par recouvrement la
teral progressif des germes pourrait conduire au cas 
b) ä couche protectrice. Un tel processus de diffu
sion volumique pourrait done preparer la nucl£ation 
topochimique de germes de C-S-H.

г») CONCLUSION :
Il est done clair que les etapes elementaires 

de 1 Hydratation que nous avons formulees en utili- 
sant les symboles classiques des defauts ponctuels 
et des impuretes de substitution dans et ä la surfa
ce des cristaux se conservent et se retrouvent dans 
les differents types de mecanismes envisages. Ceux- 
ci s'inspirent des comportements habitue 1 lenient ob
serves sur de nombreux examples en reactivite des 
solides.

Tous prennent-ils une part active dans 1'hydra- 
tation de C3S et de C2S ? Cela depend des vitesses 
relatives des reactions simultanees qui interviennent 
dans la reaction complexe d'hydratation et des va
leurs des constantes de vitesse de leurs etapes ele— 
mentaires, ä une temperature donnee, et dans les con
ditions creees par 1'evolution du Systeme. Il est 
certain qu'au cours de la periode initiale, le pro
cessus passe par la solution et qu'il у a precipita
tion de C-S-H. Faut-il attendre que s'installe mani- 
festement un regime de diffusion (au bout de 12 heu- 
res ou plus) , pour envisager un processus au moins 
partiellement topochimique ? La question mdrite d'e
tre posee car, meme apres un temps beaucoup plus 
court, lorsque_la concentration des ions Ca2+ atteint 
20.10 mol.kg 1, celle des ions silicates est dejä 
tres faible et il n'est pas impossible qu'un proces
sus a interface ouverte (suffisamment large ou trop 
etroite pour qu'y penetrent ou non les molecules 
d'eau) devienne compgtifif avec le processus de dis
solution-precipitation classique.

Ce que nous avons voulu montrer, e'est que la 
souplesse des mecanismes ci-dessus decrits leur 
permettent de s'adapter ä tous les cas de figures 
aussi bien dans 1'Hydratation des aluminates de cal

cium (15) que dans celle des silicates et qu'ils 
peuvent constituer la base d'un modele conceptuel ge
neral de l'hydratation des constituants des Hants 
hydrauliques.
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Mechanism of the action of superplasticizers studied by the proton NMR. 
Mecanisme d'action des fluidifiants etudie par RMN du proton.

RESUME L'Hydratation de diffcrents constituants du ciment Portland C^S, C,A, C,A + gypse, de melanges 
C3S +. C3A avec et sans SyPse et de ciment blanc a ete suivie par Resonance Magnetique Nucleaire a 
impulsions, en presence de fluidifiants et dans des pates temoins sans adjuvants.

Les parametres etudies sont le rapport eau/solide, la nature du fluidifiant (base naphtalene 
sulfonate, lignosulfonate ou melamine formaldehyde) et son dosage, la finesse de broyage et la proportion 
de CjA dans les melanges et dans le ciment.

, Les mesures de temps de relaxation Spin-reseau TT sont faites des les premieres minutes apres 
le gachage et jusqu'a 28 jours pour certains echantillons. Elies montrent la progression de 1'aire 
interfaciale solide-eau developpee dans la pate de ciment en cours d1Hydratation, 1'importance relative 
des constituants dans le melange et faction tres differenciee des fluidifiants sur les silicates et 
les aluminates de calcium.

A hidratacao de diferentes componentes do cimento Portland - C,S, C,A, C7A + gesso, 
misturas de C,S + C3A com e sem gesso e cimento branco foi acompanhada por Ressonäncia Magne- 
tica Nuclear de impulses, em presenga de fluidificantes e em pastas testemunho sem aditivos.

Os parämetros estudados säo a relagäo ägua/solido, a natureza do fluidificante (ba
se sulfonato de naftaleno, lignossulfonato ou melamina formaldeida) e sua dosagem, a finura 
de moagem e a propergao de C^A nas misturas e no cimento.

_ As medidas de,tempo de relaxagäo Spin-rede T. säo feitas desde os primeiros minutos 
apös о amassamento e ate aos 28 dias para algumas amostras. As medidas mostram a progressao' 
do ar interfacial solido-ägua desenvolvido na pasta de cimento no decorrer da hidratagao, a 
importäncia relative dos constituintes na mistura, e a agäo muito diferenciada dos fluidifi- 
cantes sobre os silicatos e os aluminatos de cälcio.



INTRODUCTION

Les essais decrits dans cette etude utilisent 
la Resonance Magnctique Nucleaire (RMN) et la tnesure 
des temps de relaxation du proton.

Des etudes ont dejä ete realisees en RMN sur 
du Silicate tricalcique ou du ciment dont LAHAJNAR 
et al (1) ont suivi 11 hydratation, distinguant, 
ä partir des mesures de relaxation du proton (T spin
reseau ou T^ spin-spin) l'eau d1adsorption de l'eau 
de cristallisation. Les memes auteurs ont egalement 
utilise la RMN du solide sur 27a1. D'apres BLINC et 
al (2), les molecules d'eau sent hautement mobiles 
dans la couche adsorbee et s'echangent rapidement 
avec l'eau des pores ä leur contact. MACTAVISH et 
al (3) ont pu decomposer les signaux RMN en diffe- 
rents greupes de spins correspondant aux hydrates 
formes et aux categories d'eau liee. DIMIC et DROLJC 
(4) KOCUVAN et URSIC (5) ont presente des courbes 
de variation de T en absence et en presence d'adju
vants dans des pares de ciment Portland.

Nous avons applique la RMN du proton aux cons- 
tituants du ciment Per*-.land,  CjS et C^A, etudies 
separement puis en melanges avec le gypse ceci afin 
de micux decomposer les cinetiques d'Hydratation 
et de mettre en evidence 1'action des fluidifiants 
et I1influence du rapport Eau/Solide.

I TECHNIQUE

Rappelons que certains noyaux atomiques posse- 
dent an moment angulaire do spin p auquel cst associe 
un moment magnetique jtt = yp, ydtant lc rapport gyro- 
magnetique caracteristique de chaque noyau. La com- 
posante de ce moment magnetique sur une direction 
donnee Z cst, d'apres la Mecanique Quantique 
ftz h/21T,h etant la constante de Planck; m ne 
peut prendre que des valeurs discretes, + | dans le 
cas le plus simple du proton.

Si un champ magnetique- exterieur Bo est appli
que le long de l'axe Z, il apparait un terme d'ener
gie d'interaction entre le champ et le moment magne
tique nucleaire de la forme E = - u, Bo = -y)j m Bo 
(H = h/2TT). *

II en resulte que les niveaux d'energie du 
noyau sont olives avec un ecart Де =-yVi Bo, la re
sonance entre ces dcux niveaux d'energie peut ctre 
excitee ä une frequence appropriee у0 teile que 
ДЕ = hVo seit Vo = уВо/2ТГ .

Nous avons utilise la spectroscopic RMN par 
impulsions. L'impulsion de frequence appropriee у0 a 
pour effet de modifier la repartition des popula
tions de spins entre les deux etats i- 5 et - 5 et 
donne un etat de magnetisation excite Mz. Si 1'irra
diation est stoppee, la composante Mz se relaxe sui- 
vant Mt = Mz (l-e-t/Tl), Tj etant le temps de relaxa
tion longitudinal ou spin-reseau,11 behänge d'energie 
ayant lieu entre les spins et le reseau cristallin 
dans le cas des solides, 1* ensemble des molecules 
en mouvement dans un liquide.

La valeur de T| proton est done etroitement 
reliee ä la mobilite des molecules d'eau ou ä la 
structure des hydrates d'oü son interet pour 1'etude 
de l'hydratation detriments.

Un deuxieme temps de relaxation T2 est defini ; 
il concerne la composante de M perpendiculaire au 
champ (temps de relaxation spin-spin), les deux 
valeurs Tj et T2 n'etant pas egales dans le cas d'une 

structure non liquide.

L'appareil utilise est un spectrometre BRL'KER 
SXP ä impulsions et transformee de Fourier, frequence 
de resonance du proton 90 MHz. Le temps de relaxation 
Tj est mesure grace ä une sequence d'impulsions 

ТГТ1Т/2, T variable. Quelques mesures de T2 ont ete 
faites par la methode de I'echo de spin ou sequence 
IT, 2 T IT et ulterieurement par la methode CARR PURCELL 

(impulsion TT/Z suivie d' un serie d' impulsions IT ).

II ESSAIS SUR C?S AVEC ET SANS FLUIDIFIANT

II.1 Experimentation :

,Le C3S prepar- au CERILH, de surface specifique 
Blaine 2040 cm2/g a ete gache avec de l'eau distillee 
au rapport E/S = 0,40 ou 0,28. Les mesures de T, sont 
faites des cinq minutes d'Hydratation et jusqu'ä 
M OU 48 heures. La dccroissance de Ti en fonction du 
temps apparait sur la figure 1.

, Quelques mesures de T2 ont ete faites sur 
1 cchantillon n°2 a E/S 0,40, la valeur observee 
par spin-echo apres 12 minutes d'Hydratation est 
de 9 a 10 ms. Cette valeur ainsi que celles de Ti 
semblent en accord avec des resultats antericurs 
(1-2) et nous en donnons ci-apres une interpretation 
originale.
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lig.l - Variation du temps de relaxation T, en fonction 
du temps. 1

Un fluidifiant commercial ä base de polynaphta- 
lene ,sulfonate de sodium (NSS) est ajoute ä 1'eau 
de gachage ä raison de 0,9 % en poids du ciment. 
Le produit a un effet extremement important sur 
1 Hydratation de CqS: sur 1'echantillon E/S = 0,40 
Tj reste constant de 5 minutes jusqu'ä 4 heures 
U,55 s). Cette valeur est proche de celle observee 
initialement sur les temoins E/S = 0,40.

II.2 Interpretation des reshltats •

Des resultats intcressants peuvent etre deduits 
de la representation de l/T, en fonction du temps, 
ette variation apparait lineaire au meins jusqu'ä 

9 heures d'Hydratation (figure 2). Elie se prete 
a 1 application d'un modele ä deux phases "a* 1 et "b" 



de temps de relaxation respectifs Tja et Tlb, pro
ches de l'eau libre pour a et d'eau fortement per- 
turbee par la surface des Hydrates sur quelques 
couches (phase b). Des etudes anterieures sur des 
suspensions d'argile ont montre que seules les mole
cules d'eau situees ä meins de 10 X de la surface so
lide avaient leurs temps de relaxation perturbe 
(6-7). Connaissant la quantite d'eau ayant une re
laxation perturbee, il est possible d'en deduire 
la surface de la phase solide.

Les deux phases a et b etant supposees en 
echange rapide le temps de relaxation moyen Tp est

Tp—1 = a Tla-1 + b Tjp,-1, a et b etant les frac
tions molaires des deux phases (ar b = 1). La 
valeur initiale de T, n'est plus egale ä celle 
de l'eau libre (2,ö5 s), il existe done des le
debut de 11 Hydratation, une fraction b0 d'eau liee > 
d' oii 1' Hypothese b = b0 +j3t, le volume de phase 
b augmentant avec le temps comme la surface deve- 
loppee des grains Hydrates. Ce modele semble bien
verifie
apres quo
tend vers

jusqu'ä une dizaine d'heures environ, 
i, la variation de T]" s'inflechit et 

un palier correspondant ä la disparition
de la phase a.

Si К est la pente de Tp = f (t), sensiblement 
egale a E/S = 0,40ou0,28, К -160 x 10~6 s-^, alors 
/3= К/(1/Tpt, - 1/Tpai> la valeur 1/Tpa correspondant 
a 1'eau libre, 1/Tpp, est pris egal ä la valeur 
correspondant au palier (Tlb = 145 ms) lorsqu'a

Fig.2 : C^S . Variation de 1/Tp en fonction du temps

disparu la phase a,/3 24,4 x IO-6 S-1

La valeur initiale de la proportion d'eau liee 
bo depend du rapport E/S: 1'application de la rela
tion d/Tp),, = l/т,, + bo (l/Tib-t/Tia) donne pour 
E/S = 0,40 b0 = 4,5 et pour E/S = 0,28, b0 = 8,7 %• 
Ces valeurs relativement faibles et les surfaces 
specifiques que 1'on peut en deduire, semblent 
confirmer le fait qu'une tres faible partie du CjS 
soit interessce au tout debut de 1'Hydratation (8). 
D'autre part, 1'effet du fluidifiant sur CgS semble 
figer cet etat initial de 1'eau dans le Systeme 
au moins jusqu'ä 20 h, le developpement des produits 
d'Hydratation reprenant ensuite suivant une cinetique 
qui reste ä preciser.

II.3 y£sures_de_Ti a_longue echeance:

Certains dchantillons conserves dans les tubes 
RMN ЬоисНёз ont fait l'objet de mesures de T, ä plus 
longue ёсНёапсе. Nous donnons ci-apres les resultats 
des mesures apres une semaine.

Au bout de 28 jours, nous ne trouvons plus en

Echantillon Echeance T^ms
1 E/S = 0,4 11 jours 140
2 E/S = 0,4 10 jours 140
3 E/S = 0,4 10 jours 14О
5 E/S = 0,28 8 jours 95
6 E/S - 0,28 + 1 % NSS 8 jours 145 

genbral une seule valeur de Tj. Un calcul graphique 
simple permet de connaitre les proportions Mj/Mo et 
M2/Mo des deux groupes de spins et les valeurs des 
temps Tq long et T court.

T = 100 ms (80 %)
C S E/S = 0,40 ЗО jours

Tlc = 8,7 ms (20% )

г s г/s n vS 7Я ■ T11 = 60 ms (6°L-b L/b = 0,2o 2o jours i-L
Tlc = 11 ms (40 %)

Ces valeurs et les pourcentages des contributions 
indiquees sent approximatifs, ils montrent en tous 
cas que 1'approximation de 1'echange rapide n'est 
plus valable et qu'il у a compartimentage entre 
differentes categories d'eau liee (3).

Ill ESSAIS SUR C^A

Le C3A presentait une surface specifique BLAINE 
de 2150 cm2/g. Deux rapports E/S ont ete utilises 
0,40 et 0,60, un troisieme echantillon etant gachd 
ä E/S = 0,40 mais avec fluidifiant NSS dans 1'eau 
de gächage dose a 0,75 %■

III.l CqA-Seul^^non gypse)

• б'З-А E/S - 0,40 : dans ce cas nous trouvons 
deux valeurs de T^. Si les valeurs des deux Ту varient 
relativement peu (600 ms et 150 ä 200 ms), les pro
portions evoluent rapidement avec le temps d'Hydra
tation (figure 3). Des mesures ont ete faites jusqu’ä 
46 h : la proportion de constituant ä temps long 
est alors tres fortement reduite, T< = 400 ms pour 10% 
environ, le Ту court etant de 83 ms. Si nous ne 
tenons compte que de Tyc majoritaire des 20 minutes
d'Hydratation, la courbe de variation Ту = f (t) est 
voisine de celle obtenue par d'autres auteurs (4) 
et indiquerait une forte augmentation de la propor
tion d'eau liee des les premiers instants (figure 4).

. CgA E/S = 0,60 : le comportement de cet echan
tillon est tres different du precedent: un seul 
Ту est observe et sa valeur augmente avec le temps 
(ЗЗО ms ä 10min et 700 ms ä 2 h).

• C?>A avec E/S = 0,40 : le fluidifiant
est le meme qu'avec C3S , ä base NSS et dose ä 0,75 % 
en poids de CqA. Il semble avoir peu d'effet sur 
СзА: le comportement de cet echantillon a ete assez 
proche de celui du temoin jusqu'ä 40 minutes (deux 
valeurs de Tj en proportions variables) puis ä partir 
de 1 heure n'apparait plus qu'un seul Ту (165 ms) qui



tend ä augmenter par la suite. Comine dans le cas 
du temoin E/S = 0,60, cette augmentation pourrait 
avoir pour cause la cristallisation lente de C,AH(, en 
cristaux de plus en plus gros ayant pour effet de 
diminuer la surface developpde ou le rapport S/M 
des hydrates (diminution de la phase b) en meme 
temps que de liberer une certaine quantite d1 eau 
faiblement liee (9-11). D'aprcs la Diffraction des 
Rayons X, la composition en hydrates et anhydres 
des trois echantillons differe tres nettement :

. " ~ °>®. -"1" hydrate bien def ini et bicn
cristallise est CgAilg. Ц reste tres pen de C3A anliydre

. • E/S - 0,4 : il у a trois ä quatre fois 
meins de C^AHg que dans 11echantillon precedent, 
la presence d'aluminates hydrates hexagonaux mal 
cristallises est certaine et il reste beauccup plus 
de CjA anhydre.

. C^A E/S -0,4 +0,75 % USS : 1'effet du fluidi- 
fiant ä cette echeance (140 h) est tres net et eton- 
nant: ä meme E/S, cet echantillon est bcaucoup plus 
hydrate que le temoin essentiellement ä I'etat de 
^3^6’ Iе Diagramme est pratiquement identique ä 
celui de I'echantillon E/S = 0,6, le fluidifiant 
modifie done la nature des phases presentes et le 
taux d'hydratation.

Ces observations peuvent etre reliees aux compor- 
tements differents ä l'echelle moleculaire en RMN: 
si 1'hydratation conduit ä du (cas E/S = 0,6 
ou E/S = 0,4 avec fluidifiant) le temps de relaxation 
moyen du proton a tendance ä augmenter. Sur le temoin 
subsiste une forte population de protons ä T) court 
alors qu'il s'est forme en abondance des aluminates 
hexagonaux plus ou meins mal. cristallisös. Ceux- 
ci peuvent soit presenter une grande surface sped- ■ 
fique, soit intervenir par leurs OH de structure 
dans un groupe de spins: dans leur structure se 
trouvent des couches d'aluminium octaoipicie faires 
de A13+ et Ca^+ regulierement disposes Jnsi que 
les OH-. Dans la structure de C,AH, ‘ d drees (10) les 
OH sent tres faiblement lies entre oux, unc ‘pertur
bation des spins seRelaxe mal et le tomp« T. est 
long (l,4sd'apres nos mesures).

III.2 C^A_+_Gypse :

Les mesures de Ti ont etc faites sur un melange 

С;Л So $ Gypse CaS04 2H20 pur 20 le rapport E/S 
Slant de 0,50 avec et sans fluidifiant.

• + gypse temoin : la pate obtenue est tres
maniable. Tq egal ä Is apres 10 minutes se ma.intient 
autour de 800 ms jusqu'a 2 h. Les mesures n'ont 
pu etre faites an-dela de 2 h mais reprises apres 
18 h de contact eau-C^A + gypse (figure 4)-

■ слл + pypse + fluidifiant : aver le mine flui- 
difiant a base hSS dose а Г % en poids cii: solide, 
les valeurs de 1) relcvees jusqu'a 7 h sour tres 
vol sines de cellos du temoin et gencralement plus 
courtes. Les valours finales trouvees (autour de 
120 ms apres /2 h) sont du meme ordre avec et sans 
fluidifiant et aussi avec CjA (fig. 4).

Le fluidifiant utilise semble done avoir pen 
d' effet sur la premiere Hydratation de C.,A en pre
sence de gypse telle qu'on peut I'observer par 
RMN du proton. Il n'est pas certain pour autant 
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Fig.4 C^A : Variation de Tq

que ce produit n'agisse pas sur les proprictes 
rheologiques et le malaxage de cet echantillon 
a paru plus facile que sur le temoin. Le comporte- 
ment rheologique d'un tel Systeme dans la periode 
dormante depend pour une large part de la cristal
lisation ou morphologie de 1'ettringite primaire 
formee plutot que de sa quantite totale. Cette 
cristallisation peut etre influenccc par de nombreux 
parametres comme la proportion relative C-A/Gypse, la 
solubilite de ce gypse et precisement les adjuvants 
(12-13).

IV MELANGES CqS - CqA AVEC ET SANS GYPSE

Les composes CgS et C^A precedemment etudies 
ont ete melanges en proportions 80/20 (finesse 
BLAINE moy. 2200 cm^/g) et hydrates avec ou sans 
addition de gypse ä E/S = 0,40 ou 0,285- Nous avons 
egalement etudie le fluidifiant ä base NSS sur 
ces melanges ainsi que sur un melange ä 10 % de 
C3A.

. Melange C^S^q - C^A^q sans gypse:

E/S = 0,40 le temps de relaxation evolve sui- 
vant la. courbe 1 de la figure 5» Une seule valeur 
est observee et evolue progressivement jusqu'a 
6h 30. Les Tj sont beaucoup plus courts qu'avec 
C^S av Kieme rapport E/S: la premiere mesure entre 
4 et. ; irivrites d'hydratation indique 450 ms (influ
ence de



Tj- varie lineairement au meins jusqu'a 6h 30 
avec une pente К = 44 x 10_6 s~2 plus faible qu'avec 
CjS seul, puis sa variation s'accelere ensuite, Tj 
passant de 280ms ä 100 ms entre 6h 30 et 16h. Cette 
periode d'acceleration est apparue plus nette encore 
avec les melanges gypses.

Avec fluidifiant (0,75 %)> les valeurs de sont 
pratiquement identiques durant les premieres heures 
et au-delä: Tj 1 90 ms ä 24 h comme sur le temoin. 
L’effet du fluidifiant parait done peu important 
sur le melange CgS + CgA sans gypse qui donne par 
ailleurs des le gächage des temps de relaxation 
moyens plutöt courts.
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Fig. 5: Melanges C^S + ^3^’ variation de

. Melange C^A9q gypse:

Le melange precedent est additionnee de 7 % 
de gypse naturel (CaSO^l^O + CaCOj). Les valeurs de 
Ti obtenues des 10 minutes sont indiquees sur la 
figure 5.

. Influence du rapport E/S: ä E/S =0,40 la 
valeur initiale Tj = 68О ms se maintient pendant 1 h 
environ. Elle est nettement plus faible qu'avec C^S 
seul mais aussi plus longue qu'avec le melange CjS 
CgA non gypse, ce qui confirme 1'influence de C3A et 
du gypse dans les premiers temps de l'hydratation: 
meme si la quantite de CqA mise en jeu dans les 
premiers instants est faible et du meme ordre de 
grandeur avec et sans gypse (12) la nature diffe
rente des aluminates formes implique une mobilite 
differente de 1'eau revelee par les valeurs de Tj.

Apres le palier de 1 h (periode dormante), la 
valeur moyenne de Tj chute jusque vers 8 h. Sur 
la meme figure sont rappelees les valeurs obtenues 
au meme rapport E/S sur C3S seul. Dans la periode cor- 
respondant ä une forte augmentation de la proportion 
d'eau liee et de croissance des interfaces, I'Jtydra- 
tation de C3S parait etre le phenomene principal.

A E/S = 0,285, il у a par rapport ä E/S = 0,40 
diminution de la valeur initiale de Tj (500 ms) due 
ä une augmentation du volume relatif de phase b, 
puis une avance de la periode de variation rapide 
de T|. Des valeurs courtes sont atteintes des 7 h 
(135 ms). L'.'ctrt entre les deux courbes E/S = 0,40 

et 0,285 est de 1 h environ (figure 5)- C'est sur 
un melange gypse E/S = 0,285 qui se rapproche sensi- 
blement des conditions du ciment qu'a ete testee 
1'influence du fluidifiant.

. Influence du fluidifiant (0,8 %): la valeur 
initiale Tj = 480 ms proche du temoin est constante 
pendant 1 h et diminue peu jusqu'a 5 h d'hydratation 
(figure 5). Il у a allongement du palier initial, 
la decroissance rapide de T| n'intervient qu'au delä 
de 5 h. L'ecart entre les deux courbes avec et sans 
fluidifiant ä meme E/S 0,285 est de 3 heures environ.

Un dernier essai a ete fait sur un melange gypse 
ä plus faible taux de C3A (10 %) au rapport E/S 0.285 
en presence de fluidifiant au dosage de 0,8 %. Toutes 
les mesures effectuees depuis 1 minutes apres le 
gächage jusqu'a 6 h ont donne la meme valeur de T = 
64О ms. Le palier initial est done tres allonge 
et le fluidifiant semble donner sa pleine efficacite 
au meins jusqu'a 6 heures. Le meme melange sans 
fluidifiant a ete suivi jusqu'a 5 h d'hydratation 
(courbes 3 A et В de la figure 5).

V COMPARAISON DE L'EFFET DE DIFFERENTS FLUIDIFIANTS

Une deuxieme serie d'essais a porte sur des 
melanges C^S + C3A + Gypse a 20 % de CjA et 5 % ' de 
sulfate CaSO^HzO en presence de trois fluidifiants 
commerciaux ä base Naphtalene Sulfonate de Sodium 
(NSS) dejä utilise, Lignosulfonate de Sodium (LSS) 
et Melamine sulfonee condensee par le Formaldehyde 
(MSF). Ces trois produits etaient ajoutes ä 1'eau 
de gächage au dosage de 1 % en poids des solides, 
E/S = 0,40.

Les variations de Tj et de T2 CARR PURCELL sont 
indiquees sur les figures 6 et 7•

Temoin sans fluidifiant: les valeurs de Tj sont 
legerement differentes de celles obtenues en IV , 
le gypse n'etant pas le meme. Tj est constant jusqu'a 
Ih 30 environ, a encore tres peu varie a 2 h (750 ms) 
puis d/croit tres rapidement ensuite jusque vers 
6 - 7 h d'hydratation ou commence une troisieme 
periode de ralentissement. Les variations de T2 sem- 
blent plus sensibles que celles de T^ en debut d'hy- 
dratation: T2 decroit des 40 minutes sur le temoin.

Avec NSS 1 % I'effet observe precedemment 
est confirme: valeurs initiales de Tj identiques avec 
et sans fluidifiant, mais variant plus progressive- 
ment en debut de prise (jusqu'a 4 h) et retard de 
Ih ЗО a 2 h de la periode d'acceleration.

Les valeurs de T2 sont plus elevees avec ce 
fluidifiant et surtout restent plus longtemps a 
des niveaux proches de la valeur initiale: ä 3h 20 
T2 = 20 ms centre 13 ms sur le temoin. Cet effet 
d'evolution ralentie du T2 semble commun aux fluidi
fiants utilises (5).

Avec MSF 1 % (figure 7): en Tj I'effet retardateur 
est important, de 1'ordre de 6 a 7 h: la valeur ini
tiale de T] legerement inferieure ä celle du temoin 
(740 ms centre 800 ms) diminue peu jusqu'a 7 h 45 
(700 ms) alors que le temoin semble avoir termine 
sa prise avec un temps Tj de 225 ms.

En T2 la valeur initiale est inferieure ä celle 
du temoin (19 ms au lieu de 24) mais,comme Tpdvolue 
peu jusqu'a 8 h. 1



Eig. 7: Melange C^S + C^A sans et avec 1 % LSS ou MSF

La periode active de 1'Hydratation semble ensui
te acceleree puisqu'ä 23 h les valeurs de Ti et T2 
sent sensillement plus courtes que sur le temoin: 
120 et 3,5 ms contre 175 et 6,8 ms respectivement.

Avec LSS 1 %: il est apparu que ce produit modi- 
fiait la relaxation de l'eau en 1'absence de ciment 
probablement en raison d'impuretes entrainant des 
valeurs courtes de Tj. Seules les variations de Tj 
sent indiquees sur la figure ". La valeur initiale 
de 24 ms proche de celle du temoin diminue tres 
peu jusqu'ä 4 h.

СопсХтлвгоп des essads avec ^uidifiants:

Sur les melanges quelques caracteris-
tiques generales concernant'1'effet des fluidifiants 
peuvent etre degagees: les valeurs initiales des 
temps de relaxation et To sont generalement pro
ches de celles du temoin, parfois un peu inferieures 
mais eile se maintiennent plus longtemps. Nous ne 
connaissons pas actuellement les valeurs de Tj et T2 

correspondant ä des seuils des proprietes rheologi- 
ques mais si nous prenons par exemple le T2 dont la 
variation est tres sensible en debut d'Hydratation, 
T2 reste supcrieur ä 12 ms pendant 3h 30 (temoin) 10H 
(MSF) 5h (NSS) et 9h (LSS). Lorsque cet effet des 
fluidifiants cesse, la reaction d1 Hydratation du 
melange semble reprendre normalement mais avec une 
vitesse plus elevee que sur le temoin. Sur la figure 
8 sont rassemblccs les courbes de variations de 
1/Tj en fonction du temps. On у voit outre I1influen
ce des fluidifiants, I1evolution comparee de C3S seul

T, l(s h
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Fig. 8: Melanges C^S + C^A. Variation de 1/T1

(au meme rapport E/S=0,40) et des melanges C3S-C..A- 
Gypse: CqS semble commander la variation de Tpl^dans 
le melange au cours des premieres heures, la courbe 
experimentale Tj1 = f (t) du melange temoin est 
proche d'une combinaison lineaire de (CqA + Gypse)l/4 
et de CjS 3/4, le gypse ayant pour ef 1 et, rappelons 
le, de ramener le de C3A hydrate aux environs de 
800 ms.

Le fluidifiant inhibe le developpement des inter
faces pendant un temps variable au-dela duquel celui- 
ci reprend avec une cinetique qui sera precisee 
par de nouvelles mesures: la pente obtenue lors 
de cette reprise est-elle la meme qu'en 1'absence 
de fluidifiant et une nouvelle addition de produit 
peut-elle ä nouveau interrompre le developpement 
des interfaces?

VI MESURES SUR CIMENT

Les mesures ont porte uniquement sur un ciment 
blanc afin d'eviter la relaxation sur les centres 
paramagnetiques electroniques que constituent les 
atonies de fer dans le CPA normal.

Le developpement des interfaces semble plus 
rapide que pour C3S mais suit toujours un modele 
lineaire, un palier semble atteint vers 7h d'hydra- 
tation (figure 9)•

VII QUANTIFICATION DES INTERFACES MESURES EN Dj)

Un essai d1 Hydratation de C^S pur par 1'eau 
lourde а E/S = 0,40 a permis de confirmer le modele 
utilise.

La resonance de 2ц est suivie ä la frequence 
de 13,85 MHz, les temps de relaxation Tj et T2 mesures



Fig. 9: Ciment blanc. Variation de l/Т^

comme pour le proton en adaptant la duree des impul
sions du champ de radiofrequence (sequenceTT , T ,1t /2 
etCARR PURCELL). Les variations de T! et T2 sont in- 
diquees dans le tableau L Si nous considerons comme 
pour le proton la vitcsse de relaxation Tjl en fonc- 
tion du temps d'Hydratation, vitesse liee aux propor
tions des phases a et b, ses variations sont rcla- 
tivemcnt peu sensibles en debut de reaction comme 
cela avait de ja etc montre sur des suspensions 
d'argile ä faible concentration (/)• Une regression 
lineaire sur cinq points de mesure entre 0 et 10h 
est indiquee sur la figure 10.

Fig. 10: C^S hydrate avec H20 et D20. Variation de 
1/T]

L'intcret des mesures en DjO est que la re
laxation de est beaucoup mdins sensible aux
impuretes paramagnetiques eventuellement presentes 
dans les produits etudies (6-7).

Tableau 1: C S + Do0. Variation de et To

th 
min

10 17 30 Ih 3h 4h 7h 9h 24h

Tlms 410 360 - З6О 330 360 260 240 75

^2ms - - 80 70 - 29 21 U.S 6.5

Campte tenu des valeurs mesurees de Tp.a (eau li
bre) et de T^v un premier calcul sur C3Sa donne la 
valeur initiale de la fraction b0 d'eau liee : 
bo = 0,046 (E/S = 0,40) et b0 = 0,087 (E/S = 0,285). 
Cette fraction d'eau liee exprimee comme un rap
port des volumes des phases b et'a est:

b -= S^Z"C oü 7?' est 
l'epaisseur de la couche d'eau perturbee estimee 
ä 10 A (6),Sv, la surface des grains accessibles 
ä l'eau et C le rapport masse de solide/masse 
totale d'ean. Le calcul etant fait sur tg de 
solide, Sb est la surface developpee en cm2/g et 
C est l'inverse du rapport E/S,

d'oü b0 = 0,046 = (Sb x 10-7)/ 0,40
(cas E/S =0,40) Sb w 18 m2/g

ou bo = 0,087 = (Sb x 10-71/0,28 
et Sb = 24 m2/g (E/S - 0,28)

La surface initialement accessible ä l'eau 
serait de 1'ordre de 20 m2/g. Cette valeur scmble en 
bon accord avec des mesures de surface B.E.T. 
aux premiers äges citces par POWERS. Si nous 
cherchons de meme ä chiffrer 1'accroissement 
de cet interface pour une variation observee 
de T|1 , par exemple de une unite soit entre 0 
et 100 minutes d'Hydratation ä E/S = 0,285. nous trou- 
vons b100 mn = 0,24 soit ДЬ -= 0,15 et Д3= 43ni2/g.

Le meme calcul en fin d'experience,1orsqu'il 
ne reste plus de phase a ct que la proportion 
de phase b tend vers 1 , donncrait des valeurs 
de surfaces specifiques de 1'ordre de 200 m2/g. Des 
valeurs de B.E.T. HjO de cet ordre sont effectivement 
citees dans la litterature (14)-

УШ CONCLUSION

. La RMN du proton est une technique appropriee 
pour suivre en continu la prise des les premieres 
minutes.

. Dans le cas simple de CgS la variation de Tf" 1 
est lineaire jusqu'a 10 heures environ et permet 
de suivre le developpement de la surface des 
hydrates. Ce modele lineaire semble compatible 
avec la formation de C-S-H en fines aiguilles 
autour des grains comme observe au Microscope 
Electronique ä Balayage.

. Les resultats sur C,A seul paraissent plus dif- 
ficiles ä interpreter et dependent beaucoup 
du rapport Eau/Solide.

. Dans les melanges CgS-CgA, le temps de relaxa
tion moyen du proton est sous la dependance 
essentielle de C->A. Nous avons suivi 1'influence 
du gypse et de teneurs en CgA differentes.



. A E/S egal, l'ajout de differents fluidifiants 
aux melanges C^S - CjA - Gypse ne modifie pas le 
temps de relaxation moyen du proton mais allonge 
le palier en debut de reaction d'autant plus que 
la teneur en C^A est faible. Le fluidifiant inhibe le 
developpement 'des surfaces pendant un temps variable 
au-delä duquel celui-ci reprend avec une cinetique 
qui fera l1objet de recherches ulterieures.

. Les essais sur ciment blanc montrent la meme 
loi de developpement de 1'interface dans les premieres 
heures d'Hydratation.

-Le changement de rapport E/C affecte la valeur 
initiale de Tj et la cinetique d1 Hydratation.

La RMN du proton fera l1objet d'autres applica
tions en vue de preciser la microstructure poreuse 
des ciments hydrates en particulier par la technique 
du gradient de champ permettant d'atteindre le libre 
parcours moyen des molecules d'eau soit en cours 
de prise, soit dans des pätes durcies.
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2.1
Retardation of Portland Cement Hydration by Citric Acid.

Abstract : Citric acid is found to be a strong retarder for portland cement hydration. 
Calorimetric measurements show that in presence of citric acid the sequence of the hydra
tion Of aluminate and silicate phase is changed. X-ray diffraction analysts shows that 
before the renewed hydration of the aluminate phase gypsum is consumed and ettringite 
starts decomposing into monosulphate. Differential thermal analysis Indicates that the 
amount of Ca(0H)2 increases with hydration time but it was always lower in the presence 
of citric acid. Electrical conductivity measurements of the paste indicate that in 
presence of citric acid, the concentration and mobilities of the charge carriers are 
decreased. Compressive and tensile strengths are changed considerably in presence of 
citric acid. Zeta potential measurements give a definite proof regarding the adsorption 
of citric acid on the portland cement surfaces and in its presence the values become 
negative.

Constatou-se que о äcido cltrico e um poderoso retardador da hidrata^äo do cimen- 
to portland. MediQÖes calorimetricas mostram que a sequencia da fase de hidratacäo do alunut 
nato e do silicato se altera em presents de äcido citrico. Anälise por difragäo de raio X 
mostra que antes de renovada a hidratagäo da Ease de aluminato, о gesso ё consumido e a e- 
tringita comega a se decompor em monosulfato. Anälise termo-diferencial indica que a quanti 
dade de CatOH^ aumenta com о tempo de hidratagäo, mas e sempre menor era presenga de äcido 
citrico. Medigoes de condutividade eletrica da pasta indicam que, em presenga do äcido ci
trico, diminuem a concentragao e a mobilidade dos condutores de carga. Em presenga do äcido 
citrico, as resistencias ä compressäo e ä tragäo mudam consideravelmente. Medigoes de poten 
cial Zeta proporcionam uma prova definitiva da absorgäo do äcido citrico nas superficies do 
cimento portland e em sua presenga os valores se tornam negativos.



Introduction

Setting and hardening of portland 
cement envolves chemical reaction with 
water. These processes can be influenced 
by addition of certain admixtures. Both 
accelerating and retarding admixtures are 
well known. Amongst the retarders sugars 
and the sugar acids have been studied 
extensively1 . The important factor for 
an acid to be a strong retarder is that 
it must contain and ß hydroxy carboxy
lic group;9Becently Double10 studied the 

effect of series of aliphatic acids on the 
hydration of portland cement and found 
that citric acid is one of the most power
ful retarder. However, the mechanism of 
its action is not fully understood.

The present paper describes the mecha
nism of action of citric acid on the hy
dration of portland cement.

Experimental 
Materiale: Portland cement of following 
composition was used for the hydration 
studies:

Oxides Composition
CaO 60.1
3102 23.0
Al203 5.94
Т* 203 2.72
T102 0.41
MgO 3.81
SOj 2.38
K20 1.15

The mineralogical composition is as 
follows:

CjS C23 C3A

26.0^ 46.3% 11.1% 8.3%
The blain surface area was 4420 cm^/g.

Citric acid (M. Sarabhai) was used as 
an admixture. In this paper portland ce
ment is referred as PC and citric acid as 
Ca and the concentration of the citric 
acid is always represented as weight 
percent.

Method:
1- Preparation of hydrated samples: Known 
amounts of PC were taken in polythene bags 
and mixed with water, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and
0.4  wt CA solutions in such a way that 
the water-solid ratio was equal to one. 
The samples were allowed to hydrate at 
room temperature (30 + 2°C). The hydration 
at different intervals of time was stopped 
with isopropyl alcohol and ether and dried 
at 105 C. The dried samples were stored in 
sealed polythene bags in a desiccator.

2. Determination of setting time: The 
initial and final setting times in the 
presence and absence of Ca were determined 
with vicat needle. The water solid ratio 
was kept 0.2.

3. Non-evaporable water content: Non-eva- 
porable water contents for hydrated samples 
were determined by heating nearly one gram 
of its sample first at Ю5ОС for one hour 
and then at lOOO°C for one hour. From the 
lose in weight, the non-evaporable water 
contents were determined.

X-ray diffraction studies: X-ray diff
raction pattern of the samples were taken 
with a X-ray diffractograph using CuK^_ 
radiation. Following lines were used for
analysis: 0

dlA )
Calcium hydroxide (CH) 4.9
Gypsum (CSH2) 7.96
Ettringite 9.73
Tetra calcium aluminate 8.92
monosulphate 12-hydrate

5- Thermal analysis: DTA curves of hydra
ted samples were obtained by thermal ana
lyser (Paüllk-Paulik Erdeymom derlvato- 
graph, Hungary). The rate of heating was 
maintained *t  l0°C/min. from ambient 
temperature to 1COO°C in atmospheric air. 
The weight of each sample was 500 mg.

6. Compressive strength: Compressive 
strength of the PC in the form of cubes 
(7.06 x 7.06 x 7.06 cm^) was determined 
in the presence of different concentra
tions of CA solutions at 3, 7, 15 and 28 
days with water-cement ratio equal to 0.35. 



The experiments were made at room tempera
ture. The cutes were kept in mould for 24 
hours (72 hours in case of C.3 and 0.4 wt 
% Ca), the moulds were removed and sub
merged in clean fresh water until taken 
out just prior to breaking. The testings 
were done by an universal testing machine, 
manufactured by AIMII, New Delhi.

7. Tensile strength: Tensile strengths of 
PC in the form of briquettes (7.6 cm len
gth and 2.5 cm thick) were determined in 
the presence of different concentrations 
of Ca solutions at 3, 7, 15 and 28 days 
with water-cement ratio equal to 0.35. The 
experiments were made at room temperature. 
The briquettes were kept in the mould for 
some hours and after which the moulds were 
removed and kept in clean fresh water un
til taken out just prior to breaking. The 
testings were done by an universal tensile 
testing machine, manufactured by aIMIL, 
Sew Delhi.

8. Electrical conductivity measurements: 
Electrical conductivities of the cement 
pastes in the presence of 0, 0.1 and 0.4^ 
Ca were measured with the help of a digi
tal conductivity meter 304 (systronlcs) at 
30°C with a water-cement ratio of one.

9. Liquid-phase analysis: 50 grams of PC 
were taken in different polythene bags and 
mixed with 50 CC of water or CA solutions. 
The cement was thoroughly mixed with steel 
spatula for nearly 30 seconds and then 
sealed. The bags were then kept in a ther
mostat maintained at 35°C. At different 
Intervals of time, the solutions were 
quickly filtered in a carbon dioxide free 
atmosphere. The OH- ions were determined 
by titrating against 0.1 NHC1, Ca4+, Na+ 
and K  ion concentrations were determined 
with the help of a flame photometer.

*

Ю. 2.eta potential measurements : For 
measurements of zeta potential, 0.02 gin of 
PC was dispersed in lOO ml water or CA 
solutions ultrasonically for 5 minutes and 
the suspension was placed in the electro
phoretic cell of the zeta meter and the 

zeta potentials were determined by measur
ing electrophoretic mobilities.

11*  Heat of Hydration :-Heat of hydration 
was measured by a conduction calorimeter 
at 30°C in the presence and absence of 
0.1% CA. The rate of heat liberation was 
recorded with a recorder. The actual rate 
of heat liberation and total heat evolved 
was calculated with a programable calcula
tor.

Pesults and Discussion

The variation of initial and final 
setting times are given in fig. 1. Both the 
initial and final setting times are reduced

Fig.1. Effect of citric acid on the 
initial and final setting time.

in presence of 0.1% CA, whereas in presence 
of other concentrations of CA they are 
Increased considerably. The increase in 
setting times increases with the increase 
in Ca concentrations. From these results 
one can say that either 0.1% CA accelerates 
the hydration er it changes the nature of 
hydration products which reduced the 
setting times. Further it is quite clear 
th*t  0.2, 0.3 and 0.4% CA retards the 
hydration.

The variation of non-evaporable water 
content (Wn) very clearly indicate that 



the values of WQ are constant during the 
induction period and after that increases. 
The induction period increases with the 
increase of Ca concentrations. Also the 
values of Wn are always lower in the pre
sence of Ca than in its absence. This con
firms that Ca retards the hydration of PC 
and the retarding power increases with 
the Increase in Ca concentration.

The variation of concentrations of 
calcium hydroxide formed during the hydra
tion as determined by x-ray diffraction 
shows that upto 3 days of hydration,the 
concentration of CH in the hydrated cement 
is maximum in the absence of CA and mini
mum in the presence of 0.3% CA. There is 
no indication of the formation of CH upto 
3 days in presence of 0.4% CA indicating 
complete retardation of hydration. The 
results further confirms that upto 3 days 
of hydration, the retarding power increa
ses with the increase of CA concentration. 
However, at 26 days of hydration, there 
is no sequence and the values are very 
close to each other.

Differential thermal analysis of hydra
ted cement shows an endothermic peak at 
around 57O°C. This peak is due to the 
decomposition of Ca^OH^j formed during 
hydration. The variation of peak area in 
the presence and absence of Ca are given 
in fig. 2. From the curves it is quite 
clear that in the absence of CA, the area

of HYDRATION '.DAVS'

Fig. 2. Variation of DTA peak area for 
Ca(0H)2 in hydrating portland 
cement?

increases with hydration time, indicating 

the increased formation of CaCOHjg*  In 
the presence of CA also the area increa
ses with hydration time but it is always 
lower than without CA except at 7 days 
of hydration, where, there is no definite 
sequence. It appears that at 7 days of 
hydration, the amount of Ca(0H)2 formed 
in the presence and absence of CA, is 
nearly the same. In the presence of 0.4% 
CA, Ca(CH)2 was detected only at 3 days 
of hydration. The results thus Indicate 
that the amount of Ca(0H)2 increases 
with hydration time and decreases with 
CA concentration. This means that PC 
hydration is retarded in presence of CA 
and the retarding power increases with 
the increase in CA concentration. It is 
also observed that the peak temperature 
decreases with the increase of CA con
centration. This may be due to the 
following reasons :

(i) The amount of Ca(0H)2 formed in 
presence of CA is lower as com
pared to that in its absence,

(ii) the crystallinity and compactness 
of Ca(0H)2 crystals in presence 
of Ca may be lower,

(ill) there may be morphological changes 
in Ca(0H)2 crystals.

In presence of C.1% CA the value of 
compressive strength is higher upto 15 
days and remains nearly the same at 28 
days than that of without CA. In presence 
of 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4% CA the values are 
always lower upto 15 days and the lower
ing increases with increase of CA con
centrations. However, at 28 days, there 
is no regular sequence. In the presence 
of 0.4% CA the strength could be measur
ed only at 15 and 28 days because upto 
7 days, there was practically no stren
gth. The higher values of compressive 
strength may be attributed due to changed 
nature of hydration products giving 
more strength.

The tensile strength continuously 
decreases with the increase of CA
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2.1

concentration.
Variation of electrical conductivities 

of the cement paste with hydration time in 
presence of 0.0, 0.1 and 0.4J» Ca are given 
in fig. 3. In the absence of CA, the elec
trical conductivity increases rapidly and

Г k'F " <

Fig. 3. Effect of citric acid on the elec
trical conductivities of cement 
paste.

reaches a maximum value at 15 minutes of 
hydration and then decreases till 5 hours. 
Again after 5 hours, there is an increase 
and the value is maximum at 7 hours and 
then the conductivity decreases. If the 
temperature and the system is constant, 
the conductivity will depend mainly on 
(1 ) concentration of charge carriers and
(2) ionic mobility. In the present case 
as soon as cement comes in contact to 
water, dissolution and hydrolysis of 
cement start and the liquid phase rapidly 
becomes saturated or oven supersaturated 
with respect to Ca(0H)2- The first peak 
in the conductance curve mjay be due to 
this factor. After the saturation or super
saturation of the liquid phase, the pro
cess of crystallization of hydration 
products, adsorption of ions by the hydra
ted products and the association of ions 
start. These reduce the concentration of 
charge carriers and the Ionic mobility of 
the ions and hence the conductivity decre
ases. Further after the Induction period, 
acceleration of hydration starts and 
generally It reaches to its maximum 

within 7-6 hours. The second peak at 7 
hours may correspond to this effect. In 
the presence of 0.1% CA, the conductivity 
is decreased but the first maximum is at 
the same hydration time. The second maxi
mum is shifted towards higher hydration 
time. In the presence of 0.4% CA, the con
ductivity is further decreased and the 
first maxima disappeared and the second 
maxima shifted further towards higher 
hydration time (38 hours). This indicates 
that in presence of CA, the dissolution 
and hydrolysis of cement decrease and hence 
the concentration of charge carriers and 

may be ionic mobility also decreased.CA 
might be getting adsorbed at the cement 
particles causing reduction in dissolu
tion or citric acid forms calcium citrate 
and being feebly soluble gets precipitated. 
This may cause lowering in Ca++ ion con
centration In solution.

Variation of 0H~ and Ca++ Ions concen
tration In the liquid phase in presence 
and absence of CA are given in Fig. 4. In 
the absence of CA, 0H~ ion concentration 
Increase considerably upto 1 hour and then 
becomes practically constant upto 5 hours 
and again Increases with a maximum at 
7 hours of hydration. It Indicates that as 
soon as cement comes in contact to water, 
hydrolysis starts and the alkalies of the 
cement also go Into solution and the solu
tion becomes saturated or even supersatu
rated within a hour and during the Induc
tion period it remains constant. After the 
induction period Is over, it again starts

Fig.4. Variation of concentration of Ca4* 
and OH- Ions In liquid phase extracted from 
the hydrating paste, w/s = 1.



increasing and when the hydration becomes 
diffusion controlled, it decreases slowly.

In the absence of Ca, the Са+"*"  Ion con
centration (Fig. 4) la maximum at 5 minu
tes of hydration (before this time measure 
-ments could not be made) and then conti
nuously decreases upto 4 hours and then it 
becomes practically constant. This indi
cates that soon after mixing water, the 
solution becomes saturated or even super
saturated with respect to Ca++ ion and 
when the ionic product increases the solu
bility product, Ca(0H)2 starts precipita
ting and as a result of this Ca++ ion 
concentration starts decreasing. Since 
OH ions come also from alkalies, it does 
not decrease. However, in presence of CA, 
the concentration of Ca"*' 4 ions is much 
lower and remains practically constant 
(Fig. 4) indicating that the hydrolysis 
of cement Is decreased. OH Ion concen
trations are also much lower in presence 
of 0.4$ од and remain practically cons
tant. These results indicate that as soon 
as cement comes in contact to CA solution, 
its surface Is covered with CA molecules, 
which causes reduction of hydrolysis and 
hydration.

The variation of Na+ and K+ concentra
tions have also been studied. In the abs
ence of CA, concentration of both the ions 
increases slowly whereas in presence of 
CA, they are much lower and remain prac
tically constant. This can again be expla
ined as a result of CA adsorption at the 
cement surface.

The variation of zeta potential in 
presence of different concentration of CA 
is given in fig. 5. In the absence of CA, 
the zeta potential is positive, whereas 
in presence of Ca it becomes negative and 
the minimum value is at 0.2$ CA. The nega
tive sign of zeta potential very clearly 
indicates tha-t citrate ions with negative 
charge are adsorbed at cement grains at 
the stern layer. Beyond this concentra
tion, the zeta potential has increasing 

tendency indicating that desorption of 
ions may start. Because of the adsorbed

Fig. 5. Effect of citric acid on zeta 
potential.

citrate ions, which are bigger in size, 
the approach of water molecules to the 
cement grains are hindered and the 
hydration is retarded considerably in 
presence of CA.

In order to confirm whether the citric 
acid is adsorbed at the portland cement 
surfaces or on the surfaces of the hydra
ted products, the setting times were 
determined in two ways. Firstly the 
setting times were determined in a normal 
way as reported earlier. Secondly water 
was mixed with the cement to have a paste 
and after Ю minutes of hydration appro
priate amount of citric acid was added 
in the paste which did not affect the 
setting times. This shows that the citric 
acid is adsorbed at the anhydrous port
land cement and not the hydrated product.

The rate of heat evolution and the 
total heat evolved during the hydration 
of PC in presence and absence of 0.1% 
CA are given in figure 6 and 7. In the 
absence of CA, there are three peaks in 
the heat liberation curves. As soon as 
PC comes in contact to water, rapid heat 
evolution starts and sharp peak is 
obtained at 10 minutes of hydration. 
This peak is due to cement wetting, 
solution of alkalies and gypsum, 



hydration of free lime and the formation of 
ettringite. After the first peak, decrease

Fig. 6. Effect of citric acid on rate of 
heat liberation during the hydra
tion of portland cement.

in heat evolution occurs and the reaction
Thia periodbecomes very slow upto 2 hours.

Fig. 7. Effect of citric acid on total 
heat evolved during the hydration 
of portland cement.

is known as the induction period. After 
the Induction period is over, an accelera
tion of hydration starts, and the rate of 
heat liberation increases and reaches to 
a maximum value at arround 6 hours. Thia 
is mainly due to the hydration of alite, 
before decceleratory period of alite 
hydration starte the rate of heat libera
tion increases considerably and reaches 
to a maximum value at 7.7 hours of hydra
tion. Thia peak corresponds to renewed 
hydration of the aluminate phase. X-ray 
diffraction studies indicate that at 6 
hours of hydration, there is no detecta

ble gypsum and ettringite starts decom
posing into monosulphate. Thus the third 
peak of the calorimetric curve is the 
renewed hydration of C^A and during this 
period ettringite is converted into mono
sulphate.

In the presence of 0.1% CA, the rate of 
heat evolution and the total heat evolved 
are decreased considerably. Again there 
are three peaks in the calorimetric curve 
but with the change in the sequence of 
hydration. The first peak comes at arround 
10 minutes of hydration. The induction 
period is increased and continues upto 
5 hours. Sow here renewed hydration of 
aluminate phase and the conversion of 
ettringite to monosulphate occurs before 
the alite hydration and a peak at 7.5 
hours of hydration corresponds to this 
effect. This has been confirmed by X-ray 
diffraction also. The third peak at 14 
hours of hydration correspond to alite 
hydration. Thus the hydration of both 
C^A and alite is retarded in the pre
sence of 0.i% CA. However the retardation 
of the alitephase is much more as com
pared to the aluminate phase. It appears 
that CA molecules are adsorbed at alite 
and aluminate surface, causing retarda
tion of hydration. However, there may be 
preferential adsorption i.e. CA is adsor
bed more at alite surface whereas it is 
adsorbed less at the aluminate surface. 
This preferential adsorption may be one 
of the reasons for renewed hydration of 
aluminate phase before the alite hydra
tion in presence of CA.

Conclusion

The results indicate that the citric 
acid retard the hydration of portland 
cement at all concentrations. The hydra
tion of both aluminate and alite phase ie 
retarded. In the presence of citric 
acid the sequence of hydration is changed 
and the renewed hydration of C^A and 
conversion of ettringite into monosul
phate occurs before the hydration of



alite. Thermal analysis show that the 
amount of CalOHjg formed and its crysta
llinity and compactness in presence of 
citric acid is lower as compared to that 
in its absence. Zeta potential measure
ments clearly indicate the adsorption of 
citrate ions at the alite surface. This 
is one of the cause for retardation.
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SUR L'EMPLOI DU CALCAIRE COMME REGULATEUR DE PRISE DU CIMENT
ON THE USE OF LIMESTONE TO CONTROL CEMENT SETTING

Resume

L'emploi de combustibles ayant des teneurs en soufre plus importantes que dans le passe, limi
te, quelques fois, 1'ajout de gypse pendant le broyage du clinker. Le calcaire peut etre subs- 
titue au gypse comme regulateur de prise.
Le but de la recherche est 1'etude des caracteristiques d'un ciment dans lequel le gypse est 
remplace par du calcaire.
Avec un clinker, dont la teneur en SO etait du 1,45%, ont ete prepares cinq ciments addition- 
nes de 6; 4,5; 3; 1,5; et 0% de CaSO ,2H 0 et respectivement de 0; 1,5; 3; 4,5; et 6% de 
CaCO3.
On a constate que le remplacement progressif du gypse par le calcaire influence la surface 
specifique Blaine et les temps de prise du ciment, en particulier quand le CaSO^.SH^O est 
remplace completement par le carbonate.
Le comportement rheologique des pates est egalement modifier un remplacement partiel du gypse 
par le calcaire entraine une diminution de la viscosite et de la seuil de cisal11 ement.
En ce qui concerne le comportement mecanique, 1'effet de la substitution est significat if.
Si on remplace le 25% du gypse par le calcaire on a un accroissement de la resistence ä la 
compression; des substitutions plus importantes donnent, au contraire, une diminution des 
resistences mecaniques.
Le retrait est influence par le remplacement de 75% du CaS04.2HQ0 par du carbonate.
D'apres ces resultats, on ä constate qu'il est possible de remplacer 50% de gypse par le cal
caire sans porter prejudice au comportement des ciments et que, pendant 1'hydratation, le car
bonate, en reagissant pour donner du carboalluminate hydrate, joue le role d'un composant 
actif du ciment.
Des essais complementaires sur des clinkers, dont la teneur en SO depasse les 2%, ont demon- 
tre que le calcaire joue un role encore plus important comme regulateur de prise.
SUMÄRIO
0 emprego de conbustlveis contendo teores de enxofre maiores do que no passado, limita, algumas vezes, a adiqäo 
de gesso durante a moagem do cllnquer. 0 calcareo pode substituir о gesso сою regulator da pega.
0 objetivo da pesquisa ё о ostudo das caracteristicas de tun cimento no qual о gesso foi substitute) por calcareo. 
Cctn um cllnquer, cujo teor de SO, era de 1,45%, foram preparados cinco cimentos can adiqäo de 6; 4,5; 3; 1,5 e 
0% de СаЗОд.З^О e respectivamente 0; 1,5; 3; 4,5 e 6% de CaCOg.
Constatou-se que a substituiqao progressiva do gesso pelo calcareo influencia a superflcie especifica Blaine e 
os tempos de pega do cimento, em particular quando о CaSO^.SHgO ё substituido caipletanente pelo carbcnato.
0 conportarrento reologico das pastas ё igualmente nodificado: uma substituiqao parcial do gesso pelo calcareo a- 
carreta uma drninuiqao da viscosidade e do patamar de cisalhamento.
Quanto ao ccmportamento mecänico, о efeito da substituiqao ё significativo. Se se substitui 25% do gesso por 
calcareo obtem-se um aumento da resistencia ä cornpressäo; substituigoes maiores däo, ao contrario, uma diminui- 
cao das resistencias mecänicas.
A retraqao ё influenciada pela substituiqao de 75% do CaSO^.EHgO pelo carbonato.
De acordo con esses resultados, constatou-se que e posslvel substituir 50% do gesso pelo calcareo sem causar pre 
juizo ao carportamento dos cimentos e que, durante a hidrataqao, о carbonato, reagindo para dar origem ao carbqa 
luminato hidratado, toma-se urn conponente ativo do cimento.
Ensaios carplementares em cllnqueres, cujo teor em SO, ultrapassa 2%, demonstraram que о calcareo tern um papel 
ainda mais importante do que regulador de pega.



Introduction

Le recoups ä des combustibles presentant 
des teneurs en soufre plus elevees que dans 
le passe, impose parfois une limitation a 
1'addition de gypse comme regulateur de 
prise,

Etant donne que le soufre reste lie au clin
ker, 1'ajout de gypse dolt etre reduit afin 
que le pourcentage de SO dans le ciment 
centre dans les limites dels norme.

Ce probleme s'est revele d'une telle impor
tance qu'il a ete considere comme prloritai- 
re tant par I'tl.S.. Energy Research and Deve
lopment Admini strari on (E.R..D.A.) que par 
1' International Energy Agency (I.E.A..), qui 
ont propose la raise ä jour de la regiementa
tion concernant la teneur en SO^ dans le 
c iment et des reche rohes de substituants du 
gypse afin de stimuler 1'utilisation de car
bones ä haute teneur en soufre, economique- 
ment plus valables sur le plan du cout 
energetique,

Babrowshi (1) et Bensted (2,3) ont suggere 
recemment de remplacer le gypse par le cal- 
caire;: 1 * 1 Agence Internationale de 1'Energie 
semble orientee elle aussi vers ce type de 
solut ion.

La substitution progressive du gypse par du 
calcaire comporte une diminution de la sur
face speciflque;- a la difference du calcaire 
et de la silice, le gypse agit comme 
adjuvant de broyage, comme l'a de ja signale 
Hobbs ( 7 ) ..

La quantite d'eau de malaxage pour reallser 
la päte normale semble ne pas differer fon- 
damentalement d'un ciment ä 1'autre.

Les temps de prise se revelent acceptables, 
meme lorsque 75% de CaSO^.BH^ sont rempla- 
ces par CaCO^ (ciment D); on a toutefols
I1 impress!on que le role de retardateur 
joue par le calcaire est negligeable: il 
suf fit pour cela de comparer les temps de 
prise des ciments C et F.

L'analyse DSC, indique la formation initiale 
d'ettringite pour les ciments A-D,F et de 
carboaluminate pour le ciment E. Dans le 
ciment A, la presence de gypse est encore

'Jne etude prellminaire sur 1'hydratat 1 on du 
0 A (4) nous a confirme que la substitution 
partielle de CaS04.,2H20 par CaCO3 determine 
des temps de prise et des expansions 
ac ceptables.

Les present travail entend verifier les ca- 
racteristiques physico-mecaniques de ciments 
dans lesquels le gypse a ete remplace par du 
carbonate de calcium.

Materiaux et methodes

Avec un clinker dont la teneur en 30^, est 
moyennement elevee (Tableau 1) nous avons 
realise des ciments ä differentes teneurs en 
CaS04.2H20 et CaCOy. De meme nous avons 
prepare un ciment dans lequel une' partie du 
gypse a ete remplacee par de la si lice.
Le cl inker a ete broye en maintenant con
stant le temps de travail pour control er 

1'influence du remplacement du gypse par le 
carbonate de calcium sur la surface specifi- 
que Blaine (ssB).
Le Tableau 2 indique la composition des ci
ments et leurs caracteristiques physiques.

La quantlte d'eau pour real iser la päte nor
male et les temps de prise ont ete determi
nes conformement aux normes italiennes.

La cinetique d1hydratation a ete suivle ä 
l'aide de 1'analyse calorimetrique differen
tielle (DSC), de la diffraction des rayons 
X, de la microscopie electronique ä balayage 
(4).

Le comportement rheologique des pates a ete 
determine ä 24°C en utilisant un rapport 
e/c = 0,45 (5,6).

Les Figures 1-3 presentent les resultats 
obtenus.

Sur les mortiers normals nous avons determi
ne la consistance, le retrait apres traite- 
ment des echantillons pendant 27 jours dans 
I'eau, la resistance ä la compression selon 
les normes italiennes (Figures 4,5).

Resultats et discussion

Composition du clinkerTableau 1

ppc% S i 0 2% ai2°3% Fe2°3% Ca0% MgO% K20% Na 0% 2 зо3% N. D . % CaO lib.%

0,64 21,90 4,89 2,63 63,78 2,65 0,92 0,42 1 ,45 6,72 1 ,34

C3S%= 51,02; c2s% = 24,31 ; c3A% = 8,49% C AF%4 = 8,00



importante meme apres 6 teures d'hydrata- 
ti on.

L'analyse aux rayons X confirme Jes resul
tats de l'analyse thermique (DSC).

La viscosite des pates decroit en substi- 
tuant 25% de gypse avec du calcaire, et 
prend des valeurs ä peu pres egales a celle 
du ciment temoin lorsque la substitution 
atteint 50%, pour augmenter nettement en cas 
de substitutions plus importantes (Figure 
1).

leurs basses jusqu'a ce que 75% de gypse 
aient ete remplaces par le calcaire (Figure 
2).

Les valeurs des aires hysteresis (Figure 3) 
sont affectees de fapon marquee par les 
substitutions du gypse depassant 50%, sur- 
tout pour des temps superieurs a 1'heure.

La substitution d'une partie du gypse avec 
de la silice, ameliore eile aussi le compor- 
tement rheologique du ciment (Figures 1-3).

Le comportement rheologique des ciments peut
Tableau 2 - Composition des ciments et caracterjstiques physiques

Clment
Composition % ssB 

cm2/g
Pate normale

н2о%

Temps de prise

Cl inker Gypse Calcaire Silice so % 
totale D F

A 94 6 - - 3,93 3598 23,4 2h45' 5h40'

В 94 4,5 1,5 - 3,29 3540 22,8 2h35' 4h55'

C 94 3 3 - 2,64 3376 22,6 2h50' 5h

D 94 1,5 4,5 - 2,00 3365 22,2 2h55' 4h45'

E 94 - 6 - 1,36 3111 22,8 0h20' lh50'

F 94 3 - 3 2,64 3281 23 2h45' 4h40'

De meme, le seuil de cisaillement decroit en 
remplaqant le gypse par du carbonate de cal
cium; cette grandeur se maintient ä des va- 

trouver une explication dans 1'etude de Lo
cher et coll. (8). Ces derniers ont mis en 
evidence que 1'apport des sulfates au debut

T------------------- 1--------------------г
6 4.5 3 1.5 0 %Gypse
0 1.5 3 4.5 6%Calcaire

et en calcaire.

Fig. 1 - Valeurs de 1 a viscosite des pates
en fonction de la teneur en gypse

Fig. 2 — Valeurs de seuil de cisaillement 
des pates en fonction de la teneur 
en gypse et en calcaire.



de 111 hydratation doit etre tel que tout 
le C A se transforme en ettringite: en cas 
d'excedent de sulfates, du gypse secondaire 
se forme; en cas de defaut, en plus de 
1'ettringite se forment des aluminates de 
calcium hydrates ou du monosulfoaluminate.

!-------- I------------r----------- 1----------- <------------------- *■
6 4.5 3 1.5 0 %Gypse
0 1.5 3 4.5 6 %Calcaire

Fig. 3 - Aires d'hysteresis des pates en 
fönction de la teneur en gypse et 
en calcaire.

Les cristaux aciculaires de gypse secondaire 
ou Ыen les cristaux tabulaires d'aluminate 
ou de monosulfoaluminate hydrate constituent 
une structure rigide qui provoque un epais- 
sissement de la pate de ciment.

Dans le cas examine, le ciment A contient un 
excedent de gypse; les ciments D-E pauvres 
en gypse s"hydratent en formant, en plus de 
1'ettringite, des aluminates de calcium 
hydrates et du carboaluminate. Dans les 
deux cas se cree une structure plus rigide 
qui determine un ecoulement reduit de la 
pate.

Par contre. Les ciments B, C et F ont une 
teneur en gypse telle qu'au debut de 1'hy
dratation au moins,*de  1'ettringite seule- 
ment se forme sur la surface des grains de 
ciment. Puisque aucun pont ne s'etablit en- 
tre ces grains, la pate ne devient pas rigi

de .

Fig. 4 - Resistance en compression des mor- 
tiers en fonction de la teneur en 
gypse et en calcaire.

Ce que nous venons d'exposer est confirme en 
observant que 1'ampleur des aires d'hy
steresis (qui dependent de la rupture du Sy
steme thixotroplque (9), c'est-ä-dire des 
liaisons qui se sont etablies entre les par- 
ticules de ciment (6)) augmente avec la te
neur en CaCO^ (Figure 3).

De meme, la resistance mecanique des mor- 
tiers est influences par la substitution du 
gypse par du calcaire (Figure 4), comme il 
en ressort aussi de recherches precedentes 
(1-3) .

De plus, il est confirme qu'il existe une 
quantite optimale de gypse determinant le 
maximum de resistance ä la compression (10).

Le comportement mecanique des ciments peut 
s'expliquer aussi bien ä la lumiere des 
theories qui interpretent 1'action du conte- 
nu optimal en gypse (11), qu'en admettant 
que le CaCO^, en plus de former du carboalu
minate hydrate, modi fie la reactivite de 
1'alite et/ou la structure du CSH. Nos etu
des en cours semblent confirpier cette hypo
these.

En tout cas, il faut souligner que le pour- 
centage de calcaire qui peut remplacer le 
gypse, en fournissant les performances meca- 
niques les plus elevees, est variable, et



depend probate]ement
C^A qa'en S0q soluble 
men t. ""

tant de la teneur en 
content dans le cl-

0 1.5 3 4.5 6%CaIcaire

Fig. 5 - Retrait des mortiers en fonction de 
la teneur en gypse et en calcaire.

Par exemple, d'apres de experiences recen- 
tes, dans tin clinker ayant des teneurs de 
6,98% de C A et de 2,35% de SO , 11 nous a 
Ste possible de remplacer totalement le 
gypse par le calcaire, en conservant des 
temps de prise et des resistances mScani- 
ques absolument valables.

En dernier lieu, on peut faire remarquer que 
seules des substitutions depassant 50% de 
CaSO^.SH 0 avec CaC03 influencent le re
trait (Figure 5).

Cel a est probabl ement en rapport avec la 
quantity d’ettringite qui s'est formee aux 
premiers stades d'hydratation et/ou ä 1' ac
tion du SO sur la composition et la 
•morphologie au CSH (11).

Conclusions

Les resultats obtenus permettent de tlrer 
les conclusions sulvantes:
-Il est possible de substituen 50% de 
gypse avec du calcaire sans compromettre 
le comportement des ciments.

- En accord avec les donnees de la littera- 
ture, il existe un rapport optimal gypse/ 
calcaire qui determine les mellleures per
formances du clment.

- Le carbonate, tout en jouant parfois un 
röle limite en tant que regulateur de pri
se, Interagit en tout cas pour donner du 
carboaluminate, et se comporte done comme

un composant actif du clment.
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ACTION DE L'ANHYDRIDE VANADIQUE SUR L'HYDRATATION DU CIMENT 
VANADIUM PENTOXIDE EFFECT ON CEMENT HYDRATION

Resume
On a etudie 1'influence de I1anhydride vanadique sur les caracteristiques du ciment, ayant constate que les be
tons additioncs de cendres volantes, provenantes de la combustion mixte de feul lourd et de houille et contenant 
ce compose, presentaient des retards au durcissement tres inportants.
Notre etude a ete realise sur neuf ciments: deux de reference; deux ayants en solution solide dans le clinker 
respectivement 0,20 et 0,45% de V-O^; quatre additionnes de 0,10; 0,25; 0,40; 0,60% de ^O^; un ciment de cen
dres volantes qui contenaient 0,45% de ^O^.
On a verifie que 1'anhydride vanadique dissoute dans le clinker, surtout dans la belite, ne perturbe pas ni la 
prise ni le durcissment contrairement ä ce qui se passe si eile est simplement ajoutee au ciment. Dans ce cas 
les temps de prise sont d'autant plus longs que la teneur en V^O^ est plus grande. Pour des teneurs superieures 
ä 0,25%, les terrps de prise, mesures par la methode de Vicat, aiminuent; ceci est du ä un epaississement de la 
päte sans avoir une progression dans 1'hydratation comme le mettent en evidence les courbes calorimetriques.
Le retard de prise est, probablement, du ä la formation d'un vanadate de calcium amorphe qui, enrobant les 
grains de ciment, limite I1hydratation.
Les retards de prise et de durcissement influencent a court terme les resistences mecaniques des ciments, mais 
apres vingthuit jours on retrouve des valeurs presque normales des resistences.
Le retrait est egalement influence par I1anhydride vanadique.
Il semble done que les cendres volantes qui contiennent V2O5 peuvent etre enployees, apres controle, pour la 
production des ciments pouzzolaniques.
Au contraire 1'utilisation impmdente de ces cendres dans la realisation du beton peut etre ä 1'origins de cer
tains problcmes.

Foi estudada a influencia do anidrido vanädico sobre as caracteristicas do cimento, tendo-se constatado que os 
concretes con adiqao de cinzas volantes, provenientes da combustao mista de cornbustivel pesado e de öleo e con- 
tendo este canposto, apresentavam demoras muito relevantes no endurecimento.
Nosso estudo foi feito can nove cimentos: dois de referenda; dois tendo respectivamente 0,20 e 0,45% de V2°5 
em solueäo solida no clfnquer; quatro adicionandos respectivamente com 0,10, 0,25, 0,40, 0,60 de V?O4; urn cimen
to de cinzas volantes contendo 0,45% de

Verificou-se que о anidrido vanädico dissolvido no clinquer, sobretudo na belita, näo prejudica nem a pega nem о 
endurecimento, contrariamente ao que acontece se ele simplesmente ё adicionado ao cimento. Neste caso os tempos 
de pega säo täo mais longos quanto maior о teor de V2O5. Para teores maiores que 0,25%, os tempos de pega, medi 
dos pelo metodo de Vicat, diminuem; isto se deve a urn espessamento da pasta sem uma progressäo na hidrataqao, 
соло se evidencia pelas curvas calorimetricas. 0 atraso da pega e devido, provavelmente, ä formagäo de um vana
date de cälcio amorfo que, envolvendo os gräos de cimento, limita a hidratagäo.
Os atrasos de pega e de endurecimento influenciam a curto prazo as resistencias mecänicas dos cimentos, mas de
pois de 28 dias encontram-se valores quase normais das resistäncias.
A retra^äo ё igualmente influenciada pelo anidrido vanädico.
Parece, portanto, que as cinzas volantes contendo V20n podem ser enpregadas, apos controle, para produeäo de ci
mentos pozolänicos. 5

Ao contrario, a utilizagäo imprudente destas cinzas na preparaqäo de concreto pode dar orige^i a certos proble- 
mas.



Introduction

Ayant constate dans 1'applicat ion pratique 
que l'ajout, dans le beton, de quantites im
portantes de cendres volantes, contenant du 
V^O , se traduit par un retard du durcisse- 
ment, les auteurs ont etudie I'enfluence du 
^2^5 SUr leS car'actei'istipes ciment. 
Rappelons que les cendres volantes, derivees 
de la combustion mixte de fuel lourd dense et 
de houille, peuvent contenir des teneurs 
elevees en V^O^.

’Jne recherche precedente (1) aval t etabli 
que 11anhydride vanadique retarde considera- 
blement 11hydratation du C^S et la conver
sion de 1'ettringite en monosulfoaluminate. 
Apres avoir mis en evidence la formation 
d'un vanadate de calcium amorphe, nous avons 
formule une hypothese fondee sur la theorie 
de Kondo (2); le vanadate forme une enveloppe 
etanche autour des grains du solide qui sont 
ainsi isoles de la solution.

Partie experimentale

Pour determiner 1'influence du V^O^. sur les 
performances du ciment quatre clinkers mar
ques A, B, C, D ont ete utilises.

Le premier a ete synthetise au laboratoire a 
partir d'une farine industrielle.

Le deuxieme et le trolsieme ont ete prepares 
dans les memes conditions en utilisant la 
meme farine additionnee de faqon ä obtenir 
dans le clinker des teneurs en de 0,20
et 0,45% respect!vement.

Le quatrieme etait un clinker industriel 
obtenu ä partir de la meme farine utilisee 
pour la Synthese des trois precedents.

L'ajout de gypse dans les clinkers А, В, C a 
permis 1'obtention des ciments Al, Bl, Cl; le 
clinker D a ete broye avec du gypse avec des 
quantites variable de V^O^ pour produire les 
ciments Dl - D5.

En vue de determiner le comportement effectif 
du vanadium present dans une cendre volante, 
nous avons de plus prepare le ciment D6 
contenant 33% de cendres volantes.

L'analyse des clinkers et de la cendre a ete 
exposes au cours d'un travail precedent (1); 
le Tableau 1 presente la composition des 
c iments.

Resultats et discussion

И a ete etabli dans un premier temps, grace 
& 1'analyse par microsonde, que le vanadium 
dans les clinkers В et C se repartit de pre
ference dans la bellte (Figure 1); cela Con
corde avec les observations de Hornain (3).

Tableau 1 - Composition des ciments

Ciment Gypse% v2o5% Cendre%

Al 5 - -

Bl 5 0,20+ -

. Cl 5 0,45 -

DI 5 - -

D2 5 0,10 -

D3 5 0,25 -

D4 5 0,40 -

D5 5 0,60 -

D6 5 0,13++ 33

+ V 0 content2 5 dans le clinker

++ apporte par la cendre

Ca

Al

Fe

Fig. 1 - Image en electrons absorbes et ana
lyse ä la microsonde du clinker C.



Le pourcentage d’eau necessaire pour real iser 
la pate normale s’eleve ä 23% environ pour 
tous les ciments, ä 1'exception du ciment 
aux cendres volantes (28%); ceci s'explique 
par sa plus grande surface speeifique Blaine 
(ssB) et par la nature de l'ajout.

Les valeurs du "flow" sont tres similaires 
entre elles: 110 mm environ.

Le V 0 präsent dans le clinker modifie peu 
les ?emps de prise; par centre, nous consta
tons des retards tres prononces, quand il est 
ajoute au ciment dans des quantites allant 
jusqu’a 0,25% aussi bien comme compose pur 
que comme element de la cendre volant^.

A des teneurs depassant 0,25% se produit un 
epaississement de la pate sans toutefois de
terminer la prise (Tableau 2).

Tableau 2 - Caracteristiques physiques des ci_ 
ments.

Ciment
ssB 

cm2/g
H^O pour pate 
normale % ,

Temps de prise

Debut Fin

Al 3710 23,2 2h05' 3h35'

Bl 3705 22,8 lh55* 3hl5'

' Cl 3715 23,0 lh35* 2h50'

DI 3638 23,0 2h20' 4h05*

D2 3696 j- 22,8 6h 10h

D3 3710 22,6 6h3O* 17h30'

D4 3724 22,6 2hl5' 14h30'

D5 3750 22,8 lhl5' 8h30'

D6 4492 28,4 5hl0' 8h45'

Les courbes calorimetriques confirment les 
resultats precedents: I'effet exothermique, 
associe a 1'hydratation . apparait apres la 
meme peri ode pour les ciments Al - 01 (Figure 
2), alors qu'il se manifeste ä des temps 
toujours plus longs pour les autres ciments 
en raison de la quantite de v205 additionnee 
(Figure 3) .

En raison du peu de materiau disponible, la 
resistance en compression des ciments Al-Cl a 
etä determinee sur des echantillons de mor- 
tier cubiques de 2 cm. de cote (Figure 4); 
celle des ciments Dl - D6, conformement ä la 
reglementation italienne.

Les echanti lions on ete conserves soit dans 
l'eau ä 20°C durant 90 jours soit ä 1'air a

A* — i 
В 1 - !
C1 -- i

Temps (teures)

Fig. 2 - Courbes calorimätriques des ciments 
Al-Cl.

Fig. 3 - Courbes calorimetriques des ciments 
D1-D6.

20°C et a 50% H.R., durant 365 jours.

L'examen de la Figure 4 et du Tableau 3 fait 
ressortir nettement que, si 1'anhydride vana- 
dique se trouve dans le clinker, il n' in
fluence pas la progression des resistances 
mecaniques, excepte une legere modification 
de la valeur absolue lorsque le s'y
trouve dans un pourcentage de 0,45; par con- 
trt, s'i" est ajoute au ciment, il exerce une 
action prcnoncee sur la resistance en com
pression. A.ux courtes echeances, les resi
stances mecaniques sont d'autant -plus redui- 
tes que la teneur en V0 est plus elevee, 
cela est ä mettre en relation avec le retard 
de prise mis en evidence par les courbes ca- 
lorimetriques.

La resistance en compression du ciment D5 est 
carrcterisee par un retard de durcissement 
meins prononce. Le comportement de ce ciment



Fig. 4 - Evolution de la resistance ä la com
pression sur micro-eprouvettes des 
ciments Al - CI en fonction du 
temps.

peut s'expliquer en admettant d'une part que 
le vanadate de calcium amorphe, forme ä la 
suite de la reaction entre VjOn et Ca(OH) 
(1), ralentit le processus d1hydratation, et 
que d1autre part 11 exerce une faible action 
liante, dlmlnue la porosite du montier, 
reduit le rapport eau/ciment en liant de 
11 eau.

A partir du 28eme jour, nous assistons pour 
tous les ciments nontenant de 1'anhydride va- 
nadique ä une augmentation notable des resi
stances.

Il est done evident que la presence de 
influence uniquement les premieres phases de 
la prise et du dure i ssemen t, mais n'altere 
pas le comportement mecanlque du ciment au 
cours des phases plus avancees d1hydratation; 
au contraire, a 90 jours, certains ciments 
contenant de I1anhydride vanadique offrent 
des performances superieures ä celles du ci
ment temoin, ä condition que le traltement se 
fasse dans 1'eau.

"Jn traitement de 28 jours dans 1'eau et d'une 
annee ä .1'alr, pour le ciment ä 0,6% de 
V 0 , se traduit par une diminution des resi
stances entre 90 et 365 jours.

Pour le ciment D6 11 n'y pas de changement de 
resistance entre 90 et 365 jours.

Ce dernier resultat a besoln de confirma
tions ulterieures, etant donne que la resi
stance pourrait etre influencee par le milieu 
de traitement excessivement sec et done non 
adapte ä un ciment contenant des cendres vo- 

Tableau 3 - Resistance en compression (MPa) 
des ciments Dl - D6.

Temps de 
traitement 

(jours)

Ciments

DI D2 D3 DA D5 D6

1 11 - - - - 4

2 25 19 2 1.5 8 -

3 33 29 14 14 19 19

7 46 41 34 35 40 32

28 60 59 58 58 62 48

90 66 63 60 62 70 65

365 69 69 94 66 60 65

ä l'air, H.R.
50%, t = 20°C

lantes.

En dernier lieu, 1'action provoquee par 
le VpOg dans 1 ' appl i cat i on pratique a ete 
verifies a l'aide d'essais sur des betons.

La composition des betons prepares avec les 
ciments Dl, D3, D4, D6 et les va] eurs de 
resistance mecanlque sont indiquees au Ta
bleau 4 et sur la Figure 5.

Le beton Cz6 a ete prepare avec du ciment D6 
et une partie du sable a ete remplacee par la 
cendre volante.

Comme dans les mortiers, le V 0 provoque 
dans les betons des retards de prf’se sensi
bles, au point de ne pas permettre le demou
lage des echantillons apres 24 heures; ces 
retards sont propertionne 1 s ä la teneur 
en e1: l'effet sur le beton est plus
marque quand on realise des consistances 
fluides. Si le beton n'est pas perturbe 
pendant la periode dormante, la reprise des 
resistances est assuree graduellement et, 
dans le cas du beton avec cendre, eile est 
meme plus elevee ä 28 jours.

Enfin, les essais de retrait ont ete ef- 
fectues sur des echantillons de mortier nor
mal conserves dans 1'eau pendant 28 jours et, 
ensuite, dans un milieu ä 20°C et 50% H.R. 
(figure 6).

Pendant le traitement dans 1'eau, la presence 
de ^2^5 determine une plus grande expansion 
et, pendant le sechage, un plus'fort retrait.

Nous pouvons done admettre que 16 V2°5’ 4ui



+ Pourcentage de V 0 provenant de la cendre volante

Tableau 4 - Composition et caracteristiques des betens

Beton Czl Cz3 Cz4 Cz6

Dosage du ciment 
kg/m3 250 250 250 250

Cendre volante 
kg/m3 - - - 100

Pourcentage de
V 0 dans le ciment 

. 2 5
- 0,25 0,40 0,13

Rapport E./C 0,85 0,87 0,88 0,84

Slump 15 15 15 15

Fig. 5 - Evolution de la resistence en com
pression des betons Czl, Cz3, Cz4, 
Cz6 en fonction du temps.

s'est transforme en vanadate de calcium amor
phe, donne lieu au debut a une expansion; 
par la suite, le vanadate cristallise en pro- 
voquant une contraction de volume.

Cette diversite de comportement du ciment 
D2, dont 1'expansion dans 1'eau est moindre 
que celle du ciment DI, peut s'expliquer en 
admettant que le retrait provoque par 
le VO sur 1'hydratatjon et done sur 
1'expansion de la pate, n'est pas compense 
par 1'expansion du gel de vanadate de 
calcium, car ce dernier s'y trouve en petite 
quantite.

Fig. 6 - Evolution du retrait des ciments 
Dl - D6 en fonction du temps.

Conclusions

D'apres les resultats obtenus il est possi
ble de tirer les conclusions suivantes:
- Lanhydride  vanadique en solution solide 

dans le clinker, particulierement dans la 
belite, ne perturbe ni la prise ni le dur- 
cissement;

*

- Au contraire, le additionne au ciment 
provoque un retard des temps de prise et de 
durcissement en fonction de la quantite 
ajoutee;

- Le retard des temps de prise et de durcis
sement est a imputer probablement ä la for
mation d'un vanadate de calcium amorphe 
qui, enrobant les grains de ciment, en ra- 
lentit I'hydratation;

- Le ralentissement du processus d'hydrata- 
tion se repercute evidemment de faqon mar
quee sur les resistances mecaniques ä 
court terme, meme si apres 28 jours de 
traitement, nous ne constatons plus que de 
tres faibles differences;

- L'anhydride vanadique, en ralentissant la 
Vitesse d' Hydratation, permet aux longues 
echeances I'obtention de resistances meca
niques elevees des echantillons conserves 
dans 1'eau;

- Les echantillons prepares avec des ciments 
additionnes de 0,6% de V2°5» apres 28 jours

de conservation dans 1'eau et une annee de 
traitement ä 1'air, presentent une diminu
tion des resistances mecaniques;



- D'apres ce qui precede, 11 semble possible 
de preparer des farines en utilisant des 
cendres volantes contenant de I anhydride 
vanadique dans certalnes limites, sans que 
cela se repercute de faqon significative 
sur les caracteristiques physico-mecaniques

1

1) A. Negro, L. Montanaro et L. Cussino 
(1985), "Vanadium pentoxide effect on hy
dratation of C^S and C A in the presence 
of gypsum and lime". 11 Cemento 82 (1), 
41-8.

2) R. Kondo, M. Daimon, E. Sakoi et H. 
Ushiyama (1977) "Influence of inorganic 
salts on the hydration of tricalcium sili
cate", J. Appl. Biotechnol. 27, 191-197.

3) H. Hornain (1971) "Sur la repartition des 
elements de transition et leur influence 
sur quelques proprietes du clinker et du 
ciment", Rev.Mat.Constr. 671/672, 203-219.

Nous remercions Md.me Regourd du C.E.R.I.L.H. 
de Paris pour 1 es analyses par microsonde et 
Md.me A.A. Fournier de 1'E.N.S.M. de St. 
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du ciment;
- L uti1isat1 on de cendres volantes contenant 

du en cimenterie pour la production de 
ciments pouzzolanlques peut etre controlee 
en faisant appel aux essais ordinaires de 
conform!te aux normes et en intervenant lä 
oil cela est necessaire. Par contre, l'em- 
ploi indiscrimlne ou imprudent des cendres 
dans la preparation du beton peut creer des 
problemes qui ne permettent ni interven
tions ni remedes, ä part une attente 
proIongee pour les decoffrages.

1
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EFFECT OF SILICA FUME ON THE HYDRATION PRODUCTS OF C3A-CSH2 SYSTEM

2.1

EFFET DE FUMEE DE SILICE SUR LES PRODUITS D'HYDRATATION DU SYSTEMA C3A-CSH2

SUMMARY: The hydration of C-A-CSII? systems at 20OC has been studied in the presence of quartz (considered to 
be inert) or silica fume. Moreover, since silica fume is generally used in cement mixes in combination with su
perplasticizers, the effect of polymer based on naphthalene sulfonated has been also examined.

The hydration products have been identified by thermal analysis (DTG). In some cases XRD analysis 
has been also carried out. ■

In the presence of quartz the usual hydration products of the C3A-CSH2 system have been observed: 
ettringite is initially produced and then it is transformed into monosulfate.

When silica fume replaces quartz the conversion the ettringite into monosulfate is accelerated. 
Moreover, in the presence of silica fume, beside the monosulfate after some days a new product is formed with a 
DTG peak at about 3706C and a group of XRD lines at 5.06, 5.32, 3.11, 2.79, 2.27, 2.02 A.

On the basis of these data the new product has been identified as a hydrogarnet of chemical composi
tion CjAS^Hg

With a combined additon of silica fume and naphthalene sulfonated polymer to the CjA-CS^ system the 
hydrogarnet production is retarded or completely inhibited (at least up to 28 days) depending on the polymer do
sage (0.4 or 21 by weight respectively). Moreover, at the higher dosage of polymer the formation of ettringite 
and its conversion into monosulfate are both retarded.

Sumario

A hidrataqao dos sistemas C^A-CSIL ä 20°C foi estudada em presenga de quartzo (considerado inerte) ou 
microsflica. E mais, сото a microsilica e geralmente usada nos concretos em combinagao com superplastificante, 
tambem. foi examinado о efeito de polimeros com base em naftalenos sulfonados.

Os produtos de hidratagäo foram identificados por analise termo-gravimetrica (DTG). Em alguns casos 
tambem- foram feitas anälises por difragäo de raios X (XRD).

Em presenga do quartzo os produtos usuais de hidratagao do sistema C3A-CSH2 foram observados: etringi 
ta e inicialmente formada e depois e transformada em monosulfato.

Quando a microsilica substitui о quartzo, a cqnversäo da etringita em monosulfato e acelerada. E 
mais, em presenga da microsilica, alem do monosulfato apos alguns dias urn novo forma-se com um pico DTG a cerca 
de 370°C e um grupo de linhas XRD com 5,06, 3,32, 3,11 , 2,79, 2,27 e 2,02 A.

Com base nesses dados, о novo produto foi identificado сото sendo uma hidrogranada de composigao qui- 
mica C3ASxH6_2x.

Com uma combinagäo na adigao- de microsilica e polimero naftaleno sulfonado ao sistema CjA-CSH,, a for 
magäo da hidrogranada e retardada ou completamente inibida (ao menos ate 28 dias) depcndendo da dosagem do poli
mero (0,4 a 2°« em peso respectivamente). Alem disso, com dosagens mais elevadas do polimero a formagäo de etrin 
gita e sua conversäo em monosulfato säo ambas retardadas.



Introduction

Since the last few years, it is well 
known that the need for conserving energy 
through the lower percentage of clinker in 
cements has revived the interest in 
materials having chemical composition and 
surface properties similar to those of 
pozzolans.

In recent times research works have 
been directed towards investigations of 
silica fume, a by-product resulting from the 
manufacture of silicon steel. Silica fume 
appears to possess rather interesting 
characteristics.

A number of authors (1) have found 
that, when used as partial substitution of 
cement, silica fume shows a good pozzolanic 
activity, because of its high content in 
amorphous silica and its high fineness (20 
m /g). This extraordinary fineness also 
results in high demand for mix water to 
obtain concrete with good workability; yet, 
the addition of a superplasticizing 
admixture can conduce to relatively low 
water/solid ratios again. Moreover, added 
water being equal, a content of silica fume 
up to 30% seems to impart improved 
mechanical properties to concrete.

In the present paper, the influence of 
silica fume on the C^A-gypsum system in the 
presence or absence of superplasticizer is 
investigated in order to assess the 
variation both in the kinetics of hydration 
and in the nature of the hydrated products.

Materials

Four mixes were prepared whose 
composition is shown in Table 1,

Table 1 Composition of anhydrous mixes 
(Q=quartz, SF=silica fume, NS=dry 
polymer of calcium naphthalene 
sulfonate)

C..A Q SF CSHn NS
—3-------- ----------- 2

50 40 10

50 -- 40 Ю

50 -- 40 10 0,4

50 -- 40 Ю .2

Tricalcium aluminate was the same 
material already used in other works (2,^). 
Silica fume, with the fineness of 20,70 m /g 
was the same which was used in a previous 
work (4). Finely ground quartz (passing the 
37-mm sieve) was used as an inert material 
in order to obtain the same amount of C^A in 
the mixes without silica fume.

Tricalcium aluminate and silica fume 
(or quartz) were dry mixed with gypsum and 
naphthalene sulfonate polymer in powder 
form, obtained.by drying out a proprietary 
admixture made of a 40% aqueous solution of 
polymer.

Specimens were hydrated with a given 
quantity of water in order to obtain a 
water/solid ratio of 0.5 and then they were 
maintained at 20°C. At given times, from 6 
hours to 28 days, the reaction was blocked 
by grinding the specimens in methyl alcohol; 
filtered specimens were tested by 
thermogravimetric analysis and, in some 
cases, also by X-ray diffraction.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 indicates the DTG curves of 
the C^A-quartz-gypsum mix. At about 150°C 
the anhydrous mix shows the peak attributed 
to bihydrated gypsum. After a 6 hours 
hydration, one peak at 120°C, due to the 
thermal decomposition of ettringite, and two 
peaks (at 200 and 2.80°C) of mono.sulf ate, 
are present. At 1 day, the peaks of 
monosulfate are considerably higher and only 
traces of ettringite are present.. At later 
ages, mono.sulfate is the only product of the 
reaction left, as it had already been found 
and discussed in a previous work (5)..

Figure .2 shows the DTG curves of the 
reaction products of the C^A-silica fume--- 
gypsum mix. The substitution of quartz with 
silica fume,, which is more reactive, 
determines interesting variations of both 
the hydration kinetics, and, above all, the 
type of products obtained. At -6 hours the 
conversion of ettringite into monosulfate is 
almost completed. Moreover, the XRD analysis 
indicates that the percentage of hydrated 
C^A appears to be higher in the presence of 
silica fume than in the presence of quartz. 
An analogous behaviour has been .pointed out 
in other publications in connection with the 
hydration of C^A, pozzolan and gypsum mixes 
.(■б, 7 ),. The conversion of ettringite into 
monosulfate is completed after 1 day. At 3 
days,, a new peak at about .370°.C appears., in



TEMPERATURE ( c)

Fig.l DTG curves of the hydration products 
of the C^A-quartz-gypsum mix- G=gypsum; 
Mimonosulf ate ; E=ettringite .

TEMPERATURE ( c)

Fig.3 DTG curves of the hydration products 
of the C^A-silica fume-gypsum mix in 
the presence of 0.4% superplasticizer.

Fig. 2 DTG curves of the hydration products
of the C^A-silica fume-gypsum mix. 
II=hydrogar net.

Fig.4 DTG curves of the hydration products
of the C^A-silica fume-gypsum mix in 
the presence of 2% superplasticizer.



Fig. 5 XRD patterns of the hydration products of the C^A-silica fume-gypsum mix 
H = hydrogarnet

addition to the peak already mentioned. 
Comparing the XRD patterns obtained with the 
existing data in the literature (8) allowed 
to identify this new peak as hydrogarnet 
(C,AS .3 x 6-2x

Figure 3 shows the DTG peaks of the 
C^A-silica fume-gypsum mix, hydrated at 0, 
1, 7, 28 days in the presence of 0.4% of 
superplasticizer by weight of cement. At 1 
day, the peaks of monosulfate and a shoulder 
attributed to residual ettringite are 
observed. Comparing these results with the 
one obtained at 1 day without admixture 
(Fig. 2), it can be concluded that the 
superplasticizer slightly retards the 
conversion of ettringite into monosulfate. 
Only at 7 days, the peak attributed to the 
hydrogarnet appears at about 370°C; the 
Presence of the admixture retards its 
appearance and strongly retards its rising. 
It does not reach the amount it had in the 

mix without admixture at 3 days, not even at 
28 days.

The increase in the dosage of 
superplasticizing admixture (2%) retards the 
conversion of ettringite into monosulfate 
strongly (Fig. 4). For example, at 1 day the 
DTG peak of ettringite at 120°C is 
predominant.

Figure 5 indicates the X-ray 
diffraction patterns of the C^A-silica 
fume-CSH^ system hydrated at 7 days with and 
without superplasticizing admixture. The XRD 
analysis confirms the presence of 
hydrogarnet in the sample without 
superplasticizer and in the sample with a 
lower dosage (0.4%) of admixture. In the 
last case, the intensity of XRD peaks is 
weaker. Even the XRD analysis does not 
indicate the presence of hydrogarnet in the 
specimen with a higher dosage of 
superplasticizer (2%).



Conclusion

The addition of silica fume to the 
C A-CSH^ system accelerates the production 
of ettringite and its conversion into 
monosulfate. Moreover, it causes the 
formation of hydrogarnet ^C3ASxH6-2 which 
is strongly evident after X 3 cfays of 
hydration.

Naphthalene sulfonate based, 
superplasticizer, added at the dosage rate 
of 0.4% to the C A-silica fume-CSH,? system, 
slows down both the conversion of ettringite 
into' monosulfate and the formation of 
hydrogarnet. The strong effect obtained with 
the dosage of 2% hinders the production of 
hydrogarnet at least up to 28 days.

(7) H. Uchikawa and S. Uchida, "Influence 
of Pozzolana on the Hydration of C^A", 
7th International Congress on the 
Chemistry of Cement, Paris 1980, Vol. 
Ill, Theme IV 24-29.

(8) H.F.W. Taylor, "The Chemistry of 
Cements", Vol. I, pg 344, Academic 
press, London, (1964).
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EFFbCT OF TRIETHANOLAMINE ON THE TRICALCIUM SILICATE HYDRATION
EFFET Dll LA TRIETHANOLAMINE SUR L1 HYDRATATION DU SILICATE TRICALCIQUE

SUMMARY: The effect of triethanolamine (TEA) on the C,S hydration at 20°C with and without 

(or N(j 7gC7 7gA) and gypsum was studied.

Addition of TEA (0.1s) to a pure C^S paste (watcr/solid ratio = 0.50) slightly retarded the 
early hydration process particularly during the first 6 hours. After 1 day no substantial 
change in C^S hydration process was caused by TEA addition.

This retarding effect was almost completely eliminated when C^S hydrated in the presence of 
CjA (or N'o 2SC') 75A) and ЕУР5игп- On the other hand, TEA accelerated the early ettringite 
production and its transformation into monosulfate particularly in the C^S-Nq 25^2 7gA-CS112 
system. It would seem that the adsorption of TEA molecules on ettringite could remove the 
admixture from the aqueous phase and consequently decrease or eliminate the slight retarding 
effect on the C^S hydration.

SUMÄRIO: Estudou-se о efeito da trietanolamina (TEA) sobre a hidratafäo do C^S a 20°C, com e 

sem CgA (ou 25C2 75A^ e gess0,

A adicäo de TEA (0,16) a uma pasta d6 CgS puro (relacäo de ägua/solido = 0,50) re- 
tardou ligeiramcnte о processo inicial de hidrata^äo, particularmente durante as primeiras 6 
horas. Depois de 1 dia, a adicäo de TEA näo causou mudanpa substancial no processo de hidra- 
tacäo do C^S.

Este efeito retardador foi quase completamente eliminado quando о C^S se hidratou 
era presenca de CjA (ou Nq ,5C2 7gA) e gesso. For outro lado, a TEA acelerou a produ^ao ini
cial de etringita e sua transformafäo ее monossulfato, particularmente no sistema 
C3S"N0 -rgA-CSH,. Poderia parecer que a absorqao de moleculas de TEA na etringita pode- 
ria remover’aditivo da fase aquosa e, consequentemente, diminuir ou eliminar о ligeiro efeito 

retardador sobre a hidrataqäo do CgS.



Introduction

Triethanolamine (TEA) is usally used 
as raw material in many concrete.admixtures. 
Use of pure water reducing agents often 
prolongs setting time and extends induction 
period so that hydration of cement is 
significantly delayed. Addition of TEA 
achieves intent to limit retarding effect 
on these admixtures on cement hydration (1).

Triethanolamine alone has been found 
to act as a retarding on C^S hydration (2) 
but an accelerator of ettringite formation 
( 3) .

In the present paper the effect of TEA 
on the hydration of C^S-C^A (or NC^A) 
system in the presence of gypsum' has been 
studied.

Experimental

a) Hydration

Tricalcium aluminate (C A) and
Na2O solid solution (NC3A) were prepared 
according to a methodology employied in 
previous works (4) (5). Blaine specific 
surface area of C A and C A-Na О so^id 
solution were 3100 and 3050 cm /g 
respectively.

Tricalcium silicate was also prepared 
from reagent grade CaCO^ and SiC>2 according 
to the method described in a previous paper 
(6). The Blaine specific surface area of C^S 
was about 3250 cm /g.

Gypsum, calcium hydroxide, TEA reagent 
grade were also used.

Tricalcium silicate alone and mixes of 
C S (75%)-C A (20%_)-CSH (5%) or of
(75%)-NC3A (20%)-CSH2 (5%) hydrated with
water or0 a 2000 mg/1 TEA aqueous solution. 
With water/solid ratio of 0.50, such as that 
used for the hydration, the TEA percentage 
by weight of solid was 0.1%.

The hydration at 20°C was blocked 
after a certain period of time (from 0.5 
hours to 7 days) by grinding the hydrated 
samples under methyl alcohol and then 
vacuum-drying them at about 2‘mmHg.

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) 
and differential thermogravimetry (DTG) were

simultaneously carried out by a Netzsch 
thermoanalyzer to identify the hydration 
products. Only DTG curves „re reported in 
the present paper. In same cases X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) analysis was also carried 
out to confirm the presence of certain 
phases.

b) Triethanolamine adsorption

One liter of TEA (2000 mg/1) aqueous 
solution was mixed with 25 g of ettringite 
prepared according to the method described 
by Mehta (7). After a certain period of time 
(from 0.5 hours to 1 day) the filtered 
aqueous solution was analyzed by UV method 
to determine the amount of TEA adsorbed on 
ettringite.

Results

From DTG curves the area corresponding 
to the peak of Ca(OH)2 produced by C3S 
hydration was determined by taking into 
account also the Ca(OH)2 transformed into 
CaCO . The amount of Ca(OH)2 in arbitrary 
units is shown as a function of time in Fig. 
1. The two curves are representative of the 
C S hydration kinetics with and without TEA. 
The addition of TEA blocks the Cat OH) 
production at 0.5 hours and retards the C3S 
hydration until 6 hours, whereas no 
substantial change is recorded after 1 day 
of hydration.

500- ----

TIME

Fig.l Amount of CatOH)^ produced by C3S 
hydration as a function of time for 
the C3S and C3S+TEA systems.
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The DTG curves for the C S-C A-CSH 
system with and without TEA at3 different 
hydration times are shown in Fig. 2. In the 
the presence of TEA the ettringite
production appears to be accelerated
confirming the results obtained by 
Ramachandran (3). For example at 6 hours the 
DTG gypsum peak is present only in the 
absence of TEA. The XRD analysis confirmed 
that in the presence of TEA gypsum was 
absent after 6 hours of hydration.

A В

100 300 500 700
_J____1___ i_... i 1111

100 300 500 700

TEMPERATURE (C)

Fig. 2 DTG curves mixes of C S-C A-CSH 
(A) and C3S-C A-CSH + TEA (B) 
hydrated from u.5 hours to 7 days. 
The top curve refers to the 
anhydrous mix. G = gypsum; E = 
ettringite; M = monosulfate; CH = 
calcium hydroxide; Cc = calcium 
carbonate; CSH = calcium silicate 
hydrate.

In Fig. 3 the effect of TEA on the

the C^S hydration less than it does when 0 S 
hydrates alone (Fig. 1). 3

TIME

Fig. 3 Amount of Ca(OII) produced by C S 
hydration as a function of time for 
the C S-C A-CSH and C S-C A- CSH + 
TEA systems.

_ In Fig. 4 the DTG curves for C S-NC A- 
CSH2 mixes hydrated with and without ofl% 
TEA are shown. During the first 6 hours 
ettringite production and its transformation 
into monosulfate appears to be accelerated 
by TEA addition. At subsequent times the 
effect of TEA on C^A hydration seems to be 
negligible^ The Ca(0H) production for the 
C3S-nc3a-csh2 system with and without TEA is 
shown in Fig. 5. The C3S hydration rate is 
slightly retarded in the presence of TEA. 
However the retarding effect, particularly 
during the first 6 hours, is much smaller 
than that found for the hydration of C S 
alone (Fig. 1).



TEMPERATURE ("C)

F i g . 4 DTG curves of mixes of C^S-NC^A- 
CSH2 (A) and C3S-NC A- CSH^ + TEA 

(B) hydrated from 0.5 hours to 7 
days. The top curve refers to the 
anhydrous mix. G = gypsum; E = 
ettringite; M = monosulfate; CH = 
calcium hydroxide; CC = calcium 
carbonate; CSH = calcium silicate 
hydrate.

Fig. 5 Amount of Ca(OH) , produced by C^S 
hydration as a function of time 
for the C S-NC^A-CSH and C S- 
NC3A-CSH2 + TEA systems. '

All these results demonstrate that in 
the presence 
effect of TEA 
This could be

of C^A or NC^A the retarding 
on C^S hydration decrases (8). 
ascribed to the adsorption of

TEA molecules on the hydration product of 
C A (ettringite) so that the concentration 
of TEA in mixing water is reduced and 
consequently the retarding effect on the C S 
hydration also decreases.

In order to verify this hypothesis a 
sample of 25 g of ettringite was left in 
contact with 1 liter of aqueous solution 
containing 2000 mg of TEA per liter of 
water. The amount of TEA which remained in 
solution after different times is reported 
in Fig. 6. Triethanolamine is gradually 
removed from the aqueous solution, and 
during the first 6 hours, the ettringite 
adsorbs about 50% of TEA molecules 
originally present. This experiment seems to 
confirm that ettringite is responsible for 
the reduction in the retarding effect of TEA 
on C^S hydration. On the other hand TEA 
accelerates the ettringite production. 
Therefore the retarding effect of TEA on the 
C^S hydration in Portland cement could 
strongly depend on the C A content in 
Portland cement. The higher the C?A content, 
the weaker the retarding effect on the C S 
hydration. It does not seem that the alca^i 

content in C^A affects the influence of TEA 
on the C^S hydration.

100-

o----------- 1------------- 1-------------1------------ 1 .
0 6 12 18 24

Fig.6 Amount of TEA remained in solution 
after different times of contact with 
ettringite.



Conclusion

Addition of TEA (0.1%) to a C^S paste 
slightly retards the early hydration process 
during the first 6 hours.

This retarding effect is almost 
eliminated when C^S hydrates in the presence 
of C A (or NC^A) and CSH^. Addition of TEA 
accelerates the early production of 
ettringite and its conversion into 
monosulfate. It seems that adsorption of TEA 
molecules on ettringite can remove the 
admixture from the aqueous phase and reduce 
the retarding effect on the C^S hydration.

(8) T.D. Ciach, E.G. Swenson, "Morphology 
and Microstructure of Hydrating 
Portland Cement and its Costituents. 
IV. Changes in Hydration of a C S, 
C^S, C^A, C^AF and Gypsum Paste with 
and without the Admixtures 
Triethanolamine and Calcium
Lignosulphonate". Cem. Conor. Res., 
1, 367-383, (1971J.
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EFFECT OF RETARDING ADMIXTURES ON THE PORTLAND CEMENT HYDRATION

EFFECT DES ADJUVANTS RETARDANTS SUR L'HYDRATATION DES CIMENTS PORTLAND

SUMMARY: Type I and V Portland cements have been hydrated (water/cement ratio = 0.50) at 20°C 
with and without glucose, sodium gluconate and sodium lignosulfonate (0.3% by weight of 
cement).

Minislump tests have been carried out to determine the fluidifying effect of the admixtures on 
cement pastes. The cement hydration rate has been studied by thermal analysis (DTG).

Sodium gluconate, which appeared to be the most effective in fluidifying the cement pastes, 
retard both the ettringite production and the calcium silicates hydration. The retarding 
effect was much more remarkable on type V Portland cement with null C^A content.

Sodium lignosulfonate did not significantly retard after ettringite production or calcium 
silicates hydration.

Glucose accelerated the ettringite production for type I and type V Portland cements, and this 
seems to be related with the reduction of fluidity caused by the addition of this admixture. 
On the other hand, glucose strongly retard the calcium silicates hydration particularly when 
type V Portland cement was used.

SUMÄRIO: Clmentos Portland Tipos I e V foram hidratados (relagäo de ägua/cimento = 0,50) a 
20°C, com e sem glicose, gliconato de södio e lignossulfonato de sodio (0,3% em peso de cimen 
to) . “

Foram realizados testes de mini-trabalhabi1idade para determinar о efeito fluidifi- 
cante do aditivo sobre as pastas de cimento. Por anälise termica (DTG) se estudou a velocida 
de de hidratagäo do cimento.

0 gliconato de sodio, que parece ser о mats eficiente em termos de fluidificagäo das 
pastas de cimento, retarda tanto a produgäo de etringita сото a hidratagäo dos silicatos de 
cälcio. О efeito retardador foi muito mais marcante no cimento Portland tipo V com teor nulo 
de CgA.

О lignossulfonato de södio näo retardou significativamente depots da produgäo de e- 
tringita ou da hidratagao dos silicatos de cälcio.

A glicose acelerou a produgäo de etringita nos cimentos Portland tipos I c tipo V, e 
isto parece estar relacionado com a redugäo de fluidez causada pela adigäo deste aditivo. Por 
outro lado, a glicose retardou fortemente a hidratagäo dos silicatos de cälcio, em particular 
quando se usou о cimento Portland tipo V.



Introduction

In previous works (1-5) the influence 
of some water reducers/retarders on the 
hydration of pure components of Portland 
cement has been examined. In particular, the 
effect of glucose, gluconate and sodium 
lignosulfonate on the hydration of and 
C^AF with and without lime and gypsum, and 
on the hydration of the C S-C A-gypsum and 
C^S-C^AF-gypsum systems was investigated.

In the present work the research 
program extends to the study of the 
hydration of Portland cement, choosing two 
samples of cement, having a significantly 
different content in C.-Л and C.AF.

3 4 

Experimental

Two Portland cements were used: a 
white Portland cement type I and a ferric 
Portland cement type V substantially without 
C^AF and C^A respectively.

Chemical analysis (%) of Portland 
cements used.

Table 1

WHITE CEMENT FERRIC CEMENT

CaO 65.39 63.13
S; 02 22.16 19.97
Al 0 3.54 4.01
FC2°3 0.29 5.71
Na2O3 0.66 0.14

0.20 0.81
MgO 1.51 1.74
S03 2.75 2.97
Free CaO 0.77 Ü . "/ 7
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сл 

m
 

и о 65.0 61.3
13.5 9.9

C3A 8.9 1.0
C AF

4 0.9 17.4

Glucose (G), gluconate (NG) and sodium 
lignosulfonate (LGS), are the same materials 
as those used in other works (1-5).

Hydration occurred at 2C°C with a 
water/cement ratio (w/c) of 0.5G in the 
absence -r in the presence of the 
admiteures (0.3% by weight of cement). The 
reaction was blocked at given times by

grinding and vacuum drying some portions of 
paste in methyl alcohol.

To evaluate the influence of the 
admixtures on the hydration of silicates and 
aluminates, DTG analysis was carried out by 
the methods already described in a previous 
paper (1).

Minislump tests were also carried out, 
to determine the fluidity of cement pastes 
(7).

Results and Discussion

Figures 1 to 4 show the DTG curves for 
white cement.

Fig.l DTG curves of white cement hydrated
up 7 days. E=ettringite; M=monosulfate.

In the absence of admixtures (Fig. 1), 
the peak at about 150°C in the anhydrous 
specimen is attributed to the dehydration of 
gypsum. At 0.5 hour and at 6 hours the 
presence of a new peak at about 120°C is 
observed. This due to the thermal
decomposition of ettringite which begins to 
form. At 1 day the peak is significantly 
higher also because at about the same 



temperature (130-140°C) C-S-H, produced by 
the hydration of silicates, decomposes. The 
formation of C-S-H is confirmed by the 
appearance of the CH peak at about 500°C and 
by that of CC" at 800°C approximately. At 3 
days, in addition to a higher degree of 
hydration of silicates, the conversion of 
ettringite into monosulfate starts, as shown 
by the shoulder in the thermogram at about 
200°C.

Figure 2 shows the termograms of the 
same cement hydrated in the presence of 
lignosulfonate. This admixture has 
negligible effects on the kinetics of 
hydration of the various components: the 
peak of ettringite at 0.5 h is lower, while, 
at 1 day, a slight lowering of the C-S-H and 
CH peaks is observed.

TEMPERATURE ( C)

Fig. 2 DTG curves of white cement hydrated 
in the presence of sodium 
lignosulfonate up to 7 days.

Figure 3 indicates the thermograms of 
the cement hydrated in the presence of 
gluconate. The retarding action of the 
admixture occurs quite clearly both on 
aluminates and on silicates. Only after 1 
day of hydration an amount of ettringite 
comparable to that produced without 

admixture at 0.5 h is formed. Moreover, 7 
days are required to obtain, in the presence 
of gluconate, the same CH as that obtained 
without admixture at 1 day.

TEMPERATURE (C)

Fig.3 DTG curves of white cement hydrated
in the presence of sodium gluconate
up to 7 days.

Figure 4 indicates the accelerating 
effect of glucose on the ettringite 
production: after 6 hours only, the peak of 
gypsum is no longer evident and only the 
presence of ettringite is recorded. However, 
even at 7 days there is no tendency of 
ettringite to converse into monosulfate. 
Even this admixture, as well as gluconate, 
shows a strong retarding effect on the 
hydration of silicates. A significant 
increase of the peaks of C-S-H, CH and CC is 
observed only after 7 days.

Figures 5 to 8 show the thermograms of 
the hydration products of cement type V 
without C^A. Fig. 5 concerns the DTG curves 
of the cement without admixtures.The effects 
of the three admixtures (Fig. 6-8) are 
comparable to the one found out in white



Fig.4 DTG curves ot white cement hydrated
in presence of glucose up to 7 days.

cement type I. The differences which can be 
noticed are certainly due to the kinetics of 
hydration of C AF that is slower than that 
of C3A. 4

Lignosulfonate shows negligible 
effects on the hydration of both C^AF and 
silicates (Fig. 6).

Gluconate (Fig. 7) is confirmed as the 
most efficient retarder: even at 14 days, in 
addition to the peak of ettringite, the peak 
of gypsum is present, while the hydration of 
silicates is. still blocked.

Glucose (Fig, 8) accelerates the 
production of ettringite and strongly 
retards the hydration of silicates: a 
moderate peak of CH is present only at 14 
days.

Fig.5 DTG curves of
hydrated up to 7 days.

ferric

Fig. 6 DTG curves of ferric cement hydrated 
in presence of sodium lignosulfonate 
up to 7 days.
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DTG curves of ferric cement hydrated 
in presence of sodium gluconate up 
to 7 days..

Fig,., 8- DTG. curves of ferric cement hydrated 
in. presence of glucose Up to 7 days..

Figure 9 shows the minislump of the 
pastes manufactured with the two cements in 
the presence and in the absence of 
admixtures. Among the admixtures tested, 
gluconate is markedly the most plasticizing 
one; in cement type V, the effect is more 
noticeable and extends for a longer period 
of time this being in accordance with the 
higher retardation in the production of 
ettringite. Also lignosulfonate plasticizes 
the paste manufactured with the low C^A 
cement more than it does with the white 
cement rich in ^^A. Conversely, glucose 
reduces the fluidity of the cement pastes 
and this behaviour has to be correlated with 
the accelerating effect on the initial 
production of ettringite.

Fig.9 Minislump of cement pastes with and 
without admixtures (G = glucose; LGS 
= lignosulfonate; NG = gluconate),.

Conclusion

The effects of three chemical products 
used as raw materials for admixtures in 
concrete were tested on two cements, one 
without C.AF,. the other without C^A.4 3

Gluconate, which proves to be the most 
effective plasticizer of cement pastes,, 
retards both the production of ettringite 
and the hydration of silicates: the effects 
are more marked, on cement without C^A and 
rich in C.AF.4

Lignosulfonate does not retard, the 
hydration of cement significantly,. even if 
it shows an initial fluidifying effect,.



Glucose has no fluidifying effect. 
This has to be correlated with the 
accelerating effet on the production of 
ettringite. Glucose retards the hydration of 
C^S only.
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EFFECT OF ALKALI CONTENT IN THE CLINKER ON THE CEMENT HYDRATION WITH AND WITHOUT SODIUM GLUCONATE
2.1

EFFECT DU CONTENU D'ALCALI DANS LE CLINKER SUR L' HYDRATATION DU CIMENT AVEC ET SANS GLUCONATE DE SODIUM

SUMMARY: An industrial clinker (with N320=0.22% and K2O=0.54%) was heated in a laboratory kiln at 1350°C in 
the presence of Na^CO,, so that its Na2O content became 0.56%. In order to obtain comparative results, the clin 
ker as received ana that heated in the kiln without N3200^ were also studied.

_ In a laboratory mill the three clinkers were ground with 5% of gypsum to a Blaine fineness of about 
4500 cm /g.

With these three cements, pastes were prepared (water/cement ratio = 0.40) with and without pure so
dium gluconate (0.2% by weight of cement). The cements were hydrated at 25°C, and the hydration products were 
determined by thermal analysis (DTG). Minislurnp tests of fresh cement pastes were also carried out in order to 
evaluate the plasticizing effect of the admixture.

The thermal treatment of the clinker in the absence of N3260^ made the corresponding cement much more 
rapid in the production of ettringite and its transformation into monosulfate. No substantial change in the 
calcium silicates hydration was observed. .

The cement prepared with tlie clinker heated in the presence of NajCO, became significantly slower, in 
the production of ettringite and its conversion into monosulfate, with respect to the cement prepared with the 
clinker thermally tratet without Na2C0n. On the other hand, the retarding effect, due to the alkali increase in 
the clinker, was negligible for the calcium silicates hydration.

The addition of sodium gluconate significantly retarded both the ettringite production and the cal
cium silicates hydration for all the three cements. The retarding action was particularly effective for the ce
ment of the admixture.

Em um fomo de laboratorio se aqueceu um clinquer industrial (com Na20 = 0,22% e ^0 = 0.54%) a 
1350°C em presenqa de NajCO^, de modo que о seu teor de NajO passou para 0,56%. Can a finalidade de obter resul^ 
tados canparativos, estudou-se tambem о clinquer conforme fora recebido e aquele aquecido no fomo sem Na2CDg.

Os tres clinqueres foram moidos em moinho de laboratorio, ccm 5% de gesso, a uma finura Blaine de cet: 
ca de 4.500 cm^/g.

Can estes tres cimentos foram preparadas pastas (relagäo de agua/cimento = 0,40) com e sem gliconato 
de sodio puro (0,2% em peso de cimento) . Os cimentos foram hidratados a 25°C, e os produtos de hidratacjao foram 
determinados por anälise termica (DTG). Testes de mini-trabalhabilidade de pastas frescas de cimento foram fei- 
tos a firn de se avaliar о efeito plastificante da mistura.

0 tratamento termico do clinquer sem a presenqa de NajCO^ fez о cimento correspondente muito mais rä- 
pldo na produqäo de etringita e em sua transfonnagao em monossulrato. Näo se observou mudanga slgnificativa na 
hidratagäo dos silicatos de calcio.

0 cimento preparado can о clinquer aquecido em presenga de Na2C0j tomou-se significativamente mais 
lento na produgäo de etringita e em sua transformagäo em monossulfato, em conparagäo con о cinento preparado con 
о clinquer tratado termicamente sem NajOp^. Por outro lado о efeito retardador, devido ao aumento de älcali no 
clinquer, foi desprezivel para a hidratagao dos silicatos de calcio.

A adigao de gliconato de sodio retardou significativamente tanto a produgao de etringita ccttn a hidra 
tagäo dos silicatos de calcio nos tres cimentos. A agäo retardante foi particularmente efetiva no cimento con 
teor mais alto de älcali, cuja pasta de cimento tornou-se muito nais fluida na presenga do aditivo.



Introduction

Sodium gluconate is one of the most 
widely used raw materials in the production 
of water-reducing admixtures for concrete
(1).  Generally these admixtures cause, as a 
secondary effect, a retard in the Portland 
cement early hydration particularly during 
the setting time, though anomalous phenomena 
of quick set caused by these admixtures were 
also observed (1-4).

The influence of pure water-reducing 
admixtures such as sodium gluconate and 
lignosulfonate on the hydration of pure 
Portland clinker compounds was examined in 
previous papers (5-10).

On the other hand, the study of the 
hydration of Portland cements having 
different tricalcium aluminate contents with 
or without those plasticizing admixtures was 
carried out in other works (11,12).

The results of these works, as far as 
the sodium gluconate effects are concerned, 
are summarized in Table 1 in terms of 
changes in the rate of ettringite 
production, ettringite conversion into 
monosulfate and silicates hydration.

These results indicate that sodium 
gluconate acts actually as a retarder for 
the hydration of both the aluminate phase 
and silicates when it is used as admixture 
for portland cements. On the other hand, 
when gluconate is added to pure Portland 
cement compounds or their mixes it acts 
always as a retarder only for C^S hydration, 
whereas not definite results are obtained 
for the C A and C AF hydration. Therefore it 
seems that the effect of gluconate on the 
ettringite production and its transormation 
into monosulfate, such as to be studied on 
systems containing pure C^A or C^AF, cannot 
be extended to the C A or C^AF hydration in 
Portland cements. Thus the influence of 
the alkali content in a clinker Portland 
cement on the effect of a plasticizer such 
as gluconate on Portland cement hydration 
does not seem to be evaluable by examining 
the hydration of pure C^A and Na^O-C^A solid 
solution (Table' 1).

In order to study this influence, 
clinkers having the same matrix and a 
different alkali rnnt i.t were used to 
produce Portland cements which hydrated with 
and without sodium gluconate.

Table 1 Effect of pure sodium gluconate on 
ettringite production, its
conversion into monosulfate, and 
silicates hydration.

SYSTEM ЕПКШ31ТЕ
PKEUCTICN

EITRIN3ITE
CIWERSICM
INTO '
PODSOLFATE

SIUCATES
HYDRAnOJ

REF.

C^A+gypsum Weakly 
accelerated

Vfeakly 
retaided

— 8

C^A+gypsum 
+ calcium
hydroxide

Mo effect Retarded 7,8

N-C^A+gypeum 
+ calcium 
hydroxide

bb effect No effect — 7

C^AF+gypsum Re tanked Retarded — 10

C^AF-tgypsum 
+ calcium
hydroxide

Accelerated Nd effect __ 10

C S 
3

— — Very strongly 
retarded

6,9

C^SK2^A 
+ gypsum

Nd effect Retarded Retaided 6

C S+C AF 
3 4 + gypsum

Retarded Nd effect Strongly 
retaided

9

Ordinary 
Portland 
cement 
(type I)

Retarded — Retarded 12

White 
Pcrtland 
cement, 
(type I)

Retarded — Retarded 11

Ferric
Portland 
cement 
(type V)

Strongly 
retarded

— Strongly 
retarded

11

Experimental

An industrial clinker, with Na^O and 
K^O contents of 0.22% and 0.54% 
rispectively, was heated in a laboratory 
kiln for 3 hours at 1350°C in the presence 
of 1% Na2CO3 (13, 14), so that its Na2O



content became 0.56%. The same industrial 
clinker was thermally trated for 3 hours at 
1350°C in the absence of Na CO... The 2 3chemical analysis of the clinker as received 
is shown in Table 2. No change was found in 
the chemical analysis of the annealed 
clinker, whereas only negligible changes 
were found in the alcali-modified clinker 
due to the increase in the Na 0 content from 
0.22 to 0.56%.

with and without 0.2% of sodium gluconate at 
25°C with a water/cement ratio of 0.40.

The hydration products were 
determined by differential thermogravimetric 
(DTG) as described in a previous paper (6).

Minislump tets (19) on fresh cement 
pastes were also carried out after 2 minutes 
mixing in order to evaluate the plasticizing 
effect of the admixture.

Table 2 Chemical analysis of the clinker as 
received.

Si°2 21,61

A12°3 5,38

Fe2°3 3,06

CaO 64,77

MgO 1,71

S03 0,78

Na20 0,22

K2° 0,54

Insoluble residue 0,07

Free CaO 1,31

The three clinkers were subjected to
the extr action of the silicate phases by
using a solution of salicylic acid in
methanol,, in order to JIsolate the aluminate
phases (14). These aluminate phases were 
analyzed by XRD which showed that the 
aluminate obtained from the clinker 
thermally treated with Na 00^ was a 
monoclinic form (13, 17, 18) displaying the 
characteristic splitting of each major 
diffraction peak of the cubic into 
doublets or triplets. The aluminates 
extracted from the clinker as received and 
the annealed clinker were mainly in a cubic 
form. These results agree with the Na О 
content in the clinkers (18,19): 5% by 
weight of C^A in the alkali modified clinker 
and 2% for the other two clinkers.

The three clinkers were ground in a 
laboratory mill, -with 5% of tO 3 
Blaine fineness of about 4500 cm /g.

The three cements so obtained hydrated 

Results and discussion

Figures 1 and 2 show the DTG curves 
of the hydration products of the three 
cements, as a function of the hydration 
time, in the absence and in the presence of 
sodium gluconate respectively.

The DTG peak at about 150°C with a 
shoulder on the right side is assigned to a 
stepwise thermal decomposition of CSH into 
CSHq and OS. The peak at about 12U°C is 
attributed to the thermal dehydration of 
ettringite, whereas the peaks at about 200°C 
and 280°C are attributed to the thermal 
dehydration of monosulfate. Generally after 
1 day hydration a peak at about 140°C due to 
the C-S-H thermal decomposition appears, 
which overlaps the gypsum and the aluminates 
hudration products peaks in the temperature 
range 100-200°C. At the same time a peak at 
about 500°C, caused by the thermal 
decomposition of CH, appears. Finally, two 
different peaks may appear for the 
decomposition of carbonated products (6, 8). 
The former at about 780°C is due to the 
thermal decomposition of calcium carbonate 
(CC), the latter at about 800°C is 
attributed to the thermal loss of CO in the 
monocarboaluminate obtained by carbonation 
of the monosulfate.

Figure 1 shows the DTG curves of 
cements hydrated in the absence of sodium 
gluconate. The thermal tratment of the 
clinker in the absence of Na^CO^ caused in 
the corresponding cement (Fig. IB) an 
acceleration in the ettringite production 
and its conversion into monosulfate with 
respect to the control cement produced with 
the clinker as received (Fig. 1A). After 0.5 
hour of hydration, for instance, only 
monosulfate was observed in'the cement with 
the annealed clinker (Fig. IB), whereas 
gypsum with traces of ettringite was present 
in the control cement (Fig. 1A). No 
substantial change in the hydration of 
silicates was caused by the treatment in the



Fig. 1 DTG curves of the cements prepared with the as received clinker (A), the annealed 
clinker (B), the alkali modified clinker (C), in the absence of sodium gluconate. 
G = gypsum; E = ettringite; M = monosulfate; X = monocarboaluminate.

Fig. 2 DTG curves of the cements as thus shown in Fig. 1 in the presence of sodium gluconate.



absence of Na^O^, as it can be found 
through the CH peaks at different hydration 
times (Fig. 1A and B) .

The hydration rate of the aluminate 
phase for the cement produced with the 
alkali modified clinker (Fig. 1C) was 
between that of the control cement (Fig. 1A) 
and that of the cement manufactured with the 
annealed clinker (Fig. IB). After 0.5 hour 
of hydration, for instance, both ettringite 
and monosulfate were present in the cement 
with the alkali modified clinker. Therefore, 
the increase in Na^O content in the cement 
manufactured with the thermally treated 
clinkers caused a retardation in ettringite 
production and its transformation into 
monosulfate. On the other hand, no change in 
the silicates hydration was recorded as a a 
result of the increase in the alkali content 
(Fig. IB and C).

The addition of sodium gluconate (Fig. 
2) significantly retarded both the 
ettringite production and the calcium 
silicates hydration for all the three 
cements. This retarding action was 
particularly effective for the cement with 
the higher alkali content (Fig. 2C), so that 
after 28 days of hydration gypsum is still 
present and no hydration product 
and C^S did yet appear.

from C^S

The influence of sodium gluconate on 
the fluidity of cement pastes is shown in 
Table 3. The plasticizing effect of the 
admixture is higher in the cement with the 
annealed clinker than in the control cement. 
Still higher is the the fluidifying effect 
on the cement with the clinker thermally 
treated in the presence of Na^CO^.

Table 3 Influence of sodium gluconate on 
the minislump test of cement 
pastes.

TYPE OF CEMENT MINISLUMP (cin‘)
WITHOUT NG* WITH NG*

Control cement 45 55

Cement with 
annealed clinker

25 53

Cement with 
annealed clinker 
in the presence 
of Na2CO3

32 80

NG = Sodium gluconate

Conclusions

The increase in the alkali content in 
cements manufactured with clinkers subjected 
to the same thermal treatment makes the 
gluconate addition more effective both as 
plasticizer and as retarder on the hydration 
of the aluminate phase and silicates.
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Adsorption of Superplasticizers on CSH(I) and Ettringite

; uma
constatou-se 
claro que NSF 
----1 adsorgäo.

complexidade

SUMMARY: A research was made about the adsorption mechanism of ß naphthalene sulfonate, 
formaldehyde condensates (NSF) and lignosulfonate (LS) on ettringite and CSH(I) synthesized 
from pure reagents. ,
The surface basicity of the hydrates used was reduced with the adsorption of an admixture. 
From the relationship between this basicity and the amount of adsorption, it was found that 
NSF is adsorbed on the surface of the hydrate in flat form. Also, it was made clear that NSF 
is adsorbed on CSH(I) in monolayer while ettringite forms multilayers in its adsorption 
thereon. The adsorption of LS on hydrates, on the other hand, could not be clarified for the 
complexity of the molecular structure of LS.
This fact, together with the experiments on the amount of adsorbed NSF and the surface 
basicity of inorganic compounds with low solubility,other than hydrates shows that the basic 
site may function as an adsorption site for adsorption of the first 1аУег.
As a result of studying the effect of various ions coexisting with an admixture in li^id 
phase, it was found that Na+ or K+ ion does not adsorb on ettringite baton CSH(I). The 
adsorption of these cations did not affect the amount of adsorption of the admixture. On the 
otherhand, it was found that Ca2+ ions adsorb on either CSH(I) or ettringite, while at the 
same time increasing the amount of adsorbed admixture, indicating that Ca ions have a 
direct effect on the adsorption mechanism of an admixture.

Como resultado do estudo do efeito de ions diversos coexistindo com uma mistura em 
fase liquida, verificou-se que ion de Na+ ou K+ näo adsorve em etringita mas em CSH(I). A ad- 
sorcäo destes cätions„näo afeta a quantidade de adsorgao da mistura. Por outro lado, verifl 
cou-se que ions de Ca2+ adsorvem seja em CSH(I), seja em etringita enquanto ao mesmo tempo aw 
menta a quantidade de mistura adsorvida, indicando que ions de Ca tern urn efeito direto sobre 
о mecanismo de adsorgao de uma mistura.

Foi feita uma pesquisa a respeito do mecanismo de absorgao de condensados de formal 
deido de sulfonato de fl -nafatalina (NSF) e lignosulfonado (LS) na etringita e CSH (I) sinteti- 
zados a partir de reagentes puros.

A basicidade de superficie dos hidratos usados foi reduzida com a adsorgao de 
mistura. A partir da relagao entre esta basicidade e a quantidade de adsorgao, 
que NSF ё adsorvido na superficie do hidrato em uma forma plana. Tambem, ficou 
e adsorbido no CSH(I) em monocamada, enquanto a_etringita forma multicamadas em sua 
A adsorgao de LS em hidratos, por outro lado, näo pode ser esclarecida devido a c 
da estrutura molecular do LS.

Este fato, juntamente com as experiencias sobre a quantidade de NSF adsorvido e a ba 
sicidade da superficie de compostos inorgäncios com baixa solubilidade, alem de hidratos, mos- 
tra que о sitio bäsico pode funcionar сото um sitio de adsorgao para adsorver a pnmeira cama- 
da.



INTRODUCTION

The adsorption of an organic admixture is 
important for the interaction between the 
organic admixture and cement hydrate. The 
amount and manner of adsorption of an 
admixture is generally dependent on the type 
of a hydrate involved. The adsorption of an 
admixture, therefore, is considered to have 
deep relationship with the crystalline 
structure or surface characteristics of the 
hydrate as well as the molecular structure 
of the admixture. In the adsorption of 
lignosulfonate on hexagonal phase 
(C2AHn-C4ÄHn), for example, it has been 
reported that the admixture penetrates 
between the layers of the hydrate crystals 
and form an interlayer complex (1). There 
are, however, few researches conducted on 
the adsorption from the viewpoint of the 
crystalline structure or surface character
istics of a hydrate (2). This research 
deals with the adsorption behaviour studied 
by use of the acidity or basicity of the 
solid surface as an index of the surface 
characteristics of hydrates including CSH(I) 
and ettringite. Further, study was made 
about the relationship between the liquid 
phase composition and the adsorption.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

CSH(I) was obtained in such a manner that 
the solution of ethanol of ethyl silicate 
was adjusted to Ca/Si ratio of 1.0 against 
the 0.01 mol/dm3 solution of calcium 
hydroxide in the N2 gas environment, and 
after being stirred for three days at room 
temperature, the product was separated by 
filtering. The obtained product was dried 
in vacuum. To obtain ettringite (Ett), 
AI2(804)3 solution was dropped into the 
saturated solution containing the equivalent 
of CaO and CaSO4-2H2O, and after being left 
to stand for three days at room temperature, 
the material deposited was filtered. The 
product was dried in a 70% H2SO4 desiccator. 
The synthesized CSH(I) and Ett were checked 
by X-ray and DTA. The composition and 
specific surface area measured by BET method 
are shown in Table I. The admixtures used 
are available on the market.

TABLE I

HYDRATE
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION (%) MOLAR RATIO

specific 
surface 
area (m2/g)

CaO SiO2 A12O3 so3 H2° C/S H/S

CSH(I) 35.9 45.0 — — 19. 1 0.05 1.42 78.7

Ett 27. 3 — 8.3 19.7 44.7 — — 7.4

6-naphthalene sulfonate formaldehyde 
condensates (NaNSF) contained 32.5% sulfonic 
group, while calcium lignosulfonate (CaLS) 
contained 13.5% sulfonic group, 8.6% 
methoxyl group, 3.5% carboxyl group, 1.8% 
phenolic hydroxyl group and 5.5% reducing 
sugar. Using those two admixtures as a 
base, the salts converted by cation exchange 

resin column, that is, potassium salt (KNSF) 
of NaNSF, and sodium salt (NaLS) and 
potassium salt (KLS) of CaLS were prepared. 
By use of the ultrafilter, the products of 
high molecular weight (H) and low molecular 
weight (L) were separated. They were 
abbreviated as H-CaLS and L-CaLS for CaLS, 
and И-NaNSF and L-NaNSF for NaNSF respec
tively. The ultrafilter used was for 
dividing the molecular weight of protein of 
50000 and 10000. The GPC analysis showed 
that the admixtures were divided in level.

Measurement of adsorption and desorption

1.0g of hydrate or inorganic compound were 
dispersed in 80 cm3 of pure water, and 
subjected to preliminary agitation for 
30 minutes. After that, 20 cm3 of admixture 
solution was added and stirred at 20+0.1°C 
for an hour. The adsorbed amount of 
admixture was determined by measuring the 
concentration of the solutions before and 
after adsorption, performed by UV absorption 
spectroscopy. In a desorption test, a 
certain amount of the liquid phase used for 
the adsorption test was collected, and mixed 
with the same amount of water for reducing 
the equilibrium concentration, and then the 
amount of desorption was measured.

Influence of liquid phase composition on 
adsorption

The reagents including CaC12, CaSO4*2H2O  
and KC1 were all of reagent grade, and were 
added with different concentrations in the 
stage of preliminary agitation in the 
adsorption test. For analysis of the liquid 
phase, the atomic absorption spectrometry 
was used for sodium and potassium, the EDTA 
titration method for calcium and the mercury 
(П) thiocyanate method for chlorine.

Measurement of basicity

A 0.5g sample was taken in a flask, and 
with 20 cm3 benzene and 1 cm3 indicator 
(0.5g phenolphthalene dissolved in 100 cm3 
benzene), was sealed together. The sample 
in this solution becomes red when it has a 
basicity. After being left to stand for 
24 hours, the mixture was titrated with the 
benzene solution of benzoic acid at 
intervals of four hours, and the basicity 
was measured by the amount of the benzoic 
acid consumed.

Analysis of infrared spectra

In order to obtain the infrared spectrum 
of the sample surface, the sample of 
adsorption test was dried and investigated 
by the diffuse reflection method with 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. 
By reducing the spectrum of the sample not 
adsorbed, the spectrum of the admixtures 
adsorbed was detected.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Adsorption isotherm 

The adsorption isotherms of NaNSF and CaLS 
adsorbed on CSH(I) and Ett are shown in 
Fiq 1. More CSH was adsorbed the larger 
the'molecular weight of the admixtures. The 
undivided admixture exhibited the character

Fig. 1 Adsorption isotherm of admixture 
on CSH and Ett.

intermediate the adsorption isotherms 
admixtures low molecular weight ( ).istic

and high molecular weight (H). This results 
coincided with the report (3) that Po-Lyme£ 
NaNSF was adsorbed more than monomer NaNSF 
in cement paste. The adsorption isotherms 
of Ett on the other hand, were differen- 
from that of CSH. In the adsorption of 
NaNSF, H-NaNSF reached the saturated adsorp 
tion with the equilibrium concentration of 
about 0.1 ug/спн, and beyond this concentra 
tion, the adsorption of L-NaNSF exceeds that 
of H-NaNSF. In the case of CaLS, the amount 
of adsorption of L-CaLS approaches that of 
H-CaLS with the increase in the equilibrium 
concentration, though not so extremely as 
NaNSF For both the admixtures, the amount 
of adsorption of the undivided one exceeded 
that of the divided one. This difference 
between CSH and Ett in the adsorption 
isotherm, as described later, is considered 
due to the fact that the adsorption on CSH 
is in monolayer while that to Ett is in 
multilayer. By the way, a calculation using 
Langmuir's equation of monolayer adsorption 
from the data of adsorption isotherm shows a 
considerable coincidence for CSH but not for 
Ett. As a result of the desorption measure
ment conducted from several points on the 
NaNSF adsorption isotherm of CSH and Ett, i 
was made clear that NaNSF was not desorbed 
at all, indicating an irreversible adsorp 
tion. By type of the adsorption isotherm or 
the admixtures, different reports were 
obtained among the cement (or cement 
minerals) type (4), admixture type (5) and 
solvent type (5, 6).

Relationship between Ca^+ ion concentration 
and amount of adsorption -

For the purpose of determining the 
influence of Ca2+ ion concentration in the

liquid phase, the amount of adsorption of 
NaNSF in the CaSOj•2H2O or CaC12 aqueous 
solution of different concentrations was 
measured. The result is shown in Fig. 2. 
The amount of adsorption increases with the 
Ca2+ concentration. The amount of Ca , 
(Ceq) in the equilibrium liquid phase is 
smaller than the total amount (Cto) of Ca 
derived from the added reagent and NaNSF and 
Ca released from CSH into pure water. 
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the 
amount (Cto - Ceq) and the amount of adsorp
tion of NaNSF on CSH. This relationship is 
considered to show that Ca + ions are . 
adsorbed with the adsorption of the admix
tures. 

2.5

Fig. 2 Relationship between Ca2+ 
concentration and amount of 
adsorption in adsorption 
equilibrium liquid phase

0 200 400 600 SCO

Ca2* concentration in liquid phase (pea)

Cto-Ceq (ppm)

Fig. 3 Relationship between Cto-Ceq and 
* amount of adsorption

Adsorption of cations of admixture molecules

In order to determine the behaviour of the 
admixture molecular cations, CSH or Ett in 
three-level weights was added to the 0.1% 
solution of the admixtures of NaNSF, KNSF 
and KLS respectively. The relationship 
involved between the residual concentration 
of survival rate of the admixtures and of 
the R+ (R = Na, K) in the equilibrium 
liquidphase is shown in Fig. 4. In the case 
of Ett, Na+ or K+ ions are not substantially 
adsorbed but remain in the liquid phase. 
For CSH, on the other hand, Na and К ions 



decrease with the residual admixtures.
Although the cations of the admixtures are 
not substantially adsorbed on Ett, 
therefore, but on CSH. The above results 
seem to suggest that these cations enter the 
interlayers of CSH.

Fig. 4 Behaviour of cations of 
admixture molecules 

equilibrium concentration
Survival _ ______________ (mg/cm3)_______
rate (%) initial concentration 

(mg/cm3)

ä 40

Adsorption of NaNSF in KC1 aqueous solution

The relationship between the concentration 
of KC1 added and the amount of NaNSF 
adsorbed is shown in Fig. 5. The amount of 
adsorption of NaNSF on CSH remained constant 
regardless of the concentration of KC1 
added. Also. Cl~ ions were not adsorbed at 
all, while k+ ions were adsorbed in increas
ing amounts with the concentration. It , 
appears, however, that with the increase in 
NaNSF concentration and hence the amount of 
adsorption, the maximum amount of adsorption

Fig. 5 Relationship between NaNSE 
adsorption on CSH and KC1 
concentration.

-O- NaNSF 0%, -♦------- A— №NSF 0.02%,

—NaNSF 0.1% 

of K+ ions decreases. This is considered, 
not the result of the competitive adsorption 
on the same site, but may have been caused 
by the fact that the steric hindrance formed 
by the adsorption of NaNSF prevents the 
adsorption of K+ ions.

Surface basicity of hydrate and adsorption 
of admixtures

As a result of a preliminary experiment on 
the surface acidity, CSH did not any sub
stantial acidity while Ett exhibited a small 
acidity (methyl red indicator, pKa = +4.8), 
but it did not have any great relations with 
the adsorption of the admixtures. On the 
other hand, basicity as strong as to redden 
the phenolphthalene (pKa = +9.3) was, 
observed, and this basicity was utilized as 
a surface character of the hydrate surface. 
The relationship between the surface , 
basicity of CSH and Ett on which NaNSF is 
adsorbed and the amount of adsorption 
thereof is shown in Fig. 6. Before the 
admixtures were adsorbed, the basicity was 
3.00 umol/m2 for CSH and 2.96 umol/m2 for 
Ett. The decrease in the basicity was found 
to be proportional to the increase in the 
adsorption. CSH and Ett are positioned on 
the same straight line (Fig. 6). A calcula
tion of the increase in adsorption with the 
reduction by 1 mole of the basicity from the 
gradient of this straight line shows the 
result of 240 g/mol. Since the molecular 
weight equivalent to monomeric unit of NaNSF 
is 242 (212 excluding Na atoms of sulfonic 
group), it follows that the admixtures are 
adsorbed in such a relationship that one 
basic site corresponds to a monomeric unit 
of NaNSF molecule. This indicates NaNSF 
molecules are adsorbed in flat form to the 
surface of CSH or Ett particles; For Ett, 
however, the form of the straight line 
changes at the point representing the , 
adsorption of about 0.6 mg/m2, the gradient 
of the straight line being smaller beyond 
this adsorption amount. The,lack of a 
measuring point of CSH in this region is due 
to the fact that the color presented by the 
phenolphthalene was to obscure to measure. 
Since other many data indicate that the 
maximum amount of CSH adsorption is thought 
to be 0.7 to 0.8 mg/m2, the relationship 
between basicity and amount of adsorption of 
CSH may be obtained by extending the initial 
linear relationship downward. As compared 
with CSH, Ett is apparently has a greater 
amount of adsorption per unit area, and data 
is obtained reaching as much as 3.0 mg/m2 
beyond the amount of adsorption (about 
1.4 mg/m2) as the point associated with the 
basicity zero as determined from Fig. 6. 
Taking into consideration the fact that in 
the case of CSH, adsorption does not occur 
beyond the amount associated with the 
basicity zero even if CaC12 is added, the 
adsorption of NaNSF on CSH may remain only 
in monolayer. In view of the fact that the 
amount of monolayer adsorption on CSH is 
about 0.7 mg/m2 and that the Ett amount of 
adsorption of about 1.4 mg/m2 associated 
with the basicity zero is twice the amount 



of monomolecular adsorption of CSH, 
therefore, the process of adsorption in the 
amount of 0.7 to 1.4 mg/m2 on Ett (that is, 
the second linear relationship) is under
standable as the process of formation of two 
molecular layers. The NaNSF molecules 
adsorbed in the first" layer are in flat form 
on the surface of particles, and therefore 
have a rough surface coverage, so that basic 
sites are considered to appear from gaps of 
adsorbed molecules. These residual basic 
sites are completely covered by the second 
layer adsorption. The reason why CSH, 
permits adsorption of only monolayer is 
probably that most of the admixture 
molecules enter the interlayers of CSH, thus 
making it difficult to form the second 
layer.

Fig. 6 Relationship between surface 
basicity of hydrate and 
amount of admixture adsorbed.

Role of basic site as adsorption site

It is possible that the relationship 
described above between the basicity of the 
hydrate surface and the amount of NaNSF 
adsorption may be the apparent one. In 
other words, an admixture is adsorbed on the 
surface of a hydrate regardless of basic 
sites, with the result that the basic sites 
are concealed to reduce the basic sites. To 
confirm this, the relationhip between the 
basicity before adsorption and the amount of 
NaNSF adsorption was studied about inorganic 
compounds other than hydrates which are hard 
to solve in water. ;ach of the compounds 
was used after bein dried for three hours 
at 100°C. The adsorption was carried out 
from two types of liquid, pure water and 
0.2% CaC12 solution. The concentration of 
the admixtures was set to 0.1% for both. 
The result of the study is shown in Fig. 7. 
In the case of adsorption in pure water, the 
correlationship was obtained that the amount 
of adsorption increases with basicity. 
Assuming that one basic site corresponds to 
a monomeric unit of NaNSF, the relationship 
between basicity and the amount of adsorp
tion is shown by the straight line (1) in 
Fig. 7. In the case of adsorption in pure 

water, each compound is located almost along 
this line. The maximum amount of adsorption 
of CSH (in 0.2% CaC12 solution) also exists 
on this line. As Ett is comparatively large 
in the amount of dissolution, the adsorption 
of it is shown by the same symbol as that of 
the 0.2% CaC12 aqueous solution. As 
explained above, the relationship shown by 
the straight line (T) concerns the comple
tion of the monomolecular layer adsorption. 
In similar manner, the relationship 
associated with the completion of the two or 
three-molecular layers are given by straight 
line (2) or (3) , respectively. In each 
case, the adsorbed molecules are assumed to 
be flat. The adsorption in the 0.2% CaC12 
solution, therefore, is presumed to be 1.5 
to 3 molecular layer one. These results 
appear to show also that Ca2+ ions are 
involved in the adsorption of multilayers. 
Also, the fact that the change in basicity 
per unit area increases the amount of 
adsorption per unit area substantially 
proportionately in the adsorption in pure 
water may indicate that the basic sites are 
related to the adsorption sites directly but 
not apparently.

Basicity (umol/ni )̂

Pure water

Fig. 7 Relationship between surface 
basicity of inorganic compound 
and amount of NaNSF adsorbed.

The basic sites of the solid are known as 
a electron-pair donor. The researchs on the 
surface basic sites of a cement-related 
compounds are still few (8, 9), and the 
structure thereof have not yet made clear. 
According to Krylov, et al (10), 02~, OH ~, 
OH- adjacent to the O2~ may be the basic 
sites of MgO. Tanabe (11) maintains that as 
shown in the example of CaO of Fig. 8, the 
strong basic sites of the oxides of alkali 
earth metal are made up of O2~ atoms on the 
surface. A similar result is given by 
Niiyama et al (7). In CSH and Ett also. 



therefore, the surface o2~ and OH- may be 
the main basic sites. Hansen and Steiner, 
on the other hand, points out that the 
carboxyl group and hydroxyl group of organic 
admixture molecules having a set retarding 
action are coupled to Ca2+ and adjacent o2 
respectively on the surface of cement 
particles and that the important mechanism 
of adsorption is probably provided by 
chelation of these atoms on the"surface
(12).  Since the structure of the basic 
sites are not yet clear, it is still impos
sible to specify the manner in which the 
admixture molecules are coupled to the 
surface basic sites. The differential 
spectrum by FT-IR of MgO that has adsorbed 
NaNSF is shown in Fig. 9. The main absorp
tion bands (8.3, 8.9, 9.6 urn) of NaNSF 
adsorbed on MgO are observed. The 
absorption band at 8.3 inn 80з~ group shows 
no chemical shift but its split is clearly 
seen. This suggests that the sulfonic group 
is concerned with the adsorption. Though 
not shown in the drawing, the absorption 
band at 2.7 pm (free-OH group) remained 
unchanged with the adsorption of NaNSF. 
Therefore, it follows that there is no 
interaction between the hydroxyl group and 
NaNSF on the MgO surface. As regards CSH 
and Ett, a clear differential spectrum could 
not obtained due to the absorption bands of 
the admixtures and hydrates superimposed one 
on the other.

Fig. 8 Surface model of CaO.R: reducing 
site, SB: strong basic site, 
LA: Lewis acid site, WR: weak 
basic site, (ц)

Fig. 9 FT-IR spectrum of NaNSF adsorbed 
on MgO surface
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Kazuhiro KISHI, Koumei YANO and P.R.SHRESTHA
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Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan)

Effects of Thermal History and Additives on the Hydration of ß-CazSiOa
Les Effects de L’histoire Thremique et des Additifs sur la Hydration de ß-Ca2SiO4

SUMMARY ; /3-C?S without or with additives such as ЕегОз, ЕегОз+КгО and B2O3 were prepared under various thermal 
treatments. ß-CzS without additives was formed as a single phase, when -y-CzS was heated at about 1000 °C and then 
rapidly quenched (j8-phase quenched from a’ phase), or when quenched from the temperature higher than the a’ - a 
transformation temperature (ß-phase quenched from a phase). And these treatments were also favorable to produce 
ß-CzS with additives.
Effects of thermal history and additives on the hydration kinetics and composition of hydrate were studied.
Thermal history largely affected hydration kinetics of /З-СгЗ. There was large difference in the rate of hydration 
between the jS-CzS from a phase and a phase. The hydration of £-CzS from a phase proceeded actively at early stage 
, and became very slow in later stage. In the case of ^J-CzS from cc phase, it hydrated slowly in the beginning, but 
rapidly in later stage. In the hydration in later stage, the additives retarded the hydration, and ВгОз was the 
strongest retarder.
The additives have significant effects upon the composition of hydration products. Ca(OH)z was hardly formed from ß-CzS 
prepared without additibes. However, Ca(0H)z appeared formed at early stage, and continuously increased during the 
hydration of j3-C?S prepared with additives. The amount of Ca(0H)z formation varied with the kind of additives. 
Composition of produced C-S-H changed with the curing time, and became almost constant after 2 mounths. The final 
composition of C-S-H was about CzSHz. 4 from pure sample. Ci. eSHz. 5 from FezOj+KzO bearing sample, and Ci. eSHz. 3 from the 
sample with ВгОз. Composition of produced C-S-H was not remarkably affected by the thermal history to prepare of the 
starting ß-CzS and the curing temperature.

Sob värios tratamentos termicos se preparou S-C2^ ccm ou sem aditivos, tais сою Fe2Oj, e B2®3"
B-C-S sem aditivos se formou camo uma fase unica, quando se aqueceu Y-C,S a cerca de T000oC e se resfriou rapi- 
damente a secruir (fase ß resfriada a partir de fase a') , ou quando resfriada a partir de temperatura mats alta 
que a temperatura de transformapao a' - a (fase В resfriada a partir de fase a) . E este tratamento foi tambem 
favorävel para a produpao de ß-C2^ ccm aditivos.
Foram estudados os efeitos da histdria termica e dos aditivos sobre a cinetica de hidratapäo e a composigao do 
hidrato.
A histdria termica afeta grandemente a cinetica de hidratagäo de Hä grande diferenga na velocidade de
hidratagao de B-C„S proveniente da fase a' e da fase a. A hidratagäo de ß-C2S oriundo da fase a se proccssou 
ativamente no estagio inicial, e se tomou muito lenta no estägio final. No cascade $-€28^proveniente da fuse 
a1, sua hidratagäo foi lenta no camego, mas räpida no estagio final. Na hidratagäo em estagio final, os aditi
vos retardaram-na, e FpO-, foi о mais forte retardator.
Os aditivos tern efeitos significativos sobre a ccmposigäo dos produtos de hidratagäo. Ccm ß-C2S sem aditivos a 
formagäo de Ca(OH), foi pouca. Contudo, durante a hidratagäo de ß-C2S preparado_com aditivos, houve a formagao 
de Ca(OH)- no estagio inicial, e seu crcscimento foi continuo durante a hidratagäo. A quantidade de formagao 
de Ca(OH)„ variou conforme о tipo de aditivos. A composlgäo do C-S-H produzido se alterou ccm о tempo de cura, 
e tomou-se quase constante dcpois de 2 meses. A composigäo final do C-S-H de amostra pura foi de cerca de 
C„SH,, ., C. „SH- - de amostra can Fe^O^+K^ e C SH, , do amostra con B2O3. A composigäo do C-S-H produzido 
nao tot mardantemente afetada pela hrstorra termica nä preparagao de ß-C2S inicial e na temperatura de cura.



1 INTRODUCTION
In order to discuss the hydration process of ß-CzS, 

it is necessary to clarify the kinetics and the stoichio
metry of hydration. Many investigation have been performed 
to study the hydration of ß-CzS, by using the j3-C?S 
with various additives as stabilizer (1-5). Kinetics of 
hydration of jS-C;S varies with the kind and quantity of 
additives (2,8,7), and the hydration mechanism is thought 
to be affected by additives. The hydration process of 
rfS-CzS without additives must be studied in order to dis
cuss the mechanism of hydration of /5-C?S and effect of 
additives. There is less studies to discuss the hydration 
of jS-CzS without additives because of the difficulty of 
the synthesis (6,8).

The authers found out the preparation methods of pure 
ß-CzS, and showed that the hydration process was largely 
affected by the thermal history when it was prepared (8).

There have been reported several studies on the 
effect of thermal history on hydration of /S-CzS (7,9), 
but there have been no report on the effect of thermal 
history and additives togather at instance. In this study, 
ß-CzS without or with additives were prepared under 
various thermal treatment, and the effect of thermal his
tory and additives on the kinetics and the stoichiometry 
of the hydration were discussed.

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2-1 Preparation of ß-CzS
CaCOj, SiOz, ЕегОз, KOH and В?Оз were mixed in the 

ratio listed in the Table 1. The mixtures were heated in ' 
platinum crucible in an electric furnace at 1500°C for 1
1.5 hours and cooled in the air. y-CzS was the only 
polymorph in when no additive was introduced, and the 
mixtures of y-CzS and jS-CzS were obtained in the case 
with additives. The /З-CzS was synthesized by firing these 
CzS as the starting materials. The starting materials were 
heated in platinum crucible in an electric furnace at 
verious temperatures from 1000°C to IbOOT for 10 minuites 
-48 hours and were quenched in the water. The products 
were imediately washed with aceton to prevent hydration. 
The products were identified by XRD, and the ratios of 
y-CzS/total CzS were determined.

2-2 Hydration
The starting materials mentioned above were heated at 

verious temperatures from 1000CC to 1500°C for 1 hour, as 
shown in Table 2, in order to study the hydration of 
ß-CzS. The samples were grounded to the Blain fineness 
about 0.4-0.5 пр/g. The specific surface area was deter
mined by BET method using Kr as adsobate.

The rate of heat liberation for 48 hours were carried 
out by conduction calorimeter, at W/C ratio of 1 at 20 C. 
The experiments of paste hydration were carried out at W/C 
ratio of 0.6 at 20°C and 70°C. The hydrated pastes were 
dried under the water vapor pressure of 3xlO ?inmHg. The 
degree of hydration of ß-CzS was measured by,quantita
tive XRD using CaFz as internal standard. Loss on ignition 
was determined by heating at 1000 C and the amount of 
Ca(OH)z was determined by DSC.

Table 1 Chemical composition of the starting 
materials (mol %)

CaO SiOz ВгОз ЕегОз КгО
without 2 1
ЕегОз 2 0.97 0.015
ЕегОз+КгО 1.97 0.97 0.015 0.015
ВгОз 2 0.97 0.015

Table 2 Characters of the ß-CzS for hydration

reheated 
temp.( С)

Blain surface 
area (nP/g)

Kr surface 
area (rf/g)

without 1000 0.58 2.3
1500 0.46

ЕегОз 1000 0.51 0.88
1500 0.50

ЕегОз+КгО 1000 0.424 1.02
1500 0.436 0.98

ВгОз 1000 0.442 1.23
1500 0.406 1.13

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3-1 Preperation of £-CzS
Fig.l shows the changes in the y-phase/total CzS 

ratio with soaking time of the samples without additives 
and with ЕегОз heated at 1000-1500eC. In the case without 
additives, the amounts of y-C?S were less in the samples 
heated at 1000°C and 1500cC, and showed little change with 
time, whereas they were larger in the samples heated at 
1200-1400°C, and changed with time. ЕегОз addition rest
rain-ed ß- у transformation at any temperatures, espe
cially when the soaking time was short. у-CzS was not 
exsisted in the samples heated at 1000°C and 1500°C 
independently on soaking time, and it was increased with 
soaking time when the starting material was heated at 
1200-1400°C.

In the case of the other additives, ß-CzS was also 
formed as a single phase, when the samples were heated at 
1000°C and then rapidly quenched, or when quenched from 
1500°С, which was higher than the a’-a transformation 
temperature.

Time (hour)

Fig.l - Canges in the y-phase/total C2S 
ratio with soking tiwe of the samples 
without and with Fe2O3.



It was found that the transformation of C2S was 
complicated!? influensed by the thermal history and the 
impurities. The authors discussed on this issu in detail, 
in the previous reports concerning pure C2S (10) and FezOs 
bearing CzS (11).

3-2 Hydration during the eary stage.
The rate of heat liberation for the ß-CzS without 

additives and with Не?Оз prepared at verious temperatures 
are plotted against time in Figs.2 and 3. It was observed 
in the both cases that the rate of heat liberation for 
the samples heated at 1500°C was different from those of 
1000-1400°C. Total calorific value for 24 hours of the 
samples heated at 1500°C was 40J/g and 35J/g respectively, 
whereas those of 1000-1400°C were 5-10J/g and 3-5J/g. 
The heat liberation curve for the sample without additives 
heated at 1500°C showed the broad peak at 6 hours after 
mixing with water. Those with FezOs showed the peak at 20 
hours. The hydration during the early stage was retarded 
by the FezOs addition. The heat liberation curves for the 
samples heated at 1000-1400°C shows the small peaks at 1-2 
hours and very small heat liberation after 10 hours.

The rate of hydration during the early stage was 
affected by the thermal history of the samples than by 
the additives. The samples quenched from а-CzS hydrated 
much faster than those quenched from a'-CzS. The similar 
results were obtained for the samples containing the other
additives.

Time ( hour )

Fig.2 - Effect of the preparation tempera
tures on the rate of heat liberation curve; 
without additives.

Fig.3 - Effect of the preparation teppera- 
tures on the rate of heat liberation 
curve; with ЕСгОз-

3-3 Hydration of pastes at 20°C

All values of the results were shown on the ignited 
basis.

Fig.4 shows the percentage of hydration in the paste 
with W/C ratio of 0.6, cured at 20°C. The sample without 
additives heated at 1000°C hydrated at an extremely slow 
rate in the early stage, it was not possible to detect the 
hydration within 7 days. But it hydrated rapidly after two 
weeks, and over 80% of the sample had consumed within 50 
days, and hydrated completly before 120 days. The sample 
without additives heated at 1500°C hydrated faster than 
that of 1000°C in the early curing time. It hydrated gra
dually, and about 70% hydrated at 60 days. The rate of 
hydration became slow after 60 days. The rate of hydration 
of the sample with ВгОз heated at 1500°C was not markedly 
differnt from that without additives heated at 1500°C in 
the early stage, but it became slower in the later stage. 
The the rate of hydration of the sample with FezOa+KzO 
heated at 1500°C was intermediate between those of two.

Fig.5 shows the amount of loss on ignition of the 
hydrated samples at different curing times. The curves of 
the loss on ignition were almost same as the curves of the 
percentage of the hydration, except that the sample with 
В2О3 showed larger values than others at the early stage 
of hydration.

The formation of Ca(OH)z during the j8-CzS hydration 
is plotted against the curing time in Fig.6. In the hyd
rated pastes of both the samples without additives heated 
at 1000°C and 1500°C, the amount of Ca(0H)z was very small 
and was not markedly increased with curing time. The value 
up to 150 days was below about 1.5%. The large amounts of 
Ca(OH)z was liberated in the hydrated pastes of the 
samples with additives. The formation of Ca(0H)z in B2O3 
containing system was greater than the others from the 
very beginning, and it continuously increased in the later 
stages. In the case with FezOs+KzO the amount of Ca(OH)z 
increased up to 50 days hydration, and became almost 
constant there after.

Fig.4 - Canges of the percentage of hydra 
tion with curing time at 20°C.



Time (day)
Fig.5 - Changes of the loss on ignition 
with curing time at 20°C.

Fig. 6 - Changes of the amount of Ca(0Il)2 
with curing time at 20°C.

The molar ratio of CaO and SiO?, H2O and SiO? of the 
produced C-S-H calculated from the ratio of hydration, 
loss on ignition and amount of Са(0Н)г are plotted against 
curing time in Figs.7 and 8. C/S ratio of the C-S-H 
produced from the samples without additives was almost 
constant at about 2 throughout the hydration. On the other 
hand, it changed with curing time in the case wi,th addi
tives. In the case with B2O3, C/S ratio was very low in 
the early stage and increased untill 50 days, and became 
constant 1 the value of about 1.6. It was high as about 2 
in the beginning, and decreased up to 50 days, and became 
almost constant at the value of about 1.8 for the C-S-H 
produced from the sample with FezOs+fcO.

Time (day)

5 10 50 100

Fig.7 - Changes of molar ratio of CaO and 
SiO2 of the produced C-S-H,with curing time 
at 20°C.

Time (day)

Fig.8 - Changes of the molar ratio of H20 
and SiO2 of the produced C-S-H with curina 
time at 20°C.

Although the data of H/S ratio of the C-S-H were 
slightly scattered. It had a tendency of decreasing with 
hydration and became almost constant at the value about 
2.3-2.5. It did not markedly change with the additives 
except the early hydration of the sample with ЕегОз+КгО.

The composition of formed C-S-H varied with the 
starting ß-C2S. It also changed with curing time, and it 
did not changed after 2 mounths for each sample. The final 
composition of C-S-H was about СгЗНг.и from pure sample. 
Ci. sSHz. 5 from РегОз+КгО bearing sample, and Ci. 6SH2.3 
from the sample with BzQj.

The results with B2O3 is agreed with Kantro and 
Weise (5). But B2O3 bearing 18-C2S hydrates in a very 
different way from /З-СгЗ with the other additives. It is 
suggested that B2Q3 is not sutable as stabilizer in order 
to study the hydration mechanism of ß-CzS.

Recently, the composition of C-S-H is directly 
measured by analytical electron microscope. The results 
show that average composition of C-S-H produced /З-СгЗ is 
1.4 (12). These values are smaller than that of results of 



this work and the other studies. One of the reasons is 
thought to be that analytical electron microscope may 
measure outer C-S-H. The values calculated from the amount 
of Са(0Н)г are average values of the outer and inner C-S-H 

The more precise study must be carried out.

3-4 Hydration of pastes at 70°C

Fig.9 shows the percentage of /S-C2S hydration in 
pastes, cured at 70°C. The rate of hydration was very fast 
compared with the results of 20°C. But the rate of hyd
ration of the samples with B2O3 became slow in the later 
stage, and the amount of hydration was smaller than that 
at 20°C. This agreed with the result of Kantro et al (2). 
The sample without additives heated at 1000°C hydrated in 
very slow rate within 16 hours, products could not be 
detected. But it hydrated rapidly after 1 day, and hyd
rated almost completely after 168 hours (7 days). It was 
observed, in the samples with additives, that the rate of 
early hydration of the samples heated at 1500°C was faster 
than those of 1000°C, and that the rate of hydration after 
24 hours was slower. The amount of hydration of the B2O3 
bearing ß-CzS, in later stage, was as small as 20°C 
hydration.

The results of loss on ignition are in Fig.10, which 
show very similler tendencies to Fig.9. But in the case 
with РегОз+КгО, the loss on ignition of the samples heated 
at 1500°C was more than that of 1000°C even at the same 
degree of hydration.

The amount of Са(0Н)г liberated during the hydration 
is plotted against the curing time in Fig.11. In the 
samples without additives, the amount of Са(0Н)г was as 
small as in the paste curing at 20°C. B2O3 sample liberat
ed larger amount of Са(ОН)г than other samples, too. But 
Ca(0H)2 liberations were smaller, in all samples, than 
that of 20°C at the same degree of hydration. The effect 
of thermal treatment was not observed in the samples with 
B2O3, but in the case with РегОз+КгО, larger amount of 
Са(0Юг was formed from the samples heated at 1500°C.

100
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Fig.9 - Changes of the percentage of hydra
tion with curing time at 70°C.

Fig.10 - Changes of the loss on ignition 
with curing time at 70°C.

Time ( hours )

Fig.11 - Changes of the amount of Ca(OH)z 
with curing time at 70°C.

The changes, in the molar ratio of CaO and SiO?, НгО 
and SiO? of the produced C-S-H are shown in Figs 12 and 13 

The C/S ratio changed similarity to 20°C, although the 
values were slightly larger than those of 20°C. The effect 
of thermal treatment was not observed in the samples with 
ВгОз, and the value was about 1.7 in the late stage. In 
the case with РегОз+КгО, C/S ratio was higher for 1000°C 
sample than for 1500°C, and the value was 1.8 and 1.9 
respectively.

The results of H/S ratio were very similler to the 
results of 20°C hydration.

The compositions of the C-S-H produced from hydration 
at 70°C were almost identical with 20°C.
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Fig.12 - Changes of the molar ratio of CaO 
and SiO2 of the produced C-S-H with curing 
time at 70°C.
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Fig.13 - Changes of the molar ratio of H2o 
and Si02 of the produced C-S-H with curincr 
time at 70°C.

5 CONCLUSIONS
/3-C?S without or with additives such as Fezth, 

ЕегОз+КгО and В?0з were prepared at various thermal treat
ment. And the effects of thermal history and additives on 
the hydration kinetics and stoichometry were studied. The 
results were summerised as follows.
1) )3-Сг3 without additives was formed as a single phase, 
when Y-C2S was heated at about 1000°C and then rapidly 
quenched, or when quenched from the temperature higher 
than the a’-a transformation temperature. And these 
treatments were also favorable to make ß-C?S in the case 
with additives.
2) There is large difference in the rate of hydration bet
ween the /S-CzS from a' phase and a phase. The hydra
tion of )3-Сг5 from a phase proceeded activly at early 
stage, and became very slow in later stage. In the case of 
^-CzS from a Phase, it hydrated slowly in the beginning 
, but rapidly in later stage.
3) In the hydration in later stage, the additives retarded 
the hydration, and B2O3 was the strongest retarder.
4) The additives have l-portant effects upon the composi

tion of formed C-S-H. Са(ОН)г was hardly formed from the 
hydration of ß-CzS prepared without additibes. However, 
Са(0Н)г appeared at early stage, in the hydration of 
уЗ-СгЗ prepared with additives, and continuously increased 
during hydration prosess. The amount of Са(0Н)г changed 
with the kind of additives.
5) Composition of produced C-S-H changed with the curing 
time, and became almost constant after 2 mounths. The 
final composition of C-S-H was about CzSHz. a from pure 
sample. Ci. 8SH2. 5 from РегОз+КгО bearing sample, and
Ci. 6SHz. 3 from the sample with ВгОз.
6) Composition of produced C-S-H was not significantly 
affected by the thermal tretment of the starting ß-CzS 
and the curing temperature.
?) B2O3 is not sutable as stabilizer in order to study the 
hydration mechanisms of ß-CzS.
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Effect of Carbonates on Early Stage of Hydration of Alite

Effect du carbonate sur I’hydration initial de 1'alite

ABSTRACT

It is well known that carbonates affect the rate of cement hydration in the early stage. 
So carbonate is used as one agent of cement additives.
In this paper, influence of various carbonates including hicarbonates on the early stage 
of hydration of Alite which is the main component of portland cement was studied. 
Alite was synthesized in the structure of 105CaO-2MgO*A12 Оз "SSSiO? , and ground to a 
specific surface area of 2920cm2/g.
As carbonates and bicarbonates,Na2СОз ,K?CO3 ,Li?СОз,Cs2СОз .NaHCOs. КНСОз.and LiНСОз were 

used.
It is shown that by addition of small amount of carbonates or bicarbonates the early 
hydration of Alite is retarded and by addition of large amount of them it is 
accelerated.

Sabe-se bem que os carbonatos afetam a velocidade de hidrata;ao do cimento no estä- 
gio inicial. Assim, о carbonato e usado сото um agente de aditivos de cimento.

Neste trabalho se estuda a influencia de varies carbonatos, incluindo bicarbonatos, 
sobre о estägio inicial de hidratacao da alita, que ё о componente principal do cimento port
land. A alita foi sintetizada na estrutura de 1 0 5CaO. 2MgO. A^Og . 35SiC>2 , e moida ate uma ä- 
rea de superficle especifica de 2.920 cm /g.

Foram usados Na..CO„ , КЭСО.,, Li,CO,, Cs,C07, NaHCOs, KiiCO., e LiHCO,, сото carbonatos e 2. D 2. -j 2 j Z. _> 3
bicarbonatos.

Ficou demonstrado que, com adicäo de pequena quantidade de carbonatos e bicarbona
tos, a hidratagäo inicial da alita e retardada, e com adigao de grande quantidade deles, ela 

ё acelerada.



INTRODUCTION

As soluble carbonates have a distinct inflence on the 
early stage hydration of portland cement, they are 
able to be utilized as an accelerator(1) or one of 
water-reducer's agents(2).
It has been reported by some researchers that the 
hydration of tricalcium silicate is accelerated by the 
addition of the carbonates.(3,4,5,6) 
However, there has been little work about the 
hydration of Alite which contains a small amount of 
MgO and А 1г Оз -
In this study,the influence of vorious cabonates 
including bicarbonates on the early stage of the 
hydration was studied by using mainly a Alite synthesi 
zed in laboratory. Conduction calorimetry, paste 
hydration and suspension were measured.
In addition, the effect of carbonates on the hydration 
of the commercial portland cements is studyed by 
calorimetry in order to compare that of Alite.

EXPERIMENTAL

(1) Materials
Alite was synthesized from a mizture of СаСОз ,MgU , 
А1?Оз and SiОг .proportioned to give 105CaO-2MgO-Al?U3 
35Si6?. The mixture was sintered two times at 1520 °C 
for 6 hours with intermediate grinding, and finally 
ground to a Blaine finess of 2920cm2/g.
The Alite obtained had a free lime content of 
0.06 percent, and the X-ray diffraction pattern(in 
Fig.l) showed the polymorphic modification to be 
monoclinic. Table 1 gives the chemical analysis of 
two commercial portland cements used in this study.

Carbonates and bicarbonates used were МагСОз .NaHCOs , 
КгСОз .КНСОз .СзгСОз .LizCOc .and LiHCOs , of which 
the former two were mainly used. .
LiHCOs was prepared by blowing CO? gas into LizCOs 
solution, and the solution obtained was a mixture of 
97mol% LiHCOa and 3molX LigCOs.
Amounts of carbonate or bicarbonate added were 2,4,o, 
16 milli-mol per 100g solid(8 m-mol МагСОз per 100g so 
lid corresponds to 0.85 wight percent).
And beforehand dissolved in water, carbonates or 
bicarbonates were used.

Fig.l Fragment of X-^ay diffraction pattern of Alite

(2) Hydration condition

Hydration temperature was 20 'C in all experiments.
Water to solid ratio was 0.65 in case of paste 
hydration and conduction calorimetry, and 5.0 in case 
of suspention hydration. ,
Suspension hydration was performed using a shaker, 
which vibrated horizontally in the amplitude of 40mm 
and 100 rec ip 1ocations a minute.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(1) Rate of heat liberation
Fig 2 and 3 give the rate of heat liberation in the 
hydration of Alite without additive and with carbonate
or bicarbonate. , .
As shown in these figures there is no significant 
difference in the effect of carbonates on the 
hydration of Alite among the cations contained in them.

TIME OF HYDRATION
Fig.2 Variation of heat liberation of Alite with 

amount of carbonate or bicarbonate added

ы aiount of carbonate addeed 
0 per 100g Alite ( i-iol )

1 No addition

3 КгСОз 8.0
4 СагСОз 8.0

io toZ 5 IO 15 20 25 30 35 40

2 _______Li?CO3 8.0_________

TIME OF HYDRATION
Fig-3 Variation of heat liberation of Alit with 

amount of carbonate or bicarbonate added 

Table 1 Chemical analysis of portland cement

Sample Ig.loss In.sol SiO? А1г0з Fe? Оз CaO MgO SOi

A 0.6 0.1 22.7 5.5 2.9 62.9 1.6 2.1

В 1.0 0.1 22.3 5.0 2.9 63.5 1.7 2.0



The hydration was retarded below 8 m-mol of NazCOs. 
On the contrary, with NazCOz more than 8 ш-mol the 
hydration was accelerated and the dormant period was 
shortened.
It is so-called accelerating period in which the rate 
of heat liberation is rising up to the final peak in 
Fig.2 and 3. .
In case that the amount of carbonates added is 8 m-mol, 
with any carbonate the final peak appeared rather 
promptly and has larger value than without addition. 
On the other hand, in case the amount of bicarbonate 
added in 8 ш-mol, with any bicarbonate the final peak 
appeared in delay.
As shown in Fig.4 and 5, the hydration of two portland 
cements with NaHCOz(amount of 8 m-mol)is retarded.
So,it seems that the hydration of portland cement is 
affected in the same manner as that of Alite by the 
addition of carbonates or bicarbonates.
Fig.6 shows the relation between the amount of NazCOz 
or' NaHCOz added and the time of appearence of final 
peak in rate of heat liberation of Alite. In case of 
small amount addition, NaHCOz has a larger effect on 
the delay of hydration rate of Alite than NazCOz has. 
However, it is noticiable that with increasing the 
amount of addition of NaHCOz. the hydration rate is 
changed from retarding to accelerating, as well as 
Na? СОз •

TIME OF HYDRATION

Fig.4 Variation of beat liberation of portland 
cement A

TIME OF HYDRATION ( h )

Fig.5 Variation of heat liberation of portland 
cement В

30

2 4 8 16 32

AMOUNT OF NazCOz OR NaHCOz ADDED

( m-mol/100g Alite )
Fig.6 Relation between amount of NazCOz or NaHCOz 

and time of appearence of final peak in rate 
of heat liberation of Alite

Fig.7 Variation of non evaporable water content 
in hydrated Alite with amount of NazCOz 
or NaHCOz added per Alite 100g

TIME OF HYDRATION ( h )
Fig.8 Variation of free-line content in hydrated 

Alite with amount of NazCOz or NaHCOz added 
per Alite 100g



(2) Non-evaporable water and free-line contents 
in paste hydration

In order to determine non-evaporable water and free- 
line contents of hydrated Alite, the samples which 
were hydrated for different intervals of time at 20 C, 
were stopped with aceton and dried for 24 hours by 
means of D-dry method.
The determined data are shown in Fig.7 and 8.
It is considered that the non-evaporable water and 
free lime contents are not exactly but approximately 
in proportion to the degree of hydration. So, as can 
be seen from Fig.7,and 8, the degree of hydration for 
ages up to 48 hours is in the order of

НаНСОз(0.008nol) < МагСОз(0.004mol) < no-addition
< НагСОз (O.OOSmol) < Na? СОз (0.016mol).

This order agrees well with the curves of pate of heat 
liberation shown in Fig.2 and 3.

With НагСОз the hydrate morphology changes from 
needle-like to ciger-shaped(at 1 hour) and to more 
dense ciger-shaped(at 5 hour), which means that 
a violent reaction occurs in this early stage.
This violency is consistent with the figure of the 
curve of heat liberation rate by addition of 16 m-mol 
Na?СОз(Fig.2).

(3) Scanning electron microscope examination 
Fig.9 and 10 show the morphology of the surface of 
anhydrous and hydrated Alite without additive and with 
8 m-mol NaHCOs or with 16 m mol NarCOs respectively. 
At ten minutes, the surface of Alite without additive 
is already coated with dense hydrate , while with 
NaHCOs the surface remains still nearly anhydrous. 
With НагСОз the surface is covered with needle-like 
hydrates which are not observed in case of no-addition 
or addition of NaHCOs.
Moreover, it is observed that the disintegration of 
coating around the particle of hydrated Alite with 
NaHC03 takes place in delay in comparison with 
no-addtion or addition of 16 m mol НагСОз. 
This means that the diffusion rate of НгО molecule or 
ions through the coating by addition of NaHCOs is 
smaller than that by no-addition.

Fig.8 SEN of surface of anhydrous Alite

TIME

Fig.10 SEN of surface of hydrated Alite



(4) Ion concentrations of liquid phase in suspension 
hydration

Hydroxide ion was determined by acid-base titration 
with 1/20N-HC1 solution ( used phenolphthalein as an 
indicator ), Ca ion determined by cheletometric 
titration with 1/100M-EDTA and SiOz determined by 
colormetric method with ammonium molibdate.
It is considered that acceleration period in the 
hydration of Alite starts when the concentration of 
Ca ion of liquid phase reaches a peak(3).
Without additive or with 8 m-mol NazCOs this peak 
appears after 7 hours, and with 8 m-mol МаНСОз it 
appears after 8 hours. This fact explains that with 
8 m-mol NaHCOs the hydration is retarded.
The appearance time at which acceleration period 
starts in curve of rate of heat liberation (Fig.2) 
differs from that in suspension hydration (Fig.11). 
This difference is attributed to the difference of the 
ratios of water/solid: in measurement of rate of heat 
liberation the ratio is 0.65 and in suspension hydration 
5.0.
Without additive the concentration of Ca ion of . 
liquid phase increases until 7 hour, and that of SiO? 
is rather low and constant within 1 hour.
While with NazCOn or NaHCOs the concentration of Ca 
ion is rather low and constant within 30 min and that 
of SiOz decreases rapidly with time. This phenomena 
imply that with NazCOj and NaHCOz Ca ion which 
dissolves from solid to liquid phase reacts with SiO? 
which remains in liquid, and calcium silicate hydrate 
formed is precipitated onto solid phase.
At very early stage ( 30minutes ), with NazCOs or 
NaHCOs the concentration of SiO? in liquid phase is 
higher than that without additive. This phenomena 
may be explained as follows; with Na, or NaHCO:; the 
concentration of Na and OH are rather high, thereby 
SiO? is easily drawn from solid to liquid phase from 
the moment of contact of Alite with the solution.

Furthermore, at very early stage by 10 minutes, with 
NaHCO; the concentration of SiO? in the solution is 
higher than that with Na?C0;i. This may be explained as 
follows; with NaHCO? the hydrate layer formed around 
Alite grain at the moment of contact of Alite with the 
solution has a smaller diffusibi1itу of ions than that 
with NazCOs , thereby the dissolution of Ca ion into 
the NaHCOs solution is surpressed and the decrease in 
the concentration of SiOz by formation of CSH-gel 

occurs in delay.
However, with NaHCO? the concentration of SiO? of the 
solution decreases rather repidly. This may be
explained as follows; the concentration of OH in 
NaHCOs solution is lower than in NazCOz solution, 
thereby in NaHCOs solution CSH-gel is more easily 
formed and SiO? ion remains more difficult than in 
Na? СОз .
And also this difference of the change in 
concentration of SiOz with time between in NaHCO? 
solution and in Na?CO? solution was observed in the 
experiment of suspension hydration of portland cement.

(5) From above mentioned, it may be concluded that with 
-small amount of carbonate the early hydration of Alite
is retarded, and with large amount of carbonate it is 
accelerated.
The process of early hydration of cement is one of 
complicated reactions in the interface between solid 
and liquid. Nevertheless, the mechanism of early 
hydration of Alite with carbonate or bicarbonate may 
be given as an outline by following; with small amount 
of carbonate, immediatly after contact of Alite with 
solution, a formation of very small СаСОз particles 
occurs, which make the hydrate layer formed around the 
Alite grain to be more dense, and to be more 
impermeable in ion passing through, and the subsequent 
hydration is retarded.
On the other hand, with a large amount of carbonate 
the hydrate layer formed around Alite grain immediatly 
after contact of Alite with solution is disintegrated 
by an excess amount of CO? , thereby the rate of 
diffusion of ion or water through the layer is made 
higher, the dormant period is shortened and the 
subsequent hydration is accelerated.

(6) Furthermoгe discussions comparing with the reports
described previously

Young, Tong and Berger(5) examined the hydration of 
C?S(monoc1 inic) in the presence of admixture, and 
analyzed the liquid phase in paste hydration.
Comparing the effect of NaF with that of NazCOs on the 
hydration, they stated that with the former the 
hydration is retarded, while with the latter it is 
accelerated. And they stated that it is not clear why 
there is this difference between the two additives, 
but possibly the answer lies in their effects on the 
soluble silicate species. However, in their experiment

2'|>S 1 0 30 I h 2 4 в г"« 5 1 0 3 0 t h г 4 8 ?■'" 5 10 3,^2 4 8

TIME OF HYDRATION
Fig.11 Variation with time of the ion concentrations of liquid 

phase in suspension hydration of Alite without additive 
or with NazCO? or NaHCO?



the amount of НагСОз added is 9 m-mol per 100g СзS and 
this amount of 9 m-mol may be thought to he one which 
accelerates the hydration, as obtained in our 
experiment.

Mori et al. (3) examined the hydration of nearly pure 
Сз S( t r i с I in ic) in the presence of МагСОз more than 
0.23X by.weight to CsS.
They stated that a small amount of 0.23Ж already 
retards the hydration of СзЗ.
It is considered that as to the way how the hydration 
in the presence of carbonate is affected, there is no 
big difference between СзS(triс 1inic) and Alite(mono- 
clinic) and if the amount of МагСОз is below 0.23X by 
weight to СзЗ the hydration may be retarded.

Nie'l(7) examined the physical and chemical properites 
of hydrating paste of laboratory synthesized portland 
cement "M" in the presence of КгСОз. This cement 
contains СзЗ.СзА and Ci AF besides СзЗ. And it is 
stated that by measuring setting time, consistency and 
change in temperature inside the paste with time the 
hydration is retarded with КгСОз below 0.25% by weight 
to cement and accelerated with КгСОз above 2.5%

CONCLUSION
The following points were clarified and discussed as 
a result of this study.
(1) A small amount of carbonates or bicarbonates 
delays but a large amount accelerates the hydration
(2) The difference of cation in carbonates or 
bicarbonates little causes the change of hydration 
rate.
(3) The degree of delay-effect addition of 
bicarbonates on hydration is larger than that of 
carbonates.

(4) A mechanism of the above phenomena of (1) was 
discussed by the results of electron microscopy, 
changes in ionic concentration such as SiOz.OH and 
Ca with hydration time in suspension hydration.
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Formation and Characterization of Jennite

INTRODUCTION

The occurrence of jennite was firstly repor
ted by Carpenter et al (1), which was found 
in Crestmore, California, and secondly by 
Gross (2) in the Hatrurim formation, Israel. 
Taylor (3) once suggested the possibility of 
structural resemblance of jennite to C-S-H 
formed during hydration of portland cement. 
Gard and Taylor (4) offered a hypothesis in 
which jennite, C-S-H(II) and the fibrous 
constituents of C-S-H of cement pastes may 
form a sequence of decreasing crystallinity 
of the same material. Taylor and Roy (5), 
however, introduced a doubt on assumptions 
of this kind such as correlating certain 
crystalline calcium silicate hydrates with 
C-S-H in cement pastes. ,
It seems, therefore, important to establish 
a synthesis of jennite and to investigate 
characteristics of the synthetic ones in 
order to clarify relationships among these 
hydrates.

The formation of jennite was first accompli
shed by the present authors and has already 
been reported together with some character
istics of the synthetic ones (6, 7).

Subsequently, additional experiments were 
performed in order to clarify the optimum 
synthetic condition of well crystalline 
jennite, effect of Si-Al substitution, char- 

st.i cs etc.
Furthermore, the formation of jennite was 
tried by hydrothermal reaction at 80 C of 
B-C2S and C3S with and without addition of 
fumed silica.

Results obtained in these experiments are 
summarized in this paper. Moreover, the 
relationship of jennite to hydrated calcium 
silicate phases of portland cement was dis
cussed on the basis of these results.

METHODS

Starting materials used in the present pre
parations are listed in Table 1 with some 
properties. CaO was prepared by calcining 
reagent CaCOg (precipitated) at 1100°C for 4 
hours .

TABLE I 

Fumed silica SiO2 99.8% ; 200+25 m /g(BET)
* Produced by oxidizing SiC14-

Ig loss CaO SiO2 А120з+Ге20з C/S 
B-C2s 0.14 63.81 34.84 1-24 1.9»
C3S- о 73.06 26.44 0.34 2.96

* Ground to pass through a 44p m sieve.

Ig loss 5.04, SiO2 91.26, A12O3 
Rice r.usk 0.53, Fe2O3 0.60, TiO2 0.09, 

ash CaO 0.54, MgO 0-32, Na2O tr.,

* Amorphous ; Coarsely ground.

Starting materials.

All the preparations were performed in a 
suspension state with the water/total solid 
weight ratio of 20. The suspensions of mixes 
were sealed in a polyethylene bottle and 
placed in a water bath regulated at 80°C for 
required periods of reaction time. For pre
parations at 60, 100 and 120°C, pressure 
vessels of stainless steel with Teflon liner 
were used instead, and placed in a drying 
oven regulated at each temperature.

Fumed silica was mixed with CaO at starting 
C/S ratios of 1.1, 1.15 and 1.2.
Y-Al-jOß (<0.05цт) was added to some of the 
preparations at 0.5-8.8% to the total of 
fumed silica and CaO by weight.
Rice husk ash used here was amorphous judg
ing from its X-ray powder diffraction pat
tern. The ash, coarsely pulverized, was 
reacted with CaO at 80 °C for up to 150 days. 
B-C2S and C3S were hydrated with and without 
addition of fumed silica at 80°C for up to 
13 weeks. In the case of addition of fumed 
silica, the starting C/S mole ratio of the 
mixes was set at 1.5. ■

At required intervals a portion of each 
preparation was pipetted from the reaction 
vessel, filtered and dried in ■ a vacuum 
desiccator at room temperature. Filtrates 
from the mixes containing B-C2S and CgS were 
rinsed first by ethanol and then by ethyl 
ether to prevent from further hydration 
during filtration and drying.

All the preparations were examined by X-ray 
powder diffractometry (XRD) and DTA-TG, 
and some of them by transmission and scan
ning electron microscopy (ТЕМ, SEM), and 
selected area electron diffraction (SED).
For some preparations, infrared absorption 
(IR) spectra were measured on KBr disks 
containing 0.3% of each sample with a KBr 
disk in the reference beam by Hitachi EPI-G3 
double-beam grating spectrophotometer.

RESULTS

1. Synthesis of Jennite

In order to find out the optimum temperature 
for the formation of jennite, the suspen
sions of fumed silica and CaO were heated at 
different temperatures ranging from 60 to 
120 C for up to 70 days. Reaction products 
thus obtained are summarized in Table 2, 
which were identified by XRD, DTA-TG and EM. 
The starting C/S mole ratios ranging from 
1.1 to 1.2 were chosen for these prepara
tions based on the previous experiment (7), 
where well crystalline form of jennite was 
obtained within short periods of reaction 
time compared with the other mixing ratios 
when fumed silica was used.

Reaction products from rice husk ash are 
listed in Table 3, along with those from 
fumed silica with and without addition of T- 
A1»C>3 . For the preparations from fumed 
silica, the reaction time was prolonged up 
to 303 days to evaluate the stability of 
synthetic jennite..Jennite showed a tendency



Formation and Characterization of Jennite

to be replaced by the formation of 14& 
tobermorite in absence of Al-ions. To the 
contrary, 11Ä tobermorite was formed in 
presence of Al-ions.

Typical morphology of synthetic jennite was 
observed as blade-shaped or lath-like crys
tals as shown in Fig. 1 (Stereomicrograph).
A high resolution electron micrograph of 
synthetic jennite lying on (001) is given in 
Fig. 2, which was taken by a JEM-200CX elec
tron microscope incorporated with minimum 
dose system at 200kV accelerating voltage. 
The lattice planes of 10A, 3.6A and -2.9Ä 
apart were resolved, ' which correspond to 
200, 020 and 420 planes, respectively. The 
SED pattern of synthetic jennite was given 
elsewhere (6, ?)•

2. Infrared Absorption Spectra of Jennite

The IR absorption was measured on two kinds 
of specimens, viz. jennite and Al-bearing 
jennite. Both specimens were synthesized by 
reactions at 80 °C for 100 days using fumed 
silica and CaO. The starting C/S mole ratios 
were 1.4 and 1.2, respectively. For the 
preparation of Al-bearing jennite, ■Y-AI2O3 
was added by 8.8% to the mix of fumed silica 
and CaO by weight. Their syntheses and cha
racteristics have been detailed elsewhere 
(6,7). . . , , 
The IR absorption spectra of jennite, neatea 
jennite and Al-bearing jennite are illus
trated in Fig. 3. The same heating tempera
tures as used by Carpenter et al (1) were 
applied for the synthetic jennite in two 
ways, i.e. i) the sample, heated separately

Reaction products from fumed silica 
with basal spacings (A).

TABLE II

Reaction Starting Reaction time , d
temp.,°C C/S 20 40 70

60 1.1 11.9bC 12.ObC 10.5 J
1.15 11.4bC 11.9bC 10.5 J
1.2 11.9bC 11.8bC 10.5 J

80 1.1 12.3bC 10.5 J 10.5 J
1.15 10.5 J 10.5 J 10.4 J
1.2 10.5 J 10.4 J 10.4 J

100 1.1 11.6bC 10.5 J 10.5 J
1.15 11.8bC 10.5 J 10.5 J
1.2 11.6bC 10.5 J 10.5 J

120 1.1 12.3bC 12.3bC 11.9sT
10.7sJ

1.15 11.9bC 11.7bC 11.7bC
1.2 11.6bC 11.6bC 11.4bC

C : C-S-H, poorly crystalline.
j : Jennite. T : Tobermorite.
b : Broad diffraction.
s : Small diffraction peak.

* C-g-H was formed along with jennite or 
tobermorite, however, not listed here.

Reaction products from rice husk ash and 
fumed silica with basal spacings (A).

TABLE III

1) Rice husk ash

Starting Reaction time, d
C/S " 7 28 91 150

0.8 C-S-H 10.5 J 14.0 T 14.0 T
11.6ST ll,5sT

2 ) Fumed silica (Starting C/S = 1. 15)

T-A12O3 Reaction time, d
40 10Ö 180 300

0 10.5 J 10.4 J 10.5 J 10.5 J
14.0sT

2 10.5 J 10.4 J 10.5 J 10.5 J
11.7 T 11.6 T 11.6 T

5 12.4 T 12.1 T 12.0 T 11.7 T
10.5 J 10.5 J

* Symbols are the same as shown in Table 2

Fig. 1. - SEN stereomicrograph of 
jennite.

Fig. 2. - High resolution electron 
micrograph of jennite.
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at a required temperature, was moulded to a 
KBr disk respectively, and ii) the sample 
was first moulded to a KBr disk and then 
heated at successively higher temperatures 
in the KBr disk. Since very similar spectra 
were observed in both ways, those obtained 
from the former method are summarized in

3. Hydration of ß-C2S and CgS at 80 °C with 
and without Addition of Fumed Silica

Reaction products are listed in Table 4, 
where C-S-H(I) and C-S-H(II) were identified 
morphologically with help of ТЕМ and SEM. 

The formation of fibrous C-S-H, which was 
observed as fibre bundles well oriented and 
elongated parallel to b by EM, was detected 
in all the preparations. Jennite was only 
formed in the preparation from the mix of 
ß-CjS and fumed silica. Jennite thus obtain
ed gave blade-shaped or lath-like crystals 
as shown in Fig. 4. Since fibrous C-S-H gave 
a SED pattern similar to C-S-H(II), this 
phase was identified as C-S-H(II).
On prolonging the reaction time, fibrous C- 
S-H showed a tendency to increase its 
crystal width parallel to a, and this 
tendency was accelerated by addition of 
fumed silica.

Wave number, cm'

Fig. 3. - Infrared absorption spectra of jennite, mata-jennite 
and Al-bearing jennite.
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TABLE IV 

Starting 
material

e-c2s
b-c2s+fs*

c3s

C3S + FS*

Reaction_timeL_d_____
■7 " "28 - ' 91

C-S-H C-S-H(II) C-S-H(II)
CH,B-C2S CH,B-C2S CH

C-S-H C-S-H(I) Jennite
B-C2S B-C2s B-C2s

C-S-H(II) C-S-H(II) C-S-H(II)
CH CH Afw, CH

C-S-H C-S-H(II) C-S-H(II)

Reaction products from B-C2S and C3S with 
and.without addition of fumed silica.

FS : Fumed silica. CH : Ca(OH)2.
Afw : Afwillite, C3S2H3. 

* Starting C/S mole ratio of mix - 1.1b .

Fig. 4. - SEM micrograph of jennite 
formed from B-C2S with 
addition of fumed silica.

DISCUSSION

1. Synthesis of Jennite
a 

as 
in terms of the

- - - -1-- to
• This relationship is 
that observed between 

of 14Ä tobermorite

■  ■ ■ ---- , possible over
temperature range from 60 to 120 C 
у - ■ - 2. However, in terms o_

22...j required for its formation and 
its crystallinity thus obtained, it could be 
concluded that the optimum temperature is 
80°C. 
80 °C 
the 
lace j------------ . -
with the fact that jennite remains stablejip 
to 70°C (1). """"
°C, 
give 
quite 
hydrothermal 
and it 
partial

The formation of jennite was 
wide 1 .
shown in Table 2. However, 
reaction time 1 it could be 

that the optimum temperature is 
Jennite formed at temperatures except 

was poorly crystalline, and at 120°C 
formation of tobermorite tended to rep
that of jennite. This is compatible

•- . Qn heating in the air at 70-90
t loses a part of molecular water 
meta-jennite. ""

milar to 
,„1 synthesis 
convertion to 11A tobermorite by 

dehydration. Namely, the optimum

temperature for the synthesis of 14Ä tober
morite is 80 °C, however, it loses a part of 
molecular wat§r at 60 °C on heating in the 
air to give 11A tobermorite (8).

In terms of the reactivity at temperatures 
around 80°C,. it is advisable to use amor
phous silica with high surface area, since 
this kind of formation takes place by 
through solution reaction mechanism. Fumed 
silica is, in this sense, the most suitable 
for the formation of jennite.

Rice husk ash is an interesting siliceous 
material characteristic in its S1O2 content, 
amorphosity, porosity and surface area. All 
of these are quite high. On heating at high 
temperatures for long duration, it crystal- . 
lizes into tridymite and cristobalite. Even 
in these crystalline forms, rice husk ash is 
more reactive than quartz-based siliceous 
materials at temperatures' below 100°C.
Jennite was obtainable in the reaction at 80 
°C using amorphous rice husk ash as shown in 
Table 3. On prolonging the reaction Lime, 
jennite was replaced by the formation of 14A 
and 11A tobermorites. Among them, 14A tober 
morite was dominant in quantity compared 
with 11Ä tobermorite. This tendency is con 
trary to Al-bearing jennite formed under 
similar reaction conditions by using either 
silica glass with addition of Y-AI2O3 or 
volcanic glass containing AI2O3 as a consti
tuent, where Al-bearing jennite was replaced 
by the formation of 11A tobermorite with the 
passage of reaction time(7, 8). 'Al-bearing 
jennite' was first reported as '10A tober
morite' (8), however, it was corrected later 
to the present name(7).

Jennite prepared from fumed silica showed a 
tendency similar to the abovementioned as 
shown in Table 3. In spite that the starting 
C/S mole ratio Of 1.15 and the reaction time 
of 80 °C were the optimum to synthesize well 
crystalline jennite, jennite itself was not 
stable under these conditions. On prolonging 
the reaction time up to 300 days, degenera 
tion of jennite was observed along with the 
formation of 14Ä tobermorite in absence of 
Al-ions, and contrarily the formation of HA 
tobermorite in presence of Al-ions. , 
These results suggest that tobermorite is 
more stable than jennite over a wide range 
of reaction conditions, and that the presen
ce of Al-ions accelerates this replacement.

2. Infrared Absorption Spectra of Jennite

The IR spectra of synthetic jennite were 
substantially similar to those reported by 
Carpenter et al (1). However, in detai 
there were observed several differences^ 
Regarding the bands between 3700-3400 cm 
attributable to the stretching vibration of 
weakly hydrogen bonded OH, the synthetic 
jennite when unheated gave 4 peaks, among 
which 3610 and 3455 cm Iwere not resolved by 
Carpenter et al (1). The sharp band at 36 
cm~i can be attributed to OH groups coordi
nated to Ca ions (9). On heating in_the air, 
these peaks and the band at 1620 cm attri
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butable to molecular water deteriorated to 
less definite and smaller bands due to dehy
dration.
The bands at 1500 and 1420 cm-1 may be due 
to C03 ions, since TG curve of this sample 
gave 1.1% of the weight loss at about 800 °C. 
The broad group of bands between 1080 and 
900 cm-1 are due to Si-0 stretching. The 
spectra of this region showed a remarkable 
change during conversion to meta-jennite, ,
i.e.  meta-jennite formed at 180°C gave well 
separated 5 peaks in this region. It may be 
useful to point out in this connection that 
the basal spacings of meta-jennite formed at 
90°C and 200°C were 8.73Ä and 8.56Ä respec
tively (7). A certain definite change seems 
to occur during this transition.
Besides, the decrease of crystallinity on 
heating resulted in the diffuseness of the 
bands in this region.
Stubican and Roy (10) clarified that the Al 
for Si substitution in the tetrahedral sites 
results in the displacement of the Si-0 
stretching band in the region from 1100 to 
900 cm-1 toward lower frequencies as the 
result of the average increase of (Si, Al)-0 
distance and of the ionic character of the 
bond. This tendency was clearly observed in 
the spectra of jennite and Al-bearing jen
nite. The present authors (7) suggested the 
possibility of Si-Al substitution for jen
nite based on the Al Ka line shift of Al- 
bearing jennite determined by X-ray fluores
cence analyser. The Ik data shown in Fig. 3 
have assured the reliability of this sugges
tion. The diffuseness in this region of Al- 
bearing jennite may be due to the irregula
rity of Si-Al substitution. This is compati
ble with the diffuseness of the exothermic 
peaks at about 850°C detected by OTA of Al- 
bearing jennite, which are attributed to 
conversion to B-CS, B-C2S and (7).

3. Hydration of B-C2S and C-jS at 80°C with 
and without Addition of Fumed Silica

The formation of jennite was possible only 
from the mix of B-C2S and fumed silica by 91 
day hydration. The XRD pattern of this jen
nite was rather similar to meta-jennite with 
the basal spacing of 8.8A. This decrease of 
the basal spacing may be caused not only by 
its low crystallinity but also by the drying 
condition where ethanol and ethyl ether were 
used for rinsing before vacuum pumping.

The C/S mole ratios of ß-C^S and C^S seem to 
be too high to form jennite. Addition of 
fumed silica functions to decrease the C/S 
mole ratios of products, and resulted in an 
increase of the crystal width of C-S- 
H(II) parallel to a. Similar morphological 
difference was also observed between C-S- 
H(II) formed from B-C2S and that from CjS,
i.e.  the former were more platey compared 
with the latter in detail. Since this mor
phological change of C-S-H(II) seems to be 
closely related to its potentiality to crys
tallize into jennite, the possible formation 
of jennite should be searched on this exten
sion.

Hagiwara and Harada (11) reported the forma
tion of jennite in the press-moulded compact 
of ordinary portland cement and quartz with 
the starting C/S mole ratio of 1 after cured 
at 80 °C for 18 0 days. Jennite was observed 
by SEM as lath-like crystals projecting out 
from fibrous C-S-H formed on the surface of 
quartz particles.

This result supports the aforementioned 
suggestion that the existence of a certain 
amount of silicate ions is favourable for 
the formation of jennite even in cement 
pastes. However, an excess of silicate ions 
may favour the formation of tobermorites 
instead, viz. 14A tobermorite in absence of 
Al-ions and 11A tobermorite in presence of 
them.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The optimum temperature for the hydrother
mal formation of jennite is 80 °C. Siliceous 
materials with high amorphosity and high 
surface area, such as fumed silica and rice 
husk ash, are recommended to be used for its 
synthesis.
2. Jennite tends to be replaced by the 
formation of tobermorites on prolonging the 
reaction time, i.e. 14Ä tobermorite in 
absence of Al-ions and 11Ä tobermorite in 
presence of them.
3. The IR absorption spectra of heated 
jennite suggest that a remarkable change 
occurs in its structure during conversion to 
meta-jennite.
The existence of Si-Al substitution in jen
nite was confirmed by the displacement of 
Si-0 stretching band toward lower frequen
cies, which was observed in the spectra of 
Al-bearing jennite. ,
4. Hydration of B-C2S and C3S at 80 °C did 
not give the formation of jennite. However, 
addition of fumed silica,to B-C2S enabled to 
obtain jennite. It is suggested that the 
existence of a certain amount of silicate 
ions is favourable for the formation of 
jennite not only in these suspensions but 
also in portland cement pastes.
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Early hydration of alite at low water to powder ratio.
L ’ hydratation initiale de 1’a.Lite a tin. faiblc rapport eau poudre

SUMMARY: Recently, ultra-high strength cement has been developed as a new material. This material consists of 
cement, ultra-fine particles such as silica fume and superplasticizer. The water to powder ratio is less than 
20% and therefore it can he assumed that the cement particles are densely packed. These are called DSP 
materials meaning "Densified systems containing homogeneously arranged particles". The hydration,of cement and 
synthesized alite at low water to powder ratio (in DSP materials) has been investigated compared with the 
hydration of cement and alite at ordinary water to powder ratio.

By the twin transient state cylindrical probe method, the thermal conductivity of fresh cement paste is measured 
у 1__. The very early hydrated morphology and packing state of cement is observed by wet
thermal conductivity of fresh cement paste is dependent on the packing state of cement particles:

of cement, the grater the thermal conductivity of fresh cement paste. When the 
was used, the hydration was related to the packing state of cement particles.

, the ratio of cement hydration was lower than the case of ordinary water to * . - . . 1 _ 1 1 . 1- 1— — J 1 ГУ, Z-l C> <1 П rl f*  Vl О

at early hydration stage.
SEM. The t  
the higher the packing fraction 
same dosage of superplasticizer
At low water to powder ratio(in DSP), -------- ----   .
powder ratio. But, the porosity of hardened cement was decreased by the densely packing of powders and the 
cement hydration at an early stage. At a late stage, the porosity of hardened DSP was decreased by the 
po77r>l.rmic reaction of ult.rafine particles.

Recenternente foi desenvolvido сото um novo mateninl urn ciniento de resistencia ultfa.—ul^ 
ta, Este material consists de ciinento,particulas ultra—finas сото microsilica e superplasti— 
ficante. A rela^äo de agua para po e inferior a 20% e, por isso, pode—se admitir quo as par— 
ticulas de cimento säo densamente aglomeradas. Chama—se a isso de materials DSP, que signifj. 
ca "sistemas densificados contendo particulas dispostas homogeneamente . A hidrataqiao do ci— 
mento e da alita sintetizada com baixa rela^ao de ägua/рб (em materials DSP) foi investiga— 
da, em compara^äo com a hidratagäo de cimento e alita com relagao normal de ägua/рб.

Pelo metodo de corpo de prova cilindrico gemeo de estado transiente mediu-se a conduti 
vidade termica da pasta fresca de cimento no estägio inicial de hidrata^ao. Foi observada a 
morfologia' hidratada imediata e о estado de adensamento do cimento por meio de microscopia e— 
letronica de varredura (SEM) a umido. A condutividade termica da pasta fresca de cimento de— 
pende do estado de adensamento das particulas de cimento: quanto maior a porgao adensada de 
cimento, maior a condutividade termica da pasta fresca de cimento. Quando se usou a mesma do 
sagem de superplasticidade, a hidratatgao foi relacionada com о estado de adensamento das par
ticulas de cimento. Com uma baixa relaqao de ägua/рб (em DSP), a relagäo de hidratagao do ci, 
mento foi mais baixa do que no caso da relatgao habitual de ägua/cimento. Mas a porosidade do 
cimento endurecido foi diminuida pelos pos densamente aglomerados, bem сото a hidrataqiao no 
estägio inicial. Num estägio tardio, a porosidade do DSP endurecido foi diminuida pela rea- 
Qao pozolänica das particulas ultra-finas.



INTRODUCTION

Ultra high strength cement has been studied by 
many investigators among whom Bache’s study(l) is 
especially important for practical use. Bache s 
ultra high strength cement based materials are called 
DSP materials meaning "densified systems containing 
homogeneneously arranged particles".In Japan, the 
demands that DSP materials are exploited not only as 
building materials also as industrial castable , 
ceramics are recently increasing (2). This promising
field of application has just begun. More detailed
basic investigation for DSP materials is required.

DSP is a combination of cement particles, ultra
fine particles such as silica fume,and superplasti
cizer. DSP can be mixed with a minimum amount of , 
water because a large quantity of superplasticizer is 
mixed with ultrafine particles one or two order of, 
magnitude smaller than portland cement and dispersis 
these particles. The water to solid ratio is less 
than 20wtZ and therefore it can be assumed that the 
cement particles are densely packed. Because of the 
densely packing of particles, DSP has minimal space 
between the cement particles in the fresh paste, and 
that space is filled by the ultrafine particles. In 
addition to the densely packed particles, ultrafine 
particles such as silica fume react with Ca(0H)2 and 
only very small capillary pore exist (3). Thus, DSP 
has an ultra high strength and also has a good fluid 
ity for casting due to the effect of dispersed ultra
fine particles*

Many investigators have studied DSP materials 
and high strength cement containing silica,fume (5,6). 
However, there are few systematic and detai ed studies 
on the influence of packing state of particles,on the 
hydration of cement and alite and the pozzolanic 
reaction of silica fume.

In order to understand the relation between the 
hydration of cement and the packing state of 
particles, the hydration of cement and silica fume 
reaction with Ca(0H)2 have been investigated at 
various low water to solid ratios. Also, the pack 
ing state of particles have been studied by means of 
thermal conductivity and the wet-SEM observation 
method. Thermal conductivity of fresh paste is also 
very important in connection with the thermal stress 
analysis of mass concrete.

EXPERMENTAL

Chemical composition and specific surface,areas 
(BET) of the used alite, portland cement and silica 
fume are shown in Table 1. Alite was synthesized 
from reduced LD-slag which was provided by NIPPON 
KORAN К. K. (6). Silica fume contained 2.8% carbon 
and about 3% quartz and a small amount of magnesio
ferrite. X-ray diffraction analysis (X-RD) shows 
the main component of silica fume to be amorphous 
phase. By ТЕМ, the diameters of silica fume are 
less than 0.2 um.

An experiment was carried out at 20°C and 50 C. 
The water to solid ratios were respectively 0.16,0.20, 
0.25, 0.3 and 0.4. When the water to solid ratio 
(W/S) was less than 0.25, the solid consisted of port
land cement or alite and silica fume and the dosage of 
superplasticizer (sodium salts of ß-alkyl napthalene 
sulfonate formaldehyde condensate) was 2 wt% by weight 
of solid. The ratio of cement or alite and silica 
fume was 80:20.

When the water to solid ratio was 0.3, the dosage 
of superplasticizer was 0.5 wt% by weight of portland 
cement or alite. In the case of W/S=0.3 and 0.4,
silica fume was not added.

Heat liberation of early hydration was measured 
by conduction calorimeter. Further, after curing 
for 1, 3, 7, 14 and 28 days respectively, the hydra
tion was stopped by acetone and the samples were dreid 
at 105°C. Loss on ignition, amounts of Ca(0H)2, 
unreacted alite, pore size distribution and total pore 
distribution and total pore volume of samples were 
measured. Amounts of Ca(0H)2 were measured by DSC 
and unreacted alite was detected by means of X-RD. 
The pore size distribution was determined by Hg 
porosimetry and the total pore volume was measured by 
the method of weighing in water.

of solidIn connection with the packing state 
thermal conductivity of fresh paste was measured by 
twin transient-state cylindrical probe method U)- 
and the packing state of fresh paste was observed у 
wet-SEM (К. K. Akashi Seisakusho).

A block diagram of the apparatus of, the transient 
state cylindrical probe method is shown in Figure 1.

1. Constant 
voltage

2. Amplifier
3. X-Y recorder
4. Probe
5. Zero point
6. Standard
7. Sample
8. Thermostat

Figure 1 Twin type of non-stationary probe method.

Probes are made of stainless steel pipes with a 0.10 
cm outer diameter, 0.05 cm inner diameter and 5.00 cm 
length. Heating wire made of enameled constantan 
wire 0.01 cm in diameter and thermocouple which, in 
turn, was of enameled copper and constantan wire of 
the same diameter were placed the pipe, and the _ 
residual space was filled with paraffin wax. Tern 
perature of the thermostat was set at 20°C. One 
probe was introduced into the center of the standard 
materials and the other into the sample being

Tqble 1 Chemical composition and specific surface area

SßET^™2/g) Ig. loss Si02 AI2O3 Fe2O3 CaO _ MgO SO3 R20 Total

Cement 
Alite 
Silica

1.21
1.54

fume 22.60 •

0.8

3.8

21.7
25.2
90.7

4.9
1.3
0.3

3.0

3.0

64.9
72.6
0.3

0.9
0.8
0.3

3.0

0.4

0.5

1 .0

99.7
99.9
99.8

—------------------------------ -------------------- - ---------------------------------------------------------- ( % )



measured. Although, the standard material was water, 
its low viscosity caused the convection current of 
heat. To remove the influence of this convection 
current, aqueous polyacrylic acid solution was used 
instead of water. An electric current was passed 
through the heating wires for about 30 sec. and the 
ratio of the increases and decreases in temperature 
were detected by an X-Y recorder. If the thermal 
conductivity of sample and the standard material were 
the same value, the tangent of the locus in X-Y 
recoder was 45°. Based on standard material, the 
thermal conductivity was calculated by the tangent of 
the locus.

The initial contact of fresh paste with water 
was observed by wet-SEM. The wet-SEM (AKASHI WS-250) 
is equipped with a unique low-vacuum viewing function 
which allows direct observation of moist specimens 
previously regarded as very difficult to observe. 
The low-vacuum environment is always free from "charge 
up", thus removing the necessity of deposition or 
coating on specimens.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Packing state of particles and thermal conductivity

Thermal conductivity of fresh paste with various 
water to solid ratios measured by the twin type of 
non-stationary probe method is shown in Figure 2. A 
correlation was observed between the thermal conduct
ivity of fresh paste at early stage of hydration and 
the water to solid ratio. The lower the water to 
solid ratio, the greater the thermal conductivity of 
fresh paste. But, at a late stage of hydration, 
about the same values of thermal conductivities of 
cement pastes with various water to powder ratios are 
obtained.

Figure 3 shows "wet-SEM” photographs of fresh 
paste with water after 15 and 25 min.. These photo
graphs clear show that the powder particles are 
packed more densely in DSP materials. At water to 
solid ratio of 16 wt%, a crack is observed in the 
matrix. This is caused by the drying of water in a 
vacuum condition of wet-SEM (about 10 1 mmHg). In 
soil mechanics, it has been reported that the thermal 
conductivity is dependent on the ratio of soil phase, 
and thermal conductivity of the solid solid particles 
is larger than that of water(8). In DSP materials, 
solid particles may be in contact with each other. 
These results are consistent with the observation 
results of wet-SEM.
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Figure 2 Thermal conductivities of fresh cement 

paste with various water to solid ratios.

Figure 3 Wet-SEM photographs of fresh cement paste 
with various water to solid ratios.

However, the thermal conductivity of hardened paste 
with various water to powder ratios shows values 
comparable to the progress of cement hydration. This 
may be due to the formation of hydrated morphology 
and the thermal conductivity of hydrated products may 
have the same value.

Hydration and packing state of particles

The heat liberation curves owing to cement hydra
tion at various water to solid ratios are shown in 
Figure 4. In DSP materials, the early hydration of 
cement was retarded and the ratio of cement hydration 
was reduced compared with the conventional cement 
paste. Retardation of cement hydration in DSP mate
rials may be caused by the large amount of super
plasticizer and the densely packing of solid particles. 
The ratio of cement hydration was related to the 
packing state of particles. The hydration ratio of 
cement was gradually decreased by the augmentation of 
packing fraction.

Figure 5 shows the relation between the loss on 
ignition and the water to solid ratio. In DSP mate
rials, the values of loss on ignition are smaller 
than that of materials with normal water to solid 
ratio. The values of loss on ignition are reduced 
with the decrease of the water to solid ratio. This 
tendency becomes more and more obvious with curing 
time.

Figure 6 shows the changes in loss on ignition of 
portland cement at 50°C with curing time. These 
results are consistent with the results at 20 C.
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Figure 4 Heat liberation of cement.

Water to solid ratio

Figure 5 Relation between the loss on ignition 
and the water to solid ratio.

Figure 6 Changes in loss on ignition of portland 
cement with curing time.

In the case of normal water to cement ratio, the 
values of loss on ignition are gradually increased 
with curing time. But in DSP materials, the values 
of loss on ignition do not increase and the about 
same values are indicated after 3 days.

The loss on ignition with alite has the same
tendency as with portland cement as shown in Figure 
7. The values of loss on ignition when alite is , 
used are slightly larger than when portland cement is 
used. Thus, it may be sufficient to investigate the 
hydration of the alite in portland cement without 
considering the hydration of aluminate phase.

Figure 8 shows the changes of unreacted alite in 
portland cement with curing time as measured by X-RD. 
The relative X-RD реал values (I/Iq) of unreacted 
alite in portland cement are related to the water to 
solid ratios; the greater these ratios, the smaller 
the relative X-RD peak values of unreacted alite. In 
other words, the lower the water to solid ratios, the 
smaller the hydration ratio of alite. Therefore, a 
large amount of unreacted cement particles remain in 
DSP materials. And it may be adequate that the 
residual cement grain cores act as strong internal 
filler or microaggregate as mentioned by S. Diamond 
(9). In addition, cement acts as a source of Ca(0H)2

Curing time (d)

Figure 8 Changes of unreacted alite in portland 
cement with curing time.



Figure 9 shows the amount of Ca(OH)2 with curing 
tiine. at various water to solid ratios. DSP materials 
contain silica fume. Without silica fume, Ca(0H)2 
is produced rapidly with in a day and the amounts of 
Ca(0H)2 are smaller than that of the samples with 
higher water solid ratio. In DSP materials, the 
amounts are scarcely detected, because of the reac
tion of silica fume and Ca(0H)2 (3). As shown in 
Figure 8, the smaller the water to solid ratio, the 
lower the rate of cement hydration.

The hydration ratio was decreased by the aug
mentation of packing fraction. Thus, the amounts of 
Ca(0H)2 are insufficient to obtain the complete reac
tion of silica fume. Considering the reaction of 
silica fume, it way be the optimum ratio of silica 
fume and cement is determined by the water to solid 
ratio ( packing fraction).

Figure 9 Amounts of Ca(0H)2 in hardened paste.

Porosity of hardened pastes

Figure 10 shows the relation between the total 
pore volume and the water to solid ratio.

Calculated values of total pore volume in DSP 
materials start to decrease rapidly with the 
augmentation of packing fraction of particles 
compared with the case of normal water to solid ratio. 
At an early stage of hydration, the same tendency is 
found, but, after a Tong curing time, an approximately 
linear relationship exists between the total pore 
volume of materials and the water to solid ratio. 
Decrease rates of total pore volume of DSP materials 
are lower than that of the case of normal water to 
solid ratio. This is caused by the hydration ratio 
of cement, which is reduced by the increase of pack
ing fraction as previously decribed.

However, the pore sizes of DSP materials become 
smaller than those of samples with higher water to 
solid ratio as shown in Figure 11. The pore volume 
as measured by Hg-porosimeter is decreased with the 
augmentation of packing fraction .

This is based on the pozzolanic reaction of 

silica fume and cement and the adjustment of packing 
fraction are very important.

/-.Li I I. .и I 11 II I ..... ■I— I I I
u 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4

Water to solid ratio

Figure 10 Relation between the total pore 
volume of hardened paste and the 
water to solid ratio.

Pore radii Pore radii

Figure 11 Pore size distribution of hardened paste 
( at 20°C, 7days).



CONCLUSIONS

Relation between the 
des and the hydration of 
discussea oy me -- , , ,
wet-SEM, heat liberation, loss on ignition,.unreacte 
alite, the amounts of Ca(.OH)2 and the porosity of DSP 
and conventional cement paste.

The packing state of particles was observed by 
wet-SEM. The thermal conductivity of fresh paste 
was dependent on the packing state of particles: the 
higher the packing fraction the larger the thermal 
conductivity of fresh paste.

The hydration ratio of cement was gradually 
decreased by the augmentation of packing fraction of 
particles. In DSP materials, cement particles act 
as a strong internal filler and the source of Ca(0H)2 
supply. The total pore volumes of DSP are small and 
the pore sizes of DSP materials become small compared 
with conventional cement paste with the increase of 
packing fraction and the pozzolanic reaction of 
silica fume. Considering the reaction of cement and 
silica fume, the control of relation between the 
packing fraction and the hydration of hydraulic 
materials appears to be very important in DSP 
materials.

packing fraction of parti-
a cue uyu^u^v.. cement and alite is .
ed by the measurement of thermal conductivity,

J . . n _ __ iinrfiarfpd
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2.1CHARACTERIZATION OF HYDROTHERMALLY FORMED C S H

SUMMARY
Hydrothermal treatment of lime-silica mixtures under saturated steam pressures below 250°C usually 

gives C-S-H as an initial product, which reacts further to give crystalline calcium silicate hydrates. In the 
present paper, C-S-H was prepared using CaO and silicic acid at Ca/Si ratios of 0.4 to 3.0 and 120°to 210°C. 
The C-S-H was characterized by X-ray and electron diffraction, thermal analysis, infra-red spectroscopy, and 
surface area determination.
The C-S-H showed variable Ca/Si ratios; the mean upper limit was 1.67 and the lower limit was about 0.5. For 
all specimens except those with 0.8 ratio, irrespective of temperature of treatment, the C-S-H formed initially 
consisted of crumpled foils, and the same morphology was retained until crystallization took place for the 
0.5-0.6 preparations. For the preparations higher than 1.0 ratio, initially formed C-S-H having crumpled foils 
reacted further to give mixtures of crumpled foils and fibre aggregates before crystallization occurred. In the 
case of 0.8 ratio, the mixtures were initially formed at even 120°C-2h treatment and crystallized further to 11 
A tubermorite.
X-rav diffractometry of all the C-S-H showed bands at 3.0,(v strong), 2.8 (weak), 1,83 (medium), 1.66 
(weak) with very weak bands at 5.4, 2.1-2.0, 1.53 and 1.40 A. The 0.8 ratio preparations gave an additional 
weak band at 11 A. These X-ray results agree well with those of originally named C-S-H (I) by Taylor.
Electron diffractometry for the preparations higher than 1.0 ratio showed that the fibre aggregates consist of 
different units of structure in the fibre direction: mixtures of tobermorite and xonotlite and/or foshagite. In 
the present preparations, C-S H (II) was not detected by SED in all runs. The values for the specific surface 
area were 180-380 m2/g ( 50-24 A thick) for typical crumpled foils. On heating the C-S-H gave a gradual water 
loss up to 900°C with a strong exotherm at 820-900°C, and then decomposed to wollastonite for the specimens 
less than 1.0 ratio and wollastonite with &-C2S for the specimens higher than 1.3.

О tratamento hidrotermico de misturas de cal-silica sob pressöes de vapor saturado a 
baixo de 250°C usualmente da C-S-H сото produto inicial, о qual reage posteriormente para dar 
hidratos cristalinos de calcio. Neste artigo о C-S-H foi preparado usando-se CaO e äcido sill 
co em rclagoes Ca/Si de 0,4 a 3,0 e temperaturas de 120 a 210°C. О C-S-H foi caracterizado 
por meio de difraeäo por raio X e eletronica, analise termica, espectroscopia infra-vermelha, 
e determinapao da area de superflcie.

О C-S-H apresentou relates variäveis de Ca/Si: о limite medio superior foi de 1,67 
e о limite inferior de cerca de 0,5. Com todos os especimes, exceto os com relagäo de 0,8, in 
dependentemente de temperatura de tratamento, о C-S-H formado inicialmente consistia de folhas 
rugosas, e se mantinha a mesma morfologia ate gue ocorresse a cristalizacäo nas amostras com 
0,5 - 0,6. Nas com relacäo superior a 1,0, formou-se inicialmente C-S-H tendo folhas rugosas, 
que a seguir reagiram para dar misturas de folhas rugosas e agregados de fibra antes de ocor- 
rer a cristallzagao. No caso da relapao 0,8, as misturas se formaram inicialmente ate mesmo a 
120°C com duas horas de tratamento e se cristalizaram posteriormente em tobermorita 118.

A difratometria de raio X de todos os C-S-H apresentou bandas em 3,0 (muito forte), 
2,8 (fraca), 1^83 (media), 1.66 (fraca), com bandas muito fracas em 5,4, 2,1 - 2,0, 1,53 e 
1,40 R. As preparatöes de relatao 0,8 deram uma banda adicional fraca em IlK. Estes resulta- 
dos de raio X coincidem bem com aqueles chamados originalmente de C-S-H(I) por Taylor.

A difratometria eletronica dos especimes com relatäo superior a 1,0 mostraram que os 
agregados de fibra consistem de unidades diferentes de estrutura na direcäo da fibra: misturas 
de tobermorita e xonotlita e/ou foshagita. Nestas preparagoes näo foi detectado C-S-H (II) por 
SED em todas as provas. Os valores de area de superflcie especifica foram de 180 - 380 m2/g ' 
(espessura de 50 - 24Ä) para as folhas rugosas tipicas. 0 aquecimento do C-S-H teve сото re- 
sultado uma perda gradual de ägua ate 900öC com forte exotermia a 820 - 900°C, e entäo se de
compos em wolastonita nos especimes com-relatäo menor que 1,0 e wolostonita com -C7S nos espe 
cimes com mais que 1,3.



CHARACTERIZATION OF HYDROTHERMALLY FORMED C-S-H

Introduction
TABLE 1 

Hydrothermal Results

In 
silicate 
3-C2S, 
without 
calcium 
hydrate, tricalcium 
However, ’ ’ "
mixtures ’ 
250°C usu:

and some data on chemical 
morphology, structure, and thermal 

the C-S-H are also presented.

hydrothermal preparations for calcium 
hydrates, calcium silicates such as СзЬ, 
or y-CqS used as starting materials with or 
silica, react to' give initially crystalline 
silicate hydrates; a-dicalcium silicate 

•_ - • j silicate hydrate or kilchoanite. 
hydrothermal treatment of lime-silica 

under saturated steam pressures below 
zou-u usually gives ill-crystallized calcium silicate 
hydrate (C-S-H) as an initial product, which reacts 
further to give crystalline calcium silicate hydrates 
tobermorite, xonotlite, foshagite or gyrolite. Some 
of those are important because of their relevance to 
cements and autoclaved building or insulating 
materials.

In this work, the formation of C'^noH 
mixtures of silicic acid and lime above_ 120^ C^was 
investigated, 
composition, 
behaviour of

Preparations

Results and Discussion

1.5

3.0 -
2.0

210 
180 
150 
120 
210 
180
150 
120

Mixture Temperature ___ Ti'TS---- —-----r—-
Ca/Si (°C) ____ 2h 4h^---- 16h-----36h-----_lw_

----------------- - XXXXXXXX Hll
XXXXXXX)«XXXXXXXXXXXX Hll
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX «-C2SH /x/vvvv,z

 X>0LW'XX^XSQ00ffiS<X)0<^X>QQ<^..
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX Fos 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Fos 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX (I-C2SH
X X X X X X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXj<

210 xxx Fos180 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Fos
150 ХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХ Xo

 120 XXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx^
"210 xxx Xo
180 xxxxxxxx Xo
150 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Xo
120  XX xx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxx XXXXXXXX XX)<__

-210 xxx To
180 XXX To
150 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx To

 120 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx To ------------- -
“210 xxxxxxxx Z-p

180 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx Z-p
150 ХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХХ Z-p
120 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

if

Ca/Si = 0.5- 0.6: 
—> Assarsson's Z-Phase *

crumpled foils and fibre

All reactions were done using CaO and silicic 
acid at saturated steam Pressures. CaO was made 
by heating analytical grade CaCO3 at 1050 C for 
3h Silicic acid was of reagent grade with 12.0о 
loss. Those in stirred suspensions at 150 rpm1 were 
carried out at various Ca/Si ratios of crystalline 
materials such as 0.4 (К-phase) to 3 0 (tricalcium 
silicate hydrate) and 120= to 210=C for 2h to 7d 
using a water/solids weight raito of 30. Stirring 
was stopped after the first 4h. The preparations 
were continued until a crystalline phase was 
detected in the products by X-ray diffraction The 
products were filtered and dried m a vacuum at 

80°C.

Initial Formation of C-S-H and Reaction Sequences 

the phases detected in the 
and electron diffraction. The 

’ „3 an initial product of 
phase. The present results can be 

the following sequence of reactions

Table 1 gives 
products by X-ray 
C-S-H was always formed as 
crystalline 
explained ----- 
occures in the runs at 120 - 210°C.

Runs with
C-S-H (crumpled foils) 
gyrolite
Runs with 0.8:
C-S-H (mixtures cof 
aggregates) —> 11 A tobermorite 
С^Н^ситрГеь'мз) C-S-H (mixtures of

crumpled foils and fibre aggregates) — xonotlite at 
1.0 ratio, xonotlite or foshagite at 1.3, ex 2 
hydrate or foshagite at 1.5
Runs with 2.0 - 3.0: _ п_с_н
C-S-H (crumpled foils) + Ca(OH)2
(mixtures of crumpled foils and fibre aggregates) + 
Ca(OH)2 —* X-C2S hydrate or hillebrandite.
These results for crystalline phases formed after 
J-SH agreed with those reported by many 
workers. For the preparations ranging from 2.0 to 
3.0 ratios, C-S-H always contained unreacted lime.

XXX = pure C-S-H with unreacted Ca(OH)2; xxxx - 
pure C-S-H; Hil = hillebrandite, 3-C2SH = «“  
dicalcium silicate hydrate; Fos = foshagite; Xo - 
xonotlite; To = tobermorite; Z-p = Assarsson s 
Z-phase.

Ca/Si Ratio

dispersed in 
to correctly 
Ca/Si ratios

silica were finely
C-s-H aggregate», so it is difficult 
determine the upper or lower limit of

The C-S-H showed variable Ca/Si ratios; the 
mean, upper limit was 1.67 and the lower hmil. was 
about 0 5. Table 2 shows the upper limit of Ca/Si

products was examined by 
unreacted lime or
C-S-H aggregates

for'c-S-H using'^ATEM method.

TABLE 2
Upper Limit of Ca/Si Ratios for C-S-H

Mixture Temperature No. of Range of

Ca/Si (°C) analyses Ca/Si____
210 1 1.70

3 0 180 3 1.65 - 1.75
150 2 1.68 - 1.75
120 5 1,71 - 1.74

—-------------- 210 1 1. ЬУ

2 5 180 3 1.61 - 1.68
150 2 1.60 - 1.67
120 5 1.65 - 1.73

-----------—— ' 210 1 1.65

2 0 180 3 1.63 - 1.66
150 2 1.61 - 1.66
120 5 __ 1.59 - 1.66

No of analyses, 33; Mean Ca/Si = 1.67; Range

of Ca/Si = 1.59 - 1.75; std. deviation, и.иэ.
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Specific Surface Area

Table 3 gave specific surface area results for 
all runs contained C-S-H only by nitrogen 
adsorption using the BET method. Typical values 
for the specimens having crumpled foils are 
180 - 230 m2/g (Ca/Si - 1.0 -1.5) and
260 - 380 m2/g (0.5 - 0.6). Layer thicknesses were 
also calculated by assuming the density to be 2.2 
g/cm3 for C-S-H and by neglecting edge effects. 
Results gave a mean foil thickness of 24 - 50 A,
i.e.  between 2 and t5 elementary layers, assuming 
the structure of 11 A tobermorite. This, agreed well 
with the evidence of X-ray examination.

TABLE 3
Specific Surface Area for C-S-H

Mixture
Ca/Si

Temperature 
(°C)

No. of 
analyses

m2/g
Mean Range

180 2 180 175 - 185
1.5 150 1 192

120 3 201 194 - 214
180 2 215 202 - 228

1.3 150 3 212 195 - 232
120 3 233 226 - 241

1.0 150 2 221 214 - 228
120 3 230 206 - 247

0.8 150 1 129
120 1 114
180 2 363 348 - 377

0.6 150 4 377 366 - 381
120 3 356 350 - 361
180 2 264 262 - 265

0.5 150 2 285 260 - 309
120 3 318 297 - 331

X-ray Examination

All specimens were examined in a nitrogen gas 
flow by using a diffractometer with monochromatized 
CuK i radiation (40kV- 40mA) and a step scan 
technique: step width = 0.02° (20), fixed time = 23s 
and 20 range = 3°to 75°. High purity Si powder was 
used as an external standard. Fig. 1 gives a 
typical X-ray powder patterns for the C-S-H 
prepared hydrothermally and dried in a vacuum at 
80°C. The D-dried specimens also gave the same 
results. The specimens give crumpled foils except 
the preparations at 0.8 ratio, which are mixtures of 
crumpled foils and fibre aggregates even at 
treatment of 120° C for 2 h. In spite of various 
Ca/Si ratios for the preparations, all specimens 
gave substantially the same X-ray powder patterns: 
characteristic peaks at 5.4, 3.0, 2.8, 1.83. 1.B6 
and 1.40 A. For the preparations at 0.8 and 0.5 - 
0.6 ratios, additional weak peaks were obtained at 
И A as a basal .spacing and 3.6 A respectively.

Table 4 gives results. X-ray powder data for 
the C-S-H prepared hydrothermally agree well with 
those of orginally named C-S-H (I) by Taylor (1). 
and natural plombierite reported cby McConnell (2). 
The peaks at 1.66 and 1.40 A are particularly 
useful for distin guishing C-S-H (I) from * other 
forms of C-S-H. Assuming that the C-S-H is a 
structurally imperfect tobermorite and give largely 
^-dimensional diffraction effects, all the reflections 
except 5.4 A, 3.6 A, and 1.9 - 2.1 A band are 
indexable as hkO peaks from a body-centred 
orthorhombic lattice with a=5.6, b=3.6 and c=ll A 
(3). These X-ray results also agree with evidence

of surface area determination, giving only a few 
elementary layers thick of 11 A tobermorite.

Observed for the preparations at Ca/Si =0.8*  
and at 0.5 - 0.6**.

TABLE 4
X-Ray Powder Data

C-S-H (I) by 
Taylor (4,5)

Plombierite
(2)

The Present
Work

d I hk$ d . I d I
12.5 VS 001 11. 7 vvw/d*
5.3 vvw (?) 5.48 wb 5.4 VVW

3.6 vvw/d**
3.07 vs 220 /3.17 msb 3.0 VS

'3.01
2.80 s 400 2.81 ms 2.8 w
2.4 w/d (?)
2.1 w/d (?) 2.07 w /2.0

'•2.1
vvw/d

1.83 s 040 1.83 ms 1.83 m
1.67 mw 620 1.67 w 1.66 w
1.53 VW 440 1.53 vvw/d
1.40 w 800 1.403 VW 1.40 VW

Си К a (2O,°)

FIG. 1

X-ray powder patterns of C-S-H

Electron Microscopy and Diffraction

The C-S-H specimens were examined by a 
transmission electron microscope operating at 200 
kV. Micrographs for the C-S-H were classified for 
convenience into two types described as A and В 
(Fig. 2). The A type showed a typical form of 
crumpled foils and gave a ring pattern, reflections 
at 3.1, 2.8 and 1.8 A which agreed with those 
observed by X-ray diffraction. The В type was 
mixtures of the crumpled foils (A type) and fibre 
aggregates oriented along the fibre axis. Most of 
fibre aggregates gave spots by selected-area 
electron diffraction. By X-ray powder diffraction 
the C-S-H gave no difference between the type A 
and В .
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ratios for C-S-H gave effect on the exothermic 
temperature for the decomposition into wollastonite 
(Fig. 5); apart from the 0.8 - 1.0 ratios the 
exotherm shifted to higher temperatures. Kalousek 
(7) first reported DTA results for C-S-H prepared 
at 25°C that exothermic temperature was minima) at 
830°C for 0.8 and '1.0 ratios, and increased with 
rise of Ca/Si ratios up to 9()0°C for 1.33 ralio.

FIG. 3

TG curves of C-S-H

FIG. 4

DTA curves of C-S-H

Table 5 gave X-ray results for specimens, 
obtained in air by step heating for 1 h at 50°C 
intervals. In the preparations, it is significant 
that, Si-rich C-S-H such as 0.5 - 0.6 ratios, which 
crystallized to Assarsson's Z-phase and reacted 
further to give gyrolite, converted into wollastonite 
on heating at 800°C. If the Si-rich C-S-H has a 
layer structure like Assarsson’s Z-phase or gyrolite 
group minerals, they could decompose into 
pseudowollastonite on heating at 700-800°C (8).

0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.5
Ca/Si ratio

FIG. 5

Effect of Ca/Si ratio of C-S-H on exotherm of DTA. 
Specimens were prepared at 120 - 180 °C.

TABLE 5
Thermal Decomposition for C-S-H

Ca/Si ratio Crystalline phase(s) formed
of G-S-H on decomposition

1.5 8-C7S at 750°C
g-CoS + wollastonite at 800°C

1.3 wollastonite + 8-C2S at 800uC
1.0 wollastonite at 800°C
0.8 wollastonite at 750°C

0.6, 0.5 wollastonite at 800°C

Infrared Absorption Spectra

Fig. 6 gave spectra obtained using the KBr 
disk method and Nujol mulls for unheated C-S-H 
specimens with various Ca/Si ratios. Spectra were 
also recorded for the samples after heating for 1 h 
at 300° and 500° C and then quickly immersing in

Л000 3200 2M00 1600 1100 1200 1000 BOO «00
Frequency (cm-l)

C/S=

FIG. 6

Infrared absorption spetra of C-S-H. 
(The dotted lines were obtained by Nujol mulls)
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Ntiiol. the bahäs ät 3440 and 1640 given by 
the uuLeaieil shinpies show the presence о 
molecular wdtet arid SiOti. These bands were also 
markedly weaker iti the heated samples The 
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Induction period in Calcium Silicate Hydration in Light of Some New 
Experimental Results. ,
La periods d*  induction au cours de 11 hydratat i on des silicates de calcium 
еЛ1 vue des nouvelles donnees experimentales.

i§l
to establish thestudied withhvdrat i on

f

the chain

hydration under hydrothermal conditions.

hydrating material and solid phase 
c investigation methods. The resultcomposition analysis by QXRD and DTA were 

obtained indicate that the liquid phase supers 

Foram estudados os estagios iniciais do processo de hidratagäo do ortossilicato 
tricalcicoC3S e do clorossilicato de calcio cycacq, com о objetivo de se estabelecerem 
os fatores principals, responsäveis pela retardacao do processo no chamado periodo de indu- 

gäo ou de dormencia.
Foram utilizadas anälises de microcalorlmetria, de fase liquids coexistente com 

о material hidratante, e anälise de composigäo de fase sölida por QXRD e DTA сото nStodos 

bäsicos de investigagäo. Os resultados obtidos indicam que a supersaturagao da fase liqui
da exerce urn papel decisivo сото um fator controlador de velocidade no processo de hidrata- 
gäo, atuando tanto direta сото indiretamente. A importäncia dos processes que ocorrem na 
fase liquida foi confirmada tambem durante о exame da hidratagao da cadeia de wolostonita 

sob condigoes hidrotermicas.



the ca I ' iun silicates hydration mechanism 
has net vet been completely explained (1,2). 
The silicates of high hydraulic activity, 
e.g. tricalcium silicate Ca3(SiO4)O, cal
cium chlorosilicate Ca7SiO^CaCl7 and even 
the alinite phase reveal on the“heat evolu
tion curve socalled induction or dormant pe 
riod which is the matter of numerous inves
tigations (3-10). In order to elucidate, 
which of the following phenomena:
- calcium silicate hydrate nucleation,
- calcium hydroxide or basic calcium chlorji

de nucleation, ?+
- liquid phase supersaturation with Ca“ or 
other ions in relation to hydration pro
ducts, is the main factor hindering the inji 
tial hydration of C^S and C2S.CaCl7 the fol. 
lowing series of experiments have been car
ried out;
- the tricalcium silicate and calcium chlo
rosilicate hydration with some admixtures 
acting as ('a-+ binding agents,
- the hydrothermal reaction of chain-wollas 
tonite either in water or in water vapour a 
lone, has been examined additionally to sup 
plement the previous investigations.
The thermal effects of the C^S and ^S. 
CaCl? hydration process were measured using 
the microcalorimetry. ,
The chemical composition of the liquid pha
se was analysed and the phase composition 
of solids was investigated by XRD and DTA. 
C-S and C7S.CaCl, hydration was carried out 
at5 w7s=10t "
The experiments with wollastonite were ca
rried out in autoclave under following con
ditions :
- the dry samples were exposed to the satu
rated steam action or,
- the pastes made of wollastonite mixed 
with water were Introduced into autoclave. 
The hydration heat evolution curves for all 
C-S and C7S.CaCl2 samples with admixtures 
are shown“in Figs 1 - b.

Fig. Heat evolution curves of C^S hy
drated with CH additon. “

Fig. 2 - Heat evolution curves of C^S hydra
ted with silica addition (0,003 - 
0,15 mole S for 1 mole C^S)

Fig. 3 - Heat evolution curves of C^S hydra
ted with silica additon (0,3 - 2,5 
mole S for 1 mole C^S)

Fig. 5- Heat evolution Figsb^ Heat evolution 
curves of Ca - curves of Caj

SiO.Cl, hydra- SiO.Cl-, hydra
ted with SiO7 ted with CSH
additon “ addition

It can seen that both the C-S hydration and 
the C-S.CaCl, hydration proceed in four sta-



ges with the induction period between the 
two thermal peaks, but the heat evolution 
is much more intensive for the chlorosilica 
te. In the presence of all admixtures appli 
ed i.e. SiO^, CSH and CH a shortening oT 
the induction period takes place, until its 
complete disappearance as the SiC^ or CSH 
additives increase. The influence of CH ad
dition on CjS hydration is less pronounced 
(compare Fig. 1 with 2 and 3).

Fig.7- CaO con
centration in 
the liquid phase 
during C^S hydra 
tion with diffe
rent additives

As can be seen from the liquid phase analy
sis during the C,S hydration,active silica, 
calcium hydroxide or CSH generally bring 
about a Ca2+ concentration decrease with 
the increasing additive content though at 
first, relatively high ca2+ concentrations 
are measured in C-S water suspension contai_ 
ning small amounts of these additives. The 
Ca2+ concentration lowering is clearly visi 
ble when the 1 mole or higher quantities oT 
CSH or silica are added. The silica concen
tration during the C-S hydration is substan 
tially lower than (Ca2+) and does not ex
ceed the ppm level. On the other hand cal
cium chlorosilicate when hydrating with wa
ter only releases Ca2+, Cl” and silicate 
anions into the solution in such proportion 
that we may say about its congruent dissolu 
tion. This process proceeds generally with 
greater rate than the C^S hydrolysis. As it 
was stated in a previous work (4), a high 
silica concentration is retained for a long 
time (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 - CaO. SiO, and chloride ions con
centration during Ca^SiO^C^ hydra, 
tion

The SiO2 or CSH phase addition reduces the 
silica concentration to a very low value, 
comparable with that for CjS - H2O suspen-

■ 2 + -sion. Simultaneously the Ca and Cl con
tents attain the values 10 times exceeding 
the concentration for C^S.CaC^ hydration 
without any admixtures (Fig. 9 and 10).

Fig. 9 - CaO, SiO- and chloride ions concen
tration during Ca-SiO.Cl? hydratioi 
with S°t, SiOz addition4

Fig. 10 CaO, SiO2 and chloride ions con
centration during Ca-SiO.Cl, hydra 
tion with 5”» CSH phase addition.

The action of admixtures described above ha
ve been confirmed by XRD and DTA examination. 
The pure phases react relatively slowly with 
water as it results from the unreacted pha
ses determination. The hydration degree ver
sus time increases with increasing admixture 
content (Fig. 11).

%C5S hudra«-ed

Fig.11 - The influence 
of additives 

on CjS hydration de
gree according to XRD 
data.

The accelerating action of SiC^ and CSH ad
mixtures involves a rapid formation of hydra 
tion products, especially of CSH phase, 
which appears in substantial amount during 
the first hour of reaction. The CSH phase 
forming when the active silica is added, is 
of low C/S ratio (11). In the case of silica 



to C,S molar ratio higher than 1, the CSU 
phase is the only C,S hydration product 
(.12). The CH addition increases in some ex
tent the hydration degree and the rate of 
hydration products formation - this last 
statement relates particularly to the cal
cium hydroxide crystallisation - but its 
effect is smaller than that of SiO, or CSH. 
The results of (^-wollastonite reaction with 
water are listed in table 1.
Table 1.
Phase composition of (>-wo]Jastonite samples 
after thermal treatment.

Sample T e mp. T ime Sample components
(XRD and DTApreparation (°C) (h) measurement)

Water vapour 20 0 1 68 CS, no detective 
products,

Dry sample 220 168 CS, xonotlite ap
pears .

Paste with 200 48 CS, xonotlite
W/C=0.5 220 24 CS, xonotlite

48 Xonotlite, CS
9 6 Xonotlite, CS-tra

ce s
336 Xonotlite

The results indicate, that in the hydration 
process the liquid phase plays a decisive 
role as a rate controlling factor acting 
either directly or indirectly. The small 
quantities of CSU, SiO-, and Ca(0H)?, i.e. 
"nuclei" accelerate the process of"the C^S 
hydration and diminish the induction period, 
but their influence rises proportionally to 
the additive content as concerning the CSH 
and SiO, phases.
It means that the nucleation process is not 
the decisive factor hindering the reaction 
in this stage. The additivies mentioned abo 
ve can act obviously as a nucleation bar
rier eliminating agent but mainly they modi 
fy the reaction in the liquid phase. When a 
high amount of SiO? or CSH phase is introdu 
cod into the hydrating C-S - II70 mixture 
the complete disappearence of the induction 
period is observed the active silica is the 
best acceleration as it ensures relatively 
fast Ca2+ ions combination and considerable 
Ca2+ ions supersaturat ion decrease with a 
simultaneous CSH phase formation.
The situation is analogous when the calcium 
chlorosilicate hydration is studied. This 
phase reacts with water much more quickly 
than C^S but after initial rapid congruent 
dissolution it also reveals an induction pe 
riod with a high saturation of the liquid 
phase with Ca2+, Cl" and silicate anions. 
CSH or SiO7 accelerates the CHS phase forma 
tion and brings about a considerable silica 
concentration decrease. It results from the 
se data that the liquid phase supehsatura- 
tion with lime or silica plays a decisive 
role in Ca^SiOg or Ca,SiO.Cl7 hydration.The 
formation of an impermeable layer of the 
primary product cannot be excluded, but 
when the liquid phase is not supersaturated 
in respect to the hydration products, this 

layer does not cause the induction period, 
probably because of its composition.
The results concerning p-wollastonite hydra
tion under hydrothermal conditions confirm 
the above conclusions relating generally to 
the decisive role of the liquid phase. The 
wollastonite phase, of relatively low reacti 
vity, under hydrothermal conditions, in con
tact with saturated water vapour gives X-ray 
decetable xonotlite only after 168 h treat
ment at 220° while after the same time at 
2()0°C the sample contains no detectable hy
dration products. The same wollastonite in 
contact with liquid phase at 200°C gives the 
xonotlite phase as early as after 48 h and 
at 220°C after 24 h of hydration. This re
sults indicate an important role of the li
quid phase also under hydrothermal condi
tions.
Summarising, the authors should underline 
the decisive significance of the liquid pha
se and of its composition for the hydration 
process of different calcium silica phases.
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-Ca3SiO4 Hydration in the Presence of Electrolytes.
Hydration du -Ca2SiC>4 en presence des electrolytes.

SUMMARY: B-C2S hydration with K2SC>4 , Na2SC>4, K2CO3 and Na2CO3 addition has been studied.
The degree of hydration of B-C2S phase as well as the liquid phase composition in the suspen
sions of W/S = 50 have been determined. It has been found that all the additives used accele 

. 2 +
rated B-C2S hydration at early stages owing to the faster leaching and consumption of Ca 
ions from the liquid phase as a result of hydration products formation.

SUMÄRIO; A hidratacao de B-C2S com adigocs de K2SO4, Na2SO4, K2CO3 e Na2CO3 foi estudada.
Foi determinado о grau de hidratagäo da fase de B-C2S em funcäo do tempo, bem сото a composi- 
;äo da fase llquida nas suspensöes de A/S = 50. Constatou-se que os aditivos utilizados ace- 
leravam a hidratacäo de 3-C2S nas idades iniciais gragas ao aumento da lixiviagäo e consumo 
dos ions de Ca^+ da fase liquida сото resultado da formagäo dos produtos de hidratagao.



The role of chemical admixtures inß-С^З 
hydration is not completely well explained 
till now. The most of works refers to the 
kinetics of the process or to the strength 
development and structure formation in the 
presence of some additives either accelera
ting or deccelerating the course of reaction 
/1—5/. The investigation of the liquid phase 
separated from the C^S - HgO - admixture su
spension can give very useful informations 
concerning the admixture action /6,7/.
The Is-C?S hydration with K9SO^, NagSO^,,K2CO^ 
and Na2CO, addition has been studied. ' 
The sulphates and carbonates used as additi
ves are*known  as components of mixed concre
te admixtures and their effect is not widely
examined.  ,
CoS was synthesized by heating the calcined 
CaCO, and silica mixture at 1500,C for 3h. 
Po0r v7ith equivalent CaCO, addition was used 
aS stabilizer. Th£ X-ray investiga
tion did2not reveal any other phases than 
P»-CoS*  The sintered material w^s ground to 
the specific surface of JhOO cm‘"/g or 
Л500 cmz/g.
The hydration was carried out at room tempe
rature,. in water and in 2;6 NaoSO^., X^SO^, 
NaoCO, and K?C0, water solutibns.
The susp ens ions-’of water or solution to , 
solid ratio equal to 50 were subjected to 
mechanical shaking. After a proper time the 
susoensions were filtered through the vacuum 
milioorous filter.. The solid residue was 
rinced with acetone and ether and dried at 
105°C.. . . '
CaO concentration in the liquid phase thus 
separated was analysed using EDTA , solution.,
SiO., content was determined colorlmetrically 
as a yellow molybdate complex.. Solid compo
nents were examined by QXRD method..

The results of the liquid phase analyses 
were plotted in Fig. 1~A.

C2S 3400 cm2/g

CaO /mg/l /

--- 1-- 1----!---- 1---- 1 I
4 a 12 16 20 24 t/h/

Fig. 2 - CaO content in the liquid phase. 
ß -C,S hydrated in water,. 2% иа230^, 2% K2S0A 
solutions. W/S = 50.

As it can be noticed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,, 
theß-C,S specific surface2augmentation 
from 3400 cm2/g to 4500 cm|/g gives no con
siderable difference in да leaching,into 
the liquid phase. The Ca'- concentration 
increases slowly during the first hour of 

C^s 4500 cm2/g

t-./min/ t/h/ t/days/
Fig. 1 - CaO content in the liquid phase..ß'-€2S hydrated in water,, 2ß Na250Z(„ 2% К230А 
solutions., W/S = 50



reaction and then it rises faster up to 
pass the Са/ОН/? saturation value, attain 
the maximum equal to 1,6g/l and falls down 
to the constant level of 1.3g/l as it is 
shown in the Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 - S10? content in the liquid phase. 
P> -C?S hydrated in water, 2% NagS0/( and 
2% K|SO^ solutions. W/S =50. "

C2S 4500 cm2/g

80- S1O2 /mg/l/

t/min/ t/h/

Fig. 4 - SiO9 content in the liquid phase. 
S -CpS hydrated in water, 2% KpCO, and 
2% MäpCO^ solutions. W/S = 50.

Vrtien the K,SO, or Na9S0, solutions are used, 
Ca leaching proceeds faster. Ca ions 
concentration maxima are attained by 8-12h 
and then the Caz+ considerably diminishes 
and stabilizes on the level of 0.8g/l.
The silica concentrations in the very early

stages by 3-5min. are relatively high and 
then they rapidly fall down. K-SO^ or NapSO^ 
addition supports a little higher silica 
concentration during the first 20-30mln. but 
after 24h in all samples the silica content 
is about 1mg/l.
IVhen the K,CO, or NapCO, solutions are used 
the situation-’is quite different. Ca ions 
concentration is very low and constant owing 
to CaCO, precipitation. The slow silica con
centration increase to the value of about 
30-50mg/l canbe seen in Fig. 4 and later it 
slowly lowers. .
The QXRD measurements proved that the additi
ves used accelerate the ß -CpS hydration 
during the first 24h /Fig. 5 and 6/.

C2S 45OOcm2/g 
degree of hydration

/V./

1--------- 1---------- 1---------- 1---------- 1-----------Г
4 8 12 16 20 24

t/h/

Fig. 5 - Degree of hydration of P>-CpS in 
water, 2% NapSO, and 2% K-SO. solutions. 
W/S = 50. <L

Fig. 6 - Degree of hydration of P*  -CpS in 
water, 2% КрСО— and 2% NapCO-. solutions. 
W/S = 50. 2 5 3

Sodium salts act stronger than potassium 



salts, specially at the beginning of reac
tion. Carbonates are better [i-C^S hydration 
accelerators than sulphates. Thus the most 
active admixture used is Na^CO-. 2% Na?CO- 
addition rises the degree of P>^C?S hydra
tion from about 40% to 80% after 24h. It 
should be mentioned that after Jdays all the 
samples reveal similar degree of hydration 
exceeding 80%.
Summarizing the above data the authors would 
state that the compounds used, i.e. Ma2SOz+, 
K7S0,, NapCO, and K9C0, acceleratep-CiS 
hydration in-’early stages as it results from 
the degree of hydration determination by 
QXRD. The liquid phase data prove that K?SOZj 
and Na9S0,, addition facilitate calcium ahd 
silica^leaching into the solution. Therefo
re the liquid phase supersaturation occurs 
earlier than in a suspension without any, 
admixture and as a consequence, the preci
pitation of solid products takes place.
’йеп the NapCO, and K?CO, additives are in
troduced, the carbonate anions combine the 
calcium Rations forming CaCO,. CaCO, preci
pitation favourizes furtherpj-C^S hydrolysis 
and CSH phase formation and results in rela
tively very fast unhydrated p-C^S decrease. 
The authors succeeded in obtaining the two 
exact thermal effects on the microcalorime
trie curves of p—CgS paste with carbonate 
solutions as it can be seen in Fig. 7 il
lustrating the heat evolution curves of 
.p-C0S reaction with water /only one peak 
attributed to initial wetting/ and with 
carbonate solutions /two peaks/,

C2S 4500 trn^/g

dQ T W 1
<dt ImolzhJ

7 'w 'Mic'rocalorime'tric curves for 
^>'-CnS •+ 2%‘Ma9C04 and 2% ■K9CO^ pastes.. 
«fS 5 0..5-. 5 "

It should ’he 'Underlined that the <accelera- 
ti'itg influe'Hca зэТ ^admiodtures tientioned above 
f-elhtas to the ‘early stages of hydra
tion., Ive-. to days-.
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Bucharest, Romania,

Hardening processes in some C^AF - additives - water systems
Processus de durcissement de quelques systfemes C^AF - additifs - eau

SUMMARY: The object of this paper was to obtain informations about the processes that 
occur in the interaction with water and in the hardening of some C^AF-additives-water sys
tems, in comparision with the C^AF-water system.
The results concerning the obtaining of workable compositions with relatively lower water/ 
binder ratios wich evolves high resistant hardening structures, by association of C^AF 
with gypsum (5%) and an industrial product (0.2%) containing mostly dimethylterephtalate 
(DMTP), are to be remarked. In this case, over the more retarding effect of gypsum (on the 
hydrocompounds conversion, especially), overlaps the lower retarding effect of DMTP, wich 
favour the development of a microcrystalline hardening structure.

0 objetivo deste artigo foi obter informacoes a respeito dos processos que ocorrem 

na interacao com aqua e no endurecimento do alguns sistemas C^AF-aditivos-aqua, em compara- 

qlo com о sistema C^AF-agua.

Devem ser observados os resultados relativas ä obtenqäo de composiqöes trabalhä- 

veis com relaqöes rclativamente baixas de ägua/ligante, que desenvolvem estruturas de endure 

cimento de alta resistencia, por associagäo de C^AF com gesso (5'4) e urn produto industrial 

(0,2%) contendo principalmente dimetiltereftaiato (DMTP). Neste caso, sobre о efeito mais 

retardante do gesso (principalmente na conversäo dos hidrocompostos), sobrepöe-se о efeito 

menos retardante do DMTP, que favorece о desenvolvimento de uma estrutura microcristalina de 

endurecimento.



Introduction
The iron containing phases of port

land cement clinker are less reactive than 
the calcium aluminates. Their interaction 
with water becomes less intense as the a- 
rnouut of iron(lll) oxide increases /1-6/. 
According- to Tsumura /7/, in the early sta
ges; the- hydration rate of C^AP1 (l,65yum/h) 
is about 3 times lower than of C^A (4,6 
^щп/ h) *

Flint /8/ has Shown that in C^AF-wa- 
ter pastes; are present me tas table solid 
solutions of hexagonal hydro.aluminates: and 
hydroferites (C^(A,F)Hn) as. well as cubic 
solid solutions C3(A,F)H6. The X-ray dif
fraction and Moessbauer spectroscopy have 
also detected: hydro ferrite aluminate solid 
solutions richer' in. AlgO^ and FeCQH)^ /9—■ 
12/«,

Calorimetric data, published by Те— 
nou.tasse /13/' deal with, the effect of va
riable additions of CaSQ^.2H2Q (10-30%); on 
the hydration, of*  C^AF. These: data: show, that 
the1 second: exothermal effect due= to? hydra— 
tion. heat, shifts toward® longer durations 
of the process as the amount of gypsum, in
creases,, wich: prove® the retarding effect 
of the latter.. This effect is still obvious,, 
but les® intense,, at small gypsum concentrar- 
tion® /14/'..

There are relatively few. published: 
data. on. the foination. of hardening- struc
ture® i® C^AE^-addltlves-water- syatems:.. Th® 
factors wich: control this process: ar®:: its 
kinetics:,, ratio of hexagonal vs., cutie com
pound®,, their- stability.-,, temperature condl- 
tions „ amount of ferric hydroxide formed: 
and: its: change 1® time /,9:-,11.,Д'2:,14/'..

2,. Exp e rimen t al
Th® al№ off thi® work: i® to) present

InfortiaitlohS: OAi th® proioesse® o.ccuring- upo® 
th® lnterao.tlQ® with’, water- and, hardening; off 
spin.® C’^AF-ad.dltive-water systems«. A® ai re— 
ferenpe;,, th® C^AE^wator system', has been 
uped:..

СдАЕ was prepared: by- ал the mal treat
ment of Al stuichi.ometri® mixtur® of GaCO^,,

Al203 and Fe203 at 133O°C. The mixture was 
kept 2 hours at this temperature, then 
cooled and the product was ground to 3000 
cm^/g (Blaine surface area).

The additions used were CaS0^.2H20 
and an industrial product containing dime
thyl terephtalate (DMTP). The main part of 
this investigation was a study of DMTP in
fluence on hardening of C^AF.

The' hydration-hydrolysis processes 
and the formaticn of the hardening structu
re has been investigated by chemical analy
sis (Ga2* released by hydrolysis and chemi
cally bound, water), thermal analysis. X-ray 
diffraction and measurements of mechanical 
strength.

3. Discussion
The. results of chemical, thermal and 

X-ray diffraction analyses provided the in
formations regarding the modifications de
termined by the above mentioned additions 
in the: formation mechanism, the' kinetics 
and the chemical and morphological composi
tion of the new compounds; resulted from the 
hydration of G^AF. The results are presen
ted: in figures. 1 to 5 and in table 1.

The additions' exert a retarding effect 
on G^AF-water Interaction, 
the conversion of hexagonal 

aS’ well as on 
hy dro ferrite

aluminates; into; cubic ones. The1 composition 
of the- liquid; phase- in equilibrium: with the 
hydrated, phase® is; affected; by modificati
ons In. the kinetics; of chemical processes 
Involved«. A. quantitative' evaluation is: pro
vided: by the time- variation of Ca-2"**  concen
tration in suspensions of binder (Fig.D „ 
as well as by the composition and relative 
amounts of solid: phase® present; in harde
ning systems^

The use of DMTP is of relatively 
little? consequence on. th® hydration degree 
(mainly,- for longer- Interactions) and. of no 
practical importance with, respect, to? the 
conversion of hydrated compounds,, regard
less; of the- duration, of the binder-water 
interaction.,

1B3;



Table 1

Composition (%) Blaine sur
face area (cm2/g)

Chemical bound water (%), 
after:

c4af Gypsum DI.ITP 1 3 days 7 days 28 days
100 ■ — 3034 15,22 17,41 19,38 19,4o
95 5 — 2978 15,54 15,72 16,5o 18,91
90 10 - 2933 3,o8 4,97 - 17,32
99,8 — 0,2 3023 14,86 16,93 19,97 2o,46
94,3 5 0,2 3020 15,5o - 19,3o 18,76
89,8 10 0,2 . 3122______ 3,22 6,44 2o,o7

Figure 1 Time variation of Ca2+concentra
tion in binder-water suspensions: 
a - C4AF; b - СдАР + 0,2% ШТР$ с - C4AP 
+ 5% CaSO^SHgO; d - C4AF + 5% CaSO^SHgO 
+ 0,2% DIuTP.

Calcium sulphate dihydrate exerts 
its expected retarding effect both on hy
dration kinetic and conversion of hydrated 
compounds. In the masses with 10 wt% gyp
sum the chemical bound water is less im
portant with respect to the reference sys
tem and the other systems, even after 3 to 
7 days. In the early days of the hardening 
process differences between systems with 
and without CaS0,.2Ho0 additions are visi- 4 2
ble in the amounts of hydrated hexagonal 
phases (see in Figures 2-3 the following 
reflexions: 8.20-8.30 Ä, 2,88-2,90 Ä and 
on the DTA curves in Figures 4-5 the ef
fects at 110-135° and 180-195°C) and cubic 
phases (see in Figures 2-3 the following 
reflexions; 5.08-5.14 8, 4.40-4.45 2, 3.31 
-3.36 Я, 3.12-3.14 2.80-2.82 2,26
2.30 Я, 2.02-2.04 Я and on the DTA curves 
in Figures 4-5 the effects at 290-320 and 

44O-475°C), both in systems with gypsum 
additions. Hydrosulphates are also formed 
in the hydration of systems with CauO^.PHgQ 
This is more obvious in systems with higher 
amounts of additive. Thus, ettringite is 
present even after the first day of hydra
tion in the sample with 10 wt% gypsum; its 
X-ray interferences recorded by us were at 
9.55 Я, 5.53 Я, 2,76 Ä and 2.54 Я. The 
thermal effects assigned to hydrosulphate 
aluminates overlap those assigned to cal
cium hydroferrite aluminates and ferric 
hydroxides.

The addition of Db:TP together with 
gypsum does not affect essentially the ki
netics of the hydration and conversion pro
cesses and the relative amounts of phases 
formed. Its presence determines a finer 
grain size of resulted hydrated compounds, 
seen on the ТАМ micrographs. The microcrys
talline structures evolved from such com
pounds are more compact.

The formation of hardening structu
res is a consequence of chemical processes 
wich occur in binder systems and their 
kinetics, of chemical and morphological na
ture of reeulted hydrated compounds and of 
their aptitude to generate compact struc
tures. Mechanical strength measurements 
were done on investigated masses on micro
prisms (15x15x40 mm) made of plastic mor
tars. The results are given in table 2 and 
are in good agreement with our observations 
and interpretations regarding the altera
tions induced by the used additions on the 
C4AF-water interaction, in the conversion 
of resulted hydrocompounds and in their
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chemical and morphological nature.
The moderate retarding effect of some 

additives wich signifiantly affect the con
version processes only, but do not affect 
to such a degree the hydration processes, 
is associated to the formation of a compact 
microcrystalline hardening structure wich 
determines the development of high mechani
cal strengths, wich steadily increase in 
time, without exhibiting any undesirable

discontinuities. Such results are noted 
when CaS04.2H20 (5%) is associated to DMTP 
(0.2'ь). This is a consequence of the forma
tion of hydrated compounds with smallgrain 
sizes and of the possibility to prepare 
workable (plastic) mortars with lower 
water/binder ratios than for the reference 
system.

Figure 2 X-ray diffrac
tion patterns of 1 day 
hydrated binders:
a - G4AF; .
b - C.AP + 0.2% DMTP;4
c - C4AF + 5% CaSO4.2H2O;
d - C4AF + 10% CaSO4.21I2O.

Figure 3 X-ray diffrac
tion patterns of 28 days 
hydrated binders:
a - C4AF;
b - C4AF +0.2% DMTP;
c - C4AF + 5% CaSO4.2H2O;
d - C4AF + 10% CaS04.2H20;
e - C4AF + 5% CaSO4.2H2O

+ 0.2% DMTP.



Figures 4 DTA curves of 1 day hydrated 
binders:
a - C^AF; b - C^AF + 5% CaSC^.SHgO;
c - G4AF + 5% CaS04.2H20 +0,2% DMTP;
d - C.AF + 10% CaS0..2Ho0.4 4 2

Figures 5 DTA curves of 28 days hydrated 
binders:
a - C.AF; b - C.AF +0.2% DMTP; c - C.AF + 4 4 4
5% CaS04.2H20; d - C4AF + 5% CaS04.2H20 + 
0.2% DMTP; e - C4AF + 10% CaS04.2H20.

Table 2

Composition (%) Blaine sur
face area 
(cm2/g)

water
........  - ' " ■ ж----------------------

Compressive strength (daN/cm ) after:

C.AF _ 4 Gypsum DMTP ratio 1 day 3 days 7 days 28 days 60 days

100 ■ ■ 3o24 0,6 33.0 16.0 28.6 41.0 37.0
99,8 — 0.2 3o23 0«6 37.0 2o.6 24.5 27.6 38.2
95 5 — 298o 0.5 lo3.o 88.7 81.6 137.7 115.9
9o 10 2933 0.5 0 0 0 23.7 24.7
94.8 5 0.2 3o2o 0.5 9o.5 167.0 159.0 336.0 328.0
89.8 10 0.2 3122 0.5 О 0 4.4 7.6 5.0
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4. Conclusions
The kinetics of hydration and conver

sion of hydrated compounds resulted in the 
hardening process of aluminate hinders, and 
their chemical-morphological nature exert 
an essential influence on the characteris
tics of the hardening structure. The con
trol of these processes in association with 
the preparation of workable masses charac
terized by relatively low water/binder ra
tios, may lead to high strength structures. 
Such a result is obtained for by the 
joint use of a relatively low amount of 
gypsum (5%) and an industrial by-product - 
DMTP (0.2%). Tn this case, the more impor
tant retarding effect of gypsum, wich is 
exerted mainly on the conversion processes, 
and the similar but less important effect 
of DMTP, wich leads to microcrystalline 
hardening structures, are overlapped.
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MONITORING THE INFLUENCE OF ADMIXTURES AND COMPOSITION ON THE EARLY HYDRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENT PASTE 
USING AC ELECTRICAL RESPONSE TECHNIQUES '

Summary: The authors have developed a method for monitoring hydration processes in cement paste and entails 
measuring the changes in electrical response during the initial 24 hours after gauging with water. This method 
is used in this paper to show that AC electrical response methods can be used as a diagnostic for the 
determination of cement hydration characteristics and assessing the effect of admixtures, cement composition 
and environmental conditions on the hydration characteristics of cement.

Os autores desenvolveram um metodo de monitoracäo dos processos de hidratacäo da 
pasta de cimento, com medicäo das mudanpas na resposta eletrica, no decorrer das primeiras 24 
horas apos a mistura com ägua. Neste artigo, о metodo e usado para mostrar que metodos de 
resposta eletrica AC podem ser empregados сото um diagnostico para determinagäo das caracte- 
rlsticas de hidratagäo do cimento e para avaliagäo do efeito de aditivos, da composigäo do 
cimento e das condigoes ambientais sobre as caracteristicas de hidratagäo do cimento.



INTRODUCTION.

The i nqrea.si ng: use of admi xtures by the 
construction industry,, as a substitute to using 
special, cements,, warrants the need for a thorough 
investigation into the effects of admixtures, on 
the- physical characteristics a.nd, chemical 
processes occurring: duridg: cement hydration*  The 
effect of admixtures: on the. physical 
characteristirs, of cement based materials cannot 
be aenera.Lised,, for- example,, some salts accelerate 
setting: w.hile, others retard;; certain groups of 
salts: retard: the setting: process when used: in 
small percentages a.nd: accelerate- setting: when used: 
in large1' perrcentages (1)*  Moreover,, simitar 
admixtures, have; different effects, on,, for example,, 
cements, of different chemical. composition;; 
s,imil,a,r- cements manufactured: at different plants 
or even cement stored: under- different 
environmental cond-iitions«.

The most- important pry si cal characteristic of 
cement- paste is, setting.. Setting; is. the- physical 
consequence of the chemical reactions, which take 
place: when water- is. added: to, cement.. Jetting: time 
has been measured: using: the V-cat Needle apparatus 
tp- various, standards,, and: attempts have been made 

to. correlate the results, of setting: times, 
with pull-out and: heat of hydration methods..

The- V.icat Needle and; pu.LL--out methods relate to 
the phy sical state of the paste,, however,, i t i s 
known that setting: is the- direct consequence of 
chemical reactions, and; crystal formation occurring: 
duping: hydration.. Monitoring: the chemical 
reactions, would; give., better indicators, as to 
setting, and. hardening,. Moreover-,, although the- 
heat of hydration method; relates, hydration to 
setting: by measuring: the. amount of heat evolved,, 
the- small sample size,, together- with high 
waterV/cement. rut i os used-, in the,- test-,, does not 
represent typical. mixes, used: in practice.. 
Farther-more,, "-......since the heat, evolution curve 
nepnesents: a, dynamic balance between the heat- 
evolved, by, the- hydrat-i ng; C^S and: the heat lost by 
the- calorimeter to its surroundings,, the- exact 
shape- and: position of the- peaks depend: on the- 
particular instrument- used"' (2).. There is thus a, 
need: for a. preci se chem-i'o-physical test*  to,,
(a) : ensure correct setting: of cement,, and,,
(b) assess and. quantify, the inf luence of 

admixtures, on the hydration process..

ТЧЕ el;:.ctrical METHOD- AND.; the parameters: measured.

Previous papers by. the authors: (3. 5) contain full 
details of a. technique? for monitoring: the- 
hydrolysis and: the hydration processes in cement 
paste, during: the initial 24.~-hours after gauging 
with water.. In essence,, the technique entails 
accurately, monitoring; the variation in electrical 
resi st-iv.i ty. and: dielect ric constant- of- the, paste.. 
A. typical electrical response curve is given in 
Fig Т,, with the frequency of the applied, 
electrical field at TkHz... The change in the 
internal temperature of- the paste is also given 
and resembles,, in shape,, that of- the heat
evolution curve produced by various investigators 
(2,6)..

Fig: T Variation of dielectric constant,, restivity 
and: internal temperature of cement paste 
during initial: 24-hours after gauging;

Hydration occurs in a, number of stages and; it has 
been proposed: by the- authors that this sequence 
can be followed: by the dielectric constant and; 
resistivity curves,, similar to that using heat 
evolution curves.. The authors postulate that the 
dielectric constant and: resistivity curves are 
better indicators as to the- physical and chemical 
state of the paste during early hydration and the 
rate of change of these parameters are indicative 
of the rate at which reactions are progressing.. 
The dielectric constant and: resistivity are 
sensitive to physical and: chemical changes taking 
place as hydration proceeds;; whereas in 
conduction calorimetry there may be a. lag between 
the- time chemical reactions take place and: the 
time-the exothermic effects are recorded..

Referring: to Fig 1,. the initial stages of 
hydration are characterised by a. relatively high 
dielectric: constant value and a. Low. resistivity 
value,, caused by high ionic concentrations,,
particularly Ca2+and:0H- ions,, leached, from the 
cement grains. There is a small drop in 
dielectric value over the initial 30 minutes as 
first hydration products are formed before the 
induction period commences (30-180 minutes).. This 
is characterised by a gradual increase in 
dielectric, constant and constant resistivity.. The 
induction period: is termi mated: by a. rapid rise in 
dielectric, value- and. the authors (7) believe this 
to be- the- result of the rupture of the protective 
membrane,, caused by osmotic pressure (8,,9)- 
build-up within the protective membrane.. The 
sudden drop in dielectric value coincides with the 
rise in resistivity value and: a general increase 
in rigidity of the mix due to the formation of CH 
and: more stable C-S-H hydrates.. The authors have,, 
for the purposes of this paper,, redefined, the 
initial set as the peak in dielectric constant 
following the induction period: which coincides 
with the initial rise in resistivity (=-180 
minutes),, while the final set is taken as the peak 
in resistivity curve (=-500 minutes),, as reaction 
rates by this time are considerably reduced*  
Thus,, the period 180-500 minutes,, as inferred from 
the electrical response curves,, is one of rapid. 



chemical activity. The gradual drop in 
resistivity and rise in dielectric constant over 
the period 500-1000 minutes is associated with 
large scale formation of ettringite and 
monosulpho-aluminate.

EXPERIMENTAL

A full account of the experimental procedure is 
given in reference 3. The in-phase (resistance) 
and quadrature (capacitance) components of the 
impedance were measured over a range of 
frequencies using an impedance analyser. In 
addition, the internal temperature changes within 
the specimens were monitored. The instruments 
were controlled and the data logged and analysed 
using a microcomputer controlled data acquisition 
system.

Tests were carried out using Ordinary Portland 
Cement (OPC); High Alumina Cement (HAO; Rapid 
Hardening Portland Cement (RHPC); and Sulphate 
Resisting Portland Cement (SRPC). The 
water/cement ratio was kept constant at 0.27 by 
weight. Two common admixtures, sugar and calcium 
chloride, were used which, respectively, retard 
and accelerate the setting of cement paste.

The specimens for electrical measurements were 
made fro»-single batches of cement to minimise the 

(b )8.162 «et arier

Fig 2 The effect of retarder (sugar) on measured
parameters

effects of variability in materials. Tap water 
was used for all experiments. The cement was 
mixed using a Hobart planetary motion rotary mixer 
and, to facilitate electrical measurements, the 
specimens were compacted into a calibrated 
dielectric cell.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Representative results from the tests are given in 
Figs 2, 3 and 5 for an ap.plied frequency of 1kHz.

Fig 1 shows the change in the measured parameters 
over the 24-hour test period for OPC paste without 
any admixture (taken as the datum mix). Assuming 
initial set occurs at the first peak in dielectric 
constant following the induction period, then by 
comparing Fig 1 with Fig 2, it is evident that the 
addition of sugar to the mix has the effect of 
delaying this peak. Fig 2(a) and 2(b) shows 
variation in measured parameters when 0.02% and 
0.1% sugar is added to the mix respectively; 
0.02% sugar delays setting by 220 minutes and 0.1% 
sugar delays setting by 620 minutes. The 
retarding agent has the effect of delaying the 
reaction of the C^S phase (associated with the 
peak in dielectric constant) and increasing the 
induction period; the peak in dielectric constant 
curve is progressively delayed as the proportion 
of retarder is increased. The delay in setting is

Fig 3 The effect of accelerator (calcium 
chloride) on measured parameters



directly proportional to the quantity of sugar 
added, although it is possible to kill setting by 
the addition of more than 0.2% sugar.

The addition of calcium chloride accelerates the 
setting process; Fig 3(a) and 3(b) show =the 
variation in measured parameters when 1% and 2% of 
calcium chloride is added to the mix respectively; 
1% calcium chloride accelerates the setting by 50 
minutes and 2% calcium chloride accelerates 
setting by 120 minutes. The induction period is 
reduced and reaction rates considerably increased. 
The curves are compressed compared to that of the 
standard mix.

Fig 4 displays the results of a series of tests 
obtained by adding various percentages of retarder 
(sugar) and. accelerator (calcium chloride) to the 
standard paste. In this figure, Pr is defined as 
the time at which the peak in dielectric constant 
occurs in the paste with admixture added; P is 
the time at which the peak in dielectric constant 
occurs in the datum mix; and the ratio Pf/Pn 1s 
used to quantify the effect of the admixture on 
the setting of the paste. Pa is percentage, by 
weight, of admixture added.

Although in this instance, only the graph for 
sugar and calcium chloride is presented, similar 
graphs could be produced for other commonly used 
admixtures. These graphs can be used to assess 
the percentage of admixture that is required tobe 
added to the standard mix to achieve a specified 
setting time. It is evident from this figure that 
small percentages of calcium chloride (less than 
0.2%) retard setting, and is in agreement with 
other investigators (1,2).

Fig 4 The relationship between setting time and 
'the ^percentage Of admixture added

.When cements Of differing chemical composition 
„were 'tested, similarities in 'the response graphs 
"to 'those of OPC were'noted; Figs 5(a),, 5(b) and 
:5(c) display the variation in measured parameters 
-for НАС, -RHPC and SRPC respectively.

Considering :Fig 5(a),, the absolute values of 
dielectric constant and resistivity are, 
respectively, lower and higher'than those'for OPC 
in Fig'1, and'woul'j indicate an overall reduction 
in ionic concentrations. Three peaks areobserved 
on'the dielectric constant curve; the first peak

TIME(Min)

(а) НАС

"TIME CMin)

(b)RHPC

:Fig 5 ^Influence Of cement composition on 
measured parameters



is associated with the gradual leaching of ions 
from the grains and formation of a weak aluminous 
hydrate gel on the grain surface; following a 
dormant period peak 2 is the result of renewed 
activity on the CA phase forming CAH^q and C^AHg 
and leads to an increase in rigidity of the mix. 
At temperatures > 25°C these hydrates undergo 
conversion to C,AH,. The authors attribute the 
third peak in dielectric constant (and drop in 
resistivity) to a combination of С,АН^ formation 
and the considerable rise in temperature.

Fig 5(b) displays the change in measured 
parameters for RHPC and, comparing this Figure 
with Fig 1, it is evident that the peak in 
dielectric constant occurs at approximately the 
same time (i.e. setting occurs at the same time). 
However, certain differences should be noted,

a) the absolute values for resistivity and 
dielectric constant are higher and -lower 
respectively. Indeed, after the peak in 
dielectric constant at =200 minutes, the 
resistivity rises considerably indicating a 
rapid gain in strength as the cement grains 
segment and capillary pores become blocked.

b) the drop in resistivity and rise in 
dielectric constant after 500 minutes is more 
considerable than that for OPC, indicating an 
increase in activity on the C^A phase.

Fig 5(c) displays the results for SRPC (lower C,S 
and C,A content, and higher €2$ content than OPC). 
The peak in dielectric constant at 200 minutes is 
still evident, however, the rate at which the 
resistivity increases (after this peak) is 
reduced, possibly due to the reduction in CjS 
content of the cement. What is also noticeable is 
the absence of the peak in resistivity at 500 
minutes, which the authors have attributed to the 
reduction in the C^A content of this cement.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the 
present study::

a) The method developed offers a technique for 
monitoring hydration characteristics and 
physical ' changes taking place during the 
early hydration of cements of various 
chemical compositions.

b) The influence of admixtures on the hydrolysis 
and hydration processes can :be quantified. 
As this method is measuring the chemical 
processes -within the paste, the arbitrary 
terms “-initial" and "final" set could have 
more meaning if redefined in terms of these 
-electrical parameters.

c) A 'relationship has -been -established -and 
graphs given to -enable the 'required 
percentage of additive to be calculated for a 
given setting time. However, it is essential 
to carry out a datum mix test for the cement 
type being used to -establish -a Pn value 
before the graph -could be -used.
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MONITORING CHEMIO-PHYSICAL CHANGES AND MICROSTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT IN OPC DURING EARLY HYDRATION

SUMMARY:  , .
development of cement paste during hydration- 
have been identified and these differences 
calorimetry. In this paper, the authors f

Scanning electron microscopy techniques have been 
' ' Differences between early. ,

been identified and these differences have been related to the stages of hydration
In this paper, the authors present an AC electrical response ^techmqu^e 1~. 

and"struct'ural building processes within cement ^paste. '' ' ' —— -
hours, as it is during this p~. ..... . .
heat evolution and strength development curves, undertaken in , 
that electrical response techniques could be used to identify regions of

extensively used to examine micro-structure 
, middle and late products of hydration 

 1 using isothermal 
? for monitoring chemical 

with particular attention being given to the initial 24 
oerTod" that" the" paste changes from a fluid to rigid state. From SEM micrographs; 
period that tn p undertyken ,n conjunction w1th electrical tests, it is shown 

crystal growth and ■formation and throw

light on the mechanisms of hydration.

SUMÄRIO: Tecnicas de microscopia eletronica de varredura foram usadas largamente para exa
me do desenvolvimento da micro-estrutura da pasta de cimento durante a hidratagao. Joram 1- 
dentificadas diferenqas entre produtos imediatos , mediates e retardados de hidratagao, e es
tas diferengas foram correlacionadas com as etapas de hidratagao usando-se calorimetrra iso 
t£rmica Neste trabalho, os autores apresentam uma t5cnica de resposta eletrica AC para moni 
toraoäo dos processos de construpao qulmica e estrutural dentro da pasta de cimento; for dada 
atengäo especial äs 24 primeiras boras, uma vez que ё durante este periodo que a pasta passa 
de urn estudo fluido para rigido. A partir de micrografias SEM, curves de evoluqao de calor e 
de desenvolvimento da resistdncia, realizadas conjuntamente com testes eletricos, demonstra- 
se que tdcnicas de resposta elStrica podem ser empregadas para identificar regiocs de cresci 

mento e formatäo de cristal e esclarecer os mecanismos de hidrataqao.



INTRODUCTION

The reaction between cement clinker and water is 
an exothermic reaction and calorimetric techniques 
have been widely used in monitoring the hydration 
characteristics of cement, particularly over the 
initial period of setting and hardening. Attempts 
have been made in relating the heat evolution/time 
curve with the stages of hydration and the early, 
middle and late products of hydration. Considering 
the initial 24-hours, the stages of hydration are 
shown on the calorimetric curve in Fig 1(1). 
Stage 1 is a period of rapid chemical activity; 
stage 2 is the induction period; stage 3 is the 
period of renewed chemical activity, and stage 4 
is the beginning of the period of hardening.

According to investigators(1-4), peak A is the 
result of the initial hydration products forming 
around the grain surfaces - primarily CSH and CAM; 
peak 8 is due to secondary hydration of C-^S 
forming more crystalline hydrates, and precipitat
ion of CH; the shoulder in the curve at C is 
associated with C^A reaction and large-scale 
formation of ettringite and monosulpho-aluminate, 
and that occurring at D (“3D hours) is the result 
of C^AF hydration.

In contrast to calorimetric observation, the 
authors have monitored the changes in electrical 
response of OPC over the initial 24-hours of the 
hydration process (5-7). In this paper we focus on 
a detailed investigation of the electrical 
properties of cement paste and attempt to relate 
mechanisms of hydration and crystal growth and 
formation to variations in electrical response of 
cement paste.

Fig 1: A conduction calorimetric curve for OPC

ELECTRICAL RESPONSE MEASUREMENT

Much work has been undertaken on measuring the 
change in conductivity (reciprocal of resistivity) 
of cement paste throughout the setting and 
hardening processes(8-10), and attempts have been 
made to relate changes in the physical state of 
the paste with changes in conductivity. Little 
attempt has been made to relate changes in 
conductivity with mechanisms of hydration; the 

rate at which reactions are progressing or changes 
in crystal morphology; furthermore, lack of 
standardisation of speciemen size, electrode 
configuration and measuring techniques, together 
with a general lack of data points over the 
initial 24-hours make results vary within wide 
limits.

When an AC electrical field is applied to cement 
paste, some ions are free to drift through the 
material and discharge at the electrodes producing 
a conduction effect. Other' charges, e.g. charges 
electrostatically held to grain surfaces, whilst 
not available for conduction are able to oscillate 
under the action of the electrical field. 
Oscillation of charges (without conduction) 
produces a polarization which can be measured in 
terms of a polarization current and is 
quantitatively expressed in the • capacitance, and 
hence the dielectric constant of the medium.

The frequency of applied electrical field has a 
significant influence on dielectric constant with 
certain polarization mechanisms only operative 
over a particular frequency band. In cement 
paste, possible polarization mechanisms are double 
-Layer EFig 2 (a)] and interfacial EFig 2(b)l 
effects, the latter mechanism being an 
accumulation or build-up of charges of crystal 
boundary or particle interfaces.

no field applied field

Fig 2: Polarisation mechanisms within cement paste 
(a) double layer, and (b) interfacial

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental programme was developed on two 
fronts - the electrical response of the paste was 
monitored over the initial 24-hours after gauging 
and, in parallel, SEM observations on fracture 
surfaces were undertaken.

OPC (ASTM Type 1) was used in all tests and had a 
Bogue calculated composition of C,S - 54.8%;
CjS - 13.7%; C3A - 9.3% and C^AF - 10.3%. A 
water/cement ratio (w/c) of 0.27 was used, 
this producing a paste of standard consistency
(11).  Samples were contained in a dielectric cell 
which had been calibrated to eliminate errors due 
to field fringing effects.

The in-phase (resistance) and quadrature



(capacitance) components of impedance were 
measured at 28 spot frequencies over the range 
20Hz - 300kHz; in addition, the internal
temperature changes within the specimens were 
monitored. The instruments were controlled and 
the data were logged and analysed using a micro
computer controlled data acquisition system, 
details of which can be found el sewhere(6,7). 
Experiments were run over a 24-hour period with a 
reading cycle being initiated every 300 seconds.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Typical electrical response curves have been given 
in Fig 3. Superimposed on these graphs is the 
variation of internal temperature within the 
paste. Fig 4 shows the results of a series of 
strength tests carried out on cement paste cubes, 
and Fig 5 displays a sequence of micro
graphs taken over the 24-hour test period.

F jg u г e_3^ a ),2^ e)

This figure displays the electrical response 
curves for OPC at five spot frequencies taken over 
four decades of frequency (i.e. 20 Hz - 200kHz).

A general feature of the dielectric constant curve 
is the considerable variation over the 24-hour 
period, decreasing by almost two orders of 
magnitude at all frequencies. This, in broad 
terms, can be attributed to an i.rrotati onal 
binding of charges and crystallization of the 
various hydrates as the paste changes from a fluid 
to a solid state. It is also evident, that as the 
frequency of the electrical field is increased 
from 20Hz to 200kHz the 'shape' of the dielectric 
constant curve changes quite markedly and,values 
reduce; indeed, at any particular point in time 
the high frequency value of dielectric constant 
(200kHz) is almost three orders of magnitude lower 
than the low frequency (20Hz) value.

Considering this latter point, at low frequencies, 
several polarisation mechanisms contribute to the 
dielectric constant - primarily double layer and 
interfacial effects - as the frequency increases 
the contribution from double layer polarisation 
will diminish as charges find it difficult to 
follow the alternations of the electric field, and 
interfacial effects will tend to predominate.

Over the initial 50 minutes, the rate of change of 
dielectric constant is rapid and leads into a 
period of rate reduction (up to =170 minutes). 
Although obscured by scale, the resistivity oyer 
the initial 50 minutes reduces indicating 
electrolytic saturation of the bulk aqueous phase, 
thereafter, and up to =170 minutes, the
resistivity remains relatively constant. The
authors have ascribed the initial change in 
electical parameters (0 - 50 minutes) as the 
initial period of chemical activity (stage 1). At 
intermediate frequencies (200Hz - 2kHz) the
gradual increase in dielectric constant up to 170 
minutes would indicate an increase in charges 
adjacent to grain surfaces, possibly due to 
dissolution of the grain by imbibition of water 
through the gelatinous. C-S-H coating formed on 
initial hydration.

(a)Frequency*20Hz

Fig 3: Variation of measured parameters during 
initial 24 hours after gauging for the 
frequency range 20Hz - 200kHz
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(e)Frequencye200KHz

Fig 3 (continued)

At »170 minutes there is an increase in dielectric 
constant and is more marked over the frequency 
range 200Hz - 20kHz. The authors have attributed 
the peak in dielectric constant at “200 minutes to 
renewed chemical activity on the C^S phase which 
leads to a rapid gain in rigidity of the paste; 
the renewed activity being associated with the 
grain surface and not the bulk aqueous phase. If 
the renewed activity resulted in a release of 
charges in the continuous capillary pores then a 
reduction in resistivity should be detected and 
from the work presented this is not the case. The 
temporary increase in polarizability of the paste 
(hence dielectric constant) could be the result of 
charges being squeezed through the ruptured semi
permeable silicate hydrate coating. These charges 
(primarily hydrosilicate) quickly recombine with 
the Ca^ ions to precipitate C-S-H. It is 
noticeable that after the peak there is a 
considerable drop in dielectric constant observed 
at all frequencies and the resistivity (and 

temperature) begins to increase signifying that 
the renewed chemical activity has resulted in 
segmentation of grains, a reduction in ionic 
concentrations due to crystallization, and 
blocking of capillary pores.

Over the period 200 - 500 minutes the resistivity 
rises sharply as the rigidity of the paste 
increases. The period 170 - 500 minutes could be 
visualised as stage 3 of the hydration process. 
After 500 minutes the resistivity of the paste 
reduces and, coinciding with this, there is a 
gradual rise in dielectric constant which is more 
noticeable at higher frequencies. This must 
signify further chemical activity within the 
paste, although reaction rates, as inferred from 
the rate of change of electrical parameters, are 
much reduced. This activity could be that 
associated with C^A hydration (c.f. shoulder, C, 
on Fig 1) and formation of ettringite and 
monos ul pho-alumi nate.

The authors ascribe the period from 500 minutes 
onwards as stage 4 of the hydration process.

The effect of frequency on resistivity is not as 
marked as its effect on dielectric constant. In 
general, the resistivity decreases with increasing 
frequency, although it becomes more evident after 
200 minutes (rise in resistivity) when the cement 
paste is gaining rigidity. By comparing the 
resistivity curve in Fig 1(a) with that in 1(e), 
the difference becomes quite apparent as hydration 
progresses. If pdc is the resistivity at 20Hz and

Рас is the resistivity at 200kHz then the 
frequency effect ratio (FER) (Pdc - Pac)/Pdc, 
increases as the cement grains segment. This 
ratio can be related to the blocking of conduction 
paths (i.e. capillary pores) through the paste - 
the greater the ratio the more numerous the 
blocked conduction paths. From work conducted to 
date, on cement pastes of varying consistency, as 
the water/cement ratio increases, not only do the 
absolute values of resistivity decrease but also 
the FER (at corresponding times) is also reduced. 
The FER could thus give a measure of the 
permeability and rigidity of the paste, with a 
small FER indicative of a more 'open1 porous 
structure.

Fjgure_4

Fig 4: Strength development of paste over 
initial 24-hours

One of the first physical consequences of 
hydration is the transformation of the plastic 
paste into a rigid material, with the C^S phase 



being responsible for normal setting and strength 
development(12) . It has been proposed that the 
renewed activity on the C^S phase (stage 3), which 
leads to an increase in rigidity of the paste, can 
be identified by changes in electrical response. 
A series of strength tests were carried out on 
cement paste prisms (w/c = 0.27) to investigate 
the strength development of the paste over the 
initial 24-hours and the results have been given 
in Fig 4. By 200 minutes (peak in dielectric 
constant) the paste has gained sufficient strength 
to be demoulded and at 300 minutes the failure 
pattern of the prisms is that of a 'wedge' 
failure, similar to one observed in mature cement 
specimens. This would indicate that the paste is 
taking on the behaviour of the solid material. 
The strength increases rapidly from 300-1000 
minutes, indeed, by the end of this period it has 
achieved-,approximately 30% of its 28-day strength 
(90 N/mm ).

Fjgu г e_5( a).z^ e)

A series of SEM micrographs was taken over the 
24-hour period to investigate if changes in 
electrical response can be linked to changes in 
crystal growth and morphology. Fig 5(a) was taken 
at =200 minutes (peak in dielectric constant and 
of rise in resistivity). A reticulated crystal 
structure is evident (CSH(ID) with interaction 
and bridging between grains.

Fig 5(b) was taken at =300 minutes (rapid rise in 
resistivity and plateauing in dielectric 
constant). This micrograph displays stubby, 
needle-like acicular crystals associated with 
CSH(I). It is apparent that a change in 
morphology has occurred over the peak in 
dielectric constant, with the unstable primary 
product CSH(II) converting to CSH(I). The paste 
is rapidly gaining rigidity and Fig 5(c) shows the 
formation of CH crystals (taken at 500 minutes). 
Fig 5(d) is taken at 700 minutes and shows the 
presence of ettringnite and foils of monosulpho— 
aluminate. Fig 5(e) is taken at the end of the 
test period showing overall crystal structure in 
set cement paste - ettringite and CSH(I) is 
present. Evidence of a Hadley grain can also be 
seen in this micrograph (top centre left).

CONCLUSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the 
present study:

a) the work presented offers a method for 
continuous monitoring of hydration processes 
in cement paste.

b) changes in electrical response can be related 
to physical and chemical changes within ORC 
paste and the rate of change of the measured 
electrical parameters are indicative of the 
rate at which hydration is progressing.

c) from the- SEM work undertaken, tentative 
predictions as to hydrate morphology have 
been linked to efectrical response.

(a) 200mins.

(b) 300mins.

(c) 500 mins.
Fig 5: A series of micrographs taken over 

test period showing crystal growth



(d) 700 mins.

Further development of electrical response methods 
could offer an additional technique for monitoring 
the structure building processes and micro
structure development in cement paste. Electrical 
response curves could be used as a 'fingerprint1 
to ensure correct setting and hardening of the 
cement.
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Effect of Calcium Lignosulfonate on the Early Hydration Process of Portland Cement 
Effet de lignosulfate de calcium dans le ргосМё a 1 1 hydratation oe ciment Portland

RESUME: Les CaractSres d1hydratation de clinker, le mdcanisme de retard 5 fixer et le contenu optimum de 
gypse dans le ciment sont 6t6 dtudid en ajoutant lignosulfate de calcium (CLS) dans les plusieurs sortes de 
ciment.

Quant on a ajoutg 0.5% de CLS dans C3S 1'hydrätation ötais en petit peu retardd, mais la reaction a retarder 
6tais retrouvS en melangant avec C3A par resultat de 1'adsorption de CLS sur C3A. Par contre, la reaction 
a'hyaratation 6tais extrement retard6 en ajoutant C^AF 5 C3S. ■ ,

En presence о'ехсёз de CLS et gypse insuffisante, 1'hydratation de C3S-C3A-C4AF 6tais retards par la 
reaction oe C3A et gypse pour produire ettringite fit 1'adsorption de CLS abaisser.

En consequence le contenu optimum de gypse pour arrSter ce phenomSne de retard etais 2.0% (base sur S03) 
quand 0.25% de CLS etais ajoute et 2.5% de S03 quand 0.5% de CLS etais ajoute.

Os caracteres de hidrataqao do clinquer, о mecanismo de retardo a ser fixado e о 
teor otimo do gesso no cimento foram estudados, com adicao de lignosulfato de calcio (CLS) 
nos diversos tipos de cimento.

Com a adifäo de 0,5?» de CLS ao C,S a hidrataqäo fol bem pouco retardada, mas a rea- 
gäo de retardagao fol retomada com a mistura com C^A, сото resultado da adsorgäo de CLS so 
bre о C-A. Ao contrario, a rea.gäo de hidratagao foi extremamente retardada com adigao de 
C4AF ao C3S.

Em presenga de excesso de CLS e insuficiencia de gesso, a hidratagäo de C3S-C3A-C4AF 
foi retardada pela reagäo do C-A e gesso para produzir etringita, baixando a adsorgäo de 
CLS.

Em consequencia, о teor otimo de gesso para sustar о fenömeno de retardo foi de 2,0% 
(com base no SOj) quando a adigäo de CLS era de 0,25% e 2,5% de SO3 quando a adigao de CLS 
era de 0,5%.
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INTRODUCTION

A lignosulfonate salt is a commercial admixture 
for concrete which is used primarily as water-reduc
ing agent. But even small amount of lignosulfonate 
salt can change considerably the physical-mechanical 
properties of concrete(l) and make hardening of 
concrete abnormally(2) sometimes.

To improve these undesirable phenomena, there have 
been attempted many investigations to study the 
behaviour of the admixture in cement (3-10), but their 
hydration mechanisms have not been proposed satisfac
torily with the observed effects.

In present investigation, the early hydration 
characteristics for each clinker minerals such as 
tricalcium silicate (C3S), tricalcium aluminate(C3A), 
tetracalcium aluminoferrite (Ci,AF) and the mixture of 
these minerals, the effect of gypsum added to the 
clinker minerals, and the set-retarding phenomena 
are studied when calcium lignosulfonate (CIS) is 
added.

EXPERIMENTAL

The clinker minerals used in the experiments 
synthesized not to detect other phases by X-ray 
diffraction analysis. CLS in the form of powder was 
supplied by Carl Roth GmbH Co.

Each samples were prepared by blending of the 
clinker minerals and gypsum with mixing ratio 
given in Table 1.

CLS was dissolved in C02-free distilled water and 
the concentration of the solutions were 0, 0.25, 
and 0.5% CLS by weight. A series of pastes was 
prepared with these solutions (water/solid=u.5) at 
20°C and hydration was carried out in a curing cabinet 
at 20±l°c. At selected intervals (3hrs, Iday, 3days), 
the hydration 'was stopped by the addition of acetone 
and dried in vacuum.

The hydrates were analysed by XRD, DT-TGA, and 
microstructure of hydrates were observed by SEM. 
The multicell conduction calorimeter was used to 
study the heat evolution of hydration for the sample 
with water to solid ratio of 0.5 at 20°C.

(wt, %)

Table 1. Mixing ratio of Samples with clinker 
minerals.

Sample No. c3s C3A CtAF Gypsum 
(S03 %)

A-0 100 - - -
B-0 - 100 - -
B-20 - 10Q - 20
C-0 - - 100 -
C-20 - - 100 20
D-0 90 10 - -

D-2 90 10 - 2
E-0 90 - 10 -
E-2 90 - 10 2
F-0 80 10 10 -
F-l 80 10 10 1
F-2 80 10 10 2
G-0 80 7 13 -
G-l 80 7 13 1
G-2 80 7 13 2
H-0 80 3 17 -
H-l 80 3 17 1
H-2 80 3 17 2

To analyse the liquid phase composition of the each 
hydrating samples, the paste with a water to solid 
ratio of 10 and CLS solutions of 0, 0.25 and 0.5% 
concentration were respectively prepared.
After different periods of hydration at 20±l°C, the 
liquid phase was removed from the solids by centrifu
gation and analysed for Fe3+, SO.,2" and lignosulfonate. 
The concentration of lignosulfonate was determined by 
absorbance measurements at a wavelength of 280 nm on a 
UV-Visible spectrometer.

RESULTS

Hydration of clinker minerals
The cumulative heat liberation profiles (Fig. 1) 

and XRD data (Table 2) of each samples in the presence 
of CLS showed the different types of hydration process. 
In the hydration of A-0 (C3S only), the rate of heat 
evolution and the amount of Ca(0H)2 produced were 
affected slightly by adding 0.25< of CLS, but O.b\ of 
CLS reacted considerably.
The hydration of B-0 (C3A only) and C-0 (C»AF Only) 
without CLS in this period produced mainly C3AHt. 
hydrate of cubic phase. As the hydration progresses, 
the amounts of the cubic phase were increased 
continuously by the conversion.
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— CLS 0% 
__ CLS 0.25%
__ CLS 0.5%

Hydration time (hr)

Fig. 1 The curves of cumulative heat 
liberation for various samples 
with CLS.

of the hexagonal phase of C4A(F)H13 formed. By adding 
CLS, the hydration of B-0 and C-0 produced mainly 
C2AHB(C2AFH8) and С»АН13(СцАРН3з) hydrates of . 
hexagonal phase. It is suggested that CLS impeded 
the conversion of hexagonal to cubic phase.

In the hydration of D-0(C3S-C3A system), the rate of 
heat liberation and the amount of Ca(0H)2 produced by 
adding of CLS were nearly the same with no addition 
of CLS, but that of E-0 (C3S-C4AF system) with 0.25% 
of CLS retarded extremely the C3S hydration reaction. 
It is also observed by SEM(Fig.2). There were many 
hydrates on C3S particles in D-0 with 0.5% of CLS, 
but only a few hydrates in E-0 with 0.25% of CLS. 
The hydration of F-0, G-0, H-0 (С35-С3А-СЦАЕ system) 
with 0.5% of CLS were impeded, and the hydration of 
F-0 with mor.e C3A content was a little superior than 
that of G-0 and H-0 with less C3A content.

Remarks: + very little, ++ little, ++* - ++++ medium

Table 2. The result of XRD analysis for hydrates of 
various samples with CLS.

■.
Sample 

No.

\dded H
LS
%) eriod

2AFHa .AFH13 3A(F)H6 ortlandite

A-0

hrs

days 1-+++++++++

0.25
hrs 
day 
days

H-++ 
4-++++++++

0.5
hrs 
day 
days ++

B-0

0
hrs 
day 
days

+■++++ 
F+++++++

0.25
3 hrs

day
3 days

++
h+

0.5
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+++

C-0

0
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+

++++-+

0.25
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+■ ■
+

0.5
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+ ■
++

D-0

0
3 hrs
1 day
3 days + ++++++++++

0.25
3 hrs
1 day
3 days 4.

+4-++++ 
+++++++++4-

0.5
3 hrs
1 day
3 days + +++++++++

E-0

0
3 hrs
1 day
3 days * . +++++

0.25
3 hrs
1 day
3 days j. ++++

0.5
3 hrs
1 day 

•3 days +++

F-0

0
3 hrs
1 day
3 days +

++++++ 
++++++4-1-4-

0.25
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+ 
■b

+++++++++

0.5
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+
++++

G-0

0
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+ + 
++++++

0.25
3 hrs
1 day
3 days j.

+

0.5
3 hrs
1 aay
3 days

+
+++■

H-Ü

0
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

T

+++++++++

0.25
3 hrs
1 oay
3 days

+
+++++++

0.5
3 hrs
1 day
3 day + +++

+++++ much, ++++++ - ++++++++++ very much
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D-2, with CLS 0.5% E-2, v.-ith CLS 0.25%
Fig. 2 SEM micrographs for hyorates of sample

C-0 and E-0 with CLS for 3 days.

Hydration of clinker minerals with gypsum

Fig. 3 and Table 3. showed the curves of cumula
tive heat liberation and XRD analysis of hydrates for 
hyoration of clinker minerals with gypsum.

The hydration of B-20 produced ettringite considerab
ly in early stage and then ettringite was converted 
to monosulfate. By adding CLS, conversion reaction 
of ettringite to monosulfate delayed.
These situation was the same for C-LU hydration.
But the reaction between CMAF and gypsum was slower 
than the reaction between C3A and gypsum.

<—I—Г . , < . I . I » .I,,,!, I i
10 30 50 70 10 30 50 70 1 0 30 50 70

Hydration time (hr)

Fig. 3 The curves of cumulative heat 
liberation for various samples 
with CLS.

Table 3. The result of XRD analysis for hydrates 
of various samples with CLS and gypsum.

Sample 
No.

Added 
CLS 
U)

Hydra 

period
Ct, AH] Ettrin

gite
Monosul 
-fate

Portlan
dite

B-20

0
3 days

++++

++++++

0.25
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+++++

+++++

0.5
3 hrs ++++++

+++

C-20

0
3 hrs

3 days +++ 4.4.44.

0.25
3 hrs
1 day
3 days +++++ X

0.5
3 hrs
1 day
3 days ++++4-

0-2

0
3 hrs

++
4.4.4. ++++++++

0.25
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

* 

+ +
++ 
+++F+++

0.5
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+ 
++

++++

E-2

0
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+ 
++ +

+++++ 
♦+♦++++

0.25
3 hrs
1 day

+

4.4.4.44.4.

0.5
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

++
4.44.4.

F-l

0
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+<-
+

++
44.44.4.4.

0.25
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

++
+

4.4. 44.

0.5
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

++
+

X +

H-l

0
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+
X

+
++++++

0.25
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

++ ++ 4-

0.5
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

++ + 
*

F-2

0
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

+
X

+ 

++++++++

0.25
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

++ +
++++++++

0.5
3 hrs
1 day

*

+♦

X
*

H-2

0
3 hrs
1 day
3 days

*
+ 
+

+++++ 
++44-++-H-

0.25
3 hrs
1 day
3 days 4-+

4+4
++++++++

0.5
3 hrs
1 day
3 days +

+++

+ +

Remarks: + very little, ++ little, +++ - ++++ medium 
+++++ much, ++++++ - ■НЧ4++++++ very much
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The hydration of D-2 were retarded a little more 
than that of D-0. On the other hand, the hydration 
of E-2 with CLS was recovered rather than that of E-0. 
These facts are also observed by SEM (Fig. 4).
The effect of gypsum addition to C3S-C3A and СзЗ-СцАЕ 
system showed reversely each other.

The hyuration of CsS-CjA-C^AF system (F-, G-, H-series) 
with CLS were proceeded according to gypsum content. 
When 0.25% of CLS is added, the hydration of F-l, G-l 
and H-l were greatly retarded. But the hydration of 
F-2, G-2, H-2 were normally progressed. From these 
results, we coulo see the facts that there would be a 
certain optimum gypsum content to prevent such
retarding phenomena.
Fig. 5 showed the curves of Ca(0H)2 content calculat
ed by DT-TGA with various samples hydrated. When S03 
content were 0 and 0.5%, Ca(0H)2 content were nearly 
the same. But when S03 content was from 1 to 2, 
the Ca(0H)2 content was quite iow. niien S03 
content was 2.5 ano 3.0%, the Ca(0H)2 content was

D-2, with CLS 0.5%

almost the same in the case

E-2, with CLS 0.25%

without gypsum.

Fig. 4 SEM micrographs of hydrates of various
samples with CLS for 3 days.

0 » CLS 0=: >----- » CLS 0.5%
F-series G-series H-series

0 ‘ 1 '2 ‘"З 'c ‘ 1' 2 ‘ 3 0 12 3

S03 content V )
Fig. 5 Amount of Ca(0H)2 produced on the 

hydration of various samples with 
CLS 0.5% for 3 days. .

Accordingly, when 0.5% of CLS added to portland
cement, 2.5% or more S03 content had to be added.

Liquid phase composition

Fig. 6 showed the CLS concentration in liquid 
removed from the solution of various samples with
CLS.

The CLS concentration in the solution of A-0 was 
higher than those of B-0 and C-0. The CLS 
concentration in the solution of B-20 including 
gypsum was lower than that of C-20.

____ CLS 0.25% -------- CLS 0.5%

Hydration time

Fig. 6 Concentration of CLS in liquid phase 
removed from the solution of hydrated 
samples with CLS 0.25%, 0.5% for various 
time.

q.------ F-0 Q——D H-0
O——o F-l D----- ®
e------e F.2 ■------■ H-2

Hydration time
Fig. 7 Concentration of CLS in liquid phase 

removed from hydrated samples with 
CLS 0.25%, 0.5% solution for various
time.
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Also the CIS concentration in the solution of D-0 and 
D-2 were lower than those of E-0 and E-2. In general, 
the CLS concentrations in the solution of samples 
with more C3A and less gypsum were lower than others 
(Fig. 7). Accordingly, the adsorbability of CLS was 
in the order of C3A > C4AF » C3S.

When CLS was added, the SOt,2" concentration in the 
solution of various samples is lower than that when 
CLS was not added. On the contrary, the Fe3+ 
concentration in the solution of C-0 with CLS was 
higher than that of C-0 only but the Fe3+ concentration 
in the solution of C-20 was lower than that of C-0 
(Fig. 8,9)

• C-20 o—o CLS 0%

0 *—1--------------------------------- * n --------J---------------------- 1
0 0.25 0.5 3h Id 3d

CLS cone. (%) Hydration time 
(for 1 day) ( for C-20 )

removed from hydrated samples with CLS.
Fig. 8 Concentration of SOi,2- in liquid phase

CLS cone. ($) Hydration time
( for 1 day)

Fig. 9 Concentration of Fe3+ in liquid phase 

removed from hydrated samples with CLS

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The retardation of c3S hydration when CLS is 
added seems to be related to the amount of C3A, 
CuAF and gypsum. By adding 0.5% of CLS to C3S, 
the hydration of C3S is slightly retarded, but the 
retarding reaction is recovered by mixing of C3A 
as a result of CLS adsorption. On the contrary, 
the hydration reaction is extremely retarded through 
addition of C^AF to C3S.

In the hydration of C3S-C3A-C4AF system with 0.25% 
of CLS, the retardation did not occur but the 
hydration reaction is interrupted by adding 0.5% of 
CLS in the system.

Under the presence of CLS and gypsum, the hydration 
of C3S-C3A system is retarded, since the reaction of 
C3A and gypsum to form ettringite lower the 
adsorption of CLS. Noticeable decrease of the CLS 
concentration in the liquid phase of C3S-C3A system, 
in the first hour after mixing, means the adsorption 
of CLS and the hydration of C3S is not retarded. On 
the contrary, though the CLS concentration in the 
liquid phase of C3S-CMAF system with 0.25% of CLS is 
lower than that of C3S-Ci,AF-gypsum system, the former 
hydration is rather retarded. It is supposed that 
the hydration of C3S is not affected with only the 
adsorption of CLS by hydrate.

In the hydration of samples, when the amount of CLS 
is increased, SO,,2* concentration is decreased and 
Fe3+ concentration is increased gradually (Fig.8,9). 
When the gypsum is added to the samples, Fe3+ 
concentration is lower than that of samples without 
gypsum (Fig. 9).

Consequently, it is suggested that the retardation 
in the hydration of clinker minerals is related 
largely to the amount of C^AF and gypsum. And also, 
it is believed that the hydration phenomena of C3S 
in C3S-C3A-Ci,AF system is varied considerably in 
accordance with the content of gypsum and CLS.

The optimum content of gypsum is considered as 
follows; when 0.25% of CLS is added to portland 
cement, the amount of S03 needed is 2.0% while 
addition of 0.5% of CLS requires 2.5% of S03.
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2.1

EXTENSION OF SETTING TLME BY MEANS OF MINERAT.,! ZED CLINKERS

SUMMARY

The obtaining of clinkers that produce cements with different setting times, using natural gypsum as regulator, 
may be achieved by adding certain minor elements (P and F) as components of raw meals.

Other elements such as Cu-Zn have not produced the expected results.

However, in the case of P, the amount of natural fluorapatite may be found high (5%) if an initial setting of 3 
hours is required, while the same results may be obtained with only 0,8% of natural fluorite.

In this case, the setting tine is related to the percentage used. It has been observed that there is a minimum 
below which its effect is not felt. Above that figure, there is a clear relation between the percentage of^F~ 
and the different crystallization of C3A (cubic or tetragonal) and the possible formation of a new C^A^Ca-12 
aluminate.

It was also verified tirat the F- acts as a fluxing agent and mineralizer, witl'i which it was possible tc calci
nate high SK raw meals, which not only offset any possible decreases of strength in the early days, but on the 
contrary Increased strenght, in particular after three days had elapsed, having reached 600 kp/cm in 28 days 
in ISO/RILEM prismatic specimens, a strength difficult to obtain without increasing the thermal load of the 
kiln and shortening the life of refractories.

In all case, industrial tests of 1000 irtT/day each were conducted in two Lepol kilns, where a minimum of 10.000 
nff with Cu-Zn was obtained, reaching a maximum of 200.000 mT with F~ after five months' operation.

SUMÄRIO

Pela adigao de certos elementos menores (P e F) ccmo componentes da farinha, pode—se conseguir a obtengäo de 
clinqueres que produzem cimentos con diferentes tempos de pega, empregando-se gesso natural сото regulador.
Outros elementos ccmo Cu-Zn näo produziram os resultados esperados.
Todavia, no caso de P, a quantidade de fluor-apatita natural (5%) pode ser considerada alta se for exigida uma 
pega initial de 3 boras, enquanto se pode obter os mesmos resultados con apenas 0,8% de fluorina natural.
Neste caso, о tempo de pega esta relacionado com a porcentagem usada. Observou-se que hä um minimo abaixo do 
quäl seu efeito näo e sentido. Acima deste valor, existe uma relacäo clara entre a porcentagem de F e a crista
lizacao diferente do C^A (cubica ou tetragonal) e a possivel formagäo de um novo aluminato C^A^CaF2.
Verificou—se tambem que F— atua ccmo urn agente fundente e mineralizador, com о qual foi possivel calcinar fari— 
nhas com SK alto о que näo apenas contrabalancou qualquer possivel queda de resistcncia nos primeiros dias mas, 
ao contrario, aunentou a resistencia, particularmente depois de 3 dias, tendo atingido 600 kp/cm2 aos 28 dias 
can corpos de prova prismäticos ISO/RILEM, resistencia dificil de ser obtida sem aumento da carga termica do for 
no e diminuicäo da vida dos refraterios.
Em todo caso, foram realizados testes em escala industrial de 1.000 tm/dia cada em dois fomos lepol, em que fo— 
ram obtidas 10.000 tm can Cu - Zn, atingindo-se um mäxirro de 200.000 tm can F apös 5 meses de operaeäo.
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2.1

EXTENSICN OF SEATING TIME BY MEANS OF MINERM,IZED CLINKERS

1. INTRODUCTION

A clinker low in alkalis, of moderate CjA content,is 
normally obtained in one of our plants v.tiich, when 
ground at 350 m2/kg Blaine with an amount of high 
purity natural gypsum, has -a Vicat setting considered 
normal (Initial Setting 1h58', Final Setting 2h35') 
as compared with other clinkers of the Coirpany and 
similar to the majority of Spanish cements.

Because of its qualities, it was selected for export 
but due to the climatic conditions of the country, 
the client required the cement to have a setting 
time considerably longer than normal; this had to be 
achieved with the least amount of retarder possible, 
since the client had to inport gypsum at high cost.

Another limitation of a chemical nature was to main 
tain the C3A between 6 and 9.

Various tests were therefore urgently undertaken,both 
in the Laboratojry and on an industrial scale, to 
verify the actions produced on the raw meals by 
small percentages of different components containing 
elements such as Cu, Zn, P and F, wiiich were selected 
for this purpose after a detailed study of the wide, 
though contradictory, bibliography on the 
subject.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the results 
obtained both in the Laboratory and on an industrial 
scale in two Lepol kilns with a production capacity 
of 1000 mT,'d?y„ where 10.000 nfl? of clinker was 
obtained witii Cu and Zn„ 20.000 irff with P and over 
200.000 nff with F.

II. STANDARD CIINKER

The standard characteristics of the clinker were as 
follows: SK-93; SM-2,4; AM-1 „7,- Free CaO-T„8; Na2O- 
equivalent 0,48; CwS—52; CnS—24; СТА—9; CJXF—IT; 
Vicat setting (Initial, IhSS"; Final 2h35 ); S.S.
Blaine 350 m2/kg; mechanical strengths according to 
ISO-RILEM (kp/crr.2) : T day 36/146 - 3 days 57/293 - 
7 days 71/394 - 28 days 87/534.

IllCLINKER WITH COPPER AND' ZINC (Cu-Zn)i

III.,!..  Industrial test

A vitreous slag from copper metallurgy was used for 
this purpose,, composed principally of fayalite 
(Fe2SiO4.)> in. which, the CuO content was T„5% and the 
ZnO content 4.„0%..

In addition,, an effort was made to reduce the C.,A to 
values approaching: 6%„ since the ASIM-V type clinkers 
usually had: slightly longer setting tires..

However,, on average only an extension of sore 10 
minutes was: obtained.. The results obtained were:SK-96 
SM-2„3;: AM’ - 1:„3;: Free CaO-2 „1; Na2O equivalent 0,56; 
CuO-0,,06; ZrO-0„T8„ C3S-55; C2S-20; CTA-7; C.AF-12;
Vicat setting: (Initial 2h05'; Final ZniS1'); S.S.
Blaine 350 m2/kg;: mechanical strengths (ISO-RILEM) 
(kp/cm2)1 T day 33/148 — 3 days 66/333 — 7 days 
7О/4ЛТ -- 28 days: 86/536..

The operation of the kiln was a little irore irregu
lar than with nonral raw. real,, production reraining 
constant..

IV. CLINKER WITH PHOSPHORUS (P)

IV. 1. laboratory tests

Firstly an industrial raw meal and chemically pure 
Саз(РО4)2 in percentages of 0,25; 0,50 and 1,0%, 
expressed as P2Or, was used and after calcination in 
an electric furnace at 1420QC for 45' and rapid air 
cooling, the clinker was milled with natural gypsum 
at 350 m2/kg, maintaining the SO^ constant at 2,5%.

Setting increased in proportion to the %Р20, added, 
reaching a maximum of 221 at the Initial ana 271 at 
the Final settings. This encouraged us to continue 
the tests, but using natural phosphorite.

IV. 1.1. Natural phosphorite and raw meal (SK-99 and 
SM-2,2

The phosphorite consisted of: SiO2-4,9; Al2O3-0,64; 
Fe7O,-0,34; CaO-49,8; J^O-0,51; SO,-1,6; N,0-0,11; 
Na2cÄ),67; P2O5-28,8; Cl--0,03; F“-2,5; LOI-9,8.

By X-ray diffraction (Philips PW 1700/00 with copper 
anticathode) it was verified that it consisted 
mainly of fluor-apatite 3Ca,(PO^)jCaF^ .

The raw meal (9,6% over 90/t and 18,6% over 64/c ; SK- 
99 and SM-2,2) was calcinated, under the same condi 
tions as before, with four additions of P2Oc.Setting 
times increased on the basis of the P^^ content.

Meal I R.M-I R.M-I R.M-I B.iH
(R.M-I) 0,4%P2O5 0,6%P2O5 0,8%P2O5 1%P2O5

SK 99 99 99 100 TOO
Free CaO 2,9 2,8 2,7 2,5 2,2
Initial set Th30" 1h40" 2h05” 2h10r 2hT5’
Final set 1h48" 1h56" 2h20" 2h25' 2h50’

With a NETZSCH (STA 429) apparatus capable of perfor
ming the DTA and the СТА. simultaneously, it was ob
served that the area of the fusion peak ( 1310QC) 
increases with the addition of P2O„, no significant 
variation being observed by X-ray diffraction in the 
CTS, CTS and СТА. content, the latter being in cubic 
form.

IV. 1.2. Natural phosphorite and raw real (SK-101 and 
SM-2,3).

The test was repeated using a raw real more difficult 
to combine (13% over 90.4, 21,6% over 64д, SK—101 and 
SM-2,3): and also increasing the range of the phospho
rite added.

Raw Meal-II R.M-II R.M-II R.M-II r.m-i:
(R.M-II) 0,4%P2O5 1%P2O5 T,5%P2O5 2%P2O

SK 101 TOT 102 103 T04
Free CaO 3,6 3,0 3,2 3,7 4,0
Initial set 1h47" 2h33" 2h45" 2h45 " 3h30 "
Final set 2hT0" 2h45" 3h15" 3h20 " 3h55''

Free lime decreases with additions of up to 1% of 
PpO, but increases above that percentage in accor
dance with the greater SK obtained by the addition 
of phosphorite.

Setting t-imss become longer with percentages from 
0,4% of P2O5 and increase accordingly on that basis. 



When raw meal with 1% ^2^5 " calcinated at higher 
temperatures, the free lire content decreases,setting 
times being maintained without any remarkable varia
tion.

Mechanical strengths with 0,4% of PpOr increase after 
3 days and are 70 kp/cnr greater at“2$ days, while 
with 1% P2°5 strengths are lower up to 7 days, 
although at 28 days t^hey exceed those of the initial 
clinker, by 50 kp/ciri .

After these results were obtained, it was considered 
desirable to make an industrial test, establishing 
the appropriate value at between 0,4 and 1% of P2°^.

IV.2. Industrial tests

The dosage of the phosphorite, of a size similar to 
that of sand «4 mm) and moisture of 1% was made at 
the mill inlet in percentages of 1,1; 1,6 and 2,2%, 
or in other words, the raw meals contained P2O5 
between 0,53 and 0,90%.

Setting performance was variable; even lower values 
than usual with low additions of phosphorite were 
detected. In the most favourable case, they increased 
by about 251.

Standard
clinker

Clinker
0,5%P2O5

Clinker 
0,7%P2O5

Clinker
0,9%P2O5

SK 93 95 96 97
Free CaO 1,8 1,9 2,4 2,3
Initial set 1h58' 1h35' 2h00' 2h25'
Final set 2h35' 2h15' 2h30' 2h55'

The SK was increased to counter the effect of the 
reduction of initial strength, but the free lime 
content increases with no substantial inprovement in 
setting, up to relatively high P2O. (0,9%) contents, 
equivalent to 2,2% of mineral, which represented 
quite a considerable cost.

In a balance made, it was observed that all P comes 
out practically with the clinker. The kiln operation 
was regular and performance increased by approxima
tely 2%.

The average characteristics of this test (20.000 rrfT) 
were: SK-96; SM-2,6; AM-1,8; Free CaO-2,2; NaO equi
valent 0,60; C,S-64; C2S-14; C3A-9; СдАР-Э; mechani
cal strengths (ISO-RILEM) (kp/cm2): 1 day 34/147 - 
3 days 62/333 - 7 days 73/418 - 28 days 90/545.

By X-ray diffraction, observed under norral condi
tions and after selective attacks with salicylic 
acid and methanol to dissolve the silicates, it 
showed great similarity to the clinker obtained in 
the laboratory. The CgA appears in cubic form.

v. CLINKER TOTH FLUOR (F)

V. 1. Laboratory tests

V. 1.1. Natural fluorites (b0 and 85% in CaFy and raw 
meal (SK-99 and SM-2,2)

In this case, the raw meal difficult to combine used 
in IV. 1.2. was again taken (13% over 90,-r, 21,6% over 
64^, SK-101 and SM-2,3) for mixing with two natural 

fluorites of varying purity (60% CaF2+19% СаСО,+12% 
SiO2- \+ 4%BaSO4) and (85% CaF2+12% SiO2-w) .

Calcination carried out at 1420QC for 45' consisted 
of mixtures with each of the fluorites, with values 
expressed as F~ ranging fron 0,12% to 0,62%, so that 
the addition of mineral in both cases varied accor
ding to its purity.

The free lime decreases according to the greater F- 
content, at the same time as the setting lengthen 
(4h0 74h36', with 0,62% F-) .

Mechanical strengths (ISO-RILEM) at one day remain 
constant or decrease slightly, and they increase from 
3 days on, exceeding 50 kp/cm2 at 28 days for percen
tages of F~ around 0,4% in raw meal. 1

To enable the interpretation of these data they were 
compared with those obtained under identical condi
tions with phosphorite, in which the figures achieved 
industrially were already known.

As shown in the following table, for an initial set 
of 2h45' about 4% of phosphnvite (1,5% РгСЬ) was 
needed, and 0,7% or 0,9% of fluorite (0,41% F-); when 
the required set was 3h30', the difference between 
the percentages of each component were more marked 
(6% for phosphorite and 1% for fluorite 85%).

PHOSPHORITE
Raw Meal-II R.M-II R.M-II R.M-II

5 1%P2O5 1,5%P2O=
R.M-II

5 2%P2O5(R.M-II) 0,4%P2O

SK 101 101 102 103 104
Free CaO 3,6 3,0 3,2 3,7 4,0
Initial set 1h47' 2h33' 2h45' 2h48' 3h30'
Final set 2h10' 2h45' 3h15' 3h20' 3h55'

FLUORITE (85%)
Raw Meal-II R.M-II R.M-II R;M-II R.M-II

(R.M-II) 0,12%F- 0,21%F- 0,27%F- 0,41%F-
SK 101 101 100 100 100
Free CaO 3,6 2,8 2,0 1,8 1,4
Initial set 1h47' 2h00' 2h30' 2h50' 3h38'
Final set 2h10' 2h30' 2h47' 3h10' 4h07'

FLUORITE (60%)
Raw Meal-II R.M-II R.M-II R.,M-II R.M-II

(R.M-II) 0,15%Г- 0,20%F- 0,27%F- 0,41%F-
SK 101 100 100 100 99
Free CaO 3,6 3,0 2,5 2,0 1,2
Initial set 1h471 2h10' 2h30' 2h45' 3h27’
Final set 2h10' 3h00' 3h10' 3hH' 3h56'

Since the price of fluorite was almost half that of 
phosphorite, a deeper study was required, using 
various analytical techniques.

The original raw meal R.M-II, that of 0,15%F- (0,5% 
CaF2(60%)), that of 0,41% F~(1,4%CaF2(60%) and 1% 
CaF2<80%)) were selected as the values between which 
the future industrial raw meals should be located.

V. 1.2. Studies by DTA-GTA

There is an endothermal peak at 1150eC for the forma
tion of a liquid originating from the fluorite in raw
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meals with 0,4% of F=ri while this is not detected in 
raw meals with 0,15% of and R.M-.TI.

The area of the peak of the formation of the liquid 
fhase whichi appears, at 1320SC increased, with the 
addition of F=,; and, the same occurs in the cooling 
with the cristalization peak of that phase,, vhich 
would explain the increase of reaction speeds..

Peak area Peak, area
Melting (mm^) Cristalization (mm2)

RA^I MEAL

№-II 29- 59
RM-II-».0,15% F^ 39 63
R-MI+0,41% E^ 46 70
PM-IItO,41% 69 73

V.1.3.  Study by X-ray diffraction

The former raw meals calcinated; at 1420OC,, were di
rectly daserved in order to verify the form of the 
silicates and after a selective attack on the latter,, 
the canposition of the aluminates is; studied..

For this purpose two criteria were followed,, one 
conparing with pure cristaline forms, synthetically 
prepared and the other following- the work of Burkes 
and Buck ( 1 ) which permit the differentiation 
between cubic and non-42ubic forms, and a mixture of 
the two.

""...11.», ”.. t»..« ...  zi-e,.. ’.....zi.e ....."...if.;»,... -...24'
Crit»riaifor-ideotiion. оf-CgSitypo, 

by x-ray di f f rac tion.. t Burkes5 and - Buck , 1

It was detected that- while in the clinker without F~,, 
the C-jA- is in cubic form, in the. others it decreases,, 
the, tetragonal; form increasing ■_ according • to the %F~-, 
and;the possible presence of С^А^СаЕз also being 
detected/, which would explain the/lengthening of the 
setting tine.

V. 1.41 Study by Microscopy

An universal camera microscope, REICHERT (MaF) using 
the reflected light technique was used.

After selective attacks with Nital and Nital+KOH, a 
planimetric counting was conducted, with the 
following- results t

of bellte and free lime on increasing the addition of 
СаУ2.-

CLINKER %Alite %Belite %Interstitial %Free
phase Lire

RM'-II 59- 20 16 4,4
RM-II+0,15% F- 67 12 18 2 „8
RM-II+0,41 % F- 77 9 12 1,3
RM-II+0,41 % F- 78 9 12 1,5

There is a <clear increase of alite with the reduction

VI..  INDUSTRIAL TEST

VI..T..  Fluorite with 60% CaF-;

Fluorite of this kind is obtained: by flotation and 
for this reason its great fineness and residual 
moisture give rise to handling problems..

Its behaviour in the kiln does not show any anomalies 
although in principle,, in spite of having a high SK,, 
its greater burning facility caused fused clinker to 
be obtained..

After adjusting the parametres of the process to the 
variables caused by the introduction of the fluorite 
in the raw meal,, it was not only possible to stabi
lize the oj-jeration of the kilns,, but also production 
increased,, without affecting the life of the refrac
tories or the possible atitospheric pollution by 
fluorides..

VI, .1. .1.. Distribution of the

Independently from the theoretical calculations 
according to the F~ of the daily raw meal at the kiln 
inlet and of the clinker obtained,, a study was con
ducted for five days weighing and.analysing the dust 
collected.in the cyclones and that from the electro
filter, deducing that 93% of the F- leaves with the 
clinker..

tines'

%F~ %F~ (kg/day) %
Raw meal kiln inlet 0,10 1498 100
Clinker 0,15 1387,5 93
Filter dust 0,52 23,4- 1
Grate dust 0,72 88,1 6

VI.1.2. Relation between %F~ in clinker and setting

Logically the addition of fluorite was modified 
according to the setting times required..

In the attached graph, it is observed that when F"— 
increases, not only the initial set is lengthened,, 
but also the interval between the initial and the 
final tire increases.

Furthermore, figures below a certain minimum have no 
measurable effect on it, this minimum being approxi
mately 0,12% F_.

This was verified by reducing the F~ to figures
between 0,08 and 0,10% for several days, reintaining-
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Not only did setting times reduce to the normal 
levels, but also the free lime was abnormally high 
(3 and 4%). A further increase of the F- gave rise 
to the reduction of free lime and the lengthening 
of setting times.

VI.1.3.  Quality of clinker obtained

The clinker, with an SK of 96; SM-2,4; AM-1,7; free 
lime-1,6; Na2O equivalent 0,52; TO 0,16% and C3S-65; 
CVS-S; CgA-8; C^AF-10, does not cause expansion to 
the autoclave and ground at 350 m^/kg, improves me
chanical strengths at all stages, in particular fron 
3 days on (1 day 38/156 - 3 days 62/340 - 7 days 
73/437 and 28 days 88/558 kp/cm2),

The greater ease of calcination make it possible to 
obtaLn clinkers with more SC^, whicii produces greater 
strength, even during the first days. For SC, con
tents similar to those of standard clinker,strengths 
at 1 day are rather lower, remaining higher at 28 
days.

VI.2. Fluorite with 85% Cal?2

In this case, the fluorite has a granular aspect 
К 3 mm) and less moisture, so that its addition 
causes no problems.

°ие to its greater concentration of TO, the average 
contents in raw meal is 0,45% instead of 0,71% pre
viously used to naintain an approx in и te figure of

The ease with which these raw reals nay be combined 
continues to be as good as in the preceding case, 

and no problem of wear of the refractories or of 
coating was observed.

The clinker obtained continues to have setting tines 
closely linked with the % of F~, with no measurable 
effect for values of 0,10% or below.

In general kiln production was 3% higher when using 
fluorite.

VI •2.1. Quality of the clinker obtnined

The ease of burning caused by the addition of 
fluorite means that even high SK clinkers (97) Save 
low free lime, and cause high strength at all places, 
completely in accordance with the high SC3 contents.

Compared with the strengths of the standard clinker, 
it is observed that the increase caused at 1 day (28 
kp/cm2) is less than the strengths existing from 3 
days on (59 to 73 kp/cm2), and thus if the same SK 
are maintained as in the clinkers without TO, the 
initial strengths are lower.

ISO-RILEM (kp/cm2)
CLINKER SK Free 

lime
C3S 1 day 3 days 7 days 28 days

Standard 93 1,8 56 36/146 57/293 71/394 87/534
Cu-Zn 96 2,0 64 33/148 66/333 70/411 86/536
P 96 2,2 63 34/147 62/333 73/418 90/545
F(60%) 96 1,6 63 38/156 62/340 73/437 88/558
F(85%) 97 1,6 65 41/174 64/352 76/467 89/602

VII. SUPPLEMENTARY TESTING

VII.1.  Grindability tests

The Work Index (WI) of the first clinker obtained was 
determined using the Bond method <2) sihee -the perfor 
пипсе of the industrial mills had diminished; .a rate 
of 17,3 kw.h/ntT was obtained, wtiich was of some 
concern as it was harder than the standard clinker 
(14.6 kw.h/irfi?). However it is possible to attribute 
this rate to the fact that due to the ease of burning 
the clinker was at first partly fused.

Subsequently, under normal operation, the WI varied 
between 14.1 and 15.4 kw.h/ntr, similar to the clinker 
without fluorite,

VII,2, Analysis by X-ray Diffraction

Following the same premises as those used in the labo 
ratory clinker studies, we wished to verify whether — 
the sane occurred in industrial clinkers.

For this purpose, one standard clinker, two clinkers 
with different F” content, made with 60% fluorite, 
and another made with 85% fluorite were enployed..

The main question was to verify the state of crista- 
lization of the C3A, based on sanpies fron .which the 
silicates had been eliminated by selective dissolu
tion.

It can be observed in the attached graph that to the 
extent the % of TO increases, independently fron the 
type of fluorite, the characteristic .peak of the 
ctbic state decreases and even vanishes, and another
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оле appears corresponding to the tetragonal s;

I . also seems that the presence of C^-]A7.CaF2 can be 
□served, but in this case it is more doubtful.

Furthermore, the C^S also increases in clinkers with 
fluorite; these have a higher SK with less free lime 
than clinkers considered standard.

VI1.3. Opu^cal microscopic test

We took clinkers with very high SK (99-100 and 101), 
with F- of 0,17; 0,18 and 0,25% respectively which 
due to their good calcination had had low figures of 
free litre.

SK-99 SM 2,3 SK-100 SM-2,2 SK-101 SM 2,4 
F~ 0,17%F- 0,18%F- 0,25%

%Alite 75 75 65
%Belite 13 9 13
%Interstitial 11 16 20
%Free CaO 0,8 0,5 1,6

The large amount of alites formed may be explained by 
the satisfactory behaviour of the fluorite, both as 
a fluxing agent facilittating the burning of high SK

Clinker (SK-99, SM-2,3, F~ 0,17%) 370x. Attack: H2O+ 
+Nital+alcohol. Field of alites with well-defined 
edges.

raw meals, and as a mineralizer, sppeding up the 
formation of alite.

Clinker (SK-IOO, SM 2,2; F~ 0,18%),370x.Attack: H,O+ 
+Nital+alcohol. Well developed alite crystals with 
relatively high interstitial matter.
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SUMMARY:
The system CaO-Al^O^-Fe^O^ wich occurs in Portland cement and High Alumina Cement is of parti
cular interest. The Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite (C4AF) phase also resembles the other major 
constituents of Clinker cement.
The mineral C4AF was synthetic, the procees of which the preparation should be as closely simi 
lar as possible to the practical Clinker burning process with the degree of purity between 96^- 
98 percent.
Hydrated C4AF past has been examined by SEM and X-ray diffraction after 1 day, 7 days, 28 days 
and one year and also after 8 years, especially, to clarify its microstructural kinetics and 
crystal formation. The main hydration products are: C4 (A,F)Hn (hexagonal platesland C3(A,F)H; 
(isometric), and there is also a solid solution series between the two. After a period of ti

me all hexagonal hydrate is coverted to Isometric hydrate, the stable end phase of hydration . 
C4AF reacted with gypsum forming mixtures of Monosulfate (C4ASH12,C4ASH]_8) and Trisulfate ( Et 
tringite). The rate of the reaction decreased as the Ге20з/А120з ratios of the hydrate increa
sed. The purpose of this study is : (1) to relate certain identifying characteristics of С4дР 
paste hydration to its composition, and (2) to find out if its hydration products have signifi 
cant strength as they effect the behaviour of cement. —

SUMÄRIO:
0 sistema СаО-АЬзОз-ЕезОз que ocorre no cimento Portland e no cimento aluminoso e de particu
lar interesse. A fase Ferro-aluminato tetracälcico (C4AF) tambem se assemelha a outrcsdos mai 
ores constituintes do clinquer de cimento. — 
0 mineral C4AF era sintetico, com um processo de preparagäo о mais similar possivel do clin
quer industrial queimado, com um grau de pureza entre 6-98 por cento.
Pastas hidratadas de C4AF foram examinadas por SEM e • ifragäo de raios-X apos 1 dia, 7 dias,28 
dias e urn ano e tambem apos 8 anos, especialmente para esclarecer sua cinetica microestrutural 
e formacjao do cristal. Os principals produtos de hidratagäo säo : C4(A,F)Hn ( em placas hexa
gonais) e CßtAjFjHg (isometrico),e tambem hä uma serie de solugoes solidas entre os dois.
Apos urn periodo de tempo,todo о hidrato hexagonal ё convertido cm hidrato isometrico, a fase fi 
nal estävel de hidratagäo.   — 
C4AF reagiu com gesso formando misturas de Monosulfato (C4ASHi2/ CjASHicI e trisulfato (etrin 
gite). - 
A rapidez da reagäo decresce quando a relagäo Ре2Оз/А12О3 do hidrato aumenta.

finalidade- desse estudo e : (1) - relacionar algumas caracteristicas identificadoras de hi 
dratagao das pastas de C4AF com a sua composigäo, e (2) verificar se os seus produtos de hi - 
dratagao tern resistencia significativa e сото afetam о comportamento do cimento.



introduction:

In the manufacture of clinker-cement, Iron 
is always present in the raw materials 
entering into a ternary composition with 
Calcium Oxide and Alumina to form a reddish 
brown crystalline Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite 
(4CaO.A12Oj.РезО^ or C^AF). The compound. 

C^AF was first reported in 1928 by Hansen, 
Brownmiller, and Bogue /1/, later on by 
Solacolu/2/, a single crystal investigation 
has been made by Biissen /3/ The unit cell 
was analyzed by rotary diagrams: a = 5.34Ä; 
b=14.44Ä; c=5.52Ä. The unit cell Is th therefore 
pseudo-tetragonal with the ас-plane as basic 
plane. The unit cell contains 2 molecules 
4CaO.Al2O3.Fe2O3. Numerous investigations, 
using X-ray, magnetic, thermal and chemical 
methods, have found the existence of a series 
of solid solutions between C2F and a hypo
thetical C2A, terminating in a limiting solid 
solution usually given as 6CaO.2A12O3.Fe2O3 
/4, 5 and 6/. The existence of a solid sol
ution series between the known C2F and hy
pothetical C2A, extending as far as CgA2F, 
has been shown by previous investigators/?/. 
A review of research in this field up to 1964 
has been given by Welch /8/. In a more recent 
paper, Majumdar /9/ places the limit at 70 
mol—percent ^2^*  Research of the system 
CaO-Al2O3-Fe2O3 has shown that the solid 
solution series extending from 2CaO.Fe2C>3 
to 4CaO.Al2O3-Fe2O3 (C2F to C4AF) is beyond 
C^AF. The investigations in this field were 
summarized by Nurse /10/ for the fourth Inter
national Symposium on the Chemistry of cement 
(1960). More recently,the crystal structure 
has been investigated by Smith/ll/,who gives 
the generalized formula for the series as 
Cag(Fe1_pAlp)aO2a.
The present author Hannawayya emphasizes 
that the ternary solid solution is impor
tant because of its presence in Portland 
cement clinker. The Al2O3:Fe2O3 ratio in 
clinker varies with that in the raw mix, but 
it has been shown that the relationship is 
not simple. For many clinkers the composition 

approximates C^AF, although, the C^AF compo
sition is not a distinct compound. The solid 
solution often is referred to as the Ferrite 
phase. The present paper describes research 
which deals with reactions of the C^AF at 
hydration in paste form. The purpose of this 
study is: (1) to relate certain identifying 
characteristics of C^AF paste hydration to 
its composition, and (2) to find out if its 
hydration products have significant strength 
as they effect the behaviour of cement.

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE:

The mineral C^AF was synthetic, the process 
of which the preparation shoud be as closely 
similar as possible to the practical clinker 
burning process with the degree of purity 
between 96-98 percent as follows: 
Calcium Carbonate (guarantee 99%) is slightly 
burned in a large platinum crucible in a 
muffer furnace for at least, two hours at 
1050°C to get CaO. It is important that the 
temperature is checked, it must not be con
siderably higher, for it means, if so be the 
case, that the Calcium gets burned crisp and 
that thereby the possible continued reaction 
will be considerably reduced.
The materials, reagent weight according to 
the stoichiometric of C^AF, Calcium Oxide, 
Aluminum Hydroxide (Gibbsite) and Ferric Oxide, 
were mixed dry, passed through a No.48 sieve, 
and again mixed dry for two hours in bottles 
on a rotaring wheel. The mixture was then 
heated in open platinum dish in an electric 
furnace at 1320°C for two to three hours, 
cooled, ground, and reheated in the same manner, 
the preparation was ground to pass a No. 200 
sieve. The specification of the compound C^AF 
is given in table 1.
Table 1.
Compound Detected 

by X-ray
CaO M2°3 Fe2O3 Free 

CaO
Specific 
surface 
area Cfl/yn 
(Blaine)

C4AF C4AF 
(c6af2,

C6A2F)

45.Э 20.9% 31.95 0.04% 1210



The relation between the products of hydration 
and the Oxide composition of the C^AF com

pound in system CaO.'Fe2°3 iS studied- 
The C^AF component was mixed at a water/ solid 
ratio of 0.5. A series of specimens with 
and without gypsum was prepared and stored 
inside the desiccator containing cold water 
for the proper period of test at a constant 
room temperature of 22-25°C. After one day, 

some of the stored specimens were removed 
and placed in water; after 7 days, they were 
removed from the water and stored again inside 
the desiccator up to 8 years. The X-ray 
apparatus was a North American Philips Geiger 
counter diffractometer, with CuK^ radiation. 
The specimens were scanned at a rate of lu 
20/min. Hannawayya /12/ presents a scheme 
of qualitative measurements by X-ray diffra
ction in all systems which reads as follows: 
5000 CPS (Count Per Secont) represent maxi
mum. The morphology of the specimen were 
identified by Scanning Electron Microscopy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:

The ternary compound of the composition 
4CaO.Al^O^.hydrated rapidly so that at 
the end of 28-day-hydration , the anhydrous 
phase had disappeared. The C^F/I^O mixture 
with water/solid ratio of 0.5 forms a mud. 
There was no abnormal rise of temperature 
during mixing. The colour of the mixture was 
deep brick red and did not change during 
hydration.
The compound absorbed in fixed combination 
about 25 percent of water in one day; this 
increased slightly, reaching 29 percent after 
one year /13/.
The -ICaO.A^O^ .ЕвгОз phase resembles the 
other major constituents of clinker-cement 
in that it reacts with water to form crys
talline hydrated compounds and thereby sets 
to a hard polycrystalline mass. The hydrated 
products of C^AF consisted as follows:

Crystalline phases:
(a) C^(A,F)Hn (hexagonal plates)
(b) C.(A,F)H, (isometric)

(c) A solid solution series between (a) 
and (b)

2- An amorphous phase Iron, or Aluminum 
Hydroxide (AjFjH^.

3- Lime (Calcium Hydroxide or CH).
The reaction of C^AF with water as follows: 
2C4AF + 17H --------» 2C3(A,F)H6 + (A,F)H3 + 2CH
The Aluminum and Iron Hydroxide combines with 
Hydroxide of lime from the supersaturated 
solution forming as follows:

(A,F)H3 + 3CH ------------------- > C3(A,F)H6
If the hydration reaction would result in 
a product richer in Alumina than the parent 
material, part of the Fe2O3 would have to 
appear in some other form.

(i) X-RAY DIFFRACTION DIAGRAMS:
(a) 100 vol.parts C4AF + H2O, W/C = 0.5. 

after 4 hours at a temperature of 18-20°C, 
X-ray diffraction revealed that а-С2<А,Г)Нд 
was the major hydration product at 18.26° 

(or 10.7Ä). It was sharp in outline and 
strongly visible, probably reflecting super
ior crystallinity of the hydrate.
The a J-C4(A,F)H33 of weak Intensity was de
tected as well as a trace of C3<A,F)Hg with 
strong intensity of unreacted C4AF.
The high-iron-alumina members ■ give the di
tetra-calcium compound, presumably a solid 
solution containing both Ferric Oxide and 
Alumina. The free Ca(OH)2 is formed during 
paste hydration of C4AF. The Iron or Alumina 
separates as Ferric or Alumina Hydroxide 
during the hydration of C4AF, but cannotte 
detected by X-ray.
The present author Hannawayya can explain 
that tnese components occur because the Iron 
Oxide cf C4AF became amorphous Iron Hydroxide 
(the same is true for Alumina). In this case 
the C:A molar ratio would have been 4 and the 
presence of C2(A,F)Hg means that Ca(OH)2 had 
to be released in an amorphous form.
C4(A,F)H13 is the stable form in the presence 
of free lime, because the amorphous lime is 
very reactive.
After 1 day, metastable hydrates phases 
(a-C2(A,F)Hg, a!-C4(A,F)H13) transfomed to 



C'3(A,,F)H6 phase,, which is stable at room 
temperature.. Monocarbonate (C4 (A,F) CH^^) of 
weak intensityr was detected. This detection 
is compatible with the-explanation that the 
^.-hydrate was formed progressively by action 
of atmospheric С03 on the moist C^AF paste.. 
After 7 days, the product was rich in (A, 
F)Hg phase, but C4AF had decreased to medium 
weak intensity,, C4(A,.F)CH11 also appeared.. 
The present author, Hannawayya, can explain 
the occurrence of these compounds by stat
ing that the Iron Oxide transforms into 
amorphous Iron. Hydroxide (the same is valid 
for Alumina), In this case the CrA molar 
ratio would, have been 4. and the presence of 
C2(A,F)Hg means that Ca(OH)2 had to be re
leased in an amorphous forms, C4 (A.,F) 
is, the stable form in the presence of free 
lime,, because the amorphous lime- is very 
rea.cti.ve. 
After- 2Ä days,, X-ray diffraction revealed, 

that, anhydrate phase C^AF had reached, depl
etion-,, The hydration product was richer in 
C.3.(A.,,F) H6 pha.se, C,. iA,L’)CH]L was also detected- 
After- i year, X--ray diffraction, revealed; the 
s-amQ; products as a.fte.r 28> days,. Table 1„Figi. L. 
After- 8. years. X-ray diffraction', revealed;that, 
the- mixture gets; a- certain, concentration of 
CH- amorphous, phase (cannot be detected: by
x-ray),, of which. follows; that C.3(A„F)H6 phase 
with. very , strong; intensity is, stable in the 
presence; of CH amorphous; phase at room tern 
perature,, C4!(A„F)CH1I increased: somewhat to 
medium, intensity, Table- 1, 
Hannawayya emphasizes; that from the kinetic 
data- results; of X-ray diffraction, presented: 
in table 1 of the- present paper,, it would 
appear that, the Ferrite phase in Portland: 
cement hydrates, will show, no significant 
Change in. the A/F ratio of the remaining un
hydrated. material. Hence,, one might assume 
that the product of hydration can. be a. solid 
solution of Ferrite and; Aluminate such that 
the A/F ratio of solid, solution is the same 
as it was in the original Ferrite phase. 
Thus, if the original Ferrite phase had an 
A/F ratio of unity,, then the hydration pro
duct in question would, be an eq.uipolar solid 

solution of Ferrite phase with an Aluminate 
as a necessary component. The crystalline 
hydration products of C4A.F + are:
(1) : 4CaO.(A12O3,Fe2O3).13H2O and а-ЗСаОДА^

O3,Fe2O3).8H2O,
(2) : 3CaO.(Al2O3,Fe2O3).6H2O.
The first phases were stable below 18°C, the 

second above 25°C. This difference may partly 
depend on differences in the nature on the 
rate of reaction, which in turn is controlled 
by the Fe2O3/Al2O3 ratio of the Aluminoferiite 
phase and the hydration products.
Hannawayya /4/ has investigated the hydra
tion product of C4AF in the presence of Sil
icates (C3S„ B-C2S) and found, that addition 
of C3S retards the hydration of C4.AF some
what,, a. deduction based on the absence of 
crystal phase C3(A.,F)H6 and also that the un
hydrated phase C^AF still appears after one 
year. It should be emphasized that the ob
servations on the reactions of Tetracalcium 
Aluminoferrite on paste hydration as reported 
in the present report do not necessarily in
dicate that these materials, would behave in 
the. same way in the- hydration of cement,, in 
the presence of Silica,, Calcium Sulfate,, ex
cess. Calcium Hydroxide,, and other substances
it is,, therefore,, interesting to study the 
interaction, between Calcium Sulfate (Gypsum,. 
CS) and; the hydration products obtained: du
ring; hydration of C4AF.

(b) 6 7 vol.parts. C4,AF + 33 vol..parts CS
+ H20„ W/C = 0..5.,
Initially,, Gypsum (CS) retarded, the set

ting; of C4AF.. C4AF„ Gypsum and water is a 
more fluid mixture than C4AF and water. The 
temperature of the paste was normal., Tne paste 
hardened: somewhat between 1 and: 7 days.. The 
colour of the paste was deep brick red and 
did. not change over time ..
After 4: hours at 18-22OC,, X-ray diffraction 
revealed, that C4AF and CSH2 were the main 
hydration products,. No other crystalline ph
ase was visible and CH' phase in amorphous 
state could not be detected by X-ray. Addi
tion of Gypsum to C4A retards its hydration 

products,
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4 hours 1 day 7 days 28 days 1 year 8 years
Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction Diagrams of 100 vol.parts C4AF + H2O

Table 1. Data of X-ray diffraction of the re
action: 100 vol.parts C.AF + H-,0, 
W/C =0.5. 4 2

C4AF + H20 4h Id. 7d. 28d. ly. 8y.

c4af s m mw - - -

C3(A,F)H6 tr. ms s s ms vs
a-C2(A,F)Hg mw - - - - -
a1-C4(A,F)H13 w - - - - -
c4(a,f)ch11 - w w mw m ms

vvs = very very strong m = medium
vs = very strong mw = medium weak
s = strong w = weak
ms = medium strong tr = trace

After 1 and 7 days, X-ray diffraction reveal
ed mainly unreacted C^AF, Gypsum of very strong 
intensity. Ettringite of medium weak intensity 
CH was detected in an amorphous phase. The 
reaction leading to a product, type Ettrin
gite, may be formulated as follows: 20 H 0 
4CaO. (Al2O3,Fe2O3) ,13H2O + 3CaSC>4 + aq.----
3CaO.(Al O7,Fe,Oq).3CaSO.,32H,O + Ca(OH)?. "ь- -5 Z. 3 ** *•  *•

action:_67 vol.parts C.AF + 33 vol. 
parts CS + H2O, W/C = 0.5.

Table 2. Data of X-ray diffraction of the re-

C4AF+CS+H2O 4h Id. 7d. 28d. ly. 8y.

C4AF vs VS s w - -
CSH2 vvs vs s - - -

C6(A,F)S3H32 - w mw mw - -
C4(A,F)SH18 - - - mw ms s
C4(A,F)SH12 - - - vvs vs s

26 H20 
3CaO.(Al2O3,Fe2O3).6H2O + 3CaSO4 + aq.------=->
3CaO.(Al,0,,Fe_0,).3CaSO..32H.O.

2 3 2 3 4 2

After 28 days. Ettringite of medium intensi
ty was visible. Gypsum had reacted completely 

and СдАЕ had decreased to weak intensity.
Monosulfate Hydrates (C4(A,F)SH^g,C4(A,F) 
appeared with medium weak and very very str
ong intensity, respectively.
After 1 year, both Ettringite and unreacted 
C4AF had reacted completey, converting into 



Monosulfate Hydrate, C^(A,F)SH^g, thus in
creased over time to medium strong intensity 
It appears that after this length of time,the 
reaction between Ettringite and C4AF to form 
low Sulfoaluminate progresses at a faster 
rate than the reaction between C4AF and Gyp 
sum to form Ettringite. Therefore, the main 
hydration products were Monosulfate Hydrate

C4(A,F)SH12 of very strong 
medium strong intensity.

and C4(A,F)SH12 of

After hydration for 8 years, X-ray diffraction 
revealed that Monosulfate Hydrate C4(A,F)SH^g 
had increased to strong intensity, while Mo
nosulfate Hydrate, C4<A,F)SH12, had decreased 
to strong intensity. Table 2.
The present author explains the existence of 
both Monosulfates as the final products after 
hydration for 8 years from the fact that the 
solid solution is continuous between the end 
members. The formation of both Monosulfates 
Hydrates indicates that either the solid so
lution was not continuous or that it took a 
longer time to reach equilibrium in the case 
of paste hydration, and that the mobility of 
the SO4~2 ions must have been considerably 

restricted.
Hannawayya /15/ studied the interaction bet
ween Calcium Sulfate (from Gypsum and C^S) 
and the hydration products, obtained during 
hydration of C4AF (or system C4AF + C4AgS + 

CS + H20).

(ii) SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY RESULTS
SEM was used to show the morphological 

structure and the location of the various 
products of hydration. It can be seen how 
the character of the products of hydration 
changes with time and enviroment.

(a) MORPHOLOGY OF HYDRATION IN AIR
Already after hydration for 24 hours, a 

certain tendency is noticed towards develop
ment of crystal surfaces. The mass of gel 
splits once in a while into thin flakes, this 
possibly in connection with the continuous 
binding with the water.
SEM, observed after hydration for 3 days (Fig, 
2) revealed some flat, irregular, hexagonal
shaped crystal discs getting more and more num-

Magnified
X 3000

might take

CH (dissolved) 
(crystals).

of an

c4af + H2O, 

the particles.

vol.parts 
_____  3 days .

erous,with amass of gel arround 
SEM, observed after hydration for 28 days, 
revealed that the main part is an amorphous 
gel, which fills out all the spaces between 
the grains and gives to the structure a cer
tain stability and tenacity.When drying, the 
gel shrinks and gives rise to severaL internal 
microcracks, which shows that the adhesion to 
the grains is stronger than the very tenacity 
or cohesion of the gel. The gel component 
does not resemble the grain product given by 
AHg. It is completely without structure except 
for the fact that it easily splits into thin 
flakes, which is an indication that it has 
been formed in several thin layers. It is po 
ssible to guess by this lack of structure and 
by the reddish-brown colour of the experimen
tal prisms that the gel is mainly made out of 

FHg. Thus, the hydration reaction 
place in the following way: 
2C4AF + aq. ---- * сзАН6 + FHg +

CgAHg (amorphous)--------- > C3AH6
CgAHg is first deposited in the form 
amorphous layer, which then slowly crystalli" 
zes into a concentration of regular cubic 
crystal grains. See Fig. 3, which represents 
the area of the hydration product, discussed 
above, of course, most of cubic CgAHg crystal 

are also observed.
in the one-year-hydration, the crystals were 
thicker and larger, but their nature remained

Fig. 2. Paste of 100 
hydrated for

the same.



Figure 3. Magnification X 3000 Figure 4. Magnification X 1000 Figure 5. Magnification X lOOOo

(b) MORPHOLOGY OF HYDRATION IN WATER + 
HYDRATION IN AIR

(1) 1-day hydration in air + 3-day hy
dration in water: SEM shows crystals resem
bling many irregular shapes of crystals, but 
some very thin, small cubic (C-jAHg) crystals 
were visible, Fig. 4.

(2) 1-day hydration in air + 7-day hyd
ration in water + up to 28-day hydration in 
air: SEM revealed that the structure change 
is considerable. The structure holds together 
rather well, but the porosity increases with 
the degree of crystallization which is with
out strength. Fig. 5.

(C) MORPHOLOGY OF HYDRATION FOR 8 YEARS 
IN AIR

(1) The C4AF/H2O mixture with water/so- 
lid ratio 0.5: SEM revealed that the main 
structure is isometric crystalline phase 
C3AH6 in which cubically shaped crystals 
seem to be frequent after hydration for 8 
years together with thin, irregular edges of 
crystals. This structure is completely without 
adhesion and porous, lowering the tenacity. 
Fig. 6.

(2) The C4AF + CS/H2O mixture with wter/ 
solid ratio 0.5: SEM revealed that the add
ition of Gypsum (CS)to system C.AF + H2O led 
to bigger change in the hydration products. 
After hydration for 8 years, t appears
clearly by the micropictures (Fig. 7) that 
hexagonal, prismatic crystals (Manosulfates) 
have increased in number as a final hydration 
product. The observations were confirmed by 
X-ray diffraction. The presence of Gypsum in 
C4AF + H2O appeared to hinder_the formation 
of Calcium Carbonate, C4(A,F)CH^^, hydrate.

CONCLUSIONS:

The ternary compound of composition 4CaO.A12 
Оз.Ре2Оз resembles the other major constitu
ents of clinker-cement in that it reacts with 
water to form hydration products as follows: 
(1) : A crystalline phase, (2) : A solid series,
(3):  An amorphous phase. The crystalline hy
dration products of C4AF + H2O are: (l):4CaO. 
(AI2O3 , Fe2C>3) . 1ЗН2О and а-2СаО.(А12С>з,Ее2Оз) . 
8H2O (hexagonal crystals),(2 ): ЗСаО.(А12Оз, 
Ге2Оз).6Н2О (isometric), which is the final 
product after hydration for 8 years.

riAuhiHICATION X 50JL) MAGNIFICATION X 6ÜÜ0 MAGNIFICATION X GOOO

Fig. 6. 100 vol.parts C^AF + H2O, Hydration for 8 years in air.
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Fig. 7. 67 vol.parts C^AF + 33 vol.parts

The first phase was stable below 18°C, the 
second above 25°C. From the kinetic data re
sults of X-ray diffraction presented in table 
it would appear that the Ferrite phase in 
Portland cement hydrates will show no signi
ficant change in the A/F ratio of the remain
ing unhydrated material. Hence, one might 
assume that the product of hydration can be 
solid solution of Ferrite and Aluminate. The 
logical conclusion to be drawn from this dis
cussions is that paste C4AF + H2O does not 
behave in the same way in the hydration of 
cement, in the presence of Silica, Calcium 
Sulfate, excess Calcium Hydroxide, and other 
substances. Therefore, the hydration of C4AF 
+ Gypsum(C§) leads to a product, type Ettrin
gite which over time converts into Monosulf
ate hydrates.
The present author explains the existence of 
both Monosulfates as the final products after 
hydration for 8 years from the fact that either 
the solid solution was not continuous or that 
it took a longer time to reach equilibrium in 
the case of paste Jjydration, and that the mo
bility of the SO.-“ ions must have been con
siderably restricted. The present report cer
tainly contains interesting results, and SEM 
micrographs and other documentation supplied 
in it, are contributed for further research 
in Cement Chemistry.
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Hydration of Tricalcium Silicate at Fixed pH

ABSTRACT

The hydration of tricalcium silicate (alite) has been studied as a function of pH (8-12) and 
temperature (100-40°C) for up to two days. The samples were bottle hydrated at a water/solid ratio of 
500/1. The solutions, sampled at different time intervals, were analyzed for calcium and silica 
concentrations and the morphology of the gels formed on the surfaces of the tricalcium silicate particles 
were examined using the scanning electron microscope (SEM).

Kinetic data obtained from fixed pH solution analyses are presented which can be interpreted in 
terms of congruent dissolution followed by nucleation and growth of a silica gel and/or a C-S-H gel from 
a solution containing calcium, silicate and hydroxide ions. The data suggest that the activity of the 
hydroxide ion may play a determinant role in governing observed solution and solid compositions which in 
turn affect the morphology of the gels formed. The data have been used to model the hydration of 
tricalcium silicate, invoking the concept of invariancy as defined by Gibbs' phase rule, to explain the 
induction period.

Estudou-se a hidratacäo do silicato de cälclo (alita) em fungäo do pH (8-12) e da 
temperatura (10 - 40°C) no decurso de ate dois dias. As amostras foram hidratadas em 
garrafa com uma relagäo de agua/solido de 500/1. As solugoes, amostradas a intervalos 
diferentes de tempo, foram analisadas em termos de concentracöes de cälcio e silica, e 
se examinou a morfologia dos geis formados sobre as superficies das partlculas de sili
cato tricälcio, usando-se microscöpio eletronico de varredura (SEM).

Os dados cineticos apresentados, obtidos de anälises de solucäo com pH fixo, podem 
ser interpretados em termos de dissolugäo congruente, seguida por nucleacäo e crescimen 
to de um gel de silica e/ou um gel de C-S-H proveniente de uma solugäo contendo cälcio, 
silicato e ions de hidroxido. Os dados sugerem que a atividade do Ion de hidroxido po- 
de exercer urn papel determinante no governo da solugäo observada e das composlgoes soli, 
das que, por sua vez, afetam a morfologia dos geis formados. Os dados foram usados со
то modelo da hidratagao do silicato tricälcio, invocando о conceito de invariäncia con- 
forme definido pela regra de fase de Gibbs, para explicar о periodo de indugäo.



INTRODUCTION

Different hypotheses have been advanced to 
explain the early hydration behavior of tricalcium 
silicate [1] (CjS) and the phenomenon of the "induc
tion period." With the exception of the osmotic 
membrane theory» all theories propose the formation 
of an initial precipitate which converts to a more 
stable phase with time. The types of precipitates 
referred to in these theories could be formed under 
different pH conditions prevailing in the solution 
phase at different times during the course of 
hydration. Most published studies concerning the 
suspension hydration of CgS have concentrated on 
calcium and silica concentrations in solution and 
have failed to isolate the effects of the hydroxide 
ion concentration upon observed results.

Recently there have been a few isolated studies 
[2-5] which report the hydration behavior of CjS 
under controlled pH conditions. McCurdy and Stein 
I4L have shown the existence of a "plateau" in their 
Ca2+ and 0H~ ion concentrations which coincides with 
a maximum in their silica concentration for the same 
pH. They have also shown [5] that the formation of 
an initial C-S-H with a higher silica content leads 
to a longer plateau whereas the formation of one 
with a higher calcium content leads to a shorter 
plateau. The plateau was most pronounced when the 
pH was fixed at 11.5. They suggest that the plateau 
represents a state of equilibrium between the early 
protective coating of C-S-H and solution, which 
converts to a second type of less protective C-S-H 
at the end of the plateau.

Our objective was to further study the effect 
of pH upon the suspension hydration of tricalcium 
silicate at three temperatures. In addition to 
conventional solution analyses we also studied the 
morphology and chemical composition of the 
coexisting solid phases in order to delineate pH 
regimes in which different precipitates were 
present. Experiments were carried out at pH 10» 11 
and 12 at three temperatures (10е, 25e, 40*0  and at 
pH 8 and 11.5 at 25*C.  A silica gel containing a 
small amount of calcium was found to be stable at pH 
8. The amount of calcium incorporated in the 
precipitate increased with pH and Type II C-S-H was 
observed above a hydroxide ion activity of 10 • 
(pH 11.5 at 25*0.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The triealcium silicate (alite)*  used in the 
experiments was synthesized by reacting a well mixed 
stoichiometric blend of reagent grade calcium 
carbonate and colloidal silica (Cab-0—Sil) at 
1550*C.  The sintered powder was ground in an agate 
mortar and then pressed into pellets which were 
fired again at 160C*C  for approximately 5 hours. 
The alite sample used in the dissolution experiments 
was obtained by crushing the fired pellets and 
sieving the resulting coarse powder. The 300pm to 
425pm (ASTM -40 to +50 mesh) size fraction was used 
throughout (see Figure 1). The chemical analysis of

•Approximately 0.5 wt. AljOj was added to the 
mixture before milling with alumina balls. Alumina 
was added in order to stabilize C^S and thus we are 
calling our substituted material alite. 

the alite is given in Table 1. Powder x-ray 
diffraction analysis showed the polymorph to be 
Тц. The specific surface area of the alite was 
found to be 0.07 m2/g by nitrogen BET measurement.

All experiments were carried out in one liter, 
high density polyethylene bottles. A very high 
liquid to solid ratio (500/1) as well as a coarse 
particle size was selected with the hope of 
obtaining slower rates of dissolution. Freshly 
boiled deionized (DI) water was used to reduce the 
effects of carbonation. Carbon dioxide-free 
nitrogen gas was bubbled through the DI water for 15 
minutes prior to and passed over the solution 
surface during the course of the experiments. 
Temperature control was achieved by using a Haake 
refrigerated water bath (Model A82) and was 
maintained within +0.1oC of the set point. The 
solutions were stirred magnetically using water- 
driven magnetic stirrers and Teflon-coated stirring 
bars. The lids of the bottles (wide mouth) were 
modified to accept a nitrogen gas supply tube, acid
containing pipet or dropper, a Ross pH electrode 
(Orion Model 810300) and an adjustable pipetter 
(MLA) for periodic sampling.

Table 1. Chemical Analysis of Alite Used in 
Dissolution Experiments.

Oxide wt. »

CaO 72.07
SiO^ 25.72
A12O3 1.78
Free CaO <0.01
TOTAL 99.57

Figure 1. Unhydrated alite showing a dense pore
free surface and fine particles. The 
effect of the latter upon dissolution is 
assumed to be negligible.

The pH of the solution was controlled to within 
+0.1 pH unit by means of a pH stat (Horizon Model 
5651) and syringe pump (Sage Model 355) equipped 
with 60 cc syringes filled with dilute HC1 
solutions. The pH meter (Orion Model 611) was 
calibrated with respect to both pH and temperature.

Although the pH stat proved quite reliable for 
maintaining required pH, at earliest times, at low 
pH (8» 10), early pH control was achieved by manual 
additions of more concentrated HC1 solutions. For 
this reason, some of the data begin as late as two 



hours rather than at two minutes, which was more 
common. Initial pH was adjusted using KOH.

Once the system had reached thermal 
equilibrium, two grams of alite was introduced into 
the bottle. The stirring dispersed the alite 
grains, carried them upward forming a halo 
approximately one inch below the surface of the 
solution. This prevented grinding of the grains by 
the stirring bar and allowed us to easily remove 
both liquid and solid samples at regular intervals. 
Fifteen mL of solution and a few (20-30) alite 
grains were withdrawn with a plpet equipped with 
disposable plastic tips. The grains of-alite which 
settled in the pipet tip were dropped Into a vial 
containing acetone, rinsed with fresh acetone, 
allowed to air dry for approximately five minutes 
and then stored in a COj-free desiccator until 
viewed with a SEM (ISI DS-130) equipped with EDX 
(KEVEX) capabilities. Solutions were filtered 
through a 0.2pm filter into a polyethylene vial 
which was closed and further sealed with Parafilm. 
The solutions were analyzed for Ca, Si, Al and К 
using a DC plasma emission spectrometer 
(Spectrametrlcs SpectraSpan IIIB). The chloride 
analysis was carried out using a Dionex Anion 
Chromatograph (Model 20101). The effects of K, Al 
and Cl concentrations are assumed to be of minor 
importance and therefore are not reported here. 
Data are available from the authors upon request.

RESULTS

Fixed pH

The variation in calcium and silica 
concentration as a function of time and pH is shown 
in Figure 2. The marked effect that pH has on the 
hydration phenomenon is demonstrated by the final 
silica concentrations attained at the end of the 
experiments. At pH 8, the silica concentration 
suggests saturation of the solution with respect to 
amorphous silica. The silica concentrations at pH 
11.5 and 12 agree with similar published data such 
as those of Brown et al. [6]. Accompanying SEM 
photomicrographs depicting the typical 
microstructural features of the developing 
precipitates on the alite particles at pH 8, 10 and 
12 are given in Figure 3. It should be noted that 
the photomicrographs represent typical features. We 
have selected the most representative pictures and 
as such a one-to-one comparison between Figures 2 
and 3 is not our intention. The precipitate at pH 8 
was found to be silica rich (see EDX plots given in 
Figure 4) whereas at pH 10 and 12 the precipitate 
was found to be richer in calcium. At pH 12, one 
observes a progressive development of the 
precipitate’s morphology which is more suggestive of 
that found during the conventional hydration of 
cement. Figure 31 shows a denser Type III C-S-H gel 
evolving from Type II C-S-H at earlier ages (Fig. 
3H) without experiencing a significant change in 
solution chemistry. Thus, at high and low pH, we 
can conclude that C-S-H and an amorphous silica gel 
containing a small amount of calcium are the 
respective stable phases. The results at pH 10 
and 11 are more difficult to interpret and as such 
will be discussed later in the paper.

T=25°C

-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

TIME (HOURS)
Figure 2. Calcium 

function 
25«C.

and silica concentrations as a 
of pH. Terneprature was fixed at

The calcium versus silica data have also been 
plotted in Figure 5 in order to establish whether 
the dissolution is congruent or incongruent. As far 
as we can see, the data suggest (as did McCurdy and 
Stein's [41) that dissolution is congruent. The 
deviation is attributed to formation of a hydrated 
phase. The data points fall reasonably close to the 
0.333 slope (Si/Ca) for alite.

Temperature Effect

The effect of temperature on the hydration of 
alite is demonstrated in Figure 6. It can be seen 
that both the calcium and silica concentrations 
shift to lower values with increasing temperature. 
The experiments were performed under conditions 
where pH was kept constant over a range of
temperatures. However, the dissociation constant of
water (K..) 
from 10“1’’

is a function of temperature; ranging 
5 at 10’C to IO-1315 at 40«C. Therefore

the a0H- is not what it first appears to be, the 
a0H~ varles with temperature. For example, at pH 11 
and 40»C (Fig. 6D) silica is severely depressed due 
to calcium-rich C-S-H formation, yet this effect is 
absent at 10° and 25eC. Discounting the possibility 
of equilibrium conditions not being achieved in the 
runs due to the limited length of hydration (48



pH 10

pH 12

Figure 3. Representative SEM photomicrographs of alite particles hydrated at pH 8, 10 and 12. Photos A
C are taken from pH 8 25°C solutions; photos D-F are from pH 10 400C solutions; and photos G-I 
are from pH 12 40°C solutions. The three images for each pH represent a progression of time 
ranging from early (0-2 hr) through intermediate (1-10 hr) to long-term hydration (48 hr). 
The horizontal bar at the bottom of each photograph is Ipm long.

Figure 4. EDX traces of anhydrous alite and alite grains hydrated at pH 8, 10 and 12 for 2 days at 25eC. 
The precipitate becomes increasingly rich in calcium with pH.
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hrs.), a more likely explanation would be to 
attribute the observed difference In behavior to OH- 
Ion activity. At 40’C and pH 11, the OH- ion 
concentration is 10 2 . At 10’Q and pH 12 the 0H_ 
ion concentration is also 10-2-1. If the 0H~ 
concentration does effect the concentration of ions 
in solution the calcium and silica plots should be 
very close under these conditions—which, in fact, 
they are (see Figure 6C-F). Small deviations may be 
due to kinetic effects directly attributable to 
temperature.

DISCUSSION

Data

For ease of discussion we have plotted our 24
48 hour silica data (which we assume is nearly at 
equilibrium) on a concentration versus pH plot also 
including the solubility of amorphous silica (Figure 
7). In the absence of calcium, the solubility of 
amorphous silica increases beyond pH 9. Our data do 
not (Fig. 5), which suggests another hydrate 
regulating the concentration of silica in solution. 
It was this observation which originally suggested 
the presence of two gel phases, the stability of

Figure 5. Calcium versus silica in solution as a 
function of pH at 25°C. Initial 
dissolution appears to be congruent. At 
pH 8 the solution rapidly equilibrates 
with precipitating amorphous silica. At 
pH 11.5 and 12 reticulated C-S-H 
precipitates. At pH 10 and 11, a lower 
c/s ratio C-S-H is precipitating.

TIME (HOURS)

Figure 6. The effect of temperature on the dissolution of alite at pH 10 (AB), 
Both calcium and silica decrease with Increasing temperature.

11 (CD) and 12 (EF).
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Figure 7.

PH
Concentration of silica in solution 
versus pH for amorphous silica at 25°C 
(adapted from Stumm and Morgan [6]) and 
our present 24-48 hour, 25°C silica data. 
The solubility of silica in solution is 
determined by the least soluble 
precipitate. It appears as if the 
crossover between amorphous silica and C- 
S-H gel is at about pH 10.

which were dependent upon the activity of the
hydroxide ions.

The activity of the hydroxide ion determines, 
to a large extent, th*  concentration of ions in 
solution and the nature of the precipitate formed. 
Although a crossover point of pH 10 (hyg- = 10 'M) 
is suggested as a boundary between silica gel 
(containing a few percent calcium) and C-S-H gel 
(Fig. 7), the typical Type II reticulated structure 
for C-S-H gel is not apparent until one approaches 
or exceeds an activity of hydroxyl ion equal to 
10-2 . In our experiments, the reticulated 
structure developed only at pH 11 (40’0, pH 11.5 
(25’0 and pH 12 (10", 25", 40®C)all of which had 
an a0H-equal to or greater than 10~2,5M. From our 
BOX data, we conclude that the C-S-H which forms 
becomes progressively richer in calcium with 
increasing pH. Therefore, we suggest the following: 
At pH 10 the sheet-like structure of C-S-H can 
accommodate calcium ions between the layers. 
However at a pH equivalent to an apH~ equal to or 
greater than IO-2*5 (11.5 at 25"C) all of the 
calcium no longer can fit between the layers and 
therefore the sheets begin to roll up causing a 
reticulated structure to form.

McCurdy and Stein's [4,5] observation of a 
pronounced plateau at pH 11.5 in their calcium and 
hydroxide plots coincides with our finding that a 
reticulated C-S-H begins to form at this same pH at 
25"C. Perhaps their plateau is associated with the 
process of reticulation. Unfortunately, due to 
differences in experimental procedures, it is 
difficult to directly compare results. 

Model

The proposed model is consistent with previous 
theories in that it suggests the conversion of one 
gel phase to another. However, in addition it also 

provides a much needed raison d'etre for the 
induction period based upon Gibbs' phase rule.

At equilibrium, the pH 10 crossover point 
depicted in Figure 7 represents an invariant point 
in the system CaO-SiOj-HjO. At this point, two gels 
can coexist with a solution having a fixed 
composition (Ca2+, silicate and OH-). As one moves 
either to higher or lower pHs, the composition of 
the solution will remain fixed until one of the 
phases dissolves and converts to the other 
(reconstructive transformation). It is suggested 
that the induction period observed during the paste 
or solution hydration of tricalcium silicate may be 
a reflection of the time it takes to convert a 
silica gel formed at initially low pHs to a C-S-H 
gel stable at higher pHs. Conceivably, such a gel 
might form in the vicinity of the grains due to 
differences in rates of diffusion of Ca2+ (fast) 
versus silicate ion (slow) as w"11 as PH 
considerations. Once the silica g ■ coats the 
hydrating grains and isolates the anhydrous cores of 
alite, allowing only slow diffusion of calcium 
through the layer, the observed induction period may 
actually be a period of near invariancy during which 
the system is constrained (zero degrees of freedom) 
and cannot react until the silica gel (containing a 
few percent calcium) has been converted into a 
calcium-poor C-S-H gel.
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The Implications of Phase Equilibria on Hydration in the Tricalcium Silicate-Water 
and the Tricalcium Aluminate-Gypsum-Water Systems

SUMMARY: The mechanisms and kinetics of hydration in the C3S-H2O and СзА-дурзит-^О systems 
are discussed within the context of the relevant phase equilibria. The development of a layer 
of C-S-H of variable composition results in the onset of the induction period. The composi
tion gradient in this layer causes a morphological transformation leading to the onset of the 
acceleratory period. The first-formed aluminate-containing phase in the СзА-дурзит-^О system 
may be AH3 or ettringite, depending on the initial solution composition. The race of early 
C3A hydration is lowest when ettringite is the first-formed phase. This suggests that initial 
AH3 formation does not have a major influence on retardation.

No contexto dos importantes equilibrios de fase säo discutidos os mecanismos e ci- 
neticas de hidratacäo nos sistemas C^S-l^O e CjA-gesso-I^O. 0 desenvolvimento de uma camada 
de C-S-H de composicäo variävel tem сото resultado о inicio do periodo de inducäo. 0 gradien 
te de composicäo nesta camada causa uma transformacäo morfologica que leva ao inicio do perio 
do de aceleragao. A primeira fase formada, contendo aluminato, no sistema C.jA-gesso-H20 pode 
ser AHg ou etringita, dependendo da composigäo da solugäo inicial. A velocidade de formagäo 
inicial de AHg näo tem influencia maior sobre a retardagäo.



Introduction

The mechanisms and kinetics of hydra
tion of C3S and of C3A in the presence of 
gypsum remain incompletely understood. Both 
the kinetics of the hydration processes in 
these systems and the mechanisms of hydra
tion are controlled by the morphologies and 
compositions of the product phases which 
form. These, in turn, depend on the 
thermodynamics of the hydration processes 
involved. It is the objective of this paper 
to discuss the phase relationships which 
influence the mechanisms and kinetics of 
hydration of C3S and C3A with gypsum in 
terms of the relevant stable and metastable 
phase equilibria in the systems: 
CaO-SiO2-H2O and CaO-A^C^-CaSC^-I^O.

TRICALCIUM SILICATE

Various authors [1-3] have recently 
considered the hydration of C3S in the 
context of the relevant phase equilibria in 
the system CaO-SiC^-I^O. However, 
considerations of this type extend back to 
the investigations of Flint and Wells [4], 
Bessey [5], and Roller and Ervin [6]. 
Steinour [7] has reviewed the early investi
gations of phase equilibria in this system 
and Jennings [8] has reviewed more recent 
investigations. Each of these studies has 
attempted to further elucidate the relevant 
solubility curves and invariant points in 
this system.

Figure 1 schematically represents the 
water-rich portion of the CaO-SiOj-HjO 
system at 25°C. The solution region is 
bounded by the curve O-A-I-J. 0-A is the 
solubility curve for SiO2-aq. A-I is the 
solubility curve for C-S-H and extends from 
the invariant point A: SiC>2 ■ aq- ( C-S-H)- 
solution, (ca. 1 mmol/1 Si02 and 1 mmol/1 
CaO) to the invariant point I: (C-S-H)-CH- 
solution, (ca. 1 umol/l SiÖ2 and 22.5 mmol/1 
CaO) [3]. The curve I-J is the solubility 
curve for CH and extends from the ternary 
invariant point I to the binary invariant 
point J on the CaO axis (22.3 mmol/1 CaO 
[9]).

The line of congruent C3S dissolution 
intersects the C-S-H solubility curve at 
B. Following Barret et al. [10], C3S , 
dissolves congruently until the composition 
of the solution intersects the C-S-H 
solubility curve at point B. Subsequent 
congruent dissolution results in a solution 
supersaturated with respect to C-S-H. 
Supersaturation is relieved by the 
precipitation of C-S-H at compositions 
parallel to the tie lines indicated in 
figure 1. Continued dissolution and 
precipitation enrich the solution with 
respect to CaO and the composition of the 
solution moves along the curve B-I.

The two-phase region, (C-S-H + solution), 
is bounded by the solubility curves A-I, 
A-C, C-M, and M-I. Various investigations 
have shown that the C/S ratio of the C-S-H

Figure 1. A schematic representation of 
the water-rich portion of the system 
CaO-Si02-H2O. Not drawn to scale.

increases as calcium ion concentration in 
solution increases [c.f. 11]. The tie 
lines connecting curves A-I and C-M 
schematically represent this increase. The 
C/S ratio of the first formed C-S-H is near 
0.8, while that of the C-S-H forming as the 
solution composition reaches the invariant 
point at I is in the range of 1.5 to 1.7. 
Under equilibrium conditions, C3S hydration 
should then result in the formation of CH, 
C-S-H of composition M, and a saturated 
solution of composition I. However, it is 
well known that CH does not immediately 
precipitate at its saturation concen
tration. Rather, the C-S-H solubility 
curve, A-I extends metastably to point L 
(ca. 0.5 umol/1 SiO2 and 30 mmol/1 CaO 
[3]). The metastable extensions I-L of 
the solubility curve A-I and M-N of curve 
C-M representing the C-S-H composition are 
shown in figure 1. As a result of these 
metastable extensions, the formation of 
C-S-H having C/S ratios in excess of 1.7 
would be expected and observations of 
C-S-H having ratios approaching 2.0 have 
been cited by Taylor and Newbury [12]. 
However, after several hours of hydration, 
CH precipitation initiates and the composi
tion of the solution moves to the left 
along I-L, reaching the invariant point, I, 
within about 24 hours.

Taylor has proposed the existence of 
two modifications of C-S-H: 
tobermorite-like and jennite-like [13,14]. 
Jennings [8], based on a review of 
published solubility data, has suggested 
the existence of a second solubility curve, 
curve A*-I ’ in figure 1. Specifically, the 
solubility curve A-I was suggested to be 
associated with tobermorite-like C-S-H 
while curve A'-I' with a jennite-like 
modification. However, the specific , 
conditions under which each modification 



preferentially forms and whether the two 
solubility curves converge as the invariant 
point, I, is approached are yet to be 
determined.

Discussion

Thomas and Double [1] pointed out that 
an equilibrium relationship between calcium 
and silica will also exist in the presence 
of other species in solution. The concen
trations of calcium ions and soluble 
silicate species in cement pore solutions, 
along with the composition of the C-S-H, 
will be affected by a variety of species 
including alkali, hydroxyl, sulfate, 
aluminate, and chloride ions and mineral 
admixtures. As a consequence, variability 
in the C/S ratio of C-S-H formed in cements 
should be anticipitated.

From the standpoint of kinetics, the 
rate controlling steps in C3S hydration 
remain a matter of debate. Figure 1 
indicates the existence of local equilibria 
between the composition of the C-S-H and 
the solution from which it precipitates. 
However, this data does not directly 
provide kinetic information. Clearly, the 
C/S ratio of C-S-H progressively increases 
throughout its precipitation. It is not 
clear, however, whether the previously- 
formed C-S-H adjusts its composition to 
maintain equilibrium with the solution or 
whether its composition departs from 
equilibrium. SEM observations on hydrating 
C3S single crystals suggest the latter 
[15]. It was observed that a featureless 
layer of hydration product developed on the 
C3S single crystal during the initial 
period of rapid heat evolution. The 
induction period initiated once this layer 
had formed and ended when this layer 
underwent a morphological transformation. 
The observation of a layer surrounding 
a C3S crystal is consistent with the view 
that a diffusion barrier controls the rate 
of C3S hydration at early ages. The 
rapid transformation of this layer to an 
acicular morphology appeared to result in 
the onset of the acceleratory period.
Since the acicular product is far less 
effective in shielding the anhydrous CjS 
from the solution, the hydration rate is 
unlikely to depend on a diffusional , 
process. Rather, a rate of hydration which 
depends on the CgS-solution interfacial area 
would be likely. The occurrence of this 
phase transformation in the surface layer 
would indicate thermodynamic instability, 
the source of which may be a compositional 
gradient in the C/S ratios of the C-S-H 
forming as the system moves along the 
solubility curve A-I-L in figure 1 or a 
similar curve.

TRICALCIUM ALUMINATE AND GYPSUM

The hydration of can be considered 
in the context of the ternary 

system: СаО-А12Оз-H20. However, the phase 
equilibria relevant to the hydration of C3A 
in the presence of gypsum require analyses 
of the quaternary system: 
СаО-А12Оз-Са5О4-Н2О. Our understanding of 
the stable and metastable phase equilibria 
in these systems is principally due to the 
investigations of Wells et al. [16], Jones 
[17-19] and D'Ans and Eick [20,21].

The system СаО-А12Оз-Н2О may be plotted 
on an ordinary ternary phase diagram; 
however, it is typical to plot the relevant 
solubility curves on orthogonalized axes. 
The quaternary system is more difficult to 
represent. The projection techniques used 
by Jones [18,19] are awkward. D'Ans and 
Eick [21] and Eitel [22] reduced this 
difficulty by plotting the logarithms of 
the concentrations of CaO, AI2O3, and CaSOj 
on orthogonal axes with water at the 
origin. Unfortunately, this construct is 
also somewhat awkward since molar ratios, 
such as C/A ratios, plot as parallel lines 
that do not emanate from the origin. 
However, this problem has been eliminated 
by using the convention of plotting the 
10t'1 root of the molar concentrations 
rather than their logarithms. When plotted 
in this way, molar concentrations scale 
from 0 (H2O) at the origin to unity at 1 
mol/1. Figure 2 is a representation of the 
stable quaternary system plotted in this 
way. The crystallization surfaces for the 
various phases in this stable system are 
labeled. The quaternary invariant points 
determined by D'Ans and Eick at 20°C [21] 
and those determined by Jones at 25°C [18] 
are shown. The points determined by Jones 
are labeled "(J)". The phases in the 
stable quaternary system are: gypsum, lime, 
ettringite, hydrargillite, and C3AH5. The 
data from which this and subsequent figures 
were drawn are presented in table 1.

In discussing the phase equilibria that 
affect the early hydration of C3A, it 
is more relevant to consider the metastable 
ternary and quaternary systems than the 
stable systems. In the metastable systems, 
alumina gel exists in place of 
hydrargillite and AFm phases exist in place 
of CjAHg. Figure 3 represents the meta
stable ternary system and figure 4 the 
metastable quaternary system. Figure 3 
also represents the x-y plane of figure 4 
and the CaO and A12O3 axes are drawn with 
the same orientation.

In the subsequent discussion, consideration 
will be given to the hydration of C3A under 
the following circumstances:

1. a mechanical mixture of C3A and gypsum 
particles in water,

2. a mechanical mixture of C3A and gypsum 
particles in a saturated gypsum solution,

3. a mechanical mixture of C3A and gypsum 
particles in a solution saturated with 
respect to both gypsum and Ca(OH)2-



Table 1

Invariant Points in the Stable and Metastable CaO-A^O^-I^O and CaO-A^C^-CaSC^-^O Systems. 
Points F(J), E2(J), G(J), and H2(J) were obtained at 25°C [18]. The remaining points were 
obtained at 20°C [20,21]. g=gypsum, E=ettringite, M=monosulfate.

CaSO* mol/l

Point Solid Phases Concentration, mmol/1
CaO AI2O3 Са.ЗОд

w CH 20.7
b g 15.2
a2 Y-AH3 0.009
О AH3 (gel) "0.01
c CH,g 19.7 12.4
iz Y-AH3, g 0.0079 15.2
j AH3, g -0.01 15.2
s2 Y-AH3, C3AH6 5.63 0.248
t CH, C3AH6 20.9 0.0322
P AH3, C3AH6 5.79 6.74
У C2AH8, C4AHlg 10.9 0.94
V c4ah19, CH 21.5 0.0329
F (J) CH, E, g 19.2 0.0606 12.4
F CH, E, g 20.6 0.0272 12.2
E2(J) g, Y-AH3, E Q.675 0.0252 15.0
e2 g, Y-AH3, E 0.316 0.0914 14.8
G( J) CH, E, C3AH6 19.0 0.0101 0.181
G CH, E, C3AH6 21.4 0.0259 0.107
H2( J) Y-AH3, E, C3AH6 3.12 0.911 0.375
Hz Y-AH3, E, C3AH6 2.84 0.16 0.263
n AH3, E, M 5.98 1.55 5.88
d CH, E, M 21.1 0.022 0.0294
e. AH3r. E, g 15.2 0.103 0.151
q AH3 0.7^1 0Г773

solubility 1.17 0.341
curve (after 1.83 0.610

r [23] ) . 2.91 0.957

Figur© 2.. The stable system CaO- 
А^Од'СаЕО^-йдО; showing- the quanter- 
nary invariant points det ermineci by
Jones (J)! at: Zd’-C and D/’Ans; and! Eick 
at 20 °C.. Oat a are plotted as the 
10th root об their molar concentrations.. 

C«O, mol/l

Figure: 3.. The: metastable system 
СаО-АТзОз-СаЗОд, determined by O'Ans and 
Eick.. Data are plotted as the: 10th root of 
their molar concentrations..



4. a mechanical mixture of C3A and gypsum 
particles in a saturated Ca(OH)2 solution.

C3A and Gypsum Particles in Water

In this case, two alternatives may occur 
depending on the rate at which calcium 
sulfate, entering solution as a result of 
the dissolution of gypsum, approaches the 
vicinity of the hydrating CjA particle. 
If, in the first instance, it is assumed 
that the calcium sulfate concentration in 
solution near the hydrating C3A particle 
remains negligible during the initial 
dissolution process, figure 3 may be used 
to illustrate the initial phase relation
ships. As this figure shows, C3A dissolu
tion proceeds congruently at a C/A ratio of 
3 until reaching point q. The curve q-r 
was obtained from the data of Glasser and 
Marinho [23] and their data points are 
indicated on the figure. Continued 
congruent dissolution to point a, shown in 
the insert in this figure, results in a 
solution supersaturated with respect 
to AH3. Supersaturation is relieved by AH3 
precipitation along the line a-ß until the 
point ß on the AH3 solubility curve is 
reached. Continued C3A dissolution, 
driving the solution composition towards 
supersaturation at a', and precipitation of 
AH3 causes the solution to reach point ß1. 
Further C3A dissolution drives the solution 
composition towards point Y. This point is 
undersaturated with respect to AH3 and, 
under the conditions of metastable equili
brium, AH3 dissolution should occur along 
the line Y-6. Continued C3A dissolution 
brings the system to point Y', which is 
also undersaturated with respect to AH3. 
АН^ dissolution then brings the system to 
point r. Finally, further C^A dissolution 
brings the solution composition to point x 
on the C2AHg solubility curve. However, 
should a departure from equilibrium occur 
as a result of incomplete AH3 dissolution, 
continued C3A dissolution causes the 
solution composition to intersect the C2AHg 
solubility curve somewhere between points x 
and z. This latter possibility is in 
accord with the findings of Glasser and 
Marinho [23] who calculated that an AH3 
layer between 1 and 5 pm in thickness 
formed during the early hydration of C3A.

After the composition of the solution 
reaches the C2AHg solubility curve, further 
C3A dissolution supersaturates the system 
with respect to C^AHg bringing the solution 
composition to point e. C2AHg precipita
tion at a C/A ratio of 2 returns the 
solution composition to the C2AHg solubility 
curve. Continuing dissolution and pre
cipitation occurs along the line x-z-y until 
the C2AHo-C4AHiq invariant point is 
reached.

it is assumed that calcium sulfate, 
entering solution as a result of gypsum 
dissolution, reaches the vicinity of the 
9зА particle when the system is at the 
invariant point y, the composition of the 

solution moves towards the line n-d along 
a plane on the AFm crystallization surface 
defined by the lines y-n and y-m. The 
precise position on this plane depends on 
the rates at which C2AHg and СдАН^д are 
converted to a sulfate-bearing phase. In 
moving along the plane n-m-y, an AFm solid 
solution precipitates, with the monosulfate 
phase, СзА-С5-Н^2, forming as the terminal 
member of this solid solution series. 
Continuing C3A dissolution then results in 
the formation of ettringite as the 
ettringite crystallization surface is 
intersected, and the solution composition 
moves towards the invariant point n.

However, calcium sulfate may reach the 
vicinity of the hydrating C3A particle 
before the composition of the solution 
reaches the line x-y in figure 4. If 
calcium sulfate enters the system when the 
solution composition is at some arbitrary 
point between q and r, the solution com
position moves along a line parallel to the 
calcium sulfate axis. This is represented 
in figure 4 as occuring at point q in which 
case the composition of the solution moves 
along the line q-k. Continuing C3A 
dissolution supersaturates the system with 
respect to AH3 as the AH3 crystallization 
surface is intersected and sequential AH3 
precipitation and C3A dissolution results 
in the system moving along the line k-e 
towards the quaternary invariant point e, 
as schematically represented.

C3A and Gypsum Particles in a Saturated 
Gypsum Solution

In this case the initial solution 
composition lies on point b in figure 4. 
C3A dissolution causes the solution 
composition to move along the line b-u on 
the gypsum crystallization surface. As the 
solution composition intersects the AH3 
crystallization surface, AH3 precipitation 
causes the composition of the solution 
to move towards the quaternary invariant 
point e, as shown schematically.

CgA and Gypsum Particles in a Solution 
Saturated with Gypsum and Lime

If C3A particles are placed in a solution 
saturated with respect to both Ca(OH)2 and 
gypsum, the initial solution composition 
lies on point c in figure 4. In this 
instance, C3A dissolution causes the 
composition of the solution to move along 
the line c-F. c-F defines the boundary 
between the Ca(OH)2 and gypsum crystalliza
tion surfaces and the C/A ratio along this 
line is 3. As a consequence, C3A dissolu
tion simply causes the system to approach 
the invariant point F without precipitating 
any other phases.



C/A=1 2'3;

< CaSO4 mol/l

gigu.rQ 4,.. The; metastatole- system СаО:-А12Оз*Н2О  plotted on orthogonal axes. Data- axe plotted 
as the 10th root of their molar, concentrations.



C-jA and Gypsum Particles in a Lime-Saturated 
Solution

In this instance the initial composition 
lies on point w in figure 4. C3A dissolu
tion and Ca(OH)2 precipitation move the 
composition of the solution along the line 
w-v, as shown schematically. If calcium 
sulfate, from the dissolution ofgypsum, 
approaches the reacting C3A particle at some 
arbitrary point a on the line w-v, the 
solution composition moves along the Ca(OH)2 
crystallization surface on the line a-1 
until the line c-F is intersected. Sub
sequent C3A dissolution moves the 
composition of the solution towards the 
invariant point F.

Discussion

The relevant phase equilibria indicate the 
dissolution of C3A to be congruent, regard
less of the presence of gypsum. However, 
the AH3 solubility curve appears to inter
sect the line of congruent C3A dissolution 
leading to the precipitation of AH3. Thus, 
AH3 is the first-formed hydrate in the 
metastable quaternary system when C3A and 
gypsum are hydrated in water or in a 
saturated gypsum solution.

It has been suggested by Stein and coworkers 
[24-7] that C3A hydration in the presence of 
gypsum is retarded by the formation of an 
alumina gel layer. The phase relationships 
previously discussed suggest that alumina 
gel formation occurs when C3A and gypsum are 
hydrated in water or in a solution initially 
saturated with respect to gypsum. On the ' 
other hand, calorimetric data obtained by 
Collepardi et al. [28] indicate the rate of 
C3A hydration to be more strongly retarded 
in the presence of lime and gypsum than in 
the presence of gypsum alone. Initial 
formation of alumina gel would not be 
expected when the solution is saturated with 
respect to lime or saturated with respect to 
both lime and gypsum. Rather, ettringite is 
the first-formed aluminate-containing phase 
under these conditions. This suggests that 
the presence of AH3 does not initially have 
a significant retarding effect on the rate 
of hydration of C3A.

As with the C3S-water system, the above 
analysis only considers the phase relation
ships involving the bulk solution. For 
example, hydration in a lime-gypsum solution 
predicts ettringite to be the first-formed 
Phase. However, the subsequent phase 
relationships in the interfacial zone 
between the ettringite and the C3A will 
depend on the relative rates at which water, 
and calcium and sulfate ions enter*this  
region. For instance, should water reach 
the interfacial zone relatively rapidly and 
calcium and sulfate ions relatively slowly, 
the ettringite will tend to decompose to AFm 
Phases, and AH3 formation may also occur. 
In this case the phases that exist within 
the interfacial region will be:

C3A--AH3--AFm--ettringite--solution 
(saturated with respect to lime and 
gypsum). Macroscopically, this is a 
departure from equilibrium; however, 
locally, conditions will be close to those 
of equilibrium.
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Interpretation of the Effects of Retarding Admixtures on Pastes of C,S, C,A plus 2.1
Gypsum, and Portland Cement 3 3

It 
retarders, the effects on the portland cement 
of separate processes occuringin the C^S-water

SUMMARY: From studies of the effects of a range of organic retarders on pastes of C^S and of 
C^A-gypsum, it may be concluded that the two systems have different, possibly independent, 
influences on the concentrations of retarders in the aqueous phase of a portland cement 
paste. In the case of CjS, some of the retarder is incorporated into the layer of product 
which forms around the grains during the early stages of reaction. It appears that a process 
which controls the induction period occurs within this C-S-H layer and that the incorporation 
of a retarder in it somehow slows the process. It may be that a phase change, or other 
reaction which ends the induction period by making the layer more permeable, is poisoned 
by the retarder which is incorporated into the layer. The C,A-gypsum-water system removes a 
large amount of retarder from the aqueous phase during the early stages of hydration, with the 
rate of removal falling with time. Delaying retarder addition, therefore, decreases the 
amount of retarder which can be incorporated into a C-S-H layer. Thus these systems affect, 
in separate ways, a retarder's ability to extend the induction period of a portland cement. 
There is a delay time after initial mixing, when it is most efficient to add a retarder, 
seems probable that, at least for some organic 
reaction may be considered to be a combination 
and CgA-gypsum-water subsystems.

Atraves de estudos dos efeitos de uma serie de retardadores orgänicos sobre pastas 
de C3S e de C^A-gesso, pode-se concluir que os dois sistemas tёm influencias diferen 
tes, possivelmente independentes, sobre a concentragäo de retardadores na fase aquo- 
sa de uma pasta de cimento portland. No caso do CjS, parte do retardador se incorpo 
ra na camada de produto que se forma ao redor dos gräos durante os estägios iniciais 
da reagao. Parece que urn processo, que controla о periodo de indugäo, ocorre dentro 
desta camada de C-S-H e que a incorporagäo de um retardador nela desacelera о proces 
so de algum modo. Pode ser que uma mudanga de fase, ou outra reagäo que encerre о 
periodo de indugäo fazendo a camada mais permeävel, seja envenenada pelo retardador 
que e incorporado na camada. 0 sistema C3A-gesso-agua retira da fase aquosa uma 
grande quantidade de retardador, durante os estägios iniciais de hidratagao, com a 
velocidade de retirada diminuindo com о tempo. Portanto, о atraso na adigäo do re
tardador diminui a quantidade deste que pode ser incorporado na camada de C-S-H. As 
sim este sistema afeta, de formas diferentes, a aptidäo de um retardador para am
pliar о periodo de indugäo de urn cimento portland. Hä um tempo de atraso depois da 
mistura inicial, quando ё mais eficaz adicionar-se urn retardador. Parece provävel 
que, pelo menos para alguns retardadores orgänicos, os efeitos sobre a reagäo do ci
mento portland pode ser considerada сото sendo uma combinagäo de processes separados 
que acontecem nos sub-sistemas C^S-ägua e C^A-gesso-agua.



INTRODUCTION

The influence of retarding admixtures on the 
hydration of portland cement has been 
extensively studied. There remains, 
however, an incomplete understanding of the 
mechanisms by which retarders control the 
rate of cement hydration and the time of 
set. The problem is complex because 
portland cement is a mixture of several 
minerals, each of which may interact 
individually with a retarder.

Several different stages are observed in the 
hydration of a typical portland cement. A 
short initial period of rapid reaction is 
followed by a period of slow reaction, known 
as the induction period. During these first 
two stages, the paste is plastic. After the 
induction period, the reaction accelerates 
and the paste begins to stiffen or "set." 
The lengths of the induction periods for 
both portland cement and pure CjS are 
similar (1) which suggests that the main 
contributor to the reactions which end the 
induction period is the same in both 
cases. If this is so, it must be the C,S 
reaction which ends the induction period. 
The length of the induction period can be 
increased by the addition of retarders, 
sometimes extending it from the normal few 
hours to many days. Portland cement has a 
characteristic "time of set" which occurs 
early in the period of accelerating 
reaction, and is influenced by retarders in 
the same way as the length of the induction 
period.

The reactions between cement and water which 
end the induction period could occur in any 
of three types of sites (3): 1) on the 
surface of the anhydrous material (or of the 
hydration product), 2) in the aqueous 
phase, and 3) in the hydration product. 
Although retarders are normally added to the 
aqueous phase, they could influence react
ions in the other two types of sites by 
adsorption on to a surface or incorporation 
into a product. This paper discusses how 
retarders might influence the reaction 
mechanism in the different sites in each of 
two subsystems in portland cement: 1) CgS— 
water, and 2) C,A-gypsurn-water. There 
are other subsystems such as CjS-water and 
C AF-water in portland cement pastes but, 
t^ey generally make much smaller contribut
ions to the early reactions because they 
either react slowly, and/or make up only a 
small percentage of a portland cement; they 
appear not to have an obvious effect on the 
length of the induction period and they will 
not. be discussed here.

Experimental results to be discussed in the 
present paper are drawn from a recent , 
investigation of the influence of retarding 
admixtures on the hydration of C^S (3-5) and 
from the literature data on "the 
C-A-gypsum-water system (6,7). The effects 
discussed in this paper are illustrated 
primarily with sucrose as a retarder, but 

similar phenomena have been observed 
with a variety of retarders (3-5).

INTERPRETATION OF CONCENTRATIONS OF LIME AND 
SILICA IN THE AQUEOUS PHASE IN THE CgS 
SYSTEM

It is believed (8) that CjS grains in a C3S 
paste are surrounded by a layer of calcium 
silicate hydrate (C-S-H). A solubility 
curve for the C-S-H which surrounds C^S , 
during the induction period has been defined 
recently; because the data points fall on a 
smooth curve, AB in Fig. 1., it has been 
suggested (8) that the outer surface of the 
layer is near to equilibrium with the 
aqueous phase. Fig. 1 summarizes these data 
(solid line AB) along with other data points 
obtained with and without retarders in the 
original mixing water (3-5). The presence 
of retarders does not move the data points 
from the line and therefore does not alter 
the state of near-equilibrium established 
without retarders.

Figure. 1 Concentrations of CaO and SiOj i-n 
aqueous solution which have been mixed with 
C S. The points associated with EDTA and 
oxalic acid are values for free calcium ion 
and do not include calcium which has been 
chelated or precipitated. Silica concen
trations were determained using the 
molybdenum blue and rhodamine В methods 
(4,6). In all cases w/c=2 and T=20 C.

Some aspects of the chemistry of the surface 
layer on the C,S grains can be deduced from 
the solubility curve. As time passes after 
mixing, the data points always move along 
the curve, AB, from A at the upper left 
towards В at the lower right. The data



points in Fig. 1 were taken between one and 
sixty minutes after mixing. The temperature 
and the initial water:C3S ratio were kept 
constant at 20°C and 2.0, respectively. The 
course of the C^S-water reaction appears to 
be as follows. Upon mixing C,S with water, 
the solid dissolves congruently and the 
concentrations of the components in the 
aqueous phase rise until the solubility 
curve (AB) is reached. Congruent dissolu
tion implies that the curve is approached at 
concentrations of about CaO = 4mM and SiO^ = 
1.3 mM. When the solution is saturated 
(i.e. when AB is reached), a layer of C-S-H 
hydration product soon forms (8) on the 
surface of the C^S grains and 
near-equilibrium is established between its 
external surface and the aqueous phase. As 
the C,S continues to dissolve, the C-S-H 
continues to form and the layer on the C^S 
grains thickens. The C-S-H has a Ca:Si 
ratio of about 1.7 (9) which is much 
smaller than the ratio of 3 for C,S; as a 
result, the Ca concentration in tne aqueous 
phase continues to rise. In order to 
maintain the observed near-equilibrium 
concentration of Fig.l, some SiO^ must be 
removed from solution by precipitation of 
additional quantities of C-S-H product. 
This causes the data points to continue to 
move along the solubility curve towards B.

EFFECTS OF SUCROSE, EDTA AND OXALIC ACID ON 
THE LENGTH OF THE INDUCTION PERIOD OF C-S-H 
PASTES

Sucrose is a strong retarder for the setting 
of C,S and portland cement. The 2% solution 
by mass associated with data points of Fig.l 
extends the induction period from the normal 
few hours to about seven days. When used at 
the same concentration by mass, EDTA is less 
effective a retarder than sucrose, and 
oxalic acid shows a small acceleration 
effect. Fig. 1 shows that data for mixtures 
incorporating EDTA and oxalic acid are 
close to one another and are separated from 
data for mixtures incorporating sucrose and 
no admixture which are also close to one 
another. Thus, there is apparently no 
correlation between the length of the 
induction period and the positions of 
the data points on the solubility curve. 
The equilibrium between the aqueous phase 
and the surface of the C-S-H is not altered 
significantly by the presence of retarders. 
It is concluded, therefore, that the 
concentrations in solution of the components 
associated with C-S-H (CaO and SiO,) are not 
directly responsible for changing the length 
of the induction period.

INTERPRETATION OF THE EFFECTS OF RETARDER IN 
THE AQUEOUS PHASE OF THE CjS-WATER SYSTEM

Fig. 2 shows, as a function its concen
tration in the initial mixture, the con
centration of sucrose in the aqueous 
phase of a C,S paste 15 minutes after 
mixing. The3vertical distance between the 

Figure 2. Concentrations of sucrose in the 
aqueous phase 15 minutes after mixing C^S 
with aqueous sucrose solutions of ^various 
concentrations (4,6); w/c=2, T=20 C.

two lines in Fig. 2 represents the amount 
ofsucrose removed from solution in the 
15 minutes; it is a measure of the amount of 
sucrose adsorbed on, or incorporated within, 
the product layer on the C,S grains. 
Clearly, most of the retarder remains in 
solution. The concentration of a retarder 
in the mixing water has a strong influence 
on the retardation (3-6) with greater 
concentrations causing longer induction 
periods. Further, it has been observed 
recently (3-5) that, for C^S pastes, the 
retarder is most effective when it is added 
to the water prior to being mixed with C,S. 
Fig. 3 provides data which shows that, for a 
given quantity of sucrose, delayed addition 
reduces the effect on the induction period 
(compared to the induction period if sucrose 
is added first to the water). A 5 minute 
delay reduces the retardation by one half, 
and longer delay reduces the retardation 
still more. These observations suggest 
(3-6) that the reaction which brings the 
induction period to an end takes place 
somewhere within the product layer which 
surrounds the C,S grains. They suggest, 
further, that retarder present in the 
aqueous phase during the early stages is 
incorporated into the layer thereby delaying 
the termination of the induction period 
(3-5). If, as we believe, the end of the 
induction period is associated with a phase 
change in the product layer, then the 
retarders may retard the phase change by 
hindering the first-formed product from 
converting into a second product which 
causes the layer to become more permeable. 
This conversion may be a nucleation and 
growth process.
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Figure 3. Plot of heat required to 
decompose Cai'OH)- in C,S pastes (mixed at 
w/c =: 2„ T = 2Q°6): as a function of time 
after mixing. Sucrose was added to the 
pastes at the- times indicated. The greater 
the heat the- more the CaCOH),*  The 
formation of Ca(OH)„ begins at the end of 
the induction period. Delayed addition of 
sucrose shortens the induction period as 
compared to addition with the original 
mixing water (:4.,,6) . 

CONCENTRATION. OF RETARDER IN THE AQUEOUS 
PHASE IN THE CjA-GYPSUM-WATER SYSTEM

The CgA-gypsum-water system consumes a 
substantial amount of retarder during the 
early stages of hydration (6,7), signifi
cantly reducing its concentration in the 
aqueous phase.. Further,, the amount of 
retarder removed from solution is less if 
the retarder addition is delayed (7).
These observations suggest that retarder is 
incorporated in the hydration product which 
forms during the early stages of reaction.

THE EFFECT OF DELAYED ADDITION OF RETARDERS 
ON THE: TIME OF SET OF PORTLAND CEMENT

The C,S-water and C^A-gypsum-water systems 
influence the concentration of retarder in 
the aqueous phase of portland cement paste.: 
in different ways. With the 
C.A-gypsum-water system, the earlier the 
retarder is added, the more is retieved ft-:..r 
the aqueous phase. In contrast, t.:-: 
C^S-water system removes only a s;~--:l at . . .’ 
or retarder from the aqueous phas; . It 
seems likely that, in portland cc~cr;ts, h 
two systems will make separate s.nd jif. f ‘ 
contributions to the quantity of r t. •: c:i

2.1

which is incorporated within the C-S-H layer 
during the early stages of reaction.

Since the time of set in portland cement is 
correlated with the length of the induction 
period of the C.S-water system, then it may 
be proposed that the effects of the two 
systems, C^S-water and C-jA-gypsum-water, can 
be combined as illustrated in Fig. 4. The 
ability of a retarder to lengthen of the 
induction period tends to increase with 
delay time because the C^A-gypsum-water 
system will then remove less retarder from 
the solution and leave more in the aqueous 
phase to retard the C.S hydration. On the 
other hand, if the addition is delayed too 
long, the retarder will have less effect on 
the hydration of CgS. A plot of experi
mental results is shown in Fig. 5. The 
length of the induction period has been 
scaled by an arbitrary factor so that it can 
be more easily compared with the time of 
set. As can be seen, there is an optimum 
time after mixing portland cement and water 
at which a retarder should be added if the 
greatest retardation is desired. This time 
may vary with cement composition and other 
factors, such as water:cement ratio and 
temperature of hydration, because the 
contributions from the different sub-systems 
will vary. More data are needed to 
establish whether or not the effects of the 
different systems on the set time are 
independent. Also, the interaction between 
retarders and the other subsystems including 
C-S and C.AF must be considered to establish 
whether tne effects are always as small as 
has been assumed in this paper.

Due to concentration 
m soin f(C3A)

■ ■ 4. Variation ci induction period
. ■ with delay in adding retarder to

:-nd cement. Schematic representing a
- nation of the separate effects of j)
' : ■ .',5-water system and, 2) the

■ - yp-sum-water system, on the delayed
' i’.ion of a fixed amount of retarder to a

; ’.".and cement. At early delay times
. .. .-gypsum controls the I.P. At late delay 
times CgS controls the I.P.
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Figure 5. Influence of delay time on time 
of set. Dotted line is for portland cement 
pastes. Solid line is for C^S pastes. The 
influence of delay time on portland cement 
pastes can be largely attributed to the 
C^S-water subsystem.

CONCLUSIONS

From studies of the effects of a range of 
organic retarders on pastes of C,S and of 
C^A-gypsum, it may be concluded that the two 
systems have different, possibly indepen
dent, influences on the concentrations of 
retarders in the aqueous phase of a portland 
cement paste. In the case of C,S, some of 
the retarder is incorporated into the layer 
of product which forms around the grains 
during the early stages of reaction. It 
appears that a process which controls the 
induction period occurs within this C-S-H 
layer and that the incorporation of a 
retarder in it somehow slows the process. 
It may be that a phase change, or other 
reaction which ends the induction period by 
making the layer more permeable, is poisoned 
by the retarder which is incorporated into 
the layer. The C^A-gypsum-water system 
removes a large amount of retarder from the 
aqueous phase during the early stages of 
hydration, with the rate of removal falling 
with time. Delaying retarder addition, 
therefore, decreases the amount of retarder 
which can be incorporated into a C-S-H 
layer. Thus these systems affect, in 
separate ways, a retarder's ability-to 
extend the induction period of a portland 
cement. There is a delay time after initial 
mixing, when it is most efficient to add a 
retarder. it seems probable that, at least 
for some organic retarders, the effects on 
the portland cement reaction may be con
sidered to be a combination of separate 

processes occuringin the C^S-water and 
CgA-gypsum-water subsystems.
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COMPUTATION OF SOLUBILITY RELATIONSHIPS FOR HYDRATING CEMENT SYSTEMS 
CALCUL DES RELATIONS DE SOLUBILITE l'OSR DES CIMENTS HYDRATANTS

SUMMARY: The use of liquid phase analysis to assess the state of hydrated cement systems is 
discussed. Assumptions regarding the form of the relationship between ionic strength and 
the activities of each thermodynamic component of the cement system are made. Using 
published solubility data and ionic association constants where available, it is shown that 
the liquid phase chemical potentials of calcium hydroxide silica and calcium sulfate 
decrease with age during hydration of portland cement. This is interpreted as being due to 
formation of stable hydrates from metastable hydrates formed at earlier ages. The lack of 
comprehensive phase equilibrium data for the cement water system is noted, and further work 
in this area is recommended.

Discute-se a utilizacäo da anälise da fase liquida para avaliar о estado de siste- 
mas de cimentos hidratados. Säo feitas suposi^öes relativas ä forma de relacäo entre resis- 
tencia ionica e as atividades de cada componente termodinämico do sistema de cimento. Usan- 
do dados de solubilidade publicados e constantes de associacäo ionica quando disponiveis, 
mostra—se que os potenciais quimicos da fase liquida de hidröxido de cälcio — silica e sulfa 
to de cälcio diminuem com о tempo de duracäo da hidrataqäo do cimento portland. Admite-se ' 
que este fato seja devido ä formagäo de hidratos estäveis, a partir de hidratos metastäveis' 
formados nas idades iniciais. Ё observada a falta de dados completos do equilibrio de fase 
para о sistema de agua cimento, pelo que se recomenda trabalho adicional nesta area.



Introduction

Substantial progress has been made 
toward understanding hydration mechanisms 
and microstructure development, and their 
relationship to the mechanical properties 
of hardened concrete. This progress, 
together with advancements in computer 
technologies, have recently led to attempts 
to develop comprehensive, state-of-the-art 
models of cement hydration and micro
structural development(1). Generally, 
these developments have been slow due to 
several factors, among which is the lack 
of some fundamental data needed for 
further advancement of the field. An 
example of the latter problem is an 
inadequate data base in phase 
relationships such as the dynamic (time
dependent) and equilibrium solid-liquid 
interactions during cement hydration.

In this paper, we outline some of the 
essential aspects of a standardized 
approach to the interpretation of 
liquid-solid phase equilibria in the 
cement/water system. A considerable 
amount of aqueous phase compositional data 
has been generated by various workers, 
using such methods as filtering, 
centrifuging, and pressing of cement 
pastes (e.g., refs. 2, 3, 4, 5). At times 
beyond set, pressing is the only technique 
available. Comparison of the 
concentrations of the ions found in the 
extracted solutions should, in principle, 
allow prediction of the solid phases which 
may be forming from or in equilibrium with 
the solutions. However, estimation of 
saturation with respect to many of the 
phases of interest is difficult and 
subject to serious limitations in 
analytical and in computational 
techniques.

Because of limited experimental data, 
the approach taken in this paper deals 
only with a few selected aspects of the 
problem. We welcome suggestions by others 
as to how to extend this approach and 
improve it.

Notation

In order to develop any such standard
ized approach, a clear and readily 
interpretable notation seems desirable. 
We intend to follow notation used by 
Gartner, et al,(3) with some minor 
changes. In this notation, square 
brackets indicate the concentration of the 
enclosed solvated species and curved 
brackets indicate activity*;  the two are 
related by the activity coefficient, у:

■»^[i] = (i) (1)

where i may be any ionic or neutral 
dissolved species.

Following Debye-Huckel theory for 
dilute aqueous solutions, is a function 
only of the ionic strength, I, and the 
charge, Z. on the species i at constant 
temperature. Ionic strength is defined 
below:

I = 0.5 Sj [i] ZiZ (2)

Ionic species behave essentially 
independentJ у in dilute aqueous solution, 
but clearly cannot be isolated in a solid 
phase without an equal number of opposite 
charges. Thus, to define the thermo
dynamic components of any part of the 
cement-water system, the neutral elements 
or their oxides or other compounds are 
generally used. Any independent set of 
components may be chosen, ’but clarity is 
enhanced if the components chosen are 
those which represent the normal limits of 
the hydrated cement system. Thus, 
instead of the oxides H2O, CaO, SiOn' 
Al,o2, Fe,0,, SO , Na О, К O, CO?,_etc. 
(snorthanc notation H, С, ь. A, r, S, N, 

Kz 0), we prefer to use CH, S, AH3, FH3, 
CS, NH, KH, and CC. Non-oxide anionic 
groups, such as chloride, can be 
represented conveniently in oxide notation 
by _symbols such as C (representing 
2C1~-OZ ); however, we prefer to use CaCl7 
as the independent component, which we may 
also write as CC . The choice of the 
calcium salts of anions and the hydroxide 
salts of cations in the above basis set 
reduces the number of steps in solubility 
calculations.

Theory

The chemical potential, of each 
species, i, in the aqueous phase is 
conventionally related to its activity by 
equation (3) (which constitutes the 
definition of activity):

vi = |jOi + RT ln <i* (3)

where represents the chemical potential 
of solvated species i in the state of unit 
activity. The chemical potential of any 
of the above-listed components in solution 
is related to the activities of any 
combination of species which uniquely 
defines that component, and we can choose 
whichever combination gives the greatest 
ease of computation. Thus, for example:

'-CH = V°CH + RT ln{<Ca2 + ) (0H")2| (4)

"S = y°S + RT ln <(H4SiO4°H (5)

*[Note: Ionic concentrations, activities, 
etc., arc conventionally in units of 
molality unless otherwise specified. For 
the dilute solutions typical of cement/ 
water, molarity is approximately equal to 
molality and they are often used 
interchangeably without serious error. 
The shorthand M is used to represent units 
of molarity (g-mols/litre solution).]



I'm = V°AH + 2RT ln{(AKOH) ")/(0H )}(6) All “
= u0Cg + RT In { (Ca2 + ) (SO42-)} (7)

^NH = pONH + 2RT ln {(Na+)(°H~)} (8>

Note that we have made the tacit 
assumption that the chemical potential of 
water is always zero relative to the 
reference state of pure liquid water. 
Over the range of concentrations of 
interest (submolar) this is a reasonable 
and convenient approximation. All that 
remains is to determine the reference 
state for each component. The simplest 
and safest assumption is to set u°. equal 
to zero and thereby use unit activity as 
the reference state. Then, for the 
components which are relatively insoluble, 
values of v- at saturation are readily 
computed from the solubility of the pure 
component. For example:

= + I RT{ln(Ca2+) (OH-)2}|at 
saturation (9)

The conventional equilibrium solu
bility product, Kp, for portlandite is 
also defined by equation (9). Thus, we 
may also write equation (4) as:

= RT(ln pP-ln Kp)=RT In Sp (10)

In this case, Pp is the actual ionic 
activity product and Sp is the "saturation 
factor" of the solution with respect to 
portlandite(3). Values of Sp greater than 
unity represent supersaturation of the 
solution and, hence, an increased chemical 
potential of the component CH relative to 
the reference state, portlandite. Similar 
relationships will apply for any chosen 
solid phase of interest.

Computational Method

Since the various formulae which may 
be used to estimate the activity 
coefficients, у . , are all non-linear, we 
must generally Resort to iterative methods 
for solving the equations relating 
concentration to chemical potential. 
Bailey and Hampson(6) showed in outline a 
simple first order iterative method, and 
we have continued to use such methods 
ourselves. (However, with increasing 
numbers of species, higher order 
convergence techniques may become 
desirable to minimize computing time.) 
Use of Davies' equation(7) (equation 11) 
simplifies the calculation of activity 
coefficients since there is no need to 
estimate solvated ionic radii:*

* (NOTE: The variation in A with tempera
tures is approximated by the equation A = 
0.490 + 8.87 x 10 (T,°C) over the range 
20-30°C.)

log10 7i " Az2i [°-31 (11)

However, since all equations of this 
type are only approximations, it is 
necessary also to assume the existence of 
discrete "associated ions" in many cases, 
even when such species may in reality be 
only very loose associations. Thus, we^ 
assume the existence of the species CaOH1", 
CaSO^0 , NaSO^, KSO^, as in ref. (6) . We 
must also consider a wide variety of 
possible silicate species: H .SiO.°, 
H^SiO^ , H^SiO^ , HSiO4 , and4possibly 
also complexes between these species and 
calcium and alkali ions. At this time, we 
do not have reliable estimates of the 
formation constants of associated calcium 
and alkali silicate species; thus we are 
forced either to neglect them in our 
calculations or to assume values based on 
those observed for other species. 
Likewise, we have little reliable 
information on the interactions of the 
aluminate anion with other species, 
although we believe that direct 
association between aluminate and silicate 
anionic species is insignificant at the 
low concentrations found in hydrating 
cement systems. Values of ionic 
association constants used in this work 
are listed in Table 1.

Compound Ions and Their Assumed Activity Products

Table 1

Compound 
Ion, (i)

Саон’’

Association 
Activity Product (Pi) Assumed for Pi Reference

(81(CaOH+) 

(Ca2+> 1О1Г)
24 M-1

CaSO4° jCaSO^ 
(Ca2 + ) (SO42')

204 И"1 16)

K<c:.A" IM.0»"!
i:<+) iso42')

5 M-1 (6)

(NaSOj*) 
(Na+) (SO^-)

10 M"1 16)

H.SiO," iH4S104"> <OH") 

IH^IO,,")

6.,3 x 10-5M (9)

r)..-l''./'' IH3SioJ) ion") 
(H2SiO42"<

6 ,. 3 x 10 ' ** (9)

Н<зС4'” <j*  2 sioi 1 J-lflLL 

(HS1O4J*)
1CM (9)



Establishment of Equilibrium Solubility 
Products for Selected Phases 

(a) Portlandite and Gypsum

In order to establish the value of 
p. for a solid phase, it is preferable 
to compute values of ц. (=RT In P.) for 
various solutions known to be in 
equilibrium with the given solid phase, 
and determine how effectively our ionic 
association asg^ptions work to minimize 
variation in with changing solution
conditions. This was done in ref.(3) for 
portlandite and gypsum, using Hansen and 
Pressler's equilibrium solubility 
data(10), but applying different relation
ships between ionic strength and activity 
coefficient than those used hsre, and 
following P?a rather than p?a . It has 
now been repeated, using equation (11), 
together with the ionic association 
constants listed in Table 1. It was also 
assumed that all uncharged species were at 
unit activity throughout, as opposed to 
the more complex relationship suggested in 
ref. (6) and used in ref. (3).

[O
UJ/ГХ "(f)^

Figure 1: Computed_chemical potentials for 
CH and CS for solutions 
saturated with respect to 
portlandite and gypsum from 
(data in ref. 10) .

sat Figure 1 shows the computed values of 
uCH for portlandite and for gypsum
on the ordinate vs. the total molar alkali 
concentration as the abscissa, on a log
arithmic scale. There is clearly an 
upward curvature of both у curves at 
25°c and 30°C, which becomes severe above 
about lOOmM alkali oxide (R20). This must 
be due to the limited accuracy of our 
assumptions regarding ionic strength and 
ionic association effects. Nonetheless, 
the simple formulae used in this work do 
not appear to be significantly less 
accurate than the more complex formulae 
used in ref. (3) , following ref. (6) ; 
therefore, we have determined to adhere to 
the simpler formulae used herein. 
Averaging all data points for alkali 
concentrations below 100 mM as R,0' we 
obtain the equilibrium constants listed in 
Table 2. In order to make reasonable 
estimations of saturation factors for

Table 2

Phase: Gypsum Portlandite

Equilibrium Solubility Data Computed for Gypsum and Portlandite

Temperature: 
ys£,t( (R,O) <100 mH)

25°C 30eC 25»C 30°C

mean (kJ/mol): -26.34 -26.69 -29.42 -30.17
Std. deviation: 0.04 0.06 0.23 0.27
Number of points: 5 24 5 24

psat([R20J>100 mM)

Intercept at [Р20] = c
(kJ/mol): -26.45 -26.89 -29.58 -30.36

95% confidence limits

(kJ/mol): 0.46 0.19 0.61 0.21

Slope (kJ/mol/mM):

Number of points

+0.0042 +0.0051 +0.0054 +0.0049

included: 7 34 7 34
Coefficient of

determination: 0.88 0.96 0.84 0.74

R20>100mM, we instead plot or
vs. [R„O], as shown in Figure 2, and in 
this case a linear regression vs. 
quite good, giving the regression para
meters as also listed in Table 2. These 
can be used in computations of saturation 
factors for gypsum or portlandite at 
alkali concentrations up to at least 500mM 
as RjO, and possibly beyond. However, it 
must be noted that gypsum may not be the 
most stable form of calcium sulfate at 30°C 
and high ionic strengths (i.e., the diver
gence of such points from the curve in 
Figure 1 may be due to formation of another 
phase, which we presume to be anhydrite).

Figure 2: As for Figure 1 but showing 
linear regression vs. alkali 
concentration.

(b) Calcium Silicate Hydrates

The development of equilibrium 
activity products for the calcium silicate 
hydrate phase found in hydrated cement 
systems is more complicated. The 
difficulty in measuring the low 
concentrations of silica in equilibrium 
with the hydrates has frequently led to 
large experimental errors. Published 
solubility data for calcium silicate 
hydrates have recently been summarized by 
Jennings(11), and a further analysis by 
Gartner and Jennings(12) indicates that 
C-S-H behaves as a hydrate of fixed C/S



ratio for total calcium hydroxide 
concentrations in the range 7 to 2 8 mM, 
i.e., covering the subsaturation to 
supersaturation range usually encountered 
in hydrating cement systems. There are 
apparently two distinct C-S-H solubility 
curves, one representing a stable product, 
(C-S-H(s)), obtained by precipitation 
methods, and one apparently representing a 
metastable product, (C-S-H(m)), formed at 
early ages during the hydration of C,S. 
The values of are different for
each of these products, and the analysis(12) 
indicated that different lime-silica ratios 
must be assumed for each product. Unfortu
nately the computed lime silica ratio in 
the solid phase depends on the degree of 
association assumed between Ca1" and 
H SiO.Z ions in solution, and the "true" 
association constants are not known. There
fore, we will use the simplest assumption, 
of no association, which leads to the 
following equations, for the free energy 
of solution of these phases at about 25°C:

= 0 
Ps + 101.9 kJ/mol (14)

= 0 
yg + 102.6 kJ/mol (15)

Дц(C-S-H(s)) 
= 1.54 pCH +

. soln.
(C-S-H(m))

= 1.77 +

These two equations relate the chem
ical potentials of CH and S if the two 
components are present in equilibrium with 
either form of C-S-H. It is of 
considerable interest to determine whether 
these relationships can be extended into 
the more complex system typical of 
portland cements. The only equilibrium 
study of the C-S-H system with added alkali 
of which we are aware is Kalousek's study 
of the N-C-S-H system at 25°C(13). Solution 
concentrations reported for N-C-S-H gels 
in the presence of excess portlandite 
(Table I of ref.13) were analyzed by the 
methods outlined above, for data obtained 
at submolar alkali levels (the approxima
tions are not valid at higher 
concentrations). As is shown in Figure 3, 
у remained approximately independent of 
alkali concentration, as would be 
expected, if the three clearly divergent 
data points at 600mM Na2O are discounted.

Taking the data for only the ten 
points with [NH]<400mM, we obtain the 
following mean values for solutions 
reportedly in equilibrium with portlandite 
and C-S-H:

uCH = -30.86 + 0.49 kJ/mol (17)

u = -58.4 + 2.2 kJ/mol (18)

The scatter in these data are clearly much 
greater than in Hansen and Pressler's 
data, and the values for yCH at 25°C do 
not agree. It is difficult; therefore, to 
draw any strong conclusions regarding the 
effect of alkali on the chemical potential

of C-S-H in the N-C-S-H system; but, 
nevertheless, it is of interest that 
appears to decline with increasing alkali 
concentrations, as opposed to the behavior 
of p and This suggests that Na„O
is actually incorporated into the C-S-Ti 
phase, as indicated by Kalousek's 
analytical data.

TOTAL Na2O (millimoiar units)

-25- ♦ 4Ф

-30- ♦ ♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

-35«

-40-
♦ (CH)

□ (S)
-45-

-50-

-55- о °

-60-
a

a ° о о 0 0 a cP

-65-
1 200 400 600

Figure 3: Computed chemical potentials 
for CH and S versus sodium 
hydroxide concentration, for 
C-S-H gels in equilibrium with 
portlandite at 25°C (from data 
in Table I of ref. 13).

A regression of yg vs. [NH] for the 
thirteen data points included in Figure 3 
gives the following relationship:

U = -57.27 - 0.0052 [NH, mM] (19) 

Combining the extrapolated value of y at 
zero alkali from eqn.(19) with the nfean 
value of from (17) .and substituting
in eqn. (14T" gives д1,с_с-н.(з) = -2-9 
kJ/mol, implying that rtalousek's 
concentration measurements are lower than 
the literature averages used to obtain 
eqn. (14). If, however, we use the more 
accurate value for obtained for
portlandite at 25°C in Table 2 (-29.42 
kJ/mol) , the computed value of 
is only -0.7 kJ/mol, indicating that it 
may have been an error in measuring 
calcium concentrations which led to the 
apparently low saturation concentrations 
in Kalousek's data.

Application to Portland Cements

To test the relationships derived for 
pure component systems on portland 
cements, it is necessary to measure the 
concentrations of all of the principal 
components in solutions extracted from 
cement pastes. Unfortunately, this is 
rarely done due to experimental 
difficulties. We have analyzed one 
set of data, including SiO_ concentrations 
presented in a recent paper by Xue, et 
al,(14). Chemical potential values 
computed from these data are shown in 
Table 3 for portland cement pastes, with 
and without two different glass 
"aggregates", at ages from 5 hours to 180 



days. Apart from the alkali hydroxides, 
chemical potentials of all components tend 
to decrease with age. This is particularly 
apparent for sulfate. At 5 hours, the 
values for in Table 3 correspond very 
closely witnthe expected value of -26.0 
for gypsum saturation at 20°C extrapolated 
from data in Table 2. SO^ levels in 
solution were usually below3 the limit of 
detection beyond the first few days, due 
to exhaustion of gypsum, and formation of 
stable calcium aluminate hydrates as 
discussed in ref. 3.

Table 3

Chemical Potential for Species in Cement Paste Pore Fluid 
(computed from data or Xue, et al., ref. 14)

Chemical Potential at 20eC, Total 
kJ/Mol Alkali

Days Paste

Component: CH S CS [R^O],mM

0.2 PC -26.57 -52.52 -26.OS 37
PC + AG -26.56 -54.05 -25.90 44

PC + ARG -26.44 -53.41 -25.82 44

jnesn -26.52 -53.33 -25.93 42
S.cev. . 07 . 77 .13 . 4

1 PC -27.20 -56.99 -36.77 73
PC + AG -27.Cl -56.23 — —— 70

PC + ARG -26.97 -56.29 --- 71

inea n -27.C6 -56.50 -36.77 71
S.aev. .12 . 42 2

3 PC -27.53 -57.23 -40.22 88
PC + AG -27.16 -57.64 95

PC * ARG -26.59 -56.98 101

ni& a n -27.09 -57.28 -40.22 95
S.aev. .47 . 33

7 PC -27.55 -55.07 __ 101
PC 4 AG -27.36 -58.07 116

PC * arg -27.62 -58.07 — » 136

fhA А П -27.51 -57.07 118
S.dev. .13 1.73 18

28 PC -27.32 -57.36 -39.33 128
Pf * hft -27.16 -58.26 -41.97 160

PC 4- ARG -27.36 -56.77 -39.08 145

-27.28 -57.46 -40.1 144
S.cev. .11 . 75 1.6 16

90 PC -27.89 -57.32 —- 146
PG 4 1C -27.35 -58.05 ——— 175

PC -4 ARG -27.65 -57.35 158

'TAB П -27.63 -57.57 160
S.cev. .27 . 41 15

180 PC -2B.06 -57.39 — 160
PC 4 AG -27.84 -57.27 ——— 196

PC 4- ARG -28.00 -56.42 ——- 170

ПА A n -27.97 -57.02 175
S.dev. .11 .53 19

*NOTE; PC - portland cement; AG ■ alkali glass?

ARG - alkali resistant glass

Calcium hydroxide saturation also 
decreases with time, approaching a limjg^. 
which should correspond to a value of 
of about -28.8 kJ/mol, at zero alkali 
content based on a linear extrapolation of 
the data in Table 2 to 20°C. However, the 
increasing alkali concentration of the 
pore solution inflt.-nces the saturation 
value, so that for he final value of 
close to 175 mM k-0, is estimated
(again extrapolating the data in Table 2) 
to be about -27.9 kj/mol. This is equal 
to the average values observed for the 180 
day old pastes.

The upward trends in alkali concentra
tion, which are also reflected in upward 
trends in p and P„H, are more strongly 
and consistently influenced by the presence 
of glass, especially alkali glass at later 
ages. This is because the glass is a 
source of alkali, and alkali is relatively 
weakly bound in the hydrated phases.

In contrast, the downward trends in_ 
the chemical potentials of CH, S, and CS 
with age are about the same for all three 
cement pastes included in Table 3, regard
less of the presense or absence of glass. 
This suggests that similar hydrates form 
in all three cases. Thus, in order to 
examine these overall trends more closely, 
it is convenient to examine the mean 
values, so as to minimize the discrepan
cies apparently caused by random 
experimental errors in some of the 
measurements. This has been done for uc 
vs. us in Figure 4, the ellipses 
representing one standard deviation for 

and pg at each of the ages studied, 
based on data from all three pastes. 
There is a clear decreasing trend in both 
uCH and Pg with increasing paste age. The 
lines for C-S-H solubility from equations 
(14) and (15) are included for reference 
in this figure, and all points except the 
one at 5 hours fall between the stable and 
metastable curves, suggesting a slow 
formation of the stable C-S-H phase from 
the initial metastable phase found at 
early ages. The exact positions of the 
C-S-H solubility curves at 20°C may be 
somewhat different from those shown, 
because they are based on an average of 
data over a range of temperatures (about 
20-30oC), although the temperature 
coefficient is believed to be small(12).

-60-------- ----------- 1----------------1—I--------------- 1 »—I------------------1------------------
-29 -26 -27 -26

д(СН), kj/mol

Figure 4: Computed chemical potentials for 
S vs. CH for averaged data from 
three sets of portland cement 
pastes at ages from 0.2 to 180 
days (from data in ref. 14). 
Ellipses indicate one standard 
deviation from mean. Numbers 
indicate paste age in days. 
Solid lines approximately 
indicate saturation with respect 
to solid phases indicated, as 
computed for zero alkali 
content. Broken line computed 
for portlandite saturation at 
175mM alkali oxide.



Saturation factors can be computed 
for CH and C-S-H based on distances from 
the equilibrium curves in Figure 4, using 
equation (10). For CH, however, the 
effect of alkali concentration on the 
equilibrium curve is quite large, as 
shown by the dashed line in the figure. 
Thus alkali concentration must be 
considered in computing saturation by this 
method. It is not yet clear whether the 
apparent decrease in the saturation factor 
of C-S-H with respect to the stable phase 
is influenced so severely by alkalis, 
or by the aluminates or sulfates present 
in the system. However, it must be 
remembered that all of these components 
are known to dissolve to some extent in 
C-S-H, (15) and would therefore be 
expected to lower its chemical potential 
in much the same way as was observed for 
Na2O alone in Kalousek's data. In the 
absence of reliable equilibrium studies on 
the C-S-H system with such impurities 
present, we can draw no stronger 
conclusions at this time regarding the 
proximity to equilibrium of the C-S-H in 
the hydrating cement system.

Concluding Remarks

It is our belief that return to in
depth fundamental studies of chemical and 
physical phenomena, together with 
engineering application of the generated 
data (taking into account the real-world 
environment of concrete use) , will lead to 
novel and cost-effective advancements in 
the concrete construction industry. 
Better understanding of the phase 
relationships, as has been achieved in the 
fields of metallurgy and ceramics, is one 
of the conditions for such advancement. 
Specifically, understanding and control of 
the solid-liquid interactions, of 
composition and stability fields of cemen
titious hydrated formed during hydration, 
could, when intelligently applied, lead to 
extended durability of concrete products, 
improved quality assurance procedures, and 
technology-based standards.

We would like to propose that, in the 
coming years, a concentrated worldwide 
emphasis be put on phase equilibrium 
studies, and that the results of such 
studies be handled in a special session of 
the 9th International Symposium on the 
Chemistry of Cements.
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BICALCIUM SILICATE AND CALCIUM ALUMINATES

2.1

The implanting of different elements into the crystalline lattice of minerals leads to 
the formation of the additional amount of dislocations, vacancies, paramagnetic centres, 
free charge carriers, the total concentration of which changes in a wide range of values. More effectively (in 10-10*  times) the concentration of free charge carriers goes up that 
considerably exceeds the number of forming dislocations and vacancies of atoms of calcium, 
silicon and oxygen. The dependence of the rate and kinetics of hydration of minerals upon 
detectivity of their structure has been established. The results obtained could be used for 
prediction of hydration activity of minerals and clinkers.

A implantacäo de elementos diferentes dentro da rede cristalina de ninerais leva a 
formacäo de quantidade adicional de deslocamentos, centros paramagneticos, transportadores de 
carga livre, cuja concentracäo total se altera numa faixa arnpla de valores. Mais efetivamente 
(em 10 - 104 vezes) a concentracäo de transportadores de carga livre cresce a ponto de exceder 
consideraveImente о numero de deslocacoes que se formain e os vazios de Stornos de cälcio, sili
ca e oxigcnio. Foi estabelecida a dependencia da velocidadc c cinetica de hidrataqao em rela- 
cao a deficiencia de sua estrutura. Os resultados obtidos poderäo ser usados para predifäo da 
atividade de hidratapao de minerals e clinquercs.



Introduction. The analysis of bicalcium 
silicate and calcium aluminates structural 
features has indicated the substantial de
pendence of the minerals hydration activity 
upon the un stoichiometry of their composi
tion and point defects concentration in the 
structure of basic phases of portland ce
ment clinker. It is established that an in
crease in concentration of free charge car
riers leds to stepping up CgS and C^A reac
tivity. Adding (injection) of impurity ele
ments to the mineral composition, their di
rect distribution in the cristals volume 
for extra defects provides more active so
lid-liquid interaction.

Experiments. Bicalcium silicate solid
solutions Kgü, B2O, Al2^ ’ ^2^5*
Gr„Cp and so on were formed by means of re
peated calcination of starting mixture and 
by grinding of subsidiary proaucts to par
ticles of 40-60 . The curing time at 
14500G is two hours in all stages of calci
nation. The synthesis of calcium, aluminates 
was carried out at 158O°C and at the cure 
of 5 hours. The study of calcination pro
ducts was made by methods of chemical, dif
ferential thermal, X-ray, X-ray microanaly
sis, electron microscopic analyses. The 
concentration of free charge carriers was 
determined from change in parameters of 
Hall effect at room temperatures. Minerals 
reactivity at water-solid ratio of 0,5 (for 
G2S) and of 0,7 (for C^A) was determined 
by microcalorimetric methods, by X-ray pha
se analysis and by nuclear magnetic reso
nance- (spic echo).

Results. In crystal of belite as well as 
alite the basic and impure ions are distri
buted irregularly, the central part of 
mineral’s grains gaining calcium. Analyses 
of the structure of bicalcium silicate so
lid solutions with KgO, BgOj, A^O^, I^O^,
I.n 20^, C^2°5 30 on 115170 stl0wn that chan
ge of concentration of free charge carriers 
in the mineral is,occurred as a result of 
restoichiometry of its composition and as a 
result of replacement of ions Ga^*,.  Si + 
by microelements, which can penetrate into

the structure cavities. Formation of free 
charge carriers p-type of С2З was establis
hed; their concentration is changed in the 
interval 3 ,O*1o' 1® up to BfO'lo''® m-^. Elect
ron conduction is characteristic feature of 
solid solutions of CgS and iron, cobalt and 
nickel. Dislocation density and concentra
tion of paramagnetic centres, formed by 
irradiation of samples at the temperature of 
liquid nitrogen, is changed in more narrow 

11 11 -Pinterval 3,U»10 - 9,0*10 1 m and
РИ '>•1 —и4,2*10^  - 8,1«10‘" kg respectively. Thus 

mineral reactivity is considerably affected 
first of all by concentration of free charge 
carriers (tabl. 1). It is necessary to men
tion that the results of the analyses car
ried out by methods of nuclear magnetic re
sonance (spin echo), microcalorimetric met
hods and X-ray phase analysis is agreed with 
each other and is indicative of the effi
cient phases of the proceeding process at 
interaction of a monomineral binder and wa
ter. The reduction of time of spin-lattice 
relaxation of protons is observed in the ini
tial stage of hydration. It is bound up not 
only with the transition of H2O molecules 
from adsorbed state into gellike layer, but 2-, also with passing of Ga ions and mixtures 
into solution. The period of time is 60-120 
minutes for with different mixtures
additions, and 15-90 minutes for C^S, thus 
the higher presence of defects, the less 
the duration. The second period of hydration 
goes on for tens of hour and is characteri
zed by practically constant time of spin
lattice relaxation of protons.

Degree of hydration of minerals even in 
later periods depends on presence of de
fects of their structure (fig. 1, 2, tab
le 1), thus by T^ in the early stages esti
mating degree of hydration of bicalcium si
licate 2 weeks old from the moment of addi
tion of water to a material. Such regularity 
appears to be useful for reactivity predic
tion and binding properties of a mineral. 
However, the presence of substantial amount 
of paramagnetic ions in crystal lattice of 
main portland cement phases leds to consi-
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Fig. 1. Variation of time of spin-spin pro
tons relaxation during the minerals 
hydration;
1 “ Са1,87КС,О1ВО,О3811,О4О45
2 - Ca1,87ÄlO,ü1'BO,O3Si1,O4O4i
5 ~ Cal,e7Fe0,02B0,03Si1,O4°45 

derable errors while analysing the processes 
going on at the solid-water interaction. 
Estimation of H20 moleculs mobility at hyd
ration of С23 solid solutions with Or (up 
to 2 mass. % C20^) confirms the conclusion.

It is determined 1-3 that at the ini
tial moment of addition of water to the 
samples an decrease of and T2 (for pure 
water ТЦ T2 3s), caused by decrease of 
H20 moleculs mobility at their adsorption 
onto the active centres of the surface of a 
solid is observed (fig. 3)» So long as a de
pendence of on the time of correlation 
c is in the form of V, for the simple in
terpretation of a change of as a result 
of deceleration or speed acceleration up of 
the molecular motion, it is determined that

Fig. 2. Degree of minerals hydration;
1 ~ Са1,87А10,и1Б0,03811,04°4*
2 - Са1>87Гв0,02В0,03311,О4О4

the studies have been made on the right 
branch of a curve = f( c). Therefore, 
the decrease of observed in the initial 
stage of hydration is connected with the 
transition of H2O moleculs from adsorbed 
state into gellike layer. The sharp decrea
se of Ту] and T2 at an increase of concentra
tion of Cr20^ in a starting mixture from 
0,25 up to 1,5 mass. % is induced by forma
tion of extra amount of paramagnetic cent
res in the C2S structure. Though, in spite 
of the fact that the concentration of para
magnetic centres in the mineral structure 
proceeds increasing at the content of Cr20^ 
of 1,5-2,О mass. and T2 are not de
creased, but are increased on the contrary. 
It is bound up with the amplification (gain) 
of hydration activity of a mineral as a re
sult of 5-6 times more increase in concen
tration of free charge carriers while fDr-



Fig. 5» Dependence, of spin-lattice (1) 
and spin-spin (2) protons, relaxati
on upon chrome, concentration in 
Q2s (.50 min of hydration).

ming -C2a solid solutions with chromium. 
Thus., the. presence of considerable amount 
of paramagnetic.: elements in minerals, impe
des determination of their reactivity by 
nuclear: magnetic, resonance, (spin echo). It 
is necessary to note, that is more sen
sitive: to. the: presence of paramagnetic ions, 
in. the structure.- then T^,.

Studies: of calcium, aluminates, of rest.oi- 
chiometry content; have: also- indicated the 
dependence., of the hydration, activity of the. 
min nr-я 1 on the- concentra.tion of free chage. 
carriers of" y—type (table,- 2.1, fl'Iе* З)-*-  
A decrease- of' hydration d.egre.e- and time, of 
spin-lattice relaxation of protons; at hyd.- 
ra.tion of" t e.5 caicium. aluminate.h if the. ran
ge Of" Q/k ratiotts has been caused:
by- decrease: in content: of holes; by an. order, 
of magnitude grater•. Injection, of paramag
netic; mixtures; leds. to, fall in magnlt.u.d.es 
of time of relaxation, of protons, (as well

Fig • 4. Dependence of free charge carriers

Fig

concentration upon composition

protons relaxation during minerals
hydration 

as at. hydration of calcium, silicates) though 
a mineral reactivity may be. precisely esti
mated by The, analogous regularity holds 
true- for С.12А7 hydration*

Conclusion*  The studies: of structural pe
culiarities, of minerals of industrial clin
kers and synthesized phases, and their hydra
tion. activity have.- indicated; the dependence 
of hydration degree, and, kinetics of calcium 
silicates; hydration, on the presence- of de
fects, of their structure*  In this connection



Table 1 
Hydration Activity of Bicalcium Silicate Solid Solutions in Different .Periods

of Hydration

Table 2

Mineral
Сoneentration 
of charge carri-

-3ers, m v

Time of spin-lattice protons relaxation.

2 min 36 min 60 min 84 min

Са1,87 ^O.OI ВО,ОЗ S11,C4 °4 5,7*1O 18 92 50 2? 18

Са1,87 Ä10,01 B0,Ü3 311,04 °4 2,C-1016 100 62 50 45

Са1,87 Ге0,02 ВО,ОЗ 311,04 °4 1,5«1016 98 78 74 73

Degree of Hydration of Tricalcium 
Aluminate, %

Mineral Time of .hydration, days
1 3 7 28

G2,6A 57 63 74 82
C2,8Ä 71 81 80 87
°3,0A 73 87 89 92
G3,2A 72 86 90 94
C3,4A 72 84 91 94

it seems to be advisable the direct adjust
ment of microelements distribution in the 
volume of crystals aimed at an increase in 
concentration of the point defects and the 
crystal dislocation and as a result of it 
an increase of reactivity of mineral я at 
their interaction with water.
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ALLIAGE D'HYDROLICITE DES CIMSNTS

On a etudie les nouveaux types d’adjuvants ä introduire dans la composition du ciment 
lors de la moutures (1) composants crlstalllsants (crentes) contenant sulfates d'Aluminium, 
de Fer, Silice actif, Meta-kaolin et d’autres; (2) ligno-sulfonates techniques modifies 
contenant les atomes actifs d’Azote dans les chaines laterales des molecules de ligno-sul
fonates. Les adjuvants peuvent augmenter l’activite hydraulique des ciments de 12-25 (1) 
et de 10-15 (2) MPa.

Les principes physico-chimiques d’action des adjuvants sont lies ä 1'influences (1) ä la 
germination, au nombre d’hydrates, au degre de polimerisation des hydro-silicates de grou- 
pes oxygeno-siliceux; on a note de l’acceleration de liage des films de silicegele avec de 
la chaux dans la peripherie des particules alites, ainsi que le phenomena d'alliage d’hyd- 
ratation de nouvelles formations; (2) ä la composition erranulometrique des ciments grace ä 
I’accroissement de la sortie de la fraction moyenne (5-30ji) et (5) au rapport "eau-ci- 
ment" dans les beton se reduisant de 0,07-0,12 sans ralentissement ae in Vitesse da la hyd
ratation.

Foram estudados os novos tipos de adjuvantes a serem introduzidos na composicäo do cimen— 
to quando da moagem: (1) componentes cristalizantes, contendo sulfatos de alumlnio, ferro, si 
lica ativa, metacaolim e outros; (2) lignossulfonatos tecnicos modificados, contendo os Sto
rnos ativos de azoto nas cadeias laterals de moleculas de lignossulfonatos. Os adjuvantes po- 
dem aumentar a atividade hidräulica dos cimentos de 12 - 25 (1) e de 10-15 (2) MPa.

Os principles f£sico—quimlcos de aeäo dos adjuvantes estäo ligados ä influencia de: (1)
germinaijäo, nümero de hidratos, grau de polimerizacao dos hidrossilicatos de grupos oxigeno- 
silicosos; notou—se aceleragäo de ligacäo das peliculas de silica—gel com a cal na periferia 
das particulas de alita, bem сото о fenömeno de combinapäo de hidrataeäo de novas formacoes; 
(2) composiijäo granulometrica dos cimentos, gracas ao crescimento da porgäo da fraeäo media 
(5 - 30U) ;■ e (3) relaqäo ägua/cimento no concreto reduzindo-se de 0,07 - 0,12 sem diminuicäo 

da velocidade de hidratapao.
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L'utLLisation des amorces de crlstalli- 
sstion composees des propres produits d'hyd- 
ratatlon des Hants hydrauliques, pour ac- 
celerer leur hydratatlon, est connue de
pute longtemps, mats eile n'a pas ete efli
cace que dans les condition hydrothermales 
/1-3/• Les dernieres annees, les auteurs 
de la presents etude ont elabore des 
"KRENT" (abreviation des mots russes "крис
таллизационные компоненты" "Constituante 
de cristallisation" adoptee dans 1* Indust
rie). Ces constituants de cristallisation 
sont des adjuvants synthetiques chimico- 
mineraux destines pour le ciment et intro- 
duits dans celui-ci lors du broyage reagis- 
sant avec les constituants du ciment pour 
former les produits hydrates qui allient 
le ciment et jouent le role des amorces, 
6galement efficaces ä des temperatures 
normales du milieu.

Dans le present travail, les auteurs 
considerent les bases physico-chimlques de 
I1influence des "KRENT" sur la clnetique 
et la composition de phase des produits 
d’hydratation du ciment et sur les pro- 
prietes de construction techniques des ci
ment s.

Pour determiner le crlt^re d’efficaclte 
de 1* influence des "KRENT" sur la cineti- 
que de l'hydratation des ciments, utili- 
sons, I’equation de Ratinov-Lavout /4/ re
liant les constantes de vitesse de disso
lution du liant initial Kj et celles d*hyd-  
ratation des formations nouvelles avec 
la masse du liant et la masse de la 
phase nouvelle m2 (calculees pour la sub
stance anhydre) ä 1*  Inst ant et ä. I1 instant

/m^ 0 et mg q/. Designons 
egalement par D le coefficient de diffusion 
et ParC1f2, у1>2, N1|2, 11>2^7>Ъ2 con- 
formements solublllte, coefficient de forme, 
nombre, dimension ceracterlstique et densi- 
te des particules du liant et des formations 
nouvelles. Dans ce cas, salon /4/,‘ pour le 
premier stade du processus on ai

= -D2^(c^2)L (1)

ой

m1,2 1,2 N1,2/l,2 et
/2/

A 1* absence des amorces de cristallisa
tion, en cas od T = 2^, m2 Q=o m2 —> O, le 
deuxleme membre dans la partle droite de 
I'equation /I/ disparait. 31 on admet 
2/3-D (Cj - C2) = const, Kj est miniinum 

pour tout instant.
Introduisons maintenadt 1’adjuvant de 

cristallisation (m2 O^O). L'analyse de 
I’equation /I/ raontre que dans ce cas Kj 
augmente, et le degre de cette augmentation 
est d'autant plus, d’autant est plus lente 
la cristallisation des formations nouvelles 
(Ao—*■  mln). Done, les amorces dolvent agir 
plus efflcacement sur les Hants dont I’hyd- 
ratatlon et le durcissement sont lents. 
Pulsque la diminution des differences des 
solubilites du liant et des formations nou— 
veiles dans 1* equation /I/ mene (a condi
tion des autres parametres fixes) ä 1’aug
mentation du Kg, le besoIn de 1* amorce dans 
ce cas est minimum. L’affirmation opposes 
etant egalement valable, les amorces les 
plus efficaces dolvent etre presentees par 
les amorces de cristallisation des formations 
nouvelles peu solubles dans 1’eau. En cas 
des valeurs elevees du coefficient de diffu
sion dans le systems (fortes dilutions ou 
temperature elevee du milieu), 11 est ne

cessaire d’augmenter le dosage de 1* amorce 
pour conserver son effet d’action. Enfin, 11 
results de I’equation /I/ une conclusion tri
viale concernant la posslbllite de dlmlnuer 
le dosage de 1«amorce (m2 0) en gardant une 
haute efflcaclte de celle-ci.

Les conditions /2/ exigent les limitations 
supplementaires suivantess 1* amorce dolt 
comprendre un nombre maximum des particules 
^S2,0 Cela, en cas da la masse fi
xes m^Q, ne s’obtient qu’a la dimension mi
nimum des particules (l2<0-^min). üne tel
le amorce, grace a 1* augmentation simultanes 
du ®2,o Kg, dolt etre la plus efficace.
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Gela est en contradiction avec une notion 
intuitive sur I’utilite d*avoir  dans !•amor
ce de gros cristaux bien facettes, mais, 
соште on le montre ci—dessous, ce fait est 
en concordance avec les donnees experimen
tales. Il devient plus claire 1'ineffica- 
cite des tentatives faites en vue d'utili- 
ser en qualite des amorces les produits 
d’hydratation du ciment prepares prealab- 
lement qui, dans I’air, tendent a vieillir 
et ä recristalliser (1g q—»-min, Ng^Q—max). 
Evldemment, 11 taut obtenir les amorces 
directement avant 1’utilisation et encore 
mieux - au moment de I’utilisation, quand 
elles “in statu nascendi“ sont les plus 
efficaces. Sur ce fait est bases L’idee 
d’utilisation en qualite des "KRENT“ des 
agents de depart en vue de synthetiser les 
formations nouvelles hydratees du liant 
donne. Cependant, pour satisfaire a la con
dition m2 q^0» 11 es't necessaire qua la 
constante’de vitesse de la synthese de ces 
formations nouvelles hydratees ä partir de 
la substance des “KRENT“ ou avec I’utilisa
tion des "KRBNT“ (K) soit beaucoup plus 
grande que la const ante Kg.

Les resultats des essais effectues avec 
I’utilisation d’une serie des "KRENT” semi
industriels d’une nature differente mont
rent que les '•KRENT" accelerant considerab- 
lement les processus de formation de I’hyd- 
rosulfoaluminate de calcium du type trical- 
cique /ТГСАК / et des hydrosilicates de 
calcium /ГСК /, ce qui mene, en fin da 
compte, ä l’intensification du processus 
d’hydratation, A. 1’augment at ion du degre 
d’hydratation en ameliorant I’utilisation 
de I’Anergie chlmique de la partie clinker 
du ciment. Tous ces facteurs, pris ensemb
le, favorisent I’accroissement de resistan
ce du ciment.

La microstructure de la pierre de ci
ment (qui a ete meticuleusement etudiee en 
presence des "KRENT“ au cours des reccher- 
chea A “NIIGement” et a “Ujglprocement") se 
perfectlonne: la teneur moyenne en ТГСАК 
sur las clivagas aux premiers ages de dur- 
clssament augments, la longueur das fibres 

diminue un peu et I’epaisseur s’accrolt. 
Gela est caracteristique pour la cristalli- 
sation de masse en presence des amorces.

Le role des "KRENT", cependant, ne se 
ramene pas a la fonction unique des amorces. 
Les donnees obtenues montrent que les 
“KRENT" previennent le passage du ТГСАК 
en forme monosulfate de 1’hydrosulfoalumi
nate de calcium (НГСАК) et accelerant la 
conversion des C^AH^j en C^AHg. Gela favo- 
rise de plus 1’augmentation de resistance 
du ciment avec les "KRENT" car le passage 
du ТГСАК en МГСАК diminue le nombre de 
contacts de cristallisation dans la pierre 
de ciment liberant, en outre, de 1’eau avec 
un grand pouvolr dissolvent et des impure- 
tes, type HgSiOj, qui initient, apres le 
degagement, les transformations de phase 
dans les ГСК. A son tour, 1’acceleration 
de la conversion des C^AH^^ en G^AH^ mene 
a la creation dans la structure, pas encore 
formee, des C^AH6 stables n’empechant pas 
1’augmentat ion ulterieure de resistance du 
ciment et previent Involution de ce pheno
mena plus tard, quand il est capable de di- 
minuer les parametres de resistance du ci
ment .

Les causes de la stabilisation des ТГСАК 
et de la destabilisation des G^AH^^ en pre
sence des "KRENT" revelent un grand interet.
Les donnees obtenues donne une base pour 
supposer que la phase siliceuse entrant 
dans la composition des "KRENT" et compre- 
nant les polyanions (SiO^~) interagit avec 
les impuretes siliceuses dans les phases 
hydratees. Gela aboutit a la diminution de 
la teneur en ces impuretes dans les phases 
hydratees, a la stabilisation des ТГСАК 
et a la destabilisation des C^AH^j par suite 
de la substitution, en premier cas, du SiOz 
par un anion d’un acide plus fort SO^ et 
en deuxieme cas, par un anion d’un acide 
plus fable Aio|~. Evidemment, les "KRENT" 
exercent egalement une influence sur le 
rapport Al/Fe dans les phases hydratees et 
sur la teneur en SO^ dans ces dernieres en 
variant dans 1’ensemble la basicite et le 
degre de polymerisation des anions. Done,
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Tableau 1
Conservation des oiments d'alliage 

t = 15°C, 4= 60 -

Ciment, Duree Rap- Resistance ä la com-
type de 

con- 
ser- 
vat i
on, 
jours

port
eau/
ci
ment

press ion, №a/%
I 
jour

3 
jours

7 
jours

23 
jours

191 326 453 640
cimsnt I 0,38 -1 ™ ————
temoin 100 100 100 100

21 124 2?2 46,9
360 0,37 I ■ 1 -II I

11 38 59 73

ciment 20,2 37,4 57,7 73,0
avec 5% I 0,35 — '• ......... I ■

de 100 100 100 100
"KRENT

4,2 22,3 47,9 65,0
360 0,36 - I "1

21 61 S3 89

Tableau 2
Resistance aux sulfates des ciments 
d’alliage /KG - coefficient de la re

sistance aux sulfates/

Clin- Gyp- "KRENT" 
ker se

Composition du ci- 
ment, %

Pre Rap
cede port
de eau/
fab ci
rica ment
tion
du
"KRENT"

Kc en solu
tion de 
Na2S04(5%)

5 6
mois mois

94 6 - - 0,37 1,37 0,73
39 6 5 sec 0,37 1,*7  1,0
89 6 5 humide 0,37 1,^ 1,1 

les "KRENT" peuvent exercer une action 
d’alliage sur lea produits d’hydratation du 
ciment.

En tenant compte des bases physico-chi- 
niiques mentionndea concernant l’effet des 
"KRENT", on propose L’alliage d’hydratation 
des ciments comma une vole de 1’augmenta
tion de qualite et de la production des cl
ients speclaux.

A l’aide des "KRENT" en combinaison aveo 
les clinkers d*alite  ayant une microstruc
ture optimum et A une granulometrle du ci- 

ment choisie rationnellement, I’activitA 
du ciment Portland peut etre portee ä 
80,0 MPa. Dans les conditions industriel
les, on a fabrique avec les "KRENT" les 
lots d’essais industriels du ciment ayant 
une haute resistance et une activite de 
65,0 MPa.

Les produits de leur hydratation ten- 
dent moins a la corrosion par carbonates. 
Pour cette raison, les pertes de 1‘activite 
des ciments avec "KRENT" (y compris les ci
ments flnement broyes), en cas de leur con
servation d’une longue duree, sont beaucoup 
plus petites par rapport aux ciments a hau
te resistance sans "KRENT" (tableau I).

Les ciments avec "KRENT" ont une imper- 
meabilite et une resistance au gel elevees 
de 30-50% par rapport aux ciments temoins, 
en cas des conditions comparables des es
sais. Ge fait s’expllque par 1’hydratation 
acceleree de leurs parties de clinker et 
par la densitee elevee de la submicrostruc
ture de la plerre de ciment.

L’utilisatlon des "KRENT" en combinaison 
avec le clinker type alite permet d’augmen- 
ter considerablement la resistance aux sul
fates du ciment jusqu’ä un niveau caracte- 
risant les Varietes des ciments ä resistance 
aux sulfates.

Done, 1’alliage d’hydratation de la pier
re de ciment permet d’obtenir les ciments ä 
objectifs differents.
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DEFECTUOSTPES DE STRUCTURE ET ACTIVITE D1HYDRATAT ION DES MINERAUX ENTRANT 2.1
DANS LB CLINKER DU CIMENT PORTLAND

Les auteurs ont etudiä les particularites de la structure des solutions solides de sili
cates de calcium ainsi que l'alite et de la bellte des clinkers industrials. La repartition 
des ions des micro-addltifs dans les cristaux des mineraux, pour des conditions differentes 
de la cuisson du melange de matieres premieres, a ete mise en evidence par la methode d ana
lyse radiospectrale locale. On a Stabil que 1'incотрогat ion de divers elements dans le re
seau crlstallin des silicates de calcium conduit ä la formation d'une quantite supplemental- 
re de dislocations, de vacances, de centres paramagnStlques, de libras porteurs de charge, 
dont la concentration totale varie dans de larges limites, ce qui permet de regular 1 apti
tude reactionnelle des phase tant au debut qu’h la fin de 1’hydratation. Des recherches di- 
versiflees des phenomenes Intervenant Lors de 1*  interaction, du corps solide et de 1 eau, 
recherches effectuees par des methodes d’analyse radioscopique des phases, de microcalori- 
mettle et de resonance magnitlque nuclealre (spin-echo), ont montre la dependance du taux 
et de la clnetlque de l'hydratatuln des mineraux vis-ä-vis des defauts de leur structure. 
Lea resultats obtenus peuvent etre utilises pour etabllr des previsions de 1 actlvlte d hyc- 
rat at ion du ciment.

Os autores estudaram as particularidades da estrutura das solucoes solidas de silicatos de 
calcio, bem сото a alita e belita dos clinqueres industrials. Pelo metodo de anälise radioes 
pectral local foi posta em evidencia a reparticäo dos ions de microaditivos nos cristais dos 
minerals, de conformidade com condicoes diferentes de coc^ao da mistura de materias-primas. 
Estabeleceu-se que a incorporacäo de diversos elementos na rede cristalina dos silicatos de 
calcio leva ä formacao de uma quantidade suplementar de deslocamentos, vazios, centres para- 
magneticos, portadores livres de carga, cuja concentraqao total varia em limites amplos, о 
que permite regular—se a aptidäo de reacao de fases tanto no inicio сото no firn da hidrata- 
cäo. Pesquisas diversificadas dos fenomenos que intervem quando da interagäo do corpo solido 
e agua, pesquisas feitas pelos metodos de anälise radioscdpica de fases, microcalimetria e 
ressonäncia magnetica nuclear (spin-echo) mostraram a dependencia do teor e da cinetica da hi 
dratagao dos minerais, face aos defeitos de sua estrutura. Os resultados obtidos podem se u 
tilizados para se fazerem previsöes da atividade de hidratagäo do cimento.



La defectuosite de la structure cristal- 
line des mineraux du clinker est un facteur 
qui influe sur l'activite d’hydratation du 
clment Portland. L*absence  de donnees ex- 
haustives sur la concentration des divers 
types de defauts dans les silicates, les 
aluminates et les alumoferrites de calcium 
empeche de faire une analyse objective des 
phenomenes intervenant lors de !•interact
ion du corps solide et de I'eau. La mise 
en oeuvre d’une microscopie electronique ä 
haut pouvoir resolvant a'confirme I’hypo- 
these enonqant que l’hydratation n‘Inte
resse pas toute la surface des cristaux 
mais essentlellement les centres actlfs et 
que la dissolution intervient dans des re
gions determlnees du solide, en premier 
lieu aux endrolts d’emergence de disloca
tions A. sa surface (1-4). Les defauts su- 
perficiels resultant d'un traitement meca- 
nlque ou thermique des cristaux influent 
directement sur la duree de la perlode 
d’induction lors de l’hydratation du sili
cate tricalclque, principal mineral du 
clinker du clment Portland (5), alors que 
les electrons captes par les centres actlfs 
prennent part ä 1’etablissement des liai
sons avec les molecules d'eau, les ions H 
et OH- (6,7). Aussi les recherches sur la 
defectuoslt6 structurale des prlncipaux ml- 
neraux du clinker sont-elles d’actualite.

La modification de la structure des ml- 
neraux du clinker, en premier lieu de 
i’alite, par des micro-additifs, et cela 
aux regimes divers de la cuisson, est un 
procede des plus efflcaces pour indulre des 
defauts. Bn determinant, par une methode 
d’analyse radlo-spectrale locale, les taux 
des princlpaux elements etrangers dans 
divers points des cristaux d’alite de cer
tains clinkers industriels, on a etabli 
que les valeurs moyennes des concentrations 
de A12O5, Pe2O3, MgO, TiO2> KgO, Na2O va
riant respectivement dans les limites de 
0,90 a 1,30; 1,13 a 1,48; 0,53 ä 0,32; 0 a 
0,3; 0,15 ä 0,23; 0 a 0,2 % en masse. La 
repartition des Ions Mg^*  et leur quantlte 
exercent une Influence sur celle des autres 

elements etrangers, prlncipalement 1’alu
minium et le fer, dans le volume des cris
taux d’alite. La concentration des ions 
Mg dans les cristaux des mineraux depend 
sensiblement du rapport C/S. A noter que 
pour C/S < 3 les zones peripheriques des 
grains de C,S sont enrichies en magnesium.b 2+Etant donne que les ions Mg remplacent 
les ions Ca^+ dans les noeuds du reseau 
cristallin, il faut s'attendre ä ses de
formations les plus importantes ä la limite 
des grains du mineral par suite de 1’acc- 
roissement de la quantite des ions alumi
nium et fer tetraedriquement coordonnes 
et de 1’incorporation d’une partie de ceux- 
ci dans les interstices. Le potassium et 
le titane enrichissent egalement les zones 
peripheriques des grains du mineral, mais 
le titane est reparti plus unlformement.

En portant Is duree de la cuisson du 
clinker du clment Portland de laboratoire 
de 15 a 25 in, ä une temperature de 
1 675°K, on provoque un accroissement de 
la quantite de Al, de Ее, de Mg simulta- 
nement au centre et dans les zones periphe- 
riques des grains d’alite, et en cas d’un 
maintien plus long, on volt s’accroitre 
sensiblement la part des ions localises 
dans les regions centrales. Bn portent la 
duree de la cuisson du clinker de 15 ä 
25 mn, ä une temperature de 1 743°K, on 
obtient une oaisse de la quantitä de Al, 
de Pe et de Ti dans la partie centrale des 
cristaux du mineral. On a mis en evidence 
la relation qul exists entre la repartition 
des ions aluminium et celle des Ions fer 
dans le volume des cristaux du mineral; 
dans les regions ä haute teneur en alumi
nium, le fer est present en quantites moln- 
dres, et vice versa, ce qul est une conse
quence de la repartition des ions etrangers 
dans des positions identiques du reseau 
cristallin de 0,3.3

L’incorporation des divers elements dans 
le reseau cristalline de C^S conduit ä une 
quantite supplementaire de dislocations 
dans la structure du mineral. La densitä des 

*12 14dislocations varie de 3,0x10 a 4,1x10



m—2, suivant La concentration et la nature 
chimique de 1* element incorpore. On obser
ve egalement un accroiasement de la concen
tration des centres paramagnetiques elect- 
roniques sur les vacances oxygeniques, qul 

22 —1passe de 1,3x10 a 1,0x10 kg . La con
centration des centres ä trou sur les va
cances des atomes de calcium passe de 
1,6x10 a 2,1x10 kg en cas de rempla- 
cement des ions Si^+ par S^+, Ti^, Al^*".  
On a etabli par voie experimentale qu’il у 
a formation de libres porteurs de charge 
dans les cristaux du mineral, la conduction 
par trous se muant en conduction electro- 
nique en cas d1incorporation d’ions fer, 
cobalt et nickel dans la structure des 
cristaux de C2S pur (tableau 1). L’incor- 

2 + 2+ 2+ 3+poration des ions Na , Mg , Ba , Al , 
S6+, Zn2+, Cd2+, Cu2+, Cr5+, Mn2+, Ti4+ 
dans le reseau crlstallin de C,S conduit 3
ä une multiplication de trous par 10 a 10 
fois, chiffres nettement superieurs au 
nombre des vacances en cours de formation 
chez les atomes de calcium, de silicium et 
d•oxygene.

Des recherches diversifiees sur la reac
tivity des solutions solides de 0^5 et 
d’un alite de composition complexe (le 
rapport eaui solide etant de 0,5) ont per
mis d’etablir que la duree des premiers 
stades d’hydratation du mineral diminue de 
5 ä. 80% si le rapport entre la concentra
tion des libres porteurs de charge et la 
densite des dislocations ä sa surface de- 
passe 1O3 m~1. Ce phenomdne est plus ca- 
racteristique d’un alite contenant au plus 
2,5 miles % d’ions strangers. Le taux 
d’hydratation est egalement fonction de la 
concentration des libres porteurs de charge, 
dont la formation est due ä 1’Incorporation 
des ions des micro—additifs dans la struc
ture da C^S (fig. 1).

Les ions principaux et les ions etran
gers sont repattis dans les cristaux de be
llte d’une maniere aussi irreguliere que 
dans ceux d’alite, la partie centrale des 
grains du mineral etant enrichie en cal
cium. On voit ainsi apparaitre la possibi-

Tableau 1 
Proprietes galvanomagnetiques des solu
tions solides de C^S 

n° Additif Concen- Concen- Mobility Type 
tration tration des por- de 
de des teurs de por- 
I’addi- porteurs charge, teur 
tif, de char- _2 , de 
moles % ge> ш-3 ' charge

1 - - . 2,6-1015 1,0«10-7 d

2 Pe,Ox 0,8 8,0-1016 3,O«1O~7 p
d > И ft _o

3 Л.г 9»2e10 ° 3,4-10 f p
4 CoO 0,3 2,O1O 17 2,710~ 6 p* *
5 1,6 4,31O 17 3,0«10~6 p*
6 -”- 3,2 5,710 17 3,2’10-6 p*
7 N10 1,2 7,2«1O17 5,3»1O~6 p
3 -”- 1,3 9,3-IO17 7,4*1O~ 6 p
9 -"- 2,4 2,010 13 3,6-10~6 p*
10 BaO 0,4 2,1e1O13 1,110  ° p*
11 -”- 0,3 9,5’1013 7,2-1O~6 n
12 -"- 1,6 3,5e1017 3,5’IO-7 d

13 MgO 1,4 3,51O 15 7,0.IO-7 n*
14 -”- 2,3 4,610 15 4,610~ 7 n* *
15 -”- 5,6 2,710 19 9,5’1O-6 n*
16 T102 0,7 5,11O 17 1,2-10~7 n*
17 1,4 S,21O 16 2,5 ’Ю-7 n*
13 -”- 2,3 2,1*10 16 6,8.10~7 в

lite de controler la structure et les pro- 
prietes du mineral, aux differentes etapes 
d’hydratation, en induisant dans sa struc
ture de differents types de defauts 
(tableau 2).

La variation de la concentration de 
libres porteurs de charge dans le silicate 
dicalcique est due aux ecarts ä la stoechio- 
metrie de la composition du mineral, du 
remplacement des ions Ca2+ par K+, Al^*,  
Fe^*",  et Si^*  par Al^+, ainsi que de 
1* incorporation des ions strangers dans son 
reseau cristallin. L’introduction des ions 
Fe5* d ans la composition de la solution so
lide conduit ä la formation de libres por
teurs de charge du type p, la rbactivite 
du mineral variant sensiblement aux pre
miers stades d’hydratation (fig. 2,3). La 
einetique de 1’hydratation des solutions so
lides de silicate dicalcique (le rapport

■2S2.



Tableau 2
Defectuosite de structure des solutions solides de silicate dicalcique

66

n° Mineral

1 Ga1,3? K0,01 B0,03 Sl1,04 C4
2 0a1,9B ^,01 E*0,03 S1o,99 C54

3 0a2,O7 K0,01 B[0,03 S10,94 C54

4 Ca1,B7 Al0,01 B0,03 S11,04 O4

5 Oa1,93 Al0,01 B0,03 S1O,99 04

6 0a2,O7 AL0,01 B0,03 S10,94 O4

7 Ga1,3? Fe0,02 B0,03 Sl1,04 °4

3 Ca1,93 Fs0,02 B0,03 S1O,99 04

9 Ca2,O7 Fe0,02 B0,03 S10,94 O4

Concentration des defsuts

dislocytions, 
-г m

centres
paramagne-
tiques, kg

porteurs 
de char
ge, m-i

I'l9.10 1 6,3-1O^1 5,7-1О1У
116.10 1 1 5,8*10^ 1 7,2-1015

115.10 1 1 21 5>9е10г| 6,0*10 15

11 4.10!s 6,5’IO21 2,0*10 16
113.10 6,5*10 21 1,0.1013

4.IO11 5,9*1O 21 3,7’Ю15

5.IO11 non determinee 1,5‘1016

3.1011 non determinee 8,0*10 1S

6.IO11 non determinee 6,0-1017

ta
ux

 d'
hy

dr
at

at
 Io

n,

Concentration des defauts, ur

Fig. 1. Influence de la concentration de 
llbres porteurs de charge sur le 
taux d'hydratation de O^S 
(1 — 12 mn, 2-24 шп)

eau$ solide etant de 0,5) a ete etudiee 
par la methode de resonance magnetique 
nuclealre. Les courbes de la relaxation 
des protons spin-milleu (T^) et spin-spin 
(Tp) s*accordant,  comma pour I’hydrata- 
tion de CjS ^7], avec les donnees relati
ves au degagement de chaleur et au taux 
d’hydratation des mineraux, en attestant 
la pluralite des stades des processus en 

cours lors de 1’interaction d’un liant mo
nomineral avec L’eau. Le decroissement de 
la valeur de observe au debut de I’hyd- 
ratation est du au passage des molecules 
de H^O de I’etat adsorbe dans une couche 
geliforme, sins! qu’au passage d’ions 
etrangers et d’ions Ca^*  dans la solution. 
Il est ä noter que pour J5 -CgS dote de 
differents additifs, cette periode dure 60 
ä 120 mn, et pour C^S, 15 ä 90 mn, sa duree 
etant fonction de la defectuosite de struc
ture du mineral. La seconds phase d’hydra
tation, caracterisee pratiquement par une 
Constance de , peut durer plusieurs dizai- 
nes d’heures. Le taux d’hydratation des 
mineraux, meme plus tard, depend de la de- 
fectuosite de leur structure. On peut juger, 
d’apres la valeur de aux premiers stades, 
du taux d’hydratation du silicate dicalci
que qu’on aura plusieurs jours apres le 
gachage du materiau avec de l’eau. Ce sont 
les aluminatea de calcium qul a’hydratent 
le plus activement ä la premiere etape 
(fig. *)•

Les recherches sur les partlcularites de 
la structure des mineraux des clinkers In
dustrials et des phases synthetisees, ainsl 
que sur leur activite d’hydratation ont
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BTUDB DB LA CINSTIQUE DB L'HYDRATATION DU CIMBNT PORTLAND PAR LA SERIE DB METHODES
NUC EBAIRES

Les methodes d'analyse des phases aux rayons X, de resonance magnetique nucleaire et 
celles d’analyse a X -resonance nucleaire sont utilisees pour I'etude des processus ayant 
lieu au cours du dureissement des pates (eau/ciment = 0,16; 0,2; O,53i 0,5) sur la base,des 
ciments et du silicate tricalcique. L'evaluation de quality du gel tobermorite est donnee 
pour tous les delais de dureissement. L’epaisseur des films hydrates et la viscosite dans 
les couches minces sont calculees.

L’utilisation de la serie des methodes nucleaires (resonance magnetique nucleaire, ana
lyse ä X-resonance nucleaire) pour I'etude de la cinetique d'hydratation du ciment et C^S 
a permis d'expliquer l'allure anomale des processus aux etapes initiales, de demontrer la 
cristallisation Initiale des phases polyaqueuses et la presence de 1'eau de phase solide et 
des processus de recristallisation au cours du dureissement.

Foram utilizados metodos de anälise de fases por raios X, ressonäncia magnetica nuclear e 
ressonäncia nuclear у para estudo dos proccssos que ocorrem durante о endurecimento de pastas 
(agua/cimento — 0,16; 0,2; 0,33; 0,5) coin base de cimentos e de silicato tricalcico. A ava— 
liacao da qualidade gel tobermorita e feita em todos os atrasos de endurecimento. Säo calcu- 
ladas a espessura das peliculas hidratadas e a viscosidade nas camadas finas.

A utilizacao da serie de metodos nucleares (ressonäncia magnetica nuclear, anälise por res^ 
sonäncia nuclear ) para о estudo da cinetica de hidratagäo do cimento e do C^S permitiu ex
plicar a evolugäo anormal dos processes nas etapas iniciais, e demonstrar a cristalizagao ini 
cial das fases poliaquosas e a presenga de ägua da fase solida, e os processos de recristali- 
zacao no decorrer do endurecimento.
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Les questions de la formation de struc
ture ä son stade initial et les processus ' 
de polymArisation-recristallisation se de- 
roulant dans des delais plus avances de dur- 
cissement, constituent des aspects des plus 
importants de la theorie de 1’hydratation 
des Hants mineraux. Le present ouvrage 
etudie 1* allure des processus de durcisse- 
ment des pates fabriquees sur la base des 
ci.ments et du CT3, A I1 aide des methodes 
APX (analyse de phase aux rayons X), RMN 
(resonance magnetIque nucleaire) et y^-RN 
(■^-resonance nucleaire).

On a retenu pour le paramdtre caracte- 
risant la qualite du gel de tobermorlte ä 
tous les delais de dureissement, le rap
port entre la resistance ä la compression 
et le degre d’hydratation (R/^). £n pre
sence de rapports bas eau/solide le para
metre E, (fig. 1) qul caracterise la qua
lite du gel, est A sa valeur maximale. 
Ceci peut etre du tant A la formation de 
phases polyhydratees des hydrocilicates au 
stade initial de 1’hydratation (1) qu’aux 
processus de polymerisation-recristalli- 
sation se deroulant intensivement dans des 
delais plus avances (2).

Au stade initial de I'hydratation, on a 
6tudie la variation du temps de relaxation 
apin-rAseau selon la methode du “point 
zero" A I*aide  d’une serie d’Impulsions
™ ~ 2 (fig. 2). En presence d’un haut

rapport eau/solide durant une periods de 
36 A 72 mn, il n’y a pas de baisse monoto
ne de (fig. 2).Mais e’est durant cette 
periods justement que I’on observe une 
brusque chute d’intensite du degagement de 
chaleur (3), une modification des propriA- 
tes des pates de ciment (4) et une reduc
tion du volume d’eau libre (effet d”'aspi- 
ration hydraulique") (5).

En prAsence d'un bas rapport eau/solide, 
1’eau structuralisAe ne doit pas etre con- 
sidArAe comme un liquide A fälble viscositA 
(6) et comme le veut la thAorle generale de 
la RMN (?) A <yQr 1

1 оЛ h2I(H1)^
— = 0,52 _.6----- :
11

(1)

ой: I est le spin;
6-> 0 est la frequence de resonance de 

Larmor;
0est le rapport hydromagnetique;
h est la constante de Planck;

4 a^ n
Ь = -------------------- est le temps de corrAla-

tion;
I}, est la viscositA de L’eau.
Ainsi, on peut caracterlser les donnees 

experimentales de variation du temps de re
laxation spin-reseau comme variation de 
viscositA des minces couches d’eau 
(h <- 0,15 D’aprAs la fonction connue
(8) oil La viscosite (^ ) depend de 1'epais- 
seur h de la couche d’eau et de 
te de l’eau libre ^о~Тт^Т~ 

' l^o

la voscosi-

K 
^(h)« ^od + -) 

h
(2)

En se basant sur les donnAes de la fi
gure 2 on a determine les Apaisseurs h des 
films hydrates (formula 3) et les surfaces 
speclfiques SQ au stade initial de 1’hydra- 
tatlon (4):

К
h = ---------  ,

(Tl>o
------- 1
T1
<Tl)o

(E/C) (------- 1)
T,

oils К = (3,76 + O,18).1O“7 m;
(T1)o = 3000 ms.

Au cours de 1’hydratation A E/C = 0,2 
durant une perlode de 3 heures I’Apaisseur 
des films hydrates a diminuA de 1,07*10 “? A

_70,4*10  ’ m, la viscositA a accru dans les 
minces couches de 4,5^о Ю,3 0 et la
surface specifique SQ a augmente de 2 A 
5 m2/g (fig. 3).

Une variation non monotone de (courbe 
4 de la figure 2) et des variations anoma-
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Fig. 1. Variation du oritere de La quallte 
du gel de tobermorite V^aLi cours 
du durcissement (1, 2) et^-RN- 
spectres du aiment Port land de ba
se (a) et du ciment durci au bout 
de 7 jours (b) et de 23 jours (c). 
NFS - diagramme d'etalonnage du 
nitroprussiate de sodium

les des autres parametres dans les delais 
de 30 ä 70 mn du debut de l’hydratation 
(3*  '*»  5) sont liees aux processus d*  immo
bilisation de l*eau  Libre, de coagulation 
de nouvelles formations dispersees, ä leur 
precipitation a la surface, a une augmen
tation de I’epaisseur h de la couche d’eau 
et un accroissemwnt regulier du temps de 
relaxation spin-reseau T^. Le fait que le 
critdre de la qualite du gel ( ) s® parte
a I’extreme au cours de l’hydratation 
(courbes 1, 2 de la figure 1) est du ä la 
existalltsatton initiale des phases poly
hydratees (1) et au deroulement des pro
cessus de polymerisation-recristallisation 
dans des delais plus avances. Les hydrosi
licates polyhydrates primaires ne contien- 
nent pas d’eau en,phase solide que 1’on 
determinait ä 1’aide de1 la methode RMK sa

lon la ddcroissance d’induction libre. Apres 
la —-1 Impulsion 1’aimantation decrolt sui-

Fig. 2. Variation temporelle de la rela
xation spin-reseau en fonction du 
temps de l’hydratation du 0^3 pour 
de differents rapports eau/solide: 
0,16 (1); 0,2 (2); 0,33 (3); 0,5 (4)

vant la fonction exponentielle (7)

M(t) = Mo(e

tL tL* TT -
+ e ),

oil et T2 sont les valeurs temporelles de 
la relaxation spin-spin. Btant donnd que 
1’eau libre et 1’eau contenue dans les hyd
rosilicates ont des valeurs temporelles de 
relaxation differentes et T^, il est pos
sible de definir d’apres les aimantations

et M3 (fig. 4) la tenue de la phase soli
de en eau (7). Au bout de 24 heures, lorsque 
la qualite du gel est encore basse (fig. D, 
on n’a d6cel6 que des traces’ de la presence 
d’eau en phase solide mats vers le quatridne 
jour la presence d’eau en phase solide inde- 
pendamment des rapports eau/solide atteint 
dejä 6,5 a 3 en poids du liant et subit
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Pig. 3. Variation de L'epaisseur h (1) des 
couches hydratees en phase solide, 
de la surface specifique S (2) et 
de la vlscoslte d'eau dans
de minces couches en foncSion du 
temps de l’hydratatlon initiale a 
un bas rapport eau/solide (0,2)

de faibles variations vers le 28-e jour .' 
(3 ä 9 %)• Au fur et ä mesure que 1’hydra- 
tat ion se pourauive, au bout de plus de 24 
heures, dans des conditions encore plus 
"restrelntes" commencent ä se produlre des 
phenomdnes du type "synerese" conduisant a 
une compression des couches hydratees, ä 
un deplacement de l‘eau en excda et A une 
limitation de la moblllte des molecules de 
HgO resteea dans lea hydrosilicates. Les 
molecules pareillee sont enregistrees a 
I*aide  de la methode EMS comae cellos 
appartenant A la phas*  solide.

Une alteration de 4dallt6 du gel de 
tobermorlte dans lea dAlais de 7 a 25 jours 
de durclssement est due aux processus de 
Polymerlsation-recrlstallisation (2) lies A 
la variation dea formes de liaison d’ions 
5e fer dans le reseau cristallin. Dans le

Pig. 4. Variation de 1’aiaantation (In M) 
de la decroisiance d*induction  
libra en fonctlon du temps de re
laxation (t) pour les pates de C^S 
en durcissement 56 jours A partir 
du moment de gachage.
(1) - B/C = 0,16; (2) - B/C = 0,2;
(3) - E/C = 0,33

ciment de dip art et dans celui en hydrata
tion 11 se prodult au bout de 1, 3, 7 jours 
une decomposition quadripolaire des lignes 
des 2f“fi^~apectres ой <53^ as-9,574.10*"®  eV 
(fig. 1 a, b) et au bout de 7 A 23 jours 
des processus de polymerisatlon-recristalli- 
satlon ce qul aboutlt A une brusque varia
tion des formes de liaison d’ions de fer. 
Au bout de 23 jours la decomposition quadri— 
polalre (fig. 1, c) cede la place Ann dipla
cement chimique (SBj = O,946B,1O~® eV). 
Alnsl, une alteration du critire de la que
llte du gel observes experimentalement en 
presence de bas rapports eau/solide dans 
les dilais de 7 A 28 jours de durclssement 
s’explique par des processus de recrlstal— 
1isation intenses.

L’utllisatlon d’un ensemble de methodes 
nucleaires (EMN et -BIT) A I’etude de la
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cin6tl4ue de !• Hydratation du ciinent et du
C^S s permia d'expliquer le deroulement 
mal du processus ä un stade precaire, de

ano-

prouver experimentalement la crlstallisa- 
tion Initiale des phases polyhydratees, la
presence d’eau en phase solide et des pro
cessus de recristallisation au cours du dur
ci ssement.
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Hydration activity of chlorine-containing phases.

SUMMARY: The hydration activity of chlorine-containing phases of clinkers obtained by spe
cial technology was studied by X-ray diffraction method. Although the use of such clinkers 
is limited, the search for the ways of their application in combination with other compo
nents can be effective. The main phase of these clinkers - alinite - contains up to 4% Cl«« 
According to the atomic structure data, the chemical composition of alinite corresponds 
to the formula Ca-.CSi- 7cA1q oc^O.gCl. However, recent Investigations by Italian and Ger
man workers showed that’'■’Mg *fs  necessarily contained in alinite.

The alinite used in our work contained ~ 4 wt% MgO, ~ 3»5 % 01- and a small amount of Fe 
(0.14 wt% Fe203). The hydration activity of alinite in clinker was also studied. The other 
chlorine-containing phase studied was calcium aluminate C-.A-'CaClp, both without and with 
impurities in the lattice. For comparison, the hydration Activity of was studied. 
The curves for the degree of hydration of C^S and alites of complex composition are given.
The hydration kinetic curves of allnites show that alinite without impurities in the latti
ce is more active in the early and later hydration stages than alinite in clinker. The si
multaneous hydration of other phases of alinite-based clinkers and the hydration products 
formed not only decrease significantly the activity of alinite in clinker in the early 
stage but promote a more "smooth" reaction with water in the later stage.
Among the calcium chloroaluminates studied, the aluminate C.^A-'CaClo is most active in the early stage. Impurity-containing chloroaluminate phases11 of the Teal composition ere 
less active in the early stage than "pure" C-.A-'CaCl-. However, in the early stage their reaction with water is more Intense. The analysis of ^the hydration kinetic curves permit 
us to conclude that the higher the hydration activity of calcium chloroaluminate in the 
early stage, the sooner the retardation of the reaction in the later stage.

Utilizando о metodo de difra^äo рог raio X, estudou-se a atividade de hidratagäo de fases de clinqueres canten- 
do cloro, obtidos atraves de tecnologia especial. Embora a utiliza^io destes clinqueres seja limitada, pode 
ser util a pesquisa das formas para sua aplicaeäo em canbinacao ccm outros ccmponentes. A fase principal des
tes clinqueres - alinita- contan ate 4% de Cl^. De acordo con os dados de estrutura atonica, a corx»slcao qui- 
mica da alinita corresponds ä formula Ca^(Sig Todavia investigagoes recentes desenvolvidas 
por cientistas Italianos e alemäes modstraram.^ue auälinita necessariamente contem Mg.
A alinita utilxzada em nossa pesquisa continha, em peso, *4%  de MgO, -3,5% de Cl„, e uma pequena quantidade de 
Fe (0,14% em peso de Fe^O,). Tambän foi estudada a atividade de hidratacao da alinita no clinquer. A outra fa 
se contendo cloro, que for estudada, foi aluminato de calcio C„A^y.CaC12, can on sent inpurezas na rede. Para 
ссщрагадао se estudou a atividade de hldratacäo de C. S^o fomecidas as curvas do grau de hidragäo de C-S 
e de alitas de caiposigäo conplexa.
As curvas da cinetica de hidratagäo das alinitas mostram que alinita sem inpurezas na rede, nos estagios ini- 
cial e final de hidragäo e mais ativa do que a alinita em clinquer. A hidratagäo siinultänea de outras fases de 
clinquer baseado em alinita e os predutos de hidratagao fonaados näo so diminui significativamente a atividade 
da alinita no clinquer no estägio inicial, mas proporciona uma reagäo mais "suave" car, ägua no estagio final.
Entre os cloroaluminatos de calcio estudados, о aluminato C^A^.CaClj ё о mais ativo na etapa inicial. Fases do 
cloroaluminato contendo impureza na conposigao real säo menos ativas no estagio inicial do que C.^A7.CaCl2 "pu- 
ro". Entretanto, no estäaio inicial, sua reagäo ccm ägua ё mais intensa. A aralise das curvas de cinetica de 
hidratagao nos permite conclui- q<o quanto maior for a atividade de hidratagäo do cloroaluminato de calcio no 
estagio inicial, mais r'.c - -a e a retardagäo da reagäo no estagio final.



INTROBUCTION
The study of the interaction between water 
anA chlorine-centaining phases - high-basic 
calcium chloroailicate (alinite) and cal
cium chloroaluminate Са11А11Д0,2-СаС12 
(;11CaQ*7Al ?O,’CaCl2) is' of *iriterest  as 
these phases’*are  constituents of clinkers 
rich in chlorine. These phases contain in 
their lattice a considerable amount of 
chlorine. The alinite content in clinkers 
is 55-65 wt%; the amount of the chloroalu
minate phase can reach 5-10 wt% /1/.

Although the application of alinite clin
kers is limited at present, the search for 
the ways of their use can be rather effec
tive. One way is the use of alinite clin
kers in mixtures with other components /2/. 
Another way is such a change of the clin
ker phase composition which leads to the 
formation of some amount of alite along 
with alinite. This can be realized by inc
rease of clinkering temperature.
The main phase of chlorine-containing 
clinkers - alinite - contains ~ 3.5 wt% 
Cly in the lattice. Based on the data of 
structural analysis of alinite /3/, the 
formula of this new mineral can be written 
as Ca1 д(Sio*75 AiO.25^4O18C'^*

However, recent investigations IA»5l 
showed that alinite free of magnesium in 
the lattice cannot be obtained. It should 
be supposed that in the alinite lattice Mg: 
occupies positions analogous to those of 
calcium. According, to /4/ the refined com
position of alinite is as followst 
«Саао.8Т5;* 0о.атаСаС1г0.055>(510г0.835 
AIo0, ) •,; and according to /5/ t
4 ^0*115  r , ,

Ca9.9'^0.8 □ 0.3 Si04^ 3.4^A104 0.6° 1.9
G11;.q] *•

Under real conditions of industrial pro
duction the composition of alinite becomes 
more- complex due to the presence in the- 
lattice of impurities- which substitute 
isomorphously the main structural elements. 
Thus the. EPMA. study of the alinite con
tained in industrial, clinkers permitted to 
reveal that, along with; the main structural 
elements - Ca, Mg, Al, Si, Cl (oxygen is 
also implied)' it also- contains- impurities 
Na, K, Re, Ti, В /6/. The amounts of Na, 
K, Ti and P are small and do not exceed 
0.3, 0.3, 0.6, 0.2 wt%, respectively when 
calculated for the. same amount of oxides. 
As to iron, its: content as an. isomorphous 
impurity is; somewhat greater in the real, 
crystals end varies from 0.5 to 2.5 wt/o. 
It Is worth noting; that manganese has been 
found only in the aluminoferrite phase 
whose amount i^ the clinker is rather low. 
The given values, of impurities contents in 
alinite are not final because of insuffi
ciency of the experimental data..

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The composition of alinite studied in our 
work was as follows (wt%): SiO- - 23.14; 
Al,0, - 4.06, - 0.14, Ca6 - 63.51,
MgO - 3.86, 01 - ■’ЗЛО, the loss on igni
tion being 2.25 wt%. The hydration activi
ty was studied by X-ray method taking into 
account the change of integral intensity 
of the definite diffraction maxima.
The hydration activity of alinite in ali
nite cl 1 пТгетя was also studied. The expe
riment was unusual in that the alinite 
■chase was not separated from the clinker 
and the process of its interaction with 
water was observed directly in clinker in 
the presence of all other phases.
In the X-ray diffraction patterns we se
lected such maxima which were overlapped 
neither by the maxima of other phases (be- 
lite, chloroaluminate and aluminoferrite 
phases) nor by the ones of the hydration 
products formed. These were the maxima at 
27.55° and 49.20° ге.СиК^, hkl 031 and 
440, respectively (see Pig. 1). Samples 
were prepared in the paste form with a w/c 
ratio of 0.4, the experimental temperature 
was ~20°C.
Figure 1 shows X-ray diffraction patterns 
of Alinite and alinite clinker. It is 
clearly seen that the main phase of clin
ker is alinite.

Pig. 1 - X-ray diffraction patterns of ali
nite (top) and alinite clinker.
a - alinite, b - belite, al - chloroaluml- 
nate phase, af - aluminoferrite phase.
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The X-ray diffraction pattern of clinker 
also exhibits reflections characteristic of 
other phases - belite, chloroaluminate and 
aluminoferrite.
Figure 2 represents hydration kinetic cur
ves for alinite (I), alinite in clinkers 
(II,IV,V) and alinite in cement (III). The 
curves of the degree of hydration for C,S 
and alites of complex composition analogous 
to alites of commercial clinkers (Fig. 3) 
are given for comparison of the hydration 
processes of alinite and alite.
The kinetic curves permit us to reveal the 
main features of the hydration of a new 
high-basic mineral - alinite. Firstly, it 
is a much higher activity of the mineral 
in the early and later stages compared to 
C,S and alites of complex composition con
taining several varieties of impurities in 
the lattice. This is well demonstrated by 
the curves. Thus after 1 h of the reaction 
with water the degree of hydration is~22% 
for alinite and ~ 10% for C^S; after 12 h 
it amounts up to ~ 10% for alinite and*-20%  
for C,S. After 1 day the degree of hydration -^is ~ 80% and ~25% for alinite and C-S, 
respectively.

Fig. 2 - Hydration kinetic curves for eli- 
nite (curve I) and alinite in clinkers 
(curves II,IV,V) end in cement (curve III)

Fig. 3 - Hydration kinetic curves for C,S 
(curve VI) and elites of complex composi
tion (curves I-V).

Attention is drawn to the fact that the 
form of the curve for alinite hydration is 
similar to those for C-A, its solid solu
tions with Na20 and aluminate phases of 
complex composition /7,8,9/. However, the 
time of intense reaction of the aluminate 
with water is measured in minutes and that 
of alinite - in hours. Nevertheless three 
stages of hydration have been observed for 
the alinite studied by us. The first stage 
is characterized by active reaction of ali
nite with water and is' due to the peculia
rities of the chemical composition and ato
mic structure of the mineral itself. At the 
second stage the reaction slows down due to 
the formation of a layer of hydration pro
ducts on the surface of crystals. This re
tards the diffusion of the liquid phase to 
the unreacted substance. The third hydra
tion stage is a delayed reaction with wa
ter. After 28 days the reaction of alinite 
with water (the degree of hydration ~ 97%) 
has been completed.
The hydration kinetic curves for alinite 
show that pure alinite is much more reac
tive in the early and later stages than 
alinite contained in clinker. It is obvious 
that the simultaneous hydration of other 
phases in alinite clinkers, mainly of the 
belite and chloroaluminate, as well as the 
hydration products formed not only retard 
the hydration of clinker alinite in the 
early stage but promote a more smooth reac
tion in the later stage.
At the same time the different activity of 
alinite in clinkers has been observed. Thus 
after 1 day the degree of hydration of ali
nite in clinker II is ~ 50%, in cement 
(curve III) ~ 40%, in clinker IV — 30% and 
in clinker V ~ 25%. TQien analyzing the va
lues of the degree of hydration attention 
should be paid to the fact that the degree 
of hydration of alinite in clinker II is 
twice as much as that of alinite in clinker 
V. One of the sure reasons of this diffe
rence in hydration rates of alinites is the 
presence of impurities in the lattice. Che
mical analysis showed that all the four ma
terials under study contain SiOp, Alp0_, 
Fe20,, CaO, MgO, Cl as well as Ti02, JF20- 
(eXcept for clinker V), SO,(except Tor D 
clinker IV) and small amounts of Na—O (ex
cept for clinker IV), K,0 (except fsr clin
ker IV), SnO. z

Alinites of the clinkers studied contain in 
their lattices different amounts of impuri
ties Na, K, Fe, Ti, P and S. At present it 
is difficult to estimate the influence of 
each of the impurities mentioned on the hy
dration of alinite. However, there are 
grounds to assume that Fe decreases the ac
tivity of alinite. Alinite in clinker con
tains about 2.0 wt% F'SpOq in the lattice, 
whereas pure alinite (Sample 1, Fig. 2) 
contains 0.14 wt% Fep0, and its degree of hydration is much higher^than that of ali
nite in clinker.



It should, be mentioned once more that the 
hydration activity of alinite in clinker 
depends not. only on the chemical composi
tion of the real clinker but also on some 
Other factors.
The same preliminary conclusion can also be 
drawn about the influence of Ti and P. The 
total contents of TiO9 and P90c: in clinker II and cement III are^about й0?85 end 0.60 
wt%,. respectively, whereas in clinkers IV 
and V they amount to 0.45 end 0.20 wt%. 
The hydration activity of alinite in mate
rials II and III is higher than in IV and V 
(Fig*  2),. After 28 days the degree of hyd
ration of alinite in samples; II, III, IV, V 
was 82, 83, 77 and 76 %, respectively. It 
should be noted in conclusion that many 
tests will be needed to reveal the influ
ence of different, impurities on the hydra
tion of alinite.
Another chlorine-containing phase under 
study was the aluminate C.-Al-CaCl« (-~ 5.0 
wt% Cl™), both without and‘with impurities 
in the^lattice.
Under industrial conditions the chloroalu
minate phase of alinite clinkers is formed 
also with impurities in the lattice. The 
main impurities; in the aluminate determined 
by EPMA are iron and silicon. The amount of 
the former when calculated for the same 
amount of Fe20™ can reach 6 wt% and that of 
the latter 4.5-5 wt%. Much less amount of 
Na, Mg and Ti can be present in the alumi
nate.
To study the hydration activity we synthe
sized samples of C.-A-'CaCl™ at different temperatures (1200 ana 1400^°C, burning 
for 1 h). Aluminate phases with impurities 
in the lattice have also been obtained on 
the basis of this compound. One of these 
phases (phase I) is analogous in composi
tion to the chloroaluminate phase of in
dustrial alinite clinker, another phase 
(II) is similar to the chloroaluminate pha
se of white industrial clinker. The chloro
aluminate phases were synthesized at 
1300 °C for 3 h. Samples in the form of 
tablets were fired in sealed platinum cru
cibles.
Tables 1 gives the results of chemical ana
lysis of two synthesized chloroaluminate 
phases of complex composition.

The compositions of the phases differ first 
of all in contents of iron, silicon and 
magnesium oxides. As was to be expected, 
the amount of Fe™0™ in the chloroaluminate 
phase of white ciinker (II) is much less 
than in phase I of the usual alinite clin
ker. The total amount of impurities (in the 
oxides) is 8.0 wt% in phase I and ~6.0 
wt% in phase II.
Figure 4 shows Z-ray patterns of the chlo
roaluminate phase I of complex composition 
and the compound C.-A-'CaCl™ (curve II) 
synthesized at 1400 °C for h. As seen 
from the figure, the chloroaluminate phase 
(X-ray pattern I) retains completely the 
0..A71CaCl™matrix; only a small shift of 
the maxima^to the region of small angles is 
observed. An analogous X-ray pattern is 
shown by the chloroaluminate phase II.

Fig. 4 - X-ray diffraction patterns of the 
impurity-containing chloroaluminate phase 
(curve I) and C^A^’CaClg (curve II).

The calculated unit cell parameter a is as 
follows: о1) for C19A^ - 11.982 ± 0.003 A, o
2) for C^A^-CaCl™ - 12.010 ± 0.003 A,
3) for the bhloroaluminate phase I
(11Ca0*0.08Mg0'0.02Nao0)-(5.80Al 20™«
• 0.48Fe,0,.0.48310™♦0703T10™)•0.77CaCI- - 12.018±20f005 A 2 2
4) for the chloroaluminate phase II (11CaO«O28MgO'O.O1MnO«0.O3Na 2O)(5.72Al 203'* *

TABLE 1
x'\Oxides

Fhe-ges^x, Si02 Ti02 Al203 Pe2°3 CaO MgO MnO Na20 Cl
L.O.I.
1000°C

------ 1------Oequiv.
to Cl L.

PHASE I 2.09 0.17 42,34 5.55 47.40 0.22 - 0.10 3.90 0.15 101.65 0.88 100.77

PHASE II 3.97 - 42.74 0.9S 48.41 0.80 0.09 0.10 3.60 0.10 100.69 0.81 99.68



TABLE 2

Phases C12A7 C11 Ce-Clg
Chloroaluminate 

phase I
Chloroaluminate 

phase II

Refraction 
indices 1.61 1.634 1.648 - 1.652 1.635 - 1.638

•0.08Feo0Q-0.89S109)*0.69CaCl 9 - 12.020 ± 0.005 X2.3 2

The given formulae of the chloroaluminates 
of complex composition with cationic and. 
anionic groups should, be considered appro
ximate because such elements as Na, lug, Mn 
can also be present in the CaCLg lattice.
By means of X-ray and microscopical me
thods, the samples of calcium chloroalumi
nates of complex composition are shown to 
contain a small amount of aluminate CaO1 
• AlyO., (the maximum at the angle of reflec
tion •’29 of 30°) and calcium aluminoferrites 
(the maximum near 29 of 34°). The indices of 
refraction for the aluminates have been 
measured (Table 2); the aluminates are iso
tropic.
A considerable increase of the index of re
fraction of phase I is due to the presence 
in the lattice of significant amount of 
iron.
To study the hydration activity, five sam
ples of the aluminates have been taken: 

(synthesis at 1200 °C 
, .r____ 1 h), chloroaluminate

phase I (analogous in composition to the 
chloroaluminate phase of the usual alinite 
clinker) and chloroaluminate phase II (ana
logous in composition to the chloroaluminate 
phase of white alinite clinker). Samples 
were prepared in the paste form with a w/c 
ratio of 0.6; the experimental temperature 
was ~ 20 °C. For X-ray measurements of the 
degree of hydration of the aluminates we 
selected the maxima with 29 of 33.3°and 
41.1°; for C.yJL. - with 26 of 33.4° and 
41.15°. Preliminary hydration tests showed 
that these maxima are not overlapped by 
the maxima of hydration products.
Figure 5 shows the hydration kinetic curves 
for the aluminates. The reaction with water 
of the aluminate C.pA- as the matrix of all 
the aluminate phases studied was also in
vestigated.' Analysis of the hydration cur
ves showed that in the early stage C.pA, is 
most active (curve IV). After 10 minutes 
the der 'Че of hydration of C.-A- is 35%. 
Th» intense reaction in the e&rly stage 
leads to the formation of a considerable 
amount of hydration products on the Surface 

CipX? crystals which sharply hinders the 
further course of the process. Already af
ter 1-2 h of hydration a sharp bend appears 
in the curve (Fig. 5, curve IV). From this 
time the hydration exibits a smooth delayed 
behaviour.

Among the chloroaluminates, the phase 
C11A7.-GaCl2 free of impurities is most ac
tive'in the early stage. The degree of its 
hydration after 10 minutes is ~ 22% for the 
synthesis conditions 1200 °C, 1 h (Fig. 5, 
curve V) and ^15% for 1400 °C, 1 h (Fig.5, 
curve III). It is worth noting that chloro
aluminate phases with impurities in the 
lattice are less reactive in the early sta
ge but in the later stage their reaction 
with water is more intense.

Fig. 5 - Hydration kinetic curves for the 
chiorоaluminate phases with impurities in 
the lattice (curves I and II), C-.A-'CaCl- 
synthesized at 1400 °C for 1 h (curve IIIj, 
C19A_ (curve IV), C. .Av СаСЛ, synthesis at 
1200^°C (curve V). 1

After 1 day the degree of hydration of pha
se I corresponding in composition to the 
chloroaluminate phase of alinite clinker 
reaches 80% (Fig. 5, curve I) and from this 
time the slowing down of the process is 
observed.
A comparison of the degree of hydration of 
phase I and С..А-'CaCln (sample V) shows 
that after 1 day'the degree of hydration of 
the latter is twice as low as that of the 
former. After 3 days the highest degree of 
hydration is shown by the chloroaluminate 
phases with impurities in the lattice.
The hydration kinetic curves permit us to 
reveal the general fact: the higher the hy
dration activity of the aluminate in the 
early stage, the sooner the retardation of 
the process in the later stage. This retarr 
dation is due to the layer of hydration 



products formed on the surface of crystals. 
The higher the hydration rate in the early 
stage*  the greater amount of hydrates is 
formed and the less amount of the liquid 
phase diffuses to the surface of the unre
acted substance, and on the contrary. The 
samples which hydrate rather slowly in the 
early stage can reach a higher degree of 
hydration in the later stage than the ones 
which are active in the early stage. As a 
result, the hydration kinetic curves will 
intersect after a certain period of time 
different for each sample. Thus after 28 
days the degree of hydration of the alumi
nate was as follows: sample I - 96%, II - 
88%, III - 100%, IV - 70%, V - 79%.
In the later stage (weeks, months, years) 
the hydration behaviour is determined not 
only by the structural peculiarities and 
chemical composition but also by other fac
tors such as the kind of the layer of hyd
ration products, the growth of crystal hyd
rates, their recrystallization etc.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Two chlorine-containing phases active with 
respect to water are present in clinkers 
obtained in the presence of considerable 
amount of CaClg:
1. High-basic calcium chlorosilicate - ali- 
nite Gag gMSn q  n 3 Е(^10.)з .(A10.)q g 0. qCl.y'j/57 ContaXMng З-ЗЧ"5 4C12 
th6ylamc e is much more active in^the 
early stage than alite. The degree of hyd
ration of alinite after 1 day is more than 
twice as much as that of 0,3 and alites 
with Impurities in the lattice. The form of 
the kinetic curve shows that the hydration 
process of alinite is similar to that of 
C,A and aluminate phases of any composition 
(solid solution of C^A with Na-O, aluminate 
phases of complex composition). Alinite of 
commercial clinkers hydrated in the prese
nce of other clinker phases (belite, chlo— 
roaluminate, aluminoferrite) is much more 
inactive with respect to water than pure 
alinite, and its degree of hydration can be 
2-4 times as low as that of the pure sample.
One of the reasons of slower hydration of 
real alinites is the presence of isomor
phous impurities in the lattice. Another 
reason is the simultaneous hydration, of 
other phases.
2. Hydration activity of C-.A^'CaCln-based 
chlorine-containing phases in the early 
stage is promoted (along with the peculia
rities of the atomic structure and composi
tion) by isomorphous impurities present in 
the lattice (the real phases) and by the 
degree of crystallization (the quality of 
crystals).

The hydraulic activity of these phases in 
the early stage is rather high like that of 
alinite. Thus after 1 day the- degree, of 
hydration of alinite and chlorine-contai
ning phase with isomorphous; impurities; in 

the lattice is ~ 80% (see Figs. 2, 5).
З. As the hydration activity of each of the 
studied phases is different in the early 
stage due to the different reasons, the 
thickness of the layer of hydration pro
ducts formed on the crystal surface will 
also be different. Consequently the rate of 
reaction of the unreacted substance with 
water after the completion of the early 
stage will be much more dependent on the 
hydration products formed.
An important practical problem of hydration 
is to elucidate the presence of chlorine in 
the liquid phase and in the composition of 
hydration products. Preliminary tests show 
that chlorine enters both the liquid phase 
and the hydrates formed.
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.l.i,:. SYüIUV, Lensoviet l'echnologicGl Institute, Lenin^rbd, Uti3ä 
ОЗ'Х:! HYDRAYIOr СО'ГГНОЪ
SUIVI DE L'HYDRATATION.

It Is demonstrated that the cementitious phases emerging in hydration possess surface 
active centres where dissociative adsorption of water molecules and the occurrence of its 
actxve groups takes place, thus facilitatiXLg the autocatalythlc character oT hydration In 
the surface area when the induction period expires. Because the specific surface of пятап- 
tltious phases exceeds that of the cement powder by an order of magnitude, the orocess assu
mes a chain modes branching over the material - branching over the surface. “

£.4, subjects. The nature and properties of active centres on the surface of silicate pha
ses. The role of free charge carriers in the formation of properties of active centres. Do
nor, acceptor, and protodonor centres. Dissociative chemos orption of water molecules supp
lying H and OH ions for local reaction areas. The surface mechanism of bond rupture lead
lag to Ca leaching (bond protonation), an increase in the coordination number of certain 
surface silicon atoms up to 5-6 at the expence of free d-orbltals and the rupture of Si-O-Si 
bonds. A decreasing value of the dielectric constant in the interfacing layers of water as a 
cause of hydrate phase evolution on the surface of cement minerale. Activation of hydration 
from the standpoint of the zone model. Activation of hydration by ionosorption, UV radiation, 
and electric fields. ’

Demonstra-se que as fases cimentosas emergences na hidratagäo possuem centros de superti- 
cie ativa, em que acontecem absorgäo dissociativa de moleculas do agua о ocorrencia de sous 
grupos ativos, facilitando entäo о caräter autocacalitico de hidratagao na area de superflcie 
quando termina о periodo de indugao. Pelo fato de quo a superflcie especitica das fases ci- 
mentosas e superior ä do po de cimento por uma ordern de grandeza, о processo assume um modo 
decorrente: ramificagäo sobre о material — ramifica^ao sobre a superflcie,

Pontos-chave: A natureza e prioridades dos centros ativos na superflcie das fases de sili 
cato. C papel de carrcadores livres de carga na formacao de propriedades de centros ativos. 
Centros doadores, receptores e protodoadores. Quimissorgao dissociativa de moleculas de aqua 
fornecedoras de ions H*  e OH- para areas de reagäo local. 0 mecanismo do superflcie de ruptu 
ra da ligagao levando ä lixivia de Ca2+ (protonotagao^de ligaqäo) , urn auir.er.to no numero de co 
ordenagao de determinados atornos de silicio da superflcie ate 5 — 6 ä custa de d-orbitais li
vres e da ruptura das ligagoes Si—O—Si. Uma diminuicao do valor da constants dieletrica nas 
camadas interfaciais de ägua, сото causa da evoluqao da fase de hidrato na superflcie dos mi
nerals do cimento. Ativagao da hidrataqao a partir de urn pontcqdc vista de modolo do zona. 
Ativagäo da hidratagäo por ionossorgäo, radiagäo UV e campos eletricos.



Earlier it, has been demonstrated /1-5/ 
that, there are electron donors and accep
tors and proton donors at the surface of 
clinker minerals. Acceptor species are whe
re- dissociative adsorption of water molecu
les takes, place to initiate hydration. The 
rupture- of the bonds. -Ca-Q-Si— is- due to. . 
the protonation of oxygen atoms. [Brunauer » 
Panilovt ?th Congress on the- Chemistry of 
Qem.entjt and brings about leaching. Ca++ ions: 
and increasing pH*  the necessary factors 
for the stability of hydrate phases - ce
ment dispersions*  self-organised systems. 
Thsr-ef ore*  hydration can be activated; by 
in.creasi.-jg the concentration of acceptor 
species /?5 * ^»Z-

The rupture of =3d-C-G.a— bonds: in cement 
minerals, proceeds through, the formation of’ 
CQiaplexes; of the surface silicon, atoms in
volving d'Orbitals and increasing the coor
dination number of these atoms to 5 or- 6 
Z5>> I'/*-  This rupture initiates, the. polymeri
zation of- anion species leading to- the for
mation of hydrosilicat.es /6/. Electroche
mical. methods and. vacuum. IB. spectroscopy 
have given an. insight into how. hydrution. is- 
related: to the processes; of electron-hole 
recombination and. to the concentration of 
free charge carriers /7«, 5/».

Dissociative adsorption, involved the 
following rec.oiabina.tion. processes;

Oi:" *
H2Q e" --^.Had; * OH'

Had; * ^ad^^ad.

The latter- is involved in. the rupture, of 
-C..a-Q-til=: bonds», surface hydration of. Ca 
ions,, and. release of these ions, into solu
tion., Thus ,, the factors that increase, the 
concentration of surface tra^js and. free 
charge carriers will activate the process, 
of cement setting.. This statement is sub
stantiated., by. the correlation, of free car
rier- concentration and the. length of in
duction period, /6/..

The concentration, of. active species can. 
be, improved, and. their properties controlled. 

by introducing admixturea dnd doping compo
nents into the clinker mineraIs * and elect- 
rolites into the mixing water. Slectrolites 
introduced in the mixing water take part in 
the chemosorption (ionosorption and ion ex
change both with the surface atoms of cement 
minerals and with filler, specifically with 
hydroxylated atoms of quartz: sandi
=Si=(0H)2 * Ga++—- =Si=O2=Ca. ♦ 2H*.  eviden
ce. on the adsorption of the- components of the 
Fe(III)/Pe(II), redox system from, the water 
of mixing indicates that this leads to the 
formation of new active recombination speci
es- which have a large capture, cross-section 
for both electrons, and holes*  thus accele
rating the hydration process»

Ele.c.tr elites can activate not only the 
surface of cement minerals * thus increasing 
fhe concentration of acceptor cpecies*  as 
for example, in. chromate, ion absorption*  but 
also the adhesive interactions of cementi
tious. phases; with, the, structural materials. 
The. boundary layers of water are influenced 
by nonaaturated. fields of water*  specifical
ly by the electrostatic field which, polari
zes water and affects its structure. This 
structural effect is of sensible magnitude 
at a. distance of up to 10Q0 A*  i.e..„ pene
trates. dozens of monolayers of water» As tha 
result of such structural ordering*  the per
mittivity of water,, that is*  its dissolving 
power*  diminishes and. causes, the formation 
of. hydrate phases in. these boundary layers 
of water*  and. affects the diffusive removal 
of Ca++ and. OH' from the zone of rupture, of 
the bonds -Ca-O-Si-.. Consequently*  the. che
mical potential of boundary water layers, 
and. diffusion in. the reaction zone can be 
controlled, by an. appropriate choice of 
electrolites whose ions produce a disorder
ing or ordering effect on the structure of 
water (positive or negative hydration after 
Samoilov).,

Recently Grankovsky /9Х and Svatovskaya 
et al.. /10/ have demonstrated the possibi
lity of influencing the structure of water 
by small amounts of solid,, highly dispersi
ve phase., This possibility may be used to 



control the reaction of hydration and the 
rheology of ceiaent dispersive systems. 
Slectrolites introduced in the mixing wa
ter cause changes in the morphology of the 
hydrate phases, which occur due to the sur
face activating effect of ion adsorption 
on the growing surphases of hydrate phases 
and due to the ion activators being inclu
ded in the structure of hyorates (Al , 
K+, Ka+, SO", etc.), nuclear gamma reso
nance studies of the behavior of oxidizing 
and reducing species added into the water 
of mixing /10/ indicated that the surface 
of ceiaent minerals contains acceptor spe
cies. Comparison of this behavior within 
the sequence Su-lb-Cr has revealed that the 
acceptors have enough oxidizing power to 
change the valency of tin or manganese, but 
it is insufficient to convert Or ® to Cr . 
Hence, the activating effect of chromium 
ions is due to ionosorption, whereas that 
of manganese or tin compounds is due to 
their oxidation-reduction properties.

lonosorption alters the energy characte
ristics of active species (capture cross
section of electrons and holes) behaving 
as the traps for electrons and holes, so 
it can be used to activate the hydration 
process (by predominantly affecting the ac
ceptor species) or retard it (by affecting 
the recombination processes or donor spe
cies). Oxidizers added in the mix increase 
the concentration of acceptor species by 
way of depleting the traps of electrons 
being consimed to convert Sn to Sn or 
Lh+4 to Ln+2 so that there Increases the 
concentration of acceptors which play an 
important part in the mechanism of elemen
tary acts of hydration /3/«

Bronsted 's acid centres (=Si-OH) on the 
surface of clinker minerals, hydrate phases 
and structural materials provide the gra
dient of pH required for the matched deve
lopment of a number of processes in setting 
(hydrolisis of clinker minerals, polymeri
sation processes, stabilization of hydrate 
phases). For a portland cement added by a 
solid, finely ground activator having acidic 

species on the surface (themoactivated or 
modified agrillaceous minerals, ceolites, 
disperse silica), there exists a correlation 
betvzeen the Bronsted acidity of the activa
tor and the compressive strength of the 
portland cement. Acid species of alumosili— 
cate activator dissociate in the alkali me
dium by the acid type and thereby locally 
rise the concentration of protons and faci
litate the hydrolisis cf clinker minerals. 
Hand in hand with this process, the silicon 
rich pseudophase intensely develops, in the 
presence of active protons, a polymerizati
on of silieon-oxygen ions, the process being 
limited In the alkali medium by the transfer 
of neutral molecules of silicic acid. Thus, 
the presence of a solid, finely ground, aci
dic activator facilitates the appearance of 
nuclei of high-polymeric hydrosilicate pha
se - fibrous calcium silicate hydrates of 
morphological form which positively affects 
the kinetics of hydration and setting /11/.

The possibility of activating clinker 
minerals by admixtures has been demonstra
ted by a number of authors /12-14/ and later 
a physico-chemical analysis of this activa
tion has been given /15-18/. The heterova
lent and isomorphic substitution or non
stoichiometry /17/ lead to uncompensated 
charges, vacancies, local changes in elect
ron density, and capture phenomena, all 
being reflected in the concentration and 
properties of active species and affecting 
the intensity of hydration. Recently we ha
ve demonstrated the possibility cf integra
ting the doping, ion exenange and ion sorp
tion processes by intergrinding solid acti
vators /19, 20/. This way is attractive as 
it enables using the wastes of chemical and 
mining industries as such activators. We 
have also demonstrated /18/ that ions acti
vating clinker (Ba, Cr, Liu, Fe) when intro
duced in the raw mix may achieve the same 
effect if interground in a mill where they 
can be introduced In the form of oxides and 
salts.

In order to find ways of accelerating 
hydration it is important to understand the 



acLcocatallcic nature o£ hydration after the 
induction period /I/ (the acceleration pe
riod by hondo). The phenomenon is based on 
the chain, noastationary hydration process 
that occurs due to an avalanche-like in
crease of the solid-liquid interface by 
emerging disperse hydrates whose surface 
contains active species supplying active 
groups (h+ and OH ) into the reaction ьо- 

iie /3/.

In the presence of ions with "surface 
properties" adsorption intensifies the pro
cess in the acceleration period as a result 
of a growth of the speciiic surface of hyd
rate phases. Here intense polarisation of 
the boundary layers of water, by lowering 
the permittivity, and diminishing as a re
sult the orssolving' property of the water, 
leads to a higher dispersive state of hyd
rates. Tue structure of the boundary layers 
may be changed still more by doping the 
clinker with admixtures of Cr, Ln, and J? 
/4/.
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СЕКТАINES NOUyELISS CONCEPTIONS SUK LE MECANISM3 D'HYDKATATION DES LIANTS

En se basant aur les donnees tourniea par une analyse radiographique des phases et un 
examen au microscope electronique, 1’auteur eitime que l,hydratatlon de la phase initiale 
(X) fournit d’abord une phase intermediaire - I’hydrate prlmaire (Y) —, et et ensuite une 
phase stable« I’hydrate secondaire (Z).

L’ordre de succession de l’apparition des phases (X—> Y—necessite, selon Ostwald, 
une relation determinee entre les potentials chimiques (M^—I03 solubilites 
(C-—ces Phases. 3n outre, 1'auteur invoque la regle de Polmer, selon la— 
quelle les germes des phases Y et Z doivent se former sur des supports constitues de phases 
X et Y respectivement.

Vu ce qui vient d’etre dit, 1’auteur degage le principe determinant 1’allure de 1’hydra— 
tation. Elle se däroule par un mecanisme qui regit le processus dans une solution de part 
en part, mais eile peut aussi adopter un mecanisme topochimique. L’auteur cite les condi
tions d’apparition et d’achevement de la periods d’induction et celles de "passage d’un me— 
canisme ä 1’autre.

Com base em dados fornecldos por uma anälise radiogräfica de fases e um exame com microsco 
pio eletronico, о autor estima que a hldratagäo da fase inicial (X) proporciona de imediato u 
ma fase intermediaria - о hidrato primario (Y) e em seguida uma fase estävel: о hidrato se 
cundärio (Z).

A ordern de sucessäo do aparecimento das fases (X -» Y -»• Z) precisa, segundo Ostwald, de uma 
relacao determinada entre os potenciais qulmicos (M ■*  M -*11  )e as solubilidades (C -»C * C ) ’ L x у z x у z
destas fases. Por outro lado, о autor invoca a regra de Folmer, segundo a qual os germes das 
fases Y e Z devem ser formados sobre suportes constituldos de fases X e Y, respectivamente.

Face ao exposto, о autor emite о principio determinante do processo da hidratagao. Ele se 
desenvolve por um mecanismo que rege о processo de uma solugao, mas ele pode tambem adotar urn 
mecanismo topoqulmico. О autor cita as condigoes de aparecimento e de conclusäo do periodo 
de indugäo e as condiqoes de passagem dum mecanismo para о outro.



Des etudes faite.s ces dernleres aonees 
pap plustears auteurs ä l*aida  de la micro- 
seopie electronique et de I*analyse  des 
phases aux rayons X ont montre de faqon 
evidente (1-2) qua, par suite de 1’hydrata- 
tion de la; phase; initials des Hants (PI). - 
X se foment d'abord une phase; in termed lai- 
re - hydrate, primaire (HP) - у et puis une 
phase stable - hydrate; secondaire (H3) - a. 
Une teHe suite; de deroulement du processus: 
de formation x.->y-^s exige qua so tent 
etabliS; des. rapports concrets des poten
tials chimiques d.^apres Ostwald (j^x>vUy >J^Z) 
et f respect ivementdes solubilites de, ces, 
phases (СХйО > Cyoo,

Il serait interessant- de noter que les 
cireonstances; cl-dessu.s s.ont tout a fait 
süffisantes, pour dec.rire la, einetique, de. 
ces processus (5). peut le faire, sur la 
base des- tr.avaux de Folmer (4) et de leur 
developpement (5»&) qul tient compte de 
I’energie interphase localises aux. points, 
de sidge des.; nouvelles formations., D'аргёз 
Polmer,, la probabilite d’ apparition de, pha
ses nouvelles. s.'exprime. par la lol exponen
tielle (1):

= Wo exp-Ai/CT' (1)

oil A^ est le travail de: germination,. C, est 
la constante; de, Bolzman, T est la temperatu
re, absolut.. Etant donne- que. le travail de: 
germination Ag dans, le volume, de? la solution 
est plus; important que, celui de germination. 
AgQ ä la surface de la, phase PI, alors, la 
probabilite de germination: WgQ- 
n'est pas; impossible) que; lesj germe.sj formes 
s’arrachent ä la. surface, ce qul necessite 
Vexecutioni du; travail A'^ — A — A'gc,„ ой:

Age - A-g. a№ = Ag (1: - О,5Л» (2): 

leii/tl est: Isj facteur- d.;' inho.mogenb.lt.e phy,-- 
siquO) et: chimique. en f onction. de, lai v.aleur 
dA lL’4n.ftrgie> interphase;.. Pour.' la, lyophobf— 
sation llmite entre le, suhstrat at la nou— 
veXla formation. 7^ 2?,, paur la, lyophillsa—
t.iona llmlta 7k ■== Ф et dans, les; autres: cas: 
Q> <2=1 A 2? (5^7й-

2? et: 11 hi’y, a, pa® d’affinity phy,— 
sique, et: chlmlque» entre. le, suhstrat et la.

nouvelle formation, alors A, = A„, W. = 1 8 1 e
et les germes ne se formest que dans le 
volume de la solution. A la surface de la 
phase PI les depots hydrates (DH) n’appa- 
raissent pas et le coefficient Ji qul 
exprime la fraction des nouvelles formations 
qui teste ä la surface du substrat consti- 
tue. Jh = O.

Si 1 <C 2, I’affinite est encore 
pea importante mats les germes commencent 
dejä ä se, former sur le substrat. Mais du 
fait qu'en meme, temps, ®аг. > WgG 
plupart des germes starrachent de nouveau A 
la surface, et. passent dans: le volume, da la 
solution. Dans ce cas 11 est admis que j3 =0.

Siyt < 7L Al, I’affinite physique et 
chl.nlque entre: le substrat. et la nouvelle 
formation est dbja sensible:, ">■ ^а1.»
1’arrachement des germes ä la surface de
viant difficile, et des, DH commencent ä se 
former. Neanmoins, I1arrachement a lieu et 
par consequent 0

Si (ой Л c - °’25^ I’affinite
est tres proche de la valeur maximale (X^O)' 
Dans ces conditions commencent a se former 
des germes de croissance qui sont incapab- 
les de s’arracher A la surface et par con
sequent Ji = 1.

Sur la base de I'expose,. I1 interpretation 
llneaire d.onne, en qualite. de. premidre appro
ximation. pour, le- coefficient de precipita
tion di. depot A. la surface de la PI
J5 t = (1 V c)/(1 -Лс) (5)

Il results du, texte, ci-dessus que les 
surfaces de, la PI — Sx et de, 1’HP - S^, 
se: couvrent partiellement de, dbpdts des: 
phases) y. et z st X- (1/5)' 1 tout en lais-
sant dAcouverte, la superflcie; des surfaces 
Fx 9t Ey respect ivejnent. ой:

L " Ч-7г5г- W
De: cettei manlAre,, st la, concent ration de 

la solution C ^'Cy oq La phase*  x s®
dissout maisj la phase; у qul vient de paratt- 
re ,, crolt.. Ear consequent,, urn moment pent 
arriver ой. fitiS*,  == S_ et: F_ = 0.. Dans*  c® cas, A-- JJ J -3*-  L,lej processus; de) dissolution cesse®,, Се? тшпетъ 



arrive tr£s vlte, au debut du processus 
d’hydratation et peut etre identifie comae 
le debut de la periods d'Induction. Par 
suite du passage de la substance dissoute 
de la solution aux phases у et z, la con
centration de la solution diminue et se 
materialisent enfin les conditions
>-Czoo» A ce stade, 1'hydrate primaire (y) 
se redissout, la surface de la phase ini
tiale (x) se denude et le processus de dis
solution se renouvelle. Gela marque la fin 
formelle de la periods d'induction et le 
debut de la principale etape du processus 
d*hydratation.  Dans ces conditions, la Vi
tesse du processus augments d'abord etant 
donn6 que la croissance de I'HS fait dimi- 
nuer la concentration de la solution. Mais 
comme suite de la croissance de I'HS, la 
phase initiale x se couvre du composant de 
la phase z et, il est evident, qu'un mo
ment peut arriver ой simultanement Fx = О 
et Fy = 0. Dens ces conditions, tout le 
Systeme est recouvert de molecules de la 
phase z ce qul aboutit ä un equilibre chi- 
mique et le processus d'hydratation ä tra
vers la solution (PTS) cesse (3)«

Notons qu’en ce moment les densites des 
composants prls ä part attelgnent les va
leurs = Xe/X0, О,

= Zc/Z^.Mais les partlcules de la PI - x 
se trouvent dans le systems sous une couche 
de molecules de la phase у ce qul ne les 
empeche pas d'entrer en reaction avec le 
milieu liquide dont les molecules diffusent 
a travers les formations frlables des HS ä 
la surface de 1'HP en direction de la PI.
Un tel processus doit etre qualifie (7) 
comme un processus d'hydratation topochi- 
mlque (PTC). On trouve le critere de ce 
processus TO^ d^signant la quantite de la 
PI qul peut etre hydrates par le procede 
topochimique, en divisant la masse relative 

en

de la phase non hydrates c par la masse 
relative de la nouvelle formation 
compe tenu du fait que Fx = 0 et F = 0 
meme temps.

T01 =^с/?с = (5)

_ ^1^2 сг)5/2

Ча 1

^^2 Q2^/2

1

j32 C2)5/2

C2 = Szc/Sxo №>

Pour illustrer les resultats obtenus, cal- 
culons Les valeurs des coefficients et 
les crit^res des processus topoehimiques 
T01 suivant les formales (?) decoulant des 
formales (3)» (5) et (6) et pontons les re
sultats regus au tableau 1.

/ ® 1 / ч ® *751 -/ = C------------ )1/3 i
1 - V°2

T01 = 2,37 (1 -^>5 C25/2 (7)

Comme le montrent les donnees du 
tableau 1, la fraction de la phase qul ne 
s'est pas encore dissoute x — c comme 
cells de la phase nouvellement formee 
z - peuvent varler considerablement par 
suite de la variation de C2 ce qul атёпе a 
un brusque changement du paramdtre TCbj.

Pour determiner la vitesse de ce proces
sus, dlvisons la vitesse du processus topo
chimique V(PHT) par cells des processus se 
d^roulant -a travers les solutions y.(PTS) et 
calculons les pararndtres TOg d'aprds la 
formula (5)

T02 = V(PHT)A'(PTS) (3)

L-1 analyse (S) montre qua T02>- 1 si le 
coefficient de diffusion de l'eau ä travers 
les depots frlables de 1"HP est .superieur й 
15-10"cä? c-1 ce qul apparemment a lieu 
compte tenu de la friabilite des depots de 
1’HP.

Alnsi, la prise en compte du processus 
heterogdne de germination et du facteur 
d'inhomogdnditd physique et chimique 
permet d'un cote d'expliquer le stade Ini
tial du processus d’hydratation et de l''aut-



T ab la an 1

№

^0- =2 ijc Sc TL
Type du 
monomi
neral

1 1600 0,85 ä 0,65 о,15 а 0,35 0,97 а 0,93 4,10 а 1,21
2 10 0,10 а 0,05 0,40 а 0,95 0,89 а 0,91 0,11 А 0,05

С^А

Tableau 2

Variete du 
processus

Mecanisme Type du liant monoml-
X Су/х) 7- d'hydratation neral

А >1 PPS CaSO^'O^Hg
В ^1 PTS
С Z. 1 <1 PTS -I- PHT c5a, c4af, c3s, c2s

re, de tnontrer qu’en fonction des valeurs 
des coeff icients ^X.(y/x) et У
a lieu de distinguer trois Varietes du pro
cessus d'hydratation reunies au tableau 2.

A la variete A du processus il faut por
ter par example, le gypse, ä la variety C 
les silicates et les aluminates de calcium. 
Ayant obtenu 1* appreciation des coefficients 
des inhomogeneites physique et chimique "y_ 

ainsi que les constantes de la vitesse de 
dissolution de la PI, de formation des HP 
et HS on peut calculer la cinetique du pro
cessus d'hydratation (3)»
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O.P. MTSHEDIßW-PETROSIAN,
A.V. OOCHEBOV-MARCHAK, Kharhov, U.R.S.S.
CLASSIFICATION DES Pr<OCESSUS DE DURCISSEMEMT DES LIÄNTS

L'analyse desuetudes theoriques et experimentales est effectuee. Elle concerns les regularites de manifeste 
Lion des proprietes liantes et de systematisation des liants inorganiques. Les problcnios de connaissance de la 
nature des reactions d'Hydratation sont consideres des positions de la methodologie chimique moderne, notanrnent, 
des positions de la chunie des reactions heterogenes. On montre l'utilite de la determination des regn']arifes 
cotmunes et caracteristiques et de la creation de la classification des processus de durcissement ä la base des
quelles se trouvent les criteres de vitesse et de plenitude des reactions.

On presente les ncnents principaux concemant l'analyse therrrocinetiques des processus en question des 
liants inorganiques permettent d'evaleur quantitativement le changement des indices de vitesse et de plenitude 
des reactions d'Hydratation suivant les donnees de la microcalorimetrie differentielle. On communique 1'informa 
tion sur 11appareil de traitement elabore et 1'interpretation des results Is des mesures avec utilisation des en
sembles de calcul autcmatises.

Er. se basant sur 1'etude thermocinetique de I'hydratation des oxydes de calcium et de magnesium, du semi-hy
drate de sulfate de calcium, des mineraux de clinker, des cinents traditionnels et speciaux durcissant aux temoe 
natures normales et elcvees, on propose de classifier les processus de durcissement en trois types.

Is premier type conprend les processus de durcissmant rapides des liants les plus reactifs: CaO, C,A, C.AF. 
Ces processus sont acconpagnes par les grands indices du degagerrent de chaleur. La periode d' induction de 1''Hy
dratation manque. le maximum de vitesse du processus correspond au debut de transformation (a ~ 0,05-0,1).

, Le deuxieme type est caracteristique pour le durcissement de la plupart des liants. Les periodes d'induc
tion, accelerees et ralenties sent fixees au cours de I'hydratation. La duree des changements fixahi es des indi 
ces du degagement de chaleur ne depasse pas un jour. La valeur maximale de vitesse de I'hydratation correspond 
ä a t 0,3-0,5.

La vitesse extremement basse de la reaction ä I'etendue considerable (jusqu'ä quelqaes irais) est caracteris
tique pour les liants tels que les laitiers, verres, cendres dont la reactivite ne se manifeste pas pratiquement 
dans les conditions normales. Le maximum de vitesse et du degre de transformation coincident ä a : 0,6-0,8.

L'application des actions reglant la vitesse et la plenitude des reactions d1Hydratation (temperature, addi
tions) peut conditionner les passages des regularites etablies de 1'un type ä un autre ty-pe ce qui confirme la 
validite de la constatation sur la dualite de la reactivite.

_ La classification des processus de durcissement proposee apparalt assez efficace ä la prediction des proprie 
tes liantes dea materiaux traditionnels et perspectifs. 1 —

Faz-se a anälise dos estudos teoricos e exrerimentais. Eia se refere äs regularidades de nanifestagäo das 
propriedades ligantes e_de sistematizaeäo dos ligantes inorgänicos. Os problemas de conhecimento da natureza 
das reagöes de hidratagao säo considerados, a partir das posigöes da ircdema metodologia quimica, notadamente 
das posiqöes da quimica das reagoes heterogeneas. Mostra-se a utilidade da determinagäo das regularidades co
muns e caracteristicas, e da criagäo da classificagäo dos processes de endurecimento, cctn base nos quais se en- 
contrem os criIorios de velocidade e de plenitude das reagoes.

Säo apresentados os monentos principals relatives ä anälise termocinetica dos processos em questao dos ligan 
tes inorgänicos, que permitem a avalia^ao quantitative da mudanca dos indices de velocidade e de plenitude das 
reagoes de hidrateqao, de acordo com os dados da microcalorimetria diferencial. Conunica-se a informagäo sdbre 
о aparelho de tratamento elaborado e a interpretegäo dos resultados das medidas, com utilizagäo de conjuntos au- 
tanatizados de cälculo. -

Cctn base no estudo termocinetico da hidratagäo dos oxidos de cälcio e de magnesio, do hemi-hidrato de sulfa
te de calcio, dos minerals de clfnquer, dos cimentos tradiclonais e especiais can endurecimento a tenperaturas 
normals e elevadas, prcpoe-se classificar os processos de endurecimento em tres tipos.

0 primeiro tipo conpreende os processos rapidos de endurecimento dos ligantes mais reativos: CaO, (LA, 
C4®'- _Estes processos säo acanpanhados pelos grandes indices de liberagäo de calor. О periodo de indugäo da ni 
dratagäo e insuficiente. О rnaximo de velocidade do processo corresponde ao iniclo de transformagao (a t 0,05 -

0 segundo tipo ё caracteristico para о endurecimento da maior parte dos ligantes. Os periodos de indueäo, a 
celerados e retardados, säo fixados no decurso da hidratagäo. A duragäo das mudangas detenrdnäveis dos indices 
de liberagäo de calor näo passa de um dia. О valor mäximo de velocidade da hidratagäo corresponde cs ~ 0,3-0,5.

A velocidade extrraarrente baixa da reagäo com duragäo considerävel (de ate alguns meses) ё caracteristica de 
ligantes cotno as escorias, videos, cinzas, cuja reatividade praticamente näo se manifeste nas condigoes normals. 
0 maximo de velocidade e do grau de transformagao corresponde a « ~ 0,6 — 0,8.

_ A aplicagäo de agoes reguladoras da velocidade e da plenitude das reagöes de hidratagäo (tertperatura, adi- 
5°es) pode condicionar as passagens das regularidades estabelecidas de urn tipo para outro tipo, о que confirraa a 
validade da ccnstatagäo sobre a dualidade da reatividade.

A proposta classificagao dos processos de endurecimento parece bastente eficaz para a predigäo das preprieda 
des ligantes dos materiais '"radicionais e .os em perspectiva. —



Le probleme de la systematisation des 
Hants,, у compris des ciments ordinaires et 
speciaux, devient de plus en plus actuel ce 
qui s’explique par deux raisons. La premi
ere consists dans un accroissement des vo
lumes de la production et un elargissement 
de la nomenclature des ciments, la composi
tion de ces derniers devenant en meme temps 
de plus en plus complexe grace ä I'utilisa- 
tion de residue industrials et de produits 
specialement synthetises sous la forme 
d*adjuvants  et de germes. La deuxieme est 
due ä la tendance ä intensifier autant que 
possible la production de raatbriaux et 
d*articles  sur la base des ciments tout en 
reduisant la consommation de materiaux et 
d’energie et en accroissant la stabilite 
et la durabilite.

Une 6tude sous tous les aspects des prob- 
lemes de la chimie et de la technique du 
clment et du beton nous a permis de for- 
muler aux annees 60 le principe de cor- 
respondance fondamental dont 1’essence con
sists a tenir compte des caracteristiques 
physico-chimiques des processus de durcis- 
sement des ciments (reactivite, vitesse 
d•hydratation et de formation de la stru
cture) en choisissant et en determinant les 
paramdtres des facteurs (thermiques, chi- 
miques, mdcaniques et combines) qui influent 
le dureissement. La justesse du principe de 
correspondance a trouve sa confirmation 
theorique et expdrimentale grace au recours 
ä 1’appareil de la thermochimie et de la 
thermodynamlque, de la einetique des reac
tions heterogenes, de 1'electrDchimie et 
d'autres domaines de la connaissance. La 
realisation des theses de ce principe en 
pratique a permis d’obtenlr quelques Va
rietes; de ciments expansifs ä autocont— 
rainte et de ciments; composes avec 1’uti- 
llsation. de; laltiers; siderurgiques et: de, 
machefers: ainsi que d'augmenter I'effica- 
cite de. leur utilisation dans la technique 
du beton, grace.: & T’addition. d1 adjuvants 
chimiques individuals et combines,, de- re— 
duire- la. duree des regimes de: traitement ä 
la chaleur humide,, etc., (1)..

La manifestation des proprietes liantes 
est en rapport, comma on le salt, avec leurs 
tendances thermodynamlque et cinetique ainsi 
qu’avec les possibilites de realisation de 
transformations durant le dursissement. Gela 
etant, des indices tres importants qui per
mettent d’evaleur quant itativement et de 
classifier les processus de dureissement et 
les proprietes liantes sont la vitesse et 
la totalite des reactions liees aux facteura 
d’ordre exterieur.

On volt s'accroitre le role et 1’impor
tance de l'unite des aspects technologiques 
et methodologiques de la chimie du clment. 
La resolution des problemes de la genese des 
proprietes et de la reactlvite doit etre 
basee sur le Systeme methodologique "compo- 
sition-structure-processus-propriete" (2).

Le fait que les processus sont de nature 
compliquee, comportent plusieurs stades et 
ne sont pas stoechiometriques ainsi qu'ils 
peuvent se derouler selon des mecanismes 
differents avec la realisation simultanes 
de divers types de transformations propres 
aux systemes heterogenes (3) impliquent 
l’utilite des lois generales ä etablir pour 
les processus de dureissement.

A notre point de vue, aux theses qui 
viennent d'etre examinees correspond la 
methodologie de I'etude thermocinetique 
d'un des principaux phenomenes qui accom- 
pagnent I'hydratation - le degagement de 
chaleur. Une particularite caracteristique 
de 1'analyse thermocinetique est 1'apprecia
tion des indices de la vitesse et de la to
talite des processus, la distinction de 
trois pöriodes: celle d'induction, accele- 
ree et ralentie selon trois types de rela
tions: об Q/d = f( t), Q = f (T7) et 
ZQ/dT= f(Q)..

Le probleme essential de la thermocine- 
tique. vu sous le jour de son application a 
la chimie du. ciment consiste ä etablir1 des 
lois; generales et particulieres des: proces
sus- de durcissement, A distinguer das sta
des et periodes d'hydratation, ä regier su.r 
cette, base las; indices de la vitesse at de 
la totalite des reactions an deroulement. 



grace a 1’application de facteurs exte
rieurs avec le respect du principe de cor
respond ance .

La resolution des problemes de la thermo- 
cinetique se realisait grace ä la mdthode 
de microcalorlmetrie differentielle a 
I’aide d’ensembles de mesure et de calcul 
automatiques et de I’appareil d1 Interpreta- 
tlon des donnees d’analyse (4).

La systematisation des etudes thermoci- 
netiques de I'hydratation d’une large' gamine 
de liants mono- et polymlneraux, у compris 
des clments speciaux et de leurs minerals 
(4), a demontrd (fig. 1) que les lols des 
processus de durcissement se divisalent 
selon les indices de leur vltesse et de 
leur totallte en trois types (5).

Le premier type de lols reunit les pro
cessus ä durcissement rapide des liants les 
plus reactifs tels que CaO, JCaO^AlgO^ et 
4Ca0,Alo0,,Fen0T. Ges processus sent ca- 
racterlaes par des Indices d’lntensite et 
de degagement de chaleur total eleves. En 
ce qul concerns les relations thermocin6ti- 
ques, on n’y peut distinguer que les p6rio**  
des d’Hydratation acceleree et ralentie. 
La pirlode acceleree dure des minutes tan- 
dls que la periods ralentie, de 1 ä 2 heu- 
res. Le maximum de la vltesse du processus 
correspond, au debut de la transformation 
des liants, ä aL de 1’ordre de 0,05 & 0,1.

Le deuxleme type de liants est propre 
au durcissement de la majeure partie des 
Hants: CaS04*0,5H 20, 3CaO,S102, aux mi
nerals du cIment alumlneux GaO’AlgOj et 
Са0*2А1_О, , aux clments ordinaires. On у 
volt se manifester deux effets exotherml- 
ques зёрагёз par un Intervalle od le ёё- 
gagement de chaleur se produit ä une Vi
tesse constants. L’hydratatlon s’effectue 
en trots рёт1оёез nettement distlnctes, у 
compris cells d’induction. La duree des 
modifIcations enregistrees des indices de 
degagement de chaleur varie de quelques 
heures ä. une pöriode de 24 A 72 heures. La 
vltesse maximale du processus correspond ä 

d’une valeur de 0,5 ä 0,5»
Une vltesse extremement basse des гёас- 

tions dtaldes consIderablernent dans le 
temps (de quelques jours ä quelques mois) 
est typique pour les liants dont la reac- 
tivlte ne se manifeste presque pas dans les 
conditions normales de 1* interaction liant- 
eau. Les lols d’hydratatlon de ce type de 
liants (2Ca0,S102)> de laitiers et de cend- 
res peuvent etre groupees dans le type III. 
La coincidence de valeurs maximales de la 
vltesse et du degre de transformation ä dj 

de 1’ordre de 0,6 A 0,3 est naturelie pour 
les processus pareils.

L’dtabllssement des lols generales des 
processus de durcissement reflete la possl- 
Ы111ё de leur гёа11за11оп avec 1’acquisi
tion des caractdristiques techniques exi- 
gees: solldlte, duree de prise, contraintes, 
ddformatlons dues ä la dilatation, concent
ration, Indices de maniablllte et de dura- 
billte des mölanges, etc. Les hydrates des 
liants qul se durcissent suivant le type I 
ne forment pas de structures solides. En 
cas d'utilisation des Hants dont les pro
cessus de durcissement se rapportent au 
type III, 11 convient de les soumettre aux 
effets d*activation  thermiques ou chimiques, 
A la compression, a 1’extruslon, etc.

La connalssance des paremdtres de la 
thermoci^tique de I'hydratation fact lite 
le pronostic quant aux liants et aux regimes 
de durcissement dans de differentes condi
tions. Une double nature de la rdactivitd 
fait que 1* application des effets rdgula- 
teurs peut donner lieu au passage de la loi 
Atablie d'un type a un autre. Cette circon- 
stance confirms une fols de plus la jus- 
tesse du principe de correspondance et la 
ndcessite de le respecter dans la technique 
des liants et des bdtons etant donnd que la 
variation de la vltesse de transformation 
sous 1'action d’effets, surtout thermiques, 
entrains inAvitablement un ecart des dtab- 
lies ce qul, a son tour, conduit A des 
changements de la composition de phase, de 
la structure et des proprietds du produit 
obtenu.

Lr classification cltde etabllt les lols 
gendrales des processus de durcissement 



des Hants dans des conditions normales. 
Il est natural qua des variantes interm£- 
diaires, des melanges et des deviations de 
fluctuation sont possibles tant pour la 
forme des relations thermocinetiques qua 
pour les valeurs absolues de leurs paramät- 
res. On peut citer comma exemple l'hydra- 
tation de 12CaO,7Al2O^ lorsque dans les re
lations dQ/dZ" = f( T ) on ne constate pas 
la presence de la periods d* induct ion mats 
les valeurs absolues des effets exothermi- 
ques (dont un est principal et les autres, 
secondaires) qui se manifestent ä la re- 
cristallisation des hydrates ne sont pas ä 
mesurer avec les parametres des lois du 
type I.

Il convient de signaler surtout les ma
nifestations des changements plus compli- 
qu5s de la vitesse de degagement de cha- 
leur que nous avons etablies pour la pre
miere fois, par exemple, ä l’etude des mo- 
deles expansifs et ä auto-contrainte du ty
pe "aluminate-gypse-chaux-eau". De tels 
phenomenes sont propres au caractere auto- 
oscillatoire des changements de concentra
tion des vltesses des reactions type Вё- 
looussov-Jabotinski (6) ce qui est du ä 
une formation spontanes de structures ä 
autо-organisation dans des systemes meta
stables desordonnes (?)•

L’etablissement des lois thermocineti
ques de manifestation des proprietes lian- 
tes et la classification des liants eux- 
memes sur la base quantitative d’apres les 
indices de la vitesse et de la totality 
d’hydratation nous paraissent un pas en 
avant sur le chemin de la resolution des 
problemes theoriques, experimentaux et app
liques de la chimle du ciment.
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A. BDCHMAI,
0. MTGHEDL0V-PETHCSSIA1V, Youjguiprociment, Kharkov, URSS
PHENOMES ELECTROCHIivU^UES IIJTKRVENAMT AUX PREMIERS STADES
D'HYDRATATION ET DE FORMATION DE LA STRUCTURE DES PATES DE CIMENT

Les auteurs out etudlS les phenomenes electrochimiques intervenant dans les systemes en 
durcissement "liant-eau” et dus au developpement d'un reseau dynamique de microcapillaires 
et de pores dont le rayon est conunensurable avec I’dpaisseur de la double couche electrique 
ä 1'interface du solide et du liquide.

Les auteurs ont montre que 1'interaction des phases faisait apparaitre des potentials 
transmembraneux, de membrane, de concentration et du type de celui de Donnen.

Les recherches sur les phenomenes 61ectrochimiques sont ä la base de 1'interpretation et 
des methodes pratiques de controls deAl'hydratation et de la formation de la structure aux 
premiers stades de durcissement des pates de ciment, notamment au cours de la periods d in
duction et des periodes de prise normale et anomale.

Les auteurs ont mi я en 6vidence 1'interdependance de 1'hydratation, de la formation de la 
structure et des рЬёпошёпез electrochimiques et degage les principesAqui permettent de la 
mettre ä contribution pour orienter et regular le durcissement des pates de ciment.

Os autores estudaram os fendmenos eletro-qulmicos que Intervent nos sistemas "ligante-ägua" 
em endurecimento, e devidos ao desenvolvimento de uma rede dinämica de microcapilares e de po 
ros, cujo raio e compativel com a espessura da dupla Canada eletrica na interface do solido e 
do llquido. -

Os autores mostraram que a interacäo das fases fazia aparecerem potenciais transmembrano-' 
sos, de membrana, de concentracao e de tipo igual ao de Donnan.

As pesquisas sobre os fenomenos eletro-quimicos se realizam com base na interpretacjao e 
nos metodos präticos de controle da hidratagäo e da formagäo da estrutura nas primeiras eta
pas de endurecimento das pastas de cimento, principalmente no decorrer do periodo de indugäo 
e dos periodos de pega normal e anormal.

Os autores colocaram em evidencia a interdependencia da hidratagäo, da formagao da estrutu 
ra e dos fenomenos eletro-qulmicos, e estabeleceram os princlpios que permitem utiliza-la pa
ra orientar e regular о endurecimento das pastas de cimento.



Le äurcissement; des pates de ciment; 
s'accompagne du developpeiaeut d’un reseau 
dynamique de capillaires et de pores dont 
une grande partis possede un rayon (r) com
mensurable aveo l’epaisseur (h) de la zone 
de diffusion de la double couche bipolaire 
(DCB) ä 1 •interphase solide et liquide. Le 
modele de Greae decrit la DCB des aystemes 
examines (1,2), c‘est-ä-dire;

Л /ант r- ziFxi -1
E = ±y— 1 =4 Ьхр (1)

S' - - 6'2 - E^, (2)

oui li est 1 ’intensity du champ dans la zone 
de diffusion de la DCB;

R est la constante de gaz;
I est la temperature thermodynamique;
£ est la permeabilite dielectrique de 
la phase liquide;
est la molalite des i-ions ;

Zj, est la charge et le signe d'un i-ion; 
Р est la constante de Faraday;

pdj est le potential de la phase liquide 
dans le plan d’approche maximale des 
ions de la surface de la phase solide;

б^еЬ (S'2 es't densite des charges super- 
ficielles des phases solide et li
quide dans le champ de la DOB.

Il apparait entre les volumes de la phase 
liquide dans le champ de la DCB et en dehors 
de ses limites une repartition irreguliere 
d'ions qui fait apparartre des potentiels 
de concentration (c) et ceux du type 
Donnan ( 'fy) et se developper la pression 
osMotique resultants. Cela decoule de la 
transformation de l'equation 1?
a q
- (E)2=RT2 гцехр (-------- ) - BT2 n^, (5)
2 1 BI

ous - (3)2 c eat; qa composante electri-
2 que de la pression de, tex

well de la force pondero- 
motrice dans le champ de 
la DCB (tension de con- 
traintes de Maxwell);

^i^Xl
Rl2m.exp(------- )=nn.-, est la pression osino-

2- pm roamC-L z tique dans le cnamp 
de la DCB;

RT£ ai. = P est la pression osmo-
tique dans le volume 
libre de la phase 
liquide.

Le champ de la DCB modifie la mobilite 
des ions (u^) jusqu'a certaines valeurs u^. 
Il est evident que a J ogm-^osm*
Alors

/-’osin mi
IT’, u. TO-------- =■ -----------------------h t ^4)~ 1 д' ipF/!

V osm 2m.exp(------- )
1 ВТ

Cela etant, les nombres de transfert de 
t^ changent du fait que t^ - .
Iter consequent, des potentiels de memorane 

(type de diffusion) apparaissent entre 
les volumes de la phase liquide dans le 
champ de la DCB et en dehors de ses limites.

Le durcissement s'accompagne de change
ment de la surface des particules de de
part, de la morphologic des nouvelles for
mations, de la quantite relative de capil
laires et de pores a r th h, r? h, a, 
de la composition ionique de la phase 
liquide.

Les particules hydrate es ont des va
leurs variables de signes opposes O' 

<5cSH < 01 ^AFt > °» ^AFm > °» ^CSHo^ 0’
> О), la charge totale de la phase so

lide dtant negative (S-S0) (1,2). Une 
superposition compliquee des champs de la 
DCB apparait aux interphases ce qui fait 
changer les grandeurs f c, Н’р» Pel*  Ui’ 
4. Vm-

L'interaction des processus d'Hydrata
tion et de cristallisation d'un cotd et 
les phenomenes electrochimiques de 1'autre 
est analyses dans la chaine

Ag, AgCl, BClmj. /Fate de ciment/
KClnig, AgCl, Ag,

ou et sent des concentrations des 
solutions de 1331.



Dans les systemes ä diffusion difficile 

ou: V est la tension electrique de la chains;
Vf^ et ^2 sent les potentiels d'electro

des ;
~ftria eat P0’t:entie-1- trans membrane;

pour les solutions de KOI.
Pendant la mesure de V ä compensation du 

champ intramembrane ( = О), les equati
ons 1, 2, 5 donnent (1)

2EI 6"'= --- (Arsh - ■ -^.TS-T -trzn 2^ \/8£m2RT

- Arsh ™ ), (6)
WSSm^T

°^trm = ^trm 31 Л = °-

Sn mesurant V et en determinant
Ч5.. 2. ) on peut calculer les valeursItrm trm^_,de 6,,yv /озш, Рё1, Ulf ä l’aide des 
equations 1 a 6. Une analyse de ces der- 
nieres r6vele I’analogie qualitative qui 
caracterise la variation des grandeurs 6", 
^"1 ainsi QU8 ä®3 grandeurs У,^Г1а 
et 4B.

On volt sur les figures 1 et 2 les ca- 
ractdristiques des processus de durcisse- 
ment esprimees par les termes des grandeurs 
'ftrm st Ä1-

Lorsque le durcissement des ciments Port
land se deroule de fa^cn normale (courbes 1 
a 3 des figures 1 et 2) on peut identifier 
cinq per iodess

1, Periode de reactions rapides Нёе ä 
l’hydratation des C^A et C^S et ä une for
mation pr6pond6rante des AFt-phases. Du 
fait que > 0, lea valeurs negatives 
totales des grandeurs 6"et diminuent
seien le module /| /e/|^o | / en pro-
voquant la chute des l0Sa et p Il en 
fSstilte que les grandeurs u^ et t^ acetols- 
eent (1 ’Equation 4) et entralnent tin acc- 
foiasement de Csla determine un acc- 

roissement monotone de la grandeur П ^rm»

2. Periode d’induction lies au developpe- 
ment des processus de formation des CSH-pha- 

0, alors 
et J I augmentent et la grandeur 
commence ä accroitre au lieu de diminuer. 
Cependant, 1 ’accroissement deH*  т continue 

ce qui est du au developpement d ’un reseau 
de capillaires et de pores (r h) formes 
par les CSH-phases et, respectiveraent, ä 
1’accroissement de t^. Il s'en suit que la 
grandeur Vaccroit de fa?on monotone.

5« Periode de prise liee au croissement 
des cristaux d 'ettringite allonges et au 
remplissage de 1 'espace entre eux par du gel 
hydrosilicieux. Pendant ce processus il se 
produit une augmentation rapide du nombre 
de microcapillaires et de pores. Gela pro- 
voque un accroissement brusque des valeurs 
de 6", Г p 4B et ftrm. A la fin de 
la prise commence la cristallisation de 
portlandite. Etant donn6 que 1,a0"
croissement des et ralentit. En 
meme temps commence ä ralentir 1’accroisse
ment des Ущ et У t par suite de la dimi
nution dej sur les surfaces internes 
des microcapillaires et des pores grace a 
la germination de cristaux dEttringite et 
de portlandite dans le gel hydrosilicieux. 
Le controle du debut et de la fin de . 
1’accroissement brusque de la grandeur 7trll 
peut servir a 1’identification pratique de 
la periods de prise des pates de ciment 
Portland (1).

4. Periode de durcissement liee au deve- 
loppement des processus propres ä la fia de 
la p^riode de prise. On у constate qu’un 
accroissement ralenti de У^гт continue tan- 

dis que la valeur de di21!21110 aus” 
mante periodiquemant grace aux processus de 
formation du gel hydrosilicieux et de ger
mination de cristaux d Ettringite et de pcr" 

ses. mtant donne que

landite dans le gel.
5» Periode de formation de la structure 

du ciment durci Нёе ä Une formation ulte- 
rieure des CSH-phases et au debut des pre*  
Cessna de letir polycondensation. Ce dernier 
facteur provoque une reduction de безн*  ^8B1



Fig. 1. Variation de la grandeur Ч’ trm au 
cours du durcissement des pates de 
ciment Portlandi 1, 2, 3 - durcis- 
aeinent normal; 4 - prise rapide; 

.. 5 - fausse prise

Fig. 2. Variation de la grandeur J3 =

- Pau cours du durcisse- 
y osm j osm
ment des pates de ciment Portlands 
1, 2, 3 - durcissement normal;
4 - prise rapide; 5 - fausse prise 

ce cas, commence la chute de la grandeur 
au lieu de son accroissement ainsi 

qu'une reduction de trm*
Une prise rapide est 116e aux structu

res non thyxotropes formees par les AFt-pha
ses. Btant donn6 que 0, 11 se pro-
duit une baisse durable de et la 
grandeur 'Ч’. qui 6tait au ddbut de sa 
crolssance commence a di minner (courbes 4 
des fig. 1, 2).

Une fausse prise est 116e aux structu- 

Bn modi- 
chan-

res thyxotropes formees par les AFt-phases 
(^AFt 0) ou aux structures rheopexiques 
des grilles tridimensionnelles du gypse di
hydrate (5^^ >• 0). Dans ce cas, durant un 

certain temps ц partir du moment de gachage 
du ciment il se produit une baisse des P 
et 7 toin (courbes 5 des fig. 1, 2). Ainsi, 
la nature de variation de la grandeur 4^ 

peut etre utilisäe au controle pratique des 
processus de prise anomale (1).

Une analyse des phenomenes dlectrochi- 
miques montre que la prise propre au durcis
sement normal commence apres un accroisse
ment brosque des grandeurs J? et 

Dans^ces conditions, le rapport 
Pest de valeur minimale.

J osm j osm 
fiant les valeurs de ^o, et en 
geant le moment ou le rapport pо j- osm у osm
devient minimal, an peut influer sur la Pe
riode de prise grace a un choix de la mine
ralogie du clinker ou ä une addition d 'ad
juvants chimiques. Une baisse de le
rapport „/ etant de valeur maxi
male, pendant la periods de durcissement

- 2+seduit l'exces de cations de Ca et le man
que d 'anions de OH- dans le champ de la DGB. 
II en results que la formation de portlan
dite faiblit et celle des CSH-phases de
vient plus intense ce qui permet d'obtenir 
une structure plus homogene, plus dense et 
plus solide du ciment durci (2). Far conse
quent, il exists une liaison reciproque 
entre les processus d'hydratation et de 
cristallisation d*un  cote et les phenomenes 
electrochimiques de 1'autre. L'utilisatian 
de cette liaison peut ouvrir de nouvelles 
possibilites dans le domaine de la regula
tion dirigee des processus de durcissement.
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ROLE DBS PROCESSUS DE LA POLYCONDENSATION AU COURS DU DURCioSENENT 
D’HYDRATATION DES LIANTS SILICEUX

Os autores estudaram os processes de formaoäo de estruturas nas pastas L-2CaOSiO2 e 3Ca0S102 (era mistura 
com materials de enchimento). О aumento de resistencia no decorrer da hidratagao destes minerals can agua ^e 
nas argamassas de cloreto de cälcio, ocorre irregularmente. Observa-se urra desproporgao birusca cnlro o grau ae 
hidratagäo dos silicatos e cälcio e о crescimento da resistäncia. Durante todo о periodo da hidratacao^dos si- 
licatos de cälcio na ägua e nas argamassas de cloreto de cälcio, produziu-seuma policondensagao dos anions si- 
licosos nos hidrossilicatos de cälcio. 0 crescimento intensivo da resistencia comega no caso de obtengao de 
certa pronorgäo da fragäo de alta polimerizagäo dos hidrossilicatos de cälcio, quando sc formam proauto_S pos- 
suidores de um valor alto de policondensagäo e säo susceptiveis a foimagao de ciclos e, por esta razao, a tore 
gäo de faixas condensadas entre si, aproximando-se por sua estrutura dos elementos da tobenronta.

0 panel da policondensagäo na fomagäo de contatos fora da criagäo das estruturas de endurecimento dos 1 i- 
gantes silicosos se faz sentir igualmente no caso de estudos sobre a gjn.gao das particulas de silica. 0 prin  
Pio das experiäncias se baseia na medigäo das forgas de coesao no contato entre os cilmdros de quartzo (dtame- 
tro de 2 - 1 cm) cobertos de particulas de äcido silicico precipitadas de meios super-saturados. Mcstra-se que 
a jungäo destas particulas pode ser considerada сото о resultado do isolamento de uma nova fase condensada a 
partir da solugäo super-saturada. Esta j;ingäo e determinada pela cinetica da reagao de policondensagäo do aci- 
do silicico.

Les auteurs ont. etudie Les processus de formation des structures dans Les pates ,  
ß-20aOSLO2 at 3GaOSiO2 (en meLange avec corps de remplissage). L’accrolssement de resistan
ce au cours de 1 ’tiydratation de ces mineraux clans L’eau et dans les mortiers du chlorure de 
calcium se produit irregulierement • On observe une disproportion brusque entre le degre 
d 'hjdratation des silicates de calcium et 1* accroissement de resistance. Pendant touts la 
periods de L’hydratation des silicates de calcium dans l’eau et dans les mortiurs da cLl-o— 
rure de calcium, il se produit une polycondensation des anions siliceux dans les hydrosi
licates de calcium. L'accroissement intensif de resistance commence en cas,d’obtention 
d’une certaine proportion de la fraction ä haute polymerisation des liydrosilicates de oal- 
ciura« era and les produits ayant une baute valeur de polyc andensat ion se forment et sonu sus— 
ceptibles de la cyclisation et, pour cette^raison, de former les bandes condensees entre 
alles s1 approctiant par leur structure des elements du tobermorite •

Le rule de la polycondensation dans la formation des contacts lors de la creation des 
structures de durcissement des Hants siliceux se fait sentir egalement en cas ^es etudes 
portant sur la junction des perticules de silice. Ьэ principe des experiences est base sur 
lea mesures des forces de cohesion dans le contact entre les cylindres de quartz (di^etxe 
2-1 cm) converts des particules de L’acide silicique prec ipitees des milieux ^ursature. -Jn 
montre que la jonction de ces particules peut etre consideree comae le resultat du degage
ment d’une nouvelle phase condensee ä partir de La solution,sursaturee. Cette joneьion est 
determines par la cinetique de La reaction бе polycondensation de 1 acide silicique.



Durant la fornation d’hydro- 
calciuia metastables l'accrois- 
resistance est fälble et se

sables 
Portland 
etudes entreprises, pen connu. Un interet 
particulier eveille 1•interaction qui relie 
les proprietes resistantes de la pierre ar- 
tlficielle obtenue a la base de ces mine- 
raux au deyre de polycondensation des si
licat-anions dans les hydrosilicates de 
calcium se dcgageant durant leur hydrata
tion.

D’accroissement de la resistance au 
cours de 1 ’hydratation des silicates de cal
cium s ’effectue d’une i'ason irreguliere, 
en plusieurs etapes (fig. 1). Le fait qui 
attire 1‘attention est une brusque dispro- 
portionnalite entre le nombre d'hydrosili- 
cates de calcium en formation (le degre 
d ’hydratation des silicates de calcium an- 
hydres) et 1 ’accroissement de la resistan
ce (fig. 2). 
Silicates de 
sement de la 
produit dans les conditions ou le rapport 
CaO/SiOg (C/S) s ’approche de la stabilitc 
dans les hydrosilicates de calcium ä la 
periods de 1’hydratation de 20 ä 30 % des 
Silicates de calcium anhydres.

Durant toute la periods de 1’hydratation 
des silicates dans l'eau et dans les solu
tions de la chlorure de calcium, on voit 
se produire des processus de polyconden
sation d’ions silicieux. Ces processus se 
produisent de fa^on que d’abord sont extra— 
its les hydrosilicates de calcium a bas de- 
gre de polycondensation ("a") correspondant 
ä n = 1 d Ц. Pendant le processus de 1’hyd
ratation on observe une augmentation de la 
valeur moyenne de ”n” et de la fraction a 
haute polymerisation ou le degre ae poly
condensation est egal et superieur ä 6,5 
(Q % x r n) avec une diminution simulta- z n 6,5 nee de la fraction ä faible polymerisation 
(fig. 5)« La composition des milieux li
quides exerce une influence sensible sur 
les processus de polycondensation: les va-

Le processus de formation des structures 
dispersees sur la base des jß2CaO SiOg 
5CaO SiCL, en hydratation qui sont respon

ds la solidite definitive du ciment 
reste gusqu'a present, malgre des

mots

Fig. 1. Processus de formation de structure 
au cours de 1’hydratation de 
5UaO'SiC2 et j32CaO«SiO2 dans 1’eau 
et dans les solutions de CaCl2. 
Gourdes: 1 - H20; 2 - solution de 
CaCl2 ä 0,01N; 5 - ibid. 0,1H; 
4 - ibid. 0,5H; 5 - ibid. 1,0Nj 
6 - ibid. 5N. Composition des pates: 
10 % C5S(ßC2S) + 90 % CaCOj + 25 ml 
H20 ou de la solution de CaCl2 PO111 
100 g de melange sec (le temps est 
en mois)

leurs les plus probables du degre de poly
condensation des silicat-anions et des hyd
rosilicates de calcium, "n”, sont plus hali
tes dans les solutions de Ca012 que dans 
1’eau non seulement pour le meme temps de 
1’hydratation mais aussi pour le degre de 
1’hydratation. La chlorure de calcium fait 
di minner la valeur de pH de la solution et 
provoque un ddplacement de la composition 
ionique dans le sens de 1’augmentation de 
la fraction d'anions ä faible charge et de
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Fig. 2. Variation de В (courbes 1, 2) et 
de Ca0/Si02 (3, 4) dans la composi
tion des hydrosilicates de calcium 
en fonction du degre d ’hydratation 
de 3CaO"SiO2 dans l’eau (1, ?) et 
dans la solution de CaCl2 ä 1N 
(2, 4). Composition des pätesi 10 % 
3CaO«SiO2 + 90 % CaOO^ + 25 ml H20 
ou de la solution de CaClg pour 
100 g de melange sec.

l’acide silicique lesquels sont les plus 
adaptes ä la reaction de polycondensation 
(v. tableau).

Dans les cbalnes lineaires des hydrosi
licates de calcium oligomeriques le rapport 
C/S = 1 ä 1/n. L'accroissement du degre de 
polycondensation des anions silicieux dans 
ces cha£nes correspond a une reduction du 
rapport C/S. Pour les polymeres cycliques, 

*Cpv+y) seien leur formule generale К 4 z 
(Si„O, )-2n, ou К = x + у, X est le nombre 
d ’ions de calcium, у est le nombre d’ions 
d'hydrogene, la valeur de К ä у = 0 ne de
pend pas de cells de "n". Le fait que le 
rapport C/S est devenu stable durant 1'hyd
ratation, peut signifier que dans les hydro
silicates qui se degagent les anions forment 
des cycles.

La comparaison des caracteristiques de 
Polycondensation des hydrosilicates de cal
cium avec les processus de formation de la 
structure montre (fig. 4) qu’un accroisse- 
ment intense de la resistance est observe

Fig. 3. Courbes de repartition differentiel
les de la teneur en poids des Oli
gomeres hydrosilicieux salon le de
gre de polycondensation moyen (n) 
au cours de 1'hydratation de 
3CaO’SiO2 dans I’eau et dans les so
lutions de CaCl2. Courbes: 1 - H20;
2 - solution de CaCl2 ä O,O1N;
3 - ibid. O,1N; 4 - ibid. 0,5N;
5 - ibid. 1N; 6 - ibid. 3N. Varia
tion de la valeur la plus probable 
du degre de polycondensation moyen 
(n*)  en fonction du degrd d’hydra
tation de 3CaO’SiO2 dans I'eau (1) 
et dans la solution de CaCl2 ä 1N 
(2). Composition des pates: 10 5 
C^S + 90% CaCO^ + 25 ml H20 ou de la 
solution de CaCl2 pour 100 g de m6- 
lange sec

lorsque la fraction a haute polymerisation 
attaint une certaine valeur (Q 5) 
quand les hydrosilicates de calcium 1 haute 
valeur de "n" peuvent se former. Ges hydro
silicates sont capables de former des bandes 
condens6es entre alles, proches d'apr^s leur
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Tableau

й-апе ил?
СЛ CaCl2>
>-S X‘ 3 2I1111Q “
equivalent
par litre

Temps 
d1hyd - 
rata- 
tion

Type d ’anions

H4SiO4SiO^- HSi0|~' H2Si04" H.Sio'’ ~
3 4

0 15 mn 0,773 4,34 24,4 68,6 1,76
1 h 1,3.5 5,86 27,4 64,1 1,36
6 h 3,31 10,5 33,1 52,4 0,75

1 15 ят 3,6x10 0,130 4,68 82,0 13,2
1 h бу-чЮ”^ 0,201 5,76 83,1 10,9
6 b 1,41x1O'5 6,30 6,30 62,8 1,28

Ьа teneur en ions sllicleux et en II,.SiO,, est 4 4
€Хрг1иёв au tableau en %;6 de la teneur ge
nerale en 3102« la composition de la sus
pension est de 0s25 g de pc^S dann 10ü ml 
da solution. "

structure des elSmants da tobaraorite.
Le role des processus de polycondensa

tion dans la creation dea contacts au cours 
do la formation das structures de durcisse- 
liant das Hants ailioieux se fait voir A 
1'etude de la joncticn des particules du 
silicium. La realisation da 1'experiment 
au cours de telles recherches est decrite 
en detail dans les ouvrages publies aupara- 
vant. Le principe de 1’experimentation est 
base sur la mesure des forces de cohesion 
entre des cylindres de quarts (de 1 ä 2 mm 
da diametre) en contact entre eux. Les cy
lindres sent recouverts de particules de 
SiOg precipitees ä partir des sols instab
les de 1’acide silicique dans des milieux 
sursatures. Il est montre que la jcncticn 
da ces particules peut etre consideree сот
не resultat de separation d 'une nouvelle 
phase condensee de la solution sursaturee 
at est determinee par la cinetique de la 
reaction de polycondensation de 1’acide si
licique.

On salt que la cinetique de la polycon
densation est tres sensible aux variations 
ds la valeur de pH. Sur la figure 5 sent 
representees, en fonction de la valeur de 
pH, et comparees entre alles (a) les proba- 

bilites de jonction (W, %) des particules 
de 1’acide polysilicique et (b) de concent
ration de la fraction bas-moleculaire (C, % 
moleculaira) de 1 'acide silicique obtenue 
vers un meme instant et caracterisse par 
la vitesse de polycondensation. On volt que 
le maximum de la jonction est observe lors- 
que les valeurs de pH sont de 6 ä 8. Bans 
ce cas, la valeur de C est minimale, c'est- 
a-dire, la vitesse de polycondensation est 
maximale. L’influence de pH sur la vitesse 
de polycondensation peut etre lies a un 
changement du rapport entre les fractions 
ionisees et bas-moleculaires de la silica 
dans les solutions. La vitesse de jonction 
maximale est assures par leur rapport opti
mal obtenu a pH = 6 ä 8. Etant donne qu'en 
fonction de la valeur de pH les courbes de 
sursaturation de la solution et de concen
tration de la silice dissoute sont analo
gues, une haute probabilite de jonction ä 
pH = 6 a 8 correspond ä la sursaturation 
minimale et non pas maximale. Gela signifis 
que la probabilite de jonction est determi
nes non settlement par la valeur de la sur
saturation mais aussi par la vitesse de la 
reaction de polycondensation. Par conse
quent, la jonction des particules necessito 
une fluctuation de la concentration d'asso
ciations de molecules contenant des formes 
telles que H^SiO^ qui sont capables, au at’ 
ment ou elles apparaissent entre les parti" 
cules en contact, de former des liaisons de 
siloxane.
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Fig. 4. Variation de H en fonction de la 
teneur en fraction ä baute polymeri
sation 0 - au cours de l'hyd-nЬ 
ratation de^S2Caü«SiO2 (a) et 
3Ca0-Si0o (b) duns l’eau et dans 
les solutions de CaC^. Courbes: 
1 - H20; 2 - solution de СаС12 ä 
0,0111; 3 - ibid. 0,1H; 4 - ibid. 
0,5N; 5 - ibid. JN. Composition des 
pates; 10 % C^S * 90 % CaCO^ + 25 ml 
HgO ou de la solution de CaC^ pour 
100 g de melange sec

Le fait que la polycondensation joue un 
lole important est temoigne aussi par 1'in' 
fluence qu'eile exerce sur la jonctLon des 
Particules des additifs d'electrolyte, par 
exemple, de KaCl dans un milieu disperse 
sursature. An faisant varier la concontra- 
tlon de 7*10~^  a 3.0 Ы, la probabilite de 
la donction augments de 7 a 2B L'effet

Fig. 5. Jtobabilites de donation des par
ticules de l'acide polysilicique 
(a) et de concentration de l'acide 
silicique bas-iaoleculaire (b) en 
fonction de pH du milieu

indique est observe dans un milieu acide 
(ä pH = 3) ou la vitesse de polycondensa
tion est faible et represents un stade li
mitant le processus de jcnctiou. La crois- 
sance de la concentration de NaCl conduit 
a une augmentation de la vitesse de poly
condensation et, comma suite, ä une augmen
tation de la probabilite de jonction des 
particules.



Solid solution of complex calcium aluminate hydrates containing Cl , OH and COj ~ - anions

SUMMARY:
Replacement of hydroxyl-anions in the crystal structure of lamellar calcium aluminate 

hydrates by chloride and carbonate was examined. Solid solution occurs in the boundary sys
tems and over an extended range of composition in the system C^A.Ca(OH).aq - C^A.CaCOj.aq - 
CjA.CaCl2.aq. It can be described as follows:

Ca4 [A12(OH)12J2+ px) Cl2.(y) CO3.(z) (OH)2.aqj2'

0 < x < 1
0<y^0.85x+y+z=1
0 < z < 0.66

Complete solid solution along the join C3A1CaCl9.aq - CjA.1/2Ca(OH)2.1/2CaCOj.aq was obser
ved. Two miscibility gaps occur in the system:*

The compound C-A.CaCOj.aq coexists with
Ca, (Al9(0H)17V+ [(5/6-2/6x)CO-. (1/6-1/6X) Cl7.(3/6x) (0H)7.aqV"

4 z I Z I Ö L L 1
0 < x 1

and the compound C^A.Ca(OH)2•aq coexists with
, \7 . / \ 2-Ca, A1,(OH)17H+ [(4/6-1/бх) (0H)7. (2/6-2/6x)C17. (3/6x) CO,. aqV4 X и I Z I 1 4 4 DI

0 < x < 1
Crystallographic, chemical and thermoanalytical data of the solid solution serie are 

given. Thermal stability of solid solution series increases with increasing chloride con
tent .

SUMÄRIO: .
Foi estudada a substituicäo de anions de hidroxila na estrutura do^cristal de hidra- 

tos lamelares de aluminato de cälcio por cloreto e_carbonato. A solucäo solida ocorre nos 
sistemas limitrofes e пиша faixa ampla de composiqoes no sistema C^A.Ca(OH)2.aq -C-A.CaCOj.aq 
CjA.CaCL2.aq. Pode ser descrito conforme abaixo:

t 7 . \ 7_Ca, Al7(0H)17 (x)Cl7.(y) CO-.(z) (OHK.aq
4 \ 4 I 4 4 D I. I

0 < x < 1
0-4y<O,83x + y + z = 1
0 < z < 0,66

Observou-se solucäo solida completa ao longo da juncäo C-A.CaCl7.aq - C - A. 1/2Ca(OH)2.CaCOj. aq.
Ocorrem duas falhas de miscibilidade no sistema:
0 composto CjA.CaCOj.aq coexiste com

/ \ f \2 TCa. Al7(0H)17 (5/6-2/6x)CO,. (1/6-1/бх) Cl7.(3/6x) (OHK.aq)
4 l 4 I Z.j I D ь*  и j

0 4 x « 1
e о composto CjA.Ca(OH)2.aq coexiste com

/ \ 7 . I \ 2 -Ca,. Ia17(0H)17|*  ((4/6-1/бх) (OH) 7 . (2/6-2/6x) Cl7. (3/6x)CO-. aq )
4 I 4 I 4 J \ 4 4» .Di

0 < x < 1
Dados cristalogräficos, qufmicos e termoanaliticos da serie de solucäo solida säo for 

necidos. A estabilidade termica da serie de solucäo solida aumenta com о aumento do teor de 
cloreto.



Introduction
Some of the lamellar calcium aluminate hyd
rates play an important role in the chemis
try of cement hydration and in deterioration 
of already hardened cement stone. Besides 
the well-known accelerating effect of Cl - 
ions the influence of deicing salts, seawa
ter etc. on hardened cement stone is of 
great interest in relation to the corrosion 
behaviour of embedded steel-reinforcement. 
The aggressiveness of CaCl2-containing solu
tions to concrete may be caused by the crys
tallisation of complex salts with CaCln,

Ca(0H)2 and/or CaCCn (Chatterj1,(7)).
Complex calcium aluminate hydrates conform 
to the general formula C•CaX2*nH 20 or 
C3A-CaY-nH2O (X = Cl", OH",.. / Y = C032",.) 
Crystal structure determinations are based 
on a main layer Ca2^Al(0H)^j and an inter
layer ^X-nH2oj” (Ahmed & Taylor (2), All- 
mann(3), Terzis, Fillipakis, Kuzel & Burz- 
laff (33) ).
The purpose of the present investigation is 
to examine the possible crystallisation of 
solid solution series and to determine for
mation conditions and crystallographic 
properties.

Experimental 
Synthesis of all solid solution series were 
made by mixing calcium salts ( CaCOj , CaCl2 
•2H20 p.a.) , calcined CaO and monocalcium
aluminate with a definite amount of freshly 
distilled water. The reaction mixtures were 
placed in sealed polyethylene bottles and 
shaken continously. After 12 month the crys
talline phases were filtrated in a glove box 
and then investigated by X-ray analysis, in
frared spectroscopy, thermal analysis, 
chemical analysis and electron microscopy. 
To avoid contamination by atmospheric C02 
all the specimen were treated under an inert 
gas atmosphere.

Procedure
X-ray powder diffraction data were collected 
from moist (100 % r.h.) and dried (35% r.h.) 
samples using Si (99.999%, ao=5./308 8) as 
internal standard. The lattice parameters 
were refined by least squares methods. 
Differential thermal analysis, dynamic 
weight loss curves and chemical analysis 
were made of specimen dried to constant 
weight at room temperature over 35% r.h. 
The chloride content of solutions and crys
talline phases has been measured using ar
gentometric methods.

Results
I.Unit  cells and space groups of compounds 

in the ternary system C3A-CaCl2-aq - 
C3A-CaCO3-aq - C3A•Ca(OH)2>aq 
The compounds in this system had been 
characterized in detail by Fischer &

Composition •

a-C3A-CaCl2-10H20( 40°C) 997
B-C3A-CaCl2-10H20( 40°C) 574
С3А-СаСО3.11H20 578
C3A-Ca(0H)2-12H20 573
C3A-l/2Ca(0H)9-1/2CaC03-11.5H2o 577

Kuzel(14), Kuzel(21), Pöllmann(27) , Roberts 
(31) and Wenda(37). A summary of crystallo
graphic data is given in table 1.

lattice parameters(pm) space group
b c a ß У

0
5’U

0
1630 - 104.5 - C2/c , Cc

- 4688 — — - R3c . R3c
54k 786 92.6 101.96 120.04 P 1 . p T

— 9530 ■— — - R3c , R3c
— 4920 — — - R3c , R3c

Tab.1 : Unit cells and space groups of compounds



2.Solid solution in boundary systems
C^A-aq - GjA’CaC12’aq / C^A*  GaCO-^*  aq — 
G3A.CaGl2-aq / CjA-CaCOyaq - C^A-aq 
Phase relations in the boundary systems 
are shown by variation of short layer dis
tance c'in fig.1.
System G^A-aq - G^A-CaCO^-aq 
intermediate compound with following com
position ( Fischer ( 1 5 ) ) : 
3Ga0-A1203'l/2Ca(0H)2-l/2CaC03-11 .5H2O

System G^A-aq - C^A-CaC^'S-q 
limited solid solution (Pöllmann & Kuzel 
(26)) :
3GaO-Al2O3-(1-x)CaCl2-(x)Ca(OH)2-aq 

0 5 x $ 0.67

System C^-CaCOj-aq - CjA • CaClp-aq 
limited solid solution (Pöllmann(25)) : 
3Ga0-Al30,-(1-x)CaCl?-(x)CaC03-aq 

0 $ x $ 0.83

3.Solid solution along the join 
G3A.l/2CaC03.i/2Ca(0H)2-11.5H20 - 
C3A-CaCl2'10H20 
The results obtained with different reac
tion mixtures proved complete solid solu
tion. X-ray powder diffraction data were 
indexed on the basis of hexagonal pseudo
cells. The linearity of lattice parameter 
c in solid solution series is interrupted оsignificantly at a molar ratio of CaC^/ 
A12°3 0-33- (fig-2). With further decrea
sing chloride content of the crystalline 
phases cq increases linear to cQ of 
С3А-1/2Са(0П)2-1/2CaC03-11.5H2O. (fig.2). 
The variation of the interlayer can be 
described, as follows :
[(Cl)2-AH2o]2"<-^ [(OH).1/2GO3-5.5H2oj2"

Refined lattice parameters of solid solu
tion series are tabulated in table 2.
The water content of solid solution series 
increases with decreasing 01 -content.

Fig.i:Phase relations in boundary systems

ICaO-Al^jCaC^ ЮН2О ■'a-% C<,Al/2(0H)2V2O)2Ч5Н2О

Fig.2:Variation of lattice paj’ameter 
of solid solution series in the system 
C3A-CaC12-10H20 - 03A•1/2Ca(OH)2• 
1/2CaC03-il.5H2G at 35 % r.h.



Готроуition LaLti co parameter (pm)

CaCljAL^^ no co

1 .U(40nC) 573. В + 1 4688.4 ♦ 3

0.9 57/, .2 + 1 4688.0 ♦ 3
U.ti 574.7 ♦ 1 4686.9 1 4
0.7 575.0 + 1 4682.5 t 6

0.6 575.3 ♦ 1 4702.0 t 4
0.5 575,5 ♦ 1 4724.9 ♦ 4
U.i 575-ti 1 4751.1 . 6

0. J 575.9 t 1 4791.2 . 5
(J . "z 575.9 1 4828.0 ». 5
о. 1 57G.4 ♦ 1 4880.0 2 4
(j 577.0 + 1 4919.9 2 5

Tab.2:Lattice parameters of solid solution 
series in the system C^A-CaC^-IC^O- 
G3A.1/2Ca(0H)2-1/2CaC03.11.5H20

4.Thermal investigations .
With increasing temperature molecular wa
ter is reversibly removed from the inter
layer and some different lower hydrates

5.Solid solution of lamellar calcium alumi
nate hydrates in the ternary system G3A« 
CaCl2‘aq - C3A-CaCO3-aq - C3A•Ca(OH)2•aq
a) Miscibility gaps :

The compound C3A• Ca(OH)2-12H20 coexists 
with solid solution series of the 
following composition :

СаД112(СН) .12]2* [a/6-1/6x)(CH)2-(2/6-2/6x)Cl2-(3/6x)C03.aq]2" 

о c x e ' 

CjA-CaClj-aq

Fig.4 : Stability field of C3A•Ca(OH)2-aq

are formed. The results of thermal dynamic 
loss curves and high temperature x-ray diff
raction show the decreasing thermal stabili
ty of solid solution series with decreasing 
chloride content.

Fig. 3 : Thermal stability of solid solution series
a) Deterioration of main layer(linear equation)

b) Deterioration of main layer(measured)
c) First loss of water from the interlayer(linear 

equation)
d) First loss of water from the interlayer 

(measured)

The compound • CaCOy11H20 coexists with 
solid solution series of the following 
composition :

Са4[л12(ОН)12]2* [(5/6-2/6x)C03.(1/6-1/6x)Cl2-(3/6x)(0H)2..q]2" 

О « x « 1

CjACaCOj-aq 0.5 CjACatOHl^aq

Fig.5 : Stability field of CjA-CaCOyaq



Pöllmann Herbert
2.1

b)Solid solution series
X-ray diffraction measurements on about 
100 reaction mixtures proved complete so
lid solution over an extended area of 
compositions. All ternary cristalline pha
ses could be indexed on the basis of he
xagonal pseudocells. The significant frac
ture in the course of cQ which had been 
described along the join C^A•CaClj■aq -■ 
C3A-l/20a(0H)2-l/2CaC03-aq pursues in the 

whole system. For better presentation the 
system is divided up along this compatibili
ty join. The variation of lattice parameter 
c0 is shown in fig.6 and fig.7. Some selec
ted examples of lattice parameters are tabu
lated in table 3.
With decreasing Cl -content of the ternary 
solid solution series the thermal stability 
decreases very rapidly.

ЗСсО А:23з1/2СсСОз1/2Со(СН;2?1 5H20

Tab.3:Lattice parameters of solid solution series 
C3A-CaCl2-aq - • Ca (OH) 2- aq - C-^A-CaCOyaq
(selected examples)

Fig.6:Variation of lattice parameter c (sehe- Fig 7:Variation of lattice parameter- c (sche
matically)in the system C3A*Ca (OH)2-aq- matically) in the system •CaCl2-aq-
C3A-1/2Ca(0H) 2-1/2CaC03-aq - C3 A * С a C12’ C3A-CaC03.aq - C3A•1/2СаС03-1/2Ca(OH)2’
aq at 35% r.h

Co»pcr>ition
СаС1о/А1у03 CatOHK/Alp0! CaC0,/Al20j

aq at 35% r.h.
Lattice para.eter(pa) 

*0 %

0.7 0.2 0.1 574.8 ♦ 1 4698.1 ♦ 3

0.7 0.1 0.2 575.2 ♦ 1 4692.9 i 2

0.5 O.4 0.1 575.7 ♦ 2 4796.2 ♦ 4

0.5 0.2 0.3 575.4 t 1 4701.7 * 5

0.4 0.4 0.2 576.1 ♦ 2 4815.1 ♦ 4

0.3 0.6 0.1 575.6 * 1 4854.2 * 6

0.3 0.1 0.6 577.1 * 2 4747.5 t 4

0.2 0.5 0.3 576.7 ♦ 2 4863.1 ♦ 8

0.2 0.2 0.6 577.4 i 1 48W.4 t 5

0.1 0.8 0.1 576.6 * 2 4882.0 » 4

0.1 0.1 0.8 577.7 i 1 4795.3 ♦ 5



Thus solid solution in the ternary system 
can be described as follows :

Ca4^Al2(0H)12j2+^x(Cl)2.y(C03). z(0H)2.4x.5y6z H2Op~ 

0 < x t 1 
0 < у < 0.83 X + у +:z = 1 
0 x z < 0.66

Conclusions
The now available data, obtained on complex 
calcium aluminate hydrates containing Cl , 
0H~ and COp” , give a substantial clarifi
cation of the existing uncertanties with re
gard to solid solution, water content and 
composition. Misinterpretation of available 
data for precise identification may be 
caused by the following factors :

1. Carbonation effects ( caused by contamination 
of C02 from air)

2. Water content(precise control of different 
hydration stages is needed)

3.Stacking faults of layer structures
4.Order-disorder problems of anions in the 

interlayer
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ß^+ in Calcium Aluminate Hydrates

SUMMARY: In the course of experiments with borate containing high alumina cements the in
corporation of B3+ in calcium aluminate hydrates has been investigated. At low concentra

tions of a new compound of composition C^A-I/2B2O2‘1ZHjO is formed. The crystal struc
ture is closely related to that of monosulfate C^A’CaSO^•12H2O. The phase is stable in 
pastes up to 60°C. Its formation is most probably responsible for the reported "stabili- 

. . 3+ •sation" of aluminous cements by borates. With increasing concentration of В in the pastes 
and at temperatures below 40 C ettringite-like phases of composition 6CaO•AI2O3■2B2O3•З9Н2О 
and 6Ca0'AI2O3■B2O3•42H20 have been observed. By precipitation from lime-sucrose solutions 
the hydroxyl-ettringite C3A-3Ca(OH)2133H20 has been prepared. The infrared spectra of the 
new phases are discussed and their crystallographic data are given.

No decorrer de experiencias com cimentos alto-aluminosos contendo borato, foi inves- 
tigada a incorporacao de B^+ nos hidratos de aluminato de cälcio. Com baixas concentracoes de 

3+ ~В ocorre a formapäo de um novo composto cuja composipao ё C^A.1/ЗВ^О^.12H2O. A estrutura do 
cristal estä estreitamente relacionada com a de monosulfato C^A.CaSO^.1A fase ё estävel 
em pastas ate 60°C. Muito provavelmente sua formapao ё responsävel pela relatada "estabiliza- 
cäo" de cimentos aluminosos por boratos. Com о aumento da concentrapao de B^+ nas pastas e 

sob temperaturas abaixo de 40°C foram observadas fases semelhantes ä etringita com composigäo 
6CaO.Al9O, . 2Bo0, . 39H-O e 6CaO . Al.,0. B.,0, . 4211 . Preparou-se hidroxil-etringita C,A. 3Ca (OH) 9 .
ЗЗН^О a partir de precipitagdes de solugoes de cal-sacarose. Säo discutidos os espectros in- 
fravermelhos das novas fases e informados seus dados cristalogräficos.



INTRODUCTION

It has been reported in the literature 
(1,2,3,4) that boric acid and borates af
fect the setting and strength development 
of portland cement depending on their con
centration in the pastes. Lieber and 
Richartz (5) have shown that additions of 
0,1 to 1,0 weight percent of boric acid 
retards the sulfate binding and the forma
tion of ettringite. They observed that the 
setting of the pastes was slightly accele
rated whereas the hardening of the cement 
was retarded.
A patent of 1974 claims a method for re
tarding the hydration reactions of rapid 
hardening cements containing and
C,AF by small amounts of boric acid, so- 
4 .dium or potassium borates (6). The addi
tion of 2 to 5 weight percent of calcium 
borates to high alumina cements is repor
ted in another patent of 1972 (7) to pre
vent the conversion of the hydrates CAH^q 

and C2AHg into stable C^AHg up to 60 C. 
In the course of experiments with borate 
containing rapid-hardening cements and 
"stabilized" high alumina cements X-ray 
reflections of new crystalline phases have 
been observed.
The purpose of this work is to clear the 
chemical compositions, formation condi
tions and crystallographic properties of 

34*  » •the apparently В -containing new com
pounds .

EXPERIMENTAL

The composition and formation conditions 
of the new compounds were studied by hy
dration of pastes prepared with GA, cal
culated amounts of freshly c-alcined CaO,
solutions with different concentrations 
of H3B03 or suspensions of finely ground

natural colemanite Ca [BgO^COH)^] ^20. The 
mixtures were placed in sealed polyethy
lene bottles and shaken for several weeks 
at different temperatures between 5 C and 
60°C in large containers filled partly 
with soda lime to avoid contamination by 
atmospheric CC^.
Monocalcium aluminate was prepared in a 
laboratory furnace from reagent grade 
CaCOo and Al„0„ and ground to a Blaine j z J 2
fineness of about 2500cm /g. In some ca
ses Secar 250 or "Ciment Fondu" containing 
appreciable quantities of Fe-oxide were
used. ■
After filtration in a glove box under 
COj-free conditions the solutions and the 
crystalline phases were analyzed for Ca 
and Al3+ using flame photometry and AAS. 
B3+ was determined colourimetrically. The

solids were then examined by X-ray dif
fraction methods, infrared spectroscopy, 
optical and scanning electron microscopy, 
dynamic weight-loss curves and differen
tial thermal analysis.
At every stage of preparation and exami
nation of the samples rigorous precautions 
were taken against uncontrolled contami

nation by С02.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Three new quaternary calcium aluminate hy
drates have been detected in the pastes.

C,A-1/2B„O,«12H„O. At low concentration of 
■ ■ ■ — «e ■ ■ 2. — J ■ ■ ■ ■ Z ”

in the pastes a compound with the com
position 0 A»l/2B203.12H20 is formed. It 
crystalizes as thin biaxial negative pla
tes with pseudohexagonal morphology and 
perfect (0001) cleavage (Fig. 1). Penetra 
tion twins are common. Crystals up to 
0,3mm diameter were collected from samples 
of appropriate composition which had been 



shaken for 12 months at 40°C. Single crystal 
photographs and X-ray powder diffraction 
diagrams showed that the hydrate had mono

Fig. 1. SEM micrograph of C^A.l/2B203-12H20

clinic symmetry with the lattice constants 
a =10,005 t 0,002^, b =5,765 + 0,001X, 
co=16,840 t 0,003Я and ß=101,3 t 0,1°. The 
space group is probably Cc or C2/c.
At T= 60°C the compound transforms without 
loss of molecular water to a phase with 
probable space group R3c or R3c and the 
unit cell a =5,776+0,001X,C =49,511±0,007&.

o’’ ’ о
The observed data support the assumption 
that C^A*l/2B 203•12H20 has a layer structu
re which is closely related to that of mo
nosulfate C3A.CaS04*12H 20 (9,10,11). The 
infrared absorption spectra of the monocli
nic and the hexagonal polymorph are shown 
in Fig. 2. The patterns are very similar 
to those of other calcium aluminate hydra
tes which have been discussed in detail by 
Houtepen and Stein (12), Volant (13) and 
Fischer and Kuzel (14). Of special inte
rest are the absorption bands due to 
B-OH-vibrations at 1180 and 1150cm in 
both polymorphs.
As a consequence of the lower symmetry at 
20 C theV'3 band of the BO^'-group is 

split into two components at 1420 and
1475 cm Thus the formula of the new com
pound may be written as

[ca4[Al(OH)6'] 2j ' [hB03-5,5H2o] .

4000 2000 1000 cm"1

•Fig. 2. IR diagrams of monoclinic (20°C) 
and hexagonal (60°C) C-A'CaHBO.,- 
11,5H2O

The results of high temperature X-ray dif
fraction, DTA and dynamic weight-loss cur
ves are given in Fig. 3. In the temperature 
range up to 200°C the molecular water is 
reversibly removed step by step and lower 
hydrates of interlayer composition 
[hB03-4,5H20] 2" (c’=7,85X), [hBO3*3,5H 2o] 2‘ 

(c'=7,50X), [hB03-1-2H20]2" (c'=6,7oX) and 
[hBO3]2~ (c’=6,50X) are formed.
At 20°C solid solution between the end mem
bers C4A-l/2B203.12H20 and the quaternary 
carbonate hydrate C4A-1/2CO2'12H20 exists. 
With increasing molar ratio C02/Al203 the 
largest basal spacing c'=8,252X of 
C4A-l/2B203■12H2O is continuously lowered 
to the layer thickness c'=8,202X of the 
carbonate hydrate (Fig. 4). At the composi
tion C3A-0,7CaHB03-0,15CaC03'0,15Ca(OH)2* 



ll,5H20 the transformation of the monocli
nic 2-layer structure of the borate hydrate 
to the hexagonal 6-layer structure of the 
carbonate hydrate occurs.

8.5
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7.0

100 T°C 200

Fig. 3. Dehydration of IGa^A^COH)
[НВ03-5,5Я20]

(Xl
8.26 CJM1 -x)CaH BOL- 0.5xCaCQ30.5xCaDH)2.n,5H2O
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822

820

0 20 40 60 mole percent Ю0
CjA CaHBOjj 11.5 H20 C^A • 0.5CaC£^. 0.5Ca(OH)2- 11.5H2O

Fig. 4. c'-values of the solids in the 
system C^A’CaHBOj’11,5H20 - 
C3A-l/2CaC03-l/2Ca(OH)2-11,5H20 
at 22°C and 35% relative humidity

Al3+ of C^A*l/2B 203*12H 20 can be completely 
replaced by Fe3+ if the pastes are prepared 

with CjF instead of GA. The hydrate C^F- 
l/2B203*12H 2O has hexagonal symmetry with 
a =5,904^0,0018 and c =48,731^0,0068.
o’ °

The space group is probably R3c or R3c.

Ettringite phases. If the molar ratio 
H3B03/CA exceeds 0,25 in the pastes at 
T^40° another new compound with the compo
sition 6Ga0-Al203*2B 203-39H20 crystallizes 
as very small hexagonal prisms. The size of 
the crystals did not exceed l^urn and no ma
terial suitable for single crystal X-ray 
work could be obtained. In its qualitative 
composition, morphology and X-ray powder 
diffraction diagram the compound resembles 
ettringite 6Са0»А1203*350 3-32Н20.

Fig. 5. IR-diagram of бСаО’А^О^гв^^З?^^) 

The infrared absorption spectrum shows B-OH 
bands at 1185 and 1240cm"1 and a strong 

V*3-vibration of B(0H)^ at 975cm . It is
therefore assumed that the structure chan
nels contain B(0H)4-tetrahedra and the cons
titution of the compound is tentatively
written as
{ca6[Al(OH)J 2 -24H2o] • (4B(0H)4-20hJ.

The weak band at 1420cm"1 is ascribed to

the asymmetric stretching mode of the
2C03 -group due to 

sample by C02. The 
contamination of the
X-ray powder diffraction



pattern has been indexed by aid of an 
ettringite-1 ike hexagonal unit cell. The 
lattice constants are given in table 1. On 
heating at 65°C the borate complex looses 
all of its molecular water.
After shaking the pastes in the temperature 
range 5°C to 20°C for 12 months some addi
tional unknown X-ray reflections of low 
intensity have always been observed. This 

34~led to another В containing ettringite
like phase which crystallizes in charac
teristically short hexagonal prisms (Fig.6).

Fig. 6. SEM micrograph of 6Ca0‘Al„0,*B?0-• 
42H20

Attempts to prepare the borate complex in a 
pure state were only successful if the 
compound was precipitated from aquous lime- 
sucrose solutions by adding calculated 
amounts of NaAl(OH)^ and H^BC^. A similar 
method was used by Carlson and Berman (15) 
in the preparation of the carbonate 
ettringite C3A-3CaCO3•32H2O.
Its composition was determined to be 
6CaO«Al203»B203«42H20 at 35 per cent rela
tive humidity. In its main features the 
IR-pattern shown in Fig. 7 is similar to 
that of 6Ca0-Al203-2B203-39H20 indicating 

the presence of B(OH)^-tetrahedra in the 
channels of the crystal structure. The con
stitution of this phase is possibly given 
by the formula
|Ca6[Al(OH)6']2 • 24H2o]«[2B(OH)4-40H-6H2o].

The compound is hexagonal too. The lattice 
constants are given in table 1.

4000 2000 1000 500 cm"1

Fig. 7. IR-diagram of 6Ca0,Al203-B203-42H20

The hydroxyl-ettringite described by Flint 
and Wells (16) has been prepared by the sa
me method at 20°C. Although this phase is 
extremely sensitive against attack of car
bon dioxide it could be synthesized nearly 
C02-free. Chemical analysis of the material 
after drying at 35 per cent relative humi
dity, infrared and X-ray data have shown 
the composition and constitution to be 
C3A-3Ca(OH)2-33H20 or
|ca6(Al(0H)6]2 -24H20] • {бОН-ЗН^.

Like all other minerals of the ettringite 
group the phase has a hexagonal unit cell. 
The crystallographic data are tabulated in 
table 1.



Table 1. Crystallographic data of the hydra
tes

с,л. 1 /2»2<: 3 - 12H20 

CV|A-1/2B203- 1 2H2O 

C^l •l/2B203- 12H2O 

C(iA-2B2O3'34H2O 

C.(iA-B2O3’4 2H2O 

c()A. 36ii2o

group

Cc,C2/c

R3c,R3c

R3c,R3c

10,005+2 5,765tl 16,84013 101,313

5,77611 - 49,51116 -

5,90411 - 48,73116 -

11,022*1  - 21,38814 -

11,01511 - 21,23213 -

10,90011 - 21,27414 -

The lamellar hydrate C^A-Ißl^O is 
stable in pastes up to 60°C. At T>60 C de
composition to 2CaO■B2O3'HjO occurs. The 
formation of this compound is responsible 
for the reported stabilisation of aluminous 
cements by borates. With the addition of 
approximately 5 per cent of colemanite on
ly 50 per cent of the hydrates CAH^0 and 
C2AHg are converted to C^A-l/2B203•12H2O 
and the trasformation of this fraction to 
stable C-AH, is blocked. On addition of 3 6 
more than 5 per cent of calcium borates to 
the pastes the setting and hardening of the 
cement is vigorously retarded. .

Table 2. X-ray powder diffraction data

C^A-CallBO^- 1 1 „SHjO (monoclinic)

d(X) hkl 8(X) hkl d(8) hkl

8,253 100 002 2,728 < 5 311 2,31'7 4 5 404,222

h , 635 <5 ?02 2,722 < 5 022 2,234 < 5 40 2

4,126 30 004 2,631 <5 7o6,tt5 2,222 5 206

3,804 5 202 2,558 5 312 2,2 18 4 5 Tl7

3,883 5 113 2 ,554 5 023 Z, T75 <5 314

2,80 1 5 ?04. 2,4.5 3 5 400 2,1 72 <5 025,316

2,887 10 311,0 5 2,448 5 722 2,064 <5 008

2,881 5 020 2,366 < 5 313 2,0 54. <5 1 1'7

2,838 <5 02 I 2,362 <5 024,315

C3A-CallBO3‘ 11 ,5H2O (hexagonal)

,i(R) vin hkl d(R) hkl a<R) T/Io hkl

8,251 100 006 2,631 < 5 1016 2,063 < 5 0024

4,638 <5 104 2,555 5 119 2,052 < 5 1022

4,125 30 0012 2,452 5 204 2,041 <5 2014

3,893 5 108 2,365 4 5 1112 1,992 <5 1118

3,519 45 1010 2,319 < 5 208 1,780 < 5 1026

2.888 5 110 2,233 5 20Ю 1,759 5 2020

2,845 <5 113 2,220 5 Ю20 1,667 5 300

2,726 5 116 2,172 5 1115

<|(X)

C3A-2Ca •Ca(OH)2-30H20 (hexagonal)

VIO hkl d(X) hkl d(X) ^0 hkl

9,55 100 100 3,182 5 300 2,373 5 314

5,5H 50 110 2,993 20 116 2,180 30 226

5,347 <5 004 2,756 10 220 2,145 <5 322

4,899 10 112 2,734 20 304 2,125 10 316

4,665 30 104 2,668 5 222 2,045 5 412

3,838 30 1 14 2,647 < 5 310 2,026 5 324

3,608 5 210 2,570 10 312 1,941 5 414

3,563 10 204 2,536 50 216 1,640 5 2110

3,418 30 212 2,449 <5 224 1,780 10 408

d(X)

C3A■Ca[b(OH2•2Ca(OH)2•36H20 (hexagonal)

hklhkl d(X) hkl d(8)

9,53 100 100 2,979 10 116 2,173 30 226

5,500 30 110 2,753 10 220 2,143 10 323

4,886 10 112 2,726 20 304 2,119 20 316

4,766 5 200 2,567 20 312 2,082 < 5 410

4,635 20 104 2,525 50 216 2,024 10 324

3,812 40 114 2,443 5 224 1,938 10 414

3,548 10 204 2,366 5 314 1,908 10 500

3,411 30 212 2,313 < 5 208 1,874 <5 318

3,178 10 300 2,189 5 320 1,830 45 2110

(hexagonal)

d(X) hkl d(X) •Op hkl d(X) hkl

9,45 100 100 2,972 5 116 2,317 <5 208

5,453 20 no 2,724 10 220 2,161 20 226

4,852 Ю 112 2,708 20 304 2,122 5 322

4,633 10 104 2,620 <5 310 2,106 10 316

3,806 20 114 2,542 10 312 2,006 < 5 324

3,531 10 204 2,515 40 216 1,887 5 500

3,386 20 212 2,425 < 5 224 1,827 5 2110

3*144 < 5 300 2,349 < 5 314
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TEE ROLE 0Г KINETIC PARAMETERS ON THE PROPERTIES OF HYDRATING CEMENT PASTE

SUMMARY : Calculated were the rate constants for the characteristic processes of hydration: 
nucleation and growth of hydration nroducts, phase-boundary,interaction, and diffusion 
through growing hydration layer on a group of commercial cements and synthetic cement by 
adding alkali sulfates. The constants were obtained on the basis of kinetic study of alite 
hydration of these samples, using the method of kinetic oarameter determination taking into 
account the -0L1 -t dependence and polydispersity of the examined svstems.
Distribution of the characteristic processes, depending on percentage of ^articles, which 
at determined stage of alite hydration react after one of these processes is in correlation 
with the kinetic constant values and with mechanical properties, especially with the cement 
paste compressive strength-

It is supposed that for normal strenght development with time, the rate constants for each 
reaction must be within very close optimal limits.

Foram calculadas as constantes de velocidade para os processos caracteristicos de 
hidratagäo: nucleagäo e crescimento de produtos de hidratagäo, interagäo, fase-contorno e di 
fusäo atraves da camada crescente de hidratapao, num grupo de cimentos comerciais e de cimen 
to sintetico, por adigäo de sulfatos alcalinos. As constantes foram obtidas com base em es- 
tudo da cinetica de hidratagao da alita destas amostras, usando о metodo de determinagäo do 
parämetro cinetico, levando-se em conta a dependenciao<-t e a polidispersividade dos siste- 
mas examinados.

A distribuigäo dos processos caracterlsticos, dependente da procentagem de parti- 
culas, que em determinado estägio de hidratagäo da alita reagem apos urn destes processos, es 
tä correlacionada com valores de constante cinetica e com propriedades mecänicas, especial- 
mente com a resistäncia ä compressäo da pasta de cimento.

Supöe-se que para desenvolvimento normal da resistencia com о tempo, as constan
tes de velocidade para cada reagäo devem flcar dentro de limites ötimos muito estreitos.



introduction

The kinetic hydration study, i.e. calcula
ted kinetic constants for the characteristic 
processes: nucleation and growth of hydra
tion products,phase-boundary interaction 
and diffusion through the growing hydration 
layer, is very important for examining the 
development of mechanical properties of 
hydrated cement paste. A big problem are the 
so-called inverse correlations of compres
sive strenghts which were found on a great 
number of daily production cement samnles. 
Correlation between parameters acting on 
the development of cement compressive 
strenghts (chemical,phase, and granulo
metric compositions) and the tested com
pressive strenghts often do not exist,which 
causes certain dilemmas regarding the tech
nical process control.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The mean phase and chemical chemical cha
racteristics of the examined cements (mar

ked T-I...T-6) are given in Table I. T-4 
cement was a synthetic one, prepared by 
adding 1% K3NS4(3K2SO4 . Na2SO4) to T-3 
cement. Phase composition was determined 
by X-ray diffraction. Content of total and 
soluble alkalies and sulfates in clinkers, 
is illustrated in Table II. Particle size 
distribution for the samples T-l,T-2,T-3 
determined with Sartorius sedimental weight 
is given in Fig.l and for the T-5 and T-6 
specimens, by the Coulter-Counter method, 
in Fig.2. In Table III shows the specific 
surface and the mechanical strenghts of 
cement samples.

All cement specimens were paste-hydrated 
0,5 water-to-solid ratio at 20°C, After 

Qifferent ages the specimens were ground, 
washed with acetone, dried in vacuum for 1 
hour and hermetically closed in plastic bags. 
To determine the degree of alite hydration 

the method of internal standard was used.
The degree of hydration in time "t" was de
termined from the ratio of analitical dif
fraction's, the maximum intensity of alite 
hydrated cement, and the original unhydra
ted specimen (dA= 1,76 Я).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table TV shows the degrees of alite hydra
tion for different ages of examined cement 
samnles. Rate constants of alite hydration 
of the snecimens were calculated by the 
method developed by A. Bezjak and I.Jelenid 
presented at the 7^^ International Congress 

on the Chemistry of Cement (Paris,1580). 
The results are given in Table V for all 
time intervals (marked I,II,III) together 
with the compressive strenghts of cements 
tested.
The calculated rate constants for a group 

of cements, differing in the contents of 
alite,C3A, readily soluble alkalies,sulfa
tes ,particle size distribution vary from 
sample to sample an the differences in the 
decrease of diffusion constants vary from 
interval to interval. The specimen of T-2 
cement which has the highest degree of hy
dration (69%) after 24 hours, has the high
est kinetic constants in all three processes 
and in all three time intervals. Likewise, 
the T-3 specimen which after 24 hours has 
the lowest degree of alite hydration (37%) 
shows the lowest kinetic constants for the 
phase-boundary interaction and diffusion 
processes. Diffusion constants are the low
est of all time intervals.Among all tested 
cements T-3 specimen has the lowest content 
of C3A, of total and readily soluble alka
lies and sulfates, and the lowest particle 
size fraction under 5/6m. In contrast the 
T-2 specimen has the highest content of to
tal and readily soluble sulfates and a very 
high C3A/C3S ratio. The value of kinetic 
constants influences the distribution of 



kinetic processes in dependence on the 
amount of hydrated particles. This can 
easily be seen from Fig.3, showing the 
q - dependence of kinetic processes in 
specimens v.’ith low (T-3) and high (T-2) 
kinetic constants. 
The early beginning of slow diffusion cau
ses formation of good quality gel and good 
final strength , but early strength are 
low. The development of compressive strength 
of the Т-З specimen is in agreement with 
this conclusion.

Later beginning and slower development of 
diffusion i.e. longer phase-boundary inter
action and nucleation and growth processes 
for a certain percentage of particles re
sult in higher early strength , while the 
23 day strength are at the low required 
limit; this is reflected in compressive 
strength development of the T-2 specimen. 

In norr?.al strengen development the nuclea
tion and growth process couldn't exist at 
a higher degree of hydration of a certain 
percentage of particles. As can be seen 
from Fig.4 in case of T-5 specimen, there 
remain 25 % of particles after the nuclea
tion and growth process at 80% hydration, 
whereas diffusion occurs at a higher degree 
of hydration and develops slowlier. The 
reason is the low rate constant of the nu
cleation and growth process, the high rate 
constant of the diffusion process in the 
first tine interval and the great difference 
( the greatest in all the examined specimens) 
between diffusion rate constants in the first 
and the second time interval. Because of 
such distribution of processes the final 
strength are low, and the early strength 
higher.
Fig. 4 shows that the difference in distribu
tion of processes between the specimens 
T-3 and T-5 is really a drastic one, this 
being in correlation with the compressive 
strenght development of these cements.

While the T-3 cement has the highest 2?-dav 
comnressive strenght of all snecim.ens exami
ned, the 28-day compressive strenght of the 
T-5 cement is under the reauired value. At 
the lowest value of readily soluble alkalies 
and sulfates and C-,A content the T-3 cement 
has the lowest content of the finest fraction 
(6% of particles are under 5y<jn).In contrast, 
the content of readily soluble alkalies and 
C^A are much higher in the T-5 specimen,which 
contains three times as many finest particles 
(under Sytvm) as the T-3 specimen. 
Consequently it is easy to understand that 
in the T-3 specimen diffusion occurs at low 
degree of hydration. The particles of this 
cement are coarser (the average particle dia 
meter is 27/^m) and in case of high oercenta 
ge of the finest particles of the T-5 spe
cimen (the average particle diameter is 18ЛГ1) 
the nucleation and growth mechanism lasted 
too long for a certain percentage of cemant 

particles, so the final strenghts cannot be 
good enough.lt is obvious that also in the 
particle size distribution there is a certain 
optimum to achieve a desired compressive 

strenght development.
It can be assumed that the distribution of 
processe for the Q- dependence is in cor
relation with the development of mechanical 
properties .
Fig.5 shows the distribution of kinetic pro
cesses of T-3 and T-6 cements, which have . 
low early and good final strenghts. The si
milarity of curves is obvious.
An interesting thing is that the cements with 
similar strenght.development and distribution 
of kinetic-processes have similar constant 
ratios for each kinetic process and vice 
versa. This can be seen from Table VI, which 
shows two examples of cement pairs T-3— T-6 
and T-3—T-5. the compressive strength of 
the compared specimens are also shown. One- 
day compressive strengths cannot be predicted 
on the basis of the values of rate constants 
of the nucleation and growth and nhase-boun- 



dary interaction. By examining the diffusion 
constants at all time intervals the corre
lation with 28-day compressive strenghts 
was obtained.
Fig.6 presenting the rate constants of di
ffusion depending on hydration time at dif
ferent tine intervals , shows the lines of 
different coefficients of tendency.A lower 
28-days compressive stren9th is' accompanied 
by greater change in the coefficient of 
tendency.
It is obvious that changes in kinetic para
meters for each process in C^S hydration 
are in correlation with mechanical proper
ties of cement pastes.
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Phase and Chemical Characteristies Cement Samples

Tnble I

T-l T-3 T-4 т-5 T-6

- c.s 66 E7 62 62 9-7 68
■ь C 5 5 2 2 7 6
C,A/C,S 0,075 0,106 0,032 0,052 0,1*8 0,088
,30/ ?.C50 5,091 1,056 2,050 3,028 5,050
so^/c^s 0,057 0,08? 0,025 C,G4O 0,070 0,040

n*2c 0,042 0,0^7 0^054 0,037 c,052 0,028
5 KpO 0,065 0,062 0,059 0,074 0,056 0,94.8

Table II

Total and Headily Soluble 
Alkalies and Sulfates (.^) 
of Clinker Samples .....
Sample 30^ N82^ ^2*̂

I’ - 1 llT44 Gtl45 Од76
0,tR0x 0,,50x 0460x

T -2 1,9^ 0,^9 0,56
K 0,86x O.,22x i. ,-.- x

T, - л 0 ,75 0,50 0,, 34
0,48x C.jAx G,,25x

I' - 5 1,05 0,,30 O,,7o
K C, 69x 0,15x 0., 58x

T,, - Г, 1,06 0,55- 0,, 5?
K 0,71x 0,l»x 0,52x

x readily solubLe



Table IV

Decree of Alite Hydration

Time Sample
Ch) T-l T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 T-6

4 12 10 10 6 6
5 15 15
6 14 18 4 15 8 10
7 16 24
8 18 51 7 16 12,5 17,0
9 21 57

10 24 42 12 2C 17,5 25,0
11 28 47
12 55 51 19 24 22,-5 51,5
15 56 54
14 5Q 57 24 29 28,6 37,0
15 42 59
16 44 62 28 55 55,C 40,5
17 47 64
18 49 65 52 41,5 46,0
19 51 66
20 52 67 55 44 47,0 48,5
22 55 68
24 57 69 57 55 54,0 54,0
^2 64 72 42 56 60,5 60,5
40 69 74 45 59 65,5 65,0
48 75 77 49 61 69,5 68,0
56 75 79 52 62 7^,0 ^1,0
f.;'1 7'7 81 54 65 76,0 7^,5

-JZ2 78 82 . 55 65 22^5. .75^5

Table V

F? HvdrAtinn iIn Cenent Paster;
T-l T-2 T-3 T-4 -. t-5 T-6

kjCh'1) 0,051 0,070 0,055 0,023 0,057 0,060

I ko(uiih 1) 0,11c 0,128 o,C67 0,114 0,091 0,110

к -1)C,20C 0,345 0,085 0,364 0,7'27 0,180

II 0,1^ 0,207 0,0 59 0,179 0,130 0,106

III _ r' 7 C,0kQ 0 ,073 0,040 0,0 54 L ,0</'8 -

( nPq ) 41,4 -26,3 12,2 19,4 1G,4
50,5 51 ,6 65,1 /18,4 5^,2

28

Table VI

Ratios of Rate Constants for 
Pairs of Cement Samples

-11-----  - 0,91
KnT-6

КцТ-5
1,48

киТ-5

K?1T-5 n К21Т-5
0 74

K21T-6 K21T-5

K^1T"^ ri ,,r K^T-3
0 25

K^T-6 ' K.1T-5

K^?T-5 KvT-5
o 45

К ^Т-б K??T-5 

к^т-5 _ 

k„t-5
0,41

T-6 ^-17,4:1- зе'у-тг.г T-5 <5 = 10,4(HPa)

28-55.2: tS-65,l ^8-49,4(11Уа)
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V. MLAKAR 6

ar-/-)

Percentages of particles (v-' samples 'г-51 T-2 that react 
according to the nucleation and growth process (dotted line 
phase-boundary interaction process (thin line) and diffus on 
proe*8»  (full linel at various «L

^ig. 5
Percentages of partides (Q) samples T-J, T-б that react 
according to the nucleation and gorwth process (dotted line) 
phaee-bouttiap interaction process (thin line) and diffusion 
process (full line) at various »

Qf'/.j

Fip- ti
Percentages .*f  particles (•?) sarples T-'l, that react , 
accordi’v to thfc nucleation and growth crocess ( dotted line) 
phase-boundary interaction process (thin 1-r.e) and diffusion 
process ''full line) various V,,
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Hydration Characteristics and Properties of Mixtres of Cement and High Content of Calcium
Sulfate 2 . 2
Caracter istique de 1'Hydratat ion et Propriete du Melange de Ciment avec Haut Teneur de Sulfate de Calcium

SUMMARY: Mixtures of calcium sulfate and cement are used as a low-cost building material such as for walls and 

panels. However, when various kinds of calcium sulfates and admixtures were used, troubles often occur in such 

properties as setting time, development of expansion.

To take effective action for these unfavourable problems, it is the most important occurately to grasp the ba 

sic hydration characteristics of these mixtures.

In this paper, influence of kind of cement and calcium sulfate on hydration of the mixtures with and without 

various admixtures was studied by measuring heat evolution rate, amount of combined water and hydrates formed 

and cappilary space, and by observing the texture in hardened paste, and then relationship between the results 
obtained and the properties was discussed.

Sumario

Misturas de sulfato de cälcio e cimento säo usadas сото materials de construfäo de bai 
xo custo para paredes e paineis. Entretanto, varies tipos de sulfato de calcio e adiqoes sao 
usados, as vezes ocorrem problemas em algumas propriedades сото tempo de pega e ocorrencia de 
expansäo.

Para tomar medidas efetivas para esses problemas desfavoraveis, e da maior importäncia 
conhecer com precisao as caracteristicas bäsicas da hidratagäo dessas misturas.

Neste trabalho, a influencia da especie do cimento e do sulfato de calcio na hidrata- 
Cao das misturas com ou sem varias adipoes foi estudada pela medida variafäo do calor despren 
dido, quajitidade de agua combinada e hidratos formados e espapo capilar, e pela observacao da 
testura da pasta hidratada, e entäo as relacöes entre os resultados obtidos e as propriedades 
foram discutidas.
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1. Sample and Experimental Procedure
The chemical composition of ordinary portland cement 
(OPC) and pozzolanic cement (POZ), natural gypsum (GYP) 
°(-hemihydrate (aH),ß -hemihydrate (bH) of calcium 
sulfate and anhydrite (AN), their specific gravity, 
blaine and BET specific surface area are showed on 
Table 1. The mineralogical Composition of OPC calcja 
lated as C3S, C S, C3A and C^AF is 56%, 13%, 9% and
11%, respectively while POZ contains 20% pozzolan.

vid hydration of alite.

From these results, it seems that the calcium sulfate 
hemihydrate is hydrated actively immediately after mi 
xed with water, bH being higher than aH in hydration 
rate. With the addition of 0,05% of retarder, the actj_ 
ve hydration is retarded by about 5 to 10 minutes for bH and about 
an hour for aH. These are considered to depend upon to the diff£ 
rence in their specific surface area and polymorphism. 
In the case of AN, its hydration is promoted by addition

Area and Specific Gravity of Samples UsedTable 1-Chemical Composition, Specific Surface

sample ig.loss insol SiO2 ai2o3 Fe2°3 CaO MgO so3 Naj) K2O P2°5 Total Blaine (cm2 /g)BET(m2 /g) Specific gravity

OPC 1.7
POZ 3.9

0.4
20.6

19.6
13.5

5.3
3.7

3.8
3.8

59.0
45.7

4.3
4.0

3.5
2.7

0.2
0.1

0.6
0.6

1.0
0.8

99.4
99.4

3450
4260

1.08
1.41

3.14
2.97

GYP 20.9 0.8 32.3 46.0 100.0 2500 0.91 2.34 
aH 6.6 0 37.8 55.5 99.9 1330 0.32 2.74 
bH 3.4 1.0 39.3 55.9 99.6 7960 6.47 2.54 
AN 0.5 6.5 47.8 41.3 96.1 5900 1.36 3.00

OPC- ordinary portland cement GYP- natural gypsum 
POZ- pozzo 1 anic_cement____________ _______________________

Hydrated samples were prepared by the mixing ratio 
showed in Table 2.
Each sample was mixed with water solid ratio of 0.50 
at 209C, and after being cured for 1, 3, 28, 91 days, 
its hydration was stopped by immersion in acetone.Part 
of the hydrated samples were dried under the condition 
of 11% relative humidity and used for measurement of 
the amount of Ca^H^and ettringite by DSC, the other 
samples were used for other purposes after D-drying.

Table 2-Samples Mixing Proportion

propor t ion__(we^ht%2

cement (OPC, POZ) 30 50 70
calcium sulfate (GYP, all, bH, AN) 70 50 30

bH- (3 hemihydrate
AN- _anhydrite___________________________________________

of K^SO^, and the active hydration thereof coincides 
in timing with vivid hydration of alite in cement. 
When each kind of calcium sulfate was added, in parti, 
cular, the induction period of the alite in the сетепС 
is shortened. The effect was larger on the sequenceof 
bH, aH, GYP and AN. Uchikawa, Uchida,Ogawa and Hanehara 
(1) reported that the earlier the maximum of peak of 
CatOH)^ saturation ratio in the liquid phase of paste 
appeared, the more the induction period of hydration 
of alite was shortened. The above mentioned differen
ce in the effect of promoting hydration among differen 
te kinds of calcium sulfate is considered to be caused 
by the dissolution rate of calcium sulfate, so that 
the higher the dissolution rate, the earlier the CatOH)^ 
saturation ratio in the liquid phase of paste attains

The retarder (tartaric acid), accele, 
rator(K SO^) and additive A (expans_i 
on regulator - solution having PVA) 
was added 0.05% for hemihydrate con
tent in the mixture, 1.5% for AN mi^ 
ture and 37.5% for calcium sulfate 
content, respectively.
Heat evolution rate was measured by 
conduction calorimeter. The amount 
of combined water was calculated fron 
the ignition loss at 80090 of the 
unhydrate sample and that of each h^ 
drated sampe D- dried.
Identification and quantitative analy 
sis of hydrates produced were measured 
by powder X-ray difraction.
The amount of ettringite and Ca(0H>2 
produced were determined by DSC.
The cagpilary space of which diameter 
is 30 A or more and its pore size di_s 
tribution were measured by mercury pe, 
netration porosimeter.The texture and 
Morphology of hydrate in the hardened pa_s^ 
te was observed under SEM (JEOL, JSM-T300).The 
setting time and canpressive strenght vere nnea 
sured by French method AFWRNF B12-401, and 
the change in length according to ASTM C 452.
2. Heat Evolution Rate

The Fig. 1 shows the heat evolution -curve of OPC, POZ 
and various calcium sulfate-cement mixtures. The first 
peak immediately after mixed with water is caused, by 
formation of ettringite by hydration of the interst_i 
tial phase such as C3A and C^AF and the second by vi-

maxium value, shortening the induction period of ah^- 
Uchikawa, Uchida and Okamura (2) studied on the infb 
ence of characters of blending component on the hydra 
tion of ordinary portland cement and showed that the 
active hydration of alite corresponding to the secon
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peak was increase of the specific area of the blerding 
component. The calcium sulfate effect on the active 
hydration of alite is thought to become larger with 
the increase in it's specific surface area at accele 
ratorv period.

a4 or_bH, on the other hand, the intensity of (202) 
and (240) reflections were almost the same as that of 
(020) reflection, the intensity of (202,022) reflection 
being comparatively larger, indicating that these crys 
tai faces are well developed.

3. Hydration Product

A part of powder X-ray Diffraction pattern of each h^ 
drated sample is showed in Fig. 2.
With OPC, the hydrates detected by powder X-raydiffrac 
tion were ettringite, monosulfate hydrate and calcium 
hydroxide. The calcium hydroxide increased with age. 
With GYP mixture, no monosulfate detected, and ettrin 
gite increased with age. On bH mixture, the calcium 
sulfate dihydrate appeared before one day and increa
sed little after this age. With AN mixture, calcium 
sulfate dihydrate produced increased with age, but 
even at the age of 28 days, there remained AN still 
not hydrated.
Regarding to XRD chart, the following features were 
recognized. With OPC, the intensity of the diffract! 
on peak was almost the same on (0001) reflection and 
(10.1) reflection of Ca^H^, whereas with the mixing 
of calcium sulfate, the intensity at (0001) reflection 
became remarkably great, regardless the kind of cal-

4.Amount of Ettringte and Calcitei Hydroxide Formed
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the amount of 
various calcium sulfates mixed and the anxxmt of ettringi 
te and CaCOH)^ at each age.

With OPC alone, the amount of ettringite produced was 
5.6% at one day, decreasing slowly by formation of mo 
nosulfate hydrate at 3 days or more. When calcium sul 
fate was mixed, however, the existence of the suffi
cient amount of SO^ regardless of the kind of calcium 
sulfate prevented monosulfate hydrate from being for 
med, and the amount of ettringite formed changed with 
the kind and the amount of calcium sulfate mixed.
With bH mixture, more ettringite was formed than in 
the case of GYP mixture at each age. The amount of 
ettringite formed in aH mixture at an early age was 
small, followed by rapid increase at the age of 3 days 
or more, exceeding the amount for bH mixture at the 
age of 28 days. In the case of AN mixture,a large anount 
of ettringite was particulary formed at early age.

and

of 
the 
of

and 
is

cium sulfate. This shows the orientation of calcium 
hydroxide, making us estimate that the growth along c 
axis is smaller than along a axis. According to Berger 
and Me Gregor (3) who studied the morphology of cal
cium hydroxide produced by the hydration of C^S, the 
growth along c axis and a axis was different with the 
kind of additive, and four groups of (I) c/a = 0.5, 
(II) c/a= 0.5 to 1.5, (ill) c/a = 1.5, (IV) irregular, 
were classified. The result mentioned above corresponds 
to Group (I), from which it is concluded that the cal, 
cium hydroxide formed in the mixture of calcium sulfa_ 
te and cement has morphology of Group (I).
As for calcium sulfate dihydrate the (020) reflection 
intensity__was very great for GYP mixture, so that in^ 
tensity (220) and (240) reflections were about one - 
third as that of (020) reflection and the intensity of 
(202,022) reflection was comparatively 
calcium sulfate dihydrate formed by

- ----- - - ___2V3 
pozzolan at later age (5,6).These results 

show that the amount of ettringite for 
med in the hardened paste considerably 
changes with the kind of calcium sul 
fate. Uchikawa, Uchida, Ogawa and Ha- 
nehara (1) studied on the effect of 
the kind of calcium sulfate on the ini 
tial hydration of ordinary portland 
cement and found that the larger the 
saturation ratio of CaCOH)^ and QiSO^ 
of liquid phase in paste at the time 
of beginning of ettringite formation.

smaller with 
hydration of AN,

(2) 0PC-GYP50

On the other hand, the amount of ettringite was lar
gest in the mixture containing 30% of calcium sulfate 
and decreased with calcium sulfate content increase.

When additive A was used, the amount of ettringite 
formed increased extremely at early age as shown in 
the bH mixture, indicating that this additive accele
rates the dissolution of alumina from C^A. 
Generally, additives modify the induction peripd 
the hydration of C^A and C^S. The additive A used 
considered to belong do group (III) (4).
The same trend was observed in the mixture of POZ
calcium sulfate, although more ettringite was genera
lly formed. This is considered that the hydration 
interstial phase was accelerated by pozzolan in 
pozzolanic cement at early age, while the amount 
ettringite formed increased by the reaction of Al70. 
contained in

(1) OPC

20 30 10 2(1 30

the more closely small ettringite for 
med on the surface of unhydrated par 
tides, depressing subsequent hydration. 
The amount of Ca(0H)_ formed for the 
OPC alone was 6.1, 6.8, 7.8 and 9.7% 
at 1,3,7 and 28 days respectively. 
The dashed line in the drawing indica 
tes the amount of CaCOH)^ estimated 
from the amount of calcium sulfate mi 
xed and the amount of Са(ОН)£ for OPC 
alone.From these results, the early
and subsequente hydration of calcium

Diffraction angle (2o, CuKa)

Lt: ettringite, Mo: monosulfate hydrate, GYP: calciu.ii sulfate di hydrate 
CH: calcium hydroxide, An: anhydrite

flG. 2 Powder X-ray pattern of hydrated sample

silicate was different with the kind 
of calcium sulfate. In the case of AN 
mixture, active hydration of alite and 
hydration of AN occur at same time,so 
that the production of calcium sulfa
te dihydrate appears to reduce the
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oeid. a*3d. □■7d. 0*28d.

FIG. 3 Amount of ettringite and Ca(0H)2 formed in hardened paste

formation of dense hydrate by hydration of alite.
This trend was reversed in the POZ mixture, considered 
to be caused by low CafCH)^ saturation ratio in liquid 
phase of the mixture.
5. Change in the Amount of Combined Water

Fig. 4 shows the change in the amount of combined wa 
ter in various calcium sulfates-OPC mixtures with tine. 
With OPC-GYP mixture, the amount of combined water de 
creased with the amount of GYP mixed. With bH and aH**  
mixtures, the amount of combined water was very large 
as compared with GYP mixture. With AN mixture, the 
amount of combined water at later stage increased more 
than in the aforementioned two cases, because hydrati 
on of AN proceeded after one day. Also, addition oT 
additive A brought increase of the amount of combined 
water, which well corresponds to the acceleration of 
initial hydration and subsequent increase in the amount 
of ettringite formed. A similar result was obtained 
for the POZ and calcium sulfate mixtures, the amount 
of combined water, however, was somewhat smaller com 
pared with that in the OPC mixture.
6. Capillary Space and Pore Size Distribution of 

Hardened Paste

Fig. 5 shows a pore size distribution of OPC and the 
ratio of capillary space ofQeach fixtures classified 
jnto 30 to 60 A, 60 to 500 A,500 A to 1000'A and 1000 
A or more in diameter.
Ihe capillary space of OPC alone remarkably decreased 
with age, accompanying with extreme decrease of pore 
volume of 1000 A or more. In comparison, the POZ was 
associated with a lesser reduction of the capillary 
space with age. Af^er 28 days, however, the ratio of 
small pore of 500 Ä or less increase with the pozzola 
nie reaction. —
:■erally, in the mixture of OPC and calcium sulfate, 
a- capillary space which has ratio of pore of 1000 

: r mere in diameter decreased, but the ratio of de 
•rsse is smaller than in the case of POZ. —

s indicates that the calcium sulfate dihydrate for 
- 1' hydration of calcium sulfate makes up a coarse

,:.n tructure, leaving large pores over a long

period.
Comparison betweem aH and bH mixtures showed no diffe 
rence in the capjlary space, while, the more amount^ 
of pore of 1000 A or more was observed in the aH mix 
ture. This is considered to be caused by smaller spe 
cific surface area of aH. The hardened paste of the 
AN mixture had higher ratio of fine pore than that of 
aH or bH mixture. This appears to be attributable to 
the fact that the skeleton structure which is caused 
by the prodution of calcium sulfate dihydrate is for 
med simultaneously with hydration of calcium silicate.

20

° 10

i 

0
0 1 3 7 28 °1 1 3 7 28 91

Age (days)

О OPC, О e 30% of calcium sulfate 
A A 50% of calcium sulfate 
0170% of calcium sulfate

□ AOaddition of additive A 
FIG. 4 Amount of combined water in the mixture of calciiaa 

sulfate and cement

к ,0

.= 20

7. Morphology and Texture of Hydrates in Harderad Paste

Fig. 6 shows scanning electron micrographs of each I® 
dened paste. In the case of GYP mixture. Type I C-S-H 
(fibrous particle) having 0.1 to 0.2 xxm in diameter 
and 0.5 to l.O/tm long was formed radially at the age 
of one day, and part of them was precipitated on the 
surface of calcium sulfate.
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(1) OPC

0.4

0.2

0

Pore diameter (am)
28 91 7 28 91

(7) 0PC-aP.50

0.4

0.2

0
3 7 28 9191 3

0.: d.lum
0.051..m

(8) OPC-bH5O- 
additive

3 7 28

Id. A 3d.

 0.006-
0.0C3vm

7 28 91

(days)

 0.051-
0.006-Л'

■ 7d. A28d. O91d.

(3) roz

1(9) OPC-ANSO

pore size distribution of hardenedFIG. 5 Capi1lary space and 
nsste

grew somewhat greater than 
were seem capillary pore 

■, The C-S-H grew along the

The needle-like ettringite 
C-S-H. At that time, there - 
of comparatively large size.  .. o  e 
length (c axis) to 0.5 to 2.0/zAm at the age of 28 days. 
Also, the cappilary pore space was embedded with C-S-H 
containing Type III C-S-H (small equate grain) partia

In the case of bH mixture, the calcium sulfate - 
dihydrate was of the size of about 5yu-m in irregular 
form, while a little C-S-H was precipitated on the stir 
face of the calcium sulfate dihydrate. Type I C-S-H ~ 
was 0.1улт £n diameter and 0.3 to О.булт long, which 
^as smaller than for the GYP mixture. At the age of 

days, C-S-H grew to the diameter of 0.1 to 0.2 y^-m 
and the length of 0,5 to 2.0 /um filling up the capilla. 
ry pore spaces. The calcium hydroxide, was of the size 
of and formed a small laminar structure. Part of 
the calcium sulfate dihydrate grew like prism of 3y*m  
io thickness and 5 to lO^m long. The AN mixture deve^ 
oped almost the same texture as calcium sulfate hemi 

ЛУ rate mixture but in a somewhat smaller form of cal 
C1UTn> sul fate dihydrate. Wlien additive A was added, the 
calciuni sulfate dihydrate had a small particle size - 
and did not grow much with age.

explained above, it was observed a difference in 
te .growt;h of ettringite and calcium sul f a te , d ihydra- 

in the texture of hardened paste having different 
n of calcium sulfate. The texture in hardened pa^ 

^Containing P02 was similar to that for OPC, with 
g exception of somewhat larger ettringite grown. The, 

e Phenomena seem to be attributable to the fact that 
e low concentration of CaO in liquid phase is main- 

ained as compared with the OPC and calcium sulfate

mixture.

8. Setting Time

Fig. 7 shows the setting time of GYP mixture and bHmix 
ture. With OPC-GYP mixture, the initial and final 
setting time were retarded with the increase in the 
amount of GYP mixed, because of a small amount of hy 
drate formed. Wlien additive A was used with this mix
ture, the initial setting time was accelerated to a 
abnormal level and the final setting time was retarded 
very much. These phenomena may be due to acceleration 
of ettringite formation and delay of active hydration 
of alite begining.
Tu the case of POZ-GYP mixture, this trend was almost 
the same as OPC-GYP misture, except that the final 
setting time shortened somewhat with the increase in 
the amount of GYP mixed. Between these two types of 
mixture, there is a difference in the form of hydrate, 
indicating that the setting time is affected not only 
by the amount of hydration but also by the morphology 
of the hydrate formed.
With OPC-bH mixture with 0.052 of retarder, the initi 
al setting time was considerably delayed as compared 
with the OPC alone, although tended to accelerate with 
the increase in the amount of bH mixed. This is con
sidered to be caused by the increase in the amount of 
free water fixed by hydration of bH. The final setting 
ocurred earlier than in the case of OPC alone when 
30% bH was added, exhibitting the effect of hydration 
of bH.

m OPC-GYP (2) POZ-GYP (3) OPC-bH (4) POZ-bH

0 40 80 0 .40 80 0 40 60 0 40 80
Amount of calcium sulfate mixed (%)

final set

FIG. 7 Setting time and compressive strength of the mixture of 
calcium sulfate and cement

9« Compressive Strength
Fig. 7 shows the compressive strength of several mix 
tures. The strength of GYP mixture decreased with the 
increase in the amount of GYP. The strength of bHmix 
ture, increased up to the age of 3 and 7 days with 
the increase in the amount of bH. At the 28 days and 
more, the increase of strength was smaller.
Wlien additive A was added, the strength decreased in
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(3) OPC-bHSO age 1 day

(2) OPC-GYP50 age 28 days

(4) OPC-bH50 age 28 days

(5) OPC-bH50-additive A age 1 day (6) OPC-bH50-additive A age 28 days

E; ettringite, G: calcium sulfate dihydrate, CH: calcium hydroxide
I: Type I C-S-H, III: Type III C-S-H, C: capillary pore

FIG. 6 Scanning electron micrographs of hardened paste
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all cases. Low development of strength appears to be 
related to the extreme acceleration in hydration of 
calcium sulfate hemihydrate and interstitial phase 
form a coarse skeleton structure at initial stage, 
and the delayed hydration of alite prevented subsequent 
formation of dense structure.

10. Change in Length

Fig.8 shows the change in length of hardened pastes 
containing cement and calcium sulfate. The expansion 
was larger for bH mixture than for GYP mixture, and 
increased extremely with the addition of additive A. 
Also, the POZ mixture showed a larger increase in ex 
pansion than the OPC mixture. These chatige in length" 
coincides well with the amount of ettringite formed 
as shown in Fig 3. From this result, it is concluded 
that the expansion of the mixture depends mainly on 
the amount of formed ettringite.

Age (root days)

©OPC, O®30% of calcium sulfate
®POZ, Д*50% of calcium sulfate

□ ■70X of calcium sulfate
□до addition of additive A

FIG. 5 Change in length of the mixture of calcium sulfate 
and cement

11. CONCLUSON
1) Hemihydrate of calcium sulfate with and without 
conventional amount of retarder hydrated actively wL 
thin 3 hours. Main hydration of anhydrite with an ac_ 
celerator occured in jthe coarse of 5-30 hours, indi 
eating that sucessive hydration proceeded slowly o_ 
ver a long time. Vivid hydration of alite in cement 
was influenced by dissolution rate of calcium sulfa^ 
te and specific area of them at acceleratory period.

e higher dissolution rate and surface area of caj^ 
r1UTn s^fate, the more the induction period of alite 
ydration and increase of vivid hydration is shortened 

and promoted, respectively. Addition of additive A 
accelerated formation of ettringite and caltium sul_ 
ate dihydrate and retarded the alite hydration.

2) The amount of ettringite formed was influenced by 
e amount and the kind of calcium sulfates, and was 
rge in the sequence of anhydrite, hemihydrate and
ydrate, and of 30%, 50% and 70% of calcium sulfa^ 
content. When hemihydrate was mixed, amount of

ettringite was larger in POZ mixture than OPC mixtu
re. Addition of additive A brought increar : of ettrln 
gite formation in all case. Formation of Ca(OH) wh".ch 
corresponds to hydration of alite in OPC mixture was 
the largest in the case of anhydrite, followed by di 
hydrate and hemihydrate. —

3) The amount of combined water at early stage was - 
larger in hemihydrate and anhydrite mixture than OPC 
alone, but the difference became smaller or was rever 
sed at later stage. The more, calcium sulfate content, 
the more amount of combined water at early stage.This 
trend was more remarkable in hemihydrate than in anhy 
drite mixture. Change with age in capillary space of 
cement-calcium sulfate mixture was small and their 
capillary space had a large amount of coarse pore of 
1000 Ä or more.

4) Initial setting time was mainly controlled by in 
crease of viscosity of fresh paste which depended — 
upon the amount of ettringite and calcium sulfate di 
hydrate produced, and final setting time depended ~~ 
upon vivid hydration of alite. Change in setting ti 
me by kind of calcium sulfate mixed and addition of 
additive A could be explained from hydration charac
teristic of each mixed component above.

5) Strenght of the mixtures in early stage was stron 
gly dependent on their combined water and in later- 
stage on their capillary space and ratio of coarse 
pore in it.

6) Change in length corresponded very well to the ano 
unt of ettringite formed in the mixture. The more” 
the amount of ettringite, the larger the expansion 
of hardened paste became.
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STRUCTURE AND KINETICS OF FORMATION OF TUE CEL PHASE IN HYDRATED TRICAI.CIUM SILICATE

SUMMARY

The hydration of tricalcium silicate has been studied by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) at different tempe
ratures. The degree of hydration was determined by quantitative X-ray diffraction analysis (QXDA). The kinetics 
of setting of the pastes is well described by the Johnson-Mehl equation with n=2, suggesting that the scattering 
objects (hydrated regions) grow by a diffusion controlled mechanism and have a shape of plates of constant thick
ness. Features of the SAXS curves from samples, in saturated conditions, are consistent with the lamellar model 
for the structure of the C-S-H gel.

SUMARIO

A hidratagao do silicato tricälcico foi estudada mediante a tecnica de espalhamento de raios x a baixos anguhs 
(SAXS), a diferentes temperaturas. 0 grau de hidrataqao foi determinado mediante analise quantitativo por difra 
qao de raios x (QXDA). A cinetica de hidrataqäo das pastase bcm descrita pela equaqao de Johnson-Mehl com n=2, 
sugerindoque os objetos espalhadores dos raios x (regioes hidratadas) crescem mediante urn mecanismo controlado 
por difusao e tem forma de places de espessura constante. As caracterfsticas das curvas de SAXS das diferentes 
amostras, era condiqoes saturadas, sao coherentes com о modeln laminar para a estrutura do »el C-S-H.



1 . INTRODUCTION

The products developed during the hydration of tri
calcium silicate (C3S) and Portland cement have simi
lar properties [1,2]. The basic ones are Ca(OH)2 and 
a calcium silicate hydrate, called C-S-H, with typic
al structural features of a poorly crystallized mate
rial, often considered as a gel [1]. The fully hydra
ted paste al so contains spaces which are water filled 
in the fresh paste [1]. These spaces become capilar 
pores [1J or inter-particles gel pores [3]. Because 
of their large size, their contribution to small-an
gle X-ray scattering (SAXS), in the accessible experi
mental angular range, is negligible.

.lhe C-S-H phase has a characteristic structure con
taining very small pores, which is about 28£ of the 
hydrationproducts volume [4] and gives an important 
contribution to SAXS [2,5,6].The small pores are clas
sified as intercrystallite or intracrystallite ones 
if they are, respectively, external or internal to 
the "crystals" of the gel particles. The collapse of 
the interlayer spaces in a lamellar structure, during 
the drying process, is postulated by many authors [3, 
7,8,9,10]. However, there is some controversy about 
the reversibility of this process and its implica
tions, mainly over the real value of the specific sur
face of the pastes and the methods for its determina
tion [8,9,10,11].

The specific surface measurements by adsorption 
methods, and therefore in dry conditions, give values 
lower than 50m2/g if Ng is used as adsorbate [8], and 
of about 200m2/g if water vapour is used [4,7]. The 
values obtained by Winslow and Diamond [2] by SAXS in 
D-drying condition, are in agreement with those ob
tained by water vapour adsorption, under the same con
itions but, in saturated conditions, the values are 

much greater (-700m2/g) than those obtained by ad
sorption. These authors also showed that the specific 
surface decreases as drying progresses and that the 
oss is fully recovered by posterior resaturation, as 
°ng as the pastes have not been heated. They tried 

to associate the different values of the specific sur- 
ace with the progressive collapse of the interlayers 
urmg drying, but verified that it is not at all 

c ear that X-ray scattering measurements could record 
t e interfaces between parallel adjacent layers. They 
concluded that a layer model is not necessarily appro
priate for the C-S-H gel.

In this work, the kinetics of formation of the gel 
P ase, developed during the hydration of CgS, at se
veral temperatures and the parameters associated with 

16 gel,structure of the saturated state and its chan- 
es uring the drying processes, are studied.

2' S-Perimental PROCEDURE

di Synthetic and microgranulated CgS was mixed with 
Ped water in a water/solid weight ratio (w/c) 

SAXs'f’ mo2c*ed into a sealed support and studied by 
r or different hydration times at constant tempe- 
powde68" samples were studied by QXDA, using
Ьег as aiinternal standard and a Guinier cham-
cre" . e hydration degree was determined from the de
nt asing in int ..city of a set of diffraction lines 

SnTl vd Y" ci? 1 с г c • ч • • * •rrr_. - LUUb '-c a wicrodensitometer with inte-
№tor and record system.

measurements were carried out using Cukcx 
ution and Kratky collimation, which gives a "line

ar and infinite" beam cross-section, a position sens 
tive X-Ray detector and a multichannel analyser for 
data recording. .

The SAXS data were analysed mainly using Porod' s 
law that holds for two-eletronic density (P1 and p7) 
systems, which correspond respectively to the ф and “ 
(1-ф) fractions of the total volume V. Using a "line
ar and infinite" beam cross-section, the asymptotic 
dependence of the scattering intensity, J(h), for 
such a system, is given by [12]: ’

lim J(h) = a/h1
h-ко

where

a = lim J(h)h3 = iT2(Ap)2S
- h*»

(1)

(2)

is Porod’s law constant. Др = P1  p2, s is the total 
interphase area, and h the modulus of the scattering 
vector defined by h = sin(E/2)/l, where e is the
scattering angle and A the incident radiation wave
length .

The SAXS data are often measured in relative units. 
In this case one determines the J(h)/Q ratio, where Q 
is the integrated scattering intensity over the reci
procal space, defined by [12]:

Q = / J(h)h dh = 4тт2 ф( 1-ф) (Др) 2 v

From (2) and (3) it follows

S/V = 4ф(1-ф)а/д 

where S/V is the interphase area per unit volume of 
the sample.

In addition, from the S/V value one can determine 
the and fg parameters which represent a mean size 
of each phase. These parameters are averages of the 
intersection length, in the respective phases, of 
lines through all the points in all directions [12]:

= 4ф7/5 ; 6.2 = 4(M)V/S (5)

Systematic deviations from Porod's law can occur 
when there are eletronic fluctuations in the phases 
(positive deviation) or when the interphase is not 
well defined (negative deviation) [13]. In the first 
one, the corresponding intensity component, which is 
a function of the kind of fluctuations, and the scatter
ing of the ideal two-density system, are simply addi
tive. It results [13]:

J(h) = (a/h3) + bgj/h (6)

J(h) = (a/h3) + bj (7)

for one-dimensional and tri-dimensional fluctuations, 
respectively, where the 15 parameters are related to 
the magnitude of fluctuations. Two-dimensional flue- 



tuations were not observed in real systems. Tridimensio
nal and one-dimensional fluctuations can be studied 
through J(h)h3 vs. h3 or h2 plots, respectively. In 
both cases, a linear behavior should be observed in 
the Porod region. The slope of the straight line gives 
the b parameter and the extrapolation toward h=0 
yields the a. parameter.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 SAXS

Fig.la shows the evolution of SAXS curves for se
veral hydration times at 35°C. Fig.1b shows the time 
evolution of the scattering intensity for various fix
ed h values. The time variations are similar for the 
various h values. The observed intensity increase is 
related "to the paste setting when about 30 per cent 
of the hydration products is formed. The intensity 
change is proportional to the amount of the hydrated 
phase since the submicroscopic porous structure of 
the resulting C-S-H gel gives most of the contri
bution to SAXS.

Fig.1: a) SAXS curves for several hydration times 
о : 1.Oh, д : 8-Oh, a : 26h

b) SAXS intensity as a function of hydra
tion time at various hovalues
о : 0.78nm-1, о : 1.53пт~1, д : 2.14nm-.1 

Fig.2 shows the time evolution of the C3S trans
formed fraction, at 35°C, obtained by QXDA, and the 
changes in SAXS intensity for fixed h, obtained from 
samples sealed in different conditions. The second 
and apparent increase of SAXS for the curve F is not 
associated with any corresponding evolution in the 
hydration degree. This intensity change is probably 
related [6] to an eventual water evaporation process 
leading to inhomogeneous emptying ot the gel porosit' 
and, consequently, to an enhancement of electronic 
contrast (eg - pg). This conclusion seems to be con
firmed by the analysis of a second sample (curve G) 
which shows such an effect just when the sealing of 
the system was removed (time Г, in Fig.2).

The results shown in Fig.2 indicate that the 
small-angle X-ray scattering intensity at fixed an
gles, from samples in saturated conditions, can be

0.4

0.2

20 40t [h]
Fig.2: Hydration degree (QXDA) and variation of 

SAXS intensity at 35°C. о : QXDA, a and 
a : SAXS intensity under F and G condit
ions respectively (see text).

used in kinetic studies as a measure of the hydrated 
fraction.

3.2 Hydration kinetics

Curves like those of Fig.1b were obtained at 
several temperatures. These curves suggest an analy
tical form like the Johnson-Mehl equation [14], to 
describe the SAXS evolution during the pastes setting 
stage:

(J«, - Jt) = (J» - Jo)exp(-kntn/n) 

where Jt, Jo and J«, are the scattering intensity va
lues, respectively, at time t^, extrapolated to t=0 
and corresponding to the apparent upper asymptote, к 
is an empirical velocity constant and n a parameter 
that is a function of the phase transformation deter
minant mechanism [14]. The lnln[ (Joo-Jq)/(Joo-Jf) 1 vs' 
In t plot must be linear in this range, with a slope 
n. Fig.3 shows it for several temperatures, yielding 
711 of them n s 2. Then, the к constants were 
obtained through the Ind^-Jf-) vs. t2 plots (Table I).

In(tlhl)

l’ig.3: Johnson-Mehl plots at various temperatures.
“ a:25°C (n=2.09); b:35°C (n=2.01); c:44°C 

■;n=2.01); d:52°C (n=2.04); e:65°C (n=2.031



TABLE I - Empirical velocity constant.

T(°C) k(h"1) T(°C) k(h"1)

22 0.103 44 0.287
25 0.117 44* 0.283
34 0.198 52 0.442
34* 0.181 65 0.496
35 0.196 65* 0.565

(") Replica.

Fig.4: Fitting of Johnson-Mehl equation. • :25°C, 
x: 35°C, a:44°C, q:52°C, о :65°C .

, Fig.4 shows the fitting of the Johnson-Mehl func
tion (continuous line) with the experimental da
ta. Excluding the region of higher temperatures, the 
plot of In к vs. 1/T is linear (Fig,5), fitting the 
Arrhenius law kocexp (-ДЕ/RT) , where ДЕ is the empirical 
activation energy of the process and R the gas cons
tant. The slope gives ДЕ=37.2 KJ/mol.

Fig.5: Arrhenius plot for the empirical hydration 
velocity.

When the transformation occurs by growing of 
lamellar zones (constant thickness disks), an expo
nent n=2 in Johnson-Mehl equation, is expected [14].

Structural parameters and surface area of saturat
ed gels

A positive deviation from Porod's law has been ob
served in SAXS curves corresponding to every sample 
in all stages of hydration. Fig.6 shows a typical 
example, which corresponds to saturated conditions. 
Fig.7 shows the time evolution of a (surface para
meter), bT (fluctuation parameter), Q and a/Q ratio, 
during the paste setting at 35°C. There is a close re
lationship between the hydration degree (Fig.2), Q, 
which is proportional to the amount of transformated 
phase, and a, which is proportional to the interphase 
area [equation (2)].

0 0.10 0.20
h3 [ IO3 nm"3]

Fig.6: Typical Porod plot indicating a linear 
region in agreement with equation 7.

t[h]

Fig.7: Hydration kinetic parameters. ♦: a/Q 
ratio, a integrated intensity (Q) (the 
continuous line represents the Johnson
-Mehl function), +: fluctuation parameter 
(b), o:surface parameter (a).

The a/Q ratio remains approximately constant.
This suggests that the interphase area is approximate
ly equivalent for all gel volume unity formed in this 
stage. Under these conditions, one may write:



Ф1 =

ai = ctiagel 

(9)

(10)

where and are the volume fractions occupied by 
the gel pores and the surface parameter, respectively, 
corresponding to the hydration degree aj, and Ф^е1 ап^ 
agel are t^ie respective values corresponding to total 
hydration. By using equation (3), (9) and (10) one 
can extrapolate, from the measured values a/Qp and ct£, 
the specific surface S/V for the gel phase (here 
taken as the whole hydration product and so ф£ер=0.28) 
[4]. Equation (4) can be written as follows:

(S/V)gel = 4ф§е1 (1 - арф§е1) ap/Qp (11)

^gel excludes the coarse capillary porosity, 
which gives no contribution to SAXS, and includes 
every interlayer space. Equation (11) has not a strong 
dependence of Otp and errors on this parameter have 
little influence on the specific surface of the gel.

Table Ila shows the results corresponding to 
several samples under saturated conditions after the 
paste setting period. The and parameters, relat
ed respectively to the pores and the solid gel parti
cles, obtained from equation (5), are also included 
in Table II.

TABLE Ila - Results for saturated samples.

Sample Conditions “i ai/Qi 
(nm~i)

(S/V)gel
(nm~1)

üp 
(nm)

Äs 
(nm)

A 35°C satur. 0.28 1 .32 1.36 0.82 2.1
8 25°C satur. 0.32 1 .38 1 .41 0.79 2.0
C 25°C satur. 0.45 1.47 1 .44 0.78 2.0
Z 25°C satur.. 0.70 1.53 1 .38 0.81 2. 1

TABLE lib - Results for dried samples.

(■;<) Estimated; value from the data in Ref.(2).

A' 35°C, after 
removal of 
the sealing 
of the sys
tem

0.30 0.780 0.800 1 .4 3.6

C" Sample C,, 
15 days in
CaCl^ desic
cant

0.45 0.677 0.663 1.7 4.,3

WD D-dried 
average of 
two pastes 
from ref(2)

0.78
0.86

0.448* 2.5 6.4

3.4 Influence of drying

In Fig.8 (a,b) a compar 
SAXS curves for a sample (C 
condition and after 15 days 
Table lib) . The increase in 
already cited in sec. 3.1 , 
region of very small angles

son is made between the
Table Ila) in saturated

in CaC12 desiccant (C’, 
intensity with drying, 
is more pronounced in the

Fig.8: Effects of drying on the SAXS intensity.
о :saturated state, □ :15 days under CaC12 
desiccant, a) J vs. h plot, b) Jh3 vs. h2 
plot.

Table lib shows the changes in the structural pa
rameters associated with the drying process. Because 
the drying conditions of the samples A' and C*  (Table 
Lib) are not very well defined, only qualitative as
pects of this process are discussed from the present
ed experimental data. (S/V)ge]_ for the desiccated 
states decreases regarding the saturated condition, 
while the pores and the solid particle sizes grow. 
This may occur by a clustering of the particles and 
pores of the gel. It may also occur that the decreas
ing in a/Q be caused by changes in contrast due to 
heterogeneous water evaporation, which could start by 
the greatest pores. The scattered intensity is propor
tional to (Др)2, so that Q, defined in the whole h 
space, is more sensitive to contrast variations relat
ed to greater pores, than a, defined for h-* 00, where 
the contribution of these pores is smaller.. If the 
last consideration is correct, the two eletronic den
sity model cannot be applied to middle drying.. 
stages.

4. DISCUSSION 

4 ., 1 Specific surface

The gel specific surface mean value in saturated 
conditions (Table Ila) is 1,40nm“^.. Winslow and 
Diamond [2], using the same technique for 86^-hydrat- 
ed cement paste with w/c=0.4,4in saturated conditions, 
obtained 708 m2/(g ignited at 1050°C) or about ...........
566 m2/(D-dried g). They showed that these values are 
similar to those of a paste prepared from alita (im
pure C3S). Extrapolating to 100^ hydration gives . 
659 m2/(D-dried g) . Taking the density d=2.4.g7cm3 [4] 
one gets (S/V) |00%= i • 58 nm“\ This value is in good



agreement with that of the present work (Table Ila)- 
The slightly higher value obtained from data of Ref...2 
may be due to the method used to measure the volume 
which includes the capillary porosity.. A lower value 
of (S/V) 100%=1..31 nm“1 has been obtained [2] for a 
78% hydrated paste with w/c=0.3..

, According to Powers [4], 79% is the maximum hydra
tion for a w/c=O..3 paste., what would lead to complete 
elimination of the capillary porosity and consequen
tly the second value would be more representative for 
the gel. The average value corresponding to the two 
pastes (1.45 nm ) is in better agreement with that 
of the present work.

The D-dried state seems to be well described by a 
two eletronic density model:: empty pores (p=0) and 
solid gel particles (p^O).. The agreement between the 
present results and those obtained by .Winslow and 
Diamond [2]., in saturated conditions, makes possible 
the use of their D-dried condition data for the dis
cussion about the features of the dry pastes,. Prom 
the data of reference [ 2 ] (78X and 862 hydrated 
pastes), we obtained the specific surface at 1002 
hydration in D-dried conditions, which is equal to 
0.448 nm- .. From equation (5) this value leads to 
p=2..5 nm and ^=6.4 nm (Table lib) which are about 

three times the corresponding values in saturated .con
ditions, indicating a clustering of the gel particles 
and pores., '

^-■2 Structural model

Powers [4] postulated a thin sheet of thickness T 
to describe the colloidal particles of gel of cement 
pastes in the D-dried state.. This shape was suggested 
by eletron microscopy observations,. This author obtain
ed T=3.4 nm from the specific surface measured by 
water vapour adsorption..

The same result is obtained from our SAXS data.. 
For a thin sheet model we have Ts=Ss/2 [12]., and 
therefore ^=6.4 nm (Table lib) leads to Ts=3.2 nm., 
tn agreement with Powers [4], and Tp= ^/2=1.25 nm,. 
very shape proposed for the particles leads always to 

t e same value for the specific surface., 1,.е,.л ....... 
S/v) = 4ф1(1/ ^) ; thus their shape must be deduced 

trom other observations.

The hydration kinetic studies (sec,. 3.2 ) lead 
to a parameter n=2 which suggests that the gel growth 
ts controlled by diffusion. The gel is produced by 
t e formation and lateral growth of plates of const
ant thickness [14]. Applying this model of plates., 
e SAXS results (Table Ila) concerning the saturated 

s ate., yields Ts = 1 .0 nm and Тр=0.40 nm,. This would 
o^tespond to about one layer of tobermorite type., 

Separated by one or two monolayers of water, on the 
average,.

The dependence on h of the SAXS intensity from 
^aturated samples gives another evidence of the .lamel
lar model,. Using a linear and infinite X-ray beam 

^S-Section, a system of infinitely narrow plates., 
an infinitely large lateral area A, will scatter 

according to [12j:

Fim J(h)h3 = 7r2A(Ap)2T2h2a h2 (12)
A-**

, The J(h)h3 -vs,, h2 .plot .is .linear (through :_the jari- 
gin; -Fig.. 9 shows it ;far -.the saturated -sample Z .(Ta
ble Ila) where .equation (12) Jis verif ied :for a large 
range of h (until about 3_.9 mn-1).. For h>3..5/T, T— 
:minitnum .^late dimension £lQ,:the classic TRorod's law 
J(h)«l/h .would also be verified,. T=0,,65 .nm is -.the 
minimum -sheet "thickness ithat could ;be aecura: e!y meas 
ured in ".the h range :for iPorod'.s .law :£itttings like rhe 
.one -show ,in Fig. >6.. -Since :the obtained walue of ;pore 
rhickness for -samples in .saturated stats \ieasT==Q,Ann;, 
the .Linear behaviour ,af rhe ".plot Jh3 vs.. Hi3jitiPrhe 
3..9 nm "1<h<5,,5 :nm 1 range (Fig. •€) -shoulid ie ransid- 
sred .as an .approximated agreement .with squatirm (C7).. 
Then rhe -surface iparameter ._a.:and, .consequently,, rhe 
obtained 'thicknesses., T and -T ., .of plates ifctr rhe 
saturated state should be .taken as .approximated 
values.. "For ,a mare accurate -determination .of I -and 
Ts of 'aaturabed samples,, -SAXS .-studies ;at jhigher 
angles would be meaessary..

th2! Ю 2 mrm-2)]

Fig. 9;: SAXS intensity ifrom a saturated -sample 
showing rhe behavior expected from lamellar 
systems 3.9 ;,m-l).

The experimental rhickness of rhe lamellar iPart i- 
cles and ipores of :the saturated gel CTS=1..O nm.and' 
Tp=O..4O nm) are clearly lower rhan Those corresponding 
to .D-dried :S;tate (,TS=3...2 -nm.and Tp=1,.25 nm).. This -sug
gests a -clustering, :b.y -drying, of -three -elementary 
layers, on -the average, separated by rhe .equivalent 
clustering of the interlayer spaces in rhe iformer sa
turated state,. Some spherical and bigger -pores -could 
possibly be present here, .even in the ^previous -satu
rated -state, but rhey may :bring a smaller contribution 
:to rhe specific surface,. This contribution .could be 
similar "to tthat recorded by ’N2 adsorption.

Water vapour adsorption and SAXS lead .to the .same 
surface for D-dried state, suggesting That ..water 
records rhe lateral interfaces of rhe clustered lay
ers but, in rhe measurement conditions, it .does not 
recover the interlayer spaces collapsed during the 
drying .precess,

5.. CONCLUSION

The .parameter n=2 in the kinetic -study of the C3S 
transformation during hydration and the features.of
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the small-angle X-ray scattering curves for the satu
rated conditions [J(h)02 l/h ] , allow to conclude that 
the C-S-H gel exhibits a lamellar morphology.

The increase in Ts and Tp on passing from the sa
turated to the dry condition indicates that most of 
the elementary C-S-H lamellas coalesce, increasing, 
the Ts and Tp thickness, without a substantial modifi
cation of the global lamellar gel structure observed 
by eletronic microscopy. The increase in the solid 
sheet thickness and the clustering of the empty lamel
lar spaces would lead to a coarser structure without 
an appreciable change in the total volume of the gel.
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DEPENDENCE OF DEGREE OF StLICA POLYMERIZATION AND INTRINSIC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF C-S-H ON C/S RATIO 
INFLUENCE DU,RAPPORT C/S SUR LE DEGRE DE POLYMERISATION DE LA SILICE ET LES 
PROPRIETES MECANIQUES INTRINSEQUES DES C-S-H

SUMMARY: Physico-mechanical properties of six C-S-H preparations having C/S ratios of 0.68 to 1.49 and H/S 
ratios of 1.91 to 6.69 were studied. Characterization of materials included density, surface area and silica 
polymerization measurements. Some insight as to differences in the nature of the six C-S-H preparations was 
also obtained from weight and length change versus relative humidity data. A dependence of degree of 
polymerization on C/S ratio was established. Compacted samples of C-S-H powders were used for mechanical 
property measurements. Modulus of elasticity (E) or microhardness (H) versus porosity relations were 
determined. Estimates of the intrinsic (or zero porosity) values of these properties (E^ and Hg) were made 
from analyses using different elastic models for porous bodies. The dependence of the intrinsic mechanical 
properties and other model parameters (shape factors, etc.) on C/S ratio and degree of polymerization were 
determined. Shape factors associated with two of the models are dependent on C/S ratio. Intrinsic modulus of 
elasticity and microhardness values are independent of C/S ratio. Results are discussed with respect to 
possible differences in the microstructure of the C-S-H materials.

Foram estudadas as propriedades fisico-quimicas de 6 preparacoes de C-S-H tendo rela 
;oes de C/S de 0,68 a 1,49, relacoes de H/S de 1,91 a 6,69. A caracterizagäo dos materials 
incluiu densidade, area de superflcie especifica e medlgoes de polimerizaqäo da silica. Tam 
bem se obteve algum discernimento quanto äs diferen;as na natureza das seis preparacoes de 
C-S-H, a partir de mudanqa de peso e cornerimento versus dados de umidade relativa. Foi esta 
belecida шва dependencia do grau de polimerizagäo para com a relagäo C/S. Foram usadas amos 
tras compactadas de C-S-H para mediqöes da propriedade mecänica. Determinaram-se modulos de 
elasticidade (E) ou microdureza (H) versus relagoes de porosidade. Foram feitas estimativas 
dos valores intrinsecos (ou porosidade zero) destas propriedades (Eq e Hq) a partir de anal! 
ses usando diferentes modelos elästicos para corpos porosos. Foram determinados a dependen
cia das propriedades mecanicas intrinsecas e outros parämetros-modelo (fatores de forma, 
etc.) sobre a relagäo C/S e grau de polimerlzagao. Os fatores de forma associados com dois 
dos modelos dependem da relagäo C/S. О modulo de elasticidade e os valores de microdureza 
sao independentes da relagäo C/S. Os resultados säo discutidos sob о aspecto de possiveis 
diferengas na microestrutura dos materials de C-S-H.



INTRODUCTION

Calcium silicate hydrates (C-S-H)* form the 
principal cementing phases in binders for such 
building materials as portland cement mortar, 
concrete, certain types of .brick and other 
lime-silica products. The silicate minerals in 
portland cement (C3S and C2S) hydrate to form C-S-H 
and calcium hydroxide (CH). It is generally held 
that C-S-H plays an important role in the mechanical 
behavior of cement systems. Several factors, 
however, make a quantitative assessment of this role 
difficult: (i) Hydrated cement contains several 
other cement phases (aluminates, ferrites, etc.) 
Including CH; (ii) the role of CH has been 
investigated but is not fully understood (1); 
(lii) the C/S ratio varies over a wide range, from 
0.8 to nearly 3.0 depending on water/solld ratio, 
temperature and time of curing (2); (iv) the 
dependence of strength on degree of polymerization 
of the silicates is not clearly established; (v) the 
extent to which mechanical properties of the C-S-H 
solids contribute to the the porous system 
properties cannot be determined directly in hydrated 
cements.

*Cement chemistry notation: C - CaQ; S » SiO2; 
H = H20.

Several authors have attributed strength 
differences of cement products to differences in C/S 
ratio of the C-S-H present in those products. For 
example, low strength of autoclaved cement products 
has been attributed to the presence of aC2SH 
(C/S = 2.0) (3).

In order to investigate the contribution of the 
C-S-H phase alone, it was decided to synthesize 
C-S-H having a wide range of C/S ratios and to 
conduct mechanical tests on the material. In 
addition to mechanical behavior, the importance of 
the C-S-H phase for volume change and durability is 
recognized. There is, however, a paucity of data on 
these characteristics for the C-S-H phase itself. 
The objective of this investigation was to determine 
the dependence of the degree of polymerization, 
adsorption characteristics and intrinsic mechanical 
properties of C-S-H preparations on C/S ratios.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and Preparation

Six C-S—H compositions were produced in aqueous 
solutions containing variable proportions of sodium 
metasilicate and calcium oxide. They were dried by 
washing in acetone and ether. In order to remove 
the acetone and ether they were first exposed to a 
stream of dry nitrogen (500 cm3/min) for four days. 
Then they were dried in nitrogen atmosphere at 40°C 
for 24 hours. This was the starting condition for 
the experimental work.

Characterization

The C/S and H/S ratios are given In Table 1. 
The C/S ratio was obtained using X-ray fluorescence 
and flame spectrophotometry. The H/S ratio was 
calculated from loss on ignition fit 1000°C. In 
spite of the drying treatments, the two C-S-H 
preparations having the highest C/S ratio had 

abnormally high ignition loss. The H/S ratios for 
these preparations are unexpectedly high when 
compared to published values (2). There is no 
obvious explanation for this.

No carbonation was detected in the powdered 
samples. Calcite and vaterite were found in the 
compact with C/S = 1.26. Aragonite and vaterite 
were detected in the compact with C/S = 1,17. No 
unreacted C or S was detected by X-ray diffraction 
or infrared spectroscopic methods.

Morphology, as revealed by SEM, is broadly 
divided into two groups according to C/S ratio: 
C/S = 0.99 - 1.49 and 0.68 - 0.87. C-S-H appears as 
50 pm clusters of 1 pm thin foil subparticles in the 
first group and is representative of Type II cement 
paste morphology (4). In the second group the 
subparticles are much smaller and difficult to 
resolve at the 20nm limit of the SEM. At 
C/S = 0.68, the subparticles appear as small grains. 
It could not be determined if the grains were 
agglomerates of thin foils.

Density values were determined using mass and 
solid volume measurements determined by helium 
pyknometric techniques (5). Surface areas of the 
C-S-H samples were determined using nitrogen 
adsorption techniques with Numinco-Orr 
instrumentation. Density and surface area values 
are given in Table 2.

Silica Polymerization Measurements

The molybdate complexing method developed by 
Parrott and Taylor was used in this investigation 
(6). The molybdate complexing reaction curves were 
obtained on the following:

1) mono-, di- and polysilicic acids. The 
monosilicic acid was obtained by dissolving 83 mg 
of anhydrous portland cement in 100 ml of 
methanolic HC1 (0.15 N). The dlsillcic acid was 
prepared with 115 mg of hemimorphite instead of 
82 mg of anhydrous cement. The polysilicic acid 
was prepared by reacting 317 mg of anhydrous 
cement in 15 ml of methanolic HC1 (2.0 N) for 20 
minutes.

2) powdered and compacted C-S-H samples. The 
compacts were prepared at pressures ranging from 
510 to 1360 MPa.

Two sets of measurements were conducted on powdered 
C-S-H samples and silicic acids. The second set 
Included measurements on compacts.

Weight and Length Change Isotherms

C-S-H specimens were compacted at 510 MPa in 
the shape of discs 31.8 mm diameter and 1.27 mm 
thick. Weight change isotherms were determined 
using a desiccator method after Kantro et al (7). 
Equilibration times were at least 30 days for each 
humidity. Two compacts were used for each C-S-H 
preparation. For length change measurements 
specimens were mounted on modified Tuckermann 
optical extensometers (8). This determined the 
dimensional changes to a sensitivity of 
4 x 10“® mm/mm. The extensometers were placed in 
desiccators fitted with optically suitable covers.



Mechanical Properties

Sample Preparation

Specimens were prepared by compacting the 
various C-S-H powders at pressures up to 1020 MPa. 
All specimens were circular discs 31.8 mm diameter 
and 1.27 mm thick.

Porosity Measurement

Porosity was calculated using the apparent 
volume of the sample and the solid volume directly 
measured using helium pyknometric techniques (5). 
Porosity was also determined on some compacted 
samples by mercury intrusion methods at pressures up 
to 408 MPa.

Modulus of Elasticity Measurement

The method of measurement consists essentially 
of measuring the center point deflection of a 
centrally loaded circular disc supported at three 
equally spaced edge supports (9). At least three 
specimens were used for each test condition. All
measurements were made in a glove 
1U RH.

box conditioned at

Microhardness Measurement

Microhardness was determined on compacted C-S-H 
samples using a Leitz microhardness apparatus with a 
Vickers indentor (10). The equipment was placed in 
a conditioned glove box at 11% RH. Up to ten 
measurements were made on each disc.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSSION

Silica Polymerization

In the molybdate complexing method the analysis 
of results is based upon the assumption that an 
individual silicic acid in a mixture of silicic 
acids is complexed at a rate which is solely 
dependent upon its degree of condensation, and that 
the reaction for a silicic acid with a degree of 
condensation '1' takes the form:

Y - 1- exp(-b1(t-ti))

where Y is the proportion of silica complexed, b£ 
is the rate constant and ti the time shift.

The reaction for a mixture of n silicic acids 
can be then represented by the equation:

i=h
Y = Z a [l-exp(-b1 (t-ti))]

i=l

where a^ is the proportion of silica with the 
agree of condensation 4' in the mixture.

In general, the reaction curves (-‘log(l-Y) vs. 
shown) for compacts and powdered samples 

_ca a that compaction led to very little 
q „ ®Lence in the degree of polymerization of the 
de ’ Respite large differences in the H/S. The 
Ьу^к66/-0^ PeTymerization of the silicates, measured 

p (the slope of the polymer reaction curve, 

which increases when degree of polymerization 
decreases; the polymer fraction refers to silicate 
chains longer than dimers), -is plotted against C/S 
ratio in Figure 1. The curves in the figure are 
plotted for data obtained two years apart. This was 
intended to assess possible aging effects. The 
degree of polymerization decreases non-linearly with 
an increase in C/S ratio. The term (bp) increases 
slowly, quickly and slightly for the range of C/S 
ratios, 0.66-1.17, 1.17-1.26, and 1.26-1.49. The 
decrease in the degree of polymerization can be 
explained by both the Taylor and the Feldman models, 
which postulate the omission of silica tetrahedra in 
the silicate chain and possible replacement by 
hydroxyl groups (11,8). Omission of tetrahedra 
increases the effective C/S ratio of the polymer. 
This is in agreement with results obtained on cement 
pastes (12,13) and synthetic C-S-H of C/S ratio 0.8 
to 1.1 (14), but was not obsferved on other synthetic 
C-S-H of C/S ratio 1.14 to 1.55 (15).

Weight Change and Length Change Isotherms

Weight change isotherms are plotted in 
Figure 2. All isotherms exhibit primary hysteresis. 
All isotherms except the one for the C-S-H 
preparation having C/S = 1.26 exhibit secondary 
hysteresis at lower humidities. Scanning loops 
start at 11Z RH on the desorption branch and rejoin 
the adsorption branch at 80% RH. Secondary 
hysteresis is probably due to intercalation of 
hydrate water and/or aging effects. The preparation 
having C/S = 1.26 (no secondary hysteresis) has the 
lowest amount of water held at 11% RH (6%) and has a 
low N2 surface area (40 m2/g). Adsorption on 
rewetting to 80% RH is reversible. Initiation and 
completion of intercalation and dissociation 
processes associated with hydrate water may occur at 
low humidities (below 11% RH). Thus, 
irreversibility may not be observed. The C-S-H 
preparation with lowest C/S ratio loses the largest 
amount of water at high humidities on desorption, 
^•g., for C/S — 0.68 there is a 23% weight loss at 
80% RH compared to a weight loss of 3-5% for the 
other preparations. This is an indication that the 
pore structure is much coarser for the C/S = 0.68 
material. These factors will be considered when 
examining the dependence of mechanical properties on 
C/S ratio.

Length change versus weight change curves are 
plotted in Figure 3. The curves are qualitatively 
similar to the curve for bottle hydrated cement 
obtaftied by Feldman (8). The curve for C/S = 0.87 
is quantitatively similar. Measurements on drying 
could not be made below 11% RH as the specimens 
fractured. The starting condition was 32% RH. The 
slopes of the length change — weight change curves 
on desorption (100 - 80% RH) for C-S-H in order of 
increasing C/S ratio are 7. 1, 25.3, 123.3, 38.0, 
110.0 and 55.0 x 10 respectively. The two 
preparations with the lowest C/S ratio have the 
lowest slopes. This may indicate that they have a 
coarser pore structure than the other preparations, 
if one ignores possible aging factors. This is 
supported by pore size distribution data (not 
presented). Pore size measurements on compacts 
(510 MPa) indicate that in the fine pore range (pore 
radii 0.0022-0.0015 pm, the limiting size of the 
porosimeter) the percentage of pore volume was 
lowest for the two preparations having the lowest



C/S ratio. The high surface area for the C/S = 0.68 
material may be related to the presence of 
micropores not detected by mercury porosimetry.

All the C-S-H samples have large, irreversible 
shrinkages. Irreverslbile shrinkage at 32% RH in 
order of increasing C/S ratio is as follows: 0.05, 
0.11, 0.72, 0.60, 0.42 and 0.58%. The two lowest 
C/S ratio preparations have the lowest irreversible 
shrinkages. This may be due to lower amounts of 
interlayer Ca++ and closer proximity of silicate 
sheets in the C-S-H structure.

Intrinsic Mechanical Properties

Modulus of elasticity (E) and microhardness (H) 
values were determined on compacted C-S-H samples 
prepared at different porosities. Mechanical 
property - porosity data were fitted to several 
different models, which have been used to describe 
the dependence of mechanical properties on porosity 
for a variety of porous systems (16-23). Estimates 
of intrinsic values of E and H (i.e., zero porosity 
values, Eq and HQ) were obtained by extrapolation 
methods. All the models fit the data reasonably 
well with one exception. Modulus of elasticity data 
for the Nielsen model have low values of correlation 
coefficient for four preparations. Hq and Eq, 
regardless of the model used for their estimation, 
do not correlate well with C/S ratio. The highest 
values of correlation coefficient for Hq vs. C/S 
ratio are 67.4 and 62.7, obtained using the Nielsen 
and the Knudsen models, respectively. The shape 
factors "a" (Nielsen mouel) and "b“ (Knudsen model) 
do depend on C/S ratio. The shape factor, "a", for 
example, increases to a maximum at C/S = 1.0 and 
then decreases. This dependence may, however, be a 
consequence of the effects of compaction on pore 
shape.

In another approach the modulus of elasticity 
data for all C/S ratios were treated collectively. 
The data were fitted to the Balshin model (24)
i.e.  E = EQ(l-p)n. The regression equation is 
E = 34 x 10^ (1~р)2ф^э which is very similar to 
the expression derived from the Powers model (19). 
Suitable regression curves can be obtained using 
other models (18-23) in a collective treatment of 
all the data. The application, however, of the 
Nielsen and Knudsen models (16,17) does not result 
in a single curve which describes all the data 
satisfactorily. Hence, for these models, there is a 
dependence of the shape factors on C/S ratio. The 
main conclusion arrived at by treating the data in 
this way is the same as that obtained with separate 
data sets for each C/S ratio, i.e. Eq is independent 
of C/S ratio and degree of polymerization. The 
Nielsen and Knudsen models do not predict, as do the 
others, that the relation E = (p) is independent of
C/S ratio.

On the basis of the statistical analysis of the 
data for all C-S-H preparations, Eg and Hq appear to 
be independent of C/S ratio. However, examination 
of the data (alL models) reveals, for example, that 
Eq is nearly always highest for C/S = 1.26. This 
C-S-H preparation had trhe highest H/S ratio and 
reversible characteristics in the adsorption region 
of the weight change isotherm. The presence of 
interlayer water in the region (11-100% RH) may 
contribute to rigidity of the C-S-H if the silicate 
sheets are held rigidly by this water.

Preparations having C/S = 0.68 also have high 
Eq values. This may be due to the absence of 
interlayer Ca++ and closer proximity of silicate 
sheets. It therefore appears that the degree of 
polymerization has little effect on Eq. The C-S-H 
preparation having the highest value of Hq depends 
on the predictive model used. The largest value of 
Hq (1337 MPa) was estimated by the Nielsen model and 
was for the preparation having C/S = 1.26.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Degree of polymerization of C-S-H depends on C/S 
ratio. It decreases as C/S ratio increases.

2. Synthetic C-S-H materials prepared using sodium 
metasilicate solutions are generally layered 
systems. Irreversible length and weight change 
characteristics on exposure to water vapor are 
due to intercalation processes and aging 
phenomena.

3. Zero porosity values of modulus of elasticity 
and microhardness for the C-S-H preparations 
studied appear to be Independent of C/S ratio. 
As microhardness generally correlates with 
strength, values for intrinsic strength would 
appear to be independent of C/S ratio over the 
range studied.

4. Highest values of modulus of elasticity were 
obtained for the preparation (C/S = 1.26), which 
exhibited reversible sorption characteristics in 
the low pressure region of the water isotherm. 
Intercalation processes and their effects on the 
proximity of silicate sheets may have ä greater 
effect on intrinsic mechanical properties than 
composition and/or degree of polymerization.
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TABLE 1 - C-S-H COMPOSITION

C-S-H
Designation

Composition 101 106 107 110 112 113

C/S 0.99 1.26 1.49 0.68 0.87 1.17

H/S * 
**

2.49
2.36

6.69
3.01

5.53
2.99

1.91
1.79

2.01
1.78

2.58
2.81

TABLE 2 - DENSITY AND SURFACE AREA OF 
C-S-H PREPARATIONS

C-S-H C/S
Density
(g/ml)

Surface Area 
(™2/g)

101 0.99 2.05 110.7

106 1.26 2.02 40.2

107 1.49 2.03 30.7

110 0.68 . 2.00 111 9

112 0.87 2.05 56.6

113 1.17 2.07 68,2

0.0055

0.0050

0.0045

" 0.0040

0. 0035

0.0030

0.0025
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1. 1 ;.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

CIS RATIO

Figure 1. Polymer rate constant "bversus 
C/S ratio
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Figure 2. Water adsorption isotherms of C-S-H preparations having different C/S ratios
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A STUDY OF THE INTRINSIC PROPERTIES OF HARDENED CEMENT PASTES (HCP)

SUMMARY The relationship between the intrinsic properties of C-S-H gel in HCP with low porosity and its mecha
nical behaviour has been,investigated. Degree of silicate polymerization (DSP) in this material (compressive 
strength over 200 MPa) with the additives of several inorganic complex ions and organic silane coupling agents 
have been analysed by using GPC method. The pore size distributions and non-evaporable water of two series of 
the samples in which one cured at room temperature and another under hydrothermal condition were determined. 
Mechanical strength and fracture parameters of the samples were measured. SEM and EMPA were employed to study 
the microinterface between the grain of still-unhydrated cement and its hydrated products.

Results show that the fracture behaviour of HCP has closs bearing on the DSP of its microstructure at molecular 
level. The role of additives used is to link-up the inorganic silicate molecules in HCP or to supply coordina
tion ion between them, which results in increasing the DSP of it and improving its intrinsic properties. Both 
mechanical strength and fracture toughness increase with increasing the DSP (expressed as weight average molecu
lar weight). Furthermore, its brittleness is distinctly decreased. The lower the porosity of HCP is, the 
stronger the influence of DSP on its mechanical behaviour is. On this basis we have prepared a high strength 
and low brittleness HCP which is named by us polymerized silicate cement (PSC).

Investigou-se a relacäo entre as propriedades intrinsecas do gel de C-S-H na pasta de 
cimento endurecido (HPC) com baixa porosidade, e seu comportamento mecänico. Usando о metodo 
GPC foram analisados о grau de polimerizagäo do sillcato (DSP) neste material (resistencia a 
compressäo acima de 200 MPa) com aditivos de varies ions complexos inorgänicos e agentes de 
ligagäo de silane (sinH2n+2*  orgänico. Foram determinadas as distribui^oes de tamanho de po- 

r° e agua näo evaporävel de duas series de amostras, uma das quais curada ä temperatura ambi
ente da sala e outra sob condicäo hidrotermica. Mediram-se a resistencia mecänica e os para
metros de fratura das amostras. SEM e EMPA foram utilizados para estudo da microinterface en 
tre о gräo do cimento ainda näo hidratado e seus produtos hidratados.

Os resultados mostram que о comportamento de fratura de HCP tem apoio firme no DSP de 
sua microestrutura a nivel molecular. 0 papel dos aditivos usados e interligar as moläculas' 
de silicato inorgänico em HCP ou fornecer ion de coordenaeäo entre elas, do que resulta aumen 
to do seu DSP e melhora de suas propriedades intrinsecas. Tanto a resistencia mecänica сото 
a tenacidade ä fratura aumentam com о aumento do DSP (expresso сото media ponderada do peso 
molecular). Alem disso sua friabilidade decresce distintamente. Quanto menor a porosidade ' 
de HCP, mais forte ё a influencia de DSP sobre seu comportamento mecänico. Com esta base pre 

Paramos uma HCP de alta resistencia e baixa friabilidade que denominamos cimento de silicato 
Polimerizado (PSC).



INTRODUCTION

In the 7th Congress (Paris) Sereda, Feldman and Rama- 
chandran had discussed the correlation of mechanical 
behaviour of HCP with its porosity, according to the 
relationships such as the following /1/:

a = a0 • (1 - P) A.................................................... (1)

ö = O0 • e”BP ..................................................... (2)

where P- total porosity, Oq ~intrinsic strength at zero 
porosity, A,В - constants. 
The mechanical strength of porous material is usually 
recognized to be influenced mainly by its pore struc
ture. The characteristic parameters of pore structure 
such as total porosity, pore-size distribution, pore 
geometry etc. have been discussed .by many researchers. 
But the nature of the intrinsic strength (a0) has less 
been investigated. Recently, Odler et al have given 
these aD values /2/, but have not discussed them in 
detail. By applying Weibull distribution to the study 
of pore structure, Huang Yiun-yuan et al have pro
posed a new expression /3/.

a = (K1K2K3^)(K2K3(W-l)(1_p)K3W+Kk)(^) .......... (3)

where P - total porosity, W - the factor of relative 
specific surface area of the pores and Kj -K^ con
stants depending on intrinsic properties of HCP, fur
thermore K3 + K,, ” 3. This relationship distinctly 
shows the factors iiluencing the mechanical strength 
at different structural levels involving molecule, 
micro and mesolevel corresponding to the terms within 
the first, second and third bracket in eq. (3), res
pectively. The first term in eq. (3) corresponds to 
O0 in eq. (1) and eq. (2). Beaudoin and Feldman 
have recently pointed out the important influence of 
porosity, pore geometry, C-S-H composition, composite 
behaviour and fracture criteria on strength of porous 
system /4/.

The aim of this study is to investigate the correla
tion between the intrinsic properties of HCP and its 
mechanical behaviour, i.e. the nature of intrinsic 
strength a0 , by changing the molecular weight distri
butions of silicate in C-S-H gel by addition of inor
ganic complex ions and/or organic silane coupling 
agents to hydrating cement pastes. The porosity of 
the specimens used was kept as low as possible in 
order to approach the ideal zero porosity condition.

experimental procedure

Starting materials

HCP with low porosity was prepared according to Roy 
and Gouda from ordinary Portland cement (ground to a 
fineness of 5800 cm2/g Blaine) /5/. The OPC was com
pacted with W/C ratio of 0.1 at room temperature and 
under pressures up to 294 MPa (3000 kg/cm2) to make 
j>1.27 x 1.27 cm cylindrical specimens and 1.4 x 1.4 x 
11 cm prisms. The samples cured in water at tempera
ture 20°C for 28 days were labeled by A; the samples 
cured in water at temperature 20°C for 21 days and 
then under hydrothermal (95°C) condition for 16 hrs 
were labeled by B. 'All samples used were D-dried.

To prepare the samples with complex ions Fe and Cu , 
15/i ТеКОц and CuSOu solutions were adopted to replace 
H?0 during compacting. To obtain the samples with 
silane coupling agents, 2% by weight of VIES ( CH2 = 

CH- Si (OC2HS)3) and MDBS ( (CH3 )2Si(OC2 H5)2) were 
added to the cement, then the remainder processes 
were similar to those mentioned above.

Experimental methods

1) GPC
0.2g finely ground sample was derivatized by TMS tech
nique as prescribed by Tamas, Sarkar and Roy (using 
HMD. DMF and TMCS) /6/. After removing solvent at 
105”C the derivatized silicates were evacuated for 3 
hrs, then examined by gel permeation chromatography 
(GPC), without dissolving in THE. The injected volume 
was 15 pl. The equipment (model NJ-792) is made in 
China, with two styragel columns (each Im) and two 
silicagel columns (each Im) in series and a differen
tial refractive detector. The flow rate is hnl/min. 
This equipment was calibrated by using samples of 
C3S, hemimorphite, laumontite and beryl to give deri
vatized monomer, dimer, cyclic tetramer and cyclic 
hexamer, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the calibration 
curve.

Mw

10

10

Fig. 1 Calibration Curve

2) Strength and other characterization
Compressive strength and splitting tensile strength were 
measured in a standard test ing equipment on ф 1.27xl.27 cm 
specimens. At the same time, the amounts of non- 
evaporable water of the specimens were measured, and 
the pore-size distributions of them were determined 
by mercury porosimetry.

3) Fracture parameters
In this study all calculations and experiments ror 
fracture parameters were carried out from three-point 
bend specimens (1.4x1.4x11 cm) with a central note*  
of 1/2 beam depth on the tensile side. An Instron 
machine of Model 1122 was employed to determine Сц 
(fracture toughness), K1C (critical stress intensity 
factor) and В (index of brittleness, defined by t 
irrecoverable dissipated energy of the specimen dur
ing the test up to maximum load) /13/.

4) SEN and EPMA examination
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron tin 
probe analysis (EPMA) were applied to some of t e 
samples to compare the microstructures of low poro 
sity HCP with or without additives mentioned above.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. The role of inorganic complex ions and organic 
silane coupling agents

According to the calibration curve shown in Fig. 1, 
the molecular weight distributions of all samples in 
gel permeation chromatograms have been calculated in 
order to make comparison with each other. The re
sults of calculation are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Calculated results of some samples in 
series A and В

Symb. Mw Mn Mono~ Di~ Tri- Penta- Octa- Poly-

Al 586 436 84.0% 4.3% 0.5% 4.3% 4.6% 1.9%
A2 988 433 77.8% 5u-6% 0.3% 3.9% 5.0% 8.7%
A3 877 501 56.3% 12.8% 0.4% 6.1% 7.2% 5.2%
A4 891 509 65.7% 11.0% 0.7% 6.7% 7.7% 7.8%
A5 804 507 65.7% 11.1% 0.7% 8.0% 8.5% 5.4%
Bl 822 471 73.2% 6.8% 0.5% 5.4% 7.2% 7.1%
B4 910 509 69.0% 4.9% 0.5% 6.7% 9.9% 8.6%
B6 874 496 71.7% 3.6% 0.6% 6.8% 9.0% 7.8%
B7 920 503 70.0% 5.0% 0.4% 6.2% 9.1% 8.9%

Al, Bl: controlled samples;
A2: sample with addition of Fe4* ;
A3: that with Cu++:
A4, B4: that with VTES;
A5, B5: that with MDES;
A6, B6: that with VTES+MDES (1:1) and
A7, B7: that with Fe"1^ + MDES

2) Inorganic additives
In the process of hydration silicate hydrates of 
Portland cement can take part in coordination with 
complex ions. It can be seen from Tab. 1 that after 
adding Fe++ and Cu++ monomers in samples decreased, 
at the same time, dimer, pentamer, octamer and poly
mer increased. As mentioned above, this must have a 
close bearing on the growth of chain of silicate 
anions. It has been obtained from atom-absorption 
spectrum of the some TMS-derivatized samples that Fe44" 
concentration of sample Al is 17.23 ppm, but that of 
sample A2 is 173.10 ppm. This indicates that Ke44" 
10n has stronger ability to Г'пг. chemical complex.

1) Organic additives
It can be seen from Tab. 1 that after adding VTES and 
MDES to hydrating cement pastes both the weight aver
age (Mw) and number average molecular weight (Mn) 
which reflected the molecular weight of TMS-deriva- 
tives of silicic acid in samples, were increased. It 
should be noted that this change of degree of silicate 
polymerization, especially, the decrease of monomer 
did not mean progress of hydration as usually did 
(see Tab. 2 mentioned after). Result of IR measure
ment of sample A4 indicates that there is a recogni
zable absorption peak at 1120 cm-1 corresponding to 
stretching vibration of Siv-0-Sic bond (where Siv» 
silicon atom in VTES, Sic: that in C-S-H gel). Ob
viously, Siv in coupling agent here plays a role to 
connecting polymers. Analogous interpretation was 
discussed by Ludwig /7/.

Data of samples B6 and B7 in Table 1 show that the 
mixture of VTES and MDES did not make Mw and Mn more 
increase, the reason of which is still not known, 
ready for further investigation.

2. The relationship between DSP and mechanical be
haviour of HCP

In this study it is necessary to prepare high strength 
HCP with low porosity in order to investigate the 
effect of intrinsic properties of HCP on its mechani
cal behaviour directly. Furthermore, the factors of 
strength generation can be closely reflected by index 
of strength collapse. Tab. 2 shows some experimental 
results.

Table 2. The physical properties of series A, В

9/mb. Compr. Str.
(MPa)

Split.Test 
(MPa)

Non-evap.
H20(%)

Tbtal pore Vol. 
(cm2 3/g) 10Z

Al 226.5 13.5 6.7 5.17
A2 313.3 17.2 6.‘8 4.67
A3 307.8 16.1 6.8 4.72
A4 293.0 18.4 6.6 4.92
A5 280.2 17.3 6.8 4.71
A6 287.1 18.6 7.4 —
A7 255.0 15.2 7.1 -
Bl 280.2 15.6 8.3 2.05
B4 321.4 23.2 8.6 1.15
B5 323.6 20.4 8.9 1.55
B6 315.7 21.6 8.7 1.27
B7 332.4 19.7 9.0 1.63

1) Intrinsic properties and mechanical strength 
Barnes, Diamond and Dolch have investigated the micro
morphology of interfacial zone around aggregate by 
using SEM and EDXA /8/. Langton and Roy have reported 
their investigation into interfacial region between 
HCP and rock, using these technique /9/. In this 
study, SEM observation on samples Al and A2 was car
ried out, as shown in Fig. 2. Both Fig.2a and Fig.2b 
show some common characteristics of high strength 
HCP, i.e. besides unhydrated cement grains there are 
only dense amorpholous precipitates. EMPA were per
formed along the lines marked in Fig. 2, and the re
sults are given in Fig. 3 and Tab. 3. These lines 
are so chosen that the state of interficial zone be
tween unhydrated cement grain and its hydrates can be 
investigated, as such zone is the weak ring in the 
microaggregate concrete — high strength HCP, which 
decisively influences the strength of the latter. From 
the above we can see the following: The place at which 
the total weight of Si02, А120з, CaO and Fe203 drops 
abraptly must be the interfacial layer at microlevel 
(point 3 in Tab. 3). At a distance 1]1 from the inter
facial layer (point 4), Si and Ca in samples Al and 
A2 were all richened, but the richness of Si in A2 
was more than that in Al and the C/S ratio of A2 was 
less than that of Al. This is the qualitative indica
tion of the increase of DSP.

In hydrated region beyond point 4 the total weight of 
four oxides in A2 was more than that in Al, but their 
degrees of hydration were approximately equal to each 
other (see Tab. 2), which shows that the structure of 
A2 was denser than that of Al due to the effect of Fe 
ion coordination.

From Tab. 3 it can be estimated that there was a rich- 
AFt region in the interfacial zone, as having been 
reported by Ollivier /10/. In this region the struc
ture was most loose in the mass. The thickness of the 
weak region was about 5p for Al, as compared with 
about Зу for A2, This difference in thickness of weak 
region had to be reflected in the strength test data,



Fig. 2 SEM Observation on the samples Al and A2
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Fig. 3 EMPA of the samples Al and A2 shown in Fig.2

Table 3. The data of EMPS of samples Al, A2

Fe,0, 7.(wt) S102 %(wt) %(wt) CaO Z(wt) Total %(wt)

Al A2 Al A2 Al A2 Al A2 Al A2

1 1.201 1.014 22.213 21.751 3.174 2 .800 63.224 64.504 89.812 90.070
2 0.798 1.118 22.572 23.302 0.979 2.040 64.284 66.234 88.634 92.694
3 0.800 0.938 22.347 23.319 1.088 1.783 63.024 64.928 87.260 90.968
4 1.190 1.008 15.506 21.144 6.858 4.453 45.220 55.025 68.774 81.631
5 3.261 1.259 10.664 15.325 10.305 16.362 32.692 39.546 56.921 72.492
6 3.593 1 .122 9.995 12.277 12.769 5.679 28.741 46.058 55.098 65.136
7 1.503 1.921 6.770 13.784 46.535 5.125 15.167 48.418 6^.976 69.248
8 0.969 3.028 8.037 18.589 29.651 4.885 19.014 56.505 57.672 83.007
9 1.209 5.388 13.918 17.852 4 .466 6.217 38.558 55.039 58.151 84.495

10 — 4/305 —■ ■— 15.686 — 8.189 — 47.214 — 75.394



in which A2 was stronger than Al.

The Tab. 2 and Tab. 3 show that the more the poly
silicate in hydrate is, the higher the strength. 
Uchikawa et al had reported similar results /11/, but 
they not yet found a regular dependence of the amount 
of polysilicate in C-S-H gel on the development of 
strength.

In order to avoid the influence of high porosity on 
this dependence, we kept the porosity of our samples 
as low as possible. Furthermore, we have applied the 
statistical thermodynamics to the study of the intrin
sic properties and obtained a theoretical optimum 
molecular weight distribution which is necessary for 
the highest strength at zero porosity /12/.

Mw of the samples used were plotted against their 
compressive strength, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Relationship between Mw and of 
series A and В

It can be seen that the slope of curve for series A 
samples with relative high porosity) is steeper than 

curve for series В (samples with relative low poro-
It indicates that the influence of change in 

* on t*le strength of samples in series A is less 
£ a" th^t in series B. So this is the reason why it 
^s ifficult to obtain the correlation between Mw and 

rength at a porosity of common HCP.

Th and ^rac*" ure parameters of high strength HCP 
e calculated results of the three-point slow bend 

test were shown in Tab. 4.

ecause of the additions of complex ions and silane 
UP ing agents, the microstructures of the samples 

of^ ^ensar an<I 4SP increased, although their degree 
Л1е ration did not distinctly change in each series, 
г ?ГаСк in the samples propagated uneasily, which 
esu ts in the increases of G,r and К,- values to a

Attain degree. 1C 1

magine that there is a polysilicate in front of a 
cra=k-tip, as shown in Fig. 5,

Table 4. Glc, Kic values of series A and В

Samp. Kc(MN/m3/2) Gc(N/m) , 3/0
Samp. K:(MN/m 2 ) Gc (N/m)

Al 0.62 15.71 Bl 1.08 41.52
A2 0.95 30.80 B2 1 .20 87.45
A3 0.85 27.40 B3 1.08 51.20
A4 1.00 31.55 B4 0.89 55.56
A5 0.88 34.72 B5 0.91 53.78
A6 0.85 29.20 B6 — ....
A7 0.95 29.92 B7 0.98 47 .01

Fig. 5 Crack propagation in high strength HCP

Evidently, in the process of propagating the crack, 
the primary bond in polysilicate must be broken, and 
the deformation accompanied with it has to cause the 
breaking of the secondary bonds between the molecules 
of lower degree of polymerization in front of it, and 
between such molecules with it in its vicinity. The 
result of this process has to form a region of micro
cracks due to either the splitting of or slipping be
tween molecules, which consumes much more irrecovera
ble energy than that in high strength HCP without 
adding Fe++ ion.

The change of DSP thus must be responsible for the 
brittleness of this materials. In terms of definition 
proposed by Ref. /13/, we have determined the index 
of brittleness В of the samples Al, A2 and A4, as
following:

В = 3.12for Al
for A2 В = 0.63

and for A4 В = 0.82

It is found that the increase of DSP makes the low 
porosity HCP not on only develop mechanical strength, 
but also greatly enhance its ability of producing 
pseudoplastic strain. Based on this investigation we 
obtained a high strength and low brittleness HCP in 
cement based materials. This material is named by us 
polymerized silicate cement (PSC).

CONCLUSIONS

1. Both pore structure and intrinsic properties of 
HCP play an important role on its mechanical charac
teristics. This intrinsic properties can be modi
fied by the DSP in the microstructure of HCP.

2. The DSP can be increased by addition of inorganic 
complex ions Fe't+ and Cu++ and organic coupling 
agents VTES and MDES to cement during its hydrating.



Mechanical strength develops with increasing the 
DSP. The lower the porosity of HCP is, the more 
sensitive is the influence of the changing of DSP 
on its mechanical strength.

3. The increase of DSP greeting improves its index 
of brittleness. On this basis, we obtained a high 
strength and low brittleness HCP which is named by 
us polymerized silicate cement (PSC).
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Czechoslovakia ’

The Formation cf CgCH(A) 
Le formation de CnC4(A)

and C^SH at the Hydration of 
ет C^SH pendent 1 'Hydratation

Hortland Cement 
du ciinent portland

SJ:.3.IARY: The kydration of Tortland cenent was studied under hydrothermal conditions, The 
characteristics oi resulting microstrukture were determined by various methods (X-ray dif- 
-ractometry, uicroporosinetry, scanning electron microscopy and by mechanical tests). It 
has stated that the phase composition of microstructure varies significantly v/fth the tem
perature of autoclaving process ( 140, 165, 190 and 215°C). The temperature dwell (1“ 2 and 
4 hrs) did not effect ths microstructure in such an extent as the temperature. At 190 and 
215 о temperauures, besiaes common phases CH and C-S-H gel, the basic hydration products 
CjAHCA) and C^SH were formed according to the reactions

m( C-S-H gel) + nCH ---------) x C2SH( A) + у CqSH

High autoclaving temperature effects adversely mechanical properties of hydrated caste. 
Тле higher is the crystallinity and basicity of calciumhydrosilicates at the expense of 
gel end less crystalline ones, the lower is the strength of autoclaved caste. Complete hy
dration of Portland cement will not occur either at high autoclaving temperature. The spe
cimens places in humid atmosphere after autoclaving increased their' strength and reduced 
mcroporosity. This effect was smaller at specimens autoclaved at 215°C indfcatin- that 
just in this case the degree of hydration was highest.

(difratnm^e^=Us°U Se avhldrata(?äo do cimento Portland sob condipdes hidrotermicas .■ Atravds de värios mgtodos 
terminadas as ”1O.X' micr°Poros-unetrla' microscopia eletronica de varredura e testes mecdnicos) foram de- 
estrutoa v93 emicroestrutura resultante. Estateleceu-se cpie a ccmposlcäo de fase da micro-
tanper^a^t IT4 sT 3 toU^ratL;ra dc autoclave fl40,- 165. 190 e 215°C).. О prolongamento da.
temLrat^as 1 T a microestrutura na mesma extensao суде a temperature por si mesnu. A 
C>(AaTc SH do tn A ' 3 das-fases ccmuns ™ e gel C-S-H, fommra^se prteutos tesicos de hidratagao -
2-ил/ e - de acordo com a reapao:

m(C-S-H gel) + nCH —* x C2SH(Ä) + у C3SH

Temperatura elevada de autoclave afeta prejudicialmente as propriedades mecänicas da pasta- hidratada.- 
WiS renn. ^аЛ^°-,maiS altaS a cristalinidade e basicidade dos hidrossilicatos de cälcio ä custa de tel e de al
a hidratac5n теП°Г 9 reslstencia da Раз^а autoclavada.- Nem can alta- temperatura de autoclave ocorre
mentaran sua do ™mto Portland. Os especimes colocados em atmosfera Hmida depots da autoclavagcm au-
215°C inm! reslstencia e dimmurram a microporosidade. Este cfeito foi menor em espSctees autoclavados a 

г ndicando que yustamente neste caso о grau de hidratacäo foi maximo.-
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The Formation of C0SH(a) and C^SH at the Hydration of Portland Cement 2.2
I,a formation de CQSH(?>.) et COSM pendant 1 hydratation du ciment portland

Introduction
During hydration of Portland cement the for
mation of basic hydrosilicates C2SH(A) and 
C^SH was observed when the hydration v/as 
performed in hydrothermal conditions. Both 
hydrosilicates were prepared synthetically 
from ß-C2S or C3S et 160°C to 35O°C (1,2). 
The C2SH(A) appears more frequently than 
СЦЗН for example in autoclaved products as 
in lime sand bricks, slag cement and in 
similar technical products with relative 
high lime-to-silica ratio (3,4).
It is to state that both phases originate 
even during autoclaving of the Portland 
cement, which is of great effect on the 
properties of the autoclaved product.

Experimental
The Portland cement used in experiments had 
the following chemical composition:(%)

Loss of i. 2.82
Si02+u.p. 21.92 KgO 2.22
ai2o3 4*98 K20 0.81
Fe?0_, 3*19 Ka20 0.10
Ti02" 0.23 S03 1.05
CaO 62.57 Total 99*89
Specific area of cement was 337 m2.kg~1.
Water-cement ratio was 0.30. Ti-!th this ra'
tio a paste was prepared of which prisms 
with dimensions 4-0/40/160 mm were formed. 
These prisms v;ere placed into humid atmos
phere and, after 24 hrs, transferred into 
autoclave.
The autoclaving temperatureswere: 140, 165, 
190 and 215°C
The temperature dwells: 1, 2 and 4 hrs 
The temperature rise time lasted 30...40 
min., time of cooling 20...25 minutes.
After autoclaving the prisms were removed 
and tempered for 30 minutes in a vessel 
with werm water. Then they were placed into 
humid atmosphere up to the time of tests, 
namely, after'3, 7 14 and 28 days. Prior 
to tests the specimens were dried at 50°C.

The phase composition of autoclaved pastes 

were determined with X-ray diffractometry. 
In addition to this the microstructure of 
specimens was still studied with Hg-micro- 
porosimetry and scanning electron microsco
py*
I’echanical tests were performed in accor
dance with Czechoslovak Standard CSN 722117 
on th'- specimens with dimensions 40/40/160 
mm.

Results and discussion
The results of analyses of specimens pre
pared et different conditions were compared 
end the effect of

- autoclaving temperature
- time of temperature dwell
- time of curing

v/as determined in regard to the phase com
position of specimens, to their microstru
cture and correlation properties of micro
structure, particularly to mechanical 
strength.

Phase composition
From the X-ray patterns it was found out 
that the specimens autoclaved at 140 and 
165°C do not show differences in diffrac
tion lines against not autoclaved specimens, 
except for the intensity of some peaks.
The specimens autoclaved at 190 and 215°C 
differed by increased number of diffraction 
lines, which were sharper and less diffu
sive. This is indicative of a growing sha
re of crystalline phases in hydration pro
duct. For example 19 lines were found on 
the diffractogram at the specimens autocla
ved at I40°C, while 41 lines were found 
at specimens autoclaved at 215°C (Fig.D-

At higher temperatures the hydration pha
ses rich in CaO as C2SH(A) and C^SH appea
red. Because of simultaneus decrease of 
CH lines intensity wit^i the formation of 
mentioned phases it is obvious that a reac
tion between C-S-H gel and CaO occured.
This reaction can be shown schematically 
as follows:
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Fig.l $ XHD patterns of autoclaved Portland 
cement (temperature/dwell/curing)

m(C-S-H gel) + n CH —* x C2SH(A) + yC3SH 

This reaction takes place et higher yield 
of C2SH(A) and, according to the conditions 
in the microregions, with higher or lower 
formation of C^SH.
from XRD patterns it follows:

" in hydrothermal processing of Portland 
cement (without admixtures with SiC^ 
content) the C2SH(A) and C3SH were for- 
™ed, particularly at 190 and 215°C, as 
in the case of processing pure phases 
of Л-С23 or C3S, 
in addition to these phases, the usual 
hydration products as CH, C-S-H gel, 
С4АН1з» C3ASH4 end non-hydrated /!>-C9S 
were found, '
ith the time of curing after autoclaving 

50 .45" ’ 'm

the proportion of crista 111ne phases incre-- 
ases. Acting in the same -manner is .even 
the dwell during autoclaving.
The scanning electron microscopy shows the 
differences in the microstructure of spe
cimen .autoclaved .at 190°C after autoclaving 
and after 14 days of curing (Pig, 2,3).
Since C2SH(A) and C3S are referred to have 
lower binding ability, -this feature was 
followed by -the identification of mechenf.- 
cel properties.
Mechanical properties
Mechanical properties of specimens after 
autoclawing were increasing with -the euto- 
cleving -temperature up to ;165°C -then, al
ready at 190 C did not grow anymore and, 
on the contrary, decreased .significantly 
at 215°C (iig. 4),. “ ""
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Fig. 2 : Micrograph of specimen autovlaved 
at 190°C after autoclaving (llOOOx)

It has been confirmed that phases С£ЗН 
bring about a decrease in compression 
strength, particularly after autoclaving 
at 215°C when the relative proportion of 
both in the microstructure was highest in 
conformity with X-ray findings.

frzdratation du ciiaent pox'tland

Fig. 3 : Micrograph of specimen autoclaved 
at 190°C after 14 days of curing

. 165°C, lesser increase in strength was 
found in specimens autoclaved at 190 C. 
Practically minimum was the increase in 
strength in the specimens autoclaved at 
215°C.

P.eferring to this could oe still added 

With the storing time of autoclaved speci
mens in humid atmosphere (to 28 days) their 
strength kept increasing (Fig. 5, 6, 7). 
This was dependent on at which tempetature 
the specimens were autoclaved. The highest 
increase in strength after storing was 
shown by specimens autoclaved at 140 and

HP.

7°

60 ■

50 '

U0

30

u>

to

INO <65 iqo U5 °C'

Fig. 4 : Flott of strength against autocla
ving temperature and dwell

that
- the hydrothermal process did not provoke 

complete hydration of cement end that 
some not yet hydrated phases remained in 
the in specimen, namely ß-CgS,

Fig. 5 : Plott of strength against curing 
time (S - non-autoclaved specimen
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zig. 10 : Plott of nicroporosimetry CO? 
egeinst temperature and curing 
time - 140°C and 28 days 

äg-porosimetry was used with the aid of 
which micropores and total microporosity 
(CO?) were deterniined within the range of 
d = 0.015 ... 15 um. The results of analy
ses ere shown in Pigs. 8-11.
The pattern of microporosity is in keeping 
with the mechanical properties of speci
mens. Reduction in porosity manifested it
self most at autoclaving temperatures 
140°C end 165°C. At 215°C the autoclaving 
time caused an increase in microporosity.
Distribution of pores by size showed also 
certain differences. The biggest volume of 
pores was in the region of size d = 0.015 
to 0.20 urn. in specimens autoclaved at 140 
C and 165°C'. At higher temperatures, par
ticularly at 215°C it moves to the region 
of bigger pores, namely, 0.50 to 2.5 urn.

against the temperature and 
curing time -•■140°C and 1 day

du ciment portland

- the changes in microporosity were in
quite good correlation v/ith the 
strength of specimens. It can be ex
pressed by regression function 
COP = - а (Г*,  + b, where is the comet Q
pression strength in MPa, a, b ere con
stant .
I’amely
for 140°С/ 1 h: CO? = - 1.24 + 184.0
for 215°C/ 4 h; COP = - 1.27^ + 198.6

- the reduction of microporosity with the 
time of storing of specimens after auto
claving v/as brought about by additional 
hydration of calciumsilicates. Pores we
re filled both by gel and crystalline 
products, the microporosity was reduced 
end the number of contacts was increa
sing. This proces was experienced namely 
after 140 and 165°C autoclaving tempera
tures ,

From the results of microporosimetry it 
follows that
- the total volume of pores COP and dist
ribution of pores change with the tempe
rature end temperature dwell of autocla
ving and that certain changes occur even 
during storing of specimens after auto
claving,

- after higher autoclaving temperatures, 
ebove ell after 215°C, the degree of hy
dration was high, thus further hydration 
took place in substantially lesser extent. 
Since the proportion of crystalline pha
ses and microporosity were high, this ma
de itself felt only by a growth of cry
stals without any favourable effect on
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strength,

Cor-clusion

In the present work the properties of ce
ment paste after autoclaving at 140, 165, 
190 and 215°C with various temperature 
dwell (1, 2 and 4 hrs) were studied.

It has been stated that

- during hydrothermal process changes 
occur in the phase composition and that 
tne microstrukture of specimens contains 
high basic hydrosilicates C2SH(A) and 
C7SH,

- this change in phase composition mani
fests itself adversely on mechanical 
properties of specimens which ere lower 
in keeping with the proportion of both 
-tydrosilicetes,

- the microporosity of specimens correla
ted with mechanical properties. It in
creased witn temperature and autoclaving 
time,

- neither in autoclaving the complete hy
dration of present calciumsilicates v/ill 
occur, which manifested itself during in
vestigation of properties of specimens 
pieced, after autoclaving, in humid en
vironment for up to 28 days. Porosity
was reduced and mechanical strength in
creased .
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The gypsum-free Portland cement (GF) is a system based on ground cement clinker of speci 
fic surface 300 to 700 m2/kg, in which is the gypsum (as setting regulator) replaced by.9 
nine derivate (or sulphonated polyphenolate) plus alkali carbonate (or another s b -
cal and phase composition of hardened pastes of GF cements (free-flowing pastes, w =^20^ to 
0 25) is similar to the composition of hardened pastes of Portland cements ( ).
cemlnt pahes attain a compressive strength of 1 to 9 MPa after 1 to hours, and are_ compo
sed of crystalline and amorphous patterns featuring the ratios C/S - 1 to 5, and С/,
50 In the course of 12 to 24 hours, a dense structure is developed, the morphological cha
racter of which does not undergo any further changes through the paste strength increases (to 
100 MPa and more after 28 days). This dense structure was not found to contain the crystal!

=f hardened PC pastes (portlaadlte ettrlagite) . The „is o-ponent of 
binding product in hardened GF cement pastes is a high-lime C-S-H phase (mean C/S ratio - 
i 0.1, EDAX analysis) intergrown with very fine Ca(OH)2 and highly disperse у 
(cubic and hexagonal).
The gypsum-free slag cement (GFS) is a ------------ о-- ирр-аопоА
m2/kg, admixed plastificator and alkaline component (hydroxide, silicate). Hardened

9 (free-flowing pastes, w = 0.24 to 0.26) attain a compressive strength of 50 
s, and over 100 MPa after 180 days. L------- ------ .
iomposed of the C-S-H phase intergrown with highly dispersed

. The composition of hydrated GFS cements is close to 
, yet the hydrated GFS cements do contain the low-lime

0 cimento portland sem gesso ( 
superficie especifica de 300 a 700 m /kg, em que о gesso .— .. ,
donor derivado de lenhose (ou polifenolato sulfonado) mais carbonato de 
sal). A composicäo quimica e de fase das pastas_endurecidas de cimentos .. rvv,..i,-,:
dez, ägua = 0,20 a 0,25) ё semelhante ä composigao de pastas endurecidas de cimento portland 
(PC) Pastas endurecidas de cimento GF atingem resistencia a compressao de 1_a 9 MPa^ eri - 
de l’a 3 horas, e säo compostas de exemplares cristalinos e amorfos com relagoes C/S 
e (2/д - io a 50. No decorrer de 12 a 24 horas desenvolve—se uma estrutura densa, 
ter morfolögico näo sofre quaisquer alteraqoes adicionais ao longo dos aumentos de 
cia de pasta (ate 100 MPa e mais, depois de 28 dias). Esta estrutura densa, co" " 
tatou, näo contem as formates cristalinas tipicas das pastas de PC endurecidas 
etringita). О componente principal no produto ligante nas pastas decimento GF 
e a fase de C-S-H com alta cal (relaqao media de C/S = 2,7 + 0,1, analise EDAX) 
com Ca(OH)2 muito fino e hidroaluminatos altamente dispersos (cubicos e hexagonais).

0 cimento de escoria sem gesso (GFS) ё um sistema baseado em esedria de alto-forno moida 
(300 a 500 m2/kg), misturada com fluidificador e componente alcalino (hidroxido, silicate). 
Pastas de cimento GFS endurecidas (pastas sem fluidez, ägua = 0,24 a 0,26) atingem resis en 
cia ä compressao de 50 a 90 MPa depois de 28 dias, e mais de 100 MPa depois de 180 dias. es 
tas pastas endurecidas representam uma microestrutura densa composta de fase de C-S-H entrem 
adas com hidroaluminatos e hidrossilicatos_altamente dispersos. A composigäo dos n.
GFS hidratados e muito proxima da composigäo dos cimentos GF^hidratados, porem os 
GFS hidratados contem fase de C-S-H com baixa cal e näo contem Ca(OH)2.



INTRODUCTION

The Laboratory of Silicate Chemistry of 
the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences Prague, 
has been concerned for a number of years 
with the problems of inorganic binders based 
on hydraulically active compounds (clinker, 
slag, etc.) with a different setting regula
tor than gypsum . The systems analysis of 
these gypsum-free binders has shown some of 
their common characteristics:

a) A greater grinding fineness range than 
in current cements (300 to 700 m2/kg in clin
ker, and 300 to 550 m2/kg in slag).

b) The presence of alkali activating con
stituent (carbonate, bicarbonate, silicate, 
hydroxide) and the plastificator (e.g. sul
phonated polyelectrolyte).

c) The alkaline constituent and the plas- 
tificator exercise a synergic effect which 
is a substitution for gypsum acting as the 
setting retardant.

d) The possibility of working (in some 
cases necessary because of volume changes) 
at a low water-cement ratio (up to 0.20) 
resulting from the synergism of the alkali 
component and the plastificator.

e) The presence of gypsum in such binders 
is undesirable mainly for rheological reaso
ns (time-limited liquefying effect at a low 
water-cement ratio in the presence of gypsum),

f) A fast rise in strength and attainment 
of higher strengths than in current Portland 
cements (PC) and slag-Portland ones (SPG).

The gypsum-free binders offer a wide range 
°f options, particularly in combination with 
other latently hydraulic and active agents.

In this paper, attention is given to the 
results of the study of microstructure of
9ypsum-free Portland cements (GF) and gypsum 
free slag cements (GFS).

The GF cement many be characterized as a 
8yetem of ground PC clinker of a specific 
urface of 300 to 700 m2/kg + plastificator 
•9. the lignine derivate, sulphonated poly

Phenolate) + alkali carbonate (bicarbonate, 
etc.)

The GFs cement is a system consisting of 

the ground blast furnace slag (300 to 550 m2 
kg) + plastificator + alkali hydroxide, sili
cate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The GF cement pastes were prepared by mi
xing ground clinker with Na-lignin-sulphonate 
(monosacccharide-free, termed further NaLig) 
or Na-Fe sulphonated polyphenolate (KORTAN 
FM, Czechoslovak-made, termed as FeSF), and 
Na2C03 or NaHC03 and water. The amount of ad
mixtures varied from 1 to 2.5% by weight. 
The clinker used originated in the Lochkov, 
Hranice, or Stramberk Czechoslovak cement fac
tories, and was ground to the specific surface 
of 300 to 700 m2/kg in the absence of gypsumt 
using the grinding admixtures (NaLig, etc.) 
Chemical and phase clinker composition was 
given in e The pastes made had at w « 0»20 
to 0.25 a freely-flowing character on visual 
evaluation. For the sake of comparison, com
mercial PC class 400 of the same factories 
were used for making lastes of w я 0.35 and 
the same viscosity.

The GFS cement pastes were made by mixing 
ground blast furnace slag (300 to 550 m2/kg)• 
plastificators (NaLig or FeSF) and solution 
of NaOH or"Na-sillcate (Si02 ; Na20 cca 3) . 
The S102;Na20 ratio in this experiment varied 
up to the value of 1.0. The GFS cement pastes 
contained 1 to 10% of admixtures and had at 
w я 0.24 to 0.26 a freely-flowing character 
on sight. Chemical composition of the slags 
used is given in Tab. 1
Tab.l Chemical composition of slags(weight %) 

a)
CaO
34.2

sio2
39.2

MgO
13.2

A12°3
6.3

Fe2°3 
0.2

b) 42.2 39.3 5.9 8.3 0.3
The GF and GFS cement pastes were then left

in saturated water vapour for 24 hours, until 
the 28th day in water, and then exposed to the 
air at a relative humidity of 35-45% and tem
perature of 22°C. At the prescribed intervale 
(2 hours to 3 years) the paste sample (sized 
2.2.2 cm) were destruction strength-tested and 
the resultant fragments were used in a further 
study. The samples were vacuum-dried.



The composition of hard-set pastes was 
studied by the X-ray analysis, high-pressure 
Hg-porosimetry (418 MPa) and OTA or DTG ana
lyses. The morphology and composition of the 
hydration products were SEM and EDAX tested. 
Using EDAX, the proportional techniques were 
applied3, the details of which are described 
in4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The GF cement pastes attain (depending on 
the specific surface) within 1 to 3 hours 
since hard-setting the compression strengths 
of 1 to 9 MPa, and in these hardened pastes 
are the clinker grains bound by the binding 
products consisting of crystalline and amor
phous structures (Fig. 1) .

2 Fig. 1. SEM, paste w=0.23, GF cement 550 m 
kg +NagC03+FeSF,2 hours, compr. str. 7.4 MPa 

The C/S ratio in these structures ranged 
from 1 to 5, the C/A from 10 to 50 (direct 
EDAX analysis). The xrd and TA showed the 
presence of the C-A-H phase, particularly of 
the hexagonal СдАНп phase. No indices ( XRD , 
TA) typical of the presence of the C4AS3H32 
and C^ASH^g were found, and the presence of 

the C^ACq 5Hi2 anc  ('4A1'H11 (which could be 
produced theoretically as analogues of the 
sulphoaluminate hydrates typical of hydrated 
PC) is uncertain. The result, justify a con

clusion that the carrier of the initial 

*

strengths of the GF cements are, in addition 
to the C-A-H phase, in the first place the 
C-S-H phases. This is how the GF cements dif
fer from the sulphoaluminate or fluoroalumi
nate cements, in which the initial strengths 
are primarily due to the C-A-H or C-A-S-H
phases.

In the following GF cement hydration phase 
the development of the C—S—H phase is some
what retarded as a result of the absence of 
the surface-active agents (particularly of 
the lignin-sulphonate). After several hours, 
the microstructure becomes compact in line 
with the strength development, with strengths 
attaining 10-40 MPa after 6-12 hours (in re
lation to specific surface) and as much as 
40-80 MPa after 24 hours. The strength deve
lopment is characterized by an almost violent 
rise after an initial slower stage. Not later 
than within 12 to 24 hours will the micro
structure of hardened GF cement paste change 
into a very compact and consistent one (Fig.
2) of a distinct gel character. The morpholo
gical appearance will not change in the pro
cess of further hydration (and a further in
crease in strength). The strengths of hard- 
set GF cement pastes attain the values of 
100 to 150 MPa (recorded maximum 245 MPa) 
after 28 days (depending again on specific 
surface).

Fig.2. SEM, 24 hours, compression strength 

78,6 MPa (comments see Fig. 1).

-nr®



The major morphological part of hardened 
GF cement pastes is the C-S-H phase corres
ponding to C-S-H type III(Diamond5). There 
are no crystalline structure in the compact ■ 
microstructure, which are typical of hardened 
PC (columnar portlandite crystals). Morpholo
gical appearance of hardened GF pastes was ■ 
not too dependent on the specific surface of 
GF cements used. In most EDAX-analysed spots, 
the C-S-H phase showed the C/S ratio of 2 to 
3, and the mean C/S value found in samples 
of GF cement with the 600-700 m2/kg specific 
surface, and hydrated for 3 years (compres
sive strength 150-210 MPa) was 2.7 2 0.1. 
The samples showed sometimes places of local 
increased concentration Of low frequency with 
C/S values as much as 7.0, yet not correspon
ding morphologically to portlandite crystals. 
This was most likely portlandite slightly in
terspersed with the C-S-H phase. Distinct 
portlandite crystals found in hardened PC pa
stes had invariably a C/S ratio more than 20 
-50. The structures of a composition (C/S ra
tio) close to portlandite in hardened PC were 
found only in hardened GF cement pastes of a 
specific surface of some 300 m2/kg.

All hardened GF cement paste fracture sur
faces analysed by EDAX were found (irrespec
tive of GF cement specific surface) other ele
ments (Al, Fe, Na, K). The results obtained 
show (in keeping with the work by Lachowski5) 
that the phases present in hydrated GF cement 
may be of variable composition in microsize, 
and individual phases may contain another ele
ments (Al, Fe) which do not agree with their 
expected stechiometric composition.

The xrd and TA show that the development 
°f portlandite in the GF takes place later 
than in PC, and safe portlandite identificai- 
tion is possible only after 2-3 hours of hyd
ration. The portlandite content continued to 
increase, but was lower than in PC. The pre
sence of the C-S-H phase was xrd discovered 
after 6-24 hours. The presence of hexagonal 
^4A^n WS8 established since hydration onset, 
•vhila the cubic C^AHg phase was not found 
until after 7 days in line with the model ex
periments by Collepardi7 on the system C^A

- lignin-sulphonate - Na2C03. The X-ray and 
TA showed also the presence of hexagonal pha
ses of C2AHn, and some results pointed to a 
slight diffraction of the carbonate-silicate 
phase, probably tilleyite Ca5(Si207)(C03)2.

Diffractions of individual clinker mine
rals were identified throughout the whole pe
riod of observation, when a drop in the C,A 
intensity appeared. The samples of hardened 
GF cements after 3 years of hydration (GF of 
400-700 m /kg spec.surf.) were found by X-ray 
analysis to contain CjS up to 8% by weight, 
and C2S up to 4%. The percentage of non-hyd- 
rated clinker in polished samples of hardened 
pastes found by a light-microscope was up to 
10-12% by volume, and in some cases even more.

Fig.3. XRD,GF cement 550 m2/kg, 
legend see Fig.i.

Lower portlandite content together with a 
higher C/S ratio suggest a conclusion about 
a potential shift in the C-S-H phase composi
tion towards a higher C/S in hardened GF pas
tes processed at a low water-cement ratio . 
This shift towards higher C/S in hardened PC 
pastes due to low water-cement ratio and lar
ger specific surface was described e.g. by 
Cambor® and Lachowski5.

The results of the porosimetric analyses 
are shown in Fig, 4 for the GF cement pastes 
and PC class 400 of same rheological qualities.



Fig. 4. Pore size distribution, GF cement 
(550 m2/kg, Na2C03 ♦ FeSF, w ■ 0.23); PC 
class 400 (w - 0.35).

Due to a lower "w", lesser porosity and 
smaller mean pore size were found in the GF 
cement, and in the course of hydration the 
above values declined less than in PC, which 
shows that a fairly stabile porous structure 
develops already in the early stages of GF 
cement hydration. Fig. 5 shows the relation
ship between cement strength and porosity.

"Fig. 5 Compression strength in relation to 
mean pore size and total porosity for the 
GF and PC 400 cements (legend see Fig. 4).

There is a similarity in this relationship 
between GF and PC with regard to total poro
sity, while a certain difference in the mean 
pore size effect points to (in line with the 
EDAX analysis) the fact that apart from the 
changes in the hydrated GF cement pore struc
ture (in contrast to PC), also a change in 
the hydration product composition takes place 
(change in "binding potential", Uambor8).

High hydration product density of harde
ned GF cements follows both from the porosi- 
metric analyses and indirectly from the ob
servation of the effect of aggressive medium 
on hardened pastes and mortars of GF cements. 
The corrosion processes in hardened GFs are 
of a distinctly slower character in compari
son with PC, and of prevailing areal nature3.

The strength development in GFS cements 
is slower than in GF ones. The GFS compres
sion strength after 24 hours is 10-30 MPa, 
after 28 days 50-90 MPa (in relation to spe
cific surface and combination of admixtures). 
The following strength growth is continuous 
and after 180 days over 100 MPa is attained, 
after one year under optimum conditions as 
much as 170 MPa (paste).

Fig. 6 shows the diffractograms (X-ray) ofor the GFS cement (420 m /kg).

Fig. 6- XRD, GFS cement 7420 m2/kg/ 
+ FeSF t NaOH ♦ Na silicate.



Non-hydrated ground slag features a typi
cal peak (some 0.3 nm) with the only identi
fiable line belonging most likely to merwini
te CagMgfSiO^Jg. Hydrated GFS cements produce 
few diffraction lines of low intensity and 
often of diffusive nature. Identified were 
the lines corresponding to the C-S-H phase, 
then slight lines of hexagonal C4AHn and the 
SiOg lines. The presence of calcite and tho
msonite (CaNagtAlgSigO^.E.S HgO) is likely. 
The presence of another phases described in 
the slag hydration in the presence of alkali 
activator (hydroxide, eilicate)-Gluchovskij9 
e.g. hydrogranates, gehlenithydrate»gismon
dite, etc. is unlikely. The portlandite, cu
bic GjAHg and sulphoaluminate hydrates lines 
were not observed on X-ray diffractograms.

The results of X-ray snalysis are in line 
with those of TA. Hydrated GFS cement conta
ins G-S-H and C-A-H phases (endothermic ef
fects at 175, 275 and Exothermic ef
fects at 825 or 69O°C daxalcp as a result of 
organic GFS part cor bi. on (plastificator) 
end this effect involvvB ; rtbably the gene
ration of wollastonite cr Г5- CgS.

The study of the morphological character 
of fracture surfaces of GFS cements revealed 
that the matter is of a distinctly gel natu
re, in the hydration product gel, which is 
dense and consistent, no crystalli
ne products were found which are typical of 
hardened PG and SPG (portlandite, ettringite). 
The C-S-H phase can be assigned morphologi
cally to C-S-H type III5.

The EDAX analysis showed that the GFS ce- 
®ents studied contained more Al and Mg in the 
hydrated matter than the GF cements (simila
rity to hydrated PC comparison). Hydrated GFS 
cement contains, in addition to Na, S, K, Mg, 
Fa and Al as its major components also Ca 
and si. The mean C/S ratio in hydrated GFS 
cements was 1.1 1 0.1, and C/A ratio was cca 
10. In hydrated GFS cements, the C/S ratio 
"as found to vary from 2 to 4 in the micro- 
aizee. The spots showing a higher C/S did not 
8,1ow the morphological characteristics of 
₽ortlandite. The results of the porosimetric 
nalyeia (Fig. 7) showed a distinct porosity

500 200100 5030 1510 54 2,5 1,5
r(nm|

Fig. 7. Pore size distribution in GFS cement 
(legend see Fig, 6), 28 days, compression 
strength 90 MPa# 1.5 year - 173 MPa.

The results of a comprehensive analysis 
cf hydrated GFS cements show that their ma
jor constituent is the C-S-H phase containing 
highly dispersible hydroaluminates or hydro- 
alumoallicates. The composition of hydrated 
GFS cotaente is close to that of hydrated GF 
cements with the only exception that the GFS 
cements contain the low-lime C-S-H phases.

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained have shown that che
mical and phase composition of hardened GF 
and GFS cement pastes is similar to that of 
PC and SPC ones. The only significant diffe
rence is the absence of sulphoaluminate hyd
rates in the GF and GFS cements, and in the 
absence of portlandite in the GFS cement. 
From the point of morphology, the microstruc
ture of GF and GFS hardened paetes is very 
compact, and there are no crystalline forma
tions typical of hardened PC and SPC pastes. 
The hydrosillcate phase of GF and GFS cements 
may be classified as C-S-H type III5, The 
major constituent of bonding products in har
dened GF cement paetes Is mostly the hydro
silicates of the type C-S-H II (Taylor) in
terspersed with very fine Ca(0H)2 and highly 
dispersed hydroaluminates. The major bonding 



component of hydrated GFS cements Is the 
hydrosilicates of a lower C/S ratio and in
cluding highly dispersed hydroaluminates and 
hydroalumosilicates.

The difference in mechanical strength bet
ween hardened GF and GFS cements and the PC 
and SPC ones is obviously the result of the 
shift towards the products of greater bonding 
capacities. In our opinion is the absence of 
crystalline formations (which are typical of 
hardened PC and SPC pastes) in the GF and 
GFS hardened pastes, together with a high 
degree of density and dispersion of all hy
dration products (in addition to the effect 
of a lower water—cement ratio) responsible 
for higher mechanical strengths attained in 
the gypsum-free Portland and gypsum-free 
slag cements.
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INTRODUCTION
Rational production of concretes and other 
cement based composites requires to get 
deeper knowledge of the forming process of 
their pore structure as well as the relat
ionships between the developed pore struc
ture and their physico mechanical proper
ties.
The early works dealing with relations 
between the composition and the properties 
of hardened cement pastes and concretes sho
wed that the mixing water used for their 
production is the main source of their po
rosity and further that the strength of 
these composites decreases very rapidly 
with increasing porosity. The unfavourable 
influence of an increasing water-cement ra
tio on the strength of hardened cement pas
tes and concretes is expressed by the well- 
known formulae of R.Eeret (1), D.Abrams (2) 
and J.Bolomey (3), which up to now have 
been used in various modifications in the 
design of concrete composition. The decisi
ve negative influence of porosity on the 
strength follows also from the formulae of 
T.C.Powers (^), К.К.Schiller (5) and E.Rysh- 
kewitch (6) among others, which have been 
derived from the results of the theoretical 
and experimental studies of the hardened 
cement pastes as well as of the ceramic, 
vitreous and others porous materials.
The possibility of a wider use of mentioned 
formulae for the strength's prediction of 
cement composites is, however, very limited. 
Various cement composites with the same va
lue of total porosity may possess very dif
ferent relative volumes of binding hydrat
ion products and in this connection also a 
very distinct pore structure differing es
pecially by pore size distribution and by 
morphological properties of pores. These 
differences in the pore structure result 
in significantly different strengths of ce
ment composites — in spite of their similar 
'total porosity. Unlike the ceramic and vit
reous pore material, the porosity and the 
pore structure of cement composites are not 
stable and they change in time - in depen
dence on their curing conditions. Hence,the 
same value of total porosity in various ce
ment composites may have different signifi
cance from the point of view of their 
strength and on principle it is not possib
le to suggest a generally valid formula ex
pressing the strength — porosity relation
ship of various cement composites without 
simultaneously taking into consideration 
their composition and the conditions of 
their production (7,8)«
The aim of this contribution is to analyze 
more profoundly the process of the format
ion of the porosity and pore structure, as 
well as their relationship to the strength 
of cement composites.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In support of the following considerations 
about the formation process of the porosi
ty end pore structure of cement composites 

- in dependence on their composition and 
production conditions - the test results of 
the basic physico mechanical and structural 
properties of the selected cement pastes 
with various water-cement ratios are given 
in Table I.
Three cement types i.e.high strength port
land cement —HSPC class 550, a portland ce
ment -PC class 400 and a portland slag ce
ment -PSC class 325, were used for the pro
duction of the investigated pastes. The ce
ment pastes with low water—cement ratios 
and with relatively high strengths were 
used for these tests, too. An effective 
compaction of the pastes with low water—ce
ment ratios has been provided by pressing 
process. The test specimens of the cylin
drical shape with a diameter of 32 mm and 
a height of 30 turn were used. The test spe
cimens were cured in usual way -i.e.24 
hours at a relative humidity gf 99/" and , 
then submerged in water at 20 C. The speci
mens were tested in their original - satu
rated state as well as after their drying 
at 1005C. The test results of the spcimens 
in dry state are given in Table I.
The usual test methods for the determinat
ion of the physico mechanical properties of 
specimens were used. The pore structure ana
lyzes were made by using a Carlo Erba high 
pressure mercury porosimeter of model 70 H. 
The pore size distribution in the investi
gated pastes is presented in Table I in a 
simplified form only — i.e.by the value of 
11 average11 pores radius. This is the median 
of the cummulativo pore size distribution 
curve. This value characterizes the pore 
size distribution and allows at least ap
proximately to compare very quickly the po
re size distribution in various cement com
posites. The specific surface of the tested 
pcxstes was determined by BET method and nit
rogen was used as the sorption gas. The va
lues of bound water in the binding hydrat
ion products given in Table I were deter
mined by the complex thermal analysis and 
are identical with the ignition loss in the 
temperature range of 100 to 450 C. These 
values show at least approximate relative 
amount of the binding hydration products 
developed in the tested pastes (9).

ORIGIN AND CHANGES OF POROSITY
The mai n cause of the origin of pores in 
the cement composites is the mixing water 
used for their production and the air voids, 
which remaine in the fresh mix after its 
compaction. The total porosity could be 
increased by 1 arious pores, internal flaws 
of the pore structure and by the micro - 
craks created additionally in the hardens^ 
cement composites due to bleeding, drying
shrinkage, local chemical changes and re" 
crystalization of some phaAes, temperatur 
gradients and thermal expansion, etc (?)• 
The results given in Table I confirm that 
the total porosity of the cement composi
tes diminishes with time period of their 
curing - i.e. with the proceeding hydrat
ion process of the cement. It is due to



TA RT.F, I

Air Pores wl th radius
Pas to voids Curring Unit Compres- Density Total

-S-C-2175 - 7500 n
Specific Bound

fresh weight Sion porosi- Pores volume surface water

No w/ c

Compaction paste 
/ approx,/

20°C g cm"3
s trength

MPa

g.cm"3
ty

cm3.g-1

Average 
pores 
radius 2 -1 

m .g

in 
hydrat -

products

High strength. Portland сешеnt 550

1 1 1.789 89.90 2.8J1 36.8 O.II57O 20.7 39 3.539 7.7
2 0. JO rammed — 28 1.8J0 96.12 2.78О 39.2 O.IOO35 18.4 32 9.506 9.2
3 90 1.859 131.17 2.665 30.2 О.О87ЗЗ 16. 2 25 6.716 11.5

4 pressed 1 2.010 103.92 2.993 31.5 O.O8607 17.3 77 3.920 5-75 0. 20 at •• 28 2,041 135.21 2.852 28.5 О.О779О 15.9 42 3.692 7.2
27.2 MPa 90 2.068 179.20 2.770 25.З О.О6335 13.1 32 9.890 8.7

7 pressed 1 2.126 126.12 2.950 27.9
24.J

0.O7J85 15.7 148 3.216
8 0.15 at 0.5 28 2.157 196.20 2.848 0.06497 19.0 38 2.727 6.7
9 48.0 MPa 90 2,189 259.56 2.786 21.5 0.05573 12. 2 22 3.387 7.3

10 pressed 1 2. 29J 199.29 2.937 23.6 0.06331 14.1 271 1.956 4,8
11 0.10 at 1.2 28 2.259 229. 22 2.858 21.3 0.05368 12.1 28 3.975
12 81.6 MPa 90 2.260 282.56 2.817 19.8 0.04509 10. 2 20 3.667 6.4

Port land cement 4oo
13 rurained 1 1.782 99. 28 2.826 37.0 0.13162 23.8 173 2.972
14 0. JO — 28 1.840 96.23 2.635 30,2 0.10928 19.2 55 3.996 8.0
15 90 1.855 114.32 2.58J 28.2 0.09032 16.8 47 5.182 8.7

16 pressed 1 2.237 107.51 2.919 23.9 0.07973 17.7 920 1.962 3.5
17 0.10 at 1.3 28 2.262 212.72 2.829 20.0 0.05923 13.4 42 3.760 5.4
18 81.6 MPa 90 2.270 240.20 2.811 19.З 0.05279 12.0 36 9.702 5.7

Port land - slag cement J25

19 1 1.722 31.81 2.787 38.2 0.16101 28,0 280 2.726 4.6
20 0. JO rammed — 28 1.795 76.24 2.617 31.9 0.13036 23.9 54 4.672 7.3
21 90 1.826 101.60 2.534 28.0 0.10871 19.7 42 6.307 8.4

22 pressed 1 2.209 112.38 2.875 23.2 0.09129 19.8 510 2.522 3.6
23 0.10 at 1.6 28 2.215 I79.20 2.799 20. 7 0.07088 15.7 35 3.315 4.9
24 81.6 MPa 90 2.25 2 293.56 2.759 18.2 0.05639 12.7 30 3.993 5.5

the greater volume of the hydration pro
ducts in comparison with the volume occu
pied in the mix by hydrated cement before 
its hydration. Provided no microcraks and 
additionally created pores in the hardened 
cement composite are present, its total po
rosity in every stage of its hardening may 
be expressed by formula

p = p - Av. (i)о hp ' *
where Pq - is the "theoretical" initial po

rosity, the value of which is 
given by the sum of the volumes 
of mixing water - V and air voids 
-V in a volume uni¥ of the com
posite irnmndlяtn)у after its com
paction - i.e. Pq = Vw + Vv.

Av, - is the difference between the vo- 
₽ lume of the developed hydration 

products - V. and the volume 
share occupied by the hydrated 
cement in its original unhydra
ted state in the volume unit of 
the composite - Vho ~i,e,^Vhn= 
V - V, . This difference cores- 
poEds v8 the volume increase of 
the solid phases in the volume 
unit of the composite due to the 

hydration process.
The volume of the hydration products develo
ped in the composite and the subsequent de
crease of its porosity is a function mainly 
of the time period and the conditions of 
composite hardening, of the value of w/c 
and of the cement type used. Our test re
sults of a great number of hardened cement 
pastes made of portland cements with diffe
rent w/c ratios and cured for different ti
me period in water at 20°C showed, that the 
volume increase of the solid phases due to 
the cement hydration - AV, in the volume 
unit of hardened cement paBtes may be rou^ily 
expressed by

AV, = A. w/c--------- 5------ (2)
bP -5_____

A. w/ c 
where A - is a coefficient depending on the 

cement composition, the value of 
which in case of portland cements 
is approximately 68.4; the pro
duct A. w/c is then the maximum 
possible volume increase of the 
solid phases that may be achieved 
in the cement pastes with given 
w/c - after their long term curirg 
in water at 20°C.



13 - is a coefficient depending mainly 
on the class and fineness of ce
ment; its value for portland ce
ments of class 400 is approxjjna te- 
ly 17.1.

T - is time period of curing in water 
at 20°C in days.

The formulae (1) and (2) allow to predict the 
changes of the porosity of hardened cement 
pastes - in dependence of their curing time. 
The analysis of these formulae shows the 
signi Г1nenne of individual factors which de
cisively influence the porosity, pore struc
ture and strength of the cement composites. 
They show that the porosity of the cement 
composite may change during its liardening 
only within the limits, that are given by 
its composition and its initial porosity - 
P . The use of these formulae allow also to 
explain some apparent discrepancies in the 
relations between the porosity and strength 
of hardened cement pastes. So the expression 
of the porosity of the cement pastes Nos 8 
- 10 by using the formula (1) shows, that 
the cement paste No 8 contains an approxima
tely 6-times greater volume of the hydration 
products than the cement paste No 10. This 
explains the 52 MPa higher compressive 
strength of the paste No 8 at approximately 
the same porosity of both pastes (7,10).

SIZE OF POKES AND ITS INFLUENCE ON STEENG'.l'M
The size of pores in the current dense ce
ment composites varies usually witliin the 
pores with the radius below 1 run (10“>' i,u: 
to pores with the radius of 100 zX.m (1 4m)
and some-times even more. Some authors cate
gorized the pores in the cement composites 
according to their size (4,11,12). Taking 
into consideration the process of the for
mation of pores of different size as well as 
their possible influence on the strength ’.fe 
take it as useful to distinguish two catego
ries of pores in cement composites.
a/ "Hydration" micropores, the radius of 

which is mostly below the value of i^m. 
The size distribution and the shape of 
this category of pores depend decisively 
on the type and on the volume of the hy
dration products developed in the paste 
(7,13).

b/ "Technological",pores with the radius 
above 1 yttia. The air pores as well as the 
flaws of the structure and micro
cracks generated in the composite addi
tionally belong mostly in this category 
of pores, too.

The size of all pores in the cement composi
tes dimini shfls with their proceeding hydrat
ion process. This is confirmed also by the 
values of the average pore radius of the 
мята cement pastes but after different time 
of their curing, vhich are given in Table I. 
These results show that the rate of the dec
rease of the value of average pores radius 
during the curing tine,depends on the toral 
porosity of the composite, but above all on 
the activity of the used cement and on tho 
conditions of curing. Generally the value 

of average pores radius depends decisively 
on the volume and also on the type of hydrat
ion products developed in the composite. 
Hence, the low value of the average pores 
radius is a significant characteristic of 
the "maturity" degree and the stability of 
the composite pore structure as well as of 
its strength (7,9,13).
Kith increasing size of pores - at the same 
total porosity - the strength of the cement 
composites drops. This is confirmed also by 
the comparison of the values of the compres
sion strength, total porosity and of average 
pores radii exhibited by pairs of cement 
pastes Nos 5 and 7, further more Nos 8 and 
10, Nos 9 and 11 and others, which are given 
in Table I.
Hence the most unfavourable influence on the 
strength produce the technological pores - • 
especially of larger size - even when they 
a_re present in a relatively small number 
in the cement composite. This involves the 
mechanism of the failure of cement composi
tes under stress, which is explained by the 
Griffith theory (14). The pores of larger 
size in the cement composite under stress 
may act as centres for the formation and 
propagation of the failure cracks and the 
failure of the test specimen takes place on 
a considerable lower level of the acting 
load. Our approximate calculations showed 
that the critical pores size, at which the 
pores may act as centres for the formation 
of failure cracks, is approximately 70ДШ 
in the cement composites with a compressive 
strength of 50 MPa and approximately 28yUm 
in the composites with a compressive strengih 
of 100 MPa. The technological pores of these 
sizes are present also in well prepared ce
ment composites - especially in the initial 
stage of their hardening.

POKOSITY - STRENGTH RELATIONSHIP
As stated above, the relationship between 
strength and porosity of cement composites 
cannot be satisfactorily expressed without 
considering the main factors affecting the 
pore structure of the composite. Taking this 
into account and using the results of tests 
of cement pastes given in Table I as well as 
tho tast results given in our further works 
wo have come to the following formula, which 
we believe to express with sufficient accu
racy the relation between the compression' 
strength of a hardened cement composite - S 
and its posority : 

Up - P s = к 1-2------ (3)
w/ c . P

where P - is the total porosity in the time 
of test

P - is the initial porosity as it has 
° been defined alcove

К - is coefficient, the value of which 
depends on the type and activity 
of cement, on the curing condition 
cn the dose of cement in a volume1 
unit of the composite and also on 
the type of test specimens.
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On the basis of results given in Table I the 
coefficient К in equation (3) was found, to 
have the value of 26O for cement pastes ma<fe 
of cement HSPC 550, further the value of 
205 for cement pastes of cement PC 400 and 
the value of 180 for cement pastes of ce
ment psc 325.

The formula (3) shows that the strength of 
cement composites is proportionate to the 
cement activity and to the volume of deve
loped hydration products - expressed by the 
difference P - P. It is indirectly propor
tionate to the values of w/c and total poro
sity of the composite. The internal struc
ture of its formula corresponds to the real 
process of strengths generation in the ce
ment composites and that's why it has on 
principle a wide validity.

35 30 25 20 %
TOTAL POROSITY

Fig*!  — Relationship between compressive 
strength and total porosity of har
dened cement pastes prepared of ce
ment HSPC 550 and PC 400 with dif
ferent water -cement ratios.

The comparison of the experimental and cal- 
or1^ediValUes of the compression strength 
ti Г16 tested cement pastes confirms a sa- 
isfactory occuraoy of this formula. This 

SA^e^Mtr?ted also bV the graphical repre- 
of the compression strength - po- 

p,®1 ’У relationship of cement pastes made of 
te^in ^PCi55^and PC 400' which ia Presen- 
üe .in The difference between the ex-

aIld calculated values of the com- 
Ьет^а1О^,в?гепв№ do not mostly exceed 1$. 
bent6!Witlxin the range of errors of experi- 

» öeasureMats- Major differences have
Nos ioOUn^ o^Ty Tn the case of cement pastes 

13 and 19, by which the experimental va

lues of compression strength were signifi
cantly lower than the calculated values. 
This disagreement is obviously due to the 
presence of larger pores in this pastes. 
These could not be eliminated in the course 
of one day curing by the developed hydrat
ion products and became active as centres 
for failure cracks in the sense of Grif
fith s theory. ■

CONCLUSION
The results proved a close relationship bet
ween the strength of cement composites and 
their pore structure,which in addition to the 
total volume of pores is characterized by 
the relative share of pores of different 
size, by their shape and their arrangement 
in space, too. The pore structure of the ce
ment composite develops as an unseparable 
part of the cement hydration and of the har
dening process of the composite. Its proper
ties depend on the same factors as the rela
tive volume and properties of developed 
hydration products and the strength generat
ion of the composite. The dose od the mixing 
water and the volume of the air pores in a 
volume unit of the composite mix -imm-ia-i 
ly after its compaction are the factors 
which influence decisively the total volume 
of pores in the cement composite я-nd sub
stantially determine the limits w-i thin 
which the total porosity of the composite 
may vary in the various stages of its harde
ning. The type and the activity of used ce
ment, as well as the time and the conditions 
of curing of the composite - or precisely 
the kind, binding capacity and the voIubb of 
hydration products developed in a volume 
unit of the hardened composite - am the 
main factors affecting the value of total po
rosity in its given limits — in dependence 
on achieved hardening stage as well as the 
pore size distribution and hence the degree 
of the maturity and the strength of the po
re structure.

Considering the development process of the 
pore structure of cement composites new for
mulae expressing the decrease of the poro
sity in time and furthemore , the relation
ship between the compression and
the pore structure have been suggested. The 
satisfactory accuracy of these formula« con
sist in their internal structure, which cor
respond to the process on the pore structu
re development and of the strength generat
ion in the cement composites. These formu
lae represent a basis for the choice of ef
fective technological measures to be takenin 
order to acquire the desired pore structure 
and high strengths of the cement composites 
or for the prediction of their strengths 
development in time.
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The dispersion model for hydration of Portland cement.
II. The influence of fineness

SUMMARY: A danish grey Portland cement clinker was ground in a laboratory rotary tube-mill 
to specific surfaces (Blaine) in the range 200-600 m2/kg. The hydration at 20°C of the ground 
clinker was followed by measurement of chemical shrinkage, and the linear part of the disper
sion model were fitted to the hydration curves to obtain the parameters: tQ, t and P . The 
prediction of the model, that t^g depends in a simple way on ro:

So = Vk

was verified for these samples. t5Q is the reaction-time to reach 50% hydration, к is the 
rate-constant corresponding to a linear kinetic reaction mechanism, and r is the fineness
constant found by fitting the particle size distributions of the ground clinker samples with 
the equation (Rosin-Rammler):

SUMÄRIO 

F(r) = 1 - exp(-r/ro)

_ Um clinquer de cimento portland dinamarques fol moido em moinho rotatorio de laboratorio para a obten- 
cao de superficies especificas (Blaine) na faixa de 200-600 m2/kg. A hidratagäo do clfnqner moido foi segnida 
por_medidas de retraqäo quimica, e a parte linear do modelo de dispersäo foi ajustada para as curvas de hidra- 
tacao para obter о parämetro = to, t5Q e Poo. A predicäo do modelo, que t5Q depende de uma forma siirples em 
ro*

fc50 = ro/k

for verificada para estas amostras. t5Q ё о tempo de reaqao para obter 50% da hidratar^o, к ё a cons- 
tante de velocidade correspondente a um mecanismo de reaqäo cinetico linear er e a constants de finura deter 
minada ao ajustar as distribuicoes do tamanho de particulas das amostras de clinquer moido can a eouacaö 
(Rosin-Ranmler)

F (r) = 1 - exp (- r/ro)

The first part of this survey with the following sub-title "I. General concepts" is 
quoted at the end in the list of references under no.6.
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INTRODUCTION
The increase in reaction rate for solid 

state reactions with increasing fineness of 
material is a well-known general rule. The 
increase in hydration rate of Portland ce
ments during the latest decades has (toget
her with other factors) been achieved through 
prolonged grinding of the clinkers, thereby 
providing the cements with larger specific 
surface areas.

in mathematical modelling of the hydra
tion performance of Portland cements some 
workers in the field have pointed to the 
rise of an oversimplification by merely 
using the limited information contained in 
the specific surface area or the average 
grain size. Taplin was probably the first 
to stress the importance of incorporating 
the entire particle size distribution (psd) 
curve in works about mathematical modelling 
of cements hydration (1). In most of his 
work in the field of hydration psd has been 
incorporated in a numerical way, whereas a 
recent article treats the problem of joining 
kinetics with psd in a more comprehensive 
mathematical fashion (2). In the work of 
Bezjak et al. concerned with hydration me
chanism of cements and single phases, the 
entire psd is used in the numerical calcu
lations of hydration performance, in order 
to compare to experimental hydration curves 
(3). Knudsen made a first attempt to develop 
an analytical model of hydration by conside
ring a linear hydration mechanism and using 
a Rosin-Rammler psd (with n=1) (4), and la
ter demonstrated by numerical examples and 
the use of this model the necessity of tak
ing the psd into consideration in works on 
modelling hydration (5). Recently Knudsen 
presented a simple analytical model of hy
dration (the dispersion model) which covers 
both linear, parabolic and joined kinetics 
of hydration (6). This model was tested on 
experimental hydration curves, mainly obtai
ned by chemical shrinkage measurements with 
varying water/cement-ratio, temperature and 
admixtures (7,8).

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate 
the validity of the equation:

t50=ro/k di

expressing the influence of fineness on the 
hydration rate, as predicted by the linear 
part of the dispersion model (4,6).

The fact that the time constant t^g in 
the linear dispersion model comes out as a 
simple function of the fineness constant ro 
does not contradict the argument that the 
entire psd is needed in mathematical model
ling of hydration. As shown in the theoreti
cal part of the paper it is the simplicity 
of the formal basis chosen in the derivation 
of the dispersion model that leads to the 
simpel relation (1) between t^g and ro.

THEORETICAL PART
The linear part of the dispersion model 

contains the adjustable parameters to, t^g 
and P^:

a e P/Pm = (t-to)/(t-to+t50) (2)

P is a measured property depending pro
portionally on the degree of hydration and 
P^ is this property at degree of hydration 
a=1. t-t is reaction time measured from the o 
onset of the main reaction t„ and tcn is the O 50
reaction time needed to reach 50% of the ul' 
timate hydration.

In the derivation of the linear disper
sion model the reaction of a single grain 
with size r was assumed to follow the kine
tic equation:

o(r,t) = exp (-r/kt) (3

and the psd for Portland cements was approx 
mated by a Rosin-Rammler equation:

F(r) = 1 - exp (-r/ro) <4

By integrating over all grain sizes:

a(t)=;Za(r,t)dF(r)=t/[t+(ro/k) ] <5
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was arrived at.

Now combining eq.(5) and eq.(2), the 
equation (1) relating fineness and hydration 
rate can be derived.

EXPERIMENTAL PART 
Materials

The material used was a danish grey 
clinker with the potential phase composition: 
C^S: 46.3%, C2S: 26.7%, C^A: 10.1% and C^AF: 
11.8%. The content of free lime was 0.7% and 
eqv. Na2O was 0.58%.

Clinkers were crushed to - 2 mm, and 
ground in a rotary tube-mill containing por
celain balls, for 1-10 hours.

The specific surface areas were measu
red by the traditional airpermeability appa
ratus, according to ASTM, C 204-55.

The psd of the ground clinker samples 
were found by sedimentation in absolute al
cohol with a little strontium chloride added 
as a peptisizer. The Andreasen pipette appa
ratus was used, and measurements carried out 
according to a danish standard F-1975.

Determination of t5Q and r .

The hydration performance of clinker 
samples with varying fineness was measured 
by following the chemical shrinkage of small 
paste samples as described in (7,8). Water/ 
cement-ratios of 0.5 and 1.0 were chosen and 
sedimentation was avoided due to flash set 
of the paste samples. Exceptionally long 
dormant periods were found for water/cement- 
ratio 1.0 due to excess water and lack of 
calcium sulfate.

The hydration curves obtained (20°C), 
giving the amount of chemical shrinkage as 
a function of time, were fitted with eq.(2) 
by means of a computer program HYDFIT 1. The 
computer program uses the reciprocal form of 
(2) :

1/P=1/Pm + (t50/P.)/(t-to) (6).

and determines tcn and P by linear regres- 5u ”
sion for running values of to. The regression 

result with the minimum deviation from the 
experimental points was considered the best 
estimate of the three adjustable parameters: 
to' t50 and P==" In bhese calculations the 
early part of the hydration curve (-15%) was 
excluded, since the dispersion model can not 
handle this accelleratory part of the hydra
tion curve.

The value of rQ in (4) was determined 
by fitting a Rosin-Rammler equation (allow
ing n to take on values different from unity) 
to the obtained psd curves:

F(r)=1 - exp [-(r/ro)n] (7)

The values determined of n were found to lie 
in the range 0.85-1.15 with an average close 
to 1. The values of rQ found were lying in 
the range 12.0-35.6 pm, decreasing with in
creasing grinding times.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
19 samples in all of grey clinker were 

ground, as earlier described, with grinding 
times chosen between 1 and 10 hours and psd 
were determined for all of these samples. On
ly 4 are shown in fig.1 as an illustration 
of the curves obtained. It can be seen from 
the figure, that by fitting with the simpler 
Rosin-Rammler equation (4), with n=1, a rea
sonable approximation to the experimental 
points is obtained, with deviations not lar
ger than a couple of percent.

The hydration curves for the same selec
ted samples are shown in figure 2. The curves 
have the typical S-shape, when plotted along 
a log-t axis where t is reaction time. Also 
shown are the results of fitting with the 
linear part of the dispersion model. The ac
curacy of the fits are at the same level as 
that obtained in fig.1. Finally fig. 3 demon
strates the relationship found between t _ 

50 
and r^. The graph contains 51 points, the re
sults of 2-4 determinations of t5Q for each 
sample (because of the limited resolution on 
the graph not all points show up). It can be 
seen that repeated determinations of t^g ty
pically vary about 10%. Thus a linear rela-
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Fig.1. The accumulative particle size distri
bution of 4 clinker samples ground for 
1.5, 3.5, 4.1 and 5 hours, compared to 
the results of fitting with Rosin-Ramm- 
ler eg.(4)„

Fig.2. Hydration curves for the 4 clinker 
samples in fig.1 as found by chemical 
shrinkage measurements, compared to 
the results of fitting'with the line
ar part of the dispersion model eq. 
(2). Plotted times are reaction times:

tion between t,„ and r , as predicted from 50 о 
eq.(1) is proven for these clinker samples, 
within the accuracy of the t^Q-determination. 
It can be seen that water/cement-ratio does 
not influence this relationship significant

ly.

. The value of t , as determined by fit- o 
ting with the linear dispersion model, dif
fers greatly for these samples depending on 
water/cement-ratio. Dormant periods were 
found for W/C=0.5 to be 6±2 hours whereas for 
W/C=1.0, t was typically determined to 25±5 
hours. Additions of gypsum up to 5% reduced 
t for the W/C=1.0 samples to approximately 
5 hours. This demonstrates the significant 
effect of gypsum in promoting the onset of 
the main reaction.

Ultimate values of chemical shrinkage 
were found to lie in the range 4.0-5.0 ml/ 
100 g cement with a tendency for W/C = 0.5 to 
lie in the lower part of this range. Thus the 
average of found for these clinker samples 
is significantly less than for the correspon
ding cements, which are found to lie in the 
range 5.0-5.5 ml/100 g in reference (7). The 
difference is partly dur to the large water 
demand of the ettringite produced during ce
ment hydration.

The slope of the regression line in Fig. 
3 leads to a determination of the rate con
stant к in eq.(1): к = 0.54 цт/h.

The only approximate validity of eq.(4) 
as a model for actual psd-curves can clearly 
be seen from the fact that eq.(4) does not 
allow a determination of a specific surface 
area. This is only of secondary importance 
in modelling hydration because each size 
class contribute to the total degree of hy
dration with its weight content and not with 
its surface area content. But even small de
viations in the finest size classes from the 
underlying true psd, may lead to large errors 
in the calculation at the total specific sur
face area, since the major part of the speci
fic surface area is posseded by the finest 
5-10% of the material.
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Fig.3. The time constant t (hours) plotted 
as function of r (microns)for 19 clin 
ker samples hydrated a W/C: 0.5 and

ig.4. The specific surface area (m2/kgl plot
ted as function r (1000/microns) in 
eq.(4) for clinkers ground for 1-10 
hours.

Since the Blaine surface of a cement is 
a standard method of defining fineness, the 
relation between this and ro is given in fig. 
4 for the clinker samples investigated in 
this work. A linear relation is obvious from 
the plot between Blaine surface and r " , о
From this a relation between t^0 and Blaine 
surface may be derived giving:

t50 (h) x Blaine (m2/kg)= 11-103 (8)

According to M.Geiker et al (7) an ordi
nary Portland cement with a Blaine surface 
close to 280 m /kg gave an average t5Q, (de
pending somewhat on the W/C-ratio) of 31 
hours. According to eq.(8) t5Q is 39 hours 
for a clinker of the same Blaine surface. 
This shows that the relation (8) does only 
apply with approximation to cements. Ignoring 
the value of the constant in eq.(8) we get:

From reference (7) and (8), t^-values 
for a rapid and a normal hardening Portland 
cements may be found, leading to:

rapid^ (t50) ordinary=22//31=01 71 

and

(Blaine)ord/(Blaine)rap=280/380=0.74 

a result comparing favorably to eq.(9).

For cements hydrating according to a 
parabolic kinetic mechanism (6) a different 
relation between t5Q and rQ is predicted by 
the dispersion model:

2
t50 = ro /k (10)

The form of eq.(10) is equivalent to eq. 
(1) except for rQ being raised to the second 
power. The implication of this is, that the 
influence of fineness on cements reacting 
according to a parabolic kinetic mechanism 
is more pronounced than for linear cements. 
The validity of eq(10) has not been experi-
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metally verified.

CONCLUSION
Ordinary Portland cement clinker was 

. 2
ground to fineness in the range 200-600 m / 
kg. Their rates of hydration were calculated 
as t50, by fitting the linear part of the 
dispersion model to hydration curves obtai
ned by measureing chemical shrinkage as a 
function of time. Values of t5Q were found 
to be related to ro by:

40 = ro/k 

demonstrating the validity of the prediction 
of the linear dispersion model for hydration 

of cements.

Since the rate constant к is dependent 
on factors like temperature, admixtures etc, 
the value of к = 0.54 цт/h found in this pa
per applies only to the particular samples 
investigated.

A direct proportionallity was found be
tween the specific surface area measured as 
Blaine surface and rQ for the clinker 
samples.

For cements reacting according to a li
near kinetic mechanism, and differing only 
in their psd's, hydration rates (as defined 
by t^g) are expected to be inversely propor
tional to their Blaine surfaces.
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microstructure some 102-10з in extent, but only ca 1 nm thick. In certain regions, double foils ca 2 nm or 
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SU4ÄRIO

A esyutura em I™ nIvel micro e macromolecular de uma variedade de silicatos de cälcio hidratado (CSH) fo 
ram canparados. Estes estudos mostram que fazendo-se experimento modelo ё posslvel nonitorar as   ~
«n urn microscopic eletronico de transmissäo (ТЕМ). Värios precipitados de CSH foram preparados enfuf sistefTff 

interface orgänica aquosa, com relagäo C/8 variando de 0.8 a 1.9 e ton 
ыа d 35 yistalidades. Estas tendem a ter uma microestrutura em forma de chapa, tlpico do CSH (1). A reacao de 
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tenal interfacial num ТЕМ. и na
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Abstract

The structure at the micro and molecular level of 
a variety of calcium silicate hydrates (CSE) have 
been compared. These studies show that by carrying 
out model experiments, it is possible to monitor 
their structure in the transmission electron micro
scope (ТЕМ). Various CSH precipitates have been 
prepared in a model system, by hydrolysis of 
(CaHsOuSi at an organic aqueous interface; with C/S 
ratios ranging from 0.8 to 1.9 and having various 
crystallinities. These usually tend to have a foil
like microstructure typical of CSH(l). The hydrolysis 
reaction was investigated by following concentration 
changes in the aqueous layer, and by examining the 
interfacial material in the ТЕМ. At low (С2Н5О)ц31 
concentrations a ca 4 nm thick layer of amornhous CH 
forms; subsequently ca 1O2-1O3 nm2 regions containing 
a honeycomb of foils develop,.which gradually grow to 
cover the.entire interfacial region. High resolution 
ТЕМ of these foils indicates formation of material of 
complex microstructure some 1O2-1O3 nm in extent, but 
only ca 1 nm thick. In certain regions, double foils 
ca 2 nm or less apart, extending over distances of up 
to ca 102 nm have been observed; indicative of incip
ient short range ordering.

The detailed microstructure observed for the CSH 
obtained in the above model system, has been compared 
with material formed in the C-S-H system and by 
hydration of C3S. In certain preparations ТЕМ has 
revealed material that is foil-like with a ca 1 nm 
thickness, but which is generally multilayered with 
individual layers spaced ca 1.5 - 3.0 nm apart. 
Although the structure has been referred to as foil
like a fibre-like character cannot yet be ruled out.

ТЕМ studies of the microstructure of CSH pre
cipitates prepared from a variety of sources indicates 
that they have a directionally orientated layered 
atomic structure related to a backbone CaOx polyhedra 
rather than any 3-dimensional silicate framework-like 
structure.

Introduction

A typical Portland cement contains C3S (60%), ß- 
C2S (20%) , C3A (10%), the ferrite phase (Ci+AF) (5%) 
and gypsum (5%). The calcium silicates on hydration 
produce an amorphous calcium silicate hydrate, of var
iable composition, but with a C/S ratio usually in t he 
range 1.5 to 2.0, and crystalline CH(1). The mature 
cement,paste contains roughly 70% calcium silicate 
hydrate (C-S-H), 20% CH and 10% aluminate and sulpho
aluminate hydrates (2). The major component is there
fore the C-S-H and is consequently of great import
ance in relation to the overall mechanical properties 

and durability characteristics of concrete, mortars, 
etc. containing Portland cements. In spite of this 
its micro and molecular structure remains uncertain.

Most microstructural and indirect surface area 
studies indicate a two dimensional layer-like struct
ure (3), and various models have been proposed to de
monstrate how this situation might arise (4). To elu
cidate more detailed molecular and microstructural 
characteristics various synthetic C-S-H have been pre
pared and studied with particular reference to poss
ible structural relationships between these and the 
hydrates in Portland cement pastes (5,6). The majority 
of synthetic preparations are generally regarded, from 
x-ray diffraction evidence, to have some overall two 
dimensional layer-like structure, reminiscent of the 
crystal structure of the mineral tobermorite (2,7); 
the basic structure of which is based on CaOx poly
hedral layers sandwiched between long chain silicate 
(Sis(0/0H)9) groups (8). Other non-layered structures 
have been proposed for both synthetic C-S-H gels and 
the hydrates in Portland cement pastes (9,10). Sing et 
al (9) have proposed a non-layered structure for C-S- 
H, based on a three dimensional silicate framework, 
whose intrinsic negative charge is balanced by ancil
lary calcium counterions. Another structural type not 
based on tobermorite has been proposed by Grudemo (10) 
for the hydrate in paste hydrated Portland cement. Re
cently a more complex microheterogeneous structure for 
the C-S-H present in Portland cement pastes has been 
proposed by Taylor (11). In this model, such sub
crystalline order as exists may only be confined to 
the neighbourhood of small fragments of Ca-0 layers, 
perhaps some tens of Angstrom long and only rarely 
parallel; with attached low molecular weight silicate 
groups. These regions are dispersed in a completely 
amorphous matrix, containing Ca2+, H2O and polysilic
ate anions, some 50 nm in size (11).

In view of the above uncertainties concerning the 
basic structure of the C-S-H present in Portland cem
ent pastes, and the relationships between this, and 
the synthetic hydrates of various compositions and 
crystallinities; we have studied C-S-H formed .in a 
model two phase system. By using this aporoach it has 
been possible to distinguish micro and molecular de
tail within the hydrates using transmission electron 
microscopy.

Experimental

The interfacial material was prepared by using a 
two phase system, consisting of an aqueous Ca(0H)2 
solution and an organic layer of hexane containing 
(СгНзОцЗ!. To minimise instability at the interface, 
during addition of the (СгНзОцЗ! and to ensure early
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homogeneity the organic Silicate was first dissolved 
in 25% of the total hexane used. This was then run 
down the wall of the partially sealed container from 
a pipette.. The hydrolysis process was followed by 
determining concentration changes in the aqueous 
phase using a standard conductivity cell and Wayne 
Kerr AC autobalancing bridge B642, see figure 1 At 
suitable hydrolysis times ca 90% of the organic' 
layer was removed by vacuum suction through a glass 
capillary. Under an atmosphere of nitrogen, either a 
formvar or carbon coated copper microscope grid was 
carefully passed through the interfacial layer. The 
grids were immediately placed in a vacuum desiccator 
over S1O2 gel and pumped for 10 min to approximately

. torr, in the instance of the formvar coated grids 
a very thin film of carbon was deposited using an ' 
Edwards coating unit. The grids were then examined in 
a Philips 400T transmission electron microscope. The 
interfacral material was analysed either by a Link 
System x-ray analyser 860 Series II (University of 
Surrey) or EDAX analyser system (University of 
Sheffield). ‘

^■9иге 1. Schematic diagram of apparatus used to
u у tlie interfacial hydrolysis of (CiHsOliSi.

Other non-interfacial C-S-H were prepared by mix- 
ng CH and BDH Ltd precipitated SiO2 with distilled 
a er (H20/solid = 5). The specimen examined by ТЕМ

S left for 32 days at 100oc ln a Digestion bomb, 
ne paste recovered was first washed in an excess of 

"pf O»e' tIlen vacuum dried in a desiccator over SiO2 
у • specimen, with an overall c/S molar ratio of

• , was prepared for examination in the ТЕМ by mak-
g a dilute suspension of the hydrate in 2-propanol. 

wh' °f this was run onto a carbon coated Cu grid,
ich was then vacuum dried over SiO2 gel.

Faults and Discussion

A model two phase system was used to prepare var- 
£tUp ■ tl'F>es interfacial material for cur ТЕМ 
S les into the micro and molecular structure of C- 
onl’ The system chosen was found to be capable of not 
abl рГО UC"i'n^ hydrate material in a format most suit- 
ablv °r detailed TEM- but also of providing a reason- 
tho con1-roiied reaction interface for investigating 
the hydrolysis reaction:-
*c2H5O)1<si + Ca(OH)2 ->- xCaO.Si02yH20 + C2H5OH ..... 1

aec overa^-^ reaction was studied by following the 
rease in electrical conductivity of the aqueous 

phase as CH is consumed. The conductivity scale was 
calibrated using known concentrationsof CH; estimates 
of the average thickness of the interfacial film can 
then be made, when used in combination with:-

1) Compositional analysis of the interfacial layer
2) The surface area of the interface.

If the above data are combined; a decrease in conduct
ivity of 0.002 ms has been estimated to represent the 
formation of a ca 4 nm thick layer of CH, or ca 8 nm 
thick layer of C-S-H, of composition 1.5 CaO.SiO2.H20.

Typical conductivity curves for the hydrolysis re
action at two (С2Н5О)1,31 concentrations are presented 
in figure 2. At low (C2H5O) i,Si concentrations, the 
following hydrolysis scheme has been defined for ini
tial interfacial CaO to SiO2 molar ratios greater 
than 5:-

1) Formation of a coherent ca 4 nm thick layer of 
amorphous CH.

2) Formation of islands in the CH layer, ca 80 nm2 
in area, of C-S-H with C/S ratios ranging from 
ca 0.8 to >2.

3) Growth of these islands until the surface is 
covered by C-S-H of a honeycomb microstructure.

4) Thickening of the C-S-H film. *

At higher (C2H5O)ц51 concentrations, with initial 
C/S molar ratios less than 5, more complex behaviour 
was observed.

IniTial conditiens:
Saturated CH .123 ± 0.01 C 2

(C$B4O)uSi in hexane a •
Interfacial c/S ratio.- . •

curve 2 20 #

e * ca lOO nm thick layer CSB

ca lO2-lo2 run2» * 
regions CSH »

I , * ca So run thick layer CSH

ca 4 nm thick layer CH

120 180 240 300

Hydrolysis

Figure 2. Electrical conductivity changes ______
aqueous phase as a function of hydrolysis time.

A range of initial C/S ratios have been investiga
ted, using CH solution of various concentrations, in
cluding supersaturated, using appropriate Ca(NO3)2 
and NaOH solutions. The results pertaining to the 
formation of C-S-H are summarised in Table 1.

The overall effect of changing the experimental 
conditions on the composition and crystallinity of 
C-S-H are:-

1) Decreasing the initial C/S ratio results in ear
lier formation of an interfacial film of C-S-H 
with a typical foil-like microstructure.

2) The average C/S ratio is ca 1.8 for the"c-S-H 
formed at an initial interfacial C/S ratio is 20. 
This decreases steadily to around 1 at the lower 
initial interfacial C/S ratio of 0.4. At the low
est initial ratio studied of 0.1, nonfoil-like 
C-S-H with a C/s ratio of 0.51 was formed.

3) At the high initial C/S of 20 an unstable micro
crystalline C-S-H was formed using saturated CH 
solution. However, at all lower initial interfac- 
bab ratios, using saturated or supersaturated 
CH, a generally amorphous C-S-H was formed. These
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ТаЫе 1
Effect of experimental variables on the formation 

of interfacial C-S-H films.

n 
Cone .
of CH
(factor of 
saturated) 1

Hydrolysis 
time (h)

ТЕМ 
analysis: 
as C/S 
molar 
ratio

Crystallinity: 
amorphous (a) 
microcrystalline 
(me)

Initial interfacial C/S molar ratio of 205
1.5 1 -t4 a
1.0 0.16 n,90 a ,
1.0 0.50 -u50 a
1.0 1 -U40 a

■ 1.0 ■ 4 1.91 me3
1.0 8 ' 1.77 me

Initial interfacial C/S molar ratio of 5
1.5 0.33 n>42 a
1.5 1 V32 a
1.2 0.33 %4 2 a
1.0 0.16 >90 a
1.0 0.33 -U15 a ■
1.0 0.5 1.5-3 a
1.0 1 4 1 a
1.0 4 1.75 a
1.0 8 1.70 a
0.5 2 1.94 me
0.2 2 1.65 me

Initial interfacial C/S molar ratio of 2
1.5 0.33 1.55 a

■ 1.2 1 1.65 a ■
1.0 0.16 -\,22 a
1.0 0.33 a
1.0 0.5 1.77 a
1.0 1 ■1.54 mc/a
0.5 2 1.94 me

Initial interfacial C/S molar ratio of 1
1.0 0.16 r'j2 • a
1.0 0.5 a
1.0 1 1.35 a
1.0 3 0.90 a
0.5 3 1.25 me

Initial interfacial C/S molar ratio of 0.4
1.0 0.16 ^22 a
1.0 0.5 1.77 a
1.0 1 1.05 a
1.0 4 1.30 a
0.8 4 1.13 a
0.6 4 0.90 mc/a
0.5 4 1.05 me
0.4 4 0.98 me

■ 0.2 4 1.05 me
0.05 4 <0.051* a

Initial interfacial C/S molar ratio of 0.1
1.0 4 o.si1* a

Suffixes
ICH concentration given as factor of solubility at
23°C

^Variable composition 3Unstable in electron beam
‘»Nanfoil-like in character
sinitlal C/S ratio, defined as the ratio of number of
equivalent CaO and S1O2 species at the interface

typically contained two diffuse rings in elec
tron diffraction centred at 0.30 nm and 0.21 nm, 
see Table 2. At lower CH concentrations, below 
50% of saturated, various microcrystalline var

" ieties of C-S-H with C/S ratios ranging from 
Oo98 to 1.94 are formed, see Table 2. These 
usually contain up to a maximum of 12 well 
defined electron diffraction rings.

' Table 2

Selected area electron diffraction of 
interfacial films.’

Interfacial CH film Crystalline CH

band range band centre X-ray diffraction data (12)
^hkl(nm) d, , 1 (nm) hkl d, . _ (nm) hkl

0.332-0.318(5) 0.325 0.311 (m)
0.281-0.273(s) 0.297 0.263 (ws)

0.201 (w) 0.201 0.193 (ms)
0.187 (w) 0.187 0.179 (ms)

Interfacial C-S-H films C-S-H(I)
X-ray 

diffrac-amorphous microcrystalline
2/S =0.8 C:/s = 1.5 VS = 0.91 C/S = 1.60 tion 

data (12)
d. , _ (nm) hkl d, , (nm) hkl dL, , (nm) hkl dhkl<ПШ) d, , n (nm) hkl

1.25 (vs)
0.330- 0.327- O.315(s) 0.312(s) 0.307 (vs)
O.278(s) O.275(s) 0.285 (s) 0.280(w) 0.280(s)

0.24 (w/d)

0.242- 0.235- 0.21 (w/d)
0.180(w) O.175(w) 0.183(m) 0.185(m) O.183(s)

0.171(w) 0.710(w) 0.167(mw)
0.140(vw) 0.141(vw) 0.140(w)
0.120(vvw) 0.121(vvw) 0.123 (vw)
0.113(vvw) 0.115(vvw) O.117(vw)

1 0.105(vvw) 0.103(vvw) O.lll(w)
0.107 (vw)

The amorphous CH film has d -spacings somewhat gre
ater than those of crystalline CH, indicating an over
all expansion of the lattice, no doubt due to the dis
order present. For the microcrystalline C-S-H the d- 
spacings observed are close to those obtained by x-ray 
diffraction for C-S-H (I) (12). The major difference is 
the absence of any detectable basal reflection at ca 
1.2 nm, due presumably to the mode of formation of our 
interfacial C-S-H.

The interfacial material collected during stages 2 
and 3 of the hydrolysis sequence described earlier, 
has been examined in some detail at high magnification 
in the TSM. A variety of C-S-H compositions, either 
amorphous or microcrystalline has been examined, and 
within the resolution achieved (ca 0.3 nm) no dif
ference in molecular character was detected. With 
regard to the important molecular level features, we 
have observed within thin regions of the interfacial 
C-S-H films, foils ca 1 nm thick extending some 10 - 
103 nm, see arrowed regions in figures 3 and 4. In 
certain regions double foils, also ca 1 nm thick, but 
ca 2 nm and less apart were also observed, see double 
arrows in figure 3. This represents the first direct 
observation at the molecular level of a highly orien
tated 2-dimensional layered structure. No evidence 
was obtained for a 3-dimensional silicate framework
like structure as proposed by Sing et al (9)for syn
thetic C-S-H prepared from sodium silicate and CH.
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Figure 3. Electron micrograph of microcrystalline 
C-S-H (C/S = 1.65); initial C/S ratio of 20.

Although our C-S-H films are synthetic preparations, 
no evidence has been obtained to support the micro- 
heterogeneous structure of the C-S-H present in paste 
hydrated Portland cement, proposed by Taylor (11).

Figure 4. Electron micrograph of amorphous C-S-H 
(C/S = 0.90); initial C/S ratio of 5.

Magnification x 380000

Magnification x 2600000

No evidence for microheterogeneous regions on the tens 
of Angstrom scale was obtained, when the sheet itself 
was examined at high magnification. Instead the film 
s generally featureless with only substructure on 

the 0.5-1 nm scale, related to the phase contrast ■ 
image (13) being observed.

f°il-like structure of the type directly obser
ved in our present studies is shown schematically in 
igure 5a This is derived from that proposed by 
eaudoin et al (3). These strongly orientated struc- 
ures contain a core layer of CaOx polyhedra, sand

wiched between silicate groups, reminiscent of the 
ayers in crystalline tobermorite (8). The attached 

s icate groups are not, however, of infinite length 
found in tobermorite, but considerably shorter.

typically Si207, SigOie, SiaOss, etc chains have 
een found in both paste hydrated C3S (14) and Port

land cement (15,16), and in various synthetic C-S-H 
preparations (5,17). The thickness of the layer shown 
in figure 5, containing CaOx polyhedra and short 
chain length silicate groups, can be estimated from 
the known bond lengths of Of235 nm for Ca-0 and 0.27 
nm for Si-0 (18). A layer of this type was estimated 
to be 1.1 nm thick, very close to the ca 1 nm direct
ly observed for the foil thickness in our investiga
tions. This estimate is also very similar to that 
found for an equivalent single layer in the crystal 
lattice of tobermorite (8).

The double foils ca 2 nm and less apart observed 
in the high magnification ТЕМ, are also shown schema
tically in figure 5. These are probably due to incip
ient short range ordering in a direction at right 
angles to the sheet, i.e. in the "c-cell direction". 
Such foils represent only a very small percentage of 
the overall field of view, and are not parallel even 
over the scale of a few nanometres, see figure 3. The 
degree of ordering in this direction therefore appears 
to be extremely low. The lack of any significant ord
ering in this direction is confirmed by the absence 
of_a basal reflection, in any of the electron diffra
ction patterns obtained of our interfacial preparat
ions, see Table 2. This absence of such ordering in 
these Interfacial C-S-H is probably related to the 
micro-environment at the interface. Intermolecular 
forces appear to be operating in such a way as to 
inhibit ordering in a direction at right angles to 
the sheet, even for microcrystalline hydrates. The 
weaker long range Van der Waals forces, operating 
over 2 nm or so between neighbouring foils, appear to 
be incapable, in general, of overcoming the inter
molecular hydrogen bonds, between the H20 and С2H5OH 
molecules in the inter-foil region at the interface. 
As a consequence only a statistically insignificant 
number of foils are ca 2 nm or less apart.

A non-interfacial C-S-H preparation with a C/S 
ratio of 1.7 has also been examined in the ТЕМ and 
'significantly micro and molecular detail has again 
been observed. A low magnification micrograph clearly 
reveals the pseudo-hexagonal microstructure, formed 
by what, at this level of magnification, appears to 
be material of a fibre-like character, see figure 6. 
Although the general microstructure appears to be 
highly directionally orientated; conventional 1mic
rospot' selected area diffraction, to spot size 40 nm, 
was consistent with a generally amorphous C-S-H with 
2 broad bands centred at 0.31 nm and 0.19 nm. At high
er magnification the apparent fibre-like microstruct
ure is now observed to be foil-like, reminiscent of 
the C-S-H interfacial foils, except in being much 
straighter, see figure 7. High magnification ТЕМ has 
again revealed foils ca 1 nm thick, extending over 
10 -10 nm, see arrowed region in figure 7. In addit
ion, these foils are multilayered in character, some 
2-4 nm apart, with up to at least six layers. This 
multilayered microstructure is probably the reason 
why various C-S-H of this high C/s ratio, designated 
C-S-H(II) are thought to be fibre-like in character 
(19).

The ca 1 nm thick foils present in the non-interfa
cial hydrate, are significantly straighter and multi
layered in character, compared in the doublets and 
highly curved ca 1 nm foils present in interfacial 
C-S-H of the same composition. These differences in 
microstructure are probably related to the difference 
in microenvironment between the two preparation routes. 
However, in spite of these, C-S-H with the same basic 
molecular character are formed, retaining the ca 1 nm 
foil thickness typical of a CaO polyhedral layer
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Section of double foils

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the C-S-H foils observed 
in the transmission electron microscope.

Figure 6. Electron micrograph of C-S-H (C/S = 1.7); 
prepared from a C/S paste, left for 32d at 100°C. 

magnification x 38000

Figure 7. Electron micrograph of C-S-H (C/S = 1.7); 
prepared from a C/S paste, left for 32d at 100°C. 

magnification x 1000000

sandwiched between silicate chains as shown in figure 
5. The basic molecular features are therefore re
tained, independently of the mode of formation, the 
composition or degree of order. This strongly sugg
ests that the C-S-H in paste hydrated Portland cement 
has a similar basic molecular structure to that dir
ectly observed in the ТЕМ, in these studies using a 
model two phase dystem or CaO/SiOz paste.

Conclusions

By using a model two phase system it has been 
found possible to, not only prepare a wide variety of 
C-S-H, but produce interfacial hydrates of an approp

riate format to characterise their micro and molecular 
structure in the transmission electron microscope.
Dependent on experimental conditions various amorphous 
or microcrystalline hydrates, with C/S molar ratios 
ranging from ca 0.8 to 1.9 were prepared. The majority 
of these C-S-H were found by ТЕМ to have a typical 
crumbled foil microstructure.

In particular hydrate preparations more detailed 
ТЕМ has revealed their micro and molecular structural 
character. The presence of ca 1 nm foils extending to 
1O2-1O3 nm along the sheet have been directly observed 
in both amorphous and microcrystalline hydrates, with 



compositions in the range C/S = 0.9 to 1.75. The ca
1 nm thick foils appear to represent the basic core 
structure of these hydrates, consisting of a CaO 
polyhedral sheet sandwiched between short chain sil
icate groups. The presence of double ca 1 nm foils ca
2 nm and less apart, extending over 1O2-1O3 nm are 
indicative of incipient short range ordering at right 
angles to the sheet.

The non-interfacial C-S-H (C/S = 1.7) was thought 
to have a fibre-like microstructure when examined 
at low magnification. However, more detailed micro
scopy revealed the actual character of this hydrate 
at a micro and molecular level. Highly directionally 
orientated foils ca 1 nm thick extending some lo2-lo’ 
nm were observed. Instead of doublets, multilayered 
C-S-H foils between ca 2 nm and 4 nm apart, consist
ing of up to 6 layers, were also observed. In spite 
of the overall highly directionally orientated 
character of these foils, conventional electron 
diffraction contained but two diffuse bands typical 
of amorphous materials. The thickness of these ca 
1 nm foils, like similar but more highly curved in
terfacial C-S-H foils, is again consistent with a 
basic structural core, consisting of a CaO poly
hedral sheet sandwiched between silicate groups. 
The difference in foil character, between the inter
facial C-S-H, where they are high curved and the 
highly directionally orientated non-interfacial 
hydrate foils, is probably related to the great dif
ference in preparative conditions, rather than to any 
basic change in their overall sheet-like molecular 
structure.

The retention of this foil-like molecular level 
Structure, containing CaOx polyhedral sheets sand
wiched between silicate groups of various types; 
independent of mode of formation, composition or de
gree of order, strongly suggests that the C-S-H in 
paste hydrated Portland cement, could well, also con
tain this basic highly orientated layer-like 
molecular structure.
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2.2

Crack Tit Processes and Fracture Mechanism in Hardened Hydraulic Cements
Les procides de formation d'un bout de felure et le mecanisme de fracture dans les ciments hydrauliques et burs

Summary
A major problem in examining crack tip processes in hardened cement paste is that, although sufficient 

resolution is obtained in the scanning electron microscope, this technique involves desiccation of the cement 
and consequent microstructural damage. Such a drawback can be overcome by the use of optical microscopy, though 
it generally gives insufficient resolution, this being limited to above 1 pm.

To examine cracks finer than this, it is necessary to improve the resolution of the reflected light micro
scope. This is possible by utilizing the transluscence of cement pastes, and the ability of fine cracks, about 
0.1 pm wide to scatter transmitted light. By reducing the diameter of the illuminating beam to within the field 
of view, conceiiLration may be focussed on the area immediately around the beam, where light is being transmitted 
through the sample, perpendicular to the beam. If a crack, about 0.1 pm or more wide, is present in this 
"diffuse illumination" zone, then light will be scattered by the crack, resulting in an easily observable change 
in light intensity either side of the crack.

By the use of this technique in conjunction with a straining stage, it is possible to observe the orocesses 
occurring at the crack tip as the load on the sample is increased and to observe changes in crack tip processes 
in wet or partially dried cement pastes during ageing, and when the pastes are modified. Complex changes occur 
in the ’’process zone" where fracture develops ahead of a notch or flaw, and these have a direct effect upon the 
mechanical properties of the cement.

This paper describes the diffuse illumination optical microscopy technique, and examines the observations 
made on normal and modified hydraulic cements.

Um problema relevante no exame dos processos de formagäo de trir.ca_e.Ti pasta de cimento endurecido estä no fa 
to de que, embora se tenha solugäo por intermedio de microscdpio eletronico de varredura, esta tecnlca implies 
em dessecagäo do cimento, e conseqdentemente em dano microestrutural. Este inconveniente pode ser evitado com о 
uso de microscopia otica, apesar de о mesmo proporcionar resolugäo insuficiente por estar limitado a acima de 1 
№.

Para examinar trincas de grandeza menor que esta ё necessärio melhorar a resolugäo do microscopio de luz re- 
fletida. Isto ё possivel aproveitando-se a translucidez das pastas de cimento, e a aptidäo das trincas finas 
(com abertura de 0,1 Hn) para dispersar luz transmitida. Reduzindo о diametro do facho de luz para dentro do 

carnpo de visäo, a concentragäo pode ser focalizada na area imediatamente circunvizinha do facho, onde a luz esta 
sendo transmitida аЬгагёз da amostra, perpendicular ao facho. Se houver uma trinca can abertura de cerca de 
0,1 pm ou mais nesta area de "iluminagäo difusa", entäo a luz sera dispersa pela trinca, dando ccmo rcsultado u- 
ma alteragäo facilmente observävel na intensidade da luz nas laterals da trinca.

Can о emprego desta tecnica conjugada a um estägio de esforgo, e possivel observar-se os processos que oedr- 
rem no tragado da trinca quando ё aumentada a carga sobre a amostra, e observar as mudangas nos processos da ' 
trinca em pastas de cimento umidas ou parcialmente secas durante о envelhecimento, e quando as pastas säo modifi 
cadas. Hä mudangas ccmplexas na "zona de processo" em que se desenvolve a fratura ä frente de urn entalhe ou fa- 
1ha, e elas tän um efeito direto sobre as propriedades mecänicas do cimento.

Este art1go descreve a tecnlca de microscopia otica de iluminagäo difusa, e examina as observagöes feitas em 
cimentos hidräulicos normals e modificados.



1. Introduction

This paper reports observations of stable crack 
growth in hydrated Portland cement based materials, 
and these are discussed both in terms of previous 
observations and detailed fracture mechanics 
principles.

Diamond (1) has reported a study by scanning ele
ctron microscopy (SEM) of cracking in dry Portland 
cement paste, from which the following observations 
may be drawn:

1) After "initial" loading, a relatively long, nar
row crack was formed, about 30 pm wide at the notch 
tip and extending about 10 mm into the specimen.
The width of the crack gradually diminished to about 
3 pm near its tip, at which point it became difficult 
to separate from the general inhomogeneity of the 
paste.

2) In macroscopic terms, cracking was long, narrow 
parallel-sided and unbranched. On a finer scale, it 
tends to zig-zag somewhat at a scale of approximately 
60 pm, and is sometimes discontinuous near the crack

Higgins and Bailey (2) made similar observations 
on wet cement pastes, using an extension of optical 
microscopy which will be described in Section 3 of 
this paper. In macroscopic terms, their observations 
were similar to those of Diamond above, but the crack
ing was much finer, of the order of 1 pm wide and up 
to 1 mm in length, and appears to correspond to the 
very tip of the cracks described by Diamond, where 
fracture is still taking place. The fracture mechan
ics of this process will be outlined in the next 
Section.

2. Theory
2-1 Cracking in brittle or semi-brittle materials

Before assessing the importance of the observat
ions in this paper, it is first necessary to consider 
in more detail the use of notched specimens for the 
study of crack growth in brittle or semi-brittle 
materials.
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Figure 1 shows a single edge notched beam (SENB) 
specimen together with a typical load/deflection 
curve for a brittle material, such as glass, using a 
very stiff testing machine.

1,3- 1. SENB specimen and typical load/deflection 
curve for very brittle material (after Nakayama (3)).

The curve is essentially linear elastic up to the 
peak load, point A. After this point, the shape of 
the load/deflection curve depends upon the hardness

- the testing machine (3,4). If it is sufficiently

hard, i.e. there is negligible stored strain energv, 
for -crack formation must come from that 

within the specimen. It is thus possible to choose 
the specimen dimensions such that, once the crack has
started to propagate, there is insufficient elastic 
strain energy stored in the specimen for the crack to 
propagate in an unstable manner right across the 
specimen. Thus stable crack growth is obtained, with 
the position of the crack front being dependent upon 
the deflection imposed by the testing machine.

It must be emphasized that the "stability" of 
this cracking is a consequence of the conditions of 
the test, not of the fracture mechanism of the speci
men material itself. Were there sufficient energy 
stored in the specimen and/or testing machine at 
point A, then catastrophic failure could occur, 
though the curve up to this point would still be lin
ear (i.e. there is no cracking prior to point A).

Let us now consider the case where the load/de- 
flection curve prior to point A is non-linear, as in 
figure 2.

Fig. 2. Non-linear behaviour prior to development of 
peak load in SENB test on cement paste, (a) "stable" 
crack configuration, (b) unstable crack 'configuration.

Up to point B, the curve appears to be linear, but 
then departs from linearity and continues under in
creasing load, until point a' is reached. Once again, 
after this point the stability of the cracking depends 
upon the test configuration. In figure 2a, the notch 
is sufficiently deep to provide stable fracture, 
whereas at low notch/depth ratios, figure 2b, too 
much energy is stored and a catastrophic or near- 
catastrophic failure results. In both cases, how
ever there is still non-linearity before peak load, 
and this is a function of the fracture mechanism of 
the material, not of the "stability" of the test 
geometry.

The case of non-linear elasticity can be discoun
ted in the case of cement paste, since it is known 
that the stiffness of a specimen unloaded between 
ponts В and A^ on figure 2 is lower than when tested 
for the first time. Brown (5) showed that a crack 
could be grown through a notched beam of cement paste 
by repeatedly loading and unloading just prior to 
failure. After each loading step, the crack had ad
vanced by between 1 and 1.5 mm.

Direct observation of crack growth during this 
stable extension period is of great value in consider
ing the fracture mechanics of the paste, and Higgins 
and Bailey (2) found that very fine cracks could be 



seen to grow up to about 1 nun in length before 
catastrophic failure occurred.

In terms of fracture mechanics, this can be seen 
as the growth of a "process zone", which develops to 
a critical size at which unstable fracture may pro
ceed If there is sufficient energy available from the 
test geometry.

2.2 Fracture mechanics

One of the main uses of fracture mechanics is 
providing engineers with mathematical tools to design 
against catastrophic failures if the correct mater
ials performance parameters are known. One of the 
main uses of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) 
is in the measurement of such performance parameters. 
Here we are primarily concerned with predicting the 
effect of flaws which are not inherent in the 
structure of the material itself.

However, even though linear elastic fracture 
mechanics can be used to measure the performance par
ameters of almost any solid material, given the corr
ect specimen size, this does not necessarily indicate 
the applicability of LEFM to the processes occurring 
in the immediate vicinity of the advancing crack front.

As an example, figure 3 shows crack length/fall
ure stress curves predicted by two different fracture 
mechanics theories for three materials, glass, Port
land cement paste and steel.

Griffith

0 = ?.ЕУ- .......... (1)

Dugdale
(2)

6=^=2  ̂
c ay ay

Both equations can be rearranged to obtain a relation
ship between the crack length, a, and failure stress, 
a, of a large specimen. In each case, both curves are 
calculated from the same materials parameters of 
Young's modulus (E), fracture surface energy (Y) or 
critical strain energy release rate (Gc) and yield 
stress (Oy), as detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. Fracture mechanics parameters for the
three materials in figure 3

Material Young's modulus Yield stress. Fracture energy
E, GPa Oy t MPa 2Y or G,-, J/in

Glass 71 7.1 x IO3* 8 (2У)
(4,6)

Portland
cement
paste (7) 26 12 7. 6 (2Y)

Steel (8) + 210 , 500 1 x 105(Gic)

Notes: * calculated as oy = E/10 (9)
+ ductile fracture at room temperature.

200

Fig. 3. Crack length/fallure stress curves calculated 
from (i) Griffith and (ii) Dugdale equations, for 
a) glass, b) Portland cement paste and c) steel 
(plane stress).



Strictly, glass is the only material in this ex
ample for which the application of the Griffith equa
tion is correct, as the term Y in this case should 
relate to the thermodynamic surface .energy of the ' 
material. In the case of steel, if only the thermo
dynamic surface energy were used in the Griffith equ
ation, the predicted failure stress would be several 
orders of magnitude lower than actually observed. Both 
Radjy (1O) and Diamond (11) have noted that the frac
ture surface energy of cement paste cannot be explain
ed in terms of thermodynamic surface energy alone. It 
is also important to note that Gc of the steel,was 
measured using LEFM and very large specimens(8).

The form of the curves in each case is'identical, 
as is the near coincidence of the Griffith and Dugdale 
curves towards the right of each diagram. Note how
ever the very different scale on each part of the dia
gram. The coincidence of the two curves should not be 
taken as meaning that the predictions of both are in
terchangeable. For instance, figure 3c does not indi
cate that the strength of steel, 500 MPa, is limited 
by flaws of 27mm in size, as predicted by the
Griffith" curve, neither does figure 3a indicate the 

presence of "flaws" of 4 nm in a "perfect" glass spe
cimen, as this is too close to the size of the struc
tural elements of the material for the theory to be 
applicable (12). Likewise, the coincidence of the two 
curves in the case of cement paste is not sufficient 
reason to postulate the existence of flaws of about 
0.5 to 1 mm, as previously suggested (13,14).

3. Experimental Method
3•1 Hydrated Materials preparation

White Portland cement was used for this study to 
improve the resolution of the technique.

De-aired pastes were made, as described before 
(7), at a water/cement ratio of 0.33. Manufacture of 
polymer modified cements is also detailed elsewhere 
(15) and a volume fraction of 64% cement was used. 
The polymer is hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose (HPMC).

All specimens were cut from plates using a water- 
cooled diamond saw, and notched using a fine diamond 
tipped slitting disc to give a notch root radius of 
about 100 pm. The surface to be observed was polish
ed wet on 1200 grade "wet and dry" paper. All testing 
was carried out with the specimens saturated with 
water which had previously been used to cure the 
same cement.

Diffuse optical illumination

in conventional reflected light microscopv, the 
sp63 sPecimen illuminated is larger than that ob- 

rved, to give an even illumination. In the "diffuse 
lumination" technique (2), the diameter of the in- 

1 ent beam is stepped down to within the field of 
lew, as shown in figure 4a.

Because cement paste is slightly translucent, 
and Г Penetrates the sample below the incident beam 
, ls scattered across and back out of the specimen 

У tne many interefaces within its structure, result- 
9 a zone of "diffuse" illumination around the 

incident beam.

mit ^^ете1У fine cracks have the ability to trans
etchinn rather than reflect it; hence the need for 
cracks9 ncT" exan,lnln9 glass surfaces for hairline 

4b). It has been shown (17) that for this to

Fig. 4. Diffuse illumination of cement specimen 
a) plan view, b) cross section.

occur, the crack width must be of the order of one 
tenth of the wavelength of the light, e.g. about 0.1 
pm for visible light. Above this value, light is 
scattered by the crack. Figure 5 shows both diagrama- 
tically and pictorially the effect of the presence of 
a crack in the diffuse illumination zone.

Fig. 5. Effect of a crack in the diffuse illumination
zone.

Because the resolution of the light microscope is 
limited to the wavelength of visible light, approxim
ately 1 pm, it can be seen that the diffuse illumina
tion technique can be used to "image" cracks of bet
ween about 0.1 and 1 pm, which are not visible under 
normal illumination (2,18). In excess of 1 pm, the 
crack can be seen under normal illumination as a very 
fine line.

3.3 Optical microscope_s.trainina stage

Figure 6 shows the straining stage, used in con
junction with the microscope, to obtain load/deflec
tion data during the test. It consists of a double
screw actuator, giving fine and coarse adjustment, 
which transmits load via a miniature load cell to the 
specimen. Deflection of the specimen is monitored by 
an LVDT, mounted on the side of the stage. The entire 
specimen can be kept submerged in water throughout



the test.

Fig. 6. Optical microscope and straining stage.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Macroscopic nature of cracking

The observation that fracture proceeds by a sin
gle crack (1,2) is confirmed by the present study. 
Occasional crack branching occurs, usually when the 
crack meets a large unhydrated grain, but the bran
ches tend to rejoin, as shown in figure 7.

Fig. 7. Crack branching in Portland cement paste.

Near the tip of the crack, it is often seen that 
the visible cracking is disjointed, figure 8.

Though these observations are generally compara
ble to those of Diamond (1), it should be noted that, 
because of the width of cracking, Diamond’s observa
tions must have been made in a post-peak load regime, 
where stability is provided by the test geometry, i.e. 
after point A^*  in figure 2 or its equivalent for the 
compact tension specimen used. Because an instrumen
ted straining stage has been used in the present 
study, it is known that the cracking observed here is 
formed during the rising portion of the load/deflect
ion curve, i.e. between points В and A-* of figure 2. 
These observations therefore relate to the develop
ment of the process zone prior to failure.

A further point must be made here regarding the 

resolution of the mechanical testing and microscope 
techniques. Although the departure from linear! t.v is

Fig. 8. Disjointed cracking close to crack tip.

easily visible on load/deflection curves, the strain 
required for initial de-bond of hydrate particles may 
be so small that it produces negligible additional 
deformation of the test piece, and may therefore be 
occurring at an earlier point than point A" in 
figure 2. Also, as particles within the hydrate 
structure move apart graudally, they are unlikely to 
form a ’’clean” break, on a sub-micron scale, and sub
stantial de-bonding may take place before there is 
sufficient separation (,ъ o.l pdi for light to be scat
tered by the new interface. Fracture processes may 
therefore be occurring ahead of the portions of crack
ing visible even under diffuse illumination.

4.2 Process zone development

The onset of visible cracking at notch tip can be 
observed, as in figure 9.

The load, expressed as percentage of maximum, at 
which this occurs is dependent upon the composition 
of the specimen (e.g. paste or polymer modified) and 
also upon age. Chanda and Bailey (18) found that 
changes in the flexural strength and notched load/ 
displacement curves for Portland cement and blended 
pfa/Portland cement could be correlated by using the 
tied-crack model (19) to explain changes in the proc
ess zone parameters as the cements were aged.

In this study, it has been found that the onset 
of cracking occurs at a higher proportion of peak 
load in older pastes than in young ones. For instance 
8 day old pastes were observed to start cracking at 
about 70% of peak load, whereas 28 day pastes typic
ally strted at 90 to 95% of peak load. The former is 
shown in figure 9.

The onset of cracking in wet polymer modified 
pastes was found to occur at much lower loads, often 
below 40% of the peak load. The notched load/ deflec
tion curves of these materials become more markedly 
curved as the polymer content is increased (20)• 
Furthermore, time effects have been found to occur 
during observation of these cracks. Higgins and 
Bailey (2) found that specimens of 6 weeks old paste 
loaded to 95% of maximum load often failed after 
several minutes while the photograph was being taken. 
The effect is much greater in polymer modified cements.



9- Notch a) without load, b) onset of cracking 
(arrowed). Material: white P.C. paste, w/c 0.33 
8 days old.

Figure lo shows the end of a crack at 40% of maximum 
load, together with the same area after 30 seconds, 
during which period the crack advanced considerably 
and the load dropped by about 5%.

This suggests a considerably enhanced creep mech
anism in these cements, at least in the wet state, 
which may be attributable to visco-elastic deformat
ion of the polder (15) . Such a plienomenon has obvious 
connotations with regard to the effect of strain rate 
°n crack development and flexural strength.

Although it is possible by this method to monitor 
the position of the crack tip, as load is increased, 
it has not yet proved possible to obtain reliable 
crack growth curves because of this significant time 
effect.

Model of Fracture

The fracture mechanics of these cements can be 
analysed using a "tied-crack" model (19), which indi
cates that the very fine (0.1 to 1 pm wide) cracking 
° served by the diffuse illumination technique is not 
completely separated. That is to say, there are forces

Fig. 10. Crack advancement with time in a 64/1% by 
volume OPC/EPMC polymer modified cement.

across the crack which give rise to the stable crack
ing described in Section 2.

A fibrillar pull-out model has been proposed (15, 
19) to explain this phenomenon, both for normal and 
polymer modified cements. It has been challenged (21) 
on the grounds that pull-out regions are not easilv 
visible on fracture surfaces, though the nature of' 
the surfaces may be such that direct SEM observation 
of pull-out is not possible (22).

Furthermore, the adoption or some microstructural 
model is still required to explain the partial bonding 
which must occur across crack faces to produce stab
ility of cracking.

A number of authors (10, 23-25) have suggested 
that the bonding in hydrated Portland cement consists 
primarily of physical bonds between the colloidal, 
sheet-like hydrate particles, and the most: direct 
interpretation of the results of this study and those 
preceding it is that fracture occurs by the parting 

"these hydrates, primarily by shear across the inter
face where bonding is weak. There mav be some use for 
this model in predicting creep behaviour, though this



has not yet been attempted by the present authors.

5. Conclusions

1) Stable cracking of Portland cement materials is 
observed to proceed in a single, relatively straight, 
path.

2) Fracture mechanics indicate that this stable 
crack growth is the formation of a process zone, 
which grows to a characteristic size before failure 
occurs.

3) The process zone can be described mathematically
in terms of a ”tied-crack” model.

4) The most direct interpretation of this is that 
fracture of Portland cement materials occurs by the 
parting of two-dimensional hydrate particles, 
primarily by shear across their interfaces.
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К. L. SCRIVENER, Department of Metallurgy & Materials Science, Imperial College, 1
Prince Consort Road, London SW7 2BP, UK.

A STUDY OF THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF TWO OLD CEMENT PASTES

SUMMARY: The microstructure of two old cement pastes has been examined by backscattered electron (bse) imaging 
of flat polished sections in the SEM. One paste has been hydrated under carefully controlled conditions for 
23 years. The other is of a cement made by William Aspdin and first came ir^to contact with water in 1848. 
The bse imaging technique allows the different phases and porosity in the pastes to be distinguished at a 
resolution of about 0.1 pm.
Many features of the original cement can be deduced from the microstructure of the pastes. Many relicts of 
original cement grains can be distinguished, indicating the original particle size distribution of the cement 
and water/cement ratio of the paste. This study indicates that the net movement of most ionic species during 
hydration is very small and provides evidence for an in situ reaction mechanism during the latter stages of 
hydration.

Atraves de imagem eletrönica retro-dispersa (bse) de segoes polidas planas em SEM, 
fol examinada a microestrutura de duas pastas envelhecidas de cimento. Uma pasta fora hidrata 
da sob condigoes cuidadosamente controladas durante 23 anos. A outra ё de urn cimento feito 
por William Aspdin e entrou em contato com a ägua pela prlmeira vez em 1848. A tecnica de ima 
gem bse permits que sejam distinguidas as diferentes fases e porosidade nas pastas, numa reso- 
luqao de cerca de 0,1 p.m.

A partir da microestrutura das pastas podem ser deduzidas nuitas oropriedades do ci— 
mento original. Podem-se distinguir muitos resqulcios dos gräos do cimento original, indican- 
do a distribuigao original de tamanho de particula do cimento e a relagäo ägua/cimento da pas
ta. Este estudo indica que о movimento liquido de grande parte das especies ionicas durante a 
nidr-atacao ё muito pequeno e fornece evidencia para um mecanismo de reaqao "in situ" durante 
os estägios finals de hidratagäo.



INTRODUCTION

The use of backscattered electrons (bse) to 
itnage flat polished surfaces in the SEM [1,2,3] is 
an invaluable technique in the study of the 
tiiicrostructure of cement pastes. The intensity 
of electrons backscattered- increases monotonically 
with atomic number (or average atomic number for 
compounds); thus in cement pastes: anhydrous material 
appears bright; calcium hydroxide light grey; C-S-H 
and other hydration products dark grey and porosity 
black.

Fig 1 shows a typical bse image from an 69 day 
old paste; the bright unhydrated cores of the 
original cement grains can be seen surrounded by 
dense inner C-S-H, whilst extensive regions of 
calcium hydroxide can be seen in the originally water 
filled space.

(bse image of a polished section)

This paper describes the study of two cement 
pastes using this technique. One is a 23 year old 
paste which has been previously studied in the 
electron microprobe by Taylor & Newbury [4]. The 
other dates from 1848.

MATERIALS

The 23 year old paste was prepared from a type I 
portland cement (Bogue composition, C?S - 45%, C7S - 
28%, C3A - 12.6%, C.AF - 7.3%, CaSO. - 2.7%) at the 
Portland Cement Association Research and Development 
Laboratories, USA. The original w/c ratio was 0.45 
and it was stored moist at 25°C for 23 years. Further 
details can be found in references 4 & 5.

The other sample has an unusual history [6]. In 
1848 a sailing barge containing barrels of cement ran 
ashore off Sheerness on the Isle of Sheppy, UK. The 
partially hydrated barrels of cement were retrieved 
and used to build the 'Ship-on-the-Shore' inn, from 
whence this sample came. The original cement was 
manufactured by William Aspdin and is a 'meso
Portland cement1 consisting of some alite, but 
predominantly bellte in a matrix of C^A and C,AF [6]. 
The cement was. initially hydrated with salt water. 
Although the initial w/c ratio is unknown, the 
volume occupied by actual cement grains in a typical 
cement/air mixture is approximately 4C% which is 
roughly the same as the volume occupied by cement 
grains in a paste mixed at a w/c ratio of 0.5, so the 
initial w/c ratios of the two pastes are not 
dissimilar.Although the sample is 138 years old it 
has not been stored under controlled conditions, so 
the extent to which subsequent hydration might have 
occured over the years is unclear.

EXPERIMENTAL

Sections of the paste were polished to Him with 
diamond paste on lapping cloths. The polished 
sections were coated with carbon and examined in a 
JEOL 35CF scanning electron microscope equipped with 
a solid state bse detector.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

23 Year Old Paste

FIG 2. Microstructure of 23yr old paste, (a),upper - 
bse image, (b),lower - identification of some 
principal features.

Use of the bse technique allowed large areas of 
the paste to be examined. Some 100 areas about 0.1mm2 
were recorded photographically many of which were 
also examined at higher magnifications. The 
micrographs presented here show features which could

Figure 2 shows a general view of the micro
structure, the .brightest areas are regions of .high 
iron concentration, corresponding to the ferrite 
phase in the original cement (these features will be 
discussed in more detail subsequently).

The light grey ragged areas are calcium hydroxide 
(CH). The distribution of CH is very similar to that 
seen in much younger pastes (e.g. Fig 1); this 
observation supports the idea that CH nucleates in 
the originally water-filled spaces and grows from 
relatively few nuclei.

The absence of any other regions (apart from 
those with a high iron concentration) brighter than 
those of CH indicates that the calcium silicates have 
completely hydrated, as found by Taylor & Newbury [4] 
using X-ray diffraction. The relatively homogeneous 
mid-grey areas correspond to dense 'inner*  C-S-H 
which indicate the shape of the original alite and 



bellte crystals. The size, shape and distribution 
of these relicts indicate the particle size 
distribution of the original cement with a fair 
number of grains being 50pm or larger.

Evidence for 'in-situ' hydration

Closer examination of the hydrated belite grains 
(Fig 3) shows a pattern of striations reminiscent of 
the twin structure of anhydrous belite [7,8]. This 
suggests that the belite has hydrated via an 'in
situ' or topochemical mechanism. Following a study of 
naturally occuring C-S-H, such a mechanism was 
proposed by McConnell [S] in 1955 and was also 
suggested by Funk [10] after studying synthetic g-C2$.

Several relicts of grains about 20pm in size 
appear to have originally been predominantly alite. 
On examination (Fig 4) three regions of C-S-H can be 
distinguished within these relicts.

At the extreme edge is a thin layer (clearest 
along the lower edge of the grain in Fig 4) n,o.5pm 
thick with a fibrous appearance corresponding to the 
early, outer product formed during the main heat 
evolution peak by a 'through-solution' mechanism. In 
pastes exannned after only some 12-24 hours hydration 
it has been found that this product forms as a shell 
separated by about 1pm from the underlying 
anhydrous core [2,11,12,13]. Grains smaller than 
about 3pm hydrate completely by this mechanism to 
leave small empty shells of C-S-H, which acount for 
much of the porosity in the l-3pm range seen on 
polished surfaces.

Inside this outer layer is a more dense region of 
C-S-H formed through solution, by dissolution of the 
anhydrous core and deposition of product on the 
inside of the separated hydrate shell until the gap 
between shell and core disappears [2,11].

The innermost region is also dense and 
homogeneous and is only distinguishable from the 
surrounding region by a line of discontinuity. This 
product is probably formed by a slow 'in-situ' 
mechanism as proposed for belite. Taylor [14,15] has 
noted that the number of oxygen atoms per unit volume 
is approximately the same in C-S-H as in C,S and has 
suggested that in-situ replacement of C3S by C-S-H 
occurs Jy the counter-diffusion of H ions inwards 
and Ca2 ions and some silicon outwards.

Reaction of the ferrite phase

The regions of high iron content often show two 
levels of brightness (Fig 5). The size of these 
regions is too small for any difference in 
composition to be determined by energy dispersive 
X-ray analysis (EDXA) quantitatively. However, 
qualitatively, the outer, darker region has a higher 
iron,and lower aluminium concentration (relative to 
calcium), whilst the inner, brighter region has a 
lower iron and higher aluminium concentraton. This 
evidence suggests that the inner region may be 
unreacted ferrite phase, with the outer region being 
amorphous ferric hydroxide formed as the aluminium 
and calcium leach out and react.

Comparision of results with those of Taylor & Newbury

The results presented here confirm the deductions 
made,by Taylor & Newbury from the X-ray dot maps they 
obtained, and illustrate the improved resolution of 
the bse technique over X-ray mapping. Relicts of the 
otiginal grains, areas of calcium hydroxide and areas

rich in iron can all be clearly identified from the 
same micrograph which can be aquired relatively 
rapidly. In addition, several new features can be 
identified, such as the fine structure within the 
relicts of the belite and alite grains.

The bse technique cannot, however, provide 
detailed chemical analyses. Although the variation in 
bse coefficent with atomic number is known, the 
effect of the structure and porosity of a compound on 
this coefficent is unclear.



Aspdin Cement Paste

Fig 6 shows a view of the microstructure at 
fairly low magnification. Several anhydrous cores can 
be seen, some almost 0.5mm in size. Such cores have 
also been observed by optical microscopy in thin 
sections of a sample from the same source, by Blezard 
[6] and in thin sections from a concrete specimen, 
also made by Aspdin, examined by Idorn and Thaulow 
[16]. Despite the uncertain hydration conditions, a 
considerable amount of reaction has taken place. Fig 
7 shows the relict of a smaller grain in which the 
calcium silicate phases have completely reacted 
leaving a 'skeleton' of apparently unreacted ferrite 
phase. Fig b shows a larger grain with a hydrated 
rim seme 3Gum thick.

Despite the presence of some very large grains in 
the original cement, there appears to have also been 
a considerable amount of fine material (<5pim). Fig 
9 shows an area which has resulted from the hydration 
of this fine material. Much of the porosity in x 
the l-Зцгг. range has resulted from the rapid 
hydration of snail grains leaving hollow shells of 
C-S-H.

In contrast to the other paste there are no , 
nassive areas of calcium hydroxide apparent in this 
paste. The small amount of alite in the original 
paste is probably the main reason for this, although 
Idorn and Thaulow [16] found that crystalline calcium 
hydroxide was abundantly precipitated in the concrete 
they examined. Some areas of calcium hydroxide can be

FIG 6. Microstructure of Aspdin cement paste 
(bse imar.e)

FIG 7. Relict of grain in which the silicate phases 
have hydrated (bse image)

identified, as at the bottom of the relict grain in 
Fig 7. Even this region is far less distinct than in 
the other paste, which may be as a result of partial 
carbonation.

FIG 8. Large, partially hydrated grain with thick 
reaction rim (bse irriage)

FIG 9. Microstructure of area where fine grains have 
hydrated (bse image)

FIG 10. Dark particle of silica introduced during 
grinding of the original cement (bse image)



Another notable difference between this paste 
and the other is the lack of any structure in the 
hydrated belite relicts. This is to be expected as 
the firing temperature of the Aspdin cement was much 
lower than that of modern cements so the a-*a ’+g 
transition, which produces the twinned structure, 
would not have occurred.

Fig 9 shows a small dark particle of silica. 
Blezard [6] has identified such features in a sample 
from the same source as being introduced during 
grinding. It is interesting that there has been no 
noticable reaction of this particle despite the age 
of the sample.

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented for these two cement pastes 
illustrate the use of backscattered electron images 
of polished surfaces in the study of cement.

In both pastes the approximate boundaries of many 
of the original cement grains can be identified 
despite their age and the fact that the 23yr old 
paste has hydrated virtually completely. Thus, the 
use of the bse technique enables much to be deduced 
about the original particle size distribution of a 
cement (and possibly the original water to cement 
ratio used) even in very old samples.

The fine striations in the relicts of belite 
grains and the structure of the C-S-H in the relicts 
of the alite grains in the 23yr old paste, provide 
strong evidence that the later stage of hydration 
occurs by a slow 'in-situ1 mechanism.

In the 23yr old paste there is some evidence that 
partial reaction of the ferrite phase has occurred, 
but without significant migration of the Fe ions. The 
does not appear to have been any reaction of this 
phase in the Aspdin paste.
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SUR L'HYDRATATION DE LA PHASE FERRITE EN PRESENCE DE CHAUX ET GYPSE 
ON THE HYDRATION OF FERRITE PHASE IN THE PRESENCE OF LIME AND GYPSUM

Resume

En general on admet que la phase ferrite du clment est constituee d'une solution solide desi
gnee par C (A F . ) ou 0<n<0,7.
A partir de trois composants de cette solution solide C A2F, C^AF, et C6AF2 additions de 
Ca(OH) , CaSO .2H 0 et de poudre silicieuse on a prepare des mortiers dont le rapport eau/so- 
1 i de e^ait 0,3.
Les expansions enregistrees durant les vingthuit jours d'hydratation de ces trois mortiers ont 
ete comparees aux expansions de deux mortiers de reference constitues par C A, Ca(0H)2 
et CaSO4-2H2O pour le premier et par C^A dope avec 5% de Fe203, Ca(0H)2 et CaS04.2H20 pour le 
deuxieme. ■
On a pu observer que 1’expansion des mortiers ä base de phase ferrite est fonction de sa te- 
neur en Al 0 et que cette expansion est beaucoup plus fälble que celle-la des mortiers ä base 
de C^A. Pour3ces derniers 1'expansion diminue lorsque Гоп passe du C A au C A dope.
La cinetique d'hydratation des mortiers a ete suivie en evaluant (a I'aide de 1'analyse calo- 
rimetrique differentielle) la quantite d'ettringite formee au cours du temps. On constate 
qu'il exists un relation entre 1'expansion des mortiers et leur teneur en ettringite.
D'apres ces resultats, il semble que la faible teneur en ettringite et la plus faible expan
sion presentee par les ferrites, par rapport au C^A, soit due non seulement ä leur mediocre 
reactivite mais aussi ä la formation de composes ferriques amorphes qui entraine un ralentis- 
sement de 1'hydratation.

Em geral se admits que a fase de ferrita do cimento e constituida de uma solupao solida apre- 
sentada por (-2 ^n^n-1 * ' em ^Ue
A partir de tres componentes desta solupao solida - C^Ä2F, C^AF e C^AF^ ~_COIp adiqao de Ca 
(OH)7, CaS0..2H90 e de рб silicoso, foram preparadas argamassas com relapäo ägua/sölido igual 
a 0,3.
As expansoes registradas durante os 28 dias de hidrataqäo destas tres argamassas foram compara 
das com as de argamassas de referenda, constituidas por C,A, Ca(OH)2 e CaSO4.2H2O para a pri- 
meira, e por C^A dopado com 5% de Fe2O3, Ca(OH)2 e CaS04.2H20 para a segunda.
Pode-se observer que a expansäo das argamassas ä base de fase ferrita e funqäo de seu teor de 
A17O7 e que esta expansäo e muito mais fraca que a das argamassas ä base de CgA. No caso des
tas ultimas a expansäo diminue quando se passa de C^A para CgA dopado.
A cinetica de hidrataqäo das argamassas foi acompanhada atraves de avaliagao (por intermedro 
de anälise calorimetrica diferencial) da quantidade de etringita formada ao longo do tempo. 
Constata—se que existe uma relaqäo entre a expansäo das argamassas e seu teor de etringita.
De acordo com tais resultados, parece que о baixo teor de etringita e mais a baixa expansäo a- 
presentada pelas ferritas, em relaqäo ao CgA, se deva näo apenas ä sua reatividade mediocre,  
mas tambem ä formaqäo de compostos ferricos amorfos que ocasionam uma retardagao da hidrataqaa



Introduction

En etudiant I'action exercee par le gypse au 
cours de j 'hydratation des ciments, 2 es 
chercheurs se sent Interesses plus particu- 
llerement ä la reaction entre aluminate tri- 
calcique et gypse, aux sulfo-aluminates de 
calcium hydrates, ä leur role au cours de la 
prise et du dureissement.

Par contre, moi ns de recherces ont ete con- 
sacrees a 1'interaction du gypse avec la pha
se ferrite, une solution solide indiquee 
general ement par Ch (A F ) ой 0 < n <0.7;, . ,~ Z n 1-n ,cola est au, peut etre, a la supposition que 
la phase ferrite et 1'aluminate tricalclque 
ont un corr.portement analogue.

La presente recherche a pour but d'evaluer 
1'expansion des ferrites, lorsqu'elles sont 
hydratees en presence de gypse et de chaux, 
de comparer cette expansion ä celle de 1'alu
minate tricalcique et de determiner le role 
joue par le fer pendant 1'hydratation.

Partie experimentale

Partant de 
et2 3

135O=C:

produits pur pour analyse (CaCO , 
nous avons synthetise a

- Trois composes de la solution solide:C AF , E 2

du fer.

pour comparer son expansion 
ferrites; le CqA dope pour

verifier si la diversite de la reactivite des 
ferrites par rapport au C„A (1) est ä imputer 
non seul ement a une difference substantielle 
de composition et de structure cristalline,

- CßA dope avec

Le CqA a servi 
avec "celle des

reais aus si 
sol ide.

ä la presence de fer en solution

Nous avons done realise un CqA dans lequel 
4,5% de Al^Cu ont ete substitues par Fe 0^ : 
Burnett et Scharp (2) ont verifie que cette 
substitution est possible sans que se pro
dulse un changement dans la structure de 
1'aluminate.

La purete de tous les composes synthetises, 
Lroyes jusqu'a obtenir qpe surface specifique 
B.E.T. d'environ 1,5 m /g, a ete ccntrolee 
Par diffractometrie des rayons X. L'aluminate 
tricalcique pur et l'aluminate tricalcique 
dope presentaient tous deux une mal 1 le 
el ernentaire_cubique au parametre a =1,526 et 
a0 = 1,528 A respect!vement.

> nous avons done realise deux melanges ä par- 
tir des ferrites et des aluminates avec 
caS04.2H20 et Ca(0H)2.

Pour le premier melange utilise pour les mc- 
sures di 1atometriques, nous avons respecte 

les proportions indiquees par Schwiete et 
coll. (3) : le gypse a ete additionne en une 
quantite telle que les ions sulfate produi- 
sent, a la suite de 1 ' hydratati on, du mono
sulfoaluminate hydrate en tant que produit 
final unique.

Dans le second melange employe quant ä lui 
pour les mesures calorimetriques, la quantite 
de gypse etait pour tous les echantillons de 
15%. Il a fallu opener avec une quantite de 
gypse plus reduite pour prevoquer, dans des 
temps brefs, la transformation ettringite —— 
monosulfoaluminate, afin que 1 *appareil1 age 
puisse mesurer 11 evolution de la chaleur de 
cette reaction.

De plus nous avons add; tionne 15% de quartz 
finement broye tous les melanges. En effet, 
Molten et Stein (4) ont montre 1'influence de 
celui-ci sur la crista!1isation de 1'et
tringite et, de plus, 11 nous a semble plus 
judicieux d'operer avec des mortiers plutot 
qu'avec des pates.

L'evoiution du degagement de chaleur produit 
par 1'hydratation des mortiers a ete suivie 
par calorimetrie (calorimetre ä flux Kar- 
mazsln-Murat (5)).

Nous avons utilise un rapport E/S egal ä 
1'unite a fin d'assurer un bon contact entre 
l'eau et le solide.

Les variations dimensionnelles ont ete mesu- 
rees par dilatometrie (dilatometre Netzsch) 
d*acres  une metodologie decrite precedemment 
(6) sur des mortiers de meme consistance: 
e'est ä dire avec un rapport E/S = 0,3 pour 
les mortiers prepares avec les ferrites et 
E/S = 0,4 pour ceux prepares avec les alumi
nates.

Tous ces essais ont ete effectues ä 25°C.

Sur une partie des mortiers utilises pour les 
mesures di 1atometriques (6) nous avons suivi 
le processus d'hydratation par analyse calo- 
rimetrique differentielle (DSC). Les surfaces 
du pic endothermi que de 1'ettringite et du 
monosulfoaluminate hydrate, calculees par un 
ordinateur associe ä 1'appareil de mesure, 
sont exprimees en J/g.

La morphologie des produits d’hydratation a 
ete observee au microscope electronique a 
balayage.

Resultats et discussion

Les resultats de 1'analyse calorimetrique 
concordent avec ceux cbtenus par Collepardi 
et coll. (7): dans le cas des ferrites, les 
courbes de flux thermique sigrialent un dega
gement de chaleur peu de temps apres le con
tact du solide et de l'eau. Aucun autre dega-



gement de chaleur n’a ete enregistre pendant 
les premiers deux Jours d'hydratation.

Dans le cas des aluminates, en plus du dega
gement initial de chaleur, du a la mise en 
contact du solide avec 1'eau, apparait un 
second pic calorimetri'que, caracterise par la 
valeur t correspondant au debut du pic 
cal orimetrique (Figure 1).

30 40 50Temps (heures)

Fig. 1 - Courbes de flux thermique- pour 
' le C„A (1) et le C^A dope (2).

Etant donne que, pour le C^A et pour le C^A 
dope, les valeurs de t0 se situent respecti- 
vement a 32 et a 47 teures, nous en deduisons 
que la presence du fer dans le reseau de 
1'aluminate augmente la periods d'induction 
de la conversion ettringite ---- — monosulfoa
luminate.
Les courbes "vitesse-degre d'avancement" (8) 
ont ete obtenues ä partir des courbes de 
flux thermique (Figure 2); 1'examen de ces
dernieres permet de constater que la presence 
de fer diminue la vitesse maximale de con
version de CgAS^H^^.
Nos resultats corroborent ceux de Burnett et 
Scharp (2). Ces derniers ont en effet montre 
que 1' introduction de fer dans la structure 
du C A determine une action retardatrice 
significative sur la reactivite de 1'alumina
te , lorsqu'il est hydrate en presence de 
gypse.
La Figure 3 presente les courbes d'expansion 
des trois ferrites en fonction du temps: eile 
est plus importante pour C A^F, C^AF et C6AF2 
ayant des comportements plus proches. Cette 
difference devient encore plus evidente apres 
28 jours d'hydratation. Apres cette periode 
1'expansion est encore en cours, alors que 
dans le cas de C3A, eile s'acheve en un laps 
de temps mineur.

La Figure 4 presente 1'al lure des memes cour
bes pour les aluminates. Äpres 28 jours 
d1hydratation 1'expansion, desormais termi- 
n6e,.est environ 10 fois super!eure ä celle 
des ferrites ä la meme echeance.

Fig. 2 - Courbes "vitesse-degre d'avancement" 
pour le C^A (1) et le C^A dope (2).

Fig. 3 - Courbes d'expansion presentee par 
C6A2F (1), C4AF (2) et C6AF2 (3).

De plus nous constatons que, dans la periods 
consideree, la presence du fer dans le reseau 
du C3A reduit■1'effet d'expansion.

Les differences observees entre les ferrites 
et les aluminates s'expliquent par la quan- 
tite d'ettringite formee (Figures 5 et 6): la 
teneur en' -ettringite, produite par la 
reaction entre les ferrites et le gypse apres 
28 jours, est plus faible de celle formes 
apres 6 heures d'hydratation dans le cas 
du C^A et du C3A dope.

En observant la Figure 4, nous pouvons con
stater que 1'expansion des ferrites apres 28 
jours est comparable a celle des aluminates 
apres 6 heures.



F1g. 4 - Comparaison de 1‘expansion presentee 
par le C^A (1), Je CgA dope (2) et 
par le ''ferrites (valeur moyenne 
(3)).

Apres trois mois, dans les mortlers a base de 
ferrite, la quantite d'ettringite est encore 
faible et sa formation encore en coups 
(Figure 5), contra!rerr.ent aux aluminates (Fi
gure 6). Dans ces derniers, 1‘ettringite com
mence sa conversion en monosulfoaluminate 
apres 3 jours d1 hydratation pour le C^A et 
apres 7 jours pour la1 C A dope, 3

La Figure 7 presente la morphologie des dif- 
ferents produits d‘hydratation, L‘aspect des 
cristaux d'ettringite formes par reaction de 
I'aluminate tricalcique (Figure 7a-7c), est 
semblable ä celui que deceit Mehta (9-11): au 
isbut, ces cristaux apparaissent mal formes 
(ettringite colloidale) mats, avec le temps, 
‘is acquierent 1'aspect de courts prismes.

Les produits d'hydratation 
Presen tent des le debut 
r,Cldulaires tres compacts 
c°ritralrement a ce qui

des ferrites se
comme des amas 
(Figure 7d) et, 
est observe pour

Fig, 5 Evolution de la teneur en ettringi
te formte en fonction du temps pour 
СбА2Р(1), C4AF(2) et C^AF.ul;,

Log Temps
Fig, 6 - Evolution de la teneur en ettringite 

et en monosol foalumlnate formes en 
fonction du temps pour le C A et le 
CyA dope,

le C3A,^ nous ne constatons par la suite 
aucune evolution morphologique (Figure 7e- 
7f), si bien qu'aucun facies n'est relevabl.e 
ä 28 jours, il faut aussi remarquex que dans 
les melanges contenant du C A les hydrates 
tendent ä revetir enfterement les grains de 
I'aluminate, partiellement ceux de I-'agregat 
siliceux et ä laisser decouverts les cristaux 
de gypse (Figure 7g), dans le cas de -melanges 



contenant des ferrites, les hydrates tendent 
ä revdtir rapidement et de fa^on absolument 
indifferente tous les grains de depart (Fi
gure 7h ) .
L'ensemble de ces resultats nous invite a 
penser que la presence de fer dans le reseau 
du C A determine, par rapport au CyA pur, un 
retard significatif dans la formation d et
tringite, dans la conversion ettringite - 
monosul foaluminate et dans la vite^sse de 
cette reaction: l'expansion du Systeme est 
diminuee en presence de fer.

1/um

2>wm f 2ju.m

De plus le fer provoque un effet analogue 
dans le cas des ferrites. La difference de 
comportement du fer et de 1*  aluminium, pen
dant 1'hydratation de la phase ferrite en 
presence de gypse, a ete signalee par de 
nombreux chercheurs (12-15).

Apres avoir verifie que 11hydratation du Sy
steme C AF + gypse, se traduirait, dans la 
phase trisulfatee, par un rapport A/F del
l' ordne de 4, alors que dans le produit de 
depart 11 n'etait que de 1, Tenoutasse (12) 
conclut que le fer excedentaire s'y trouve 
sous forme d'hydroxyde colloidal. De Keyser 

Fig. 7 - Morphologie des differents produits d'hydratation.
Ettringite formee par hydratation de C^A apres: 15 minutes (a), 6 heures (b) e 
jours (c). Ettringite formee par hydratation de C4A2F aPres: 1 heure (d), 7 jours (e 
et 28 jours (f). Revetement des differents grains apres hydratation de 1 jour dun 
melange contenant du C A (g) et d'un melange contenant de la ferrite (h).



et coll, arrivent aux memes conclusions (13).

De meme, Ramachandran et Beaudoin (14) avan
cent 1 'Hypothese de la formation d'un oxyde 
ferrique hydrate. .

Jawed et coll. (15) en hydratant le C AF en 
presence de gypse ont mis en evidence que la 
couche d'ettringite formee est suffisamment 
dense pour empecher 1'Hydratation ulterieure.

Plus recemment, Fukuhara et coll.- (16) en se 
servant de .la diffraction des rayons X, 
M.E.B., E.D.A.X, ont identifie, pendant les 
premieres periodes d'hydratation du 
systems C AF + gypse, deux phases: la 
premiere etait de 1'ettringite contenant du 
fer, et I'autre etait constituee de particu- 
les ä l'etat amorphe.

Soit Tenontasse (17) que Fukuhara (18) s'ac
cordent ä dire que cette reaction est con
trol ee par un processus diffusionnel.

En fonction des resultats obtenus et des don- 
nees de la litterature, nous pouvons supposer 
que pendant 11 Hydratation des ferrites le 
solide libere des ions ferriques, qui se 
transforment en un Hydroxyde amorphe; cet 
hydroxyde, paral161ement a 1'ettringite, re— 
couvre aussi bien les grains de ferrite que 
ceux de gypse et determine une couche" dense 
qui limite la progression de 11 Hydratation.
Conclusions .

Les resultats obtenus nous permettent d'avan- 
cer les conclusions suivantes:
- L'expansion des ferrites se si tue, apres 28 
jours d'Hydratation, ä un dizieme environ 
de celle des aluminates;

~ L'expansion et la formation d'ettringite, 
dans le cas des ferrites, sont encore en 
cours apres 28 jours d'Hydratation, alors 
qu'elles s'achevent, pour I'aluminate tri- 
calcique, ou bout de quelques Jours;

* L'introduction de fer dans le reseau du C A 
en ralentit 1'Hydratation et en diminue 
1'expansion;

- La presence de fer dans le reseau des com
poses examines se traduit en cours d'hydra
tati on par la formation de composes amor
phes du fer. Ces derniers recouvrent les 
grains des reactifs et, en meme temps que 
L'ettringite, ralentissent 1'Hydratation 
et, par consequent, l'expansion.
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Behavior of ettringite in high strength hardened cement paste

Conduite d'ettringite dans la pate de cimcnt durci de haute resistance

BUi-inArtY: The morphology of ettringite and hydrate structure in high strength hardened cement 
pastes made with normal portland cement containing Type II anhydrous calcium sulfate 
(anhyarite) aa long term water curing were investigated by SEM obsecration, mercury pressure 
porosimetry and pov/dcr- X-ray diffractometry.

The added amounts of anhydrite to normal portland cement were varied from 0 to 20 wt%. The 
wauer to cernent ratio ot the paste specimens was 0.3. After precuring at 20°C, they were stea 
cured at оэ°С for 4 hrs and immersed in water at 20°C.' for for tv months.

3y addition anhydrite, ettringite in the high strength hardened cement paste at forty months 
of age was found to he stable and monosulfate hydrate was not detected even in the cement of 
'J '■••’t'/t anhydrite addition. The average shape of ettringite was a needlelike form of 0.2 to 0.8 

pm in diameter and 2 to 6 pm in length. A number of ettringite crystals were concentrated in 
snail voids and some of them were sintered together, growing into a large crystal. These 
phenomena appear to depend on the amount of unreacted anhydrite and the compactness of the 
matrix of cement paste.

Investigou-se, utilizando observagäo SEM, porosimetria de pressäo de mercurio e di- 
tratometria de raio-X de po, a morfologia da etringita e a estrutura do hidrato em pastas endu 
recidas de cimento de alta resistencia, feitas com cimento portland comura contendo sulfato de 
cslcro anidro Tipo IT (anidrito) , com longo tempo de cura.

As quantldades de anidrito adicionadas ao cimento portland comum variaram de 0 a 20% 
em peso. A relagao agua/cimento dos especimes de pasta foi de 0,3. Depois de pre-cura a 

C, eles foram curados em vapor a 65°C por 4 horas e imersos em ägua a 20°C por 40 meses.
a 14. Pe^a adigäo de anidrita, constatou-se que a etringita na pasta endurecida de cimento 
e alta resistencia aos 40 meses de idade era estävel e näo foi detectado hidrato monossulfato 
nem mesmo no cimento com adigao 5% de anidrito, em peso. A forma mSdia da etringita era seme- 
ihante a agulha de 0,2 a 0,8 p-m de diametro e 2 a 6m de comprimento. Numerosos cristais de 
etringita estavam concentrados em pequenos vazios e alguns deles estavam sinterizados juntamen 
e, crescendo num grande cristal. Estes fenomenos parecem depender da quantidade de anidrito 

que nao reagiu e da compacidade da matriz da pasta de cimento.



1. INTRODUCTION

Ettringite displays many different shapes 
and has remarkably effect on the characters 
of cement stones in the case of expansive 
cement, quick hardening cement or high 
strength cement. In expansive cement of a 
calcium sulfoaluminate system, colloidal or 
amorphous ettringite is said to have the 
ability to expand at an early period and the 
contribution of ettringite to early strength 
development is researched in ultra rapid or 
quick hardening cements. But the operative 
mechanism of ettringite is not well under
stood. Especially the behavior of ettringite 
at long term period is rarely reported.
The effects of ettringite giving rise to 
expansive, quick hardening or high strength 
cement stones should be studied in relation 
to hydrate structures having different 
mechanical strengths. In this paper, the 
hydrate structure and morphology of ettringite 
in normal portland cement paste admixed with 
Type IT anhydrous calcium sulfate (anhydrite) 
at long term age are studied from the 
viewpoint of high strength hardened cement 
paste.

2. EXPERTMENTAL

Table 1 shows the chemical and mineral com
positions of normal portland cement. In Table 
II, there are shown anhydrite amounts in 
normal portland cement.

Table 1
Chemical composition and mineral 
composition of normal portland cement

(wt%)

Chemical composition Mineral composition

C S 51.1
CIJS 24.9
CilA 7.8
C^AE 9.7

CaSO .2Ho0 4.3

Table 11
Added amounts of anhydrite to normal 
port land cement

(wt%)

The paste specimens (4x4x16 cm beam) were 
prepared at a water to cement ratio of 0.3. 
The curing cycle was a precuring period of 
4 hrs at 20°C, the rate of temperature rise, 
65 °C for 4 hrs and then natural cooling.
After accelerated curing, the specimens were 
cured in water at 20°C for forty months.
The mixing ratios of anhydrite to normal 
portland cement were 0, 5, 7, 10, 13, 15 and 
20 wt%.
The mechanical strength, powder X-ray dif
fraction patterns, evaporable water, non- 
evaporable water, morphology of hydrate (by 
SEM) and pore size distribution (by mercury 
pressure porosimeter) were measured. (1)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3-1. MECHANICAL STRENGTH AND HYDRATE 
STRUCTURE

The 7 wt% addition of anhydrite showed a 
maximum compressive strength. (Fig. 1) 
Generally, the addition of anhydrite to 
normal portland cement accelerates the 
strength development more than pure normal 
portland cement. As shown in the previous 
report (1), this is caused by the increase 
in non-evaporable water, decrease in pore 
volume' and s Lrenq clioned s true Lure.

0 5 10 15 20
Added amount of anhydrite (wt°/<

xi140 
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Fig. 1 Effect of added anhydrite on
strength deve1 opmen t.

The relations between the non-evaporable 
water, the compressive strength and the 
total pore volume are not solved. The dif
ference between the pure normal portland 
cement and the normal portland cement 
admixed with anhydrite is relatively large. 
The behavior of ettringite influences the 
character of cement stone. The author calls 
it ettringitic cement stone.
The total pore volume of the 5 and 7 wt% 
addition of anhydrite is smaller than that 
of the pure normal portland cement, but in 
the range of over 10 wt% addition, the total 
pore volume is larger. The pore volume of 
7.5 to 25 nm radii remarkably increases. 
(Fig. 2 )
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Fig. 3 Effect of added anhydrite on 
evaporable water*  and non-evaporable water.

* Treated by D-dry method for 48 hrs 
** Heated at 1000°C for 1 hr

This phenomenon is related to the expansive 
effect of ettringite in producing capillary 
pores. However, the compressive strength of 
normal portland cements admixed with anhydrite 
are larger than that of the pure normal 
Portland cement and the relation between the 
total pore volume and compressive strength 
in normal portland cements admixed with 
anhydrite Is clear.
The amount of non-evaporable water of the
normal portland cements with anhydrite
are larger than that of the pure normal

Portland cement, but the relation between 
the non-evaporable water and compressive 
strength is complicated. Tlie morphology of 
ettringite and i11-crystal1 ine C-S-H gel or 
intrinsic strength of hydrates should also 
be considered. (Fig. 3)

MORPHOLOGY ETTRINGITE

The morphology of ettringite in normal 
portland cements admixed with anhydrite at a 
long term period varies. This fact indicates 
the heterogeneity of the matrix of cement 
stone. Cement paste is composed of cement 
particles and water. Furthermore, cement 
particles consist of calcium silicates, 
calcium aluminate, calcium aluminum ferrite 
and gypsum. The dispersed state of these 
groups is a very Important factor for the 
morphology of ettringite. We think that the 
matrix of cement paste is very heterogeneous 
from the standpoint of micro structure.
The morphology of ettringite is divided into 
a few types from SEM observations as follows.

Table TIT
Classification of ettringitelike hydrates

Type Explanation of morphology

In relatively large voids, the form 
is acicular (0.1-0.2 pm in diameter 
x 3-4 pm in length). The crystal 
grows in the liquid phase of a void 
by a solution reaction. (Fig. 4)
In relatively small voids, the form 
is needlelike (0.2-0.8 pm in 
diameter x 2-g pm in length). The 
number of crystals is great and 
they are concentrated in the void. 
Some of them are sintered together 
and grow into a large crystal.
Crystal growth partially progresses 
by a solid-solid reaction. (Fig. 5)
A giant hydrate in a platelike form 
is present. It is 5-10 pm in width 
and 30-50 pm in length. It is 
doubtful whether the hydrate is 
ettringite. It seems to be calcium 
hydroxide. (Fig. 6)

Type IT ettringite was observed at various 
times. The shape of ettringite appears to 
be average in the high strength hardened 
cement paste made with normal portland 
cement containing anhydrite at a long terra 
period.
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3-3. BEHAVIOR OF ETTRINGITE IN HIGH 
STREHGTH HARDENED CEMENT PASTE

The morphology of ettringite indirectly 
reveals the characters of cement minerals 
and the reaction conditions. The shape of 
ettringite formed by the reaction between 
C^A (СдАР) and anhydrite (gypsum) in normal 
portland cement admixed with anhydrite is 
different from those of ettringite in 
expansive or quick hardening cement (1), (2). 
In expansive cement containing calcium sulfo
aluminate, colloidal or amorphous ettringite 
which is converted to fine crystal^ after a 
while is said to have the ability of expan
sion of cement stone at an early period (3). 
The reaction is mainly topochemical. The 
crystal growth of hydroxide may also have 
effects on the expansion of cement stone. 
The contribution of ettringite to early 
strength development is shown in regulated 
set cement or quick hardening cement (4). 
But the behavior of ettringite in these 
special cements at long term age has been 
scarcely reported, especially in high 
strength cement.
The effects of ettringite in high strength 
hardened cement paste are described as 
follows.

(a) Ettringite has much bound water which 
contributes to making the matrix of 
cement paste dense.

(b) Ettringite crystal fills voids in the 
matrix of the cement paste. (Type I, 
II)

(c) The crystal growth of ettringite gives 
rise to expansion of the cement paste. 
(Type II)

Fig. 7 Amounts of ettringite and unreacted 
anhydrite?. X-ray intensity = INo-x/INo-7

These properties of ettringite at long term 
age in normal portland cement admixed with 
anhydrite should be influenced by the 
following factors.

(a) Chemical composition of cement 
(SOg/AljOg ratio is most important.)

(b) Amounts of unreacted anhydrite and 
calcium aluminate

(c) Compactness of hardened cement paste 
(Degree of CgS hydration and water to
cement ratio)

(d) Initial curing conditions
(e) Change of curing method

(for example, water curing ---- air
curing)

The necessary amount of anhydrite for the 
chemical stability of ettringite is more 
than 20 wt% that of normal portland cement. 
Otherwise, ettringite must convert to mono
sulfate hydrate at a later age. However, it 
takes a much longer time for the reaction to 
proceed because of the heterogeneous solid. 
Especially, in the case of low water to 
cement ratio, this tendency is remarkable. 
Monosulfate hydrate could not be recognized 
even in the normal portland cement admixed 
with 5 wt% anhydrite. Normal portland cement 
contains 3-5 wt% gypsum; however, ettringite 
formed at an early period immediately con
verted to monosulfate hydrate. The differ
ence in the rate of conversion reaction is 
very large. The phenomenon appears to depend 
on the amount of unreacted anhydrite and the 
compactness of the hardened cement paste 
matrix. (Fig. 7)
The crystal growth of Type II ettringite 
greatly influences the properties of cement 
stone. This is largely related to the amount 
of unreacted anhydrite Inducing expansive . 
phenomenon in long term age. Type II 
ettringite crystals are produced together 
in a small void but there is no space for 
them to grow in. Therefore they tend to 
make the matrix of cement paste spread out. 
There are two ways for ettringite crystals 
to grow:

(a) Each crystal grows by a solution 
reaction.

(b) Some crystals sinter together by a 
solid- solid reaction.

4. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The average shape of ettringite in the 
high strength hardened cement paste made 
with normal portland cement containing 
anhydrite at forty months of age in water 
curing is a needlelike and 0.2-0.8 prn in 
diameter and 2-6 pm in length.
(2) A number of ettringite crystals are 
concentrated in a small void. Some ettringite 
crystals are sintered together and grow into 
a large crystal.
(3) Monosulfate hydrate could not be recog
nized even in the normal portland cement of 
5 wt% anhydrite addition.
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Ca^SIO^Clp hydration under hydrothermal conditions.
I:’Hydratation de Ca^SiO^Clg dans les conditions hydrothermales.

ABSTRACT : The calcium chlorosilicate samples and the mixtures of calcium chlorosilicate with 
mole ratio of silica to chlorosilicate being 1 and 2, were hydrated at 200°C and for
/;Я, 96, 192 and 38A hours. It was estabilished that the hydration products of4Ce,310,.Clo 
consist of tobermorite, xonotlite and basic calcium chlorate. This*last,  in the aaorphoüs form 
is not detectable by X-ray diffraction. A short time of reaction results in predominant content 
of tobermorite, v/hich thereafter is slowly transformed to xonotlite. The addition of active 
silica alters the phase composition of products. The mixture of Ca-zSi0^Clo and 310-, with mole 
ratio of silica to chlorosilicate being 1 gives xonotlite and basic’calciurfi chloride. Some 
quantities of tobermorite and C3H phase initially formed turn quickly into xonotlite. Also in 
this case the basic calcium chloride Is not detectable by X-ray diffraction. An increase in 
silica addition up to the mole ratio of SiO? to Ca,SiO.Cl9 being 2 brings about the formation 
of C3H phase of different degree of crystallinity, it meahs from rather poor crystalline CSH 
up to tobermorite. In this case the calcium chloride is randomly distributed among the hydra
tes. The hydration products of this mixture tend to pass slowly into gyrolite. It was establis
hed that during the hydration of calcium chlorosilicate and its mixtures ivith silica under
hydrothermal conditions, chlorine does not form any stable compounds with the calcium silicate 
hydrates. On the other hand calcium chloride influences the stability of calcium silicate 
hydrates. For example, the transformation of CSH phase into gyrolite seems to be sluggish. 
The stability of tobermorite phase is also markedly influenced. Chlorine is probably adsorbed 
on the C3H phase surface, because it is easily rinsed out by use of ethyl alcohol. After rin
sing, about 0.6 weight per cent of chlorine remains in the CSH phase.

A 200 C e 240 C per periodos de 48, 96, 192 e 384 horas, foram hidratadas amostras de clorossilica 
to de calcio e misturas de clorossilicato de cälcio can relacäo molar de silica para clorossilicato de 1 e 2T 
Estabeleceu-se que os produtos de hidratacao de Ca-SiO^Cl, consistem de tobermorita, xonotlita e clorato basico 
de cälcio. Este ultimo, em forma amorfa, näo ё decectavef рог difraqäo de raio X. Una reaeäo de curta duraeäo 
dä соло resultado una predcmlnäncia de teor de tobermorita que, a seguir, transforma-se lentamaite ent xcnotlita. 
A adicäo de silica ativa altera a carposicäo de fase dos produtos. A mistura de Ca,SiO4Cl2 e SiO2, can relacäo 
molar de silica para clorossilicato igual a 1, dä xonotlita e cloreto basico de calcio. Algumas диапмая*«:  de 
tobermorita e de fase de CSH fonnado, rapidamente se transformant an xcnotlita. Tambem neste caso о cloreto bäsi 
со de calcio häo e detectävel por difraeäo de raio X. Un aumento na adigäo de silica ate a relacäo molecular de 
SiO^para Ca2SiO^Cl2 igual a 2, ocasiona a formagao de fase de CSH con grau diferente de cristalinida^, ou seja 
de CSH con cristalinidade bastante pobre ate tobermorita. Neste caso о cloreto de calcio ё distribuido aleatori 
amente entre os hidratos. Os produtos de hidratacao desta mistura tendem a passar lentamente para girolita. Eslf 
tabeleceu-se que durante a hidratacao do clorossilicato de calcio e de suas misturas can silica sob ccndicoes hi 
drotärmicas, о cloro näo forma quaisquer ccnpostos estäveis con os hidratos de silicato de calcio. Por outro la 
do, о cloreto de calcio Influencia a estabilidade dos hidratos de silicato de calcio. Por exemplo, a transforna 
cäo da fase de CSH em girolita parece ser vagarosa. A estabilidade da fase de toberrrorita tambem ё influenciada 
acentuadamente. О cloro provavelmente ё adsorvido na superficie da fase de CSH, porque ё facilirente enxagüado 1 
can о uro de äloool etilico. Depots de enxagiiado, cerca de 0,6% em peso de cloro permanece na fase de CSH.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Calcium chlorosilicate Ca^SiO^Clp is a phase forming at about 600°C in^the system CaO- 
-SiOg-CaClg /1, 2, 3/. The investigations 
we have carried out previously /U/ indicated 
that calcium chlorosilicate reacts vigorously 
with water, dissoloving congruently. At a temperature of 20°C and water/anhydrous sample 
ratio of 1, CSH phase and basic calcium chlo
ride CaClg.Ca/OH/g.HgO are formed. At higher 
water/anhydrous sample ratio, viz. 10, the 
composition of hydrates Includes C3H and 
Са/0Н/2> as under these conditions basic 
calcium chloride is wholly dissolved. 
Interesting results of the studies on the 
reaction of chlorosilicate with water at 
room temperature determined us to extend 
the experiments and to embody with them the 
hydration process of Ca^SiO^Clj, under hydrothermal conditions. The^present work con
tains a description of these experiments.
2. MATERIALS USED '
Calcium chlorosilicate Ca^SiO^Clg ~ was synthesized starting from a mixture^of calcium 
carbonate, amorphous silica and calcium 
chloride with molar ratio 2:1:1, in a labo
ratory furnace. The temperature and the time of synthesis were 800oC and 2 hours, respec
tively. Chlorosilicate thus obtained was 
pulverized in a Fritch agate gill to a spe
cific surface area of 3000 cm-/g. SiO? - was 
used in the form of silica gel "Aerosil 200", 
which is characterized by a high specific 
surface.
3. INVESTIGATION METHODS
The phase composition of the products of 
calcium chlorosilicate hydration under hy
drothermal conditions was determined using 
a Philips X-ray diffractometr and an UR-20
-type infra - red absorption spectrometr. 
The thermal analysis of the samples was per
formed using a V. Paulik, J. Paulik and
L. Erdey derivatograph. The microstructure 
of selected sample fractures was observed 
using a Tesla scanning electron microscope. 
The assessment of the conceivable binding 
of chlorine by hydration products was reali
zed with a method described by Tenoutasse /5/.
Ц. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The hydrothermal processing was used wi.th 
calcium chlorosilicate as well as its blends 
with 1 mole and with 2 moles of amorphous 
silica. In this way three blends ’with molar 
Ca0/Si02 ratios 3, 1.5 and 1 have been 
obtained. Taking into consideration the 
presence of the chlorine in the calcium 
chloride phase, the CaO/SiO? molar ratio will 
be, of course, lower and wifi amount 2, 1 
and about 0.63, respectively /Table 1/.
These blends have been subjected to a hydro
thermal processing at temperatures 200 0 and 
2^ОоС in saturated steam. The samples were 
held in these conditions for 2A, /-:-3, 96, 192 
and 3-3A hours. An examination of the phase 
composition of the blends on hydrothermal 
processing demonstrated that the calcium 
chlorosilicate was fully reacted as soon as 
after 2zi hours.

Table 1 - Composition of samples

I Phase content 1 1 Samole
I in molar ratios 
1i .. . ..........   . ...

1
11 A B. 0

1
1 Ca3SiO4Cl2 i 1

1 1 1 1
• SiOg-Aerosil 1 0 1 2

The first sample, A, contained a mixture of 10 S - and 11 S - tobermorite. The X-ray 
diffraction pattern, shown in Fig. 1, do not 
exhibit other lines. On the other hand the 
thermal curve, shown in Fig. 2, evidences 
the A sample to give endothermic effects at 145°, 440° and 565°C, respectively, which 
can be attributed to particular decomposi
tion stages of basic calcium chloride.

Fig. 1 - X-ray examination of sample A, temp. 200°C, 24 hours.

Fig. 2 - DTA curve of sample A, temp. 200°C, 
24 hours.
Remaining thermal effects can be identified 
with the decomposition of tobermorite'phases. 
The infra-red spectium reveals also small 
absorption maxima at 1415 and 1450 cm" , at
tributed to OH™ bonds, which denotes the oc
currence of calcium hydroxide in the sample. 
In Figs 3 and 4 the picture of the sample 
under scanning microscope is shown after 24 
and 384 hours of hydrothermal treatment at 
240°C. The crystals of tobermorite and xono- 
tlite are visible. On the other hand the 
microscopic observations did not exhibit the 
presence of amorphous phases, which should, 
be formed in substantial amount by the basic 
calcium chloride. This phenomenon can be 
tried to explain only by the adsorption of 
calcium chloride on calcium silicate hydra
tes /6/. The autoclaved В sample, being 
a blend of calcium chlorosilicate with amor
phous silica in a 1:1 molar ratio gives on 
the X-ray diagram the diffraction lines which 
are'characteristic for xonotlite. The positim 
of these lines indicates a slight displacemen
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Fig. 3 ~ SEM micrograph of sample A, 
temp. 240 С, 24 hours, 10 000 X, xonotlite 
and tobermorite.

Fig. 4 - S3C micrograph of sample A, temp. 24O°C, 384 hours, 10 000 X, xonotlite.

ЗСГ e- «■ 53* SO* »• 20 «Г

Fig. 5 - X~ray examination of sample B, 
temp. 200°C, 24 hours.

On the other hand on the thermal curve, 
shown in Fig. 6, endothermic peaks at tem
peratures 1^0° and 170°C and an exothermic 
effect at 710°C additionally occur. The ef
fect at 14O°C and diffused effects at 59O°C 
can be attributed to amorphous basic calcium 
chloride, whereas the peaks : endothermic 
one and exothermic another, at 170°C and 
710 C, respectively - to CSH phase. The oc
currence of OH groups as well as of the CSH 
Phase are confirmed by infrg-red absorption 
spectra. The presence of OH groups is evi
denced by absorption bands at about 1415 
and 1450 cm , respectively, while the pre
sence of CSH phase by the bands at 470, 665, 
870, ggo and 1230 cm , respectively. The 
microphotograph shows well crystallized 
xonotlite crystals. Also the presence of

needles of CSH phase and of anhydrous cal
cium chloride can not be excluded /Fig. 7/.

Fig. 6 - DTA curve of sample B, temp. 200°C, 
24 hours. '

Fig. 7 - SH! micrograph of sample B, 
temp. 240°C, 24 hours, 10 000 X, xonotlite.

The sample C was a blend of calcium chlorosi
licate and amorphous silica with molar ratio 
of 1:2. The X-ray diagram of this blend on hydrothermal processing at 200°C shows the 
diffraction lines typical for CSH phase. For 
longer reaction times gyrollte starts to ap

pear In the sample ; it seems to be a stable 
phase under these conditions for this blend. 
However even in the sample subjected to 
a hydrothermal treatment at 240°C for 96 hours 
three phases occur together : CSH, tobermori
te and gyrollte /Fig. 8/. The thermal curve 
/Fig. 9/ ßiyes the effects typical for a mix
ture of 11 A - tobermorite, CSH and gyrollte; 
also the presence of basic calcium chloride 
cannot be excluded /a shoulder on the curve 
at 440°С/.

y.ioeEMoeiTE

Fig. 8 - X-ray examination of sample C, temp. 240°C, 96 hours.

It is very probable that - similarly as in 
other samples - calcium silicate Is adsorbed 
on the surface of the grains of calciisn si
licate hydrates. In order to elucidate this
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I Til T11 T11 T11 T11 ; th T11 CSH CSH
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T10 - 10 S tobermorite ; T11 - 11 S tobermorite ; X - xonotlite 
COT - CaCl2.Ca/0H/2.H20 ; CSH - CSH /I/ ; C - CaCl^ . nH20

G - gyrolite ;

problem the samples A and B, after 24 hours 
of hydration in an autoclave at 200°C have 
baen rinsed with absolute alcohol. It has 
been found, that almost whole calcium chlo- 
i-ide get leached out from both samples. In 
sample В after rinsing small amounts of 
vaterite appeared, which evidences a non- 
-compltite protection of the preparation 
against the Influence of C02 from the atmos
phere during rinsing operation. The X-ray 
ilifjfraction pattern of both samples on rin
sing did not undergo any changes. This trial 
confii-med the supposition of an adsorptive 
binding of calcium chloride in the samples.

Fig. 9 - DTA curve of sample C, temp. 240°C, 
.96 houi-s.
5. CONCLUSIONS
- The behaviour of sample A in the process 
of autoclaving is consistent with investi
gation results of other authors on CaO-SiO9- 
-H90 system, of course if the reduction of*  
CaO/SiO9 ratio in consequence of the forma
tion of~CaCl2/Ca/OH/0.H90 will be taken into 
account. It Seans, that“in result of auto
claving sample A, calcium chlorosilicate 
without addition, gives tobermorite, passing 
into xonotlite phase. Thv course of the pro
cess of calcium chlorosilicate reaction with 
water under hydrotheraal conditions can be

schematically written :
Ca3SiOZ|Cl2x--- -  CaCl2.Ca/0H/2.H20

tobermorite amorphous and adsor
bed on the surface 
of xonotlite

xonotlite
- Sample S, a blend of calcium chlorosili
cate with amorphous silica with 1:1 molar 
ratio, gives xonotlite, which corresponds 
to a Ca0/Si09 ratio of 1:1. The course of 
the process can be schematically written :

tobermorite CSH

xonotlite

СаС12.Са/0Н/2.Н20 
amorphous and 
adsorbed

Ca^SiO^Clg+SiOg

- Sample C, a blend of calcium chlorosili
cate with amorphous silica with CaO/SiO9 
molar ratio of 1:2, gives gyrolite as the 
product of autoclaving, with intermediate 
formation of tobermorite and CSH. The pre
sence of chloride ions seems to retard the transition of CSH phase into gyrolite /Fig-KV-



The course of the process can be schemati
cally written :

Ca^SiO^Clg+PSiO^K—---- »- 0aCl2 .nH9C
I partially

tobermorite C3H adsorbed on
the surface 

gyi'olite Ol CSH
- Calcium chloride appears to form no crys
talline phase in the autoclaving nrocess. 
Under these conditions it is adsorbed on the 
surface of calcium silicate hydrates. It can 
be readily leached out in absolute alcohol. 
A,high specific surface area of calclun si
licate hydrates creates favourable condi
tions for the adsorption and even for che
misorption of chlorine /7/. Estimatively it 
seems probable, that in C sample after rin—■ 
sing remains about 0.6 weight pez1 cent of 
chlorine. This chlorine can entry in the lat
tice of hydrated calcium silicates /7/.
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Hydration and Porosity of Cement Paste Cured in Warm and 
Dry Envirnment

SUMMARY: The effect of simultaneous changes in the temperature and the relative humidity of 
the curing media on the hydration and porosity of pure cement paste was investigated. Two dif 
ferent temperatures, 17 and 37 C, were maintained during mixing as well as in the three diffe
rent curing media; in lime saturated water, 75%, and 33% relative humidity. The degreees of 
hydration and mercury intrusion pore size distributions of the hardened pastes were determined 
at various ages from one to ninety days. The results indicated that the deficiency in the rela 
tive humidity of the environment, rather than the increase in the hydration temperature, is 
the dominant factor affecting the parameters investigated in this study. The cement pastes hy 
drated at lower humidity attained lower ultimate degree of hydration and greater porosity,par 
ticularly in macropores, as compared to the pastes hydrated in water.

Realizou-se investigacäo sobre о efeito de mudancas simultäneas de temperatura e de 
umidade relativa do ambiente de cura ha hidrataqäo e porosidade de pasta de cimento puro. Fo- 
ram mantidas duas temperaturas diferentes, 17 e 37°C, durante о amassamento e nos tres diferen 
tes ambientes de cura: em ägua saturada de cal, umidade relativa de 75% e de 33%. As pastas 
de cimento endurecido foram submetidas a exame em värias idades, de 1 a 90 dias, para determi- 
nacäo dos graus de hidratacäo e distribuigäo de tamanho de poro por intrusäo de mercurio. Os 
resultados indicaram que deficiencia na umidade ambiental relativa, mais do que о aumento da 
temperatura de hidratagao, ё о fator preponderante que afeta os parametros investigados neste 
estudo. As pastas de cimento hidratado com umidade mais baixa apresentaram grau limite mais 
baixo de hidratagäo e porosidade maior, particularmente em macroporos, em comparagao com as 
pastas hidratadas em ägua.
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INTRODUCTION

The process of cement hydration is 
influenced by a number of chemical and 
physical parameters which may vary from one 
laboratory investigation to another. These 
parameters are naturally varied by the 
widely different ambient conditions under 
which concrete is produced and they are 
intentionally altered and controlled, to 
some advantage, by various concrete 
production techniques.

The variations in the chemical and 
physical parameters result in the formation 
of hydration products which differ in 
chemical composition, physical structure 
and porosity, thereby, largely control the 
properties and behavior of hardened cement 
paste, mortar and concrete (1-3)

Hydration temperature in hot weather 
concreting is naturally higher than that in 
cold weather concreting, and in accelerated 
curing technology the temperature of 
concrete elements are further elevated. The 
rates of chemical reactions are accelerated 
by increasing temperature and this is known 
to be true for the hydration of calcium 
silicates and Portland cement. Within the 
range of ambient temperatures encountered 
in concrete construction sites the 
stoichiometry of hydration Is essentially 
unaffected although the composition, 
morphology and the micro- structure of the 
products change somewhat 14-7). The effects 
of temperatures above 100 C, as encountered 
in autoclaving, are quite different and are 
out of the scope of this work.

The temperature dependence of cement 
hydration is influenced by the extent, or 
the degree, of hydration. Increased 
temperature of hydration results in more 
rapid initial rates and the difference in 
the degree of hydration between warm and 
cold pastes decreases with time (1,3-7). 
Ultimately, the difference is small, and 
even though some workers have reported the 
warmer pastes attaining a greater ultimate 
degree of hydration (1,4,8-10) others have 
found the colder hydration resulting in a 
higher percentage (1,4,11-15).

The degree of hydration of calcium 
silicate or Portland cement pastes are 
measured by a number of methods including 
the determination of the heat of hydration 
and the water of hydration, or the non- 
evaporable water content, and by the 
quantitative X-ray diffraction techniques. 
Brunauer and Kantro (12) consider the 
former two techniques as indirect and 

unreliable due to the changes in the 
composition of the calcium silicate 
hydrates in the course of hydration. 
However, Lea (1) has reported that the 
results of the different methods are 
reasonably similar-, and Berger et al (16) 
have employed the latter two methods 
without differentiating

The effect of hydration temperature on 
the pore structure of calcium silicate 
hydrates was investigated by several 
workers who analysed pore size distribution 
and surface area measurements obtained from 
adsorption data (15.17-19). Considering 
that the results of these analysis give an 
inadequate characterization of much of the 
pore structure of hardened cement paste. 
Diamond (10) employed mercury intrusion 
porosimetry in his work on cement pastes 
hydrated in 1ime saturated water at 6 and 
40 C. Diamond reported the degree of 
hydration, density, total porosity and pore 
size distribution of the specimens and 
concluded that '' Initially. the pastes 
hardened at low temperatures have much 
coarser pore size distributions, but by a 
month the differences are small. After a 
year the distributions are identical except 
in the range below several hundred A, where 
the pastes hydrated at the low temperature 
show a negligible content of pores." <10).

The results of water and nitrogen 
adsorption and mercury intrusion 
porosimetry tests were combined by Bentur 
(22) who concluded that the tricalcium 
silicate pastes which were hydrated at 4 
and 25 C had similar, but not identical, 
pore structure. Increasing the hydration 
temperature to 65 C caused coarsening of 
the pore structure which was exhibited by 
an increase in macropore volume at the 
expense of mesopore and micropore volumes. 
These changes were not accompanied by
changes in total porosity, suggesting that 
the shifts in pore structure are the result 
of rearrangement of the growing hydration 
products rather than change in their volume 
(22) .

While the above investigators explored 
the effect of temperature on the hydration 
and porosity of cement paste the specimens 
were kept in water or 100% relative 
humidity. In many practical cases, 
particularly in hot and dry environment, 
the cement paste in hardening concrete can 
not be kept saturated for prolonged 
periods. It is known that hydration of 
cement practically stops below about 80% 
internal relative humidity (l-3>. when 
partial drying occurs during hydration
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originally water-filled spaces empty and 
deposition of hydration products cannot 
then occur in such spaces <13>. Verbeck and 
Helmuth (13) stated that differences in the 
pore size distributions would be expected 
depending upon whether the paste was 
saturated or allowed to dry; however, 
relevant data has not been reported.

In the present work. the effect of 
simultaneous changes in the temperature and 
the relative humidity of the curing media 
on the hydration and porosity of pure 
cement paste was investigated. Two 
different temperatures, 17 and 37 C. were 
maintained during mixing as well as in the 
three different curing media; in lime 
saturated water, 75% and 33% relative 
humidity. The degrees of hydration and 
mercury intrusion pore size distrubutions 
of the hardened pastes were determined at 
various ages from one to ninty days.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The cement used in this study was a 
commercial ordinary Portland cement of 
335m2.kg specific surface. The oxide 
composition was 20.37% SiO^, 5.52% Al^O^, 
3.78% Fe.,03, 61.71% CaO, 2.5 1% MgO and 
2.A2% SO“.*  Insoluble residue was 0.45% and 
the ignition loss was 2.30%.

Distilled water and cement were mixed 
at a water/cement ratio of 0.6 while 
keeping all materials and equipment at 17 
or 37 C within ^2 C. Mixing was done under 
vacuum in order to avoid entrapped air 
bubbles (23), and the pastes were cast into 
cylindrical molds (discs) 12mm in diameter 
and 3mm in height. The molded pastes with 
uncovered tops were immediately placed in 
humidity-temperature cabinets controlled at 
75% and 33% relative humidity and 17 and 
37 C. The specimens were demolded the next 
day and some of those kept in the 75% 
relative humidity cabinets were placed in 
lime saturated water at 17 and 37 c while 
others were kept in the cabinets.

At the end of the curing periods a 
number of hardened cement paste discs were 
removed from the curing water and cabinets, 
they were oven-dried at 105*5  c, and kept 
in desiccators until further testing.

The specimens of various ages were 
ignited at 1050*50  C to determine the non- 
evaporable water content. The ratio of this 
to the nonevaporable water content of the 
paste completely hydrated with excess water 
in a ball-mill indicates the degree of 
hydration of the specimen.

The pore size distributions of the 
specimens were determined by mercury 
intrusion porosimetry; now a widely used 
technique which is capable of measuring the 
widest range of pore sizes. This method is 
particularly useful in comparative studies 
rather- than in the analysis of complex 
(non-cy1indr1 cal) pore geometries (24).

The mercury porosimeter used in this 
work was capable of exerting a maximum 
pressure of 414 MPa, thereby intruding 
pores as small as 2.1 nm in diameter when 
the contact angle of mercury on hardened 
cement paste is taken as 1170 (io).

The oven-dried hardened cement paste 
discs were broken into four quarters, and 
one quarter from four discs were collected 
and tested in the porosimeter. For each
different set of specimens another test was 
run on four more quarters collected from 
four other discs. Thus, the pore size 
distribution curves reported in this work 
generally represent the average of eight 
samp 1 es.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The degrees of hydration of the cement 
pastes cured in lime saturated water 
(reported as 17 C-w and 37 C-W curves in 
Fig. 1) indicate that higher temperature 
increases the early hydration rate. After 
about 10 days the paste hydrated at lower 
temperature attains greater degree of 
hydration although the difference at the 
end of 90 days is only 4%. This observation 
is in line with several earlier reports (1, 
4,8-10 > .

When the relative humidity of the 
curing medium is reduced to 75% and 33% 
hydration practically ceases within 14 
days. In 75% relative humidity greater 
degree of hydration is attained throughout 
90 days of curing at the higher temperature 
It is implied that the initial greater 
hydration accomplished under these 
conditions has played a dominant role in 
determining the ultimate degree of 
hydration. *The  reverse is true when the 
relative humidity is only 33%; the higher 
initial hydration is not high enough, 
whereas the slower loss of moisture from 
the cooler paste allows it to attain a 
greater degree of hydration after about 5 
days.

Another important result illustrated 
in Fig. 1 is that the differences, or the 
reductions, in the relative humidity of the 
curing media, rather than the differences
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in hydration temperature, are more 
influencial in determining the degree of 
hydration of the cement paste. Regardless 
of the curing temperature, the pastes kept 
at 33^ relative humidity are hydrated only 
about half as much as those cured in water.

The mercury intrusion . pore size 
distributions of the pastes hydrated for 7, 
28, and 90 days are presented in Fig. 2. 
Naturally, the pastes cured at below 
saturation humidity have greater pore 
volume than those hydrated in water. 
Regardless of the curing period and 
temperature. the lower is the relative 
humidity the larger is the total pore 
volume intruded. Moreover, it should be 
noted that the deficiency in the relative 
humidity has increased particularly the 
volume of pores greater than 0.030Um in 
diameter, defined as macropores (25>. This 
indicates the lack of hydration and 
deposition of products in these pores since 
they are subject to greater loss of 
capillary water by evaporation.

Table 1. obtained from Fig.l, shows the 
changes in the total intrusion and macro
porosity under different conditions for 
various periods. With increasing age. the 
pastes hydrated in water at 17 c or 37 C 
show a reduction in total intrusion. as 
well as in the volume and volume percentage 
of macropores.

Table 1. Total intrusion and macroporosity 
of hydrated cement pastes

Curing
Period and
Conditions

Total 
Intrusion.

cm 3 / g

Macroporosity

cm3 'g
% of total

1n trusion

7d/W/17 C 0.248 0.176 71
28d/W/17 C 0.227 0.143 63
90d/W/17 C 0.205 0.128 62

7d/75%/17 C 0.270 0.218 81
28d/75%/17 C 0.259 0.236 91
90d/75%/17' C 0.242 0.231 95

7d/33%/17 C 0.276 0.263 95
28d/33%/17 C 0.265 0.258 97

7d/W/37 C 0.260 0 . 178 68
28d/W/37 C 0.242 0.164 67
90d/W/37 C 0.223 0.131 59

7d/75%/37 C 0.287 0.260 91
28d/75%/37 C 0.284 0.270 94
90d/75%/37 C 0.271 0.264 97

7d/33%/37 C 0.293 0.282 96
28d/33%/37 C 0.291 0.282 97

In the pastes hydrated in 75% and 33% 
relative humidity the volume percentage of 
macropores increases as curing time and 
temperature increase. The volume of the 
macropores also increases with increasing 
hydration temperature. However, the volume 
of the macropores of the pastes hydrated in 
75% relative humidity increases as time 
increases from 7 to 28 days, and then 
decreases slightly at 90 days of hydration. 
The total- and macro-porosity of the cement 
pastes hydrated in 33% 'relative humidity, 
and particularly at the higher temperature, 
show little or no change beyond 7 days.

The above analysis confirms that "we 
may thus expect differences whether the 
paste was kept saturated,., or allowed to 
dry..." (13). The present work has shown 
that when a cement paste is allowed to dry 
the macroporosity is altered more than the 
total intrusion. Furthermore, the influence 
of the deficiency in the relative humidity 
on the pore size distribution of hardened 
cement paste is substantially greater than 
the effect of the increase in the hydration 
temperature.

CONCLUSION

The decrease in the relative humidity 
of the curing media «from saturation to 75% 
and 33%* predominantly influences the 
hydration and porosity of hardened cement 
paste whereas the increase «n the hydration
temperature (from 1 * to 37 c> lias a I ess
pronounced effeet.

The degrees of hydration reached in 
cement pastes cured at 75% and 33% relative 
humidity are only about two-thirds and 
one-half, respectively, of that attained in 
the pastes hydrated in lime saturated water 
for 90 davs. The pastes cured at 17 C in 
water and in 33% relative humidity hydrate 
slower initially, but reach higher ultimate 
degrees of hydration than the corresponding 
warmer pastes. Hvdration in 75% relative 
humidity results in higher initial as well 
as ultimate degree of hydration in the 
warmer pastes.

The deficiency in the humidity of 
curing increases the volume of pores 
intruded by mercury in hydrated cement 
pastes. The increase is more pronounced in 
the volume of pores greater than 0.030pm in 
diameter. This is accountable by the fact 
that, if drying occurs during hydration, 
larger pores empty due to evaporation of 
capillary water, and hydration products 
cannot be deposited in such spaces.
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HVIRAIION Of CEMENT PASTES AT 37 CНУММТЮМ Of CBffM PASTES AT 1? c

FIGURE 1 - Degrees of hydration of Portland cement pastes hydrated 
at different temperatures and relative humidities.
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Relationships Between Ettringite and Chloroaluminate, Strength, and Expansion in Paste Mixtures

SUMMARY: As part of a study of cementitious mixtures for underground sealing and isolation of nuclear wastes 
there was concern about the stability of ettringite and tetracalcium aluminate dichloride-10-hydrate 
(chloroaluminate) and the effects of the stability of these phases on such factors as strength and expansion 
of candidate mixtures. Therefore, a series of paste mixtures using a portland cement, plaster of parls and 
two levels of water content with or without the presence of fly ash, ground granulated iron-blast furnace 
slag, silica fume, or natural pozzolan were made; four mixtures contained sodium chloride instead of plaster 
of parts were also made.

Specimens from these mixtures were stored at different temperatures and monitored at different ages up to one 
year for phase composition by X-ray diffraction (XRD) , for compressive strength, and for restrained expansion

The most significant finding was that since loss of ettringite crystallinity at about 100°C, as determined by 
XRD, did not affect either compressive strength or expansion significantly, the thermal stability of 
ettringite in this temperature range need not be a concern for repository sealing use of cementitious 
mixtures. Other findings were:

a. Some ettringite was destroyed at about 75°C while that in other mixtures persisted to about 100°C.
The higher stability seemed to relate to impurity, but this could not be definitely proved by XRD. '

b. If a long-term source of alumina is available and other necessary ingredients are present, new
ettringite may continue to form for at least a year. ’

c. Once ettringite had been destroyed by heat, it did not tend to reform under moist storage conditions 
at room temperature.

d. When ettringite was destroyed by heat, tetracalcium aluminate monosulfate-12-hydrate 
(monosulfoaluminate) did not replace it. Instead there was sometimes formation of hydrogarnet after heating 
to 100°C.

e. Conversion of ettringite to chloroaluminate in the mixtures containing salt ranged from none to 
complete at 23°C with some coexistence for a year. In no case did ettringite replace chloroaluminate.

Cano parte de im_estudo de mlsturas cimentosas para vedagäo subterräiea e isolagäo de reieitos nuclea
tes, for levantada a questao da estabilidade da etringita e do dicloretc^lO-hidrato de aluminate tetracälcico 
(cloroaluminato) e dos efeitos da estabilidade destas fases sobre fatores tais сото resistencia e das 
misturas concorrentes. Por isso foi feita uma serie de misturas de pasta usand^se urn cimento portland, plaster 
ae peris, e dois niveis de teor de agua can ou sem a presenga de cinza volante, escoria de alto fomo de ferro 
granulada moiaa, microsilepa, ou pozolana natural. Tambän foram feitas quatro misturas contendo cloreto de so- 
uxo em de plaster de paris.

Especines destas misturas foram guardados a temperaturas diferentes e monitorados em diferentes 1 dad.es 
ate 1 ano, atraves de difragao de raio X (XRD) no que tange ä cotposigäo de fase, resistencia a mmprpRg5o e ex- 
pansao restrmgida.
шлОл tendencia maissignificativa foi que, uma vez que a perda de cristalinidade da etringita a cerca de 

C, confome determinagao por XRD, nao afetou significativamente nem a resistencia ä cotpressäo nem a expan- 
sao, a estabilidade termica da etringita_nesta faixa de temperatura näo ё necessariamente urn problema para о uso 
ue misturas cimentosas na vedagäo de depositos. Outras tendencias foram:

a. Parte da etringita foi destruida a cerca de 75OC, enquanto a de outras misturas perdurou ate cerca de 
100 C. A estabilidade maior pareceu estar relacionada com a impureza, mas isto näo pode ser definitiva- 
mente provado por XRD.

b. Se houver disponibilidade de fonte de alumina a longo prazo e outros ingredientes nenes^rins estiver ar. ' 
presentes, pode continuar a haver formagäo de etringita nova por pelo menos urn ano.

c. Una vez destruida a etringita pelo calor, eia näo tern tendencia a se refazer sob candigoes de armazenagem 
umida a temperatura da sala.

d. Tendo side a etringita destruida pelo calor, о nonossulfato-12-hidrato de aliminato tetracälcico (monossul 
fpaluminato) näo a substitui, Ao inves houve algumas vezes forraagao de hidroqranada aoos acmecimAntn я- 
100 C. 4 a

e. A conversäo de_etringita em cloroaluminato nas misturas contendo sal foi de zero a canpleta a 23°C 
alguma coexistencia por urn ano. Bn nenhum caso a etringita substituiu о cloraluminato". '



INTRODUCTION

Present plans for underground disposal of nuclear 
wastes In the U.S. call for the use of expansive 
hydraulic cementitious systems to seal off access 
to these wastes. Since these sealing materials are 
expected to experience elevated temperatures of up 
to about 100°C there was concern about the possible 
effect of such temperature on the products that 
produce the expansion (ettringite, 
chloroaluminate*).  Therefore, work was done to 
study the stability of these phases and the effects 
of their destruction on such parameters as 
compressive strength and expansion (Buck, Burkes, 
and Poole, 1985).

СаЗОц 1/2HjO. It was used to produce an 
expansive cementitious system, (c) Blending 
materials. Each of the following six materials was 
used in an amount to replace 30 percent of the 
cement on a solid volume basis. (1) AD—643(2). 
Granulated iron blast-furnace slag from Maryland.
(2) AD-51 3. Class C fly ash from Colorado. СЗ)

While ettringite has been the subject of many 
Investigations and much discussion, these have 
generally concentrated on different treatments of 
one phase or cement system (Kalousek and Adams 
1951, Jones 1960, Turriziani 196H, Sehweite and 
Ludwig 1968, Roberts 1968, Mather et al 1978, 
Taylor and Roy 1980, Ghorab et al 1980, Ogawa and 
Roy 1981, and Mehta 1 972). In general, these 
indicate that ettringite is stable to about 100°C 
at atmospheric pressure and that it is usually 
replaced by tetracalcium aluminate monosulfate-12- 
hydrade and some form of calcium sulfate when it is 
destroyed by heat. Higher pressure will raise the 
decomposition temperature (Ogawa and Roy 1981) and 
vacuum will lower It (Ghorab et al 1980); Burkes 
(unpublished) has also found the decomposition 
temperature is lower in a vacuum. The present work 
tends to differ from other work in that only a few 
things were done to a variety of cement systems 
that might well be used in a nuclear waste 
isolation sealing project. Compressive strength 
and restrained expansion were determined 
concurrently with observation of decomposition with 
temperature elevation.

Considerably less work has been done on the 
behavior of chloroaluminate in a cement-containing 
system (Jones I 960, Turriziani 1964, Sehweite et al 
1968, Roberts 1968, Lea 1971, and Benstead 1977). 
less work was done with chloroaluminate than with 
ettringite.

MATERIALS

Materials used in the ettringite work were as 
follows: (a) Portland cement (RC-BCHSR). This was 
a Class H highly sulfate-resistant oil-well 
cement. Major characteristics were that the 
calculated CgA**  content was low (3 percent) and 
the cement was coarse (2100 cm* 2/g or 210 m2/kg by 
the air permeability test), (b) Plaster (AD-661(2 
and 3). This was a nonretarded alpha form of 

»Tetracalcium aluminate dlchloride-10-hydrate.

*»C = CaO, A = Al203.

AD-629) . Class C fly ash from Wisconsin. (If) AD- 
628) ■ Class F fly ash from California. (5) AD- 
518). Natural volcanic glass from California. (6) 
AD-536(3). Silica fume from Alabama.
(d) Each combination of materials was batched and 
mixed twice. Once with the amount of distilled 
water to produce normal consistency as determined 
by ASTM C 187. Once with enough water to combine 
with all of the alumina in the cement and the 
blending material to form ettringite plus enough 
additional water to allow for the hydration of the 
remaining cementitious solids at a water to solids 
ratio of 0.2.

Finally, four mixtures were made using salt (NaCl) 
to replace the plaster so that expansive product 
would be chloroaluminate rather than ettringite, 
these mixtures were cheeked by XRD only. These 
included one with no pozzolon plus ones with ashes 
AD-513 or AD-628 or slag, all with enough water for 
normal consistency. The mixture with ash AD-513 
(3B(2)) was repeated so strength and expansion 
tests could be made.

PROCEDURE

Ettringite study. Preliminary experimentation 
TndTcäted "that test temperatures 23, 50, and 75°C 
would be satisfactory; the first 29 hours was 
always to be at 23°C. During the work, the 50°C 
temperature was changed to 100°C when it was found 
that 75°C was not high enough to assure destruction 
of ettringite in most of the mixtures.

Both cubes (ASTM C 109) (2 by 2 by 2 in) and 
restrained expansion bars (ASTM C 806) (2 by 2 by 
10 in.) were cast from each mixture and Teflon 
vials were filled for curing at three temperatures 
(four in one case) and testing to 1 year at 12 
different ages. The cubes were to be broken for 
compressive strength, the bars were measured for 
length change and the vial samples were examined by 
XRD. The hardened paste in each vial was removed 
intact, sawed longitudinally, and cut to a 2-in. 
length if needed. After minimal grinding with 
alcohol and abrasive, these sawed surfaces were 
examined by XRD to provide quantitative peak 
intensity data on ettringite, gypsum, and calcium 
hydroxide (CH) by peak height intensities. The 
following seven XRD peaks were covered by XRD if 
present: 9.7-8 * (ettringite), 7.6-8 (gypsum),
7.3-8 (unhydrated cement), 5-9-A (unhydrated 

cement and plaster (?)), 5.6-A (ettringite),
9.9-8 (CH), and 9.7-8 (ettringite). When it is 

not possible to make the XRD examination of a vial 
sample at the scheduled time, the sample was placed 
in methanol and kept in a freezer until it could be 
examined. It has been found that this procedure 
will effectively preserve such a sample for 
extended periods without significant change. In 
addition to this XRD examination of vial specimens, 
two special XRD examinations were made. They 
Included: (a) Addition of an internal standard 
(hornblende) to ground portions of 28-day-old 
Mixture 19 (fume) paste and to 5l-day-old Mixture 



16 (ash 628) paste. The 9.7-8 ettringite peak of 
these powders was then examined using modified 
diffractometer settings to provide better 
determination of this peak position for each paste 
was then corrected by use of the internal standard 
hornblende peak at 8.Ml 8-2 . This was done to 
determine if there was a detectable XRD difference 
between ettringite stable at 75°C (ash) and 
ettringite whose crystallinity was destroyed at 
75°C fume), (b) Vial samples of paste Mixtures 12 
(no admixture) and 17 (no admixture) were placed in 
distilled water at about 23°C (73°F) when they were 
56 and 42 days old, respectively. Both had been in 
the 100°C environment and both had had the routine 
XRD examinations to that time. These two mixtures 
differ only in water content. They were given 
limited XRD examination during this new storage 
condition after 7, 14, 30 days, and about 5-1/2 
months. The intent was to see if the ettringite 
changed at the 100oC storage would reform or new 
phases would form since recognizable new calcium
aluminate sulfate phases had not been formed after 
initial storage at 100°C.

A control mixture was made each time a test mixture 
was made and specimens from the control batch were 
tested for strength only. This provided a measure 
of reproducibility for quality assurance purposes 
and data were not collected beyond 28 days. Since 
fewer specimens were needed, this control mixture 
was made in a smaller mixer. Calculations 
indicated no significant effect on cube strength 
due to use of a different mixer. However, the 
water content of the control mixture was reduced 
from a water to cementitious materials ratio of
0.27  and 0.28 to accompany Mixtures 2 and 3, 
respectively, to 0.22 to accompany all other 
mixtures. Once the 0.22 value was used, this meant 
the control mixture was then the same as Mixture 
12,

The cubes and bars were demolded after the first 24 
hr; the vials were not demolded until they were 
used. All of these specimens were kept in plastic 
bags which were placed in polyethylene 
containers. The containers which held the bars, 
cubes, and vials, which were to be stored at 
elevated temperatures, were immersed in hot water 
of the desired temperature to within 2 to 3 in. of 
the top. The moisture conditions were not always 
as intended. This was particularly troublesome 
with materials stored at 100°C.

Chloroaluminate phase. A few experimental mixtures 
were made to select elevated test temperatures in 
addition to the reference 23°C. Since it was 
obvious that the decomposition temperature of the 
ohloroaluminate was above 100°C (Lea 1971), It was 
necessary to include both temperature and pressure 
In these considerations. Test temperatures of 
ISO’C and 170°C were selected along with 0.17 and 
0.69 megapascals (25 and 100 psi), respectively, 
for use in autoclaves. Four mixtures were made and 
vials were filled for periodic XRD examination. No 
cubes or bars were made from them due to lack of 
storage space in the autoclaves. One mixture was 
repeated to measure strength and length change.

*Angstrcm (8)x0.1 equals nonometres

RESULTS

XRD examination at early ages of a paste made with 
’"portland cement and water showed that ettringite 
crystallinity was destroyed at a temperature of 
75°C. This was the basis for starting the work 
using 23°, 50°, and 75°C. When other work using 
portland cement, water, and plaster with or without 
some of the pozzolans showed that the ettringite 
was stable at 75°C, this was the basis for changing 
from 50° to 100°C so the test temperatures were 
23°, 75°, and 100°C. Since this change was not 
made until Mixture 12 was oast, 10 mixtures were 
tested at a maximum temperature of 75OC and 5 
mixtures were tested at both 75° and 100°C.

The presence and relative amounts of ettringite 
were determined by the presence and intensity of 
the 9.7-8 peak by XRD. A similar procedure was 
used to monitor both gypsum (7.6-8) and C.H 
(4.9-X) , tut these data are not included in 

detail. In general, ettringite was destroyed at 
75°C for mixtures of cement and water only and for 
mixtures containing cement, plaster, water, and 
silica fume (mixtures 10 and 14). It was always 
destroyed for the five mixtures tested at 100°C by 
an age of 14 days; these included two with no fly 
ash, slag, natural pozzolan, or fume; two with fly 
ash (AD-628,629); and one with the silica fume. In 
no case was there any replacement recognizable by 
XRD of ettringite by tetracalcium aluminate 
monosulfate-12-hydrate (monosulfoaluninate) as had 
been expected. Nor was there significant 
reformation of ettringite or any formation of 
sulfoaluminate when samples of two paste mixtures 
(Nos 12, 17) that had been heated at 100°C were 
kept in water at room temperature for 5-1/2 months 
and examined by XRD.

Destruction of ettringite at 75°C in a low-sulfate 
paste consisting only of portland cement and water 
and in a low alumina paste of portland cement, 
plaster, silica fume, and water and its persistence 
above this temperature in the other 13 pastes that 
contained abundant sulfate and alumina or Just 
sulfate suggested stabilization perhaps by a 
compositional variation (Diamond and Lochowski, 
1983). If so, it did not produce any definite 
detectable crystal lattice shift as determined by 
position of the 9.7-8 XRD peak. In general, use 
of two levels of water did not affect the 
ettringite content.

The Increase in amount of ettringite to an age of 
one year, when testing stopped, for all paste 
mixtures except those two (Nos 10, 14) containing 
silica fume demonstrated how long this reaction may 
occur under favorable circumstances. This was 
generally true at 23°, 50°, and 75°C. This was 
also interpreted as showing that alumina was being 
obtained from the glassy portion of the fly ashes, 
slag, and natural pozzolan, over this time period.

Compressive strength data were less satisfactory 
largely because of variation in storage 
conditions. However, there were usually gains with 



increasing age and higher temperature and there was 
no recognizable effect of ettringite destruction on 
strength. The same sort of conclusion was reached 
for the restrained expansion data.

Typical XRD, compressive strength, and restrained 
expansion data are shown in abbreviated Tables 17 
(A, B, C), 13 (А, В, C) and 9 А, В, C); the 
numbering system for these tables is the same as 
that used in the original report (Buck, et al 
1985).

The results for chloroaluminate were less 
satisfactory. However, XRD did indicate that 
chloroaluminate was destroyed at 170°C and 0.69 
megapascal (100 psi) but not at 130°C and 0.17 
megapascal (25 psi).

For the four mixtures made with salt instead of 
plaster, chloroaluminate ranged from not present in 
the cement, salt, and water mixture to coexistence 
with ettringite in the mixture made with fly ash 
AD-628 to preferential replacement of ettringite in 
the mixtures made with fly ash AD-513 and with the 
slag.

CONCLUSIONS

The most significant finding was that destruction 
of ettringite at 100°C did not appear to have 
detrimental effects on compressive strength or 
volume stability of the paste mixtures studied. 
Therefore, there should be no concern about 
destruction of it in expansive cementitious systems 
that may be used for repository sealing 
appli cations.

While fewer results were available for the effects 
of destruction of chloroaluminate on similar 
properties, the same conclusion would seem 
warranted.

Subsidary findings included: (a) agreement with 
previous work about temperature stability of these 
phases, (b) formation of additional ettringite in 
some of these pastes, especially those containing 
fly ash, for at least one year, (e) some 
ettringite was destroyed at 75°C while other was 
stable at that temperature, (d) there was no 
recognizable formation of sulfoaluminate.
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*Cast 17 made Ip July 1982; w/s was 0.34.

Table 1?A
Stand_Persi3tence of Ettringite and 

Gypsum in Cement, Plaster, and Water Mixture* 
by X-Ray Diffraо 11иn* *

Age
Tempenature °r
23 50 75 1 00

2Ц hr - Ettringite 5 - . --
Gypsum 2 __ - - - -

7 day - Ettringite 9 1 3 1 3 5
Gypsum 4 II u ndt

90 day - Ettringite 16 20 1 7 nd
Gypsum 3 3 nd nd

365 day - Ettringite 20 25 20 nd
Gypsum Trace nd nd nd

- Table 13 A
Stability and Persistence of Ettringite and Gypsum 

j:rt. 9r2 As-). 9, and Water
Mixture*  by X-Ray Diffraction

Table 9A
Stability and Persistence of Ettringite and Gypsum 

in Cement, Plaster, Ely Ash AD-628, and Water
Mixture* by X-Ray Dif fraction**

fem Denature
75""

°C
"100Age 23

2-; hr - Ettringite 1 1 -- --
Gy ps urn 16 - - - -

7 day - Ettringite 15 42 Tr
Gypsum i 1 9 ndt

90 day - Ettringite 33 43 nd
Gypsum 7 3 nd

365 day - Ettringite 48 Tr
Gy ps um 7 2 nd

* Cast 1 3 made 5 July 1 982; w/s was 0.43

t units;

A ge
Tempe
23

nature, °C
50 75

2 4 hr - Ettringite 5 -- --
Gypsum 1 4 -- --

. 7 day - Ettringite 10 22 25
Gypsum 1 3 1 3 21

90 day - Ettringite 15 21 1 6
Gypsum 1 3 11 7

З65 day - Ettringite 24 33 29
Gypsum 18 9 7

’Cast 9 made 23 June 1982; w/ s = 0. 34.

**Peak i ntensity values are i n net c'narl
3-7- and 7.6-A peaks.

tNot detected.
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V. ILIOUKHINE,
M. SANITSKI,
S. M3LNIK, Institut polytechnique de Lvov, Institut de cristalloKraphie de 
Moscou, UHSS
PHENOMBN3S CHISTALL0CHIMIQU3S INTBRVENAMT DANS L’HYDRATATION DES MINBHAUX
DU CIMSNT

Lea auteurs ont examine Les facteurs oristallochiiniques determinant l’activite d'hydra- 
tation des mineraux du oiment. Ils ont muntre L'infLuence qu’exercent 1* anisutrople des 
Liaisons chimiques dans Les poLyedres de La structure et L’insaturation des efforts de va
lence dans Les anions sur L’hydratatlon des mineraux du cLinker. ILs ont montre La possibi- 
Lite de formation, Lors de L’hydratatlon de C,S, d'hydrosilicates d’une haute basicite, 
analogues structuraux de L’hydroxyde de calcium.

Pour les silicates de calcium, les processus determinant Le m&canisme d’hydratation 
sont: la polycondensation des tetraedres de Si04 dans les hydrosilicates, la lixiviation de 
CaCOHjg et sa cristallisation dans les pores sous forme de portlandite; pour les aluminates 
et les alumoferrites de calciumi la protonisation de tons les 02“ et le passage de Al^*  et 
de Fe^+ de la coordination IV en VI avec destruction totale de la structure cristalline du 
mineral du depart.

Os autores examinaram os fatores eristaloqulmicos que determinam a atividade de hidrata- 
cäo dos minerals do cimento. Eies mostraram a influencia exercida pela anisotropia das liga- 
coes quimicas nos polledros da estrutura e pela insatura<?äo dos esforcos de Valencia nos a
nions sobre a hidrataeäo dos minerals do clinquer. Mostraram a possibilidade de formaeäo, ’ 
quando da hidrataeäo do C^S, de hidrossilicatos com basicidade alta, anälogos estruturais do 
hidröxido de cälcio.

Quanto aos silicatos de cälcio, os processos que determinam о mecanismo de hidrataeäo säo 
a pollcondensacäo dos tetraedros de SiO^ nos hidrossilicatos, a lixiviaqäo de Ca(OH>2 e sua 
cristalizacäo nos poros sob a forma de portlandita;quanto aos alumlnatos e ferroaluminatos de 
cälcio: a protonizagao de todos os O2- e a passagem de Al3+ e de Fe3+ da coordenagao IV em VI 

com destruicäo total da estrutura cristalina do mineral de origem.
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Le principal composant des clments large- 
ment utilises dans la construction, est 
1’oxyde de calcium. Bn etat pur, ce dernier 
entre energiquement en reaction mutuelle 
avec 1’eau et degage une importante quanti- 
te de chaleur d'hydration (65 kJ/mole) en 
un court laps de temps ce qui entratne la 
destruction de la structure du ciment durci 
et rend faible sa resistance (de 0,3 a 
0,5 MPa). Il est possible d'affaiblir 1’ac- 
tivite chimique du CaO grace ä l'evacuation 
de la chaleur d'hydratation, a I'utilisa- 
tion d*adjuvants  chimiques et ä une molli
fication forcee de la masse de I'oxyde de 
calcium par de petits ions ä forte polari
sation (1,2).

L'utilisation de deux premieres voies de 
baisse de I’activite du CaO, I'addition 
d'adjuvants composes de bouillie alcool- 
levure, de carbonate de sodium et d'acide 
borique en comblnaison avec 1* evacuation 
de la chaleur d'hydratation grace au gachage 
de la pate a -15 °C ont permis de porter la 
resistance de la pierre calcaire h 40 MPa. 
Bn ce qui concerne la troisidme voie, on 
1'utilise dans le procede technologique de 
production des ciments de calcium. Pendant 
la cuisson de ces derniers, on introduit 
dans le reseau du CaO de petits ions tels 
que Si^*,  Al^+, Fe^+ et d’autres ce qui 
donne une fixation partielle ou complete 
de 1'oxygene par les elements integres. 
Cela permet de limiter la vitesse du pro
cessus de protonisation et d'etablir 1'ac- 
tivite du liant obtenu.

Pour definir 1'essence cristallochimi- 
que du processus d'hydratation des ciments, 
il est necessaire d'examiner 1* interaction 
des min6rais de clinker et de I'eau durant 
I'etablissement de la structure cristalline 
des phases d'hydratation. Le resultat de 
telles reactions est I'apparition de cris- 
tallohydrates avec un systems de liaisons 
d'hydrogens. Aussi, I’activite hydraulique 
des Hants est-elle determines par la capa- 
cite des composes de permettre, durant la 
röaction avec H^O, I’etablissement des con
tacts grace A la liaison d'hydrogdne. Du 

point de vue de la cristallochimie, il 
s'agit de la possibilite d'attirer les 
anions en tant que donneurs dans le systems 
de liaisons d'hydrogene ce qui est condi- 
tionne par les facteurs d'ordre structural: 
anisotropie des liaisons chimiques dans les 
polyedres structuraux, sous-saturation des 
efforts de valence sur les anions et leur 
action combines (3)»

Pour apprecler les facteurs cristallo- 
ohimiques determinant I’activite d'hydrata- 
tion des minerals de ciment, on a utilise 
les identifications precisees des structu
res cristallines de C^S, J3 - et de - С23, 
C^A, C^AF, Sur la base des donnees 
cristallographiques ont ete calcules les 
efforts de valence transmls par le 
j-cation ä l'i-anion ainsi que les bilans 
formal et local de valence des structures 
cristallines des minerals de ciment.

Dans les structures cristallines des mi
nerals de ciment actifs, les polyAdres de 
coordination sont sensiblement deformes ce 
qui fait qu’ä I’interieur des polyedres 
structuraux se manifeste 1’anisotropie des 
liaisons chimiques et se produit une varia
tion de la resistance des forces de liaison 
unitaires cation-anion. Par exempts, dans 
un tetraedre idealise de SiO^ les efforts 
de valence entre Si-0 se repartissent de 
fa<?on regullAre et constituent 1,000. Ce- 
pendant, dans un tetraedre reel de SiO^ a 
structure cristalline de _^ß- CgS, les 
efforts de valence, grace ä une difference 
de distance entre Si-0, se redistribuent 
entre les anions, et la valeur de 1’aniso
tropie des liaisons chimiques constitue 
dans un tel tetraedre 0,149 tandis que la 
dispersion des valeurs de I'energie de la 
force de liaison unitaire est egale A 66 kJ.

Dans le cadre d'une seule structure cris
talline des minerals de ciment, la force de 
la liaison entre Ca-0 est consideree comme 
I’element le plus faible etant donnA que 
les valeurs moyannes des efforts de valence 
des cations et da la resistance des forces 
unitaires de liaison sont de 2 A 4 fois plus 
faibles dans les Ca-polyedres que dans les
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complexes tetraedrlques de SiO^ et autres. 
IL exlste une interdependance entre les ca- 
racteristlques energetiques de la liaison 
chimique existant dans les Ca-polyedres et 
l’indice de coordination de Gas un accrois- 
sement de ce dernier entrains une reduction 
de l’energie des forces de liaison unitai- 
res et, per consequent, une augmentation de 
l’activlte d'hydratation du mineral comma 
le montre la serie =6-, X -CgS
(4).

Une analyse du bilan local dea valences 
revdle la presence d*anions  d’oxygene qui 
sont sous-satur6s et sursatures par les 
efforts de valence des cations. G’est pour 
les ions sous-satures d’O2“ qua paraissent 
les plus probables la chimisorption de mo
lecules d’eau et la participation dans les 
liaisons d'hydrogene.

L*  influence des facteurs cristalochlml- 
ques sur la vitesse d’hydratation est montree 
dans et -CgS pris ä titre d*example.  
Dans les Ca-octaedres de la structure de 
y-CpS les forces de liaison sont tres pro
ches entre elles (les caracteristiques ener
getiques des forces de liaison unitaires va
riant entre 169 et 206 kJ). Cette structure 
se caracterlse par une saturation formelle 
complete des anions d*oxygene  et une actl- 
vlte d’hydratation minimale. Le passage de 
У a augments 1’anisotropie des liai
sons chlmiques (дВ = 116 kj) et la sous- 
saturatlon des atomes d’oxygene (od conver
gent les Capolyedres ä une coordinence de 7 
et 3) ce qui favorlse finalement son acti
vity.

La principale cause de l’activlte d’hyd- 
ratation elevee de C^S par rapport ä-G2S 
doit etre attribuee ä la conservation dans 
le reseau de C^S de la cinquibme partie des 
atomes d’O qui ne se trouvent pas sous ecran 
de silloium (ne sont pas НУз a Sl^) et 
que des murs en Ca-polyAdres contenant des 
tetraedres de SiO^ reunlssent en un seul 
massif tridlmensionnel alnsl qu'a un dese- 
qulllbrage local de la structure. Un accrols- 
sement du rapport molaire de SiOj dans les 
silicates de calcium amene ä la formation 

d'elements structuraux tels que des dior- 
thogroupes dans la rankinite on des chatnes 
dans la wollastonite OS. La commensurabi— 
lite des aretes des Ca-polyedres et des 
radicaux composes de silicates qui posse- 
dent des liaisons de siloxane Si-O-Si con- 
ditionnent I’elimination des proprletes 
liantes des cillcates de calcium a. faible 
basicite.

Au moment oü commence 1’hydratation du 
principal mineral de clinker C^S 11 se pro- 
duit une dissolution congruente de ce der
nier ä la surface des grains et a lieu la 
formation de riches solutions slcalines A 
une forte concentration d’lons d’OH-. De 
gros complexes d’hydrates Ca(OH)|-n se 
crlstallisent sous la forme d’un tres dense 
assemblage hexagonal d’OH-groupes ой les 
cations de calcium occupant une moitie des 
vides octaedriques, une des couches de 
1'assemblage etant compldtement remplle.et 
1* autre, vide. La solution comports des 
ions de (SiO^)21"" qui s’integrent dans la 
structure du Ca(OH)2 pendant la cristalli- 
satlon de ce dernier.

Dans la structure cristalline du Ca(OH)2 
le couche remplie de calcium possede deny 
vides tetraedriques avec les coordonnees du 
centre (1/3, 2/3, z ой z = 0,85) tandis que 
la couche non remplie en possAde un vide 
octaedrique dont le centre a les coordon- 
nees (0, 0, 1/2) et deux vides tetraedrl
ques (1/3, 2/3, z ой z = 0,65). Dans ces vi
des tetraedrlques formes par des groupes 
hydroxyles peut s'intdgrer le SI4* ce qui 
s'accompagne du remplacement slmultanA de 
quatre ions d’OH- par quatre ions d’O2. Dans 
le premier cas d1isomorphlsme le vide tetra- 
edrique est form6 par des OH-groupes eloig- 
nes 1'un de 1’autre de 2,99 A (cote de 
tetraedre). Alors la distance du centre du 
tetraedre A son sommet constitue 1,83 A, et 
le rayon de la sphere inscrite dans le 
tetraddre est de 0,61 A. Etant donnA que 
lus OH-groupes ne se touchent pas entre eux, 
le rayon du vide tetraedrlque est encore 
plus grand (de 1’ordre de 0,80 A), c'est-A- 
dlre que dans ce vide peuvent s’integrer
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librement les cations de Si4+ dont le rayon 
ionique est de C,39 A. Dans ce cas 11 est 
possible qu’il se forme l'hydrocilicate de 
calcium a la composition de Ca^SiO^J (0H)4 
avec la participation da quatre OH groupes 
appartenant a quatre mailles elementaires 
differentes de Ca(OH)g. Comme le montrent 
les calculs (5), la variation d'intenslte 
des lignes sur les diffractogrammes de 
Ca(OH)2 dans le cas de 1* isomorphisme avec 
integration est faible par rapport ä celle 
enregistree dans le cas de portlandite pure.

Dans les silicates, la distance entre 
Si-0 varie generalement dans les limites de 
1,54 a 1,69 A. Dans le s cas que nous sommes 
en train d’examiner, eile constitue 1,35 et 
2,10 A, c’est-ä-dire, les anions sont eloig- 
nes l’un de l’eutre ä des distances superi- 
eures ä la valeur du cot6 qui ferme le SIO^ 
potential et, done, le principe geom^triqua 
de commensurabilite exige une nouvelle reu
nion de "molecules" de SiOg. Pour les struc
tures ä. enveloppe d'hydrate, eile se realise 
sous la forme d'un diorthogroupe statique 
de Si20r, (6). II se produit alors une recon
struction de la structure de Ca(OH)2« De nou- 
veaux hydrocilicates qui se forment sont ega- 
lement instables tout en conservant les ele
ments structuraux de l'hydroxyde de calcium 
ce qui est enregistre par de differentes 
methodes d* etude. Sur les spectres infrarous*  
ges ce changement s'exprime par un deplace
ment progressif de la bande d* absorption des 
tetraödres de SiO^ dans le sens d’accroisse- 
ment des nombres d'onde, sur les derivato- 
grammes par un deplacement des effets en- 
dothermiques dans le sens d’augmentation des 
temperatures et sur les diffractogrammes, par 
la formation et une augmentation ininterrom- 
pue de trois halos portant une rangee de lig
nes accentuees dans les domaines 20 jusqu'ä 
14, de 26 ä 36° et de 50 ä 52°.

Les resultats des etudes de spectroscopie 
infrarouge, des etudes thermiques et radio- 
graphiques ainsi que les donnees de calcul 
citees doivent etre consideres кл-эе preuve 
de la justesse du processus inc.ique de disso
lution congruente du silicate +,.т -sie ique 

accompagnee de la formation d'hydrocili
cates de calcium ayant la structure de 
l'hydroxyde de calcium. Les processus de
terminant le mecanisme ulterieur de l’hyd- 
ratation du C^S sont: polycondensation des 
tetraedres de Si04 dans les hydrocilica
tes de calcium, lixiviation du Ca(OH)2 et 
sa cristallisation dans des pores sous la 
forme de portlandite (1,2).

La plus haute reactivite du C^A parmi 
les minerals de clinker durant le proces
sus d1hydratat ion est due ä une brusque 
anisotropie des liaisons dans les Ca-poly- 
edres et un desequilibrage local de la 
structure: 2/3 des atomes d'O deviennent 
sous-satures et ceux d'0(3) et d'0(5) le 
sont a un assez haut niveau. Hn meme 
temps, les atomes en pont d’0(1) et d*0(2)  
sont sursatures et leur participation dans 
les liaisons d'hydrogene exige une recon
struction de la structure cristalline. Le 
mecanisme d'Hydratation des aluminates de 
calcium est determine par deux processus: 
protonisat 1on de tous les 0^ et passage 
de l'Alj+ de la coordination IV ä la coor
dination VI. Il en resulte une destruction 
complete de la structure cristalline des 
minerals de depart tandis que les couches 
de portlandite de la composition de 
[jCC82A1 (OHjouent le role de forma— 
teurs de structure pendant la formation des 
phases hydratees.

L’activite d’hydratatlon des ferrites 
et des alumoferrites de calcium s'explique 
avant tout par une metastabilit6 de la co
ordination tetraedrique des atomes de fer 
dans le Gpf, d*aluminium  et de fer dans 
les alumoferrites de calcium et par une 
sous—saturation des atomes d'oxygene dans 
ces complexes (7). Les differences entre 
les structures electronlques de Fe^+ et 
d’Al font que le caractere de formation 
des hydrates des ferrites et des alumofer
rites de calcium differs avec 1'age de dur- 
clssement: les produits d'Hydratation de 
^2® "*  I03 errites de calcium - sont 
des hydrates Instables du point de vue de 
la structure et se decomposent en Ca(OH)2
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et en hetite об-FeOOH; la substitution 
d’une part le d’lons de Fe^*"  par ceux 
d’Al^*"  dans leur composition stabilise 
les phases cubiques et hexagonales des 
alumoferrites hydrates de calcium.
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Improvement of the Aggregate-Cement Paste Transition Zone by Grain Refinement of Hydration Products

2.3
АЖЫОКМТОЫ DE LA Z(KE DE TRANSITION DU GRANULAT-PÄTE DE CLMENT PAR REDUCTION DES GRAINS DES PRODUTTS
D 'HYDRATATION

SUMMARY: The weakest component in hardened portland cement concrete is generally the aggregate-cement paste transi
tion zone, and one of the primary causes of this weakness is the presence of very large crystals of calcium hydroxide with c- 
axis preferrentially oriented in a direction normal to the aggregate surface. It is expected, therefore, that everything else 
remaing the same, the strength of a concrete would be improved by grain refinement, i.e. replacement of large crystals by 
smaller ones.

Three case studies where the transition zone is improved by grain refinement are described in this paper. Two of those 
studies show how grain refinement is achieved when the composition of the cement is suitably modified. One case study 
shows how a similar effect is achieved by chemical interaction between the aggregate and cement hydration products.

SLMÄRIO

О componente mais fraoo an um concreto erdurecldo de cimento Portland e, geralnente, a zona de transigao 
entre о agregado e a pasta de cimento; tma das causas principals deste fenöneno e a presence de grandoc cris- 
tais de hidröxido de cälcio con о eixa preferencialnente orientado con uma diregao perpendicular ä superficie 
do agregado. Portanto, e de se esperar que, mantendo-se constante os outros parämetros, a resistencia do con
creto pode ser melhorada atraves de refinamento do tamanho dos cristais, isto e, substituicao de cristais gran
ules por cristais mem res.

Este artigo descreve tres casos onde a zona de transigäo ё rrelnorada atraves de refinamento do tamanho 
dos cristais. Dois desses casos demonstram сото о refinamento dos cristais e obtido quando a cotnposicäo do ci
mento ё nodificada adequadamente. О terceiro caso mostra сото um efeito similar ё obtido pela interagäo juimi- 
ca entre о agregado e os produtos da hidratagäo do cinento.
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Introduction

The control of microstructure to achieve desired behavior is at 
the heart of materials engineering today. For instance, metallurgists 
obtain the desired toughness or strength of a metal by a precise tailor
ing of the microstructure. This has not been possible with concrete 
because of the highly complex microstructure which cannot be easily 
determined and controlled.

There is a strong motivation to study the transition zone 
between aggregate and cement paste because it is often the phase 
where microcracks first develop (1). The microstructure of the solid 
hydration products in the transition zone is different from the bulk 
matrix, mainly due to a higher water/cement ratio caused by internal 
bleeding (2).

The surface effect produced by the aggregate result in a cement 
paste with a higher w/c ratio in the transition zone, causing the 
development of a different crystal morphology as compared to that of 
the bulk matrix. The microstructure of the transition zone for a port
land concrete at early ages is diagrammatically represented in Fig. 1. 
The cement grains dissolve to ions that easily diffuse to the higher 
water-cement ratio paste around the aggregate interface. These ions 
precipitate larger crystals with a better developed morphology than 
the matrix because due to a higher porosity in the transition zone, 
there is more space available for crystal growth. The calcium hydrox
ide crystals thus formed have a preferential orientation, with the c- 
axis perpendicular to the aggregate surface.

VSLOaDED concrete specimen
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Fig. 1 
Transition Zone

Fig. 2
Typical Morphology of the Hydration Products over the Aggregate

Fig. 2 shows the typical morphology of the hydration products 
over the aggregate surface. The flat dark zone is the aggregate surface: 
the reticular products arc CSH, and the lumps are composed of 
cement grains surrounded by hydration products. The topology 
resembles a lake (aggregate), a valley (CSH), and hills (outer products 
of cement hydration). This picture is reversed on the cement paste 
side producing a plateau, a valley, and a depression respectively. The 
plateau, shown in Fig. 3, is formed by a film of calcium hydroxide 
(CH) oriented with the c-axis normal to the aggregate surface. The 
valley is constituted of CSH, and the depression is the empty zone 
produced either by natural porosity or by pull-out of cement grains 
surrounded by hydration products.

Fig. 3
Interface Morphology on the Cement Paste Side

Being in direct contact with the aggregate surface, the calcium 
hydroxide crystals form almost a continuous film with c-axes normal 
to the surface. This phenomenon has been reported by many 
researchers, including: Farran and Maso (3), Buck and Dolch (4), 
Hadley (5), Barnes (6), and Grandet and Ollivier (7). Fig. 4 is a scan
ning electron micrograph showing how cracks develop parallel to the 
sheet-structure of CH demonstrating that this cleavage plane can be 
problematic if higher strengths are to be achieved.

It follows, therefore, that the strength characteristic of a port
land cement would be enhanced if large grains of calcium hydroxide 
present in the transition zone are either eliminated or reduced in size 
(i.e. undergo grain refinement). In this paper the results of three case 
studies involving grain refinement are described. The first case study 
describes the grain refinement that occurs when a portland-pozzolan 
cement containing condensed silica fume is used. The second case 
study describes the grain refinement when, instead of portland

Fig. 4
Cracking in CH Crystals



cement, a Type К. cement is used. It may be noted that Type К 
cement is a modified portland cement containing CVls.S'.which reacts 
with calcium hydroxide and calcium sulfate to form ettringite. The 
third case study describes the grain refinement which takes place 
when, instead of silicious rock, carbonate aggregate is used.

Transition Zone with Cement Containing Silica Fume

The use of silica fume in fresh concrete introduces a series of 
beneficial effects: it increases cohesion and reduces bleeding and 
segregation. Some of these parameters have a major influence in the 
development of the transition zone microstructure, it should be 
noted that typically silica fume has an average particle size of less 
than 1/100 of that the anhydrous cement grain, therefore its introduc
tion will affect the physical arrangement of the system, particularly 
near the aggregate surface where a higher porosity exists. Also the 
pozzoianic nature of the silica fume will influence the microstructure 
of the transition zone, because in this region a large amount of cal
cium hydroxide would have been consumed by the pozzoianic reac
tion.

Based on a X-ray diffraction method (7) for determination of 
the transition zone thickness, the transition zones for both systems 
with and without silica fume were measured. Fig. 5 shows that a 
remarkable decrease of the transition zone thickness occurs when sil
ica fume is used. Evidently this ’decrease is associated with both the 
pozzoianic reaction and a local reduction of water/ccment ratio (thus 
reducing the differences between water/cement ratios of the bulk 
cement paste and the transition zone cement paste).

DISTANCt KROM THE IN 1 FRF ACE, MICRONS

Fig. 5
CH Preferential Orientation Over the Transition Zone

Fig. 6
Pozzoianic Reaction on the CH Film

Some silica fume particles react quickly during the early stages 
of hydration while others are only partially dissolved at the test age. 
Continued pozzoianic reaction with the CH film, forming CSH on top 
of the film, is shown by the scanning electron micrograph in Fig. 6. 
However, some silica fume particles, or their pseudomorphs, appear ■ 
to get engulfed in the CH film. The effect of these particles on the 
mechanical behavior of the film is not known, although it might be 
anticipated that these particles will reinforce the film. The scanning 
electron micrograph in Fig. 7 shows the silica fume particles around a 
crack (probably due to shrinkage) in the film. It can be seen that the 
particles are fairly well distributed and that they bridge the crack at 
various points. This process consumes energy, and therefore the par
ticles play a toughening role on the film. However, it should be noted 
that this is a local toughening effect; the global toughness of the speci
men will depend on a variety of other factors such as the size of flaws, 
the morphology of crystals, etc.

In summary, the addition of silica fume to cement paste seems 
to have the following effects on the transition zone: First, less free 
water is accumulated al the interface during the casting of the speci
mens. Secondly the pozzoianic reaction between CH and silica fume 
causes a reduction in transition zone and thus the preferential orien
tation of CH crystals is considerably reduced.

Fig. 7
Silica Fume Particles Embedded on the Cl I Film

Transition Zone with Type К Cement

Many researchers have observed that at a given water/cement 
ratio the compressive strengths of Type К cement concrete is often 
higher than the corresponding of portland cement concrete. For 
instance, Polivka and Willson (8) reported that with concretes of 
water/cement ratios within the range 0.4 to 0.65. the compressive 
strength was higher when a Type К cement was used instead of Tvpe 
I portland cement. Monteiro and Mehta (9) investigated the possibil
ity that the higher strength of the Type К cement concrete compared 
to the portland cement concrete at a give water/cement ratio may be 
due to formation of a stronger transition zone in the former case.

In the case of portland cement, large CH crystals with a pre
ferential orientation form a continuous film in direct contact with the 
aggregate surface (Fig. 3); W hereas in the case of Type К cement small 
CH crystals are precipitated with a random orientation on the top of 
a discontinuous CH film (Fig. 8).

In summary, for expansive cement the precipitation of ettringite 
cither in individual crystals or in bunches over the aggregate surface 
prevents the formation of a continuous CH film. A few small CH 
crystals with a preferential orientation are still present, however the 
deposition of CH crystals with a random orientation on their top 
probably reduces the facility of cracks to propagate in this zone. Both 
the high concentration of ettringite and the CH grain refinement in 
the interfacial zone may explain the reported higher mechanical 
strength of Type К cement compared to Type I portland cement.



Transition Zone with a Type К Cement

Transition Zone with Carbonate Rock as Aggregate
The carbonate-cement paste interface has been investigated by 

researchers since Farran (10) pointed out a reaction between this 
aggregate and that the cement paste. He discovered that there was a 
corrosion of the calcite surface and the bond between calcite or 
dolomite and cement paste was better than the bond with other 
mineral aggregates.
, A possibility of reaction in the calcite aggregate-cement paste 
interface exists when the aluminate phases from cement enter into a 
chemical reaction with the carbonate phase of the aggregate. Lyubi
mova and Pinus (11), and Schwiete et al. (12) originally postulated 
this reaction. Later on Cussino and Pintor (13), and Cussino et al. 
(14) showed in the presence of water a reaction between calcite and 
C^A or СдАЕ produces С3А.СС1СО3Л XH^O. More recently Grandet 
and Ollivier (15) reported the formation of CjA.CaCOj.l\H2O by 
the reaction between C3A.\/2CO2.X2H20 and carbonate ions pro
duced by dissolution of calcium carbonate. They also showed the 
“corrosion" of the calcite surface in contact with cement paste.

On this subject a brief report of recent work by Monteiro and 
Mehta (16) is given next. The etching of the calcite can be observed 
as shown in Fig. 9. The imprint of this etching can be seen on top of 
the CH film in Fig. 10. These micrographs show without any doubt 
that there is a chemical reaction between the carbonate rock and the 
cement paste matrix. From the micrographs it appears that the reac
tion is particularly intense where there is direct contact between the 
aggregate and the CH film; no reaction between the calcite and the 
aluminates could be observed by scanning electron microscopy.

Fig. 9
Etching of the Calcite

Fig. 11
XRD Analysis of the Interface with Portland Cement

Also a detailed XRD analysis of the transition zone from 1 day 
to over 1 year was performed. A typical XRD analysis of the inter
face is presented in Fig. 11. The peak at 11.2° 20 ( Cu-Ka ) should 
be noted. Grandet and Ollivier (15) reported a peak at 11.6° 20 
(.Cu-Ka) and proposed that it was due to calcium hydrocar
boaluminate. In this work, however, for all the specimens investi
gated the peak was found to occur at 11.2° 20. Also, it should be 
mentioned that in no case any peak due to the CaA.^CO2.\2H2O 
was obtained.

Since the authors suspected the bond strengthening to be due to 
an interaction between CH and calcite rather than due to the forma
tion of carboaluminates hydrates it was decided to study the transi
tion zone between marble aggregate and an alite cement (which con
tained no aluminate phase).

It was confirmed that the corrosion reaction reported between 
marble and portland cement also developed when alite cement was 
used instead of portland cement. The micrograph shown in Fig. 12 
demonstrates that the calcite etches in the same way when alite 
cement was used.

Again with alite cement an extensive XRD analysis was per
formed on the transition zone from 1 day to 220 days. A typical 
XRD diagram is shown in Fig. 13. It is important to note the pres
ence of the same peak (11.2° 20) which occurs when portland cement 
is used; therefore the traditional explanation of this peak being due to 
a calcium carboaluminatehydrate is not satisfactory.



Etching of Calcite Cast Against Alite Cerent Paste

Fig. 13
XPD Analysis of the Interface with Alite Canent

It was speculated by the authors (16) that instead of a calcium 
carboaluminatehydrate it is probable that the interaction product in 
the transition zone is a calcium carbonate-calcium hydroxide com
plex. It is a known fact that reaction products of the composition 
Mg4(10H>!CO)3HIO and Mg^OH^CO^HjP do exist, but the 
existence of corresponding products containing calcium are difficult to 
synthesize because of experimental difficulties. However, Schimmel 
(17,18) was able to prove the existence of a basic calcium carbonate 
with 1.5 molecules of crystallized water, СазфН^СО^Л.ЬНгО. 
His work showed that the X-ray pattern was extremely sensitive to 
the amount of crystallized water, and when the crystallized water was 
evaporated, the second highest peak was at 11.4° 26, which is very 
close to the one obtained by the authors (16). The small difference in 
XRD diffraction peaks can be attributed to different amounts of crys
tallized water. Therefore it is proposed that the interaction product 
from the dissolutions of calcite and CH is composed of small crystals 
of basic calcium carbonate with a variable content of crystallized 
water. Сиз(ОЯ)2(СОз)2.лЯ2О. In conclusion, the improved mechan
ical strength of portland cement-carbonate rock system is due to 
replacement of large CH crystals in the transition zone withismall cry
stals of a basic calcium carbonate, as shown in Fig. 14.

Conclusions
, Metallurgists have been controlling and improving the quality of 

their products for years by applying the knowledge of crystal size 
effects on mechanical behavior. In concrete technology, this is still a 
farfetched goal, however some important qualitative guidelines can be

established. In the case of Type К cement, for instance it has been 
suggested that the increase of mechanical strength of concrete is 
caused by grain refinement of the calcium hydroxide in combination 
with a higher concentration of ettringite in the transition zone. In the 
case of modified portland cement containing silica fume, the admix
ture acts as an activating site for hydration which causes an overall 
densification and grain refinement in the matrix particularly the tran
sition zone. The transition zone improvement obtained when car
bonate rocks are used, can also be considered as a case of grain 
refinement because the dissolution of large crystals of CH and of cal
cium carbonate originates a network of smaller crystals of a basic cal
cium carbonate.
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COMPATIBILITY OF COPPER FIBRE WITH COMPACTED CEMENT AND LOW THERMAI^SHOCK FATIGUE THEREOF. 2
COMPATIBIIlTTE DE IA FIBRE DE CUIVRE AVEC LE CIMENT COMPACTS, ET LA FATIGUE CORRESPONDANTE SOUS LE FAIBLE CHOC

SIMMARY: This investigation refers to a composite that contained 4% by weight of copper fibre 0.16 rm in dia
meter and 18 ran long, mixed with commercial cement having a water/cement ratio of 0.04 and compActed by con
pression to 35 MPa; thereafter the composite was kept in a moist гост during 7 days. In this way there is ob
tained a material vÄrose strength amounted to about 19 - 24 MPa and that admitted high deformation between brit
tle fracture of the matrix and final collapse. About 150 sanpies of compacted copper - fibre cenent composite 
were prepared and subjected to thermal shock between 283°K and 373°K, coipleting 3000 cycles that caused no rup 
ture but a reduction in mean strength. Fatigue curves were drawn for every 500 - cycle period, and а сотюа- 
nson was carried out with pure conpacted cement paste. Dimensional stability as well as corrosion resistance 
were checked through long-range immersion in hot water (368°K). At last the inclusion of short ductile copper- 
fibres randomly distributed within a brittle cement matrix was able to block the thermal-fatigue process. This 
property is atributed to the fact that the different expansion-coefficients of cement and of copper produce mi 
crocracks and the high deformation admitted by the copper fibres. Evidence of this, supplied by scanning elec
tron microscopy, is gathered through the comparison of samples with and without copper fibres.

SUMÄRIO

de cobre com 0.16 nrn de 
ccnpactado por ccmpres-

Esta investigar;ao se refere a urn ccmposto que continha 4% em peso de 
canprimento misturados can cimento canercial, tendo uma relaqäo ägua/cimento de 
sao de 35 MPa; depois о caiposto foi mantido numa cämara umida durante 7 dias.

fibres
0.04 e

, „ . . .. , . - . „ -------------------——Desta forma, foi obtido urn material cuja resistencia foi de cerca de 19-24 MPa e que admitia uma alta deformaQao entre a fratura fragil da ma
trix e о colapso final. Cerca de 150 amostras do ccmposto fibra de cobre-cimento foram preparadas e subtretidas 
a urn cheque termico entre 283K e 373K, conpletando 3.000 ciclos que näo causaram ruptura algona mas uma reduce 
na resistencia media. Curvas de fadiga foram tracadas para cada periodo de 500 ciclos e uma comparatan can 
pasta pura de cimento conpactado foi realizada.
- - Estabilidade dimensional assim соло resistencia ä corrosäo foram verificadas atraves de longa Imer-

sao em agua quente (368K). Fmalmente, a inclusäo de fibras curtas ducteis de cobre aleatoriamente distribui- 
das na matrix fragil de cimento foi capaz de bloquear о processo de fadiga tennica. Esta propriedade ё atribui 

ao e que os diferentes coeficientes de expansao do cimento e do cobre produzem microfissuras e ä alta 
deformacao admitida pelas fibras de cobre. Evidencia disto, demonstrada por microscopio eletronico de varredu- 
ra, e apresentada atraves de canparacao de amostras can e sem fibras de cobre.

bb
Stempel



INTRODUCTION
The fibre-reinforced cement composites have 

been studied previously^1, However, to the au- 1 
thors' knowledge no information is existing about 
studies using one of the most ductile fibres, namely 
copper fibres; but some work has been made by the 
authors^’ about load transmission between fibres 
and matrix, and the obtainment of the best propor
tion and size for a short ductile copper fibre ran
domly dispersed in the cement matrix. Copper fibre 
has a thermal expansion coefficient quite different 
from that of cement, and microcracks can be formed 
in the matrix; these microcracks can stop the pro
pagation of some fatigue cracks. The main object of 
this work is getting the mechanical and direct mi
croscopical evidence of this fact.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The matrix was made using commercial portland 

cement without additives and having the following 
composition, by weight: 20.02% S, 7.56% A, 3.02% F, 
61.60% C, and 1.80 % M; specific surface of 310 m2/ 
kg, and a retention of 13.6% on a moist 45 pm sieve. 
The fibres used are made of 99.9% pure electrolytic 
copper having a density of 8.9 g/cnP, an elongation 
of 15% prior to fracture, a diameter of 0.16 mm,and 
a maximum ultimate tensile stress afu =400 MPa. The 
coefficient of thermal expansion was 12 x 10'®°C*l  
for cement, and 16.9 x 10'®°C-1 for copper.

The cement mixed with 4% by weight of water 
and with copper fibres was introduced in a rectangt£ 
lar steel mould 0.055 x 0.020 m at the base thereof, 
and compacted applying a pressure of 35 MPa in or
der to get samples 5.5x2.00 cm at the base thereof 
and about 0.40 cm high. This pressure was suffi
cient to produce a good cohesion to the end of 
avoiding handling problems. The specimens were 
then kept in a moist room at 295°К for 24 h. In or 
der that the hydration may proceed as much as possi_ 
tie, the specimens were immersed in water till sati£ 
ration and thereafter they were placed again in the 
moist room for 7 days. The hydration process was 
ended by placing the specimens in an oven at 373°K 
for 24 h to get dry specimens, and then these were 
stored in a dessicator till testing time.

The neat cement paste and the copper-fibre ce
ment composite were subjected to thermal cycling 
through immersion in water so that their extreme 

temperatures varied between ■283°K and 373°K. Each 
heating and cooling cycle lasted two minutes,namely 
one minute at 283°K and one minute at 373°K. The 
sudden temperature difference between the inside of 
the sample and its external boundary originates al
ternating stresses^5) within the fibrocement, thus 
producing fatigue. In order to observe the accumu
lated fatigue, during each 500 -cycle period and 
till compelting 3000 cycl'es there were randomly re 
moved cement paste and fibrocement specimens which 
were then broken through the 3-point bending test 
using a Monsanto tensiometer. Maximum stress at 
fracture was computed using the well known expres
sion <j= (3/2) (PL/bh2) with L=‘3.80 cm and b=2.00 cm, 
h being measured in each case.

Dimensional stability was checked by means of 
immersion in hot water at 373°K during 50 hours for 
copper-fibre cement composite and during 100 hours 
for neat cement paste. Corrosion resistance was ob^ 
served using optical microscopy in specimens over 
two years old, of each one of the 500-cycle periods.

Some specimens of neat canent paste and of fi
brocement were selected and analysed using scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM), with 3000 cycles and 
with zero cycles. The observation was made on fra£ 
ture and polished surfaces. Polished surfaces were 
prepared through grinding with emery paper,and were 
finished by polishing them with micropolish of 
0,05 pm A plus water.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The difference in thermal-expansion coeffi - 

cients of cement and of copper can originate micro
cracks able to modify thermal fatigue because they 
can stop the propagation of fatigue cracks and modi 
fy the mean strength. This analysis is less rele
vant in steel-fibre reinforced cements inasmuch as 
the corresponding thermal-expansion coefficient of 
12x10"6°C-1 has a value similar to that of cement. 
The specimens were tested in the dry state, for the 
zero cycle at 7 days of hydration. However, in many 
instances fatigue response of some composites de
pends on matrix behaviour more directly^). In ad
dition, fatigue accumulated in neat-cement paste 
was analysed.

In cement fatigue^ the first ЗхЮ3 cycles 
of stress are those that count because it is during 
these initial cycles that main fatigue originates.



During the first 3 x10^ cycles, fracture resistance 
is reduced to 90%, and if we take into account that 
after 10^ cycles fracture strength is reduced to 
59% we may conclude that the first 3000 cycles are 
decisive.

Figure 1 shows low thermal-shock fatigue for 
neat-cement paste and for copper-fibre cement compo 
site. The lower full-line curve represents the be
haviour of mean fracture-strength of the paste and 
its dependence on cycle number, while the upper 
full-line curve represents the same thing for the 
composite. Qualitatively both curves obey the same 
phenomenon; during the first 500 cycles a reinfor
cement is observed for both materials, but it impro 
ves the mechanical strength of the reinforced mate
rial more than the neat cement, in comparison with 
this characteristic at the time of manufacture, 
cycle zero. During the following cycles and upon 
reaching the maximum strength the weakening process 
of specimens is started, i.e. fatigue has begun. It 
is probable that an increase in microcracks number 
is produced during the first 500 cycles. However
the inclusion of short copper fibres randomly dis
tributed within the cement matrix has been able to 
block the fatigue process, as shown by the fact 
that the fibrocement curve is not parallel to the 
cement-paste curve and extends far above the same. 
The dash-line curve represents the expected beha
viour of the fibrocement, i.e. only the reinforce
ment, which is shown by this curve running parallel 
to the cement-paste curve. In reference (4) there 
is shown a typical load/deflection diagram for ce
ment without and with reinforcement, and according 
to which, upon a 10% weakening through matrix ruptu 
re, the composite withstands 10 times more deforma
tion without further weakening, and ends with a 
ductile fracture shows in the Figures 2 and 3 by 
means of SEM. This last behaviour corresponds to 
plastic deformation of the fibres and to their ex
traction from the matrix, which means that the fi
bres were capable to absorb fatigue, inasmuch as fa, 
tigue implies that some cracks propagate owing to 
the singularities in the elastic field, but these 
propagating cracks are doing so without weakening 
the material because the fibres have adapted them
selves to crack propagation through plastic defor
mation and they are still resisting; this process 
ends when the crack reaches a microfissure at an 
oblique angle thereto. That is to say, it could be 

possible to decrease fatigue with non-reinforcing 
fibres if there is microfissure production. Besi
des, as low thermal-shock fatigue progresses the 
presence of fibres originates microcracks that do 
not necessarily constitute some disadvantage in 
brittle composites^8), as may be seen in the pre
sent instance. The constitution of microcracks may 
lead to an important increase in composite though - 
ness and, in particular, materials propending to 
microfissuration are perhaps the only sort of en
gineering materials that are suitable under condi
tions requiring high resistance to thermal shock 
and hence good resistance to thermal fatigue.

The neat-cement paste and the copper-fibre ce
ment composite samples submerged in water at 373°K, 
are keeping their volumetric variation around 2%,' 
registered from the first 10 hours till completing 
100 hours and 50 hours, respectively, thus showing 
a high dimensional stability in both materials.

Optical-microscopy observations of copper-fi
bres in samples over two years old showed no corro
sion, and the same result is obtained through immer 
sion in water at 373"K for 50 hours.

Figures 4-10 allow to observe, by means of 
SEM, the fracture and polished surfaces of neat-ce 
ment paste and of copper-fibre cement composite. 
With zero cycles there were observed only a few 
cracks in the neat-cement paste (Figs. 4, 5); but 
in the copper-fibre cement composite a few cracks 
were observed in the cement matrix, and many ones 
near the copper fibres (Figs. 6, 7). With 3000 cy
cles many cracks were observed in the neat-cement 
paste (Figs. 8, 9) but the same few ones in the 
copper-fibre cement composite (Fig. 10). Consequen
tly the presence of copper fibres stopped the ther
mal-fatigue cracks in the cement matrix.

CONCLUSION
The copper fibres were able to absorb thermal 

fatigue, stopped the thermal-fatigue crack and the 
cracks can propagate without weakening the cement 
matrix because the fibres undergo some plastic de
formation that adapts them to this process that 
ends when the crack reaches some microfissure at 
an oblique angle thereto.
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Fig. 1 Variation of mean fracture-strength as a 
function of cycle number. О : neat cement paste;
• : copper-fibre cement composite. Bars indicate 

standard deviation.

Fig. 2 SEM of fracture surface of copper-fibre ce
ment composite with zero cycles, showing normal 
ductile fracture.

Fig. 3 SEM of fracture surface of copper-fibre и 
ment composite with 2500 cycles, showing oblique 
ductile fracture.

Fig. 4 SEM of polished surface of neat-cement pas_ 
te with zero cycles.

Fig. 5 SEM of polished surface of neat-cement pa£ 
te with zero cycles.

Fig. 6 SEM of polished surface of copper-fibre c£ 
ment composite with zero cycles, showing crack near 
copper fibre.



Fig. 7 SEM of polished surface of copper-fibre ce 
ment composite with zero cycles, showing cracks 
near copper fibre.

Fig. 8 SEM of fracture surface of neat-cement pas^ 
te with 3000 cycles, showing typical portlandite 
and tobermorite as hydration products, and crack.

Fig. 9 SEM of polished surface of neat-cement pas^ 
te with 3000 cycles, showing many cracks among puz- 
zolanic particles.

Fig. 10 SEM of polished surface of copper-fibre 
cement composite with 3000 cycles, showing cracks.
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' Investigations on the Zinc/Hydrated-Cement-Paste Interfacial Zone .
. 2.3

Une recherche sur 1'interface entre le zinc et la päte de ciment hydratee

SUMMARY: The comprehensive research on Zinc/Hydrated Cement Paste interfacial zone were studied by using XRD, 
SEM, EPM and DSC. It was found that the thickness of the interfacial zone amounts to about 70,um at a w/s ratio 
0.29. In the whole interfacial zone a new hydrate Ca(Zn(0H)o)2 • 2H20, is present which can be7found mainly in 
the region O-lO.um from the interface. With increasing distance from the interface the quantity of Ca(0H)2 
decreased and its degree of orientation became low. After the adding five percent silica fumes the quantity 
of Ca(Zn(0Hg)2.2H20 in the interfacial zone decreased and it became detectable only in the region 0-30,urn from 
the interface: Both the quantity of the CSH phase and the cleavage strength increased. A structure model of 
the Zinc/Hydrated-Cement-Paste interfacial zone is proposed, and the process and mechanism of formation of 
the interfacial zone is discussed. "

Desenvolveu-se pesquisa abrangente sobre a zona interfacial de Zinco/Pasta de Cimento 
Hidratado, usando-se XRD, SEM, EPM e DSC. Constatou-se que a espessura da zona interfacial e 
de cerca de 70 pun com uma relacäo A/S igual a 0,29. Em toda a zona interfacial hä a presence 
de um novo hidrato Ca (Zn (OH) 3) . 2h2O, o quäl pode ser encontrado principalmente na regiäo de 
0-10 pm a partir da interface. Aumentando a distäncia da interface, diminui a quantidade de 
Ca(OH)2 e seu grau de orientaqäo tornou-se baixo. Depois da adigäo de 5% de microssllica, a 
quantidade de Ca(Zn(OH)g)2-2^0 na zona interfacial diminui e tornou-se detectävel apenas na 
regiäo de 0-30 pm.a partir da interface. Aumentou tanto a quantidade de fase de CSH como a 
resistencia ä clivagem. Propöe-se um modelo de estrutura da zona interfacial Zinco/Pasta de 
Cimento Hidratado e se discute o mecanismo de formacao da zona interfacial.
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Investigations on the Zinc/Hydrated-Cement-Paste Interfacial Zone
2.3

Recently more and more attention has been paid to the 
structure of the interfacial zone between cement 
paste and aggregate and its modification. The efforts 
in this area have been concentrated on the study of 
the interfacial zone between cement paste and rocks 
(1.2). In the field of prestress and reinforced con
crete, zinc coated steel reinforcement is being used, 
however the structure of the zinc-cement paste inter
face has been studied only in a limited extent (3). 
Within this paper data on the structure of the inter
facial zone between Zn and cement paste, as deter
mined by XRD, SEM, DSC, EPM and its modifications 
brought about by silica fume additions are reported.

Experiments
Material s
Zinc plate: purity 99.995%.
Cement: Ordinary portland cement of the following 
oxidic composition: CaO 61.4%, SiO9 18.3%, Al?0, 
6.60%, Fe20, 5.29%, MgO 1.88%, So/1.80%. Ignitwg 
loss 1.8%, and with a spec, surface area of 220 rir/kq 
(Blaine).

Silica fume: A material with 94.7% Si09 and a BET,, 
spec, surface area of 26 m2/g. ^2

Preparation of the samples

In order to eliminate the effect of mechanical inter
locking forces on the cleavage strength of the Zn/ 
cement paste composites, the surface of the zinc 
plate was polished with an alumina polishing powder 
(lyUm in size) to a mirror-like surface.

The type, size and preparation of Zn/cement paste 
composite samples, and the calculations of the 
cleavage strength of the composite samples, were 
described in our previous paper (4). The only diffe
rence consisted in using a zinc instead of an aggre
gate surface.

Results and Discussion

I. The distribution of Ca(Zn(0H)4)7.2H;,0 and of other 
hydrates of cement in the interracial zone.

After the samples were cleavage at the age required, 
the cleavage surface of zinc plate always stickes a 
layer of hydrates about 25-30,urn in thick. Both clea
vage^ faces were used for XRD/EPM, SEM and DSC studies. 
The XRD diagrams of both sides of the composite inter
face showed two strong diffraction peaks with d=3.10$ 
belonging to Calcium hydroxyzincate Ca(Zn(0H),)„.2H90 
with strong orientation, as shown in Fig. 1. This Z 
findings is in line with that of G. Arugie et.al. (5) 
who detected the compound after immersing zinc plates 
in to saturated lime solution. We do the similar ex
periments confirmed it and believe that the 
a(Zn(0H)j)7.2H„0 formed within the zinc/cement paste 

interface is the product of a reaction between zinc 
and Ca(0H)2 formed in the hydration of the cement.

The distribution of the phase Ca(Zn(0H),)?.2H„0 
within interfacial zone analyzed. To doJsb, only the 
second strongest peak d = 6.25 A could be used due to 
an overlapping of the strongest peak d = 3.12 R with 
a peak of Ca(0H)2 d = 3.11 Д. The obtained results for 
a and 28 day old pastes with and without silica fume 
are shown in Fig. 2. (7 day similar to 28days.) From 
19. 2 it is apparent that the distance from the zinc 

surface in which Ca(Zn(0H)3)2.2H20 is still detectable

26 30° 25° 20° 15°CuKa

Fig. 1: The XRD diagram of a composite 
sample on the zinc side

increased with hydration time. On the other hand the 
intensity of the pertinent peak in the vicinity of 
the zinc surface declined with hydration time. This 
decline in peak intensity does not imply necessarily 
a decrease in the amount of the calcium zincate pre
sent as such changes may also be brought about by 
alterations in the orientation of the Ca(Zn(0H),),. 
N,0 crystals in the vicinity of the zinc surface. 
In the presence of silica fume the intensity of the 
Ca-zincate peak declined apparently indicatina the 
formation of smaller amounts of this compound'due to 
a decreased supply of calcium hydroxide.
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Fig. 3 shows the obtained Zn-line scanning data at - 
the,Zn/cement paste interface. The obtained data 
indicate a Zn diffusion distance of about 70,urn 
after 28 days of hydration for both plain cement 
pastes as well as those with silica fume added.
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Fig. 3: Line scanning of EPM on the Zn/cement 
paste interface

The morphology of the zinc/hydrated-cement-paste 
interface was studied by SEM. The pertinent SEM pic
tures are shown in Fig. 4. The only product detected 
at the zinc surface was large quantity of 
Ca(Zn(0H)3)2.2H2O crystals, formed as dense layer, 
as shown Tn^Fig; 4 (a). The morphology of calcium 
hydrxyzincate becomes apparent from picture 4b. The 
fibrous CSH phase at the interface can be seen in 
Fig. 4c. After adding 5% silica fume, the amount of 
the CSH phase increased and became dense as shown in 
Fig. 4d. CafOHlg appeared in form of very small grains 
and was present only in pores of the paste as show 
in Fig. 4e (without silica fume), and f (with 5% 
silica fume). Ettringite was not detected on the 
cleavage surface.

Fig. 5: The typical DSC curves

Fig. 4: Micrograph of the interface of zinc/ 
hydrated-cement-paste under SEM, after 
7 days hydration

F.j.4.

For the study of the distribution of the interfacial 
zone differential scanning calorimetry was employed. 
Some typical DSC curves of the first layer within the 
interfacial zone are shown in Fig. 5. The peaks A,B, 
D and E represent the phases CSH, ettringite, calcium- 
si 1 icate-hydrate and CafOHV respectively. As the peak 
C at 175 °C is absent within the first layer of a 
cement paste in the marble cement paste interface, we 
believe that it belongs to the phase CafZntOHjnJo-^H^O 
We assume that the thermoeffect related to this peak 
is due to the loss of two mols of crystalline water 
from this compound. For semiquantitative evaluation 
of the DSC-recordings the method described in Fig. 6. 
It shows an uneven distribution of the phases involved 
within the zinc-cement paste contact zone. In samples 
with silica fume added the amounts of Ca(0H)2 were 
lower while those of the CSH phase higher.
Ca(Zn(OH)„)г.2H,0 was detectable oflly within the range 
of 0-30,urn from the cleavage interface and its amount 
declined with increasing distance. The results are in 
line with those found by XRD and EPM. The decision to 
attribute the peak A and D to calcium silicate hydrate 
phases is based on a parallel studies an hydrated pure 
tricalcium silicate in which similar peaks were also
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detectable. An addition of 5% silica fume to the 
cement paste resulted in a decrease of the anrount of 
CSH phase {peak A) after 28 days, but the peak D 
increased. The typical curve can be found in Fig. 5. 
The total amount of the calcium silicate hydrates 
were increased. It is favour to improve the bond 
strength.

. 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 Цт
Distance from the cleavage face

Fig. 6: The distribution of hydrates of cement 
in the interfacial zone 
(w/c =0.29, 7 and 28 days)

II- The mechanism of the formation of the zinc/cement 
paste interfacial zone and its structural model

Summarizing the results of XRD, EPM, SEM and DSC, the 
oi lowing mechanism of the formation of the zinc/ 
tent paste interfacial zone and its structure is

Proposed.

After mixing with water, the process of cement hydra
tion,at the contact with the zinc surface is initial
ly similar as that in the bulk cement paste. At the 
same time, the ions Саг+, OH" and Zn2+ diffuse into 
the water film adsorbed on the zinc plate and react 
with each other to form calcium hydrpxyzincate 
(CafZnJOHJgJj.ZHjO. A fraction of Zn2+ dissolved 
from the zinc plate diffuses deeper towards the 
cement_paste and reacts here chemically with Ca2+ 
and OH to produce again Ca(Zn(OH)1);>.2H,0. Due to 
the formation of large quantities Of^Ca(Zn(0H)q)o. 
2H„0, the degree of supersaturation of Ca(OH), 2" 
decreases and thus, additional amounts of Ca(DH), 
must enter the liquid phase. As the result of che
mical reactions among these phases, a dense layer of 
crystalline Ca(Zn(0H),)„.2Ho0 about 10,urn thick forms 
within adsorbed water film at the Zn surface. With 
an increasing thickness and densification of this 
layer, the diffusion of Zn , Ca2+ and OH" gets gra
dually more difficult, and the rate of CafZnfOHVL 
2HgO formation declines. '3z2

In addition to Ca-zincate the interfacial zone also 
contains of calcium hydroxide. This phase crystallizes 
in the vicinity of the zinc surface in larger amounts 
than in the bulk rnatsnial due to a larger space for 
available crystallization in this region. The Ca(OH), 
appears to be intergrown with CSH phase within the 2 
zone.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
•—transition zone —1

СаГ2п(ОН)312-2Н2О

blsemiquantitative distribution

Legend: Ca[Zn(0H)3l2-2H2O 
CSH phase oo^ 
Ca(0H)2 о 
Ettringite // 
роге О

Fig. 7: A structural model of the interfacial zone 
of zinc/cement paste
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The absence of distinct ettringite crystalls close 
to the interface may be explained by the dense struc
ture present here. Fig. 7 shows schematically the 
structure of the interfacial zone. According to this 
concept, the cleavage path that develops un- mecha
nical loading of the interfacial zone progresses 
along the contacting face between the sub-dense layer 
and the more porous bulk of the cement paste.

III. Relationship between the structure of the inter
facial zone and the mechanical behavior

As mentioned above a dense layer of Ca(Zn(OH),)„.2H„O 
about 10.urn thick forms at the zinc surface witnin г 
the interfacial zone. The cohesion between the me
tallic surface and this layer is probably brought 
about by a combination of chemical bonds, van der 
Waals forces and mechanical interlocking. The latter 
phenomenon develops, however, only after the zinc 
surface is partially corroded by the fresh paste. 
Of those the chemical bonding seems to be the main 
factor reponsible for adhesion. On the other hand, 
due to the fact that the surface of the zinc plate 
was polished, the mechanical interlocking probably 
plays only a minor role in developing the bond. In 
spite of its lower density the structure of the sub- 
dense layer is not too different from the dense one. 
Consequently the cohesion between these two layers 
seems to be rather good. On the other hand the inter
face between the sub-dense layer and the bulk paste 
appears to be most prone to failure due to the 
existing structurak differences of these materials.

Fig. 8: The cleavage strength of the composite samples

From Fig. 8 the gradual increase of the cleavage 
strength with age is apparent. This strength increase 
was obviously due to the progressing hydration and 
thus to an increase of the amount of hydration pro
ducts and a densification of the hydrated material 
formed.

Conclusions

1. In the course of hydration a region of particular 
morphology and structure develops at the zinc/ 
portland cement paste interface. This region con
sists of a dense layer about 10,um thick contai
ning mainly crystals of Ca(Zn(0H),)?.ZH-O located 
in the immediate vicinity of the Zinc surface and 
a neighboring "sub-dense” layer containing, beside 
the cement hydration products, still distinct 
amounts of the above calcium zinc hydrate.

2. The mechanism of the formation of the interfacial 
zone can be explained by a "through-solution" 
mechanism, on the basis of which the calcium, 
sulfate, aluminate and silicate ions migrate to 
the water film adsorbed on zinc surface and, 
therefore, the hydrates get precipitated there.
A structure model of Zn/cement interfacial zone 
is proposed, which indicates the possible cleavage 
face during loading.

3. 5% silica fume added to the cement paste densified 
the interfacial zone and thus increase the cleavage 
strength of the composite samples.
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Distribution of Ca(0H)2 and of the CSH phase in the Oolithic Marble/Hydrated Cement Paste intertacidi Zone
La distribution de Ca(0H)2 et de la phase CSH dans Г interface entre le marbre oolithique et la pate de ciment hydratee i-uHuC

gO-< Ci tt , 4/1"у' И. / О X 1Ы

rization 
interfacial

of the CSH-phase and of Ca(0H)? in the Oolithic 
of polymerization of the CSH phase. The specimens 
the interfacial zone the amount of Ca(0H)? is

SUMMARY: DSC and GPC were used to determine the distribution
Marble/Hydrated-Cement-Paste interfacial zone and the degree 
studied were tested at 3,7 and 28 days. It was found that in .... ,_la, LMe allluu„t ur La,uf1,
^creased as compared to bulk material. The distribution of the CSH phase was found to be inhomogeneo^. 
With increasing age the degree of of polymerization increased. The degree of polymerization of CSH phase in 
of CafOmfainafhA°inf1Sfhl-hr than.that m the bulk cement paste. After adding 5% silica fume the quantity 
ot Ca(0H)2 nn the interfacial zone decreased while that of CSH phase increased. The degree of polyme 
increased both in the interfacial zone and in the bulk cement paste. The cleavage strength of the 
zone increased too. ’

Usando DSC e GPC, determinou-se a distribulgäo da fase de CSH e de Ca(OH)2 na zona in 
terfacial de marmore oolftico/pasta hidratada de cimento e о grau de polimerizagäo da fase de 
CSH. Os especimes estudados foram testados aos 3, 7 e 28 dias. Constatou-se gue na zona in
terfacial a quantidade de Ca(OH)2 ё maior em comparagäo com о material granelado. Verificou- 
se que näo ё homogenea a distribuigäo da fase de CSH. Com о aumento da idade, aumenta о 
grau de polimerizagäo. О grau de polimerizaoäo da fase de CSH na zona interfacial e mais al- 
-o do que na pasta de cimento. Depots da adigäo de 5% de microssilica, a quantidade de Ca 
(OH)2 na zona interfacial diminui, enquanto a fase de CSH aumentou. О grau de polimerizacäo 

aumentou tanto na zona interfacial сото na pasta de cimento. ТатЬёт aumentou resistSncia ä 
clivagem na zona interfacial.
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Introduction

The structure of the interfacial zone between calca
reous aggregate and cement paste has been studied by 
several investigators (1-5). Recently Monteiro and 
Mehta published data on the distribution of ettringi
te in the interfacial zone, using a commercial port
land cement and a granite aggregate (6), while simi
lar data on the distribution of the CSH phase and 
portlandite have not been published yet. The latter 
two phases, however, may affect the bond strength 
between cement paste and aggregate significantly.

The present authors studied the quantitative distri
bution of CSH phase and Ca(0H)„ within the inter
facial zone, and the degree of polymerization of CSH 
phase, using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
and gel permeation chromatography (GPC). In addition 
to that the effect of silica fume addition on the 
structure of the interfacial zone was also investiga
ted .

1. Experimental
1.1. Materials

a) Marble: Blackish Jade Marble with Oolite structure;
b) Cement: Ordinary portland cement of the following 

oxidic composition: CaO 61.4%, SiO, 18.3%, Alo0o 
6.60%, FenO, 5.29%, MgO 1.88%, SO, 2.46%, J
L.O.I.  1.80a. Its specific surface area was
220 nF/kg (Blaine).

c) Silica fume: The used materials had a SiO9 content 
of 99.7% and a specific surface area of 25 m2/g 
(BET, M2).

1.2. Testing procedures

For cleavage strength determination 20x20x10 mm cube
shaped specimens were employed. They consisted of 
two identical halves of marble and cement paste The 
surface of aggregate contacted with cement paste was 
polished to a mirror-like finish to eliminate possible 
interlocking effects. The cement paste was made with 
w/s = 0.29. After casting, tne compositie samples 
were kept over water at 20 + 2 °C for 24 hours, then 
demolded and kept under wate'r (20 + 2 °C) until 
testing. The bond strength of the composite samples 
was determined by cleavaging at the interface. The 
bond strength (if) was calculated according to the 
fоrmula:

o' = EP/Tj-a-
where P: applied force in M;

a: side length of the composite cube in mm.

After cleavaging the composite sample at the required 
age, the cement paste part of it was immersed into 
absolute ethanol and subsequently ethyl ether to stop 
the hydration and then stored in ethyl alcohol until 
testing to prevent carbonization.

For further testing subsequent layers of material 
about lO.um thick were scraped of the sample and ana
lyzed individually. The amount of material needed for 
DSC testing was about 1 mg and the temperature rate 
employed 20 °C/min. Due to a partial overlapping of 
parts of the peak areas'of CSH phase and ettringite 
in the DSC diagram the quantitative evaluation was 
made in a way as shown in Fig. 1. The existing peaks 
were identified by comparing them with similar peaks 
obtained with pure materials determined under identi-

Fig. 1: Typical DSC curve

cal experiment!cal conditions.

In addition, the obtained material was studied by X-ray 
diffraction and gel permeation chromatography. The 
latter determination was made in a way as described 
in (7).

2. Results

2.1. Phase distribution within the interfacial zone 

ihe distribution of the individual phases within the 
interfacial zone as determined by DSC is shown in 
Fig. 2. It shows the distribution of the CSH-phase, 
ettringite and Ca(0H)9 within in the interfacial 
zone at different ages. The figure shows both data 
for plain OPC and OPC with 5% silica fume added. The 
results are given in relative units. Due to a partial 
overlapping of the pertinent peaks, the data obtained 
for the CSH-phase and ettringite have to be considered 
Just as semiquantitative ones.

The distribution of CaCO, within the interfacial zone 
is given. Here, the obtained values were obtained 
by X-ray diffraction, shown in Fig. 3.

2.2. Degree of polymerization of the CSH-phase
The degree of polymerization of the CSH-phase within 
the interfacial zone was measured by GPC. The data 
obtained are summarized in Table I. Here the para
meter Mn indicates the number average of the mole
cular weight and the parameter Mw the weight average 
of the molecular weight. The individual fractions 
represent monomer, dimer and polymer forms of Si02.
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Table I: The polymerization cf CSH phase of cement 
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Location Age bin iv’sv En/Mw Mono- Di- Poly-
days 1. $

Interfacial zone 7 226.5 1 14.9 2.79 54.5 6.50 59.2

Bulk 7 559.3 459,1 1.73 62.5 11.7 25.7

2.3. SEN of the interface

The morphology of both side of the interface was 
studied by SEM. Fig. 3 shows the corrosion of marble 
by the liquid phase of cement paste after contacting 
with it for one day. In Fig. 3, the right side shows 
the original polished marble surface; and the left 
the corroded surface, in which the round circles are 
the oolite structure formed by amorphous calcium 
carbonate.

2.4. Development of cleavage strength within the 
interfacial zone

The cleavage strength of the cubic composite sample 
of marble/cement paste with and without 5% silica 
fume is shown in Fig. 6 as functions of hydration 
time. From the obtained data a positive effect of 
silica fume addition of cleavage strength is apparent.



Fig. 4: The morphology of the marble before 
and after contacting with cement paste

Fig. 5: SEM of the cement paste 
. A) without silica fume

B) with 5% silica fume

Fig. 6: The development of cleavage strength

3. Discussion

3.1. The distribution of hydrates within the inter
facial zone

From the obtained data an inhomogeneous distribution 
of the individual phases within the interfacial zone

between oolithic marble and cement paste is apparent. 
There is evidence that larger quantities of hydrate 
phases are located closer to the marble surface, 
apparently at the expense of the non-hydrated mate
rial. We believe that this uneven distribution is 
due to the presence of a water film and along with 
it to an absence of cement grains at the aggregate 
surface at the beginning of the hydration process. 
This point of view is in line with that proposed by 
Maso (1). Thus it may be assumed that the hydrate 
phases in the vicinity of the marble surface have 
been formed by a diffusion of the ions involved, from 
regions more distant. Another factor affecting the 
struc^re of the interfacial zone is the migration 
of Ca“2 and CO,^- ions from the marble surface 
towards the cement paste. There is an evidence that 
the oringinal polished surface was corroded by con
tacting with cement paste only one day as showing in 
Fig. 4. It can prove that the marble was dissolved 
by and entered into the liquid phase of the cement 
paste. Both factors result in the uneven, distribu
tion of the phases present in the vicinity of the 
marble surface. The reasons for the decrease of 
Са(0Н)„ content in the vicinity of the marble surface 
after longer hydration time is not obvious. The 
reasons for the decrease of the intensity of the 
peak belonging to the GSH-phase in the vicinity of 
the marble surface after longer hydration time is 
not obvious either. It may be speculated that this 
change may be related to changes in the degree of 
polymerization taking place parallely.

From the fact that in the cleavage tests the sepa
ration occured consistently along the marble-paste 
interface, it has to be concluded that this region 
is the weakest link in the system studied. This 
finding is in line with previous observation on 
systems with a variety of surfaces combined with 
OPC pastes.

An addition of silica fume resulted in an alteration 
of the structure of the interfacial zone and parallel 
to it in an expected decrease of the Ca(0H)2 content. 
This may be the reason for the observed cleavage 
strength increase.

The distribution of CaC0„ in the interfacial zone 
is shwon in Fig. 3. Expectedly the amount of CaCOn 
increased in the close vicinity of„the marble surface 
indicating a diffusion of the CO, ions into the 
paste. A relative decrease of the amount of CaCO^ 
within may explained by a gradual filling of the 
interfacial space with additions phases especially 
CSH-phase and Ca(0H)2.

3.2. The polymerization of CSH-phase in the inter
facial zone

The obtained data revealed difference in the degree 
of polymerization of the CSH phase within the inter
facial zone and the bulk material. The degree of 
polymerization of the former is higher than that in 
the bulk. We assume that the existing differences 
were brought about by parallel differences in the 
c/s ratio of the CSH phase formed and/or by differen
ces in the degree of packing of the material. Sur
prisingly, such differences in the degree of poly 
merization were not observed obviously in the pre
sence of silica fume. But after adding silica fume, 
the amount of monomer decreases significantly either 
in the interfacial zone or in the bulk cement paste
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due to the Ca(0H)2 absorption by silica fume and 
formation of CSH. The monomer content decreases as 
the silica fume acts as a coupling agent which acce
lerates the conversion of the monomer into a dimer 
or polymer.

3.3. Modification of the marble/cement paste inter
facial zone by addine silica fume

After adding silica fume the cleavage strength is 
improved. Fig. 6 shows that the cleavage strength 
can be increased significantly by adding 5% silica 
fume. At 28 days, the cleavage strength of composite 
samples with 5Ж silica fume in the cement paste in
crease approxinately twice, compared with the sample 
without silica fume. We realized that it due to the 
structure of the interfacial zone changed. From the 
Fig. 5a and 5b, we can find after adding 5% silica 
fume the Ca(OH), film formed at closely contacting 
with marble surface is disapped and shows the rough
ly cleavage surface, it may increase the bond in the 
interface of marble/cement paste. Furthermore, from 
the data mentioned above we know that after adding 
5% silica fuse the Ca(OH)- decreases largely in the 
vicinity of the marble surface, while the amount of 
CSH gel increases slightly compared to that without 
silica fume. It indicates that the silica fume not 
only increases the amount of CSH but also acts by 
dispersion of fine particle to improve the structure 
and density of the paste.

Conclusion
1.  
pie distribution of the hydrates of cement pastes 
in the interfacial zone between the oolite marble 
and the cement paste is inhomogeneous. Much layer 
quantities of CSH and Ca(0H)2 and large quantities 
of ettringite are present in the vicinity of tiie 
marble surface than further away from it.

2.
The degree of polymerization of the CSH phase in the 
interfacial zone is higher than that in the bulk 
cement paste.

3, ,
Adding 5$ silica fume increases the amount of CSH- 
phase and decrease that of Ca(ttl)? in the interfacial 
zone, tiius Improving the bond strength between cement 
paste and marble.
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Effect of Pretreatment of Aggregate Surface on the Properties of Concrete

ABSTRACT: It has been known that the interfaoial zone is the weakest region of the concrete, which is more 
porous than in the matrix of cement paste and. is characterized by the large oriented portlandite crystals. 
Potential microcracks may also exist in this region due to drying shrinkage and volume changes during hydration. 
These cracks tend to develop and propagate preferentially along the interfacial zone under external load and 
then penetrate through the matrix of cement paste, resulting in the failure of the concrete. In order to 
improve the properties of concrete, the composition and structure of the interfaoial zone have to be modified, 
which may be realized by pretreating the aggregate with special reagents and methods to form an reactive 
surface, which will then react with the cement paste, resulting in enhancement of bond strength between cement 
paste and aggregate through the combination of physical, chemical and mechanical interlocking effects. 
Sulphuric acid solution, alum solution, acidized sodium silicate solution and acidized cement suspension etc. 
were used to pretreat the aggregates (siliceous, calcareous and dolomitic). The compressive and flexural 
strength of mortar bars and concrete bars were determined to evaluate the effect of pretreatment of aggregate 
on the properties of concrete. It is conclued from experimental results that both compressive and flexural 
strength were increased. The water permeability of mortar pies made from treated aggregates was lower than 
for control one, indicating the formation of a denser interfaoial zone. The composition in the contact zone 
was examined by X-Ray diffraction.

Sabe-se que a zona interfacial ё a regiao mais fraca do concreto, рог ser mais porosa 
do que na matriz da pasta de cimento, e ё caracterizada pelos grandes cristais orientados de 
porlandita. Nesta regiao tambem podem existir microfissuras potenciais devido ä retracäo por 
secagem e äs mudangas de volume durante a hidratagäo. Estas fissuras tendem a se desenvolver 
e propagar de preferencia ao longo da zona interfaoial, sob carga externa, e entäo penetrar 
atraves da matriz da pasta de cimento, resultando na ruptura do concreto. Com a finalidade 
de melhorar as propriedades do concreto devem ser feitas modificagöes na composigäo e estrutu 
ra da zona interfacial; tais modificagoes podem ser feitas pelo pre-tratamento do agregadc 
com reagentes e metodop especiais para formagäo de uma superficie reativa. Esta superflcie 
reagira entäo com a pasta de cimento, dando сото resultado urn aumento da resistencia da ade- 
rencia entre pasta de cimento e agregado, por intermädio de combinagao de efeitos bloqueado- 
res flsicos, quimicos e mecänicos. Foram empregadas solugäo de äcido sulfürico, solugäo de 
alumen, solugäo de silicato de södio acidificado e suspensäo de cimento acidificado, etc., pa 

pre—tratamento^de agregados (silicosos, calcärios e dolomiticos). Determinou—se a resis
tencia ä compressäo e ä flexäo de barras de argamassa e de concreto, para avaliagao do efeito 
do pre-tratamento do agregado sobre as propriedades do concreto. A partir dos resultados ex
perimentais se concluiu que ambas as resistencias, ä compressäo e ä flexäo, aumentaram. A 
permeabilidade_dos corpos de prova feitos com agregados tratados foi menor que a do corpo de 
prova de referenda, indicando a formagäo de uma zona interfacial mais densa. A composigao 
na zona de contato foi examinada por difragäo de raio X.
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1. INTHODUCTiaj

It has been known that the interfaoial zone between 
cement paste and. aggregate is the weakest region of 
the concrete far both mechanical properties and 
durabilities.
It is generally observed that the cracks tend to 
develop and propagate preferentially along the 
interfaoial zone under external load and then 
penetrate through the matrix of cement paste, even
tually leading to the failure of the concrete (1-4). 
Lyubimova ($) measured the micrahardness across the 
cement paste-aggregate contact zone and found that 
the microhardness in the interfacial region is much 
lower than that in both cement paste and aggregate. 
Farran (6) found that there is a chromatic ring 
appearing in the interfaoial zone when impregnating 
a dried and vacuated mortar with an organic dye 
solution for a certain time, indicating that this 
region is less dense.
By using SEIS examination of acetate film replicas, 
Farran et al (7) described an aureole of hydrated 
paste surrounding the calcite aggregate, where 
cement hydration products were less dense than in 
the mass of the cement paste. They also found that 
the cement grains from the aureole had a greater 
tendency to pull away with the acetate film than 
did grains from the mass of cement pastesuggest
ing that the aureole provided less mechanical resis
tance . ■
Our previous experimental results demonstrated that 
the water permeability of a mortar pie made from 
acid activated slag is much lower than for unaoti- 
vated one, while ths only difference between them 
is the composition and structure of the interfaoial 
zone, wdiich indicates that the interfacial zone of 
the former is denser.
Maeо (l) suggested that the surface of aggregates 
may adsorb water during the mixing in concrete pro
cessing, forming a several micrometers water film. 
There are only a few cement particles existing in 
such water film, while the hydrates in this region 
are formed by diffusion of the solved ions from the 
cement paste. The w/c ratio in this region ie much 
higher than that in the hulk paste, resulting in an 
adequate space for crystal growth. Besides, oriented 
portlandite may be formed due to the surface effect 
of aggregates. In short, the interfaoial zone is 
characterized by the large oriented portlandite 
crystals and higher porosity as well as lower bond 
strength. If the aggregate is soluble, the solved 
ions may take part in the reaction and the products 
could fill in the pores and cracks in the contact 
zone, resulting in a stranger bond strength. 
Furthermore, due to drying shrinkage, bleeding, 
volume changes during hydration and air introduced 
during mixing, cracks and pores at the cement-aggre
gate interface have been observed even prior to the 
application of any external load (8).
The above point of view might be used to explain 
the reason that why the interfacial zone becomes 
the weakest region of the concrete.
Grandet (9-10) measured the preferred orientation 
of Ca(0H)2 near the boundary by X-Ray diffraction 
and found that the thickness of the interfaoial 
zone is about 40-50 micrometers, depending on the 
nature of the aggregates and on the w/C ratio. 
In order to improve the properties of the concrete, 
the canposition and the structure of the interfa
cial zone should be modified, in other words, the 
bond strength between cement paste and aggregate has 
to be enhanced. Although the effect of the bond 

strength on concrete strength is a subject of contro
versy, however, there seem to be a relationship bet
ween bond strength and concrete strength as well as 
durability (7). Since the bond is a result of mecha
nical interlocking of cement hydration products with 
the aggregate surface and chemical reaction between 
aggregate and cement paste,the enhancement of bond 
strength may be realized by promoting the mechanical 
and chemical effects.
Massazza (11) reported that very streng silica-lime 
bond existing in the autoclaved concrete may be re
lated principally to the epitaxic intergrowth of 
C-S-H crystalline deeply embeded in the sites of 
corroded surfaces of quartz grains. Such bond may be 
considered as a kind of ideal bond in the concrete. 
Lybimova (12) has suggested to treat the sand by 
10% HC1 and water, and following activation of it by 
the saturated solution of CafOHjj. Such treatment 
makes far better crystallization of C-S-H, resulting 
in the increase of mortar strength.
According to USA patent No. 395222 (13), the treat
ment of fly ash by 10% HC1, concrete strength in the 
age of 72 hours has been increased almost 2 times. 
The acid treated ash was not washed with water, 
therefore, the increase of concrete strength in the 
earlier dates is possible to relate with accelera
tion of cement hydration and hardening by the chlo
rides.
By preactivation of grains surface of aggregates 
made from blast-furnace and phospheric slags with 
dilute sulphuric acid, Ayapov (14) found that the 
adhesion strength of slag aggregates with cement 
paste increases 1.4-1.6 times. The author suggested 
that the new growth in the form of silica gel on 
grain surface of activated aggregates quickly react
ed with hydrolysed calcium oxide of cement, forming 
C-S4i gel, and calcium hydrosulphoaluminate is also 
present in the interfacial zone.
Various studies have been performed to modify the 
interfaoial zone ty means of different ways based on 
different principles. However, it is believed that 
the most feasible and effective way of the modifi
cation of the interfaoial zone is by pretreating the 
aggregate surface with special reagents and methods 
to form an active surface, which will then react 
with the cement paste, resulting in enhancement of 
bond strength between cement paste and aggregate 
through the combination of physical, chemical and 
mechanical interlocking effects. Besides, a new 
technique called "aggregate coating process" in 
concrete manufacture has been developed in Japan 
and China. By coating the aggregate grains with a 
low W/C ratio cement slurry, the bond strength as 
well as the concrete strength are increased or the 
cement expenditures are lowered. It is clear that 
the interfaoial zone ie denser in this case owing 
to the lower moisture content, idiile the composition 
in the interfaoial zone seems to be no changes. 
In this paper, various reagents were used to treat 
the inert aggregates according to the principles of 
both activating and coating process.
2. EXPERIMatTAL
Portland cement (grade 525) was used as the binder. 
For the preparation of mortar bars, silica sand 
from Ping-Tan beach or ground limestone (0.15-2 mm) 
was used as the fine aggregate, the ratio of cement 
to aggregate was 1:2.5, and the w/c ratio was О.44. 
The concrete bars were composed of the same silica 
sand (О.З mm, fine aggregate) and crushed dolomite 
(5-8 mm, coarse aggregate). The composition of the 
concretes are given in Table 1.



TABLE 1: Composition1 of concretes

grade 500 grade 200
525 Ptl cement 1.00 1.00
Fine aggregate 1.00 2.85
Coarse aggregate 2.00 З.42
Water 0.36 0.6

The compressive and flexural strength were deter-
mined according to Chinese national standard. The 
dimension of the specimen for both mortar bars and 
concrete bars were 4X4X16 cm.
The aggregate was mixed first with treating solution 
for 3 minutes to form a well distributed liquid film 
on the surface of aggregate grains. The volume of 
the solution was 20-30j4 of the total water consump
tion, when the amount of the solution was more than 
3C%, which may result in a high w/C ratio in the 
interfacial zone; while less than.20^, which may be 
not enough to wet out all the surface of the aggre
gate. After that, the cement was added and mixed 
with treated aggregate to form a low W/C ratio ce
ment slurry surrounding the surface of the aggregate. 
Finally, the rest of the water was added in and 
mixed with the mixture. The mould with freshly mixed 
mortar or concrete bars was cured in a fog room, 
after 24 hours, the specimen were removed from the 
mould and then cured in water at 20eC until desired 
dates.
The composition of the solutions used for pretreat
ment were as follows:
No.1 Dilute sulphuric acid (code L)

HgSO : H.O = 5.3 ml : 100 ml 
No.2 Alunrsolution (code K)

Alum : H„0 - 14»7 g : 100 ml
N0.3 Sulphuric acid and alum solution (code LK) 

H^O. : alum : H O = 5.3 ml : 14.7 g : 100 ml 
N0.4 Acidized sodium silicate solution (code W) 

H-SO. : water glass • H,0 - 2.75 ml ; 6.9 ml 
: 100 ml 
( water glass used is a kind of industrial 
product of sodium silicate, which solid con
tent is 35% and S/tl ratio is 3.1)

N0.5 Alum and water glass solution (code KW)
Alum : water glass : H_0 = 11.7 g : 6.9 ml 
: 100 ml 2

N0.6 Sulphuric acidized cement suspension (code LO) 
HJ50. : cement : H-O = 2 ml : 5g: 100 ml

The water^permeability of mortar pies made from 
treated and untreated aggregates were measured under 
low pressure by using a home made appratus.
The composition of the interfacial zone was examined 
by X-Ray diffraction.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Various tests have been performed, while some of 
them with better effects are given fere.
The compressive and flexural strength of siliceous 
mortar bars are illustrated in figure 1. Sample "s" 
represents the control one. It is clear that both 
compressive and flexural strength of mortar made 
from treated silica sand are higher than for untreat
ed one. The growth rate of compressive strength 
after 3, 7, and 23 days are 13-4^, 17-27% and 11- 
2^6 respectively; while 12-31%, 12-19% and 7-19% for 
flexural strength increment. It is conclued that the 
increment of compressive, strength is higher than 
that of flexural strength and the increment of early 
strength is higher than for the strength at later 
dates.
Sample SLK shows a distinct increasement in early

strength, the compressive and flexural strength of 
which after 3 days increases by 41 and 31% respe
ctively. Meanwhile, sample SW shows the similar re
sults. This could be explained in part as the acce
leration of cement hydration and hardening by alkali 
sulphate.

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27
Iime Day

(a) Flexural strength

(b) Compressive strength
FIG. 1: Compressive and flexural strength of 

siliceous mortar vs curing time

The reactive silica gel (in sample SW) and alumina 
gel (in sample SK and SLK) may quickly react with 
Ca(OH) derived from cement paste to form calcium 
hydrosilicate and calcium hydroaluminate (the later 
may further react with gypsum to form calcium hydro
sulphoaluminate). These hydrates could fill in the 
pores and cracks in the interfacial zone, resulting 
in a denser structure. Thus, the bond strength as 
well as concrete strength could be enhanced due to 
the modification of the composition ans structure of 
the interfacial zone.
Comparing with sample SK, sample*  SLK is more effect
ive on the improvement of the strength owing to the 
higher acidity, which may be favorable for the acce
leration of hydration. Besides, the acidized surface 
of silica sand is more reactive. It is suggested 
that there are silic-hydroxy radical (-Si-OH) on the 
silica surface, resulting in the hindrance to the 
reaction with Ca^Hjj. The following reaction might 



occur during acidization:
-Si-CH + H+ = -Si- + HgO

The free valence bond, of silicon could паке the re
action between silica and calcium hydroxide easier. 
The above Lybimova's (12) tests may be used to sup
port this suggestion.
It is noted that, for sample SLO, the strength after 
28 days is the highest in all case, although the in
crement of early strength is less obvious. The deve
lopment of the strength within 7 to 28 days is fast
er than the others, which is illustrated by the 
slope of the curve (see Fig. l). It is believed that 
the sulphuric acidized cement suspension is composed 
of gypsum,silics gel, alumina gel, ferric gel and 
hydrates of cement. The species are favorable for 
the hydration of cement and for the formation of a 
denser interfacial zone.
Figure 2 shows the effects of pretreatment of calca
reous aggregate on the mortar strength.
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(a) Flexural strength

(b) Compressive Strength
FIG. 2: Compressive and flexural strength of 

calcareous mortar vs curing time
Sample C is the control one. Sample CLW represent 
that, the ground limestone is treated first by 
dilute sulphuric acid in a minute and then by water 
glass solution. The composition cf "LH" solution is 
the same with that of "W (Nc.4).
Both compressive and flexural strength of mortar 

bars made fron treated limestone is higher than for 
untreated one. For compressive strength, the growth 
rate after 3,7, and 28 days are 7-33^? 6-15% and 
0-12Й respectively; while 10-21%, 8-14% and 0-1% for 
flexural strength. Indeed, the absolute values of 
strength increment for calcareous mortar are also 
considerable and similar to that for siliceous mortar, 
although the relative increment is lower, because the 
control sample C possesses higher strength level in 
comparison with sample S.
Sample CK is characterized by higher flexural stren
gth; while sample CL and CLW by higher compressive 
strength.
It is clear that, the calcite could react with sul
phuric acid forming gypsum. Besides, some corrosion 
cavities may be formed on the grain surface, which 
provide a space for embedment of hydrates. This sup
pose! may be supported by the fact that, the sample 
CLW possesses higher strength owing to the embedment 
of C-S-H, derived from the reaction of silica gel 

and Ca(CH) . Nevertheless, the effect of alkali sul
phate is uflnegligible.
The feature of sample CLO are similar to that of 
Sample SLO.
Figure 3 shows the development of concrete strength 
within half year.
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(a) Flexural strength for grade 500
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(b) Compressive strength for grade 500



(c) Flexural strength for grade 200

(d) Compressive strength for grade 200 
FIG. 3: Compressive and flexural strength of 

concrete (grade 500 and 200) vs curing time
Sample 500-0 and 200-0 represent the control one of 
concrete grade JOO and 200 respectively. It can be 
seen first that, the values of concrete strength are 
much higher than the designed values, for instance, 
the ccmpressive strength of concrete bars after 28 
days are 78.8 and 47-9 MPa for sample 500-0 and 
200-0 respectively, rihile the designed values are 
only 49 and 19.6 MPa, which may be attributed to the 
smaller size of the coarse aggregate (5-8 mm). How
ever, the strength of concrete made from treated 
aggregates are still higher than for untreated one 
in all case, for example, the increment of compress
ive and flexural strength after 180 days are 11-2^ 
and 27-3C^ respectively for concrete grade 500; 
while 10-24$ and 10-23$ for grade 200. The increment 
of flexural strength of concrete grade 500 is higher 
than that of ccmpressive strength as contrasted with 
the case of silica and calcite mortar strength, 
which is valuable for concrete, because the flexural 
strength is generally low in concrete material.
Among all samples, it seems that, sample LK produce 
either higher early strength or higher strength at 
later dates. But unfortunately, the treating solu
tion LK is acidic, which could attack the concrete 
mixer and react with the remainder in the mixer, 

resulting in the reduction of concentration of the 
solution and interference to the pretreating process. 
Sо that, acidic pretreating reagents may not be ex
pected in practice, unless above problems could be 
solved. However, the solution KW is neutral, and LO 
is somewhat basic. Both of them also generate better 
results and may preferably be accepted by the concre
te manufacturer.
It is concluded that, the effect of pre treatment of 
aggregate with above reagents on mortar or concrete 
strength is positive. Nevertheless, the results are 
derived fron our preliminary tests in laboratory; 
the real effect in construction site needs to be 
tested further, in other words, the optimum composi
tion and concentration of the pretreating solution 
have to be studied in accordance with the realistic 
condition, such as the composition of concrete, the 
nature and size of aggregates and so on.
In order to eliminate the influence of impurities 
from experimental results, chemical pure reagents 
were used, but for economic consideration, industrial 
reagents even waste products without harm to the 
quality of concrete could be used.
The effect of pretreatment of aggregate on the compo
sition and structure of interfacial zone were studied 
as follows:
The water permeability of mortar pies made from 
treated or untreated aggregates were measured under 
low pressure by using a home made apparatus. The 
mortar pies (Ф7Х1 cm) are composed of port land cement 
and ground limestone as fine aggregate, the a/C ratio 
is 4.0 and W/C ratio is 0.625.
Figure 4 shows the water permeability of mortar pie 
treated with silica gel solution is much lower than 
for untreated one, indicating the former is denser in 
microstructure of the interfacial zone.

Time hr.

FIG. 4: Water permeability of mortar pie 
vs testing time

The above pretreating solutions contain some reactive 
components, such as, silica gel, alumina gel and 
sulphates, which may generally be used as admixtures 
for accelerating the hydration and hardening of 
cement. In order to verify the effect of these solu
tions on the modification of interfacial zone, the 
same solution used as admixture instead of aggregate 
pretreating reagent was mixed together with cement, 
aggregate and the rest of the water. By comparing 
the mortar strength derived from these two different 
procedyres, it is found that, both compressive and 
flexural strength of mortar made from silica sand



treated by solution LK are higher than that of the 
siliceous mortar with admixture solution LK. For 
instance, the growth rate of compressive strength 
after 3i 7 and 28 days are 16.04^, 23.2ö?j and 11.8^ 
respectively; while 7.03%, 10.7% and 7-2% for 
flexural strength increment, although the mortar 
strength in the later case is still higher than for 
control one. The fact give a evidence for the effect 
of pretreatment of aggregate on the modification of 
interfacial zone. '
By using X-Ray diffraction, the composition and the 
prefered orientation of Ca(0H)9 were examined. When 
a calcite aggregate was treated with solution LO and 
alum, the degree of orientation of Ca(0H)_ is 1.04 
(on the surface of cement paste side of tne interface 
and calculated by equation*  I - ’
while 2.01 for the control one, indicating the pre
fered orientation of CafOHj^ is eliminated. Besides, 
the amount of portlandite is decreased to 8% (esti
mated by the intensities of diffraction peaks), 
showing 17-4 Ca(0H)„ has been consumed to form hydra
tes. C-S-H gel is probably present, but the peaks e 
were difficult to define. Ettringite was also found. 
In short, the canposition of the interfacial zone 
could be modified by the pretreatment of aggregate.
4. CONCLUSION
4.1 By pretreating the inert aggregate with special 
reagents, the mortar strength and concrete strength 
could be increased, and the composition and struct
ure of interfacial zone have been modified, result
in a denser interface, which is favorable for the 
properties of concrete.
4.2 The mechanism of pretreatment of aggregate 
may be explained as the aggregate surface is acti
vated, and then react with cement paste to form 
hydrates, which might fill in the pores and cracks. 
Meanwhile the w/C ratio in the interfacial zone is 
reduced in accordance with coating process. In short, 
the improvement of the properties of concrete is a 
result of the combination of physical, chemical and 
mechanical interlocking effects.
4.3 In order to obtain the best effects, optimum 
canposition and concentration of the pretreating 
solution have to be studied further according to the 
composition of concrete and the nature and size of 
the aggregates.
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IMPROVEMENT OF PASTE-AGGREGATE INTERFACE BY ADDING SILICA FUME

SUMMARY: The mean size and orientation index of CH and AFt crystals in interface layer between port land cement 

paste and calcite aggregate are determined by X-ray diffractometer. The effective fracture energy and microhard
ness at interface and concrete strength as well are also investigated.

By adding 5% wt. silica fume into cement paste, the mean size and orientation index of CH crystal are reduced and 

much denser structure of interface layer with higher micro-hardness and fracture energy is obtained. The increa
se of concrete compressive strength amounts to more than 10%.

The explaination of silica fume effects on the paste-aggregate interface is also proposed.

Por difratometria de raio-X se determinou о tamanho medio e о indice de orientacäo 
dos cristais de CH e AFt na camada interfacial entre a pasta de cimento portland e о agregado 
de calcita. Foram tambem investigadas a energia efetiva de fratura e a microdureza na inter
face, e a resistencia do concreto.

Com a adigäo de 5% em peso de microssilica na pasta de cimento, foram reduzidos о ta
manho medio e о indice de orientagao do cristal de CH e se obteve estrutura mais densa da ca
mada de interface com microdureza e energia de fratura mais altas. 0 aumento da resistencia 
do concreto ä compressäo e da ordern de mais de 10%.

Tambem se da a explicacäo dos efeitos do fumo de silica sobre a interface pasta—agre
gado.



INTRODUCTION

Research results show that there are some imperfect

ions in interface layer between portland cement paste 

and aggregate, such as orientation and large size of 

crystals, large porosity and pore size. So the inter

face layer is believed to be a weak part in concrete 

structure, and must be improved in order to get better 

properties of concrete.

The mix proportion of concrete for determination of

strength is listed in Table 2.

In this paper, the mean size and orientation index of 

CH and AFt crystals in interface layer between port

land cement paste and calcite aggregate are determined 

by X-ray diffractometer. The effective fracture energy 

and microhardness at interface and concrete strength 

as well are also investigated.

Adding silica fume into cement paste can reduce the 

mean size and orientation index of CH crystal and 

obtain much censer structure. The reason is that the 

particles of silica fume play the same part as nuclei

silica fume reacts with CH crystals and C-S-H gel is 

formed. As the structure of interface layer is impro

ved with adding silica fume, both effective fracture 

energy and microhardness at interface are improved, 

hence the properties of concrete.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

One type of portland cement and one type of silica 

fume are used in this study. Their chemical composi

tions are given in Table 1.

Fig.l Determination of effective fracture energy 

by slow-bending method 

(^■-0.4, a^crack length, d=specimen height)

Fig.2 Moan size of AFt in interface layer with 

respect to interfacial distance (28 days) 

(a) W/G = 0.40 (b) W/C = 0.30

(c) W/C = 0.23

Table 1 Chemical compositions of portland cement and silica fume

GaO SiO2 A,2°3 Fe 02 3 S03 MgO K„0 Na20 TiO2 P2°3 Ignit ion

port land cement 63.26 19.94 5.79 4.98 2.44 1.08 0.48 0.1 1 0.28 - 1.92
silica fume 1.15 74.93 3.41 1 .88 - 3.30 1,20 0.61 0.09 0. 1 4 12.43

Calcite aggregate and water reducing agent named UNF 

are also used.

The determination of mean size of CH and AFt crystals 
is based on Scherrer equation/^ The orientation 

index of CH crystal is defined and determined by the 

same way as reference (2) and (3). The test specime'n 
used for measurement of effective fracture energy^^ 

of interface is shown in Fig.l.

RESULTS

The mean size of AFt crystal normal to plane (110) in 

interface layer between porltand cement paste and cal

cite agregate is shown by curves in Fig.2. The mean 

size of AFt crystal decreases with the interfacial 

distance from the aggregate surface on which the big

gest one lies. Beyond the range of 5-15 urn from the 

interface crystal mean size is almost the same. Both



Table 2 Concrete mix proportion

silica fume cement coa-se f i n e wa ter L’NF
No .

(7.) (kg/m'^)
aggregate

(kg/m3)
aggregate 
(kg/m3) (kg/m3) (7)

0-0 0 510 1312 392 195 0.5
0-2 2 500 1312 392 1 9 5 0.6
0-5 5 486 1312 392 195 0.8
0-10 10 464 1312 392 195 1 .0

mean size and range of variation decrease with W/C 

rat.io. When W/C ratio is 0.40, the mean size of AFt 
о о

crystal varies from 840 A to 560 A. When W/C ratio 
. . 0 оis 0.30, it varies from 740 A to 510 A, and W/C is 

0.23, from 500 A to 450 A.

The mean size of CH crystal normal to plane (001) in 

interface layer is shown by curves in Fig.3, similar 

to those in Fig.2. The mean size of CH crystal is 

much larger than that of AFt crystal. It is also 

shown that adding silica fume into cement reduces the 

mean size of CH crystal.

D^um)

Fig.3 Mean size of CH in interface layer with 

respect to interfacial distance (7days)

(a) W/C - 0.30

(b) W/C = 0.30, 5% silica fume, 0.5% UNF
(c) W/C =0.23

R

log DQjm)

Fig.4 Effect of silica fume on the orientation 

index of CH <if same W/C (7 days)

(a) W/C -- 0.30, 0.54 VNF

(b) W/C -= 0.30, 5% silica fume, 0.5% LET

3 5 10 15 25

log D(jumi>

Fig.5 Effect of silica fume on the orientation 

index of CH ar. same flow (7 davs)

(a) W/C = 0.30

(b ) W/C = 0.39, 57/ silica fume

t c) W/C --- 0.47, 10'/ silica fume



The orientation indices of CH crystal under the con

ditions of maintaining same W/C and same flow whcm 

adding silica fume are given in Fig>4 and Fig.5. 

Whether at same W/C ratio or same flov.', adding 5X wt. 

silica fume -or above can make the CH crystals in -in

terface layer disorientated^ namely, the orientation 

index of CH approaches to 1*0*  Fig-6 also shows the 

effect of silica fume content on the orientation in

dex of CH crystal at the interfacial distance 1 jjm 

iR(D=1 JraV) E

R (D=l/»m)

Fig.6 Relation between silica fume content and

orientation index of CH at interfacial

distance I

H (kg/inm^)

-J-------------------- 1--------------j I r L
10 20 30 40 SO 60

Г» (дон)

Fig.7 Microhardness in interface layer (32 days)

(a) 0% silica fume

(b) 5% silica fume

silica fume content
Fig.8 Relation between effective fracture energy

of interface and silica fume content (28 days)

The microhardness and effective fracture energy at 

interface layer are given in Fig.7 and FigiS-. The 

data of concrete strength are shown in Table 3. It is 

found that by aciding eh wc-. or more silica fume into 

cement, higher microhardness and effective fracture 

energy are obtained and increase of concrete compres

sive strength amounts to mere than HLt.

Table 3 Concrete strength

0-0 0 35.9 44 41 5 570
0-2 2 35.1 50 490 637

0-5 5 42.3 52 501 632

0-10 10 41.5 50 466 653

DISCUSSION

Reduction of initial setting time and free water con

tent during the early hydration stage due to large 

water requirrrent was believed by some- authors to be 

responsible for decreasing the orientation index of 

CH crystal by adding silica fume. This explanation 

may not be true*  The results given in Table 4 show 

that initial Setting time is almost the same at dif

ferent silica fume contents. Moreover; the results



mentioned above also show that the orinetation index 

of CH crystal decreases with silica fume content at 

same W/C or same flow. Therefore the influence of 

water requirement can be ignored.

Table 4 Relation between content of silica fume 

and initial setting time

Silica fume

(X)

Sandard 
consistency 

(%)

Initial 
setting

Final 
setting

0 23.75 2:33 3:35

5 24.00 2:42 4:25

10 25.00 2:45 4:42

size of space in which it grows, the smaller the space 

for crystal to grow, that is the smaller the pore, the 

samller will be the mean crystal size. Addition of 

silica fume and low W/C ratio reduce both pore size 

and porosity, which restrict the growth of crystal. 

Consequently, the mean crystal size decreases.

Table 5 Effect of silica fume on the pore size 

distribution of cement paste (28 days)

Most probable Per cent of pores
diameter of with diameter be-

(%) pore (A) low 250 X (7„)

0 342 38.7

5 250 75.6

A hypothesis is proposed that during early hydration 

stage of portland cement containing silica fume, very 

fine particles of silica fume play the same part as 
nuclei, on which CH germs attach. With the process 

of hydration, the active SiC^ in silica fume reacts 

with CH crystal and produces C—S-H gel, which causes 

the reduction of both pores size and porosity, as 

shown in Table 5. The photographs of scanning elec

tronic microscope shown in Fig.9 also prove that add

ing silica fume gets a denser structure of interface 

layer. Because the mean crystal size reflects the

The particles of silica fume in interface layer inter

fere the orinetation of CH crystals. CH crystals no 

longer grow on the surface of aggregate with the plane 
(001) parallel to it, instead they grow on the surface 

of silica fume particles. Furthermore, the reaction 

between SiO^ and CH crystals reduces the amount of CH 

crystal orientated in interface layer. These are the 

main reason why the orientation index of CH crystals 

decreases when adding silica fume. The different 

growth patterns of CH crystals with and without silica 

fume addition are schematically shown in Fig.10.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig.9 SEM photographs of interface layer (3 days)

(a) without silica fume ( 1000 X )
(b) 57= silica fume ( 2000 X )
(c) 207= silica fume ( 2000 X )



Fig.10 Different growth patterns of GH crystals 

(Schematic)

(a) with silica fume

(b) without silica fume

After adding silica fume, the mean size and orienta

tion index of CH in interface layer decrease- The 

structure of interface layer is improved. Therefore, 
effective fracture energy and mfcrohardness at inter

face and the strength of concrete as well are improved- 

The mean crystals size determined by X-ray diffracto

meter can also be used to evaluate the structure of 

interface layer as the orientation index of CH crystal

Having a better knowledge of the porosity and pore 

size in interface layer, one can visualize the struc

ture of interface layer

CONCLUSION

(1) The mean size of AFt and CH normal to plane (110) 

and (001) respectively in interface layer between por

tland cement paste and calcite aggregate are determined 

by X—ray diffractometer, the former varies within the
о '*

range of 400—900 A, while the latter within the range 
о

of 1000—2000 A- The mean size of crystals decreases 

with interfacial distance from the aggregate surface 

on which the biggest one lies- Beyond the range of 

5-15 Aim from interface the mean size of crystals is 

almost the same«

(2) Adding silica fume into port land cement decreases 

the mean size and orientation index of CH crystal.

The active SiO^ in silica fume reacts with CH crystals 

and produces C-S-H gel. So the interface structure 

between paste and aggregate is improved by adding 

silica fume.

(3) As the result of improvement of interface struc

ture with addition of silica fume, the effective frac

ture energy and microhardness at interface increase, 

the strength also increases an amount more than 10%.
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SUMMARY: Two electron optical techniques have been used to study the microstructure of the interface between 
sand and cement in mortars. These are the examination of fracture surfaces using secondary electrons and back- 
scattered electron (bse) imaging of flat polished surfaces, both in the SEM.
This study shows that a surface layer of C-S-H forms around the sand grains during the first day of hydration by 
a through solution mechanism. The concentration of AFt (ettringite) also appears to be higher in the inter
facial region.
There is no evidence for the formation of an epitaxial layer of calcium hydroxide around the sand grains. Some 
crystals of calcium hydroxide grow adjacent to the sand grains and may tend to be oriented with their C-axes 
parallel to the surface of the sand. These large crystals tend to predominate on fracture surfaces due to the 
ease with which calcium hydroxide cleaves along its basal plane.
The relative movement of the sand and cement grains during mixing, and possibly settling of the sand grains 
before the cement paste sets, may lead to regions of low paste density around the sand grains and to areas of 
localised bleeding at the interface in which large calcium hydroxide crystals precipitate.

Atraves de utilizagäo de duas tecnicas de optica eletronica se estudou a microestrutu 
ra da interface entre areia e cimento em argamassas. Estas duas tecnicas säo о exame das super 
flcies de fratura usando imagem de eletrons secundärios e imagem de eletron retro-dispersa ' 
(bse) de superficies polidas, ambas no SEM.

Este estudo mostra que a camada de superficie de C—S—H se forma ao redor do gräo de 
areia durante о primeiro dia de hidratagäo por um mecanismo direto de soluqäo. A concentraqäo 
de AFt (etringita) tambem parece ser maior na regiäo interfacial.

Nao hä evidencia de formagäo de uma camada epitaxial de hidroxido de cälcio ao redor 
dos gräos de areia. Alguns cristais de hidroxido de cälcio crescem adjacentes aos gräos de a- 
reia e podem tender a serein orientados com seus eixos - C paralelos para a superficie da a- 
reia. Hä tendencia de predominäncia dos cristais grandes sobre as superficies de fratura, de— 
vido a facilidade com que о hidroxido de cälcio cisalha ao longo do seu piano de base.

О movimento relativo dos gräos de areia e de cimento durante a mistura, e possivelmen 
te a acomodc-gäo dos gräos de areia antes que a pasta de cimento de pega, pode levar a regiöes 
de baixa densidade de pasta ao redor dos gräos de areia e a areas de exudaqäo localizadas na 
interface, nas quais grandes cristais de hidroxido de cälcio se precipitam.
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INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the nature and properties cf 
the bond between cement paste and aggregate or sarui 
is essential to the understanding of the properties 
and behaviour of concretes and mortars.

Struble et al [1] have reviewed work on the 
nature and properties cf the cement aggregate bond; 
they conclude that there is evidence of epitaxial 
growth of certain hydration products on the surface 
of the aggregate. However there appears to be 
considerable controversy as to the details cf this 
epitaxial growth.

From the study of the contact zone between cement 
and glass surfaces [2] and of the interfacial zone 
around aggregates in Portland cement mortar [3], 
Barnes, Diamond and Dolch proposed that a duplex film 
is formed at the aggregate surface. The part of this 
duplex film in contact with the agggregate surface 
was reported to be Ca(OH), preferentially orientated 
with c-axis normal to the surface of the,aggregate, 
with the outer part of the duplex film being a layer 
of C-S-H gel [2]. Beyond the duplex film,large 
well-formed crystals of Ca(0H)p with their c-axes 
roughly parallel to the surface, were observed [3].

Several workers have used the spec it.en 
configuration developed by Farrar, [4] in which cement 
paste is cast onto a large flat piece of aggregate 
(all scaled within the same container). This 
configuration facilitates examination of the 
morphology of the interfacial region in the SEM when 
the specimen is fractured parallel to the interface. 
The concentration and orientation of phases in the 
interfacial region can also be analysed by the 
technique developed by Grandet and Ollivier [5,6]; 
which involves successive abrasion cf the cement 
paste side of the interface surface, followed by 
examination by X-ray diffraction analysis of the 
compounds on the surface. This technique has shown 
that there is a preferred orientation of the Ca(0H}? 
crystals up to 50pm or more from the interface 
16,7,8]. Increased concentrations of ettringite in 
the interfacial zone have also been reported [6,8,9].

It is not however clear whether these gross 
changes, occurring over several tens of microns, will 
Le present in concretes and mortars with a realistic 
size range, particle shape and concentration of 
aggregate and sand. This paper presents the results 
of a preliminary investigation into the 
microstructure of the interfacial region in mortars. 
In addition to the examination of fracture surfaces, 
backscattered electron (bse) images of polished 
sections have also been studied. The bse images 
clearly reveal the different cement phases at fairly 
high resolution (xSOnm) and allow extensive areas 
of random sections to be examined [10,11,12].

MATERIALS & EXPERIMENTAL

In this preliminary study mortars were prepared 
from ordinary Portland cement and a commercial sand 
m order to simulate practical conditions as closely 
as possible.

The cement was obtained through The Cement & 
Concrete Association, UK. The composition by Bogue 
and by quantitative X-ray diffraction analysis (QXDA) 
1s given in table 1.

TABLE 1
„ C,S C,S C4A C.AF CS Free CaO
Bogue 5ä.o 15.7 875 9.4 4.6 1.1
W°A 67 15 5 6 -

The development of microstructure during the 
hydration of this cement has been reported elsewhere 
[11] and is similar to the reported microstructural 
development of other OPCs (e.g. [13]) ’

The sand came from the Thames Valley, UK. It was 
graded from 71C-120ym. Mineralogically it was a 
Sublithic Aranite (i.e.-75-958 quartz). Grains other 
than quartz were not examined in the microstructural 
study. The sand was dispersed on an aluminium stub 
and examined in the SEM, a typical micrograph is 
shown in fig 1. The roughness of the particles varies 
considerably, some grains being "fairly smooth, whilst 
others have many crevices.

FIG 1. Sand grains (secondary electron image, SEI)

The mortar was mixed with a water to cement ratio 
of 0.5 and a sand to cement ratio of 1:1. The sand to 
cement ratio is lower than would be found in practice 
(^3:1), but it was found difficult to avoid 
excessive void formation around the sand grains at 
higher ratios in the small specimens. The mortar was 
mixed for 3 minutes and then cast into small 
polythene tubes (1cm wide x 3cm high). At appropriate 
times after mixing the samples were freeze-dried. 
After fracture surfaces had been prepared, the 
samples were resin impregnated to facilitate the 
preparation of polished sections. Sections 2mm thick 
were cut from the impregnated samples with a diamond 
slitting wheel. These were polished to lum using 
diamond pastes on lapping cloths. The fracture 
surfaces were sputter coated with gold and the 
polished sections were coated with carbon for 
examination in the scanning electron microscope (a 
JEOL 35CF fitted with a split ring, solid state 
backscattered electron detector).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Observations of Fracture Surfaces

Fracture surfaces were examined from specimens of 
between 1 and 30 days in age. Fig 2 shows the 
microstructure of a 4 day old specimen, which is 
typical of the the appearance of all the mortars at 
this low magnification. Many sand grains are exposed 
on the surface and many areas where a sand grain has 
broken away at the sand/cement Interface can also be 
seen. Such projected areas of interfacial fracture 
were found, using an image analyser, to constitute 
47X of the total area. The area occupied by sand 
grains on a random section would be about 311. Thus 
it is clear that the bond between the sand and cement 
is an area of weakness in the structure at this age.



Fig 3, from a 1 day old mortar, shows in 
greater detail an area where a sand grain has broken 
away. The areas which were in contact with the sand 
grain are fairly smooth, but do not appear to have a 
crystalline morpholgy as would be expected of calcium 
hydroxide. In the central region the surface layer 
has broken away with the sand grain. A high density 
of AFt (ettringite) rods can be seen in this area, 
much higher than is observed on a fracture surface of 
the plain cement paste. To the upper left of this 
region can be seen a grain whose hydrate shell has 
broken away to reveal its separated anhydrous core. 
Such feature, often refered to as 'Hadley grains', 
were first observed in such interfacial regions 
[2,3], but can be found throughout cement pastes 
[11,13,14,15,16]

Fig 4, also from a 1 day old mortar, shows the 
surface of a grain on the fracture surface (i.e. the 
complementary case to fig 3). In some areas the 
surface layer remains attached to the sand grain. 
The morphology of the product which has formed on the 
surface of the grain is the same as that of the 
hydrates seen around cement grains in plain cement 
pastes and around the cement grains in fig 3; namely 
that of early C-S-H (Diamond Type I [17]) and AFt 

FIG 3. Area of fracture surface where sand grain has 
broken away (1 day old mortar, SEI).

FIG 2. Microstructure of fracture surface at low 
magnification (4 day old mortar, SEI)

(ettringite). This product can also be seen in the 
cracks and crevices in the surface of the sand grain.

, The suface layer is shown at higher magnification 
in fig 5. This micrograph is from a 4 day old mortar, 
but is identical to that observed at younger ages. A 
small hexagonal crystal (arrowed), probably of 
calcium hydroxide, can be observed on the inner edge 
of the layer. However, this in no sense constitutes a 
continuous layer; neither is there any sign of a 
calcium hydroxide layer on the sand grain surfaces 
(e.g. fig 4).

Large calcium hydroxide crystals were frequently 
seen near the edges of sand grains. In almost all 
cases the basal cleavage plane ran perpendicularly 
(c-axis parallel), or nearly so, to the interface, as 
found by Barnes et al [3]. Fig 6 shows an exceptional 
instance in which a large Ca(0H)2 crystal Has'grown 
with its basal plane nearly parallel to the surface 
of the sand grain (c-axis perpendicular). Even in 
this case, several other Ca(0H)2 crystals can be seen 
with grossly different orientations. Many areas could 
be found where there was no calcium hydroxide in the 
interfacial region.

FIG 4. Surface of sand grain exposed on the fracture 
surface (1 day old mortar, SEI)

FIG 5. Detail of surface layer with possible Ca(0H)2 
crystal arrowed (4 day old mortar, SEI)



On the fracture,surface of mortars at older 
ages the densification of the cement microstructure 
is apparent, as observed in the study of plain cement 
pastes; cleavage of calcium hydroxide tending to 
dominate the fracture path increasingly as hydration 
continues. As the hydration time increased the 
fracture around the sand grains followed the 
interface more closely, so fewer areas in which the 
surface layer remained attached to the surface of the 
sand grains were observed. The surface layer of C-S-H 
which formed on the sand grains during' the first day 
of hydration did not appear to grow or thicken 
further.

Observations of polished surfaces using bse

A typical microstructure of a 1 day mortar is 
shown,in fig 7. The area fraction of sand particles 
in this section by image analysis is 30%, very close 
to that expected for a random section. Several 
extensive areas (mid-grey) of calcium hydroxide are 
visible, in some cases these are adjacent to the sand 
grains, but none of the grains is surrounded by a 
continuous layer.

Fig 8 shows a single sand grain in greater 
detail. By image analysis, the volume fraction of

, - __ , 10pm
У?ЙЙЙ 1Й15 1-----------

HG 7. Microstructure of a polished surface of a 1 
day old mortar (bse image)

FIG 6. Calcium hydroxide crystal growing close to the 
surface of a sand grain, with various

CafOH)- in a plain paste of the same cement was 
found to be 14+1% [18]. For this particular grain 
Ca(OH), is adjacent to the boundary for about 20% of 
its length. This one result is not statistically 
significant and a more detailed analysis would be 
needed to discover if there is a tendency for Ca(0H)n 
to grow preferentially in the interfacial region. To2 
the right and lower edges of this sand grain there is 
a region, some 20-30pm thick, where the paste 
appears to be less dense. This could have arisen 
during mixing as the large sand particle swept 
through the paste or cöuld have been caused bv 
settling before the paste set. -

The,edge of a sand particle is shown in more 
detai I in fig 9. There is a thin layer of C-S-H (dark 
grey) along the entire length of this edge, even 
where a large crystal of Ca(OH)? (light grey) has 
grown close to the sand grain. The c-axis (which is 
perpendicular to the cracks along.the basal cleavage 
plane) of this Ca(OH)2 crystal is roughly parallel to 
the surface of the sand grain. This was found to be 
the case generally, although the roughness and 
angularity of the sand meant that the orientation of 
the surface,of the sand to the adjacent Ca(OH)„ 
varied considerably. The large crack through this 
Ca(0H)2 demonstrates the ease with which this phase

FIG 8. Microstructure of a sand grain and the 
surrounding paste (Iday old mortar, bse inage)

FIG 9. Detail of microstructure at edge of sand grain 
(iday old mortar, bse image)



Cleaves along the basal plane, and thus tends to 
predominate on fracture surfaces at later ages.

Figs 10 & 11 illustrate interesting formations of 
calcium hydroxide in the vicinity of sand grains. 
Fig 10 is a bse image of a 1 week old mortar with a 
sand to cement ratio of 3:1. A pronounced layer of 
calcium hydroxide has formed along one side of the 
grain (that uppermost in the micrograph, although the 
orientation of the sand grain during setting and 
curing is not known). It is thought that this layer 
of Ca(0H)2 has formed where localized bleeding has 
taken place. Similarly, fig 11 shows a large region 
of CafOH)- which has formed where two sand grains are 
very close together, again a region in which 
localized bleeding would be likely. This micrograph 
is of an 85 year old concrete and illustrates how 
Ca(OH)2 crystals which nucleate during the early 
stages of hydration may persist indefinitely.

In specimens of the configuration described in 
the introduction (where a block of cement is cast 
directly onto the flat surface of a block of 
aggregate) it is possible that localized bleeding 
might occur along the interface and lead to anomalous 
results.

FIG 10. Sand grain and surrounding paste in a iwk old 
mortar (bse image)

FIG II. Large calcium hydroxide crystal between two 
sand grains in. an 85 year old concrete, 
(bse image)

CONCLUSIONS

. The present work confirms that the cement/sand 
interface is an area of weakness in the strucure of 
mortars. It also illustrates the value of the 
backscattered electron (bse) imacing technique in the 
study of the microstructure of the cement/aggregate

During the first day of hydration a layer of 
C-S-H, about,0.5pm thick, forms on the surface of 
the sand grains by a through-solution mechanism. 
Interestingly the same phenomenon is observed on the 
surface of fly-ash particles in cement/pfa blends 
[19]. This surface layer cannot be considered to be 
epitaxial, as this term implies a strict orientation 
relationship between two crystalline phases.

A much higher concentration of AFt (ettingite) is 
observed in the interfacial region. This might be due 
to the preponderance of small cement particles near 
the interface, on the surface of which more inter
stitial material is exposed. AFt is also formed on 
the surface layer of product around the sand grains, 
confirming that it is precipitated through solution 
in agreement with Monterio and Mehta [8].

Beyond this surface layer, some large crystals of 
calcium hydroxide may form adjacent to the sand 
particles, these tend to predominate on fracture 
surfaces due to the ease of cleavage along the basal 
plane of calcium hydroxide. The orientation of these 
crystals varies considerably, although there may be 
some preference for the c-axis to be aligned parallel 
to the surface of the grain as noted by Barnes et al 
[3].

There are several instances where sand particles 
are bordered by regions of paste with a lower density 
of cement particles, especially those greater than 
10pm in size (equivalent to a higher local w/c 
ratio). Such regions are usually present only to one 
side of the sand grains and it is thought they arise 
as the large sand grains are swept through the paste 
during mixing. Exceptionally large or extensive 
crystals of calcium hydroxide can often be found 
where local bleeding would have been likely. These 
last two conclusions illustrate the importance of 
studying realistic mortars and concretes.
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INTRODUCTION

Des armatures galvanisees peuvent etre utilisSes 
en beton quand des conditions agressives existent. 
De nombreux rapports techniques ont soulignS la te- 
nue tres satisfaisante des aciers galvanises dans 
des constructions exposees ä divers milieux marins 
(1,2). Cependant, ces essais ont etl effectues sans 
que le comportement de la liaison entre l’aeier gal
vanise et le beton soit totalement eclairei. Oes 
recherches precedentes (3) ont montrS que eette 
li.aison se differencie des autres liaisons existant 
dans le _beton (granulat-päte de ciment) car eile 
conduit a la formation d'un compose d'interaction, 
1'hydroxyzincate de calcium.

Dans cette communication, nous rappelons le micanis- 
me de formation de cette liaison, puis nous itudions 
la durabilite de la pellicule d'hydroxyzincate de 
calcium.

FORMATION DU CONTACT ZINC-PATE DE CIMENT 
PORTLAND

La galvanisation a chaud consiste a obtenir un rev8- 
tement par immersion de I'acier, prealablement pre
pare en surface, dans du zinc en fusion ä une tempe
rature comprise entre 440 et 460°C. Dans la majority 
des cas, la couche externe (appelee eta) est une 
couche de zinc pur.

Le comportement de I’acier galvanise sera, au meins 
au premier stade, celui du zinc.

Lors ^du contact entre une armature galvanisee et 
la^ pate de ciment Portland, on peut observer les 
phenomenes suivants (4) :
- dissolution superficielle du zinc avec diffusion 
d'une partie des ions zinc dans la pate de ciment 
encore fluide,
- reaction avec les ions presents dans la solution 
interstitielle ; 1'interaction entre les ions zinc 
et hydroxyles entraine la precipitation de 1'hydro
xyde de zinc Zn(OH)-. Ce compose se forme non seule- 
ment sur la surface du metal reais aussi sur les 
grains de ciment proches, provoquant ainsi un retard 
d'hydratation de la pate.
- transformation de Zn(OH)., en-hydroxyzincate de. 
calcium par action des ions Саг+ et OH produits 
par 1'hydratation des grains de ciment non perturbis.

Finalement, 1'hydroxyzincate de calcium recouvre 
progressivement les armatures et assure la liaison 
avec la pate de ciment.

STABILITE DE L'HYDROXYZINCATE DE CALCIUM

Nous avons examine des plaques d'acier galvanise 
enrobees dans un beton et soumises ä une exposition 
atmospherique pendant six ans.

(a) schema : position de 1'armature dans le beton

(b) aspect des plaques apres extraetion
FIGURE 1

Les eprouvettes mStalliques itaient enrobies dans 
le beton sur une certains longueur, 1'autre partie 
etant exposes a 1’air llbre (schema, figure 1), La 
separation entre la plaque et le beton est tris dif
ficile. Des areas de pate adherent au mltal et re 
peuvent etre detachls sans altlrer la surface. Ceci 
temoigne de 1’excellent accrochage entre les deux 
materiaux.



A 1'Interieur meme du beton, 1'armature semble peu 
attaquee ; sur les rares zones oil l'epaisseur de 
montier accroche est faible, l'analyse par diffrac- 
tometrie des rayons X revele la presence d'hydroxy- 
zincate de calcium et d'oxyde de zinc.

A l'interface mortier-atmosphere, on observe une 
formation de rouille due ä une usure du revetement 
de galvanisation provoquee par les differentes mani
pulations de I'eprouvette. Cependant, il faut remar- 
quer que dans 1'utilisation habituelle du beton 
arme, une telle interface n'existe pas.

ETUDE DE LA DURABILITE DE L'HYDROXYZ INCATE 
DE CALCIUM

1 - Echantillons utilises

1 -1- Obtention de 1'hydroxyzincate de calcium en
poudre ~ “

Nous avons pu synthetiser ce compose au laboratoire 
de deux fagons.

- actj-on. de. la. сЯаих -шл. 1 'hij.djwynj.de de.
Nous avons ajoute, dans un exces d'eau, des quanti- 
tes croissantes de chaux ä de 1'hydroxyde de zinc 
(lui-meme prepare par action d'une base sur un sei 
de zinc). La transformation de Zn(0H)7 en hydroxy
zincate de calcium s'effectue des que la concentra
tion en chaux est süffisante, selon la reaction :
2 Zn(0H)2 + 2 OH" + Ca2+ + 2 H20—Ca Zn(0H)3 2.2H20 
Les reactifs de depart etant peu solubles, il est 
difficile, si les quantites ne sont pas rigoureuse- 
ment stoechiometriques, d'isoler 1'hydroxyzincate 
de calcium.

- action de la chaux лил de лиЛ^аЛе de уигс :
3 Ca(OH), + 2 ZnSO. + 4 H,0 ------ »2 4 2
Ca Zn(OH), ,.2Нэ0 + 2CaS0..2H-03 2 2 4 2
Nous obtenons un melange d'hydroxyzincate de calcium 
et de gypse. Il est alors aise d'obtenir 1'hydroxy- 
zincate de calcium pur par lavage ä 1'eau deminera- 
lisee qui dissout le gypse.

Le diffractogramme X caracteristique de ce compose 
est represents par la figure 2.

1 -2- Fabrication d'eprouvettes mixtes

Nous avons confectionne des eprouvettes mixtes obte- 
nues par coulage d'une pate de ciment Portland sur 
la face polie d'un cylindre de zinc et conservees 
ä 20°C et 100 % d'humidite relative. Au moment de 
1'observation, les deux parties sont separees meca- 
niquement au niveau de l'interface. Les deux surfa
ces de rupture sont alors analysees par diffractome- 
trie des rayons X.

FIGURE 2
<.пл.едл.л1лет.епЛ. с11_^.ргасЛот.ё1лл.цие сал.асЛёл1.л1л.с^ие 

de Vhjj.dxoxijTJnc.CLt.e de calclumo 
( ) с!1л1.апсел лёНсиЛаллел eit A.

2 - Action du gaz carbonique

La penetration du gaz carbonique ä 1'Interieur du 
beton est un des facteurs qui conduit ä la corrosion 
des armatures en acier non galvanise.

Une eprouvette mixte zinc-päte de ciment Portland 
est separee apres une duree de contact de 1 mois. 
La surface du metal est recouverte d'hydroxyzincate 
de calcium. Nous l'avons laissee ä l'air libre du
rant plusieurs mois. L'analyse par diffractometrie 
des rayons X ne fait apparaitre aucune modification 
du diffractogramme.

Nous avons traite de la meme fagon un echantillon 
en poudre obtenu par Synthese : aucune alteration 
n'a ete constatee.

L'hydroxyzincate de calcium est done tres stable 
dans un milieu contenant du gaz carbonique.
3 - Action des chlorures

La presence de chlorures dans un beton provoque la 
corrosion par piqüres des armatures en acier.

Comme precedemment, nous avons utilise une eprouvet
te de zinc dejä recouverte d'hydroxyzincate de cal
cium. Nous l'avons immergee dans une solution d'hy- 
droxyde de calcium contenant 35 g/1 de chlorure de 
calcium afin de simuler la phase interstitielle du 
beton pollue par des chlorures. Apres un mois d'im
mersion, l'analyse par diffractometrie des rayons 
X ne met pas en evidence de reaction entre l'hydro
xyzincate de calcium et la solution.
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FIGURE 3
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de. 1 ’hydnoxy^LncaAe de calcaum.

4 - Stabilite thermique

Les analyses thermique differentielle et thermogra- 
vimetrique simultanees sent representees sur la fi
gure 3, D'apres les diagrammes que nous avons obte- 
rus, il semble que la decomposition de l’hydroxyzin- 
cate de calcium se fasse selon le processus sui- 
vant :
- entre 150 et 190°C : depart progressif de l'eau 

d'hydratation,.
- entre 190 et 200°C : decomposition de ZntOH)^,
- vers 480°C : decomposition de Ca(0H)j.

La temperature de dissociation de l'hydroxyde de 
zinc est plus elevee que lorsqu'il est pur (16Э- 
170°C).

Nous avons ensuite examine par diffractometrie des 
rayons X et par microscopie ä balayage (figure 4) 
des echantillons d'hydroxyzincate de calcium ayant 
subi des traitements thermiques de 3 heures aux tem
peratures suivantes :
200°C - 280% - 380% - 450% - 600% - 850%.

La forme externe des cristaux teste inchangee jus- 
qu'ä 450°C, temperature largement superieure a celle 
ou le produit ne presente plus le diffractogramme 
caracteristique de 11hydroxyzincate de calcium 
(200%). L'oxyde de zinc,, produit final de la decom
position thermique,. ne cristallise qu'apres la decom
position de la chaux.

Nous avons ajoute de l’eau ä un echantillon ayant 
subi un traitement de 3 heures ä 300%. Le produit 
d'hydratation reforme est 1'hydroxyzincate de cal
cium.

En conclusion, la stabilite thermique de l'hydroxy- 
zincate de calcium est süffisante pour la majorite 
des applications du beton arme.



FIGURE 4
IvtcuXemeruL» tixe^nu.qu.aA de. -I'hy.d/iox.y.^Ln.cate de calccuni (CZH)



CONCLUSION

L'hydroxyzincate de calcium, constituant majeur de 
la liaison zinc-päte de ciment Portland, presente 
une bonne stability vis-ä-vis des agents corrosifs 
les plus frequents pour une armature d'acier : le 
gaz carbonique et les chlorures. La stabilite ther- 
mique de ce compose est meilleure que celle de nom- 
breux hydrates de la päte de ciment (sulfoalumina
tes de calcium et aluminates de calcium hydrates).

Les armatures galvanisees presentent done une dura- 
bilite superieure ä celle des armatures d'aeiers 
dans les ambiances particulierement agressives.
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MICROCRACKINGS PROPAGATION IN FLEXURAL LOADED PORTLAND AT© HIGH SLAG СЫ-ENT CONCIETES о

Л7/, (f. л

oUHhARY. An aimount of the results attained examining the flexural behaviour, until rupture occurs, of a series 
of reinforced beams and of unreinforced specimens manufactured with high blast furnace slag cement and Portland 
cement concretes, stored either at ambient temperature or steam cured, has been given by the Author's.

ll- been emphasized that the structural elements manufactured with high slag cement concrete show, as a rule, 
oracauig patterns characterized by progressively more numerous cracks, of moderate width, slowly growing with 
■rorere, wnereas Porti,and cement concrete elements show a nearly constant number of cracks, of width sv/iftly 
growing witn the stress. Stoat curing abates the above mentioned differences, even if the crack patterns remain 
quailtat!vol у inchanged- 

me influence 01 Lite enmee of cement type and of maturation procedure on the durability of plain and rein
forced concrete structures has been pointed out and the differences of the cracking patterns of the two types 
of binder arc discussed in tenns of a higher bond strength at the paste-aggregate interface in the high slip 
cement, ilian in Portland cement concretes. 

Os autores informam sobre os resultados obtidos no exame do comportamcnto flexi oral, 

ato que ocorre ruptura, de uma serie de vigas armadas, e de corpos de prova näo armados, fei 

tos com concretos de cimento de escoria de alto forno e cimento portland, armazenados tanto 

em temperatura ambiente сото curados a vapor.

Enfatizou-se que os elementos estruturais preparados com concretos de cimento de al

ta escoria apresentam, em regra, modelos de trinca caracterizados por trincas progressivamen 

to mais numerosas, de abertura moderada, lentamente crescentes com a tensäo, enquanto os ele 

mentos de concreto de cimento portland apresentam urn ntimero quase constante de trincas, cuja 

abertura cresce raprdamente com a tensäo. A cura sob vapor reduz as diferenqas mencionadas 

acima, mesmo que os modelos de trinca permanepam quantitativamente inalterados.

Ressalta-se a rmportancia da escolha do tipo de cimento e processo de maturapao so

bre a durabilidade de estruturas simples e armadas de concreto, e se discutem as diferenpas 

dos modelos de trinca dos dois tipos de ligante, cm termos de uma reslstencia mais aita de 

aderencia na interface de pasta-agregado nos concretos con cimento de alta escoria do que 

nos com cimento port land.
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Fig, 1: Cracking patterns of reinforced beams as a function of the load. 
A = SC, at ambient tenperature cured, 
A1 = SC, steam cured, 
В = PC, at ambient temperature’ cured, 
B' = PC, steam cured.
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Fig- 2 Progress of the widest fissure as a function: 
of the load (T = ton),

noticed that the structural elements prepared with SC 
concrete show, as a rule, crack patterns characterized 
by fissures progressively more numerous, but with mo
derate width, slowly growing with the stress. In- con
trast, the number of fissures in the structural ele
ments prepared with PC concrete appears to be nearly 
constant, of width swiftly growing with the stress, 
Fne maturation at ambient temperature particularly 
enhances the phenomenon, whereas steam curing has a 
lowering action, even if the cracks course remains 
qualitatively unchanged.

Fig, 3 Crack map ж the- terminal surface of cyLinefers 
durtrig the splitting test,
А, А1', В, B*  as Fig, 1,

Since toe crackings behaviour is- strictly related to- 
the possible attack or degradation of the structure, 
the course of the largest width of the fissures as a 
function of the stress has been exanined, toe/ To 
this end, for each level of the load, corresponding- 
to a determined mcsnent И, the widest fissure 
has been identified, rtiicft, as a rule, speared to be 
also toe deepest one, almost always localized inside 
toe central part of the beam, even if such- a locali— 
zation varied, in general, with: the- stress.
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Fig. 4: Macrographs of cross section of the specimens 
after splitting tests.
A, A1 , B, Br as Fig. 1.

The M-Wmax course both for the series of beams and 
for the maturation procedures is reported in Fig. 2. 
It is to be noticed that the width Wmax appears to be 
definitely smaller for the beams propared with SC con 
Crete than for beams with PC concrete, whose fissures 
appear sometimes tobe more than twice as large. Stress 
being the same, Wmax values are moreover-considerably 
lower for steam cured specimens.

Taking into account that as regards structures dur
ability it is more effective to lower the width of 
the fissures, rather than their number, the choice 
either of the type of cement or of the curing proce
dure appears to be of considerable importance. A limi 
tation of the crack width is in fact demanded both 
for reasons of esthetics and of protection against 
corrosion. The admissible limit values are above all 
very important for the utilization of great steel 
strengths since an increased limitation of the crack 
widths is accompanied by a decrease of the utilizable 
steel stress (14).In consideration of this premisses, 
the results obtained■through the investigation on the 
beams have been confirmed by means of mechanical 
tests and macrographic examination of the crack pro
gress on a series of unreinforced specimens, manufac
tured with the same blend used for the beams. The ma
crographs of SC and PC concrete cylindrical specimens 
matured either at ambient temperature or steam cured, 
have been reported in Fig. 3, during and after the 
splitting test (15). The macrographs confinn that 
specimens manufactured with SC concrete show a higher 
number of fissures in comparison to those of PC specif 
mens and that the steam curing procedure significantly 
abates such a difference.

Fig. 5 : SEM twin fracture surfaces of SC pastes one year old, (s g = unhydrous slag grain).



The polished cross sections of the split semi -cyl 
Inders, moreover give evidence that the fracture in 
the SC concrete also involves the aggregate part
icles, some of them appearing clearly cracked, v.hile 
the fracture of PC concrete specimens primarily in
volves the paste - aggregate interface, running along 
the contour of the individual particles. Fig. 4. This 
would suggest the existance of a better adhesion 
paste - aggregate In SC than in PC concretes.

To save space macrograph results of the longitudinal 
sections of rectangular unreinforced specimens, flex
ural cracked, are not reported. As has been already 
emphasized with the cylindrical specimens, in SC con
crete specimens the fracture propagates also through 
the aggregate particles, rather than primarily at the 
paste - aggregate interface, as in the case of PC con
crete speciriens, cured at ambient temperature.

The examination of the fracture surfaces allows one 
to calculate the percentage of fractured aggregates, 
approximately above 10 rrm in size, in comparison to 
that of the unaltered ones (16). Values Indicate that 
the percentage of the fractured particles lies around 
50% for SC concrete and 35% for PC concrete, for 
specimens cured at 20± 2 °C.

In order to investigate the fracture propagation at a 
microscopic level, the twin fracture surfaces of one 
year old SC pastes have been observed. Fig. 5 a shows 
that the fracture path runs through the hydration 
products, being hindered by the unhydrated slag grain, 
at the center of the image .At the same time, a smooth 
and wide surface of the same grain detaches from the 
hydration products, as is demonstrated by the replica 
left on the corresponding surface in Fig. 5b , This 
indicates that other factors locally present, at
tributable to the nature, the shape and the lay of 
fracture surfaces and deriving firm the presence of 
unhydrated grains, can affect the fracture path.

DISCUSSION AND CONCWSION
The whole of tlie experimental results and of the de
ductions that reasonably can be drawn, strengthen the 
considerable influence of the choice of the type of 
binder, as well of the ageing procedure, on the dur
ability of reinforced and plain concrete. The conpara 
tive examination of the cracking progress of the 
structural element, in fact, enphasized a different 
crack nap in the high slag cement concrete elements 
in comparison to the Portland cement ones, particu
larly for the maturation at ambient temperature. Slag 
cement concrete specimens show, indeed, fissures pro
gressively more numerous, but of moderate width and 
slowly growing with the stress, so that the possible 
degradation of the structure is reduced. Portland ce
ment concrete specimens show instead sn almost con
stant number of fissures, but their width swiftly in
creases with the stress.
A possible interpretation of the different behaviour, 
however, supported by the complementary investi

gations, might be advanced assigning a better cohe
sion of the matrix in the ’blast furnace slag ceiteht 
in ccrtparison to that in the Portland cement concrete 
structures, a cohesion to be probalDly related also to 
the higher compactness of the C-S-H in the high slag 
cements, poor in hydrated lime (17). In the Portland 
cements, a remarkable influence on the paste-aggregate 
bond strength is to be attributed to calcium hydrox
ide, depending on Its morphology and orientation prop 
ertles (18). The interfacial region can in fact con
sist of more densely and orientated growths of Cä(0H)2 
than are found in bulk paste and this must have im
plications regarding' the nucleation of microcracking 
around aggregate particles or reinforcement in con
crete. The virtual absence of calclun hydroxide in 
high blast furnace slag cements (19) could therefore 
explain the higher adhesion paste-aggregate and ex
plain the microcracking propagation preferentially 
through the aggregate particles. On the contrary, a 
lower bond strength paste-aggregate in the Portland 
cement specimens would promote a fracture propagation 
primarily along the interfaces.

In the blast furnace slag cement concretes maturated 
either at ambient temperature or steam Cured, as well 
in Portland cement concretes steam cured, paste-aggre 
gate bonding being stronger, individual aggregate par 
ticles could act as crack arrestors, causing the fortra 
tion of numerous potential failure planes before rtp- 
ture occurs. Tn the Portland cement concretes matured 
at ambient temperature, paste-aggregate bonding being 
weaker, once a potential failure plane is developed, 
it could continuously grow in an almost flat plane, 
so causing failure.

Besides all this, the slag cement paste better than 
Portland cement one, mi^it be regarded as a "micro-ag 
gregate concrete" (20), In fact, the unreacted slag 
micro-particles with their peculiar shape, could rep
resent a barrier against the microcrackings propaga
tion, thus obliging frequent interruption to fracture 
progress and preventing the crackings widening. The 
higher number of fracture surfaces would then enhance 
a wides distribution of the fracture energ;/, favouring 
a more ductile behaviour.
Accelerating the hydration process by means of steaft 
curing, accomodation and orientation of calcitffi hy
droxide at the interfacial regions of the Portland ее 
ment concretes become more difficult, minimizing the 
differences in the behaviour shown by the two types 
of cement.
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Bond in Cements Reinforced with Bundles of Fibres
Adherence dans les ciments armes avec les faisceaux de fibres

1

SUMMARY: Bundles of short wires or strands of fibres are used in manufacture of cefflent based composites but 
individual fibres are expected to separate during manufacture and disperse uniformly throughout the matrix 
in order that maximum efficiency of the reinforcement is achieved. Glass reinforced cefflent represents a 
case in which the fibres remain in bundles and form the basic reinforcing.elements even in a finished 
composite.

Investigation of pullout failure mechanism of glass fibre strands embedded in cement-based matrices 
indicates that intermediate modes of failure occur apart from the complete pullouts or tensile fractures 
of the strand. The intermediate modes of failure include a combined mode in which certain fibres fracture 

in tension and the rest pull out and a telescopic mode in which pullouts and fractures occur in stages. The 
energy absorption during these types of failure is very high and significantly contributes to the pseudo
ductility of a young glass reinforced cement. '

Types of fibres and matrices, age and exposure conditions change the fibre-matrix and fibre-fibre bond. 
Increased bond especially when combined with a decrease of glass fibre strength due to chemical attack 
or other damage changes the mode of pullout failure and causes embrittlement of the composite. -

The principle of telescopic pullout failure of bundles of fibres offers a new way to improvement of both 
strength and toughness of a brittle matric composite provided the fibre-matrix and fibre-fibre bond are 
controlled over the expected service life of the composite. Development of special fibre bundles 
as reinforcement is proposed.

Malhas de arames curtos ou telas de fihras säo usadas na manufatura de ccrtpostos baseados an cimen to, 
mas espera-se que fibras individuals se separem durante a manufatura e se dispersem uniformemente pela matriz 
para que se consiga о mäximo de eficiencia de anna ;äo. Cirren to reforgado can vidro represents tm caso an que аз 
fibras permanecem an conjunto e formam os elanentos basicos de reforgo mesmo num ccrnposto acabado.
Investigagao do mescanismo de ruptura ä tragäo de malhas de fibra de vidro onbebidas em matrizes can base de ci 
mento indica que acontecem formas intermediarias de rdptura, ä parte de "pullouts” canpletas ou fratura de tra
gäo da malha. As formas intermediarias de ruptura incluem ana forma ccrnbinada em rertas fibras se fraturam 
por tensäo e о resto se desligam, e uma forma telescoplca an que "fxillouts" e fraturas acontecem an estagios. 
A absorgäo de energia durante estes tipos de rarroimento e muito alta e contribui slgnificativamaite p<ira a pseu 
do-dutibilidade de tm cimento novo reforgado can vidro.
Tipos de fibras e matrizes, idade e condigces de exposigäo mudam a llgagao flbra-^natrlz e fibra-flbra, Aumaitö 
da ligagäo, especialmente quando cornbinada com uma diminuigao da resistencia da fibra de vidro devido a ataque 
quimico ou a outro dano, muda a forma de ra-.ipimento por "pullouts" e causa friabilizagao do carposto.
О principio de rarpimento por desligamento telescopico de malhas de fibras oferece tm modo novo para melhora da 
resistencia e dureza de tm carposto de matriz friavel, desde que a ligagäo fibra^retriz e fibra-flbra seja con- 
trolada durante о tempo de vida esperado do carposto. Prcp5e-se о desenvolvinento de malhas de fibra especial 
cano ref or go. ■



.INTRODUCTION

Fibre reinforced cements and concretes (FRC) are 
usually reinforced with short fibres. Manufacturing 
processes differ but the principal aim of all is a 
uniform dispersion of the fibrous reinforcement. 
Bundles of fibres oi wires are also used instead of 
individual fibres, the main reasons being their easier 
incorporation into the cement matrix and, namely in ■ 
case of glass fibres, a more convenient form for their 
manufacture and a better protection from damage 
during handling and production processes. During 
manufacture of a FRC the bundles are expected to break 
up äs much as possible into individual fibres evenly 
distributed throughout the matrix. Uniform distri
bution of single fibres is considered desirable because 
only then the maximum efficiency and complete utilisa
tion of the fibres can be achieved.

The separation into individual fibres is not always 
complete. Examples are asbestocement and glass rein
forced cement (GRC). Asbestos fibres occur naturally 
as a 'fibrous mass' and despite being subjected to 
forcible separation during manufacture of the com
posite the very thin fibres remain in substantial 
bundles even in the finished product. The fibres are 
so well bonded together that the 'bundles' behave as 
solid, irregular and rough-surfaced reinforcing ■ 
elements. Glass fibres are supplied as strands con
taining approx. 200 fibres each. The degree of 
disintegration of single fibres depends on the GRC 
production method and on the coating (size) of 
fibres which is used for their protection. Examina
tion of sections of GRC indicated that strands split 
into smaller bundles but the number of individual 
fibres separating was very small. A bundle of

' fibres remains the basic reinforcing element in GRC. 
This is widely recognised but although investigations 
into microstructure of glass fibre strands especially 
after ageing are being carried out very little is 
known about their failure mechanism. In this paper 
the pullout modes of failure of glass strands are 
examined and the complexity of the process together 
with the influence of ageing are indicated.

The results are considered from the point of view of 
durability of GRC, especially its toughness and a 
new approach, based on specific development of the 
bundles of fibres as reinforcement is suggestea for 
improvement of the GRC and other brittle-matrix 
composites.

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF BOND

In FRC reinforced with discontinuous fibres the 
external loads are transferred to the reinforcement 
through the cement matrix (Fig. 1). Bond which per
mits the load transfer consists of an adhesive, 
elastic bond q„ which is mobilised first, and 
frictional bond qf which resists fibre displacement 
once the maximum qa has been reached and the inter
face debonded. A non-linear distribution of 
adhesive bond and a uniform distribution of 
frictional bond are normally assumed. Such a 
simplified distribution is shown on Fig. 1. It 
should be noted that if the bond strength (Q = max qa) 
were small the reinforcement could debond partially 
or completely before cracking of the matrix. Wien 
matrix cracks the bond distribution changes 
significantly and the reinforcement is subjected tc 
pullout (1).

smaller debonding

greatej_debonding

Q =max qa

Fig. 1 Bond distribution, uncracked matrix. Effect of 
high and low frictional bond on debonding.

The degree of bonding is important:
(a) No fibre-matrix bond exists. The reinforcement 

is not utilised at all.
(b) There is good fibre-matrix bond but no bond bet

ween the fibres in a bundle. Only the fibres in 
contact with the matrix are utilised.

(c) There is bond both between the fibres and the 
matrix and between the fibres in the bundle. In 
this case the relative magnitude of the bond 
matters.

If the fibre-fibre bond were much stronger than the' 
fibre-matrix bond the bundle would behave as a 
'solid' single reinforcing element which would con
tribute to the composite properties according to the 
fibre-matrix bend only. •

If the fibre-fibre bond were significantly less than 
the fibre-matrix bond the inner fibres would con
tribute partially to the strength of the composite. 
Intermediate modes of failure, partial pullout and 
fracture could occur.

The mechanism of pullout failure of a single fibre 
has been previously analysed in detail (2). It can 
be also applied to the pullout of a bundle. Depend
ing on the relative magnitudes of adhesive and 
frictional fibre-matrix bond and on the tensile 
strength of the bundle overall, the following modes 
of pullout failure and corresponding critical em
bedment lengths are identified:

(a) Pullout following an instantaneous complete 
debonding. L <L .

(b) Pullout following a gradual debonding.
•LP6L<1 .

(c) Tensile fracture following a gradual debending
LC^L<LC. ,

(d) Tensile fracture without any previous 
debonding. L<Lh.

Diagram on Fig. 2 shows a special case in which the 
magnitude of adhesive and frictional bond and the 
strength of reinforcement are such that all tour 
■nodes of failure occur. In many cases the original 
lengths L(., Lv merge or do not exist, e.g. if 
the tensile strength cf the fibre were greater than 



Oabc = PULLOUT FAILURE FORCE

the critical length would not occur.

o Lp Lc Lt L 
embedment length

Fig. 2 Ultimate pullout torce as a runction oi emoed- 
ment length.

^“friction (a-f) 

1 a y-debonding force 
" c (O-a.d)

tensile breaking force (e-c)

TELESCOPIC AND COMBINED FAILURES OF GLASS STRAND

An extensive programme of pullout tests (Fig. 3) was 
carried out for different combinations of matrices, 
glass fibres, curing conditions and age. Very many 
pullout force-extension diagrams were obtained. Part 
of the quantitative results has been used previously 
for quantitative assessment of bond using methods 
developed by the author (1,2,3). The shapes and 
other features of the force-extension diagrams were 
examined, compared with the condition of the strands 
after each test and the following modes of failure 
were identified:
(1) Complete tensile fracture of the whole strand. 

Typical curve is shown on Fig. 4.
(2) Complete pullout of the whole strand. The 

magnitude of the drop in pullout force after 
the peak had been reached indicated the strength 
of frictional bond (Fig. 5a). The lesser the 
drop the greater was the friction until it over
shadowed the adhesive bond and dominated the 
pullout (Fig. 5b). Differences in static and 
dynamic friction and transverse strain variat
ions often caused the stick-slip movement reflect
ed as the saw-tooth snape of the pullout curve 
(Fig. 5b).

0

ui U c o

o
-1 3

Fig. 4 Tensile failure

(3) Intermediate failure mode.
In a significant proportion of tests neither a 
complete fracture nor a complete pullout occurred. 
These intermediate modes were separated further 
into two types:

(i) Combined pullout and tensile failure.
In this case the outer fibres of the strand 
were weak and/or much better bonded to 
matrix than to the internal fibres which 
remained strong. The outer fibres frac
tured while the inner fibres pulled out. 
Typical curve is on Fig. 6.

(ii) Telescopic failure.
In this case the pullout force was sufficient 
to break the fibre-matrix adhesive bond and 
to commence the pullout. The frictional 
fibre-matrix bond permitted the pullout but 
the friction caused damage to the outer 
fibres which then fractured. The remaining 
'core' fibres took on the pullout force and 
continued to pull out until the frictional 
fibre-fibre bond caused enough damage and 
another layer of the fibres failed 
in tension. Typically the telescopic 
failures occurred in two or three stages as 
shown on curve on Fig. 7. Depending on 
strength of bond and on embedment length 
more gradual telescopic failures were also 
observed.

Fig. 7 Telescopic failure
Bond in FRC composite changes with age and curing. 
Strength of the matrix depends on similar parameters 
and strength of fibres is not always independent of 
age and environment either. The possibility of a 
reduction of strength of glass fibres in an alkaline 
cement is well known but recent report has indicated 
that even thin metallic fibres can change their basic 
mechanical properties once embedded in a cement 



matrix (4).

The pullout tests revealed the effects of ageing, Figs. 
Ba and 8b show the example on E-glass strands embedded 
in ordinary portland cement paste.

о о

a complete pullout

v combined failure

e telescopic failure

* tensile fracture

31. ____________ ____________ n-
fO 20 30

EMBEDMENT LENGTH
40 L(mml

Fig. 8a Ultimate pullout force-embedment length 
diagram. OPC, w/c = 0.4, E-glass, air cure 
50Z R.H., 20°C, 28 days.

EMBEDMENT LENGTH

Fig. 8b As above; 90 days.

Matrices other than plain OPC were tested. High 
alumina cement (НАС) paste at w/c = 0.35 and a poly
mer modified OPC paste with a solid acrylic polymer 
content of 20^ by mass of cement w/c = 0.35 were used 
in combination with E-glass and two types of alkali 
resistant (ARI, AR2) glass fibres.

Intermediate modes of pullout failure were observed 
for all combinations of fibres and matrices and 
curing conditions. There was never a cleat transition 
from complete pullouts to complete tensile fractures 
as the embedment length increased. Diagram on Fig. 8a 
is a typical example. The telescopic modes of failure 
were identified only on specimens tested at the age 
of 90 days or more. The incidence of telescopic 
failures depended strongly on the type of glass and 
matrix used. Excluding the complete pullouts which 
were observed for short embedment lengths the 
following were approximate proportions of telescopic 
failures observed at the age of 90 days:

OPC/e-glass  65Z- HAC/E-glass .... 5% 
0PC/ARl&AR2-glass .. 50% HAC/ARl-glass .. 15%

PPC/E-glass & ARl-glass .. none

The acrylic polymer (PPG) increased all bond so much 
that only extremely short embedment lengths produced 
a pullout or a combined failure (Fig, 9),

IO 20 30 40
EMBEDMENT LENGTH L(mm)

Fig. 9 Ultimate pullout force-embedment length 
diagram. PPG matrix, 90 days, air as for 8a.

The HAG also improved fibre-matrix and fibre-fibre 
bond.

Wet curing increased bond considerably and in case of 
AR2 fibres (a more recent version of the ARI fibres 
having different coating) the complete pullouts were 
entirely eliminated and the incidence of telescopic 
pullouts was reduced (Figs. 10a,b).

l (mm)10 20 30
EMBEDMENT LENGTH

Fig. 10a Ultimate pullout force-embedment length 
diagram. OPC, w/c = 0.4, AR2-glass, air 
cure.50% R.H., 20°C, 180 days.

Fig. 10b As above, cured in water 20°C, 180 days.

0 10 20 30 40 I (mml
EMBEDMENT LENGTH L' 1



BOND AND DURABILITY OF CRC

CRC represents a brittle matrix reinforced with 
brittle fibres and its toughness relies entirely on 
its pseudo-ductile behaviour. The pseudo-ductility 
depends on pullouts and intermediate failures of the 
fibre bundles.

In an unaged GRC the fibre-matrix bond is relatively 
low and the fibres are strong. The fibre-fibre bond 
is also relatively low. At this stage many strands 
fail by pullouts and intermediate modes of failure, 
both pullouts and tensile fractures are preceded by 
gradual debonding. The composite exhibits consider
able pseudoductility and toughness. Initial ageing 
increases bond and mechanical properties of the 
composite may improve while the pseudoductility is 
generally maintained.

Ageing of GRC improves bond overall. The build-up of 
fibre-fibre frictional bond is important, if 
sufficiently high it eliminates all intermediate 
modes of pullout failure. Together with increased 
fibre-matrix frictional bond this change alone 
reduces the pseudoductility and fracture energy of 
the composite. If the strength of the fibres were 
also reduced the critical embedment length L. Would 
be greatly reduced and the length Lt would occur for 
a short fibre embedment. In such a case the pseudo
ductility is lost entirely and the toughness and 
impact resistance of the GRC is reduced close to 
that of a plain matrix.

The increase of the fibre-fibre frictional bond which 
is assumed to be caused by deposition of cement 
hydration products initially 'activates' the inner 
fibres of the strand. At early ages this can cause 
a better utilisation of the strand and off-set 
temporarily the loss of strength of the peripheral 
fibres affected by the alkali attack.

A total loss of the effect of fibre length on the 
properties of GRC with AR-fibres after 10 years has 
been reported by Majumdar and Singh (5). Bentur and 
Diamond (6) tested E-glass/OPC specimens which 
cracked without any significant fibre-matrix debond
ing. Both reports have provided further evidence 
that ageing, natural or artificial increased greatly 
the bond overall. Had there been nox change of bond 
and the fibres were weakened the strength of the 
composite would have decreased but some pseudo
ductility would have been retained. The results 
Published agreed with predictions made using 
relationships between individual and simultaneous 
effects of changes of bond and fibre strength 
previously developed (1,2).
Acrylic polymers are now increasingly used for 
modification of OPC matrix, additions of 10^-15^ by 
mass of cement improve very considerably both 
fibre-matrix and fibre-fibre bond. The improved 
adhesive bond leads to a better utilisation of the 
strand and a higher strength of the polymer-modifled 
GRC, the PGRC. The PGRC also maintains its strength 
better even if aged in water (7). The bond is so 
improved that the incidence of intermediate failures 
and pullouts is greatly reduced and the unaged PGRC 
has lower toughness than ordinary GRC (Fig.11*),  both 
with AR fibres.

Fig,11 Tensile stress-stress diagrams of GRC and 
PGRC; unaged : 28d in' 65% R.H., 20°C; 
aged : as above + 70 d. in water" at 506C. (7),

Ageing of PGRC Increases the bond further and 
frictional bond becomes significant. The ultimate 
strain capacity of the PGRC is also reduced but the 
long-term value is greater than that of the GRC, 
mainly because of the polymer content of the 
composite. Fig. 11 indicates that the tensile stress 
and ultimate tensile strain of aged PGRC are improved 
but still far from satisfactory from the practical 
design application point of view. A considerable 
scope for improvement exists.

DISCUSSION OF METHODS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF BOTH 
STRENGTH AND TOUGHNESS OF FRC

Properties of FRC depend strongly on bond for the 
composite actioh between fibrous reinforcement and 
cement matrix. For brittle, low tensile strength 
matrices such as hardened cement paste fibres of 
high strengtl and stiffness are usually selected. 
If well bonded and dispersed as single fibres such 
a reinforcement increases strength of the resulting 
composite which, however, remains very brittle with 
only a very small or no improvement of its ultimate 
strain capacity over that of the matrix alone. In 
case the same fibres are not bonded well to the 
matrix, pullouts occur and the high strength and 
stiffness of the fibres is not fully utilised. The 
composite exhibits pseudoductility and improved 
ultimate strain capacity but the potential composite 
strength is not achieved.

The loss of toughness of GRC with age has important 
commercial consequences and as a result a considerable 
research development has been aimed at its improve
ment. Bijen (8) has recently reviewed this work and 
indicated that greatest effort was concerned with 
development of:

(a) More alkali resistant glass fibres,
(b) Special impermeable coating and coating which 

changed the affinity of glass to hydration pro
ducts.

(c) Additions of polymers penetrating the strands and 
preventing deposition of hydration products 
between the fibres.

(d) Reduction of alkalinity of matrix, special 
cements and blended cements, microsilica, etc.



The generally low level of appreciation of bond is 
notable, it is often not understood that even if no 
reduction of fibre strength occurred high bond 
associated with strong cement matrices would lead 
to very low toughness in the long term. -

A considerable market exists for composites based 
on relatively inexpensive matrices such as hardened 
cement which would have both strength and toughness 
much better than the matrix alone.

Several systems for such composites are possible and 
some have been already tried.

Reinforcing fibres with very thick coatings which 
provided two interfaces, a weak and a strong one 
when incorporated into brittle matrix can be made. 
The production costs of such ’hybrid" fibres are 
so high that the method does not appear to have been 
used in a practical composite.

Morley et al (7) proposed ’duplex’ reinforcement 
which consisted of very thin tubes with helically 
crimped wires inside them. The shear bond at the 
internal interface adjusted itself according to the 
strain of the composite. The ’duplex’ fibres were 
tried but did not find practical application.

More than one type of single fibre reinforcement can 
be used to satisfy the strong and weak bond require
ment. However, the maximum fibre content which can 
be incorporated into cement matrix is low and varies 
according to the fibres. Single fibres designed to 
increase strength usually require longer length and 
the resulting high aspect ratio often reduces the 
practical fibres content. Uniform dispersion of two 
different fibres is also complicated by their 
tendency to segregate.

CONCLUSIONS

Investigation of pullout failures of glass fibre 
strands embedded in cement matrices revealed the 
existence and significance of intermediate modes 
of pullout failure. The energy absorption of the 
fibre bundles failing in a combined or telescopic 
mode was usually greater than when complete pullouts 
or complete tensile fractures of the bundles were 
recorded.

The changes of bond associated with continuing 
hydration of cement matrix gradually reduced or 
eliminated the complete pullouts or intermediate 
failures of the embedded glass fibre strands. The 
bond, if sufficiently increased, could cause a loss 
of pseudo-ductility of a FRC composite with stiff 
strong fibres even if the fibre strength remained 
unaffected.

The investigations indicated the considerable 
potential of bundles of fibres to act as reinforce
ment which can improve both strength and toughness 
of a brittle matrix composite. The potential lies 
in the capacity of bundled fibrous reinforcement to 
fail in the telescopic mode when subjected to pull
out force. A specifically designed bundle of 
fibres in which the perimeter fibres are well bonded 
to or anchored into the matrix and the inner, core 
fibres are bonded enough to pull out, or pull-out 
and fracture, even after long ageing will contribute 
both to strength and toughness of the composite. . 
Such new system appears .particularly applicable to 
FRC composites based on new macro-defect—free and 
densified microsilica high-strength cement matrices. 

The results emphasise the importance of fibre-matrix 
and fibre-fibre bond including the relative magnitude 
of adhesive and frictional bond on the fracture 
mechanism of a FRC composite reinforced with fibre 
bundles such as GRC. Significant progress has been 
achieved by other researchers in identification and 
assessment of microstructures of interfacial 
regions of cement based composites. However, it is 
suggested that in such research not only changes in 
properties of constituent materials of the composites 
but the bond characteristics and their implication 
should be considered as well.

CURRENT AND FUTURE RESEARCH PROPOSED .

A new programme aimed at a development of special 
bundled fibre reinfocement for reinforcement of 
brittle matrices, especially cement based ones has 
been commenced. The current first stage concen
trates on fundamental behaviour of bundles contain
ing varying numbers of metallic fibres of different 
diameters and on development of an appropriate 
theoretical model. A specially designed SEM stage 
which permits observations of pullouts on specimens 
up to 100 mm long has been installed and successful 
pilot tests have been carried out. A parallel 
programme orientated more towards development of 
different bundle configurations and compositions 
for potential practical composites is being planned.
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ARNALDO FORTI BATTAGIN, Research Mineralogist, Departament of Physicochemistry, 
Associa^äo Brasileira de Cimento Portland, SP, Brazil.

THE USE OF MICROSCOPY FOR ESTIMATING THE BASICITY OF SLAGS IN SLAG-CEMENTS 
L'UTILISATION DE LA MICROSCOPIE OPTIQUE POUR L'EVALUATION DE LA BASICITE DU 
LAITIER DANS LES CIMENTS AUX LAITIEP.S

ABSTRACT: Many countries require or suggest in their specifications for slag-cements the use 
of chemical moduli calculated from the chemical composition of the slags.

Based on this fact, this paper deals with an attempt of correlating, by means of the linear 
regression analysis, the refractive index of granulated blastfurnace slags to the most usual 
chemical moduli employed in the quality control of slags.

The investigation of 30 samples of slags from different origins shows a good correlation 
between the refractive index and C t ~ c M> + e + A- The correlation coeffi

О "T* f 3 ü o —
cient r> ranges from 0.96 to 0.99.

Simultaneously, r values of 0.91, 0.80 and 0.87 were obtained in this investigation correla
ting the refractive index of the slags to the compressive strength of slag-cements at 7, 28 
and 90 days, respectively.

Besides its quickness, the method may be applied for estimating the moduli of slags in 
slag-cements samples were the application of chemical method requires previous and laborious 
separation of the slag.

Muitos palzes exigem ou sugerem em suas especificajoes para cimentos com escorias 
о uso de modules quimicos calculados em fungäo da composipao quimica das escorias. ’

_ Baseado nesse fato, este trabalho trata de uma tentativa de correlacionar, por meio 
de analise de correlacao linear, о indice de refeagao das escorias granuladas de alto forno 
com os modulos quimicos empregados no controle de qualidade das escorias.

A investigacao de 30 amostras de escorias de diferentes origens mostrou boa correla 
cao_entre о indice de refraqao e С + M 1/3A ,C,C+M,C+M+A. 0 coeficiente de corri 
laqäo r variou de 0,96 a 0,99. S + 2/ЗА S S S ~

Simultänealmente, valores de r de 0,91, 0,80, 0,87 foram obtidos nesta investigacao 
correlacionando о indice de refraqao das esedrias e a resistencia ä compressäo de cimento-es- 
coria a 7, 28 e 90 dias, re spectivamente.

 .Alem de sua rapidez, este metodo pode ser aplicado para avaliaqao dos modulos da 
escorias em amostras de cimento-escorla enquanto que a aplicaqäo do metodo quimico requer nr 
via e trabalhosa separaqao da escoria. 4 H
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1 INTRODUCTION
Granulated blast-furnace slags, by-products 

of pig iron manufacture, have potential hydraulic 
properties, that is, setting and hardening take 
place when water is added. However, their hydration 
reactions are so slow that this would linll their 
commercial application if activators weren't used.

The free hydrated lime arising from the 
hydration of the silicates of the cement (C3S and 
C2S) acts mainly as an activator when slag is 
blended to the clinker.

The hydraulic activity of slags depends 
main.1.у on their chemical composition (function of 
iron ore characteristics, of fluxes sind of 
operational conditions in the blast-furnace) and 
on their vitrification degree (function of the 
quenching condition).

There are several methods to investigate 
the slag activity and generally they are based on 
its chemical composition, its structure and its 
own hydration. The most current methods of slag 
quality control are based on its chemLlcal 
composition. In fact, many authors liave studied the 
correlation between slag chemical moduli and slag
cement compressive strengths (1) . Based on tills 
fact, many countries require or suggest in their 
sjiecifications for slag-cements the use of chemical 
moduli calculated from the chemical composition of 
slags. West Germany (2) and Spain (3) require 
p a. M + д C + M + A . -I A- ---- у---- - > 1 and Japan (4) , ------ g------ > 1,4.

In France, there are no requirements, but 
, C . 

it is recommended to use slags that fulfil —— 1.
Other chemical indexes are suggested in English and 
Indian standards.

Through NBR 5735/80 (5), Brazil specifies

c + M..+ 1/^: > 1 similar to the old American 
S t 2/3A

Specification for slags used in slag-cements, but 
there are studies of standard commitees with the 
aim of adopting + g ■+-— > 1, similar to the 

German Standard. According to the European 
C + M 

Commitee of Normalization (6), the index —-—
will be adopted, in the future, in Europe.

Although, for a long Lime, chemical moduli 
have teen used to control the basicity of slags, 
tiiey have an inconvenience due to the time spent to 
carry out chemical analysis. The prob]em is greater 
for- cement oxisuners that rarely have the slag 
utilised in slag-cement manufacture.

The observance of a close relation between 
tiie chemical composition and tire refractive index 
of granulated blast-furnace slags shows that the 
determination of the latter, by means of a 
polarizing microscope, may give information 
concerning the basicity of the slag. This principle^ 
has been already applied to the quality control ,of 
glasses in Glass Technology or to the classification 
of volcanic rocks in Petrography.

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
2.1 Sample Preparation and Methodology

In order to elucidate the correlation 
between the chemical composition and the refractive 
index of slags, thirty samples have been selected 
from the four largest Brazilian siderurgics and 
from other plants, that use vegetal coal instead of 
coke as fuel. These samples are typical of a wide 
range of Brazilian industrial production.

Table 1 shows, the chemical composition.
Samples were powdered and the fraction 

63-53gm has been selected and analysed by
microscopy. Refractive indexes were measured by 
?гек ’s Line. Method by means of an index of
refraction liquids set, with 0,002 accuracy. Table 2 
shows both the refractive index values and chemical 
moduli calculated from the chemical composition.

2.2 Results
By means of the linear regression analysis, 

several correlation coefficients were obtained 
between the refractive index and different chemical 
moduli.

Evaluation of results were based on 
calculating the standard error of predicted value, 
defined as: _______________

/N
L (F - F , ) ?/ . c ch i

E - / —---------- 1-------- , where
N - 2 '

E = Standard error of predicted value
F = Function value, obtained from the 
c calibration curve

F t=Function value, obtained from the 
cn chemical composition

N = Number of samples

TABLE 1 - Chemical Composition of Slags

2 5 < 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

11 74 iq Л7 46 JO ЗЯ. 12 42.25 46. 20 42.59 39.55 55.03 4J.97 50.51 40.07 34.10 J4.51 34.74 35.32 44.90 39.44 36.08 33.48 34.83 34.66 32.8G 3'.64 32.58 34.56 32.77 35.33 34.70 34.67

1 i 9 96 19 44 15.74 12.29 11.43 17.4$ 11.12 13.21 8.39 13.65 15.45 11.43 14.27 21.80 17.27 12.31 12.06 13.46 13.26 12.89 14.86 15.44 16.85 13.30 14.92 12.12 12.33 14.98

Л 7Q 1 04 1 4$ I 30 0 44 1. 20 l.il 0.79 1.75 0.40 0.88 2.53 0.7J 0.94 0.88 0.88 3.08 4.34 0.51 0.46 0.52 0.36 0.48 1.41 0.73 0.52 0.56 0.66 0.50 0.90

Л 7A 0.72 0 26 0.62 0.16 0.25 0. 20 0.30 0.19 0.16 0.28 0.21 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.57 - 0.69 0.43 0.53 0.53 0.42 - 0.44 - 0.55 - 0.43 0.53 0.49

n a? г> nA 0 01 0.02 0 005 0.01 0. 01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 - 0.14 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03 - 0.05 - 0.05 - 0.05 0.02 0.01

IQ 77 П 77 iS IS 34 97 J6 48 33. 98 39. 28 29. 48 24. 49 34.69 32.77 35.07 40.68 44.29 39.78 35.36 28.82 33.40 43.16 41.99 43.24 41.85 40.57 40.90 42.70 43.68 40.45 47.44 43.32 39.88

1 HjC* 2. JO J.74 4. 60 1.63 2.10 1.88 2.10 8.67 2.07 3.67 2.18 1.95 6.57 7.21 6.65 2.77 5.BJ 3.85 5.78 7.69 5.20 7.55 5.56 5.62 5.93 5.30 5.44 7.02 6. 52 6.62

0.14 0.16 0.15 0.18 0.13 ^0 0.13 0.17 0.20 0.16 0.20
ip.n Л 7Я a-1.1 д, 20 0 Л2 0. 09 0. 20 0.12 0.12 0.17 0.12 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.20 0.32 0.12 0.30 0.17 0.21

KiO 1 0J 1.53 1.88 1.76 2.96 2.00 1.94 2.22 1.86 2.45 1.94 0.66 0.53 0.82 1.98 1.30 1,89 0.52 0.66 0.61 0.56 0.80 0.65 0.54 0.61 0,92 0.54 0.62 0. 86

0.86 0.90 0.75 - 1.04 - 0.80 - 0.70 0.87 0.77
»..n. 7 d ql 0 1 8V 0. 64 0.22 1.02 0. 78 2.17 0.85 2.34 0.64 0.86 0.60 0.78 0.96 - 3.62 0.77

Г| ЛО П ГР 0 01 0 02 0.D1 0.03 0.15 0. 03 0.03 0.02 0.22 - - - 0.12 0.08 - 0.03 0.04 0.0a 0.03 0.04 - 0.03 - 0.04 - - _____

S 0.10 0.0$ 0.19 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.06 0.03 0.07 0.10 0.M 0.23 0.11 0.22 0.17 0.15 0.07 0.90 1.13 1.06 1. 20 1.20 1.02 1.34 0. 78 1.13 1.00 0.93 1.05
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TABLE 2 - Chemical Moduli and Refractive 
Index of Slags

Sample N
C 4- и +У1 C + N + c_r_M c

S + 2/ЗЛ s

1 1,629 0,99 1,51 1,11 1,05

2 1,625 0,87 1,32 0,96 0,86

3 1,609 0,82 1,08 0,86 0,76

* 1,615 0,64 1,47 0,96 0,92

5 1,613 0,83 1,29 0,91 0,86

6 1,603 0,73 1,04 0,78 0,74

7 1,617 o,9° 1,24 0,97 0,92

8 1,611 0,86 1,41 0,96 0,74

9 1,571 0,48 0,68 0,48 0,45

10 1,613 0,81 1,18 0,88 0,79

U 1,599 0,67 0,86 0,69 0,65

12 1,615 0,85 1,26 0,92 0,88

13 1,645 1,18 1,64 1,39 1,19

14 1,653 1,31 1,82 1,49 1,28

15 1,645 1,16 1,74 1,34 1,15

16 1,619 0,91 1,70 1,08 1,00

17 1,611 0,72 1,16 0,77 0,64

15 1,623 0,8? 1,26 0,88 0,80

19 1,651 1,20 1,69 1,35 1,20

20 1,653 1,28 1,89 1,58 1,35

21 1,651 1,21 i,n 1,40 1,25

22 1,649 1,24 1,80 1,43 1,22

23 1,651 1,20 1,86 1,41 1,24

24 1,647 1,18 1,84 1,38 1,22

25 1,651 1^4 2,01 1,49 1,31

26 1,651 1>23 1,80 1,40 1^6

27 1,645 1|19 1,86 1,40 1,23

28 1,651 1^3 1,74 1,40 1,20

29 1,649 1,26 1,79 1,44 1,25

30 1,645 1,П
1,34 I

1,15

, Definitive curves were obtained after the 
elimination of individual values that presented 
differences twice bigger than the standard 
error of predicted value (E), that is, a level of 
significance near 5% was adopted.

Figures 1 to 4 show the calibration curves.
The experimental research suggests that not 

only it is possible to predict the value of chemical 
moduli fron calibration curves, but also to 
calculate the refractive index of a slag from its 
chenical composition. In this case, a linear 
multiple regressive analysis was applied to 
correlate the refractive index to the rost chemical 
oxides. Table 3 shows oomplete equation parameters. 
The correlation coefficient is equal to 0,9975.

FIGURE I - Relation between the refractive index and Cr-M+ k3A

S+%A

FIGURE 2-Relation between the refractive index and C+M+A 
S

s



TABLE 3 - EQUATION PARAMETERS OF MULTIPLE LINEAR
CORRELATION BETWEEN CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
AND REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SLAGS

PARAMETER COEFFICIENT VALUE

Refractive Index
(Dependent Variable)

SiO2 - 0.1656 X IO-2

А£20з - -0.4 397 x 10"3

TiO2 - 0.0043

P2O5 + 0.0312

CaO + 0.2080 x IO"2

MgO + 0.1573 x IO-2

Na2O + 0.0195

K2O - 0.3664 x IO"3

МП2О3 + 0.1475 x 10“2

S 0.0041

Constant 1.6076

r 0.9975

r2 0.9950

From a general point-of-view it can be seen 
that CaO, MgO, Na2O, Мп2Оз, S and P2O5 contribute 
to increase the refractive index value, while SiO2, 
АЯгОз, TiO2 and K20 contribute for its decrease.

. . , , С + M + AThis fact may elucidate why 1 ■ ■ g---------

resulted in the worst correlation with the 
refractive index. Ai2O3 contributes to decrease the 
refractive index and was considered at the sane 
level of CaO and MgO that have an opposite effect 
on the refractive index value.

The importance in knowing the refractive 
index from the slag chemical composition, is 
assigned to the possibility of previous selecting 
of samples for the adjustement of calibration curves.

2.3 Correlation Between Slag Refractive Index and 
Slag-Cerrent Compressive Strength

In order to investigate any correlation 
between slag refractive index and slag-cement 
oompressive strength, 12 out of 30 samples were 
selected. Fran these sanpies, 12 laboratory slag
cements were made under standarded conditions as 
showed in Table 4.

Conpressive strengths of mortars (cylinder) 
were obtained according to Brazilian Method - NBR 
7215 (7) at ages of 7, 28 and 90 days. Results are 
in Table 5.

Table 6 shows results of ' the linear 
regression analysis.

TABLE 4 - LABORATORY CEMENTS CHARACTERISTICS

SLAG CONTENT
(in mass)

60 %

CALCIUM SULPHATE
CONTENT (in mass)

2.5%

BLAINE FINENESS
(m2/kg)

399 to 413

CLINKER
The same for all 
laboratory cements

TABLE 5 - COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF SLAG-CEMENT MORTAR

SLAG-CEMENT
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (MPa)

7 days 28 days 90 days

1 12.3 22.8 34 . 3

4 14.3 25.2 34.5

5 11.5 29.5 37.9

6 10.9 25.5 ■ 37.3

7 11.5 30.9 39.3

8 13.0 27.5 34 . 1

10 10.7 26.1 34.6

11 9.9 24.9 34.4

12 11.7 23.1 35.1

13 22.5 36.7 48.9

14 20.6 38.3 49.1

15 21.9 41.3 49.1

no slag 23.6 30.5 36.9

TABLE 6 - EQVATICN PARAMETERS OF THE LINEAR ODRRELATION 

BEIWEEN THE SLM REFRWTTIVE INKiX N4D SLAG- 

MDKTAR OOMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

CCMPFESSIX'E

STRENGTH

PARAMETER VALUE

Coefficient A Coefficient В Number or 
sanpies

Cbrrelation 
ooefficient

7 days 242.25 - 378.57 12 0.91

28 days 286.85 - 435. 81 12 0.80

90 days 309.22 - 462.36 12 0.87
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Results of tests, made under standarded 
conditions, show the great influence of the slag 
refractive index value on the slag-cement 
compressive strength at the largest possible number 
of invariable parameters. As refractive index 
depends directly on the slag chemical conposition , 
it is shown once again the influence of slag 
chemical characteristics on the cement quality. 
Although the determination of slag refractive index 
doesn't have any practical importance in the 
evaluation of industrial slag-cements, vrfaere many 
factors are acting simultaneously, its deteiTnination 
will be very profitable with regards to the selection 
of appropriate slags as addition to the cement.

3 CONCLUSIONS
Basicity characteristics of slags, used in 

the cement industry, can be easily evaluated through 
a very simple and quick method. This method consists 
on predicting slag basicity ratios as ,
C+M+AC+M, , , .------ g------ f —g— by means of correlation curves 
between these pararreters and the slag refractive 
index, measured under polarizing microscope . 
Experimental values of r ranging from 0.95 to 0.99 
showed the good correlation between the chemical 
conposition and the refractive index of slags.

In addition, the method proved to be 
advantageous due to the fact that it can be applied 
to slag-cement samples, where chemical methods are 
limited, requiring previous and laborious slag 
separation.

Finally, the significative influence of 
slag refractive index values on laboratory slag
cement compressive strength results showed, by it 
turn, the importance of chemical conposition on 
slag hydraulicity, because the slag refractive 
index depends mainly on its chemical conposition.
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A. CARLES-GIBERGUES,M--^-OUDJIT, A. VAQUIER, Laboratoire de Genie Civil, Toulouse, France.

Influence des elements autres que Si sur la reactivite des fumees de silice.
Influence of elements (Si, Al, K, Na, Ca, Cl, C) on the reactivity of condensed silica fumes.

Les fumees de silice condensees sont utilisees en Genie Civil, notamment pour la fabrication de betons ä hau 
tes ,et tres hautes resistances.

Cette etude montre que ces materiaux ont des reactivites tres differentes qui les rendent done plus ou moins 
interessants.

Nos essais ont porte sur 20 fumees de silice d'origines tres diverses: fabrications de slllcium, d'alliages 
Fe - Si ä 50, 75 et 90%- d'alliages Fe - Cr - Si, Si Mn.

Apres etude de la composition physico-chimique nous suivons leur solubilisation dans 1'eau pure. Nous deter 
minons ensuite la reactivite des fumees de silice vis-a-vis de la chaux en suspension dlluee mais aussl en pate. 
Enfin nous evaluons leur activite pouzzolanique pour la fabrication de ciments Portland avec ajout.

Les rosultats ont montre que la finesse ne joue pas un role primordial; de meme le taux de silice, dans la 
majoritS des cas, n'est pas le facteur predominant de la reactivite des fumees de silice. Ce sont essentielle- 
ment les elements Strangers (autres que Si) qui sont ä considerer. En premier lieu, 1'existence de carbone 
imbrule bloque la dissolution de la silice pendant une periode d'autant plus grande que le taux d'imbrule est 
Sieve. L'aluminium freine egalement la dissolution de la silice. Par centre il conduit en presence de chaux 
dans le cas des fumees de silice qui renferment des sulfates, ä la formation d'aluminates ou de sulfoaluminates 
de calcium qui viennent renforcer la cohesion des CSH. Les alcalins et alcalino terreux jouent egalement un ro
le important dans la reactivite des fumees de silice: par leur action sur le pH ils influencent la solubilite de 
la silice. Lorsque les fumees de silice sont ajoutees ä des CPA ces alcalins (le potassium surtout) accelerant 
1'Hydratation du silicate tricalcique.

Dans certains cas les chlorures, presents en faibles quantites, expllquent 1'acceleration de la prise des pä 
tes (fumees de silice + ciment).

Nous concluons en insistant sur le fait que d'autres recherches effectuees au Laboratoire de Genie Civil de 
Toulouse ont confinre les resultats exposes dans cette publication: en particulier 1'importance du röle des im- 
brules.

Os funos condensados de silica säo utilizados na engenharia civil, notadamente na fabricajao de concretos 
com resistencias altas e muito alias.

Este estudo mostra que tais materials tem reatividades diferentes, que os tomam, portanto, mais ou menos 
interessantes.

Nossos ensaios se basearam em 20 fumos de silica de origens muito diferentes: fabrica<;5es de silicio, de li- 
gas Fe-Si com 50, 75 e 90%, de ligas Fe-Sl, Si Mn.

Apos estudo da ccmposipao fisico-quimica, prosseguimos ccm sua solubilizacao em agua pura. Determinamos a se 
guir a reatividade dos fumos de silica diante de cal em suspensäo diluida, e tambem em pasta. For firn, avalia- 
mos sua atividade pozolänica para a fabricapäo de cimentos portland com aditivo.

Os resultados mostraram que a finura näo desempenha papel primordial; do mesmo modo, na maloria dos casos о 
teor de silica näo ё о fator predominante da reatividade dos fumos de silica. Essencialmente säo os elementos 
estranhos (que näo a Si) que devem ser considerados. Em primeiro lugar, a existencia de carbono näo queimado 
bloqueia a dissolupao da silica durante urn periodo tanto maior quanto reals elevado for о teor de carbono näo 
queimado. Tambem о aluminio dificulta a dissolupao da silica. Ao contrario, em presenja de cal, no caso de fu
mos de silica que contem sulfatos, leva ä formagäo de aluminatos ou de sulfoaluminatos de calcio que vem refor- 
gar a coesäo dos GSH. Os materials alcalinos e alcalino-terrosos tambem exercem urn papel importante na reativi
dade dos fumos de silica: pela sua agäo sobre о pH, eles influenciam a solubilidade da silica. Quando os fumos 
de silica säo adicionados aos CPA, estes alcalinos (sobretudo о potässio) aceleram a hidratagäo do silicato tri
cal cico.

Bn certos casos os cloretos, presentes em quantidades pequenas, explicam a aceleragäo da pega de pastas (fu
mos de silica + cimentoj.

Concluimos insistindo no fato de que outras pesquisas realizadas no Laboratorio de Engenharia Civil de Tou
louse confimaram os resultados expostos neste artigo: an particular a importäncia do papel dos näo-queimados.



I - INTRODUCTION

Les fumees de silice condensee (CSF) obtenues 
dans les fours qui elaborent du silicium pur ou allie 
sont utilisees dans la fabrication des betons de 
ciment Portland en raison de leur caractere pouzzo- 
lanique.

Cette etude a ete entreprise sur 18 fumees de 
silice d'origines variees pour determiner leurs dif
ferences de reactivite vis-ä-vis de la chaux (re
action pouzzolanique) susceptibles d'apparaitre en 
raison de leurs diversites de composition.

I I - MATER I AUX ETUDIES

Les 18 echantillons sont repertories dans le 
tableau I en fonction :

1 - de leur pays d'origine : Allemagne de 
1'Ouest (A), Canada (C), France (F), Suede (S), 
U.S.A. (US) ;

2 - de la nature du metal ou de 1'alliage pro- 
duit : silicium pur (1), ferro silicium 75 (2), ferro- 
silicium 50 (3), calcium silicium (4), silico manga
nese (5), fer chrome silicium (6).

Sur ce meme tableau sont indiquees les masses 
volumiques apparentes (mva) et les surfaces specifi- 
ques mesurees par adsorption BET (S).

TABLEAU I - ECHANTILLONS ETUDIES - CARACTER1STIQUES PHYSIQUES

Echantillon
1 1

1 1 2 1
1 1

1
3 1

1
4

1
5 1

1

'1
6 1

1
7 8 9 10

I
11 I

I

1
12 1

1

1
13 1

1
14 15 16

1
17 1

1
2*

d’origine
1 1

F 1 С 1
1 1

1
F 1

1
F

1
F 1

1

1
F 1

1
F

1
F F A

I 
s I

I

1
C 1

1

1
US 1

1
US

1
A US

1
US 1 F

Fabrication 
du four

1 1
1 1 1 1

1 1

1
2 1 

1
2

1
2 1

1

1
2 1

1

1
2 1

1
2 2 2

I
2 I

I

1
2 1

1

1
3 1

1

1
3 1

1

I
4 I

I
5

1
6 1

........ I.
1

mva,(kg/m^)
1 1

125 1 275 1
1 1

1
140 I

I
175

1
200 1

1

1
185 1

1

1
470 1

1
375 600 240

I
- I

I

1
220 1

1

1
330 1

1

1
240 1

1

I
475 I

I
480

1
355 1

______ L

S,(103.m2/kg)
1 1

- 1 23,9 1
1 1

I
19,4 I

I
-

1
23,3 1

1

1
23 1

1

1
21 I

1
12 18,2 17,9

I
13,8 1

1

1
- 1

1

1
- 1

1

1
- 1

1

I
9,9 I

I
7,5

1
15,7 1

_______

L'examen des resultats amene ä faire les remar
ques suivantes :

(i) I'etat de division de tous les echantillons 
est toujours tres pousse mais la variation de sur
face specifique est beaucoup plus importante (de 7,5 
a 23,9 пЛ.д“'1) que celle rapportee dans la littera- 
ture (1) ;

(ii) la masse volumique apparente varie, eile 
aussi, dans une plage beaucoup plus etendue que celle 
qui etait indiquee (1).

On notera que les CSF 7, 9, 15, 16 possedent 
naturellement des masses volumiques apparentes aussi 
elevees que celles atteintes sur d'autres CSF apres 
un traitement de densification. Ceci constitue un 
element favorable pour la valorisation de ces CSF 
denses dont le cout de transport est abaisse.

Ill- ESSAIS EFFECTUES

La composition chimique a ete determinee par 
microfluorescence X pour les elements majeurs,a 
1'exception du soufre dose, par gravimetrie sous for
me de sulfate ; les traces ont ete dosees par flu
orescence X.

La constitution mineralogique a ete determinee 
par DRX, eventuellement completee par analyse thermi- 
que (etude de la recristallisation).

Le comportement dans I'eau pure a ete etudie 
en milieu dilue (rapport eau/solide = 100), agite 
faiblement, ä temperature ordinaire (20 ± 0,5°C), 
entre 1 et 100 jours. Les solutions ont ete analysees 
par spectrometrie d'absorption atomique, colorimetrie 
potentionretrie.

La capacite de fixation de la chaux a ete de
terminee de deux fagons differentes :

a - par mesure chimique dans des suspensions 
diluees (liquide/solide = 100) d'eau initialement 
saturee en chaux ;

b - par analyse diffractometrique de pates CSF 
chaux (eau/solide = 0,75 ; solide constitue de 
48 % de CSF, 48 % de chaux eteinte, 4 % d'anatase).

Certaines conclusions tirees de ces essais ont 
ete validees par des mesures de resistances mecani- 
ques de mortiers dont le liant est un melange : 85 % 
de ciment Portland + 15 % CSF.

IV - RESULTATS DES ESSAIS

IV - 1- Composition chimique
Elie est reportee sur les tableaux 11 (elements 

majeurs) et 111 (traces).

L'examen du tableau 11 montre que 1'on regroupe 
sous une meme denomination des materiaux ayant des 
compositions chimiques tres differentes : on remar
que, en particulier, que la teneur en impuretes, 
c'est-a-dire en oxydes autres que la silice, s'eleve 
jusqu'ä 77 % (echantillon 16) et depasse 10 % dans 
8 cas sur 17.

On peut done deja s'attendre a ce que la reac
tivite des CSF soit sous la dependance des impuretes 
des lors qu'elles representent une partie parfois 
importante du materiau.



TABLEAU II - COMPOSITIONS CHIMIQUES DES CSF (ELEMENTS MAJEURS)

(*) le CSF 16 renferme, en outre : MnO.26,9 (*’*) Le CSF 17 renferme 1 % de Cr (tableau III)

oxydes, 1 2
.г- 3 4 5 6

1
1 7

1
8 9

—
10 11 12

1
13 1

—

14 1
1

15 16
—UL

Г
1 17

1
5i O2

П
93.0

"1

95.9
—

91.5

_
90.5 93.0 85.1 85.0

T
1 87.9
1

70.8 81.2 92.2 88.0 92.1
1

90.7 1
1

91.9 I 57.5 23.0
1
1 73.6

ai2o3 .3 .5 .1 .8 .3 .3 .7

1
1 .8
1

2.1 .8 .5 1.2 .3
1

.3 1
1

i
-5 1 1.0 6.4

1
1 3.8 

J

Fe203 .3 .0 .2 .9 .3 .8 1.4

1
1 1.3
1

2.0 1.6 .7 1.9 .6
1

.7 1
1

1
.4 1

1
.5 3.9

1
1 1.0
1

CaO ' .4 .4 .45 .3 .4 2.6 .4

1
1 .4
I

1.1 .1 .2 .4 .2 .2 i
1

.4 1
1

24.6 15.0
1
1 .8
1

MgO .5 .5 ■ 7 1.7 .5 1.0 .7

1

1 .7 1.1 2.4 1.7 2.7 1.3
1

1.2 1
1

1
1.4 !

1
4.0 3.0

1
1 17.0
1

K20 .6 1.0

-

1.85 1.2 .5 1.0 2.6 1 .8
1

1.3 2.9 1.1 1.7 2.0

1
1.2 1

1

1

1.0 1
!

2.7 9.1

1

1 1.0
1

Na20 .2 .0 .2 .4 .2 .3 .5

1
1 .2
1

.3 .5 .2 .4 .2
1

.2 1
1

i
.2 1

1
.6 1.0

1
1 .3
1

S03

------- ‘I
.7 .3 .3 .4 .7 .6 1.5

1
1 1.5
1

2.6 .4 .1 .4 .3
1

.2 1
1

1
.0 1

1
1.1 4.6

1
1 .1
1

p2°5 - .0 - - - - -
1
1 -
1

- .0 .0 .0
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TABLEAU III - COMPOSITIONS CHIMIQUES DES CSF (ELEMENTS TRACES) (*)

(*) Analyses effectuees au Laboratoire de Mineralogie-Cristallographie - Universite Paul Sabatier - Toulouse.-

elements, ppm Ba 1 Sb ■
Sn i Cd

1
Mo 1

1
Sr 1

1
Rb

!
1 рь 1
1 1

1
8r 1

1

1
AS 1 Ge

I
Zn 1

1
I

Си | Ni
1
1 Mn
1

1 1
1 Cr 1
1 i

1
Ti !

1
8 Ga

CSF 2
50 i

1
0 0 i

1
0

1
0 1

1

1
30 1

1
0

1 1
1 10 1
! 1

1
20 1

1

1
0 1

1
10

1
1300 1

i
50 |

I
20

1
1 150
1

1 0 1
1 1

i
0 1

1
10 10

3
1

0 1
i

0
1

20 1
1

0
1

0 1
1

1
20 1 0

1 1
1 300
1

1
30 1

!

1
0 1

1
5 1300

I
250 |

I
30

1
1 1200
1

1 1
1 20 1
1 1

1
20 1

1
20 10

5 0 1
1

200
1

70 1
1

0
1

0 1
1

1
30 1

1
0

1
1 4000 
!

1
30 1

1

1
0 1

1
20 0

I
1000 j 50 1 2000

1

1 1
! 20 1
1 1

1
20 20 10

9
1

0 1
1

20
1

250 1
1

0 0
30 i

1
0

1
1 800
1

1
1000 1

1

1
100 1

1
20 1300

i

400 1
1

10
1
1 1000

1 1
! 20 1 20 I

1
50 20

10 и i

1
0

1
20 1 0 0

1
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1
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1

1
30 1

1

1
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1
5 400

1
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!
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1
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i 1

i
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I
10 10
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1
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i

100 |
I
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1
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1
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1

1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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I I
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1
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1
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I
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1
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1
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I
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1
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1
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1
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I
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1

1
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1
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I
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I

1
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1
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1
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I
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i
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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I
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1
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1
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I
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I
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1
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1
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1
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1
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I
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1
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1

1
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1
0 5

I
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I
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I
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1

I 
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1

1
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1
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Par ailleurs l'etude des traces (tableau III) 
souligne que certains CSF renferment des taux non 
negligeables d'elements (Pb, Zn) connus comme retar- 
dateurs de prise des ciments Portland ou d'elements 
toxiques (As, Pb) susceptibles de creer des proble- 
mes de pollution des nappes phreatiques en cas de 
stockage ä l'air libre, sans precaution particuliere.

IV -2- Constitution mineralogique

Tous les CSF, ä l'exception du 16, sont essen- 
tiellement formes par un verre siliceux : le dia
gramme de DRX est caracterise par un halo important, 
centre ä 4,05 A dans la majorite des cas.

A cette phase vitreuse s'ajoute une phase cris- 
tallisee : celle-ci comporte presque toujours un 
carbure de silicium (dans 15 cas sur 18). Voici, 
ci-apres, les autres especes cristallines identi-i 
fiees avec indication du nombre de CSF qui en ren
ferment .

sylvite KC1 : 12 - quartz : 11 -
fer metallique : 8 - ferro silicium : 5 - 
arcanite, : 2 - Mg Cr^ Од : 1.

D'autres mineraux ont ete rencontres, dans les 
CSF 15 et 16 : ils seront examines plus loin.

Nous avons tente de mieux definir la phase 
vitreuse des CSH au moyen des caracteristiques sui- 
vantes :

- caracteristiques geometriques (a, b, c) ( ) 
du halo de diffraction de rayons X ;

*

- temperature de recristallisation mesuree 
dans un essai d'analyse thermogravimetrique au cours 
duquel est egalement determinee la teneur en carbone;

- nature des produits de recristallisation 
(Cr : cristobalite, E : enstatite, M : magnetite, 
P.w : pseudowollastonite, V).

(*) 1'identification de ce mineral qui est detruit 
par traitement ä I'aclde salycyllque demands ä etre 
confirmee.

Les resultats sont reportes sur le tableau IV.

11 apparait que les CSF 15 et 16 sont tres dif- 
ferents des autres echantillons aussi bien par 1'im
portance reduite de la phase vitreuse que par sa na
ture.

CSF 15 - Le halo du verra est centre ä une va
leur (3,85 A) differente de 1'equidistance de 4,05A 
caracterisant la reflexion (101) de la cristobalite. 
Si 1'on admet, comme 1'ont propose DIAMOND (2) et 
d'autres auteurs par la suite (3), que le deplacement 
de ce maximum vers les faibles equidistances traduit 
un enrichissement de la phase vitreuse en calcium, 
ceci pourrait indiquer que le verre de ce CSF ne ren- 
ferme pas seulement de la silice mais aussi du cal
cium. La recristallisation de ce CSF (chauffage ä 
1000°C) n'entraine, d'ailleurs, la formation que de 
faibles quantites de cristobalite : il apparait 
essentiellement de la pseudo-wollastonite.

La fraction cristallisee de ce CSF est voisine 
de 25 % ; ä cote de mineraux dejä identifies dans 
les autres CSF (carbure de silicium, quartz, calcite) 
existent des quantites importantes de chaux eteinte 
et d'un silicate probablement bicalcique (*). La 
chaux eteinte constitue, en moyenne, 9,5 du mate- 
riau ; quant au silicate presume il represente de 
5 5 7%.

CSF 16 - Ce CSF est largement cristallise.
La fraction vitreuse ne provoque qu'un halo [oeu 

marque, centre sur une distance reticulaire de 255A.
La phase cristallisee renferme :
- d'une part un sei soluble, 1'arcanite ЗОд, 

qui represente 10 % du materiau ;
- d'autre part un Systeme complexe d'oxydes de 

manganese (notamment MnO^) et de silicates mangano- 
calciques.

("“ ) a : equidistance en A, correspondant au maximum 
du halo ;

b : rapport de la hauteur du halo (au-dessus 
de la ligne de fond continu) a sa largeur ;

c : rapport de 1'aire du halo vitreux ä la somme 
des aires de ce halo et des pics de diffraction 
(dans 1'Intervalle 5 - 35°eCo).

Les parar.etres b et c sont fonction du materiau 
mais aussi des conditions experimentales : ils n'ont 
done qu'une valeur comparative.

TABLEAU IV - CARACTERISTIQUES DES VERRES DES CSF

Echantillon
1

1 1 2 1
1

2* 3 ' 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 !

1 10 I
I I

11 1
1

1
12 1

1
13 i

I
14

1
1 15
1

16
1
1 17
1

a, en A 4,05
—

1 4,05 1
1 1

4,05 4,05 4,05 4,05 4,05 4,05 4,05 4,05
I I
I 4,05 I
I I

1
4,05 1

1

1
4,05 1

1
4,05 I

!
4,05

1
1 3,85
1 .

2,55
1
1 4,05
1

b 1,3
1 1
1 1,3 1
i 1

1,4 1,1 1.3 1,2 1 1,2 / 1
I I
I 1,3 1

1

1
1,2 I

I

1
1,2 1

1

I
1,2 1

1
1,2

1
1 0,4
1

/
1
1 0,75
1

с, 4 96
1 1
1 M 1
1 1

93 99 95 90 90 98 / 91
1

99 1
1

I
99 I

1
98 1

1

!
97 1

1
99,5

1
1 62
1

32
1
1 97
1

temperature de 
cristallisation, 

en °C
930

1 1
l> woo;
1 1

845 915 860 855 845 960 845 1025
1

|> 10001
I

> 1000I
1

1
> 10001

1

1
> 10001

1

1
> 10001 880

1
/ 1 870

1
produits de 

cristallisation Cr.
1 1
1 Cr. 1
1 1

Cr. Cr. Cr. Cr. Cr. Cr. Cr. Cr.
: 1

Cr. 1
1

1
Cr. 1

1

1
Cr. 1

1

1
Cr. 1

1
V

1 
|Pw,Cr.
1

/
1 
|V,E,M,.
1



IV -3- Comportement dans L'eau pure
L'examen des Resultats et, specialement de ceux 

enregistres apres 4 jours de traitement, montre oes 
comportements variables d'un CSF ä 1'autre (figu
re 1 (*) ).

(*) les Resultats suivants completent la figure 1 
liberation de SiC^ nulle pour Les CSF 8, 15 et 16 
dont les pH valent respeqtivement 6,6 - 12 et 11,4.

Figure 1 - Teneurs en silice et pH des filtrats (4j).

On constate tout d'abord que les pH des fil
trats varient largement de 6,6 a 12.

On observe que la solubilite de la silice ne 
depend pas exclusivement du pH, car 4 CSF seulement 
ont leurs points figuratifs de la concentration en 
SiO^ dissoute situes sur la courbe theorique : les 
autres sont nettement en dessous.

Cette sous saturation est probablement explica
ble par 1'influence des impuretes (ions dissous, 
carbone) : effectivement les analyses chimiques des 
filtrats montrent qu'ils renferment sodium, potas
sium et calcium sous forme de chlorures et sulfates. 
Par ailleurs les CSF riches en carbone sont toujours 
tres en dessous de la courbe theorique (echantillons 
5, 8,).

IV -4- Fixation de la chaux en suspension diluee
La vitesse de fixation de la chaux varie eile 

aussi tres largement d'un CSF ä 1'autre. C'est ce 
qui apparait dans le tableau V ou figurent les 
quantites de chaux, I et I , fixees respective- 
ment apres 4 et 16 jours de traitement (I et I 
sont exprimes en mg de Ca (OH)^ par gramme de CSF).

TABLEAU V - FIXATION DE LA CHAUX PAR LES CSF 
APRES 4 ET 16 JOURS.

tsF, n*
u 8 1 15

1

I
I 1.6
I

I l. 1Ö. 
111. 12, 
113. 14,

17 3
1

5

*< 0

1 '=

I 76 1 130 132 1 85 I »

’u 68 78 1 1OT I I 1“ 155 1 148
I 141

Compte tenu du rapport CSF/eau de chaux, 
choisi (10 ) la fixation complete de la chaux 
apportee correspond ä un indice I = 159.

A titre comparatif signalons que cette valeur 
est effectivement atteinte en 7 jours par une silice 
pure M5, de surface specifique (ЗЕТ) 200 m /g.

Il apparait, ä la lecture de ces resultats, un 
classement net en deux groupes :

- CSF peu reactifs : 8, 15 et 16 ;
- CSF reactifs : tous les autres avec une legere 

restriction concernant le CSF 5 pour la valeur basse 
de I4.

IV -5- Fixation de la chaux en pate

Le dosage, par diffractometrie de rayons X, de 
la chaux restante dans les pates nous a permis de 
tracer les courbes de fixation de la chaux en fonc- 
tion du temps. Elies sont representees sur la figure2.

Figure 2 - Fixation de la chaux par les CSF 
(en g.CH/g.CSF)

Le classement des reactivites en suspension 
diluee se retrouve, ä peine modifie, dans le cas des 
pates : le CSF 16 est tres peu reactif, les CSF 8 
et 15 sont peu reactifs. Le CSF 17 est legerement 
retarde dans son action.

Nous avons reporte dans le tableau VI les quan
tites 1д, i^e et ijoo de chaux fixees apres 4, 16 
et 300 jours (exprimees en mg. de Ca(OH), par g. de 
CSF).

En comparaisoh, la silice pure, etalon, fixe la 
totalite de la chaux (i = 1000) en 3 jours.

En regie generale la silice des CSF fixe la 
chaux sous forme de CSH. Nous avons observe deux 
exceptions :

- avec le CSF 16 il n'apparait pas de CSH mais 
seulement de faibles quantites d'ettringite ;

- avec le CSF 17 un aluminate tetracalcique 
apparait en plus de CSH.

TABLEAU VI - FIXATION DE LA CHAUX PAR LES CSF 
APRES 4, 16 ET 300 JOURS.

и
1
1 8
1

15
1
1 17
1

1 autres 
j CSF

*4 0 I 60 240 j 210 |l66 - 350

Чб 0 1 125 480 1 650 1770 - 980

*300 270 1 1000 670 1000 j 1000



V - INTERPRETATION DES RESULTATS

Les divers essais effectues ont montre que les 
differents CSF ont des aptitudes largement variables 
ä liberer de la silice puis ä fixer la chaux.

On peut penser que la capacite de fixation de 
chaux sous forme de CSH est lieeä l'existence d'une 
phase vitreuse, done facilement soluble, riche en 
silice ou meme purement siliceuse ; bien evidemment 
un etat de division pousse favorise cette reaction.

Dans nos experiences la teneur en verre sili- 
ceux est connue, par exces, ä partir des donnees 
de l'analyse chimique, des lors que la DRX a etabli 
que le CSF est vitreux : le taux de verre est pris 
egal au taux de silice lorsque le halo de diffrac
tion, centre ä 4,05 Ä, indique une composition pro
che de la cristobalite et que le chauffage du CSF 
provoque effectivement la cristallisation en cristo
balite et tridymite.

Par ailleurs nous retiendrons comme indice 
d'aetivite pouzzolanique l'indice i.,, du tableau 
VI.

V -1- Cas du CSF 16

Ce cas est discute separement саг ce materiau 
est le seul a avoir montre une inertie presque tota
le. 11 libere peu de silice en solution, ne fixe 
que tres peu de chaux et ne forme pas de CSH.

Les echantillons de pate : (CSF 16 + chaux) 
n'ont toujours pas durci apres 1 an de conservation.

Ce CSF n'est done ni pouzzolanique ni hydrauli- 
que. Son inactivite est liee ä plusieurs causes. 
Tout d'abordjSa pauvrete en silice (23 <s)-, ensuite 
son caractere faiblement vitreux (l'indice c = 32 0-= 
est tres inferieur aux valeurs > 90 % de la majorite 
des autres CSF). Enfin, le centrage du halo de dif
fraction X ä 2,55 A indique qu'il s'agit d'un verre 
non siliceux.

V -2- Influence de la teneur en silice vitreuse sur 
l'activite pouzzolanique

L'examen de la figure 2 et du tableau VI montre 
que l'on peut distinguer trois groupes dans les CSF 
(excepte CSF 16) et la silice de Synthese M5 en ce 
qui concerne la cinetique de fixation de la chaux.

1 - Silice de Synthese M5 : tres active puisque 
la totalite de la chaux est fixee au bout de 3 jours.

2 - CSF 8, 15 et 17 : peu reactifs, compte tenu 
de ce que la fixation complete de la chaux demande 
plus d'un mois.

3 - Autres CSF : manifestent de legeres dif
ferences mais fixent toute la chaux dans un delai 
moyen de 20 jours.

Etant donn.e que tous ces CSF sont caracterises 
par un halo de diffraction X centre ä 4,05 A (avec 
quelques restrictions pour CSF 15) on peut supposer 
que tous leurs verres sont siliceux. Dans ce cas, 
on est amene ä se demander si les differences enre- 
gistrees dans la vitesse de fixation de la chaux 
ne sont pas imputables aux differences de tjeneurs 
en silice.

. La figure 3 montre, qu'ä I'exception de CSF 8, 
il existe une relation de proportionnalite entre 
l'indice i et la teneur, 5, en silice. Compte tenu 
de cette conclusion nous avons trace 1'evolution

avec le temps des quantites de chaux fixee rapportees 
au contenu en SiO^ de chaque CSF (figure 4). On cons
tate que les CSF 15 et 17 se rangent dans le meme 
fuseau que les autres CSF et que seul le CSF 8 est 
toujours situe tres en dessous.

Les vitesses moyennes de fixation de la chaux, 
exprimees en mg CalOH^/g.SiO^/jour, s'etablissent 
aux valeurs suivantes :

- silice M5 : 825
- CSF 8 : 4,8
- autres CSF : 52 ä 69.

Figure 3 - Influence de la teneur en SiO^ 
sur la fixation de chaux (i.]6)

chaux fixee

Figure 4 - Fixation de la chaux par les CSF 
(en g.CH/g.SiO^)



V -3- Influence de la surface specifique sur l'activi
te pouzzolanique

Pour savoir si ce defaut de reactivite est im
putable au facteur surface specifique nous avons 
trace le graphe i16 /gSiO^ = f (surface specifique). 
11 apparait qu'il n'y a pas de correlation signifi
cative entre ces deux quantites (coefficient de cor
relation г = 0,29 pour un ajustement lineaire) et 
que, la encore, le C5F 8 est situe tres en dessous 
du nuage de points representatifs des CSF.

V -4- Influence des impuretes sur le comportement des
CSF

Dans une etude precedente (4), 1'un de nous 
a mis en evidence en etudiant sept CSF d'origine 
frangaise, le role des impuretes sur la reactivite 
des fumees de silice vis-ä-vis de I'eau, de la chaux 
et des ciments Portland.

Dans le cas present il est apparu que les impu
retes expliquent egalement les particularites du 
comportement du CSF 8 et,aussi,du CSF 15.

1 - Role du carbone - La tres faible reactivite 
du CSF 8 est imputable äsa teneur elevee en carbone. 
Ceci a ete etabli en comparant les comportements 
du CSF brut, d'une part, et du CSF prive de la pres
que totalite de son carbone imbrule par chauffage 
a 500°C, pendant 1 heure (*)  d'autre part. Il en 
est, en effet, resulte :

(♦) designe par 8 - 500 sur les figures 4 et 5.

(••) mortiers conformes ä la norme AFNOR P15:4O3

- une solubilite dans I'eau pure largement 
facilitee : la silice dosee dans les filtrats, apres 
1 jour, passe de 0 mg/1 a 70 mg/1 ;

- une acceleration du processus de fixation 
de la chaux dont le terme est atteint en 45 jours 
au lieu de 210 jours ;

- une suppression de son role retardateur de 
la prise et du durcissement des pates ou mortiers 
de ciment Portland auxquels il est incorpore.

Ce dernier point est ä developper. Alors que 
le remplacement de 15 % du ciment Portland d'un mor- 
tier par le CSF 6 ne modifie que tres peu la cineti- 
que d'hydratation, 1'introduction de cette meme 
quantite de CSH 8 retarde tres fortement les reac
tions d'hydratation; ceci est mis en evidence aussi 
bien par calorimetrie que par dosage (DRX) des mine- 
raux. On constate, par exemple, un retard de 6 jours 
dans 1'apparition de la portlandite. La consequence 
pratique est un abaissement considerable des resis
tances mecaniques des mortiers (* **) aux jeunes ages, 
visible sur la figure 5.

La plus grande partie de ce retard est annulee 
lorsque on emploie du CSF 8 chauffe ä 500°C.

On peut penser que le carbone contenu dans 
cette fumee de silice est fortement fixe sur les 
grains du materiau : il constitue un ecran qui re
duit la surface libre que presente ce CSF ä I'eau 
ou aux solutions intersticielles des pates. Ceci 
entraine un ralentissement de la dissolution direc- 
tement responsable de 1'abaissement de la vitesse 
de fixation de la chaux.

Figure 5 - Influence des CSF 
sur le durcissement des mortiers.

Concernant les reactions dans les pates 
de ciment Portland, si l'on admet avec BACHE 
(5) que les particules de CSF entourent les grains 
de ciment, elles constituent un ecran qui reduit 
1'interface C,S-eau de gächage et retarde ainsi 
1'hydrolyse du C-S. Cet effet retardateur est 
done supprime si T'on permet la dissolution rapide 
du CSF, en eliminant done le carbone.

Le role du carbone est facile a montrer 
pour le CSF 8 ou il est abondant : 7,0 %. Bien 
que moins indiscutable il existe egalement dans 
d'autres CSF. C'est ainsi que 1'ajout de CSF 9 
(qui renferme 5,0 % de C) accroit le delai de 
manifestation du flux maximum (enregistre en 
calorimetrie adiabatique) qui passe de 14 h pour 
le mortier de ciment Portland pur a 14 h 30 ; 
au contraire 1'ajout de ce meme CSF 9, mais preala- 
blement chauffe 1 h ä 500°C, reduit ce delai 
a 10 h. On observe alors un effet accelerateur 
de 1'hydratation du ciment Portland, deja cite' 
par de nombreux auteurs, et qüi a ete egalement 
trouve avec le CSF 3 lui-meme pauvre en carbone 
(0,1 %) : delai mesure de 10 h egalement.

2 - Role du calcium - Nous avons dejä vu 
que la capacite reduite de fixation de chaux 
par le CSF etait explicable par la teneur reduite 
(57,5 %) en SiO?. Il est apparu que sa surface 
specifique plus ‘basse que, la moyenne observee 
pour les autres CSF (9,9 rn/gp n'a que peu d'in
fluence sur sa reactivite. Ces conclusions ne 
s'opposent pas ä celles qu'avait formulees 
M. REGOURD (6) dans son etude d'un CSF issu d'une 
fabrication d'alliage Ca-Si.



par DRX

10 jours ; 
reactif ;

Il nous apparait opportun d'apporter ici une 
precision concernant le role du calcium. Celui-ci 
est une impurete majoritaire de ce C5F : 24,6 % en 
CaO. Get element est essentiellement sous forme de 
Ca(0H)2 et d’un silicate bicalcique probablement.

On peut done envisager que ce CSF,par reaction 
de ces deux derniers mineraux avec sa phase vitreuse 
en presence d'eau, manifeste des proprietes hydrau- 
liques. C’est ce que nous avons effectivement cons
tate. Le suivi, par DRX, de 1'hydratation d'une pate 
de(CSF 15 ‘

- la
- le
- le

+ eau pure) montre que : 
chaux eteinte est consommee en

silicate bicalcique n'est que peu
verre est hydrolyse ;

- une phase CSH se forme, decelable 
au bout de 7 jours;

- de 1'ettringite apparait aussi, en faible 
quantite, des le deuxieme jour.

VI - CONCLUSIONS

1 - Les 18 C5F studies ont des proprietes phy
siques extremement variables : surfaces specifiques 
(BET) comprises entre 7 et 24 m /g, masse^ volumi- 
ques apparentes s'etalant de 125 a 600 kg/m .

2 - Leurs compositions chimiques manifestent 
aussi de grandes variations : la teneur en impuretes 
(autres que SiO-) va de 4 a 77 %. Dans ce dernier 
cas (CSF 16 : 23 "s de SiO2 seulement) la denomina
tion CSF est injustifiee.

3 - La dissolution des CSF par 1'eau pure ainsi 
que leur activite pouzzolanique, exprimee en tant 
que fixation de chaux, dependent essentiellement 
de leur contenu en silice vitreuse. C'est pourquoi 
tous les CSF examines sont pouzzolaniques ä 1'excep- 
tion du CSF 16 qui est inerte.

4 - La vitesse moyenne de la reaction pouzzo
lanique ne varie que tres peu pour les CSH (a 1'ex- 
ception du CSF 8) et ne semble pas dependre de la 
surface specifique.

5 - La tres faible vitesse observee pour le 
CSF 8 est attribuable ä la presence de carbone qui 
abaisse fortement les surfaces de contact entre 
verre de SiO, et milieu ambiant : 11 elimination de 
ce carbone rehausse la vitesse de reaction ä un ni
veau (57,5) compris dans le domaine des autres CSF 
(52-69).

6 - L'existence de ce CSF 8 attire specialement 
I'attention sur la variabilite de composition des 
CSF provenant d'un meme four (ici, les CSF 6,7, 8 
et 9).

7 - Certaines impuretes peuvent transformer 
le comportement d'un CSF : le calcium rend le CSF 15 
simultanement hydraulique et pouzzolanique comme 
cela a dejä ete observe (3) sur une cendre volante 
particuliere.
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Dissociation of Aluminium from Slag Glasses and Formation of Ettringite*

ABSTRACT: In the CaO-AlgOß-SiOg system 24 slag glasses were melted. The investigations On them were carried out 

by means of various techniques. The emphases of the investigations were laid on the dissociation reaction of 

aluminium and the formation of ettringite under alkaline conditions. Following conclutions can be drawn. .

1. In the solution with different pH value, aluminium will exist in the form of AlOg or Al3+ or Al(0H)3. They 

have an important effect on the activity of the slag glass.

2. A13+ ions in the slag glasses is fourfold coordinated. After the slag glass is attacked by acid or alkali, 
the coordination state of Al3+ ion is transformed from fourfold to sixfold coordination, and bridging oxygen in 

glass network changes into non-bridging oxygen. The two changes are presented by the changes of the electron 

binding energy of A12p and 01s. They indicate the destruction of the structure of the glass network.

3. After the slag glass is attacked by alkaline solution, the hydrate products, ettringite and C-S-H gel, will

form rapidly by the surface reaction between the slag glass and alkaline solution. They will promote the dis

sociation of the slag glass. . . .

No sistema CaO-AljO-j-SiOj se ^ez a fus^o de 24 vidros de escoria. Por intermedio de 
diversas tecnicas foram realizadas investigacöes sobre eles. Nas investigagoes foi dada enfa 
se ä reagäo de dissociagäo de aluminio e ä formacäo de etringita sob condicoes alcalinas. Po 
dem ser tiradas as seguintes conclusoes: .

1. Na soluqäo com valor de pH diferente, о aluminio existirä sob a forma de AIO^ ou Alt ou 
Al(OH)j. Eies fem efeito importante sobre a ativagao do vidro de escoria.

2. tons Al3  nos vidros de escoria säo coordenados quatro vezes. Depois que о vidro de esco
ria e atacado por acido ou älcali, о estado de coopdenagao do ion A1J+ e transformado de 
coordenacäo quadruple para sextupla, e oxiaenio de ligagäo na rede de vidro se muda em oxi 
genio de näo-ligagäo. As duas mudangas säo apresentadas pelas alteragoes da energia de 1^ 
gagao do electron de A12p e Ols. Bias indicam a destruigäo da estrutura da rede de vidro.

*

3. Depois gue о vidro de escoria ё atacado por solugäo alcalina, os produtos do hidrato, e
. tringita e gel C-S-H, se formaräo rapidamente pela reagäo de superficie entre о vidro. de

escoria e a solugäo alcalina. Eies promoveräo a dissolugäo do vidro de escoria.



Dissociation of Aluminium from Slag Glasses and Formation of Ettringite*

Blastfurnace slags are the most useful latent hydraulic 

materials. They are added into cement in percentages 
of 20-85%. There still have been being many attempts

I to find more effective ways to ultilize them. Slags 
j essentially are the glasses in CaO-AlgOs-SiOg system.

So, we try to interpret the hydration mechanism of slag 

glass in cement paste through the research on CaO-A^Og- 

Si02 glass.

I According to our previous work, the curves of iso

weight-loss of the CaO-AlgOa-SiOg glass attacked by 

j alkali are shown in Fig. 1, and it can be found that 
AI2O3 is the important factor which affects the activi

ty of the slag glass/1/. Besides, the main difference 
j among the slags from different countries and steel fac

tories lies in the difference of the content of AI2O3

1 in the slags/2/. Therefore, this paper is concerned 

with the dissociation of AI2O3 from slag glass and the 
s formation of ettringite, which is in close relation 
j with the dissociation of AI2O3. This is an important 

j problem in the study on the hydration mechanism of the 
! slag cement.

Fig. 1 Curve's of iso-weight-loss of the glasses

1. The Dissociation of AI2O3 from Slag Glasses in the 

- Attacking Solutions with Different pH Values

Three glasses .were chosen for the determination of 

weight loss of glass attacked by acid or alkaline me
dium. They are S2 in the phase field of CS, S4 in 

that of CAS2 and C4 in that of C2AS. Their composi
tions are listed in Table 1.

The method of determination of weight loss of glass is

Table 1. Chemical compositions of glasses

No. Weight per cent (%) Mole per cent (%)
Cab А12°з Si02 Cal) - AI2U3 blU2

$2 37.12 7.60 55.28 39.96 4.50 55.54
S4 26.95 21.30 51.75 30.99 13.47 55.54
C4 34.80 30.90 34.30 41.52 20.28 38.20

as follows. Glass grains (-40+60 mesh) were attacked 
in the solutions (W/S=50:1) with different pH values 

for 8 hrs. at 80°C, then filteredand washed with acid 

and then acetone, then dried until constant weight. 
After determination, the content of AI2O3 in the filtr

ate was determined by AA.

The results of two determinations are shown in Fig. 2 

and Fig. 3. From these results, it can be found that 

the change of the weight loss with pH value is in the 

almost same regularity. There are two turns in the 

curves of weight loss at pH=3 and pH=11. The weight 
loss of glass increases obviously when pH<3 or pH>11, 
and keeps unchange and a little value when 3<pH<11 

(Fig. 2). The relationship between the content of 
AI2O3 in filtrate and pH value is just the same(Fig.3).

0 2 4 6 8 /0 12 tT*

Fig. 2 Weight losses of glasses under different 

pH value condition

Fig. 3 Variation of concentration of AI2O3 with 

pH values in attacking aq. solutions

Aluminium is typical amphotere. In the solutions with 

different pH, there are 3 equilibria respectively.
They are А13++ЗОН"=^=А1(ОН)з (in neutral solution), 

Al(0H)3+3H+^=Al3++3H20 (in acid solution), 

А1(0Н)з+0Н"=^А102+2Н20 (in alkali solution).

,j * This research is financed with Science Funds of Chinese Academy of Science.



The relationship between the stability of А1(0Н)з, Al?+ 

AIO2 and pH value has been calculated (Fig. 4) accord

ing to the principle of thermodynamics. The result, 

which is consistent with that of A. Paul/З/, indicates 
that Al3+, AlOj, Al(0H)3 are stable when pH<3.2, pH> 

10.7 and 3.2<pH<10.7.

Fig. 4 Stability of AlgOj in aq. solutions at 
different pH value (25°C)

In the aq. solution, the reaction,
Al 2О3 (g 1 ass )+3H20=^2Al (ОН )з>

will take olace on the surface of glass grains. In 
acid solution, Al(0H)3 formed reacts with H+ immedia
tely to form Al3+; in alkaline solution, A1(OH)3 form

ed reacts ?.'ith OH" immediately to form AIO^; the dis

sociation of А120з and the corrosion of glass are pro
moted by the transformation of Al(ОН)з to Al3+ or AIO^, 

so the weight loss increases. In the solutions with 

3.2<pH<10.7, Al(0H)3 is stable; the reaction is ease 

to get equilibrium because of lower solubility of 

A1(OH)3. Moreover, ■A1(OH)3 adheres to the surface of 

glass as gel, so the corrosion of glass is inhibited.

Thus it can been seen that the weight loss of glass, 

the content of AI2O3 in filtrate and the way AI2O3 

exists in aq. solutions regularly vary with pH values, 
and there is a good interrelation among the three of 

them. The results of glass C4 is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Stability of А120з and the corresponding 
weight loss and content of A^Og in aq. 

solutions.

The above is chiefly on aluminium in CaO-A^C^-Sit^ 
glass, aluminium is the most unstable in this case. 

If there is a little aluminium in the glass, its ef

fect is secondary but the effect of silicon will be 

dominant/З/. It has been confirmed by our previous 

work/4/.

All the discussions above are on the dissociation of 
glass in the attacking solutions with different pH 

values. They have indicated the effects of the con
centrations of OH" or H+. The hydration of slag glass 

in cement paste is essentially the dissociation of the 

slag glass by the attacking of OH".

2. The Change of the Coordination State of Al3+ Ion 

in Slag Glass in the Attacking Process

Our previous work/5/ has indicateed that in CaO-A^Og- 
Si02 glass, A13+ ion is in fourfold coordination, and 

after being attacked by extract from cement paste, the 
coordination state of Al3+ ion is transformed into 

sixfold coordination. To investigate the change of 
the coordination state of Al3+ ion in attacking pro
cess, the coordination state of Al3+ ion in the glass 

surface layer was determined on glass C4 by means of 

XPS.

Glass C4 grains (-170+360 mesh) were attacked in the 

solutions (W/S=250:1) with different pH values for 1 
hr. at 60°C, then washed with absolute alcohol and 

dried. The pH values of the solutions are listed in 

Table 2. The XPS measurements were carried out with 

KRATOS ES-300 Electron Spectrometer. The thickness 

of the analyzed layer is about 25g. O/-AI2O3 and 

Albite were chosen as the reference materials of six
fold and fourfold coordinated A13+ ion respectively, 

the results of the determination are shown in Fig. 6, 

Fig. 7 and Table 3.

Table 2. pH values of attacking aq. solutions

No. C4-1 C4-2 С4-З C4-4 C4-5 C4-6

pH 1.72 3.47 8.17 11.36 12.66 13.54

The electron binding energy of A12p and 01s can be 

calculated according to the equation of

Eb=EkC1s+EbC1s-Ek-
All the electron kinetic energy and binding energy of



Fig. 6 Variation of A12p 

spectra as function of 

pH values for glass C4

7/4 7/5 716 7П 718 717
Ek (eV)

Fig. 7 Variation of 01s 

spectra as function of 

pH values for glass C4

Table 3. Data of XPS measurements

Samples
Kinetic energy (eV) Binding energy (eV)

Cis A12p 01s A12p 01s

(X-AI2O3 960.10 1170.74 74.70

Albite 962.25 1172.85 74.40

c4 962.25 1173.15 715.70 74.10 531.55

С4-1 963.50 1173.90 716.39 74.60 532.15

C4-2 962.70 1173.40 715.95 74.30 531.75

С4-З 962.65 1173.55 715.80 74.10 531.85

C4-4 962.10 1172.90 715.55 74.20 531.55

C4-5 962.25 1172.70 715.05 74.55 532.20

C4-6 962.55 1172.80 715.40 74.75 532.15

the samples are listed in Table 3. The chemical shifts 

of the electron binding energy of A12p and 01s in slag 

glasses are listed in Table 4. The relationship be

tween the chemical shifts of binding energy of A12p 

and 01s electrons and pH values of the solutions are 

shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

From the results above, it can be found that there is 

no or a little chemical shift of A12p electron binding 
energy by comparing the samples attacked by weak acid 

or weak alkali With glass C4; being attacked by strong 
acid (pHA1.72) or strong alkali (pH>12), the chemical 

shift of A12p electron binding energy of the samples 

increases obviously compared to glass C4, and the va

lues of binding energy of them are almost same as that 

of «-ai2o3 (74.7 eV). So, it can be confirmed that in 

the surface layer of these glasses, the coordination 
state of A13+ ion has been transformed from fourfold

Table 4. Chemical shifts of XPS spectra for 

C4 samples

Samples c4 C4-1 C4-2 С4-З C4-4 C4-5 C4-6

Chemical 

shift (eV)

A12p 0 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.45 0.65

01s 0 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.65 0.60

д Eb(eV)

Fig. 8 Variation of the chemical shift of A12p

spectra with pH values of solutions

Fig. 9 Variation of the chemical shift of 01s

spectra with pH values of solutions

to sixfold coordination.

The relationship between the chemical shift of 01s 

electron binding energy and pH value is just same as 

the case of A12p. The reason may be as follows. In 

unattacked glass C4, the network modifier near the non
bridging oxygen is Ca2+ ion. In the glass C4 attacked 
by strong acid or strong alkali, Al3+ ion in surface 

layer is transformed from fourfold to sixfold coordi

nated, i.e., from network former to modifier. So, the 

number of non-bridging oxygen in glass structure in

creases, and the network modifier connected with them 
is Al3+ ion. This transformation will cause the de

crease of electron-density around the nucleus of the 

non-bridging oxygen, so the electron binding energy of 

01s will increase.

This research indicates that when slag glass is attack

ed by acid or alkali, the charging neutrality in glass 
structure is broken due to the diffusion of Ca2+ and H+ 

or the bonding-broken effect of OH" on the bridging 
oxygen. In this case, fourfold coordinated A13+ ion 



will occupy the space of network modifier, Ca^+, and be 

transformed to sixfold coordinated A13+ ion. These 

changes are presented in XPS spectra by the chemical 

shifts of the peaks of both A12p and 01s electron bind

ing energy. The values of the chemical shifts are re
gularly related to pH values of the attacking solutions. 
The transformations of fourfold coordinated A]3+ ion to 
sixfold coordinated Al3+ ion and bridging oxygen to non

bridging oxygen indicate the break of glass network and 

dissociation of. slag glass. "The activity" of blast

furnace slag in cement paste does mean these essential 

changes by the act of 0H~.

3. The Surface Reaction of Slag Glass and Its Hydrate 

Products ■

Slag glass dissociates in alkaline solution, so there 
exist many ions in the solution and they will form some 

new hydrate products on the surface of the glass. The 
thick honeycomb-like film can be found on the surface 

of glass attacked by NaOH by means of SEM (Fig. 10). 

By means of XRD, it can be confirmed that this film is 

C-S-H gel with a little C?(0H)2 and CaCOg (Fig. 11).

Fig. 10 Surface mor- Fig. 11 XRD patterns of ne

phology of the sidues of glass after being

glass attacked by attacked by NaOH.

NaOH.

Our previous work has proved that AlgOg dissociates 

most easily from glass attacked by alkali, and gather 

generously on the surface of the glass. It can be 

shown in the results of EDXA on the surface and matrix 

of the glass (Fig. 12)

In the slag cement paste, there exist many ions in its 
liquid, such as Ca3+, AlOj, Si^+, 50д, OH" and COj. 

They will interreact to form various hydrate products.

Under this condition, ettringite can form rapidly, i.e.,
ЗСа0-А120з-ЗСа504-31Н20^

6Ca2++2A102+3S0^+40H"+29H20.

According to our experiments/6/,
Ksp=(Ca2+)6.(so=)3.(AiO2)2.(OH-)4=1.1x10-40,

so it can form very easily and is very stable. Ettring- 

te can be observed very easily by means of SEM (Fig.13).

■« s; Ca

Fig. 12 Surface and matrix 

EDXA patterns of glass 
Cg attacked by NaOH

Fig. 13 Morphology of ettringite formed by the re

action of glass and 50д, OH", etc. (x5000)

By the interface of Portland or supersulphated cement 

paste and C2 glass.rod, the crystal of ettringite can 

be found by means of SEM (Fig. 14).

The surface reaction of slag glass and the formation 

of the hydrate products are the direct results of the 
dissociation of slag glass under the condition of al

kali attacking. Meanwhile, these results will promote 

the dissociating process of slag glass too.

4. Conclusions

From the investigation above, following conclusions 

can be drawn.

1) . In the solutions with different pH values, alumi
nium will exist in the form of A102 or Al3+ or Al(OHjg. 

They have an important effect on the activity of the 

slag glass.

2) . Al3+ ion in the slag glasses is fourfold coordina

ted. After slag glass is attacked by acid or alkali, 
the coordination state of Al3+ ion is transformed from 

fourfold to sixfold coordination, and bridging oxygen 

in glass network changes into non-bridging oxygen.

The two changes are presented by the changes of the



a) Glass C2 in supersulphated cement paste (xIOOOO)

b) Glass С2 in Portland cement paste (xIOOOO) 

Fig. 14 Morphology of ettringite by the interface 

of cement paste and С2 glass rod.

electron binding energy of A12p and 01s. There is a 
good interrelation between them and the activity of the 

slag glass.

3).  After the slag glass is attacked by alkaline solu

tion, the hydrate products, ettringite and C-S-H gel, 

will form rapidly by the surface reaction between the 

slag glass and alkaline solution. They will promote 

the dissociation of the slag glass.

The hydration mechanism of blastfurnace slag glass in 

cement paste has been summing up as "alkaline activat

ing" and "sulphate activating". Our research indicates 

that a important part of "alkaline activating" is the 
transformations of fourfold coordinated Al^"1" ion to 

sixfold coordinated Al3+ ion and bridging oxygen to 

non-bridging oxygen, which make the network structure 
broken; "sulphate activating" is the formation of et
tringite by the reaction of Ca^*,  50д, OH" and A102

which dissociates from the slag glass in the solution. 
Factually, there is no so-called "sulphate activating".
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THE EFFECT OF HYDRATION PRODUCTS IN STEAM TREATED STEEL SLAG (O.C.S.) ON THE HYDRATION OF STEEL SLAG - 
PORTLAND BLENDED CEMENT

SUMMARY: Steam treatment can be used effectively in processing oxygen converter steel slag (O.C.S.) in order to 
facilitate the quick and complete hydration of f-CaO in it, to eliminate its unstability due to expension and to 
retain the reactivity of silicate minerals in it to great extent. Thus under appropriate control of processing 
conditions, the steam treated steel slage can be used to produce high quality steel slag - portland blended ce
ment. Pressure and time used in steam treatment mainly controls the degree of hydration and characteristics of 
hydrated products of f-CaO and silicate minerals in steel slag. In this paper the effects of steam treated steel 
slag obtained under different steam pressures for different times on the hydration of steel slag - portland 
blended cement are discussed.

The morphology and amount of Ca(0H)2 and hydrated silicate are different in steel slag treated under different 
pressure and fordifferent times. Irregular round particles of Ca(0H)2 were found under lower pressure and 
shorter time. With the increase of pressure and time, crystallize of Ca(OH)2 enlarges in size and gradually has 
its regular hexagonal form. The silicate hydrates is chiefly fibrous and needle like with high CaO/SiO2 ratio. 
When the treated steel slag is used for making blended cement, the hydrates formed in the process of steam treat
ment, will decrease the rate of hydration of the cement in earlier stages, but promote the hydration of the un
hydrated particles of blended cement in later stage and increase the density of hardened cement paste. Obviously 
it will be beneficial to medium and long term strength development and more suitable to use the treated slag for 
making blended cement from portland cement steel slag and blast furnace slag.
The,optimum condition of steam treatment for steel slag is found to be 1-3 atm. pressure of saturated steam for 
a time below of 3 hours.

0 tratamcnto a vapor pode ser usado eflcazmente. no processamento de escoria por conversor de oxigcnio 
(O.C.S.), a fim_de facilitar a räpida e completa hidratacao de f-CaO no mesmo, para eliminar sua instabilidade 
devido ä expansao e para reter_a reatividade dos minerais^de silicato em grande quantidade nele. Assim, sob 
controle apropriado das condicoes de processamento, a escoria de aco tratada a vapor pode ser usada para produ 
zir escoria de aco-cimento portland blendadode alta qualidade. Pressao e tempo usados no tratamento a vapoi" 
controlam particularmente о grau de hidratagao e as_caracteristicas dos produtos hidratados de f-CaO e mine
rals de silicato na escoriade ago. Neste artigo sao discutidos os efeitos da escoria de ago tratada a vapor, 
obtida sob diferentes pressoes de vapor por penodos diferentes de tempo, sobre a hidratagäo da escoria de a
go - cimento portland blendado.

A morfologia e a quantidade de Ca(OH)2 e de silicato hidratado"sao diferentes na escoria de ago trata 
da sob pressoes diferentes e tempos diferentes. Foram encontradas partfculas redondas irreguläres de Ca(OH)T 
sob pressao mais baixa e tempo mais curto. Com о aUmento da pressäo e do tempo, о cristal de Ca(OH)7 aumenta 
em tamanlio e gradativamente adquire sua forma hexagonal regular. Os hidratos de silicato säo principalmcnte 
fibrosos e em forma de agulha, com alta relagäo de CaO/S^.

Quando se utilize a escoria de ago tratada para se fazer cimento blendado, os hidratos formados no 
processo de tratamento a vagor diminuirao a velocidade de hidratagao do cimento nos estägios iniciais, mas pro 
movem a hidratagao das particulas näo hidratadas do cimento blendado no estägio final, e aumentam a densidade 
da pasta endurccida de cimento. Ё claro que isto e favoravel para о desenvolvimento da resistencia a medio 
e longo prazos, e mais conveniente para a utilizagao de escoria tratada para a fabricagäo de cimento blendado 
a partir de cimento portland, escoria de ago c escoria de alto forno.

_ Constatou-se que a condigao otima para tratamento a vapor de escoria de ago e de 1 - 3 atmosferas de 
pressao de vapor saturado, por urn periodo de tempo inferior a 3 boras.



INTRODUCTION

The principal minerals in the oxygen converter's 
steel slag are C3S, C2S and its P20s - bearing solid 
solutions, C2F and its Al203 - bearing solid solu
tions, f-CaO and its FeO - bearing solid solutions, 
Ro phase ( (Fe, Mn, Mg)0 ) , etc. In these four kinds 
of mineral, the unstability of volume expansion of 
the steel slag largely results from the hydration of 
f-CaO. Hence high content of f-CaO in the slag is an 
obstruction to the comprehensive application of steel 
slag. Generally speaking, before the steel slag is 
to be used, it is necessary to be treated so that it 
is stable and granulated (1).
The author had ever expressed in another paper (1) 
that in order to eliminate the unstable mineral f-CaO 
in steel slag and to retain the reactivity of silicate 
minerals to the greatest extent, it was better to 
adopt the steam treatment method than the water immer
sion method. When steel slag was soaked in water, the 
free lime in it formed Ca(OH) within the original 
interstices through the liquid phase reaction, which 
reduced its porosity and was disadvantageous to fur
ther hydration of f-CaO, As there was a lot of water 
there, the hydration of silicates in the slag was 
accelerated. With the duration of water immersion, 
the hydration of silicates increased. When steel slag 
was exposed to the steam, the solution of CaO and the 
movement of Ca*  ions was hindered and the hydration 
reaction directly took place on the surface of the 
CaO grains. This was a topochemical reaction wedging 
the crystal grains. The expansion stress produced in 
parts, enabled the slag to crack to pieces, which was 
advantageous to further hydration of f-CaO. But as 
there was less water there, the condition under which 
a great quantity of silicates hydrated was not formed. 
When the two main performance factors - the stability 
and the hydraulic activity of the steel slag both are 
considered at some time the steam method should be 
used in the treatment of the slag. In order to shor
ten the period of treatment, saturated steam under 
certain pressure was used, the hydration of silicates 
was accelerated with increasing pressure of steam. In 
order to get an optimum treatment condition, in this 
paper the effects of hydrates formed under various 
pressures of steam on the reactivity of steel slag 
are discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL

In this investigation, the original materials used 
were: (l)'the oxygen converter steel slag from Work
shop No. 3, Shanghai Steel Plant No. 1; (2) the port
land cement clinker from Nanhui Cement Works of 
Shanghai. Their chemical and mineralogical composi
tions are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.

Table 1. Chemical Compositions (in wt

material Si02 А120з Fe203 FeO CaO

steel slag 9.55 0.89 12.35 14.75 52.19
clinker 22.2 5.1 3.2 / 65.1

material MgO f-CaO P2O5 Ca0/Si02

steel slag 3.63 14.4 1.54 5.46
clinker 1.4 0.65 / 2.93

Table 2. Mineralogical Compositions (in wt %)

material c3s c2s C3A CUAF C2F R0

steel slag 
clinker

35.31
53

0.74
24

/ 
8

4.25
10

18.62 
/

19.88 
/

The steel slag and the cement clinker were crushed to
a particle size smaller than 10 mm, then treated under 
the different conditions (Table 3).

Table 3. Different Treatment Conditions

treatment origi- 
conditions nal 

sample

soaked in water

1 week 2 weeks 3 weeks 4 weeks

steel i-m No. sIa8

clinker 2-01

1- 11 1-12 ,

2- 11 2-12

1- 13

2- 13

1- 14
2- 14

placed in steam

latm latm latm 3a tm 
2h 4b 8h Ih

3atm 3atm 8atm
2h 3h Ih

15atm 20attn 20atm 2(htm 
lb Ih 2h 3h

1- 21 1-22 1-23 1-31
2- 21 2-22 2-23 2-31

1- 32 1-33 1-41
2- 32 2-33 2-41

1- 51 1-61
2- 51 2-61

1- 62 1-63
2- 52 2-63

Both treated steel slag and cement clinker were ana
lysed chemically, studied by SEM, IR, DTA, TG and 
XRD, and their physical and mechanical properties 
were also tested respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. SEM observation of treated steel slag and portland 
cement clinker

SEM micrographs of steel slag treated under different 
conditions are shown in Fig. 1.

When the steel slag was soaked in water, it would 
form numerous thick fibrous C-S-H gel and less quan
tity of circular or irregular Ca(0H)2 particles. When 
the slag was stored in steam (P=l atm, T=100°C. RH= 
96% respectively), a lot of circular or irregular 
Ca(0H)2 particles and small quantity of C-S-H gel 
were found in the sample. The fibrous and bunch-like 
C-S-H gel increased with the duration of treatment. 
While the slag was stored in steam under 3 atm. pres
sure the thick and regular Ca(OH)2 formed. ThA struc
ture of the crystal became perfect as treatment period 
was prolonged. At that time, C-S-H gel was wormy- 
like and in gelatinous state. In steam under higher 
pressure, C-S-H increased in quantity. Its morpholo
gies were needle-like, bunch-like, fibrous, etc.. 
And Ca(OH)z was mainly thick crystal of sexangular, 
elinkers treated under different condition various 
appearances of C-S-H were observed, such as, lamelar, 
plate-like, fibroui, pipy, columned, needle-like, 
flower-like, tobermorite, etc. (Fig. 2). The results 
indicate that C-S-H would vary in composition and 
morphology with pressure of steam. Generally, in lower 
pressure steam, the morphology of C-S-H gel is greatly 
lamelar, and in higher pressure steam, is needle-like 
and fibrous. It is possible that the difference in 
morphology of C-S-H gel which closely relates to the 
pressure of steam, results from the difference in



A. In water for 1 week B. In latm of steam for 2h A. In water for 1 week B. In steam under lata

D. In 3atm of steam for 2h E. In 3atm of steam for 3h

Fig. 1 SEM micrographs of steel slag treated

G. In 20atm of steam for Ih

under different conditions

C. In steam under 3atm. 
pressure for 3h

D. In steam under 3atm. 
pressure for Ih

pressure for 2h

Fig. 2 SEM micrographs of clinker treated under 
different conditions

ratio of CaO/SiOz of the gel. According to F.M. Lea 
(2), as ratio of CaO/SiOz < 1.5, the gel is lamelar 
CSH (I); as ratio of CaO/SiOj > 1.5, it is fibrous 
CSH(II). Form this, it might be considered that when 
treated in low pressure steam, clinker would form 
CSH(I) with low CaO/SiOz ratio, and that in higher 
pressure steam, CSH(II) with high CaO/SiOi ratio 
would be produces.

Since C-S-H produced from high basic steel slag 
treated in steam under various pressures was mainly 
fibrous and needle-like, it might be CSH(II) with 
high Ca0/Si02.



2. Hydration of f-CaO and silicate minerals in steel 
slag treated under different conditions

In order to determined the degree of hydration of 
f-CaO and reactive silicates in the steel slag treated 
under different conditions, the amount of Ca(OH) by 
TG. The results and calculated degree of hydration 
of f-CaO and silicates are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Degree of Hydration (%)

No. f-tiO

%
Ca(0H)2

%

Ca (0H)2produc ed Degree of Hydration 
%

from 
f-CaO

from Sili
cates

f-Ca0 Silicates

original 14.4
sample

1-22 4.8 15.42 12.69 2.73 66.7 10.59
1-33 1.5 33.85 17.03 16.82 89.6 65.22
1-51 0.6 39.50 18.22 21.28 95.8 82.53

It can be seen from Table 4 that various treatments 
for the elimination of f-CaO in the slag caused hy
dration of not only f-CaO, but also silicate minerals. 
In steam under 1 atm. pressures f-CaO hydrated quick
ly, but silicates did much slow. With increasing 
the pressure of steam, the hydration of silicates was 
greatly accelerated. When the pressure of steam grew 
to 15 atm. for 1 hour, the degree of hydration of 
silicates was 82.53%.

3. The properties of cement produced from treated 
steel slag ,

In making blended cement, the steel slag treated in 
steams under different pressures for different periods, 
and mixed with blast furnace slag, portland cement 
clinker and gypsum in the proportion of 30:30:35:5, 
and then ground to a fineness with specific surface 
area 3200-3500 cm2/g, the blended cement pastes with 
24% water were moulded to form cubes of 2X2X2 cm for 
strength tests and cakes for soundness tests.
The experimental results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Properties of Cement made from Treated 
Steel Slag

No, _
soundness

compressive 
strength MPa

boiled autoclaved 7d 28d 90d

1-01 unevenness / 80.3 114.0 102.5

1-11 unevenness / 36.8 78.8 105.9
1-12 unevenness / 36.9 88.3 120.6
1-13 evenness evenness 29.5 81.8 108.4
1-14 evenness evenness 24.8 69.3 89.8

1-21 evenness evenness 85.1 123.8 126.0
1-22 evenness evenness 79.5 105.0 118.0
1-23 evenness evenness 77.4 110.8 123.5

1-31 evenness evenness 77.3 111.9 111.3
1-32 evenness evenness 79.4 111.9 151.5
1-33 evenness evenness 83.8 114.6 149.5

1-41 evenness evenness 67.0 92.5 95.1

1-51 evenness evenness 87.7 108.3 119.3

1-61 .evenness evenness 79.6 90.0 137.5
1-62 evenness evenness 65.9 97 .0 105.3
1-63 evenness evenness 82.5 113.2 112.1

It can be seen from Table 5 that the results of sound
ness test of cements made from steel slag treated in 
steam under various pressures were all qualified, 
but cements made from steel slag soaked in water, 
only those whose soaking duration over half a month, 
their soundnesses could be improved. For the mecha
nical proporty, the strengths of cements made from 
steel slag soaked in water for different periods 
always lie in the lowest range of strength date in 
our study, while those for cements made from steel 
slag treated in steam under 1-3 atm. pressure for 
1-3 hours lie in the highest range. These results 
are in accord with the SEM analysis above. However 
here occured an interesting phenomenon — the degree 
of hydration of silicates in steel slag treated in 
steam over 15 atm. pressure was up to more than 80%, 
but the hydraulic activity of the blended cement made 
from it as a whole was still high, not influenced by 
the presence of the treated slag in it. This is pro
bably due to the following:

A) The pipy fibrous C-S-H from treated slag facili
tates the diffusion of water and solutes through the 
its pores and thus it is advantageous to the hydra
tion of the whole cement. Principles of this pro
cess were discussed by Double et al and Brunauer et 
al.
3 ) The volume expansion due to the hydration of 
f-CaO in steel slag during treatment, results cracks 
and defects in the interior of the treated mass, 
which provides the proper space for the growth of 
calcium silicate hydrates and crystal Ca(OH)2. Both 
hydrates grow crosswise and mixedly (Pig. 3).

Fig. 3. Steel slag treated in steam under 
20 atm. pressure

But, at the same time, crystals of Ca(OH)2 mixed with 
fibrous C-S-H gel will block the free space between 
them and prevent water to move towards non-hydrated 
particles. To sum up: The activity of the steam 
treated steel slag is very low because of the hydra
tion of silicates in it, but certain quantity of 
pipy fibrous C-S-H produced will facilitate further 
hydration of blended cement made from steel slag and 
portland cement clinker; The existence of a great 
deal of Ca(OH)2 crystals will hinder the hydration of 
the cement in the early stage; However, crystals of 
Ca(0H)2 formed in later stage will fill in the inter
stices of sub-hexagonal structure formed by the fib
rous C-S-H gel resulting in the compact structure;



Besides, when the blended cement is made from steel 
slag, blast furnace slag and portland cement clinker, 
as a basic exciter, all Ca(OH) performs an obvious 
exciting function in hydration of blast furnace slag. 
When the abovementioned factors are functioning toge
ther, for cement made from steel slag treated in 
steam of under various pressure there is not very 
obvious, sharp change in its mechanical properties. 
Of course, when the pressure of steam in treatment 
is too high and the period of treatment is overlong 
the strength of cement will descend. Table 6 gives 
the strength of the mortar of blended cement made 
from steel blast furnace slag and portland cement 
clinker. It can be seen from Table 4-6 that it is 
appropriate to treat steel slag in 1-3 atm of steam.

Table 6. Strength of mortar of blended cement

proportion %
No. steel 

slag
blast 
fur
nace 
slag

elin
ker

gypsum fine
ness 

%

consis
tency

7.

soundness

1-22 23 23 50 4 5.8 27
1-33 23 23 50 4 7.1 27 evenness
1-51 23 23 50 4 5.0 27

set time 
hours-minutes

bending 
strengtl1 Mpa

compressive 
strength Mpa

initial final 7d 28d 7d 28d

3-10 4-40 7.6 38 323 523
3-00 4-30 7.7 1Q4 3L0 51A
3-18 5-18 7J) 104 27.9 433

4. Manufacture and applications of the blended cement 
It was successful that treated steel slag and blast 
furnace slag were used as compound admixture in manu
facture of blended cement. Its performance, range 
and method of application and properties of the con
crete are identical with those of the blast furnace 
slag cement. This blended cement is good in the 
resistance to permeate, wear and corrosion, and it is 
low in heat of hydration. Fig. 4 gives photos of 
auditorium, factory buildings, road, bridge, etc. 
built with concretes from this blended cement made 
from steel slag, blast furnace slag and portland 
cement clinker.

Fig. 4 Photos of auditorium, factory house, road, 
bridge, etc. built of this blended cement

CONCLUSIONS

1. In the steel slag treated in steams under different 
pressures for different periods, the Ca(OH) and 
C-S-H formed in them are of different morphologies 
and quantities. When the pressure of steam is
low and the period of treatment is short, the cry
stal of Ca(OH) is irregular, circular. With the 
prolongation in period of treatment and increase 
of pressure of steam, the amount of Ca(OH) crystal 
increased and the size enlarged, the crystals gra
dually changed from round into regular hexagonal. 
Calcium silicate hydrates are largely of fibrous, 
needle-like.

2. In the blended cement made from steam treated steel 
slag, because of the effects of hydrates which are 
different in quantity and morphology produced dur
ing the treatment of the slag on hydration of ce
ment, the early hydration rate will decrease. But 
the further hydration in interior will be promoted, 
the compactness of the hardened cement paste will 
increase, so the strength at middle and later 
stages will increase.

3. It is better to treat steel slag in 1-3 atm of 
steam, since under this condition the most of f-CaO 
in the slag has hydrated but the degree of hydra
tion of its silicates is low.
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THE EVALUATION OF POZZOLANIC REACTIVITY OF FLY ASHES

SUMMARY: The reaction degree of fly ashes with Ca(OH)2 and water at ambient temperatures measured by a chemical
method based on determination of the quantity of dissolved substances in fly ashes in hydrated fly ash - Ca(OH)2 
pastes was found to be well correlated with the strength of the fly ash ■*  Ca(OH)2 and the fly ash -cement pastes, 
whibh proves the pozzolanic reactivity of fly ashes does directly contribute to the strength of fly ash cement 
pastes and concretes.
The pH value of the liquid in fly ash suspension in deionized water seems to have a good correlation with the 
reaction degree of fly ashes used in the present test. Measurement of the pH value of fly ash suspension under 
a certain condition might be a simple way for comparatively evaluating the pozzolanic reactivity of fly ashes.

Verificou—se que о grau de reagäo das cinzas volantes com Ca(0H)2 e ägua, a temperatu 
ras ambient.es, medido por metodo guimico baseado na determinacao da quantidade de substäncias 
dissolvidas em cinzas volantes nas pastas de cinza volante—Ca(OH)estä relacionado com a re— 
sistencia das pastas de cinza volante-Ca(OH)2 e cinza volante-cimento, о que prova que a rea- 
tividade pozolänica das cinzas volantes contribui diretamente para a resistencia de pastas e 

concretes de cimento de cinza volante.

О valor do pH do liquido em suspensäo de cinza volante em ägua desionlzada parece ter 
uma boa correlacäo com о grau de reacäo das cinzas volantes usadas no presente ensaio. A me— 
di^ao do valor do pH de suspensao de cinza volante sob determinada condigäo pode ser um modo 
simples de avaliacäo comparativa da reatividade pozolänica de cinzas volantes.



1. INTRODUCTION

Pozzolanic reactivity or chemical activity of fly 
ashes is the index of the reaction degree of fly ashes 
withCa(OH)2 and water at ambient temperatures as de
fined by K. Takemoto and H. Uchikawa ,

Numerous test methods have been suggested for the as
sessment of the pozzolanic property of fly ashes. ISO 
method evaluates the pozzolanility by the Ca(OH)2 
concentration in the liquid of cement -pozzolana sus
pension. Some methods are based on determination of 
the amount of soluble substances in fly ashes during 
alternating acid -alkali or acid treatment. Raask 
and Bhaskar have devised a rapid method based on 
the measurement of electrical conductance of the fly 
ash samples dispersed in dilute solution of hydro
fluoric acid. Soviet standard GOST 6269-63 uses the 
lime-binding capacity of pozzolana as its activity.

However, no so good correlation has been found be
tween the strength of the fly ash-cement system and 
the test results of the pozzolanic reactivity of fly 
ashes carried out by some devised methods. Therefore, 
K. Takemoto and H. Uchikawa concluded "strength which 
is one of the representative properties of pastes, is 
strongly influenced by the kinds, shapes, sizes and 
distribution of hydration products and pores, has not 
so good correlation with the degree of reaction".C1) 

In the present paper, the pozzolanic reactivity, i.e. 
the degree of reaction of fly ashes was measured by 
chemical analyses in the fly ash -Ca(0H)2 pastes at 
various ages, and attempts were made to correlate the 
reaction degree with the strength of fly ash-Ca(OH)2 
and fly ash-cement pastes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 Materials and specimen preparation

Seven fly ashes selected from various power stations 
in China have been used for testing with chemical 
compositions and surface areas shown in Table 1, which 
may represent most fly ashes produced by power sta
tions using anthracite and bitumious coal in China. 
Fly ashes from subbituminous and lignite coal have 
not been selected to be >sed for testing and are not 
covered in the present paper.
Fly ashes dried at 100°C for 12 hours were stored in 
a desiccator for use. Chemically pure CaO was used. 
Pure clinker cement used was made in Hua Xin Cement 
Plant.

The fly ash-CaO ratio of the mixtures was the same 
4:1 for all fly ash-CaO paste specimens and the fly 
ash-cement ratio was 3:7 for all fly ash-cement 
paste ones. For getting the results comparable, the 
pastes were prepared with the same water - solid ratio 
of 0.65 for fly ash-CaO pastes and 0.30 for fly ash- 
cement pastes so as to exclude the apparent influence 
of water - solid ratio on strength.
Pastes were cast into moulds 20 mm in diameter and 
25 mm high, vibrated and cured at the room tempera
ture ,
Strength test and chemical analyses were made for 
pastes cured for definite ages. The samples taken 
out from the center of fractured fly ash-Ca(OH) 
specimens, immersed in ethyl alcohol of 99% concen
tration, extracted flushed by alcohol and then dried 
in a vaccum desiccator under a vaccum pressure of 
200 mm Hg and 60 C for six hours were chemically ana
lysed .

2.2 Measurement of content of dissolved substances

The samples weighing precisely 5 grams were dissolved 
in the 2N HC1 solution, poured into a beaker of the 
volume of 300 ml with continuous agitation, submerged 
in a thermostatic bath at 80°C with agigation and 
filtered 15 -20 minutes later. The beaker was flushed 
by water of 80°C three times, so that all the remains 
in the beaker would be flushed through the funnel. 
The precipitation above the filter paper flushed by 
2% КагСОз solution of 80°C three times and water of 
80°C other three times were placed in a cup together 
with the filter paper.

The cup was burnt at 950 C for half an hour, cooled 
and taken out from the furnace, cooled to room tem
perature in a desiccator and weighed.

he content of dissolved substances in percentage will 
be c.

S = ( 1 - —) X 100%

where Ci - the weight of remains after burning (g) 
G - the weight of the sample (g)

2.3 Calculation of the reaction degree of fly ash

The reaction degree of fly ash was calculated by the 
following expression:

. _ St ~ Sith
“t " F

Table 1- Chemical composition and surface area of fly ashes tested

No. Place of 
production

Chemical Composition Soluble* Surface 
area 
(cm2/g)Si02 Al203 Fe2 03 CaO MgO K20 Na20 IL Si02 Al203

1 Nanning 46.84 36.26 6.88 2.64 0.19 0.82 1.56 5.17 0.15 0.19 5425
2 Zhuzhou 57.48 25.35 3.12 1.12 1.12 2.49 2.39 9.08 0.30 0.05 2398
3 Wuhan 51.85 27.58 6.75 2.82 0.91 1.63 0.94 7.24 0.30 0.12 3449
4 Kunming 54.49 19.69 8.91 4.13 0.96 — — 10.88 0.14 0.04 3370
5 Zhenzhou 61.15 19.11 8.68 2.80 2.41 3.06 1.60 1.08 0.26 0.14 1955
6 Beijing 50.87 29.39 9.32 2.88 0.80 1.30 1.45 4.23 0.24 0.14 4406
7 Shanghai 53.82 30.06 6.99 2.61 0.93 1.00 1.50 7.02 0.28 0.10 3697

measured by colorimetry



where St -

s.h-

F -

the content of dissolved substances in 
fly ash at the age t
the content of dissolved substances in 
fly ash at first 4 hours after mixing, 
which we assign conditionally as the 
start point of measurement
weight fraction of fly ash in the fly 
ash-0a(0H)2 mix, in this case being 
0.75

2.4 pH value measurement

The pH value were measured in a 1:20 fly ash "water 
suspension at the first 10 minutes.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSES

The reaction degree of seven fly ashes were measured 
from 7 to 180 days, which ranges between 1.5 and 4% 
at 7 days and 7 and 20% at 180 days (Fig. 1). It can 
be seen that the pozzolanic reaction still keeps com
paratively high rate at 180 days.

fly ash No.

0 7 28 5 6 180

age days

Fig. 1 The reaction degree of fly ashes in 
fly ash-Ca(0H)2 pastes with ages

The strength development of fly ash"Ca(0H)z and fly 
ash - cement pastes was shown in Figs, 2 and 3, and 
the plots of the strength of fly ash"Ca(0H)2 and fly 
ash - cement pastes against the reaction degree of fly 
ashes were illustrated in Fig, 4 and 5 respectively.

By analysing the results shown in Figs, i-5, it can 
be seen that both the strengths of fly ash-CaiOHlz 
and fly ash-cement pastes correlate rather well with 
the reaction degree of fly ashes# which indicates the 
reaction degree does contribute to the strength, Very 
little contribution of fly esh--Ca(0H)2 reattfon can 
be found to the strength of pastes as the degree of 
reaction of fly ash is less than 6-7% under the con
dition of the present test. As the reaction degree

Fig. 2 Strength development of fly ash- 
Ca(0H)2 pasts

Fig, 3 strength development of fly 
cement pastes



4 8 12 16 20

reaction degree %

Fig. 4 Relationship between the strength of 
fly ash-Ca(0H)2 pastes and the reac 
tion degree of fly ashes

Fig. 5 Relationship between the strength of 
fly ash - cement pastes and the reac
tion degree of fly ashes

is more than 6-7%, the contribution to the strength 
begins to dramatically increase with the increase of 
reaction degree (Fig. 4). The reaction degree of fly 
ashes tested with exception of fly ash No. 1 is below 
6-7% before 28 days (Fig. 1), which may explain why 
fly ash pays little contribution to the fly ash ce
ment pastes or concretes at early ages and fly ash 
cement has a high strength potential at later ages.
Although the reaction degree of fly ashes in fly ash- 
Ca(OH) pastes chemically measured by the present 
method can reflect the chemical activity of fly ashes, 
the method is rather time consuming and ia naturely 
not suitable for practical use.
It was found that the pH value of the liquid in the 
fly ash suspension in deionized water had a good cor
relation with the reaction degree (Fig. 6)., The 
reaction degree of fly ashes at early ages is in the 
same order as the pH value of the fly ash suspension.

fly ash No.

Fig. 6 Relationship between pH value, reaction 
degree, strength of fly ash-Ca(OH) 
pastes and strength of fly ash cement 
pastes
1 - pH value,
2 - reaction degree,
3 — strength of fly ash-Ca(OH) ,
4 - strength of fly ash - cement

The less the pH value, the more the reactivity of 
fly ash is. However, it should be noticed that the 
role indicated above did not apply to lignite coal 
ashes, which usually contained a large amount of cal
cium, having some self binding property. It should 
he farther pointed out that a pH value alone seems 
to he in some cases not precise enough to evaluate 
the pozzolanic reactivity. For example, the pH value 
of fly ash No. 3 ground for 1 hour increases from



original 9.3 to 9.5, whereas its reaction degree does 
not decrease but greatly increases in comparison with 
that of unground one. That is because the surface 
area of ground fly ash greatly increases. Therefore, 
the surface area, an important factor influencing the 
reaction rate should also be taken in consideration.

Nevertheless, the measurement of pH value of the li
quid in fly ash suspension under a certain condition 
may be a very simple and rapid method for comparative 
assessment of the pozzolanic reactivity of fly ashes.

4. DISCUSSION

The mechanism of the reaction in the system pozzolana- 
Са(ОН)г -H2O has been studied by some authors and re
viewed by K. Takemoto and H. Uchikawa as followsC1) :

After mixing pozzolana and Са(ОН)2 with water, the 
liquid is saturated with Ca(OH)2 in the short time. 
Pozzolana grains are protonically attacked by water 
in high caustic solution dissociating the SiOH group 
on the surface of grains to SiOt,1*“ and H+ leaving 
negatively charged grains. Ca2+ is adsorbed on the 
surface of grains and alkalies in pozzolana dissolve 
into the liquid phase remaining a thin amorphous Si, 
Al - rich layer on the surface of pozzolana grains, 
and AIO2 in the layer gradually begin to dissolve and 
combine with Ca2+ to increase the thickness of the 
layer. The subsequent reaction is mainly caused by 
the diffusion of atomic groups through the denser 
layer of hydrates formed between pozzolana and Ca(0H)2.

According to the mechanism mentioned above, the pozzo
lanic reactivity of fly ashes is considered to be 
determined by the richness of the Si and Al layer and 
the surface area of fly ash grains. The pH value of 
fly ash suspension may reflect the richness of the Si, 
Al layer. The less the pH value, the Si, Al richer 
the layer is, and the more the Ca2+ will be attracted 
on the surface to react.
An interesting experiment made by Cheng Jiping 
might serve as a side proof of this mechanism. The 
ability of adsorbing water reducers of type sulpho
nated naphthalene-formaldehyde condensate (SNF) and 
type lignosulphonate was measured for six kinds of 
fly ashes with different pH values. These water re
ducers dissociate negatively charged polar groups, 
which tend to be adsorbed on the surface of solid, and 
positive ionic groups in water. Results show the 
exact correspondence of the order of the amount of 
adsorbed reducer with that of the pH value of fly 
ashes as it is expected (Fig. 7), The less the pH 
value, the more the Ca++ is adsorbed as mentioned 
above, but on the contrary, the less the negatively 
charged polar groups of water reducers should be ad
sorbed on the surface of fly ashes

5. CONCLUSIONS .

5.1 The reaction degree of fly ashes measured by a 
chemical method based on determination of the quantity 
of dissolved substances in fly ashes in hydrated fly 
ash-Ca(OH)2 pastes well correlates with the strength 
of the fly ash-Ca(OH)2 and fly ash cement pastes.

^•2 The pH value of the liquid in fly ash suspension 
in deionized water was found to have some correlation 
with the reaction degree of fly ashes. Measurement 
of pH value of fly ash suspension might be taken as a 
simple and rapid method for comparative evaluation of 
the pozzolanic reactivity of fly ashes under a certain

condition.

Fig. 7 Adsorption isotherms of water reducer 
SNF on fly ashes with different pH values
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Effects of Fly Ash Grinding on the Hydration and Strength 
Development of Fly Ash Cements.
Effets du Broyage des Cendres Volantes sur 1' Hydratation et le 
Developpement des Resistances des Ciments aux Centres Volantes.

SUMMARY: 9 A coarse fly^ash with a specific surface of about 200 m /kg (Blaine) was ground 
to 450 m2/kg and 650 m2/kg, and the three materials were tested in fly ash Portland cement 
mixes with 10, 20 and 30% fly ash. Setting, heat development, flowability of mortar, 
strength development and lime consumption were determined. The finer grinding of the fly ash 
resulted in improved flowability of mortar and substantial improvements in strength develop
ment characteristics. The strength results are compared with the information on the hydra
ting system obtained by calorimetry and thermal analyses, and suggestions to the factors 
behind the contribution to stength from the fly ash are given.

MOeu_Re uma cinza volante com superficie especifica de cerca de 200 m2/kg (Blaine) 
nt-д л=;п m1e 650 m2/ka, e os tres materials foram testados em misturas de cimento portland 

cjnza volante com'10, 20 e 30% de cinza volante. Foram deteminados: pega, desenvolvinen 

t-r> ap calor, fluidez da arnamassa, desenvolvimento da resistencla e consumo de cal. A moagem 
mA-i ч fina da cinza volante resuttou em melhora da fluidez da argamassa e em melhoras substan— 

пая caracteristicas de desenvolvimento da resistencla. Os resultados de resistencla 
säo coTTroaradns com a informapao sobre о sistena hidratante obtldo nor calorimetria e anälises 

te’-micas, e sän feitas sugestöes para os fatores de contribuigao da cinza volante para a re- 

=■ .istSncia.



Introduction

When fly ash is used as a partial replace
ment for Portland cement in mortar or con
crete the contribution from the fly ash to 
the strength development and other proper
ties will be dependent on fly ash charac
teristics among which the fineness has been 
found to be a dominant one. Differences in 
fineness of fly ash is usually a result of 
different sources of coal, different fine
ness of the coal powder used for combustion 
and different burning and ash collection 
methods. However, the fineness of the fly 
ash can also be influenced by grinding the 
ash (1,2).

The contribution to strength from the fly 
ash is generally related to pozzolanic pro
perties, i.e. its ability to react with lime 
to form C-S-H-gel. Other aspects should, 
however, also be considered, especially when 
the effect of grinding fly ash is evaluated 
(2,3,4).

The purpose of the present study is to in
vestigate how grinding of a fly ash affects 
its physical characteristics and how this 
influences its contribution to the strength 
development and other properties of fly ash 
- Portland cement mixes of different fly ash 
content.

Experimental
Materials
The fly ash (PFA) used was collected at a 
Danish power plant using a coal of Austra
lian origin. The ash has a rather high 
SiO^-content and a fairly low content of 
residual carbon (Table 1). Physically it,is 
characterized by a low density and by being 
relatively coarse (Table 2).

The clinker used was an ordinary Portland 
type (Table 1). The gypsum was a natural 
quality, but used in a 50% dehydrated form 
to simulate conditions in practice.

TABLE 1

Starting Materials

% Clinker Gypsum PFA

21.3 1.27 66.3
. . /■ 5.65 0.32 22.7
Fe?0? 2.88 0.20 3.98
Ca8 3 65.6 34.9 0.56

1.16 0.79 0.26
0.04 0.00 0.09

T Л 0.29 0.05 0.94
P 0.17 0.02 0.23

Л *7(3 0.08 1.43
n ig — 0.09
П Л'Ч 47.2 0.06

i/ä.i 1 1 14.9 3.19
- - 2.66

Free CaO 2.66 0.00
Total sulphur 0.17
Soluble K-0 U . d /
Soluble N320 0.10 0.002

c,s. 52
c,s 22
C^A 10.1
C^AF 8.8

— —

Grindings
The PFA as received, designated PFA-0, was 
ground in a laboratory ball mill to two fi
neness levels (Blaine): One of about2450 
rn /kg (PFA-1) and one of about 650 m /kg 
(PFA-2). Physical data of the three mate
rials were determined and their general 
appearance was evaluated by scanning elec
tron microscopy.

The clinker was ground to ordinary Portland 
cement fineness in the same mill with 4% of 
the 50% dehydrated gypsum, and physical data 
of resulting cement was determined.

Cement Blends
PFA-cements containing 10, 20 and 30% PFA 
were prepared from each of the three PFA- 
products by blending them intimately with 
the Portland cement in a powder blender.

With the pure Portland cement this gave 10 
cements whose properties were examined.

Properties of cements
The setting characteristics of the cemen.s 
were determined by the Vicat method.

The strength development was determined 
according to the ISO-RILEM-methgd with 
testing at the following ages (at 20 C water 
curing): 1, 3, 7, 28, 56, 91 and 365 days.

The flow behaviour of the mortar mixes (3 
parts Standard ISO-sand to 1 part cement to 
0.50 part water all by weight) was tested 
using the ASTM-flow table, and the bleeding 
behaviour was tested on the same mortar 
mixes by weighing the amount of water being 
expelled from a 400 ml mortar sample during 
the first 4 hours after water addition.

The density of the fresh mortar and of the 
mortar prisms after demoulding was deter
mined and used for calculating the air con
tent of the materials.

Loose 0.415
0.583

0.294
0.438

0.333
0.499

powder . a
(DIN 53.194) Compact, (m /m )

TABLE 2

Physical Properties of Reference Cement and PFAs

Portland
• cement

PFA-0 PFA-1 PFA-2

Density
(kg/m3) 3130 2030 2340 2470

Specific
(m2/kg) 324 217 448~ 646

surface 
(Blaine)

(103 m2/m3) 1014 441 1048 1596

125 pm (%) 0 10.2 0 0

residues 90 " B 0.4 18.3 0 0
45 " " 18.4 42.2 2.2 U. 2

(Air jet) 20 " " 52.0 68.6 38.0 9.0

125 pm (%) 0.0 10.2 0.0 0.0
Particle 64 " " 5.5 30.8 0.6 0.3

32 H " 30.5 57.4 15.4 0.3
distibution 16 " " 54.4 75.9 45.7 • 5

8 " ” 71.3 87.0 67.9 5Z • 1
4 " " 82.3 93.5 82.4 71.6

(CILAS) 89.3 96.3 91.7 86.2

RR- d50% (pm) 16 39 13 8
parameters

0.92 1.00 1.15 1.12

я. 11 Loose (kg/nig) 1300 865 780 727

density Compact, (kg/ra ) 1925 1109 1168



The Ca(OH)2 in the mortar prisms was deter
mined at the ages of strength measurement by 
grinding the fragments from the strength 
test with acetone, drying the powder at 40 C 
and determining the weight losses up to 
880°C by thermogravimetric analysis. As car
bonation takes place during storage of the 
prisms and during preparation of the speci
mens for TGA, converting some of the CaCOH)? 
to CaCO-, the loss between 440 and 510 C 
usually Being designated to Ca(0H)2 dehydra
tion was expected to give too low an esti
mate on the Ca(0H)2 that had actually been 
produced.

Consequently, an alternative estimate of the 
potential Ca(OH) -content including the loss 
between 510 ana 880 C, mainly associated 
with decarbonation of CaCOg, was also calcu
lated.

To get information on the early hydration 
behaviour of the cement cgnduction calori
metry on cement pastes (25 C and W/C = 0.5) 
was performed recording the rate of heat 
liberation in the first 24 hours.

FIG. 1

Scanning electron micrographs of the fly ash 
sample as received (PFA-0, top)) and after 
grinding (PFA-1„ centre,, and PFA-2, bottom). 
(Width of photon corresponds to 110 pm).

Results

Physical properties
The physical properties recorded for the 
reference cement and the three fly ash 
samples are found in table 2. The marked 
increase in density on grinding due to the 
reduction of the inherent porosity of the 
material should be noted. Further grinding 
of the fly ash indicated a limiting density 
value of 2530 kg/m . Due to the differences 
in density of the materials the specific 
surfaces are also expressed on volume basis.

The particle size distribution (PSD) as 
found by LASER granulometry of the ash as 
received has a shape similar to ball mill 
ground clinker. The PSD, however, tends to 
get more narrow with grinding, probably due 
to the fact that the coarse particles also 
tend to have higher porosity and therefore 
are more easily ground. (Cenospheres and 
porous carbon particles are more abundant 
among the coarse particles).

The fly ash products were examined by scan
ning electron microscopy (Fig. 1). In the 
ground products sharp-edged fragments of 
spheres and cenospheres are found, but a 
part of the smaller spherical particles 
seems to have survived the grinding.

In table 2 is listed the bulk density of the 
powders loosely packed and after compaction 
on a shock table. As for the specific sur
face a value based on volume seems more 
rational for comparisons. It is seen that 
the bulk density of the fly ash powder (on 
volume basis) falls substantially with 
grinding.

TABLE 3

properties of Cement-Paste - Water Requirements and Setting Times

PFA-content

PFA-No

0% 10% 20% 30%

- 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2

Density (kg/nfJ) 
of cement 3130 2970 3080 3050 2850 2960 2990 2710 2840 2880

Wt.% water 28.5 30.5 30.5 30.0 31.0 30.5 30.0 33.0 32.5 31.5

Voi.% water 89 91 94 92 88 90 90 89 92 91

Initial set 3:50 4:40 3:50 3:50 4:30 4:30 4:40 5:10 5:00 5:00

(H:M) 
Final set 5:10 6:00 5:50 5:50 6:20 6:00 5:50 7:40 6:40 6:30

(H:M) —

Water Requirement and Setting
The water requirements and setting times of 
the cement blends evaluated in paste (Vicat 
procedure) are shown in table 3. On weight 
basis the fly ash cements seem to have 
higher water requirements than the pure 
Portland cement, but evaluated on volume 
basis the difference is negligible for the 
PFA-O-cements while a slightly higher water 
demand is indicated for cements based on 
ground PFA. The setting time is in general
1-2  hours longer for the fly ash cements 
than for the pure cement. Within the fly ash 
cements setting times are prolonged with 
increased addition and shortened with 
increased fineness of the ash.



FIG. 2

TABLE 4

Properties of Fresh Mortar
The air content, flow and bleeding tendency 
of iSO-RILEM-mortar prepared with the 10 
cements are shown in table 4.

The air content is reduced with increasing 
amount of fly ash in the cement and with 
increasing grinding of the fly ash.

The flowability of mortars with ground fly 
ash additives is similar to the pure cement 
mortar, while cements based on the fly ash 
as received have a substantially lower flow. 
The flowability is further decreased with 
increased amount of this fly ash.

The bleeding tendency forms the following 
pattern: .
Increased fly ash fineness results in de
creased bleeding. Increased fly ash addi 
tion tends to enhance bleeding at first (1 h 
results), but reduces bleeding markedly 
later on (3 and 4 h results). The bleeding 
of the pure cement mortar falls somewhere in 
the middle of the PFA-cement bleeding 
tendencies.

Rate of heat development

0.5. Temperature: 25 C.

- of the fly ash -
Portland cements determined by conduction 
calorimetry (Arbitrary scale). Pastes of W/C 
= or Tomnprature: 25 C. 0-24 hours.

Conduction Calorimetry
The heat development of the fly ash-Portland 
cement blends as measured by conduction 
calorimetry is shown in figure 2. For e 
first 10 hours (initial and second peak) a 
reduction in heat intensity almost proper 
tional to the amount of intermixed fly asn 
is found. A remarkable effect is, however, 
seen on the third peak, which is associated 
with the rapid reaction of the CgA phase 
after depletion of the gypsum in the system. 
It is strongly enhanced and tends to occur 
earlier when fly ash is present, and both 
effects are fortified by increasing the 
fineness as well as the amount of fly ash in 
the system.

TABLE 5

Strength Development
The results of flexural and compressive 
strength measurements are compiled in table 
5 together with estimates of the amount of 
entrained and total air in the mortar P^sms 
at the time of demoulding (1 day at 20 C).
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FIG. 3

Strength of PFA-Portland cement blends in percentage of strength of pure 
Portland cement.
Based on compressive strength of mortar prisms (ISO-RILEM-method).
A: As measured. B: Corrected to zero % entrained air.
C: Corrected to zero % total air.
(Lower dashed line in the plots is the level of relative strength with an 
inert substitution of Portland cement as estimated from Ferets formula
(3).  Indicates expected strength level due to change in water-to-Portland 
cement-ratio as brought about by simple dilution).

The air content is calculated from the 
measured densities of the prisms and limit
ing densities calculated from the densities 
of the materials used in the mortar. The to
tal air includes the pores in the fly ash 
particles.

As the amount of air influences the strength 
results, corrections have been made to eli
minate these influences (3). Correction of 
compressive strength values to zero air con
tent has been performed by the expression <T 
= o'• exp (0.05 • a), where cr , O’ and a is 
strength at zero per cent air, strength as 
measured and air percentage, respectively. 

The relative strength (compressive) of PFA- 
cements to pure Portland cement has been 
calculated applying both values as measured 
and corrected values, and the results are 
plotted in figure 3.

From the results the following observations 
can be stated:

Increased dosage of PFA decreases early 
strength and increases late strength 
when compared with unblended cement. 
The cross-over varies between 1 month 
and 1 year depending on amount and 
fineness of the ash.



The onset of a marked growth in rela
tive strength traditionally connected 
with a pozzolanic reaction of the PEA 
takes place after between 1 and 3 weeks 
(at 20°C) depending primarily on the 
fineness of the ash.

The "dormant level" of untreated fly 
ash is close to the estimated inert 
level, but is markedly increased by 
increased grinding of the ash. This 
difference is, however, reduced when 
corrections for different air contents 
are made.

Ca(OH),-Content of Mortars
The change in Ca(OH),-content of mortar with 
time is shown in figure 4. The lower group 
of curves is based on the loss directly con
nected with dehydration of CaCOH^, while 
the upper group includes the CaCO^-loss con
verted to the equivalent amount of Са(ОН)2> 
All losses are normalized to Portland cement 
basis for easier comparison. The results 
indicate that the Ca(OH) -consumption by PFA 
becomes significant between 7 and 28 days of 
hardening (at 20 C). After 28 days an actual 
decline in Ca(OH),-content takes place, 
being more pronounced with higher content 
and higher grinding fineness of the PFA.

Discussion

When fly ash is ground, three major changes 
in its physical character take place:

1) Its fineness is increased, ,
2) there is an increase in density due to 

the crushing of hollow particles and
3) there is a change in particle shape 

away from the predominantly spherical 
shape.

The spherical character of most of the par
ticles in a fly ash has often been claimed 
to be an important factor in the workability 
improvements or water reduction possibility 
when using fly ash in concrete, though, con
vincing experimental evidence is hard to 
find in the literature. In the present,study 
the amount of water (on volume basis) to 
attain a paste of normal consistency^(Table
3) does not change much, neither with fly 
ash grinding nor with level of replacement. 
A small increase when using ground fly ash 
can, however, be claimed, but this could 
also be due to the higher fineness (in
creased importance of surface forces) of 
these materials. If we turn to the mortar 
results (Table 4) we find an appreciable 
reduction in flow when we use the fly ash as 
received and it is reduced further with 
increased replacement.

Replacements with ground fly ash onthe 
other hand do not change the flow signifi
cantly.

An interpretation of these results is, how
ever, complicated by the fact that the volu
metric ratio of water to cementitious mate-

FIG. 4

Ca(0H),-content on Portland cement basis as 
function of time. Measured on ISO-RILEM- 
mortar by thermogravimetric analysis.

The curves represent values for 10% (top), 
20% (centre), and 30% (bottom) replacements 
with PFA-0 (as received), PFA-1 (ground) and 
PFA-2 (ground).

Lower group of curves in each plot is based 
on loss between 440 and 510 C (Ca(0H)2- 
dehydration) while the upper group is based 
on this loss plus the high temperature loss 
between 510 and 880°C (mainly CaCO,-decarbo
nation), converted to equivalent Ca(0H)2~ 
amounts.



rial is not the same in the mixes due to 
differences in density of the fly ashes and 
constant water-to-cement-ratio (by weight) 
procedure used, and by the fact that the 
mortar has ended up with different amounts 
of air which will also effect the flow
behaviour.

The bleeding tendency (Table 4) of the fly 
ash cements is significantly reduced with 
increased grinding of the fly ash. Again it 
is impossible to say whether this is due to 
the higher fineness of the powder or the 
changes in particle shape brought about by 
the grinding.

The setting is slightly retarded with in
creasing amount of fly ash, probably merely 
due to the dilution of the Portland cement. 
That this retardation is diminished by finer 
grinding of the fly ash could be explained 
by the fact that the Portland cement hydra
tion is enhanced by dilution with fly ash 
and more so the finer it is. This has been 
indicated by the calorimetric investigation, 
which has further indicated that it is 
apparently the reaction of the aluminate 
phase (3rd peak in the rate curve) that for 
some reason is enhanced.

This enhancement of the Portland cement 
hydration, sometimes referred to as "a 
filler effect", can probably also explain 
part of the improvements in early strength 
brought about by finer grinding of the fly 
ash. (Figure 3. Strength corrected to zero 
per cent air ) .

However, as can be seen from figure 3, a 
large part of the improvement in early 
strength as measured can actually be ex
plained by changes in initial porosity of 
the mortar. Finer grinding of the flyash 
tends to decrease the amount of entrained 
air in the mortar. This is shown in the 
fresh mortar (Table 4) as well as in the 
mortar prisms at the time of demoulding 
(Table 5), this supporting similar results 
reported earlier (3). A possible explanation 
for this effect is that the residual carbon 
in the fly ash acts as an absorbent for 
organic impurities in the sand or cement, 
organic impurities that would otherwise 
increase air entrainment in the mortar. By 
finer grinding and increased fly ash dosage 
the effectiveness of this carbon absorbent 
will increase.

Another effect to be considered is the 
reduction in internal porosity of the fly 
ash by grinding. The effect of this change 
on the initial porosity of the mortar can be 
read from table 5 by comparing the two 
columns "entrained air" and "total air", the 
latter being "entrained air” plus fly ash 
porosity.

The expected effect on strength, assuming 
that 1% of 'air will introduce a 5% reduction 
in strength whether this air is entrained or 
inherent pores in fly ash particles, can be 
evaluated in figure 3.

The main effect of fly ash on the strength 
development of fly ash - Portland cement 
blends is, of course, the pozzolanic reac
tion, i.e. the reaction between Ca(OH)2 and 
ash to produce C-S-H-gel. This becomes a 
dominant factor for strength from about 1 to 
4 weeks or longer. Here the rapid rise from 
the level of simple dilution takes place. 
That there is a close connection between the 
increase in strength development and the 
consumption in lime is obvious when compar
ing figures 3 and 4.

Conclusions.

Grinding of fly ash can lead to a substan
tial increase of strength of fly ash Port
land cement mixes at all ages from 1 day 
onwards. The increase in strength contribu
tion from the fly ash on grinding can appa
rently be traced back to several sources:

- An enhancement of the rapid aluminate 
reaction taking place after the induc
tion period.

- An increased pozzolanic reaction corres
ponding to the consumption of lime in the 
system.

- A decreased content of air entrained in 
the mortar tests specimens.

- A reduced intrinsic porosity of the fly 
ash itself.

It would appear useful to distinguish 
between these (and possible other) factors 
affecting strength when strength measure
ments are used as a means of following 
hydration reactions or as a means of evalu
ating fly ash quality for practical pur
poses .
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Les differents procedes d'activation des mineraux argileux permettant 
d'elaborer des Hants pouzzolaniques ä resistances optimales.
The different activation processes of clay minerals to obtain pozzo- 
lanic binders with optimal strengths.

Resume L1utilisation des mineraux argileux comme matieres premieres dans le domains
des materiaux ou Hants speciaux utilisables en construction necessite differents pre
cedes d'activation :

- L'activation chimique qui consiste ä associer au mineral argileux (argile crue ou argils 
calcinee) un reactif susceptible de fournir, en solution, des especes chimiques (ions OH 
et Ca^+) capables de realiser I'attaque du feuillet argileux puis la precipitation d'hy
drates mineraux dont la microstructure et 1'arrangement cristallin conduisent au phenomene 
de consolidation. L'hydroxyde de calcium est I'exemple type de 1'activateur chimique.

- L'activation thermique qui consiste, par calcination de certains types d'argiles dans le 
domaine des moyennes temperatures, ä realiser la desorganisation plus ou moins totale de la 
structure cristalline : on obtient ainsi des pouzzolanes de synthese dont le processus de 
de consolidation par voie hydraulique necessite I'emploi d1un activateur chimique, mais est 
beaucoup plus rapide que dans le cas de mineraux argileux non actives thermiquement.

- L'activation mecanique par broyage, qui conduit ä la formation de sites superficiels 
reactifs, done ä une augmentation de la vitesse de consolidation.

Ces trois procedes d'activation sont illustres par les travaux des auteurs dans le 
domaine concerns, l'objectif etant d'obtenir des resistances mecaniques optimales a court 
terme.

A utilizagao de minerals argilosos сото materias primas na area de materials e_ 11- 
gantes especiais, utilizäveis em construqao, precisa de diferentes processes de hidratagao:
- A ativagäo qulmica, que consiste em associar ao mineral argiloso (argila crua ou argila cal 

cinada) um reativo capaz de fornecer, em solugao, especies quimicas (ions OH e Ca ) aptas 
a realizarem о ataque ä lamina argilosa apos a_precipitagäo dos hidratos minerals cugami- 
croestrutura e arranjo cristalino levam ao fenömeno de consolidagao. 0 hidroxido de calcio 
ё о exemplo tipico de ativador quimico.

- A ativagäo termica, que consiste na realizagäo, por calcinagao de determinados tipos de ar- 
gilas em ambientes de temperaturas medias, a desorganizagao mais ou menos total da estrutu- 
ra cristalina: desta forma se obtem pozolanas sintSticas, cujo processo de consolidagao por 
meio hidräulico precisa de urn ativador quimico, mas e muito mais rapida do que no caso de 
minerals argilosos näo ativados termicamente.

- A ativagäo mecanica por moagem, que leva ä formagäo de_sltios superficiais reativos, e con- 
sequentemente a urn aumento da velocidade de consolidagao.

Estes tres processes de ativagäo säo ilustrados por trabalhos dos autores neste cam 
po, tendo por objetivo obter resistencias mecänicas ötimas a curto prazo.



1. INTRODUCTION.

Les mineraux argileux sent des ma
tteres premieres abondantes appartenant 
ä la famille des phyllosilicates (1) dont 
la structure type est constituee d1un em- 
pilement bidimensionnel de couches de te- 
traedres de silice SiO. et de couches d oc- 
taedres d'alumine AlOg certains atomes 
d1 oxygene etant remplaces par des groupe- 
ments hydroxyles OH. Le nombre et le mode 
de superposition des couches de silice et 
d'alumine, la substitution totale de 1 a— 
luminium par du magnesium dans la couche - 
octaedrique, ou les substitutions partiel
les de Si, Al ou Mg par des cations de va
lences differentes, conduit ä une famille 
de mineraux tres complexe dont certains 
presentent une capacite d'echange d1 ions 
et une instabilite de 11 equidistance inter- 
foliaire. Mais les mineraux argileux les 
plus courants restent la kaolinite, les 
montmorillonites, les micas, et ä moindre 
titre, les vermiculites, les chlorites, 
le chrysotile, le talc, etc..-

Les mineraux argileux se rencontrent 
couramment soit ä I'etat de roches speci- 
fiquement argileuses, soit comme consti- 
tuants de roches calcaires (marnes), de 
bauxites ou de nombreux sols et terres , 
dont les laterites. En dehors de leur uti
lisation dans 11 elaboration des "crus" de 
cimenterie ou des tuiles et briques (fer
nes cuites), ces mineraux font 1'objet 
d1 un renouveau d'interet pour la fabrica
tion de materiaux ä proprietes specifiques 
(Hants pouzzolaniques de synthese) ou dans 
1’elaboration de structures pour le Genie- 
Civil (construction en terre) dans 1'opti- 
que des economies d'energie et de matieres 
premieres. De telles utilisations necessi— 
tent cependant 1'emploi de procedes d'acti
vation (chimique, thermique, ou mecanique) 
permettant de realiser la consolidation du 
mineral argileux en des temps acceptables.

2. LES DIFFERENTS PROCEDES D1 ACTIVATION.

2.1. L'activation chimique.

L'addition, au melange eau + ar- 
gile, de certaines substances minerales 
jouant le role d'activateurs chimiques est 
necessaire si on veut realiser la consoli
dation par voie chimique, c'est-a-dire fa- 
voriser la degradation chimique de 11alu- 
mino-silicate (qui passera ainsi lentement 
en solution) puis la germination et la 
croissance d'hydrates dont 1'etablissement 
de la microstructure sera favorable au de- 
veloppement de proprietes mecaniques (2).

Ces activateurs chimiques doivent 
obeir a deux criteres fondamentaux :

a) etre sgsceptibles de realiser 1'attaque 
chimique du solide de depart et de faire 
passer ainsi certaines especes en solution 
(silice et alumine le plus souvent, even- 
tuellement oxydes de fer, de magnesium,

selon la nature du mineral argileux) ;

b) favoriser, de par leur composition chi
mique, la precipitation des hydrates (ge- 
neralement des silicates, des aluminates 
ou des alumino-si1icates de cations alca- 
lino-terreux) ä partir de la solution sur- 
saturee resultant de 1'attaque chimique 
precedemment citee.

Ces deux aspects de la dissolu
tion non congruente (phenomene de dissolu
tion-precipitation) n'excluent pas une eta
pe initiale d'adsorption-desorption des ca
tions alcalino-terreux sur lesgroupements 
silanols Si-OH (et eventuellement sur les 
groupements aluminols Al-OH) presents ini- 
tialement ä la surface du solide ou crees 
des que celui-ci est place dans un milieu 
aqueux. On aurait alors la succession de 
phenomenes suivants :

2 (Si-OH) + M2+ X (Si-O)2M + H20

phenomene mis en evidence dans le Systeme 
SiO -CaO-H 0 (3), puis concernant la cou
che2 tetr aedrique de silice :

SiO2 + H2O E H4SiO4 (pH < 9,6)

H4SiO4 E H3SiO4 + H+ (9,6 < pH < 12,7)

H,SiO,-- H.SiO2 + H+ 
3 4-2 4

(pH > 12,7)

et concernant la couche octaedrique :

A1(OH)3 + OH E [A1(OH)43 (pH basique)

puis la precipitation de CSH (phenomene 
predominant pour la kaolinite) ou d'alumi
nates de calcium hydrates (phenomene predo
minant pour la montmorillonite) (2) ä par
tir de la solution sursaturee.

■ Dans I'etat actuel des choses
il ne semble pas qu'une modelisation de 
ces phenomenes ait ete presentee. On doit 
cependant supposer, compte-tenu de la len- 
teur du processus de consolidation par pre
cipitation d'hydrates, que 1'etape limita
tive est la dissolution du mineral argileux.

Le role d'activateur chimique est 
particulierement bien rempli par des sub
stances susceptibles de se dissocier en so
lution aqueuse pour fournir des ions hydro
xyles OH- et des cations alcalino-terreux : 
comme dans le cas de 1'attaque "hydroxyli- 
que" des laitiers (4), les ions hydroxyles 
realisent la degradation lente de la struc
ture alumino-silicatee de 1'argile de de
part ; les cations alcalino-terreux favo- 
risent la precipitation des hydrates, ces 
cations alcalino-terreux etant generalement 
absents dans les argiles les plus courantes 
qui sont dioctaedriques (kaolinite, illite, 
montmorillonites). •

On voit done la tout I'interet 
d'activateurs chimiques, basiques (et en 
particulier la chaux, eventuellement la 



magnesie) ou de substances susceptibles 
d'evoluer dans le milieu reactionnel en 
fournissant un produit de reaction basique : 
c'est le cas du ciment portland artificiel 
qui libere de la chaux ou portlandite 
Ca(OH)7 jouant le role d'activateur chimi- 
que, et qui fournit parallelement du sili
cate de calcium hydrate (CSH) jouant son 
propre role au niveau du processus de con
solidation de I'ensemble.

La soude Na(OH), souvent utili
ses comme activateur chimique des laitiers
(4) n'est certainement pas 1'activateur le 
mieux adapte au cas de la consolidation des 
mineraux argileux, le calcium ou le magne
sium etant des elements alcalino-terreux 
presents en quantite assez notable dans les 
laitiers, mais absents dans les mineraux 
argileux courants dioctaedriques.

La cinetique de consolidation 
chimique des mineraux argileux bruts est 
cependant tres lente, d1ou 11 utilisation 
parallele assez courante d'un compactage 
dynamique permettant d1 assurer le develop- 
pement d'une certaine cohesion mecanique a 
court terme.

Nous nous sommes done Interesses 
plus specialement ä la voie "activation 
thermique" pour transformer prealablement 
les mineraux argileux bruts en solides a 
reactivite beaucoup plus elevee. Mais cette 
operation n'exclue en rien la necessite 
d'une activation chimique pour realiser la 
consolidation mais la cinetique de forma
tion des hydrates sera tres nettement ame- 
lioree, 11 etape lente (degradation de la 
structure du mineral avec passage en solu
tion de 11alumine et de la silice) devenant 
une etape moins limitative pour I'ensemble 
du processus dans le cas des argiles ther- 
miquement activees. Le developpement des 
resistances mecaniques ä court terme est 
alors tres nettement ameliore.

2.2. L'activation thermique.

La dissociation thermique ou 
reaction de "deshydroxylation" de certains 
mineraux argileux dioctaedriques (kaolinite, 
illite, montmorillonite), trioctaedriques 
(chrysotile, talc) ou des chlorites, dans 
le domaine de temperature 6OO-9OO°C, con
duit ä des phases dites "transitoires" ca
racterisees par un desordre cristallin ,plus 
ou moins prononce (1,5,6) , done plus reac
tives que le mineral de depart. Nous appel- 
lerons ces phases transitoires des Argiles 
Thermiquement Activees (A.T.A.). Le cas le 
plus typique d'une activation thermique est 
celui associe ä la deshydroxylation de la 
kaolinite qui conduit ä la formation d'une 
phase transitoire, le metakaolin, selon une 
reaction du type :

Al203O2Si02o2H20
ou —» Al 04.2SiO_ + 2H2O vap.

Si2O5A12(OH)4
(kaolinite) (Metakaolin) 

(dioctaedrique)

L'etat de desorganisation du re
seau cristallin du metakaolin est claire- 
ment mis en evidence par 1'allure du spec
tre d'absorption infrarouge (Fig. 1) ou 
du diagramme de diffraction des rayons X 
( Pi о . 2) .

Fig. 1
Spectres infrarouges compares d'une 

kaolinite (K2) et du metakaolin (MK2) obte- 
nu par activation thermique ä 75O°C.

Fig. 2
Diagramme de diffraction X du meta

kaolin MK2.

Le metakaolin Al2O3<)2SiO2 (note ici 
MK) va done presenterune reactivite 
bien superieure ä celle de 1'argile de 
depart (kaolinite) lors d'une reaction 
d'hydratation realisee ä la temperature 
ambiante en presence d'un activateur chi
mique calcique et basique tel que 1'hydro
xyde de calcium : la consolidation du me
lange "Metakaolin (MK) - Hydroxyde de Cal
cium (CH) - Eau" est beaucoup plus rapide 
que celle des meilleures pouzzolanes na
turelles (7) et conduit ä la formation de 
CSH. de Taylor (8), de gehlenite hydratee 
C,ASH et de faibles quantites d'aluminate 
tetracalcique hydrate C^AH^j (9-11).

Les differentes recherches que 
nous avons effectuees dans ce domaine ces 
quatre dernieres annees (11-21) nous ont 
permis d'aboutir aux principaux resultats 
suivants : 

a)L'optimisation des resistances en com-



pression pure (Rc) a 28 jours de Hants 
prepares ä partir d'argiles thermiquement 
activees (ATA), pour des conditions donnees 
de conservation des eprouvettes, resulte 
essentiellement du choix de la valeur du 
rapport massique "A.T.A./Activateur chimi- 
que". Ce rapport, note MK/CH pour le Syste
me Metakaolin/Hydroxyde de Calcium, est de 
3 si on part d'une kaolinite pure (Fig. 3) 
(19, ’20). Il est aussi voisin de 3 pour 
I'illite et la montmorillonite (19, 21). 
Dans ces conditions toute la chaux est con- 
sommee a 28 jours et les resistances n'evo- 
luent que tres lentement au delä de cette 
echeance.

aot- Rc Mpa

n| so____________ 100 % CH t
10 U 3 2 ! АТА/CH r

Fig. 3
Variation de la resistance en com

pression de Hants "АТА-Chaux" en fonction 
de la quantite de chaux CH ajoutee ou du 
rapport massique ATA/CH

K2 : kaolinite pure
K1-K3 : kaolins impurs
M : montmorillonite du Wyoming
I : illite

b) La meilleure activation thermique pour 
la kaolinite est obtenue par calcination 
dans le domaine de temperature 7OO-8OO°C 
(11, 14, 15, 22, 23). Au delä de 85O-9OO°C 
commence ä se manifester un phenomena de 
recristallisation lente du solide en phases 
haute-temperature mullite ou spinelie (11, 
24), ce qui diminue la reactivite avec la 
chaux. Mais le domaine de temperature 
dans lequel doit etre effectuee la calcina
tion differe selon le type de mineral argi- 
leux concerne comme I'illite (22), les 
chrysotiles ä grande surface specifique (6) 
et surtout les montmorillonites dont la 
deshydroxylation peut se manifester en deux 
etapes ä des temperatures variables entre 
68O°C et 92O°C en fonction de la nature des 
substitution's (25, 26).

c) Si on compare la reactivite des mineraux 

argileux thermiquement actives ä celle des 
mineraux bruts (17, 21), on trouve des or
dres decroissants differents :

Kaolinite > Montmorillonite > Illite >> 
Micas cristallises 
pour les argiles thermiquement activees, et: 

Montmorillonite > Illite > Kaolinite 
pour les argiles brutes (27).

Pour les premieres c'est 1’ordre de
croissant de l'etat de desorganisation du 
reseau cristaliin de la "phase transitoire" ; 
pour les secondes c'est 1'ordre decroissant 
des capacites d'echange ionique.

d) Par ailleurs avec la condition (MK/CH)=3, 
la reactivite des metakaolins est d'autant 
meilleure que la kaolinite elle-meme est mal 
eristallisee, ce qui presente un interet 
certain pour la valorisation des kaolins 
contenant des oxydes de fer ou comportant 
des substitutions Al-Fe dans la couche oc- 
taedrique, phenomena qui diminue leur etat 
de cristallinite (28, 29).

e) Le role des ions hydroxyles OH en solu
tion dans 1'activation chimique du metakao
lin a ete clairement mis en evidence en com- 
parant 1'action de 1' hydroxyde de calcium, 
du carbonate de calcium et du gypse, activa- 
teurs qui apportent tous les ions calcium 
necessaires ä la precipitation des hydrates 
mais 1'emploi de carbonate de calcium seul 
ou de gypse seul ne conduit ä aucun pheno- 
tnene notable de consolidation, laquelle ne 
se manifeste qu'en associant calcite ou 
gypse ä la chaux : on observe alors la for
mation simultanee de CSH et respectivement 
de carboaluminate de calcium hydrate
C^ACH 2 ou d'ettringite CgAS mais les 
resistances a 28 jours sent toujours infe- 
rieures ä celles obtenues dans le cas d'une 
activation avec CafCH)., seule, ä rapport 
massique Metakaolin/activateur donne (19, 
20) .

Nous avions souleve par ailleurs le 
Probleme de 1'activation par la magnesia 
dans le cas de fabrication d'un activateur 
par calcination de dolomie (15) : il semble 
que cela conduise ä des resultats interes- 
sants (30) mais une etude systematique doit 
etre faite dans ce domaine.

L'association d'une activation ther
mique et d'une activation chimique conduit 
done ä une consolidation rapide avec 1'ob- 
tention de resistances mecaniques ä court 
terme bien superieures ä celles obtenues en 
utilisant 1'activation chimique seule.

Un autre procede de traitement ther
mique consiste ä traiter ä 1'autoclave le 
mineral argileux brut additionne de 1'acti
vateur chimique : on realise alors la disso
lution de 1'alumino-silicate et la cristal- 
lisation des hydrates en conditions hydro
thermales. Bien que tres s^duisant, ce pro
cede qui a ete mis ä profit par exemple pour 
la ' valorisation des laterites (31), ne sera 
pas discute dans cette communication.



2.3. L,' activation mecanique par broya- 
ge.

Le broyage mecanique des matte
res premieres a essentiellement pour role de 
separer ou de liberer les especes mineralo- 
giques dans un melange, de reduire la granu- 
lometrie et d'augmenter la surface specifi- 
que des solides. Un autre aspect tres im
portant du broyage est la creation de nou- 
velles surfaces susceptibles de presenter 
des sites ou especes superficielles jouant 
un role tres important au niveau de la 
reactivite (32)

On sait que le broyage mecanique 
des mineraux argileux peut conduire ä des 
modifications tres sensibles de la struc
ture (33, 34) mais il ne semble pas у avoir 
de donnees actuelles concernant 1'applica
tion de ce procede d'activation pour amelio- 
rer la consolidation ä froid des argiles 
brutes.

Suite ä d ' autres travaux auxquels 
a participe 1'un d1entre nous dans le do- 
maine de l'activation des solides par broya
ge : gypse (35), anhydrite (36), aluminate 
monocalcique (37), nous avons ete conduits 
ä entreprendre quelques recherches sur la 
consolidation du Systeme "Metakaolin-Hydro
xyde de calcium-Eau", les deux solides de 
depart ayant ete prealablement broyes sepa- 
rement ou ensemble (a charge totale en mas
se et ä temps fixes) dans un broyeur ä bou- 
lets.

Les resultats tous recents obte- 
nus par J. AMBROISE (non publies) ä ce su
jet ont mis en evidence deux faits impor
tants :

a) La vitesse de consolidation du metakao
lin est nettement amelioree par broyage 
sans que 11 on note de variations sensibles 
dans I'evolution de la granulometrie (la 
kaolinite de depart est tres fine, d < 10pm) 
ou de la surface specifique de 1'echantillon, 
ce qui laisse supposer la formation d'espe- 
ces superficielles reactives au cours du 
phenomene de comminution. Ces especes peu- 
vent resulter :

. Soit de la creation de defauts ou desor
dres locaux superficiels,
. Soit de la rupture des liaisons, par 
exemple de la couche tetraedrique Si-O-Si 
avec formation de sites actifs (38, 39) : 

-^Si-O-Si^- -> ->SiO*  + #Si<-
qui conduisent ä la formation de groupes 
silanols en presence d'eau vapeur ou li
quide, ou d'une separation partielle des 
couches tetraedrique et octaedrique avec 
creation de nouvelles surfaces comportant 
des sites reactifs resultant de la rupture 
des liaisons Si-O-Al.

b) Le broyage provoque par contre une bais
se faible mais cependant sensible de la 
reactivite de 1'hydroxyde de calcium.

Ces resultats laissent ä penser 

qu'il est probablement plus judicieux de 
soumettre l'argile ä I'operation de broyage 
apres activation thermique plutot qu'avant 
dans la mesure oil la calcination est effec- 
tuee sur des grains de dimensions pas trop 
elevees pour ne pas ralentir de fagon nota
ble la cinetique de deshydroxylation. Le 
cobroyage metakaolin-chaux n'est pas re- 
commande.

3. CONCLUSION.

La consolidation des mineraux argileux 
ä froid et en milieu äqueux (pate) necessi
te la mise en oeuvre d'une activation chi- 
mique realisable par addition au milieu 
reactionnel, de composes basiques, genera- 
lement alcalino-terreux ; ceci conduit a 
la precipitation d'hydrates consecutive a 
une degradation de la structure alumino- 
silicatee avec passage des especes en so
lution. Mais le phenomene est tres lent 
et le developpement des resistances meca- 
niques tres limite. On peut alors faire 
appel ä une activation thermique du mine
ral de depart en realisant la deshydroxy
lation ä temperature moderee (6OO-9OO°C), 
ce qui confers ä ce dernier une structure 
cristallographiquement desorganisee done 
tres reactive : la consolidation ä froid 
ä 1'aide d'un activateur chimique basique 
en milieu aqueux est alors beaucoup plus 
rapide comme en attestent les travaux ef- 
fectues sur la kaolinite, 1'illite ou la 
montmorillonite. Mais tous les mineraux 
argileux et en particulier les micas bien 
cristallises ne sont pas forcement concer- 
nes par le phenomene d'activation thermi
que. On doit signaler aussi que l'acti
vation thermique des mineraux argileux 
peut conduire ä des materiaux tres promet
teurs : leur association par exemple au 
ciment portland permet d'ameliorer tres 
nettement la durabilite des fibres de ver- 
re E utilisees comme agent de renforcement 
(40, 41) ; de meme 1 ' association "Metakao- 
lin-Chaux" est un meilleur activateur chi
mique que la chaux seule pour la stabilisa
tion des sols ä froid (42, 43).

Le broyage (activation mecanique) des 
mineraux argileux prealablement actives 
thermiquement accelere encore le processus 
de consolidation, probablement par forma
tion d'especes superficielles reactives.
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PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION in BLENDED CEMENTS

REPARTITION GRANULOMETRIQUE des CONSTITUANTS d'un CIMENT COMPOSE

SUMMARY : In cement containing mineral additions, and processed by cogrinding, the individual characteristics of 
the clinker and of the filler are not reached. A direct measure would be much more rewarding, since it would 
allow an accurate knowledge of the contribution of each component to the final properties of cement.

Among them, is the fineness of both constituents and our study is concerned with the fineness of Portland cement 
containing calcareous filler.

We have developed a simple method allowing the obtention of the full granulometric curves of both the clinker 
and the filler. It is divided in 2 main steps :

- determination of the complete granulometric curve of the blended cement and gathering of all the granulometric 
fractions,

- precise analysis of the contained in each fraction.

It has been checked, using 3 cements of known granulometry and then applied on 3 industrial cogrinded cements.
The most important result is that such cements contain :

- a large amount of fine grains of limestone,

- a large part of rough grains of clinker ( >45  microns).*

These large size grains are not easily hydrated, consequently they do not take part in early strength develop
ment. This means that the clinker is not at best used, and that a better control of the granulometric distri
bution of both the clinker and the mineral addition would result in an improvment of the properties of these 
blended cements.

Em cimentos contendo adiqoes minerals, e processados por moagem conjunta, näo se conseguem as caracte 
rlsticas individuals do clinquer e do "filler", ttna providencia direta seria muito mais vantajosa, uma vez per 
mitiria um conhecimento acurado da contribuigäo de cada componente para as propriedades finals do cimento.

Entre elas estä a finura de ambos os ccrcponentes, e nosso estudo aborda a finura de cimento portland 
contendo "filler" calcärio.

Desenvolvemos urn metodo simples que permite a obtengäo de curvas granulcmetricas plenas de ambos, 
clinquer e "filler". Divide-se em duas etapas:

- determinaqao da curva granulonetrica ccxnpleta do cimento blendado e reuniäo de todas as fraqoes gra
nulcmetricas; . —

- anälise exata do CO2 contido em cada fraqao.
О metodo foi checado, usando-se 3 cimentos de granulcmetria conhecida e aplicando-os entäo em tres 

cimentos industrials moidos em conjunto.
О resultado mais inportante e que tais cimentos contem:

- uma grande quantidade de gräos finos de calcärio;
- uma grande parte de gräos grosses de clinquer ( > 45 microns ).
Estes gräos grandes näo se hidratam facilmente, em conseqüencia do que eles näo participam do desen- 

volvimento da reslstencia inicial. Isto significa que о clinquer näo estä sendo usado de forma otima, e que urn 
melhor controle da distribuiqäo granulonetrica do clinquer e do aditivo mineral resultaria em melhora das pro
priedades destes aditivados blendados.
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INTRODUCTION
Portland cements containing an high level of mineral 
addition have received a great deal of attention in 
France, for many years, and their marketing is deve
loping quickly : 16.5 millions of tons, out of the 
23 millions produced in 1983, contain mineral fillers 
(from 5 to 35 %). They are termed C.P.J. v.-hiTe or
dinary Portland cements are termed C.P.A.*

* Please, note : CPA = OPC
CPJ = Composite (or blended) cement

Among the currently used fillers (pozzolanas, fly
ashes, slags, alone or mixed), the most important oneis 
limestone : 7.7 millions of tons in 1983. This is in 
relation with the recognition of such cements by 
French standarts in 1979.
The paper entitled "Developing of hydraulic activity 
of clinker in Portland cements containing calcareous 
filler addition", presented by R. GUYOT, B. CARIOU, 
R. RANG, at the present congress, briefs the situa
tion, and supplies scientific arguments showing the 
real interest of these cements (1).

Its final conclusion, (which can be translated by : 
"the importance of knowing and controlling the true fi
neness of the clinker in the cement, must be pointed 
out because it is the determining element of the 
quality of the C.P.J. containing calcareousaddition"), 
introduces well and at the same time justifies, the 
present investigation.
As a matter of fact, since industrial cement C.P.J. 
are processed by cogrinding, the individual characte
ristics, and especially the fineness, of both cons
tituents (clinker, filler) are not known.

We must add that, it is also of high value to assess 
the fineness of limestone because, on one hand, the 
presence of very fine grains is favourable to the 
early strength development and to the rheology of 
fresh concrete, and on the other hand, the filler is 
not completely unreactive and the formation of mono
carboaluminate may occur rapidly.

From this, we perceive the interest in determining 
the detailed grain size distribution of each consti
tuent, and not only their global fineness, this is 
the main objective of the present work.

MATERIALS
Two types of cements have been used :

- three industrial cements : C, L and F, 

- laboratory cements : 3 cements have been prepared 
in our research laboratory, with a composition and a 
blaine specific surface close of that of the indus
trial cements. They have been obtained by simply mi
xing (without grinding) the clinker and the filler, 
previously ground at a desired and known fineness. The 
same clinker has been used to prepare all three ce
ments, while limestone is the one utilized to manu
facture the industrial cements as C, L and F.

Two percentages of filler have been tested (15 and 
27 %), however, since the basic results of our study 
are not dependent on the proportion of the filler, we 
will give only those obtained with 15 % filler.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

1 - First trials
We have assumed that it would be possible to.separate 
quantitatively the clinker from the filler, in a first 
step, and to determine the particle size distribution 
of each part in the second one, similarly to what has 
been done on slags for example. However, methods 
involving dense liquors or chemical dissolution appea
red invalid : it is impossible to separate chemically 
CaC0? from the clinker, and dense liquors only work 
properly in a narrow particle size range (32-63 jjm).

In such a situation, we have been obliged to reverse 
the order of the experimental steps, i.e. to start 
with the granulometric analysis of the C.P.J., and 
to determine then the relative proportion of CaCO, on 
each fraction of grains collected during the grain 
size analysis. The methods of grain size analysis are 
not all suitable to do this : most of those recently 
developed supply a neat curve, but they do not give 
back the separated fractions of the grains. So, we 
have needed to look at the methods capable.of retur
ning the grains once their granulometric size distri
bution was achieved.
We have been unsucessful in using a sub-sieve sizer 
(due to large errors in the small size fractions), and 
an optical microscope, but have fulfilled our objec
tive with the following method. We must point out 
here, that an equivalent research has been conducted 
at CERILH : their method involves Andreasen pipettes, 
and quantitative X-Ray diffraction analysis to deter
mine the proportion of CaCOj (3).

2 - Method developed

Our method includes two successive steps :

- granulometric analysis of the C.P.J., and collec
tion of the separated fractions,
- quantitative determination of the CaCO^ content 
in each fraction.

21 - Grain size distribution in C.P.J.
The full curve is obtained by combining both techni
ques of sieving and sedimentation with Andreasen 
pipettes.
Experimentally, this is realized in the following 
way : a first fractionnement is operated at 63 ^m, 
under alcohol and vigourous shaking. Both parts are 
dried at 110 °C and weighted. The oversize (>63 pm) 
fraction is submitted to classical sieving, while the 
undersize (< 63 pm) is investigated by Andreasen 
pipettes. We will not detail the method, but just 
mention that its principle is based on the applica
tion of the Stokes law, and binds the sedimentation 
time with the diameter of the particles (2).

For one given cement, 12 fractions are thus gathered : 
4 are provided by sieving, and 8 by the pipettes. 
Each experiment with pipettes has been made in tri
plicate and has shown the good reproducibility of 
the method.
Ten grams of cement are suspended in 200 ml of abso
lute ethylic alcohol containing 5 ml of a 0.1.N CaC12 
solution, as dispersive agent. Samples of 10 or 20 ml 
are removed at intervals of time, dried, and precise
ly weighted. Using the Stokes law the percentage of 
particles passing through a given diameter, is calcu
lated.
We have checked the validity of this part of our me
thod (sieving + pipettes), by comparing the results 



obtained at first on a regular C.P.A. and then on 
C.P.J., with different methods (laser, sedigraph) : 
we observed a good agreement (4).

22 - CaCOj determination

The amount of CO? contained in each fraction is deter
mined precisely with a calcimeter.

3 - S.E.M, Studies
The industrial cements have been comparatively obser
ved with the laboratory made cements, in a scanning 
electron microscope, with the same magnifications 
(X 500 and X 1000) and adequate preparation of the 
specimens (dispersion, impregnation...).

EXPRESSION of the WHOLE RESULTS

Iables_and_graghs

We will first give a few key-explanations in order to 
understand the results in the recapitulative table 1.

TABLE 1 : Granulometric Analysis on the Industrial
C.P.J. L.
I - Andreasen pipettes

CPJ CaC03 Clinker

d cumulative C02 CaCOg cumulative
M % passing % % % pa; sing

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1.0 2.8 15.45 37.8 7.2 2.0

1.5 5.5 20.60 50.4 18.6 3.2
3.7 14.2 19.95 48.8 46.4 8.5
6.0 20.9 18.45 45.1 63.5 13.4

10.0 30.3 14.75 36.1 73.5 22.7
16.0 41.2 12.05 29.5 81.7 34.1
25.0 54.0 10.05 24.6 89.4 47.9
32.0 64.2 8.85 21.7 93.5 59.1
45.0 72.5 7.70 18.8 91.9 69.1

II - Sieving

Sieves Fraction CPJ CaCO3 Clinker

opening analyzed cumulative CO? CaCO-i Cumul ative
[pm] (yin) % passing Г к % passing

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

63 < 63 88.6 6.5 16.0 95.1 87.5

80 63-80 92.9 2.65 6.40 97.0 92.2

100 80-100 96- 2.85 7.00 98.4 95.5

> 100 99.4 3.00 7.34 100 99.2

It is divided in two parts : the upper part is con
cerned with the Andreasen pipettes, the lower part 
with sieving :
- The experimental data resulting from one method 
or the other, are not of the same type : in the case 
of the pipettes, the available data are the weight 
percent of particles (column 2) passing through a 
given diameter (equivalent spherical diameter, col.l) 
while with the sieves, they are the weight of the 
fraction of particles (col. 8) sized between the ope
ning diameter of two sieves (col. 7).To get the

cumulative weight percent, it is necessary to add the 
successive results (col. 9).
From the twelve values expressed in.columns 2 and 9 
it is possible to draw the full grain size distribu
tion curve of the C.P.J. (dash line curve, fig. 1).

- The experimental values of the CO, content are in 
columns 3 and 10. The percentage of CaCO, contained 
in each sample results from the ratio of these values 
over the CO, content of the concerned C.P.J. (around 
15 %) (col. 4 and 11).
From all of these, the respective grain size distri
bution of the clinker' and of the filler may be asses
sed separately : the cumulative weight percent of the 
filler (col. 5 and 12) are calculated by multiplying 
line by line, the results of col. 2, with those of 
col. 4, and the results of col. 9 with these of col. 
11 while the cumulative weight percent of the clinker 
(two last columns, 6 and 13) are obtained by a simple 
substraction between the weight percent of the C.P.J. 
and the filler, at a same equivalent spherical dia
meter.
Here again, the twelve experimental values allow us 
to get the complete granulometric curves of the filler 
and the clinker (fig. 1).

Numerleal_examgles_

1 - Validation of our method
The laboratory made cements are very helpful to check 
the validity of the method we have developed : indeed, 
since they result from a simple blend - without grin
ding - of both constituents of C.P.J., the indivi
dual characteristics (fineness, grain size distri
bution) may be determined directly on the clinker 
and on the filler themselves, before their blend. If 
these results fit well with those obtained with our 
method, this will prove its validity. We have applied 
our method on the 3 laboratory cements, and observed 
a very good agreement with results obtained directly 
(4).
2 - Comparative results on C.P.J. L.
The granulometric curves of the industrial 45 R C.P.J. 
L.are comparatively represented in fig. 1, with those 
obtained on the equivalent laboratory made cement 
(fig. 2) ; the difference appear immediately. They 
are corroborated by the visual observation of the , 
two following photographs taken at a same magnification 
(X 500) of these two types of cements, fig. 3,4. The 
well contrasted grains are clinker, the ill contras
ted ones are grains of limestone : the difference bet
ween the particle size of both clinkers is obvious. 
Qualitatively, the same type of results has been ob
tained with C.P.J. C and C.P.J. F ; the most pronoun
ced differences are with C.P.J. F.
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Fig, 1 : Particle size distribution of the 
industrial C.P.J. L., and of its constituents.

Fig, 4 ; Comparative observation of the Labo, 
made C.P.J. L. (X 500).

Fig, 3 : S.E.M. observation of the industrial 
C.P.J. L., (X 500)
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Fig. 2 : Particle size distribution of the 
Lab. C.P.J. L., and of its constituents.

POINTS of PECULIAR INTEREST ; DISCUSSION

After this overall presentation, we will now focuse 
on few selected points, highlighting the results : 
they are expressed in tables 2 and 3, and in fig. 5.

TABLE 2 : Comparative results between industrial and 
Laboratory-made.

Industrial Lab. Made

Filler Clinker CPJ Filler Clinker CPJ
CPJ c (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Median (pm) 7.5 21 19 14.5 13 13
< 10 pm (%) 54 31 46 40 40.8

Fraction 
1-2 pm

12 11.5

> 45 pm 14.2 20.1 19.2 29.3 4.9 10.3

B.S.S.
[ст2.д-Г]

3885 5050 4035 4175

CPJ L

Median (pm) 4.1 26 21.5 6.8 13 12

<10 m (%) 74 22.5 30 58 40 43

Fraction 
1-2 pm

18.5 12.5

>45 pm (%) 8.1 30.9 27.5 16.3 6.3 7.8

B.S.S.
[cm2, g- 1J

3750 5000 4035

CPJ F

Median (pm) 2.7 30 24 11.5 13 13
<"10 pm (%) 74 21 29 48.5 40 41.5

Fraction 
1-2 pm

32 18.5

>45 pm 7.3 35.1 30.9 36 6.5 8.8

B.S.S.
[cmB.g-l]

4047 5000 4035



TABLE 3 : Percent of filler and clinker contained in 
the <4 pm fraction. Comparative results.

CPJ Industrial Lab. Made

Passing 
%

(1)

CaC07
% J

(2)

Clinker 
%

(3)

Passing 
%

(4)

CaCO,
% J

(5)

Clinker 
%

(6)

c 14.22 43.04 56.96 19.43 26.09 73.90

L 14.17 48.83 51.17 17.85 28.01 72.0

F 17.40 52.40 47.60 18.0 28.48 71.52

Fig. 5 Histograms of the industrial C.P.J. 
L. and of its constituents.

From them, the following remarks can be made :

- the median in laboratory made cements is almost 
constant for the clinker and the C.P.J. (col. 5 and 6, 
table 2) : the reproducible value of 13 pm obtained 
for the clinker was expected, in fact, since the same 
clinker has been used to prepare those cements. This 
proves indirectly that our method is correct,

- the medians of the industrial cements are higher 
than their twin - laboratory made ones : 19, 21.5 and 
24 iim for the C.P.J. (col. 3), compared with 13 ,um 
(col. 6). For the clinker, 21, 26 and 30 /urn (col.2) 
compared with 13 pm, and we point out here, the 
increasing values obtained, among the industrial 
C.P.J. (21 to 30 pm).

- the median of limestone is always smaller in indus
trial cements (first column) than in Laboratory made 
cements (col. 4) and we note the opposite evolution 
of the filler in industrial cements (7.5, 4.1.,
2.7 yum) to that one observed for the clinker,

- the second line of each part of table 2, is concer
ned with the percent of particles passing through
10 pm : in the Lab made cements C and F, 
the values obtained for the filler and the clinker are 
relatively close (46 against 40 %, and 48.5 against 
40 %), but the great differences of values observed 
on the industrial cements between the clinker and the 
filler are striking : 54 against 26.5 pm for C.P.J. 
C, 74Лт and 22.5/im for C.P.J. L, 74 and 21/<m for 
CPJ F,

- results in table 3, expressing the relative propor
tion of the clinker and the filler, constituting the 
smallest fraction of the grains (<,4 p), evidence 
this also.

1- The general trend is thatLab. made cements yield 
higher values (col. 4) than the industrial C.P.J. 
ones (col. 2).
2 - The proportion of limestone in Lab. made 
cements is relatively constant (26-28 %, col.5) 
while the proportion of limestone in industrial CPJ 
varies much more and is very high (43 to 52.5 %, 
col. 2). We recall that the global value is close 
to 15 %.

- another way of expressing results is to present them 
as histograms (fig. 5). We have established the popu
lation of limestone between 0 and 10 pm, and noticed 
that they all show a maximum between 1 and 2 pirn (ta
ble 2) ; the industrial C.P.J. F has the most pronoun
ced maximum with 32 %,

- looking now at the opposite part of the granulome
tric curve, i.e. the large size grains, the results 
complement and corroborate those obtained for the 
lower part of the curve : the fraction of the clinker 
not passing through 45 pim in all three Lab. made ce
ments, is small, and around 5 %. On the contrary, the 
corresponding values for the industrial cements are 
high, and show large discrepancies - 20,1 pirn for 
C.P.J. C., 30.9 pirn for C.P.J. L., and 35.1 pm for 
C.P.J. F.. This is a clear indication that clinker is 
not optimally ground in coground C.P.J. cements.

CONCLUSIONS
We have developed an accurate and simple method invol
ving traditional techniques - in order to dermine the 
respective grain size distribution of the clinker and 
the calcareous filler, both the constituents of C.P.J. 
cements, in the "particular case, where they are in
dustrially produced by cogrinding.
Our method has been tested at first on 3 Laboratory- 
made cements, since the grain size distribution could 
be determined on each of the constituent, by direct 
method, before the blend was realized : it appeared 
successful.
Three industrial C.P.J. have then been investigated.
The most striking results concerning the industrial 
C.P.J. which are expressed comparatively in the 
tables, photographs and figures, may be summarized 
as follows :
- the calcareous filler contains an high amount of 
very small grains, and the median ranges between 
2.7 and 7.5 pm.



- the clinker contains on the contrary, a large pro
portion of large size grains, as indicated, eg, by 
the percent of particles above 45 jum : 20.1, 30.9 and 
35.1/1. Those grains are not easily hydrated, and do 
no take part in the development of early strength.
Thus, cogrinding is not the most well adapted process, 
in the case where the filler of the C.P.J. cement is 
calcareous, since it partially counteracts the bene
ficial effects brought by the addition of limestone.
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AMTFUR : J,P, BUMBLED (C,E,R,I,L,H, = PARJS/FRANCE)

Sujet : pifferents moyens d'aetivatien des mateeiaux potentiellement pouzzoianiques.
Applaeatien aux Hants ehaux-peuzzolane.

Various aetivatien means of potentially pozzolanic materials: 
Appligation to lime=pozzolana cements.

RESUME

Ues materiaux potentiellement pouzzoianiques, devant permettre la fabrication dans les P.E.D., de 
Hants a bas coots type chaux-pouzzolane, sont soit des materiaux argileux, soit des sols lateritiques, 
des bauxites eventuellement, des roches volcaniques ou sedimentaires (gaize, kieselguhr), voire des sous- 
produits industriels ou des dechets agricoles (cendres de riz, de mil, de bagasse, ...) : tous ces materiaux 
sent, riches en oxydes acides, silice, alumine et fer qu'il faut rendre reactifs en presence de chaux avec 
formation de liaisons et de resistances mecaniques.

Les moyens d'activation de ces materiaux silico—alumineux sont de plusieurs natures : mecaniques 
(syrbrpyage), rheologiques (serrage, reduction d’eau) et surtout chimiques (adjuvants utilises soit sur 
materiaux crus, soit sur materiaux cuits) ou thermiques; L'activation thermique peut se faire soit ä "basse" 
temperature (etuvage, autoclavage) soit ä temperature plus elevee, generalement comprise entre 400 et 
900 °C, et dans ce cas, on peut encore "activer" le traitement thermique par des adjuvants de cuisson.

Il exists pour la calcination de chaque materiau une temperature optimale de traitement. Parmi 
les actions chimiques les plus efficaces, on peut noter les traitements sulfatiques, sodiques et sodo- 
su,Ifatiqu.es et parfois aluminate ou silicate de Na, dejä preconises pour les laitiers et les cendres volantes. 
Un des objets de ce travail a ete non seulement de mettre en relief I'action separee de chaque mode d'acti
vation mats aussi de les conjuguer ; des resultats interessants ont ete observes sur une laterite et sur 
une kaolinite.

Enfin, il etait interessant de comparer les proprietes de ces liants chaux-pouzzolane ä celles 
d;es qiments traditionnels et de fixer les limites d'emploi ou ils pourraient les remplacer.

Qs Ht^feer-iais potencialmente pozolänicos aptos a pernitir nos P.E.D. a fabricagao 
dgk Itg-aßtes de. batxo custo tlpo cal-pozolana,, säo quer materials arqilosos, quer solos later! 
tieos,. ey^ntualmente bauxites,, rochas vulcanicas ou sedimentäres (gaize, kieselghur) , 'as ve- 
zest sufe-produtos industriais ou refugos agrfcolas (cinzas de arroz, bagaqo, ..,>s todos estes 
materials sao ricos em ox-idos acidos, silica, alumina e- ferro, que devem ser tornados reati- 
Yos presenqa de cal com formaqäo de ligagöes e de resistencias mecänicas.

Qs meior- <äe ativagäo destes materials säo de naturezas diversasz mecänicas (super- 
moagem'i „ x^ologdcas (compactacao, redugäo de ag:ua)> e sobretudo quimicas (adjuvantes utiliza- 

sejja com- os materials crus, seja com materials coziäosN ou termicos? a ativagao termica 
pod^e ser feita tanto sob temperatura "'baixa'" (secagem em estufa „ autoclavagem) , seja sob tem 
per-atura. mats elevada,. geralmente compreendida entre 400 e 900°C e„ neste caso, pode-se ainda 
"afivar"' q tratamento. terralco p.or meio de adjuvantes de coccäo.

ffara a calcinacaQ. de cada material hä uma temperatura otima de tratamento. Entre 
o$ tratamentos qulmicos mats eficazes, podemos notar os tratamentos sulfäticos, sodicos e so— 
do—sulf St i cos,, e as vezee aluminato- ou siticäto de Na, ja preconizado- para as escorias e cin- 
zas volantes.. Um dos escopos deste trabalho foi näo somente coIocar em relevo a aqäo separa
ta de qadai forma de ativagao,, mas tambem conjuga—last foram observados resultados interessan
tes com, uma laterita e uma caolinita. Enfim, era interessante, comparar as propriedades des— 
tos ligantes cal—pozotana com as dos cimentos tradicionais e fixar os limites de utilizaqäo 
em Pfue os primeirps poderiam suhstltuir os Ultimos.



1. INTRODUCTION

Dans les pays en developpement, les 
importants besoins en ciment destines en grande 
partie ä la construction de logements, lies ä l’ex- 
pansion demographique, peuvent etre reduits dans 
une certaine mesure par le choix convenable des 
procedes de construction, par une reduction raison- 
nable des exigences et des dosages et enfin grace 
ä des liants de remplacement generalement pouz- 
zolaniques.

A cause des grandes distances et de 1* incidence 
des prix des transports, le cout du ciment у 
est toujours tres eleve (~ 20 % de la construction 
contre 2 % en France)il est par consequent generale
ment avantageux d'y incorporer le plus possible 
de composants locaux peu coüteux tels que fillers, 
dechets divers et pouzzolanes.

Ces pouzzolanes n'existant pas partout 
ä l'etat naturel (d’origine soit volcanique, soit 
sedimentaire) il faut avoir recoups a des dechets 
industriels ou agricoles (cendres de balle de 
riz par exemple), voire activer des roches poten- 
tiellement pouzzolaniques : ce sont ces moyens 
d’activation que nous nous proposons d’examiner ici.

2. GENERALITES

2.1. POUZZOLANICIТЕ

On sait que la reaction pouzzolanique 
est une veritable attaque de la silice et de 
l'alumine par la solution calcique a pH eleve avec 
dissolution et recristallisation des silicates
de Ca hydrates, voire d'ettringite en presence
de sulfates.

II faut neanmoins un etat suffisamment 
instable et un contact intime entre les elements 
acides et la solution calcique pour que l'on 
puisse considerer l’existence de silice ou d'alumine 
"solubilisables".

Si la pouzzolanicite peut se reperer 
par des tests physico-chimiques de fixation de 
la chaux celle-ci n'est pas süffisante pour prevoir 
11 acquisition des resistances mecaniques : il faut 
toujours confirmer les tests chimiques par des 
essais mecaniques.

2.2. RECENSEMENT DES MOYENS D*ACTION

La sequence des phenomenes qui consti
tuent 1 * Hydratation et la prise d'un liant hydrau- 
lique est rappelee dans le tableau I avec les 
moyens theoriques d’action ä chaque niveau : 
mouillage, floculation, penetration ou attaque, 
hydrolyse, dissolution, solvation, diffusion 
des ions hydrates, sursaturation et precipitation.

On peut noter dans le tableau la 
frequence d'apparition de la temperature, de 
la surface du contact solide-liquide et d’adjuvants 
potentiels. .

On pourra esperer agir ä chaque stade et 
par differents moyens,

Il ressort par consequent que pour 
activer les reactions pouzzolaniques on pourra 
avoir recours :

- ä des traitements thermiques.
- ä des moyens chimiques (adjuvants)
- ä des procedes mecaniques (surbroyage)

, - eventuellement a des moyens "rheolo-
giques” (reduction de teneur en eau, serrage,...).

Tableau I

Phase de 
rhydratation

Phänomänei 
physic» . 

chimiques

Action phyiique 
ou chimique

en fabrication a I'utilisallon

Mouillage Tension super- 
flcielle de Геаи-

Inutile (les ciments 
sont hydrophiles)

Floculation

d6floculation)

Poteniiel electro 
cineUque de 
I’interphace .

Adjuvants 

ioniques

Detloculenfs ou 
fluiditients pour 
require les espaces 
intergranulaires

Pdnelralion

Viscositö de Temperature Chauffage

Surface 
d’action

Accroissement de 
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Ces differents moyens seront etudies 
separement, ou dans certains cas conjugues comme le 
montre le schema des differents chemins possibles 
du plan d'essais ci-dessous.
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Pour chacun des materiaux on pourra : 
. (a), Soit utiliser le materiau potentiellement 
pouzzolanique tel quel (cru),

(b), Soit le soumettre a un traitement thermique 
(cuisson), avec ou sans adjuvants de cuisson.
A partir de lä, et dans chaque cas, on pourra agir 
avec les differents moyens, et les conjuguer comme 
indique ci-dessus,

Outre des mesures de fixation de 
chaux (essai Chapelle) effectues systematiquement, 
la plupart des resultats exposes ci-apres concernent 
des pätes pures ä consistance normale (E/s^0,25) 
contenant 80 % de materiau pouzzolanique et 20 % 
de Ca (OH)2, teneur trouvee optimale dans des essais 
anterieurs; les eprouvettes ont ete conservees 
en milieu humide et rompues en compression ä 
28 jours , sauf pour l'etuvage (40 h).

3, ACTIVATION THERMIQUE A TEMPERATURE ELEVEE
(>400 °C)

II s'agit de conferer une activite pouz
zolanique ä des materiaux qui le sont potentielle
ment ou encore dort la pouzzolanicite est peu 
marquee (Fig, 4) .

3,1. MODIFICATIONS APPORTEES PAR LES TRAITEMENTS 
THERMIQUES A TEMPERATURE ELEVEE

L'elevation de temperature, et eventuel- 
lement la trempe, induisenx certaines transforma
tions qui se conjuguent plus ou moins dans l'effet 
pouzzolanique: 
- Deshydroxylation des materiaux argileux qui li- 
bere sans doute des sites disponibles ä d’autres 
liaisons ulterieures.

— d? €haux d'une argile enfonctiande
Cenergie de deshydroxylation

Energie de deshydroxylation
aOQ 400 600 J.g-'d'argila

- Des transformations cristallographiques. L’activi— 
te maximale de 1‘effet pouzzolanique correspond 
generalement ä la disparition dun  etat cristallin 
(sil  existait prealablement) plus ou moins bien 
architecture et au “basculeme nt“ vers un etat 
desordonne ou les elements reacquierent une cer- 
taine individualite, En revanche, quand la tempera
ture continue ä croltre, une reorganisation 
sramorce.

*
*

- Creation de surfaces nouvelles soit par micro- 
fissuration (qui favorise en outre la penetration 
de la solution intersticielle calcique), soit 
aussi par la disparition delements  peu stables 
quand la temperature seleve  (eau libre, matieres 
organiqueCO2> SO3,___). Lexperience  montre que 
selon les materiaux traites et suivant les tempera
tures atteintes, le traitement thermique peut se 
reveler utile inutile voire nefaste; on note par 
exemple une diminution de la surface BET au’ delä 
d'u.ne certaine temperature sans doute par suite dun  
debut de recristallisation et d’'une amorce de 

*
*

*

*

frittage surtout si des elements fondants sont pre
sents et le favorisent.

3.2. TEMPERATURE OPTIMALE DE CALCINATION

L'experience montre que la pouzzolanicite 
est generalement obtenue, et c’est le cas pour 
la plupart des argiles, par la chauffe a une 
temperature optimale pour laquelle les resistances 
mecaniques presentent un maximum (Fig. n° 2 et 3).

Fig2

-ChQux fixee ел fonchon de 
la lemp^ralure de traitement 
de I'arg.ie.

Un certain nombre d’auteurs indiquent 
pour les temperatures optimales de calcination des 
argiles, les valeurs suivantes :
- pour les kaolinites 600 °C a 800 °C (Longuet, 
Murat)

- Pour les Illites 550 °C
- Pour les Smectites ~ 650 °C (Roberton)

- Pour les Bauxites 250 a 350 °C (Lea)

de meme pour unepouzzolane italienrre —• BOO°C (Massazza)

Notons que les temperatures de traite
ment optimales correspondant aux resistances en 
compression maximales sur des pates pouzzolane- 
chaux 80-20, apparaissent un peu differentes, 
ce qui laisse penser que d’autres facteurs peuvent 
intervenir : vitesse de chauffe, condition de re— 
froidissement (trempe), purete du materiau (fondants 
alcalins) dimension de l*echantillon  traite...

La figure n° 5 montre les resultats 
obtenus en analyse thermique differentielle par BAIN 
sur .quelques materiaux, ici aussi, compares aux 
maximums de la figure n° 2, on observe un decalage 
d/environ 100 °C par rapport aux pics de deshy
droxylation.

3.3. PUREE DU TRAITEMENT

Non seulement la temperature de cuisson, 
mais la duree du traitement semblent jouer un 
role, la cinetique du phenomene etant evidemment



Fig 5 . ATO sur plu$ieur$ Orgi|e$

Fig<S. Influence de la lemperalure el de la 
duree de cuisson sur les resistances en 
compression . Гог»еяи>

Liee а la puissance de chauffe, ä la dimension 
du creuset, a la quantite de materiau traite, et a 
I'inentie thermique, au rapport surface/volume 
de 1 *echantillon, etc...

Fig? . Vtlesse de d^shydroxylaflon et Fig8. CAC et dur#e de treitemen! . 

dimension de l ^chantillon .

Les figures n° 6, 7 et 8 illustrent
ces remarques et en particulier I1influence de 
la dimension de 1'echantillon et de son inertie 
thermique/ dans certains cas pour de petites 
quantites, la deshydroxylation peut s'effectuer 
tres rapidement puisque sur la figure n° 6 le 
maximum s'observe entre 5 et 10 minutes. Ces 
Renseignements pourront etre utiles pour la mise 
au point d’une fabrication ou celle du materiel de 
traitement et prevoir les debits des installations.

3.4. INFLUENCE DADJUVANTS  DE CUISSON*
La presence de certains ions devrait 

pouvoir modifier la cinetique de I'activation par 
la -temperature et ameliorer les resultats obtenus 
sur les resistances mecaniques en pate pouzzolane- 
chaux.

Les principaux adjuvants de cuisson 
qui ont ete essayes sont les suivants :

- Chlorures de Na et Ca
- Nitrates de Na, Ca, К et Fe
- Sulfates de Na, Ca et К
- Carbonates de Na et Ca

- Aluminate, silicate, borate, fluosi
licate, fluorure et hydroxyde de'Na.

La teneur adoptee, sans doute trop 
elevee, dans ces essais preliminaires a ete de 
10 % du poids de pouzzolane. On verra sur les 
figures suivantes que les adjuvants de cuisson qui 
ont ete le plus souvent efficaces sont la soude, 
le silicate de Na, le nitrate de К et parfois 
le carbonate et le fluorure de Na (Planche 9).

Planche 9 -Cuisson avec additions

Sur la planche n° 9, relative a quatre 
materiaux potentiellement pouzzolaniques, on 
a consigne aussi les resistances obtenues avec le 
materiau cru, tel quel, ce qui permet de mettre en 
relief le gain obtenu par la cuisson avec divers 
adjuvants de cuisson; les resultats sont tres 
marques avec la laterite, un peu moins avec le 
kaolin et parfois mediocres avec d'autres materiaux 
(basalte par exemple).

4. ACTIVATION THERMIQUE A BASSE TEMPERATURE. 
(etuvage)

Le cycle adopte pour la plupart des 
essais est rappele fig (a) de la planche n° 10. 
ce traitement a ete effectue soit sur le materiau 
cru, soit sur le materiau cuit (sans adjuvant 
de cuisson) a 800 °C : " les figures (b), (c> et



(d) de la meme planche illustrent l'importance de 
l'etuvage quand le materiau est dejä actif (basalte 
tel quel, laterite ou kaolin cuits ä 800 °C), 
mais agit peu dans le cas contraire.

e

timps

Figa. Cycle d'ltwage edopli

40heui«t ♦ WC

Fig c

. LaUrlfe de 
Cofe d*  Ivoire

Planche 10

Activalion bosse temperature 
tetuvage 40 h ä8Q4 )

■altrieu <re •e«|«tau^uil

Notons enfin que si l'etuvage permet 
parfois d'^ugmenter sensiblement les resistances 
des materiaux actifs, la presence de sulfate de Ca 
sous forme de gypse par exemple, apporte aussi une 
augmentation sensible des resistances (les doublent 
souvent) dans la plupart des cas; ceci nous amene 
dejä ä l'activation chimique.

5. ACTIVATION CHIMIQUE PAR ADJUVANTS DE GACHAGE

Le role de ces adjuvants devrait 
etre avant tout de faciliter ou d’accelerer la dis
solution de la silice et de l'alumine : la figure 
(a) de la planche 11 rappelle 1’influence des ions 
alcalins et du pH sur la solubilite de SiO2 et 
AI2O3.

5.1» RESULTATS SUR MATERIAUX CRUS

Les figures de la planche 11 concernent 
seulement des pouzzolanes crues telles quelles. 
On peut у voir 1* influence generale des sulfates, 
‘et du gypse en particulier, sur des materiaux divers 
tels que laVerite, bauxite et Kieselguhr.

Dans I5. plupart des cas on note 1*  action 
de la soude, du carbonate de Na et parfois du 
silicate et de 1*  aluminate de Na; On voit qu*il  
s‘agit toujours de bases "fortes ou de seis de

Fig f.. Kieselguhr.

Planche 11 
Pouzzolanes crues 
aclivahon thimicpie.

bases fortes et d'acides faibles (signalons que 
Valuminate de Na est un bon accelerateur des 
ciments aux cendres).

Nous verrons plus loin (Cf. 5.3.2.) 
les resulats obtenus sur les materiaux potentiel- 
lement pouzzolaniques crus pour lesquels on >a 
couple les adjuvants chimiques et l’etuvage.

5.2. ACTIVATION CHIMIQUE PAR ADJUVANTS DE GACHAGE 
SUR MATERIAUX CUITS

La planche 12 ci-apres illustre I'action 
des adjuvants de gächage sur des materiaux potentiel- 
lement pouzzolaniques cuits ä 800 °C : On retrouve 
I’interet du sulfate et du silicate de Na et 



et surtout de la soude.

Planche 12 . Activation chimique par adjuvants de gächage, 
de materiaux cuits ä 800°C .

5.3. EFFETS CONJUGUES THERMO-CHIMIQUES

5.3.1. Couplage adjuvants de culsson et etuvage

Les resultats obtenus avec trois 
materiaux sont consignes sur la planche 13; si 
1‘adjuvant de cuisson presente l'interet dejä 
Signale sur la planche 9, l'etuvage permet d'obtenir 
evidemment plus vite les resistances meme s'il 
existe un manque ä gagner final.

sott sur des materiaux cuits ä 800 °C.

5.3.3. Resultats globaux .
La presque totalite des couplages 

efficaces est regroupee, pour le kaolin et la 
laterite de Cote d'Ivoire, sur les histoarammes 
des figures 15 et 16.

Planchen . Traitements thermo-chimiques , adjuvants de gad-.age t etuvage 
■ (UJn aöU LJ

Mnttneu« tru* ♦ ed|uven*s d* gächage *«tuvag« •

Rc Д 28J ($4uf ttuvage AOH ) 
borl

Fig 16-Kaolin d'Arvor

100 pfittth/vet.

80 , □ cru 5 S
g cuiM foot 

z' о

ehnet 
XtiAelet.

cw * odj*.  erv ♦ adj dt cutf^arfj ♦eSpfe * ad/ «xWoei
омАьоп.

” gächagt-.^h-thfr.
Dans 1ев deux cas regroupes sur les 

figures precedentes, on peut mesurer l’etendue 
des gains possibles : ainsi pour ces deux materiaux
ou l'on part de resultats tres faibles, pour le
temoin cru initial gäche Sans adjuvant, on peut 
multiplier par plus de 30, voire meme de 50 la 
resistance en compression a 28 jours (des gains 
encore tres superieurs seraient obtenus avec 
ces materiaux pouzzolaniques evidemment pour
des echeances plus eloignees).
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Malheureusement, ces traitements peuvent 
etre couteux en energie, en investissement, en 
frais d'exploitation et leurs couplages en serie 
risquent parfois d'anihilerle benefice escompte et 
surtout de depasser le cout de fabrication du 
clinker ou du ciment Portland : Un bilan est ä 
faire pour chaque materiau et dans chaque situation.

ß. AUTRES MODES EVENTUELS D1ACTIVATION

Nous avons vu en 2.2, que l'on pouvait 
"activer" l'action pouzzolanique par des actions 
d'ordre mecanique tel que le surbroyage qui cree 
des surfaces nouvelles d'echange et le serrage qui 
rapproche les elements ä liaisonner. De meme sans 
doute l'interet de germes (fillers calcaires).

Les figures 17 ä 20 illustrent ces dif
ferentes actions; insistons en particulier sur 
I1importance du serrage energique pour ce type 
de liant.

Fig49. Reduction deou et serrage ACtIOHa RHtOLOQIQUta

La figure n° 18 montre un maximum 
voisin de 10 % pour le sulfate, valeur d’ailleurs 
adoptee dans les differents essais precedents.

REMARQUES SMJR LES LIANTS CHAUX-POUZZOLANES

EFFETS COMPARES DU SECHAGE, DE LA CARBONATATION 
ET DE LlÄCTION, POUZZOLANIQUE

Dans les pays ä climat chaud. et see, 
1’evaporation de l’eau et la carbonatation de la 
chaux peuvent preceder l’action pouzzolanique 
qui exige u.ne eure humide tres prolongee ce 
qui peut etre considere comme une sujetion.

La figure n° 21 permet de comparer 
les resistances obtenu.es pour quelques materiaux 
par les trois actions separees.

INFLUENCE DE LA CARBONATATION PARTIELLE PREALA- 
BLE DE LA CHAUX DES LIANTS CHAUX-POUZZOLANES

La chaux ayant une tres grande affinite 
pour le CO2,. les chaux industrielles sont toujours 
рец ou prou carbonatees 5 1’experience montre 
qu.’un peu de СОзСа (ou d’incuits) < 5 a 8 % peut ne 
pas §tre nefaste- ( germes )•> e' est ce qu ' illustre 
la figure 22,.

7.3. TENEUR EN CHAUX DES LIANTS CHAUX-POUZZOLANES

L’experience montre 
optimale en Ca(OH)2 des liants 
est voisine de 20 % du melange 
ce que nous avons adopte pour 
dans ce travail.

la teneur
chaux-pouzzolanes 

(Fig. 23 ) : c * est 
tous les essais

(cmparsison des durcissemenfs '
. Sechage seul 
.tarbonafahon acteleie« 
. Fflef pnutzolanique

Fig 21. C o^oarorson des trois modes de dure isse meni' pour 1 malenaux potenhellement 

poLZZolamque ♦ choux[go/2D)(essais en pat? pure) .

7.4. VITESSE DE DURCISSEMENT DES LIANTS CHAUX-POUZ- 
ZOLANES

Si ces liants peuvent avoir un interet 
economique (a verifier), il faut preciser que 
leur vitesse de durcissement est tres lente comparee 
ä celle du Portland meme fortement fillerise (Figure 
n° 24) et qu’ils ne peuvent remplacer les ciments 
Portland dans tous leurs emplois.

7.5. REMARQUE SUR L’INTERET ECONOMIQUE

Le cout energetique et economique des 
differents moyens d'activation, surtout s’ils 
sont conjugues, risque de devenir tres vite prohibi- 
tif : il faut evidemment dans chaque cas et dans 
chaque pays, et pour chaque materiau, effectuer un 
bilan aussi complet que possible; la relation ci- 
dessous donne une idee de la serie d'elements 
ä considerer.

Pdf exemple P°ur 1‘energie consommee :

E = aC< + (1-a) L+kL + a' C» d + (C,*C,)  +У ß- C.
L d 1000 X b b — 1 1

calcin. cuisson de surbroyage transport traitement adjuvants
pouzz. la chaux (par rapport thermique de cuisson
artif. (pour des au Portland) du beton ou de gächage
(p.ex. liants 
argile) chaux/pouz.

Il" ne faut pas oublier de comparer 
aussi les solutions ’’clinker” qui sont :

- soit les betons maigres ä faible 
dosage en ciment (y compris sol ciments et betons 
de terre) (Fig. 25).

- Soit les ciments Portland fortement
fillerises.

La premiere solution est plus economique en terme 
de broyage et de transport.

CONCLUSION

S'il existe un certain nombre de moyens 
pour activer des materiaux potentiellement pouzzo- 
laniques ou. pour "exciter1" des pouzzolanes "peu 
nerveuses" yil est non moins certain que le cout 
de ces traitements risque de faire perdre l'interet 
mise sur les liants ä forte teneur en pouzzolanes



3.1.

Rc ä 2Sj

I bars) langes 90/ 20 { ajoufs/f iment ou chaux) 

pale de tonsislnnce normale

vilesses de durcissemenl.

26 iour$

et en particulier les Hants pouzzolanes -chaux 
(theoriquement plus faciles ä produire que les 
Portland par les PED), d'autant plus que les 
proprietes de ces Hants sort loin d'egaler celles 
des Portland naturels, il est presque toujours 
apparu que la fabrication de pouzzolanes artificiel- 
les coüte ä tous egardsä peu pres aussi eher que 
l'elaboration du clinker. Ces clinkers peuvent 
etre utilises pour la fabrication de ciments 
fortemeht fillerises, mais il est souvent plus 
logique et plus economique (broyage, transport...) 
de preconiser des betons maigres, ä faible dosage 

en ciment (ou des betons de terre et des sols- 
ciments) generalement tres suffisants pour la 
plupart des besoins dans I'habitat local.



SUJET : Determination des courbes granulometriques et des aires massiques des 
constituents de melanges cobroyes : applications aux fillers et aux laitiers.

Particule size distribution and specific surface measurements of components of 
cogrinded blended cements : application to fillers and slags.

RESUME '

Lors du broyage simultane (ce qui est le cas habituel en cimenterie), d’un melange de clinker 
et d’un autre constituent (filler, laitier, pouzzolanes,... ) pour fabriquer des ciments composes (CPJ des 
normes Frangaisespar example), il peut etre utile de connaitre les repartitions granulometriques et les aires 
massiques particulieres de chacun des constituents; En effet, celles-ci peuvent jouer un role important 
sur les proprietes des mortiers et des betons soit ä l'etat frais, soit ä I'etat durci.

Pour des materiaux cristallises, par exemple la calcite des fillers calcaires, la methode d'analyse 
granulometrique proposee resulte du couplage de la sedimentometrie ä la pipette d'Andreasen et du dosage 
des constituants par diffraction des rayons X, dans les fractions granulaires separees; les resultats presentes 
confirment I'interet de cette procedure et le degre de precision espere.

Ce type de methode peut etre etendu ä des materiaux non cristallises ä condition de trouver 
un element marqueur dans l'un des constituants et de pouvoir disposer d'une methode d'analyse suffisamment 
sensible car les teneurs ä doser sont generalement tres faibles.

Ainsi, pour le laitier, on a choisi comme element caracteristique le Manganese, lequel a ete 
dose dans chaque fraction par absorption atomique.

Pour la determination des aires massiques (surfaces specifiques) particulieres, on peut avoir 
recours soit a des relations plus ou moins empiriques basees sur la composition granulometrique (relation 
de Kilhstedt), soit ä des relations fondees sur le rapport des broyabilites des differents composants (formulas 
de Etombled) : l'accord trouve entre les valeurs obtenues par ces differentes methodes s'est revele generalement 
satisfaisant.

Quando da moagem simultänea (о que ё ccmum na industria cimenteira) de uma mistura de clinquer e de 
outro corponente ("filler", escoria, pozolana, ...) para fabricacäo de cimentos ccmpostos (CPJ das Norinas France 
gas, per exemplo), pode ser ütil о conhecimento da distribuiqao granulanetrica e das superficies especlficas in- 
dividuais de cada urn dos ccmpcnentes. De fato, estas caracteristicas podem exercer um papel importante sobre as 
prcprietfedes das argamassas e dos concretes seja em estado fresco, seja endurecido.

Para materials cristalizados, por exarplo a calcita dos "fillers" calcarios, о metodo de analise 
granulanetrica proposto resulta da conjungäo da sedimentemetria ccm pipeta de Andreasen e da dosagem dos oanpo- 
nentes por difracao de raio-X, nas frames granuläres separadas; os resultados apresentados confinnam о Interes
se deste procedimertto: e о grau de exatidäo esperado.

Este tipo de metodo pode ser estendido a materials näo cristalizados, ccm a condicäo de haver urn e— 
lorento roarcant© num dos oomponentes, e de se podpr ccntar ccm urn metodo die anälise suficientemente sensivel, ja 
qu© os teores a serem diosadös geralrrente säo baixos.

Assim, para a escoria, escolhemos сото elanento caracterlstlco oi Maqnesio, que foi dosado en cada 
frasäo por absorgao atemica.

Para doterminagäo, das superficies especlficas individuals, podemos ter recursos seja ccm relaqoes 
mats да menos empirices baseadas na <xnposig-ao granulanetrica (relaqao de Kilhstedt), se ja ccm relagoes baseadas 
nas rela^oes das ^tidoes de moagem dos diferentes cernponentes (formulas de Bonbled): a ccmformidade enccntrada 
entr© os valeres obtidos. por estes diferentes metodos revelom-se geralmente satisfatöria.



1. INTRODUCTION

Le broyage simultane de deux mate- 
riaux de broyabilites differentes fournit un 
melange dont la composition granulometrique et 
l’aire massique (surface specifique) globales dif
ferent evidemment de celles de chacune des consti- 
tuants pris separement.

Or, le cas d'un tel broyage simultane 
est habituel en cimenterie ou l*on  broie toujours 
le clinker avec une addition de gypse et, pour 
les ciments composes, avec des proportions variees 
d'ajouts divers, laitiers, cendres, pouzzolanes 
et plus recemment fillers generalement calcaires.

' ■ Comme- un grand nombre des proprietes 
des ciments ou des betons (reactivite, maniabilite, 
deformabilite, variations dimensionnelles ...) 
peuvent varier notablement en fonction des finesses 
particulieres des divers constituants, il est 
utile d'essayer d'avoir une idee precise de la 
granulometric ou de la surface de chacun.

Il у a plusieurs annees, nous avions 
examine ce problems uniquement sous l'angle des 
aires massiques et plutot dans le cas des melanges 
clinker-laitier. Dans cette etude, nous nous 
sommes attaches ä studier la repartition granulaire, 
le calcul des surfaces specifiques particulieres 
ayant surtout servi de moyens indirects de veri
fication .

2. PRINCIPE DE LA METHODE DANALYSE  GRANULOMETRIQUE 
PR0P06EE -

*

2.1. POSITION DU PROBLEME

La separation des differentes phases 
d'un melange apres broyage simultane, par exemple 
par liqueurs denses, est non seulement tres dif
ficile, mais entachee de telles erreurs que les 
resultats sont generalement inutilisables.

Dans ces conditions, nous avons pense 
qu’il etait preferable d’inverser l'ordre des 
operations et d’effectuer d'abord la separation 
granulometrique sur le melange en analysant ensuite 
les fractions separees.

Nous avons ainsi cherche ä coupler 
1'analyse granulometrique par sedimentation ä la 
pipette d’Andreasen et 1'analyse par une methode 
suffisamment sensible, car les quantites prelevees 
peuvent etre relativement faibles (< 100 mg) et 
d’analyser les constituants dans le prelevement.

Pour des constituants cristallises, 
nous avons choisi 1'analyse par diffraction des 
rayons X et dans le cas contraire, c’est-a-dire si 
le materiau melange au clinker est amorphe ou 
vitreux (laitier par exemple) on a cherche une 
analyse par un element marqueur peu present dans 
les clinkers, manganese par exemple dans les 
laitiers, 1’analyse etant effectuee par absorption 
atomique ou par spectometrie plasma.

2.2. SEDIMENTATION A LA PIPETTE D’ANDREASEN

Le schema 
C.E.R.I.L.H., et ses 
sur la figure n0 1. 
1’essai :

de 1'appareil utilise au 
dimensions, sont rappeles 
Rappelons le principe de

La poudre etudiee est dispersee dans un 

liquide (pour les ciments generalement de 1'etha
nol) avec ou sans defloculant ( C^Ca
avec 1'alcool ) et apres une agitation proIongee 
on effectue des prelevements ä des temps convena- 
blement choisis, ecoules ä partir du temps initial 
corespondant au debut du repos de la suspension.

la dimension 0 calculee pour cette duree par 
la loi de STOKES :

2 :
(1118 TjA *- s '1 t i

H = Hauteur de chute .
Viscosite du liquide ä la temperature 0 de

" 1'essai.
p et/J = Masses volumiques du solide et du liquide de 
s la suspension.

d' ou :
10000 avec к = 54,5 —(2)

Figi . Pipette d'Andreasen CERILH .

La sedimentometrie ä la pipette d’An
dreasen se prete bien pour 1'analyse granulometrique 
et les separations dans 1'Intervalle 1-50

Le probleme est, ä ce stade, d'analyser 
dans chaque prelevement la quantite de chacun 
des composants du melange. Ces analyses ne sont 
pas faciles pour plusieurs raisons :

- d'abord la quantite prelevee, surtout 
vers les elements fins, ne depasse generalement 
pas quelques dizaines de mg.

- ensuite, les materiaux analyses 
peuvent contenir les memes elements (clinker 
et laitier par exemple).

Pour la recherche de fillers calcaires 
1'analyse chimique est exclue et la faible quantite 
prelevee dans la sedimentation a la pipette clas- 
sique interdit 1’emploi de la thermogravimetrie, 
on a done du avoir recours au dosage de la calcite 
par diffraction des rayons X.

Ce procede est malheureusement inutili- 
sable pour des materiaux non cristallises comme 
les laitiers, on a eu recours au dosage d’un 
element marqueur comme le Mn ♦



2.3. GRANULOMETRIE DES CONSTITUANTS A PARTIR DES 
DOSAGES EFFECTUES DANS LES PRELEVEMENTS

Nous connaissons la concentration 
initiale en ciment dans la suspension et la teneur 
en ajout de ce ciment; 1* analyse des prelevements 
nous indique la proportion de chacune des phases 
dans le prelevement pour un temps de sedimentation 
t-i done pour une dimension de coupure connueO,. 
Une simple operation nous permet de calculer, 
pour chaque composant du melange, le taux de 
passant cumule pour le diametre equivalent 0..

Si on appelle :
Oi - teneur en ajout du ciment (filler, laitier) 
ß = Concentration en ciment dans la pipette d’Andre- H asen (masse de ciment/volume liquide).
v = Volume de suspension preleve ä chaque temps.
a. = Masse de solide preleve au temps t..
0. = Dimension de coupure.
Хд.= Teneur en ajout dans le prelevement a_.

On aboutit aux relations suivantes :
- Granulometrie de 1’ajout (% < 0.)

X a.
a 1 (Ta = « ’ (3)

- Granulometrie du clinker (% <0.)

Ce sont ces formules qui seront ap- 
pliquees quel que soit le mode de dosage de Xa dans 
le prelevement.

3. COUPLAGE SEDIMENTATION/DIFFRACTION DES RAYONS X ; 
APPLICATION AUX PIMENTS CONTENANT DES FILLERS

Les resultats de la sedimentation ä la 
pipette d’Andreasen pour un ciment contenant 
75 % de clinker et 25 % de filler calcaire sont 
groupes dans le tableau I ci-dessous ;

Tableau I
(Pipette d’Andreasen)

№ TLMPS ПЕ 
SKDIMLNTrtTlON

(Ю № 0 18 DO
CLINKLR m (mg)

% PUSSANT 
CUMULE

1 59,8 55,7 ‘54,1 76^7 68,4
2 2' 42,0 39,1 38,0 66,$ 59,3
3 3‘ 34,0 ЗЕ? 30,8 60,1 53,6
4 5‘ 26,1 24,3 23.7 56,4 50,3
S 10' 18,1 16,9 16,4 45,9 40,9

■ 6 30' 10,5 9,9 9,5 34,1 30,4
7 1 h 7,4 6,9 6,7 29,1 ■ 26. n
8 2 h 5.4 4,8 4,6 23.7 21,1
9 S h 3,3 3,0 2,9 17,7 15,7

k) 40 h 1,5 1,4 1,4 8,6 7,7
11 119 h 1,06 0,98 0,94 4,1 3.7

■ Des echantillons issus des prelevements 
ont ete analyses soit a I1aide d’une chambre photo- 
graphique GUINIER equipee d'un porte echantillon 
special pour d5 tres faibles masses, soit a '1’aide 
d’un diffractometre.

3.1.DIAGRAMMES A LA CHAMBRE GUINIER

Les micro-densimetrages de ces diagram- 
mes mettent en evidence la variation des propor
tions relatives de calcaire et de clinker dans 
les differentes fractions : on peut roter que 
les tranches correspondant aux particules les plus 
fines sont tres nettement enrichies en COg Ca.

Les conditions d’obtention de ces 
diagrammes, non parfaitement reproduisibles, 
(epaisseur de I’echantillon, temps de pose, traite- 
ment photo, ...) ne permettent pas d'apprecier di- 
rectement la proportion de calcaire ou de clinker 
present dans un echantillon : Une meme teneur en 
clinker et en calcaire dans deux echantillons dif- 
ferents peut donner des intensites (hauteurs) de 
raies differentes; mais les intensites relatives 
des raies des differentes phases sont conservees.

C’est done I'intensite relative, des 
raies des phases du clinker et de la calcite 
qui doit etre comparee : pour une meme intensite 
des raies de COgCa, I’intensite des phases du clin
ker (CgS et CgA) diminue dans les fractions fines 
(Fig. 2).

Dans d'autres cas, pour une intensite compa
rable des raies des phases du clinker, I’intensite des 
raies de COgCa augmente nettement vers les fractions 
les plus fines.

Remarque : L’analyse des phases des differentes 
tranches granulometriques montre une variation de la 
composition de la fraction clinker : la teneur en 
CgA par rapport au C3S augmente dans les fractions 
fines; I’effet est visible sur les diffractogrammes 
des prelevements n° 8 et 9; dans cette derniere 
fraction correspondant aux particules < 3 jU.m, la 
teneur en CjA est de 17 % environ au lieu de 
12 % sur I’ensemble du clinker.

3.2. ESSAI D1ANALYSE QUANTITATIVE

A titre de verification de la methode, 
des mesures precises d’intensite ont ete effectuees 
sur les echantillons n° 1, 3, 5, 7, 8 et 9 du 
tableau I, a 1’aide d’un diffractometre SIEMENS 
muni d’un traitement numerique des donnees; les 
prelevement 10 et 11 n’ont pu etre analyses par 
cette technique en raison de trop faible quantite de 
matiere. Les valeurs des intensites cumulees de 
raies sont indiquees dans le tableau II ci-apres.



Tableau II.
(Mesures d'intensites D.R.X.)

On peut 
4 % dans 

n° 7 (Й 7jLtm) et depasse ce Chiffre 
fractions plus fines (rappelons que 
initiale en calcaire est de 25 %).

On peut noter la progression de la teneur 
en CO^Ca dans les prelevements successifs, c'est-ä- 
dire en allant vers les elements fins et a contrario 
la decroissance de la teneur en clinker 
noter que la proportion de CO^Ca atteint 50 % 
la fraction ' ' “ ' ‘
dans les 
la teneur

tRACTk'N № I 3 5 7 8 9

Rates CaCO^ * A 3,035 *
(n. d'impulsions = airc de 46 7$2 51 098 53 687 63 oil 62 031 62 947

Haies du clinker C♦ C^S + 

dans le doirainc Jt,5 - 35 ®
70 847 66 096 61 730 39 801 32 556 19 376

Raie de CaCO^ (2,49 A) 3 713 4 205 4 552 6 219 6 608 6 121

I CaCO^ 2,49 A 0,052 0,064 0,074 0,156 0,203 0,316

KCaCOj + C-p) 3,035 A
0,660 0,773 0,870 1,58 1,90 3,25

4 CaCL>3 ' 25 29 35 50 56 67

i Clinker 75 171 65 50 44 33

Les proportions relatives de clinker et 
de CO 3Ca dans les differentes fractions ont ete 
calculees a partir du principe fondamental de 
l’analyse par DRX. Le rapport des intensites 
des raies de deux phases presentees dans un melange 
est proportionnel au rapport de concentration 
de ces deux phases.

Les six echantillons du tableau II 
servant de reperes, il est possible d'estimer les 
portions relatives de calcaire et de clinker dans 
toutes les tranches, soit par interpolation (prele
vements n° 2, 4 et 6) soit par extrapolation (echan
tillons n° 10 et 11); c’est ce qui est resume 
dans le tableau III suivant.

COBROYES
Les resultats permettent de tracer la courbe de 

repartition granulometrique des deux corposants connaissant cells 
du melange..En appliquant les relations (3) et (4) donnees en 2.3 
on obtient les resultats nimeriques corriges dans le tableau IV 
et qui ont permis de tracer les courbes granulometriques de la 
figure n° 3 ci-apres. T T1,Tableau IV

ECHANT1LL0N 1/ 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Rasse de 
filler au 19,2 18,0 17,4 17,5 16,i 14,0 14,6 13,3 U,9 6,7 3,7

passant 68,4 64,1 62,2 62,4 57,3 49,9 51,9 47,3 42,3 2 13,2

Diaeetre 
equivalent 
(Д.)

59,8 42,0 34,0 26,1 18,1 10,5 7,4 5,4 3,3 1,5 1.06

Hasse de 
clinker au 57,5 48,6 42,7 38,9 29.8 20,1 14,6 10,4 5,8 1,9 0,4

X clinker
68,4 57,7 50,7 46,3 35.S 23,9 17,3 12,4 6,9 2,2 0,5

Diaeetrc 
equivalent 
(#«)

54,1 38,0 30,8 23.7 16,4 9,5 6,7 4.6 2.9 1.4 0,94

Granulometrie du melange et de chacun de ses
Fig. 3.

4. CAS D’AJOUT NON CRT ST ALLISE : APPLICATION AUX 
CIMENTS CONTENANT DU LAITIER

Comme il a ete dit plus haut, c’est ici 
sur un procede resultant du couplage de la sedimen - 
tometrie et de l’analyse d’un element marqueur par 
absorption atomique que nous avons fonde cette 
deuxieme partie de la methode, la suite de I'exploi- 
tation des resultats restant inchangee.

4.1. ANALYSE DES PRELEVEMENTS PAR ABSORPTION 
ATOMIQUE

Le manganese est un element present.dans 
les laitiers en quantite non negligeable et ne 
figure qu’en tres faible teneur dans les clinkers.

La quantite d’extrait sec provenant des 
prelevements ä la pipette est habituellement com
prise entre 5 et 100 mg; comme la teneur en Mn 
des laitiers peut etre 1’ordre de 0,4 %, il en 
resulte que pour des ciments contenant 25 % de 
laitier, ce sont des proportions en moyenne quatre 
fois plus faibles qu’il faut generalement doser 
soit, en valeur absolue, entre 5 et 100 ^g.

La raie d’absorption du Mn est situee 
a 279,5 nm; la limite de detection est de 1’ordre de 
0,003 par ml de solution ä analyser. Get element 
est neanmoins assez sensible aux interactions 
chimiques en absorption atomique.

La courbe d’etalonnage de 1'appareil 
utilise dans ces essais est reportee sur la figure 
n° 4 ci-dessous.

Fig. 4.
Etalonnage du 

Dosage du Mn par 
absorption 
atomique.



4.2. DETERMINATION DE X----------------------a
On commence pan doser le Mn respective- 

ment dans le laitier et dans le clinker seul soit 
Xet Y .
On dose ensuite le Mn de chaque prelevement, 
la mise en solution etant faite par attaque HCL 
puis filtrage (une addition de lanthane a ete 
faite pour attenuer l'effet de matrice et les inter
actions entre elements).

A partir du dosage en Mn obtenu, un 
calcul simple aboutit ä la relation suivante pour
les teneurs en laitier et 
considers :

en clinker du prelevement

X =a
t -T 
X-T

100 (5)

X = c (1 - X ) a 100 (6)

avec :
Ti (%) =

X (%) =
7 (%) =

teneur totale en 
ment effectue au 
teneur en Mn du 
teneur en Mn du

Mn dosee dans 
temps t.. 
laitier seul. 
clinker- seul.

le preleve-

4.3. APPLICATION

Un melange contenant 25 % de laitier et 
75 % de clinker a ete cobroye et soumis ä la 
Separation granulometrique par sedimentation.

Par ailleurs, la teneur en Mn des 
composants etait la suivante :

- laitier : = 0,423 %
- clinker ; = 0,030 %

Le tableau V resume les resultats obtenus pour 
les differents prelevements.

Tableau V
Teneur en laitier des prelevements

i N’ 
jprelevement

! ! ! 1 I I '
!1!2!3!4!5!6 
!!!!!!

7 8
I

9 I
I

I 0L (um) ;57,5 ;40,2 ;зз,о jzs.s -17,5 jio,5 6,8 1,5 j

1 % Mn 1 ! i I ! ! i 1

I Ti ; o.izq одр; ojo8; ojo?, ojoe; ода 0P94 o/)9o; opesj

I xL ($) ;22,9 j22,l |19,8 jl9,6 |19,3 jl8,3 16,3 15,3 ■ 9,7 ;

t nc (um) ;54.5 p8,5 j31,2 ,23,6 ,17,0 ’ 9,5 6,5 3,7 ‘ 1.3!

! Xc ;77,1 ;77,9 -80,2 ;80,4 j80,7 [81.7 83,7 84,7 j 90,3 '

Toutes les valeurs relatives au laitier 
ont ete reportees sur le graphique de la figure.n° 5 
ci-contre.

En appliquant les relations (3) et (4) 
on obtient les valeurs du tableau VI.

Tableau VI.
Repartition granulometrique.

1 < ft !77,4!65>9!53>5!47,3!39,6!29,2li8,0! 9,911,3!* 1 L 1 , 1 11 * 1 1 1 1 
‘ !»г !54>5!38,5!31>г!23,6!17>0! 9,5! 6,5! 3,711,3!
! Clinker !-^-------------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1-------1------- 1------- 1----- 1
I |86,9(77,2|7?.0|.64,7 55,1 43,3 30,8 18,3|4,2

I > N°
j ;prelevement

t 1 r...... I....... I ■ I !
! 1 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 5 ! 6 !

1
7 !

! !
8 ! 9 !

! !0
! Melange !—-------------
! !% <1 1 m

155,8!39,2!3i,8!94,4!17,l! 9,8! 6,6! 3,9!1,4!
4------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1----- 1
!84,5!74,4!67,4!60,4!5I,2!39.8!27,6!16,2!3,5!

! !». t 
! Laitier ----------

!57,5140,2133,0122,5!17,5!10,5!
4------- 1------- 1------ L-—1------- 1------- L

6,8!
------ i-

4,2!1,5!
-----!

Mn du
Fig. 5. Teneursen Mn et en 

laitier suivant la 
granulometrie.pendent i Ri I

Les valeurs du tableau VI ont permis 
de tracer les courbes granulometriques de la 
figure n° 6 : on peut voir la nette difference 
imputable a 1* ecart des broyabilites; cette dif
ference se retrouve aussi dans les aires massiques 
que 1’on peut calculer.

Fig. 6. Repartitions granulometriques 
particulieres des constituants

5. CALCUL DES AIRES MASSIQUES PARTICULIERES DES COM- 
POSANTS DES MELANGES COBROYES

Rappelons que 1’on peut calculer 
1’aire massique particuliere de chaque composant, 
söit ä partir d'un point caracteristique de la 
courbe granulometrique (relation de Kilhstedt par 
exemple) soit a partir de la surface globale 
et du rapport des broyabilites (formulesde Bombled).

5.t. DETERMINATIONS A PARTIR 6E LA COURBE GRANULO
METRIQUE

Un certain nombre de relations permet
tent de calculer une aire massique approchee a 
partir d‘une courbe granulometrique (ou d'un point



caracteristique de celle-ci). Nous avons regroupe 
dans le tableau VII quelques formules .pouvant 
etre utilisees, avec leurs coefficients, ainsi que 
les aires massiques particulieres calculees pour 
les deux constituants du ciment contenant 25 % 
de filier calcaire etudie en 3.3.

Rappe Ions quelques caracteristiques 
de ce ciment :

2 -1- Aire massique globale Blaine : S^_ = 4 200 cm g .
- Teneur en filier calcaire : Of - 0,25
- Broyabilite du calcaire : B^ 160 cm^J
- Broyabilite du clinker : B^ 70 cm J

Tableau VII

Hcthcdt-t Relations яppiiquees
constantes et des coefficients adoptees(par le CPJ etudid)

Aire »assiq (cas du CPJ
cm

(et gypse)

e calculee de la fig. n’J ) 
/8 Clinker

I 
C
aIc

u
Is 

ä 
pa
rt
ir
 d
e 
la
 g
ra
nu
lo
me
tr
ic
 

1 
(c
ou
rb
es
 f
ig
ur
e 
nJ 

3)

Рсгсиглкс ilr la rruihr granu1omctrique ct xommc de Hires c1«ncn- taires rairulres
5' -г k theorique «6е (pratique —7) В 100 2 900

Hrlarion empirique pour les ciments (V6miat)5 s . k' 17 x- dtsnt la 
fraction<7 lin

10 500 2 100

Relation de Kilstedt en einera hirgic* pour les ciments*  
■' ^"so 
(ou К . 771) 
/r-v

7 140 2 890

1 C
al
cu
ls
 a
 p
ar
ti
r 

I1
*11

 il°- Formules de Romhledr' Calcul A partir de 1» surface globale S- et du rapport des broya-
s s

P « 70 cm^/joule 
Bp = 160 cm2/joule

ST . 4200 r»2/g
7 370 3 190

LITES (Formules de Bombled)

Dans la publication technique CERILH 
dejä citee, nous avons dome, pour des melanges 
binaires voire polyphases, des relations pour cal- 
culer les aires massiques particulieres des consti
tuants connaissant 1'aire massique globale du melan
ge Sy, le rapport des broyabilites des constituants 
B1 et B£ et la proportion (X et 1 -Qfde chacun dans 
le melange binaire :

s =------- El-------  = a ST (7)
1 0!+ (1-Ü!) B2 T

S2 = a g ST = b ST (8)

La figure n° 7 donne, pour deux rapports
de broyabilite, les valeurs des coefficients a et b
en fonction de Of.

Nous avons, par consequent, ajoute les
valeurs calculees par cette methode ä celles du 
tableau VII obtenues a partir de la granulometrie.

Par ailleurs, dans le tableau VIC, ci— 
apres, nous regroupons les resultats obtenus avec 
le melange clinker-laitier etudie en 4.3.

'■ Publication rechn iqne CbRIUI n° l<ll
" ' Piiblicaticn frchniqnr CHUUI n" 162

p: «stte »ohmique du produit concern#.
x.: routcentponderal de grains ayant pour diamttre 9..

5.2. DETERMINATION A PARTIR DU RAPPORT DES BRQYABI-

Coefficients a et b

Fig.7. Coefficient a et b des 
formules de Bombled.

Tableau VIII

Methodes Relations 
appliquees

A partir 1 
des courbes! 
granulome- ! 
triques • 
(Kilstedt)l 

----------------- 1.

Relation de Kilstedt 
(mineralurgie)

A partir „ ST _ ,
du rapport ; C ( j Bj, " T

des , '■ ' Bc
broyabilitfej R

(Bombled) j $ a s —; L" 4

I Valeurs des j Aires massiques
J constantes , particulieres
I adoptees , ci-jn|<;eri ]aitiei

J---------------------------- 1----------- 1-------------
I pour les ciments! !
I К 500 I 4Z00 I 3230
I 51 "г - *50  - i

-i---------------------- ,„r-!----------- 1-------------
I Bc = 70 cm2/J j ;
i “l : p* 5 * * * *,. ", I 4050 I 3150I ct. - и,с!э . j
j Sy = 3800 cm2/g ;

relevees sur les courbes de la figure n° 5
cas du ciment etudie ci-dessus

La concordance des resultats est 
tres bonne, ce qui apparait comme une confirmation 
indirecte de la validite des granulometries deter- 
minees par la methode proposee.

A part la deuxieme relation du tableau 
VII, au demeurant tres empirique, on peut noter une 
excellente concordance entre tous les resultats 
obtenus.

A titre d’exemple, et pour fixer 
les idees, nous donnons dans le tableau IX ci-apres 
les aires massiques calculees pour le filler 
calcaire etB[J.e clinker dans le cas d’un rapport de 
broyabilite = 2 (valeur assez frequente pour beau
coup de roches calcaires utilisees comme filler 
en cimenterie) et pour une aire massique globale de 
4 000 cm2 g-1 , valeur proche egalement de cells de 
ce type de ciment, et ceci pour differentes teneurs 
en filler.



Tableau IX

BE Clinker

Filler

0,90 

0,10

0,85

1 0,15

0,80

0,20

0,75

0,25

0,70

0,30

ai
re

s m
as

si
qu

es
2 -1 

en
 cm

 g

Clinker 
sc

3 640 3 480 3 330 3 200 3 080

Filler*
SF

7 280 6 960 6 640 6 400 6 150

»y compris gypse

Notons que pour le ciment fillerise 
etudie en 3.3., le clinker peut n’etre broye qu'aux 
trois quarts de la surface et le filier presque au 
double de l'aire massique mesuree globalement 
sur le cirrent.

Dans le cas d’un calcaire tres friable 
(pour fixer les idees Bp cü 300 cm^ j ) et d’un 
clinker tres dur (В — 65 cm2j-1) et pour une teneur 
en filier ne t depassant pas 15 % on^ t^rouverait 
pour Sp des valeurs voisines de 12000 cm g et seule- 
ment 2 500 cm2g-1 pour la partie clinker : Ceci 
peut presenter evidemment des consequences nom- 
breuses sur les proprietes de ces ciments (reactivi- 
te, maniabilite, variationsdimentionnelled.

6, PRECISION DE LA METHODE

On peut admettre, en simplifiant 
que l’erreur commise sur une determination est la 
somme de celle commise en sedimentometrie et de 
celle resultant de l'analyse des prelevements.

Coefficient de variation (icort type relatif)

> % .

29 50 pm

Fig. 8. Pipette d'Andreasen.
Relation entre la dispertion des Resultats et 

la dimension des grains.

Pour la sedimentometrie, la precision 
varie avec la dimension analysee ; les courbes de la 
figure n° 8 illustrent- ce fait d'une part en 
repetabilite au sein d’un meme laboratoire et 
d’autre part en reproductibilite*  par les moyennes 
des valeurs obtenues sur. une dizaine d’annees dans 
les campagnes d’essais interlaboratoires CERILH; 
On voit que le coefficient de variation peut 
evoluer entre Cü 1 et 20 % quand la dimension des 
grains analyses varie de 50 a 2 jim. En absorption 
atomique, on peut calculer en repetabilite des 
coefficients de variation d'environ 0,1 %; elles

seraient de 1'ordre de 0,5 a 3 % en reproductibi- 
lite. ч
Pour ce' qui est de la diffraction des rayons X, 
on admet des coefficients de variation voisins 
de 5 % avec les moyens actuels.

7. CONCLUSION

L'analyse granulometrique des composants 
plus ou moins cristallises grace au couplage 
de la sedimentometrie ä la pipette d'Andreasen 
et l'analyse des phases par diffraction des rayons X 
a permis de resoudre dans ce domains relativement 

facilement le problems ardu de la connaissance 
des finesses particulieres des composants d'un 
melange cobroye.

L'extension aux materiaux non cristal
lises, dans le cas ou 1'on peut trouver un element 
marqueur present quasi uniquement dans 1’un des 
composants, devrait permettre, grace aux couplages 
avec la spectrometrie plasma ou I’absorption 
atomique, de resoudre la plupart des problemes; 
resterait a essayer 1'application a un grand 
eventail de materiaux cobroyes.

Le calcul des aires massiques particu
lieres soit ä partir du rapport des broyabilites 
soit ä partir de la repartition granulometrique 
a donne des Resultats suffisamment concoRdants 
pouR fournir une verification indirecte de I'exacti- 
tude probable des courbes granulometriques trouvees.
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STRUCTURE ET REACTIVITE DU LAITIER GRANULE
STRUCTURE AND REACTIVITY OF GLASSY SLAGS

RESUME: La structure du laitier vitreux resulte du figeage, au moment de la trempe, de la 
structure du laitier fondu. Celle-ci peut etre decrite par denombrement des especes acido-ba- 
siques de la silice.

Les concepts de 1'acido-basicite, appliques aux silicates liquides du Systeme CaO-MgO 
-A1203-?'i"02' ont Permis faire ce denombrement en fonction de la composition et le niveau de 
basierte du milieu a pu etre determine experimentalement sur des verres synthetiques par ex
ploitation de la spectrometrie Raman.

La silice se comporte comme un acide tetrafonctionnel, la chaux et la magnesie comme 
des bases fortes, et I'alumine comme une base faible, dans le domaine de composition des lai
tiers de hauts fourneaux.

. La reactivite hydraulique.des laitiers peut etre mesuree par determination de leur so 
lubilite dans une solution de soude ä pH 12,6. L'etude sur verres synthetiques montre que cet 
te solubilite varie proportionnellement au rapport CaO.A^Oj et I'etude sur laitiers indues 

(SiO2+Al2O3)
triels qu'elle est correlee de faqon satisfaisante avec la resistance mecanique de mortiers ä 
base de laitier moulu et de chaux.

A estrutura da escoria vitrea e resultado da fragmentacao, no momento da tempera, da 
estrutura da escoria fundida. Isto pode ser descrito сото classificagao das especies äcido-bä 
sicas da silica. “

Os conceitos de äcido-basicidade, aplicados aos silicatos liquidos do sistema CaO-MgO 
-Al2O3-SiO2, permitiram fazer-se esta classificagäo em fungäo da composigäo, e о nivel de basi 
cldade do meio pode ser determinado experimentalmente em vidros sinteticos com utilizagäo de 
espectrometria Raman.

A silica se comporta сото um äcido tetrafuncional, a cal e a magnesia сото bases for
tes, e a alumina сото uma base fraca, no campo de composigäo das escorias de altos fornos.

A reatividade hidräulica das escorias pode ser medida por determinagao de sua solubi- 
lidade em uma solugäo de soda com pH de 12,6. О estudo dos vidros sinteticos mostra que esta 
solubilidade varia proporcionalmente em relagäo a

CaO.A12O3
2 -(Si02+Al203) e о estudo das escorias industrials 

mostra que a solubilidade esta correlacionada de forma satisfatoria com a resistencia mecänlca 
das argamassas ä base de escoria moida e cal.



INTRODUCTION

L'intervention d'un facteur structural dans la mani
festation du pouvoir hydraulique du laitier s'impose 
ä 1'esprit par une evidence triviale :
- ä I'etat vitreux, le laitier est reactif et donne 
naissance ä des composes hydrates doues de proprie- 
tes liantes,
- ä I'etat cristallise, il est inerte.
Il ne fait done aucun doute que cette difference 
de comportement est etroitement liee ä 1* existence, 
ä I'etat solide, de deux structures possibles, 1'une 
periodique suivant les regies de la cristallographie 
1'autre caracterisee par 1'absence d'ordre ä longue 
distance, et done de reseau cristallin, ce qui n'ex- 
clut pas un ordre local controle par la compensation 
des charges electriques et la coordinence des divers 
elements.

La grande similitude des spectres infra-rouge ou 
Raman des verres silicates et de ceux du liquide 
qui leur a donne naissance par refroidissement sug- 
gere que la structure d'un verre est une image de 
la configuration instantanee du liquide |1|. La con- 
naissance de I'etat vitreux passe done par la carac
ter isation de la structure des silicates fondus.

LE PROBLEME DE LA STRUCTURE DES SILICATES LIQUIDES

Les silicates fondus ont un caractere ionique qui 
est atteste par leur conductivite electrique elevee. 
Le bilan des charges electriques montre que dans 
un binaire dont le rapport molaire Ca0/Si02 est in- 
ferieur a 2, la charge negative par atome de sili
cium est inferieure a 4 et que par consequent, 1'exis- 
tence exclusive d'ions monomeres 310д_ ne peut etre 
envisagee. Cette remarque a ete ä 1'origine de deux 
demarches theoriques mettant en Jeu des equilibres 
entre diverses entites resultant de la polymerisation 
de 1'anion orthosilicate.

La premiere est celle de Toop et Samis |2| qui propo
serent de considerer 1'equilibre entre trois formes 
de 1'atome d'oxygene, selon qu'il porte 2 charges 
electriques, (ion libre 0^-) ou une seule (oxygene 
non pontant 0“), ou aucune, etant lie ä deux atomes 
de silicium (oxygene pontant 0°) :

02~ + 0° 2 0"

La seconde theorie est due ä Masson 131 et fait in- 
tervenir la polymerisation de 11 ion SiC^ par des 
equilibres de la forme :

Siof+.Siof =! Sl.0^" + 02
4 4 ' 2 7

Si „0^ + Si of =± Si-0® + O2-
2 7 4 3 10

etc.
L1application de la loi dlaction de masse ä ces equi
libres permet de calculer la repartition des especes 
en fonction de la composition, qui apparait comme 
le facteur determinant.
L'un et I1 autre de ces modeles reposent en fait sur 
une analyse statistique des configurations basee 
sur des hypotheses de probabilite ne tenant pas compte 
des contraintes energetiques. Ni l'un ni 1* autre ne 
sont d1 autre part transposables aux systemes ä plus 
de deux constituants. Leur discussion detaillee nous 
a amene ä proposer une approche plus generale 141 > 
s’appuyant sur les concepts de I’acido-basicite, 
et faisant intervenir la notion d^especes acido-ba- 
siques conjuguees et celle de p0 , qui est la trans
position du pH dans les milieux aprotoniques.

THEORIE ACIDE-BASE DES SILICATES FONDUS

On considere la silice comme un polyacide tetrafonc- 
tionnel, dont les especes success!ves sont :

- 2_ 1-Si09, Si09 _ , Si09 , SiO9C et SiO*  , 2, 2,5 3 3%) 4
qu’on designe par les symboles

X , Y , E , Z et S 

et qui representent les entites presentes dans le 
reseau anionique forme par les enchainements d1 atomes 
de silicium et d’oxygene '

,'9’h' /V''. -'91- ''?’л ''9''.
-0-^i-0- -O-Si-p- -O-Si-0- -0-pi-0; ,0-^i-O'

L’ecriture de la loi d’action de masse relative aux 
quatre equilibres acide-base : *

X + 1/2 o2" Y E + 1/2 O2" ^Z± Z
Y + 1/2 02' E Z + 1/2 °2" - S

introduit quatre constantes Kp K^, К et К dont la 
connaissance permet de calculer les concentrations d? 
chaque espece pour une composition binaire donnee, 
compte tenu des bilans de masse et de charge elec
trique .

La resolution du Systeme introduit la quantite Ftelle 
que _________

F = Vo2” . 0°

dans laquelle 0 est le nombre d'ions oxygenes fi
bres et 0° le nombre d'oxygenes pontants.
Le logarithme de F a les proprietes du potentiel de 
basicite pO2“ ou encore de la fonction de Hammet 
telle que

H = pK t log 7 о ' a 6 A

ou A et В sont les concentrations de deux especes 
acido-basiques conjuguees.
L1 exploitation des donnees d’activite disponibles 
dans la litterature montre que cette theorie rend 
compte de 1* experience ä condition de choisir les 
4 constantes en progression geometrique de raison4 
(pK en progression arithmetique de pas 0,6).

ronction Hp fixant les balances acido-basiques 
de tout couple present dans le milieu, la theorie 
est applicable aux systemes multi-constituants, et 
en particulier au laitier fondu, qui contient, ou
tre la silicc et la chaux, de I'alumine et de la ma- 
gnesie.
UTILISATION DES DONNEES SPECTRALES
Comme toute echelle de potentiel chimique, la fonction 
Hq de Hammet n'est definie qu’a une constante additive 
pres. On peut s'affranchir de cette constante m choi- 
sissant un etat de reference correspondant par conven
tion a о

Ho = pKa + log Д = 0
La fonction d'acidite s'ecrit alors : '

Ho = log £ - log( 1 )ref = log S /( В )ref

On peut done avoir une mesure de Ho si 11 on dispose 
d'une methode permettant de connaitre la valeur rela
tive des rapports de concentration d'especes acido- 
basiques conjuguees. C’est le cas de la spectroscopie 
Raman.



ETÜDE DES VERRES DE LA FAMILLE DES LAITIERS
PAR SPECTROSCOPIE RAMAN

Le massif haute frequence des spectres Raman des ver- 
res silicates est la resultante de cinq bandes 
de profil gaussien caracteristiques des cinq types 
possibles d ’ environnement oxy gene des atomes de sili
cium. Elles correspondent done tres exactement aux 
cinq especes acido-basiques que nous avons definics. 
L'intensite de ces bandes est, pour un spectre donne, 
proportionnelle aux abondances des dites especes avec 
un coefficient de reponse variable selon l'espece,et 
non accessible en valeur absolue. D’un spectre ä l’ai- 
tre, on ne peut determiner que la valeur relative des 
rapports d'intensite, et done d’abondance, mais il se 
trouve que c’est ce double ratio qui intervient dans 
la definition de la fonction d'aeidite. La seule dif- 
ficulte pratique est la decomposition du massif en 
gaussiennes, ce travail etant facilite par le fait 
que les bandes elementaires sont stables en position 
et en largeur.

L’etude des verres de la famille des laitiers a etc 
effectuee sur des verres quaternaires synthetiques 
CaO-MgO-A12O-^-SiO2 obtenus par fusion a 1600 °C de 
melanges d’oxydes, suivie d’une trempe ä 1’air de 
perles centimetriques, dans lesquelles sont tailies 
les cubes necessaires ä 1 *obtention des spectres Ra
man. La rapidite du refroidissement nous autorise 
ä penser que la structure du verre est proche de cel- 
du verre originel.
Les spectres ont ete obtenus grace ä 1’obligeance 
de B. Piriou sur un spectrometre Raman ä excitation 
laser ä double monochromateur pHO CODERG, sous pola
risation W. La bande haute frequence est decomposee 
en gaussiennes elementaires par ajustements succes- 
sifs et la grandeur Ho est determinee par les rap
ports des intensites des bandes ä 980 et 910 
caracteristiques des deux especes preponderantes, E 
et Z, e'est ä dire SiO^- et Sioij--, par reference au 
rapport correspondant dans le verre de metasilicate 
de calcium CS.

On a teste 18 compositions regroupees en 4 series 
dont une serie ternaire sans magnesium, de stoechio- 
metrie Ca = Al + Si, et la serie correspondante avec 
substitution de 1 atome de magnesium ä 1 atome de 
calcium (par exemple C7AS5 et C^MAS^). Deux autres 
series font varier le rapport Ca+Mg/Al+Si de part 
et d * autre de 1. La serie pseudo-binaire CS-CMS avait 
ete prealablement exploree par P. Me Millan et B. 
Piriou |5|.

RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX
On donne ä titre d1exemple Fig.1 les spectres Raman 
des verres de la serie Cn+lMASn qui sont caracteris
tiques de 1*  evolution du profil en fonction de la 
composition. La comparaison de ces spectres avec ceux 
de la serie correspondante C^+zASn montre qu'ils 
sont superposables pour une meme valeur de n. Cela 
signifie que dans le verre, et par consequent dans 
le produit fondu, le calcium et le magnesium jouent 
le meme role modificateur du reseau silicate. On 
peut done representer les resultats dans un dia
gramme pseudo-ternaire dans lequel la chaux et la 
magnesie sont confondues.
Le calcul de la grandeur Ho, conduit comme 11 est dit 
plus haut, donne 11 evolution en fonction de la com
position, sa valeur croissant de fa^on reguliere 
dans le champ etudie (Fig. 2). .

Fig. 1
Spectres Raman 

des verres
Ca+Mg = Al+Si

0 200 400 SOU 600 FüÖÖ ,*
FREQUENCT tai.-))

Les lignes d'egales valeurs de lb sont des isastructu- 
rales puisqu'elles correspondent ä une mate repartiticn 
des differentes especes silicatees. Le reseau дл'еНев 
forment a une configuration rayonnante autour d'un 
pole situe ä gauche de la figure au niveau de C2MS2. 
Leur inclinaison conduit ä attribuer ä 1'aluminium un 
caractere cationique, 1'espece preponderante dans le 
domaine explore etant A10+. Les especes anioniques 
du type Allh ne peuvent apparaitre qu1apres neutrali
sation des quatre acidites potentielles de la silice, 
done en milieu tres basique oil la silice est entiere- 
ment sous forme SiOj.
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CONCLUSION DE L'ETUDE STRUCTURALE

La structure du laitier vitreux est caracterisee par 
un sous-reseau anioniqije silicate forme d’enchaine- 
ments d'elements E (SiOj, ) compris entre des bifur
cations tridirectionnelles Y (SiO^ <-) et des termi- 
naisons Z (SiOg g ). La liaison eifere les atomes de . 
silicitun et les’atomes d' oxygene pontants ou non pon

. tants a un caractere covalent.

Les ions calcium, magnesium et aluminium (A10+) for
ment un sous-reseau cationique sans liaisons inter
nes imbrique au precedent par 1’attraction coulom- 
bienne, ■

L’ensemble des deux sous-reseaux forme le reseau vi
treux dont les noeuds sont occupes par les atomes de 
silicium, de calcium, de magnesium et d'aluminium 
relies entre eux par des atomes d*oxygenes  par 1'in- 
termediaire, selon les cas, de liaisons covalentes 
fortes, ou electrovalentes de moindre energie, qui 
constituent des points faibles du reseau.

ETUDE DE LA REACTIVTTE DES VERRES 
DE LA FAMILLE DES LATTIERS
L' Hydratation du laitier vitreux a lieu suivant un 
mecanisme de dissolution-precipitation. Elie ne se 
produit que si la solution interstitielle est basique, 
ce qui indique clairement que 1 *attaque est hydroxy- 
lique.

L' energie libre du processus global depend de la solii- 
bilite relative des reactifs (produit anhydre et ac- 
tivants) et des produits ae la reaction, e'est ä dire 
des hydrates. Plus precisement, eile est de la forme:

AG°= RT Log P2
' Fi
dans laquelle Pl et ?2 sont les produits de solubi- 
lite etendus ä 1*  ensemble des composes de depart, dont 
le laitier anhydre, et ä 1* ensemble des composes fi- 
naux, avec des exposSDts correspondant ä la stoechio- 
metrie de la reaction.

Les composes hydrates qui se forment par Hydratation 
du laitier (C-S-H, aluminate tetracalcique, ettrin
gite) de meme que les activants (hydroxyde de cal
cium, gypse) ont une nature invariable et par conse
quent un produit de solubilite defini et independant 
du laitier. Il s'ensuit que 1'energie libre de disso
lution-precipitation ne depend que de la solubilite 
de la phase anhydre, le laitier en 1'occurrence.

Les differences de reactivite entre divers laitiers 
peuvent done etre appreciees par la mesure de leur 
solubilite, a condition de fixer le pH de*  la phase 
aqueuse. Dans la pratique, sa valeur est determinee 
par*  I’equilibre de dissolution de 1'hydroxyde de cal
cium et est proctie de 12,6. Par ailleurs, pour at- 
teindre la solubilite vraie, il Importe de se place^ 
dans des conditions telles que la precipitation des 
hydrates ne soit pas amorcee. Get imperatif interdit 
1’emploi d’une solution saturee de chaux comme li
queur d*  attaque, la haute concentration en ions cal
cium entrainant une precipitation quasi immediate 
des ions silicate ä I'etat de C-S-H. C'est ce qui 
nous a amene ä choisir comme milieu une solution de 
soude 0,04 N, qui a le meme pH que 1'eau de chaux sa
turee. Une etude cinetique prealable nous a permis 
de fixer les conditions operatoires de telle fa^on 
que I’equilibre de dissolution soit pratiquement at- 
teint et que la precipitation ne soit pas amorcee.

On opere de la fagon suivante :

Ch peso 2,5 g ,de laitier broye ä la finesse de 3000 on2/g 
environ, qu'on place dans un erlemcyer on ac.ier inox 
On ajoute 25О ml d’une solution de soude 0,04 N, on 
ferme et on agite magnetiquement la suspension pen
dant 10 minutes. On laisse reposer 5 minutes et on 
filtre sur filtre millipore. On conserve la solution 
pour analyse et on repete I1operation 6 fois de suite 
sur le meme echantillon. Les solutions sont analy- 
sees separement de fagon a tester la reproductibi 1 ite 
qui est excellente. Les moyennes sont calculees pour 
chaque echantillon en eliminant les determinations 
aberrantes eventuelles.

Les essais ont ete pratiques sur 1’ensemble des ver- 
res synthetiques prepares pour 1’etude par spectros
copic Raman.

RESULTATS

Pour un verre donne, la dissolution est quasi con- 
gruente en ce qui conceme la chaux, 1'alumine et la 
silice, c'est ä dire que leur repartition ponderale 
dans le verre et dans la solution sont voisines, avec 
toutefois un leger enrichissement relatif de la so
lution en alumine pour les verres ternaires C-A-S et 
un leger appauvrissement pour les verres epatemaires 
C-M-A-S. Par contre, la magnesie a un taux de solu
bilisation systematiquement nul.

La solubilite, chiffree par la somme des concentra
tions en CaO, AI2O3 et Si02 eri solution, varie de 
fagon tres importante avec la composition du verre. 
L'examen detaille des resultats experimentaux |4l 
montre qu’elle depend de trois facteurs, qui sont 
les rapports molaires des constituants du verre :

Al Ca Ca+Mg
Al+Si Ca+Mg Al+Si

dont le produit est :

R = _A+Ca
(Al+Si)

ce rapport variant, dans notre experimentation, con- 
duite sur 18 compositions, de 0 a 0,5«

On constate que la solubilite varie de fagon prati
quement proportionnelle a R (Fig. 3)«

Fig. 3

Solubilite 
des verres

S - f (R)



Compte tenu du fait que les masses moleculaires de 
CaO, S1O2 et 1/2 Al 20g sont voisines, une bonne cor
relation est egalement obt-enue si l’on prend le rap
port massique

Al 0 .CaO
R, = -------3-----------

(Al20 +SiO2)'1

dans lequel CaO, AI2O3 et Si02 sont les teneurs pon- 
derales des trois oxydes dans le laitier.

MECANISME DE L'ATTAQUE HYDROXYLIQUE .

La forme de 11 expression de la solubilite des ver
ves montre que la reactivite du laitier est deter- 
minee par 1'abondance des sites cationiques A10+, qji 
constituent des centres d'affinite pour les solu
tions basiques, lorsqu'ils sont dans un environne- 
ment d'ions Ca^+.

On peut proposer le mecanisme suivant pour la pro
pagation de l'attaque :

A I1interface verre-solution, ces sites subissent 
une attaque hydroxylique et 11 aluminium est solubi
lise sous forme d'un ion А10дНд.

Si zSi Si Si
O.. .0 x0. 0

Ai '-cä' ■

? + OH" ___ , + A10 H"
<;a + 2 H20 H 44

? ?
O-i-Si-0 O-Si-O

I 1
Cette elimination induit un site acide Si-OH qui 
est immediatement ionise ä l'etat de Si-O", dans 
lequel la charge negative n’est pas compensee. Si 
ce silicium appartient a une terminaison de chaine 
(espece Z), il tend ä passer en solution sous la 
torme 810дН2 , ее qui provoque un desequilibre de 
sens contraire et par suite le passage en solution 
d'un ion Ca^+, et ainsl de suite. Cette solubilisa
tion alternde des ions silicate et calcium est pos
sible tant que la solution n'est pas saturee en ces 
especes et que les sites silicium concernes cons
tituent des terminaisons de chaines, qui sont ainsi 
progressivement amputees. L'attaque s'arrete quand 
eile arrive ä un element Y de bifurcation de 
chaines.

ions Mg2+ ne constituent pas, comme les ions 
, , des elements de propagation, car au moment du 

desequilibre de charge, ils fixent un ion 0H~ au lien 
de passer en solution.

Les
Ca2

CONCLUSION

La react ivite des laitiers vitreux est due ä leur 
solubilite dans les solutions .basiques, tres supe- 
rieure ä celle des hydrates auxquels ils donnent 
naissance. On rend compte de leur tendance ä la so
lubilisation par la consideration de la structure 
en chaines ramifiees du sous-reseau anionique sili
cate , de 11 existence de sites aluminium de carac— 
tere cationique, et d'une propagation de l'attaque 
par passage en solution alterne d'ions silicate et 
d'ions calcium, le magnesium constituant un element 
d'interruption de la reaction.

Cette reactivite peut etre mesuree par la solubi— 
lite du laitier dans une solution de soude 0,04 N.

Elie peut, de fafjon plus simple, etre chiffree par 
1'indice

Al O„.CaO
R' = -Jl3-----------

(M203+S102r

dont on a montre par ailleurs |4| qu'il est en bonn? 
correlation avec les resistances mecaniques.

Un laitier est de qualite acceptable quand son in
dice de reactivite est superieur a 0,18. Pour les 
laitiers granules frangais, R' est compris entre 
0,20 et 0,30.
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ALKALI ACTIVATION OF INDIAN BLAST FURNACE SLAGS

P.S. Parameswaran, A.K. Chatterjee
The Associated Cement Companies Ltd., 
Central Research Station, Thane 400604, INDIA.

ABSTRACT :

Development of alkali-activated slag for use as a cementing material has been attempted 
quite extensively during the last two decades. In keeping with this trend the R&D 
Division of the Associated Cement Cos. Ltd., (India), carried out a systematic study on 
the alkali-activation of Indian blast furnace slags of composition 30-35% lime, 20-24% 
alumina, and 7-9% magnesia. Studies have also been conducted on the activation of slag
flyash (60:40) blends. Sodium hydroxide and sodium sulphate individually, as well as three 
component admixtures of hydrated lime,sodium carbonate and sodium sulphate have been tried 
as activators.

In the present article the mortar properties of various blends have been reported along 
with strength development patterns. The hydration characteristics of such blended cements 
at various ages have also been highlighted.

A semifield trial conducted with a patch pf concrete pavement laid with such alkali 
activated slag cement and its durability over a time period of six years have been 
specifically highlighted to reflect on the performance evaluation of such blended cements. 
The broad ideas on the problems and prospects of commercialisation of such blended cements 
in the environment prevailing in the developing countries like India have been presented.

SIMÄRI0

О desenvolvimento de escoria ativada por älcalis para uso ocmo material cimenticio fol tentado exten- 
sivamente durante as duas ultimas decadas.

Segundo esta tendencia, a divisäo de pesquisa e desenvolvimento da Associated Cement Co. Ltd (India) 
realizou um estudo sistemätico da ativagäo por älcalis de escorias de alto fomo indianag can caiposicäo 
30—35% de cal, 20—21 de öxido de alununio e 7—9% de oxido de magnesio. Estudo referente ä ativacäo de mistu 
ras escorias-cinzas volantes (60:40) foram tambem conduzidos. Hidroxido de sodio e sulfato de sodio, assiin 
соло tres aditivos de cal hidratado, carbonato de sodio e sulfato de sodio foram tentados сото ativadomg.

No presente artigo, as prcpriedades das argamassas provenientes de varies misturas säo apregentadag, 
assim соло о padräo de desenvolvimento da resistencla. As caracterlsticas da hidratagäo de tais cimentos 
corpostos em varies idades foram tambem discutidas.

_ , Un teste parcial de campo foi conduzido can pavimento de concreto no qual foi utilizado о cimento de 
escoria ativada por älcalis, e a sua durabilidade ao longo de seis anos foi especialmente estudada para re— 
fletir a avaliagao do desenpenho de tais cimentos misturados. As ideias gerais dos problemas e perspectivas 
de conercializagao de tais cimentos misturados no ambiente existente em parses em desenvolvimento сото a In
dia säo apresentados.



INTRODUCTION

The Indian blast furnace (bf) slags 
differ from similar slags in other 
countries in having either higher alumina 
content or lower lime or both as seen in 
Table 1.

Ref.: Metallurgical Slags Potential for 
Conservation for Energy and material 
resources for Building Materials.
S.Laxmi and P К Mandal CRI.

(TiOj.MnO.FeO.S.NajO.KjO) together 
constitue about 5%.
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USSR 30-40 30-50 2-14 5-7
USA & CANADA 33-42 36-47 1-16 6-16
AUSTRALIA 33-38 39-44 1-4 15-19
JAPAN 31-40 38-45 2-8 13-17
SOUTH AFRICA 30-36 30-40 8-21 9-16
WESTERN
EUROPE & 30-38 33-47 2-10 9-18
YUGOSLAVIA
INDIA 27-39 30-40 0-17 17-33

Other minor c o m p о n e n t

Table 1:Comparative Chemical Analysis of 
Foreign and Indian Slags.

About 7.4 million tonnes of such slag is 
generated per year in India, of which 
about 3.5 million tonnes is reported to 
be available in granulated form for use 
in the cement industry.

The primary mode of utilisation of the 
available granulated bf slag in India is 
as an admixture in the manufacture of 
blended cement (PSC). The next possible 
use of this slag as a raw mix component 
is not popular due to the difficulties of 
availability of granulated bf slag and 
problems of grinding of the air cooled bf 
slag.

The third possible use of the slag as an 
activated binder by itself has been an 
object of R & D in India quite in keeping 
with the global trend. The present paper 
is intended to highlight the salient 
findings of a course of investigation 
conducted by the Research & Development 
Division of The Associated Cement 
Cos.Ltd., the largest manufacturer of 
Cement in India.

2. DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH :

One of the basic characteristics of the 
granulated bf slag is its glass content. 
In order to ascertain its effect on 
alkali activation, four different slags 
of varying glass contents were subjected 

to activation by using the same dosage of 
sodium hydroxide (Table 2).

Mix : 1 : 2 Mortar

NaOH Glass Compressive Strength 
% Cont- kg/cm^

ent 
%

1 D. 3 D 7 D 28D 91D

Slag I 5 85 221 297 343 371 489
Slag II 5 88 208 272 297 389 490
Slag III 5 90 278 358 386 450 480
Slag IV 5 75 194 285 324 348 450

Table 2::Ef feet of Glass Content on ;Slag
Activation.

It is evident from the Table that the 
response of a slag to activation is, to a 
great extent, related to its glass content. 
Considering the commercial availability of 
the slag and the data furnished in Table 2, 
slags with glass content of minimum 85% were 
chosen for further developmental studies. 
The slags finally used in the present 
investigation are analysed in Table 3.

Slag
I II Ill
% % %

S1О2 32.3 31.0 33.4
A19O4 20.7 21.2 22.8
Fe2°3 0.4 1.6 1.1
Mn^Oi 0.9 1.3 3.2
CaO 31.3 34.3 31.3
MgO 8.7 7.7 5.6
SO, 0.1 0.1
' S* 0.9 6.8 0.7
I.R. 3.6 1.0 1.0
L.O.I. 0.9 - —

Table 3 : Chemical composition of Slags used 
for investigation.

The next basic consideration for development 
was the sensitivity of the specific 
surface of ground bf slag and activator 
dosages in the strength development of 
activated binder (Figure 1).

1 3 7 28 91 1 3 7 28 91 1 3 7 2891 1 3 7 2B 91
, Age In Days

Activator 4 A-5,B-3,C-2.
FIG. 1:Effect of Fineness of Slag and Activator Dosage .



Appreciably lower strengths particularly 
at early ages with coarsely ground 
slags(3000-4000cm2/g) indicated the need 
for higher surface area at least in the 
range of 5000-6000cm2/g. Simultaneously, 
important was the optimisation of the 
activator dosage. Significant increase 
in strength with increase in activator 
dosage from 3 to 5% indicated the 
futility of lower dosages.

2.1 Selection of Activators

Mix

Activator Compressive Strength,kg/cm2
1 D 3 D 7 D 28D 91 D

NaOH 290 372 409 481 548
3 Component 330 369 466 500 559

Further investigations were carried out with 
the activated binder prepared by 
intergrinding of the 3 component solid 
activators mix with slag.

Based on chemical principles the 
selection of activators was restricted to 
alkalies, lime and sulphate. The 
ultimate objective was to select in place 
of caustic NaOH, such activators that 
could be easily handled and used in the 
large scale production process without 
sacrificing the primary objective of 
strength development, commercial 
availability was also taken as one of the 
criteria for selection. Effects of 
different activators, when used singly or 
in combination, are shown illustratively 
and not exhaustively in Table 4.

of 
the

Compressive Strength 
kg/cm2

Sodium Silicate I
Na2SO^ i
Na^CO^ 
Hydrated Lime l
Na^SO^+Hyd.Lime
11 % Na T CO-I tm-I %Na«jSO^

+n^% Hya.Lime
12 %Na 2СО^+т2%Ма25О4

+П2% Hya.Lime
1ß%Na2COotm2%Na2SO^

+nj% Hyd.Lime 
1 jlNanCO-i+iti * %NanSO »

+пд% Hyd.Lime 
1^%Na2COotm^%Na2SO^
+n5% Hyd.Lime

l6%Na2CO3+m6%Na2SO4
+п^% Hyd.Lime

1^% to lg%) are various _ _
т^% to mg%) individual components in 
n^% to n6%) Mixture.

percentages

1 D 3 D . 7 D 28 D

Soft 6 41 158
Soft 21 69 254
Soft 34 53 69
Soft Soft No Strength

141 112 175 217

1 112 123 125 151

145 177 217 246

1 259 286 317 388

228 246 248 307

1 320 393 399 406

1 259 286 317 388

Table 4:Strength inducing characteristics 
of Activators /proportions.

From an exhaustive study of this kind, it 
was finally concluded that for the slags 
under consideration, an activator mix of 
(1% Na2COg+mtNaiSO^+nt Hyd. Lime is 
practically as effective as the optimum 
dosage of NaOH. The comparative strength 
data are furnished below :

3. CONCRETE FROM ACTIVATED SLAG BINDER :

Before preparing and evaluating the concrete 
properties of activated slag binder, it was 
ascertained to what extent the normal 
relation of strength Vs. water/cement ratio 
holds good for the slag binder. The relation 
for slag binder as compared with OPC is shown 
in Fig. 2 which confirm by and large, the 
normality of the relation for the slag 
binder.

Fig. 2

Activated Slag _____
Ordinary Portland Ceeent -

Fig..2:Inriuence of W/C Ratio on Strength of Concrete

Subsequently, bulk lots of concrete were 
prepared using varying proportions of the 
activator slag binder of the composition 
developed by the authors. The normal features 
of increasing concrete strength with 
increasing binder content in concrete (Fig.3) 
was clearly observed.

100 "*? 28
Age in Days

Fig.3 Motivated Slag Content Vs 
Strength on Concrete



However, in the case of slag concrete, 
the strength rise beyond 28 days was only 
marginal, although this rising trend in 
strength could be seen upto one year of 
age.

3.1 Comparison of OPC and Slag Concrete.

Concrete batches were prepared with the 
slag binder containing 3 component 
activator of our design. Parallelly 
concretes were prepared from a slag 
binder containing an optimum dosage of 
caustic NaOH as well as from OPC of 
following properties. The compartive 
concrete properties are presented in 
Table 5. Some salient observatons are 
highlighted below :

- Between the slag binders with two 
different activators, one of our 
design with 3 component activators mix 
possesses better workability. With 
NaOH activated slag binder the 
concrete shows stiffening and slump 
loss within 10 min.

- Early age strength is better in slag 
concretes as compared to OPC concrete.

- Strength rise with age is poorer in 
slag concretes, when compared wth OPC 
concrete.

- No strength retrogression is observed 
in Slag concretes upto 6 years of age.

Binder Activa- W/C Compressive Strength 
tor & kg/cm2
Dosage ID 3D 7 D 28 D

OPC - 0.457 95 145 170 265
Slag NaOH 0.457 114 216 220 255

%
Slag l%Na2CO3+ 0.457 - 210 271 327

m%Na9S0.+ 
n%Hya.Lime

Binder Activa- W/C
tor & 
Dosage

Slag NaOH % 0.457
Slag l%Na2CO3+ 0.457 

m%Na2S0n+ 
n%Hyd.Lime

Compressive Strength 
kg/cm2

OPC - 0.457

90D 180D 365D 6 
yrs

300 350 435 485
255 280 310 325
344 — 390 400

SLAG CONCRETE 
Binder/Aggregate 
ratio 1:5.96 
Binder/M3 = 350 kg.

CEMENT CONCRETE 
Cement/Aggregate 
ratio 1:5.41 
Cement/M3 = 360 kg.

3.2 Field Trial Slag Concrete

In order to ascertain the- climatic effects on 
the slag concrete, a small pavement area 
measuring 2 m x 0.6 m was laid with about 
0.2 m3 of slag concrete of the following 
design. The mixes were designed as per ACI.

Details of Concrete Mix

Binder content
Binder aggregate ratio 
Water cement ratio 
Aggregate size 
Type of aggregate 

Coarse 
Fine 

Workability 
Slump 
Compacting Factor 
Compressive Strength, 

3 Days 
7 Days 

28 Days 
90 Days

: 350 kg/M3
: 1:5.96
: 0.46
: 25 mm m.s.a.

: Crushed basalt Agg.
: Natural sand
: Medium
: 25 mm
: 0,88 

kg/cm2
: 210
: 225
: 255
: 265

The climatic conditions to which the 
experimental pavement is kept exposed are :

Temp, fluctuations : 16-38 °C
Humidity : 35 - 90 %
Rainfall :• 2000 — 2600 mm

However, this particular stretch of concrete 
is exposed to direct sunlight. The concrete 
road is being subjected to normal vehicular 
traffic including heavy loaded trucks.

The experimental patch has so far withstood 
well a time span of 6 years without any 
apparent deterioration. The performance of 
the patch is monitored by-Non-destructive 
testing. The photographs of Slag Concrete 
and OPC Concrete Road are shown below :

ACTIVATED SLAG CONCRETE ROAD

OPC CONCRETE ROAD
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4. EXPLORATION OF SLAG-FLY ASH 
COMPOSITIONS :

After having developed an acceptable 
activated slag binder, an attempt was 
made to explore the possibility of 
activation of slag-fly ash blends through 
a similar route. The composition of fly 
ashes considered is given in Table 6.

Chemical Composition %

Fly Ash Fly Ash
I II

SiO2
Al2°3
^e2°3
CaO
MgO
LOI
Na2O
K2O
Lime Reactivity

62.4 60.5
22.6 23.3
7.0 7.2
1.9 5.7
0.3 0.6
3.9 1.6
0.3 0.36
1.2 0.3

55 70

Table 6:Chemical Composition of Fly Ash 
used in Studies.

The Slag fly ash blends prepared were 
examined microscopically for homogenity 
prior to use. The microphotographs of 
Slag and Slagt fly ash blends are shown 
below :

The activation results of slag-fly ash 
blends of 60:40 ratio are presented in 
Fig. 4(a) to (d). It may be observed 
from the figures that the slag alone 
gives better strength characteristics 
than slag-fly ash blends., The compressive 
strength obtained of 60:40 ratio blends 
of slag of fineness (6000 cm2/gm)+ 
pozzolana(PFA) is equivalent to strength

3.1

Fine: ess-cio^/ge*

300 ,

, , in D<ye " ' "
Activator * A-5,B-5,C-2.

Effect of Flnesa, Activated Dosage on 
siagdlD-Pozzolan* (II PFa) Blende.

(too I

3 7 28 91

------------ 1------------ J------------ ------------Й----------51------- 
Age in Day*

Activator 4 iSeme for all
Fig. 4(d) I Comparison between Activated Slag V*. 

Activated Slag Po«olan*(№*)Blend* 
at various Fineness



obtained on activated slag fineness of 
3000 cm2/gm. Fly ash from various 
sources showed similar trend in strength 
pattern. It is possible to produce a 
medium strength binder using slag fly ash 
blends.

Slag fly ash activated blends could be used 
for producing medium strength concrete. With 
the present availability of 7 million tons of 
slag a cheap binder of 11 million tons could 
be produced with the utilisation of 4.2 
million tons of fly ash.

In India about 20 million tonnes o'f fly 
ash is available as a waste product from 
Thermal Power Stations. The cost of fly 
ash is lower than granulated slag. As 
per the investigation, 40% of slag could 
be replaced by fly ash for obtaining 
medium strength concrete for construction 
of roads ,etc. In other words, slag-fly 
ash interground with the three component 
activator could be used effectively for 
non-load bearing structures.

Indian fly ashes are less reactive and 
more angular in shape as could be 
observed from the above photograph. 
Because of the angular shape of the fly 
ash, no improvement in workability of fly 
ash blends is noticed. This is contrary 
to the trend observed in foreign fly 
ashes which are rounded in shape.

5. PROGNOSIS FOR COMMERCIALISATION :

So far, alkali activators single or two 
component type, have been reported. This 
paper reports on the development of a 
three component activator based on 
commercially available chemicals. The 3 
component solid activators lend 
themselves for easy handling and accurate 
dosing; the activator can be uniformly 
dispersed during normal intergrinding 
process, without any special arrangement.

For equivalent binder content, the slag 
binder attains better early strength 
characteristics. The cost of the 
activated processed slag will be around 
Rs.400/- to Rs.500/- per ton, whereas 
the cost of ordinary cement works out to 
be around Rs.600/- per ton used for these 
tests. On the basis of the strength 
data, the cost of slag concrete will be 
cheaper than the normal OPC concrete.

For every ton of clinker produced, 0.3 
ton of coal is consumed. Hence, the use 
of activated slag for manufacturing a 
hydraulic binder will help to preserve 
about 2.1 million ton of coal, if entire 
quantity of slag generated about 7 
million tons is utilised for this 
purpose.

Finally, the use of three component 
activator-cum-ground slag binder, might 
pose limitations where natural aggregates 
suspected to be alkali-reactive are met 
with.

The cost of slag fly ash binder works out 
around Rs.350/- to Rs.380/- per ton. This 
will be cheaper by 37% to 42% compared to 
OPC.

The use of activated slag fly ash blend may 
also reduce the risk of alkali aggregate 
reaction. ■

Thus the three component activator 
mixture developed by author, could be 
profitably used for manufacture of hydraulic 
binder with added advantage of cost reduction 
and utilisation of industrial waste.



Reaction Process and Microstructure in Compacted Fly Ashes and Fly Ash-Chemical Additive Mixtures 
Processus de reaction et microstructure des compresses cendres volantes et cendres volantes- 
additions chimique melange

SUMMARY : This study mainly aims at clarifying the relationships between unconfined compressive strength and 
reactions taking place in compacted fly ashes and fly ash-chemical additive mixtures. The effects of chemical 
composition and physical properties of fly ashes, curing temperature, curing period and type of chemical additive 
on hardening characteristics of compacted fly ashes and fly ash-chemical additive mixtures were investigated. 
Reaction process, microstructure and surface features of fly ash particles in hardened compacted fly ashes and 
fly ash-chemical additive mixtures were elucidated by SEM observation. X-ray diffraction analysis, differential 
thermal analysis and pore size distributions determined by the mercury penetration porosimeter. A relatively 
small amount of free lime and anhydrite as well as the glassy phase were confirmed by the X-ray diffraction 
diagrams obtained for the fly ashes used. It was found that the presence of free lime and anhydrite in the fly 
ashes produced ettringite crystals on the surfaces of fly ash particles. The development of strength in the 
compacted fly ashes and fly ash-chemical additive mixtures closely related to the amount of ettringite and to 
the changes in microstructure by the formation of ettringite, although the degree of hardening was significantly 
influenced by the type of fly ashes used. Influences of the addition of Ca(0H)2 and CaSOd-ZHgO on the amount of 
ettringjte produced in the compacted fly ash-chemical additive mixtures were also investigated. The addition of 
even a small amount of Ca(0H)2 and CaS04-2H20 was found to promote the formation of ettringite in compacted fly 
ash- chemical additive mixtures. With regard to reactions occurring in the compacted fly ash-Ca(0H)2-CaS04-2H20 
system, it was found that the pozzolanic reaction products such as C-S-H gel, C4AH13 and C2ASHg as well as 
ettringite were produced at later ages by which most of the gypsum added had been consumed to produce ettringite.

Este estudo tem por objetivo principal esclarecer as relagöes entre resistencia ä com 
pressäo näo confinada e reagoes qxie ocorrem em cinzas volantes e misturas de cinza volante-a- 
ditivo quimico compactadas. Foram investigados os efeitos da composigäo quimica e das pro- 
priedades fisicas da cinza volante, da temperatura de cura, do periodo de cura, e do tipo de 
aditivo quimico, sobre as caracteristicas de endurecimento de cinzas volantes e de misturas 
de cinza volante-aditivo quimico compactadas. Atraves de observagäo por SEM, anälise por di- 
fragäo de raio-X, anälise termodiferencial e distribuigoes de tamanho de particula por porosi^ 
metro de nenetragäo de mercurio, foram elucidados о processo de reagäo, as caracteristicas de 
microestrutura e de superficie de particulas de cinza volante, em cinzas volantes e misturas 
de cinza volante-aditivo quimico compactadas. Pelos araficos de difragäo de raio-X das cin
zas volantes usadas, confirmou-se uma quantidade relativamente nequena de cal livre e anidri- 
to, bem сото fase vitrea. Constatou-se que a presenga de cal livre e anidrito nas cinzas vo
lantes produziu cristais de etringita nas sunerficies das narticulas de cinza volante. О de- 
senvolvimento da resistencia nas cinzas volantes e nas misturas de cinza volante-aditivo qui
mico ficou estreitamente relacionado com a quantidade de etrinnita e com as mudangas na micro 
estrutura por formagäo de etringita, embora о grau de endurecimento tenha sido influenciado 
sign.!f3cativamente pelo tipo de cinzas volantes usadas. Tambem foram investigadas influen- 
cias exercidas pela adigäo de Ca(OH), e CaSO^.2H2O sobre a quantidade de etringita produzida 
nas misturas compactadas de cinza volante-aditivo quimico. Verificou-se que a adigäo ate mes 
mo de pequena quantidade de Ca(OH)e CaSO^.ZHjO enseja a formagäo de etringita nas misturas 
compactadas de cinza volante-aditivo quimico. Com relagäo äs reagoes que ocorrem no sistema 
compactado de cinza ''dante-Ca(OH)„-CaSO^. 2H2O, constatou-se que os produtos da reagäo pozolä 
r.ica, tais сото gel C-S-H, e C^ASg, bem сото etringita, ocorreram nas idades finals,
sendo que a major parte do gesso adicionado fol consumida para produzir etringita.



INTRODUCTION

The fly ashes produced from the pulverized bituminous 
and sub-bituminous coalS;exhibit a hardening property 
when they are compacted at an appropriate moisture 
content. The characteristics of reactions and 
hardening processes in compacted fly ashes and fly 
ash-chemical additive mixtures are very important for 
utilizing fly ash as a material for base course and 
as a fill in embankment.

The major phases of fly ashes are glassy SiOg, AlgOj 
component and minerals such as quartz, mullite and a 
magnetite and so on. In addition to these phases, 
small amount of free lime and anhydrite is present in 
bituminous fly ashes. When usual bituminous fly 
ashes are compacted at an appropriate moisture condi
tion, the compacted fly ashes exhibit a slowly 
hardening property. The hardening property of 
compacted fly ashes is supposed to be derived from 
the free lime and anhydrite contained in fly ashes 
(1,2). However, the chemical reactions responsible 
for the hardening in compacted fly ashes are not 
fully understood.

The glassy phase of fly ash in concrete or mortar is 
dissolved by the alkali hydroxide pore solution (3). 
The most important reaction product which precipitates 
in other sites than on the fly ash spheres is calcium 
silicate hydrate (3). On the other hand, the 
chemical reactions of fly ash particles in compacted 
fly ashes and fly ash-chemical additive mixtures take 
place in the situations greatly different from those 
under which fly ash particles in concrete or mortar 
exist. Hence, it may be possible that the reaction 
products other than calcium silicate hydrate also 
contribute to the development of strength in compacted 
fly ashes and fly ash-Ca(0H)2 mixtures.

The objective of this paper is to reveal the 
characteristics of reaction process and microstructure 
in compacted fly ashes and fly ash-chemical additive 
mixtures. The reaction process and features of, 
microstructure in a compacted fly ash with and without 
chemical additives were elucidated by scanning , 
electron microscope observation. X-ray diffraction 
analysis, differential scanning calorimetry- , ,
thermogravimetry analysis and pore size distribution 
measurements. The relations between strength 
development and reaction process in the compacted 
materials are discussed.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The bituminous fly ashes used in this study are 
discharged from a power station in Japan in which, 
pulverized domestic coals are burning. The chemical 
composition and physical properties of three fly ashes 
used are presented in Table 1. It is confirmed by 
X-ray diffraction analysis that the major component of 
these fly ashes are glass, quartz and mullite, and 
that small amount of free lime and anhydrite are 
contained.

The chemical additives added to fly ashes are hydrated 
lime ( Ca(0H)2 ), gypsum ( СаЗОд-ЕНоО ) and ordinary 
Poltland cement. The additive content ranges from 
2.5 % to 10 % by weigtht of dry fly ash samples. 
Hydrated lime ( or Portland cement ):'gypsum ratios are 
1 and 3.

Table 1 Chemical composition and physical 
properties of fly ashes

Flyash A Flyash В FlyashC
1 9.Loss % 1 .9 3.2 57
S i 0 2 • • 54.7 4 85 54.2
A120 3 " 27.0 2 6.5 27.9

____ Fe2O 3 - - 6.5 6.2 6.1
C aO 4 4 3. 9 3.7
Mgo -■ 1 .9 1.5 2.5
N 320 ■• 1 .7 2. 2 0.2
К 20 1 .2 1.2 ____ QA
50з -• 0.9 0.7

Specific gravity 2.2 7 2.2 1 2 18
Specific surface area 
(Blain) . crr^g 3390 3 14 0 298 0

Specific surface area 
(BET) . m2/g 2.1 2.1 1 . 5

Fly ash samples and additives were mixed in a dry 
state and then the distilled water by the amounts of 
which correspond to the optimum moisture content of 
the compacted fly ash samples was added. Cylindrical 
specimens of 5 cm in diameter and 10 cm in height 
were statically compacted by an oil jack to equal the 
maximum dry density of a fly ash sample or a fly ash
additive mixture. Specimens were cured at 20°C in 
sealed vinyl sacks and the unconfined compressive 
strength test was conducted at the ages of 7 days, 14 
days, 28 days and 90 days. The strain rate was held 
at 1 % / min. during loading.

Ground samples for powder X-ray diffraction and 
differential scanning calorimetry-thermogravimetry ( 
DSC-TG ) were preserved in the vaccum desiccator for 
24 hours at 20°C. A quantitative analysis of 
ettringite formed in compacted fly ashes and fly ash
additive mixtures was carried out by measuring 
accumulated counts at 20=9.1° for 40 seconds.

The pore size distributions of various compacted 
samples which had been freeze-dried for 24 hours at 
-55°C were determined with the mercury penetration 

porosimeter.

REACTION PROCESS IN COMPACTED FLY ASHES AND FLY ASH
ADDITIVE MIXTURES

The reaction process in a compacted fly ash was pursu
ed by X-ray diffraction analysis and DSC-TG analysis. 
As shown in Fig. 1, X-ray diffraction peaks for free 
lime at 20=37.3°and for anhydrite at 26=25.5°diminish 
with age until 7 days. Fig. 1 shows that the height 
of a peak for ettringite at 26=9.1° slowly increases 
with age. The process of formation of ettringite in 
a compacted fly ash is also indicated in DSC curves 
shown in Fig. 2. Namely, an endothermic peak for 
ettringite at approximately 110°C gradually increases 
with age. These X-ray diffraction and DSC-TG results 
obviously show that one of the major reaction products 
formed in the compacted fly ashes is ettringite.
Ettringite in the compacted fly ashes may be formed as 
a result of the reaction in which the glassy AloOg 
component of the fly ash, free lime and anhydrite take 
part.

X-ray diffraction diagrams of compacted fly ash- 
hydrated lime mixtures given in Fig. 3 show that the 
amount of ettringite formed is considerably increased 
by the addition of hydrated lime. Furthermore, it is



noteworthy that the pozzolanic reaction products such 
as С4А-0.5С02-12Нг0 ( 26=10.7°) and CgASHg ( 29=7.0°) 
coexist with ettringite after 28 days. These 
pozzolanic reaction products are considered to be 
produced by a slowly continueing reaction of the fly 
ash with hydrated lime.

When gypsum is added along with hydrated lime, the 
reaction for the formation of ettringite is promoted 
as pointed out by some workers (4,5). Especially, 
at the hydrated lime : gypsum ratio of 1, the reaction 
Flyash В
A9ed . , 
7 days -

28days ( qEttringite
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Fig. 2 DSC-TG curves for 
a compacted fly 
ash

Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction 
diagrams of a 
compacted fly ash
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Fig. 3 X-ray diffraction 
diagrams of compacted fly 
ash-hydrated lime mixtures 
( lime content:10% )

Fig. 4 X-ray diffraction 
diagrams of compacted fly 
ash-hydrated lime-gypsum 
mixtures
( lime-gypsum ratio=0.1, 
lime:gypsum ratio=l )

for the formation of ettringite rapidly proceeds after 
the age of 14 days until either hydrated lime or 
gypsum added is completely consumed, as shown in Fig.
4. It is interesting to note that there is no 

difference in the age when the reaction for the forma
tion of ettringite starts between the compacted fly 
ash with and without the additives. This result 
indicates that decomposition of the glass phase in the 
fly ash takes place at early ages even in compacted 
fly ash without the additives as well as in compacted 
fly ash-additive mixtures.

X-ray diffraction diagrams of compacted fly ash
Portland cement mixtures given in Fig. 5 show that the 
amount of ettringite formed by the age of 7 days is 
greater than that of other compacted fly ash-additive 
mixtures. However, the increase in the amount of 
ettringite after 7 days is not significant in the 
mixtures containing Portland cement. Furthermore, 
X-ray diffraction diagrams of compacted fly ash
Portland cement-gypsum mixtures given in Fig. 6 show 
that the reaction for the formation of ettringite in 
the mixtures is not so remarkable as that in compacted 
fly ash-hydrated lime-gypsum mixtures. A relatively 
large amount of gypsum exists in the mixtures even at 
the age of 90 days.

RELATION BETWEEN COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AND THE AMOUNT 
OF ETTRINGITE IN COMPACTED FLY ASHES AND FLY ASH
ADDITIVE MIXTURES

The relations between compressive strength and the 
amount of ettringite determined by X-ray diffraction 
analysis for each compacted mixture are shown in 
Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The compressive strength 
of the compacted fly ashes is approximately 
proportional to the amount of ettringite regardless of 
type of fly ash and curing conditions ( Fig. 7 ).
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.. .. Hydrate
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Fig. 5 X-ray diffraction 
diagrams of compacted fly 
ash-Portland cement 
mixtures 
( cement content:10% )

Fig. 6 X-ray diffraction 
diagrams of compacted fly 
ash-Portland cement-gypsum 
mixtures^ 
( cement-gypsum ratio=0.1, 
cement:gypsum ratio=l )



Fig. 7 Relation between compressive strength 
and the amount of ettringite produced 
in the compacted fly ashes
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The compressive strength of compacted fly ash-hydrated 
lime and fly ash-hydrated lime-gypsum mixtures also 
linearly increases with increasing the amount of 
ettringite, as shown in Fig. 8. These results 
indicate that the amount of ettringite produced is 
closely related to the strength development of 
compacted fly ashes and fly ash-hydrated lime-gypsum 
mixtures. However, there is a poor correlation 
between compressive strength and the amount of 
ettringite produced in compacted fly ash-Portland 
cement mixtures, as shown in Fig. 9. This fact shows 
that the hydration products of Portland cement other 
than ettringite play an important role in the strength 
development of compacted fly ash-Portland cement 
mixtures. . ■

RELATION BETWEEN COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AND PORE SIZE 
DISTRIBUTIONS IN COMPACTED FLY ASHES AND FLY ASH
ADDITIVE MIXTURES

The pore size distributions of compacted fly ash- 
hydrated lime ( or Portland cement )-gypsum mixtures 
at the age of 28 days are shown in Fig. 10. It is 
clear that the peak of pore size distribution of 
compacted fly ash-hydrated lime-gypsum mixtures shifts 
toward smaller diameter with decreasing total pore 
volume. Accordingly, a relatively large strength of 
compacted fly ash-hydrated lime-gypsum mixtures is 
found to be due to the subdivision of spaces among 
fly ash particles by the formation of ettringite. 
The total pore volume of compacted fly ash-Portland 
cement mixtures is less by about 20 % than that of 
compacted fly ash-hydrated lime mixtures. As shown 
in Fig. 11, the compressive strength of compacted fly 
ashes and fly ash- additive mixtures tends to be 
inversely proportional to the total pore volume.

SEM OBSERVATIONS OF REACTION PRODUCTS IN COMPACTED 
FLY ASHES AND FLY ASH-ADDITIVE MIXTURES

As shown in Fig. 12, fly ash particles in compacted 
. fly ash В do not show any significant change on their 

surface at 7 days. However, as shown in Fig. 13, 
fine products are found on the surfaces of fly ash 
particles at 28 days. These fine products appear to 
connect the fly ash particles, leading to the strength 
development of the compacted fly ashes.

As shown in Fig. 14, plate-like products coexist with 
fine ettringite crystals after 28 days in the compact
ed fly ash-hydrated lime mixtures. On the other hand 
, no ettringite crystals are found on the surfaces of 
fly ash particles in the 7 days old compacted fly ash- 
hydrated lime-gypsum mixtures, as shown in Fig. 15. 
However, it is found from Fig. 16 that ettringite 
formation actively progresses after 14 days. 
Especially, at the hydrated lime : gypsum ratio of 1, 
a great number of needle-like ettringite crystals of 
5 pm to 10 pm long are seen to protrude from the 
individual fly ash particles. As shown in Fig. 17, 
the compressive strengths of the mixtures prepared at 
the hydrated lime : gypsum ratio of 1 are considerably 
greater than those for fly ash-hydrated lime mixtures 
after 28 days. The greater strength attained at the 
hydrated lime : gypsum ratio of 1 seems to be 
attributable to the production of large amounts of 
ettringite. At the hydrated lime : gypsum ratio of 
3, plate-like products are also observed along with 
needle-like ettringite crystals at the vicinity of 
fly ash particles at 90 days, as shown in Fig. 18.
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Fig. 13 Scanning electron micrograph Fig. 
of a fly ash sphere in the 
compacted fly ash В at 28 days

Fig. 11 Relations between compressive 
strength and total pore 
volume in the compacted fly 
ash mixtures with and without 
the additives

Fig. 12 Scanning electron micrograph 
of a fly ash sphere in the 
compacted fly ash 8 at 7 days

14 Scanning electron micrograph 
of the fracture surface of a 
compacted fly ash C-hydrated 
lime mixture specimen at 28 
days (lime content:10")

Fig. 16 Scanning electron micrograph 
' of fly ash spheres in the 

compacted fly ash C-hydrated 
lime-gypsum mixtures at 28 
days (1 ime-gypstim ratio=0.1, 
lime.-gypsum ratio=l)

Fig. 17 Compressive strength of the 
compacted fly ash C-additive 
mi-xtures (additive content: 
10%)

Tig. 15 Scanning electron micrograph 
of the fracture surface of a 
compacted fly ash C-hydrated 
lime-gypsum mixture specimen 
at 7 days (lime-gypsum ratio 
=0.1,1ime:gypsum ratio=l)

Fig. 18 Scanning electron micrograph 
of the fracture surface of a 
compacted fly ash C-hydrated 
lime-gypsum mixture specimen 
at 90 days (lime-gypsum ratio 
=0.1, lime.-gypsum ratio=3)



Fig. 19 Scanning electron micrograph 
of a fly ash sphere in the 
compacted fly ash C-Portland 
cement mixtures at 7 days 
(cement content:5%)

Fig. 20 Scanning electron micrograph 
of the fracture surface of a 
compacted fly ash C-Portland 
cement mixture specimen at 28 
days (cement content:10%)

Fig. 21 Scanning electron micrograph 
of the fracture surface of a 
compacted fly ash C-Portland 
cement mixture specimen at 28 
days (cement content:10%)

As shown in Fig. 19, surfaces of fly ash particles in 
compacted fly ash-Portland cement mixtures are cover
ed with dense layers which appear to be composed of 
fine products. The exterior layers on fly ash 
particles are often seen to be peeled off, as shown 
in Fig. 20. Needle-like ettringite crystals are 
also found at the vicinity of fly ash particles in 
the mixtures, as shown in Fig. 21.

CONCLUSIONS

From the results obtained in this study, it was 
confirmed that one of the major reaction products in 
compacted fly ashes was ettringite and that the 
chemical reaction of fly ashes in compacted fly ashes 
was considerably different from the pozzolanic 
reaction in concrete or mortar containing fly ash. 
The major results obtained are as follows ;

(1) The compacted fly ashes exhibited a hardening 
property. This hardening property was found to 
be derived from free lime and anhydrite contained 
in the fly ashes. The reaction for the formation 
of ettringite actively occurred in the compacted 
fly ashes.

(2) The addition of hydrated lime and gypsum 
effectively promoted the formation of ettringite 
in the compacted mixtures. In compacted fly ash- 
hydrated lime-gypsum mixtures, the pozzolanic 
reaction products as well as ettringite were also 
produced by the reaction of fly ashes with 
hydrated lime occurring over long terms after , 
the gypsum added had been consumed by the reaction 
for the formation of ettringite.

(3) The strength of compacted fly ash-hydrated lime 
and fly ash-hydrated lime-gypsum mixtures closely 
related to the amount of ettringite determined by 
X-ray diffraction analysis and to the changes in 
pore size distributions. However, there was a 
poor correlation between strength and the amount 
of ettringite in compacted fly ash-Portlan cement 
mixtures.

(4) The needle-like crystals of ettringite produced on 
the surfaces of fly ash particles appear to 

contribute to the strength development of 
compacted fly ash mixtures by the densification 
of their structure.
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Hydration of blast furnace slag particle
Hydratation de particule de laitier de haut fournau

SUMMARY: It is most practical to evaluate the hydraulic reactivity of water granulated blast 
furnace slag in terms of the strength of hardened body. In order to make the extensive use 
of slag, however, it is important to investigate the hydration properties of individual 
par.ticles. Hydration properties mainly investigated here were the change in the amount of 
hydration and the thickness of hydrated layer with time, and the effect of alkaline 
activator. We examined the hydration of ground commercial slag with various particle sizes. 
Experiment was carried out as follows: samples with five different particle sizes (3.27, 
4.05, 5.86, 8.66 and 13.36 pm by volume mean diameter) were prepared. They were hydrated in 
suspension with the water-slag ratio of 10 with NaOH, Ca(OH)  or ordinary Portland cement as 
alkaline activator. The amount of hydration of the slag under such an alkali-condition was 
measured by determining the soluble part of the hydration product using salicylic 
acid-acetone-methanol solution, and also by loss on ignition.
The following results were obtained. The thickness of hydrated layer of particle did not 
depend on the particle size, that is, the hydration reactivity had nothing to do with 
particle size and the rate of hydration was actually in proportion to the total surface 
area. It was suggested, on the other hand, that each alkaline activator show the 
characteristic effect on the hydration of each sample. Some of these results were supported 
by further experiments.

Й muito prätico avaliar a reatividade hidraulica de escoria de alto forno granvlada 
em agua, em termos de resistencia do corpo endnrecido. Contudo, para ampliar a utilizagäo da 
escoria, e muito importante investigar as propriedades de hidratagäo das particulas individu
als. As propriedades da hidratagäo estudadas particularmente aqui foram a mudanga na quanti- 
dade de hidratapäo e a espessura da cam.ada hidratada em fungäo do tempo, e о efeito do ativa- 
dor alcalino. Examinamos a hidratagäo de escoria comercial moida com värios tamanhos de par- 
tfcula. As experiencias foram realizadas conforme a seguir: amostras com cinco diferentes 
tamanhos de particula (3,27 - 4,05 - 5,86 - 8,66 e 13,36 pm por diämetro medio de volume) fo
ram preparadas. Elas foram hidratadas em suspensäo com relagäo ägua/escoria de 10, e tendo 
сото ativador NaOH, Ca(0H)2 0,1 cimento portland comum. A quantidade de hidratagäo da escoria 
sob tai condigäo alcalina foi medida por determinagäo da parte soluvel do produto de hidrata
gäo, usando-se solugäo de äcido salicilico-acetona-metanol, e tambem por perda ao fogo.

Os resultados obtidos foram os seguintes. A espessura da camada hidratada näo de- 
pende do tamanbo da particula, isto e, a reatividade de hidratagäo nada tinha a ver com о ta- 
manho da particula, e a velocidade de hidratagäo era realmente proporcional ä area total de 
superficie. Por outro lado, sugeriu-se que cada ativador alcalino apresenta urn efeito carac- 
terfstico sobre a hidratagäo de cada amostra. Alguns destes resultados .foram reforgados por 
experiencias adicionais.





3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3,1 Rate of Hydration and Non—evaporable Water

Changes in the non-evaporable water content 
(determined by ignition of D-dried samples at 700°C 
for 1 h) and the rate of reaction for each slag are 
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively.

Tine of hydration (day)

Fig. 1. Non-evaporable water content (lose on ignition)

Fig. 2. Change in rate of reaction with tine



,1 3.1

As shown in Fig. 1, tendencies of increase in 
non-evaporable water content are nearly the same 
for NaOH-activated samples and CaCOH^-activated 
ones, however, in the case of Ca(OH)^-activation, 
the rate of increase temporarily slows down during 
the period from 3d to 7d.

On the other hand, OPC-activated samples show 
very large non-evaporable water contents which are 
especially large in the cases of fine samples and 
early stages.

Concerning the rate of hydration, as shown in 
Fig. 2, activating effect of NaOH is superior to 
that of Ca(OH)2, and OPC shows the highest 
effectivity even from very early stage.

3.2 Factors Influencing the Slag Hydration

(1) Particle size
Figure 3 shows the particle size distributions 

(by Image analysis) of sample slags before 
hydration.

The thickness of the reacted layer was 
evaluated through the method mentioned in 2.3 using 
the particle size distributions (Fig. 3) and the 
rate of reaction (Fig. 2).

In this case, particle diameters mentioned in
2.3 (1) were chosen as D =1, X>=2, .... D =10, 
D -12, D -15, D =20, and D.^=25 (n=14).

The results are shown in Table 2.
As shown in Table 2, the thickness of the 

hydrated layer changes with the kind of used 
activators, but the difference in the thickness 
among samples of various fineness is not 
significant.

From these data, it may be deduced that the 
thickness of the reacted layer has nothing to do 
with particle size.

The thickness for Ca(OH)„-activated samples 
are approximately 0.13 pm at 3d, 0.17 pm at 7d, and 
0.2 pm at 14d.

This result is in fine agreement wlt^that for ■ 
paste-hydration reported by Dalmon, et al .

This agreement implies that the difference in 
reaction environment (suspension form or paste 
form) does not affect hydration.

Particle size (pm)

Fig. 3- Particle size distributiona of slags

(2) Surface area
Based on the result of particle size analysis, 

the specific surface area of each slag (before 
hydration) was calculated. The result is shown in 
Table 3.

The reacted amount with respect to a unit 
surface area was obtained by dividing the rate of 
reaction by the calculated specific surface area. 
The result is shown in Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 4, slags with various fineness 
show almost equal reacted amount for unit surface 
area regardless of the kind of activator; the amount 
of reaction is practically dependent only on the 
total surface area.

The reacted amounts for the fine samples, 
however, tend to be a little smaller than those for 
coarse ones in the cases of NaOH and CatOH)^- 
actlvatlon, and the increase in the reacted amount 
for sample E tends to slow down at later stage.

The reason for this seems to be due to the 
change in reaction area caused by the agglomeration 
of particles.

Such tendencies were not shown in the case of 
OPC-activation.

Table 2.

activator

Thickness of the reacted 
layer (pm)

r slag 3d 7d 14d

A 0.13 0.18 0.23

В 0.12 0.20 0.24

NaOH C 0.13 0.20 0.25

D 0.13 0.19 0.23

E 0.13 0.21 0.23

A 0.10 0.16 0.18

В 0.12 0.17 0.18

Ca(0H)2 c 0.13 0.17 0.22

D 0.13 0.16 0.20

E 0.13 0.18 0.20

A 0.21 0.32 0.34

В 0.16 0.27 0.33

OPC c 0.16 0.25 0.30

D 0.14 0.21 0.24

E 0.15 0.24 0.26

Table 3. Specific surface area of slags 
obtained from particle size 
analysis

slag ABODE

specific
surface 7200 5610 3860 2780 2330
area (cmZ/g)
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(3) Alkaline activator
There is no difference between NaOH and CaCOH)^ 

in the activating effect up to 3d, however, the 
effect of NaOH becomes greater on and after 7d.

On the other hand, OPC has a superior 
activating effect especially in the early stage.

Higher effectivity of OPC could be due to the 
active release of Ca(OH) accompanying its hydration 
and the acceleration of Ion mobility.

This corresponds with the effectivity of 
OPC-originated CaCOH^ on slag hydration especially 
high in the early stage reported by Matsukawa, et 
al5).

3.3 State of the Hydrated Surface

Figure 5 shows the changes in Ca/Si ratios 
obtained from AES (peak-to-peak height) with ion 
milling time.

Here, ion milling time corresponds to the depth 
below the surface.

The Ca/Si ratios for the near surface are 
considerably small especially after 7d of hydration, 
which suggests the presence of a SiO^-enriched layer 
resulting from the leaching of Ca.

The Ca/Si ratios take sudden increase with the 
process of ion milling.

The peak of the Ca/Si ratio was shifted to 
longer ion milling time (deeper below surface) with 
the process of hydration.

As shown in Fig. 5, peak positions are 20, 30, 
and 40 minutes in terms of ion milling times for 3, 
7, and 14d samples respectively.

The Ca/Si ratios for 14d samples remained quite 
low up to 20 min of ion milling time.

In the case of Ca(OH) -activation (14d), the 
ratio increased away from the near surface to have a 
peak at about the same depth as NaOH-activation.

With regard to 3d sample, ion milling of 40 ■v 
50 min was required for the Ca/Si ratio to equal 
that of inner part (unhydrated part), and 50 'v 80 
min was required in the cases of 7 and 14d samples.

The rate of material removed can be taken to be 
about 30 Я/min . With this rate, ion milling times 
of 40, 50, and 80 mln correspond to the depth below 
surface of 0.12, 0.15, and 0.24 pm respectively.

0 1 1 f t 1 1 1 1
02 5 10 20 30 40 50

Ion milling time (mln)
80 12,0

Fig. 5. Change in Ca/Si (by peak-to-peak height) with ion milling time



4. CONCLUSION

Slag powders of various particle size 
distributions prepared by classification were 
suspension-hydrated to examine the factors 
affecting the hydration of slag particles (e.g. 
particle size, surface area, kind of alkaline 
activator).

Obtained results can be summarized as follows.

(1) Thickness of the hydrated layer on slag 
particles are independent of particle size, 
that is, reactivity of slag particle has 
nothing to do with the particle size.

(2) The rate of hydration of slag powder is 
actually dependent only on the total surface 
area.

(3) Each alkaline activator has the characteristic 
effect on slag hydration. The difference 
between NaOH and Ca(OH)„ in activating 
capacity is not noticeable up to 3d, but the 
effectivlty is greater with NaOH after 7d. On 
the other hand, activating effect by OPC is 
far greater especially in the early stages.

(4) AES coupled with ion milling on the hydrated 
surface shows that Ca content decreases at 
near surface, and the peak of Ca/Si ratio is 
shifted inside with the process of hydration. 
Changing profile of Ca/Si ratios with ion 
milling time (depth) depend on the kind of 
alkaline activator.
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Activation of synthetic melilite slags by alkalies.
L*activation  alcaline des laitiers m^lilitiques synthetiques.

SUMMARY : The investigations of the Polish granulated blast furnace slags have shown that 
the glassy and crystalline melilite is the main phase in these slags. The object of the 
research was to determine the influence of different alkaline additions on the hydration 
process of melilite slags. Three melilite slags with variable ratio of CpMS, to C^AS were 
applied. NapCO^ and NaOH served as the activators of the hydration of synthetic stags. 
The investigations of the strength properties of hardened melilite pastes shoved that there 
are close relations between the chamical composition of the slag and used acivator. As acti
vator NapCO, is especially suitable for activation of the slags rich in CgMS?, and NaOH for 
the slags rich in CpAS. The slags containing the largest amount of CpAS gained the highest 
strength of 110 MPa. The X-ray and microscopic investigations revealed that the hydrogarnets, 
calcium hydrosilicates of CSH type, CaCO, and sodium zeolites are the newly formed products. 
The amount of crystalline phases occuring in hardened melilite pastes depends on the time 
and conditions of hardening. Autoclaving provokes an elargement of the amount of well-deve
loped crystals of newly formed products.

A investigaqao de escorlas polonesas de alto forno, granuladas, mostraram que a me 
lilita vitrea e cristalina e a fase principal destas escorias. О objeto desta pesquisa foi 
determinar a influencia de adiqoes alcalinas diferentes sobre о processo de hidrataqao de es
corias de melilita. Foram utilizadas tres escorias de melilita com relaqäo variävel de CpMSp 
para C^AS. Os ativadores da hidrataqäo das escorias sinteticas foram NapCO^ e NaOH. As in- 
vestigagöes relatives äs propriedades de resistencia de pastas de melilita endurecidas mostra 
ram que hä relagöes estreitas entre a composiqao quimica da escoria e о ativador usado. Como 
ativador, Na^CO^ ё especialmente adem'iado nara ativaqao de escorias ricas em CpMSp, e NaOH pa 
ra escorias ricas em C2AS. As escorias contendo maior quantidade de CpAS atingiram resisten- 
cia. maxima de 110 MPa. As investigaqöes por raio-^. e microscopia revelaram que hidrograna- 
das, hidrossilicatos de cälcio de tipo CSH, CaCOg e zeolitos de sodio säo os produtos forma- 
dos por ultimo. A quantidade de fases cristalinas que ocorrem nas pastas endurecidas de meli 
lita depends do tempo e das condiqoes de endurecimento. A autoclavagem provoca urn aumento da 
quantidade de cristais bem desenvolvidos dos produtos recentemente formados.



1. INTRODUCTION
The properties of binding materials obtained 
from granulated blast furnace slags depend 
not only on the type of slag, but on the ad
ditions introduced in the grinding process 
and on the method of preparation of mortars 
and concretes too. Portland cement clinker 
quicklime and gypsum are commonly used ad
ditions. As the usual practice dry granula
ted slag is fed into a grinding mill with 
the activators. The obtained materials are 
characterized in many cases by very slow ra
te of strength development in initial period 
of hardening /1-^/. The materials obtained 
from granulated slags containing conside-. 
rable amount of alumina may be the exception 
to the rule. The growing economic crisis in 
the world induces investigations on new 
technologies of binding materials. These 
technologies should consider low energy
consuming materials in comparison with the 
commonly produced cements /5~б/. The lovest 
energy consumption is required for the pro
duction of binding materials containing no , 
Portland cement clinker. In the case of acti
vation of granulated slags by small amounts 
of alkalies /NaOH, Na9C0,, liquid glass/,the 
obtained binding materials are characterized 
by very low energy consumption and high early 
as well as ultimate strength /7-Ю/. The 
tests made on Polish granulated blast furna
ce slags showed, that they have low hydrau
lic properties. The slags contain, as an es
sential component, melilite phase both in 
glassy and crystalline form. From the availa
ble literature one would conclude, that me
lilite glasses were activated practically 
only by Ca/OH/g and CaSO^ /11-12/. Our in
vestigations on the activation of melilite 
glasses by alkalies have shown that it is 
possible to obtain the binding materials 
with different properties /13/. In this pa
per the results of investigations of com
pound composition and texture of hardened 
melilite pastes are presented.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Characteristic and preparation of 
samples.
Three slags of melilite series were synthe
sized. The conventional compound composition 
was, as follows :
Slag I 20% C9AS + 80% C9MS9
Slag II 40% C9AS + 60% C9MS9
Slag III 60% CXAS + W C^MSp ,
The slags were prepared from sodium carbona
te, alumina oxide, silica gel and magnesium 
hydroxide of the highest purity, covering .an 
area of calculated chemical compositions. 
The mixtures were fused for 30 min at the 
maximum temperature. The completely fused 
masses were quenched with large amounts,of 
water. The chemical composition of obtained 
slags was confirmed. The results of the in
vestigations are given in Table 1.

Table 1 : Determined chemical composition 
of the slags used in the tests

I "iZIContgnt^in^sIag.:Z§Z"22-2II
} Constituent ! I I II I III I 
•_-------- 4----------- 1---------4------------- 1
I CaO  41,2 I 41,2 I 41,0 •*
' MgO I 39,5 I 5,8 I 5,8 I
I Al90, I 7,4 I 14,8 I 22,3 I
; SiOp^ ; 11,9 I 35,2 ; 30,9- I
I_______________ J_______ 1_________ J----------------------- 1

The degree of ritrification and compound 
composition of synthetic slags were determi
ned by means of Reichert microscope. Frac
tions of glass and crystalline phases in the 
tested slags were determined using povder 
preparations. Content glass phases in slags 
was elevateing 80%.
In synthesized slags the crystalline phase 
was formed by melilite crystals of several 
microns. X-ray examinations confirmed the 
results of the observations of the slags 
under microscope.
2.2. Effect of Na-CO, and NaOH on the strength 
properties of hardened pastes.

The synthetic slags were-ground in agate mill 
to a fineness of 3200 cmVg, measured accor
ding to the Blaine method. Sodium carbonate 
and sodium hydroxide were used as activators. 
The activation was carried out in two manner. 
In the first case the both activators used 
in different amounts. The addition of 5 per 
cent of sodium carbonate was applied, it is 
equivalent of .2,9% Na-O. The amount of this 
activator was selected in accordance with 
the results of our investigations /15/. The 
amount of sodium hydroxide was 3,8 per cent- 
equivalent of 2,9% Na^O.
In the second case only NaOH was applied for 
activation of slags. The amounts of activator 
were variable and related to Al90, content 
in tested slags. The amount of NaOH was ap
plied in a proportion to make the molar ratio 
NapO/AlpO, = 1. Such amount of the activator 
makes that theoretically total amount of 
AlpO, in slags reacts with NaOH to form sodiun 
hjraroaluminosilicates.
The powdered slags were mixed with water at 
a slag/water ratio of 0,3. The pastes were 
formed into cylinders of 2 cm high and 2 cm 
diameter, and vibrated for 2 min. The cylin
ders were steam cured and autoclaved. The 
conditions of steam curing were, as follows 
temperature - 80°C, time - 6hrs. The cylin
ders were autoclaved for a period of 2 hrs 
at 180°C.
The compressive strength and compound compo
sition were tested employing the cylinders 
made from hardened slag pastes.
The results of compressive strength test are 
given in Tables 2 and 3.



Table 2 : Strength data of slag pastes acti
vated by addition of 5% Na^CO, and 
3,S% NaOH 9

Type of 
heat 
treatment

Compresgiye_strength_/MPa/ 
Slag af-(-ep steam at 28 days 

curing
NaoC0x NaOH NaoC0, NaOH__ 2__2__________ 2__3______

I 41,3 15,5 51,4 21,7
Steam II 36,8 19,8 46,6 27,6
curing III 25,2 27,8 29,6 37,5

Auto
claving

I 
II 
III

46,6
39,8
36,7

33,8
38,9
52,7

58,5
48,5
41,3

40,9
46,3
59,3

Table 3 : Strength data of slag pastes acti
vated by NaOH at NagO/AlgO^ = 1

_______Str£ngth_of_pastes_/MEa/______  
Slag §i£am_cured autoclaved

after at 28 after at 28 
____________tEsatmeui-laxs_______ t££atm£nt__days__

I 36,8 45,9 70,9 80,6
II 47,2 56,4 87,6 95,6
III 53,6 61,4 95,3 109,8

2.3. Effect of added activators on the 
compound composition of hardened slag pastes
In the order to elucidate the reason of the 
differences in strength properties of slag 
pastes the compound composition was inves
tigated by means of X-ray diffraction methad 
and scanning electron microscope. In the 
case of activation of slags I, II and III 
by sodium carbonate the greatest amount of 
newly formed compounds was stated in harde
ned paste prepared from slag I. In this sam
ple considerable amounts of calcite /d=3,O3; 
2,48/, thomsonite /d=2,95 ; 2-,68; 3,30/, 
hydrogarnet /d=2,73 ; 3,2б/, CSH phase 
/d=3,07 ; 1,83/ and small amounts of sodium 
zeolites /d=3,40 ; 1,63/ were observed.
The smallest amount of newly formed crystal
line compounds occured in slag III, as prac
tically calcite /d=3,03/, CSH /d=3,O7/ and 
hydrogarnet /d=2,75/ only were identified. 
The investigations of compound composition 
of the slags activated by NaOH revealed that 
the greatest amount of newly formed phases 
occured in the hardened paste made from slag
III. The characteristic lines of sodium 
zeolites /d=7,62 ; 6,02 ; 4,38 ; 3,65/, thom
sonite /cl=2,98 ; 2,85 ; 3,30/, calcite 
/d=3,O3/ CSH /1=3,07/ and hydrogarnet 
/d=2,75/ were noticed.
The results of the investigations by means 
of scanning electron microscope are given in 
the Figures.

Fig. 1 - Slag paste I /Na9C0_ as activator ; 
steam cured/ at 28 days of hardening.

Fig. 2 - Slag paste III /Na-CO, as activator; 
steam cured/ at 28 days of hardening.

Fig. 3 - Slag paste I /Na-CO, as activator , 
autoclaved cured/. 9

3. DISCUSSION
The investigations revealed that the compres
sive strength of hardened slag pastes depend 
first of all on the type of the alkaline ac
tivator. The rate of strength development is 
affected by the conditions and period of 
hardening and by quantity of activator.
The autoclaved pastes made from the slag III 
with NaOH as activator attained the highest 
strength of 110 MPa. It is concluded that 
Na?COx is especially suitable for activation 
of-meiilite slags rich in C^ISg and NaOH -



for activation of melilite slags rich in 
C9AS. The differences in the strength pro
perties of hardened slag pastes result first 
of all from the different degrees of promo
tion of the reaction of slag with activator. 
The results of X-ray investigations demon
strated that the pastes attaining the high 
compressive strength are characterized by 
larger amount of newly formed products in 
comparison with the melilite pastes of lower 
strength. The research carried out by means 
of scanning electron microscope have shown 
that at early age of hardening of slag pas
tes the gel phase is the main product. The 
well - developed crystals occured only oc
casionally. Calcite is the first crystalline 
phase. Prolonged period of hardening or 
hydrotermal treatment cause that the amount 
of crystalline phases considerably increases. 
It has been stated, that the crystals chara
cterized by fibrous habit /probably they are 
sodium zeolites/ appeared in" small amounts 
and first of all in the pores. On the basis 
of the realized research and the literature 
data /14, 15/ it may be concluded, that ef
ficiency of the influence of the activator 
depends on the structure of melilite glass 
and thereby on the ratio of СД439 to C9AS 
in the slag. г г
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High strength slag-alkaline 
MatariQUX Hants en laitier 

binders.
alcalinisS de haute resistance.

SUMMARY : There have been studied two binders prepared from the blast furnace slag with Blain's 
surface area about 3200 cmz/g, activated by water-glass or NagCO-,. Quantities of alkaline ad
ditions in both causes were 3?6 Na90 in proportion to slag. Sand mortar samples were made with 
water/solid state ratio 0.3. Theirs mechanical properties as: compressive strength, bending 
strength, Young’s modulus, and scale effect were determinated. Structurs were investigated by 
SEIi and mercury porosimetry. It was shown, that material made of slag-water glass binder assure 
the high strength, especially compresive strength.

Foram estudados dois materials ligantes a partir de escoria de alto forno, com area 
de superficie Blaine de cerca de 3.200 cm2/g, ativados por agua-vidro ou Na2CO3. As quantida 
des de adiqöes alcalinas em ambos os casos foram de 3% de Na2O em relacäo ä escöria. Amos- 
tras de argamassa de areia foram preparadas com relagäo agua/solido igual a 0,3. Foram deter 
minadas suas propriedades mecanicas, сото resistencia ä compressäo, resistencia a flexao, mo
dulo de Young, e efelto de escala. A investigacäo das estruturas foi feita por SEM e porosi- 
metrla de mercurio. Ficou demonstrado que material feito com liqante de "vidro de escoria - 
ägua" garante a alta resistencia, especialmente a resistencia ä compressäo.



1. INTRODUCTION
A conventional production of Portland cement 
is very energy-consuming ; price increase of 
fuels and electric energy being the reason 
of additional cost of the production of this 
material. P.eduction of the energy consumption 
can be obtained by means of dry clinker pro
duction. Other way of saving energy may be 
attained by modifying the mineralogical com
position" of clinker to lower the burning 
temperature of initial material mixture of 
about 1200°C /1, ,?/. A large economy of ener
gy is effecting by using the hydi'aulic clin- 
kerlss binders /3/• Activation of glassy 
calcium and magnesium aluminosilicates is one 
of the ways of getting such binders,, the 
theoretical basis of which has been descri
bed by Gluchowski /Ц/. This binder is of very 
beneficial features, for instance high stren
gth, freeze resistance and chemical carrosion 
resistance /5-9/. Basic materials to obtain 
such binders there are the granular blast 
furnace slag as well as the slags of non-fer
rous metallurgy. In the production of slag
-alkaline binder's the energy-consuming pr’oces- 
ses such as preparation and burning of basic 
mixture, are negligible. This technology 
makes also possible to obtain rapid-hardening 
cements, drilling cements and others /10, 11/. 
In this paper the results of microstructure 
studies and utilitarian properties are pre
sented.
2. EXP3RIL1ENTAL
2.1. Conditions of mortar preparation.
A weakly-alkaline granular blast furnace 
slag of specific surface of 3200 cra’/g was 
used to mortar preparation. The sodium car
bonate and water-glass of silicate module of 
1.0 was the activating agent. The mortar was 
prepared from the standard sand and slag of 
3:1 ratio. The v/ater-binding coefficient 
amounted to 0.30. The content of the activa
tor was : 5% Na^CO, with respect to slag ; 
15;S water-glass"with respect to slag. The 
formed beams of 20x20x100 mm dimensions were 
low-pressure infused for th at the tempera
ture 80 C and then dry stored for 28 days.
2.2. Mechanical properties.
Destructive determinations of mechanical pro
perties of the studied material were perfor
med, i.e. binding strength /6*/ , compressive 
strength / G«/ and Youngs "'modulus The 
samples of 20x20x100 mm dimensions were ben
ded in the three-point system with spacing 
bearings of 50 mm and after that the half
-sample, 20x20x50 mm, were compressed. The 
results are collected in the table 1.

Table 1

Material
Deter
mina
tion

N X 
/MPa/ G2

Variation 
as: £.Ю0

slag + 
+water 
glass

5b 
Gc 
2

77
156
77

21,94
101,38
I.TS-IO1*

13,58
497,43
лрмо7

16,8
22,0

iq?*

slag + 
+Na,C0, 2 3

1 
1

1 
1

1 to
 <П 

(Г
) 

1

1 
о cr 

V
 

1

I 
1

1 
1

1 
1

94
181

94

13,44
37,53 

tiOwlO**

2,54 
17,99 

-1,78'IO1

i 
CD 

rx 
1

1 
* 

* 
1

1 
T- 

V
- 

1

1 
г- 

V
 

1

12,^*

* Values were calculated from "m" constant 
in the ’Veibull’s equation

From the results constant function parameters 
foimulating the probability of material rup
ture /3/ at given distribution of stresses 
/G1 / over a volume /V/ have been evaluated. 
The measurements of the bending strengths 
both materials vrere correlated with V/einbull’s 
equation /12/.

3 = 1-exp /-VK /5 - l?u/m/ 
where g , k, m, are the characteristic con
stants u ' . A statistical theory of frac
ture /V/ЬТ/ assumes that probability of brit
tle failure depends on the localized stress 
in the point where the most important defects 
of microstructure appear. These defects are 
subject to statistical distribution, which 
is in good agreement with Weinbull’s equation 
for majority of experimental data. The lar
ger is specimen, the higher is probability 
of finding a primary element of weak strengtii 
what results in weaker strength of specimen 
in total. In BatEoj'f’s opinion /13/ the , 
micro—cracks in the material are responsible 
for1 cracking and "deinbull’s equation is the 
cracking density function. The WLT thearyls 
limited to incidental stresses of stretching 
type or to combination of non-axial stret-, 
chirig and compression. In Fig. 1 and 2 a dis
tribution function in the system of coor

dinates is presented
log log = ,n loS /S' "C^y+los v+logkflogloge

Fig. 1 - Distribution vs bending strength 
in slag + Na?C0^ material.
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Fig. 2 - Distribution vs bending strength 
in slag + water glass material.
For both water-glass and Na^CO, activated 
materials the G attains value of 0 what 
means that the rupture can appear at any 
positive value of tensile stress. For the 
material obtained from the water-glass 
activated slag a distribution function is 
composite one and can be expressed by two 
distribution equations, S-; and 32« A,rup
ture probability, f°r the material of 
such a distribution function can be cal
culated /14/ as : /1-3,о/ = /''■"SV 
The above observation proves that two Rinds 
of defects appear in the material obtained 
from the water-glass activated slag,and,each 
one is described by different distribution 
function. The "m" constant in the Weinbull’s 
equation is a measure of variation of ma
terial strength. For (5U = 0 a coefficient 
of variation for homogeneous state of stress 
calculated as / ^ . 100/ is independent of 
sample volume ana is defined by the "m" 
exponent.
2.3. Microstructure
X-ray analysis of phase composition has sho.-m 
that in the material obtained from the 
Na-)C04 activated slag the reaction products 
are z^CSH phase, calcite and zeolite-type 
minerals, thomsonite mainly. Using a water
glass as the activator the same reaction 
products are obtained, but a stage of the 
slag reaction is higher and consequently 
the higher is content of CSH phase and zeo
lites. The 3EM observation of the fracture 
surfaces are shown in the Fig. 3-6. , ■
Microphotograph /Fig. "5l shows a typical 
range occupied by the reaction products /of 
gel character/, and irregular microstructure 
with clearly visible micro-cracks.

Fig. 3 - Fracture surface of slag + NajCO, 
material.

Fig. 4



Fig.,6
Figures 4, 5, 6 - Fracture surfaces of 
slag + water-glass material.
The reaction products of slag and water
-glass are more compoct. It is possible to 
distinguish the two kinds of microstructure 
defects, l.e. micro-cracks and spherical 
pores of 25-160 yum. This observation is in 
agreement with the results of mechanical 
properties measurements. A determination of 
porosity and distribution of pore size /Fig. 
7/ has shown that these two materials differ 
mainly with the general porosity but the 
distribution of pore size is close to each 
other.

26
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7 - Pore size.distribution curves of 
both slag-alkaline materials.
It can be assumed that pores identified by 
porosimetry are those observed on micro
Photographs as micro-craks. The large, sphe
rical pores existing in the material slag- 
“water-glass have not been detected by,means 
of mercuric porosimetry because of their 
large size.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The kind of activator Is of great Importance 
with respect to microstructure and mechanical 
properties of the slag-alkaline binders. 
Much higher values of , , and E can be
obtained in the case of water-glass activa
tion of slag. Characteristic features of 
this material consist on two kinds of micro
defects ; micro-cracks and spherical pores 
which have different effects on its mechani
cal properties. Neverthelss, the more compact 
structure of CSH gel and smaller porosity 
assure the high strength,-especially compres
sion strength. ■ '
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Generalized method for the determination of the composition of Portland cement mixtures 
with additions .
Methode generalises pour la determination de la composition des ciments Portland avec constituants 
secondaires .

GENERALIZED METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE COMPOSITION OF PORTLAND CEkENT MIXTURES WITH ADDITIONS

SUMMARY -

We describe a new method for the determination of the composition of Portland cement mixtures with active 
additions and the identification of the type of addition.

This method enables us to classify a Portland cement or Portland cement with active additions,whatever this 
addition may be, and it is specially suitable for discriminating the type of slag when there are slags pre
sent.

Descre'remos urn nnvo metodo para a determinaqäo da composiqäo de misturas de cinento portland
com adicoes ativas, e a identificaqäo do tipo de adigao.

Este metodo nos permite classificar urn cimento portland ou urn cimento portland com adigoes a 
tivas, qualquer que seja esta adipäo, e e especialmente adequado para identificar о tipo de 
escöria, quando hä presenga de escorias.



Generalized method for the determination of the composition of Portland cement mixtures with
additions 3.1

INTRODUCCTION

The presence of active additions in cements as a se
condary components raises the need for disposing of 
analytical methods which can solve their compositions

The methods existing nowadays,based on more or less 
selective dissolutions,are useful for determining,in 
a quantitative way,with strong limitations in many ca
ses ,it must be known in advance which one it is.

CRITICAL ASPECTS ÜF THE EXISTING METHODS

Of all the methods used to obtain a separation between 
the clinker and the active additions,only the ones ba
sed on selective attacks in an acid or alkaline medium 
are really worthy of interest :

As regards to the acid medium,we have studied the dis
solutions in weak acids in an aqueous medium,such as 
the use of the monochlorine—acetic acid ( 1),ascorbic 
acid,etc,and we have obtained good results with the 
10,i РСцН^ in water when cold,which we have used for 
first time.Under these circumstances,we have found 
that the medium also attacks in a considerable degree 
the active addition.

Substituting the water by an alcoholic medium such as 
methanol and salicilic acid,applied for the first ti
me to these analysis by P.LUXflN (2) ,and the modifica
tion of the previous procedure by means of the intro
duction of a strong acid,such as hylrochlori c acid,has 
succeeded in reducing in a noticeable way the undis
solved residue of the clinkers,but also attacks a con
siderable degree the active addition,and it not having 
become a selective attack. The interferences of the 
gypsum and CaCO^ oblige us to accept practical "cor
rection factors".

As regards to the alkaline medium,the method used to 
separate the clinker from the slags by means of an et— 
hylene-diamino—tetracetic attack in the presence of 
triethanolamine with a pH of nearly 11 (3J has given 
good results when the slags are of siderurgical origin

V.e still do not know which is the behaviour of other 
types of slags different from the siderurgical ones, 
such as those coming from other metallurgical proces
ses,in this attack dissolution. Slags which are more 
and more used.

During our experimental works on these separations,we 
have noticed that the СаСОд leaves a great amount of 
residues within the usual attack period, as well as it 
varies depending on the type of calcareous; that the 
pH has a remarkable influence,depending on the type of 
slag,on the residue. We have been able to demonstrate 
that this attack dissolution solves above all remarka
ble quantities of volcanic pozzuolana , of calcareous 
materials and about 50,4 in the case of the fly ashes 
of the sulpho-calcic type,etc.

In conclusion,we are still far from having a really 
selective dissolution for the analysis of the compo
nents of a given cement.

The methods based on the determination of the comple
te chemical analysis of the sample,knowing the compo
nents previously,such as the method applied by K.KIRT- 
SCHIG (4) to the concrete analysis,have not given good 
results because, according to our criteria on the ana
lysis of silicates exposed in different works (5), (ci),
(7), there is not enough exacteness and accuracy in ma
ny methods of analysis and,above all,in the determi
nation of the silica specially by conventional gravi
metry.

The application of our works in the chemical quantita
tive analysis of the aforementioned silicates and our 
idea of analysing the "soluble fractions of these mix— 
tures"have enabled us to find a new way that we are 
explaining here.

BASES FOR THE NEW TETHOD OF ANALYSIS

1— In the quantitative silica determination
The methods of analysis used for the silica determina
tion until now,result in the highest statistical devi
ations. The use of our modified and simplified (7) 
gravimetric method has reduced those deviations which 
were mainly due to the temperatures and to the acid 
concentration of the extraction and washing dissolu
tions.
2— About the knowledge of the solubility curves in 

dissolution of 1 О": hydrochoric acid when cold.
In one of our previous works (g),we had studied the 
shape of the solubility curves of active additions 
belonging to different types in this dissolution depen
ding on the time. The dissolution is practically com
plete in 15 minutes. Under these conditions,the clin
ker,the gypsum and the limestone are completely sol
ved. The reason why we have chosen this dissolution is 
that it completely solved this components within 15 
minutes when cold. Under these conditions the silicic 
acids which pass to the dissolution have a low polyme
rization degree and the insoluble gels do not practi
cally appear.
3— About the knowledge of the composition of the solu— 

ble fraction of active additions.
Their chemical compositions of their soluble fraction, 
under the mentioned conditions,are different enough 
to enable their identification. In a certain geogra
phical cement consumption area, the active additions 
are quite scant,therefore,their identification is pos
sible,as we shall see.

The Portland cement, without secondary components,is 
completely soluble and therefore the composition of 
its soluble fractions"coicides" with its chemical com
position of oxides. The technological development of 
the clinkerization and the technical and energetic re
quirements of the present Portland raw mixes,followed 
by means of the clinkerability curves (9),have caused 
that their compositions are more close to one another. 
The method is based on the knowledge of the chemical 
compositions of the main oxides :SiG2,CaO , (A^Oy + 
РедОд) of the soluble fraction, that is, of the propor
tion of the sample which is solved into the medium of 
aforementioned attack dissolution,when the results are
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referred to the proportion of the sample which is sol
ved in percentage and not (referred) to the total mass 
of the original sample.

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF THE SOLUBLE 
FRACTIONS.

The representative sample,deironed and homogenized in 
a vibratory dish according to the method described in
(5) ,are reduced to a maximum grain size of бЗ^т with 
a uniform granulometric distribution and with a cons
tant fraction <10yum as less as possible (io).

We take 3 g. of dry sample and it is placed into a 
small dish to be made thin out into 3 or 4 ml. of disti l
led water,breaking up,at the same time,any agglome

ration of particles by means of a flat glass rod.

The product sa"madethin out " 
is poured,with the help of 
the minimum possible amount 
of water (ID ml)and' "very 
slowly"(within a period not 
shorter than 1 minute)into 
a mass of 130 ml.of 10^ hy
drochloric acid when cold, 
( To <2Ooc) In a device like 
the one shown by Fig. no 1 , 
during.15 minutes.

Then,it is filtered with a 
medium paper filter and wa
shed with cold water until 
the calcium ion is elimina
ted .

The dissoluble washed residue into the filter is 
incinerated and oalzined and determined its percen

tage gravimetrically .

Determination of the soluble silica by own methodep)

The liquid obtained filtered,with its washing waters, 
are poured into a porcelain dish of about 250 ml. of 
capacity and it is evaporated by dryness under epira— 
dieted heat.The temperature of material must be 1700 
+50C. The dry product is treated with 5 ml.of concen
trated hydrochlori: acid and evaporated to dryness .When 
we have reached the dry state,the dehydration is still 
continued for 30 minutes.

lhen, when it is cold ,is treated with 5 ml. of acetic 
anhidride, it is evaporated to dryness again,prolonga
ting then,the dehydration under epiradiated heat du
ring 30 minutes at 170 00 T 500.

The residue is extracted."when cold" (temperature 
less than +5oc),with 5 ml. of hydrochloric acid 1:1 
(with little ice of distilled water).After 20 minutes 
of digestion,it is filtered through a fine—medium tex
ture filter paper,it is washed with"cold water",inci
nerated .calcined at 1.200 oc and weighed.

The silica which passes to the solution under these 
conditions is a "minimum and constant" quantity of 1= 
than 1 mg.(7 ) which can be taken into account and it

is not necessary to recover it .

The silicas obtained from these attacks are very pure 
and there is no need to determine its purity with 
the usual attack of the sulphuric and hydrofluoric a- 
cids,unless there are additions which contain iron in 
an important quantity.

The silica extraction filtering is gauged at 250 ml. 
We take three aliquot parts of 50 ml. and determine in 
each of them one of the following oxides : CaO ,Fe203 
andfFegOß +AI2O3) using the complexometries methods 
of our systematic- quantitative analysis procedure for 
silicates (l1),(12)»which provides certain general and 
particular conditions which are explained hereafter 
and which have enabled us to reach a higher accuracy 
and reproductibility degree,something which we requi
re for this method.

GRAPHICAL PROCEDURE DESIGNED TO IDENTIFY THE MATERIALS 
PRESENT

We have designed a graphical representation of these 
compositions of the soluble fraction,having added up 
to 100% the content of the four soluble components о - 
xides : Si02,+Ca0 + (^2*̂3  being «AlgOy +Ре20з)
This way makes it possible to identify the nature and 
the origins of the addition which composes the mixture 
and determine the content of the same with sufficient 
accuracy,in most of the cases.
We represent the ternary composition point on a terna
ry diagram composed of an equilateral triangle in which 
the highest vertex corresponds to 100% of SiOj, the 
lowest left-hand vertex corresponds to 100% of CaO , 
and the lowest right-hand vertex to 100% of R203 , as 
the one shown by figure ns 2 .

The analysis of the soluble fraction of a binary mix
ture gives a location point for its representation on 
the ternary diagram Si02,Ca0,R203, which is necessari
ly found in the composition line: from composition of 
(clinker +gypsum) - » to composition of addition. 
Precisely the addition that composes the mixture.

The direction of vhis line shows the area of the com
position of the soluble fraction of the composing ad
dition.

The proportionality of the distances of the composi
tion point of the mixture at the ends eftesegment,which 
represent the compositions of the soluble fractions of 
the components,refers to these compositions,and not,to 
the chemical compositions of the whole sample . The 
proportionality ratio to the integral compositions of 
the samples,as it is logical,is a different fonction.

However,we have seen that it is more practical and ac
curate to carry out the calculation of the binary mix
ture, starting directly from the insoluble residues of 
the mixture and of their components by means of a sim
ple equation system, when the addition residue is hi
gher than 10% approximately.

When the addition has a low residue,similar to the va
lue of the cement residue,it is not possible to calcu
late it using the values of the residues.
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Fig. ns 2
Composition of the main oxides of the soluble fractions in ID' hydrochloric acid when cold of the additions 
and mixtures in Catalonia .

Then,the values of their soluble fractions are very 
similar to the total chemical compositions and can be 
calculated directly by a graphical ratios for the ter
nary diagram.

That is the interesting case when the siderurgical 
slag is present . In our Laboratory,we use a triangu
lar diagram 5Ü0 mm. high,in order to obtain a good ac
curacy when reading the mm.

5y this way,we obtain a graphic system in which each 
ternary composition has a "biunivocal correspondence" 
depending on the three main components ,or else , said 
with other words, each point represents a unique ter
nary ratio or "Ternary Modules" of the three compo - 
nents.

EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATIONS

We are including hereaftersome of the results obtai - 
ned in our laboratory with cement and active additions 
samples of a known composition coming from Catalonia.

All these samples have been prepared using the homoge
nizing procedure of the vibrating dish which has been 
noted previously.

In the following table I we show the composition of 
the soluble fractions corresponding to diferent Port
land cements in the dissolution of 10,!, hydrochloric 
acid when cold ■

In the next table II are given the compositions of 
the soluble fractions in the same dissolution and con
ditions of typical active additions from Catalonia.

TABLE I

Cements 
without 
addition

Insoluble 
residue in 

C1H W'a

Soluble oxides referred 
to soluble fraction of

reference 
on the 
diagramthe sample %

Fe203Si02 CaO a12D3

A 0,4 IS,5 64,3 5,4 3,3 1
a 0,3 20,0 64,2 4,7 3,5 2 P
c ■ 0,5 IS,6 63,В 5,1 3,5 3 p

0 0,6 20,7 62,5 5,7 2,1 4

Its maximum granulometric size has been <63/um and the 
fraction <10 ii m was constant near to for all san - 
pies.

V,e prepared samples with known proportions of cement-1 
with the active additions studied .They have been ho
mogenized and analysed with this method and have been 
the same granulometric conditions .

In the next table III there are the results obtained 
in this mixtures .

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE METHOD AND APLICATIONS

This method is specialy suitable when the insoluble 
residue of the sample or the addition is low as it is 
the case when there are soluble slags in the dissolu
tion of ICT;! hydrochloric acid .

The experimental observation of the results obtained 
and verified on the drawn diagram gives us, in rela — 
tion to the cements of our area, the following data:
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Different 
samples of 
same mate-

TABLE II
reference nS 
on the 
diagram,

Characteristics 
of additions

yt Insoluble residue 
in C1H Ю'/ь cold

Soluble oxides referred 
to soluble fraction of
the sample /

rial. Si02 CaO A12°3 ^e2^3
1 siderurgical 1,3 33,3 39,8 12,9 1,2 5
2 slag 0,9 33,1 40,7 12,1 0,6 D s
3 1,0 33,0 44,6 13,2 1 .7 7
4 0,7 33,8 44,0 14,9 1 ,o 8

5 pozzuclana 69,0 33,1 11,4 16,0 15,1 9
6 of Girona 63,4 34,9 14,9 19,0 14,2 10 A
7 Catalonia ÖO,7 33,6 12,2 17,3 13,8 11

8 basalt rock 82,4 11,8 16,5 15,8 3,1 12
9 и tt ' 82,1 12,0 17,1 14,7 3,6 13

10 tt и 81,4 12,3 20,4 14,0 5,1 14 В
11 metallurgical 81,6 19,8 20,8 20,9 5,9 15
12 slag " 81,9 20,1 20,2 19,4 5,2 16 D
13 It II 82,5 18,5 19,3 19,4 5,5 17

14 fly ashes 46,6 19,6 57,3 15,8 4,5 18
15 sulpho—calcic 48,0 20,8 52,8 14,5 4,2 19
1b ft ti 47,1 21,0 54,3 14,9 4,3 20 C
17 и ti 46,0 20,5 57,0 15,0 4,3 21
IS Calcareous 1,1 1,2 54,9 0,52 0,35 27 E

TABLE III

Samples V‘ Composition 
na

reference on 
diagram.

% Insoluble 
residue in 
C1H 10% cold

Soluble oxides referred 
to soluble fraction of

Reference 
ns on 
diagram

% proportions 
found in ana
lysis

Characteristic 
of additions

the sample %
Fb2°3Si02 CaO ai203

1 80 cement — 1
10,0 19,8 62,3 6,4 3,5 22 79,4 sulpho-calcic

20 addition-20 20,6 fly ashes

2 80 cement - 1
16,2 80,5

20 addition-14 18,1 52,4 7 ,5 5,4 23
19,5 ■ basalt rock

60 cement — 1 26,4 58,33 40 addition-10 25,7 44,3 9,2 9,5 24 41,7 pozzuolana
Girona

90 cement 12.2 , '4
10 addition— 6 0,46 20,9 56,3 6,1 3,0 25

87,8 siderurgical 
slag

5 30-cement - 1 5b,9 30,4
70—addition-15 19,7 33,9 16,2 5,1 26 69,6 metallurgical

slag

(*) Graphical calculation
segment point mixture —► point slag 41,4 mm.

II 11 It —► " cement 5,7 mm.

1—All Portland cements without addition from different 
origen give a narrow location area,very limited, 
point x (fig. no 2) being the one which can be con
sidered as the equidistant centre. This point is u- 
seful,technically ,when the type of cement used is 
not known.

2- The different types of additions studied given loca
tion areas on the diagram that are sufficiently isola

ted to be able to be identified very easily.

3- A specially interesting possibility offered by this
method we propose,is that of being able to know 
with certainty whether a mixture,morter or
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concrete has or has not any addition о secondary com
ponents . The composition of its soluble fraction,un
der our attack conditions,falls within the area of the 
Portland cements for Portland cements without addition

Its most suitable and important application is for mix
tures that contain slags and other materials that a— 

re soluble into all mediums into which clinkers are 
also soluble,and, therefore, they are a serious inter
ference for all of them,as we have seen in the criti
cal explanation of the background.

When the sample of the addition is not known or is not 
available,and it is slag,the procedure already mentio
ned in this work (3), is specially interesting here 
based on the attack at pH 11,5 by means of ethylene
diamino—tetracetic in the presence of triethanolamine, 
is specially useful for separating the addition from 
the cement applisd to about 5 to 10 grammes of sample 
for isolating previously a sufficient amount of slag 
or addition for determining the composition of their 
soluble fraction (with reduction previously its granu
lometric size ) and locate it on the ternary diagram. 
The situation of its composition point on the diagram 
makes it possible to know and determine the kind of 
addition.

When there are,in the mixtures,considerable quantities 
of calcareous material, it is necessary to deduct the 
quantity of CaO which stochiometrically corresponds 
to the quantity of CO^ determined by the difference 
in weight that the sample undergoes by calcination 
from temperatures ranging between 65QS and 9503 c , 
which are reached thanks to a good stabilization, and 
determining their values until getting a controlled 
weight constant, preferably in a platinum crucible.

In the cases we have studied, in which we know or ha
ve the materials which make up the mixture, and when 
this is a binary one, the errors range within + 1,5'/= 
in the percentage composition .

CONCLUSION

We have tried to give a method of a general type which 
makes it possible to undertake the study of the agglo
merating materials and furnishes fuller information 
on the type of addition which makes up the sample.

For all the reasons exposed, this method seems to be 
able to verify the absence of additions and it could 
be an interesting criterion for the teams working wi
thin the rules committees.

With the application of the results of our researches 
on the chemical analysis of the silicates ,we think 
that we have found a way which can be widely applied 
and which makes it easier to study and know the new 
types of hydraulic agglomerates .
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ABSTRACT .

Binary, ternary, and quaternary blended cements were prepared from one portland cement, three cement kiln 
dusts, two fly ashes (ASTM Class F and C) and one slag. On the basis of their chemical composition, kiln dusts 
were relatively classified as: 1) low alkali-low chloride-moderate sulfate, 2) low alkali-low chloride-high 
sulfate, and 3) high alkali-high chloride-low sulfate. The amount of kiln dust used in the blends was fixed at 
a level of 10% by weight while the amount of fly asn and slag was varied from 10% to 30% and 10% to 40% by 
weight, respectively, in the blends. All the materials that were added replaced cement.

Blended cements were tested for compressive strength, drying shrinkage, autoclave expansion, sulfate expan
sion, and alkali-aggregate expansion. The type of kiln dust used was found to influence the properties of 
Diended cements with or without the addition of fly ash and/or slag.

Test results indicate that properly designed blended cements can be prepared that have properties comparable 
to that of portland cement. These cements can provide the construction industry with a useful and cost effec
tive product. They are also energy efficient and can reduce environmental concerns by utilizing waste and 
py-product materials of various industries.

Foram preparados cimentos com adigäo binäria, ternäria e quaternaria, a partir de urn 
cimento portland, tres pos de forno de cimento, duas cinzas volantes (Classes F e C ASTM), e 

Lima escoria. Com base em sua composicäo quimica, os pos de forno foram classificados relati- 
vamcnte сото: 1) sulfato moderado - baixo älcali - baixo cloro; 2) baixo älcali - baixo cloro 
- sulfato alto; 3) älcali alto - cloro alto - sulfato baixo. A quantidade de pos de forno u- 
sada nas blendagens foi fixada num nivel de 10°4 em peso, enquanto a quantidade de cinza volan 

te e escoria variou de 10% a 30% e de 10% a 40% em peso, respectivamente, nas blendagens. To 
dos os materials empregados substitulram cimento.

Os cimentos blendados foram submetidos a testes de resistencia ä compressäo, contra- 
qäo de secagem, expansäo em autoclave, expansäo de sulfato e expansao de älcali-agregado.Cons 

tatou-se que о tipo de po de forno utilizado influencia as propriedades dos cimentos blenda
dos com ou sem adiqao de cinza volante e/ou escoria.

Os resultados do teste indicam que cimentos blendados adequadamente projetados podem 
ser produzidos com propriedades comparäveis äs do cimento portland. Estes cimentos podem for 
песет ä industria de construqäo um produto util e de custo conveniente. Tambem economizam e

nergia e podem atender äs necessidades ambientais pela utilizaqao de materials de rejeito e 
sub-produtos de värias indüstrias.
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IM ADDUCTION

Industrial waste and by-product materials are 
accumulating at an increasingly rapid rate and 
efforts are underway in many parts of the world to 
find economical and environmentally safe procedures 
to utilize these materials for beneficial purposes. 
Examples of such materials that are being and can be 
used in the construction industry are slag, fly ash, 
silica fume, recycled concrete, cement kiln dust, 
lime kiln dust, etc. The use of fly ash and slag in 
concrete is reasonably well documented in the 
literature. However, only recently there has been 
some interest in evaluating the use of cement kiln 
dust as a construction material. (1-6) Other uses 
of kiln dust are also reoorted in the literature. 
(7-17)

Kiln dust is a by-product which is generated in 
the production of portland cement clinker. The 
composition of kiln dust is similar to the cement 
kiln raw feed but in many kiln dusts the amounts of 
alkalies. chlorides, and sulfates are considerably 
higher. Dusts may also contain other materials such 
as free lime, clinker, and raw feed minerals. 
Because a major portion of kiln dust is composed of 
partially calcined calcite, the cement industry makes 
every effort to return as much kiln dust as possible 
to the kiln without exceeding acceptable levels of 
alkali and sulfate in the cement. This saves 
disposal costs and conserves energy.

However, it was reported that 60% of the cement 
manufacturing plants in the United States cannot 
return the dust to the kiln because of its high 
alkali content. (18) Cement containing alkali 
content greater than 0.60% as equivalent Na,0 can 
influence the durability of concrete due to alkali
aggregate reaction if a potentially reactive aggre
gate is present. Therefore, to use some kiln dusts, 
a modification of the cement-kiln dust system (for 
example, addition of other materials) may be needed.

The beneficial effect of some fly ashes and slag 
additions to cement to control alkali-aggregate 
expansion and certain other properties are well known 
but low early strengths produced are sometimes not 
desirable. Addition of some kiln dusts to cement may 
produce deleterious expansion resulting from alkali
aggregate reaction but most cement-kiln dust blends 
produce higher early strengths than cement alone. It 
was found that deleterious alkali-aggregate expansion 
can be prevented by using a combination of kiln dust 
and slag or fly ash while still avoiding the early 
strength loss. (3,6)

Since preliminary studies carried out by the 
author (3,5,6) and other research workers (1,2,4) 
showed promising results for some concrete properties 
such as compressive strength, the research program 
was extended to study other properties that can 
influence the durability of concrete. This paper 
reports and compares the properties of mortars made 
with blended cements containing cement-kiln dust, 
cement-kiln dust-slag, cement-kiln dust-fly ash, 
cement-slag-fly ash, and cement-kiln dust-slag-fly 
ash combinations. The properties studied are 
compressive strength, autoclave expansion, drying 
shrinkage, sulfate expansion, and expansion due to 
alkali-aggregate reaction.

EXPERIMENTAL

The materials used for making the blends for this 
study were an ASTM Type I portland cement, three kiln 
dusts, two fly ashes (ASTM Class F and Class C), and 
one granulated blast furnace slag. Kiln dusts were 
classified according to the relative amounts of 
alkali, chloride, and sulfate present in dusts and 
were designated as: 1) low alkali-low chloride
moderate sulfate (Dust S); 2) low alkali-low
chloride-high sulfate (Dust H); and 3) high alkali
high chloride-low sulfate (Dust L). The chemical 
composition and other pertinent data of all materi
als used in this study including the classification 
of dusts are presented in Table 1. Phases present in 
dusts are reported in Table 2.

Exact composition of blends are reported in 
appropriate tables along with the test results. In 
order to make the blends, materials were accurately 
weighed and blended in a pebble mill. The amount of 
kiln dust in the blends was fixed at a level of 10% 
by weight, but the amount of slag and fly ash in the 
blends was varied from 10-40% and 10-30% by weight, 
resoective :y. All the materials that were added 
replaced cement. Binary, ternary, and quaternary 
blends were made. Blends were tested for the 
following properties and the deviations from the ASTM 
test procedure for each test are also noted. The 
main purpose of this study was to make relative 
comparison of the blends rather than obtaining the 
absolute values.

1. Compressive strength, ASTM Test C
109, using a fixed water to solid 
(W/S) ratio of 0.45.

2. Drying shrinkage, ASTM Test C 596,
using a fixed W/S ratio of 0.45.

3. Autoclave expansion, ASTM Test C
151, using a fixed W/S ratio 
of 0.45

4. Alkali-aggregate reactivity, ASTM
Test C 227, using a fixed W/S 
ratio of 0.45. Beltane ooal was 
used as reactive aggregate.

5. Sulfate expansion, ASTM Test C 1012
using a fixed W/S ratio of 0.45.

In this test mortar bars were placed in 
mixed sulfate solution when companion mortar 
cubes (ASTM C 109) achieved a compressive 
strength of at least 3000 psi, at 73 F and 
100% relative humidity. No accelerated 
curing was carried out as specified in the 
ASTM procedure. Also, technical grade 
chemicals were used instead of reagent grade 
chemicals.

' RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Binary, ternary, and quaternary blends were made 
from cement, kiln dust, fly ash, and slag. Binary 
blends consisted of a combination of cement with kiln 
dust or slag or fly ash. Ternary blends consisted of 
a combination of cement and kiln dust with slag or 
fly ash. Some ternary blends were also made from 
cement, slag, and fly ash. Quaternary blends con
sisted of cement, kiln dust, fly ash, and slag.
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Table 2 - XRD Analysis of Kiln Dusts

Table la - Chemical Analysis and Other Relevant Data on Cement, Kiln Dust, Fly Ash, and Slag
(wt. %)
Material Designation

Components Cement Kiln Dust Slag Fly Ash Fly Ash
S H L ASTM Class F ASTM Class C

SiO2 21.4 14.7 15.5 15.4 35.6 56.0 31.1

a12°3 5.1 3.31 3.84 2.65 9.4 22.0 17.0

Fe2°3 3.5 2.04 2.13 1.51 0.8 11.02 5.6

CaO 64.6 49.3 51.7 41.9 40.91 8.7 29.0

MgO 2.1 1.03 1.59 1.35 10.9 1.71 3.79

so3 1.7 3.07 11.1 0.25 3.2(a) 0.64 4.77

Na20 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.16 1.75 3.17

k2o 0.46 2.6 2.5 4.9 0.38 0.91 0.37

Total Alkalies(b) 0.53 1.94 1.86 3.45 0.41 2.34 3.41

TiO2 0.26 N.D.(C) N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.

P2°5 0.11 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.

L.O.I. 1.1 23.43 10.5 34.06 +1.34 2.01 0.28

CL N.D. 0.24 0.26 3.47 N.D. N.D. N.D.

Free Lime 0.7 10.43(d) 21.72(d) 3.0(d) N.D. 1.23(d) 1.08(d)

CaCO3(e) N.D. 50.94 22.65 64.68 N.D. N.D. N.D.

Insol. Residue 0.07 11.62 9.82 14.58 0.3 N.D. N.D.
Blaine CM2/g 3261 5108 4894 4385 5485 6124 8137

Dust Classification S = Low
H = Low 
L = Hioh

alkali-low chloride-moderate sulfate
alkali-low chloride-high sulfate
alkali-hioh chloride-low sulfate

(a) Total sulfur as SO, 
(d) Determined by Modified

(b) Equivalent 
Franke Method

: as Na-0
(19) z

(C)
(e)

Not Determined
Determined by Thermogravimetric Analysis

Table lb - Calculated Compound 
Composition of Cement, wt. %

C3S 53.5

C2S 21.0

C3A 7.5

C.AF 10.7

Test results are reported in Tables 3 through 9 
and each test will be discussed separately.

Mortar Compressive Strength

Compressive strengths of blends were determined 
at 1. 7, 28, 90 days, and one year (Tables 3 through 
6). Strengths are also reported as percent of values 
for cement alone at each age.

Binary blends made with all three dusts showed 
significantly higher strengths at 1 day but strengths 
generally decreased at 7, 28, and 90 days compared to 
cement alone (Table 3). However, at one year, 
strengths were comparable to cement alone. Binary 
slag blends, on the other hand, showed lower 
strengths at 1 day compared to cement, and as the 
amount of slag in the blends increased from 10% to 
40%, decrease in strengths became more significant 
(Table 3). From 28 days to one year, binary blends 
containing 10% slag showed comparable strengths to 
cement but for other blends containing 20% to 40%

Dust ______________________ Phases* __________________ _

♦Phases are listed in decreasing order of intensity 
of peaks, with due consideration to other factors 
such as composition.

**tr » Traces ? = may be present

slag, significantly higher strengths were obtained. 
Thus, the increase in the slag content resulted in 
progressively higher strengths at later ages. Binary 
fly ash blends made with ASTM Class F fly ash behaved 
differently from blends made with ASTM Class C fly 
ash (Tables 4 and 5). One day strengths for Class F 
fly ash blends were significantly lower than cement 
alone but strengths of blends made with Class C fly 
ash were generally comparable to cement. At 90 days 
and one year, strengths of blends made with either 
fly ash were generally higher than cement alone.

Addition of slag (by replacing cement) to 
cement-kiln dust blends reduced 1 day strengths 
compared to cement-kiln dust blends irrespective of 
the kiln dust used (Table 3). With the increase in 
the amount of slag from 10% to 40% in ternary blends, 
1 day strengths generally decreased but strengths at 
later ages generally increased for all the kiln dusts

S CaCO,, CaO, SiO,, CaSO.(tr)* **, K,Na(S0.),?,
KjSO^tr) z 4 d 4 z

H CaC03, CaO, CaSO4> SiOj

L CaCOj, Si02, KC1, CaO. K2S04(tr)
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studied. Looking from another direction, addition 
of 10*  of any kiln dust to cement-slag blends 
improved the strengths significantly at one day 
compared to cement-slag blends.

Ternary blends made with cement, kiln dust and 
either Class F or C fly ash (Tables 4 and 5) gener
ally behaved the same way as that of ternary slag 
blends discussed above. The major difference in 
behavior was noted with respect to the time it took 
for fly ash blends to overtake or approximately 
produce the same strengths as that of cement. This 
time increased to 90 days for Class F fly ash blends 
and to one year for Class C fly ash blends compared 
to 7 or 28 days for the slag blends. Ternary blends 
nade with kiln dusts and either fly ash produced 
comparable strengths at later ages. In general, the 
ternary slag blends developed better strengths than 
ternary Class F fly ash or Class C fly ash blends at 
later ages. Also, ternary Class F fly ash blends 
produced slightly better strengths at later ages than 
ternary Class C fly ash blends.

Ternary blends made from Class F fly ash and slag 
(Table 6) produced relatively poor strengths at early 
ages compared to most of the ternary blends discussed 
above; however, strengths improved considerably at 
later ages. Increase in the amount of slag in this 
ternary system produced lower strengths at early ages 
but higher strengths at later ages.

Quaternary blends made from kiln dust S, Class F 
fly ash, and slag (Table 6) generally behaved simi
larly to ternary blends made from cement, Class F fly 
ash, and slag, and ternary blends made with cement, 
kiln dust S, and either Class F or C fly ash. Signi
ficantly lower strengths of quaternary blends at 
early ages can probably be attributed to consid
erably reduced cement content in the blends as well 
as to dust S which consist of relatively small 
amounts of accelerators such as alkali, chloride, and 
sulfate.

Compressive strengths determined for blends of 
the same composition using 1-inch paste cubes (5) 
generally showed lower strengths compared to mortar 
cubes mace according to ASTM C 109 procedure when 
cement alone was used as a reference in the two 
methods and the same W/S ratio was used.

Mortar Drying Shrinkage

Drying shrinkage of blends was measured at 4, 11, 
18, and 25 days. The results are presented in Tables 
3 through 6. Drying shrinkage of binary kiln dust 
blends depended on the type of kiln dust used (Table 
3). Drying shrinkage of binary blends containing 
kiln dusts S and L increased compared to cement alone 
but decreased for blends containing kiln dust H. 
Binary slag blends showed mixed results. Drying 
shrinkage was similar to cement alone for binary

Made with Cement, Kiln Dust, and Slag

Blend
Composition Autoc. Drying Shrinkage

Blend Wt. * Expan. *

Table 3 - Properties of Blended Cements

-
Г, KD SI * 4d lid 18d 25d

1 100 0 
Oust 

S

0 0.087 0.056 0.096 0.112 0.115

2 90 10 0 0.099 0.065 0.112 0.130 0.137
4 80 10 10 0.108 0.070 0.113 0.123 0.132
5 70 10 20 0.120 0.072 0.117 0.132 0.136

53 60 10 30 0.120 0.073 0.114 0.129 0.134
54 50 10 

Dust 
H

40 0.127 0.075 0.120 0.136 0.142

16 90 10 0 0.090 0.040 0.068 0.085 0.088
18 80 10 10 0.094 0.041 0.070 0.088 0.091
19 70 10 20 0.095 0.047 0.079 0.093 0.099
61 60 10 30 0.098 0.050 0.081 0.097 0.100
62 50 10 

Dust
40 0.093 0.049 0.079 0.096 0.097

10 90
L 

10 0 0.117 0.064 0.110 0.133 0.140
12 80 10 10 0.106 0.063 0.112 0.137 0.147
13 70 10 20 0.119 0.066 0.114 0.138 0.143
57 60 10 30 0.123 0.067 0.107 0.132 0.138
58 50 10 40 0.115 0.063 0.105 0.132 0.142

Compressive Strength
ESj-----------------

Id 7d 28d 90d 1Y
1320(100) 4920(100) 6030(100) 6150(100) 6830(100)

1540(117) 4380(89) 5280(88) 5430(88) 6870(101)
1490(113) 4710(96) 5800(96) 6000(98) 7250(106)
1250(95) 4800(98) 6300(105) 6990(114) 7800(114)
1170(89) 5110(104) 6810(113) 7370(120) 8380(123)
1030(78) 5370(109) 7300(121) 7960(129) 8850(130)

1880(142) 4430(90) 5540(92) 6290(102) 6680(98)
1610(122) 4510(92) 6070(101) 7080(115) 7480(110)
1520(115) 4880(99) 6280(104) 6770(110) 7130(104)
1550(117) 5130(104) 7020(116) 7980(130) 8630(126)
1230(93) 4970(101) 6690(111) 7600(124) 8550(125)

1850(140) 4130(84) 5300(88) 5420(88) 6660(98)
1610(122) 4270(87) 5640(94) 5930(96) 6820(100)
1530(116) 4890(99) 5820(97) 6320(103) 7000(102)

1480(112) 5060(103) 6360(105) 6910(112) 7850(115)
1340(102) 5310(108) 6350(105) 6820(111) 8180(120)

Autoc. Expan.

0 
0
0 
0

8
9

51
52

90
80
70
60

0.102
0.108
0.104

0.112
0.120
0.113

0.115
0.123
0.114
0.130

4600(93) 
4910(100) 
4750(97) 
4680(95)

10
20
30
40

1270(96)
1190(90)
1060(80)
980(74)

KO » kiln dust 
Low alkali - low 
Low alkali - low 

High alkali - high chloride

0.058
0.067
0.063
0.083 0.116 0.126

0.079
0.090
0.086

- 0.081 --------- --------
Key for abbreviations used in this table.
C = cement
Dust S ■ 
Dust H = 
Dust L - I

SL « slag 
chloride - moderate sulfate 
chloride - high sulfate

6170(102) 6310(103)
7000(116) 7760(126)
7400(123) 7860(128)
7740(128) 8670(141)

= Autoclave Expansion

7030(103)
7530(110)
7950(115)
8910(130)
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blend containing 10% slag; it increased for blends 
containing 20% slag but decreased slightly for blends 
containing 30% slag; a definite increase was 
observed for blends containing 40% slag. Binary 
blends containing 10% Class F fly ash had similar 
drying shrinkage as that of cement alone (Table 4). 
Increase in the amount of Class F fly ash to 20% and 
30% in blends produced a decrease in drying shrink
age. On the other hand, binary blends made with 
Class C fly ash showed similar drying shrinkage as 
that of cement alone (Table 5).

Ternary blends appear to follow somewhat similar 
trends as that of binary blends. For example, 
ternary blends made with any of the kiln dusts and 
either slag or Class F or C fly ash (Tables 3 through 
5) showed increase in shrinkage for blends containing 
dusts S and L but a decrease in shrinkage for blends 
containing dust H compared to cement alone. Ternary 
blends containing dust L and either Class F or C fly 
ash consistently showed higher shrinkage compared to 
their counterparts maae with dusts S and H. Highest 
shrinkage was obtained for blends containing dust L 
and Class C fly ash. From the limited amount of data 
available for ternary blends made with slag and Class 
F fly ash (Table 6), it was noted that an increase in 
the combined amount of fly ash and slag content 
showed a slight decrease in drying shrinkage.

Quaternary blends also showed mixed results for 
drying shrinkage. A blend containing 40% of com
bined amounts of Class F fly ash and slag showed 
lower shrinkage than cement alone.

Test results indicated that binary and ternary 
blends containing dust H, which is a high sulfate 
dust, showed lower shrinkage than cement alone but 
opposite behavior was observed when dust L, which is 
a' high chloride dust, was present in binary and 
ternary blends.

Autoclave Expansion

The results of autoclave expansion of blends are 
shown in Tables 3 through 6. The type of kiln dust 
in the binary cement-kiln dust blends influenced the 
autoclave expansion. Binary blends containing kiln 
dust H showed autoclave expansions comparable to 
cement alone but higher expansions were noted for 
dusts S and L (Table 3). Binary slag blends produced 
lower or comparable autoclave expansions to cement 
alone. Expansion steadily decreased with an increase 
in the amount of Class F fly ash in the binary 
cement-Class F fly ash blends (Table 4) but for 
binary blends containing Class C fly ash (Table 5), 
expansion was comparable to cement alone.

Ternary blends containing cement, kiln dust and 
slag produced higher expansions than cement alone 
(Table 3). Expansion was significantly higher for 
ternary blends containing slag and kiln dust S or L 
but only sightly higher for blends containing slag 
and kiln dust H compared to cement alone. No 
consistent trend was observed for expansions when the 
amount of slag was increased from 10% to 40% in these 
blends.

Addition of Class F fly ash to binary kiln dust 
blends generally proved beneficial (Table 4). 
Ternary blends made with cement, kiln dust, and Class 
F fly ash generally produced lower expansions than 
comparable cement-kiln dust blends. Increase in the 
amount of Class F fly ash in these ternary blends 
generally decreased expansion but opposite was the 
case for Class C fly ash blends (Table 5).

Significantly lower expansions were obtained for 
ternary blends containing Class F fly ash and slag 
(Table 6) compared to cement alone as well as other 
ternary blends. Quaternary blends made with the 
addition of kiln dust to these ternary blends pro-

Table 4 - Properties of Blended Cements Made with Cement, Kiln Dust, and ASTM Class F Fly Ash
Blend --------------------------------------- 1--------

Blend
Composition 

Wt. %
Autoe. 
Expan. 

%

Drying Shrinkage
%

Compressive Strength
. DS1

C KD FF 4d lid 18d 25d Id 7d 28d 90d 1Y
1 100 0 

Dust
0 0.087 0.056 0.096 0.112 0.115 1320(100) 4920(100) 6030(100) 6150(100) 6830(100)

S
2 90 10 0 0.099 0.065 0.112 0.130 0.137 1540(117) 4380(89) 5280(88) 5430(88) 6870(101)

22 80 10 10 0.093 0.062 0.100 0.121 0.132 1260(95) 3750(76) 5240(87) 6380(104) ND
23 70 10 20 0.103 0.052 0.092 0.109 0.116 880(67) 3620(74) 5190(86) 6500(106) 7410(108)
78 60 10 

Dust
30 0.082 0.057 0.088 0.102 0.112 850(64) 3090(63) 5060(84) 6410(104) 7720(113)

H
16 90 10 0 0.090 0.040 0.068 0.085 0.088 1880(142) 4430(90) 5540(92) 6290(102) 6680(98)
33 80 10 10 0.074 0.041 0.059 0.072 0.078 1560(118) 4180(85) 5410(90) 6190(101) 7180(105)
34 70 10 20 0.067 0.033 0.058 0.070 0.076 1180(89) 3790(77) 5240(87) 6500(106) 7740(113)
79 60 10 

Dust
30 0.064 0.034 0.057 0.068 0.074 1430(108) 3230(66) 5190(86) 6730(109) 8090(118)

L
10 90 10 0 0.117 0.064 0.110 0.133 0.140 1850(140) 4130(84) 5300(88) 5420(88) 6660(98)
28 80 10 10 0.108 0.063 0.108 0.131 0.140 1690(128) 4210(86) 5400(90) 6330(103) ND
29 70 10 20 0.110 0.065 0.105 0.126 0.137 1530(116) 4020(82) 5300(88) 6920(113) 7880(115)
80 60 10 30 0.103 0.061 0.104 0.126 0.135 1410(107) 3560(72) 5320(88) 6480(105) 7390(108)

26 90 0 10 0.081 0.058 0.098 0.115 0.125 1100(83) 4460(91) 5900(98) 6590(107) 7400(108)
27 80 0 20 0.063 0.050 0.082 0.094 0.100 980(74) 3880(79) 5460(91) 6800(111) 8130(119)
77 70 0 30 0.053 0.048 0.073 0.082 0.087 820(62) 3300(67) 5000(83) 6740(109) 8280(1211.

See Table 3 for• details of abbrevations.
FF « ASTM Class F Fly Ash. 
N0 ■ Not Determined
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duced higher expansions in most cases than cement 
alone.

Autoclave expansion of blends appears to have 
some similarities to that of drying shrinkage of 
blends. Although most of the ternary blends con
taining dust showed higher autoclave expansions than 
cement alone, the blends containing dust L, which is 
a high chloride dust, generally produced higher 
expansions than blends containing high sulfate dust 
H.

It should be noted that autoclave expansions are 
well below the ASTM C 150 specification of 0.8% in 
all cases.

Alkali-Aggregate Reactivity

The potential alkali-aggregate reactivity of 
blends was investigated using ASTM C 227 test 
procedure at a fixed W/S ratio of 0.45. The 
aggregate used consisted of 95% Ottawa sand and 5% 
Beltane opal. Beltane opal has been used as a 
reactive aggregate in a number of previous studies 
(6). The cement used contains a total alkali content 
of 0.53% as sodium oxide equivalent and is considered 
a low alkali cement according to ASTM C 150 specifi
cations. When other materials were added to the 
cement, the alkali content of the blends exceeded 
0.60%. It should be noted that a major portion of 
alkali in dust L is probably present as chloride 
salt. Total alkali content (as equivalent Na20) 
of blends and mortar bar expansions of blends at 3 
and 6 months are shown in tables 7 through 9.

Binary blends made with cement and slag or Class 
F fly ash showed lower expansions at 3 and 6 months 
than ASTM limit of 0.05%, and 0.1%, respectively, at 
these ages (Tables 7 and 8). However, binary blends 

made with Class C fly ash showed much higher expan
sions when the amount of fly ash in the blend was 20% 
and 30% (Table 9).

Alkali-aggregate expansions of ternary blends 
made with different kiln dusts and slag were similar 
to cement alone, binary kiln dust, and binary slag 
blends (Table 7). Addition of 10% Class F fly ash to 
all cement-kiln dust blends produced expansions 
greater than those for cement alone at 3 and 6 months 
(Table 8). Increase in Class F fly ash content to 
20% and 30% in ternary blends reduced the expansions 
significantly to well below the ASTM limits. Similar 
ternary blends made with Class C fly ash behaved 
differently. In most of these blends, addition of 
Class C fly ash increased the expansion significantly 
compared to cement alone and cement-kiln dust blends 
(Table 9). For some blends expansions were much 
higher than ASTM limit at addition levels of 20% and 
30% of fly ash C.

Previous results have shown that in a ternary 
blend made from cement, kiln dust and slag, the 
amount of slag up to 20% was not sufficient to 
prevent alkali-aggregate expansion for some blends 
(6). Therefore, higher amounts of slag may be 
needed. In practice, slag content of 40% is probably 
the minimum amount used. In this study, however, the 
amount of slag from 10% to 40% reduced the alkali
aggregate expansion for any ternary blend made with 
kiln dust compared to cement.

It is also noted that kiln dust is not the only 
material in a binary or ternary blend that can 
influence the alkali-aggregate expansion. Different 
cements with the same kiln dust can produce different 
expansion not only due to differences in alkali 
content but other compositional variations (6).

Table 5 - Properties of Blended Cements Made with Cement, Kiln Dust, and ASTM Class C Flv Ash
Blend

Composition Autoe. Drying Shrinkage Ccmpressive Strength
Blend Wt. % Expan. % DS1

C KD FC % 4d lid 18d 25d Id 7d 28d 90d 1Y
1 100 0 0 0.087 0.056 0.096 0.112 0.115 1320(100) 4920(100) 6030(100) 6150(100) 6830(100)

Dust
S

2 90 10 0 0.099 0.065 0.112 0.130 0.137 1540(117) 4380(89) 5280(88) 5430(88) 6870(101)
37 80 10 10 0.110 0.054 0.104 0.120 0.131 1190(90) 3710(75) 4890(81) 5630(92) ND
38 70 10 20 0.124 0.053 0.099 0.120 0.131 860(65) 3580(73) 4640(77) 5520(90) 6830(100)
82 60 10 30 0.158 0.049 0.101 0.119 0.135 790(60) 3100(63) 4530(75) 5200(85) 6280(92)

Dust
H

16 90 10 0 0.090 0.040 0.068 0.085 0.088 1880(142) 4430(90) 5540(92) 6290(102) 6680(98)
47 80 10 10 0.092 0.040 0.072 0.082 0.097 1720(130) 4260(87) 4840(80) 6000(98) 7110(104)
48 70 10 20 0.107 0.040 0.074 0.085 0.098 1330(101) 3780(77) 4960(82) 5560(90) 6740(99)
83 60 10 30 0.135 0.039 0.073 0.087 0.101 1450(110) 3830(78) 4970(82) 5930(96) 7360(108)

Dust

10 90
L

10 ■0 0.117 0.064 0.110 0.133 0.140 1850(140) 4130(84) 5300(88) 5420(88) 6660(98)
43 80 10 10 0.117 0.067 0.113 0.138 0.154 1730(131) 4030(82) 5330(88) 5570(91) 6510(95)
44 70 10 20 0.132 0.070 0.125 0.142 0.166 1740(132) 4070(83) 4930(82) 5750(93) 6680(98)
84 60 10 30 0.150 0.056 0.117 0.146 0.169 1600(121) 3760(76) 4920(82) 5770(94) 7270(106)

41 90 0 10 0.082 0.054 0.089 0.107 0.113 1270(96) 4730(96) 5730(95) 6570(107) 7200(105)
42 80 0 20 0.081 0.046 0.091 0.109 0.122 1390(105) 4210(86) 5440(90) 6270(102) 7120(104)

-81 70 0 30 n.DQS 0.055 0.092 0.108 0.117 1200(91) 3950(80) 5240(87) 5690(93) 6910(101)
See Table 3 for■ details of abbreviations.
hU = ASTM Classi C Fly Ash
ND = Not Determined
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Table 6 - Properties of Blended Cements Made with Cement, Kiln Dust, ASTM Class F Fly Ash and Slag 
Blend

Blend
Composition

Wt. %
Autoc.
Expan.

Drying Shrinkage 
______________ %____________

Compressive Strength 
DS1

C KD FF SL % 4d lid 18d 25d Id 7d 28d 90d 1Y
1 100 0 0 0 0.087 0.056 0.096 0.112 0.115 1320(100) 4920(100) 6030(100) 6150(100) 6830(100)

65 80

Dust
S 
0 10 10 0.062 0.064 0.099 0.114 0.119 1050(80) 4320(88) 6200(103) 7230(118) 8130(119)

66 70 0 10 20 0.061 0.067 0.097 0.107 0.114 930(70) 4090(83) 7110(118) 8160(133) 9330(137)
67 70 0 20 10 0.052 0.052 0.085 0.095 0.105 1040(79) 3920(80) 5890(98) 6760(110) 7630(112)
68 . 60 0 20 20 0.068 0.058 0.081 0.086 0.097 775(59) 3480(71) 6270(104) 8210(133) 9300(136)
69 70 10 10 10 0.103 0.054 0.095 0.114 0.122 1150(87) 4230(86) 5980(98) 7000(114) 7730(113)
70 60 10 10 20 0.097 0.058 0.104 0.119 0.131 740(56) 4210(86) 6470(107) 7780(127) 9350(137)
71 60 10 20 10 0.100 0.055 0.092 0.102 0.113 760(58) 3750(76) 5640(94) 7060(115) 8490(124)
72 50 10 20 20 0.061 0.041 0.073 0.088 0.097 850(64) 3880(79) 5580(93) 6880(112) 8080(118)

See Tables 3 and 4 for detai Is of abbreviation.

Mortar Sulfate Expansion

Length change of the mortars made from different 
blends was measured up to one year for most blends. 
Data are reported at 3, 6, 9 months and one year. 
Expansion of 0.1% at one year can be considered a 
conservative limit.

At 9 months and one year, sulfate expansion for 
cement alone was 0.09% and 0.263%, respectively. 
Addition of kiln dust to cement significantly reduced 
expansion at one year. Binary slag blends containing 
10% and 20% slag showed significantly higher expan
sion at one year but as the amount of slag in blends 
increased to 30% and 40%, the expansion decreased 
significantly to a safe level (Table 7). Binary 
blends containing Class F fly ash showed much lower 

expansion than cement alone at one year (Table 8). 
For binary blends containing Class C fly ash, data 
are only available for 9 months and expansion at 9 
months is considerably less than cement alone (Table 
9).

Ternary blends made with cement, kiln dust, and 
slag showed much lower expansions at one year when 
the amount of slag was increased to 30% and 40% 
(Table 7). At addition levels of 10% and 20% slag, 
ternary blends made with kiln dust L had comparable 
expansion to cement alone at one year, but similar 
blends made with dusts S and H showed significantly 
lower expansions. Ternary Class F fly ash blends 
produced significantly lower expansion than cement 
(Table 8). Similar behavior was observed for ternary 
Class C fly ash blends at 9 months.

Blend

Table 7 - 
Blend 

Composition 
Wt. %

- Properties of Blended Cements Made with Cement , Kiln Dust and Slag
Total 

Alkali in 
Blend as 
Equiv Na20 

wt. %

Alkali-Aggregate Expansion 
% of Length at one Dav

Sulfate Expansion 
% of Length at one Dav

C KD SL 3M 6M 3M 6M 9M 1Y
1 100 0 0 0.53 0.016 0.032 0.014 0.034 0.090 0.263

2 90

Dust 
S 

10 0 0.67 0.016 0.018 0.019 0.025 0.033 0.095
4 80 10 10 0.66 0.017 0.015 0.017 0.021 0.028 0.059
5 70 10 20 0.65 0.017 0.017 0.016 0.025 0.023 0.039

53 60 10 30 0.64 0.017 0.017 0.019 0.019 0.018 0.031
54 50 10 40 0.62 0.020 0.019 0.018 0.020 0.020 0.030

16 90

Dust 
H 

10 0 0.66 0.015 0.015 0.020 0.026 0.032 0.055
18 80 10 10 0.65 0.016 0.018 0.018 0.023 0.025 0.045
19 70 10 20 0.64 0.018 0.020 0.019 0.024 0.023 0.039
61 60 10 30 0.63 0.023 0.025 0.018 0.024 0.022 0.033
62 50 10 40 0.62 0.022 0.025 0.020 0.021 0.020 0.030

10 90

Dust
L

10 0 0.82 0.020 0.023 0.024 0.034 0.076 0.174
12 80 10 10 0.81 0.022 0.024 0.027 0.033 0.086 0.254
13 70 10 20 0.80 0.020 0.022 0.025 0.030 0.067 0.219
57 60 10 30 0.79 0.021 0.024 0.015 0.020 0.020 0.031
58 50 10 40 0.77 0.027 0.025 0.017 0.023 0.023 0.037

8 90 0 10 0.52 0.012 0.014 0.019 0.035 0.136 0.557
9 bo 0 20 0.51 0.017 0.016 0.023 0.032 0.140 0.598

51 70 0 30 0.49 0.018 0.016 0.021 0.022 0.025 0.080
52 60 6 40 0.48 0.020 0.019 0.020 0.026 0.027 0.063

See Table 3 for details of abbreviations.
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Table 8 - Prooerties of Blended Cements Made with Cement, Kiln Dust, and ASTM Class F Flv Ash
Blend Total

Composition Alkali in Alkali-Aggregate Expansion Sulfate Expansion
Blend Wt. % Blend as % of Lenath at one Dav % of Length at one Dav

Equiv Na20
C KD FF wt. % 3M 6M 3M 6M 9M 1Y

1 100 0 0 0.53 0.016 0.032 0.014 0.034 0.090 0.263
Dust

S
2 90 10 0 0.67 0.016 0.018 0.019 0.025 0.033 0.095

22 80 10 10 0.85 0.058 0.061 — 0.023 0.027 0.035
23 70 10 20 1.03 0.019 0.023 0.012 0.021 0.026 0.041
78 60 10 30 1.21 0.014 0.017 — 0.017 0.025 0.034

Dust
H

16 90 10 0 0.66 0.015 0.015 0.020 0.026 0.032 0.055
33 80 10 10 0.84 0.058 0.065 0.012 0.022 0.028 0.043
34 70 10 20 1.03 0.019 0.023 0.010 0.019 0.025 0.036
79 60 10 30 1.21 0.012 0.016 0.012 0.018 0.022 0.034

Dust
L

10 90 10 0 0.82 0.020 0.023 0.024 0.034 0.076 0.174
28 80 10 10 1.00 0.102 0.107 0.014 0.023 0.029 0.046
29 70 10 20 1.18 0.039 0.044 — 0.023 0.032 0.040
80 60 10 30 1.37 0.025 0.029 0.021 0.029 0.035 0.050

26 90 0 10 0.71 0.015 0.018 0.011 0.022 0.036 0.063
27 80 0 20 0.89 0.024 0.029 0.017 0.028 0.043 0.073
77 70 0 30 1.07 0.020 0.023 0.022 0.030 0.036 0.050

See Table 3 and 4 for 'detai Is of abbreviations.

Table 9 - Prooerties of Blended Cements Made with Cement. Kiln Dust, and ASTM Class C Flv Ash
Blend Total

Composition Alkali in Alkali-Aggregate Expansion Sulfate Expansion
Blend Wt. % Blend as % of Lenath at one Dav % of Length at one Dav

Equiv Na20
C KD FC wt. % 3M 6M 3M 6M 9M

1 100 0 0 0.53 0.016 0.032 0.014 0.034 0.090
Dust

S
2 90 10 0 0.67 0.016 0.018 0.019 0.025 0.033

37 80 10 10 0.96 0.016 0.018 0.011 0.025 0.034
38 70 10 20 1.25 0.094 0.147 0.013 0.028 0.038
82 60 10 30 1.54 0.084 0.098 0.013 0.029 0.037

Dust
H

16 90 10 0 0.66 0.015 0.015 0.020 0.026 0.032
47 80 10 10 0.95 0.045 0.060 0.013 0.029 0.036
48 70 10 20 1.24 0.085 0.095 0.016 0.031 0.038
83 60 10 30 1.53 0.111 0.126 0.015 0.030 0.038

Dust
L

10 90 10 0 0.82 0.020 0.023 0.024 0.034 0.076
43 80 10 10 1.11 0.080 0.126 0.018 0.032 0.042
44 70 10 20 1.40 0.119 0.145 0.018 0.033 0.043
84 60 10 30 1.69 0.089 0.096 0.021 0.037 0.044
41 90 0 10 0.82 0.035 0.051 0.013 0.032 0.062
42 80 0 20 1.11 0.140 0.218 0.015 0.034 0.060
81 70 0 30 1.39 0.158 0.197 0.012 0.029 0.045

See Tables 3 and 5 for details of abbreviations.

Since the ASTM test procedure used for sulfate 
expansion is relatively new, limited data are 
available in the literature, but it is believed that 
a number of research workers are now using this test 
procedure. Therefore, in the next few years, a 
considerable amount of empirical data will be 
available. In the meantime, the results (of this 
study suggest that some blended cements of selected 
compositions could reduce the sulfate expansion 

compared to cement with or without kiln dust 
addition.

CONCLUSION

Since earlier studies of kiln dust blended 
cements showed encouraging results on compressive 
strength, time of initial set, workability, and 
alkali-aggregate expansion, the research program was
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extended to include other properties that can influ
ence the durability of concrete. The conclusions of 
this study with respect to strength development of 
kiln dust blended cements are generally similiar to 
earlier studies in which the same blend compositions 
were used. Similarities in alkali-aggregate 
expansion behavior were also observed.

The main conclusion of this study is, as in 
previous studies, that blended cements, comparable to 
portland cement, containing materials such as kiln 
dust, fly ash, and slag can be produced for use in 
the construction industry.

Based on these tests, conclusions on specific 
properties of blended cements are as follows:

Binary blends made from cement and kiln dusts 
developed higher strengths compared to cement 
alone at 1 day, but strengths became comparable 
to cement alone at one year.

Most ternary blends made from cement, high 
sulfate or high chloride kiln dust and slag or 
Class F and Class C fly ash developed signifi
cantly higher strengths than cement alone at 1 
day. One year strengths of most ternary blends 
were higher than cement.

At later ages, ternary blends containing kiln 
dusts and slag produced higher strengths than 
ternary blends containing kiln dusts and either 
Class F or Class C fly ash.

Quaternary blends made from cement, kiln dust 
containing moderate sulfate content, slag and 
Class F fly ash produced significantly lower 
1-day strength but higher strength at one year 
than cement alone.

Autoclave expansions of binary cement-kiln dust 
blends were higher than cement alone, but lower 
expansions were obtained for most binary cement
fly ash blends and for cement-slag blends.

All ternary blends made with cement, kiln dusts, 
and slag or fly ash showed higher autoclave 
expansion than cement alone except the ternary 
blends made with cement, high sulfate dust, and 
Class F fly ash. -

Drying shrinkage of binary and ternary blends 
made with high sulfate dust was lower than cement 
alone and other comparable binary and ternary 
blends. Some quaternary blends produced lower 
s'hrinkage than cement alone.

Alkali-aggregate mortar bar expansions of binary 
cement-kiln dust, cement-slag and cement-Class F 
fly ash blends were comparable to cement alone 
and significantly below the ASTM limit of 0.1% at 
six months. Binary cement-Class C fly ash blends 
showed much higher expansions at one year when 
these blends contained 20% and,30% Class C fly 
ash. '

Alkali-aggregate expansions of ternary blends 
containing cement, kiln dust and slag behaved 
similarly to binary kiln dust and binary slag 
blends. Most ternary blends containing Class F 
fly ash meet the ASTM limit of 0.1% at six 

months, but some ternary blends containing Class 
C fly ash did not.

Binary blends containing cement and kiln dust 
showed lower sulfate expansion than cement 
alone. Sulfate expansion of binary blends made 
with cement and slag decreased with increase in 
the amount of slag. Ternary blends made with 
cement, kiln dust, and slag behaved similarly.

At addition levels of 10%, 20%, and 30% of Class 
F fly ash in binary cement-fly ash blends, 
sulfate expansion was significantly lower than 
cement alone at one year. Similar results were 
obtained with Class C fly ash at 9 months. 
Ternary blends made with cement, kiln dust and 
either Class F or C fly ash also behaved simi
larly to the respective binary blends made with 
Class F or C fly ashes. .

At addition levels of 10% and 20% in binary and 
ternary blends, fly ashes were much better 
inhibitors of sulfate expansion than slag but at 
higher addition levels both fly ashes and slag 
behaved similarly in reducing the expansion 
significantly compared to cement alone.
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CBRTAINS ASPECTS DE LA STRUCTURE DES LAITIERS GRANULES

Les donnees des diagrammes d'equilibre du systems CaO-MgO-AlgO^-S102, de la composition 
chimique et du calcul de la composition mineralogique potentielle des laitiers vltreux 
synthetiques ont permis de determiner les teneurs en S+A en moles % delimitant differents 
types tecimologiques et structuraux de laitiers, lesquels different egalement par les 
spectres IR, la vitesse de passage en solution de la silice dans I’eau, les produits d’hyd- 
ratation hydrothermale et I’lntensite de durcissement hydrothermaldes coulis. Le role pre
ponderant des phases cristallines primaires potentielles et des elements subcristalllns po
tentials predominants correspond ants se trouve confirme.

Os dados de dlaqramas de equilibrio do sistema СаО-МдО-А12Оз-51О2, a composigäo quimica e 
о cälculo da composiqäo mineralogica potencial de escorias vitreas sinteticas permitiram a de 
terminacäo dos teores de S+A em % molecular delimitando diferentes tipos tecnologicos e estru 
turais de escorias, as quais igualmente diferem pelos espectros de raio X, velocidade de pas- 
sagem em soluqäo de silica em ägua, produtos de hidratacäo hidrotermica e intensidade de endu 
recimento hidrotermico das corridas. Confirma-se о papel preponderante das fases cristalinas 
primärias potenciais e dos elementos subcristalinos potenciais correspondentes que predomi- 
nam.



L’on salt que la teneur relative en CaO, 
MgO, AlgO^, SiO2 des laitiers constitue 
I’un des princlpaux facteurs de leur acti
vity hydraulique et sert de critere pour 
son appreciation. Si l’on ne tient compte 
que de ces quatre oxydes en egalant leur 
somme a 100 %, il s'avere que la teneur en 
S + A ne depasse pas 40 moles % dans les 
laitiers de fours Martin et ceux de la pro
duction d’alliages ferreux, est comprise 
entre 40 et 50 moles % dans les laitiers de 
haut fourneau et ceux de la production 
electrothermique du phosphore, depasse 50 
moles % dans les laitiers acides d’acieries, 
de cubilot, et ceux de la production du 
nickel et du cuivre. La relation entre la 
teneur des quatre oxydes mentionnees et les 
particularites structurales des laitiers 
granules est importante pour I’explication 
des differences d'activite hydraulique.

La structure et les proprietes des lai
tiers granules dependent:

a/ de leurs elements structuraux sub- 
cristallins, essenttellement constitues de 
groupes de tetraedres (SiO^) et (AIO^);

b/ des phases cristallines potentielles, 
surtout primaires, dependant de la propor
tion et du degre d’ordre de repartition des 
divers elements subcristallins.

En partant des diagrammes d’dquilibre du 
Systeme quaternaire Ca0-Mg0-A120^-Si02 pour 
des teneurs en MgO de 0, 5, 10, 15 % mass. 
(1) nous avons releve (tableau 1) les diver
ses phases cristallines primaires poten
tielles du domains des laitiers de ce sys
tems, en les disposant selon la compositi
on chlmique de ceux-cl. L’on voit que pour 
des teneurs en S + A inferieures a 40 moles 
% avec peu de MgO le silicate primaire po
tential est theoriquement C2S, et avec 
beaucoup de MgO c’est G^MSg. Pour S + A 
compris entre 40 et 50 moles % le silicate 
primaire potential doit etre la rankinite, 
ou CgS, ou la pseudowollastonite aux bas
ses teneurs en alumine et magnesie, soit 
la melilite (gehlenite), ou C2S aux bas
ses teneurs en magnesie, soit la melilite, 
ou la merwinite, ou la forsterite aux te

neurs elevees en magnesie. Pour S + A com
pris entre 50 et 60 moles % le silicate pri
maire potentiel doit etre la pseudowollasto
nite, ou la melilite, ou 1’anorthite aux 
basses teneurs en magnesie, soit le pyro
xene, ou la forsterite aux teneurs elevees. 
Pour S + A superieur a -60 moles % le sili
cate primaire potentiel doit etre la pseu
dowollastonite, ou la wollastonite, ou le 
pyroxene, ou 1’anorthite, ou la forsterite, 
ou la tridymite. ■

Ainsi la cristallisation primaire de 
melilite dans les laitiers quaternaires 
consideres n’est theoriquement possible que 
dans ceux contenant 40-60 moles % S + A, 
celle de G2S ou C^MSg - que dans ceux con- 
tenant moins de 50 moles % S + A, celle de 
1* anorthite - que dans ceux contenant plus 
de 50 moles % S + A.

Afin d'evaleur la teneur en differents 
prodults de cristallisation potentials dans 
ces laitiers quaternaires nous avons appli
que la methode proposes par (2). Les resul
tats de nos calculs effectues pour 35 lai
tiers synthetiques sont graphiquement re- 
presentes sur la fig. 1, qui montre que 
dans les laitiers contenant 40-50 moles % 
S + A la phase cristalllne potentielle pre- 
dominante doit etre la melilite (gehlenite), 
ou la rankinites dans les laitiers conte
nant 50-60 moles % S + A - ce doit etre la 
pseudowollastonite; dans ceux contenant 
60-65 moles % S + A - I1anorthite ou le py
roxene; dans ceux contenant plus de 65 mo
les % S + A - la tridymite.

Ces resultats s'accordent avec les done- 
nees precedentes du tableau 1 obtenues A 
partir des diagrammes d’equilibre. Ils per
mettent d’admettre que dans les laitiers 
consideres contenant 40-50 % moles % S + A 
I’element structural subcristallin predo
minant est le groups (SigO?) ou (SiAlgO^), 
dans ceux contenant 50-60 moles % S ♦ A - 
- le groupe (Si^O^), dans ceux contenant 
60-65 moles ,4 S + A - les chaines anorthi- 
tique (Si2A120g) ou pyroxenique (SiO^), 
dans ceux contenant plus de 65 moles % 
S + A - le reseau de tetraddres de la silice.



Tableau 1
Les phases cristalllnes primaires potentielles du domains des laitlers

du systems CaO-MgO-A^O^-SiO,,

S+A 
mol.%

A/S 
mol. 0

Teneur en MgO, % mass.
5 10 15

30-40 0-0,1 c,s C2S c2s$c3ms2 C2S;C3MS2;Mi
0,1-0,2 C2S C23 CpS;C,MS? C2S;C3MS2iM5
0,2-0,3 C2S 02S C2S;G3MS2 C3MS2{M;
0,3-0,5 c,s c2s CqSfC^MSa CxMSd;MA

40-50 0-0,1 CpS oCCS fine 1 $ c^CS C^MSg ;mel C3MS2imeljCMS2
0,1-0,2 C^SiC^S^t oGCS; 

c2as
C2S;mel C3MS2;mel C3MS2jmeljMgS} 

MA
0,2-0,3 G2S;C2AS CgSjmel G3MS2;mel;MA CxMSd;MA;MoS D d1 1 d
O,3<),5 C2S;C2AS C2S;mel GjMSzjjmeliMA MA

50-60 0-0,1 oLGS oGCS «Z/GS; j0CS;mel;CMS2 CMS2;S
0,1-0,2 a(,CS c6CS,mel;CAS2 meL5CMS2*̂^^2 CMS2;M2S
0,2-0,3 oCCSjCpASjCAS^ mel;CAS2 mel;CAS2;MA M2S;MA
0,3-0,5 C2AS ;GAS2 mel;CAS2;MA mel;CAS2 MA

60-70 0-0,1 cZ/CSjS ^CS;CMS2 ;S S;CMS2 s$cms2
0,1-0,2 CS 9 CAS^ /3CS;CMS2;CAS9 CMS2;CAS2 CMS2;S;M2S
0,2-0,3 oCCSjCASg cas2 cas2 M2S}MA
0,3-0,5 gas2 cas2$ma CAS2;MA MA

Ainsl ces teneurs en S+A delimitent non 
aeulement differents types technologiques 
de laitiers, mats egalement leurs divers 
types structuraux, caracterises par la 
predominance de differents 61ementa struc
turaux subcristallins•

Sur la fig. 2 nous avons represents par 
des points les rales des spectres IR d*ab 
sorption obtenus pour une centaine de 
laitlers, et disposSs selon leur teneur 
en S+A en moles %. L’on voit que la posi
tion de la raie d’intensitS maximale dif
fers selon Velement structural subcristal- 
lin predominant dans le laitier. Ainsl 
pour les laitiers contenant 30-40 moles % 
S+A avec A/S inferieur a 1 ce maximum se 
situe dans I'intervalle 920-940 cm , st 
correspond, de toute ävidence, aux vibra
tions du groupe (SiO^), tandis qu’avec 
A/S = 1-2 ce.maximum se situe ргёз de 
SOO cm“^ et est du aux groupes de tetra- 

edres (AIO^). Le maximum d'lntensite de 

la bands d*absorption  IR pour les laitiers 
contenant 40-50 moles % S+A se situe dans 
I’intervalle 940-990 cm-1," sa frequence 

augmentant avec la teneur en S+A des lai
tlers, ce qui semble du au remplacement des 
groupes (Si20p) par ceux (Si^O^), comme le 
montre la fig. 1. Les laitiers contenant 
50-65 moles % S+A donnent deux maxima dans 
les intervalles 1000-1020 et 1030-1090 cm-1 

qui correspondent prob ablament aux groupes 
(Si^Og) et au reseau de tetraddres sillcl- 
ques. Les laitiers contenant plus de 65 mo
les % S+A ne donnent plus que le maximum„И
1030-1090 cm correspond ant aux vibrations 
du reseau silicique.

Ges differences dans les elements struc
turaux subcristallins predominants des lai
tiers contenant diverses teneurs en S+A se 
r6p6rcutent Svidemment sur la vitesse de 
passage en solution de leur silice sous 
1'actlon de l’eau. Gela est bien visible 
sur la fig. 3, montrant la relation entre la
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Fig. 1. Teneurs calculees des differents 
produits de cristallisation poten
tials dans les laitiers CaO-MgO- 
AlgOySiOg en fonction de leur te- 
neur en SiOg+AlgO^t 
( • ) pour CgAS+C^Sg+CgMSg 
( A ) - o6cs 
( о ) - cas2+cms2 
( • ) - S 

teneur en S+A des laitiers et la fraction 
de leur silice se trouvant en solution 
apres 6chauffoment en autoclave jusqu’A. 
diverses temperatures, suivi d’un refroi- 
dissement inunediat. La silice en solution 
6tait dosee par la methode photocolorimet- 
rique du complexe silicomolybdique.

Il ressort de la fig. 3 que le maximum 
de silice en solution s*observe!  pour les 
laitiers contenant prds de 40 moles % 
S+A - apres autoclavage A 100 eC, pour les 
laitiers contenant pres de 50 moles % 
S+A - apres autoclavage A 150-200®, pour les 
laitiers contenant plus de 50 moles % 
S+A - aprAs autoclavage A 250®. Gela 
s'accords avec I'accroissement du nombre 
de tetraedres sillciques par AlAment struc
tural subcrlstallln et, par consequent, 
avec I'accroissement de sa stability A 
I'attaque hydrolythlque. En outre la te
neur de silice en solution augments avec

Fig. 2. Spectres IR des laitiers disposes 
selon leur teneur en Si02+Al20j 
Les rales sont representees par des 
points. Les cercles noirs repre
sentent les maxima d*intensity 
observes pour les laitiers synthe- 
tiques, les croix (+) - ceux pour 
les laitiers reels

A/S des laitiers, surtout ceux contenant 
30-40 moles % S+A. Dans les deux cas 1'aug
mentation de silice en solution est liee A 
cells du deficit en calcium, lequel est 
nAcessaire A la recombinaison de la silice 
dans les hydrosilicates de calcium. Ge de
ficit est du dans le premier cas A la di
minution de la basicite des laitiers avec 
I'accroissement de S+A et dans le second, 
A la plus rapide recombinaison du calcium 
avec les elements structuraux contenant 
(A104). (3).

Les diagrammes X ont mis en evidence la 
cristallisation hydrothermale d'hydrates 
de C2S dans le cas des laitiers avec 30-45 
moles % S+A, d'hydrogrenats - avec 30-60 
moles % S+A, de la tobArmorlte - avec 49-65 
moles % S+A, de la gyrollte - avec 60-30
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Fig. 3. Teneur en sllice du laitier se 
trouvant en solution аргёз echauf-
fement a 1’autoclave jusqu'ä 100° 
(I), 150° (II), 200« (III), 250« 
(IV) des laitiers synthetiques
contenant diverses teneurs en
Si0o+Alo0, et diverses valeurs de2 2 5
Al205/Si02 egales ä moins de 0,1 
(A) 0,1-0,3 (B), 0,3-0,6 (0),
0,6-1,О (D)

moles % S+A, d*anorthite  hexagonale - avec 
55-70 moles % S+A, d*anorthite  - aveo 
55-30 moles % S+A. Il en resulte que les 
elements structuraux siliciques subcris- 
talllns des phases hydratees sont proches 
de ceux des laitiers d*origins.

Les coulis de laitiers synthetiques et 
reels avec 50-4-0 moles % S+A atteignaient 
en durcissant le maximum de resistance 
аргёз autoclavage а ргёз de 100 «С, ceux 
avec 40-50 moles % S+A — A pres de 200°, 
ceux avec 50—60 moles % S+A — ä pres de 
25Oe.

Tout ce qui vient d'etre expose confir
ms le role preponderant des phases cristal- 
lines primaires potentielles et des ё1ё-

ments structuraux subcristallins predomi
nants, comme facteurs essentiels de I’acti- 
vite hydraulique des laitiers granules.
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Y.Sh. SHKOLNICK, Ural Iron and Steel Institute, USSB 
PHYSICOCHEMICAL PRINCIPLES OF THE HYDRAULIC ACTIVITY OF BLAST 
FURNACE SLAGS

The mechanism of slag Hydratation and conditions of hydrate phase formation is conside
red in terms of oxygen forms in slags.

It is shown that slag hydraulic activity increases owing to the directional crystalliza- 
tioH of active phases« chemical- and ‘thermal depolymerization of the glassy structure9 and 
also owing to the use of water soluble additions adsorbed on the surface charges of slag 
grains during granulation.

In addition the cooling of slag melts during granulation should be carried out by inert 
gases, which would reduce the losses of sulphide sulphur having a favourable effect on the 
slag Hydratation process.

Estuda-se о roecanismo de hidrataqao da escoria e as condioöes da formacäo da fase de hidra 
to, em termos de formas de oxigenio nas escdrias.

.Most.ra-se que a atividade hidräulica da escoria aumenta devido ä cristalizagäo direcional 
de fases ativas, despolimerizacäo quimica e termica da estrutura vltrea, e tambem devido ao 
uso de adigöes solüveis em aqua, adsorvidas nas cargas de superficie dos gräos de escoria du
rante a granulacäo.

Adiciona.lmente, о resfriamento das fnsdes de escoria durante a granulagäo deverä ser feito 
por meio de gases inertes, que reduziräo as perdas de sulfato, ja que о enxofre tem urn efeito 
favorävel sobre os processos de hidratagäo da escoria.



The extension of the production of blast 
furnace slags for cement industry and the 
increase of the slag hydraulic activity dur- 
,ing granulation is an important problem 
which is to be solved with due regard for 
the analysis of interrelations between the 
blast furnace slag structure and binding 
properties along with the slag vitrifica
tion behaviour and other factors. The bin
der hydratation process Is accompanied by 
the Me-0 bond break which depends In parti
cular on the magnitude of the Me-0 unit 
bond energy and the cation coordination 
number relative to oxygen ClJ.

On the basis of the approach to the bin
der solution mechanism In terms of the Me-0 
bond break during the oxide ion protoniza- 
tion and OH- nucleophilic attack onto Me2+, 

we may consider the equations of slag solu
tion mechanisms with regard to the oxygen 
forms present in slags (double-fixed O~ 
realized in the Si-O-Si bond, mono-fixed 0" 

p 
realized in the Sl-O-Me bond, and "free" (Г 
realized in the Si-O-Me bond) and the con
ditions of hydrate phase formation.

With the double-fixed oxygen present in 
slags the reaction proceeds according to 
the following equation:

a) Si-O-Si  HOH —2 (SICH)*

With the mono-fixed oxygen present the 
equation has the following form:

b) Si-O-Me-O-Si  (2(HOH)—> 2(S1OH) +*
* Me2* + 2OH"2

And In the case of the "free" oxygen pre
sent the reaction takes a form

c) Si-O-Me...O...Me-O-Si +
+ 3(HOH) -----э» 2(S1OH) + 2Me2* + 4H0H-

Assuming that for the formation, for In
stance, of CSH per SiOH bond It is necessa- 

+2 -ry to have both a Ca cation and an OH 
Ion, we can see that for the "b" case (mono
fixed oxygen) the concentration of Ca2* and 

OH- ions at the Initial stages Is Insuffi
cient for the formation of the mentioned 
types of hydrate'phases. And only with the 
beginning of the polymerization processes

of hydroxylated silicon-oxygen complexes, 
formed due to an earlier leaching of Ca2* 

2+ —from the surface, the Ca and OH concent
ration necessary for each Si-O-Sl-OH bond 
is ensured.

In view of the long duration of these 
processes, it becomes clear that for their 
acceleration it is necessary to make the 
low-basic silicates, and slags in particu
lar, more active by Introducing alkaline or 
alkaline-earth components Into the hydrated 
system. For the case of high-basic silica
tes ("c" variant) the Ca2* and OH- con

centration necessary for the CSH formation 
is ensured by the interaction of the binder 
with water.

From the analysis it is clear that the 
hydraulic activity of the slag glassy phase 
rises with the augmentation of the degree 
of silicon-oxygen complex depolymerization 
and decrease of the Me-0 unit bond energy, 
the thermal structure depolymerization pro
ceeding rather with the increase of the melt 
cooling rate than with the increase of the 
melt superheat above T^. In this case a 
melt structure, having many small chain 
fragments containing end atoms of oxygen or 
end groups of О-Me, is observed.

As it is known the Me-0 unit bond energy 
is determined by the coordination number 
and the amount of orbital overlapping which 
characterizes the bond of ionicity degree, 
the latter having a considerable effect on 
the intensity of Interaction between mine
rals and water.

There is some evidence that the slag 
transformation from a crystalline state 
Into a glassy one Increases the Ionicity 
degree of a Me-0 bond, and that accounts 
for a greater hydraulic activity of glassy 
slags in comparison with crystalline ones 
of the equivalent composition. These assump
tions are based on the results in , 
where it is shown by the positron annihila
tion method that the SIO2transformation 
from a crystalline state Into a glassy one 
Is accompanied by an Increase of the Sl-0 
bond covalency.



In the case of Si-O-Ме fragments an in
crease of the Si-0 bond covalency results 
in "drawing-off" the electron cloud from 
oxygen to silicon, thus increasing the 
Me-0 bond of ionicity.

The experience of using granulated blast 
furnace slags in cement industry has shown 
that slag activity depends not only on the 
glass content, but on the crystalline phase 
presence as well.

In connection with this it is clear that 
for solving the problems of slag granula
tion it is necessary to prevent the forma
tion of inert compounds during slag cool
ing.

In this context it has been shown [^ij 

that in order to raise the activity of 
slags with Mo >• 1 the granulation should be 
carried out at the lowest temperatures pos
sible (below T^), and in the case of slags 
with Mo-^-1 the temperatures should be 
above T^.

The surface of glassy slags is non-uni
form and has a set of various adsorption 
centres. The IR-spectroscopy and diffuse 
reflection examination of the lignosulphate 
adsorption from water solutions on slags 
with various Al^O, contents has shown that 

. c 5 
along with physical adsorption there occurs 
also chemisorption, the excess charges for
med as a result of the aluminium coordina
tion number mismatch being most likely ad
sorption centres.

The calculation carried out by the 
method [^зЗ has shown that in presence of 
Al (IV) and Al (VI) in slags a positive 
charge equal unity, which might serve as 
an adsorption centre, e.g. for anion sur
face-active agents, is generated on the 
slag surface in the aluminium region.

This allows to granulate slags rather by 
water solutions containing various surface
active and other water soluble additions, 
which might be adsorbed on the surface char
ges of the slag particles, than by process 
water. It should be noted that the surface 
adsorption activity of the slag particles, 
formed during the crushing of coarse grains 

into smaller ones in the course of their 
cooling in water, is rather high on account 
of the formation on them of a great amount 
of uncompensated surface charges (similar 
to charges formed on the clinker surface 
during crushing).

An examination of slag portland cement, 
carried out on the slags granulated by 
lignosulphate water solutions and indust
rial waste water containing calcium and so
dium chlorides, has shown, for the former 
case, an increase in the slag portland 
cement strength due to a plasticizing acti
on of the lignosulphate molecules adsorbed 
on the slag surface, and, for the latter 
case, an increase in the strength due to an 
activating effect of the chlorides, also 
adsorbed on the slag surface.

As it is known, modern methods of pro
ducing granulated slags provide cooling 
them by water. As a result, the hydrolysis 
of calcium sulphide occurs, sulphur trans
ferring into gaseous and water phases. Ac
cording to [/•■J’ total sulphur losses during 
slag granulation might be up to 20-30 % of 
the initial sulphur content in the melt. As 
for the effect of sulphide sulphur on slag 
hydratatlon processes, there exists some 
controversy mainly because of the differen
ces In slag producing methods.

We have carried out a detailed study of 
the problem in question, different amounts 
of S being introduced into slag along with 
maintaining its basicity (CaO/SiOg). It has 
been found that sulphur within its solubi
lity range (up to 2-2.5 % for S^”), exerts 

a favourable influence on the hydraulic ac
tivity of slags; a further increase in its 
content has no effect on hydratatlon pro
cesses.

This might be attributed to the featu- 
2— 

res of S entering the slag glass struc
ture. So, within the solubility range sul
phur forms Sl-O-Ca-S groups, In which the 
binding energy between sillcon-oxygen comp
lexes and calcium cations Is reduced becau
se of a more covalent character of the Ca-S 
bond In comparison with the Ca-0 bond.



As the amount of sulphur in blast fur
nace slags is in this range, the use of wa
ter for cooling the slag results in its de
sulphuration and, therefore, in some loss 
of activity.

In view of this it seems desirable to 
use air or, still better, inert gases for 
cooling slag melts. This, along with the 
improvement of the quality of granulated 
slags due to the reduction of sulphide sul- '
phur losses, contributes to environmental 
problems owing to a lesser evolution of no
xious sulphuric gases with water steam into 
atmosphere
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BLENDED AND SPECIAL CEMENTS INCORPORATING CONDENSED SILICA FUME 

CIMENTS COMPOSES CONTENANT DES FUMEES DE SILICE.

SUMMARY
Procedure for industrial use of condensed silica fume (c.s.f.) as a pozzolanic admixture to portland cement have 

been investigated and developed.
Transport and handling as well as the problems of increased water requirement and drying shrinkage of cements 
containing c.s.f. have been solved or significantly reduced without need of (super) plasticizers, when the pre- 

densed dust or intergrinding of c.s.f. pellets with portland cement clinker was applied.
Testing of laboratory and industrially produced cements has shown that the addition of 5-15% of condensed sili

ca fume: '
- increases efficiency of cement in concrete strength development,
- enables simultaneous satisfying of the contradictory requirements for strengths and heat of hydration in low

-heat cements, ■
- improves durability of cement paste and mortar in sulfate environment.

Investigou-se e se desenvolveu processo para utilizaqäo industrial de microsilica (c.s.f.) co 

mo mistura pozolänica para cimento portland.

Problemas de transports e manipulagao, bem сото problemas de aumento da necessidade de aqua e 
de contragäo de secagem dos cimentos contendo c.s.f., foran resolvidos, oa significativamente 
minimizados sen necessidade de (super) fluidificantes, guando se aplicou pd ргё-condensado ou 

moagem conjunta de peletes de c.s.f. e clrnquer de cimento portland.

Cimentos produzidos em laboratorio e em escala industrial mostraram que a adigao de э a 15% 

de fumo condensado de silica:

- aumenta a eficiSncia do cimento no desenvolvimento da resistSncia do concreto,
- possibilita о atendimento simultäneo de requisitos contraditorios para resistencias e calor 

de hidratacäo em cimento de baixo-calor,
- melhora a durabilidade da pasta e da argamassa de cimento em ambiente sulfatado.



INTRODUCTION

Approximately 30,000 tons of condensed silica fume ha

ve been collected yearly in yugoslav ferro-si1 icon 

plants. Only a part of it is used as an admixture to 

concrete in order to improve the durability against 

chemical agression; ' but broader application was not 

possible earlier since its inconvenient physical cha
racteristics (bulk density approx. 250 kg m"3, and 

2 -1BET spec.surface approx. 20 m g ) cause problems in 

handling and transport. In addition to this the bene

ficial effect is reduced by negative influence of c. 

s.f. in original very fine form on the water require

ment of cement and concrete,so the use of (super) pla

sticizers in necessary. (2-8).

Agglomeration of c.s.f. in pellets with addition of 

water or predensing of original fine dust in ball mill 

solves the problems of transport and handling in cons
equence of increasing bulk density up to 600 kg nT3 

and formation of fine particle agglomerates, and these 

two forms seem to be suitable for use as a pozzolanic 

admixture. The following experiments have been proce

eded to find out the influence of different forms of 

c.s.f. on physical properties, heat of hydration,stre

ngth development and sulfate resistance of portland 
cement.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

1. Basic properties of cements incorporating conden
sed silica fume

Different cement samples have been produced:

- by addition of original very fine silica dust (BET
2 -1 surface 20 m g ) to portland cement,

- by addition of ground pellets of c.s.f. to portland 

cement,

- by addition of predensed dust to portland cement,

- by laboratory and industrial intergrinding of PC- 

clinker and c.s.f. pellets.

For these experiments ordinary portland cement clinker 

of following mineral composition (Bogue) was used: 

C3S 55.8%, C2S 18.7%, CjA 9.7%, C4AF 9.0%.

The most significant characteristics and properties 

of those cements are shown in tables 1 and 2. Proper

ties of concrete prepared with these cements are shwon 

in table 3.

Table 1 - Water for standard consistency (Vicat) %

Silica fume
content (%)

Form of silica fume and way of 
 addition

0 27.3 - - -

3 28.3 27.5
5 28.7 27.8
7 29.7 28.7 26.5
9 30.7 29.2

15 32-34* 29.5 27.3

High thixotropy

Fig.1 - Drying shrinkage of cement mortar containing 
different forms of condensed silica fume

a) portland cement with addition of 15% sili
ca fume in original dust form

b) portland cement containing 15% of silica 
fume: 7.5% of pellets interground with PC 
clinker and additional 7.5% added in a 
form of predemsed dust

c) portland cement with addition 15% of silica 
fume in a form of ground pellets

d) pure portland cement - comparative



* High thixotropy

Table 2 - Physical and mechanical properties of cements containing silica fume

Silica fume Spec.surf.
Blaine 
cm2 g-1

Water for 
standard 
consist
ency Vicat 

(%)

Consistenty 
by flow
-table (cm)

Strength (MPa) Drying 
shrinkage 
28 days 
(mm m"1)

Con
tent

Form and way 
of addition

3 days 28 days

flexur. compr. flexur. compr.

0 (comparative) 3,330 
(cement)

27.3 11.5 6.5 27.1 8.9 46.9 0.502

7.5 original dust 
added to 30.000

29.7 11.3 5.8 28.7 8.9 62.0 0.661

15 comparative (dust) 32-34* 10.7 5.7 27.1 8.1 56.3 0.700

7.5 ground pellets 8.500 
(dust)

28.7 10.1 6.4 27.7 8.4 50.1 0.474

15 added to 
comparative 29.5 10.5 5.8 25.9 8.2 46.7 0.596

industrial inter
7.5 grinding pellets 3.890

with PC-clinker (cem+dust) 26.5 12.0 7.2 31.4 9.8 51.5 0.549

15
additional 7.5% 
of dust added to 4.300
cement interground 
wit 7.5% pellets

(cem+dust) 27.3 12.4 7.4 31.3 9.2 57.6 0.610

< 2* Efficiency = Stre.n9.th.....-- ^M/mm
■' Cement content ka/m3 1

Table 3 - Composition and properties of concrete with silica fume

Cement Content (кд/щЗ) w/c slump

(cm)

densi
ty
/kg ,
да1

Pore 
content

(%)

Compressive strength Efficiency*  28 days of

cem c.s.f. total 
cemen
titious

(MPa )

90 d
total ce- 
mentitous

pure PC 
(cl inker)7 d 28 d

C- 1 300 - 300 0.58 6.5 2.33 2.4 23.6 29.6 32.8 0.99 0.99

C- 2 277. 5 22.5(7.5%) 300 0.61 7.0 2.33 2.5 26.0 33.8 37.3 1.12 1.22

C- 3 275 45 (15 %) 300 0.65 6.5 2.30 2.6 26.4 37.6 36.4 1.25 1.36

C- 1 300 - 300 0.58 7.0 2.33 2.4 23.6 29.6 32.8 0.99 0.99

C- 4 276 24 ( 8%) 300 0.63 7.0 2.32 2.4 23.0 33.5 36.1 1.12 1.21

C- 5 255 45 (15%) 300 0.68 6.5 2.28 2.6 22.1 32.7 33.9 1.09 1.28

c* 1 Ordinary Portland cement

C- 2 C-1 containing 7.5% c.s.f. (industrially interground pellets)

C- 3 C-2 containing additional 7.5% c.s.f. in the form of predensed dust; (total c.s.f. content = 15%)

E" 4 C-1 containing 8% of c.s.f. in the form of predensed dust

C- 5 C-1 containing 15% of c.s.f. in the form of predensed dust.
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2. Sulfate resistance of cements containing condensed 
silica fume

Two procedures have been used to ascertain sulfate re

sistance of cements containing c.s.f. in comparison 

with sulfate resistant cements defined by standards.
■ . (9)Results are presented in figure 2 (Koch-Steinegger 
test) and in table 4 (ASTM C 452 - expansion test).

Table 4 - Sulfate expansion of cement mortar ASTM 
C 452

Cement composition Expansion at 14 days

Ordinary portland 
cement (C2A=9.7%) 0.075 %

Ordinary portland 
containing 7% c.s.f. 
(interground pellets) 0.054 %

Ordinary portland 
containing 12% c.s.f. 
(interground pellets) 0.035 %

Sulfate resistant 
cement(yugoslav 
standard)CgA=0.2% 0.015 %

Moderate sulfate 
resistance (ASTM 
Typ II) C3A=6.2% 0.048 %

Note: JUS B.Cl.014 requirement for CgA max. 3.5% 

ASTM Typ II requirement for CjA max 8% 

ASTM Typ V (high sulfate resistance)- require
ment for CjA max. 5%

ASTM C 150 - requirement for sulfate expansion 
at the age of 14 days max. 0.045%.

3. Influence of c.s.f. on heat of hydration
The property of c.s.f. that increases cement strengths 

in later periods of hydration owing to its intensive 

pozzolanic activitywas used for simultaneous achie

vement of two contradictory properties required for 

low-heat cement: certain level of strengths together 

with limited heat of hydration. Blended portland ce

ments containing originally 50 per cent of fly ash 

or 55 per cent of blast furnace slag were used in 

these experiments. The results obtained are presented 

in table 5.

4. In order to explain different properties of vari

ous forms of c.s.f. SEM was used. The most signifi

cant SEM micrographs are presented in figures 3, 4 

and 5.

(days of sulfate 
aggression)

Fig.2 - Koch-Steinegger test for sulfate resitance: 
ratio between strength for mortar samples ex
posed to 10% Na2S04 solution and samples sto
red in water

1) Ordinary portland cement CgA (Bogue) 9.7%
2) Ordinary portland containing 7% of c.s.f. added by 

intergrinding pellets
3) Ordinary portland containing 12% of c.s.f. added by 

intergrinding pellets
4) Ordinary portland containing 10% of c.s.f. in ori

ginal dust form
Sj^Sulfate resistant cement - CgA (Bogue) 3.2% 

'J Na2S04ratio min,0-7 at 56 days for sulfate

'T' HgO resistant cement

Fig.3- SEM micrograph of original silica,dust; sepanr 
ted very fine (approx. 0.5 pm)particles can d 
seen
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Fig.4 - SEM of predensed silica fume; original fine 
particles are agglomerated in (5-15 pm) 
grains.

Fig.5 - Cement mix produced by intergrinding PC clin
ker and c.s.f. pellets; Clinker grains of ap
prox. 10 pm and c.s.f. agglomerates of approx. 
1-3 urn can be seen.
C - 'clinker grain, S - silica grain

Table 5. Influence of c.s.f. on the properties of low-heat cements

Cement composition c.s.f.*
content

yugoslav standard 
requirement

Strength (MPa) Heat of hydration (J/g)

Cl in
ker

Gyp- Admix-
7 days 28 days 7 days 28 days

flexur. compr. flexur.
min
4.0

compr. 
min 
25.0

max 250** max 295**
sum ture

min
3.0

min
14.0

47 3 50(Fly Ash) 0 3.6 16.3 4.5 23.0 242 283

44.6 2.9 47.5 5.0 4.4 16.2 5.5 28.6 221 270

42.3 2.7 45 10.0 4.4 16.1 5.9 29.2 243 237

40 5 55 (B.F.
slag)

0 5.2 20.5 8.3 36.9 247 311

33 5 55 7 5.0 18.8 8.7 36.4 218 277

37 5 51 7 5.1 21.4 9.1 44.4 242 291

Added in fine dust form to ground cement 
** Method of solution



DISCUSSION

It is obvious that replacement of small portion of PC 

clinker with predensed c.s.f. or intergrinding of ag

glomerated pellets with PC clinker has positive influ

ence on cement properties. Although some previous exp
eriments^10^ showed that specific surface of predensed 

dust is approximately one half of the original fine 

dust surface (for ground pellets even one third of 

dust) and that pozzolanic activities of thesetwo forms 

are reduced in the same proportion, the increase in ce

ment later strengths is still significant. In additon 

to this, the water requirement and drying shrinkage of 

such cements are not so high as those caused by very 

fine original silica dust.

The greater suitability of agglomerated pellets and 

of predensed dust for application in cement (higher 

bulk density) and more acceptable properties of ce

ments incorporating such forms of c.s.f. can be ex
plained by the presence of agglomerated silica parti

cles in predensed dust and in pellets. SEM micrographs 

(figures 3, 4 and 5) confirm this presumtion. The ag

glomeration reduces active surface of silica partic

les and their water requirement consequently. It se

ems, however, that the bonds between silica particles 

in agglomerated grains are not so strong to hinder 

proper pozzolanic reaction which contributes to stren

gth and durability of hydrated cement paste.

Effects on concrete properties, especially better ef

ficiency in strength development makes these cements 

more valuable and, at the same time, cheaper due to 

energy saving for clinker burning. The cement produc

tion using intergrinding c.s.f. pellets is present in 

yugoslav practice for two years.

Testing the performance of portland cements produced 

by intergrinding c.s.f. pellets with ordinary PC clin

ker has showed that such cements exhibit similar or 

even better sulfate resistance than sulfate resistant 

cements defined by standards (ASTM Typ II and Typ V, 

DIN or JUS).
Previous experiments^1^ with very fine original silica 

dust have shown the same results, but applying of c.s. 

f. in fine dust form is not convenient for broad app

lication and,especially for this purpose of corrosion 

preventing need*  use of water reducers.

ASTM C 452 expansion test gives preference to low CjA 

sulfate resistant type of portland cement because only 

chemical influence of c.s.f. on durability is included. 

Physical influence i.e. reduced porosity/permeability 

of PC paste can not be evaluated by this method.

Possibility of using c.s.f. for blended low-heat ce

ment production is very important, since difficulties 

in achieving the required properties are often present 

as can be seen from table 5. Industrial pilot grinding 

of low-heat cement incorporating c.s.f. was undertaken 

recently in order to confirm the promising laboratory 

results.
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"EFFECT OF THE ADDITION OF BLASTFURNACE SLAG ON THE PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 3.2
OF MORTARS CURED AT HIGH TEMPERATURES".

SUMMARY: Compressive strength, non-evaporable water content and pore size distribution were studied on mortar 
specimens cured at 20, 40 and 80° C for different periods, after a delay of 1 day at 20°C. A portland cement and 
a slag cement, prepared from the same clinker, were used.
The experimental results are discussed with reference to the effect of curing temperature on the acceleration c*  
the hydration process of both cements and on changes in pore structure. The influence of the amount of combined 
water and pore size distribution on the strength is also discussed.
Both cements showed differentiated behaviours when the curing temperature was raised from 40 to 80°C. No signifi_ 
cant differences in behaviour were detected between portland cement mortars cured at 40 and at 80°C, whilst 
for slag cement a higher rate of strength development, coupled with a refinement of the pore structure was 
observed at 80°C. Also, slag cement, when cured at high temperature, showed a different strength-pore structure 
relation than that found for portland cement cured at normal and high temperatures.
SUMÄRIQ

A resistencia ä comoressäo, quantidade de agua näo-evaporävel e distrlbuicao do tamanho de po 
ros foram roflas em corpos deorova de argamassa curadas a 20, 40 e 80 C por diferentes perio 
dos, aods uma espera de 1 dia a 20° C. Um cimento portland e urn cimento de escona, preparados 
a partir do mesmo cllnquer, forma utilizados.  ,
Os resultados excerimentais foram discutidos com referencia_ao efeito da temperatura de cura 
na aceleracäo do processo de hidratagäo de ambos cimento e as mudangas de estrutura dos poros. 
A influencia da quantidade de agua combinada e da distribuigao do tamanho de poro na resistec- 
cia säotambem discutidas. , . , . .
Ambos cimentos mostraram comportamentos diferenciados quando a temperatura de cura for aumenta 
da de 40 a 80°C. Nao foram detectadas diferengas significativas de comportamento^entre as ar- 
uamassas de cimento portland curadas a 40 e 80 C, enquanto para о cimento de escoria uma maior 
velocidade de desenvolvimento da resistencia, associada ao refinamento da estrutura dos poros 
foram observadas a 80°C. Tambem, cimento de escoria, quando curado a alta temperatura, mostrou 
uma diferente rela<?ao resitencia-estrutura de poros,em relacao a aquela verificada para urn ci 
mento portland ä temoeraturas ambientes e altas.



1. INTRODUCTION.

Curing at elevated temperatures is a well known and 
widely used method of accelerating the setting and 
hardening of both portland and blastfurnace slag ce
ments (1). High temperature treatments, as those ap
plied in the precast industry, are specially bene
ficial for blastfurnace slag cements that show, gen
erally, a low rate of reaction at normal temperature. 
The influence of the curing temperature is also rel
evant for mass concrete structures, as a consequence 
of the slow dissipation of the heat of hydration of 
the cement; ■

This work is part of an investigation aimed at study
ing the behaviour of slag cements cured at above
normal temperatures and at relating the engineering . 
properties observed with changes in the internal 
structure of the material.

It is known that high temperature curing (up to 
100°C) has onl^ a slight influence on the phase com
position of the newly formed compounds; on the other 
hand, the hydrothermal treatment of cement paste ex
erts a considerable influence on its physical struc
ture, as for example the change of its pore structure 
(2).

The object of this paper is to study the evolution of 
compressive strength, non-evaporable water content 
and pore size distribution with age and curing tem
perature, as well as to analyse the interrelation 
between those variables, for mortar specimens made of 
portland and slag cement.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE.

Two cements were used in this investigation, one a 
portland cement and the other a blastfurnace slag ce
ment. Both cements were prepared in the laboratory 
from the same clinker and gypsum, with and without 
the addition of ground granulated blastfurnace slag 
at the mixer. Details of the grinding and blending 
techniques used can be found elsewhere (3).

The chemical and physical characteristics of the 
clinker and the slag used are reported in Table I.

The cement employed were proportioned by weight as 
follows:

Portland Cement: Clinker:gypsum:slag = 95:5:0

Slag Cement: Clinker:gypsum:slag = 32..5:5:62.5

Two sets of mortar prisms, made according to the ISO- 
RILEM-CEMBUREAU procedure, were cast using the port
land cement and the slag cement, respectively. The 
specimens were kept in their moulds for 24 hours in a 
room at 20°C; after demoulding, they were placed in 
three water baths, kept at temperatures of 20, 40 and 
80°C, for different periods of time, as indicated 
below:

For 2O°C: 2, 6, 13 and 27 days

For 40°C: 6, 20, 56 and 137 hours

For 80°C: 2, 4.5, 15, 29 and 72 hours

After being removed from the bath, the specimens were 
allowed to reach the room temperature and tested in 
bending and in compression; in. this paper only the

TABLE t 
Characteristics of the clinker and the slag

CLINKER SLAG

Insol. Residue (g/100 g) 0,11 2,83

SiO; ■ 23,0 32,5

AI2O3 • 4,78 U.S

Fe203 ■ 3,55 3,80

Mn203 • - 0,45

CaO • 64,6 41,5 •

MgO ■ 0,65 5,10

Naz0 ■ 0,08 0,32

K2O ' • 1,00 0,39

SO3 ■. ■ 0,18 0,17

S2- . . - ■ 0.94

Free CaO ■ 0,49

LOI ■ 2,32

C3S - . *8,4

C2$ ■ •29,4

=3« ■ 6,7

C4AF ■ 10,8

BLASKE (mZ/kg) 366 369

compressive strength results are discussed. One set of 
mortar prisms for each cement were tested immediately 
after demoulding, at the age of 1 day. From the three 
specimens cast, only two were actually tested (four 
halves in compression), whilst the remaining one was 
treated as described below.

The hydration process of the remaining specimen was 
stopped by removing the free water with solvent, and 
the following determinations were made:

a) Non-evaporable water content by loss of ignition at 
900°C.

b) Pore size distribution in the range 37.5-75000 A 
(pore radius), by high pressure mercury porosimetry

3. TEST RESULTS.

The gain in mortar compressive strength with age for 
curing temperatures of 20, 40 and 80°C is presented in 
Figs, la) and lb), for portland and slag cements, re
spectively. "

The increase with age of the non-evaporable water 
content (Wn), regarded as a measure of the total 
amount of hydration products (4), for the different 
curing temperatures is shown in Figs. 2a) and 2b) for 
portland and slag cements, respectively.

In order to trace changes in pore structure with age, 
curing temperature and cement type, a representative 
value of the pore size distribution had to be chosen. 
The percentage by volume of pores having radii smaller 
than 1000 Ä (P1000) was selected, as suggested by 
other authors . This value is considered as a conven
tional boundary between small pores and medium-large 
pores (5).

Figs. 3a) and 3b) show the variation of P1000 with age 
and curing temperature for portland and slag cement.
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Fig. 1 - Development of compressive strength of mortars cured at 20, 40 and 80oC for a) Portland 
Cement and b) Slag Cement.

Pig- 3 - Change in the percentage (by volume) of pores having radii smaller than 1000 Ä with age and 
curing temperature, for a) Portland Cement and b) Slag Cement.



4. DISCUSSION.

From Figs, la) and lb) it can be seen that, as was to 
be expected, the strength development is accelerated 
by curing at higher temperatures. However, for port
land' cement (Fig. la), a similar strength gain was 
observed for curing temperatures of 40 and 80°C, 
whilst for slag cement the mortars cured at 80°C show 
ed some acceleration with respect to those cured at 
40°C. This behaviour of the portland cement is attrib^ 
uted to the delay of 1 day before applying the ther
mal treatment, since in a parallel research important 
accelerations were observed between 40 and 80°C, for 
the same materials, after shorter delays.

The evolution of Wn with age and temperature (Figs 2a 
and 2b) is similar to that of the strength, except by 
the fact that, in this case, conversely to what hap
pened for the strength of slag cement, no significant 
distinction can be made between the curves for 40 and 
80°C;

From Fig.3a) it can be seen that, for a given age, a 
slightly finer pore structure exists in portland ce
ment mortars cured at temperatures above 20°C. In the 
case of slag cement mortars, Fig. 3b), curing at high^ 
er temperatures leads to a drastic increase in the 
fineness of the pore structure, for a given age. 
Comparing Figs. 3a) and 3b), it is observed that, 
even though the pore size distribution of slag cement
mortars cured at 20°C is coarser than that for port
land cement mortars, after short periods under higher 
curing temperatures the situation is reversed.

In order to study the effect of both Wn and P1000 on 
mortar compressive strength. Figs. 4a), 4b) and 5 are 
presented. Fig. 4a) shows that, for Wn values higher 
than 17%, the strength of portland cement mortars 
cured at 20°C was higher than for mortars cured at 
higher temperatures, containing the same amount of 
non-evaporable water. This effect was not observed 
for slag cement mortars, as shown in Fig. 4b).

The pattern observed in Fig. 4a) can be explained by 
the change in morphology and microstructure taking 
place when the material is cured at above-normal 
temperatures (6). For slag cement mortars, the rela
tion between strength and Wn is quite independent of 
the curing temperature, thus indicating that no 
significant change in morphology occurs at high tem
peratures.

Fig.5 shows the relation between strength and percent
age by volume of pores having radii smaller than 
1000 A, both for portland and slag cement mortars. It 
can be seen that a single relation exists between 
strength and P1000 for portland cement mortars cured 
at all temperatures; this relation also applies for 
slag cement mortars cured at 20°C. However, for slag 
cement mortars cured at higher temperatures the 
strength values measured are lower, for a given pore 
size distribution than for portland cement mortars. 
This fact indicates that the very fine pore structure 
observed in slag cement mortars cured at above-normal 
temperatures (Fig.3b) is not reflected in an increase 
in strength of similar magnitude.

Fig.4 - Relation between compressive strength and content of non-evaporable water for mortar 
specimens cured at 20, 40 and 80°C, for a) Portland Cement and b) Slag Cement.
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Fig.5 - Relation between compressive strength and 
percentage (by volume) of pores having 
radii smaller than 1000 Ä.

5. CONCLUSIONS.

The particular curing conditions applied to the 
specimens produced an acceleration of the reaction 
rate for above-normal curing temperatures, expressed 
both by a more rapid strength development and by a 
higher rate of increase in non-evaporable water 
content.

For the portland cement no significant acceleration 
of the reaction rate was found between mortars cured 
at 40 and 80°C, as measured either by strength de
velopment or by content of non-evaporable water.

For the slag cement, some acceleration in strength 
development was observed in specimens cured at 80°C 
with respect to those cured at 40°С; this effect was 
not accompanied by a similar acceleration in the 
increase in non-evaporable water content.

It was found that curing at higher temperatures leads 
to a strong refinement of the pore structure of slag 
cement; this effect was not observed for portland 
cement.

The different strength behaviour of slag and portland 
cement when the curing temperature was raised from 
40°C to 80°C can be explained by the change in pore 
structure mentioned in the previous paragraph.

For portland cement and for the same amount of non- 

evaporable water (degree of hydration), specimens 
cured at 20°C showed higher strengths than those,cured 
at hioher temperatures, probably due to changes intro
duced" in the morphology of the hydration products by 
the high temperature curing. This effect was not 
observed in slag cement, which suggests that such 
changes do not occur for this type of cement.

A unique strength-pore structure (measured by P1000) 
relation was found for portland cement mortars cured 
at all temperatures and for slag cements cured at 
20°C, whilst slag cement mortars cured at 40 and 80°C 
followed a different relation.
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Effect of Cement Composition on the Strength Contribution of Fly Ash 

Summary: Being used as an addition of cement, fly ash can not only save energy and cut down 
cost-but also improve certain properties of cement. The study of effect of cement composition 
on strength contribution of fly ash may give scope to the potential pozzolanicity of fly ash 
and promote the utilization of fly ash in cement and concrete. 17 samples of clinker with 
different composition were collected, and the samples were prepared with adequate gypsum and 
ground to same fineness. Mortar specimens were prepared with the above 17 cements and the 
same cements but replaced by 50% typical fly ash respectively, and strength were tested at the 
fixed ages. Regressive analyses were used to clarify the correlation between cement composit
ion and strength contribution of fly ash, which is expressed by the mortar strength ratio be
tween specimens with and without fly ash. It indicates that owing to the difference of cement 
composition the strength ratio at 28 days ranges from 0.65 to 0.90. Obviously, cement compo
sition significantly influences the 
shows that strength contribution of 
tively affected by CaSO^ and 0^3 in 
tion between cement composition and

strength contribution of fly ash. Regressive analysis 
fly ash is positively affected by KjO, KH and 0^3, nega- 
cement. An equation is put up to illustrate the correla- 
fly ash strength contribution based on which an optimum 

clinker composition might be selected for the manufacture of fly ash cement.

Usada сото aditivo do cimento, a cinza volante pode näo apenas economizar energia e 
reduzir custo, mas tambem melhorar certas propriedades do cimento. Estudar о efeito da compo 
sipäo do cimento sobre a contribuipao da cinza volante para a resistencia, pode ensejar о a~ 
proveitamento do potencial pozolänico da cinza volante e promover sua utilizapäo em cimento e 
concreto. Foram colhidas 17 amostras de clinquer com composipäo diferente; elas foram prepa
radas adequadamente com gesso e moidas com a mesma finura. Prepararam-se corpos de prova de 
argamassa com os 17 pimentos acima, e com os mesmos cimentos com substituipäo de 30% por cin
za volante^tipica, respectivamente. As resistencias foram testadas nas idades estabelecidas. 
Usou-se analise regressiva para esclarecer a correlapäo entre composipäo do cimento e contri- 
buipäo da cinza volante para a resistencia, sendo esta contribuipäo expressa pela relapäo en
tre a resistencia dos corpos de prova de argamassa com e sem cinza volante. 0 resultado indi 
ca que, devido ä diferenpa de composipäo do cimento, a relapäo da resistencia aos 28 dias 
varia de 0,65 a 0,90. Obviamente a composipäo do cimento^tem influencia significativa sobre 
a contribuipäo da cinza volante para a resistencia. A analise regressiva mostra que a contri 
buipäo da cinza volante para a resistencia e relativamente afetada por K20, KH e C,S de forma 
positiva; e por_CaS0. e C2S do cimento, de forma negativa. Formula-se uma equapäo3 para ilus^ 
trara correlapäo entre a composipäo do cimento e a contribuipäo da cinza volante para a re
sistencia, baseada na quäl se pode escolher uma composipäo otima do clinquer para a fabrica- 
pao de cimento de cinza volante.



Introduction

Using fly ash as the addition of cement 
car: not only save energy and cut down cost 
but also improve certain proporties of cement, 
eg. lowering the heat of hydration, improving 
sulphate and sea water resistance and lessen 
alkali-aggregate reaction, etc. As miniral 
mixture of concrete, the strength contribu- 
ion of fly ash is affected by its quality, 
chemical and miniral compoition of cement, 
curing condition, etc. Research on the in
fluence of the quality of fly ash (1) (2) (3)
(4) (5) (6) (7) and curing condition (2) (8) 
(9) {10) (11) to the strength contribution of 
fly ash in concrete have already been done 
enormously and reached rather identical 
views. On the influence of cement composit
ion, Davis (12), Stingley and Peyton (13) and 
Rsukayama and Miyoshi (14) pointed out that 
the strength contribution of fly ash is bet
ter with OPC than that with other kinds of 

cement. Brink and Halstead (15) and Timms 
and Grieb (16) stated that the reaction rate 
of fly ash with cement was related to the al
kali content of cement. Kovacs (17) reported 
that S.M=2.5, I.w=1.6—1.7 is the suitable 
clinker composition for fly ash cement when 
lime saturation factor is 0.9. Dalzicl (18) 
believed that the influence of cement compo
sition on fly ash cement strength is smaller 
than that on OPC, and it is unnecessary to 
select a special composition for fly ash ce
ment. Therefore, in order to clarify these 
problems, it is required to carry out a sys
tematic research project. It is known that 
the cement composition is quite complicated, 
as Kokubu (19) declared that the clinker com
position suitable to fly ash cement was very 
difficult to be clearly understood. Never
theless, this paper, as a part of the whole 
project, is only a preliminary study and the 
auther hope it could be conductive to the 
further understanding of this problem.

Material and Procedure

It is almost imporssible to directly 

find out the effects of each component of ce
ment on the strength contribution of fly ash, 
for the cement composition is too complicat
ed. Therefore, 17 typical clinker were col
lected, ground to the same fineness, i.e. 
specifice surface area was equal to 
3100+100cm^/g. The gypsum content was the 

same as that in the factories. Two series of 
4x4x16cm mortar specimen were made with the 
same fall-table spread and the cement/sand 
ratio of 1:2.5. One was OPC mortar, the 
other 30)4 of cement was replaced with fly ash 
Strength were tested after standard curing 
(20°C, 90%RH) for 7, 28 and 90 days. The ce
ment composition is shown in table 1 and fly 
ash in table 2. The 45ym S.R. of fly ash was 
14.7% and water requirement was 96%. The 
strength of OPC/PFA mortar or its ratio over 
OPC mortar were used to represent the suita
bility of the cement composition. Monadic 
and multivariate regressive analyses were 
carried out among each component of cement 
and strength or strength ratio to explore the 
effects of each component of cement and find 
out an appropriate way for evaluating the 
suitability of cement.

Experimental Results

The strength of OPC and OPC/PFA mortar 
and their strength ratio are given in table 3 
and figure 1. The results shows that the 7 
and 28 days strength were all decreased for 
the replacement of cement with 30% fly ash, 
but the strength reduction at 28 days was 
much smaller than that of 7 days. While at 
90 days, the strength are nearly the same in 
average, and increased for some cements, of 
which, the composition might be suitable for 
fly ash cement. The results also showed that 
the influence of cement composition on 
strength of fly ash cement is remarkable. 
For the fly ash cement, the strength of a 
suitable cement is reduced only by 10% at 28 
days and increased by 15% at 90 days.

Table 4 shows the result of monadic re
gression between cement composition and



Table 1 Cement Composition

X1 x2 X3 X4 X5 X6 x7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12

CaS 0.
% 4

f-CaO Alkal.
Equal.

%
K„0 Na,0 7 C,A C4^ 

/0 KH N P

Ma x. 5.7 2.9 1 .09 1.17 0.52 59.8 32.4 14.0 17.1 0.94 2.28 2.41

Min. 3.5 0.4 0.19 0.12 0.10 34.6 10.9 3.3 9.1 0.82 1.76 0.87

Aver. 4.4 1 .1 0.54 0.50 0.21 45.5 24.3 7.8 14.4 0.87 1.92 1 .30

Table 2 Chemical Composition of fly ash (^)

LOT CaO MgO SiO2 A12°3 Fe?0^ so5

2.8 5.06 1.1 50.6 28.1 10.3 0.6

Table 3 Strength of Mortars (MPa)

Curing 
age

OPC OPC/PFA Strength Hatio

Max. Min. Aver. Max. Min. Aver. Max. Min. Aver.

7d. 55.0 27.2 46.9 40.9 19.3 30.7 0.77 0.53 0.66

28d. 70.6 37.0 62.1 56.5 31.6 48.1 0.90 0.65 0.78

90d. 76.1 43.3 67.2 74.6 46.4 66.6 1.13 0.86 1 .00

strength contribution of fly ash. With 17 
samples, the critical corrilation coefficient 
for the significance level of 0.05 is 0.482. 
Compare it with the data of regressive analy
ses, the KjO (or/and equevalent Na^O), C^S 
and KH of cement are directly proportional to 
the strength of fly ash cement, while CaSO^, 
CjS are inversely proportional to that.

The result of a-ll parameters multiva
riate regressive analyses of the strength of 
OPC/PEA mortar and cement composition turned 

out to be equation (1), (2), (3), and the 
comparison between the calculated value and 
test results are plotted in figure (2), (3), 
(4).

Equation (4), t5), (6) are the result of 
multivariate regression among strength ratio 
of 7, 28 and 90 days and cement composition 
respectively, and the calculated results were 
compared with test result in figure (5), (6), 
(7).





Table 4 Monadic Correlative Coefficients

Cement 
Composition OPC OPC/PPA Strength Ratio

Mo. Parameter 7d. 28d. 90d. 7d. 28d. 90d. 7d. 28d. 90d.

X1 CaS04 -0.40 -0.39 -0.38 -0.33 -O.5O -0.49 0.03 -0.03 -0.01

X2 f-CaO -0.47 -0.54 -0.46 -0.27 -0.28 -0.24 0.21 0.34 0.30

X3 Alkal. Equal. -0.53 -0.74 -0.77 -O.25 -0.34 -0.39 0.38 0.58 0.56

X4 K2° -0.53 -0.76 -0.80 -0.13 -0.32 -0.36 0.55 0.65 0.5 4

X5 Ma20 -0.27 -0.33 -0.34 -0.29 -O.19 -0.22 -0.07 0.19 0.17

X6 C^S 0.50 0.46 0.53 0.60 0.55 0.51 0.24 0.04 -0.13

X7 c2s -0.51 -0.38 -0.45 -0.69 -0.55 -0.50 -0.37 -0.13 0.03

X8 3 0.17 0.02 -0.08 0.19 0.09 -0.03 0.04 0.06 0.05

X9 c4af -0.23 -0.09 -O.O5 -0.26 -O.25 -0.16 -0.08 -0.15 -0.09

X10 KH 0.49 0.41 0^48 0.63 0.54 0.50 0.31 0.09 -0.08

X11 N -О.32 -0.51 -0.34 -0.38 -O.19 -0.12 -0.16 0.17 0.28

X12 P 0.17 0.13 0.00 0.13 0.14 0.15 -0.05 -0.03 0.17

Ys7=-585.4-7.7OX1-5.20Х2-875.28Х3+582.49Х4+899.89Х5-4.646Х6-0.264Х7-1.015X8-1.044Xg

+ 1024.1X10-3.86X11+6,.60X12

Y32g=-665.8-8.84Xi-5.77X2-1 H 9.3X5+739.29X4-H US.2X5-5.177X6-0.081X7-2.05^-2.253X9

+ 1181.5Х10-0.63Хп+8.83Х12 (2)

YS9O=-646-7-1O-5OX1-49-7X2-1414.OX5+93O.9OX4+1436.41X5-6.631X6+O.889X7-3.O23Xb

-2.861X9+1491.8X1o+9.18Xii+1O.53Xi2 (?)

YSR7=:-l2;5756~9'487lxr1-2678X2-8.5377X5+5.8661X4+8.7714X5-7.7424X6+1.7571X7-3.1255Xq

-2.13O4Xg+1 9.9634X10-2.2370X11+6.4472X12 (4 )



YSR28=-17.6673-1.1830X^2.1O26X2-6.42O4X5+4.4699X4+6.82O2X5-1.1038X6+2.4l57X?

-4.4367X8-3.5933X9+27.9407Xw-1.1565X11-9.236OX12 (5)

YSRgo=-21.1860-1.6674xi-3.9668X2-8.5672X3+5.5037X4+8.Sm X5-O.139OX6+2.1246X7

-3.6630X8-1.8533Xg+31.1116x10+1.59O5X11+1.3041X12 (6)

Where,
YS7‘ YS28 and YS90: the compressive strength of fly ash cement .at 7, 28 and 90 

days (MPa) "

YSR7’ YSR28and YSH90: the strength ratio of fly ash cement at 7, 28 and 90 days

X,, x2. X^ and X^2: cement composition as in table 1

Observed 7 days strength (MPa)

Figure 2

Observed 90 days strength (MPd)

Figure 4

Observed 28 days strength (MPa)

Observed 7 days strength ratio

Figure 5



Estimated. 90 days strength ratio

Figure 7

Discussion

From figure 1, it is evident that with 
the addition of 30% fly ash, the fluctuation 
of 28 days strength were notably reduced com
paring with OFC mortar as was similar to 
Dalziel (18) conclusion. But the result also 
shows that the strength reduction of fly ash 
cement changes greatly due to the difference 
of cement composition. At 28 days, for ex
ample, the strength of OPC sample No.6 and 
No.8 are approximately the same, but, the 
OPC/PFA strength of No.6 is 14MPa higher than 
that of No.8. Therefore, it would be worth
while to develop a special cement which is 
suitable for fly ash cement production.

In table 4, the OPC strength is in di
rect proportion of its C^S content, and the 
correlation coefficient was notable increas
ed with the addition of fly ash. It indica
tes that the C^S is beneficial to the 
strength contribution of fly ash. A higher 
C^S content usually means a higher KH, so the 
latter should be beneficial to the strength 
contribution of fly ash either. Table 4 also 
shows the correlation coefficient between KH 
and strength growes with the addition of fly 
ash. .The higher rate of hydration of C^S and 

more released Са(0Н)2 promoted the pozzolanic 
reaction of fly ash. OPC especially RHPC con
tains more so that they are reported to 
be more suitable for fly ash addition. The 
inverse correlation coefficient between C2S 
and the strength expanded for the adding of 
fly ash, it means the C^S is disadvantageous 
to the strength contribution of fly ash. Be
cause the hydration rate of C^S is very slow 
at earlier ages, the pozzolanic reactivity 
could not be activated. Although C^A and C^AF 
hydrate quickly, they don't release Ca(0H)2 so 
that they have no use for the reaction of fly 
ash. For this reason, there is no correlat
ions between the strength contribution of fly 
ash and either of the two. The f-CaO in ce
ment is harmful, as table 4 shows, it is in
versely proportional to strength, but its 
harmfulness was lowered by the pozzolanic re
action, when fly ash was used. The K20 in 
cement was also in inverse proportion of OPC 
strength, but with fly ash, the inverse corre
lation coefficient was much smaller, as hinted 
that K20 might be beneficial to the strength 
contribution of fly ash. . It is known to all 
that other than existing as KgSO^, the K20 in 
clinker mainly changes C2S to KC2^S12, which 
hydrates more rapidly than C2S. Because the 
hydration rate of CgS was accelerated by ^O,



when fly ash was added, it is also helpful to 
the pozzolanic reaction. Besides, K20 can 
increase the solubility of acidic oxiedes in 
fly ash, so it can increase the pozzolanic 
reaction, either. In audition to existing as 
Na2SO4, Na2O chiefly forms NCgA^, which don't 
release Ca(0H)2 when hydrating, so that Na20 
is not related to the strength contribution 
of fly ash. Brink and Halstead (15), Timms 
and Grieb (16) had briefly pointed out the 
influence of alkali, but actually, what af
fected was KgO, the data in table 4 has com- 
firmed it. In the case of this experiment, 
СаЗОд is in inverse proportion of the 
strength contribution of fly ash at 28 and 90 
days, it might result from that the Al20^ in 
fly ash had speeded up the transformation of 
AFt to AFm. •

It is manifested in figure (2), (3) and 
(4) that the strength calculated with equat
ion (1), (2) and (3) are quite close to the 
test result. Therefore, under the limitation 
of this experiment, these equations can be 
used to evaluate the suitability of clinker 
for fly ash cement. For the same reason, the 
strength contribution of fly ash in different 
OPC can be evaluated with equation (4), (5) 
and (6).

Conclusion

Cement composition has evident effects 
on the strength contribution of fly ash, so 
that to find out a cement with porper compo
sition has practical significance in the pro
duction of fly ash cement. The KH and C^S 
are directly proportional to the strength of 
fly ash cement, while inversely are C2S and 
CaSO4. Although K20 is in inverse proportion 
of OPC strength, yet it is beneficial to the 
strength contribution of fly ash. Thus, the 
dlsadvantaglous of K20 can be reduced by the 
addition of fly ash. Under the limitation of 
this experiment, the multivariate regressive 
equation can be used to evaluate the suita
bility of different ordinary portland cement 
for the production of fly ash cement with

good accuaacy.
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Effect of CaCOH^and CaSO^l^O on the strength of flyash cement pastes
. 3.2

Effet de Ca(OH>2 et de CaSO4.2H2O sur la resistance ..des pates du ciment aux cendres. volantes

Summary: The effect of CH and CSH2 added to flyash cement pastes on the strengths was studied by strength test 
combining with QXDA,thermal analysis and SEM as well as Trimethylsililation method.

The addition of.CH decreases the strength of flyash cement paste even at 90 days although it increases the reac
tion degree of flyash. '

Gypsum added to flyash cement paste decreases the strength at early ages but increases the strength at later 
ages. All gypsum added is consumed up at 28 days,therefore,the contribution of gypsum added is limited within 
28 days. The contribution of gypsum to strength lies in the formation of ettringite in the capillary and densifi- 
cation of the structure of the paste.Gypsum combining with small amount of CH added contributes more to strength 
of the paste at later ages. 6

The reactivity of flyash is very low,only 7-12% reaction degree at 60 days,which is probably associated with only 
8% monomer in silica acid of flyash. After addition of CH and CSH,, the monomer decreases,and dimer and
polymer increase in flyash cement paste at 60 days. Z

The strength of flyash cement paste.whether CH and CSH are added or not,are lower than that of portland cement 
paste even at 90 days if same w/s ratio is used.

Atravcs de teste de resistencia, combinado com QXDA, anälise termica e SEM, bem сото pelo metodo de tri 
metilsililacao, estudou-se о efeito do CH e CSH2, adicionadp a pastas de cimento.de cinza volante, sobre as re- 

и die las •

A adipao de CH^diminui a resistencia da pasta de cimento de cinza volante mesmo aos 90 dias. embora ela 
aumente о grau de reapao da cinza volante.

A adipäo de gesso ä pasta de cimento de cinza volante diminui a resistencia nas idades iniciais mas au 
menta-a nas idades finais. Todo о gesso adicionado e consumido ate aos 28 dias; portanto, a contribuicäo do 
gesso adicionado esta limitada ao periodo de 28 dias. A contribuipäo do gesso para a resistencia consiste na 
rormapao de etrmgita nos capilares e na densificapäo da estrutura da pasta. 0 gesso, em combinapäo com peque- 
na quantidade de CH adicionado, contribui adicionalmente para a resistencia da pasta nas idades finais.

A reatividade da cinza volante e muito baixa, grau de reapäo de apenas 7 - 129» em 60 dias, о que prova-
r»lmerc§ esta ass°clado com os apenas 8’» de manomero no äcido silicico da cinza volante. Depois da adipao de
lh e Lbn2, о manomero diminui, e aumentam о dimero e pollmero na pasta de cimento de cinza volante aos 60 dias.

A resistencia da pasta de cimento de cinza volante, com ou sem CH e CSH,, e inferior ä da pasta de ci-
mento portland mesmo aos 90 dias, se tiver sido usada a mesma rela^ao a/s. -



Effect of Ca(OH)j and CaSO^^l^O on the , strength of fl.ya.sh -cement pastes

Effet de CaCOH^ et CaSO^ sur la resistance des pates du ciment aux cehdres volantes

1. Introduction

Numerous papers on the investigation of flyash have 
been published recently,some papers dealed with the 
properties of flyash /1-3/,some were on pozzolanic 
reaction of flyash K.Takemoto et al /8/ reviewed
the works on hyd%tion of pozzolanic cements including • 
the flyash cement at the 7th International Symposium 
on the Chemistry of Cement.
Many papers pointed out that the utilization of flyash 
’’lubricated" the particles of the concrete mixture, ■ 
allowing the water demand "of the mixture to be reduced. 
Besides,it acted as "precipidate sites" for hydrates 
of portland cement as well as reacted with CH to form 
CSH gel. ■ .

, Huang Shiyan /4/ pointed out that flyash was actually 
non-reactive at early ages and the addition of gypsum 
could accelerate the pozzolanic reaction between CH 
and flyash and increase the strength of the paste ■ 
after 28 day age.
Some works published was studied by using' water solid 
ratio (w/s) by weight. As well known, flyash has less 
specific gravity than that of portland cement,there- . 
fore,if same w/s ratio by weight is used,flyash ce
ment will have less capillary pore than that of pure 
portland cement paste,which will influence the 
strength significantly.
In the present papers same w/s ratio by volume was • 
used to eliminate the effect of the difference of 
origenal capillary in the pastes. The investigation 
was focused on the effect of CH and CSH^ added on the 
strength of the pastes,because both CH and CSH^ in 
flyash cement paste are not enough for flyash reacting 
completely to form CSH gel and AFM or AFT phaSb. Ac
cording to calculation, 117» CSiL of the mixture has 
to be added to the cement for 257o of the flyash added 
in the mixture to hydrate in our experiments in which 
707e portland cement is mixed with 307o flyash by weight 
(65%:35% by volume).If 50% and 100% of flyash in the 
minture react completely with CH and CSH», 7.7%, CH+ 
22% CSH2 and 317= CH+44%CSH2 have to be added.

2. Materials and experiments

Portland cement Type 1 was supplied by Cement and 
Concrete Reference Laboatory. The chemical and poten— 
tial mineralogical composition (calculated by Bogue 
formula) were listed in table 1 and table 2.

Table 1. Chemical composition of portland cement

Si02 AlaOs Fea03 CaO MgO S0$ Na2 0 Ka 0
20.46 5.30 2.12 63.16 3.96 2.58 0.23 o.95

Table 2. Potential mineralogical composition of 
portland cement .

~CyS CaS C$A C*AF  "f-CaO MgO CSH2 Kx0 "
50.23 20.62 10.46 6.41 1.27 3.90 5.53 0.95

The fineness of cement is 3689 cm/g(Blaine), 87% par
ticles pass through No.325 sieve.
flyash was from American Flyash Company. The chemical 
composition is as follows:

— £10^ Ala03 Fea03 CaO MgO Naa0
50.83 29.37 13.83 1.65 0.86 1.82

79.77= particles pass through No.325 sieve.

Chemical grade reagent CH and CSH2 were. used.
■ The:pastes of portland cement,flyash cement,flyash 
cement+CH,flyash ccment+CSH. and flyash cement+CH+CSH^ 
were prepared by w/s ratio 1:1 by volume to keep the 
initial capillary pore in nearly the same level for 
all pastes. All mixture were blended in a bowl handly 
and mixed in a Hobort mixer for 1 minute. Afteradding 
water,the mixtures were mixed at low,middle and high 
speeds for 30,30 and 60 secconds respectively. The 
portland cement flyash ratio of all mixture were kept 

. in 65:35 by volume(70:30 by weight). Different amount 
of-i. CH,CSH2 and CH+CSH^ were added to the."mixture re
spectively. 1’ dia. by 2’ high cylinders were prepared 
and cured in;40eC water until the ages for compressive 
strength -test.. I’xl’xl' cubes were prepared for ther
mal analysis , at 1'05° C to determine the total porosity. 
The ignition losses of hydrated products and CH con
tents of the samples were determined at .300,400,600 
and 950°C. . .

method oftheout by

the pictureby SEM 
spaces

ett-
20

but
1iminted. e

C3S and 42.9‘ringite,11.7’26 for CSH2,51.8°2e 
for internal standard MgO.

GPC analysis were" carried 
■J.F Young /9/. .

' The samples were- Observed 
were not present here for

for checking the phase composition and
" ‘ .^5 d11^ СЗН2 quantitatively.

. QXDA was run
the contents of ettringite,C^S. and CSH,
The ratio of the peak intensities were determined by 
weighing the paper of the peak area at 9.1е20 for 

‘ for - - ------ ‘

3.Results and discussions ♦

Fig.l shows the effect -of the amounts of CH added to 

cement on the compressive strengths of the pastes.

0 Im—I--- -------- 1----------------- ----------------- -13 7 14 28 60 90
' • (days)

Fig.i Effect of CH added on the strengths of .flyash 
cement pastes

The strength decreases with the addition of CH at ear

ly ages,even at 90 days only the paste with 57= CH ad
dition catches up with flyash cement paste. The-more 
CH addition,the lower compressive strength at early 
ages. Huang Shiyan /4/ believed that flyash was non
reactive actually at early ages. We find that the 
strengths of fly-ash cement are the function of the 
contents of. portland cement in the mixture at early
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ages. Most of flyash particles do not react with CH, 
their surface are still smooth without any change by 
SEM observation at early ages. At 28 days some flyash 
particles reacted,but some still do not. Even at 60 
days we still find some holes in which flyash particles 
are pulled out when the samples are broken. The reacted 
degree of flyash was calculated from the difference 
•between theoretical and actual CH contents of various 
pastes at 60 days,and the result was showed in Fig.2.

Fig.2 The effect of CH and CSH2 addition on reaction 
degree of flyash

The actual CH contents were measured from thermal 
analysis.the theoretical contents of CH were calcu
lated from CH content of portland cement paste and the 
percentage of portland cement in flyash cement. For ■ 
calculation briefly,it is assumed that portland cement 
in all pastes has same hydration degree in same ages. 
If we assume that SiO^ and in flyash react with
CH and CSH- stochiometrically and forming ettringite 
or AFM or AFt or C„AH^,the reaction degree of flyash 
can be calculated from CH reacted in the pastes. It 
seems that CH added increases reaction degree of fly
ash,for example,from 77O of non-addition of CH to about 
12% by addition of 15% CH at 60 days. Because only 
about 107o of CH added reacts with flyash,907o of the 
CH added exists as fine aggregate vhich is the weakness 
of the paste according to the report of S.B Williamson 
/10/. The more CH in the paste,the less percentage hy
dration products in the pastes. This is the reason 
that the strength of the paste with CH addition is 
lower than that with CH addition even at 60-day age. 
F.G Butter and E.J Walker /5/ stated that pozzolanic 
reaction of flyash could not proceed to a point which 
would cause the PH of the pore fluids to drop to a 
dangerous level. We believe that the addition of CH 
may keep the pore solution of the paste at higher CaO . 
concentration (higher PH value) even at later age, 
which is favorable to pozzolanic reaction of flyash, 
therefore,the reaction degree of flyash increases with 
the amounts of CH addition. •

The effect of CSH^ on the strengths of the pastes is 
showed in Fig.3.We can find that the strengths of the 
pastes with 2%,4% and 6% CSH2. addition catch up with 
that of flyash cement at 14 to 28 days and surpass to 
that of flyash cement at 60 days. The paste with 8% 
CSH0 addition catches up with that of flyash cement 
at 60 days.During 3 to 14 days,the strengths of the 
pastes with 27»,4% and 67e CSR^ increase rapidly,which 
is contributed by the formation of ettringite at the 
capillary between the particles. QXDA curve in Fig.4

e" 
о 
и

13 7 14

Fig.3 Effect of the amount of CS^ on the compressive 
strength of the pastes

showed that most of ettringite were formed before 14 
days,which coincided with the increase of strength 
curve in Fig.3. CSH2 was consumed up at 28 days showed 
in Fig.4,indicating that the contribution of CSH2 to 
strength was limited within 28 days.Fig.5 showed that 
the contents of ettringites in the pastes increased 
with the amounts of CSH2 added. We believe that the

Fig.4 QXDA curves of 'C^S,ettringite and CSHj of the 
paste with 8%, addition,at 60 days

higher strength of the paste with CSHj added at later 
ages stems from both: the reaction of CSH^ with C-A 
or with A^O- from flyash to form ettringite in the 
capillary and the pozzolanic reaction of flyash with 
CH to form CSH gel at later age,which contributes a 
denser structure to the paste.

The effect of CH+CSHj on the strength of flyash cement 
paste is illustrated in Fig.6. The decrease of the 
compressive strength is much more than that added CH 
or CSH« alone. This is the combination of both nega
tive effect of CH and CS^ to the strength. The 
strengths of all pastes catch up that of flyash cement
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Fig.5 The content of ettringite as the function of
the amount of CSH2 added (60 days age by QXDA) 

paste at 28 to 40 days and surpass that of flyash ce
ment paste at 60 days. This is attributed to the com
bination effect of both the formation of ettringite 
by addition of CSH„ and more CSH gel formed by fly
ash reaction with CaO of higher CaO concentration 
in pore solution by addition of GH.Because of the ad
dition of CH, the non-evaporable water in the pastes 
measured at 950®C includes the water by dehydration 
of CH,we measure the non-evaporable water at 300°C 
which is representative of most non-evaporable water 
of the hydrates which are main contributor to the 
strength except CH. The curve profile of non-evapo-

0 . , ______ , _____________ ,
13 7 14 28 60 90

(days)

Fig.6 Effect of 5% CH + CSH2 added on the strength 
of the paste

rable water showed in Fig.7 is similar to strength 
curves above. Because the pastes with 4%,6% and 87O 
CSH2 addition have 87=,127O and 197= ettringite at 60 
days respectively and ettringite loses more water mo
lecues at 300°C than that of other hydrates,therefore 
we conclude again that the major contribution of CSH2 
to the strength is to form ettringite in the capilla
ry at early age,thereby the CSH formed by pozzolanic 
reaction of flyash at later age densifies the struc
ture of the paste.
From Fig.l to Fig.6 we find that the strengths of

Fig.7 Non-evaporable water contents (at 300 C) of 
several samples as function as hydration ages 

flyash cement pastes»whether CH and CSlL are added or 
not,are lower than that of pure portland cement even 
at 90 days if w/s ratio by volume is used,which is 
origenated from the lower activity of flyash cement 
and hence higher porosity in the pastes of flyash ce
ment. The origenal porosity of all pastes are 507=,but 
at 60 days the total porosities of portland cement, 
flyash cement, flyash cement with 57=,107= and 157= CH 
addition are 29.27=, 31.6%, 36.17=, 36.77= and 37.27= re
spectively. H.Uchikawa /11/stated that capillary space 
was increased with the blending ratio of flyash,and 
total porosity increased about 2% to 6% with the 
blending amount of flyash. In our experiments,the non- 
evporable water in portland cement,flyash cement,fly
ash cement + 570CH, flyash cement + 87=CSH« pastes obtained 
from 105 to 300°C at 90 days are 5.47=,4.87=,4.6% and 
5.27= respectively,which is in agreement with the re
sults of the strength.

The results of TMS of some pastes are showed in Fig.8 
and table 3.

Table 3. The effect of CH and CSH2 added on the de- 
rivatization of some flyash cement pastes 
(60 days samples)

Mo. Di. Pe . Oct. Те. Do.
Flyash 8 31 15 10 15 21
Flyash cement 39 34 12 5 6 4
Flyash cement+5%CH 27 37 15 7 8 6
Flyash cement+87aCSH 29 39 12 6 8 6
Flyash cement + 57-CH 12 38 16 10 12 12
+8%CSH

Mo. —--monomer Di.- i ime r
Pe.—--pentamer Oct DCtamer
Те.--- tetradecamer Do.--- docosamer

There exists only 87= monomer in the silica acid of 
flyash,while dimer and polymer equal to about 90%. 
Small amount of monomer probably is responsible for 
lower reactivity of flyash. After addition of CH and 
CSH2, monomer decreases and polymer increases in fly
ash cement pastes compared with the paste without CH 
and CSH- addition at 60 days.Especially in the paste 
with addition of both CH and CSH2» monomer is much 
less and polymer is more greater than that of the 
paste with the addition of CH or CSH9 alone. It is un
certain to confirm the higher strength of the paste 
with addition of CH and CSH2 to be related with more 
polymer in the paste. More works are needed to under
stand the source of polymer because we do not known
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Fig.8 Gel permeation chromatogram of derivatized 
hydrated flyash cement pastes showing the 
effects of CH and added (60 days samples)
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that they are from unreactive flyash or from the hy
dration products of portland cement and flyash.

4. Conclusions

Some conclusions can be drawn from above results and 
discussions:
1) . The strengths of flyash cement pastes,whether CH 
and/or CSH£ added or not, are lower than that of port
land cement paste even at 90 days if same w/s ratio
by volume is used,
2) . The addition of CH decreases the strength of fly
ash cement paste even at 90 days.
3) . Gypsum added to flyash cement paste decreases the 
strength at early ages but increases the strength at 
later ages. All gypsum added is consumed up at28 days. 
The contribution of gypsum to the strength lies in 
the formation of ettringite in the capillary and den- 
sification of the structure of the paste. Gypsum com
bining with small amount of CH added contributes more 
to the strength at later ages due to increase of the 
reaction degree of flyash by addition of CH to mantain 
higher PH value in pore solution.

4) . The reactivity of flyash is very low, only 7-12% 
reaction degree takes place at 60 days,which is pro
bably associated with 8% monomer in flyash.

5) . After addition of CH and CS^, the monomer in fly
ash cement paste decreases,dimer and polymer increases.
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Effect of Polymer Modifications on the Mechanical Properties of Calcium Silicate and 
Calcium Aluminate Cements.
L'effect de modifications d'un polymere sur les proprietes mecaniques des ciments en silicate 
calcique et alumine calcique.

Summary
The new polymer modified cements, also known as "NIMS" or "NDF” cement have been found to be complex new 

materials, many of which cannot be said to be mere extensions of conventional hydraulic cement materials. Meehan 
leal properties depend markedly upon the combination of polymer type and cement type, with certain combination , 
such as Calcium Aluminate cement/Poly Vinyl Acetate/Alcohol copolymer being of particularly high mechanical 
strength when processed in the correct manner.

In the calcium silicate, or Portland cement system, different polymers such as poly acrylamide and 
hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose may be used to produce materials with varying properties.

It is clear that the polymers affect the hydration reaction to varying degrees, depending on their own 
reactivity, and this may lead to a complex polymer/hydrate gel or even a chemically cross-linked polymer, rather 
than hydrate particles alone being the main binding agent.

Evidence is presented here for some of the microstructural features of these cements which affect mechanical 
properties. In particular detailed attention is given to the fracture processes involved during mechanical 
failure.

Os novos cimentos polimeros modificados tambein chamados "NIMS" ou "MDF" conforme se consta 
tou, sao novos materials complexes, multos dos quais näo se pode dizer quo säo meras exten~ 
soes dos materials do cimento hidraullco convencional. As propriedades mecanicas dependem a- 
centuadamente da combina^ao do tipo de pollmero e do tipo de cimento, tendo certas comblna- 
qoes - сото cimento de aluminato de calcio/acetato de polivini1/соро1imero de alcool - resis- 
tencia mecanica particularmente elevada quando processados de maneira correta.

No silicato de calcio, ou sistema de cimento portland, podem ser usados diferentes polime
ros, сото poliacrilamida e celulose-metil-hidroxipropil, para produzir materials com proprie
dades diferentes.

claro que os polimeros afetam a reaqäo de hidrataqao cm varios graus, dependendo de sua 
propria reatividade, e isto pode levar a urn gel complexo polimero/hidrato ou mesmo a urn poli- 
mero, ligados transversalmente de forma quimica, mais do que se particulas de hidrato sozi- 
nhas fossem о principal agente ligante.

Neste trabalho se tornam evidentes algumas_caracteristicas microestruturais destes cimen
tos, que afetam as propriedades mecanicas. Da-se atenqao detalhada em particular aos proces
sos de. fratura envolvidos durante a ruptura mecanica.



1. Introduction

This paper presents results on the mechanical 
properties of polymer modified calcium silicate 
(Portland) and calcium aluminate cements.

These cements were originally termed "macro-defect 
free" cements (1) as it was believed that their sup
erior mechanical properties were primarily due to the 
removal of large air-bubble defects,which were thought 
to act as flaws obeying the Griffith (2) equation. 
This was, however, contrary to the conclusions of an 
extensive study of the fracture mechanics of Portland 
cement paste (3) where it was found that the failure 
stress-notch size relationship was better fitted by 
an equation which included in it a value for the 
yield stress, predicting that there was a limiting, 
or "intrinsic" strength which could not be exceeded 
merely by removing flaws. It was subsequently shown 
(4) that removal of air bubble defects did not sub
stantially improve the flexural strength; the mean 
flexural strength was increased by approximately 15% 
and the scatter in results considerably decreased but 
the maximum flexural strength remained the same. It 
was concluded from this study that, even though the 
air bubbles did act as flaws, their effect was not 
the same as that of sharp flaws in a linear elastic 
medium, as required for the Griffith analysis. Alford 
et al (5) suggested that there may be other flaws 
present, but there is no clear microstructural evid
ence of the existence of such flaws of sufficient 
size to account for the low flexural strength (about 
15 MPa) even in the absence of air bubbles. The 
simplistic Griffith mode? was later modified (6) by 
the addition of empirical equations relating Young's 
modulus and fracture surface energy to porosity.

Rodger et al (7) have studied the Portland cement/ 
poly acrylamide (PAAm) and calcium aluminate cement/ 
poly vinyl acetate - alcohol (PVAA1) systems, and 
have proposed that in both cases the hydration react
ion and the products thereof, are chemically modified 
by the polymer. When PVAA1 is introduced into the 
calcium aluminate system, it is seen from infra-red 
studies that the polymer hydrolyzes to become poly 
vinyl alcohol, the acetate groups combining with a 
small amount of calcium, whilst x-ray diffraction 
suggests that production of conventional crystalline 
hydrates is heavily suppressed. The authors proposed 
that the material was bound together by a poly vinyl 
alcohol gel cross-linked with metal ions from a small 
amount of cement hydration.

In the case of Portland cement/PAAm system it was 
similarly proposed that the polymer first hydrolyzes 
at the high pH produced early in the hydration react
ion, to form poly acrylic acid which is then cross
linked by metal ions to form the binding agent; 
apparently conventional hydrates are also present (8).

2. Experimental Method
2.1 Preparation of materials

Full details of the mixing, pressing and curing 
of the polymer modified cements have been given else
where (9). In all cases, the dry powdered polymer 
was mixed with the anhydrous cement, and the water 
then added during mixing in a planetary mixer. When 
a uniform crumble had thus been obtained, it was fed 
onto a laboratory twin roll mill and rolled until a 
dough was formed. This was then folded and passed 
through a wider nip to obtain the desired thickness 
of plate.

The plates were pressed between "melinex" non
stick films, at a pressure just sufficient to begin 
deforming them, and left at room temperature under 
pressure for up to 24 hours.

Pressure was then released and the non-stick film 
peeled off. Portland cement preparations were then 
submerged for the desired period in curing baths fil
led with water which had previously been used to cure 
the same cement. This was to prevent excess leaching 
of alkalis. Calcium Aluminate cement plates were left 
to dry to ambient-humidity immediately after removal 
from the press.

2.2 Testing Procedures
The plates were cut into bars using a water- 

cooled diamond tipped saw. The bars were then tested 
in three point bending either in the water-saturated, 
ambient dried or oven-dried condition. All testing 
was carried out at room temperature, and the test 
procedures have been described elsewhere (4).

Flexural strength and Young's modulus (initial 
tangent modulus) were measured on bars nominally 6 mm 
or 3 mm thick x 12 mm wide, tested in 3-point bend 
over a span of 180 mm or 80 mm respectively. The 
high span/depth ratios were chosen to minimise errors 
in the measurement of the modulus (4). Fracture sur
face energy was calculated from slow-bend tests on 
notched bars, 6 mm deep x 12 mm wide, span 50 mm and 
nominal notch/depth ratio of 0.65. In all cases, this 
produced a fully stable fracture.

A conduction calorimeter was used to follow the 
hydration of Portland cement at 21°C with and without 
polymer additions. A water/cement (w/c) ratio of 0.15 
was used, and all mixing was carried out prior to 
placing a small (^ 10g) sample in the calorimeter 
cell. Unless otherwise stated, the mixing included 
passing the crumble repeatedly through a twin roll 
mill until a uniform product was obtained. Rate of 
heat evolution was calculated on the basis of the 
weight of dry cement in the sample.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Calorimetry

The rates of heat evolution for various OPC/poly- 
mer mixes are shown in figures 1 to 3.

The rolling process has had a marked effect on 
the hydration of the cement in the absence of the 
polymer. This is likely to be due to an improved 
wetting of the anhydrous cement surface. Though some 
friction would inevitably have occurred between cem
ent grains, the mill nip of 1.3 mm was over ten times 
greater than the maximum particle size, and the mill" 
ing was carried out gently to avoid this problem. No 
temperature rise was noted during milling, and the , 
sample size was small compared with the mill capacity, j 
There is an almost complete lack of a dormant period, 
particularly after rolling. This may be due to the 
low water content, which is rapidly saturated with 
calcium.

Total heat evolved was not affected by rolling, 
this being (at 48 hrs) 116 kj/kg for the rolled 
cement and 117 kj/kg for the hand mixed one.

Figures 2 and 3 show that the addition of the 
polymers retards the hydration, though by differing 
extents.
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Fig.l. Effect of twin-roll milling on rate of heat 
evolution from OPC, w/c 0.15. (no polymer additions).

Fig. 2. Effect of addition of hydroxy propyl methyl 
cellulose on the rate of heat evolution from OPC, w/c 
0.15. Small figures are wt.% polymer addition, based 
°n weight of cement.

Fig.3. - Effect of addition of poly acrylamide on the 
rate of heat evolution from OPC, w/c 0.15. Small 
figures as for Fig.2.

Retardation is likely to occur due to the hydro
philic nature of the polymers, i.e. water is physic
ally bound to the polymer, and is.therefore less 
mobile than in the bulk liquid state. Transport of 
other ions will also be inhibited.

Chemical effects from the different polymers must 
also be expected. The cellulose molecule is made up 
of glucose rings, and the retarding effect- of HPMC 
may be likened to the effect of sugars (10), though 
of a far less radical nature.

The polycrylamide has a much less drastic effect 
upon hydration rate, as, in the initial stages, it 
has not hydrolised to form polyacrylic acid, and is 
not therefore in a suitable form to complex calcium 
ions.

No additional heat evolution peaks were found to 
occur in the Portland cement system, in contrast to 
studies on calcium aluminate cement (8).

A reduction in the total heat evolved during hyd
ration was noted as the polymer content was increased, 
as shown in table 1.

Table 1. Effect of polymer additions on total heat 
evolved after 48 hours, in kj/kg

Polymer addition, wt.%
0 2 4 6

HPMC 109 96 -
116

PAAm 105 86 68



A similar effect is seen with both polymers; al
though the reaction has not completely stopped after 
48 hours, figures 2-3, the rate is extremely low at 
this point, and the reduction in total heat evolved 
most probably reflects the increasing amount of water 
bound by the polymer gel. It should be noted here 
that the water available for reaction in these calor
imetric studies is limited to the amount used for 
mixing, which is not the case where the material is 
allowed to cure under water (9).

The apparent degree of hydration can be calculated 
from the calorimetric data if a nominal average heat 
of hydration for the whole cement is assumed. This 
is only an approximate calculation, as the heats of 
hydration of the component minerals vary widely (11). 
However, it is useful to gain some understanding of 
the amount of cement consumed, and we take a value of 
about 490 kJ/kg for a typical Portland cement (11). 
Taking the ,,4%M mixes from table 1 which correspond 
approximately to mix of 64%/6% by volume (9), the 
degrees of hydration of OPC/HPMC and OPC/PAAm are 20% 
and 18% respectively. The former is somewhat lower 
than the value of 26% calculated previously for a 
64/6 OPC/HPMC from simple bound water measurements(9).

An analogy has been drawn by Rodger et al (7) 
between these OPC/PAAm cements and certain dental 
cements containing ion-leachable glass and poly 
acrylic acid (12). However, the proportioning of 
these cements (13) is such that the polymer and glass 
are present in comparable proportions, whereas much 
less polymer is used in the cements under considera
tion here. It can be seen from the model proposed (7) 
that one calcium ion is bound by two monomer units 
of the polymer in the case of polymer-cement adhesion 
and by four monomer units in the case of polymer
polymer cross linking. Assuming, as a conservative 
estimate, that one calcium ion combines with two 
monomer units, then, given the respective molecular 
or atomic weights of PAAm and Ca as 71 and 40, we 
may calculate that calcium amounting to 1.1% of the 
weight of the polymer is required, or 1.6% expressed 
as CaO. Assuming a CaO content of 65% of the cement, 
this can also be expressed as about 2.4% of the 
weight of the anhydrous cement for a material 
containing 4% polymer.

Some 25% of the hydration products of Portland 
cement normally occur as Calcium Hydroxide and it can 
be seen that, at a degree of hydration of about 18% 
there is more than enough free calcium available 
without taking any from the calcium silicate hydrates 
which form the main binding agent in Portland cement 
pastes. It may be this free calcium which would 
otherwise crystallize as Calcium Hydroxide, that has 
been identified by Sinclair and Groves (8) as separ
ate from the definable calcium silicate hydrates.

3.2 Mechanical Properties
3.2.1 Portland Cement

The mechanical properties of Portland cement 
modified with hydroxy propy methyl cellulose have 
been documented elsewhere (9). It was found that full 
densification of the cement could be obtained at a 
polymer content of about 1% by total volume, or 0.7% 
of the weight of the cement. As the polymer content 
was increased, the dry (ambient humidity) flexural 
strength was observed to increase markedly, whilst 
initial tangent modulus remained constant, as ex
pected from the constancy in porosity. Changes in 

flexural strength were found to be brought about by 
the toughening action of the polymer, not by improved 
flaw removal, as the flexural strength was observed 
to increase by the same extent as the fracture sur
face energy (14). This cannot be explained in terms 
of the simplistic porosity model (6).

Figure 4 shows the evolution of flexural strength, 
Young's modulus (initial tangent modulus) and fracture 
surface energy for a mix of 64% OPC/6% PAAm by volume.
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Fig. 4. Mechanical properties of a 64/6 (% by 
volume) OPC/PAAm polymer modified cement, a) wet, as 
cured, b) dried at ambient humidity.

In the OPC/HPMC system studied previously (9,14) 
the fracture surface energy and flexural strength 
were linked directly through fracture mechanics, as 
the results suggested that the flexural strength was 
a close approximation to the yield stress in the 
Dugdale/Barenblatt equation.

The initial tangent modulus in both systems app
ears to develop in a similar manner. However, in this 
study it can be seen from figure 4 that, particularly 
in the dry state, the fracture surface energy appears 
to be unaffected by curing time, whereas there is a 
steady increase in flexural strength between 24 and



72 hours.

This indicates that some changes may be taking 
place in the process zone parameters as the cement is 
cured. Further information can be gained from the 
load/deflection behaviour of notched and unnotched 
beams.

------------ 72h
- 42h

24h

CENTRAL DEFLECTION / mm
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Fig. 5. Notched bar load/deflection curves for 64/6 
OPC/PAAm . a)wet, as cured, b) dried to ambient 
humity. Small figures are curing times in hours.

6. Unnotched bar load/deflection curves for
64/6 OPC/PAAm. Notes as for Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Wet and dry load/deflection curves for a 3 
day old 64/6 OPC/HMPC polymer modified cement.
a) notched bar, а/d 0.65, b) unnotched bar.

Figures 5 and 6 show typical load/deflection 
curves for the two tests (i.e. notched and unnotched 
bars) in both moisture states.

By comparison, figure 7 shows the same curves for 
a 3 day old 64/6 OPC/HPMC mix.

In all cases, curvature of the load/deflection 
curve is very marked in the wet state. The degree of 
curvature reduces with increasing curing time, and 
this is more marked for the PAAm materials than for 
those made with HPMC (9).

Removal of water leads to a large reduction in 
curvature? again, this is more marked at later ages 
in the PAAm materials than the HPMC. Indeed, after 72 
hrs curing, the dry PAAm material is essentially 
linear to failure, even in the notched test. This is 
indicative of increasing brittleness, and a greater 
variation is found in the flexural strength tests#



with coefficient of variation rising from typically 
below 6% for the dry HPMC materials, to over 12% for 
the more brittle PAAm materials. Such an embrittled 
state is not found in the cements made with cellulose 
derivatives until they are oven-dried (14).

We now turn to consider the process of fracture 
in terms of the microstructure of the hydrated cement 
described in more detail elsewhere in this conference 
by the present authors.

The calcium silicate hydrates formed by Portland 
cement are sheet-like, consisting of layers of cal
cium hydroxide with silica tetrahedra in-between (15). 
It is proposed that fracture occurs primarily by the . 
sliding apart of such layers, and that in the polymer 
modified cements, the interlayer adhesion is improved 
by the presence of polymer (У), at least when it is 
dried.

Thus the stiffness of the material is dependent 
primarily upon the anhydrous grains and hydrated par
ticles, whilst the yield stress, and hence fracture 
surface energy and flexural strength, depends upon 
the state of the polymer (i.e. wet or dry) and the 
bond between the polymer and the hydrates. Calcula
tions based on the hydrate surface visible in the SEM 
at high water contents gave good agreement with mech
anical test data for OPC/HPMC materials (9), though 
the details of the model have been challenged (16) on 
the grounds that such "fibrillar" growths are not 
visible on the fracture surfaces of polymer modified 
cements.

Nevertheless, it seems likely that the OPC/PAAm 
materials are bound together by conventional hydrates 
and a modified acrylic gel, as suggested by Rodger et 
al (7), though the amount of calcium required to sat
urate the gel can be obtained from the excess left 
after conventional hydration. We would therefore en
visage a fracture mechanism similar to that in ОРС/ 
HPMC, save that the adhesion between polymer and hy
drates may be enhanced, due to chemical bonding be
tween the carboxyl groups on the polymer and metal 
ions on the hydrate surfaces, and the calcium-modif
ied polymer will be more rigid due to linkage between 
polymer chains and also due to the hard, rather brit
tle, nature of the polymer. Thus the yield stress may 
be enhanced, but slippage may occur over smaller dis
tances, leading to a material which is slightly 
stronger but more brittle, with less stable cracking 
and hence less curvature of the load/deflection curve, 
as noted above.

3.2.2 Calcium Aluminate cement

Calcium Aluminate cements hydrate in a very dif
ferent manner to Portland cement. The conventional 
hydrates are generally crystalline, and can easily 
be studied using x-ray diffraction. Rodger et al (7) 
have shown that the formation of such crystalline 
hydrates is strongly suppressed by the presence of 
large amounts of polymer (e.g. 5 to 10% by weight). 
Indeed, when conventional hydrates are formed by im
mersing polymer modified CA cement in water at 80°C 
(after it has been hydrated and dried), strength is 
drastically and irreversibly lost.

Table 2 compares flexural strength and modulus 
for similarly proportioned polymer modified cements 
made from OPC and PAAm and from Secar 71 (CA) cement 
and PVAAt. Both contain 64% cement, 10% polymer by 
volume , and were cured for 3 days at 20 C in a 

sealed environment, the first 24 hours being under a
pressure of approximately 3 MPa.

Flex, strength Initial tangent modulus

Table 2. Comparison of properties of OPC/PAAm and 
CA/PVAAC cements

, MPa E^, G Pa 

ambient dry 80°Cambient dry 80°C i

OPC/PAAm 77 78 30 34
CA/PVAAc 101 150 27 50

It is clear that, 
drying at 80°C, as is 
Secar 71 material has

far from 
the case 
improved

being embrittled by 
in the OPC system, the 
considerably. This is

due to densification of the material, which occurs 
mainly during the oven-drying stage. Such a densifi- 
cation process is virtually absent from the OPC sys
tem, as is clear from the small change in modulus.

The calcium aluminate based materials generally 
maintain a greater degree of non-linear load/deflec- 
tion behaviour, at a given state of drying, than sim
ilar materials in the OPC system . This is shown 
in figure 8. These two states are broadly similar, in 
terms of load/deflection behaviour, to the "wet" and 
"dry" states for the OPC based materials described in 
the previous section and elsewhere (9,14). However,

Fig. 8. Load/deflection behaviour in unnotched 
flexure of a 64%/10% by volume CA/PVAA?. cement 
a) ambient dried, b) oven dried at 80°C.

there is considerably less water present in the poly
mer, and the large degree of curvature cannot be ex
plained in terms of the viscosity of a wet polymer, 
as is the case for the OPC/HPMC system (9). Rather, 
it is likely that the polymer is playing a more dir
ect role in the transfer of stress throughout the 
system.

In the case of the calcium aluminates, the polymer 
or modified polymer gel plays a much greater role in 
the stress-strain behaviour, since the strain in the 
polymer gel is not restrained by the stiffness of the 



hydrates, as is probably the case in Portland cement. 
This results in two effects:

1) The polymer is free to contract and hence aid 
densification when it is de-hydrated. ' 

2) The modulus of the CA based materials is lower 
than anticipated from porosity-modulus curves for 
Portland cement.

Helmuth and Turk (17) studied pastes of trical
cium silicate which had been aged for several months, 
and obtained an exponential porosity-modulus relation
ship which has been shown to agree with moduli meas
ured in the OPC/HPMC system (9). Such a curve pred
icts a zero porosity modulus of about 80 MPa, which 
is significantly higher than the 50 MPa measured on 
CA/PVAA1 materials of virtually zero porosity (6).

It is therefore clear that the calcium aluminate 
based materials behave in a manner quite different 
from the calcium silicate system, whether a "tied- 
crack" fracture model can be applied to these mater
ials, with the yield stress being governed by the 
nature of the hydrate/polymer gel is as yet unknown.

4. Conclusions

1. The mechanical properties of polymer modified 
cements are Influenced by the polymer content, water 
content, and the nature of any polymer/cement 
interaction.

2. The effect of reaction between the polymer and 
hydrates in the calcium silicate system may be limited 
due to the presence of conventional hydrates, but in 
the case of calcium aluminates may radically change 
the nature of the binding agent.

3. In all practical cases, load/deflection behaviour 
is seen to be non-linear, and where full linearity is 
induced by excessive drying, this leads to increased 
brittleness.

4. The polymer plays a major role in the mechanical 
properties, and improvements in, for example, dura
bility, will come through a better understanding of 
the role of the polymer throughout the life of the 
material.
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AN EXAMINATION OF SOME PURE AND COMPOSITE PORTLAND CEMENT PASTES
USING SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY WITH X-RAY ANALYTICAL CAPABILITY 3.2
Examination des pStes de ciments, pQres et ccnposites, par
la microscopie electronique A balayage avec analysateur aux rayons-X

SUM1ARY: Pastes of Portland cements alone or with pulverised fuel ash (pfa, fly ash) or granulated blastfur
nace slag, and aged from 3 days to 6 months, were examined using scanning electron microscopy with microanaly- 
tical capability. In any one paste, the C-S-H composition was found to vary only in minor respects between 
different regions, such as space occupied initially by alite or belite, or adjacent to Са(СН>2 or to unreacted 
pfa or slag, where present. In pastes not nade with pfa or slag, the C-S-H typically had a Ca/Si ratio of  
about 2.0, and Al/Ca about 0.06, with seme variation among cements. In those made with pfa or slag, the Ca/Si 
ratios were lower; e.g. in a 6 month old paste with 40% replacement of cement by pfa, Ca/Si vas abait 1.6 
and in a similar paste with 40% slag, it was about 1.8. The C-S-H in the pastes made with pfa vas also more 
aluminous. The product formed in space initially occupied by slag vas high in CaO, SiC>2, AI2O3 and b^O, and 
was possibly an intimate mixture of C-S-H with other phases. In all the pastes, the AFm phase was low in SO3 
ootrpared with monosulphate,([Ca2Al(CH)б^ЗОд.бНгО). In those made with pfa, it was also high in AI2O3. For 
the pastes made with and without pfa or slag, the Ca/Si ratios found for the C-S-H in this work are higher 
than those found in sone other recent electron optical investigations. The higher values agree better with 
ones calculated from contents of Ca(OH)2 and unreacted anhydrous phases obtained using other techniques.

SUMÄRIO

Pastas de cimento portland puras ou can cinzas volantes (pfa, fly ash) ou can escoria granulada de alto 
-forno, con idades de 3 dias a 6 meses, foram examinadas usando-se microscopio eletronico de varredura con ca- 
pacidade de microanälise. ■

Bn qualquer pasta, foi verificado que a corposicao do C-S-H variava pouco entre as varies regioes, tais 
cono os espacos ocupados inicialmente pela alita ou belita, ou adjacente ao CatOH^ ou ao pfa ou escoria, quan 
do presentes. Bn pastas que näo tinham pfa ou escoria, о C-S-H tinha, tipicamente, uma relagäo Ca/Si de cerca 
de 2.0, e uma relagäo Al/Ca de cerca 0.06 con alguma variagäo entre os cimentos. Naqueles que tinham pfa ou 
escoria, a relagao Ca/Si, era menor; por exenplo, an uma pasta de 6 meses con 40% de substituigao de cimento 
por pfa, a relagäo Ca/Si era de cerca de 1.6 e numa pasta similar can 40% de escoria, era de 1.8. 0 C-S-H nas 
pastas con pfa, era, tambem, mais aluminoso. О produto formado no espago inicialmente ocupado pela escoria 
era alto an CaO, SiC^, AL, O, e MgO, e era possivelmente uma mistura intima de C-S-H e outras fases. Bn to
das as pastas, a fase A F2 era baixa an SO, canparada ao monosulfato, ([Ca2 Al (OH)-)].,50. 6H-0). Nas pastas 
can pfa, era tambem alto 8 Al-O-. Para as pastas con ou sen pfa ou escoria, as relagoes Ca/Si encontradas pa
ra о C-S-H neste trabalho foram^maiores que о encontrado em outras investigagoes eletro-dpticas. Os valores 
maiores concordam con os calculados pelo conteudo de Ca (OH) 2 e fases anidras que näo reagirem, utilizando-se 
outros metodos.



1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there have been a number of 
electron optical studies of the hydrated phases in 
Portland cement pastes with and without pfa or slag. 
For example. Payment and Majundarl1* collected a 
set of results of cement hydrate analyses viiich 
suggested a Ca/Si ratio of about 2.7 in the cuter 
hydrate and about 2.0 in the inner product. The 
outer hydrate is almost certainly a mixture with 
CH and AFm phase. Payment12> gave evidence that 
the presence of pfa lowered the Ca/Si ratio. 
Earlier, Stuke and Majumdar12) had found a bimodal 
distribution of results for Ca/Si ratios. These 
were interpreted as showing a different com
position for inner and outer product C-S-H. 
Lachowski and co-workers1^'2* used an analytical 
electron microscope to obtain analyses of ground 
fragments of hydrates in OPC pastes at early and 
mature ages. Their results suggested a decrease 
in Ca/Si ratio with time.

This paper gives the results obtained from a range 
of pure and composite cement pastes, using a 
scanning electron microscope with X-ray microana- 
lytical capability.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Three Portland cements, two samples of pfa and one 
of ground granulated blastfurnace slag vere used. 
Table 1 gives the bulk chemical analyses of these 
materials. Both pfa samples consisted largely of 
glass, with some mullite, quartz and iron oxides. 
The slag consisted almost entirely of glass. One 
of the pfa cenents (BQ) was prepared by blending 
Portland cement and pfa in a ratio 72:28. For the 
other (AP) the ratio was 60:40. The slag cement 
was blended in the proportion cement to slag 
60:40. Table 2 details the paste samples studied. 
Polished sections were analysed in an ISI DS 130 
SEM, with a PGT energy dispersive X-ray detector 
and System IV analyser. All specimens were coated 
with 30 nm of carbon by evaporation, measured , 
using an oscillating quartz crystal. Most analysis 
points were selected visually, though a few were 
collected arbitrarily on a grid pattern.

All analyses were carried out at an accelerating 
voltage of 15 KV which was considered to be a 
satisfactory compromise resulting in acceptable X- 
ray spatial resolution and sufficient excitation 
of the Fe Ketline. At each point analysed. X-rays 
were collected for 100 seconds. A beam current of 
0.7 nA measured in a Faraday cup on the edge of 
the sample holder was used throughcut in order to 
minimise errors in dead time correction. A total 
of 619 analyses were made, including 90 of 
anhydrous phases.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Unreacted clinker phases

Limited data were obtained for unreacted clinker 
phases of cements В and C, and are given in Table 
3, together with the results for cement A, vAiich 
ve have reported previously1®*.  A number of be
lt tes gave low totals, typically around 97% and in 

Table 3, this lower total group is presented 
separately. At present, we do not fully under
stand the reason for this effect.

3.2 Hydration products in OPC pastes

3.2.1 General

For each paste, a preliminary survey of the results 
was made by plotting the ratios Al/Ca against Si/Ca 
for individual analyses. All analyses for a 
given paste were plotted except those viiich clearly 
included seme anhydrous material. These were taken 
to be any with a total above 85%. The plots were 
often annotated by using different kinds of points 
to indicate either microstructural type, or to mark 
analyses particularly high in S or Fe. Fig.l 
is a typical example.

Fig. 1 Analyses from Paste C91

For all the OPC pastes, most of the analyses lay 
either near to a composition taken to be that of 
the C-S-H (Si/Ca 0.5, Al/Ca 0.06), or near to lines 
joining that composition to the origin, or to a 
composition near Si/Ca 0.05, Al/Ca0.5. It was 
presumed that the latter ccmposition was that of 
the AFm phase and that points near to the line bet
ween it and the C-S-H composition represented mix
tures of these phases. Points near to the line 
between the C-S-H composition and the origin were 
similarly taken to represent mixtures of C-S-H and 
CH. With few exceptions, analyses of what was 
clearly recognised as inner product of either alite 
or belite proved to be of substantially pure C-S-H. 
Of the analyses of what was considered to be outer 
product or of uncertain microstructural affi
liation, some were also of substantially pure 
C-S-H, but others were mixtures of C-S-H with AFm 
phase or CH or, rarely, both. Spots of pure AFm 
phase were relatively uncaimon; from a total of 
283 analyses of hydration products of OPC pastes, 
only 13 were found, of which 7 were of 3 day old 
pastes. Areas of CH of various dimensions were 
also found, and were presumed to form parts of the 
outer product.

3.2.2 C-S-H in OPC Pastes

For each paste, a group of analyses was selected 
that appeared to represent substantially pure 



C-S-H. The boundary used to define it on the plot 
of Al/Ca against Si/Ca was arbitrarily chosen for 
each paste; Fig.l illustrates it for a typical 
case. Table 4 gives the results.

For all the OPC pastes, the mean Si/Ca ratio of 
the C-S-H was between 0.50 and 0.53 (a Ca/Si ratio 
of 1.89 to 2.00). The most significant com
positional differences between the pastes are in 
the mean Mg/Ca ratios, which vrere higher for the 
pastes of cement C (0.07 - 0.08) than for those of 
the other cements (0.02 - 0.03). The Mg/Ca ratios 
correlate with the MgO contents of the cements, 
and, probably more directly with those of the ali
tes they contain. The mean Al/Ca ratios were also 
slightly higher for the pastes of cement C, while 
the mean K/Ca ratios were highest for the pastes of 
certent В and lowest for those of cement A; these 
differences, too, reflect ones in the canpositions 
of the cements. It mist be borne in mind that, in 
an OPC paste that has not been dried, the Na and 
К are very,largely contained in the pore solution. 
When the paste is dried, as it must be in order to 
analyse it in the SEM, they are deposited as the 
solution evaporates, and are to be found largely 
in the C-S-H.

For a given cement, there is no clear indication 
that the C-S-H composition changes with time, 
except that the S/Ca ratio decreases with time for 
cements A and C, though not for cement B. This 
difference between the cements possibly reflects 
differences in the sulphate contents of the beli- 
tes. For any normal Portland canent, the sulphate 
available for incorporation in the hydration pro
ducts is provided mainly by the gypsum and alkali 
sulphates, and is thus available fron an early 
stage of reaction; it is spread increasingly 
thinly as more and more hydration products are 
formsd. The belite in cement В was notably high 
in SO3 (0.7%), and this would be expected to have 
counteracted this tendency.

Table 4 also gives the results for inner and outer 
product separately for paste C at 91 days. The 
differences in conposition were small, but the 
inner product had a higher Mg/Ca ratio and lower 
K/Ca and S/Ca ratios than the outer product. The 
outer product ccnpositions used were those wiiich 
were considered to contain no AFm or CH phases. 
The Mg probably came largely from the alite and 
belite, while the S and К entered the C-S-H neinly 
fron the pore solution, partly during sanple 
preparation.

3.2.3 AFm Phases in OPC Pastes

Table 5 includes results of 13 analyses of w4iat 
appeared to be substantially pure AFm phase in the 
OPC pastes. All were low in Fe, and the indivi
dual analyses corresponded fairly closely to for
mulae in the [Са2А1(СИ)б1(SO4)n(OH)(i_2n) 
series, with minor replacenent of sulphate by 
silicate, Ca by Mg, and Al by Fe. The small con
tents of Na and К could have been deposited from 
the pore solution. Of the replacements, that of 
sulphate by silicate is the most substantial.

Some analyses were presumed to represent mixtures 
of AFm phase with C-S-H. In order to conpare the 
conpositions of the pure AFm described above, and 
that mixed with C-S-H, a conposition for C-S-H, 
equal to the mean for the pure C-S-H in that 
paste, was removed from the analysis of the mix
ture. There were 17 analyses remaining after this 
procedure which could be called AFm. The com
positions were close to those of the pure AFm, but 
tended to have higher ratios of S/Ca. In 4 cases, 
the compositions were equal within experimental 
error to that of monosulphate. The mean of these 
17 analyses is included in Table 5.

3.2.4 Regions High in Iron

The procedure described above for subtracting the 
contribution from C-S-H was applied to all analy
ses of hydrated material having Fe/Ca ratios 
>0.05. From all the OPC pastes, there were 17 
such analyses, and in all but 2 of these 10% or 
more of the Ca could not be attributed to C-S-H. 
The results for these 15 analyses, after 
subtracting the contributions attributable to 
C-S-H, are given in Table 5. In only 4 cases were 
the Al/Ca ratios outside the range 0.45 to 0.55; 
there were no significant correlations, either 
positive or negative, between the Mg/Ca, Al/Ca, 
S/Ca and Fe/Ca ratios. These results do not favour 
the view that any substantial fraction of the iron 
entering the hydration products goes into an AFm 
phase.

3.2.5 Other Results for OPC Pastes

Analyses relatively high in but low in Fe (Mg/Ca 
>0.1 and Fe/Ca <0.05) were examined. There were 
only 8, of wrtiich 7 were from pastes of the relati
vely Mg rich cement C. Three had been identified 
as inner product, and the others as outer product 
or uncertain. The Mg/Ca ratios were 0.10 - 0.23; 
in other respects, 7 of the analyses were typical 
ones of C-S-H and the other a typical one of C-S-H 
mixed with AFm phase. For 6 analyses fron pastes 
of cement C that appeared to be of C-S-H apart from 
their Mg/Ca ratios, the Si/Ca ratios were 0.49 - 
0.55, which is normal for the C-S-H from this 
cement; the ratios of Si to (Ca + Mg) were 0.44 - 
0.50. This suggests that Mg in excess of some 
quite small amount does not replace Ca in C-S-H, 
but occurs in a separate phase, which is, however, 
closely mixed with it.

Twenty one analyses from the OPC pastes gave com
positions that lay either well inside the triangles 
linking the C-S-H, AFm and CH conpositions on the 
plots of Al/Ca against Si/Ca, or near to the lines 
joining the AFm and CH compositions. These were 
examined by deducting contributions from C-S-H as 
for the mixtures containing AFm phase, bit , 
accepting only those analyses that, elfter carrying 
out this subtraction, had Al/Ca ratios of 0.20 - 
0.45. The analyses thus corrected for C-S-H had 
Al/Ca ratios fairly evenly spread over the range 
accepted and S/Ca ratios of 0.09 - 0.33, writh a 
irean of 0.17. With a few exceptions, S/Ca tended 
to increase with Al/Ca, from about 0.1 at Al/Ca 
= 0.3 to about 0.25 at Al/Ca = 0.45. Ettringite 
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has Al/Ca = 0.33 and S/Ca = 0.5. Either 
ettringite, or an AFt phase lower in sulphate, 
could have been a constituent in sone of the spots 
giving these analyses, but on the vdiole, the evi
dence suggests that most were mixtures of C-S-H, 
AFm phase and CH.

3.3 Hydration Products in Pfa Cerent Pastes

3.3.1 General

As with the OPC pastes, a preliminary survey was 
made for each paste by plotting Al/Ca against 
Si/Ca for all analyses with totals below 85%. The 
results vrere broadly similar to those for OPC 
pastes but, except with the 3 day old paste, the 
C-S-H conpositions were sonewhat different and a 
significant number of points lay outside the 
triangle joining the conpositions of C-S-H, CH and 
AFm phase with Al/Ca 0.5, Si/Ca 0.05. Fig. 2 
shows an example.

Fig.2 Analyses from paste BQ 91

3.3.2 Products Formed near to Pfa Residues

A number of other analyses of material near to 
residual pfa particles gave conpositions with 
Si/Ca ratios near to that of the C-S-H in the same 
paste but of significantly higher Al/Ca ratio. 
The group of analyses shown in Fig. 2 with Si/Ca 
0.62, Al/Ca 0.18 illustrates this. Such material 
is probably either inner product of pfa or outer 
product formed close to pfa. A possible interpre
tation of these analyses is that they represent 
mixtures of C-S-H and stratlingite (C2ASH8), the 
C-S-H being of somewhat higher Si/Ca and Al/Ca 
ratios than that formed elsewhere in the 
microstructure. Stratlingite is an AFm phase that 
has been detected in XRD in pfa cement pastes made 

high proportions of pfa and hydrated for suf
ficiently long times. This interpretation is ten
tatively indicated in Fig.2. The analyses in this 
group were notably high in К (K/Ca typically 0.06). 
This concentration is probably too high to have 

from the pore solution, and the relatively 
high concentrations found near to pfa suggest this 
to be a source. The К is more likely on structural 
grounds to be in the C-S-H than the stratlingite.

3.3.3 C-S-H. in Pfa Canent Pastes

As with the OPC pastes, the inner products of the 
alite and belite were essentially pure C-S-H. The 
C-S-H from other parts of the microstructure, apart 
from that near to the pfa residues discussed in the 
previous section, did not appear to differ signifi
cantly from it in mean Si/Ca and Al/Ca ratios. The 
C-S-H in the 3 day old paste did not differ signi
ficantly in Si/Ca and Al/Ca ratios from that in the 
paste of the same age made from the same cenwan-h 
without pfa. That in the two older pfa cement 
pastes showed a progressive increase with tine in 
mean Si/Ca and mean Al/Ca ratios, attributable to 
the pozzolanic reaction. In all cases, S/Ca was 
low; this reflects the low SO3 contents of the 
unreacted cements.

It is apparent that the presence of pfa affects the 
carposition, not only of the C-S-H fonred close to 
it or as its own inner products, but also that of 
the C-S-H formed as inner product of alite or 
belite, albeit to a lesser extent. The pozzolanic 
reaction also leads to the formation of additional 
C-S-H not only in space occupied previously by pfa 
or pore solution, but also in space previously 
occupied by CH. Sore analyses were made of CH 
which lay close to pfa and was often mixed with 
C-S-H. Fig.2 shows that the line joining the con
position of C-S-H formed from pfa to the CH com
position lies in a more Al-rich position than that 
joining clinker inner product C-S-H to CH. This 
may suggest that C-S-H forming as a result of CH 
reacting with pfa has a higher Al/Ca ratio than 
that formed as inner product of alite or belite.

3.3.4 Other Results for Pfa Cement Pastes

Table 5 includes results for substantially pure AFm 
phase found in pfa carent pastes. Most are for 
relatively large crystals, up to 20 /im wide and 5 
pm thick, that were found in paste AP 180. The 
conpositions are quite near to those of the pure 
AFm phase in the OPC pastes, but the S/Ca ratios 
were lower which is attributable, as in the case of 
C-S-H, to the lower SO3 content of the original 
cements. The mean (Si+S)/Ca ratio was 0.13, with 
all but one value between 0.09 and 0.15. Other 
results for the pfa cement pastes were analogous to 
those for the OPC pastes. Analyses were obtained 
which corresponded to AFm phase of similar can
position to that described above, mixed with C-S-H, 
together in some cases with additional Fe or or 
both. The catpositions, after deducting the C-S-H, 
had Al/Ca ratios in some cases significantly above 
0.5, perhaps attributable to the presence of 
stratlingite.

3.5 Hydration Products in Slag Cement Pastes

Reactions rims around the larger slag grains were 
barely detectable in secondary or backscattered 
electron images of the 28 day old slag corent paste 
(AS28), but the 180 old paste (AS180) showed well 
developed rims up to 10 pm wide. Fully reacted 
relicts of smaller grains were also abundant. A 
considerable preportion of the slag mist neverthe
less have been hydrated at 28 days because the 
C-S-H inner product formed from clinker grains



differed in composition from that formed from the 
same cement without slag (A28) and was close to 
that formed from the slag cement at 180 days 
(Table 4). In the latter paste there was a matrix 
apparently of C-S-H cloäely mixed with AFm phase, 
in which №re embedded the partly and fully 
reacted slag grains mentioned above, together 
with relics of clinker phases, regions of CH, 
occasional unreacted clinker phases, and
occasional aggregates of AFm crystals up to

Fig.3 Analyses from Paste A180

In Fig.3 Al/Ca ratios are plotted against Si/Ca 
ratios for the 180 day old slag cement paste. The 
slag rims and relics contained substantial 
amounts of MgO, AI2O3, SiOa and CaO; this agrees 
with an observation by Regourd(7). Compared with 
the unreacted slag the Al/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios 
(0.34 and 0.66 respectively) were higher, but the 
Si/Ca ratio (0.62) was lovrer. These analyses might 
be interpreted in various ways. If it is assumed 
that the material includes some C-S-H, then it 
must also contain some aluminate phase. Hydrated 
magnesium aluminates of the hydrotalcite group 
have been detected in slag cerrents by XRD'°>. If 
it is further assumed that the C-S-H is of similar 
conposition to the other C-S-H in the same paste, 
then another silicate phase mist be present, since 
the Si/Ca ratio of the material is higher than 
that of the C-S-H. It is, however, possible that 
the C-S-H formed in the slag rims and relics may 
be of a different Ca/Si ratio to that formed 
elsewhere in the paste, and so the possible pre
sence of a further magnesium silicate hydrate 
phase is not confirmed.

4. CONCLUSIONS

(1) Inner product C-S-H compositions varied with 
the conposition of the clinker phases.
(ii) The conposition was further influenced by the 
addition of pfa or slag. In the case of pfa the 
Al/Ca and Si/Ca ratios were increased. In the 
case of slag, the Si/Ca ratio was increased.
(iii) With the addition of pfa, it is likely that 
stratlingite was formed. With slag addition, a 
hydrotalcite-type phase, and possibly another 
magnesium silicate hydrate were formed.
(iv) The AFm phase contained very little Fe, 
suggesting the presence of another Fe-rich 
hydrated phase.
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and Btorse eethod 
Total S as SD3 eecept slag *ere S^* ■ 1.2% 
UKlistas C IP - 1.5«, Q - 2.3*>

№30 ai2o3 S102 S03 K2o CaO Ti02 Mn2o3 Ре20з Otter Loss total
See. Residue

LSP a */F Free CaO

20.6 2.7 0.38 65.3 n n П П7 3.0 0.5 1.9 101.6 330 U.6 95.9 2.45 1.80 0.7
0.31 1.4 n 20.2 3.0 0.93 63.9 П 77 П CV) 3.4 1.0 1.4 101.3 448 8.7 94.7 2.30 1.59 1.2

c 0.06 3.0 5.8 19.8 2.3 0.43 63.8 0.24 0.12 3.4 0.5 0.8 100.2 375 14.1 96.3 2.15 1.71 1.2

PPÄ p 1.20 27.3 51.2 0.90 3.9 1.3 П П <14 9.3 0.22 2.6 100.5 373 5.4
Q 0.80 1.7 26.7 48.7 0.93 3.6 2.5 0.97 0.07 10.3 0.4 3.2 99.9 348 5.0

Slag S 0.39 8.4 10.8 34.0 0.13 0.41 43.2 0.64 0.56 0.90 1.8 3.0 104.2 477 3.5

Table 1. Chemical and Physical Characteristics of the starting materials



Designation Type Ingredients and 
Proportions

SD3(1I ■^Ing
Tenperature Analyses

Canent Pfa or Slag days eC

A 28 OPC A(100*) 7 7 28 25
A 180 OPC A(100*) 2.7 1 fiQ 25 57
В 3 OPC Bl100*) 3.0 3 18
В 91 OPC B1100*) 3.0 91 у
С 3 OPC C(100%) 7 3 3 20 40
С 91 OPC C(100%) 7 3 91 20
AP 180 PFA AI 60*) P(40%) 7 П 180 25
BQ- 3 PFA til /2%) Q(28%) 7 d 3 20 27
BQ 91 ET*A B( 72%) 0(28%) 7 d 91 20 90
AS 28 * SIAS A( 60%) S(40%) 3 7 28 25 13
AS 180 SIA3 A( 60%) S(40%) 1.7 180 25

* Any discrepancies in the totals arise from rounding.
* Totals < 98*

Stan^rd deviations on final digits are in parentheses.

Table 2. Details of the Pastes

Oxides (%) Ha20. M)O А120з Si02 SD3 K20 CaO TiO2 *-203 Ре20з Other Total*
Analyses

Cement A
al i ta 0.0(0) 0.6(1) 1.0(3) 25.8(3) 0.0(0) 0 Of0) 72.6(5) 0.0(0) n ЛгЛ1 П 4Г71 A 3 i 1 I 100.3(8)

i te ‘ U,U(0) 0.3(4) 2.1(7) 31.8(13) 0.2(4) 0.9(3) 63.2(8) 0.3(1) П Л Г П 1 Л Я Г 71 99.7(10)
Aluminate U.9(d) 1.4(5) 31.3(12) 4.2(8) 0,0(0) 0.6(3) 56.0(12) 0.2(2) n П Г Л1 Ч Л Г91 99.6(8)Раггi fe U.U(ü) 3.9(5) 22.1(18) 3.8(9) 0.1(1) 0.3(1) 47.4(8) 1.6(10) л 9/ 31 39 #1/1^1 99.2(11)
Cenent В
a) ite 0.5(1) 0.9(1) 1.2(2) 24.6(4) 0.0(1) 0.3(0) 70.6(10) 0.0(0) Л 6Л7\ П АГ71 98.8(11) ] 1
НА 1 1 f А* 0.6(1) 0.5(3) 2.0(5) 30.4(1) 0.7(6) 0 A17) 61.0(16) 0.1(1) n n<nI Л 9< 71 in
^elite 0.5(1) 0.5(1) 2.0(3) 31.0(5) П 7(7) 0 #i(7) A7 4(d) 0.1(1) Л П(П) 0.9(1) 2
Aluminate 2.3(4} 1.4(1) 28.1(11) 5.0(8) 0.0(0) 1.4(6) 54.8(10) 0.0(1) 0.0(0) 5.5(10) 98.7(17)
ГАГГ1TA 0.8(2) 3.5(5) 20.4(21) 4.0(11) 0.2(4) 0.4(2) 47.9(10) 1.2(4) 0.1(2) 20.5(U) 98.9(15) g
Cenent C
Alite 0.5(1) 1.6(1) 1.3(2) 24.9(3) 0.1(1) 0.3(0) 69.7(6) 0.0(0) nd 0.4(2) Ш 7< 71
Atari Ratios Na Mg Al si S К Ca T1 Fe
Canent A
a) if a .00 .01 .02 33 on .00 1.00 .00 nn AQRa) i fя . 00 .01 .04 d7 Of) .02 1.00 .00 00 .01
Aluminate .03 .04 07 on .01 1.00 .00 (M) .06
Ferrite .00 .11 , 5) .08 Oh .01 1.00 .02 m .29
Canent В
Al ite .01(0) .02(0) 07 I ПI .33(1) .00(0) .01(0) 1.00 .00(0) ЛЛ t Л1 m < ni
Belite* .02(0) .01(1) fid 11 ) .47(2) .01(1) .01(0) 1.00 rtnr n> ПЛ Г Л1 miniRaI1fA .01(0) .01(0) (Id (I I dfi < 1) .01(1) .01(0) 1 ЛЛ ГИЗ J П1 nn r n i ЛЗ Г Л1
Aluminate .08(1) .04(0) .57(2) .09(1) .00(0) .03(1) 1.00 .00(0) .00(0) .07(1)Рагrife .03(1) .10(1) .47(5) .08(2) .00(1) .01(0) 1.00 .02(1) .00(0) .30(2)
Canent C
Alite .01(0) .03(0) .02(0) .33(1) .00(0) .01(0) 1.00 .00(0) .00(0) .00(0)

Table 3. Analyses of Clinker Phases

Canent Curing Time Mean Atae Ratios Relative to Ca №. of Analyses

Na *3 Al Si S К Fe Ca/Sitoean) Tbtal(t) 
as oxides

Д 28 .01(1) .02(2) .06(2) S/W71 .03(1) Л1 /11 .02(1) 2.00(7) 73/31 31
Д 1АП .01(1) .02(1) .05(1) S/l /71 .01(1) ni / 71 .01(1) 2.02(9) 73(4) 22
в 3 .01(1) .02(1) .05(0) *»3 /71 .03(1) П7 /11 .0110) 1.90(8) 70(5) n
в 91 .01(1) .03(1) П</ 1 1 S7/ 71 .03(1) П7 /11 07 /11 1 93/Al 66(2)
£ 3 .01(1) ПЯ/ d 1 П7/ 1 1 S7 /31 .03(2) 07/ 11 07111 1 93/13 1 5#ч /AI 16
С 91 .0111) A?# 71 П7 f 1 1 /31 .01(1) 01 /01 07 /11 1.90(10) #>//11 32

AP 1 Rf) .01(1) ПЗ /31 17/71 .64(3) .00(1) 01/01 07/1 1 1 57/Al 7#ч /41 32
Ä s 28 .01(1) П1 /71 ПА /11 .57(0) (17/01 .01(0) 01/01 1 74/11 75(3) a
AS 1R0 .02(1) ПЗ /11 fU» /11 .56(2) Л1 ( 1 1 .01(1) 01 /1 1 1 79/Al 71(2) g
BQ 3 .01(1) .03(2) (14/11 RI < 3) .00(0) .03(0) .07/1) 1.95(10) 59(2) 7
BQ 91 .01(1) .03(2) .10(2) .bl(3) .01(1) .03(1) .02(1) 1.63(8) 70(3) 17

liver C-S-H 91 .01(1) .07(1) .07(2) .52(3) .01(0) .01(1) .02(1) 1.92(2) 68(3) 20

Outer C-S-H 91 .01(1) .04(2) .07(2) .40(2) .03(1) .02(1) .02(0) 2.03(6) 61(2) 4

Standard deviations on final digits are in parentheses 
Mean Ti/Ca and Ki/Ca both <.01

Table 4. C-S-H Coroositions
Cwent Hiase(s) Mean Aton Ratios Relative to Ca

№ Al Si S К Fe Total f(Ca) No of analyses

XaIU/' .02(2) .01(1) .50(5) .05(2) .12(4) .01(1) .01(1) 67(5) 1 13
A*B#C .03(4) .03(2) .51(5) (.05) .17(5) .02(3) .03(3) .66(2) 17
A*B*C c .05(4) .35(7)*.48(10) (.05) .09(6) .31(17) .58(20) 15

AP+BQ a .02(1) .02(1) .52(3) .07(2) .07(2) .01(0) .03(2) 67(7) 1 6

• Mean is 0.35, Indian 0.11
Phases are as follows: 

a - Pure AF». 
b - AF» calculated by rqpoving C-S-H free mixtures, 
c - AFm plus Fe phase, calculated by removing C-S-H.

flCa> - Fraction of total Ca not attributed to C-S-H.
( ) - Assumed value.
Standard Deviations on the final digits are in parentheses.

Table 5. Analyses of AFm and associated phases



Y. HALSE, H-U. JENSEN & P. L. PRATT, Department of Metallurgy & Materials Science, 
Imperial College, Prince Consort Road, London SW7 2BP, England.

The effect of the curing temperature on the pozzolanic reaction in flyash blended cement

SUMMARY: An ordinary Portland cement and a blended cement containing 30% flyash were hydrated at temperatures 
of 8 °C, 20 °C and 40 °C. The heat evolution during the first two days hydration was measured by conduction 

calorimeter. The Ca(OH)2 content was measured by thermogravimeter and in the blended cements the maximum 

content was reached after 10 days at 20 °C hydration. At 8 °C this maximum was delayed until 28 days whereas at 
40 °C it was advanced to 2 days. The decrease of Ca(OH)2 content in the blended cements corresponded to the 

augmentation of strength by the flyash. The development of microstructure has been studied to further under

standing of the pozzolanic reaction at various hydration temperatures.

Um cimento portland comum e urn cimento aditivado contendo 30°« de cinza volante foram 
hidratados a temperaturas de 8°C, 20°C e 40°C. Mediu-se a evolucao de calor durante os pri
meiros- dois dias de hidratacäo, utilizando-se calorimetro de conduCao. Por termogravimetria 
mediu-se о teor de Ca(0H)2: nos cimentos aditivados о mäximo foi alcancado depois de 10 dias 
de hidratacao a 20°C. A 8°C este maximo foi retardado ate 28 dias, enquanto a 40°C foi ante 

cipado para 2 dias. A diminuiqäo de Ca(0H)2 nos cimentos aditivados correspondeu ao aumento 
de resistencia pela cinza volante. Foi estudado о desenvolvimento da microestrutura, para 
compreensao adicional da reacäo pozolänica em värias temperaturas de hidratacao.



INTRODUCTION

The curing temperature affects the rate of strength 
development in concrete (1) in two distinct ways. 
The early strength is increased at higher curing 
temperatures up to 50 °C, due to the increased rate 
of hydration, but at later ages the strength is 
decreased at the higher temperatures. This decrease 
is thought to be caused by a non-uniform distribution 
of hydration products leaving weak zones in the form 
of increased capillary porosity in the cement. 
Lowering the temperature to 4 °C slows the initial 
rate of hydration and reduces the early strength but 
the ultimate strength is higher.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the effect of 
curing temperature on the hydration mechanisms, 
microstructure and strength of OPC cured at 8-10 °C, 
20 °C, and 40 °C. Using the same cement, the 
influence on the pozzolanic reaction with a low lime 
class F flyash is examined.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS
The cement, D44, was an OPC supplied by the Cement 
and Concrete Association. The oxide composition of 
the cement is given in Table 1 and the phase 
compositions determined by quantitative X-ray
analysi.' ana Dy Bogue in Table 2.

Tciole . Cx ide- compositions %

Cement S iC. A1..C Fe2O3 CaO Na20 K2O
D44 21.5 4.8 2.0 64.6 0.2 0.7

Cement MgO SO3 P2O5 TiO2 Mn2O3 Free 
1 ime

D44 1.9 2.7 0.1 2.27 0.06 1 .1

Table 2 phase compositions by QXRA and Bogue

C3S

QXRA 69

Bogue 54

C2S C3A

22 5.5

20 7

CuAF

3 2.0

The flyash, from Fiddlers Ferry power station, had a 
low lime content of 3,4%, a low loss on ignition of 
3.2%, low soluble alkali and S03 content and a high 
silica glass content''of 80%. The crystalline content 
was 8.3% mullite, 7.4% magnetite, and 3.8% quartz.
The particle size distribution was similar to that of 
the cement in the fine range but contained a larger 
percentage by weight of particles greater than 10 |im 
in size.

Tne pastes for all experiments were mixed at a w/s 
ratio of 0.45, cast in cylindrical moulds, sealed and 
cured. For curing at 20 °C and 40 °C the moulds were 
kept sealed and immersed in a water-bath. For 8 °C 
and 10 °c t*ne  specimens were demoulded aftey 24 hours 
a^d immersed in saturated lime-water. Hydration was 
stopped at appropriate times by freeze-drying. The 
flyash cement mixtures contained 30% by weight of 
i' • f . a .

Specimens for the scanning electron microscope for 
back-scattered electron (bse) imaging were prepared 
by cutting a flat surface from the cross-section of 
the mould and polishing this with diamond paste. 
The back-scattered detectors were manufactured by 
JEOL and fitted to a JSM 35 microscope. Fracture 
surfaces were prepared for secondary electron 
imaging. Samples for thermogravimetric analysis 
(TGA) for the Ca(OH)2 content were? prepared by 
grinding in an agate mill for 10 mins. Analyses 
were performed between 20 °C and 800 °C in an 
atmosphere of nitrogen. Strength was measured in 
compression on small cubes 0.5й in size.

Heats of hydration were measured in a Wexham 
Instruments isothermal conduction calorimeter, using 
10 g samples hand-mixed in a polythene bag outside 
the calorimeter.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(a) Heat of hydration

The heat output during the hydration of the neat and 
blended cement pastes is shown in Fig.l for 
temperatures of 20 °C, 40 °C and 10 °C. Increasing 
the temperature to 40 °C advances and enhances the 
hydration substantially, while decreasing to 10 °C 
extends the induction period, broadens the peaks 
and lowers the peak rate of heat output 
substantially. The positions and heights of peak 2 
for alite hydration and of peak 3 for the aluminate 
phase are summarised in Table 3.

Table 3 Heats of hydration

10 °C
D44, Blend

Peak 2 1.7 w/kg, 14 hrs 1 .8 W/kg, 16 hrs
Peak 3 1.7 W/kg, 22 hrs 1.9 W/kg, 23 hrs

20 °C
D44 Blend

Peak 2 3.5 W/kg, 8 hrs 3 . 7 W/kg, 10 hrs
Peak 3 3.5 W/kg, 11 hrs 3.6 W/kg, 13 hrs

30 °C

D44 Blend

Peak 2 10.1 W/kg, 3 hrs 11.2 W/kg, 4 hrs
Peak 3 11 .4 W/kg, 5 hrs 13.0 W/kg, 7 hrs

This behaviour for the neat cement paste is similar 
to that reported by earlier workers (2). The small 
shoulder on peak 3 at 40 °C, occurring after 
8-12 hours, is not easily observed at 10 °C but 
some trace appears after 40-50 hours hydration. 
The principal effects of the flyash on the heat 
output of the blends are the retardation and 
enhancement of peaks 2 and 3. The enhancement of 
peak 3 is somewhat greater than that of peak 2.

The total heat output at 40 °C increases rapidly 
for the first 10 hours and is almost constant after 
40 hours. At 20 °C the initial increase lasts for 
20 hours, the output continuing to rise more slowly
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FIG.l Heats of hydration at 10 °C, 20 °C and 40 °C

and eventually crossing that for 40 °C after about 
7 days. At 10 °C the initial increase- lasts for 
45 hours and continues to rise more slowly up to 
60 hours.

After 60 hours, the effect of adding the flyash is 
to increase the total heat output /g cement by 10% 
at 10 °c rising to 25% at 40 °C. Despite the initial 
retardation, clearly the flyash has enhanced the 
amount of hydration in the first 2-3 days at all 
temperatures.

(b) The rate of formation and consumption of CH

The weight of CH per ignited weight of cement at 
800 °C is plotted against the time of hydration in 
Fig.2 for the neat cement pastes. Here the curve 
for 20 °C rises more slowly than at 40 °C but 
crosses the latter after 7-14 days and continues to 
rise steadily thereafter. At 8 °C the onset of the 
formation of CH is delayed and the curve always lies 
below that at 20 °C at least up to 90 days.
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FIG.3 Formation of CH in flyash blends

The effect of adding flyash is shown in Fig.3. At 
all three temperatures the formation of CH is 
increased above that of the neat cement, in agreement 
with the heat of hydration, and all three curves pass 
through a peak which occurs at later times at lower 
temperatures. The height of the peak is lowest at 
40 °C although the maximum occurs after only 2 days, 
compared with 10 days at 20 °C and 28 days at 8 °C. 
After 90 days of hydration, 39% of the CH has reacted 
with the flyash at 40 °C, compared with 20% at 20 °C 
and only 10% at В °C.

(c) Development of compressive strength

The development of compressive strength with timp at 
20 °C in the neat cement paste shows an anomaly. 
Fig.4, in the form of a plateau between 28 and 90 
days which is believed to be real. The plateau is 
less obvious in the flyash blend although the best 
fit line could be drawn to include one between 28 and 
63 days. Thereafter there is a marked increase in 
the strength due to the pozzolanic reaction between 
CH and the flyash with the curves crossing between 
90 and 180 days.

At 40 °C, Fig.5, the plateau in the neat cement 
pastes occurs between ■/ and 14 days, with a maximum 
in the strength at 28 days followed by a decline. In 
the flyash blend a small change in slope occurs 
between 7 and 14 days with a plateau between 28 and 
63 days. The strength of the blended paste equals 
that of the neat cement at 63 days.

FIG.4 Development of cube strength at 20 °C

1 3 7 U-28 63 90 (DAY)

FIG.5 Development of cube strength at 40 °C



FIG.6 Development cf cube strength at 8 °C

At 8 °C, Fig.6, there is a plateau between 14 and 
63 days for the neat cement with a steep rise there
after. Between 14 and 63 days the strength at 8 0C 
is almost equal to that at 20 °C, and by 90 days it 
is larger by about 20%. The flyash blend shows a 
small change in slope between 63 and 90 days but the 
strength is always much below that of the neat paste 
for the first 90 days.

1 3 7 U 28 63 9ÖTDAY)

FIG.7 Strength ratio for neat and blended pastes 

The contribution of the pozzolanic reaction to the 
strength of the blended pastes can be estimated by 
taking the ratio of the strength of the blend to that 
of the neat cement paste, Fig.7. At 40 °c this 
contribution starts as early as 2 days, compared with 
10 days at 20 °C and 28 days at 8 °C. By 90 days at 
40 °C with 39% of the flyash consumed, this 
contribution is decreasing in importance, although .it. 
continues to increase at the lower temperatures.

(d) The development of microstructure

Some features of the development of microstructure in 
D44, with and without flyash, at 20 °C have been 
described in an earlier publication (3). To relate 
these to the microstructures found at 8 °C and at 
40 °C it is convenient to adopt the designations 
proposed by Dalgleish, Pratt and Toulson (4) of 
"early product" formed during initial wetting and the 
induction period, of "middle product" formed during 
peaks 2 and 3 of the calorimeter output and of "late 
product" formed by slower processes over long periods 
of time. Table 4 shows how these periods are related 
at the different temperatures for D44 cement.

Table 4 Products of hydration

Temperature Early Middle Late
8 °C 0-4 hrs 4-40 hrs 40 onwards
20 °C 0-2 hrs 2-24 hrs 24 onwards
40 °C 0-| hrs i- 8 hrs 8 onwards

(i) Early product

In the scanning electron microscope, short rods of 
AFt are seen to form a discontinuous layer over the 
surface of both cement and flyash particles. This 
involves the dissolution of gypsum and of the 
aluminate phases on the surface of the cement 
particles. These react nearby in the solution to 
form crystals of AFt which fall back onto the 
surface (4,5) during drying.

(ii) Middle product

During the acceleratory period the surfaces of both 
cement and flyash particles become covered with small 
crystals of CH and Type I C-S-H, engulfing the short 
rods of AFt. Again this is a through-solution 
reaction because C-S-H appears on the surface of all 
the flyash particles as well as on the cement. A 
shell of the$e hydration products builds up on the 
cement particles during peak 2, leading to a 
separation between the dissolving core and the shell 
outside it in the form of a Hadley grain. These are 
frequent features on the fracture surface of 
specimens broken about half-way through the middle 
period, after 2 hours at 40 °C, 12 hours at 20 °C or 
24 hours at 8 °C. They become more obvious after 
peak 3 when renewed hydration of C3A takes place, 
with the appearance of rods of ettringite 2-3 pm in 
length growing out through the shell into the water- 
filled space between the particles. As they grow, 
these leave behind the spaces inside the shell from 
which the aluminate has dissolved. After 6 hours at 
40 °C, X-ray results show that all of the calcium 
sulphate has been consumed by the aluminate phase and 
the AFm phase starts to appear. Differential thermal 
analysis confinns this after 12 hours and large 
hexagonal platelets of AFm appear in the micro
structure. This coincides with the shoulder on the 



calorimeter curve at 10 hours. Small hexagonal 
platelets of AFm have been found as early as 6 hours 
inside hollow shells where the concentration of 
sulphate ions is likely to be low. At room 
temperature AFm was found both in the microstructure 
as large hexagonal platelets and by x-ray after 
48 hours. A broad but small peak can be seen in the 
calorimeter curve between 40 and 60 hours.

(ill) Late product

During this period small cement grains are fully 
hydrated while larger ones continue to hydrate by 
two different mechanisms:

- the cores continue to dissolve slowly as water 
diffuses in through the shells. Ca-ions diffuse 
out through the shell to precipitate as CH 
crystals in the original water space. c-S-H 
precipitates on the inside of the shells, 
thckening them in the inwards direction (6). 
Depending upon the space available, the size of 
the grain and the porosity of the shell, the 
grain may hydrate completely to fill the shell 
or even to leave a hole in the centre.

- if the grain is very large the inward thicken
ing shell may fill the available space before 
hydration is complete. Then a second mechanism 
of hydration takes place (7), with an in situ 
conversion of alite to c-S-H involving diffusion 
of protons inwards and Ca and Si outwards.

FIG.8 Areas of CH in 90 day old (a) cement and
(b) flyash blend at 40 °C

When the pozzolanic reaction gets under way in the 
flyash blends, dissolution of the glassy phase takes 
place beneath the earlier shell of hydration 
products, leaving the characteristic gap which often 
is revealed on fracture surfaces. Part of the C-S-H 
product of the pozzolanic reaction is precipitated 
on the inside of this shell in the form of a porous 
honeycomb especially at 40 °C. Complete conversion 
of the smaller flyash particles is found after 
63 days at this temperature, whereas the larger 
particles dissolve to reveal crystalline phases. The 
amount of CH visible on a flat polished surface is 
reduced substantially. Fig,8, in agreement with the 
thermogravlmetric results and with our earlier 
observations at 20 °C (11). Part of the pozzolanic 
C-S-H must form in the space left by the dissolution 
of CH.

DISCUSSION

Influence of curing temperature on neat cement pastes 

(a) Increased temperature

In agreement with the earlier work of Regourd et al 
(2) the effect of increasing the curing temperature 
is to accelerate the hydration of 0РС pastes. The 
mechanism of hydration does not appear to be altered 
greatly, with similar microstructures appearing at 
equivalent times as judged by the calorimeter curves. 
At 40 °C the rate of hydration decreases after 7 days 
and the degree of hydration becomes less than that at 
20 °C. This is believed to be due to a dense layer 
of C-S-H forming around the alite slowing down the 
subsequent hydration (8). At the same time the size 
of the CH crystals is smaller because of the decrease 
of CH solubility with Increasing temperature (9), and 
our results suggest that they are not only smaller 
and more numerous but that they have a more angular 
morphology with less intergrowth and a higher degree 
of perfection even at late ages. C2S hydration is 
reported to be accelerated more than that of C3S at 
higher temperatures (10) and this could account for 
the plateau found in the development of compressive 
strength. A possible explanation for the plateau at 
room temperature is the slowing down of c3S hydration 
after 28 days, in agreement with x-ray observations, 
followed by the continued hydration of c2S which is 
known to contribute most strongly to the strength at 
late ages. At 40 °C the plateau is advanced to 
7 days in keeping with the greater acceleration of 
CjS. Careful inspection of the 40 °C curve in Fig.2 
shows a small increase in the rate of formation of 
CH, as might be expected for enhanced hydration of 
C2S.

(b) Decreased temperature

Lowering the temperature to 8-10 °C slows the initial 
rate of hydration as expected (1) and the plateau in 
the compressive strength is a little earlier than 
that at 20 °C although at almost the same strength 
level. The most obvious difference is the marked 
Increase in strength between 63 and 90 days. The 
only difference in the microstructure was the 
compactness and the extent of the intergrowth of CH 
around all the other phases. A quantitative study of 
this may throw more light upon the mechanism of 
strengthening. For the moment it seems that, at a 
given w/c ratio, space is filled more slowly and more 
uniformly at low temperatures, in agreement with the 
reduced capillary porosity found by Bentur et al (8) .



Influence of curing temperature on the pozzolanic 
reaction

The pozzolanic reaction is accelerated significantly 
with increasing temperature as judged by the change 
in the amount of CH present and by the effect of 
flyash upon the compressive strength. The highest 
28 day strength for the blend is found with curing 
at 40 °C but, by 180 days, curing at 20 °C gives 
higher strengths than at 40 °C. Curing at 8 °C 
appears to slow down both the formation of CH from 
the cement and its consumption in the pozzolanic 
reaction. Even at 90 days the compressive strength 
of the blend is only just over one half of the neat 
cement paste.
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MEASUREMENT OF OH" ION CONCENTRATIONS OF PORE FLUIDS AND EXPANSION DUE TO Al KALI-SII IC4 
REACTION IN COMPOSITE CEMENT MORTARS

Mesure des Concentrations d'Ions OH" intervenant dans les Fluides Interstitiels et 
Expansions due a la Reaction Alcali-Silice dans les Mortiers de Ciment Compose

SUMMARY: Pore fluid was extracted from mortars based on Portland and composite cements and
their OH ion concentrations were determined.

Mortar bars for expansion studies were prepared according to a modified ASTM C227
81 procedure containing opal as the reactive aggregate.

The results indicate that additives of the types covered in this investigation re
lease varying amounts of alkalis into the pore fluid dependent upon their type, their alkali 
content and their reactivity. Pfa's, in general, suppress the OH" ion concentration but not 
always the damaging bar expansion even at 3(H substitution level. Bfs's invariably contribu 
te to the OH" ion concentration but exhibit a beneficial effect on bar expansion at higher le 
vels of substitution. Natural pozzolanas with a high alkali content contribute to the OH" ion 
concentration to a level at which damaging bas expansion occurs even with low alkali Portland 
cements. Zeolitic natural pozzolana is an effective suppressant of alkalinity and damaging 
bar expansion.

Extraiu-se о fluido intersticial de argamassas ä base de cimentos portland e de 
cimentos compostos, e foram determinadas suas concentracöes de fons OH".

Foram preparados prismas de argamassa destinados aos estudos de expansäo, de acor- 
do com о metodo ASTM C227-81, e que continham opala сото agregado reativo.

Os resultados indicam que os constituintes secundärios dos tipos especificados nes 
ta investigapäo liberam quantidades diferentes de älcalis no fluido intersticial, em funcäo 
de seu tipo, de seu teor de alcali e de sua reatividade. Os c.v. em geral suprimem a concen- 
tracäo de ion OH , mas nem sempre anulam a expansäo nociva do prisma, mesmo a urn nivel de 
substituieao de 30$. As escorias de alto forno contribuem invariavelmente para a concentra- 
cao de ions OH", mas apresentam um efeito favorävel sobre a expansäo do prisma a niveis mais 
elevados de substitui^äo. As pozolanas naturais, com alto teor de alcali, contribuem para a 

concentraeäo de ions OH" ate urn nivel em que a expansäo nociva do prisma acontece mesmo com 
cimentos portland com baixo teor de alcali. A pozolana natural zeolitica se constitui em su- 
pressor eficaz da alcalinidade e da expansäo nociva do prisma.



1. INTRODUCTION

Concern is felt about the damage to Portland 
cenent concrete resulting from alkali-silica reac
tion. While the basic phenomena underlying this 
damaging reaction are now sufficiently well 
understood, practically acceptable solutions to 
the problem are not always easily attainable. One 
solution, which has considerable practical poten
tial and a long-standing history of usage, is the 
partial replacement of cement by materials such as 
blast furnace slags (bfs), pulverised fuel ashes 
(pfa) and natural pozzolanas (np) in appropriate 
proportions. The wide appeal of this solution 
stems from the ready availability of these 
materials and their comparative cheapness.

More recently, however, doubt has emerged con
cerning the effectiveness of some of these mater
ials in preventing the alkali silica reaction 
particularly in relation to their potential for 
the release of alkalis. Pfa's have been known to 
contain over 4.6% eq. Na20 alkali, bfs's 1.8% and 
np's as high as 8.0%. As these materials hydrate, 
do the alkalis enter into the pore fluid thus 
raising the CH" ion concentration or, as has been 
suggested, does the gel formed in such systems 
acccnmodate the additional alкя!i released?

The alkali level of additives is known to 
influence, if not fundamentally determine, their 
reactivity and hence influence their contribution 
to strength development. The user may have to 
choose between using a reactive, potentially ; 
damaging additive or selecting a less reactive 
material which will reduce the risk of alkali 
silica reaction occurring. He may want to 
reach a comprcmise, given the necessary 
information.

2. A BRIEF BACKGROUND

For simplicity the alkali silica reaction may be 
written using cement chemist's notation as 
follows:

N(K)H + S ------- ►- N(K)-S-H

Three conditions trust be satisfied:- there trust 
be reactive silica, sufficient quantity of pore 
fluid and the pore fluid Off" ion concentration 
must be above a certain threshold level. In a 
situation where reactive silica is present and 
moisture conditions are reasonably constant, the 
problem reduces largely to considerations of the 
OH"*  ion concentration of the pore fluid only.

If cenent replacement materials are used, which 
in their most part contain water insoluble 
alkalis only, the questions which arise are:-

1. Do they then act as straight diluents in 
preportion to their Portland cement replacements 
level in their effect on the pore fluid 
alkalinity?

2. Do they contribute to the alkalinity of the 
pore fluid as they enter pozzolanic or latent 
hydraulic reactions?

3. Do they contribute to the alkalinity of the 
the pore fluid in excess of that contributed by the 
Portland cement which they have replaced and 
thereby raise the probability of deleterious alkali 
silica reaction occurring?

Diamond^), found that for their most part pfa's 
acted as inert diluents but recognised that they 
can vary considerably in availability of alkalis 
and in reactivity.

Glasser et al * 2), found that partial replacement of 
a high alkali cenent with low or high alkali pfa 
reduces pore fluid alkalinity while a low alkali 
cenent with a high alkali pfa increases alkalinity.

Nixon et al<3)r found that partial replacement of 
Portland cement with low alkali pfa was more effec
tive in reducing deleterious concrete expansion 
than high alkali pfa, inplying a differential 
effect by the two pfa's on the pore fluid.

The work described in this paper seeks to add quan
titative information to the discussion of these 
problems, and thereby add to our knowledge con
cerning the most effective actions to minimise the 
risk of alkali silica reaction causing damage.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental work involved in this investiga
tion catprised two types of test: pore fluid com
position analysis and mortar bar expansion 
measurements using various ratios of cement to 
additive.

3.1 Materials

Three works-produced Portland cenents were used as 
reference cements: high alkali cement (HO) 0.92% 
eq. Na20, low alkali cement (LC) 0.34% eq. №^0 and 
medium alkali cement (MU) 0.68% eq. Na20. Their 
chemical analyses are given in Table 1.

Table 1 - Chemical analyses and seme physical properties of Portland cements

Oxide, 1 HC I£ rc

SiO2 20.2 19.8 19.9
IR (0.91) (0.50) (0.73)
Al203 5.4 5.8' 6.4
Ее20з 3.4 3.4 2.2
МП203 0.07 0.12 ■ 0.04
P2o5 0.10 0.23
T1O2 0.2^ 0.30
CaO 63.9 63.8 64.9

1.4 3.0 1.2
so3 3.0 2.3 2.9
UDI 1.4 0.8 1.5
K2o 0.93 0.43 0.51
Ма20 0.31 0.06 0.34
Na20 eq. (0.92) (0.34) (0.68)

C3S 52.0 54.0 53.3
C2S 18.7 16.1 16.9
СЗЛ 8.6 9.6 13.3
C4AF 10.4 10.4 6.7
Free line 1.2 1.2 1.3

Specific 
surface m2/kg 448 375 334

45 yam residue 9.6 13.6 15.6

Apparent particle 3130 3180^ 3130
density kq/^tw

IR - Insoluble residue
LOI - Loss on ignition 
Values in parentheses are not included in total



Tw pfa's rere used of widely different alkali 
contents: a high alkali pfa (H-pfa) 3.17% eq. Na20 
and a low alkali pfa (L-pfa) 0.97% eq. N320. 
Their chemical and physical characteristics are 
given in Table 2. In their physical properties 
the two pfa's were roughly equivalent although 
the high alkali ash had a higher glass content. 
The pfa's were used at cement replacement levels 
of 14%, 28%, 42% and 56%.

Table 2 Chemical analyses anl sane physical properties of pulverised fuel 
ashes and blast furnace slags

Oxide % L-pfa H-pfa H-bfs L-bfs M-bfs

Si02 50.7 48.7 31.0 36.8 33.6
IR (79.7) (74.6) (0.4) (0.31) (0.30)
A12O3 31.5 26.7 16.0 11.2 13.4
Ре20з 6.5 10.3 1.5 0.4 1.5
МП203 0.07 0.07 0.83 0.83 0.85
p3°5 0.78 0.38 <0.01 0.02 0.01
T1O2 1.3 0.97 1.0 0.99 0.54
CaO 2.7 2.5 36.3 40.0 40.4
M3O 1.3 1.7 11.0 7.7 8.3
so3 0.27 0.93 0.16 0.13 0.05)
s 1.1 0.97 0.82)
c (2.7) (2.3)
LOI 3.4 3.2 0.4** 0.6** 0.4**
K2O 1.2 3.6 0.65 0.47 0.52
N828 0.19 0.80 0.56 0.35 0.33
N826 eq. (0.97) (3.17) (0.99) (0.66) (0.67)

0.004 0.003 0.06 0.01 0.01

Specific 
surface m^/kg 342 358 384 397 394

45 yum residue 7.3 5.3 2.1 6.2 6.5

Apparent particle 
density kg/m3 2230 2380 2910 2920 2930

Crystallinity Index* 36 23 0 11 0

Hydraulic Irxiex*** 2.0 1.6 1.8

IR - Insoluble residue * by X-ray diffraction
DDI - Loss on ignition C.I.- Area under peaks x 100
Values in parentheses are Total area

not included in total. in range 12-38° 2», Cu radiation 
** in nitrogen

*** Hydraulic Index = C + M + A
--------------- --------------------------- -- --------------------------------------------------------- S

Three bfs's rere used having a range of react
ivity and alkali content. High reactivity gran
ulated bfs (H-bfs), 0.99% eq. Ma20, medium re
activity granulated bfs (M-bfs), 0.67% eq. Na20 
and low reactivity pelletised bfs (L-bfs), 0.66% 
eq. Na20. Their chemical and physical character
istics are given in Table 2. The slags №re 
ground to nominally the same surface area and 
used at canent replacement levels of 23%, 46%, 
69% and 92%.

Four np's were used vtiich were selected on the 
basis of their geographic diversity of source and 
considerable usage rather than specifically dif
ferent chanical and physical properties: IP,8.07% 
eq.№20, CP, 6.77% eq. Na^O, MP 6.92% eq.Na20 and 
MPZ, 1.80% eq. Na20. Their chemical analyses and 
seme physical properties are given in Table 3. 
Mineralogically, MPZ is a zeolite while the other 
three np's are "mainly of glass composition. The 
rp's were used at cement replacements levels of 
14%, 28% and 42%.

3.2 Pore fluid carposition analysis.

The apparatus used for pore fluid extraction was 
similar to that used by Longuet et al*4) f 
Barneyback and Diamond'5) and elsewhere and need 
uot be described here. The mortar specimens were 
prepared using mix proportions of canent:sand:

Table 3 Chemical analyses and sore physical properties of 
natural pozzolanas

Oxide % CP IP JC

SiO2 68.9 69.8 52.3 73.0
IR (44.9) (87.9) (67.7) (87.4)
AI2O3 12.3 13.7 16.8 П.9
Ее20з 1.5 1.8 4.5 2.1
МП2О3 0.06 0.09 0.17 0.05
p?°5 0.02 0.08 0.18 0.01
T1O2 0.16 0.23 0.46 0.14
CaO 4.0 1.8 9.3 1.0
MgO 1.0 0.6 1.8 0.2
so3 0.05 0.12 0.33 0.11
LOI 9.5 3.9 4.2 3.2
K20 1.6 зЛ 7.4 4.3
Na20 0.75 4.2 3.2 4.1
Na20 eq. (1.80) (6.77) (8.07) (6.92)
Cl 0.004 0.006 0.055 0.004

Specific
surface n^/kg 1600 550 618 570

45 residue 5.8 7.2 6.8 7.6

Apparent particle
density 2200 2400 2580 2410

Crystallinity Index* 100 25 57 28

JR - Insoluble residue *
LOI - Loss on ignition

by X-ray diffraction 
C.I. = Area under peaks x 100

Values in parentheses are 
not included in total. in range 12

total area 
-38° 28-, Cu radiation

water = 1:2.25:0.5 and were stored in air-tight 
containers at 20°C until testing at ages varying 
fron 3 to 365 days. At test, the specimens were 
subjected to a load of 2000 kN which corresponds to 
a pressure of 640 MN m~2. The pore fluid was 
collected and analysed for Na+, K+ and Ca2+ con
centration by atonic absorption spectrerretry and 
OH- ion concentration by volumetric analyses 
against 0.1M HC1 using methyl red as indicator.

3.3 Mortar bar expansion tests

The method used was that specified in ASIM C227 
with the only difference that the storage tem
perature for the bars was fixed at 20°C. The reac
tive silica was Beltane opal crushed and screened 
to lie in the size range 150-300 microns. The 
pessimum level of opal addition was determined 
fron the following^);

% opal = % water soluble alkalis/0.067

and was used in all combinations of cement and 
additive. Apart fron the control at zero level of 
opal addition, three additional levels, one lower 
and two higher than the calculated pessimum, were 
also used. Thus, five sets of bars (two bars in 
each set) were used for each mix ccnprising the 
various combinations of cement and additive. 
Expansions were monitored at regular intervals up 
to one year. Failure was recorded when the bar 
expansion exceeded 0.1%.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The bar expansion data for the three Portland 
cements at various mix proportions with additives 
are given in Tables 4A, 4B and 4C. The maximum OH- 
ion concentration and the pessimum percentage of 
opal are also given.

Since the Na+, K1" and Ca2+ ion concentrations are 
not central to the objectives of this paper, only 



OH" ion concentrations of the pore fluid are pre
sented in figures 1,2,2A,3,3A,4 and 4A.

The pore fluid OH- ion "concentration of the pure 
cements as a function of hydration time is shown 
in figure 1. Maxima were reached within 10 to 28 
days. Thereafter, the concentration decreased 
slowly hinting at alkali re-absorption by the 
hydration products. М2 cement which has a higher 
proportion of water insoluble or combined alkalis 
than the other two cenents released the OH- ions 
less rapidly.

Fig.l ОТ" ion concentration of pore fluid 
in mortar made from three works Portland 
cements. Corresponding expansion bar test 
results superinposed; failure indicated in 
bold characters.

A similar pattern of change in the 0H~ ion con
centration with time as for the pure cements was 
observed for the conposite cements but the results 
are not presented in this paper. The OH~ ion con
centration at 180 days hydration has been 
arbitrarily selected for conparison purposes bet
veen the range of additives, their level of addi
tion and expansion failure of mortar bars.

The effects of partial replacement of high alkali 
cement HC and low alkali cement LC by the two 
pfa's is given in figure 2. It is evident that in 
the case of the high alkali cement HC, both pfa's 
had a marked suppressing effect on the pore fluid 
alkalinity, the L-pfa, not surprisingly, having 
a stronger suppressive effect them the H-pfa. 
Evidently, the pfa's are not only acting as 
diluents but, moreover, as positive suppressants 
of alkalinity.

Hcsrever, despite the large reduction in alkalinity 
the corresponding mortar bars have failed up to 
the 42% H-pfa and 28% L-pfa replacement levels 
respectively.

The effect of partial replacement of low altali 
cement LC with pfa is distinctly different from 
that of the high alkali cement HC replacement. 
With the lew alkali canent LC the H-pfa contribu
tes to the alkalinity although not to the 
threshold level of mortar bar failure at 180 days.

The results in figure 2A, which illustrate the 
effect of the partial replacement of medium alkali 
canent М2 by the two pfa's, do not fall into the 
neat correlation of CH~ ion concentration and 

expansion bar failures established in figure 2. 
Here the expansion bars based on the pure М2 
cement remained sound while those based on partial 
replacement with L-pfa have failed up to the 14% 
level and those with H-pfa have failed up to the 
42% level and this despite a narked reduction in 
the recorded СИ” ion concentration. Clearly, 
some other factor is interacting. This does, 
however, illustrate the inportance of tests in 
establishing the innocucusness of sone combinatidhs 
of cement and pfa.

oo 
0
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to 20

28 42

40
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Figs 2 and 2A CH- ion concentration of pore 
fluid in mortar made from three works Portland 
cements with progressive substitution by two 
pfa's. Corresponding expansion bar test 
results superinposed; failure indicated in 
bold characters.

The combined results in figures 2 and 2A suggest 
that, provided the pore fluid OH- ion con
centration of pfa extended cenents is less than 
0.3M at 180 days, a deleterious expansion with 
Beltane cpal is unlikely to occur.

In contrast to pfa, bfs was found to be invariably 
a net contributor to the alkalinity of pore fluid 
in all combinations of Portland canent and bfs. The 
extent of its contribution is not only dependent on 
its cwn anhydrous alkali content but also on its 
reactivity as determined by its contribution to 
strength development. This is demonstrated by 
reference to M-bfs and L-bfs in Table 2 and figures 
3 and ЗА, indicating that they have virtually the 
same anhydrous alkali content but contribute sig
nificantly different pore fluid alkalinities.
Also, M-bfs's contribution to the 28 day strength 
(not reproduced here) has greatly exceeded that of 
the L-bfs.



Figs 3 and ЗА (ЖГ ion concentration of pore 
fluid in mortar made from three works 
Portland cements with progressive sub
stitution by three bfs's. Corresponding 
expansion bar test results super inposed; 
failure indicated in bold characters.

A closer look at figure 3 reveals that at a 50% 
replacenent of low alkali canent LC with H-bfs the 
contribution by the bfs to the total alkalinity 
is about twice that of the Portland cement 
conponent.

Figure ЗА gives a vivid danonstration of the role 
which H-bfs can play where a substitution of 23% 
for medium alkali cement MC has resulted in a 
failure of the mortar bar whereas the pure MC 
cement mortar bar exhibited no failure.

The effect of partial replacanent of Portland 
cement by four different natural pozzolans on the 
OH” ion concentration is illustrated in figures 4 
and 4A. The partial replacement of high and med
ium alkali cements HC, MC by natural pozzolana has 
an additive effect with IP, neutral effect with CP 
and MP and a negative effect with MPZ on the pore 
fluid alkalinity. In combination with low alkali 
cement LC, however, the first three pozzolanas 
increase the OH~ concentration whereas MPZ 
decreases it.

The very strong alkalinity suppressive effect of 
MPZ, is not only interesting but could have sig
nificant practical inplications. It may also be 
relevant to note that its contribution to strength 
development is considerable.

Figs 4 and 4A Off" ion concentration of pore 
fluid in mortar made from three works Portland 
cement with progressive substitution by four 
natural pozzolanas. Corresponding expansion 
bar test results superinposed; failure ' 
indicated in bold characters.

The results obtained on mortar bars made from 
natural pozzolana containing cements are given in 
Tables 4A, 4B and 4C and are superinposed on 
figures 4 and 4A. It will be seen that the corre
lation of bar failures with Off" ion concentration 
is very good and that the threshold level 
separating the failed from the sound bars lies at 
0.4M.

It is inportant to note that three of the four ■ 
natural pozzolanas in this investigation have no 
alleviating effect on the deleterious alkali- 
Beltane cpal reaction, not even at high substitu
tion levels. This may have far-reaching practical 
inplications in regions where reactive aggregates 
occur. However, it mist be emphasised that reac
tive aggregates of the Beltane cpal type are un
likely to be encountered in many parts of the 
world. ■

5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 The technique of pore fluid extraction and ana
lysis is useful in the study of the effect of 
cement conposition upon the potential for alkali 
silica reaction.

5.2 Pfa's on the whole have a suppressive effect on 
the CH“ ion concentration of the pore fluid of 



high alkali Portland cement but high alkali pfa's 
make a small positive contribution when combined 
with low alkali cement. Despite this suppressive 
effect on the 0H~ ion concentration, the addition 
of even 30% of pfa may not be sufficient to elimi
nate the damaging alkali-silica reaction based on 
Beltane opal. An OH- ion concentration of 0.3M 
appears to be a threshold for danaging reaction at 
180 days with pfa composite cements.

5.3 Bfs's invariably contribute to the OH- ion 
concentration of Portland cement. This .contribu
tion depends on the alkali content of the bfs and 
on its reactivity. The damaging effect of alkali
silica .reaction can be effectively reduced at 
higher, levels of cement substitution. An OH" ion 
concentration of 0.5 M appears to be a threshold 
for damaging reaction at 180 days with bfs com
posite cements.

5.4 Natural pozzolanas with a high alkali content 
are ineffective suppressants of damaging alkali
silica reaction based on Beltane opal and can, in 
fact, raise the OH" ion concentration of even a 
low alkali Portland cement to a level at which 
damaging reactions occur. A natural pozzolana of 
the zeolite type was found to be an effective 
suppressant of OH- ion concentration and of 
damaging alkali-silica reaction. An 0H~ ion con
centration of 0.4 M appears to be the threshold 
for damaging reaction at 180 days with natural 
pozzolana composite cements.
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Table 4A Bar expansion data of carposite high alkali cement

Mix 
Proportions

Ctr ion 
concen
tration

pessiniim

7 14

failure in time (days) % expansion 
at 180 days

28 42 56 70 90 120 180 365

HC .6^ 8.1 о F 1.168

*14% L-pfa .58 7.6 Q р 1.629
*28% .40 6.6 o о Р 1.310
*42% .35 6.0 о о о 0 Q 0 0 0 0 О - " .012
*56% .24 4.0 о о о о 0 о о о о о .017

*14% H-pfa .61 7.9 Q F 2.146
*28% ' .44 6.6 о 0 F 1.392
+42% .40 6.0 о 0 F 1.195
+56% .30 4.8 о о о о 0 о 0 0 0 0 .018

+23% L-bfs .56 6.9 Q 0 р 1.700
+46% .38 5.2 о 0 о 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - .007 •
+69% .21 3.0 о о 0 Q Q 0 0 0 0 0 - .028
+92% .10 1.2 о о о о о о о о о О - .012

+23% M-bfg .63 6.8 0 0 F 1.236
*46% .49 5.1 о о о о 0 о 0 0 0 - .016
+69% .29 3.0 о о о о о 0 0 0 о - .025
+92% .15 1.3 о о о о о о о о о 0 - .024

*23% H-bfs . .69 5.5 о 0 р . 1.722
*46% .57 5.1 о 0 о о о о F .900
+69% .38 3.4 Q о о 0 о о о 0 0 0 - .019
+92% .22 2.1 о о о о о о о 0 0 0 - .032

+14% IP .77 7.3 Q р 2.322
*28% .71 6.5 о 0 F 2.120
*42% .63 5.5 о о F 1.680

+14% CP .63 7.3 о F 2.481
+28% .53 6.3 о о F 2.000
+42% .46 5.1 о о О о о р 0.479

+14% № .65 7.0 Q F 2.408
+28% .52 6.1 о 0 р 1.476*
+42% .47 4.9 о о о р .937*

+14% WZ .37 7.1 Q о 0 о 0 0 0 0 0 0 - .016
+28% .22 6.4 0 0 о о о о О 0 0 0 - .006
+42% .11 5.7 о о о о о о о о о о - .002

F - failure is indicated at expansion >0.1% • at 90 days



Table 4B Bar expansion data of conposite low alkali cenent

Mix CH- ion % opal failure in time (days) % expansion
Proportions concen- pessimum at 180 days

tration
M, пах. 7 14 28 42 56 70 90 120 180 365

DC .29 3.7 Q о о 0 Q Q 0 0 © 0 -.019

+14% L-pfa .28 2.5 Q 0 Q Q
+28% .24 2.6 о о 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 Q -.015
+42% .19 2.2 о О 0 о 0 Q 0 Q 0 .007
+56% .18 ' 2.0 о о о о о о О о О О .003

+14% H-pfa .35 3.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 • .013
+28% .31 3.3 Q о о 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 -.017
+42% .26 3.0 Q о о 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.016
+56% .24 2.8 Q о о 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .016

+23% L-bfs .30 3.0 0 0 0 0 -.025
+46% .24 2.4 о о о Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.019
+69% .16 1.4 о 0 0 0 0 Q Q 0 0 0 -.031
+92% .09 0.4 о о о о О о О о о О -.027

+23% M-bfs .32 2.8' о 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 -.025
+46% .30 2.1 о о 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+69% .22 1.3 о 0 о 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.024
+92% .14 0.5 о о о о о о о о О о -.041

+23% H-bfs .43 2.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.028
+46% .41 2.0 о о о о 0 Q Q 0 0 0 -.029
+69% .33 1.3 о о 0 0 Q 0 0 О ' 0 0 -.034
+92% .21 0.6 о о 0 0 0 0 0 О 0 0 -.034

+14% IP .44 3.3 0 0 Q 0 F .630
+28% .59 3.4 о о о 0 Q F 1.273
+42% .51 3.4 о о о о О о о F .826

+14% CP .31 3.3 о 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 -.018
+28% .40 2.8 о о о о о 0 о 0 0 0 -.015
+42% .31 2.4 о о о о о о о о о О -.027

+14% № .31 3.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.012*
+28% .40 2.4 о о о о о © 0 -.014*
+42% .34 2.0 о о о о о о о -.019*

+14% №Z .19 1.2 , о 0 0 0 0 о 0 0 0 0 -.032
+28% .12 1.9 о 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.002
+42% .07 2.4 о о О о О о о О О О -.007

F - failure is indicated at expansion >0.1% * at 90 days

Table 4C Bar expansion data of conposite medium alkali cement

F « failure is indicated at expansion >0.1% * at 90 days

Proportions
OH~ ion 
concen
tration

pessinum
failure in time (days) % expansion 

at 180 days

56 70 90 120 180 3657 14 28 42

М2 .52 4.5 о о о © о © © с 0 0 -.011

+14% L-pfa .47 4.3 © 0 0 0 0 F .812
+28% .37 3.6 о о о о © © © 0 0 0 -.013
+42% .29 3.3 о © 0 о о 0 © © © 0 .009
+56% .22 3.1 о о о о о о О О о о .017

+14% H-pfa .49 4.3 о © © 0 F 1.503
+28% .43 4.2 0 о о © F 1.126
+42% .37 3.7 о о о о 0 © F .642
+56% .27 3.4 о о о о © © о 0 0 0 .014

+23% L-bfS .42 3.1 0 0 © 0 0 0 Q 0 -.028
+46% .30 2.2 о о © о 0 0 © Q © 0 -.016
+69% .18 0.5 о © о о 0 0 © 0 © -.014
+92% .11 0.3 о о о о о о о О о о -.023

+23% M-bfs .48 3.4 © 0 0 © 0 0 © 0 0 0 -.024
+46% . .38 2.4 о о © о о о Q 0 0 0 -.021
+69% .25 1.4 0 о © о 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.022
+92% .15 0.6 о о о о о о о О о о -.039

+23% H-bfs .64 3.4 о © 0 0 0 F 1.034
+46% .50 2.7 о о о о © о © 0 0 0 -.019
+69% .40 1.7 о о о о о о © 0 0 0 -.033
+92% .23 1.1 о о о о о о © © 0 0 -.041

+14% IP .67 4.2 0 0 0 F 1.841
+28% .61 4.1 о о о F 1.646
+42% .56 3.7 о о о о F 1.240

+14% CP .55 4.2 0 0 0 р
+28% .45 3.7 о о о о о © р .461
+42% .38 3.0 о о О о о О о 0 о о -.018

+14% № .52 4.6 0 © 0 F 1.615
+28% .44 3.8 о о о о F .193*
+42% .39 3.1 о о 0 о о 0 о -.003*

+14% MPZ .30 3.9 0 0 0 0 0 Q Q 0 -.026
+28% .14 3.6 о о © о 0 Q © 0 .006*
+42% .09 4.3 О о о о о о о О .009*
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SUJET : Rheologie фл beton frais : Influence de l’ajout de fillers aux ciments. r

Rheology of fresh concrete : Influence of filler addition in the cements.
3.2

RESUME

Les principales composantes de la maniabilite des betons frais sont la cohesion et la viscosite 
de la päte interstitielle formee par l'eau et les elements les plus fins du ciment et par le filler; celle-ci 
joue un role lubrifiant a. I'egard du frottement interne resultant de 1'enchevetrement des granulate les plus 
gros. La cohesion est non seulement liee ä la finesse (ou les fillers, de grande broyabilite jouent un role), 
mais aussi au degre de floculation de la päte interstitielle lequel peut etre modifie par les elements rapi- 
dement solubles ou des adjuvants.

La presence des fillers joue par consequent par leur action sur la cohesion et sur le pouvoir 
lubrifiant, surtout par la geometrie des grains (dimension, forme, etat de surface). Toutes choses egales, 
I1 influence des fillers est surtout liee ä la nature de la röche dont ils sont issus, ä sa broyabilite et 
a la presence eventuelle de materiaux phyliteux (argiles) ainsi evidemment qu'a leur teneur dans les ciments.

Quand leur action est sensible, eile va toujours dans le sens d’une amelioration de la cohesion, 
done de la stabilite des betons frais (lutte contre ressuage et segregations) et generalement une meilleure 
lubrification; 1* influence sera d’ailleurs d’autant plus sensible qu’il pourra у avoir dans la g-ranulometrie 
du beton un certain deficit en elements fins ou ultra fins (dosage en ciment trop faible, mouture grossiere 
du liant,...). D’une fagon generale, l’exigence en eau des betons de ciments fillerises, ä caracteristiques 
rheologiques egales, n’est pas differente de celle des ciments Portland fabriques avec le meme clinker.

Un autre, point assez important est le role des conditions de broyage, cobroyage ou broyage separe 
(nous avons dome une methode d'analyse granulometrique ou de calcul des aires massiques particulieres des 
composants de melanges cobroyes) : Les differences sont evidemment fonction de l'ecart des broyabilites entre 
clinker et filler*.

Enfin, en ce qui concerne la prise, les fillers calcaires peuvent participer aux reactionset, 
dans le cas des clinkers riches en C3A et pour des grandes finesses de mouture, on peut observer un effet 
pseudo-accelerateur du aux fillers. Par ailleurs, les ciments contenanX des fillers calcaires se sont reveles 
plus sensibles au froid que les Portland de meme origins.

Os principals componentes da maniabilidade dos concretos frescos sao a coesao e a 
viscosidade da pasta intersticial, formada pela ägua e -os elementos mais finos do cimento e pe 
lo "filler"; este exerce um papel lubrificante em relaeäo ao atrito interne resultante da aco- 
modacao dos agregados mais grosses. A coesäo estä ligada näo somente ä finura (na qual os 
"fillers", de grande facilidade de moagem, exercem urn papel), mas tambem ao grau de floculapäo 
da pasta intersticial, a qual pode ser modificada por elementos rapidamente soluveis ou por ad 
juvantes.

Consequentemente, a presenca dos "fillers" influi por sua а?ао sobre a coesao e о 
poder lubrificante, sobretudo pela geometria dos gräos (dimensäo, forma, estado da superfi- 
cie). A influencia dos ^fillers" estä ligada sobretudo äs rochas de que säo originärios, a 
sua aptidäo de moagem e a eventual presenca de materials filitosos (argilas), assim сото ao 
seu teor nos cimentos.

_ Quando sua a?ao e sensivel, ela se manifesta sempre no sentido de uma melhora da 
coesao, portanto da estabilidade dos concretos frescos (combate ä exsudacao e (segregates) e 
geralmente uma lubrificacao melhor; a influencia sera ainda mais sensivel na medida em que hou 
ver na granulometria do concreto um certo deficit de elementos finos ou ultrafinos (dosagem 
muito fraca de cimento, moagem grossa do ligante...). De um modo geral, a necessidade de a- 
gua dos concretos com cimentos "filerizados", com caracteristicas reologicas iguais, näo e di
ferente da dos cimentos portland fabricados com о mesmo clinquer. ,

Outro ponto bastante imgortante ё о papel das condicoes de moagem, moagem simulta- 
nea ou moagem separada (damos um metodo de anälise greanulometrica ou de cälculo das areas de 
massa particulares dos componentes de moagens simultaneas): as diferencas evidentemente säo 
funcäo da diversidade de aptidoes de moagem entre clinquer e "filler".

_ Por fim, no que diz respeito ä pega, os "fillers" calcarios podem participar das 
reaqoes e, no caso de clinqueres ricos em C,A e no de grandes finuras de moagem, pode-se obser 
var urn efeito pseudo-acelerador devido^aos ^fillers". Alem disso, os cimentos contendo "fil
lers" calcarios se mostraram mais sensiveis ao frio que os portand de mesma origem.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. POSITION DU PROBLEME

Un des moyens efficaces pour reduire 
le cout energetique dans la fabrication des ciments 
a ete le plus souvent de lui incorporer des ajouts 
en profitant generalement pour valoriser des 
sous produits ou des dechets industriels- (laitier, 
cendres, ...).

Par ailleurs, les normes Frangaises 
actuelles (et sans doute bientot au niveau Euro
peen) ont prevu la possibilite de comprendre 
parmi ces ajouts des fillers plus ou moins inertes; 
ce type de ciment s’est beaucoup developpe ces 
dernieres annees en France.

Toutefois, l’apparition de ces "nou- 
veaux" ciments a parfois fait craindre aux utilisa- 
teurs la deterioration de certaines caracteristiques 
parmi lesquelles l'exigence en eau ou la maniabili- 
te des betons frais.

Dans ces conditions, le laboratoire 
du CERILH a entrepris de nombreuses etudes dont 
certaines ont porte sur l'influence de la presence 
des fillers sur les proprietes rheologiques des 
pätes, mortiers et betons frais : c'est la Synthese 
de ces resultats que nous donnerons ci-dessous ;
1-2. ROLE ET PLACE DES FILLERS

Ajoutes aux composants des liants, les 
fillers peuvent jouer plusieurs roles :

- Role de "remplissage11 (оrigine du 
mot filier); c'est-ä-dire complement de la courbe 
granulometrique deficitaire en elements fins.

- Role de '’colmatage1 en bouchant 
les capillaires pour empecher la percolation 
de 1'eau (ce role est tenu par les hydrates dans 
le beton durci ).

*

■* Role rheologique par leur action sur, 
les proprietes de la pate interstitielle interposee 
entre les granulats, c'est ce que nous verrons 
plus loin.

- Role actif eventuellement suivant sa 
nature, le filler peut intervenir dans 11hydratation 
(carbo-aluminates, pouzzolanicite des silices ultra
fines, germes de cristallisation, points d'ancrage 
des hydrates, ...).

2- generalites

2•1 • RAPPEL des caracteristiques rheologiques et 
DES COMPOSANTS DE LA MANIABILITE DES BETONS FRAIS

, , Le terme maniabilite recouvre des 
qualites souvent contradictoires telles que :

- L'aptitude ä I'ecoulement et au 
remplissage du moule avec le minimum d'energie.

— L'aptitude au serrage pour atteindre 
compacite maximale, gage des performances meca- 

niques et de la durabilite.

. - L'aptitude ä conserver 1'homogeneite
utte contre la sedimentation ou les segregations) 

sans laquelle aucune qualite ne peut etre atteinte.
Les composantes de la maniabilite sont :

. »(a) un element statique lie ä la
Resistance au cisaillement, eile meme somme de 
(3 d® la part statique du frottement

vouiomb) du a 1'enchevetrement des gros granulats.

•(b) Une composante dynamique,intervenant 
pendant I'ecoulement, liee ä 'la part dynamique du 
frottement lui meme modifie par 1'effet lubrifiant 
dG a la pate interstitielle (Figure n° 1).

En associant la loi de Coulomb au 
critere de Bingham on aboutit pour la contrainte 
d'ecoulement ä une relation de la forme :

FJ>C

Cohesion de
la pate

+ K(i])tg<p+ T)G . (-I)
Frottement fviscosite de la pate 

interne interstitielle.
k(?7) tenant compte du pouveir lubrifiant.

Ajoutons qu'une vibration energique 
supprime localement la cohesion et attenue le 
frottement interne rendant le corps pseudo New- 
tonien.

Rappelons que 1'on peut definir (Bombled) 
une plasticite intrinseque de Ja päte interstitielle; 
par le rapport de ses deux coefficients rheologiques.

7G = (en s 1) (2)

Riromttres rheologiques 
momobilite

Conditions 

en oeuvre

Г"

Stobihte

—H 

optilude 
oo serroge

"I 
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Consequences ( ressuoge 
Fovoroblesou (segregptiqn^ 
defovorobles { homogeneile

compocite 
etoncheile

resistonces 
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Composontnde 
Io moniobilite

cohesion ♦ frottement vicosite de k)
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Fig. 1. Comportement du beton frais.

Meme si elles ne sont pas rigoureuses, 
ces representations ont l'interet de faire ressortir 
les elements importants qui sont en resume:

- La cohesion apportee par la pate 
interstitielle liee ä la granulometrie, ä la 
floculation, a la teneur en eau (Figure n° 2).

- Le frottement interne du essentiel- 
lement ä 1 enchevetrement des gros granulats 
lequel "amplifie" la cohesion dans une certaine 
mesure.

*

- Le pouvoir lubrifiant et la viscosite 
de la pate interstitielle liee aux dosages (eau 
et fines) et ä la geometrie des grains .

En resume, pour attenuer les frottements 
il faut non seulement assez de "graisse” (pate 
interstitielle) mais aussi une fluidite adaptee 
de ce lubrifiant pour eviter le "grippage" (effet 
de squelette) : Un beton mal dose en element fin 
voit generalement ce defaut compense (generalement 
mal) par une exigence en eau plus elevee.

En pratique, les fillers joueront 
essentiellement sur le couple cohesion/lubrification.

2.2. QUELQUES FACTEURS INFLUENTS

Que ce soit sur la cohesion ou sur le 
pouvoir lubrifiant, on peut reduire, en sirrplifiant, 
les principaux facteurs influents a trois, dont deux 
peuvent interesser les fillers :



- La geometrie des grains (dimension, 
aire volumique, forme, etat de surface, espaces 
inter-granulaires, nombre de points de contact...)

- La floculation (charges electriques,
dissymetries, heterogeneites, ions de surface 
et dissous) et ses consequences rheologiques (seuil 
de cisaillement, thixotropie). •

- La quantite d'eau interstitielle et 
sa composition (ions, adjuvants, ...) qui condition
rent le comportement rheologique de la päte et 
du beton. (Figure n° 2).

En resume, cohesion ,viscosite et 
frottement interne sent les trois grandeurs qui 
peuvent, en simplifiant, caracteriser le beton 
frais.

2.3. ELEMENTS CARACTERISTIQUES INFLUENB DES FILLERS

2.3.1. Elements des fillers influant sur la cohesion 
de la päte et du beton

Ge sera le nombre de points de contact 
oü s'exercent des forces de liaison done la dimen
sion des grains (et la floculation) done la teneur 
en elements fins et par consequent :

- La broyabilite et les conditions 
de broyage (mode, agglomerabilite ...)

- L'inclusion d’elements tres fins ou 
plus friables (materiaux argileux surtout).

2.3.2. Facteurs lies aux fillers pouvant intervenir 
sur le pouvoir lubrifiant de la päte interstitielle

Formes et etat de surface des grains 
(constitution mineralogique de la roche), cris- 
talinite, angularite, rugosite, . ..

2.3.3. Composants des fillers pouvant jouer sur 
la floculation

- Composition de la roche de base 
(silice, dolomie) impuretes (matieres organiques) 
seis solubles (sulfates, suIfures ,chlorures, ...)

- Presence d'argiles (decelee par 
exemple par la methode au bleu de methylene).

Pour illustrer ce qui precede la 
figure 3 (a) et (b), montre 1* *influence des argiles, 
vue par la teneur en Al£ Og et par la surface BET, 
sur la plasticite intrinseque des pates de ciment.

D'une faqon generale, les elements qu'il 
peut etre utile de connaitre sur les fillers, 
ou sur leur röche d’origine et qui pourront, nous 
le verrons plus loin, intervenir et influer sur la 
rheologie des betons frais seront principalement :

- La broyabilite de la röche
- La porosite de la röche

• - La surface BET du filier
- La teneur en silice
- La teneur en alumine et en argile
- La teneur en COgCa (eventuellement en 

dolomie)
-jLa teneur en sels plus ou moins solu

bles (sulfates,alcalins,.. .)

Toutes ces grandeurs ne sont evidemment 
pas independantes (par ex. silice et broyabilite, 
alumine, alcalis, BET et materiaux argileux...etc ) .

Fig 3. BET et plashcite de la päte en fonction de I'AhOa (argiles) dans les fillers

2.3.4. Differentes actions des fillers sur les pates 
mortiers et betons ä I1etat frais

Ces effets peuvent etre d’ordre mecani- 
que ou relever d'actions physico-chimiques :

- Action mecanigues : complement 
granulometrique pour certains modes de broyage, 
(meule, jet, ...)•, colmatages des canalicules et 
diminution du ressuage (figure n°ii),

- Effets physico-chimiques par leur 
fraction argileuse et par les seis solubles,certains 
elementspeuvent participer ä la floculation ou a 
contrario ä la defloculation (alcalis); les cal- 
caires peuvent participer ä 1 hydratation (carbo
aluminates) ou enfin pour les ultra fins jouer le 
role de colloide protecteur en s'adsorbant sur les 
grains avec ses consequences Vvitesse de disso
lution, de prise,...).

*



3- FILLERS ET PATE INTERSTITIELLE DES BETONS FRAIS

3-1- INFLUENCE DE LA BROYABILITE DE LA ROCHE DE LAASE 
DU FILLER

Nous avons montre a maintes reprises 
l'influence preponderante des elements fins sur 
les proprietes rheologiques des betons frais; or 
toutes choses egales par ailleurs la teneur en 
elements fins et ultra fins est avant tout; liee 
ä la broyabilite de la röche de base du filier.

L’etude en laboratoire d'un certain 
nombre de matieres premieres de caracteristiques 
mineralogiques assez variees a permis de tracer 
les histograrnmes de la figure n° 4 et les courbes 
de la figure n° 5.

Fig4- Broyabilite des fillers et plasticite 
des pätes de ciment fillerise

Fig 5. Relation 
entre la broyabiüte du 
filier et la plasticite des 
pates de C R5 fillense .

Fig 5. Relation entre l'aire massique BET 
du filier broye et la plasticite des pätes du 
CPA ftllerise.

On peut noter que dans tous les cas, 
la presence de fillers accroit peu ou prou la 
Plasticite comparee ä celle du Portland pur 
temoin et l’on peut voir que cette plasticite 
da la pate croit avec la broyabilite et avec la surface 

e du filier broye (ici peut intervenir aussi la 
Presence de fractions argileuses)? Broyabilite, 
Porosite, surface BET et teneur en argile, voire 
en elements floculants,sont les elements qu'il faut 
Ponsiderer parmi d'autres dans le choix des fillers

pour les ciments.

3.2. REMARQUES SUR LE BROYAGE ET LA GRANULOMETRIE

Dans la plupart des cas, le broyage 
du clinker et du filler se fait ensemble (cobroyage) 
et la. finesse particuliere de chacun des Constitu
ante est fonction de sa broyabiliteet onpeut avoir 
des granulometries tres differentes si le clinker 
et la röche de base du filier ont des broyabilites 
tres eloignees. ■

3.2.1. Granulometries particulieres d’un clinker et 
d'un filier cobroyes

Nous avons donne dans une autre communi
cation ä ce Congres, comment obtenir 1'analyse 
granulometrique de materiaux cobroyes. La figure n°6 
illustre la difference de granulometrie entre un 
clinker et un filier calcaire cobroyes.

Fig 6 . Granulometrie du melange 
et de chacun de ses deux 

constituants.

* 6 8 tO 2 4 8 8 102^m

De meme, en tenant compte du rapport 
des broyabilites, on peut calculer (formules 
de Bombled) les surfaces specifiques de chaque
composant; Le 
que l'on peut 
en filier et 
4 000 cm2g-1.

tableau I illustre les differences 
observer pour des teneurs variables 
une surface specifique globale de

Tableau I

V2
Clinker 

Filler

0,90

0,10

0,ö5

o,i5

0,80

0,20

0,75

0.25

0,70

0,30

ai
re

s m
as

si
qu

es
2 -1 

en
 cm

 g

Clinker 
sc

3 640 3 480 3 330 3 200 3 080

Filler"
SF

7 28o 6 960 6 640 6 400 6 150

:j-y compris gypse

On peut conclure que pour un calcaire 
tres friable et un clinker tres dur (Вр/Вс>4) et 
pour des teneurs en filier ne depassant pas 15% du 
ciment, nous trouverons pour Spdes valeurs voisines 
de 12000 cm2 g-1 et pour le clinker seulement 
2 500 cm2g—1 t ce qui peut avoir des repercutions non 
seulement sur la plasticite mais aussi sur la 
reactivite.



3.3. REMARQUES SUR LE POTENTIEL ELECTRONEGATIF ET LA 
FLOCULATION

Le C^A et la chaux sont electro-positifs, 
le C^S, les fillers siliceux et calcaires sont 
plus ou meins electro-negatifs : plus le potentiel 
est eleve, plus on tend vers un etat de dispersion 
et inversement lorsqu'il tend vers zero (figure 7).

Pot. Zeta

Fig 7. Charges electriques des differents 
fillers et des mineraux du clinker.

Les condi :ions de broyage, separe ou 
simultane, qui comme on 1'a vu, jouent sur la 
finesse particuliere semblent peu influer sur le 
taux de floculation : celui-ci est un peu plus 
faible pour les ciments fillerises que pour les 
Portland.

4. ETUDE DE LA PATE INTERSTITIELLE DES BETONS DE 
CIMENTS FILLERISES

' - Cohesion et seuil de cisaillement.
L'etude de la cohesion et du seuil de cisaillement 
des pates de ciment fillerises comparees ä celle 
des pates de ciment Portland pures (fabriquees 
avec le meme clinker) montre qu'il у a generalement 
peu de difference, du moins tant que la teneur en 
filler reste inferieure a 10 ou 15 %.

Il у a generalement plus de differences 
entre le Portland de meme classe mais d’usmes dif
ferentes qu’entre le Portland et les ciments 
contenant des fillers de la meme usine.

La figure n° 8 schematise le sens 
de la variation de cohesion et du seuil de cisail
lement quand varient differents facteurs lies 
aux fillers.

- Fouvoir lubrifiant.
De meme, pour la viscosite plastique et le pouvoir 
lubrifiant (figure n° 9) ou influe beaucoup la fines
se et les elements ultra-fins, (figure n° 10).

Les petits grains de fillers peuvent 
venir s'interposer entre les grains plus gros et 
plus rugueux du clinker et modifier la viscosite de 
Ta päte qui eile meme fait effet de "graissage" 
quand eile \*ti.ent  s’interposer entre les gnanulats 
au sein du beton, cette action lubrifiante est 
limitee (trop de QraiSse n'apporte plus rien);et aussi 
la viscosite doit se placer dans une fourchette opti
male .

leneur en eau E/C

Fig 8. Sens de I'acHon des fillers sur le 
seuil de cisaillement.

en fond ion du rapport E/C

Fig 9 . Effet lubrifiant (schema) fillerise et surface BET du filler

- Pouvoir de retention d'eau et ressuage.
D’une fagon generale, les pates de ciment fillerise 
ont un ressuage (et une vitesse de ressuage) plus 
faible (figure n° 11) que celiil des Portland.

- Action des fluidifiants.
En ce qui concerne les fluidifiants de Synthese, ü 
n’apparait pas de difference significative entre 
le Portland et le ciment fillerise fabrique avec 
le meme clinker; le classement de 1'efficacite 
des differents produits est le meme.

Les figures 12 (a) et (b) montrent 
l'evolution du potentiel zeta et la baisse d’ef- 
ficacite sur la defloculation pour le CPA et 
le ciment fillerise de la meme usine avec trois 
fluidifiants commerciaux differents.



4. INFLUENCE DES FILLERS SUR LE COMPORTEMENT RHEOLO- 
GIQUE DES MORTIERS ET BETONS FRAIS

4.1. CAS DU MORTIER NORMAL

Le frontier AFNOR ayant un deficit 
de cohesion et une predominance du frottement 
(masques par d'energiques moyens de serrage ) 
1'apport d' elements fins par les fillers ne peut que 
faire augmenter l’un et diminuer l’autre done 
aller dans le sens favorable. En pratique, les 
differences observees sont generalement tres 
faibles. Les courbes de principe de la figure 13 
(a) et (b) illustrent les sens de variation genera
lement observes.

fg 13. Tendance de Taction des fillers sur la 

plasficife du montier normal .

4-2- ESSAIS SUR BETONS DE REFERENCE

ч Les fuseaux de la figure n° 14 relatifs
a 10 ciments contenant de 10 ä 25 % de fillers 
provenant des 6 usines (dont on donne aussi 
les resultats avec les Portland fabriques avec 
les memes clinkers) montrent deux populations pour 
lesquelles, ä part une exception, la presence 
ds filler a ete relativement peu sensible sur la 
^aniabilite.
L*examen  detaille des courbes montre qu’il у a gene- 
ra-lement une legere augmentation de la cohesion pour 
les betons de ciments fillerises par rapport a ceux 

ciments Portland purs de la meme usine; Le pouvoir 
lubrifian-^ est aussi le plus souvent ameliore (surtout

®. Mesures au maniabilimefre 
LCL .

pour les betons trop faiblement doses en ciment) 
sauf pour les fillers silico-calcaires ou siliceux 
(angularite des grains).

Le schema de la figure n° 15 fait resor-

fillers dans le cas du slump test.
tir quelques

FiglS - Tendance de Faction des filler 
sur le slump test.

Oso Q6S q?o
Fig 16 . Comparaison de ciments fillerises et de 

quelques ciments “de reference*

4.2.1. Exigence en eau ä caracteristiques egales

L’experience a montre que la reponse 
ä cette question dependait souvent des elements 
consideres, par exemple:

- La reponse peut etre differente 
entre päte, mortier et beton car la cohesion, le 
frottement et le pouvoir lubrifiant у ont des 
incidences differentes.

- La reponse peut etre differente pour 
un meme materiau selon le choix des moyens de 
mesure de I'etat rheologique : etalement, ecoule- 
ment, penetration, essais statiques, dynamiques 
(chocs, vibrations, pressions, ...) car on у 
mesure pas la meme grandeur, ou la conjugaison 
dans la meme proportion,des memes grandeurs.

Ceci doit toujours inciter ä quelque 
prudence dans nos conclusions.

Globalement, la presence du filler dans 
des proportions meme elevees n’apparait pas (sauf 
cas exceptionnel d'un filler argileux, interet de I'es- 
sai au bleu) susceptible de modifier I'exigence en 
eau des betons compares a d’autre Hants (Fig. 16).

4.2.2. Remarques

■ - Presence de fillers et dosage en ci
ment du beton

Les fillers calcaires tendent ä augmen
ter I’action des elements fins, ä accroitre la cohe
sion et ä ameliorer la lubrification, ils se sont 
reveles d’autant plus utiles qu'il pourrait у avoir 
deficit en elements ultra-fins et e’est la cas des 
dosages trop parcimonieux en ciment (qui ont 



d’ailleurs d'autres inconvenients, notamment 
sur la durabilite) ou encore qjjand il s’agit des 
ciments broyes trop grossierement et dans ce cas 
il у a toujours interet ä des teneurs raison- 
nables en elements tres fins (broyabilite elevee, 
presence d’une fraction argileuse, ...).

- Fillers et evolution de la maniabilite

Les exemples de la figure n° 17, montrant 
pour des betons au repos ou des betons constamment 
malaxe (malaxage energique) la position des ciments 
ä 15 et 20 % ae filler calcaire par rapport a 
celle des Portland provenant du meme clinker, 
ne permettent de mettre en relief aucune action 
des fillers.

- Presence des fillers et action des
fluidifiants

Etant donree la grande aire massique 
des fillers,surtout s'ils ont une grande broyabilite, 
il etait a craindre qu'ils puissent annihiler 
l’action d'adjuvants en les adsorbant et en les 
bloquant : En pratique, le classement de l’action 
des differents adjuvants fluidifiants est le 
meme pour les Portland et les ciments fillerises 
du meme clinker,

- Influence des conditions de broyage 
(separe ou cobroyage)

Nous avons vu les differences notables 
qu'il peut у avoir sur la granulometrie et la surface 
specifique du filier et du clinker cobroyes : en 
realite ces ciments seront le reflet des broyabilites; 
ceci etant bien connu maintenant, l’experience 
n’a pas montre de repercussions tres grandes sur 
le plan rheologique dans les cas habituels (teneur 
et broyabilite).

5. PRESENCE DE FILLER ET PRIßE

Dans de nombreux cas (surtout pour 
les teneurs moderees 15 %) il у a peu de dif
ference sur les temps de prise Vicat, mais parfois 
sur la partie des courbes qui precede. En revanche 
pour des clinkers tres reactifs et des ciments 
finement moulus (Fig. n° 18 (a)) il у a un effet 
pseudo-accelerateur sans doute en liaison avec la 
formation de carbo-aluminates (figure n° 19).

Il en resulte que l’eventail des 
ciments fillerises couvre pour les temps de prise 
celui des Portland (figure n° 18 (b)).

L’effet pseudo-accelerateur est encore 
visible sur les courbes des figures 20 (a) et (b) 
montrant l’influence des conditions de broyage 
sur la vitesse de prise.

Fig 18.Etude des pätes au rheographe Bombled.

germes d» tcrboalumlnate 5 la turfate des 
grämt de filler

CPA‘20%de filier » 75OOcm*/g (xlOOOO) 
28 jours 

ciment. (formation de corboaluminotes )

CPA»20%de filier i 4300 cm'/g (x 10OOO)

Fiq19.Microstructure des pätes de

6. CONCLUSION

Globalement la presence de fillers 
(dans le domaine etudie <25 %) n'apporte pas de 
differences sensibles sur le comportement rheologi
que des betons frais, exigence en eau et action 
des fluidifiants sont inchangees. Quand il у 
a quelque influence cela va dans le sens d’une 
plus grande cohesion, d’une meilleure plasticite 
et parfois vers une pseudo-acceleration de la prise.
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TEXTURE ET PERFORMANCE DES CIMENTS FILLERISES 
TEXTURE AND PERFORMANCE OF FILLER CEMENTS.

RESUME Unc etude des variations tcxturales et mecaniques a ete menee sur des pätes pures et des mortie^s 
de CPA et de_ CPJ - L' influence de la nature du clinker et de la nature, de la granulometrie et de la Quantite de 
l'ajout est etudiee en fonction du temps.

Les distributions poreuses des pätes des ciments fillerises reproduisent avec un dec;■ tage d'eche- 
ance les distributions des pätes de CPA. La resistance en compression est proportionnelle au carre de la 
diminution de porosite, et la relation est independante de la nature et de la quantite d'ajout. Cependant, 
et plus particulierement aux courtes echeances, les cinetiques de developpement des resistances sont tres 
influencees par la nature du clinker composant le ciment.

L'etude des- variations de resistance en compression en fonction du module d'elasticite dynamique 
longitudinal montre que la relation entre les deux parametres depend egalement de la nature du ciment. 
La presence^ d'un ajout quelconque modifie la reponse initiale obtenue et ä resistance egale, le module 
d'elasticite du materiau augmente avec la quantite et la dimension des grains de l'ajout.

En ce qui concerne le filier calcaire, l'etude au MEB et en DRX de ces grains met en evidence 
des liaisons superficielles de ceux-ci avec les C-S-H et Ca(0H)2 . Pour les fortes teneurs en filler, on 
note un effet accelerateur sur l'hydratation de C3A et CjS, associee ä une consommation partielle du filier. 
Simultanement, on constate la formation de carboaluminate de calcium et un accroissement relatif du taux 
de Ca(0H>2.

Realizou-se um estudo das variacöes de textura e mecänicas, com emprego de pastas 
puras e argamassas de CPA e CPJ. Em funcao do tempo, estudou-se a influencia da natureza do 
clinquer, e da natureza, granulometria e quantidade de aditivo.

As distribuiqöes porosas das pastas de cimentos filerizados reproduzem, com uma de- 
fasagem de limite, as distribuiqöes das pastas de CPA. A resistencia ä compressäo e propor- 

cional ao quadrado da diminuiqäo da porosidade, e a relaqäo independe da natureza e da quanti 
dade de aditivo. Entretanto, e mais particularmente com limites exiguos, as cineticas de de- 

senvolvimento das resistencias säo muito influenciadas pela natureza do clinquer componente 
do cimento.

0 estudo das variances da resistencia ä compressäo, em funqao do modulo da elastic! 
dade dinämico longitudinal, mostra que a relaqao entre os dois parametros depende igualmente 
da natureza do cimento. A presenqa de qualquer aditivo modifica a resposta inicial obtida e 
com resistencia igual, о modulo de elasticidade do material aumenta com a quantidade e a di- 
mensäo dos gräos do aditivo.

Com relaqäo ao "filler" calcario, о estudo com MEB e DRX destes gräos рое em eviden 
cia as ligaqoes superficiais destes com os C-S-H e Ca(OH)2. Com teores elevados de "filler", 
nota-se urn efeito acelerador sobre a hidrataqao do C\A e do C^S, associado a urn consumo par- 
cial do "filler". Simultaneamente se constata a formaqäo de carboaluminato de calcio e urn 
ctescimento relative do teor de Са(ОН)т.



1. INTRODUCTION

L'interet economique et technique des ciments 
a ajouts n'est plus ä demontrer. La rarefaction 
des constituants traditionnels (cendres, laitiers) 
mais aussi la possibilite d'atteindre de bonnes 
performances mecaniques avec des fillers, et 
surtout des fillers calcaires ais'ement disponibles 
justifie leur utilisation croissante.

Les travaux effectues jusqu'ici sur les 
ciments fillerises ont essentiellement porte 
sur la maitrise et 1'amelioration des caracteristi- 
ques rheologiques et des resistances effectives.

L'objet de la presente etude, effectuee 
sur des Hants experimentaux, est de mettre en 
evidence les modifications apportees par les 
fillers ä un ensemble plus large de proprietes 
des m-iteriaux durcis et de les relier aux caracte- 
ri'stiques de leurs textures.

2. CONDITIONS EXPERIMENTALES

Cette etude a ete effectuee sur deux clinkers 
et deux fillers calcaires. Les compositionsmineralo- 
giques des clinkers different essentiellement par 
les teneurs en CjA et C£S (tableau 1). Le clinker 
riche en CjA est reference n°l.

Les fillers calcaires ont une teneur en CaCOj 
superieure a 98%. 11 s'agit d'un marbre (note M) et 
d'une craie (notee C) broyeschacun ä deux finesses 
differentes. L'eventail de finesses ainsi obtenu 
s'etend de 1000 a 12000 cm2/g. (Fig.l). Un filler 
siliceux (quartz note Q) a ete utilise comme 
ajout temoin. Sa finesse est de 3700 cm^/g.

Ciments CPA 1

2

Siliceux [q

Carbonates

Fig.l - Surface specifique des composants

X. phase 

clinker
C^S c2s C3A c4af CaO libre

1 58 20 11,5 7 1,5

2 $0 27 2 9,5

Tableau 1 - Composition des clinkers (% en poids) 
Analyse quantitative par diffraction 
des rayons X

A partir des produits broyes separement, 
ont ete prepares deux CPA et des melanges CPA-filler, 
les proportions de ce dernier variant de 15 ä 60% .

Des eprouvettes de pate pure ou de mortier 
ont ete confectionnees seien la norme NF.P.15-401; 
les rapports ponderaux e/c etaient 0,3 pour les 
pates et 0,5 pour les mortiers. Quelques pates 
ont ete gächees ä e/c = 0,43 et 0.35.

Apres conservation dans l'eau ä 20°C, 
le module d'Young est mesure sur 9 eprouvettes 
4 x 4 x 16 cm ä partir des frequences de resonance 
en flexion. Le prisme de valeur mediane est utilise 
pour les examens physicochimiques de texture. 
La resistance mecanique en compression est determi- 
nee sur les 8 autres.

Les valeurs des modules et resistances presen
tees plus loin sont done les moyennes de 8 et 
16 determinations, respectivement.

Le sigle C.P.E.J. sera employe dans ce qui 
suit pour distinguer les Hants elabores pour 
cette etude des C.P.J industriels normalises 
( E = experimental).

3. EVOLUTION COMPAREE DES RESISTANCES EN COMPRESSION
DES CPEJ AUX FILLERS

Solent Ro et Re les resistances en compression 
respectives du CPA et du CPEJ. Les figures 2 
et 3 representent I'evolution au cours du temps 
du rapport Re/Ro pour la serie 1 (CPEJ ä base 
de CPA 1) et la serie 2 (CPEJ ä base de CPA 2).

-Fig.2 - Evolution du rapport Re/R0 pour la serie 1

Fig.3 - Evolution du rapport Re/Ro pour La serie 2



On remarque sur les courbes des figures 2 et 3, 
deux parties bien distinctes de part et d'autre 
de l'echeance ä 7 Jours.

, Apres 7 Jours : le rapport Re Ro s'etablit 
ä une valeur constante. Pour La serie 1. ce 
rapport est legerement superieur a celui obtenu 
l.orsque Re est calcule avec la relation de FERET. 
L'ecart diminue lineairement avec la teneur 
en filler pour s'annuier ä 60% d'ajout. Les 
courbes obtenues avec differents fillers montrent 
que Ja granulometrie et la composition du filier 
interviennent peu.

Pour la serie 2, Les rapports Rg/Ro se 
confondent avec ceux calcules ä partir de la 
relation de FERET. Les fillers caicaires semblent 
avoir pour cette derniere serie, le meme effet 
qu’une charge inactive, a Lors que pour La serie 
1, ils contribuent legerement aux resistances.

Dans tous les cas cependant, et independemment 
du pourcentage de filler, la resistance en compres
sion reste essentiellement liee au rapport eau/CPA 
dans le ciment compose (loi de FERET), le filler 
se comportant en partie comme le sable d'un 
mortier.

Avant / jours : Pour la serie 1, le rapport 
Re/Ro est nettement inferieur au palier obtenu 
ä partir de 7 jours. Les CPEJ aux fillers, caicaires 
et quartz, presentent des cinetiques de developpe— 
ment des resistances tout ä fait semblables.

Pour la serie 2, les courbes presentent 
une allure inverse de La serie 1. Le sens des 
perturbations entralnees avant 7 jours depend 
done de la nature du CPA constituant le melange 
et non de celle du filler (caicaires ou quartz).

4. RELATION RESISTANCE-POROSITE (Fig.4)

Les porosites des pätes pures et des mortiers 
ont ete determinees par injection de mercure 
sous pression sur des echantillons traites par 
cryosublimation sous vide jusqu'a equilibre 
avec la press ion de vapour de la glace ä -40cC.
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^ig.4-. Relation porosite-resistance pour les 
deux series de ciments.

Les comparaisons portent sur des pates 
,e resistance, done de porosite, sensiblement 
egales. Dans ces conditions, les distributions
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• CPA 1
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+ CPEJ )

poreuses sent presque identiques.
On note toutefois un icger deplacement de 

la distribution vers Les pores de moindres dimen
sions en presence de filler calcaire (М2) pour la 
serie 1.

En premiere approximation, on observe pour 
chaque serie, une' relation biunivoque entre la 
resistance en compression et la porosite pour 
routes les pätes pures des ciments composes ou 
non ä toutes les echeances.

Diverses relations entre la resistance en 
compression et la porosite ont ete publiees (GRANJU 
& MASO> ODLER 3 POWERS: ....). Appliqueesä notre 
etude, res relations ont donne des correlations 
sensiblement equivalentes. Dans le cas present, 
une relation Rg -k(£o )n a ete trouvee, ou 
60 represente la porosite volumique initiale 
et6 la porosite ä une echeance donnee. Le coeffi
cient de correlation le plus significatif a ete 
obtenu pour une valeur de n proche de 2 
(0,9-c r<0,99) pour la serie 1.

EoPeut etre considere comme constant. La diffe
rence ( Eo - E ) represente I'accroissement de 
volume solide au cours de I'hydratation. La resis
tance en compression semble done etre proportion- 
nelle au carre de I'accroissement du volume 
de solide forme, pour une porosite initiale donnee.

5. RELATION ENTRE LE MODULE D'ELASTICITE ET 
LA RESISTANCE EN COMPRESSION

Au cours du temps, le module d1Young et 
la resistance en compression evoluent dans le 
meme sens. Qu'il s'agisse de pätes pures ou de 
mortiers, 1'augmentation de la teneur en ajout 
entraine, ä resistance egale, une augmentation 
du module E comme le montre la figure 5.

s 0 в в
• t
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Fig. 5 - Module-resistance : role de la teneur 
en ajout.

Pour les deux types de materiaux la pente 
des courbes s'abaisse d'autant plus qu'il у a 
d'ajout dans le ciment.

Pour les mortiers, les courbes, entre 1 
et 90 jours peuvent etre assimilees ä des droites.

A titre indicatif, la relation lineaire 
obtenue ä partir des mesures effectuees sur 120 



prismes de mortier de CPA 1 reparties sur 
15 echeances entre 1 et 90 jours, donne un coeffi
cient de correlation compris entre 0.97 et 0.99 
au seuil de signification de 99%.

Ces observations portent sur des gächees 
de meme räpport e/c (0,3 pour Les pates, 0,5 
pour les mortiers). Dans ce cas, le rapport 
eau/CPA augmente proportionnelLement avec la 
quantite de filler dans le CPEJ.

La figure 
de L'ajout de 
identique (0,43 
les mortiers).

6 met en evidence I'influence 
filler pour un rapport eau/CPA 
pour Les pätes pures, 0,60 pour

120 r Rc (MPa)

Fig.6 - Module-resistance - InfLuence de l'ajout 
pour un rapport eau/CPA identique (pates pures 0,43 
mortiers 0,6).

L'eau et le filler ont done un effet oppose 
ä resistance cgale, le module du matcriau augmente 
lorsque :

. le rapport eau/CPA diminue

. la quantite d'ajout augmente 

Ceci
2 courbes 
compensant

explique les 
de la figure 
partiellement.

faibles ecarts entre
5, les deux effets se

La nature de l'ajout quant ä eile n'entralne 
pas de differences significatives (Figure 6). 
les grains d'ajout ayant des modules pea differente. 
Ces modules sent (HIRSCH, 1962) proches Jo 
celui de 1'anhydre mais tres d iff erents de celui 
des hydrates (GRAN.IU et MASO. 1941).

Dans La gamme des finesses etudiees (entre 
1000 et 12000 cml/g) La finesse joue un role 
relativement Limite.

On constate cependant, ä resistance egale, 
que plus le filler est fin. plus faille est 
le module du materiau. toutes ehoses egales 
par ailleurs (Figure 7).

Figure 7•- Module-resistance : Influence de la fines
se du filler. (Ciment n°2 i 30/ de filler ä des 
finesses differentes)

Si L'on compare sur la figure 6, La pate 
pure et le mortier de CPA, on constate un ecart 
important entre les deux courbes (d'autant plus 
important que le rapport e/c est different). 
Le mortier peut-etre considere de ce point de vue 
comme une pate pure contenant 75/ d'un ajout, 
tres grossier de surcrolt (finesse de 1'ordre 
de 300 cm4/g environ).

Les travaux de HIRSCH (1962) et Les remarques 
de ISHA1 (in DOUGILL et al, 1962) font ressortir 
que le module d'eLasticitc d' un beton est fonction 
de 3 facteurs :

. la teneur en granulats

. le module des granulats .

. le module de la pate de ciment, eile 
meme dependante de l'age et. du rapport e/c.

Les resultats observes sur les fillers 
confirment ces observations : d'un point de 
vue strictement mecanique, les fillers se compor
tent, dans les pätes pures ou dans les mortiers, 
comme les granulats d'un beton : ä resistance 
egale, le module du materiau durcl (modules des 
hydrates), depend de la nature du liant, des 
proportions d'eau (rapport e/c) et d'ajout (quantite 
de filler), ainsi que de la. tai Lie des grains 
de celui-ci.

6. CARACTERISATTON MINERALOGIQUE DES PATES 
DE CIMENTS FILLERISES.

61 Taux d'hydratation de C3S et CjA

Les mesures effectuccs par D.R.X indiquent, 
pour la serie 1, une tendance ä I'acceleration 
de 1'hydratation en presence de filler calcaire.

Cette observation publiee par MORTUREUX et al 
(1982) est confirmee par les examens au microscope 
optique et au M.E.B de sections polies sur lesquel
Les ont etc determinees par comptJge les volumes 
d'anhydre restant api-es 2 jours et 28 jours 
d 'Hydratation. Les resultats de ces comptages 
sent donnes dans le tableau 2.



Fig.8 - M.E.B - section polie a) 0% filier
b) 60% filler. 1. C^S 2. C-S-H pseudomorphique
3. Ca(0H)2 4- Filler

Tableau 2
Volume d'anhydre apres 
deux et vingt huit Jours 

d'hydratatIon.

Canposition j 2 jours 2S jours

CPA 1 j 30 % 26 %

-М2 15 %| S3 25
ЗО S3 15
45 i 31 -
60 1 - 15

- e 15 %i - 22
30 i 30 19

Les variations -sont surtout sensibles ä 
28 jours, notamment pour les trös fortes teneurs en 
fillers calcaires.

Le taux d'hydratation plus eleve dans les 
pätes fiIleriseesse traduit cgalement par l'existence 
d'une zone de C-S-H pseudoniorphique autour des 
ncyaux de C S encore anhydres, d'autant plus 
large que la teneur en filler est elevee (Figures 
8a et Sb).

6.2 Distribution de Ca(0H)2

Les mesures comparatives par DRX montrent un ac- 
croisscment trös net de l'intensite relative des pics 
de Ca(0H)2 lorsque la teneur en ajout calcaire ou 
quartzeux augmente. L'evolution de l'intensite rela
tive de la raie ä 4-90 Ä en fonction du temps et de 
la quantite de filler est illustree par la Fig.9 oü 
l'intensite de Ca(OH)? du CPA est prise egale ä 1.

a

Fig. 10 - Microscopic optique. Section polie attaquee 
au borax. Distribution de Ca(OH), (noir) a)0%filler 
b) 60% filier .

Les accroissements observes sont dus ä 
une augmentation effective du taux de portlandite 
et vraisemblablement aussi aux differences 
de distribution et de faille des cristaux dont 
la contribution au rayonnement pent varier. 
L'observation de sections polios au microscope 
optique montre une distribution relativement 
homogene de pctits cristaux dans les pätes sans 
fillers (Fig.10 a).

Dans le cas des fortes teneurs en ajout. 
la chaux est en cristaux plus gros groupös en 
amas (Fig.10 b). La densite de cristaux par 
unite de longueur determinee au microscope par 
la methode des secantes aleatoires. est une 
image de La dispersion de C.a(OH), . Les resultats 
suivants ent etc obtenus sur les pätes du CPA 
numero I :

Filler 
F i 1 ler 
Filler

N с - 38О cm-1 
N c = 300 cm-1 
Ne = 24О cm-1

(Nc - nombre moyen de cristaux interceptes par
unite de longueur de secante).

Fig.11- Ca(0H)2 
en section polio 
M.E.B.

1. Ca(0H)2

2. Filler

Dans tous les cas Ca(0H)2 cristallise en ele
ments de contours variables, denteles en section. 
Il constitue une phase de remplissage "pontant" les 
grains de fillers entre eux, notamment dans lespätes 
ä forte teneur en fillers au contact desquels il 
precipite (Fig. 11).

Au M.E.B. il se presente sous son facies 
habituel en cristaux massifs dives.
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6.3 Composition et texture des C-S-H

Les C-S-H pseudomorphiques autour des noyaux de 
C3S anhydres ont ete doses par E.D.S ä I'echeance 
de 28 jours. Les resultats'indiquent une diminution 
du rapport molaire CaO/SiO2 lorsque la teneur 
en filler augmente. Dans les pates de CPA n°l 
(riches en C3A) contenant 0%, 30% et 60% de 
fillers calcaires, les rapports C/S moyens mesures 
sont respectivement egaux a 2,1 ±0,2 , 1,8 + 0,15 
et 1,6 ±0,1. -

La dispersion est beaucoup plus importante dans 
les ciments sans fillers dans lesquels les zones de 
C-S-H pseudomorphiques sont etroites et oil les. inter
ferences avec les phases adjacentes sont ä craindre.

Les examens fractographiques au M.E.B n'ont 
pas mis en evidence de differences significatives 
en ce qui concerne la morphologie des C-S-H 
en presence ou en 1'absence d'ajout calcaire. La 
texture est granuieuse, parfois fibreuse dans 
les produits jjeu compacts (echeances courtes 
ou fortes teneurs en fillers).

6-4 Cristallisation des aluminates hydrates

Deux types d1aluminates sont detectes par 
DRX : ettringite et monocarboaluminates de calcium. 
L'ettringite donne des pics nets des 1 jour 
dans les pates de ciment au clinker n°l en 
presence et en 1'absence de fillers calcaires.

Dans les pates de ciment au clinker n°2
les pics, de tres faible intensite, n'apparais- 
sent qu'apres 28 jours.

Les observations au M.E.B. donnent un resultat 
apparemment contradictoire : l'ettringite en 
fines aiguilles est visible des les premiers 
jours dans les pätes du ciment n°2.

Bien que plus abondante d'apres la DRX, 
eile est paradoxalement difficilement observable 
dans les pates du ciment n°l oil eile peut etre 
finement cristallisee et masquee par les C-S-H.

Les carboaluminates, tres peu visibles 
au M.E.B , ne sont detectes nettement par DRX 
qu'apres 7 jours dans les pätes de CPEJ ä base 
de clinker n°l. Les pics apparaissent plus tardive- 
ment et sont tres peu intenses dans le cas des 
CPEJau clinker n°2.

Des microcristaux en plaquettes hexagonales 
qui sont vraisemblablement des phases du type 
Afm sont egalement observes au M.E.B dans les 
empreintes laissees par des grains de ciment 
dechausses. Ces cristaux sont mis en evidence 
surtout aux courtes echeances dans toutes les 
pates de ciment, en presence ou en 1'absence 
de fillers calcaires . (Fig.12)

6.5 Liaisons hydrates - Fillers calcaires

La formation de carboaluminates de calcium 
traduit 1'aptitude ä reagir des ajouts calcaires. 
Cette reactivite se manifeste par une consommation 
plus ou moins importante du filler suivant la 
nature mineralogique du calcaire et la composition 
du ciment. La reactivite du filler calcaire 
entraine egalement la formation de liaisons 
avec les hydrates du ciment par 1'intermedia ire 
en particulier de microcristaux de Са(0Н)2 Orientes 
sur CaCOj et d'autres phases mal definies.

Fig. 12 - M-E-B. Liaison pate de ciment durcie-f i 1 ler 
calcaire - 1) filler 2) Ca(0H>2 3.) C-S-H.

6.6 Fissuration

L'examen des eprouvettes de pate pure soumises 
au traitement de dessiccation par cryosublimation 
revele un maillage de microfissures superficielles. 
En comparant les diverses pätes aux memes echeances 
on constate que le phenomene tend ä s'attenuer 
pour les teneurs croissantes en filler.

Les roles relatifs des teneurs en hydrates 
et des retraits consecutifs, et, par ailleurs, 
de la presence d'inclusions de filler restent 
ä evaluer.

7. DISCUSSION

Nous avons observe que 1'adjonction de 
fillers ä un clinker de ciment Portland modifie 
sensiblement un ensemble varie des caracteristiques 
des pätes ou mortiers correspondants.

Les modifications observees peuvent etre 
classees en 3 categories suivant qu'elles dependent 
ou non essentiellement de la nature du clinker, 
de celle du filler, ou de la quantite de filler.

La nature du clinker determine, pour 1'essentiel 
le sens de la modification de la cinetique du 
developpement des resistances en ргёзепсе de 
fillers aux courtes echeances, les resistances; 
ä long terme, la nature des hydrates 
formes (aluminates).

La nature du filler conditionne sa. contribu
tion aux resistances ä long terme. intervient 
dans la formation de carboaluminates et dans 
les liaisons päte-filler (C03Ca), mais ne modifie 
pratiquement pas les relations resistance en 
compression - module - porosite ni la cinetique 
de developpement des resistances ä court terme. 
Elie peut avoir une influence sur 1'Hydratation 
du clinker mais agit peu sur la quantite et 
la repartition de la chaux.

La quantite de filler, independamment de sa 
nature est le principal facteur determinant 
les proprietes mecaniques ä une echeance donnee. 
Elie conditionne le volumme d'hydrates formes 
et modifie la relation resistance-module 
des pätes de C.P.E.J de e./d donne.

Le rapport e/CPEJ,constant,entraine cependant 
un rapport e/clinker qui, dans les melanges 
fillerises,croit proportionnellement ä la quantite 



de filler. Or 1'augmentation de e/c retarde l'acqui- 
sition des resistances des par.es des deux CPA 
(fig. 2 : E/C = 0,3 et E/C = 0,43 et fig. 3 : E/C = 0,3 
et E/C = 0,35). Done le comportement different des deux 
series de CPEJ, avant 7 jours, ne s1explique pas iuni— 
quement par 1'augmentation du rapport e/clinker.

En effet, une analyse plus fine de la relation 
resistance-porosite ne permet pas de distinguer 
les CPEJ (1) de leur CPA : la cinetique de develop- 
pement des resistances est done liee a celle 
du developpement du volume des- hydrates. Pour 
la serie (2) par contre, les rapports 
Re/(e.-E)2 du CPA aux courtes echeances sent 
legerement reais systematiquement inferieurs 

ä ceux des CPEJ (figure 4). Dans ce cas, la cinetique 
du developpement initial des resistances des 
CPEJ 2 serait liee ä la qualite des liaisons 
et la nature des hydrates et non ä leur quantite.

8. CONCLUSION

Prenant comme base de comparaison une pate 
pure de CPA, les caracteristiques des pates et 
mortiers de ciments fillerises apparaissent tributai- 
res :

■ en premier lieu, du rapport e/(clinker du 
melange fillerise).

. en second lieu, de 1'association clinker
filler.

Il sera sans doute possible dans I'avenir 
de distinguer un nombre limite d'associations 
types filler-clinker-gypse de comportement similaire 
en tenant compte de facteurs tels que : teneur 
en C-A et rapport C9S/C-S du clinker, taux de 
gypse. 1 s

Concernant I'avenir des ciments fillerises, 
la presente etude confirme que pour des teneurs 
en filler de 15 %, les performances mecaniques 
mats aussi la texture poreuse de leurs pates 
durcies, peuvent etre equivalentes, voire plus 
favorables pour certaines echeances, comparees 
aux pates de leur CPA de base.
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Action d’un fluidifiant et d'une fumee de silice condensee reactive aux 
courtes echeances sur la liaison gros granulat-mortier

of. 4ирелрЛаАЫс1.^ел and. лепсЛлуе. condensed -iLLLcti fume, on Ike mondan- 
соалое agyieg-ate bond

RESUME. L'utilisation d'un naphtalene sulfonate ne modifie pas 1"orientation des cristaux de portlandite dans 
un montier de ciment Portland au voisinage d'un gros granulat mais par centre les cristaux se developpent de 
fagon isolee ä 1'interface. La fumee d'une silice reactive aux courtes echeances diminue fortement cette orien
tation preferentielle aussi bien en 1'absence qu'en presence de fluidifiant. La cristallisation de I'ettringite 
dans la zone imterfaciale indique que dans les mortiers avec fluidifiant la silice comble la porosite et empe- 
che la formation d'un gradient de teneur en eau. Il en resulte une consolidation de 1'interface mortier-gros 
granulat qui doit contribuer ä expliquer 1'augmentation de resistance et la fragilisation des betons confec- 
tionnes avec des fluidifiants et de la fumee de silice.

A utilizagäo de um naftaleno sulfonado näo modifica a orientagäo dos cristais de port- 
landita пиша argamassa de cimento portland na proximidade de urn agregado grosso, mas, ao con
trario, os cristais se desenvolvem de forma isolada na interface. 0 fumo de silica reativo , 
em limites reduzidos, diminui grandemente esta orientacao preferencial, tanto na presenga со
то na ausencia de fluidificante. A cristalizagäo da etringita na zona interfacial indica 
que, nas argamassas com fluidificante, a silica enche a porosidade e impede a formagäo de um 
gradiente de teor de ägua. Resulta dal uma consolidagäo da interface de argamassa-agregado ' 
grosso que deve contribuir para explicar о aumento de resistencia e a fragilizagäo dos concre 
tos confeccionados com fluidificantes e fumo de silica.



I - INTRODUCTION

L'etude du comportement mecanique des betons 
durcis de tres haute resistance fabriques ä partir 
de ciment portland, de fluidifiant et de fumee de 
silice condensee fait apparaitre une rigidification 
importante par rapport aux betons de ciment portland 
traditionnels. Le resultat s'explique peut etre par 
une modification de la texture des CSH formes (1) 
mais aussi, peut etre, par la consolidation de l'au- 
reole de transition.

Pour clarifier cette derniere hypothese nous 
avons entrepris d'analyser l'influence d'un couple 
fluidifiant (naphtalene sulfonate)-fumee de silice 
sur la formation de 1'aureole de transition dans 
un beton. Celui-ci est modelise par une eprouvette 
mixte constituee d'un granulat de marbre plan poli 
contre lequel est coule un montier. Nous presentons 
uniquement des resultats aux courtes echeances jus- 
qu'ä 28 jours.

II - MATERIAUX UTILISES - METHODES EXPERI

MENTALES

Le ciment choisi est un ciment portland de la 
classe 55R (norme NF C 15.301) de surface specifique 
310 irZ/kg. 5a composition chimique est indiquee au 
tableau I.

La fumee de silice retenue est tres reactive 
aux jeunes äges (2). Ses caracteristiques physiques 
et chimiques sont egalement presentees au tableau 1. 
Le dosage est 10 % en poids de ciment.

Le fluidifiant utilise est un naphtalene sulfo
nate dose ä 4 % en poids de ciment. 11 est introduit 
aux 2/3 du temps total de malaxage des mortiers.

La granularite du sable calcaire est indiquee 
au tableau II.

Le montier est confectionne avec un dosage 
liant/sable = 1,5 ce qui correspond ä 1'ordne de 
grandeur retenu dans la preparation des betons de 
haute resistance doses a 700 kg de ciment/m^ de be
ton.

Les eprouvettes mixtes sont conservees dans 
un moule etanche. Apres la rupture qui se produit 
au voisinage immediat de l'interface, le montier 
est analyse par diffraction de rayons X depuis la 
surface de rupture jusqu'ä coeur selon la methode 
d'abrasion progressive (3). Cette technique permet 
de quantifier la variation de .1'orientation prefe- 
rentielle des cristaux de portlandite au voisinage 
du gros grain ainsi que les variations de teneurs 
en constituants anhydres ou hydrates cristallises.

Nous avons montre par ailleurs (4) que la for
mation de 1'aureole de transition dans les pates 
pures de ciment etait fortement influences par la 
teneur en eau de gachage done par les proprietes 
rheologiques avant prise. Le choix des mortiers uti
lises ici a done ete effectue apres leur etude au 
maniabilimetre LCL. Les resultats presentes a la 
figure 1 montrent que la fumee de silice dispersee 
par le naphtalene sulfonate a un role fluidifiant.

H_gwi£ 1 - №anA.abmjt& d.M т.о/1±л,ел<4 роил 
ё.рл.оиуеЛЛар nuxte^

TnhJ.on,, 7 - CompoviUlon. cMmi.q.ua. du ciment et de ta (мёе de ^Lltce

1

1
1 Si02
1

Na20 MgO A12°3 CaO MnO K20 Fe2°3 S03 C Perte au 
f eu

1 Ciment 1 22,4 0,2 4,3 6,15 59,1 0 0,8 3,3 1,3 - 2,45

I Fumee de 
1 silice

1 "
1 93,4
1

0,4 1,9 0,8 0,3 - 1,3 0,9 0,7 0,1 3,9

Tableau 33 - §/ianulanlte du rafale utilise

Classe granulaire
1 mm|

' 0,08-0,16 0,16-0,315 0,315-0,63 0,63-1,25 1,25-2,5

% ponderal

_________________

12 12 8 14 54



La croissance cristalline des hydrates dans 
1'aureole de transition etant influencee par la vi
tesse d'hydratation (4), nous avons etudie ce para
metre par calorimetrie adiabatique. Afin de limiter 
les degagements de chaleur les essais ont ete effec- 
tues avec des mortiers 1/3. Dans ces conditions, 
les teneurs en eau des mortiers testes en calorime
trie different de celles retenues pour la confection 
des eprouvettes mixtes. Nous avons toutefois choisi 
les valeurs des teneurs en eau ä partir du meme type 
d'essais de maniabilite dont les resultats sont rap
portes ä la figure 2.

И.длгл.е- 2 - №aru.a.bL2J_ti?. de.^ тол^елуу 
роил сл..!.олигг12лл<.е.

Ill - FORMATION DE L'AUREOLE DE TRANSITION 

DANS LES MORTIERS PREPARES SANS FLU ID I

. FlANT

La croissance particuliere des hydrates au voi- 
sinage d'un gros grain est due ä 1'existence d'un 
effet de paroi. Dans le cas des ciments portland 
eile est principalement influencee par la vitesse 
d'hydratation, le controle de la reaction du C^A 
et les possibilites de diffusion des ions vers le 
gros grain (4).

L'etude de 1'hydratation des mortiers 1д et 
11д par calorimetrie adiabatique met en evidence 
le role accelerateur de la silice (figure 3). La 
figure 4 represente les variations des quantites 
de CgS en fonction de la distance au gros grain me- 
surees par diffraction de rayons X (DRX) et rappor- 
tees ä la meme quantite de ciment portland. La sili
ce accelere vivement 1'hydratation du С,5 dans les 
quelques premieres dizaines de microns au voisinage 
de I'interface. On peut noter que.la teneur en CgS 
croit depuis I'interface vers le coeur du mortier 
sur une profondeur dont 1'ordre de grandeur est la 
dizaine de microns ce qui correspond ä 1'effet de 
surface entre les grains de ciment et le gros grain 
puis diminue ensuite. L'enrichissement relatif en 
CgS de la zone de contact s'explique par un autre 
effet de paroi entre les grains de sable et le gros 

grain centre lequel le mortier est coule.

La mesure de la quantite d'aluminates hydrates 
dans I'aureole de transition (figure 5) montre que 
les sulfates ne controlent pas efficacement 1'hydra
tation du CgA au voisinage du gros grain dans les 
mortiers Пд ce qui s'explique par la forte teneur 
en eau utilisee pour leur gachage (5).

La croissance de la portlandite dans I'aureole 
de' transition peut etre representee au moyen des 
courbes de la figure 6 qui caracterisent 1'orienta
tion preferentielle des cristaux en fonction de la 
distance au gros grain dans les trois mortiers I., 
IIA et IIN. A

. FLUX .
. zah

F-Lgwie. 3 - dy.d/Latati_on. adLabad.i.qsii& de.4 тол^келл 
бам (.■lukd-L^i.an.t

Гкдила 4 - Rdpcuiti-tlon. du C^S dan.s Z'аилёокг de. 
клап^Шип. fMujiLfA.ant



5 - AepoAtj-tj-on de. Z'ciA.unünai.e h.-^d/iate. dan>5 
Z'n,:j.,~eoJ.e_ de tzan^iZZZon. 4an^ jLZuZdZjLZant

Ь Zgu./ie 6 - O/LLenZatZon. p^e^eAerutZeZZe de>4 C4.Z«iZaux 
de po/itZandZie dan.4 Z'awieoZe de Z/tartoZZZon 

загм f.ZuZxiZ(.ZanZ

, La fälble orientation des cristaux de portlan
dite au voisihage d'un gros grain dans les mortiers 
Ид peut etre expliquee par :

- la presence de silice qui peut jouer un role 
de germe de cristallisation et un role de remplissa- 
ge contrariant ainsi la croissance anisotrope des 
cristaux ;

_ - 1'acceleration de l'hydratation qui conduit 
a un remplissage plus rapide des vides intergranu- 
laire dans l'aureole de transition ;

- la formation d'aluminates de calcium hydrates 
«n quantite dans l'aureole de transition ce qui 
constitue un facteur propice ä la desorientation 
des cristaux de portlandite (5).

Dans le cas des mortiers II.., les cristaux deN ’

CH sont egalement peu Orientes par rapport au gros 
grain. Aux deux premiers elements d'analyse cites 
precedemment on peut ajouterla diminution de la 
fluidite du montier 11^ par rapport au montier 1д. 
Les possibilites de migration des ions Ca++ sont 
ainsi diminuees et la croissance des cristaux de 
portlandite au voisinage du gros grain est moins 
rapide.

IV - FORMATION DE L'AUREOLE DE TRANSITION 

DANS LES MORTIERS AVEC FLU ID IF I ANT

En I'absence de silice, le fluidifiant utilise 
retarde l'hydratation du ciment dans les mortiers 
prepares ä meme maniabilite (courbes 1д et Ig de 
la figure 7). Sur la meme figure les courbes calori- 
metriques relatives aux mortiers 1^ et Ilg confir
ment 1'acceleration de l'hydratation causee par la 
silice choisie.

Le developpement des cristaux de portlandite 
au voisinage d'un gros grain dans les mortiers Ig, 
Ilg et 1^ peut etre analyse au moyen des courbes 
de la figure 8. Alors que la diminution de la teneur 
en eau conduit ä une plus faible orientation prefe- 
rentielle des cristaux de portlandite a 1'interface 
en I'absence de fluidifiant (5), on observe ici une 
forte orientation par rapport au gros grain dans 
le montier Ig. Avec le fluidifiant, la variation 
de la quantite d'ettringite en fonction de la dis
tance au gros grain (figure 9) indique qu'un gra
dient de teneur en eau peut encore s'etablir au voi
sinage de 1'interface (5,6). Le retard d'hydratation 
et la fluidite des mortiers permettent alors la dif
fusion des ions Ca1" vers 1'interface. Les cristaux 
de portlandite se developpent de fagon isolee (figu
re 10) avec leur plan (00.1) parallele ä la surface 
du gros grain. Leur croissance n'est pas contrariee 
par la presence d'aluminates hydrates puisqu'avec 
la faible quantite d'eau de gachage utilisee l'hy
dratation du CgA est bien controlee.

Dans le cas des mortiers IM 1'orientation pre- 
ferentielle est un peu plus faible que dans les 
mortiers Ig (la teneur en eau diminue, l'hydratation 
est plus rapide et le mortier est moins fluide). 
Les cristaux de portlandite se developpent encore 
de fagon isolee ä 1'interface (figure 11) et on peut 
egalement observer des depots de forme particuliere, 
peut etre dus ä la migration et ä la saturation du 
fluidifiant au voisinage du gros grain.

La silice choisie occasionne une desorientation 
des cristaux de portlandite (courbe Ilg de la figu
re 8) que I'on peut expliquer par un remplissage 
partiel des vides intergranulaires du ciment au voi
sinage du gros grain et par 1'acceleration de l'hy
dratation.

On peut enfin noter que 1'adherence entre les 
mortiers contenant de la silice et les gros grains 
est elevee. La face de rupture, cote gros grain, 
presente apres 28 jours un film compact d'hydrates 
(figure 12a) ou des decohesions intragranulaires 
(figure 12b) qui temoignent de la qualite des liai
sons interfaciales.
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(6) P.J.M. MONTEIRO, P.K. MEHTA
Ettringite formation on the aggregate - cement 
paste interface. Gem. Conor. Research, vol. 15, 
n° 2 1985.

V - CONCLUSION

En presence de fumee de silice condensee la 
structure de 1'aureole de transition est modifiee. 
Avec ou sans fludifiant les cristaux de portlandite 
se developpent avec une faible orientation prefe- 
rentielle au voisinage des gros grains. Les parti- 
cules de silice contribuant par ailleurs ä combler 
une partie de la porosite elevee de I1aureole de 
transition. On peut alors penser que cette addition 
minerale joue un role benefique sur les proprietes 
mecaniques de la zone de liaison entre granulat et 
mortier.
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RESEARCH ON MAKING CEMENTS OF IMPROVED SULFATE RESISTANCE AND WATERTIGHTNESS
RECHERCHE POUR LA REALISATION DU CIMENT Ä HAUTE RESISTANCE SULFATIQUE ET HYDROPHOBE

SUMMARYzUsing the silica fume by-product occuring in ferro-silicon-alloy plants cement 

anaconcrete of high compressive- and flexural strength as well as of improved sulphate 

resistance and watertightness were made.The mechanism of action of silica fume has been 

examined in a complex way by instrumental analytical methods. It was shown that the 

action of silica fume is the consequence of chemical and physical processes. On the one 

hand the silica fume reacts with the Ca/0H/2 of cement hydration resulting in the for - 

mation of a large amount of CSH-phase in the capillary pores. On the other hand the 

high surface area hydrogel forming during the hardening of cement compacts by itself 

the pore structure of cement.stone. As a result of the above effects a system of impro

ved strength and chemical resistance is formed.

Utilizando microsilica, sub-produto de fäbricas de liga ferro-silico, foram prepara
dos cimento e concreto de alta resistencia ä compressäo e ä flexäo, bem сото de alta resisten 
cia sulfatica e hidrofobica. Foi examinado о mecanismo de reacao da microsilia пиша forma 
complexa, por intermedio de metodos analiticos instrumentals. Ficou demonstrado que a aqäo 
da microsilica e conseqüencia dos processos quimico e fisico. Por outro lado, о fumo de siH 
ca reage com о Ca(0H)2 da hidratacäo do cimento, tendo сото resultado a formaqao de grande 
quantidade de fase-CSH nos poros capilares. E mais, о hidrogel com grande area de superfi- 
cie, em formaqao durante о endurecimento do cimento, compacta por si mesmo a estrutura de po- 
ro da pedra de cimento. Como resultado dos efeitos acima, forma-se urn sistema melhorado de 
resistencia e quimico.



INTRODUCTION

In Hungary there are a lot of problems die 

to the sulfate content of ground water. 

The application of the so called sulfate 

resistant /AM=0,64-l,0/cements was not 

always proved to be effective.

According to the literature /l-3/Ьу add - 

ing of silica fume - occuring in some 

factories as waste product - corrosion 

resistance of cement and concrete can be 

highly improved.

The aim of this work was to study the 

influence of silica fume on the hydraulic.

Characteristics of 

physical and chemical properties of cement 

and to develop improved sulfate resistant 

and watertight cement.

EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND INVESTIGATION 

METHODS

In our experiments the following materials 

were used:

- sulfate resistant industrial cement /С/

/C3S=42,89%,C2S=27,27%,C3A= 4,4O;6 ,

C4AF= 18,26/6, AM= 0,91 /, 

-silica fume with the characteristics lis

ted in Table 1.

Silica Fume

Chemical composition Density Specific Mineralogical Grain Pozzolanic Solubility 
/6 /g/cm^/ surface composition size reaction %

area/BET/Amorp- Crystal- ;6 mg CaO/g 
2 

/m /д/ hous line 
phase

Si02 87 - 90 2,18 12 -13 90 SiC >90 /jm 425 - 450 in 10% HC1 3,70
low Al 0, 7,40 /fiy ash

12 5 >10 yum 50-130/ in 10% H„SO. 0,35
Fe„O, 47,28 /tuff-trass

д 5 80-150/ in 10%lactic
acid 4,70

alkali < 1 yum
11,94

Table 1 .

Silica fume is a very active material 

with high amount of amorpous Si02 and 

with high fineness and very fine grain 

size distribution.lt can be seen from 

Fig.l that silica fume has a high pozzo

lanic activity.that is a high reaction 

rate is characteristic to its pozzolanic 

reaction,which deviates by a great extent 
from the appropriate data of fly ash. 

Cements with various amount of silica 

fume were prepared in laboratory ball mill 

and pilot plant homogenizer,respectively.

13
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Fig.l.

Pozzolanic activity



Strength.sulfate resistance,watertightness 

etc. tests were carried out with cements 

in mortar and concrete.The water demand of 

mortar and concrete was determined on the 

basis of their consistency.lt was stated 

that by adding silica fume, the water de - 

mand of mortar and that of the concrete 

was increased, therefore to ensure the 

appropriate workability, some plasticizing 

agents must be added to the cement. The 

optimum amount of the plasticizer is de - 

pending on the amount and fineness of sili

ca fume and on the mineralogical compositi

on of the cement.

Sulfate resistance was studied by two 

methods: by sulfate expansion /4/ and by 

the change of the strength.

The investigation of watertightness was 

carried out according to MSZ 4715/3 

standard in concrete at ü,l;0,4 ;ü,8 and 

1,6 MPa water pressure. 

The following amounts of cement were used 

in concrete: 265, 300 and 350 kg/m , 

respectively.

Study of the influence of silica fume on 

the hydraulic and physico-chemical pro - 

perties of cement pastes was carried out 

by X-ray diffraction,thermal analysis , 

SEM,porosity and hydration heat measure - 

ments at 0,45 v/c.The heat of hydration 

was determined in isothermal calorimeter.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Fig.2 the strength, in Figs.3 and 4. 

the sulfate resistance /sulfate expansion 

and the change of strength, resp./ are 

shown for a standard cement (0) and for 

cements containing 15 and 25/0 silica fu - 

me and O,15-O,2O,o plasticizer (P)(SFC(15) 

and SFC (25)).In Fig.3 the requirements 

of the sulfate expansion fitting to the 

MI 523/7-78 standard is also shown.

Fig. 2.

Strength of cements
1. Standard cement (C)

2. 0+15 ,o silica fume +CJ15 ,0 P

3. 0+25 / silica fume +0,20>a P

E

E
E

> t,0 x

a

1,0 0,8 - 1,0х

0,5 -0,8X

С

В

А

NON SULPHATE 
RESISTING

MODERATELY

SULPHATE RESISTING

SULPHATE RESISTING

x MI 523/7 - 78 (Standard)

Fig. 3.

Sulfate resistance of cements

1. Standard cement (0)

2. 0+15 ,g silica fume +0,15 /0 P

3. 0+25 yj silica fume +0,20 / P
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Fig. 4.

Sulfate resistance of cements

1. Standard cement (C)

2. C + 15 % silica fume + 0,15 % P

It can be stated that the strength of the 

cement is increased by 20-40,o , while the 

sulfate resistance by 80-90^ by the effect 

of adding 15 and 25;6 silica fume and 

0,15-0,20 й plasticizer.lt is worth to 

note the high flexural strength of cement 

with silica fume.

The good data of strength measured in 

mortar have been proved by the investiga

tion of concrete, too /Fig. 5./.

The evaluation of the watertightness 

tests made in concrete has shown,that the 

cement with silica fume has an enhanced 

watertightness compared with that of the 

standard cement /Fig. 6./.

According to MSZ 4719 standard the concrete 

can be considered as watertight if follow

ing the exposure to given water pressure 
the water penetration does not exceed 1/3 

of the specimen thickness which is 40 mm 

for standard specimens.

TIME

Fig. 5.

Strength of concrete

Cement content in concrete:
1 - 265 kg m~3

■3
2 - 300 kg m
3 - 350 kg m~3

Fig. 6.

Watertightness of concrete 

Cement content in concrete:
1 - 265 kg m-3

2 - 300 kg m*3

3 - 350 kg m"3



Derivatographic curves are shown in Fig.7 

for the standard cement and for the SFC(15) 

respectively.Silica fume reacts with 

Ca/OH/^ formed at the hydration of cement, 

and as a result a calcium silicate hydrate 

/CSH/ phase is occuring /at 1053 and 1133 

K,resp./.The formation of CSH is evident 

even after 3 days /Fig. 7/.

Fig. 7.

DTA - DTG curves of cements

The amount of the chemically bound water 

of cements with silica fume is the same 

at the beginning, then after an age of 

28 days it is higher than that of the 

standard cement /Table 2/.

This is related to the ability of the 

silica fume to accelerate the hydration 

of cement and by the reaction between 

Ca/OH/g and silica fume high amount of CSH 

hydro-gel is formed.

Table 2.

Chemically bound water of cement pastes

Chemically bound water,

Age

/days/ C

Type of cement

SFC (15)

3 12,9 11,5

7 15,0 14,7

28 18,0 19,5

90 19,4 20,0

The decrease of the Ca/OH/g content 

/at 0,492 nm/ and the formation of CSH 

/at 0,182 and 0,305 nm/can be recorded by 

X-ray diffraction,too /Fig.8/.

Fig. 8 .

X-ray diffraction patterns of 

cements



б

During the hydration of cement with sili

ca fume CSH phase is occuring first in 

form of islands of small equant grains 

/at 3 days/, then it exhibits /at 7 and 

28 days,resp./elongated and fibrous 

morphology /Fig,9/.

3 days

7 days

28 days

x CSH

Fig, 9,

Scanning electronmicrographs of hardened cement pastes

2T5>



According to Fig.10 the heat of hydration 

for cement with silica fume is higher than 

that of the standard cement, but the exo - 

therm peak characteristic to the hydra - 

tion of alite is shifted to longer time 

period.The place and the height of this 

peak is influenced also by the plasticizer 

/Fig. 10/.

Fig.10.

Heat evolution curves in hydration of 

cements

1. Standard cement (C)

2. C + 15 7Ö silica fume

3. C + 25 7a silica fume + 0,20 'J P

Porosity of cement pastes with silica fu

me is lower than that of the standard ce

ment and the characteristic pore size is 

shifted from 100 nm to 10 ntn/Fig. 11/.

PORE SIZE, Ig r 

Fig.11.

Pore size distribution curves of hardened 

cement pastes measured by mercury penetra

tion method

CONCLUSIONS

It was verified by these investigations 

that by applying silica fume - occured as 

waste material in ferro silicon producing 

plants cement and concrete with high comp

ressive and flexural strength and with 

enhanced sulfate resistance and water - 

tightness can be produced.

By adding appropriate amount of plastici

zer to the cement, the amount of silica 

fume can be increased up to 25 % without 

decreasing the strength of the cement. 

The influence of silica fume on the cement 

is different from that of the common poz- 

zolanic materials /like fly ash, trass/ . 

At the explanation of the reaction mecha

nism of it, the chemical and physical ef

fects must also be taken into account. 

Silica fume is an amorphous material hav

ing high "tctal" specific surface area and 

consisting of particles with submicron 

size - as a consequence very high pozzo - 

lanic activity and reaction rate are 

characteristic to it. The hydration pro - 

cess of cement is accelerated by silica 

fume because even at the early stage of 
hardening Ca2+ ions are adsorbed by it and 

high specific surface area is ensured for 

the formation of hydrates.Due to the reac

tion between silica fume and Ca/0H/2 , 

high amount of calcium-silicate-hydrate 

/СЗН/ is formed in some capillary pores 

thus compacting the pore structure of the 

cement stone.At the initial stage of 

hardening the CSH phase is grainy, later 

it exhibits elongated and fibrous morpho

logy.Silica fume - in the presence of water 

and appropriate plasticizer or moistening 

agent- is converted into a jelly,plastic 

hydrogel,then during the hardening of ce

ment it is converted into a rigid,coherent
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structure /xerogel/.

Capillary pores are filled by hydrogel 

with high specific surface area, so it 

becomes watertight therefore the penet - 

ration of corrosive material is preven - 

ted.The strength of cement stone is en - 

hanced by the hardened geleous structure. 

The stability of silica gel structure is 
2+ 

increased by some cations /like Mg , 
Ca^+,etc./.
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Produzione, Facolta' di Ingegneria Universita' di Napoli, Piazzale Tecchio 80125 Napoli, ITALIA
INTERFACIAL MICROSTRUCTURAL ALTERATIONS OF MATURE BLAST FURNACE CEMENT PASTES

SUMMARY: Microstructural modifications oF reinforced blast furnace cement pastes 
at crack surfaces and steel/cement paste interfaces were examined. After curing 
6 months in tap fluent water specimens were loaded in flexion in order to create 
microcracks in paste and then immersed for 3 years in static sea water. 
Morfologies of typical localized regions by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
were identified and their comparative elemental compositions by energy 
dispersion X-ray spectrometry (EDXRA), like "finger prints", determined. 
Crystalline and hydrated phases of bulk cement paste by X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
and thermogravimetry (TG) analyses were detected.
No macroscopical alterations of preexisting cracks have been evidenced. 
The preformed calcite patina on.external surface was able only slightly to transform in aragonite.

cracks internal surfaces reaction of mature paste with sea water gave 2nd 
generation products: altered forms of C-S-H, aragonite, calcite and, in some cavities, still CH and modified ettringite.
At steel/paste interface, porous and dense regions formed the paste surfaces. 
The dense ones seemed to be constituted by a Ca-rich layer as calcite and 
aragonite. In certain areas diffusion of Mg, Cl, and Fe in discrete amounts were registered.

SötiRIO

, Foram examinadas as modificacoes mocroestruturais nas superficies das fissuras e nas i nfагТягая a?o-pasta de 
cunento etn pastas de cimento can escöria armadas. Apos uma cura de 6 meses era aoua corrente, os corpos de prova fo 
ram carregados a flexao^para^criar microfissuras nas pastas, e entäo foram suhtnersas por 3 anos em ägua maritima? 
As morfoloqias das regioes tipicas foram identificadas por microscöpio eletronico de varredura (SEM) e as cctncosi- 
coes elementares foram determinadas cono por "iimressäo digital" usändo expectronetria de dispersäo de raios X 
(EDXRA). As fases cristalinas e hidratadas da pasta foram determinadas por difragäo de raios X (XRD) e termogra- 
vunetria (T. G). Nenhuma alteragäo microscopica das fissuras ргё-existentes foi evidenciada. Uma patina pre-exis- 
rente de calcita nas superficies extemas apenas transfomou—se um nouco em aragonita.

Nas superficies internas das fissuras, reagoes da pasta madura con ägua do mar origina, uma segunda geragäo 
de produtos: formas alteradas de C-S-H, aragonita, calcita e, an algumas cavidades, ainda CH e etringita modifica-

Na -interface ago/paste, regioes porosas e densas formaram a superficie da pasta. A regiäo densa parecia ser 
oonstituido por uma camada rica em Ca ccmo calcita e aragonita. Eki certas areas, a difusäo de Mg, Cl e Fe em ouan- 
tidades discretes foram registradas.



I N I FiuDUC Г I UM
In steel reinforced concrete the cement paste 
is required to pertore a double role: those 
of niec:tiaiii cal str engt h and chemical resi
stance. It is on this dichotomy that the 
tlurab.1 J i ty ot the cement paste rests, in 
answer to the denial ids made upon i t. both by 
111e et ern a 1 e i i v i г оn men t an d f г о rn w i t bin the 
paste itself. ■
Lenient paste works at interfaces different 
both in nature and size: paste/paste, 
p«ste/aggregate, paste/steel, 
paste/environment 11 ..
It. is well known that both aggregate and 
steel surfaces are the preferential growth 
sites of hydrate phases, calcium hydroxide, 
CH, in particular, the paste/sltibl inter - 
facial rrigion is enriched with CH up to a.E> 
much as 4U7. of the global content, of mature 
Ordinary Portland Cement, UPC, paste (4). In 
consequence its resistance to fracture is 
recognizably dependent in part on the 
crystalline state of the CH and on its 
distribution, see for example (5,6).
Moreover, it has been shown that the chemical 
resistance too is correlated with the 
microstructure of paste? regions in contact 
with steel (/,8) and other materials (S’)« 
Cracks present, in the paste generate new 
surfaces, wich are usually propagating along 
a mechanically weaker path (10,11). they are 
most dangerous because they put. the interior 
of the paste in contact, with the external 
environment. When they reach the surface of 
the steel reinforcement they annul both the 
chemical and mechanical protection of the 
paste. As a result the nature and thickness 
of the cover and the features of the cracks: 
width, length, branching, direction, etc., 
become important (12).
A fruitful study of the morphological 
features of the crack surfaces has been made 
with.SEM (10). Distinct morphologies of 
numerous phases were also evidenced and 
associated with compositional data by EDXRA 
(4, 13, 14). .
In the present work the interfacial regions 
of a slag-rich cement paste were examined 
after a long contact, with sea water. I he aim 
was to know the degree of modification by 
both outward facing surfaces and those of the 
paste and steel which were found, owing to 
the presence of the cracks, to be in contact 
with sea water.

EXPERIMENTAL. _
Two 3-years old pastes at w/c = 0.33, one 
from a commercial Portland cement with low 
content of All01, OFC, and the other from a 
commercial Portland cement- formed by the 
samejclinker and 707. slag, SC, were 
investigated.
Prismatic specimens, 1x1x6 cm, reinforced 
with a steel fibre having a circular cross 
section of 3 mm diameter positioned at. center 
and longitudinally were confectioned. Steel 
surfaces were polished with 300 and 600 grit 
abrasive and washed with acetone. After 24 
hours in 1007. RH they were immersed in tap 
water for six months.
After curing two specimens of SC and ÜPC 
reinforced pastes, separated by two glass 
cylinders, were loaded in flexion, Fig.l, 

until cracks in paste were visually 
observed. I hen they were kept, for 3 years in 
natural sea water renewed each month, 
hractions of bulk mature pastes were ground 
and analyzed by DTA, TG, and XRD.
A Cambridge Stereoscan 10O scanning electron 
microscope, SEM, together with a Link system 
energy dispersive X-ray analyser, EDXRA, was 
used. •

I he energy range for "windows", in EV, were 
as follows:
960-1100 for NaK*  ; 1160-1320 for MgК4 and
Mg К Я 5 1360-1560 for Alt.-*  and Air..?;
1600-1900 for SiK*  and SiK>; 2160-2420 for SK4 
, 3500-3860 for CaK<t and 6160
6620 for FeK*,  (13). The counts were accumu
lated simultaneously until a predetermined 
gross value of 20o00 in the CaKrt "window". 
Ihe net integrated intensity ofthe radiation 
of each element was related to one of CaK4 
,Pinchin, Tabor (4).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At the centre of Fig. 2A, the external 
surface II shows three cracks, parallel to 
each other and transversal 1 у set to the steel 
fibre. Starting from the surface, the zone of 
maximum deformation, they advance inside the 
paste? leaving traces on the other external 
surfaces I and III. These cracks become 
narrowwer and narrowwer and in correspondence 
with the steel fibre split into two, going in 
a longitudinal direction. Ihe flexion of the 
steel fibre has also generated shorter cracks 
at the extremities, which slope at less than 
45° to the axis of the fibre. After curing in 
water, Fig 2B, the state of the cracks does 
not seem to have altered as regards their 
number and width. Rather one notices a 
partial filling.
Bulk paste constitution can be deduced from 
thermal analysis and XRD data, DTA profile 
reveals the presence of three phases: a C-S-H 
like phase, a CH one, and a CaCDj one, Fig 3. 
The three phases are responsable respectively 
for the large endothermic peak that reaches 
265 eC, and the two much smaller ones in the 
457-577 *C  and 577-724 eC intervals. From the 
TG curve the corresponding losses of weight 
in respect to the weight of the sample at 900 

eC are 13.97., 2.57. and 2.5X. The considerable 
amount of the C-S-H phase is attributable to 
a greater hydration of the slag grains.
In Fig 4 XRD patterns of bulk paste show a 
not. very intense peak attributable to 
calcite, and two others still weaker at 11.3 
and 31.2 2 attributable to gypsum. On the
surface the paste presents a 1ayer of calcite 
and, in minimum quantity, aragonite. The 
calcite patina, preformed during immersion in 
fresh water, is only partly transformed into 
aragonite (16). Aragonite, however, 
constitutes the major part of the 
encrustation on the brass screws, Fig 1. Some 
peaks can be attributed to those of calcite, 
but of anomalous intensity. The morphological 
characteristics of the encrusted surfaces are 
highlighted by SEM micrographs. The bunched 
fibrous shapes may be considered 
representative of aragonite deriving from sea 
water, Fig 5, (17).



l-ici.l -- 1 =OPC and 2=SC pastes specimens, 3 
years cured in sea water.

Fig. 2 - Surfaces I, II, and 111 of SCJ paste 
cured A= in tap water for 6 months, and B= 
for further 3 years in sea water. The right, 
high risk zone was cut and examined.

Fjri.3 - 1)1 П and II. profiles for bulk mature

r-iq.4  Densitometrie traces of XRO guinier 
pattarns for: 1= coating of brass screw 
surface; 2= coating of paste; and 3= bulk 
paste.

I he internal surfaces of a crack show a 
"plenituda" of morphologies. The zone 
reported in Fig 6 is that nearer the external 
surface indicated as IV in Fig 2B. Un the 
riqth of Fig 68, the surface layer reveals 
it r egular shaped grains, probably the relicts 
of slag grains covered with calcite. These 
would be responsible for the discrete amounts 
of Ml and Si shown by the EDXRA data,see 
Table 1.
An intermediary layer of brucite (16) is not 
visible even'though a notable Mg content is 
present. It is to be noted that the porosity 
of the patina diminishes considerably towards 
the interior.
The most internal zones of cracks show 
flattened areas surrounded by fibrous forms 
and granular ones, Fig 6A. I he former, 
probably "pseudomorphs" of slag grains, show 
a honeycomb or reticulated structure. Fig 
&Ö, and are rich in Al, region 2, Table 1. 
The bunched fibrous forms. Fig 6E, are not 
attributable to ettringite, because of their 
size and low S content, region 3, and also 
because ettringite is not stable in sea 
water. Presumably they are made of aragonite, 
mainly because of their shape (17), even if 
EDXRA signals other elements. Actually their 
distribution suggests than they derive from 
the zones rich in Ca, that is cement paste, 
which initially wrap round the slag grains. 
Fig 6*.
1 he granular forms, partly separated from the 
paste, show a notable Ca, Mg, and Si content. 
Ellipsoid forms, the sole fish type, are also 
present, on the left of Fig 6D and at the 
uzntre of Fig feF. With enlargment they show 
Transversal grooves on the surface. The Si 
content is very high, and the Al content is 
considerable. Iheir shape means they belong 
to marine fauna.
The paste/pore interface is the most suitable 
site for the growth of regular, 1 arge size 
crystalline forms, owing to the wide space 
available. Hexagonal lamellar forms, even 0.5 
mm in size, have been recognized as CH 
crystals, but are not reported here.
Hie fibrous forms, such as those in Fig 7, 
protrude like lOOfun long sticks, 2 p-m 
diameter, with the ends truncated. As may be 
deduced from EDXRA data, the Al content 
excludes attribution to Taumasite (17). The 
element ratio between Al and S would also 
exclude both ettringite and monosulphate 
(17). '



Fiq.5 - Aragonite deposit on the brass screw 
sur+aces. B= enlargement of are;marked in A.

кig.& — Internal surface of a crack far, A, 
and near, B, the по. IV external surface. C, 
D, and I- are magnifications of the areas 
marked in A.



TABLE 1. Peak area ratios« xlO'3) by EDXRA for the reoions
of interfaces in Figs. 6,7tand 8. N 

Au peak.
D.- not determined

for the interference of

FIB REBION Na/Ca Mg/Ca Al/Ca Si/Ca S/Ca Cl/Ca Fe/Ca

6A general 1 В 47 333 105 87 55
area

6B general 0 360 509 1890 236 972 690
area

6C spot 1 38 203 214 429 N.D. 149 372

6D spot 2 0 169 333 683 N.D. 479 229

AE spot 3 0 32 165 277 N.D. 134 285

AF spot 4 О 213 575 4853 N.D. 814 1104

7A spot 5 О 121 254 1032 1128 243 99

8A general 9 709 157 1222 1693 1333 153

BC spot 6 0 103 0 353 N.D. 36 2037

8C spot 7 0 2217 75 4410 N.D1. 1199 33082

Fig.7 - Paste/pore interface. В is a 
magnification of area marked in A.

Frig.B - Paste/steel interface. A= paste 
surface groove; D= matching steel surface. 
B,C and E, F are magnifications of aras 
marked in A and in 0, respectively.

Attribution is most likely to be to a 
Si-ettringite, Mehta type 1, with paste of 
Al 0 substituted by SiO (18). 
At the paste/steel interface the 
characteristic reddish-browwn colour of rust 
is visible to the naked eye, both on the 
paste and the steel.
SEM micrographs show an irregular, but 
compact, surface, Fig 8. The element ratio 
Fe/Ca is very high, and the S/Ca and Mg/Ca 
ratios are also notable, see Table 1. 
The area delineated in Fig SA is less rich 
in Si and Cl. At higher magnification, it 
shows sparse polyhedric grains in a mass of 
much smaller grains. The largest, such of 
those in Fig BC, can be considered calcite 
grains, because of their shape and the low 
content of other elements. The base mass is 
characterised by a high content of Mg, Si, 
Cl, and Fe. The morphology reveals a high 
degree of crystallinity, but it is not 
possible distinguish characteristic 
crystalline shapes. It is probable that 
these neoformations derive from alterations 
in the thin 1ayer of CH initially deposited 
on the steel surface (19, 20, 21).
Even the matching steel surface shows 
irregularity and dishomogeneity, Fig 9. Both 
the "smooth" zones, Fig 9B, and the granular 
ones, Fig 9C, are typical of a layer in 
decomposition. Elemental analyses show the 
highest content of Fe and so it is not 
possible to obtain ratios in respect to Ca.

CONCLUSIONS

Contact between static sea water and mature 
blast furnace cement paste has not presented 
apparently noticeable alterations after long 
ages. The pre-cracking pattern, for example, 
has not revealed changes in the number and 
width of the cracks. These are found to be 
filled by products deriving from both the 
solution and the paste.

A thick layer of aragonite has been deposi 
ted by the sea water on the brass surface. A 
much thinner layer, however, is present on 
the outer surface of the cement paste. In 
this case the formation of aragonite has 
been hindered by the layer of pre-existing 
calcite. When cracks form in mature paste, 
the sea water penetrates in its interior and 
rouses the latent chemical reactivity in



correspondence with the two internal surfa 
ces ot the fracture.

The degree of sea water attack will depend 
on the volume made available by the cracks 
and the renewal capacity regulating the 
saturation. In such highly variable 
conditions the hydrate phases making up the 
mature paste react with the sea water to 
form alteration products.

The most characteristic second generation 
products observed have been: Honeycombe or 
reticulated C-S-H, leaf-shaped aragonite, 
granular Ca—rich forms. Flat fish shaped 
forms are also visible, presumably of an 
organic nature. Hexagonal lamellae of CH and 
fibres of ettringite, type I, are still 
visible in pre-existing cavities. The 
presence of Mg, Cl, and even Fe, is due to a 
certain diffusion of the sea water in the 
inter i or.

The crack that forms at the paste/steel 
interface consists of two quite distinct 
surfaces which react differently with sea 
water. The paste surface shows a typical 
compact cristalline microstructure where Mg, 
Si ,C1, and Fe are present in notable 
quantities. Sensible larger grains of calci 
te are distributed in it. It is probable 
that their growth occurred in pre-existing 
microcracks.

The steel matching surface shows compact 
areas beside extremely porous ones both 
indicative of a high degree of corrosion.
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EFFECT OF FINE MINERAL ADMIXTURES ON THE PROPERTIES OF HARDENED CEMENT PASTES.
POROSITY-STRENGTH RELATIONSHIPS 3.2
L'EFFET DES ADJUVANTS MINERAUX FINES SUR LES PROPRIETES DE PATES DURCIaS DE CIMENT. 

RELATIONS POROSITE-RESISTANCE

SUMMARY • The effect of fine mineral admixtures on the porosity of hardened cement pastes and the relation
ships with their strength properties have been examined. An ordinary Portland cement and a variety of blends 
with admixed pozzolan (10% and 20% by weight), fly-ash. (20%) and a finely ground siliceous sand (20% were 
tested. Cylindrical specimens prepared from pastes having w/c ratio = 0.25 (using a superplasticizer) an 

0.30, were cured at 25°C for between 1 and 90 days.
The obtained mechanical strengths were correlated with the pore structure of the different systems. In order 
to allow for pore size distribution a parameter, called mean distribution radius rm , was defined. Introducing 

this parameter into the function R ^_х >
c v 

R = —____—
"Vrm

together with total porosity Xv and characteristic strength of the system Rc, the overall mechanical results of 

the systems examined can be correlated with a single expression.

Foram examinados о efeito de misturas minerais finas sobre a porosidade de pastas 
endurecidas de cimento e as relacoes com suas propriedades de resistencia. Foram testados 
urn cimento portland comum e uma variedade de adicoes com mistura de pozolana (10 e 20o6 em pe 
so), cinza volante (20%) e areia silicosa moida finamente (20%). Foram preparados corpos de 
prova cilindricos, com pastas com relacäo agua/cimento = 0,25 (usando-se superfluidificante) 
e 0,30, os quads foram curados a 25°C de 1 e 90 dias.

As resistencias mecänicas obtidas estavam correlacionadas com a estrutura porosa 
dos diferentes sistemas. Para permitir a distribuicao de tamanho de poro, definiu-se urn pa
rametro a que se chamouzraio de distribuipao medio rm. Introduzindo este parämetro na fun- 

cäo

R

juntamente com a porosidade total Ху 
tados meCanicos globais dos sistemas 
unica.

М1-Ху

e a resistencia caracteristica do sistema Rc, os resul- 
examinados podem ser correlacionados com uma expressäo



INTRODUCTION

Very high mechanical strengths can be achieved in 
cement pastes prepared with costly techniques such 
as high pressure compaction, high temperature curing, 
polymer impregnation and fibre reinforcement.

In recent years it has emerged that high strength 
cements can be obtained simply by introducing mineral 
admixtures of suitable fineness such as, for instance 
silica fume.

Furthermore it has been recognized that a knowledge 
of the pore structure of the cement materials and the 
means of controlling it are fundamental factors in 
enhancing the performance of a material which is be
coming increasingly topical as far as energy cost and 
versatility are concerned (1).

The effect of volume and morphology of voids on the 
mechanical strength of a pore structure has been stu
died on theoretical models adopting, for instance, 
Griffith's approach (2). However the results achieved 
thereby are not always applicable to cement systems 
having a highly complex pore distribution and morpho
logy.

Several authors (3-7) have expressed the dependence 
of compressive strength of cement systems as a func
tion of total porosity of the paste using empirical 
relations. In this regard Odler and Rössler (8-9) 
have recently published a more comprehensive study: 
the authors have defined a linear dependence of total 
porosity on strength and have examined moreover the 
effect on strength of three pore classes.

The present work is concerned with the modifications 
induced in the pore structure of hardened cement 
pastes by the addition to ordinary Portland cement 
of mineral fines, comprising some of pozzolanic reac
tivity .

Strength is studied in relation to total pore, volume 
and in addition a function is defined in which 
strength properties depend not only on total pore 
volume but also on a new parameter related to pore 
distribution defined as mean distribution radius.

EXPERIMENTAL

The systems studied were ordinary Portland cement 
(OPC) with admixed pozzolan from Sacrofano (P) (10% 
and 20%), fly ash (FA), residuum of burning coal dust 
in an electric power station (20%) and a finely 
ground siliceous sand (S) (20%).

The chemical and physical characteristics of these 
materials are given in Table 1. Pastes with water/ 
cement (w/c) ratio of 0.25 and 0.30 (0.35 for the mix 
with 20% pozzolan) were prepared, using an electro
mechanical stirrer, in accordance with Italian stand
ards for plastic mortars. In the systems with w/c 
ratio of 0.25 a superplasticizer was added in the 
dosage of 3% by weight. For each test ten cylindrical 
specimens (diameter 30 mm, length 50 mm) were prepa
red and subsequently vibrated for 2 minutes. Curing

3,7,14,28 and 90 days) was carried out at 25°C

Table 1 - Chemical and physical characteristics of the 
materials .

Portland
Cement

Sacrofano
Pozzolan

Fly
Ash

Siliceous
Sand

SiO
2

% 22.4 86.5 64.0 96.0

Al^O^2 3
% 4.8 2.3 13.0 0.9

Fe 0 % 2.2 0.2 2.1 1.8
2 3

CaO % 62.1 0.8 7.6 -

MgO % 1.7 - 1.8 -

Na 02
% 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.4

K2° % 0.3 0.5 1.0 0.1

S03 % 3.6 - 3.0 -

Ld.I. % 4.5 9.6 5.4 -

s.w. 3 
(kg/m ■ 310 )

3.0 1.9 2.2 2.5

SS Blaine 390 2660 586 592
(m /kg)

SS B.E. 
(m2/kg

T 3 
. 10

1.6 
)

61 1.9 1.3

with relative humidity of over 95%.

The specimens were then subjected to uniaxial com
pression tests and porosity was measured with a mer
cury porosimeter over the range 37-7500 nm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Compressive strengths versus curing time of specimens 
with w/c ratio of 0.25 and 0.30 are plotted in Figs.
la and lb respectively. For the system containing 20%

Fig.l - Compressive strength vs curing time
a) w/c = 0.25
b) w/c = 0.30 ; ()  w/c = 0.35 *



pozzolan the w/c ratio had to be increased to 0.35 
to achieve the same degree of workability due to its 
large specific surface (2660 m^/kg Blaine).

The influence of the admixtures in the development 
of strength differed considerably.

The effect of admixed ground sand, with or without 
superplasticizer, on the strength of the hardened 
specimens proved negative. In fact for identical w/c 
ratios strengths obtained were consistently lower than 
those of pure cement. Thus. the sand has the sole 
function of inert matter with the result that, for 
the same degree of hydration, the number of inter
particle linkages decreases and strength likewise.

The effect exerted by the two pozzolanic admixtures 
(pozzolan and fly-ash) is more complex. Initially, 
after 24 hours hydration, they were observed to weak
en the structure; however, after just three days cur
ing the specimens containing pozzolan - quicker to 
react than ash - yielded strengths higher than pure 
cement. The mechanical properties of the fly-ash mix 
improved with curing time and after 90 days strengths 
about 10% higher than for pure cement were observed.

Under identical conditions the admixtures with 10% 
and 20% pozzolan yielded increments of about 17%/ and 
30% respectively. A similar trend was observed in the 
mixes without superplasticizer with the exception of 
that containing 20% pozzolan where the w/c ratio was 
increased, as mentioned, to 0.35. In this case ob
viously the favourable effect of the pozzolanic reac

tion is neutralized by the different porosity created 
by the higher water content of the paste.

These findings are corroborated by the results of the 
porosimetric analysis of the different specimens 
shown in the histograms of Figs.2 and 3 where the 
size distribution of the voids is divided into 20 
fractions thus allowing a more comprehensive inter
pretation of the mechanical results.

One common feature that emerged appears to be the 
continuous reduction of total pore volume with the 
advancement of hydration. Thus in line with the ap
proach adopted by Hasselman (6-7), subsequently re
sumed by Rössler and Odler (8), a simple linear rela
tionship may be used to correlate compressive streng
th with percentage of voids. These correlations,shown 
in Fig.4, hold true for all the systems and allow to 
obtain, by extrapolating the regression lines to zero 
porosity, different values of characteristic strength 
(R ).

c
The attempt to define the contribution of each class 
of pores within the system in the development of 
strength appears much more arduous. Examination of 
Figs.2 and 3 reveals that in all cases prolonged hy
dration results in a decrease in total porosity as 
well as a shift of pore size towards smaller dimen
sions. The further advancement of hydration produces 
finally a reduction in the amount of the same small 
pores as the interparticle space is gradually occu
pied by the gel formed in the hydration reaction.

Р2
0%

 
РЮ

%

Fig.2 - Pore size distribution in the systems hydra
ted with w/c =0.25

Fig.3 - Pore size distribution in the systems hydra
ted with w/c = 0.30;, (*).w/c = 0.35



Fig.4 - Strength vs total porosity
a) w/c = 0.25
b) w/c = 0.30; (*) w/c = 0.35

Without a suitable chemical-physical model it is dif
ficult to select the particular pore classes for a 
more accurate correlation of the strengths. One para
meter of porosity that takes into account pore size 
distribution can be defined as the mean distribution 
radius r (nm): 

m
EV Inr.

, 1 1

where is the volume of the i class and r^ the 
mean radius of the ith class.

The above parameter, in conjunction with total poro
sity, expressed as a fraction of the voids Xv, and 
characteristic strength can be used to define the 
following function:

R (1-X .)

which enables a unique correlation of the mechanical 
data obtained for all the systems examined here.

The results of correlation with the above function 

are shown in Fig.5.

CONCLUSIONS

The admixing of pozzolanic fines to ordinary Portland 
cement results in a marked improvement in the mechan-

Fig.5 - Compressive strength vs porosity relation
containing the distribution parameter.

ical strengths of the hardened products prepared with 
identical w/c ratios as pure cement.

Strength is enhanced due to the modification of the 
pore system which brings about a reduction in total 
porosity as well as a more rapid shift of the most 
abundant classes towards smaller sizes.

Mechanical strengths can be correlated using a rela
tion which incorporates, besides the characteristic 
strength of the system and the percentage of porosi
ty, a parameter related to distribution, defined as 
mean pore radius.

This correlation is independent of type of system and 
w/c ratio.
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Behaviour of Italian Fly Ash in Portland Cement Mortars.

Comportement des Cendres Volantes Italiennes dans les Mortiers de Ciment Portland.

SUMMARY: A wide programme of coal utilization for power generating industry is at present in progress in Italy. 
This programme is based both on the construction of new coal burning power stations and on the conversion from 
oil fired to coal fired plants.

. 6
In 1980, before the start of the above mentioned programme, the amount of coal burnt was about 5x10 tons. In 
1984 it rose to 8.2x10® tons. In the beginning of the 199O's consumption of about 30x10® tons of coal is expec
ted. As a consequence of above, the problem of fly ash disposal and utilization is of great actuality in our 
country.

In this view, chemical and mineralogical composition, glass content, density, moisture content, fineness and 
particle size distribution of some typical fly ashes are examined and their influence on the mechanical behavio
ur of portland cement mortars is discussed. Particle size distribution and calcium oxide content seem to be the 
main factors that influence the performance of the fly ash in portland cement - fly ash mortars.

It is concluded that Italian fly ashes generally show fair pozzolanic behaviour.

No momento existe na Italia um amplo programa para utiliza^äo de carväo na industria 
de geracäo de energia. Este programa se baseia tanto na construfäo de novas usinas gerado- 
ras com queima de carväo, сото na transformacäo de usinas a oleo para carväo.

Em 1980, antes do inicio do atual programa, a quantidade de carväo queimado era de 
cerca de 5 x lO^ t. Em 1984 esta quantidade subira para 8,2 x 10® t. Espera-se que no ini
cio da decada de 90 este consumo seja em torno de 30 x 10® t. Em consequencia, о proble- 

ma do que fazer com a cinza volante disponlvel e muito atual em nosso pais.

Sob este ponto de vista se examina a composifäo quimica e mineralogica, о teor de vi
dro, a densidade, о teor de umidade, a finura e a distribuiqäo de tamanho de particula de aj^ 
gumas cinzas volantes tipicas, e se discute sua influencia sobre о comportamento mecänico de 
argamassas de cimento portland. Parece que a distribuigäo de tamanho de particula e о teor 
de oxido de cälcio säo os fatores principals que influenciam a performance da cinza volante 
has argamassas de cimento portland - cinza volante.

Conclui-se que as cinzas volantes italianas tem, de um modo geral, urn comportamento 
pozolänico excelente.



Introduction
In 1980 the electric energy produced in Italy was 
146,856 Gwh. That generated by combustion of tradi
tional fuels (oil, coal, natural gas) was 72.8%. Oil 
burning accounted for 81.5%, coal 12.3% and natural 
gas 6.2%. Coal in the amount of 5x106 tons was used. 
After this year ENEL, the National Electricity Gene
rating Board, has started a wide programme of coal 

' ilization, based both on the construction of new 
coal-burning power stations and on the transformati
on of oil fired plants. In 1983 the percentage of 
traditional thermoelectric energy obtained from oil 
burning decreased to 71.0%, that derived from coal ro
se to 18.5%. The amount of burnt coal was 7x10^ tons. 
The coal used was almost entirely imported: 43% from 
South Africa, 40% from United States, 14% from Pola
nd, 2% from Australia, 1% from Soviet Union.

In 1984 coal in the amount of 8.2x10^ tons was used.

In the beginning of the 1990’s consumption of about 
30x10^ tons of coal per year is expected. As a con
sequence of above, the problem of fly ash disposal 
and utilization is of great actuality in our country.

On the basis of the experience of nations which tra
ditionally use coal as primary source of energy, the 
principal utilization of fly ash concerns the fields 
of blended cements and concrete, where fly ash is 
employed as pozzolanic addition to portland cement 
and as its partial replacement, respectively. At pre
sent the amount of fly ash utilized in Italy is abo
ut 1% of the cement production. That does not only 
depend on the fact that our country is a strong ce
ment producer (about 40x106 tons per year) and a 
weak coal consumer, but also on the circumstance 
that Italy is rich in natural pozzolans. It is expe
cted, however, that soon astrong incentive for fly 
ash utilization will arise not only from the increa
sed production, but also from the interest of the 
community towards an adequate disposal, considering 
the impact that such a problem has on the safeguard 
of the environment.

The aim of this work is to correlate the chemical 
and physical properties of some fly ashes produced in 
Italy with their technical behaviour when mixed with 
portland cement. At present in our country there are 
no specifications concerning fly ash sampling and 
testing for specific uses, but only specifications 
indicating the requirements, of portland pozzolan 
cements and then, indirectly, of binders containing 
fly ash as admixture to portland cement. Even if it 
is clear that modifications of the existing regula
tions have to be proposed and new specifications ha
ve to be defined on the basis of the experiences ma
de in other countries, in this research the evalua
tion of the technical behaviour of the mixtures con
taining fly ash is largely based on the methods cur
rently employed in Italy.

Experimental
Five samples of fly ash supplied by ENEL were inves

tigated: one derived from South African coal, two 
from American coal, two from Polish coal, and are de
signated as Fly Ash No.1,2 and 3,4 and 5, respective
ly-

Chemical composition was evaluated through X-ray flu
orescence, flame atomic absorption and gravimetric a
nalysis (for sulfates). Loss on ignition (l.o.i.) was 
determined by heating to constant weight at 750°C. 
Mineralogical composition was evaluated by means of X- 
ray diffraction analysis. The glass content was esti
mated as the ash fraction soluble in a 2 wt.% HF so
lution using the method of Murat and coworkers (1). 
Density measurements were performed by helium pycnome
try. Moisture content was determined by drying to co
nstant weight at 110°C. Specific surface (Blaine) was 
measured by an air permeabilitymeter. Particle size 
distribution was evaluated by laser diffraction and 
sieve analyses.

For mechanical tests a high strength portland cement 
having a Blaine fineness of 399.0 m^kg-^, supplied by 

Cementir S.p.A., was utilized. The chemical composi
tion (wt.%) of portland cement was the following: 
SiO2 20.8; A^Oß 6.4; Fe203 2.9; CaO 62.3; MgO 1.6; 
Na20 0.5; K2^ 0.7; SO^ 3.2; l.o.i. 1.9. Sixteen mixes 
were prepared: a control containing only portland ce
ment; 15 containing the five ashes and the pozzolan, 
each at 3 levels of partial cement replacement: 10; 
20; 30 wt.%. The. cement or cement+ash-sand-water mix 
ratios were 1:3:0.5. From each mix 9 prisms, 40x40x 
x160 mm, were obtained. From each specimen broken by 
flexure two half-specimens were generated for compres
sive strength tests.

Results and discussion
The chemical composition of the fly ashes is shown in 
Table 1. It can be seen that fly ashes generated by 
coals of different origin have different compositions. 
L.o.i. is a reflection of the efficiency of the combu
stion process rather than an intrinsic characteristic 
of fly ash: thus the unusually high value observed 
for Fly Ash No.1 is probably due to imperfect combus
tion.

In regards to the mineralogical composition, the main 
crystalline components found in all ashes are: quartz, 
mullite, hematite. Fly Ash No.1 contains calcium oxi
de. Fly Ashes No.4 and 5 contain magnetite and calci
um oxide. In Fly Ash No.1 the main reflection for mul
lite is more intense than that for quartz. Compared 
to Fly Ash No.1, Fly Ashes No.2-5 have a higher quar- 
tz/mullite ratio.

The values of glass content, density, moisture conte
nt, specific surface (Blaine), <45ym fraction (sieve 
analysis) are listed in Table 2. The finding that fly 
ashes with similar <45pm fractionshave considerably 
different values of Blaine fineness is in part due to a 
diversified particle size distribution. This clearly 
appears from Fig.1 showing the cumulative percentage 
volume of particles, in the normalized 2-176 pm range.



with dimensions lower than the diameter reported in 
abscissa. In the range 2-45pm Fly Ashes No.1 and No. 
4 are respectively richer and poorer in the smaller 
particles than other ashes. ■

Fig.1 - Cumulative data of the particle size 
distribution of Fly Ashes.

Table 1 - Chemical Composition of Fly Ashes, % .

Table 3 shows the sieve analysis data, expressed as 
weight fractions, in the range 45-250pm. Data shown 
in Fig.1 are thus confirmed and a further indication 
is obtained: that the difference between the >45^im 
fractions of Fly Ashes No.4 and 5 is pratically con
centrated in the fraction having particles larger 
than 250pm. .

1
Fly Ash No, 

2 3 4 5

Si02 42.74 50.23 49.97 46.27 44.50

A12O3 28.49 26.99 26.83 21.05 22.03

Fe2°3 4.61 6.31 6.32 10.22 9.49

MnO 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.15 0.15

TiO2 1.47 1.42 1.43 1.01 1.00

CaO 9.33 1.81 1.89 6.34 7.22

MgO 2.12 1.14 1.20 4.11 4.40

Na20 ■ 0.59 0.66 0.53 0.93 1.03

k2o 0.81 2.51 2.47 2.23 2.34

so3 0.75 0.90 0.79 1.87 1.13

l.o.i. 12.94 6.91 7.02 3.97 3.92

Table 2 - Physical Properties of Fly Ashes.

Fly Ash No. ■
1 2 3 4 5

Glass content,% 64 73 75 63 67

Density,Kg m”3 2380 '2300 2290 2370 2370

Moisture content,2:• 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.9 0.1

Specific surface 
(Blaine) jin^Kg” 606.0 332.0 349.0 192.5 302.0

<45 pm fraction, 7. 75.4 74.8 70.6 46.0 51.9

Table 3 - Sieve Analysis of Fly Ashe s, %.

Size range, pm
1 2

Fly Ash
3

No.
4 5

> 250 1.6 2.8 3.4 9.9 3.4

180-250 3.1 1.8 2.2 5.5 6.5

125-180 4.1 2.3 3.0 6.8 7.5

90-125 4.4 3.3 4.1 7.8 8.5

63-90 5.4 6.2 7.1 11.3 11.0

45-63 6.0 8.8 9.6 12.7 11.2

< 45 75.4 74.8 70.6 46.0 51.9

Tables 4,5 and 6 show the flexural and compressive 
strengths of portland cement-fly ash mortars at 3,7, 
28 days, for percentage of cement replacement equal 
to 10,20 and 30%, respectively. Strength values lower 
than minimum limits required by the Italian standards 
are underlined.

From the overall examination of the mechanical proper*  
ties the following indications can be achieved:
a) the behaviour of the portland cement-fly ash mix

tures is better at flexion than at compression;
b) Fly Ash No.1 shows a better behaviour and Fly Ash 

No. 4 the worst one, while the other ashes do not be
have much differently one from another.

These indications are more evident when the curing 
time is longer and as the percentage of cement repla
cement is higher. Fly Ash No.1 is the only one that 
shows, in some occasions, higher or equal strengths 
with respect to those shown by cement without additi
on. This happens respectively for values of compressi' 
ve strengths at 7 and 28 days, at a 10% replacement 
level, and for values of flexural strength, at 28 da
ys, which increase together with the percentage of re*  
placement.



Table 4 - Flexural and compressive strengths of por
tland cement-fly ash mortars (percentage of cement 
replacement: 10 wt.%).

Mortar made 
with:

Flexural
Strength

MPa

Compressive 
Strength 

MPa

3d 7d 28d 3d 7d 28d

No addition 5.8 6.9 7.6 31.1 37.2 45.5

Fly Ash No.1 5.3 6.2 7.6 29.4 37.0 45.7

Fly Ash No.2 5.3 6.2 7.4 27.4 32.8 41.1

Fly Ash No.3 5.3 6.2 7.2 28.4 35.1 42.7

Fly Ash No.4 5.0 5.9 6.8 25.0 32.0 39-9

Fly Ash No.5 5.2 6.1 7.4 27.8 33.5 41.1

Table 5 - Flexural and compressive strengths of por
tland cement-fly ash mortars (percentage of cement 
replacement: 20 wt.Z).

Mortar made 
with:

Flexural
Strength

MPa

Compressive
Strength

MPa

3d 7d 28d 3d 7d 28d

No addition 5.8 6.9 7.6 31.1 37-2 45.5

Fly Ash No.1 4.9 5.9 7.7 26.1 33.1 42.8

Fly Ash No.2 4.6 5.8 7.3 24.5 30.6 40.1

Fly Ash No.3 4.4 5.9 7.1 24.3 30.4 39.7

Fly Ash No.4 4.6 4.8 6.2 23.5 24.9 32.4

Fly Ash No.5 4.5 5.8 7.2 24.7 31.3 37.7

Table 6 — Flexural and compressive strengthsof Por
tland cement-fly ash mortars (percentage of cement 
replacement: 30 wt.%). ■

Mortar made 
with:

Flexural
Strength

MPa

Compressive
Strength

MPa 
3d 7d 28d 3d 7d 28d

No Addition 5.8 6.9 7.6 31.1 37.2 45.5

Fly Ash No.1 3.9 5.3 8.0 21.8 27.4 40.1

Fly Ash No.2 4.1 5.5 6.9 21.5 25,1 35.5

Fly Ash No.3 4.0 5.0 7.0 21.5 25.5 34.8

Fly Ash No-4 4.2 3.9 5.4 20.5 19.0 25.7

Fly Ash No.5 3.9 4.6 6.6 21.6 24.3 32.3

Concerning the influence of chemical and physical 
properties of these fly ashes on the mechanical cha
racteristics of the corresponding cement mortars,fir
st of all it has to be pointed out that Fly Ashes No.
2.and 3 promote a similar behaviour. Furthermore Fly 
Ashes No.2 and 3 have similar characteristics in ter
ms of chemical composition, glass content, fineness 
and particle size distribution. It is thus confirmed 
what is found in literature (2-7) about the importan
ce that these factors have on fly ash reactivity.

Within the ranges of the examined values for each of 
the above mentioned factors, particle size distribu
tion and calcium oxide content seem to be the main 
parameters that influence the performance of fly ash 
in portland cement-fly ash mortars.

Fly Ashes No.4 and 5, similar except for particle si
ze distribution, show a very different behaviour thus 
evidentiating the important role played by such fac
tor. Fly Ash No.4 determines inferior mechanical pro
perties because of a coarser particle size distribu
tion under 45pm and higher residue with respect to 
250pm (9.9 versus 3.4%).

The strength contribution rate of Fly Ash No.5 is si
milar to that of Fly Ashes No.2 and 3, in spite of a 
less favourable particle size distribution. Further
more Fly Ashes No.2 and 3 have the highest amount of 
silica, silica+alumina (77%), silica+alumina+iron oxi
de (83%) and of glass phase. The mechanical behaviour 
of Fly Ash No.5 is probably due to a higher calcium 
oxide content (7.2 versus 1.8%). As a matter of fact, 
according to Mehta (8) an aluminosilicate glass con
taining more calcium is more reactive.. The free lime 
content of Fly Ash No.5, determined by Franke method, 
is about 0.8%. -'7 .

The highest l.o.i., the lowest values of the silica 
and of SiO2+A12O3+Fe2O3 contents and a S^+A^O-j 
amount as well as a gläss content lower than the ones 
of Fly Ashes No.2 and 3, do not prevent Fly Ash No.1 
from being superior to others. This is predominantly 
due to a larger concentration of the smaller parti
cles in the range 2-45pm. r

However, it must not be considered that particle size 
distribution alone, whatever are the Fly Ash charac
teristics, regulate^ the mechanical behaviour of por- 
•tland cemeht-fly ash mortars. In fact, the compressi
ve? 'Strengths , at 28 days of curing, of 3 mortars ( 
50% replacement of cement), each containing one of 

' three Fractions, of.Fly Ash No.5 ground in a laborato
rymill for 20,40 and 60 minutes, are respectively:

■ ’38.7, 39.5 and 40.0 MPa. Fig.2 shows the particle si
ze distribution :of such fractions indicated as B,C 
and D raspect'i^elyj together with that of the genera
ting Fly Ash No.^ indicated as A. Going from A (Ta
ble 5) to B, from В to 0, and from C to D the gains 
of strength are: 2.6; 2.2; 1.3%, respectively. There
fore,’ within the. examined kinds of particle size di
stribution, the strength contribution due to this pa
rameter acquires progressively less importance as the 



particle size distribution shifts towards greater 
contents of smaller particles.

Fig. 2 - Cumulative data of the particle size distri
bution of ground fractions of Fly Ash No.5.

Furthermore Fly Ash C has a particle size distribu
tion practically equal to Fly Ash No.1 (Figs.1 and 
2) while it promotes an eight percent lower compres
sive strength (Table 5). This behaviour is probably 
due to the different calcium oxide content.

Conclusions
Italian fly ashes, when employed as partial replace
ment of portland cement in normally cured mortars, 
generally show a quite satisfactory pozzolanic beha
viour.

Within the ranges of the examined values for each of 
the chemical and physical properties of fly ash, par
ticle size distribution has a dominant influence on 
the performance of fly ash in portland cement-fly 
ash mortars. This influence becomes less strong as 
the particle size distribution shifts towards grea
ter content of smaller particles.

Calcium oxide content also plays a substantial role, 
while the other parameters are of no majr importance.
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Influence of Kind of Calcium Sulfate on Hardening of Cement Paste Mixed 3.2
with Humic Acid

SUMMARY: The influence of the kind of calcium sulfate on the hardening of cement paste mixed 
with humic acid was studied mainly with reference to the saturation ratio of [Ca ]•[SO4 ] 
and [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 in the liquid phase of three types of high SO3 cement paste containing 
gypsum, ß-hemihydrate and anhydrite П respectively. . . . ,
Comparison of the saturation ratio of [Ca2*] •[SO42-] in the liquid phase at the initial age 
of ehe three types of cement paste mixed with humic acid shows that the saturation ratio of 
the cement paste containing anhydrite П is smallest due to the slow dissolving speed of , 
anhydrite П. Also, the cement paste containing anhydrite П has the highest amount of humic 
acid dissolved in the liquid phase for its smallest Ca concentration in the liquid phase. 
As a result, it seems that when 5% humic acid is added to the cement paste containing 
anhydrite П, the amount of humic acid adsorbed on the initial hydrate of C3ASS increases and 
conversion and crystallization of the initial hydrate is prevented, therefore, the hydration 
of C3ASS is retarded. c r. 2+
Furthermore, an increased amount of humic acid adsorbed on alite reduces the rate Ca ■ 
elution from alite. Therefore, [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 saturation ratio is unable to reach the maximum 
value before 7 days in age, resulting in extreme retardation of hydration of alite. , 
The cement containing g-hemihydrate or gypsum, on the other hand, began to hydrate vividly 
even mixed with 5% humic acid. . 
A stabilization experiment on peat based on this knowledge shows that the cement mainly 
comprising anhydrite П with з small amount of B-hemihydrate is more suitable to P®a 
stabilization than the cements used with gypsum, ß-hemihydrate and anhydrite П individually.

_ Estudou-se a influencia do tipo de sulfato de cälcio sobre о endurecimento da pasta de cimento mistu- 
rada com äcido hümico, relativamente ä relagäo de saturafao de Ca2+).(SO^2-) e (Ca2+).(OH-)2 na fase liquida de 
tres tipos de pasta de cimento com S03 alto, contendo gesso, ß-semihidrato e anidrito II, respectivamente.

A comparaeäo da rela^äo de satura?ao de (Ca +). (SO^ ') na fase liquida em idade inicial dos tres ti
pos de pasta de^cimento misturada com äcido humico mostra que a relaqao de saturaqäo da pasta de cimento conten
do anidrito II e^a menor, devido ä velocidade_lenta de dissoluqao do anidrito II. A pasta de cimento contendo 
anidrito II tambem tern a maior quantidade de äcido humico dissolvido na fase liquida, devido ä menor concentra- 
cao de Ca + na fase liquida. Como resultado, parece que quando säo adicionados 5°s de äcido humico ä pasta de ci 
mento contendo anidrito II, a quantidade de_acido humico adsorvido no hidrato inicial de C3Ass aumenta, e a con~ 
versäo e cristalizaqäo do hidrato inicial sao impedidas, retardando-se, portanto, a hidrataqao de C3Ass.

2+ E mais: urn aumento da quantidade de äcido humico adsorvido em alita reduz a velocidade de elucao de 
Ca da alita. Portanto, a relaqäo de saturaqäo de (Ca2+).(0H-) näo basta para atingir о valor maximo antes da 
idade de 7 dias, dando сото resultado uma grande retardafäo da hidrataqäo da alita.

Por outro lado, о cimento contendo g-semihidrato ou gesso comeqa a hidratar-se acentuadamente, mesmo 
hiisturado com 5°» de äcido humico.

Uma experiencia de estabilizaqäo com turfa, ä base deste conhecimento, mostra que о cimento contendo 
pnncipalmente anidrito II com uma pequena quantidade de g-semihidrato e mais adequada para estabilizaqäo da tur 
fa do que os cimentos usados com gesso, g-semihidrato e anidrito II individualmente. -



INTRODUCTION

In recent years, cement of high SO3 type 
has come to be used more and more widely in 
Japan. In solidifying soil with cement, the 
influence of an organic matter such as humic 
acid on the hydration of cement is pointed 
out as an important problem.(1) The 
influence of organic matters on the harden
ing of cement has been the subjects of many 
researches mainly relating to saccharide and 
lignosulfonate salt.(2), (3) Very few of 
them concerns the study of the relationship 
with the kind of calcium sulfate although 
some of them refers to the relationship with 
the amount of calcium sulfate.

We are empirically aware that the high SO3 
cement using anhydrite suitable for stabili
zation spil containing a small amount of 
organic matters has less effect of peat 
stabilization than the high SO3 cement using 
hemihydrate or gypsum.

We have conducted a study of the influence 
of the kind of calcium sulfate on the 
hardening of cement paste of high SO3 type 
mixed with humic acid mainly by analysis of 
the liquid phase effective for study of 
initial hydration. At the same time, study 
was made about the kind of calcium sulfate 
desirable for the high SO3 cement for peat 
stabilization.

SAMPLE AND EXPERIMENT

High SO3 type cement

The chemical composition of clinker and 
gypsum are shown in Table 1. The clinker is 
burnt in a practical rotary kiln, and the 
gypsum is made by desulfurization of waste 
gas and contain no silicofluoride or 
phosphate. The Blaine specific surface area 
of gypsum was 1440 cm2/g. The g-hemihydrate 
and anhydrite П were obtained by heating 
gypsum for 12 hours at 120°C and for two 
hours at 800°C respectively.

Table 1 Chemical composition of clinker and 
gypsum.

Sample
Chemical composition (%)

ig. loss insol. SiO2 ai2o3 re2o3 CaO MgO so3 Na2O k2°
Clinker 0.1 0.0 22.7 4.8 3.4 65.9 1.2 0.6 0.50 0.63

Gypsum 20.1 0.7 0.1 0.7 0.5 31.8 0.3 44.8 <0.04 0.00

The clinker alone was ground up to 
3190 cm2/g in Blaine specific surface area, 
and the three kinds of calcium sulfate each 
10% were added to prepare three types of 
high SO3 cement.

In this report, the high SO3 cement 
prepared by use of gypsum, S-hemihydrate and 
anhydrite П are designated by G, H and A 
respectively.

Humic acid

In this study, the reagent humic acid 
obtained from peat was used.

Hydration of cement paste

Humic acid of 0, 1, 2 and 5% were added to 
the three types of cement and hydrated at 
20°C with the water cement ratio of 3 
assuming the peat stabilization. In order 
to prevent separation of cement from liquid 
phase, a cylindrical container 60 mm^x 100 
mm containing cement paste was rotated at 
the rate of 4 turns per minute.

Determination of ionic concentration in 
liquid phase

The paste hydrated up to predetermined age 
was filtered, and the liquid phase was 
collected, so that the dissolved amount of 
humic acid and the concentration of Ca2+, 
R+(Na+ + K+), SO42- and OH- were determined. 
For the collection of the liquid phase from 
the stabilized peat, the pressure method was 
used.

Quantitative analysis of ettringite and 
Ca(OH)2

The hydrate obtained when collecting the 
liquid phase was dried by the D-Drying 
method after stopping the hydration with 
acetone. The ettringite was determined by 
the XRD method and Ca(OH)2 by the solvent 
extraction method.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Hydration of cement paste

Amount of humic acid dissolved

Humic acid is not dissolved in pure water 
but in alkali such as NaOH solution. With 
Ca2+, however, it is said to precipitate in 
the form of calcium salt. Fig. 1 shows the 
relationship between the Ca2+ concentration 
and the dissolved amount of humic acid at
the initial age of nine types of cement 
paste covering 1, 2 and 5% of humic acid 
added and three types of cement.
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Relation between Ca2+ concentra
tion and amount of humic acid 
dissolved at 2 minutes after
mixing.



The dissolved amount of humic acid has the 
linear relationship with log Ca2+. By 
cement type, cement A with smaller Ca^ 
concentration was accompanied by a greater 
dissolved amount of humic acid, and when 5% 
humic acid was added, humic acid was 
dissolved at the rate of 180 g/nP.

[Ca2+]•[SO42-] and [Ca2+]•[OH~]2 
Saturation ratio of liquid phase

By use of the ionic concentration in the 
liquid phase of cement paste shown in 
Fig. 2, [Ca2+]•[SO42-] and [Ca2+]•[OH"]2 
saturation ratio was calculated by the 
method of Kondo, et al. (4) Fig- 3 shows the 
relationship between [Ca2+]•[SO42-] and . 
[Ca2+]•[OH-]2 saturation ratio in the liquid 
phase at initial age and the amount of humic 
acid mixed. Fig. 4, on the other hand,shows 
the time dependency of the [Ca2+]•[SO42-] 
saturation ratio and Figs. 5 and 6 the time 
dependency of [Ca2+]•[0H~]2 saturation 
ratio.

Fig. 3 shows that the [Ca2*] •[SO42-] 
saturation ratio in the liquid phase at 
initial age is dependent to a large measure 
on the type of cement involved, without 
humic acid, cement H being largest, followed 
by cement G and A in that order. When humic 
acid is mixed, [Ca2+]•[SO42-] saturation 
ratio decreased at higher rate for cement A 
than for cement G and H. When 5% humic acid 

is added, for instance, [Ca?+]•[SO42“] 
saturation ratio declined for one-third of 
cement G and one-tenth of cement H, and 
remains far from the saturation level.

The retardation of C3ASS hydration due to 
an organic admixture is caused, according to 
Milestone(5), by the fact that organic 
molecules are entered into the crystal 
lattice of hexagonal hydrate to stabilize

Fig. 3 [Ca2+]•[SO42-] and [Ca2+]•[OH ]2
saturation ratio in liquid phase 
at 2 minutes after mixing.
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Fig. 2 Change of each ionic concentration in liquid phase.



the hexagonal hydrate. It seems that if the 
amount of dissolved humic acid is great with 
low [Ca^'1’] • [ЗОдЗ-] saturation ratio as is 
seen when the 5% humic acid is added to 
cement A, more humic acid is adsorbed on 
fine hydrate formed at the initial age of 
CgAss hydration, with the result that 
crystallization and conversion of initial 
hydrate are hampered, thus retarding 
hydration of C3ASS greatly.

This retardation ends with the decrease in 
the dissolved amount of humic acid and the 
rise in [Ca2+]•[SO42-] saturation ratio, but 
continued up to the age of 7 days in the 
case of 5% humic acid was added to cement A. 
With respect to the time dependency of 
saturation ratio, it is interesting to note 
as shown Fig. 4 that the saturation ratio is 
sharply reduced by the precipitation of 
secondary gypsum for cement H and the stable 
saturation ratio of cement G at saturation 
level and the saturation ratio for cement A 
is very low. , Especially in the case of 
cement A, the dissolving speed of anhydrite 
is so slow that it takes a long time before 
[Ca2+]•[SO42-] saturation ratio reaches 
saturation level, and with 5% humic acid is 
added, it takes 7 days before [Ca2+]•[SO42-] 
of saturation in spite of very little con
sumption of СаЗС>4 for C3ASS hydration, 
indicating that the dissolving speed of 
anhydrite was reduced greatly by the adsorp
tion of humic acid thereon.

Fig. 4 Change of [Ca2+]•[SO42-] 
saturation ratio in liquid phase 
of cement paste.

The [Ca2+]. • [0H~] 2 saturation ratio at 
initial age, like [Ca2+]•[SO42-] saturation 
ratio, is smallest for cement A as shown 
Fig. 3. With the addition of humic acid, 
[Ca2+]• [0H~]2 saturation ratio is remarkably 
reduced for every type of cements, and it 
declines down to 0.15 with the addition of 
5% humic acid to cement A. At initial age, 
the [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 saturation ratio depends 
on the kind of calcium sulfate added to 
cement and free lime of cement;. (6), (7)

The rise of [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 saturation ratio 
is considered to concern with elution of 

Ca2+ from alite.(8) It may be that the rate 
at which the [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 saturation ratio 
rises decreases as the elution of Ca2+ from 
alite is hampered as a result of adsorption 
of humic acid thereon. Therefore, as 
apparent from Fig. 5, the addition of humic 
acid lengthens the time before [Ca2+]■[OH-]2 
saturation ratio reaches a maximum value.

2 10 30min. 1 2 4 8hr. 1 3 Tdays

4

Time

Fig. 5 Change of [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 
saturation ratio in liquid 
phase of A cement paste.

In the case where humic acid of 5% is added 
to cement A, [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 saturation ratio 
at initial age declines down to 0.15 and 
more humic acid remains dissolved with an 
increased adsorption thereof on alite, with 
the result that the [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 saturation 
ratio rises so slowly that it is not before 
7 days in age that it reaches a maximum 
value. It is known that there is some 
relationship between the advent of a maximum 
value of [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 saturation ratio in 
the liquid phase and vivid hydration of 
alite,(4), (6) and it is apparent that the 
addition of humic acid retards the hydration 
of alite. On the other hand, for cement G 
and H, as apparent from Fig^ 6, even with 
the addition of 5% humic acid, [Ca2*] •[OH-]2 
saturation ratio reached a maximum 4 to 8 
hours in age, starting vivid alite 
hydration.

Young(9) made comments on the mechanism of 
retarding the hardening of cement paste by 
an organic admixture by classifying the 
process into 1) adsorption, 2) complexation,
3) precipitation, and 4) nucleation control, 
from the viewpoint of extension of the 
induction period. The third classification 
has often been cited for the retarding 
mechanism by the humic acid since humic acid 
is liable to precipitate in the form of 
calcium salt.(2) This theory however, may 
not be satisfactory in view of the fact that 
the retarding action by humic acid acts more 
strongly on cement A small in Ca2+ concen
tration as compared with cement H which is 
larger in initial Ca2+ concentration 
producing more calcium salt of humic acid.
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Fig. 6 Change of [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 . 
saturation ratio in liquid 
phase of cement paste.

Our present experiment indicates that, as 
has been explained in the past, the 
explanation of the retarding mechanism by 
humic acid based on the first theory is more 
rational. More specifically, the adsorption 
of humic acid on cement causes a reduced 
elution rate of Ca2+, retarding the advent 
of a maximum value of [Ca2+]•[0H~]2 satura
tion ratio, therefore, hydration of alite is 
retarded.

Amount of Hydration Products

Fig. 7 shows the change of the amount of 
ettringite and Ca(0H)2 formed in the cement 
paste with 5% humic acid. Ca(0H)2 is not 
detected in either cement substantially 
before 2 hours in age. This may be related 
to the fact that the [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 satura
tion ratio in the liquid phase has not yet 
exceeded saturation level.

rO g e-i
30

Time

Fig. 7 Change of amount of hydrate 
formed in cement paste with 
5% humic acid.

In the case of cement H and G, Ca(0H>2 
increases at about 4 hours in age. The time 
when Ca(0H)2 sharply increases almost 
coincides with the time the [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 
saturation ratio in the liquid phase reaches 
the maximum, indicating the start of vivid 
hydration of alite. About 3% ettringite is 
formed at initial age, and it begins to 
increase somewhat earlier than Ca(0H)2.

In the case of cement A, on the other 
hand, though a small amount of ettringite is 
formed, substantially no Ca(OH)2 is detected 
before 7 days in age, indicating an extreme 
retardation of hydratioh of cement paste.

Stabilization of Peat ■

The hydration of cement paste with 
anhydrite is retarded extremely with the 
increase in the amount of humic acid added, 
according to the hydration test of paste, 
probably for the reason that the dissolving 
speed of anhydrite is slow and therefore the 
initial [Ca2*] •[SO42-] saturation ratio is 
small. On the other hand, we have experi
enced that the high SO3 cement with , 
anhydrite is effective for the stabilization 
of soil containing little organic matters.

Securing the initial [Ca2+]•[SO42-] satu
ration ratio with a small amount of hemi
hydrate, we conducted a peat stabilization 
test using high SO3 cement (abbreviated as 
AH) mainly comprising anhydrite. The same 
test was conducted on cements G, H and A.

The sample peat used was a soil containing 
much organic matters and water as shown in 
Table 2. This peat was mixed with 30% 
cement, and the unconfined compressive 
strength obtained is shown in Fig. 8.

Table 2 Character of peat.

Moisture content (%) 664

Liquid limit (%) 465

Plastic limit (%) 157

Plasticity index 308

Humic acid (%) 24.6

Fulvic acid (%) 6.8

AH cement displayed superior strength as 
expected, which reached the unconfined 
compressive strength about 7 times that of 
cement A by 3 days in age and more than four 
times that of cement A by 7 days in age. 
The strength obtained by cement H, by 
contrast, was higher than that of the other 
types of cement on the first day, while it 
declined below that of cement G and AH by 3 
days in age. This may be explained in rela
tion to the amount of Ca(OH>2 and ettringite 
produced in the paste experiment.

The time dependency of the [Ca2+]•[SO42-] 
and [Ca2+]•[OH-]2 saturation ratio in the 
liquid phase collected for each age from a 
stabilized peat is shown in Fig. 9. In the 
case of AH cement, the [Ca2+]•[SO42-] is 
oversaturated at 1.6 in saturation ratio by
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Fig. 8 Unconfined compressive 
strength of stabilized peat.

the effect of hemihydrate at initial age, 
but came to settle at 0.8, with less humic 
acid remaining dissolved with the exception 
of cement H. The [Ca2+]•[OH~]2 saturation 
ratio also reached a maximum during the 
period 24 to 48 hours in age, indicating a 
smooth progress of hydration of cement 
paste.

The [Ca2+]•[SO42-] saturation ratio of 
cement A, on the other hand, is as low as 
0.2 to 0.4, and the [Ca2+]•[OH~]2 saturation 
ratio neither failed to reach a maximum 
before three days in age, in a trend similar 
shown by the result of the paste test.
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Fig. 9 Change of [Ca2+].[SO42-] and 
[Са2т].[OH-]2 saturation ratio 
in liquid phase of stablized 
peat.

CONCLUSION

The influence of humic acid on the harden
ing of high SO3 cement paste greatly depends 
on the dissolving speed of calcium sulfate 
added to cement of high SO3 type, and the 
cement using anhydrite П is extremely 
hampered in hardening. The high SO3 cement 
using both anhydrite И and g-hemihydrate is 
more suitable for peat stabilization than 
the cements using gypsum, ß-hemihydrate and 
anhydrite П individually.
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Properties of very fine blast furnace slag prepared by classification
Propriety de la poudre tres fine de laitier de haut fournau preparee par la classification 3.2

SUMMARY: The hydraulic hardening capacity of granulated blast furnace slag can be 
drastically improved by making it finer. In this study, two grades of very fine slag were 
obtained by classifying ground commercial-slag. The slag powders thus obtained had the 
Blaine surface area of more than 8000 cm /g. Investigation was carried out as Portland 
blast furnace cement on very fine slag. The mortar strength and shrinkage, the resistance 
of hardened paste to the expansion due to the alkali-aggregate reaction and the 
Cl~-permeability were measured with hardened mortar. For the slag particles less than 5 pm 
in diameter, the mortar strength was much higher than that of ordinary Portland cement 
(OPC). Even when the particle sizes were less than 10 pm, mortar strength was also higher 
than that of OPC after 7 days onwards. The tendency of shrinkage was closely similar to the 
case with slag of normal fineness. Moreover, the use of very fine slag was remarkably 
effective in preventing the expansion due to the alkali-aggregate reaction. It is still 
effective in the resistance to expansion when the slag of normal fineness was used, or the 
finenes_s of slag is not an important factor in the resistance to expansion.
The Cl -permeability of hardened paste is very small: after soaking in sea water, the 
concentration of Cl ion in the hardened paste was found lower than that of OPC subjected to 
the same conditions. It is concluded that slag powder prepared by the classification 
practically applicable to producing such very fine slag has excellent properties as a 
cementitious material.

A capacidade de endurecimento hidräulico da escoria granulada de alto forno pode 
ser drasticamente melhorada, refinando-a. Neste estudo, foram obtidos dois graus de escoria 
muito fina por meio de classificafäo de escoria comercial moida. Os pos de escoria obtidos 
desta forma tinham area de superficie Blaine superior a 8.000 cm /g. Desenvolveu-se estudo 
сото cimento de escoria de alto forno com escoria muito fina. A resistencia e retracäo da ar 
gamassa, a resistencia da pasta endurecida ä expansäo, devida ä rea^ao alcali-agregado e a 
permeabilidade Cl" foram medidas com argamassa endurecida. No caso de particulas de escoria 
com diametro menor que 5 ym, a resistencia da argamassa foi muito mais alta que a de cimento 
portland comum (OPC). Mesmo quando os tamanhos de particula eram menores que 10 pm, as resis- 
tencias da argamassa tambem foram mais altas que as do cimento portland comum depois de 7 
dias e mais. A tendencia de retraqäo foi estreitamente semelhante ä do caso de escoria com 
finura normal. Alem disso, о uso de escoria muito fina foi notavelmente eficaz na prevenqäo 
da expansäo, devido ä reaqäo alcali-agregado. Ela e ainda eficaz na resistencia ä expansäo 
quando se usou escoria com finura normal, ou a finura da escoria näo e um fator importante na 
resistencia ä expansäo. A permeabilidade da pasta endurecida ao Cl" e muito pequena: depois 
de embebida em ägua do mar, verificou-se que a concentracäo de ion Cl*  na pasta endurecida e
ra mehor que a de cimento portland comum submetido äs mesmas condiqoes. Concluiu-se que po 
de escoria, preparado por classificacäo, de aplicacäo prätica na produqäo de escoria muito fq 
na, tem propriedades excelentes com material cimentoso.



1. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years in Japan, durability of 
concrete has been a matter of great concern as the 
deterioration of concrete structure due to the 
alkali-aggregate reaction or chloride damage drew 
more social attention.

The addition of water granulated blast furnace 
slag or fly ash is reported to be effective in 
preventing the alkali-aggregate reaction and the 
chloride damage 1),2),3), however the low 
early-stage strength caused by this addition has 
been a big problem. .

Focusing on the use of water granulated blast 
furnace slag because of its economy and stable 
quality, the authors found that the early-stage 
strength as well as other properties such as 
durability could be improved by making the fineness 
of slag very high.

The very fine, slag used here could be obtained 
practically by classification following the usual 
pulverization process.

In the prbsent study, the hydraulic hardening 
capacity, effectiveness in preventing the 
alkali-aggregate reaction, and the durability 
against sea water of the very fine slag obtained 
mainly by the process mentioned above were 
examined.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Preparation of Samples

Chemical compositions of the slag powder 
(Blaine specific surface area 3700 cm2/g, denoted 
as S) and ordinary Portland cement (denoted as OPC) 
are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Chenical coirpositions of slag and OPC (vtü)

Ig.loas Insol 5102 A12°3 ГегО) CaO NgO 50) NajO K2O ТЮ2 P2O5 MnO S 

slag *0.1  0.1 35.4 12.9 0.3 41.8 6.3 0.0 0.26 0.38 1.65 0.00 0.42 1.0
OPC 1.1 0.1 21.2 5.1 3.0 63.1 2.1 2.2 0.40 0.44 0.43 0.07 0.09 -

The very fine slag powder was prepared by 
classifying the ordinary slag powder S with a 
forced vortex type centrifugal classifier or by 
pulverizing S with a ball mill.

In the case of the classification process, 
very fine slag powders having^Blaine specific 
surface area of about 5000 cm /g, 6000 cm2/g 
(denoted.as S20), 8000 cmj/g (denoted as S10), 
12000 cm2/g, and 15000 cmZ/g were obtained at cut 
sizes of 25pm, 20pm, 10pm, 5pm, and 3pm 
respectively.

In the pulverization.process, slag powders of 
about 5000 cm2/g, 6000 cm2/g, 7000 cm2/g , and 8000 
cm2/g (Blaine) were obtained by using dlethylene 
glycol as a grinding aid.

Figure 1 shows the particle size distributions 
of two slag powders prepared by different processes 
having about the same fineness (approximately 8000 
cm2/g).

The particle size distributions were measured by 
means of the Coulter Counter method.

2.2 Quality Tests for Trial Cements Prepared with
Very Fine Slag

Setting and mortar strength tests were carried 
out for the trial cements (compounding ratios are 
shown in Table 2) according to JIS R5201.

In addition, the trial cements N0.6, 11, and 17 
were subjected to the shrinkage test according to 
the JCA (The Cement Association of Japan) method.

Table 2. Blaine specific surface area of materials 
(cm2/g) and compounding ratios of trial 
cements (wtZ)

Materials
Blaine
(cm /g)

Compounding 
(wt%)

ratios
, No.

OPC Slag

5000 60 40 1
80 20 2

6000 60 40 3

Classi- 40 60 4

slag 80 20 5

8000 60 40 6

40 60 7

12000 60 40 8

15000 60 40 9

80 20 10

3700 60 40 11

40 60 12

Pulver
ized 
slag

■ 5000 60 40 13

6000 60 40 14

7000 60 40 15

8000 60 40 16

OPC 3200 100 0 17



2.3 Effectiveness of the Very Fine Slag in
Preventing the Alkali-Aggregate Reaction

The slag powders S and S10 were used for the 
alkali-aggregate reaction test.

Here, the amounts of slag powders contained in 
the trial cements were 0, 20, 40 and 60% by weight.

Used aggregates were of Yamagata and Kagawa 
prefecture origin which were supposed to be very 
alkali-reactive under highly alkaline conditions.

Chemical compositions of the aggregates are . 
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Chemical compositions of aggregates (wt%)

ig.loss S1O2 AI2O3 Fe2®3 VaO MgO N320 K2O MnO

Kagawa 2.2 65.8 15.8 3.0 3.9 2.6 3.07 2.04 0.02

Yamagata 0.6 54.9 18.8 8.2 9.8 3.9 2.17 0.55 0.17

The alkali-aggregate reaction was tested 
according to ASTM C227 (mortar bar method), but 
0.5N NaOH aq.soln. was used as mixing water in 
order to accelerate the reaction. In the case of 
OPC, tap water was also used for comparison.

2.4 Durability of Very Fine Slag Based Mortar in 
Sea Water

Durability against sea water was tested by 
measuring the Cl —permeation depth in the hardened 
bodies soaked in sea water. The depth of 
Cl”-permeation was measured with AgNO3 as an 
indicator (color development method ). Trial 
cements used here were the same with those prepared 
for the alkali-aggregate reaction test mentioned 
before. Specimens of size 4 x 4 x 16cm were 
prepared according to JIS R520I but with 
water-cement ratio of 0.5. The specimens were 
cured in 20°C tap water for 7 days (standard _ 
curing) then cured in 20°C sea water. Here, Cl 
concentration of the sea water was 2.04%. The 
surfaces of the specimens except both ends were 
coated with paraffin in order that only both ends 
of the specimens come into contact with sea water. 
After reaching a fixed age, specimens were cut 
perpendicular to both ends.

AgNO, aq.soln. (0.1N) was sprayed on the 
surface to produce AgCl (white precipitate) which 
indicates the extent of Cl -permeation. Depth of 
Cl -permeation was measured also by means of EPMA, 
and pore size distributions were measured by means 
of mercury porosimetry for the 6 months-soaked 
specimens.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Quality of Cement Prepared with the Very Fine 
Slag

Results of setting test and mortar strength 
test are shown in Table 4.

a. Setting
Slag contents being equal, finer slag requires 

more water for normal consistency and shorter 
setting time.

As slag content Increases, required water and 
setting time Increase.

These tendencies are shown both by the 
classified slag and the pulverized one.

Table 4. Setting time and strength

Setting time Compressive 
strength (MPa)

Bending 
strength (MPa)Water 

' amount 
(%)

Initial 

(hr-tnln) (hr-min) 3d 7d 28d 3d 7d 28d

1 30.5 3-02 4-37 11.3 20.4 53.5 3.2 4.3 9.0

2 29.5 3-00 4-30 14.1 25.5 50.6 3.3 5.8 7.8

3 31.0 2-52 4-20 12.0 21.8 59.4 3.2 4.5 8.3

4 35.0 3-12 4-52 10.0 21.1 49.9 2.6 4.3 7.4

5 29.0 2-59 3-50 17.2 28.1 48.7 4.1 5.9 7.8

6 32.0 2-54 3-55 13.7 25.9 58.3 3.4 5.2 8.8

7 36.5 3-06 4-46 12.0 24.5 53.9 3.4 5.2 8.8

8 33.0 2-06 2-59 18.8 33.6 55.3 4.2 6.1 7.7

9 35.0 1-40 2-35 21.4 37.8 48.0 4.4 6.1 6.3

10 28.5 3-00 3-59 11.6 20.5 39.7 3.2 4.1 6.7

11 28.0 3-26 4-38 10.2 17.2 40.5 3.1 4.1 7.1

12 30.0 4-01 5-04 6.1 13.9 38.3 2.0 3.3 6.5

13 29.0 3-10 4-08 11.5 20.6 48.7 3.4 4.7 7.4

14 29.2 2-49 3-34 12.3 23.2 51.2 3.4 5.1 7.8

15 29.5 2-54 3-33 12.9 23.8 51.5 3.3 5.1 7.7

16 29.5 2-44 3-08 13.6 26.9 49.4 3.5 5.8 8.3

17 28.5 2-40 3-36 12.5 22.1 39.4 3.1 4.8 6.7

b. Mortar Strength
Figure 2 shows the relation between fineness 

of slags and compressive strength of trial cements 
containing the slags by 40 wt%.

Figure 3 shows the relation between slag 
contents and compressive strength.

Comparing the strength development of the 
classified slag and pulverized one, as shown in Fig. 
2, both slags show the same early-stage (3d, 7d) 
strength development which are proportional to their 
fineness.

With regard to 28d strength, however, strength 
due to classified slag is apparently higher than 
that due to pulverized one.

Both slags show their maximum strength at 
about 7000 cm2/g.

As shown in Fig. 3, with ordinary slag powder 
(S, 3700 cm2/g), higher slag content gives lower 
early-stage strength, however, 28d strength is the 
same with that of OPC as long as slag content is 
kept within 60%.

On the other hand, with classified slag, 2 
early-stage strength is best with S10 (8000 cm /g) 
while later-stage strength is best with S20 (6000 
cm2/g).

The strength of the classified slag is 
generally higher than that of OPC and considerably 
higher than ordinary slag's. Optimum content of 
the classified slag is estimated to be 20% for 
early stage and 40 - 60% for later stage.

c. Shrinkage
The results of the shrinkage tests are shown 

in Fig. 4. The mortar shrinkage for slags were a 
little larger than that for OPC, however S and S10 
show almost the same shrinkage.
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3.2 Effectiveness in Preventing the
Alkali-Aggregate Reaction

Figure 5 shows the relation between age and 
the expansion of mortar bars.

As shown in Fig. 5, the addition of slag is 
apparently very effective in retarding expansion and 
this effectiveness is especially clear with a slag 
content of 60%.

The classified slag (S10) shows a higher 
effectivity than the ordinary slag (S).

When tap water was used as mixing water, the 
expansion for the OPC-aggregate (Yamagata) 
combination exceeded the ASTM standard (0.1% at 6 
months) while that for the OPC-aggregate (Kagawa) 
combination did not.

3.3 Durability of Very Fine Slag Based Hardened 
Mortar in Sea Water

Figure 6 shows the relation between sea water 
curing time and the depth of Cl -permeation.

It is apparent that the higher the slag 
content, the shallower the permeation depth, and 
that the addition of classified slag (S10) is very 
effective.

Figure 7 shows the results of EPMA which are in 
fine agreement with the results shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 8 shows the pore size distributions of 
hardened mortars cured in sea water which are 
apparently different between the slag based mortars 
and the OPC mortar.

However, difference in pore size distribution 
is not remarkable between S and S10 based mortars.

Improvement of durability against sea water by 
the addition of S10 is considered to be due to its 
high reactivity with free Ca(0H)2 and compactness of 
the hardened body.
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Fig. 6. Cl‘’-permeation depth In sea water cured mortars

Distance from surface (mm)

Fig .7. Cl” concentration profile 
in mortars (EPMA)

4. CONCLUSION

Water granulated blast furnace slag powder used 
for Portland blast furnace cement usually has2a 
Blaine specific surface area of about 4000 cm /g in 
Japan.

In the present study, properties of very fine 
slag powder produced by classifying ordinary slag 
powder were examined. Obtained results can be 
summarized as follows.

1) Use of the very fine slag can improve low 
early-stage strength of slag based cement 
giving very good later-stage strength 
development as well.

2) The very fine slag produced by the 
classification process shows higher later-stage 
strength In comparison with the slag produced 
by the pulverization process, with a maximum 
strength at about 7000 cm^/g.

3) Shrinkage with very fine slag produced by the 
classification process is equal with that with 
the ordinary slag.

4) Effectiveness of classified slag In preventing 
the alkali-aggregate reaction Is more remarkable 
than that of ordinary slag especially when slag 
content reaches 60 wt%.

5) Cement based on the classified slag has an 
excellent durability against sea water 
(resistance to Cl -permeation). .

The authors hope that more studies on the very 
fine slag mentioned above will be carried out with 
emphasis on Improvement of concrete durability and 
high use of slag for a wider and better use of slag.
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Effect of Character of Glass Phase in Blending Components on their Reactivity in Calcium 
Hydroxide Mixture

SUMMARY: Characterization of 6 slags, 6 fly ashes, 3 silica fumes and 2 rice husk ashes was performed in order 

to obtain the relation between character of glass phase and pozzolanic reactivity of blending component.

Slags with lower content of crystalline phase and higher ratio of monomer/dimer has higher pozzolanic reactivity. 

Fly ashes with larger amount of glass phase and higher glass basicity has higher pozzolanic reactivity. Silica 

fumes and rice husk ashes shows pozzolanic reactivity corresponding to their specific surface area and glass 

phase content.

It is reconfirmed that simple but effective method for pozzolanic reactivity evaluation of blending component is 

amount of NaOH (pH=13) soluble Si(h for slag and acid soluble SiOa+AlsOs for the other blending component, 

respectively.

Efetuou-se a caracterizapao de 6 escorias, 6 cinzas volantes, 3 microsilicas e 2 
cinzas de casca de arroz, com a finalidade de se obter a relacäo entre о caräter da Ease de 
video e a reatividade pozolänica do componente de adicäo.

Escorias com teor mais baixo de fase cristalina e maior relapäo de manomero/dimero' 
tern maior reatividade pozolänica. Cinzas volantes com maior quantidade de Ease de vidro e 
maior basicidade vitrea tern reatividade pozolänica mais alta. Microsilica e cinzas de casca 
de arroz apresentam reatividade pozolänica correspondente ä sua area de superEicie especifi- 
ca e teor de Ease de vidro.

ReconEirma-se que urn metodo simples mas eficaz para avaliacäo da reatividade pozolä 
nica de componente de adigäo e a quantidade de SiC^ solüvel em NaOH (pH = 13) para escoria, 
e de SiO2+Al2O3 solüvel em äcido para о optro componente de blendagem, respectivamente.



1. INTRODUCTION
Various kinds of blending components are mixed with 
portland cement and widely used from the viewpoint of 
improving properties of paste, mortar and concrete as 
well as saving energy and resources. It is necessary 
that pozzolanic reactivity of blending component is 
grasped exactly and conveniently so as to produce and 
supply the blended cement having excellent quality.

In this paper, the chemical composition and structure 
of glass phase in blending component which mainly 
controls pozzolanic reactivity were analysed and the 
relationship between their characters and the 
pozzolanic reactivity of blending components in 
calcium hydroxide mixture was studied.

2. SAMPLE
Four kinds of blending components (17 samples) were 
used in this study. These were 6 slags, 6 fly ashes, 
3 silica fumes and 2 rice husk ashes. ■

3. EXPERIMENT
3.1 Character!iation of glass phase in blending 

component
(1) Amount and chemical composition of glass phase 
Amount of glass phase in each blending component was 
calculated from content of each crystalline phase 
determined by XRD. Chemical composition was directly 
measured by ERMA.

(2) Structure of glass phase Infrared spectrum of "з 
stretching vibration of Si-0 bond, fraction of bridged 
oxygen which bonds to silicon, peak position of halo 
of glass and condensation degree of silicate ion was , 
analysed and measured by FT-IR, chemical shift of Si 
with FT-NMR, XRD and TMS method, respectively.

(3) Determination of soluble part of blending 
component Amount of CaO, SiOz and AlzOa of all

slags and fly ash #6 eluted by 0.1N NaOH solution of 
which pH corresponds that of saturated Ca(OH)г 
solution was measured. Soluble part in the other 
blending components to 10% NazCOs solution after 
treated in hot cone. HC1 was determined as acid 
soluble part.
3.2 Measurement of pozzolanic reactivities of blending 

components
(1) Preparation of hydrated sample 5% Ca(OH)z as 
activator was added to each slag. The other blending 
components were mixed with Ca(OH)г at 1.1 mol ratio of 
Ca0/(S10z+AlгОз+ЕегОз), respectively. Each mixture of 
slag, fly ash, silica fume and rice husk ash was mixed 
with water solid ratio of 0.4, 0.45, 0.65 and 0.55, 
respectively and cured at 313°K for 1, 7 and 28 days.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Amount and chemical composition of glass phase 

and kinds of crystalline phase
(1) Slag Important characters of each blending 
component are shown in Table 1. Content of glass 
phase in slags varied from 72 to 100% and melilite 
which was a solid solution of gehlenite (CzAS) and 
akermanite (CzMSz) was observed as crystalline phase. 
Basicity (CaO+MgO+AlzOs/SiOz) of 6 Japanese slags used 
was from 1.84 to 1.89. Slags poor in crystalline 
phase had almost constant basicity ratio in each 
particle and its position and were microscopically 
homogeneous in chemical composition. The glass phase 
in them had the same basicity as a whole. On the 
other hand, the basicity of glass phase in slag with 
over 10% crystalline phase was decreased less than 
1.80. X-ray image of Al and basicity on the surface 
of polished slag with melilite measured by ERMA with 
ultra-high speed wide area multi analyser is shown in 
Fig. 1. Initial crystallized melilite which located 
at the center of crystalline phase had high basicity 
ratio shifted to gehlenite side. On the boundary 
between melilite and glass phase, melilite had lower 
basicity than that at center but higher than glass 
phase, which had less AlzOs content than glass phase 
of slag as a whole. It had a low basicity and its 
chemical composition shifted to akermanite side. 
Therefore glass phase in slag rich in crystalline 
phase turns to low basicity and the variation of 
chemical composition in it becomes larger.

(2) Fly ash Crystalline phase of fly ash was from 15 
to 35%. Quartz and mullite was observed as 
crystalline phase in each fly ash. Fly ash #4 and 6 
had magnetite and СзА, respectively. Total basicity 
of fly ashes except #6 was from 0.5 to 0.6. Fly ash 
#6 with 27% CaO differed virtually from the other fly 
ashes. This type of fly ash (high calcium fly ash) is 
classified as class C fly ash in ASTM. SiOz, AlzOs, 
FezOs and CaO in glass phase of each fly ash was 
70.0-27.1%, 31.2-7.1, 29.8-0.5 and 34.7-1.0, 
respectively. There was a large difference of 
chemical composition among fly ash particles except 
fly ash #4. Mean basicity of glass phase in Fly ash 
#1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 is from 0.5 to 0.84. Fly ash with 
more glass phase content had higher basicity. 
Variation of composition in glass phase in fly ash 
particle is considered to be caused by difference in 
amount of quartz and mullite in fly ash. Glass phase 
rich in FezOs was observed in fly ash #4. Glass phase 
in fly ash #6 (high calcium fly ash) was almost same 
level of basicity as slag.
(3) Silica fume Silica fume is a by-product of 
fabrication of silicon and ferrosilicon in arc 
furnaces and is condensed in the fine amorphous form. 
Silica fume #2 and 3 had a few percent of quartz as an 
impurity. Amount of SiOz in silica fume reached to 
more than 85% and the mean diameter was less than 100 
nm. Silica fume #2 and 3 were contaminated with 5% of 
NazO+KzO. They had large specific surface area of 20 
m /g and spherical shape. Silica fume #1 has BET 
specific surface area of 13m /g corresponding to half 
of #2 and 3.

2
2

(4) Rice husk ash Rice husk ashes contained 
cristobalite and tridymite as crystalline phase and 
amount of SiOz reached to more than 90%. Rice husk 
ash #1 had 20% of glass phase, which was 1/3 of #2. 
Since Rice husk ash #2 had amorphous carbon having 
large specific surface area, it had larger BET 
specific surface area than #1.

(2) Measurement of hydration degree of blending 
component in Ca(0H)t mixture Hydration

reactivity of each blending component was evaluated 
from its hydration degree, amount of combined water 
and reacted Ca(0H)z. Amount of slag reacted was 
determined by XRD after heating and recrystallizing 
hydrated sample at 1223°K for half an hour. For the 
other components, amount of reacted" SiOz and AlzOs at 
each hydration time was obtained by the method for 
dissolving with 5% NazCOs solution after treated with 
1+100 HC1. Amount of combined water and reacted 
Ca(0H)z was measured by ignition loss and DSC method, 
respectively.



Table 1 Characters of blending components and their glass phase

(%)Chemical composition

Specific surface

solution after treated i

Acid soluble

2810
0.38

Basicity ratio
Content of glass phase

meli 1 i. . , 
merwinite(%)

fly ash 
»3#4

SiOt 
АЪО. 
Fe:0> 
CaO 
MgO 
CfMtA/S
SiO? 

Al eOa 
FezOi
CaO 
MqO 
C+M+A/S

(%) 
te(quartz)U)

4980
1.08
10% NazCO. 83.2

4.8
2.5
7.3
16.G

44.9
18.1
21.9
6.2
1.2
0.57
45.2
22.1
24.6
4.5

58.4
6.7
4.9
11.6
22.3

87.3
5.4
3.1
8.5
18.9

59.2
24.8
4.3
4.4
0.9 
0.51

41.2
16.9
8.5
12.6
4.2 
0.81

71
(13)
(16)

Basicity ratio
Amorphous phase (%)

area Blainelcm'/g) 
BET (mVgl

Acid insoluble part (dissolution with 
(%) 
SiOi 

Al zOs.
SiOz+AlzOs 

SiOz+AlzOs/BET
Basic soluble part (elution into 0.1 

CaO 
SiOz 
AlzO.

SiOz+AlzOz

#1__
33.4
15.0
0.9

42.3 
6.0 
1.89

33.4 
15.0

0.61
72
(7)

.. (6)
Mg(15)

3840 
2.09

hot cone.HC1)
84.6
4.5
2.3
6.8

16.6

42.3 
6.0 
1.89

100 
0.0

#2
slag

»5 #6 81 #2#3 #4
34.2 34.4 34.4 34.4 34.4 59.3 58.3
14.7 13.2 13.1 15.9 14.5 25.0 24.1
0.8 0.7 0.8 0.2 0.2 4.3 4.6
41.5 43.1 42.8 41.4 42.6 2.8 3.5
6.6 7.1 6.9 6.1 6.7 1.6 1 .b

1 1.84 1.84 1.83 1.84 1.85 0.50 0.50
34.0 34.5 34.4 35.2 35.3 50.5 43.9
14.6 13.1 13.2 14.2 12.6 20.5 18.5

— — - 6.8 10.3
41.9 43.2 43.1 41.9 41.7 3.8 7.8
5.8 7.4 7.4 5.9 7.4 1.4 3.6

1 1.83 1.85 1.85 1.76 1.77 0.51 0.68
100 99 98 85 72 64 70

0.0 1.3 1.7 15.1 26.9 (17) (14) 1
1.5 Mu(19) (16) 1

) 5050 5020 4960 5030 5070 3190 3840
1 1.15 1.18 1.10 1.23 1.22 0.84 1.38

N NaOH 
0.50

solution)(%)
0.410.48 0.58 0.56 0.45

0.29 0.28 0.32 0.33 0.26 0.24
0.20 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.16 0.12
0.49 0.46 0.51 0.53 0.42 0.36

#5 86
60.1 33.6
28.6 22.0
2.9 6.4
4.2 27.1
1.3 4.5
0.57 1.60

45.5 32.4
25.6 18.8
4.8 5.7
9.9 28.8
2.5 3.9
0.84 1.59

67 86
(13) (5)
(20) (2)

Ca A(7)
2990 3730
0.49 0.60

77.4 37.8
7.6 15.3
4.9 21.3
12.5 36.6
26.6 64.2

silica fume rice husk ash 
#1 ■ #2 83 #1 #2
85.9 90.3 86.4 94.5 90.7
1.0 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.4
1.7 4.1 3.0 0.1 0.2
0.4 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.6
1.9 0.3 0.3 1.0 1.0

100 97 98 18 56
(0.0) (3) (2) Cr(58) Cr(44»

- Tr(24) •

carbon free - - -
(5) (21) (21.8) (0.8) (1.1)

93.2 86.0
13.1 18.4 17.7 4.4 11.3

13.1 18.4 17.7 4.4 11.3
1.3 0.9 0.8 5.7 10.3

Note; Mu: mullite. Mg: magnetite, Cr; cristobalite, Tr: tridymite.

4.2 Analysis of structure of glass phase
(1) Structure of glass phase estimated by XRD method 
In stead of the diffraction, x-ray scattering by 
particular atomic couples appeared as x-ray halo of 
broad peak was measured. Typical halo of blending 
components by XRD is shown in Fig. 2.
Peak position of halo of fly ashes except high calcium 
fly ash, silica fumes and rice husk ashes appeared at 
22° (28, Cuka) as well as quartz glass. It is known 
that its peak position of quartz glass coincides with 
maximum peak for “-cristobalite (111=0.40nm). The 
structure of blending component above mentioned seems 
to be related to that of «-cristobalite.
Slag showed the peak of halo at about 32° coincided 
with maximum peak of melilite (21l=0.28nm). It showed 
that there is a symmetry of melilite in the structure 
of glass phase in slags. The peak position of fly ash 
#6 was same as that of slags and melilite was observed 
after heated at 1223°К for half an hour. Diamond (1) 
said structure ofglass phase in class C fly ash was 
closely related to glass of CizAr. In this study, 
however, glass phase in high calcium fly ash 
corresponding to ASTM class C coincided with that of 
slag.
According to x-ray small angle scattering measurement 
of domain size in the range from 1 to lOOOnm, there 
was no scattering in all slags and high calcium fly 
ash. This result suggests that the glass phase in 
these blending components consists of random 
arrangement of atoms in stead of agglomeration of fine 
crystallite.
(2) Condensation degree of silicate Ions in glass 

phase determined by IR, KMR and TMS method> Since 
blending components used in this experiment were 
mainly composed of glass phase as shown in Table 1, 
NMR and TMS data of each blending component could be 
considered to reflect the character of glass phase. It 
is well known that *,t stretching vibration^f Si-0 
bond makes a strong absorption at 1100 cm in

Basicity (C+M+A)/S 
more than 2.2 

2.0 - 
1.9 - 
1.85
1.8 - 
1.75
1.65- 

less than 1.65

AlгОз content
white more than 65%
pink 30’
red 15’
yellow 10*
green 7-
light blue 5-
blue 3’
black less than 3%

Fig. 1 X-ray map of Al and (CaO+MgO+AlzOil/SIOz ratio 
on the polished surface of slag grain rich in 
crystalline phase by ERMA with ultra-high 
speed wide area multi analyser

infrared spectrum and this absorption peak shift 
towards higher wave number as the condensation degree 
of silicate ions increases (2). The peak position of 
each blending component by IR is shown in F1g._3. All 
slags and fly ash #6 had a peak at about 960cm . 
While the other blending components had a peak at 
about 1100cm'1. The condensation degree became larger 
in the order of slag, high calcium fly ash: ordinary 
fly ash: rice husk ash, silica fume.
The fraction of bridged and nonbridged oxygen bonded 
to silicon was obtained by peak shift of Si (3). As 
shown in Fig. 4, each peak position of slag #4, slag
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Fig. 2 Typical halo profile 
of blending component 
by XRD

Fig. 3 Peak position of infrared 
absorption spectrum of 
blending component

Number of bridged oxygen 
0 12 3 4

Fig. 4 Chemical shift of ”Si in 
blending component by FT-NMR

#3 and 1, slag #2, and slag #5 and 6 appeared at -73, 
-75, -77 and -80ppm, respectively. Fraction of 
monomer having no bridged oxygen among four was 
decreased in this turn. The peak position of silica 
fume and rice husk ash appeared at -llOppm coinciding 
with that of quartz glass with huge condensation 
degree of silicate ions.

Fig. 5 shows the fraction of monomer, dimer, trimer 
and polymer of silicate ion in slags, fly ash #6 and 
typical other blending components analysed by IMS 
method. Most of silicate ion in slag were made up of 
monomer and dimer. Among slags, slag #5 and 6 with 
more amount of melilite had smaller fraction of 
monomer than the other slags. Content of monomer 
turned to about 50% in slag #3 and 4 with about 2% 
melilite. They were larger than slag #1 and 2 without 
melilite. Fly ash #6 had more polymer than slags. 
These results were closely related to condensation 
degree measured by NMR. As for the other blending 
components, fly ash #1 had 1% of monomer+dimer and 
silica fume and rice husk ash had no monomer, dimer 
and trimer at all. This result was corresponded with 
that of IR.

4.3 Amount of soluble CaO, SiO» and AltO» of blending 
components

Since blending components used were mainly composed of 
glass phase as shown in Table 1, Date of soluble 
amount of each blending component could be also 
considered to reflect the character of glass phase. 
Weakly bonded SiOz and AlzOs with comparatively high 
reactivity in blending component was easily dissolved 
by NazCOa solution after boiled in cone. HC1 (acid 
soluble part). Acid insoluble part and acid soluble 
SiOz and AlzOa per weight and per specific surface 
area of blending components except slags are shown in 
Table 1. Although amount of soluble SiOz+AlzOz per 
weight in fly ash, silica fume and rice husk ash was 
6.6-36.6%, 13.1-17.7 and 4.3-11.3, respectively, fly 
ash had largest acid soluble part per specific surface 
area because Al ion in fly ash acts as reducer of 
silicate chain in glass phase. This result well 
corresponded with the result of IR. Acid soluble part 
per specific surface area reflects structural 
difference of glass phase in blending component.

Fig. 5

The kind and 
amount of 
silicate ion 
in blending 
component 
by TMS

Fraction of each silicate ion (%)
Note, R. slag: recrystallized at 1223<’K 

for 30 minutes
FA: fly ash, SF: silica fume
RHA: rice husk ash

Considering that the hydration of slag is based on.the 
elution of the chain structure of SiO«4 and AID»5 in 
slag by the attack of OH*,  the difference of amount of 
blending component eluted by alkali solution is 
considered to be related with its reactivity. Amount 
of SiOz, AlzOa and CaO dissolved by 200 times of 0.1N 
NaOH solution with pH 13 at 293°K for 10 minutes was 
measured modifying the method of Dron (4). Amount 
eluted from slag #5 and 6 with more than 10% 
crystalline phase was the smallest as shown in Table
1. Slag #3 and 4 containing about 2% melilite had 
larger elution amount than slag #1 and 2 without 
melilite. As for slags with less 5% melilite, elution 
amount from slags did not always varied according to 
their glass content.

Fig. 6 shows the relation between amount of SiOz 
eluted and condensation degree of silicate ions among 
slags used, synthesized melilite, gehlenite and 
akermanite. Synthesized gehlenite containing monomer 
of silicate ion had larger dissolution amount than 
synthesized akermanite with dimer. Amount of SiOz 
eluted from each synthesized crystal was linearly
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The relationship 
between amount of 
SiOa eluted and 
condensation degree 
of silicate ion

increased with the decrease of dimer/(dimer+monomer) 
of silicate ion. Amount of SiOz eluted from slag #3 
having nearly same basicity level of glass as 
synthesized melilite was about 2.5 times as large 
elution as it and larger than synthesized high 
basicity gehlenite. The relation between dimer/ 
(dimer+monomer) ratio of slags used and synthesized 
crystal and eluted SiOz is shown in Fig. 6. This fact 
suggests that amount of SiOz eluted was larger in 
glass phase than in crystalline phase and closely 
related to dimer/(dimer+monomer) ratio in slag.

4.4 Pozzolanic reactivity of blending component
(1) Slag The hydration degree and combined water of 
slags are shown in Fig. 7. Hydration degree of slag 
#5 and 6 with high crystalline phase content was 
small. That of slags with less than 5% crystalline 
phase, however, was not related to content of glass 
phase. The hydration degree of slag was related to 
the amount of SiOz eluted by 0.1N NaOH solution 
coinciding with the pH of Ca(OH)z saturated solution 
as shown in Fig. 8. In the other words, the 
condensation degree of silicate ions could be 
estimated by the amount of SiOz eluted by 0.1N NaOH 
solution and it is considered to correspond to the 
pozzolanic reactivity of slag.
(2) Fly ash, silica fume and rice husk ash The 
amount of combined water and hydration degree 
calculated by reacted SiOz+AliOz are shown in Fig. 7. 
When much amount of Al-bearing hydrates was produced 
in the mixture, amount of combined water was 
remarkably increased in spite of same hydration 
degree. On the other hand, amount of reacted Ca(0H)z 
could not be estimated in case of blending components 

rich in CaO. Hydration degree estimated from reacted 
SiOz+AlzOs, therefore, is considered to be suitable 
for the measurement of reactivity of blending 
component by selecting appropriate solvent.

High calcium fly ash had high combined water but the 
reactivity based on reacted Ca(OH)z and reacted 
SiOz+AlzOs could not be exactly evaluated. Hydration 
degree of its glass phase could be measured after 
recrystallizing method of slag and was lower than 
slags. Ordinary fly ashes containing higher glass 
phase content and basicity had higher reactivity. 
Hydration degree of fly ash #4 with relatively low 
basicity was high. It is considered that glass phase 
of fly ash rich in FezOs serves to decrease the 
condensation degree of silicate ions and thereby its 
reactivity is improved in spite of low basicity.

Since silica fume and rice husk ash hardly contained 
AlzOz, hydration degree could be evaluated by reacted 
Ca(OH)z and reacted SiOz. Reactivity of silica fume 
and rice husk ash was dominantly controlled by 
specific surface area and content of glass phase.

The relationship between acid soluble part and 
hydration degree is shown in Fig. 8. Except silica 
fume, acid soluble part of each Mending component was 
well correlated to its hydration degree. Takemoto and 
Uchikawa (5)‘ reported the reaction rate of pozzolanic 
materials was proportional to square of its specific 
surface area. Since the specific surface area of

Hydration degree of blending components for 7 days (%)

Fig. 8 The relationship between hydration degree and 
amount of SiOz eluted of slag and acid 
soluble part of SiOz'+AlzOz of the other 
blending component

Slag 
°#1 *#2 a#3 a#4 d#5 "#6

Fig. 7

Hydration time (days)

Пу ash Silica fume and rice husk ash
Off »12 »13 *14 ofS »N6 ' SF: °#1 »*2 43 RHA: *#1 o#2

Amount of combined water, reacted Ca(OH)z and hydration degree of 
blending component with hydration time (313°K)
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silica fume was about 10 times larger than that of the 
other blending components, silica fume is considered 
to indicate higher hydration degree in spite to lower 
content of acid soluble part per weight.

5. CONCLUSION
Following results were obtained by the studies on the 
effect of character of glass phase in blending 
components on their pozzolanic reactivities in calcium 
hydroxide mixture.
(1) Amount of glass phase in slags, fly ashes, silica 
fumes and rice husk ashes was 70-100, 65-85, 97-100 
and 20-60%, respectively. The chemical composition of 
glass phase in slag having more than 95% was almost as 
same as that of overall slag. The basicity of glass 
phase in slag with less than 95% glass phase, however, 
was lowered and it was slightly poor in АЪОз and rich 
in Si.O? and MgO. Mean basicity of glass phase in fly 
ash was from 0.51 to 1.59 and this value ^differed 
greatly from each particle and its position in each 
particle as well as kind of fly ash. The basicity of 
glass phase in high calcium fly ash was almost the 
same as that in slag. Silica fumes and rice husk 
ashes were remarkably rich in SiOz and contained 
crystalline phase such as quartz, cristobalite and 
tridymite depending on the produced condition. The 
former had large specific surface area, especially.

(2) The structure of glass phase in slags and high 
calcium fly ash was related to melilite, while the 
ordinary fly ashes, silica fumes and rice husk ashes 
was related to a-cristobalite. The glass phase in 
slag and high calcium fly ash did not consist of 
agglomeration of fine crystallite judging from x-ray 
small scattering. The shift of Si-0 adsorption peak 
measured showed the condensation degree is larger in 
order of slags and high calcium fly ash, ordinary fly 
ashes, rice husk ashes and silica fumes. Slags 
composed mainly of dimer and monomer of silicate ion 
and ratio of monomer/dimer was decreased with 
increasing crystalline phase. Its value of slag with 
more than 95% glass phase was about 1.2. High calcium 
fly ash was richer in monomer than ordinary fly ashes. 
Silica fumes and rice husk ashes contained only 
polymer.

(3) As for slags, amount of SiOz eluted by 0.1N NaOH 
solution varied according to crystalline phase 
content, basicity and ratio of monomer/dimer. The 
higher the content of glass phase, basicity and ratio 
of monomer/dimer, the larger amount of SiOz was 
eluted by 0.1N NaOH solution.

(4) As for fly ashes, silica fumes and rice husk 
ashes, amount of SiOz+AlzOs dissolved into 10% NazCOz 
solution after treated in hot cone. HC1 varied 
depending on their specific surface area, glass phase 
content, basicity and condensation degree of silicate 
ions. The amount of SiOz+AlzOs dissolved per specific 
surface area of blending components is considered to 
correspond to their basicity and condensation degree 
of silicate ion. It became larger in order of fly 
ashes with higher basicity, rice husk ashes and silica 
fumes. On the other hand, the amount of SiOz+AlzOz 
dissolved per weight was larger in order of silica 
fumes, fly ashes and rice husk ashes.
(5) Slags with lower content of crystalline phase and 
higher ratio of irlonomer/dimer had higher pozzolanic 
reactivity. The reactivity of slag seems to 
correspond to amount of'SiOz eluted by 0.1N NaOH 
solution. The larger the amount of glass phase and 
the higher the basicity in their glass phase, the

I

larger amount of fly ashes reacted. Amount of silica 
fumes and rice husk ashes reacted varied according to 
their specific surface area and glass phase content. 
Hydration degree of fly ashes, silica fumes and rice 
husk ashes is corresponding to their acid soluble 
SiOz+AlгОз per weight.
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INFLUENCE OF CHARACTER OF BLENDING COMPONENT ON THE DIFFUSION OF NA AND CL IONS IN HARDENED BLENDED CEMENT

PASTE

side is effective to reduce

SUMMARY: Relationship between composition, structure and 
blended cement paste was studied in < '*

Liuii structure and diffusion coefficient of Na+ and Cl through hardened 
ule„uCu «,„=,. и-о« »u. ----------- ... order to clarify the effect of blending component on the depression of 
concrete deterioration by alkali aggregate reaction and by chloride attack to reinforcement.

The diffusion of alkalies and chlorine was strongly influenced by the porosity and pore structure of hardened 
cemet paste. The composition and structure of hydrate produced,, zeta potential of pore surface and continuity 
of pore is also related to the diffusion coefficient of alkalies and chlorine ion through hardened cement 

paste.properties.

Reduction of total porosity and shift of capillary pore size distribution to smaller 
the diffusion coefficient of these ions as well as the formation of low C/S C-S-H.

Estudou-se a relagäo entre composicäo, estrutura e coeficiente de difusäo de Na e 
Cl*  na pasta de cimento aditivado, com о fim de esclarecer о efeito do componente de adifäo 
sobre a depressäo de deterioracao do concreto, рог rea^äo do agregado alcalino e por ataque 
de cloreto ä armacao.

A difusäo de älcalis e cloro fol fortemente influenciada pela porosidade e estrutura 
do poro da pasta endurecida de cimento. A composicäo e estrutura do hidrato produzido, о po- 
tencial zeta da superficie do poro e a continuidade do poro tambem estäo relacionados com о 
coeficiente de difusäo de ion de älcali e cloro atraves das propriedadcs da pasta endurecida 
de cimento.

A reducao da porosidade total e m’.idan?a da distribuigäo de tamanho do poro capilar pa 
ra menor tamanho, efetivamente reduzem о coeficiente de difusäo destes ions, bem сото a forma 
?ao de C-S-H com baixa relagao C/S.

Toyosu 1-1-7, Koto-ku Tokyo, JAPAN



1. INTRODUCTION

The deterioration and damage of concrete and steel 
reinforced concrete by alkali aggregate reaction and 
by chloride attack has recently become serious 
problem on the durability of. concrete. Substitution 
of slag and fly ash for part of portland cement is 
recommended for one of the solution of these problems 
and it is proved effective in many experiments.

In this paper, influence of the addition of blast
furnace slag, fly ash and silica fume on the dif
fusion coefficient of Na and Cl ions was studied in 
order to clarify the mechanism of the depression of 
alkali aggregate reaction and by chloride attack by 
the blending component.

2. SAMPLE

Chemical composition and specific surface area of 
ordinary portland cement (OPC) and three kinds of 
blending component used are shown in Table 1.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

3.1 Preparation and characterization of hardened 
paste

Blended cements prepared from various amount of fly 
ashes and slags, 10% of silica fume were mixed at 
water with water cement ratio of 0.3, 0.4, 0.6 and 
cured in plastic vessel for two months at 318°K. 
After predetermined time, hardened paste was D-dried. 
Then, produced hydrates was analysed by DSC and EPMA, 
total porosity estimated by ig. loss of hardened 
paste, pore volume and pore size distribution of 
hardened paste was determined by mercury penetration 
and nitrogen adsorption method, analysis of composi
tion of hydrate, especially C-S-H, Na and Cl ion 
distribution in hardened paste after diffusion test 
was also measured by EPMA.

3.2 Measurement of diffusion coefficient of Na and 
Cl ion in hardened paste and zeta potencial of 
hardened cement paste powder

Diffsion coefficient of each ion at 293OK was mea
sured using diffusion cell (1) as shown in Fig. 1. 
Na and Cl ions concentration in distilled water side 
was measured at constant interval by flame photometry 
and spectrophotometry using Hg(SCN)e, respectively. 
Zeta potential of hardened paste powder was measured 
by streaming potential method.

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Composition and structure of hardened paste

Fig. 1

Diffusion 
cel 1

4.1.1 Amount of hydrates and chemical composition of 
C-S-H

Hydrates detected by XRD were mainly AFm and Ca(0H)z. 
The amount of these hydrates in hardened cement paste 
are shown in Fig. 2. Dotted line shows amount of 
hydrates per unit weight of ordinary portland cement 
for reference calculated from mixing ratio of it. 
The amount of Ca(OH)z in hardened blastfurnace slag 
cement paste was almost same as that of fly ash 
cement paste and was decreased with the increasing 
amount of blending components added. On the other 
hand, the amount of AFm was increased both in blast
furnace slag cement and ordinary fly ash cement paste 
compared with that in OPC paste, though there were 
remarkable difference in degree. Fly ash cement 
paste with 20% high calcium fly ash had more amount 
of AFm than with ordinary fly ash cement paste and 
had small amount of cubic aluminate hydrate. In 
silica cement paste with 10% of silica fume, the 
amount of AFm and Ca(0H)z was remarkably small 
comparing with fly ash cement paste with 10% of 
ordinary fly ash.

Fig. 2

blending 
component

blastfurnace 
slag 

ordinary 
fly ash

hydrate 

AFm Ca(0H)2

Amount of hydrates 
in hardened blended 
cement paste (318°K 
W/C=0.40)Amount of blending component (I)

Table 1 Chemical composition of ordinary portland cement and blending component used.

Table 2 shows the chemical composition of C-S-H 
formed in hardened cement paste. C/S ratio of C-S-H

1g.. loss S10« AlzOt FezO» CaO MgO SOz NazO KzO Total Blaine(cm'/g)

ordinary portland cement 0.5 21.9 5.6 3.2 64.3 1.9 2.0 0.2 0.7 100.3 3,240
ordinary fly ash 1.6 58.3 24.1 4.6 3.5 1.5 0.1 1.7 0.5 95.9 3,840
high calcium fly ash 1.3 33.6 22.0 6.4 27.1 4.5 2.1 1.6 0.5 99.1 3,730
blastfurnace slag 0.4 31.6 15.0 0.4 40.7 7.6 0.0 0.5 0.5 96.7 5,980
silica fume 4.0 86.4 0.1 3.0 0.8 0.3 • 0.2 0.8 95.6 21.8(BET m‘/g)



Table 2 Chemical composition of C-S-H in hardened 
cement paste determined by EPMA (318 K, age 
2 months)

C/S C/A C/(S+A) МагО(%) КгО(%)

OPC 1.90 0.07 1.72 0.03 0.33
FC 1.32 0.19 1.19 0.25 0.78
SC 1.43 0.22 1.12 0.33 0.32
BC 1.65 0.32 1.32 0.15 0.28

OPC: ordinary portland cement paste
FC: fly ash cement with 40% of ordinary fly ash 
SC: silica cement with 10% of silica fume 
BC: blastfurnace slag cement with 40% slag

in hardened paste became lower in the order of OPC, 
blastfurnace slag cement with 40% slag, silica cement 
with 10% of silica fume and fly ash cement with 40% 
of ordinary fly ash. In the C/(S+A) ratio, the order 
of SC and FC are in versed. Fly ash cement with high 
calcium fly ash showed almost the same C/S ratio of 
C-S-H as blastfurnace slag cement. C-S-H formed in 
blended cement paste tend to have more amount of Al 
and alkali ions than those in OPC.

4.1.2 Pore structure and texture

Fig. 3 shows total porosity and capillary pore volume 
ratio of each size range of hardened blended cement 
paste with different amount of blending component 
added. Fly ash blended cement paste with ordinary 
fly ash had larger total porosity and pore volume 
ratio of 5-50nm in diameter than OPC and they 
increased with increasing fly ash content. On the 
other hand, blastfurnace slag cement with slag up to 
40% had smaller total porosity and larger pore volume 
ratio less than 5nm. However, blastfurnace slag 
cement with 70% of slag tended to have larger total 
porosity and pore volume ratio less than 5nm. In 
case of silica cement with 10% of silica fume, total 
porosity and pore volume ratio less than 5nm in
creased compared with OPC. Total porosity of fly ash 
cement with 20% of high calcium fly ash decreased and 
pore volume ratio less than 5nm and more than lOOnm 
increased compared with fly ash cement with same 
content of ordinary fly ash. When mixed with dif
ferent W/C, especially pore volume ratio more than 
lOOnm remarkably changed as reported by Mehta et al
(2).

1: OPC, 2: ordinary fly ash (F) 51, 3: F 101,
4- F 201, 5: F 401, 6: high calcium fly ash 201, 
7: silica fume 101, 8: slag (B) 101, 9: В 201.

10: В 401, 11: В 701

Fig. 3 Total porosity and pore volume ratio of 
each capillary pore size range of hardened 
blended cement paste (318°K, W/C=0.40) 

The pore size distribution of gel pore in hardened 
cement paste with ordinary fly ash and blastfurnace 
slag measured by N2 adsorption method is shown in 
Fig. 4. Maximum peak at about 1 nm in radius (2nm 
diameter), which corresponds to average distance 
between C-S-H solid surface decreased in fly ash 
cement but it was increased in blastfurfnace slag 
cement. It is probably considered to be caused by 
the formation of more dense structure by low C/S C- 
S-H in former and the increase in amount of C-S-H in 
latter. Pore size distribution of gel pore of 10% 
silica fume blended cement was comparatively similar 
to blastfurnace slag cement.

Fig. 5 shows back scattering image on the polished 
surface of hardened blended cement paste. OPC had

Hydraulic radii, r^ (nm)

Fig. 4 Pore size distribution of gel pore in 
hardened blended cement paste with 
blastfurnace slag and fly ash measured by 
N2 adsorption method (318°K, W/C=0.40)

dense C-S-H around alite and large layer aggromera- 
tion of Са(0Н)г crystal. Blastfurnace slag cement 
had dense C-S-H complicated with AFm. While, fly ash 
cement paste contained fine sized C-S-H around fly 
ash and locally produced Ca(OH)г and AFm phase, and 
silica fume cement was rich in C-S-H and poor in Al- 
bearing hydrate.

4.2 Diffusion coeffitient of Na and Cl ions through 
hardened paste

4.2.1 Relationship between diffusion coefficient and 
water cement ratio of paste

As shown in Fig. 6, the diffusion coefficient of Na 
ion become larger with increase of water cement 
ratio. The diffusion coefficient through OPC paste 
was the largest and showed almost the same tendency 
as through blastfurnace slag cement paste with 40% 
slag against increase of W/C ratio. While, fly ash 
cement had smaller diffusion coefficient than the 
former two and its increase rate against W/C was 
smal1.

4.2.2 Diffusion coefficient of Na and Cl ions through 
hardened blended cement paste
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Fig. 7'shows diffusion coefficient of Cl and Na ions 
through hardened cement paste with different amount 
of blending component. Effect of fly ash on the 
diffusion coefficient seemed to be different fromthat 
of blastfurnace slag. When compared with same level 
of blending component, diffusion coefficient of each 
ion became smaller in the order of fly ash cement 
with high calcium fly ash, blastfurnace slag cement, 
fly ash cement with ordinary fly ash and silica 
cement with silica fume. In every case, the 
diffusion coefficient of Cl ion was larger than that 
of Na ion in spite of kind of blending component and 
its blended amount.

4.3 Relationship between diffusion coefficient and 
structure and composition of hardened paste

4.3.1 Relationship between total porosity and 
diffusion coefficient

Fig. 8 shows relationship between total porosity and

0 10 20 40 70 0 10 20 40 70

Blending component content (%)

• OPC, О ordinary fly ash, Д slag
• high calcium fly ash •silica fume

Fig. 7 Diffusion coefficient of Na and Cl ions 
through blended cement paste with different 
amount of blending component (318°K, 
W/C=0.40).

diffusion coefficient of Cl and Na ions of hardened 
paste. Diffusion coefficient of each ion seemed to 
be mainly determined by W/C ratio without influence
of kinds of blending component and its blended ’
amount. The diffusion coefficient of Cl ion was 4
about ten times as large as that of Na ion. The '
hardened paste after diffusion test had much amount 
of Fredel salt but no Ca(OH)?. Large value of dif
fusion coefficient of Cl is considered to be caused 
by production of large pore eluting Ca ion from 
hydrates in hardened cement paste.

4.3.2 Relationship between pore size distribution and 1 
. diffusion coefficient

In fly ash cement with ordinary fly ash, diffusion of 
ions appears to become difficult with increasing pore 
volume ratio of 5-50 nm in size in spite of its high



total porosity. On the other hand, in case of blast
furnace slag cement, the diffusion coefficient became 
smaller with increase in pore volume ratio less than 
5nm. Fly ash cement paste with high calcium fly ash

Total porosity (%)

Fig. 8 Relationship between total porosity and 
diffusion coefficient of Na and Cl ions 
(318°K, W/C=0.40, B5: blastfurnace cement 
with 5% blastfurnace slag, F20: fly ash 
cement with 20% of ordinary fly ash).

containing large Capillary pore more than lOOnm had 
large diffusion coefficient. Capillary pore is 
considered to have more contribution than gel pore to 
the reduction of diffusion coefficient. Continuity 
of capillary pore also influences the diffusion coef
ficient of these ions.

4.3.3 Relationship between composition and surface 
properties of hydrate and diffusion of ions

(1) Na and Cl distribution of hardened cement paste 
after a diffusion test Fig. 9 shows corrected Na 
concentration distribution of hardened cement paste 
after a diffusion test. Gradient of alkali concen
tration from the NaOH solution side towards the 
distilled water side was larger in the order of OPC, 
blastfurnace slag cement, ordinary fly ash cement. 
Alkali concentration of alkali solution side became 
higher in that order and that of the distilled water 
side became lower in that order. Since the diffusion 
of ion proceeded in the constant rate, it is 
considered that blastfurnace slag cement and fly ash 
and silica fume blended cement have resistance to the 
diffusion of alkali ion. Na concentration of the 
distilled water side is higher than original level 
and its trend is inhanced in blended cement paste. 
It is also, therefore, suggested that Mended cement 
paste have larger holding capacity of alkali 
permeated than OPC paste.

Cl ion distribution showed similar trend to that of 
Na ion, but it depended strongly upon the amount of 
Al-bearing hydrate.

(2) Zeta potential of hardened cement paste powder
Fly ash and blastfurnace slag showed negative zeta 
potential in water suspension (3). OPC ordinal 1^ 
with negative potential by the adsorption Ca , Na 
and К , charged to positive and become larger with 
time (4). Fig. 10 shows zeta potential of hardened 
paste powder measured by IN NaOH solution streaming 
method. The zeta potential was high in the order of 

fly ash cement, blastfurnace slag cement and OPC, 
turninq from negative to positive value with time in 
the latter two. This indicates that fly ash cement 
paste prevent alkali ions from diffusing by electric 
repulsion more than blastfurnace slag cement.

original level

Fig. 9 Distribution of Na+ in cross section of 
hardened cement paste after diffusion
test

форс
*■ blastfurnace slag cement (slag 20T)
■ fly ash cement (ordinary fly ash 10T)

Fig. 10

Change of zeta 
potential of 
hardened paste 
powder

(3) Chemical composition of C-S-H in hardened paste

It is well known that specific surface area of C-S-H 
generally become higher with lower C/S ratio. There
fore, one of the reason why Mended cement, especial
ly ordinary fly ash cement and silica fume blended 
cement have higher effect on the reduction of dif
fusion of alkali than OPC is considered to be the 
formation of low C/S C-S-H with high specific surface 
area and capable of adsorbing much alkalies.

К ion is considered to show similar behavour of Na 
ion for diffusion of ion through hardened cement 
paste.

5. CONCLUSION

(1) The amount of Са(ОН)г in matured hardened blast
furnace slag cement was approximately same as in fly 
ash cement paste with ordinary fly ash and decreased 
with increasing blended amount. AFm content in the 
former was about two times in the latter and was 
larger than in OPC. Fly ash cement paste with high 
calcium fly ash had much amount of AFm and small 
amount of cubic aluminate hydrate. Silica fume 
blended cement paste was smaller in amount of Ca(OH)i 
and AFm.

C/S ratio of C-S-H formed was lower in the order of 
OPC, blastfurnace slag cement, fly ash cement with 
ordinary fly ash, silica fume cement, when same



amount of blending component was added. Low C/S C- 
S-H contained larger amount of Al and alkalies.

(2) Fly ash cement paste with ordinary fly ash had 
larger total porosity and pore volume ratio of 5-50nm 
than OPC and they increased with increasing fly ash 
amount. Blastfurnace slag cement paste with slag up 
to' 40% showed smaller total porosity and larger 
porevolume ratio less than 5 nm than OPC. Both total 
porosity and pore volume ratio less than 5nm became 
large in blastfurnace slag cement with 70% content of 
slag and silica fume blended cement paste. Fly ash 
cement paste with high calcium fly ash had much more 
pore volume ratio larger than lOOnm than with, ordi
nary fly ash. Maximum peak of gel pore size distri
bution which corresponds to average distance between 
C-S-H solid surface decreased with the formation of 
more dense structure of low C/S C-S-H in ordinary fly 
ash cement and increased with the increase in amount 
of C-S-H in blastfurnace slag cement.

(3) When compared with same level, the diffusion 
coefficient of each ion through hardened paste became 
smaller in the order of OPC and fly ash cement with 
high calcium fly ash, blastfurnace slag cement, fly 
ash cement with ordinary fly ash and silica cement 
with silica fume. Capillary pore and its continuity 
had more contribution than gel pore to the reduction 
of diffusion coefficient. The diffusion of Cl ion 
proceeded same manner as alkali ions but diffusion 
coefficient of Cl ion was about ten times as large as 
that of Na ion. '

(4) Low C/S C-S-H with high specific surface area 
serve to adsorb or incorporate much amount of alkali 
into it and to prevent movement of alkali through 
hardened paste by electric repulsion. This fact is 
confirmed from the results of alkali concentration 
distribution in hardened paste after diffusion test 
and zeta potential of hardened paste powder in NaOH 
solution.
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Activity of fly ashes used as a pozzolanic admixture to cement. 3.2
Activite des cendres volantes utilisees comme 1’addition pouzzolanique pour ciments.

pozzolanic activity
   cement binder have been

and fly ash fractions collected in different sec
_____ ___ 1 ’ ’ ' 3 : /I/ si-

and /II/ mixing of the ground and ungi’ound fly ash

SUMMARY : Some physical and chemical properties of fly ashes and their 
as well as their influence on hydration and properties of the hardened 
studied. Both ground and unground fly ash, and fly ash fractions 
tions of a power plant duster were used. Samples were prepared by the two methods 
multaneous grinding of cement and fly ash, аш /хх/ wa „.o,
with cement. Pure Portland cement was used as a reference sample. It has been found that the 
ashes show certain pozzolanic activity. Their addition to the Portland cement modifies З-у5 
properties and particularly resistance to sulphate corrosion and heat of hydration. The influ
ence of fly ash on the mechanical strength of the cement depends on the,ratio Oi the all con- 
stituants of the cement mixture, way of its preparation, phase composition of the ash and its 
grain size. The mechanical strength of the cement with the adaitive Oi the xly ash after lon0 
time of its storing is the best proof of the pozzolanic activity Ox tne xly ash used.

Foram estudadas algumas propriedades flsicas e quimicas de cinzas volantes e sua a- 
tividade pozolänica, bem сото sua influencia sobre a hidratacao e as propriedades do ligante 
cimentoso endurecido. Foram utilizadas tanto cinza volante moida e nao moida, сото porcöes 
de cinza volante coletadas em diferentes se^oes de urn pulverizador de usina de for^a. Dois 
metodos foram usados para prepara^ao de amostras: 1) moagem simultänea de cimento e cinza 
volante, e 2) mistura de cinza volante moida e näo moida ao cimento. Como amostra de refe
renda usou-se cimento portland comum. Constatou-se que as cinzas volantes apresentam certa 
atividade pozolänica. Sua adi^ao ao cimento portland modifica sua propriedade e particular- 
mente a resistencia ä corrosäo por sulfato e о calor de hidratacao. A influencia da cinza 
volante sobre a resistencia mecanica do cimento depende da relacäo de todos os constituintes 
da mistura de cimento, forma de sua preparacäo, composicao de fase da cinza e sua granulome- 
tria. A resistencia mecanica do cimento com aditivo de cinza volante, apos longo tempo de 
armazenagem, e a melhor pruva da atividade pozolänica da cinza volante usada.





Зт1. Heat of hydration.

The results of colorimetric investigations 
are presented in Fig. 1. The colorimetric 
curves indicate that a fly -ash addition di
minishes the rate of heat evolution and si
multaneously retards the appearance of the 
maximal heat effects corresponding to the 
hydration of alite and C^A. The retarding 
influence of fly ashes exerted on the hydra
tion process is due to the content of SO, 
/са Т/6/ and of elementary carbon /ca 2.5"W. 
Cements containing ground .fly ash addition 
reach the moment of maximal heat evolution 
earlier than those containing not ground ad
dition. Also in the time period between 20 
and 72 hours of hydration the rate of heat 
evolution and therefore also the rate of 
chemical reaction are greater in the case 
of ground fly ash addition. In the first 10 
hours of hydration the rate of heat evolu
tion in the case of cements containing not 
ground additions is a little greater what 
can be possibly ascribed to low homogenous 
distribution of carbon particles.

3-2.  Phase composition of cement pastes.

The results of DTA and X-ray investigations 
in the period between 1 and 90 days of hydra
tion have brought the proof that the fly ash 
addition increases the rate of hydration of 
ci inker phases and binds the calcium hydro
xide. The influence of fly ashes consisting 
in increasing the rate of hydration can be 
explained by the so called "effect of small 
particles" /2/. The binding of calcium hy
droxide leading to formation of hydrated 
calcium silicates and aluminates is the fun
damental pozzolanic reaction. The determina
tion of the rate of this reaction can be 
thus very usefull in characterizing the poz
zolanic activity of fly ashes. Fig. 2 illus
trates the influence of fly ash addition on 
the Ca/CH/9 - content in hydrated cements.

Fig. 2 - Са/ОН/, content in cement pastes 
in function of time.

3~3. Porosity of cement pastes.

Fig. 3 illustrates the relation between the 
decrease of total porosity of pastes con
taining fly ash addition and their compres
sive strength.

80
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AO 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80

Fig. 3 - Compressive strength in function 
of porosity of cement pastes.

For given values of porosity the past con
taining ground addition exhibits greater 
compressive strengths than that containing 
not ground addition, but smaller than in the 
case of paste without ash addition. The com
pressive strength of cement pastes does not 
depend only on their total porosity but also 
on the type of hydrating phases and on the 
shape and distribution of pores /3/.

U. INVESTIGATIONS OF PROPERTIES OF CEMENTS 
’ЛТН FLY ASH ADDITION.

Investigations of properties of cements con
taining fly ash additions bring the most sig
nificant information about the pozzolanic 
activity and can be considered to be the most 
important criterion of the applicability of 
this fly ash in cement manufacture. Most re
liable data are obtained in the result of 
compressive strength determinations especial
ly after long periods of hardening.

4-1.  Fundamental physical properties of 
cements containing fly ash additions.

Physical properties of cements containing fly 
ash additions determined using the normalized 
methods are presented in Table 2.
The results obtained for ashes from different 
sections of electrofilters show that with de
creasing mean grain diameter the mechanical 
strength increases.
Best mechanical strength were observed after 
grinding the all cement components /Portland 
clinker, gypsum and fly ash/ together in one 
mill charge. Introduction of already ground 
fly ash lowers the initial strength stronger 
than the introduction of not ground addition. 
The positive effect of previous grinding is



Table 2

' '»T 11 iNormal
{Fly ashjconsis-
|additive|tency
• !/^ н2о/
1 I

I Set /h,min/ j Strength /ri/mm27 |
*1 *——— 
1Initial 
J

1

F inal I*

13days

Bending 1 1 Compressive ' {

7days 28days 90days lyear bdays 7days 28days 90days lyearj ---------------------------- 1I-------------j-----------
! - ! 26.5
1 1

i 250
1

450 J 5#7 8.4 9.3 9.7
1

10.0 ! 21.6
1 35.4 47.6 62.0 67.2'

1
1 1
|15?№-X 1 29.5 ■ 330 51° I 6.1 7.9 9^9 10.1 10.6 I 24.2 34.4 49.1 64.5 71.1*

1
{15%S1-X ! 29.5 • 330 5Ъ ! 5.9 7.8 9.7 10.0 10.4 { 23.7 33.7 48.8 . 4- 70.8 I
i'l5%S2-X I 29.0 1 505 ! 6.4 8.1 9.9 10.1 10.7 ! 25.0 36.0 49.3 65.0 71.3 I

{15%S3-X { 29.0 i 325 500 ! 6.5 8.1 9.9 10.3 10.8 25.5 37.2 49.2 65.2 71.3!
*H5%GS-0 I 30.5 * 340 5гЬ ! 5.6 7.2 9.7 10.1 10.8 1 18.9 31.3 41.4 55.3 65 »3 I

1
{15/ÄJS-0 I 29.0 
1 1

' 320
1

450 ! 5.8 
1

7.8 9.8 10.0 10.2 { 20.5 
1

34.1 40.5 53.8 60.0 1
1

1 1
t45^is-x ; 33.5 1 735 1 3.5 4.6 7.5 10.1

1
10.4. ',12.4 18.2 30.3 Л0 Q бб.б;

{45%S1-X ! 34.0 ! 5°5 80u I 3.0 4.1 7.0 9.7 9.9 {11.4 17.3 29.5 48.7 65.1 [
{45%32-X ! 32.5 ,20 

• 705 ! 3.8 5.1 8.0 10.2 10.5 ! 13.5 19.1 31.0 3 0. <3 67.0 !
I

}45^S3-X '32.5 i 645 ; 4.4 5.5 8.5 10.8 11.0 •13.9 20.2 32.7 52.8 69.1;
!45%GS-0 1 34.5 I г 00 1 5 7^0 1 2.9 4.0 6.8 9.9 10.6 ! 9.9 U.S 25.8 47.0 59.7 1
’{AS^US-O 1 33.0 1 430 720 j 3.0 3.8 5.8 9.8 9.7 [11.2 15.7 21.8 41 .4 53.3 I
1 1 1 1 . L _ _______ I

! MS - mean sample : S1 •- sample from qSt section of electrofilters ; S2 - sample from 2n'J j
1 section of electrofilters ; S3 - sample from 3rd section of electrofilter’S • kj-D - ßr'OUnd 1
1 sample ; US - unground sample ; X - simultaneous grinding all cement components 1 1
J 0 - mixing fly ash and cement _______ 1

observed not earlier than after 7-28 days 
of hydration. This agrees with results ob
tained in determining the heat of hydration 
/3-1./.
The results presented in Table 3 illustrate 
the decrease of compressive strength during 
storage in dry-air conditions. This proves 
that the presence of liquid phase is indis
pensable for proper proceeding of the poz- 
zolanic reaction.

Table 3
T I I
Ipiv =='H 'Strength after storage in dry-air •
I i--------------- ---------------------------------------------- 1
I ! Bending I Compressive J
I J---------------------- 1------------------------ I
I I 28 days 1 year | 28 days 1 year i

J - J 10.3 9.4 ! 50.6 56.5 I
Il5№-X I 9.8 9.6 I 46.6 51.4 I
1 I I
p5%MS-X I 7.1 8.0 I 28.2 38.4 '

Ü--------------- 4___________________L_____________________ ?

the heat of hydration is illustrated by 
Table 4, and the resistivity to sulphate 
corrosion by Fig. 4.

Table 4

'Time of
•hydration
• /h/
II

J

1

6
12
24
36
48
60
72

!______ Heat_eyolution_/j/g/_________ 1

} pure
1 cement11

cement with 
45;'S ground 
fly ash add.

cement with [ 
АЗ'/э ungroundj 
fly ash add.i

1
*1 2.85 1 .01 1.07 I

• 22.19 5.25 6.45 ;
I 116.77 30.10 25.82 j
• 229.83 120.66 111.78 !
1273.33 154.67 141.82 1
1300.58 172.98 160.91 1
!320.23 191.29 174.88 1
!335.66 203.16 185.86 1

t

4-2. Special properties of cements modified 
by fly ash additions.

Pozzolanic additions decrease the heat of 
hydration and increase the resistivity to 
corrosion especially with respect to sul
phates. The influence of fly ash addition on 

As it can be seen from the presented results 
the fly ash addition diminishes the hydration 
heat mainly in the period of some very first 
hours of hydration. After 36 hours in the 
case of 45/0 content of ground ash and after 
72 hours in the case of AS'i content of not 
ground ash the total heat of hydration was



lowered to 45% in comparison with that for 
cement without ash additions.

Fig. 4 - Influence of the fly ash addition 
on the resistivity of cement to sulphate 
corrosion.
R - strength after 3 years storage in stan

dard conditions
R - strength after 3 years storage in 

2% MgSOz solution

The results presented in Fig. 4 prove that 
the fly ash addition increases the resis
tivity to sulphate corrosion. To protect 
effectively against this corrosion the ad
dition of fly ash shall amount to not less 
than 30;j.

5. SPECIAL METHODS FOR DETSRMINING THE 
POZZOLANIC ACTIVITY OF FLY ASHES.

Basing on results discussed in 2, 3 and 4 
the authors consider the ASTIi - method /4/ 
to be the best suitable chemical method and 
the method proposed by Fratini and Lea /5,6/ 
the best physical method for determining the 
pozzolanic activity. The results obtained 
using the ASTM method are presented in Table 
5, those obtained according to Fratini in 
Table 6.

Table 6

1 Kind of cement
1
1
1
1
1

--------------------------------------------- 1
• Compressive strength 11 /N/mm2/ }

! Rs _ ?P . - No !_ В____ 5__ ■
[Pure cement 
1

1111 <r1 
•

1 m1 
K
'l 

1r™
40.4 5.0 '

11
iCement+43% MS-X

1
i 18.2 42.9 24.7 ;

iCement+45% S1-X '[ 17.5 39.8 22.3 }
|Cement+45/o 32-X ; 19.1 44.0 24.9 1
iCement+45?5 S3-X 1 20.2 45 .5 25.3 }
iCement+45% GS-0 ! 14.8 35.8 2i .o ;
|Cement+45v) US-0 ; 15.7 30.4 14.7 I
1 1 L _ 1
К - strength after 7 days 
1 0 dard conditions

™ strength after 3 days 
• *■ dai'd conditions and 4 
1 watei1 at 50°C

storage in stan- | 
1 

storage in stan- j 
days storage in i

1 
11

pther indications as in Table 2
1 1 — - -1

These results are very good correlated with 
those obtained after' long-time determina
tions /Table 2/ which best characterize the 
pozzolanic activity of fly ashes. The ASTIi 
method brings "the results faster but the 
Fratini method also allows to forsee the or
der of magnitude of mechanical strength af
ter very long hardening periods.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The obtained results prove that the most re
liable determination of pozzolanic activity 
of fly ashes consists in parallel application 
of the ASTM and the Fratini method ; additio
nal determination of the carbon content in 
ashes can be also very usefull,
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Composition of Pore Fluids Extruded From Slag-Cement Pastes

SUMMARY

The hydration of cement pastes prepared from several different cements has been studied 
by pore fluid expression. The effect of replacement of a portion of the cement by blast fur
nace slags was explored. The chemistry of pore fluids is important not only because of this 
role in the hydration of cement but also with respect to the passivation of steel in concrete 
and in alkali-aggregate reactions.

In general the results of pore solution studies were found to be quite sensitive to ma
ny factors. For instance expression pressure, curing conditions, and post expression hand
ling of the expressed liquids have all been found to affect the final results.

Additions of the relatively silica rich slags to the portland cement lead to a partial 
neutralization of the pore fluids. Primarily through a reduction of the alkali present resul^ 
ting in a lowering of the pH by 0.5. However, the lower pH values observed are still adequa
te for passivation of steel.

Por meio de expressäo de fluido de poro, estudou-se a hidrata^ao de pastas de cimento 
preparadas com diversos cimentos diferentes. Explorou-se о efeito da substituipao de uma po£ 
cäo de cimento por escorias de alto forno. A quimica dos fluidos de poro e importante, näo 
so por seu papel na hidratacäo do cimento, mas tambem em relapäo ä passivajao do apo no con
creto e äs reapöes no älcali-agregado.

Em geral os resultados dos estudos da solucäo de poro foram considerados bastante sens! 
veis a muitos fatores. Por exemplo, a pressäo para expressäo, as condipöes de сига, e о manu 
seio dos liquidos expremidos apos a expressäo, afetam - conforme se constatou - os resultados 
finals.

Adipoes de escorias, relativamente ricas em silica, ao cimento levam a uma neutraliza- 
päo parcial dos fluidos de poro. Primeiramente por meio da redupäo do älcali presente, resul 
tando em diminuipäo de 0,5 no pH. Contudo, os valores de pH mais baixos observados ainda säo 
adequados para passivapäo do apo.



IHTRODUCTION

Studies of the hydration processes involved in 
hydrating cement pastes are generally hampered by 
uncertainties about the nature of the aqueous phase. 
In 1973 Longuet (1) stimulated renewed interest in 
the nature of the aqueous phase by expressing pore 
fluids from hardened cement pastes. Since that time 
Diamond (2), Glasser and Marr (3) and others have 
made significant contributions to the general 
understanding of cement/hydration chemistry using 
similar devices. Combining the results of this 
recent work with earlier studies (eg. [Flint and 
Wells-calcium-silicate solutions; 1934 (4), 
Kalousek, soda-lime-silica solution; 1944 (5)] 
should lead to a better understanding of the 
processes involved.

Interest in the aqueous portion of hydrating 
cement pastes extends beyond hydration processes to 
concerns about alkali-aggregate reactions and the 
passivation of steel in concretes. This study 
examines the effects of major substitution of ground 
granulated blast-furnace slag on the properties of 
cement paste pore solutions.

EXPERIMENTAL

Pore fluids were expressed from samples that 
had been cured for times ranging from a few hours to 
several months at pressures up to 275 MPa. Except 
where otherwise noted pressure was applied in ~14MPa 
increments with pauses to allow fluid to escape. In 
general two sets of curing conditions were employed
1) 25°C over water and 2) 38°C in a controlled 
humidity chamber.

Due to the relatively small quantities of fluid 
collected during these studies special sample 
preparation techniques (6) were employed prior to 
carrying out an analysis of the fluids. Samples for 
cation analysis were diluted using 5% v/v HC1 
solution. Three to 6 ml of the HOI solution was 
placed in a 7 ml plastic scintillation vial and the 
sample added in lOOpL increments utilizing an MLA 
automatic pipette equipped with disposable plastic 
tips. Further dilutions were performed in Pyrex 
volumetric flasks as necessary (note: additional 
HC1 was added as necessary to maintain the low pH 
state of the samples.

Cation determinations were performed on a DC 
plasma emission spectrometer* *. The instrument was 
calibrated with aqueous standards containing 1% v/v 
HC1. A typical analytical run consisted of 10-15 
samples and five standards. Analysis of each 
standard was performed twice, immediately prior to 
the unknowns and immediately after, to compensate 
for any instrumental drift.

(a) Index of Neutrality (c/s)
(b) Index of Hydraulicity (C+M+A/S)
(c) Total Alkali (N320) Equlv.
(d) Total Alkali (Na+K)
(e) Blane Specific Surface Area (m2/g) '

* Blane specific surface area was not determined 
due to extreme fineness of samples. BET' 
surface area was 9.26 m2/g

•• Gain on ignition indicates the existence of 
sulfur as S or S2- rather than SO,

1-09 - MRL code for Type I cement from Lone Star
I- 1B - MRL code for Tye I high alkali cement

obtained via Atlantic Cement Co.
B-66 - MRL code for Newcem Slag from Atlantic Cement 

Co.
S-37 - MRL code for granulated blast furnace slag 

dust from Purfleet
II- 04 - MRL code for Type II/I cement from Atlantic

Cement Co.

Sample preparation for anion analysis follows 
much the same pattern as for cation determinations 
with the exception that all dilutions were performed 
with deionized water. The anion determinations were 
performed utilizing Ion Exchange Chromatography**. 
Separation was accomplished using a fast run anion 

♦Model Illb'fromBeckman/Smith-Kline 
♦•Dionex Model 2010, 

separator (HPIC-AS3 with A6B guard column). Samples 
were injected through a 0.2pm syringe filter.

Standards for both the anion and cation 
analysis were made by serial dilution of lOOOpg/mL 
stock solutions obtained from J.T. Baker Co. or Alfa 
Inc.

Chemical analysis and Blaine specific surface 
area values for the starting raw materials used in 
this work are shown in Table I.

Experimental Variations

As part of this study a systematic attempt to 
determine the effects of experimental conditions on 
the results of pore solution studies was made. A 
batch prepared from Type I (1-09) cement with 0.50 
w/c was cast into 1 inch diameter x 2 inch height 
cylindrical molds and allowed to cure for 24 hrs at 
25°C in an atmosphere saturated with water vapor. 
In addition a specimen was prepared by casting the 
paste directly into a plastic vial. The vial was 
subsequently sealed and allowed to cure at 250С. 
The remaining samples with one exception were 
demolded after 24h and set to cure over deionized

TABLE I: Chemical Analysis and Other Character
istics of the Materials Used in this 
Work (wt.%)

(1-09) (1-13) (B66) (S3 7) 11-04

CaO 62.98 62.7 40.61 43.7 63.12
Si02 19.80 20.2 34.3 36.3 21.0
a12°3 5.74 6.2 10.2 9.7 4.02
Fe2°3 2.17 2.1 0.67 0.6 3.33
so3 2.55 3.30 2.52
S — - 1.31 — —
MgO 3.13 2.50 11.4 8.2 3.86
Na20 0.19 0.21 0.19 0.30 0.23
Kz 0.78 1.23 0.45 0.50 0.44
L0I 1.40 1.04 — — 1.06
(a) 3.18 3.10 1.18 1.18 3.01
(b) 3.63 3.53 1.79 1.67 3.38
(c) 0.70 1.02 0.49 0.63 0.52
(d) 0.97 1.47 0.64 0.80 0.67
(e) 330 402 550 ♦ 3790



water at 25°C. One sample was immediately placed in 
a solution saturated with CatOHjj and allowed to 
cure at 25°C.

The analyses of the pore fluids expressed from 
these samples after 7 days of curing are shown in 
Table II and are treated in Figures 1 and 2. Table 
II and Figure 1 summarize the effect of pressure on 
the pore fluids expressed from hardened cement 
pastes. Also Included in Table II are the results 
from a determination In which the pressure was 
rapidly increased to 275MPa prior to the extraction 
effort. The lower ionic strength exhibited by this 
sample would tend to suggest a simple filtration 
effect caused by the collapse of the pore matrix. 
Laschenko and Loganina (7) reported a similar effect 
which they attributed to the presence of two liquids 
in the cement pastes. They labeled these liquids a) 
dispersion and b) gel liquids.

TABLE II: Pressure Effect on Pore Fluids (cone, in 
moles/L)

pressure 
interval 
(kpsi) Ca К Na Si Al S04

0-20 3.0 315 109 7.5 0.63
20-30 2.6 330 117 9.3 0.37 3.54
30-40 2.4 345 122 9.6 0.15 3.75
40-50 0.5 258 130 7.12 0.26 6.77

0-20 3 .0 315 109 7.5 0.63
0-30 0.62 248 126 8.4 0.26 2.76
0-40 0.62 445 139 6.7 0.32 3.33

rapid*
increase 0.50 240 96 4.8 0.30 3.96

Unfilt. 0.62 353 130 7.1 0.3 —
Flit. 2.74 322 126 6.4 0.52 -

with 1/2 drop cone. HC1 (after filtering)
Unfilt. 1.62 222 109 4.27 0.1 —
Flit. 4.12 212 104 3.92 0.2 —

Ca(0H)2
cured 4.24 107 63 2.4 0.2 0.78

plastic
cured 3.12 297 126 1.2 0.3 2.97

'moist'
cured 0.62 445 139 4.8 0.3 3.33

Ca(0H)2 14.6 26 9. 2 0.5 <0.1 0.02

water 3.4 16 5. 9 0.9 <0.1 0.06

deionized
water <.002 .003 . 004 .025 .003 0.07

Pressure (kpsi)

12 12.5 13 13.5 14

Figure 1. Variation of Ca and alkali concentration 
with pressure data from Table II.

pH (calc.)

Figure 2. Variation of Si content with calculated 
pH in pore fluids. The pH was calculated on the basis of 0H-Na++K++2»Ca2+.

Also explored in Table II, the effect of 
post-expression treatment on the resulting analysis. 
In this case two samples were split into havles with 
one of the halves being passed through a 0.2pm 
syringe filter. One set of samples was then 
acidified using concentrated HC1 (1/2 HC1 in ~0.6mL 
of fluid). In general filtering lead to a slight 
decrease in ionic strength. The effect of immediate 
acidification was a more dramatic decrease in ionic 
strength.

The next section of Table II examines the 
effect of curing conditions on the pore solutions. 
Both the sample cured in saturated Ca(0H)2 and the 
sample cured in a sealed vial exhibit significantly 
lower ionic strengths than the sample cured in a 
moist atmosphere (normal conditions for this study). 
This raises the possibility that interactions with 
the storage solutions may be playing a significant 
role in the pore solution. The last section of 
Table II contains the analyses of the two storage 
solution along with typical results from the 
deionized water used in preparing them. The ability 
of these storage solutions to act as leachants is 
strongly suggested by these results.

The silica concentrations found in these 
solutions are surprisingly high when compared with 
those found by other investigators (3). Figure 2 is 
intended to explore a possible explanation for this 



relationship. The pH values were calculated on the 
basis of [OH] = [-Na] + [K] + 2 x I~Cal. This 
method offers the advantage of avoiding placing a 
glass pH electrode in these highly alkaline fluids. 
The solid line in Figure 2 is a best fit line based 
on data from Kalousek’s (5) study of 
soda-calcia-silica gels. The line is intended to 
represent an upper limit for Si concentrations in 
solutions in contact with soda-calcia-silica gels 
and crystalline Ca(0H)2. While this does not offer 
a clear explanation of the silica concentrations it 
does suggest that the nature of the ^substituted) 
C-S-H gel formed may be playing a role. It may be 
that in many cements a 'quasi', crystalline C-S-H gel 
is icrmed while in this case the C-S-H formed was 
closer to a true gel, and of much higher silica 
content. Perhaps the leaching effect of the storage 
solution plays a role in this phenomenon. However 
further work in this area is indicated to reach a 
definitive conclusion on this subject.

Early Ages

A limited study of fluids extracted from pastes 
during the very early period of hydration was also 
included as part of this study (l/2-24h). A typical 
set of results is shown in Figure 3. For times up 
to 7h the liquid was collected by centrifuging the 
sample and passing the supernatant fluid through a 
0.2pm syringe filter. The 12h and 24h samples were 
collected using pore expression.

28 Dav Studies

The batch proportions and curing temperatures 
for the mixtures used in this portion of this 
investigation are shown in Table III. As can be 
seen from Figure 4 the alkali levels in this pore 
fluid climb rapidly and by 7 days nearly all the 
alkalis present in the mixture are contained in the 
pore fluids. Potassium levels were always much 
higher than sodium. These levels then remain fairly 
constant or show a slight decline over the period of 
the test.

Additions of slag always lowered the alkali 
levels substantially from that found in the 'pure' 
cements. Figure 5 provides a comparison of these 
levels. The plot shown as Figure 6 suggests that 
this is partly due to the variation in the alkali 
contents of the original mixes. However, the Slag 
containing mixes enjoy an advantage at the later

Figure 3. Pore fluids during early tines of 
hydration <I,09-,0.5w/c,25eC)

TABLE III: Mix Proportions and Curing Temperatures

S-01 0.35 1-09, 0.65 B-66, 0.5 w/c, 38«C
S-03 1-09, 0.5 w/c, 25«C
S-04 0.5 1-09, 0.5 B-66, 25°C
S-05 1-13, 0.5 w/c, 25°C
S-06 0.5 1-13, 0.5 B-66, 15»C
S-07 0.5 1-09, 0.35 B-66, 0.15 S-37, 25°C, 0.4 

wt% A=3*
S-09 1-09, 0.5 w/c, 25, 38°C
S-10 0.35 1-09, 0.65 B-66, 25, 38»C
S-ll 11-04, 0.5 w/c, 25, 38°C
S-12 0.35 1-13, 0.65 B-66, 0.5 w/c, 25, 38°C
S-13 1-09, 0.4 wt% NaCl, 0.5 w/c, 25, 38I>C
S-14 0.35 1-09, 0.65 B-66, 0.4 wt% NaCl, 0.5 w/c, 

25, 38°C
S-15 11-04, 0.4 wt% NaCl, 0.5 w/c, 25, 38°
S-16 0.35 1-13, 0.65 B-66, 0.4 wt*  NaCl, 0.5 w/c, 

25, 38«C

»A-3 -Mighty 150, KAO Chemicals, sulf, napth

800

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Time (sqr(days))

Figure 4. Alkali level in pore solutions. (The 
numbers refer to the mix numbers in Table III).

Time (sqr(days))

Figure 5. Comparison of alkali and calcium levels 
in the pore fluids of a slag—cement vs. portland 
cement. (The numbers refer to the mix numbers in 
Table III).



Alkalis <wt. 7. as Nq20)
Figure 6. Relationship of alkali levels of pore 
fluids and total akalis (as Na20) of mixes.

times, while the alkali contents of the cement pore 
solution remained high.

• The calcium concentration in the pore fluids 
quickly drops to near millimolar levels. Calcium 
levels in the slag containing mixes generally are 
somewhat lower than for the corresponding 'pure' 
cement mixes. This can be attributed to two effects
1) lower calcium content of the mixes and 2) 
increased consumption of the calcium by the 
relatively silica-rich slag-cement mixtures, the 
latter believed to be dominant.

Sulfate levels drop quickly from the high 
levels found immediately after mixing. In 
slag-cement mixtures the sulfate levels then 
remained relatively constant. However, in the 
portland cement mixtures the sulfate levels tended 
to pass through a minimum and then increase. This 
phenomenon is demonstrated in Figure 7. This 
behavior suggests early ettringite formation (low 
SO^- in solution) followed by release of sulfate to- 
solution along with Ca and Al. The aluminum levels 
would then be limited by C2AHX solubility.

In addition to those already discussed cation 
analysis for Ba, Fe, Mg, and Sr were also carried 
out. With the exception of Sr they all remained at

Time (sqr(days))

Figure 7. Comparison of aluminum and sulfate levels 
in the pore fluids of a slag-cement vs. portland 
cement. (The numbers refer to the mix numbers in 
Table III).

low ppm levels with Sr occasionally reaching tens of 
ppm. Anion determinations were also routinely 
carried out for N02-, N03-, P04- and Cl- with only 
Cl- levels reaching significant proportions (100 
ppm).

EFFECTS' OF NaCl ADDITIONS

The maintenance of high pH values in the pore 
fluids of concrete is desirable for the protection 
of steel by passivation. Soluble chlorides, at 
levels as low as 0.4% by weight of cement (8), are 
capable of inducing pitting corrosion of steel in 
spite of the high pH levels normally maintained.

Therefore to examine the effect of blast
furnace slag on these two phenomena a series of 
eight batches was prepared (S-09-S-16 in Table III). 
Two sets of specimens were prepared from each batch 
and one set cured over de-ionizdd water at 25®C, the 
other at 38°C. Pore fluids were then extracted from 
these samples at times up to six months. The 
results are presented in Tables IV-VII and Figures 
8-11.

The pH values of the pore solutions obtained 
from the salt free mixes are plotted against the 
square root of time in Figures 8 and 9. Since mild 
steel has been observed (8) to acquire a passivation 
layer when immersed in alkali solutions with pH 
values in excess of ca. 11.5 the reduction in pH 
caused by additions of blast furnace slag is not 
likely to cause major deleterious effects. Figure 
10 compares the Cl- retained in the pore fluids for 
the various mixes. In all cases, the slag-cement 
mixtures contained much lower chloride levels in the 
pore solution then the portland cement mixes. 
Figure 11, a plot of the overall c/s ratio of the 
mixes vs. %C1~ retained in the pore fluids suggests 
that the c/s ratio plays a major role in the ability

TABLE TV: Analysis of Pore Fluids from Salt-Free
Specimens Cured at 2 VC

Mix

Curing 
time 

(months)

Concentrations (mmole 1)

Na+ K+ Ca2+ so42+ Cl”

S-09-25 1 139 358 2.1 3.0 .48
2 130 345 2.6 2.4 .68
3 144 279 .4 3.3 1.35
6 113 169 .2 2.5 .59

S-10-25 1 91 166 .2 3.2 1.70
2 67 115 1.87 2.1 .28
3 78 102 .2 1.2 .38
6 78 90 .1 2.8 .65

S-ll-25 1 183 187 .3 2.1 .48
2 139 192 1.6 3.4 .73
3 178 187 .2 3.8 1.30
6 130 113 .7 2.6 .25

S-12-25 1 87 166 2.2 5.1 2.12
2 70 151 .1 5.1 —
3 88 120 .1 1.6 1.55
6 80 104 .2 2.8 .54



TABLE V: Analysis of Pore Fluids from Samples 
Containing .4% by Weight of Solids, NaCl 
cured at 25°C

Mix 1

Curing 
time 

(months)

Concentrations (mmole 1)

Na* K* Ca2* so42* Cl

S-13-25 1 204 286 .5 8.1 53.88
2 257 315 .5 4.1 20.02
3 222 230 2.0 4.1 18.33
6 265 240 ■ 3.9 5.7 22.00

S-14-25 1 135 115 .4 10.5 13.54
2 178 107 .2 3.3 8.74
3 139 82 .3 2.4 6.77
6 122 72 .1 2.9 8.03

S-15-25 1 270 179 .5 3.6 20.88
2 239 162 1.9 4.5 14.46
3 470 221 .3 7.5 32.72
6 209 113 1.1 9.8 21.44

S-16-25 1 170 159 .3 4.8 18.05
2 157 143 .4 8.5 22.00
3 170 107 .2 6.9 11.56
6 135 90 .2 9.8 10.72

TABLE VI: Analysis of Pore Fluids from Salt-Free 
Speciments Cured at 38°C

Mix <

Curing 
time 

(months)

Concentrations (mmole 1)

Na* K* Ca2* so42* Cl"

S-09-38 1 120 0345 .1 6.3 .79
2 152 389 2.7 12.4 .20
3 157 284 .5 15.2 .4
6 148 243 .6 16.56 1.07

S-10-38 1 109 176 .1 8.2 .96
2 87 153 .4 8.8 2.68
3 86 97 .1 2.4 .48
6 68 64 .1 2.4 .31

S-ll-38 1 161 197 .6 5.4 1.10
2 135 169 2.5 5.1 .32
3 98 138 .2 3.3 .87
6 152 130 1.4 7.0 .23

S-12-38 1 104 194 .2 9.69 1.13
2 83 171 .1 3.3 .36
3 148 138 .9 5.5 .84
6 89 105 .2 5.8 .59

TABLE VII: Analysis of Pore Fluids from Samples 
Containing .4% by wt of Solids NaCl, 
Cured at 38°C

Mix

Curing 
time 

(months)

Concentrations (mmole 1)

Na* K* Ca2* so42* Cl

S-13-38 1 37 4? .2 24.0 62.05
2 257 253 .4 7.9 35.54
3 204 199 1.72 6.4 27.08
6 222 194 .2 15.0 36.67

S-14-38 1 93 74 .3 7.7 18.62
2 183 118 .2 9.4 11.85
3 148 97 .2 3.44 8.18
6 130 79 .3 3.5 9.87

S-15-38 1 270 171 .4 9.3 38.08
2 239 151 .4 10.9 26.80
3 322 164 .4 15.2 33.57
6 226 110 3.4 11.6 20.87

S-16-38 1 165 143 .4 4.8 12.69
2 196 174 .3 5.0 10.15
3 387 289 1.5 19.5 40.34
6 174 107 .5 5.9 12.97

14. Оч

13. 8' * " 9___ .
13. 6' ■ — J1

13. 4-

13. 2

13. 0-

' 10 “

Time (sqr(months))

Figure 8. The pH of salt free specimens cured at 
25°C. The pH calculated on the basis of Na*  + K*  + 
2 Ca2*.  (The numbers refer to the mix numbers in 
Table III).

14. 0

13. 8

13- 6

“ 13. 4
o
S 13.2
X 
O- 13. о . .

1 2 3
Tims (sqr(months))

Figure 9. The pH of salt free specimens cured st 
3teC. The pH calculated on the basis of Na*  ♦ K*  ♦ 
2 Ca2*).  (The numbers refer to the mix numbers In 
Table III).



S-16-38 
S-16-25 
S-15-38 
S-15-25 
S-14-38 
S-14-25 
S-13-38 
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Figure 10. Percentage of available Cl~ remaining in 
pore fluids. Assuming the chemical composition of 
the total evaporable water to be identical with that 
of the expressed pore fluids.

Figure 11. The * Cl retained in pore fluids vs. 
the overall c/s ratio of the mixes.
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of the cement pastes to retain Cl in the pore 
fluids.

The lower c/s ratios (slag-containing mixtures) 
apparently fixed much of the Cl- in the solid phase, 
leaving much less available in the pore solution for 
reaction with reinforcement.

Additionally, in related studies it has been 
shown that the diffusion rates of ions through 
blast-furance slag-containing pastes are much lower 
than for portland cement pastes (9,10) diminishing 
the rate of penetration of harmful species from the 
environment.
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ZETA-POTENTIAL AND RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF SLAG CEMENT PASTES

SUMMARY: Among the generally favorable properties of fine particulate slag is its apparent ability to 
develop and maintain.adequate dispersion when intermixed with cement. In addition, adequate dispersion 
may enhance the slag particles' reactivity by exposing higher surface areas to the hydration process. 
The zeta (?) potential value can give an estimation of the likely state of dispersion when water is 
added. It can dlso be used to estimate the effectiveness of a particular superplasticizer in 
deflocculation of slag and slag/cement particles in a paste.

The ^-potentials of different slags were determined using the microelectrophoresis technique with and 
without intermixture with cement and superplasticizer. The early stage rheological properties including 
mortar flow, yield stress, and viscosity were determined for slag/cement mixes. Also, the particle size 
and shape distributions have been determined for different slag types. An intercorrelation between those 
properties has been attenpted.

It has been found that cement imposes its own surface characteristics on the slag particle surfaces. 
Different slags were found to possess different degrees of agglomeration which correlate with degree of 
hydration and rheological properties of slag/cement pastes. Furthermore, the particle size and shape 
distribution were found to effect the rheological properties and hydration process of slag/cement pastes 
through generating various degrees of particle packing. Details of the investigation and the effects of 
other variables are discussed.

Entre as propriedades gerais favoräveis da escoria finamente particulada acha- 
se sua aparente habilidade para desenvolver e manter uma adequada dispersäo quando mis- 
turada com cimento. E mais, a dispersäo adequada pode aumentar a reatividade das parti 
culas de escoria pela exposiqäo de uma maior superficie especifica ao processo de hidra 
tacao. 0 valor do potencial zeta^(S) pode dar uma estimativa do provavel estado de di? 
persäo quando se faz a adiqäo de ägua. Ele pode tambem ser usado para avaliar a cfici™ 
encia de urn superfluidificante particular na defloculaqäo das particulas de escoria e 
escoria/cimento numa pasta.

Foram determinados os potenciais zeta de escorias diferentes com о uso de tecni 
ca de microeletroforese, com e^sem intermistura com cimento e superfluidificante. A? 
propriedades reologicas no estägio inicial, incluindo fluidez da argamassa, tensäo limi 
te, e viscosidade, foram determinadas nas misturas de escoria/cimento. Tambem foram de 
terminados nos diferentes tipos de escoria о tamanho de particula e as distribuieöes de 
forma. Tentou-se uma intercorrelacao entre essas propriedades.

_ Verificou-se que о cimento impoe suas proprias caracteristicas de superficie äs 
superficies de particula de escoria. Constatou-se que escorias diferentes possuem 
graus diferentes de aglomerafäo,^que correspondem^ao grau de hidratacäo e äs proprieda
des reologicas das pastas de escoria/cimento. Alem disso, verificou-se que о tamanho 
de particula e a distribuifäo de forma afetam as propriedades reologicas e о processo 
de hidratagäo das pastas de escoria/cimento, pela geracäo de värios graus de ajuntamen- 
to de particulas. Säo discutidos detalhes da investigacäo e os efeitos de outras varia 
veis. —
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The measurement of the c-potential of different 
cementitious materials has attracted recent 
attention and the results have been applied to 
understanding particle characteristics and behavior 
in slurries with water and in the presence of other 
materials. The studies extended from portland 
cement and clinker conponents (1-7) to the effects 
of chemical admixtures on cements (8-10), other 
cementitious materials and intermixtures with 
cement, e.g., ground granulated blast-furnace slag 
(11,12), and fly ash (13).

The ^-potential value can be used to predict 
the degree of agglomeration or flocculation of slag 
particles in a suspension. The particle size 
distribution and shape distribution can give an 
estimate of the degree of initial agglomeration, but 
the zeta potential can give mich better estimation 
of the likely state when water is added. Thus in a 
system containing particles of many different sizes 
collisions will occur in different combinations 
among small particles, among large and small 
particles, and the large particles among themselves. 
As the conglomerate of a large particle and a small 
particle is still large, collisions between small 
and large particles do not change the number of 
large particles, but they do decrease the number of 
small one. Thus, the finer fraction of the 
particles plays an important role in affecting the 
extent of agglomeration. The particle size 
distribution is not the only factor that affects 
this process, but also the particle shape. Thus, 
anisodimensional particles have relatively larger 
collision diameters combined with a relatively 
larger diffusion constant than the isodimensional 
particles which will result in a higher probability 
of collision and flocculation. In addition, the 
extent of agglomeration will be inversely 
proportional to the magnitude of the potential 
barrier between stable and flocculated systems. 
Under similar circumstances, the height of this 
barrier is a function of the surface potential and 
concentration.

In the present investigation, the ^-potential 
of granulated blast-furnace slags of different 
fineness and from different sources (different 
properties) were measured on suspensions of slag or 
mixtures of slag and cement in water. The effects 
of superplasticizers on granulometry and workability 
of slag cement pastes were also evaluated. Some 
rheological properties were determined and 
correlated with ^-potential values. An attenpt is 
made to transfer effectively the c-potential values 
into meaningful results in field concrete.

MATERIALS AND MEHHQDS

Granulated blast-furnace slags from different 
sources and-of different characteristics were used 
in the present investigation. The slags were 
supplied by Atlantic Canent Co. [designated NEHCEM, 
PSU nunbers B63, B66 and B66A (550 nrkg-!], by Civil 
лпп Msrine Ltd., U.K. [four different finenesses: 
rwi' 5®®' an<^ 550 m2kg~^, designated EN400, 
EN450, IN500 and EN550, respectively],, and by 
Frodingham Cement Co., Ltd., U.K. [designated 
cemsave Scunthorpe). We also investigated the 
effects of different weathering conditions and 
duration of exposure on surface characteristics and

behavior of slag particles in slurries Intermixed 
with cement. Although this is not the main purpose 
of the present paper, ^-potential values of some of 
the samples included in that study will be presented 
here as they relate to the other findings included 
in this paper. Those samples are designated 853-1, 
853-4, and S-456. Bulk chemical conpositions and 
surface areas of the slags are presented in Table I. 
ASTM Type-I cement [designated 1-09] was used for 
preparation of mixtures with slags. The chemical 
composition of 1-09 cement is shown also in Table I.

TABLE I. Chanical and S^^ectrochenical Analysis of Slags and 
Cement.

Sample 
Number

EN 
Slag

Atlantic Slag Other Slags Cement

B66 B63 S-456 853-1 853-4 1-09

SiOo 36.3% 34.3% 34.7% 36.0% 34.66% 34.14% 20.00%А1Д 9.7 10.2 10.7 9.6 10.91 11.09 5.64
TiO2 0.7 0.48 0.51 I, 1 —— 0.24

0.6 0.67 0.41 1.24 0.37 0.45 2.45
8.2 11.4 11.9 8.4 9.76 12.20 3.21

CaO 42.7 40.61 39.37 44.5 41.46 39.10 61.37
MnO 0.6 0.510 0.39 ■и . 1 и - 0.065
SrO ' - 0.05 0.04 —- ___ 0.30
BaO — 0.05 0.05 —- 0.02
Na20 0.3 0.19 0.25 0.12 0.23 0.22 0.26
KjO 0.5 0.45 0.5 0.28 0.39 0.39 0.95

0.3 0.02 <0.5 — — 0.27- " - ■",. — - 2.53s * 1.31 * 1.33 1.26 1.22 —
L.O.I. +1.7* * +1.34* +1.89* +1.12* -0.21 2.30
Totals 99.9% 100.24% 100.36% — — — 99.61%

Blaine (550) (550) (550) (552) (547) (612) (350)

*These sanpies 
of sulfur as !

gained weight 
S or S2” rather

cn heating, indicating the existence 
■ than SO3.

Mineralogical constitutions have been 
determined for different slags using x-ray 
diffraction. All slags are mainly composed of 
pyrosilicate glass with a small degree of 
crystallinity (melilite and merwinite).

Electrokinetic Studies

The electrophoresis technique was followed to 
measure the electrophoretic mobility (cm2/VS) of 
the charged particles. A Zeta-Meter (ZM-77 
manufactured by Zeta-Meter, Inc., 1720 First Avenue, 
New York, NY 10028) was used. Suspensions in 
deionized water were used at roan tenperature. Fran 
the electrophoretic mobilities, zeta-potentials were 
calculated according to the relationship:

ZP = 41T»7(T)/D(T) x EM

where ZP = zeta-potential in electrostatic units, 
T7(T) = viscosity of the suspending liquid at 
temperature (T), D(T) = dielectric constant of the 
suspending liquid at temperature (T), and EM = 
electrophoretic mobilities at actual tenperature 
(T).

When a voltage is imposed across the 
electrophoretic cell, frictional heat is generated 
by the moving ionic species, causing the tenperature 
of the liquid to rise continuously. If the rate of 
tenperature rise is too high, thermal turbulence of 
the suspended particles makes the measuranent 
inaccurate. The rate of tenperature rise depends on 
the specific conductance of the suspending median as 
well as the applied voltage. The specific 
conductance of each suspension was measured prior to 
zeta-potential determination, and a maximum
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recommended voltage was applied, to minimize the 
temperature rise at a particular specific 
conductance value. The applied voltage, however, 
was found in some cases to require further reduction 
to maintain the particle velocity in the range <0.5 
micrometer per second in order to eliminate the 
'human factor' in creating measurable errors while 
tracking particles. In spite of the above 
experimental precautions, a sli^fit taiperature rise 
could not be eliminated. The temperature of each 
suspension was measured before and after each zeta
potential determination and the average temperature 
was used to find the corresponding viscosity and 
dielectric constant of the suspending liquid. A 
tenperature rise of 1 to was detected in the 
present measurements where the average velocity of 
up to 30 particles was determined over a period of 
time not exceeding one minute. An error in zeta
potential values of +2% is thereby due to this 
tenperature approximation.

Rhedogical/Visposity Studies

Samples of EN slag, along with various other 
ground slags were tested for their rheological 
behavior. Detailed measurements were made with a 
concentric-cylinder viscometer (Haake-Rotovisco). 
The procedures used are standard (14) and will not 
be discussed here. Mixtures consisted of slag, 
50:50 (weight) slag + Type I portland cement, and 
the latter slag + cement mixture with 0.5 wt.% of 
superplasticizer, all at 0.4 w/c (water/solids) 
ratios.

Additionally, mortar flow measurements were 
made according to ASTM C 109 and ASTM C 230 standard 
procedures.

Solid Phases Examination

The starting materials were characterized by 
XRD. A Phillips 3600 automated diffraction unit 
equipped with CuKa source was used to obtain XRD 
patterns. The operating voltage was 40 KV at 30 mA 
current and step scans of 0.02 degrees with counting 
times of 0.30 seconds were used.

Particle Size Distribution

Particle size distribution was determined using 
a sedimentation method (Sedigraph 5000D manufactured 
by Micrometrics), which measures the sedimentation 
rates of particles dispersed in a liquid in terms of 
the Stokesian or equivalent spherical diameter, in 
micrometers (pm). The instrument determines- by 
means of a finely collimated beam of x-rays, the 
concentration of particles remaining at decreasing 
sedimentation depths as a function of time. To 
minimize the time required for analysis, the 
position of the sedimentation cell is continuously 
changed so that the effective sedimentation depth is 
inversely related to the elapsed time. The cell 
movement is synchronized with the X-axis of the X-Y 
recorder to indicate the equivalent spherical 
diameters oorrespending to the elapsed time and 
instantaneous sedimentation dq>th.

RESULTS MD DISCUSSICN

Zeta-Potential

First, the dependence of zeta-potential on 
concentration of slag in water was determined. It 
was found (Fig. 1) that the magnitude of the t~ 
potential of a particular slag/deionized water 
suspension (#B63) decreases with increasing slag 
concentration. The C-potential tends to reach a 
certain limiting value at a concentration of <0.5 
g/100 ml, while measurements made beyond 0.75 g/1 
100 ml were difficult because of the excessive 
coagulation. Thus a concentration of 0.5 g/100 ml 
could be considered a critical concentration for C- 
potential measurement that can correlate with the 
performance of slag in a slurry. From Fig. 1 the 
strongly negative zeta potential of the slag is 
apparent, as in previously reported work, although 
it becomes less negative with increasing slag 
concentration. In contrast, the cement (1-09) is 
barely negative initially, undergoes a charge 
reversal and becomes positive with increased 
concentration. The specific conductance of the 
liquid in contact with both powders similarly 
increases with concentration of solids, reflecting 
an increasing concentration of electrolytes in the 
solution, which interact with the particle surfaces 
and change the zeta p»tential. Furthermore, in 
mixtures of slag with cement, the effect of adsorbed 
ions dissolved from other materials and from the 
cement on the zeta-potential influences the extent 
of agg lanerat ion, vhich could be evaluated at such 
critical concentrations.

Second, the effectiveness of admixtures such as 
superplasticizers in inducing dispersive action on 
particles and their efficiency in preventing 
agglomeration was investigated. The (-pxntential 
value at the point of starting agglaneration appears 
to be a reproducible and significant value when

CONCENTRATION Igme/IOOgmsl^O)

FIG. 1. Concentration dependence of C-potential of 
slag (B63) and Type-I cement (1-09) at 
25°C .

comparing values obtained with added 
sipäplasticizer. №e use of the concentration at 
the p>oint of starting agglomeration makes it 
pxDssible to evaluate:



(1) degree of agglomeration,
(2) dispersive efficiency of a superplasticizer,
(3) effect of foreign ions, and
(4) effect of particle size distribution.

Thus, using different slags in the same range of 
fineness (e.g., 550 т2Дд), enables oonparison with 
respect to the above variables, using the t, - 

potential determined at the critical concentration. 
Nevertheless, the use of more dilute suspensions 
(giving higher 4-potential values) may also be 
important for comparing the different surface 
characteristics of slags.

Table II contrasts the zeta potentials of 
several slags from different lots. Also given are 
the larger magnitude zeta potentials determined at 
lower concentrations (0.05 g/100 ml), for four of 
the materials. Die values indicate that B63 is the 
least agglomerated, whereas B66A is maximally 
agglomerated. A less agglomerated slag may be more 
workable as will be discussed later.

TABLE II. Zeta Potential (W) of Different Atlantic 
Slag.

0.05 g/100 ml 0.05 g/100 ml deionized water

B-€6 — -4.97 (normal)
B66A ■ -♦■2.26 (maximun agglaneration)
853-1 -17.43 -4.66 (normal)
853-4 -18.03 -4.45 (normal)
S-456 -20.96 -4.30 (nornel)
B-63 (-27.5) -13.20 (minimun agglomeration)

Additional measurements were made on the 
various particle suspensions in deionized water. 
The measurements reported were after 15 min., with 
results as sianmarized:

(1) The zeta-potential becomes more negative 
as the fineness of a particular slag is increased at 
a pH of 10 (Fig. 2).

(2) The addition of a sulphonated naphthalene 
formaldehyde condensate superplasticizer (|A3) to 
slags has little effect on low surface area slag but 
has a more pronounced effect on high surface area 
ones (Fig. 3). ihis phenomenon appears to be 
related to the adsorption mechanism in conjunction 
with the available surface area. The 550 mvkg en 
slag is comparable to the NEWCEM (B63) Atlantic 
slag.

(3) The two NEWCEM slags (B66 and B66A) seem 
to have different surface characteristics (Fig. 4). 
™e ^-potential is less negative, and for B66A the 
surface has a slightly positive potential in water, 
or with a low percentage of superplasticizer.

(4) When different slags were mixed with 
cement (Type I), they were found to assume surface 
characteristics vhich are closer to that of cement 
alone (Fig. 5). it is thus concluded that the

by affecting the solution chemistry, 
®Mifies the surface characteristics of slag. This 

^®rs slightly from the results of previous 
studies with Type I/II (moderately low-C3A) 
cement/slag mixtures (11) from which it may be 
concluded that the cenent oonpceition is important 
ss well in affecting the slag zeta potential. Die 
current zeta potential measurements correlate with 
viscosity measurements, as discussed later.

SURFACE AREA (m2/kg)

FIG. 2. Surface area dependence of 4-potential of a 
slag at 25eC without addition of 
superplasticizer.

SURFACE AREA (m2/kg)

FIG. 3. Surface area dependence of 4-potential of a 
slag at 25°C with stperplasticizer content.

(5) A critical concentration of the 
superplasticizer of about 0.5% was found to be 
sufficient to produce an effective stperplasticizing 
effect to all slags used when mixed with the Type I 
cement. Thus, it could be extrapolated to assume 
that using 0.5-1.0% stperplasticizer would be enough 
to produce effectively workable paste with any type 
of cement.

Visooeity/Kheology

Die results of rotational viscometer and other 
measurements reflect some thixotropic character and 
are summarized in Table III. Die data were assumed 
to fit an equation of the form:



C = Ty + C7

where C = measured shear stress; ту = apparent yield 
stress; c = constant; v= shear rate. The data in 
Table III reveal that slag exhibits a nearly linear 
dependence on surface area for ту. This appears to 
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be related to the favorable particle packing in 
mixtures made with high surface area slag (finer 
particles), which results in better flow. In this 
way, the high surface area slag (550 NEHCEM) spears 
to generate the most favorable rheology of the 
blaids investigated. It appears desirable to have 

different particle size distributions of the 
portland cement and slag.

TABLE III. Yield stresses (ту) of 0.4 w/c ratio 
slag, slag-cement, and slag-cement- 
superplasticizer mixtures (Pa).

♦Sulphonated naphthalene formaldehyde condensate.

15 min. 1 hr. 2 hr.

c ту c ТУ c Ту

slag
EN 400 0.21 79.70 0.24 60.70 0.28 86.02
EM 450 0.36 91.11 0.32 99.87 0.23 97.23
EN 500 0.33 111.11 0.28 94.0 0.61 121.86
EN 550 0.23 75.71 0.34 120.86 0.43 136.86

(1:1) slag + 1-09
EN 400 0.17 92.83 0.13 70.60 0.13 67.79
EN 450. 0.14 63.74 0.13 60.47 0.27 68.97
EN 500 0.13 67.05 0.13 45.16 0.26 84.83
EN 550 0.15 63.52 0.14 62.65 0.14 62.65

(1:1) slag + 1-09 + A-3*
EN 400 0.11 42.3 0.21 77.14 0.16 74.1
EN 450 0.25 48.35 0.13 39.58 0.09 40.07
EN 500 0.20 44.08 0.21 495.4 0.25 49.63
EN 550 0.14 38.36 0.1 65.61 0.14 84.87

1-09 0.13 45 0.16 29.4 0.14 65
B-66 0.16 76 0.23 77 0.31 88
B-66A 0.82 77 0.25 48 0.65 77
Scunthorpe 0.07 28 0.11 21 0.28 44
B-66 + 1-09
(hl) 0.12 49 0.18 65 0.72 30.1

B-66A + 1-09
(1:1) 0.214 70 0.20 47 0.29 40

Scunthorpe +
1-09 (1:1) 0.16 46 0.09 56 0.09 59.5

B63 + 1-09
(1:1) — 26 — 39 — 48.5

Mortar Flow

Mortar flow measurements were made on the 
various slags, in comparison with mortars made of 
Type I portland cement. The results (measured by 
ASTM C 109 and C 230 standard procedures) are given 
in Table IV. It can be seen that in all cases, the 
mortar flow values of the slag + Type I cement 
mixture are substantially greater than those of the 
Type I cement alone. This indicates the ability of 
slag particles to improve workability of cement 
mortars and concretes.

^-Potential—Workability Relationship

Although no well established relationship 
exists between values of i-potential and workability 
of a cementing material/water system, the dqendence 
of workability on (-potential is evident if all 
other factors are kept constant. The other factors 
of workability on D-potential is evident if all 
other factors are kept constant. The other factors 
Include but are not limited to fineness, 
temperature, particle size and shape distribution, 
magnitude of solid surface-aqueous medium 
interacticn (ctemical oonpceit?ion and crystallinity 
of solid materials) and presence of additives or 
admixtures. It is one of our major research 
objectives to establish such a relationship between



TABLE IV. Mortar flow test results.

% flow*

EN 400 69
EN 450 68
EN 500 70
EN 550 65
Scunthorpe 63.5
B-66 110
B-63 103
1-09**  35.5

*Slag cement mortars. 1:1 slag:cement, 1:2.75 fine
solids:sand, w/c = 0.485.

**Cement mortar. 1:2.75 cement:sand, w/c = 0.485.

C-potential and workability. Ttie results in this 
area are not yet finalized but as an approximation 
high (negative) ^potential materials should be more 
workable when mixed with water. For exanple, the 
slag type B-63 was found to have naxinun negative Il- 
potential (Table II), indicating minimum 
agglomeration and presumably good workability in 
concrete. A systematic study has been made to 
evaluate the viscosity of pastes and workability 
(flow) of mortars made of this particular slag in 
canparison to other slags of the same fineness. The 
flow test result on sanple (B63) showed a value of 
103% (Table IV) which is relatively equivalent to 
B66 slag but higher than the EN slag of equal 
fineness (550 nr/kg). Viscosity test results (Table 
III) indicate clearly the low yield stress of B63 
relative to the other slags of carparable fineness.

, In an attenpt to understand the causes for such 
differences in surface characteristics, a catparison 
was made between the three slags with respect to 
particle size distribution, chemical ocnposition and 
degree of crystallinity. The particle size 
distributions of 550 m2/kg surface area slags (EN 
550, B63and B66) were very similar. This rejects 
the possibility of particle size dependence of the 
workability for the same fineness slags and thus the 
workability should be related to extent of 
agglomeration which, according to our procedure 
could be estimated by (-potential measurements. 
Chemical compositions (Table I) do not indicate 
major differences between different slags.

_ The x-ray diffraction patterns indicated 
variable degree of crystallinity in different slags. 
№us, although B-63 slag is essentially ccnpletely 
amorphous, B-66 contains very little, < about 1% 
crystalline material whereas the EN slag has<7% 
crystallinity. Crystalline materials are mainly 
melilite and merwinite. The small variations in 
crystallinity do not explain adequately the 
differences in workability.

ООСЫБМБ

Slag particle characteristics were monitored in 
an aqueous suspension (S-potaitial) and in a slurry 
?r Paste (viscosity). In both cases the effects 

“"Oed by intermixing with portland cenent were 
determined. Three basic findings were derived from 
this study;

®* e t-potential value of slag particles 
reflects its agglomeration tendency, the more 
ne9ative its value the more dispersed (less 

agglomerated) the slag. Thus it appears possible to 
transfer (-potential values to predicting concrete 
workability. Thus a highly negative 5-potential 
slag (less agglomerated) was found to exhibit 
favorable workability (low yield stress, high flow).

(2) In additicxi, (-potential values were found 
to be correlated with other physical properties of 
slag particles, i.e., fineness and surface 
characteristics. It was also used to calculate 
optimum superplasticizer concentrations necessary to 
produce desired workability.

(3) In this study, we also found that 
desirable workability could be attained in a mixture 
by blending different particle sizes of both slag 
and cenent.
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CIMSMTS MUIffICOMPOSANTS A BASE DES LAITIERS DB METALLURGIE DES MSTAUX
NON FERREUX

3.2

Le clinker de ciment portland est un systdme multiconipoaant. Tous les ciments ä sa base 
sont fegalement multicomposants. L* augmentation de la multicomposition complique les pro
cessus de l'hydratation, se fait sentir sur les propri6t6s des melanges de mortier et de 
b6ton (notamment sur la rh^ologie), exerce une influence sur la formation des propriSttis de 
construction techniques de la pierre et sur les caract^ristiques de fonctionnement des pro- 
duits et des structures.

L*augmentation  de la multicomposition des ciments avec introduction des produita secon- 
dalres, у comprls lea laitiera de metallurgic dea mStaux non ferreux, permet de rösoudre 
les problAmes pratiques importants concernant un plus grand rendement du ciment par tonne 
de clinker et ceux de diminution de la capaclt6 d*absorption  de I’energle au cours de la 
production (car ces laitiera ont dejä aubi le traitement thermlque). Cette augmentation per
met 6galement d’amellorer la densite et la realatance ä la gelAe dee bAtons, leur resis
tance ä la corrosion dans les differenta milieux agresslfs et d’elever le degr6 de serrage 
dea materlaux de rempllssage et de renforcer le travail de la couche Intermedlaire entre 
les agr^gats et la pierre de ciment.

Les aspects particulars concernant le problems des ciments multi comp os ant a avec les 
examples de realisation Industrielle sont aussi examines.

0 clfnquer de cimento portland e urn sistema multicomposto. Todos os cimentos em sua base 
säo igualmente multicompostos. О aumento da multicomposicao complica os processos de hidrata 
cäo, se manifesta nas propriedades -das misturas de argamassa e de concreto (especialmente so- 
bre a reologia), exerce influencia sobre as propriedades tecnicas de construeäo de concreto e 
sobre as caracteristicas de funcionamento dos produtos e das estruturas.

О aumento da multicomposiqao dos cimentos com introducäo de produtos secundärios, ai in- 
cluidas as escorias de metalurgia de metais näo ferrosos, permite a solucäo de problemas prä- 

ticos importantes, relatives a urn maior rendimento do cimento por tonelada de clfnquer, e os 
problemas de diminuicäo da capacidade de absor?ao de energia no decurso da producao (porque 
as escorias ja sofreram о tratamento termico). Este aumento igualmente permite melhorar-se a 
densidade e a resistencia do gel dos concretos, sua resistencia ä corrosäo em diferentes 
meios agressivos, elevar о grau de compactapäo dos materials de enchimento, e reforpar о tra- 
balho da camada intermediäria entre os agregados e о concreto.

Tambem säo examinados os aspectos particulares referentes ao problema dos cimentos multi
compostos, com os exemplos de realiza^äo industrial.



Les laltlers provenant du traltement 
pyrometallurgique de L’agglomerat cupro- 
nick61ique presentent des Systemes comple
xes contenant les oxydes: KgO, Na^O, GaO, 
MgO, FeO, A12O3, Fe2O3, SiO2, S, Ni, GuO, 
Co.

Le clinker de ciment Portland presente 
egalement un Systeme complexe qui comprend 
K20, Na20, GaO, MgO, MnO, Al^, CTgO^, 
Fe2O5, SiO2, Ti02,

Les laltlers se distinguent du clinker 
par une teneur elevee en oxydes de fer 
(jusqu’ä 61%), en sllice (jusqu'a 47%) et 
par une teneur dlminu^e en oxyde de cal
cium (1,1-9,0%). Les laltlers granules 
dans l'eau se composent du verre (jusqu'a 
85%) et des phases crlstallines: oilvines, 
diopsides, montitshellites, fayalites, 
augites.

Les laltlers en etat cristalllse contlen- 
nent 7-30% de verre, les mineraux mentlon- 
nes, alnsl que les sulfures et autres com
poses. Les laltlers granules comma les lai
tiers cristallls6s ne montrent pas une ac
tivity hydraullque independents. Cependant, 
une grande echelle de leur production 
(jusqu’A quelques millions de tonnes sur un 
comblnat) et une grande consommatlon d1Ener
gie pendant la production pyrometallurglque 
obllgent ä chercher les procedes d'utillsa- 
tlon des laltlers, у compris en qualltd du 
constituant du melange de ciment cru. Une 
teneur elevee en composes de fer dans les 
laltlers donne une base pour leur utilisa
tion au lieu des residue de pyrite et des 
poussidrea de gueulard. Selon les donndes 
de P’iatshev /I/, les processus de forma
tion du clinker dans le cru contenant les 
laltlers de nickel et autres laltlers 
s'dcoulent plus intenslvement par rapport 
aux crus ordlnalres. Le volume d’utilisa- 
tlon des laltlers necessalre pour ce but 
n’est pas grand et constltue 1-5% de la 
masse.

Un grand rendement d’utlllsatlon des 
laltlers est obtenu en cas de leur utili
sation au lieu de I’arglle. Dans ce cas, 
la quantltd de constituents du melange cru 

dlmlnue, I’humidlte du schlämm se reduit de 
quelques pour-cent et la consommatlon d’dner- 
gie pour secher et calciner le schlämm dlml
nue aussi.

Il apparait perspectlf de resoudre le 
probleme d1 augmentation d'activity des lal- 
tiers et de leur utilisation en vue de pro- 
duire les clments mixtea. L*actlvltd  hydrau
llque Independente des laltlers est atten- 
due en cas de leur baslcltd amenee juaqu*  
aux valeurs aasurant la formation du sili
cate bicalclque et l'obtentlon des autres 
phases entourant lea grains C2S favorisant 
l’hydratation du laitler broyd. L’obtentlon 
du C2S peut etre assures au atade de forma
tion de la matlere fondue et au moyen de 
saturation en chaux du laitler aprds la se
paration de ce dernier de la matte. Le pre
mier proc6de est plus acceptable du point 
de vue technologique. Les etudes de labora- 
toire et et les essals Industrials montrent 
qu’il n’est pas utile d*assurer  une fixa
tion complete de la sllice en G2S ё cause 
de la diminution du rendement des fours.

Cependant, la conversion de la fusion de 
l’agglomerat sulfure-cupro-nickellque avec 
un flux aclde (gres) ä la fusion avec un 
flux baslque (calcalre), en cas de garantie 
de la teneur en GaO dans le laitler dans 
des limites de 25-30%, permet non seulement 
de dlminuer les pertes des metaux non fer- 
reux de 12-15%, mals d'obtenlr 6galement un 
laitler s’actlvant sous 1* Influence du clin
ker, de I1anhydride et des autres matldres. 
Le laitler de nickel aclde obtenu traditio- 
neliement agit, selon les essals effectues, 
comma un adjuvant Inerte. Le laitler cal
calre absorbait trols fols plus de GaO de 
la solution saturee de 1’hydroxyde de cal
cium par rapport au laitler aclde. Le d£- 
gagement calorifique lore de la dissolution 
du laitler calcalre depasse de six fols le 
degagement calorifique du laitler aclde. 
Les essals mentionn6s montrent qu’il exists 
une Interdependance entre la capaclt6 reac- 
tlonnelle des laltlers et la quantlte 
d*oxyde  de calcium dans la composition du 
laitler. Sur la base du laitler obtenu se-



Ion 1b technologie proposes, on a prepare 
les ciments mlxtes avec la teneur en lai— 
tier de 25 ä 70%. Pour obtenir css ciments, 
on a utilise le clinker avec une activity 

de 50 MPa.
Les essais montrent que le laitier de 

nickel possdde une broyabilite diminuee 
par rapport au clinker, he rendement des 
broyeurs diminue dans ce cas de 7—'15%.

Les ciments obtenus avaient, en fonc- 
tion de la composition, la densitö normale 
dans des limites de 25-30% et les temps de 
p^ise ordinaires (ddbut de prise 2-15 - 
4-30, fin de prise 3-25 - 6-00 h, min).

Les resultats des essais mAcaniques 
montrent que les ciments sur la base du 
laitier de nickel (comma la plupart des 
ciments mlxtes) developpent lentement la 
resistance au premier temps de durclsse- 
ment (3 et 7 jours). Apres cela, la resis
tance par rapport aux ciments de clinker 
purs est 6galis6e vers 28 jours de dur- 
cissement.

Une attention particulars est attlree 
par les ciments "anhydrite - laitier - 
clinker" contenant jusqu’ä 25% de clinker 
type 30 MPa qul vers 28 jours de durclsse- 
ment possddent une actlvite depassant 
30 MPa.

Les essais des massifs des betone ä 
grains fins prepares ä partlr des melanges 
fluides de bfeton bases sur les ciments 
mlxtes ä laitlers calcaires et de nickel 
montrent que ces betons, d’apres la resis
tance, la deformabllite et I’antlcorroslon, 
ne cedent pas aux batons sur la base du 
ciment de clinker pur et parfois depassent 
ces derniers.

L’utillsation du ciment Portland de lai
tier ä fabrication Industrielle pour la 
fabrication des batons montre que ceux-ci, 
aux dosages analogues de ciment, peuvent 
etre utilises pour la production des Ali
ments et des structures dont la resistance 
et les autres proprlitis ne cedent pas aux 
bitons sur la base du ciment sans additions 
et dont la resis'tance ä la gelee dipasse 
ces derniers plus de deux fols. Par example.

Les eprouvettes de beton sur la base du 
ciment Portland de laitier ont sub! 523 
cycles de gel et digel sans endommagement 
apparent et perte de masse, tandis que les 
eprouvettes sur la base du ciment de clin
ker pur n’ont sub! que 250 cycles de gel 
et degel. Ce fait peut etre expliqui par 
les particularites du micanlsme de I'hydra- 
tat ion des ciments mlxtes et de la forma
tion de structure du beton qul exercent 
une Influence sur le serrage de I’agrigat 
et de 1* armature par la plerre de ciment.
V.K.  Bojenov a montri expirimentelement 
/2/ que les ciments mlxtes sur la base du 
ciment Portland et du schlämm de nipheline 
(jusqu’ä 80%) avaient une plus grande va
leur de serrage par rapport aux ciments 
sans additions.
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HYDRATION OF ALITE AND CgA AND CHANGES OF SOME STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 1
OF CEMENT PASTES BY ADDITION OF SILICA FUME

L'HYDRATATION DES ALITES ET DE C,A ET LES MODIFICATIONS DES CARACTERISTIOUES
DE LA STRUCTURE DANS LES PÄTES DE CIMENT CONTENANT DES FUMEE DE SILICA "

DUREKOVlf ANDRIJA,Scientific Assistant,Civil Engineering Institute,Zagreb»Yugoslavia

SUMMARY

Three cement pastes with the equal w/c ratio fo 0,68 have been prepared for the investigation of alite and C,A 
hydration in the presence of silica fume: one ordinary portland cement paste and two pastes in which the OP-cement 
was replaced with 5 and 10 % of c.s.f.

The degree of alite and C,A hydration at various ages ranging from 1 to 28 days were determined by quantitative 
X-ray difraction.

Paralel to this the compressive strength, pore size distribution, free lime content and changes in the degree of 
silica plymerisation of hardened pastes have also been estimated.

Obtained results show that silica fume causes acceleration of alite and sane retardation of C^A hydration 
process. These effects as well as detected structural changes in relation with added amount of silica fume have 

a been considered.

P.

SUMÄRIO

_ Tres pastas de cimento com relacäo ägua/cimento constante e igual a 0,68 foram preparadas para a investi- 
gacäo da hidratagäo da alite e Cyk na presenga de microslliea: uma pasta de cimento portland e duas pastas nas 
quais о cimento portland foi substituido por 5 e 10% de microsilica. О grau de hidratagäo da alita e do CVk an 
varias idades de 1 a 28 dlas foi detenninado ртг analise quantitativa de raios X.

Paralelamente foram determinados em pasta de cimento endurecido a resistencia ä cctnpressäo, a distribuigäo 
do tamanho dos poros, о conteüdo de cal livre e as mudangas no grau de polimerizagäo da silica.

Os resultados obtidos indicam que a microsilica causa uma aceleragäo do processo tfe hidrätagäo da alita e 
retardamento do C-A. Estes efeitos assim cano as mudangas estruturais devidas as adigoes de microsilica foram 
considerados. J



INTRODUCTION
Silica fumes are the by-products from the si
licon-metal and ferrosilicon alloys producti
on.Such by-products,called also microsilica, 
silica dust or condensed silica fume,are poz- 
zolanic materials more reactive than natural 
pozzolans or fly ashes.Initial investigations 
on the effect of silica fume were caried out 
in the early fifties (1) and practical use re
port of silica fume dated from 1968.(2 ).Sili
ca fumes from both productions- the silicon
metal and ferrosilicon industries- are X-ray 
amorphus and contain more than 85% SiOg.But 
the approach to silica fume as the uniform 
product is not valid (3)- A typical value for 
its specific surface obtained^by the adsorpti
on measurements is about 20 m^/g (4).The par- 
tical size analysis shows individual spheres 
ranging from 0,01 to 0,3 /Jm with about 70%< 
0,1 /im-/1000 Ä/ (5,6). By use of silica fume 
in concrete the most of concrete /s properties 
will te improved:spectacular compressive stre
ngths have been achieved (7,8,9) ;high efficie- 
nce in prevention of alkali-aggregate reacti
on is obtained when a reactive aggregate and 
alkali-rich cement were used (10); the chemi
cal attack resistance and freezing-thawing re
sistance have been increased (11,12,13,14). 
Microstructural studies of cement matrix con
taining silica fume have shown the presence 
of OSH low in calcium tut containing alumina 
and alkalies (12).The same study reported ab
out n it'-en? cement -ar h'-nd Т**»  r / S va
lue of the calcium silicate hydrates,which are 
formed as a result of pozzolanic reaction cf 
silica fume,was found to be in the range ran
ge from 0,9 to 1,3 (12,15,16).Such products , 
has been reported to be of less dense from si
milar products originated by portland cement 
hydration (16,17) causing large pores volume 
reduction/with radius 0,1 jum / (4).Large pcre 
volume reduction was also registrated by tes
ting the field silica fume-concrete samples 
(18).Silica fume pozzolanic activity has been 
investigated by different methods.In the pa
pers presented results are conflicting,quali
fying this activity as to be small(15,19 ),me
dium (20),strong or very good (13,16). Results 
of the hydration reactions in portland cement- 
silica fume blends,investigated by conduction 
calorimetrу,were recently published (21).After 
studying in calcium hydroxide solution one mo
del for silica fume hydration mechanism has 
been proposed (22).
Although a number of studies on silica fume 
in cement paste have been made,the effect of 
silica fume on hydration chemistry has not be
en ftlly elaborated.The present work was the
refore undertaken.

EXPERIMENTAL
The materials used in this work were an ordi
nary portland cement and the silica fume from 
ferrosilicon alloys production.
Chemical composition of starting materials are 
given ,in Table l.The cement with a fineness of 
3800 cm2/g,density of 3,09 g/cm ,has had the 
following QXRD d’etermined compcsition: 60%’ C-S, 
17% C-S , 8% C^A and $% CyAF.Trace compounds3 
containing in the used silica fume have alrea

dy been described before (13).

Table 1: Chemical composition of starting ma 
terials (percent by weight)

Compounds Ordinary Silica fume
portland from ferrosi-
cement licon produc

tion

Si02 19,65 86,92
A12O3 5,50 2,26
Fe2O3 3,10 1,42
Ca0„ f 61,88 1,15
MgO ■ 1,70 0,60
S03 3,40 0,61

P2°5 - "
MnO - °>c9
Ka20 0,38 0,48
K20 0,98 1,50
L.o.i. 1,57 4,80

CaOfree 1,12 -
Ins.residue 1,15

Three mixes were prepared from those materi
als using water / (cement+sl1ica fume) ratio of 
0,68 : one pure portland paste (.marked FC) 
and two pastes in which the cement was repla
ced by 5 weight percent of silica fume (mar
ked 5P ) and 10 weight percent of silica fu
me ( marked 10P ). Cement,silica fume and de
stilled water were weighed and hand mixed in 
the open beakers.To minimize the bleeding the 
pastes were periodically mixed until the set
ting has Just begun.Then they were cast into 
plastic molds cf two different sizes (one cy
linder size for the strength determination 
and second size for other measurements) and 
kept for the time up to 20 hrs in a humid box. 
Afterwards,the molds were carefully stripped 
away and samples placed under lime water for 
the remaining hydration time. Casting and cu
ring were done at 2О°-3 C.

De termination of hydration degree of alitg__ 
and CgA
After definite hydration time of 1,3,7 and 28 
days the slices from the main specimens cf e
ach hardened cement paste were cut off and 
crushed into small pieces. The hydration was 
stopped by milling and washing with aceton 
and finally by drying for 48 hrs in vacuum ge
nerated by using a rotary pump (23).In such 
way prepared samples were stored until measu
ring in a desiccator over silica-gel and KOH. 
Samples were examined quantitatively by X-ray 
diffraction using a Philips 1130 diffractome
ter that utilized a Cu (K<x>) radiation, source 
with a graphite mcrccbromator in the diffrac
ted beam by a kilovoltage constant potential 
at 35 and miliamperage at 20.A'proportional 
detector and strip chart recorder were also 
used. The scan rate was equivalent to 1/8 de
gree two-theta for unhydrated samples and to



1/4 degree two-theta for hydrated samples.The 
region from 25 to 35 and from M9 to 53 degre
es twc-theta was scared.Suprapur,fine pulve
rized , calcium fluoride (from "Merck",W.Germa
ny) as internal standard for X-ray intensiti
es was used.For monoclinic, alite as well as 
for tricalcium aluminate in the three cement 
pastes,concerning fundamental principles of 
the QXRD-analysis (2U , 25,26 ), the degree of hy
dration at different ages was determined by 
applying equation :

(1-Lo) (Ii/Is).
W.= 1------------------------------—

(1-Lt) (Ii/Is)

with following meaning:

(a>)t degree of hydration of i-th compound at 
time t

Lo,t Loss on ignition cf samples after hydra
tion time о and t

(li) . Intensity of analytical diffraction 
’ maximum belonging to i-th compound 

for hydration time о and t
(Is)o .Intensity of 28,3 degree two-theta max

’ imum of calcium fluoride in the samp
les for hydration time о and t.

The hydration degree of tricalcium aluminate 
was determined from the intercity of MUO dif
fraction maxima,while the intensity of alite 
diffraction maxima 1^(620,040} ±Lself served 
for determination cftithe degree of alite hy
dration .
Free lime content and loss on ignition
Differential thermal and thermcgrevimetric a
nalysis has been employed to detect the vari
ations in the free lime content and the loss 
on ignition of hydrated cement pastes. The a
mount of calcium hydroxide was determined by 
measuring abrupt weight loss in the tempera
ture range: from 510° to 600°C.The weight loss 
curves were recorded between 20° and 1000 C 
using a МОМ-derivathograph (Budapest,Hungary) 
which utilizes A1-0-, as a control material at 
heating rate of 10 degrees Celsius per minute. 
Portions of 500 mg "acetcn stopped" samples

113,7 and 28 days age were analysed.The 
preparation of samples has beer already des
cribed in this paper.
Silicate structure changes
The structure of silicate anions and their 
changes during hydration in cement pastes we
re investigated by the use of molybdate me - 
thod (27,28).The changes after 1,3,7 and 28 
days hydration time were analysed,The silico- 
mclybdate complex is formed at 25 C by mixing 
20 ml of standard ammonium molybdate soluti
on and 500 ml of 0,1 N HOI solution of cement 
paste samples.SiOp concentration In that C,1N 
HC1 solution was -lmg/50ml . The formation of 
yellow coloured silicomolybdate complex was 
being monitored continuously by syphoning the 
reaction mixture through a flow-through qell 
in a "Perkin Elmer Coleman Junior II" spectro
photometer set at 410 nm. The spectrophotome
ter output was recorded graphically on a 10 
inch xt-reccrder. Eefore,after and sometimes 

during a run the zero stability of spectro
meter plus recorder was checked by use of sui
table blanks. Details of used procedure can 
be found elsewhere (29).
Total silica content and insoluble residue of 
hardened cement paste s were estimated by sta
ndard chemical methods (30).
Pore size distribution
The influence of silica fume or the porosity 
of hardened cement paste has been determined 
by mecrury intrusion method. Experiments we
re conducted on a "Carlo Erba 70" porosimeter 
working up to 200 MPa and measuring pore, radi
us down to 3,7.5 nm. After hydration time cf 1, 
3,7 and 28 days the slices of 8-9 mm depth we
re cut off from the main pastes specimens and 
subjected to an organic solvent replacement 
treatment.For 7 days period the specimens we
re placed in dioxan,afterwards for 7 days in 
water-free ethar.cl and finally the samples we
re dried at 20uC for 48 hrs in vacuum made by 
using a rotary pump. Such treatment was done 
in order to minimize the pore structure changes 
that can occur during a drying of samples (31 J.The 
analysed size of samples were from 0,8 to 1,0 gram.
Compressive strength
Compressive strength of hardened cement pastes was de
termined by using a "Tonnindustrie" testing machine.At 
each age 4 specimens of 3C mm I.D. and 50 mm length wei
ne tested in saturated surface-dry condition.The spe
cimens were tested at each age of 1,3,7 and 28 days.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The hydration degrees of alite and tricalcium aluminate 
determined at different time of reaction in the cement 
pastes,with and without presence of silica fume are gi
ven in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Figure 1: The hydration degree cf alite at different 
ages of the cement paste samples PC,5P,10P.

As the results in Figure 1 shew,the hydration degree 
cf alite in the cement pastes containing silica fume 
was higher for the entire 28-days period than the de
gree of alite hydration in the pure PC-paste.This ac
celeration was very strong manifested after hydration 
time of 1,3 and 7 days. Lower conversion of alite 
detected in the cement paste with higher silica fume 
content (10%) from the paste with 5% of silica fume



should be related to the mere difficult water trans
port throLgh the formed hydration product layers.

Figure 2:The hydration degree of C-A at different a
ges of the cement paste samples PC,5P and 
1CP.

The results presented in Figure 2 show the following: 
If silica fume was included into cement paste,C-A hy
dration after 1 day was accelerated but afterwards in 
the age of 3 days the relative retardation was obser
ved. At 3-days age the determined degrees of tricalci
um aluminate in all three investigated pastes were 
nearly or the same level.Later,it was detected thiat 
the hydration of C-A accelerated agin,but it is not 
clear why the highest determined C-A-conversion occu- 
red in the paste with 1C% of silicaJfume. It seems to 
be very likely that hydration of alite as well as C-A 
in the cement paste containing silica fume could be3 
influenced by many factors,sometimes of opposite acti
on: By intensive consumption of calcium and sulphate 
ions as reported by Grutzeck and coauthors ( 22) and 
Stein and Stevels (32),by big surface of silica fume 
which is electrical charged (33),by forming of secon
dary CSH products of lower density than CSH products 
formed in the pure CPC-paste (16,17).
The results of free calcium hydroxide contents,deter
mined by TGA method,in the paste samples after diffe
rent hydration time as well as the results of their 
ignition losses are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2: Free: lime content (expressed as CaO) and 
less on ignition at different hydration ti
me in cement paste samples PC,5P and 1CP.

Time of FC 5P 10F
hydrati-
on (days) CaO Uo,i. free CaO L.o-i, free ^O/L.o.i.

(%) №) (%) (%) (%) (%)
1 11,91 15,76 11,00 16,44 10, CO 16,67
3 14,50 19,90 13,80 20,00 12,25 20,40
7 15,80 22,55 14,05 22,60 12,69 21,41

28 16,55 24,14 15,27 24,44 13,42 24,30

The results show that the lime diminishing continue 
also at the age of 7 and 28 days of hydration.In view 
of this fact it should be concluded that alite hydra

tion acceleration takes place not predominantly caused 
by hydrolysis equilibrium shift due to pozzclanic li
me consumption.
The obtained results of silicate condensation changes 
shown in Figure ЗЛ and 5 can be also used for pezzo- 
lanic activity valuing cf silica fume.

0 115115235 Ю 20
(min) A

Figure 3:Molybdate-complexation curves of FC paste 
samples at different hydration time.CgS-solu- 
tion as monosilicate anion standard.

Figure 4: Molybdate-car.plexation curves of 5P paste 
samples at different hydration time.

Figure 5: Molybdate-complexaticn curves cf IGF paste 
samples at different hydration time.



Figure 6: The pore size distribution in 
the paste samples PC,5P and 10P at diffe
rent hydration time - the pore shares Av/V 
are plotted versus the entrance pore share 
radius r.

/fter pczzolanic reaction the insolubility of 
silica fume in 0,1 N HC1-will be changed.The 
extent of the insolubility change may be Jud
ged from the total silica fume hydrolytical 
decomposition determined at the end of molyb
date ccmplexation reaction and the same is 
determined by the total SiO^ content bonded 
into silicorcolybdate complex. It is evident 
from the Figure 4 and Figure 5 that silicates 
hydrolytical decomposition in the cement pas
te containing silica fume increases with hy
dration progress. Total silicates hydrolyti- 
cai decomposition obtained after nearly fini
shed ccmplexation was higher in the pastes con
taining 5°/c of silica fume compared to the sa
me in the pastes with 10°/i of silica fume.Put 
tctaly converted SiO^ during pczzolanic reac
tion from 1 to 28 days was higher in the 10P 
paste (about 16 % SiO? converted) than in the 
5P paste (about 8,5 "/bSiO^converted ). In a
nother words the pozzolanic activity of silii 
ea fume was stronger in the 1GP cemert paste. 
Identical conclusion can be' made after consi
dering the results of insoluble residue giv
en in Table 3.

Table 3: Results of insoluble residue in the 
paste samples PC,5P and 10P at dif
ferent time of hydration.

Time of 
hydration

FC 5P 10P

(days ) (%) (%) (%)

1 0,29 3,49 6,46
3 0,22 2,50 5,06
7 0,17 1,61 4,27

28 0,18 0,74 1,10

At the Figure 3,4 and 5 attention should be 
paid to a significant reduction of Sq*--value  
by the increasing of replaced cement’p'art by 
silica fume.It should be noted that Sgy-value 
i-S predominantly caused by the scope of mono- 
and disilicate fraction of the hydrochloric 

acid soluble silicate anions.
The results of mercury porosimetry are presen
ted in Figure 6 where the volume pore shares 
Av/V (%) are plotted versus the entrance pore 
share radius r. It is shown that hydration 
progress in the cement pastes shifts a maxi
mum of the pore fraction to the smaller pore 
radius.After 28 days of hydration a very small 
fraction of the pores with a radius over 50nm 
(500 A) has been detected in the pastes con
taining silica fume. Similar results were fo
und in other reports (4,18) on the cement pas
tes and field concretes.
The presence of silica fume in the cement pa
ste provided also, after hardening, its compre
ssive strength as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Compressive strengths of hardened 
cement paste samples PC,5P and 10P 
at different ages.

The highest value of strength as shown in 
Figure 7 has been determined in the 28-days



paste containing 10% of silica fume.

CONLUSION REMARKS. .
In this v«ork it. has been found cut:
-In the cement paste containing silica fume 
the acceleration of alite hydration has be
en detected at all observed stages of reac
tion. The tricalcium aluminate acceleration 
of hydration was relatively retarded at the 
3-days age cement paste including silica fu
me .

-The results obtained by the molybdate metho
de indicate that after 28 days of hydration 
in the cement paste containing silica fume 
a significant part of silica fume was still 
hydrolyticaly undecomp-osatle . These results 
can be used for evaluation of silica fvie po- 
zzolanic activity.

-The results of the mercury porosimetry show 
a ‘'refinement" in the pore size distributi
on in similar way as reported in previously 
published research works. At all tested a
ges the compressive strengths of hardened ce- 
ment-silica fume blends were increased in 

' comparing with them of the pure hardened ce
ment pastes.
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The effect of the hemihydrated and dihydrated cristalline forms of the calcium sulphate on the 
thickening tine, rheological properties and ccnpressive strength of the oil well cement slurries. 
L'effet des formes cristallines hemihydrates et dihydrates du sulfate de calcium sur le temps de 
pcrnpabilite, les proprietes rheologiques et la resistance ä la canpression des pates de ciment pour 
forages petroliers.

SUMARY

In the cement slurries used in oil wells, the most important physical properties are: 
thickning time, rheological properties and compressive strength.

In this study, the effect on these parameters of the hemihydrated and dihydrated crys
talline forms of the calcium sulphate present in the cement was determined.

An analytical method was developed to determine the concentrations of the crystalline 
forms of the calcium sulphate using a high power X-ray diffractometer.

It was shown, in this type of cement, that an increase in the concentration of the hemi
hydrate caused a higher shift in the values of the principal physical properties than the 
dihydrate.

SUMÄRIO

Nas pastas de cimento utilizadas em pogos de petroleo, as propriedades fisicas mais im
portantes säo: tempo de espessamento, propriedades reologicas e resistencia ä compressäo.

Neste estudo determinou-se о efeito sobre estes parämetros das formas cristalinas hemi- 
dratada e diidratada do sulfato de calcio presentes no cimento.

Foi desenvolvido urn metodo analitico para determiner as concentragoes das referidas for
mas cristalinas do sulfato de calcio utilizando-se um difratometro de raios X de alta poten- 
cia.

Verificou—se, neste tipo de cimento, que urn aumento na concentragao do hemiidrato causou 
urn maior incremento nos valores das principals propriedades fisicas do que aquele obtido com 
о diidrato.



IHTRODUCTION

It is of the utmost importance that ce
ments for oil well cementing be highly uni
form, such that the systems obtained there
from exhibit a predictable and reproducible 
behavior, which will greatly speed up the 
work involved in designing the cement slur
ries to be utilized in those operations.

However, gypsum dehydration resulting 
from the raise in temperature during the 
milling process, according to:

CaSO.-2H-0------------------ N-CaSO. . 1/2H.0 + 3/2H-O
120-130°C . 2 2

contributes to increase the number of va
riables influencing the rheological proper
ties and parameters, the thickening time and 
compressive strength of the slurries for 
this type of application.

Through laboratory tests utilizing a ro
tational coaxial viscosimeter, a consistome-
ter for high pressures and temperatures, and 
a hydraulic press, the variations of the 
main properties and parameters of slurries 
prepared with class "G" cement containing 
different CaS04.2H_0 and CaSO..1/2H2O con
centrations were determined.

Chemical analysis of the dihydrated and 
hemihydrate crystalline forms of calcium 
sulphate was carried out by a method utili
zing a high power X-ray diffractometer.

EXPERIMENTAL PART
Analysis of the Calcium Sulphate
Forms Present in the Cement

Crystalline

Analysis of CaSO4.2H2O and CaSC^.l/^H^O 
in class "G" cements for use in oil wells 
could be carried out by using thermogravime- 
tric techniques or X-ray diffraction. Such 
techniques have not produced satisfactory 
results, since the dihydrated and the he
mihydrated phases of gypsum are present in 
small amounts, close to the methods’ detec
tion limits.

Preconcentration tests, following the 
recommendations of Tabikh and Mehta, have 
been ttenpted, with a subsequent evaluation 
by X-ray diffraction. In this way detection 
of gypsum and/or hemihydrate is possible; 
this procedure, however, has also been aban
doned, due to low repeatability and the gel
ling process during the preconcentration 
step.

The alternative chosen was high-power 
X-ray diffraction. Such technique utilizes a 
rotating anode and operates at up to 12 kW 
power. The equipment used was the Rota- 
flex-Rigaku model X-ray diffractometer, 
with 'a rotating copper anode, a graphite mo- 
nocromator and <t>ulse height discriminator. 
Conditions were 40 kV, 80 mA, scanning velo
city l/2°/min, 5 mm/min chart speed, 400 cps 
scale.

The peak height of the hemihydrated and 
dihydrated crystalline forms of calcium 
sulphate was correlated to the content the
reof present in the cement samples.

SAMPLE PREPARATION

Different cement samples were prepared 
in the laboratory, from the generating clin
kers of three class "G" cements, designated 
as cement 1, cement 2 and cement 3.

Cement samples prepared from the same 
clinker differ from one another by the added 
gypsum concentration, as well as the crys
talline form thereof.

With respect to this material, during 
the preparation of the first samples, the 
presence of particles of a size greater than 
the 200 mesh average was found. This frac
tion, because it was greater than 100 mesh 
in diameter, made gypsum homogenization in 
the clinker difficult.

To avoid the possible influence of these 
larger gypsum particles in the small cement 
samples, the calcium sulphate was reground, 
such that all of the material passed the 325 
mesh sieve.

The hemihydrated form of calcium sulpha
te was obtained by placing the gypsum in a 
THELCO vacum oven during at least 3 hours, 
at a temperature of 140°C. As soon as the 
partially dehydrated material returned to 
room temperature, it was immediately blended 
to the clinker, in plastic containers.

A small fraction of the so prepared ce
ment was subjected to high resolution X-ray 
diffraction, to confirm the presence of 
CaSO4.1/2H2O, with the remaining portion 
being promptly used in preparing slurries 
for the thickening time, rheology and com
pressive strength tests.

The chemical and physical characteris
tics of the clinkers which generated the ce
ments 1, 2 and 3, and gypsum utilized in the 
preparation of these cements are set forth 
in Tables I and II, respectively.

Procedures

- Preparation of Cement Slurries

The cement samples containing different 
CaSO4.2H2O and CaSO4.l/2H2O concentrations 
were added to water at the rate of 44% rela
tive to the weight of the cement, with the 
aid of a Waring blender, of 1 liter capa
city. During the first fifteen seconds, they 
were stirred at 150 rev./sec, and in the 
last thirty-five seconds, at 200 rev./sec.

- Determination of the Rheological Proper
ties and Parameters

After the previously described procedu
re, the slurries were subjected to stirring 
in the atmospheric consistometer at the ro-



tational velocity of 2.5 rev./sec for a 20 
minute period, at a temperature of 26.6°C, 
or they were heated at a 1.25°C/min rate, to 
a temperature of 51.6°C. At the end of this 
period, the cement slurries were poured into 
the sample thermal cup, previously heated to 
test temperature, and the rheological tests 
were carried out at once.

NOTES :
О PASSING U.S. STD. № 325 SIEVE ( 45 Mm ).
(D CALCULATED BY BOGUE FORMULAS.

TABLE I
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CLINKERS ( Wt% )

SAMPLE NUMBER 1 2 3
CoO 64.1 0 60.20 60 . 10
Si 0z 21 .10 20. 20 20 . 30
Al 0s 4.81 4. 84 4 . 84
Fez9s 5 .80 6. 40 6 30
SOs 1.10 1.20 1 . 00
MgO 1.50 1. 10 1 . 60
NojO 0.18 0. 20 0 . 21
KzO 0.22 0. 47 0 . 49
Mn£s 0.11 0. 08 0 . 09
PzO s 0.19 0. 1 3 0 . 13
TiOz 0.20 0.24 0 . 24
SrO 0.16 0. I 8 0 . 18
Free CoO 0.74 1.33 1 . 46
BLAINE (m2/ kg) 2 84 285 2 78
WET SCREEN ANALYSES 74.30 82. 69 81 73
LOSS ON IGNITION 0.68 0. 89 0 62
INSOLUBLE RESIDUE 0.28 0. 20 0 29

CsS 58 2 46.2 0 46 0
C 2 S 16. 6 22. 80 23 5CSA 2 . 4 2.0 2 1C AF 17 . 6 19.4 19 1

TABLE I
GYPSUM CHARACTERISTICS (Wt%) .

CoSO4 . 2Нг0 75.3
anhydrite NEGLIGIBLE
LOSS АТ 110е C 11.0LOSS AT 500° C 17.0LOSS AT 60° C .HUMIDITY 0.48

~ Equipment

A_Fann V.G. Model 35A, direct reading 
0 ational viscosimeter, which permits mea

suring the shear stress at several shear ra
tes, was used. This apparatus comprises a 
concentrically aligned external cylinder (or 
rotor) and another, internal cylinder (or 
bob), :he latter being attached to a spring, 
which measures the torque that is exerted on 
it, caused by rotation of the rotor when im
mersed in the cement slurry. The rotor-bob 
combination employed was R.-B. and a spring 
factor of 1. 1

Rheological determinations on the cement 
slurries at 26.6°C and 51.6°C were carried 
out at the following rotational velocities: 
10.0; 5.0; 3.3; 3.0; 1.67; 1.0; 0.5; 0.10 
and 0.05 rev./sec with 20 second intervals 
between readings and following a decreasing 
order of velocities.

The rheological calculations were made 
based on the Bingham model, from a linear 
relationship between shear stress and shear 
rate. The terms describing this model are: 
yield point (YP) and plastic viscosity (PV), 
its basic equation being:

Ss = YP + (PV).(SR), 

wherein:

Ss = shear stress. Pa
YP = yield point. Pa
PV = plastic viscosity, Pa.S
SR = shear rate, s-1

, In figures 1, 2 and 3, the variation in 
yield point of the class "G" cement slurries 
for use in oil wells, with different CaSO.. 
2H2°o an<^ CaSO„l/2H2O contents, both at 
21.6 C and 51.6 C is shown. The latter tem
perature corresponds to the application of 
this cement type at 2,440 m depth, according 
to "Schedule 5" of the American Petroleum 
Institute recommendations for oil well ce
ment testing (A.P.I. Spec. 10).

The rheological curves presented in Fi
gures 4 and 5, relating to the slurries pre
pared from a commercial "Class G" cement 
sample, were plotted from the readings ob
tained on the above-mentioned viscosimeter, 
with the following rotational velocities 
being employed: 10; 5; 3.33; 3.0; 1.67;
1.50; 1.0 and 0.5 rev./sec. One curve rela
tes to the cement sample without any pre
vious treatment, and the other one, to the 
sample that was heated to cause dehydration 
of the СаЗОд.З^О contained therein.

- Thickening Time Determinations

The slurries prepared from cements 1 and 
2 were subjected to the high pressure and 
temperature consistometer, according to 
"Schedule 5-API SPECIFICATION", wherein well 
bottom simulation conditions are as follows: 
a 35,600 kPa pressure and a 52°C temperatu
re. The results presented in Figure 6 cor
respond to the time required for the slur
ries to reach 100 consistency units, from 
which value onwards they would not be pum
pable within the well.
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The potenciometric mechanism and the 
measuring circuit for the consistency indi
cating voltages were calibrated by the 
weight method. This type of calibration es
tablishes equivalent torque values for seve
ral consistency levels as defined from the 
following equation:

T = 78.2 + 20.02 Bc 

wherein:

T = torque, g.cm
Bc = Bearden Slurry Consistency Units

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH •

Cements 1 and 2, comprising dihydrated 
and hemihydrated calcium sulphate contents 
ranging from 2 to 3% were blended with water 
(w/c = 0.44), according to the previously 
described procedure, and the resulting slur
ries were cast in cubic molds, to yield 
50.8 mm edge specimens. Thereafter, the 
molds containing the specimens were cured in 
a water-bath at a temperature of 37.7°C for 
the 8 and 24-hour periods.

After curing the molds were removed 
from the bath 45 minutes before testing, and 
placed in a water-bath held at 27 — 3°C for 
35 minutes. The specimens were broken in a 
hydraulic press, using a loading rate com
prised within the range of from 6,900 kPa to 
13,800 kPa.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Influence on the Rheological
the Slurries

Parameters of

To ascertain the effect of the hemihy
drated and dihydrated crystalline forms of 
calcium sulphate on the rheological parame
ter values of the slurries, twelve cement 
samples were initially prepared from the 
clinker used to prepare cement 1. These sam
ples differ from one another with respect to 
the content and crystalline form of the ad
ded calcium sulphate.

Figure 1 shows that, regardless of the 
test temperature,,, the slurries showing the 
highest yield point values were those ce
ments that contained the hemihydrated form.

It is also found that when the cement 
has a 3% calcium sulphate content, there is 
a decrease in the difference between the 
yield points of the slurries prepared from 
hemihydrate and dihydrate, that is, the he
mihydrate presence influence is lower at 
this concentration than at 2% addition.

, At the 4% concentration, the influence 
of CaSO^. l/^H-jO is again greater than it was 
in the cements containing 2% and 3% of this 
partially dehydrated sulphate.

As shown in Figure 2, the yield points 
of the slurries prepared from the clinker 
used to prepare cement 2 confirm the ten

dency of the hemihydrate-containing cements 
to produce slurries with a higher inertia to 
motion. It is further found, at the 26.6°C 
and 51.6 C temperatures, that at the 3% con
centration, the effect of the hemihydrate 
relative to the dihydrate is smaller than at
2,4 and 5% concentration.

FIG • 1—RHEOLOGY- CIM. 1

FIG. 2 —RH EOLOGY— CIM. 2

Figure 3 shows that, at a temperature of 
26.6°C, the addition of 3% calcium sulphate 
to the clinker used in preparing cement 3, 
did not change the yield point value, whet
her this compound was in the hemihydrated or 
dihydrated form.

At this same temperature, it is further 
found that for concentrations higher than 
3%, the influence of the hemihydrate is ma
nifested by the increase in yield point of 
the slurries.

At the 51.6°C temperature there was 
practically no influence of the hemihydrated 
phase. There was a reversion of the tenden
cies at the 3 and 5% concentrations, i.e.,



the dihydrate slightly increased the slur
ries' yield point. 

FiG. 3 -RHEOLOGY - CIM. 3

To corroborate the fact that the hemihy- 
drate-containing cements have higher yield 
noiTits, a class "G" commercial cement sample 
W,'1SO heated for 3 hours at a temperature of 
140'C. X-ray diffraction analyses showed 
that all of the sample's gypsum had been 
converted into CaSO4.1/2H2O.

Figures 4 and 5 show that, for the same 
shear rate, the slurries prepared from the 
hemihydrate-containing cement, in addition 
to greater yield points, also exhibited hi
gher readings on the FANN Viscosimeter, that 
is, higher apparent viscosities, when sub
jected to the rheology test.

As regards the influence of the hemihy
drate on I'he plastic viscosity of the slur
ries prepared with cements 1, 2 and 3, it 
v.'ac found tliat at the 26.6°C temperature, 
tuis crystalline form of the sulphate tends 
to make slurries more viscous. However, at 
the temperature, an adverse behaviour 
wa= sometimes observed. This occurred with

2. when 3, 4 and 5% CaSO. . 1/2H2O 
SioountR were added to the clinker fröm which 
this cement was made.

- based on the heretofore performed tests, 
using the FANN viscosimeter, no evidence has 
been found that the hemihydrate, when pre
sent in the cement, causes an increase in 
the gellation tendency of the slurries.

Thickening time

The consistency tests performed under 
the API Schedule 5 temperature and pressure 
conditions, with cements 1 and 2 show, as 
presented in Figure 6, that the presence of 
hemihydrate delays thickening of the slur
ries.

However, at contents higher than 4%, and 
at temperature of 56.6°C, it has been found

that hemihydrate presence did not interfere 
with the thickening time of slurries.

FIG . 4 - CEMENT SLURRIES PREPARED WITH 

CLASS G CEMENT SAMPLE .

ROTACIONAL VELOCITY , rev/s.

FIG . 5 - CEMENT SLURRIES PREPARED WITH 

CLASS G CEMENT SAMPLE.
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THICKENING TIME , mm .

FIG. 6— THICKENING TIME
Sch: 5
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Influence on Compressive Strength

Addition of hemihydrate calcium sulphate 
to the clinkers of the cements 1 and 2 pro
vided specimens with a greater compressive 
strength than those originating from these 
same cements, but containing the calcium 
sulphate in its dihydrated form.

Figures 7 and 8 show these results after 
8 and 24 hours curing time, respectively.

4,00 5,00 6,00 7,00
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, MPo

12,00 14,00 16,00 18,00 20,00
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH , M Pa

FIG. 7-COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

CURING TIME: 8h ; T:37,7°C, p: atmos.

increase in apparent viscosity was ob
served in all samples.

- It could not be concluded that the he
mihydrate favors the increase of the 
gel strength of the slurries.

- Slurry thickening time is delayed as a 
result of hemihydrate presence at con
centrations of up to 4% (w/w).

- Compressive strength is increased, 
when the cement contains calcium sulp
hate in its hemihydrated form.
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CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions as to the effects of the 
calcium sulphate hemihydrate in concentra
tions ranging between 2 and 5% (w/w) in
class "G" cement samples for oil well cemen
tations are as follows:

- CaSO^j.l/ZH^O raises the yield point of 
slurries and may also cause an increa
se in plastic viscosity. A significant



Expansive Cement With Hydroxyde Expanding Phase on Admixture's Basis
Ciment expansfe avec une phase expansive d'hydroxyde d la base d'un ajout

SUMMARY: At the previous 7th- International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement - Paris,1980 

was reported about a complex admixture for expansive cement with hydrosulfoaluminate^ttrin- 
gite) expanding phase. This study treats the further development of expansive cements on ad
mixture's basis. A new chemical admixture for obtaining expansive cement with hydroxyde ex
panding phase was elaborated. The cement with that expanding mechanism possess good plasti
city and workability, great expansion with high strength and selfstressing etc.

According to the needs of construction and prefabrication, by means of the new admixture, 
ordinary cements are modified in shrinkage compensating, expansive and selfstressing cements 
with hydroxyde expansive mechanism.

The expansion and selfstressing of the modified cements can be precisely regulated. Depand— 
ing on the admixture's quantity the wished value of deformation and self stressing is ob
tained.

The high technical qualities of the new expansive cement discover large possibilities for 
introduction in constructions and prefabrication, where shrinkage compensating or selfstres
sing, higher crack resistance, deminished water leakage etc are needed.

No 79 Congresso Internacional da Quimica do Cimento - Paris, 1980, relatou-se sobre 
uma mistura complexa para cimento com uoia fasc expansive de hidrossulfoaluminato (etringi- 
taj. о presente estudo aborda о desenvolvimento posterior de cimentos expansives ä base de 
aditivo. Foi elaborado urn novo aditivo quimico para obtencäo de cimento expansive com fase 
expansiva de hidroxido. 0 cimento com aquele mecanismo expansive possui boa plasticidade c 
trabalhabilidade, grande expansao com alta resistencia e auto-estressantc, etc.

. De acordo com as necessidades de construqäo e de prefabricacao, por meio do novo a- 
ditivo os cimentos comuns säo modificados em cimentos compensadores da retraeäo, expansives 
e auto-estressantes com mecanismo expansivo de hidroxido.

_ A expansao e о auto-estressamento dos cimentos modificados podem ser regulados com 
precisao. Dependendo da quantidade de aditivo, obtem-se о valor desejado de deformagäo e au 
to-estressamento. —

As altas qualidades tecnicas do novo cimento expansivo abrem grandes possibi1idades 
Para sua introdueäo em construföes e pre-fabricaeäo,em que hä necessidade de compensagao da 
contracao ou auto-estressamento, alta resistöncia ä fissura, vazamento reduzido de agua.etc.



Expansive and. selfstressing cements at 
present are mainly based on hydrosulfo
aluminate (ettringite) expanding mechanism. 
For it's realization three components are 
needed: aluminate, sulfate and calcium. A 
great variety of the aluminate components 
is characterizing the different expansive 
cements. Components as: aluminous cements, 
different Ca-aluminates (C^A, C^gA^, CA, 
CA2) or slags containing these minerals, 
Ca-sulfoaluminate (C3A3CS) or clinker with 
high percentage of that mineral, thermal 
activated alunite, different aluminium 
salts etc are used. At the previous 7^tl In

ternational Congress on the Chemistry of 
Cement, Paris'80 /1/ was reported about a 
high quality expansive cement with complex 
admixture containing special Al—salts.

They are also known expansive cements with 
hydroxyde or this combined with ettringite 
expanding mechanism, but they are less com
pared to these based on hydrosulfoaluminate 
phase. For expansive agents are proposed: 
calcined by 800-900°C dolomite or magnesite 

/2/, byproducts of MgO (periclase) for hy - 
drothermal treated cements and concretes/3, 
4/, silica-organic compound introduced in 
cement and CaO in the mixing water/5/,care
fully calcined (90O-950°C) and sized MgO 

for mass concrete /6/, calcined by high tern 
perature (1500°C) CaO + CS and with or with 

out CjA^CS /7/ or special clinkers,contain
ing: Ca-alumoferrites + CaO /8/, C^S + CaO 
/9/, C3A3CS + CS + Ca0 + C2S /Ю/.С^А^Са^ 
+ CaF2 + anhydrite + CaO /11/•

In spite of its simplicity - only one com
ponent (MgO or CaO) instead of three - the 
hydroxyde expanding mechanism has not be 
till now largely employed for expansive ce
ments. Very few of these cements were intro 
duced industrial in the constructional prac 
tice and they are actually such with com
bined expanding mechanism /10/. The reason 
for not using hydroxyde phase independently 
seems to be the difficult regulation of MgO 
and CaO qualities like expanding agents. 
Their reactivity with water is strongly in

fluenced from the temperature of calcina
tion and other technological conditions.

Based on former experience /3, 4, 1 etc/ in 
the Central Laboratory of Fhysico- Chemical 
Mechanics by the Bulgarian Academy of seien 
ces was created a new admixture with hydro
oxyde expanding mechanism only. This addi
tive can be obtained by an easy realizable 
technology from ordinary row materials and 
as believed also with good economical pro
fit. The admixture's composition ansnres 
the oxyde + water reaction to be realized 
by normal temperature and at a definite pe
riod of structure development of the harden 
ing cement stone. It is the time when some 
strength is already acquired in order to 
withstand the pressure of the growing hydro 
oxyde crystals. At the same time the struc
ture has retained still sufficient plasti
city, so that the expansion will not inter
rupt the integrity of hardened cement. Thus 
the admixture ensures optimal conditions an 
Ordinary cement to be modi fi ed in erparsive 
or selfstressing cement.

To illustrate the qualities of the new ce
ments with hydroxyde expanding phase are 
given some experimental data.

For the investigations are used four basic 
cements: three ordinary portland cements, 
marked OPC, OPC^, 0PC2 and one sulfateresis- 
tant — SRC. They are modified in expansive 
cements (EC) or selfstressing cements (SC) 
by means of different admixture's quanti
ties. With supplementary mark "x” is indi ca 
ted some increased additive's amount for ex 
pansion rise.

The experimental results and their dismis
sion are given in four parts.

1. Setting time

The known expansive cements are usualy 
quick setting which is limiting their field 
of application. Therefore it is important 
to obtain such type of cements with normal 
setting time.

In table 1 are compared the iniport- 
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land (OFC) and the expansive and selfstres
sing cements on its basis (EC, EC1, SC).Set 
ting time is determined by standard Vicat 
method.

Table 1
Setting time of cements

Cement Mixing Setting time 
/hours-minutes/type water for 

standard 
plasticity

/%/

Initial Final

OPC * 24,1 1-30 3-11
EC 24,4 2-37 3-12
EC* 26,1 2-26 2-45
SC 27,2 2-20 2-45

Expansive cements EC, ECX, SC with the new 

admixture have retarded initial setting and 
unchanged or by increased additive’s quanti 
ty (ECX, SC) little accelerated final set

ting. With such normal setting time the pro 
posed expansive cements are giving the pos
sibility to overcome the technological dif
ficulties caused by the quick setting of 
the prevailing part of known expansive and 
selfstressing cements especially with hydro 
sulfoalптпinata phase. Thus will be ansured 
larger introducing of these special cements 
in Constructi rms, '

2. Free expansion and strength at different 
demoulding ages

On table 2 are given the linear free (unre
strained) expansion and on table 3—strength 
of hardened standard mortar (1:3) and W/C 
ratio 0,5. The specimens 40/40/160 mm are 
prepared according RIIEM-CEMBUKEAU method. 
The expansion is measured on the unmoulded 
prisms by means of micrometer. Specimens un 
moulding is done after 6.30 and 18.30 hours 
followed by hardening in water at about 
20°C.

By means of the new admixture with hydro— 

oxyde expanding phase from the basic OPC 
are obtained expansive and selfstressing 
cements with relatively high plasticity

(flow test). Their defoimation and strength 
properties can be well regulated with the 
additive’s quantity. The expansion is mani
fested by normal temperature within the 
first days of hardening and there after the 
mortar volume is remaining stable. By test
ing on cement stone or mortar with higher 
cement content the expansion’s size is se
veral times greater compared to the stan
dard mortar 1:3 used in present investiga
tions. ■

Table 2
Free (unrestrained) linear expansion 

of cement-sand mortar 1:3 .

Cement 
type

Flow Expansion /%/ at age /days/
test
/mm/ ** 28

Demoulding after 6.30 h

EC
SC

186 0,976 0,989 '
198 2,381 2,528

Demoulding after 18,30 h

0,989
2,528

EC
SC

188 0,086 0,096
188 0,471 0,962

0,096
0,962

Table 3
Compressive strength of 
cement-sand mortar 1:3

Cement Flow Strength /MFa/at age/days/
type test

/mm/ 28

Demoulding after 6.30 h

EC
SC

186 5,1 19,0
198 2,7 7,8

Demoulding after 18.30 h

23,5
9,5

EC
SC

188 11,1 28,3
188 7,7 13,7

35,7
18,0

Compared to the known expansive cements 
with hydroxyde expanding mechanism the new 
one has much greater expansion. For example 
the described cements are expanding only 
0,18-0,4 % tested on cement stone /2/,0,02- 
0,05 % on mortar 1:2 /5/ and 0,088 - 0,555% 
on cement stone and increased temperature 



(32°С). Expansion by /3, 4/ is similar to 

that in the present investigations, but 
with the new admixture the great deforma
tion is achieved at normal temperature. By 
/3, 4/ is needed hydrothermal treatment and 
rise in temperature. So the new development 
has important technological advantages.

In relation to the high expansion’s value 
in unrestrained conditions the hardened mor 
tars have also good strength properties, 
which are constantly improving in the 
course of time.

Early demoulding is leading to 2,6 - 10,3 
times greater expansion respectively for SO 
and EC. Oorelated with the high unre
strained deformation the strength of same 
cements for 28 days age is 1,9 - 1,5 times 
decreased. These experimental results point 
out the importance of the strength characte 
ristics of hardening mortar at the begin
ning of the free (unrestrained) deformation 
and the mutual dependency between strength 
and expansion during the whole hardaning 
process.

3. Eree expansion and strength by different 
curing conditions

With different amounts of the admixture IM 
tial OPC1, 0PC2 are changed in EC^,
SC^, SOg and SCj. Testing is carried out 
according to the same method used in part 
2 (see above). Demoulding is done after 
18.30 hours and curing is at about 20°C in 

water or on the air with moistening in the 
initial period.

On tables 4 and 5 are to be seen the linear 
free (unrestrained) expansion and strength 
respectively.

Experimental results are proving the high 
effectiveness of the admixture to modify 
different ordinary portland and other types 
of cements in expansive and selfstressing 
cements. By all of them mortar plasticity 
is relatively high and near to that of ordi 
nary cements. On the contrary known expanr- 
sive and especially selfstressing cements 
with hydrosulfoaluminate phase have usually 

very worsened rheological characteristics.

Table 4
Free (unrestrained) linear expansion 

of cement-sand mortar 1:3

Cement Flow Expansion /%/ at age /days/
type test

/mm/ 1 3 28

Water curing

EC1 184 0,082 0,108 0,108
sc1 179 0,657 0,904 0,904
SC2 161 0,232 0,534 0,534
SC3 163 0,336 0,510 0,510

Air curing

EC1 184 0,094 0,113 0,112
so1 181 0,696 0,983 0,978
SC2 177 0,237 0,584 0,574
SC3 163 0,301 0,479 0,467

Table 5
Compressive strength of 
cement—sand mortar 1:3

Cement Flow Strength/МРа/ at age/days/
type test

/mm/ 1 7 28

Water curing

EC1 184 7,6 - 39,0
sc1 179 6,3 - 27,2
SC2 161 12,6 21,1 27,7
SC3 163 10,4 22,4 30,2

Air curing

EC1 184 7,4 - 41,5
sc1 181 5,5 - 23,3
SC2 177 12,8 17,6 23,2
SC3 163 ' 11,6 19,4 24,7 

In accordance with the used дrimiv-trnre’s 
amount and specimens demoulding age of 18.30 
hours the free expansion has reached the 
desired size for the different initial ce
ments in the limits from 0,1 to 0,98 %.

The expansion of tested cements by the two 
different curing conditions is practically 
the same. Differences at 3 days age, whei 



the expansion is completed, are no more 
than -6 to +9 %. By air hardening in later 
age and suspended moistening the expansion 
is little deminished which is usual for 
these curing conditions.

By raising the expansion's degree the dif
ficulties to keep stable strength's grow 
with time are well known. The problem is 
most difficult by the selfstressing cement. 
Experimental data from these investigations 
are showing steadily strength's increase of 
the new cements including such with great 
expansion and selfstressing.

The strengths by air hardening are sim-i 1яг 
or some what decreased compared to those by 
water curing. Differences between them at 
28 days are from -18 to +6 %.

4. Restrained expansion and selfstressing

The selfstressing is tested on cement-sand 
mortar 1:1 specimens 40/40/160 mm with re
strained expansion by means of dynamometric 
frames. The used cements SO and SC are 

a
based on OPC and the new admixture in two 
variants. Demoulding is done after 6.30 
hours followed by water curing at about 
20°0.

On table 6 is given free and restrained ex
pansion (linear) of the hardening mortars 
and on table 7 ~ selfstressing and strength 
by free expansion at different ages.

Experimental data are making evident the 
good selfstressing qualities of cement with 
the proposed additive containing hydrmryde 

expanding phase. By increasing admi-x-hura'a 
quantity the selfstressing can reach much 
higher value but the used in this case me
thod and dynamometric frames are with 1 imi— 
ted possibilities to test higher selfstres— 
sing.

The ratio free/restrained expansion for SC 
and SCa is 6,27-6,30 and 5,93 respectively. 
This ratio is characterizing to whi ch ex
tent the chemical energy is hransformed in 

expansion's work in restrained condd t-i on я 
compared to the free expanaion, The ratio's 
values by these investigations are better 

towards those of the greater part of known 
selfstressing cements with hydrosulfoalumi
nate expanding mechanism. The determined 
ratio here is nearer to that of cement with 
expanding agent periclase (MgO) /3, 4/. In 
contrast to it selfstressing with the new 
admixture is obtained without hydrothermal 
treatment, which has great technical and 
economical advantages.

Table 6
Free and restrained linear expansinn 

of cement—sand mortar 1:1

Cement 
type

Flow 
test 
/mm/

Free/restrained expansion /%/ 
at age /days/

3 4 28 40

SC 155 2,051 2,059 2,059 2,059

0,327 0,327 0,327 0,327

SCa 175 1,792 1,892 1,892 1,892

0,302 0,319 0,319 0,319

Table 7
Selfstressing and compressive strength of 

expansive cement-sand mortar 1:1

Cement Selfstressing by re
type strained expansion

/MPa/ at age /days/

Strength by 
free expansion 
/MPa/,age/days/

3 4 28 40 3 28

SC 60,2 60,2 60,,2 60,2 27,6 43,0
SC a 55,6 58,7 58,,7 58,7 28,2 45,5

summarizing the carried out investiga— 
tions becomes evident that the proposed 
,admixture is a very efficient expanding 
agent, which is based on the simple pnin— 
ciple of hydroxyde expanding mechanism suc
cessfully realized by normal temperatuno. 
The expansive and selfstressing cements on 
the new amixture's basis have high techni - 
cal qualities which discover large possibi
lities for their introduction in construc
tions and prefabrication, where shrinkage 



compensating or selfstressing, higher crack 
resistance, ieminished water leakage etc 
are needed«
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Effect of alkali on the expansive properties of sulfoaluminate cement pastes

Effet de lalcali sur les propriete,s de 1'expansion des pates du ciment sulfoalumineux

SUMMARY: The effect of alkali (NaOH ) on expansive properties of sulfoaluminate cement pastes was studied by 
measurement of expansion value, XRD as well as liquid phase analysis.
NaOH increase compressive strengths of the pastes in early ages but decreases the strength at later ages. NaOH 
accelerates the formation of ettringite and content of ettringite in the pastes increases with increasing NaOH 
concentration. The ettringite formed even in PH=13.3 environment(0.7 M NaOH solution) is not amorphous but cry
stalline. The concentration of CaO in liquid phase decreases and the concentration of Al 0
increases with increasing NaOH concentration. The expansion of the paste increases as NaOH concentration increases 
The expansion caused by ettringite formed in higher PH value but lower CaO concentration solution is greater than
that in lower PH value but higher CaO concentration solutionjthe higher NaOH concentration, the more ettringite
and the greater expansion. Therefore, the expansion of ettringite does not always depend on CaO concentration 
but depends on PH value in pore solution within the paste. We conclude that it is better to be related the expan
sion with PH value than that with CaO concentration if alkali is present in the paste.

Por meio de adi^ao do valor de expansäo, XRD e anälise de fase liquida, estudou-se о 
efeito do alcali (NaOH) sobre as propriedades expansivas de pastas de cimento de sulfoalumi- 
nato.

nas idades iniciais, mas as dimi 
e о teor de etringita nas pas- 

A etringita formada ate mesmo em ambien- 
mas cristalina. A concentracäo de 

e a concentrafäo de A^Oj aumenta com о aumento de concentra
A expansäo da pasta aumenta na medida em que aumenta a concentrajao de NaOH. 

„ , formada em solucäo com valor mais alto de pH e concentra
e maior do que a formada em solu^ao com valor de pH mais baixo e con- 

maior a 
CaO, mas 
que a ex- 
presenca

NaOH aumenta as resistencias ä compressäo das pastas 
nui nas idades finals. NaOH acelera a forjnacao de etringita, 
tas aumenta com о aumento de concentrapäo de NaOH. 
te com pH = 13,3 (solupäo de 0,7 M NaOH) näo e amorfa, 
CaO na fase liquida diminui, 
Cäo de NaOH. / * '
A expansäo causada pela etringita, 
Cao mais baixa de CaO, 
centrapäo mais alta de CaO. Quanto maior a concentrapäo de NaOH, mais etringita e 
expansäo. Portanto, a expansäo da etringita nem sempre depende da concentrapäo de 
depende do valor de pH na solupäo porosa dentro da pasta. Concluimos que e melhor 
pansäo esteja relacionada com о valor de pH do que com a concentrapäo de CaO se hä 
de alcali na pasta.



Effect of alkali on the expansive properties of sulfoaluminate cement pastes

Effet de lalcali sur les proprietes de V expansion des pates du ciment suLfoalumineux

1. Introduction
AlkalitNa.O+^O) is an important 'minor-component in 
cements. When cement comes to contact with water,al
kali sulfates pass to water rapidly,the alkali in si
licate and aluminate also dissolves to the liquid 
phase with proceeding of cement hydration. Data from 
Longuet et al /1/ showed that low alkali cement gave 
rise to alkali concentration of the order of 0.2M. 
Normal cement,with higher alkali contents might give 
pore solution of 0.7M or even higher within a month 
or so. F.M Locher /2/ pointed out that the PH of the 
pore solution within a high alkali cement pastes 
might reach a value of 12.9 in two minutes,and 13.7 
or higher after 28 days. The addition of gypsum appa
rently has little effect on PH value. The OH concen
tration found by Longuet et al /1/ are of the order 
of 15 times greater than the concentration of satura
ted CatOH)^. H.E Vivian/З/ found that the presence of 
alkali decreased the solubility of CaXOH)^' The de
creased solubility would change the rate of nuclea
tion and crystallization. Ershov et al /4/ noted that 
alkali accelerated the formation of ettringite,but 
Schwiete et al concluded that crystalline ettringite 
could be formed only in PH=11.5 to 11.8;if PH reached 
12.5 to 12.8,non-crystalline materials with composi
tion similar to ettringite was formed. J.E Bailey 
found /6/ the existence of both crystalline and non
crystalline ettringites in portland cement paste and 
synthetic system. K.Ogawa et al /7/ found that NaOH 
accelerated the hydration of and the formation
of ettringite,but the expansion of the paste was less 
than that of the paste without alkali because of the 
dense structure.

In present paper the expansion of sulfoaluminate ce
ment paste affected by NaOH was study by expansion 
measurement,strength test,XRD and liquid phase analy
sis.

2, Materials and experiments

The chemical composition of sulfoaluminate clinker 
is listed in table 1.

Chemical grade gypsum was used.

Table 1. the chemical composition of sulfoaluminate 
clinker

SiQj Fe^Oj Al^Oj CaO MgO S03 K20 Na20 Loss

9.30 2.71 30.67 42.55 1.99 11.0 0.08 0.29 0.86

Sulfoaluminate cement was manufactured by the mixture 
of clinker-gypsum ratio 74:26 by weight and ground to 
less 80U.

Three kinds of NaOH solution were prepared. The con
centrations and PH values are as follows:

Table 2. PH values and concentrations of HaOH 
solution .

concentrations of NaOH 0.06M 0.2M 0.7M
PH values 12.50 12.98 13.28

10x10x60 MM samples were prepared by water-cement 
ratio(w/c) 0.36 by weight and cured at 2O±2 C fog 
room for 24 hours. After demoulding the lengths of 
the samples were determined,then the samples were mea
sured at regular intervals.

20x20x20 mm cubic samples were prepared by using dis
tilled water and three kinds of NaOH solution by w/c 
ratio of 0.36 by weight and cured at 2O±2 C, then 
measured the compressive strength at 1,3,7,14 and 28 
days. .

XRD was carried out for 7-day and 28-day samples.

40:1 of water: cement paste at different age was 
stirred and the filtrates were used for analyzing 
chemical composition of Liquid phase.

3. Results and discussions

Fig.l shows the effect of the concentrations of NaOH 
solutions on the expansions of sulfoaluminate cement 
pastes. We find that all pastes occur some expansions 
whether mixed by distilled water or by NaOH solution. 
The expansion of the paste prepared with 0.06M NaOH 
solution (abreviate as So.06) is similar to that of 
the pastes prepared with distilled water (abreviate 
as So), there is not any difference between them.The 
expansion of the sample prepared with 0.2M NaOH solu
tion (abbreviate as So.2) is similar to that of So at 
the early age but greater than that of So at later 
age. The sample prepared with 0.7M NaOH solution has 
less expansion than So at 5 days but catches up with 
and surpasses the expansions of So,So.06, So.2,after 
5 days and cracked at 8 days.

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 days

Fig.l Effect of concentrations of NaOH solutions on 
expansions of the pastes

So-the paste prepared with distilled water
S0.06—the paste prepared with 0.06M NaOH solution
So.2—the paste prepared with 0.2M NaOH solution
So.7—the paste prepared with 0.7M NaOH solution 

(same below)

The effect of the concentrations of NaOH solution on 
the compressive strength is showed in Fig.2 in which 
the early strengths and maximum strengths of S0.06 , 
So.2 and So.7are greater than that of So. From the 
cuves we find a trend that the strengths of all pastes 
increase with curing age and drop down after reaching 
maximal strength. The higher NaOH concentration, the 
shorter age of reaching maximal strength dropping.The 
maximal strengths and the ages attaining to maximal 
strengths for So,So.об,So . 2 and So,7 are 50 Mpa 64 
Mpa, 68 Mpa, 62 Mpa and 14, 7,7 and 3 days respective
ly. After that ages the strengths of all pastes de
crease,the decreased order is So.7,So.2,So.об and So. 
The strength of So.7 lowers to less than that of So 
at 14 days and drops to 41% of its maximal strength 
at 28 days.
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Fig.2 Effect of concentrations of NaOH solutions on 
compressive strengths of the pastes

From Fig.l and Fig.2 we can conclude that the higher 
compressive strength and less expanstlon are occurred 
in sulfoaluminate cement pastes at early hydration 
ages but less strength and greater expansion,at later 
ages. This is attributed to the acceleration of C.A-S 
hydration and the formation of ettringite.K.Ogawa/77 
believed that NaOH accelerated the hydration of C.A S. 
Our results show the acceleration of ettringite forma
tion and increase of expansion of sulfoaluminte cement 
pastes in the presence of NaOH solution. As we know, 
sulfoaluminte cement clinker consists mainly of C.A S 
and|S-C2S. S'te.-l.Vf П.'З/ noted that alkll accelerated3 
CjS hydration. K.K Kuatacv et al /9/ reported signi
ficant increase in the hydration of /3-С S and C S by 
addition of SiC^with Na2O or KO. In our experiments, 
more ettringite would be formed in the pastes in the 
presence of NaOH solution due to the acceleration of 
C^S and fr-C^S. It has to be pointed out that the 
expansion at one day was restrained in mould,therefore 
the pastes prepared with NaOH solution have dense 
structure and higher early strength, and shorter cu
ring age is needed to obtained maximal strength com
pared with the paste without presence of NaOH solution. 
The contribution of ettringite to strength is diffe- 
r^nt" at different ages. In early age the skeleton of 
t e structure of the paste is constructed by ettrin
gite and the structure is densified by Al(OH) 
C5H gel. " ■
strength, 
is formed 
formed is 
structure 
exerted a t 
gite. Therefore, 
tion, t’ 
Pension, t’ ' 
greater strength decrease. For exsample, So.7 expands 
r CornPared with So before 5 days, thereon expands 
apt ly, which coincides with that the strength reaches 

i , -- - спи luwetb di / uays, wnereas oo
У rates slowly compared with So.7, and the strength 

and f-k« ____ . . ’ =•

--- - „ - „ U у Л L VUIl) . and 
Because of dense structure and higher 
the pastes expand small even more ettringite 
this period. But the effect of ettringite 
different after the paste reaching to dense 
and the maximal strength, the paste will be 
expansive force by the formation of ettrin- 

, the higher NaOH solution concentra- 
the more ettringite formation, the greater ex

> the shorter age of strength decrease and the

gentle compared with So before 5 days

maximum at 3 days-and lowers at 7 days, whereas So 
and^k65 slowl-y compared with So.7, and the strength 

t e expansion are gentle. The maximal strength of 
о occurs at 14 days and the slope of the curve of 

мНГеиёН|: droPPir,g is less than that of So.2 and So.7, 
lc is in coincidence with the gentle expansion

Pe17^6* iS evidence that the intensity of the 
a s belong to ettringite enhances with the concentra- 
n of NaOH (see Fig.3). For example, the ratio of

1-1 .1^еп51СУ of the peaks belong to ettringite is 
• 1.6.3.1 for So:So.об:So.2:So.7. A great amount

of ettringite is an evidence of 
hydration, because Al**  ions in 
tained only from the hydration

acceleration of C^A^S 
ettringite can be ob- 
of C,AOS.4 3

Fig.3 XRD diagrams of the 
solutions different

pastes prepared with NaOH 
concentration

Fig.4 shows the influence of NaOH concentration on the 
('vnans1' on of C Q QOC’’ г c- r r- --- . „ „ '"v 1 .к..гдп».ин ul rvuj^i-uvad vvnipact. uie rc-sulL
proves again that expansions increase with the con
centration of NaOH,especially at later age.

80

Time (hours)

Fig.4 Effect of concentrations of NaOH solution on 
expansion of compacts of C^A^S + ßCSH^bCaO

It should be pointed out that ettringite is not am
orphous but crystalline even in the presence of 0.7M 
NaOH solution (PH=13.3) , the sharper and stronger 
peaks at 9.1 ,15.78*and  22.92® 20 belong to ettringite 
gives evidence.

Fig.5 and table 3 show the chemical composition of
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liquid phase, in which the concentration of CaO is 
depressed and the concentration of Al^O^ is increased 
with the NaOH concentration. CaO concentration drops 
to O.O7g/L from O.3g/L and concentration incre
ases to O.35g/L from 0.07g/L at one day if NaOH con
centration increases to 0.7M from zero. Same trend 
occurs at other curing ages. This result is similar
to the effect of alkali on the solubility of C^A 
reported by G.Y Shin /10/. The acceleration of ettr
ingite formation is associated with increase of Al^O^ 
concentration in presence of NaOH, because higher
concentration of Al^O^ contributes 
form ettringite.Besides, OH- ions

more Al 
probably

ions to 
parti-

cipates in the chemical reaction of forming ettringite 
According to A.E Moor and H.F.W taylor /11/, ettingice 
has the formula {Ca,ГА1(оН),]24Hn0) 3(SO,)•2HQ0,the 

L о Oz 2 2 2.

Table 3. The concentration of CaO and A^Oj in Liquid 
phase of the pastes (mg/L)

ID 3D 7D 14D 2Sd
samples CaO A12°3 CaO A12°3 CaO A12°3,Ca0 ai2o^CaOAl^O^

So 360 70 540 58 425 49 320 12 408 -

SO.06 300 80 425 69 369 82 185 49 302 47

SO.2 140 170 212 126 225 167 99 56 277 67

SO. 7 70 350 94 226 139 238 14 108 128197

favorable for forming nuclei of ettringite. Therefore 
more ettringite are formed and more expansions are pro
duced inthe paste. Most reseacher believed that the 
expansion of ettringite was associated with the CaO 
concentration in liquid phase where the ettringite 
was formed, and the higher CaO concentration in liquid 
phase,the greater expansion in the paste. It is true 
if there is not any alkali in cement. In this case, 
higher CaO concentration is equal to higher PH value 
in liquid phase. Unfortunately,cement always contain 
some alkalies, in this case higher PH value is not 
equal to higher CaO concentration in the pore solution 
within the cement paste. In our experiments the expan
sion caused by ettringite formed in higher PH value 
but lower CaO concentration solution is greater than 
that in lower PH value but higher CaO concentration 
solution. From the results that the higher NaOH con
cent rat ion , the PH value and lower CaO concentration, 
the greater expansion,we conclude that it is better 
to relate the expansion of ettringite with PH value 
than that with CaO concentration. NaOH contributes 
more OH*ions  and Alwions due to increase of solubility 
of A^Og in the presence of NaOH,which is favorable 
to form (Al(0H)^')3-,and f avorable to form ettringite. 
If NaOH concentration increase,the concentration of 
OH ions and Alwions increase,the ettringite and ex
pansion increase in the paste.

CaO
(g/L)

CONCN.NaOH(Mol)

Fig.5 Effect of concentrations of NaOH solutions on 
chemical composition of the liquid phase in the 
pastes

columns {Саб(.А1(0Н),)2'24H o)6+ are based on(Al(OH)6]3 
octahedra running along c axis, each (Al(OH)^)3 linked 
to each of its neighbours through three Ca ions, the 
latter are 8-coordinated by 4 H^O molecures and 4 OH 
groups (see Fig. 6). There are two ^0 molecures agd 
three SO^ in the channels of the columns.(Al(OH)^] 
octahedra consists of Al*  and OH
ions. The increase of Al*  and OH jons concentration 
is favorable for forming (Al(OH)^] ,i-e, favorable
for forming the column of ettringite, and hence

Fig. 6 Part of a single column of ettringite 
( after A.E Moor and H.F.W Taylor /11/ )

5.Conclusions

From above results and discuss ions,some conclusions 
can be drawn:

1) . NaOH accelerates the formation and expansion of 
etteingite in sulfoaluminate cement paste and 
C^A^S+SCSH^+öCaO compact, therefore we have to consi
der the effect of alkali on the soundness of sulfo
aluminate cement during the hydration.

2) .NaOH increases the strengths of sulfoaluminate ce
ment paste at early ages but decreases the strength 
at later ages.

3) .The ettringite formed even in PH=13.3 environment 
(0.7 M NaOH solution) is not amorphous but crystalline-
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Effet de I’alcali sur les proprietes de I7 expansion des pates du ciment sulfoalumineux

4). As NaOH concentration increases,CaO concentration 
decreases and cc,ncentrat increases ,ettringite
and expansion of the paste increase. We conclude that 
it is better to be related the expansion of ettringite 
with PH value than that with CaO concentration because 
the expansion of ettringite does not always depend up 
CaO concentration but depends upon PH value in the 
liquid phase. The higher PH value,the lower CaO con
centration and the greater expansion in sulfoaluminate 
cement paste in the presence of NaOH.
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STUDY ON HIGH SELF-STRESS ALUMINATE CEMENT

SUMMARY: At present the self-stress (SS) values of SS cement produced at home and abroad are 2.0-4.0 MPa for SS 

silicate cement and 4.5-6.0 MPa for SS aluminate cement and SS sulfo-aluminate cement.

High SS aluminate" cement of SS value 7.0-10.0 MPa has been produced. The development of this cement is based on 

a study into the expansive characteristics of ettringite under semi-saturated CaO concentration and also on the 

practice in the production of ordinary SS aluminate cement. XRD and DTA have been employed in the study of the 

hydration products and the rate of hydration. Results show that the hydration products of high SS aluminate 

cement are similar to those of ordinary SS aluminate cement. They are ettringite and hydro-alumina gel. However, 
the rate of hydration of the high SS aluminate cement is higher than that of the ordinary SS aluminate cement. 

According to the study oi pore size dlsLribution of the hardened pastes, the most probable radius of the high SS 

aluminate cement paste is slightly larger than that of the ordinary SS aluminate cement but smaller than that of 

SS silicate cement. Its resistance to wa-e- permeation is still satisfactory. High SS aluminate cement and 

high pressure water pipes made from this cement have been produced in batches. Concrete pipes of inside diameter 

720 mm passed the 3.0 MPa water pressure inspection test. The destructive water pressure for the ones of inside 

diameter 950 mm has reached 2.2 MPa. The SS value of concrete for these penstocks reached 8.0 MPa. The results 

of their experimental use at four small hydropower stations with water heads of 100-200 m for a period of 2-5 

years are good. In D< cember, 1983, the high SS aluminate cement and the penstocks made from it were approved by 

a technical appraisal committee.

- •> ntUaimon^ °S valores de auto-estressamento (SS) de cimento SS produzido regionalmente e extemamente 
sao de 2,0 - 4,0 MPa para cimento SS de silicate, e 4,5 - 6,0 MPa para cimento SS de aluminato e cimento SS de 
sulioaluminato.

Foram produzidos cimentos de aluminato com alto SS, com valores de SS de 7,0 - 10 0 MPA. 0 desenvolvi 
mento deste cimento esta baseado num estudo das caracteristicas expansivas da etringita sob concentracao semi- 
saturada de CaO, e tambem na pratica de produpao de cimento de aluminato SS comum. Foram empregados XRD e DTA 
no estudo dos produtos de hidratacao e da velocidade de hidratasäo. Os resultados mostram que os produtos de 
hidratagao do cimento de aluminato com alto SS sao semelhantes aos do cimento de aluminato SS comum. Estes pro 
dutos sao etringita e gel de hidro-alumina. Contudo, a velocidade de hidratapdo do cimento de aluminato com al 
to Sb e maior do que a do cimento de aluminato SS comum. - ' ""

De acordo com о estudo da distribuicäo de tamanho de poro das pastas endurecidas, о raio mais provavel 
da pasta de cimento de aluminato com alto SS e ligeiramente maior que о do cimento de aluminato SS comum mas 
menor que о do cimento de silicate SS. Sua resistencia ä permeabilizaeäo por ägua e ainda satisfatoria.’

Cimento de aluminato com alto SS e manilhas de alta pressäo feitas com este cimento forma produzidos 
em bateladas. Mamlhas de concreto com diametro intemo de 720 mm resistiram a teste de inspeeäo com pressäo 
vi3«,,3 de^3,°,№arV J Pressao destrutiva de agua para manilhas com diametro interno de 950 mm foi atineida a
2,2 MPa. О valor SS do concreto para estas adutoras foi de 8,0 MPa. Os resultados do seu uso experimental era 
quatro pequenas usinas hidreletricas com carga de agua 100 - 200 m, por urn periodo de 2 - 5 anos, foram satis- 
fatonos. _Em dezembro/83 о cimento de aluminato com alto SS e as adutoras feitas com ele foram aprovados por 
uma comissao tecnica de avaliapao. H H



INTRODUCTION

At present, self-stress value of several kinds of S3 

cement produced in our country is 2-6 MPa, (1), (2), 

(3) while the actural SS value of the SS cement con

crete used in abroad is about 3.5 MPa (4), (5), (6), 
(7). Studies have been made in collaboration with 

Shanghai White Cement Mill to develop high SS alumi

nate cement. High-pressure pipes made from this 

cement have been used in a small hydroelectric sta

tion with 100—200 m water head for 5-7 years.

DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE OF THE CEMENT

1. The concept and the selection of raw materials

Aluminate clinker-gypsum system is selected according 

to theoretical studies (8), (9) on the expansive 
.characteristics of ettringite under semi-saturated

CaO concentration and to the practice in the produc

tion of SS aluminate cement. It is possible to ob

tain a compact hardened cement paste of well-matched 

strength and expansion and high SS value so long as 
an adequate amount of ettringite and hydro-alumina 

get arc formed at a definite rate.

The chemical composition and mineral composition of 

the aluminate clinker are listed in Table 1.

The SO^ content of gypsum dihydrate used exceeds 40%.

2. Study on the technological factors affecting SS value 

1) Alkalinity coefficient (Am) of aluminate clinker 

With the increase in the alkalinity coefficient, the 

ratio of CA/CA^ in the clinker is increased, the rate 
of hydration becomes higher and the SS value rises 
(Fig.l).

age (day)

Fig.l Effect of alkalinity coefficient (Am) of

clinker on SS value of cement

2) SO^ content in cement

With the increase in S0^ 

expansion are increased 

is to a certation extent

content the SS value and fr- 
(Fig.2, 3) but the strength 

lowered.

Fig.2 Effect of S0^ content in cement on SS value

(Am) and mineral composition of alumijiate clinkerChemical composition, alkalinity coefficientTable 1

Chemical composition (%)
-

Am and mineral composition (7„)

S102 A12°3 Fe2°3 Ti02 CaO MgO Am CA CA2 c2as CT C2F MA

2.29
1

54.29
1

2.29 2.02
1

33.34
1

0.28
1

0.83
1

45.95 5.73 13.32 3.43 3.89 0.99

5.04 56.93
1

2.90
1

3.34
1

34.79
1

0.81
1

0.96 70.41 19.13
1

23.03
1

5.68 4.93
1

2.86



Fig.3 Effect of SO^ content in cement on free

expansion

3) water curing temperature

The higher the, eater curing temperature is, the faster 

the cement hydrates. At a water curing temperature 
of 40°C high SS value can be obtained in 7 days.

age (day)

Fig.4 The affect of water-curing temperature

on SS value

3. Cement performance

1) quality indexes

The initial setting time of such a cement should not 

be earlier than 30 minutes and the final setting time 

should not be later than 3 hours.

Its 1:2 plastic mortar after 14 days water curing at 
40 °C should have a SS value of 7-10 MPa, a free expan

sion of less than 3.07= and a compressive strength of 

no less than 30 MPa. The performance of a batch of 

1400 ton high SS aluminate cement produced is up to 

the standards mentioned above (Table 2).

2) long-term stability in volume

The specimens that had been water-cured for 14 days at 
40°C were placed in water at a constant temperature of 
20°C for long-term curing of 2-5 years. As compared 

with the values at 14 days, the SS values at 2-5 years 

have increased by 0.3-0.7 MPa and free expansion has 

increased by 0.13-0.197= (Table 3).

3) resistance to permeation

1:2 mortar conical disk and concrete pipe sections of 

0140 mm were prepared for permeation resistant test, 
and no leakage were noted under water pressure of 4 

MPa.

4) dry shrinkage

SS is reduced by 257, after 6-month natural drying and 
can be restored after water recuring to above 90% of 

the value obtained at 14 days. However, after drying 
for two years, the SS value is reduced by 407» and does 

not increase after recuring in water.

Table 2 Performance of high SS aluminate cement produced by factories

Number

of

specimens

Setting time
Self-stress value

(MPa)

Free expansion

(%)

Compressive strength

(MPa)

initi
al f ina 1 Id 3d 7d 14d Id 3d 7d 14d

before 
water 
curing 3d 7d 14d

6029 1:03 1:54 5.2 6.8 8.2 8.3 0.61 1.18 1.84 2.15 15.9 44.0 43.4 55.0

6022 1:38 2:38 5.4 7.8 8.4 8.6 0.71 1.56 2.17 2.34 8.0 42.5 47.0 46.5

6027 1:22 1:42 4.8 7.4 8.7 9.7 0.54 1.06 1.53 1.87 14.5 50.0 46.8 51.5
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Table 3 Long-term volume stability of high SS aluminate cement

Number 

of 

specimen

Self-stress value (MPa) Free expansion (%)

14d ly 2y 3y 4y 5y 14d iy 2y 3y 4y 5y

6029-1 8.3 8.8 8.8 8.9 2.15 2.34 2.34 2.34

6029-3 8.2 8.4 8.5 2.43 2.55 2.56 2.56

80-20 8.4 9.1 9.1 2.20 2.36 2.36

M-49 8.6 9.1 9.3 2.70 2.69 2.68

4. Materials science study on the hardened paste 

of high SS aluminate cement

1) phase composition and rate of hydration

The XRD shows that hydration products of high SS 

aluminate cement paste are ettringite and hydro

alumina gel. They are the same as the hydration 

products of ordinary SS aluminate cement. The height 

of XRD characteristic peaks of hardened pastes were 

compared to assess the change in the amount of 

various phases. The characteristic peaks chosen 

are: ettringite - 9.8 A; dihydrate gypsum - 7.6 A; 
hydro-alumina gel - 4.83 A; and CA - 2.29 A ( see 

Fig.5 ). It can be seen that as hydration progre

sses, the ettringite and the hydro-alumina gel are 
increased while CA and dihydrate gypsum are reduced. 

Moreover, most of the hydration takes place within 7 

days. This agrees with the rate of growth of SS 

value of this cement. Besides, by comparison of the 
test specimens cured in 20°and 4O°C water, it can be 

noted that curing in water of 40°C will accelerate 

the formation of ettringite and hydro-alumina gel, 

and bring self-stress into play earlier, and the 
ultimate SS value of this cement is higher.

2) texture of hardened paste

Fore size distribution of the paste at various ages 

°f water curing at 40is determined by using mer

cury porosimetry. The results show that the texture 
of hardened paste is getting denser with the increase 

of SS value (Fig.6).

Fig.5 XRD of hardened cement paste for water cur
ing at 20°C and 40°C

о - ettringite Д - hydro-alumina gel

П - gypsum x - CA

igr(A)
Fig.6 Pore size distribution of hardened cement 

at different ages
д - before water curing и - 1 day 
0-7 days • - 14 days



Fig.7 The pore size distribution of four 

hardened cement pastes

1. ordinary portland cement, three months

2. SS silicate cement, 28 days

3. SS aluminate cement, 28 days

4. SS high aluminate cement 14 days

From Fig.7, the density of high SS aluminate cement is 
lower than that of ordinary SS aluminate cement, but 

higher than that of ordinary portland cement and self

stress portland cement. SEM observation (Fig.8) of 

the fractured surface of 5 years old hardened paste 

shows that hydro-alumina gel grains are seen filling 

up the space between ettringite particles (Fig.8 a). 

The grains, 0.1 pm across, exist as aggregate. 

The morphology of ettringite particles in the pores 

is clearly discernible (Fig.8 b).

DISCUSSION

A large amount of ettringite and alumina gel are form

ed in the hydration of high SS aluminate cement. As 

the two compounds form in the same chemical reaction 

under semi-saturated CaO concentration, the strength 

development of the hardened paste is in harmony with 

the development of expansion. The texture of the 

paste becomes denser with the hydration and high self

stress value is produced. The fact that hydration 

products remain unchanged over a long period of 

time and that the increase in late age expansion re

mains low, suggest that the hardened paste of this 

cement has a good long term stability.

(b)

Fig.8 The texture of high SS hardened aluminate
cement paste in 5 years (SEM x 2000)

APPLICATION OF HIGH SS ALUMINATE CEMENT

1. Development of penstock

Penstocks of 0720 mm and 0950 mm with water pressure 

of 1.8-3.0 MPa have been developed by the Research 

Institute of Building Materials in collaboration with 

a related designing institute and penstock factory. 

The actual SS value of conduits has reached 8 MPa. 

The conduits that have been dried in the atmosphere 

may be used after recuring in water for a period of 

t ime.

2. Examples of application of pipe-lines

High SS aluminate cement concrete pipes of 0500, 0720 

and 0950 mm have been used at 3 hydropower stations 

with 100 -200m water head for 5-7 years. The perfor

mance is satisfactory.

CONCLUSION

1. SS value of high SS aluminate cement prepared with 
certain aluminate clinker and appropriate amount of 
gypsum and cured in water at 40 °C for 14 days atta
ins 7-10 MPa.



2. Materials science study indicates that ettringite 

and hydro-alumina gel in the high SS aluminate 

cement paste are formed in the same chemical pro
cess under semi-saturated CaO. In this case, the 

strength development of the hardened paste is in 
harmony with the development of expansion. The 

texture of the paste becomes denser with the hy
dration and high self-stress value is produced.

3. High-pressure conduits of 0500-0950 mm with water 

pressure of 1.8-3.0 MPa can- be made from high SS 
aluminate cement. They are applicable to samll 

hydroelectric station as conduit pipe-lines with 

100-200 m water head.
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SHRINKAGE PROSLEM OF QUICK-SETTING CEMENT

SUMMARY: The modification of portland cement investigated in laboratories of Technical 
University in Prague enables to regulate the rate of hardening in very wide range. By the 1 
combination of ligninderivates with alkalicarbonates applied during the grinding of clinker 1 
we obtain a very fine cement and both plastification and acceleration effects.

To verify if the fineness and new chemical composition provoke also excessive shrinkage, 
showed to be a serious experimental problem. The existing methods are not suitable for 
measuring of rapid rate of hardening, |

The principaly new method using the rubber bellows as the lost mould and combination of 
LVDT transducers with strain gauges enables to follow the course and variation of volume ;
changes, temperature gradient and internal stresses during hardening of cements with diffe
rent proportion of components.

The actual extent of shrinkage is the result of combined effect of thermal expansion and 
volume changes due to rigid structure formation. The rapid transition from quasiliquid to 
solid state affects the early shrinkage of clinker-ligninderivate-alkalicarbonate system.

A modificaqäo de cimento portland, investigada em laboratorios da Universidade Tecnica de Praga, per- , 
mite regular-se a velocidade de endurccimento em escala muito ampla. Com a combinaqao de lignoderivados com 
carbonatos alcalinos, aplicados durante a moagem do cllnquer, obtemos urn cimento muito fino e os efeitos de 
plastificaqäo e aceleraqäo.

Para verificar se a finura e a composiqäo quimica nova provocam retraqao excessiva, defrontamq-nos 
com um problems experimental serio. Os metodos existentes näo säo adeqliados para mediqäo da velocidade räpida 
de endurecimento.

Principalmente о novo metodo que usa foles de borracha сото molde perdido e uma combinaqäo de transdu 
tores LVBT e medidores de deformaqäo, nos permitem seguir о curso e variaqäo de mudanqas de volume, gradiente 
de temperatura e tensöes internes durante о endurecimento de cimentos сот diferentes proporqöes de componentes. |

A grandeza real da rctraqäo e о resultado do efeito combinado da expansäo termica e das mudanqas de j 
volume, conseqlientes da formaqäo da estrutura rigida. A rapida transiqäo do estado quase-liquido para о solide j 
afeta a retraqäo inicial do sistema cllnquer-lignoderivado-carbonato alcalino.



INTRODUCTION

Quickse'tting cements of Czechoslovak produc
tion belongs to the category of modified 
ordinary portland cements. The modification 
is realized in the phase of clinker grin
ding process by addition of ligninderivates 
in combination with salt of alkaline metals 
instead of gypsum (1, 2).

An intensification effect of ligninderiva
tes enables to achieve extremely fine sizes 
of cement particles under 5 pm at relative
ly low energy costs (Fig. 1).

TABLE I

Specific Setting time (min.)

2 , -1m kg initial final

274 355 595
475 75 110
680 35 40
851 7 8

Tab. I - Setting time by Vicat needle test 
at the same doses sodium ligninsulfonate and 
sodium carbonate

Fig, 1 ■ Dependence of the grinding energy 
W on the specific surface S

1 - cement clinker
2 - with active ingredient system

Hardening is accelerated by finer grinding 
In such rate (Tab. I), that without adding 

suitable types of alkaline salts the concre
te mixtures are not workable (Fig. 2),

The high initial strength developed by ce
ment at early ages and the relative decrease 
with rising w/c ratio is shown in Table II. 
The effect of fineness, gypsum absence (3) 
and chemical additives on the rate of harde- 
nin9 is evident.

t (*•)

Fig. 2 - Initial setting time of the cement 
(650 m , kg-1) at a constant dose of sodium 

ligninsulfonate and different amount of 
sodium carbonate

With regard to the strength properties and 
further advantages of pastes mortars and 
concretes made from this cement as are rhe
ological behaviour, adhesion and higher re
sistance to the action of aggressive chemi
cal agents, the first applications has been 
directed towards the injection technique, 
reconstruction works and protective layers. 
For this plan it has been necessary to get 
Information about the contraction during 
hardening.
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According to the valid ideas about the 
hydration process just chemical composition 
and fineness of the cement are the main 
factors affecting the early shrinkage yields 
to stresses and cracks in structure (4, 5).

TABLE II

Time Compressive strength (MPa)
h w - 0,23 w - 0,26 w - 0,29

3 1,4 0,9 0,6
6 4,5 2,1 1,3

24 26,7 24,4 14,8
48 40,0 36,2 27,5
72 43,7 38,7 29,7

Tab. II - Rate of strength development, ce
ment paste (cement 650 m2 . kg”1), sodium 

ligninsulfonate (1,0 %) + sodium carbonate 
(°.8 %) + condensation product of sulfona
ted phenols and formaldehyde (0,5 %)

METHODS OF SHRINKAGE MEASUREMENT

Present methods of shrinkage measurement do 
not make possible to get a reliable picture 
about the complete time-course of volume 
changes during hardening process. Regarding 
to the rapid transition of water-cement 
system from quasiliquid paste to the solid 
state, it is impossible to use dilatometers 
with the beginning of measuring after remo
val of test samples out of mould, when the 
main part of quicksetting cements shrinkage 
is already finished.

Errors appear also within the measuring in 
the split mould with moving clips or with 
sunk probes (6) because adhesive forces 
(skin friction) restrained the free move
ment to develope the stresses

(Ts(t) - L s(t) . E(t) (1)

where deformation E- and modulus of elas
ticity E are time-dependent quantities.

Even though the theoretical analysis is ve- 
'ry difficult because of the experimental 
troubles to evaluate the changes of above 
named quantities, we can estimate the li
mits of ultimate strain for concrete if the 
mould does not resist the deformation; for 
the case of bond failure in the moment when 
tension stresses approaches to the tensile 
strength, for possible values of adhesive 
forces (Tad » 0,2; 0,1; 0,05; 0,01 N.mm"2 

the correspondent dimensional changes of 
concrete element would reach the value 
£s * 0,06; 0,05; 0,04; 0,03 %0 which is more 
than quarter of whole concrete shrinkage in 
moisture atmosphere,

With regard to these facts we tried to mea
sure the volume changes of cement mixtures 
on principle in a new way, using the rubber 
bellows as a "lost mould" (7), The resistan
ce of bellows shape to longitudinal defor
mation is insignificant (1/180 value of cy
linder with the same parameters). It has 
been verified experimentally that the 
bellows mould 160 mm high, of diameter 
70 mm, made from rubber 40°Sh affects the 
1 ibo deformed concrete by the force of 
0,0208 N, which develops in the concrete 
body a fully negligible tension 5,4 . IO-6 

w 2
N ♦ mm ,

The testing equipment (Fig. 3) consists of 
fixing bench which partly prevents the de
viation of rubber mould in horizontal di
rection, partly serves as a base for fixing 
the LVDT transducers.

The rubber mould is provided with removable 
thin metallic plate for connection with 
tested sample. The contact between the in
ductive sensors without its own directive 
force and sample is interposed just through 
this plate.

The Data-advision system Autolog 900 fy 
Peekel has been used for direct recording 
of volume changes.
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Fig. 3 - Volume changes measurement by the 
method of lost mould

ded by the simultaneous recording of the 

temperature and tension. In this combination 
the characteristic curves of many different 
mixtures based on quicksetting cement were 
realized.

The record of cement pastes with three fixed 
water/cement ratio w - 0,23# 0,26$ 0,29 is 
shown in Fig. 4,

The characteristic of quicksetting cement: 
specific surface 650 m2 . kg-1, active in

gredient system see Tab. II,

Measurement range of LVDT transducers was 
20 mm and sensitivity 0,0013 mm. The hydra
tion heat of the investigated mixtures has 
been measured as a change of temperature 
by Cu-Ko termocouples and the shrinkage 

stresses by couple of tubular strain-gauges 
isolated against water penetration. The se
cond strain-gauge was a compensation to 
heat effects: it was located inside the cy
lindrical box so that the values correspon
ded to the heat effect only.

EXPERIMENTAL

Cement -mixtures were always compacted by 
vibration in rubber bellows moulds of the 
following size: high h - 160 mm, internal 
diameter d^- 50 mm, external diameter 
d2 ■ 70 mm. Immediately after 2 min, vibra
tion the termocouple and straingauges were 
Immersed into the tested mixture through 
the gap between mould and metallic plate, 
On the end the inductive sensor was touched 
to the plate. All procedure keeps 5 to 6 
minutes,

Originally made measurement, concentrated on 
time recording of the shrinkage only, did 
dot enable to read off the beginning of 
the hardening. Therefore it has been exten-

1Г* If1 10*
t (b)

Fig. 4 - Time dependence of volume changes, 
heat of hydration and shrinkage stresses 
for cement pastes of different w/c ratio
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DISCUSSION

From the experimental results it is evident 
that gypsum, free cement of high specific 

2 -1surface 65C m .kg , with active system 
ligninsulfonan - sodium carbonate starts 
to hydrate very shortly after mixing. The 
rapid hardening is caused by the changes in 
chemical composition and by fineness of the 
clinker. The heat evolution at ordinary tem
perature characterized by the first peak 
nearly corresponds with the setting time of 
these cements which indicates äbudant for
mation of aluminate hydrates.

High strength after a few hours of harde
ning is probably produced by means of spe
cial chemical additives and depends also on 
the w/c ratio.

For the estimation of the beginning of struc
ture shrinkage has the main importance the 
lower diagram on the Fig. 4 which indigates 
the origin of tensile stresses tending to 
pull the capillary walls in rigid structure 
closer together. It has to be the moment of 
the transition of quasiliquid cement paste 
to the solid cement stone.

The actual extent of the shrinkage is the 
result of combined thermal expansion which 
develops the compressive stresses and volume 
changes due to forming an integral capillary 
system accompanied by tensile stresses. It 
leads to the decreased early shrinkage.

This fact and rapid growth of strength at 
early age explain why no cracking occure due 
to hardening. That the shrinkage of this ty
pe quicksetting cement composition is in the 
limits of ordinary cement has been proved by 
the field experiences.

CONCLUSIONS

From the results obtained in this study the 
following conclusions could be derived:

1) Method of rubber bellows-lost mould makes 
possible to follow the volume changes of 

quicksetting cement mixtures during the 
whole hydration process.

2) Simultaneous measurement of hydration 
heat and rise of internal tension is nece
ssary for determination of the beginning of 
rigid structure formation.

3) Mixture on the base of gypsum free quick
setting cement when regulating system lig- 
ninsulfonate-sodium carbonate is used shrink 
in the limits of ordinary portland cement.
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The development of microstructure in high alumina cement

SUMMARY: The development of the microstructure in the early hydration of high alumina cement under various 

conditions has been investigated and the associated changes in hydration products have been determined. The 
first week of hydration of neat cement in tap water at 8 °C, produces mainly alumina gel together with the 

crystalline hydrate CAHiо. After 4 months hydration, small amounts of conversion product (c3AHg) have been 
detected, but the gel has not yet changed to crystalline AH3 . When the cement is hydrated in tap water at 

temperatures of 23 °C and 40 °C, the conversion reaction starts after 7 days and 12 hours respectively. The 

alumina gel structure also varies with hydration temperature.

The microstructure development suggests that the bonding starts earlier at 8 °C and 40 °C than at 23 °C, whereas 

^le rate of the hydration increases with temperature.

The rate of hydration in seawater at 8 °C is retarded compared with that in tap water. CAH10 and alumina gel 

are the initial products and CuAHig has been detected after 12 hours.

alt

mas о

de cimentoinicial 
associadas nos produtos 

produz 
meses

Foi investigado о desenvolvimento da microestrutura na hidratacäo 
o-aluminoso sob varias condicoes, e foram determinadas as mudangas 

de hidratacäo. A primeira semana de hidratacäo do cimento puro em Sgua natural a 80C*  
Principalmente gel de alumina juntamente com о hidrato cristalino CAH10. Depois de 4 
de hidratacao, foram detectadas pequenas quantidades de produto de conversäo (C,AH ), 
gel ainda näo se mudara em AH3 cristalino. Quando о cimento ё hidratado em Sgua natural a 
temperaturas de 23°C e 40°C, a reaCäo de conversäo come?a depois de 7 dias, e 12 boras, res- 

Pectivamente. A estruturä do gel de alumina tambem varia com a temperatura de hidratacäo.

o 0 desenvolvimento da microestrutura sugere que a ligacäo comeCa mais depressa a 8°C 
e a 40 C do que a 23°C, enquanto a velocidade de hidratacäo aumenta com a temperatura.

_ A velocidade de hidratacäo em ägua marinha a 8°C ё retardada em comparacäo com a da 
agua natural, CAH1Q e gel de alumina säo os produtos iniciais, e depois de 12 horas foi de- 
tectado C4AH15.



INTRODUCTION

НАС is not a suitable material for building 
construction, because of weakening caused by the 
conversion reaction of the cement products (1,3). 
On the other hand, in contrast to ordinary Portland 
cement, the material is very resistant to sulphate 
attack (2).

The phase that is concerned in the early stage of 
hydration is CA, the hydration process usually being 
represented (2) as 

crystal structure converting to cubic C3AHe crystals 
under warm and moist conditions. The conversion 
involves an increase in porosity due to the

Temperature Reaction

< 23 °C CA CAH10 + alumina gel

23-25I °C CA -> C2AH8 + alumina gel
> 35 °C CA C2AHg + alumina gel

C3AH6 + AH3 (Gibbsite)

Both CAHjo and C2AHe have a metastable hexagonal

difference in density of the reactant and product, 
causing a dramatic decrease in the strength (3).

In this paper the changes in the microstructure 
during hydration at temperatures between 0 °C and 
40 °C have been observed in a scanning electron 
microscope, so that some knowledge of the develop
ment of the bonding of the pastes, and of the 
conversion reaction, can be obtained. In order to 
characterise the hydration products, the hydrated 
pastes have been examined using X-ray diffraction 
and DTA methods.

MATERIAL

HAG and ordinary Portland cement have substantially 
different oxide compositions, the typical ranges 
being shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Chemical compositions in HAG and OPC

Oxides НАС (wt %) OPC (wt !

CaO 35-39 65-69
Al20, 3 7-41 2-7
SiO2 3.5-5.5 20-25
Fe2O, 9-12 0.25-3.5
FeO 4-6 -
TiO2 1.5-2.5 0.2
MgO 0.5-1 0.4-2

The phases present in HAG have not all been well 
established, but the dominant one is monocalcium 
aluminate (CA). Table 2 shows typical phase 
compositions in HAG.

Table 2 Phase compositions in HAG

Composition wt (%)

CA 60
C2AS 5-20
Pleochroite (C3A2F) 5-15
C12A7 , i
Ferrite phase ( . 5_3Q
FeO * { ~
C2S 1

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
a) Preparation of specimens

The cement was mixed with either tap water or sea
water at w/c = 0.4 and sheared by hand using a 
spatula for about 3 minutes. The paste was cast 
into cylindrical polystyrene bottles which were 
stored in a temperature controlled water bath, the 
tap water specimens at 40 °C, 23 °C, and 8 °C, the 
seawater paste at 8 °C.

b) Microscope sample preparation

The hardened pastes were removed from the water bath 
at various ages and broken by tension to obtain a 
fracture surface, which was then coated with gold for 
SEM examination using secondary electron imaging. 
Other specimens were prepared with cut and polished 
flat surfaces for back-scattered electron (b.s.e.) 
imaging.

c) X-ray diffraction

The X-ray powder samples were prepared by hand
grinding in an agate mortar. The diffractomer traces 
were obtained with a Philips PW 1710 system using 
Cu-K radiation.a

d) DTA analysis

The DTA was carried out on about 40 mg of sample, 
using a Stanton Redcroft model 780. The analyses 
were performed between 30 °C and 550 °C in a nitrogen 
atmosphere with a heating rate of 10 °C/min, and a 
gas flow rate of 50 ml/min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The phase distribution in the anhydrous НАС grains is 
very different from that in OPC since the former is 
produced via a crystallization process from the 
liquid phase. The back-scattered image (Fig.l) shows 
that most of the grains are multiphase with some 50% 
of CA (dark grey colour) and a mixture of other minor 
phases (light colour). There are also some single 
phase grains which are either CA or pleochroite.



a) Hydration at 8 °C in tap water

CAHio is the only crystalline product found by x-ray 
but the major hydrate phase is alumina gel, as has 
been shown by DTA. Crystalline AH, (Gibbsite) has 
not been detected in the 4 months old sample, 
however small amounts of cubic С,АНб have been found. 
The initial product, after 2 hours hydration, is 
mainly alumina gel which is very difficult to 
observe under the microscope. The bonding between 
the particles builds up quickly after 4 hours 
hydration when large amounts of gel and small 
hexagonal platelets have been formed (Fig.2). The 
gel appears in a short spikey form due to the 
effects of drying. As time goes by, the hexagonal 
plates grow in number and size to form a radiating 
spheroidal cluster, while the gel becomes much more 
dense, losing its earlier rod-like appearance after 
6 hours (Fig.3), although long gel rods can still be 
observed in the porous areas.

After 9 hours. Fig.4 shows that there are many 
Hadley grains, consisting of shells of hydration 
product separated from the anhydrous core within 
them. Part of this separation in the grains on the 
right of Fig.4 is due to the opening of drying 
shrinkage cracks. Part may be caused by shrinkage 
of the gel material in the shell away from the core. 
The central grain at the bottom and the two grains 
on the left of the figure show clearly that early 
hydration involves dissolution of the CA 
preferentially from the surface of the multi-phase 
grains and precipitation of hydration products in 
the original water-filled space outside the shells. 
The shells are stabilised by the crystalline 
hexagonal products trapped in the gel and, once 
formed, the gap between shell and core remains a 
feature of the microstructure for the first 24 hours. 
Preferential dissolution of the CA is very evident 
in the large grain on the lower right hand side of 
this figure, leaving a stepped and serrated surface 
on the hydrated core.
After 7 days hydration, the fracture surface appears 
eatureless so that little information on the micro
structure can be obtained in this way.

b) Hydration at 23 °C in tap water

More crystalline phase is produced at 23 °C than at
C, the dominant hydrate being CAH10, but after 
hours small amounts of c2AHg were found and c,AH6 
s found by x-ray diffraction after 7 days, 
umina gel is still the major hydration product, 

n probably has a similar structure to that 
Produced at 8 °c, judged by their similar 
ecomposition temperatures of 130 °C.

The microstructure is very similar to that at low 
aino₽eratUrS' until hours hydration when large 
s ^nts fibrous alumina gel were observed on the 

ace of the cement grains (Fig.5). The paste fell 
bona16^65 durln9 fracture, indicating that the 

between Particles is very weak and hence 
tem 016 onset °f bonding is slower than at low 
temperature.
Between 4 and 6 hours, the size of the dried gel 
samn^S il}Cr?ased rapidly, in contrast to the 8 °c 
f . e' indicating that the rate of hydration is 
ЬагдеГ at °C" After 6 hours hydration, the 

ness of the paste increases significantly as

FIG.2 4-hour hydration at 8 °C, tap water

FIG.3 6-hour hydration at 8 °c, tap water

FIG.4 9-hour hydration at 8 °C, tap water



FIG.5 4-hour hydration at 23 °C, tap water FIG.6 6-hour hydration at 23 °C, tap water

large amounts of hydrates form (Fig.6). The 
separated shell structure was not often seen in 
samples hydrated at this temperature. To reveal the 
gap between the shell and core on a fracture surface, 
the crack must pass through the shell and not around 
it. This implies that the bonding between neighbour
ing shells must be stronger than within the shells 
themselves. At 23 °C the additional crystalline 
phase in the form of small hexagonal plates is a 
possible source of increased strength in the shell, 
forcing the cracks to run between the shells and 
making it less easy to see the gap.

c) Hydration at 40 °C in tap water

X-ray results show that the initial crystalline 
hydrates are mainly 8-C2AHb with very small amounts 
of CAHio and Gibbsite. After 12 hours САНю 
disappears and C3AHg is found, indicating that 
conversion has already started at this early age.

FIG.7 2-hour hydration at 40 °C, tap water

The DTA results indicate that the alumina gel formed 
at 40 °C has a lower decomposition temperature 
(90 °C) than that formed at either 8 °C or 23 °C 
(130 °C), suggesting that they have different 
structures.
After 2 hours hydration, the surface of the grains is 
fully covered by a fine structure of alumina gel 
(Fig.7) . The hardness of the paste increases 
significantly after 4 hours hydration. Fig.8 shows 
that the microstructure at this age consists of 
Hadley grains and hexagonal plates, and that there is 
less amorphous gel than at the lower temperatures. 
The microstructure of the dried alumina gel (Fig.9) 
in this sample is very different from those formed at 
the lower temperatures; it is more compact and does 
not have the fibre-like appearance. By 2 days, the 

. conversion reaction has already started, causing the 
paste to become crumbly (Fig.10); spheroidal 
particles of СэАНб can be seen both inside and out
side the Hadley grains and thin flaky plates of 
Gibbsite can easily be observed.

FIG.8 4-hour hydration at 40 °C, tap water



FIG.9 4-hour hydration at 40 °C, tap water

d) Hydration at 8 °C in seawater

The amounts of crystalline hydrate (САНю) and 
alumina gel formed within the first 4J hours are less 
than those formed in the tap water sample; this is 
due to the retardation effect of the seawater on the 
hydration (4). After 12 hours hydration, small 
amounts of СцАНхз can be detected by x-ray.
Fig.11 shows that very little gel has formed after 
41 hours with seawater compared to that with tap 
water, although the decomposition temperatures are 
similar. The gel material becomes fibrous after 
6 hours (Fig.12), and indeed the microstructure is 
very similar to that of the tap water sample at the 
same temperature.

CONCLUSIONS
1 • The amount of alumina gel decreases as the 
temperature of the hydration increases. DTA results 

41-hour hydration at 8 °C, seawater

FIG.10 2-day hydration at 40 °C, tap water

show that the alumina gel formed at 40 °C has a lower 
decomposition temperature than that formed at the 
lower temperatures.

2. The onset of bonding at 8 °C and 40 °C in tap 
water is earlier than at 23 °C, but the rate of 
reaction increases with temperature.

3. Seawater has a retarding effect on the hydration 
of HAG.
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THE EFFECT OF SUPERPLASTICISERS ON THE HYDRATION OF ALUMINOUS CEMENT
L'EFFET DES ADJUVANTS SUPERPLASIFIANTS SUR L'HYDRATATION DU CIMENT ALUMINEUX 3.3

SUMMARY ■
The use of superplasticisers to produce aluminous cement mixes at low water content is an attractive 

proposition which is hindered by their retarding effects. In order to examine the possibility of overcoming 
the retardation the Influence of two superplasticisers and an accelerator, both singly and in combination, on 
Ciment Fondu has been systematically studied.

The setting time of cement pastes was determined by the Vicat needle penetrometer and the kinetics of 
hydration studied in a conduction calorimeter.

The strength of mortar cubes was monitored by ultrasonic pulse velocity which was correlated with compres
sive strength in a subsidiary series of tests.

Both superplasticisers have a severe retarding effect at 5°C and 20°C, extending the time to the main heat 
evolution peak by up to 60 hours depending on the concentration used. At 30°C both admixtures overcome the 
well known retardation which occurs at this temperature in plain Ciment Fondu pastes and at 40°C slight 
acceleration occurs. The severe retardation at low temperatures may be overcome by simultaneous use of a 
lithium salt accelerator.

0 uso de superfluidificantes para produzir misturas de cimento aluminoso com baixo teor 
de agua e uma proposipao atraente que encontra obstäculo em seus efeitos retardadores. A fim 
de examinar a possibilidade de afastar о obstäculo da retardacao, foram submetidos a estudo 
sistematico dois superfluidificantes e um acelerador, separadamente e em combinacäo com ci- 
mento Fondu., *

0 tempo de pega das pastas de cimento foi determinado por penetometro de agulha de Vi
cat, e a cinetica de hidratacao estudada num calorimetro de conducäo.

Monitorou-se a resistencia dos cubos de argamassa por velocidade de pulso ultrassonico,' 
que toi correlacionada com a resistencia a compressäo numa serie subsidiäria de testes.

Ambos os superfluidificantes tern urn efeito retardador muito grande a 5°C e a 20°C dila- 
tando о tempo do pico principal de evolupäo de calor em ate 60 Horas, dependendo da concen- 
tracao usada. A 30 C, ambas as misturas superam a conhecida letardapao que ocorre a esta 
temperatura em pastas de cimento fondu e a 40°C uma ligeira aceleracäo ocorre. A retardacäo 
severa a baixas temperaturas pode ser eliminada pelo uso simultäneo de urn acelerador de sal 
de 1it io♦



INTRODUCTION
The use of superplasticisers with Portland cem

ent is now well established enabling the production 
of extremely workable mixes or of mixes with signi
ficantly reduced water content. Superplasticised 
aluminous cement mixes with similar characteristics 
are an attractive proposition. Highly workable mixes 
could be used where high early strength or improved 
chemical resistance is required whilst reduction of 
water content to less than 0.40 water/cement ratio 
(w/c) significantly reduces the rate of conversion
(1) . Previous studies on such systems have however 
shown the tendency for unacceptable set retardation
(2) .

The hydration of Ciment Fondu will not be des
cribed in detail in this paper since much work has 
already been reported (3-7). A major feature however 
is the effect of temperature, since, unlike Portland 
Cement, the products of hydration are not the same 
at all temperatures. Hydration of Ciment Fondu may 
be described in terms of the hydration of CA, its 
major constituent (typically 507.), but there is dis
agreement over the temperature ranges for the forma
tion of each hydrate (8,11) and over the hydration 
reactions. At low temperatures (<20°C) САН,- is 
formed, above approximately 30°C the products of 
hydration are C^AH, and alumina gel. The equations 
given below are not established but represent a pos
sible reaction scheme (4):

6CA ^0

-27H

ЗС^+ЗАЧ
I -9H 

20^ + 4AH3 V

increasing 
tenperature

It is important not to neglect the influence ot 
other phase components such as C^A,, CA-, C?AS, C.AF 
and other minor constituents. Variation in Ciment 
Fondu composition further complicates understanding 
°f the processes involved. The main manifestation of 
all this complexity is that the hydration rate slows 
a ove about 20 C until 30°C at which temperature the 
rate starts to increase rapidly. This behaviour 
causes delayed setting of pastes and concretes (6,7).

This paper describes a systematic study of the 
nfluence of 2 superplasticisers and an accelerator, 
oth singly and in combination, on the setting, 
hydration and strength development of Ciment Fondu 
at temperatures between 5 and 40°C.

While the mortar test programme described here 
will eventually provide strength data over a much 
onger period, at the time of preparing this paper 
results were available up to 28 days.

experimental PROCEDURES

haterials
Cement: Ciment Fondu from one production batch was 
used for all tests on pastes and mortars. The chem- 
cal composition and physical properties are given
in Appendix 1.
^perplasticisers: Si sulphonated naphthalene resin, 

development product. (Admixture dosages in 7» by
weight of cement.) Accelerator: Lithium salt, 
ater: Deionised water used in all experiments.

CONDUCTION CALORIMETRY
Tests were carried out using Oxford Conduction 

a orimeter (Calox) units. This type of calorimeter 

is capable of giving information on the heat evolu
tion from the instant when cement and water first 
come into contact. As the reaction proceeds, and 
heat Is evolved the small temperature difference 
across thermocouples between the experimental chanter 
and a heat sink produces an emf which is detected 
by a potentiometric chart recorder. The voltage 
output is also fed to a solid state memory recorder 
which converts the readings to digital form. The 
recorder stores the voltages in this form at preset 
Intervals of 5 minutes and can store 1024 values 
which are subsequently transferred through an inter
face to an Apple III microcomputer. For pastes 
which show considerable acceleration, data can be 
taken from the chart output at shorter intervals and 
added to the stored data. This ensures that the 
peak in rate of heat evolution is well defined. A 
suite of computer programs was written for the 
Apple III microcomputer to process and analyse the 
results.

For plain pastes runs were made, over the range 
of 5 to 45 C at 5 C intervals. An additional test 
at 27 C was made to provide a comparison with res
ults obtained by French workers (11). Runs were 
also made on pastes containing various admixture 
combinations. A total of 14 combinations, listed 
In Table 1, were all tested at 5, 30 and 40°C. All 
tests were carried out using 12g of cement at both 
0.30 and 0.40 w/c.

It should be noted that only a limited amount 
of the data produced can be reported in a paper of 
this length.

SETTING TIMES
The Vicat needle penetrometer was used to meas

ure the initial setting time of pastes with the 
following accelerator dosages at 5, 20, 30 and 40°C 
w/c and at 20°C only at 0.30 w/c:

0, 0.01, 0.075, 0.05, 0.01, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0%.

STRENGTH DEVELOPMENT ,
PUNDIT equipment was used to monitor the ultra

sonic pulse velocity (UPV) of 70.7 mm cubes of 1:14 
cement:sand mortar stored in water at 5, 20, 30 and 
40 C. A total of 12 mixes, detailed in Table 1, 
were tested at each of the four temperatures. Four 
cubes were cast from each mix, 2 of which are tested 
for compressive strength at randomly chosen ages to 
enable the correlation between UPV and strength to 
be investigated. Great care was taken to ensure 
that materials were stored at the appropriate tem
perature prior to mixing. Immediately after casting 
the moulds and their contents were placed Inside 
plastic bags in water at the correct temperature. 
The exception to this was that cubes cast at 20°C 
were cured in air in the laboratory, covered with 
plastic sheeting to prevent drying. Cubes were 
demoulded as soon as possible, typically 6 hours 
after casting though considerably longer for some 
mixes. The first UPV readings were taken 24 hours 
after casting. Other test ages are 2, 3, 7, 14, 21 
28 days, 2, 3, 6, 12, 18 months.

UPV testing is advantageous since the same 
specimen is repeatedly checked thus eliminating the 
effects of variability between samples tested to 
destruction.



RESULTS

TABLE 1. MIX DETAILS FOR PASTES AND MORTARS.
Paste Mortar Admixture'Dosage (7») Super

plasticiser.
SI S2 Accelerator

Pl Ml 0 0 0
P2 M3 0.3 0 0
P3 ■ - 0.6 0 0
P4 M4 1.0 0 0
P5 M5 0 0.3 0
P6 - 0 0.6 0
P7 M6 0 1.0 0
P8 М2 0 0 0.25
P9 - 0 0 0.1
PIO - 0 0 1.0
Pll M7 0.3 0 0.025
P12 M8 1.0 ■ 0 0.025
P13 M9 0 0.3 0.025
P14 MIO 0 1.0 0.025

HYDRATION OF'PLAIN PASTE
A typical graph obtained from calorimetry test

ing is shown as Figure 1. The effect of temperature 
on the hydration of plain paste at 0.30 w/c is shown 
on Figure 2. The method of presentation used is that 
of Wilding, Walter and Double (13). The pattern of 
results at 0.40 w/c is very similar.

FIGURE 1 • Variation of rate of heat evolution with

FIGURE 2 - Effect of temperature on heat evolution.

HYDRATION AND SETTING OF PASTE CONTAINING ACCELERATOR 
ALONE

Figure 3 shows the results of Vicat testing. 
Results obtained from calorimetry testing showed that 
a second distinct peak in rate of heat evolution was 
produced by some mixes, as shown in Figure 4, though 
the highest peak is not always the second to occur. 
This leads to difficulties in interpretation of res
ults. Throughout this report, W and T refer 
to the highest peak present. max pea

Values of Vicat initial set and T , are given 
in Table 2. Peak

FIGURE 3 * Effect of accelerator on Vicat initial 
setting time.

W

FIGURE 4 "* Double peaks observed in conduction 
calorimeter with certain mixes (see Table 3).

TABLE 2. CORRELATICN OF VICAT INITIAL SET WEIH CALORIMETER T^

Tenperature ^Accelerator Vicat Initial 
Set (Minutes)

T Nunber of 
peaks

5°C 0 240 250 1
w/c 0.40 0.025 90 120 1

0.1 75 115 2
1.0 35 50 1

20°C 0 350 495 1
w/c 0.30 0.025 22 140 2

0.1 23 30 2
1.0 10 17 2

20°C 0 395 435 1
w/c 0.40 0.025 32 150 2

0.1 30 30 2
1.0 17 22 2

30°C 0 745 1290 1
w/c 0.40 0.025 14 250 2

0.1 19 16 2
1.0 9 10 240°C 0 85 290 1

w/c 0.40 0.025 7 9 1
0.1 12 10 2
1.0 7 6 2 J



EFFECT OF SUPERPLASTICISERS ALONE AND WITH ACCEURATOR

Calorimetry
Several mixes produced more than one peak In the 

rate of heat evolution as shown in Figure 4. Table 
3 summarises the peak pattern.

EfTECT 0F SUPERPLASTICISERS AND ACCELERATOR ON GATOR- 
IMETER arfpfff" ------ ---------

P denotes one major peak. PP denotes 2 rrajor peaks;
Pp denotes one major and one considerably smal ler peak, etc.

Figure 5 summarizes the acclerating/retarding 
action of the admixtures. The vertical axis of this 
figure shows the ratio of the time to W for the 
particular combination of admixture andmfemperature 
to the time to W for the plain paste at the same 
temperature i.e.:

(correlation coefficient =0.93)

. Figure 6 together with the upper 
tion Intervals.

the changes in UPV occurring

For the 48 results obtained up to 28 days the
(f)is° nShlP betWeen UPV (v) and compressive strength

f = 0.0019 v7-3

This is shown on 
and lower 95% predic ___

Figures 7-10 show t'.._ _ 
up to 28 days after casting. 

discussion

tX _ peak (admixture)

T (control) 
peak

Deviation of the curve above X = 1 signifies 
retardation, below X = 1. acceleration.
Strength Development

PLAIN PASTE
During the hydration of Ciment Fondu heat is 

ved as shown in Figure 1. The initial peak A 
bought to be due to wetting of solids, chemical 

utssolution and partial hydration occurring when 
Th<er<first comes lnto contact with cement (14).

s is followed by a dormant period whose length 
S etermlned by temperature, water content and 

th aI comPosition. After this dormant period, 
,,=!<yate Of heat evolution increases rapidly at T *

13 8 clearly defined peak, B, is seen. °
The well known delay affect around 30°C is con- 

rmed in Figure 2. Above 30°C the relationship 
to th=n Mmax and 37Tpeak 18 Pdnear and corresponds 
(th - acce^eration o₽ a single hydration reaction 
(13) o^matI-on °f C3AHa2 ьУ increasing temperature 
Pie»' a etHeen 5 and 30 C the behaviour is more com- 
ProH,’ posslbly to interactions in the simultaneous 
in 1On Of several hydrates. The maximum delay 
27°r7 ration occurred at 30 C as compared to the 

reported by Murat et al for pure CA (11).

ACCELERATED PASTES
, Figure 3 illustrates the dramatic effect of the 

lithium salt accelerator on setting time. At dosages 
exceeding only 0.01% by weight of cement the 30°C 
delay is masked and setting times decrease consistently 
with increasing temperature. As dosage increases, 
a minimum setting time is observed at about 0.025%; 
this effect being more noticeable as temperature ’ 
increases. Setting times were longer at higher paste 
water content. This behaviour may be explained by 
the longer time required to achieve the saturated 
solution from which initial hydrate precipitation 
occurs.

An attempt was made to correlate the Vlcat 
initial setting time with parameters obtained from 
the calorimetry results; for example, T , T 
ОГ Tcum’ the tlme at which a predetermined Cumulative 
amount of heat has been evolved. The onset of bulk 
precipitation of hydrates (and hence production of 
heat) is said to correspond with the time at which 
measureable mechanical resistance begins to develop 
in the paste (6). However, a difficulty in establi
shing the correlation is caused by the presence of 
multiple peaks for many mixes. It thus proved to 
be impossible to produce a quantitative relationship 
between setting time and any of the 3 parameters 
listed above. DTA results have led to the suggestion 
that the first peak is due to the formation of a 
calcium aluminate hydrate gel and the second to a 
more stable monocalcium aluminate decahydrate (15). 
Further work on the chemical differentiation between 
these peaks is planned as a later stage of this 
research. Additional problems arise in correlating 
setting time with calorimetry results because of the 
different patterns of heat evolution when forming 
different hydrates and in the interpretation of 
Vicat results in fundamental terms. Inspection 
of the data in Table 2 shows that the time to Initial 
set is normally slightly less than T This
confirms the findings of Casson et a?e?^6).

Relatively little work has been carried out on 
the mechanism of lithium salt accelerators. Rodger • 
and Double (17) propose that formation of lithium 
aluminate promotes nucleation of calcium aluminate 
hydrates. This was confirmed by Crepaz and Racca- 
nelli (18) by solution analysis studies.

EFFECT OF SUPERPLASTICISERS
The presence of multiple peaks in heat evolution 

again causes difficulty in interpretation. Times to 
the maximum rate of heat evolution were used to pre
pare Figure 5 which clearly shows the dramatic effect 
of temperature on superplasticised mixes.

At 5 C mixes without accelerator all exhibit 
retardation. 1.0% S2 causes a 16 fold increase in 
TpS8k over tbe conttol mix. This corresponds to a 
setting time of approximately 60 hours. Addition 
of 0.025% accelerator is sufficient to overcome the 
retardation for all except the 1.0% S2 mix. At 
20 C the behaviour is similar though retardation is 
less marked and 0.3% SI causes slight acceleration. 
At 30 and 40 C all mixes are accelerated.

Sulphates retard the hydration of Ciment Fondu 
at room temperature (19), and the behaviour of SI 
and S2 which contain 5% and 15% w/w free sodium 
sulphate, respectively, may perhaps be attributed 
to this. Further work is planned to increase the 
understanding of this aspect.

It may be expected that mortar mixes containing 
admixtures would show early differences in UPV in 
accordance with the acceleratlon/retardation of 
hydration. Figures 7-10 show however that this is



FIGURE 5 - Effect of temperature on T , of pastes.

UPV

FIGURE 7 - UPV/Age relationship for mortars at 5°C.

UPV

si
Mix key as Fig.7
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FIGURE 9 - UPV/Age relationship for mortars at 30°C.

FIGURE 6 - Relationship between UPV and strength for 
70.7 mm mortar cubes.

UPV

FIGURE 8 - UPV/Age relationship for mortars at 20°C.

UPV

FIGURE 10 - UPV/Age relationship for mortars at 40 C.



not always so, although the extreme retardation o'f 
the 1.0% S2 mix is reflected in very low early UPV.

There is an obvious difference between the UPV/ 
age relationships at 5, 20 C and those at 30 40°C 
The mixes at 5 and 20 0 all exhibit a steadily ‘ 
increasing trend in UPV with age up to 28 days. At 
30 0 there is the same initial rapid increase in UPV 
but a maximum is reached after between 2 and 7 days. 
At 40 C the maximum is reached before 1 day, there
after UPV decreases before Increasing again. This 
behaviour is characteristic of the conversion re
actions of CAH10 and C AH to C AH, and AH, (6).

Another trend which is clearly visible^frorn 
figures 7-10 is that mixes containing a super
plasticiser in combination with accelerator show 
reduced UPV values at all ages. These low values 
are accompanied by low compressive strengths. Thus 
there is a very complex pattern of behaviour since 
setting and early hydration is accelerated whilst 
strength is reduced. Further testing is planned to 
enable confirmation of hydrates produced which should 
provide an indication of the mechanisms in operation.

Whilst there is reasonable overall correlation 
between UPV and strength, there are as yet insuffi
cient results at each temperature to confirm that 
this correlation holds true for all hydration 
temperatures and hence for different hydrate compo
sitions. K

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK.
1. The considerable retardation of the hydration 
of Clment Fondu at around 30°C has been confirmed. 
Ihe relationship between W and 1/T , is linear
above 30 C which is taken $o,mean tha?etL hydration 
reactionremains the same above this temperature. 
Below 30 0 the situation is very complex with the 
parallel -ormation of more than one hydrate.

• A lithium salt accelerator is extremely effi
cient in overcoming the retardation at 30°C.
3. Superplasticisers retard the hydration of 
Clment Fonduoat 5 and 20°C but accelerate slightly 
at 30 and 40 C. The retardation is tentatively 
ascribed to the presence of free sulphate in the 
admixtures.

The retardation by superplasticisers may be 
overcome by simultaneous use of the lithium salt 
accelerator.
5- The hydration kinetics of Clment Fondu pastes 
containing superplasticisers are highly complex 
with some combinations, particularly at higher 
temperatures, producing double peaks in the rate of 
neat evolution.
6- Use of the PUNDIT apparatus to monitor the 

rasonic pulse velocity through Clment Fondu mor-
cu es provides a valuable indication of changes 

centring in the samples with time. There is a 
0 Seneral correlation with the compressive 

® rength of the cubes which enables the variation 
^n strength with time to be determined with economy 
n erms of the effort involved in specimen prepar
ation and storage.

• Mortar strength continues to increase up to 28 
ays at 5 and 20 C but at 30 and 40°C it passes 
rough a substantially lower strength before In
gas ng slowly. The 28 day strengths at 30 and 

g . are about half those at lower temperatures, 
atl superPlasticlsers, the accelerator and combin
in affect the variation in strength with time 
m different ways.

This paper has reported a preliminary stage in a 
substantial research programme. Other aspects under 
investigation are the effects of superplasticisers 
on flow properties, on changes in hydrate composition 
with time and consequently on mechanical properties 
When complete it is hoped that more progress can be 
made in interpreting some of the complex effects 
described in this paper.
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APPENDIX
Properties of the Clment Fondu

Setting time (BS 915): Initial 
Final

90 ^jun residue (70)
Surface Area (Blaine) (m2/kg)
Chemical Composition (%):

280 min
293 min
3.8
2 76

S1U2 A12O3 Fe2O3 FeO TlÖ^CaÖN^Öl^Ö-SÖ^ CÖ^
4.14 28.67 10.43 5.63 1.98 38.5 0.06 0.04 0.19 0.42
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INFRARED SPECTRAL EXAMINATION OF OILWELL CEMENTS 3.3

EXAMEN PAR SPECTROSCOPIE INFRAROUGE DES CIMENTS POUR PUITS DE PETROLE

SUMMARY: Examination of the infrared spectra of oilwell cements can provide a quick and

convenient method of ascertaining the forms of calcium sulphate present and whether any aera
tion (including prehydration) has taken place, which can affect the quality of the cement du
ring downhole cementing operations. Calcium sulphate dihydrate (gypsum) and/or its dehydra
tion products are identified from the shapes and positions of the sulphate bands in the spec
tral regions 1050 - 1200 cm'1 and 650 - 680 cm"1, and of the water bands at 1600 - 1700 cm 
and above 3400 cm"1. Aeration is identified from the effects of both prehydration and carbo
nation. Prehydration can be found from the presence of hydrate bands over and above those i
dentified for the small quantities of calcium sulphate present in the cements (especially abo 
ve 3300 cm"1), and also from any changes observed in the expected shapes and positions of the 
main silicate absorption bands centred upon ca. 930 cm"1. Carbonation is revealed by increa
sed carbonate bands in the spectral regions 1350 - 1500 cm 1 and 850 - 900 cm . If the spec 

tra show excessive amounts of calcium sulphate present in the hemihydrate/solubte anhydrite 
form and/or evidence of significant aeration, indicating possible quality problems in practi
ce, then the cementing behaviour of the oilwell cements concerned should be evaluated by esta 
Wished API Spec 10 or other appropriate procedures, for confirmation of whether the practi

cal performance is likely to be poor or not.

0 exame dos espectros infravermelhos de cimentos para po?o de petroleo pode pro- 
porcionar um metodo räpido e conveniente de avalia<?äo das formas de sulfato de cälcio presen 
tes e se houve alguma aeracäo (inclusive pre-hidratacäo) , que podem afetar a qualidade do ci- 
mento durante as operacöes de cimenta^ao do poco. 0 di-hidrato de sulfato de cälcio (gesso) 

e/ou seus produtos de desidratacäo säo identificados a partir das formas e posicöes das ban
das de sulfato nas regiöes espectrais 1050 a 1200 cm"1 e 650 - 680 cm 1, e a partir das ban
das de ägua a 1600 - 1700 cm"1 e acima de 3400 cm'1. A aera?ao e identificada a partir dos e 

feitos tanto da pre-hidratagäo сото da carbonatagäo. A pre-hidratagäo pode ser constatada p£ 
la presenga de bandas de hidrato acima e abaixo daquelas identificadas pelas quantidades meno 
res de sulfato de cälcio presentes nos cimentos (especialmente acima de 300 cm ) , e tambem 
por quaisquer mudangas observadas nas formas e posigoes esperadas das bandas principals de ab 
sorgäo do silicato centradas sobre ca. 930 cm"1. A carbonatagäo e revelada pelo aumento de 
bandas de carbonato nas regiöes espectrais 1350 - 1500 cm"1 e 850 - 900 cm 1. Se os espec
tros apresentarem quantidades excessivas de sulfato de cälcio presente na forma semi-hidrato/ 

anidrito soluvel e/ou evidencia de aeragäo significativas,indicando possiveis problemas prati 
cos de qualidade, entäo о comportamento de cimentagäo dos cimentos de pogo de petroleo concer 
nentes deveräo ser avaliados de acordo com a Spec 10 API ou outros processos apropriados, pa
ra confirmar se a performance prätica tern possibilidade de ser deficiente ou nao.



INTRODUCTION

Oilwell cements are primarily employed for 
sealing the annular space between the drilled 
out borehole and the steel casing that
is placed down the hole for facilitating further 
drilling and later for carrying any oil or gas 
formed. The quality of oilwell cements is very 
important for being @ble to complete cementing 
jobs successfully ' . Oilwell cements should
be able to be pumped down the casing and back up 
the annulus, filling the latter before they 
thicken up. In practice, a setting or thick
ening time of 3-1< hours is usually sufficient 
for completing the cementing operation and 
allowing sufficient time for delays. These 
cement slurries normally contain a number of 
additives for producing a satisfactory cementing 
Job for given well conditions. In the specifi
cation-’, the thickening time is regulated; viz 
Class G and H basic oilwell cements must thicken 
between 90 and 120 minutes so that consistent 
cementing properties can be obtained. If the 
cements are too reactive, the slurries will 
thicken up too quickly to permit successful 
cementing of wells. If they are Insufficiently 
reactive, thickening may be too long for 
completing the cementing Job efficiently. 
Excessive exposure to the atmosphere may cause 
aeration (a combination of prehydration and 
carbonation).6, which generally lowers the 
reactivities of the cements, giving rise to 
longer thickening times and poorer compressive 
strength development.

Infrared spectroscopy should be able to be used 
as a preliminary aid in determining whether 
there might be quality problems in a number of 
instances with oilwell cements, since the forms 
of calcium sulphate present, which affect early 
hydration behaviour, and the presence of wave
bands due to hydrates and carbonates can be 
identified' 9. Accordingly, a number of oilwell 
cements were investigated by infrared spectro
scopy and appropriate comparisons made with 
their cementing properties, in order to evaluate 
the usefulness of the technique for such 
characterisation.

experimental part

Infrared spectra of a number of Class G and 
Class H cement samples were recorded on a 
Perkin-Elmer 582 infrared spectrophotometer over 
the wavenumber range 200 - 4000 cm"1 using both 
the potassium bromide disc and the Nujol mull 
techniques. Comparisons were made with infrared 
spectra obtained for the different forms of cal
cium sulphate and for various carbonates?” .
API Schedule 5 thickening time determinations on 
these cements were carried out using a 
Chandler Pan - American type thickening time 
tester-1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results obtained are illustrated by 
reference to particular Class G and Class H 
cements examined in Figure 1. The main infrared 
wavebands for the different forms of calcium 
sulphate are given in Table 1 and illustrated in 
Figure 2. In practice with cements, it is not 
easy to differentiate between the hemihydrate 
and soluble anhydrite forms of calcium sulphate. 
However, since soluble anhydrite is a quasi- 
zeolitic variety of hemihydrate of the compo
sition СаЗОд 0.001 - O.SH^O, such differences 
between the two spectra are not so important 
from the viewpoint of establishing whether 
extensive dehydration of the gypsum has occurred 
in the grinding process during cement manu
facture. The API Schedule 5 thickening times 
determined for these cements are shown in 
Table 2.

The Class H cement designated A in Figure 1 
shows, from the disposition of the sulphate 
wavebands in the regions 650 - 680 cm"*  and 1050 
- 1200 cm and of the small wavebands from 
water in the regions 1600 - 1700 cm"1 and 3500 - 
3650 cm 1, a preponderance of calcium sulphate 
in the hemihydrate/soluble anhydrite form. 
There were no significant carbonate or other
hydrate water wavebands, demonstrating a lack of 
carbonation and prehydration in this cement. 
These results indicated that there had been a 
substantial dehydration of the gypsum during 
clinker-gypsum grinding in the manufacturing 
process. The Schedule 5 thickening time of this 
cement was 88 minutes, which was just below the 
minimum of 90 minutes required for Class H 
cement in API Spec 10 5. Hemi’iyd-at6/-oluKle 
anhydrite has a much higher solubility than 
gypsum10 and the extra sulphate ions in solution
(with respect to gypsum), as well 
early formation of ettringite11, 

as enhancing 
also accelerate

hydration of the tricalcium silicate (alite) 
phase . Hence, too high a clinker-gypsum 
grinding temperature leading to considerable
gypsum dehydration was a key factor in producing 
an enhanced reactivity with this particular 
cement. However, the reverse situation cannot 
necessarily be inferred as a generalisation for 
all oilwell cements. If gypsum dehydration is 
detected in a cement, then that cement may not 
necessarily be too reactive, since other factors 
also Influence reactivity, viz surface area, 
form and quantity of alite present etc. Never
theless, gypsum dehydration can produce pre
mature stiffening (or false set) downhole, 
caused mainly by rehydration to gypsum, which 
may not always be eliminated by the slurry 
mixing process 2. The presence of extensively 
dehydrated gypsum does Indicate a potential 
problem with oilwell cement slurries, which can 
be checked out by appropriate thickening time 
measurements’.

Another sample of the Class H cement, designated 
В in Figure 1, which had been exposed to the 
atmosphere, revealed some significant changes in 
its infrared wavebands compared with those
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present for cement A. More gypsum relative to 
hemihydrate was found and, from .the presence of 
clear wavebands in the regions 850 - 900 cm 
and particularly 1350 1500 cm , which could
be ascribed to carbonates like calcite’, as well 
as increased hydrate water bands above 3400 , 
it was clear that extensive aeration had taken 
place. The action of moist carbon dioxide had 
thus resulted in some prehydration coupled with 
carbonation. The Schedule 5 thickening time of 
this cement was 118 minutes, which was Just 
within the maximum value of 120 minutes for 
Class H cement stipulated by API Spec 10 . 
This cement had a lowish reactivity, which is a 
common consequence of aeration0. However, in 
this instance the reactivity of the cement was 
still within the specification. The effects of 
aeration on oilwell cement quality and the need 
to avoid unnecessary exposure of cement to the 
atmosphere prior- to usage have been discussed 
elsewhere0.

The Class G cement designated C in Figure 1 
shows a more complex disposition of wavebands 
from calcium sulphate, indicative of a mixture 
of gypsum, heraihydrate/soluble anhydrite and 
Insoluble anhydrite. Carbonate bands due to 
calcite were prominent, but the absence of other 
hydrate water bands indicated a lack of 
prehydration and suggested that these calcite 
bands were due to a calcitic Impurity in the 
cement (probably in the gypsum component) and 
not to the effects of aeration. Gypsum 
dehydration to hemihydrate/soluble anhydrite had 
only been slight. The insoluble anhydrite must 
have been present as such in the gypsum 
component of the cement, otherwise had it arisen 
from excessive dehydration of gypsum during 
clinker-gypsum grinding in the manufacturing 
process (where the temperature would need to 
have exceeded ca.200°C) no residual gypsum or 
significant quantities of hemihydrate/soluble 
anhydrite would have remained as such. These 
results were confirmed from the Schedule 5 
thickening time investigation (Table 2) where 
the thickening time was a very acceptable 105 
minutes and showed a lowish maximum consistence 
of l4Bc during the first 15 - 30 minutes of the 
Schedule 5 test. From this particular exami
nation, it should be made clear that the mere 
presence of calcite should not be regarded as 
necessarily indicating that aeration of a cement 
has taken place. Indeed with cement C there was 
no evidence for any significant aeration having 
taken place.

A sample of this Class G cement, designated D in 
Figure 2, which had been exposed to the atmos
phere for three days, revealed enhanced gypsum 
wavebands relative to those of hemihydrate/ 
soluble anhydrite, with the insoluble anhydrite 
wavebands remaining as such. The carbonate 
bands were enhanced and there was evidence of 
prehydration. Some slight changes in the main 
silicate absorption bands which.were centred at 
ca 940 cm"1 instead of 925 - 930 cm 1, indica
tive of some silicate phase hydration, were also 
apparent. The thickening time was 126 minutes. 

outside the API Spec 10 limit of 120 minutes, 
showing the expected diminished reactivity as a 
result of aeration. This cement had undergone a 
greater degree of aeration than cement В had.

CONCLUSION

From these results, it is clear that infrared 
spectroscopy can play a useful, though limited, 
role in the characterisation of oilwell cements 
by demonstrating qualitatively the different 
calcium sulphate forms present (quantitative
work is not possible owing to extensive band 
overlap), whether carbonates are present and, 
for a given source whether aeration (prehy-
dratlon plus carbonation) of the cement is 
likely to have occurred or not. In the worst 
cases of aeration, the main silicate wavebands 
centred on 925 - 930 cm"1 are visibly affected 
as well. Such an infrared spectroscopic exami
nation is no substitute for the usual quality
examination of oilwell cements, but can be a 
valuable supplement to it and, for a given 
source of supply, can act as an indicator of 
whether a detailed examination of a particular 
sample is necessary for the purposes Intended. 
In this way the infrared method can enhance and 
simplify available testing techniques.
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TABLE 1 - Main Infrared Wavebands for Calcium Sulphate Forms

WAVEBAND (cm ') ASSIGNMENT

GYPSUM HEMIHYDRATE SOLUBLE 
ANHYDRITE*

INSOLUBLE 
ANHYDRITE

602s
667s

602 vs
660 s

602 vs
665 s

593 s
612 s
675 s

*1|,50д

1004 vw 1008 vw 1008 vw
1012 vw 1012 vw *1,so4

1120 vs
1145 vs

1094 s
1115 s

1155 vs

1092 s
1115 s 

.1155 vs
1130 s

1158 vs
#3,S04

1623 s
1688 m

1623 s »2,H20

3410 s
3500 w 3560 m

V, ,H20

3555 m 3615 s V3,H20

vs - very strong, s = strong, m = medium, 
* - minimal water content.

w = weak. vw - very weak.

TABLE 2 - API Schedule 5 Thickening Times

CEMENT TYPE THICKENING TIME MAXIMUM CONSISTENCE
DESIGNATION (minutes) DURING 15 - 30 MINUTES

OF SCHEDULE 5
THICKENING (Be)

A Class H, fresh 88 15
В Class H, aerated 118 11
c Class G, fresh 105 14
D Class G, aerated 126 10 . .

»rl Spec 10 Limits; Schedule 5 Thickening Time:: 90 - 120 minutes
Maximum Consistence during first 15 - 30 minutes of Schedule 5 Thickening: 30 Be
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- Infrared spectra of oilwell cements A-D:
A) Class H fresh, B) Class H aerated, C) Class G fresh, D) Class G aerated
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Fig. 2 - Infrared spectra of calcium sulphate forms in KBr disc media:
1) gypsum, 2) hemihydrate, 3) soluble anhydrite, 4) insoluble anhydrite.
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The SETTING and HARDENING CHARACTERISTICS of CALCIUM ALUMINATE CEMENTS : STUDIES of the 3.3
SYSTEMS C-2A7-C3A and C.^-CA
CARACTERISTIOUES de PRISE et de DURCISSEMEMT des CIMENTS ä BASE d'ALUMINATES de CALCIUM : 
ETUDE des SYSTEMES C12A7-C3A et C12A7-CA

SUMMARY : the setting and hardening characteristics of experimental cements produced by fusion in theC,A-C1?A7 
systems have been studied. At various ages conductimetric, calorimetric, XRD and penetrometry tests were made. 
The amount of reacted water was also determined. Rapid setting occurs in cement rich in both C1?A7 and C,A 
by precipitation of C^AHg. Set times are longer in C.^Ay-CA cements : CAH.q is the principal hydrate. After 
4 hours all the cement pastes show equivalent strengtnsand the same amount of hydration. The rate of hydration 
and strength development of the rapid setting cement is low between 4 hours and 28 days. The other cements 
hydrate continuously over this period and 28 days strengths increase with setting time and CA content. These 
effects are related to the dissolution kinetics of the different cements (which warrants, further study) and 
the ratio of calcium to aluminate ions in solution, which depends on the composition of the anhydrous calcium 
aluminates.

Foram estudadas as caracterlsticas de pega e endurecimento de cimentos experimentais 
produzidos рог fusäo nos sistemas C^A-C^Ay. Em varies idades foram realizados testes condu- 
timetricos, calorimetricos, XRD e penetrometria. Tambem foi determinada a quantidade de ägua 
reagida. Da^se pega räpida em cimento rico em. C-|2A7 e C3A Por precipitagäo de C2AHg. Os tern 
pos de pega säo mais longos em cimentos C^,Ay-CA: о hidrato principal e CAH^q. Depois de 4 
Horas, todas as pastas de cimento apresentam resistencia equivalente e a mesma quantidade de 
hidrataqao. A velocidade de desenvolvimento da hidrataqäo e resistencia do cimento de pega 
räpida e baixa entre 4 Horas e 28 dias. Os outros cimentos se hidratam continuamente no de
correr deste periodo e as resistencias aos 28 dias aumentam com о tempo de pega e о teor de 
CA. Estes efeitos estäo relacionados com as cineticas de dissolugäo dos diferentes cimentos 
(o que justifica estudo adicional) e a relagäo de 10ns de cälcio para aluminato em solugäo, 
que depende da composigäo dos aluminatos de cälcio anidros.



INTRODUCTION :

The growing interest in a variety of cements display
ing different setting times and rates of hardening 
used for engineering construction, maintenance and 
repair has prompted us to investigate the mechanisms 
of setting and of strength development.

Methods of accelerating cementitious binders, include 
mixing together Portland and aluminous cements, finer 
grinding of cements, the use of chemical additives for 
example. A review of these methods has already been 
published (1).

In a previous study (2,3), we investigated the reac
tions taking place with water in cements based on 
CgS-CA and CoS-C-joA-. The present work concerns the 
systems C^A? ana Cj^-C-jA.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES and RESULTS

Cements were prepared from natural raw materials 
(bauxite and limestone) by fusion at 1450 °C followed 
by slow cooling. Compositions were chosen to cover 
the range CjA + C^Ay to CA + C^Ay.
The chemical and mineralogical compositions obtained 
are shown in Table 1.
The calculated phase compositions suppose that the 
cements are totally crystalline and that there is no 
solid solution. XRD was used to determine the percen
tage of CpAy formed. Qualitatively speaking, the re
sults can Be considered coherent if the absence of 
CyS is due to the formation of silica containing 
glass. '

Quantitatively, in the zone the observed
concentration of C12Ay is of the same order as that 
calculated. By contrast, it is very much lower than 
that calculated in the zone CA-C,?A7. This may be 
explained by the fact that liquiflDs'temperatures in 
this zone are lower thus encouraging the formation of 
more vitreous material during cooling. The amount of 
crystalline Cj^y thus diminished.
The samples were ground in such a manner that we were 
able to select the cements produced to have all the 
same fineness measured by the Blaine method.
Setting times were measured at a constant water/cement 
ratio of 0.4
We chose for further study, the fastest setting com
Position (1 minute),, the longest setting composition 
(Уи minutes), and one sample each from the C. " 
zone (45 minutes), and the C,,A7-C,A zone ( 
close to the frontier

. . ■_ - C12A7-CA
I uric CinAy-u^H zone (6(1 minutes) 
between these two zones.

Thus we have : '
CjyAy-CA zone, sample no. 1; set, 1 minute 

C12A7"CA zone» sample no. 5; set, 45 minutes 

C12A7-CA z°ne, sample no. 9; set, 90 minutes 

С12А7"сза г01'16’ samPle no. 6; set, 60 minutes 

he hydration of these cements was studied using 
conductimetry,•isothermal microcalorimetry, XRD, 
measurement of the amount of bound water and pene- 
trometry tests.

Table 1. Chemical and Mineralogical Analyses of Experimental Cements

No. : CaO лу, S!02 F'2°3 FeO MgO ™2 Phase Composition. 5
calculated observed

43.19 1.41 0.65 0.35 0.41 2.83 C^y 63

£ 4 present 
not detects:

43.44 1.27 0.70 0.3D 0.25 2.85 C12A7 67
C3A 24
C2S 4

present
n.d.

44.33 1.32 0.75 0.45 2.90 CI?7 73
C3A J 8

60 
present

44.05 1.59 1.10 0.15 0.24 2.89

s

82

47.37 1.55 0.90 0.50 0.29 2.89 C12A7 85
C3A 6
C2S 4

93 
present

6 45.33 47.14 2.02 0.75 0.76 0.34 2.99

hP
 Sh

P <7

46.20 Z.O4 0.65 1.10 0.32 2.99 у, 81
present

47.39 2.37 1.00 0.85 0.30 3.01 C12A7 71
CA 17
c2s 6

present

2.66 0.80
J

0.34 2.98 £12*,  60
CA 27
C2S 8

present

CONDUCTIMETRY

Measurements were made at a water/cement ratio of 
0.5 and the results are shown in table 2 and figure

TABLE 2

Sample 
No.

Time to peak 
maximum (min - sec) Set Time 

(minutes)

Conductivity . 
m. Siemnec

First peak Second Peak
1st Peat

1 0*  45 1' 25 1 2,78 2,91
5 1' 50 3*  20 45 2.43 2,66
6 2‘ 35 4‘ 00 60 2,42 2.62
9 3*  20 5*  00 - 90 2,54 2,62



Figure 1 shows that the passage of ions into solu
tion follows a similar pattern in all 4 samples. 
Table 2 shows that the peaks in conductivity appear 
earlier the faster the setting time of the cement.
MICROCALORIMETRY

The results obtained are shown in table 3 and figures 
2 and 3.

Table 3 : Mcrocalorimetry data on Cements.

Sample
(minutes) first peak 

(min.-sec.)

Л H (15 min.)
second peak 
(hrs.-min.)

Л H (24 hrs.)

1 j 41 30 93 1 - 35 418
5 45 11 15 17 3 • 45 466
5 60 1 00 12.3 2-35 410
9 90 1‘ 15 1.3 3 • 50 415

1st Peak 2nd Peak

All cements display two peaks in heat evolution and 
the same total heat of hydration after 24 hours. 
Sample no 1 has a different shape of its first peak, 
which is spread over a period of 4 to 5 minutes.

There is no correlation between the time at which 
the first peak appears and the setting time of the 
cements, whereas setting time and the amount of heat 
associated with the first peak are inversely related.

MEASUREMENT of BOUND WATER, PENETRATION RESISTANCE 

and XRD EXAMINATION

Bound water is estimated by measuring the loss on 
ignition after the free water has been removed from 
the samples by washing with acetone and drying with 
ether. The results are shown in figure 4.

Penetrometer results are given in figure 5 and the 
XRD data on the C^^y Present is shown in figure 6. 

All these results ape plotted as a function of time 
in a semi-logarithmi'c form. ’

The hydrates formed, detecrted by XRD, are shown in 
table 4.

PENETRATION 
RESISTANCES ricXLS

9
/ *
/ 6

•

x / 5.

■ / /
• / W/z'' •

°//

4 6 24 hours 7 28 do/.

Table 4. Hydrates Fonred as a Function of Hydration Time

Sample Hydrate 6 hrs. 24 hrs. 7 days . 28 days

1 С,АИ8 strong very strong very strorg medium
CAM,,, very weak ... ... ...
cA ... very weak welk redium

5 СгАЯа *ed I urn red i um Strong medium
САК., very weak very weak weak very weak
C^AHg ... ... very weak medium

6 C2M8 redfum medium medium mediuis
““10 medium redtien median very weak

... very weak very weak weak

9 СгДНв red i uni medium medium weak
“"10 very strong very strong very strong strong
C3™6 ... ... very weak



<■ 5 24 hours 7 2aci^e

The results far LOI and for penetration resistance 
Distinguish the very rapid setting cement (no 1) 
which has combined with much Tess water and shows 
lower strengths than the other cements.
The consumption of C12A, during hydration indicated 
by the XRD data of figure 6 splits the cements into 
two categories corresponding to the two different 
mineralogies : C12A7 - C,A and C,/, - CA. 
DISCUSSION

When,calcium aluminates are put in contact with water 
calcium and aluminate ions pass into solution. In the 
CkSe^°I CA* 3 metastable equilibrium is reached after 
about,2 hours with 20.5 X 10-3 moles/litre of cal
cium ions and 17.8 moles/litre of aluminate ions (4). 
There then follows a dormand period of several hours 
which increases with the purity of the CA. Evnetual- 
iy CAH10 precipitates and some C2AHg.

th'e e$Tei'um 3nd sluminate ions 
each 25.0X10-3 mSles/Titre and 19.1 x IO1-3 moles/ 

па-! Respect tvely in about 3'0 minutes, at which 
point CgAWg precipitates.
In general, tons pass into solution more rapidly and 

of hydr3tes occurs earlier the greater 
ne c/A ratio1 of the anhydrous materials. This is 

related to the solubility products constants of the 
hydrates (S)’,
CAHI0, Tog. Ksp! » --§..0 ; CgAWg, log К - 13,75 } 

C3AH6, log. =-22..3 J C4AHIg,Tog =-25,5 

In the case of the cements stoied in1 this work the 
егУ rspfd set (hydrate precipitation) of sample 

no 1 can be attributed to the dissolution of Cf6A- 
accompaniedi by dissolutiow of C,-A to rapidly attain 

rati® of calcium to aluminatedions of 2 and exceed
the solubility limit of C9AHO.-

In the case of sample no. 5, the amount of C,A pre
sent is small and the other samples lie in the C10A,- 
LA zone. The beginning of hydrate precipitation fSet) 
IS thus progressively delayed as the ratio of calcium 
to aluminate ions in solution decreases#
It may also be supposed that the less lime rich cal
cium aluminates dissolve less rapidly.
The appearance of C,AH at later ages is due to metas
tability of the hexagonal hydrates (CAH.n, C9AHe, 
C4AH19) with respect to this hydrate. 10 2 8

Support for the above description is given in figure 
7 where the percentage of C]?A7 measured in the 
samples is plotted agains tfii total CaO content. The 
amount,of C.-A, is greatest in samples 5 and 6 and 
lower in sample 9 due to the formation of CA and Tower 
in sample 1 due to the formation of C,A. On the same 
figure the heat evolved during the first 15 minutes of 
reaction is also shown. It is quite low in samples 5, 

9.w'nc,, aH have setting times well in excess 
of 15 minutes. On the contrary, sample 1, with a set
ting time of 1 minute has evolved nearly 25 % of its 
total heat of hydration due to hydrate precipitation.

The penetrometer tests correlate well with the mea
surements of LOT. After 4 hrs, all samples have reac
ted with about 18 % of the available water and dis
play the same strength. Beyond this age, samples 
5, 6 and 9 continue to hydrate and increase in 
strength whereas sample 1 shows much smaller changes. 
The ultimate penetration resistance (28 days)1 increa
ses as the setting time increases. This cannot be ex
plained by the degree of hydration alone (LOT) and 
is most likely to be a fonction both of hydrate mor
phology and the density of the hydrates formed! which 
is generally greater the higher the ratio: of C/ffi, 
CONCLUSIONS
The use of conductimetry, microcalorimetry, XRD, pe- 
netrometry and measurement of bound water on a number 
of experimentai cements im the C,9A--C-A and C-JWR 
systems enables differences in tfigir setting h3№- 
ned^ character1stfGS t0 be $t 'east partfally explaf

Rapid setting is associated with cements rich' in
^2: wfrlefti d'i$$6>Tve ^äpiidTy, snd (pfckliy 

efbefed to sblubtTity of the C-AW-, hydrate. Cements 
containing С^^Ау-СА were the Tongest setting cements 
studied in this work. As the anount of C-A irr these 
cements diminishes and! the anount of CA*  Tncresses 
the predominant hydrate found becomes CAH.n which has 
a much higher solubility product than С9аят and is 
precipited less rapidly, £ 81
The long term strengths of the cements investigsatedi 
increase as their setting times increase and1 their 
early strengths diminish.

§37



This can be explained to some degree from a knowledge 
of densities of the different hydrates and is also 
probably related to their morphology and degree of 
cristallinity.

To achieve a greater understanding of the hydration 
characteristics of these typical calcium aluminate 
cements, sutdies are needed of the rate of dissolu
tion in water and the interactions occurring bet
ween the different ionic species in solution which 
influence the nature and timing of hydrate precipi
tation.
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INVESTIGATIONS on the SYSTEM MgO - MgClj - H2O, and HYDRATION of SOREL CEMENT

RECHERCHES sur le SYSTEME MgO - MgCl2 - H2O - et HYDRATATION du CIMENT de SOREL

centrated aqueou^soluMons^f^IgC?^1, alS° termed Sorel cement (D, is made by mixing powered MgO with con- 

wlthbthe^ormatiS^o^hidrates containing ^^ог^ЬгеГоТ^Ь^со^нГ^Е’ of the pastes occurs

understanding of the behaviour of Sore cement f the.co"st!tuents. From this, it is clear that the
necessarely with an accurate knowledge of the,sol5biiityPcurves of "the against water attack, goes
system. y 'e S0,UD'flty curves of the hydrates formed тп the Г4дО - MgC^ -

been determined, but more strickinq is the nnsitirm nfPthai т ».their so.unlity products have
express an unfavourable opinion about the oEtdoJr use S such axement/^^5 dlag'am’ Prompting us to-

turn a V Zimer° de OXiClOret° d! "asnSsio, tambe'm chamado cimenta de Sorel, e feit» co. mis 
e 1 gO pulvenzado com solugoes aquosas concentradas de MgCl2.

A cmetica de bidratacao se desenvolve enr varies estagios sucessivos ou s0brePostOs 
en urecimento das pastas se da com a formagäo de hidratos contend» dois ou tres consti-

um es. Dai se torna claro que a compreensao do comportamento do- cimento- de Sorel e mais
imentoamente л0 Г C0mp0rtamentO COntra ° de agUa, pressup5e, necessariamente ra conhe
mento acurado- das curvas de solubilidade dos hidratos formados no sistema MgO-MfiCl2-H2O. ~ 

sicas N0SS° tr!baIh0 Pretende Princiualmente resolver esta questao, e cont™ d^s partes ba 

. uma, cmetica, tenciona dimensionar as etapas da reaeäo (4 foram evidenciadas); a »
tos nod Г РаГа ° eStaielecincnt0 Preriso do diagrama de fase de equilibria, Quatro hidra- 

p dem formar-se a 2S C; sens produtos de- solubilidade foram determinado-s, m-as » mais wta 

e a po^gao de suas curvas de solubilidade no- grafico-, levandp-nos a emitir uma 
aesfavoravel a respeito do uso de tai cimento ao ar livre.
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INTRODUCTION
In our attempt to develop a new type of composite ma
terial constituted by a mat of ordinary E-glass fi
bers, impregnated with a fluid paste of Sorel cement 
(2), we have been led to undertake a basic study on 
this cement (3).
The composite samples had a bad behaviour, when kept 
out of doors (small pieces were peeling off, cracks 
were appearing) and they eventually fell appart.

Similar problems have previously been observed, and 
several solutions have been proposed, many of them as 
patents (see examples quoted in the report on Special 
Cements, this congress). We must however point out 
that, although a wide variety of products has been 
tested very few works have a scientific basis, and 
are devoted to determine the exact reason why this 
cement offers a poor resistance to weathering.In such 
a situation, we have conducted a thorough and syste
matic study of the MgO-MgClo-HgO system, since Sorel 
cement is made of MgO and aqueous solutions of MgClg. 
Among all the studies dealing with this cement, two 
only have led to the establishment of the equilibrium 
phase diagram of the MgO - MgCl? - HjO system, both 
of them being by SORRELL et al, (4, 5). But, large 
discrepancies appear in the position of the curves ; 
the authors could not choose between them and they 
also made the activity of MgO responsible for the 
problems encountered with Sorel cement. If we agree 
on the fact that MgO plays an important role and that 
a good quality MgO is a necessary condition, its ca
reful selection is however not sufficient alone.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A series of mixturescontaining MgO, MgClg, HgO in 
different proportions have been prepared? The compo
sitions have been calculated in order to cover all 
the parts of the diagram of interest for Sorel cement. 

The experiment consists, in fact, first in preparing 
the solution of MgCl, of desired concentration and 
placing it in a thermo regulated cell. Once the elec
trical conductibility (У ) of the solution and its 
pH are stable, the weighted amount of MgO is added 
and reaction initiates.
We have worked out this study along two principal 
axis : a kinetic one, an a thermodynamic one (equi
librium state), what makes one of its originalities. 
Another one is the experimental procedure, we have 
developed.
Kinetic steps of the reaction are followed in one 
hand, by continuously recording the electrical con
ductibility and the pH of the liquid phase, and in 
the other hand, by performing analysis on samples 
collected at selected times in the reacting vessel. 
After separation of the liquid and solid phase by 
filtration, and drying of the solid by ethylic al
cohol, Мдг , Cl" and OH'are quantitatively determi
ned on the liquid phase, while solid phases are cha
racterized using X-ray diffraction, infrared 
spectroscopy, S.E.M., ....

Parallel experiments have been conducted with an 
isotherm Calvet calorimeter.

Once reaction has gone to completion, the same series 
of analysis are applied to the mixture. This gives, 
for’each composition studied, a couple of values 
(liquid phase, tfolid phase).

RESULTS, DISCUSSION
Both aspects of our study are in close connection, 
however to be clear, will be handled separately.

Kinetic study : whatever composition under investiga
tion, the shape of the curves showing the evolution 
of у and pH of the solution is unique (fig. 1) ; the 
numerical values are however different.

FIG.l : Kinetic study of the reaction MgO + 
MgClo : evolution ofyand pH of the liquid 
phas^q *

Exception made with compositions leading to the for
mation of pure MgJOHjg, the curves obtained for 
Mg+2 and Cl" are also typical (fig. 2).

FIG. 2 : Evolution of Mg+^ and Cl" concentrations! 

in the liquid phase .
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the diagram, we

5.1.8. or phase 5

3.1.8. or phase 3

This is valid only in the case of the formation of 
one type of hydrate, otherwise the curves are more 

. complex.

The observation of these 4 curves allows us to say 
that the reaction proceeds through 4 main steps :
1 - The initial, very short period (few min.) is 

characterized by a rapid increase of pH and Mq^+ 
concentration. The Mg2+ increase is relatively small 
(U.l to 0.25 mol.l-t) compared to the pH one whose 
magnitude (1 to 2 units) depends on the pH of the 
MgCT2 solution, at instant zero.
2 - During the second step, pH and Mg2+ variations 
are small, however positive, which makes the liquid 
slightly supersaturated with respect to the hydrates. 

Tshows a plateau, as also observed with other clas
sical cements (6). However, at the contrary to these 
cements, for which it is difficult to give a con
clusive answer,on the exact origin of the plateau - 
(induction period of the hydrates or steady state 
having a kinetic origin resulting from a compete 
live process between hydrates precipitation and
MgO dissolution) - the analytical data available in 
this case, allow to bring a conclusion : since the 
total amount of Cl" ions is introduced at t = 0, in 
the form of MgCl2 solution, the variation or station- 
nary level of Cl" is directly related to the 
precipitation rate of the hydrates or to their in
duction period : fig. 2 shows that Cl" presents a 
plateau, so, this second period, is the nucleation 
period of the hydrates.
3 -Д and Cl" concentration decrease promply ; this
indTcates a massive precipitation of the hydrates. 
M9 and pH vary slowly, because, during this period 
unreacted particles of MgO dissolve, and supply the 
solution with Mg2+. pp

4 - Hydrates continue being formed, but at a slower 
rate; the cement paste is hard, and the reaction 
goes оП/to reach its equilibrium state.
'his sequence of steps is confirmed by the calorime
tric curves (3). When only one type of hydrates 
nhtl? a ••^e therm°9ram looks typically like those 
obtained with regular cements : an initial sharp 
peak of short length is followed by a period of low 
neat evolution, then a massive exothermic peak oc- 
urs, connected with the intensive hydrates precipi- 
ation. If two hydrates are formed successively two 

main peaks are observed ; they are more or less well 
separated, depending on the beginning time of preci
pitation of the second hydrate.

I^rmodynamic study : the collection of all the 
points representing the values obtained on the liquid 
Phases, at equilibrium, allow to define the solubi- 
opnf,curyes Of the hydrates, and the points repre- 
tho corresponding solid phases, delineate
in f,-epa^ated re9ions of the phase diagram, as shown 
m rig, зф •
The existence of 4 hydrates has been confirmed, and 
rom the left to the right part of 

have ;

" Mg(0H)2

" 5 Mg(0H)2.MgCl2.8H20 termed 

" 3 Mg(0H)2.MgCl2.8H20 termed 

" MgCl2.6H20

The solubility product of each hydrate has been deter
mined by calculation based on,liquid phase analysis, 
ionic strength, the activity coefficients and using 
the equation of the hydrate decomposition. Values are 
respectively 5.82.10-11 for Mg(OH)9, 7.33.10-54 for
5.1.8. and 3.9.7. 10"31 for 3.1.8. However, although 
there is undoubtedly an interest in knowing them ; 
we must be very careful, since their very low values 
could easily result in a misinterpretation. The nu
merical values of the solubility, expressed as MgO 
and MgCl2 are much more adequate to reflect the rea
lity : for 5.1.8., MgO is around 10 g. 1-1, and 
high? ran9eS frOm 205 t0 270 what is extremely

Several results can be drawn from this diagram : one 
part is, what can regularly be expected, another one 
has a precise meaning concerning Sorel cement. We 
present few examples :

- the equilibrium state, of a given mixture may be 
predicted qualitatively (nature of the solid phases) 
and quantitatively (proportions of the solid phases, 
concentration of the liquid phase), by the simple 
knowledge of the composition of the initial mix
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(MgO + MgCl^Sol.). As illustration, let's take a 
composition commonly used to prepare Sorel cement 
pastes : 40 % MgO, 12.3 % MgCl,, 47.6 % H^O ; it is 
represented by point N, fig.3 fweight percent). The 
corresponding aqueous solution of MgClg is 20, 60% 
(point LNq), and according to the basic rule in use 
in the phase diagram these three points N, LNq (li
quid phase) and MgO (solid phase) form a straight 
line. When the hydration reaction will be over, the 
global composition will still be represented by N, but 
the solid phase will be N (5.1.8. + MgCOH),) and the 
liquid phase will be located in A (invariant point of 
intersection of the solubility curves of MgtOH)^ and 
5.1.G.).Note that the three points are again on Tine.

- The transitory precipitation of one hydrate, and 
its subsequent disappearance, finds also a theore
tic explanation : point X, eg is located in the 
region of formation of the unique phase 5.1.8., ho
wever,- due to the position of its corresponding 
initial liquid phase (point Lxn), we see that 3.1.8. 
will form f1rst(point Lxlandthen will get transfor
med into 5.1.8., while the remaining MgO will react 
with MgC^, to form additional 5.1.8.

- The stability of hydrate 5.1.8. has been questioned 
by several authors, who noticed its conversion into
3.1.8. (4, 7, 8). This may possibly mean that 5.1.8. 
is meti.stable with respect to 3.1.8., otherwise said, 
the solubility curve of 3.1.8. would lie under that 
of 5.1.8. one, in the region where 5.1.8. is expec
ted to be stable. To check if such an hypothesis is 
valid, we have tried to approach the solubility curves 
of phase 5 by a different way. The experiment con
sists of the dissolution of 5.1.8. - previously 
prepared in large quantities - in solutions ranging 
from pure water to saturated MgCl? solutions. The 
apparently strange results - Mg(OH)„ or 5.1.8. or 
their mixture, and even 3.1.8., were obtained - are 
however in conformity with the phase diagram. Three 
types of results are possible :

1 - If 5.1.8. is placed in pure water, or in solu
tions containing less than 16.4 % MgCl? - point A1 -, 
it will dissolve and then form either pure Mg(0H)2, 
or Mg(0H)2 + 5.1.8. This depends on the proportion
of 5.1.8. (solid) compared to that of the liquid 
phase one : if the mixture is diluted, then its re
presentative point - necessarely lying on the H?0 -
5.1.8. line - will be located on this side of point 
E, i.e. in the MgfOHjp region. If the mixture is
5.1.8. rich, the point will be beyond point E, in 
the region where Mg(0H)2 + 5.1.8. coexist.

2 - If the concentration of the MgCl- solution is 
higher than 22.1 % (В1) 3.1.8. or a ffiixure of 3.1.8.+
5.1.8. may appear.

3 - If the concentration of the MgCl, solution is 
between 16.4 and 22.1 % it is the only case where 
the dissolution of 5.1.8. will finally resi1t in the 
re-precipitation of 5.1.8., in other words, its pre
servation. This makes the previous hypothesis unva
lid : 5.1.8. has been kept, precisely in the region 
where its stability was questioned, and the exact 
reason of its conversion, into phase 3, has still to 
be found.

Explanation of the behaviour of Sorel cement, out of 
doors

We have now sufficient information to deal with our 
most important point, the instability of Sorel cement 
with respect to water. As said above, a paste contains 
usually a mix of Mg(0H)2 + 5.1.8. (point N ), and 
sometimes unreacted MgO; If rain-water com^s into 
contact with this paste, Mg(0H)2 will not be greatly 
modified - its solubility is very low -, but 5.1.8. 
will be dissolved.

The situation is partially the one explained in §1, 
with this difference that, in the previous case, the 
system was closed and the liquid phase had a finite 
volume. In this opposite case, we are dealing with 
running water-, the system is open. 5.1.8. which 
undergoes a dissolution, will supply the liquid phase 
with Mg2+, Cl" and OH" ions, so its representative 
point will move along the straight line H?0 - 5.1.8., 
and, as seen in fig.3, it will be immediatly super
saturated with respect to Mg(0H)2. This liquid phase 
will run away, fresh rain-water will come into con
tact with the paste, and 5.1.8. will progressively 
be destroyed.

Depending on the rate of leaching Mg(0H)2 may or not 
have enough time to re-precipitate on the surface of 
the paste.

This theoritical prediction has - unfortunatly - been 
fully confirmed experimentally, thanks to a test we 
have especially developed, and called "rain-water si
mulation test". A thin piece of hydrated paste, is 
submitted to a flow of pure water, in defined condi
tions (flow-rate, position of the sample...) ; the 
liquid then enters a conductimetric cell with circu
lation - thus indicating the rate of dissolution -, 
and a second vessel containing a pH and Cl" specific 
electrode, also rendering an account of the instan
taneous dissolution rate. Complete results of this 
test are given elsewhere (2), but they can be sum
marized in three points :

1 - 5.1.8. dissolves continuously and at a steady 
rate, apart from an initial short period,

2 - the total amount of solid dissolved during one 
test, lasting 8 hours, is high, and may reach several 
per cent. Repeated tests on the same sample show the 
same trend,

3 - X-Ray diffraction analysis of the residual sur
face of the paste show that it is ill-crystallized
Mg(0H)2 .

Equivalent results would be obtained with the second 
main hydrate 3.1.8.

This leads to express an unfavourable opinion about 
the outdoor use of Sorel cement and to question the 
validity of patents on its water-resistance (5.1.8. 
solubility is around 200 g. 1-1).

CONCLUSIONS

Our study, which is original in several ways (kinetic 
study along with thermodynamic study development of 
special experimental procedure ...) has allowed :

- a better understanding of the mechanisms of hydra
tion of magnesium oxychloride cement : the reaction 
proceeds through 4 main steps.

- the establishment of the full equilibrium phase 
diagram of the system MgO - MgCl- - H?0 at 25 °C. 
From this, the instability of Sorel cement paste,
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when kept out of doors, has found an explanation.

However, thanks to its numerous qualities, and 
even superiorities with respect to other cements, 
we can reasonably predict new developments to this 
cement, for indoor uses. The renewed interest brought 
to it, is already detectible through the high number 
of publications and patents published during the 
last 6 years (see principal report on Special Cements 
this congress).
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Ciments ä base de laterites thermiquement activees. Role des oxydes de fer 
dans le developpement des resistances mecaniques.
Cements of thermally activated laterites. Role of iron oxides on the strength 
development.

Resume. Les auteurs montrent que les laterites thermiquement activees ä 75O°C s’averent 
etre des pouzzolanes de synthese de premier choix pour 11 elaboration de liants economiques 
dans les pays en developpement. Apres calcination, les laterites donnent une phase cristal- 
lographiquement desorganisee qui reagit en presence de chaux et d'eau pour donner un liant 
atteignant des resistances en compression de I'ordre de 30 MPa ä une echeance de 28 jours. 
Ces resistances sont tres interessantes pour des sols ä teneur assez peu elevee en kaolin 
(30 a 55 %) par rapport ä des liants pouzzolaniques de synthese obtenus ä partir d'un kaolin 
pur (3 5 MPa) .

En outre, le rapport massique (laterite calcinee/chaux) conduisant aux resistances optimales 
est en general de 4, ce qui est particulierement interessant pour des regions comme I'Afrique 
sub-saharienne oil les laterites sont tres abondantes et 1'approvisionnement en chaux ou en 
clinker assez difficile.

On constate par ailleurs que la presence d'oxydes de fer dans des sols assez pauvres en 
kaolinite pure est un facteur favorable dans le developpement des resistances mecaniques 
des produits d1activation thermique traites ä la chaux. En effet, celles-ci croissent 
avec le rapport (Kaolinite + Oxydes de fer)/(Quartz). L'etude menee par les auteurs a d'au
tre part clairement mis en evidence le role nefaste du quartz ä partir d'un certain seuil 
(environ so %).

Os autores mostram que as lateritas ativadas termicamente a 750°C constituem pozola- 
nas de sintese de primeira categoria para elaborae5o de ligantes economicos em paises em de- 
senvolvimento. Apos calcinaeäo, as lateritas däo uma fase desorganizada cristalograficament^ 
que reage em presenqa de ägua para dar um ligante que atinge resistencias ä compressäo da or
dern de 30 MPa ao final de 28 dias. Estas resistencias säo muito interessantes para solos com 
teor bastante baixo de caolim 60 a 55%) em relacäo aos ligantes pozolänicos sinteticos obti- 
dos a partir de urn caolim puro (35 MPa).

Alem disso, a relacäo de massa (laterita calcinada/cal) , que leva äs resistencias, о 
timas, em geral e igual a 4, о que e particularmente interessante para regioes сото о sub-Sa
ara na Africa, onde hä grande abundancia de lateritas e о suprimento de cal ou clinquer e mui 
to diflcil.

Por outro lado se constata que a present de Sxidos de ferro em solos muito pobres 
em caolinita pura ё um fator favorävel para о desenvolvimento das resistäncias mecänicas dos 
produtos de ativagäo termica tratados a cal. Com efeito, estas crescem na razäo de (caolinita 
» 5xidos de ferro)/(quartzo). 0 estudo feito pelos autores, por outro lado, evidenciou о pa
pel prejudicial do quartzo a partir de um certo limite (cerca de 50%).



I. INTRODUCTION.

Le probleme d1 approvisionnement en ci- 
ment des pays en developpement se pose au- 
jourd'hui avec beaucoup d'acuite ä cause 
des investissements gigantesques necessai
res, des infrastructures pratiquement inex- 
istantes et de la maitrise de matieres pre
mieres differentes de celles qu'on rencon
tre par exemple en Europe (1). Par ailleurs 
si, en Europe, les liants ne representent 
que 1 ä 2 % du coüt de la construction ils 
peuvent en revanche atteindre 10 a 30 % du 
prix de 1'habitat economique.

, La fabrication d1un liant pouzzolanique 
a partir de laterites calcinees ä moyenne 
temperature s'avere etre une solution inte
ressante ä ce Probleme puisqu'elle permet 
a la fois d'economiser le calcaire (assez 
peu abondant en Afrique sub-saharienne) et 
de valoriser des materiaux abondants comme 
les laterites. En effet, le rapport chaux/ 
pouzzolane qui conduit aux resistances me- 
caniques optimales est de 1/4 alors que la 
fabrication de clinker requiert 80 % de 
calcaire et 20 % d'argile (2 ä 8).

, L1etude presentee ici porte sur six 
aterites kaolinigues (le pourcentage de 

kaolinite variant de 33 ä 55 %) et une kao
linite franqaise impure servant de referen
ce. C'est une extension des recherches me- 
nees ces dernieres annees au laboratoire sur 

elaboration de liants pouzzolaniques de 
Synthese ä,partir de kaolinites thermique- 
(toO-8§O”C)e(3fa9Sa1!6)?,naine 06 temP6rature

2.2. Deshydratation des argi1es et des 
laterites (ЗП —

2-2.1. Deshydratation des argiles.

La reactivite hydraulique 
des produits de deshydroxylation (ou de 
deshydratation)des argiles est liee ä leur 
caractere de "phase cristallographiquement 
desorganisee". La formation de ces phases' 
desorganisees est tributaire de la nature 
de I'argile de depart.

. Ьез principaux mineraux
argileux susceptibles de conduire ä ces 
phases desorganisees sont essentiellement : 

-la kaolinite, le talc et la montmorillo
nite selon Sabatier,
- le talc, la vermiculite, le chrysotile et 
la kaolinite selon Lemaitre.

, Les argiles ne donnant pas 
de phases desorganisees par deshydroxyla
tion sont essentiellement la pyrophyllite 
et la muscovite.

, , , L'existence d'une phase
transitoire desorganisee peut etre detectee 
sur les courbes ATD par l'existence vers 
900-1100°C d'un pic exothermique traduisant 
un phenomene de recristallisation (Fig. 1).

II. DONNEES CONCERNANT LES LATERITES.

2-1• Formation et composition des la
terites . —

975

580

^Figure 1. Courbe d'analyse thermique 
differentielle du kaolin (17).

, TABLEAU
Mineraux entrant dans la comi

La decomposition du kaolin 
entre 600 et 9O0°C se fait suivant la reac
tion : ’

Al2O3.2SiO2.2H2O »Al203.2Si02 + 2 H.,0 vap. 
kaolin metalaolin

cristallogra
phiquement 
amorphe

lln Le Phenomena de laterisation est
processus de formation des sols specifi- 

9ue aux regions tropicales chaudes et humi- 
. S" . I-*-  s'agit d'une alteration de la ro

le mere dont la caracteristique essentiel- 
?anS une mise en solution puis un 

Part de la silice, phenomene de lessivage 
en mpagnes d'un enrichissement en fer et 

aiumine sous forme de sesquioxydes
Fe2°3 et A12o3. У

Le tableau I donne les elements 
entrant dans la composition mine- 

ralogique des laterites
I 
osition

Elements Hydroxydes et 
oxydes de fer

Hydroxydes et 
oxydes d'alumi nium

Mineraux 
argileux

communs
goethite 
limonite 
hematite

gibbsite 
boehmite (plus rare)

kaolinite 
halloysite (plus

rares
maghemite 
magnetite 

illimenite
corindon 
diaspore

illite 
montmorillonite



2.2.2. Deshydration des laterites

Ces matieres premieres 
contiennent des mineraux argileux (kaolini
te, halloysite, montmorillonite) et des 
oxydes de fer ou d'aluminium. La deshydro
xylation des mineraux argileux se ramene a 
ce qui a ete dit precedemment.

La boehmite ainsi que la 
gibbsite presentes dans les laterites con- 
duisent ä des phases desorganisees ä moyen- 
ne temperature ; ces phases recristallisent 
en corindon au delä de 1OOO”C.

45O-58O°C 
Al OOH (boehmite) _

ЗОО’С Al 0,^, Alo0,K>3000‘C
Al (OH)3y (gibbsite) _ i z 5 AL^Qj

A1OOH7_A1 $
—8 > 1OOO°C corindon

La deshydratation des 
hydroxydes de fer ne conduit pas ä des pha
ses desorganisees mais une activite hydrau- 
lique de ces oxydes n'est pas exclue si 
leur etat de cristallisation est mauvais.

III. RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX ET INTERPRE- 
TATION.

Les caracteristiques des produits etu- 
dies figurent dans le tableau II.

TABLEAU
Origine et caracteristiqr

Les produits sont calcines 
pendant cinq teures ä une temperature de 
75O°C dans un reacteur ä lit fixe. La cara- 
terisation des produits avant et apres cuis- 
son est effectuee par diffraction des rayons
X. La figure 2 montre la desorganisation 
parfaite de la kaolinite contenue dans la 
laterite de Yaounde (notee C) apres activa
tion thermique ä 75O°C. Sur cette figure, 
est clairement mise en evidence la presence 
de quartz, de gibbsite, d1 oxyde de fer et 
de goethite.

, Les produits actives thermiquement sont 
melanges ä de 1'hydroxyde de calcium dans 
des proportions massiques "Laterite calci- 
nee/Chaux" variant de 1 a 5. Le liant est 
obtenu par melange avec de 11eau dans un 
malaxeur RILEM type 32. Le taux de gächage 
retenu a conduit aux resistances tnecaniques 
optimales ; il correspond ä une ouvrabilite 
Limite soit la consistance normale definie 
par la norme NFP15—402. Les eprouvettes 
utilisees sont des micro-cylindres de 2 cm 
de diametre et d'elancement 2.

, Pendant le debut de 1'hydratation, les 
eprouvettes sont conservees dans les moules 
en plexiglass ä I'abri de I'air а 20°С. Le 
demoulage intervient ä 7 jours ; les echan- 
tillons sont alors places sous eau (norme 
NFP15-4O1, päte pure). Les resistances en 
compression sont determinees apres sechage 
pendant 24 heures ä 50°C, au vingt—huitieme 
jour sur une population de 6 eprouvettes pour 
chaque rapporf'Laterite calcinee/Chaux", 
avec une dispersion inferieure ä IO %.
II
ss des sols etudies.

tomerotation SMI SM2 sm3 SM4 G c К

Origine
Bamako 
Sotuba 
(Mali)

Bamako 
Bako-Dji- 
koroni 
(Mali)

Bamako 
Djikoroni 

Para 
(Mali)

Bamako 
Kalabankora 

(Mali)

environs 
Libreville 

(Gabon)

Carriere 
IRIC 

Yaounde 
Cameroun

Societe 
SIKA 

(Hostun) 
France

Perte au feu 10,20 6,2 10,3 6,5 15,1 11,6 8,12
SiO2 61,17 63,74 75,5 65,93 48,15 48,56 66,87
A12°3 17,39 19,40 12,84 17,15 13,61 22 23
TiO2 1,30 1,15 1,16 0,89 0,91 1,07 0,27
Ее2°з 7,61 4,40 3,73 2,36 17,94 9 0,85
CaO 0,40 0,61 0,29 0,99 0,59 0,048 0,30
MgO 0,41 0,26 0,19 1,51 0,57 0,50 traces
Na2° 0,27 0,22 0,29 0,68 0,68 0,013 0,07

О
<N 

SC 0,89 . 0,67 0,48 0,79 0,48 0,04 0,23

% kaolinite 
calculee (*) 44 49 33 43 34 55 63

% Quartz 41 41 60 46 32 23 37

(*) En supposant que I'alumine contenue est entierement sous forme de kaolinite.
En fait, une partie du fer dans ces mineraux est substituee en couche octaedrique done 
les % de kaolinite calcules sont par defaut.
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. , Figure 2. Diffractogrammes X de la laterite du Cameroun (C) et
ue son produit de cuisson. Pour faire la comparaison, un decalage de zero a ete necessaire

Les resultats obtenus sur la laterite 
du Cameroun (C) et trois des sols maliens 
(SMI, SM2, SM3) sont compares ä ceux issus 
de 11 elaboration d'un liant ä partir de 
kaolinite pure (notee K2) sur la figure 3.

Sur cette figure, on voit parfaite- 
ment que le rapport "Laterite calcinee/ 
Chaux" conduisant aux resistances optimales 
est egal ä 4 dans la plupart des cas. Ce 
resultat^ a ete confirme par les resultats 
° tenus ä partir de la laterite du Gabon 
et du sol malien SM4.

Il semble egalement que I'etat de de
sorganisation de la phase transitoire issue 
e la cuisson ä 75O°C du mineral de depart 

est d'autant plus marque que I'etat de cris- 
allinitede ce mineral est plus mauvais. 
6 phenomena est clairement apparu dans le 

eas des kaolinites et des laterites que nous 
^vons etudiees (4, 13, 14). Les conditions 

e formation geologique de ces dernieres ont 
Plus souvent ä un phenomena de 

stitution partielle de 1'aluminium de la 
ouche octaedrique du feuillet de kaolin par 

fer, ce qui est un facteur defavorable

MPa
3o|-Rc

compression a 28 jours (sur pate pure) en 
fonction du rapport "Mineral thermiquement 
active/Hydroxyde de calcium" (MTA/CH).

C : Laterite du Cameroun 
l<2 : Kaolinite pure
SM : Laterites du Mali
E/S : Taux de gachage



pour la cristallinite mais par contre tres 
favorable si 11 on desire valoriser locale- 
ment ces sols dans le domaine des ciments 
pouzzolaniques de synthese, comme en attes- 
tent les niveaux de resistance mecanique 
(15 a 27 MPa) obtenus ä l'echeance de 
28 jours pour des sols ä teneur assez peu 
elevee en kaolin (33 a 55 %) (Fig. 3).

Pour mettre en evidence le role joue 
par les oxydes et hydroxydes de fer dans 
le developpement des resistances (R ) de 
ces Hants, nous avons considere lecrapport 
A defini comme suit :
A - Kaolinite + Oxydes de fer TT_.A " ---------------Quartz------------------- (Tableau III)

TABLEAU III.

Relation entre le rapport A et la resistance R .
Les proportions de kaolinite, d'oxydes de fer et de quartz ontcete calculees en 

considerant que la somme de ces trois elements faisait 1OO %.

IV. CONCLUSION.

Mineral de depart
sm1 SM2 SM3 SM„4 G C К

Kaolinite 47,5 51,9 34,1 47,1 40,5 63,2 63

Oxydes de fer 8,2 4,7 3,9 2,6 21,4 10,3 1

Quartz 44,3 43,4 62 50,3 38,1 26,5 36

A 1,26 1,30 0,61 0,99 1,62 2,77 1,78

Rc (MPa) 21 23 15 20 26 27 18

La figure 4 donne 1'evolution de la 
resistance en fonction d'une part du 
rapport A et d'autre part du pourcentage de 
quartz.

Il est ainsi clairement mis en eviden
ce (Fig. 4), le role benefique de la pre
sence d'oxydes de fer dans les laterites 
sur le developpement des resistances. En 
effet, si on se refere au kaolin К conte- 
nant 63 % de kaolin et 1 % d'oxydes de fer, 
on s'apergoit que des sols contenant moins 
de kaolin (SMI, SM2, SM4, G, et C) mais 
plus d'oxydes de fer ont des resistances 
superieures. Seul le sol SM3 presente une 
resistance plus faible, mais il contient 
egalement beaucoup plus de quartz. Le 
role nefaste de ce dernier est egalement 
illustre sur cette figure. Le quartz, iner
te vis ä vis de la reaction d'Hydratation, 
joue plutdt le role de granulat et le liant 
obtenu est plus un mortier qu'une pate pure 
de liant pouzzolanique. Ce'ci est particu- 
lierement vrai pour "une proportion de 
quartz superieure a 50 %.

L'elaboration de ciments pouzzolaniques 
de synthese ä partir de laterites calcinees 
ä 75O°C est sans doute une voie de develop
pement interessante dans 11optique des eco
nomies d'energie et de matieres premieres. 
Il suffit en effet d'une proportion en 
masse de 20 % de chaux pour 1'activation 
chimique de ces pouzzolanes. Cette chaux 
peut etre soit de 1'hydroxyde de calcium 
sous forme de chaux eteinte Ca(0H)_ direc- 
tement produite (c'est ce qui a ete le cas 
pour notre etude) soit de la portlandite 
CatOtD^issue de 1'Hydratation du ciment 
portland artificiel (6,7).

Les laterites comportant du kaolin et 
une proportion minimale de IO % d'oxydes 
de fer semblent etre les plus aptes ä etre 
transformees en pouzzolanes de synthese a 
condition que leur teneur en quartz soit 
inferieure ä 50 %.

/



Figure 4. Evolution de la resistance R enfonction du rapport A et de la proportion 
de quartz.
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de

ESSAIS EN
CIMENTS A

VUE DES PREVISIONS DE L'EVOLUTION DES RESISTANCES 
FORTE TENEUR EN ALUMINE.

experiences on estimating the expectable changes of strength
OF CONCRETES MADE WITH HIGH ALUMINA CEMENT
RESULTATS DES
DES BETONS OF

estimated on the basis of
3-n Da®®a ort Phase, composition investigations carried 
By the,examination of several hundred concrete speci- 

----- --------- ; concretes in 
the seventies- The maximal 

mid of the sixties.

de alta alumina - em seguida a um aumento 
conversäo dos compostos primarios aumenta 
causar urn ligeiro aumento da resistencia.

bem сото a alteracäo da resistencia, em

As resistencias de concretos de cimento 
devido ä hidratacäo - tem urn decrescimo quando a 

sua porosidade. A carbonizacäo subsequente pode 
A diminuicäo possivel (esperävel) da resistencia, 1 
funcao do tempo, de concretos de cimento alto-aluminoso, podem ser estimadas com base em 
consideraeoes de cinetica de reacäo, apoiadas em investigacoes de composigäo de fase reali 
zadas por m6todos termoanaliticos. Pelo exame de algumas centenas de corpos de prova dZ 
concreto, foi possfvel estabelecer-se que a maioria dos concretos de cimento alto-alumino
so na Hungria apresentou a resistencia minima em meados dos anos 70. 0 Indice maxirno
decrescimo de resistSncia pode ser datado em meados dos anos 60.

high alumina cement concretes- following an increase due to 
? compounds increases their

'' ---- <^>--- x, J. kJ WJ. KJ.A» Tll6
f,. p of strength as well as the change of strength as a
Junction of time of high alumina cement concretes can be i '' ' ’ 1 • -
reaction kinetical considerations based on phas 
out by thermoanalytical methods. By tl^ U4. Beve,.öl гшпо-т
mens it could be stated that the majority of the high alumina cZment 
Hungary had shovred the tne minimal strength at the mid of 
rate of strength decreasing can be dated to the

M.Revay Central Research and Design Institute for Silicate Industry,P.O.Box 112 
Budapest, Hungary *

SUMMARY; The strength of high alumina cement concretes-
hydration - is decreasing when the conversion cf primary ^uieöaeö Ьде 
porosity. The subsequent carbonization may cause a slight increase of strength, 
possible /expectable/ decrease of strength as well a.s °



In. Hungary, in the years preceding the 
II.world wer a plurtility of projects were 
built by using alumina cement/1-З/.
In particular, in the sixties and seven
ties with the majority of these projects 
considerable drop of strength and damages 
could be observed.
As it is well known, drop of strength is 
caused by the conversion of the instable 
calcium-aluminate hydrates /САН. CJUL/ 
of large molar volume primerly •Lof г ° 
formed in course of hydratation of the 
calcdum-aluminates /СА, CA_, С.-А-/ con
tained in the alumina cemefit ' 
into stable compeunds of considerably 
smaller molar volume /C-AH,-, AH,/, reap, 
by the considerable increase of^porosity, 
taking place as a consequence of the afore
mentioned conversion ,/1-6/.

Accordingly, when making a decision in 
matters of said buildings, in addition 
to the result of tests directed to sta
tics and strength, data relating to the 
chemical condition of the material of the 
material is also to be considered.

In course of an earlier conference we 
already reported on the testing methods 
having been elaborated for the determina
tion of the chemical state,/?/. The essen
ce of said testing method lies in that 
the concrete sample in its original state 
and after having been subjected to an 
autoclave treatment is examined by using 
the DTA method, thereafter, on basis of 
the qualitative and quantitative changes 
occuring under the influence of autoclave 
treatment, the three most important state 
characteristics of the concrete made with 
alumina cement namely the extent of hyd
ratation fS,/, conversion /0„/ and carbo
nization /Dq„rlD/ are calculated. In know
ledge of these data, as well as of poro
sity and cement content of the concrete 
and changes in molar volume taking place 
in course of partial processes /D,, D , 
D,arI./ / see table 1/, h* c*
expectable future changes in porosity 
can be calculated.

Table 1 Processes of CA conversion

Figure 1
Correlation strength/porosity in case 
of CA specimens stored under different 
circumstances

MPa

10*-
c
ot 
b1 
in

10 ■

о 14 days 5®C
4 14 days70BC

T

20 40 60 •/.
Porosity

According to our examination, similarly 
to some other materials, /5,6,7/, the 
known exponential relationship

R = Roe"bP /1/

/wherein Rtstrength, Piporosity,
R and b:constants/ 

is also valid for the hardened calcium
aluminates and concretes made with alu
mina cement, in such a manner that from 
porosity /Ес/belonging to complete con
version the possible minimal strength 
/Rmin/ of the concrete, from the porosity 
belonging to the complete carbonization 
the "final” strength /Rf/ of the concrete 
can be determined. The knowledge of these 
data can be of utmost importance in view 
of decisions being in connection with 
the future of valuable buildings.

Chemical reaction
Volume of solid phases cm^/mol

Prior to reaction After reaction Change

CA + loH = CAH, 
1 1 1° 1 52,68 198,24 +145,56

CA + 5г/2Н 52,68 122,90 + To,22
CA + 4H = V-C-AHc + г/,АН, 52,68 92,92 + 4o,24
CAHlo = /з°зАН6+1/2АН3 +1/2H 198,24 82,16 -116,08
CgAHg =2/3C3AH6 + 1/3AH3+3H . 181,22 121,2? - -59,95
C3AH6 + 3 C02 = 3CaC03 + AH3 + 3H 149,6o 166,97 + 17,37



For the seke of order it should be 
mentioned that under the influence of 
carbonization following conversion 
porosity decreases, at the same time, 
although to a slight extent, strength 
is increasing. It goes without saying 
that this statement does not relate to 
the carbonization taking place immedia - 
tely after hydration and generally un
der the influence of alkaline catalysis, 

in course of which porosity increases 
end strength Simulatenously decreases. 
On basis of several tests the experi
ence was gained, in so far as at the 
majority of the Hungarian alumina ce
ments a significant conversion was ta
king piece, however, carbonization 
was less.
Reaction-kinetic characteristics of 
conversion were exemined on synthetic 

calcium-aluminate hydrates / and 
CgAHg/ -after having subjected them 
to hydrothermal treatments of different 
temperature end dwelling time - also 
by DTA-methods,

Figure 2
Conversion of CAHlo at different tem

peratures, plotted in a co-ordinate 
system corresponding to the reaction 
kinetically primary reaction 
log /l-Dc/-rr

Figure 3

Relationship log к - ж /Arrhenius equ
ation/

It can be seen that conversion can be 
described with a good approximation with 
the reaction-kinetically primary equation, 
while the dependence of the rate constant 
on temperature corresponds to the Arrhe
nius equation. 
From the aforementioned relationship it 
becomes obvious, that "half-period" of 
the conversion of CAH^O - compliance 
with our examination- amounts at 9o C° 
not more then 2 minutes, at 3o C° 
73 days, at lo C° 19 years .Applying the 

relationship for the Hungarian buildings 
made of concrete with alumina cement, 
supposing a useful life of 4o to 5o 
years end an average temperature of 15 C? 

we obtain a conversion of So to 95 % 
being in good compliance with experiences 
having been gained in practice . 
Summing up what has been said, change 
of the strength values of concretes 
prepared with alumina cement in dependen
ce of time can be described as follows: 
Due to porosity reducing effect of hyd
rate tion /D^/ strength will increase 
as long as said effect is larger then 
the effect of porosity increase caused 
by conversion, having an opposite sign. 
Thereafter porosity increases as long as 
reching the maximal value.



Possible maximal value of porosity / as a 
consequence, minimum of strength/ere 
determined by the mineral composition of 
cement, conditions of concrete prepara
tion, first of all cement content and 
w/c factor, while the minimal strength 
belonging to maximal porosity is influen
ced in particular by enviromentel effects 
/ first of all ambient temperature and 
moisture content /. Strength minimum 
will be the less, and occurs with the 
least possible delay, the higher is the 
rate of the conversion resulting in in
creased porosity. As already detailed 
earlier /1-31, this phenomenon can be 
explained by the fact that with identical 
porosity at a higher ra-fre of conversion 
the number of pores will increase. 
As a matter of fact, pores ere nothing 
else, then faults interrupting continuity 

of the materiel, accordingly, when the 
quantity of pores increases, strength 
will be less even with identical porosity.

log k.1O5f 

4 ■

3

eo to 60 so «с y,«1*

Figure 4
Relationship between number of pores and 
strength

The change of the size and number of 
pores, respectively does not influence 
the fundemental tendencies of change of 
strength of concretes prepared with elu- 

•mine cement. According to aforementioned 
the change of strength with time of an 

average concrete prepared with alumina 

cement can be seen in Figure 5, wherein 
single processes being determinant in 
respect to the individual phases of har
dening are also indicated.

Time

Figure 5
Changes of strength of concretes made 
with a usual alumina cement

On basis of the results having been ob
tained in course of several OTA examina
tions, it cen be stated that for the 

majority of Hungarian concretes made 
with alumina cement the conversion is 
/80 to 95 %/, while carbonization is 
less /60 to 8o%/ and hydration is prac
tically of full extent , 
In course of repeated chemical examina
tion we had the opportunity to study 
the changes of conversion end carboniza
tion in dependence of time on the conc
retes of some buildings.We could state 
that we were not mistaken in considering 
the processes es kinetically primary 
reactions,Starting from this supposition, 
we determined the rate constant of che
mical reactions for some definite cases. 
Based on the average values thereof the 
integrated form of rate equation of 
chemical reactions for Hungerian circum
stances is, es follows:

, -o,46T -
Wc= /l-Dc/e /2/
Wcarb=^-Dc/e‘O'O7r /3/

Wherein stands for, time /year/
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As from the data of Table 1 it can be 
calculated that unit converalun is 
causing o,57-fold increase in porosity 
and unit carbonization leads to a 0,18
fold reduction of porosity, for the change 
of porosity in dependence of time, using 
the evex-ogc velocity constants, the 
following relationship can be described^/

Д P=o, 57/1-D Ze"0• 46-o, 18/1-D
T, c carb
From the equation it becomes obvious 
that a period -reckoned from the time 
of examination- needed for complete 
stopping of porosity increase end strength 
reduction /Дp=o/ is

1-D„ 
1,15+ln------

3^  ---------- 075g——/year/ /5/

In case if the concrete is in the phase 
of strength decrease 3^ has positive sign, 
while when reaching the minimal concrete

Figure 6

Time of reaching the minimal strength
/year/

strength the sign will be negative.
The first derivative of the equqtion /5/ 
gives the time of strength drop of maxi
mal rate, i.e, the inflexion point of 
the strength-curve: /6/

Др,=-о,2б/1-По/е~о’4б+о,о1/1-ВсагЬ/е"о'о7Г 

Wherefrom

О^1-3,26+1п»—ТГ-
J" - ------- „^"Ir-Dfiarh /year/ /7/

Hystogremmes in Figures 6-7 show the 

results of the calculations having been 
performed on several hundreds of concrete 
specimens.

Time of strength drop taking place with 
maximal rate

As it can be well seen, the process of 
strength drop of the concretes examined 
was finished in the greater part till 
the middle of seventies, while the 
maximal decrease in strength could be 
observed so about lo years ago. Nowdays 
the strength stopped, the more, in
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certain cases я certain increase in 
strength of some procenticould be 
observed /carbonization/
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Development of a Fast Setting High Strength Cement Composite
DEVELOPPEMEN1 DE PRISES RAPIDES DE CIMENTS COMPOSES DE HAUTE RESISTANCE

have 
high

SUMMARY: A
nary Portland• 1 1 1 —1=>* ‘ -vvnivnc cum uuicL Lejiieni. aaa
yielded strengths of the order of 10 and 23 N/mm2 at 1 and 2 h 
respectively, j- J1
bar. * -----
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INTRODUCTION

Fast setting, high strength cementitious materials are 
requiried for special application areas like installing 
anchor bolts for strengthening or reinforcing members 
in rock formations in mining and tunnelling, structural 
bodies in emergency repairs of dams, airports, water 
retaining structures, machinery installations and emergency 
construction of defence installations etc.

A fast setting, high strength, expansive type cement 
composite has been developed based on High strength 
Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), High alumina cement 
(НАС), Calcium anhydrite, calcium chloride and graded 
sand. The composite sets within 15 minutes and give^ 
compressive strengths of the order of 10 and 23 ^l/mm 
at 1 and 2 h respectively and 45 and 70 N/mmf at 8 
and 24 h respectively (1-3).

In contrast to portland cement where the major cohesive 
hydration product is colloidal C-5-H gel with small amounts 
of crystalline calcium hydroxide and aluminate hydrates, 
the hardening of the composite is associated with the 
formation of an interlocking structure of calcium silicate 
hydrates, crystalline aluminate hydrates (mainly CAH-n, 
с дч f ah uv-gHrig, ettringite, CgASHg, calcium chloroalumi
nate, portlandite and gibbstite etc. Presence of substantial 
quantities of alumina gel contribute to the consolidation 
of the microstructure.

This paper describes studies on various physico-mechanica'I 
properties, work performance, chemical interactions 
among the ingredients during hydration, pore structure 
and microstructure of the cement composite.

EXPERIMENTAL

MATERIALS

Raw Materials : The rawmaterials used for the preparation 
of cement composite were High strength Ordinary Portland 
Cement conforming to 18:8112-1976, High Alumina Cement 
conforming to 15:6452-1972, fused calcium chloride and 
sand were of commercial origin. Anhydrous calcium sulphate 
was prepared by calcining commercial grade calcium 
sulphate at 350°C - 380°C for 4-5 h. Physical properties 
of raw materials are given in Table I. Sand was ground 
to pass 425Дт sieve.

Fast setting. High strength cement composite : Various 
trial mixes (CC-1 to CC-6) were prepared to achieve 
fast setting and high strength development characteristics 
(Table II). Cement composite CC-5 was considered as 
most appropriate composite due to minimum contents 
of high alumina cement, calcium chloride and anhydrite, 
The cement composite was then prepared by integrinding 
all ingredients except sapd in a batch type ball mill 
to a fineness of 485 m /kg (Blaine) and then blending 
with fine graded sand (CC-6).

TABLE - I

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RAW MATERIAL

Material Fineness Compresswe . Strength 
m /kg N/mm 

id 3d 7d 28d

High strength 
Ordinary Portland 
Cement

420.0 24 33 51 61

High Alumina 
Cement

350.6 35 65 - -

Sieve Analys is
Sieve No. Percent 

passing

Sand .
(-425yum) 300 .Aim 58

150 /jm 35
90 jum 26
45 Л*т 10

TABLE - II

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF DIFFERENT 
COMPOSITE MIXES

Cement 
Composite

w/c
1h

2
Compressive Strength, N/mm

2h 6h Id 3d

(CC-1) a 25 Nil Nil 4.7 28.7 -

(CC-2) 0.30 Nil Nil 5.9 36.4 -

(CC-3) азо Nil 1.0 8.0 39.0 -

(CC-4) азо 1.0 3.3 10.0 40.1 -

CC-5) аго 12.0 28.0 45.0 77.5 -

(CC-6) 0.21 Ш1 21.0 41.1 75.5 82.2

RESULTS

hydration in early

with

Conduction Calorimetry : 
fast setting, I  
has been shown in Fig. '    
by two rate peaks, first being within 15 minutes and 
the second between 80 to 120 minutes indicating that 
the 
Heat evolution in the 
of wetting of CaCIg. 
alumina cement etc.7 
initiates between the 
solubility of some of

-------, : Heat evolution profile for 
high strength cement composite (CC-5, 

been shown in Fig. 1. The curve is characterised

stages takes place in two stages, 
first stage is attributed to heat 
calcium sulphate anhydrite, high ■ 

and an exchange of ionic species 
solid and liquid phase. The hig 
the components lead to a rapi 

increase in ion concentration of the liquid phase w 
respect to CA, C_A, CS and CaCL, leading to lary 
amount of heat eVolution, which results in acceleratiof 
of early hydration. However, it is difficult to characterize^ 
early hydration products morphologically. After tha 
the. rate of heat evolutin diminishes very quickly dirfl 
15-80 minutes. During the induction period Ca + concentra^ 
tion of the liquid phase reaches supersaturation wk 
respect to Ca(OH)g and consequently nucleation a



growth of both C-S-H and Ca(OH) begin. During this 
time most of the C,A and CA have been consumed by 
sulphates to form ettringite.

ш

or

cement composite (CC-5).

INDUCTION 
PERIOD .INCREASE 
IN Ca2+ ION CON.

DIFFUSION CONTROLLED 
REACTION

DISSOLUTION OF 
CaCl2 .CS,C3A. 
CA .ETTRINGITE 
FORMATION

ё 

Ш

RAPID CHEMICAL REACTION 
OF C2S.FORMATION OF 
C-S-H.CH,FURTHER FOR
MATION OF ETTRINGITE. 
САН10.С2А5Н8.СзАС<£12Нц 
DECREASE OFCa2+ION

195 240 285 345
MTS ----- -
for

0 15 45 75 105 150
TIME IN

F"ig- 1 : Calorimetric curve

Q

the heat evolution rate begins 
peak which occures after 
is attributed to the early 
ettringite formation (4). 
of sulphate ions in the 

formation

After reaching a minimum, the 
to increase to the second rate 
1-2 h of hydration. This peak 
hyration of alite and further 
Presence of adequate amount 
system under study prevents monosulphate 
w ich is confirmed by the non appearence of the third 
peak.

In contrast to above in the case of High strengh Ordinary 
Portland Cement hydration there are generally two rate 
peaks and third rate peak occurs only occasionally (5). 
me first rate peak appears within 1h and is due to the 
contribution of dissolution of sample and hydration of 
tree lime. The second rate peak appears after 10-14 

of hydration and is attributed to early hydration of 
'tn and formation of ettringite. The appearance of 
ird rate peak is attributed to formation of monosulphate.

jray Diffraction : X-ray diffractograms of anhydrous 
c,ment composite and hydrated specimens at various 
ages are shown in Fig. 2. Formation of ettringite has 
sen identified in all hydrated samples beyond 6 minutes 
У ration. Presence of САН1П, needle shaped ettringite 
Ьк0'214!!’ C?A5Ha' C3A^’ AHV С?Аня and CatOHL 
a r|6 °een identified in specimens hydrated mr 30 minutes 

n more. However, formation of above hydration products 
re more pronounced in specimen of 1h hydration.

canning Electron Microsocopy : Scanning electron
micrographs and EDAX of hydrated samples (Fig. 3) 
she H 6h and 1 d have indicated formation of needle

Pe ettringite at early ages and formtion of a dense 
rix beyond 6h hydration. Well crystallized silicate 

Pydrates are visible at Id.

5

30 mins 
(С C-5) 

E Cl .E

An=Anhydrite 
D =CaCI2 

ih(CC-6) J = C3A
E s Ettringite
Cis Chloroaiuminate 
C sCAH10 
H = Ca(OH)2
Q ь Quartz
A = Alite
В s Belite

 . T = Tobermorite gel
(CC-5) 5 = Stratbngite

Q+S

A+B

A+B

37 33 29 25 21 17 13 9
DEGREE 26 ——

Fig. 2 : XRD curves of 
(CC-5).

anhydrous and hydrated composite

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3 : SEM and EDAX of hydrated cement composite

a/ 1h hydration
b/ 6h hydration
с/ 1d hydration
d/ EDAX of position X of 3 (c)

Hardening and Strength Development : Cement composite 
indicated hardens within 15 minutes (Table -Ill).



TABLE - III

* without sand

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT BATCHES OF CEMENT COMPOSITE

Sample No. F ineness*  
m /kg

Hardening 
time (min)

W/C
2

Compressive Strength, N/mm
2h 4h 7h Id 3d 7d

CC-6 (A) 4B2 15 D.22 21.0 31.5 42.0 65.0 70.0 75.0

CC-6 (B) 488 15 0.22 19.0 - 41.0 - 72.0 -

CC-6 (C) 475 15 0.23 18.0 - 39.5 - 66.0 -

CC-6 (□) 482 *21 15 0.22 18.0 - 40.0 70.0 - -

CC-6 (E) 479 15 0.22 21.6 - - 75.5 82.2 -

The effect of fineness of the cement composite (without 
sand) was studied and the data is presented in Table IV.

TABLE - IV

EFFECT OF FINENESS OF CEMENT COMPOSITE ON 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

Samp le 
No.

F irreness*  
m /kg

W/C Compressive, Strength, 
N/mm

2h 7h 3d

CC-6 427 0.25 7.0 31.5 67.0

CC-6 470 0.20 23.0 46.0 71.0

CC-6 500 0.20 24.0 44.0 -

* without sand (CC-5)

It is evident that optimum strength developngent is obtained 
at the fineness of the order of 470 m /kg and there 
is no specific advantage of further grinding. However, 
studies on particle size distribution (Fig. 4) have indicated 
that the majority of particles are in the range of 3-12 

/jm. The presence of fine perticles is also responsible 
for fast setting.

Compressive strength development of cement composite 
was determined at the ages of 2, 4, 7h and 1, 3 and 
7d and the data is presented in Table III. It is evident 
from the data that the compressive strength of the order 
of 18-21 N/mmZ at 2h, 39-42 N/mm at 7h and above 
65 N/mmZ are obtained at Id and after.

Effect of water-cement (w/c) ratio on the compressive 
strength development of the cement composite was studied 
and the data is presented in Table V.

TABLE - V
EFFECT OF W/C RATIO ON COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

♦without sand (CC-5)

Sample 
No.

Fineness*  
m /kg

W/C 
ratio

Compressive Sire 
N/mm

:ngth

7d2h 7h

0.25 14.5 36.0 88.0
0.23 17.5 37.0 85.0

CC-6 4B2.0 0.22 22.0 44.0 84.0
0.20 23.0 46.0 81.5

It is evident from the data that the optimum strength 
development is achieved for w/c ratio between 0.20-0.22 
and that w/c ratio beyond 0.23 reduces strengths at 
early ages i.e. upto 7h, beyond which the effect is insigni
ficant.

Pull out test of the cement composite has indicated 
pull out strength of 12 tonnes with 12.5 mm tor steel 
bar at 6h.

Fig. 4 : particle size distribution (population) of OPC 
and cement composite (CC-5).

Thermal Stability : Thermal stability of hardened cement 
composite was established by monitoring the compressive 
strength development at 50°C and 100°C which was 
also considered desirable due to presence of High alumina 
cement in the composite (Table VI).

TABLE - VI

EFFECT OF CURING TEMPERATURE ON 
COMPRESSIVE STRENTH

Samp le 
No.

Temperature 
of curing

Compress ive^t rength 
N/mm

3d6h Id

27DC air
curing :RH 65%

41.1 75.5 82.2

CC-5 50°C water 
curing

58.0 72.8 72.0

100°C water 54.3 70.5 71.0
curing _______
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It is evident from the data that with the increase in 
curing temperature ther is an increase in compressive 
strength upto 6h but no significant change is observed 
beyond Id.

Expansion : The cement composite is of expansive type 
and expansion characteristics of the composite upto 
4 months are presented in Fig. 5. Amaximurrof 0.2 percent 
expansion was observed in the hardened cement composite, 
most of which is obtained in 3d and no significant expansion 
is observed beyond 1 month.

Fig. 5 : Expansion characteristics of CC-6 at 27°C 
in water

Porosity and pore size Distribution t The percentage 
porosity of hydrated cement composite specimens at 
different ages (1h, 2h, 4h, 6h, Id, 3d, 7d, and 28d) are 
given in Table VII.

TABLE - VII

POROSITY OF HYDRATED CEMENT COMPOSITE

Sample No. Age of 
curing

W/C Percent
Porosi ty

CC-6 (a) 1h 0.23 17.83

CC-6 (b) 2h 0.23 18.08

CC-6 (c) 4h 0.23 13.72

CC-6 (d) 6h 0.23 11.11

CC-6 (e) Id 0.23 9.04

CC-6 (f) 3d 0.23 8.72

CC-6 (g) 7d 0.23 9.08

CC-6 (h) 28d 0.23 6.50

The data indicates that the porosity gradually decreases 
as the hydration progresses. The total porosity is 17.83 
percent after 1h hydration which decreases to 6.50 percent 
after 28d hydration. The decrease in porosity is attributed 
to the decrease in total number of pores due to filling 
by the hydrated products at later stages of hydration. 

The higher values of porosity at early ages i.e. 17.83 
percent at 1h and 18.08 percent at 2h are due to formation 
of needle shaped ettringite, simultaneously which increases 
the volume of semihydrated sample and presence of 
pores in the matrix. At the later stages these pores 
are filled by the tobermorite gel and other hydration 
products. Almost equal porosities at 1 and 7d indicate 
that the major part of the hydration reactions gets 
completed within Id.

The cement hydration products in the presence of CaCI? 
exhibit a higher amount of micropores (6). The pore 
size distribution curve (Fig. 6) indicates that in all the 
samples studied, most of: the pores are distributed in 
the range 0.02 /im to 0.10 Aim which are micropores. 
It is also evident from Fig. 6 that the percent distribution 
of micropores is more at early ages of hydrtion as 
compared to 1d hydration indicating that micropores 
have greater role on strength development as the 'wide 
pores' are already filled up by the graded inert filler 
(Sand) used in the composite., Thus the macropores are 
filled by the inert filler and. micropores are filled by 
the hydrated products.

Feldman and Beaudsin (7) found that strength is controlled 
by porosity but that morphology (crystal bonding and 
product density) is also important. Optimum strength 
development is obtained with a dense, well crystallized 
material (8). Presence of High alumina cement in the 
composite leads to the formation of CAH1Q during 
hydration, which is a very dense material at very low 
w/c ratio. Alumina gel appears in the composite cement 
paste as an amorphous material and fills up the spaces 
between crystals of other hydrates resulting into decreased 
porosity (9) leading to high strength development.

EQUIVALENT PORE DIAMETER (pm)

Fig. 6 : Pore size distribution of hydrated cement 
composite.

Corrosion Measurement t ■ The pH of the pastes of 
hardened cement composite ground with small quantities 
of distrilled water at various ages of hardening upto 
1 year remained constant at 13.1. The high alkalinity 
indicates that the cement composite is capable of providing 
excellent protection to reinforcement against corrosion, 
even in the presence of small amount of chloride.

A typical set data of galvanostatic studies has indicated, 
no incidence of corrosion in the steel rod in one year 
water curing at 27°C (Fig. 7). Similarly, no loss 
of weight in the steel rod was observed with time in 
Clark's solution in weighing method (10).



Fig. 7 : Typical set of corrosion■ measurement.

D 1SCUSSION

Cement composite (CC-6) based on high strength OPC, 
High alumina cement, CaCl^, anhydrite and graded sand 
has been considered most appropriate based on early 
strength development characteristics- A - compressive 
strength^ 2°f the order of 10 N/mmZ 45 N/mmZ and 
70 N/mm is obtained after 1h, 8h and Id respectively 
and an expansion of 0.2 percent in 3d provides extra 
advantage during anchoring. Other combinations fail 
to attain high strength at early ages i.e. 1 - 2h.

The hydration of the present cement composite under 
study is a seguence of overlapping chemical reactions 
among cementitious components, anhydrite, gypsum, 
calcium chloride and water leading to continuous cement 
paste stiffening and hardening. The disssolution of calcium 
chloride, high alumina cement and anhydrite lead to 
high rate of heat evolution during initial stage. The 
high temperature environment enables very quick hydration 
°f C-jA, CA and C^S phases resulting into formation 
of compounds whose solubilities are lower than those 
of the anhydrous composite minerals, thus leading to 
the precipitation of colloidal and crystalline hydrates 
which form the hardened paste^It is reported that presence 
of substantia! quantitites of CS in a mixture of 75 percent 
aluminous and 25 percent portland cement gives a fast 
setting and very high compressive strength due to rapid 
formation of ettringite (11). However, in the system 
under study relatively small dosage of high alumina cement 
( < 20 percent) and high content of OPC ( > 60 percent) 
have been used to make very fast setting high strength 
cement composite. The formulation is thus both economical 
and capable of yeilding superior performance (3). The 
strength development at early_ages have been attributed 
to combined action of CaCI^, CS and aluminates.

A small addition of CaC^ to portland cement is known 
to accelerate the setting and hardening characteristics 
of the cement (12, 13). This is mainly attributed to th5 
action of CaCI_ on the silicate phases. The reaction 
between aluminates, gypsum and anhydrite is accelerated 
in the presence of CaCI^ (14, 15).

Monochloroaluminate hydrate, C?A. CaCLH^ forms 
after most part of gypsum is consumed in The reaction 
with C-jA to form ettringite. Converision of ettringite 
to monosupho^uminate is remote due to presence of 
excess of SO. ions in the system, which is confirmed 
by absence ofxFO peak at 9.9D 2.8.

In the OPC-CA-CS-CaClj-H^O system relatively higher 
amounts of Ca(OH)_ is released at early ages of hydration 
in the presence of CaCI„ leading to formation of substantia
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quantities of C^AH^ XRD peaks at 31.2° and 36.7°, 
2 8) resulting into better strength development at early 
ages.

The increase of temperature due to dissolution of CaCL, 
anhydrite and high alumina cement does not result info 

. conversion of CAH1Q to C^AHg due to low w/c ratio 
(0.23) and as the cement composite hydrates the amount 
of free water reduces gradually and eventually no free 
water is remaining in the matrix. Thus conversion of 
САНЮ to CjAHg is inhibited to large extent at higher 
temperatures/ At the same time the presence of CaCL, 
CA and anhydrite in the system enhances the formation 
of C-S-H gel from OPC (major constituent) which in 
turn reacts with metastable aluminate hydrates (CAH.n 
and C-AHg) leading to possible formation of stratlinnife 
(CjASRg) which contributes to the high strength before 
they are converted to C^AH6.

The XRD data has indicated the presenc of ettringite 
within 5 minutes of hyderation. Presence of ettringite, 
CAH (12,36°, 6.22°, 25.01°, 2 6), C,A CaCI-H.., (11.21°, 
22.57bu23.10°, 2 8), (31.16°, 7.01° and^l^S0, t ej,1 C-ASH , 
C4АН^з (31.2° and 36.7° 2 8) at 30 minutes and fti 
hydration are clearly visible indicating accelerated 
hydration in the system.

The combinations (CC-1 to CC-4) do not provide substantial 
strength development at 1-2h indicate that presence 
of CaCL-, anhydrite and CA alone or below the optimum 
dosage does not provide for strength development at 
very early ages. A combination of CaCI_. High alumina 
cement and anhydrite behaves as a 'Super accelerator' 
in the system which extraordinarily increases the kinetics 
of hydration from 5 minutes and contribpte towards 
high strength within one hour (10 N/mm2), which is 
clear from conduction calorimetic rate peaks indicating 
the early hydration and formation of hydration product 
at a very early age.

Porosity and pore size distribution data has clearly 
indicated formation of a very desnse structure attributing 
to high strength development. This is also supported 
by SEM studies, wherein electron micrographas at 6 
h hydration has indicated dense morphology (Fig. 3). 
No deterioration in the crystal matrix has been observed 
at higher curing temperatures upto 100°C.

CONCLUSION

1. A fast setting high strength expansive type cement 
composite based on High strength Ordinary portland 
cement, High alumina cement, anhydrite, graded 
sand and CaCI^ has been developed.

2. The cement composite sets within 15 minutes 
and give rise to -strength of the order of 10, 23, 
45 and 70 N/mm2 at 1, 2, 8 and 24h respectively. 
The composite is thermally stable, expansive type 
and provides for a pull out strength of 12 tonnes 
at 6h.

3. Conduction calorimeter, XRD and 8ЕМ data indicate 
that high strengths at early ages have been achieved 
du^ to accelerated hydration of aluminate and 
silicate phases, formation of ettringite and strat - 
lingite in less than 10 and 30 minutes and formation 
of highly impermeable matrix.

4. A Combination of CaCI- . --ment2, High alumina cemeni 
and anhydrite in optimum ratio act as a super 
accelerator.



5. The cement composite developed has great potential 
of application in mining, tunelling emergency 
repair of dams, water retaining structures, air 
ports and emergency construction of D efence 
installations.
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NON-ALTTIC CEMENT FROM CALCIUM SULPHOALUMINATE CLINKER - 
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A.K. Chatterjee, '
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SUMMARY :

Cements from calcium sulphoaluminate clinkers have been in the forefront of research all 
over the world in the recent past. Varieties of_products have been reported with various 
phase combinations like C4A3S and p-CoS, C4A3S and C3S, C4A3S and C4AF, etc., with or 
without CA/C32A7»C2AS, CaS04 and Ca0/Ca(0i.)2- Because of variations in phase assemblages 
the resultant product properties have also varied.

Tn pur development of a similar family of products the emphasis has been laid on 
optimisation of phase assemblge with C4A3S, ß- C^S and CaS04 towards high strength and low 
temperature concreting applications. In this context the products characteristics with 
varying A/S and A/5 ratios and firing temperature range has been studied for the 
optimisation o'f our targetted product quality.

The hydration reaction of the product from a few hours to a few years have been studied 
under normal ambient conditions. The hydration characteristics of the product under low 
temperature conditions have been compared.

The application properties of the product by designing high-strength concrete and their 
comparison with equivalent ordinary Portland cement concrete have been highlighted. Case 
studies of actual constructions under normal and low temperature conditions have been 
dealt with.

Em passado recente, em todo о mundo, os cimentos de clinqueres de sulfoaluminato de cälcio 
tem sido objeto principal de pesquisa. _Foram reportadas muitas vari^edades de produtos com 
diversas combinacoes de fase, сото C4A3S e g-C2S, C^S e CjS, C^S e СдАЕ, etc. com ou 
sem CA/C^Ay, C2AS, CaSO^ e CaO/CaCOH^- Por causa das variaföes nos agrupamentos de Ea
ses, tambem variaram as propriedades do produto resultante.

Em nosso desenvo1vimentо de uma familia semelhante de produtos, foi dada enfase ä otimiza- 
fäo da reuniäo de fase com C^A^S, 3-C2S e CaSO^ no sentido de aplicacoes em concretagem de 
alta resistencia e^temperatura baixa. Neste^ contexto foram estudados os produtos caracte- 
risticos com relacöes variäveis de A/S e A/S e faixa de temperatura de queima para otimiza 
tao da qualidade do nosso produto em objetivo.

Foi^estudada a reacäo de hidratacäo do produto desde poucas boras ate alguns anos sob con- 
dicoesambiente normals. Foram comparadas as caracteristicas de hidratacäo do produto sob 
condiföes de baixa temperatura.

Foram esclarecidas as propriedades de .aplicacäo do produto para projetos de concreto de aj. 
ta resistencia e sua compara?ao com concreto equivalente de cimento portland comum. Tambem 
foram abordados estudos de caso de construcöes reais sob condiqoes de temperatura normal e 
baixa.



INTRODUCTION:

Tn the quest ror Tow energy cements, non- 
alitic cements (NAC) have an important 
role to play. Ordinary Portland 
Cements (OPC) containing C^S as an 
essential phase need a high temperature 
for clinkerisation, whereas it is well 
known that NAC largely containing C4A3S 
phase can be produced at lower 
temperatures. This reduction of 
clinkerlng temperature can help in 
reducing the specific heat consumption 
substantially, and at the same time may 
lead to additional savings in power due 
to decreased gas volumes or higher 
throughput for the same installed power. 
Further, the softer non-alitic clinker 
lends itself to grinding with lower 
energy consumption.

In addition to the energy advantage, the 
NAC have the additional property of being 
able to set early and develop good 
strengths at even early ages. This 
property lends the cement for use in a 
good many circumstances like urgent 
repairs, precast concrete products, and 
in cold weather applications.

The present paper aims at reporting the 
optimisation of composition of such NAC 
for high strength and low-temperature 
concreting and a few field trials.

2. SUMMARY OF LITERATURE DATA :
A rapid scan of the published literature 
on the subject shows that a wide variety 
of compositions have been tried in the 
past and the characteristics of the 
products studied by the different authors 
are briefly summarised in TABLE-1. It is 
noticeable from the table, that thie 
proportion of C4A3S in various 
compositions varies over a wide range - 
from as little as 15X to 64%. Similarly, 
the range of /Т-СзЗ varies from 16% to 
60%, while the amount of CS spreads over 
4 to 22%. At the same time, the phase 
assemblage present in their products also 
differs - one composition has upto 9% 
free lime, another upto 40% CaAF, the 
third CA upto 20% and the fourth Ci7A7 
upto 10%.

ignoring, for the present, the variations 
in compressive strengths that may arise 
due to variations in test procedures, the 
three-day strengths achieved, range from 
75 to 450 Kg/Cmr depending upon the phase 
composition of the product. One-dav 
strengths in the range of 250-350 Kg/Cmz 
have been reported by two authors while 
the highest 7 day strength reported is 
750 Kg/Cm2.

3. OPTTMTSATTON OF PRODUCTION PARAMETERS:

On the basis of the information available so 
far, it was decided to optimise some of the 
parameters, so as to obtain clinker with 
firing at a low temperature, say between 
1200-1300°C. The compositional parameters 
that were decided to be varied initially, 
were A/S, A/S; two different temperatures of 
firing 1200°C and 1300°C were to be adopted.

Raw materials used were limestone, bauxite, 
clay and gypsum. The chemical composition of 
these ingredients is given in TABLE-2. These 
materials were suitably proportioned aher 
requisite preparatian in the laboratory 
mills.

For each temperature of 1200cC and 1300°C 
with LSF*=1.0,(i)three  A/S ratios of 2.0,2.5 
and 3.0 and (ii)three A/S ratios оr 3.6,3.8 
and 4.0, were adopted for proportioning the 
raw materials.
*LSF=C/0.7(F+T+S)+0.55A+1.87S(Ref.4)

4. LABORATORY TRIALS:

The proportioned batches of materials were 
nodulised and oven dried, and then were fired 
in a laboratory electric furnace; the soaking 
period of the nodules being in the range of 
30-40 minutes at the firing temperature. The 
nodules were taken out of the furnace and air 
cooled.

The properties of the products fired as above 
are presented in TABLE-3.(The strength values 
reported in th=> table are those of cement 
produced by grinding clinker with constant 
proportion of gypsum). At a ciring 
temperature of 1200°C, the composition of 
A/S=2.5, A/S=3.8 and LSF 1.0 has shown better 
strengths, while for firing temperature of 
1300°C, the composition based on A/S=2.0 and 
A/S=3.8 has shown better strength. As the 
main objective was to study cement produced 
with the lowest energy consumption, the 
composition with A/S=2.5, A/S=3.8 and
LSF=1.0, was considered for further 
evaluation. Studies of the product fired at 
different temperatures have been presented in 
Fig. A.

The technique adopted to study the reaction 
sequence has been as follows : First pellets 
were prepared and after air-drying and oven 
drying, were fired to temperatures of 800°C 
to 135O°C. The change in the dimensions of 
the pellets were measured and the computed 
percentages are given in Fig.A. There is 
shrinkage initially upto 1000°C, due to 
decarbonation and decomposition of clay 
minerals; then there is expansion upto 
1200°C, which can be attributed to the 
formation of Sulphoaluminate phases. Beyond 
1200°C shrinkage is observed again due to the 
transition to liquid phase. These phenomena 
are also corroborated by the XRD analysis - 
Ftg.A gives four of the phases observed, the



sulphoaluminate peak reaches the maximum 
at 1250°C, remaining stable till 135O°C. 
Similarly, it can be seen from the 
figure, maximum strengths are attained at 
1250°C.

Of the other phases, CjAS (Gehlenite) is 
increasing till 11ÖOÖC. Then it decreases 
and at 1250<к it completely disappears. 
As regards Bellte, it. is more or less 
uniform from 1000°C, but the peaks are 
not well defined because it is not well 
crystal Used.

5. HYDRATION :

8. FIELD TRIALS :

All new cements need a proper evaluation or 
their performance in the field so as to 
become acceptable as commercial products.

The cement produced in Pilot Plant has been 
evaluated for typical concrete properties and 
Table-5 presents a comparison of NAG concrete 
properties along with concrete produced from 
OPC, conforming to Indian Standards. It is 
seen that high early strength concrete can be 
produced using the same quantity of cement 
and the 3 day strengths are nearly twice, 
while the 28 day strength is almost 
identical.

The hydration characteristics of of NAG 
were studied by hydrating the cement with 
0.4 W/C ratio. The XRD results of 
hydration products are given in Fig. B. 
It i_s observed that 55 percent the 
C4A3S is hydrated in eight hours, forming 
Ettringite which is responsible for the 
high_early strength. This hydration of 
C4A3S continues and the extent is 80,90 
and 95 percent at one, three and seven 
days as seen in Fig. В and 0. No mono
sulphate hydrate was detected. The other 
hydratioji products such as CoAHc.CaAHi 3 
and CoACHj2(С=СаСОз) have also been 
identified.

6. PROPERTIES OF CEMENT :

The clinker as produced hitherto is 
ground along with the appropriate dosage 
of calcium sulphate, to a surface of 
5000cmz/gm and the physico-mechanical 
characteristics have been presented in 
TABLE -4.

7. PILOT PLANT PRODUCTION :

The pilot plant production utilised 
various raw materials, like limestone, 
hydrated lime, diaspore, bauxite, 
kyanite, clay, and gypsum fboth mineral 
and chemical) appropriately mixed to 
reach the requisite raw material 
composition. The raw mix was nodulised 
in pans and dried in ovens before being 
fed to the 1 Ton/day kiln. So far over 
50 to 60 Tons of the cement has been 
produced on pilot plant scale, using LDO 
as fuel. .

Full scale plant trials were also carried 
out in a rotary kiln of 1.5M dia., 
55M length, using furnace oil as fuel, 
using the facilities at one of our Cement 
Works. About 30 Tons material was 
produced as a trial lot.

The physical characteristics of the pilot 
plant produced cement are given in 
TABLE-4. *

As a case study, a prototype structure was 
constructed partially over 4 years ago. The 
roof and beams were cast about nine months 
back - a special feature being the removal of 
the shuttering in a relatively short period 
of about seven days, compared to a normal 
period of three weeks. The concrete columns 
cast over four years ago, are in sound 
condition. Long term strength patterns are 
given in TABLE-6. From the data, the gradual 
gain in strength upto 4 years is confirmed 
and no retrogression in strength development 
is observed at any age within this period.

To evaluate the use of cement under low 
temperatures, concrete and mortar cubes were 
prepared and cured under slightly sub-zero 
temperatures. The heat of hydration in the 
first few hours(45-50 Cal/gm in 24 hrs.) has 
been able to overcome the effect of low 
temperatures and the TABLE-7 gives details of 
the strength development. Tn the actual 
field also, this cement has been tried out 
for producing concrete in sub-zero 
conditions.

In one trial in the forward areas near Leh 
Himalayas, tests under identical conditions 
gave concrete strengths of 160-250 Kg/Cm2 at 
3 days with the NAG while the OPC concrete 
strengths were around 60 Kg/Cm2, while in 
another trial the respective values were 208 
Kg/Cm2 and 31 Kg/Cm2

Preliminary studies also have shown that NAG 
produced has good sulphate resistance 
properties. Accelerated corrosion resistance 
tests have revealed superior properties in 
comparison with normal Portland cements, as 
shown in Fig.-D.

Trials of Precasting of a number of types of 
concrete, like flooring tiles, columns, 
lintels have also been carried out with a 
large improvements in turnover.

9. CONCLUSIONS :

NAG have shown good promise both in economic 
production and field applications. It can 
become a useful variety of cement,with 
further all round development. -
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TABLE 1

Data cn Sulphoaluminate based Cements as avai1 able i n Pub!ished Papers

c4a.3s c2s CA
Phases

CaO Others’c12a 7 'l^AF' OS

15.5 60.3 5.7 8.2 - . - - -

14.7 58.0 7.4 9.8 - -

28.8 40.8 20.0 - - 8.7 - 1.7

42.6 42.0 6.3 - - 4.5 - 2.5

38.7 32 8 19.0 - - 8.1 - 1 .4

54.3 34 2 6 0 - - 3 9 - 1 .5

54.0 32.0 - - 5 - 9 -

41 .0 32.0 - - 4 22 0 - -

64 35 16.00 - - 1 9.56'-

50.74 33.83 - - - 15.43* - -

20.00 25.00 - - 40 15.00 - -

20.00 30.00 - - 30 20.00 - -

15.66 67.47 - 2..92 7.72 - -

28.34 38.80 - - 7 .96 12.43 6.13 -

Compressivc,
■ Kg/cm'

^Strength Reference Remarks
1 D 3 n 7 D 28 D

- 75 115 220)
)(l)Pg.114/116

- 140 220 265)

280 320 380 550) 
)

- 360 430 750)
)(2)Pg.33/34

310 500 580 600)

- 450 650 650)

- - - - )
)(3)Pg.l54 Clinker

- 175 244 407) Cement

245 305 345 360)
)(4)Pg.384

*Gypsum

250 305 295 330)

343 364 369 )
)f5^Pg.10/12

279 336 346 )

_ )
j(6)Pg.7

376 390 620 720) Clinker t 
107,Gyps .

Note: The unit of strength values have been converted uniformly to Kg/Cm^, where a 
different unit was used by the author

DAVS
Shm. 1 5
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TABLE 2

Raw Materials : Chemical Analysis

TABLE 3

Material S A F C LOI S TR

Limestone 1.7 2.2 0.5 52.8 41.9 - -

Raw 0.1 63.9 1.9 0.5 30.2 —
Bauxite

Clay 42.0 39.0 2.5 1.0 10.5 - -

Gypsum 0.6 0.6 0.2 40.5 2.5 51 1.0
(Chemical)

Gypsum 0.2 2.4 1.0 26.5 18.0 32 19.5
(Mineral)

Relation of Compressive Strength(Kg/cm2) 
with Compositional Changes and Firing 

Temperatures.

a.Sintering Temperature 1 20Q2c

S- A/S 3.6 3.8 4.0
No. Ä75

Days Compressive Strength 
(Kg/cm2)

1 2.0 1 115 145 165
3 120 170 180

2 2.5 1 125 235 250
3 210 245 260

3 3.0 1 170 145 110
3 130 95 165

b.Sintering Temperature 1300^C

1 2.0 1 285 485 220
3 480 525 320

2 2.5 1 395 290 315
3 410 330 370

3 3.0 1 355 310 355
3 450 485 490

Note: The A/S and A/S Modulii indicated 
in the Table pertain to the composition 

cl iriker/raw materials. The strength 
values are those of cement obtained by 
grinding clinker and a constant 
proportion of gypsum.

TABLE 4

Physical Characteristics of Non-Alitic 
Cements

TABLE 5

S.
No.

Characteristics Range

1 Specific Gravity 2.80 - 2.85

2 Fineness - Blaine 
cm2/gm

4500 - 5000

3 Consistency Z 25 - 27

4 Setting Time

Initial - Minutes 30 - 40
Final - Minutes 50 - 70

5 Compressive Strength 
Kg/cm2

1 Day 300 - 350
. 3 Day 330 - 380

7 Day 390 - 440
28 Day 450 - 500

6 Tensile Strength
(Kg/cm2)
(Modulus of Rupture)

1 Day 60 - 70
3 Day 60 - 70
7 Day 60 - 70

28 Day ■ 60 - 70

7 Soundness
Expansion by Autoclave
Method (Z) Nil

Strength Development at Early Ages

Type of Cement Compressive Strength
Cement Content (Kg/cm2)

Kg/Mj ID 3D 7 D 28 D

Non- 300 180 185 190 230
Alitlc 400 270 280 320 320
Cement 500 370 390 400 490

Ordinary 300 60 120 150 230
Portland 400 80 150 190 290
Cement 500 120 210 260 395
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3.3

TARI F 6

Long Term Strengths of NAG Concrete

S.No. Age Compressive Strength

days Kg/cm2

1 1 . 140

2 3 220 . ■

3 7 230

4 28 270

5 91 ■ 310

6 180 • 340

7 1460
(4 Years)

360

Note : Values in S.No. 1 to 6 are cube 
strengths, while that in S.No.7 
is the Rebound Test hammer 
result.

REFERENCES:
TABLE 7

Strength Development at Low Temperature

Temperature
о f

Compressive 
Strength

Kg/cm2

Remarks

Mixing 
°C

Curing 
°C

Mortar 27 
1:1 Mix

27
1 D
410

3 D
454

7 D
480 Non - 

al it i c 
cement

IT 15 -5 31 50 100 tf

It 10 -5 30 40 110 IT

Concrete 27 
1:2:4 
Mix

27 370 390 440 fl

It 27 -5 35 35 40 11

II 15 -5 15 20 40 11

11 27 - 5 -No Str ength - Ordinary 
Portland 
Cement
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Stability of the compound C A in the system CaO-Al о 
. . , 3 J 2 3

Sur la stabilite du compose dans le Systeme CaO-Al О

SUMMARY - The behaviour of the compound C A heated in presence of gaseous atmospheres of 
variable composition is examined. This in the aim to clarify its stability conditions and 
its equilibrium relationships in the solid state with the dodecacalcium heptaaluminate C A . 
Keated in air with a normal moisture content C A changes very quickly into a mixture of C ?A 
with little CA. The reaction is coupled to a small increase of mass and its rate is large1- " 

у affected by variations of the contact surface solid-gas. The compound C A remains in
stead unaltered if heated in a flow of very dry nitrogen or oxygen; the presence of low
quantities of water vapour is however sufficient to obtain a fast transformation to the hep
taaluminate. On the contrary the phase C A decomposes into a mixture of C A with little 
C A when heated in contact of very dry nitrogen or oxygen. C A can be obtained also direc
tly by reaction in the solid state of mixtures of CA and C A, this provided the reaction is 
performed in conditions of extremely low partial pressures of water vapour.

diese results show that the presence of water, and consequently of hydroxyl groups, is es
sential for the stability of the phase C^A.,, which so results extraneous to the true bina
ry system CaO-Al2O3. The compound appears instead a real equilibrium phase of the sy-

Examina-se о comportamento do composto C^Aj aquecido em presenca de atmosferas ga- 
sosas de composicäo variävel. Com isto se pretende esclarecer as condi^oes de estabilidade 
e suas relacöes de equilibrio no estado solido com heptaaluminato dodecacälcico C^Ay.

Aquecido em ar com urn teor normal de umidade, CjAj muda-se muito rapidamente numa 
mistura de C^Ay com pouco CA. A reacäo estä associada a urn pequeno aumento de massa e sua 
velocidade e grandemente afetada por variacöes da superficie de contato solido-gäs. 0 com
posto C^yAy,ao inves, permanece inalterado se aquecido numa corrente do nitrogenio ou oxige- 
nio muito secos; contudo, a presenca de poucas quantidades de vapor de ägua e suficiente pa
ra obter-se uma transformacäo räpida para heptaaluminato. Ao contrario, a fase C^Ay se de- 
compoe numa mistura de C^A^ com pouco CjA, quando aquecido em contato com nitrogenio ou oxi- 
genio muito secos. C^A^ pode tambem ser obtido diretamente pela rea;äo em estado solido de 
misturas de CA e CjA, desde que a reafäo se realize em condicoes de pressoes parciais extre- 
mamente baixas de vapor d'ägua.

Estes resultados demonstram que a presenca de agua, e consequentemente de grupo de 
hidrais e fundamental para a estabilidade da fase C^yAy, que resulta extröneo ä sistema binä 

no verdadeiro CaO-AlyOj. 0 composto CgA^ aparece сото a fase de equilibrio real do sistema.



INTRODUCTION

The compound C^A^ was first identi
fied by Aruja (1) who obtained it through 
crystallization in nitrogen atmosphere of 
melted masses of suitable composition. Sub 
sequently, it was prepared by several other 
researchers, but always under such condi
tions wich had led to the belief that it 
was a phase of non equilibrium. Hence the 
term of unstable. C^A^, that is often used 
to indicate this compound in the chemistry 
of cement.

The reaction at high temperature in 
presence of air of mixtures of calcium oxi 
de and aluminium oxide with molar ratio 5/3 
in fact never leads to the formation of
C5A3 and gives rise instead to the forma
tion of the so-called dodecacalcium hepta
aluminate, ci2A7' accompanied by small 
amounts of monocalcium aluminate. This is 
probably due to the fact that water and 
oxygen produce a stabilizing effect on this 
phase by becoming part of the crystal lat
tice in the form of hydroxylic (2,3,4) or 
peroxidic groups (5,6). The phase assumes 
so a composition corresponding to the for
mula A_.xCa(O,OH).12-x 7 2

Some researches we have recently per 
formed (7) made it possible to prove that 
in environments with a very low partial 
pressure of oxygen and water vapour, 
can be obtained both through direct reac
tion in the solid state between C^A and
CA, and as a transformation product of
C.^.A,, which heated under these conditions, 12 7
gives just rise to a mixture off C^A^ with
little C,A. This seems to show that CrA_is 3 5 3
a phase off true equilibrium of the calcium
oxide—alumina system totally free from ex 
traneous substances,this at least at tempe 

ratures lower than 1280°C.
To further clarify the problem we ha 

ve now studied the behaviour of C^A^ when 
heated in gaseous atmospheres of various 
compositions.

EXPERIMENTAL PART AND DISCUSSION

Pure was prepared using the fol^ 
lowing technique. Solutions of calcium ni
trate and aluminium nitrate of stoichiome
tric composition were evaporated with the 
previous addition of about 15% of tartaric 
acid. The product obtained in this manner 
was then heated in air for two hours at 
700°C, getting so a mass amorphous to X-rays, 
which was subsequently kept for six hours 
in a current of very pure hydrogen (I^O+O^ 
< 5 ppm) at 1200°C. The X-ray powder pat
tern performed on the resulting material 
displayed only the lines typical of CgAg 
(8). We looked also for the possible pre
sence of peroxidic oxygen, that was found 
to be nil or at least not analytically de
tectable.

A first sample of C^A^, ground till 
passing totally through a sieve with mesh 
opening of 150 micrometers, was heated for 
increasing periods of time in ambient air 
at a temperature of HOQ’C. X—ray examina
tion made it possible to ascertain that 
under these conditions it tends to change 

into the phase Cj2A7 witfl the simultaneous 
formation of a little CA. The phenomenon 
evolves very rapidly: after 15 minutes the 
transformation already involves about 50% 
of the initial C^A^ and after 30 minutes 
increases to 80%, to reach almost the com
pletion after one hour.

At 1200°C the transformation is even 
faster and it is nearly complete after only



15 minutes of heating.

The phenomenon is accompanied by a 

modest, but clearly detectable , in 

crease of mass. For the product totally 

transformed in C^A? plus CA at 1200°C this 

increase was found to be 0.72%. in the ma

terial obtained in this way we observed the 

presence of an excess of oxygen of 0.09%.

The amount of water (obviously bound 

in the form of hydroxyl groups) held by 

the heated at high temperatures va

ries, as does the amount of excess oxygen, 

as a function of several factors: in addi

tion to temperature the other variables 

that come into play include cooling speed, 

porosity, specific surface of the specimens 

and maybe also air moisture.

In the case of samples cooled down 

rapidly from 1200°C the water content is 

found to be in any case close to 0.70% in 

mass (6). On this basis we may calculate 

for the product being considered a composi 

tion that corresponds with good approxima

tion to the formula:

C11.38A7‘ 0-54Ca(OH)2‘ 0.08CaO2

The transformation from C A to a5 3
C12A7 the above composition can 

therefore be represented by the reaction:

5 C5A3 + 1-08 H2° + 0-08 °2 ------**

*■ 2*Cn 0.54Ca(OH)_- 0.08CaO„)+CA
1 J.. Jo / 2. Z

«ich involves an increase in mass of 0.75% 

in respect to the initial C A ; a value
5 3 

that, within the limits of experimental er 

tor and the approximation of the formulae, 

rs in very good agreement with the result 

experimentally obtained and above indicated.

All the tests mentioned so far were 

carried out on in form of fine powder; 

other experiments instead were performed 

using cylinders of C^A^ measuring about 10 

mm in diameter and 5 mm in height,obtained 
by pressing at 2.10® Pa the amorphous mate 

rial from the decomposition of nitrates 

and subsequent sintering at 1200°C in a hy 

drogen flow. The specimens prepared in this 

way displayed an apparent density close to 

75% of the theoretical density.

In this case too, heating in air 

leads to the transformation of C^A^ into 

a mixture of C^A? and little CA, but the 

phenomenon is much slower than with the pow 

ders; after 15 minutes at 1100°C, for in

stance, the transformation involved only 

about 8% of the material, and this percen

tage rose to about 25% after one hour, com 

pared with the values of 50 and 95%,respec 

tively.

These results provide further confir 

mation of the fact that the transformation 

°f С5Аз into t'i2A7 ап^ CA ■*" s not a simple 
phenomenon of decomposition internal to 

the calcium oxide-alumina system, but is 

the consequence of a reaction between the 

pentacalcium trialuminate and some consti

tuents of air (water vapour and oxygen) 

and, as such, its speed is markedly affec

ted by the extension of the solid-gas con

tact surface.

Another series of tests was performed 

by heating at 1200°C the powdered C^ in 

a flow of very pure nitrogen (02 < 2 ppm, 

H2o < 5 ppm): the compound remained comple 

tely unaltered even with rather long (50 

hours) heat..ng periods. On the other hand, 

few hours of heating at 1200°C in a current 

of slightly moist nitrogen are sufficient 

to produce a nearly total transformation 

into the fixture of C12A? and CA. This con



firms the influence of the hydroxyl groups 

on the stability of dodecacalcium heptaalu 

minate.

Heating experiments in a flow of ni

trogen with a very low oxygen and water va 

pour content were also performed on samples 

of C^2Ay obtained through rapid cooling in 

air from 1200°C and thus containing at the 

start little quantities of water and excess 

oxygen. Under these conditions the heptaa

luminate is no longer stable and it changes 

into a mixture of with little C^A:af

ter 15 hours the unaltered fraction amoun

ted to about 10% of the initial product. 

The breakdown of the crystal lattice of 

-*- s obviously connected with the gra

dual loss of the excess oxygen and water.

in order to ascertain whether oxygen 

alone is sufficient to make the structure 

of Cj_2A7 stat>le even in the total or nearly 

total absence of hydroxyl groups, another 

series of tests was carried out heating 

the obtained in air for increasing

periods of time at 1200°C in a current of 

oxygen with extremely low moisture content 

(H^O ■< 5 ppm). With relatively short hea

ting times cj_2A7 remalns unchanged and it 
even shows an increase in the content of 

excess oxygen. In a sample heated for seven 

hours, for example, the excess oxygen was 

found to be about 0.4% by mass. But if the 

heating period is extended, the c12A7 9ra~ 

dually begins to decompose, giving rise as 

usual to the formation of an<l little 

C^A.This phenomenon is relatively slow and 

the transformation is not fully completed 

even after 50 hours.

The results of this last series of 

tests show that unlike what is sometimes 

believed, oxygen alone is not sufficient 

to stabilize the lattice of dodecacalcium 

heptaaluminate; this at least at a tempera 

ture of 1200°C and with an oxygen pressure 

of 101.325 Pa (1 atm). These results, in 

fact, should be in our opinion interpreted 

in this manner. Relatively short heating 

periods cause the elimination of a conside 

rable proportion of water and this favours, 

as was already known (6), the introduction 

of peroxidic groups. As heating continues 

in very dry oxygen, the content of water 

withheld by the product decreases, till it 

reaches values that are not sufficient to 

the persistence of the structure of the 

heptaaluminate and the latter changes into 

C5A3"
The fact that oxygen by itself is 

not sufficient to stabilize the structure

of C12A7 is also confirmed by the observa-

tion that C ^A^ heated in dry oxygen does

not display any tendency to change into-

even over a wide variety of heating 

times (1 to 50 hours). Even in the case of 

heating in oxygen current the presence of 

moisture traces leads anyway to the rapid 

formation of the heptaaluminate.

The transformation of into C^A^

through heating in environments with very 

low partial pressure of water vapour at tem 

peratures elevated, but still rather far 

from the melting temperatures, is another 

proof of the fact that the so-called dode

cacalcium heptaaluminate does not belong 

to the true binary calcium oxide-alumina 

system, but it still does not demonstrate 

that the compound is a phase thermod]^ 

namically stable. In fact, it might repre

sent only a product of transition towards 

a situation of greater equilibrium, such 

as, for instance, as some authors have sugi 

gested (3), a mechanical mixture of C^A 

and CA.



In order to gain a better understan

ding of this problem we performed a number 

of tests, in which mixtures of C^A and CA 

in suitable proportions, were heated at 

1200°C in a flow of very dry nitrogen or 
oxygen. '

In the products treated in this man

ner we always observed, along with a cer

tain amount of the starting substance still 

unaltered, the presence of C5A3 in percen

tages increasing with the increase of the 

heating time. On the other hand the forma

tion of Cj2A7 was never observed. These ex 

periments, as well as similar tests perfor 

med in a hydrogen current (7), prove that 

^"5^3 - least at 1200°C - is a phase ther 

modynamically more stable even in respect 

to mixtures of C^a and CA, and therefore it 

may be assumed to be a phase of true equili 

brium of the CaO-Al^ system.

CONCLUSIONS

^5A3' when heated in air with normal 

moisture content, is transformed very quick 

ly into the phase C^2A7' or more precisely 

int° C12-xA7‘xCa(O'OH)2'

The compound remains unaltered if it 
is heated even for long periods of time at 

1200°C in a flow of nitrogen or oxygen with 

very low moisture content. On the contrary 

the transformation takes place easily if

ehe heating is performed in a current of

slightly moist gas. ■

The phase C^A? heated in a flow of 

very dry nitrogen or oxygen tends to chan

ge into . In a current of oxygen this 

transformation takes place more slowly and 

at first there is even a further fixatioh 

°f excess oxygen on the part of C^A?.

' The results referred above show that 
the presence of water traces and hence of

hydroxyl groups, is indispensable for the 

stability of the structure of dodecacalcium 

heptaaluminate and that, although this pha 

se might absorb even considerable amounts 

of excess oxygen in the form of peroxidic 

groups, these alone are not sufficient to 

allow its stability. It is therefore con

firmed that C A is not я sfsbip г.ржо rp-F 

the true 

na.

In

can 
reaction 

1200°C in a flow of very dry nitrogen or 

oxygen stoichiometric mixtures of C^A and 

CA. Thus C^A^ is found to be - at least at 

1200°C - thermodynamically mor stable than 

the mixture of the two compounds mentioned 

above and therefore may be regarded in all 

likelihood as a phase of true equilibrium 

of the calcium oxide-alumina system.

12 7 -----
binary system calcium oxide-alumi

addition to starting from C12A7' 

also be obtained, with a direct

in the solid state, by heating at
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INFLUENCE DE LA CALCITE SUR L'HYDRATATION DE L'ALUMINATE MONOCALCIQUE.
CORRELATION ENTRE LES RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX ET LA THERMODYNAMIQUE DU SYSTEME.

HYDRATION OF MONOCALCIUM ALUMINATE WITH CALCITE. 3"
RELATION BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THE THERMODYNAMICAL STUDY OF THE CaO Al70,-C07-H70 
SYSTEM

La confrontation de 1'etude thermodynamique et des resultats experimentaux obtenus par 
les auteurs concernant I'action de la calcite sur 1'Hydratation de 1'aluminate monocalcique a 
20°C met en evidence les point's suivants:

- L'analyse thermodynamique du Systeme CaO - AljO, - CO2 - H2O a montre que les phases 
hydratees formees ont une stabilite croissante, dans l’oirdre C^AÜH^, C2AHg et CAH^q.

- Les vitesses de precipitations experimentales de ces hydrates varient dans 1'ordre 
inverse comme en attestent les resultats obtenus par calorimetric isotherme. Ceci entraine 
lors de la precipitation de ces phases 1'ordre d'apparition suivant (si la vitesse de passage 
de CA en solution devient faible) : CAH^q, C2AHg puis C^ACH^.

- La geometric du milieu reactionnel (surtout en päte) peut conduire ä des gradients 
de concentration qui entrainent une dissolution de tous les hydrates dans une zone et la re
precipitation dans une autre zone.

Tout se passe alors comme si on dissolvait des cristaux de CAH^q dans une region pour 
former du carboaluminate hydrate dans une autre (au voisinage de la calcite).

A confrontacao do estudo temodinamico e dos resultados experimentais obtidos pelos au- 
tores, relativamente ä acao da calcita sobre a hidrataqao do aluminato monocalcico a 20°C, 
poe em evidencia os seguintes pontos:

- A anälise termodinamica do sistema CaO-A^Oj-CC^-^O mostrou que as fases hidratadas 
formadas tern uma estabilidade crescente, na sequencia C.ACH.. , C7AH„ e САН1П.

- As velocidades de precipitances experimentais destes Lidratos variam na ordern inver-
sa, conforme о atestam os resultados obtidos por calorimetria isotermica. Isto oca- 
siona, quando da precipitaqao destas fases, a seguinte ordern de aparecimento (se a 
velocidade de passagem de CA em solutjao se torna lenta): CAH^q, C2AHg, depois
C4ACHn.

- A geometria do meio reacionario (sobretudo em pasta) pode levar a gradientes de con- 
centrafäo que ocasionam uma dissolucäo de todos os hidratos numa zona e a precipita- 
cäo noutra zona.

Tudo acontece entäo сото se fossem dissolvidos cristais de CAH^q numa regiäo para se 
formar carboaluminato hidratado em outra (na vizinhan?a da calcita).



I - Introduction

Les premiers travaux concernant 1'interaction 
entre les pätes de ciment et les granulats calcaires 
ont ete effectues par Farran (1), il у a une trentaine 
d'annees.

Le cas des ciments alumineux a fait 1'objet de 
recherches plus recentes (2-11), orientees essentiel- 
lement vers 1'amelioration des resistances mecaniques 
en limitant la conversion des hydrates hexagonaux 
(CAHjo et C2AHg) en hydrate cubique (C^AH^).

L'objet de ce travail est d'examiner 1'appari- 
tion des differentes phases au cours de la reaction 
et de les correler avec 1'analyse thermodynamique.

II - Stabilite thermodynamique

Nous avons entrepris une etude mathematique sur 
la stabilite thermodynamique des differentes phases 
en presence dans le Systeme quaternaire 

Ca0-A1Q03-H20-C02 ä 20°C (12-13). Ce calcul est fonde 
sur 1'existence dans la solution aqueuse de cinq types 
d'ions ä savoir :

A10~, Ca++, CO", OH", H+

Les solides susceptibles d'etre stables dans nos 
conditions experimentales sont au nombre de six :

CaCO.,, А1(0Н)ч, Ca(011)9, САН1П, C,AHQ
D Z 1U Z О

et enfin C,ACH.,4 11

Le Systeme est alors determine ä 1'aide de cinq 
equations :

- la neutrality electrique dans la solution,
- le produit ionique de I’eau,
- 1 equilibre entre le gaz carbonique et la so

lution,
- les deux dernieres equations dependent des

phases solides en equilibre avec la solution ce qui 

conduit alors, si nous nous fixons comme parametres 

invariants la pression du gaz carbonique (P), au- 
dessus de la solution ainsi que le nombre de moles 
de et de chaux (N^) passees en solution, ä
22 cas d'equilibre possibles que nous pouvons decom

poser en trois categories :

a) aucun solide ne precipite : 1 cas
b) un seul solide precipite : 6 cas
c) deux solides precipitent : 15 cas

Nous ne connaissons pas, ä priori, pour une va
leur determlnee de P, le ou les solides en
equilibre avec la solution. Nous avons done opere par 
une methode de balayage sur les 22 cas possibles a 
1'aide d'un programme informatique pour les determiner.

Les phases stables peuvent etre representees dans 
un diagramme ä trois dimensions (P, 

simplement dans des diagrammes plans isobares ou a 
nombres de moles de CaCO^ constants oil sont delimit.es 

les domaines de stabilite des differents hydrates so
lides. Nous avons pu deduire de cette .approche mathe- 
matique que le seul hydrate stable dans les conditions 
de notre etude est CAH^q et que si celui—ci precipite 
en presence d’un deuxieme solide, la masse de ce der
nier reste constante quand les masses .de produits 
introduits varient.

Nous observons que l’apparition de C2AHg ä tempe
rature ambiante ainsi que celle .du .carboaluminate 
hydrate C^ACH^ quand nous sommesen presence de C02 
ou de CaCO^ ne peuvent resultier que de sursaturations 
par rapport ä CAH^..

Nous avons ainsi pu verifier mathematiquement que 
la presence de C^Ay dans le .CA se traduit .par un ac
cident dans la partie croissante de la courbe conduc- 
timetrique sous forme d'un petit palier ce qui est en 
accord avec nos resultats expe-rimentaux. Ce calcul 
nous a aussi permis d'expliquer l"ensemble des "vagues" 
constituant dans certains cas (sursaturation en chaux 
done presence de CqqAy) le palier dit de '"sursatura
tion".

Ces "vagues" correspondent done ä .une succession 
d'hydrates metastables qui precipitent puis se redis
solvent avant 1'apparition de 1'hydrat.e stable CAH^q.

Tous les calculs ont ete .effectues en milieu dilue 

(domaine d'application de la loi de Debye-Htickel) et la 

transposition ä 1'h.ydratation en pate devra etre faite 
avec precaution.. Cependant, quel que fSoit le rapport 
Е/S., la concentration des ions de la phase aqueuse est 
toujours faible car tous les produits solides du Sys
teme ont une faible solubilite.



HI - Resultats experimentaux. Nature des phases 
obtenues :

Trois techniques experimentales ont ete utilisees 
pour etudier la nature des phases formees au cours de 
1’Hydratation du Systeme CaO^-Al^, ä savoir :

- diffraction des rayons X

- microscopie electronique ä balayage
- calorimetrie isotherme.

Observation par diffraction des rayons X :

Les essais ont ete realises sur des pätes de mo
noaluminate et de carbonate dont 1'evolution a ete 
stoppee.a diverses echeances par la methode la plus 
appropriee (14).

I RX

Figure 1 : Evolution comparative des quantites 
d’hydrates en fonction du temps

L’evolution comparative des quantites d’hydrates 

en fonction du temps (figure 1) met clairement en 
evidence la precipitation et la dissolution de ^AHg 
et celle de CAH1(), decalees dans le temps, slmultanees 
al"apparition du carboaluminate puis de la gibbsite 
cristallisee (10). Ces resultats sont en accord avec 
ceux d"Hakim (8).

Cliche I : cristaux tabulaires de C^Hg et cristal 

aciculaire de CAH^q dans la pate (en contact avec de 
la calcite).

Une observation analogue avait ete faite en trem- 
pant une lame de calcite dans une solution obtenue par 
dissolution de CA (cliche 2) (15), 

cliche 2 : cristaux de CAHj.q emergeant des figures
de dissolution de la calcite.

Nous observons, dans un deuxieme temps la disso
lution des hydrates precedemment formes au contact de 
la pate (cliches 3 et 4) et la precipitation au con

tact de la calcite, de cristaux de carboaluminate hy

drate C^ACHjj (cliche 5) comme le monArent les ana
lyses par spectrometrie de rayons X en dispersion 
d’energie.

*
Microscopie electronique a balayage *

Les essais ont porte sur Irinterface cristal de 
calcite-päte de CA en cours d’bydratation. Aux pre

mieres echeances de precipitation se ferment essentiel- 
lement les hydrates4iexagonaux CAHTn et C„AHO (cliche 1). 10 2 8



cliche 3 : dissolution de cristaux tabulaires de
C2AHg

Le M.E.B. montre que les evolutions moyennes 
mises en evidence par diffraction des rayons X sont en 
fait localisees en des points bien precis du melange.

cliche 4 : dissolution de CAH10

cliche 5 : precipitation de cristaux tabulaires de 

C^ACHjj au contact de la calcite

Cinetique drevolution du Systeme par calorimetrie 
isotherme :

La figure 2a presente 1'allure des courbes de 
flux de chaleur en fonction du temps associee ä Re
volution du Systeme pour differents pourcentages de 
carbonate melanges au CA, Ces courbes sont en fait 
des courbes de vitesse en fonction du temps. L’evo- 
lution observee n'est pas due ä un effet de dilution 
dans lequel le carbonate de calcium aurait un role 
inerte comme e'est le cas lors de 1'ajout de silice 
(figure 2b). On voit nettement que la presence de 
carbonate favorise la precipitation simultanee des 
nouvelles phases et ce ä des echeances plus courtes 
qu'en milieu pur (16).



figure 2a : variation du flux thermique observe en 
calorimetrie isotherme au cours de 1'Hy

dratation de GA pur et de melanges
CA/CaCOg 0. Erba

CA pur (1)
90/10 (2)
82,6/17, 4 (3)
50/50 (4)

figure 2b : variation du flux thermique 0 en fonction 
du rapport CA/S

S = Si02 CAj pur (1)
CA/S 90/10 (2)
82,6/17,4 (3)
50/50 (4)

IV - Correlation des resultats experimentaux avec 
la thermodynamique des systemes :

La phase aqueuse, quel que soit le rapport E/S, 
est toujours ä faible concentration en ions car tous 
les produits solides du Systeme ont une faible solu- 
bilite.

L'etude thermodynamique prend comme Hypothese le 
fait que les concentrations sont uniformes (E/S eleve), 
ce qui n'est pas forcemeat verifie dans le cas des 

pates car le modele ne peut etre applique qu'en chaque 
point de 1'espace ce qui conduit ä tenir compte des 
gradients de concentration des differents ions.

On a montre que la vitesse de germination des 
phases hydratees etait acceleree par la presence d'une 
surface de calcite. Done, dans un premier temps, on 
formers ces hydrates.

Si on admet que les vitesses de precipitation 
sont des fonctions croissantes des concentrations des 
ions reactants, en un point de I'espace, a un instant 
tj la vitesse de precipitation des phases est fonction 
d'une part de la concentration en carbonate de cal

cium pour le monocarboaluminate hydrate, et d'autre 
part independante de la concentration en COg pour 
CAHjq et C2ÄHg (figure 3).

^Vitesse de precipitation

Figure 3 : Evolution de la vitesse de 

precipitation des hydrates



Appelons la concentration limite en Ca++ don- 
nee a 1'instant t^ ä partir de laquelle la vitesse de 
precipitation du monocarboaluminate devient superieure 
ä celle de precipitation de CAH1Q et CjAHg. Dans 1'In
tervalle ABj, les hydrates CAH^q et C2AHg precipite- 
ront, dans 1'intervalle B,C,, ce sera C.ACH,,.11 4 11

A un instant t2> la concentration en Ca++ a change, 
wdifiant les vitesses d'oü les nouveaux intervalles 
correspondants AB2 et B2C2.

A 1'interface eau/calcite, la concentration en 
ions COg est celle donnee par le produit de solubi- 
lite de la calcite. Lorsqu'on s’eloigne de 1’interface 
cette concentration diminue suivant un profil de dif
fusion a un instant donne t..i

La variation du profil de concentration en COg~ 
va etre telle que la region de 1*  espace pour laquelle 
cette concentration sera superieure A va augmenter 
et dans cette region, bn assistera A la precipitation 
in monocarboaluminate. Cette precipitation du carbo
aluminate entraine une forte consommation d’ions cal
cium, d’oü 1'existence d’un gradient de calcium entre 
1'interface eau/monocarboaluminate et 1'interface 
eau/aluminate hydrate. Cette diminution de la concen
tration en ions Ca**  entraine la dissolution des hy

drates formes anterieurement (figure 4).

■—■ domaine de precipitation du monocarboaluminate 
Figure 4 : allure des gradients de

concentrations locaux

Quand E/C augments, les concentrations aux inter
faces restent identlques, tnais la distance entre les 
Interfaces augments. Cette interpretation de nos resul
tats experimentaux est coherente avec les diagrammes 
thermodynamiques des domaines de stabilite de CAH^q et 
C^AHg (13)qui montrent que la diminution de la concen
tration en ions Ca++ meme liee ä une augmentation de 

la concentration en ions C0~ entraine la dissolution 
de ces hydrates.

V - Conclusion

La presence du calcaire lors de 1’hydratation de 
1'aluminate monocalcique modifie profondement 1’evolu
tion du Systeme.

Ceci se traduit par :
- 1'apparition d'une nouvelle phase ä savoir : 

le monocarboaluminate
- la modification de la cinetique de precipitation 

des hydrates.

La cause profonde de ces phenomenes provient des 
gradients de concentration dans la solution dus a des 
het6rog6n6it6s du milieu crees par 1'apparition d'in- ■ 
terfaces eau/calcite.

Les processus r^velAs suggerent 1'importance de 
1'origine du carbonate de calcium et son etat de di
vision dans le comportement global du Systeme.

L'agitation et 1'augmentation du rapport eau/so- 
lide, en attenuant ces gradients, diminuent les effets 
du carbonate libs aux concentrations locales ce qui 
n'est pas le cas dans les conditions normales d'emploi.
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HYDRATATION EN MILIEU PUR ET EN SOLUTION SULFATE DU CIMENT ALUMINEUX EN PRESENCE D'AGREGAT
SILICEUX OU CALCAIRE.
ALUMINA CEMENT HYDRATION IN PURE WATER AND IN SULPHATE SOLUTION IN THE PRESENCE OF SILICEOUS 
OR CALCAREOUS AGGREGATE.

Resume

Les auteurs ont suivi 1"hydratation en milieu pur, des pStes, mo I1 tiers et batons de cimefit 
alumineux et d'agregat siliceux ou calcal re jusqu'a 5 ans (7 ans pour les betons) et gimulte
nement 11s ont suivi 11hydratation en presence d'ions sulfate de mortiers alumino-siliceux et 
alumi no -ca 1 ca i r e s,
Les mesures de resistance mecanique, de porosite et de variation de dimension des eprouvettes 
ainsi que 1'analyse calorimetrique differentielle et 1'analyse aux rayons X des produits 
d'hydratation prouvent que la substitution de I'agregat siliceux par un granulat calcaire 
augments la stabil!te de dimension des eprouvettes et entrains une amelioration de 1'evolution 
dans le temps de leurs proprietes mecaniques et de leur resistance ä 1'attaque sulfatique ä 
cause de la variation de la cinetique 1'hydratation provoquee par la reaction entre le calcai
re et le ciment alumineux. 
Cette variation de cinetique comporte la conversion des hydrates hexagonaux en et em-
peche, durant des ans, la formation de C AH
A cause du plus grand volume molaire deJC4ACH11 on observe une progressive diminution de po
rosite surtout dans la zone de contact ciment - granulat. Les essais sur pates ont demontre 
soit qu'il est 1'evolution de la macroporosite (pores avec rayon superieur ä 10.000 A) ä 
jouer un rdle primordial sur 1'evolution des proprietes mecaniques, soit qu'un rapport eau/ 
ciment tres faible peut etre egalement tres.favorabl e.

Sumärio . .
Os Autores seguiram a hidratagäo an meio puro, de pastas, argamassas e concretes de cimento aluminoso 

e agregados silicosos ou calcäreos ate 5 anos (7 anos para os concretos) e simultaneamente seguiram a hidratagäo 
na presenqa de ions sulfato de argamassas alumino-silicosas e alumino-calcareas.

As medidas de resistencia mecänica, de porosidade e de variagao de dimensäo dos corpos de prova.bem co 
mo a analise calorimetrica diferencial e analise de raios X dos produtos de hidratacao,provam que a substituigao 
do agregado silicoso por um agregado calcareo aumenta a estabilidade das dunensoes^dos corpos de prova e acarre— 
ta uma melhora da evolucäo no tempo de suas propriedades mecanicas e de sua resistencia ao ataque sulfätiöö, por 
causa da vm-tarän na cinetica da hidratagäo provocada pela reagäo entre о calcareo e о cimento aluminoso.

Esta variagao de cinetica inclui a conversäo dos hidratos hexagonais on e irtpede, durante a- 
nos, a formagäo do C^AHg,

Devido ao maior volume molar do C.ACT-- c±>serva-se uma progressiva dimlnuigao^da porosidade, sobretudo 
na zona de contato cimento-agregado. Os ensaios ent pastas <tanonstraramyou que a evolugao da tnacroporosidade (po 
ros con raio superior a 10.000 A) exerceu urn papel primordial sobre a evolugao das propriedades mecanicas,OU que 
um fator agua/cimento muito baixo pode ser igualmente favoravel.



Introduction

Il est notoire que le beton prepare avec du 
ciment alumineux presente une resistance шё- 
canique notable ä court terme, mais aussi 
une bonne resistance ä I'attaque sulfatique, 
au gel et au degel.

Mais en concomitance avec la conversion des 
hydrates hexagonaux en hydrate cubique, on 
observe gen6ralement une diminution de гёз1- 
stance mecanique et une augmentation de 
porosite telles qu'elles rendent le beton 
sensible ä 1'agression chimique.

En 1967 dejä, Midgley (1) et plus tard Göt
tin et Reif (2) avaient conclu que la chute 
de resistance n'etait due qu'ä 1'augmenta
tion de porosite et ä la liberation d'eau 
associees ä la r6action de conversion des 
hydrates hexagonaux. Recemment, Rettel et 
coll. (3) ont demontre que 1'hydratation du 
CA se fait de fagon pulsante, c'est-a-dire 
que seule 11 eau ПЬёгёе par la conversion 
des hexagonaux et par la cristallisation du 
gel d'alumine permet un avancement de 11hy
dratation du CA. De plus, ces auteurs sou- 
tiennent que 11 augmentation de porosit6 du 
beton est due ä la cristallisation du gel 
bien plus encore qu'a la conversion hexago
naux -cubi que.

Mehta et Lesnikoff (4) sont persuades que la 
perte de resistances m6caniques est due 
aussi ä la variation, ä la suite de la con
version, de la surface specifique des hydra
tes. Mais tous ces auteurs s'accordent pour 
dire qu’un rapport initial eau/ciment tr6s 
bas (inferieur ä 0,3) devrait garantir 
1’absence d1 importantes diminutions des re
sistances mecaniques sans par ailleurs em- 
pScher la conversion.

Toutefois, etant donne que rSduire sous 0,3 
le rapport eau/ciment dans un ’beton ä base 
de ciment alumineux est tr6s difficile, 
■voire impossible, les differents chercheurs 
ont prefers essayer de provoquer .une reduc
tion et meme 1'annulation du phenomene de 
conversion, C 'est ainsi qu'il a et-ё propose 
d'ajouter au beton frais divers additifs 
bels que seis inorganiques, tensioact if s, 
polysaccharides ou encore alcools polyoxhy— 
dryliques (5), ou bien la "fill-Srisation" du 
ciment avec C A S0_ (6-7) ou encore le
traitement de maturity du bSton ä 90eC (8),

En 1978, Negro et coll, signalaient que le 
CaCOg empechait, ä moyen terme du moins, la 
conversion des hydrates hexagona_ux en hydra
te cubique avec formation de C.ACH,, (9).4 11
De plus on a pu verifier que I"influence du 
carbonate de caTcium se prolonge dans le 
temps en exergant un effet b£n£fique sur 

les proprietes mecaniques des betons et des 
mortiers (10).

Ces observations on ёьё recemment confirmees 
par les travaux de Perez Mendez et coll. 
(11) et de Hakim (12), mais mises en que
stion par Midgley (13) et, partiellement, 
par Fentiman (14).

C'est pourquoi il ne semble pas superflu de 
presenter les.resultats les plus significa- 
tifs obtenus en poursuivant 1'etude de 
1'influence du carbonate du calcium sur 
1'hydratation du CA et sur les consequences 
qu'elle exerce aussi bien sur 1'evolution 
des proprietes mecaniques que sur la resi
stance ä I'attaque sulfatique des betons a 
base de ciment alumineux.

Partie experimentale

Pour nos experimentations nous avons utilise 
deux ciments alumineux en vrac de mSme pro
venance. L'analyse chimique des deux ciments 
et celle des agregats utilises sont indi- 
quees dans le Tableau 1.

Tableau 1 - Analyse chimique des materiaux 
utilis6s

Oxydes
Ciment Agregat

Siliceux Öalcaire

N. 1 N. 2 Mortier Beton

SiO 2 2,65 3,29 86,60 73', 60 0,70

-Al „О, 2 3 40,50 40,63 5,08 6,94 0,18

Fe 02 3 12,77 11,40 2,13 1,78 0,14

FeO 3,88 3,63 - i - -

TiO 2 1,95 1,85 - I - - i

CaO 36,60 37,21 1.64 5.23 54,80

MgO 0,54 0,18 0,29 5,27 0,43

К 0 2 0,05 0,04 1,27 1.19 0,02

Tia П 2 0,05 0,06 1,26 1.55 ' 0„05

SO 3 0,05 0,25 0.00 0,00 0,00 '

p-a-tf,. 0,60 1,01 0,85 3,59 42,85. \

Les alcalins contenus dans les agr£gats ne 
pr£sentent aucune caract^ristique de solubi
lity ni dans I'eau ni dans une solution 
aqueuse de chaux. Avec le ciment n" 1 nous 
avons гёаИвё les yprouvettes suivantes:
A - Eprouvettes cubiques de 15 cm de large, 
de b£ton avec granulat siliceux гои1У: ® ma*  
20 mm; courbe granulomytrique continue; 
ciment; 350 kg/m ; E/C - 0.54; Slump 10 cm;



tassement par table vibrante; masse volumi- 
que = 2,43.

В - Eprouvettes de beton avec granulat 
calcaire concasse de memes caracteristiques 
que les eprouvettes A, exepte: E/C = 0,60 et 
masse volumique = 2,41.
A' - Eprouvettes de beton avec granulat 
siliceux comme pour A. Le liant, au lieu 
d'etre seulement du ciment alumineux, se 
compose d1 un melange a 75/25 respectivement 
de ciment alumineux et poudr^ de calcaire a 
surfgee Blaine de 5000 cm /g; liant 350 
kg/m ; E/C = 0,51 (*), Slump 12 cm; masse 
volumique = 2,40.

(*) A noter que pour les eprouvettes A'., E 
■et F ou le ciment est "fillerise"., le 
rapport indique E/C doit s'entendre 
comme; E au / (C i me nt+F i 11 e r),

C - Eprouvettes de 4 x 4 x 16 cm en mortier 
plastique type ISO, fabrique avec du sable 
siliceux conformement aux Normes italiennes.

D - Eprouvettes en mortier plastique comme 
en C, en utilisant du sable calcaire de 
granulometrie identique a celle du sable 
normal e.
C - Eprouvettes en mortier plastique comme 
en C et done avec du sable siliceux, mais en 
utilisant comme liant un melange ä 75/25 
respectivement de ciment alumineux et joudre 
de calcaire broye ä environ 5000 cm /g de 
surface Blaine.
C" - Eprouvettes en mortier plastique comme 
en C en substituant dans le melange du 
lignt le sable siliceux broye a environ 4000 
cm /g de surface Blaine.

E - Eprouvettes 4 x 4 x 16 cm de pate 
normale, conformement aux normes italiennes, 
dans lesquelles le ciment pur a ete substi- 
tue par un melange 50:50 de cement et sable 
siliceux broye jusqu'ä 4000 cm /g de surface 
Blaine; rapporto E/C = 0,26 (*).

F — Eprouvettes de päte normale comme pour 
E„ mais en utilisant comme "filler" agre— 
gat calcaire broye jusqu'a 5000 cm /g de 
surface Blaine, Rapport E/C = 0,22 (*),

G - Eprouvettes de päte normale comme pour 
E, mais en utilisant du ciment pur:; rapport 
E/C = 0,24,
Avec le ciment n° 2 nous avons realise les 
eprouvettes suivantes.

H et H' - Eprouvettes en mortier plastique 
come en C,

I et I' - Eprouvettes en mortier plastique 
comme en D,

Pour les echantillons A, В et A' nous avons 
travallle sur une periods de 7 ans, pour les 
autres de 5 ans.

Conformement aux Normes italiennes, les 
eprouvettes de beton apres demoulage, ont 
ete conservees dans une chambre condition 
nee ä 20°+l°C et une humidite relative su- 
perieur ou egale ä 90%; les eprouvettes de 
mortier (excepte les H' et I') et les 
eprouvettes de päte ont ete conservees dans 
I'eau. Les eprouvettes de mortier H' et I' 
ont ete conservees dans I'eau pendant les 
premiers 28 jours seulement; par la suite le 
traitement s'est poursuivi dans une solution 
a 3% en poids de Na2S0 ; cette solution 
etait renouvelee chaque mois.

Les pates ont ete etudl^es pour controler 
1'effet du bas rapport E/C (eau/ciment) sur 
les proprietes mecaniques.

Avec les eprouvettes A' et C' nous avons 
voulu verifier si une addition au ciment de 
25% de calcaire finement broye provoquait, 
avec les annees, un effet positif sur les 
resistances mecaniques tant des betons que 
des mortiers. .

A chaque echeanche parallelement aux essais 
mecaniques, nous avons effectue 1'analyse 
par diffractometrie des rayons X et I’A.T.D. 
pour determiner les phases qui se formaient 
au cours de 1'hydratation.

De plus, pour les echantillons C,D,E,F et G 
nous avons procede aux analyses prosime- 
triques, alors que pour les echantillons H„ 
H', I et I' nous avons controls les valeurs 
d'expansion en fonction du temps de conser
vation.

Resultats et discussion

Les result ats des essais mecanique.s « ]la 
compression .sent indiques dans le tableau n, 
2,

Il en :re ssort que I1' utillsatisn .de .I'tagire^at 
calcaire en substitution de la Lillee, (op 
bien la "filleri.sation" du ciment alurra-neux 
avec du calcaire exerce un ;e;ffet ;po.sdt;i:f sur 
les caracteristiques -mecaniques des e^ohan- 
tilions conserves rpendant de l.ongues ;p^rl_o=- 
de.s car, si :nous rn'tobtenons pas toujotins 
1' annul ati on du phenomene de ret-rogradaticon 
des resistances mecaniques (comme .c'-est He 
cas pour le melange :F), pous obtenons 
toutefois un decalage sensible dans le temps 
et, ce qui est ibi-en plus important, злое 
reduction considerable de .son Intensity, En 
effet, alors qu''en presence d"tm agr^at 
siliceux, la resistance -meeanique commence 
diminuer apres 26-90 Jours de traitement et 
comporte, a 7 ou 5 ans, une perte de 50-2.0%



par rapport a la valeur maximale, en 
presence d'agregat (ou de "filler") calcai- 
re , la retrogradation ne s'observe qu'apres 
1 ou 2 ans, et ne depasse pas un general des 
pointes de 20% de la valeur maximale 
(echantillon D), se situant en moyenne sur 
des valeurs de 5 a 10%. La comparaison entre 
les valeurs indiquees au Tableau 2 dans les 
colonnes O’ et C" de meme que E et F montre 
combien 1'effet du calcaire differe par rap
port au materiau slliceux, s'il est utilise 
comme "filler" du ciment alumlneux. Les va- 

levee, etant donne sa Vitesse de conversion 
elevees en carboaluminate hydrate (15).

L'analyse par A.T.D. corrobore les donnees 
apportees en diffгасtometrie des rayons X en 
permettant d'observer la presence de gel 
d'alumine et confirme la marche pulsante de 
1'hydratation du CA (3). Le phenomene de la 
disparition et reapparition du gel en des 
temps successifs a ete particulierement 
marque pour la pate de ciment alumlneux pur 
(Figure 2); cela en correlation evidente 
avec le bas rapport E/C.

Tableau 2 - Evolution des resistances mecaniques ä la compression des eprouvettes examinees

Age
A В A c D C C

Eprouvettes

E F G ■ H H' I I'

1J 53 54 45 67 49 58 57 49 76 64 60 60 47 47 MPa

28j 73 72 56 89 73 74 67 85 112 85 85 85 73 73 П

90J 68 80 58 90 75 85 70 62 110 75 - - - - U

180j 63 80 71 89 81 89 69 59 108 94 90 66 82 70 ft

1 a 55 85 70 84 82 88 59 48 108 105 85 67 84 71 ft

2 a 53 87 72 73 80 85 53 38 111 105 75 59 80 65 »1

5 a 39 76 62 37 66 84 34 26 110 102 42 34 76 61 It

7 a 29 71 64

leurs concernant 11echantilion G confirment 
qu'un rapport eau/ciment tres bas minimise 
avec les аппёеэ les pertes de resistance 
mecanique.

L’ensemble de ces resultats confirme ceux 
qui ont dejä ete presentes precedemment (10) 
mats incite en meme temps ä une plus grande 
prudence en ce qui concerne 1 'extrapolation 
ä des echeances de I'ordre de dlzaines 
d'annees sur 1 'effet nettement positif exer- 
ce par le calcaire.

L'examen aux rayons X a mis en evidence 
pour tous les mortiers et les betons conte- 
nant de I'agregat siliceux, la formation 
initiale de CAH„„, C,AH„ et AH„ et la tran
sformation ensuite des deux premiers en 

gibbsite. Pour la päte E, la Vites
se de conversion en hydrate cubique du 
C AH s'est revelee si elevee que seule 
VA.T.D. a permis de relever la formation en 
traces au cours des premiers mois d'hydrata
ti on (15).

Pour tous les echantillons cpntenant du cal
caire, nous observons, par contre la forma
tion de CAH,„ et de C,,ACH„, et AH. d6ja aux 
premieres echeances, alors que CgAHg n'ap- 
parait que apres 2 annees de conservation 
(Figure 1) et en petites quantit6s seule- 
ment. La presence da П'а ра3 re""

Figure 1 - Variation de I'intensite des pics 
de diffraction des rayons X en 
fonction du temps de traitement 
des mortiers C et D.

L'etude de la porosite ouverte des mortiers 
et des pates a permis de mettre en evidence 
qu'en substituant 1'inerte siliceux avec du 
calcaire, on obtenait, en fonction du temps 
de traitement, une evolution differente du 
volume total des pores (qui diminuait en 
presence de calcaire et augmentait en 
presence de silice), mais aussi de la repar
tition meme des pores. En effet dans les 
echantillons contenant du calcaire, c'est



surtout le volume des pores de grand rayon 
qul diminue, alors que le contraire se pro
dull en presence d'inerte siliceux. Ayant 
choisi arbi.trairement comme 1 imite inferieu
re des macropores la valeur de 10000 A de 
rayon, nous avons traite les donnees poro- 
simetrlques comme le presente le Tableau n.
3. La comparaison entre les Tableaux 2 et 3 
falt ressortir de faqon evidente que la 
resistance mecanlque ä la compression depend 
de la porosite totale, mais cette relation 
de dependance est bien plus etroite, si 1'on 
se refere ä la macroporosite seulement (les 
echantillons D et F sont symbol!ques).

Siholczyk et coll. (16) etaient arrives ä des 
conclusions analogues, c'est-ä-dire ä une 
dependance etroite entre macroporosite et 
proprietes mecaniques des betons ordi- 
nalres.

En examinant les resultats du Tableau 2 re
latifs aux echantillons H, H', I et I'; nous 
pourrions croire que I'agregat calcaire 
n'exerce qu1un effet benefique indirect pur 
la resistance ä 1'attaque sulfatique, car 
dans les deux cas, nous observons une perte 
de resistance mecanique variant entre 27 et

AH„(s=t)
■ C A H
• C2*Hg
♦ c4ah13
A AH3
* С3*Нв

Figure 2 - Courbe ATD de 1'echantillon G.

20% de la valeur correspondance de 1'6- 
chantillon conserve dans I'eau. Les diagram- 
mes des valeurs moyennes d'expansion des 
echantillons que present la Figure 3, indi- 
que toutefois que 11agr6gat'calcaire augmen
te non seulement la stabilite dimensionnelle 
des echantillons hydrates normalement, male 
qu'il favorise une limitation de 1'expansion 
ulterieure provoquee par 1'attaque sulfati
que.

Nous avons done pu confirmer que la ргёзепсе 
d'un granulat calcaire limite fortement, si 
eile n'empeche pas, la conversion des 
hydrates hexagonaux en aluminate cubique en 
faveur de leur conversion en carboaluminate. 
Gela implique de plus une evolution diffe
rente de la porosite totale des echantillons 
et, surtout, de leur macropobosite (qui tend 
ä diminuer au lieu d'augmenter avec les 
annees) ä laquelle s'associe une evolution 
differente de la resistance ä la compression 
(qui continue ä crottre meme au-delä des

Figure 3 - Evolution de 1'expansion en fonc- 
tion du temps de conservation 
dans l'eau (H et I) ou en solu
tion sulfatique (H1 et I').

Tableau 3 - Evolution de la porosite totale (PT) et de la macroporosite (MP) en fonction du temps de cure

Age
Echantillons

c D E F G

PT MP PT MP PT MP PT MP PT MP

1 J 135,9 45,2 140,7 50,3 138,5 43,1 120,8 25,0 132,0 333,4 mm /g

28 j 52,7 15,9 65,9 22,4 83,5 13,0 91,7 4,4 31,4 10,2 "

90 j - - - 124,8 20,0 79,3 5,0 36,1 21,3 "

1 a 66,6 17,8 38,3 18,0 148,3 25,0 60,4 5,0 35,2 2,0 "

5 a 68,8 53,4 36,9 24,9 166,6 32,2 54,0 5,1 38,3 2,2 "



premiers mois de traitement) et une augmen
tation de la stabilite dimensionnelle et de 
la resistance ä I'attaque sulfatique.

Etant donne que la transformation des hydra
tes hexagonaux en carboaluminate est forte- 
ment conditionnee par la surface specifique 
du carbonate qui doit reagir (15) pour 
augmenter les proprietes mecaniques ä long 
terme d' un mortier ou d'un beton alumineux, 
il peut meme se reveler plus avantageux de 
"filleriser" le ciment avec du calcaire tres 
finement broye, plutot que de substituer 
I'agregat siliceux avec de 1'agreeat calcai
re. Ce resultat est nettement confirme par 
les donnees des colönnes C et C' du Tableau 
n. 2. Du reste, en examinant les betons В et 
A', on note que, bien que la resistance du 
beton A' soit plus basse en valeur absolue 
(moindre terteur en ciment) la perte de 
resistance ä 7 ans est de 11%, alors que 
dans le beton В eile atteint 18%.

De plus, contrairement ä ce qu’affirme 
Midgley (13) les effets positifs de 1'agre- 
gat calcaire ä temperature ambiante et pour 
n* Importe quelle granulometrie, ne sont pas 
d'une breve duree mais persistent pendant 
des annees.

Conclusions

Le recours au calcaire comme agregat ou bien 
comme "filler" du ciment permet la pre 
paration de betons et de mortiers alumineux, 
dans lesquels la resistance a la compression 
et ä I'attaque sulfatique reste elevee meme 
aux longues echeances. En effet, le calcaire 
en reagissant avec le ciment donne lieu ä la 
formation de carboaluminate, ce qui empeche 
ou limite fortement la formation de C3AH6 et 
diminue la porosite du beton.
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Calcium Sulphoaluminate Made from Phosphogypsum and its Hydration Properties.

Sulphoalum-Lnats de Caleiwn obtenu de Fnospbogppse et ses Propr-ietes d’Hydratation. ' '

SUMMARY: The synthesis of calcium sulphoaluminate from stoichiometric mixtures of phospho- or 

pure gypsum, calcium carbonate and aluminium oxide has been investigated.

The use of phosphogypsum in the raw mix allows the synthesis to be performed at temperatures 

and times considerably lower than those required when pure gypsum is employed. In fact in the 

case of phosphoqypsum the synthesis goes to completeness within times ranging from 30 to 90 

minutes at temperatures from 1OOO to 1100»C. On the other hand, the use of pure gypsum requi_ 

res times ranging from 3 to 10 hours and temperatures from 1200 to 135O°C.

Mixtures of calcium sulphoaluminate, phospho- or pure gypsum and calcium hydroxide in stoi_ 

chiometric r'atio to form ettringite only, have been paste hydrated at 25°C and uo to 7 days 

The influence of the nature of gypsum employed and the synthesis temperature on the hydration 

properties of calcium sulphoaluminate is examined and discussed.

The main experimental techniques used to follow the processes of synthesis and hydration are 

X-ray diffraction and thermal analyses, as well as solvent extraction followed by chemical 

titration.

so n„ ,oInvestiS0u-se a sfntese de sulfoaluminato de cSlcio a partir de misturas estequiometricas de fosfoees 
o ou de gesso puro, carbonato de calcio e oxido de aluminio. —

ravelmentA^e ^e.fosfosesso na mistura сила permite que a sintese seja feita a temperaturas e tempos conside- 
se balXaS que 05 reclue£ld°s 4uando se.uso Sesso puro. De fato, no caso de fosfogesso a sintese

mplcta em penodos de tempo gue vao de 30 a 90 minutos, a temperaturas de 1.000 a 1.100°C. Por outrn 1я_ 
, о uso de gesso puro exige periodos de 3 a 10 horas e temperaturas de 1.200 a 1.350°C.

auinn.Pt.- Mistura® de sulfoaluminato de cälcio, fosfogesso ou gesso puro e hidrSxido de cSlcio, em relacäo este 
se a inr * Para,formar aPenas etnngita, foram hidratadas em pasta a 25°C e ate 7 dias. Examina-se e discuteT 
do sulfoal™inatoadeacällio. 86530 empregad° 6 da tem₽eratura de sZntese sobre as propriedades de hidratagäo

difr3 - /S PrinciPais?ccnicas experimentais usadas para acompanhar os processes de sintese e hidrataeäo säo 
rragao de гаю X e analises termicas, bem сото extraeäo de solvente seguida de titulagäo qubnica.



INTRODUCTION

It is well known that cements containing 

calcium sulphoaluminate C^A^S(°) may have 

various applications(1-3)Depending mainly 

on. the rate of formation of ettringite and 

other hydrated phases, as well as their 

relative amounts, a series of cements with 

different performances, that is rapid har

dening ( 4 )’, expansive and self-stressing 

(( 5-7 ); cements, can be obtained.

Furthermore. C,A.S bearing clinkers allow 
4 3

a substantial energy saving to be achieved 

in their manufacture inasmuch as they are 

obtained at burning temperatures considera

bly lower than those required by ordinary 

Portland clinkers.

Another important aspect to be taken into 

account is the possibility of utilizing 

many industrial by-products ss raw materials. 

One of them is phosphogypsum (FG)'.

Wide applications of this by-product have 

been proposed and practised in the field of 

binding materials( 8-13). Moreover its use 

has also been suggested for the manufacture 

of cements containing C A S(I4-15) .

The aim of this work is to study the syn

thesis of C A^S from stoichiometric mixtu_
4 3

res of EG, CaCO and Äl2°3 at different 

temperatures- Furthermore the hydration 

properties of this ^4R3S when paste hydra

ted together with phospho- or pure gypsum 

in stoichiometric ratio to form ettringite 

only have been investigated. For the sake 

of comparison, the behaviour of a C^A^S 

made from pure gypsum has also been inve

stigated.

(°)Common cemenj: chemistry nomenclature is 

used herein: C=CaO; A=A12O 7 2=^®3 '

experimental

The FG employed in the experimental work has 

been supplied by Montedison S-p.A.(Italy)- 

Its chemical composition is shown in Table

1. Other reagents were analitical grade

CaCO3, AI2O3, Ca(0H)2 and CaSO4-2H2O.

Table I ________
Phosphogypsum composition, wt%.
Loss on ignition 22.9
CaO 34.3
SO. 40.0
pä 1.8
Sio| 1-4
F 2 I-2
Na 0^.

The synthesis of C-4A3S 'ias been carried out 

by firing in a muffle furnace mixtures(100g 

in weight) of phospho- or pure gypsum, AI^ 

and CaCO in the stoichiometric ratio for 

the reaction:

3CaCO3 + 3а12°3 + CaSO4'2H2° *"
—* 3CaO,3Al2O3-CaSO4 + 3CO2 + 2H2O (1)' 

The fractional conversion has been found by 

determining the unconverted lime concentra

tion following the Franke method(T6). The 

nature of the reaction products has been 

ascertained by means of X-ray diffraction 

analysis.

The hydraulic properties of the various 

samples of C,A.S prepared from phospho- or 

pure gypsum at different temperatures have 

then been tested by adding CC>2-free water 

to stoichiometric mixtures of the sulphoalu_ 

minate, phospho- or pure gypsum and hydrated 

lime according to the reaction:
ЗСаО.3A12O3.CaSO4+8(CaS04.2H2O)+6Ca(OH)

----» 3(3Ca0.Al203.3CaSO4-32H20)

The water/solid ratio was 1.0 and the ageing 

times were 1, 3, 6, 24, "IIZ and 168 hours. 
The curing temperature was 25°C. At the end 

of each pre-fixed ageing time the reaction



was stopped by grinding under acetone follo

wed by washing with ether. The samples were 

then stored in a desiccator in the presence 

of P2O5-

Hydration products were qualitatively chara

cterized by means of both thermal and X-ray 

diffraction analyses, and quantitative data 

were obtained by determining the amount of 

unreacted lime by the Franke method(16). 

Non-evaporable water was determined by igni

tion at 1OOO°C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis of C,A,S 4 3

Pigs 1 and 2 show the amount of unconverted 

lime, in terms of percentage of the initial 

quantity in the raw mix, as a function of 

time for the systems containing FG and pure 

gypsum, respectively. It is clearly evident 

the enormous difference between the two sys

tems inasmuch as the use of FG in the raw 

mix allows the synthesis to be performed at 

temperatures and times considerably lower 

than those required when pure gypsum is em

ployed. As seen in Fig. 1, in the case of 

FG, the synthesis goes to completeness with

in times ranging from 30 to 90 minutes when 

the temperature decreases from 1100 to 1000°C, 

On the other hand, Fig. 2 shows that the Use 

of pure gypsum requires 10 hours at 12ÖÖÖC 

for the conversion to be more than

At higher temperatures, namely 1250'/ 1300 

and 135O°C', total conversion is reached af

ter 9, 5 and 3 hours, respectively.

X-ray diffraction analysis has shown that, 

besides C A S, only <’ A is formed in t ra 43 12 7 —
ces, which are slightly more evident in the 

case of FC(17),

The acceleration of the synthesis due to the 

presence of FG is more marked than that which 

can be deduced comparing the results of Figs 

1 and 2' inasmuch as the following con si dera

tions must be taken into accounts 

ai’pure gypsum is finer than FG, aS the resi

dues on the 325 mesh sieve were О and 32%, 

respectively ;•

b)'in the case of. pure gypsum the samples 

were ground to pass the 325 mesh sieve 

between two consecutive firings,

The mechanism by which FG impurities are 

able to speed considerably up the synthesis 

is considered to be related to their fluxing 

and/or mineralizing properties. The specific 

role of the impurities is still under inves

tigation, with the purpose of ascertaining

1 - C^A^S synthesis data for systems 

containing FG.

Fig, 2 - C^A^S synthesis data for systems

containing pure gypsum.
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whether they simply decrease the melting po

int or accelerate the process by catalyzing 

a solid state reaction within the liquid 

phase.

"Hydration of ^4^3$

Some of the samples of have been mixed

with phospho- or pure gypsum and hydrated 

lime in stoichiometric ratio to form ettrin

gite only. The mixtures have been paste hy

drated in order to investigate the influence 

of the nature of the gypsum employed and the 

synthesis temperature on the hydration pro

perties .

The mixtures to be hydrated are identified 

by a code of the type X^Z where:
X can be F or G depending on whether phospho- 

or pure gypsum is used for the synthesis of 

CAS, respectively;
4 3 .

Y refers to the synthesis temperature and in 

case of FG is equal to 1, 2, 3 for 1000, 

1050, 1100°C, respectively, while, in the ca

se of pure gypsum is equal to 1, 2, 3, 4 for 

1200, 1250, 1300, 1350°C, respectively;

Z can be F or G depending on whether phospho- 

or pure gypsum is added to C^^ in the mix

ture to be hydrated.

X-ray diffraction and differential thermal 

analyses have shown that, for the composi

tions tested and up to 168 hours of hydra

tion at 25°C, ettringite only forms(17). 

The fractional conversion of the reagents 

into ettringite is determined by analysing 

the cured samples for unreacted lime content.

Fig. 3 shows the amount of unconverted lime, 

in terms of percentage of the initial quan

tity in the mixture to be hydrated, as a 

function of time for the systems F^^F and 

F F. It is seen that reactivity does

not depend on the synthesis temperature, at 

least in the range 1OOO-11OO-C. At the lon

gest curing time examined the residual lime 

content is about 50%.

Fig. 4 shows the same results for the sys

tems G G and G4G. Early ages data indicate 

that, in this case, the sulphoaluminate re

activity decreases as the synthesis tempe

rature increases from 1200 to 135O°C. This 

may be due to the favourable effect of tem

perature on the cristallites growth process. 

Later ages data are not significantly dif

ferent for the two systems; furthermore, the 

fractional conversion is slightly higher 

than that of Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 - Hydration data for systems of 

composition F^F and F^F.

Fig. 4 - Hydration data for systems of 

composition and



In order to examine how hydration is influen_ play a constant role.

ced by the type of gypsum added to a sulpho_ 
CONCLUSIONS

aluminate of given origin and synthesis tem_
The use of phosphogypsum instead of pure 

gypsum in the formation of calcium sulpho_

5.
for the synthesis.

more rapidly than As far as the formation of ettringite is
activity of FG impu_ concerned, the behaviour of mixtures of

observed enhancement of ettrin_

with previous findingsgite formation agrees

In fact it has beenon different systems. Finally, the following considerations can
reported(18) that the impurities present in be made:
FG accelerate the ettringite formation in 

the early stages of Portland cement hydra_ 

tion. Similarly, when compared to pure gyp_ temperature in the range 1000-1100°C;

tivating agent of granulated blast-furnace 

slag with regard to the ettringite formation synthesis temperature increases from 1200
(13). The fact that the enhancing effect has to 135OOC;
been observed in systems very different from c)phosphogypsum impurities exhibit an in_
each other, means that the catalytic activi_ trinsic catalytic activity.
ty is an intrinsic property of FG impurities.
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Evidently, within

C4A3S, phospho- or pure gypsum and calcium 

hydroxide does not reveal major difference.

G G, due to 4
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Fig. 5 - Hydration data for systems of 

composition G F, F G, G G and F_F.4 3 4 3

b) the reactivity of C^A^S made from pure 
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3.3
The Mechanism of Expansive Pressure Development with The Hydration of CaO

SUMMARY: Cao has been used for expansive cements and demolition agents. For 
the purpose of making more clear of the mechanism of expansive pressure devel
oped by the hydration of CaO, expansive pressure development and pore volume 
changes with the hydration of CaO were meseared at the high external restraint. 
These hydrated specimens of CaO were examined with Photomicroscope, SEM.XRD and 
DTA.

Micro-crystallite of Ca(0H)2 generated and aggrgated on the surface of 
CaO grains and crystals. The expansive pressure was developed by tne enlarge
ment of aggregated massive Ca(0H)2 on the CaO particle. The maximum expansive 
pressure value reached to 9000 N. The inner vacant volume in the hydrated 

sample of CaO continuously increased from the time molding to the time in which 
the expansive pressure developed up to 9000 N. it is important for the devel- 
ment of expansive pressure to increase the porosity in the hydration of CaO.

Usou-se CaO сото componente de expansäo em cimentos expansivos e agentes de 
demolipäo. Com a finalidade de esclarecer melhor о mecanismo de pressäo expansiva desenvolvi. 
do pela hidratapäo de CaO, mediu-se о desenvolvimento da pressäo expansiva e as mudanpas de 
volume de poro com hidratapao de CaO sob alta limitapäo externa. Estes especimes hidratados 
de CaO foram examinados com fotomicroscopia, SEM, XRD, TG-DRA e EPMA.

Gerou-se micro-cristal de Ca(OH)2 e se agregou ä superficie dos gräos de CaO 
e cristais. A pressäo expansiva se desenvolveu por crescimento do Са(ОН)2 macipo agregado so 
bre particula de CaO. 0 tamanho do cristal de Ca(OH)2 foi de algumas centenas de A mesmo a 7 
dias a 25°C. 0 valor mäximo de pressäo expansiva atingido foi de 90 MPa. 0 volume de vazio
interno na amostra hidratada cresceu continuamente desde a ocasiäo da moldagem ate a epoca 
em que a pressäo expansiva se desenvolveu atingindo 90 MPa. Ё Importante para о desenvolvi- 
nento da pressäo expansiva о aumento da porosidade na hidratapao de CaO.
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1. Introduction

Lime is used as one of the good ex
pansive components of expansive cements and 
demolition agents. Many studies about the 
expamsive action have been done. There are 
some hypotheses under each experimental 
condition. These are roughly classified to 
two groups. One of them is crystal growth 
or recrystalization theöV^based on the 

formation of hexagonal plate or hexagonal 
prism crystal of a few^tm Ca(0H)2. The 
other is dusting or swelling the*t?^  based 

on the formation of micro crystal of 
Ca(0H)2. However, there has been no gene
ral agreement on the suitable mechanisms by 
which the expansion pressure takes place. 
Especially, there has been scarcely dis
cussed the mechanism of expanssive pressure 
development with the hydration of CaO under 
a condition of high external restraint and 
low water ratio.

This paper reports the mechanism of 
expansive pressure development with the 
hydration of CaO by measuring of expansive 
pressures and inner vacant volumes gene
rated by the hydration of a hard-burned 
quick lime. The quick lime was mixed with 
additives and water, and then filled in a 
thick carbon steel pipe. The hydrated 
samples were observed by XRD ,TG-DTA,Photo
microscope ,SEM,and EPMA for analyzing the 
hydration process,the texture and the cry
stal forms.

2. Experimental procedure
2-1. Materials

A comercial hard-burned quick lime 
was used. The crystal sizes of CaO were 
'_~60Alm. The quick lime was pulverized to 
2500cm2/g (Blaine) in specific surface area 
The chemical compositions of the quick lime 
are shown in Table 1.

Table I. Chemical compositions of the

Quick Time nsed

feta insol Si02 m№CaO Il'gO SOj rw K2O TiCx[rotal

1.5 02 3.0- 1.0 ^02 820 |15 03 003 LAJjCM3092

And then it was mixed with a silica powder 
and a water reducing retarder as shown in 
Table 2.

Table 2. Proportions of Materials Mixed 
Lime Silica powder Retarder

90 9 1

The retarder used was a powder type con
taining a formaline condensation product of 
sodiumß-naphtalenesulfonate.

2-2. Measuring'methods
Fig.l shows the special equipment for 

measuring the expansive pressure and the 
inner vacant volume of the hydrated sample 
developed by the hydration of the quick 
lime in a thick carbon steel pipe.

Automatic Duoyancy BalanceTeflon Tube

Recorder
■water(25'0

Racer strain Gage 
Thick Steel Pipe

{(-Silver7 J Rod
»-Water
-Water Level"'I Glass ware

Recorder Head Cup
water Bath

Fig. 1 . The equipment for measuring the 
expansive pressure and the inner vacant 
volume of the hydrated sample of the 
quick Time tn the steel pipe

The mixed materials was mixed at water/solki 

ratio of 0.28 and filled into the carbon 
steel pipe of wall thickness 5-1mm,external 
diameter 48.6mm,and length 200mm and then 
set as shown Fig.l. The pipe was cured in 
water at 25 °C .
The magnitude of the expansive pressure 
assosiated with the hydration of CaO is 
calculated from equation(l).
The inner vacant volume generating in the 
hydrated sample is calculated from atomos- 
pheric pressure changes in the steel pipe 
by the use of Boyle and Charles's Law.
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P=-E
H 2-V

^2. bs2

p=tr,e expensive pressure (N)

E= the elastic factor of the 
steel (206 * 1C'7 N)

V^the poasson ratio (03) 
r0^tne оитег radius of the pipe 
h- the inner radius of the Pipe 
CeOhe expensive strains of 

circumferential direction

At each age, hydrated samples were 
picked from the central part of the pipe 
which was cut by a diamond cutter. These 

samples were treated by freezed dry at -40<'C 
and at atomosphere 1 Pa and used for 
following measurements. Only amounts of 
free water remained in samples were obtaine 
from the difference of the weight loss 
between non-dried samples and dried samples 
at 100eC. Hydration ratio of CaO at each 
age was calculated from the weight loss of 
samples caused by dehydration of Ca(0H)2 
and decomposition of СаСОЗ in DTA. The 
crystallite size of Ca(0H)2 was calculated 
using Scherrer's formula and Warren's 
metho^'for the harf width of XRD peaks 

which were found at 26=18.1 and 50.8 with 
Cu K<*.  corresponding to (001) and (110) 
plane of Ca(0H)2 lattice, respectively. 
The texture and the crystal form of hy
drated samples were observed by SEN,Photo
microscope and EPMA.

3. Results
Fig.2 shows the relationships between 

an elapsed time and the expansive pressure 
or the volume expansion of steel pipe or 
the inner vacant volume ratio generated by 
the hydration of the quick lime under the 
high restrained condition with the carbon 
steel pipe at 25eC. 

The expansive pressure reached about 5000 N 
at 24 hours and about 9000 N at 168 hours. 
The inner vacant volume in the hydrated 
samples continuously increased until 168 
hours and was far larger as compared with 
the volume expansion of the steel pipe.

Fig. 2, The relationships between an 
elapsed time and the expansive pres
sure, the volume expansion of the steel 
pipe and the inner generated vacant vol
ume ratio

(a) : Vacant volume ratio
(b) : Expansion pressure
(c) : Steel pipe volume expansion

Time (Moul'S)

Fig.3 shows the results of the measure 
ment of free water amounts remaining in the 
samples and hydration ratio of CaO at each 
age.

Fig. 3 , Free water amounts and hydration 
ratio of CaO in the hydrated samples at 
each age

(a) : Free water amount
(b) : Hydrated ratio of CaO

Hydration ratio of CaO was about 90% and 
free water existed about 1.5% even at 168 
hours.
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Fig.4 shows the relationships between 
the elapsed time and the crystallite size 
of Ca(0H)2 associated with hydration of
the quick lime in the pipe.

Time (tours)
Kiff. 4 The relationships between the 
el arsed time and the crystallite size 
of >-(■!’-2 generated in the hydrated
RAtnr'T e R

It became larger till 8 hours and. didn’t 
almost grow after that. The final cry
stallite size was about 500 A and about 
600 A for (001) and (110) plane, respec
tively .

Fig.5 was the SEK’s micrograph of 
the hydrated samples at each age.

a) 0 hour b) 6 hours

c)> 24 hours d) 168 hours

Fip;. I7 . SEFi's nrierograph of the hydrated 
samples .

The texture of the hydrated sample was the
more compacted the longer curing time.

Fig.6 was the photo micrograph about
the thin sections of the hydrated sample at
48 hours. It was found that uncombined CaO

crearly visible.
crystal remained. The rim around CaO was

Fiff. 6. Photomicroffrayh cf the thin sec
tions of the hydrated sample at 48 hours

Fig.7 was the EPMA's micrograph about
the polished section of the hydrated sam
ples at 48 hours.

SE image Cu K<
Section D

Eig". 7. EPN.s’s micrograph of the polished

section of the hydrated samples at 48 hours
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From Fig.7, it was revealed that the quick 
lime dusted and was massively surrounded 
by micro crystal Ca(0H)2.

Fig.8 shows photos of SEM observation 
in high magnification on the massive 
Ca(OH)2 compacted by the hydration of CaO 
at one day and seven days.

Fig. 8 . SFM's microgrqnh of the massive 
Ca(OH)2 in the hydrated sample at each 
age

The massive Ca(0H)2 consisted of smaller 
micro crystal Ca(0H)2 than about 1000 A. 
There was little difference in the crystal 
size of Ca(0H)2 between at one day and at 
seven days.

4. Discussion
The hydration of the hard-burned quick 

lime progresses even under the condition of 
high external restraint about 9000 N as 
shown in Fig.2. Fig.9 shows the relations 
of the expansive pressure developed and the 
inner vacant volume generated in the hydra
tion of the quick lime. In this fact, it is 
suggested that the expansive pressure is 
generated by an increase not only in solid 
volume but also in pore volume even at the 
high expansive pressure same as at usual 

expansive pressure in the case of expanssive 
cements -

From Fig.3, the increases of both vol
umes are mainly obtained by the produce of 
ca(0H)2 associated with the hydration of the 
unconbined CaO remained in the hydrated 
samples.

Time < hours)

Fig. 9. Increased amount of the expansive 

pressure and the vacant volume per one 
hour in the hydrated samples

(a) : Vacant volume ratio
(b) : Expansive pressure

It is found that the quick lime grains 
change to the state like dusting and that 
the vacant space increases within six hours 
age from Fig.5. This fact is coresponding 
to remarkable increase of the inner vacant 
volume within six hours age as shown in 
Fig's 2 and 9. It is considered that the 
inner vacant pore distribution changes to 
the smaller size by the larger expansive 
pressure and that the hydrated' sample is 
ccompacted with age as seen in Fig, 5.

It seems that Ca(0H)2 firstly occurs 
in the matorix from the hydration of fine 
and active lime in early stage and that 
the rims of Ca(0H)2 is formed around the 
coarse and the dusted lime as shown in 
Fig's 6 and 7. In this case, as Richards*  
model for ettringite expansion, the 
enlargement of the thickness of the rims 
contributes to the development of the 
expansive pressure espcialy after one day. 
The same phenomena about ettringite forma
tion with hydration of C4A3S has been 
discussed by Ogawa and Ro^P,

The crystal form of Ca(0H)2 in this 
report is massive and irregular as pre
viously observed in expansive cemen1$?,t^ 

Ca(0H)2 crytals of hexagonal plate and 
hexagonal prism with size a few//m was 
produced as shown: in Fig, 10 when the1 same 
mixed materials mixed with water/ratio 5.
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7 days

10. micrograph of Ca(0H)2 gen
erated in the hydration of the quick lime 
with woter/solid ratio 5

But they were not found in this study. 
Therefore, it is difficult to support the 
opinion that the expansive pressure of the 
hydration of CaO is caused by the growth 
of Ca(0H)2 crystal of hexagonal plate and 
prism. Because the hydration process of 
CaO is one based on the topochemical 
growth of crystals of Ca(0H)2 in actual 
low water/solid ratio.

As observed in Fig's 4 and 8, the 
crystallite size of Ca(0H)2 is very small 
with diameter some hundred A. This result 
supports the presumption discussed in 
okushlma's repor^t^ And it was not detected 

in DTA of this study though the existence 
of amorphous Ca(0H)2 has been reported by 

nn ii2)
Takashima and Brunauer.

5. Conculusion
1) The hydration of CaO continues under 

high external restraint and the ex
pansive pressure associated with the 
hydration developes to about 9000 N.

2) The inner vacant volume is generated 
with the hyddration of CaO even though 
the hydration product is compacted by 
the expansive pressure.

3) The texture of hydrated sample of 
CaO is mostly composed of aggregates of 
irregular massive Ca(0H)2 of which cry
stallite size is some hundreds A.

4) The expansion with the hydration of 
CaO mainly depend on the elongation of 
the micro crystal Ca(0H)2 rim around 
CaO uncombined after dusting.
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The effect of synthesis and cooling

Effets des conditions de cuisson et

conditions on phase properties of the

de refradlssement sur les proprl^tls de C12Ay

SUMMARY: The C12A7 was synthesized at different temperatures in oxidizing and reducing at
mosphere in the superkanthal furnace.
Samples with the furnace were cooled slowly, rapidly air cooled and refrigerated in the li
quid nitrogen.
Moreover the C^-A™ was synthesized in chamber of the "Setaram" type thermoanalyser in vacuum. 
The samples were examined by DTA and TG method /in vacuum/ and roentgenografic and were ob
served using optical and scanning microskopes.
The investigations confirmed the existence of phase variants of the C12A7.
It was explained that the amount and structure of these phases depend On'synthesis as well as 
on cooling conditions.
The polycrystal of the C.-Ay consisting of isotropic and anisotropic phases was obtained. 
Phoenomena of pplymorphidtransitions of C12A7 phase were observed by scanning microscope 
and on DTA curves.
Two polymorphic variants were obtained - cubic crystal variant ds and anisotropic va
riant у C17A7. It was stated that polymorphic transition occurs ах^ЗчТЗ К temperature.

Faz-se a sfntese de C^Ay sob diferentes temperaturas em atmosfera oxidante e reduto 
ra em forno superkantal.

Amostras e forno forma esfriados lentamente, resfriados rapidamente a ar, e refrige- 
rados em nitrogenio liquido.

Alem disso о C^Ay foi sintetizado a väcuo em cämara de termoanalisador tipo "Seta- 
ram'’. As amostras foram examinadas por metodo DTA e TG, em vacuo, e roentgenografla e foram 
observadas por microscopios oticos e de varr.edura.

As investigacöes confirmaram a existencia de variantes de fase do CjyAy.

Ficou esclarecido que a quantid.ade e estrutura destas fases dependem da sfntese e 
das condicoes de resfriamento.

Conseguiu-se о policristal de C^yAy consistindo de fases isotropicas e anisotropi- 
cas. Por intermedio de microscopio de varredura e curvas de DTA, observaram-se fenomenos de 
transicoes polimorficas da fase de C^Ay.

Foram obtidas duas variantes polimorficas - Variante oC^Ay de cristal cubico, e Va
riante anisotropica VC^Ay. Definiu-se que a transicäo polimorfica se da ä temperatura de 
1473K.



IMTRCDUCTION

To this day it; a certain amount of questio
nable problems relating to properties and 
structure of 
Many controveofital statements with regard to 
properties, structure and polymorphic varia
tions of Сл,,А~ are in literature. 
Qur Investigations carried out for several 
last years proved that the phase transitions 
of C10A7, beside of the transition J3 С93- 
into ai'e of great importance 'for'"
self-Asintegration process.
It was observed that the obtainment' of self
disintegrating powders containing C1?A7,that 
decomposes at different rate in the aqueous 
solution of carbonate sodium, depends on the 
tenperature and atmosphere of burning the 
sinters and cooling conditions.
On this ground one could consider that the 
C19A7 in these powders appears in different 
pol'rmorphic variants /1/. ,
The" authors investigations were carried out 
in order1 to explain this phenomenon and to 
determine the influence of conditions of the 
synthesis and cooling on the properties of 
C1OA„ as well as the temperature of polymor
phic 'transition.

THE INbl.UENCE OF TEMPERATURE AND ATMOSPHERE 
0f"tH3* SYNTHESIS AS HELL AS COOLIb'G CONuI- 
TIONS ON THE PROPERTIES OF C1?A7 PHASE.

C1nA7 was synthesized from row mixture of 
CaOzAl^O, ratio corresponding to 0,?i in a 
sunerkarthal furnace at the following tempe
ratures: 1623, 1673, 1723, 1775-and 1S23 К 
in oxidizing and reducing atmosphere /2/. 
The samples, aftei' air quenching and slow 
cooling" with the furnace, were investigated 
using: X-Ray mehod, optical microscope, dif
ferential thermal analysts-DTA as well as 
underwent leaching" using aqueous soda solu
tion. .
X-Ray diffraction studies were made using. 
"Philips" X-Ray diffractometer, microscopic 
observations in transmitted polarized light 
the universal "Reichert-äeF-?" microscope 
and differential thermal analysts-DTA using 
the "Setaram" 6-2A type apparatus.
The investigations of the samples,
using the "Philips" X-Ray diffbactometer, in 
the range of 20°"- 70° 2 revealed peaks 
corresponding to the isotropic regular phase 
of and. their values of "i" in ä accoi'-
ded. well with the data given in the catalo-

The patterns in the range of 70°.- 130° 2 
were also obtained and the additional peaks 
were found. This pekas are not tabulated for 
the isotropic phase of C^^Ay. . .
The microscopic observatiDrio of microsections 
revealed that the C1/,A7 samples are not homo
genous but composed both optically isotropic 
and anisotropic phases.
The isotropic phase forms colourless crys
tals of irregular shape sometimes isoine'tric 
characteristic for the cubic .
The anisotropic phase forms predominantly 
the- skeleton structure composed of irregular 
or prismatic crystals.

Fig.1. C19A7 synthesized in the oxidizing 
atmosphere at 1773 K, rapidly cooled. 
Average image. The rectangular pi’is’.ns 
composed of the isotropic and aniso
tropic, phase . Nie.II. 75 x.

Fig.2. Сл^А- synthesized in the oxidizing 
atmosphere at 1773 K, rapidly cooled. 
Average image. The rectangular prisms 
composed of the isotropic and aniso
tropic phase. Nie. +. 75 x.

Fig.5. synthesized at the oxidizing
atmosphere at 1323. K, rapidly cooled.^ 
Average image. Isotropic and anisotro
pic phase. Nie. II. 75 x.



samples synthesized, at lower tem- 
* "' " " : structure..

Lz/i dlupj-eo toy 11 UilGiD -LZ.

atuhes are of monolithic
In the main isotropic phase there are non
uni forrr.ly spaced inclusions of the anisotro
pic phase skeleton crystals.
At the higher temperatures the anisotropic 
phase crystallizes on the grain boundaries 
of isotropic phase forming the skeleton or 
prismatic crystals rather uniformly spaced. 
The C^9A„ samples synthesized at 1773 К and 
1S23 К and cooled rapidly have visible pris
matic structure and consist of rectangular 
prisms composed of isotropic and' anisotropic 
phases. Zhe anisotropic phase of may 
be of low or high bi refrigence / Fig". 1-3 / 
The low-bii'efrigence phase is cryptocrystal
line. One may consider that the cryptocrysta
lline anisotro'pic phase is intermediate one 
between the isotropic and anisotropic of 
high birefregence. As it follov/s from the 
aluminium oxide leaching from using
the 12 aqueous soda solution, th6 samples 
synthesized at higher temperatures lixivia
te bettel' at 313 К and synthesized, at lower 
temperatures lixiviate better at 333 K.
The differential thermal analysis-DTA was 
macle using C1?A-, sample synthesized at 
1823 К and i-apidly cooled. On the DTA cur
ves are visible u endothermic peaks in the 
range of 1605 - 1785 K.
The results of studies point out that the 
investigated sample is rot homogenous. 
The differential thermal analysis- DTA stu
dy - was made also using the 0-inA„ sample 
synthesized at 1623 К and rapidly'cooled. 
The sample in the platinum concible was 
heated up to 1803 К in an argon atmosphere 
with constant i-ate of 10 h/min. and -was sto
red at above mentioned temperature for15 min. 
and. then cooled to 203 К also with constant 
rate of 1C К/min. /Fig.O./.

Fig.A. DTA-curve C^Ay. Temp./K/.

This way a polycrystal about Э mm. long was 
obtained from liquid phase. /Fig.5./

Fig.5. °oiicrvstalc12a7."
I-iic. II. 30 x.

The microscopic observa
tions оf this polycrysta 
were made in transmitted 
polarized light /without 
microsections/.
The observations revealed 
that the polycrystal is 
composed, of both optical 
isotropic and anisotropic 
phases.
Subsequently the mixture 
of CaO : AlpO, ratio con
i'' esp э nd 1 ng to v, 9 A was 
synthesized, at 1573 К in 
oxidizing atmosphere and 
after talcing out of the 
furnace at 1673 K. was re
frigerated in liquid, ni
trogen. The X-Ray exami
nation of the sample i'e- 
vealed. that it is phase 
of C19A7. On the X-Ray 
photogi'äphy made in the 
range of 20° - 70 2 ■6- 
only reflections from re
gular isotropic C^0A„ 
appear. - 
Furthermore the higher backgrounrl -ue to the 
glassy phase of the sample occurs.
From microsconi-c observations it is -evident
that Cq "Ay composed of both optical iso
tropic ano. anisotropic phases.
The sample refrigerated in the liquid nitro
gen is characterized bj? the sr.allei" crystal 
habit of anisotropic phase in comparison 
with the sample air cooled.
The C19A7 synthesized at 1673 К in oxidizing 
atmosphere and then rapidly air cooled was 
examined under the scanning elektro-n micro
scope.
The sample was exposed on the electron beam 
action during 20 minutes. In the dark spots 
foi’med during this operation "bulges" appea
red, then they enlarged and cracked. On the 
surface a transversal ci'ae’/ was visible.
The phenomenon observed by using scanning 
microscope was photographed /Fig. 6 - 9/. 
In the opinion of authors this phenomenon it 
is probably due to the 0^-,A7 polymorphic 
transition. -
The C.7A„ synthesized at 1673 К and then air 
qucncned'was examined by thermogravimetric 
raethon in vacuum. The examination in a vacu
um reveals the weight loss of I,'-? during 
the heating up to 1o73Kand 90 ,1 of this 
weight loss ta’;es place in the range of 
1353 К - 1373 X.



Fig.6. SEM. C19A7 synthesized at 1673 К in 
an air atmosphere. The surface befo
re an electron beam action. 6000 x.

Fig.8. SEM. C19A7 synthesized at 1673 К in 
an air-at±osphere. The surface after 
20 min. exposure with the transversal 
crack. 6000 x.

c12a7 SYNTHESIS IN vacuum.
The mixture of CaO : Al90, weight ratio 
equal to 0,94 was heated with constant rate 
of lOJ'./min. u® to 1823 К in vacuum of 
3.10-2 - 2.10 . .
The sample was stored at 1823 К for 30 min. 
and then cooled to 293 К with constant rate 
of 8 K/min. /4/.
The DTA curve /Fig. 10/ for the sample show 
one exothermic peak in the range of 1588 K- 
1548 К and position of his maximum is at 
1573 K. Two'broaded small exothermic peaks 
can be also observed in the range of 1418 K- 
1353 К and one small exothermic peak in the 
range of 818 К - 733 К.
the shape of the DTA. curve presented in 
Fig. 10 can suggest the polymorphic transi
tion of C17A-..
The volume increase of 3 % seems to confirm 
the above statement. The sample synthesized 
in "Setaram" chamber was examined both by 
X-Ray and microscopic method.

Fig.7. SEM. C1?A7 synthesized at 1673 Г. 
an air atmosphere, The surface a 
20 min. exposure. The new "bulge 
its growth and crack is visible.

in 
fter

6000 x..

Fig.9. SEM. C17A7 synthesized at 1673 К in 
an air atmosphere, fragment of Fig.6 
with magnification. 19 000 x.

Fig. 10.DTA. curve of C12A7 synthesized in
vacuum.



The X-Ray result of this sample is diffe - 
rent from the result of regular С12А„ phase. 
The "d" values do not correspond to the re
gular C.gAy phase.
The "d" values as well as the peak intensi
ties of this phase are shown in the table 1.
Table 1. X-Ray diffraction pattern of C19A7 

phase syntesized in vacuum "d"’ 
values and peak intensities.

d I/I1 d d i/It
5.11 3 2.1438 7 1.6387 5
3.3510 4 2.0826 19 1.6189 3
3.1426 54 1.9906 21 1.5914 7
2.9094 40 1.9271 11 1.5536 3
2.8801 24 1.8361 4 1.5455 0
2.6905 5 1.7923 4 1.5409 8
2.5693 100 1.7815 11 1.4662 5
2.4669 13 1.7163 29 1.4467 7
2.4442 28 1.6757 ' 2 1.4214 11
2.3383 13 1.5480 4 1.3597 4

The microscopic observations of microsec
tions in transmitted polarized light revea
led that the sample is of crystalline struc
ture and consist of anisotropic plate-like 
and prismatic coarse crystals /Fig.11, 12/. k- ______ __

Fig.11. C.jA- synthesized in vacuum. Avera
ge TTiicrostructure. Coarse crystals 
of anisotropic phase. Mic.II. 75 x.

Fig.12. C.-A- synthesized in vacuum. Average 
microstructure. Coarse crystals of 
anisotropic phase. Nic.+. 75 x.

The observations of the sample under scan - 
ning elektron microskope SETi revealed that 

the sample has plate-like and prismatic struc
ture of anisotropic phase crystals. /Fig.13,
1V.

Fig.13. SUi. C.^A- synthesized in vacuum.
Anisotropic phase crystals of pris
matic habit. 5000 x.

Fig.l^f. 5Ж. C^2A7 synthesized in vacuum.
Anisotropic phase crystals of plate
like habit. 5000 x. *

ASSIGNATION OF TÖ1PERATURE OF POLYMCRPHIC 
TRANSITION у d. C12A7.

The results of investigations obtained hi-
therte revealed that it is possible to ob
tain two different 0.phases from mixtu
re of CaO : Al-0, ratio'correspondig to 0,94 
according to conditions of the synthesis and 
cooling.
We determined first phase as cL С12д phase 
with peaks corresponding to the regZlar 
0, 2Av phase and second anisotropic phase as

У and her "d” values in a are shown in the 
table 1.
The obtainment of two seperateot and V C17A- 
phases and two broaded small exoteimic peaks 
on the DTA curve in the range 1418 - 1353 K' 
for the sample synthesized in vacuum permit
ted to make a hypothesis that it is the tem
perature of polymorphic transition —*ol  .



Fig. 15. X-Ray diffraction pattern M C12A7.

Fig. 16. X-Ray diffraction pattern ot

The anisotropic phase С-тпАу.Го-г which the. 
result is showed in Fig.15y was roasted in 
a superkanthal furnace during 1 h at the, 
temperature of 1475 К and then after taking 
out of the furnace was air cooled., 
The obtained sample was X-Ray examinated and 
results of the examination accorded with 

ot regular phase /Fig. 16/.
Thereförfe one should state that at and are 
polymo:."phic variants оГ an^- "that 1673K
is the temperature of transition of polymor— 
pliis variant ol .

GOMCLUSIOIiS

1. The investigation confirmed the existence 
of C1?A7 two polymorphic variants: regu
lar polymorphic variant - ot Cj ^A^ and 
anisotropic polymorphic variant •‘■VC^^Ay. 
In the opinion of authors the regular 
variant Ot C.^Ay published in litera
ture md" values in 8 is the mixture of 
the isotropic and anisotropic phases and 
thise one last, in all probability, is 
not charakterized by properties of aniso
tropic phase determined by us .

2. It was stated that the temperature of 
1475 К is the temperature of polymophic
transition V —ot
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lhe influence of some additions on the hydration and hardening of tricalcium .
aluminate 3*

L'influence de quelquea additifs sur 1’hydratation et durcissement de tricalcium aluminate

SWtoiARY: In thia paper are examined the hydration and hardening processes of tricalcium 
aluminate (C^A) with additions of 10% CaS04.2H20 and 0.2% dimethylterephtalate (DMTP). 

Differential thermal analysis, diffractometry and electron microscopy are used in this 
study in order to obtain data concerning the influence of the above mentioned additions 
on the interaction rate of tricalcium aluminate with water. The composition, texture and 
morphology of the resulting hydrated products are examined, too.

Measurements of mechanical strength are used for the characterisation of binding proper
ties in the C^A-water and C^A-water-additions systems.

Neste trabalho sao examinados os processos de hidratagao e de endurecimento do alumi 
nato tricalcico (C^A) com adigoes de ID’s de СаЗСМ.ЗЬ^О г 0,2’5 de dimetiltereftalato (DMTP).

Neste estudo foram usadas anälise termodiferencial, difratometria e microscopia ele- 
tronica, a fim de se obter dados concernentes a influencia das adigoes mencionadas acima so- 
bre a velocidade de interagäo do aluminato tricälcico com a Sgua. TambSm foram examinadas a 
composigäo, textura e morfologia dos produtos hidratados resultantes.

As medigöes da resistencia mecänica säo usadas para a caracterizagäo das proprieda- 
des do ligante nos sistemas C^A-agua e C^A-agua-adigoes.
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1. Introduction
The energetic interaction of С^А 

with water can be retarded by adding rela
tively large amounts of gypsum, sodium or 
calcium lignosulphonate, sodium gluconate, 

some oxides or hydroxides a.o. /1-6/. This 
additions have also modified the kinetics 
of the conversion processes of the hydrated 

compounds resulted.
The present work is focused on ob

taining data concerning the influence of 
gypsum associated with an organic compound 
on the hydration, conversion and hardening 
processes in the C^A-water system.

2. Working procedure
Tricalcium aluminate has been, synthe

sized by reacting a stoichiometric mixture 
of chemically pure CaCOj and fired
four hours at 135O°C. The formation of C^A 
has been checked by determining the amount 
of free CaO and by X—ray diffractometry. 
After three succesive runs at 1350 C, done 
under the same conditions, no more free CaO 
has been found, and the diffraction pattern 
showed the lines of C^A only.

The tricalcium aluminate thus prepa
red has been ground with 10% CaS0^.2H20 
and 0,2% DllTP down to Blaine surface areas 

2 « between 2500-3000 cm /g.
The informations concerning the hy

dration and conversion processes in the 
systems with and without additions, have 
been obtained by the following techniques. 
X-ray diffractometry, DTA and electron mi
croscopy. The measurements of mechanical 
strength have provided informations on the 
changes in the hardening process of C^A due 
to the use of gypsum in association with 

DMTP.

3. Results and discussion
X-ray diffraction and D-TA show that 

the respective rates of the interaction 
between C^A and water and of the conversion 
of the resulted hydrocompounds are affected 

After the first half hour of hydra
tion, the products, noted are the hexagonal 
hydroaluntinates CgAHg and C^AH^^CPig.la).

From the diffraction patterns given in the 
same figure, in the early hours of the hy
dration process are deduced relatively 
ятя! 3 rates of hydration and conversion as 
compared to the system without any addition 
- Fig.2a. This conclusion is in agreement 
with the following fact: the mortars pre
pared from these masses stiffen later than 
the masses without addition — namely after 
about 3 hours from their casting.

Later, after one day of hydration, 
sharp diffraction interferences characte
ristic to tricalcium hexahydroaluminate 

(C3AH6 
tions.

) appean In the system without addi-
they can be seen even after three

hours of hydration (see figures lb and 2b).
No ettringite is seen in the samples, main
ly due to the small amount of gypsum.

On the DTA curves (Fig.3) made after
hydration durations of 1 to 28 days, endo
effects assigned both to cubic hydroalumina
te (CjAHg at 31O-32O°C and 4бО-47О°С) and 

to hexagonal hydroaluminates (at 100-125 C, 
19O-22O°C and 740-750°C) are seen. The 
effect at 74O-75O°C can be assigned to pert
ly carbonated hexagonal hydroaluminate pha
ses /5/. Comparing the TG curves to those 
obtained for the reference system (whith- 
out addition), wich are given in Fig.4, 1*  
is rendered clearly visible that a smaller 
amount of cubic hydroaluminate is present 
in the case-of the system with gypsum and
DMTP additions. The retardation effect ex
erted by DMTP on the conversion of hexago
nal hydroaluminates into cubic ones is pro
ven by this observation, too.

The ТЕМ micrographs given in Fig.5
show that the binder hardened in the pre
sence of gypsum and DMTP additions has fi 
ner crystals than the reference system, 
whose micrographs are given in Fig.6.



Figure 1 X-ray diffraction 
patterns of tricaleinmalu- 
minate hydrated with 10% 
CaS04.2H20 and 0.2% DMTP:
a) 30 minutes to 3 hours;
b) 1 to 28 days;
A - C3A;
H2 - C2AH8;
H4 - C4AH13;
C - C-AHc;

3 5
M - C3AC?H12.

a

4)

Figure 2 X-ray diffraction 
patterns of hydrated tri
calciumaluminate :
a) 30 minutes to 3 hours;
b) 1 to 28 days.

a



Figure 4 DTA curves of 1 to 7 days hydra
ted C3A.

The changes in the kinetics of the 
process, in the composition, texture and 
morphology of the systems are finally re
flected in the strength of the respective 
mortars. If gypsum and DMTP additions are 
used in the G^A-H^O system, outstanding 
values of mechanical are noted, even after 
a single day of hardening. This values 
steadily increase with time, regardless of 
the environment, as seen in table 1. The 

exposure to air is more favourable from the 
viewpoint of the hardening process than the 
exposure to a humid environment, but the 
relative differences are less important.
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Figure 5 ТБМ micrographs of C3A with 10% gypsum and 0,2% ШТР, hydrated 1 day (a), 3 days 
• (b) and 7 days (c).

a b c
Figure 6 ТЕМ micrographs of C^A hydrated 1 day (a), 3 days (b) and 7 days (c).

Table 1 Compressive strength of C^A-based hardened mortars with and without additions

type of 
environment

investigated 
system

water 
binder
ratio

Blaine sur
face area 
(cm2/g)

Compressive strength in daN/cm2on cu
bes with 1=1,5cm, after:
1 day 3 days 7 days 28 days

humid C^A-water
C-jA-additions-

l.o 299o 0 0 0 10,5

2 -water 0,90 3080 53,0 72,0 142,0 175,0

air CjA-water 0,85 2550 12,5 11,5 25,0 27,5
1,0 2990 - 8,0 11,0 14,0

C,A-additions-
2 -water 0,85 2620 55,0 153,0 186,5 278,0

0,90 3080 67,0 - 187,0 294,0
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Le comportament,dans le processus de durcissement,des certaines compositions
du Systeme 3CaO.SiO2 - 2CaO.SiO2 - 2BaO.SiO2
The behaviour of certain compositions belonging to the 3CaO.SiO2 - ^.3
2CaO.SiO2 - 2BaO.SiO2 system, daring hardening thereof.

SOKiAIRE:Le systems 3CaO.Si02 - 2CaO.SiO2 - 2BaO.SiC>2 präsente une importance essentielle 
pour les ciments silicates, de calcium et baryum.
Les compositions considers dans le systems 3CaO.SiO2 - 2CaO.SiO2 - 2BaO.SiO2 ont 6t6 
analyses sous 1’aspect de la formation des phases minSralogiques et de leur rdactivit^ 
par rapport ä I'eau.
La formation des phases minSralogiques a 6t6 evalu^e ä 1’aide de la diffractometric a 
rayon X.
En tant que phases , ont 6t4 raises en evidence le silicate tricalcique et solutions 
solides de silicate dicalcique - silicate dibaryque.
La formation des solutions solides 2CaO.SiO2 - 2BaO.SiO2 determine une augmentation du 
degre de desordre de la structure, avec effets positifs sur 1'activite hydraulique . 
L'activite hydraulique a ete evalu6e par determinations de : la conductivite electrique en 
suspensions aqueuses , la resistance mecanique et le degre de hydratation.
Les resultats obtenus permetent 1* appreciation du comportament liant des certaines compo
sitions appartenant au systfeme 3CaO.SiO2 - 2CaO.SiO2 - PBaO.SiOg.

0 sistema 3CaO.SiC>2 ~ ZCaO.SiC^ - ZBaO.SiC^ e essencialmente importante para os sili
cates de cimento de cälcio e de bärio.

As composicoes consideradas no sistema 3CaO.SiO2 - 2CaO.SiO2 - 2BaO.SiO2 foram anali- 
sadas sob о aspecto da formaeäo de fases mineralogicas e de sua reatividade em relaqäo ä agua.

A formaqäo das fases mineralogicas foi avaliada por meio de difratometria de raio X.

No que se refere äs fases, foram evidenciados o.silicato tricälcico e solucoes soli- 
das de silicato bicalcico - silicate dibärico.

A formaeäo das solucoes solidas 2CaO.SiO2 - 2BaO.SiO2 determina urn aumento do grau 
de desordem da estrutura, com efeitos positivos sobre a atividade hidräulica.

A atividade hidräulica foi avaliada atraves de determinapoes de: condutividade ele- 
trica em suspensöes aquosas, resistencia mecänica e grau de hidratapao.

Os resultados obtidos permitem a apreciapao do comportamento ligante de certas compo- 
sipoes pertencentes ao sistema 3CaO.SiO2 - 2CaO.SiO2 - 2BaO.SiO2.
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The behaviour of certain compositions belonging to the 3CaO.SiO„ - 2CaO.SiC^ -
- 2BaO.SiO2 system, during hardening thereof. 2 2
Le comportament, dans le processus de durcissement, des certaines compositions 
du Systeme 3CaO.SiO2 - 2CaO.SiO2 - 2Ba0.S102

INTRODUCTION
Le Systeme 3CaO.SiO2 - 2CaO.SiO2 - 

2BaO.SiO2 (C^S - CgS - B2S) pre'sente une 
importance essentielle pour les ciments 
silicatiques de calcium et baryum.

Dans le cadre du Systeme C-^S - C2S - 
B2S, le silicate dicalcique et le silicate 
dibarique forment par substitution isomor- 
phique des cristaux mixtes, en composition 
mCeO . nBaO . SiOg, ou m + n = 2 /1-4/.

La substitution des atomes de calcium, 
dans le reseau de 1'orthosilicate de cal
cium, par des atomes de baryum, conduit ä 
1'accomplissement de la stabilisation des 
changements en haute tempe'rature du silicate 
dicalcique .

RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAL ET LEUR 
INTERPRETATION
Pour mettre en Evidence I’e'volution 

des propri^tes liantes dans le systems 
CjS - C2S - B2S, on a considd’r^ les compo
sitions ternaires, pre'sente'es en pourcen- 
tages oxydjques et min^ralogiques dans le 
Tableau Nr.l.

maintenus ä la temperature maxima a О 
jusqu’a 4 heures, apres quo! ils ont e't£ 
refroidis rapidement.

Apres chaque traitement thermique, 
on a poursu’’vi la formation des phases 
mine'ralogiques, par diffraction des rayons 
X et on a determine' par analyse chimique 
le contenu en oxyde de calcium libre.

Les compositions traitees thermique- 
ment pendant 4 heures ä 145o°C ont presen
ts les moindres valaurs d’oxyde de cal
cium non-lid (au-dessous de 1%), raison 
pour laquelle elles ont etd choisies en 
vue de tester le oomportement liant.

Il est bien connu que les proprie'te's 
liantes d’un ciment sent en dependance de 
son degre de dispersion et de sa composi
tion en phases. En ce qui concerne leur 
£tat de dispersion, les compositions 
ternaires consid^rdes dans le systems 
C^S-CgS-BgS ont etS ramene'es aus surfaces 
specifiques Blaine, contenues dans 1'inter- 
valle a valeurs de 4135 - 4245 cm /g. La 
composition en phases a e'td analyses par

no. Composition oxydique Composition mineralogique
( % Gr) (% Gr)

Ca0 Ba0 Si02 C^S C2S B2S

1 62,51 8,36 29,13 45 45 10
2 55,52 16,72 27,76 4o 4o 2o
3 48,58 25,08 26,34 35 35 3o
4 67,8o 4,18 28,o2 47,5o 47,50 5
5 58,6o 8,36 33,o4 - 9o Id

6 66,32 8,36 25,32 9o - lo
7 56,81 16,72 26,46 55 25 2o

Les compositions prtfs entdes dans le mestucages de la diffraction des rayons X,
Tableau Nr.l ont et£ obtenues ä partir de a 1'aide d 'un diffractometre Karl-Zeiss
CaCO-., Ba CO- et SiO2 (non-cristallin), tous Jena TUR-M-62. Les re'sultats obtenus ont
de haute puretrf (au-dessus de 99,8%). A mis en e'vidence, dans toutes les composi-

partir des mixtures dosses conformrfmen t au tions consider£es, la presence de deux
Tableau Nr.l et homogtfndis <?ea d'une manlere phases; en silicate trlcalcique et en
appropriee, on a realist. par compression solutions solides de ^-silicate dicalci-
a lloo - 12oo daN/cm , des compositions qui que. Dans les cristaux mixtes de
ont dtd traittfa thermiquement dans I'inter- oc-CgS (sa), la substitution des atomes 
valle de temperature de 135o 8 145ooC. de calcium par des atomes de baryum pro-
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que la defoematicn de la cellule ^Ij’men- t
taijre du cc-CgS, c’est ä dlie son allonge- 
ment seien 1’axe "a", comme il en ressoit 
des donnees piesent^es dags le Tableau Nr.2.

Dans le Tableau Nr.2, on a fait 
inscrire les dimensions de la cellule 616- 

mentaire pour oCCgS (indexes dans /5/, 
comma aussi celles correspondantes aux 
cristaux mixtes (a proportions variables 
de B2S) :

Tableau Nr.2

Compo
sition

Parametres de la cellule 
yiymentaire /Д/

a b c

10,73 18,41 6,75-
1 11,o7 18,4o 6,74
2 11,47 18,37 6,71
3 12,o5 IS,3o 6,6o

Le comportement des compos!tions 
terrtaires etudi^es, concernant la capacite 
d"interaction avec 1’eau et de cb'veloppe- 
ment de certaines structures resistantes 
de durcissement est mis en e'vidence,d"une 
maniere corrobor<fe, par :
- mesurag.es de conductivity yiectrique 

des suspensions aqtieuses;
- determinations des degree de hydratatiorr;
- yvaluation des resistances mecaniques a 

la compression.
La conductivity yiectrique des sus

pensions aqueuses, determinye avec le con— 
ductimetre type OK - lo2/l AADELKIS - 
EOTOABY, est presentee dans la figure Nr.I.

Fig.l - La domductlwity yiectrique 
des suspensions aqueuses

Les rysultats obtenus mettent en 
evidence des crossances importantes de la 
conductivity des suspensions aqueuses, en 
particulier dans les premieres 15 minutes 
s’ensuivant apres la dispersion dans 1’eau 
dyionises de la composition pulverulent.

Sn ce qui concerns la reactivity, les 
compositions examinees peuvent Stre repar
ties en trois categories ;
- les compositions 3,6 et 7 - les plus 

reactives;
- les compositions 2,1 et 4 - avec une 

reactivity intermedia ire;
- la composition 5 - moine.reactive

La repartition par groupes des sept 
compositions prdcitees a 6t6 justifiye 
soft par le contenu У1еуУ en Ba2+ (la com

position 3), soft par la valeur importante 
du silicate tricalcique dans leur composi
tion (6,7) dans le cas des compositions 
plus reactives, comme asussi par la grande 
proportion d"orthosilicate de calcium (5) 
dans le cas de la composition moine reactive.

Le degre de Hydratation в У1У dyter- 
т!пУ par des mesurages roentgenograph!qties, 
effectues apres 1,3,7 et respectivement 
21 jous a partir de la ryalisation des 
pates avec le rapport eau/Iiant; o,4.

Les resultats obtenus sent presentys 
graphiqueoient dans la figure Nr.2.

'«F
=5
В»-

4 5 6

Fig.2 —La variation du degre de Hydratation1



Suite aux donn^es enregistr6es,on peut 
faire les affirmations suivantes:
- le plus important degr4 de Hydratation a 
£t£ observe a la composition 6, consequen
ce de son contenu eiev4 en silicate trical- 
cique;

- pour les compositions 3 et 7, аргбз 21 
jours de durcissement, on obtient des 
degr4s de Hydratation гарргосНёв, malgrS 
leur differentiation en ce qui concerns les 
compositions (voir le Tableau Nr.l);il en 
ressort que la proportion plus eiev£e en 
BgS - comme solution solide avec COS de la 
composition 3- fait balancer la baisse du 
contenu en C^S par rapport a la composition 
7(dans les limites oil cette baisse a euKeu);

- pour toutes les autres compositions on 
peut constater un parallelisms distinct 
avec les resultats des determinations de la 
conductlvite eiectrlque — mesurage de I'in— 
tensite de 1’hydrolyse initiale en suspen
sions aqueuses de Hants.

Le comportament mecanlque a 6te evalue 
par determinations de resistance mecanlque 
& la compression, sur microechantillons 
avec ^-2omm et h=2omm,realises ä partlr des 
mortiers normaux (la granulometric du sable 
o,16-o,25mm),conserves en atmosphere humide. 

Les valeurs des resistance mecanlques & 
la compression sont representees dans Flg.3.

40'0

M-g,3,-La r#letance mecanlque & la 

compression

Les r&ultats enregistres mettent en 
Evidence d'importantes croissances des 
resistances mecanlques, particaliSrement 
dans les premiers 7 jours de durcisse
ment.

Les plus grandes resistances meca- 
niques , apr6s 21 jours, ont 6te obtenues 
pour les compositions 3,6 et 7 , succedees 
aux differences de plus en plus importan
tes par les compositions 2, 1 , 4 et 5.

Le comportament mecanlque differen- 
cie est en relation avec la composition 
mineraloglque et avec la structure des 
phases presentes.

De cette maniSre , leg compositions 
6 et 7 julssent d'un contenu eieve en 
silicate tricalclque , mats aussi de la 
presence positive du Ba^+ dans le reseau 

oC de 1’orthosilicate de calcium, L@ 
röle positlf du Ba^+ ressort d’ une 
manlSre convaincante du comportement 
general de la composition 3 ( avec le 
contenu le plus dievd en Ba2+ ) , 1’effet 
favorable du Ba2+ representant en fait 

une totalisation de plusieurs effets,
O’une part , le Ba2+ intervient dans 

le processus de synthase des phases 
mlneralogiques , par la formation d'une 
phase Intermediaire sillceuse - riche en 
Ba qul faclllte les processus de 
diffusion , probablement & I*aide  des 
structures "ddrangees", & grande concen
tration de ddfauts /1,4/,

D’autre part , le Ba2*,  par son Inte

gration en cristaux mlxtes avec 1’ortho- 
slllcate de calcium, joue aussi un double 
r81e positlf :

- 11 determine la stabilisation plus 
reactive de la forme et m&ne & la
realisation des cristaux mlxtes , dont 
la structure presents une grande concen
tration de defauts, fait qui apporte 
son contribatlon & la croissance de la 
reactlvlte / 1/ ;

- en meme temps, la presence du



2*  __ ■.Ba l«Ttriine une oin^tique асс^Хёгёе 
dee processus de hydratetlon-hydrolyse, an 
urgentant la formation des hydro-silicates 
et le durcissement du systime liant.

CONCLUSIONS
Les recherohes effectue'ee ont eu en 

vue la misa en Evidence des propri^te's lian- 
tes dans le systems C^S - C2S - B2S, les 
correlations de celles-ci avec la composi
tion des masses affdrentes, у compris les 
applications a lg production des certains 
ciments sprfclaux.

Les rdsultats obtenus ont d^montre 
qua 1’integration du Ba2+ - par substitu
tion isomprphe du Ca2+ dans le reseau de 

I’orthosilicata de calcium - en stabill- 
sant C2S (ss) dans la forme cC. en tant 
qua structure reactive, apporte eon con
tribution a 1’accroissement de la cindti- 
que de durcissement des Hants synthetisds. 
Ce comportement est ressorti de la rdacti- 
vitd chimique accrue par rapport a I’eau, 
exprimde par dee mesurages de la conductivi- 
td dlectrlque des suspensions aqueuses, 
par l’dvaluatlon du degrd de hydratation 
et aussl deg resistances mdcaniquee ä la 
compression.

Les resultats obtenus ont mis en evi
dence le röle determinant de la composition 
mindralogiqua et de la structure dqs phases 
presentes, comma aussi la possibilitd de 
pouvoir obtanir - par des modifications 
addquates conoernant les caracteriatiques 
pre'cltdes.- des ciments a haute resistance 
mdcanique.
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F. TRIVINO, Docteur de Sciences Chimiques, CSIC Institut Eduardo Torroja (Madrid) Espana 1

CIMENT FOTOU COMME EVITER LEUR DEGRADATION DES RESISTENCES MECANIQUES

ALUMINOUS CEMENT; HOW AVOID DEGRADING OF MECANIQUE RESISTENCE 3.3

SUMARY: The strength of aluminous cement specimens decreases all the time crystaline structure transforms the. 

hexagonal system into cubic one. Such a transformation appears in a variable way as temperature changes.

The strength decrease may be avoided by different methods. Here two processes are examinated in which 

the thermal treatment is limited to the plastic phase of cement setting, and the strength increases as a 

consequence of the formation of calcium aluminate carbonate hydrates. The first process is made by mixing 
aluminous cement with calcium carbonate up to twenty per cent, and the second one corresponds to the thermal 

treatment in a CO^ atmosphere.

Tests are fulfilled on both specimens 4 x 4 x 16 cm of cement pastes and silica mortars. Results show 
the strength variations as functions of temperature and duration of thermal treatment for different humidity 

conditions. He'nce optimum processes have been proposed. .

A resistencia do corpo de prova de cimento aluminoso diminui todas as vezes que a estru 
tura cristalina se transforma de sistema hexagonal em cübico. Esta transformacäo aparece de 
maneira variävel quando a temperatura se altera.

A diminuicao da resistSncia pode ser evitada por diferentes metodos. Aqui säo examina- 
dos dois processos nos quais о tratamento termico e limitado ä fase plästica da pega do cimen 
to, e a resistencia aumenta em consequencia da formagao de hidratos de carboaluminato de cal- 
cio. 0 primeiro processo consiste na mistura de cimento aluminoso com carbonato de cälcio a
te 20°6, e о segundo corresponde ao tratamento termico numa atmosfera de C02

Foram testados corpos de prova de 4 x 4 x 16 cm, de pastas de cimento e de argamassas 
de silica. Os resultados mostram que as resistencias variam em funpäo da temperatura e dura- 
cao do tratamento termico em diferentes condiföes de umidade. Por isso foram propostos os 
processos otimos.



1. EFFET DE LÄDDITION DE CALCAIRE AU CIMENT FONDU

1.1. Experimental

Avec des proportions Variables de CaCO de 0%, 15%, et 
20% et du ciment fondu, des 6prouvettes prismatiques 
de 4 x 4 x 16 cm furent confectionnSes.

Trois types de traitement furent effectu^s:

1. Les Sprouvettes sont placSes en Chambre humide,On
procSde ä les dämouler 19 heures aprfes leur ргбра 
ration. "*

2. Le ciment, 1eau  et les moules sont chaufffe ä 
5080. Une fois que les Sprouvettes et les moules 
sont confectionnSs, ils sont maintenus ä 5080 pen 
dant 19 heures. On procäde ä dSmouler les öprouve 
ttes, qui sont placSes pendant 24 heures en charr^ 
bre humide.

*

3. Les Sproyvettes dSmoulSes, qui 5taient restSes 8i 
5080 sont introduites dans un recipient herm^tique 
[fig. ni 1) ä 5080 et sont trait^es avec 00 ä 
une pression de 0,14N pendant 5 heures. Oe ?emps 
ayant pris fin, elles sont introduites en chambre 
humide pendant 19 heures.

1.2. Resultats

Les rfeultats de rupture Й compression et 5 flexion, 
ainsi que ceux obtenus des difractogrammes des rayons 
X, des intensitös relatives des composes: CA, CAH , 
CgAHg» c^» son^ utillsSs pour confeciSo-
nner les graphlques de la figure n® 2.

1.3. Interpretation et Conclusions

1.-  La resistance Й compression, dans les trois trait
tements, 
te.

augmente si le contenu de CaCO3 augmen—

Fie.a

2. La resistance Й compression augmente-pour 20% de 
CaCO , en effectuant les traltments thermique et 
de COg.

3. II у а, Й гбаИзег le traitement thermique, une 
diminution de la resistance ä compression
—lorsqu il n'y a pas d'aditlon de calcite— & cause 
de la reaction de CA--- ► САН4Г--- * C AH , dind-
nuant le САНщ et le CA, qui remonte au moyen d'un 
traitement avec 00^ avec passage partial de

V CC^AH^ at autres carboaluminates calci 
ques hydrates.

4. La concentration de AH3 se maintient dans les di
fractogrammes -ce qui indique la croissance propor 
tionnelle— si la quantite de CaC0_ augmente, c'est 
ä dire, 10, 15 et 20% respectivement.

5. Si on effectue les traitements й 500C avec CO , la 
concentration de CaC03 detectee dans les difracto
grammes dlrrtinue, ce qui indique que lorsque les 
echantillons sont chauffes, le CaCOy r6actionne 
avec les aluminates, c'est pourquoi, rien qu'avec 
le traitement thermique, on obtient d^jfi la forma
tion des carboaluminates calciques hydrates sans 
qu il salt nScessalre d'ajouter CO^, et en conse
quence on obtient 1'augmentation des resistances 
mScaniques.

Las resistances Й flexion dindnuent avec le traite 
ment thermique et tendent Й se recupSrer par carbo 
natation avec CO^, ce qui indique que le type de



cristaux produits par le traitement thermique (pen 
tagnnes dodScaSdres du CgAH ) offre une plus petf 
te resistance ä la flexion que les hexagonels du 
CAH1(j’ produits Par le traitement ä 20BC,et aussi 
que les cristaux de carboaluminate calcique hydra 
t5s sous forme d'aiguilles (provoquSs par la rSac 
tion avec le CaC:03 ou avec le CO ) que favorisent" 
les resistances ä flexion. Et finalement, lorsque 
des cristaux de calcite se forment (rhomboSdres), 
les resistances ä flexion diminuent й nouveau. De 
cette fagon les resistances ä flexion augmentent 
par traitement thermique au chaud lorsque la con
centration de CaC03 augmente dans le melange et/ou 
si 1 on traite les melanges plus riches en CaCO 
avec C02 (effet synergique) par formation de car
boaluminates.

2. ETUDE DU TEMPS DE TRAITEMENT AVEC ADITION DE CAL
CITE

2.1. Experimental

Oomparaison entre deux types de traitement.

1. Les eprouvettes prismatiques de 4 x 4 x 16 cm con 
fectionnees avec ciment alumineux et 2O‘/= de CaCo", 
avec.jöne relation eau-ciment de 0,235;4, traitees3 
a 20SC en Chambre humide pendant 2, 4 et 14 jours.

2. Eprouvettes egales aux premieres, curves ä 50SC 
avec C02, Й 2, 3, 4, 6, 9 et 14 jours.

2.2. Resultats

Les resultats apparaissent dans la figure ns 3.

Dans les deux cas on observe une augmentation des r6 
sistances ä flexion et ä compression avec un temps ~ 
superieur aux precedents et une chute dans les resis 
tances ä flexion entre 9 et 14 jours, dues au passa- 
Gre de carboaluminates a carbonate calcique, par de
composition des precedents avec le carbonique. De ce 
Qui vient d @tre dit, on peut deduire que la forma
tion de carbonate calcique par meteorisation impli- 
que une recuperation des resistances a flexion ini
tiales et une montee des resistances a compression.

3. MORTIERS SILICIGUES

3.1. Preparation des eprouvettes

Dans un malaxeur normalise, d'apras le RC-75, 1.500 
grs de sable silicique normalise, 500 gr de ciment 
alumineux et 214 ml.d'eau deionisee furent melanges. 
Dne partie du mortier fut placee dans un moule, avec 
trois empreintes prismatiques de 4 x 4 x 16 cm situe 
sur une machine a secousses normalisee, d'aprSs le 
RC-75.

3.2. Le traitement des eprouvettes

Le moule couvert avec une lame en plastique [pour 
viter I'ensablement superficiel) est place dans un 
autocuiseur (fig. l) oü sont effectues les traite-

FIG. 3

ments au chaud ou a temperature ambiante avec CO . 
Les moules, ou seulement les eprouvettes d6mouiees 
sont separes avec des liteaux, pour eviter le con
tact entre eux et avec 1'eau qui se trouve quelques 
fois au fond de 1'autocuiseur. Le couvercle de 1'auto 
cuiseur a une soupape de sOrete qu'il faut ouvrir “ 
pour retiree.

Dans le couvercle il у a aussi un tuyau pour I'accSs 
des gaz, et un manomStre (fig. 1).

Les traitements effectufe avec les Eprouvettes de 
mortier alumineux on 5tE les suivants;

- - 2--------2O8C135«: l'*' ’ —Dh CO
:C02^20-2h208C-7h1°5eCC02 

' -H20-10h105SCC02-H20

1.2^BCD02-H20

2.5^8CC02-H20-5h1a5SC-2h1059GC0.

3.2r,05" GC02-H20-14h208C. =•-1a5flC-' 

4.7h1058Grn .л., n nu20eC

5.5h1O58G

859 c6.72h CO -HO
702Q г 2

7.72h CO -H O
95BC г 2

8.19h C02-H20
9»72h C- (cubique) Patron

208010.72h - (hexagonale) Patron

2 Eprouvettes

2 »

2 "

2 "

6 "

3 ”

6 "

6 ••

1 "

2 "



3.3. Resultats

La porositS des Sprouvettes a dtä mesur^e; dont le 
r&ultat a 6t6:

Folds de 1'Eprouvette dSssechEe ä 1059C — jusqu'ä 
pesEe constante

P2= Folds de 1'Eprouvette saturEe d'eau
Ру= Poids sous l'eau de 1'Eprouvette saturEe d'eau

Nous appelons porositS le cotient entre le colume des 
pores ouverts, - P^ et le (volume apparent)

(P2 -
PorositS = ■" ' -" ■ 1 ■ ■ = WO 

P^ - P„2 3
Les intensitEs relatives de DA dans 2Ö = 29,969 pour 

cuivre = 1,54 8; ^AH^ dans 20 = 17,20s; du -AH^ 
dans 20 = 18,27s; du CaCOq dans 2a = 29,40S;du 
cC4AH1a dans 29 = 11.649 et dans CAH1 dans 20 «6,17s 
□nt Ste mesurSes.

L'augmentation du poids des Eprouvettes fut mesurE; 
elles pesaient de 1'ordre de 595 ä 610 gr et osci— 
llait de 0 ä 15 gr au maximum.

Ont StS analyses: le contend en la perte au feu, 
l'eau ä 110sC et 1'eau combinSe, dont il n'y a pas 
de donnSes, n'ayant pas trouve de corrSlations. Les 
donnfies obtenues sont representEes dans la fig. 4.

Lorsqu'on observe les resultats des traitements
9 (cubique) et 10 (Hexagonal), nous trouvons que 
dans le cas du n® 9 cubique, les rfisistances 3 fle
xion et 3 compression et le contenu de DA diminuent 
et les teneurs en C^AH^. et en AH^ augmentent. La di
minution des rEsistances mScaniques, de la conver
sion de 1'exagonal au cubique, peut Stre compensEes 
par carbonetation, comme le traitement ns 3 indique.

Darts la fig. 4 on peut observer que le traitement n®1 
est insuffisant en tant que temps de carbonatation, 
Stant donnE que la teneur en C^AhL est grande et pe
tite en cC. Le traitement n® 2 naugmente pas les rS 
sistances mScaniques puisque, pendant la deuxiSme Sta 
pe du traitement la tempErature s'SlSve 3 1108C, 
1'Eprouvette se dessSehe et absorbe mal le CO^. Les 
caractEristtques des composants produits sont similai 
res 3 celles du ler cas. Le traitement n® 3 amEliore 
les rfeistances mScaniques atteignant des valeurs pra 
tiquament Egales aux initiales , avec le mSme temps 
de carbonatation et une deuxiSme Etape du traitement 
3 une tempSrature plus basse (20s). Dans les difrac— 
tugrairunes on observe une descente du C^AH' , une ElEva 
tion de la teneur en CaCO^, ayant comme resultat 
1'augmentation cLe poids de 1'Eprouvette.

Avec le traitement n® 4, le temps de carbonatation 
augment (7 heures), le rEsistance 3 flexion cependant 
diminue, la rEsistance 3 compression augments lSg8re—
ment, et la teneur en СТаПТ^ et C^AH, 
qui tzeut dire qu'il n'est pas rental 

s'abaisse, ce 
e par rapport

au prEcEdent.

Le traitement n® 5 dome le maximum de CaCO^, une di 
minution consEquence du С^АН^ qui se dEcompose, une 
augmentation de la rEsistance 3 compression et une 
dimtnution de- la rEsistance 3 flexion. Dens ce cas, 
le temps de carbonatation est aussi infErieur au prE 
cEdent. Les rEsistances 3 flexion diminuent et les
rEsistances 3 compression augmentent lorsqu'il у a 
formation de carbonate calcique.
Les traitements nss 6 et 7, trSs longs (72 heures], 
arrivent 3 des rEsistances plus grandes 3 compres
sion mais avec des rEsistances 3 flexion semblables
3 celles de forme cubique qui, d'aprSs les difracte- 
grammes, disparaft lorsque la tempErature du trait®- 
ment avec C0^ est de 85SC, et il res te urr peui
lorsque le traitement avec GCJ^ est effectue Ä 7ÜaC»



Finalement, le traitement qui a donn6 les meilleurs
rSsultats en tant que resistance ä compression, c'est 
le traitement nS 9. Dans celui—1§, la carbonatation
s'effectue durant 19h ä 95SC avec CO^ $ 0,14 MPa en 
milieu humide, et le traitement se poursuit sans CO^ 
en milieu humide, pendant 43 heures, § 1102(1. Dans ce
cas 1'aluminate calci qua disparait cpmplStement, et
la formation de calcite est plus faible que dans le 
cas prScSdent; l'Sprouvette ä une augmentation de 
poids relatif trSs forte (io grammes), c'est 9 dire 
3,!, r6el de 1'augmentation du poids, il у a formation 
de quelque apr9s la carbonatation - avec le CA
cui restalt avec le traitement avec DO , en chauf— 
fant 1'Eprouvette 9 nouveau—. La resistance ä com
pression est remarcable, 90 MPa, bien que la flexion 
descende 9 7,2 MPa; la porositE du mortier est la 
plus basse obtenue.

3.4. Observations

— Lorsque les Eprouvettes sont curEes sous 1'eau, la 
rfisistance 9 compression descend et la rEsistance 
9 flexion eugmente, ce qui, dans la pratique,n'est 
pas utilisable; mais il faut en tenir campte pour 
obtenir des rEsultats comparatifs.

— L'augmentation de poids dans les Eprouvettes s'avS 
re la mEthode plus simple et plus Economique 9 
prouver le degrS de carbonatation des Eprouvettes, 
et il est en relation avec l'augmentation des re
sistances 9 compression, Etant donnE que cette for 
mation est due 9 la formation de calcite, aragoni
te et/ou vatErite.

— Pendant 1'hydratation du ciment alumineux 9 20SC, 
une partie de 1'aluminate calcique rest toujours 
sans s'hydrater. Si le temps d'hydratation au 
chaud a EtS süffisant, tout 1'aluminate monocalci— 
que est hydratE.

Si la carbonatation a durS et a EtE süffisante, 11 
ле doit pas pester d'aluminate tricalcique hexahi- 
dratS car celui-19 doit se dEcomposer, par carbona— 
tation, en aragonite, vatErite, calcite, alumine 
et/ou hydroxides d'aluminium,

A fin de trouver les conditions optimales du traite
ment, dans un temps raisonnable, une autre sErie 
d'Eprouvettes prismatiques de 4 x 4 x 16 cm fut prE- 
parEe avec: 5D0 gr de ciment alumineux, 1.500 gr de 
sable normalisE et 220 ml d'eau dEionisEe. Les moules 
des trois Eprouvettes fut chauffE9 100aC ainsi que 
le cimerit, 1'eau et le sable. La tempErature du mou 
le des Eprouvettes fOt maintenue 9 1'intErieur du 
cuiseur pendant 4 heures. Elies furent ensuite dEmou 
lEes et soumises aux traitements et aux cures sol
vents :

1. 24 heures 9 100®C avec eau et COg cure 24 heures 
sous eau

2. 28 heures 9 20аС avec eau et CO cure 24 heures 
9 1'air

2. 24 heures 9 208(3 avec eau et CO curE 24 heures 
9 1 'air

4. 24 heures 1005(3 .avec eau et CO cure 24 heures 
Chambre humide

5. 24 heures 100aC avec eau et CO cure 24 heures 
9 1'air

Les rEsultats des rEsistances mEcaniques 9 flexion 
et compression se trouvent dans la figure n8 5.
On observe l'augmentation des rEsistances 9 flexion 
lorsque la cure est effectuEe sous 1'eau ou avec 
humiditE 9 saturation. De toute fagon notre opinion 
est que les augmentations de la rEsistance mEcani- 
que, de quelque 2 f.Fa, ne se produisent pasen rEa
litE, car les ouvrages ne subissent pas ces condi
tions d'humiditE, done, les rEsultats sont fictifs. 
La REsistance 9 compression la plus ElevEe se trou- 
ve dans les deux demiers traitements qul impliquent 
un temps ElevE de 24 heures de carbonatation.

50--- 1-- •--- >---1------ —1 2 3 4 5
№ de le Traitements 

FIG.5
La carbonatation pourrait 8tre effectuEe Industrie - 
llement en utilisant les gaz de combustion qui se 
put dent tr9s souvent sans utilisation ultErieure 
dans de numbreuses industries; de mSme les tempEra— 
tures employEes peuvent Stre obtenues avec les gaz 
industriels entre 80®С et lOOSC qui se perdent dans 
de nombreux proc9s, tels que fusions de fer et autres 
mStaux, centrales thermiques, chauffage, fabrication 
de ciments, de fer, de sucre, en gSnEral de tout pro 
c9s industriel qui comporte une combustion, surtout 
dans les cas 8u la rEcupEration de chaleur n'est pas 
effectuEe avec efficacitS.

Les procSs, en gEnEral implique une accElEration des 
ph8nom9nes qui se succ9dent d'une fagon naturalle



dans 1'Hydratation di ciment alumineux tout au long 
de plusieurs ann6es..Si on accSl^re ces procSs, les 
reactions Intermfedes sont fevitSes, avec une feconomie 
d'eau consumfee, ce qui bfenSficie les resistances тй- 
caniques et empfeche leur degradation» Il у a une se~ 

, rie de rfeactions qui, mSme 6tant thermodinantiquement 
stables au contact avec le gaz carbonique de l'air, 
cessent de l'fitre; ce qui produit une augmentation 
des resistances mecaniques et une diminution dans 
les resistances fe flexion, mats toujours plus peti- 
tes сце celles produites par une conversion ä tra
vers 1'aluminate calcique deca—hydrate.
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J. F. MacDowell, Corning Glass Works, Sullivan Park FR-53, Corning, New York 14831 USA

Hydrogarnet-Gehlenite Hydrate Cements from CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 Glasses
Cimcnts de Granate Hydrate-Hydrate de Gehlenite des Verres du Systeme CaO-Al2Oj-SiO2 3'3

SiO? (<15^) compositions^
SiO^ -- - - ’

composition region between 45D6 and 55^ 
hydraulic cements containing hydrogarnet 

T*  A a VA 1 i m Л -Fa r, kz...*  1П 1 Г _  2 __

ment  „
taneoGs precipitation of'the" i,,s± „lerlal to
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Evaluation of these cements for commercial use is suggested.

SUMMARY: Calcium aluminosilicate glasses within a
CaO, 12°6 and 26’» SiCK, and 22°6 and 40°6 Al70, formed 
L3AH6 and gehlenite hydrate (C7ASH„). 'ru- ~ 
particle size and a uniform specific „
tryators. The majority of glass cements withinthe alcd 3L, 
[C ASH 1 SThetl1al1tertnhSlliCatea(gr0SSUlar) garnet [С3АЗхНГ6 2x)] and gehlenite 
IL2ash8J The latter phase was dominant in cements with greater)than 20 wt % SiO 
former phase dominant in cements with less than 15’« SiO.,. 2

............Although C2AH8 "superhydrate” was observed first during 25°C cure of the lower 
r-sicei 1 ‘т к , ’ hydrogarnet was the dominant phase before the final set At higher 
(>15%) levels, both hydrogarnet and gehlenite hydrate formed directly. gh

,_^„/SCannln^ electron microscopy indicates that hydration of the higher SiO. glass ce
Unearly to completion, indicating a hydration mechanism invXing timuI 

Taje^ial, 1ro. gehlenite hydrate vis a vis the 
. j ajum£na cements.

composition region between 45% and

The glasses were ground to about 10-15 microns average 
surface^area^of 3500 to 5000 cm2/g and cured without ac- 
"1“- area^studied formed a mixture of hydrogar

1Г Лс u 1 ■'_J ’’ hydrate
and the

CaO, T2 - 26%ddeSSiO dn c?lcio com Vma regiäo de composicao entre 45-55% de
C,AH a e hidrato de g^lenita'rc ASM i 2n3 £™ra™ “^ntos hidraulicos cor.tendo hidrogranada 
la tn 1C ' “ gelenita (C2ASHg). Os yidros foram moidos ate urn tamanho medio de narticn sem at дЯ"нпЛ1СГОА5 uma/^a.dg superficie especlfica de 3.500 a 5.000 У/g“ e curadS 
lucäo L A maioria. dos cimentos de vidro na area estudada formaram: uma mistura de so-
gelenita^C ASH ^ldr°8ia”?da com granada de silicato (grossular) [C-AS H,, 7 a e hidrato de 
e a primeiri ulPma fase era dominante em cimentos com mail di peso de SiO,

a primeira era dominante em cimentos com menos de 15% de SiO - F
composicöesEcomrsin "mal^Н8 f??^e observado primeiro durante a cura a 25°C das 
nai г5®- 5 °2.mals balX0 (<15%), a hidrogranada era a fase dominante antes da nesa fi
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паДя establIldade termica e quimica caracterizam os cimentos predominantemente de hidraerra 
nada enquanto resistencias altas (TS-Z5M psi) porosidades muito baixas ( 1 a 10’1 e infr 
Iidade acima de 100°C säo caracteristicas dos cimentos de hidrato de gelenita. } lnStabl-

Sugere-se a avalia^ao destes cimentos para uso comercial.



I. Introduction

Since the late 1960'8, the structural (load-bearing) 
uses of calcium aluminate cements have been severely re
stricted or banned in most countries of the world. These 
CA-based high alumina cements carry a stigma of unreali- 
ability that originates from several catastrophic fail
ures in England and on the Continent.1 The failures were 
traced to chemical instability of the first-formed hy
drate phases, САНю and C2AHe, which tend to "convert" 
over time to СэАН6 (hydrogarnet) and AH3 (gibbsite), re
leasing considerable water during the process. The con
version can be accompanied by up to 50% densification, 
increases in porosity, and dramatic losses in strength.2

Although several means have been devised to reduce 
the chances or extent of conversion (e.g., reducing the 
w/c ratio, organic additions, curing and maintaining use 
temperatures below 30eC), structural use of high alumina 
cements (НАС) is still considered a poor risk.3

The underlying logic in the current study is that 
СэА-based cements should, from a purely chemical stand
point, form the higher hydrates (CAHI0 and C2AH8) much 
less readily than the commercial CA-based varieties. In 
other words, compositional restrictions of the same type 
as when lower water content tends to limit conversion to 
higher hydrates should prevail when, at the C3A ratio, 
there is always sufficient CaO available to form the 
stable СзАНв phase.

To further assist the kinetics of hydrogarnet forma
tion in the СзА-based cements, but to decrease the over
all rate of hydration to a manageable level, the author 
chose to center this study of cement formation and hy
draulic activity around CaO-AlzOa-SiOa glasses along the 
C3A-S compositional tie-line.

Perhaps the most significant consequence of this 
study was the discovery of stable gehlenite hydrate ce
ments that did not require activators for their forma
tion. Locher* extensively studied hydration of CaO-Al2O3 
-SiO2 glasses and concluded: 1) activators such as 
portland cement clinker, gypsum, or Ca(OH)2 were required 
to produce practical rates of hydration in glasses near 
the gehlenite stoichiometry, and 2) a major gehlenite hy
drate constituent of strength could only be inferred be
cause of the conversion of gehlenite hydrate to hydrogar
net by the excess lime in the activators.

*To eliminate the strong exothermic effect upon the tem
perature of certain fast-setting cements, curing was 
selectively accomplished by squeezing the pastes between 
two 0.5 cm thick steel or aluminum metal plates.

In the current study, stable gehlenite hydrate ce
ments were formed directly from glass cements without 
activators. Furthermore, some of these cements displayed 
high early strength and an unusually dense structure. A 
rather broad compositional range of glass cements were 
found that cured to a mixture of the two hydrated phases, 
hydrogarnet (HG) and gehlenite hydrate (GH).

II. Experimental

To obtain inclusion-free glass, one kilogram of 
oxide batch was,!) dry ballmilled to achieve homogeneity, 
2) melted in 500 cc 80 platinum-20 rhodium crucibles at 
1550-1650®C for 2 hour», and 3) quenched between water- 
cooled steel rollers or poured into cold tap-water (dri- 
gaged).

The quenched ribbon or drigage cullet was then 
crushed in a Bico crusher and ballmilled in a #1 Jar 
using 7/8" Al203 cylinders for about 8 hours to an 
average particle diameter of between 8 and 15 microns. 
Specific surface area (Blaine) was measured on selected 
glass powders and varied between 3500 and 5000 cm2/g.

Raw materials used for the glass melts with their 
respective oxide equivalents are as follows:

Batch Material Oxide
Supersil (-200 mesh) Sand SiO2
Alcoa A-14 Alumina A12O3
Limestone, Glass Stone #1 Cao
Titanox 3020 (National Lead) Tio2
Zircoa Standard Grade Zirconia ZrO2

Routine evaluations of hydraulic activity of the 
glass powders were accomplished by mixing 25 g with 7.5 
to 10 ml of cold tap water (0.3 to 0.4 w/c ratio) using a 
stainless steel spatula in a flat polyethylene dish (with 
vibration).

The 5 cm x 5 cm x 0.5 cm neat cement squares were 
cured one week (unless otherwise noted) in a humidity 
chamber at ~25°c and >90% relative humidity.*

The square samples were initially broken by hand 
using finger pressure and a relative figure of merit was 
assigned for strength.

Compressive strengths were determined on the 
stronger compositions by 1) curing 25 g of cement with 
7.5-10 ml. HzO in cylindrical polyethylene capsules about 
2.1 cm in diameter x 3.6 cm in height, and 2) breaking 
the neat cylinders in a Tinius Olsen Electomatic testing 
machine at a load rate of 0.125 cm/minute. X-ray 
diffraction analysis was performed routinely on the 
cement samples that displayed appreciable hydraulic 
activity. These routine analyses were performed using Cu 
Ka radiation (X ■ 0.15418 nm) at 0.5 degrees/minute and 
chart scale at 2.5 cm per degree. Silicon, with its 
(111) peak at 28 - 28.465® was used as an internal 
standard.

DTA and scanning electron microscopy were used as an 
aid to determining crystalline and gel phases present and 
in correlating composition and properties with micro
structure .

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the are- of the CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 system 
that was investigated for hydraulic activity. The 1600®C 
liquidus isotherm and the 3 )% SiO2 tieline were arbitrar
ily chosen as limits for our studies. There are three 
principal degrees of glass stability shown:

I. Greater than 2/3 of the melt could be quenched 
to a glass in a 1 era thick patty when poured on 
a cold steel plate.

II. More than 1/3, but less than 2/3, of the melt 
could be quenched to a glass.

III. Less than 1/3 of the melt remained glassy under 
the above conditions.



Figure 2 locates the principal area of hydraulic 
activity found during this study.

Glasses higher in Si02 than the enclosed polygon 
displayed little or no hydraulic activity. In all cases, 
the cements were cured without the benefit of accelera
tors or activators such as lime or alkali.

Hydraulic activity was judged on the basis of com
pressive strength - all cements within the enclosed area 
having at least 200 Kg/cn2 compressive strength. Glass 
cement paste compositions within the lower area marked HG 
produced hydrogarnet solid solution as the major crystal
line phase, whereas in area GH, gehlenite hydrate was the 
dominant crystalline phase.

HYDROGARNET CEMENTS

Pure C3A melts did not form glass even upon rapid 
quenching, and hydrated much too rapidly to mix thorough
ly with water before initial set. Even with up to 10 wt. 
% SiOa, these highly reactive powders produced such a 
severe exotherm that steam was given off - sometimes for 
a minute or more. Set retarders such as sucrose or 
Plastiment* slowed the hydration, but the cured cements 
did not meet our strength requirement of 200 Kg/cm2.

*Sika Chemical Corp., Lyndhurst, N.J

Between about 10 and 15 wt. % SiOz, on the C;A-SiOa 
tie line, glasses were formed readily, and cements con
taining large amounts of HG could be cured in less than 
10 minutes.

СэАНб is the most stable phase in high alumina ce
ments, and is commonly formed as a result of "conversion” 
from CAH10 or C2AH8. Flint et al 5 postulated and Shoji6 
demonstrated that there is extensive solid solution be
tween СзАЗз (glossular garnet) and CjAHc (hydrogarnet). 
The general formula is C3ASxH(6-zX)• Foreman worked out 
the structure of hydrogarnet and revealed that the SiO^ 
tetrahedron of garnet can be isomorphously replaced by a 
H^O^ tetrahedron in hydrogarnet as illustrated in 
Figure 3.

This remarkable substitution is believed to be the 
reason that hydrogarnet retains much of the stability and 
durability of its anhydrous counterpart. Rodingite, a 
metasomatic rock found bordering areas of intense meta
morphism of ultramafic materials, consists largely of 
hydrogarnet solid solution formed by alteration of ser
pentinite via removal of MgO and FeO and penetration by 
high lime waters.8 As an indication of its resistance to 
weathering, rodingite generally stands out in positive 
relief in contrast to the surrounding rock species.

HG solid solution with silicate garnet was observed 
to occur in the cements of this study. Based upon the 
relationships developed by Shoji6 where water content of 
HG ss is correlated with the position of the (420) x-ray 
reflection, the hydrogarnets synthesized during this 
study contained from 0.3 to 0.9 moles of SiO2 per unit 
formula. [CjASq.j н$л to C3AS0.9 Hu,2 ] depending upon the 
SiO2 content of the glass cement.

Table I gives the compositions, curing times, com
pressive strengths, and major crystalline hydrates 
present after one week curing of the HG cements in Figure
2. it is seen that setting times vary inversely with SiOz 
and CaO content, and that compressive strengths seem to 
increase as the ratio of GH to HG increases. Figure 4 is 
a composite XRD trace of Compositions1 2, 7, and 12, 
showing the shift from essentially pure HG cement in 
Composition #2 to pure GH in #12.

Figure 5 is a composite DTA curve comparing the 
major water endotherms of cements synthesized from pure 
СзА (Composition #1 in Table I), pure CA (the basis for 
most commercial НАС cements), and C3AS7.7 (Composition #2)

All three curves have deep C=AH- absorptions at from 
350-375eC, but only the CA cement has the doublet AH, 
(gibbsite) peak immediately preceeding the hydrogarnet 
peak, and a CAHia peak at about 100°C. Both the hydrated 
C?A and Composition #2 show only one major peak, and thus 
show no evidence of a significant conversion event.

To eliminate the effect of the high temperature exo
therm on the primary phase assemblage of C?A-based ce
ments during curing, a technique whereby the fluid un
cured cement pastes were squeezed between two thick 
aluminum or steel slabs was employed. In most composi
tions containing less than 15% SiO2, the first (abeit 

Phase to form during curing was CzAHg, but within 
30 minutes to 2 hours, these broad embryonic peaks dis
appeared, and only HG remained.

FIGURE I 
Co0-Al203-Si02 SYSTEM GLASS FORMATION BELOW 30% SiO2

U» > 16ОСГС LIOUIOUS
1 = > 2/3 GLASS 
1= f/3- 2/3 GLASS 
Ш - < 1/3 GLASS

FIG. 2.
COMPOSITION AREA STUDIED

FIGURE 3

H4O4 TETRAHEDRON (AFTER FOREMAN 7>

TABLE I

KYOTOQWiET CPCWTS

Cocposition
Nuaber Siö2

wt. 1 
5^2-3 Ca0

Initial 
Set(ain.)

Ccepreseive
Relative Strenath 1

Poroaity’ Cryst. Phase»Strength (kycn3)

1
Mole Ratio 0

37.7
1

62.3
3

<0.1 - - - C3*”S

2 12.9
0.7

32.9 
1

54.2 
3

1 5 930 - Сз”б

3 15.0
0.8

32.0
1

53.0
3

3 5 790 27.4 C^, ICjASB,)

4 18.2
1

30.9 
1

51.0
3

6 7 - - CjABg,

5 12.0
.5

40.0
1

48.0
2.2

25 6 860 25.3 c3”6' «У™,

14.7
.7

37.4
1

48.0
2.3

5 7 1000 20.7 сз”в-

7 17.0
.9

34.0
1

49.0
2

7 5 790 -
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FIGURE 4
X-RAY DIFFRACTION PATTERNS OF THREE HYDRAULIC CEMENTS
■ =С3А503НаО = СгА5Нв

TEMPERATURE, *C

FIGURE 5 .
DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS CURVES OF 
C3A Cl), CA, AND C3AS0? (e2) CEMENTS.

Figure 6 is a composite XRD trace, showing the cur
ing of a 0.5 cm sample of cement paste. It can be seen 
that HG is the only phase present at all curing stages. 
From the position of the (420) peak, the composition of 
the hydrated #2 cement is C3AS0.7 Hi..6 . Thus, all of the 
available SiOa appears- to have participated in forming 
the garnet-hydrogarnet solid solution phase. Apparently, 
only a very small exotherm and consequent heating of 
these СзА-based cements is required to provide solubility 
of the higher hydrate phases and to cause direct precipi
tation of the stable HG.

FIGURE 6X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDY OF GLASS CEMENT *2 (C3ASor) DURING CURING

TI
M

E

Figure 7 is an SEM (polished and etched) of cured 
Composition #3 glass cement revealing a structure rather 
typical of high alumina cements with a dense zone of hy
dration immediately surrounding each anhydrous core. The 
intergranular zone is only partially filled with a net
work of crystals and thus contains considerable porosity. 
The structure of this hydrogarnet cement is very stable 
and durable. Even after boiling 24 hours in water, this 
structure remains intact. Chemical durability is also 
excellent, as will be discussed subsequently.

Progressing in Figure 2 from the C3A to the C2A 
ratio and lower, the tendency to form higher hydrates 
such as СгАНе during the initial curing stages increases 
dramatically.

The pastes begin to acquire higher strengths in 
general as SiO2 content is increased and as GH becomes 
the dominating phase. -

FIGURE 7 - S.E.M. of Cement No. 3 - Polished and Etched
GEHLENITE HYDRATE CEMENTS

Robson,9 Glasser,10 and Lea11 all refer to gehlenite 
as a hydraulically inactive and therefore undesirable 
phase in high alumina cements. Kiel and Gille,12 Zur 
Strassen,13 Locher, *• and Teoreanu and Georgescu, how
ever, all found that certain CaO-AlzOs-SiOz glasses could 
be hydrated with the.aid of various "activators", prin
cipally lime and alkali, to form fairly strong cements. 
Without activators, these authors concluded that there is 
little significant hydraulic activity. Locher1* was 
forced to infer that the major hydrogarnet phase he ob
served was a direct result of the breakdown of GH in the 
presence of his Ca(OH)2-containing activator.

in the present study, the author has been able to 
form dense, strong, GH cements directly from CaO-Al2O3- 
SiOz glasses without the use of additives or activators.

In Figure 2, the upper area designated GH contains 
glass cement compositions that hydrate predominatly to 
C2ASH9. It can be seen in Table II that 1) compressive 
strengths, and 2) curing times both increase as compared 
to the hydrogarnet pastes in the lower SiO2 section of 
the ABODE diagram in Figure 2. Note also that Tid2 and 
ZrO2 additions to the ternary were made to Compositions 
#15, 16, and 17. These oxides seem to promote the uni
form crystallization of C2ASH9 as described in the 
following paragraphs.

Figure ÖA is a scanning electron micrograph of 
cement Composition No. 17, polished only, with a 0.4 
water/cement ratio. Note the dense structure with almost 
total lack of pores. Figure 8B is the same composition, 
polished and then etched for 6 minutes with 1% EDTA + 5t 
NaOH solution revealing a laminar or mica-like matrix 
structure surrounding the unreacted portions of the glass 
cement grains. A micrograph at higher magnification is 
also included in Figure 8B to further elucidate the 
laminar structure.

Figure 9 contrasts the structure of Cement No. 16 
with 0.4 w/c (9A) to the same composition having 0.8 w/c 
ratio (9B). The anhydrous glass cement grains in 9A 
appear to have disappeared into the matrix of gehlenite 
hydrate in 9B - as though they had been completely hy
drated and were simply relicts of their original anhy
drous parents. Figure 10 compares the XRD pattern of the



B. Etched

figure В - s.E.M.s of Gehlenite Hydrate Cement

A. 0.4 w/C Ratio

B. Ö.8 W/C ratio

FIGURE 9 - S.E.M.s of Gehlenite Hydrate Ceaent 
No. 16, polished only

TABLE II. 
GEHUMITE HYDRATE CMXTS

Initial Relative Strength 
Set(ain.) strength (kq/c»2)

Co^xisiticn 

a 21.7 29.5 48.7 100
Mole Ratio 1.3 1 3

9 23.4 28.9 47.7 300
1.4 1 3

10 23.2 26.3 50.6
1.5 1 3.5

11 20.0 27.5 52.5 18
1.2 1 3.4

12 17.7 36.1 46.2 45
0.8 1 2.3

13 20.0 36.0 44.0 45
.6 1 2.2

14 21.0 33.0 46.0 200
1.1 1 2.5

15 15.7 33.3 45.8 5.2 TiO2 45
0.6 1 2.5 0.2

16 18.5 35.0 42.3 4.2 ZrO- 120
0.9 1 2.2 0.1

17 16.2 34.1 41.5 8.3 ZrQ^ 240
0.8 1 2.2 0.2

Porosity Cryst, Phases

9 - - CzASflg, CgAHg

8 - - c^e- «yV

7 - - CgASHg

7 - - CgMHg, (CjMg)

9 - 11.5 CgASHg. (CgAHg)

6 1140 -

5 - 16.4 СгЛВНд, CgAHg

10 1100 5.6 c-iASHg

10 1200 - C2ASae

10 1360 1.6 w

FIG IO
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samples shown in Figure 9 (GH cement No. 16) with 0.4 
(9A) and 0.8 (9B> w/c ratios. The reflection amplitudes 
clearly indicate that the crystallinity of the paste with 
the higher proportion of water is much higher - over 2 x 
the lower water cement. Further, the apparent lack of 
anhydrous cement grains in the 0.8 w/c sample (Figure 9B) 
and the absence of a glassy "halo" (about 30° 29) in 
Figure 10 (0.8 w/c) are convincing evidence for the 
almost total hydration of the original glass cement par- 
ticlesl There is reason to speculate that this nearly 
complete hydration would normally not be observed in ce
ments that hydrate via a "direct" mechanism, in fact, a 
decrease in hydration rate as direct hydration progresses 
would be expected from a lengthening of the water diffu
sion path (the so'lid hydrate material surrounding each 
grain) as the thickness of the hydration layer increases 
The "indirect" or "through-solution” mechanism, on the * 
other hand, is equally unlikely to produce a very dense 
cement with high w/c ratio because one would expect that 
some of the water would be partitioned from that which 
forms a liquid envelope around the anhydrous grain. The 
almost total lack of porosity in these gehlenite hydrate 
cements leads the author to speculate that the original 
void space between particles was filled with a hydrated 
"gel" that formed via solution-deposition. Further, 
after a rather long incubation or ripening period, the 
gel spontaneously crystallized to C2ASH. after becoming 
supersaturated or "ripened", it appears that solution of 
the anhydrous grain occurs in a virtually linear fashion 
until the gel is supersaturated. Then, presumably the 
interstices could be completely filled during an almost 
simultaneous crystallination of the gel, thus making 
possible the formation of a truly monolithic essentially 
void-free cement.



Hydrogarnet and Gehlenite Hydrate Cements Compared

Figure 11 is a composite of mercury porosimetry 
curves of four cements made during this study, one with a 
CA base, #2 (C3AS0.7 )» #12 (GH with some HG), and #17 
(pure GH). The figure contrasts the relatively high 
(-30%) porosities of HG cements vs. the low porosities 
(high densities) of the GH cements (1.6 and 11.5%).

Stability of GH cements seemS to be excellent near 
normal ambient temperatures, but they appear to lose some 
water near 100eC. HG cements, on the other hand, do not 
begin losing water at an appreciable rate until well over 
200eC. Figure 12 is a composite DTA curve showing the 
phase distribution of a mixed HG-GH cement before and 
after treatment at 10SeC and 250flC. The GH largely dis
appears after the 105eC treatment for 3 days, whereas the 
HG phase remains unchanged, even after a 250eC treatment. 
After boiling for 24 hours in water, the GH cements begin 
to break down to form HG cements.

FIGURE il
Hg POROSIMETRY CURVES FOR FOUR CEMENTS

PORE DIA.» microns

10 100 Ю00 0,000
P= ABSOLUTE PRESSURE , PSI

OTA CURVES OF NO. 14 CEMENT BEFORE & AFTER 
HEATING

■EXOTHERM FOR СгА5Нв

IV. Summary and Conclusions

A region of Glass Cement compositions was found 
during this study that appear to be novel and may become 
commercially useful. Single and mixed phase cements were 
made which developed high compressive strengths during 
set periods ranging from one minute to one day.

The principal attraction of the HG-silicate solid 
solution cements is their high thermal and chemical sta
bility and their reluctance to form.the unstable higher 
hydrates. It is judged that, even during adverse condi
tions of placement, sufficient heat from exothermic re
actions would be available to form hydrogarnet directly 
from the c3A-based cements. The dense structure off the 
slower reacting GH cements and their propensity toward 
complete hydration given available water summariie*  ‘Jeir 
moat remarkable features. Whether the stability of GH at 
high temperatures is sufficient for commercial considera
tion remains a question that seems worth answering. Per

haps the most compelling reason for commercial evaluation 
of these cements is their high SiO2 content vs. commer
cial НАС and thus their potentially lower batch cost. Of 
course, the effect of impurities (especially iron) upon 
properties, must be studied before cost estimates can be 
established.

The inherent uniformity and predictability of the 
properties of glass vs, crystalline cements also provide 
a valid reason for further study, with a view toward 
potential commercialization, the author filed a U.S. 
patent application in January of 1985.15

Of course, on the negative side, the lower AI2O3 
content of these cements may be a limiting factor in 
their application as monolithic refractories.

Further research should include the effect of large 
proportions of aggregate upon the properties of these 
cements. High sheer mixing, low w/c ratios, and the 
additions of micro-silica also seem likely subjects for 
further study of these fascinating glass cements.
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CIMENTS SUR LA BASE DES HTDROGRENATS ST DES HYDROCARBOAHimNATES DE , ,
CALCIUM 5.5

' Les hydrogrenats de calcium c^ASxH6_2x’ x = 0,01-0,25 et les hydrocarboaluminates de 
calcium CjA*CaCO^.  H^j sont des produits secondaires prevenant de la production de 1’alu
mina servant d’une source de matiere crue perspective pour obtenir ä leur.base des ciments 
speciaux. - '

L’introduction dans le ciment des hydrogrenats et des hydrocarboaluminates de calcium 
ou des composes obtenus ä leur base (mayenites, f 1 iinroa.lnminates et sulfoaluminates de cal
cium) assure la formation dirigee de la composition et de la quantity des phases hydratees 
dans la pierre de ciment. On observe 1’augmentation du degre d'hydratation des minAranx Дд 
clinker et 1’acroissement de la quantitö des hydrosilicates ä basse basicitä et de 1’ettrin
gite. Gela permet de produire les ciments Portland ä haute resistance, durcissement rapide 
et ä autocontrainte.

Les ciments alumineux ä durcissement super-rapide peuvent etre obtenus en cas de 1'uti
lisation des phases sulfoaluminates, fluoroaluminates et hydroaluminates synthetis^es sur 
la base des hydrogrenats et des ВуДгосагИря!nminata« de calcium.

Os hidrogranadas de cälcio UjASxHg_2x, onde x = 0,01 - 0,25, e os hidrocarboaluminatos de 
calcio CjA.CaCOj.H^ säo produtos secundarios provenientes da produfäo de aluminio e servem 
de fonte de materia crua em perspectives,para obtencäo de cimentos especiais ä base .dos mes- 
mos.

A introducjäo no cimento de hidrogranadas e de hidrocarboaluminatos de calcio, ou de com- 
postos obtidos com eles (maienitas, fluoraluminatos e sulfoaluminatos de calcio) garante a 
formacäo dirigida da composipao e a quantidade de fases hidratadas na pedra de cimento.- Ob- 

serva-se aumento dp grau de hidratacäo dos minerals de clinquer e о crescimento da quantidade 
de hidrossilicatos de baixa basicidade e de etringita. Isto permite a produpäo de cimentos 
portland de alta resistencia, endurecimento räpido e de autocontrapäo.-

0s cimentos aluminosos de endurecimento super-rapido podem ser obtidos em caso de utiliza 
?ao de fases sulfoaluminatos, fluoraluminatos e hidroaluminatos sintetizados ä base de hid-ro-- 
granates e hidrocarboaluminatos de calcio.



Lea hydrogrenats de calcium Cj'ASxH6_2X 
et lea hydrocarboaluminatea de calcium 
C^A’CaCO^’Hjj aont des sous-produita de la 
fabrication de 1 •alumina (les pates 
d•hydrogrenats) comprennent de 16% a 24% 
a12°3 E1]*

L*utilisation  des hydrogrenats et des 
hydrocarboaluminates de calcium dans la 
composition des ciments est bases sur les 
processus de d6shydrotation thermiqua avec 
formation des hydrocarboaluminates et alu
minates actives, de synthese a haute tem
perature des aluminates de calcium et de 
ses derives, aussi que sur les processus 
de leur interaction avec les sulfates de 
calcium avec formation des hydrosulfoalu
minates de calcium [2J.

L’etude des processus de dissociation 
thermiqua des hydrogrenats de calcium dans 
le domains de temperature de 573-1373K a 
mis en evidence la formation successive de 
trois groupes de composes lors du chauffa- 
ge, dont chacun peut servir de base pour 
la production des Hants speciaux et uti- 
lisables aux travaux de genie civil.

Au cours de la deshydratation des hydro
grenats de calcium ayant la composition 
C3A«SxH6_x2, se forment les produits par- 
tiellement deshydrates de formulas suivan- 
tesi C^ASglL] i5_2X, ou x n’est pas superieur 
ä 0,5 et de C^AS^ILj t5_x» ou x est 6gal ä 
0,5-1,2. ’

L•augmentation de la temperature du 
traitement thermiqua jusqu’ä 873K mene ä 
la deshydratation complete des hydrogrenats 
de calcium avec formation de

La cuisson des hydrogrenats de calcium ä 
teneur plus elevee en silioe A 973-1173K 
provoque la formation de gehlenite et de 
1'aluminate tricalcique (10-15%). Lors du 
traitemewt thermiqua des hydrogrenats de 
calcium ä. 1373K ont lieu la for mation de 
mayenite (93-95%), de meme que du silicate 
bicalcique 1-3%, de CaO - 1,5-2,5% £3J.

Les resultats expArimentaux se trouvent 
en bonne concordance avec ceux du calcul 
thermodynamique de la Valeur du potential 
isobarique-isothermique du processus 

de decomposition thermique de 1 ’hydrogrenat 
de calcium ^asq>2H5,6 dans la gamma de tem
perature 673-1U73K [4J .

Les resultats du calcul thermodynamfqua 
de la decomposition thermique de 1 "•hydro
grenat de calcium ont permis
d’etablir que le processus de decomposition 
thermique suit prdferablement lea reactions 
avec formation de C12A7> CaO, C2S et H20. 
La formation du produit partiellement 
deshydratd de type C^AILj ? avec Elimination 
de la silice A I'Etat libre s'est avdrde 
possible*  A la tempErature super!eure A 
700K. Thermodynamiquement 1'61on de 
la silice en etat libre ou en forme de sili
cate bicalcique s 'est.’avErEe prEf Erable par 
rapport A la formation du gehlenite ou 
d 'anorthite.

L'analyse thSorique des conditions de 
formation des hydrogrenats de calcium par
tiellement dEshydratEs, de 1»alnminnta tri
calcique a permis d • Elab or er des Hants, 
pouvant etre utilises pour la preparation 
des mElanges de fonderie moulEs en mEtal
lurgie des mEtaux ferreux et non ferreux. 
Ces ciments de fonderie assurent les dElais 
admissible de viabilitE des mElanges de 
moulage, les caractAristiques de resistance 
nEcessaires (resistance A la compression 
apres 1 et 3 heures du durcissement - pas 
moins de 0,8 MRa et apres 48 heures - 
jusqu'A 2 MA), 1'Eboulement diminuE et la 
resistance residuaire plus basse. Outre 
cela les dEgagements toxiques pendant la 
fabrication des monies et leur coulage en 
mEtal aont exclues ^5}.

L'utilisation des compositions contenant 
de 1'aluminium A base des hydrogrenats et 
d'hydrocarboaluminates de calcium s'est ma- 
nifestee efficace comma constituent de 
cristallisation assurant 1'alliage d'hydra- 
tation des ciments, c'est A dire la forma
tion Orientes de la composition et de la 
quantitE des phases hydratEes en pierre de 
ciment durci. L'efficacitE des tjouts 
s'augments suivant la sEquence suivante« 
G5iS0,25H5,5—* ,8—**c3ACaC03,HII
—> C5AH6 —5-C^A. Il a EtE Stabil que 



1 •introduction de 0,5—1% d’ajouts susnommes 
au ciment augments le degrS de 1 'hydrata
tion des minSraux de clinker et la quantite 
de 1'ettringite et des hydrosilicates ä 
basse basicite de type tobermoritique. Une 
partie industrielle du ciment ä base du ci- 
ment portland normal avec ajout de 1,0-1,5% 
de la pate d’bydrogrenat a dte fabriquSe. 
La composition de phase de la pate a ete la 
suivante: aluminates de calcium hexagonaux - 
30-35%» hydrocarboaluminates de calcium - 
25-30%i hydrogrenats de calcium ä tensor en 
silice jusqu’a 0,1 mole - 2Q%. La part de 
1'aluminium dans 1'ajout fait en moyenne 
15,4%. "

Les resultats d 'easais ont rdvSle la 
possibilite de fabrication du ciment ä pri
se rapide de marque "500" ayant des pro- 
prietes du liant sans retrait A partir du 
clinker normal de marque "400".

Ainai, a l'age d6jä de 3 jours la reis- 
tance ä la compression est de 5 MPa sup6rie- 
ure ä cells, Stablis par la norme pour le 
ciment portland ä prise rapide de type "500" 
au dilatement libre de 0,08%. Le ciment 
obtenu a 6t6 utilise dans la fabrication du 
bSton. Les resultats des essais complexes 
de tels betons ont mis en Evidence qua la 
resistance des £chantillons de beton apres 
le traitement thermique humide ä 85°C sui- 
vant la sequence 3*3*5 +2 ä l'age de 1 jour 
fait en moyenne 38 MPa, qui est de 10 MPa 
sup&rieure ä cells citee dans la norme pour 
le b£ton de type ''400" et de 5 a 7 MPa d6- 
passe la resistance des batons ä base du 
ciment portland "500".

A 1'age de 28 jours la resistance du bä
ten avec ajout special d'bydrogrenat attaint 
48 MPa, ce qui est de 8 MPa supärieure ä 
calle mentionnäe dans la norme - GOST- et 
de 3 ä 5 MPa däpasse calle du bäton ä base 
du ciment sans ajouts de type "500". Les 
resistances citäes autoriaent d'admettre que 
1'utilisation de tel ciment permettra de 
diminuer le temps du traitement thermique 
humide et d'abaisser de 20-30 kg le däbit 
du ciment pour 1 m? du bäton

L'addition de la pate d'bydrogrenat in
fluence de meme maniäre les propriätäs du

ciment portland de laitier. L'addition de 
1'ajout ä teneur en hydrocarboaluminate de 
calcium pas moins de 30% assure le gain de 
la resistance de 10 ä 12 MPa aux troia pre
miers jours du durcissement, ce qui fait 
possible 1 'obtention du ciment portland de 
laitier a prise rapide. ■

Il a etä demonträ par les resultats des 
recherches physico-chimiques que 1'ameliora
tion des caracteristiques du ciment due ä 
l'addition de la pate d'bydrogrenat et 
d'hydrocarboaluminate, de meme que 1'aug
mentation du degrd d'hydratation des minä- 
raux de ciment est liäe avec la formation 
supplementaire de 1'ettringite, abaissant 
la deformation de retrait et optimisant la 
structure de la pierre de ciment.

L'etude des processus de 1'interaction 
des hydrogrenats de calcium avec des com
poses sulfateux (gypse dihydrate, gypse 
semlhydratä, anhydrite, phosphogypse) a 
permls d'etablir que le processus de 1'in
teraction des constituents dans le Systeme 
depend generalement de la teneur en silice 
dans 1'bydrogrenat de calcium, de type de 
la composante sulfateuse et de la tempera
ture ambiante.

En fonction des conditions de la syntha
se, 1'ettringite C^A,3CsH^1 possede une 
morphologie differente (aiguilles, dcailles, 
cavitäs sur la surface des grains de 1'hyd
rogrenats de calcium), et sa teneur peut 
varier dans un large gamme de 0 jusqu'ä 
100% au cours de 28 jours du durcissement 
dans les conditions normales. Les hydrogre
nats de calcium ä basse teneur en silice 
(jusqu'a 0,1 mole) reagissent avec du gypse 
le plus intensivement. Pratiquement la te
neur en silice dans 1’bydrogrenat de cal
cium ddpassant 0,25 mole n'engendre pas la 
formation de 1'ettringite. .

les lots räväläes de la formatian de 
1'ettringite au cours de 1'interaction des 
hydrogrenats de calcium et de leur produits 
du traitement thermique et chimique avec 
lea nui fates de calcium ont servl de base A 
1'Elaboration des ciments expausifs (ciments 
A autotension "HU"), du ciment pour la fab- 



3.3

rication des objets en amiante clment et 
al.

II a etd etabll qu*ä  1 ’utilisation des 
pates d ’hydrogrenat ä tensor en silice dans 
1’hydrogrenat de calcium ne depassant 0,1 
mole, la fabrication du ciment expansif 
"НЦ-20" necessite 1’introduction de 5-15% 
de la pate d ’hydrogrenat et cette c^uantite 
est augmentSe de 5 a 10% pour la fabrica
tion du ciment "НЦ-40”.

A partir des clinkers ä forte teneur en 
alites et en aluminates on peut obtenir les 
cimants ä grande energie d’autotension, 
bien qu’en principe n’Importe quel clinker 
de ciment portland normal est valable pour 
la fabrication des ciments expansifs "НЦ".

Les ciments expansifs "НЦ" avec presque 
le meme contenu des additions, obtenues au 
cours du traitement thermique et chi mi qua 
des hydrogrenats de calcium ä haute teneur 
en silice (0,2-0,25 mole), repondent aussi 
aux exigences de la norme sur le ciment 
expansif "НЦ-20" et **НЦ-40 п. Des ciments 
expansifs ä base de la pate d ’hydrogrenat 
out 6te utilis6ea pour la realisation de 
divers travaux. Il est ä noter la maniabi— 
lite des mortiers de bSton et de ciment, 
le temps de prise normal, la haute qualitd 
des objets et des travaux f7]. L’utilisa- 
ti.on des pates d ’hydrogrenat dans la com
position du ciment pour la fabrication des 
objets en ami ante ciment (toles et tubes) 
se manifeste bien efficace. Lors du dur- 
cissement de la masse en «miant*  ciment ä 
base' de ce liant 1 ’utilisation de 1 ’effet 
d ’autotension, du ä la formation de 
1’ettringite dans le systems durcissänt, 
s’avers possible. Cela permet d’am^liorer 
la qualite des objets en amiante ciment 
par 1’utilisation plus complete des pro— 
prifetes armantes de 1’amiante.

Les pates d’hydrogrenat presentent une 
source perspective en matteres premieres 
pour la fabrication a leur base des ciments 
portlands expansifs ä haute resistance, ä 
prise rapide et des ciments de laitier, des 
ciments portlands pour 1 ’Industrie d’amian— 
te ciment et d’autres Hants speciaux.
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CI.MBNT D'AblNITB HESISTAHT AUX SULFATES

allnite syant

depend que

Les resultats 
des compositions

On met en evidence que la resistance aux sulfates des ciments d'alinlte м 
du contenu en chloraluminates et en ions de chlore residuals. alinlte ne

de recherches sur la resistance a la corrosion, des ciments d' 
diverses dans les solutions de seis sulfates de Na et de Mg.

On montre la posaibilite praticable d'obtention de ciments d’alinite avant une haute rA- 
^istance aux sulfates selon la vole a basse temperature.

de la,solidification il se forme plus de gypse combine dans les hvdrosulfоя1ит< 
nates de calcium, qu'en cas de clment portland classique resistant aux sulfates. ”

Sao ap.resentados resultados de pesquisas sobre a resistSncia a corrosäo de cimento de ali 
nita, tendo composicoes diversas nas solucoes de sais sulfatados de Na e de Mg. "

Mostra-se a possibi1idade prdtica de obtene5o de cimentos de alinita tendo alta resistSn- 
cia aos sulfatos em baixas temperatures.

Evidencia-se que a resistSncia aos sulfatos dos cimentos de alinita näo depende senao do 
teor de cloroaluminatos e de ions residuals de cloro.

Quando da solidificaqao, forma-se mais gesso combinado nos hidrosulfoaluminatos de cSlcio 
do que no caso de cimento portland classico resistente aos sulfatos.



Une des orientations promettant de con- 
trlbuer ä la balsse des depenaes de combus
tible et d’energie dans I’industrie du ci- 
ment est la mise en oeuvre du procede in
dustriel de tabricatlon du clinker ä basse 
temperature dont les principes ont etfe mis 
au point en HRSS.

Ьа mise en production du procede de fab
rication du clinker ä basse temperature 
ouvre de larges possibilites d'extension de 
la creation de nouveaux materiaux de con
struction et d'articles de quality supe— 
rieure assurant un accroissement du niveau 
d'industrialisation et une balsse des depen— 
ses d'energle^ de la consommatlon de mate
riaux et du cout de la construction*

Une des particularitSs du ciment obtenu 
ä basse temperature est la presence dans sa 
composition de mlneraux contenant du chlore 
(allnite, chloraluminate de calcium et aut— 
res) qul different par leurs propriStes des 
mlndraux entrant dans la composition du 
clinker de ciment Portland*

L'etude des prtncipales proprietes tech
niques des cir.ents d*  allnite represents un 
grand Interet scientlflque et pratique*

Bans la presente commiin i e я-к f rm on trou— 
vera les resultats des etudes de la resis
tance a la corrosion des mortlers et des be
tone de ciment d'alinite au cours de leur 
durclssement dans des solutions magn6sien— 
nes—sulfatiennes et dans des conditions na
turelles en presence de sols tres minerali
ses et d'eaux souterralnes*

bes essais de resistance ä la corrosion 
des ciments d'alinite emit et6 realises solv
ent les methodes d'Jtastett, de V*V*  Kind, 
la methode mise au point par 1* Institut de 
chlmle de I'Academie des sciences de la Rep— 
ubllque Soclallste Sovietlque d'Ouzbekistan 
et le BIIJB ainsl que par des mesures 
d'allongements llnealres*

И a ete utilise IO lots de ciments d*all 
nite prepares sur la base des clinkers fab— 
rlques ä basse temperature en laboratolre 
(serie НЦ) et dans des fours industriels de 
la clmenterle pilots d'Akhangaran (serie 
(Ш). En quailte d'echant 1 lions de reference 

on a utilise le ciment Portland resistant 
aux sulfates de la clmenterle d'Akhangaran*  

les ciments soumis a 1'essai avaient une 
composition chimique differente*  La quantl- 
te d'alinite varialt dans les Unites de 55 
ä 85 %, de chloraluminate dans les limites 
de 3 ä 8 % et cells de chlore restant con
st itualt de 2,41 A 5,06 % (tabl. 1).

les resultats des essais ont demontre 
qu’au cours de leur durclssement dans des 
solutions des sulfates de sodium et de mag— 
nbsle pendant une periods ne depassant pas 
30 mois, tous les ciments d'alinite (sauf 
ceux des series НЦ-5 et Щ-6) ne cessaient 
d'accrottre leur resistance sans manifester 
d'indice de destruction*  A tous les delais, 
les coefficients de stabillte sont tres 
hauts (de 0,85 a 1,23) (tabl. 2). En ce qui 
concerns Les echantillons du ciment Portland 
resistant aux sulfates qui ont ete soumis 
aux essais ä titre de comparaison, Ils ont 
manifeste vers le 12-e mois de durclssement 
une balsse de la resistance, Le coefficient 
de stability ay ant diminub a 0,74*

ZLes ciments d'alinite Ж1-5 (A teneur 
ALevee en Cl ) et НЦ—6 (A teneur elevee en 
chloraluminate) ont manifesto selon les pro
visions une fälble resistance A la corrosion 
en comparaison avec les autres ciments d'ali
nite, Ces ciments mis dans une solution de 
sulfate de sodium ont fait preuve vers le
12-e  mois d'une balsse des indices de rbsis- 
"tSZlCei e

L'etude du durclssement des echantillons 
de ciment d'alinite dans des milieux magxie- 
slens—sulf at lens A 1'aide des methodes phy
sic o-шёсan1ques, physico-chimiques et d’ana
lyse chimique a permis d'btablir quei

— les ciments d'alinite de composition
chimique et mineralogique normalisee posse- 
dent une haute resistance A la corrosion 
pendant le durclssement dans des milieux 
magneslens-sulfatiens; ,

— la resistance A la corrosion des ci— 
ments d'alinite dbpend exclusivement de la 
teneur du ciment en chloraluminate de calcium 
et en chlore—ion restant  Si la teneur du ci— 
ment alinitique en chloraluminate de calcium

*



■ Tableau 1
Composition chimique et mineralogique potentielle des ciments utilises

Ciments
Teneur en oxydes, % Composition mineralogique, 

% (potentielle)
Partes 
ä feu SiOg ■^■^2®3 CaO MgO sox Cl All- 

nlte
C2S Chiora- 

lumlnate CgF

D’alinite НЦ-1 2,57 21,56 4,11 4,75 60,06 1,63 2,44 2,85 66 23 3 3
D’alinite НЦ-2 2,49 21,55 3,93 4,50 61,13 1,78 2,23 2,41 72 17 4 7
D’alinite НЦ-3 2,00 21,36 4,71 3,75 60,33 1,93 2,62 2,30 62 23 5 5
D’alinite НЦ-4 1,39 21,72 4,13 4,74 59,84 1,70 2,43 2,47 55 23 4 9
D’alinite НЦ-5 5,23 20,63 4,55 4,71 57,66 2,06 2,54 5,06 85 6 3 7
D’alinite НЦ-6 2,56 22,66 6,55 2,37 59,30 2,09 2,39 3,02 64 26 3 1
D’alinite 0ПЛ-1 2,03 22,06 5,04 4,32 59,94 1,56 0,62 2,69 58 27 6 3
D’alinite 0ПЛ-4 1,03 22,00 5,15 4,25 63,31 1,24 0,33 3,10 63 21 5 6
D’alinite 0ПЛ-5 1,63 22,00 5,13 3,84 63,92 1,09 0,63 3,02 67 22 6 3
D’alinite 011Л-6
D’Akhangaran

1,45 23,57 5,44 4,23 61,38 2,05 0,22 2,90 64 . 23 6 2

resistant aux 
sulfates 1,21 21,60 4,59 4,95 61,12 2,41 1,92

CjS CgS c4af

47 27 4 15

Tableau 2 
Resistance ä la corrosion de differente ciments d’alinite en durcissement dans les 
solations ä Cf9 % de ITagSO^ et ä 0,5 % de MgSO^ (echantillons de 1x1x6 cm au rapport

. eau/ciment de 0,40)

Ciments
Limite de flexion, MPa

Durcissement dans l’eau Solution ä 0,9 % de Solution ä 0,5 % de MgSO,. 
Na^SO^

Mois

1 3 6 12 30 1 3 6 12 30 1 3 6 12 30

D’Akhangaran 
resistant aux 
sulfates

6,1 7,5 9,1 9,7' 10,8 6,3 7,2 8,6 8,6 8,6 6,0 7,4 7,7 7,2 7,0

D’alinite НЦ-3 6,7 7,4 9,1 9,6 10,6 7,0 8,3 9,7 9,9 10,5 7,5 8,3 8,9 9,2 9,1
D’alinite НЦ-5 6,3 6,6 8,0 8,3 8,4 6,1 7,8 9,0 8,5 7,8 6,2 6,7 7,8 8,0 8,2
D’alinite НЦ-6 5,9 8,0 9,0 9,6 10,1 6,7 7,7 8,3 8,0 7,6 5,7 7,4 7,9 8,0 7,6
D’alinite OlUl-l 6,8 8,1 9,2 9,4 9,9 8,4 9,3 9,9 10,2 10,7 6,6 8,9 9,1 9,0 8,7
D’alinite 0ПЛ-4 6,2 9,6 9,8 9,4 9,5 7,2 9,7 9,6 9,4 9,6 6,1 8,2 8,3 9,6 9,1
D’alinite ULlJl-b 8,2 9,3 9,7 10,1 10,2 8,6 9,4 9,7 10,2 10,3 7,9 9,2 9,9 11,0 11,1
D’alinite 0ПЛ-6 7,3 8,7 9,2 9,4 9,6 8,0 9,0 9,3 9,4 10,0 7,2 9,1 9,8 10,2 10,4

est 61ev6e (plus de 5 %), les echantillons qu’il s’agit de la teneur sieves en chlore
manifestent d’importants allongements tin»- ions (plus de 3 %), des allongements lln^ai- 
aires pendant le durcissement dans 1-a solu- res Importants ne sont observes que dans la
tion de sulfate de calcium aussi bien que solution de sulfate de magn&sie (fig. 1)?
dans cells de sulfate de magnesie et lors- - dans les Echantillons des ciments d’all-
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Fig. 11. ÄlLongeaents lineaires des ciments 
cfalinite dorcls dans la solation 
ä 11 % de IlgSO^.
1 - Ciment Portland d’Jtkhangaran

resistant aux satiates;
2 — CTiment d’alinlte НЦ-3;
3 — Ciment d’alinite НЦ-4;
4 — Ctaent deallnite НЦ-5;
5 — Ciment d’alinlte НЦ-6;
6 - Ciment d’allnite НЦ-Э * J0> %

de laltier de phosphors;
7 - Ciment d’alinlte НЦ-3 + 30 io

de gliege

nite qul durcissent dans des solutions des 
satiates de calcium: et de magnesia 11 se 
forme beaucoup plus de gypse 116 ä I’hydro- 
sulfaluminate de calcium qae dans les echan— 
tillons de ciment Portland resistant aux 
sulfates. Bin revanche, I"accumulation du 
gypse litre se prodult plus intensivement 
dans les ёchantillons de. ciment Portland 
resistant aux sulfates;

— malgre le fait que dans les echant Il
ions de ciments d’alinlte on observe une 
plus grande vitesse d’accumulation de 
1’hydrosulfaluminate et d’lmportants alon—

Fig. 2. Photographie au microscope electro
' nique du melange d’alinlte (SO %) 

et de chloraluminate (20 %) hydrate 
dans 1’eau durant 6 heures en pre

’ 2—sence d’ions de SO^

gements lineaires en cas de durcissement 
dans des milieux agressifs, leur haute re
sistance a la corrosion est due a ce que 
les mineraux a alumine du ciment d’alinlte 
(allnite, chloraluminate) sont repartis 
d’une faqon reguliere dans tout le volume 
de I’echantillon grace ä quo! 1'hydrosul
faluminate qui se forme se repartit egale- 
ment de faqon reguliere dans le volume du 
ciment en durcissement. Dans le ciment dur
ci d’alinlte, ё la place des essaims 
d’agregats de cristaux fibreux et aciculai- 
res se forment sous 1’aspect de spherolithes 
et se repartissent- de fagon reguliere de 
petits cristaux aciculaires d'hydrosulfalu
minate. Dans ce cas, la dilatation est tri— 
dimensionnelle et ä la place des phenomenes 
destructifs on constate un accrolssement de 
densite et de durstё du ciment durcf;

— lorsqu’on introduit du laitler de phos
phore et de gltege dans le ciment d’alinite, 
sa resistance aux sulfates augments propor- 
tlonnellement a la quantite d’addltif. Des 
influences positives du gltege et du Lai
tler de phosphors sur la resistance aux sul
fates du ciment d’alinite commencent ä se 
manifester & 15 % d’additif et deviennent 
particulidrement officaces a une quant11ё
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da 30 ä 40 % d* add it if. be Laitier de phos
phore et le gliege introduits dans le ci- 
ment d'alinite reduisent egalement d’une 
maniere brusque les allongenients linealres 
des 6chantillons de mortiers ciment-sable 
lorsqu’ils durcfssent dans des solutions 
agresslves ä haute concentration.



P. GAWJOUROV, Institut polytechnique de Novotcherkassk, U.R.S.S.
PARTIGULARITES DES PHENOMENES DE FORMATION DE MINERAUX ET D*HYDRAT ATION 
DES CI ENTS DECORATIFS ET EN HAUTE TENEUR EN PER

1

L auteur a etudid l’influence qu’exercent les diverses conditions de la cuisson et du 
refroidissement sur la formation de la composition par phases, de la structure, et les ca- 
racteristiquas du clinker du ciment Portland blanc. Il a etabli que les conditions reduct
rices locales dune cuisson basees sur la conversion du gaz naturel et un refroidlssement 
brusque du clinker, alnsi que des additions organiques, accroissent le coefficient de re
clinker t*A+  ^u*eur ,a desage les lots regissant la variation de la chromaticite du
clinker suivant 1 etat de valence des cations far. En partant des donnees d'une analyse 
thermogravimetrlque differentielle, 11 a calcule les parametres cinetiques de la dissocia
tion thermique de CaCO^. Les cations fer divalents Ee^"1" qul resultent de la cuisson reduct

rice accelerant la decarbonisation, reduisent la viscosite de la phase liquide du clinker, 
d’ou I'intensification du processus de formation du clinker.

+ courbes thermocinetiques representatives de 1'hydratation des ciments deooratifs con- 
tenant des add it ifs complexes caracterisent le degre de combinaison des aluminates de cal
cium donnant.de 1 ettringite aux premiers stades oe durcissement, ce qui modifie la struc
ture de la pierre de ciment, en favorisant son tassement. Ce phenomena ameliore les caracte- 
ristiques d'utilisation des ciments decoratifs.

La composition par phases, la structure et I’activite d’Hydratation du clinker d'un ci- 
^eneur ®n fer sont determinees par les conditions de la cuisson (la temperatu- 

*0 0 v x 6t a и do gaz) •

0 autor estudou a influencia exercida pelas diversas 
sobre a formacao da composicao de fases, i '   
de cimento portland branco. Estabeleceu que as condiföes redutoras locals de 
seadas na conversao do gas natural, e urn resfriamento brusco do clinquer 
ganicas,_aumentam о coeficiente de reflexäo do cimento. C „uuu*  dcLcimii’uu as leis oue reeem 
Partfnanad da ^romaticidade do clinquer de acordo com о estado de valSncia dos cations ferro. 
Partindo de dados de uma^analise termogravimetrica diferencial TIAt 1 ГПС da 4- ~ XX . . * - . . *

 condiföes da queima e do resfriamento
sobre a estrutura, e as caracteristicas do clinquer 

—: uma queima, ba
. , bem сото adigoes or

0 autor determinou as leis que regein C t О Я A dö J — — — — f —   Z* .. _
neticos da dissociapao Ге^са^е-ЕагоГГ-бГ^а^пГ^^ё^мОа^п^е^Ре^Гг^й^^Г^'  ̂

тёётa° redutora aceleram a descarbonigacao, reduzem a viscosidade da fase llquida do clin
quer, donde a intensificacao do processo de formacao do clinquer.
aditiv^r™^vn^Cin®tiC?S’-repreSenta4VaS da hidrataqao dos cimentos decorativos contendo 

nne co?pl®xos> caracterizam о grau de combinacao dos aluminatos de calcio que dao etrin- 
g ta nos primeiros^estagios de endurecimento, о que modifica a estrutura do concreto e favo- 
corativos aC0ni0daca0e Este fenomeno melhora as caracteristicas de utiliza^ao dos cimentos de 

alt? t^o?°deC?™ estTra e/tividade-de hidratacäo do clinquer de urn cimento com
alto teor de ferro sao determinadas pelas condicoes de queima (temperatura e estado de gas).



Pour intensifier la blancbeur du clinker 
dans la technique de fabrication du ciment 
Portland blanc, on utilise avec succes des 
milieux reducteura gazeux locaux crees a 
I’aide d'injecteurs dont on equips le four 
pour у introduire des melanges gaz-vapeur. 
Le contact du clinker incandescent avec le 
melange de gaz naturel et de vapeurs d*eau  
amorce un processus de conversion CH^+HgO 
CO+2H2 durant lequel a lieu un degagement 
d'agents reducteurs actifs. Ge processus 
est accompagne de reactions de reduction 
qui se deroulent dans le clinker en cuis- 
son grace aux impuretes organiques conte— 
nues dans les composants argileux.

Les conditions reductrices de cuisson et 
un brusque refroidissement du clinker con- 
tribuent ä obtenir une composition de pha
se et une structure optimales ce qui aug
ments considerablement le facteur de re
flexion du ciment Portland blanc. Des ca
tions bivalents de fer Pe^ formes pendant 

la cuisson reductrice determinent un teint 
bleu-clair du clinker ä la place du vert 
fonce typique pour le clinker de cuisson 
oxydante. Ceci s 'explique par le fait que 
les cations bivalents Pe2+ ont une confi

guration älectronique ou toutes les 
d'orbitales sont remplles ce qui fait que 
la transition Slectronique d’une d'orbita
les a une autre est impossible. In revanche, 
dans le cas de la cuisson oxydante, les ca
tions trivalents Pe^+ dont la configuration 
electronique est 5d^ ont une d-orbitale 

libre ce qui conduit ä une fission des ni- 

veaux des d-orbitales. Ges particularites 
font que les composes des cations bivalents 
de fer sont incolores tandis que ceux des 
cations trivalents sont fortement colores 
(1).

Une inegalite des cations Fe^+ et Pe2+ 

en valeur ehergdtique influe differemment 
sur la dissociation thermique de CaCOj . 
ainsi que sur la structure et les proprietes 
de la phase liquide du clinker. La сп^па-м qua 
de la reaction de decarbonisation thermique 
du composant brut peut etre decrite ä I’ai
de de 1'equation suivante (2):

d1 В dm
— = A-exp(—).(1 -и ); - — = К.щП
dm RT 1 dt

. mo “ m
ou ~ ——— gg-f; ]_e -fcaux de decarbonisa- 

m0 -

tion; m0 est la masse de 1'echantillon avant 
la reaction; mp est la masse finale de 
1'echantillon apres la reaction; m est la 
valeur actuelle de la masse de 1'agent de 
dissociation vers un moment 'C ; A est le 
facteur preexponentiel (uepend de la struc
ture de la matiere); n est 1'energie d'acti
vation; R est la constante des gaz; T est 
la temperature; n est 1'ordre de la reac
tion; К est la constante de la Vitesse de 
reaction.

Le calcul des parametres cinetiques n, n, 
A, К est base sur 1'utilisation de la courbe 
de temperature ainsi que des courbes diffe
rentielle thermogravimetrique et differen
tielle thermographique (fig. 1). Les resul
tats de 1’analyse differentielle thermogra- 
vimetrique (ADT.) montrent que la cuisson re— 
ductrice reduit ä 1’encontre de la cuisson 
oxydante ordinaire, de 573 К la periods 
d'induction de la dissociation thermique de 
CaGO^ et de 333 К sa temperature de decar
bonisation finale. Dans le cas de la cuisson 
oxydante, 1'energie d'activation £ = 39,7 
kcal/mole, 1'ordre de la reaction n = 0,82 
et le facteur preexponentiel A = 2,5mn~1.mo
le tandis que dans celui de la cuisson re
ductrice les parametres cinetiques £ et n 
diminuent et constituent 28,4 kcal/mole et 
0,41 respectivement et le parametre A aug
mente a 5,8 ж ^«mole ce qui accelere le 

processus de decarbonisation du melange de 
ciment brut.

La figure 2 montre la variation du degrd 
de decarbonisation du caloaire en fonction 
des additifs a utilisers oxyde de fer ou 
charbon ainsi qu'en fonction de la tempera
ture de cuisson. Une baisse du degre de de
carbonisation du CaGO^ par suite d'one aug
mentation de sa teneur en charbon s 'explique 
par le fait qu'a 1'Interieur des granules 
de la matiere en cuisson se forme une quan—



Fig. 1. Courbes de 1’ADTj a - cuisson oxy
dante; Ъ - cuisson reductrice;
1 - courbe differentielle tbermo- 
gravimetrique; 2 - courbe differen
tielle theriaograyhique; 3 - courbe 
de temperature; 4 - courbe de perte 
de poids

tite supplementaire de C02 grace ä la com
bustion du cbarbon ce qui provoque une haus— 
se de la pression partielle du gaz carboni- 
que. Une baisse considerable (superieure ä 
10 fois) du degrä de decarbonisation du cal- 
caire additicxnne de 5 % de Fe20^ en compa- 
raison avec le CaCO^ pur est due ä la forma
tion de ferrites de calcium qui a lieu ä des 
temperatures relativement basses (de 973 ä 
1073 К). II en results que des formations 
structurales pleines se forment ä la surfa
ce des particules du carbonate de calcium ce 
qui ralentit la diffusion du C02. Cependant, 
une introduction du cbarbon dans le calcaire 
ferreux provoque la reaction reductrice
2^е2^з * C - 4FeO + C02. L’oxyde ferreux
qui se forme reagi 
en donnant lieu ä

t activement avec le CaCO, 
une creation de phases md- 

tastables intermediaires ce qui contribue ä 
la diffusion du C02 ä travers la couche su- 
perficielle friable de la matiere carbona
tes en cuisson.

L’dtude des proprietds de la phase liqui
de represents un interet particulier pour la 
technique du ciment Portland blanc ä teneur 

Fig. 2. Variation du degre de decarbonisa
tion du CaCOj en fonction du nombre 
d ’additifs de charbon ou d’oxyde de 
fer et en fonction de la temperature 
de cuisson (temps de cuisson - 60 mn); 
1 - CaCO5 pur; 2 - CaCO^+5% Fe2O^+ 
+1 % de charbon; 3 - CaCO^+0,3 % de 
charbon; 4 - CaOO^+1 7» de charbon;
5 - CaCO^+3 % de charbon;
6 - CaCO^+5 7«

faible en oxydes de fer pour cette raison 
que le melange brut s’у trouve difficile ä 
s •agglomerer. Les cations trivalents Fe-5* 

qui possedent une capacite dlevde de pola- 
riser les anions d'oxygene du milieu, тергё- 
sentent des anions formateurs de complexes 
dans le clinker fondu tandis que les cations 
bivalents Fe^ у jouent le role d’ions modi- 

ficateurs. Les cations de fer Fe2+ dont 
l'energie de liaison Me — 0 est beaucoup 
plus faible que celle des cations Fe^+, гё- 
duisent la viscosite du clinker en fusion. ' 
Lans la phase liquide du clinker du ciment 
Portland blanc, le coefficient de diffusion 
des ions Ca2 constitue 3,3*10  v cm2/s pour 

la cuisson oxydante ä 1723 К et 14,8.10-^ 

cm /s pour la cuisson reductrice.
Une large introduction des ciments dbco- 

ratifs dans l’industrie du batimant necessi
te une elaboration de mdthodes" efficaces vi- 
sant ä accroitre leur resistance a 1 'efflo
rescence. Un accroissement sensil^ü de la 
resistance a 1‘efflorescence s‘obtient grace 
a une addition combinee dans la composition 
des ciments decoratifs d’adjuvants hydrauli-



par les cimexrts decoratifs» 1 - sans 
additifs; 2 - additionne de diato
mite; 5 - additionne de diatomite 
et de sulfaluminosilicate

quesf sulfaluminosilicies et organosilicies 
(3)*  Le processus d 'efflorescence est de
termine par la composition mineralogigue 
du clinker, la structure du ciment durci 
et les conditions d'hydratation*  L'essence 
physico-chimique de ce processus qui est 
celui de diffusion, est conditionnee par la 
densite du ciment durci et non pas par sa 
tenSur en hydroxyde de calcium. Les courbes 
thermocinetiques (fig. 3) montrent qu'une 
variation de la vitesse de degagemeat de 
chaleur au cours de 1'hydratation du ciment 
decoratif additionne de diatomite et da 
sulfaluminosilicate est consequents d'une 
augmentation allant ä 2,5 fois dir degre de 
fixation de 1 'aluminate tricalcique dans 
1'ettringite au premier stade de durcisse- 
ment. Ceci conduit ä des modifications de 
la structure du ciment durci en amelicrant 

son compactage et, par la, en assurant sa 
resistance a 1'efflorescence.

Cea derniers temps, on precede ä des 
recherches poussees dans le domaine de la 
Synthese et de 1'utilisation des oiments 
ferreux pour la granulometrie sans cuisscn 
des concentres de minerals de fer (4). 
^'utilisation des ciments ferreux ä ces 

fins dans la siderurgie permet d'economiser 
le combustible ainsi que de perfectionner 
la technique de preparation des matieres 
crues a 1'elaboration de fonte en haut four- 
neau. Les matieres crues ä utiliser pour 
obtenir ce ciment sont les concentres de mi
nerals de fer et les roches carbonatees 
(calcaire, craie). Les melanges crus sont 
calcules d ’apres Is degre de saturation 
CH — 0,8 — 1,1 et le module a 1uminany 
P = 0,1 - 0,2. Les matieres principales en
trant dans le clinker du ciment ferreux sont 
la ferrite bicalcique 02$', les alumlnoferri— 
tes de calcium type C2Ax;B,1-x еЪ la ьё111:е 
C2S. La cuisson du clinker s ’effectue dan» 
les milieux oxydant et reducteur a 1423 K.

Grace au role determinant qu’elle joue 
dans la formation de la structure et de la 
composition de phase de la solution d’alumo- 
ferrite solide, la nature du milieu gazeux 
de la cuisson exerce une influence conside
rable sur les indices de resistance des alu- 
minoferrites de calcium. Ainsi, une caisson 
a fälble effet reducteur contribue ä une 
augmentation de 1 'activite d ’hydratation de 
la solution solide. Une augmentation du 
degre de reduction dans les ecuantillons 
sounds ä 1’essai conduit a une baisse brus
que de la resistance des alumlnoferrites de 
calcium. Ceci s ’explique par le fait que 
pendant une cuisson a haut degri de reduc
tion il se produit une destruction, des alu- 
minoferrites de calcium

2CaO'xAl2O5.(1 - xJPe^O^: *

+ CO—» 5CaO*3Al 2C^ * Cad f Fe + CO-

xj'addition de Si02 on quantite de 2 %■ a 
la ferrite bicalcique dans la gamma des tern-- 
peratures de cuisson de 1373 a 1473 К 
n'altere pas les indices de resistance du*  ; 
mineral С2?. Ce fait revels la limite de \ 
solubilite de la silica dans la ferrite bi- 
calcique. Une triple baisse de la resistance | 
des echantillons studies de C2P nontenant ; 
plus de 2 % de SIC^ est observes A une tern— !
perature de plus de 1473 K. Gela s’explique ;
Par ce cue dans le domaine de hautes tempe- i



ratures, le CgF devient instable en presence 
de S1O„ et se decompose: 2CaO«Fe„O, + SiO^ = 
2CaO«SiO2 + A cause de ce phenomene,
la cuisson du clinker de ciment ferreux 
s ’effectue ä une temperature relativement 
basse de 1425 K.

Les particularites structurales des 
echantillons hydrates de la ferrite bical- 
ci^ue sont etudiees dans I’ouvrage (5). Pour 
evaluer l’activite d'hydratation des ferri
tes de calcium des compositions С P, CP et 
CP2» on a calcule les degres de liaison ioni- 
que et les valeurs gSometriques moyennes de 
1 ’electronegativite de ces minerany. Une 
basse valeur numerique de 1’electronegati
vite iiJ = 0,145 eV de la ferrite bicalcique 
et, en meme temps, un haut degre ionique de 
la liaison chimique E = 81 % determinant une 
haute activite d’hydratation du ciment fer- 
reux et les conditions de son durcissement.

CONCLUSION'S

1. Des conditions reductrices locales de 
la cuisson ä la base de la conversion du 
gaz natural et un brusque refroidissement 
du clinker ainsi que la presence d’additifs 
organiques augmentent considerablement le 
facteur de reflexion du ciment Portland 
blanc.

2. Les cations bivalents Pe2+ formds

dans un milieu reducteur accelerant le pro
cessus de dissociation thermique de CaCO^, 
dlminuent la viscosite du bain fondu de 
clinker ce qui intensifie le processus de 
c lin ker is ati on.

5. L’utilisation d’additifs mineraux et 
organosilicies dans la composition des ci- 
ments decoratifs contribue au compactage du 
ciment durci ce qui assure sa resistance a 
1 ’efflorescence.

4. La composition de phase, la structure 
et l’activite d'hydratation du clinker du 
ciment ferreux sont determinees par le mi
lieu thermique et gazeux de la cuisson.
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1

hromAHrit^Lm^!L!.n„4id!nCe Р°?г M changement

Dails

mine

os 
. e 
bran

b-c2s

Mn2 +

Mn2 + 

Ti3+

Ti4 +

Fe3 +

dans les series.degre de dlmlnution du coefficient de reflexion 

(partiellement Fe3) — CjS;

— Ti2+ — Ti3+

— Mn2+ — Fe3+

Nas condicöes de oxida^ao, a 
menta da seguinte forma:

Ti4+ — Mn4+ — Fe3+ — C3S,

Fe3+ — Ti4+ — Mn4+ — C3A

rais aumentannas0ZlrieSrdUCä0’ ° graU diminuiSäo do coeficiente de reflexäo (CR) dos

Mn2+ — Ti3+
Mn2+ — Fe2+
Ti3+ — Mn2+

2+ X— Fe (parcialmente Fe°) — C,S
— Ti^  b-c2s -
— Fe + (parcialmente Fe2) — C3A

rars

du coeffLÜt1deir!fl^iC(ER?ieti4d:Schrom:t1-e-tS-°At miS6S' еП ^ldeilce P°ur le changement

ia d- ««•««!.„,». 1Efle,ion (CR) de5 mi. 
" 4+ 4*  *— Mn — Fe0+ —C3S, b-C2S;

— Ti4+ — Mn4+ — C3A.

les conditions de reduction,
(.CR) des mineraux augmente ’ " '

— Ti3+ — Fe2+

— b-C2S;
(partiellement Fe2) — C3A.

procedesrefficacesdde neutralisation3^1!®! f!® auteur? °nt argumente scientifiquement les 
Ti et Mn. Ces n^ocSdSs son? -d '^“епсе colorifique du complexe des additions Fe,
(СРВ) ä partir "des matieres pr^iL^'a^nf1!: "^^Üev^eTc^rad^iÜ^^

ficienSOdeOie??e?äoe,?CR)iee*de 1?™??c?aAae8alaridade®-fIsi50-qul>icas para adt»aeäo do coe 
branco (СРВ) em en?« a»KL d cromatlcidade dos minerals e do clinquer do cimento portlanH 
gr?u diferente d a?m comPdexos e elevados de Sxido de ferro, titänio e magnlsio 0
es?abele^an !m ! dl™lnuicao do coeficiente/e reflexäo (CR) das fases silicosas e de C Ä 5 
Cäo das condicöesUdea;ue!maSeaSs^iZm?n?o?lmiC° Ti ’ Mn e Fe nas solutes sSlidas e eiÜ fun

diminuipäo do coeficiente de reflexäo (CR) dos minerals au



Un Probleme tree important qui s 'impose 
dans la theoris et la technique du ciment 
Portland blanc (GIB) est la neutralisation 
de I'effet colorant des additifs. MalgrS 
un nombre important de travaux consacres ä 
ce Probleme, on n*a  pas etudi6 jusqu'a pre
sent la question de changement de la blan
cheur et de la chromatidte du СРВ nonte
nant un ensemble d'additifs colorants en 
quantite elevee.

A cot6 des oxydes de Fe et Ito, le clin
ker du СРВ contient toujours des oxydes de 
titane. be TiOg at ses autres composes 
sent, de regie, incоlores ce qui, notam- 
ment, a servi de base pour obtenir le blanc 
de titane et des revetementa d'email blancs.

On estimait (1,2) qu'une introduction de 
ÜÜOg dans le melange brut de СРВ contenant 
des oxydes de Fe et Ito augmentait la blan
cheur du clinker par suite de 1 'accroisse- 
ment de la coordination d 'ions de fer et de 
manganese. Cependant, un accroissement de 
la coordination d'ions colorants ne const!- 
tue pas un facteur determinant dans la co
loration des verres 0) et des minerals de 
ciment (4). En outre, la pareille conclu
sion est un resultat de I'etude de la blan
cheur des clinkers contenant les ^626^ et 
Bto2O3 en quantites de 0,2 et 0,05 % en 
masse respectivement, la quantite addi- 
ticnnSe de TIO2 dtant de 0,05 % en masse, 
les 616ments indiquds ont dte obtanus dans 
un milieu oxydant avec le refroidissement 
dans 1'eau. Pour ce qui est des clinkers 
industrials du СРВ, leur teneur en Fe203 
atteint 0,6 % et dans certains cas 1,0% 
0) et celle en 0O2, 0,5 % (6). Lea 

aspects physico-chimiques de variation du 
facteur de reflexion (FB) du clinker dans 
ces conditions a'ont jamais dtd dtudies. 
Dans le prdsent ouvrage sent etablies de 
nouvelles lois physico-chimiques de 1'in
fluence des oxydes de Fe, it et Ti qu'ils 
exercent tant individuellement qu'en combi- 
naison en quantite elevee dans de differen- 
tea conditions de caisson et de refroisse- 
ment sur le FB du clinker de СРВ et ses 
phases. Comae on 1'a constate, les variati

ons du PH des phases du silicate et du CTA 
ne sent pas identiques ce qui est predeter
mine par I'etat oristailoebimique des ions 
colorants dans la structure des solutions 
solides de minerals (tabl. 1).

Dans le milieu oxydant, la baisse du PR 
des minerals croft en presence des series 
d 'ions $
Ti4*—^Ito4+—>Fe3+ - C5S, fö-C2S;

Fe5*----->Ti4t----- >Ып4* - C-A.
3

le milieu r^ducteur fait verier 1 'in
fluence des ions (en fonction de leur va
lence) sur le degre de baisse du FB des mi
nerals lequel croft dans les series;
Ito2t—>Ti3+_>Fs2+ (partielle-

ment Fe-^ ) - Сл3; 
Ito2*—^Fe2t_*.  Ti3+ * J3 - C2S 5

И3"—Fe3+ (partielle-
ment Fe2+) - - C^A.

Ш presence d 'oxydes de titane aussi 
bien que de ceux de manganese au sein des 
structures C^S et ^3-C2S misos dans un mi
lieu oxydant, il se produit dans les sous- 
reseaux anioniques de Ti4"*"  des sub4

stitutions isovalentes qui n'aboutissent 
pas ä la defectuosite de la structure elect- 
renique. Etant donne que le Ti4* ne possede 

pas de d-electrons, de telles substitutions 
n'amenent pas ä 1'apparition de bandes de 
transfert de la charge et ä une baisse sen
sible du FB des phases des silicates. Dans 
le C^A ont lieu des substitutions hetferova- 
lentes 4А13*̂22Г  5И-4* qui conduisent A une 

ddfectuosite de la structure electronique 
et ä 1'apparition de bandes de transfert de 
la charge ce qui a pour consequence une 
plus importante baisse du FB, surtout en 
cas d 'une teneur Sieves en Ti02 allant a 
1 %. Dans le milieu reducteur de synthese, 
le Ti se reduit au Tiv ce qui influe sur 
la nature de formation des solutions soli
des; eile devient hetbrovalente dans les
CjS et jS -C2S et isovalente dans le C^A. 
Dans ce cas, grace aux phenomenes physico- 
chimiques indiques, la baisse du FB croft 
rapidement dans les minerals silicieux et 
diminue sensiblement dans le C2A
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Degre de baisse du FR des solutions solides de minerals ä additifs colorants 
et sa valeur en fonctiondes transformations cristallocbimiques

Ivlilieu de
Minerals ^isson et 

de refroi- 
dissement

aux minerals sans additifs, % abs. et types 
des substitutions dans la structure du mineral pour les teneurs en*.  

% en masse ’

Oxydes de titane oxydes de manganese oxydes de fer
0,25 1,0 0,1 0,25 0,25 1,0
0,1 5,0 6,6 10,8 23,6 41,6

c5s oxydant Si4+^■ 1±41- Si4* - Ca2*<: ^•ш4* ♦ ito2* Si4**Ca 2*5±r  2Fe5*
3Si4*zr  3Fe5**Fe 5*

J3-C2S
0,0 4,1 6,5 10,6 9,4 30,5
Si4 Ti4* Si4* + Ga2*̂ I,to4* .»,2*  m 2*i=to 3Ca > 2Fe5*

C5A rr
2,6 19,2 9,7 38,2 1,2 4,1
AAl-^V-j»3Ti4* 4A15^5Mn4* U Ca2"^:2: .’.to2* A15^z--------5* --------±, Fe^

CxS3

reducteur 
(C0;G02)

. = III)

9,1_____ 18,0 1,0 6,5 21,5 39,5
3Si4+^=* 4Ti5* Ca2* и > Lin2* Ca2*̂=*  Fe2* 

Si4* * Ca2*̂Ä2Fe 5*

1,0 15,5 0,0 0,1 0,0 16,6
]5-Сг& 3S1^+^zl> 4Ti5* Ca2* • > Ito2* Ca2*-;- —•• Fe2*

0,0 3,6 2,4 5,0 0,0 7,8
G3A Al5*̂Ti 5* ca2* ^=*  Ito2* Ca2*̂Fe 2* Al5*̂Fe 5*

Ca2"l^±Fe2*

A la syntbese de minerals, les oxydes ont dte introduits sous la forme de ИО,,, ItooCL, 
PeDO, 2 2 3’

С- Э

Comine on le salt (7), les oxydes de ti
tans renforcent leur effet colorant en com— 
binaison avec d'autres additifs colorants. 
Hous avons etabli qu ’en presence de TiOg en 
coaibinaison avec le FCgOj dans les minerals 
de clinker, le FR diminue de 20 ä 23 % en 
comparaison avec celui des minerals ne con— 
tenant que le FegOj. Gela etant, la couleur 
cro£t d’intensite et vire du blanc et du 
Jaune clair au brun (tabl. 2). Gonforme- 
ment ä la theorie de chromaticite des ma
teria ux inorganiques (7), 1’intensifica
tion de la couleur est due ä un fort displa
cement du bord de la bande d’absorption 
grace ä un transfert de la charge du cote 
des ondes longues et ä un brusque accroi— 

ssement d’intensite du maximum d'absorpt
ion a environ 9000 cm La presence de 
liaisons entre les polyedres par 1’inter- 
mödiaire de leurs faces et des aretes, en 
particulier, entre les polyedres du C^S 
ainsi qu’une reduction incomplete du Fe^+ 
au Fe2* font diminuer brusquement le FR ce 

qul est cause egalement par la formation 
de complexes colorants heterovalents type 
Ti4* - О2" - Fe3+, Ti4*,  И4* - о2' - 
Fe et Fe^ — 02 — Fe2+. Des processus 

analogues se deroulent dans les ^-CgS et 
C^A mais ä un moindre degre compte tenu des 
particularites de leurs reseaux cristalllns

Sous un effet combine des oxydes de Fe, 
Mb et Ti, les processus physico-chimiques
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Tableau 5
Valeur du FH des clinkers en fonction de la teneur eu oxydes de Fe, Ti et Lftx et des 

precedes de fabrication

Composi
tion ca
lc ul ее du 
clinker, 
% en masse

Teneur, % en 
mässe

FR, % abs. pendant la cuisson et le 
refг oidissement

Fe2O5 Ti02 ItogO^ oxyd an ts reducteurs

ä 1 ’air dans
1 ’eau

en milieu
reducteur

dans
1 ’eau

C5S - 65 0,59 - - 70,3 81,6 73,0 86,9
C2S - 24 0,59 0,25 - 65,2 72,5 67,4 80,2
c5a - 10 0,59 0,25 0,25 28,8 54,1 46,4 74,6
CgF - 1

Tableau 2
Valeur du FH et couleurs des minerals en fonction de la teneur en oxydes de fer

et de titane

. Teneur
Шпетах™u-uc-La-1 oxydes

Feo0-, 2 3

en
, %

FR, % abs. et couleur du mineral pendant la cuisson et le refroidisse- 
 ment

oxyd an ts reducteurs

Ti02 ä 1 ’air dans 1 ’eau en milieu 
reducteur dans 1 'eau

o,5 - 58,9 jaune 73,4 jaunatre- 71,0 jaunatre 77,0 blanc ä teint
clair clair jaune

c5s o,5 0,5 35,9 gris-brun
79,5 jaur^ätre- 49,5 brun 78,5 blanc ä teint

rosatre clair rose

0,5 - ^4,9 jaune clalr 78,4 blanc ä 86,4 blanc 79,0 blanc
teint jaune

Ji-C2S
0,5 0,5 54,2 jaune clalr 65,6 creme 52,7 grisatre- 56,4 brun clair

jaunatre

0,5 - 90,0 blanc 89,6 blanc 91,8 blanc 90,8 blanc
c5a

0,5 0,5 69,3 creme 82,2 blanc 65,6 jaunatre 78,1 blanc ä teint
creme

pareils s’intensiflent encore davantage 
grace ä une manifestation de tout un en
semble de transformations cristallochimi- 
ques dans les minerals (tabl. 1). Le re
sultat de ces processus est une brusque 
chute de FH des clinkers contenant 0,59 % 
de FegO^ et une quantite elevee de TiOg et 
^2^3 allant ä 0,25 %• Les donnees ob.te- 
nues (tabl. 3) mqntrent qu’en cas de te
neur combines en oxydes de Fe et Ti en 

quantites indiqu4es comma c*est  le cas des 
clinkers industriels de CfB (6), le FH des 
clinkers diminue de 4,1 et 9,1 % dans le 
milieu oxydant et de 5,6 et 6,7 % dans le 
milieu reducteur. Le FH des clinkers di
minue dans un degre encore plus grands de
41,5 et 17,5 % et de 26,6 et 12,3 re- 
spectivement dans le cas db la teneur com- 
binee en oxydes de Fe, Ti et Lfa. II n ’est 
possible d’obtenir le CfB dans ce cas qu’



en combinant la cuisson reductrice la- 
quelle neutralise 1’effet colorant des 
oxydes de manganese et, partiellement, des 
oxydes de fer (dans les phases de silicate) 
avec un brusque refroldissement du clinker 
dans 1’eau assurant une repartition dirigee 
des additifs de Fe et Ti dans les phases 
les moins colorees (C^A et phase vitri
fies). Ceci permet d ’obtenir un СРВ de 
haute qualite ä partir des matieres pre
mieres ä teneur combines elevee en oxydes 
de fer, de manganese et de titane.
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SUMMARY

The influence of Belgian PFA (Powder Fly Ashes) substitution (10 to 80 %) on the hydration of OPC 
(Ordinary Portland Cement) was studied.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive Analysis of X-Rays (EDAX) were used in this 
investigation.
The hydration time varies from three days to two years.
The release of alkalis from pure PFA has been investigated by Atomic Absorption Spectrometry.
The SEM data concerning OPC + PFA mixtures, at different hydration periods, demonstrate the pozzolanic 
activity of PFA and the deep heterogeneity of the pozzolanic reaction. After one year of hydration, 
some PFA particles seem to be intact, whereas others are completely reacted.
The authors propose an original mechanism for the understanding of the attack of PFA particles by Ca(OH)2 
generated by cement hydration. The presence of a new well crystallized compound (hexagonal shape) 
in the long time hydrated fly ash cement allows us to propose some original explanation with regard to 
the beneficial effect of fly ash substitution in preventing harmful alkali aggregate reaction.

Estudou-se a influencia das PFA belgas (Cinzas Volantes em Po), em adicoes de 10 a 80?,, sobre a hidra- 
tacäo de OPC (cimento portland comum). '

Na investigacäo se utilizou microscopia eletronica de varredura (SEM) e anälise dispersiva de raio -X 
(EDAX).

1 0 tempo de hidratafäo varia de tres dias a tres anos.
Usando espectroscopia de absorcäo atomica, investigou-se a liberafäo de älcali das PFA puras.
Os dados de SEM relatives äs misturas de OPC + PFA, emdiferentes periodos de hidrata?ao, demonstram a 

atividade pozolänica de PFA e a heterogeneidade profunda da reacao pozolänica. Depois de urn ano de hidrata^äo, 
algumas particulas de PFA parecem estar intactas, enquanto outras reagiram completamente.

Os autores propoem um mecanismo original para о entendimento do ataque äs particulas de PFA por
CaCOH)^ gerado pela hidratasäo do cimento. A presenca de urn composto novo bem cristalizado (de forma hexagonal) 
no cimento de cinza volante hidratado hä longo tempo, permite-nos propor uma explicacao original com relajäo ao 
efeito benefico da substituicäo de cinza volante para prevenfäo da reacao prejudicial do agregado alcalino.
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INTRODUCTION

Direct economy factors coupled with an increasing 
awareness of the need to protect the environment 
and conserve energy have combined to focuse 
attention on the use of fly ash in concrete.
Fly ash is considered by some authors to be 
effective in reducing expansion due to alkali 
aggregate reactivity (1, 2). It is now admitted 
that alkalis react simultaneously with both reac
tive aggregate and pozzolanes, in amount that are 
directly proportional to their surface area (3).
However, the exact mechanism by which mineral 
admixtures are able to reduce expansion is still 
imperfectly understood.
The quantity of OPC that can be replaced should be 
carefully considered. Furthermore, fly ash must 
be readily reacted by alkalis, have a fine particle 
size and contain negligible amounts of soluble 
alkalis. Indeed, some investigators (4, 5) have 
pointed out that it is the soluble alkali and not 
the total alkali content of the fly ash, which 
plays a role in increasing the alkali-silica 
reactivity.
In that field, the authors obtained interesting 
chemical data concerning the solubility behaviour 
of alkalis from Belgian fly ashes, in different 
conditions (6).
The question related to "the PFA alkali develop
ment" in blended cement can, to some extent, be 
elucidated by SEM-EDAX examination of such a long 
period hydrated cement.

MATERIALS AND METHODS .

The cement used in this study was an OPC ASTM ■ 
Type I ; its specific surface was 2500 cmz/g 
(ASTM C 204 : Standard Test Method of Fineness 
by Air Permeability Apparatus). The mineralogical 
composition is : 60.1 Z C3S, 9.4 % C2S, 8.9 % 
C3A, 9.9 % C^AF and 3.5 7. CaSOu ; the Na20 and 
К20 contents are respectively 0.30 7, and 0.39 Z.
PFA 4 has been selected because of its chemical 
composition (Table 2) which symbolizes that of 
fly ash commonly produced by Belgian "power sta
tions. Belgian fly ashes are in the class F 
category of ASTM C 618-80 : their SO3 and lime . 
contents are very low. The K20 and Na20 contents

■ of PFA 4 are respectively 0,71 7. and 2.21 7«.
Mullite, quartz and magnetite are the main crys- 

' tailine components of PFA 4. The microstructure 
of cement containing from 0 to 80 7. PFA 4 was 
investigated by SEM coupled with EDAX, for hydra- 

■tion times from three days to two years.
The alkali release of PFA 4 was studied by atomic 
absorption spectrometry. •

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Characterization of fly ashes
A previous work (7) reported some interesting data 
concerning the solubility of PFA alkali oxides in ' 
water, and lime saturated solutions. These results 
allow us to propose a different location for the

two alkali oxides (Na^O-K^).
The release of alkali from PFA was checked in OPC 
and OPC + 25 7. PFA 4, by analyzing the chemical 
composition of the pore fluid, from 5 minutes to 
8 hours.

As it can be seen in figure 1, the replacement of 
25 % of OPC by PFA leads to a lower K20 content in 
the liquid phase. This observation suggests that 
the K+ concentration in the aqueous phase is only 
due to cement, and hence, confirms the low solubi
lity of K20 from PFA ; indeed, it seems that alka
lis are more easily released from cement than from 
PFA 4. This fact is interesting and reassuring 
with regard to the use of cement blended with PFA ; 
indeed, the K20 content in PFA 4 is relatively 
higher than OPC.

Figure 2 presents the solubility behaviour of Na2O 
in pure and blended cements (25 Z PFA 4). PFA 4 
releases some sodium into solution, but no signi- ■ 
ficant change is observed between the two concen
tration profiles.
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SEM AND EDAX EXAMINATIONS

Characterization of the pozzolanic reaction
The pozzolanic reaction involving the glassy phase 
of the PEA particles and the Ca(0H)2 generated by 
cement hydration has been investigated by SEM 
coupled with EDAX.

The examination of cement blended with low and high 
PEA contents (10 to 80 Z) by SEM, has permitted to 
observe, after 14 days, the pozzolanic activity 
of some PEA particles : they exhibit at their 
surface typical constitutive mullite crystals 
(Figure 3). However, it is important to note that, 
as well as the amount of free lime, the mechanical 
performances of such a blended cement do not permit 
to conclude to a significant pozzolanic reaction at 
this age.

Figure 3.
OFC + 20 % PFA 4 
(14 days)

Figure 4.
OPC + 10 % PFA 4 
(2 years)

It is surprising to note, even in the case of low 
PFA blended cement (10 Z) the persistence of fly 
ash particles intact, after two years of hydra
tion (Figure 4).
These data demonstrate the profound heterogeneity 
of the pozzolanic reaction : each PFA particle pre
sents an intrinsic pozzolanic behaviour which is 
conditioned by its "thermal history". The cooling 
process in the burning zone promotes the inhomo
geneous distribution of chemical compounds in fly 
ash particles, as demonstrated by the authors 
for both alkali oxides (6).
The pozzolanic reaction appears as an erosion of 
the vitreous phase of the PFA particles ; among 
mullite crystals, quartz and in some cases, small 
radial crystals become observable on the surface 
of the reacted particle as demonstrated respective
ly on figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5.
OPC + 80 % PFA 4 
(60 days)

Figure 6.
OPC + 60 % PFA 4 
(120 days)

As the reaction progresses, macropores become 
apparent at the surface of PFA particles 
(Figure 7).

Figure 7 - OPC + 20 % PFA 4 (1 year)
Those macropores are formed during the cooling 
process of PFA and generally are not observable 
at the surface of unattacked particles (Figures 
8 and 9).

Figure 8.
OPC + 40 % PFA 4 
(150 days) 
UNATTACKED PARTICLE

Figure 9.
OPC + 20 % PFA 4 
(120 days) 
ATTACKED PARTICLE

In the ultimate stage of the reaction, the 
particles are desintegrated (Figure 10).

Figure 10 - OPC + 50 % PFA 4 (9 months)

PRODUCTS OF THE POZZOLANIC REACTION

The pozzolanic reaction promotes the massive 
formation of CSH (Figure 11). In some cases, when 
the PFA particle is entirely reacted, a CSH 
colony follows the exact shape of the original PFA 
particle (Figure 12). EDAX reveals the presence 
of non negligible amounts of aluminium in CSH : 
this observation demonstrates well the pozzolanic 
reaction between the silico-aluminous vitreous 
phase of PFA and Ca(0H)2.

Figure 11.
OPC + 30 % PFA 4 
(120 days)

Figure 12.
OPC + 10 % PFA 4 
(1 year)
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СТгеттеаД, compos-it'ion 1.

After long hydration periods, SEM does not point out 
any trace of mullite crystals in the cement paste, 
whereas X-rays diffraction exhibits typical mullite 
spectrum lines. The hypothesis of such residual 
crystals embedded in CSH matrix has to be consi
dered, mullite behaving then probably like an 
active site for the microcrystallization of CSH gel.
Calcium monosulfoaluminate (MSA), better crysta
llized than in pure paste, is observed after long 
hydration period of PFA cements (Figure 13). 
Probably alumina from both PFA and OPC react conco- 
mmitantly to form such crystals.

Figure 13.
OPC + 10 % PFA 4 
(2 years)
The most exciting microscopical results concern the 
presence of well crystallized plates (apparently 
in the hexagonal system) in PFA blended cement 
(Figure 14, 14(a), 14(b)). The morphology reminds 
that of Са(ОН)г and/or MSA, but EDAX shows high 
silica and alumina amounts and an appreciable К 
content. The number of these plates seems to be 
proportional to the PFA content of the hardened 
paste.

Figure 14.
OPC + 30 % PFA 4 
(2 years)

Figure 14(b).
OPC + SO % PFA 4 
(2 years)

Chemical composition 1.

Figure 14(b). Chemical composition 1.
OPC + 80 7« PFA 4
(2 years)

The identification by EDAX of both Si and S in some 
of these hexagonal plates (Figure 15) suggests the 
formation of solid solution between MSA and that 
compound.

Figure 15. Chemical composition 1.
OPC + 30 % PFA 4 
(2 years)
The most interesting observation is related to the 
amount of potassium of this crystalline compound 
which demonstrates that PFA alkalis are kept in 
hydrated products resulting from the pozzolanic 
reaction.

It is well known that many of the PFA materials 
have some sorptive capacity for sodium and espe
cially for potassium (8).
These microscopical data could permit to establish 
a closed relationship between the pozzolanic reac
tion and the alkali aggregate reaction. Indeed, the 
existence of this pozzolanic reaction product with 
such a morphology which reminds quite enough that 
of some alkali aggregate reaction products,allows 
us, to some extent, to better understand the 
beneficial effect of PFA in this "concrete disease". 
There is clearly a variety of alkali aggregate 
reaction rather than a single one : the reaction 
product can contain aluminium and iron originally 
associated to impurities in the reactive aggregate, 
and its calcium content is variable. This calcium 
content derives from Са(ОН)г and even CSH gel 
crystals in the vicinity of the alkali aggregate 
sites.

Some authors found (9) that in "reactive concrete 
containing PFA", the amount of calcium in reaction 
product was considerably greater than that of 
concrete without PFA. It can be suggested (10) 
that PFA acts so as to bring about an increase 
of the amount of Са(0Н)г in the vicinity of silica 
reactive surface (including PFA particles them
selves, and directly siliceous reactive aggregates) ; 
Ca(OH)j could be distributed more uniformly 
throughout the PFA-OPC system.

So the PFA does not inhibit alkali-silica reaction, 
but facilitates the mobilization of calcium into 
reactive siliceous particles, leading to the 
formation of gels with high calcium concentration.
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It is well known that when the alkali-silica 
complex reacts with Ca(0H)2, it forms the white 
opaque non swelling calcium-alkali-silica complex 
(4). The favourable effect of PFA particles in the 
alkali aggregate reaction could be resumed as 
follows. Their pozzolanic activity, which allows 
them to "attract" and/or to react with Ca(0H)2, 
associated with their ability to fix alkalis, 
contributed to the formation of a stable compound : 
a calcium hydroxide - alkali hydroxide - silica 
reaction product which does not absorb water.

MECHANISM OF POZZOLANIC REACTION

Microscopical examination of cement blended with 
PFA allows the authors to propose some original 
mechanism that better explain the pozzolanic 
reaction.

Previous comment has suggested that some siliceous 
phase with pozzolanic properties can promote 
the better dispersion of Ca(0H)2 throughout the 
cement paste. Closely related to this hypothesis, 
the existence of some "active sites" at the exter
nal and internal surfaces of the PFA particles 
should be considered.
Throughout those data, a model could be proposed 
for the pozzolanic reaction mechanism, involving 
the following steps.

The first step (I) consists in the diffusion of the 
aqueous phase through the cement paste and/or 
the macropores of the PFA particles, into the 
active sites.
The second step (II) is the precipitation of Ca(0H)2 
on the active site (internal and external) to form 
circular Ca(0H)2 masses.

The reaction between these masses and the silico- 
aluminous vitreous phase of PFA particles consti
tutes the third step of the pozzolanic reaction. 
This leads to the formation of CSH gel containing 
aluminum (and potassium in some cases), and to well 
crystallized calcium silico-aluminate containing 
potassium.

The reaction model is perfectly illustrated by 
SEM micrographs. Figures 16 and 16(a) show the 
formation of Ca(0H)2 at internal and external 
sites of a PFA particle. The macropore through 
which the calcium saturated aqueous phase has 
diffused can be observed in the centre of some 
Ca(OH)2 masses (Figurs 16(b)).

Figure 16.
OPC + 40 % PFA 4 
(60 days)

Chemical, composition 1.

Figure 16(a).
OPC + 30 % PFA 4 
(60 days)

Figure 16(b).
OPC + 40 % PFA 4 
(120 days)

The reaction progresses, promoting CSH formation 
(Figure 17) and crystal development, inside 
(Figure 18) as well as outside (Figure 19) of 
the PFA particle.

Figure 17.
OPC + 80 % PFA 4 
(2 years)

Figure 18.
OPC + 40 % PFA 4 
(2 years)
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Figure 19. Chemical, composition 1.
OPC + 60 % PEA 4 
(2 years)
As it can be seen in Figure 20, when the sample is 
prepared for microscopical examination, some of 
the circular Ca(0H)2 masses can be removed from the 
PFA particles, and it is easy to observe the 
’'replica" of these formations, resulting from 
the pozzolanic reaction.

Figure 20 - OPC + 30 % PFA 4 (90 days)

CONCLUSIONS

1. During the early stages of hydration, no signi
ficant alkali release is observed in cement 
blended with low PFA content, in comparison 
with OPC. This confirms the very low solu
bility of alkalis from PFA 4.

2. During this investigation, the authors have 
found significant differences between fly ash 
particles. Indeed, we have found some 
particles that are never acting even after two 
years and other ones that present a pozzolanic 
reaction very early.

Concerning the mechanism of pozzolanic reaction, 
according to classical pictures, fly ash acts 
as a so-called "pozzolan" ; it reacts with 
calcium-hydroxide liberated by C3S and C2S 
hydrations.

According to S. DIAMOND, actually we have not 
enough data to understand this phenomenon (11).

For the first time, the authors have proposed 
a mechanism for the pozzolanic reaction between 
PFA particles and calcium hydroxide in a cement 
matrix.

This mechanism can be summarized through the 
following steps :

a) diffusion step
b) Ca(0H)2 formation step
c) hydrates production step

3. The presente of some well crystallized hydrates 
containing significant amounts of potassium 
has been observed” by the SEM-EDAX examination 
of cement blended with PFA.

It is probably the generation of such a reaction 
product that could better explain the beneficial 
effect of the PFA particles namely preventing 
the harmful alkali aggregate reaction ; however, 
more data are needed to confirm this hypothesis.
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TO THE ANALYSIS OF THE PORE STRUCTURE OF CEMENT STONE
4.1

A L'EGARD DE L'ANALYSi: DE LA STRUCTURE POREUSE DU CIMENT DURCI

SU4MARY

The genesis and develojment in time of the pore space in cement pastes are analysed in terms of the cp-to-date 
concepts on the hardening and structure formation of cement stone.

A physical model is involved to define and illustrate 
partial pore volumes, gel and capillary pores etc.). 
considered as well.

the main pore structure characteristics (total and 
On this basis seme classification schemes of pores are

The role and influences of seme technological factors (mineral composition and Blaine fineness, water/cement 
ratio, conditions and duration of hardening) on the pore volume changes in time are discussed using respective 
analytical relations and expcrincntal data.

On the basis of the analysis presented one can obtain more detailed information about the physical nature of 
the pore structure of cement stone and substantial role in the synthesis of the physico-chemical and mechanical 
properties of esnent concretes.

SU4ÄRIO

A genese e desenvolvimento do espago ocupado pelos poros nas pastas de cimento ao longo do tempo säo ana- 
lisados em termos atualizados de endurecimento e formaQao da estrutura da pasta.

Un modelo flsioo e proposto para definir as caracteristicas principals dos poros (volume total e parcial 
dos poros, poros capilares e do gel etc.). Nesta base, alguns esquemas de classificagao dos poros säo tambem 
considerados.

A importäncia e influencia de alguns fatores (cctnposicäo mineral, e finura Blaine, relagao ägua/cimento e 
cnndigöes e duragäo de endurecimento) na mudansa de volume dos poros ao longo do tempo säo discutidas usando-se 
relagoes anallticas e dados experLmentais.

Com base na anälise apresentada, podem-se obter informapoes mais detalhadas sobre a natureza flsica da es 
trutura dos poros na pasta de cimento e sua importäncia fundamental na sintese das propriedades flsioo - quimicas 
e propriedades mecänicas do concreto.



INTRODUCTION

The cement stone, that is the hardened ce
ment PASTE, IS A TYPICAL POROUS BODY, ITS 

PROPERTIES DEPEND TO A GREAT EXTENT ON THE 

STRUCTURE OF THE PORE SPACE.ЛНЕ TERM "PORE 

STRUCTURE" HAS BEEN DEFINED COMPLETELY BY 

Zagar (1) as a complex property of the solid 

MATERIALS CONTAINING VOIDS BIGGER THAN MOLE

CULAR DIMENSIONS, It INCLUDES THE VOLUME OF 

THE VOIDS /POROSITY/,THEIR SURFACE,GEOMETRI

CAL AND FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY,SIZE DISTRIBU

TION AND SOME PARAMETERS TAKING INTO ACCOUNT 

THE SHAPE AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF PORES, 

Pore structure has been a special subject of 

INVESTIGATION BY MANY AUTHORS FROM VARIOUS 

points of view. Irrespective of so much 

ATTENTION TO THE PROBLEM THE PHYSICAL NATURE 

OF THE PHENOMENA THAT CAUSE OR ATTEND TO 

THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE PORE 

STRUCTURE IN TIME IS STILL NOT CLEAR AND 

THIS SEEMS TO SUSTAIN A PERMANENT INTEREST, 

In this paper an attempt is made to discuss 

THE ORIGIN OF THE PORES IN THE HARDENING 

CEMENT PASTE AND TO EVALUATE APPROXIMATELY 

THE PORE VOLUMES ON THE BASIS OF A SIMPLIFIED 

PHYSICAL MODEL PROPOSED.

ORIGIN OF THE PORE SPACE IN CEMENT STONE 

It is usual to start with the state of the 

FRESH CEMENT PASTE, WHICH IS REGARDED AS A 

THICK SUSPENSION OF THE CEMENT PARTICLES IN 

MIXING WATER (2), THE STRUCTURE OF SUCH A 

SYSTEM IS CHARACTERISED BY THE VOLUME 

CONCENTRATION OF THE CEMENT PARTICLES IN THE 

SOLUTION, THEIR SIZE DISTRIBUTION,

INTERPARTICAL FORCES AND ADSORBTION OF WATER 

ON THE SOLID SURFACES, A TYPICAL FLOCULENT 

STATE IS ALSO INHERENT TO CEMENT PASTE (3).

Immediately after mixing the cement with 

WATER THE ABSOLUTE VOLUME OF THE CEMENT 

PASTE CONSISTS OF THE VOLUMES OF THE CEMENT 

/CEMENT GRAINS ASSUMED UNPOROUS/, MIXING 

WATER AND POSSIBLY AIR VOIDS. THE LATTER 

TWO VOLUMES FORM THE SO CALLED "FREE VOLUME" 

OF THE CEMENT PASTE, WHICH IS INITIALLY 

AVAILABLE FOR THE CEMENT HYDRATION PRODUCTS 

to grow in (4). During the process of 

HYDRATION THIS VOLUME INCREASES AT THE 

EXPENSE OF THE REACTING PORTIONS OF CEMENT 

AND WATER. ON THE OTHER HAND PART OF IT IS 

SIMULTANEOUSLY FILLED BY THE HYDRATION 

PRODUCTS FORMED AT THE TIME CONSIDERED. In 

THIS CONTEXT IT MAY BE REASONABLE TO THINK 

THAT THE WATER CONTENT IN THE PASTE IS ONE 

OF THE MAIN SOURCES OF THE PORE SPACE AND 

THAT THE STATE OF WATER IN THE HARDENING 

SYSTEM SHOULD PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE,

The HYDRATION PRODUCTS THAT ARISE AS A 

RESULT OF THE CHEMICAL REACTIONS BETWEEN 

CEMENT COMPOUNDS AND WATER ARE PRESENTED 

IN GENERAL BY TWO TYPES OF SUBSTANCES (5): 

POORLY CRYSTALLIZED MATTER, THAT IS THE 

CALCIUM SILICATE HYDRATES /C-S-H GEL/ BEING 

THE PREDOMINANT PHASE AND, PARTLY, THE 

CALCIUM ALUMINATE HYDRATES /С-А-Н GEL/; AND 

RELATIVELY WELL-CRYSTALLIZED PHASES, SUCH AS 

CALCIUM HYDROXIDE AND ETTRINGITE. ALL OF THE 

HYDRATION PRODUCTS ARE OF VARIOUS DIMENSIONS 

AND MORPHOLOGY WITH MORE OR LESS EXTENSIVE 

INTERLOCKING OF THE PARTICLES AND SPECIFIC 



PROPERTIES OF THE LIQUID PHASE IN THE HAR

DENING SYSTEM. IN THE COURSE OF TIME THE 

INITIAL FREE VOLUME IN THE CEMENT PASTE IS 

GRADUALLY FILLED BY THESE PRODUCTS, THE 

STRUCTURE OF THE PASTE BECOMES INCREASINGLY 

DENSER. THE INITIAL LABILE STRUCTURE OF THE 

PASTE IS STEP-BYGTEP CONVERTED INTO A CON

DENSED MACHANICALLY STABLE STRUCTURE OF 

CEMENT STONE,

As KNOWN, THE ABSOLUTE VOLUMES OF THE 

HYDRATES ARE LARGER THAN THOSE OF THE INI

TIAL UNHYDRATED GRAINS /SWELLING/, BUT 

SMALLER THAN SUMMARY ABSOLUTE VOLUMES OF THE 

CEMENT GRAINS AND WATER REACTED /CONTRACTION 

of the system/, When the water-cement ratio 

EXCEEDS THE VALUE THAT CORRESPONDS TO THE 

STOICHIOMETRY OF THE REACTIONS THE INITIAL 

VOLUME OF THE PASTE DOES NOT PRACTICALLY 

CHANGE DURING THE PROCESS OF HYDRATION (6), 
AS A RESULT CONTRACTING PORES ORIGINATE 

PERFORCE,

Another reason, may be more important, to 

FORM PORE SPACE IS RELATED TO THE MORPHOLOGY 

AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE SOLID PARTICLES INTO 

THE HARDENING SYSTEM, THE COMPLEX INTERNAL 

STRUCTURE OF THE HYDRATES WITH EXREMELY 

DEVELOPED SURFACE AREA AND SORPTION ABILITY 

TO WATER, BOND CAPACITY,MUTUAL DISTRIBUTION 

AND COHERENCE OF THE PARTICLES PREDETERMINE 

THE CONDITIONS THAT A TYPICAL PORE STRUCTURE 

SHOULD FORM.IN THIS CONTEXT SOME PECULIARI

TIES CONCERNING THE STATE OF WATER IN THE 

HARDENING SYSTEM SHOULD BE MENTIONED (7)'. A 
PART OF THE MIXING WATER IN HARDENING CEMENT 

PASTE IS CHEMICALLY COMBINED IN THE HYDRATION 

PRODUCTS /WITH BASIC OR SECONDARY VALENCES/, 

ANOTHER PART IS ADSORBED ON SOLID SURFACES 

AND A PART REMAINS OUTSIDE THE FORCE FIELDS 

OF SOLID SURFACES /CAPILLARY WATER/. THESE 

SORTS OF WATER DIFFER IN DENSITY,AND THUS 

IN SPECIFIC VOLUMES, BOND FORCES TO SOLID 

PHASE AND VOLATILITY. THE SEPARATION OF THE 

CHEMICALLY COMBINED WATER FROM THE ADSORBED 

AND CAPILLARY WATER IS DISCUSSED BY POWERS 

(8) ON THE BASIS OF SOME EXPERIMENTS UNDER 

SPECIAL DRYING CONDITIONS AND THE TERMS 

NON-EVAPORABLE WATER AND EVAPORABLE WATER 

ARE INVOLVED TO DESIGNATE THESE TWO CLASSES 

OF WATER RESPECTIVELY. ACCORDING TO THIS 

CONSIDERATION IN A HARDENED CEMENT PASTE 

THE SPACE OCCUPIED BY THE VOLUME OF THE 

EVAPORABLE WATER SHOULD CORRESPOND TO THE 

TOTAL VOLUME OF THE PORES, THE LATTER CON

SISTING OF GEL PORES AND CAPILLARY PORES. 

Such a classification of pores seems to be 

ACCEPTABLE FOR THE AUTHORS BECAUSE IT IS 

BASED ON THE PHYSICAL NATURE OF THE MATERIAL, 

In addition, Kondo and Daimon (9) diferen- 

TIATE THE GEL PORES INVOVING THE TERMS INTER 

CRYSTALLITE AND INTRACRYSTALLITE PORES, In 

PORE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS SOME AUTHORS OFTEN 

USE THE TERMS MICRO-,MESO- AND MACROPORES 

TO DENOTE THE SIZE RANGE /APPROXIMATE RADIl/ 

OF THE PORES,

IT MAY BE CONCLUDED THAT, IRRESPECTIVE OF 

SOME DISTINCTIONS AND CONTRADICTIONS IN THE 

APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM, THE TOTAL PORE VO

LUME IN A WATER SATURATED HARDENING CEMENT 

PASTE DIRECTLY CORRESPONDS TÖ THE SPACE 

OCCUPIED BY THE EVAPORABLE WATER, THAT IS, 

THE TOTAL PORE VOLUME MAY BE PRESENTED AS A 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TOTAL VOLUME OF THE 
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HARDENED PASTE AT A GIVEN TIME AND THE 

ABSOLUTE VOLUME OF THE SOLID PHASE AT THE 

SAME TIME IF THE AIR CONTENT IS NEGLECTED, 

In SOME CASES THE CONTRACTION POROSITY 

NEEDS TO BE CONSIDERED ESPECIALLY AND THE 

CONTRACTING PORES ARE TO BE TREATED AS A 

SEPARATE FRACTION OF THE TOTAL PORE VOLUME 

(10), In SUCH CASES IT IS NECESSARY TO SPE

CIFY ADDITIONALLY FRACTIONAL PORE VOLUMES,

A SIMPLIFIED MICRO-STRUCTURE MODEL OF 
CEMENT STONE

TO ANALYSE THE PROPERTIES OF THE HARDENING 

CEMENT PASTE IT IS USUAL TO INVOLVE MORE 

OR LESS SIMPLIFIED MODELS WHICH PRESENT AT 

LEAST THE MAIN STRUCTURE PECULIARITIES OF 

THE REAL MATERIAL. KONDO AND DaIMON (9) 
HAVE USED A PERTINENT MODEL OF C-S-H GEL TO 

DIFFERENTIATE THE GEL STRUCTURE, GRANJU 

AND MaSO (11) HAVE PROPOSED A PHYSICAL 

MODEL FOR EVALUATION OF THE CEMENT PASTE 

MICRO-STRUCTURE AND STRENGTH LAW, THE 

AUTHORS OF THIS PAPER SUGGEST A SIMPLIFIED 

PHYSICAL MODEL OF THE HARDENING CEMENT 

PASTE /FlG.l/ TO DERIVE THE TOTAL AND 

FRACTIONAL PORE VOLUMES,

The basic concept of this model is that the 
PORE STRUCTURE GENESIS AND DEVELOPMENT IN 

TIME RELATE TO THE INITIAL STATE OF THE 

’ CEMENT PASTE AND FOLLOW THE HYDRATION PRO

CESS OF THE CEMENT IRRESPECTIVE OF THE 

INHERENT MECHNISM THROUGH WHICH THE HYDRA

TION PRODUCTS ARISE, IT IS SUPPOSED THAT 

THE CONTRACTION IS INDUCED MAINLY BY THE 

C-A-H GEL HYDRATES AND OCCUPY A PART OF THE 

INTER-GEL PARTICLE WATER FILLED SPACE AND

UNHYDRATED
V/Vti CEMENT

WATER

AIR VOIDS

C3S2H gel +
Ь- gel pores

ettringite 
crystals

^~| C3AiI6

Ca(OH).
crystals

Fig.1. Structure of

C3FH6

CEMENT STONE AND ITS

PHYSICAL MODEL

A PART OF THE CAPILLARY PORE SPACE, THE GEL 

PORES ARE RELATED TO THE C-S-H GEL WATER. 

The VALIDITY OF THE MODEL IS RESTRICTED BY 

THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:

- PURE CLINKER CEMENT USED, WITH GYPSUM 

ADDITIVE ONLY;

- GLASS-TUBE HYDRATION AND HARDENING OF CE

MENT PASTE /ABSENCE OF SHRINKAGE OR SWELLING/ 

AT ROOM temperature;



- THE HYDRATION OF CLINKER COMPOUNDS DOES 

NOT DIFFER ESSENTIALLY FROM THE HYDRATION

OF THE CORRESPONDING PURE MINERALS AND THE 

PRINCIPLE OF ADDITIVITY /SUPERPOSITION OF 

EFFECTS/ OF THE COMPOUNDS TO THE PROPERTIES 

CONSIDERED IS APPLICABLE;

- GYPSUM ADDITIVE IS REACTED COMPLETELY 

WITH C3A TO FORM ETTRINGITE DURING THE 

EARLY STAGE OF HYDRATION;

- THE TERM "GEL" IS RELATED TO C-S-H GEL;

- POSSIBLE AIR CONTENT IN CEMENT PASTE IS 

NEGLECTED.

To USE THIS MODEL IN PORE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

OF CEMENT STONE THE INITIAL INFORMATION ON 

MINERAL COMPOSITION OF THE CEMENT / 7» MASS 

CONTENT OF CLINKER COMPONENTS, THAT IS C3S, 
C2S, C3A, C^AF, FREE С, M AND GYPSUM/ AND 

WATER-CEMENT RATIO /BY WEIGHT/ ARE NECESSA

RY. The chemical reactions between clinker 

COMPOUNDS AND WATER ARE SUPPOSED ACCORDING 

TO THE SCHEMES (12):

(I) 2C3S + 6H = C3S2H3 + 3CH;
(II) 2C2S + AH = C3S2H3 + CH;
(IIIa) C3A + 3(CSH0#5) + 29,5H = C3ACSH31; 
(IIIb) C3A*  + 6H = C3AH6;

(IV) C^AF + 2CH + 10H = C3AH6 + C3FH6 ;
(V) C + H = CH ;
(VI) M + H = MH ;

WHERE THE WELL KNOWN ABBREVIATED SYMBOLS 

ARE USED. IN REACTION (IIIb) C3A*  CORRES

PONDS TO THE REMAINDER OF C3A, AFTER THE 

REACTION (IIIa) has been completed.

Bearing in mind the molecular mass of the 

REACTANTS,THE MASS AND THE ABSOLUTE VOLUMES 

OF THE

HYDRATES PRODUCED BY UNIT MASS OF THE COM

POUND THE CORRESPONDING AMOUNT OF CHEMI

CALLY COMBINED WATER MAY BE CALCULATED (12), 

Then involving the degree of hydration (mT)

OF THE INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS IN THE CEMENT 

(13) TO A GIVEN TIME "t",lT IS POSSIBLE TO 

ESTIMATE APPROXIMATELY THE ABSOLUTE VOLUME 

OF THE SOLIDE PHASE (Vg) IN A UNIT VOLUME 

OF HARDENED CEMENT PASTE, I.E.:

(1) = V \ + V12 (cm3/cm3);ö D J V D ,11

WHERE Vs^o and Vg^h are THE ABSOLUTE VOLU

MES OF THE NON-HYDRATED AND HYDRATED PARTS 

OF THE CEMENT AT THE TIME "t",RESPECTIVELY, 

The values vg^o and vg^h may be obtained by 

SUMMARISING THE ABSOLUTE VOLUMES REFERING TO 

THE INDIVIDUAL COMPOUNDS AND HYDRATES,I.E.: 

(la) V = cVv . (1 - mT) (cm3/cm3);
S ! Q U , 1 X

vo,i = 9o,i/dco,i (9/cm3) ;

<1b> VsX = CoE%,i<imi (™3/cm3) :

v, = g, / d . . (cm3/cm3) ;
■ h,i h,i * ch,i ' ' '

WHERE: Co is QUANTITY OF CEMENT IN 1 CM^ 

INITIAL CEMENT PASTE (g/cm3); gOfi- MASS OF 

the - compound in ig cehent (g/g);

MASS OF THE " 1 - HYDRATE" RELATED TO 1g OF 

the compound (g/g); dco,i and dchfi - speci
fic GRAVITIES (g/cm3); vOfi - ABSOLUTE VOLU

ME OF THE " i"-COMPOUND (cm3/g) ; vh\- ABSO

LUTE VOLUME OF THE " i- HYDRATE"(cm3/g);mb - 

DEGREE OF HYDRATION OF THE "i"- COMPOUND AT 

THE TIME "t", DEFINED AS THE RELATION OF THE 

MASS OF THE "i"-COMPOUND, IN CEMENT, REACTED 

AT THE TIME "t"TO THE INITIAL MASS OF THE

SAME COMPOUND,

If THE INITIAL UNIT VOLUME (1cm3) OF THE



CEMENT PASTE REMAINS UNCHANGEABLE IN TIME, 

THEN THE TOTAL PORE VOLUME MAY BE DEFINED:

4- +
(2) Vp = 1 " s (cm /cTn 5 ?

WHERE vg IS THE ONE PRESENTED IN EQUATION(Ц

IN ADDITION,THE PARTIAL VOLUMES OF GEL PO

RES (vp^g) AND CONTRACTING PORES (vp,con) 

IN UNIT VOLUME OF THE HARDENED CEMENT PASTE 

MAY ALSO PRESENTED, PROPOSING THAT THE VO

LUME OF GEL PORES CORRESPONDS TO AMOUNT OF 

GEL WATER SORBED AT THE GIVEN TIME"t",THEN

(3) v = С (зъ/а )У  g .gt.nb*
P,9 o' gz i x 3/

(1) cn

WHERE THE INDEX "1" DILATES ON THE SILICATE 

COMPOUNDS (C3S AND C2S) AND C-S-H GEL ONLY; 

Sg - MASS OF THE SORBED WATER PER 1g C-S-H 

gel (g/g); - density of gel water

(д/ст3)1ДНЕ VALUE OF Sg IS MEASURED 

EXPERIMENTALLY,

The volume of contracting pores can be cal

culated APPROXIMATELY USING THE AVERAGE 

VALUES OF THE. COEFFICIENT OF CONTRACTION 

AND DEGREE OF HYDRATION OF CEMENT (10):
(4) V 12 = qm^ C (cm3/cm3) ;

p,con 4 с о '

WHERE "q" IS COEFFICIENT OF CONTRACTION 
3 t

(0,09 - 0,15 cm /g); mc - DEGREE OF HYDRA

TION OF CEMENT,

IT SEEMS TO BE MORE PERSPECTIVE TO DESCRIBE

THE CONTRACTING PORE VOLUME INVOLVING THE 

INDIVIDUAL PARAMETERS k±, т£ AND 0F THE 

CEMENT COMPOUNDS (n^ IS THE MASS OF THE 

CHEMICALLY COMBINED WATER PER 1g COMPOUND): 

<4a> vp,con=CoEkl%,imKd— + -7) (73) : 
j d,, cm co,i w

WHERE! - COEFFICIENT OF VOLUME CONTRAC-

TION (12) RELATING THE REACTIONS (I)-(VI) 
3 3 3(cm /cm );dw- DENSITY OF WATER (g/cm ), 

On THE BASIS OF THE RELATIONS (2),(3)aND <4a> 

THE CAPILLARY PORE VOLUME IS CALCULATED:

(5) V = Vfc - V - V (cm3/cm3).
P,c p p,g p,con' '

Thus, at a given time of hydration the ■ 

FOLLOWING RELATION WOULD BE VALID TO A 

CERTAIN EXTENT OF APPROXIMATION:

(6) V12 + V t + V Ъ + V = 1 (cm3).
s p,g p,con • p,c

This relation may be used to check the

CALCULATED PORE VOLUMES,

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

Pure clinker cement is used with mineral 

composition (g/g): C^S = 0,500; C2S = 0,244; 
C3A = 0,081; C4AF = 0,096; free C = 0,007; 
M = 0,012 AND GYPSUM 0,060,

Series of cement paste are prepared varying 

the water-cement ratio - 0,30, 0,35, 0,40, 
0,45 and 0,50, The samples are cast in glass 

tubes plugged tightly to avoid water evapo

ration, HARDENED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE AND 

TESTED AT 1, 3, 7, 28 AND 180 DAYS AFTER 

mixing, The chemically combined water is 
MEASURED USING DTA TECHNIQUE, THE TOTAL PORE 

VOLUME IS ESTIMATED ON THE BASIS OF THE BULK 

DENSITY AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF CEMENT STONE, 

The pore size distribution in limits of 5 - 
10^ NM IS MEASURED BY USING MERCURY INTRU

SION POROSIMETRY FOR EVALUATION OF THE CON

TRACTING AND CAPILLARY PORES, SORBTION ABI

LITY IS MEASURED BY MEANS OF WATER SORBTION 

METHOD,

The kinetics of the fractional pore volumes



IN TIME UP TO 180 DAYS (CALCULATED DATA) IS

GRAPHYCALLY ILLUSTRATED IN FlG.2,

DURATION OF HARDENING/days/

Fig.2. Kinetics of fractional pore volumes

IN CEMENT STONE.

The data confirm the general tendency of po

re STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT IN TIME-GRADUAL DE

CREASING OF THE TOTAL PORE SPACE WITH THE 

INHERENT REDISTRIBUTION OF THE FRACTIONAL 

PORE VOLUMES, THAT IS INCREASING OF THE VO

LUMES OF GEL AND CONTRACTING PORES AND DE

CREASING OF THE VOLUMES OF CAPILLARY PORES 

AND INITIAL AIR VOIDS.THIS RESULTS ARE IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH THE BASIC CONCEPT OF THE 

PHYSICAL MODEL INVOLVED. In PARTICULAR, A

VERY GOOD AGREEMENT WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL 

DATA IS OBTAINED WITH RESPECT TO THE TOTAL 

PORE VOLUME /BLACK POINTS IN FlG.2/,WHILE THE 

QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION OF THE FRACTIONAL 

VOLUMES CALCULATED NEEDS ADDITIONAL EXPERI

MENTAL CORROBORATION /BLACK AND WHITE POINTS 

in Fig,2/

BASE TO ESTIMATE THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT 

OF PORE STRUCTURE IN TIME. THE RELATIONS 

DERIVED FROM THE MODEL PERMIT TO DIFFEREN

TIATE THE PORE SPACE INTO FRACTIONAL PORE 

VOLUMES /GEL, CONTRACTING AND CAPILLARY/. 

The ACCURACY OF the relations IS PROVED 

EXPERIMENTALLY. THOSE RELATIONS TO THE FRAC

TIONAL VOLUMES NEED ADDITIONAL MORE PRECISE 

EXPERIMENTS TO BE CONFIRMED,
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MEASUREMENTS OF PERMEABILITY

Le. т^иладг de. La. pexmecibLLLte.

Summary: This paper describes the design and proving trials for one particular permeability, cell. Gas 
permeability and diffusivity measurements on dried concretes are relatively undemanding on permeability cell 
performance and they typically can be completed in a few hours; water permeability measurements require several 
days for completion and have been shown to be satisfactory only after further developments of the cell. The 
most important parameters controlling gas permeability are the relative humidity and the degree of curing of 
the concrete. For water permeability, previous drying history has equally as great an influence as degree of 
curing. Preliminary data on Portland cement concretes and concretes containing pulverized-fuel ash or 
granulated blastfurnace slag as partial replacements, are included in the report.

Este artige descreve о projeto e as provas experimentais de uma celula particular de 
permeabi1idade. As medipoes de permeabi1idade ao gas e de difusividade em concretes secos 
relativamente näo sobrecarregam muito a performance da celula de permeabilidade e podem tipi 
camentc ser completadas em poucas boras; medipoes de permeabilidade а ägua exigem varios 
dias para se completarem e se mostraram satisfatorias apenas depois de desenvolvimentos adi- 
cionais da celula. Os parämetros mais importantes de controle de permeabilidade ao gas säo 
a umidade relative e о grau de cura do concreto. No caso de permeabilidade ä agua, a histo- 
ria de secagem previa tem igualmente uma influencia täo grande quanto о grau de cura. No re 
latorio se incluem dados preliminares sobre concretes de cimcnto portland e concretos conten 
do cinza pulverizada de combustivel ou escoria granulada de alto forno сото substituiqoes 
parciais.



Introduction

The Darcy equation relating flow rate to imposed 
pressure gradient provides the most direct approach 
to measurement of concrete permeability. The large 
number of studies that 'have been published utilizing 
this Darcy procedure, mostly using water flow, have 
resulted in relatively few standard methods, however.

The most often quoted standard procedure for 
permeability measurement is an indirect one which 
examines the penetration of water under pressure into 
a concrete surface^). After an arbitrary period of 
time, the concrete is broken open and the depth of 
penetration, judged by the staining from excess water 
oozing from the concrete, is measured and converted 
to a permeability value by an approximate formula.

An Indian standard for water permeability(2) is based 
on the Darcy equation but utilises mortar specimens 
cast within the permeability cell. An East German 
standard for gas permeability^ / based on the Darcy 
equation is available for concrete; this standard 
makes use of "a rubber seal which is pressed against 
the curved face of cylindrical specimens by pneumatic 
pressure. A West German standard for gas 
permeability of ceramic materials^) also utilises a 
pneumatic pressure seal, as does a very similar 
British Standard^?).

The present study has developed the above 
permeability cell designs and has increased the size 
of the specimen to 150 mm diameter x 50 mm height, 
with a view to testing concretes containing up to 
20 mm diameter aggregate.

Permeability Cell Design

Details of the permeability cell developed in this 
study are illustrated in Figure 1. A medium soft 
plasticised polyvinyl chloride (PVC) collar is 
pressed against the curved surface of the concrete 
specimen to form a seal. Pneumatic pressure is 
employed using a vehicle wheel inner tube. An 
inflation pressure of 5 bar can be held and was found 
to be sufficient to form a satisfactory seal for use 
with fluid pressure heads up to 2-5 bar. More 
recently, a cold-cast polyurethane rubber has been 
employed instead of PVC.

Theoretical analyses of the effects of variation in 
seal pressure on the deflection of the 20 mm thick 
steel end plates and the resulting changes in cell 
volume, which might be important when measurements of 
water permeability are being undertaken, have 
demonstrated that even a 10% change in seal pressure 
has a negligible effect.

Gas permeability

The arrangement for measuring gas (oxygen) 
permeability is shown in Figure 2; the gas flow rate 
is measured by means of a soap bubble flow meter. An 
extensive series of tests have been conducted to 
establish that the seal is satisfactory. It was 
found that, using a gas pressure head of 1 bar, a 
seal pressure as low as 1.25 bar prevented gas flow 
past an impermeable aluminium blank. Changing seal 
pressure from 3 to 6 bar produced no change in flow 
rate through a concrete specimen subjected to a 
pressure head of 2.5 bar.

Figure 1: CACA permeability cell

Figure 2: Measurement of oxygen permeability



The conversion of gas flow rate to gas permeability 
takes account of the compressibility of gases and the 
increasing volume flow rates which occur in passing 
through the specimen. Typical data are presented in 
Figure 3. The reproducibility of permeability data 
from 150 mm diameter cores cut from two concrete 
slabs is presented in Figure 4. 50 mm slices were
cut from the middle region of each of the cores and 
then conditioned at 55% Relative Humidity and 20°C 
for several weeks.

The relative humidity of specimens has a major 
influence on gas permeability, and specimens must be 
carefully equilibrated before test. The effect of 
the period of time for conditioning is illustrated in 
Figure 5: it appears that 4 weeks allows a 
satisfactory estimate of gas permeability to be made 
for the normal range of concrete qualities.

Figure 4: Reproducibility of oxygen permeabilities
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Figure 3: Typical oxygen flow data

Figure 5: Effect of time drying on oxygen flow 
rate at 2 bar pressure



A short series of tests on different cement types has 
been conducted, Table 1. Figure 6 shows the 
relationship between oxygen.permeability and 
compressive strength for concretes cured at 20oC 
under water. To a good approximation, there is a 
single relationship between strength and permeability 
for concretes containing either Portland cement or 
those with partial replacements of ground granulated 
blastfurnace slag or pulverised-fuel ash. It is 
interesting to speculate on the modifications to pore 
size distribution found for concretes with secondary 
cement additions and the relative insensitivity of 
permeability to these reported changes.

30 is 60
UBE STRENGTH/NH-2

Figure 6: Relationship between oxygen 
permeability and cube strength

Table 1 Concrete mix proportions and cube strengths

Mix 
Number

Mix composition/kg m Free water 
/pc

Free water 
-'’Total cem.

Air 
$

Slump Cube strengths
/n mmPC

Б51/52

Pfa/slag Total

Cem.

Total

water
1 d 28 d 56 d

3724 364

Slag bier ds (D51 OPC)

364 183 0.47 0.47 16.5 53.7 59.5
3738 182 182 364 187 0.95 0.47 0.3 40 5-8 40.7 50.3
3759 277 277 186 0.62 0.62 0.4 37 8.1 33.6 38.4
3776 140 140 280 187 1 .23 0.62 0.25 24 3.7 28.0 33.8
3792 199 - 199 185 0.86 0.86 0.65 18 4.8 20.2 23.4

3836 279

Pfa blencis (D52 OPC)

279 187 0.62 0.62 0.3 75 9.1 36.5 39.3
3809 182 98 280 185 0.94 0.61 0.1 173 4.5 21 .4 27.0
3850 217 115 332 184 0.78 0.51 0.2 135 6.8 30.0 37.3
3901 367 - 367 183 0.46 0.46 - 35 19.9 57.9 . b
3883 234 127 361 185 0.74 0.48 0.2 155 7.6 32.0 41 .9
3890 278 149 427 184 0.62 0.40 0.3 77 11.5 46.4 58.9



Oxygen diffusivity

An outline of the flow system employed to measure 
oxygen diffusivity is shown in Figure 7• Similar 
procedures have been described by Ludwig'6) and by 
Tuutti(7). The permeability cell is similar to that 
for gas permeability, with a modification to allow 
gas entry and exit at each of the flat faces of the 
specimen. A further modification became necessary 
when it was discovered that slight absorption of 
oxygen was taking place by the PVC seal material; a 
polyurethane rubber material proved a satisfactory 
replacement. The commercially available device for 
measuring small concentrations of oxygen in the 
nitrogen gas stream is an electrochemical cell 
containing a heated zirconium oxide diaphragm; an 
oxygen level of 0.00002% can be measured on the most 
sensitive scale of the instrument. Floating ball gas 
flow meters were employed in the flow system.

Specimens were conditioned in the same way as for the 
gas permeability measurements, and a single 
relationship was observed between oxygen permeability 
and oxygen diffusivity, when specimens were 
conditioned at 55% HH, Figure 8.

Oxygen diffusivity measurements allow examination of 
denser specimens than can be studied by oxygen 
permeability, and data have been obtained on water 
saturated concretes in the range 1 to 50 
x 10~15 m2s-1.

 PC

PFA/OPC

+ 0+

SLAC--OPC

-16

-18

-Э -8 -7 -6

LOG( OXYGEN IFF/(N25-I) )

Figure 8: Relationship between oxygen permeability 
and diffusivity

Figure 7: Measurement of oxygen diffusivity

Water permeability

The large number of studies of water permeability in 
the literature have been recently reviewed^8).
Figure 9 shows the layout for the present 
determination of the water permeability of concretes. 
Again, a similar permeability cell is employed, but 
because of the long period of time required to 
complete this measurement, additional precautions are

Figure 9: Measurement of water permeability



necessary for satisfactory results. In addition to 
using a polyurethane rubber seal having upper and 
lower edge faces that are cast smooth to form a 
watertight seal against the perspex discs, it has 
been found necessary to wrap a coarsely woven nylon 
cloth around the pressurised inner tube in order to 
release the very small quantities of pressurised gas 
which diffuse through the wall of the inner tube and 
otherwise interfere with the water flow through the 
specimen.

Figure 10: Water meniscus height measurements;
■ )r inflow,

Water permeabilities for concrete 
mix 3776: 280 kg cementitious/m3 
(140 OPC + 140 SLG), w/c = 0*61

Table 2

Specimen 
Age

days

Water 
(averag

permeability/( 10~ !ms-')
e of inflow and outflow data)

Specimen 
No.

8 9 10 11 1 2

10 93 152 159 217 181

11/12 28 57 52 56 63

14/19 8 15 10 13 14

21/24 8 11 7 7 12

24/26 6 7 7 6 6

26/35 З.2 11 З.5 З.О 4.1

37/42 2.1 1 .6 6.6 2-5 1.З

39/44 1 .3 1 .1 1 .4 1 -7 2.1

47 - - - - -

48/52 - - - - -

Inflow and outflow rates of water are measured by 
following the movement of water menisci in glass 
standpipes. Typical experimental results are shown 
in Figure 10, and Table 2 illustrates the water 
permeability values calculated for replicate 
specimens of young concrete. Specimens are vacuum 
saturated before placing in the permeability cell, 
however slow swelling of partially dried hydrates is 
indicated from the large fall in water permeability 
over a period of several weeks, when predried 
specimens are examined.

Discussion

The techniques developed for measuring oxygen 
permeability, oxygen diffusivity and water 
permeability have proved to be satisfactory, within 
our laboratory. The easiest procedure examined is 
that of oxygen permeability. However, a 
collaborative programme under the aegis of 
Cembureau(9) has shown poor agreement between 
different laboratories; it appears that gas 
permeability is exceptionally sensitive to the exact 
curing procedure adopted in each laboratory and 
further work is being undertaken to ellucidate this 
point. Oxygen diffusivity measurements can provide a 
more sensitive test for very dense or water saturated 
concretes. Water permeability measurements are the 
most difficult of the three to perform and 
occasionally continue to provide data which is 
difficult to interpret; these data provide an 
interesting way of following microstructural changes 
during water storage, however.
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ROLE DE LA POROSITE DANS LA DURABILITE DES LIANTS HYDRAULIQUES 
Influence of porosity on durability of cement pastes

RESUME

Les liants hydrauliques sont utilises dans les stockages des dechets radioactifs pour la fabrication 
de 1Tinfrastructure, des conteneurs, et des matrices d'enrobage.

Pour justifier une durabilite sur 300 ans de ces liants, deux types d'essais sont nenes en parallele :

- raise en evidence des interactions chimiques entre les pätes de ciment et diverses solutions 
agressives (chlorure, sulfate, acides carboniques et humiques)

- determination des parametres regissant le transport des ions en solution dans la pate de 
ciment et, en particulier, mesure des coefficients de diffusion.

On s'est particulierement attache ä relier les parametres mesures ä la porosite et ä la repartition 
du diametre des pores.

Les premiers resultats concernent les ciments CPA et CLC, agresses par des solutions 
(|C1~ I = 20 ; 2,0 ; 0,2 g l-') ä pH = 13 et 11, 5.

Initialement les pores du ciment CLC sont plus fins que ceux du Portland meme pour une porosite to 
tale plus grande.

Apres 6 mois d'agression ä pH = 11,5 et pour |Cl | = 20 g 1 , la fraction de CaO lixiyiee est cinq 
fois plus faible pour le ciment CLC que pour le ciment CPA ; correlativement, la porosite du ciment Portland 
augmente de 62 7„ et celle du CLC seulement de 18 %. Dans le cas du ciment CPA, le depart de la chaux entraine 
1’apparition d'un domaine poreux, pour lequel les diametres des pores sont compris entre 0,06 pm et 0,90 pm.

A pH = 13, le CLC presente peu de modifications alors que la porosite du CPA se bouche (- 13 %) par 
formation de chloroaluminates sans lixiviation de la chaux.

Ces resultats experimentaux seront utilises pour modeliser l’alteration chimique des liants hydrau
liques.

Sumärio

Os ligantes hidräulicos säo utilizados na estocagem de rejcitos radioativos para a fabricacäo da infra- 
estrutura, de containers e de matrizes de envolvimcnto.

Para justificar tuna durabilidade de 300 anos desses ligantes, dois tipos säo realizados cm paralelo:
- por em evidcncia as interaqoes quimicas entre as pastas de cimento e as diversas solucoes agressivas 

(cloretos, sulfatos, acidos carbönico e humico);
- determinaqäo de parämetros que regem о transporte dos Ions em soluqao na pasta de cimento e, em par

ticular, a medida dos coeficientes de difusäo.
Procurou-se especialmente associar os parametros medidos a porosidade e aos diferentes diämetros dos po 

ros.
Os primeiros resultados referentes aos cimentos CPA e CLC, atacqdos por soluqocs de (|C1"| = 20; 2,0;

0,2 g I"1) pH = 13 e 11,5.
Inicialmente os poros do cimento CLC säo menores do que os de Portland mesmo para uma porosidade total 

maior.
Apos 6 meses de ataque com pH = 11,5 e para |C1"| = 20 g I"1, a fraqao de CaO lixiviada e cinco vezes 

mais fraca para о cimento CLC do que para о cimento CPA; correlativamente, a porosidade_do cimento Portland au- 
menta de 62°» e a do CLC somente 18?.; a saida da cal acarreta о aparecimento de uma regiäo porosa, para a qual os 
diämetros dos poros estäo compreendidos entre 0,06 pm e 0,90 pm.

Com pH = 13, о CLC apresenta poucas modificacöes enquanto que a porosidade do CPA se colmata (-13?) pe- 
la formaqäo de cloroaluminatos sem lixivia^ao da cal.

Esses resultados experimentais seräo utilizados para modelisar a alteraqao quimica dos ligantes hidräu
licos.



1) INTRODUCTION

Un programme d'etude a ete entrepris au Service 
d'Etude des Stockages de Dechets, cn collaboration avec 
l'Agence Nationale de la Gestion des Dechets, dans le but 
d'apprehender et de modeliser les mecanismes d'altera
tions chimiques et la cinetique de deterioration des be
tens de conteneurs, utilises dans les stockages de sur
face de dechets nucleaires de faible et moyenne activite.

Les eaux d'infiltration, en contact avec les conte
neurs, contiennent des ions (chlorure, sulfate, acides 
carboniques et humiques) susceptibles d'agresser la 
päte de ciment et dont les concentrations varient au cours 
du temps. L'etude du vieillissement est menee en prenant 
en consideration soit les recommandations CEMBUREAU 
(1) soit pour les chlorures les teneurs rencontrees dans 
1'eau de mer ou les eaux naturelies.

La methode utilise une approche simplificatrice ; cha- 
que mecanisme intervenant dans le processus complexe de 
degradation chimique de la päte de ciment est etudie in- 
dependamment des autres. Cette approche facilite 1'ex- 
ploitation des resultats dans une demarche de modelisa- 
tion. '

Pour ce faire deux types d'essais ont ete menes en 
parallele :

- la rnise cn evidence de phenomenes d'interactions 
chimiques entre une päte de ciment (type CPA ou CLC) et 
une solution aqueuse contenant un ion agressil, ä diffe
rentes concentrations et pour deux valeurs de pH

- la determination des coefficients de diffusion des 
ions agressifs dans chaque päte de ciment.

Les recherches menees, jusqu'ä present, sur 1'atta- 
que d'un liant hydraulique par les chlorures ont ete 
centrees soit sur la corrosion de 1'acier dans le beton 
arme soit sur les mecanismes d'attaque ä forte concentra
tion (2). Les resultats, presentes par la suite, tentent 
de rattacher revolution de la porosite totale et de la 
distribution diametrale des pores dans la päte, aux phe
nomenes de diffusion des chlorures.

2) CONDITIONS EXPERIMENTALES

2.1 Conditions experimentales concernant l'etude des 
mecanismes d'interactions chimiques.

Des plaqucttes rondes de 'i mm d'epaisseur et de 70 
mm de diametre ont ete realisees ä 1'aide de deux ciments 
type CPA et CLC de rapport E/C = 0,37, conservees 3 
mois dans une eau saturee en chaux. Les plaques sont 
ensuite immergees dans des bacs d'une contenance de 50 
litres ä raison, pour chacun des bacs, de 16 eprouvettes 
par type de ciment.

La concentration en ions Cl , introduits sous forme 
de NaCl, est respectivement de 0 - 0,2 - 2 et 20 g Г . 
Les concentrations sont controlees tout au long de 1'ex- 
pcrimentation et maintenues constantes. Pour chaque con
centration deux valeurs de pH sont etudiees : pH = 11,5 
et pH 13. L'equilibre du pH est realise soit par passage 
sur colonne de resine echangeuse d'ions, pour les faibtes 
concentrations en chlorure soit par ajout de 1'acide cor
respond pour les fortes concentrations.

Les eprouvettes sont constamment agitees, afin d'a- 
meliorer le renouvellement de la solution agresSive ä leur 
contact. Le tout est parfaitement ctanche afin d'eviter 
les phenomenes de carbonatation.

A chaque echeance : (0 - 1 - 3 - 6 mois) les mesurcs 
et analyses suivantes ont ete realisees sur les eprouvettes:

- resistance mecanique en flexion - porosite au mercu
re et ä 1'eau - teneur en Ca(OH)z par thermogravimetrie
- analyse chimique des elements par fluorescence X - pro
fil de diffusion du chlore par microanalyse electronique
- etude microstructurale par diffraction des rayons X et 
microscopie electronique ä balayage.

2.2 Conditions experimentales concernant l'etude de la 
diffusion

L'etude est realisee en cellule de diffusion (fi
gure 1) sur des eprouvettes de 4 mm et 1,5 mm d'epais
seur.
Le pH de la solution dans chaque compartiment est egal a 
13. Le compartiment " amont " contient une concentra
tion fixe en ions Cl (0,2 - 2 ou 20 g Г1). La teneur en 
ions chlorure qui dilfusent dans le compartiment " aval " 
est analysee par Chromatographie en phase liquide.

3) EVOLUTION DE LA POROSITE SOUS L'INFLUENCE 
DES INTERACTIONS CHIMIQUES

On observe pour les deux pates de ciment le meme 
comportement global. La porosite totale augmente d'autant 
plus que la valeur du pH est faible et que la concentration 
en ions Cl est elevee (figures 2 et 3).

A titre d'exemple, on constate apres un sejour de 
6 mois :

- une augmentation de la porosite totale de 46% pour 
le temoin CPA et de 26% pour le temoin CLC, tons deux 
lixivies ä pH - 11,5

- une augmentation de 6246 pour I’echantillon CPA et 
seulement de 18% pour I'echantiUon CLC, tous deux imer- 
ges dans une solution ä 20 g f d'ions Cl" ä pH - 11,5.

On peut noter que 1'effet du pH est moins important 
sur le ciment CLC et que, pour un temps d'attaque donne, 
sa variation de porosite est plus faible, bien que la 
porosite initiale de la päte CLC soit plus grande que 
celle de la päte CPA (respectivement egale a 32% et 25%).

3.1 Comportement des pates de ciment en presence de 
solutions chlorees a pH = 11,5

3.1.1. Päte de ciment CPA

_ L'augmentation de la porosite est essentiellcment due 
ä la solubilisation et ä la lixiviation de la chaux Ca(OH)2 
(figure 4) mise en evidence sur les spectres de diffraction 
des rayons X et par 1'analyse thermogravimetrique. La 
perte de Ca(OH)2, exprimee en masse de CaO, est de 38% 
pour le temoin apres 6 mois d'immersion et de 1QO% pour 
I'echantiUon immerge dans une solution a 20 g Г1 de Cl" 
apres la meme echeance (76% au bout de 3 mois). Une 
fraction de Ca(OH)2 est utilisee pour former des chloroalu-' 
minates et une fraction est lixiviee (17% de la teneur en 
CaO totale de I'echantiUon a disparu au bout de 6 mois 
pour le temoin, 28% pour I'echantiUon en contact avec la 
solution fortement chloree).

Parallelement et progressivement, apparait sur les 
histogrammes de porosite, un domaine poreux pour lequel 
les diametres de pores sont compris entre 0,06 pm et 0,90 
pm, domaine inexistant sur le temoin ä t = 0 (figure 5). •

Les spectres de porosite (figure 5) mettent egalement 
en evidence :

- une augmentation globale de la fine porosite infe
rieure au diametre 0,06pm. Cette augmentation est surtout 
perceptible pour les echeances de 6 mois (+ 11% pour les 
eprouvettes qui ont sejourne dans une solution ä 20 g Г



- un deplacement de l'intcnsite des families vers 
les pores les plus fins.

Ces deux рЬёпотёпез, d’autant plus importants que 
la teneur en chlorure de la solution est elevee, sent 
probablement la consequence d'une part de revolution 
de l'hydratation du ciment et d'autre part d'un subdi
vision du milieu poreux par rearrangement structural 
(apparition de chloroaluminates au detriment des alumi
nates hydrates du ciment et de la chaux).

On a mis en evidence, sur les spectres de diffrac
tion des rayons X, l'instabiüte de l'ettringite ä pH =11,5 
meme en 1'absence de chlorure ; eile ne semble done pas 
reagir directement avec les ions Cl .

Malgre 1'apparition abondante des chloroaluminates 
aucun bouchage des diverses families de pores n'est obser
ve. Les cristaux trouvent la place necessaire ä leur de- 
veloppement dans les cavites laissees par les produits 
lixivies.

3.1.2 Pate de ciment CLC

La porosite totale mesurce par pesee, (figure 3) augmen
te peu par rapport ä celle du ciment CPA et de. facon , 
identique pour chaque serie d'echantillons (+ 25% ä I'eche- 
ance de 6 moisLPour les e_chantillons conserves dans la so
lution a 20 g Г1 d'ions Cl , I'augmentation de la porosite 
est la plus faible (+ 18% a 6 mois), en accord avec le deve- 
loppement des chloroaluminates dans un domaine poreux 
peu modifie par une faible lixiviation de la chaux.

En effet les mesures par fluorescence X mettent en 
evidence un taux de lixiviation (teneur en CaO totale 
disparue de l'eprouvette) nettement Interieure pour le 
ciment CLC,comparativement au ciment CPA, pour un 
temps d'agresssion identique. Il en est de meme pour les 
variations de Ca(OH)z determinees, par thermogravimetrie.

Les valeurs correspondant ä I'echeance de 3 mois sont 
presentees dans le tableau 1.

Temoin

CaO de CaO 
Ca(0H)2 total

0.2 g.l-'LCl-J

CaO de CaO 
Ca(0H>2 total

2 g.m’jci")

CaO de CaO 
Са(0Н>2 total

20 g.l-’[Cl-]

CaO de CaO
Ca(OH)2 total

CPA
-1,1g - 2,0g

- 34 7= - 13 7.

- 1,2g -2,5g

- 37 7, - 17 7.

- 1,5 g -2,7g

- 47 X - 18 7.

"2,4g

- 75 X

" 3,8 g

- 25 X

CLC
-0,3g - 0,6 g

- 25 % - 7 7,

-0,4g - 0,6 g

- 33 7. - 1 7.

- 0,4 g -0,7g

- 33 7. - 8 X

" 1,2g
- 100 7.

" 0,9 g

- 11 X

Tableau 1 : Pertes de CaO total et de CaO provenant de la 
chaux Ca(OH)2 pour I'echeance de 3 mois et pour les deux 
ciments, dans differentes solutions agressives de chlorure, 
ä pH = 11,5.

Pour comparer rigoureusement les mesures realisees 
sur les deux ciments, il est necessaire de se reporter aux 
quantites reelles de chaux qui ont reagi et non aux pour- 
centages calcules ä partir d'echantillons de composition ini
tiale differente, c'est-ä-dire :

- pour le ciment CPA :
14,9 g de CaO total (53% en poids)

3.2 g de CaO sous forme de Ca(OH)2 (15%)
- pour le ciment CLC :

8,5 g de CaO total (34% en poids)
1.2 g de CaO sous forme de Ca(OH)2 (6%)

En presence de chlorure le ciment CLC voit disparaitre 
plus rapidement sa faible quantite de chaux libre, cette dis- 
parition est de 100% ä trois mois pour la plus forte solution 
chloree, contre 75% pour le ciment CPA. Les autres hydrates 
de constitution etant moins solubles, 1'attaque du ciment 
CLC sera ensuite ralentie.

On peut remarquer que potentiellement au temps t = 0 
1' eprouvette de CLC possede suffisamment de Ca(OH)2 

(1,2 g) pour reagir de la meme faqon qup le ciment CPA 
(par exemple dans la solution a 0,2 g 1 d'ions Cl ) ; or 
seule une faible fraction disparait (0,4 g). Il est probable, et 
nous 1'avons constate lors des essais de diffusion (^ 4), que 
1'ion Cl" diffuse beaucoup plus difficilement dans une pate 
de ciment CLC.

A 1'inverse du ciment CPA, ä pH = 11,5, en presence de 
chlorure, l'ettringite visible sur les spectres de diffrac
tion des rayons X, est presente au moins jusqu'a trois mois 
pour tous.les echantillons et jusqu'a 6 mois pour la solution 
a 20 g Г1 de Cl . Les monosulfoaluminates, qui sont initia- 
lement plus abondants que dans le ciment CPA, se destabili- 
sent pour donner du C^AHj^, puis des chloroaluminates en 
quantite egalement supeneure ä celle observee dans le 
ciment CPA. Le sulfate libere, lors de cette transformation, 
pourrait alors diffuser plus difficilement ä travers la pate 
de CLC, et reagir avec les monosulfoaluminates restants 
pour redonner de l'ettringite. Celle-ci en effet a ete ob
servee au microscope electronique ä balayage, preferen- 
tiellement sur les bords des eprouvettes.

Compte-tenu de la faible lixiviation de la chaux, de la 
formation d'ettringite, et de 1'apparition plus importante 
des chloroaluminates, la porosite du ciment CLC dans la 
classe 0,90 pm«?<0,06 pm varie peu (figure 6). Cette famil- 
le de pores est egale a 2% (|x/V| .100) pour I'echantillon 
au temps t = 0. Quelle que soit 1'attaque, I'augmentation de 
cette classe de pores est de I'ordre de 2% (| Д x/V|.100) pour 
tous les echantillons, V etant le volume poreux total de Гё- 
chantillon temoin au temps t = 0.

Comparativement, pour le ciment CPA, la variation de 
cette classe de pores, dont la valeur est egale a 3% au 
temps t = 0, est representee dans le tableau 2 :

Tableau 2 - Evolution de la porosite dans la classe 
0,90 < 0 < 0,06 pm pour la pate de ciment CPA ä pH =11,5

1 mois 3 mois 6 mois

Temoin + 9 7. + 13 7. + 14 7.

[Cl"] =0,2 g.l"1 + 7 7. + 14 7. + 14 7.

[Cl-] = 2 g.l"1 + 10 7. + 15 7. + 17 7.

[C1~J = 20 g.l"1 + 18 7. + 27 7. + 29 7.

Enfin le deplacement des families de pores vers les pores 
les plus fins par cloisonnement de 1'espace (figure 6) 
est beaucoup plus visible que dans le cas du ciment CPA 
attaque par les chlqrures. Par exemple, pour une solution 
a 20 g Г d'ions Cl , la repartition par rapport au temoin 
initial (t = 0) est la suivante :

- pour 0,06 pm 0 > 0,01 pm : - 30%
- pour 0,01 pm > 0 7 0,003 pm : + 53%

La division de la porosite vient probablement de la presen
ce des chloroaluminates formes qui se logent dans une 
structure peu lixiviee, alors que dans le cas du ciment CPA 
ils auraient tendance ä remplir les pores laisses vides par 
le depart de Ca(OH)2. Nous verrons (§ 3.2) que l'hydrata
tion du laitier et des cendres semble nettement ralentie 
lorsque le pH de l'eau interstitielle diminuc en equilibre 
avec 1'eau de contact.

3.2 Comportement des pates de ciment en presence de 
solutions chlorees a pH = 13.

Les cinetiques de transformation des hydrates sont 
tres ralenties dans les deux ciments. Les analyses par fluo
rescence X montrent que la quantite de CaO total lixiviee 



n'est pas significative, c'est-a-dire en dessous de la preci
sion des mesures, et toujours inferieure aux valeurs obte- 
nues pour la solution ä pH = 11,5.
_ La comparaison entre les deux ciments reste valable 
a pH - 13 com me ä pH = 11,5, quant ä la variation de 
Ca(OH)2 determinee par thermogravimetrie. La diminution 
est de I'ordre de 0,4 - 0,5 g exprimee en CaO pour les 
echantillons CPA a 6 mois ( ~ 16%) et de I'ordre de 0,3 g 
( ~ 25%) pour les echantillons CLC. Ccs resultats signi- 
fient qu’il n'y a pas eu lixiviation de la chaux, mais reac
tion de celle-ci pour former des*chloroaluminates  dans le 
cas du ciment CPA, et probablement reaction pour hydra- 
ter les produits siliceux dans le cas du ciment CLC, car 
pour celui-ci 1'apparition desr'chloroaluminates est tres fai
ble.

L'ettringite visible sur les spectres de diffraction X 
est toujours presente quel quo soil le ciment ; il n'y a pas 
eu solubilisation.

, Il en resultc pour la pate de ciment CPA une porosi- 
te totale (figure 2) constante sauf dans le cas ou ГСГ] est 
egal a 20 g 1 pour lequel on observe une legere diminu
tion (-13% ä L'echeance de six mois). Cette diminution est 
vraisemblablement due ä 1'apparition de chloroaluminates 
qui ne trouvent pas, comme dans le cas des echantillons 
maintenus a pH - 11,5, un espace cree par la lixiviation 
de la chaux et de l'ettringite. Elie s'accompagne d'un 
deplaccment de la porosite vers les pores les plus fins 
(decalage du pic maximum de 0,040 pm ä 0,024 pm) 
significatif, lorsque les volumes do toutes les families de 
pores diminuent, d'un cloisonnement du domaine poreux 
(figure 7).

Dans le cas du ciment CLC la porosite totale est 
pratiquement constante pour tous les echantillons (figure 
3). Bien que cotte porosite totale soil superieure ä celle 
du ciment CPA (31% pour le CLC et 25% pour le CPA), la 
distribution des families de pores se localise plus dans le 
domaine des petits pores. Le pic maximum est situe a 
0,016 pm pour le ciment CLC et ä 0,040 pm pour le ciment 
CPA au temps t = 0 (figure S).

De plus, grace aux histogrammes de porositd, ['evo
lution des domaines poreux en fonction de la cinetique 
d'hydratation. du ciment CLC, a pu ctre mise en evidence. 
Il est bien connu qu'un ciment au laitier et aux cendres 
s'hydrate sur une periode plus longue que celle d'un ci
ment Portland et bien au-delä des trois mois de cure. Ce 
phenomene se traduit parfartement sur les spectres de po
rosite (figure 9). Entre le temoin t = 0, c'est-a-dire 
apres trois mois de cure, et I'echantillon conserve six mois 
dans une solultion ä pH = 13, sans agression, les families de 
pores se depiacent vers les domaines de pores fins, avec un 
translation du pic maximum de 0,016 pm a 0,008 pm, sans 
variation notable de la porosite totale. 11 у a subdivision 
du milieu poreux par apparition d'hydrates C.S.H.(essentiel- 
lement). La presence d'ions chlorure dans les solutions ä 
pH 13 semble ralentir 1'hydratation des produits sili
ceux. Le deplacement du pic maximum est inexistant. Le 
meme phenomene est constate lorsque le pH de la solu
tion est abaisse. A six mois, sans agression, les variations 
des volumes poreux, par rapport au temoin t = 0, corres- 
pondant aux deux families de pores fins sont respecti- 
vement, pour les deux pH :

[СГ]=0 ; pH.11,5 [Cl-J-0 ; pH = 13

- 0,06 pm> 0^0,01 pm - 9% -30%

- 0,01 pm>0>O,',OO3 pm +32% »59%

4) MESURE DES COEFFICIENTS DE DIFFUSION

En complement indispensable aux diverses mesures 
effectuees pour etudier 1'attaque chimique d'un ciment 
par une solution agressive, des essais de diffusion des 
ions Cl et SO^ ont ete realises. A ce jour, seuls les re
sultats concernant le ciment CPA et les chlorures sont 
exploites ; dans le cas du ciment CLC aucune diffusion 
significative n'a ete observee au bout de 41 semaines. La 
courbe theorique (quantite cumulee en fonction du 
temps) superposee aux resultats experimentaux (figure 10) 
permet de determiner le coefficient de diffusion effectif 
(D ) et la porosite apparente ( g ) ä partir de 1'inter- 
section de l'asymptote avec 1'axe des temps (ti = temps 
de decalage) et de la pente de cette meme asymptote. Le 
coefficient de diffusion est donne par :
De = —!a£- 1 = epaisseur de I'echantillon

Cl Ci - concentration itiale en Cl" dans 
la chambre " amont "

La porosite apparente est donnee :
p 6.De-ti

5 " I5

Les differents essais ont fourni un coefficient de 
diffusion effectif de I'ordre de 8.1()" ;> mz/s dans tous 
les cas, ces valeurs sont en moyenne plus faiblcs. que 
celle^rencontrees dans la litterature ( 1.1О"12 a 
5.10 m2/s) [3J. Par centre la porosite apparente (ou
le taux de retard egal au rapport porosite apparente/poro- 
site reelle) croft fortement lorsque la . concentration en 
chlorure decrepit (£ = 0,60 pour 20 g Г1 de Cl”, £ = 12 
pour 0,2 g 1 ). Cola suggere un phenomene d'adsdfption 
non lineaire ou une absorption chimique dans les hydrates 
du ciment.

5) CONCLUSION

La pnncipale degradation observee dans une pate de 
ciment CPA, soumise ä 1'agression d'une eau chloree, ne 
sera pas due ä 1'apparition des chloroaluminates, mais ä 
une augmentation de la porosite engendree par la solubi
lisation de l'ettringite et essentiellement de la chaux. 
Ce phenomene de solubilisation et de lixiviation de 
Ca(OH)z est d'autant plus important que le pH 
de 1'eau de contact est faible et que la concentration en 
ions Cl est elevee ; dans ce cas les C.S.H presentent un 
aspect alveolaire. Par contre, les ions chlorures qui mi- 
grent ä l'interieur du beton, dans une eau interstitielle 
de pH voisin de 13, vont former seulement des chloroalu
minates qui bouchent la porosite, du moins pour les fortes 
concentrations en chlorure (20 g Г1).

Pour une pate de ciment CLC les differences es
sentielles de comportement avec la pate de ciment CPA 
sont les suivantes :

- une distribution de pores ä Porigine plus fine et 
qui ne pourra que s'accentuer lors de 1'hydratation pro
gressive de produits siliceux. En consequence le ciment 
CLC possede un chcmin diffusionnel, pour les ions agres- 
sifs ou radioactifs, plus fin que le ciment CPA

- une quantite de Ca(OH)2 ä I'origine plus faible et 
qui ne peut que decroltre lors de 1'hydratation. En conse
quence un ciment soumis ä Paction des chlorures etant 
essentiellement affecteparla disparition de la chaux, le 
ciment CLC sera plus resistant^ qu'un ciment CPA

- apres attaque, I'augmentation de la porosite tota
le est nettement inferieure (+ 18% au lieu de 62% pour les 
cimentSjCPA ä l'echeance de six mois dans une solution a 
20 g 1 de Cl ). La quantite de chaux qui reagi avec les 
chlorures et qui s'est lixiviee est nettement moins impor
tante que celle d'un ciment CPA



- absence d'un domaine poreux entre 0,06 pm et 
0,90 pm, observe sur les ciments CPA apres attaque, et 
qui a ete attribue ä la lixiviation de la chaux

- bien qu'un retard dans l'hydratation des produits 
siliceux a ete observe ä pH = 11,5 un debut de cloisonne- 
ment de la fine porosite apparalt pour les fortes concen
trations en chlorure. Ce phenomene est probablement du ä 
l'apparition abondante de chloroaluminates dans une struc
ture peu lixiviee. Pour le ciment CPA il у a a la fois cloi- 
sonnement et augmentation de la fine porosite, sous la dou
ble action de l'apparition des chloroaluminates et de la 
lixiviation importante de la chaux et de 1'ettringite.

Lorsque les ions Cl seront vehicules dans une eau 
interstitielle de pH - 13 la modification de la matrice du 
ciment CLC sera pratiquement inexistante. 11 n'cxiste done 
pas une barriere " protectrice ", comme dans le ciment 
CPA, qui pourrait freiner la lixiviation des radioelements 
vers l'exterieur du beton. Reste ä savoir comment evoluera 
cette " barriere " lorsqu'elle sera atteinte par le front 
de degradation.

Un modele mathematique global qui couple la forma
tion des precipites lie aux equilibres chimiques dans 1'eau, 
les modifications de la porosite et les processus de diffu
sion, est en cours de developpement. Les donnees experi
mentales ponctuelles en pH et en concentrations permet- 
tront de le verifier et de 1'extrapoler afin de prevoir a 
long terme, Revolution d'un beton au contact de 1'eau sou- 
terraine dans un site de stockage de dechets.
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MODELISATION DES PHENOMENES DE TRANSPORT DANS LES MECANISMES D'ALTERATION D’UNE PATE DE CIMENT
Modelisation of transport phenomena in alteration processes of cement pastes 4.1

RESUME

Les phenomenes d'alteration d’un liant hydfaulique en presence d'eau chargee d'ions sont tres impor
tants dans le cadre d'un stockage de dechets radioactifs dont la duree de vie est de trois cents ans.

L'etude de la durabilite des Hants hydrauliques possede un aspect experimental et un aspect predic- 
tif par le biais de la modelisation.

Dans un premier temps, il est montre, pour les ciments CPA que les experiences menees en cellules de 
diffusion peuvent etre interpretees par un phenomena de diffusion avec epuisement de la source. Cependant, 
des ecarts ä la loi de diffusion apparaissent au bout d'un certain temps. Bien que plus poreux, le ciment 
type CLC ne permet qu'une diffusion tres limitee des chlorures. Dans ce cas, ainsi que dans celui des sulfates, 
la loi de diffusion de Fick semble en defaut.

D'autres phenomenes, d'ordre chimique sont ä prendre en compte. Un code qui calcule un equilibre chi- 
mique dans l'eau interstitielle, en prenant en compte un certain nombre d'especes en solution et de phases 
solides a ete developpe. La porosite est liee aux variations de quantite de precipites.

Un second module du code resout 1'equation de Fick, ecrite pour un milieu dont la porosite varie dans 
le temps et 1'espace.

Le code complet verifie tout d'abord que 1'equilibre chimique est realise dans les solutions de trem- 
page (essais d'agression ou de diffusion) et dans l'eau interstitielle. Puis le calcul proprement dit commence 
en realisant ä chaque pas de temps :

- un calcul de diffusion

- un equilibre chimique
- un reajustement de la porosite.

Apres recalage sur les resultats experimentaux, le code permet de predire le comportement d'un liant 
hydraulique sur la duree de vie d'un stockage, soit 300 ans.

Sumärio

Os fenomenos de altera?äo de um ligante hidräulico em presenca d'agua carregada de ions säo muito im
portantes no quadro da estocagem de residuos radioativos cuja duracäo de vida e de trezentos anos.

 0 estudo da durabilidade dos ligantes hidräulicos possui um aspecto experimental e um aspecto de predi
sao com о auxilio da modelisapao. —

Em un primeiro tempo, mostra-se, para os cimentos portland, que as experiencias realizadas em celulas 
de difusäo podem ser interpretadas por um fenomeno de difusäo com esgotamento da fonte. Entretanto, afastamen- 
tos a lei de difusäo aparecem no fim de urn certo tempo. Se bem que mais poroso о cimento de escoria näo permi
te senäo uma difusäo muito limitada de cloreto. Neste caso.bem сото no dos sulfatos, a lei de difusäo de Fick 
parece em falta.

_ Outros fenomenos, de ordern qufmica devem ser levados em conta. Um codigo que calcula urn equilibrio
quimico na ägua intersticial,^levando em conta urn certo numero de especies em solupäo e de fases solidas foi de 
senvolvido. A porosidade estä ligada äs variaföes das quantidades precipitadas. —

Um segundo modulo do codigo resolve a equapao de Fick, escrita para urn meio cuja porosidade varia no 
tempo e no espapo.

0 codigo complete verifica inicialmente que о equilibrio quimico e realizado em solucoes de tempera 
(ensaios de agressao ou de difusäo) e na agua intersticial. Em seguida, о cälculo propriamente dito comeca rea 
lizando a cada intervalo de tempo: —

- um cälculo de difusäo
- urn equilibrio quimico
- urn reajustamento da porosidade.
Apos recalibraqao sobre os resultados experimentais, о codigo permite predizer о comportamento de urn 

ligante hidräulico sobre a duraqao da vida de uma estocagem, de 300 anos.



I) INTRODUCTION

L'utilisation des liants hydrauliques dans les 
stockages de dechets radioactifs necessite la con- 
naissance du comportement a long terme de ces mate- 
riaux, d'une part vis-ä-vis de l’eau exterieure et 
des ions agressifs qu'elle est susceptible de vehi- 
culer, d'autre part du decket lui-meme que les bar- 
rieres ouvragees sont censees retenir pendant sa du- 
ree de vie. Il faut preciser dans ce qui precede ce 
que signifie "long terme". En effet les dechets Stoc
kes dans des conteneurs en beton ont une demi-vie 
maximale de l'ordre de 30 ans. Leur nuisance est es- 
timee durer 10 fois la demi-vie, soit 300 ans. Le be
ton du conteneur doit done resister aux agressions 
externes et assurer le confinement pendant cette 
duree.

Une approche experimentale a ete entreprise au 
Service d'Etude de Stockages de Dechets (Cen-Fontenay 
aux-Roses) . Elie- se decompose en trois series d'es- 
sais : des essais d'attaque de pates de ciment par 
des ions agressifs (ciments -OPA et CLC, attaque par 
des ions chlorure et sulfate) ; des essais en cellu
le de diffusion permettant de mesurer le coefficient 
de diffusion d'ions agressifs. Ces deux premieres 
series d'essais ont ete menees au Laboratoire des 
Betons et Revetements. La troisieme serie d'essais a 
permis de mesurer les parametres du transport des e
lements radioactifs tels que le cesium, et 1’eau tri
tide. Elie a ete menee au Laboratoire d'Etude des 
Transferts, au CEN de Fontenay-aux-Roses.

Pour apprecier la durabilite d'un ciment ou 
d'un beton sur une duree de 300 ans, il est neces
saire, de simuler, en se replaqant dans la situation 
d'un stockage, le comportement ä l'aide d'un modele 
mathematique apres avoir par une approche experimen
tale, determine les differents phenomenes qui entrent 
en jeu et leur importance relative.

Dans un premier temps, nous avons cherche ä in
terpreter les experiences de diffusion par un modele 
simple faisant intervenir un transport par loi de 
Fick dans un milieu poreux. Dans les cas oil un trans- 
fert a pu etre detecte, on montre qu'un phenomene 
d'adsorption-desorption quelquefois reversible se su
perpose ä la diffusion, et cela meme pour 1'eau tri
tide. De plus, le regime permanent qui est atteint 
au cours de ces essais n'est qu'apparent. Au bout 
d'un temps assez long apres le passage en regime 
permanent, les points experimentaux ne s'alignent 
plus sur la courbe theorique. Ce phenomene semble 
assez general. Dans d'autres cas, la seule loi de 
Fick, meme avec adsorption reversible, ne permet pas 
d'expliquer les resultats. Un autre modele a done 
ete developpe. Celui-ci fait intervenir ä la fois 
des phenomenes de transport par diffusion (avec ou 
sans adsorption) et des equilibres chimiques dans la 
solution interstitielle de la pate de ciment. L'e- 
quation de diffusion a ete modifiee de fapon ä tenir 
compte des variations de porosite dues ä la forma
tion ou ä la disparition de precipites. Les equations 
"chimiques" sont resolues par une 'methode de Newton- 
Raphson. L'ensemble permet d'interpreter aussi bien 
des essais de diffusion que des essais d'agression. 
Il permettra par la suite de prevoir le comportement 
ä long terme d'un liant hydraulique dans un stockage 
de dechets radioactifs.

II) LE MODELE DE DIFFUSION DES IONS

Le modele qui a ete developpe jusqu'ä present 
suppose que les ions ou les molecules, sont trans- 
portees dans l'eau interstitielle par une diffusion 
suivant la loi de Fick ; e'est ä dire que le flux de 
particules est proportionnel au gradient de concen
tration : [1] , M

On suppose en outre qu'une fraction de particu
les se trouve adsorbee sur les parois des pores et 
que cette adsorption est lineaire et instantanee, 
e'est ä dire que si F est la quantite adsorbee par 
unite de masse de materiau, F est relie ä la concen
tration C par une loi du type : [з] .

F = Kd.c (2)

le coefficient K. est d appele coefficient de partage.

(3)D

D (4)avec D

suivantes :conditions aux limiteset les
(5)
(6)

P
6

= masse volumique de la pate de ciment 
= porosite cinematique du ciment.

= Cq pour x = 0 Vt
= 0 pour x = 1 Vt

a2c
3x2

L'introduction de ce coefficient suppose en ou
tre que 1'adsorption est reversible. Avec ces condi
tions, l'equation generale du transport s'ecrit :

j)c
at

1 + P.Kd —

En posant D = 9-Dx, coefficient de diffusion 

effectif, l'equation precedente s'ecrit :
2

D A-E = (e + pK (1 - e))-^- (7)
e Эх2 d 3t

Le coefficient (о + ЭК (1-6)) etant appele "porosite 
apparente". Plus ce parametre est grand devant la 
porosite reelle et plus le materiau a une grande ca- 
pacite de retention.

Les hypotheses qui conduisent ä ce formalisme, 
posent cependant un probleme. L'introduction d'un 
phenomene d'adsorption se traduit au niveau formel 
par 1'introduction d'une porosite apparente supe- 
rieure ä la porosite reelle. Pour remonter au K^, il 
est necessaire de connaitre, par un autre moyen, la 
porosite reelle (ou du moins la fraction de cette 
porosite qui participe au transport). Or, un ciment 
tres poreux comme le CLC (porosite e 21 32 %) ne 
laisse pratiquement rien diffuser alors qu'un CPA 
(e 'v 25 7Л donne un resultat tout ä fait interpre
table. Cela tient entre autres au diametre moyen des 
pores, tres fins, typiquement inferieurs a 0,01 pm 
dans le cas du CLC, ce qui fait qu’une tres faible 
partie du reseau poreux participe ä la diffusion.

Cela dit, aucun modele, lineaire, de Langmuir ou 
de Freundlich^] ne se justifie pleinement et notre 
choix a ete guide ici par la simplicite.



III. INTERPRETATION DES EXPERIENCES DE DIFFUSION

Les calculs ont ete menes ä partir de 1’equa
tion (3) pour interpreter des experiences, menees 
d’une fagon classique en cellule de diffusion. Une 
lame de ciment est placee entre deux solutions. 
L’une d’elles, dite solution ,lamont’f" contient un 
ion ou une molecule dont on veut connaitre le coef
ficient de diffusion dans les pores du ciment. L’au- 
tre est appelee solution ’’aval'1. Elle ne contient 
pas la particule etudiee. Celles-ci diffusent de la 
solution amont vers la solution aval, qui est dosee 
et renouvelee a des intervalles de temps determines. 
Le dosage s’effectue par chromatographic en phase 
liquide ou par comptage si 1’element etudie est un 
emetteur y.

La solution ’’amont'1 n’a jamais ete renouvelee, 
ce qui entraine un epuisement progressif de la quan- 
tite de particules disponibles. On a ete amene ä te- 
nir compte dans les calculs de ces conditions car 
certaines experiences ont montre qu’une fraction im
portante de la quantite initiale a traverse la lame 
de ciment ä la fin de 1’essai. On serait conduit 
sans cette correction a sous-estimer le coefficient 
de diffusion.

a) Diffusion de 1’eau tritiee

Les experiences ont ete menees sur un grand 
nombre de materiaux. Les eprouvettes avaient des 
epaisseurs de 0,3 a 0,6 cm et un diametre de 58mm. 
Nous ne retenons ici que les resultats concernant 
les pates pures ä base de ciment de type CPA et CLC. 
Les resultats sont montres dans le tableau I. Les 
figures la, 1b, 1c, Id, montrent la validite des 
calages du calcul numerique sur les resultats expe- 
rimentaux. Le resultat le plus interessant concerne 
le taux de retard qui est pratiquement egal a 1 dans 
le cas du CLC et qui prend une valeur comprise entre 
2,5 et 4 pour le CPA.

Epaisseur

type
de ciment

0,30 cm (CPA)

0,35 cm (CLC)
0,60 cm (CPA et CLC)

CPA

P*  - 1,7.tO-12 m2/s 

n-1,0

0e = 1,7.IO-12 m2/s 

(figure la)

D*  - 2,3.10-’2 m2/s 

a =0,6

De = 1,4.10-12 m2/s 

(figure 1b)

CLC

D*  - 3,2.10"12 m2/s 

a - 0,27

De - 8,6.10"13 m2/s 

(figure 1c)

D*  = 2,4.10“12 m2/s 

a « 0,32
De = 7,8.10"’3 m2/s 

(figure Id)

Tableau I
Interpretation des experiences de diffusion d’eau*  
tritiee : Valeur des coefficients de diffusion (D ) 
effectifs (D ) et des porosites (a) calculees a X 
partir du modele de diffusion de Fick avec adsorp
tion lineaire

De ce resultat, il ressort que le coefficient 
de diffusion apparent du CPA est plus faible que ce- 
lui du CLC alors que le coefficient de diffusion ef- 
fectif D est plus important pour le CPA (^1,6.10~^ 

m2/s) que pour le CLC 8 ,0.10*13  m2/s)e

L’etude de la porosite par differentes methodes 
experimentales a montre que Les pates pures ä base 
de CLC utilisees pour les essais etaient plus poreu
ses que les pates ä base de CPA. Cependant la poro
site у est plus fine. Cela pourrait expliquer le 
fait que le coefficient de diffusion effectif soit 
plus faible dans le cas du CLC. Par centre, pour les 
raisons exposees ci-dessus (pores plus fins, porosi
te totale plus importante), on pourrait penser que 
le CLC presente une surface speci'fique plus impor
tante, done une capacite d’adsorption plus grande. 
L’experience montre qu’il n’en est rien. Il reste 
ä essayer de relier ce phenomene ä d’autres parame
tres physiques, structuraux, ou chimiques qui dis- 
tinguent les deux types de ciment.

b) Diffusion d’ions agressifs (Cl et S0,^~)-----—---- ------------------------------------ 4 /

L’etude de 1’agression du ciment par les ions 
chlorure et sulfate comprend des essais de diffusion 
en cellule. La solution "amont" de la cellule n’est 
pas renouvelee. Elie s’appauvrit done cn element dif
fusant. L’interpretation est faite ä l’aide du meme 
modele que precedemment, mais en rempla<?ant la con
dition ä la limite (5) par :

c <t) = c (t = о) - У я112 d (8) 
о о о v u 1

V est le volume de la chambre "amont" de la 
‘ cellule

q(t) est le debit transitant dans la lame de 
ciment

Les resultats de calcul montrent, en ce qui 
concerne le CPA et les ions chlorure, que 1'on peut 
encore modeliser le phenomene de transport par une 
loi de Fick avec taux de retard. Deux faits distin- 
guent cependant ces experiences de celles qui ont 
ete menees avec 1’eau tritiee :

• Lorsque l’experience a ete menee pendant un 
temps assez long, les courbes de debit cumule s’e— 
cartent progressivement de la courbe calculee, sans 
que cela puisse etre attribue ä un epuisement de la 
source. Cela est particulierement sensible dans le 
cas du chlorure ä concentration de 20 g/1. Ce pheno
mene pourrait etre du ä une modification de struc
ture, elle-meme liee ä des reactions chimiques a 
cinetique lente dans le ciment.

• Le taux de retard croit lorsque la concentra
tion en ions chlorure diminue. La encore, il se peut 
qu’ un equilibre chimique impose 1’adsorption ou la 
precipitation sous forme solide, d’une certaine quan
tite de chlore. Cette consommation peut freiner con- 
siderablement la diffusion dans le cas ou la concen
tration initiale est faible (0,2 g/1). Son influence 
est beaucoup_moindre dans les autres cas (2 g/1 et 
20 g/1 de Cl ) .
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Les resultats de calcul concernant le OPA et les 
Ions CI sorit consignes dans le tableau 2.

Co = 20 g/1 Co = 2.0 g/1 Co - 0,2 g/1

= 5.10 1^mz/s De » 8,1.10'l3m!/s De - 9,7.10"13m2/s

a = 0,6 a - 3,5 a = 12

Tableau 2

Diffusion de l!ion chlorure dans le CPA. Resultats 
obtenus ä l’aide du modele de diffusion avec adsor
ption lineaire.

Les autres essais concernent la diffusion de 
l’ion sulfate dans le CPA et la diffusion des deux 
ions Cl et SÖ42- dans le CLC. Les experiences.ont 
demarre depuis plus de 6 mois. Dans aucun des cas 
le regime permanent n’a ete atteint et bien sou- 
vent aucune concentration n’est meme detectee dans 
le compartiment "aval" de la cellule (CLC). Dans 
le cas oil on a pu mesurer les quantites transitant 
dans 1’echantillon, les courbes obtenues (corri- 
gees des valeurs obtenues pour les temoins n’ont 
pas du tout lfaspect theorique d’une courbe obte- 
nue ä lfaide du modele de diffusion (figures 2a, 
b, c, d).

IV. LE MODELE DE DEGRADATION D'UN CIMENT

Le code determinera, en fonction de la quantite 
de precipites formes ou disparus, la variation de la 
porosite. Pour cette raison, il a fallu modifier 
1'equation de diffusion qui prend la forme : 

(D£ s 3 
at (ec) (9)

afin de tenir compte des variations spatiales et 
temporelles de la porosite.

Les equations representant des equilibres chi- 
miques sont du type :

x. .
П C. 1J = K. (10)
j J

Les equations de conservation sont de la forme

^ijcj + 2xiksk = <11>
J к

ou Cj represente la concentration de 1'espece j 
est la quantite de la phase solide к.

les x.£- et х.£к sont des coefficients stcechiome- 
triques,

les IG sont les constantes d'equilibres, 
est la quantite initiale en element i.

L* *ensemble de ce Systeme non lineaire est reso- 
lu numeriquement par la methode de Newton-Raphson. 
Les nouvelles concentrations sont reutilisees au 
pas de temps suivant pour 1’equation de diffusion 
(9).

Les resultats precedents montrent que, si la 
diffusion de l’eau tritiee peut fort bien etre re
presentee par un modele tel que celui qui est de- 
crit plus haut, il n’en est pas de meme pour le 
transport des ions tels que les chlorures et les 
sulfates.

Il semble que, meme dans des conditions de pH 
eleve, des reactions chimiques mettant en jeu les 
ions agressifs aient lieu et ont une influence tres 
importante sur le transport de ces ions. Un modele 
general de degradation d’un ciment qui prendra en 
compte la diffusion et les interactions chimiques 
est en cours d’ecriture. Ce modele pourra servir 
ä interpreter ä la fois les essais de diffusion et 
les essais d’attaque chimique.

Le modele resout simultanement et a chaque pas 
de temps :

• Une equation de diffusion, pour chaque espece 
en solution dont on aura determine le coef
ficient de diffusion et le taux de retard,

• Un Systeme d’equations que I'on peut diviser 
en deux types :

. des equilibres chimiques

. des equations de conservation.

V. CONCLUSION

La comprehension des phenomenes d’alteration a 
long terme d’un ciment necessite 1’etude des pheno
menes de transport des differents elements (eau et 
ion agressifs) intervenant dans ce processus.

Le transport de 1’eau peut se modeliser par une 
loi de diffusion de type loi de Fick, avec un taux 
de retard dans le cas du ciment de type CPA. Par 
contre, le transport des ions chimiquement agressifs 
fait intervenir vraisemblablement des equilibres 
chimiques entre la solution interstitielle et les 
differents constituants solides. Le modele global, 
realisant le couplage entre ces deux types de meca- 
nismes devra se recaler sur les resultats experimen- 
taux, en particulier ceux concernant 1’evolution 
dans le temps de la porosite d’un ciment place dans 
des conditions d’agression.
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oCiwnt CLC : tpaisseur 3 5 м . Diffusion de Гези tritide

Figures 1 a, b, c, d, : Interpretation des essais 
de diffusion d'eau tritiee



Cieent CLC : ^paisseur 4 м : Diffusion de l’ion chlorure : 20g/l
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Figures 2 a, b, c, d

Essais de diffusion d’ions agressifs,.
Le trait plein sur la figure 2 a est le 
resultat du calcul numerique.

Ciment CPA : ^paisseur 4 пм : Diffusion de l’ion sulfate : iOg/1

Tengs ( jours ) xlO1

^Cieent CLC : ^paisseur 4 ■■ : Diffusion de l’ion sulfate : IOg/1
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Frost resistance of limestone filler cements 
Resistance au gel des ciments aux fillers calcaires.

RESUME

Des mortiers de CPJ experimentaux, prepares ä partir d'un cimcnt Portland et d'un filler' calcaire (15 et 
30 % de filler) gäches ä differents rapports Eau/CPEJ ont ete soumis ä des cycles gel-degcl. Les facteurs 
d'cspacement des bulles d'air L ont ete determines avant la_mise au gel et le L critique (Lcr) a ete deduit 
des mesures d'expansion lineaire. Au rapport E,/CPEJ_= 0,5, Lcr diminue de 420 a 180 мш quand le taux de 
ftDlet passe de 0 ä 30 inais a_E/CPEJ = 0,42, le Lcr est voisin de 350 fin dans tous les cas. L'addition de 

/0 d entraineur d’air reduit le L_a 100 dans tous les melanges. Les resistances cn compression (apres 300 
cycles gel-degel) en fonction de L, accusent une chute des le passage par le Lcr.

Argamassas de CPJ experimentais , preparadas a partir de urn cimento Portland e de urn "fil
ler" calcario C15% e 30°« de "filler") misturadas com diferentes rela^oes agua/CPEJ foram sub- 
metidas a ciclos de gelo-degelo. 0s fatores de espacamento das bolhas de ar L foram determi- 
nados antes da congelag:ao e о L critico (Lcr) foi deduzido das medidas de expansäo linear.

Na rela^ao agua/CPEJ, Lcr diminui de 420 a 180 pm quando a porcentagem de "filler" passa 
de 0 a 30s, mas para agua/CPEJ = 0,42, о Lcr e proximo a 350 pm em todos os casos. A adicäo 
de 1'« de incorporador de ar reduz о L a 100 Um em todas as misturas. As resistencias ä com- 
pressäo (apos 300 ciclos de gelo-degelo) em funcäo de L, acusam uma queda desde a passagem pe 
lo Lcr. —



1. INTRODUCTION

Les ciments avec ajouts representent une part 
importante de la production des liants hydrauliques. 
Ceux contenant des fillers calcaires sont 

de plus en plus souvent mis en oeuvre en France . 
Leur Utilisation rationnelle necessite que soit 
bien connu leur comportement. L'objet de cette 
etude est. de ca racteriser l'influence de ce 
type d'ajout sur la tcnue au gel des mortiers.

Les nombreux travaux, notamment de POWERS 
(1 ä 5) et de LITVAN (6 ä 9) ont clairement mis en 
evidence que les mouvements de l'eau dans le beton 
etaient en grande partie responsables des degrada
tions du materiau par le gel.
L'utilisation d'adjuvants entraineurs d'air qui 
permettent de developper dans le beton un reseau de 
bulles jouant le role de "vases d1expansion " 
est un moyen efficace de lütter centre les effets du 
gel. N. PIGEON (10 ä 12), reprenant la theorie de la 
pression hydraulique de POWERS,a montre qu'il exis- 
tait un espacement critique (note Lcr) entre 
les bulles d'air en deqaduquel le beton devenait 
resistant au gel et que L er etait fonction de la 
vitesse de refroidissement.

2 3

Figure 1
Variation de L en fonction de la concentration 

en entraineur d'air- Exemple: Mortier CPEJ 15

З. DETERMINATION DES L CRITIQUES (Lcr)(Fig.2).

Le Lcr est une valeur conventionnelle definie 
comme le L au-delä duquel un materiau donne ne 
resiste pas aux conditions de gel imposees ■

2. CONDITIONS EXPERIMENTALES
2.1. Preparation des echantillons

Deux ciments, notes CPEJ 15 et CPEJ 30 conte
nant respectivement 15 % et 30 % de filier calcaire, 
ont ete prepares par melange d'un CPA industriel et 
d'un calcaire (98 % CaCO-j) broyes separement a 3 500 
et 3 700 cm2/g respectivement.

Des prisnies de mortiers 4 x 4 x 16 cm ont etc 
gäches avec differents rapports E/C dans le but de 
comparer leur comportement soit ä E/C constant, soit 
ä E/(CPA contenu dans le melange) constant. (Ta
bleau 1).

'^\E/C

% Filiere/
0,60 0,50

---------- 1---------- 1 Tableau I
0,425 1 0,420 1 Rapport eau/(CPA du

1 1 melange)en fonction
0 (CPA)

15
30

0,60 0,5D

0,59
0,71

_ 1 1 du taux de fiIler
1 |dans le melange et

0,50 1 - 1 du rapport E/C
- j 0,60 J

Des quantites variables d'entraineur d'air (0 
(temoin), 0,2 - 0,4 - 0,6 -0,8-1 et 2 g/1) ont ete 
ajoutees ä l'eau de gächage afin d'obtenir des quan
tites d'airdifferentes et des bulles plus ou moins 
espacees, (L plus ou moins grand). Neuf prismes par 
dosage en entraineur d'air et par ciment ont ete 
cdnfectionnes et conserves dans 1'eau a 20 °C.

Apres 7 jours, le module d'Young a ete deter
mine ä partir des mesures de resonance en flexion, 
sur les 9 prismes de chaque serie. Le prisme presen
tant la valeur mediane a ete selectionne pour les 
comptages de bulles d'air et le calcul de L. Les 8 
autres prismes ont ete conserves dans 1'eau a 20 °C 
jusqu'ä 105 jours.

A 105 jours, 4 prismes sur 8, presentant le 
module d'Young le plus proche de la valeur mediane 
de la population a cette echeance, sont introduits 
dans 1'enceinte de gel; les 4 autres servent ä mesu- 
rer les resistances mecaniques en compression.

2.2. Gel des echantillons
Les conditions de gel ont ete les suivantes:

Milieu T°C finale Duree

Gel Air - 20 °C 3 h

Degel Eau + 20 °C 1 h

La vitesse de refroidissement est de 1'ordre 
de 10 °C/heure; la duree d'un cycle gel-degel est 
de 4 heures. Les prismes ont subi 300 cycles au 
total. Les variations dimensionnelles (gonflement 
ou retrait) ont ete mesurees tout au long du 
traitement.

2.3. Determina tion du facteur d'espacement des 
bulles d'air E

La technique des traversees lineaires dont les 
principes sont deceits dans la norme ASTM С 457-82 
a ete utilisee. Le facteur d'espacement moyen, L, 
est calcule en faisant 1'approximation que toutes 
les bulles sont des spheres de meme diametre repar
ties uniformement. Le calcul utilise par POWERS 

( 1) , qui ne tient pas compte de la distribution 
reelle donne vraisemblablement des valeurs de L un peu 
superieures aux valeurs reelles.

Les resultats, illustres par la figure 1, mon
trent que 1'allure des courbes L en fonction de la 
concentration en entraineur d'air est sensiblement 
la meme pour tons les melanges testes : L diminuc 
d'abord rapidement quand la concentration augmente 
et se stabilise autour de 100 (лт ä partir de 0,8 a 
1 g/1 d'adjuvant.

La precision des mesures de L depend de 
la teneur en air et du nombre de traversees effec- 
tuees. Elie varie entre 10 et 50 [tm environ suivant 
le cas.

. L (gm)

500

к 
-1
A

X

Mortier CPEJ 15
E/C =0,50

0 L L
0

X.
1

Adjuvant g/L1 e  *З.



PIGEON (1984), dans ses essais sur 1* influence 
de la vitesse de gel, avait defini le Lcr comme le L 
au -delä duquel le gonflement etait superieur a 
ISO^im/m aprcs 300 cycles de gel-degel.

Nos conditions experimentales beaucoup plus 
severes entrainant une degradation tres importante 
des eprouvettes apres 300 cycles, le Lcr a ete 
determine apres 100 cycles seulcmcnt. A cette eche- 
ance, les mesures de gonflement sont beaucoup moins 
dispersees, et permettent la comparaison recher- 
chee des differents ciments.

Figure 2 
Determination graphique du Lcr des mortiers de CPA 

apres 100 cycles de gel-degel pour E/C - 0,5 et 0,6.

Le tableau 2 rassemble 
mees pour le CPA et les 2 
determinccs graphiquement, 
figures 2 a etb,ou on a fait 
des mesures de gonflement.

Tableau II
Valeurs de Lcr pour les 
differents ciments et 
pour des E/C variables.

Composition Lcr '

Ciment J E/C

1
CPA 1

, 1

0.50 42О + 50

0.60 ЗОО + 90

1
CPEJ 15 I

 1

0.50 300 + 80

0.425 .350 + 50
1

CPFJ 30 j

1

0.50 180 + 50

0.42 З80 + 80

les valeurs de Lcr esti- 
CPEJ. Ces valeurs sont 
comme indique sur les 
figurer 1 * ecart absolu

4. INFLUENCE DU FILLER SUR LE COMPORTEMENT AU GEL
La figure 3 mJntre que le Lcr diminue lorsque 

la teneur en filler augmente pour un rapport E/C 
identique.

Figure 3
Variation du Lcr en 
fonction du pourcentage 
de filler dans le ciment. 
Les 2 traits horizontaux 
representent les valeurs 
basse et haute du Lcr et 
donnent une idee de la 
dispersion.

Toutefois, cette representation peut etre trom- 
peuse dans la mesure ou 1’accroissement de la teneur 
on filler correspond ä une augmentation de la 
quantite d'eau rapportec ä la quantite de CPA 
proprement dit dans le melange filler!se CE/CPA>E/C). 
Les rapports ’’E/CPA" dans les mortiers
de CPEJ IS et de CPEJ 30 sont en rcalite respective- 
ment egaux a 0,59 et 0,70 . Les variations 
de Lcr enregistrees sont dues davantage ä 1’augmen
tation du rapport4'E/CPA*  iqu.’ä 1’ajout des fillers.

En effet, pour un meme ciment, les variations 
de E/C entrainent des comportements au gel tres 
differents qui sont en relation avec la quantite 
d'eau "destabilisee" mobilisable au cours du gel.

Indcpendamment de la quantite de filler, 
11 augmentation du rapport E/C pour chacun des 
ciments entralne une diminution du Lcr (Figure 4).

Figure 4
Influence du rapport E/C sur le Lcr des 

differents ciments.

Ainsi, pour mettre on evidence 1'influence 
propre du filler, il faut comparer ces ciments 
a E/CPA identique. Il est possible compte-tenu 
des E/C utilises (tableau I) de comparer entre-eux:

- CPA et CPEJ 15 a“E/CPA/z- 0,5
- CPA, CPEJ 15, CPEJ 30 aE/CPA <'= 0,6*



La figure 5 presente alors une allure tres dif
ferente de la figure 3.

La comparaison effectuee dans ces conditions 
fait ressortir le strict effet du filler. II appa- 
rait que ce dernier n'a aucune influence ncfaste 
sur la tenue au gel. Le CPEJ 30 semble meme se 
comporter un peu mieux que le CPA correspondant.

Tout.es choses egales par ailleurs, il semble 
doneque le rapport E/C soit preponderant dans 
la tenue au gel des materiaux durcis. Les CPEJ 
sont defavorises par rapport aux CPA lorsqu'on 
travaille ä E/C egal; ils renferment alors une 
quantite d'eau congelable plus grande, proportion- 
nelle au pourcentage de filler dans le CPEJ.

5. INFLUENCE DES FILLERS SUR LE COMPORTEMENT 
MECANIQUE PENDANT LE GEL

5-1- Resistances avant gel
Les resistances en compression des mortiers 

ont ete mesurees avant gel (a 105 jours) et apres 
300 cycles de gel-degel.
La figure 6 montre qu'ä äge egal et a meme E/C les 
mortiers temoins, sans entraineur d'air, sont 
d'autant moins resistants qu'ils contiennent 
plus de filler.

Figure 6
Resistances a 105 jours en 
compression des mortiers en 
fonction du pourcentage de 
filler ä E/C constant =0,5- 
Ciments temoins sans entrai
neur d'air.

Dans ces conditions, les contraintes mecaniques 
engendrees par le gel affecteront plus facilement 
les mortiers de CPEJ moins resistants au moment 
de leur raise au gel.

L'examentparticulier de 1'influence du rapport 
E/C sur la * resistance avant gel des mortiers 
indique que dans tous les cas, 1' augmentation de ce 
rapport a pour effet de diminuer les resistances 
ä echeance donnee (Fig. 7).

Figure 7
Influence du E/C sur la resistance avant gel des 
mortiers de CPA et CPEJ temoins sans entrafneur d'air

Part contre, lorsque les mortiers sont gäches 
avec jin Е/CPA identique, ils presentent ä 105 jours 
la meme resistance quelle que soit la proportion 
de filler (fig. 8).

Figure 8

Resistances en compression 
du CPA et des CPEJ a 105 
jours, pour un"E/CPA"iden
tique .
Mortiers temoins sans en
traineur d'air.

La correction des E/C en fonction du pourcen
tage de filler que contient un ciment compose, 
permet done de retablir des resistances comparables 
ä celles des CPA.
5-2. Resistances apres gel

L'introduction d'entralneur d'air provoque 
naturellement au- delä d'un certain dosage, une 
baisse des resistances mecaniques a 105 jours, 
(Fig. 9). '

, Cet effet pourrait etre considere comme 
nefaste a premiere vue. Cependant, on constate sur 
la figure 9, que tous les mortiers ayant suffisam- 
ment d1entraineur d'air et presentant des L infe- 
rieurs au Lcr, ont des resistances avant et apres 
gel quasiment egales.

Au-dela de la zone du Lcr, les resistances 
apres gel chutent fortement comparativement aux 
resistances avant gel.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Les principaux resultats obtenus sur le 
comportement de mortiers de ciments fillerises 
experimentaux ont permis de mettre en evidence 
les points suivants :

Avant gel :
- A E/С egal, les resistances mecaniques dimi- 

nuent quand la teneur en filier augmente.
- La diminution des resistances est due, dans 

ce cas, а 11 accroissement de la proportion d'eau 
disponible relativement a la quantite de CPA 
proprement dit dans le ciment fillerise. Pour un 
rapport E/C constant, le rapport "E/CPA" augmente 
avec la teneur en filler.

- Une correction du rapport E/C tenant compte 
de I'exces d'eau engendre par la presence de filler, 
permet d'obtenir des resistances comparables a 
celles des CPA.

Apres gel :
- L1addition d'entraineur d'air permet d'intro- 

duire dans les mortiers un reseau de bulles suscep- 
tibles d'ameliorer leur comportement au gel.

- En fonction du rapport E/C et de la teneur 
en filler, il est possible de determiner un espace
ment moyen critique des bulles d'air, note Lcr, 
au-dela duquel le mortier devient gelif dans 
les conditions experimentales choisies.

- Pour un meme ciment, Lcr diminue quand E/C 
augmente.

- Be meme, ä E/C egal, Lcr diminue quand le 
pourcentage de filler augmente.

- Toutefois la correction du E/C tenant 
compte de I'exces d'eau apporte par la presence 
de filler permet d'obtenir des Lcr, done des 
resistances au gel, comparables ä celles des 
CPA.

- L'abaissement des resistances mecaniques 
dans le cas des fortes teneurs en air entraine, 
(L faible), n'a pas d'incidence nefaste sur la 
tenue au gel des mortiers dont les L restent 
inferieurs aux Lcr.
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Figure 9
Resistances avant et apres gel en fonction de L. 
Les resistances apres gel sent mesurees_apres 
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estime ä 300 cycles.
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MICROFISSL'RATION DES BETONS
MICROCRACKING OF CONCRETE

Les techniques microscopiques et stereologiques ont ete appliquees ä 1'observatIon et ä la quanti
fication du reseau microfissural de betens. Treis niveaux de structure sent consideres : echelle centimetriquc 
(interfaces päte-granulats)observees au stereo-microscope aux grandissements 10 ä 50 , echelle millimetrique 
(interfaces päte-sable, anhydres, Ca(OH) 2),observes au microscope optique en lumiere reflechie sur sections 
polies et sur repliques aux grandissements 100 a 500 , echelle micrometrique (C-S-H, Ca(0H)2? sulfo-aluminates 
hydrates), observes au M.E.B. aux grandissements 1000 a 10.000 . Les techniques sent appliquees ä l'etude 
de deux betens avant et aprös chargement : un beton de granulats silico-calcaires et un beton de granulats 
legens.

Les resultats permettent de caracteriser l'etat initial des deux betons avant chargement et leur 
difference de comportement ä la rupture. Ils mcttent egalcment en evidence le caractere d'objet fractal 
du beton oü le processus de fissuration presente une certaine homothetie aux differentes echelles. Une 
tentative de mesure de la dimension fractale de la surface de fracture des betons est effectuee.

As tecnicas microscopicas e estereologicas foram aplicadas ä observapäo e ä quantifi- 
caqäo da rede de microfissuras do concreto. Tres niveis de estrutura sao considerados: esca
la centimetrica (interface pasta-agregado) observadas no estereo-microscopio com aumento de 
10 a 50; escala milimetrica (interface pasta-areia, anidros, Ca(01I)2) observadas no microsco- 
pio otico com luz reflctida sobre seqoes polidas e sobre replica com aumentos de 100 a 500; 
escala micrometrica (C-S-H, Ca(OH)2) sulfo-aluminatos hidratados) observadas no MEV com aumen 
tos de 1.000 a 10.000. As tecnicas säo aplicadas ao estudo de dois concretos antes e apos 
carregamento: um concreto com agregado si 1 ico-calcärio e um concreto com agregados leves.

Os resultados permitem caracterizar о estado inicial dos dois concretos antes do car
regamento e suas diferenpas de comportamento ä rutura. Eles poem, igualmente, em evidencia о 
carater de objcto fractal ao concreto onde о processo de fissuragäo apresenta uma certa homo- 
tetica nas diferentes escalas. Uma tentativa de medida da dimensäo fractal da superficie de 
fratura dos concretos e efetuada.



1. INTRODUCTION

A I'echelle microscopique le beton est un 
material! composite heterogene qui, dans les condi
tions normales de mise en oeuvre, renferme toujours 
des discontinuites assimilables ä des microfissures 
ou "defauts" au sens de Griffith. Ces discontinuites 
sont liees aux conditions de mise en place, d'envi- 
ronnement, de chargement, mats aussi au mode 
meme de structuration et d'evolution du liant 
hydrate au sein du reseau de granulats (1, 2, 3).

Au-delä d'un certain seuil de contrainte 
locale ou globale (contrainte interne d'origi’ne 
physico-chimique. ou contrainte externe d'origine 
mecanique) des microfissures peuvent se developper 
ä partir des discontinuites preexistantes. La 
coalescence des microfissures en fissures plus 
importantes peut entrainer la degradation progres
sive du beton ou, suivant la geometric et les 
conditions de chargement, sa rupture brutale 
quand la fissure atteint une certaine dimension 
critique (4).

Dans l.e cadre d'une recherche coordonnee 
par l'AFREM (Association Frangaise de Recherches 
et d'Essais sur les Materiaux de Construction) 
sur l'origine et le mecanisme de la microfissuration
(5),.  le CERILH, en partant des travaux anterieurs 
de SLATE (6), DHIR et SANGHA ;7) et plus recemment 
de STROEVEN (8), a etudie la microfissuration 
de bötons avant et apres chargement ä l'aide 
des techniques microscopiques : microscooie optique 
et microscopic electronique ä balayage (M.E.B).

Les phenomenes de fissuration se situant 
a differents niveaux de structure (9), Les observa
tions ont ete effectuees ä 3 echelles :

- niveau de structure I : echelle centimetrique 
qui est celle du beton proprement dit et qui 
correspond ä la dimension des plus gros granulats 
(1 ä 20 mm). Le volume clementaire representatif 
considere est de 1'ordne de I dm3 . Les examens 
se font sur plaques polies de beton 10 x 10 cm, 
aux grandissements 4 ä 40 ä l'aide d'une loupe 
binoculaire qui permet 1'observation des distribu
tionset orientat ions preferentielles des granulats, 
des interfaces . . -

- niveau de structure II : echelle milLimetri- 
que qui est celle du mortier comprenant Les grains 
de sable associes ä La pate de ciment et ses 
inclusions (interfaces, anhydres, Ca(OH). ...).
Le volume elementaire representatif est de L'ordre 
de 1 cm 3 . Les examens sont effectues au microscope 
optique ou au M.E.B ä des grandissements compris 
ent re 300 et 1000 environ. Ils necessitent La 
preparation de sections polies, de Lames minces 
ou de repliques.

- niveau de structure III : echelle micrometri- 
que qui est celle de La pate de ciment durcie 
et des hydrates proprement dits (assemblage des 
C-S-H , Ca(0H)2_, aluminates). Le volume clementaire 
representatif est de l'ordre de lmm3 . Les examens 
sont realises au M.E.B sur fractures.

j
2. TRAITEMENT PREALABLE DES ECHANTILLONS

Le probleme essentiel est de trouver une 
technique de preparation qui conserve le beton 
dans son etat initial sans induire de microfis- 
surations accidentelles. Or 1'observation microsco- 

pique, qu'elle soit directe ou indirecte (replique) 
necessite un traitement prealable de la surface a 
examiner : polissage, decoupage, cventuellement 
dessiccation et impregnation. Ces operations peuvent 
engendrer des contraint.es mecaniques, done des 
microfissures. IL est possible de s'affranchir 
plus ou meins des risques düs aux contraintes 
mecaniques proprement dites en prenant un certain 
nombre de precautions : echantillons suffisamment 
epais, sciage menage, polissage progressif. Par 
centre les inconvenients lies ä la dessiccation 
accidentelle et ä 1'elimination de 1'eau sont 
plus difficiles ä maitriser. La deshydratation 
prealable des echantillons destines aux observations 
microscopiques (lumiere reflechie et M.E.B) a pu 
etre obtenue de differentes fagons :

- - sechage a 1'air ou a 1'etuve : ce traitement
qui peut modifier la microstructure de la pate 
de ciment et qui provoque un retrait important 
est ä proscrire.

- cryosublimation ou lyophylisation : La 
transformation suffisamment rapide de 1'eau en 
glace se fait sans augmentation notable de volume 
et La sublimation lente de la glace est moins 
dommageab'e pour 1'echantillon que Le passage 
direct liquide -» vapeur. Cette technique qui est 
utilisable pour les petits echantillons ne donne 
pas satisfaction dans tous les cas et n'est pas 
adaptee au traitement des gros echantillons.

, - echange progressif eau-solvant-resine. La
methode empruntee aux biologistes permet de fixer 
et d'impregner un materiau hydrate en remplagant 
tres progressivement 1'eau par une resine epoxy 
par 1'intermedia ire d'un solvant (oxyde de propylene). 
Cette methode encore ä I'etude, ne semble pas 
induire de microfissurations accidentelles. Son 
principal inconvenient est la duree importante 
du traitement (plusieurs jours).

3- TECHNIQUES DE VISUALISATION ET D'OBSERVATION 
DES MICROFISSURES

3-1 Par coloration du beton

Cette technique est destinee ä caracteriser 
La microfissuration des betons au niveau de struc
ture I. La preparation des echantillons comporte 
les operations suivantes : decoupage ä la scie 
diamantee sous eau de plaquettes de 1 cm a 1,5 
cm d'epaisseur, suivant des directions reperees; 
polissage mecanique sur emeri 250 et 400 dans 
1'eau5 badigeonnage ä l'aide d'une solution alcooli- 
que d'un colorant (rouge Irgacete par exemple) 
insoluble dans 1'eau; sechage menage du colorant 
a 1 air (environ 5 a 10 min.); polissage progressif 
sur emeris 600, 800 et 1000 jusqu'ä elimination 
de I'exces de colorant qui ne subsiste que dans 
les microfissures et les zones poreuses du beton. 
La diffusion du colorant dans ces zones et la 
determination du moment oil le polissage doit etre 
arrete sont deux difficultes de la methode. Sauf 
pendant la periode courte de sechage du colorant, 
le beton est toujours maintenu en presence d'humidite 
et Les risques de microfissuratAon par dessiccation 
sont faibles tout au moins au niveau de structure 
considere. Apres polissage, le comptage des microfis
sures est effectue par la methode des secantes 
aleatoires decrite plus loin. soit directement 
sous le microscope, soit ä partir de photographies 
representatives dont le reseau microfissural



a ete reproduLt sur caique.

3.2 Par Impregnation de resine

La methode surtout utilisee pour caracteriser 
le niveau de structure II peut aussi etre utile 
ä la preparation d'echantillons de grande dimension. 
Les prelevements prealablement deshydrates a 
l'aide de 1'une des techniques decrites au §2, 
sont impregnes d'une resine (epoxy, methyl-metacry- 
late, ...) puis polies et eventuellement attaquees 
par un reactif selectif qui permet d'augmenter 
Les contrastes en lumiere reflechie. Ceux-ci 
sont encore ameliores par une tres legere 
metallisation des sections polies qui peuvent 
alors etre egaiement observees au M.E.B. L'utilisa- 
tion de pigments fluorescents incorpores ä la 
resine d'impregnation peut etre avantageuse si 
I1 on dispose d'un microscope optique equipe d'une 
source U .V (10).

3.3 Par fractographie au M.E.B et au stereo
microscope .

L'examen au M.E.B des surfaces de fracture 
obtenues par des essais de traction, flexion 
ou compression permet la caracterisation du facies 
des hydrates et de leur mode de rupture, I'etude 
fine des interfaces pate de ciment-granulat , 
1'observation du mode de rupture des granulats 
(rupture trans ou intergranulaire) et autres 
inclusions.

A une echelle plus grossiere la stereomicrosco- 
pie peut presenter un certain interet pour I'etude 
qualitative et quantitative des surfaces de rupture 
des betons.

3-4 Par repliques

Cette technique d'observation indirecte 
recemment developpee par I'equipe de 1'INSA de 
Toulouse (11) presente deux avantages majeurs: 
la replique est obtenue sur le materiau en I'etat 
(sans dessiccation prealable) d'une part; eile 
permet de suivre directement I'evolution de la 
fissuration aux differents stades du chargement 
d'autre part. Elie necessite toutefois le polissage 
prealable de la surface ä repliquer et ne permet 
que 1'observation des phenomenes superficiels. 
La technique,egaiement utilisee au CERILH, consiste 
ä presser un film de "biodene" (acetyl-cellulose) 
(environ 1,5 cm x 3 cm) prealablement imbibe 
d'acetate de methyle sur la zone ä observer. 
Apres evaporation du solvant le biodene est decolie 
puis observe so it au microscope optique en transmis
sion ou en reflexion, soit au M.E.B. apres metalli
sation a des grandissements ne depassant pas 
1000. Afin de "nettoyer" la surface ä repliquer 
11 peut etre necessaire de realiser plusieurs 
empreintes successives avant d'obtenir la replique 
definitive. Par ailleurs, les observations au 
M.E.B sont effectuees avec des tensions d'accele
ration n'excedant pas 10 kV afin de ne pas deterio- 
rer le film plastique. Deux exemples d'empreintes 
observees au M.E.B et au microscope optique 
Par transmission sont donnes figure 1 et2.

Fig.l - peplique observee au MEB.

Fig.2 - Replique observee au microscope optique par 
transmission

4. QUANTIFICATION DU RESEAU MICROFISSURAL DES 
BETONS

La stereologie permet de relier les proprietes 
statistiques quantitatives des structures tri
di mensionnelles ä celles des structures bi-dimen- 
sionnelles. A I1inverse eile permet de reconstruire 
certains aspects de 1'espace 3D ä partir de 
1'analyse quantitative d*images  planes. Ainsi 
les microfissures des betons, qui en section 
apparaissent sous forme d'elements lineaires, 
peuvent etre caracterisees quantitativement 
par simple comptage de leurs intersections avec 
un reseau de secantes aleatoires ou orientees.

Fig.3 - Principe de mesure du nombre d'intersections’ 
des microfissures Pl (6) avec une secante orientee 
faisant un angle 0 avec une direction determinee.



La methode proposes par SALTIKOV (12) et 
utilisee par P.STROEVEN (8, 13) pour Studier
les aspects micromecaniques du comportement du 
beton, permet de determiner les parametres suivants: 
le nombre moyen d' intersect ions Pj, par unite de 
longueur de sdcante. P^ represente en quelque 
sorte la "densite" de microfissures dont on peut 
deduire la surface specifique par 1'equation : 
S V = 2 PL qui, dans le cas d' une structure ou 
les microfissures ont une orientation preferentiel- 
le suivant un plan determine, devient :
Sy = (2-7T/2) PL||+7r/2 Рцрй PL]| et I^correspondent 
aux deux directions, parallele et perpendiculaire, 
au plan considers. La regle des projections totales 
Stablit par ailleurs que la valeur Pl (tj)prlse 
suivant la direction Й, est Sgale ä la longueur 
totale Ед des elements linSaires (traces de micro
fissures dans le plan) projetee sur une droite 
perpendiculaire au rSseau de secantes : Pl.(6)= La 
proj. Cette methode dite des secantes orientees 
dans un plan, permet Sgalement de determiner 
la "rose des nombres d'intersections" qui traduit 
les anisotropies de distribution des microfissures. 
PL est alors mesure suivant differentes 
directions _du plan. Dans le cas des structures 
isotropes PL est independant de ti. On peut alors 
etablir une relation entre Pl , Ед et Sy :

?l = la = JI sv

Il est possible encore de calculer un degre 
d1 orientation et un espacement moyen des microfis— 
sures pour lesquels nous renvoyons a la litterature 
specialisee. (8, 12, 13. 14).

5. APPLICATION A L'ETUDE DE BETONS

5■1 Materiaux testes

Deux betons ont ete etudies : un beton de 
granulats s i lico-calcai res .3,15-10 mm, dose a 
350 kg CPA/m3 et gäche avec un rapport E/C = 
0,57 d'une part, un beton de granulats legers 
(schiste expanse) dose a 350 kg CPA/m3 et de 
E/C - 0,525 d'autre part. Les deux betons enduits 
d une resine d’etancheite ont ete conserves a 
temperature ambiante pendant az 1 an. Leur etat 
de microfissuration a ete etudie avant chargement 
et apres chargement en flexion trois points ä 
deformation controlee. Les prismes 10 x 10 x 
40 cm ont ete deformes de maniere anelastique 
sans rupture. Les courbes effort-deformation 
correspondantes obtenues par M.TERRIEN (15) sont 
repi-oduites figure 4.

Des essais complementaires de rupture non 
controlee en flexion trois points ont egalement 
ete realises.

5-2  Microfissuration avant chargement 

5.2.7 Niveau de structure I.

,Les valours de Pl sont egales a 2,0 1
et a 1,3 cm r^spectivement dans le beton silico- 
calcaire et le b^ton de schistes expanses.

"Fig. 4 - Courbe effort-deformation du beton silico- 
calcaire (ä gauche) et du beton de granulats legers 
(a droite) (communiquees par M.TERRIEN (15).

Fig. 5 - "Rose" des intersections. Beton de granulats 
silico-calcaire avantchargement (comptage sur 4 echan- 
tillons differents А, В, C, D).

L1 examen de plaques 10 x 10 x 1,5 cm preparees 
suivant la technique decrite au § 3.1 montre 
que, dans les deux betons des zones de moindre 
cohesion assimilables ä des fissures se manifestant 
par la penetration ou la diffusion du colorant, 
existent aux interfaces pate de ciment durcie-granu- 
lats. Leur quantification par la methode des 
secantes orientees montre que leur distribution 
est plus ou meins isotrope (Fig. 5) mais que leur 
"densite" est plus faible dans le beton de granulats 
legers comme 1'indiquent les valeurs.de PL .

La difference est düe ä une meilleure liaison 
entre le liant hydrate et les granulats de schistes 
expanses.

5.2.2. Niveau de structure II.

L'examen au microscope optique au grandissement 
SOO revele que la pate de cimt^it renferme des 
inclusions diverses (petits grains de sable, 
noyaux de clinker anhydre, Ca(0H)2 ) et que des 
microfissures se sont dejä formees. Celles-ci 
joignent souvent des inclusions entre elles. 
Il s'agit principalement de microfissures de 
retrait dont une partie a pu etre induite par 
le traitement prealable de deshydratation. Les



aspects sent tres voisins dans les deux betons 
ä cette echelle d'observation ou les comptages 
donnent des valeurs de de I'ordre de 1,2 cm-^.

5.2.3. ZVweait de structure III

Les examens fractographiques au M.E.B montrent 
que la pate de ciment proprement dite comporte 
ä ce niveau de nombreuses discontinuites dues 
au mode de formation et d'assemblage des hydrates 
qui laissent subsister une microporosite relative- 
ment importante. On note que des microfissures 
"naturelies" telles que celles constituees par 
les clivages de Ca(0H)2 peuvent exister. Par 
ailleurs, l'observation particuliere des interfaces 
confirme la presence de zones de moindre cohesion 
(aureole de transition) (3).

5.3 Microfissuration apres chargement
6.3.1. Nweau de structure I

Les observations ont ete effectuees sur 
des sections 10 x 10 x 1 cm decoupees dans la 
zone tendue, perpendiculairement au plan de contra in
te et preparees suivant la technique du § 3.1. 
Elies mettent en evidence dans les deux betons 
la formation d'une fissure principale sous forme 
d'une bande etroite microfissuree, de quelques 
centaines de microns de largeur, tortueuse souvent 
oblique par rapport a la direction de contrainte. 
Dans le cas du beton si 1ico-calcaire la fissure 
principale qui s'est propagee sur environ 3/5 
de l'epaisseur du prisme, est constituee de tronqons 
plus ou meins discontinus branches ou paralleles 
contournant generalement les granulats et Orientes 
parallelement ä la contrainte (Fig.6).

Fig- 6 - Beton si 1ico-calcaire apres chargement. 
Bande endommagee. Microfissures nettes.

La rupture у est rarement transgranulaire 
sauf localement oil les granulats etaient prefissures. 
Dans le cas du beton de granulats legers, la 
fissure principale, qui s'est developpee sur 
2/5 de l'epaisseur du prisme est egalement surtout 
1 ntergranulaire. Elle presente un aspect different 
de celui observe dans le beton silico-calcaire. 
Dans ce dernier la trace des differentes microfis
sures constituant la fissure principale est bette 
et bien dessinee. Elie apparatt plus diffuse 
dans le beton de granulats legers (Figure 7)- Get 
aspect parait correspondre a un micro-endommagement 
de la pate de ciment proprement dite sur le 
ttajet de la fissure.

Fig. 7 - Beton de granulats legers apres chargement. 
Bande endommagee - microfissuration "diffuse"

Les determinations quantitatives ne revelent 
pas d'accroissement significatif de la densite 
de microfissures par rapport a I'etat initial, 
la contribution de la fissure principale au nombre 
total de microfissures restant faible. De meme 
1'orientation des microfissures parallelement 
a la direction de contrainte n'est sensible que 
dans une zone tres etroite de part et d'autre 
de la fissure principale.

5.3.2 Niveau de structure II (fig. 8 et 9).

L'examen de sections poli.es prelevees dans 
la bande endommagee montre que Les microfissures 
se propagent le long des petits grains de sable 
qu'elles contournent pour progresser ensuite dans 
la pate de ciment oil el les peuvent subir des devia
tions importantes par les micro-inclusions (noyaux 
anhydres, fines). Le mode de propagation a 1'echelle 
du mortier et de la pate de ciment parait homothe- 
tique de celui du beton. Dans le cas du beton 
de schistes expanses i'existence d'un micro-endomma
gement de la pate de ciment, se traduisant par 
des fissures tres fines contournant plus ou moins 
les micro-inclusions et ayant parfois un aspect 
"en chapelet" semble confirmee.

Fig.8 - Beton silico-calcaire apres chargement
1. pate de ciment
2. sable
3. Clinker



Fig. 9 - Beton de granulats legers
Micro-endommagement de la pate de ciment.

5,3.3. niveau de structure III (fig. 10)

Les examens au. M.E.B ä fort grandissement 
de surfaces de fractures prelevees sur le trajet 
de la fissure principale montre que, d'une faqon 
generale, les microfissures presentent une forte 
tortuosite en relation avec le mode de rupture 
souvent interparticulaire des hydrates : leur 
progression semble se faire davantage par decohesion 
au niveau des interfaces entre particules hydratees 
(C-S-H) plutot que par rupture de ces dernieres 
sauf dans le cas de composes clives teis que 
Ca(0H)2.

Les vides capillaires en tant qu'amorces 
possibles de microfissures ainsi que les inclusions 
dures en tant qu’obstacles ä la microfissuration, 
interviennent egalement dans le processus de 
rupture.

Fig.10 - Beton de granulats legers.
MrE-B. Mode de fracture interparticulaire des 
C-S-H.

5-4 Discussion des resultats

Les observations des niveaux de structure 
I et II ont montre que la deformation contrölee 
conduit ä la formation d'une bande endommagee 
de faible largeur correspondant ä une fissure 
plus ou moins discontinue formee de tron^ons 
paralleles ou branches, suivant generalement 
les interfaces. Ceci traduit la nature progressive 
de 1'endommagement qui par ailleurs, est un peu 
different dans les deux betons testes.

Son aspect plus diffus dans le beton de

granulats legers dont les proprietes mecaniques(modu
le d'Young en particulier) sont plus prochesde celles 
de la pate, semble en relation avec une propagation 
par microfissurations successives de plus faible 
amplitude que dans le beton silico-calcaire. 
Ceci parait confirme par 1' enregistrement des 
emissions acoustiques effectue par M.TERRIEN 
(IS) sur les memes eprouvettes en charge : un
plus grand nombre d'evenements accoustiques de
plus faible amplitude sont mis en evidence dans 
le beton de schistes expanses.

Sous chargement.. contrdle la fracture des 
deux betons est essentiellement intergranulaire. 
Toutefois, des essais complementaires dans des 
conditions de rupture instable montrent qu'elle 
devient a 7.5^ transgranulaire dans le beton de 
granulat leger contre 30% dans le beton silico-cal
caire.

La comparaison des aspects de la rupture 
ä differentes echelles indique qu'il existe une 
certaine homothetie entre les differents niveaux 
de structure du beton. Le mortier d'enrobage 
des gros granulats d'une part et la pate de ciment 
durcie avec ses micro—inclusions ( fines, noyaux 
anhydres) d'autre part se comportent comme des 
micro-betons" du point de vue de la propagation 
des fissures. Cette "self-similarite" propre 
aux objets fractals (16) peut etre exploitee 
pour etudier les processus de rupture.

Ce type d'exploitation actuellement ä 1'etude, 
a fait 1'objet de premiers essais destines a 
caracteriser la surface de rupture des betons 
par leur dimension fractale D qui est une image 
de leur irregularite ou rugosite.

L'application aux deux betons etudies ici, 
rompus de maniere non controlee en flexion trois 
points donne des valeurs de D egales a 2,67 et 
2,87 respectivement pour le beton silico-calcaire 
et le beton de schistes expanses.

Ces valeurs obtenues par la methode des 
yslit islands" due ä MANDELBROT (16.) correspondent 
a une forte irregularite aes surfaces de rupture. 
Cette irregularite serait plus forte dans le 
cas du beton de granulat leger. Les representations 
log (surface des "lies") en fonction de log (perime
tre des "iles") permettant de calculer D sont 
donnees fig. 11.

Si 1'objet est fractal le graphe obtenu 
doit etre une droite dont la pente D'=D-1.

Fig. 11- Determination de la dimension fractale D 
par la methode des "slit -islands". (Niveau 
de structure I).
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Nous avons about! aux conclusions suivantes: le bore a peu d’influence sur 
evolutions des proprietes physiques de la matrice (porosite, qul restent
moderees au moins pendant deux ans. Par centre, les taux de relachement d'activite evoluent considerablement 
pendant cette periode. La clnetique de lixiviation des radioelements, dont la majeure partie (~ 70П est 
incorporee dans les hydrates, est controlee par une combinaison de plusieurs phenomenes : ä court terme la 
fraction libre en solution (done ~ 30%) est relächee par simple diffusion de Fick. Par centre ä long terme 
les transformations cristallochimiques correspondant ä des dissolutions-cristallisations complexes des 
hydrates notablement accelerees par la temperature gouvernent le passage des radioelements dans le liquide 
interstitiel etautoriSentleur diffusion vers la solution exterieure. Nous avons pu preciser les sites de 
piegeage des radioelements dans les hydrates qul controlent leur relachement ä long terme : le cesium est 
faiblement retenu dans les C-S-H et la chaux et s'incorpore preferentiellement dans les hydrates alumineux. 
De plus, le strontium, faiblement retenu dans les silicates, est piege dans les sulfoaluminates. Enfin, le 
cobalt est retenu en grandes proportions dans le solide lors de 1'hydratatlon par la formation d'un compose 
propre du type hydroxychlorure de cobalt. p
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Certains dechets radioactifs sent solidifies dans des 
artificiel (CPA) en vue de leur stockage. La surete de ces 
> 300 ans, ce qui necessite de predire les variations des 
celles-ci sont vraisemblablement rellees au vieillissement des matrices qul reste 
presente lei porte, dans le cas particulier d'un mortier gache avec une bvl 
tions existant entre les relachements de certains radioelements (60Co, 90Sr 
lessivage par 1'eau et I'evolution des caracteristiques cristallochimiques 
matrice.



I. Introduction

Le ciment Portland artificiel (CPA) est 
utilise pour lrimmobilisation de certains 
dechets radioactifs en vue de leur stockage. En 
general, il s'agit de dechets de faible et 
moyenne activite. Compte tenu des constantes de 
desint^gration de certains radioelements con- 
tenus dans ces dechets, il est; necessaire 
d’assurer la surete des stockages sur de tres 
longues durees. Par exemple, le cesium 137, qui 
est un produit de fission, a une periode de 30 
ans. Un stockage d’environ 300 ans, soft 10 
periodes, est ainsi necessaire afin de diminuer 
la radioactivite initiale des dechets par un 
facteur de 1000 qui pennet alors une banalisa- 
tion du site. - •

Il se pose done le difficile probleme de la 
durabilite de la matrice cimentee incorporant 
les dechets nucleaires sur des durees inac- 
cessibles directement a 1’experience au labora- 
toire. De telles echeances n’ont pas ete etu- 
diees par les cimentiers dont les preoccupa
tions concernant la durabilite des Hants 
hydrauliques (Calleja, 1980) vont en general au 

■ maximum-jusqu’ä quelques dlzaines d’annees (role 
de la garantie decennale dans les travaux 
publics).

Au cours de ce travail nous avons etudie, 
dans le cas particuller des ’’concentrats" 
borates d*evaporateur, les relations entre les 
relachements de radioactivite et I1evolution des 
caracteristiques physiques et mlcrostructurales 
de la matrice. Ces dechets particuliers resul
tent de la purge du circuit primaire de refroi- 
dlssement des centrales electronuclealres et se 
presentent sous forme de solutions boratees qui 
servent de liquide de gachage d'un liant dont la 
formulation Speciale (voir ci-dessous) est a 
base de CPA.

On pouvait a priori craindre deux types 
d’alteration affectant le confinement des 
radioelements : soit la destruction directe de 
la matrice due aux differentes agressions 
physiques et chimiques susceptlbles d’affecter 
ce materiau dans les conditions de stockage; 
soft des modifications mineralogiques, structu- 
rales ou texturales qui, sans affecter I’inte- 
grite du liant lui-meme, pourraient condulre a. 
une augmentation excessive des relachements de 
radioactivite. Ceci nous a conduit ä etudler le 
role des caracteristiques physlco-chimlques 
(microstructure, mlneralogie etc...) sur la 
llxivlatlon de deux radioelements essentiels de 
ce type de dechets (137 Cs et 60 Co).

Notre travail comportalt done deux series 
d ’ experiences menees en parallele : sur une 
matrice cimentee slmulee, nous avons tout 
d abord etudie les variations avec le temps de 
la lixlvlation de 137 Cs et 60 Co en fonctlon de 
Involution de ses caracteristiques mldros- 
tructurales, qui traduisent son "vieillls- 
sement”. Sur des systemes simples, constltues 
des prlncipaux composants du CPA, mis en contact 
avec des solutions diluees de cesium, strontium 
6t cobalt, nous avons etudie les partages 
solide/liquide durant 1’hydratatlon. Nous avons 
cherche ä identifier la forme chlmique sous 

laquelle etaient incorpores ces elements afin 
d’interpreter les caracteristiques de leurs 
lixivlations : substitution en traces dans le 
reseau des mineraux habituels des Hants ou 
cristallisation de composes specifiques.

II. Protocole experimental

Le concentrat d’evaporateur utilise dans 
notre etude est une solution contenant principa- 
lement des borates de sodium (~ 25000 ppm de 
bore) et quelques autres ions en tres faible 
quantite (voir Lameille, 1984). La radioactivite 
de ce concentrat - est due essentiellement a 
137 Cs, 90 Sr, 60 Co. Afin de mener I’etude de 
vleillissement nous avons reconstltue un concen
trat synthetique inactif. Pour uniformiser les 
deux types d’etude (vleillissement etlixi- 
viation), ce concentrat synthetique a egalement 
ete utilise pour I’etude des relachements de 
radioactivite; nous avons alors du le doper avec 
des activites en 137 Cs et en 60 Co de 20 pCi. 
Nous n’avons pas pu etudier le 90 Sr qui, etant 
un emetteur ß pur, aurait pose des problemes 
analytlques difficiles dans le cadre de notre 
travail.

La formula de 1’enrobe est intermediaire, 
du point de vue de la teneur en ciment, entre 
celle d’une pate pure et celle d’un mortier. 
Pour 1000 kg de ciment, on ajoute 750 kg de 
sable, 400 1 de concentrat et 60 kg de chaux ce 
qui donne un rapport eau/ciment de 0,4. La chaux 
introduite sert ä stabiliser les borates sous 
forme calcique et done ä diminuer leur effet 
retardateur.

Pour I’etude du vleillissement, nous avons 
reconstltue (tres schematiquement) un site de 
stockage. Les eprouvettes sont des parallelepi- 
pedes rectangles de dimensions 2 x 2 x 16 cm 
placees sous une couverture de deux centimetres 
d’argile, recouverte par 2 cm d’eau. L’argile 
est un melange de kaolinite et de montmoril
lonite, et I’eau est faiblement mineralisee (en 
mg.l*  ) :

Ca2+ : 37,7; K+ : 22; Mit : 0,28; Na+ : 16,1;
4 ’ *

2- - 3- -
SO, : 36,3; N0_ : 0,1; POT : 0,1; Cl : 25;

F" : 0,7

En plus d’une etude en "temps reel" ä 10°C 
(temperature interne du site) qui sert de 
reference, nous avons choisl d’accelerer les 
cinetiques tout en evitant de degrader trop 
brusquement et artlficiellement la matrice. Ceci 
a ete realise en augmentant la temperature de 
conservation des eprouvettes jusqu’ä 60°C. A 
chaque echeance, nous avons mesure sur les 
differentes eprouvettes les parametres physiques 
suivants : resistances mecaniques en compres
sion, porosites, masses et gonflements. La 
microstructure est etudiee au moyen d’un micro
scope electronique ä balayage (MEB), d’une 
microsonde electronique et de la diffraction des 
rayons X.

Les eprouvettes dopees au cesium 137 ou au 
cobalt 60 sont des orthocylindres carottes de 
2 cm. Elies sont ensuite stockees ä 10°C, 4O°C



ou 60cC pendant un temps donne, puls lixiviees ä 
IO°C dans de l'eau dcmineralisee. Les lixivia- 
tions sont menees en dynamique c'est-ä-dire avec 
renouvellement de l'eau, selon un test normalise 
par l'AIEA : 3 fols la premiere journee, cheque 
jour la premiere semaine, chaque semaine le 
premier mois, chaque mois le premier semestre et 
enfin tous les semestres. Un enrobe n'ayant pas 
sub! de vieillissement (lixivie immediatement 
apres la cure en atmosphere humide) sert de 
reference. Les mesures de radioactivite dans les 
lixiviats sont effectuees au moyen d'un spectro— 
metre у muni d'un detecteur Nal ou GeLi.

Lors des experiences d'hydratation de 
composes simples, nous avons etudie la retention 
de chaque element trace au cours des hydrata- 
tions de C3S, de C S + C A puis de C S + C A + 
gypse avec un rapport e/s ~ 10. La Tiltration 
est effectuee sur filtre millipore de 0,45 pm et 
1'Hydratation est stoppee par trois lavages a 
1'ether et par - cryosublimation. Le solide est 
ensuite examine au cours du temps au moyen de 
diverses techniques physiques d'analyse comple- 
mentaires (HEB, DRX, microsonde electronique et 
ionique etc...); La solution est analysSe soit 
par Volumetrie et par absorption atomique. Cette 
partie de notre travail faisant I'objet d'une 
communication specialises (Lameille et coll., 
1986) n'est pas developpee ici.

HI. Resultats sur la lixiviation des radio 
elements

1. Cas du cesium

Les courbes de relachement d'activite apres 
des cures de 1, 4 et 6 mois a 10 °C (voir 
figures 1, 2 et 3) sont tres comparables. La 
fraction d'activite relachee (F ) tend vers une 
valeur d'environ 30% pour des te^hips d'experience 
superieurs a 250 jours. Il est done vraisembla- 
ble que la structure de la matrice et que la 
quantite de cesium contenue dans la solution 
interstitielle (done le coefficient de partage 
de cet element entre les phases solide et 
liquide) variant peu pendant ce laps de temps. 
Malgre la mauvaise linearite des courbes au dela 
de ~ 40 jours, il est cependant possible d'es- 
timergle coefficient de diffusion du cesium a 
~ 10 cm . s , en se basant sur le modele de 
diffusion hors d'un cylindre fini (Crank, 1975). 
Apres 12 mois de cure, le coefficient de diffu
sion alnsi calcule diminue d'un facteur ~ 2. Les 
resultats obtenus pour des cures ä 40°C sont 
comparables; on note toutefois une legere 
diminution du cesium contenu dans l'eau -intersti
tielle (~ 25%). En revanche, pour des cures 
superieures a 6 mois ä 60°C, on observe des 
modifications tres nettes des caracteristiques 
de lixiviation : les courbes presentent une 
bonne linEarite jusqu'ä 200 jours, le coeffi
cient de diffusion apparent chute d'un facteur 

8 et la fraction d'activite relachee tend vers 
une valeur voisine de 20%. Ces caracteristiques 
n'evoluent plus jusqu'ä 24 mois.

-3 LeS faux lixiviation varient de 4 a 18 
10 2g/cm /j (a 2 jours) et de 1 a 5,7 IO-4 
g/cm /j (a 150 jours). Ces valeurs sont compati
bles avec celles rencontrees habituellement dans 
la litterature.

1000 .F .V/S
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Figure 1 : courbes de lixiviation du cesium en 
fonction du temps, pour des vieillissements a 
10 C durant • — 1 mois,---4 mois et —6 mois.

Figure 2 : courbes de lixiviation du cesium 
en fonction du temps, pour des vieillissement a 
40°C durant :-----1 mois,---- 4 mois et—6 mois.

Figure 3 : courbes de lixiviation du cesium 
en fonction du temps, pour des vieillissement ä 
60 C durant : —'-4 mois,-- 4 mois et^—6 mois.
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Dans ce travail, 1'echantlllon ayant subi 
une eure de 28 jours en atmosphere humide et ä 
temperature ambiante sert de reference. Sa 
resistance mecanique est de 56 MPa et le volume 
total de porosite est de 7,2.IO-2 etn .g~'. La 
päte observee au MEB presente des hydrates peu 
cristallises. De plus, la sonde lonique montre 
que le bore est reparti de facon homogene. Par 
ailleurs, la diffraction des rayons X n'a pas 
permis de mettre en evidence des cristallisa- 
tlons specifiques mais la damburite et la 
datolite (Freund, 1973), qui sont des borosili
cates susceptibles de se former, ne peuvent etre 
detectes car leurs raies caracteristiques se 
superposent ä celles de la portlandite. On ne 
peut conclure sur la nature du constituant 
incorporant le bore dans la matrice, mais cet 
element pourrait se presenter sous forme de 
borate de calcium stable. Cette matrice est done 
tres comparable ä un mortler normal ä base de 
CPA 55. Les variations des resistances mecani- 
ques (figure 7) et des volumes totaux de porosi
te (figure 8) en fonctlon du temps de vieillis
sement, ä diffgrentes temperatures, montrent que 
le volume de porosite dlmlnue lorsque la resis
tance mecanique augmente. En fait, pendant les 
premiers mois de stockage l'hydratation se 
poursult et les volumes de porosite dlmlnuent 
alors que les resistances mecaniques en compres
sion augmentent; ensuite les phenomenes de 
vieillissement apparaissent au bout de temps 
variables en fonctlon de la temperature.

Le calcul des taux d'hydratatlon apres 12 
mois de vieillissement, base sur les spectres de 
diffraction des rayons X, montre que l'hydrata
tion maximale est obtenue ä 40°C. De maniere 
inattendue, 1'Schantillon conserve ä 60°C est le 
meins hydrate mais ses hydrates sont cependant 
mleux developpes qu'aux autres temperatures. 
Dans le cas de l'ettringite, qui est le seul 
hydrate alumineux bien cristallise Identifiable 
en diffraction des rayons X, on constate qu'ä 
60 С ce mineral a completement disparu apres 6 
mois de vieillissement alors qu'ä IO°C et 40°C 
11 esc encore present ä 12 mois.

Figure 4 : courbe de lixlvlatlon du cobalt 
en fonctlon du temps, pour des vieillissements ä 
10 C durant 1 mois,---4 mois,..... 6 mois et

-----12 mois.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Figure 5 : courbe de lixlvlatlon du cobalt 
en fonctlon du temps, pour des vieillissements ä 
40°C durant :-----1 mois,—--4 mois,......6 mois et

■"-12 mois.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Figure 6 : courbe de lixlvlatlon du cobalt
en fonctlon du temps, 
60°C durant :---- 1 mois
"“12 mois.

pour des vieillissements ä 
,—-4 mois,.....6 mois et

2. Cas du cobalt

Comme dans le cas precedent, les courbes de 
relächement d'activlte apres des cures de 1, 4 
et 6 mois ä 10 °C (voir figures 4, 5 et 6) sont 
egalement comparables. De plus, F est constante 
et tend vers une valeur d'envfron 0,2%. Ces 
resultats confirment ceux obtenus avec le cesium 
et refletent une fälble evolution de la matrice 
jusqu'ä 6 mois ä cette temperature. Apres 12 
mois de eure, les relächements de cobalt dimi- 
nuent legerement mats F ‘ reste .constante. A 
40°C, les courbes de relächement d'activlte sont 
ä nouveau comparables entre elles jusqu'ä 6 
mois; par centre F augmente jusqu'ä 0,3%. Apres 
.12 mois de eure, les caracteristiques de lixivla- 
tlon du cobalt deviennent tres voisines de 
celles obtenues ä 10°C. Par contre ä 60°C, F 
augmente avec le temps de eure jusqu'ä 4 mois 
pour ensuite dimlnuer d'un facteur ~ 3 entre 4 
et 6 mois et rester stable au delä.

IV. Resultats sur le vieillissement de la 
matrice cimentee



Figure 7 : variations des resistances mecanlques 
en compression en fonction du temps de vieillis- 
sement ä differentes temperatures, • 10оС,А40°С, 
НбО°С.

Figure 8 : variation des volumes totaux de la 
microporosite en fonction du temps de vlelllis- 
sement a differentes temperatures, •IO°C,
▲ 40°C, ИбО°С.

La figure 9 rassemble des micrographies au 
MEB de pates de ciments conservees ä .IO°C, 40°C 
et 60°C pendant 12 mois; on note que la compaci- 
te augmente lorsque la temperature diminue. Bien 
que les experiences de lixiviation conduites en 
parallele n’aient ete menees que sur des 
echantillons vieillis au maximum 12 mois, il est 
cependant interessant de noter au delä d’un an 
les evolutions suivantes de la microstructure 
(Chiapplni et coll., 85) : entre 12 et 18 mois, 
les variations se font dans le meme sens pour 
toutes les temperatures; entre 18 et 24 mois a 
40°C et 60°C, les resistances mecaniques augmen
tent de fa^on importante alors que les volumes 
totaux de porosite diminuent; par contre, a .IO°C 
les evolutions sont faibles. Les pates de ciment 
conserves -S 40oC et 60°C sont tree heterogenes 
mais avec des hydrates mieux developpes qu’a 
IO°C.

V. Resultats sur la retention de Cs, Sr et Co 
dans les hydrates des composes simples du CPA

Nous rappelons ici brievement nos princi- 
paux resultats qui sont exposes en details par 
ailleurs (Lameille et coll., 1986).

Figure 9 : micrographies au MEB de surfaces de 
fractures des echantillons apres 12 mois de 
vieillissement a IO°C (A), 40°C (B), 60°C (C).

1. cas du cesium

Lors de l'hydratation du C„S seul, le 
cesium reste en solution pendant la phase 
d’induction de I’hydratation du C»S. Les pheno- 
menes d’adsorption sur les surfaces sont done 
negligeables. Puis le cesium se fixe partiel- 
lement dans les hydrates (12 % S 48 heures). 
Cette fixation a lieu pendant la precipitation



des silicates hydrates de calcium (notes C-S-H) 
et de la portlandite. On peut interpreter cette 
retention par la formation d’un compose du type 
Si-O-Cs, par analogie avec les composes qui se 
forment avec d'autres alcalins, par exemple le 
sodium (Regourd et coll., 1983). Durant I1hydra- 
tat ion d’un melange C^S 4- C A (80 et 20%), on 
constate que la retention du cesium dans les 
hydrates augmente, pour atteindre 24% au bout de 
48 heures. Notons que le taux de fixation de 24% 
est atteint des les premieres heures, ce qui 
permet de penser que, dans ce cas, la retention 
du cesium est liee ä la formation des aluminates 
hydrates de calcium qui cristallisent plus 
rapidement que les C-S-.H. Dans le cas de I’hy- 
dratation du melange ternaire, C„S + C^A + gypse 
(76, .19 et 5 %), Ja retention du cesium est un 
peu plus faible qu'en I’absence de gypse (.18% s 
48 heures). La encore, la formation des hydrates 
alumineiix semble jouer un role important. Pour 
expliquer la baisse du taux de retention, 
remarquons que dans le cas du melange binaire, 
il existe des ions aluminiques en solution qui 
sont elimines par ajout de gypse. Pour tester 
rette Hypothese, nous avons ajoute durant 
1 ’Hydratation du melange gypse^une solution de 
chlorure d1 aluminium a 2.10 mole.l ' . La 
fraction de cesium fixee dans les hydrates 
augmente effectivement de 18 a 22%.

En conclusion, ces experiences nous ont 
permis de mesurer les coefficients de partage du 
cesium dans les trois cas etudies :

C3s KCs = 3,7

C3S + C3A KCs = 5,5

C^S + C-jA + gypse KCs = 4,2

2. cas du strontium

Le strontium est faiblement retenu (** 5%) 
apres 48 heures d ’Hydratation du Cette 
retention ne semble pas augmentee par la pre
sence de 20% de C_A. Par contre J’ajout de gypse 
au melange augmente rapidement la retention pour 
atteindre ** 16% a 48 heures. Celle-ci pourrait 
done etre liee ä la formation de sulfoaluminates 
de calcium (ettringite). A la sonde ionique, on 
detecte la presence de strontium dans la couche 
d’hydrates autour des grains de On peut 
done penser que le strontium se substitue au 
calcium, ce qui est logique puisque ces deux 
elements ont des rayons ioniques volslns. Les 
coefficients de partage que nous avons evalues 
sont les suivants :

C3S KSr = l’7

C' S + C„A = 0,63 3 Sr
C^S + C^A + gypse K_ = 3,4Sr

3. cas du cobalt

on constate une forte retention*  du cobalt 
dans le solide et simultanement 1’apparition 
d’ions calcium en solution due ä la dissolution
du C„S. il faut noter que pour la fraction 
granulometrique la plus fine (diametre < 25 pm). 
85% du cobalt sont retenus dans le solide apres

4 heures d’Hydratation seulement. L’observation 
des grains hydrates au MEB montre la formation 
en surface d’hydrates blen cristallises donnant 
a la sonde de Castaing des signaux Co et Cl. 
L’etude de ces solides en diffraction des rayons 
X montre qu’ils ont une structure proche de 
celle d’un hydroxychlorure de fer de formule 
Fe|*  , FCq 9, (0, OH, Cl)9. Le cobalt et le fer 
ayaAt des Aayons ioniques proches on peut penser 
que le jorodui^, cobalte forme a une formule du 
type Co , Co- , (0, OH, Cl) . Get hydroxychlo
rure seXdecom^ose presque totalement en 50 jours 
ä 60°C; le cobalt semble alors s’incorporer dans 
les CSH en substitution du calcium.

VI. Discussion

La principale observation de cette etude 
est qu’il n’exlste pas de lien directe entre les 
variations, au cours du vielllissement, des 
caracteristiques macroscopiques de la matrice 
cimentee (resistances mecaniques, porosite, 
texture etc...) et les taux de lixiviation du 
cesium et du cobalt. En fait, cette matrice se 
comporte comme un CPA classique du fait que le 
borate de sodium est stabilise par de 1’hydroxy- 
de de calcium et que sa teneur dans la formula
tion est maintenue a une valeur sufflsamment 
faible (< 25.000 ppm dans la solution de gacha- 
ge). Compte tenu des concentrations^en radioele
ments int^oduites (Cs : ~ 4,1 .10 ppm; Co : 
•v 1,6 10 ppm), 11 est vraisemblable que les 
composes incorporant effectivement ces radioele
ments representent une tres faible fraction de 
la masse totale de la matrice. Il est done 
normal que la formation et/ou 1’evolution au 
cours du temps de ces composes n’induisent pas 
de modifications des proprietes macroscopiques 
de la matrice.

Par contre, les caracteristiques de lixi
viation de ces elements sont dlrectement liees a 
la forme chimique sous laquelle ils sont pre
sents. En particulier, les courbes de lixivia
tion suggerent 1’existence de deux ctapes : dans 
un premier temps la fraction des radioelements 
restee dans l’eau interstitielle (^ 30%) est 
relächee par diffusion; cette fraction est 
determinee par le coefficient de partage solide/- 
liquide lors de la prise du ciment. Ceci se 
produit lorsque les conditions physico-chimiques 
sont peu agressives. La duree de cette premiere 
etape, qui est effectivement observee experimen- 
talement, diminue lorsque la temperature de 
vielllissement des echantillons augmente. Par 
exemple ä 60°C, cette etape dure pratiquement 1 
an. La deuxleme etape correspond soit ä une 
transformation des composes incorporant le 
radloelcment soit ä leur corrosion par la 
solution lorsque celle-ci est sufflsamment 
agressive. .

Precisons maintenant les comportements 
specifiques du cesium et du strontium :

1. cas du cesium

Nous avons deja note que le coefficient de 
diffusion D de cet element diminuait au cours du 
temps bien que la porosite variAtpeu. Ce resul
tat pourrait s’expliquer par une augmentation de 
la tortuositS de la matrice due ä un meilleur



developpement des hydrates, observe en partir-.”- 
lier apres 6 mois a 606C oil D chute d'un ordre 
de grandeur alors que la cristallisation des CSH 
est nettement observable au HEB. II pourralt 
egalement s'agir de" la transformation des 
aluminates en leur forme stable C^AH^. Le fait 
que l’ettringite ait totalement disparu apres un 
vieillissement de 6 mois ä 60°C, laisse penser 
que cette transformation est terminee ä la fin 
de cette periode; cela expliquerait que l'on ne 
constate aucun changement ä cette temperature 
entre 6 et 12 mois. Comme nous l'avons indique 
en V., le cesium est preferentiellement retenu 
dans les aluminates et la reduction de la 
fraction maximale lixiviee pourrait s'expliquer 
par un piegeage dTune partie du cesium contenu 
dans l'eau interstitielle, lors de la recristal- 
lisation des aluminates. A 40°C, les variations 
sont beaucoup moins Importantes, mais commencent 
ä s’amorcer au delä de 12 mois de vieillisse
ment .

2. cas du cdbalt

Les experiences de retention nous ont 
permis de mettre en evidence la formation d'un 
hydroxychlorure de cobalt instable, ce qui 
explique qu'en augmentant le temps de vieillis
sement le taux de lixiviation du cobalt croisse. 
Par ailleurs 1'augmentation de temperature 
accelere la degradation du compose cobalte et 
augmente done la quantite lixiviable de cet 
element. Au delä de 6 mois a 60°C, ce taux 
diminue alors que 1'hydroxychlorure s'est 
vraisemblablement totalement decompose. Nous 
suggerons que le cobalt contenu dans 1 eau 
interstitielle peut reagir avec les CSH. En 
effet, les calculs thermodynamiques effectues 
par Lameille (1984) montrent que l'echange 
cobalt-calcium se produit facllement dans un 
compose du type 2 CaO, SiO^, 2 H^O. La vale^r du 
coefficient de distribution est - 1,6 10 ce 
qui confirme l'echelle d'affinite fournie par 
Perruchot (1982) pour les alcalino—terreux et 
les elements de transition sur les gels de 
silicates magnesiens.

VII. Conclusion

Comme nous l'avions suppose, la temperature 
induit des variations microstructurales impor
tantes de la matrice. Toutefois, les taux de 
lixiviation observes ne peuvent etre directement 
correles ä ces modifications physiques mais 
plutot aux formes chlmiques de retention des 
radioelements. La temperature influe egalement 
fortement sur la transformation au cours du 
temps de ces composes. Par exemple, la transfor
mation des aluminates en leur forme stable 
induit le piegeage d'environ 10% de cesium 
supplementaire et, apres 6 mois ä 60°C, ~ 80% du 
cesium se trouve dans les aluminates. A long 
terme, seule leur transformation ou leur des
truction sous l'action de l’environnement peut 
permettre la libSration du cesium. De meme la 
fraction du cobalt piege des la prise est 
- 99,8%; la destruction de 1'hydroxychlorure 
forme initialement entraine 1* incorporation de 
cet element dans les CSH qui gouverneront done 
son relächement ä long terme.

Toutefois, compte tenu des perlodes de 
temps (300 ans) sur lesquelles une evaluation 
du relächement des radioelements dolt etre 
effectuee, 11 est necessaire de poursuivre ce 
type d'etude sur des durees beaucoup plus 
longues (plusieurs annees), au moins jusqu'ä ce 
qu'un etat stationnaire soft observe. L'identi
fication des composes dans lesquels s'incorpo— 
rent les divers radioelements, ainsi que la 
connaissance de leurs proprietes thermodynami
ques, est un element clef d'une telle etude. Par 
consequent, le confinement des dechets nucleai- 
res dans des matrices ä base de ciment est un 
Probleme auquel la chlmie des ciments, et en 
particulier des elements traces, doit apporter 
une contribution decisive.

Si certains radioelements sont assocles a 
des composes speclfiques et habituellement 
constitutifs des Hants hydrauliques, on peut 
proposer 1'utilisation de la methodologie 
developpee dans ce travail pour suivre les 
diverses transformations mineralogiques qui 
traduisent le vieillissement de ces materiaux.
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Influence of Blending Flyash with portland Cement on the Pore Structure Changes of Portland
Cement Mortars Cured in NaCl Solutions.
INFLUENCE DES CENDRES VOLANTES, AJOUTEES AUX.CIMENTS, SUR LES CHANGEMENTS 
DANS LA STRUCTURE DES PORES DANS LES MORTIERS CONSERVES DANS DES COLUTIONS 
DE NaCl.

SUMMARY : The paper presents the results of experimental investigations carried out on smali-sized portland cement 
mortar prism specimens cured in 3 and 6 percent sodium chloride solutions for periods upto one year. The specimens were 
cured in the respective solutions after 24 hours of casting. Two portland cement samples and their blends with 25 percent 
fly ash were used to cast the specimens.

The specimens were tested for compressive strength at specified ages and representative portions of the specimens were 
tested for determining the pore structure using mercury intrusion porosimetry and minerals formed by X-ray diffractometry 
(XRD).

The pore size changes have been analysed for discrete range of pore sizes and such analysis of pore sizes revealed that 
certain pore size ranges increased under attack of sodium chloride. Such a deteriorating mechanism through changes in 
pore structure is arrested when fly ash is blended with portland cement. The reasons for the changes in structure have 
been postulated as due to formation of chemical compounds as identified in X-ray diffractograms.

It is concluded that even though in absolute terms the compressive strength of fly ash blended portjand cement mortars 
is somewhat less than that of cement mortars without fly ash, the rate of deterioration due to NaCl attack is low to 
none when fly ash is blended to portland cements.

0 trabalho apresenta os resultados de investigapdes experimcntais realizadas cm corjios de prova 
prismaticos pequenos de argamassa de cimento portland, curados em solugöes de 3 e bl de cloreto de sodio por pe- 
riodos de ate 1 ano. Os corpos de prova foram curados nas solucoes respectivas apos 24 horas da moldagem. Foram 
usadas amostras de dots cimentos portland e suas adigoeS com 251 de cinta volante para a moldagem dos corpos de 
prova.

Os corpos de prova tiveram sua resistencia a compressäo testada eni idades especiCicadas e parte 
representativa deles £oi testada para determinagäo da estrutura de poro por meio de porosimetro de intrusao de 
mercurio, e os minerals formados foram determinados por difratometria de raio-X (XRD).

As mudangas de tamanho de poro foram analisadas para determinacao de faixa de tamanhos de poro, e 
tai anälise de tamanhos de poro revelou quo determinadas faixas de tamanho de poro aumentaram sob ataque de clo
reto de sodio. Tal mecanismo de deterioraqäo atuantc nas mudancas de tamtmlio de poro e sustado quando  se faz 
a adigäo de cinza volante com о cimcnto portland. Admitiu-se que as mudangas na estrutura sao devidas ä forma- 
cäo de compostos quimicos, conforme identificados nos difratogramas de raio-X.

Concluiu-se que apesar de em termos absolutos, a resistencia ä compressäo das argamassas de ci
mento portland aditivado com cinza volante ser algo menor que a das argamassas de cimento sem cinza volante, о 
indice de deterioragäo devido ao ataque de NaCl e de baixo a nenhum quando a cinza volante e aditivado aos ci- 
mentos portland.



INTRODUCTION

The effect of penetration of chloride on tiardened 
cement paste and concrete has been studied by Gjorv 
and Vennesland (1), Midgley 'and Illston (2), Smolczyk 
(3), Kawadkar and Krishnamoorthy (4). These studies 
have highlighted that chloride can have a deteriorating 
influence on portland cement concrete besides the 
activation of embedded steel which may lead to its 
corrosion. The deterioration of cement concrete has 
been attributed to the reaction of chloride with products 
of hydration leading to formation of water soluble 
compounds. These chemical compounds have been 
identified as Friedel's salt and calcium chloride. 
Massaza (5) suggested that penetration of chloride 
ions in cement concrete is significantly affected by 
the nature of pores and the type of cement.

The addition of reactive silicious materials in the form 
of pozzolanas is known to introduce changes in the 
nature of pore structure and total pore volume of 
hardened cement pastes (6). With this in view, the 
effect of addition "of pulverised fuel ash (fly ash) to 
a few portland cements has been investigated in order 
to determine the nature of changes in pore sizes of 
the hardened cement paste and consequent influence 
on durability of mortar specimens made with these 
cements.

EXPERIMENTAL

Two portland cements were used. The chemical analysis 
and calculated Bogue's compositions are given in Table 1. 
One of the cement had a very low C-^S content while

TABLE - 1

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CEMENTS

Chemical 
compound

A В C D

LOI 1.25 3.86 4.42 4.95

SiO2 26.54 23.17 31.20 30.00

Fe2°3 2.06 1.93 3.41 2.47

Al2°3 4.81 5.32 8.83 8.91

CaO 60.4 2 62.24 46.59 50.00

MgO 2.11 1.96 1.80 1.60

SO-j 1.97 1.96 1.95 1.58

Na2O 0.25 0.11 0.26 0.13

k2o 0.61 0.41 0.91 0.67

Bogue's Compound Composition
C35 3.63 33.1 - -

c2s 73.80 41.50 - -

C?A 9.25 10.80 - -

c4af • 6.27 5.87 - -

the other had 33% C^S content. The other two cements, 
C and D, were prepared by blending 25 percent fly 
ash with cements A and В respectively. Mortar specimens 
were prepared using a mix proportion 1:3. Standard 
sand, conforming to 15:650-1966, was used. Distilled 
water with a water cement ratio of 0.4 was used for 
casting, in order to avoid chloride enntemination. The 
specimens were cast using 40 x 40 x 160 mm steel 
moulds. These were kept under wet hessian for 24 
hours and then kept in tap water, 3% and 6% sodium 
chloride solutions for curing periods of 7, 28, 90, 1811 
and 365 days respectively.

TEST METHODS

The specimens were tested for flexural strength and 
the broken specimens were further tested for compressive 
strength. Three specimens were tested for an average 
test result.

Small representative samples of mortars were taken 
out from ti c broken specimens and were treated with 
acetone and dried at 105°C in an incubator. They were 
preserved in a vaccum desicatur to arrest further 
hydration. Mercury porosimetry measurements were 
carried out on these samples in an 'AMINCO' porosimeter 
with pressures upto 407 MPa.

X-ray diffractograms were obtained with powdered 
samples which passed through 45 pm sieve, on Phillips 
Diffractometer PW-1120. A standard platinum reference 
was used in order that the peak heights of any compound 
can be expressed with relation to that of the standard 
platinum.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Compressive Strength

The compressive strength of portland cement mortar 
specimens made with the four cements and cured in 
3% and 6% NaCl solutions relative to that of tap water 
cured specimens (of the same age) are given in Table 2.

TABLE - 2

RELATIVE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH WITH 
RESPECT TO WATER CURED CEMENT MORTAR 

SPECIMENS (%)

Curing Solution
Cement
Age in days

A В
3% NaCl 6% NaCl

DC D A В C

90 83 87 88 85 82 91 83 81
180 84 86 88 84 80 86 84 84
365 80 81 88 83 73 81 88 82

It is evident from the results that the cement mortars 
cured in NaCl solutions had relatively lower strength 
compared to mortars cured in tap water. It is also 
observed that loss of strength is relatively more in 
cement A as compared to cement B. This may be due 
to lower CjS content of cement A which produces
a weaker mortar matrix. Addition of fly ash has resulted
in an improved quality of mortar, as is evident from
relatively lower loss of strength in case of mortar 



made with fly ash blended cements (cements C and 
D) when cured in sodium chloride solutions.

Flexural Strength

The test results of flexural strength did not show any 
significant effect of curing in NaCl solutions, though 
there was some reduction in the strength for all cements 
studied.

Mercury Porosimetry Measurements

Mortars cured in tap water

In order to appreciate the pore size changes, graphs 
were plotted between logarithm of mean ^pore size 
and incremental penetration of mercury in cm /g (Figure 
1). The mean pore size represents a range of pore 
sizes and the entire incremental penetration of mercury 
through this range is assumed to take place at this 

mean pore size. It is observed that there are certain 
mean pore sizes in which maximum mercury penetration 
occurs and these can be called dominant mean pore 
sizes. For mortars made with cement A (Figure 1a) 
the dominant pore size goes on reducing upto an age 
of 28 days when cured in tap water and then it becomes 
more or fess constant at 350 A beyond this age. For 
mortars made with cement В and cured in tao water 
such a dominant mean pore size is observed at 750 
Ä (Figure 1b). Such dominant mean pore sizes are 
also observed at 350 A for mortars made with cement 
C (Figure 1c) and D (figure Id). It has also been observed 
that effect of addition of fly ash on dominant mean 
pore size is significant in cement D where a reduction 
in dominant mean, pore size is observed from 750 X 
(cement B) to 350 A (cement D).

Mortar cured in NaCI solutions

Mean pore size plots against incremental penetrat 
of mercury were also plotted for all the four cen
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mortars cured in 3% and 6% NaCl solutions and are 
given in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. It is noted, from 
Figure 2a, which is for mortars made with cement 
A, that the dominant mean pore size peak shifted 
from 350 Ä to 750 A at the age of 180 days and 365 
days. A secondary dominant mean pore size is also 
seen at 7500 A. These features indicate that, at later 
ages, there is some dissolution of the hydrated cement 
compounds, probably in the form of leaching of calcium 
hydroxide. For cement В (Figure 2b) a similar behaviour 
is seen except that the secondary dominant mean pore 
size is observed at 3500 A at 180 and 365 days. Figures 

2c and 2d, for mortars made with cement C and D, 

show, that the dominant mean pore size remained at 
350 A even upto 365 days of curing in 3% NaCl solution, 
though a small secondary dominant mean pore size 
at a higher size is discernible. Such a characteristic 
suggests that addition of fly ash results in a more 
stable structure of the hardened cement paste which 
is not attacked by the NaCl solution.

Similar conclusions can be made from the corresponding 
plots for cement mortars made with these portland, 
and blended cements cured in 6% NaCl solution (Figure 
3). The beneficial effects of addition of fly ash has 
been confirmed.

Fig. 2 : PENETRATION OF MERCURY AGAINST MEAN PORE DIAMETER IN 
CEMENT MORTARS CURED IN 3% NaCl SOLUTION *
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Fig. i : PENETRATION ОГ MERCURY AGAINST MEAN PORE DIAMETER IN 
CEMlNT MORTARS CURED IN 6% NaCl SOLUTION

X-ray Diffraction Analysis

X-ray diffractograms for cement mortars cured in 
tap water, 3% NaCl solution are given in Figure 4 
for the four cements. It can be seen from X-ray 
diffractograms for mortars made with cements A and 
В and cured in tap water, that a large quantity of 
Ca(OH) is produced as observed at 2 0 angle of 18.1°. 
The formation of calcium chloroaluminate is observed 
when these cement mortars are cured in NaCl solutions. 
The quantity of Ca(OH)„ is seen to reduce considerably. 
The reduction of Са(ОН)„ would be due to formation 
of chloroaluminate and CaCC, (which would treve leached 
out). This would explain the reason for the increase 
of large-sized pores of these mortars as observed in 
mercury porosimetry plots.

The X-ray diffractograms for specimens made with 
fly ash blended cements C and D (Figures 4c and 4d) 

show the presence of only small quantities of Ca(OH)2*  
Since Ca(OH)„ would have been consumed in pozzolanic 
action with fly ash and part of it would have been 
reacted to form calcium chloroaluminate (C-,A. CaCL- 
10H7O), the possibility of leaching out of soluble products, 
as such, are less in hydrated cement paste of these 
cements.

CONCLUSION

The following conclusions are drawn :
i/ The sodium chloride attck on ordinary portland 

cement mortars results in increase of large-sized 
pores due to dissolution of hardened cement paste 
caused by the formation of CaC^ and C^A.CaCI^. 
10H7° ■ u u ,

Ü/ The blending of fly ash with these cements mh.b.ts



Fig 4.

CH = Ca(CH)2 M = C3 A.CaCl2.10H20
C = Ca CO3 Q = QUARTZ
Pt = PLATINUM E = ETTRINGITE
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XRD'S FOR MORTAR SAMPLES CURED IN WATER AND 3 7. NaCI SOLUTION (365 DAYS)

the formation of lager size pores when cured in 
NaCI solutions. This results in a lower relative 
loss of strength of mortars made with such blended 
cements.
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PORE STRUCTURE AND IONIC DIFFUSION IN ADMIXTURE BLENDED PORTLAND CEMENT SYSTEMS
4.1

SUMMARY: Diffusion mechanisms of ionic species and their relationship to basic material properties have been 
investigated in water-saturated, hardened cementitious materials. Granulated blast furnace slag, ultra-fine a
morphous silica, fine-grained quartz, and low calcium fly ash have been blended with ordinary portland cement to 
provide a variety of cementitious matrices, generally reducing ionic diffusivity. Porosity and pore structure 
of hardened pastes formulated from the above have been evaluated using mercury intrusion porosimetry. The effec 
five coefficients for Cl and Cs+ have been measured across water-saturated disks of hardened cement pastes usinj; 
a new technique. °

Water-to-cement or water-to-sojid ratios during mixing vary from 0.30 to 0.40, while curing and diffu 
sion were carried out between 27 and 60 C in samples cured up to ages of one year. Non-evaporable water con™ 
tent, bulk density, and total porosity have been measured, and limited scanning electron microscopy studies of 
polished sections have also been conducted.

The fractional porosity, e, and the median or modal pore size, r, have been found to be related to the 
effective diffusion coefficient, D ££, of ions in water-saturated hardened cement pastes. The general relations 
hip is given by Dt]1/De££ = where Dt^ is the diffusion coefficient of an ion at infinite dilution in wa 
ter and C1, C^ and C, are constants. Decreasing the water content during paste mixing results in lower ionic 
diffusion coefficients and porosites. Hardened pastes of cement blended with blast furnace slag . and amorphous 
silica show increased ionic diffusion with increase in curing and diffusion temperature. Higher temperature cau 
ses increased reactions of fly ash and crystalline silica blends, which leads to lower effective ionic diffusion? 
Blast furnace slag blends exhibit low Cl and Cs+ diffusion coefficients. Fly ash and amorphous silica blen
ding result in low Cs diffusion, while crystaline silica blending leads to low ionic diffusion at later ages, 
compared to the parent hardened paste. Hardened cement pastes behave as electronegative semipermeable membra
nes, retarding the cation preferentially over the anion. The lower effective diffusion of ions in admixture 
blended portland cement pastes has inportant application in corrosion problems and nuclear waste management.

Foram investigados о mecanismo de difusao de especies ionicas e sua relagäo com propriedades bäsicas 
do material, em materials cimentosos endurecidos em ägua saturada. Escoria granulada de alto forno, silica a- 
morfa ultra-fina, quartzo granulado fino e cinza volante com baixo cälcio foram aditivados com cimento portland 
comum, para obtencäo de variedade de matrizes cimentosas, geralmente redutoras da difusividade ionica. Foram a- 
valiadas a porosidade e a estrutura de poro de pastas endurecidas preparadas com as misturas acima, usando-se po 
rosimetria de intrusao de mercurio. Foram medidos os coeficientes efetivos para Cl” e Cs+ atraves de discos de 
pastas endurecidas de cimento, saturados em ägua, com emprego de uma nova tecnica.

_ As relaqöes ägua/cimento e ägua/solido durante a mistura variam de 0,30 a 0,40, enquanto a cura e a di 
fusäo foram realizadas entre 27 e 60°C, com amostras curadas por perfodos de ate urn ano. Foram medidos о teor 
de ägua näo evaporävel, densidade em massa, e porosidade total, e foram feitos estudos limitados de microscopia 
eletrönica de varredura em seqoes polidas.

Constatou-se que a porosidade fracionäria, e, e о tamanho medio ou modal de poro, r, estäo relaciona- 
dos com о coeficiente de difusao efetiva, De££> de ions em pastas endurecidas de cimento em ägua saturada. A re 
la^ao geral e dada por D../D rr = C, C„ C7, onde D., e r th eft 1e 2r 3 th о coeficiente de difusao de urn ion em diluiqao infinita
cm agua, e Cj, e sao constantes. Diminuindo о teor de ägua durante о amassamento da pasta, tem-se сото re 
sultado coeficientes mais baixos de difusao ionica e porosidades. As pastas endurecidas de cimento ativado coin 
escoria de alto forno e silica amorfa apresentaram difusao ionica aumentada com о aumento na temperatura de cura 
e de difusao. Temperatura mais alta causa reaqoes maiores das adiqoes de cinza volante e de silica cristalina, 
о que leva ä difusao_i5nica efetiva mais baixa. A adiqao de escoria de alto forno apresenta coeficientes bai
xos de difusao de Cl e Cs . A adiqao de cinza volante e de silica amorfa resulta em baixa difusao de Cs+, en
quanto a adiqäo de silica cristalina proporciona baixa difusao ionica nas idades finais, comparada com a pasta 
endurecida de referenda. As pastas endurecidas de cimento se comportam сото membranas eletronegativas semi-per 
meaveis, retardando о cation preferencialmente sobre о anion. A difusao efetiva mais baixa de ions na mistura 
de pastas de cimento portland aditivado tern importante aplicaqäo nos problemas de corrosäo e no gerenciamento de 
lixo nuclear.



INTRODUCTION

The diffusion of ions and the permeability of 
fluids across a porous cementitious matrix are. 
Intuitively, related to the volume of pores and the 
size and interconnectivity of these pores. The 
basis for such a statement lies in the fact that if 
the diffusion and permeability of ions and fluids 
were not related to the pores in a porous matrix but 
to the solid part, the observed rates of diffusion 
of ~10-“ nr7sec at room temperature in porous 
cementitious materials would instead resemble that 
of atomic diffusion in polycrystalline ceramics of 
~10~17 m2/sec or lower. The permeability of water 
through water saturated cementitious materials has 
been shown to be related to the porosity and pore 
size distribution (1,2). In the case of ionic 
di-ffusion in water saturated porous cementitious 
materials, the diffusion coefficients for moderately 
sized, singly charged cations generally range 
between lO2^3- and Ю-1^ ш2/зес (3 — 5) while the 
diffusion coefficients for these ions in pure water 
is -IO-* m2/sec (6). The obvious question thus 
arises as to why the diffusion is retarded through 
the matrix. One of the factors contributing to the 
decrease is the smaller area through which the ions 
may migrate In a porous matrix viz. the area of the 
pores. Thia area factor may explain a two- or 
three-fold decrease in the diffusion coefficient of 
an ion across a porous matrix as compared to that in 
the pure phase. It was pointed out earlier that the 
observed decreases are generally much larger than 
two- or three-fold, in the vicinity of 102 to 10' 
times. Considering recent evaluations (4,5,7-9) the 
probable reason for such a large retardation arises 
from the constriction and tortuosity of the pore 
path through which an ion migrates in a water 
saturated porous matrix. The ion-wall interaction 
leads to a substantial decrease in diffusion. 
Recent papers elucidating this point have been 
published (10,11).

To understand the effects of porosity and pore 
size distribution on the diffusion of ions in 
cementitious materials, a variety of matrices have 
been created using portland cement and admixtures. 
The diffusion of cesium chloride across these 
matrices has been studied at different temperatures 
so as to evaluate the dependence of ionic diffusion 
on porosity parameters. It is felt that such a 
basic and systematic approach could be used towards 
a fundamental understanding in the design of 
materials that may be used to retard diffusion of 
ions. Such a retardation in diffusion leads to 
corrosion resistance and in the development of 
sealing materials for nuclear waste applications.

EXPERIMENTAL

A Type I portland cement (ASTM classification) 
was used for the entire study. Pastes were 
formulated with the neat cement and with admixture 
blends. Ground granulated blast furnace slag, low 
calcium fly ash, fine grained amorphous silicon 
dioxide and fine crystalline quartz were used as 
admixtures. . The latter two are usually called 
silica fume and Min-u-Sil*.  The chemical

•Min-u-sil is a trade name of the Pennsylvania Glass 
Sand, 300 Penn Center, Pittsburgh, PA.

composition and some physical properties of these 
materials are listed in Table 1. The blast furnace 
slag has a high MgO content while the fly ash has a 
high K20 content. Silica fume and Min-u-Sil are 
almost entirely made up of SiOj.

Each composition was cured at 27°, 38° and 
бО’С. Mold cure, subsequent cure and diffusion 
studies were carried out at these three 
temperatures, on pastes formulated following ASTM C 
305 mixing procedures. A superplasticizer, sodium 
salt of naphthalene sulphonate formaldehyde 
condensate was used to give better workability at 
the lower water ratios. Superplasticizer content 
was maintained at 0.331% solids as this was found to 
give a workability equal to that of a mixture with a 
water to solid ratio 0.5 more than a mixture not 
containing superplasticizer.

The pastes were cast into thin disks either 1.7 
or 3.2 mm high and 3.5 cm in diameter in an acrylic
teflon mold shown in Fig. 1. The molds were

•L0I represents loss on ignition at 100°C. 
••Negative L0I indicates presence of sulfide.

***L0I at 750»C.

Table 1. Chemical Composition of Starting 
Materials.

Materials

Type I/II 
Cement 

1-06

Blast 
Furnace
Slag
B-64

Fly
Ash

B-86 Min-u-Sil

Si02 20.2 32.7 48.9 99.7
Al? 0^ 3.92 10.0 27.4 0.1
Ti°2 0.20 0.48 1.3 0.02
F e#) 0o 3.48 0.86 11.0 0.03
MgO 3 4.56 11.0 0.93 <0.01
CaO 64.88 42.04 2.70
MnO 0.080 0.48 0.04 —
SrO 0.05 0.05 0.09
BaO 0.08 0.05 0.12 —
Na20 0.17 0.25 0.23 —
k2o 0.49 0.55 2.45
P2°5 0.14 <0.05 0.38 ——
so3 2.46 — 0.40 —
s — 1.28 --- - ——
L0I** 1.58 Negative*** 3.6**** 0.16
Sr ppm —— 75 —— —
Ba ppm — 77 — —

Total 102.29 99.79 99.5 100.02

Fig. 1. Mold for preparation of diffusion specimens. 



vibrated for one minute on a vibrating table, bound 
with rubber bands, and cured under deionized water 
for 24 hours. Following the initial cure, the 
hardened paste disks were demolded and cured for the 
required time in saturated calcium hydroxide 
solution. The diffusion of cesium chloride across 
these disks was studied after 7, 28, 90, 180, and 
365 days of curing. Four disks of each thickness 
were used at each age. One day before the start of 
the diffusion experiment eight disks, four of each 
thickness, were removed from the curing baths, 
washed in deionized water and polished on both 
surfaces with SiC paper. Four hundred followed by 
600 grit paper was used so as to obtain disks either
1.68  + 0.05 or 3.18 + 0.05 mm in thickness. The 
disks were sealed onto small plastic petri dishes to 
render a diffusion cell filled with saturated 
calcium hydroxide solution on the inside, as 
described elsewhere (12,17). One thin (1.68 + 0.05 
mm) and one thick (3.18 + 0.05 mm) disk cell were 
removed from the bath each week and the entire 
solution in the cell was analyzed for its Cs+ and 
Cl- contents. Cs+ was analyzed using atomic 
absorption techniques while Cl” was determined using 
a specific ion electrode. In this manner a 
concentration profile for the sink side of the 
hardened cement paste disk was obtained as a 
consequence of the diffusion of CsCl across the 
disk.

Mercury porosimetry studies were carried out on 
hardened cement paste disks identical to those used 
for diffusion studies. These porosimetry studies 
were carried out on samples cured up to the start of 
the diffusion studies. Prior to mercury intrusion, 
the samples were freeze dried at -80°C and -10 mTorr 
pressure (2.67 Pa). The porosity and pore size 
distribution between 7.5 gm and 1.9 nm was measured 
using mercury at pressures up to 386 MPa and 
calculated, assuming the contact angle between 
mercury and freeze dried cement to be 140°.

CALCULATION OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

The diffusion experiments yielded 
concentrations of Cs+ and Cl- on the sink side of 
the water saturated hardened cement paste disk after 
various times of diffusion. The source 
concentration of CsCl was maintained at 0.05M by 
using a large supply bath as compared to the small 
volume of the petri dish. The diffusion coefficient 
was calculated in the following manner. Consider a 
membrane as depicted in Fig. 2. The boundary 
conditions for the diffusion of ions across this 
membrane are also detailed in Fig. 2. The source 
concentration remains constant at C, while the sink 
concentration, C2, is initially at zero and is ~C1

X=0 X=l

At X - 0
C ’ C| at f 0
At X • I
С - C2- О at О < t < 10
C • C2-f(t) at t > t0

at infinite time. Solution to this problem is 
given by

D = [Vl/A-l/(t-t0)]ln(l/[l-C2/C1]) 

where D = effective diffusion coefficient, m2/sec; V 
= volume of sink, m ; 1 = thickness of membrane or 
disk, m; A = area of membrane or disk exposed to 
diffusant, m2; t = time of diffusion, sec; tQ = time 
at which first ion is detected in the sink, lag 
time, sec; C^ = concentration of source; g/L; C2 = 
concentration of sink, g/L.

2. Theoretical representation of the diffusion 
across a HCP disk describing boundary conditions.

This equation was solved using known values for 
V, A and 1. Average ’1' values for a series of 
samples, viz. for different times of diffusion, were 
used. The values of Intl/l-Cj/Cj] at different 
times, t2, t2, etc., were least square fitted so as 
to optimize the value of D and t0. If it was 
observed that the value of t0, the lag time after 
which the ion of interest was first detected in the 
sink, appeared unreasonable when the theoretical and 
experimental data were compared, then an average 
value for D was computed assuming t to be zero. At 
least 70% of the entire data fit the least square 
method.

ANALYSIS OF MERCURY POROSIMETRY DATA

It was mentioned earlier that the porosity and 
pore size distribution of the freeze-dried hardened 
cement paste disks were measured using mercury 
porosimetry. The pore sizes in this range have been 
reported so as to effectively describe the 
distribution by an 'average' parameter. Generally 
the pore size are described by reporting the 
critical pore radius (12). The critical pore radius 
is the radius at which the maximum value of dV/dP, 
the differential of the volume intrusion with 
respect to the intrusion pressure is observed. The 
second description which has been incorporated here 
is the pore radius at which 50% of the pore volume 
is observed in the pore size range considered above, 
which may also be described as the median pore 
radius. In most cementitious materials the critical 
pore radius and the median pore radius have similar 
values. Properties of different cementitious 
compositions may be contrasted by comparing the 
porosity, median pore radius or the critical pore 
radius.

The mercury porosimetry measurement results for 
the three temperatures 27, 38 and 60°C are given in 
Tables 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results from porosimetry studies have been 
listed in Tables 2, 3, and 4. The results of 
diffusion studies at various temperatures for the 
different compositions are listed in Tables 5 and 6 
for Cl and Cs+ diffusion respectively. These data 
are for measurements conducted on thin disk (1.68 + 
0.05mm) samples. More elaborate data regarding 
thick disk (3.18 + 0.05 mm) values, error values and 
standard deviations are provided elsewhere (12).

Considering the porosimetry results for 
ordinary portland cement pastes, it is observed that 
the porosity decreases by 3 up to 5 percentage 
points with a 0.05 lowering in the w/c ratio, in



Table 2. Porosity end Median Pore Size for Type I Portland Cements Blended 
with Various Admixtures and Cured at 27eC.

Conposition 
(by wt.)

Age 
(Days)

Porosity (*) Median Pore Size (nm)

w/s 
0.40

w/s 
0.35

w/s 
0.35
+ SP

W/B 
0.30
+ SP

w/e 
0.40 0.35

0.35
I- SP

w/s 
0.30
+ SP

Type I 7 27.0 25.0 21.0 12.5 13 .5 9.2
Portland 28 22.5 20,0 17.5 13 .0
Cement 90 22.0 16.0 10.5

180 —— ——— 14.0 10.5 —— 6.7 5.4
365 20.0 16.0 14.8 12.3 13.0 15.0 7.7 13.0

35*  Type I PC 7 21.5 15.3 13 .5 4.6
* 65*  Blaat 5 Я 12.2 14.0 2.75 2.60
Furnace Slag 90 9.5 7.0 2.3 2.45

18U 8.0 4.5 2.33 2.3
365 5.5 6.0 2.4 3.0

90*  Type I PC 7 27.5 9.5
+ 10*  Silica 28 24.5 8.0
Fume 90 22.5 19.0 5.8 4.1

180 21.0 a •>
365 22.2 16.0 10.0 4.1

75* -Type I PC 90 20.0 16.5 7.5 5.5
* 12.5 5pm 180 18.0 14.5 8.0 4.9
Mln-u-Sil
+ 12.5*  10pm 365 23.0 18.0 9.0 11.0
Mln-u-Sll

70*  Type I PC 7 26.7 25.5 П 14.0
♦ 30*  Fly Ash 28 25.0 19.0 11.0 8.0

•SP: Superplasticizer - 0, 331*  of solid content. in paste sampl я t 90 я nrl
180 days have been over-eured up to 10* <if the curing t" 1 tn<*  1 n я Гяы cases.
Comparisons between those civer-eured and cured for exact duration indicates
that the discrepancy la negligible.

Table Э. Porosity and Median Pore Size for Type I Portland Cements Blended 
with Varioua Admixtures and Cured at 38»C.

Composition 
(by wt.) (Daye)

Porosity (*) Median Pore Size (nm)

w/s w/s 
0.35

w/s 
0.35
♦ SP

w/s
w/s w/s 

0.35

w/s 
0.35
♦ SP

w/b

Type I 7 27.0 24.0 21.5 12.5 12.0 9.2
Portland 28 23.5 22.0 14.0 15,0
Cement 90 24.5 19.0 19.0 12.5

180 16.5 12.8 7.5 5.4
365 27.0 18.0 17.0 13.6 17.5 14.0 8.8 12.5

33*  Type I PC 7 19.0 14.5 13.5 3.7
♦ 65*  Blast 28 11.5 12.5 2.75 2.63
Furnace Slag 90 10.0 6.3 2.45 2.45

180 8.0 3.7 2.40 2.55
365 6.0 4.5 2.50 2.65

90*  Type I PC 7 27.7 8.0
10*  Silica 28 27.5 7.5
Fume 90 24.0 20.5 6.2 4.1

180 23.0 4.2
365 22.0 16.5 8.0 4.2

75*  Type I PC 90 20.5 17.0 8.5 5.5
♦ 12.5*  5pm 180 19.5 16.5 8.5 5.0
Mln-u-Sll ♦
12.5*  10ц m 365 23.5 18.5 10.0 9.0
Mln-u-Sll

70*  Type I PC 7 26.6 25.0 29.0 10.0
4 30*  Fly Ash 28 26.0 21.3 9.2 6.4

bearing with previous work (1). Increasing the 
curing time leads to decreases in porosity, the 
differential being greatest at 27°C and least at 
60°C, in the range 7 to 365 days of curing, the 
median pore size increases with age at the higher 
w/c ratios and always increases between 6 months and 
1 year of hydration. It is presumed that the pore 
structure and interconnectivity of pores of portland 
cement pastes alters substantially even at ages up 
to 1 year in a water saturated atmosphere. Even 
though the porosity decreases, the structure that 
develops through later hydration is more ’open’.

Comparing|blast furnace slag blended pastes 
and the parent portland cement pastes, it is clear 
that the porosities of blast furnace slag blended 
hardened pastes are lower and the pore sizes 
considerably finer than the portland cement pastes. 
The pore sizes of silica fume blended pastes are

Table 4. Porosity and Median Pore Size for Type I Portland Cements Blended
with Various Admixtures and Cured at 60°C.

Porosity (%) Median Pore Size (nm)

w/s W/B w/s w/в
Composition Age w/s w/s 0.35 n in w/s w/s 0.35

(by wt.) (Daye) 0.40 0.35 * SP + SP 0.40 0.35 + SP 4 SP

Type I 7 29.5 25.0 21.4 12.5 9.0 7.0
Portland 28 26.0 22.0 17.5 13.5
Cement 90 29.0 24.5 20.0 17.5

180 22.0 15.5 11.0 6.2
365 26.0 22.6 19.5 18,8 17.5 12.5 9.8 11.0

35*  Type I PC 7 17.0 9.5 11.0 ? ®
* 65*  Blast 28 11 n 11.0 7 O< 7 ft«
Furnace Slag 90 10.0 6.0 2.60 2.70

180 8.0 s.s 2.50 2.75
365 8.0 5.5 2.70 2.65

90 Type I PC 7 25.5 5 .8
+ 10*  Silica 28 27.5 6.7
Fume 90 23.0 21.0 6.2 4.1

180 25.3 4.6
365 28.5 20,5 8.0 1.8

75*  Type I PC 90 21.5 18.3 5.1 3 .4
4 1Z . 51b 5 ц 180 19,0 13.3 3.3 3.1
Mln-u-Sll 4
12.5*  10 pm 365 13.5 ion 3.0 7 7 A
Min-u-Sll

70*  Type I PC 7 27.9 25.5 12.0 • 6.2
+ 30*  Fly Ash 28 28.5 23.5 7.5 6.1

finer compared to the parent portland cement pastes 
but the porosities are nominally higher. Portland 
cements blended with Min-U-Sil behave in a manner 
similar to the present paste at 27°C but at 60°C the 
blends have lower porosity and finer pores as 
compared to the parent. The results obtained for 
pastes hardened at 38°C follow the trend of finer 
pore size distribution and lower porosity for the 
Min-U-Sil blended portland cement pastes. Fly ash 
blended portland cement pastes indicate slightly 
higher porosities at 7 and 28 days but the pore size 
distributions observed in the 28 day samples show a 
greater number of finer pores especially at 0.35 w/s 
for the fly ash blends over the ordinary portland 
cement paste.

In general the addition of mineral admixtures 
to portland cement leads to a decrease in pore size 
or an Increase in the fraction of porosity in the 
finer pore range of 15 nm or less. The porosity may 
increase through this incorporation as in silica 
fume and fly ash cases but the Increase in porosity 
is only in the quantity of finer pores. The results 
are quite in bearing with those of previous 
evaluation of similar systems (13). The effect of 
the increase in finer pore content indirectly leads 
to an increase in the tortuosity or 
interconnectivity of the pores. A migrating ionic 
species within a fine pore matrix has to traverse an 
anfractuous path to penetrate a small part of the 
matrix whereas, if the pores are large the migrating 
species may penetrate with alacrity. Thus a 
tentative and reasonable conclusion with regard to 
diffusion in blended portland cement matrices is to 
expect a slower migration of ions due to the larger 
tortuosity of the matrix through the presence of a 
larger number of finer pores.

The relevance of the previous discussion is 
observed from the Impact It has on the diffusion of 
ions in water saturated hardened cement pastes. It 
is apparent, from a consideration of the 
experimentally determined diffusion coefficients 
presented l^Tables 5 and 6, that the diffusion of 
Cl and Cs is affected by the presence of 
admixtures within a portland cement paste. The 
water content of the paste and the temperature of



•Bad Data. —No data. (av) Average of two different samples.
+Reported age of samples cured for 90 and 180 days vary from 90 to 100 days and 180 to 200 days.

•■SP: Superplasticizer: Sodium Salt of Naphthalene Sulphonate Fortnaldehdye Condensate.

Table 5. Effective Diffusion Coefficients for Cs+ Diffusion Across Hater Saturated Hardened Cement Paste Disks of Blended 
Portland Cement.

CoTpoaition:

Effective Diffusion Coefficient, m^/sec, xlO^

Ordinary Portland Cement 
(OPC)

OPC * Blast 
Furnace Slag

OPC + Silica Fume 
(90:10) wt.«

OPC + Mln-0-Sll 
(75:12.5:12.5) wt.*

OPC + Fly Ash 
(70:30) wt.%

cc?
(Days)

0.40 0.35
w/c

0.35+SP-" 0.30+SP 
w/c w/s

0.30+SP
W/S

0.40
W/8 w/s

0.35 
w/s

0.30+SP 0.35 0.30+SP 
w/s

27 7 28.5 22.2 — 7.66 2.32 <0.9 2.31 __ __ — 163 167
28 23.0 16.2 87.9 я, КЯ 42.3 2.25 <0.8 <0.4 ...... —— 68.8 37.8
90 43.7 13.0 22.5 5.84 2.48 5.26 1.47 (av) 1.19 125 38.7 ———- ——

180 47.3 8.19 15.2 2.33 1.14 1.68 7.44 3.59 74.4 37.2 I, - -—
365 22.7 8.49 18.1 (av) 4.35 1.61 11.7 1.08 1.22 101 45.0 __ ——

38 7 43.6 31.4 — 21.9 0.842 1.87 1.35 ___—— __ 79.0 92.2
28 85.8 51.9 95.8 27.2 95.5 9.36 <0.7 1.76 — ™ 13.6 4.55
90 121 55.7 110 34.7 13.9 1.77 1.15 (av) 8.75 338 120 ——

180+ 139 47.2 69.7 18.1 0.353 12.2 <0.7 8.00 122 88.7 —
365 154 49.1 99.7 (av) 21.8 5.45 18.0 1.42 24.3 ——

60 7 1020 903 — 255 <1.1 <6 4 3.68 — — ____ 135 8.21
28 1590 1730 1950 <36.8 1.14 177 319 16.2 5.54
90* 4610 1740 3330 968 61.6 3 _ 06 116 (av) 43.6 579 102 ——— ———

180 1310 1950 6340 580 3.57 3.17 241 80.2 71.4 40.8 —— ----
365 • 2040 1570 (av) 843 14.5 28.1 685 137 278 24.6 — —

•Bad Data. ------- No data. (av) Average of two different samples.
*Reported age of samples cured for 90 and 180 days vary from 90 to 100 days and 180 to 200 days.

••SP: Superplasticizer: Sodium Salt of Naphthalene Sulphonate Formaldehdye Condensate.

Table 6. Effective Diffusion Coefficients for Cl- Diffusion Across Water Saturated Hardened Cement Paste Disks of Blended 
Portland Cement.

Composition:

Effective Diffusion Coefficient, e^/sec, zlO1^

Ordinary Portland Cement OPC + Blast 
Furnace Slag

OPC * Silica Fume 
(90:10) wt.ft

OPC + Hin-0-Sll 
(75:12.5:12.5) wt.*

OPC * Fly Ash 
(70:30) wt.ft

(•C)
Age 

(Days)
0.40
w/c

0.35 0.35+SP*»  
w/c

0.30+SP 0.35 
w/s

0.30+SP 
w/s

0.40 
w/s

0.35+SP 
w/s

0.35 
w/s

0.30+SP 0.35 
w/s

0.30+SP 
w/s

27 7 113 88.2 _ 66.6 27.9 20.6 17.9 — — — 103.0 97.4
28 110 75.1 60.0 56.9 9.62 8.61 4.35 2.9 . 1 - — 55.8 43.8
90 75.8 44.2 57.2 36.8 4.87 2.08 5.92 (av) 1.12 67.7 50.4 — ■ ■■■

180* 74.5 50.4 61.3 21.4 1.83 1.21 1.92 2.18 70.6 43.4 — —
365 58.6 45.7 47.5 (av) 27.6 1.37 <0.7 3.65 77.5 53.8 — —

38 7 92.0 77.1 ____ 57.3 42.9 29,5 13.7 — — — 66.6 64.4
28 227 129.0 156 87.1 18.2 9.07 15.6 7.62 — 13.5 13.4
90* 89.4 63.7 81.1 64.7 15.7 1.74 11.2 (av) 8.16 59.4

180 78.5 58.2 84.6 44.0 12.9 1.73 16.7 10.3 250 47.0 .. - "I --
365 104 84.3 85.0 (av) 79.0 4.07 1.69 23.0 5.24 39.1 — —

60 7 200 106 _ 96.9 55.2 46.0 42.6 — — — 13.9 12.5
28 303 181 314 32.1 23.8 49.6 — ■ - ■ I - 12.4 10.7
90* 317 286 62 217 41.5 6.58 80.3 (av) 60.9 73.7 29.3 —

180* 337 451 701 311 11.0 2.04 132.0 50.9 4.99 34.1 -■ --
365 • 171 285 • 8.66 7.22 141.0 61.8 8.45 <0.8 — —

hydration and diffusion also have a significant 
effect on the diffusicnal characteristics of a given 
cement paste.

Considering diffusion results for hardened 
ordinary portland cement pastes in Tables 5 and 6 it 
is clear that an increase in water content of a 
paste mix increases the effective diffusion 
coefficient (Deff) of Cl- and Cs+ ions. The results 
at 27°C for this material are schematically shown in 
Fig. 3. The effect of increasing the_water content 
leading to an increase in Depj. for Cl- and Cs is to 
be expected in the light of increased porosity and 
median pore radius data listed in Tables 2, 3, and 
4, as suggested by the previous discussions. 
Similar arguments may be extended to blast furnace 
slag and silica fume samples, in line with previous 
work (5). An interesting comparison may be made 
between the Defj Cl- values for blast furnace slag 
and ordinary portland cement hardened pastes with a 
w/c of 0.30. As depicted in Fig. 4, increasing the 
age of a sample of ordinary portland cement at П0 
or 38°C leads to a slight decrease in Def£ Cl while 
60°C curing results in an increase in Cl diffusion 
with age. The Increase is attributed to a coarser 
pore structure with age. There is an Increase in 
Deff Cl~ with age between 180 and 365 days at 27° or 
38°C for the same pastes and is also attributed to a 
coarser structure, while comparable blast furnace 

slag pastes show a sharp decrease in Dej.Cl with 
age except for the 27°C paste sample indicating a 
slight increase at 1 year age. The latter exception 
is attributed to an increase in porosity and median 
pore size, as given in Table 2. Blast furnace slag 
in portland cement effectively retards the diffusion 
of Cl-, especially at later ages and higher 
temperatures. The results for Cs are not as 
straight forward though the decrease in diffusion of 
the ion is definitely diminished by the slag blended 
paste.

The effective diffusion coefficients of Cl- and 
Cs+ in silica fume blends are lower than those for 
hardened pastes of pure portland cement. There is 
an increase in Deff for Cl- and Cs+ at later ages, 
viz. at least 100 days, for the fume blends just as 
in the ordinary portland paste cases. This is again 
attributed to a coarser pore structure developed 
with age as noted from the porosimetry data. The 
Cs+ diffusion across silica fume blends is 
exceptionally low and makes this a positive 
candidate for sealing materials to be used for Cs 
containing nuclear waste materials. The use of 
crystalline siliceous material, Mln-U-Sil results in 
Deff values quite similar to the neat paste at 27*  
and 38’C, or sometimes a larger diffusion 
coefficient. A different perspective evolves when 
considering Dej.|. values obtained for Min-U-Sll
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Fig. 4. Comparison of effective diffusion 
coefficients for Cl- between blast furnace slag 
blended and ordinary cement hardened pastes.

blends at 60№C cured over 90) days,. values are 
smaller than for the neat pastes. Porosimetry 
results indicate that the porosity and pore sizes 
of the Min-U-Sil blended pastes at 60*C  are smaller 
than those for Comparable neat pastes. The higher 
temperature of бО^С,. compared to> ХТ® or 38®C„ 
apparently results in. e reaction of the crystalline 
Silica with the portland cement to produce a more 
dense structure resulting in a retardation, of the 
diffusion, of ions across the matrix. Since silica

fume is amorphous it reacts with calcium hydroxide 
from the cement at the lower temperature of 27° to 
produce the denser structure but Min-U-Sil, being 
crystalline, requires thermal activation and 
prolonged curing to create the fine structure and 
low porosity required to diminish ion migration 
rates. On this basis it is suggested that portland 
cement blended with siliceous pozzolanas or mineral 
admixtures will result in a denser pore structure 
and It Is a question of temperature and time before 
which the blended material is able to effectively 
retard the diffusion of ions (14).

In the studies with fly ashes the diffusion of 
Cl Is extremely low In fly ash blends compared with 
neat paste at relatively early ages of 7 and 28 days 
at temperatures of 38*  and 60°C while it is 
comparable at 27°C. the De-f for Cs+ at 27*C  and 
early ages Is higher in the fly ash blends over neat 
pastes. At 38’C, the fly ash blends retard Cs+ over 
the neat paste at 28 days age. At 60’C, the fly ash 
blends retard Cs+ over the neat paste. The 
porosimetry data Indicates that the fly ash blends 
are more porous at all temperatures but have a finer 
pore size distribution at later ages and higher 
temperatures. In summary, it is observed that the 
blending of mineral admixtures with portland cements 
leads to a modified pore structure generally being 
of a finer size distribution than in neat pastes. 
The resulting material is able to retard the 
diffusion of anions and cations. The effectiveness 
depends on degree of reaction, and age, temperature 
and nature of the admixture and the quality used. 
On this basis it was proposed that a model relating 
the pore structure, porosity and effective diffusion 
coefficients be set up. Since the effective 
diffusion in water saturated media is dependent on 
the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution in 
pure water (Dth) a relationship between Dfch and Deff 
may be related to porosity and pore sizes. However, 
additional factors may control the relationship 
between Dth and Deff. Supposing all factors except 
the area available for ion migration remain the same 
then the ratio between the theoretical and effective 
diffusion coefficients is given by

Dth Ath Aac
° = П-----  = 7-----  = 7— (I)

Deff Aeff Ap

Here, Aae is the actual membrane area exposed to the 
migrating ion while Ap is the cross sectional pore 
area within the membrane. Secondly, consider an ion 
moving, across a path length X. Assuming Fick’s Laws 
for diffusion apply (3,15),

X - k/Dt (2)

is the migration path in time t. If lae is the 
actual membrane width while 1 is the average pore 
length and [lp/laoI is the tortuosity, q, of a pore 
path, or the degree by which the pore path exceeds 
the actual membrane width. Then

Dth J-p 2 Aac 2 . v
“ = n-------- q (3>

Deff 1ac Ap

when all factors excluding"pore size and porosity do, 
not affect ionic, diffusion.



Now, porosity, s, is defined as the ratio of 
the void or pore volume to the actual external 
volume of the porous medium. Thus

^ac ^ac^ac ^ac

Combining (3) and (4),
a = q® / 8 (5)

8 is easily obtained for most materials but q is 
difficult to obtain. Assuming all pores are of the 
same size and cylindrical, it may be assumed that 
(16),

q = CarCb (6)

r is the 'average' or median pore size and Ca and Cb 
are constants. Combining (5) and (6),

a = [CarCb]3/s or a = C^2^3 (7a,b)

C1, C2, and C3 are constants. The exponent to s, 
Cj, has been introduced for correlation between в 
and r. The general relationship proposed in 
equation (7b) between the theoretical, effective and 
porosimetry parameters was examined for the set of 
data provided in the table of results. Values for 
Ca and Cb were generated for the neat portland 
cement pastes and Ca = 10.3 + 2.6 and Cb = -0.41 + 
0.13 for Cl” diffusion and Ca = 4.6 + 2.5 and Cs = - 
0.62 + 0.08 for Cs+ diffusion were obtained over the 
temperature range of 27° to 60°C. Considering 
equation (7b), multivariate regression was used to 
predict C1, C2, and C3 values. The predicted values 
of Deff for Cl- using computed Cj, C2 and C3 values 
were good to within 60—90% of the experimental 
values over the entire range of materials and 
temperatures. Using Ca and Cb values to predict a 
tortuosity, q, and then compute 0e₽p for Cs or Cl 
yielded fair results. The computed and experimental 
values at lower temperatures for Cl were within a 
factor of 2 though the values were more random at 
60°C. The correlations for Cs+ were not as good but 
in all cases the experimental and computed Deff 
values were within a factor of three, i_n good 
agreement, as the range of Deff values for Cl ^range 
over three orders of magnitude and that for Cs over 
four (12).

CONCLUSIONS

The porosity and pore size distribution of a 
hardened portland cement paste have considerable 
influence over the ionic diffusion characteristics 
of the matrix. The possible model and the actual 
relationship have been outlined above. The simple 
method to measure the diffusion of ions across 
hardened cement pastes has provided reasonable 
Insight into the mechanisms of diffusion. The 
cation is generally retarded as compared to the 
anion and the portland cement matrix may thus be 
considered an electronegative membrane. The use of 
low water contents and blending with mineral 
admixtures leads to lower ionic diffusion. The use 
of small quantities of amorphous siliceous 
admixtures is rather advantageous even at room 

temperature but higher temperatures are required so 
as to generate sufficient activation for reaction 
and pore structure modification when using 
crystalline or mineral admixtures. Low cost sealing 
materials may be designed using blast furnace slag 
or fly ash where high levels of portland cement 
replacement are possible yet yielding low diffusion 
matrices.
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Influence des conditions de durcissement sur la durabilite 
de la päte de ciment et du beton
Influence of hardening conditions on the durability of cement paste 
and concrete

RESUME: L'etude presente les recherches sur des composants mineralogiques purs du ciment 
Portland, sur des ciments et betons, en vue d'expliquer la contradiction entre tres hautes 
resistances mecaniques obtenues ä la fois avec de tres basses vitesses de propagation des 
ultrasons sur des betons ayant durci ä I’autoclave.
Les resultats viennent completer les recherches precedentes /2/ sur des suspensions da ci
ment, sections minces et sections polies, et d'autre part ä l'aide du microscope eleotro- 
nique sur des "repliques" contrastees avec du platine.
Afin d’obtenir des informations basees sur une repartition aleatoire des phenomenes renar- 
ques ä microechelle, en dehors des mesures de vitesse et attenuation des ultrasons, on a 
recouru ä des criteres de durabilite, bases sur la variation du module d'elasticite dyna- 
mique et du decrement logarithmique.
On peut conclure qu'une haute resistance raecanique n'est pas un indice süffisant pour un 
beton durable mais c'est surtout sa structure qui est determinante, et pour le beton auto
clave, cette structure possede plus de defauts que dans le cas du durcissement dans des 
conditions standard.

Sumärio: 0 estudo apresenta as pesquisas sobre os componentes mineralogicos_puros do cimento 
portland, sobre os cimentos e concretos, tendo em vista explicar a contradipäo entre muito al. 
tas resistencias mecänicas obtidas ao mesmo tempo com baixas velocidades de propagapao de ul
trasons sobre concretos endurecidos em autoclave.

Os resultados vem completar as pesquisas precedentes (2) sobre suspensoes de cimen
to, sepoes delgadas e sepoes polidas, e por outro lado com auxilio do microscopic eletronico 
sobre "replicas" com contraste de platina.

Afim de obter informapöes baseadas numa repartipäo aleatoria dos fenomenos notado 
em microescala, alem das medidas de velocidade e atenuapäo dos ultrasons, tecorreu-se ä crit 
rios de durabilidade, baseados sobre a variapäo do modulo de elasticidade dinamico e do de 
crescimo logaritmico.

Pode-se concluir que uma alta resistencia mecänica näo e urn indice suficiente para 
um concreto durävel mas e sobretudo a sua estrutura que e determinante, e para о concreto aii- 
toclavado, esta estrutura possui mais defeitos que no caso de endurecimento em condipoes nor
mals.



1. INTRODUCTION
La durabilite du beton depend de sa struc
ture physique, de sa composition chimique et 
eile differe par rapport ä la nature du mi
lieu environnant qui exerce des actions des
tructives mecaniques-physiques et chimiques 
apres la mise en service du batiment. Revo
lution de la structure heterogene du beton 
dans le temps est longue.Cette evolution est 
fort influencee par la composition mineralo- 
gique du liant utilise. Rest pour cela que 
I'etude microscopique est commencee au ni
veau de ces composants. Base sur des etudes 
precedentes /1/, on a choisi pour conditions 
de durcissem.ent, 1' autoclavage.

2. RECHERCHES HICROSCOPIQUES
2.1. Le silicate tricalcique
Les fig. 1 et 2 montrent 1'aspect de 1'hy- 
dratation du silicate tricalcique dans one 
suspension aqueuse a 20 C, 1'une apres 45 
minutes, 1'autre apres 24 h. Des le commen
cement on constate que les particules rea— 
gissent avec 1'eau et ä leur surface commen
ce une cristallisation. Apres 24h,de grands 
cristaux d'hydroxyde de calcium sont ä sig
naler dans la phase aqueuse et plus petits 
ä la peripherie des granules, cristaux ayant 
un contour arrondi, parfois fragmentes, ra- 
rement un contour parfait.

Fig. 1 Suspension de silicate tricalcique 
apres 45 min. a 20 C.

Fig. 2 Suspension de silicate tricalcique 
apres 24 h a 20° C.

Les particules de silicate tricalcique sont 
entourees des films de nouveaux silicates hy
drates, ä ce moment tres disperses, invisi
bles au microscope optique, contenant moins 
d'oxyde de calcium que le silicate d'origine 
/1/. La fig. 3 presente 1'aspect de la sus
pension de silicate tricalcique apres auto
clavage. Il est caracteristique apres 6 h 
la formation de grands "eventails" vigoureux 
ayant comme point de depart les granules de 
silicate tricalcique.Le champ reste presque 
vide, ou peuple par de.petits fragments.

Fig. 3 Suspension de silicate trickleiqirt
6 h apres autoclavage a 185^ C.

Le developpemcnt des cristaux apres traiLo
ment est reduit, le processus etant presque 
termine a ce monent-la. On a remarque,et la 
fig. 3 confirme cela, la presence dans les 
suspensions apres 1'autoe 1avage de -eins 
nombreux cristaux de portlandite.

2.2 Le silicate dicalcique
La fig. 4 montre la suspension de silicate 
dicalcique hydratee a 20 0, tres sesclabl
aux fig. 1 et 2. Les cristaux d'nyclroxyde 
de calcium у sont aussi presents.

Fig. 4 Suspension de siligate dicalcique 
aprSs 45 min. a 20 C.

Les fig. 5 et 6 presentant la suspension de 
silicate dicalcique 1'une apres 6 h.l'autre 
aprds 24 h, montrent que 1'autoclavage a 
fortement augmente la vitesse d ' hydratation, 
plus que dans le cas du silicate tricalcique 
Rest une constatation qui est confirmee



aussi par 1'action favorable de I'autoclava- 
ge sur les resistances en compression par 
rapport aux resistances a 28 jours de durci- 
ssement des pates de silicate dicalcique pur. 
Dans le cas des pates de silicate tricalci- 
que pur on avait enregistre le contraire: 
les resistances en compression apres auto- 
clavage sont inferieures ä celles obtenues 
apres 28 jours de durcissement normal /2/.

Fig. 5

sur une suspension d'aluminate tricalcique 
avec les fig. 9 et lo prises aprds autocla- 
vage, montre I'effet defavorable de ce trai- 
tement freinant 1•hydratation. Les resistan
ces en compression apres autoclavage etaient 

Fig. 8 Suspension d'aluminate tricalcique 
apres 6 h ä 20° C.

presque nulles /2/. Interessant est la pre-

-6 Suspension
24 h apres

de silicate dicalcique 
autoclavage a 185° C.

sence des couches successives de neoformati
ons (fig.8) autour des granules d'aluminate 
tricalcique qui parlent aussi pour une tres 
grande vitesse de reaction avec I'eau. A me- 
sure que la temperature s'accroit, les alu
minates de calcium hydrates deviennent in
stables

Suspension de silicate dicalcique 
6 h apres autoclavage a 185° C.

et se transforment dans des produits

2.3 L'aluminate tricalcique
La comparaison des fig. 7 et 8 faites 1’une 
apres 45 mln. et 1'autre apres 6 h a 20° C

Fig. 7 Suspension d'aluminate tricalcique 
apres 45 min. a 20° C.

Fig. 9 Suspension d'aluminate tricalcique
6 h apres autoclavage a 185° C.

Fig. lo Suspension d'aluminate tricalcique
24 h apres autoclavage a 185° C. 



moins riches en oxyde de calcium ce qui a- 
mdne la cristal1isation des quantites appre- 
ciables d'hydroxyde de calcium. Ce fait sem- 
ble Stre bien mis en evidence par la fig.10. 
Du point de vue structure (mise en evidence 
par la vitesse de propagation des ultrasons) 
et resistance en compression,1'influence la 
plus defavorable est exercee par 1'autocla- 
vage sur 1* aluminate tricalcique (tableau I 
en /2/).

2.4 L'aluminoferrite tetracalcique
Sous le traitement en autoclave 1'alumino- 
ferrite tetracalcique s' hydrate plus inten- 
sement que dans le cas du durcissement a 
20° C et donne de grandes quantites d'hydro
xyde de calcium et d'hydroxyde de fer.

2.5 Suspensions de ciment
Les resultats ci-dessus sont obtenus sur les 
substances chimiques pures isolees, tandis 
que les composants mineralogiques du clinker 
de ciment sont des solutions solides, dans 
lesquelles predomine un certain composant 
chimique (silicate tricalcique/dicalcique, 
aluminate tricalcique ou aluminoferrite te
tracalcique). Dans le ciment ces composants 
mineralogiques ne se trouvent pas isoles 
mais tous ensemble, et 1'hydratation se pro

Fig. 11 Suspension de ciment RIM 200,
4 h aprds traitement a 90° C.

12Fig. Suspension de ciment RIM 200 
72 h apres autoclavage a 185° C. 

duit en presence des quantites assez impor
tantes de gypse - qui influence surtout la 
reaction des aluminates - et des alkalis. 
Pour cela, on a pousse les recherches a 1' 
aide du microscope optique sur des suspensi
ons de ciment, sections minces et sections 
polies et d'autre part, ä 1'aide du micro
scope electronique sur des. "repliques" con- 
trastees avec du platine. Les fig. 11 et 12 
presentent 1* aspect typique de la suspensi
on de cigent RIM 200 (un ciment ä HRI) trai- 
tee a 90 C apres 4 h par comparaison avec 
la meme suspension traitee en autoclave, 
apres 72 h.

3. ESSAIS A ULTRASONS
Quoiqu'on se donne toujours la peine de sai- 
sir des aspects representatifs de la struc
ture examinee, par suite du champ reduit de 
1'examen microscopique - surtout celui du 
microscope, electronique - les conclusions 
tirees sur la structure et les resistances 
des pates de ciment n'ont qu'une valeur li- 
mitee, pour le beton encore plus limitee, 
parce que la fraction fine du granulat peut 
modifier profondement les proprietes du ci
ment. Cette modification est tellement pro- 
fonde, que dans le beton ne se trouve plus 
le ciment initial, mais un ciment compose, 
dont les proprietes different de celles du 
ciment simple. CJest pour cela qu'on a uti
lise aussi une methode capable a donner des 
informations plus globales sur un grand vo
lume de beton caracterise par une reparti
tion aleatoire des phenomSnes remarques ä 
microechelle. A 1'aide de la vitesse de pro
pagation longitudinale et attenuation des 
ultrasons on a obtenu des indications quali
tatives et quantitatives sur la structure 
des betons traites a 1'autoclave /3/ qui 
laissent entrevoir 1'existence des defauts 
de structure. Base sur ces essaisj on a pu 
conclure que les tres grandes resistances en 
compression (70-90 N/mm2) obtenues pour le 
beton autoclave en meme temps avec de basses 
vitesses des ultrasons (3,5-3,9 km/sec tan
dis que pour le beton durci dans des condi
tions normales les vitesses sont de 1'ordre 
de 4,5-4,9 km/sec) ne sont pas ä expliquer 
seulement par la porosite ou par la repar
tition dimensionelle des pores (taille plus 
petite des pores pour les resistances plus 
elevfees) /4/.

4. ESSAIS DE DURABILITE
Les recherches ont portfe sur la dfetermina- 
tion sur des prismes de bfeton 10x10x55 cm^ 
aprfes saturation S l'eau,de la variation du:
- module d'felasticitfe dynamique (E^) par

1'excitation des oscillations longitudi
nales

- dfecrfement logarithmique () des oscilla
tions forcfees de la courbe de rfesonance 
(par mesurage de la largeur de bande pour 
A = 0,5, Ar et A = 0,707 Ap

- dfecrfement logarithmique ( cTz) des oscilla
tions libres mesurfe de la courbe de dfe- 
croissance des amplitudes,

suite 1'exposition aux cycles de gel-dfegel.



Dans la methode basee sur le decrement loqa- 
rithmique, on avait dejä etabli un critere 
de durabilite /5/: un beton doit etre consi- 
dere comme resistant aux "x" cycles de gel— 
degel, si: 
( 1) -4^ < 1,50

J о
A cause de 1'espace, de tous les resultats 
obtenus on presente seulement le comporte- 
ment de deux compositions de beton traitees 
a 1'autoclave (Al et A2) et durcies dans des

Fig. 13 Variation de fonction des cycles 

de gel-degel.
Le critere accepte pour la variation du mo
dule d'elasticite dynamique est:

(2) Edo
Le module d'elasticite dynamique apres "x" 
cycles de gel-degel ne doit pas marquer des 
pertes plus grandes que 15 % par rapport a 
la valeur initiale apres 28 jours de durci- 
ssement et saturation dans 1'eau afin de 
prouver la gelivite Gx. La fig. 13 montre 
pour le beton standard une gelivite G150 tan- 
dis que pour celui autoclave ä peine G25.

5. CONCLUSIONS
a) Les recherches microscopiques sur les com- 
posants mineralogiques purs ont mis en evi
dence que 1'autoclavage exercite une influ
ence favorable sur leur vitesse d'hydrata- 
tion ä 1'exception de 1'aluminate trical- 
cique. L'influence la plus favorable semble 
correspondre pour le silicate dicalcique. 
Ces faits sont d'ailleurs confirmes par les 
resistances mecaniques et vitesses des ul
trasons (tableau I /2/).
b) Les recherches microscopiques sur des ci- 
ments ont montre pour 1'autoclavage que les 
formations cristallines possedent des dimen
sions beaucoup plus petites que celles obte- 
nues par les traitements hydrothermiques 
sans pression et par consequent un grand de- 
gre de dispersion, ce qui mene d un haut ni
veau d’energie potentielle de surface (voir 
aussi les recherches ä 1’aide du microscope 
electronique en /2/).

c) L'effet favorable de 1'autoclavage sur le 
beton se manifeste par 1'activation du Si02 
du sable fin quartzeux, avec formation de 
plus grandes quantites de CSH-phases de ba- 
sicite reduite du type tobermorite ayant de 
meilleures qualites liantes que les phases 
a haute basicite. En meme temps la quantite 
de portlandite libre est plus reduite ce qui 
laisse entrevoir un meilleur comportement 
du beton autoclave a 1'agression chimique. 
La liaison du SiO2 du granulat avec les CH, 
CSH du ciment a, dans le cas de 1'autocla
vage, un caractere chimique, temoigne par le 
fait que, contraire aux betons durcis dans 
des conditions standard, 1'humidite n'in- 
fluence plus les resistances mecaniques.

Les vitesses elevees des ultrasons pour le 
beton durci dans des conditions standard 
sont ä attribuer aux neoformations jouissant 
dans ce cas d'une compacite elevee qui ame- 
liore la transmission acoustique mais pas 
les resistances mecaniques.

On peut conclure qu'une haute resistance 
mecanique du beton autoclave n'est pas un 
indice süffisant pour un bon comportement 
au gel-degel, mais c'est sa structure sur- 
tout qui est determinante.
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On the Distribution of Chloride between the Hardening Cementpaste 
and Its Pore Solution '

Investigation of the liquid phase of setting and hardening cementpastes under influence of 
chloride. Extraction of pore solution by compressing hardened cementpastes at .pressures up to 
500 N/mm2 (MPa). Investigation of the influences of the type of chloride salt, and the time of 
hydration on the binding of chloride to the hydration products of several portland cements and 
blastfurnace slag cements, and of the pure cementminerals C^S and CyA.

While the high concentration of the sulfateions and calciumions, which dominate in the 
solution at the first time of hydration disappear from the liquid phase during the time 
between 6 hours and 2 days, the alkalies of the cement dissolve furtheron as hydroxide hereby 
rising the pH up to values of more than 13.0. The liquid phase of the hardened cementpaste 
then consists of a strong alkalihydroxide solution containing low residual concentrations of 
calcium and sulfate and the unbound proportion of free chloride.

The binding of chloride is determined markedly by adsorption processes. CyA and granulated 
blastfurnace slag as cement-components promote the chloride binding. But more essential is the 
influence of other parameters such as the amounts of alkali and sulfate in the hardened paste 
and the quantity and the type of the influencing chloride.

SUMÄRIO

Ё investigada a fase Hquida durante a pega e endurecimento de pastas de cimerito sob a influcncia de clo- 
retos. Extragäo da solugäo existente nos poros atraves de cxmpressao das pastas endurecidas de cimento can pres 
sees de ate 500 N/nrn^ (MPa) e realizada. Säo investigadas as influencias dos tipos de cloreto, e о tempo de hi- 

dratagäo para a uniäo dos cloretos aos produtos de hidratacao dos diversos cimentos portland e cimentos con esco 
ria de alto fomo, e dos minerals puros S e C^A.

Enquanto a alta concentragäo de ions de sulfato e calcio, que daninam na solugao durante as prineiras bo
ras de hidratagäo, desaparecem da fase liquida durante о teirpo entre 6 boras e 2 dias, os älcalis do cimento 
dissolvem-se cano hidroxido portanto aumentando о pH ate a valores superiores a 13,0. A fase liquida da pasta 
de cimento eridurecida entäo consiste de uma forte solugao älcali-hidröxido contendo baixas concentragöes resi
duals de calcio e sulfato e uma porgäo näo ligada de cloretos livres.

A llgagao dos cloretos e determinada marcadamente pelo processo de absorgäo. C^A e escoria granulada de 
alto fomo cano cornponentes do cimento pranovem а ligagäo dos cloretos. Entretanto, mais essential ё a influen- 
cia de outros paränetros tais coro о aurrento de älcali e sulfato na pasta endurecida e a quantidade e tipo de 
cloreto existente.



Particularly in cementpaste containing Chlo
ride the composition of pore solution is 
very important for the protection of the 
reinforcement against corrosion. Even though 
a considerable part of chloride is bound by 
the hardened cementpaste /1/, it should be 
assumed that in the pore solution a remnant 
remains dissolved which, however, can cause 
a considerable concentration because of the 
little quantity of this solution. In the 
course of setting and hardening the hydra
tion processes cause far-reaching changes in 
the liquid phase of the hardening cement
paste. Only since it has been achieved to 
squeeze this pore solution out of the 
hardened cementpaste at pressures up to 
500 N/mm2 /2/ the composition of the liquid 
phase during the whole■ hydration process 
could be investigated /3/4/.

Fig. 1 and 2 demonstrate the typical process 
of concentrations as it was found in the 
pore solution of hardening cementpaste 
during a period up to one year /4/.

Fig. 1: Composition of the pore solution of 
the paste in relation to the 
time /4/

time of* hydration {log scale)

Fig. 2: Concentration of chloride in the 
pore solution of the paste in 
relation to the time /4/

Whereas during the time between 6 hours and 
2 days the concentrations of SO^ , Ca and 
Cl (0.06 wt-%) nearly disappear the alkali- 
and OH-ions continue to dissolve and the 
pH-value rises up to more than 13.0. So the 
pore solution of the hardened cementpaste is 
a strong 0.2 n to 0.4 n alkalihydroxide 
solution in which KOH dominates. According 
to its low solubility in alkalihydroxide 
solution CatOH)^ exists in traces only. 
Except from the available amount of water 
(w/c-value, degree of hydration) the alkali
nity of the pore solution is dependent on 
the content of soluble alkalies in the 
cement. It is important for the protection 
of the reinforcement against corrosion that 
the high alkalinity of the relative low 
quantitiy of pore solution is preserved by 
the much larger available supply of CaO in 
the hardening cementpaste.

Whereas the chloride that is bound during 
the hydration can be investigated by .means 
of the analysis of pressed out pore solu
tion, it is more difficult to establish the 
amount of bound chloride that later on has 
been penetrated into the hardened cement
paste. Fig, 3 shows that chloride penetrates 
hardening cementpaste only very slowly. 
Blastfurnace slag cements with more than 
40 wt-% granulated slag (H 40 to H 70) prove 
to have an extraordinarily high diffusional 
resistance against chloride /5/. Furthermore 
the figure demonstrates that the amount of 
penetrated chloride decreases constantly 
with the depth of penetration.

Fig. 3: Distribution of chloride in con
cretes after a storage of 1 year in 
a 3 molar NaCl solution /5/
(P 100 = PC, H 15 to H 70 = cements 
containing indicated contents of 
granulated blastfurnace slag)

о 2o to go ao

To avoid a concentration gradient during the 
Investigation of the dissolved and bound 
chlorides the routes of diffusion had to be 
kept as short as possible. This can be 
obtained by storing hardened cementpaste 
after hydration for 28 days in a crushed 
state (0.5 to 1 mm) in a solution of 
chloride.



Experiments

Several portland and blastfurnace slag 
cements as well as the pure clinker minerals 
C„S and C-A were investigated. The C„A was 
mixed with CaS0..2iU0 and Ca(OH) in the 
mole ratio 1 : V : CT.3. The cements or the 
clinker minerals were treated to pure pastes 
and hydrated for 28 days. The w/c-value was 
0.60 for the cements and the C„S and 0.90 
for the mixture of сзА- The chloride 
contents varied between 0.2 and 3.0 wt-%, 
referring to material without loss of 
ignition.

According to the two kinds of chloride 
influence on the cementpaste - during the 
hydration and in a later on diffusion - two 
different attempts were made:

1) The addition of the chloride to the 
mixing water and the analysis of the 
dissolved chloride in the pressed out 
pore solution (pore solution tests).

2) Crushing and screening of test specimens 
free from chloride to a grain size of 0.5 
to 1 mm, storage of the granulated 
material in a solution of chloride for 
28 days, Investigation of the bound 
chloride by measuring the decrease of the 
concentration of chloride in this solu
tion (diffusion tests).

The testing parameters 
Tab. 1. The cements in 
German "PZ 35 F" with 10 
German "HOZ 35 L" with 
blastfurnace slag (BFC).

are described in 
this table are a 

wt-% C„A (PC) and a 
66 wt-1% granulated

Tab. 1: Test parameters

material w/c age salt
influence of the chloride 

before after
hardening hardening

СзА» gypsum 
♦CalOH)2 
1: 1: 0.3 

mole ratio

C3S

PC

BFC

0.90

0.60

0.60

0.60

28 
days

CaCI2 
and 
Na Cl

chloride in storing of
the mixing granulate

water 0.5 to 1 mm
in СГ-solution

(pore solution (diffusion
tests) tests)

Results

Fig. 4 and 5 show the content of bound 
chloride in dependence on the given total 
chloride of the clinker minerals and the two 
cements. The contents refer to material 
without loss of ignition. The dotted 
straight lines represent the values which 
would be obtained if the whole chloride is 
bound.

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
total СГ in wt-% of the cement

Fig. 4: Pore solution tests 
Relation of the bound chloride to 
the total content of chloride " 
* Mixture with CaSO..2H 0 

and Ca(0H)2 4 2

The mixture of C^A binds most chloride in 
all experiments. °This very high binding 
capacity of the aluminate depends on the 
chemical reaction to poorly soluble Frie
dels' salt C^A.CaCl2 .nH20 /6/. In this 
special case Friedels' salt formed mixed 
phases with other hydrates of the family of 
the AFm-phases (aluminatehydrate-mono- 
phases) /7/, as the x-ray investigation 
showed. The experiments with C^S prove that 
the chloride in the cements is bound not 
only chemically by the aluminates but also 
to a high extent by silicatehydrates. In 
this case mainly adsorption processes have 
to be assumed. Accordingly the chloride 
binding of the cements ranges between the 
clinker minerals CyA and CyS, that means 
chloride is bound by the hardening cement
paste by means of poorly soluble aluminates 
as well as by binding to the silicatehy
drates.



Fig. 5: Diffusion tests 
Relation of the bound chloride to 
the total content of chloride 
* Mixture with CaSO,.2H 0 

and Ca(OH)2 2

In the _range of lower contents up to 
1 wt-% Cl the different types of reaction 
of the chloride, that is the reaction during 
the hydration or the reaction depending on 
the later on diffusion into the hardened 
paste, have only little influence on the 
chloride binding of the investigated cements 
or clinker minerals. For higher contents up 
to 2 wt-% the binding capacity of the 
cements and C^S for NaCl during the hydra
tion (pore solution tests) decreases con
siderably in comparison with the later on 
reaction (diffusion tests). This can also be 
seen in the strongly flatening curves for 
both cements during the pore solution tests 
with NaCl. For CaCl2 this tendence can to a 
less degree only be recognized for the PC. 
In contrast to the cements C^S and the 
mixture of C^A are found to bind even a 

little more chloride from CaCl2-solution 
during hydration than in a later on influ
ence .

As also stated by other authors /8/9/ the 
content of bound chloride and thereby also 
the composition of the pore solution are to 
a great extent dependent on the type of 
reacting salt. Fig. 4 and 5 show that in all 
investigated samples less chloride was bound 
from NaCl-solutions than from CaCl„-solu- 
tions. According to the type of influence 
C„S binds not more than 0.3 or 0.5 wt-% Cl 
from NaCl-solution. For the CaCl2-solutions 
the inclination of the curves proves that 
the binding capacity of C^S up to 1 wt-% 
bound chloride is not yet exhausted. Accord
ingly in the presence of NaCl more chloride 
remains in solution than in the presence of 
CaClp. At the same time, however, the 
pH-value of thy pore solution - in contrast 
to the solution without chloride - is in
creased by NaCl and decreased by CaCl2. 
Tab. 2 demonstrates the ranges of Cl - and 
0H_-concentrations, which_remain in the pore 
solutions if 1.0 wt-% Cl is added to the 
mixing water.

materials w/c

added chlorides

СГ

CaCl2 NaCl

OH' CI70H" СГ OH" СГ/ОН"

C3A» gypsum 0.90 800 1300 0.7 4900 8800 0.6

BFC 0.60 3400 2800 1.2 7900 6400 1.2

PC 0.60 7700 4200 1.8 12400 9100 1.4

C3S 0.60 7600 500 15.2 15200 1700 8.9

Tab. 2: Cl- and OH -concentrations in the 
pore solutions of the specimens with 
1.0 wt-% Cl- in the cement after 28 
days hydration.

According to other authors /10/11/ not only 
the value of chloride concentration is 
important for _the_ steelcorrosion but the 
relation of Cl-/0H-. Only if the value of
1.2 is surmounted, corrosion has to be taken 
into consideration. As the ratios of Cl /ОН 
in table 2 demonstrate the disadvantage of 
higher chloride concentrations for NaCl with 
regard to corrosion processes is thus 
balanced by the higher alkalinity. The 
corrosion effect of CaClg-solution accord
ingly has to be regarded either as the same 
or even as less favourable.

The test results show that there is no limit 
to the critical chloride content valid for 
all cements, below which the whole chloride 
were bound and therefore corrosion induced 
by chloride were not to be expected. In 
contrast to this chloride is never complete
ly bound and thereby removed from the pore 



solution but there always remains a low 
residual concentration that also increases 
with increasing content of total chloride. 
In Fig. 6 the development of chloride 
concentrations in the pore solution with 
increasing total content of CaCl? is shown 
(pore solution test). The dotted "Tine shows 
the concentrations which would be obtained 
if all chloride remains in solution. Even 
for low total contents no range is recog
nizable for the cements where a constantly 
low concentration indicates the formation of 
the poorly soluble Friedels' salt, as it is 
the case for the mixture of C„A for contents 
up to 2.0 wt-%, with regard to the mixture. 
The only possible explanation is that the 
surely existing chemical binding during the 
formation of Friedels' salt is overlapped by 
the adsorbative binding to the silicatehy
drates .

m 3 0

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

О

total СГ in wt-% of the cement

Fig. 6: Pore solution tests
Concentration of chloride in the 
pore solution in relation to the 
total content of chloride 
*,7 Mixture with CaS04.2H20 

and Ca(0H)2

The higher chloride concentrations of pore 
solutions in the presence of higher concen
trations of hydroxylions point to a negative 
influence of 0H~-ions on the chloride 
binding, whereby the concentration of OH - 
ions depends decisively on the content of 
dissolved alkali of the cementpaste. This 
influence obviously can be stronger than the 
negative influence of the sulfate /9/. 
Tab. 3 shows the influences of equivalent 
additions of sulfates and alkalihydroxide on 
the chloride binding respectively the con
tents of the pore solutions. The values are 
given for a PZ 35 F with constant addition 
of 0.4 wt-% Cl- as NaCl. Compared with the 
pore solution without addition a calcium 
sulfate addition increases the soluble 
chloride only a little. The addition of the 
equivalent quantity of NaOH, however, in

creases the soluble chloride by about one 
third. Finally when Na^SO^ is added the 
dissolved chloride is even doubled. Since 
both additions, Na20 and Na2S04, increase 
the OH -concentration in the same range it 
can be assumed that in the_ case of Na2S04 
both anions, OH and SO. , decrease_ the 
binding of chloride. The ratio Cl /ОН 
nearly stays unchanged.

*l0.10 mol/kg cement

Xadditions

solution

without 
addition

(only NaCl)

addition to the cement (with NaCl)

CaSO4 
1.36 wt-%*'

Na20 
0.62 wt-%* 1

Na2SO4
1.42 wt-%* 1

СГ mg/l 2900 3200 4100 5700

OH" mg/l 7200 7200 11800 12100

СГ/0Н" 0.40 0.44 0.35 0.47

Tab. 3: Cl~ and OH~-concentrations in the 
pore solutions of a PC with 0.4 wt-% 
Cl and different additions after 28 
days hydration '
(w/c = 0,50, NaCl and the other 
additions in the mixing water)

Discussion

The pore solution of hydrated cement essen
tially consists of an alkalihydroxide solu
tion with pH-values above 13. Calciumions 
are to be found in the alkaline solution 
only in minor remaining concentrations 
according to the poor solubility of Ca(0H)2 
in strong alkalihydroxide solutions.

A high amount of the chloride is bound by 
the hardened cement paste in a non-corrosive 
form. Here the type of salt, the soluble 
alkalies and sulfates of the cement as well 
as the time of binding are of main influ
ence. Chloride from NaCl-solution is bound 
less than from CaCl2-solution. Increasing 
concentrations of OH and 30^ markedly les
sen the bound amount of the chloride. 
Chloride penetrating the hardened cement 
paste in the range of minor total amounts up 
to 1 wt-% Cl of the cement is bound in 
similar quantities and in the range of 
higher amounts, especially in case of NaCl 
it is even bound in higher quantities than 
the chloride being introduced before hydra
tion.

In the binding capacity of hardened cement
paste to chloride apart the aluminatehy
drates also the silicatehydrates are in
volved, which bind considerable amounts of 
chloride too. It can be assumed that in the 
case of the silicatehydrates the adsorp- 
tional binding dominates the chemical 
binding. A confirmation for the assumption 
of adsorptional processes is seen in the 
fact that the concentrations of chloride in 



the pore solution of the hardened cement
paste steadily increase with the total 
amount of chlorid. There is no limit for the 
concentration which otherwise would indicate 
the development of a poorly soluble compound 
by chemical reaction of the chloride.
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INVESTIGATION INTO THE CARBONATION OF AUTOCLAVED AERATED CONCRETE (AAC)

SUMMARY: IR, XRD, mercury intrusion porosimetry and SEM have been employed to study the behavior of three types 
(cement-lime-sand, cement-slag-sand and cement-lime-flyash) of AAC carbonated in various environments. The rate 
of carbonation of different varieties of calcium silicate hydrate is found to be closely related to their cryst
allinity. The difference in the rate of carbonation of different AAC as determined by IR quantitative analysis 

is accounted for by the difference in their content of tobermorite and C-S-H.

Different carbonation conditions differ greatly in their influence on the strength property of AAC. Artificial 
carbonation where R.H. and CO^ are both high has an adverse effect on the strength of all the three types of AAC. 
However, exposure in natural environment for one to two years results in an increase in the strength of some of 
them. Mercury intrusion porosimetry has shown that artificial carbonation of AAC leads to a drop in the percen
tage of its smaller gel pores and an increase in that of larger ones.

SEM-EDAX shows calcium carbonate builds up in large amounts in the air pores of all the AAC carbonated in high
R.H. and high CO^ environment. However, no such aggregation is observed for samples after two years of outdoor 

exposure. The authors have ascribed this to the different carbonation mechanisms involved in the varied carbona

tion conditions.

Com utilizafäo de IR, XRD, porosimetria de intrusäo de mercurio e SEM, estudou-se о 
comportamento de tres tipos de AAC (cimento-cal-areia, cimento-escoria-areia e cimento-cal- 
-cinza volante) carbonatados em varies ambientes. Constatou-se que о indice de carbonata^ao 
das diferentes variedades de hidrato de silicato de calcio esta estreitamente relacionado com 
sua cristalinidade. A diferenca do Indice de carbonataeäo dos diversos AAC, conforme determi 
nada por anälise quantitativa IR, e atribulda ä diferen^a do seu teor de tobermorita e C-S-H7

As condicoes diferentes de carbonatafäo variam grandemente em sua influencia sobre a 
propriedade de resistencia dos AAC. A carbonata^äo artificial, em que tanto a umidade relati 
va сото C07 säo altos, tern urn efeito adverso sobre a resistencia dos tres tipos de AAC. Con^ 
tudo, a exposiqäo em ambiente natural por urn ou dois^anos resulta num aumento da resistencia 
de alguns deles. A porosimetria de intrusäo de mercurio mostrou que a carbonatacao artifici
al de AAC leva a uma reducao na porcentagem de seus poros menores de gel e a urn aumento nos 
maiores.

SEM-EDAX mostra formacao de carbonato de calcio em grandes quantidades nos poros de 
ar de todos os AAC carbonatados em ambiente de alta umidade relativa e alto CO,• Entretanto, 
tai agregaeäo näo e observada em amostras depois de dois anos de exposiqao ao tempo. Os au- 
tores atribulram isso aos mecanismos diferentes de carbonataeäo envolvidos nas condiqöes va- 
riadas de carbonatacao.



1. INTRODUCTION

An investigation has been conducted on the basis of a 
research into the autoclaved aerated concrete /1/.

The characteristics of three types of AAC, i.e. cement
lime-sand, cement-slag-sand and cement-lime-flyash in 
the course of carbonation have been studied. Also, 
different carbonation conditions are compared with 
respect to their effect on the properties of AAC.

IR was used to determine quantitatively the amount of 
CaCO^ in AAC carbonated for different time period. It 
is concluded that the crystallinity of the hydration 
products of different types of AAC is chiefly respon
sible for the difference in their rate of carbonation.

Different carbonation conditions differ greatly in 
their influence on the strength property of AAC. The 
strength retrogression of AAC in artificial carbona
tion is found related to the rate of carbonation.

SEM has revealed that in artificial carbonation where 
R.H. and CO2 content are both high calcium carbonate 
ouilds up in large amounts in the air pores. Such 
phenomenon is not observed in samples carbonated in 
outdoor exposure for two years. This may be ascribed 
to the difference in the carbonation process involved 
in the varied carbonation conditions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Materials

Three types of AAC samples were taken from plant pro
ducts and cut into 10x10x10 cm cubes. The proportion 
of the samples and their autoclaving pressure are 
given below.

Type of AAC Proportion Autoclaving 
pressure

cement:1ime:sand 12.5:27.5:60 12
cement:slag:sand 18.0:32.0:50 15
cement:1ime:flyash 10.0:17.0:70* 8

with 3% gypsum

2.2 Conditions for carbonation

Samples for strength test in artificial carbonation 
were placed in a chamber where the relative humidity 
and C0£ concentration were conditioned manually.

Samples were also stored in natural environment for 
strength tests. Year round temp. -20°C — +40°C, 
relative humidity 41 — 77%.

Other carbonation tests have also been conducted, the 
conditions of which are given in the text.

2.3 Detecting equipments .

X-ray diffractometer — Rigaku D/Мах III
SEM-EDAX — Shimazu ASM-SM
Infrared spectrometer — Perkin Elmer 683, Scanning 
range 4000-200 cm
Mercury porosimeter — 3000 atm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 The evolution of the hydration products and the
structure of AAC in the course of carbonation

The main hydration products of AAC are tobermorite
and ill-crystallized C-S-H. In the surroundings 
containing CO2 the hydration products decompose, form
ing calcium carbonate which exists chiefly in the form
of calcite. y^-CaCO^ and aragonite are also found 
in small amounts. XRD is not effective enough to off
er information on the the
sample has been carbonated. However, infrared spec
troscopy may give a clue to its solution.

The kinetic process of the carbonation of AAC was 
studied using IR. Fig.l shows the infrared diagrams 
of a C-L-S AAC sample carbonated in a chamber (R.H. 
90%, CO2 65-90%) for various periods. The shift of 
the absorbing peak from 965 cm to 1045 cm indica

tes the gradual replacement of tobermorite and C-S-H 
by S1O2 gel. In the fully carbonated samples where
11.3, 3.08 and 2.97 A characteristic peaks for tober
morite and C-S-H do not exist in XRD, the 965 cm IR 
absorbing peak is entirely replaced by the 1045 cm 
peak. The IR curves of C-S-S and C-L-F samples in the 
course of carbonation change in a similar way.
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Flg.l The IR diagram 

of C-L-S sample 
in the course 

of carbonation

SEM observation shows that AAC retains its network 
structure after carbonation, which Sauman referred to 
as "pseudomorphism" /2/. But since the observation 
is confined to a very small area, the morphology of 
particles and pore characteristics may differ from 
time to time. Thus it is difficult to get a clear 
idea of the change in network stucture from SEM obser
vation alone.

The authors determined the pore size distribution of 
the three types of AAC before and after carbonation 

with a 3000 atm mercury porosimeter. AAC particles- 
were crushed co 9O-25Oy<fm to avoid possible interfer
ence air pores may bring about. 

in the ordinate. The difference in the composition 
of pores .of the three AAC is clearly shown.

It is worth noting that for all the three types of 
AAC, carbonation leads to a drop in the percentage of 
small pores and an increase in larger ones. The 

authors ascribes this to the contraction of particles 
when Ca ions leave them and also Co the fact that in 
artificial carbonation where R.H. and CC^ content are 
high, CaCO^ mainly precipitate in the air pores out
side the network structure (see Fig.5).

3.2 The rate of carbonation of three types of AAC 

Infrared spectroscopy was employed to determine quan
titatively the amount of CaCOj in the carbonated AAC 
samp les.

Calcium carbonate is indicated by the 1430 cm"1 absor
bing peak and two sharp peaks at 874 cm-1 and 711 cm-1 

(Flg.3). In the quantitative IR analysis of cement 
raw meal 874 cm 1 peak is often used as the spectrum 

band for CaCO^ analysis. However, in the carbonation 

of AAC, the formation of CaCO^ is accompanied by the 
dissociation of calcium silicate hydrate whose 965 

cm peak fades away correspondingly (see also Fig.l). 
Moreover, the difference in the crystallinity of dif
ferent types of AAC will give rise to a great differ
ence in the shape of this peak. The 965 cm-1 peak and 
the 874 cm 1 peak are so near to each other that the 

use of the latter for quantitative determination of 
CaCOj leads to erratic results.

In our experiment 1430 cm-^ was used for this purpose

Fig.2 shows the histograms of the pore size distribu
tion of AAC. The pores from 2.5 to 5500 nm are divi
ded into 15 groups arbitrarily according to their size 
and the volume percentage of each group is indicated

\cement—slao[-sand |

------- Before cabonation fully carbonated

Fig.2 The histogram of the pore size distribution of AAC before and 
after carbonation {fractions of the large pores not included)
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Fig.,3 IR curves of AAC showing variation
of CaCO3 and concerned peaks

with satisfaction. Samples were homogenized with KBr 
in the weight ratio of 1:200. A calibration curve 
has been constructed..

The rate of carbonation of three types of AAC carbona

ted in artificial environment and in natural environ
ment was det i1 rm inc d .. AAC samples were crushed to 3-6

mm across and placed in a tube. Air with R.H. 507o>
CO^. 507o was conducted through the particle layer (Fig.
4.)., S.imples wore 
ted; as C02) after
carbonated.^ C-L-F

analyzed for CaCO^ content (calcula- 
diffcrent time period. When fully 
AAC absorbed the smallest amount of

CO^.. However,, its rate of carbonation is the highest 
(Tab 1e 1).

Fig;..4. Sketch- of a, device for the carbonation 
of AAC particles, in flowing; air 

Table 1 CO^ absorbed (gm СО^/ЮО gm sample) and 
degree of carbonation (%) in different ages

TyX
Age(h)

2 4 12 24
Ful ly 
carbo
nated

CO^ absorbed 3.0 3.5 3.7 5.3 14.9

C-L-S Degree of 
carbonation 20.1 23.7 25.11 35.6 100.0

CO^ absorbed 2.3 4.4 5.0 8.6 15.7

C-S-S Degree of 
carbonation 14.6 28.1 32.0 54.8 100.0

CO^ absorbed 4.8 5.4 6.5 9.4 11.2

C-L-F Degree of 
carbonation 43.3 48.0 58.3 83.9 100.0

The same order of rate of carbonation is found for 
samples carbonated in natural environment (Table 2).

Table 2 CO^ abosrbed and degree of carbonation of 
AAC after two years of outdoor exposure

gm C02 per
100 gm sample

Degree of 
carbonation 

7 ■»
Cement-1ime-sand 1.8 12.0
Cement-slag-sand 2.8 18.8
Cement-1ime-flyash 3.8 33.9

Calcium silicate hydrates that are related to autocla
ved aerated concrete were synthesized under 10 atm for 
24 hours /3/. They are tobermorites with and without 
Al substitution and ill-crystallized C-S-H. They were 
placed separately in disks in a sealed container which 
waLs filled with air containing 90% C02,. R.H.. being 
100%» After 6 and 46 hours, samples were taken out 
for X.RD analysis (Fig..5). *

XRD analyses show that Al containing tobermorite is 
more apt to carbonate than tobermorite without Al.. 
IH-crystallised: C-S-H synthesized: from lime and: amor
phous SiO^ is higher irb. the rate of carbonation than 
the well-crystallized tobermorites.. This- may explain 
why C-L-F AAC (its chief hydration product is ill- 
crystallized C-S-H) has. a, hig,her rate of carbonation 
than C-L-S (chiefly composed, of wel.l-crystall.i.zed 

tobermorite)..
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Al Suhstitufion

Poorly crystallize j 
caiciamsUicafe hydrate

Fig.5 XRD diagram of three synthetic compounds
in the course of carbonation

The carbonation of hydrogarnet also shows that cryst
allinity has much bearing one its rate. While pure 

hydrogarnet synthesized in autoclaving (the particles 
may be as large as 15,4m across /3/) has hardly any 
sign of carbonation in 46 hours under the condition 
given above, the hydrogarnet in autoclaved aerated 
concrete owing to its low crystallinity is not less 
liable to C02 attack than calcium silicate hydrates, 

3.3 The effect of artificial and natural carbonation

on the strength of AAC

Three types of AAC cut into 10 cm cubes were put into 
an artificial carbonation chamber until fully carbon
ated (no more indication of tobermorite and C-S-H in 
XRD analysis). Two sets of experiment (R,H. 90%, CO^ 
65-90% and R.H. 50%, CO^ 50%) were performed. The 
strength tests before and after carbonation indicate 
a loss of strength for all the samples. The drop in 
strength for each type of AAC is similar in the two 
conditions, which is 5—10%, ^20% and -s/25%., respe

ctively for C-L-S, C-S-S and C-L-F,

The strength of AAC after one year exposure in natural 
surroundings is another story. Taking into account 
the effect of humidity of the samples on strength» the 

strengths of C-L--S and C-S^S ate incroas^d whiln th.4t 
of C-L-F -drops to a certain extnnt^ It is interesting 
to note that the strengths of all the thtee types of

AAC after two years exposure are nearly the same as or 
higher than the values of one year (Table 3).

Table 3 Comp, strength (MPa) and H^O content (%) of 
AAC after exposure in natural surroundings

• Before . 1 year 2 years
carbonation Indoor Outdoor Outdoor

Ho0 Comp. Hn0 Comp. H„0 Comp. Ho0 Comp«
2 str. 2 str. 2 str. 2 str.

C-L-S 3.7 2.73 2.6 3.14 4.8 3.09 4.0 3.29

C-S-S 8.1 4.14 3.1 5.28 5.3 5.26 4.7 5,14

C-L-F 12.5 3.85 3.5 2.92 5.4 3.27 4.6 3.77

The change in strength in the course of carbonation 
has been reported /4/ to be related to the rate of 
carbonation and high rate of carbonation is believed 
liable to cause microcracks which leads to greater 

loss in strength.

3.4 The difference in ehe mechanism of natural 
carbonation and artificial carbonation

AAC carbonates rapidly in artificial carbonation where 
R.H. and CO^ concentration are high, SEM shows all 
the air pores of the AAC carbonated in these surround
ings are covered with a thick layer of calcite (Fig,6) 
According to EDAX analysis, the acicular particles 
underneath are SiO^ gel.

The build up of a great quantity of calcite in the 
air pores and its interspersion in the network struc
ture just underneath the air pore surface indicate the 

reaction between CO^ and Ca ions begins at the pore 
surface, As carbonation proceeds, Ca concentation 

in the liquid phase in the structure is lowered, This 
enables the Ca ions in the calicum silicate hydrates 
tp transfer further intg the liquid phase and migrate 

to the surface to react with cp^ there- As the reac
tion proceeds thrpygh solution, it dees rapidlyr

The seh observation or sampler carbonated in natural 
environment gives a different pieture? The degree of 
earbonation of C-L-F sample carbonated for two years 

in outdoor exposure attains but there oo 
of serious aggregation in the air pores.-



cement-lime-sand 
( 3000 X )

Fig.6 SEM micrographs of AAC fully carbonated in

In addition, EDAX has not found particl.es in the net
work structure trhat are very low in Ca content. It 
sounds reasonable to assume that SiO^ gel and CaCO^ 
are so close together that EDAX has difficulty in 
locating them separately.- Probably, in surroundings 
low in R.H. and CO^, C0£ may have a chance to pene
trate into the network structure to react in situ 
with calcium silicate hycratc. This will not have 
much adverse effect on the strength of the structure.

4. CONCLUSIONS - "

Infrared spectroscopy is an effective means for moni
toring the phase change of AAC from calcium silicate 
hydrate to silica gel in the course of carbonation. 
It can also be used to determine -quantitatively the 
CaCO^ content in the carbonated AAC. For this pur
pose, 1430 cm and not 874 cm should be used as 
the absorbing band for analysis.

Mearcury intrusion porosimetry employed to determine 
the pore size distribution of AAC shows carbonation 
leads to a drop in the percentage of small pores and 
an increase in larger ones.

Rate of carbonation tests reveals C-L-F AAC has a 
higher rate of carbonation as compared with C-L-S and 
C-S-S. This is in agreement with the data obtained 
for AAC after two years outdoor exposure. The higher 
rate of carbonation of C-L-F is ascribed to its higher 
content of ill-crystallized C-S-H which is more liable 
to CO2 attack than tobermoritc as evidenced by an 
experiment made previously.

cement-1ime-flyash 
( 1500 X )

artificial environment (R.H. ООУо^О^ 65-90%)

Strength tests show retrogression of strength ensues 
for all the three types of AAC cubes carbonated in 
artificial environments. However, there is an increase 
in the strength of C-L-S and C-S-S after one year ex
posure in natural environment and the strength remains 
unchanged at least till two years.

SEM shows there is serious build up of calcite in the air 

pores of AAC carbonated in surroundings high in R.H.
and C0£ content. There is no such build up of calcite 
in the air pores of AAC carbonated in natural environ
ment where R.H. and CO2 are both low. The carbonation 
mechanism involved in these two conditions is likely 
to be different.
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CORROSION OF HARDENED CEMENT PASTES BY NH4NO3 SOLUTIONS

SUMMARY: The influence of solutions on the physical and mechanical properties, structure 
and phase composition of cement paste made from portland cement and cements with 20 and 40% 
blast furnace slag was investigated. The progress of corrosion was evaluated on the basis 
of appearance and weight changes, changes of compressive strength, total porosity, pore 
volume, and pore size distribution. The degree of deterioration increased with increasing 
water-to-cement ratio, solution concentration and time. Visible corrosion of the pastes 
treated in 0.5% NH^NO^ solution was not detectable until one year of treatment.

Foi investigada a influencia de solucoes sobre as propriedades fisicas e mecänicas, 
cstrutura e composigäo de fase de pasta de cimento feita com cimento portland e cimentos com 
20 e 401 de escoria de alto forno. 0 progresso da corrosäo foi avaliado com base nas mudan- 
cas de aparencia e de peso, alteracöes da resistencia ä compressäo, porosidade total, volume 
de poro e distribuigäo de tamanho de poro. 0 grau de deterioragäo aumentou com о aumcnto da 
relagao agua/cimento, concentragäo da solugao e tempo. Näo foi detectada corrosäo visivel de 
pastas tratadas com solugäo de 0,5% de NH^NO^ ate urn ano de tratamento.



1. INTRODUCTION

Literature data on the negative 
effects of NH^NOg on the durability of 
concrete are scarce (refs. 1-3), although 
such deterioration of concrete in agricul
tural conditions in-common. According to 
Soboliüovä (4), bending and compressive 
strengths of a slag portland cement 
concrete, exposed for 6 months to NH.NO- + 
CO (NH2>2 solution, were only 32 and 42 
percent, respectively, of the control 
sample.

According to Biczdk (5) the corrosion 
occurs in two steps. In the first step: 

2NH4NO3+Ca(OH)2 —> Ca(NO3)2) + 2NH4OH (1) 

NH4OH decomposes to give NH3 which leads 
to increased porosity (Type 11 corrosion 
of Moskvin(6)). The formed Ca(NO,)2 
reacts to form С^А-Са(КО3) «ЮН^О; 'ttfis 
causes expansion and degradation of the 
paste (7) (Type II corrosion).

2. EXPERIMENTAL

A commercial portland cement, having 
a calculated compound composition of 64.7% 
C3S, 9.6% C-S, 7.5% C3A, 10.1% C4AF and 
2.6% CaS04, nas been used, with or without 
additions of 20 and 40% blast furnace 
slag. After 28-days of water curing, the 
d = 30 mm cylindrical paste samples (w/c = 
0.1, 0.3 and 0.4) were placed into 0.5, 3 
and 5% solutions of NH.NO- for 1, 28 (29), 
35, 56, 119 and 393 days. The w/c = 0.1 
samples were made by compaction; those 
with w/c = 0.3 and 0.4 were densified by 
vibration.

The samples were evaluated visually, 
for changes in density, porosity, 
strength, composition of hydrates and 
morphology.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

When examined visually, the 
appearance of the samples did not change 
for about 90' days. After 365 days, this 
was true only for samples cured in 0.5% 
NH4NO3 solutions. The degree of degrada
tion, including decrease in density, 
increased with w/c, solution concentration 
and time. Slag portland cement pastes did 
not exhibit increased durability.

Fig. 1 shows the strength development 
vs. time for portland cement pastes. 
Already after I day of curing in NH4NO, 
solutions (following 28-days in water), 
the compressive strength decreased: at 
w/c = 0.3, this decrease was 27.8%! After 
7 days (a total of 35 days), the strength 
increased somewhat, but this was followed 
by another decrease. At 365 days in NfHNCX 
solution, the strengths were only about 
26-71% of the control strength. Similar 
results were found for the slag portland 
cement samples (a decrease of 76%).

As expected, the porosity of the 
samples was found to be inversely related 
to strength data (Fig. 2). The relation
ship between strength and porosity is 
shown in Fig. 3. The decrease of strength 
after 1 day of curing in NH4NO3 solution 
is believed to be related to reaction (1). 
The following decrease in porosity and 
strength increase relate to formation in 
the paste pores of C3A»Ca(MO ) -ЮН 0 in 
the absence of expansive pressures. The 
final degradation of properties is a 
consequence of both types of corrosion 
reactions.

Formation of C3A•Ca(NO,)-•10HoO has 
been detected by XRD in pastes stored in 
0.5, 3 and 5% NH4NO3 solutions after 28, 7 
and 1 day, respectively. X-ray data 
showed a stabilization of ettringite prior 
to its conversion to calcium monosulfo
aluminate; at increased NH4NO3 concentra
tions the amount of ettringite and 
C3A»Ca(NO3)2«lOH^O increased, whereas only 
minute amounts or monosulfoaluminate were 
detected.

DTA and TG data confirmed the above 
findings. The endothermic peak at 285
305°C, believed to represent decomposition 
°f CjA• Ca (NO3)2•IQJKO, increased with 
increased concentration of NH.NO, 
solution. For 0.5, 3 and 5% NjLno, 
solutions, this endotherm appeared at 91, 
7 and 7 days of NH4NO, solution curing. 
The endotherm at 4S0-540°C exhibited a 
doublet ascribed to the decomposition of 
Ca(OH)2 and Ca(NO3>2; the latter compound 
formed during the previous decomposition 
of C3A-Ca(NO3)2.10H2O.

When compared to those cured in 
water, an increase in nonevaporable water 
(W) content for samples cured in NH4N0, 
solutions was found. W increased witfl 
w/c, time and concentration of the 
solution. N.b.: no corrections were made 
for carbonation of samples.

As can be seen in Table I, the 
porosities of pastes (obtained by Hg 
porosimetry) stored in water vs. NH.NO, 
solutions differ: Whereas the porosities 
decrease in water-cured samples, those 
cured in NH4NO3 solutions, especially at 
higher concentrations, show an increase (!) 
in porosity. In line with other data, 
porosimetry data show a more severe degra
dation of samples made from slag portland 
cement (SPC, 40% slag) than those made 
from ordinary portland cement (PC). Note 
the continuous decrease in the percentage 
of pores larger than 100 nm and the 
decrease in those smaller than 100 nm for 
samples stores in NH4NO3 solutions.

SEM data show that the main hydration 
products formed after 1 year in 0.5% 
NH.NO3 solutions are Type I and III C-S-H 
(10). Additionally, hexagonal plates of 
Ca(0H)2 and irregular crystallites of 
C3A*CaTNO 3)2•10 H20 or calcium monosulfate



Fig. 1 - Strength development of portland 
cement pastes vs. curing time, 
w/c and concentration of curing 
solutions.

Fig. 2 - Porosity of portland cement 
pastes vs. curing time, w/c and 
curing solutions.

POROSITY (%)

Fig. 3 - Compressive strength of portland 
and slag portland cement 
pastes vs. porosity, w/c and 
concentration of curing 
solutions.



were detected. In samples stored in 5% 
NH.NO, solutions, the microstructure was 
foundJto be coarser, C-S-H appeared to be 
Type III, and both needle-like ettringite 
and hexagonal C,A«Ca(NO,)lOH^O or mono
sulfate were detectedJin the pores 
(Fig.4). '

The one-year slag portland cement 
samples stored in 3% NH.NO, solutions 
showed Type III C-S-H to be the main 
product of hydration. Large amounts of 
microcracks, stacks of CafOH)^ crystals, 
and irregular hexagonal plates of C?A*  
Ca(NO,)„•10H„O or monosulfoaluminate Were 
clearly visible. An example of the slag 
portland cement morphology is shown in 
Figure 5.

4. CONCLUSIONS

NH.NO, solutions severely corrode 
hardened pastes made from both portland 
and slag cements. For short-term 
exposure, slag cements demonstrated 
somewhat better resistance. Due to lesser 
amounts of Ca(OH), present, formation of 
Ca(NO,),, needed /or the formation of 
C,A*Ca(NO,) -«lOH.O, causing the expansion, 
is diminished.

The corrosion effectiveness of NH^NO, 
increases with its concentration and time 
of exposure. It causes decreases in paste 
density and strength, and increases in 
nonevaporable water content, porosity, and 
structural defects.

The hydration products formed in the 
presence of NH^NO, are the same as those 
formed by water curing plus C,A»Ca(NO,) 
10H,O. The latter compound stabilizes 
ettringite prior to its recrystallization 
to monosulfoaluminate.
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TABI.E 1: Pore Size and Distribution of Cement Pastes

Cement w/ c Solution
Age 

(days)
Density 
(g.cm )

Poro
sity 
(%)

vimP_1 lern'5, g

Pore Size Distributign
3.75- 
lOnm

1 (%)

19" 
10 nm

(%)

10"-
10 nm 

(%)

10~ 3 
7.5x10

(%)
nm r1

(nm)

PC 0.4 Water 1 1.568 45.22 0.2358 6.66 28.68 52.66 12.00 250
28 1.627 40.35 0.1394 11.33 74.68 13.33 0.66 35
56 1.644 39.63 0.1226 11.33 73.34 14.00 1.33 48

393 1.705 34.80 0.0942 20.00 69.34 7.33 3.33 26

PC 0.4 0.5% NH4NO , 29/1 1.629 40.99 0.1472 12.66 62.68 24.00 C.66 55
56/28 1.732 40.93 0.1305 11.33 70.01 16.66 2.00 41

393/365 1.654 38.21 0.0971 18.33 74.01 6.00 0.66 25

PC 0.4 3% nh4no3 56/28 1.594 42.89 0.1491 17.33 68.01 12.66 2.00 32
393/365 1.503 44.20 0.1748 26.00 65.34 7.33 1.53 19

PC 0.4 5% nh4no3 29/1 1.524 42.27 0.1497 10.66 68.01 19.33 2.00 44
56/28 1.526 45.81 0.1388 18.66 65.34 12.00 4.00 32

393/365 1.249 54.76 0.3202 25.33 56.68 15.33 2.66 27

SPC 0.4 Water 28 1.609 42.22 0.1459 16.00 56.68 26.66 0.66 50
393 1.663 38.06 0.0799 35.33 57.34 5.33 2.00 17

SPC 0.4 3% nh4no3 56/28 1.561 43.31 0.1511 13.33 59.35 24.66 2.66 58
393/365 1.185 59.24 0.2722 27.33 54.00 16.67 2.00 25

V mp = volume of micropores (3.75-7,500 nm) 
r' = radius of micropores at 50% of total volume of micropores ("median micropore radius").

Fig. 4 - Micrograph of portland cement 
paste (w/c = 0.4) after 28-day 
water curing and 365-day curing 
in 5% NH4NO3.

Fig. 5 - Micrograph of slag (40%) portlarid 
cement paste (w/c = 0.4) after 
28-day water curing followed by 
365-day curing in 3% NH^NO^.



THE STABILITY OF THE CALCIUM SULFOALUMINATE HYDRATES IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS.

STABILITE DU SULFOALUMINATE HYDRATE DANS DES SOLUTIONS AQUEUSES. 4.2

Summary

The stability of the calcium sulfoaluminate hydrates in pure water and in different concentrations of sodium 
hydroxide solutions has been studied at normal pressure and temperatures up to 100°. The amount of the dissolved 
sulfate and aluminium has been measured in solution and related to the behaviour of the solid phases.

Under normal conditions the ettringite resists alkaline solutions of concentrations equal to or less than 0.2M. 
Its decomposition is accelerated by temperature and alkali. It forms as a result of the decomposition of the mono
sulfate hydrate in water at temperatures ^60°.

Alkali causes the dissolution of the sulfate species but temperature is needed for the splitting of the aluminate. 
The low sulfate form persists IM NaOH at 30° and decomposes to portlandite on boiling in 0.2M NaOH.

Foi estudada a estabilidade dos hidratos de sulfoaluminato de cälcio em ägua pura e 
em diferentes concentraqöes de soluqäo de hidroxido de sodio, sob pressäo normal e tempe
raturas de ate 100°C. A quantidade de sulfato e de alumlnio dissolvida foi medida na so- 

luqäo e relacionada com о comportamento das fases solidas.

Sob condigoes normals a etringita resiste äs soluqoes alcalinas com concentraqoes i- 
guais ou menores que 0,2M. Sua decomposiqäo e acelerada pela temperatura e pelo älcali. 
Ela se forma сото resultado da decomposicäo de hidrato monossulfato em ägua ä temperatura 
s 60°C.

0 alcali causa a dissoluqäo das especies de sulfato, mas a temperatura e necessäria 
para a divisäo do aluminato. A forma de baixo sulfato persiste em IM de NaOH a 30°C e se 
decompoe em portlandita sob fervura em 0,2 M de NaOH.



Introduction
The behaviour of the calcium sulfoaluminate hydrates in 
aqueous solutions is of a special interest to the cement 
chemists, the problem of their stability being directly 
related to the physical and mechanical properties 
of Portland cements as well as corresponding mortars 
and concrete. These phases are the first responsible 
for the setting behaviour of the cement and affect 
the hardening process at later stages of hydration.

The crystallographic nature of these phases are well 
known and a relatively more concern has been forwarded 
to the stability of the ettringite than that of the mono
sulfate hydrate. The existing gap in the literature 
is the correlation between the stability of these phases 
in aqueous solutions and the solution composition under 
the different conditions of temperature and pH value 
which subject has been the purpose of the present 
work.

Experimental
The ettringite used was prepared by stirring anhydrous 
tricalcium aluminate with gypsum (mole ratio = 1:3) 
in an excess amount of water at room temperature. 
The monosulfate hydrate was prepared according to 
the method of Lerch et al (1). The solubility measure
ments were carried out in pure wat°r two weeks long, 
also in different concentrations of sodium hydroxide 
solutions (0.08, 0.2 and IM) for one hour and one day. 
The detailed procedure can be described as follows: 
A known weight of the sample (0.5 g ettringite and 
0.2 g of the monosulfate hydrate) was stirred in 100 
ml redistilled water in well stoppered glass flasks 
immersed in a thermostated water bath adjusted at 
30°, 60° or boiled with a water condenser. Filtration 
of the solutions were performed in a double walled 
funnel in which thermostated water was circulated 
at the desired temperature. The precipitates were 
dried in a drying oven at 50° for one day then analysed 
by means of a Philips type 1390 X-ray diffractometer. 
In the clear filtered solution the aluminium was deter
mined colourimetrically (2) then the solution was slightly 
acidified with HC1 and the sulfate content was measured 
spectrophotometrically according to the turbidity 
method (3).

Results
The variation in the solution composition of the calcium 
sulfoaluminate hydrates in water with time, also the 
change in the pH value are illustrated in figure 1 for 
the three studied temperatures. For purpose of a better 
comparison the behaviour of the dissolved species 
in the solutions of the high and low sulfate forms 
are plotted parallel to each other, the maximum scale 
of the sulfate content being three moles for the ettringite 
and one mole for the monosulfate hydrate.
Figure if illustrate further the sulfate and aluminium 
content of the different alkaline solutions of the phases 
studied after one day treatment, the values plotted 
on the abssicae representing the solubility values in 
pure water.

The X-ray diffraction patterns of some chosen solid 
phases obtained from treating the ettringite and the 
monosulfate hydrates with water and with different 
concentrations of alkaline solutions at temperatures 
up to 100°C are shown in figures 2,3 and 5.

Fig. 1 The solution composition of the calcium sulfo
aluminate hydrates in water at different 
time at 30°, 60° & 100°C. Also the variation 
of pH value with time is shown.

In pure water
The ettringite phase is found to be stable in water 
at 30 and 60°, the resulting solution having a pH 
value of 11.2. The solution composition tends to equili
brium values of 0.5 mole sulfate and -—' 0.26 mole 
aluminium over two weeks stirring at 30°. At 60° 
the X-ray diffraction analysis shows broadening of 
some weak diffraction lines after 14 days, also the 
slow rise of the sulfate ion concentration of figure 
1A predicts a very slow decomposition process.
At 100° 2.25 moles sulfate are quickly splitted from 
the ettringite crystals and the monosulfate hydrate 
forms during the first hour. The low sulfate form 
decomposes to gypsum after 11 days boiling in a solution 
containing three moles sulfates and having a pH value 
of 9.0. Under these conditions the aluminium is totally 
depressed from the solution (Fig. IB) and is probably 
present as amorphous gel in the solid. Further details 
are published elsewhere (4).

On the other hand the monosulfate hydrate is unstable 
in water at 30° and decomposes partially to the high 
sulfate form after 6 hours. Both phases remain in 
an apparent equilibrium in contact with a solution 
containing 0.36 moles sulfate and 0.7 moles aluminium 
(Fig. ID & E). Figure 5 illustrate the presence of 
both phases in the one day stirred sample.

At 60° the monosulfate hydrate enters into a solid 



solution with the tetracalcium aluminate hydrate 
during the first six hours which decomposes to the 
ettringite after a day. On prolonged exposure the 
aluminium concentration decreases from the solution 
and a silicate bearing-calcium aluminate hydrate 
(gehlenite hydrate) forms which appears better 
on boiling the low sulfate form in water for five 
days (Fig. 2). This phase precipitates from an alumi
nium-free (or poor) solution containing a whole 
mole of sulfate corresponding to the weighed sample, 
and having a pH value of 9.

In alkaline solution

Dilute alkaline solution of 0.08 M does not affect 
the stability of the ettringite at 30°C, the sulfate 
and aluminium concentrations remaining quite similar 
to those of pure water except for a relatively higher 
curve of the aluminium (5). In 0.08 M NaOH the 
decomposition process of the ettringite to the low 
sulfate form takes place already at 60° and both 
phases are maintained for long exposure time. On 
boiling a sulfate free-hexagönal monophase forms 
after one hour (d-value 8.2 and converts to the 
more stable cubic hydrogarnet phase after a day 
(Fig. 3).

The high sulfate form ressists further the attack 
of 0.2M NaOH one day long at 30° but converts 
totally to the tetracalcium aluminate hydrate which 
carbonate quickly and appears as^ the monocarbo- 
aluminate hydrate (d-value = 7.6A) at 60"C. The 
total release of the sulfate and aluminium content 
takes place at boiling temperature. Under these 
conditions the only remaining solid is the portlandite.

One molar sodium hydroxide solution succeeds 
to split the total sulfate content of the ettringite 
in an hour time at 30’’. The splitting of the aluminium 
needs however temperature. Therefore at 6O’’C 
0.7 mole Al is given off to the solution and a whole 
mole at 100” (Fig. 4 A,B). The calcium hydroxide 
precipitated from an aluminium and sulfate rich
solution reacts with the glass container and form 
an aluminium-free calcium silicate hydrate having 
diffraction lines similar to those of the tobermorite 
like structure (Fig. 3). It is noticed that the rate 
of the decomposition is time dependent. Samples 
Itreated with alkali and temperature for one day 
lead to a splitting of the sulfate, the formation 
of the hexagonal phase, the conversion to cubic 
hydrogarnet, the consequent precipitation of the 
portlandite and the corresponding attack to the 
glass container in a rate faster than those treated 
for one hour.

Furthermore the stability of the monosulfate hydrate 
is raised in alkaline solution where the conversion 
process to the ettringite does not take place(Fig.5) 
Sodium hydroxide solutions favour the splitting 
of the tetracalcium aluminate hydrate which shows 
up increasingly in its carbonated form at 30° and 
60°C and the concentration of the dissolved sulfate 
rises markedly with alkali and temperature (Fig. 
4 C & D). Boiling the monosulfate hydrate in 0.08M 
NaOH leads however to the formation of the cubic 
hydrogarnet and not the hexagonal" monophases. 
At 100oC the portlandite phase predominates in
Q.2\l NaOH and in IM it becomes the only hydrate 
present in the solid where it reacts with the glass 
container forming calcium silicate hydrate.

Fig. 2 The X-ray diffraction patterns of the solids 
obtained from treating the monosulfate 

hydrate with water at 60° and 100oC.

Discussion ' "

On discussing the stability of the calcium sulfoaluminate 
hydrate phases usually both types of hydrates are 
considered because of the expected transformation 
of one type to the other under the different conditions.

The extensive work found in the literature on the 
behaviour of these phases have confirmed the stability 
of the ettringite at normal temperature and pressure 
(6-8), The maximum stability temperature of the 
ettringite in water has been variably reported between 
90 and 100° (9-11), its conversion temperature lying 
in the range of 80° to 148° (12-13), also in a saturated 
steam pressure.

According to the present work, states of equilibrium 
are found at 30°, for the ettringite in water and 
in 0.08M NaOH also apparently for the monosulfate 
hydrate in water. The equilibrium concentration of 
the ions present in contact with the ettringite in 
water lie relatively close to those obtained by Lea 
(14) where the incongruent solubility is proved. In 
more concentrated sodium hydroxide solutions and 
higher temperatures the solution concentration does 
not attain a state of equilibrium.

The gypsum phase appears as a decomposition product 
of the ettringite in boiling water after the release 
of three moles sulfates to the solution i.e. 1.136g 
sulfate per liter which is the total sulfate present 
in 0.5g ettringite. This value is very close to the 
saturation value of gypsum at 100° found to be 1.18g(15) 
and 1.12g (16) per liter of the solution. The gypsum 
phase does not however show up during the decomposition 
of the monosulfate hydrate under severe attack of 
alkali and temperature which may be attributed to 
the low sulfate content in the monosulfate hydrate 
used (0.2 g).

IhR
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Fig- 3 The X-ray diffraction patterns of the solids obtained 
hydroxide solutions for one day at 30°, 60° and 100°C.

from treating the ettringite with water and sodium

A simultaneous appearance of both types of the 
calcium sulfoaluminate hydrates takes place during 
the decomposition of the monosulfate hydrate in 
water at 30° and 60° and as a result of the decomposi
tion of the high sulfate form in 0.08M NaOH at 60°C. 
The concentration range of the solution varying 
from 0.2 to ~ 2 moles sulfate and 0.2 to 0.6 mole 
aluminium, and 'onsequently that of the solid from 
0.8 to i mole sulfate and 0.8 to 0.4 mole aluminium 
which indicate the formation of these phases in highly 
unstoichiometric solids.

Jones (10) reported the stability of the ettringite 
phase in presence of 1% NaOH (0.25M) which corresponds 
to the content of alkali present in the liquid phase 
ln a setting cement. This agrees with the present 
work at temperature condition of 30oC where the 
high sulfate form resists alkaline solutions of concentra
tions up to 0.2M.

Other work however (17-20) have established the stability 
°f the low sulfate form in a solution containing 1% , 
or more alkali which is in accordance with the results 
obtained in this work at temperature: of 60°C for 
alkaline solutions 0.2M. At more severe conditions 
the cubic hydrogarnet and portlandite form.

*t is worth to note that in alkaline solution a whole 
range of monophases containing sulfate, hydroxyl 
and the indispensible carbonate ions form, the concentra
tion of which depending largely on the alkali concentra
tion and temperature. The insertion of the carbonate 
J°n in an amount less than one mole seems to occur 
m a way more or less parallel to the amount of sulfate 
teleased from the solid and is favoured in alkaline 
solutions. This observation needs further work before 
e|ng finally argued.

Ettringite

0-2 0-6 1-0
-Molority of NaOH^>

Monosulfate Hydrate

02 06 10
-Molarity of NaOH->

Fig.4 The solution concentration of the calcium 
sulfoaluminate hydrates in water and 
in sodium hydroxide solutions after one 
day treatment at temperatures 30°, 
60°, 100°C.



Fig. 5 The X-ray diffraction patterns of the solids obtained from treating the monosulfate hydrate with water and 
sodium; hydroxide solutions for one day at 3Q®, 6Qa and 10Q°C.

Summary
1. The ettringite phase is stable in water at 30° 

and 60°. It forms as a result of the decomposition 
of the low sulfate form, in water at these two 
temperatures.
It persists alkaline solutions of concentrations 
up to С,.2 M at 30°.
It converts to the monosulfate hydrate in water 
at lOQ® and in 0..0SM NaOH at 60°'.
It converts to the sulfate free monophases in 
IM. NaOH at 30° and in Q.2M NaOH at 60°.

2. The stability of the monosulfate hydrate is greatly 
enhanced in alkaline solutions where splitting 
of the sulfate free monophase is favoured.

3. Under boiling conditions the high and low sulfate 
forms decompose to the hydrogarnet in dilute 
alkaline solutions and to portlandite in concentrated 
sodium; hydroxide solutions.

Ф. The gehlenite hydrate forms as a result of the 
interaction of the precipitated calcium; hydroxide 
with the glass container in an sulfate rich,
aluminium poor solutions of low pH value. The 
calcium silicate hydrate forms in a sulfate rich, 
aluminium rich solution of high pH value.
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DEGRADATION OF HYDRATED CEMENTS BY CHLORIDE BRINES
DEGRADATION DES CIMENTS HYDRATES PAR DES SAUMURES HYDRATEES

ABSTRACT:
The interaction between alkali and alkaline earth saturated brines and hydrated high sulfate resistant cements, 
mixed with both, fresh and 30% NaCL containing water, are presented.

The reasons for the resulting cement degradation were studied by XRD, optical and scanning electron microscopy 
of the attacked cement samples as well as by chemical analysis of the different brines after reaction with the 
cement.

KC1 brine only attacked the fresh water cement at the direct cement-brine interface, whereas the salt water ce
ment was hardly modified.

Both MgCLj and CaCL, attack on fresh and salt water cements were severe. The degrading mechanism is explained bv 
the formation of alkali hydroxides and silicates, and the related pH decrease that leads to C-S-H insrabilitv. ' 
Furthermore the formation of chloroaluminates, gypsum, and an unrecognized Ca containing phase is presented.'

Aprcsenta-se a interacao entre älcali e salmouras saturadas de terra alcalina e ci- 
mentos de alta resistencia a sulfato hidratados, misturados seja com ägua pura, seja com agua 
contendo 30°6 de NaCL.

As razoes da degradagäo do cimento foram estudadas por XRD, microscopia otica e ele- 
tronica de varredura nas amostras de cimento atacadas, bem сото por analise qufmica das diver 
sas salmouras apos a reacäo com о cimento.

A salmoura de KC1 somente atacou о cimento de ägua pura na interface direta de cimen- 
to-saInioura, enquanto о cimento de ägua salgada foi pouco modificado.

Tanto о ataque de MgCl2 сото CaCl2 aos cimentos de ägua pura e de ägua salgada foi se 
vero. 0 mecanismo de degradagäo e explicado pela formagäo de hidroxidos e silicatos alcali- 
nos, e a relativa diminui?5o do pH, que leva 5 instabi1idade de C-S-H. Alem disso se apresen 
ta a formacäo de cloroaluminatos, gesso, e de шла fase näo conhecida contendo Ca.



INTRODUCTION:

Hydrated Portland cements are occasionally exposed 
to highly degrading environments : sulfates, low pH, 
and chlorides alter hydrated cements.

The most common agents are the chloride salts of so
dium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium. The degra
ding action of these salts occurs when deicing salts 
remain on pavements or car parking areas, and when 
cemented oil-, gas-, or geothermal wells pass natu
ral complex salt zones or pressurized brine contai
ning formations.

The aim of the present study is to describe the me
chanism of the reactions between cement low in C A 
(high sulfate resistant oilwell class G), mixed ei
ther with fresh or 30% NaCL containing water (as 
commonly applied in the field of oil well cementing) 
and saturated alkali- and earth alkali chloride bri
nes .

LITERATURE REVIEW

Most of the previous investigations on cement to salt 
water interactions were focussed on sea water attack 
(see [.I] and references). Data on the reaction bet
ween saturated salt solutions and hydrated portland 
cements are less frequent.

The interaction between hydrated Portland cements 
and saturated chloride brines is very complex: on 
one hand, a diffusion controlled penetration occurs 
(see ^2) ), on the other hand, complex combinations 
of dissolution and mineral replacement as well as 
precipitation of newly formed minerals can be obser
ved. These reactions will favour the accessibility 
of the respective brines to inner parts of the ce
ment (see £2} and £1] ) . The importance of the che
mically and mechanically formed fissures will be in
creased under field conditions such as freeze-thaw 
cycles for surface environments and by high tempera
ture and pressure conditions for borehole conditions.

The data on the chemistry of cement - chloride brine 
interaction are contradictory : Midgley [2]stated that 
the quantity of portlandite within a cement sample 
hardly varied with NaCL penetration, whereas Kawad- 
xar [4J found that the solubility of portlandite can 
be increased by up to 40 % in the presence of both, 
Na and Ca chlorides.
Chatterji [5] explains the disappearance of Ca (OH) 
by the formation of a complex salt containing both, 
CaCl^ and portlandite, as soon as brines rich in cal
cium chloride come into contact with calcium hydroxide. 
The action of MgCl^ rich solutions on hydrated cements 

has been the matter of the most controversial 
discussions: Lea stated that "solutions of MgCl . 
produce a gradual diminution in the strength of port
land cements, portland blast furnace, and pozzolanic 
cements", wheras Heppner et al [Tjreport high Mg re
sistance of cement-pozzolan blends. Oberste-Padtberg
Vj showed that blast furnace slag cements were at

tacked in the same way as ordinary portland cements.

Experimental work

Class G oilwell cement (oxide analysis : see table 1) 
Was mixed with fresh water and also with 30 % NaCL 
Coritaining water to a specific gravity of 1.98 and 
water cured (fresh and salt water) for 48 hours at 

4-d C and atmospheric pressure. After this, disks of 
the respective cement sample (h = 20mm ; d = 40 mm) 
were introduced into deionized water as well as super
saturated brines of KC1, CaCl and MgCl The brine/ 
hydrated sample ratio at the beginning of the test 
was 6.7.

CaO . SiO? j Fe О f Al 0 MgO r NanO . к 0 . SO^ I
_____ I_____ b__| I I I 4 I 2 I 3 1 
64-71 21.6 I____ 5T9 I___З7б 10.75_ I 0.11 1 0.6 I 2.3 I

Table 1 : Oxide composition of cement (In wt %)

After a reaction period of 3 months at 55°C, the reac
ted brines were analysed by ICP for major cations 
(see table 2),and the altered cement samples were exa
mined by XRD,SEM/EDAX,TGA, and optical microscopy.

RESULTS

1. Reaction with deionized water

Only the salt cement was degraded by deionized water. 
The reason for this was mainly the NaCl dissolution 
out of the hydrated cement sample. In fig.l, we can 
see halite crystals that have been formed during the 
hydration of a cement mixed with a 30 % NaCl contai
ning brine. Water with a salt dissolving capacity will 
leach NaCl out of the hydrated cement, thus leaving a 
poroug cement/water contact rim. After three months 
at 55°C this rim has a thickness of 2 to 3 mm. The 
pores, observed in this sample still trace in many 
cases the cubic form of the NaCl crystals (center of 
fig.2).

2. Attack by MgCl^ brines

Both, salt and fresh water based cements were highly 
degraded by a concentrated MgClj brine. The degrading 
mechanism proved to be mainly based on the formation 
of brucite (up to 23 wt % Mg (OH)of the attacked 
sample). This magnesium hydroxide formation is related 
to a pH decrease.
A combination of mechanical fissuring due to Mg(OH) 
precipitation and C-S-H- decay due to changed pH condi
tions will render the cement stone brittle.
It could be shown that the brucite within the Mg at
tacked sample can be of different generations (for 
details see [з] ) .

3. Attack by KC1 brines

The effect of a KC1 saturated brine on both, salt and 
fresh water based cement stone was minor : after three 
months, a slightly altered rim of about 2-3 mm thick
ness has been formed at the cement - brine interface 
(see fig.3). Throughout all the KC1 stored samples, 
more or less constant amounts in portlandite (about 
5 wt % of the brine stored sample) were determined. 
At the reaction interface all initially existing C A 
and calcium sulfoaluminate was converted to C^A.CaCl^ 
юнр. Neither ettringite nor syngenite could be de
tected within the aged samples. A new mineral phase 
with a broad XRD peak at d = 6.2 was formed at the 
direct brine-cement contact. It was found by optical 
microscopy that it is the reaction product between 
anhydrous calcium silicates and the brine (see fig.4),- 
this alteration product always occurs in the form of 
very fine grained crystals.



The pH at the brine-cement interface is hardly af
fected by KC1 contamination; the dissolution of Si, 
Fe and Al out of the cement by a KC1 rich solution 
is also negligible (see tab.2).

4. Attack by CaCl^ brines

Like MgClj saturated brines, CaCl2 saturated ones 
have a most detrimental effect on hydrated portland 
cements. Both, salt and fresh water mixed samples 
were highly fissured. •
The calcium chloride brine has drastically decreased 
the pH at the cement-brine interface and dissolved 
considerable amounts in Al, Fe and Si out of salt- 
and fresh water mixed cement stones (see tab.2).

A common reaction product of the brine with both, 
fresh- and salt water mixed cement samples is 
C2SH2 4 (see JCPDS £ile n° which occured
throughout the sample in the pores and. on .fissures.By 
transmitted light microscopy this mineral was iden
tified as colourless and biaxial negative with a 
relatively low blrefrigence. Its dominant cleavage 
plane is parallel to the Z axis. SEM observations 
revealed on fractures within the altered cement sam
ples their idiomorphic appearance and their gypsum 
like twinning (fig.5).

Only in the 30 % NaCl containing water mixed sample, 
a further mineral species occured:rits main XRD peaks 
occured at d = 9.56 and 5.46 (see ^5j ). In transmit
ted light, this constituent could be identified on 
pores, probably replacing primary hydrates such as 
C-S-H and CH phases, as a biaxal (negative) mineral 
of relatively high blrefrigence (aboutO.020-0.025) 
that occured as a monocrystalline fracture filling 
(fig.6) .

Both, salt water and fresh water mixed CaCl2 aged 
cement samples contained less than 3 wt % portlandi
te (detected by TGA).

SAMPLE A + 
MgCl2 
brine

В +
MgCl2
brine

A + 
KC1

brine

В + 
KCl
brine

A +
CaCl2
brine

В + 
CaCl2 

brine

Fe 5.0 4.9 0.3 0.3 113 98

Al 22.0 19.5 0.0 0.4 26 34.3

Si 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 198 171

pH 7.2 7.4 12.3 12.2 8.1 7.6

Tab.2 : pH values and ionic concentrations in ppm, 
after 3 months reactions of 300 ml saturated 
chloride brine with 45 g hydrated cement at 
55 C.

A = fresh water cement ; В = salt water cement

DISCUSSION

A salt free or poor aqueous solution can deteriorate 
hydrated salt water based cements. This attack is 
mainly due to salt dissolution out of the hydrated 

cement, creating propagating pores at the cement wa
ter interface.

The interaction of hydrated and hydrating cements 
with all alkali and alkaline earth chlorides yields 
C3A.CaCl2.10H20 ; gypsum was the only sulfate carrier 
detected in all the altered cements.

The mechanism and severity of different chloride at
tacks on hydrated cements are different: the repla
cement of calcium silicates by a fine grained mineral 
phase after long KC1 exposure has only very low in
fluence on the integrity of a hydrated cement sample. 
Furthermore, the pH of the pore water is hardly af
fected by KC1 brines; consequently, the originally 
formed C-S-H phases remain - apart from Cl-incorpo- 
rat-ion - stable [э] .

The common effect of both, calcium and magnesium 
chlorides is a drastic decrease in the pH at the bri
ne- cement interface. This leads to a CSH decay and, 
consequently, to the cement degradation. Differently 
to the CaCl2 attacked cement, there high amounts of 
the Si from the CSH phase within a, under all pH 
conditions, stable chrysotile like magnesium silicate 
which has no bonding properties (see [з] ).

For MgCl2 attack, the degree of degradation will 
still be increased by the precipitation of different 
generations of brucite, leading to a further fissu
ring of the cement.

The interaction between a CaClj £ir-i-rie and hydrated 
NaCl containing and NaCl free cements yielded the 
formation of two mineral phases : C2SH2 and an 
unknown phase with XRD peaks at d = 9.56 and 5.46 A 
( in salt cement only). As after the reaction of 
calcium chloride with hydrated cement no portlandite 
could be detected, this unidentified phase has been 
attributed by Chatterji [sj to the reaction product 
between water, portlandite, and CaCl2.
A synthesis of this phase from CaCl2 - Ca(OH)2-H20 
(-NaCl) at different concentrations did not succeed.

Beside the formation of these mineral phases with 
probably no binding properties at the expense of the 
originally present CSH, and beside the CSH decay due 
to pH drop, the dissolution of cementitious compounds 
(see table 2) will lead to a drastic cement degrada
tion as soon as CaCl2 rich brines come into contact 
with hydrated portland cements.

A possibility of rendering the hydrated cement stones 
less sensitive to chloride brine attack appears to be 
the addition of sodium chloride to the cement mix 
water. According to equilibrium data by [sj the solu
bility of NaCl in the system NaCl-KCl-MgCl -CaClj-^O 
can be drastically decreased by addition of alkaline 
earth chlorides. Consequently, the halite crystals 
formed within the cement during hydration cannot be 
entirely dissolved, and thus form a protective layer 
within the cement, being in contact with a (K,Mg, 
Ca)Cl2 brine. In fact, this protecting halite is on
ly stable as .long as the above mentioned water-chlo
ride system is in equilibrium; l.e. as long as the 
amount of attacking brine is low in comparison to 
the attacked cement.
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Fig. 2: FF*! photo showing the effect of fresh water 
attack on 30% NaCl brine mixed cement. Note : 
hole in the center of the fig. traces the 
cubic habit of NaCl

Fig, 3: KC1 brine attacked fresh water mixed cement 
(contact brine-cement)

Fig, 1: SEM photo of NaCl crystals in hydrated 
30% NaCl brine mixed cement.

Fig. 4: Belite crystal, marginally replaced by an un
known mineral phase (see text). Fresh water 
cement in KC1 brine after 3 months (optical 
microphoto, trasnmitted light, crossed Niccols)
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Fig. 5:SEM photo -of C2SH4 iq twins on a facture 
within the fresh water cement stored in a
CaCl^ brine.

Fig.6 : Unknown mineral phase formed within a pore 
of a 30% NaCl brine mixed cement (optical 
microphoto, transmitted light, crossed Nic- 
cols + gypsum).
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CONTRIBUTION A L'ETUDE DU GONFLEMENT ETTRINGITIQUE

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF ETTRINGITE CAUSED EXPANSION

RESUME : L' ettringite synthctique calci nee ä 1000 °C constitue Lin bon matcriau modele pour 1'etude du gonfle- 
ment lie a la formation d'ettringite, la rehydratation on pate pure etant complete en 2 heures environ et 
s'accompagnant d'une expansion lineal re totale de I'ordre de 10 % en 1'absence de contraintes.

On montre que la variation de 1'expansion finale en fonction du rapport solidc/eau est con- 
forme au modele en spherolithes croissant radialement. En absence de tonte contrainte laterale, 1'application 
d'une contrainte uniaxiale, au delä d'un certain seuil de I'ordre de 0,1 MPA, annule totalement 1'expansion 
dans la direction corrcspondante.

Le mecanisme de 1'expansion est discute, sur la base d'une experimentation sur des compacts 
d'ettringite ultra fine s'imprcgnant d'eau par capillarite, qui met en evidence 1'absence de tout gonflement 

colloidal de 1'ettringite elle-meme. On a pu chiffrer le degre de sursaturation de la solution mere des cris- 
taux d'ettringite et en deduire la pression de cristallisation. L'expansion doit etre attribuee ä 1'effet 
de cette pression a l'extremite des aiguilles situees en peripheric des spherolithes et non ä leur base, 

1'ettringite se formant par im mecanisme de dissolution cristallisation si 1'on part du produit calcine ä 
1000 °C.

Le produit amorphe ä 4 H^O resultant de la calcination ä 250 °C se rehydrate instantanement 
par un processus topochimique qui ne s'accompagne d'aucun gonflement.

A etringita sintetica calcinada a 1.0ll0°C constitui um bom material modelo para о estudo da in 
cha^äo ligada ä formacao de etringita, estando completa a reidratacao da pasta pura em cerca de 2 horas e sendo 
acompanhada duma expansäo linear total da ordern de 10% com ausencia de tensoes.

Mostra-se que a variaeäo da expansäo final em funcäo da relacäo solido/ägua estä de acordo com 
о modelo de esferolitos radialmente crescente. Na ausencia de qualquer confinamento lateral, a aplicaqao de uma 
tensäo axial, acima de um piso determinado da ordern de 0,1 MPa, anula totalincnte a expansäo na direqao corrcspon 
dente. —

Discute-se о mecanismo de expansäo com uma experiencia com etringita ultra-fina compactada im- 
pregnada de ägua por capilaridade, que evidencia a ausencia de qualquer inchapao coloidal da etringita propria- 
mente dita. Pode-se quantificar о grau de super-saturaqao da soluqao pura de cristais de etringita e deduzir-se 
a pressäo de cristalizaqao. A expansäo deve ser atribuida ao efeito desta pressäo na extremidade das agulhas si 
tuadas na periferia dos esferolitos e näo na sua base, formando-se a etringita por urn mecanismo de dissolucäo 
cristalizaqäo se se parte do produto calcinado a I.OOCtC.

0 produto amorfo com 4 H^O rcsultante da calcinaqäo a 250°C se reidrata instantaneamente por 
um processo topoquimico que näo e acompnhado de qualquer inchaeäo.



INTRODUCTION

Etant dorme son importance dans la technique des Be
tons expansifs et son intervention dans le processus 
d’attaque sulfatiquc des ciments, le gonflement et- 
tringitique a donne lieu ä de nombreuses recherchcs 
et publications |1 a 101 . Dans une etude recente, 
Cohen I 8 I distingue en matiere d’explication du phe- 
nomene deux “ecoles de pensee”. Ce point de vue, con
teste par Mathers 191 nous parait refleter assez cor- 
rectement la litterature de ces dernieres annecs et 
nous L’adopterons pour la clarte de 1’expose.

Scion la premiere de ces ecoles, 1’expansion cst liee 
aux proprietes colloidales de 11 ettringite, lesquel
les seraient dues ä I*extreme  petitesse des cristal- 
lites, dont la taille est de l'ordre du pm et d*au 
tre part a leur caracterc hautcmcnt hydrophile. Le 
Systeme forme par les microcristaux et I’eau consti- 
tue selon Mehta | 2| un "gel” qui gonfle par absorp
tion d’eau.

Selon 1’autre ecole, 1’expansion est provoquee par 
la croissance des aiguilles d1 ettringite. Les modeles 
proposes mettent en avant la morphologie aciculaire 
des cristaux elementaires et leur disposition rayon- 
nante qui confere aux spherolithes familiers a tous 
les observateurs I1aspect d’un herisson on d’une bo- ■ 
gue de chataigne. Cette comparaison naturaliste nous 
permet d’illustrer une premiere question irresolue: 
les aiguilles s’allongent-elles par1 leur racine, a 
la fa^on des cheveux ou des piquants du herisson 
(mode animal), ou par leur apex, comme croissent les 
tiges des pl antes et les epines de la chataigne (mode 
vegetal) ? Curieasement, c’est la premiere Hypothese 
qui est. le plus generalement postulee, bien que la 
realite du mecanisme de formation par 1'intermediaire 
de la solution ait ete demontree |10|.

L’autre question irresolue, et bien posee par Ma
thers, concerne 1'origine ultime de la force qui 
s’exerce sur la matrice et qui prend naissance sur 
1’ettringite deja formee (lere ecole) ou sur 1’et
tringite en cours de formation (2eme ecole), etant 
entendu que le phenomene ne saurait etre explique 
par la variation volumique de reaction de formation 
ä partir des constituants solides et de I’eau, cette 
variation etant negative.

CONDITIONS DE FORMATION DE L1 ETTRINGITE

Les conditions de stabilite, et done de formation 
de 1’ettringite, sont precisees par la connaissance 
du diagramme d’equilibre du Systeme Ca0-Al20g-Cati0i:|-H20 
qui fut etudie par d’Ans et Eick | 11| • Ces auteurs 
ont montre que deux variantes doivent etre envisa- 
gees, selon qu’on s’interesse aux especes stables 
thennoch.rnamiquement ou aux especes metastables qui 
se forment naturellement dans les conditions usuel
les. La representation qu’ils ont adoptee utilise 
l’echelle lineaire des concentrations des oxydes en 
solutionr exprimees en mg/1, ce qui conduit a I’elar- 
gissement demesure de certains domaines, tandis que 
d’autres sont fortement reduits. Il en resulte un 
manqpe de lisibilite de la figure a trois dimensions 
qui rend son utilisation tres incommode.

Nous proposons une representation plus parlante, ba- 
see sur1 l’echelle des potentiels chimiques ou, ce 
qui revient au meme, sur l’echelle logaritlimique des 
produits ioniques.

On pose ,?+ ?
C = ICa2 I.I OH"Iz ct X = log C

A = iЛ104НдI2/1 OH-!2 у = log A

CS = |Ca2+|.|S02 I z — log CS

On montre facilement que les surfaces de solubilite 
sont alors des plans dont les equations sont obte- 
nues ä partir du produit de solubilite des diffe- 
rents hydrates. On peut voir que le formalisme de 1’ 
ecriture du produit de solubilite est caique sur ce- 
lui de la formulc conventionnelle en oxydes, abstrac
tion faite des molecules d’eau. Par exemple, pour 
1’ettringite, le produit de solubilite a pour expres
sion

P - 6-1Cz.XSnlL,, = C ASJ0 i 32

Compte tenu des donnees de la litterature, on abou- 
tit pour le Systeme metastable ä la figure 1 a dans 
laquelle les surfaces de solubilite sont des plans 
et les lignes monovariantes des droites dont les pa
rametres directeurs sont entiers et egaux aux coef
ficients stoechiometriques.

Le solide de solubilite se projette sur le plan x,z 
suivant la figure 1 b, qui resume clairement les 

conditions de formation et de coexistence des diffe- 
rents hydrates usuels et de I1ettringite en particu- 
lier.
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PROPOSITION D'UN MODELE POUR L'ETUDE DU GONFLEMEN'T

L1 etude de 1'expansion 11 ее ä 1'ettringite a cte 
abordee par la plupart des chercfieurs en prenant com
me support experimental un melange en proportions 
stoechiometriques de reactifs anhydres tels que le 
produit unique de la reaction soit 1'ettringite. Le 
sulfo-aluminate de calcium C4A3S, qui constitue 1'6- 

lement actif des cimcnts expansifs d<- type К a le 
plus souvent scrvi de base a ces melanges, qui con- 
tiennent par ailleurs la chaux et le sulfate de cal
cium neccssaires a la reaction :

c4a3s + 6 c + 8 cs + 96 к -------- > 3 c6as3h

Ce melange est en gener-al obtenu ä partii- de ses 
constituantzS, pi'epar'cs separenient.. Nous proposons de 
I'obtenir plus simplement par calcination a 1000 °C 
d’une ettringite comrnerciale prcparee par voic hu
mide a partir du melange stoechiometrique de sulfate 
d’aluminium et de chaux eteinte pure. L’exainen aicx 
rayons X du produit calcine montre quo la t'eaction 
inverse de la precedente a lieu (?t qu'elle est com
plete en 1 heure environ. Nous avons pr-olonge en 
fait la cuisson a 5 heurcs, de fa^on a faire gross!r 
les grains de C4A3S aux environs de 5 pm, ce qui mo
dere la cinctique'de la reaction de rehydr-atation.

5i on limite la temperature de cuisson a 250 °C, on 
obtient un produit amorphe contenant 4 H->0 par- mole 
d'alumine, qui se rehydrate instantanement par addi
tion d'eau. Cette rehydratation a lieu egalement par
simple exposition de la poudre a tme atmosphere sa- 
turee en vapour d'eau ä 40_°C. ce qui tend ä prouver 
que le compose amorphe est une ettringite "ef-
fondree” qui redonne I1ettringite nonnale par fixa
tion topochirnique des molecules d'eau qui repr-ennent 
simplement leur place.

bn est amene a penser qu'en revanche, la rehydrata
tion du produit cristallise obtenu par*  calcination 
de 1'ettringite a 1000 °C est un processus trans-so
lution puisque les phases 1‘cactives sent sepai-ees et 
que Jo transfect de maticrc aboutissant a la recons
titution de 1 1 et I r ingite necessite la pr esence d’une 
phase liquide. En effet, 11 exposition de ce pr-oduit 
a la vapeur saturante conduit simplement a 1'extinc
tion de la chaux vive, tandis que 1'anhydrite et le 
sulfo-aluminate de calcium anliydre ne sent pas affco
tes. ‘

ETUDE C1NETIQUE DE LA REACTION D'HYDRATATION DE
1*  ETTRINGITE CALCJNEE

bans la mesur e oil la t r ansformat ion de 1'ettringite 
calcinee en ettringite a 52 Hot) est un processus di
rect (en fait, cette reaction est pr-ecedee par 1'ex- 
•1 net ion de la chaux vivo) son dcgi'e d1 avanccment 
varie pro[x>rtionneI lenient a la chaleur degagee de 

instant to a I1 instant t. La inicrocalorimetrie 
constitue done un bon outil d'etudc? de la cinetique 
de la rt-action.

E experimental ion a etc conduite sur un microcalori- 
rr,ttre tyfx> Cal vet, sur une prise d'essai de Q,6gde 
matiёге. '

Les coui-bes de chaleur cumulee en fonction du temps 
On 1'allure donnee Fig. 2 et peuvent etre caracte- 
Js<es par un temps de latence Z- , un temps de demi 
Action tq /2 et le niveau de 1'asymptote.

Au dela du temps de demi-reaction, la cinetique obeit 
assez bien a uno loi d'ordre 2, e’est ä dire que le 
flux de chaleur varie comme le carre du complement a 
1 du degre d1avanccment de la reaction :

= К (Q„-Q)2

ou encore 

HE =
ce qui correspond ä une variation hyperbolique de« en
fonction du temps.

La chaleur totale d'hydratation est independante des 
conditions ofK*ratoires  et est egale a 16015 calories 
par gt‘ammt? d'ettringite calcinee soit 110+4 KCal/mole

Le temps de lat(4ice est de I'oi-drc de 4 minutes et e 
independant du rappor't eau/solide et du temps de cui 
son en 1'absence de retardateur.

Le temps de demi-reaction est de 20 minutes pour un 
produit calcine 1 heure, quel que soit le rapport c/c 
et do 40 minutes pour 5 heures de cuisson ou pour une 
addition de 18 g 1 de 1 ignosulfonate de sodium a 
1'eau de gachage.
La reaction est pi'atiquement complete en 2 heures en
viron dans tons les cas, ce qui per met d'utiliser 
tres commodement ce Systeme modele pour 1'etude de 
1'expansion.

L'evolution de la phase aqueuse ('n cours d’Hydrata
tion pent etre suivie par enregistrement de la conduc- 
tivite electrique qui dejx’nd de la concentration des 
ions en solution. Pour qut1 la mesure soit une image 
corrx'cte de 1'evolution des concentrations, il faut 
que le volume des phases solides soit faiblexpar rap
port a celui de la phase aqueuse, ce qui nous a con
duit a faire 1'etude sur une susjx'nsion de rapport 
e c - 20, a la teni|Derature ambiante. L'enr'egistrement 
conductimetrique obtenu sur une susjx'nsion de 2 g 
d'ettringite calcinee dans 40 ml d'eau est reproduit 
Fig- З.

11 comjxirte un pic initial qui est suivi d'un premier 
palier s'etendant sur 60 minutes, puis d’une chute 
vers un second palier qui se prolonge indefiniment. 
La comparaison avec la conductivitc  de suspensions de 
meme rapport e c du melange gypse-chaux eteinte d’une 
part et de gypse seul d'autre part montre que ces deux 
palicrs corrtvsjxmdent respectivement ä la saturation 
en gypse-chaux et en gxpse, ce que confirine 1’analyse 
chimique des solutions, apres filtration. ■

*
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5ur le premier pälier la solut-j on contient egalcment 
des Ions АЮдНд, a la concentr-ation de 0,042 milli
moles par litre, soit 2,14 nig/1 d'Al^O^, determinee 
par TCP. "*  ' '

Le pic initial corres]X)nd probablcment a 1'extino
tion de la chaux vive et a la solubilisation d'anliy- 
drite, suivies d'un r-etour a 1 'equilibre par preci
pitation de gypse.

La presence d'alumine dans la solution prouvc que la 
phase C4A3S passe egalement en solution, sans qu'on 
puisse aftinner que 1'equilibre de dissolution est 
atteint. ce qui sera discute en fin de communication. 
Une experience compleinentai re permet de confirmer que 

se dissout : Si I*on  fait passer trcs rapide- 
ment 10 ml d’cau distillee sur 1 g d*ettringite  cal- 
cinee placec sur un filtre millipore, on constate 
qu'au premier passage la solution contient 10 mg/1 
d,A12U3. soit 0,2 mmole/1 d'ions aluminate, avec
30,2 mmole/1 d'ions OH", 2,7 mmole/i de SO^- et 
17,9 mmole/1 d' ions Ca24 . Si la solution filtrce 
n'est pas irnmediatement acidifiee, il apparait rapi- 
dement un louche du ä la precipitation de 1'ettrin
gite. Si on prolonge la percolation par fractions de 
10 ml, on arrive a la cinquierne fraction a 1 mmolе/1 
de UH", 1,6 mmole Л de SO 4,6 mmolc/1 de Ca2' et
5,4 mmole71 d’AlO^ et la solution reste limpide.

DTSPOSTTIF D*ETUDE  DU GONFLEMENT

Le montage de la Fig.4 nous a permis d'etudicr 1* ex
pansion libre d'une pate obtenue par melange d'et
tringite calcinee et d'eau.

La variation dimensionnelle d'un cube de pate del on 
d'arete reconvert d'une plaquette de verre est mesu- 
ree a interval les regnliers an moyen d'uncomparateur 
mccanique sensible au pm, qu'on releve entre les me- 
sures. Les cubes metalliques qui forment le moulc 
sont graisses pour evitcr les frotternents, de meme 
que la glace qui les supporte. Ils sont maintenus 
pai- un elastique faiblement tendu, de sorte que 1* ex
pansion pent elre consideree comme libre dans les 
trois directions.

Les courbes de gonflement sont obtenues en }X>rtant 
la variation dimensionnelle cn fonction du temps. 
Lour- allure est semblable a celle des courbes de cha- 
leur cumulec mais lorsqu'on effectue la normalisa
tion en / de la valeur asvinpLotique, el les ne sont 
pas superjxjsables. L'elimination de la variabletemps 
entre la courbe de gonflement et la courbc de cha- 
leur cumulec corrcspondant au meme melange dorine une 
relation lineaire dans la scconde partie du domaine, 
ce qui signifie que 1'expansion ne debute qu'a par- 
tir d'un certain degre d'avancemcnt et qu'cllc est 
ensuite proportionnelle a I'avancement de la reac
tion.

INFLUENCE DU RAPPORT EAU/SOLTDE SUR LE GONFLEMENT

On a fait varier le rapport 
proche du minimum theoriqixe 
dratation complete, Jusqu'a 
laquelle il у a rcssuage de

cau/solide de la valeur 1 
de 0.35 necessaire al'hx- 
la valeur 2, au delä de

1 a pate.

1 h 2 h bmps

Expansion 
lineairero

Les courbes do gonflement sont dorinces Fig. 5« Exkurs
parametres caracteristiques sont les suivants ;

e, c temps de temps de d ('mi - exptmsion li-
kitence (nin) expansion (niri) neaiix- limit el

1 0 20 1З.5
1.25 10 24 14,35
1.5 11 22 14.25
1.75 16 9.8
2 19 37 7,45

On remarque que 1'expansion finale est maximale aux 
environs de e c - 1.25 et qu'elle decroit ensuite de 
faqon reg.iliere.

Les bi Ians volumiques des matieres pt'esentes dans la 
pate fraiche et dans la pate durcie permettent d'in- 
ter-preter cette decroissance.

11R



Pour- faire le calcul, nous avons util ise les donnees 
de Mathers |9| relatives ä la reaction

C .AJ54 3 + 8 CS <- 6 C h 96 H ----- >■ 3 C6AS 3

masses 610 1088 336 1728 З762
densites 2,6 2,06 3,32 1 1,73
volumes 235 368 101 1728 2175

La densitc du melange c4ats, 8 CS , 6 C est la sui-
vante

d - 610 + 1088 + 336 .- 2,89
235 + 368 + 101

Sa fraction volumique dans la c
: + ed

Д etant l’expansion lineaire, le volume initial est 1 
et le volume final (1 +Д )°.
On en deduit les fractions volumiques des differentes 
phases, exprimees en % du volume total.

e/c 1 1,25 1,5 1,75 2

с.Чс + ed) 0,257 0,216 0,187 0,165 0,1475
(1 +Д)3 1,462 1,495 1,491 1,324 1,240

ettringite % 54,3 44,8 38,8 38,5 36,5
eau residuelie 6,1 16,8 23,6 32,5 39,5
air % vol. 39,6 38,4 37,6 29,0 23,2

Un constate qu''a partiir de e. /c 1,5 la fraction vo-
Inmique de 1’ettringite est pratiquement constante 
et voisine de ou ce qui revient au meme, que
le volume final (1 +Д )3 est projx>rti onnel au volume 
c (c-cd) de matiere anliydre presente dans la päte 
fraiche, le coefficient de protxirtionnalite etant 
proche de 8.

l'eau residuelie n'est pas süffisante pour completer 
le volume final a 100 v. et l'on est force d’admcttre 
que les interstices sont particllement remplis d'air. 
11 est done vraisemblable, etant donne la disposi
tion radiale des aiguilles, que la phase aqueuse tend 
a sc concentrer a leur base par*  capillarite aux fai- 
bles rap|X">i'ts ec, et snr tonte la longueur des ai
guilles quand le volume de liquide devient süffisant.

h'hy]X)these d'im developpement des cristaux d* ettrin
gite par un mecanisme trans-solution rend compte de 
la variation observee de la porosite finale en fonc- 
tion du rapfxir't c "c :
- Aux fortes valeurs du rapport ec, le volume de li
quide residuel etant de l'ordre de celui de 1'ettrin
gite fonnee, les aiguilles restent envcloppees d'une 
couche liquide qui assure le tiansport de la matiere 
dissoute. et peuvent croitre par leur ext-remite. La 
morphologic des spherolithes est alors invariable et 
leur volume est pi'ojxjrtionnel a la quantite de mu
tiere anhydro inltialenit'iit presente.
" Aux faibles valeurs du rapport e c, le confinement 
de la pliase aqueuse a la base des aiguilles entraine 
line densification du coeur des spherolithes et done 
une extension moindre de leur surface enveloppe. La 
ctoissance suivant le mode "animal" se traduirait par 
une morphologic invariable, meme ä faible rapp(*t  ec 
et par une expansion maximale a la stoechiometrie 
(e'c - 0,S5).

INFLUENCE D'UNE CONTRAINTE UNIAXIALE SUR LE 
GONFLEMENT

Le dispositif experimental utilise pour 1’etude du 
gonflement libre a ete amenage afin de permettre la 
determination dc 1'influence d'une contrainte de 
pression simple.

On constate que lorsque la charge augmente, le gon
flement decroit d'abord rapidement, puis de fa^on 
plus moderee jusqu'au voisinage de 1 Kg. Au delä, 
1'expansion diminue a nouveau :ties rapidement et 
s'annule pour une charge bien definic voisine de 
ИЗО g/cm^.

MISE EN EVIDENCE DU CARACTERE NON GONFLANT DE
L'ETTRINGITE

Pour pi'endre parti ent re les deux "ecoles de pensee" 
expansion colloldale ou liee ä la cristallisation, 
il convicnt de savoir si le phenomene est lie a la 
simple presence ou ä sa formation in situ. Dans la 
premiere hypothese, 1'expansion doit pouvoir etre 
mise en evidence sur de 1'ettringite existant preala- 
blement ä 11 experimentation.

L'experience suivante tend ä prouver qu’elle ne se 
manifeste pas dans ces conditions:

On part d'ettringite pure obtenue par rehydratation 
en pate d'ettringite calcinee. La masse durcie est 
broyee au mortier et sechee ä poids constant a 40 °C 
On realise au moyen d'une presse, sous une pression 
de l'ordre de 50 MPa une pastille de 2.54 cm d<' dia- 
metre et de 0,54 cm de hauteur. La jxirosite calculec 
est de I? д’- Cette pastille, tres compacte, a une ex- 
cellente cohesion. Elie est placee dans une boitt' de 
Petri dans laquelle on verse de 1'eau jnsqu’a affleu- 
rement de la face superieure. Elle conserxc son intet 
gr'ite land is que I*  eau penctre par capillarite et 
que 1'aureole due a 11 impregnation par 1'eau se res- 
serre progress!vement, avec un front circulaire qui 
s'amenuise jusqu’a disparaitix? en deux minutivs <4ivi- 
ron. On mesure alors a nouveau le dlametre <4 on 
constate qu'il n'a pratiquement pas varie. On rtplaci*  
la pastille dans l<i boite de Pet rd et 1'on const at e 
que ses dimensions restent stables indefiniment.

La vardation dimensionnelle etant au maximiun de 0.1 
mm, soit 0,4\.on volt que le phenomene est sans com
mune mesure avec ce que 1'on observe lors de la for
mation in situ de 1'ettringite. La menu4 ('x^xu lencx4. 
faite sur une pastille semblable d'ettringite calci- 
nce, conduit a une expansion di.unetralt1 de 40 , ac-
compagncc d'une desagregation.

DETERMINATION DE L'ORDRE DE GRANDEUR DE LA PRESSION 
DE CRISTALLISATION

Il apparait rtttement que le phenomene d'expansion ne 
se manifeste que pendant que 1 .'ettringite se forme et 
qu'il est lie a 1'existence de forces qui agissent 
en cours de croissance cristal Iine. Le travail d(v 
ces forces doit etre rat tacho a L'energic1 Libre <k‘ 
la reaction de formation dt1 1'ettringite par recom- 
binaison des const it uants de 1' <4tt ringite4 calcinee 
et de 1'eau :

C4A;S + 6 C 4 S CS + 06 11 ----- » 5 C6As3H32



En fait, 1 'Hydratation de la chaux vive et de Lfan
hydrite etant rapide, on doit considerer la reaction

C4A3S + 6 CH + 8 CSH2 + 74 H ----- > 3 c6aS3h32 (2)

L'energie libre de la reaction (2) a pour expression

SB
ДС° = 2,3 RT log ^r— pour 3 moles drettringite b Д

dans laquelle 5д et Sg sont respectivement les pro- 
duits de solubilite du premier et du second membre 
de la reaction, etendus ä 1'ensemble des composes de 
chaque membre, c'est a dire :

S - s  5^ 58  
a csn2

Sß=SW32

En pi'enant les logarithmes pS. = -log S., l'energie 
libre de la reaction s'ecrit :

Ag° = -2,3 RT (3pSr - pSr . 5 , о
С6Л5Н32 С4А3Ь ■ 6 pSCH” 8pSCSH2

= -2,3 RT (3.39 -psc^g  6,4i- 

= -2,3 RT ( 58 - pS - )
C4A35

AGo est done negatif si le produit de solubilite de 
C^A^S est superieur ä 10-58,

La prise en compte des donnees de concentration de- 
terminees dans I1 experience de conductivite (Cj) et 
de percolation rapide (Pj et Po) permet de donner ime 
valeur seuil du produit de solubilite de СдА^З. Les 
resultats sont donnes avec les sxTnboles definis cn 
debut de communication.

C = Ca2t(0tr)2 CS = Ca2+. SO2 A = (A10 ЛГ)2/(01Г)2
4 4 4

-log C -log CS -log A -logC6AS3 -logcVs

C1 4,21 3,65 6,06 29,64 34,-46
Pi 4,79- 4,31 4,36 31,66 31,79

8,32 5,11 -1,46 38,83 25,69

On voit que dans les experiences Cj et Pj, le produit 
de solubilite de 1'ettringite, qui vaut 1O-39T est 
depasse de 8 a 9 ordies de grandeurs. L'ordre de 
grandeur du produit de solubilite de СдА-^S ne peut 
etre determine avec precision puisqu'entre les trois 
determinations, on peut hesiter entre -25 et -32. En 
tout etat de cause, il est ä un niveau superieur 
d'environ. 27 puissances de 10 ä la valeur seuil de 
10-58^

L'energie libre de formation de 3 moles d'ettringite 
est done au moins :

AG.° =-2,3»27^RT
sort pour 1 mole d'ettringite i

Д.С° = -2,3. 9' 8,32.298
=' -51З8О' joules/mole

Compte tenu du volume molaire de 1'ettringite (725 cm3)’ 
ce travail, rapporte au cm^ de cristal en cours de 
croissanee, est de 71 joules/cm? Si nous considerons 

tine surface de croissanee de 1 cm^, ce travail est du 
au deplacement de 1 cm du point d'application d'une 
force de pression Pc s'exerpant a la surface du cristal 
et qui n'est autre que la pression de cristalHsation 
(loi de Rieckc |12|). Elie vaut 71 lO^dynes/crr? dans le 
Systeme CGS et, 71 MPa dans le Systeme d*unites  inter
national .

CONCLUSION

La crystallisation de 11 ettringite ä partir d'une phase 
aqueuse tres foi'tement sursaturee alimentee par la 
dissolution du gypse, de Hi chaux et du sulfo-aluminate 
de calcium anhydre fait apparaitre sur les faces de 
croissanee une pression tres elevee de plusieurs di- 
zaines de MPa qui explique 1argement 1'expansion qui 
accompagne cette cristallisation.

La morphologic aciculaire des cristallites et leur 
disposition rayonnante font que le travail des forces 
de pression s'excrce sur les faces de croissanee pre- 
ferentielles situees en extrernite d'aiguille et ä la 
peripheric des spherolithes, lorsqu'une de ces faces 
vient ä buter sur un cristal d'un spherolithe voisin, 
done pendant le bref Intervalle de temps qui separe 
l'approche ä l'echelle moleculaire du contact franc 
par soudure.

Ce faible rendement du travail de cristallisation ex
plique que la pression de gonflement, estimee par la 
contrainte d'inhibition, ne represente qu'une fracticn 
infime de la pression de cristallisation deduite du 
facteur de sursatui'ation.
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EVOLUTION DE LA MICROSTRUCTURE DES BETONS AU COURS DU TEST ASTM DE GEL-DEGEL.

INTERVENTION DE PROCESSUS REPARATEURS.
EVOLUTION OF THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF CONCRETE DURING THE ASTM TEST FOR FREEZING AND THAWING.

RESUME

L'observation au M.E.B. de la microstructure de 25 betons, durant le test ASTM de gel/degel С 666-8O-B, montre 
1' intervention de processus antagonistes.
- Processus destructeurs : le gel produit des microfissures, qui progressent rapidement jusqu'au coeur des 
eprouvettes, en passant de preference par les gros pores capillaires, I'aureole de transition des granulats et 
les gros cristaux de portlandite. Lorsque les fissures s ’ agrandissent, des processus chimiques de redissolution 
des hydrates accelerent la destruction. L'orientation des hydrates indique qu'au cours des cycles, le beton se 
comporte comme une pompe. Ceci rend le degel dans I'eau plus destructeur que dans 1’air et rend ce test ASTM 
sensible ä la ventilation des enceintes.
- Processus reparateurs : le ciment depense son energie chimique pendant la periode de maturation et au cours du 
test, en fournissant des hydrates, qui colmatent les fissures et remplissent les pores. Les resistances 
mecaniques des betons de durabilite correcte augmentent au cours du test. Le gel fait penetrer du liquide dans 
les bulles d'air et ce dernier laisse deposer des hydrates dans la partie remplie.
- Interpretation : nous analysons ä l'echelon microscopique les possibilites de compensation de 1'augmentation de 
volume des cristaux de glace des gros pores, en faisant intervenir le retrait de la pate par cryodessiccation des 
CSH, La compensation n'est plus possible au voisinage des granulats, des gros cristaux de glace ou de 
portlandite, d’oii la microfis suration. Le voisinage d’une bulle permet d'amortir les differences de pression 
locales, ce qui justifie le concept d'espacement critique. Ce concept pourrait etre utilise avec profit pour 
evaluer le risque presente par les gros pores aqueux, qui sont la source des contraintes.

A observacao com M.E.B. da microestrutura de 25 concretos, durante о teste de gelo-de- 
gelo conformc ASTM С 666-80-B, mostra a intervencao de processos antagonicos.

- Processos destrutivos: о gelo produz microfissuras, que progridem rapidamente ao co
racäo dos corpos de prova, passando preferencialmente pelos 

grandes poros capilares, a aureola de transifäo dos granulados e os grandes cristais 
de portlandita. Quando as fissuras crescem, processos quimicos de redissolucäo dos 
hidratos aceleram a destruicäo. A orientacao dos hidratos indica que no decorrer 
dos ciclos о concreto se comporta сото uma bomba. Isto torna о degelo na agua mais 
destrutivo que ao ar, e torna о teste ASTM sensivel ä ventilaqäo dos recintos.

- Processos reparadores: о cimento desenvolve sua energia quimica durante о periodo
de maturacäo e no decorrer do teste, fornecendo hidratos,que 

colmatam as fissuras e enchem os poros. As resistencias mecänicas dos concretos de 
durabilidade correta aumentam durante о teste. 0 gelo faz com que liquido penetre 
nas bolhas de ar e este ultimo deixa que hidratos se depositem na parte preenchida.

- Interpretagao: analisamos em escala microscopica as possibilidades de compensacäo
do aumento de volume dos cristais de gelo dos poros grandes, provo- 

cando a retraqao da pasta por eriodessecacäo do CSH. A compensacäo näo e possivel 
na vizinhanca_dos agregados, dos grandes cristais de gelo ou de portlandita, donde a 
microfissuracao. A proximidade de uma bolha permite amortecer as diferencas de pres 
säo locals, о que justifica о conceito de espacamento critico. Este conceito pode^ 
ria ser utilizado vantajosamente para se avaliar о risco apresentado por grandes po
ros aquosos, que sao a fonte de tensöes.



1 - INTRODUCTION

Aucune des theories qui se sent succedees pour 
expliquer le comportement du beton au gel ne s'est 
montree vraiment satisfaisante. Le Probleme est en 
effet tres complexe, car aux difficultes d'ordre 
thermodynamique qu'il faut vaincre pour decrire la 
congelation de l'eau dans un Systeme poreux, s'ajou- 
te la necessite de prendre en compte 1'heterogeneity 
microscopique du materiau, ainsi que son evolution 
dans le temps. On ne peut assimiler une eprouvette de 
beton ä une simple brique poreuse. Pour en avoir la 
preuve, il suffit d'observer I'evolution de la 
resistance mecanique apres un grand nombre de cycles 
de gel-degel. Pour les betons de durabilite correcte 
on constate une augmentation significative. C'est 
pourquoi nous avons tente d’approfondir notre 
connaissance des mecanismes de la destruction par le 
gel par un grand nombre d‘observations, qui seront 
utiles pour donner des bases plus solides a un modele 
eventuel.

2 - PLAN O' EXPERIENCES

Nous avons observe au MEB, 25 betons prepares avec 
divers types de ciments portland, contenant ou non 
des fillers. Le slump et la teneur en air occlus ont 
ete maintenus dans une fourchette etroite. Nous 
n'avons pas utilise d'entraineur d'air. Pour chaque 
beton, nous avons observe une eprouvette temoin, 
conservee dans l'eau ä 20’C et une serie de tranches 
decoupees dans une eprouvette soumise au test ASTM 
С 666-80-B, afin de mettre en evidence I'evolution de 
la microfissuration et de la microstructure, en 
fonction du nombre de cycles. Chaque tranche a ete 
concassee ä la main. Des morceaux situes a des 
profondeurs differentes dans I'eprouvette ont ete 
selectionnes, puis seches par cryosublimation, a 
l'aide d'un Systeme specialement mis au point au 
CEREG, pour diminuer la microfissuration parasite, 
due au retrait de sechage du gel de CSH. Les mesures 
classiques de durabilite au gel, gonflement, vitesse 
du son, module d'elasticite, variation de poids, 
resistances mecaniques, ont ete pratiquees pour 
chaque echantillon, sur 3 eprouvettes identiques, 
preparees avec le meme granulat standard silico- 
calcaire, dans les memes conditions operatoires, et 
placees dans la mime enceinte.

3 - RESULTATS

De 1‘ensemble de nos observations, nous retiendrons 
les points essentiels suivants :

3.1 - ECHANTILLONS AVANT BIEN RESISTE AU TEST
Les degradations sont difficilement observables et en 
general minimes ^Planche 1).

- La presque totalite des fissures visibles sont 
larges et anguleuses, sans hydrates internes. Ce type 
de fissures est du au retrait de la pate de ciment 
pendant la cryosublimation, comme le montrent les 
echantillons temoins, non soumis au gel (fissures de 
preparation). La fracture est souvent 
transgranulaire.

- Dans quelques cas isoles, le gel a produit un debut 
de dicollement des aureoles de transition des 
granulats, montrant des cristallisations d'hydrates 
dans la fissure (Photo. 1) et on peut trouver quel
ques microfissures partiellement ou totalement 
cicatrisees par des hydrates (Photo. 2).

- Les bulles d'air prisentent un aspect caracti- 
ristique : elles sont entouries d'une ipaisse 
"coquille" d’hydrates compacts (Photo. 3), oil les 
cristaux de portlandite sont Orientes en feuillets 
disposes radialement. Dans certains cas, le gel у a 
produit des fractures et la croissance de gros 
cristaux occupant une seule partie du volume interne, 
indique une penetration de la solution interstitielle 
dans les bulles (Photo. <). Ce phenomene n'est pas 
observe dans les betons temoins.

- Les betons presentant un comportement rheologique 
defavorable, avec une demande en eau plus elevee ä 
slump constant, montrent une plus grande densite de 
micropores capillaires. Ces pores se remplissent 
d'hydrates au cours du test et la porosite est done 
plus faible apres 300 cycles, qu'au debut du test.

- La päte des ciments avec filler calcaire est en 
general compacte. Les grains de filler, parfois 
reconnaissables d'apres leur origine fossile, sont 
lies par des fibres de CSH et de la portlandite, les 
carboaluminates sont localises principalement a la 
surface du C^A (Photo. 5).

3.2 - ECHANTILLONS N'AYANT PAS RESISTE AU TEST

Ont ete consideres comme tels, les echantillons 
presentant une chute de vitesse du son superieure ä 
20 1., avant 300 cycles. A quelques exceptions pres,
ces betons degrades contenaient tous des cendres 
volantes. Cet ajout presente les inconvenients 
suivants vis a vis de la durabilite :

- Augmentation de la densite des pores aqueux (pores 
capillaires) de dimension superieure a 5 microns.

- Elaboration trop lente de I'aureole de transition 
cendre-päte de ciment. Cette liaison est particulie- 
rement faible lorsque le ciment contient peu 
d'alcalins, qui accelerent les reactions pouzzola- 
niques (Photo. 6). Pour ces ciments, une periode de 
maturation de 28 jours avant exposition au gel est 
done insuffisante.

Les degradations ne deviennent franchement visibles 
qua partir de la chute de vitesse du son 
(Planche 2) :

- Le dechaussement des granulats est tres frequent. 
La destruction de I'aureole de transition s'accentue 
avec le temps. Des cristallisations secondaires se 
forment dans les fissures de decollement des 
granulats par le gel.

- Les zones riches en filler ou cendres, observabj.es 
au voisinage des parols et des gros granulats 
(microsegragation par ressuage interne), presentent 
des cristallisations d'ettringite secindaire de 
grande dimension. Les cristaux s allongent au cours, 
du test, aux depens des aiguilles initiales tres 
fines et courtes.



- Lorsque l'on pousse l’experience au-delä des 20 Z 
de chute de la vitesse du son, les degradations 
deviennent ties importantes et prennent un caractere 
chimique. On observe la dissolution progressive de la 
portlandite et La croissance d'hydrates secondaires 
en longues fibres, ainsi que 1'augmentation de la 
porosite capillaire. Ces phenomenes sont lies a la 
technique du test, qui implique la penetration 
d'eau dans l'eprouvette au cours du degel, d'autant 
plus profondement que les degradations et la 
microfissuration s'accentuent.

3.3 - EVOLUTION DE LA MICROSTRUCTURE AU COURS DE LA 
DEGRADATION D'UN BETON PAR LE GEL

Pour illustrer les propos precedents, nous decrivons 
maintenant l'evolution d'un beton, dont la figure 1 
montre la courbe de vitesse du son en fonction du 
nombre de cycles ,

TEST ASTM 6EL-BEGEL

FIG 1. CPJ Cl.
Decoupage des tranches au cours 

de la degradation d'un beton.

H CYCLES

Trois tranches ont ete observees au cours des 200 
premiers cycles, oil la chute de vitesse du son etait 
inferieure a 20 1., puis 9 tranches au cours de la 
degradation, jusqu'ä 425 cycles [Planches 2 et 3).

- Dans la premiere periode, de faible decroissance de 
la vitesse du son, on constate une evolution faible 
de La microstructure et de la microfissuration.
Au bout de 113 cycles, le beton a pratiquement 
conserve sa microstructure initiale. De tres nom- 
breuses microfissures ont ete partiellement ou 
totalement colmatees par des hydrates fibreux. Elies 
se distinguent tres bien des larges fissures dues a 
la preparation de 1' echantillon, ces dernieres 
Presentant des bords nets et exempts d'hydrates 
(Photo. 7). Les microfissures produitent par le gel 
aboutissent en general a des pores capillaires. Ces 
derniers se remplissent d'hydrates au cours du test.

" Dans la deuxieme periode, pendant la chute rapide 
de la vitesse du son. et par la suite, si 1'on 
Poursuit le traitement, l'evolution de la micro
structure s'accelere. A 217 cycles, la pate de ciment 
est devenue spongieuse (Photo.8). La taille des 
cristaux d'ettringite est de 1'ordre de 5 ä 7 
nitrons, alors qu'i 113 cycles, eile etait d'environ 
I micron. De longues fibres de CSH se developpent 
dans un environnement plus poreux. La portlandite 
commence a se dissoudre, dans les fissures produites 
Par le decollement des granulats, sous 1'influence 
du gel. Cet effet est plus intense sur la face 
d arasage des eprouvettes.

La Photo. 9 montre un tres gros cristal de 
portlandite en voie de dissolution dans la fissure de 
decollement d'un granulat, au bout de 243 cycles. La 
Photo. 10 montre des plaques de portlandite fortement 
degradees a 345 cycles. La Photo. 11 montre la 
microstructure de I'aureole de transition d'un 
granulat decolie par le gel : a 425 cycles, les 
cristaux de portlandite ont pratiquement disparu. La 
päte de ciment et uniquement constituee de fibres et 
de grains a peine lies. L'ensemble se desagrege sous 
le moindre choc mecanique.

4 - INTERPRETATION

Les observations precedentes semblent indiquer que 
l'evolution des betons soumis ä de nombreux cycles de 
gel-degel resulte de phenomenes physiques et 
chimiques.

4.1- PROCESSUS PHYSIQUES
4.1.1 - Approche du Probleme
Dans les annees 1940-1960, la plupart des auteurs 
tentaient de calculer des forces de cisaillement 
issues de differences de coefficients de dilatation 
entre pate de ciment et granulats, et des forces de 
pression liees a 1'augmentation de volume lors de la 
transition eau-glace /1/ /2/ /3/ /4/. Oepuis lors,
1'approche thermodynamique de la congelation des 
solides poreux s’est affinee, avec le support 
d'experimentations nouvelles, et on considere 
aujourd'hui que 1'augmentation de volume de 9 Z 
associee a la congelation de 1'eau, ne peut suffire a 
expliquer les degats produits. Les memes dommages se 
produisent en effet dans les solides poreux imbibes 
de solvents organiques qui contrai- rement a 1'eau, 
se contractent au gel /6/ /17/. L’etude du diagramme 
d'equilibre eau-glace montre que la pression de 
vapeur de la glace est toujours inferieure a celle de 
1'eau metastable surfondue. Or celle-ci represente GO 
a 70 7. de I’humidite du beton. Elle est partiellement 
liee par des forces de capillarite dans les pores du 
gel de CSH, ce qui abaisse notablement son point de 
congelation, bien en-dessous de la temperature 
minimum atteinte au cours du test ASTM.
Dans notre interpretation, il en resulte les 
consequences suivantes :

4.1.2 - Sites satures et non satures, phenomenes de
transport

Au cours du refroidissement, les premiers cristaux de 
glace se forment dans les plus gros pores 
capillaires, ou la probabilite de germination est 
maximum, et le point de congelation proche de 0*C.  
Suite ä la difference des tensions de vapeur entre la 
surface de ces cristaux et 1'eau non encore gelee des 
micropores, le degre de saturation de la vapeur d'eau 
diminue progressivement dans ces derniers, qui 
subissent une dessiccation. Cette cryodessiccation 
s*accompagne, d'une part, d’un transport de vapeur 
vers les cristaux de glace, ce qui entretient leur 
croissance, et d'autre part, d’une contraction du gel 
de CSH, analogue au retrait de dessiccation habituel 
/14/.
Dans ce Systeme hors de 1‘equilibre, la solution 
interstitielle des betons se repartit alors entre 
deux typ^s de sites. Des sites en depression, non 
satures, dans les pores du CSH et des sites en 
surpression, satures, dans les pores capillaires 
contenant de la glace.



Dans cette Hypothese, des phenomenes de transport 
d'eau peuvent se produire dans les sites satures, 
entre pores capillaries geles et non geles, si la 
permeabilite de 1'echantillon le permet, et sous 
1‘influence de forces motrices, liees ä des gra
dients : gradient de concentration en seis dissous, 
produisant des forces de pression osmotique, gradient 
de temperature. produisant le phenomene de 
cryosuccion /9/ I2AI. Ce transport d’eau s’apparen- 
te ä un ressuage d’eau et de glace I’’cryoressuage"). 
Il serait localise, soit a la surface, d’ou I’ecail- 
lage, soit a 1‘environnement immediat des cristaux de 
glace des gros pores communiquant par des fissures 
avec leur voisinage.
Le Systeme ne peut revenir a 1’equilibre qu'avec 
larret des transports de matiere. Il faudrait pour 
cela atteindre une configuration dans laquelle la 
permeabilite deviendrait nulle, par congelation 
totale des pores capillaires satures, et oil I'ega- 
lite des potentiels thermodynamiques serait atteinte 
entre les deux types de sites : la dessiccation du 
CSH produit en effet un abaissement de 1’entha.lpie 
libre de 1'eau residuelie, les forces capillaires 
etant de plus en plus intenses avec la diminution du 
diametre des pores /17/.

4.1.3 - Mecanisme de production des contraintes 
mecaniques par congelation de 1'eau des 
pores capillaires

Sur le plan mecanique, les micro-contraintes qui vont 
s'exercer au voisinage d’un pore gele vont resulter 
de la difference de volume residuelie creee par les 
variations locales des volumes, a savoir 
1'augmentation associee ä la croissance de la glace, 
d’une part, et la contraction de la pate 
environnante, d'autre part. La difference pourra etre 
negative, nulle ou positive, selon les volumes 
occupes par les zones mises en jeu, et leur 
arrangement spatial. Dans le cas oil la vitesse de 
refroidissement ne laisserait pas au materiau le 
temps de relaxer ces contraintes, la compensation des 
variations locales de volume ne pourrait pas 
s'effectuer, d'oij une hysteresis plus importante. Au 
voisinage d’une paroi, d’un granulat, ou d’un gros 
cristal, le volume de pate entourant un pore est 
reduit de- moitie, I'autre moitie etant occupee par 
1’objet adjacent, ce qui diminue egalement les 
possibilites de compensation. Il en est de meme 
lorsque la dimension des pores, et done des cristaux 
de glace qui s’у forment, devient grande par rapport 
ä cello des zones de päte compacte. Pour ces raisons, 
la variation resultante est en general un gonflement 
irreversible, accompagne de microfissuration, bien 
que la contraction du CSH soit globalement superieure 
a 1'augmentation de volume due a la transition 
eau-glace,.

4.1.4, - Role de I'air occlus

Dans le schema ci-dessus, la presence d’une bulle 
d'air au voisinage d’un pore permet d'amortir les 
fluctuations Locales du volume, en accueillant une 
partie du liquide mis en pression autour de la glace 
au eours de sa croissance, d’oii 1’importance de la 
notion d' espacemijnt critique.

4.2 PROCESSUS CHIMIOUES
4.2.1 - Pompage de 1'eau
Pendant les periodes de gel, le beton a tendance a 
refouler vers I'exterieur son eau excedentaire par 
rapport ä l'equilibre, les mecanismes precedents 
agissant avec une intensite plus grande pour les 
echantillons de plus grande permeabilite. Pendant les 
periodes de degel, lorsque ce dernier a lieu dans 
1’eau, les flux d’eau sont inverses, le gel de CSH a 
tendance a se rehydrater et 1’eau servant au degel 
est aspiree par toutes les fissures apparues dans la 
periode de gel. Les courbes deformation-temperature 
(Fig. 2) /4/ /6/ /7/ /10/ /12/ /13/ /15/ /16/ /17/, 
montrent bien qu'au cours d’un cycle, le beton se 
comporte comme une pompe aspirante et foulante. 
L’orientation particuliere des cristaux dans les 
fissures de decollement des granulats en est une 
preuve directe (Photo.12). Ceci implique des 
consequences sur le plan chimique.

Fig. 2 - CYCLE DE GEL-DEGEL A LA VITESSE DE 
0,25‘C/mn (D'APRES /4/1

4.2.2 - Phenomenes reparateurs
La diminution du pH de la solution interstitielle 
accelere les reactions d’Hydratation. Dans un premier 
temps, le ciment purse dans sa reserve d'energie et 
fournit des hydrates qui vont colmater les fissures 
et s'opposer ä 1’extension des dommages de nature 
physique. Ceci permet d'interpreter la forme de la 
courbe de vitesse du son durant les 10 a 20 premiers 
cycles de gel-degel : apres une chute initiale 
rapide, on observe systematiquement un palier ou une 
periode de variation lente (Fig. 2). Les dommages 
physiques etant cumulatifs et se developpant 
exponentiellement, nous avons necessairement affaire 
ici a un mecanisme reparateur induit par le processus 
initial.

4.2.3 - Processus destructeur
Au-dessous d’une certaine valeur du pH, le Systeme 
parvient dans le domaine sous-sature des hydrates, en 
commencant par les plus solubles et les plus 
basiques. Г1 se produit alors une dissolution, 
accompagnee des modifications de morphologie des 
hydrates que nous avons montre plus haut. Le 
processus reparateur est transforme en processus 
destructeur et I’energie du liant ne peut plus 
compenser 1'action des processus physiques. La chute 
de vitesse du son devient exponentielle. La porosite 
et la permeabilite de 1'echantillon augmentent tres 
rapidement, le volume d’eau pompe a chaque cycle 
devient de plus en plus grand, et les degradations 
s'amplifient jusqu’a la destruction complete. Les 
zones les plus rapidement degradees sont celies que 
nous avons citees au § 4.1.3, oil les contraintes sont 
les plus intenses.



5 - CONCLUSIONS

PARANETRES PRINCIPAUX DE LA DURABILITE AU №L

Nous ne considerons 1'interpretation du chapitre 
precedent que comme une premiere approche, 
essentiellement qualitative. En effet, pour 
quantifier les variations de volume dans les deux 
types de sites, satures ou non satures, et leurs 
consequences, les connaissances theoriques doivent 
progresser. D'une part, nous ne disposons pas ä 
l'heure actuelle d’un modele satisfaisant du retrait 
de dessiccation /14/ /21/. O'autre part, bien que de 
recents progres aient ete faits recemment dans 
I’etude du gel et des phenomenes de transport dans 
les milieux satures /22/ /23/, on ne peut aujourd'hui 
quantifier les contraintes mises. en jeu par le gel, 
ni, a plus forte raison, leurs consequences sur les 
deformations et le schema de fissuration. A ce titre, 
le comportement du beton soumis ä des cycles de 
gel-degel presente des analogies frappantes avec 
celui du fluage, qui fait appel lui aussi a des 
mecanismes reparateurs chimiques /11/, et physiques, 
comme le montrent quelques etudes de fatigue sous 
contrainte cyclique /18/ /19/ /20/. De cette etude, 
nous tirerons les conclusions pratiques suivantes, 
qui nous paraissent fondamentales.
- La durabilite au gel du beton est conditionnee par 
son etat initial, c'est-a-dire sa microstructure au 
moment de la congelation. Dans celle-ci, il faut 
prendre en compte la repartition de trois types de 
pores : pores aeriens (bulles), pores capillaires et 
pores du "gel" de CSH. La repartition dimensionnelle 
de ces pores est au moins aussi importante que leur 
quantite globale. Les pores capillaires semblent 
jouer un role exactement inverse de celui des bulles, 
ce qui oblige ä prendre en compte les deux parametres 
simultanement. Ceci n'est pas le cas des methodes 
devaluation indirecte actuelles. Il serait done 
souhaitable d'appliquer la notion d'espacement 
critique aux pores capillaires. Mais ceci rendrait le 
test indirect tres fastidieux, sans donner les 
garanties presentees par les methodes directes.
- La mise en oeuvre du beton, le bon choix du dosage 
et la repartition granulaire de tous les composants 
jouent un role plus important que la nature du 
ciment. Celle-ci n'intervient de maniere 
significative que dans des cas tres particuliers, par 
example lorsqu'il contient un filler qui n'a pas 
encore atteint un taux de reaction süffisant lors de 
^'exposition au gel, ou dont la vitesse de reaction 
est trop faible pour qu'il participe de maniere 
efficace aux mecanismes reparateurs (cendres 
volantes). Dans ce cas, une periode de maturation 
Plus longue resoud le Probleme.
■ Il ne faut- pas negliger la protection du beton 
spres sa mise en oeuvre. La deshydratation est un 
facteur aggravant dans le cas du degel dans 1'eau, 
dui penetre alors tres rapidement dans les fissures 
de retrait, accentuant I'effet de pompe destructeur.
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Photo 1 - Empreinte d'un granulat dechausse par le 
gel

Photo 2 - Fissure partiellement cicatrisee

Photo 3 - Coquille d'hydrates autour d'une bulle d'air

Photo 4 - Cristallisation de portlandite dans une 
bulle fracturee

Photo 5 - Cocolite d'un filler calcaire lie par des 
CSH

Photo 6 - Beton avec cendres volantes - Pate poreuse



Photo 7 - CPJ CI 113 cycles

Photo 8 - CPJ CI 217 cycles

Photo 9 - CPJ CI 
(T) csH

243 cycles
(?) Granulat 0 CH

Photo 10 - CPJ CI 345 cycles
(з) CH en cours de dissolution

Photo 11 - CPJ CI 425 cycles
Destruction de Г aureole de transition

Photo 12 - Cristaux d'ettringite (T) Orientes dans 
une fissure de decollement



EVOLUTION OF STRENGTHS AND MICROSTRUCTURE OF CONCRETES HEATED UP TO 11OQ°C. 4-2
EVOLUTION DES RESISTANCES MECANIQUES ET DE LA MICROSTRUCTURE DE BETONS
TRAITES JUSQU'A HOOeC.

RESUME Le comportement de prismes de beton chauffes an four electrique jusqu'a 11OO°C 
est etudie sous l'angle de l'evolution des caracteristiques mecaniques et des modifications 
de microstructures, en relation avec le type de ciment (CPA, CHF, CPJ), la nature mineralogi- 
que des granulats et le inode de conservation. Les observations effectuees par АТС, MEB, 
DRX et porosimetrie mettent en evidence les transformations du liant hydrate et des granulats; 
elles montrent I'effet ’nefaste de traitements repetes aux temperatures superieures ä 300°C 
ou apparaissent des decohesions et des fissurations importantes.

Aux temperatures inferieures ä 300°C, la compacite varie d'un beton a I1autre mais 
la microstructure, en particulier celle des C-S-H subit peu de changements.

Les betons ä base de ciments pauvres en chaux (CPJ aux cendres ou au laitier, CHF) 
montrent une meilleure resistance au feu qui se traduit par une fissuration faible apres 
traitement a 390 ou meme 55O°C.

0 comportamento de prismas de concrcto aquecidos em forno eletrico ate a temporatura 
de 1.100°C foi estudado sob о ängulo de evoluqäo das caracteristicas mecänicas e das modifica 
qöes de microestruturas, em relaqao com о tipo de cimento (CPA, CHF, CPJ), a natureza minera- 
logica dos agregados e о modo de conservaqäo. As observacöes feitas por ATG, MEB, DRX e poro 
simetria evidenciam as transformaqöes do ligante hidratado e dos agregados; elas mostram о e- 
feito nocivo de tratamentos repetidos sob temperaturas superiores a 300°C, onde aparecem sepa 

raqöes e fissuraqöes importantes.

Sob temperaturas inferiores a 300°C, a compacidade varia de um concreto para outro, 
mas a microestrutura, particularmente a dos C-S-H, sofre poucas mudancas.

Os concretos ä base de cimentos pobres em cal (CPJ de cinzas ou de escoria, CHF) apre- 
sentam melhor resistencia ao fogo, que se manifesta por uma fissuraqao baixa apos tratamento 
a 390 ou mesmo a 550°C.



1. INTRODUCTION

L1etude de 1* evolution des principales 
proprietes mecaniques et thermiques du beton on 
fonction de la temperature a fait I'objet de tres 
nombreux travaux. Ces travaux concernent : 
I'alteration des caracteristiques mecaniques (module 
d'Young, resistances, ...), les variations des 
proprietcs thermiques (chaleur massique, 
conductivite, dilatation, ...), la decomposition 
thermique des hydrates, la transformation des phases, 
les repartitions dimensionnelles des pores, 
I'apparition de fissures et d'ecaillements, la perte 
de durete superficielle, les changements de couleur 
(1 a 12).

Cependant, les causes exactes et le processus 
de l'eclatement du beton lors d'un inccndie ne sont 
pas encore bien connus. Nous nous sommes done propose 
de suivre 1'evolution du beton en fonction de la 
temperature, en mettant 1'accent plus 
particulierement sur les transformations de la 
microstructure, susceptibles d'apporter des elements 
a la comprehension de l'eclatement du beton.

2. MATERIAUX TESTES

2.1. Composition des betons.

, _ Trois series de betons, notees A, В et C ont 
ete etudices. Les series A et B, de six betons 
chacunc, ont ete preparees avec deux CPA 55 doses a 
350 kg/m3 et des granulats (0-15 inm) de nature 
nineralogique differente = silico-calcaires roules, 
siliceux concasses ou roules et calcaires roules. Les 
rapports E/C s' echelonnent de 0,48 pour le beton 
silico-calcaire de la serie A a 0,79 pour le beton 
calcaire de la serie В ; les masses volumiques de ces 
betons varient entre 2350 et 2435 kg/m3. La serie C, 
composee de huit betons, a ete ргёрагёе avec des 
granulats silico-calcaires roules (0-20mm) et 
differents ciments : CPA 55, CHF (65 $ de laitier), 
CPJ avec 25 % de cendrcs et 5 % de laitier ou avec 
des fillers calcaires (9 et 25 %). Le dosage en 
ciment est le meme que dans les scries A et B, les 
rapports E/C varient de 0,55 4 0,60 et les masses 
volumiques des betons varient de 2380 a 2430" kg/m3. 
Certains betons ont ete carbonates artificiellement 
(betons de CPA et de CPJ aux cendres et laitier), 
d autres contiennent de l'air entraine (beton de CPA 
a 6 % d'air occlus).

2.2 Confection des eprouvettes.

Les betons ont ete confectionnes dans un 
roalaxeur Ziklos ä axe vertical de 75 litres. La mise 
et> place des prismes 7 x 7 x 28 cm a ete realisee sur 
table vibrante pendant 2 minutes. Apres 24 h de 
seJour_en armoire humide, les eprouvettes demoulces 
®t ete conservees, soit dans l'air ä une temperature 
e 20°C et une hygrometrie relative de 50 %, soit 

dans 1'eau ä 20°C.

Les rapports E/C retenus correspondent a deux 
Ypes d'affaissement au cone d'Abrams : sec (2 ä 4 

c®) et fluide (15 a 17 cm), pour les betons des 
series A et В et ä un affaissement d'environ 5 cm 
P°ur les betons de la serie C.

31 TECHNIQUES MISES EN OEUVRE

Les techniques suivantes ont ete utilisees : 
ures du module d'Young par une methode sonique 

(Grindo-Sonic Ml<3), mesures des resistances en 
traction par flexion et compression, fractographic au 
microscope electronique ä balayage (M.E.B.) equipe 
d'un Systeme d analyse X par dispersion d'energie, 
diffraction des Rayons X (DRX), porosimetrie ä 
mercure haute pression et thermogravimetrie, pour 
laquelle un montage special a ete mis au point pour 
suivre les variations de poids des eprouvettes de 
beton. Il se compose d'un four clectrique d'une 
puissance de 22 KW montant a 1200°C et d'une balance 
electronique de precision Sartorius equipee d'un 
convertisseur numerique-analogique et d'une 
imprimante ; le programme de chauffage choisi 
correspond ä une montee en temperature de 30°C/h.

4. RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX

4.1- Caracteristiques mecaniques et 
physico-chimiqucs du beton aux hautes temperatures.

4.I.I Mesures du 
resistances mecaniques a

module d'elasticite et d., s 
differentes temperatures.

Les mesures du module d'Young ci des 
resistances mecaniques ont ete realisees sur des 
eprouvettes de beton silico-calcaire de la serie B, 
ägees de 6 a 7 mois et maintenues une vingtaine 
d'heures en regime isotherme ä differentes 
temperatures : 105, 160, 300, 390, 550 et 650°C.

A partir de 300°C, les valours du module 
different suivant que les mesures ont etc cffectuees 
sur une meme eprouvette subissant 1'ensemble des 
cycles thermiques ou sur des eprouvettes differentes 
nc subissant qu'un seul cycle a unc temperature 
donnee : les eprouvettes soumiscs ä 1'ensemble des 
cycles de chauffage ont tendance a se deteriorer 
davantage. Par ailleurs, le module decroit 
regulierement en fonction de 1'elevation de la 
temperature. La reduction est de 1'ordre de 50 % a 
300°C et de plus de 90 % a 550°C.

Les resistances en traction par flexion 
decroissent regulierement lorsque la temperature 
crolt, avec un palier plus ou meins net entre 160 et 
300°C. A 55O°C, la resistance est de 1'ordre du 
dixieme de la resistance initiale. Les resistances en 
compression sont, jusqu'a 300°C, comparables ä celles 
du temoin ä 20°C, puis elles decroissent 
regulierement jusqu'a 55O°C, avec une chute de 
1'ordre de 50 %■ Ces resultats confirment les valeurs 
mentionnees par differents auteurs (1 a 8, 10a 12).

Les resistances de 1'ensemble des betons 
chauffes ä 1100°C sont tres faibles : les resistances 
en traction par flexion sont pratiquement nulles 
alors que les resistances en compression 
s'echelonnent de 1 ä 2 MPa, exceptionnellement
3,5 MPa.

4.I.2 Mesures thermogravimetriques.

Les premieres mesures thermogravimetriques 
effectuees sur les betons de la serie В ages d'au 
moins 4 mois (120 ä 136 jours) traduisent nettement 
les modifications de la pate de ciment et des 
granulats. Elies montrent que les pertes au feu 
totales ä 1100°C sont differentes selon la nature du 
beton : de 1'ordre de 6 % pour le beton siliceux, de 
21 % pour le beton silico-calcaire et 37 / pour le 
beton calcaire. Mis ä part le beton siliceux, cette 
perte correspond en majeure partie ä la 
decarbonatation des granulats calcaires. La perte 
avant decarbonatation se chiffre ä environ 5 % pour 
tous les betons.



Le thermogramme isole des granulats 
silico-calcair6s°/15 Triirl qui ont servi ä la confection 
des betons, indique une perte au feu de 1'ordre de 
2 % vers 8OO°C et de 15 % ä 1100°C. Par difference, 
on pevt ainsi evaluer la perte au feu correspondant a 
la seule pate de ciment de ces betons : eile est de 
1'ordre de 3 % vers 800°C et de 6 % vers 1100°C.

Les observations precedentes restent valables 
pour les betons de la serie A ages de plus de 4 ans 
(52 a 55 mois). Si les thermogrammes montrent de 
grandes similitudes avec ceux de la serie B, la perte 
au feu est cependant legerement inferieure entre 100 
et 800°C. ' ■

L1influence du mode de conservation etudiee 
dans le cas de betons silico-calcaires de la serie A 
ages de 55 mois, se traduit par une perte au feu 
entre 150 et 250°С, trois a quatre fois plus 
importa.nte pour la conservation dans I'eau comparee a 
la conservation dans I'air. Cette perte au feu 
augmente egalement avec le rapport E/C. Elie est de 
25 a 27 % ä 1100°C contre 21 ä 22 % apres 
conservation ä I'air.

En ce qui concerne les betons de la serie C 
confectionnes avec differents ciments, les 
thermogrammes ont tous la meme allure generale mais 
ils indiquent des pertes de poids differentes qui 
dependent de la nature du ciment, du type et du 
pourcentage d'ajout, de la carbonatation. Les pertes 
jusqu'ä 700°C sont d'autant plus elevees que le 
ciment est riche en chaux. A 1100°C, les pertes au 
feu sont comprises entre 16,3 (beton de CPJ avec 9 % 
de filler) et 23,7 % (beton de CPA carbonate).

4-2 Etude de la microstructure de betons 
traites ä haute temperature.

L'evolution du comportement mecanique des 
betons en fonction de la temperature se traduit par 
des modifications de la microstructure du liant 
hydrate et des granulats.

Des examens fractographiques ont ete effectues 
au M.E.B sur trois categories d'echantillons :

1) deux dalles de beton de 12 cm d'epaisseur, 
1'une protegee par une couche de vermiculite, 1'autre 
constituee par un beton de granulats siliceux 
concasses (E/C = 0,7), toutes deux soumises ä un 
essai normalise de comportement au feu (4).

2) dallettes de differents betons ayant subi 
un essai d'ecaillage.

3) prismes de beton chauffes 20 h en .regime 
isotherme.

4.2.I Examen des dalles de beton.

Les observations au M.E.B. montre que dans le 
beton protege la vermiculite ne semble pas avoir subi 
de transformations importantes au cours du 
traitement. Par contre, la pate de ciment durcie sous 
la couche protectrice a subi des modifications 
notables dues ä la deshydratation partielle de CafOH^ 
et des C-S-H et a la formation de CaO. La pate de 
ciment au coeur de la dalle est peu transformee et 
les hydrates habituels des ciments C-S-H ct Ca(OH) 
sont observes. Les granulats, principalement 
siliceux, apparaissent legerement fissures.

Dans le b^ton non protege, la microporosite du 
liant hydrate est importante et des changements 
notables de microstructure et de composition sont mis 
en evidence : deshydratation de Ca(0H)2 et des C-S-H, 
formation de CaO, fissuration et transformation 
superficielle des granulats.

4.2.2 Examen des betons soumis a I’ecaillage.

Des eclats de betons provenant id'un essai 
d'ecaillage ä l'aide d'un chalumeau dont la flamme 
atteint environ 2500°C, ont ete examines au M.E.B. La 
surface "externe", fondue sous 1'action du chalumeau, 
presente une fissuration importante ; eile est 
constituee par un melange de phases non 
reconnaissables au M.E.B, resultant de la 
recombinaison des elements des phases hydratees 
initiales et des granulats (formation de silicates 
de calcium, aluminates, ferrites, ...). La face 
"interne" opposee, qui a ete portee a meins haute 
temperature, est egalement plus ou moins fissuree 
mais n'a pas subi de transformations mineralogiques 
notables. La pate de ciment, assez compacte, renferme 
les constituants habituels des ciments hydrates : 
C-S-H, Ca(0H)2 , ettringite, monosulfoaluminates.

4-2.3 Examen des prismes de beton.

4.2.3.1 Le beton silico-calcaire de la serie В 
(E/C = 0,64), age de 5 mois, soumis a un cycle 
d'isothermes differentes (105, 160, 390, 550 et 
1O85°C) presente ä 20°C une microporosite de la pate 
de ciment assez importante qui peut etre reliee au 
mode de conservation de,I'eprouvette en salle a 50 % 
H.R. La pate de ciment (figure 1) est constituee 
essentiellement de C-S-H de texture fibreuse, 
d'ettringite abondante cristallisee en fines \ 
aiguilles, d'hydroxyde de calcium Ca(0H)2 en amas 1 
plus ou moins massifs de plaquettes empilees, de 
grains de clinker en voie d'Hydratation , 
(essentiellement C2S). Le granulat silico-calcaire ; 
est forme de grains de quartz et de calcaire et de 1 
quelques feldspaths. De gros cristaux de chaux et des 
C-S-H sont observes a 1'interface päte-granulat et 
une fine couche d'hydrate reste souvent attachee au 
granulat apres rupture. Dans le cas des grains 
calcaires, la fracture est principalement 
transgranulaire. Elie est intergranulaire dans le cas 
des grains siliceux.

Apres le chauffage ä 105°C, la structure n'est | 
pas differente (figure 2). L'ettringite, encore tres 
abondante, se transforme partiellement en ! 
monosulfoaluminates de calcium. Les gros cristaux de 
chaux sont intacts.

A 160°C, les C-S-H n'ont plus la meme 
texture, les fibres se sont ramassees en amas moins 
structures. Les monosulfoaluminates sont presents 
sous forme de plaquettes, la quantite d'ettringite a 
beaucoup diminue (figure 3). Au contact 
päte-granulat, on observe quelques decollements.

A 390°C, la structure devient tres poreuse 
(figure 4). Les monosulfoaluminates sont encore 
presents. La chaux est inalteree. La texture des 
C-S-H deshydrates devient microgrenue. Des cristaux 
en aiguilles plus ou moins enchevetres non 
identifies, de morphologie voisine de celle de t 
l'ettringite sont observes. Des decohesions f
importantes se traduisant par une forte fissuration 
et des defauts d'adherence de la pate hydratee sur 
le granulat, dus ä la transformation des C-S-H, sont 
observes.

A 55O°C, Ca(0H)2 est fortejpent deshydrate, la 
chaux se presente essentiellement sous forme CaO 
(figure 5). Les cristaux massifs de Ca(0H^ , en voie 
de deshydratation, sont eux-memes tres fortement 
fissures ; cette fissuration est une cause importante 
de la decohesion du materiau. A la surface des 
granulats, on observe des depots de silicates de 
calcium deshydrates ; la cohesion generale est faible



Figure 1 : 20°C Figure 2 : 1O5°C Figure 3 : 16O°C

Figure 4 : 390°C Figure 5 : 55O°C Figure 6 : 1O85°C

Beton silico-calcaire soumis ä un cycle d'isothermes

1 :: C-S-H 2 :: Ca(0H)2 3 :: Ettringite

4 :: Monosulfoaluminate 5 :: Fibres non identifiees 6 :: CaO

et les fissures abondantes. On note toujours la 
presence des cristaux fibreux qui pourraient etre des 
fibres ■ de CaCOg (vaterite) formees apres le 
traitement thermique lots de la mise en contact des 
echantillons avec I1air ambiant.

A 1O85°C, la decohesion du materiau est tres 
nette. Les cristaux de Ca(0H)2 se sent transformes in 
situ en conservant leur forme initiale mais ils sent 
maintenant constitues de petits grains de CaO et ont 
une texture microporeuse (figure 6). Les granulats 
calcaires et siliceux sont fissures.

4.2.3«2 Tous les betons de la serie C ont ete 
examines au M.E.B apres avoir dte soumis aux memes 
cycles d'isothermes. A 20°C, dans tous les betons 
temoins la pate de ciment est constituee 
essentiellement de C-S-H, d'aiguilles d'ettringite et 
de plaquettes de monosulfoaluminate plus ou moins 
visibles, d'hydroxyde de calcium Ca(0H)2 
principalement en amas de plaquettes massives. Dans 

le cas des CPJ avec fillers calcaires on observe 
aussi des carboaluminates. Les betons comportent des 
microfissures dont une partie peut etre due aux 
contraintes subies par 1'echantillon au cours de sa 
preparation (prelevement, dessiccation). Lorsque 
I'echantillon est carbonate (CPA), la structure est 
plus compacte du fait du bouchage partiel de 
certaines categories de capillaires existant 
initialement entre les particules de C-S-H, par 
formation de microcristaux de CaCCL et de silicates 
de calcium hydrates carbonates. Daris le cas du CPA a 
6 % d'air occlus, la compacite est inferieure ä celle 
des temoins carbonate ou non carbonate et de 
nombreuses bulles d'air entraind de dimensions allant 
de SO ä SOO дш sont observees. La compacite du beton 
fabrique avec le CHF 45 est bonne.

A IOS et 160°C, 1'ettringite se transforme 
partiellement en plaquettes de monosulfoaluminate 
mais les C-S-H gardent le meme facies.

A 39O°C, des decohesions notables se



Figure 7 : 20°C Figure 8 : 39C°C Figure 9 55O°C

Figure 10 : 20°C Figure 12 : 1080°CFigure 11 : 55O°C

Evolution de CafOH)^ et des C-S-H en fonction de la temperature.

- 1 : C-S-H - Iх : C-S-H 
decomposes

- 2 : Ca(0H)2

traduisent par une fissuration importante et des 
defauts d'adherence de la pate hydratee sur le 
granulat. Des cristaux en aiguilles qui peuvent etre 
des sulfoaluminates anhydres sont mis en evidence. 
Ca(ÖH)2 est generalement inaltere mais les cristaux 
montrent un debut de fissuration. Les C-S-H 
conservent leur facies normal.

A 550°C, la structure de la pate est tres 
modifiee mais la morphologic des C-S-H est toujours 
inchangee dans les betons de CPA et CHF 45- Les 
monosulfoaluminates, ainsi que les carboaluminates 
sont encore presents dans les betons de CPJ avec 
fillers calcaires. On note la presence de fibres, 
vraisemblablement de I1ettringite deshydratee. La 
cohesion generale est faible et la fissuration 
importante. La fissuration de la chaux provoquee par 
la deshydratation est une cause importante db la 
decohesion du materiau. Les granulats se dechaussent.

A 1080°C, la decohesicn du materiau est tres 
nette et la fissuration tres importante. Les cristaux 
de chaux Ca(0H)2 initiaux se sont transformes en 
petits grains de chaux CaO (pseudomorphose) a la 

texture microporeuse et les C-S-H sont en majeure 
partie transformes en C^S (8,9).

4.2.4 Examen fractographlque des granulats 
portes ä haute temperature.

Les granulats silico-calcaires qui ont servi a 
la confection des betons de la serie В ont etc 
observes apres avoir ete chauffes ä 1080°C. Les 
granulats calcaires sont fortement fissures. Ils 
presentent une structure tres poreuse constituee 
essentiellement de chaux. Leur cohesion est devenue 
tres faible. Ils ont tendance ä se pulveriser. 
Les granulats siliceux sont egalement fissures. De 
larges fissures separent les grains en fragnents elementairs.

4-2.5 Examen fractographlque de systemes 
simples.

Afin de preciser le comportement des diffe- 
rents constituants hydrates du ciment dans le 
beton, des systemes simples : pate de C^S synthetique 



et de melange (CgS + CßA + gypse) ont ete traites 
aux memes temperatures que les betons. Bes niini- 
eprouvettes de pätes pures de C.S (serie 
I = 3000 cm2.g-1 , E/C = 0,40 ; serie П : fraction 
granulometrique 63-90 jam, E/C = 0,50) et du melange 
85C-S + 15 CoA (fraction granulometrique 25 - 
4Olum)3gypse a. 5 % (E/C = 0,40) ont ete conservees 
SO jours dans une hygrometrie de 100 %.

4.2.5.I Pates de CjS hydrate

L'examen de la serie I montre, pour le 
temoin ä 20°C, de gros cristaux de CafOH^ massifs 
plus ou moins dives. Dans la serie II, la quantite 
de chaux est moins importante en raison du taux 
d' Hydratation de C^S plus faible. Les cristaux 
sont moins massifs, ils se presentent en lamelies 
assez minces. Les C-S-H sont, dans les deux cas, 
sous forme de fibres deposees sur les grains 
de C.-S qui ont 1'aspect d'oursins. Les fibres 
sont un peu plus longuesidaBS la serie II ou les 
espaces intergranulaires sont plus grands.(fig. 7 & 10).

A 160°C, dans le cas de la serie I, la 
cristallisation de Ca(0H)2 ne change pas et 
les fibres de C-S-H sont moins bien individualisees. 
Par centre, aucune transformation n'est observee 
dans la serie II.

A 390°C, les C-S-H montrent le meme aspect 
fibreux qu'ä 160°C pour la serie I. Les cristaux 
de chaux subissent des contraintes dues al1 evapora
tion de 1'eau et eventuellement au choc thermique. 
Ils sont fissures (figure 8). Cette legere decohesion 
est moins visible dans la serie I ou les C-S-H 
se presentent en fibres un peu plus courtes et 
oil les amorces de fissuration ne sont visibles 
que sur certains grains.

A 55O°C, la serie I montre une certaine 
decohesion et des fissures. La chaux est partiellement 
deshydratec. Dans la serie II, la fissuration 
est moindre et les C-S-H ne sont pas encore 
modifies (figure 11).

A 1080°C, les C-S-H sont totalement amorphises 
dans les deux series. La decohesion est tres 
marquee, les grains ne sont plus lies les uns 
aux autres et le produit est tres friable. La 
silice et la chaux se recombinent partiellement 
sous forme de C2S.

4.2.5.2 Pates de C^g^t C^A^.^ Gypse^^

A 20°C, les melanges hydrates ages de 
50 jours sont constitues de C-S-H fibreux,de 
Ca(0H)2 en cristaux generalement massifs associes 
ä une faible quantite de petits cristaux de
monosulfoaluminate.

A 160°C et 39O°C, les facies cristallins 
restent inchanges pour toutes les phases.

A 55O°C, les cristaux de Ca(OH)2 sont tres 
fissures (figure 9). Les monosulfoaluminates sont 
encore visibles.

A 1080°C, on observe 11amorphisation des 
C-S-H ainsi que celle des aluminates qui se transfor
ment en un produit de texture tres poreuse (figure 12)

L1 analyse par DRX de pates des 3 echantillons 
du melange (C^S + C,A)gypse, traitees respeetj-vement 
ä 20, 550 et lOSO^C donne pour le temoin ä 20°C 
les constituants hydrates habituels.

A 550°C,conunencent ä apparaitre les signes 
de 1'amorphisation des constituants hydrates : 
disparition des raies des aluminates hydrates 
et de Ca(0H)2 , formation de CaO libre encore 
peu abondante et mal cristallisee, amorphisation 

du C-S-H qui se tra.duit par un anneau d1 amorphe 
aux environs de 3 A, beaucoup plus etendu qu’ä 
20°C.

Enfin ä 1080°C, on observe la cristallisation 
des constituants suivants : 5 C2S principalement, 

aluminate anhydre du type Ca.qAl<5 O12SO4 (sulfoalumi
nate anhydre), CaO libre bien cristallisee, C^S. 
On note 1'absence totale d1anneau d1amorphe : 
la transformation des hydrates en produits cristal- 
lises anhydres est totale.

4.2.5.3 Ettringite synthetique.

Un essai complementaire sur des pastilles 
compactees d'ettringite synthetiquea ete effectue 
dans le but de preciser le comportement de ce 
compose. On a pu observer qu'entre 105 et 55O°C 
son facies apparent etait peu modifie.

4.2.6 Examen de la porosite du beton et 
de pätes pures.

4.2.6.1 Le beton silico-calcaire de la 
serie В (E/C = 0,64), a etc examine ä 20°C et 

apres chauffage, ä 550°C. Aprcs avoir verifie 
que la porosite du granulat etait faible par 
rapport ä celle du beton, les plus gros granulats 
ont etc elimines afin d1assurer une representativite 
convenable du liant dans les deux echantillons. 
La porosite du temoin est assez elevee et sans 
doute liee au mode de conservation du beton. 
La contribution des pores de diametre superieur 
a 1000 A parait assez importante. Le traitement 
thermique n'a pas modifie de maniere significative 
les porogranmies. Des examens complementaires 
sur une pate pure ägee d'un an (ciment blanc) 
avant et apres traitement thermique ä 57O°C
montrent une modification tres nette de la porosite 
sous 1'effet du traitement thermique, resultant
essentiellement de la formation de pores d'ouvertu- 
res voisines de 500 A lice ä la deshydratation 
de la pate. Dans ces conditions, il peut paraitre 
surprenant que cet effet n'ait pas ete decele 
dans le cas du beton etudie.

4.2.6.2. Des essais complementaires sur 
pätes pures soumises ä des traitements thermiques 
diversifies s'averant tres interessants, 1'examen 
de la porosite de pätes pures (E/C = 0,35) des 
memes cimcnts qui ont servi ä la confection des 
betons de la serie C, conservees plus de 3 mois 
dans l'eau ä 20°C ou en armoire de carbonatation 
(CPA) montre que le volume total des pores est 
dans tous les cas de I'crdre de 2,5 fois plus 
eleve que celui du CPA. Les differences de reparti
tion de pores s'observent dans le domaine d'ouver- 
tures inferieures a 200 A. On observe le phenomene 
classique de deplacement de la distribution vers 
les plus petits pores en presence de laitier.L'examen 
de I1effet de la carbonatation sur une pate de 
CPA (5mois) revele un leger accroissement du volume 
poreux(pores inferieurs a 10 X) et un deplacement 
de la distribution des pores de 102 ä lO-^A.

5. CONCLUSION

Les differentes techniques utilisees dans 
I1etude des betons portes jusqu'ä 1100°C ont 
permis de suivre 1'evolution du materiau en fonction 
de la temperature :

1. Les mesures du module d'Young du beton 
silico-calcaire montrent qu'il decroit regulierement 



en fonction de la temperature.
2. Les mesures de resistance en fonction 

de la temperature ont confirme les donnees generale- 
ment admises : de.croissance des resistances en 
traction par flexioij, maintien des resistances 
en compression jusqu'a 300°C, suivie d'une decrois- 
sance reguliere.

3. Les mesures thermogravimetriques ont mis 
nettement en evidence 1'evolution de la pate 
de ciment et des granulats et ont precise les 
pertes au feu ä differentes temperatures. Ces 
pertes qui sent, avant decarbonatation, de I'ordre 
de 5 % pour tous les betons, dependent ensuite 
de la nature du granulat.

4. La microscopie electronique ä balayage
a montre que les facies cristallins des C-S-H, 
Ca(0H)2 et sulfoaluminates subissent peu de 
modifications jusqu'a 300°C. Ceci expliquerait 
le maintien des resistances en compression jusqu'a 
cette temperature. Les modifications de microstructu
re ä ces memes tenperatures se traduisent uniquement 
par des fissuratietis et des alterations de la 
liaison aux interfaces päte-granulats qui se 
manifestent par des chutes de resistance en traction 
par flexion et du module d'Young. A partir de 
55O°C, les transformations structurales sont 
visibles en DRX mais elles ne correspondent pas 
encore ä des changements tres importants des 
facies cristallins. Toutefois, la deshydratation 
de Ca(0H)2 pseudomorphose plus ou moins completement 
par CaO reduit la participation de la portlandite 
aux resistances mecaniques par disparition des 
points d'ancrage des ponts cristallins qu'elle 
constituait initialement : les resistances
en compression diminuent en effet d'environ 50 %• 
Aux temperatures tres elevees, la transformation 
des hydrates est totale et parallelement, les 
resistances en traction par flexion sort pratiquement 
nulles et les resistances en compression sont 
tres faibles.

D'une faqon generale, les betons de ciments 
dont l'hydratation donne naissance ä peu d'hydroxyde 
de calcium (CPJ aux cendres et laitier,CHF 45) 
auront une meilleure resistance au feu, ce que 
confirme la faible fissuration de ces betons 
chauffes ä 39O°C, voire 55O°C.

5. La porosimetrie au mercure apparait 
capable de rendre compte des modifications de 
la structure poreuse du liant du beton, consecutive 
ä 1'elevation de temperature.

Les mesures de porosimetrie et de DRX ont 
ete effectuees par Messieurs THURET et MORTUREUX que 
nous remercions bien vivement.
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Influence of Ionic Species on Alkali-aggregate Reaction

4.2

The influence of alkali-ionic species and co-existing anionic species on alkali-aggregate reaction was firs 
tly investigated in this paper by mortar-bar method (ASTMC227), using pyrex glass as aggregtite. Alkali content 
was adjusted by adding alkali compounds, such as chloride, sulfate, hydroxide and carbonate of sodium, potassium 
and litjium respectively to controlled ordinary portland cement with 0.75°6 total alkali content as equivalent 
percent NanO. Secondarily , 80PC and 3SRC were examined in order to confirm the correlation between alkali con
tent and expansion.

Experimental results were summarized as follows.
(1) The expansion was accelerated by sodium and potassium ion but not by lithium ion. Lithium ion rather 

tends to reduce expansion.
(2) Even though equivalent Na?O content were the same, expansion varied dependent on the type of alkali

ion. Sodium ion has larger effect than potassium ion at same content of total alkali and with samf
anionic species.

(3) The expansion varied with the tyqie of anionic species even if at same alkali coni cut. Т"пе degree of in 
fluence was chloride > sulfate > hydroxide > carbonate.

(4.) Alkali content is now estimated as equivalent percent Na,0 by the equation or 3a,0 + O.bSSKy), however, 
from our experimental results it can be considered that the effect of pot.-issiu.ii ion upon expansion 
should be underestimated, but the factor mast be determined by a nunber of experimerts-

(5) Additional alkali compounds in every cases seemed to make structure of hardened mortar tight, however 
the mechanism how the expansion due to alkali-aggregate reaction changed with t>pe of alkali ions and 
co-existing anionic ions can not be so clarified.

A influencia de especies ionicas alcalinas e de especies anionicas coexistentes n.-. reagao alcali-agregado ' 
fol investigada primordialmente neste trabalho pelo metodo de barra de argamassa (ASTM C 227), com emprego de vd 
dro pirex сото agregado. 0 teor de älcali foi regulado pela adigao de compostos alcalinos, tais сото cloreto, 
sulfato, hidroxido e carbonato de sodio, potässio e lit io respectivamente ao cimento portland comum controlado, 
com O,75i de teor alcalino total сото percentual equivalente de Na9O. Depc is ioram exammados 8 cimentos port
land comuns e 3 SRC para confirmapäo da correlagäo entre teor de alcali e e.xpsntao.

Os resultados experimentais podem ser resumidos сото abaixo:
1 - A expansäo foi acelerada por ion de sodio e potässio, mas näo por ion de litio. 0 ion de litio apresen

ta mais tendencia para reduzir a expansäo.
2 - Ainda sendo о mesmo о teor equivalente de Na^O, a expansäo variou dependendo do tipo de Ion alcalino^

0 ion de sodio tern efeito maior que о de potässio com о mesmo teor de alcali total e com as mesmas espe 
cies anionicas.

3 - A expansäo variou com о tipo de especie aniönica mesmo com igual teor alcalino. 0 grau de influencia
foi cloreto > sulfato > hidroxido > carbonato.

4-0 teor de alcali agora e estimado сото percentual equivalente de Na20 pela equagäo^de Na^O +^0,bS8K2O,' 
contudo, a partir de resultados experimentais, pode-se considerar que о efeito_do ion de potässio sobre 
a expansäo poderia ser subestimado, mas о fator deve ser determinado por uma seria de experiencias.

5 - Em todos os casos, pareceu que compostos adicionais de alcali tomam compacta a estrutura da argamassa 
endurecida, contudo näo se pode esclarecer desta forma о mecanismo pelo qual a expansäo devida ä reagao 
älcali-agregado se modificou com о tipo de ions de alcali e ions anionicos coexistentes.



- Introduction -
Durability is one of the most inpotant properties 

of concrete as construction iraterials.
Among lots of factors which control those durabil

ities, alkali-aggregate reaction is the rrost impot- 
tant one from old times.
In 1940, Stanton T.E. ‘(1) published his views con

cerning to the occurrence of cracking due to expan
sion caused by alkali-aggregate reactions. Since 
then, many investigations and observations were ca
rried out about alkali-aggregate reactions and they 
are classified into the following three groups: (A) 
Alkali-Silica Reaction (2)-(5), (B) Alkali-Carbon- 

ate Reaction (6)(7), (C) Alkali-Silicate Reaction
Alkali-aggregate reactions are occurred under the 

following conditions: (A) presence of alkalies (B) 
presence of reactive aggregate and (C) presence of 

water, however, it is also confirmed that they are 
controlled by many other environmental conditions.
In recent years, in Japan, those alkali-aggregate 

reactions are widely interested in by many inves
tigators and from every point of view in every fie
ld, investigations were carried out and then stan
dardization of low alkali cement will be published 
in near future. Sodium and potassium ion are the 
typical alkalies in cement, in low alkali cement 
their content as Na2O equivalent are limitted under 
6.6%.
However investigations were carried out concerning 

to the difference between the effect of sodium and 
potassium ion upon the expansion due to alkali-agg
regate reactions and tentative results were obtain
ed, they are by no means sufficient. (10H14)
The authors, on the standpoint of making truly du

rable concrete constructions, made sone experiments 
for the purpose of making the difference clear bet
ween the effect of sodium and potassium ion upon 
the exparsion due to alkali-aggregate reactions and 
then some interesting results were obtained aid 
reported as follows.

- Experimental Procedures -

Series-1: Experiments were carried out following 
the methed of ASIM C221 in order to investigate the 
effect of alkali ionic species and coexisting anio
nic species upon the expansion due to alkali-aggre
gate reactions.
Oontrolled mortar bars were prepared by mixing or

dinary portland cement with 0.75% Na^O equivalent 
alkali content, pyrex glass as reactive aggregate 
and water.
Alkali content of test specimens were adjusted by 

adding: Qi.25%, 6.50% and 0.75% following alkali oom- 
poumds as Ma?0 equivalent, respectively, to the co
ntrolled ordinary portlamd cement; NaOH, NaCl, Na2C 
Оч,^8О... KCH, KC1, Lice-H2o, LiCl,
LijOQj and ЫгЗОц..
Test specimens were cured in the container of which 

temperature' is 3.8C and R.H. is 100% until fixed pe
riod. Expansions were measured at 2,4,6,8,10,12,16, 
20:,24 and 36 weeks.
Chetrical cempositions of controlled portland cement 

and pyrex glass were shown, in Tab.l.

Tab.l. Chemical composition of materials

OPC Pyrex

SiO2 22.12 80.9

ai2o3 5.95 2. 3

Fe2°3 2.84 0.03
b2o3 — 12.7

CaO 63.97 - .

MgO 1.53
SO3 2.11 —

Na2O 0.30 4.0
K20 0.66 0.04
r2o 0.75 4.03

Series-2: Relation between.alkali content and ex
pansion were investigated using mortar bars which 
were prepared with 8 types of ordinary portland 
cement and 3 types of sulfate resisting cement with 
different alkali content and also pyrex glass as 
reactive aggregate.
Storage of mortar bars and measuring of expansions 

were carried out following the method of series-1.
Alkali content of cement, water cement ratio and 

flow when mortar were prepared were shown in Tab. 2.

Tab. 2. Alkali contents of canent and 
preparing condition of mortar

Na2O K2° R20 w/c Flow

OPC-1 0.47 0.57 0.85 53.8 110
OPC-2 0.30 0.68 '0.75 52.5 103
OPC-3 0.27 0.71 0.74 52.5 110
OPC-4 0.35 0.54 0.71 53.8 112
OPC-5 0.28 0.57 0.66 53.8 112
OPC-6 0.23 0.64 0.65 53.8 110
OPC-7 0.33 0.36 0.57 52.5 104
OPC-8 0.22 0.24 0.38 52.5 105
SRC-I 0.19- 0.50 0 . 52 51.9- 107
SRC-2 0.21 0.46 0.51 52. 5 11 1
S RC- 3 0.16 0 . 39 0.42 51.9 106 .

Series-3: The textural changes of mortars due to 
alakli-aggregate reaction were observed by means of 
Scanning Electron Microscopy and Porosimeter.
Test specimens were prepared tiy mixing 1 part of 

ordinary portland cement, 2.25, part of pyres glass 
which were crushed to powders passing 0.5im sieve 
by 100% and 1 part of water and cured for 12 weeks.
Alkali contents of test specimens were adjusted by 

adding NaOH, NaCl, KOH, KC1, LiCfl.B2O and LiCl res
pectively to the controlled mortar.



- Experimental Results and Discussion -
(1) Relation between Curing Period and Expansion
Relation between curing period and expansion at 

0.75% N320 equivalent of the Additional alkali comp
ounds were shown in Fig.l.
In every compound of sodium and potassium, expansi

on largely increased until 12 weeks and at that per
iod, about 90% expansion ofthose observed at 36 weeks 
were reached. On the other hand, in the case of 

lithium coirpounds, mortar showed shrinkage at relat
ively early stage, but after about 24 weeks they be
come to show expansion. Similar tendency as above 
was observed also in the case of additional lower 
alkali contents such as 0.25%,0.50%.
(2) Relation between Alkali content and Expansion
Relations between alkali content and expansion at 

the curing period of 24 weeks were shown in Fig.2.
In the case of sodium compounds, every rortar spe- 

simens showed the increasing expansion with increa
sing alkali content. However, in the case of pota
ssium, maximum expansions were observed at 0.5% N32 
0 equivalent of additional alkali content. The am
ount of pyrex glass as reactive aggregate seens to 
equal pessimum just at that alkali content. On the 
other hand, in the case of lithium compounds, shri
nkage was observed in proportion to the alkali con
tent at this curing period.

Fig.2. Relation between alkali contents
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(3) Effect of Type of Alikali Ion and Co-existing 
Anionic Ion upon Expansion

As apparently in Fig.l and Fig.2, even if same am
ount of alkalies were added, expansion behavior was 
largely different with type of alkali ion. Namely, 
sodium and potassium promotes the mortar expansion, 
but in opposition, lithium suppress the expansion 
of mortar . .
Furthermore, it is easily expected that even in 

the case of soduim and potassium which occurred ex
pansion similarly their degree of effect upon expa
nsion differs with type of qggregqte, therefore, 
sufficient considerations must be required concer
ning to the method of controlling the alkali conte
nt in order to reduce expansion due to alkali-aggr
egate reaction.
Differences of expansion due to type of anionic 

ion were shown in Fig.3a, and Fig.3b.
Fig.3a shows the case of sodium compounds and Fig. 

3b shows the case of potassium compounds.
It was observed that even at same content of alka

li compounds КагО equiv., mortar expansion was lar
gely changed with the type of anionic ion and in 
the range of this experiments their effects upon 
expansion decreased in the order of Cl ,S0i|- , 01Г , 
CO32"- . . .
The differences of the effect of alkalies with di

fferent anionic ions upon expansion have been inve
stigated by Diamondf/«, Chatterjivw, Pettiferv7? at 
al, however, the reason why the influence is diffe
rent was by no means clear.

Textural investigations were carried out on the 
mortar specimens prepared following the experinent- 
al procedures series-3.
Pore size distribution of hardened mortars with 

0.75% Na.jO equiv. of alkali compounds and 12 weeks 
curing were shown in Fig.4 and photograph of mortar 
section by SEN in Photo. 1.

When alkali compounds were added to the mortar, 
even if they were chloride or hydroxide of sodium or 
potassium whieih promotes expansion as well as-lith
ium compounds which suppress expansion, pore size 
distribution of each mortars was shifted towards 
smaller size, conpared with controlled wortar.
It suggested that reaction products due to alkali

aggregate reaction made structure tight, regardless 

their effect upon expansion.
As dhown in Photo.1, in the case of controlled mo

rtar, rough structure with lots of pore were obser
ved, in the case of mortars with additional alkali 
compounds, every mortars showed the presence of gel 
products and tight structure, what were corresponded 
to the result of measurements of pore size distrib
ution.

However, it's difficult to correspond the results 
of pore size distribution or SEN observation to the 
difference of expansion between sodium compounds 
and potassium compounds as shown above.
It must be required to investigate some problars 

relating to mechanism such as how the movement of 
alkali ion in pore solution varied because of coe
xisting anionic ion.

Photo.1. SEM photographs of hardened 
nortar section
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Fig.4. Pore size distribution of hardened mortar

(5) Estimation of Alkalies in Conmercial Cement

The results of expansion measurements on conmerc
ial cement were shown in Fig. 5 at 6 weeks curing 
and in Fig.6 at 24 weeks curing, where, white cir
cles showed ordinary portland cement and black ci
rcles showed suefate resisting cement.
Expansion were plotted against NajO equiv. alkali 

content in Fig.5a and Fig.6a and against modified 
alkali content calculated by changing coefficient 
of patassuim so as to obtaion the best linerity in 
Fig.5b and Fig.6b.
At 6 weeks curing relatively good linerity was 

obtained between Na20 equiv. alkali content and 
expansion, however, at 24 weeks linerity became 
worse.

It shows that the effect of potassium upon expans
ion decreased with curing period, what were shown 
quantitatively in Tab. 3 as the change of coeffic
ient of correlation between expansion and fatal 
alkali content.

As mentioned above, if we discuss the effect of 
alkalies upon expansion due to alkali-aggregate 
reaction, we can estimate the effect of alkali con
tent more exactly by modified alkali content calcu
lated by a small coefficient of potassium than by 
popular alkali content calculated by N320 + 0.658
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Tab.3. Correlation between total alkali 
content and expansion

(week)

Coefficient of 
correlation 
between №20 eq. 
alkali content 
ard expansion

Coefficient

K^O

Coefficient of 
correlation 
between modified 
alkali content 
ard expansion

2 0.953 0.292 0.989

4 0.930 0 . 224 0.992

6 0.955 0 . 302 0.990

8 0.950 0. 292 0.987

10 0.928 0.235 0.984

12 0 . 899 0. 207 0.963

16 0.852 0. 121 0.960 ____

■ 20 0.868 0.124 0.977

24 0 . 868 0 . 122 0.979

36 0.837______ 0. 086 0,970

- Summary -

Following results were obtained from some experi
ments using ordinary portland cement with 0.75% Na2 
О equivalent alkalies, pyrex glass as reactive agg
regate and different type and quantity of alkali 
compounds in order to clarify the effect of alkali 
ions and. coexisting anionic ions on expansion due 
to alkali-aggregate reaction.

(1) Sodium and potassium compounds promoted the 
expansion with curing period but lithium comp
ounds suppressed the expansion at relatively 
early stage and after about 24 weeks also acce
lerated expansion.

(2) Expansion became larger with alkali contents 
in the case of soduim compounds but in the case 
of potassium compounds, maximum expansion was 
observed at 0.5% additional Na2O equiv. content.

On the other hand, mortar specimens with addit
ional lithium compound showed shrinkage in pro
portin to contents until 24 weeks curing.

(3) Expansion changed due to coexisting anionic 
ions even at same kind of alkali ions and the 
degree of their effect decreased in the order of 
Cl" , ЗОц2- , OH" , co32-.

(4) From the investigation of the relation between 
alkali content and expansion on commercial ceme
nt, it was shown that the effect of potassium 
upon expansion decreased with curing period so 
that popular total alkali content calculated by 
Na2O + O.GSSKjO overestimated the effect of pot
assium.

(5) Additional alkali compound in every cases se
emed to make structure of hardened mortar tight, 
however the mechanism how the expansion due to 
alkali-aggregate reaction changed with type of 
alkali ions and coexisting anionic ions can rot 
be so clarified.
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CO2 Corrosion of Geothermal Cement Grouts
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SUMMARY: Recent failures of well casings and grout in New Zealand's Broadlands Geothermal 
Development have been attributed to corrosion by CO2-rich, acidic fluids at 160°С. Although 
the alkaline fluids in the deep reservoir are not as agressive, they have production 
temperatures of up to 260oC raising questions about the long term stability of portland 
cement grout systems.

In-situ tests on typical grout formulations showed that CC>2-rich, acidic fluids at 160°C 
attack so rapidly that it is doubtful whether any portland cement system could withstand 
these conditions. At 260°C alkaline fluids containing C02 are rapidly carbonating the 
xonotlite which is formed when silica is added. Where silica is not added to the grout 
formulations the grouts have increased durability. It is hypothesised this is because the 
carbonates formed have a greater molar volume than the CH and hydrated products from which 
they are formed and hence reduce porosity. The reverse situation applies where silica 
is added to the grouts; the hydrated products in this case have a greater molar volume than 
the carbonates resulting in increased porosity.

Recentes falhas em revestimcntos e argamassa de poco 11a New Zealand's Broadlands Geo 
thermal Development foram atribufdas a corrosao por fluidos acidos, ricos em CO^, a 1dO°C. 
Apesar de os fluidos alcalinos no rcscrvatorio profundo nao serem tao agressivos, cles torn 
temperaturas de produpao de ate 260°C, do que resultam pcrguntas sobre a estabilidade a longo 
prazo dos sistemas de argamassa de cimento portland.

Testes "in situ" com formulaqoes de argamassa tfpica mostraram que fluidos acidos, 
ricos em CO,, a 160°C, atacam täo rapidamente que e duvidoso ate que ponto qualquer sistema 
de cimento portland podcria suportar estas condiqdes. А 2бО°С os fluidos alcalinos contcndo 
CO, carbonatam rapidamente a xonotlita que se forma quando e adicionada silica. Quando näo 
houve adipao de silica äs argamassas, estas tiveram sua durabilidade aumentada. Formulou-se a 
hipotese de que isto se deve ao fato de os carbonates formados terem volume molar maior do 

que о CH e do que os produtos hidratados de que eles sao formados, do que result;; reducao da 
porosidade. Aplica-se a situaqao inversa quando se adiciona silica äs argamassas; neste caso 
os produtos hidratados ten; volume molar maior do que os carbonates, resultando em aumento da 
porosidade.



INTRODUCTION '

The effect of CO2, and C02-containing 
fluids on calcium silicate hydrates found 
in geothermal well grouts have not been 
extensively studied. Geothermal wells are 
normally grouted with a portland cement/ 
water slurry with added silica to prevent 
strength regression due to the formation of 
аСзЗН^. With added silica the binders 
normally formed are tobermorite or 
xonotlite, with the rarer formation of 
truscottite. In the long term testing 
conducted by the API Task Force2 the,only 
grouts to satisfy performance criteria 
were those containing added silica. The 
grouts require sufficient strength to anchor 
and support the casing and to prevent 
blowouts as well as providing the alkaline 
environment to prevent corrosion of the 
steel casing.

At the Broadlands development in the 
North Island of New Zealand, an upper 
aquifer lying between the production zone 
and the surface, has caused corrosion of 
both grout and steel casing in two wells. 
This aquifer has high С02 levels at 160OC. 
Because wells at the neighbouring Wairakei 
development have been successfully grouted 
for up to thirty years with cement slurries 
containing 3% bentonite, without added 
silica, this practice was continued at 
Broadlands. However, conditions at 
Broadlands are more severe with both 
higher temperatures and gas contents in 
the fluids. This study attempts to assess 
the effects of these fluids on typical 
grout formulations used at Broadlands and 
some others suggested as being more suitable.

EXPERIMENTAL

The two wells chosen for these exposure 
studies were believed to provide 
conditions typical of the upper aquifer and 
the deep reservoir. BR23 with a 
temperature of 160°C represents the corrosive 
lipper aquifer while BR17 with an operating 
temperature of 260°C represents the deep 
reservoir, although it should be noted 
that each well has its own unique chemistry . 
A series of 100 x 50 mm cylinders were 
prepared. Table I, and lowered to 563m 
depth in BRI7 and 422m in BR23. After 
three months exposure the cylinders were 
reclaimed and then cut into halves along 
their lengths and dried at 60°C. One 
half was used for X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
and the other half was large-area thin- 
sectioned for petrographic examination4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

When the XRD analyses. Table II, are combined 
with the microscopic examinations, Table III, 
they give a detailed picture of the textures 
of the samples and the products formed in 
the zones (see fig.l). In BR23 (160°C), 
with high CO2 levels and acid conditions.

Table I - Grout Formulations
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Bore 23

1 500 15 — 280 0.56
2 500 15 — 320 0.64
3 350 — 140 217 0.62
4 350 - 140 280 0.80

Bore 17

5 620 19 — 310 0.50
6 620 19 — 347 0.56
7 393 — 236 283 0.72
8 393 — 236 305 0.78

Fig. 1 Diagramatic representation 
of zones formed by attack 
on cement grouts

corrosion is severe on all samples with 
attack increasing from samples 1 through to 
samples 4. Thus both W/C ratio and the, 
products formed appear to be important in 
determining degree of attack. In BRI7 
(260°C), with lower CO2 levels and alkaline 
conditions, corrosion is minimal and attack 
is limited to carbonation which increases in 
severity from samples 5 to 8. Once again the 
same pattern as that found in BR23 is 
repeated.

Samples exposed in BR23 are exhibiting 
classical corrosive attack from CO2-rich, 
acidic waters5. The corroded, carbonated 
and leached zones, (see fig.l), are merely 
the components of a moving front attacking



Table II

Sample Carbonated zone

1 & 2 Calcite, aC2SH(tr), aragonite

3 & 4 Calcite Aragonite, qtz

- Results of XRD Analyses

Central Zone

Bore 23 (160°C)

(tr) aC2SH, CH

Tobermorite, qtz(m)

5 $ 6 Calcite

7 & 8 Calcite, qtz(tr)

Bore 17 (260OC)

Calcio-chondrodite, tri-calcium 
silicate hydrate, CH

Xonotlite, qtz(tr), calcite (50-20%)

needles, qtz(tr) CC 
(100-25%)

Table III - Results of Microscopic Examination

Sample Corroded zone Carbonated Leached or Central zone Pore:
altered zone

Bore 23 (160°C)

1 & 2 Isotr. lattice, CC leached matrix aC2SH, CH, CH
CC(tr)

3 & 4 Isotr. lattice. CC, qtz altered matrix Dark matrix. qtz, CH ettr
qtz, CC(tr) needles(m), qtz or CC(tr)?

Bore 17 (260°C)

5 & 6 Absent CC leached matrix, Dark matrix, CH CH
CC(tr)

7 & 8 Absent CC, qtz(m) Absent Dark matrix, long fine CC

the samples. The total width of the 
front will be determined by its overall 
porosity. The driving forces are firstly, 
carbonation that draws out material via the 
leached or altered zone and secondly, the 
acidic conditions which corrode the 
carbonated zone and drives the front 
forward. The corroded zone is largely 
missing especially in samples 3 and 4. It 
is all that remains after everything but 
the silica and alumina has been removed 
from the cement, and rarely exceeds a few 
mm in depth in these samples because it is 
fragile, porous and easily lost. It will 
be obvious that it is easier for the front 
to move forward in the more porous 
samples. In contrast, attack in BRI7 is 
limited to carbonation. The driving force 
of corrosion of the carbonated zone is 
absent. Thus the depth of attack will be 
controlled initially by the permeability of 
the hydration products but ultimately by 

the permeability of the carbonated 
zone.

The addition of silica in samples 3 and 4 
has suppressed the formation of aC2SH in 
favour of 11A tobermorite and reacted with 
the CH. A surprising amount of the silica 
flour is unreacted, even down to 5urn 
particles, considering the time of exposure. 
XRD detected aragonite in the carbonated 
zone adjacent to the altered zone in samples 
3 and 4. This has formed from carbonation 
of the tobermorite and altered to calcite in 
the outer portions of the carbonated zone.

From XRD analyses, a complex mixture of 
calcio-chondrodite (CgSsH), tri-calcium 
silicate hydrate (CgSjHj) and CH was 
detected in the centres of samples 5 and 6 
exposed in BR17. In samples 7 and 8 the 
main phase detected was xonotlite with 
calcite and a trace of quartz. It would 



appear that as the temperature of 
exposure is increased, from 160° to 260°C 
the tobermorite alters to xonotlite.

Microscopy showed a complete absence of 
the corroded zone in- samples exposed in 
BR17 which is to be expected because of the 
alkaline fluids present. Rather there 
were signs of calcite crystals and fine, 
dark, opaque grains which may be some form 
of sulphide, having been deposited on the 
outside surfaces. In samples 5 and 6, the 
remaining three zones (carbonation, leached 
and central) are clearly visible. The 
central zone consists of a rather feature
less, dark matrix containing well 
crystallised-CH. Under the microscope the 
texture of samples 7 and 8 is different , 
from all the other samples examined but it 
is to be noted that attack may be 
sufficiently severe to have destroyed zones 
originally present. The central zone 
consists of a dark matrix in which are 
embedded long fine needles with similar 
optical properties to those of xonotlite. 
Scattered through this matrix are clumps 
of fine crystals of CaCO3 which form nearly 
100% of the texture adjacent to the ,
carbonation zone and reduce to about 25% in 
the centre. All the interior pores contain 
large carbonate crystals which appear to 
be aragonite. Throughout samples 7 and 8 
only the larger quartz grains remain in 
which reaction rims are clearly visible.

MECHANISM OF ATTACK

This study and previous work by L.M. Smith 
(private communication) clearly shows that 
grouts without added silica are more 
durable than those with added silica when 
exposed to the fluids in BR23. When 
grouts without added silica are exposed 
to these CO2-rich, acidic fluids, the 
HCOn- reacts with the CH to produce 
calcite. The calcite has a larger molar 
volume than CH (37 cc/mole Ca compared to 
32 cc/mole Ca) and this blocks the pores of 
the grout reducing permeability and the 
rate of attack.

Where samples containing added silica are 
exposed to HCOg—, attack must be directly 
on the hydrated calcium silicate binders 
giving aragonite. The molar volumes of 
tobermorite and xonotlite are 57 and 44 
cc/mole Ca respectively so that the _ 
formation of either aragonite or calcite 
leads to an increase in porosity. In BR23 
(samples 3 and 4) this increase in 
porosity increases the rate of attack so that 
the carbonated layer is not only wider but 
more porous than samples 1 and 2, and thus 
is corroded more rapidly by HCO3-. In BR17 
the attack by HCO3-, although operating 
under alkaline conditions, is driven by 
high temperatures, so that no part of the 
samples 7 and 8 are unaffected by 
carbonation after the three months exposure. 
The carbonation of the xonotlite has 

produced sufficient porosity to give this 
rapid rate of attack and it must be 
concluded that xonotlite is not stable 
under these conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

Investigation of some typical geothermal 
well grout formulations, exposed in BR23 
and BR17 at the Broadlands Geothermal 
Development to CO2_rich, acidic fluids at 
160°C and alkaline fluids at 260°C allows 
the following conclusions to be drawn.

1. At 160°C grouts exposed to CO2-rich 
acidic fluids are undergoing rapid 
carbonation and corrosion from HCO3-. 
It is doubtful if any portland cement 
system could withstand these 
conditions for the expected twenty year 
life required of the wells.

2. At 260°C grouts exposed to alkaline 
fluids containing СО2 are carbonating 
only. If the binder is xonotlite the 
carbonation is rapid under these 
conditions and the phase cannot be 
considered to be stable.

3. Where silica is added to the formulatiors 
the grouts are less durable and rates
of attack are increased. At 160°C the 
11Ä tobermorite is more corroded and 
carbonated than the C1C2SH. Similarly at 
260OC the carbonation of the xonotlite 
is extremely rapid when compared with 
that of calcio-chondrodite, tri-calcium 
silicate hydrate and calcium hydroxide 
mixture.

4. It is hypothesised that the increased 
durability of the grouts without added 
silica is because the carbonates formed 
have a greater molar volume than the CH 
and hydrated phases from which they are 
formed and hence reduce porosity. The 
reverse situation applies to the 
hydrated products 11A tobermorite and 
xonotlite formed when silica is added 
to the grouts.
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CONTRIBUTION A L'ETUDE DE LA RESISTANCE C1LIMIQUE DES CIMENTS. COMPORTU'ENT MECANIQUH-RESISTAOT CUN' 
CEMENT PORTLAND INDUSTRIEL RESISTANT AUX SULFATES AUX DIVERS SOLUTIONS AGRESSIVES.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF TIE CIEMICAL RESISTANCE OF CBENI'S. BEHAVIOUR MECHANICAL-RESISTANCE 
OF A SULPHO-RESISTANCE PORTIAND CENENT APPOSITE TO DIVERSE AGRF.SSIVE SOLUIIONS.

R Ё S U M Ё

Dans ce travail, qui fait partie d'un Projet de Recherche de 1’IETcc a long terme, on etudie la varia
tion des resistances mecaniques des eprouvettes de morticr (1:5) [de 1 x 1 x 6 cm, en flexotraction, de 4 x 4 x 
16 cm, en flexotraction et compression, de 7 x 7 x 28 cm, en fraction-centrifuge] et de beton [de 10 x 10 x 40 
cm, en flexotraction et compression] fabriquees avec un ciment portland resistant aux sulfates (cimcnt 2; un des 
ciments Caisant 1'objet d'autres travaux presentes a ce Congres) sont soumises, apres la periode de conservation 
(1 jour en chambre humide et 21 jours pour les eprouvettes de 1x1x6 cm et 30 jours pour les eprouvettes res
tantes sous eau douce), a. 1'action de differentes solutions agressives pendant 56 - 90 - 180 - 360 - 540 - 720 - 
900 et 1080 jours les eprouvettes de mortier de 1 x 1 x 6 cm et pendant 6-12-18-24-30-36-42 - 48 - 
54 et 60 mois les eprouvettes de mortier (4 x 4 x 16 cm et 7 x 7 x 28 cm) et de beton (de 10 x 10 x 40 cm).

Les solutions agressives etudiees ont cte: sat. de CaSCLj.2H,O; Na^SO^ (2,1 g/1); Mg SO^.T^O (3,2 g/1); 
Mg SO4.7H2O (32,2 g/1); sat. de CaSO4-2H2O + Mg SO4.7H2O (3,2 g/1); sat. de CaSO4-2H?O + Mg SO4-7H2O (32,2 g/1); 
Na2SO4 (3,5 g/1) + NaCl (20,0 g/1) et de l'eau de mer artificielle (ASTM I) 1141-75), et d'un autre cote de I'eau 
douce; la concentration minimale de SO4 (II) a ete toujours, pendant le temps d'essai, de 500 mg/1. Les travaux 
ont permis d'ctablir une qualification de majeure ä mineur, en accord avec le coraportement mecanique-resistant ' 
des eprouvettes ou ont ete immergees.

Neste trabalho, que faz parte de urn Projeto de Pesquisa do lETcc, a longo prazo, estuda-se a variapäo 
das resistencias mecänicas de corpos de prova de argamassa (1:3) (de 1x1x6 cm, sob flexotraqac); de 4 x 4 x 
16 cm, sob flexotrapäo e compressäo; de 7 x 7 x 28 cm, sob tragäo centrifuga), e de concreto (de 10 x 10 x 40 
cm, sob flexotrapäo e compressäo), fabricados com un cimento portland resistente aos sulfatos (cimento 2; um dos 
cimentos e objeto de outros trabalhos apresentados neste Congresso). Apos о periodo de conservacäo (1 dia em ca 
mara umida e 21 dias no caso dos corpos de prova de 1 x 1 x 6 cm, e 30 dias para os restantes em agua doce), säö 
submetidos ä aqao de diferentes solupoes agressivas: durante 56 - 90 - 180 - 360 - 540 - 720 - 900 e 1.080 dias 
para os corpos de prova de argamassa de 1 x 1 x 6 cm, e durante 6 - 12 - 18 - 24 - 30 - 36 - 42 - 48-54e6G meses 
para os corpos de prova de argamassa (4x4x16cme7x7x28 cm), e de concreto (de 10 x 10 x 40 cm).

As solupoes agressivas foram: saturaqäo de CaSO4.2H2O; Na2SO4 (2,1 g/1); MgSO4.7H2O (3,2 g/1); 
MgSO4.7H2O (32,2 g/1); saturac'ao de CaSO4-2H2O + MgSO4.7H2O (3,2 g/1); saturafäo de CaSO4-2H2O + MgSO4-7H2O 
(33,2 g/1); Na2SO4 (3,5 g/1) + NaCl (20,0 g/1) e_agua marinha artificial (ASTM D 1141-75), e de outro lado, agua 
doce; durante о tempo de ensaio a concentracao minima de SO4 (II) foi sempre de 500 mg/1).

Os trabalhos permitiram estabelecer-se uma qualificacao de maior a menor, de acordo com о comportamento 
de resistencia mecänica dos corpos de prova no meio em que foram imersos.



1. Introduction
Dans d'autres travaux presentes dans ce Congres 
nous etudions le comportement de differents ciments 
portland industriels hydrates (1'un d'eux, ciment 2 , 
est- analogue ä celui qui fait 1'objet de ce travail) 
et des ses melanges avec le laitier lorsqu'ils 
sont soumis ä 1'action de differentes solutions 
agressives*  pendant des periodes de temps diverses, 
determinant ' la composition structurelle des 
nouvelles phases solides formees dans 1'eau de 
mer artificielle oü les eprouvettes de montier 
ont ete immergees, ainsi que ' les modifications 
des caract^ristiques structurelies de la fraction 
enrichie (ciment hydrate et ciment hydrate-attaque) 
extraite des eprouvettes de mortier (1); la variation 
de la concentration ionique de l*eau  de. mer artifi
cielle oü les eprouvettes de • mortier mentionnees 
ont ete immergees (2) et d'autres solutions agressives 
qui ont traverse les lits elabores ävec ce ciment 
hydrate« ainsi que la composition chimique et struc— 
turelle des ciments hydrates-attaques des lists 
mentionnes et de la nouvelle phase solide formee(3).
Ces travaux foat partie d'un Projet de Recherche 
ä developper ä long terme« aussi bien ä echelle 
de laboratoire qu'a echelle reele.
2. Partie experimentale . ■
Dans ce travail nous etudions le comportement chimique 
-resistant d"un ciment portland resistant aux sulfa
tes, de fabrication espagnole, lorsque les eprouvettes 
de mortier ou de beton, elaborees avec ce ■ ciment, 
et apres la periods de conservation, sont soumises 
ä 1'action des solutions agressives (1-3-4—5—6 et 8, 
une partie des premieres eprouvettes, et 1—2—3— 
7 et 8 les restantes) que nous presentons dans 
le Tableau 2, determinant l'evolution des resistances 
mecaniques en la flexotraction des eprouvettes de 
mortier (1:3) de 1 x 1 x 6 cm, en flexotraction 
et compression d'eorouvettes de mortier (1:3) de 
4 x 4 x 16 cm, en traction centrifuge d'eprouvettes 
de mortier (1:3) de 7 x 7 x 28 cm et en flexotraction 
et compression des eprouvettes de beton de 10x10x40cm.

2.1. — Materiaux utilises *
2.1.1. — Ciment: nous avons employe un ciment portland 
industriel resistant aux sulfates, de fabrication 
espagnole, qui repond aux caracteristiques chimiques, 
physiques et mecaniques du Tableau 1. Il a une 
teneur calculee (Bogue) en C^A = 0%, en СдАГ = 10,8% 
et en C3S (75,6%) + C2S (6,1%) = 81,7%. Les DRX des 
phases cristallines correspondantes aux aluminates du 
ciment anhydride et du residu de I'attaque de ce ci - 
me nt par 1'acide salicylique-methanol sont represen
tees dans la fig. 1, ou un pic du C3A a 20 = 33,15° 
et un autre du СдАР a 2© = 33,8° (34° theoriques) 
ont ete detectes; 11 a ete mis en evidence aussi. 
Inexistence d'un pic ä 29 = 32,9°.
2.1.2. - Le sable employe pour la fabrications des 
eprouvettes de mortier de 4 x 4 x 16 cm et de 7 x 
x 7 x 28 cm a ete specifie dans le "Pliego espanol 
para la recepcion de cementos (RC-75)"; pour les 
eprouvettes de 1 x I x6 cm on a employe la fraction 
de sable comprise entre 1 et 1,,5 mm.
2.1.3. — Les granulats employes pour preparer les 
eprouvettes de beton ont ete voules (siliciques) 
et laves; ils repondent -a la courbe granulometrique 
de Boloney.
2.1.4. - Les solutions agressives utilisees sont 
cel les du Tableau 2..

2.1.5.-  Preparation et conservation d'eprouvettes 
de mortier et de beton.
a. les eprouvettes de mortier (1:3) de 1 x 1 x 6 cm
ont ete preparees comme signale en (4); elles ont 
ete conservees 1 jour en chambre humide, a 20 + 1° 0,
avec une humidite relative superieure a 95% et, par 
la suite, nous avons immerge 12 eprouvettes/Iserie/ 
/800 ml’ en eau potable filtree et de chacune des 
solutions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 et 8/par age, ou elles 
sont" nestles jusqu'au moment de la determination 
des resistances mecaniques (56, 90, 180, 360, 540, 
900 et 1080 .jours). Nous avons ргёрагё 56 series 
dleprouvettes (12. eprouvettes/serie), une par age 
et par ’solution, et elles ont. ete conservees dans 
les recipients correspondents situes dans le labora- 
toire. ‘ •
b. les series d'eprouvettes’ de mortier (1:3) de
4 x 4 x 16 cm et de 7 x 7 x 28 cm (10 eprouvettes- 
par serie, par age et par solution) ont ete preparees ’ 
en accord avec le procede operatoire decrit dans 
le "Pliego espanol para la recepcion de cementos 
(RC-75)", elles ont ete conservees 1 jour en chambre 
humide, comme les eprouvettes precedentes, et par 
la suite, sous eau potable pendant 30 jours. En 
suite, elles ont ete immergees jusqu'au moment 
de la determination des resistances mecaniques 
(1 serie par age : 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 
54 et 60 mois) dans 1'eau potable et dans les solu
tions agressives 1, 2, 3, 7 et 8 contenues dans
des reservoirs d'asbeste—ciment proteges par un 
mortier epoxi. Les eprouvettes ont ete placees 
en position verticale, separees entre elles par 
une couche de solution d'au moins 5 cm; les reservoirs 
mentionnes ont ete places dans 1'enceinte exterieure 
de 1'Institut, sous conditions ambiantes.
Les solutions agressives ont ete renouvelees lorsque 
la concentration d'ions sulfate etait inferieure 
a 500 mg/1.
c. Les series d'eprouvettes de beton de 10 x 10 x 40cm 
(10 eprouvettes par serie, par age et par solution) 
ont ete preparees avec des granulats siliciques 
laves, repondant ä la courbe granulometrique de 
Bolomey; nous avons employe 400 Kg de ciment/ 1 m^ de 
beton, une relation eau/ciment = 0,45 et elles.ont ete 
mises en vibration par groupes de quatre. Les series 
d'eprouvettes conservees pendant les premieres 
24 heures atmosphere du laboratoire et, par la 
suite, sous eau potable pendant 30 jours dans des 
reservoirs construits dans 1'enceinte exterieure 
de 1'Institut (fig. 2); plus tard elles ont et§ 
placees sous eau potable et solutions agressives 
1, 2, 3, 7 et 8 contenues dans des reservoirs analo- 
aux precedents proteges par un mortier epoxi, ou 
elles ont ete placees en position verticale, separees 
entre elles par, environ, 5 cm. Chaque reservoir 
contient 2000 1 de chacune des solutions mentionnes, 
qui ont ete renouvelees lorsque la concentration 
des ions de sufate etait inferieure a 500 mg/1.
3.-  Resultats obtenus
3.1. - Resistance chimique.
3.1.1. - Methode Chatelier-Anstett: la variation 
experimentee par le diametre des eprouvettes (deux), 
ciment hydrate plus gypse, a ete de 0,12% a 14 
jours;, valeur maintenue tout au long du temps d'etude 
(1 an). Dans ces erpuvettes ni fissures ni deforma
tions ont ete observees.
3.1..2,-  Methode ASTM C 452-73: 1'augmentation en 



longueur que Les deux series d'eprouvettes de mortier 
out experimente, a ete de 0,004% apres 14 jours; 
cette augmentation, tout au long du temps etudie 
(1 an), a ete inferieur a 0,009%.
3.1.3.-  Methode Koch-Steinegger: les valeurs des 
coefficients de corrosion Kock-Steinegger (Rt/R't) 
des differentes series d'eprouvettes de mortier 
immergees dans les solutions agressives mentionnees 
dans le point 2.1.5, pendant 56, 90, 180, 360,
540 , 720 , 900 et 1080 jours, apres la periode de 
conservation (1 + 21 jours) ont ete, dans tous
les cas, superieures ä la valeur indice (0,70 pour 
t = 22 + 56 jours), comme nous pouvons 1'apprecier 
dans la fig. 3.
De meme, cette valeur est aussi superieure a 0,70 
dans le cas des eprouvettes immergees dans les 
solutions de Па230д(2,1 g/1) et de Na 2SO4 (3,5 g/1), 
plus Na 01 (20,0 g/1), dans tous les ages etudies.
En accord avec les valeurs obtenues on peut etablir 
I'ordre de resistance chimique suivante:
Sol .6 >sol.4>sol.l2/et>sol.3 >sol. 5 > sol. 8 
3.2.- Evolution des resistances mecaniques.
3.2.1.-  eprouvettes de mortier de 1 x 1 x 6 cm
Dans la fig. 4 nous ^epresentons 1'evolution des 
resistances mecaniques en flexotraction (Kp/cm^) des se 
ries d'eprouvettes de mortier de 1 x 1 x 6 cm (valeurs 
moyennes de 12 eprouvettes par serie et par age) 
en fonction du temps d'immersion (jusqu'a 3 ans), 
ou 1'on peut apprecier que, en relation avec les 
resistances des eprouvettes de mortier conservees 
sous eau potable (sol.O), celles qui correspondent 
aux series immergees dans les solutions 6, 4 et 1 
sont superieures, dans les solutions 5 et 3 elles 
sont du meme ordre, presentant de legeres modifica
tions, et toutes plus grandes que les series immergees 
dans l'eau de mer artificielle ASTM. Tout ceci permet 
d'etablir I'echelle suivante: 
sol.6 > sol. 4^-sol. 1 / eau potable^et 5 sol. 5^ sol. 3
eau de mer artificielle.
3.2.2. eprouvettesde mortier de 4 x 4 x 16 cm
Dans les figures 5 et 6 nous avons represente 1* evolu
tion des resistances mecaniques en fl exotraction (va
leurs moyennes de 10 eprouvettes par serie) et en com 
pression (valeurs moyennes de^ 20 demi-prismes de cha 
que 10 eprouvettes), en Kp/cm , ainsi que les valeurs 
maximales et minimales de chaque serie en fonction du 
temps d*immersion  (jusqu’a 5 ans).

Dans la figure 5 on peut apprecier les resistances 
mecaniques en flexotraction des eprouvettes immergees 
dans les solutions 1 (sat. de Ca SO^. 2 H2O), StMgSO^.
• 7 H20; 3,22 g/1), 2 (^ЗОд; 2,1 g/1) et 7 (Иа250д;
3,5 g/1 +Na Cl; 20,0 g/1) sont superieures ä celles 
correspondant aux series d'eprouvettes conservees 
sous eau potable, (sol. 0) et celles-ci, ä leur 
tour, plus grandes que les series immergees en 
eau de mer artificielle, faits inscrits dans la 
figure 7, ou 1'on peut apprecier que les coefficients 
Rt/R't (Rt = Resistances des eprouvettes immergees 
dans les solutions, pour une periode t et R't = Id im— 
mergees sous eaupotable pour une periode <t) sont 
plus grandes que 1'unit^ dans le cas des eprouvettes 
immergees dans les quatre solutions agressives
et plus petites que 1'unite et plus grandes que 
0170 dans 1'eau de mer artificielle.
Les resistances mecaniques en compression (fig.6) 
des series d'eprouvettes de mortier conservees 

sous eau potable, sont du meme ordre que celles 
qui correspondent aux series immergees dans la 
solution de Na2S04(3,5 g/1) + Na Cl (20,0 g/1), plus 
petites que celles des series immergees dans la 
solution saturee de gypse, de Ыа^ЗО^З,! g/1) et plus 
grandes que celles des eprouvettes immergees dans l*eau  
artificielle.
L'aspect des eprouvettes soumises ä 1'action des 
differentes solutions, pour tous les ages, etait 
normale, n'ayant pas observe*  d'alterations (analogue 
ä celui de la fig. 11). Les eprouvettes soumises 
ä 1'action de 1'eau de mer apparaissent recouvertes, 
partiellement, d'une pellicule de Mg (OH)^«
3.2.3.-  eprouvettes de mortier de 7 x 7 x 28 cm.
L'evolution des resistances mecaniques, en traction 
centrifuge, des series d'eprouvettes de mortier 
de 7 x 7 x 28 cm (valeurs moyennes de 10 eprouvettes), 
en Kp/cm 2, immergees dans les solutions 1 (sat. 
de Ca S04. 2 H20), 2 (sol. Na2 S04; 2,1 g/1), 3 (sol. 
Mg S04. 7 H20; 3,22 g/1), 7 (Na2 S04; 3,5 g/1 + Na Cl; 
20,0 g/1) et 8 (eau de mer artificielle) se conduit d' 
une fagon analogue ä celle des eprouvettes de mortier 
conservees sous eau potable (sol. 0) (fig. 8). 
Les valeurs superieures et inferieures plus frequentes 
correspondent aux series d'eprouvettes immergees 
dans la solution de Nag S04 (2,1 g/1) et en eau 
de mer artificielle, respectivemente.
L'aspect des eprouvettes soumises ä 1'action des 
diverses solutions agressives, pour tous les ages, 
etait normale; on n'a pas observe d'alterations. 
Les eprouvettes soumises ä 1'action de 1'eau de 
mer apparaissent partiellement recouvertes d'une 
pellicule de Mg (0H)2*
3.2,4.-  eprouvettes de beton de 10 x 10 x 40 cm,
Dans les figures 9 et 10 nous avons represente les re
sistances mecaniques en flexotraction (valeurs moyennes 
de 10 eprouvettes par serie) et en compression (valeurs 
moyennes des 20 demi-prismes de chaque 10 eprouvettes), 
en Kp/cm^, ainsi que les valeurs maximales et minima
les de chaque serie en fonction du temps d*immersion  
(jusqu1 a 5 ans).
Dans la figure 9 on peut apprecier que les resistances 
mecaniques en flexotraction des differentes series 
d'eprouvettes en beton immergees dans les solutions 
agressives 1 (sat. de Ca SO 4 . 2 H20), 2 (sol.
Na2 S04; 2,1 g/1), 3 (sol. Mg S04 . 7 H20; 3,22 g/1) 
et 7 (Na2 S04; 3,5 g/1 + Na Cl; 20.0 g/1) sont en re
gie generale, inferieures ä celles qui correspondent 
aux eprouvettes conservees sous eau potable (sol.O) 
et toutes sont plus grandes que celles immergees 
dans 1'eau de mer artificielle.
Dans la figure 10 on observe que les resistances 
mecaniques en compression des eprouvettes de beton 
immergees sous les differentes solutions agressives 
et sous eau potable, maintiennent une evolution sembla- 
ble tout au long de 5 ans, formant un faisceau 
ou s'entrecroisent ces valeurs.
L'aspect des eprouvettes soumises ä 1'action de 
1'eau potable et des solutions agressives,etait 
normal« ä tous les ages, comme on peut 1'apprecier 
dans la figure 11, ou nous reproduisons la photo 
d'une eprouvette d'une des differentes series soumises 
pendant 5 ans ä 1'action de ces solutions. Les 
eprouvettes immergees en eau de mer artificielle 
apparaissent recouvertes d'une pellicule de Mg (0H)2,
D'apres 1'etude au moyen de DRX de la fraction enri- 
chie (pate de ciment) extraite de chacun des morceaux 



des eprouvettes en beton (superieur et inferieur) 
immergees pendant 360 jours dans les differentes 
solutions agressives et tenant compte de l'intensite 
des pics (comptes) des composants cristallins ettrin
gite,, portlandite et calcite (pour 20 = 8,9° — 18,0° 
et 29,.5°,t respectivement) , intensite qui se refere ä 
Celle du pic oi — Si OjISS = 26,7°) de l'echantillon 
extra!t de l'eprouvette immergee en eau potable 
pendant 360 jours,, on observe (Tableau 3):
a. , que l'intensite des pics de 1'ettringite (26=8,,9°)' 
est de la тёте magnitude dans les DRX: des deux 
zones de chaque eprouvette, excepte dans celles 
Immergees dans I'eau de mer artificielle (I zone 
superieure >1 zone infe'rieure); ainsi, cette intensite 
est de La тёте magnitude dans les DRX correspondents 
aux differentes sS'ries d'Sprouvettes, excepte pour 
Les DRX: de la zone superieure des eprouvettes immer— 
gees dans la sol. de Ма2 SO 4 (eile est plus petite) 
et dans I'eau. de mer artificielle (eile est plus 
grande)

b. . que 1 "intensite de pic de la portlandite (26=18 „0°) 
est differente selon qu'il s'agisse des DRX de 
la zone superieure (eile est plus petite) ou inferleu- 
re (eile est plus grande) des eprouvettes et que 
cette intensite' des DRX de la zone inferieure suit 
la graduation: sol. sat. de Ca S04 . 2 H^O^-sol. de 
Mg ЗОд- 7 IL,0,.>eau potable >eau de mer artificiel

sol. Nap SO4 + Na 01 p»sol. Nap SO4;; cependant 
dans les DRX de la zone superieure, la graduation 
est la suivante: sol. Mg SO4 . 7 HgO 5»eau potable 5=*  
L>sol., sat. Ca SO4. . 2 Hp0;»eau de mer artificielle 
>sol. Na2 S04>. sol. Nap S04 + Na Cl.

(2) GASPAR-TEBAR, D., et SAGRERA-MORENO,. J.L.; (1968).-
L1action de I'eau de mer sur un ciment portland 
de haute resistance initielle et sur un ciment

c. que L'intensitS des pics de La calcite est diffe
rente selon qu"il s'agisse des DRX de la zone supe
rieure (eile est plus petite) ou de la zone inferieure 
(eile est plus grande);: la plus petite intensite,, 
pour les deux diagrammes correspond: ä ceux de I'' 
e'prouvette immergSe dans I'eau de mer artificielle 
et dans la dis . de Mg SO 4 . 7 Hp0- РЬёпотёпез qui 
influent tous sur le comportement mScanique-chimiq.ue— 
resistant..
4... — Conclusions
Premiere::
1''Evolution, des resistances mScaniques des differentes 
series d;'eprouvettes. de montier immergees, apres 
la. pe'riode de conservation, sous eau potable ou 
sous eau potable filtrSe et dans les. differentes 
solutions; agressives (Tableau 2) pendant 3. ä 5 
ans,, est fonction de la composition, chimique de 
ces solutions..
Deux.leme:.
Les valours des resistances mgcaniques permettent 
di'etablir des classifications d.SterminSes qui dSpen
dent de La solution ou elles or.t 6t@ immergees 
et du procSd# employe pour dS-terminer ces resistances.
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Tableau 1
■Analise chimique^%, e. p.

P-F- ............................................. 1,1
R.I....................................................   0„2
Si02 - ......................... .. 22,.0
Fe2C>3 .................................................  4,1

AI203 ; _______    1,8
CaO ...........------------ - - 67,9
MgO ■--------------   0,5

....................... 2 ,.3
CaO libre _ ________   1,,8

Composition, potential (Bogue)
CS -------------------- - ------------- 75 „6
CgS ..........    6„1
c A. . ..................................    0,0
C^AF ................ ................... .. 10,.8

Essais physiques et mecaniques;_____
Masse- volumique ...__ 3,12 g/cm3
Surface specifique...... 3.553 cm2/g

Stability volumen (autoclave) O,.O %
Prise, debut ......... О h. 45 min.
Prise, fin. ...  3 h 15. min

Resistances mäcaniques (Kp/cm ) 

Jours Flexotraction Compression
3 52 285
7 73 4:73

28 83 542



FIGURE 1

Ciment 2: anhidre et RSM. DRX.

Tableau 2

Solutions agressives

Solutions Concentration, g/1
П9 Agressives S04(IJ)1 Cl (I) Ca (Il)lrig(II)

1 Sat. de Ca S0^. 2 H^O 1,010 - 0,420 -
2 Na2 S04 (2,1 g/1) 1,210 - - -
3 Mg S04. 7 l!20 (3,22 g/1) 1,263 - - 0,318
4 Mg S04. 7 H20 (32,2 g/1) 12,630 - - 3,180
5 Sat. de Ca SC^. 2

+ MgSO^. 7 H20 (3,22 g/1) 2,273 0,420 0,318

6 Sat. de Ca SO . 2 H„0 4 2
+ MgS04. 7H20 (32,2 g/1) 13,280 - 0,420 3,180

7 Na2 S04 (3,5 g/1) + 
Na Cl (20,0 g/1) 2,494 12,132 — —

8 eau de mer artificielle 2,928 19,585 0,521 1,347
0 eau douce 0,003 0,007 0,005 0,001f

Tableau 3

Eprouvettes de b£ton, DRX.
Intensities relatives de les pics d'ettringite (2 6 = 8,9°), portlandite (28- 18,0°) 

et calcite (26= 29,5°)

Compossant

Eau 
douce

Sol. saturie 
de

CaSO^.2 H20

Sol

Na2

Inf.

de

S04

Sup.

Sol, de Sol, de Eau de mer 

artificielleMg so4

Inf.

. 7 H20

Sup,

NaS0„4

Inf.

* NaCl

Sup,Inf. Sup. Inf. Sup. Inf. Sup.
Ettringite 217 243 223 242 194 173 223 231 219 194 215 304
Portland!te 1.080 918 1,403 698 682 549 1.242 969 818 396 1,056 693
Calcite 519 462 517 433 545 508 339 647 957 731 159 4.27



FIGURE 2
Vue des reservoirs des 6prouvettes.

age en jours
FIGURE 3

Evolution des coefficientes de 
corrosion Koch-Steinneger.

г j-uurxr,

Evolution des resistances mecäniques, en flexotraction, 
des eprouvettes de mortier de 1 x 1 x 6 cm.

FIGURE 6
Evolution des resistances mecaniques,en compressidn, 

des 6prouvettes de mortier de 4 x 4 x 16 cm.

Evolution des resistances mecaniques en flexotraction, 
des eprouvettes de mortier de 4 x 4 x 16 cm.

FIGURE 7
Evolution des coefficientes Rt/Rl

= Resistancesen flexotraction (sol. agressive) 

R*̂  = Resistances en flexotraction (eau potable).

age en mois
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THE SULPHATE RESISTANT PORTLAND CEMENT, ARE NOT ULTIMATE ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM OF SULPHATE 
ATTACK. 4.2
LES CIMENTS PORTLAND RESISTANTS AU SALFATES NE SONT PAS L'ULTIME REPLIQUE A L'ATTAQUE D'EAUX 
SELENITEUSES.

SUMMARY: This work confirms the certainty of the predictions of useful service given by.Kalou 
sek and al. for the sulphate resistant portland cements (type V, USA), subject to severe sele
nitic attack.

Two sulphate resistant portland cements, were tested by means of the Le Chatelier - 
Anstett method. The tarts were destroyed at ages of three years, having detected in them the 
presence of thaumasite by XRD.

Even so, the impossibility and possibility thaumasite formation was confirmed in po- 
zzolanic cements tarts, which either had or did not have adequate amount of pozzolana (diatonri 
te) for such purpose.

Este trabalho confirma a certeza das predicoes de vida util, feitas por Kalousek e 
outros, para os cimentos portland resistentes ao sulfato (tipo V, USA), sujeitos a severos ata 
ques selenlticos.

Dois cimentos portland resistentes a sulfato foram testados pelo metodo de Le Chate- 
lier-Anstett. Os corpos de prova foram destruidos ä idade de 3 anos, tendo sido detectada ne
les, por XRD, a presenja de taumasita.

Assim, confirmou-se a impossibilidade e a possibilidade de formagäo de taumasita em 
corpos de prova de cimentos pozolänicos, que tenham ou näo a quantidade adequada de pozolana 
(diatomita) para tai firn.
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I.-  INTRuDUCTIuN
Durability of concret structures is of the utmost 
importance and sulphate attack is one most well 
forms of concrete deterioration. As it is кпошп, it 
is verified preferably through the C^A portland ce
ment concrete to forms expansive ettringite,

C3A + 3CaS04.2H2U t- 25H2u -*-C  А .ЗСаЗй^.ЗТН^ (1)

Such nocive effect mas treated to elude that by me
ans of creation sulphate resistant portland cements, 
as are the cements C A small content and generally 
less 5%. For that reason, although the bibliography 
that is written at present about sulphate attack at 
the C A, is very abundant, it is noy the same for 
the sulphate attack C AF and deterioration passible 
of the concretes of sulphate resistant partland ce
ment ,■ because it only is a generally form:

1. The C^AF also can be attacked for sulphates, ho
wever more slowly that the CjA(2),

C^AF t 3CaSD4.2H2U t 29H2u—CjA .3CaSU4.31H2U+ CH + FH3

2. H.Kuhl clasified the complex salts^of Fe3 ion in 
two types, in the same forms of Al ion.: 
C3F.3CaS04.31H20 and C3F .CaSU4.12H2<J (SFCH) (3)

All that connected, 
-with seriös problem of gypsipherous terrains that 

have much mediterranean regions, and
-the publication of Kalousek et al.(4), where they 

confirms that concretes made with Type U and II 
portland cements showed life expectancies of less 
than 50 years and that limitations on C^A and C^AF 
contents are not the ultimate answer to the pro— 
Шет of sulphate attack; and that by means of seve
re attack with Ма-ЗОд, 2,1%, didn’t give the in— 
trinsic cause of their damage, 

that has justified the realization of this work, 
with this purpose: 
—to reproduce, in their foundation, the acts preco— 
nized by Kalousek et al., 

-to demostrate thet the same facts could be origi- 
ned by means of cement paste of these concretes, 
and more concretely, by means of C4AF, 

-to investigate the certains causes of the nocivity 
of that attack, or crystalline compounds resulting 
of this attack, and

-ti treat to remedy that.

II.-  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Taking into consideration the fact Le Chatelier-Ans 
tett, L-A, test(5), is practically tha more severe 
of all there are to mesure the grade of sulphatic 
resistance of cement, it was employed that same, 
-by it condition of acelerated, 
-because in determinated occasions can be reprodu

ced in the reality the very rigorous conditions of 
selenitic hydration, for instance in the tunnels 
to overflow of water or subterranous or aerial con 
ductions of water, both in gypsipheroLB terrains^ind 

-to try to verify the fact which the daterioration 
of sulphate resistant portland cement concretes 
can proceed of the selenitic attack at the cement 
paste.

Therefore were tbsted by means of L-A method, .two 
portland cements Type U, PV-4 and PY-6, and four 
mixture cements with pftzzolana D (diatomite), 
PY-4/0 8Q/2U (8u% in wt. PY-4, 2U% in wt. Pozzolana 
D), PY-6/Q BQ/2U and PY-6/0 7U/3U, Table 1.

Nevertheless, before make the tost of them by 
means of L-A method, was tried to see if the PY-6 
(79,43% C 5)cement and the pozzolana D, mixeds and 
not mixedä, was wides to origine ettringite and/or 
thaumasite and/or S3CH and/or SFCH, in a apropiate 
portlanditic and selenitic medium, in the same man
ner the possibility of it respective permanency in 
such medium until age 730 days old and their respec 
tive semi-quantitative study of the X-ray diffrac
tion analyses. For that they were tested by means 
of Fratini test, although with a notable excess of 
gypsum or "Gypsipferous Fratini". The dosification 
of respective materials шег.9 the following, Table 2

TABLE 2 : Materiale Doeificotlon 
"Gypsiferoue Fratini“

PY-6
PY-6/D 
70/30

PUZ D

SO3 Conglomerant -Mixture
70%’2l,0% Z0o/oi21,0^

Ce m enl(g) 17,86|ll,43 14,0819,01 - 1 -

Poztokino 0(g) 1 
— 1 —

3,S2]2,25 4,7813,09

Gyptum (g) 
Co SO^ZHjO

2,14 1 8,57 2,40 I 8,74 3,01 19,03 
1

Co(OH)2
R.A (g) J _ 1 — 12,2117,88

TOTA Hg) 20,СЮ^О,00 20,00] 20,00 20,oq 20,0c

H2O d.(cc) too 1 ЮО »00 1100 100 1 100
1-------

TABLE 3 : Fratini Test

Contents
[mM/l)

Age 
days)

Cements

PY-4/D P^6/D

90/20'70/30 80/20 70/30

[0H-]

7

28

49,37j 44,61

16,74 1 6,00

4 7,41 i 4 5,01

1

27,14 (11,88

|CaÖ|

7

28

17,50|l6,50

1,55 1 1,43

1
16,25 [ 14,67

1
1

2,25 1 \80
1

TABLE 4: Le Chatelier- Aneietf Teel

(days )

Expansion, Д0 (’/0)

PV-4 PY- 6
1 PY-4/0 PY-6/D
'60/20 70/30 60/20 70/30

28 0,13 0,75 1 0,2 5 0,25 0,37 Ц25

90 0,25
■■
1,20 1 0,25 0,25 0,44 1 0,25

365 1,00 I o,so 0,25 0,62
L ......

* 0,37

1095 10,43 гг,ee 1 0,60 0,55 ; 1 ’.22 1 0,65
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At the ages of 1,7,14,21,28,60,90,270 and 730 - 
days, шаге seized sample of solid phase of each of 
tha conglomerant-mixtures of tha Table 2, and it 
mas proceded at their examination by XRD.

As it is known, the content C«Su^,2H„U of a 
tart of L-A method is 33,33% in wt., or 15,50%SU^, 
for this reason in the ultimate previous tests mas 
pitchforked that content by means of the contens 
of 7,0% and 21.0% SO-,, respectively, because all 
that occurred at each tart it will have be necessa
rily formed in tha conglomerant-mixtures inter 7,0% 
and 21,U% SUj correspondents,in this previous test.

Equally for the damaged L-A tarts was realized 
a examination by XRD with the same objetive.

To realize the analysis by XRD it has been em
ployed a automatic equip with an analytic Solfware 
with smoll-orderer DIGITAL POP 11/24.

III.-  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental results obtained are in the 

Tabled 3 and 4, Figs.1 a) and b), Phots.1 and 2 and 
in the Graphics 1,2 and 3.
111.1. - "Gypsipherous Fratini"

The Figs. 1 a) and b), confirm thet in the 
"GypsipherousFittini", practically without du
ring 73U days, ettringite is formed only, in all 
cases, it is supported during all test, in the 7,0% 
SU case and in the 21,и SU case, since it has had 
quantity of gypsum and CafOH)^ synt., or A.R., 
neccessary and sufficient for it maintenance. It is 
demostrated that with those portland ;cements that 
by means of Bogue calculation have not C A, practi
cally hava of 0% at 2% CjA, in the case mast unfa
vourable 2% CjA, would neccessitata by calculations 
1,84% SO to pass at ettringite, for this in both 
cases of37,0% and 21,U% SU3, have sufficient gypsum 
for tha formation and permanency the same of the 
origined strong during all test and yet at advance 
ages, since the hermetic of the recipient of gypsi- 
pherous Fratini (avoiding the permanent carbonata— 
tion of the synthetical or A.R. Ca(0H2)), permitted 
it. For this cause must not estrange the formation 
□f ettringite of different origins and etiologies, 
that must come:
- in the case of cement PY-6,

. or well of it small possible of CjA 1,0%, cau
se improbable enough,

. orwell of Al ion of the C^AF, Graphics 1 and 2, 

. or well of both a same or different age,
- in the case of the pozzolana D, of it small con

tent of Al 0 ,more in form of reactive alumine, 
and 2 3

- in the case of cement PY-6/D 70/3U, of the respec 
tive fractions of PY-6 and D.

On the Other hand the synousidal and ascendent 
form curve of PY-6 with 7,0% SU , is deduced that 
in spite of having been formed the greatest part of 
ettringite at the age of 21 days which still has 
not must be obtained the totality it seems that 
this is lograted something more slowly according to 
progress the test it canngtbe precised if is of re 
sidual C-jA origin (improbable fact) or origin C,AF 
(more probable fact). The same can be said, still 
with more reason in the case of 21,0%SU where the 
ascension is clear. For this reason it can be said 
with foundation and the a forme approximate,* that 
the amount of ettringite have been duplied from 
start, 1 day, to end, 73D days, more yet and poten
tially in tha case 21,0% SU that in the case 7,U% 
Su,, then in the theoric supposition that the C A 
content of PY-6 cement was 1.U%f by calculations 
the cuantity of ettringite that would be formed by

1 g. 0 A would be 4,55 g., in the case 7,0% Su^, 
and 4,54 g. in the case 21,U% SU , for this reason 
the small difference of intensity pick of the res
pective ettringite at the time of 730 days, in 
both cases, 7,0% and 21,U% SU-j, Figs. 1 a) and b).

Un the contrary and in case of the pozzolana D 
the delay of 7 days showed in the appearance of the 
firts maximun of ettringite in the case 7,0% Su , 
in relation with the of 21,0% SU , it can be for 
the fact that so the greatest prSsence of pozzolana 
D as the best conditions of pH of medium ( the pH 
of one satured CaSO, solution, 0,12% SU^, is 6,3, 
and must ba performed by more time with 21,0% SU 
that with 7,u% Su ) must facilite that the new-fO£ 
mation and arigin°pozzolana D tobermoritic gals 
( not detected by XRD or X-ray diffraction analy - 
ses. Graphic 2) (8), can be formed, perhaps, before 
in the firts case, 7,0% Su , that in tha second 
case, 21,0% SU^, difficultlng so before the ionic 
overset, and setting back of this manner tha forma
tion of the respective ettringite total wich of 
this pozolana D is origined. Furthermore, to have 
been repeated this fact in the case of the cement 
PY-6/0 7D/3U with 7,U% and 21.0% SO .respectivally 
amplifies,perhaps, the possibility Indicated of the 
specific actuation probable of each type of tober
moritic gel of tha pozzolana D, in each case; there 
fore although in such related cases, cement PY-6/D 
7Q/3U with 7,u% SU..J and 21,u% Su ,sudh tobermoritic 
gels respevtives wore accurantly equals when the 
pozzolana D was only, which was not equal is the 
total cuantity of formed ettringite correspondent, 
that would be logically greatest, respactiverly in 
both when the pozzolana D was only, therefore the 
ettringite of origin fration matrix cement PY-6, 
although small as of the pozzolana D, also has be 
considered, and in from of news small quantities 
of total ettringite formed in each case, but pretest 
respsctive-ly, that when the pozzolana D was only, 
perhaps the referied tobermoritic gels are yet the 
adecuates to difficult the ionic overset nessary to 
difficult the formation of that in each case until 
the age 21 days, and not when the pozzolanaQ was on 
ly with 21,0% SU , how has happeneq in this work. 
So all that indicates the idea which as it seems, 
each total cuantity of ettringite to form in each 
case, needs a type gel tobermoritic determinated in 
precise and adequated quality, C/S, and quantity 
g.Et./g.CSH gel, to difficult notably the formation 
of that.

On the other hand, the fact which in all cases 
is maintained and inclosed the small quantity of 
ettringite formed in origin in spite of the presence 
of pozzolana D in them, point out yhe idea that the 
velocity of formation of tobermoritic gels of roigjn 
pozzolana D, must be epreciably less than the velo
city formation of the ettringite of any origin at 
the initial ages of test, since in in the contrary 
case this would must not appear since the origin.

Also and who will have it could be observed, ba 
fore has been spoken of tobermoritic gels, and has” 
not been spoken of crystalline tobermoritic I or II 
Taylor, therefore the Graphic 2 , do not confirms 
the presence of that, which have been in the medium 
in reason of the obtained results in the correspon
dent L-A test, Pho_ts, 1 and 2, At same time,have 
been_not detected SSCH similars at the ettringite, 
nor SFCH, Graphic 2,
111.2. - Le Chatelier-Anstett. L-A, Test

Making now the analysis and study of the ob
tained results in the L-A tost, is observed how ac
cording to the correspondent specification the six
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cements tested are can calificated of high sulpha- 
tic resistance, since the value of the ZL0 (%) at 
the time of the 28 days is less that 1,25% of the 
initial diameter, j60, proposed by Blondiau. In spi 
te of that, it is eminent that it is not correspon 
ded at the age 3 years only by the mixture cements 
PY-6/D 70/3U, PY-4/D 8U/2Ü and PY-4/D 7U/3U, and 
no by the cements PY—4, PY-6 and PY—6/D B0/2U, 
Phots. 1 and 2, how it would be desidered. Never
theless the fact of that Blondiau limited the spac
es of time maximum permitted for the calification 
of the cement which forms until the age of 90 days 
of each tart, which implicated that cited author 
received reasonably that in this space of time it 
is must have verified almost the totality of the 
expansive reactions derivate of the ettrihgite of 
C A origin of cement constituient tart, and alrea
dy that is occurred after the age of 90 days, would 
must not be accused at ettringite of such origin. 
Therefore the selenitic autodestruction of these 
tars of cements PY-4, PY-6 and PY-6/D 80/2U at the 
time of 3 years old (and nothin echange of the ce
ments PY-6/D 80/20, PY-4/D 80/2U and PY-4/D 7U/3U) 
has be must necessarily at ettringite of other ori 
gia, in this case of Al +ion 'of C^AF, which it is ■ 
the only originating cause of these, which would 
be could forme at age old always and when are at 
that time, age 3 years, necessarily and sufficient 
portlanditic, pH and selenitic conditions for the
se, that will be could follow better with cements 
type V that with type I or II, and in the: first if 
its content of OS is greater 56%, aacording to re 
suits obtained of this work. From here: that the 
mixture—cements of this work, which tarts have not 
been cracked by selenitic attack at the time 3 
years, have to possess a content of C Ssmaller 56% 
the PY-4/D 80/2Ц46,55%С S(58,19xü,8), the PY-4/D 
7Ü/3Ü, 4U,73%C,5(58,19x8,7). and the P¥-6/070/30,55,60? 
(79,43%xU,7).
All these is confirmed likewise:
a) 8y the correspondent values of Fratini test. Ta

ble 3, specially that of [CaO] of respective li
-quid phase, that in equality of age and mixture 
cement always have been greatest, in the case 
of matrix portland cement PY—6 and not PY—4, for 
the greatest content of C^S of first on second. 
Table 1, it must be logically to support these 
differences of [CaOl , with mere reason, aacor
ding to progress of the test,

b) By the: proper content of C ,AF of both cements 
PY-4 and PY-6, that
—which are so nearest. Table 1, invalid that the 

remarkable differences of Д0 (%) showed by 
tarts respectiv at the time 3 years, 18,58%, 
are imputed: at the differences of C AF of sign 
contrary, 1,56%, that is in they, and forthermo 
re

—if the main cause were the great content of 
C.AF, ae occurs usually for the case of C A, 
would have be the tart of cement PY-4 the grea
test. expansion at. the time 3 years, and more 
thaumasite had be formed, and not tha, tart of 
PY-6, as has occurred in the reality,

c) 8y the detection of tahumasite by means of XRD 
in each tart cracked. Graphic 3, and not in chan 
ge of S.SCH, equal of Lukaa(8) (that detected 
this in tunnel concrete damaged by sulphatic 
attack), and as it is knowed. it. is formed: by st«- 
tringita of origin C  in a rich medium in CaO 
and Sid , which must proceed necessarily of the 
that quantity of C.AF which possess, beter condi
tions of medium to origin it, in which have must 
be necessarily- these of the- PY-6 cement, as is

*
3

4
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confirmed again,
d)By  means of the quantities of thaumasita origined 

in the tarts cracked, Phots. 1 and 2, and Graphic 
3, which have resulted to be proportionals at the 
contents C_S of it fraction portland respective, 
PY-6, 79,43%C S, PY-6/D 80/20, 63,54%C S and PY-4 
58,19%C S, and not for the contrary and as it 
would be by Calculations, at the contens of СдАГ 
of each them, according to that, these quantity 
of thaumasita of PY-6/D 80/20, was-must be the 
less exceed by of PY-6 and PY-4, by this order, 
and not the contrary, as it has accurred in this 
work. •

On the Other hand of the last demostrative 
reasons c) and d), has be deduced also that if the 
thaülnasite is origined in a CaO and 310 rich 
medium, such medium would be obtained better in the

A1ISN31N I

case of the tart PY-6/D 80/20, that to be formed 
by diatomite pozzolans,D, with large content of 
opaline silica and by a large content of C-S, 
63,54%, would be congregate the better conditions 
for that. In this reason the quantity of thaumasi
ta origined in the tart PY-6/D 80/20 will ave been 
in exclusive, or at least more greater of PY-6,and 
not on the contrary, as has accounted in this work; 
that united at the last reason d), confirms that 
opaline silica at the time 3 years must not be as 
reactive silica if not as CSH gel of different C/S 
relation (inadequate in this1 case of tart PY-6/D 
80/20 and adequated in these case of tarts PY-6/D 
70/30, PY-4/D 80/20 and PY-4/0 70/30), for this 
cause ths principal fountain arrived of the necessa 
ry quantities of CaO and SiO to be formed the - ~ 
thaumasite has to be the C S^of Portland cement 
fraction PY-6 in it hydration process, which first 
pha^e will be necessrily the separation of the ■ 
Ca and Siq ions of the crystalline net of CgS 
before to forme portlandite syntetic and calcium 
silicates hydrated, which with constant presence 
although differente in the time will must be who 
will make that present ettringite pass at thaumasi
ta, and as aditional proof of it is that the PY-4 
have also thaumasite although logically in less 
quantity by last reason at the time 3 years.

And at latest and as aditional proof of that 
is the quantity of CjS of each cement who is impli 
eating indirectly in a case- crack tart- and the - 
other - stable tart- is the fact happened at the 
-tarts PY-4/D 8D/2Ü and PY-4/0 7U/3Ü which have 
the content C_S less 56% - and less 58,19% of the 
PY-4 alone, such contens are 46,55% and 40,73%, 
respectivelly- with the correspondent consecuences,
- C/S of the CSH gel, more adequate,
- Ettringite total/CSH total, more adequate , and
- CaO liquid phase, less adequate ,
which those of the tart PY-4, will must already 
elude the formation of ettringite or better thauma 
site and this manner the cracking of the suitable' 
tarts. And if content C^S of the common constituve 
matrix portland cement of the mixture-cement 80/20 
and 7Ü/3Q a quantity larger 58,19%C_S (PY-4), case 
of PY-6, will be must attain the stable tart with 
additions greater 20% pf pozzolana D, as this man
ner has occurred with tart PY-6/D 70/30 and not 
with the tart PY-6/D 80/20.

IV. - CONCLUSIONS

1. It is not impossible the sulphate attack at the 
sulphate resistant portland cement.

2. The employment of a pozzolana type diatomite or 
similar with the sulphate resistant portland 
cement, can elude a rigorous sulphate attack.

3. The quantity additionated of pozzolana type dia 
tomite or similar to elude it, is function of " 
C_S (%) content of the sulphate resistant port
land cement, at the same has must be function 
of the quality (C/S) and quantity (Ettringite 
total to form/Tobermoritic gels to form) of the 
tobermoritic gels, in each case.

4. The velocity formation of the ettringite of any 
origin must be greater than the velocity of for 
mation of the tobermoritic gels of pozzolana 0~ 
at the initial ages of the test.
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Skins of Calciumcarbonate and their Significance for the Corrosion of Concrete

Summary ■ ' . .

Recent research is stressing the importance of superficial skins on the corrosion of concrete. This study 
is concerned with the layer which is most widespread, i.e. the Calciumcarbonate.

Some observations of skins forming on concentrated solutions of calciumhydroxide are described. They 
retard - but do not prevent - evaporation of water and they prevent efficiently carbonization of the 
solution. The formation of such skins explains the characteristic structure of stalactites occurring 
on concrete through which water is penetrating.

SEM-observations show that on concrete layers of calciumcarbonate develop the structure of which depends 
on the conditions. In drinking water calcite crystals of varying size will develop whilst in air the 
structure is much finer and of poor crystallinity. It is characteristic that the state of the layer -is not 
much changed by age. In water the thickness remains at about 50 microns and less on good concrete. The 
permeability (measured as rate of hydrolysis of the paste by pH-stat titrations) decreases in the 
course of exposure.

The results of the hydrolysis test suggest different action of water which does not allow formation of 
calciumcarbonate and of normal drinking water. It furthermore is possible to put forward a hypothesis 
on the leaching mechanism of concrete by "non-aggressive" water met in practical civil engineering.

Pesquisa recente destaca a importäncia das peliculas superficiais sohre a corrosao do 
concreto. Este estudo esta relacionado com a camada que e ma is dispersa, 1st.® e, о c.arb.onato

Descrevem-se algumas observagoes score peliculas que se fcrmani sob-r.e soluqöcs concentra 
aas de hidroxido de calcio. Elas retardam mas näo impedem .a evap.oracäo d.e .agua e previnem @- 
icientemente a carbonizacäo da solugao. A formacao de t.ais peliculas explica a estrutur.a ca 

ractenstica de estalactites que acontecem no concreto no qual ha pen.etrapao de agua. ~ 
. Observacöes de SEM mostram que no concreto se desenvolyem camadas de carbonate de cal- 

cio cuja estrutura depends das conditgöes. Em ägua potavel, cristais de .calcita de tamanh© 
variavel se desenyolvemt enquanto ao ar a estrutura e muit© mais fina e de cristalinidade 
mais pobre. E caracteristico о fato de que о estado da camada näo e muito alterado pela ida- 
?e:.,E™ aSua a espessura permanece em cerca de 50 microns e menos em concreto bom. A permea- 
oiiidade (medida сото indice de hidrolise da pasta por titula.coes de pH-stat diminui no decor 
rer da exposifäo. -

Os resultados do teste de hidrolise sugerem apao diferente da ägua, que näo pcrmite a 
tormacao de carbonate de calcio e de ägua potavel. Adicionalmente, e possivel formul.ar uaa 
nipotese sobre о mecanismo de lixiyiacao do concreto por ägua '"näo agressiva"', encontrada na 
engenharia civil pratica, '



Skins of Calciumcarbonate and their Significance for the Corrosion of Concrete

1. Introduction

In a recent investigation [1] it was shown that 
cement paste and hence mortar .and concrete will 
hydrolize in pure water at remarkable rates at 
pH 3 to 11 (and also at"lower and higher pH 
values). As these rates are by far higher than 
suggested by all the evidence.it is highly pro
bable that protective mechanisms slow down 
the corrosion so much that concrete normally 
can be taken as resistant to water. The object 
of the present study is to test the effect and 
the behaviour of a skin of calcium carbonate 
which develops on the surface of concrete.

Calciumcarbonate (CC) is precipitated by the 
following reactions:

(1) C S H + H tt CH + SH? (hydrolysis of
L cement paste)

(2) CH + CC?H — 2 CC + 2H 

dissolved- solid .

(3) CC + C + H St cc2h

Most natural waters contain calcium dicarbonate 
(CC?H = hardness) and dissolved carbon dioxide 
(Crnecessary to keep the former in solution. 
The quantity of dissolved C is related to 
equilibrium (3) by the "saturation index" (SI) 
which is zero at equilibrium, negative with C 
in excess (dissolving CC) and positive with 
insufficient C (predipitating CC).

Very soft waters have by definition no hardness. 
Nevertheless they contain dissolved C as in 
pure air C is present to the extent_of 0.03 % 
by volume. Thus water will take up C by any 
contact with air.

The chance of formation of CC skins on concrete 
on contact with water is given as soon as the 
saturation index is zero or positive. In fact 
an earlier investigation [2] indicated the condi
tion of "no corrosion" to be SI = - 0.3.

2. Earlier observations '

It has been observed [3] that on concentrated 
solutions of CH as well as on "cement extracts" 
(Portland cement stirred in water and filtered 
off) a skin of CC will develop on contact with 
air. If these solutions are diluted with water 
no skin will develop the CC being precipitated.

This skin of CC influences the behaviour of the 
solution remarkably on contact with air:

Evaporation of_water: Reduced by 10 - 40 % 
depending’ön'the’thickness of the layer.

Carbonation / Neutralization: The solution 
ünderneäth"the’skin’präcticälly does not carbonize, 
but after evaporation of the liquid all the 
material is neutralized.

Structure of Stalaktites: If water penetrates 
concrete'and is dripping off into the air (e.g. 
in a tunnel) Stalaktites will develop on the 
concrete and stalagmites on the floor. Similar 
formations of CC may be observed in natural 
caverns in limestone. However a section through 
a Stalaktite reveals that a natural one is solid 
and one grown on concrete is hollow with a typical 
structure of various skins (see fig. 1).
Evidently the latter is caused by formation of 
skins of CC on the concentrated solution of CH 
resulting from hydrolysis of cement paste. Further 
evidence of this mechanism is given by the high 
alkalinity of the water dripping through this 
Stalaktite.

Fig. 1 Section through a Stalaktite from con
crete showing skins of calcium carbonate.

3. SEM-observations on superficial skins

In order to test which structures will develop on 
the surface of concrete the following test series 
was made:

3.1 Experimental

Mortar prisms 40 x 40 x 160 mm using Portland 
cement prepared according ISO-R 679 i.e. with 
sand : cement : water =3:1 : 0.5 and prisms 
of the same dimensions but with a mix 6:1:1 
were cured for three days in the mould in a moist 
cabinet. After demoulding they were exposed to 
the following conditions:
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- Tap water (analysis see table), flowing gently

- Moist air of 90 - 100 % r.h. and 20 °C

- Air of 70 % r.h. and 20 °C

After 11 and 91 days fragments of these test 
pieces were subjected to the scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM).

Fig. 2 SEM photograph of mortar surface after 
11 days in drinking water.

3-2 Results

Water_curing: Crystals of calcite with mostly 
well developed faces and varying in size from
I - 10 p diameter cover the surface after
II days as well as after 91 days. The appearance 
is so similar that it is hard to discover diffe
rences. There is neither a clear difference 
between mixes 3 : 1 : 0.5 and 6 : 1 : 1 though 
on the latter some spots with remarkably 
different sizes of crystals were observed (1 to 
about 50 p. The big crystals might develop across 
a Pore (see fig. 2).

CuHn2_in_moist_air: As compared to the above 
Preparations the structure is evidently finer 
and the grains are not well crystallized. Their 
size is estimated to about 0.5 p. After 91 days 
. e grains seem to grow together leaving pores 
in between. No remarkable difference between mixes

■ 1 : 0.5 and 6:1:1 could bo noticed.

^ing.at-ZOJ: After 11 days a still finer 
ructure was observed with forms reminding worms

,Llck1n9 out form the surface. Their size was 
out 1.5 jj in length and 0.25 p in diamefer.

thteL9'.days this appearance was more indistinct 
e individuals" having grown more and more 

ogether. Pores of a few microns diameter were 
istributed irregularly on the surface (see 

fig. 3). As in the tests described above there 
was no distinct difference observed between the 
mixes 3 : 1 : 0.5 and 6 : 1 : 1.

Fig. 3 SEM photograph of mortar surface after
11 days in air of 20 °C / 70 % r.h..

4. Thin section microscopy

Some observations on test pieces cured in water 
have been communicated in [4]. In the meantime 
they were confirmed and extended. In particular 
it was found that the carbonate skin is able 
to bridge over pores and that carbonate is 
deposited in pores and cracks as well as on 
aggregate which is not covered by paste (see 
fig. 4). However the skin essentially does not 
grow in thickness and even after prolonged 
immersion in flowing water no sign of leaching 
could be detected. As another test programme 
is being evaluated more detailed information 
will be given in a later communication [5].

5. The influence of the carbonate skin on the 
hydrolysis of mortar '

5,1 General

In the investigation [1] a method has been 
described to test the rate of hydrolysis. It 
consists essentially in suspending the test piece 
in water and keeping the pH constant by automati
cally adding hydrochloric acid (pH-stat method). 
The conditions are selected such that no skin 
of carbonate can develop.

This method has been considered to be suitable 
also to test the influence of the CC-skin on 
the rate of hydrolysis.

The tests were carried out in the following way.
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Fig. 4 Thin section through mortar surface after 
storage in drinking water shows 1 - mortar 
- 2 skin of calcium carbonate bridging 
over pore 3 - pore with carbonate pre
cipitations 4 - embedding

5.2 Test pieces

Mortar prisms as in 3.1 were cured in water until 
use in test (about 3 months). From these prisms 
the test pieces were cut to get an exposed area 
of about 40 x 40 mm. Immediately before test the 
pieces were ground and etched as described in [1]. 
Now the samples were suspended in the tap water 
(see below) for the required time. When this had 
elapsed the areas which were not used were 
shielded with PE-sheet and then the titration 
was performed (see 5.4).

Water: The water in which the test pieces were 
immersed is described by the table. The flow was 
kept constant at about 40 mm/min. The development 
of a skin was visible by the white shade of the 
mortar.

5,3 Apparatus for hydrolysis

The same equipment as in [1] was used for the 
pH-stat titration. The titration vessel was filled 
with deionized water and flushed with nitrogen 
during the test.

5.4 Procedure

As described in [11 with the exception that the 
acid treatement was followed by water exposure 
and then shielding as indicated above. The pH-stat 
titration with 0.05 n HC1 was carried out at pH 10 
which corresponds to the equilibrium of CC in 
water. The acid consumption during 120 min was 
regarded as test result. Each test was done twice 
and the average of the two results (converted into

Table Analysis of water

Temperature 
pH
Saturation index

17.8 '
7.12

+ 0.0

’C

r> + + Ca 2.68 mmol/1
Mg++ 0.66 mmol/1
Na 0.22 mmol/1
K+ 0.04 mmol/1

SO4"" 0.37 mmol/1
Cl" 0.49 mmol/1
N03" ca. 0.48 mmol/1
Si02 ca. 0.25 mmol/1

Acid consumption to pH 4.3 6.34 mmol/1
Base consumption to pH 8.2 1.03 mmol/1

corrosion rate -g-) was entered in fig. 5. In one 
test (after 100 min exposure to water) the period 
of titration was extended to 17 hours in order 
to determine the time function of the rate of 
hydrolysis. The temperature in all the tests 
was 25 + 0.01 CC.

5.5 Results

The evaluation of the test results followed 
closely that given in [1]. In fig. 5 they are 
shown as corrosion rates (™) in a log-log diagram. 
From this it follows that the function is linear 
with good approximation.

The evaluation of the 17 hours hydrolytic test 
yields that the rate of hydrolysis decreases with 
time according:

mm . oo, ,n-3 . , . ,-0.2595-g- = 4.325 -10 • t (mm)

The coefficient of regression is 
r = - 0.9909

Fig. 5 Corrosion rates in
vs time of exposure0 to water
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CONTRAIIÖSS IlTTKRRnS DAI-IS LA ESTON AT SA DURAEILITE

Les,auteurs ont mesurc directeiaent, avec recours a des capteurs speciale;uent concus, les 
contraintes internes qui se development au sein du beton en cas d'action cvdique de la 
temperature et de l'bumidite du milieu. On a mis en evidence 1'influence cu'exerce sur ces 
contraintes la nature du ciment et les additions chiiniques.

Les auteurs ont mis en evidence la relation entre la valeur des contrintes internes ap— 
parues et 1'endurance du beton en cas d 'alternance de gel et de dc-gel ou de chauffao-e 
(sechage) et de refroidissement (saturation) dans 1'eau. Les auteurs proposent un modele 
rneologique qui simule le mecanisme de naissance et de developpement des contraintes inter
nes au sein du beton sous 1'elfet de ces facteurs. '

, Les auteurs ont emis , une idee sur 1'utilisation du modele propose pour formuler des ord 
visions sur la longevitc du beton en cas de developpement en son sein de phenomenes obysi- 
ques intervenant sous I'effet de la temperature et de 1'humidite. '

Os autores mediram diretamente, por mtermddio de captores especiais, as tensdes internas 
que se desenvolvem dentro do concreto cm caso de aeäo ciclica da temperatura e da umidadc do 
meio ambiente. Colocou-se em eviddneia a infludncia que a natureza do cimento c as adiqdes 
quimicas exercem sobre estas tensoes.

Os autores esclareccm a relaqäo entre о valor das tensoes internas surgidas e a duracao
do concreto em caso de alternancia de gelo e degelo ou de aquecieento (secagcm) e resfriamento
(saturaeäo) em Sgua. Os autores propöem um modelo reoldgico que Simula о mecanismo de nasci- 

mento c desenvolvimento das tensbes internas dentro do concreto sob о efeito destes fatores.

_ Os autores expoem uma idbia sobre a utilizagdo do modelo proposto para formulagao de pre-
visoes sobre a longevidade do concreto em caso de desenvolvimento, dentro dele, de feruSmenos 
isicos que atuem sob efeito da temperatura e da umidade.



L'etude de 1'influence des effets ther- 

miques ainsi que des humidifications et 

sechages periodiques sur la durabilite des 

constructions en beton et en beton arme 

est l'objet d 'une grande attention. Les ex

periments realises ont porte sur les prin

cipals parametres dont la mesure aurait 

permis de juger de 1'intensite des proces

sus se deroulant dans le beton et le beton 

arme. Ces parametres etaient la resistance, 

les variations de volume et les caracteris- 

tiques de deformabilite. tin ce qui concerne 

les efforts internes apparaissant sous 

1*effet  des temperatures et de la teneur 

en humiditö variables, ils n'ont pas ete 

jusqu'ä present soumis pratiquement a des 

mesures di-rectes (1, 2). Dependant, leurs 

valeurs evaluees d'аргёд les effets qu'ils 

produisenti les variations de resistance, 

de volume et de deformabilitё des echan- 

tillons soumis aux essais, ne sont pas tou- 

jours veridiques. Dans le present travail 

sont presentes les resultats de mesures di- 

rectes des efforts apparaissant dans le 

mortier de beton contenant des agregats 

pleins et soumis periodiqueiaent au chauf- 

fage, au refroidissement et a la saturation 

d 'eau.
La mesure des efforts internes a ete 

falte ä l'aide de capteurs nagneto-elasti- 
ques "ДИБ-З" du systems "GrouzNIItiSS" (5) 

noyes au milieu de prismes en beton de 

7x7x21 cm. La composition de base du beton 

etait de 1:1,4J3 en nasse, la grosseur ma

ximale des agregats etant de 20 mm. On a 

utilise du ciment Portland compose de; 

C,S - 51 CoS - 19 - 10 7= et2 >
C^A - 14 7=, du sable quartzeux de grosseur 

ordinaire et du besaite concasse.

Les capteurs ont ete places au milieu 

des echantillons pendant la fabrication de 

ces derniers et ont ete Orientes de fa<;on 

ä enregistrer les efforts developpes le 

long de l'axe longitudinal des prismes. 

four studier 1'influence des additifs sur 

les valeurs des efforts internes en deve- 

loppement on a utilise de la bouillie al- 

cocl-levure (СДБ) (0,2 %) en combinaison 

avec un autre plastificateur (GHB) (0,01 %) 

ainsi que 0-5 (0,5 7») (0-5 est une denomi

nation d'un superplastificateur).

On a commence a mesurer les efforts 24 

heures apres le traitement des echantillons 

par chaleur humide, tin meme temps, on enre- 
gistrait les deformations thermiques ainsi 

que celles de retrait et de gonflement des 

prismes. tinsuite, on soumettait les echan

tillons ä un chauffage dans un thermostat 

"TB5-25" ä la temperature de 60 °C. four re- 

froidir les echantillons, on mettait les 

thermostats hors tension. La saturation 

etait obtenue en plongeant les prismes dans 

l'eau ä temperature ambiante du local. Les 

mesures ont donne les resultats suivants.

His dans de la sciure humide, les echan

tillons jumeaux ne se sont pratiquement pas 

deformes. Les efforts internes ont ete a 

peine visibles. Ils n'ont constitue que 

0,4 HPa le 55-9 jour d'essai, tin revanche, 

les echantillons ont fortement reagi sur les 

effets thermiques. En se dilatant intensi- 

veiaent au debut du chauffage, ils commen- 

Caient ensuite ä se retrecir progressive

meat ä une temperature constants par suite 

du developpement de la deformation de re

trait. La reduction des dimensions progres- 

sait au cours du refroidissement. Pendant 

la saturation dans l'eau les echantillons 

se gonflaient intensivement.
La nature des efforts qui se developpent 

pendant 1'essai (fig. 1) eveille un interet 

du fait, nota.miient, que 1'allure de defor

mation de 1 'echantillon de beton ne corres

pond pas a 1'effort se dbveloppant dans le 

mortier. Au cours du chauffage, les prismes 

augmentaient de volume tandis que dans le 

mortier on a vua se developper des efforts 

de compression, a partir du moment ou com- 

mengaient ä prevaloir les deformations de 

retrait, le volume des prismes diminuait. 

Les efforts de compression diminuaient, eux 
aussi, bien que 1'on ait pu attendre qu'ä 

cause du retrait le mortier aurait sub! uns 
compression plus importante. Les efforts de 

compression diminuaient aussi pendant le 

refroidissement des prismes accompagne ega- 



lebient d 'ид retrecisseuant du volume.

Une autre image se presentait pendant 

la saturation du beton d*eau  bien que le 

signe des deformations alt ete le meme que 

lors du chauffage. L'augmentation du volume 

des prismes s*accompagnait  dans le cas 

donne d'une reduction des efforts de com

pression qui s'y sont developpes au cours 

du chauffage precedent. De cette saniere, 

a une deformation libre de meme signe des 

prismes, par example, a 1'augmentation du 

volume (par suite d*un  chauffage ou d 'un 

gonflement) correspondait tantot le deve- 

loppement des efforts de compression tan

tot leur reduction jusqu'd la disparition 

totale. La meme situation a ete enregistre 

egalement lorsqu'on renouvelait a. plusieurs 

reprises les cycles de chauffage, de re- 

froidissement et de saturation d'eau. La 

loi generale de deve1opponent des efforts 

se conservait aussi en cas d'introduction 
d'additifs chimiques.

On doit chercher la cause du rapport aa- 
bigu enregistre entre la deformation des 

prismes et les efforts qui s'y developpaient 

sous los effets de temperature et d'humi- 
dite dans les partlcularitcs de constitu

tion du beton lourd compose de grains des 

roches pleines et du ciment durci poreux. 
Four argumenter la those ci-dessus, refe- 

rons-nous au modele rheolouique du beton 

que nous nous re^rcsentons sous 1'aspect 
suivant (fiä. 2).

Les elements I, II, III, ... represen
tent des couches distinctes de I'echantil- 

lon de beton et 1'interaction des couches 

est modclee par 1'element 5 constitue d'un 

ressort et d'un element frottant relies 
l'un a 1'autre. Les grains d'agregats sont 

^epresentes dans le modele par 1'element 
elastique 1. L'element appele ä modeler le 

ciuient durci est plus complique. Il est 

constitue des elements elastiques 2, 5 et 
de I'elementq emprunte chez .Powers (4). 

Ce dernier element est destine ä modeler 
la saturation et 1'Evaporation de I'humidi- 

te du ciment durci. A 1'absorption de 1'hu- 

Mfdite, les hemispheres de 1'element 

s'ecartent en provoquant une dilatation du 

ciment durci tandis qu'a 1'evaporation de

1 'humidite les hemispheres se rapprochent

en feisant le beton se retirer. Dans ces con

ditions, etant donne que la plus grande par

tie d'une unite de volume est remplie de 

grains d'agregats, 1'accroissement du volume 

de ces dernlers prevaut en grande partie 

centre celui du volume du ciment durci, 
c'est-ä-dire, l'element I du modele repre

sentant les grains d'un agregat grossier et 

ceux de sable s 'allonge plus que les ele

ments 2 et 3 representant une'fraction fine 

de sable et de ciment durci. Si 1'on ajoute 
ä cela que la deformation des elements 1 e>

2 est genee par 1'element 5 appele ä mode

ler 1'interaction des couches de surface et 

de celles de profondeur dont la deformation 

se developpe avec un retard dans le temps, 

on comprendra le mecanisme de compression 

de 1'clement 2. mn ce qui concerne 1'ele

ment 4, 11 ne se deforme pas a la peri ode 

initiale correspondant a 1'evaporation de

1'humidite des macropores et des capillai- 
res.

Des que 1'humidite coicence a s'evaporer 

des micropores et des microcapillaires, les 

hemispheres tendent ä se rapprocher et ä 

comprincr 1'element p. »insi, sous 1'effet 

de chauffage le ciment durci devient comp

rime bien que 1 'echantillon de beton, tout 

entier, se dilate. G'est justement ce Phä

nomene qui a etc enregistre dans nos expe

riments. Le modele explique egalement un 

affaiblisseinent avec le temps des efforts 

de compression dans le mortier du beton 

chauffe. Le rapprochement des hemispheres 

grace a. 1'evaporation de 1'humidite qui con

tinue entre dies, conduit ä une compression 

ulterieure de de 1'element 3 mais elimine 

cells des elements 2. Geux-ci s 'allongent 

et sup^rinent la contrainte. Cette derniere 

prevaut contre la compression de 1'clement

3 et 1'effort de compression dim-inne en en

tier dans le mortier. Get effort faiblit 

egalement par suite du refroidissement de

1'echantillon ä quoi correspond dans le mo

dele une contraction des elements 1 et 2



Fig. 1. Courbe caract;eristiyue de variation 
des efforts dans le laortier de 
1 ’echantillon de beton somais au 
chauffage (1, 2), au refroidisse- 
ment (2, 3) et a la saturation 
dans l’eau (3, 4). 
La ligne en pointille represents 
la courbe de deformation 

due ä la temperature e.t, par consequent, 
le dechargement de ces derniers.

Le volume des grains de 1 ’agregat plain 
ne varie pratiquement pas sous 1*effet  de 
la Saturation d*eau.  Aussi, 1’element 1 du 
modele reste-t-il inerte. En ce qui con- 
cerne l'element 4, il se dilate (le ciment 
durci se gonfle) en tendant l’element 3. 
II en resulte que les contraintes de com
pression restees dans ce dernier aprea la 
disparition de l’effet de temperature, di
mi n ha ,

En 1’absence d’interaction des couches 
(absence de l’eldment 5)» aucun effort 
n’apparait dans les Elements 1 et 2. Llais 
de telles interactions existent en engen- 
drant des efforts de compression. Ces der
niers ne sont pas, cependant, grands ä cause 
d’un important accroissement de la deforuia- 
bilite du beton sature d ’eau (ceci est con- 
firmd en comparant les valeurs des deforma
tions de retrait et de temperature ainsi 
que de celles de gonflement dues ä la satu
ration). Grace ä tout cela, au cours de la 
Saturation de l’element d’eau l’effet total 
se reduit ä un affaiblissement des cont
raintes de compression dans le mortier.

лЛМЛг

Fig. 2. LMele rheologique du beton

Ainsi, le modele propose ci-dessus re- 
flete bien le comportement du beton addi- 
tionne d ’agregats pleins sous l’effet des 
temperatures positives et de la saturation 
d 'eau.

Notons, pour conclure, que 1’etude du тё- 
canisme d ’apparition des efforts dans les 
composants du beton sous divers effets con- 
tribuera ä 1’elaboration des recommandations 
visant a reduire ces efforts et, par conse
quent, ä accroitre la durabilite du beton. 
D’autre part, la mesure des efforts internes 
qui se developpent dans le beton sous divers 
effets du milieu pent devenir utile ä 1’ela
boration d'un procede accelere de 1'appre
ciation comparative de sa stabilite. Ainsi, 
nous avons indique plus haut que la loi de 
developpement des efforts internes sous 
1’action de la chaleur humide sur le beton 
n’a pas change lorsque le melange de beton 
a ete additionne d ’adjuvants chimiques. Ce
pendant, les efforts se developpant dans le 
beton avec adjuvants et sans adjuvants ont 
eu des valeurs differentes. Par exemple, les 
mesures ont montre que grace a une introduc
tion dans le mdlange de beton des adjuvants
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СДБтСНВ les contiaintes apparsissaut dans 
le beton sous 1'action de la chaleur himi- 
de etaient les plus petites*  5,45 liPa. Pahg 
le beton sans adjuvants elles etaient de 
6,50 LIPa et dans celui additionne de C-5, 
de 5,95 Mto.

Les resultats des essais de la stabili- 
te thermique des betons ont montre que le 
beton le plus stable etait celui addi- 
tionne de СДБ +CHB et le beton le moins 
stable etait celui sans adjuvants. Les Be
tons indiques se sont egalement ranges 
dans le теше ordre au cours de l’essai'de 
congelation et de decongelafion alterndes 
ä l'etat sature d*eau.  Notamment, le beton 
additionne de -СДБ+СНВ, c'est-ä-dire, le 
beton ou lea efforts dus ä la congelation 
et ä la decongelation ont ete les plus 
faibles, avait le meilleur coefficient de 
resistance au gel.
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SUR LB ROLE LE LA LHASA SILICEUSE DAUS LB3 PROCESSUS DE DLSTRUCTIOU DE
LA HlffiRE DE С11.ШТ DAUS LAS ..2 DE SULFATE

En se basant sur les resulbate des etudes, on a montre que si les ingredients contenant 

les anions 30^ et CO^ se presentent dans la pierre de ciment ou bien dans son ambiance, 

on observe les transformations non seulement de la phase alumineuse menant ä la formation 
des quantites supplementair es d’ettringite, mais, come on a etabli, dans ces conditions il 
peut se produire egalement la transformation de la phase siliceuse de la pierre de ciment 
conduisant ä la formation de la phase sulfocarbosiliceuse - thaumasite. Avec се^а; le role 
de ces transformations dans les processus de destraction de la pierre est controls par la 
temperature du milieu ambiant. Par exemple, a la temperature plus de +20°C, la formation 
d’ettringuite a un role decisif, tandis qu* ala temperature inferieure a +10°C, c*est  la 
formation de thaumasite qui joue le role determinant. Dans les autres conditions egales, 
I'intensite de destruction de la pierre determines par le temps de sa destruction, en cas 
de formation de taumacite, est superieure a un demi-ordre de grandeur qu’en cas de formation 
des quantites suxoplementaires d’ettringite. De ce fait1 au cours de determination de la re
sistance aux sulfates de la pierre de ciment, le controle des transformations dans sa phase 
alumineuse est une condition necessaire mais insuffisante= Le controle des transformations 
ayant lieu dans la phase siliceuse est egalement une exigence obligatoire supplementaire.

Com base em resultados de estudos, mostra-se que, se houver presenpa de ingredientes con- 
tendo ions S0^~ e CO^ no concreto ou em seu ambiente, observam-sc transformaqöes näo somcnte 
da fase aluminosa, levando ä formaqäo de quantidades suplementares de etringita, mas tambem, 
сото se verificou, em certas condiqoes se pode igualmente produzir a transformaqao da fase sp 
licosa do concreto, levando ä formaqao da fase sulfocarbosilicosa - taumasita. Com isso, о 
papel destas transformapoes nos processos de destruiqäo do concreto c controlado pela tempera 
tura do meio ambiente. Рот exemplo, a temperaturas supcriores a 20 C, a formacäo de etringi
ta tem urn papel decisive, enquanto a temperaturas inferiores a 10°C, e a formapao de taumasi
ta que exerce о papel determinante. Em igualdade de condiqoes, a intensidadc de destruiqäo 
do concreto determinada polo tempo de sua destruiqäo, ein caso de formaqäo de taumasita, e su
perior em meia ordern de grandeza ä do caso de formatäo de quantidades suplementares de etrin
gita. Em conseqüencia, no decorrer da determinagäo da resistencia do concreto aos sulfatos, 
о controle das transformaqoes na sua fase aluminosa e uma condipao necessaria, mas insuficicn 
te. О controle das transformacoes que ocorrem na fase silicosa e igualmente uma exigencia o- 
brigatoria suplementar.



La lutte centre la corrosion de sulfate 

de la pierre de ciment est un des probld^ies 

actuels dans la pratique mondiale concer

nant 1'utilisation du beton.

Jusqu'u present, la corrosion de la 

pierre de ciment dans les milieux de sul

fate s'expliquait urincipalement par des 

transformations se deroulant dans la par

tie alumineuse de la pierre de ciment qui 

menent ä la formation d 'un "bacille de 

ciment" - ettringite. C'est pourquoi, pour 

augnenter la resistance aux sulfates du ci

ment Portland, on limite strictement la te- 

neur en tels Constituante qui sont respon

sables de la formation de 1'ettringite.

mn meme temps, a partir des annees 70, 

des recherches apparaissent /1-5/ montrant 

que dans les produits de corrosion de la 

pierre de ciment, outre 1'ettringite, il у 

a egalement une thaumasite - hydrosulfocar

bosilicate de calcium. Ce sei triple de 

calcium se forme sur la base du constituant 

principal - constituant siliceux de la 

pierre de ciment lors de 1'action sur cette 
derniere des anions 30^“ et G0^~.

Dependant, le degre d'influence de la 
thaumasite sur les processus de corrosion 

de la pierre de ciment n'a pas etc apprecie 

dans les publications scientifiques.

A l'occasion de ci-dessus, les auteurs 
ont analyse le comportement de la pierre de 

ciment dans les milieux contenant les anions 
S0^~ et C0j- (6, 7, В). гП effectuant les 

essais, on a tenu compte du fait que la 

Synthese de 1'ettringite doit etre faite de 

Preference ä des temperatures elevees 
(jusqu'ä 60e0) et que pour la synthase de 

la thaumasite, la temperature de 2-1 °C est 

consiaeree comae optimum. Avec cela,'la 
formation de ce mineral n'est pas constatee 
ädes temperatures superieures ä 25CC /2/.

Ln qualite du modele on a utilise dans 
les experiments une pierre de ciment se 

caracterisant par une teneur dlevee en sul
fate de calcium. On a assure de cette fa- 

<;on une intensity donnee de 1'interaction 
du sulfate de calcium avec les autres pha

ses non compliquee par les processus de

transfert de masse ainsi qu'une for.aation 

de la structure bien cristallisee de la

pierre rSagissant sensiblement aux deforma
tions de volume causees par des transforma

tions de phase. On a utilise en qualite 

d 'un etalon de comparaison une pierre sul- 

fosiliceuse (ne contenant pas d 'une phase 

alumineuse) a rapport molaire SO^/C-3 = 1,2 

dans le melange de base. Dans les autres 

cas, lors de 1'obtention de la pierre, on 

utilisait le clinker de la composition sui-

Fig. 1. Cinetique de 1'expansion lineaire 

de la pierre sulfosiliceuse (I) 

et de la pierre de ciment (2; 5) 

dans 1'eau a + 8°G (1; 2) et dans 

la solution gypsdcalcaire saturde 
ä * 6OCG (3)

C^A - 6; C^AF - 14 dans le melange avec le 

semi-hydrate de sulfate de calcium conte

nant 86,1 % de matiere de base.

Les echantillons 40 x 46 x 160 mm ont 
etd formes ä partir du melange 1x3 (par 

masse) sur un sable standard et ont aurci 

(avant les essais de resistance aux sulfa

tes) pendant 28 jours ä la temperature de 

+ 20°C et ä I'huuiidite relative de 1'air 

de IOC %. Les echantillons mentionnes ont 

sub! 1'action de I'eau suivant deux regi

mes :



l'ib- 2. Tenps de destruction relatif (a) 

et radiopraim-ies (b) de la pierre ä 

la temperature de + 20°C (2) et de 

* 4cC (3) dans le milieu air-humide 

(I) et dans le milieu aqueox (2; 3) 

(3k - echantillon detruit apres 

7 mois de conservation a + 20°C et 

ä 1‘htunidite relative de 70 %'avec 

l'acces du COg)

- regime I - stimulant la formation de 

1'ettringite; action durable de la solution 

gyps-ocalcaire saturee ä la temperature de 

* ЬО°С;

-'regime 2 - stimulant la formation de 

la thaumasite: traitement des echantillons 

par 1 'eau a + 8°G renouvellee tous les 

7 jours.

Les resultats des essais montrent 

(fig. 1) qu'en саз du regime 1, pas une seu- 

le composition etudiee n'a ete detruite. 

Ainsi, une quantite supplementaire d 'ett

ringite n'a exerce qu'une faible influence 

sur la resistance des echantillons. i£n meme 

temps, en regime 2, dans les echantillons 

des compositions etudiees on a vu appa- 

raitre des deformations d'expansion nenant 

a la destruction complete des echantillons 

mentionnes.,1 Sur 1’exemple de 1'echantillon 
sulfosiliceux la formation de la thaumasite 

dans ces conditions a ete confirmee (6).

La presence de la phase alumineuse dans 

le ciment ne fait que accelerer ce proces

sus (fig. 1, courbe 2). Gela continue 

1'influence catalytique de 1'ettringite sur 

la synthese de la thaumasite (2). Il est 

necessaire de preter attention au fait que 
lors de la creation des conditions optima 

pour la formation de la thaumasite, la de- 
struc-tion (je ia pierre se passe beaucoup 

plus vite et intensivement (fig. 2). Gela 

s'explique par la possibilite de former une 

grande quantite de formations nouvelles 

grace ä la diminution de la teneur en liant 

principal - hydrosilicates de calcium. 

G'est pourquoi dans ce cas le temps mini

mum de destruction correspond au pic maxi- 
o

mum d = 9,61 A sur le radiogramme de 

1'echantillon maintenu ä 4°G par rapport a 

1'echantillon du meme lot maintenu a la 

temperature ambiante (LO^G). La comparai- 

son des variations des volumes molaires 

lors de la formation d 'ettringite et de 

thaumasite (voir tableau) confirms que la 

formation de la thaumasite n'est pas moins 

dangereuse que la formation du "bacille de 

ciment" universellement admis, dit ettrin

gite. Dans ce cas, les ressources en ma- 

tieres de base dans le ciment qui limitent 

la quantite de 1'ettringite en formation 

sont de 1,5 - 2 fois infcrieures aux res

sources limitant la quantite possible de 

la thaumasite en formation. La figure 3 

montre la presence de quantities considerab

les de thaumasite dans les echantillons de- 

truits de la pierre sulfosiliceuse et de 

la pierre de ciment contenant des quantites 

elevees de sulfate de calcium.

Un intcret particulier consiste dans le 

comportemcnt de 1 ’ettringite lors de 1'ac

tion du carbonique sur la pierre de ci

ment. Kn particulier, nous avons etabli que 

dans 1'echantillon d'une composition 

(CaO)5*Al 2O5 i GaSC4*0,5H 20 : CaCO^ = 
= 1 : 4,7 : 3 (parties molaires) on obser- 

vait une disparition complete de 1’ettrin

gite 6 mois apres 1'action du C02 du milieu 

ambiant. Avec cela on n'observe pas une for

mation reiterative de 1 'ettringite apres le 

maintien de cet echantillon pendant 10 mois 



a 1 • humidite de 100 % (fig. 4), et l’echan- 

tillon lui-meme tend a se rctrccir« üi meme 
temps, 1’action du 00£ dans des conditions 

analogues ne mene pas a la decomposition de 

la thaumasite formee (fig. 2).

Il est ä noter que pour augmenter la re

sistance aux sulfates il existe des proce

des technologiques agissant sur la phase 

alumineuse tels que le broyage en c onia up du 

gypse et du clinker, 1’introduction de 

I'addition pouzzolanique, la diminution de 

la teneur en phase alumineuse du ciiaent et 

d’autres. Quant ä la thaumasite, le meca-

Tableau

Variation des volume molaires lors de 

la formation de 1’ettringite et de la 

thaumasite

Constituent 
de base

Lhasa solide 
lors de la 
formation de 
1 ’ettringite

Phase solide lors 
de la formation 
de la thaumasite

For-
Liule

Volume Volume Hap- Volume 
mola- 
ire, 
cin^

Rapport 
des vo- 
luiues

Liola- 
ire,

3cia^

mole
ire , 
cm^

port 
des 
vol
umes

CZA 89,47 715,13 7,97 - -

150,12 713,13 4,75 -

c5s 71.5s - - 404,87 5,66

Tober-
morite

0
9 A 255,46 - 1677,73 6,57

SiO2 22,68 - 531,01 14,60

Fig. 3. liicroscopie electronique (IpOOO x) 

de la pierre sulfosiliceuse detruite 

(a) et de la pierre de ciment (b)

nisme de sa synthese dans la pierre n’est 

pas encore suffisamment clair, et par con

sequent, il n’est pas possible d’exercer 

une 1nf1 nenea orientee sur ce processus.

En tenant compte de ci-dessus, on peut 

conclure qu'en cas de la presence dans la 

pierre de ciment ou dans le milieu agissant

Fig. 4. Radiogrammes de 

la pierre sulfoalumi- 

neuse durcissant sans 

acces du CO2 pendant ЗС 

jours ä + 20°C et ä 1'hu- 

midite relative de ICO % 
(I) carbonisee supple- 

mentairement ä 1’air pen
dant 6 mois ä + 20°C (2) 

et avec un maintien ulte- 

rieur de la pierre carbo

nisee ä I'humidite rela

tive de 100 % sans acces 

du CO2 pendant 1O mois 

(3)



sac cette darniere des ingredients contensnt 
p— 

les anions SOT' et CO-,“, la formation est 4 )
possible, a. des temperatures abaissees, non 

seulement de 1'ettringite mais de la tbau- 

nasite.
Uns teile constatation mene а ce qua la 

consideration des transformations se derou- 

lant seulement dans la phase alumineuse de 

la pierre de ciinent lors ds la determina

tion de sa resistance aux sulfates est une 

condition necessaire mais ins uffisante, 

la consideration des transformations se 

deroulant egalement dans la phase siliceu.se 

de la pierre de ciment est une condition 

obligatoire supplementaire.

De plus, le controls du comportement de 

la matiere a des basses temperatures lors 

de la determination de la resistance aux 
sulfates de la pierre de ciment (fait qu'on 

neglige jusqu’a present) doit etre consi- 

dere come une exigence obligatoire.
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Thermal decomposition of hydrated cement pastes.

Decomposition thermale des ciments hydratees.

SUMMARY: The thermal decomposition of fully hydrated pastes made from 12 different kinds of cement was studied. 
In all systems the combined water content declined and the porosity increased slightly at lower temperature 
and contracted only as the temperature increased even further. The newly formed phases were different in diffe
rent cements. In most cements the compressive strength increased first upon heating and started to decline only 
after a critical temperature was exceeded.

Estudou-se a decomposigäo termica de pastas totalmente hidratadas feitas com 12 tipos 
diferentes de cimento. Em todos os sistemas о teor de ägua combinada diminuiu e a porosida- 
de aumcntou ligeiramente ä temperatura mats baixa, e se contraiu apenas quando a temperatura 
aumentou ainda mais. As fases recem-formadas foram diferentes nos diversos cimentos. Na 
maior parte dos cimentos a resistencia ä compressäo primeiro aumentou com о aquecimento, e 
comecou a diminuir somente depois quo foi ultrapassada uma temperatura critica.



Thermal decomposition of hydrated cement pastes.

Hydrated cement pastes decompose chemically at high 
temperatures. This, in turn, may result in strength 
loss and volume changes of the material. These phe
nomena may be of importance when concrete construc
tions are used at elevated temperatures, or are ex
posed to fire. Very little has been published about 
the chemical and mineralogical aspects of the ther
mal decomposition of hydrated cements so far. As 
yet, we merely know, that hydrated portland cement 
continually loses chemically bound water as the tem
perature increases. At sufficiently high tempera
tures the present calcium hydroxide decomposes and 
calcium oxide and di cal ci urn silicate are formed as 
final products (1,2,3,4).

Materials

The cements used in this study were prepared by 
grinding industrial clinkers and raw materials with 
amounts of gypsum corresponding to 3% SOg in a labo
ratory ball mill to a specific surface area of 3000 
cnr/g (Blaine). The following cements were prepared 
and studied:

1. Ordinary portland cement
2. White portland cement (WPC) made from a 

clinker with И FeoO,
3. Sulfate resistant portland cement 

(SRPC) made from a clinker with high 
iron oxide content

4. Pure tricalcium silicate (Ca-.SiO,-) - as 
reference material (with no gypsum added)

The blended cements studied were made from the above 
OPC-clinker by intergrinding it with the following 
additives,in addition to gypsum:

5.-7.  Portland-blast furnace slag cements 
with clinker-slag ratios 75:25, 50:50 
and 25:75

8. Portland-puzzolana cement with 25% of 
a natural puzzolana (trass)

9.-11.  Portiand-flyash cements with 25% of 
flyashes 1, 2 or 3

12. Portland cement with an addition of 
25% silica fume

The composition of the clinkers and starting mate
rials employed is shown in Tab. I.

OPC WHITE WfTISULFATE SLAG TRASS PFA I PFA ? PFA 3 St-FLME

c»o 6<.6O 67.50 65.10 «L.M 11.90 1.18 5.90 14.60 л ns
sfaz 23.00 2«. SO 22.70 32.40 61.50 38.50 42.80 61-20 98.40
‘T2«3 5.3< «.«5 3.38 13.10 14.20 31.20 23.70 8.53 0.22

2.55 0.28 6.22 0.50 4.38 15.60 10.00 5.79 0.03
MgC 2.5» 0.79 1.11 8.55 Z. 36 2.32 2.05 3.77 П Ifi
к2а LU 0.98 0.8S 0.66 2.76 4.37 1.00 0.94 n fi4

0.13 0. IO 0.05 0.46 1.65 1.56 1.36 1.06 Л Ifi
0.68 1.02 0.73 0.04 t.19 0.64 3.10 0.14

Vs ft.e. n.a. н.а. it.a. it.a. 0.61 0.34 0.02 ft. a.
RhQ rt.e. ft.a. IT.a. 0.5? 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.10 n. a.
TtCj n.e. n.a. n.a. o.ao 0.78 J. 18 5.61 0.78 0.00

Tab. I: Oxidic composition of the clinkers and 
additives employed

Experimental

Specimens 10 x 10 x £0 mm were made from pure cement 
pastes prepared from the above cements with water
solid ratios between 0.26 and 0.30. The water-solid 
ratios were selected to obtain pastes of equal plastic 
consistency. The specimens were unmolded after one

dayoand allowed to hydrate for at least one year at 
20 °C in a saturated water vapor atmosphere. The hy
dration reaction was stopped and the free water 
removed by drying the specimens at 40 °C to a constant 
weight.

Sets of specimens were heated up in an electric fur
nace to temperatures between 100 and 1000 °C in steps 
of 100 °C with a rate of l°C/min, kept at the maximum 
temperature for 12 hours and cooled down with a rate 
of 1 °C/min. This very gentle heating regime was em
ployed to avoid formation of "thermal" cracks in the 
material. The specimens obtained in this way were 
used for flexural and compressive strength determi
nation. The same material was also employed for 
ignition loss, free lime estimation and determination 
of phase composition, porosity and pore size 
distribution. Here, the total porosity was calculated 
from the bulk and wet densities of the material stu
died; the pore size determination was made by mercury 
porosimetry. On separate test specimens the longitu
dinal changes during the heating of the material were 
studied. The non-heated material was also used for 
DTA and DTG studies.

Resul ts

The phase compositions of different cement pastes 
heated to different temperatures, as determined by 
x-ray diffraction, are summarized in Tab. II. In the 
pure tri cal ci urn silicate and in non-Ы ended cements 
free CaO and ß-dicalcium silicate were formed as final

Tab.II: Phase composition of cement pastes heated to 
different temperatures

decomposition products. In addition, the phase 
Co(A,F) was formed in the OPC and antisulfate cements 
and the phase CoA in the white qement. In blast fur
nace slag cement pastes melilite was formed with in
creasing slag content at the expense of ß-dicalcium 
silicate. In flyash-portland cement pastes only 
ß-dicalcium silicate was formed however no free lime 
was detected after exposure to high temperatures. In 
addition to that quartz was also detectable in one



cement with distinct amounts of this phase in the 
original flyash. Unlike in flyash cements, gehlenite 
was formed in the puzzolana-portland cement paste, in 
addition to ß-dicalcium silicate. Finally, wollasto
nite was the only final decomposition product if 
silica fume was added to the system.

Fig. 1 shows the obtained DTA and DTG curves of the 
cement pastes studied. The results are in line with 
those found by x-ray diffraction. In addition to an 
endothermic region between 100 and 300 °C belonging 
mainly to the CSH-phase, and an endothermic Ca(0H)2- 
peak at 550 °C, exothermic peaks belonging to slag 
crystallization, ß- to a-quartz conversion and to 
wollastonite formation were also present. The small 
endothermic peak at 750 °C results from further CSH- 
phase decomposition and/or from the decomposition of 
small amounts of CaCOg present due to carbonation 
from C02 of the air.

The bound water content of the samples as function 
of decomposition temperature is shown in Fig. 2. The 
starting bound water content was different in diffe
rent cements. The loss of water due to thermal de
composition was not a linear one and was greater at 
lovrer than at higher temperatures.

Fig. 3 shows the free lime content of the pastes 
after heating them to different temperatures. The 
obtained data determined by the Franke extraction 
method are in line with those found by x-ray dif
fraction and shown in Tab. II.

The total porosity and the volume of pores of dif
ferent sizes as function of temperature is shown in 
Fig. 4 for selected cements. Expectedly, the total 
porosity increased significantly with increasing 
composition temperature, as the consequence of the 
bound water loss. Its slight decrease at very high 
temperatures in some cements was due to the shrin
kage of the sample due to melt formation. Up to 
about 700-800 °C the formed new pore volume was loca
ted predominantly in the r = 10-100 nm pore size 
range. At even higher temperatures the volume of 
this pore fraction declined at the expense of even 
larger pores.

The longitudinal changes of different cements in the 
course of heating are shown in Fig. 5. Initially, 
all pastes exhibited a small thermal expansion fol
lowed by a significant shrinkage. The latter one 
occurred as the consequence of the chemical decompo
sition of the sample. A renewed expansion in some 
samples at even higher temperatures may be the con
sequence of the formation of new phases.

Finally in Fig. 6 the compressive strength of the 
test specimens after heating to different temperatu
res is shown. The initial strength of cement pastes 
was different for different cements and varied bet
ween 115 and 200 MPa. In most cements the obtained 
strength value increased initially (by up to 35 MPa) 
and reached values lower than those present initially, 
only after exceeding a critical decomposition tempe
rature. The latter one varied in different .cements 
between 40 and 600 °C. A slight strength increase in 
some cements exposed- to very high temperatures was 
apparently due to melt formation in the material in 
this temperature range.

Fig. 1: DTA and DTG curves of the cement pastes 
studied
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Temperature in °C

Fig. 2: Bound water content as function of decompo
sition temperature

Temperature in °C

Temperature in °C

Temperature in °C

Fig. 3: Free lime content as function of decomposition 
temperature
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Fig. 6: Compressive strength as function of 
temperature

Discussion and Conclusions

The obtained data revealed both similarities as well 
as differences in the decomposition behavior of hy
drated cement pastes made from different cements. In 
all systems studied a thermal decomposition of the 
hydrate phases, connected with an increase of poro
sity and average pore size, took place as the tempe
rature increased. The new phases formed were, how
ever, different in different cements, as, in addi
tion to thermal decomposition, solid state reactions 
and even melt formation took place in the heating 
process. The observed loss of strength at increa
sing temperatures may be only partially related to 
the observed loss of bound water and increased poro
sity. At lower temperatures, namely, a significant 
loss of bound water content and an increase of poro
sity did result only in a moderate strength loss,or 
even a strength increase. On the other hand signifi
cant strength losses at high temperatures were 
accompanied by only small additional increases of 
porosity. Thus it appears, that the gradual coarse
ning of the pore structure was an additional factor 
contributing to the strength loss at higher tempera
tures. On the other hand, differences in phase com
position seem to be of less significance for com
pressive strength variations.

For the use in concrete exposed to elevated tempera
tures it is of importance that some of the cements 
studied did not losestrength up to relatively high 
temperatures despite a significant decomposition of 
the hydrates present. Thus by the selection of a 
right kind of cement the temperature range,at which 
portland-type cements may be used can be widened 
significantly.

For the performance of concrete under fire condition 
the amount of free lime present after thermal decom
position may also be of significance, as a subsequent 
rehydration of the present calcium oxide may result 
in a further damage of the construction. From this 
standpoint it is of significance that only negligable 
amounts of calcium oxide are formed in some types of 
cement pastes which thus may be more resistant to 
fire exposure.
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Destruction of Historical Buildings by the Formation of Ettringite or Thaumaslte
4.2

Summary Within mineralogical examination of building damages there have frequently been 
indentified the well known expansion causing ettringite (CgA-Csg-Hoo) and thaumaslte 
(Cc-Cs-CS-Hj^ c), or even thaumaslte only within the destroyed area. This has also been 
the very result of investigations at deteriorated masonry of historical buildings. - The 
general incompatibility of high alkaline aluminate containing binders with gypsum or lime
gypsum mortars has to be considered as a main reason for this kind of damage formation. 
The potential endangering to masonry by a damage reaction can easily be shown at drill 
cores when measuring the expansion at storage in moest environment.

The technical and mineralogical investigations carried out for the examination of the 
determining, parameters showed the following results:
Motars with OPC and such with cements of higher sulfate resistance become increasingly 
unstable when being mixed with calciumsulfate and calciumcarbonate at water storage with 
decreasing storage temperature. This effect is due to the primary formation of expansion 
causing ettringite. Only after longer storage periods at temperatures «ь 20°C thaumaslte 
occured.
Mortars with CoS or CoS that are free from aluminate and ferrite form thaumaslte when 
being mixed with calciumsulfate and calciumcarbonate and stored at 2°C under water. The 
formation starts from the surface of the sample. Herewith the originally formed CSH-phase 
is destructed and the structure is strongly weakened.

The formation of a complete series of mixed crystals between thaumaslte and ettringite 
can't be confirmed according to the present results.

Atraves de exame mineralogico de estragos em construcöes, freqüentemente se tem identificado as bem 
conhecidas etringita (C-A.Cs^dl^) e taumasita (Cc.Cs.CS.H.д causadoras de expansäo, ou mesmo taumasita^ape- 
nas na area destruida. '’Este tamoem tem sido о resultado de Investiga^öes na alvenaria deteriorada de ediflcios 
historicos. A incompatibilidade geral dos ligantes contendo aluminato altamente alcalino com gesso ou com ar- 
gamassas de cal-gesso deve ser considerada сото a razäo principal para este tipo de estrago. 0 risco potencial 
para a alvenaria pela reagäo do estrago pode ser facilmente mostrada por amostras obtidas por perfüragäo quando 
da medigäo da expansäo em cura em ambiente umido.

As investigagoes tecnicas e mineralogicas levadas a efeito para exame dos parametros determinantes a 
presentaram os seguintes resultados:

Argamassas com cimento portland comum e com cimento com resistencia^mais alta a sulfato tomam-se 
grandemente instäveis quando misturados com sulfato de cälcio e carbonato de cälcio em cura em ägua com diminui 
gäo da temperatura de armazenagem. Este efeito se deve ä formagäo primaria de etringita causadora de expansäo. 
A taumasita ocorreu somente apos perIodos mais longos de cura a temperaturas s 20 C.

Argamassas com C^S ou C,S, que estejam isentas de aluminato e ferrita, formam taumasita quando mistu 
rados com sulfato de calcioZe carbonato de cälcio e guardados sob ägua a 2°C. _A formagao comega a partir da su 
perffcie da amostra. Simultaneamente a fase de C-S-H, formada originalmente, e destruida e a estrutura e gran- 
de.nente enfraquecida.

Näo se pode confirmar a formagäo de uma serie completa de cristais mistos entre taumasita e etringi
ta, de acordo com os resultados atuais.



Introduction

Since about 10 to 15 years in the nor
thern part of Germany special severe 
damages are occuring on historical buil
dings. The picture of the damages partly 
are very broad, preferably cracks the 
outward brick shell of the building. The 
cause of these damages are the counter 
action of jointly incompatible mortars 
in the presence of water or humidity. 
Such incompatibility is p.e. given if 
highly alkaline and aluminate containing 
cement mortars are coming into contact 
with gypsum mortar (1,2).

It could be established in the examined 
cases that there are existing contacts 
between mortars of plain OPC or Portland 
cements low in C3A with gypsum contai
ning mortars. The gypsum mortars were 
used for the original construction or 
for the later repair of the buildings. 
Cement containing mortars are nearly 
exclusively used for the reconstruction 
of the outer shell of the masonry or in 
order to stabilize the inner core of the 
partly up to 2 m thick walls by cement 
injections. Besides in the case of 
church towers concrete stiffeners partly 
are contacting the gypsum containing 
mortar. These stiffeners and the recon
struction of the outer brickwork are 
giving contacts with the gypsum contai
ning masonry only to a smaller extend.

The cement injections, however partly 
penatrate the masonry as fissure fil
lings looking like venes in the drilled 
core. The thickness of these fissures 
amounts from about 1 mm to 10 cm. In the 
case of the use of plain lime as binding 
material the cement injection provides a 
stabilization of the masonry, in the 
case of gypsum as binding material the 
cement injection leads to the detoria- 
tion of the masonry. This could be shown 
at humid cured drill cores. Lime con
taining masonry together with cement 
injection remained stable since several 
years whereas the gypsum containing 
specimen showed a strong expansion from 
up to 9 mm/m and besides a crack forma
tion and deterioration. In comparison 
the plain expansion of hardend plaster 
of Paris at higher humidities amounts to 
<5 mm/m (3). The above mentioned method 
is suitable to measure the potential 
endangering of a masonry (1).
The mineralogical examination by x-ray 
and x-ray micro analysis showed ettrin
gite and/or thaumasite as possible dama
ging hydrates. The damaging effect of an 
ettringite formation in hardened pastes, 
mortars and concretes is well known and 
.needs no further discussion. The other 
two questions are

1. Do exist a complete solid solu
tion series between ettringites 
and thaumasite?

2. How thaumasite or the mixed 
crystals with ettringite contri
butes to a damage reaction?

Some authors are of the opinion that a 
solid solution series is existing 
(4,5,6). Others found greater differen
ces in the structure of ettringite and 
thaumasite (7). therefore they exclude 
the formation of mixed cristals. - At 
the examination of damages in some cases 
thaumasite besides ettringite were de
tected as the damage causing agents 
(8,9,10) in mortars, coatings and soil 
cements. Some authors derive from their 
experimental work on deteriorated con
cretes that the main influence was given 
by the ettringite formation. The thauma
site formed in a later stage is only of 
lower importance for the destruction.

Experimental

The formation of ettringite and/or thau
masite was checked with PZ 45 F and PZ 
45 F-HS according to German standards. 
According to Bogues phase calculation 
the PZ 45 F-HS is free in C3A. - In 
order to prevent any ettringite forma
tion and to favour the development of 
thaumasite only, in two series alite and 
bellte were used as starting materials. 
The alite contained 1 wt.-% of Feo03 and 
MgO at a time. The bellte was stabilized 
by an excess of lime. - These starting 
materials were mixed with excess pow
dered gypsum and calcite. The calculated 
additions of gypsum and calcite were 
adjusted in such a way to get a final 
molar ratio of SiOg (from the binding 
material): CaS04 : CaCOg = 1. The admix
ture of gypsum and calcite were related 
to the SIC>0 contents of the binding 
materials. ТЪе proportions are given in 
table 1.

Table 1 Proportioning of the calcite 
and gypsum admixtures and of 
the water/binder ratio

binding material calcite gypsum 
wt.-%

w/b

PZ 45 F 35,5 61 ,0 0,71
PZ 45 F-HS 33,0 56,2 0,73

alite 75,4 43,9 0,71

belite 99,9 58,1 0,72



More detailed analytical and physical 
data of the starting materials are given 
in (11).

From the mixtures mortars and specimen 
according to DIN 1164 were prepared. In 
exception to the rules calcite and gyp
sum was added instead of the fine and/or 
middle fraction of the standard: sand and 
the specimen were provided with measu
ring points made of stainless steel. The 
water/binder ratio was about 0,70.

The storage of the specimen were carried 
out for 1 day at moist conditions and 
20°C. Exceptionally the belite contai
ning mortar was left under these condi
tions for 14 days to get a sufficient 
hardening before demolding.
- Afterwards the demolded specimen were 
stored under water at 2, 10, 20 and 
40°C. At 2OC the specimen partly were 
stored diped into water in part. After 
deterioration rest pieces of the speci
men were preserved in sealed plastic 
flasks. The weight and length change of 
the specimens were measured and related 
to the initial value. At the same time 
the resonance frequency was determined. 
It characterizes the course of the 
strengths.

The change of the phase composition was 
investigated by x-ray of the material 

40 urn. For this purpose the hydration 
of the wet mortar firstly was stopped by 
isopropyl alcohol, dried and pulverized 
carefully. Than the hydrated material 
was concentrated by sieving. The x-ray 
investigation was done with Philips 
P.W. 1130/00 with Cu-K -radiation.

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
inspection and the x-ray micro analysis 
(RMA) was done with a Cambridge 
250 MK 2. The samples were lumpy or 
dispersed powders.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Investigations with PZ 45 F

The changes of the weight, the length 
and the resonance frequency of the mor
tars with PZ 45 F stored at different 
temperatures in function of the storage 
period are shown in fig. 1. From the 
figure it is clearly to seen that the 
PZ 45 F is "instable against additional 
gypsum at all temperatures of storage. 
The weights and the lengths only in
creases. After 120 days the specimen 
stored at 2°C are destroyed. There is no 
difference in the storage conditions: 
totally or half diped under water. - The 
measure of the resonance frequency 
firstly showed an increase of the values 
up to about 14 days.

- -DfU.9
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Fig. 1 Weight, length and resonance 
frequency of mortars with 
PZ 45 F calcite and gypsum 
stored at different tempera
tures

Up to about 56 days no change of the 
values is visible. At further storage a 
more or less sharp decreasetakes place 
place, starting with the specimen stored 
at 2°C.

The x-ray examination of the enriched 
hydrated material up to 56 days storage 
at 2°C showed the interferences of et
tringite only. At 90 days and at further 
storage thaumasite is formed increas
ingly. After 450 days thaumasite is the 
main hydrated phase and the gypsum is 
consumed completely (fig. 2).

At 20°C storage the x-ray diagrams pre
ferably showed the interferences of 
ettringite. After 600 days of hydration 
some thaumasite and a rest of gypsum is 
recognizible. - At 40°C reaction tem
perature up to 600 days of reaction 
ettringite was detected only. Besides a 
greater amount of unreacted gypsum is 
left.



Fig. 2 x-ray diagrams of enriched mor
tars with PZ 45 F, calcite and 
gypsum stored under water at

The SEM investigations only show needle 
like crystals of about up to 0,5 jum 
diameter and up to 4 jum length. The RMA 
of the crystals shown in fig. 3 В mainly 
indicates the elementes Ca, Si and S. Al 
only occurs in traces.

From the results corresponding to the 
expectation the conclusion can be drawn 
that the PZ 45 F at storage temperatures 
from 2 to 40°C is instable against ex
cess gypsum and calcite. The instability 
increases with decreasing temperatures 
and is caused by an ettringite forma
tion. - At temperatures £ 20°C at later 
stages of the reaction thaumasite is 
formed with decomposition of the firstly 
formed ettringite and combining the 
unreacted gypsum and calcite.

Fig. 3 A-C SEM and RMA image from 
dispersed mortar with 
PZ 45 F, calcite and gypsum 
after 450 days reaction at 
2°C



Investigations with PZ 45 F-HS

The mortars with PZ 45 F-HS showed a 
higher resistivity against direct admix
ture of gypsum than the mortars with 
plain OPC (fig. 4). The figure clearly 
indicates that mainly storage tempera
tures of 2 and 10°C are leading to a 
dramatic increase of the weights and 
expansions accompanied by an early drop

Fig.4 Weight, length and resonance 
frequency of mortars with PZ 45 
F-HS, calcite and gypsum at 
different temperatures

in strengths. At 2°C again after 120 
days the specimen are destroyed. At 10°C 
the time needed amounts to 210 days. 
20°C storage temperature leads to a 
comparible low increase of the expansion 
and decrease of the resonance frequency. 
40°C storage produces an early increase 
in weight and expansion and afterwards 
stability up to 600 days of water stor
age. - The x-ray diagram in fig. 5 
showes that the storage at'2°C leads to 
an early formation of ettringite only. 
After 90 days firstly thaumasite ap
peared. Further wet storage of the mor
tar causes increased intensities of the 
thaumasite. After 450 days reaction 
period of ettringite nearly completely 
is converted into thaumasite. Parallel 
the calcite predominantly and the gypsum 

fully are reacted. Again, the formation 
of thaumasite gets distinguishable by 
splitting of the d-value at about 5,6 A. 
Afterwards additional interferences ap
pear in the diagram. - At 20 and 40°C up 
to 600 days storage no thaumasite could 
be detected. In this case, ettringite is 
the stable phase. Besides larger amounts 
of unreacted calcite and gypsum are 
still in the mortar.

From the results the conclusion can be 
drawn that the PZ 45 F-HS is instable at 
temperatures below 40°C in the presence 
of excess gypsum, calcite and humidity. 
As already shown at the attack of 
sulfate solutions (12) the instability 
increases with decreasing temperatures. 
The first expansion is accompanied by an 
ettringite formation. At lower tempera
tures <; 20°C after about 56 days storage 
thaumasite occurs as a new phase decom
posing the firstly formed ettringite and

Fig. 5 x-ray diagrams of enriched mor
tars with PZ 45 F-HS, calcite 
and gypsum stored under water 
at 2°C



combining the still unreacted calcite 
and gypsum.

The SEM and RMA analysis again showed 
needle like crystals with only traces of 
alumina.

Investigations with FM-alite

For the only formation of thaumasite the 
alite was taken as starting material. 
This investigations should give an ans
wer to the question how thaumasite con
tributes to the damage of mortars.

storage period [d] —►

Fig. 6 Weight, length and resonance
frequency of mortars with FM- 
alite, calcite and gypsum 
stored at different tempera
tures

In figure 6 the changes of the weight, 
the length and the resonance frequency 
of the mortars'with FM-alite stored 
under water at 2 and 20°C are shown. At 
20 C only a slight increase of the 
weight and the length is visible. At the 
early hydration up to 28 days the reso
nance frequency showed a distinct and in 
the later sta^e a smaller Increase. The 
specimen show no sign of an attack.

At 2°C storage under water the specimen 
also show but a slight expansion of 
0,3 mm/m and remain stable for the pe
riod of one year now. But besides a 
small decrease in weight and a signifi
cant drop in the resonance frequency is 
recognizeable. At the surface of this 
specimen a disintegration starts after 
about 200 days storage period. This 
dissolution of the structure explains 
the loss in welgth and in resonance 
frequency. The core of the specimen 
remained stable. Tis is proved by the 
low rate of expansion.

Furthermore, the enriched mortars were 
put to x-ray examination again. In this 
special case analyses were made from 
material of the average, the inner core 
and the outer surface. Figure 7 showes 
the results.

After 3 and 90 days storage period the 
average samples preferably show the in
terferences of gypsum, calcite, quarz, 
portlandite and unreacted alite. Thauma
site can be detected in traces only if 
present at all. This, too, is correct 
for the sample from the inner core of
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Fig. 7 enriched mor
, calcite and 

water at

x-ray diagrams of ■ 
tars with FM-alite 
gypsum stored under 
2°C
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specimen after 300 days storage period. 
In contrast the sample from the surface 
of the mortar prism shows the strong 
interferences of thaumasite.

Figure 8 demonstrates the transition 
zone from the corroded surface to the 
stable core of the specimen by means of 
a SEM image. The outer zone shows the 
well known needle like crystalls. The 
structure of the material from the core 
is more dense and compact.

From the above described results the 
conclusion can be derived that the for
mation of thaumasite causes no expansion 
but destroyes the mortar or concrete by 
loosening the structure. The dense 
structure of the hardened calcium sili
cate hydrates is converted into a loo
sened one of the new formed thaumasite.

Fig. 8 SEM image from the transition 
zone of the mortar specimen 
with FM-alite, calcite and 
gypsum stored under water at 
2°C for 200 days

Investigation with bellte

The corresponding mortar specimen with 
bellte are now stored under water at 2 
and 20°C for a period of one year. At 
both curing conditions the results only 
show a very slight increase of the 
weight and the length. The resonance 
frequencies are increasing in both 
cases. So far no destruction could be 
observed.

Conclusions

The technological and mineralogical in
vestigations on the influence of excess 
additions of gypsum and calcite on the 
hardening and durability of PZ 45 F, PZ 
45 F-HS, alite and bellte lead to the 
following conclusions:

1. Correspondingly to the expectation 
the PZ 45 F is instable at storage 
temperatures from 2 to 40°C. The in
stability increases with decreasing 
temperatures and is caused by an 
ettringite formation. - At later 
stages and temperatures sä 20°C the 
firstly formed ettringite is decom
posed in favor of thaumasite. The 
still unreacted calcite and gypsum 
takes part in this reaction.

2. The PZ 45 F-HS is instable at tem
peratures below 40°C in the presence 
of excess gypsum, calcite and humidi
ty. Accompanied by an ettringite 
formation the rate of damaging expan
sion increased again with decreasing 
temperatures. The further reaction 
corresponds to that of PZ 45 F.

3. No indication of an expansion caused 
by thaumasite formation is given by 
the results with alite or belite 
containing mortars. But the dense 
structure of the hardened calcium 
silicate hydrates can be converted in 
a loosened one of thaumasite.

4. The described results upon the forma
tion of thaumasite in the presence of 
ettringite do not indicate a solid 
solution series but a mixture of this 
two hydrates.
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Mecha.nis.-n of Subsequent Ettringite Formation in Mortars and Concretes 
after Heat Treatment

Sunnmary In the last years preeast units made of high strength concrete, and having been 
heat treated during production, have partly shown damages of structure connected with loss 
of strength. These damages always occurred at those building components which, for several 
years, had been subjected to open-air weathering and thereby to frequent moisture satura
ting, as e.g. front panels and sleepers.

The kind of damage caused has often been characterized by a crack formation emerging from 
the edges of the building components, as well as by a laxation of the bond between the ce
ment paste and the coarse aggregates. In order to clarify these damages, there have been 
examined a series of parameters within their influence on the durability of heat treated 
concretes. The findings, which will be discussed, are to give proof of the fact that those 
damages arisen in practise can be caused by a late formation of ettringite. The mechanism 
of the reaction is going to be explained.

When applying heat treatment to cement mortars and concretes made with PZ 55, increasing 
temperatures result in a more and more decreasing formation of defined calcium aluminate 
sulphate hydrate phases. Aluminate and sulphate ions get bound within the CSH-gel and in 
the subsequent storage under water are available as reaction partners for an Aft-phase 
formation. The interface between aggregate and cement stone represents the reaction point 
of this formation. The consequences of this very new formation consist in an expansion 
linked with a diminution of strength.

Nos Ultimos anos unidades premoldadas feitas de concreto de alta resistencia, e tra 
tados termicamcnte durante a produqao, em parte apresentaram estragos da estrutura, reiaciona 
dos com pcrda de resistencia. Estes danos semprc aconteceram naqueles componentes de constru 
Cao que, por muitos anos, estiveram ao ar livre expostos ao tempo e conscqüentemente ä saturü 
Cao frequente de umidade, сото por exemplo paineis e dormcntes. “ 
. , . 0 tipo de estrago causado freqüentemente se caracterizou por formaqao de trinca com 
inicio nas bordas dos componentes de construqao, bem сото por urn enfraquccimento da ligaqao 
entre a pasta de cimento e os agregados grossos. Com о firn de esclarecer estes danos, exami- 
nou-se uma serie de parametros tcndo em vista sua influcncia sobre a durabilidade de ’concre- 
tos tratados termicamcnte. Os resultados, que scrao discutidos, pretendem provar о fato de 
que aqueles estragos ocorridos na prätica podem ser causados por formaqäo retardada de etrin 
gita. О mecanismo da reaqao e explicado a seguir. "

Quando se aplica tratamento termico a argamassas e concretos feitos com PZ 55, os 
aumentos de temperatura tem сото resultado uma formaqao cada vez mais reduzida de Eases’de hi 
drato de sulfoaluminato de calcio. ^fons de aluminato e sulfato ficam bloqucados dentro do 
gel C-S-H e, na cura posterior sob agua, ficam em disponibi1idade сото parceiros de rcaqao pa 
ra uma formapäo da fase de AFT. A interface entre agregado e pasta de cimento representa о 
ponto de reaqao desta formayäo. As_conseqUencias desta formaqao muito nova consistem numa ex 
pansao interligada com uma diminuiqao de resistencia. -



INTRODUCTION
In the last years precast units made of 
high strength concrete, and having been 
heat treated during production, have 
partly shown damages of structure con
nected with loss of strength. These 
damages always occurred at those buil
ding components which, for several 
years, had been subjected to open-air 
weathering and thereby to frequent 
moisture saturating, as e.g. front 
panels and sleepers. The kind of damage 
caused has often been characterized by a 
crack formation emerging from the edges 
of the building components, as well as 
by a laxation of the bond between the 
cement paste and the coarse aggregates.

In order to clarify these damages, there 
has been examined a series of parameters 
within their influence on the durability 
of heat treated concretes. Thus, it has 
been possible on the one hand, to find 
out those conditions leading to the oc
currence of a degradation in the heat 
treated concrete, and on the other hand, 
to show the favourable influence of 
portland cement without C3A, or of puz- 
zolanas, or granulated blast furnace 
slag added to portland cement on the 
durability (1). Furthermore, there have 
been subjects of investigation the W/C 
ratio and the humidity and temperature 
of storage as well as the grain size of 
aggregates, and the influence of freeze 
thaw cycles (2).

The findings, which will be discussed in 
the following, are to give proof of the 
fact that those damages arisen in prac
tice can be caused by a late formation 
of ettringite. The mechanism of reac
tion, too, is going to be explained.

Ettringite, or the tricalcium aluminate 
trisulphate hydrate, or for short the 
Aft-phase, is the hydration product of 
the aluminate and ferrite phase of the 
cement clinker, water, and of the cal
cium sulphates added to the cement for 
the regulation of the setting. Moreover, 
there is tricalcium aluminate monosul
phate hydrate, or for short called Afm- 
phase, occurring in OPC which, according 
to thermodynamical deliberations-, has to 
be regarded as metastable below 70°C 
(3) .

It is the early formation of ettringite 
that marks the beginning of the standard 
setting according to DIN 1164. On the 
contrary, formations of ettringite in 
the hardened cement stone have already 
for long been considered as a reason for 
expansion or diminution.of strength. 

experimental procedures
To determine the above mentioned cases of 
damage, there have been carried out model 
experiments with mortar prisms according 
to DIN 1164. The first series of 
experiments were done to prove the 
influence of the treatment temperature. 
By means of a PZ 55 with a theoretical 
amount of C3A at about 12 wt. — %, and an 
amount of SOg at 3.8 wt.-% mortar bars 
were produced and heat treated in their 
moulds after having been prestored for 
two hours. The temperatures of treatment 
ranged between 20 and 100°C. The dura
tion of the various temperatures were 
fixed with the help of an empirical 
relation according to the well known 
Saul's equation in the way that all 
samples were to reach a hardening pro
gress equivalent to a 72-hour hardening 
at 20°C. The heat treatments were ef
fected in contrast to the generally 
applied steam curing in a thermostatical 
water bath without having to expect 
herewith a shift within the reaction 
mechanism. After cooling a storage in 
water was done at 20°C. There were then 
periodically taken the length and the 
weight, as well as the resonance fre
quency, in order to be able to control 
the development of strength.

In order to investigate the influence of 
the molar ratio of sulphate and alumina
te within the cement there have been done 
a second series of experiments. There 
have been produced mortars with PZ 55, 
and by adding of finely ground clinker, 
it has been achieved to lower the amount 
of SOg and by adding of anhydrite, to 
increase the amount of SO3 therein. 
Thereby, the SOg contents of the cements 
ranged from 2 to 8.6 wt.-%. The samples 
then got exposed to a heat treatment of 
90°C which, as to the applied PZ 55, 
results in a damage reaction (figure 1).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To start with, there will have to be dis
cussed the influence of the treatment 
temperature. The visualization of 
weights, change of lengths, and reso
nance frequencies depending on the du
ration of a storage under water cover at 
20°C after an early heat treatment, make 
us recognize the following corresponden
ces (figure 1).
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Figure 1
Influence of the treatment 
temperature on weight, length, 
and resonance frequency of 
mortars with PZ 55

Temperatures above or equal to 75°C lead 
to an expansion linked with a decrease of 
strength shown by the diminution of 
resonance frequencies and a partly over
proportional increase of weights. In
creasing temperatures lead to an anti
cipation of the damage reaction. Tempe
ratures below 75°C - not shown in the 
diagram - do not bring about the damage 
reaction .

As freeze-thaw-cycles or access of for
eign ions can be excluded as reasons for 
the damage reaction during the storage of 
the samples, the very fact causing the 
expansion, and the decrease of strength 
is to be considered as due to a formation 
of a new phase in the cement stone of the 
mortars on account of a shift within the 
phase content brought about by the heat 
treatment.

The x-ray phase analysis of the enriched 
cement of the treated mortars, effected 
directly after the heat treatment, and 
after an almost 3-yeat water storage, 
provides full information concerning 
these correspondences.

Figure 2a and 2b
X-ray phase analysis of heat 
treated mortars with PZ 55 
effected directly after heat 
treatment (a) and after an 
almost 3-year water storage (b)
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First of all the phase analysis taken 
directly after the heat treatment (fig. 
2a). To begin with, increasing tempera
tures result in a decreasing amount of 
ettringite that is to be seen in the 
basal interference of 9.7 A. The mixed 
crystals of the Afm-phase, characterized 
by the interference of 8.2 and 8.9 A, 
start occurring at a temperature of 70°C 
as the only calcium aluminate sulphate 
hydrate phase. On the whole, the share 
of these phases is increasingly dimi
nishing, and at a temperature of 100°C 
the amount of Afm-phase practically 
reaches the boundaries of detection as 
to the x-ray phase analysis. Further
more, there is to be observed an oc
currence of hydrogarnet, namely the 
mixed crystals of the tricalcium alu
minate hexahydrate.

The result of this phase analysis can"be 
summed up in such a way that with in
creasing temperatures aluminate and sul
phate form defined hydrate phases to a 
lower degree, and that one has to be 
aware of increased application of these 
ions to the calcium silicate hydrate 
gel. This is in keeping with those re
sults found by (4) and (5).

It can be derived from the diagrams 
showing the x-ray analysis of the mor
tars having been water-stored for 3 
years after heat treatment that under 
certain conditions the sulphate ions at 
least are available for the formation of 
new phases (fig.2b). Those mortars 
having undergone an obvious expansion 
reaction and loss of strength, that 
means above all those samples treated at 
a temperature of 80 - 100°C, practically 
contain nothing but ettringite as cal
cium aluminate sulphate hydrate phase. 
To be compared with the sample perma
nently stored at 20°C, here we have a 
presence of Aft- and Afm-phases as at 
the beginning of the hydration.

In correspondence with the reaction 
partners participation in the formation 
of phases, the molar ratio of sulphate 
and aluminate within the cement assume a 
particular importance.

Figure 3 shows the development of 
weights, lengths and resonance frequen
cies of the heat treated mortars with 
SOß contents of 2 to 8.6 wt.-% in the 
cement. The curves in the diagrams are 
marked by the molar ratio of SO3 and 
AlpOg.

The investigations proved that with a 
decrease of the molar ratio to 0.55 and 
with a respective amount of SO3 of 2.5 
wt.-% in the cement there is a chance to 
suppress the damage reaction.

t
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PZ 55 • PZ - clinker mortar bars
according to DIN 1 164
Prestorage 2h 1S
Heat treatment l2h/90oC ,1^2»

storage period [dj -*•
Figure 3
Influence of the molar ratio of SO3 and 
AI2O3 within the cement on weight, 
length and resonance frequency of heat 
treated mortars
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Figure 4
X-ray phase analysis of heat treated 
mortars with PZ 55 and a SO3 content 
of 8.6 wt.-%



The behaviour of the mortar with PZ 55 
containing 8.6 wt.-% SOß (molar ratio 
2.1) is of special interest. Figure 4 
visualizes the corresponding x-ray phase 
analysis. Ettringite is present even 
directly after heat treatment. Thereby 
it is obvious, that the otherwise obser
ved decomposition of ettringite during a 
90°C heat treatment (fig.2a) is not 
caused by thermal instability.

Instead of this, initially formed et
tringite reacts with free aluminate to 
build monophases. Parallel sulphate and 
aluminate ions get increasingly bound to 
the CSH-gel. Evidently, the increased 
'SOg content exceeds the capacity of the 
gel and a further ettringite formation 
becomes possible.

A swelling reaction connected with 
raising amounts of ettringite (fig.4) 
started within those samples directly 
after the heat treatment. That means 
that further sulphate is present in the 
pore solution at that time.

By means of scanning-electron microscopy 
it has been proved that the place of re
action where the formation of the new 
phases is performed, and herewith the 
origin of the degradation, is the very 
contact zone between the cement stone 
and the aggregates.

The photos were taken of samples con
sisting of PZ 55 mortar prisms after 
being treated at 90°C; their phase 
analysis has already been mentioned 
above. The first picture (fig.5) re
flects the stadium directly after the 
heat treatment. On the right third of 
the photo, there is to be seen an ag
gregate-paste interface ,
which has been deprived of the aggre
gate. The relatively plain interface is 
a precise projection of the shape of the 
formerly attached grain. What we are 
confronted with according to findings in 
literature (8), is a layer of finest 
Ca(0H)2 crystallites of 2 - 3 microns 
thickness which had grown onto the grain 
in a quite oriented way. The area' in the 
middle of the photo allows a free view 
on the so-called intermediate layer be
neath the interface, which possesses a 
thickness of 5 - 10 microns, consists of 
coarse Ca(OH)2 crystals and OSH phases, 
and provides a hightened microporosity. 
The left part of the picture shows the " 
surface of an aggregate grain.

The next photo (fig.6) shows that bet
ween the interface and the aggregate, 
there occurs a new formation which se
parates the aggregate from the cement 
stone. The strength of the layer amounts 
to about 4-8 microns.

Figure 5
SEM micrograph of 12 h/90°C heat treat
ed PZ 55 mortar 1 day after treatment

Figure 6
SEM micrograph of 12 h /90°C heat 
treated PZ 55 mortar after 3-year water 
storage at 20°C

The layer is constructed by parallel 
crystalls standing vertically with their 
longitudinal axis upon the surface of the 
aggregate.

SEM micrograph of 12 h/90°C heat 
treated PZ 55 mortar after 3-year 
water storage at 20°C

Through electronprobe microanalysis these 
new formations have undoubtedly proved to 
represent an Aft-phase (fig. 7).



The following photo of a polished sec
tion (fig.3) once again visualizes the 
proportions showing to what degree the 
new formations carry with them a for
mation of cracks .(lower right, fig.8).

Figure 8 .
SEM micrograph of 12 h/90°C heat 
treated PZ 55 mortar after 3-year water 
storage at 20°C, polished section

The distribution of elements concerning 
the polished section - not represented 
in a picture - again makes clear that 
the new formations in their respective 
composition lead to an expressive en
richment of sulfur and a slight one of 
aluminium on the aggregate.

The details having been discussed here 
verify that the Aft-phase formation 
occurs by a through-solution mechanism.

The very reason for the formation of 
phases together with load and expansion 
at the aggregate grains is possibly to 
be laid down to the coexistence of the 
interface, which works as a semi-perme
able membrane (9), as well as to a 
hightened microporosity in the neigh
bouring intermediate layer to the rest 
of the bulk cement stone. Both facts are 
suppositions for a phase formation where 
the solid phase grows under load whereas 
the feeding solution remains at atmos
pheric pressure. Besides this the adhe
sion cement stone-aggregate is the 
weakest part of the mortar structure.

CONCLUSION
When applying heat treatment to cement 
mortars and concretes, increasing tem
peratures result in a more and more 
decreasing formation of defined calcium 
aluminate sulphate hydrate phases. 
Aluminate and sulphate ions get bound 
within the CSH-gel and in the subsequent 
storage under water are available as 
reaction partners for an Aft-phase for
mation. The interface between aggregate 

and cement stone represents the reaction 
point of this formation. The consequen
ces of this very new formation consist in 
an expansion linked with a diminution of 
strength. On the whole, the investi
gations that have been undertaken up to 
now put emphasis on the importance of 
keeping to the limit temperatures when
ever producing precast concrete units 
being directly exposed to weathering.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ALITE CONTENT ON THE SULFATE RESISTANCE OF PORTLAND CEMENT

THE INFLUENCE OF ALITE CONTENT ON THE SULFATE RESISTANCE OF PORTLAND CEMENT

Damijana Dimic and Stane Droljc, Institute for Testing and Research in Materials and 
Structures Ljubljana, Yugoslavia

SUMMARY

Six commercial Sulfate-resisting Portland cements with different mineralogical composi
tion and one Ordinary Portland cement were investigated with regard to their sulfate 
resistance by the Koch-Steinegger method. It was found that C^A and C^S content in the 
cement are both of great importance for better resistance against sulfate attack, so 
that standard specifications for this type of cement should take into account the limit 
for the maximum C^A content and the limit for the maximum C^S content. It was suggested 
that our Standards Committee undertake the revision of the JUS B.Cl.olh standard.

Foram investigados seis cimentos portland comerciais resistentes ao sulfato, com 
composifäo mineralogica diferente e urn cimento portland comum, uti1izando-se о metodo de 
Koch-Steinegger com relacäo ä sua resistencia ao sulfato. Verificou-se que os teores de C-A 
e C^S säo ambos grandemente importantes para melhor resistencia ao ataque sulfatico, de modo 
que as especificaqöes padronizadas para este tipo de cimento devem levar ent consideracäo о 
limite para teor rnaximo de C^A e о limite para о teor maximo de C-S. Sugeriu-se que nosso 
Comite de Normas-Padräo faca a revisäo da norma JUS B.Cl.014.



INTRODUCTION

Durability of concrete structures is of a 

great importance and sulfate attack is one 

of the most well known forms of concrete 

deterioration. Therefore the choice of the 

corresponding materials plays an important 
role in preventing or at least minimising 

sulfate attack to ensure that concrete 

structures have an acceptably long dura
bility. ■

Sulfate attack can be defined as a chemi

cal or physical reaction, or both, between 

sulfates and cement paste matrix consti
tuents .

Two basic chemical reactions between the 

cement and sulfate salt should be conside
red :

1) Formation of gypsum
2) Formation of ettringite

Both of these reactions results in an in
crease in solid volume.

Different types of cements have been deve
loped with improved resistance against 

sulfate attack, such as portland cement 
with low CjA content, portland cements 

blended with mineral admixtures like slag, 
pozzolana, silica fume, fly ash etc.

One of the very wide used cements for con

cretes with better resistance against sul
fate attack is Sulfate-resisting Portland 

cement. Its main characteristic is a lower 
C^A content; the limit is specified by 

standards and differs in different coun
tries from a max. of 5,o % to 5,o % (1-4). 
Usually cements containing less than 5,o % 
to 5,o % of CjA comply with the standard 

requirements and could be specified as 

sulfate resistant.

On the other hand, we have noticed that in 

practical situations some of our Portland 

cements that meet the C^A requirement, 

and even the requirement for the sum of

O^AF + 2CjA (2) for Sulfate-resisting 

Portland cement, have showed very poor 

resistance to sulfate attack.

To throw some additional light on problems 

concerning the factors influencing sulfate 

resistance of Portland cement, the influ

ence of alite content in Portland cement 
was studied. '

MATERIALS

Six different commercial Sulfate-resisting 

Portland cements and one Ordinary Portland 

cement were tested.

The potential mineralogical composition 

calculated by Bogue is given in Table 1.

Table i.t Chemical and Mineralogical Composition (calculated by Bogue) 
of the Cements (Percentage by Weight)

Sulfate resisting Portland Cement
Ordinary
Portland
Cement

PCAl A2 A3 FI GT SI

Si02 22.14 21.75 21.65 20.78 21.77 21.93 20.93
612°3 3,4g 3.53 4.08 4.69 4.06 4.86 5.6’
F«2°3 3.56 3.52 4.31 5.10 5.32 5.14 2.72
CaO 66.82 65.3« 64.58 62.53 63.93 61.20 63.Q?
tW 1.45 1.52 1.54 2.89 1.24 2.31 1.81

1.72 1.91 1.82 1.96 1.85 2.24 2.08
Insol.Res. 0.26 0.48 0.38 0.53 0.16 0.37 1.52
Loss on Ign. 0,58 0.72 0.73 0.68 0.86 0.82 0.94
tla^O+undet. 0.9a 1-23 0.91 0.84 0.81 1.13 0.94
Free CaO 1.21 0.62 0.53 0.60 1.75 0.72 0.72
CaT O.r-O 0.00 0.00 C.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
!,SF 1.00 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.84 0.95

C,S 77.0 66.5 59.6 52.2 54.6 36.1 57.8
C?3 i.Q 12.2 17.1 20.2 21.2 35.6 14.9
C^A <2 3-4 3.5 3.8 1.8 4.2 10.?
c4af 10.8 10.7 13.I 15.5 16.2 15.6 8.3

FCjA * cutr 17.? 17.5 24.1 23.1 19.8 24.0 ?8.9

According to some standard specifications» 

these cements could be classified as sul
fate-resistant, as is shown in Table 2.



J? Check on Compliance With Different Standard 

Requirements

I-DT.ert
Meats the standard specificatior reqII i r-j‘.‘at

JUS
B.C1.014

ASTMs Cl 50
Type V.

ES: 4027 DIM 11b-i

A: yes yes yes no

A? yes yes yes no

A3 yes no yes no

FI no no no no

GT yes yes yes yes

31 no no no

TEST METHOD

Sulfate resistance of cements was tested 
by the Koch-Steinegger method (5).

In this method the relative sulfate re
sistance of cements was assessed on lo x 
x lo x 60 mm mortar prisms, cured in wa
ter at 2o° C for 21 days before exposure 
to lo % w/v solution of N3230^.10^0 for 
56 days. Sufficient prisms were prepared 
from each cement to allow ten prisms to 
be tested at the various ages after immer
sion. The cement mortar mix was made in 
the proportion of cement to sand (0.08 - 
- 0.5 mm) of 1 : 5, with a water to ce
ment ratio of 0.6. The pH of the test so
lution was daily controlled by titration 
with 2N HpSO^ to the phenolphthalein end
point, which at the same time gave data 
on the sulfate loss by the solution.These 
values represent the reactivity of cement 
with sulfate ions in the immersion solu
tion, and could be used as one of the 
criteria for judging the relative sulfate 
resistance. The flexural and compressive 
strength of the test specimens were de
termined at the ages of 35, ^9 and 77 
days, and compared with water-stored cont- 
trols.

results and discussion

The results of strength are expressed as 
the percentage of flexural or compressive 
strength of the mortar prisms stored in 

the sulfate solution to those- stored in 
water for the same period and are given in 
Table 5 and Figs. 1 and 2.
Table 3t Strength Expressed- as Percentage of the Corresponding- 

Strength After Storage in Water

Cement
Strength in * after storage in sulfate- solution

Flexural Compressive

14 d. 28 d.. 56 d. 14- d. 28 d. 56 d;„

Ai 97 67 58 90 77 69

A 2 98 70 63 96 80 70

A3 100 104 112 104- 106 108

FI ' T45 103 103 117 1T8 T27

TG 1 20 100 100 101 101 97

SI 137 105 98 122 118 1 12

PC ei 3T 17 90 51 ?o

IMMERSION AGE IS SULFATE SOLUTION,DAY5

Fig.l - Flexural strength of the prisms 
immersed in sulfate solution expressed as 
a percentage of water-stored nrlsms

Fig.2-Compressive strength of the prisms 
immersed in sulfate solution expressed as 
a percentage of water-stored prisms



The consumption of sulfate ions from the 
test solution obtained by titration of 
the sulfate solution is given in Table 4 
and Fig.

Table 4: Sulfate Consumption in ml 2H per one Prisn

Stored in Sulfate Solution

Cement

Consumption of 2K in ml/prism stored in

sulfate solution for days

7 14 21 28 42 56

A" 1 ,40 2,21 2,80 3,30 3,98 4,58

A2 1,27 ?,oe 2,67 2,99 3,57 4,H

A3 1 ,03 1,69 2, 19 2,50 3,09 3,48

FI 1,16 1 ,85 2,33 2,74 3,34 3,71

TO 1,09 1,34 1,52 1,77 2,15 2,48

SI 1,66 2,08 2,58 2,97 3,55 3,94

PC 1,43 2,34 3,08 3,79 5,26 6,30

In spite of the fact that the commonly 
known small-scale accelerated laboratory 
test methods do not give a good correla
tion with field experience, the results 
obtained allow us to evaluate the rela
tive sulfate resistance of Portland ce
ments with different C^S contents.

FiB-5-Th3 reactivity of cements with 
sulfate ions expressed as a consumption 
of sulfuric acid by the titration of 
test solution

The results show that mortar prepared 
from Ordinary Portland cement with a high 
content of C^A, as expected, significantly 
deteriorated in the sulfate solution. The 
flexural strength had fallen to 1? percent 

and the compressive strength to Jo percent 
of the water-stored prism strength, and 
also the sulfate consumption from the test 
solution was the highest. The effect of 
lower CjA content is clearly seen in the 
comparative behaviour of the cements 
tested. Comparision of the results of six 
Sulfate-resisting Portland cements shows 
that the cements with relatively low C^A 
content and with a C^S content lower than 
6o percent, could be declared as sulfate 
resistant only, while cements with a high
er content of CjS and at the same time a 
low CjA content reacted more strongly with 
sulfate ions and showed a higher loss in 
strength. Both cements with a high content 
of CjS strongly react with sulfate ions 
forming ettringite and gypsum, in contrast 
to the cements with lower C-S, which con
tain significantly less gypsum at the end 
of the test. These data were obtained by 
X-ray analysis. The formation of these two 
reaction products in high quantities re
sulted in higher loss of strength. At the 
end of the test both Sulfate-resisting 
Portland cements with high C^S content 
already showed small cracks at the surface 
of the prisms, Ordinary Portland cement 
was very badly cracked, whereas prisms 
made from cements with lower C,S and low о 
CjA content were in sound condition.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of the test results and field 
experience, we could conclude that for 
better sulfate resistance of a Portland 
cement, the C^S content is also an impor
tant factor, besides the C^A content. 
Therefore we proposed that our Standards 
Committee revise the current Yugoslav 
standard for Sulfate-resisting Portland 
cement (4), JUS B.Cl.ol4, so that besides 
a maximum content of J.J % of C^A, the 
maximum content of C^S should also be li
mited.



Such cements will be better able to resist 
sulfate attack, especially the acidic type 
of sulfate attack, when a pure cement with
out pozzolanic materials will be used.
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4.3

SUMÄRIO

Effet du degre de compatibilite du ciment et des granulats dans les betens sur leur 
durabilite sous 1'action de hautes temperatures.

da deterioraeäo era 

Ptonunciado 
dos. Pelos 
compatIvels

VI. Kadj.e8ek ; S. Modry ; Building Research Institute, Prague, Czechoslovakia

Effect of degree of compatibility of cement and aggregates on concrete durability 
under conditions of higher temperatures action uuraoiiity

A teuting °f the surface deterioration of concrete exposed to the repeated 
tvznPa^-eUre ®c+lon ha® been realized. For this purpose the concrete specimens prepared with 
tent have^been exPaemin°ed!SSreS3te " 9U9rtZ аМ limestone and at the different moisture eon-

For the evaluation of the extent of surface deterioration of cycled concrete specimens 
cic?esr!5)rsme +^tnC%baa*  ьРрГ0$*  125 °Г 140 C resp‘ and the total ^ber of temperature

5) son-6 test methods have been used. Changing of properties of concrete has been 
tion nfd=,nditenS^e sPllttln8 strength test, absorption and penetration of indication solu- 

nff chloride on,cubes and length changes (dilatation), ultrasonic velocity and 
pull-off strength on deteriorated surface of prisms. dna

Results obtained have shown pronounced structure deterioration nf no x .
face layers after first several temperature loading cycles Deval nnOmf ьопьге1;е Ь the sur- 
vas more,intensive in the case of 'concrete with liSes^one^™™?^^deterioration 
fromths the case of partially humid concrete in comparison with full 1 ? Was more Pr°’ 
From the results was also evident that properties of quartz fully saturated one.
on the contrary with limestone aggregates. 6Sregates are more compatible

Um modelo de ensalo da deterioracao da - 
tidas temperaturas foi realizado. Para esse fim 
pos de agregado quartzo e calcärio

Para a avaliaqäo da extensäo 
submetidos aos ciclos (a diferenCa de 
ro total de ciclos de temperatura 15) 
propriedades do concreto foi avaliada 
Penetracäo de solutes indicadas de 

a<?ao) , velocidade ultrasonica 
mas.

Os resultados obtidos mostraram uma nrominciar,= aQl- • - 
nas camadas superficiais apds os primeiros ciclos de värias temperature.

mais intenso no caso de concreto com agregado calcario e ЬапЬётПУегГтеП<:О 

no caso de concreto parcialmente ümido en comoararSn malS 
reSult.d0. (O1 e„wmte que „ p™ zr::::::Mt"*-  

e ao contrario com agregado calcario. 4 artzo sap mais

superficie de concreto exposto ä agäo de repe- 
e com dife am°StraS de uoucreto preparado com dois\i

” dlferentes unidades foram examinadas. "

da deteriorate da superficie das amostras de concreto 

emperatura era aproximadamente de 125 оц 140°с e о nüme 
alguns metodos de ensaios foram usados. a mudanca das 

em ensaio de tensäo por compressäo diametral, absorcio e 
cloreto de sodio em cubos e variates de comprimento (dila 

e resistencia ao arrancamento na superficie deteriorada de prj



1. I'iTRCDUCTIOM
Rate of the surface deterioration of 

concrete in natural exposure under normal 
temperature and moisture conditions is 
usually very slow. That is reason for which 
it is useful to study the deterioration 
phenomen under more severe model conditions 
in laboratory. Results of such laboratory 
experimental project, which was realized 
a time ago are presented in this paper.

2. EXPERILI3I-yTA.L
The aim of the experimental programme 

was to determine the extent of surface de
terioration, and, besides it, to compare 
the resistance of concretes with aggrega
tes of different thermal expansion to the 
repeated action of high temperatures. For 
this purpose limestone and quartz were 
chosen as main representatives.

In all mixes of both investigated 
concretes the some aggregates grain size 
(36% of river sand 0-4 ип and 64% of gra
nulated aggregate 4-16 mm) and the Port- -> 
land cement FC 350 in the quantity 380kg/m. 
were used. Each part of mix was dosed 
according to its '.'."eight; at the same time 
the sand and grnnulated aggregate were pre
cisely classified in the whole range of 
used grading. Details referring to the tes
ted concrete mixes are given in Table 1.

Composition and workability of concrete nixes

TABLE 1

ICix with limestone with qusrtz
'I/O D A/C Vp hp D A/C Vebe

0.38 La 5.06 : 45 ■^s 5.01 41
0.43 Lb 4.92: 14.5 чЬ 4.88 14.1
0.48 Lc 4.79 1 7.2 чС 4.75 7.1

.V/C.. »v.-gter/cenzent ratio A/C.. .aggregate/ceiLent ratio 
D ...designation Vebe..workability in s

Tested specimens were cubes and prisms 
of sizes 100x100x100 mm or 100x100x300 mm 
respectively. Specimens were casted in 
steel moulds and compacted on the vibrating 
table. Up to the age of 28 days all speci
mens were cured in the water at the tempe
rature 20°C and during following 21 days in 
the air with 65% RH. Then they »ere immer
sed in the water and kept there until the 
testing time; one of the prisms was kept 
permanently in the air with 65% RH. All 
tests were realized at the mean ege of con
crete - 60 days.

The influence of repeated high tempe
ratures was modelled by heating of speci
mens in the muffle furnace followed by 
their instantaneous cooling. The individu
al cycles, repeated each hour, comprised 
the following steps, accordingly to the 
specimens curing:

cured in water
5 min furnace 55O°C

30 min water 15
25 min air 20

cured in air
5 min furnace 550°C
5 min water 15

50 min eir 20

Temperature gradient in concrete was 
indicated by thermocouples inserted in spe
cial cubes at five levels under the casted 
surface as follows: 0, 5, 10, 30 and 50 mm. 
The mean temperature differences at the 
cube surfaces reached in the course of cyc
les were: 125OC approx, in the case of 
water cured speciemens and 140°С approx, at 
the air cured ones.

Cubes were exposed to the action of 5, 
or 15 cycles. Then^they were dried at the 
temperature of 1O5''C. The weighing and 
splitting strength testing was preceeded 
by their 30 min. immersing in the indica
tion solution. After the splitting test 
the penetration of the indication solution 
into the deteriorated structure of cycled 
concretes was colorimetricaly determined. 
Results of all tests are graphicaly presen
ted on the Fig. 1 -- 4.

Prisms cured under different conditions 
were exposed to the action of 15 cycles. 
During the model experiments the surface 
dilatation changes were opticaly measured 
with the aid of cstethometer. From the va
lues measured the coefficient of thermal 
expansion was calculated (see Table 2).

In addition to the surface length chan
ges pulse velocity was investigated in the 
direction of the longitudinal axis of prisms; 
these measurements were realized after 5, Ю 
and 15 cycles (in the center of cross sec
tion and in all its corners).

The extent of deterioration of expo
sed surfaces of cycled prisms was also 
assessed by pull-off test after non-de- 
structive testing. At the top surface of 
prisms cores were partially bored (with 
diameter 50 mm and height 20 mm) on five 
places. These cores were than pull°d-toff 
from the surface layer with special equip
ment .

Length chenges and coefficients of thermal expension 
on the prisms surface (mean values at final cycles)

TABLE 2

W/C nation
Length changes 
xlO^ in mm/m

Coeff. of thermal
expansion 

water

Xiob/°C

water a ir D 1Г

0.38 La 1.23 1.30 9.6 9.2
0.43 Lb 1.18 1.27 9.7 9.0
0.48 Lc 1.14 1.26 9-5 9.2

0.38 Oa 2.02 2.13 15.9 14.8
0.43 аь 1.74 1.86 14.5 13 .6
0.48 ic 1.90 2.01 15.9 14.8



Determined values of pull-off strength in- 
fluneced by concrete structure deteriora
tion of exposed surface during the tempe
rature shocks, were compared with pull-off 
strength of prisms, which were not cycled 
are given in the Table 3» ■

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Comparison of the obtained results 
shows great differencies in the sensitivi
ty of the methods used for the investiga
tion of gradual deterioration of structure 
of concrete surface exposed to the repea
ted temperature loading. By all tests me
thods an evident decrease of measured va
lues after first cycles was proved.

The results reached from cubes 
testing verify the gradual changes (i.e. 
after 5 and 15 cycles of temperature loa
ding) of investigated concrete properties; 
each value represents a mean value from the 
tests of 3 specimens.

Splitting strength (see Fig. 1) shows 
a steep decrease until the 5th cycle; then 
the decrease is comparatively easy. After 
15 cylces the absolute values of the 
strength are practically same for both ty
pes of concrete. The strength decrease is 
more markedly pronounced for the concrete 
with limestone aggregates if expressed in 
percents.

Absorption (see Fig. 2) was assessed 
by weighing of cycled and dried cubes (for 
comparison a set of noncycled specimens 
was dired similarly) after their immersing 
in the indication solution for 30 min. The 
absorption increase indicates more obvious 
structure deterioration for the concrete 
with limestone aggregates if the weight 
differencies are expressed in percents.

Penetration of indication solution 
(see Fig. 3 and 4) into the deteriorated 
structure of temperature loaded concretes 
was determined by measurement of area co
lored with the aid of indication solution 
on the fresh fracture surfaces (after ten
sile splitting strength test). Similarly, 
as results of absorption values penetra
tion data show more intensive deteriora
tion of structure of concretes prepared 
with limestone aggregates.

The tested prisms were exposed 
to the action of temperature loading simi
larly as cubes. Their foregoing different 
curing (for each type of concrete one prism 
was kept in water and another in air), made 
possible to evaluate also the effect of, 
different moisture content on the deterio
ration of investigated concretes.

Length changes (see Table 2) measured 
on the surface of cycled prisms shovj more 
negative effect of lower moisture content 
in concrete on their magnitude.

Ultrasonic pulse velocity /I/ allows 
a continuous investigation of concrete 
deterioration on the same specimens. Also, 
in this case an evident decrease of measu

red values after early cycles appeared. 
The concretes with quartz show a greater 
relative decrease of pulse velocity values, 
nevertheless, the deterioration of surface 
layer of concretes with limestone aggrega
tes is more pronounced in the case of the 
air curing.

Test results of tensile splitting - 0b8, direct 
tensile - 0br end pull-off - 0bp strength

TABLE 3

Strength values 
N/mm^

Designation of tested concretes
La Lb Lc ja Sb Qc

(IOOxSBoxIOO mm) 6.20 6.16 5.53 5.11 4.93 4.22

°br 4.01 3.64 3.37 3.22 3.01 2.91
(100x100x400 mm)
, °bp '

50 mm, h=20 mm)
noncycled 3.85 3.70 3.45 3.14 3.02 2.94
15 cycles-weter 1.46 1.62 1.47 1.28 1.31 1.21
15 cyclea-air 1.48 1.55 1.62 1.48 1.40 1.48

The values of pull-off strength of 
prisms (see Table 3) assessed after the 
end of temperature loading indicate the 
great decrease in comparison with strength 
values of noncycled sepcimens. This test 
method itself is evidently lesser sensi
tive to the different1state of deteriora
tion of exposed surface and different 
curing conditions of investigated prisms.

4. CONCLUSIONS
From the results of realized model 

testing of both concrete types exposed to 
temperature loading follows better perfor
mance of concrete with quartz aggregate 
(i.e. aggregate with higher thermal expan
sion) and, as well as, in fully saturated 
state. Finely, the used test methods show 
different sensitivity for evaluation of 
the extent of deteriorated structure of 
exposed concrete surface.
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Alkali Reactivity of Granitic Rock Aggregates
4.3

ALCALI-VARIATION AVEC GRANULATS GRANITIQUES.

SUMMARY: Compatibility of siliceous aggregates with the alkalies in cement has been an im
portant factor in durability of concrete. In addition to conventional reactants like opal, 
chert, chalcedony or volcanic glasses, it is now held that presence of "strained" quartz in 
siliceous aggregates could also cause alkali silica reaction (ASR). This paper presents the 
results of an investigation of ASR in concrete containing granitic aggregates, possible mecha 
nisms of deleterious reaction and its impact on cement specifications. ~

Granite aggregates in a 25 year old concrete gravity dam contained mainly quartz 
and alkali feldspars, with varying quantities of biotite and muscovite, 50-80°» of quartz sho
wed strain effect with undulatory extinction angle of 25-30°. Alkali feldspars included or
thoclase, plagioclase, microline and microline - perthite.

The dam manifested typical external signs of distress associated with ASR. SEM and 
EDAX studies revealed the predominant presence of alkalies in the reaction rims on aggregates 
altering their borders, which'consisted of fluffy, amorphous gel formation. Occasionally the 
reaction products were crystalline. The presence of typical white gel deposits in the concre 
te was less frequent. ~

In addition to the presence of strained quartz, the role of alkali feldspars were 
investigated. Microscopic studies indicated the alteration of alkali feldspars to clay mine
rals and sericite. XRD studies confirmed changes in the crystal structure and mineral compo
sition. ■

These results tend to support the hypothesis that alkali feldspars can themselves 
release alkalies in the presence of calcium hydroxide to participate in ASR. Should that be 
the case, merely stipulating a low alkali level in the cement may not be adequate anddeple- 
tion of calcium hydroxide would assume importance. The role of modified cement compositions 
in alleviating ASR, which release little or low calcium hydroxide on hydration, is discussed 
in the paper.

Sirnario

A compatibilidade dos agregados silicosos com os alcalis do cimento tem sido um im
portante fator na durabilidade do^concreto. Alem dos reagentes convencionais сото a opala, 
calcedon'ia ou vidros vulcänicos, e agora considerado que a presenca do quartzo "deformado" 
nos agregados silicosos pode tambem causar reacäo alcali silica (ASR). Este trabalho apresen 
ta os resultados de uma investiga^ao de ASR em concreto contendo agregado granitico, a possi
vel mecanismo de reacäo deleteria e seu impacto nas especifica^oes de cimento.

, Agregado granitico de urn antigo concreto com 25 anos de idade de uma barragem de gra 
vidade continha principalmente quartzo e feldspatos alcalinos, com quantidades variaveis de 
biotita e muscovita. 50-80$ do quartzo apresentou efeito de deformacäo com ängulo de 25-30° 
de extinqao ondulatoria. Os feldspatos alcalinos incluem ortoclave, plagioclase, microclina' 
e pertita-microclina e pertita-microclina.

A barragem manifestou sinais tipicos externos de alteracöes associadas a ASR. Estu- 
dos com SEM e EDAX revelou a presehca predominante de alkalis na rea?ao nos bordos dos agrega 
dos alterando seu contorno, que consistiu sua formacäo de urn gel amorfo. Ocasionalmente os 
produtos da reacäo eram cristalinos. A presenca do deposito tfpico do gel branco no concreto 
foi menos frequente.

, Alem da presenga de quartzo distendido, foi investigado о papel dos feldspatos alca
linos. Estudos microscopicos indicaram a altera^ao do feldspato em argilo minerals e serici- 
ta. Estudos por XRD confirmaram as mudan^as na estrutura do cristal e na composiqäo mineral.

. Esses resultados tendem a apoiar a hipotese que os feldspatos alcalinos podem eles 
mesmo liberar alcalis em presence do hidroxido de cälcio para participar na ASR. Se esse for 
ocaso, a fixacäo meramente de baixo nivel de alcali no cimento näo pode ser adequada ea redu 
Cao do hidroxido de cälcio assumiria importäncia. 0 papel da composicäo modificada do cimen
to, em reduzir a ASR, que libera pouco ou baixo hidroxido de cälcio na hidrataqao, ё discuti- 
do neste trabalho.



INTRODUCTION

The deleterious reaction of silica bearing aggregates 
with the alkalies, mainly derived from cements have 
been known to be a matter of concern for the durability 
of concrete structures exposed to moisture. The primary 
cause of alkali silica reaction (ASR) due to the presence 
of secondary silica minerals like opal, chert, chalcedony 
or volcanic glasses in certain siliceous aggregates have 
been known for nearly four decades (1). Of more recent 
concern are the instances where aggregates exhibited 
ASR due to the presence of "strained" quartz (2, 3, 4). 
Because of the processes of geological formations, 
presence of some amount of strain effect in the quartz 
lattice will be inevitable, specially in metamorphic rocks 
and efforts have been made to set the limits of quartz 
in the rocks showing such strain effects and the magnitude 
thereof, expressed in terms of undulöse extinction (UE) 
angle (2, 5).

Granitic rocks were generally believed to be more stable 
and sound where the proportions of quartz are also lesser 
than in, say, quartzite. However, recent instances of 
distress to concrete structures due to A5R containing 
granite, granodiorite or granitegneiss rock aggregates 
have, on the one hand, blown this myth and on the other, 
led to speculations whether in addition to strained quartz 
the presence of alkali feldspars could have also been 
responsible for A5R. This paper presents results of 
investigations relating to occurence of ASR in concrete 
containing such granitic rock aggregates, possible role 
of alkali feldspars and some suggestions for appropriate 
cement compositions to combat ASR.

CASE STUDY

A concrete gravity dam and the adjacent power house struc
ture of a hydroelectric project have shown extensive distress- 
within 25 years of construction, which have been ascribed 
to ASR. External manifestations included cracking of 
concrete, misalignment of machineries and difficulties 
in operation of gates, cranes and passenger lifts as 
a sequel to movements in concrete.

On visual examinations the crushed surface of concrete 
core samples showed presence of dark reaction rims 
altering the borders of aggregates, often with internal 
cracking (Fig. 1). Typical off-white, transluscent to 
opaque gels were present in voids or on aggregates, 
but their presence was less frequent than conventionally 
reported (6). Examinations under scanning electron micro
scope (5EM) with the energy dispersive analysis of X-rays 
(EDAX) revealed the reaction rims on aggregates altering 
their borders consisting of fluffy amorphous gel formation 

' ar|d containing significant amount of alkalies (Fig.
2). Occasionally the reaction products were found to 
be crystalline in nature (Fig. 3), but the EDAX spectra 
were similar.

Petrographic examination of aggregates extracted from 
concrete samples indicated these to be mainly biotite 
granite, muscovite granite and mica granite. In each 
°f these rocks, quartz varied from 32 to 45 percent 
and alkali (sodium-potassium or sodium-calcium) feldspars 
like orthoclase, microcline and plagioclase from 35 to 

percent with varying amounts of biotite and muscovite 
and other accessories including iron ore, chlorite,apatite, etc.

Fig. 1 : D ark reaction rim and internal fracture in 
the aggregate.

Fig. 2 SEM of fluffy gel formation in the reaction 
zone and EDAX spectrum from the point marked X

Fig. 3 : SEM of the crystalline reaction products at
the edge of an aggregate.



The average grain size of quartz varied from 0.10 to 
0.20 mm, with small grains upto 0.03mm in some cases 
and large grains upto 0.45 mm in others. Nearly 50-80 
percent quartz- exhibited strain effect with UE angle 
varying from 25 to 30° (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 : Quartz grains showing undulatory extinction.

Potash feldspar in most of the cases was orthoclase 
which was found to have altered to sericite (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 : Alteration of feldspar to sericite

Plagioclase feldspars were found to have altered to clay 
minerals (Fig. 6). Biotite occured in the form of laths

Fig. 6 Alteration of feldspar to clay minerals.

and sometimes with sheath-like structures. These and 
muscovite showed bending effect. The normal granitic 
texture of the aggregate was highly disrupted due to 
high degree of alteration of minerals.

INVESTIGATIONS ON THE ROLE OF FELDSPARS

In the context of ASR the alkalies from cement are 
mostly talked of. However, for the reactions to proceed 
alkalies can similarly be derived from the environment 
or even the aggregates themselves (7). Alkali feldspars 
are known to be very apt to undergo alteration from 
the action of hydrothermal solutions and from the normal 
processes of weathering. Decomposition products commonly 
include kaolinite, halloysite, sericite, quartz or gibbsite 
(8). Comprehensive laboratory experiments by Van Aardt 
and Visser had postulated that alkali feldspars can release 
alkalies in presence of CH and water (9, 10, 11). The 
feldspars in the aggregates extracted from concrete 
did show alteration to sericite and clay minerals; however, 
how much of such alterations had indeed taken place 
in the presence of CH liberated in theconcrete was difficult 
to establish.

Since samples of aggregates used at the time of construction 
were not available, representative samples from one 
of the quarries at the dam site were obtained. Petrographic 
examination revealed the granite aggregate showing 
inequigranular texture. The main constituents
of the rock were quartz (39 percent), alkali feldspars 
(44 percent) and biotite (7 percent). Accessories included 
muscovite and iron ore. The potash feldspars were perthitic 
showing alteration to kaolinite (Fig. 7). However, the 
degree of alteration on an integral point count was less 
than in aggregates extracted from concrete.



A typical X-ray diffractogram (Cu K-**e  radiation) of 
the quarry sample is shown in Fig. В (a); showing the 
presence of quartz, albite, muscovite and traces of chlorite, 
in that order of abundance. Contrasted to that, a typical 
X-ray diffractogram of the aggregates extracted from 
the concrete (Fig. 8 (b)) showed additional presence of 
anorthoclase as well as other peaks at 3.47, 3.87, 4.96 
A° etc., corresponding to sodium silicate (Na„Si,O?) 
(12). Chemical analysis showing the alkali content in
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the rock is presented in Table 1. Although the trend 
was somewhat erratic, alkalies as Na2O in the aggregates 
extracted from ■ concrete were in general lower than 
those of quarry rocks; the trend was reversed in the 
case of K^O. '

TABLE - 1

ALKALI CONTENT IN ROCKS

Source ' Sample No. ■ Na2O K.

Quarry. ' 1 . . 2.92 2.21
2 2.41 1.47

Concrete
Cores 1 0.58 3.51

2 2.86 4 .37
3 1.76 1.74

‘ 2.48 4.50
. 5 '; ' - ■ 1.4 3 ' 6.62

- .6 1.21 3.85

DISCUSSIONS ■

The reactivity of alkali feldspars to CH in presence 
of water have been established (9, 10, 11, 13). In the 
present investigations, although the release of alkalies 
from feldspars under situations in mass concrete could 
not be firmly established, the general reactivity of alkali 
feldspars in the presence of cement and water were 
fairly conspicuous, both from petrographic and X-ray 
diffraction studies. Perhaps the situation can be summed 
up by the 5EM of the concrete aggregate sample shown 
in Fig. 9 (a), which, in the continuum of silica-bearing 
crystalline phase (Fig. 9 (b)) shows subsequent formation 
of alkali-rich amorphous phases (Fig. 9 (c)). In view of 
the above, in addition to limit of alkali content in cement, 
the role of CH liberated by the hydration of cements 
would assume importance in the context of granitic rocks 
containing alkali feldspars.

The role of active siliceous pozzolan and hydraulic slags 
have been advocated for alleviating ASR. In addition 
to lowering the total soluble alkali content in the concrete 
to the extent cement is replaced by these additives, 
they also combine with the CH liberated during the 
hydration of cement. It has been reported that if the 
CH liberated can be fully consumed by large proportions 
of slags, ASR would not take place (14).

In the context of above, modified cement compositions 
having no C^S phase (13) or lower amount of C,S phase 
(16) merit consideration. In these cement systems, the 
amounts of CH liberated upon hydration are considerably 
lower (Fig. 10). Use of such cements with known reactive 
aggregates are presently under investigation and the 
results will be reported subsequently.



CONCLUSIONS

Alkali-reactivity of granitic rock aggregates containing 
alkali-feldspars and quartz showing strain effects was 
found responsible for widespread distress to a concrete 
dam. Investigations with opitical microscopy, XRD and 
SEM indicated considerable alteration of feldspars and 
microstructural modifications, possibly brought about 
in the presence of calcium hydroxide. Use of modified 
cement compositions which release little or no CH on 
hydration, are discussed.
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Fig. 9 :
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Fig. 10 : X-ray diffraction pattern of hydrated pastes 
of Porsal cement.
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4.3 Corrosion Behaviour of TAD, Diffused Reinforcement Concrete Tubes

Summary: Several tests were carried out, under severe conditions, with samples taken by a one diameter concrete 

tube with diffused reinforcement, in order to evaluate the corrosion behaviour of the embedded steel.

The tests environments were tap water, magnesium chloride and sodium chloride solutions, sand containing NaCl 

solution, clay and sand.

The corrosion determination methods were the corrosion potential measurement, the polarization resistance or 

corrosion rate CR determination, and visual observations.

The results of experiments of over approximately two years showed that with the “as received" specimens, even 

with a rather small concrete cover (0.5 cm), no corrosion phenomena were observed at all, probably due to the 

low porosity of the artifact; in presence of scratches artificially made over the external surface in order to 

simulate an erroneous handling of the pipe, it was observed that the corrosive attack remained strictly locali

zed in the part of the wires directly in contact with the aggressive environment, and did not propagate into 

the concrete.
Moreover, in presence of soils with different permeability (sand and clay) the results of the tests showed again 

the good corrosion behaviour of the reinforcement.

Sumärio

Värios ensaios foram realizados, sob severas condigoes, can anostras tiradas de tubos de concreto de 
Im. de diämetro com armadura distribulda, de modo a avaliar о comportamento da corrosäo do ago einbutido. Os e- 
lementos dos ensaios foram ägua, solugöes de cloreto de magnesio e cloreto de sodio, areia contendo NaCl em so- 
lugäo, argila e areia.

Os metodos de determinagäo da corrosäo foram de medida da corrosäo potencial, da resistencia de polari 
zagäo ou determinagäo da taxa de corrosäo CR e observagäo visual.

Os resultados dos ensaios apos aproximadamente dois anos mostraram gue as amostras "cano recebidas", 
mesmo con urn pouco pequeno recobrimento (0,5 cm), nenhum fencmeno de corrosäo foi observado, provavelmente devi 
do ä baixa porosidade do artefato; em presenga de ranhuras feitas aritificiahrente sobre a superficie externa 
de modo a simular urn manejamento erroneo do bubo foi observado qua о ataque corrosivo permaneceu estritamente 
localizado rias partes cm que vergalhocs estavam diretamente em contato con о ambiente agressivo e näo se propa- 
gou ao concreto.

Alem do mais, em presenga de solos com diferentes permeabilidades (areia e argila) os resultados dos 
ensaios mostraram novainente, о bom comportamento ä corrosäo das armaduras.



Introduction

The corrosion behaviour of steel embedded in concrete 

is alleged to be very good, due to the passivity 

given to it by the alkaline environment which forms 

after the clinker components hydration processes 

(1,2).

Therefore reinforced concrete pipelines, like the 

other structures in civil engineering, should be, and 

usually are, sufficiently safe, from the point of 

view of the corrosion phenomena concerning the 

reinforcement.

Unfortunately many failures have recently occurred, 

either because of incorrect design and manufacturing, 

or because ot the strong aggressivity of the 

environment, with consequent relevant costs, whose 

magnitude has been adequately underlined (3,4); 

several preventive countermeasures may therefore be 

suggested whenever the possibility of steel 

depassivation is forecast (3,5-8). The main factors 

which may influence the iron passivation in concrete 

are carbonation, due to carbon dioxide penetration, 

and chlorides action. In both cases it has been 

strongly recommended that a suitable workmanship of 

the mix should be performed, in particular as far as 

its porosity and its permeability are concerned (9). 

The TAD, diffused reinforcement concrete tubes, are 

fabricated in such a way as very dense concrete is 

obtained, usually with a rather thin cover (10). 

Maximum aggregate dimension is 3mm, cement content is 
650 kg/m3, water/cement ratio is 0.3; the cover of the 

Pipe used in this experimentation is 0.5 cm. The use 

of such pipes for water transportation is spreading 

rapidly, even if their reinforcement corrosion 

behaviour has not yet been studied in depth. 

TAD is a "new material" as far as the corrosion 

behaviour is concerned: it was therefore believed 

necessary to conduct an in-depth investigation in 

various experimental conditions. The experimentations 

started about two years ago and are still continuing.

Experimental

Several specimens (15 cm diameter; 5.5 cm thickness) 

were obtained by coring from a TAD tube Im diameter 

and 5.5 cm thickness.

The specimens were utilized for the following 

experimentations:

- A - exposure of "as received" specimens to various 

environments, for a long period of time;

- В - exposure to various environments of specimens 

with artificial scratches on the external cover, made 

in order to leave bare some superficial wires;

- C - exposure to soils of scratched specimens 

prepared in order to measure the current of the 

corrosion couple generated between bare wires and 

concrete covered wires.

Fig. 1 shows the typical configuration of the specimen 

arrangement. A few wires, disposed on three parallel 

layers along the specimen thickness, were partly 

liberated from concrete in order to allow electrical 

measurements on superficial wires (S), medium wires 

(M) and deeper wires (D).

Type A investigation was carried out through a period 

of six months with the adoption of both traditional 

measuring techniques (spontaneous corrosion potential 

measurement, visual examination), and electrochemical 

techniques (polarization resistance, or CR, and 

polarization curve determination).

The selected environments were the following:

1. Tap water

2. 35 g/1 sodium chloride solution

3. 10% magnesium chloride solution

4. River sand humidified with sodium chloride 

solution

12 specimens were used for each environment: i.e. 3 

for each type of measurement. Measurements of 

spontaneous potentials (Ecorr.) and corrosion rate (CR) 

were made on S, M, D wires.

Ecorr was measured utilizing a Digital Voltmeter 

(Schlumberger, type 1240 20 Mohm) and a saturated 

calomel electrode (SCE) immersed in the env nment 

for 1 cm. CR was measured with Atel corrosion meter 



(Type AP 101) that utilizes galvanostatically 

measured linear polarization resistance.

Polarization curves were obtained with an Amel 

potentiostat Mod. 550. All reported results are the 

mean of three determinations.

At the end of the testseveral specimens were crushed 

to permit visual inspection of wire surface.

Type В investigation was carried out to simulate 

damages caused by transport and lay-down.

Scratches were made on concrete surface of some 

specimensin such a way that they left bare some 

superficial wires. These specimenshave been exposed 

to the aforesaid environments in order to verify 

whether corrosion of bare superficial wires can, in 

some way, influence deeper wires and whether the 

expansive nature of corrosion products at extremities 

of bare wires can far exceed the tensile strenght of 

concrete, thus causing further cracking of cover and 

further attack of wires.

The measurements techniques adopted in this case are 

the same as in the A type.

Type C investigation was carried out to study the 

corrosion couples that scratches generate in soils. 

The bare surface of wires exposed the soils is 

affected by both the corrosive action due to 

intrinsic physical and chemical parameters of the 

soil (absolute corrosivity) (11) and that due to the 

couple generated between the bare surface of wires 

directly exposed to the environment and that of the 

same wires covered with concrete.

Specimens assembly is showed in fig. 2. In the A 

portion of the specimen one scratch left bare a small 

lenght of one wire (2 cm) whilst the concrete cover 

was sealed with waterproof silicon layer.

The insulating separator T allowed to measure short 

circuit current couple, with a null ammeter coupled 

with the superficial wires of A and C parts of 

specimen. Experimentation was carried out at air 

controlled relative humidity (95%) and temperature 

(20°C). Mixed potentials of the couple were measured 

with the aforesaid technique.

Results and discussion

Influence of the environment (Type A investigation) 

Wires of specimens exposed at various environments 

exhibit throughout the exposure time (6 months) 

spontaneous potentials Ecorr in a range of -0,16 - 

-0,030 volt (SCE).

Fig. 3 shows the diagram of Ecorr °f wires vs. time; 

Table 1 reports E and CR values at 180 days of 
corr

exposure. Experimental evidence indicates that, for 

each specimen, wires at higher position exhibit Есог_^ 

values slightly more negative than those of wires at 

medium and lower positions; for sake of simplicity 

fig. 3 reports only the potentials of superficial and 

deeper wires.

For steel in concrete (pH > 12), passivity is reached 

at potentials more positive than -0,14 V SCE (- 0,38 

V SCE) (12,13). In all environments tested Ecorr 

values are always more positive than - 0,38 V SCE, 

which means that wires surface is in any case 

passivated.

The low values of CR confirm this conclusion, 

corrosion rates being typical of passivated steel. 

Fig. 4 shows a typical polarization curve that 

presents the plateau on anodic side.

Visual inspection of wires after the crush of 

specimens showed that in any case S, M and D wires 

were unattacked.

The behaviour of wires is scarcely influenced by the 

environments containing chlorides. That means that 

the concrete cover, in spite of its low thickness, 

insures,at least for the experimentation time, in 

those environments, for the top wires too, a chloride/ 

/hydroxyl ion molar activity ratio at steel concrete 

interface lower than 0,6, value recognized as a 

threshold for destroying the passivity of steel in 

presence of chlorides at the steel/concrete interface 

(14). The experimentation is still continuing to 

confirm in longer time exposure these results. 

Influence of concrete cover scratches (type В 

investigation)

Table 2 summarizes the results of Ecorr and CR 



measured throughout 90 days. Bare wires exhibit 

typical potentials and corrosion rates of active 

steel, whilst those of M and D wires are typical of 

passive state. The steady state value of CR for bare 

wires is reached after 60 days.

Visual ispection has shown that corrosion attack was 

strictly localized on the bare surface ot the wires, 

whilst the surface still protected by the concrete 

cover was unattacked.

This behaviour is to ascribe to the concrete 

compactness and its high resistance to diffusion of 

aggressive ions assured by high cement content and 

low w/c ratio (15).

Couples generated by scratches (Type C investigation) 

The corrosion rate due to specific soil corrosivity 

is negligible compared to that due to the couple. It 

has therefore been considered to be only the action 

of couple.

Fig. 5 shows corrosion current (Ic) of the couple for 

both specimens (type C, fig. 2) exposed to clay and 

sand. The rate of attack is markedly reduced after 

42 days at 20% of the initial value. The anodic 

steady state currents density are: for specimens
2 

exposed to sand 8ywA/cm (mean corrosion penetration 

rate of 0.08 mm/years); for those exposed to clay
2

4улА/ст (0.04 mm/y).

In few years the bare wires should be destroyed, but 

the corrosion attack being, in this case too, 

restricted to the bare area, whilst that one covered 

results unattacked, the corrosion process does not 

further propagate, as confirmed unequivocally by 

wires visual inspection of specimens crasched after 

exposure.

For both clay and sand specimens, mixed potential of 

the couple Ec (Table 3) becomes less negative as Ic 

decreases; that means that the stifling of corrosion 

attack is due to the protective effects of corrosion 

products in anodic area.

It is interesting to note that I is, in any case, 

lower in the clay than in the sand. Being corrosion 

in the sand under mixed control (both I and Ec 

decrease with time) the diffusion to cathodic areas 

is probably much more controlled by the sand than by 

the concrete cover. This hypothesis, supported by the 

low concrete cover thickness, should be confirmed by 

further studies.

Conclusions

Several points emerge from the results of about 2 

years investigation on corrosion behaviour of 

specimens cut from TAD tubes, exposed to several 

corrosive environments (tap water, 3,5% NaCl 

solution, 10% MgCl solution, sand humidified with 

NaCl solution, clay, sand).

1) results of 6 months esperiments on "as received" 

specimens, exposed to all corrosive environments 

tested, show that there was no corrosion of 

reinforcing wires. The spontaneous potentials of 

wires lay in the range of steel passivity state;

2) in presence of artificial scratches on the external 

concrete cover (scratches made to leave bare 

superficial wires in order to simulate an erroneous 

handling of the tubes) it was observed that the 

corrosive attack remained strictly localized on the 

wires surface directly in contact with the aggressive 

environment, while there was no corrosion propagation 

on adjacent wires surface embedded in concrete;

3) for scratched specimens exposed to different soils 

(clay and sand), corrosion couple, generated between 

the bare surface of wires directly exposed to the soil 

and the surface of the wires covered with concrete, 

gives rise to mean corrosion penetration rates of 0.04 

mm/y for bare wires exposed to clay and of 0.08 mm/y

for those exposed to sand. In this case too, attack 

was strictly restricted to the bare area. Stifling 

during the corrosion attack is due to protective 

effects of corrosion products in anodic areas.

4) investigations are still continuing to verify the 

long time behaviour of TAD tube reinforcement.
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Table 1 - Mean values of spontaneous potential Ecorr and corrosion rate CR at the end of 
the test.

ENVIRONMENT TAP WATER NaCl 35g/l MgCl2 10% SAND
HUMIDIFIED WITH NaCl

WIRES
CR E 

corr
CR E corr

CR E corr CR E 
corr

y*m/y mv yttm/y mV /m/y mV ^m/y mV

SUPERFICIAL 3.0 -122 3.0 -73 3.3 -87 2.8 -80

MEDIUM 3.4 -105 3.3 -65 3.2 -65 3.5 -63

DEEPER 2.0 -100 3.9 -62 3.1 -60 2.1 -60

P.V.C tube

silicone sealant

Superficial wires
Medium wires
Deep wires

CLAY

SAND

..P.v.c tube

waterproof silicone

..Insulating separator

Fig. 1 Specimens used in experimentations A and В Fig. 2 Specimens used in experimentation C



Table 2 - Values of corrosion potential E andcorr 
cover.

corrosion rate CR vs. time for

samples with scratched concrete

SAND HUMIDIFIED WITH NaC 1 SOLUTION TAP WATER

TIME WIRES WIRES

(days) SUPERFICIAL MEDIUM DEEPER SUPERFICIAL MEDIUM DEEPER

E corr
7 -0.25 -0.07 -0.05 -0.07 -0.05 -0.07

12 -0.60 -0.20 -0.20 -0.06 -0.05 -0.04
18 -0.61 -0.19 -0.19 -0.63 -0.10 -0.11

(VOLT) 60 -0.60 -0.11 -0.12 -0.62 -0.03 -0.02
90 -0.61 -0.16 -0.14 -0.60 -0.04 -0.02

7 30.0 4.0 3.0 33.0 3.0 3.0
CR 15 27.0 3.0 2.0 28.0 4.0 3.0

60 40.0 3.0 4.0 40.0 5.0 3.0
yt*m/y 90 40.0 4.0 2.0 38.0 4.0 3.0

Table 3 - Values cf mixed potentials E vs. time for

samples used in type investigation.

CLAY SAND TIME 
(days)

-310 -420 20
-270 -400 30
-180 -200 45
-120 -150 55
-100 -130 62

E (mV)
J TAP WATER

10%MgCI2 SOL. 
35%NaCI SOL.

_ sand humidified with NaCI

0 12 3 4 5 months

Fig. 3 Spontaneous potentials vs. time measured in 
investigation A

Fig. 5 Current intensity I of couples in investiga
tion C c
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THERMOMECIIANICAL COMPATIBILITY OF AGGREGATES IN AUTOCLAVED VERY HIGH STREM3T4 CONCRETES 4_3
COMPATIBILITE THERMOMECANIQUE DES GRANULATS EN BETON A TRES HAUTE RESISTANCE AUTOCLAVES

SUMMARY

The trends of compressive strengths and moduli of elasticity versus the aggregate 0[mx were observed in autocla 
ved concretes made with aggregate consisting of limestone, quartz and a 50% mix of the two. The investigat
ion was extended to concretes with aggregate (0 up to 20 mm) formed of basalt, jasper, granite and porphy> у 
as well as 50% binary mixes of these aggregatesT^esides of limestone and quartz mixes with the above mateiials 

It could be noticed that the moduli of elasticity of concretes where the aggregate consists of 50:s binary, mix 
of the two materials depend on the moduli of elasticity of the mix constituents and their thermal compatibili ty 

related to the respective coefficient a.
The most interesting phenomena appear when limestone is present in toe mix aggregates. Depending on the laJo 
of the modulus of elasticity of limestone to the aggregate with which it is mixed and as a function of the dif
ference between the thermal expansion coefficient a of limestone and that of the aggregate, more or less muik_ 

ed deviations of the modulus of elasticity from the theoretical value are noticed.

In rather wide temperature ranges such as those related to the concrete autoclaving, in case an aggregate mix 
is used, a study on the thermal and elastic compatibility between them and the cement matrix seems necessary to 

foresee safely the mechanical and elastic properties of the relative concretes.

SUMÄRIO
As tendencias das resistencias ä corpressäo e do modulo de elasticidade versus agregado Э forara  cfcservaaas 
em concreto autoclavado com agregados de calcario, quartzo e 50% de mistura dos dots. A Thvestigaqao Lui arn- 
pliada a concretos com agregados (0 r ate 20 mm) fermados par basalto, granito e porfiro assim соню de mistu- 
ras binarias desses agregados ao lactoxdas misturas calcario e quartzo com os materials acima.
Pode ser anunciado que os mödulos de elasticidade dos concretos, onde о agregado cionsi.ste em Kiistura de ->0x ce 
dois materials, depende do modulo de elasticidade dos constituintes da mistura e sua compatibilidade tenmea re 
lacionada com о respectivo coeficiente a.
О fenömeno mais interessante aparece quando о calcario esta presente nas misturas de agregados. Dcpcnaendo da 
relapäo do modulo de elasticicade do calcario com о do agregado com о qaal fol mistarado e сото uma funqao da 
diferenqa entre о coeficiente de cxpansao termico a do calcario e do agregado, sao notados desvios mais ou mo
nos acentuados do modulo de elasticidade c do sen valor teörico.
Em varia goes de tomneraturas bastante grandes сото as relacionadas com о concreto autoclavado, no caso de uso 
de misturas de agregados, о estudo da compatibilidade termica e elastica entre eles e a matrix do cimento pare- 
ce necessari о para prever ccxn seguranqa as propriedades mecänicas e elasticas co concreto corresrxindonte.



THERMOMECHANICAL COMPATIBILITY OF AGGREGATES IN AUTOCLAVED VERY HIGH STRENGTH CONCRETES

INTRODUCTION

The mechanical properties of autoclaved very high 
strength concretes made with quartz aggregate (1, 2) 
and aggregates differently interacting with the ce
ment matrix (3) were studied in previous works.

In this work the effect of the thermal and elastic 
compatibility of binary mixes of different types of 
aggregates on the properties of autoclaved very high 
strength concretes was studied.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

- Aggregates - The following materials were used: b£ 
salt, limestone, jasper, granite, porphyry and quartz, 
they were chosen for their marked differences in ehe 
mical-mineralogical and physical-mechanical proper
ties.
The study was focused on the properties of concretes 
containing quartz and limestone, for which conti
nuous particle size distribution curves (Fuller) with 
maximum diameters ranging between 3 and 30 mm were 
adopted. The other aggregates were used in complemen 
tary tests and continuous particle size distribution 
curves (Fuller) with 20 mm maximum diameter were cho 
sen.

- Binder - A mix of class 525 portland cement and si_ 
lica ground ^o a fineness like \.hat of cemen; was us 
ed. The cement/silica ratio was 1.8.

- Admixture - A naphthalene sulphonate superplastici 
zer in 25% acqueous solution was utilized.

- Concretes - The composition of the concrete mixes 
is given in table 1.

Curing

The autoclaved concretes underwent the following hy 
drothermal cycle (1):

- presteaming: 14 t 20 hr at 20cC
- low pressure steam curing: 8 hr at 6'JC*
- high pressure steam curing: 24 hr at 190°C
- rate of temperature rise: 0,7 °C/min

Tests

The aggregate thermal expansion coefficient« was de 
termined by the strain gauge method described by (4) 
in the 20-200°C temperature range.

The concrete thermal expansion coefficient was dete£ 
mined by measuring the deformation of the cyli nder 
specimens (0 100 x 250 mm) during the whole hydro
thermal cycle (low and high pressure) in an especiaj_ 
ly designed and built autoclave.

The static modulus of elasticity E was determined a£ 
cording to UNI Standards (5).

RESULTS

Thermal expansion

Table 2 gives the mean values of the thermal expan 
sion coefficient« for aggregates, cement paste and 
concretes containing quartz, limestone and a 1:1 mix 
of the two aggregates.

This table also shows the values (at 20 C) of the mo 
dulus of elasticity relevant to the aggregates and 
these concretes.

The coefficient-« values for aggregates and paste a 
re in agreement with those given in the literatu re 
(6, 7).

Table n° 1 - Composition of the concrete mixes

(*) Cement/silica ratio = 1.8

Component aggregate 0 (mm) max

3 6 10 15 20 30

3 
Binder (cement + silica)*  (kg/m ) 530 530 530 530 530 530

3 
Aggregate (depending on type) (kg/m ) 150011600 155011650 165011700 165011700 165011700 1700

Water/binder ratio 0.4210.47 0.3810.43 0.3610.40 0.3310.33 0.3210.35 0.3110.32

Superplasticizer (25’1 solution) 
(% on binder) 4 4 4 4 4 4

The water/binder ratio, minimized by the superplast£ 
cizer, was changed depending on the type and maximum 
diameter of the used aggregate, to keep the mix wor
kability nearly constant (slump = about 50 mm).

Cylinder specimens 250 mm high and with 100 mm diame 
ter were made from each mix. 

it can be noticed that coefficient « for the concre 
te containing the 1imestone-quartz mix nearly corre
sponds to the mean of «-values for the concretes 
containing only one of the two aggregates.



Table n° 2 - Thermal expansion coefficient a and 
moduli of elasticity E of aggregates, 
cement paste and concretes

Mater1 al a(10"6/°C) 2 
E(N/mm )

Jasper 13.5 76.500

Quartz 12.0 72.150

Granite 8.5 33.600

Basalt 5.5 100.350

Porphyry 5.0 42.300

Limestone 4.5 58.500

Autoclaved cement paste 7.6 26.000

Concrete with quartz 8.0 47.400

Concrete with limestone

Concrete with

3.0 42.300

50% quartz

50% limestone
6.0 31.000

Mechanical strength

Figure 1 shows compressive strength versus maxi mum 
aggregate diameter of autoclaved concretes made with 
quartz, limestone and a 1:1 mix of the two materials.

Strength of quartz-aggregate concretes increases as 
far as 20 mm maximum diameter and reaches the value 
of 160 N/rnin^. However, it tends to decrease beyond 
20 mm. 

Fig. 1 - Compressive strength of autoclaved concre
tes versus maximum diameter of aggregate

Also the limestone-aggregate concretes initially show 
increasing strengths, but only as far as 10 mm maxi
mum diameter (75 N/mm^). Afterwards the strength va
lues decrease to 65 N/mm2.

Compressive strength of concretes made with a 1:1 mix 
of the two aggregates attains the highest value (135 
N/mm2) with a 0 =10 mm. Then it reduces apprecia
bly to a value таХоТ 95 N/mm2 with a 0 =30 mm.

max
The strength of these concretes does not correspond 
to the dotted lines in fig. 1, obtained by averaging 
the strength of the concretes containing only one ty
pe of aggregate. As far as 0 = about 15 mn strengths 
are closer to those of quartz concretes. Beyond this 
value, they more and more approach those of limestone 
concretes.

Static modulus of elasticity

Figure 2 shows the modulus of elasticity relevant to 
autoclaved concretes (with limestone, quartz and a 
1:1 mix of the two materials), always expressed ver
sus the maximum aggregate diameter.

The quartz concrete modulus of elasticity constantly 
rises as the maximum aggregate diameter increases, 
and it attains 49000 N/mm2 for 0 =30 mm.

max
The limestone concrete modulus of elasticity increa
ses significantly up to a 0 =10 mm and then it re 
mains nearly constant (abou'?aX42000 N/mm2)as far as a 

0 =30 mm.
max

The concretes made with a mix of the two aggregates 
show the highest value of the modulus of elastic! ty 
for a 0 - 10 mm (34500 N/mm2). As the maximum dia^ 
meter increases, the modulus of elasticity reduces 
to a value of 31000 N/mm2 which becomes constant for 
a 0 20 mm.max

Fig. 2 - Moduli of elasticity of autoclaved concretes
versus maximum diameter of aggregate



As can be observed, the modululs of elasticity of the 
concretes made with the limestone-quartz mix is al
ways lower than that of concretes containing only one 
type of aggregate. Moreover it is lower by 10t30%with 
respect to the curve obtained by averaging the values 
relevant to the concretes containing only one type of 
aggregate.

More precisely, as shown in fig. 3, the per cent de
viation, limited for the small aggregate concretes, 
increases gradually and stabilizes on a 30% value for 
0 =-20 mm.max

Fig. 3 - Per cent deviation from linearity of the mo 
dulus of elasticity of concretes made with
limestone/quartz mix versus maximum
ter of aggregate

( A =
Eo - E1

Eo
- 100)

diame

The fact that the modulus of elasticity of the con
cretes made with 1:1 limestone-quartz mix was, for £ 
ny maximum aggregate diameter, appreciably lower 
than that of the concretes made completely with one 
or the other of the two aggregates appeared to be a 
phenomenon deserving additional study.

Therefore the investigation to check whether the phe 
nomenon was related to the particular materials in 
question or it was in common with other materials was 
extended.

Figure 4 shows the moduli of elasticity of the con
cretes made with different aggregates, besides with 
their 50% binary mix, versus the aggregate percenta
ge.

The left-hand area of the figure points out that the 
concretes made with a binary mix of quartz and other 
materials (except for limestone) have more or less 
marked deviation in absolute value, and in some ca
ses (jasper, basalt) also of opposite sign, from the

mean value calculated by the mix rule (8).

aggregate in the mix (%)

A: ----------- basalt
------------ jasper
------------  granite
------------- porphyry

Fig. 4 - Moduli of elasticity of concretes made with 
different aggregates and mixes of these ver 
sus the aggregate percentage (0 =20 mm)

max

In the central area of the figure, having as extre
mes the moduli of elasticity of the concretes made 
with only quartz and only limestone (0 = 20 mm),
the relative curve deviates from the theoretical 
one and forms a sharp minimum at the modulus of ela
sticity of the concrete with 1:1 mix of the two mate 
rials. The position of the minimum is confirmed by 
experiences with the results of which fig. 5 curve 
was plotted.

100 80 60 40 20 0
quartz (wt. %)

Fig. 5 - Modulus of elasticity of concretes made with 
quartz/limestone binary mixes versus the 
quartz percentage in the mix



Finally, the right-hand area of figure 4 shows that 
the calcareous aggregate causes the formation of mi
nima in the modulus of elasticity of the relati v e 
concretes only when it is present with jasper and 
basalt in 50% binary mix. By contrast, with granite 
and prophyry, there are deviations from the mean va
lue, without formation of minimum. 

REMARKS

The autoclaved concretes containing only quartz are 
much more resistant than those with only limestone, 
owing to the formation of a stronger matrix/aggrega- 
te interface bond (9).

As regards the concretes made with 1:1 limestone/ 
quartz mix, for maximum diameters over 10 mm, strength 
are appreciably affected by the different a and E 
of the two materials, the more the larger the maxi
mum diameter of the aggregate. Strengths reduce by a 
bout 30% by passrng from 0 = 10 mm to 0 = 30 mm.
The modulus of elasticity of ordinarily cured concre 
tes changes linearly versus the substitution percen
tage of an aggregate for another (10) and increases 
as the maximum aggregate diameter increases (11).

Autoclaved concretes have the same behaviour when 
the aggregate consists of only one material. Deviat
ions from linearity generally occur in the concretes 
made with 50% binary mixes of the different aggrega

tes .

A positive deviation can be observed in con c r e t e s 
containing jasper/quartz and basalt/quartz mixes. A 
negative deviation is found in concretes with porphy 
ry/quartz mix. As regards the concretes made with 
granite/quartz mix the trend is practically linear.

However, when one of the two components is limestone, 
there is:

- negative deviation with minimum, when the remain
ing 50% of the aggregate consists of:

- quartz I with higher a and E than those of li
- jasper ) mestone
- basalt with a like that of limestone, but E

almost double.

. negative deviation without minimum, when the re
maining 50% of the aggregate consists of:

- porphyry with ci like that of limestone and low
er E

- granite with higher a than that of limestone
and much lower E.

Figure 6 shows that the per cent deviation from li
nearity is related to the ratio between the moduli 
of elasticity of limestone and the second aggregate 
in the mix.

Two areas are pointed out: the former with a modulus 
of elasticity ratio relevant to aggregates below 1, 
where the relative concretes show the minimum in the 
modulus of elasticity trend, and the latter with a 
modulus of elasticity ratio for aggregates above 1,

where the relative concretes display a negative de
viation from linearity, but without minimum.

The figure also points out that, at the same modulus 
of elasticity ratios, the deviation from linearity 
is the more marked the more the a of the added mate
rial deviates from that of limestone.

30

20

10

\ I
jasper'^ J

ч quartz << |

'' IX x|
\ 4

1111____ I-------------- 1----------- 1-----------1----------- 1
0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1-2 1.4 1-6 1.8 2.0

E limestone/^ .
E aggregate

Fig. 6 - Per cent deviation from linearity of the mo 
dulus of elasticity of concretes made with 
limestone-another aggregate mixes versus 
the ratios of the moduli of elasticity of 
limestone to the other aggregate and versus 
the thermal expansion coefficient a

CONCLUSIONS
In case of concrete autoclaving, it can be useful to 
use only one type of aggregate rather than choose a 
mix of materials having different thermomechan 1 cal 
properties. In fact in rather large temperature ran
ges, such as those found in the hydrothermal treat
ment, the difference in the moduli of elasticity and 
thermal expansion coefficients relevant to aggrega
tes affects strengths and, above all, the modulus of 
elasticity of the relative concretes.

The use of aggregate mixes containing limestone can 
involve a drop in the modululs of elasticity, howe
ver not expectable from the compressive strength va
lues that follow an intermediate trend between those 
of concretes with aggregate consisting of only one 
component.
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Effect of Zinc Oxide Admixture on Corrosion Inhibition of Iron in Cement Mortar Containing

Sea Water.
"L'Effet de 1'adjuvant de zinc oxide sur la corrosion-contrainte du fer au ciment 
mortier comprenant de I'eau de la mer".

SUMMARY: Iron plate was embedded in ordinary Portland cement mortar containing a small amount of zinc oxide 

powder. Sweet water and sea water were used as mixing water and steam curing was used for acceleration 

of corrosion for 90 days. Iron corrosion, spontaneous potential and microstructure of specimens were investigated.

When the cement mortar was mixed with sea water, the iron plate was found to be vigorously corroded, and 

the spontaneous potential showed about -400 mv. Also, large plate-crystals of calcium hydroxide were formed 

in the interfacial region between the iron plate and the cement mortar. On the other hand, with the mortar 

containing the zinc oxide admixture, corrosion of the iron plate did not occur.

It is concluded that the use of zinc oxide as an admixture is very effective for inhibition the corrosion 

of iron.

Sumario

Uma chapa de apo foi colocada dentro de uma argamassa de cimento Portland comum conten 
do pequena quantidade de p6 de öxido de zinco. Ägua doce e ägua do mar foram usadas сото ä- 
gua de mistura e cura ä vapor foi usada para acelerar a corrosäo рог 90 dias. Corrosäo do a
go, potential espontäneo e microestrutura de amostras foram investigadas.

Quando a argamassa de cimento foi misturada com ägua do mar, a chapa de ago foi encon- 
trada vigorosamente corroida e о potencial espontäneo foi de cerca de -400 mv. Tambem, gran
des places de hidröxido de cälcio cristalizado formaram-se na regiäo interfacial entre a cha
pa de ago e a argamassa de cimento. For outro lado, com a argamassa contendo öxido de zinco, 
näo ocorreu corrosäo na chapa de ago.

Conclui-se que о uso de öxido de zinco сото uma adipao e muito efetiva para a inibigao 
da corrosäo do ago.
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Introduction

The authers have made various investigation aimed 

at the effects of metal oxides on hydration of 

cement, and microstructure and properties of hardened 

cement paste (1-3). From these investigation, 
it was found that some of the heavy metals dissolve 
easily in cement and effect the characteristics and 

properties of hardened cement paste. On the 
other hand, many studies are known on the corrosion 

of iron or steel in concrete(4-6), but several 

points on the corrosion inhibition still remained 
unsolved.

This experimental study deals with the inhibition 

of corrosion of iron, and clarification of the rela

tionship between the corrosion of iron and micro

structure of hardened cement mortar.

Experimental method

A high-purity iron plate, 20 by 20 by 1 mm ,was 

embedded in a 40 by 40 by 10 mm cement mortar 

as shown in Fig.l. The iron plate was cleaned 
by ethylalcohol in an ultravibrator after it was 

polished by a #1000 sand paper. A commercially 

available ordinary Portland cement was used. The 

zinc oxide used was of commercial"First Grade" quali

ty- Standard sand from Toyoura in Yamaguchi 

Prefecture in Japan was employed for making the 

mortar.

Cement 
mortar

Iron
plate

Fig.l. Schematic diagram of specimen.
The cement mortar was made with cement to sand 

ratio of 1:3, and water to cement ratio of 0.8.
The amount of the zinc oxide used was 0.2 wt% 

°f cement. The reference specimens mixed with 

sweet water or sea water were designated as C-W 
and C-S,.respectively. The mortars containing

zinc oxide and sweet water or sea water were designated 

as Z-W and Z-S respectively. Steam curing at 65 

°C for 90 days, after pre-curing at 20 °C for 4 

hours, was used for accelerating the corrosion proces
s.

The spontaneous electromotive potential of specimens 

was measured by the use of mill 1 voltmeter, saturated 
potassium chloride solution and silver chloride elec

trode as a reference electrode, as shown in Fig.2.

The measurement was carried out in a sealed case 

every three days after holding at 20 oc for 0.5 
hours.

Fig.2. Schematic representation of experimental 
apparatus.

The rust area was measured on the iron plate after 

crushing the specimens. The measurements were 

made at 7,14,28,56 and 90 days.

The cement hydration products in contact with the 

iron plate were investigated using a scanning electron 

microscope. The pore size distribution of the 

cement mortars were measured by means of mercury 

penetration porosimeteric analysis.

Results and discussion

Table 1 shows the data on the amount of rust area 

at the iron surface. When sweet water was used 

corrosion was not observed in all the specimen.

It seems that the amount of corrosion was not 

appreciable under the conditions of water/cement ra

tio, thickness of mortar cover, and the accelerated 

curing used in this study. On the other hand, 

when sea water was used, the corrosion was observed 

in the control specimen (without zinc oxide). Namely, 

the rusted area of the control specimen was over 

80% at 90 days. However, when zinc oxide was
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used, no corrosion was observed.

(%)

Table 1. /Ynounts of rust area at the iron plate surface.

Curing time, days 

Specimens
7 14 28 56 90

C - W 0 0 0 0 0

C - S 0 0 12 69 80

Z - W 0 0 ' 0 0 0

Z-S 0 0 0 0 0

The data on spontaneous potential of specimens is 

shown in Fig.3. When the specimens were mixed 

with sweet water (C-W or Z-W), the spontaneous poten

tial was about -100 mv. On the other hand, when 
the specimens contained sea water (C-S or Z-S), 

the spontaneous potential was about -300 mv at early 

stage after mixing. In the former case the potential 

was negatively larger with curing time, but in the 

latter case it became negatively smaller with curing 
time . It remained at about -150 mv after curing

for 30 to 35 days. •

Fig.4 shows the scanning electron micrographs of 

the hydration products on the iron plate in 28 

days old specimens. These micrographs may be grouped 

into two types. The hydration products in C-W 

,Z-W and Zn-S consisted mainly of CSH and calcium 

hydroxide, and the texture was compact. On the 

other hand, the hydration products in control specimen 

mixed with sea water, consisted mainly of hexagonal 

plate-calcium hydroxide which was arranged in C-direc- 

tion parallel to the iron plate, and the texture 

was porous. In the case of zinc oxide addition, 

probably this compound Ca(Zn(0H)^.H^O )£ may have 

formed(7).

Fig. 5 shows the total pore volume and pore size 

distribution of 28-day specimens. In spite of diffe

rences in the type of mixing water, the total pore 
volume of specimens containing the zinc oxide admix

ture, were slightly smaller than that the control. 

The zinc oxide admixture effected the microstructure

of the cement mortar in a beneficial manner which 

is related to prevention of diffusion of oxygen 
and other harmful constituents. In another study(6)

Fig.3. Spontaneous potential versus curing time.
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Fig.4. Scanning electron micrographs of cement hydrates I-------------- •
50 лит 

on the iron plates of 28 days specimens.

it was found that cement mortars having a porevolume 

less than 0.06 стЗ/g had a high corrosion resistance.

Another reason of influence of zinc oxide admixture 

on the iron corrosion is not always clear,but it 

seems as follows. When zinc oxide is added, it 

is dissolved as zinc ion or calcium-zinc compound 

ion which migrates electrophoretically to cathode 

and the cathode is coverd with inhibition film.

On the other hand, the oxygen ion from the zinc 

oxide passivates the anode. Namely, the mechanism 

may involve cathodic protection and anodic protec- 

tion(8). In addition, calcium hydroxide and calcium 

silicate may also be useful as corrosion inhibiters. 

Further study on zinc oxide admixture is being conti

nued to clarify the mechanism of corrosion inhibi-

Fig.5. Total pore volume and pore size distribution of 28 days specimens.
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Conclusion

Iron plates were embedded in cement mortars both 

with and without the addition of zinc oxide admixture.

Sweet water or sea water was used as the mixing 

water. The iron corrosion, the spontaneous potential 

and the microstructure of the specimens were investi
gated.

It was found that when the cement mortar was mixed 

with sweet water,the iron plate was not corroded, 

and the spontaneous potential was maintained at about 

-100 mv immediately after the accelerated curing.

On the other hand, when the mortar was mixed with 

sea water,the iron plate in the control specimen 
(without zinc oxide) was badly corroded and the 

spontaneous potential became negatively larger with 
the curing time, and was about -400 mv at 90 days.

In the latter case large hexagonal crystals of 

calcium hydroxide were formed in the interfacial 

region between the iron plate and the cement mortar.

However, the specimen containing sea water and zinc 

oxide was not corroded, and its spontaneous potential 

remained at about -150 mv after the accelerated 
curing for 30 to 35 days.

It was concluded that the zinc oxide admixture was 

very effective as a corrosion inhibiter for iron 

in cement mortar containing sea water.
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On the Behaviour of Alkali in Al kali-Aggregate Reaction
Sur г@ Comportement de I'AlkaU en Alkali-Reaction des Agvegats

SUMMARY: In the case siliceous aggregate is immersed in sodium hydroxide solution, the following reactions may 

occur; (l)adsorption of NaOH to silanol groups of aggregate, (2)rupture of surface siloxane bridge of aggregate 

by attack of NaOH and dissolution of SiOE , (3)rupture of inside siloxane bridge of aggregate and loosing of the 

structure of it, (4)adsorption of NaOH to inside silanol groups made by reaction(3).

The quantity of reaction(4) in mortar bar was estimated and the relation of it to the expansion of mortar bar 

was investigated.

The more reaction(4)/unit reactive aggregate is, the more the expansion is. Reaction(4)/unit reactive aggregate 

shows a peak at the pessimum proportion. From these results and the fact that reaction(4) is closely related to 
reaction(3), reaction(3) seems to be a cause of the expansion by alkal1-aggregate reaction. To estimate the 

reactivity of siliceous aggregate, it may be sensible to measure the quantity of ruptured inside siloxane 

bridge of aggregate immersed in sodium hydroxide solution.

Sumärio

_ No caso de agregado silicoso imersäo em solucäo de hidroxido de sodio, as seguintes 
reacoes podem ocorrer: (1) - adsorgao do NaOH por grupos silanol do agregado, (2) rutura da 
superficie da ligagao_siloxano do agregado pelo ataque do NaOH e dissolucäo do SiO , (3) rup- 
tura interna da ligapao siloxano do agregado e perda de sua estrutura, (4) adsorcäo do NaOH 
no interior do grupo silanol devido ä reagäo (3).

_ A quantidade da reapao (4) em barras de argamassa foi estimada e entre isso e a exoan- 
sao de barras de argamassa foi investigada.

! 9Uan1;O_1mai;Or a rela5ao reacäo (4)/unidade de agregado reativo maior e a expansäo. Rea- 
cao (4)/unidade de agregado reativo^apresenta um pico na proporgao pessimum. Por esses resul 
tados e pelo fato_que a reapao (4) e intimamente ligada ä reapäo (3), a reagäo (3) parece ser 
a causa da expansao^por reagao alcali-agregado. Para avaliar a reatividade de agregado sili
coso, pode ser sensivel_a medida da quantidade rompida, no interior da ligagao siloxano do a- 
gregado imerso em solugao de hidroxido de sodio.
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Introduction .

One of'authers studied on the chemistry of al kali
aggregate reaction by using silica gel—sodium hydrox
ide model1, ’.
In the case siliceous aggregate is immersed in NaOH 
solution, the following reactions occur.

(1) adsorption of NaOH to silanol groups of ag
gregate

(2) rupture of surface siloxane bridge of aggre
gate by attack of NaOH and dissolution of SiO2

(3) rupture of inside siloxane bridge of aggre
gate and loosing of the structure of it

(4) adsorption of NaOH to inside silanol groups 
made by reaction(3)

If the siliceous aggregate is wel1-crystal 1ised form, 
the attack of NaOH takes place mainly at the surface 
and only reaction(l) and (2) occur.
On the other hand, in the case of poorly crystallised 
silica, NaOH penetrates into the interior of it and 
reaction(3) and (4) occur too. Reaction(3) loosens 
the network of silica and produced a cross-linked 
polyelectrolyte containing Na+. This type of struc
ture, in contact with water, set up an imbibition 
pressure and because the silicon-oxgen framework is 
partly disruptured the material swells.
In this paper, the behaviour of alkali in mortar bar 
which expands caused by alkali-aggregate reaction is 
discussed based on the above hypothesis.

Experimental

1) Material s
ФAggregate

Pyrex glass and four kinds of natural rock were used 
as reactive aggregate and a kind of natural rock,(No.5) 
was used as unreactive aggregate.
The chemical compositions of these aggregates are 
shown in Table 1.

Table 1 - Chemical compositions of aggregates (%)

a ggregate ig.loss SiO2 AlaOs РезОз CaO MgO NatO KiO

pyrex glass 0.2 81.2 2.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 3.50 0.06

rock No.l 0.9 57.1 18.2 5.9 8.4 5.3 2.92 1.47

rock No.2 1.3 60.1 21.1 4.5 6.8 1.8 3.53 1.15
rock No3 0.1 60.4 21.0 4.5 7.4 2.0 3.68 1.13

rock No.4 1.5 9 0.0 3.9 2.3 0.6 0.5 0.30 0.80

rock No5 2 5 66.0 15.0 4.8 4.7 1.7 3.34 2.2 5

The type and main rock-forming minerals of natural 
rock aggregates are shown in Table 2.

Note: I) © -much ,O—relatively much, A....a little

Table 2 - Type and main rock-forming minerals of 
natural rock aggregates

aggregate type of nock
rock-forming minerals11

CMTtz Nidspcr pyroxene mica minerals

rock Na 1 andesite © О A
rock Na 2 andesrfe © о
rock Na 3 andesite © о
rock Na 4 chert © Л A
rock Na 5 sandstone © о A

Potential, reactivity of these aggregates was tested 
according to ASTM C289(Standard Test Method for po
tential Reactivity of Aggregates, CHEMICAL METHOD). 
The result is shown in Fig.l.
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Fig.l - Potential reactivity of aggregate by 
CHEMICAL METHOD

@ Cement

Commercial ordinary portland cement containing rela
tively high alkali was used in this study. The chem
ical composition of the cement is shown in Table 3.

Note»- I)R20*0.656K20+No20
2) Bloine surface area-- Д05О cnr^y

Table 3-Chemical composition of cement (%)

Igloss insol SIOz АЬОз "^гОз CaO MgO S03 NazO KzO TiOz PzO, Rz0

0.3 0.1 22.5 5.3 32 636 1.7 1.8 0.56 0.57 0.41 0.05 0.94

2) Test method
(D Immersion test

Aggregates were immersed in NaOH solution according 
to ASTM C289. Immersed time was varied from 1 hour to 
366 hours.
The concentration of OH*  in filtrate was measured by 
using pH meter and the concentrations of Na*"  and SiO2 
in it were measured by using atomic absorption spec
trophotometer.
The quantity of silanol group in residual aggregate 
was measured by the following method; the residual 
aggregate separated by filtration is put into 200 ml 
of deionized water and pH of it is adjusted to 2 by 
adding HC1(1+1). Then the aggregate is separated by 
filtration and the weight loss of it from 378 to 1223 
°K is measured. The quantity of silanol group is cal
culated from the weight loss supposing that a molec
ular water is released from two silaViol groups.
The weight loss may contain the water in micropore 
not dried at 378^. In this paper, therefore, only 
the change of quantity of silanol group is discussed. 
©Mortar bar test

Mortar bar test was carried out according to ASTM



C227(Standard Test Method for Potential Alkali Reac
tivity of Cement-Aggregate Combinations).
The mixing ratio of each reactive aggregate and un
reactive aggregate was varied to investigate the 
pessimum proportion.
©Analysis of pore solution '

Mortar bar cured for various period was crushed in 
the range of 1 -2.5mm with particle size. 100g of 
crushed specimen was molded in the expression 
device31 and pore solution in the specimen was ex
tracted by operating at the pressure of 392 MPa. 
The concentrations of OH , Na1", K+, C^ and Si02 were 
measured by using pH meter and atomic absorption 
spectrophotometer.

Result

1) Immersion test

The change of the concentration of Si02 and Na in 
NaOH solution and the increase of silanol group in 

residual aggregate are shown in Fig.2. To compare 
with Fig.l, the concentration of SiOz is indicated as 
the quantity of dissolved SiO2 and the concentration 
of Na+ is indicated as the quantity of reduction of 
Na+ .
The dissolution rate of Si02 varies depending on the 
kind of aggregate. The dissolution rate decreases 
with immersion time and at the long immersidn time 
the quantity of dissolved Si02 of some aggregates 
whose dissolution rate is high deccreases, because 
when the concentration of SiO2 approaches the satu - 
ration curve of Si02 the dissolution rate slows down 
and once the concentration of Si02 passes over the 
saturation curve the excess Si02 precipitate21.
The quantity of reduction of Na+ increase up to cer
tain level at the immersion time of 1 hour and then 
increases gradually. It is considered that the re
duction of Na+ at the immersion time of 1 hour is 
mainly caused by reaction(l) and the reduction of Na+ 
after 1 hour is mainly caused by reaction(4). In the

immersion time (hour) immersion time (hour) immersion time (hour)

Fig.2 - Quantities of dissolved Si02 and Na+ in NaOH solution and increase of silanol 
group in aggregate
Note : l)increase of silanol group : the increase of silanol group in aggregate 

from 0 to various immersion time

reactive aggregate;

и 2U W bU 80 IOO О 20 40 60 60 100 О 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 lOO О 20 40 60 80 100

pyrex glass rock NoJ rock No.2 rock No.3 rock No.4

rate of rective aggregate(%)

Fig.3-Result of mortar bar test

Note : dot line indicates the permitted level 
of alkali specified according to AST*  
C227



case of pyrex glass, the quantity of reduction of Na+ 
is very small at the immersion time of 1 hour but 
after 1 hour it is much larger than in the case of 
the other aggregates. The quantity of silanol group 
generally increases with immersion time and that of 
pyrex glass increases significantly.

2) Mortar bar test

The result of mortar bar test is shown in Fig.3.
The degree of expansion and pessimum proportion vary 
depending on the kind of reactive aggregate.
The pessimum proportion of pyrex glass varies with 
the test period.
Dot line in Fig.3 indicates permitted expansion at 
Smonths specified in ASTM C227 and all the aggre
gates except rock No.2 are considered of harmful 
reactivity.

Ube Industries Co, Ltd, Japan 4

3) Analysis of pore solution

On the mortar bars prepared by using pyrex glass and 
rock No.3 as reactive aggregate, the concentrations 
of Na , К , Ca2+, OH and SiO2 in extracted pore solution 
were measured.
The concentrations of Na+, K+, OH" and SiO2 are shown 
in Fig.4.
The concentrations of Na+, K+ and OH*generally  de
crease with test period. That of SiOz increases very 
slightly with test period but it is very low compared 
with other ions. The concentration of Сг?+decreases 
at early age and becomes almost constant but it is 
very low (0.10 - 1,85mmol/l) and is not shown in 
Fig.4. It is considered that the concentrations of 
ions other_than Na+,K+and OH are low and the quan
tity of OH almost balances to the quantity of Na*+K +.

ratio of reacfivo

reactive aggregate; pyrex glass

0 3060 90 180 0 3060 90 180 0 30 60 90 180 0 3060 90 180

test period (day)

Fig.4 - Concentrations of 
in mortar bar

Na\ K+, OH-and Si02 of pore solution

Discussion

1) Relation between reaction(3) and reaction(4) in 
aggregate immersed in NaOH solution

Reaction(3) (the rupture of inside siloxane bridge) is 
considered to be a cause of expansion as described 
above and it is desirable to investigate the relation 
between the expansion and reaction(3) in mortar bar. 
It is, however, very difficult to quantify reaction(3) 
of aggregate in mortar bar. On the other hand, it is 
possible to estimate the quantity of-reaction(4) (ad
sorption of NaOH to ruptured, inside siloxane bridge) 
in mortar bar. Using the results of immersion test, 
therefore, the relation between reaction(3) and 
reaction(4) is investigated.

The relation is shown in Fig.5, supposing that the 
increase of silanol group is caused by reaction(3) 
and that the reduction of Na+ fron 1 hour immersion 
to varied immersion time is caused by reaction(4). 
It is considered that there is close relation between 
reaction(3) and reaction(4), though concerning to 
aggregate immersed in NaOH solution.
In Fig.5 the increase of silanol group by reaction(3) 
is not equivalent to the reduction of Na*  by reaction 
(4), because alkali does not adsorb to all of silanol 
groups'".



О pyrex glass 
© rock No.I 
Э rock No.2 
• rock No.3 
(D rock no.4

quantity of increased silanol youp 
by reaction (3) (mmol/1)

Fig. 5 - Relation between the increase of silanol 
group and the reduction of Na+

2) Estimation of the quantity of reaction(4) in 
mortar bar

As the quantity of reaction(3) is tightly related to 
that of reaction(4), the quantity of alkali adsorbed 
by reaction(4) in mortar bar is estimated by assum
ing the follows;

ijalkali in cement dissloves completely into 
pore solution

ti)the quantity of pore solution is the same as 
that of mixing water used to prepare mortar 
bar

iii)the quantity of adsorbed alkali by reaction(l) 
is equivalent to the quantity of reduction of 
alkali at 1 hour in immersion test

1v)the quantity of adsorbed alkali by reaction(3) 
is estimated by the following equation;

T - P = A
A - [ lu + Ir ] = IV

T :total alkali dissolved from clinker 
P :alkali in pore solution 
A :the quantity of adsorbed alkali 
Iu:alkali adsorbed to unreactive aggre

gate by reaction(l)
Irialkali adsorbed to reactive aggregate 

by reaction(l)
IV:alkali adsorbed by reaction(4)

Fig.6 shows the quantity of adsorbed alkali by re- 
action(4), IV, estimated by using above equations.

pyrex glass rock No.3

80

40

20
Гб months 
_IO'---------1- _________________ _

0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100

60

mixing ratio of reactive aggregate (%)

Fig.6 — Quantity of alkali adsorbed by reaction(4),IV 

(T) is constant and (lu) and (Ir) at certain mixing 
ratio of reactive aggregate are constant at any test 
period according to the assumptions. (IV) of pyrex 
glass is larger than that of rock No.3. In the case 
of pyrex glass, (IV) is the largest at 100T of mixing 
ratio of reactive aggregate initially and the in
crease of (IV) is more at less mixing ratio of reac
tive aggregate. On the other hand, in the case of 
rock No.3, (IV) is the largest at 40T of mixing ratio 
of reactive aggregate and the increase of (IV) is 
almost even at any mixing ratio of reactive aggregate.
3) Relation between reaction(4) and expansion
(IV) estimated in Fig.6 was converted to (IV)/unit 
reactive aggregate, (IVu).
(IVu) and expansion of mortar bar are shown in Fig.7.
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Fig.7 -Quantity of alkali adsorbed by reaction(4)/ 
unit reactive aggregate, (IVu), and expansion 
of mortar bar

The tendency of (IVu) coincides with that of expan
sion of mortar bar. (IVu) has a peak almost at the 
pessimum proportion.
The relation between (IVu) and expansion is shown in 
F i g. 8.
(IVu) is tightly related to expansion of mortar bar 
and expansion becomes larger with the increase of 
(IVu). The quantity of alkali adsorbed by reaction(4) 
is considered to represent the rupture of inside 
siloxane bridge( reaction(3) ) indirectly as shown 
in Fig.5. Thus, though the above results have been 
led using many assumptions, the hypothesis of expan
sion mechanism that the expansion is caused by rup
ture of siloxane bridge is considered to be possible. 
There is difference in the relation curve of (IVu) to 
expansion between pyrex glass and rock No.3.
Each aggregate has different structure and the re
quired quantity of rupture of siloxane bridge to ex
pand may vary depending on the structure.

О; pyrex glass
•". rock No.3

J I L

0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

IVu ( mmol/g )

Fig.8 - Relation between IVu and expansion

In CHEMICAL METHOD according to ASTM C289, reduction 
in alkalinity( reaction(l) + reaction(4) ) and disso
lved SiO ( reaction(2) ) are measured and potential 
reactivity of aggregate is judged. To estimate the 
potential reactivity of aggregate, however, it may 
be more sensible to measure the quantity of ruptured 
inside siloxane bridge of residual aggregate immersed 
in NaOH solution ( reaction(3) ).

Conclusion

On the aggregate immersed in NaOH solution, there is 
close relation between the quantity of ruptured in
side siloxane bridge and the quantity of alkali ad
sorbed to ruptured inside siloxane bridge.
On the mortar bar, the quantity of alkali adsorbed to 
ruptured inside siloxane bridge/unit reactive aggre
gate is tightly related to expansion.
From these results, the rupture of inside siloxane 
bridge by the attack of alkali seems to be a cause of 
the expansion by alkali-aggregate reaction.
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Influence of Reactive Aggregate and Alkali Compounds 
on Expansion of Alkali-Silica Reaction

SUMMARY: Deleterious cracks in concrete structures considered to be caused by alkali-silica 
reaction are being often found in Japan from about 1975.

In this study, investigation was carried on the factors affecting expansion of mor 
tar bar, that is, types of reactive aggregate, alkali contents of portland cement, types of 
alkali compounds as several source of alkali, amount of alkalis and types of chemical admix
tures.

Results show that even though the total alkali content is same amount, the expan
sion increases with increase of afterward additional alkali.

It is technologically importance that alkali introduced afterward shows remarkable 
influence for mortar bar expansion comparing with intrinsic alkali in cement.

Sumärio

Fissuras deleterias em estruturas de concreto consideradas сото causadas por reacäo 
alcali-agregados estäo sendo encontradas com freqiiencia no Japäo desde 1975.

Neste estudo, foram efetuadas investigacöes sobre os fatores que afetam a expansäo 
em barras de argamassa, ou seja, tipos de agregados reativos, conteüdo de älcalis no cimento 
portland, tipos de compostos de alcalis сото värias fontes de älcali, quantidade de älcalis, 
e tipos de aditivos qulmicos.

Resultados mostram que, embora seja о mesmo о conteüdo total de alcalis, a expansäo 
aumenta com о aumento de alcalis adicional.

Ё tecnologicamente importante que о alkali introduzido depois apresenta notävel in- 
fluencia na expansäo da barra de argamassa comparada com о älcali intrinseco do cimento.



1. Introduction 2. Material
Deleterious cracks in concrete struct

ures considered to be caused by alkali
silica reaction are being often found in 
Japan from about 1975.

Deleterious expansion due to alkali 
silica reaction is known as following 
processes.
Silica of thermo-dynamically unstable phase 
react with alkali introduced from cement, 
seadraged sand and chemical admixtures,etc., 
at high alkalinity condition,and forms 
alkali silica gel. And this alkali silica 
gel gradually swells with absorbing water. 
Damage of concrete structure due to deleter
ious expansion of alkali-silica reaction is 
particularly caused with about pessimum 
condition under co-existing of alkali, 
silica and water,in concrete.

The following materials were used for 
preparing mortar bars.
1) Cement: 9 kinds of normal portland

cement were used. Alkali contents of 
these cements were shown in Table-1. 
These figures range from minimum 0.56% 
up to 0.90%,expressed as equivalent 
sodium oxide.(Na20 equ.)

2) Aggregate: Types of aggregate and those
typical properties and characters are 
shown in Table-2 and Pig.-l.
Aggregate No.2,3and 4 were reactive 
natural aggregates containing a-crist- 
balite.

3) Alkali compound: Kinds of alkali compo
und used were NaCl,NaN02,Na0H,Na2304, 
NazCOs,KC1,KOH and KzS04of reagent 
grade.

In this study, investigation was 
carried out on the factors affecting expan
sion of mortar bar,that is, types of react
ive aggregate,alkali contents of portland 
cement,kinds of alkali compound as several 
source of alkf'li,amount of alkalis and 
types of chemical admixture.

4) Chemical admixture: Air entraining agent, 
Air Entraining-water reducing agent(AE 
water reducing agent),water reducing 
agent and high-range water-reducing 
agent were used.

Table-1 Alkali contents 
of Cements
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Cement

Alkali(% by weight)

Na20 KzO equiv.NazO
1 0.22 0.58 0.60
2 0.40 0. 57 0.78
3 0.23 0.67 0. 67
4 0.31 О.89 0.90
5 0.46 0.49 0.78
6 0.53 0.56 0.90
7 0.30 0.40 0.56
8 0.26 0.65 0. 69
•9 0.30 0.61 0.70

Table-2 Fronerties of Aggregates

of ASTM C-289 Test

No. Types of Hock Results of
ASTM C289 Test

Specific 
gravity

Absorption

(^)
Sc RC

1* Sand Stone 43 152 2.70 0.67
2 Bronzite Andesite 807 119 2.54 1.25
3 Two Pyroxene 

Andesite 259 62 2.69 1.58
4 Rhombic Pyroxene 

Andesite 684 83 2.56 2.28
5 Pyrex Glass 1085 35 2.22 - -----

* Innocuous aggregate used for control.



equ. was saturated at age of 20 weeks.

due to ASR was effected by

Nna0 equ.«2.00%

О

e □
”5000

7#

Aggregate
Aggregate
Aggregate
Aggregate

expansion of these aggre- 
alkali content were shown

No.2
No.3
No.4
No. 5

alkali as NaaO
Naa0 equ. «0.60%

3. Test Method
The test method employed was ASTM C-227 

"Alkali Reactivity,Potential,of Cement
Aggregate Combinations(Motar Bar Method)".

Age(weeks)

Fig.-2 Influence of types of Aggregate on Expansion of 
Mortar Bar at Various alkali content.

alkali content.
Bar made with the cement
2.00%

10000г

4. Results
1) Types of reactive aggregate

The types of reactive aggregate as 

factor influencing expansion were examined. 
Aggregate No.2,3,4 and 5 shown in Table-2 
were tested at prescribed total alkali 
content of 0.60,1.20 and 2.00% by adding 
NaCl to No.l portland cement(Naa0 equ.=0.60 
%). The mortar 
gates at various 
in Fig.-2. 
Mortar expansion 
types of aggregate and alkali content,that 
is, at 0.60% alkali content,no exnansion 
was detected up to 20 weeks expect in case 
of Aggregate No.5(Pyrex glass),but there
after Aggregate No.3(Two Pyroxen Andesite) 
showed gradual increase of expansion and 
reached in near value of Aggregate No.5 at 
52 weeks.
Expansion of Aggregate No.2,3,4and 5 increa
sed with increasing 
Expansion of Mortar 
contained 1.20% and

These values were considerably 
criteria of lOOOxlO^in

2) Influence of alkali content in portland 
cement
To investigate the influence of alkali 

content in portland cement on expansion, 
8 portland cements of varied alkali content 
(No.2-9: shown in Table-1)were prepared. 
Their alkali contents ranged from minimum 
0.56% up to 0.90% as Naa0 equ. Aggregate 
No.2 were used as reactive aggregate. 
Obtained results of varied alkali contents 
were shown in Fig.-3,4and'5. Increase of 
mortar expansion with increasing alkali was 
summerized in Fig.-6 at age of 26 weeks. 
From Fig.-3,it is known that o.90% or less 
alkali originally contained in portland 
cement results in harmless or no expansion, 
the amount of which is only 260x10'*  at 26 
weeks, 
smaller than the 
ASTM 0-227.

NaaO equ.=1.20^
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Fi7.-3 Influence of Alkali 
originally contained in 
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"-'ortar
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'Influence of additional 

AlknliCNaaoO*,KiSO4) on 
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sic Alk'-li in Cement 'nd 
controlled .■■Ik' li 1.20;' vr s 
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3) Influence of additional alkali
Fig.-4,5 and 6 also showed the influ

ence of additional alkali.
Total alkali content against to cement was 
adjusted to 1.2053 Na20 equ.
The difference of 1.2053 and intrinsic alkali 
content in cement was added alkali salts.
In the case of Na2S04 and K2SO4, the ratio 
of MazS04 to KzSOa was adjusted to its 
intrinsic ratio of Иаг0 to KzO in cement( 
Fig.-4).
It is known that low alkali cement with 
large amount of adding alkali shows much 
expansion than that of high alkali cement 
with small amount alkali addition if their 
total Na20 equ. is same. Furthermore 
these tendency was more pronounced in the 
case of NaCl addition.
These phenomena suggested that expansion 
of mortar bar were largely influenced by 

water soluble alkali content.

4) Influence of the types of alkali 
compound 
Influence of the types of alkali 

compound were examined using low alkali 
cement(No.l cement:Na20 equ.=0.60^) and 
Aggregate No.2. The total NaaO equ. was 
adjusted to 2.00f3 by addition of some kinds 
of alkali compounds.

The expansion of mortar bars up to 52 
weeks were shown in Fig.-7. Addition of 
alkali compounds affected large influence 
on expansion.
NaCl intensified the most,and NaNOa was 
next.
These results indicated that even though 
equivalent NazO contents were the same, 
extent of expansion varied widely dependent 
upon the kinds of alkali ions.
Furthermore sodium compounds affected more



than potassium compounds, shown in Pig.—7.

Intrinsic Alkali content in Cement 
( NaiO equ. : )

Fig.-6 Influence of ^d-lition”! .Alkali 
on Expansion of Mortar B-p at 
the age of 26 weeks ,total 
Alkali cotent controlled to 
1.207' by addition of Alkali 
compounds.

Fig.-7 Influence of types of Alkali 
compounds on Expansion of Mortar 
Bar,total Alkali content controll
ed to 2.0071.

5) Influence of chemical admixtures

The influence of chemical admixtures 

on expansion was examined using low alkali 
cement(No.l cement: NajO equ.=0.60$) and 

Aggregate No.2.
The total alkali as NaaO equ. was adjusted 

to 0.60,1.20 and 2.00$ by adding NaCl to 

low alkali cement.
Chemical admixtures used were Air entrain

ing agent, AE water reducing agent,water 

reducing agent for high strength concrete 

and high-range water-reducing agent,these 

admixtures were added complying with the 

standard quantity fixed by manufacturer. 

Dosage of admixtures were as follows.
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Fig.-8
Influence of chemical 

admixtures on expansion 
of mortar bar at varied 
alkali content.

lOOOOr
Na2O ecu 0.60';'

О Air entraining agent

AAE water reducing agent

V Water reducing egent
Qliigh-range water

reducing agent
Ф Non-added

Naa0 equ.*2.00#

A g e ( w e e к я )

Air entraining agent CxO.04%
AE water reducing agent 0*0.25%
Water reducing agent Cxi.50%
High-range water-reducing agent 

2000cc/100kg-C 
The expansion of mortar bars up to 52 
weeks obtained were shown in Fig.-8. 
Mortar bars made with adding chemical 
admixtures did not expanded at all at 
alkali content of 0.60%, but at 1.20% and 
2.00% content,mortar expansion increased 
considerably with increasing total alkali 
and its value exceeded lOOOXlO-6 at 10 weeks 
Addition of high-range water-reducing agent 
showed especially largest expansion as same 
as that of non-added, and other admixtures 
reduced expansion about half comparing with 
non-added.
These results suggested that reduction of 
expansion was closely related to air 
content of each mortars. For example, 
high-range water-reducing agent entrained 
little air but dispersed cement particles. 
But to clarify these phenomena,further 
investigation is necessary.

5. Conclusion
Even though the total alkali content 

is same amount, the expansion increased 
with increase of afterward adding alkali. 
It is technologically importance that 
alkali introduced afterward shows remark
able influence for mortar bar expansion 
comparing with intrinsic alkali in cement.
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Protection chimlco-potentiostatique de 1’armature dans le beton 
Chemical-potentiostatic protection of reinforcing steel in concrete

RESUMEiLes methodes de protection de 1'armature,utilisees jusqu’a present,sont les suivantes:
- utilisation du beton compact avec les adjuvants,
- realisation d’une couche de polymere,
- aluminiage et galvanisation,
- realisation d’une couche protegeante sur surface exterieure des elements,
- protection cathodique et anodique.
La protection chimico-potentiostatique consiste dans 1* introduction a la composition du 
betondun melange des acides adipiques et abietiques.Ensuite,apres avoir installs 1’armature 
il faut mettre en circuit le courant electrique de potentiel constant en changeant sa den- 
site pendant 72 heures.La valeur pH du beton doit depasser 12,0.

Dans ces conditions,1* armature se couvre par une couche d’oxyde ferrique qui a les proprie- 
tes protegeantes.La couche protegeante est compacte et possede la meme epaisseur.

On a utilise cette solution dans 1’Industrie en protegeant 1’armature des elements de beton 
arme dans les colecteurs municipaux.

Sumärio

Os metodos de protecäo da armadura, utilizados ate о presente, säo os seguintes:
- utilizacäo de concreto compacto com aditivos;
- realizaqao de uma camada de pollmero;
- aluminagem e galvanizacäo;
- realizacäo de uma camada protetora sobre a superficie externa dos elementos;
- protecäo catödica e anodica.

A protecäo qulmico-potenciostatica consiste na introduqäo na composicäo do concreto de 
uma mistura de äcidos adipicos e abieticos. Em seguida, depois de ter instalado a armadura, 
ё preciso colocar em circuito a corrente eletrica de potencial constante mudando sua densida
cte durante 72 boras. 0 valor do pH do concreto deve ultrapassar 12,0.

Nessas condiqoes, a armadura se cobre por uma camada de oxido ferrico que possui as 
propriedades protetoras. A camada protetora ё compacta e possui a mesma espessura.

Utilizou-se essa solu^äo na indüstria, protegendo a armadura das pecas de concreto ar- 
mado dos coletores municipais.
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La oapacite du beton a absorber de l’eau 
et des substances qui se trouvent dans 
l’eau,ainsi que des gaz par exemple O^jCOg, 
SOgiHCljNO peut rendre les proprietes pro
tectrices du beton insuffisantes pour l’acier. 
Cette situation, necesaite une protection 
complementaire.

La methode de protection la plus univer
selle est la realisation d’un gros revete- 
ment en beton compact,d’une resistance chi- 
mique correcte et d’une structure poreuse 
tres specifique.On peut ameliorer les pro
prietes anticorrosives du beton ä l’aide 
d’un irihibiteur de corrsion.
D’autres methodes ее sont:
- la protection de la surface exterieure du 

beton a l’aide des resines organiques,des 
produits de vernis,ou au moyen du collage 
d’une feuille synthetique,

- l’enrobage de 1’armature avec une couche 
de protection de resines synthetiques.de 
la suspension aqueuse de bitumes,du nitra
te de sodium,du bitume dans du toluene,du
polystyrene dans du xylene et des compo

sitions differentes sans solvants;on uti
lise egalement une couche metallique de 
Cd,Zn,Al,Sn,Pb,Cr,Co,Ni,

- la protection cathodique unique ou avec 
les inhibiteurs de corrosion dans le reve- 
tement en beton.

L’interaction simultanes de la protection 
d’irihibiteur dans le beton et de la couche 
sur l’acier semble la methode la plus com
plexe pour proteger 1’armature dans le beton. 
Cette methode est efficace meme dans le cas 
ou un de ces elements subit un affaiblisse- 
ment avec le temps.
L’efficacite d’une protection augments rela- 
tivement.par rapport aux autres solutions, 
quand l’agressivite du milieu augments egal- 
ement.Mais,la protection cathodique diminue 
l’adhesion entre le beton et l’armature.
Il est diffizile egalement de prevoir la dis
persion des potent-iels dans les joints d’acier 
de diametres differents.Cela forme des piles 
de concentration apres interruption de la 

protection cathodique.C’est pourquoi on a 
decide de proceder a la passivation de l’ar
mature a l’aide de la polarisation anodique 
au moyen du courant de densite exactement 
determines.La nouveaute de cette methode 
est 1’utilisation des inhibiteurs organiques 
sous forme de melange de 1’acide abietique 
et adipique et la determination de 1’eten- 
due optimum de la densite du courant apres 
la formation de la couche passive.
Un des elements nouveaux c’est le Systeme 
electrique qui realise la couche passive 
et les electrodes pour mesurer les parame
tres d’estimation de la passivation.

2.FORMATION POTENTIOSTATIQUE DE LA COUCHE 
PASSIVE AVEC LA PROTECTION D’II®IB1TEUR 
SIMÜLTARÜE

Pour eclaircir le mecanisme de la passi
vation on considers le plus souvent deux 
theories.La premiere c’est la theorie de la 
couche d’oxyde,la deuxieme c’est la theorie 
d’absorption de la passivation.
En utilisant les elements de ces theories, 
on a essaye de determiner les proprietes de 
la couche passive formee sur la surface de 
l’armature dans la pate de ciment et dans 
le mortier de ciment Portland.
Pour cela,on a mis au point le Systeme de 
mesure qui permet de former et estiaer les 
proprietes de la couche passive sur la sur
face de l’armature (pig.l) .

Pendant la premiere phase des essais,on a 
determine la relation des changements de la 
resistivite active et du potentiel de 1’ar
mature, au cours de la prise de la pate de 
ciment et du mortier du rapport e/c=0,5; 
0,6;0,7,en fonction du temps (le rapport 
sable/ciment egal a 5:1) .
On a opere des mesures identiques pour les 
pates de ciment et pour les mortiers avec 
addition de Ц-% de melange des acides able— 
tiques (c2OH5()O2 ) et adipiques (c^Hg(COOH) 
Ensuite,on a determine I’etendue de la den
site du courant de passivation.

La mesure du changement de la resistivite 
active s’est falte a l’aide du conductivi-



Fig.1.Schema du Systeme electrique pour 
former la couche passive et pour me- 
surer le degre de passivation anodi- 
que de,1’armature ,
1-les electrodes en,acier resistant 

aux acides;2-les electrodes en ar
mature ( C=0,20%,Mn=0,58%,S i=0,07%, 
P=0,05%,S=0,055%,Cr+fii+Cu=O,бё% ) • 
5-les electrodes d*argent;4-le reve- 
tement de composite;5-le potentiostat

On a mesure le changement de pH au moyen de 
1’electrode a antimoine prepares speciale- 
ment.Le changement du potentiel electrique 
etait etabli a 1’aide de 1’electrode au cal
omel prepares,elle-aussi,spscialement.
Pour eliminsr 1’influence de la temperature,on 
a utilise un compensateur de temperature.

La composition chimique des ciments utili
ses pendant les essais est presentee au 
tableau 1.
Les proprietes physiques des ciments A,B,C 
sont pareillesidensite de 5050 a 5I6O kg/m^, 
surface specifique de 293^ a 5400 cm^/g, 
temps de prise - debut:de 5h20’a 5h5O’ - 
finzde 5h10' a 7h15'.

Ä la fig.2,on presente la relation de la 
resistivite active (R ) ,des pates de ciment 
et des mortiers de ciment A de e/c=0,5,sans 
ou avec addition du melange de 1’acide abie- 
tique et adipiaue (4% par rapport a la masse 
du ciment) ,en fonction du temps.
Les changements de la resistivite active 
pour le revetement de ciment B,C et de e/c= 
0,6 et 0,7 ont la meme tendence.

Les valeurs obtenues 
ment et les mortiers 
superieures a celles 
addition.

pour les pates de ci- 
avec addition sont 
des composites sans

Fig.2.Relation de la resistivite active (Pa) 
des pates de ciment et des mortiers 
de ciment A,pendant 72 heures de prise 
en fonction du temps 
1-la pate sans addition,2-le mortier 
sans addition,5-la pate avec addition, 
4-le mortier avec addition '

Les proprietes chimiques des ciments
Tableau I

Constituants 
du ciment

Teneur en %
A В C

S102 20,9 19,7 18,6

AlgO^ 4,9 4,3 5,0

Fe2O5 3,0 2,8 3,8

CaO 63,3 56,5 56,7
MgO 1,5 1,7 1,5
so. 2,2 2,1 2,5

Perte de cal
cination 3,7 1,8 3,9
Teneur en 
elements in
solubles dans 
HC1

0,5 11,3 8,0

C,A
2 7,7 6,8 6,9

Cette influence est liee avec la precipita
tion des seis calciques des acides qui font 
partie de cette addition.Ce sont les adipa
te et abietate de calcium.Les seis soumis a 
l’hydrollse ont les proprietes des solutions
tamp ons .
Le changement du potentiel de 1'armature 
(Ecal)par raPP°rt; a 1’electrode au calomel



est presente ä la fig.3.

Pig.3.Changement du potentiel de i'armature 
en fonction du temps de prise des pates 

de ciraent A et des mortiers pendant 
72 heures
1- la pate de ciment sans addition,
2- le mortier sans addition,
3- la pate de ciment avec addition,
4- le mortier avec addition 

an tenant compte des resultats de ces essais 
on a pu calculer le changement theorique de 
la densite du courant (i) qu’il faut appli- 
quer pendant la prise des pates de ciment 
et des mortiers pour obtenir la passivation 
de 1’armature,paree que:
Vf iRa|Ecal) ’donc i=f(E0,k,l), 

ou:£o- la chute de potentiel de I’electro-
lyte,V,

k - la conductivite du revetement,'i/2-cm,
1 - I’epaisseur de la couche de I’electro- 

lyte du revetement des composites), 
cm.

Ce calcul a permis de determiner la densite 
minimum du courant egale a 5 pA/cm2 et celle 
maximum egale a 200 p.A/cm2,ainsi que I’eten- 
due de temps(Ategale de 8 a 48 heures 
(fig.4) .

En utilisant cette etendue on a opere une 
passivation anodique pratique de I’armature 
a 1’aide du systems electrique presente a 
la fig.1.
Le revetement a ete realise en pates de ci
ment et en mortiers de ciments A,B,C pour 
le rapport е/с.г0,5;0,6;0,7 avec ou sans 
addition du melange d’acide abietique et 
adipique.La caracteristique de la porosite 
et la resistance a la corrosion des pates de 

ciment et des mortiers est presentee aux 
tableaux 2,3.

Fig.4.Changement duxpotentiel de I'armature 
par rapport a 1’electrode a hydrogene 
en fonction du temps de prise du mor
tier de ciment C 
A-la courbe de potentiel

Tableau 2
La porosite et la resistance ä la corrosion 
des pates de ciment avec addition et sans 
addition
Proprietes des com
posites

Ciment Valeurs pour 
e/c egal a

0,5 0,6 0,7
Porosite absolue,% A 23,4 25,4 27,6
^composites sans В 35,1 38,1 39,6

addition ) C 27,3 29,4 31,c

Porosite absolue,% A 21,o 23,1 25,0
(composites avec В 32,3 33,8 35,7

addition ) c 25,4 26,9 28,9
, Legre de satura- A 0,81 0,88 0,90

tion (composites в 0,86 0,89 0,93sans addition) c 0,86 0,87 0,8?

Legre de satura- A 0,83 0,fS4 0,86
tion ( composites В 0,85 0,8? 0,87avec addition) c 0,84 0,84 0,86

Coefficient4de la 
resistance a la

/k 0,61 0,60 0,40

corrosion ( compo- в 0,65 0, ья 0,46
sites sans addi
tion )

c 0,68 0,59 0,49

Cqefficient^de la 
resistance a la

A 0,67 0,67 0,57
corrosion ( compo- 3 0,72 0,70 U,60
sites avec1 addi
tion )

c 0,73 0,70 0,59

Apres le processus de la passivation anodi
que les eprouvettes ont ete curees pendant 
28 jours dans des conditions humides



fl’humidite relative egale a 95/») .
Ensuite ces eprouvettes ont ete immergees 
dans la solution de HC1 (0,274 mol/dm^) de 
faqon a ce que le facteur agressif penetre 
dans I’eprouvette seulement ä la surface 
superieure et inferieure (voir la fig.l).

Tableau 3

La porosite et la resistance ä la corrosion
des mortiers avec et sans addition
Proprietes des 

composites
Ciment Valeurs pour 

e/c egal a

0,5 0,6 0,7
Porosite absolue,% A 20,6 22,5 23,8
(composites sans В 33,1 33,3 35,1addition) C 24,5 26,1 28,6

Porosite absolue,% A 19,8 20,0 22,3(composites avec В 31,2 32,3 35,6
addition) C 22,8 24,1 25,7

Degre de satura- A 0,85 0,86 0,86
tion ( composites В 0,85 0,87 о;вб
sans addition) C 0,85 0,85 0,87
Degre de satura- A 0,84 0,87 0,89tion ( composites В 0,85 0,88 0,88
avec addition) C 0,86 0,87 0,88
Cqefficient^de la 
resistance a la

A 0,73 0,65 0,52
corrosionfcompo- В 0,75 0,68 0,54
sites sans addi
tion)

c 0,79 0,70 0,52

Coefficient%de la 
resistance a la

A 0,79 0,73 0,65
corrosion ( compo- В 0,77 0,71 0,65
sites avec addi
tion)

C 0,83 0,76 0,63

On a choisi comme parametre determinant les 
resultats de la passivation - le temps apres 
lequel le milieu agressif avait gagne la 
surface de I’drmature ft* * # ® 1Ce moment a ete determine au moyen de la 
resistivite active du revetement et du po- 
tentiel electrique de I1armature.
Les resultats des essais sont presentes a 
la fig.5.

3.ANALYSE DES ESSAIS

Les ciments utilises dans les essais 
poss&dent les compositions chimiques appro- 
chees.La teneur en CaO,un peu plus elevee 
dans le ciment A,n’influe pas de faqon impor
tante sur la resistance chimique des compo

sites (des pates de ciment et des mortiers) 
dans un milieu acide.C’est pourquoi les re
sultats des essais de la resistance a la 
corrosion du revetement dependaient d’abord 
de 1’addition du melange de 1’acide abieti-

Eig.5.Temps §ipres lequel le milieu agressif 
a gagneala surface de 1’armature pour 
les revetements differents
1- la pate de ciment sans addition,
2- le montier sans addition,
3- la pate de ciment avec addition,
4- le montier avec addition,
5- la pate de ciment sans addition et 

sans passivation de 1’armature,
6- le mortier sans addition et sans 

passivation de 1'armature

Les valeurs de la resistivite active et du 
potential de I’armature agissent sur 1’equi- 
libre de resistivite active entre le reve
tement et la couche passive apres au moins 
10 heures de passivation.Apres 72 heures 
la couche passive est formee.Le changement 
concerns seulement la structure de cette 
couche.
L’addition du melange de 1’acide abietique 
et adipique provoque une action physico- 
chimique surtout dans le revetement de com
posite (fig.3itab.2 et 3 ) •
La structure de la porosite et 1’utilisation 
de 1’inhibiteur influent sur les proprietes 
du revetement de la meme faqon (tab.2 et з). 
La vitesse de penetration du milieu agressif 
augments en proportion directe avec 1’aug
mentation de la porosite absolue,du rapport 
e/c et du degre de saturation.Cette vitesse 
augments egalement avec diminution du coeffi
cient de resistance a la corrosion.
Le mortier offre de meilleures conditions 



pour la protection contre la corrosion que 
la pate de ciment.
Les systemes electriques utilises pour pro- 
duire et evaluer la passivation ont fait 
leurs preuves en permettant de determiner 
la densite minimum et maximum du courant et 
1’etendue de temps pour la formation de la 
couche passive sur 1’armature.

4.CONCLUSIONS

1. L’application de la protection d’inhibi- 
teur dans le revetement de composite 
sous la forme du melange de 1’acide 
abietique et adipique ainsi que 1'appli
cation de- la couche passive constituee 
potentiom^triquement creent de bonnes 
conditions pour le travail des construc
tions de beton arme en milieu aggressif.

2. Les conditions elaborees pour la consti
tution de la couche passive et le Syste
me electrique lui-meme permettent d’app- 
liquer de faqon rapide et facile cette 
methode de protection.
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CHEMICAL AND SWELL PROPERTIES OF THE ALKALI-SILICA REACTION PRODUCT

SUMMARY- The alkali-si1 lea reaction product found 1n deteriorated concrete consists of two amorphous phases 
and a number of morphologically distinct crystalline phases, three of which (the rod-like, blade-like and 
rosette-like crystals) are very widely distributed. The massive gel and the crystalline phases are characterised 
by the presence of Si, К and Ca. The massive gel generally has a much higher Ca and lower К content than the 
crystalline phases. Na 1s consistently present in the rod-like crystals only. Close to the contact with the 
aggregate, the alkall-silica reaction product found In voids alongside the aggregate 1s highest in Si. There 
appears to be a depletion of Ca In the cement paste at the boundary with the reaction product.

Reaction products removed from deteriorated concrete affected by alkali-sillca reaction do not produce measurable 
swell pressures on absorption of water.

Sumärio

Os produtos da rea;äo alcali-silica encontrados em concretos deteriorados consistem em 
duas fases amorfas e um nümero morfologicamente distinto de fases cristalinas, Ъгёз das quais 

(de cristais сото barra, сото lamina ou сото rosetas) säo amplamente distribuidas. О gel compac 
to e as fases cristalinas säo caracterizadas pela presence de Si, К e Ca.O gel compacto geralmen 
te tern um conteudo maior de Ca e menor de К que as fases as fases cristalinas. Na estä consis- 
tentemente presente nos cristais semelhantes a barras. Junto com о contato com о agregado, os
produtos da reagäo alcali-silica encontrados nos vazios ao longo do agregado ё о mais alto em Sb 
Parece que hä um esgotamento do Ca na pasta de cimento em seu bordo com о produto da reagäo.

Produtos de reagäo removidos de concreto deteriorado afetado pela reagäo alcali-silica 

näo produzem pressöes exoansivas pela absor^äo da ägua.



INTRODUCTION TABLE I

Identification of the alkall-sIHca reaction product 
(asrp) In deteriorated concrete is probably the most 
positive way of diagnosing alkall-slllca reaction 
(asr). ConfIrmatlon of asr Is usually obtained by 
performing scanning electron microscopy combined 
with EDX analysis, or X-ray diffraction analysis, or 
both on reaction product. However, characterisation 
of the asrp mineralogically and morphologically as 
well as chemically and physically, can assist in 
elucidating the mechanism of the reaction and 
thereby contribute to the prevention of the problem.

The possibility also exists that the asrp observed In 
concrete and characterised In the laboratory is a 
harmless end product and is in itself not deleterious 
in that it canndt exert swell pressure (1).

Recently Davies and Oberholster (2) presented 
extensive XRD and SEM-EDX data on the asrp. They 
described two amorphous phases, and a number of 
morphologically distinct crystalline phases, three 
of which are very widely distributed.

X-ray diffraction data on reaction products (2,3,4) 
have revealed at least two crystalline phases, one 
with a characteristic peak at 12 A and the other 
with one at 8 A. A third phase with a 
characteristic peak at 2.90 A has also been 
suggested (2) (see Table I). A characteristic of 
the 12 A phase Is that the 12 A peak shifts 
progressively down to 8.26 A when heated to between 
40 and 110’C. This shift 1s reversible.

CHEMISTRY

The asrp 1s a multicomponent system. Included with

XRD Peaks of the three crystalline phases which are 
part of the alkali-sillca reaction product (2) .

12 A phase 8 A phase 2.90 A phase

d I d I d I

12.16 100 8.70 69 2.90 100
6.12 11 6.60 24 1.75 23
4.46 8 5.01 31
3.04 29 3.89 13
2.82 4 3.56 100
2.44 9 3.10 18
2.31 13 2.98 31
2.04 7 2.84 29
1.91 7 2.63 20
1.89 8 2.22 11
1.82 12 2.13 29
1.71 6 1.87 27
1.66 7
1.47 11

the different crystalline and amorphous phases are 
contaminants such as quartz and various forms of 
calcium carbonate. Although whole sample analyses 
naturally give the combined composition of all the 
different phases plus contaminants, the advantage 
of this type of analysis 1s that the amount of 
water and CO, in the reaction product can be 
determined. ■

A semi-quantitive EDX analysis can be obtained from 
a non-polished surface and is very useful to

TABLE II

Published results of whole sample analysis of reaction product

Property

Percentage obtained

USA structures (5) Australian dam (4)

1 2 3 4 5 6

510, 49.82 61.73 50.70 66.00 85.91 59.90
Al,0, 1.15 2.17 n.a. 1.88 n.a. 3.78
Fe20, 0.81 0.47 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
CaO 21.11 12.28 4.76 11.54 1.25 18.47so. 0.16 0.00 n.a. n.a. n.a. n .a.
Cl n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.39 n.a. n.a.
Na20 n.a. n.a. 6.75 1.30 2,41 0.94
K2O n.a. n.a. 6.68 19.00 0,60 4.66
H20* 34.6 9.81 24.80 17.23 8,31 n.a.
LOI n.a. 14.84 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Total 107.. 65 109.40 93.69 117.34 98.48 87.75

* Moisture loss at 450eC
n.a. Not analysed for
Column 6 Pure 8 A phase



la. Massive gel 
IX 2% 3%

S102 40.16 60.69 61.60
Al203 _ _ _
CaO 51.59 33.08 23.35
Na2O - - _
K20 2.25 6.23 15.35

1c. Blade-I1ke crysta
1%

S102 71.18
Al20a -
CaO 11.61
Na20 -
K20 17.21

lb. Rod-I1ke crystals
2X1%

S102 63.70 60.30
Al203 -
CaO 8.87 13.15
Na20 13.09 8.37
K20 14.34 18.18

Id. Rosette-Hke crystals
3XIX 2X

S102 68.59 71.12 76.96ai2o3 - - 4.62
CaO 18.19 17.79 9.38
Na20 - -
K20 13.21 11.79 9.05

Fig. 1 - SEM photographs and normalised semi-quantitative EDX analyses for conrnon phases of the asrp 
removed from various concrete structures

- not detected 1n the spectrum

characterise the different phases. However, X-ray 
scattering and absorption severely hamper the 
reliability and reproducibility of the analyses.

Quantitative microprobe analyses are the most ( 
suitable for obtaining the composition of the ' 
different phases In the asrp. However, the fact 
that a flat, well polished surface Is required means 
that the morphology, whereby the phase 1s 
characterised, 1s largely destroyed. Consequently, 
It Is often difficult to distinguish between 
amorphous gels and crystalline phases and Impossible 

to recognise different morphologies. In addition, 
water and usually carbon are not determined by 
microprobe analyses.

Whole sample analysis

In Table II, whole sample analyses from the 
literature (4,5) are given. As can be seen from the 
totals, which vary from 87.75 to 117.34 per cent, 
the quality of the analyses Is poor.



TABLE III

Average normalised analysis of asrp from seven structures

Oxide

Percentage composition of asrp

Five bridges*  
(E Cape) 
Quartzite 
aggregate

Paul Sauer Dam**  (E Cape) 
Quartzite aggregate

Lansdowne 
bridge*  
(S W Cape) . 
Greywacke/ 
hornfels 
aggregate

Mean (4)*  Std 
dev

Crystalline Amorphous

Mean (13)* Std 
dev

Mean (4)* Std 
dev

Mean (8)* Std 
dev

S10a ■ 72.77 2.43 72.12 1.02 69.04 0.65 71.99 1.31
Al20a 0.32 0.10 - - - - 0.29 0.06
CaO 14.57 1.71 15.53 0.67 18.26 0.43 15.96 1.98
Na20 1 .77 0.75 - - - — 1.92 0.65
K2O 9.56 1.56 12.34 0.52 12.57 0.67 8.98 1.59

EPMA total 70.31 9.78 62.82 5.82 79.82 ’ 2.96 75.14 8.14

ERMA Electron probe micro-analysis
* Using wavelength spectrometer
** Using energy dispersive system
♦ Number of analyses used per structure given In brackets

SEM-EDX analysis

Davies and Oberholster (2) observed that the more 
common phases of the asrp In concrete from affected 
structures are a massive, amorphous gel and three 
distinct crystalline phases, namely rod-Hke, 
blade-like and rosette-like crystals. These phases 
are presented in Figure 1 together with their 
normalised semi-quantitative EDX analyses. Although 
the quality and reproducibility of standardless EDX 
analyses are poor, a good Indication of the chemical 
composition of the various phases can be obtained.

The massive gel 1s very often associated with the 
rosette-Hke crystals. It has a much higher Ca and 
lower К content than the crystalline phases. The 
composition of the crystalline phases Is much less 
variable than that of the amorphous gel. All three 
crystalline phases are characterised by the presence 
of Si, К and Ca. Small amounts of Na can be found 
In the blade-like and rosette-like crystals but this 
element Is consistently present only in the rod-like 
crystals. Other elements that may be present In 
minor amounts are Al, Fe and, very occasionally. 
Mg. The rosette-like crystals are not only the most 
common crystalline phase observed in affected 
concrete but are generally chemically the most 
consistent and have the highest CaO content of the 
three.

Microprobe analysis

Average normalised microprobe analyses of asrp from 
different structures from the South Western and 
Eastern Cape affected by asr are presented In 
Table III.

The analyses using a wavelength spectrometer are 
very similar to analyses using an energy dispersive 
system. Even though no attempt to distinguish 
between crystalline and amorphous reaction product 
was made 1n the study where a wavelength 
spectrometer was used, the mean values for the 
material from the bridges are very similar to those 
for the crystalline material from the Paul Sauer Dam 
which were analysed using an EDS. The amorphous gel 
from the Paul Sauer Dam has a very similar K20 
content to that of Its crystalline material, but a 
lower S10a and higher CaO content. The dam 
samples had no Na,0 and AlaOa, and a 
higher K20 content than the samples from the 
bridges. The asrp 1s similar, irrespective of 
whether quartzite or greywacke/hornfels aggregate 
has been used.

A detailed microprobe study across an air void 
filled with reaction product was undertaken to 
Investigate the chemical zoning within the reaction 
product and the elemental distribution at the 
Interface of the reaction product with the aggregate 
and the cement.

A backscattered electron image of the polished 
sample Is shown In Figure 2. The two phases can be 
distinguished In the filled void, an outer envelope 
of clear gel which surrounds white powdery 
material. The boundary between the two phases 1s 
clearly cuspate and cracks running through both 
phases and the cement paste are also evident. The 
clear gel only Intervenes between the powdery 
material and the cement paste, while the white 
powdery material Is directly juxtaposed to the 
aggregate.

Analyses were undertaken at the points numbered 1-27



TABLE IV '

Normalised microprobe analyses across an air void filled with reaction
product , in a sample of concrete from the Paul Sauer dam

Analysis
Percentage Ratios

Normal!-
position sation
(F1g. 2) S10, Al,0, CaO Ka0 factor Ca0/Si02 Ka0/S10a Ca0/Ka0

Traverse 1

24 100.00 1.018
25 59.13 2.53 28.66 9.68 0.751 0.485 0.164 2.961
26 68.43 - 17.83 13.74 0.843 0.261 0.201 1.298
27 68.53 - 18.03 13.44 0.811 0.263 .0.196 1.331

Traverse 2

1 100.00 ' 0.987
2 100.00 - - 0.992 —
3 100.00 - - 0.989
4 100.00 - - 1.007 __
5 73.15 . 15.16 11.68 0.615 0.207 0.160 1.298
6 72.76 15.00 12.23 0.619 0.206 0.168 1.2267 71.63 15.46 12.90 0.570 0.216 0.180 1.1988 70.93 16.51 12.56 0.709 0.233 0.177 1.3159 69.02 17.97 13.01 0.750 0.260 0.188 1.38110 68.66 18.25 13.09 0.768 0.266 0.191 1.39411 69.87 18.25 11.88 0.787 0.261 0.170 1.537

12 63.96 27.37 8.67 0.781 0.455 0.144 3.156
13 49.75 3.49 43.52 3.24 0.751 0.875 0.065 13.45
14 57.85 3.69 37.04 1.41 0.878 0.640 0.024 26.23
15 43.09 1.84 53.94 1.12 0.721 1.252 0.026 48.04
16 41.26 1.85 52.94 3.95 0.567 1.283 0.096 13.40

Traverse 3

17 100.00 — 0.991
18 100.00 - - 0.992
19 69.01 - 18.52 12.47 0.803 0.268 0.181 1.485
20 68.66 - 19.18 12.16 0.802 0.279 0.177 1.576
21 70.20 — 18.05 11.75 0.822 0.257 0.167 1.536
22 100.00 - — — 1.020
23 100.00 - - - 1.016 - - -

- not detected

(Fig. 2), along three traverses, all of which 
started in the aggregate and proceeded into the 
reaction product. Only traverse 2 proceeded through 
the reaction product and into the cement paste. The 
normalised analyses for each point, as well as the 
oxide ratios, are presented in Table 4. Plots of 
the Ca0/S102, Ca0/K,0 and S1O2/KaO ratios along each 
traverse are presented in Figures 3a, b and c.
The contact between the powdery crystalline, reaction 
product (PRP) and the aggregate is sharp with no 
gradation. The powdery reaction product has a 
slightly lower Ca0/S10a than the clear amorphous 
reaction product (CRP).

The contact between the cement paste (CP) and the 
clear reaction product (CRP) is gradational. There 

appears to be a S10a gradient across the 
reaction product. Analyses taken close to the 
siliceous aggregate are higher in SIO2 and the 
Ca0/S10a ratio Increases 1n a systematic manner 
towards the cement paste. The Ka0 content 
Increases fairly sharply from the cement paste Into 
the clear reaction product and decreases slightly in 
the powdery reaction product.

SWELL TESTING

Concrete will crack If the tensile strength of the 
cement paste is exceeded. Values quoted for the 
tensile strength of cement paste range from as low 
as 3 MPa (6) to 6 MPa (7) to 10 MPa (8).

osa ■



Fig. 2 - (Left) Backscattered electron image of air 
void filled with asrp. The positions of 
the microprobe analyses and boundaries 
between the different phases are 
Indicated. CP - cement paste; CRP - clear 
reaction product; PRP = powdery reaction 
product; QA = quartzite aggregate; 
Q = quartz.

Pike (9) obtained a pressure of 14 MPa when he 
allowed mortar made with opal-containing aggregate 
to react in a sealed pressure-cell. McConnell et al 
(10) measured a pressure of 3.8 MPa when waterglass 
was allowed to absorb water through a cement-mortar 
membrane. Verbeck and Grämlich (11) reported a 
maximum pressure of 0.7 MPa when opal was allowed to 
react with NaOH through a cement-paste membrane. 
Struble (12) found that when synthetic sodium silica 
and calcium sodium silica gels were allowed to 
absorb water, a free swell developed that varied 
from 0.5 to 18.6 per cent, by volume, while at the 
same time the swell pressure ranged from 0.08 to

b. Traverse 2

1.0 -

0.5-

0 ---------------------*

25

Q.A

* CaO/SiOz
• K2O/SiO2
■ CaO/KjO

Distance (mm)

Fig. 3 - Variation in oxide ratios along three traverses at the numbered points shown In Figure 2. In 
traverses 1 and 3 the values on the left-hand side of the vertical axis are Ca0/K20 ratios while 
those on the right hand side are CaO/SiO, and K20/S10a ratios. CP » cement paste; 
CRP = clear reaction product; PRP = powdery reaction product; QA = quartzite aggregate.



10.89 MPa. The highest swell pressure found was for 
a sodium silica gel with a Na20/S102 ratio 
of about 0.35.

Swell tests were done, on asrp separated from 
affected concrete structures, using a sample 
container based on the design of Struble (12). An 
'Interface1 load cell (type 1210 AF) with a maximum 
measuring capacity of 9 kN was used. The load cell 
was calibrated using an 'Instron' strain data unit. 
The area of the piston (diameter of 13 mm) on which 
the sample exerted pressure 1s 132.73 mm2. 
Initial tests with the apparatus were carried out 
using a montmorillonite clay.

Reaction product from two structures, both showing 
only peaks of the 12 A phase, were heated at 40°C 
for one hour and XRD analysis used to confirm that 
the 12 A peak had shifted to about 8 A. The samples 
were weighed, compacted at 1 MPa pressure for 10 
minutes, the load removed and the sample allowed to 
recover; pressures of 0.34 MPa and 0.28 MPa were 
then applied to the two different samples, 
respectively, and water added. Neither of the 
samples expanded and, in fact, in both the pressure 
started to decrease after an hour or more.

A sample of the 8 A phase was also heated to 40°C 
for one hour. XRD analysis Indicated no shift of 
the 8 A peak. The procedure described above was 
followed, using a confining pressure of 0.28 MPa. 
No expansion was measured.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) The more usual phases of the asrp found 1n 
deteriorated concrete structures are an 
amorphous massive gel and three 
morphologically distinct crystalline 
phases, namely rod-like, blade-Hke and 
rosette-like crystals.

(ii) lhe massive gel has a higher Ca and a lower 
К content than the crystalline phases.

(ill) The rosette-like crystals are the most 
common, are chemically the most consistent 
and have the highest Ca content of the 
three crystalline phases.

(1v) The reaction products from structures 
containing widely different quartz-bearing 
aggregates and geographically far apart, 
are similar.

(v) Both the crystalline and amorphous reaction 
products are calcium alkali silicates.

(vi) Close to the contact with the aggregate the 
asrp 1s highest in 51. There Is a decrease 
In 81 content on moving Into the reaction 
product.

(vll) There appears to be a depletion of Ca in 
the cement paste at the boundary with the 
reaction product.

(vlli) No measurable swell pressures were produced 
by either the 12 A phase converted to a 
lower d-spadng at about 8.26 A by heating 

and the 8 A phase separated from concrete of 
deteriorated structures.
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Corrosion behaviour of steel during accelerated carbonation of solutions which simulate the 
pore concrete solution

4.3
Corrosion des armatures pendant la carbonataticn accelcrce des solutions qui simulent la 
phase aqueuse renfermee dans les pores du beton.

In spite of the numerous studies carried out on carbonation of the concrete, very fevz data have been published 
on the mechanism of steel depassivation and the corrosion rates involved in this t\pc of phenomenon. Also some 
uncertainties remain as to the chemical composition of the pore solution of a carbonated concrete.
Random behaviours related with the changes in the corrosion rate of steel during accelerated carbonation of ce
ment mortars have suggested the need to study the process in a more simple medium v^ich allows the isolation of 
the different parameters. Thus, saturated Ca (0H)2 - base solutions with different additions of KOH and NaOH 
have been used to simulate the real pore concrete solution.
In the present work, simultaneous changes in the pH value, corrosion potential and corrosion rate (measured by 
means of the determination of the Polarization Resistance) of steel roads have been monitored during accelera
ted carbonation produced by a constant flux through the solution of C02 gas and/or air.
Sane clear differences in these variables have been established between solutions with and without Na+ and K+ 
ions, viiich may clarify the different corrosion behaviours observed in mortar made with different types of ce
ments. Because CO^ Ca is insoluble, the solution not containing alkalies are carbonated more quickly than tiio- 
se containing them. Final pH values in the case of a sat. Ca (OH)- alkali—free solution are always near neu
trality _(pH-6-7) , but solutions containing alkalies may have a final pH value of about 10,4 where a buffer of 
CO^~/HC- is established.Only when an excess of C02 gas is passed through the solution, are all sodium and po~ 
tasium carbonates transformed into bicarbonates and the final pH value is about neutrality.
These results lead to an apparent contradiction between the final pH values of real carbonated concretes an tho 
se carbonated in an accelerated form.
Concerning the corrosion behaviour, the previous hypothesis is confirmed using air as the carbonating agent. 
The corrosion potential of steel rises simultaneously with the decrease in pH value is until a limit is reached 
and depassivation occurs. After this manent corrosion starts and the corrosion rate is dependent on the final 
pH value of the solution and, therefore, its bicarbonate content.

Sumärio
Apesar dos numerosos estudos levados a efeito sobre a carbonatacao do concreto, poucos dados foram pnhjicados 
sobre о mecanismo da despassivagäo do ago e as taxas de corrosäo envoividas nesse tipo de fencmeno. Tambem al— 
gumas incertezas permanecem con a ccmposigäo qufmica da solugäo no poro de um concreto carbonatado.
0 coiportamento aleatörio relacionado con as mudangas nas taxas de corrosäo do ago durante a carbonatagäo acele 
rada de arganassas de cimento sugeriu a necessidade de estudo do processo em um meio mais simples que permita о 
isolamento dos diferentes parämetros. Entäo, solugoes de base saturadas de Ca(OH)-, con diferentes adigoes de 
KOH e NaOH foram usadas para simular a solugäo real nos poros do concreto. 2

No presente trabalho, mudangas simultäneas do valor do pH, do potential de corrosäo e taxa de corrosäo (medida 
por meio da determinagäo da Resistencia de Polarizagäo) de barras de ago foram acompahhadas durante carbonata
gäo acelerada produzida por um fluxo constante, atraves da solugäo, de gas C02 e/ou ar.
Algumas tiaras diferengas nessas variäveis foram estabelecidas entre solugoes can e sem Ions Na+ e K+, que pode 
esclarecer os diferentes conportamentos de corrosäo observados em argamassas feitas con diferentes tipos de ci
mento. Devido ao CaCO, ser insolüvel, a solugäo näo contendo älcalis ё carbonatada mais rapidamente do que a- 
quelas que contem. Vafores finals do pH no caso de solugäo saturada de Ca(OH)- livre de älcalis estäo sempre 
proximos da neutralidade_(pH 6-7), mas solugoes contendo älcalis podem ter urn valor final de pH cerca de 10,4 
onde urn estado de OO^/HC^ flea estabelecido. Somente quando urn excesso de (Х>2 passa atraves da solugäo, todos 
os bicarbonatos de sodio e potässio transformam-se an bicarbonato e о valor final do pH ё proximo da neutralida 
de. —

Esses resultados levam a uma aparente contradigäo entre os valores finals do pH do concreto realmente carbonata 
do e aqueles carbonatados de forma acelerada. —
Em relagäo ao caiportamento de corrosäo, a hipotese previa ё confirmada usando ar сото agente de carbonatagäo. 
О potential de corrosäo do ago sobe simultaneamente com о decrescimo do valor do pH ate al cangar um limite e a 
despassivagäo ocorre. /фбз esse memento a corrosäo ccmega e a taxa de corrosäo e dependente do valor final do 
pH da solugäo e, portanto, do seu conteudo de bicarbonato.



The carbonation of concrete is a matter of in
creasing concern in Europe, where many struc
tures have their concrete surface directly expo
sed to the action of the atmosphere and the 
tandard allow relatively little depth of cover 

of reinforcements.
As is already well known "carbonation" means 
the reaction between the atmospheric C0„ with 
the pore concrete solution and. with the solid 
phases of the cement paste. As different authors 
have stated (1) (2) the final state of this 
process consists of amorphous SiO„ , Al (OH), , 
SO^Ca-2 H„O, COjCa in different polymorphic va
rieties and H2O. Thus, the initial alkaline pH 
in the pore concrete solution is neutralized. This 
neutralization allows the corrosion of reinforce
ments if a minimum of moisture and oxygen are 
present (3).
But in spite of numerous studies (4) (5) on the 
carbonation of concrete, very few of them have 
addressed the question of how and to what extent the 
corrosion of reinforcements occurs during car
bonation. The ascertaining of the corrosion rates 
of the steel would permit the calculation of the 
residual service life of the structure.
The only common statement in carbonated con
crete is that pH value decreases and the rein
forcements corrode. Only authors who have 
studied the effect of cracks and have measured 
the decrease in diameter of the bars due to 
carbonation in the region of cracks (6) give 
an approximate and medium value of the 
corrosion rate at these points.
Some years ago a research project was initiated 
in our Institute to study this gap in knowledge 
and some results have already been published 
(3) (7). The experimental work mainly dealt 
with the study of the corrosion parameters of 
reinforcements embedded in hardened carbonated 
mortar or concrete and immersed in carbonated 
solutions that reproduce the composition of the 
pore concrete solution.

But the system used for carbonating in these 
experiments was one accelerated by pure CO „ 
gas. This method produces a saturation of CO 
in the solution or in the carbonation chamber 
and may lead to different phenomena from those 
which occurs when carbonation is produced 
naturally (the proportion of CC^ in the atmos
phere is about 0,03 %). This point is analyzed 
in the present paper and is taken into account 
in the future experimental work.
This paper sets out changes in the chemical 
composition of like-pore concrete solutions during 
accelerated and natural carbonation (by air) 
and also "the results of simultaneous changes of 
corrosion potentials and corrosion rates of rein
forcements. The results confirm the previously 
published hypothesis (3) (7) giving a new in
sight into the phenomenon.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and solutions

Corrugated steel bars 6 mm in diameter and 8 
cm in length were used. The air/soiution inter
phase and the lower end of the steel were 

covered with an adhesive tape. The surface ex
posed to attack was about 5 cm2.

Fig. 1.- Corrosion cell of polyethylene.

The corrosion cell is a polythylene bottle shown 
in figure 1.
The following solutions were t:ested. They 

ytical grade
were

prepared with reagents in anal
Solution A - Saturated solution of
Ca(OH)2 (8g/l ) - pH 12,6
Solution В - Saturated solution of
Ca(OH)2+0,l M NaOH+0,1. M KOH - pH = 13,2
Solution C - Saturated solution of
Ca (OH)2+0,5 M kaOH - pH 13,5
Solution D - Saturated solution of
Ca (OH)2+O,l M Na NO2 - pH = 12,8
Solution E - Saturated solution of
Ca (OH)„+O,l M Na OH+0,1 M KOH+
+0,1 M Na N( - pH = 13,3

After the completion of the carbonation period the 
proportion of and HCO^- were analyzed in 
some solutions by the traditional method of 
lit ration by HC 1 .

Experiments

The carbonation was produced by slowly bub
bling either pure CC>2 gas or air through the 
solution. During the flux of the gases the pH- 
-value was continously recorded with a pH-meter 
and a combined electrode of the pH range 0 - 
- 14. The electrode was calibrated from time to 
time with two buffers of pH = 7,12 and pH = 13.

The concentration of O„ in the solutions was 
measured by aspecial ORTON electrode of oxygen. 
It was also monitored constinously.



The flux of gases lasts up to 24h, after which 
-ime the cell is held at room temperature (21 + 
1°C) for a further 5-8 days. ~
The corrosion potential, E_ , was also simul
taneously and continously monitored through a 
potentiostat. However, given the abrupt changes 
during the flux of gases the corrosion rate was 
only measured just prior to and on completion 
of the test. It was also measured every day 
after the solution had been carbonated.
The corrosion rate is calculated from the Pola
rization Resistance, Rp, determinations by the' 
Stern's et al method (8) through the formula:

T _ n Al В

The Rp = ( ДЕ/ Д ПДЕ —0 measurements were 
taken with a potentiostat. Values of the constant 
В of 26 and 52 mV were used for steel in the 
active and passive states respective ly, as it has 
been described (3) - '

RESULTS
The results of the variations of pH-values, 
corrosion potential and corrosion intensity 
during and after accelerated carbonation by 
pure CO^ gas of the solution A (satured solution 
of Ca (OTll^iand В (saturated solution of CatOlDg 

+ 0,1 M NaOH + 0,1 M KOH) were published 
in a previous paper (7). For the purpose of 
comparison the result з are reproduced in figu
res 2 and 3.
One of the points to be clarified in these tests 
concerns the dramatic changes measured in the 
Ecorr and ^orr values during the accelerated 
carbonation These changes
were atlributod to the lowering of the pH and 
therefore to the depassivation of the steel, but 
they may also be due to the deareation of the 
solution provoked by the flux of the pure CO 
gas. 2

Therefore a previous experiment was carried out
consisting of measuring the concentration of

of the decrease in 0, 
pass either of CO^ 1 
type A solution are

4. The deareation due to 
deeper than with l^.

CO^ is

oxygen during the carbonation -
pared with a simple deareation by flux of N 
The results - ■ - -
during the 
through a

experiment com
" 1 2 "

>2 concentration
flux or of N2 flux 

: shown in figure 
the flux of ""

The test of carbonation of the type A solution 
(saturated solution of Ca (0H>2 only) was sub
sequently repeated but using a flux of air 
(using a small air pump) to produce carbonation 
and avoid deareation. The evolution of the pH 
value, Ec„rr> ar,d 0^ concentration is pre
sented in figure 5. The abrupt changes are now 
produced about 24h after the beginning of the 
test and not after few minutes Tas with pure 
CC^),- but the ^trend of the changes is identical 
to those showh in figures 2 and 3. The dearea
tion provoked by the, pure CO 2 only influences 
the final value of 'the corrosion potential and 
the absolute value of the corrosion intensity. 
Therefore, this confirms the previous hypothesis 
(3) (7) attributing the dramatic change to the

pH

Fig. 2,- Evolution of Есогг artd pH during carbo
nation of Sat. Sol. of Ca
Na+ and K+ ions (7).

(0H)2 with and without

lowering of the 
of the steel.

pH value and the depassivation

concentration of alkali

■ 13.5). 
value,

type C 
+ 0,5 M

that of

also tested 
concrete ;

shows
'cprr, and -2

ion (saturated
new by a flux of pure CO^ . 

;es in every variable is 
solutions with a lower

a higher
I (after some days the pH of the 
solution is usully above 

the evolution of pH 
concentration of 

solution of Ca (OH^ ■

A solution with 
was 
pure 
Figure 6 
E c so
NaOH)carbonated 
The trend of the 
identical to
alkaline concentration and different the solution 
containing only Ca+2 . Again a similar buffer 
effect is produced of about pH 10,5 and the 
changes are less abrupt than when Na+ and K+ 
are absent. The final pH values are more alka
line.

sion potential does not dramatically change and 
the corrosion intensity increase very little, 
because of the inhibitor (oxydant and anodic 
in this case) effect of N0o , Also the i2 corr



increases Less and the final values are smaller 
than when Na NC>2 is absent.

DISCUSSION

Before continuing, it must be pointed cut that 
solutions do not reproduce the real situation of 
the bars embedded in concrete because of the 
differences in the physical parameters (electrical 
resistivity, the solid layer of Ca (0H)„ preci
pitated on the surface of the steel, pore geome
try, etc.) and the constant evolution of the 
pore concrete solution. However, thev occasio
nally constitute the only method by which to 
make an approach and to study isolated varia
bles. In the present experiments the work in 
solution has clarified many points relate'd with 
steel corrosion in carbonated concrete, but a 
simple and direct extrapolation is not recomen
ded without a careful review of all the errors 
that this extrapolation may introduce and with
out a comparison with parallel experiments in 
hardened concrete (7). * *

Fig. 3.- Values i corr until 5 days after 
carbonation of the same solution of previous 
figure (7).

rated solution of Ca (0H)2 deareated by flux of 
C02 and of N2-

Carbonation of the solutions

When pure CO2 or air or the two gases toge
ther are bubbled into a saturated solution of 
Ca CO,, which precipitates owing to its extre
mely Tow solubility, and water are formed. The 
final pH value would depend on the partial 
pressure of the CO2 in the atmosphere, when 
the flux of the gases is stopped. Dissolved CO2 
and Ca (HCOglg are the substances present just 
after stopping bubbling because, due to the 
high concentration of C02, carbonates are redi
solved as bicarbonates:

Ca C03 + C02 + H20 — Ca (HCO3)2

But the solution containing 
behaves differently because 
are soluble and may remain 
solution. In this case, the carbonation produces 
a less abrupt pH change and, although the 
final pH value just when the flux of C02 stops 
in again around neutrality (only bicarbonates

Na and K+ ions
Na2CO3 and K2CO3 
as ionic species in



Time (doyi)

Fig. 5.- Evolution of the pH values, E ,
i and On concentration of a saturated corn 2
solution of Ca (OH) 2 carbonated by air during 
the carbonation process and for a further 10 

days.

Fig. 6,- Evolution 
O2 proportion of a 
0,5 M NaOH during

of the pH value, E and corr
sat. sol. of Ca (OH 'lplus 
carbonation.

and dissolved CO2, are present), because of the 
well known equilibrium shown in figure 9, the 
pH spontaneously evolves to a value of -around
10,4, that of the buffer carbonate - bicarbona
te (9).
A simple extrapolation of these results to the 
real behaviour would conclude that an alkaline 
solution containing Na and К ions and com- 
pletelly carbonated may have pH values of 
around 10,4 where the phenolphtalein indicator 
would have a clear red-purple colour. But all 
cements have alkalies in a higher or lower 
proportion and it has been observed in all 
carbonated concretes that the phenolphtalein 
indicator (colour variation from pH = 8 to 9,5) 
is colourless, thus pH is below 8. Therefore, 
either Na+ and К remain always as bicarbona
tes -which is not possible at the usual CC^

solutions presented in figure 2 but with the 
addition of 0,1 M NaNC^.



partial presures in the atmosphere- or these 
ions "disappear" from the solution. One hypo
thesis is that they (Na+ and K+ ions) are con
sumed by the amorphous silica (pozzolanic 
reaction) (10) produced by the action of the CO2 
on the silicates (2) and, thus, only H2O with 
dissolved CO2 would be the final composition of 
the pore solution. Bicarbonates would be present 
only if the CO2 partial pressure were high enough 
The interpretation given here as to accelerated 
carbonation and the equilibrium of CO^'/HCy- and 
the pH values involved is well known concerning 
natural and tap waters as is even the corrosive 
effect of these waters on the concrete itself. 
However the authors have never found it in the 
literature reviewed except (11) (12) and the 
"surprise" reported by Verbek (13) when he 
considers "the effect of alkaly hydroxide con
centration on the equilibrium pH values at dif
ferent CO2 pressures. The calculation shows that 
for a liquid phase containing 1 N KOH the 
equilibrium at CO2 pressure of the natural air

pH <mv„>

6- 4-400-

Fig. 8,- Evolution of the same variable and so
lutions presented in figure 3 but with the addi

tion of 0,1 M NaNO2-

should be about 10,5. This presents a parado
xical situation where such a concrete remain 
alkaline to phenolphtalein whilst being as car
bonated as the partial pressure of CO2 in air 
will allow. Some leaching must occur before the 
phenolphtalein will indicates a carbonation 
edge".
When natural carbonation is produced, the 
mechanism is the same but only negligible 
amounts of bicarbonates are produced. Higher 
amounts may be found in industrial or contami
nated atmospheres.

Corrosion of steel

Studies (14) were carried out in solution in an 
attempt to stablish the threshold at which steel 
is depassivated when its pH is lower that of 
the saturated solution of Ca (OH^. No agree
ment was reached and many pH values have 
been published as the limit. One possible ex
planation of this disgreement is the variety of 
methods used to decrease the pH from 12,6.

Concerning corrosion and carbonation a previous 
hypothesis (7) was stated (see figure 10 already 
published) to the effect that depassivation occurs 
at pH — 8 as Pourbaix has described many 
years ago (9). However some doubts remained 
over deareation using pure CO 2 for carbonation. 
The present results using simply air for carbo
nating confirm this previous explanation. They 
also support Pourbaix's results which show that 
the passive layers remains in spite of the lo
vering of the pH value, when Na NO2 (oxydant 
inhibitor) is present. Changes in the corrosion 
potential are due mainly to Nersnt's law 
and corrosion intensity depends on the pH va
lue, as previously reported (3).



Fig. 10.- Dependence of the E on the pH values corr r
for the solutions whose evolution during carbonation 
was presented in figures 2 and 7.
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CONCLUSIONS .

lä) Acelerated carbonation (high partial pres
sure of CO2 ) induces a deareation of the 
solution, but this deareation only influen
ces the corrosion rate and not the mechanisn 
of depassivation.

2”) Accelerated carbonation during the flux of 
C02 gas produces high amounts of bicarbo
nates which modify the pH values. Sponta
neous carbonation should produces negligi
ble amount of bicarbonates.

35) When Na+ and K+ are present the final pH 
value of a completely carbonated solution 
simulating the pore concrete solution is 
around pH = 10,4, under test conditions.

4*,)  The passive layer disappears from steel at 
pH 21 8, ^s Pourbaix has stated many years 
ago. Wheh Na NO2 is present, the passive 
layer remains in spite of the lowering of 
the pH value.



THE COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN AS EXPANSIVE GROUT AND ITS RESTRAINING ENVIRONMENT

It 
cell

Um sistema foi desenvolvido_para determinar a tensäo radial imposta por urn grante 
sob confinamento. Consiste de uma celula instrumentada com "strain gage" e sen sinal associa 
do condicionador/amplificador. A celula de ensaio usada no sistema e unica no sentido que as 
segura a calibracao direta do sistema completo. 0 sistema e versatil pois о material da celu 
la e dimensoes podem ser escolhidas para simular о impedimento do material circundante soE 
carga geoestatica refletindo a profundidade. Amostras podem ser ensaiadas sob värias condi- 
?oes de temperatura e pressäo, podendo simular ou pressäo de injecäo ou carga hidrostätica.

, Diferentes formulacöes cimenticias expansivas foram avaliadas.
mento tipo К de retracäo compensada, _ _
mihidrato_e sal (NaCl) na formulacäo. Tres fases_distantas de* expansäo foram encontradasT 
pnmeira e a fase termica ocorrendo com a liberacao inicial de calor, a segunda ocorre quando 
o_cimento atinge seu maximo termico quando simultaneamente ocorre о resfriamento e cristaliza 
?ao dos componentes expansives, e a terceira fase ocorre apos total libera?ao das tensoes ter 
micas. 0 impacto na eficiencia do sistema do selo e longevidade e discutida. “

 Foram baseadas no ci
classe H de cimento para pocos mais sulfato de calcio he 

a

exists on unrestrained and standard restrained expansion of mortars and concrete, however, most do not 
calculation of actual interface stresses under the existing restraining forces of actual seal geometry, 
information is vital to the long-term durability. s y

. A system was developed to determine the radial stresses imposed by a grout under confinement, 
consists of a strain gage instrumented cell and its associated signal conditioner/amplifier. The test 
used in the system is unique in that it provides for direct calibration of the complete system. The system is 
versatile in that the cell material and dimensions can be selected to simulate restraint of a given host mate-

10ad r®flectln8 depth. Samples can be run under a range of temperature and pressure con 
ditions, with the latter simulating either injection pressure or hydrostatic load conditions. ~

, Different expansive cementitious formulations were evaluated. Those are based on type К shrinkage
compensating cement, Class-H oil well cement plus calcium sulfate hemihydrate and salt (NaCl)-containing formu- 
wtions Three distinct phases of expansion were found: the first is a thennal phase occurring with early
,-lat-11neraHOn’ second occurs after the cement reaches its thermal maximum when simultaneous cooling and 
rystallization of expansive components takes place, and the third phase occurs after total relief of thermal 

stresses. The impact on seal system performance and longevity is discussed.

Sumario ;

Materials cementarios sao_usados para selar falhas e buracos em muitos sistemas de 
sub-solo onde a sua principal funcäo e de assegurar uma selagem na interface com о ambiente 
que o^recebe. Isto e conseguido pelo desenvolvimento e manutenpäo de tensäo positiva normal 
поп^к-т-а ^nt®rface- Resultado com sucesso, a esse respeito, e parcialmente dependente da ex 
pansibilidade (ou propriedades de nao-retracao) do plug ou selo em relapao äs forpas de impe
dimento do meio circundante. Em^formulapoes cimenticias expansivas, о grau de impedimento o- 
terecido pela massa circundante e de importancia para о desenvolvimento de tensoes na interfa 
ce. Existem informapoes sobre a expansäo de argamassas e concreto näo encurtäveis ou com en- 
curtamento padrao, entretanto, muitas näo permitem о cälculo da tensäo real na interface sob 
forpas existentes de impedimento da geometria real do selo. Essa informapäo ё vital ä durabi 
lidade a longo prazo. -

UM4ARY. Cementitious materials are used to seal shafts and boreholes in many underground systems where their 
primary function is to provide a tight seal at the interface with the host environment. This is achieved by de 
veloping and maintaining a positive normal stress across the interface. Successful performance, in this res
pect, is partially dependent on the expansivity (or non-shrinking property) of the plug or seal relative to the 
restraining force of the surrounding host media. In expansive cementitious formulations, the degree of res- 
raint offered by the surrounding mass is of importance to the development of interfacial stress. Information 

: permit 
Such



INTROEUCTION

Cement-based plugs/seals have been designed to 
seal access shafts and boreholes in many underground 
systems e.g. radioactive-waste repositories. Their 
primary function is to provide a tight seal at the 
interface with the host environment by developing 
and maintaining a positive normal stress across the 
interface. Successful performance, in this respect, 
could be dependent almost entirely on expansivity of 
the plug relative to the restraining forces of the 
surrounding host rock.

In cementitious formulations, whether 
ettringite or salt (NaCl) is the principal expansive 
component, the degree of restraint offered by the 
surrounding rock mass is of importance in the 
development of interfacial stress. Information 
exists on unrestrained and standard restrained 
expansion for mortars and concrete , however, most 
do not permit calculation of actual interface 
stresses under the existing restraining forces of 
actual borehole geometry.

A system to determine the radial stresses of 
the grout/concrete on the host environment which 
permits simulation of the surrounding rock 
mechanical properties was designed. A brief 
description of the systen is presented together with 
typical data, and their implications on seal 
durability.

EESIGN

The apparatus used for expansive force 
determinations consists of a steel cylinder capped 
with base and top plates, as shown in Figure 1. 
Both bottom and top plates are provided with 'O' 
rings to ensure effective sealing of the steel 
cylinder during calibration. This design eliminates 
the effect of hydrostatic load in the vertical 
direction on the steel cylinder, i.e., any internal 
pressure on the tcp and bottom plates is transferred 
to the external clanping bolts. The physical and 
mechanical characteristics of the steel cylinder are 
shown in Table I.

Table I. Physical and Mechanical Characteristics of 
the Test Cell Used in Stress Measurement.

Modulus of elasticity, (10® psi):
tension: 26.0 
oonpression: 26.0 
torsion: 9.5
Poisson's ratio: 0.32

Coefficient of linear expansion (in/in/°Fxl0 ~®)
[at 70-200°F]: 7.7

Thermal conductivity (BIU/in/hr/sq.ft/°F), 
at 70°f; 151.0; at 200°F; 167.0

Specific heat (BTU/lb/°F), at 70°F; 0.102;
at 200°F; 0.105

Physical dimensions:
length: 9.0 in.
internal diameter: 1.60 in.
external diameter: 1.84 in.

A 90° rossette'strain gage is attached to the 
central part of the outer surface of the cylinder. 
The gage is connected to a signal conditioner and 
recorder. Both radial and longitudinal strains are

Figure 1. Test cell for determination of expansive 
force.

recorded continuously. The physical characteristics 
of the strain gage are shown in Table II.

Table II. Physical Characteristics of the 90P 
Rossette Strain Gage.

Type: CEA-06-125OT-120

Micro-measurements Group, Raleigh, NC

Resistance (СИМ): 120.00 + 0.4% 
Gage Factor (75°F): 2.025+0.5%

Transverse sensitivity (Xt %)a: Radial + 1.4%; 
Longitudinal +0.6%

aThe values of transverse sensitivities gave very 
minute correction factors to the recorded strains, 
vrtiich are considered the true values of strains in 
both directions.

A chromel-alumel thermocouple is attached to 
the outer surface of the cylinder, in close 
proximity to the strain gage, to record any 
tenperature variations and supply the necessary 
corrective factors for the temperature-induced 
strains. The entire cell is placed in a chamber, 
adjusted to the desired experimental temperature. 
The chamber is surrounded by a heated water jacket 
to ensure constant temperature, and to minimize the 
effects of thermal pulses of the heating elements on 
the strain gage output. The temperature control 
accuracy is +0.5°C, over extended periods of time.

The current design of the stress-measurement 
system permits using cells having different 
mechanical properties (different material or 
thicknesses) to simulate the in situ deformaticnal 
characteristics of the surrounding rock. The 
following relationship was developed to calculate 



the ratio of outside radius to the inside radius 
from the knowledge of the host rock mechanical 
properties [1]:

= Г 1/2GR + (1-Ув)Ед I1/2
Го/Г1 I 1/2GR ■ 1/2GS J

where ro = outer radius of the cylinder,
r^ = internal radius of the cylinder,
Gr = modulus of rigidity of the rock (GPa),
Gs = modulus of rigidity of the cylinder 

(GPa),
Eg = Young's modulus of the cylinder (GPa), 

and
= Poisson's ratio of the cylinder.

For a given material e.g., steel, it is possible to 
construct a plot representing variation of ro/r: 
versus modulus of rigidity of the rock (Figure 2).

Knowing the modulus of rigidity of the 
surrounding rock, and using either equation (1) or 
Figure 2, it is possible to determine the ratio of 
outer to internal radius of the cylinder as required 
to simulate the mechanical properties of the 
surrounding rock at a given depth. In the present 
investigation, a tuff was simulated. Its modulus of 
rigidity was found to be 16.5 GPa. This value 
corresponds to a steel cylinder of rQ/ri = 1.2. The 
length of the cylinder was 9 inches, a sufficient 
length to reduce longitudinal end effects.

HOST ROCK MODULUS OF RIGIDITY (GPa)

Figure 2. Ratio of outer to inner radii of test 
cell related to modulus of rigidity of 
host rock.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Calibration

Prior to each experiment, the steel cylinder
strain gage combination is calibrated. These 
procedures permit precise measurement of the, actual 
stresses exerted by the grout inside the steel 
cylinder. They alsoallcw applying corrective terms 
for different conditions to the recorded strains, in 
order to obtain the true stresses applied by the 
grout on the cylinder.

The cell is filled with water, the upper cap is 

placed and the four restraining bolts are tightened 
to a given torque. The upper cap is connected to a 
water puirp that provides controlled pressurization 
of the cell. The entire assenbly is placed inside 
the thermal chanter, adjusted to the tenperature at 
which the stress is to be determined with the strain 
gage output and tenperature of the surface of the 
restraining steel cylinder being recorded. When 
thermal equilibrium is obtained calibration is 
initiated by pressurizing the cell with water at 
successively increasing pressure increments and 
recording the corresponding outputs of the strqin 
gage. Calibration curves were constructed as shewn 
in Figures 3 and 4. The radial strain is recorded 
as positive output indicating tension, whereas the 
longitudinal strain is negative. The ratio.of 
longitudinal strain to radial strain is equal to 
0.327, which equals the Poisson's ratio of the steel 
material of the cylinder. The results of the 
calibration of several cylinder-strain gage 
combinations are shewn in Table III.

Figure 3. Sample calibration curve for radial 
expansion.

Figure 4. Sanple calibration curve for longitudinal 
expansion.

To separate actual strains exerted by the grout 
from temperature-induced strains, the steel 
cylinder-strain gage combinations were also 



calibrated for thermal effects. The steel cylinder 
is filled with water and a heating element is 
inserted. Efeat is applied in successive increments 
with constant slow rate of heating. The output is 
recorded after a period of time adequate to ensure 
the attainment of thermal equilibrium. The 
resultant tenperature coefficient of induced strain 
is calculated (Table III). Thus, it is possible to 
apply corrective terms for tenperature-induced 
strains.

Table III. Results of Calibration for Steel Cell
Strain Gage Conbinations.

strain 
(mvol ts/psixl 0~2)

coefficient 
of tenperature 

induced strains 
(psi/°C)

Cell I:
(38°C)

Radial +8.88 11.50
Longitudinal -5.32 14.34

Cell II:
(38°C) 

Radial +9.40
Longitudinal -5.60

Cell III:
(3SPC) 

Radial +8.88
Longitudinal -4.96

11.90
11.90

11.50
11.50

After calibration of the steel cylinder/strain 
gage combination for stress and temperature, the 
conplete assembly is placed in the thermally 
controlled chanber until the cell is loaded with the 
material to be tested.

Formulations and Mixing Procedures

Two ettringite-based expansive formulations 
have been chosen for the present study. Fornulation 
I (F-I) a mortar based on type К expansive cement 
and fornulation II (F-II), a grout based on Class H 
cement with added calcium sulphate hemihydrate. A 
third, salt (NaCl)-based formulation (F-III) was 
also tested. This is a mortar containing much 
smaller hemihydrate than F-I and F-II and mixed with 
supersaturated NaCl solution. The compositions of 
these fomulations are shown in Table IV. Standard 
ASTM procedures as applicable were used throughout 
the present study. The mixing water was preheated 
to 38°C prior to mixing. This procedure is adapted 
to avoid severe taiperature fluctuations during the 
initial stages of hydration. The tenperature of the 
mixes prior to placement in the steel cylinder was 
to be 34°c:. , The mix is quickly cast into the test 
cell, equilibrated to the experimental conditions, 
tanped and the test cell reassembled. The ccnplete 
assanbly loaded with cement grout is placed in the 
curing chamber adjusted to 38°C. The radial and 
longitudinal strains as well as the tenperature of 
the steel cylinder are continuously monitored.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSICN

Ettringite-based Expansive Ebrmulations

The two ettringite-based mixtures are

Table TV. Canpositions of Cementitious Mixtures.

Fornulation Formulation Fornulation
I II III

Type К cement 33.8% —— —-
Class H cement — 47.3% 20.1
Deionized water 15.9 20.3 8.2
Silica fume 7.3 4.8
Low-Ca fly ash 8.2 ———
High-Ca fly ash 15.20 6.8
Silica flour —— — 4.8 ——
ASIM 0.09 sand 33.8 — 58.8
Hemihydrate — 6.5 2.5
Sodium chloride ——— 2.6
Dispersant 0.5 1.1 1.0
Defoamer 0.005 0.02 0.07

Total 99.51 100.02 100.07

contrasted in Figure 5, which shows much greater 
stress being generated ly the F-II grout relative to 
the F-I mortar, in which the sand in the mixture may 
mitigate stress generation.

All stress curves were corrected for 
temperature effects, and normalized to the 
experimental conditions. These curves reveal 
several stages of expansion, as anticipated for 
expansive cementitious mixtures. The initial 
stresses represent a thermal phase, occurring with 
early heat liberation. Although the curves were 
corrected for temperature variation, this correction 
was aoconplished only for the apparatus (especially 
the strain gage). Thus variations in the grout 
itself still play a role in early stages of 
hydration.

Figure 5. Comparison of radial stresses of the 
ettringite-based mixtures.

These initial thermal stresses are of short
term duration and have little effect on the ultimate 
strength of the cementitious material, because the 
latter is still in a plastic state. However, in 
scaling up to mass curing, heat dissipation may be 
much slower, and thermal stress may outlive the 
plastic state of the concrete or mortar.

The second phase of expansion occurs after the 
oemait reaches its thermal maxinum, and cooling is 
initiated. At least two simultaneous processes 
occur during this phase of hydration. The grout 



begins to harden, fixing to a certain extent its 
physical integrity and porosity. Simultaneously, 
crystallization/formation of the expansive 
component takes place.

Ebr mixtures in which initial porosity is low, 
chemical expansion can become quite large even 
before the thermal stresses are relieved. This can 
be seen on the curve for mixture F-II in Figure 5, 
wherein the initial thermal expansion is totally 
masked by expansicxi. It is difficult to ocnpare the 
performances of the two mixtures based on the data 
in this figure, however, due to the fact that only 
one of them (F-I) contains sand.

A third phase in the expansion process is 
characterized by total relief of thermal stress. At 
this stage, controlled by the oonbination of cooling 
and of formation of the expansive caiponent(s), the 
measured stress may show a slight decreases. This 
phase appears on Figure 5 at about 60 hours after 
initiation of the experiment.

Salt-based Expansive tormulations

In numerous field applications of expansive 
cements and seal material, it is necessary to attain 
chemical compatibility between the concrete 
formulation and the surrounding environment. In 
salt-host sites (largely in oil and gas industry as 
well as radioactive waste repositories) it was found 
that the use of saturated salt solution as a mixing 
fluid instead of water is necessary to prevent salt 
migration and subsequent adverse effects on seal 
durability. One salt-containing fomulation (F-III) 
has been tested in the present investigation whose 
composition is included in Table IV. This 
formulation contains 2.6% hemihydrate in addition to 
salt (NaCl). The mixed expansive functions of 
sulphate and salt has an important significance in 
field applications in conjunction with tenperature 
effects on stability of the seal material.

Although the restraining forces in a salt 
environment may differ fron those of tuff rock (for 
ettringite-based formulations), the same 
restraining forces were applied to the salt-based 
formulation in order to establish a basis for 
conparison. A simple mathematical relationships can 
be applied to transform the resulting data into 
actual stresses in a salt environment. A cell 
having the same typical characteristics as cell I 
(Table III) was used in testing salt formulation (F-
III).  The normalized expansive stress curve (at 
38°C) for this formulation (F-III) is shown in 
Figure 6. The curve reflects the general expansive 
characteristics explained in the previous section. 
The expansion is partly due to Friedel's salt and 
ettringite. Hcwever, crystallization of salt with 
curing (water consumption in hydration process) may 
be the primary cause of expansion. The micrograph 
shown in Figure 7 shows salt crystals growing inside 
pores of cement matrix. Crystallization starts at 
the walls and progress to the center exerting 
pressure on the pore walls.

SIMMABY AND CCNCLUSIOKS

A system was developed to determine the radial 
stresses imposed by a grout under confinement. The 
test cell used in the system is unique in that it 
provides for direct calibration of the complete 
system including signal conditioners and output 

recording. The system is versatile in that cell 
material and dimensions can be selected to simulate 
restraint of a given host material under a geostatic 
load reflecting depth. Samples can be run under a 
range of temperature and pressure conditions, with 
the later simulating either injection pressure or 
hydrostatic load conditions existing in a borehole.

Three cement-based formulations were evaluated, 
the first contained type К expansive cement with 
sand, the second contained Class H cement with 
hemihydrate, and the third contained Class H cement 
mixed with saturated salt solution (NaCl) and 
hemihydrate. The second formulation was found to 
give the highest stresses, whereas the third 
formulation gave the lowest stresses.

Figure 6. Radial stresses of the salt-based 
mixture.

Figure 7. SEM image of F-III (salt-containing 
mixture). Horizontal line at bottom of 
the micrograph is IQum long.
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Z.M. LAEIONOVA,
I.I. KOUBBATOVA, NIIZhB, Gosstroy URSS
PREMIERE HYDRATATION DES CIMENTS ET FORMATION DE GEL AU CONTACT 
AVEC DES AGGREGATS

L*  influence sun 1'Hydratation des ciments d'un nombre des facteurs ainsi que les traits 
specifiques ä 1'hydratation des nouveaux types des ciments, peuvent etre mis en evidence 
Par l'etude en einetique des compositions des phase liquides. On a determind un nombre des 
regularites en se basant sur lesquelles a ete mis en evidence le mecanisme de 1* action des 
adjuvants organ!ques.

La composition des formations nouvelles et le caractere de la donation epitaxique in
fluence sur,la force d'adhesion des couches de contact et sur les proprletes du beton. Les 
eggnegats differents adsorbent les formations nouvelles des hydrates d'une composition de
termines. Sous les actions ddfavorables exercees sur le beton (par example, une incendie), 
I'etat des contacts s'empire. Pendant un durcissement ultdrieur la zone de contact "se 
cicatrise"; les valeurs de microresistance augmentent.

Sumärio

A influencia, sobre a hidratacao dos cimentos, de urn certo numero de fatores bem сото os 
aspectos especificos ä hidrataeäo dos novos tipos de cimento podem ser postos em evidSncia pe 
lo estudo da cinetica das composigoes das fases liquidas.

Determinou-se urn certo numero de regularidades e baseando nelas foi posto em evidencia о 
mecanismo da aeäo dos aditivos orgänicos.

A composicäo das novas formales e о caräter da funcäo epitäxica influencia as for5as de 
adesao das camadas de contato e as propriedades do concreto. Agregados diferentes absorvem 
as novas formagoes de hidratos de uma composicäo determinada. Sob as a^öes desfavoräveis exer 
cidas sobre о concreto (por exemplo, um incendio), о estado dos contatos piora. Durante um 
endurecimento ulterior a zona de contato "se cicatriza": os valores das microresistSncias au- 
mentam.
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La formation de la structure dans les 
betons est determines par I’ensemble des 
processus physico-chimiques qui ont lieu 
pendant le durcissement du liant et ä son 
contact avec des aggregate.

Les premiers stades du durcissement des 
Hants repr6sentent une periods Is plus 
importante conditionnant les caracteristi- 
ques de resistance, de deformation et 
d'autres caracteristiques des systemes. 
L*influence  sur l'hydratation des ciments 
d'un nombre des facteurs (temperature, re
gime de durcissement, Introduction des ad
juvants etc.) ainsi que les traits propres 
ä l’hydratation des nouveaux types des ci
ments (ciment allnite, ciment contenant 
barium etc.), peuvent etre mis en evidence 
par I’etude en cinetlque des compositions 
des phases liquides /I/.

Pendant I’etude de 1‘influence sur 
composition des phases liquides de la 
position mineralogique de clinker, de 
presence en clinker des alcalls et de 
dispersite ainsi que de temperature, de 
gypse et d’autres adjuvants a ete mis en 
evidence un nombre des regularltes. Il a 
ete constate que d’apres 1’allure des cour- 
bes cln6tlques ^(t), C 2+(t), C 2_(t) 

peut etre evalu6e 1’Influence de beaucoup 
de facteurs sur le processus de durcisse
ment. Done, la venue intense dans la phase 
liquide de B*  temolgne 1’accel6ration de 
la dissolution de clinker. Cette dependance 
est distlnctement observes pendant l‘6tude 
de 1’Influence de la temperature (5-SO*C)  
sur la composition de la phase liquide du 
ciment hydratant (Fig. la).

D’aprds la modification dans la phase 
liquide de la concentration d’ions des me- 
taux alcallns, on peut dans certains cas 
evaluer d’une faqon quantitative le degree 
d’hydratatlon /2/.

L*allure  en pente douce de la courbe 
CQa2+(t), ainsi que le deplacement du maxi
mum sur celle-ci ä drolte montre le ralen- 
tissement de la cristallisation des phases 
contenant le calcium. L'abaissement brus

que de la concentration de calcium dans la 
phase liquide, le deplacement de maximum 
sur la courbe CCa2+(t) a gauche ainsi que 
la diminution (jusqu'ä disparition entiere) 
de la section parallele ä 1’axe des ab
scisses montre 1•accroissement de vitesse 
de la cristallisation des phases contenant 
le calcium sous la monte de la temperature 
(Fig. Ib).

Une abaissement brusque de la concentra
tion des sulfates correspond au liage de la 
masse principale du gypse en ettringite, 
e'est que se confirme par les donnees de 
sa determination quantitative par une 
methode chimique. La vitesse de combinalson 
du gypse en ettringite depend de la compo
sition de mineral-phase du clinker et du 
contenu en alcalls: eile s’accelere avec 
1* augment ation du contenu en C^A et avec 
la diminution de quantite de C,S. La for- 3
mation d’ettringite se ralentit en ciment 
avec un haut contenu en B2O, e’est pourquol 
la concentration de sulfates de ces ci
ments dans la phase liquide reste haute 
pendant 24 heures. Au contralto, en ciments 
allnites ou la cristallisation d’ettringite 
se realise tres vlte, celle-cl s’abalsse 
brusquement en 2 heures (Fig. 2).

Bn se basant sur les etudes en cinetlque 
des compositions des phases liquides on a 
precise le mecanlsme de I’actlon des adju
vants organlques, en particuller, de super- 
plastiflant S-3, sur la base de reslnes 
naphtalene-formols sur le durcissement des 
ciments avec des compositions mineralogiques 
differentes.

L*Introductlon  de S—3 change la composi
tion de la phase liquide, la proportion des 
concentrations dans cette phase des con
stituents solubles et la cinetlque de dega
gement des formations nouvelles et abaisse 
pH. Par la methode photooolorlm6trlque on 
a Stabil que I’intensite de sorption de
S-3 depend de la composition mineralogique 
du ciment et du contenu en alcalls dans oes 
ciments. Bile augmente avec I’accrolsse- 
ment du contenu en aluminates. Comma 11 se 
volt d’aprds 1’allure des courbea C~.+ (t) et



Fig» 1. La variation avec le temps de la 
concentration de R* et de Ca2*
dans la phase liquide pendant la 
hydratation du ciment portland 
sous la temperature: I - 5°C;
2 - 2O°C; 3 - 35°C; 4 - 5OeC;
5 - 65°C; 6 - SO°C

Fig*  2. La variation avec le temps de la 
concentration de SO2“ dans la phase 
liquide pendant la hydration des 
ciments: I - ciment port1and; 2 - 
2 - ciment portland avec une haute 
teneur en RgO; 3 - allmithe

Fig. 3. La variation avec le temps de la 
concentration de K*  et de Ca2* dans 
la phase liquide pendant la hydrata
tion des ciments: I - ciment avec 
une basse teneur en aluminate sans 
adjuvant; 2 - le meme, avec 1* ad
juvant de 0,3% de C-3; 3 - le meme 
avec 0,7% de C-3; 4 - ciment avec 
une moyenne teneur en aluminate sans 
adjuvant; 5 - le meme avec 1* adju
vant de 0,3% de C-3; 6 — le meme 
avec 0,7% de C-3; 7 - ciment avec 
une moyenne teneur en aluminate et 
avec une haute teneur en ale all sans 
adjuvants; S — le meme, avec I’ad— 
juvant de 0,3% de C-3; 9 - le meme 
avec 0,7% de C-3



Fig. 4, Le contact de la plerre du ciment 
avec la grain de keramsite sous 
20eC (a) et sous 600°C (b) MSB, 
x?00

®Ca^+^^ (Fig. 3), S - 3 ralentit en mo
ment initial la dissolution du clinker et 
le degagement des phases contenant le cal
cium. L’effet de relentissement de la 
cristallisation se manifeste plus fort 
avec I’accroissement du contenu en C^A 
dans le ciment et avec I’accroissement du 
dosage d’adjuvant.

S-3 augments la force ionique de la 
phase liquide. Ce fait, ainsi que le chan— 
gement de la composition et du degr6e de la 
sursaturation de la phase liquids par rap
port au hydrosilicates, doit influer sur 
leur morphologie et sur le d6gr6e de poly- 
m6risation oe qu’avec le changement de la 
resistance des contacts "polymere-phase 
solide", peut Influer sur la resistance de 

la structure de durcissement. C’est pour- 
quoi 11 est utile d’introduire S-3 en 
quantites minimales, süffisantes pour le 
but de plastificat ion. Bn formant dans la 
periods initial de I’hydratation sur la 
surface de la phase solide des films d'ad
sorption, S-3 assure 1* abhissement du coef
ficient de frottement et 1’augment at ion de 
fluidite ä cause de fälble resistance des 
contacts "polymere-polymere", ce qui en 
fin de compte amene ä 1’obtention d’effet 
plastlfiant.

La pierre de ciment au Contact avec des 
aggregate dans le beton, en regie, a un 
degr6 un peu 616ve en comparaison avec le 
volume. La composition de mineral-phase 
des formations nouvelles et le caractere 
de maclage epitaxique des cristaux influent 
sur la force d'adherence des couches de 
contact et sur les proprietes techniques du 
beton /2/.

Les aggregate differents adsorbent sur 
leures surfaces les formations nouvelles 
des hydrates d’une composition determines. 
Au contact avec le quartz (SiOpj d = 4,25; 
3,35; 2,45; 1,52 A), au microscope dlectro- 
nique, on peut voir les hydrosilicates de 
calcium trds fins, les plaquettes hexago
nales d'hydroxyde de calcium et les cris
taux aciculaires d’ettringhite. La largeur 
de couche de contact de la pierre de ciment 
est renfermee dans les limltes de 60-110 mcm 
de couche de contact du quartz - pas plus 
de 20 mcm. Avec le temps dans la pierre du 
ciment au contact avec le quartz a lieu 
I’accroissement des valeurs de microresis
tance (ä 30%) en comparaison avec la pierre 
du ciment en volume. La ligne de contact 
paratt floue.

Au contact avec le feldspath (microclln 
KAI Si3O3, d = 4,03; 3,20; 3,14 A) crlatal- 
lise I’ettringlte, est possible 1’hydroalu
minate de calcium et aussi 11 у 8 une masse 
di hydrosilicates. La largeur de couche de 
contact de la pierre du ciment est de 30-45 
mcm, dans la couche de contact du feldspath 
11 n у a pas de variations importantes en 
microresistance. Dans les öprouvettes d’un 



dureIsaement de longue duree on peut ob
server 1* accrolssement des valeurs de 
microresistance au contact ä 15~2O%€ La 
ligne de contact est nette.

Au contact avec la calcite compact 
(CaCO3, d = 3,04; 2,49; 2,23; 1,92 A) on 
volt les crlstaux de Hydroxyde de calcium, 
les formations ä grains fins de calcite 
secondaire, les aiguilles isolees d'ettrln- 
glte. Il у a la masse de hydrosilicates, 
la presence de hydrocarboaluminate de cal
cium est possible» Ls largeur de couche de 
contact de la pierre de ciment, en depen
dance de I’age de 1* eprouvette, varle de 
40 a 120 mem, la largeur de couche de con
tact du calcalre - de 20 20 a 45 mcm. Est 
remarqude la diminution des valeurs de 
microresistance (environs de 10 ä 15%) au 
contact en comparaison avec la pierre du ci
ment en volume. La ligne de contact est 
nette, exempts de defauts. Les regularltes 
constatees pour la formation des contacts 
avec les miner aux sont les memes pour les 
betons sur la base de granit et de cal- 
calre .

L*  accroissement du degre de rugosite de 
la surface d’aggregat influe positivement 
sur I’etat de la zone de contact. C’est 
pourquol 1'adherence de la pierre du ci
ment avec la keramslte est la plus forte. 
Au microscope on peut observer une penetra
tion profonde de la masse cementante dans le 
grain poreux d’aggregat. Sur la fig. 4a, ä 
gauche - la pierre de ciment, ä drolte - 
le grain de köramsite (MSB, x?00). La lar
geur de la zone de contact est egale A 
50 mcm. La microresistance de la pierre de 
ciment en volume est egale a 700-800 MPa; et 
celle de la couche de contact - ä 900-100 
MPa. La compaction de la pierre de ciment 
au contact avec de la keramslte a lieu par 
suite de 1’asplration de la phase liquide et 
de la nalssance des crlstaux complementalres 
d'l hydroslllcates du calcium.

Sous led' actions ddfavorables sur1 les 
b6tons (par exemple, une elevation brusque 
de temperature pendant I’lncendle) I’etat 
des contacts s’empire par suite d’une de- 

hydratation partielle de la pierre de ci
ment /3/. Sous le chauffage jusqu’aux 
400<lC, les eprouvettes avec de la keram- 
site gardent une structure reiativement 
compacte de la zone ds contact. Puis, avec 
1'elevation de temperature les fissures et 
les espaces libres ayant la largeur jusqu’ä 
100 mcm apparaissent. La poroslte de la 
pierre de ciment augments, et les valeurs 
de microresistance dlminuent. Sur la 
fig. 4b, dans 1’eprouvette avec de la ke- 
ramsite (600°C) on peut observer I’ecaille- 
ment de la pierre de ciment (a gauche) du 
grain d’aggregat (a drolte) (MSB, x?00). 
Pendant un long durcissement ulterieur dans 
les conditions normales des eprouvettes 
cuites la zone de contact ”se cicatrise" 
par les formations nouvelles secondaires. 
La structure des eprouvettes devient plus 
compacte, les valeurs de microresistance 
augmentent.
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KINETICS OF CEMENT-MAKING REACTIONS

Г. INTRODUCTION

The kinetic aspects of cement clinkering have 
not been specifically addressed at previous Inter
national Cement Congresses, although its proceed
ings contain many valuable contributions on various 
aspects of kinetics. The reasons for this absence 
lie partly in the complexity of cement reactions: 
it is difficult to analize from the kinetic stand
point complex and i11-understood processes. But 
partly, the nature of kinetic studies is responsible. 
Kinetic studies may be contrasted with equilibrium 
thermodynamic studies; the latter have a coherent 
and well defined body of theory which serves as a 
unifying thread. Kinetic studies appear at first 
sight to lack this unification. The nature of the 
kinetic treatment has to be varied to suit the 
particular type of reaction, and a wide range of 
processes involving solid, liquid and vapour 
phases occur all of which appear to require special 
treatments. Moreover, while equilibrium conditions 
prevailing in the kiln can generally be defined in 
terms of accessible physiochemical parameters - 
temperature, composition, etc. - kinetic parameters 
often seem to be elusive and difficult to evaluate 
and apply in practice.

The general applicability of kinetic concepts 
to cement making cannot however be questioned: 
equilibrium may govern the ultimate nature of the 
products which can be obtained in a cement kiln, 
butkinetic factors determine the economics of 
achieving these ends. We thus recognize that 
kinetics and equilibrium studies are intertwined. 
Both aspects are important in determining the pro
cess parameters and economics of cement production. 
It is apparent that continued economic pressures on 
cement makers will intensify the need to make a 
more uniform product as well as increasing the per
formance parameters of concrete systems. It is 
unlikely that this can be achieved by application 
of empirical methods alone, hence the need to em
phasize fundamental aspects, including process 
kinetics.

A full review of kinetic theory relevant to 
cements is beyond the scope of this contribution. 
However, a number of excellent monographs have 
appeared, notably those of Budnikova and Ginstling 
(1968), Kingery et al (1976), Young (1966) Schmalz
ried (1981) and Doremus (1985). These develop 
basic concepts, give mathematical treatments and 
illustrate their application to a wide range of 
solid state reactions. Cement scientists have 
perhaps lagged somewhat behind their colleagues 
engaged in the study of ceramic systems. Yet 
parallels undoubtedly exist, and are drawn in this 
review where deemed to be appropriate.

2. SURVEY OF THE KINETICS OF CEMENT MAKING

Cement making raw materials bear little simil
arity to the final clinker product in terms of 
phase composition, texture, microstructure, or in 
the crystal structures, compositions and reactivity 
towards, water of the constituent phases. The 
alteration in bulk chemical composition is less 
marked, although substantial: many of the compon
ents of clinker batches are essentially involatile, 
e.g. CaO, A£2o3, SiO2,and are thus preserved through 
nth C k6’ even'tually appearing in the solid phases, 
other phases are volatile but may condense in part 
at,S0lP® sta9es of the process: examples include SO 
and alkalis. Yet others are sufficiently volatilex 
to be essentially eliminated in the kiln; C02 and

H2O, arising both from fuel and raw materials, are 
examples.

During cement making, the raw materials undergo 
a.thermal excursion in which they are heated compara
tively slowly to % 1450 C, maintained briefly for a 
matter of minutes at the high temperature and final
ly cooled, typically at a relatively fast rate. 
It is difficult to construct a typical profile 
because many modern plants depart from older prac
tice and use a suspension preheaters to raise' batch 
temperatures to % 900 C, finishing the partially 
calcined batch in a short rotary kiln. ' However, 
it suffices for present purposes to recall the gene
ral features: a progressive heating to temperatures 
such that partial fusion occurs, followed by com
paratively rapid cooling of the product, termed 
cl inker.

The early stages of reaction are characterized 
by decomposition reactions, of which the most impor
tant is the decomposition of calcite, CaC03. Other 
important decompositions occur: much of the At203 
and Fe203 contents of the raw meal are present as 
clays and hydrous oxides, which loose water. At 
the same time, reaction begins. The vapour atmos
phere in contact with the decomposing mass is com
paratively rich in S, mainly S02, and in C02 and H20. 
Moreover, the raw meal contains at this stage large 
quantities of carbonate (C032") ions; possibly also 
sulphate, etc. Secondary reactions occur leading 
to formation of intermediate phases such as sulphate 
apatites and silicocarbonates.e.g. spurrite. These 
intermediate phases may subsequently break down in 
the higher temperature zones of the kiln, but their 
role as intermediates to the synthesis of C3S, C2S 
etc. may be important, although not yet fully inves
tigated. Moreover, the presence of low-melting 
sulphates may lead to transient liquid formation even 
at the comparatively low temperatures encountered in 
the decarbonation zones.

During the final stages of clinkering, a melt 
phase develops which "has a vitally important role in 
the kinetics of the clinkering process. Micro
structural evidence obtained on simulate clinker 
batches suggests that the melt phase is very fluid 
and strongly wees the solid phases. Development of 
this liquid phase occurs over a rather narrow tem
perature range, if transitory premelting phenomena 
are ignored. The main melting, which results in 
formation of 15—20% of an oxide melt, occurs at 
comparatively high temperatures. Lea and Parker 
(1934) who studied phase equilibrium in the Ca0-Ai20a- 
Fe203-Si02 system determined that a eutectic occurred 
between C3S, C2S, C3A, ferrite and melt at 1338°C; 
its melt composition was given as 54.8 CaO, 22.7 
A£203, 16.5 Fe203 and 6.5 S102 (wt %), The phase 
equilibrium data are not.strictly applicable to 
clinker batches for two reasons. Firstly, the pre
sence of additional components, e.g. MgO, Na20, K20, 
TiOz, alter somewhat the position and temperature of 
melting; presumably the temperature is shifted to 
lower values. Secondly, when clinker batches 
commence melting, they are far from equilibrium and 
contain as yet much unreacted Si02, CaO, etc: C3S 
will not yet be present in substantial quantities. 
Thus melting occurs under metastable conditions. 
In general, metastable solid phase assemblages 
commence melting at lower temperatures than would 
obtain if stable phases were present. Thus both 
factors work in the same direction, shifting the 
temperature at which extensive melting occurs to 
less than 1338 C. The quantitative extent of the 



reduction in the temperature of initial fusion is 
not known, but is unlikely to be greeted than 20-40uC. 
Thus extensive melting can be expected to occur at 
or just above 1300°C.

Correspondingly, the composition of the liquid 
may also be subject to change, both on account of 
the metastable nature of the melting which affects 
the solubilities of the major components, but also 
on account of the solubility of minor components. 
These minor components do not necessarily dissolve 
entirely in the melt (indeed, some are probably 
inaccessible, being locked into undissolved solids) 
and there are no grounds, based on present evidence, 
to suppose that the liquid composition differs sub
stantially greatly Iran thatof teequiTibrium eutectic.

Once melt develops, with formation of a sub
stantial quantity of oxide liquid, material transport 
is facilitated. The melt phase dissolves material 
from phases which are unstable in the new conditions 
e.g. SiO2, CaO, and deposits transported species 
either on those phases which are stable, e.g. C2S 
or nucleates stable phases not hitherto present, 
e.g. C3S.

The inability of the clinker batch to develop 
much C3S in the solid state arises because C3S it
self is only stable at temperatures above 1250° - 
1275°C, and this lower limit below which C3S is 
unstable, fortuitously lies so close to the partial 
fusion temperature that the two happenings are 
practically coincident, in terms of the thermal 
regime imposed on the batch in the course of its 
passage through the kiln.

The dissolution of metastable phases is of 
course of crucial importance. Clinkers which 
contain substantial quantities of undigested raw 
materials are apt to be unsatisfactory. The mech
anisms of dissolution require to be examined. 
Fig. 1 shows three of the most important mechanisms 
involved in dissolution reactions. Fig. 1(a) 
shows a CaO grain dissolving in a clinker liquid 
which is undersaturated with respect to CaO but 
saturated with respect to C3S. The CaO-melt inter
face has, however, served as a site for preferential 
nucleation of CaS, which now forms a protective 
barrier around the CaO, thereby retarding further 
dissolution. Textures of this type are sometimes 
observed in clinker thin sections, where grains 
of CaO become isolated from contact with melt by 
inclusion in CsS. The remaining two cases are 
uncomplicated by the appearance of additional solid 
phases: the kinetic barrier in 1(b) is the rate at 
which material can diffuse away from the interface. 
This mechanism operates in the case of Si02 grains; 
adjacent to the interface, the SiO2 content of the 
melt rises locally, its viscosity increases and the 
grain becomes embedded in a sheath of melt having 
relatively poor transport properties. Thus trans
port through the liquid and removal of material from 
the dissolving grain becomes rate-determining. 
Fig. 1(c) illustrates another type of kinetic control 
which can operate. In this instance, the surface 
of the grain is kinetically inert, and becomes the 
barrier to dissolution. The dissolution of peri
clase, MgO, in clinker melts is an example. Although 
the melt phase is normally undersaturated in MgO, 
and the MgO grains may be quite small, their compara
tively unreactive surfaces inhibits dissolution in 
the course of typical cl inhering cycles. Much of 
the evidence concerning dissolution of reactants in 
clinkering is indirect, from mineralogical thin

INTERMEDIATE

OF DISSOLVING INERT
SPECIES INTERFACE

Fig. 1. Kinetic limitations to the dissolution of 
solid in melt, showing (left) solid barrier layer 
formation, (centre) sluggish diffusion in the melt 
and (right) surface control.

sections, and direct experimental verification is 
thus far lacking.

However, numerous empirical trials of clinker 
batches, as well as works experience, show that an 
upper limit of the grain size which can be digested 
can be established on a purely empirical basis, at 
least for CaO and Si02. These observations corre
late wel1 with theory.

Normal clinkering processes attain a sufficient
ly high temperature that the only phases coexisting 
stably with melt are C3S and C2S. The nucleation 
of C3S appears not to be difficult, although clinker 
microstructures reveal a range of C3S crystal sizes 
and habits. Well-burnt clinkers are characterized 
by relatively large C3S crystals having wel 1-develop
ed euhedral morphology. However, as noted, this 
is not invariably the case, and it would be interest
ing to have better-established the relationship 
berween clinker microstructure and the nucleation 
and subsequent growth conditions of C3S.

Since C3A and ferrite are not present at peak 
clinkering temperatures, they originate by crystalli
zation from the melt during clinker cooling. It is 
of course possible for the liquid phase present dur- 

.ing high temperature processing to be preserved as a 
glass. Indeed, the eutectic composition in the 
C-A-F-S system can be prepared in laboratory furnaces 
on a 10g scale and readily preserved to ambient in 
glassy form by quenching the melt in water. Thus 
the formation of potential C3A and ferrite could 
potentially be suppressed in clinkers in favour of 
glass. It is not conclusively proved that OPC 
clinkers do contain glass and since Bogue calcula
tions of the potential compound content general ly 
give reasonable agreement with the actual compound 
content, as determined by X-ray diffraction, glass 
must be absent or comparatively scarce. Neverthe
less there are cases where Bogue calculations differ 
significantly from observed phase contents. In 
this context it is important to note that more rapid 
cooling, or the presence of more glass stabilizers, 
or both, could rapidly alter the compound content, 
by preserving glass mainly at the expense of C3A and 
ferrite. Another important consequence of the 
cooling rate is that it must be sufficiently rapid 
to regard decomposition of C3S which, below 1250° 
± 25 C, tends to decompose to C2S and free lime.

This brief survey highlights some of the kinetK 
aspects of cement making and serves as an introduc
tion. These will be analized in more depth in 



subsequent sections, but it is essential that aspects 
of the kinetics, although treated separately, should 
be seen to be part of a continuous, integrated 
process.

3. THE THERMAL ACTIVATION CONCEPT
A salient feature of the cement burning process 

is the relationship between temperature,thermodynamic 
state and reactivity. Reactions can occur, in 
theory, both during rising and falling temperatures. 
However, the clinker tends to reflect the high tem
perature state, many reactions occurring more 
sluggishly on the falling temperature cycle than on 
the rising temperature cycle. These and other 
phenomena find more quantitative explanation in 
terms of the activation energy concept. In order 
for a reaction to proceed, it must have a favourable 
driving force, usually defined in terms of the 
Gibbs free energy, aG, the criterion of an energi- 
tically feasible reaction being that it has a 
negative free energy. However, a reaction may not 
proceed directly, but may proceed through an acti
vated state. Fig. 2 shows the concept applied to 
a comparatively simple case, in which atom migra
tion results in a phase change. The atom which 
moves is shown in shading to distinguish it from 
other atoms which, in the example, remain essenti
ally fixed. Atoms or ions must acquire sufficient 
energy to attain an activated state in which they 
can react, yielding a product having a lower free 
energy than the reactant. The exact nature of the 
activation barrier in atomistic terms is often not 
known, but we return to this point subsequently. 
One way in which the activation barrier may be 
overcome is by giving atoms, ions, etc. sufficient 
energy to overcome this barrier. At a fixed tem
perature, atoms or ions, even if all of the same 
kind,may vary in energy. This is the Boltzmann 
distribution, relating the energy spectrum of con
stituent particles to temperature. Given a system 
of N particles, in kinetics we are concerned by the 
number of such particles, N., having more than a 
specific energy, E-. Fron/the Boltzmann distri
bution 1

N, = exp (-Е5/кТ)

where Z is the distribution function, к the Boltz
mann constant and T the absolute temperature. If
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of activation energy showing 
it (top sequence) in terms of atom migration and 
(bottom sequence) in terms of energy changes. The 
overall difference between (i) and (ii) is the 
activation energy while the thermodynamic driving 
force is the difference between (i) and (iii) 

the critical energy in question is taken to be E 
the activation energy, it can be seen from the 
shape of the normal distribution curve that the 
number of particles having greater than the critical 
energy ticreases rapidly with temperature.

Further development of the Boltzmann relation
ship assumes many forms - a result which often but 
unnecessarily leads to concern over which is the 
'right' equation. All, however, contain a factor 
of the general form exp (-E /RT) where R is the gas 
constant. From this, a reaction rate constant, K, 
may be defined such that:

К = A exp (-E /RT)

Most kinetic treatments use these equations, either 
in the form given here or in some derivative form. 
It is seen that the number of particles which acquire 
sufficient energy to become activated, and initiate 
a reaction, increases rapidly with temperature.
Fig. 2 shows the activation for motion for a single 
ion or atom. This event might occur, for example, 
in a crystallographic phase transformation. Other 
events, such as transport to a surface and across an 
interface, clearly have a more complex activation 
energy which is the summation of a nunber of separate 
processes

Vlhilst it may not be possible to separate these 
terms, in practice one may be rate-limiting and 
hence determine the kinetics. If a reaction occurs 
at some equilibrium temperature, it may be necessary 
to achieve a substantial driving force in order for 
the reaction to proceed at a perceptible rate. 
J0ns (1980) has tabulated driving forces for the 
reaction:

Ca^SiOn + CaO = CagSiO^
Fig. 3 shows schematically the situation. Below 

the equilibrium temperature, T-, Ca2SiOi, and CaO are 
the more stable assemblage: above, Ca3SiO5 is the 
more stable. If, however, activation forces are 
examined at some increment лТ above and below Т„, 
the proportion of thermally activated species Lwill 
be greeted at TF + AT than at TF - AT, so the forward 
reaction, leading to C S formation, will tend to pro
ceed more rapidly than the back reaction leading to 
its decomposition. The practical consequences are 
that reactions leading to C3S formation occur rather 
more quickly at clinkering temperatures than in the 
reverse direction, so that C3S is not significantly 
decomposed during clinker cooling. The reaction 
leading to C3S formation does, however, have some 
other noteworthy features. The positive free energy 
of formation at low temperatures is low: aG = 0.32 
and 0.16 Kcal mol"1 at 1050°C and 1150°C respective
ly. However, even in its range of stability the 
driving force is small, only -0.16, -0.30 and -0.27 
kcal mol 1 at 1350°, 1450° and 1550oC respectively. 
The rather small driving force for Ca3S formation 
from C2S and CaO is a noteworthy feature of clinker
ing chemistry. As will be shown, the presence of 
a liquid phase is important to facilitate material 
transport.

4. KINETIC ROLE OF DEFECTS AND IMPURITY 
IN CEMENT MAKING

It has been known for many decades that the 
migration of atoms in solids, and hence their re
activity, is greatly enhanced by the presence of
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Fig. 3 Free energy changes for the reaction:CaO + 
SiOt, CagSiOs close to the equilibrium temperature, 
'e
defects. Simple atomic defects are readily charac
terized: atom sites normally occupied may be left 
vacant (so-called Schottky disorder: in ionic sub
stances, it may be necessary to have charge
equivalent numbers of cation and anion defects) 
and Frenkel defects, in which extra atoms or ions 
occupy interstial sites. In fact, these intrinsic 
defects are best observed in chemically very pure 
solids. Clinker minerals do not however fit this 
description, and most of the defects are chemically- 
induced: these and other related defects are termed 
extrinsic defects'. That is not to say that

Schottky and Frenkel defects are absent: they occur, 
but in numbers which are effectively chemically con
trolled. An example of a chemically induced 
defect is in the substitution of A«. in C3S; if the 
substitution occurs for Si, and in the absence of 
other charge-compensating mechanisms, it would be 
necessary to introduce 4At3 to balance SSi1**. Of 
course in practice other compensatory mechanisms 
do also exist, so the actual substitutions observed 
are a complex mixture of isomorphous crystallo- 
chemical substitutions as well as vacancies and 
interstitials. The exact balances have not been 
quantitatively characterized, but it is apparent 
that the number of extrinsic defects in a typical 
clinker mineral vastly exceeds the number of in
trinsic defects. Moreover, defects in the more 
general sense need not be confined to points i.e., 
individual lattice sites or paired vacancy inter
stitials. _ Real crystals of cement phases consist 
of a mosaic of slightly misoriented domains. 
Moreover, owing to the complex polymorphism of the 
C3S and C2S phases especially, they will have 
undergone a complete series of polymorphic trans
formations during cooling. This results in twinning, 
the creation of polytypes and the accumulation of 
lattice strain and misfit along domain boundaries 
arising in part from the progressi.ve lowering of 
crystal symmetry and lattice misfit which accom
panies these events. Groves and colleagues ( 1984) 
have recently contributed to crystallographic 
studies of the polytypism of real C3S crystals. 
Although these studies disclose the finer details of 
the crystal structure, they do not enable the number 
and type of defects to be calculated nor can their 
effect on the thermodynamic properties be determined. 
However, another approach to defect characterization 
has been taken which allows the number of defects to 
be integrated over a bulk sample. This method 
utilizes the principle that the defect content is, 
in part, metastable at low temperature and can be 
discharged by low-temperature annealing.

In the course of discharging these defects, 
many of which serve as electron traps, both 

thermoluminescence and phosphorescence can be 
observed- Сз5, for example, has a thermolumines
cence peak at -118 C and the rate law for the 
decay of the subsequent phosphorescence was deter
mined. Theoretical interpretations have enabled 
the electron depths to be determined, giving 
insight into the nature at least of the photo- 
optically-active centres: Descamps (1974) and 
Firens and Tirlocq (1980). They correlate defect 
content with reactivity: Maycock, et al. (1974) 
have also given an account of the role of lattice 
defects in controlling reactivity.

It therefore appears that the existence of 
defects in clinker minerals has been established. 
Crystallographic defects appear to predominate,main
ly extended defects and point defects controlled 
by chemical,substitution. We are, however, some 
way from being able to quantify the absolute number 
of defects and to control this type and character.

5. DECOMPOSITION REACTIONS
Broadly, decomposition reactions in cement 

systems can be classified into one of several types. 
Table 1 shows classification. The early stages of 
clinkering are associated with events such as the 
decomposition of calcite and clay minerals, etc. 
These_kinetics have been extensively investigated 
especially in connection with ceramic processes.
. The decomposition of calcite, CaC03, is an 
important step in clinkering. In suspension pre
heaters, grains of calcite are essentially in 
contact with only a gas stream. Under these 
conditions, the physico-chemical conditions 
leading to calcite decomposition can be specified 
in terms of temperature and ambient C02 pressure, 
but the kinetics are still rather complex. Fig.4,5
shows in superposition the equilibrium P-T curve 
and observed rate data. As the С02 pressure rises 
the minimum temperature necessary to initiate 
dissociation increases. Once, however, this

-101---- L--------- 1---------- 1 L,
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T(K)
Fig. 4.,Free energy changes in the system CaO-CO2.
The solid line gives aG values, while the correspond
ing dashed lines indicate equilibrium CD2 pressures 
(dotted line, P^g^infree air) in atmospheres.



Fig. 5. The decomposition rate shown for succes
sive isotherms. Decomposition can only occur 
within the limited range of pressure temperature 
conditions as defined in Fig. 4. However, within 
these favourable regimes, the rate is still depen
dent on many factors (see text). In the region 
for which data are shown, the reaction proceeds 
such that the kinetics are formally first-order.

decomposition threshold is exceeded it is necessary 
to consider three factors in order to analize the 
reaction kinetics. These factors are (i) pro
cesses leading to the initiation of reaction, 
generally termed 'nucleation1, (ii) the reaction 
mechanism of the main (bulk) stage of decomposition 
and (ill) the energetics and geometry of reaction, 
including heat flow and mass balance as well as 
surface area and particle size. Fig. 6a shows 
the initial stage of reaction. Nucleation of the 
solid product of decomposition, CaO, is accom
plished by loss of C02. Since this occurs at the 
surface, a product layer is quickly established; 
although nucleation may occur at selected sites, 
it spreads rapidly. Electron micrographs disclose 
that the product is adherent but, on account of the 
large density difference between solid product 
(CaO) and its substrate consisting of unreacted 
CaC03, the product layer is microporous. The 
kinetics now become controlled by other factors. 
Firstly, the decomposition is endothermic, so heat 
must be supplied to make the reaction proceed;
6H298° 1S kcal mol"r and remains large at all 
temperatures, so energy input exerts an important 
control over kinetics. Secondly, reaction must 
occur through a thickening skin of product. Fig. 6b 
shows the situation. The material and thermal 
balance now affects the rate markedly: the C02 
flux through the product layer experiences a pressure 
drop, while the thermal flux ensures also that a 
temperature gradient occurs. Kingery et al (1976) 
summarizes these balances. The net effect resulting 
from a thickening product layer is somewhat dependent 
on temperature: at low temperatures, the kinetics 
are strongly dependent on geometric surface area, 
and hence particle size and packing. Increasing 
surface area favoursdecomposition while dense 
powder packings inhibit decomposition by decreasing 
the effective surface area as well as impeding 
diffusion of C02. Suspension preheaters favour 
open packings, whereas kiln decomposition occurs 
partly in packed beds of material, partly in partic
les being tumbled through a vapour stream. But at

(a)

Fig. 6. Showing spatial arrangement of product on 
decomposing CaC03 particle at (left) the initial 
nucleation stage and (right) a shell of undecomposed 
CaC03 surrounded by CaO.

higher temperatures, such that the absolute rate of 
decomposition is more rapid, heat transfer tends to 
dominate. Not surprisingly, therefore, kinetics 
studies undertaken by various investigations, differ 
somewhat in their conclusions, depending on the 
range of conditions studied. However, experiments 
on loose powders usually show that the kinetics are 
first order, i ,e. , for cylindrical particles of 
initial radius r , ci the fraction decomposed in 
some time t is g¥ven by a relation having the form 

(l-a)= = l-kt/r0

where к is the activation energy: a graph of 1-a 
vs time t produces a straight line relationship for 
a particular temperature. These conclusions have 
been verified and expanded for a range of cement
making raw materials. Among the more recent 
studies are those of Rudolph (1979) who examined 
process data for vibratory furnace decomposition of 
CaC03. The kinetics were also studied by Mueller, 
et al (1977) who obtained good agreement with pre
viously published data. Parallel studies by 
Fredericks (1979) and Drozdetskaya and Gropyanov 
(1977) reached similar conclusions. The data were 
applied to large-scale reactors by Biernacki and 
Kowalski (1981). General analyses of the data 
relevant to clinkering have also been made by 
Mueller, et al (1979) and Rao and Cutler (1975). 
This latter study also included an analysis of the 
role of coal ash in promoting decomposition while 
Veruto, et al. (1984) examined the surface area of 
the product and the catalytic role of C02. The 
kinetics are of course influenced by the presence of 
impurity, and important studies in this area have 
been undertaken by Talaker, et al (1982) who examined 
the effect of Ca (as Ca(N03)2), Ая3(Р01,)6 and CaF2; 
calcium nitrate was found to be a powerful acceler
ator while aluminium phosphate was a retarder.
CaF2, on the other hand, behaved as an accelerator 
at low temperatures, but retarded at high tempera
tures. Shearer, et al (1980) studied the effect of 
NaCt on the decomposition. Even trace amounts of 
NaCt, insufficient to wet the grains significantly 
affected the decomposition. Moreover melt tempera
tures were depressed to as low as 690°C because CaC03 
CaO and NaCn have a significantly lower melting point 
than NaCt alone (801°C). In the presence of 2 wt.% 
NaCt, sintering of CaO was accelerated and pore 
sizes grew to 1.5-3.0 ym, contrasted with 0.01-0.02ym 
in pure limestone (90-99% Ca^Oj batches also sintered 
for Ih at 850°C in a N2/O2/CO2 atmosphere.



TABLE 1
DECOMPOSITION REACTIONS INVOLVING A VOLATILE PHASE

Reaction: 
Example

СаСОз CaO + CO2

CaSOn • 2H20 * 
CaSOt,

melt
CaCOg CaO + СО2 

impurity

kaolin
At2Si205 (OH)ц -> 
"metakaolin"1 + H20

Features Comments

One step reaction: sol id 1 -* 
solid 2 + gas. Decomposition 
initiated at surface.

As above, but decomposition 
occurs in stages. Two 
intermediate products, a and 
В hemihydrate possible.

Kinetics approximate to first 
order. Rate limiting factor 
varies with temperature and 
absolute rate of decomposition.

Kinetics approximate to 2nd 
order but complicated by 
retention of water in pore 
structure.

Liquid phase film provides 
complex interface.

Bu£k diffusion of H species 
(HL, OH ) rate controlling: 
structure of metakaolin is 
topotacttc after kaolin 
percursor.

Apt significantly to affect 
rate of decomposition.

Metastable but persistent 
intermediate phase obtained 
before final decomposition to 
mullite and silica.

The kinetics of other decomposition reactions 
have been studied on account of their technical 
importance, and are found to differ significantly 
from CaCOg,whereas the CaC03 decomposition occurred 
in a single stage, other examples are known in 
which decomposition occurs with formation of inter
mediate solid products. For example, CaSO^ • 2H20 
decomposes in stages, yielding the so called hemi
hydrate, ideally CaSO^ • |H20, before decomposing 
first to CaSOu and eventually to CaO + S02 + 02. 
The hemihydrate intermediate occurs in two modifi
cations, the so-called a and ß forms. They havenot 
always been accepted as distinct polymorphs, but do 
appear to differ sufficiently to warrant a distinc
tion on kinetic grounds. The « and ß hemihydrate 
inherit a pore structure which is conditioned in 
part by the crystal structure of the percursor 
gypsum, but the extent to which recrystallization 
occurs appears to depend partly on the rate of 
water removal, chemical purity of the parent, etc. 
For example, during subsequent removal of water, 
the a phase dehydrates sharply over a narrow range 
of temperatures where ß loses the last I/b of its 
water over a wide range of temperatures. Ball and 
Norwood (1977, 1978) attributed these differences to 
the smaller pores in ß which, it was suggested, 
trapped liquid water. The retention of water to 
relatively high temperatures is not, however, be
lieved to reflect on the stoichiometry of the 
material. The final stage of thermal decomposi
tion, marked by the reaction of CaSOL >CaO + S02 + 02, 
has been studied recently by Hanic, et al (1985). 
They distinguished two kinetic conditions: one, 
which obtained below the CaO + CaSOb eutectic at 
1638K, the other at higher temperatures such that 
partial melting occurred. Below 1638K, the decom
position was found to obey second-order kinetics of 
the type G(a) = l/(l-a) -1 where a = the fraction 
decomposed, whereas above the eutectic, the kinetics 
were controlled by a phase boundary reaction in 
which an interface moves at^a constant velocity 
inward, with G(a) = l-(l-a)s. The distinction 
berween solid state and liquid-phase reactions is 
of considerable importance and has enabled the 

authors to show that E , the activation energy, 
decreased from 622 ±7ka mol 1 in the solid state 
to only 373 ±4kJ mol 1in the presence of liquid. 
A vast literature exists on the effect of impurities 
supposedly to catalize СаЗОц decomposition. It is 
impossible to assess, in modern terms, the worth 
of these studies. Undoubtedly many of the re
actions described occurred under conditions such 
that partial melting occurred while in others, 
decomposition occurred simultaneously with solid 
state reaction, as with SiO2 to form C2S.

The decompositions of clays, e.g. kaolin, have 
also been extensively studied. Kaolin is an inter
esting example of a special type of decomposition 
because the decomposition proceeds topotactically, 
i.e. with preservation of structure. Water is lost 
in the course of reaction but the oxygens and many 
of the cations present in kaolin remain on essen
tially the same positions throughout;this structural 
control has a profound influence on the kinetics and 
mechanism of the decomposition, as well as on the 
structure of the solid decomposition product. The 
kinetics are controlled essentially by diffusion of 
OH ions in the bulk rather than by surface reaction.

Decomposition reactions thus reveals a wide 
range of reaction types. Table 1 summarizes these 
with respect to reactions,all of which are character
ized by evolution of a volatile phase. Even in 
the absence of complicating factors, e.g. reactions 
with other phases, the reactions are of sufficient 
complexity =5 to require application not only of 
formal kinetic treatments to the data, but also 
application of other structure sensitive techniques, 
e.g. X-ray and electron diffraction and microscopy. 
Given the complex nature of some of the decomposi
tions, and the effect of impurity in clinker batches, 
it is easy to appreciate that the regime of steadily 
rising temperatures encountered by material in the 
kiln leads to a complex series of reactions. 
Moreover, with rising temperature, the minerals in 
the raw meal cease to behave as an isolated system 
of individual particles but instead begin to react 
with each other. Where reaction occurs with 



elimination of a volatile (СОг, S02, H20 etc.) 
concomitant chemical reaction may not only be affec
ted by the rate at which reactants are formed 
from percursors, but the very existence of the re
action may affect the decomposition rates.

6. CLINKER MINERAL FORMATION

6.1. The Industrial Perspective
The study of burning reactions in the cement 

kiln is largely qualitative on account of the 
great chemical complexity and physical inhomo
geneity of the raw materials. However, more 
quantitative studies have been made on model systems 
- chemically simplified, but containing many of the 
components of real clinker batches. Much valuable 
information has been obtained from this type of study.

The general question of reactivity of industrial 
clinkers has been examined on account of its great 
importance to industrial practice. This aspect 
has been reviewed at previous Congresses, but sub
sequent to Paris, important reviews have been made. 
The calcination behaviour of batches has been 
studied by Küpper and Tiggeobacumber (1983) using a 
new laboratory apparatus. The evaluation of the 
reactivity and tiirnability has been advanced by 
Chromy (1985) and Ludwig and Ruchkensteiner (1973) 
(1976) who showed that increasing the rate of heating 
of the raw meal above the decomposition temperature 
required to achieve reaction at the maximum sinter
ing temperature was reduced by as much as 40%. Other 
studies, notably those of Fundal (1979, 1981) have 
enabled mathematical expressions for the burnability 
to be formulated. The information required includ
es the lime saturation factor, silica modulus and- 
the fractions of acid insoluble quartz > 44 цт and 
of calcite > 125 pm. These grain sizes seem to 
correspond to the maximum grain size which can be 
effectively assimilated in the course of a typical 
clinkering cycle. Although the sizes were fixed 
largely on the basis of reaction in model systems, 
plant trials show that these limits are applicable 
to typical burning schedules. The continuing impor
tance of grinding as an aid to enhancing batch 
reactivity was also quantified by Mosikas, et al 
(1981). The general concept of 'burnability1 has 
also been addressed by Humpola (1981), Krachner 
(1985) and Teoreanu, et al (1985) and by Ludwig 
(1981). Special aspects of the burning process 
have also been investigated; Gouda (1979) examined 
the relationships between clinker composition and 
grindability, while the effect of fuel source on 
batch reactivity was addressed by Vogel (1983) and 
tyWaechtler, et al (1984). Sulphate, present in 
fuel and raw materials, apparently influences 
greatly the rate of calcium silicate formation. 
This aspect was studied by Lim and Park (1983, 
1984a, b). The microstructural aspects of clinker
ing have also been related to composition and burn
ing history in a series of papers by Chatterjee 
(1979a, 1979b) Sarkar (1979) and Chatterjee, et al. 
(1980).

The kinetics of reaction have also been studied 
from a more theoretical standpoint by Mchedlov- 
Petrosyan et al (1978) and by Chatterjee et al (1980). 
The importance of minor components, and of low- 
temperature batch reactions leading to the develop
ment of phases intermediate between the starting 
materials and the high-temperature clinker minerals, 
are emphasized.

The formation of intermediate phases in 
cement kilns has long been known from a study of 
kiln coatings but many of the phases found occurring 
e.g. spurrite, a calcium silicate carbonate, have 
been assumed to be oddities. However, it appears 
that under some conditions they may represent an 
alternative pathway to the formation of clinker 
minerals. Spurrite, (to give one example) is 
actually somewhat more stable at high temperatures 
with respect to dissociation than is calcite. 
Mchedlov-Petrosyan et al (1975) has also emphasized 
the role of thermodynamic metastability and meta
stable reaction sequences in controlling overall 
batch reactivity. The effect of furnace atmos
phere on reaction kinetics has also been analized 
by Sylla (1981); reductive burning lowers potential 
ferrite, but also increases the content and reacti
vity of C3A. Mackenzie and Aldridge (1980) have 
also analized the effect of reducing atmospheres: 
the differences are partly kinetic and partly due 
to a shift in equilibrium. The distribution of 
reactants in clinker batches reflects the statist
ics of mixing in inhomogeneous particulate systems, 
and the influence of inhomogeneity on kinetics, as 
reflected by mix burnability and nodule formation, 
has been analized by Petersen, et al (1979).

6.2. Reactions between Selected Solid Components
Studies of the reactions between selected com

ponents of clinker batches have contributed to 
understanding the reaction kinetics. Vie first note 
that kinetic studies cannot be extended over too 
wide a range of temperatures without a fundamental 
change occurring in the nature of the reaction 
mechanism. For example, Gelinge, et al (1977) 
studied reactions leading to C3A formation from 
Ca0-A£203 mixtures using pure.reactants as ca 20 pm 
grains. The reactants were in a DTA apparatus. 
At 1300°C, some reaction forming CA and C12A7 occur
red, but above 1355°C, metastable melting occurred 
resulting in rapid transfer of material through the 
melt and recrystallization of C12A7. This C12A7, 
persisted only up to 1375 C forming C3A by reaction 
of the melt with CaO and C12A7. Formation of C3A 
in the solid state has a relatively high activation 
energy, and is a comparatively slow process relative 
to C12A7 formation. The formation kinetics of C3A 
have been studied by Mackenzie and Bonerjee (1978) 
and in the presence of Si02 as an additional com
ponent by Chow and Burnet (1981a, 1981b). The 
formational kinetics of the monocalcium aluminate 
have also been studied by Singh and All (1980). 
Tetracalciumalumino ferrite has also been synthesi
zed by solid state reaction, and its formation 
kinetics have been determined by Mackenzie and 
Alasti (1978).

Reaction kinetics leading to the formation of 
C2S and C3S have extensively studied by Shrader and 
Kenhe (1973): calcium aluminates were included, 
by Ludwig and Wolter (1977) and Odler and Doerr . 
(1977). In the latter study, fine grained chemi
cally pure reactants were heated isothermally at 
temperatures in the range 1370 C and 1520 The 
velocity of formation was very slow at 1370 C but 
much more rapid, and relatively comparable at tem
peratures between 1420 and 1520 C. They tenta
tively concluded that the reaction rate could not 
be expressed in terms of a particular order of 
reaction, or that any simple interpretation could be 
placed on the kinetic data. They supposed that 



the greaj enhancement of reactivity between 1370° 
and 1420 C arose from the greater reactivity be
tween a Ca2SiOi,, relative to a'Ca2Si0b which would 
be present at 137O°C, and that the sharp retarda
tion with increasing time arose from the formation 
at high temperatures of diffusional barriers, pre
sumably of C3S product. After reaction had slowed, 
the batch was reground and refired. This led to a 
fresh burst of reactivity, which arose as a conse
quence of disrupting the barrier layer.

The effect of atmosphere on the reaction has 
also been investigated by Svetik, et al 11982). 
Their investigation was in the range 700 -100СГС, 
so the product of reaction in CaO-SiO2 mixtures 
was C2S and to a lesser extent CS and C3S2. Reduc
ing atmospheres, generated from mixed CO2/H2, 
accelerated the reaction. This was attributed to 
water vapour rather than the presence of reducing 
components, e.g. CO, H2. Barrier layer formation 
occurred which retarded reaction rate. Water 
vapour is of course known to have an appreciable 
effect on formation of "C12A7". It is well
established that at temperatures below 10506C, 
appreciable water can be accommodated. However, 
the status of Ci2A7 as an anhydrous compound in the 
Ca0-At203 system is questionable. There seems no 
doubt that the presence of water vapour acts as a 
powerful agent to promote its formation, even at 
1300 C. The role of the water, whether kinetic or 
structural both,is not known with certainty.

In an interesting study, Mackenzie and Hadipour 
(1978) determined the effect of DC voltages on 
reaction kinetics in the range 950°-1150öC. Elec
trolysis, particularly at higher applied potential, 
markedly affects the amount of phases formed. This 
was explained in terms of the thermal diffusivities 
and electrical mobility of the ions,the oxygen 
packing of the matrices through which diffusion 
occurs and the orientation relative to the applied 
field of the reactant grains.

6.3. Reactions in the Presence of a Liquid Phase
Studies performed on selected components of 

cement batches as well as on raw meals show that 
calcium aluminate- ferrites and to a lesser extent, 
silicates can form by solid state reaction. 
However formation of alite, while possible in the 
solid state, will be proceeded or accompanied by 
extensive melt formation in commercial kiln feeds. 
Thus one of the most important steps in the kiln 
process, development of C3S (the term as used here 
embraces alite),is accomplished by sintering in 
the presence of a reactive liquid. The liquid 
phase .is reactive in the sense that it wets grains, 
has good transport properties, is capable of dis
solving in substantial amounts all major and minor 
components of clinker batches and, moreover, is 
present in sufficient quantities not only to bridge 
adjacent grains but also to facilitate material 
transport over longer distances. This ability to 
facilitate long-range transport also enables stati
stical fluctuation in the local composition of the 
clinker feed to be averaged out, with the result 
that the final clinkered product is texturally 
and mineralogically homogeneous.

During the cl inhering process, grain growth 
also occurs. Initially, when the feed is essen
tially solid, grains grow by solid state diffusion. 
Generally, the driving force for recrystal 1ization 
and hence the rate of grain growth, is inversely 

proportional to grain size such that if r is the 
radius at time zero, the growth at some t'fme is 
given by

r-ro = (2k)5(t)^ 

where к is a constant of the particular system. 
In relatively pure single-phase materials, when r is 
plotted vs log t, a straight line is obtained whose 
slope is 0.5. However, impure ceramic materials 
frequently exhibit phase formation at the surface, 
so that slopes less than 0.5, ranging as low as 
0.1 are frequently obtained. Little work seems 
to have been done on cement clinkers, but it would 
appear that grain growth is minimized by fairly , 
rapid heating, so that t is small, (ii) formation 
of intermediate phases, e.g. Ca2SiOn barrier layer 
between CaO and Si02; which slows grain growth, 
(iii) premelting, which produces small amounts of 
liquid which inhibit solid-phase grain growth. 
Much energy is expended in grinding the raw 
materials, so grain growth especially of CaO is 
clearly an important but undesirable phenomenon

Grain growth can also occur by vapour-phase 
transport. But it would appear that the vapour 
pressure of clinker constituents is too low to 
make this an effective means of transporting 
silicate components. Matsumoto and Sata (1981) 
examined volatilization of C3S in the range up to 
1749 C (in air) and 1900 C (in vacuo). Although 
incongruent volatilization occurred, leaving CazSiO,,, 
t e rate at which it occurred was slight except at 
the highest temperatures, well above those normally 
encountered in cl inhering.

The process of densification of the clinker 
also proceeds by sintering. It is commonly 
assumed that densification is associated with 
grain growth. Indeed, while the two processes 
often nroceed simultaneously, there is not necess
arily any connection. The first stages of densi
fication of the clinker are probably aided by 
condensation of thin films of alkali sulphates, 
etc., on surfaces occurring at temperatures such 
that the condensate is liquid; this causes the 
the grains to stick and be drawn together by 
capillary forces. The hot consolidation of grains 
is also assisted by the mechanical compaction 
arising from the rotatory motion of the kiln. 
However, low temperature liquid formation may well 
be a transient phenomenon, the liquid disappearing 
by evaporation of some of its constituents.

Once a silicate liquid develops, wetting of 
grains can occur on a large scale. It is charac
teristic of clinker batches that this liquid 
content remains close to zero until some critical 
temperature is attained, following which the 
proportion of liquid increases rapidly as heat is 
added over a short temperature range, following 
which interval the amount of liquid remains rela
tively insensitive to changing temperature. The 
critical range of temperatures, over which much 
(ca 20%) liquid develops is probably in the range 
1300-1340°C. The wetting relationships are a 
complex relationship between competing reactions: 
grains of solid may react with each other, as well 
as with liquid. Although of considerable impor
tance to the clinkering process, relatively little 
systematic study has been made. In general, the 
situation is as shown in Fig. 7. The microstruc
ture can be quantified in terms of the dihedral 
angles 0, between melt and sol id and between two



Fig. 7. Interfacial relationships between,1iquid
sol id contacts in a two phase system: т is the 
surface tension, S = solid, L = liquid.

solids. The numerical value of the p is a func
tion of the interfacial energy, y, between two 
phases, YgL 15 tlie interfacial energy between 
a solid-liquid pair; such that

0 1 cos^ =
YSS

ySL

We can distinguish several cases, depending on the 
value of 0. In cement clinkering, the important 
cases are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Wetting of Solids by Melt
ySL^ySS Consequences

<1.0 0 > 120°: second phase forms
isolated pockets.

between 1. and V's" 0 between 60° and 120°: some 
liquid penetration along 
boundaries.

between 'fT and 2 0 less than 60°: extensive 
wetting.

>2.0 0 = 0: solid grains isolated

These wetting relationships are crucial to the 
ability of the liquid to transport material. In 
Fig. 7' the value of 0 is fairly high, whereas in a 
real clinker it is lower. The consequences of 
this are shown in Fig. 8 which depicts an 
idealized clinker microstructure in which 0 for 
C3S-L pairs are sufficiently low that the C3S 
grains are completely wetted by liquid but 0 for 
C2S-L pairs is much higher, ca 90 , so incomplete 
wetting occurs at C2S-L boundaries. Of course 
this stage is achieved only towards the end,of the 
clinkering process when a textural equilibrium , 
obtains. Nevertheless, a microstructure shown is 
generally favourable to densification and nearly 
maximizes the ability of the liquid to transport 
material. The physics of this densification may 
be treated as follows. If two particles are 
initially in contact, a negative pressure is devel
oped at the small negative radius of curvature, p, 
compared with the free surface of the particles. 
This results in a spontaneous viscous flow of 
material into the neck regions. The initial, 
rate of neck growth is given byKingery ( 1976) as

Fig. 8. Idealized clinker microstructure of C3S and 
C2S crystals in liquid.

where the various geometric parameters are designated 
in Fig. 9; у is the surface tension, n the viscos
ity and p the negative radius of curvature. The 
increase of contact diameter is only proportional , 
to V , which explains why the initial rate of densi
fication is so much more rapid than the latter 
stages. Thus, given the comparatively brief 
sintering period employed in clinkering, many pores 
persist,especially in the large size range. The 
smaller pores are reshaped by surface tension and 
material transport, but the larger pores which depend 
mainly on viscous flow if they are to shrink, remain 
relatively unaffected. Indeed, it is fortunate 
that this should be the case, because their presence 
greatly facilitates subsequent grinding of the 
clinker: the larger pores act as flaws, fracture 
being preferentially initiated between adjacent 
large pores, and propagated through the solid.

Fig. 8 shows schematically differing morpholo
gies for C3S and C2S crystals. Cement clinkers vary 
widely in mean crystal size of the solid phases 
which are stable at clinkering temperatures, as well 
as in their morphologies. Nevertheless, micro
scopists will recognize that a characteristic 
texture occurs in well-proportioned and well-burnt 
clinkers. This texture is characterized by having 
relatively large and well-formed i.e., faceted, C3S 
crystals and less well-formed, rounded crystals of 
C2S. This texture arises from a variety of

Fig. 9. Contraction of grains resulting from sinter
ing. The grain overlap is aY, producing solid
solid contacts, which are available for material 
transport, along x. The grain radius is r:ais a 
pore,either empty or 1iquid-fi1 led.



circumstances. First, sufficient liquid must be 
present, and the liquid have sufficient wetting 
power, to achieve this texture. Secondly, growth 
conditions must permit larger crystals to develop 
at the expense of smaller. But the development 
of faceted, rather than rounded morphologies, 
arises from the difference in energy between 
various faces of the crystals. These facets are 
planes which have rational Miller indices, but 
vary depending on spatial orientation in surface 
energy, y. In practice, the function which the 
crystal strives to minimize is given by

y = I,- A1- Yi
where A. and y. are the area and specific surface 
energy Of a pläne with indices (i). In practice, 
the energy driving transport of material from one 
face to another is comparatively small and the 
crystal shape is more apt to be determined by rates 
of growth of different crystal faces, rather than 
their specific surface energies. The fastest- 
growing faces tend to grow themselves out of exis
tence leaving behind the slowest-growing faces 
which ultimately dominate the morphology. The C2S 
crystals, with their characteristic rounded mor
phology, probably reflect growth occurring mainly 
in the solid state, where material transport is 
comparatively slow and the impingement of other 
grains impedes the development of an equilibrium 
morphology. Thus the texture of a cement clinker 
reflects the kinetic controls exerted during the 
firing process, C2S crystals having typically grown 
by solid state reaction while the better faceted 
C3S crystals reflect growth in the presence of a 
reactive liquid phase. Variants of the texture 
described can, of course, occur but while micro
scopists have frequently noted these, they have 
not generally been interpreted on a kinetic basis 
except for certain obvious features, such as the 
metastable persistence of CaO clusters in the 
vicinity of former large fragments of calcite, or 
of undissolved periclase (MgO) on the site of 
former dolomite grains.

The transport properties of the melt phase are 
of considerable importance, and have been studied 
by a number of workers. Diffusion profiles were 
determined, using a Pt marker to define the original 
interface, by Kondo and Choi (1968) and Heilmann 
(1960). Both workers were interested in deter
mining the role of coal ash, and used crucibles 
fashioned from clinker to contain ash. At 1500°C 
the ash was fully molten, but the contact between 
clinker and melt was marked by consecutive zones 
rich in CgS (closest to the clinker crucible) and 
in C2S. These studies reveal essentially that 
diffusion proceeds as would be expected from the 
Са0-Аг20з-5102 phase diagram; if the compositions 
of the two phases (ash and clinker) are superimposed 
on the appropriate isothermal section, and the 
disposition of the tie line connecting the two 
compositions with respect to the phase regions 
which it traverses, enables theohase zonation to be 
predicted. The phase diagram cannot of course 
predict the relative prominence of the zones, as 
judged by their thicknesses; this can only be 
determined by experiments of the type which have 
been undertaken, for example by Christensen and 
Simonsen (1970) who made use ofan isothermal section 
technique. Fig. W.shows a portion of this iso
therm. The clinker composition lies at point Cl, 
while the ash composition lies at A2. The tie line

Fig. 10. Part of an isothermal section of the system 
Ca0-As.203-Si02 at 1500 C. The dashed lines-show 
liquidus phase equilibria. In the example, an ash 
whose composition lies at A2 is reacting with a 
clinker at Cl. A tie line is shown and the course 
of the reaction explained in the text.

connecting the two passes through successive zones 
of (i) C3S, CaO and liquid the latter having the 
composition corresponding to M , (ii) C3S and 
liquid the latter varying between M and M,, (iii) 
C3S, C2S and liquid which composition lies at point 

anc* varying between M. and M
(m , M ...mark successive tie lines) until at M 6 
the local composition is completely molten. c 
Interestingly, as C2S develops in region (ID) upon 
adding more Si02 as ash, and as the liquid composi
tion changes progressively from oartial
freezing occurs: the added "fluxes" actSally serve 
to decrease the amount of liquid present over this 
composition range. The phase diagram can thus be 
used to predict the zonation occurring in diffusion 
couples.

The interfaces between zones do not of course 
remain stationary but undergo spatial shifts as 
diffusion proceeds. It is therefore necessary to 
add to the diffusion equations in order to develop 
a dynamic model. Fick's equations,as well as a 
moving boundary condition and a 'tortuosity factor1 
to allow for the existence of lengthened diffusion 
paths around crystalline grains, it being assumed 
that diffusion rates through the crystals were 
negligible compared to those through the melt, have 
been incorporated. The necessary equations, while 
rather cumbersome, appear to give a good fit between 
experimental data and observation and represent the 
most comprehensive model developed especially for 
clinkering reactions.

_ Studies aimed at correlating kinetic and phase 
equilibria have also been developed by Christansen 
and Jepsen (1971) who made diffusion couples of 
'sandwiches' composed of discs of selected reactants. 
These were heated isothermally at temperatures such 
that a liquid developed. The layer thickness of 
the intermediate, partially^melted zone was found 
to increase linearly with t2. An apparent diffu
sion coefficient, for the diffusion of the CaO 
component through the liquid, D, = 4.37 x 10"7cm2s~1 
was calculated. This value is termed 'apparent' 



because the liquid phase composition varies across 
the interface, hence D could only be a mean value.

One important measure of the kinetics of reac
tion is the rate at which CaO particles can be dis
solved in melt. The liquid phase developed during 
firing is of course normally undersaturated with 
respect to the maximum solubility of CaO which can 
be obtained at saturation so a driving force should 
be available for its dissolution. The problem has 
been addressed by Johansen and Jepsen(1978) and 
Christensen (1981).

The rate of alite formation in clinker sand
wiches was determined by Christensen, Jepsenand 
Johansen (1978). The sandwich construction imposed 
by the geometry ensured that transport occurred 
bidirectionally, across the interface. After a 
period of isothermal annealing, the sandwich was 
sectioned to determine the rate of alite growth. 
The width of the alite layer, x, was found to 
increase with reaction time according to the 
relation. .

к = к1 t
The value of k1 was fixed by the parameters of the 
reacting system; it was increased by increasing 
melt content, by increasing temperature, and by 
substitution of Fe203 for At203. The effect of 
increasing temperature is two-fold; it increases 
somewhat the amount of melt and also lowers its , 
viscosity and increases its wetting power. Substi
tution of Fe203for Ah203 presumably also contributes 
to lowering viscosity and surface tension. It has 
been suggested that small amounts of MgO are bene
ficial in clinkering, but substitution of MgO up to 
saturation did not have an appreciable effect on k. 
In these experiments, lime particles of known size 
were mixed with a -pre-reacted synthetic clinker 
batch which had the composition 67CaO, 6A£203 and 
27SiO2 (wt.%). The mixture was pressed into 
cylinders and fired at 1500°C for different times: 
the amount of CaO added was such that the liquid 
was undei—saturated. After annealing, the samples 
were quenched and analized for free CaO content.
Its rate of disappearance in terms of x, the 
fraction reacted, as a function of time was found 
to be expressed in the equation:

(l+fx) /з - 2/3X=l-[(2aßDAC)d1]t/r^ 

where D is the effective binary diffusion co-effic- 
ient of 'CaO' in the melt, дС the concentration 
difference of CaO across the reaction layer, a the 
volume fraction of liquid in the interfacial layer, 
dj the density of CaO,t the time and В a complex 
constant related to the composition and porosity of 
tiie material. The physical significance of the 
quantities is worth examining: the rate of disapp
earance of CaO is proportional to Vry where r0 is 
the original radius of the particles: hence the 
importance of particle size reduction. The amount 
of liquid in clinker probably cannot be greatly 
increased in practice nor can the value of ДС which, 
together with a is effectively fixed by the nature 
of the phase equilibria, as expressed by the phase 
diagram. Calculations made using representative 
values for а, в and ДС gave a value for t/r0 of 
'■2600 min mm"2 which, for a burning time of 
20 minutes, corresponds to a maximum size for 
dissolution of 90цт. CaO grains '-90;im would be 
furnished by CaC03 grains -vl20um, and this upper 

limit to the size of CaO grains which can be assimi
lated agrees with empirical observations. These 
concepts have continued to be developed in studies 
of the application of phase diagrams to industrial 
clinker formation by Johansen (1979) and Petersen 
(1983), who determined the course of isothermal 
sintering studies and interperted the kinetics of 
reaction, and by Odler and Abdul-Maula (1930a). 
as a prelude to determining the role of mineralizers. 
The importance of CaO clustering in the isothermal 
burning stage was also revealed in the kinetic 
clinkering studies of Chromy (1982) and Chromy and 
Hrabe (1982) and other kinetic considerations, as 
elucidated by Teoren-- and Dulamescu (1981).

6.4. Role of Fluxes and Mineralizers.
Many of these studies just described were made 

on chemically simplified systems. Data have also 
been accumulated in the role of other components. 
These may be regarded as either fluxes of mineral
izers, or both. Fluxes assist reaction without 
altering the basic stability of the calcium silicats, 
etc. whereas mineralizers enter into solid solution 
in the clinker phase thereby altering significantly 
the thermodynamic stability of the solids. Mineral
izers may also act as fluxes by virtue of their 
partition between solid and liquid phases. Fluxes 
and mineralizers are reviewed elsewhere, so we con
fine ourselves to citing specifically studies in 
which the kinetic effects are included. Odler and 
Abdul-Maula (1980b) have analized the mode of action 
of mineralizers including CaF2, ZnO, CuO and Co203; 
Pachter and Zaidi (1981) have examined the role of 
CaCs.2 in mineralized batches containing Si02 which 
reacted with dissolved CaO to form ßCa2SiO,,.
Luginina, et al (1973) examined the role of naturally- 
occurring volatile additives; Draynea et al (1976) 
the role of iron salts in accelerating reactions 
to form calcium aluminates, while Johansen and 
Christensen (1979a, 1979b) analized the mineralizing 
effect of CaF2. They found that 0.5? CaF2 increased 
the rate of reaction by a factor of 2.4 at 1350uC 
and by 1.2 at 1500°C; a 1? addition was only 
slightly more effective, increasing the rate by 2.8 
and 1.7 at 1350° and 1500°C respectively. The 
enhancement was interperted in terms of the width 
of the stability field of C3S which is greater in 
the presence of CaF2 than in the usual case, where 
only At203 and Fe203 are present. This in turn 
increases the ДС term in the equation above, and 
hence increases the driving force for the solution 
of CaO and its reprecipitation from the melt as C3S. 
Whilst this explanation is undoubtedly valid, the 
real picture is perhaps more complex: the presence 
of F in the melt in place of 02" substantially 
enhances the solvent and tranport properties of the 
melt, as well as its wetting power. Moreover, since 
F" behaves partly as a mineralizer, inasmuch as it 
can be incorporated into the C3S structure and there
by causing it to become the stable phase relative to 
CaO and C2S at temperatures less than 1250 C, it 
may facilitate formation of C3S in the solid phase 
even before much melting has occurred. CaF2 appears 
to be the only common mineralizer which permits C3S 
to be formed essentially by solid state reaction, its 
formation having been observed at temperatures as 
low as "-1025°C by Shame and Glasser (1986).

Although the role of mineralizers is of very 
considerable theoretical interest, it is probably not 
practicable to incorporate them on an industrial 
scale. Even F”,known to be a very effective flux 
and mineralizer, leads to problems on an industrial 



scale on account of its partial volatility, there- ■ 
fore: parallel studies of the classical fluxes used 
-Ah203, Fe203 and to a lesser extent alkalis and 
MgO, etc.- continue. Many of the advances made in 
recent years concerning the action of ordinary fluxes 
have been incorporated into a four-stage model of 
cement burning by Imlach (1976); valuable data have 
also been obtained on the mobility of At and Fe in 
clinker melts by Osokin, et al. (1973).

6.5. Additional Observations on C3S Formation.

Many details of the kinetics of C3S formation in 
clinker batches seem not to have been completely 
investigated. The first step in C3S formation, its 
nucleation from melts, seems not to have been studied. 
In many silicate systems, nucleation, particularly 
of incongruently melting phases (of which C3S in an 
example) has proved difficult. However, there is no 
evidence concerning C3S; certainly solid surfaces 
frequently serve as sites for nucleation of silicates 
and the abundance of crystalline particulate matter 
present at all stages of the clinkering process could 
presumably provide potential sites for C3S nucleation. 
Many clinkers typically contain comparatively coarse
grained C3S. This could suggest that nucleation in 
fact occurs relatively infrequently but that once 
nucleated, crystal growth had occurred rapidly. On 
the other hand, this texture could be explained by 
assuming that nucleation occurred at numerous sites 
but subsequently unequal growth conditions and rapid 
material transport favoured assimilation of smaller 
nucleii by larger crystals. The mathematics of 
diffusion and transport relevant to these processes 
have been reviewed by Crank (1975) whose treatise 
will at least provide the necessary mathematical 
background to the diffusional aspects. Growth of 
crystals is, additionally, complicated in this case 
because it may be facilitated by convective trans
port as well as diffusion and it appears that a 
complete analytical solution is not available for 
cases such as this where both mechanisms operate. 
If, however, one or the other mechanism is found to 
dominate, the existing body of theory is adequate. 
Considering the rate at which C3S crystals often grow 
in the high temperature zone -caO.l-lmm hr - and the 
large compositional difference which exists between 
C3S and the nutrient melt phase - it is tempting to 
conclude that both convection and diffusion transport 
work cooperatively to facilitate crystal growth. 
Goldstein, et al. (1976) have contrasted the differing 
growth morphologies of calcium silicates obtained 
from the melt with these obtained by solid state 
reaction. Space precludes a lengthier description 
of the background, but the particular problem of 
competitive growth of crystals, where one nucleus 
competes with another of the same phase, as well as 
with other phases having one or more components in 
common, has been extensively treated in other branches 
of materials science. Further analysis of the earlier 
stages of precipitation will be found in papers 
treatments by Kahlweit (1976.) and in numerous texts 
on crystal 1ization.

. The presence at high temperatures of C3S and C2S 
with liquid also implies that C3A and ferrite are not 
present. Indeed, this appears to be the case: the 
liquid phase may be regarded as forming by melting 
of the At203 and Fe203 comnonents together with 
appropriate amounts of CaO and Si02. Minor compon
ents, such as alkalis, are partitioned between melt 
and solid phases (C3S, C2S). It would not be correct 

to assume that the minor components are contained 
exclusively in the melt, nor is equilibrium necess
arily attained with resoect to their distribution. 
Clinker liquids are capable of dissolving substantial 
MgO, although in practice the inert surfaces of MgO 
grains inhibit solution. This inertness, as well as 
local clusters of MgO-rich regions and the reduction 
in solvent power as the melt approaches local satura
tion,all conspire to ensure that the maximum solvent 
power of the melt cannot in practice be attained.

6.6. Reactions Occurring During Clinker Cooling. 
Kinetics of events occurring during clinker 
cooling.

Many important events occur during clinker cool
ing. For example, most if not all the C3A and ferr
ite develop during cooling. Other possibilities may, 
however, intervene to prevent these compounds from 
crystallizing: the melt may fail to crystallize 
and instead persist as glass. We may first analize 
the fate of the liquid phase in themodynamic terms, 
as shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. it. Free energy - temperature diagrams showing 
the thermodynamic relationship of a melt and possible 
products occurring as a consequence of its cooling.' 
T, is its normal fusion point, T the glass transition 
temperature.

The example depicted strictly relates to precipitation 
of a single phase, but is in principle applicable to 
systems of greater complexity. Above s,1300°C, a fully 
fluid melt exists, It has a fusion point, in this 
instance close to 1300°C, below which crystalline 
material develops. In polycomponent systems, freez
ing occurs over a range of temperatures but is 
simplified in the diagram to show a definite noint. 
Many oxide melts are distinguished by their tendency 
to persist as supercooled melts rather than crystal
lizing. Therefore a metastable prolongation of the 
free energy curve can be obtained below T^ where the 
melt still persists as a true liquid. IfTthis melt 
continues to persist below T^, with falling tempera
tures its viscosity increases steadily until event
ually it achieves the mechanical properties associated 
with a rigid solid, below v-hich temperature it is best 
described as t si ass . Thi s transformation temperature, 
Tq, or strictly range of temperatures, is therefore 
termed the glass transformation. It was initially
defined in terms of viscosity, but in fact thermo
physical studies disclose that a variety of 



significant changes also occur at an accelerated 
rate at about this temperature: for example, the 
free volume available to the liquid suddenly 
decreases,as evidenced by the concommitant increase 
in density which occurs at an accelerated rate over 
a short range of temperatures. It is likely-that 
atomic and ionic motions and structural relaxations 
occur relatively rapidly above Tg, whereas below 
Tq these motions are frozen in by quenching. Below 
Tq, the structural state can be altered only slightly 
by annealing or very slow cooling. Glasses thus 
have structural 'memories' for thermal histories 
below Tg. However, what is of primary concern to 
cement makers is the preservation or non-preserva- 
tion of a glassy phase which, if present, must occur 
at the expense of C3A and ferrite phases.

If the supercooled liquid is to crystallize, 
nucleation must occur with only small degrees of 
undercooling. Nucleation theory is itself in a , 
semi-satisfactory state of development, but if it is 
assumed that the rate of nucleation I is the rate 
at which accreting molecules or ions strike the 
surface of a critical nucleus,

I = ZAX Nx
where Ax is the surface area of the critical nucleus 
Z the collision frequency per.unit area and Nx the 
number of nucleii per unit volume (the theory 
borrows from condensation of liquid droplets from 
vapour, where Nx is related to droplet density, the 
droplets being considered to be the critical 
nucleus). At small supercooling, critical nucleii 
form readily and the ionic mobility of species,i.e., 
Ca, At and 0 in the case of a C3A nucleus, remains 
high. However, with increasing undercooling the 
mobility of species in the melt decreases rapidly 
so while nucleation may still occur, growth rates 
decrease drastically. Critical undercoolings 
necessary effectively to suppress growth and hence 
preserve glass would appear to be in the order of 
a few hundred degrees, so that supercooled melts 
preserved to temperatures approaching T_ are 
unlikely to exhibit bulk crystallization. It would 
appear that the liquid phase in clinker is not a 
good potential glass former, but lies on the thresh- 
hold of glass formers, given the typical cooling 
cycles employed in cement production. Of course 
clinker cooling is far from uniform and the more 
rapidly cooled fraction, e.g., dusts, is more likely 
to preserve glass than large lumps of clinker, the 
interior of which inevitably experience slow 
cooling. Maki (1979) has specifically discussed 
the mechanism of glass formation with reference to 
melt composition and cooling history. He delineated 
areas of glass formation in the low-silica portions 
of cement-clinkering systems. Both Sith and At203 
contribute to network formation, which is an 
essential prerequisite to the formation of a 'struc
tured' liquid. The At is, however, only partly a 
network former, so the presence of SiO2 contributes 
more significantly to the glass-forming properties 
of the liquid. Maki measured T for a range of 
compositions and found little ^variation: Tg 
ranged between 675 and 704°C. He noted that the 
viscosity, v, of the undercooled melt varied with 
temperature according to the usual relation, log 
v = Ay + Ey/RT where Ev is an activation energy for 
viscous flow. If crystallization can be suppressed 
as by rapidly cooling its viscosity rises and the 
melt is increasingly liable to be retained as glass.

If some crystallization occurs, the principal 
products - C3A and ferrite - reject SiO2, which 
concentrates in the remaining amorphous phase, 
thereby also increasing its tendency to persist as 
glass. This mechanism, supercooling plus fractional 
crystallization, made it feasible to obtain at 
least some glass in commercial clinkers.

Once nucleation and growth occur, the nature of 
the crystalline phases produced may not be that 
which would be obtained at equilibrium. Two types 
of phenomena may occur: one is the development of 
totally new phases-, different from those obtained 
at equilibrium while the other leads to formation 
of variants of the stable phases. The first seems 
not to occur in clinker batches, although common 
in other systems. However, the C3A phase crystall
izing from undercooled melts has been found to 
differ significantly from C3A produced under, 
equilibrium conditions. Its crystal 1ization was 
studied by Han and Glasser (1980) and by Han et al 
(1980, 1981), with increasing cooling velocities, 
C3A crystallized from simulated clinker melts con
taining CaO, MgO, At203,Fe203 and Si02, together 
with incremental alkali additions, was found to 
differ progressively from ordinary C3A, obtained 
by subsolidus isothermal reaction. The crystals 
became progressively more disordered, resulting in 
a decrease in intensity of X-ray reflections with 
h + к + l 4n, but also, the range of solid solution 
Tn C7 A was greatly enhanced, albeit metastably, 
to include Si, Mg, Fe, etc., in quantities much in 
excess of their equilibrium concentrations. This 
new variety of C3A, formed proto-C3A, arises as a 
consequence of cooling history. Although first 
isolated in laboratory preparations, it has been 
encountered in clinker. The consequences of these 
new types of compositional and structural variations 
are as yet unclear, but could affect markedly the 
reactivity of the aluminate phase. Equilibrium sub
stitution of alkali, which lowers the symmetry of 
C3A from cubic to orthorhombic or to tetragonal has 
very little influence on its reactivity with water. 
But the substitution of substantial quantities of 
Mg, Si, At and Fe in proto C3A could have a more 
significant effect. Moreover, by incorporating 
large quantities of these elements in the C3A struc
ture, the potential for forming other phases, e.g., 
C2S and ferrite during clinker cooling is altered. 
The characterization of proto C3A has been made by 
Han and Glasser.

Another potential consequence of the cooling 
history imposed on clinker is that C3S, stable at 
high temperatures, tends to decompose upon cooling- 
The kinetics of its decomposition were studied 
systematically by Mohan and Glasser (1970a,b,c). 
Phase pure C3S was annealed isothermally. Fig 12 
shows a typical deconncsition using irmcially pure C3S 
A prolonged induction period is required, during 
which nucleii of the decomposition products CaO and 
Ca2SiO[1 develop. This gradually gives way to an 
acceleration in decomposition as nucleii begin to 
grow. Eventually, geometric impingement slows 
growth as nucleii coalesce and the reaction rate dec
reases. The importance of the induction period and 
its attribution to nucleation, was supported by 
showing that, if nucleii of the decomposition 
products were'suppl led, the time required for 
nucleation was greatly reduced: the nucleii acted 
as decompositional catalysts. Analysis of the decom- 
positional reaction was made by the Avrami equation.
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6= l-exp(-ktn)

where к is a constant and the value of n 1s related 
to the mechanism of nucleation.

Fig. 12. Kinetics of the decomposition of C3S at 
1Г75ОС, as determined by the rate of free lime 
production; 100% decompostion corresponds to 
24.6% lime content.

For three-dimensional nucleation and growth, 
3 % n2 4, and for two dimensional nucleation and 
growth, 24 nd 3. The value of n was determined in 
this instance by plotting log [1/1-5)] against log 
t: a straight line slope was obtained corresponding 
to n = 2.59. In this instance, microscopic obser
vations supported the surface growth mechanism. 
However, some doubts have been expressed as to the 
validity of inferring mechanisms from the Avrami 
treatment. It would appear that in cases such as 
the present where the reactant and product(s) have 
well-defined stoichiometries the procedure is valid, 
but its application to other, less straightforward 
cases, e.g., hydration reactions, may require 
additional justification. The sensitivity of the 
surface condition was demonstrated by using water 
vapour, and it was shown that the rate of decom
position at constant temperature was a linear 
function of Ph,o1 Fig- I3 shows data. In general, 
if data from various temperatures were to be com
pared, it was found best to recalculate data in such 
a way as to plot a family of time-temperature- 
transformation curves.

The formation of ferrite during undercooling 
has been observed by Maultzsch and Scholze (1973). 
They found that during rapid growth, the inner zones 
of crystals failed to maintain equilibrium with 
subsequent zones and the crystals were composi
tionally inhomogeneous with respect to their A/F 
rati 0.

Many events happening during cooling undoubtedly 
influence clinker properties. Indeed, it has long 
been believed that cooling rate influences clinker 
properties; for example, Sylla (1975) has deter
mined the relation between clinker cooling and the

Fig. 13. Influence of H20 vapour on the decomposition 
of C3S at 1025°C. The time shown is that required 
to attain 50% decomposition.

set and strength gain of cement. However, many 
kinetically-controlled phenomena can occur during 
cooling in addition to those described here. There 
is suspicion that the polymorphism of C3A is influ
enced by cooling rate. C3S has numerous polymorphs; 
nresent evidence is that monoclinic and triclinic 
phases have about the same reactivity, but rhombhed
ral may be more active.The polymorphs of C2S differ 
widely in reactivity, у being especially inert but 
having two polymorphs, a1 and в, both of which 
might be present at ambient. The connection between 
impurity content, cooling history and the preserva
tion of reactive forms of C2S, C3A and C3S is not at 
present well understood but remains an area fruitful 
for further work.

6.7. Summary of Clinker Formation.

A satisfactory qualitative account of the over
all picture of clinkering kinetics can be given on 
the basis of the currently-available literature and 
many aspects can be treated more quantitatively. 
Nevertheless, it is difficult to fit the seperate 
quantitative approaches together to obtain an overall 
quantitative presentation. This is considered to 
arise because of the many overlapping reactions 
occurring in the process, which occur competitively. 
The following general features emerge as ä key area 
of kinetic control. ■

(i) at temperatures above 600o-700°C decarbon
ation and dehydroxylation of the clinker feed 
occurs. Fine-grained, porous and chemically reacted 
solid decomposition products are formed. The gas 
phase contains reactive components, such as C02, and 
catalytic components, e.g. H20,which assist reaction.

(ii) at these low temperatures, intermediate 
phases, e.g. carbonate-si1icates form. While these 
phases are subsequently decomposed in the high- 
temperature zone of the kiln, they may act as 
important precursors to the formation of C2S, alum
inates and ferrites, etc. Their role in the overall 
kinetics of formation is yet to be evaluated.

(iii) the high local concentrations of "vola
tiles" - e.g. chlorides, sulphur oxides, F - reached 
in modern fuel-efficient kilns may also play an 
important role in promoting reaction. In particular 



high local concentrations of these components may 
exceed the dew point, resulting in formation of a 
transient Tow melting point salt-rich liquid.

(iv) reactions amongst the main components - 
CaO, Ае20з, Fe203 and Si02-proceed at unequal rates. 
Formation of calcium aluminates and ferrite seem
to occur at lower temperatures, and at more rapid 
rates, than formation of calcium silicates during 
the early stages of batch reaction.

(v) the early stages of clinkering are also 
marked by formation of calcium aluminates, ferrites, 
silicates etc. which are thermodynamically metas
table in terms of the overall batch composition. 
Examples include aluminates, e.g. Ci2^7 silicates, 
e.g. C2AS (gehlenite), and ferrites e.g. CF. Their 
formation is conditioned partly by more favourable 
kinetics, but also by statistical distribution of 
the chemical components, which give rise to local 
areas which are enriched relative to the bulk in 
compounds of the exotic phases. Dicalcium silicate 
forms at much lower temperatures than tricalcium 
silicate. The C2S phase can be developed in the 
solid state, whereas C3S for all practical purposes 
forms only in the presence of a liquid phase.

(vi) Above 1300°C liquid develops and C3S 
crystals. In well blended, well fired clinker 
batches a mineralogical and texture equilibrium is 
attained. The transport mechanisms via the liquid 
phase have been extensively studied in recent 
decades and it is possible to quantify the driving 
forces leading to C3S formation, determine in 
general the role of minor components and mineral
izers on the process kinetics.

SUMMARY.

The kinetics of cement making are reviewed. 
The early stages of calcining are dominated by 
decomposition reactions, by solid state diffusion 
leading to formation of calcium aluminates,Ca2SiOb 
as well as by intermediate phases formed2by part- 2- 
tially-volatile constituents such as SOi, and C03 . 
The main formation of C3S occurs later, by sintering 
in the presence of a reactive liquid which also 
facilitates compaction of the mass. C3A and ferrite 
arise mainly from crystallization of the high tem
perature liquid.

As a result of recent researches, the kinetics 
of many of these reaction have been analized in 
much more detail. Model studies on chemically 
simplified systems have explained and anticipated 
many of the kinetic phenomena occurring in 
chemically more complex batches as are used commer
cially., Kinetic treatments appropriate to the 
various stages of reaction are developed on a 
formal mathematical basis, but it is also essential 
to have a thorough understanding of the equilibria 
involved if the kinetic analyses are to be applic
able to real problems.
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1- INTRODUCTION

Theme I of the congress (President Dr. C.D.Pomeroy

- UK) is mainly concerned with studies on clinker 

formation and properties which are directly 

connected with the industrial process of cement 

manufacturing. From those studies in the past, 

that modern cement plants of today were idealized 

(short kilns, pre-calcining stages, low-alkali 

plants, etc.) and also new cements, generally 

utilizing less energy for its manufacturing than 

conventional O.P.O.

Sub-Theme 1.1 (President Prof.Meched1ov Petrossian

- USSR) is devoted to the kinetic of clinker 

formation, a subject of considerable complexity, 

but of enormous importance to the development of 

clinker burning techniques. However, in the last 

decade, although many works have arisen on the 

subject, we are still far on the understanding of 

reaction kinetics during clinker formation. 

Mathematical modelling have been exaustively 

applied in this field to identify reaction 

mechanisms, but the limitations of such methods, 

like availability of reliable data and approximat

ions from simpler systems, have led to a general 

disbelief on such models for the complex cement 

matrix. Works on pure cement phases especially CgS 

have thrown some light to the problem and certain

ly wi 1 1 help further stud les i n the future.

At this congress, the communications presented in 

the sub-theme 1.1 have been divided into two 

groups: (1) kinetc studies done with industrial or 
laboratory prepared raw mixes and (2) studies done 

in pure or a mix of cement phase raw-materials.The 

author shall only be making a summary of relevant 

communications, highlighting important and new 

information, with exemption of any personnal 

opinion as it is the scope of a communication 

report.

2- KINETICS OF CLINKER REACTIONS

-Communications

1.0- Prof. F.P.Glasser (UK)

4
"Principal report of Sub-theme 1.1"

1.1 - D.Gosch, S.A. Khadilkar, R.K. Agarwal, G.A. 

Mudhbhatkal and A.K. Chatterjee (India) 

"Specific Surface as a parameter for raw mix 

burnability and its relation with volume 

change of fired raw mix pellets".

1 .2 - F. Petersen (Denmark) 

"The Ability of Clinker Nodule Formation".

1.3 - P. Burki and H. Braun (Switzer1 and) 

"Investigations on influence of raw mix 

reactivity and rate of clinker formation".

1Л - A. Wolter (West Germany) 

"Phase composition of calcined raw meal".

1.5 - R.Costanet and F.P. Sorrentino (France) 

"Study of cl inhering reactions by high 

temperature calorimetry".

1.6 - S.J.Raina, P.Bhaskara Rao, S.K.Handoo and

George Samuel (India) 

"A new approach for estimation of heat 

requirement for clinkerization".

1.7 - A.Ossokin and E.Potapova (URSS)

"Mineral Formation in the Melt".

1 .8 - W.Feng and S.Yu

"A study on the Kinetics of the burning of 

Portland Cement Clinker in different 

processes".

An attempt to improve the theoretical prediction of 

burnability (com.1.1) has been presented. It is a 

modification from previous theories of dander (1) 

and Ginstling (2), which are based on the diffusion 

mechanism of monodisperse spherical particles, 

contrasting with the polidisperse nature of 

industrial mixes.

Firing samples with varying surface area, tempera

ture of reaction and retention time, a equation (a) 

was derived by multiple regression technique.
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у = 0.739^2.158xl0:jpi+6,209x10 4O2+3-605xl0 "'рз- 

0.0:3p-. (a)

у/here o. 's tl'e lime combinability ratio, Pi the 

retention time in minutes, :p the. temperature in 

""С, Рз the surface area in cr-A/gm and pi, percent 

total CaO in rav' n-ix after burning.

The equation is valid /.'ithin a temperature гг-пде 

of 1 2GC-! 5GOL'C . This equation was tested with 

industrial raw mixes, where calculated values of 

lime comb i rab i 1 i ly v-ere compared with exper imen lai. 

Calculated values were always lower and that was 

attributed to the influence of minor elements 

acting as mineralizers.

A better qualitative insight to the equation was 

done by expansion/shrinkage studies on the 

industrial raw mixes used on the experiments 

above. Those studies could give some information 

o:; lime combinability, solid-state reactions 

(Intermedlate phases forming), formation of liquid 

and compressive strenght of the pellet.

The equation can be used to predict free-lime of a 

cl inker given the surface area of raw mix, 

temperature of burning and retention time. However, 

absolute values are far to be obtained and caution 

must be taken due to interference of minor 

elements. The shrinkage/expansion experiments arc 

fundamental for better interpretation of results.

A study of nodule size that can survive in the 

burning zone of a rotatory kiln (com.1.2), had 

been done utilizing a computer program. A worst 

case model is assumed where two clinker nodules at 

a foot of a charge will be consolidated into a 

permanent contact or sheared apart. By fixing 

several kiln parameters and physical properties of 

the mix and varying the capillary pressure and 

viscosity, a graph of Fraction of contacts 

surving against nodule diameter was derived. The 

model seemed sensitive to changes in physical 

properties, but critical regarding size of nodules 

chat can form permanent contacts.

Two raw meals, with substantial difference in 
reactivity (measured as % free lime at 1500°C) due 

to raw-material nature.were studied in view of 

accessing the influence of a slow and a rapid up- 

heating (com.1.3). The influence on burnability 

and microstructure of the clinker were investigat

ed. It has been shown that burnability is better 

in both raw meals, in the case of a rapid upheating. 

The suggestion that a gain in reactivity is due to 

the preservatton of small and disordered interme

diate minerals up to stage of alite formation (3» 

A) has been confirmed by an increase of width and 

poor peak resolution of bclite (XRD) on the 

reactive meal/rapid upheating sample.

Optical microscopy showed clear differences 

between the two clinkers formed concerning pore and 

clinker minerals size, The importance of micro- 

homogeinity of the meal was stressed, being 

Inherent to the raw components and it is not 

significantly affected at the grinding fineness, 

typical of industrial raw mills. The authors point 

out that further work is needed to a better 

understanding of process condition, influencing 

clinker microstructure.

Another work (com.l.A) studied calcined meals 

extracted from 20 Kiln inlets. Those were thorough

ly examined by XRD to identify phases present. 

Those phases were classified within groups: (1) - 

non-reacted materials, (2) - new phases formed 

during calcination, (3) “ condensed salts and W ■ 

dusts.

Interrelation between the formation of new phases 

and degree of calcination (DCAL) was one of the 

main aspects of the study, DCAL has been related to 

various aspects of raw meal composition and free- 

1ime amount.

Attention was also devoted for the exothermal heat, 

which is liberated in the reaction between free 

lime and "hydraulic factors", especially SiOz- The 

decree of belite formation DCzS in relation to the 

heat release in the kiln and degree of calcination 

have been shown. Subject to complete calcining, the 

range of exothermic heat liberated in the rotatory 

kiln varies between a minimum of 30% (very 

homogeneous meal) and a maximum of 80% (extremely 

heterogeneous meal). The presence of clinker dust 

was concluded to be of importance in pre-calcining.
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A portfolio of new applications for calcired meal 

was also suggested (ex.: substitute cli lr; ir. Civ- 

ash and slag cement, acting as main corn. f

hydraulic active binders, for solidifying 

ma ter ial).

High Temperature Isothermal Calorimetry have been 

used to study the change of enthalphy of all 

stages of clinkering reaction (com. 1.5). 

Experimental values were compared with calculated 

based on several data published in the literature 

for the enthalphy of formation of different 

reaction stages.

Results compared well taking into account some 

factors not included in the studies where data 

was taken from. The calculations gave at the end, 

a difference of 77 ca)/g. at the exothermic part 

of the curve (CzS formation). This could not be 

explained as no new phase have been detected by 

XRD. The authors mentioned that studies are under

way to investigate such phenomena.

The authors (com.1.6) have suggested a new method 

of experimental determination of theoretical heat 

requirement for clinkerization. Zur Straussen (5) 

formulas, which are widely used, are only suitable 

to special compositions of the raw meal (limestone 

rich in calcite, clay minerals made up of equal 

contributions from the principal clay minerals, 

etc.) . The idea vias to develop a method by which 

no mineralogical composition of the raw meal or 

the heats of formation of the complex minerals 

were needed. Five clinkers were submitted to the 

method based on DTA analysis. Three had the 

composition suited to Zur Straussen formula and 

the others scaped quite considerably.

The results between the two methods agreed well 

for the first three clinkers and as expected were 

different for the last two. The method seems to 

work well, but high precision thermal analyser is 

required.

The effect of several anions and cations in 

relation to melt formation speed was analysed 

(com.1-7). A study of the time taken for CaO to be 

transformed in C3S against grain size for various 

additions was presented. An addition of F , 

decreased the time from 52 to 14 minutes for the 

same grain size. The presence of CaFz + CaSOi, 

decrease the time even further. A formula was 

finally proposed to calculate the firing time 

reeded for the transformation of CaO into CjS, 

depending on the medium grain size of CaO.

A raw mix was submitted to two different burning 

processes (com.1.8). A rapid and a slow one. The 

rapid method consisted in placing a pellet into a 
furnace at a range of 1280° - 1320°C, and the slow 

at a temperature rise of about 350°C/hr, simulating 

an industrial kiln operation. The rapid method 

yielded a lower activation energy and a higher 

velocity rate constant.

3- REACTION KINETICS OF PURE OR COMBINED CLINKER PHASE

- Communications

1.1 - B.Cottin, A.Rovanet and M.Conjeaud (France)

"Mineralogical changes of 1ime-si1ica-alumina 
raw-materials at 830°C".

1.2 - W.Weisweiler, E.Osen and M.Lemperle

"Effect of FezOs and AI2O3 admixtures on the 

reaction kinetics between CaO-SiOz powder 

compacts".

1.3 - S.C.Ahluwalia and V.K.Mathur (India)

"Thermal studies on the effect of some 

transition metal oxides on the kinetics of 

formation and stabilization of 8 -Dicalcium 

Si 1 i cate".

I.2! - T.V.Kuznetsova, f.f..Brytov, N.A.Kozreva, B. 

Ivanov, I . I . Ki sei yOv/a and E.A.Tsukerman (USSR 

"Auger electron spectroscopic study of 

calcium silicates and n 1 •w.i nates".

1.5 * A.V.Bessmertnykh, V.K.Khokhlov and V.V. 

Sheludko (USSR) 

"Thermodynamic study of Decarbonation 

kinetics".
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1.6 - N r.Fiodcrov, A.P.Gavr 11 ov, N’.l.Ivanov and:

O.M.Khalina (USSR) 

"Synthesis kinetics of calcium aluminates by 

the heat treatment in a cast-iron bath11.

1.7 •' A.Rovanet (France)

"Solid state reactions between lime and' 

a 1 urn i na11.

1.8 - M.Dragicevic (Yugoslavia)

"Prognosis of the physica 1-mechafiica 1 

characteristics of Portland Cement".

Four raw mixes with distinct variations on the 

amounts of C, S and A were studied1 (com.l.T),. 

regarding deca rbona t ion,degree of reaction (CaO 

C.S) and phase formation occuring at a fixed' 

temperature of 830oC.- The morphology of the treat

ed raw mixes was a varying parameter (simple 

mixing, compactation(pel 1ets)and micronization in 

a high efficiency mill’).-

The influence of CO2 and water vapour on the 

velocity of combination and the nature of phases 

formed has been analysed.. The following: aspects 

are interesting to be noted?

Decarbonation

- The sample which has been micronized,. because 

of grain shape, had a remarkable speed of de

carbonation.

- The resistance of CO2 transfer is rather higher 

in thfc already decarbonated region of the lime 

grain, than in the porous region inter-grains.

- The water vapour helps the decarbonation rate 

through the layer of carbonated material around 

the grain (catalytic effect due to acceleration 

of diffusion of CO2 in water vapour and a change 

on thermal conductivity of the gas).

Degree of Reaction

- Micronized sample had a superior speed of 

reaction, due to grain fineness (specific 

surface area).

- Pelletized sample did not yield a better speed 

of reaction compared with a simple mixture.

- Water vapour had a good catalytic effect on the 

samples, which were simply mixed.

Phase Formation (examined' by XRD'))

-■ Two equilibrium phases are formed1 (C2S and C12A7) 

and; afso some non-equi l ibrium1 such as CS,- C3A„ 

CA' and C2AS. Various tables in the text showed 

the results obtained..

Interface phase formation between CaO and' SiOa i;n 

the presence of АГгО'з and; ГегОз were studied: by 

diffusion5 couple technique at high' temperatures 

(com.l .2)! and phase formation was analysed by 

Electron! Probe Hicro Analysis (ЕР^АУ and optical! 

microscopy.. Layer thickness of undoped CaO - S1О2 

mixtures were compared to those with РегОз or AÜ2O3 

(CaO (Fe203)7Si02, Ca0/Si02 (Fe?03)» CaO (АГ2О3)/ 

Si02 and Ca0/Si0‘2 (AI2O3)) .

Additions of Ре20з either to the CaO or Si02 showed 

a rather similar trend for the curves. Values in 

the region at 3% by weight FeaOa in Si02 and: Ре20з 

In CaO,. decreased the overall reaction1 rate. Values 
above that (especially at high temperatures >T350°C) 

increased the thickness of total reaction zone. At 
temperatures below 1450°Cy the effect of ГегОз in 

SIO2 beyond: 3%, does not contribute for any 

increase in layer thickness. C2S is the dominant 
phase between 1100 - 1400°C. Above 1400°C, CS or 

a glass phase "CS211 are predominant.

Additions of AT2O3 in CaO gave similar results as 

above, sharp decrease up to 3^ by weight Al2О3 and 

an increase in layer thickness for higher percent

ages (more pronounced at higher temperatures).In the 

case of AI2O3 in Si02, a continuous increase in 

total layer thickness was observed. Samples with 
5-TO^ by weight А120з fired at 1450°C for 15 

minutes, complete reaction of the diffusion couple 

had taken place leaving mainly CS and "CS2H phases. 

Explanations about the findings are given based on 

disorder and vacancies in CaO. Activation energies 

had also been calculated.

The effect of MnO2, TiO2 and Ci203 on the 

decomposition of CaCOg and formation of (3-C2S were 

studied (com.1.3). Decomposition temperature of 

CaCOg was lowered by the presence of three dopants 

within the range 0.1-1.0%. Formation temperature of 

|3-C2S is not significantly affected up to 1%, but 

has been reduced at 5% addition of Ti02 and MnO2.
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The stabilization of a',ß and T C2S in the 

presence of this dopants was also studied.

A mathematical treatment for the decarbonation 

kinetics of CO2 and a solid (СаСОз, for example), 

based on the linear thermodynamics of irreversible 

processes was given (com.1.5). A final equation 

for the degree of decarbonation is presented. The 

limits of validity of such equation is also given.

A report on the production of Alumina and High 

Alumina cements by immersion on a cast-iron melt 

was presented (com.1.6). It has been shown that 

ehe speed of formation of the phases of Alumina 

Cements are faster using this method than obtained 

using conventional rotatory Kiln methods. The 

quality of the product obtained is also very good. 

It is suggested that such methods could be used 

succesfully in industrial scale. Advantages such 

lack of pollution from combustion products and the 

elimination of dust from the system are among some 

of the described in the text.

A study on the kinetics of formation of Calcium 

Aluminates was done by two different experimental 

conditions (com.1.7).

In the first, Alumina was melted and cooled slowly 

to form a compact pellet, which was deeped into 

CaC03 powder. The maximum temperature of reaction 

examined was 1370°C. The interface between the 

powder and pellet was studied by electron and 

optical microscopy after etching and also XRD. XRD 

analysis on the surface of the compact layer 

showed the existence of C12A7. At more profound 

regions of the product CA, CA2 and CAs were 

present. An investigation on the powdered region 

close to the Alumina block showed only the presence 

of СзА.

Secondly, raw mixes of the two oxides in 

proportions of the existing Ca1cium-Alurninates 

were prepared and fired at the same temperatures 

as above. Several graphs on the kinetics of 

formation of the different phases are presented 

and discussed. A relation between time of 

saturation at each phase with the chemical 

potential of the calcium is presented.

Auger Spectroscopy was used as a new technique to 

analyse cement clinker minerals (com.1.4) and a 

mathematical model has been described to foresee 

Potland Cement strenghts values after 3 and 28 days 

(com.1.8). Although results have a good agreement 

with experimental data, the author stresses, that 

due to accuracy of chemical and physica1-mechanica1 

investigations, the model gives a good qualitative 

guidance to work done at cement factories.
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L INTRODUCTION
The sub-theme 1.2 Re lationsMp of processing 
p а.? arr. et er s to clinker properties ; influence 
of minor components belongs to theme 1 
Clinker formation and. properties,

Df.- Iwaö Maki (Japan) is responsible for 
the Prlricipal Report of süb-theme 1.2, and 
Dra.- A.- Boikova (URSS) is in charge of the 
Special Reportwhich deals with the topics 

considered most relevant to deserve the 
researchers' attention in the near future.

Thirty (30) Basic Communications from 16 
countries were received in this sub-theme,' 
distributed as following:-

URSS ..........................................................  6
China ........................... 4
India .................-.............  4
Italy ................................................................ 4
Brazil, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Japan, 
Poland, Romania,. Spain, USA and 
Yugoslavia ............ (each one) 1

Contributions from URSS, China, India and
Italy make up 59% of the papers presented in 

this sub-theme.

The papers presented deal basically with:

1. the influence of processing parameters 
in the characterization and properties of 

clinker phases.

2. the crystal chemistry and influence of
minor elements in the stabilization and

activation of clinker phases..

A critical analysis of the communications; 
allows to notice the general deep concern; in 
presenting; well founded; data- in experimental 
studies,, supported by various analytical 
techniques (x-ray diffraction,, optical 
microscopy, scanning electron microscopy,, 
energy-dispersive analysis , electron microprobe; 
analysis,, differential thermal analysis:,, 
thermogravimetry,, infrared absorption, 
spectrophotometry,etc.) correlating them 

with industrial practice.. The papers aim a 
major knowledge in the kinetics of clinkering 
reactions in the kilns,, as well as in the 
crystal chemistry of phases actived, and 
stabilized by minor elements.

The practical application of the scientific 
knowledge about the chemistry of cement 

from sub-theme 1.2 aims:;

a) improvement in the quality of the industrial 

product;

b) energy saving in cement manufacturing 

processes;

c) activation techniques of clinker phases; 

and

d) development of new hydraulic binders.

The Basic Communications presented in this 
sub-theme are listed at the end of this 
Communication Report.



2 RELATIONSHIP OF PROCESSING PARAMETERS TO 

CLINKER PROPERTIES

2.1 Fuel and Raw Material

The use of high ash content (35-54%) mineral 
coal in cement industry has a strong Influence 
over the behaviour of rotary kiln running, 
as well as modifies clinker characteristics, 
changing their composition and reactivity, 

which can extreme situations undermine 
the quality of the ceirent so produced.Irregularities 
in the coal burning and in the assimilation 
of the ashes by the clinker are shown by 
the segregate distribution of the C2S, 
corrosion and excessive growth of the C3S, 
digitation of the C2S crystals, formation 
of CzSy and exsolution in the C3S crystals, 
appearence of reduced phases, and variation 

in the C3S, C2S and C3A contents. This 
undesirable microstructural features affect 

the quality of the cement, influencing the 
setting time, the heat of hydration, the 
optimal gypsum content, the evolution of 

mechanical strength and the grindability of 
the clinker (Y. КТНАКА^Ъ.

The use of certain solid fuels in cement 
kilns may conduct to accidental formation 
of reduced conditions. VEMET1'2'1, studying 

the burning influence at reduced conditions 
in the clinker phase stability and hydrauliclty, 

observed that CaO reduction by carbon 
provoques an improvement in bellte content, 
without free secondary CaO formation. Reduced 
conditions little affect alite crystal 
lattice, composition and reactivity, in 
spite of bellte allotropic transformations 
being accelerated with important changes in 

their composition and reactivity. The 
reduction causes improvement in C3A and C2S 

contents and decrease in the C3S amount, 
influencing the setting time and the early 

behaviour of the cement.

MASSAZZA and PEZZUOLIstudied the
interactions between alkaline vapours and 
coal ashes. Coal ashes brought to high 

temperature can fix high amount of K2O from 
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atmospheres containing potassium carbonate 
or sulphate vapours. The alkali absorption 
in the coal ashes and in the coatings 
present in cement kiln is a complex process, 
which depends not only on the concentration 

of the alkaline elements but also on , the 
composition of the atmosphere on the 
material present in the kiln , and on the 
structure of the solid phase.

Variation in raw materials and coal can add 

alkali sulphate to the clinker. Coal con
tributes with a varying percentage of SO 3 
and ash, which greatly affects the process 
and, accordingly, the cement quality. Alkali 
sulphates are Incorporated in the crystal 
lattice of clinker minerals. Higher amounts 
of Na, К and S alter the structure of the 
clinker as the alkali sulphate (thenardite, 
arcanite, anydrlte, aphthitalite and calcium 
langbeinite) are crystallized and precipitated 
over the calcium silicate grains as small 
crystallites and fine polysynthetical stripes. 
Bellte crystals show higher concentration 
of К and it seems that the structure of C2S 
changes to KC23S12. The presence of alkali 
sulphates changes the morphology of the 
crystals, which results in changed hydration 
properties, early setting and stiffening, 
slump loss, early increase and late decrease 
in strength. The most important parameters 
influencing strength are tiie soluble potassium 
oxide and the alteration of the Ca-silicate 
grains, especially C2S (G.R. GOUDA^'*'1 ).

A new potassium - alumina phase (K2O.AZ2O3) 
and free K2O in clinkers burned with an 
alkali-rich raw material are described by 
FUNDAL1,5'1. They have strong hygroscopic 

properties and can influence the setting 
behaviour, the storage and the strength 
properties of the cement. The so-called 
alkali aluminate forming in alkali-rich 
clinker by cooling doesn't crystallize by 
prolonged burning time at normal sintering
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3 CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY OF CLINKER PHASES AND 
INFLUENCE OF MINOR COMPONENTS

3.1 Crystal Chemistry of Clinker Phases 

Mg2"",  Na+ e S6+ions in ‘ structures of 
clinker phases cause changes and distortions 
favouring the reactivity. They influence 
the stabilization of phases and crystal 
morphology of alites and belites. They 
modify aluminoferrite contents and the 
AiaOa/FezOg ratio. Till the following limits: 
2% MgO; 0,5% SO3 and 1% Na2O the clinker 
reactivity is increased, and surpassing these 
limits the clinker quality can be altered 
by the formation of independent phases ' of 
MgO, sulphates and alkalies and finally by 
the modification of the phase relations 
(T. V. KOUBETSOVA^1 .

*

The modification of alite is influenced by 
the burning conditions and the MgO content in 
clinker. Monoclinic alite Mi is always 
observed when clinker is burnt for short 
time or by slow burning. It converts into 

with prolonged burning at high terperature.
High MgO contents favours the convertion 
from Mi to M3.M3 alite hydrates more slowly 
than Mi alite at early age. After 3 days, 
the hardened cement containing M3 is denser 
than that containing Mi and the former shows 
greater strength than the latter (M.NAGASHIMA, 
E. ASAKURA, S.UDA and H. KAWABATA11 e)).

The study of belite has received special 
attention from some researchers dealing with 
special cements of low energy consumption. 
The activation of belite by stabilizing more 
reactive phases (a1) employing minor 
elements (P2O5, SOa, MgO, alkalies,etc.) and 
by modifying process parameters (burning 
conditions and temperature) is the subject of 
CHOUBIBE and XHHIKIBE, MATROVIC et alii, 
KRIVOBORODOV et al-ii-, FENG XIU-JI et alii 
and SARASWAT et alii's contributions.

The formation of a ßC2S phase in the 
CaCOg-SiOz system increases with increasing 
percentage (0.1-1.0 as % Na20/K20) of Na2OO3 

5% of dopant give most predominant ßC2S, 
phase alongwith a little a'-C2S, C3S and^ 
alkali-silicate. Sodium carbonate is found^ 
to be most effective in turning down thej 
temperature of formation of most desired! 
a' and ß phases than potassium carbonate; 
(I.P. SARASWAT, V.K. MATHUR and S.C.\ 
ahluwalia'11’’'* ). j

i 

In C2S doped with phosphates it was observed 
that solid solution of the a  form develops 
strength much faster than those in ß^ 
modification, due to faster hydration. The 
change of crystal modification and impurity| 
types distributions modify only 
the rate of hydration (B. MATKOVIC, V. CARIN^

*

R. HALLE and J.F. YOUNG^18^). I

The positron annihilation technique is 
used to study changes of microstructure 
defects in C2S doped with Na20 (1-2%) and 
P2O5 (0,5-1,5%). The Na+ replaces Caz+ and 
Ps+' replaces Si1**,  creating vacancies in 

the C2S structure. The vacancy concentration 
and the rate of C2S formation increases 
with doped Na+ and P5"*"  (F. XIU-JI, M.S. LONG 

SHI-ZONG, DING QUING-JUN, HUANG CONG-YUN,"
S. DE-XUN, TENG MIN-KANG, YIN CHUAN-YUAN^13^).

White belite portland cements with various! 
MgO (1-10%) and SOs(5%) contents and low! 

Fe2O3 content were synthesized in laboratory. 
The positive influence on acceleration of! 
the clinkerization processes is registered; 
when the clinker contains 7% MgO and 5% SOi- 
Both the whiteness of the clinkers and*  
the mechanical strength (above 33-35 MPa 
in 28 days) of the resulting cement are t 
good. Sulphate aluminate compound of the*  
(C, M) (.AgS type was formed and incorporated , 
all MgO in the crystal lattice (I. TEOREANU,' 
M. MUNTEAN, M. BEDO and T. SUDRIGEAN^28^)’

Modifications of the phases of clinkers . 
with sulphoaluminate and sulpho-ferrites > 
with the aid of admixtures and changes in 
the thermal regime permit to control th®

1 
I I 
i l
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formation and mechanical strength. The 

experimental results obtained do not seem 
to be in accordance with bibliographic data. 
In water quenched clinker trigonal alite 

with M- and Mg in solid solution was 
characterized, less reactive than monoclinic 

alite obtained in air quenched clinkers. 
The mechanical strength was always lower 
than of those quenched by air, possibly due 
to trigonal alite. In air quenched clinker 
monoclinic alite (possibly a mixture of 

Mi + Мз forms) was obtained.

is

contents in alite and belite

The majority of Fe

According to BMSMM RAO, HAfiDOO and SAMUEL 
the use of La140 with activity, as radiotracer, 

in a wet process cement rotary kiln shows 
that the assumptions made in the existing 
equations defining the material movement 
phenomenon in rotary kilns are valid only 
over a very limited length within which 
the material is in the form of a dry 
flowing powder without any appreciable 
physico chemical change. This zone is 

limited to the conventional preheating zone. 
The study revealed that the material movement 
in the transition and burning zone was much 
faster than that of the fine powdery material 

which is explained by the fact that 

nodulization takes place in this zone.

The increase of whiteness of bleached 
clinkers can be attained by burning at the 

highest possible temperature, by sharp 
quenching, and by decreasing time of 
burning which promotes the fine crystallization 

of the phases. Quenching by water increases 
the amount of alite, decreases the amount 
of aluminate and belite with high impurity 
contents, favours the glassy phase formation 

and changes the crystallization features of 

the minerals.
concentrated in the aluminate and glassy phases 

and the РегОз
does practically not change in bleached and 

unbleached clinkers (A,I. BOIKOVA, 0.1. 
FOMICHEVA and A.P. ZUBEKHIE <1 2'i ).

2.3 Prediction of Cement Strength
HARGRAVE, VENKATESWARAK, DESHMUKH and 
CHATTERJEE1-1 l,'> proposed an approach for 

prediction of 28 days cement strength, 
based on microstructure parameters under 

reflected light microscopy. The parameters 

are:
. phase index (PHI)
. crystal size index of alite (CSI-A)
. crystal size index of belite (CSI-B)
. morphology index of alite (MOI-A)
. morphology index of belite (MOI-B)
. twinning index (TWI)
. cluster index (CLI)

By multiple linear regression analysis of 

microstructural parameters in relation to 
compressive strength of a large number of 
data (Figure 1) the following equation was 

obtained:

28D strength = 0.028 + 98.598(PHI) + 90.57KCSI-A) +
1.539 (CSI-B) + 61.437(MDI-A) + 
2.943(MDI-B) + 85.049(TWI) - 
84.308(CLI)

The coefficient of multiple correlation (r) 

is 0.836 and the standard error of estimate 

is 52.794.

The method compared with OliO's technique 
shows similarities, but it is considered 
more accurate and with greater potential 
to predict the 28 days cement strength in 

short time.

FIGURE 1-Correlotion between 2BD cement compressive 
strength with predicted strength by mycroscopic 
techniques.
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3 CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY OF CLINKER PHASES AND 

INFLUENCE OF MINOR COMPONENTS

3.1 Crystal Chemistry of Clinker Phases

Mg2+,-Na+ e S6+ions in structures of 

clinker phases cause changes and distortions 
favouring the'reactivity.■ They influence 
the stabilization■of phases and- crystal 
morphology of alites andbelites.. They 

modify aluminoferrite contents and the 
АЪОз/ЕегОз ratio.. TilL the following limits:- 
2% MgOp 0,5% SO3 and 1% Na20 the clinker 
reactivity' is increased,, and surpassing these 
limit'r-r the clinker quality can be altered: 
by the formation of independent phases of 
;<yo,, sulphates: arid: nlkalics and finally by 
t?>“ ro/li fixation: of the phase relations-

'I'/ip- foa-tlon: of a-liite' io influenced: by 

>0.0 Ьигп-Тлу 'yrmitiono and: ’oe V<#> content in 
clinker., vpr'.odLn:lc alite У:'.. is: always: 
cooerved: wnen clinker fa burnt for short 
tiro or by sic« bumlng. It corr/erts into- 

with prolonged: turning at high t--.-r>.-r.;i
High MgC contents favours the ccnverticn 
from M to .M; alite hydrates rcre slowly 
than M> alite at early age. After 3 cays, 
the hardened cement containing M3 is denser 
than that containing M, and the former shovra 
greater strength than the latter (M.i,AGAoh^i<A, 
E. ASÄKURA, S.UDA and H. КАл’АВАТА (1 61 ) .

The study of bellte has received special 
attention from some researchers dealing with 
special cements of low energy consumption. 
The activation of belite by stabilizing more 
reactive phases (a1) employing minor 
elements (P2O5, SOa, MgO, alkalies,etc.) and 

by modifying process parameters (burning 
conditions and temperature) is the subject of 
CHOUBINE and XHSYKIME, MATROVIC et aBii,, 
KRIVOBORODOV et аНг-, FEME XIE-JI et alii 

and SARASWAT et alii’s contributions.

The formation of а (ЗС23 phase in the 
СаС0з“010г system increases with increasing 
percentage (O.l-l.O as % Na2O/K2O) of Ма2СХ)з 

5% of dopant give most predominant 6C2S: 
phase alongwith a little a'-CzS,. C3S and: 
alkali-silicate.. Sodium carbonate is found, 
to be most effective in turning down. the 
temperature of formation of most desired; 
a' and 8 phases than potassium carbonate. 

(I.P. SARASWATV.K.. MATHUR and S..C.. 
AHLUWALIA(1?) ) .

In C2S doped with phosphates: it was observed: 

that solid solution of the a" form develops: 
strength much faster than those in ß 
modification,, due to faster hydration.. The- 
change of crystal modification and impurity 

types distributicns modify only
the rate of hydration (B.. "AIE07IC, V. CAnl’I,,

The positron annihilation technique is: 
used- to- study changes: of microstructure' 
defects, in C2S doped: with. Na2O (1-2%) and 
PzOu (0,5-1,5%) . The Na+ replaces Ca2"** and

* replaces Si4"1”, creating vacancies in 

the C2S structure. The vacancy concentraticm 
and the rate of C2S formation increases: 
with doped Na+ and P5 (E .XIE-JI, S. LO'i.G.

White belite portland cements with various 
MgO (1-10%) and 50з(5%) contents and low 
Ге20з content were synthesized in laboratory. 
The positive influence on acceleration of 
the clinkerization processes is registered 

when the clinker contains 7% MgO and 5% ЗОз- 
Both the whiteness of the clinkers and 

the mechanical strength (above 33-35 MPa 
in 28 days) of the resulting cement are 

good. Sulphate aluminate compound of the 
(С, M) 4A3S type was formed and incorporated 
all MgO in the crystal lattice (I. TEOREAHU, 
M. MUMTEAN, M. BEDS and T. SUDRIGEÄM(20 *).

Modifications of the phases of clinkers 
with sulphoaluminate and sulpho-ferrites 
with the aid of admixtures and changes in 
the thermal regime permit to control the
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the hydraulic activity of the phases and the 
properties of the cement so obtained
ГУ. KRIVOBORODOV, 0. FOMITCHEVA and A. 
BOIKOVA ( 2 1 ! ) .

The synthesis are oriented towards the 

stabilization of the ex' form with high cooling 
rates, to guarantee the stability of 
the high temperature modifications (V.CHOUBI1SE 
and Y.KHMYKTNE1'22'1 ).

The solid-state equilibrium relationship 

between C3A, C12A7 and the solid solution 
of calcium aluminoferrite at 12OO0C, in the 

most basic part of CaO-AÜ2О3-NajO- Ее20з 
..(23) system was studied by GILIOLI et ati-z . 

There is no formation of quaternary compounds 
and sodium preferentially dissolves in 
calcium aluminates extending their stability 

Inside the quaternary system.

3.2 Influence of Mineralisers

The use of mineralisers in clinker burning 
lowers the clinkering temperature, increasing 
the kiln productLion, and promotes energy 
saving. Four papers present the fluorine 
and sulphate influence on clinkering conditions 

and strength developments.

The use of CaF2 and CaSCU in cement clinkering 
can depress the melting point of the eutectic 
mix T2 and reduce the viscosity of the 
eutectic melt, favouring the clinker formation 
at lower temperatures (1300—1350 °C) . 2C2SCaF2 

and 3C3SCaF2 can hardly form in the presence 
°f SO3. The ЗСгЗСаЗОз occurs only in the mix with 
F/SO3 < 0.158 and 3C2S - ЗСаЗОк.СаРг forms 
easily owing to the melting of the eutectic 
mix (D. TONG and 2. LIN1'21*'1).

In clinker doped with CaF2, the fluorine 
concentration is highest in the alite phase, 
lower in the belite phase, and lowest in 
the intersticial phase. The amount of fluorine 
dissolved in the silicate increases with 
the amount of fluorine in the clinker. The

fluorine content in the clinker, with an 
appropriate amount of SO3 (> 1.35%), prevents 
the formation of Ca , 2 511,01 9F2 and favours 
the increase of alite content, the decrease 
of its crystal size and its complete 
crystallization, improving the strength 

. . (2 s)development ('S. WEI and F. MINGFEN ).

The use of fluorite, fluorsilicate and 
sulphate compound as a mineraliser was 
studied by PAGE^^et. al. in four Indian 

Plants. The improvement in quality of clinker 
doped with mineraliser can be primarly 
attributed to the formation and developmerit 
of C5S phase, more than to the incorporation 
of mineralising ions in the structure of 
phases. The incorporation of fluorine in 

C3S or other clinker phases, by itself, 
cannot insure better hydraulic potential 
for a clinker. Complex reactions involving 

F, SO3 and P2O5 in the structure of C3S 
thereby don't improve strength developments.

Addition of gypsum to Na2O containing raw 
meals leads to a modification of the clinker 
structure towards a better developed alite 
and belite crystals. Reactivity of the raw 
mix is increased so that more C3S can be 
formed and the СзА phase tends to crystallize 
in the cubic form, improving the compressive 
strength of the cement. When more gypsum is 

added in the raw mix than the optimum
content, the compressive strength of
resultant cements decreases possibly due 
to reduction of the hydraulic reactivity 
of ßC2S (R.J. SLOTA and A. LEWANDOWSKA - 
KANAS** 21'1 ).

3.3 Other Contributions

The formation of an intermediate compound 

containing magnesium has received much 
attention in the alinite cement process 
formation. A new compound, Ca8Mg (SiO» ) i,CS,2 
was synthesized in the CaO-MgO-SiO2-CaCi2 
system and the crystal structure study is 
presented by Y. RVILVN3 W.BOLIN and W. 
XINRONG(281 .
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PEREZ - MENDEZ & EAEOs'lls'1 studied the 

crystal structure of КзСаг (SOi») г, a conpound 

identified in coatings on heat recovery 
cyclones in portland cement kilns. It
showed a very distorted structure analogue 

to apatite Ms(YOi,)3X.

Fluorine compounds present in industrial 

gypsum - waste used as a cement setting 
regulator may cause as much as 3 days 
significative retardation in the growth of 

Initial strengths of cement paste or
mortar. Small quantities (1%) of silico 
fluorides in gypsum, mainly L^SiFg, accelerate 

considerably the formation of ettringite 
and reduce the alite hydration degree. NaF 
exhibits lower retardation effects, whereas 
СаРз shows almost no influence on the initial 
strengths (Z. S AUMAN*'3 o) ).
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activity or even to increase it.
The use of mineralizers allows the synthesis 
of alites at 1150°C with CaF2 and 1250°C 
with ZnO.

2.3 LOW TEMPERATURE SYNTHESIS OF BELITE 
REACTIVITY

C. Vernet

By activation with Са(МОз)г and CaCiz, the 
author produced C2S at low temperatures.
This research work shows the mechanisms that 
can conduct to a network distortion at low 
temperature and so obtain good reactivity.
The studies on the reactivity were performed 
with the products obtained from pure and 
impure raw meals.
The author concluded that the multiplicity 
of melted salts, enclose a very promising 
investigation field on the synthesis of 
hydraulic materials at low temperatures.
The study on belite allowed to delimit three 
temperature ranges where the characteristics 
of crystallinity and reactivity were 
differents.

2.4 RESEARCH ON AN EARLY STRENGTH CEMENT 
CONTAINING HIGH CONTENT OF IRON

Feng Xiuji
Zhu Yufeng

The authors discuss the characteristics of 
Ci,AF, pointing out the possibility of 
attainning a cement with high early strength 
from clinker with, high content of ferrite 
phase.
The clinker of such cement besides the high 
early strength is produced at lower 
temperatures.

3 GROUP 2 : COMPOSITION AND RAW MEAL MODIFICATIONS

3.1 INVESTIGATIONS ON THE PRODUCTION OF LOW 
LIME PORTLAND CEMENTS
U. Ludwig and R. Pöhlmann

The paper is a review on clinker burning 
behaviour and clinker reactivity produced 
with natural raw mixes, with or without 
sintering admixtures, having their 
compositions in the range of к = 75 to 
к = 99.
The experiments were made with the use of 
the following sintering agents: MgO, SO3, 
ZnO, CaF2 and their combinations.
Based on the results, the authors discussed 
the theoretical concepts about the mineralizers 
effect on clinker formation and properties.
From burning investigations it can be 
detached:

~ Favourable influences of CaF2 and ZnO 
additions in raw mixes high and low lime 
standards.

- Porosity and densification of the clinker 

produced at lower temperatures and intluency 
on grindability.

- Studies on burning temperatures as a 
function of lime standard and sintering 
agents.

- Favourable influence of liquid phase on 
formation of clinker using a higher content 
оf MgO.

Tests made with clinker, produced in 
laboratory kiln, in order to verify the 
reactivity showed the following:
- Phase composition and its properties in 

relation to the lime standard.
- Grindability index of clinkers as a function 

of burning degree and lime standard.
- Compressive strength development as a 

function of lime standards.
- Compressive strength development as a 

function of fine-grinding and burning 
conditions.

- Compressive strength of portland cement 
mortars made from clinkers with different 
lime standards as a function of the 
burning degree and of a "mineralization".

3.2 CLINKERISATION WITH LOW ENERGY ODNSUMPTION 
DURING THE BURNING OF RAW MIXES OONTAINING 
NOT GROUND SLAG
N. M. Javoronkov
O. P. Mtchedlov - Petrossian
N.P. Kogan
A. I. Zdorov
Y.G. lentch

The paper relates a theoretical study on the 
amount of energy, necessary to attain the 
clinkerisation by the use of metallurgical 
slags, compared to the amount needed to produce 
clinkers having clay as raw meal.
To reach this objective the authors established 
new coefficients, so energetic estimative 
can be obtained when such metallurgical slags 
are used.
According to the authors, the calculations 
showed that the theoretical energy consumption 
on the clinker formation where metallurgic 
slags are used, can be fixed at 1061kj/kg.CL.

3.3 STUDY ON LOW BASICITY CLINKERS
L. G. Soudakas 
U.V. Nikiforov
M. V. Kougia
N. A. Sokolova

The paper deals with the reducing of energy 
consumption by decreasing clinker basicity.
Results on laboratory and semi-industrial 
researches with clinkers, with KS in the 
range of 0,76-0,90 and invariable silica 
and alumina modulus, showed to be possible 
to save about 8%-12% in the clinkerisation 
heat.
The authors have syntherized 39 raw mixes 
and the obtained clinkers were cooled by two 
ways: rapid and slow.
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With the X-ray and microscopic analysis of 
the clinkers the authors concluded:
- The samples burnt in laboratory and cooled 

rapidly exhibited the belite in the a'form, 
while the samples cooled slowly showed the 
ß form.

- In spite of the rapid cooling, in the 
clinkers obtained by semi-industrial 
experiments, several samples did not present 
the a'CzS, although they showed high 
hydraulic activity.

The clinkers obtained by semi-industrial 
experiments, having the same phase cornpostion, 
but differing on its microstructure, showed 
different chemical activity during interaction 
with water, causing differences in compressive 
strenghts at 28 days.

3.4 MICROSTRUCTURE AN SOLID SOLUTIONS OF 
LOW TEMPERATURE CLINKERS

S.N. Ghosh
V.K.  Mathur
A.K. Parashar

The paper refers to the production of clinker 
in laboratory furnace and pilot, plant using 
marginal grad plant raw materials, at 
temperatures lower than ordinary clinker.
With the electronic microscopy SEM-EDXA and 
tests on compressive strength performed on 
clinker, the authors concluded that reactive 
belite cement and low temperature alitic 
cement, prepared in the laboratory and in the 
pilot plants have irregular morphology 
leading to early development of strength.

4 GROUP 3 : EDRMATION KINETICS '

4.1 PHYSICOCHEMICAL ASPECTS ON
CHLOROSILICATES CRYSTALLIZATION DURING 
THE CLINKERISATION AT LOW TEMPERATURES 
IN SALINE MELT
B.I. Nouldelman
A.J. Gadaev

The research work explains the formation 
kinetic mechanisms of alinitic clinkers 
minerals.
The authors found out that the "gas-liquid- 
solid1' interphases play an important role 
on the mineral formation processes.
Two mechanisms of chlorosilicates 
crystallization were pointed out. One is 
associated (to properties of the interphases), 
and the other with volumetric properties of 
liquid phase.
It was also verified the presence of two 
kinds of liquid phase,which are responsible 
for the formation of a thin superficial 
layer that activates the crystal formation 
of chlorinated minerals. This reveals the 
necessity of creating a well developed 
interphase in order to obtain high kinetic 
parameters on formation of alinitic clinker 
minerals.

4.2 FORMATION, CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY AND

PROPERTIES OF ALINITE AND JASMUNDITE
M.Y. Bikbaou

The paper reports the studies on general 
mechanisms of mineral formation in chloride 
and sulphide clinker systems , more specifically 
the formation of high-basicity silicates, 
alinite and jasmundite.
Studying the crystallization mechanisms of 
this silicates prepared from pure products, 
the author concluded:
- The crystallization ratd for alinite and 

jasmundite is 7-8 times greater than that 
of C3S, in spite of lowering the synthesis 
temperature by 300k-400k.

- The activation energies of formation is 
83kJ/mol for alinite and 114kJ/mol in the 
temperature range 1670k-1770k.

- Alinite does not crystallize is a saline 
melt of calcium chloride, as it was supposed 
before, but rather in a silicate melt 
containing some dissolved chloride.

- Jasmundite also crystallizes in a silicate 
melt containing sulphur as sulphide.

Analysing the F, C8. and S effects on the 
properties of silicate melts, the author 
concluded that there is a decrease in the 
formation temperature of the melt, a decrease 
in its viscosity and surface tension; another 
effect is an acceleration of the ion exchange 
processes in the melts, and a more intense 
solidification of minerals.
Finally, the author presents comparative 
studies among the hydration of alinite, C3S 
and jasmundite, concluding that alinite 
presents higher hydration rate due to the 
presence of chloride on its crystal lattice, 
while the presence of sulphur in the crystal 
lattice of jasmundite causes a radical 
reduction in the hydration rate.

4.3 AN INVESTIGATION INTO CEMENT CaO-SiO2- 
АДгОз-РегОз-ЗОэ SYSTEM
Wang Yanmou 
Deng Jun'An 
Su Muzhen

Showing the production of ferroaluminate 
cement clinkers with СцАзЗ, CzS and Ci»AF as 
their main components and the hydration of 
respective cements, the authors point out 
the low energy consumption and the higher 
cement properties.
To obtain the cement clinker ferroaluminate, 
experiments were made by using pure chemical 
products and natural raw meals.
Detailed studies on tormation_of intermediate_ 
phases in the C-A-F-S, C-A—S-S and C-S-A—F—S 
systems are presented along with studies on 
burning phenomena.
With the XRD, DTA, high temperature XRD and 
SEM-EDAX techniques, the authors studied the 
phases characterization of clinkers burnt at 
different temperatures.
The performance tests made on the produced 
cements, showed that the ferroaluminate
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cements exhibit the properties of high
early strength, constant increase of strength 
in frost resistance and excellent
impermeability.
The authors conclude that besides the higher 
properties, the ferroaluminate clinker 
cements, are produced with low energy 
consumption. The clinkerisation temperature 
is low (1250°C), the grindability is high 
and the content of limestone in its raw 
meal is much lower than that in the raw meal 
of ordinary portland cement.

4.4 ALITESULFOALUMINATE CLINKER: PRODUCTION 
AND PROPERTIES
V.B. Khlousov

The paper presents the simultaneous 
attainment of alite and sulphoaluminate by 
the creation of adequate conditions to
earlier formation of liquid phase which high 
reactivity, assuring by this way, the alite 
formation at lower temperatures.
The sulphoaluminate formation is assured by 
adjusting raw meal composition wich must 
contain sufficient amount of AI2O3 and CaSOi,.
To obtain the alitesulphoaluminate clinkers, 
raw mixes were partially prepared from 
natural raw meals, and partially from
industrial wastes rich in AI2O3 and
containing fusing materials.
Studying phase formation kinetics , oomposition 
and properties of alitesulphoaluminate 
cements produced in industrial kiln, the 
author concluded:

-The clinker composition is: alite (C3S) _, 
belite (ßC2S), calcium sulphoaluminate (СцАзЗ) 
calcium aluminate |wich depends on raw mixes 
basicity (C12 A7, C3A) | , calcium ferroaluminate 
(Ci,AF) , calcium suphate (CS) and gehlenite 
(C2AS) .

-By the intensification of clinkering process 
it is possible to lower the burning 
temperature to 1250-13500C, reducing.energy 
consumption in about 18% and increasing kiln 
capacity in 27%.

-Sulphoaluminate cements present quick 
hardening and high compressive strength.

4.5 CONDITIONS OF THE EXISTENCE OF 
HYDRAULICALLY ACTIVE BELITE CEMENT

J. Stark
A. Miiller
R. Seydel
K. Jost

The paper relates the laboratory and pilot 
plant experiments with the active belite 
cements, evidencing the studies about the 
phase composition related do KS and the rate 
of cooling.
Through the laboratory tests and verifications 
the authors concluded:
~ By thermal and chemical activation, the 

belite is high influenced so, because of 
its strength and other structural 

properties it becomes similar to an ordinary 
portland cement.

- The cooling is the most important factor 
for the hydraulic activity where under 
conditions of rapid cooling, about 727°C/min 
and cooling temperature range, from 1300°C 
to 900°C, an active belite clinker can be 
produced with sufficient early strength , 
and good strength after 28 days.

The active belite cement allows the production 
of ordinary portland cement with a specific 
heat consumption of 320kJ/kg.C£.

4.6 TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF STRUCTURE
REPLICATION IN SILICATES
G.I.  Ovcharenko

The paper presents results on studies about 
structure replication in silicate reactions.
The author studied the interference of 
sintering agents (on production of binding 
materials) by melting and sintering.
A crystal chemical model and mechanisms for 
belit stabilization by lime are given.



COMMUNICATION REPORT ON- SUB-TIIEME 2.1 - PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF HYDRATION 
PROCESS - INFLUENCE OF MINOR COMPONENTS AND ADMIXTURES.
Group a

1 INTRODUCTION

The 52 basic reports on sub-theme 2.1 -
Phy sLcal chemlstY'y of hydration process - 
Influence of minor components and admixtures 
have been broken down into four groups.

a - Hydration of portland cement and individual 
clinker minerals with admixtures - 
18 communications.

b - Hydration of portland cement - 17

communications

c - Hydration of individual clinker minerals

- 13 communications

d - Hydration of cement-solid solutions - 

4 communications.

2 HYDRATION OF PORTLAND CEMENT AND CLINKER 

MINERALS WITH ADMIXTURES

The contributions to this topic come from 
Italy (3), Poland (2), Czechoslovakia (2), 
China, Belgium Korea, Japan, U.S.A., France, 
U.R.R.S., Spain, Scotland, Rumania and India 

(one each).

There seems to be general agreement that, 
even small additions of inorganic or organic 

admixtures can change the course of the 
hydration reaction of portland cement and 

clinker minerals.

This subject was subdivided into the following 

three items:

- Inorganic admixtures
- Organic admixtures
- Experimental techniques.

3 INORGANIC ADMIXTURES

The six papers on the influence of the 
inorganic admixtures on the hydration of 
portland cement and minerals are as follows:

3.1 Induction period in calcium silicate 
hydration in the Light of some nem 
experimental results. W. Kurdowski, W.Nocun 
Wczellk, K. Miskiewicz, J. Szuba - Poland.

3.2 -СазЗгОц hydration in the presence of 
electrolytes. M. Gawlicki, W. Nocun Wczelik — 

Poland.

3.3 Accelerating effect of chloride salts 
on the hydration of portland cement. Guo 

Chengju - China.

3.4 Mecanisme reactionnel et cinetique de 
l'hydratation du silicate tricalcique en 
presence de ehlorure de calcium. P.Fierens, 
Y. Kabuema, J. Orszagh, N. Tenoutasse , 

J. Terloco - Belgium.

3.5 Extension of setting time by means of 
mineralised clinkers. J. R. Baragano , 

G. Campos - Spain.

3.6 Alliage d 'hydrolicite des ciments
A. M. Dmitriev, A.K. Zapolszky, T.V. Kouznetzova,
B. E. Yudovitch, I. D. Ponomarev — U.R.S.S.



Kurdowski and co-worker ' 1 \ using

microcalorimetry, Q x RD and DTA, studied 

the early stages of the C3S and CzS.CaCi? 
hydration process in order to elucidate 
which of the following phenomena is the 
main factor responsible for the retardation 
of the process in the induction period

- calcium silicate hydrate nucleation;

- calcium hydroxide or basic calcium 

chloride nucleation;
2- liquid phase supersaturation with Ca 

or other ions in relation to hydration 

products.

They found that in the hydration process 
of C3S and СгЗ.СаСР-г with some admixtures 
acting as Caz+ binding agents, i.e. CH, 

C-S-H and SiOj, the liquid phase plays a 
decisive role as a rate controlling factor 

acting either directly and indirectly.

This means that the nucleation process is 
not the decisive factor hindering the 
reaction in the induction period. The 
above mentioned admixtures can act as a 
nucleation barrier eliminating agent but 
in general they change the reaction in the 

liquid phase.

When a high amount of SiOz or a C-S-H phase 
is Introduced into the hydrating C3S-H2O 
mixture, the complete disappearence of the 

induction period is observed.

The active silica is the best acceleration
2 ■as it ensures relatively fast Ca ion

combination and considerable Ca2 ion

supersaturation decrease with a
simultaneous C-S-H phase formation.

Jawlicki and Nocun-Wczelik (3 ‘ 2 * investigated 

the influence of the KjSOu, На250ц, К2СОз 
and NazCOa on the hydration of g-CzS at 
room temperature, in water, and water/ 

solid ratio equal to 50.

They showed that the sodium salts act 

more strongly than potassium salts, especially 
at the beginning of the reaction and that 
the carbonates are better ß-CzS hydration 
accelerators than sulphates. 2% NazCO, 
additions rises the degree of g-C2S hydration 
from about 40% to 80% after 24 hours.

The liquid phase analysis indicated that
KzSO., and NazSOi, addition facilitates the 
calcium and silica leaching into the solutions. 
Therefore the liquid phase supersaturation 
occurs earlier than in a suspension without 

any admixture.

According to Guo Cheng ju *3 ‘ 3 \ the dissolution, 

diffusion and crystallization of calcium 
hydroxide are markedly intensified by the 
calcium chloride, presumably because of the 
formation of calcium oxychloride.

When cement grains are introduced into the 
CaClz solution, the CH dissolves more rapidly 
than in pure water, forming a complex 
solution, which contains less discrete CH 
than an ordinary saturated or supersaturated 
CH solution. The dissolved lime bearing 
substance, probable a basic calcium chloride 
diffuses far away from the reaction site 
and crystallize, both at intensified rates. 
The resulting solid may be either portlandite 
or calcium oxychloride, depending on the 
CaCiz concentration in the pore liquid.

The calcium oxychloride is a metastable phase, 
which can stand in equilibrium with a 
solution containing 15-30 parts of CaClz in 
100 parts of water. In a higher or lower 

CaC8.2 concentration, It decomposes.

Chengju concluded that the role of CaCS-z in 
accelerating the hydration of portland 
cement is that of a catalyzer with the 
oxychloride produced acting as the 

intermediate product.

Fierens et al. reported that the kinetics 
of C3S hydration with CaC$.2 comply with the 
Avrami and Jander laws and that the effect



of СаСЪ is expressed by the reduction of

the induction period and acceleration of 

reaction rate.

In the communication(3'5) by Baragans and 

Campos it is shown that certain minor 
elements, as components of raw meals may 
Influence the hydration processes and change 
the setting and hardening of cement pastes.

In the raw meals contained P2O5, the setting 
time become longer with percentages from 
0.4% Р2О5 and increased accordingly on 
that basis. With 1% PzOs, the free lime 
content decreases, setting times being 
maintained without any remarkable variation.

Mechanical strengths with 0.4% P2O5 increased 
after 3 days and are greater at 28 days, 
while with 1% P2Os the strengths are lower 
up to 7 days, although at 28 . days they 
exceed those of the initial clinker.

The taw meals containing fluorites expressed 
as F ranging from 0.12% to 0.62% showed 
that free lime decreases according to the 
greater F content, as the setting lengthens. 
It was observed that when F increases, not 
only the initial setting is lengthened, but 
also the interval between the initial and 
the final setting increases.

It was reported that while in the clinker 
without F , the C3A is in the cubic form, 
the tetragonal form increasing according 
to the F percentage and the possible 
presence of CiiA7CaF2 also being detected, 
which would explain the lengthening of 
the setting time.

4 ORGANIC ADMIXTURES

There are nine communications on this item, 
as can see from the following list:

4.1 Interpretation of the effects of 
retarding admixtures on pastes of C3S, C3A 
plus gypsum and portiand cement. H.M.

Jennings, H. Taleb, G. Frohnsdorff and 

J. R. Clifton - U.S.A.

4.2 Retardation of portland cement hydration 
by citric acid. N.B. Singh, A.K. Singh 
and S.P. Singh - India.

4.3 Effect of alkali content in clinker on 
the cement hydration with and w.i.thoub sodium 
gluconate. G. Moriconi, S. Monosi, M.Pauri 
and M. Collepardi - Italy.

4.4 Effect of retarding admixtures on the 
portland cement hydration. S. Monosi, 
G. Moriconi, M. Pauri and M. Collepardi - 

Italy.

4.5 Effect of calcium lignosulfonate on 
the early hydration process of portland 
cement. J.Y. Moon, K. S. Han and S.H. Choi 
- Korea.

4.6 Effect of triethanolamine on the 
tricalcium silicate hydration. M. Pauri, 
S. Monosi, G. Moriconi and M. Collepardi - 

Italy.

4.7 Hardening processes in some СЦАЕ - 
additives - water systems. I. Teoreanu , 
A. Puri and M. Georgescu - Rumania.

4.8 Adsorption of superplasticisers on 
C-S-H(I) and ettringite. Y. Fukaya and
K. Kato - Japan.

4.9 Effects of molar parameters of

sulphonated melamina and formaldehyde 
poly condensates on mortar properties. T.
Sebok - Czechoslovakia.

In the communication^1*-1^ by Jennings et 

al. it is reported that during the short 
initial period of rapid reaction and in 
the induction period, the cement paste is 
plastic, while after the induction period 
the reaction accelerates and the . paste 

begins to stiffen.



The length of the induction period and the 
time of set is influenced by organic retarders. 
According to the authors, the reactions 
between cement and water which end the 
induction period could occur in any of three 
positions:

a - on the surface of the anhydrous material 
or of the hydration product;

b - in the aqueous phase; and

c - in the hydration product.

Although retarders are normally added to 
the aqueous phase, they could influence 
reactions in the other two positions by 
adsorption onto a surface or incorporation 
into a product.

Studing the effects of the retarders on 
pastes of C3S and of C3A - gypsum systems , 
they concluded that the two systems have 
different, possibly independent, influences 
on the concentrations of retarders in the 
aqueous phase of a portland cement paste.

In the case of C3S, some of the retarder is 
incorporated into the layer of the product 
which forms around the grains during the 
early stages of reaction. It appears that a 
process which controls the induction period 
occurs within this C-S-H layer and that the 
incorporation of a retarder somehow slows 
the process.

The C3A - gypsum - water system removes a 
large amount of retarder from the aqueous 
phase during the early stages of hydration, 

with the rate of removal falling with time.

It seems probable that, at least for some 
organic retarders, the effects on the 
Portland cement reaction may be considered 
to be a combination of separate processes 

occuring in the C3S - water and C3A - 
gypsum - water systems.

Singh and co-workers'4'2’ found that the 

hydration of both aluminate and alite in 
the presence of citric acid is retarded at 
all concentrations. The conversion of 
ettringite into monosulphate occurs before 
the hydration of alite. The amount of CH 
and its crystallinity and compactness is 
lowered by the addition of citric acid.

Sodium gluconate as a retarder was studied 
by Moriconi et al.'4'3’ and Monosi et al.'4'4’

In communication (u . 3) they reported that 
the addition of sodium gluconate significantly 
retarded both the# ettringite production 
and the calcium silicates hydration for the 
three cements: an industrial clinker with 
0.22% Na2O and 0.54% K2O, the same clinker 
heated in a laboratory in the presence of 
1% НагСОз (Na2 content became 0.56%) and the 
same clinker thermally treated in the 
absence of Ма2СОз.

This retarding action was particularly 
effective in the case of the cement with 
the higher alkali content.

In the communication ( ц . ц) the authors 
confirmed the retarding action of gluconate 
on portland cement.

The retarding effect was much more 
remarkable on ASTM type V portland cement 
with nil C3A content. They also reported 
that the sodium lignosulfonate has
negligible effects on the kinetics of 
cement hydration.

Moon and co-workers'4'5’ also studied the 

influence of lignosulfonate salt on the 
early hydration of clinker minerals.

From the results of their experiments they 
suggested that the retardation in the 
hydration of clinker minerals when the 
calcium lignosulfonate is added is related 
to the amount of СцАЕ and gypsum.



The hydration of C3S in the СзЗ-СзА-СцАЕ 
system varies considerably in accordance 
with the content of gypsum and lignosulfonate.

They found that the optimum content of S03 
was 2.0% when 0.25% calcium lignosulfonate 
is added to portland cement while addition 
of 0.5% calcium lignosulfate requires 2.5%

SO3. .

Pauri et alj'"s) reported that triethanolamine 

(0.1%) slightly retarded the early hydration 
of C3S paste during the first 6 hours. This 
retarding effect is almost eliminated when 
C3S hydrates in the presence of C3A or NC3A 

and CSH2.

Addition of triethanolamine accelerates the 
early production of ettringite and its 
conversion into monosulfate. It seems that 
adsorption of triethanolamine by ettringite 
can remove them from the aqueous phase and 
reduce the retarding effect on the CaS 

hydration.

Teoreanu et alj1*"7^ shewed that the addition 

of an industrial product containing mostly 

dimethylterephtalate into the Ci,AF - CSH2 - 
water system roused moderate retarding 
effect but did not essentially affect the 
kinetics of the hydration, conversion processes 
and the relative amounts of phases formed. 
The presence of the admixture determined a 
finer grain size of the hydrated compounds 
associated with the formation of a compact 
microcrystalline hardening structure which 
determines the development of high mechanical 

strengths.

Fukaya and Kato(^-81 studied the adsorption 

behaviour of ß-narhthalene sulfonate formaldehyde 

condensates (NSF) on ettringite and C—S—H 
by use of the acidity or basicity of the 

solid surface as an index of the surface 
characteristics of hydrates.

The adsorption of an admixture is considered 
to have a deep relationship with the 

crystalline structure or surface 
characteristics of the hydrate as well as 
the molecular structure of the admixture. 
From the relationship between the surface 
basicity of the hydrates and the amount of 
adsorption, they found that NSF is adsorbed 
on the surface of the hydrate in flat form, 
Also, the NSF is adsorbed on C-S-H (I) in 
a monolayer while ettringite forms multilayers.

As a result of the study of the effect of 

various ions coexisting with an admixture 
in liquid phase, they showed that Na or 
K+ ion does not adsorb on ettringite but 

on C-S-H (I).

The adsorption of these cations did not 

affect the amount of adsorption of the 
admixture. On the other hand, they found 
that Caz+ ion adsorb on either C-S-H (I) 
or ettringite, and that Ca2"1" ion has a 

direct effect on the adsorption mechanism 

of an admixture.

Sebok^1*-9^ reported that the efficiency of 

sulfonated melamine and formaldehyde 
polycondensates on the rheological properties 
of cement mortars as well as on the strength 
after 28 days depend on their molar parameters 
mainly on the molar weight (M ) and

polydispersity (Rp)• He found that the 
sulfonated melamine and formaldehyde 

polycondensates slow down hydration of C3A 
to a significant extent but their influence 
on the kinetics of C3S and 6-C2S hydration 

is smaller.

5 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Three communications concerning the 
experimental methods that might provide 
additional insight into the physico
chemical processes occuring during early 
hydration of cement paste with admixtures 

are presented at this Congress.

5.1 MOTI-Ltoring the influence of admixtures 
and composition on the early hydration



chaTaetef-i-s-t-Lcs of cement paste using а.с. 
electrical response techniques. A.B. Afshar 

and W.J. McCarter - Scotland.

5;2 Mecanisme d’action des fluidifiants 
etudie par RMB du proton. M. Letellier, 
H. Van Damme, B. Mortureux, M. Regourd -

France.

5.3 Influence of temperature and admixtures 
on the C3S and cement hydration investigated 

by radiometric emanation method. V. Balek, 
J. Kriz, J. Dohnälek - Czechoslovakia.

Afshar and McCarter(5 * 11 reported that they 

have developed an a.c. electrical method 
for monitoring hydration processes by 
measuring the changes in electrical response 
during the initial 24 hours after gauging 
cement with water. In essence, the technique 
entails accurately monitoring the variation 
in electrical resistivity and dielectric 

constant value of the paste.

The initial stages of hydration are
characterised by a relatively high
dielectric constant value and a low
resistivity value, caused by high ionic
concentrations, particularly Ca2 and OH 

ions leached from the cement grains. There 
is a small drop in dielectric value over 

the initial 30 minutes.

The induction period is terminated by a 
rapid rise in dielectric value. The sudden 
drop in dielectric value coincides with the 
rise in resistivity value and a general 
Increase in rigidity of the mix due to the 

formation of CH and more stable C-S-H 
.hydrates. The authors postulated that the 

dielectric constant value and resistivity 

curves are better indicators of the hydration 
characteristics during the early hydration 

of cement of various chemical compositions. 

They also concluded that the influence of 

admixtures on the hydrolysis and hydration 
processes can be quantified and a required

percentage of admixtures for a given setting 

time can be calculated.

Letellier et al.*5-2^ showed that the nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) is a suitable 
technique for studying the hidration of 

cement pastes.

They pointed out that in the hydration of 
C3S, the proton relaxation spin-lattice Ti 
variation was linear up to about 10 hours 
and permitted the observation of hydrated 

surface development.

The interpretation of C3A hydration seems 
difficult and is very dependent on the 
water/solid ratio. In the C3S-C3A system the 
proton relaxation times were essentially 
influenced by C3A, and the introduction of 
the plasticizer into the system, for a same 
water/solid ratio did not change the average 
proton relaxation times but the initial 
reaction was lengthened as the C3A was reduced.

Balek et al.(5-э) studying the hydration 

processes, especially those taking place 
during the early hydration stage, proved 
that the radiometric emanation method (REM) 
enabled the investigation of the kinetics 
of early hydration of C3S and cement as 
influenced by temperatures and various 

admixtures.

The radiometric emanation method is based 

on the measurement of the radon released 
from samples, previously labelled by its 
parent isotopes (Th — 228 and Ra - 224).

They also reported that the experimental 
results of REM agree fairly well with the 
theoretical curves obtained by computer 
simulation on the basis of the theoretical 

mode1.



COMMUNICATION REPORT ON SUB-THEME 2.1 - PHYSICAL-CHEMISTRY OF HYDRATION 
PROCESS - INFLUENCE OF MINOR COMPONENTS AND ADMIXTURES 
Group - b

2.1.b The following papers were received 

for comments:

b.1 Computation of solubility relationships 
for hydrating cement systems. E,
GARTNER, J.P. SKALNY (U.S.A.).

b.2 Conduction calorimetry and hydration 
kinetics - A thermodynamical and analy 
tical approach of the interactive baha 
viour of cements. C. VERNET (France).

b.3 Monitoring chemic-physical changes and 
microestructure development in OPC 
during early hydration. W.J. McCARTER, 
A.B. AFSHAR (Scotland, U.K.).

b.4 Sequence and kinetics of hydration 
reactions of C^A with gypsum, lime and 
calcareous fillers. C. VERNET (France).

b.5 Phenomenes electrochimiques interve
nant aux premiers stades d'hydratation 
et de formation de la structures des 
pates de ciment. A. KOCHMAI, О. P. 
MITCHEDLOV - PETROSSIAN (U.S.S.R.).

b.6 Hydration study of pure phases of ce
ment and synthetic mixtures by microwa 
re dielectric relaxation. F. HENRY, P. 
BAILLEUL, B. COURTAULT (France).

b.7 Cement hydratation control. M. M.
SYCHEV (U.S.S.R.).

b.8 Etude de la cinetique de 1'hydratation 
du ciment portland par la serie de 
methodes nucleaires. E. I. FEDIN, T. 
V. KOUZNETSOVA, A. V. NEKHOROCHEV, M.
A. SOROTSHKIN, A. L. BLUMENFEL'D, A.
B. KOUDRIAVTSEV, G. AKIMOV (U.S.S.R.).

b.9 The role of kinetic parameters on the 
properties of hydrating cement paste. 
V. MLAKAR (Yugoslavia). . .

B.10 Role des processus de la polycondensa
tion au cours du durcissement d'hydra
tation des liants siliceux. E. D.
CHOUKIN , E. P. ANDREEVA, S. I. KONTO 
ROVITSH, E. A. ALMELINA (U.S.S.R.).

b.11 Certaines nouvelles conceptions sur le 
mecanisme d'hydratation des liants. A. 

POLAK (U.S.S.R.). ■

b.12 Effect of carbonates on early stage of 
. hydration of alite. H. USHIYAMA, Y. 

KAWANO, N. KAMEGAI (Japan).

b.13 Early hydration of alite at low water 
to powder ratio. I. MINO, F. FUSHII, 
E. SAKAI (Japan).

b.14 Vanadium pentoxide effect of cement 
hydration. L. CUSSINO, L. MONTANARO, 

A. NEGRO (Italy).

b.15 On the use of limestone to control ce
ment setting. A. NEGRO, G. ABBIATI,
L. CUSSINO (Italy).

b.16 Classification des processus de durcis 
sement des liants. О. P. MITCHEDLOV - 
PETROSSIAN, A. V. OUCHEROY - MARCHARK 

(U.S.S.R.)

b.17 Cement hydration under partially satu
rated curing conditions. L.J. PAROTT, 
D. C. KILLOH, R. G. PATEL (England, 
U.K.). ' '

' i - Chemical reactivity could be handled 
considering two general aspects: velocity 
of reactions, (kinetic treatment) and exten 
sion of the reactions (thermodynamical 

treatment).

The velocity of a reaction is controled by 
the activation energy and by many factors 
such as temperature, ■ pressure, concentra
tion and catalyst which affect the activa
tion energy therefore will change the velo
city of the reaction.

On the other hand, the extension of a reac
tion is also controled by the system capaci 
ty of producing work that is the free ener

gy

Free energy describes the balance between 
energy change (entalpy) and entropy change 
(organization energy). .

As a constant temperature, a system tends



to undergo a reaction so that in its final 
state it has lower energy and higher en
tropy than in its initial state.

ii - Most of the received communications 
have handled on hydration reaction concer
ning kinetics.

iii - GARTNER and Other (b.1) in their pa
per have written:

Because of limited experimental data, the 
approach taken in this paper deals only 
with a few selected:aspects of the problem. 
We will come suggestions by others as to how 
to extend this approach and improve it.

The lack of comprehensive phase equilibrium 
data for the cement water system is noted, 
and further work in this area recommended.

We would like to propose that, in the 
coming years, a concentrated worldwide em
phasis be put on phase equilibrium studies, 
and that the results of such studies be 
handled in a special session of the 9th In
ternational Symposium on the Chemistry of 
Cements.

iv - C. VERNET (b.2) in his paper said 
that:

The possibility of measuring the extension 
of the reaction of others phases led us 
into one of the most interesting observa
tion. It seems that during the 3r period 

of hydration, all reactions have increased 
its activities, particularly that of alite 
dissolution. The extension of oversatured 
lime is increased and this means that the 
released energy contributes the equilibrium 
displacement.

v - On the other hand, POLAK (b.11) in 
his paper pointed out: . . ■

The studies of the last years developped by 

many authors by means of electronic micros
copy and X-rays analyses showed in a appa
rent manner that following the hydration of 
initial phases of the binders (PI) - x, 
there is the formation of one intermediary 

phase — primary hydrate (HP) — у and then 
one stable phase - secondary hydrate (HS) - 
z. Such developing formation process x ■+ у 

-* z needs that positive ratios of chemical 
potentials according Ostwald (ux > uy > uz) 
and the dissolved phases (Cx” > Cy“> > Cz”) 
respectively must be established. . ■

vi - Concerning the several periods of the 
hydration reaction in general all authors 
agree. So that C. VERNET (b.2) in his pa
per points out four periods:

I - Initial period, with fast reaction 
. and high thermic flux.

II Dormant period, with very weak ther
mic flux, very slow reaction, during 
that the solution is saturated in li
me .

Ill - Setting period, starting ■ with the 
' portlandite precipitation

(a) Ca2 + + 20H ->■ Ca(OH)^, with the accele

ration of the reaction (I) and the 
appearance of a second peak of ther
mic flux.

IV - Period of decreasing activity, con
cerning the CjS consumption and the 
thickening of the hydrate layers.

vii - McCARTER and Other (b.3) in their pa
per only changed the name of the second pe
riod; then it was named induction period.

viii- A. KOCHMAI and Others (b.5) in their 
paper added one more period that is period 
of formation of the structure of hardened 
cement concerning further formation of CSH 
phases and to the initial process of its 
polycondensation. .

ix - A. VERNET (b.4) in his paper have con 
sidered also four periods for the hydration 
of C^A as it was for the cement hydration. 
The fourth period is described as follows:

As soon as the C^A is finished, only the 
reaction number (6) continues and the end 
products being ettringite and carbo-alumina



te.

x - Concerning hydration mechanisms at 
early ages it shall be emphasized:

xi - McCARTER and Other (b.3) in their pa
per described how they could correlate chan 
ges in conductivity and dielectric constant 
with hydration mechanisms by using scanning 
electron microscopy technigues and by applji 
cation of AC electrical field to cement pas 
te, measuring dielectric constant and resis 
tivity changes.
Thus the authors have described the initial 
changes in electrical parameters (0 — 50 m_i 
nutes) as the initial period of chemical 
activity. At intermediate frequencies (200 
Hz - 2kHz) the gradual increase in dielec
tric constant up to 170 minutes would indi
cate an increase in charge to grain surfa
ces, possibly due to dissolution of the 
grain by imbibition of water through the ge 
latinous C-S-H coating formed on initial hy 
dration. These changes should be attribu
ted to the dormant stage. The authors have 
attributed the peak in dielectric constant 
at = 200 minutes to renewed chemical activi 
ty on CjS phase which leads to a rapid gain 
in rigidity of the paste. The period 170 - 
500 minutes could be visualised as stage 3 
of hydration process. The authors also as
cribe the period form 500 minutes onwards 
as stage 4 of hydration process.

xii — HENRY and Others (b.6) have made hy
dration studies of puere phases and synthe
tic mixtures by microwave dielectric relaxa 
tion.

The used method differs from that of McCAR
TER because HENRY and Others used much 
higher frequency up to gigahertz whereas 
McCARTER and Other used up to 200 kHz fre
quency.
HENRY and Others have examined three hydra
tion cases: C-jS hydration, CgA hydration 
and mixture of 90% C3S + 10% CgA. They ha
ve concluded that in presence of lime for
med by the C3S hydrolises, the hydration of 

C3A produced C^AH^. The response curves 
of permitivity (e.'/m) and dielectric loss 
dve us an information on the beginning of 
the paste after 8h30 minutes. Adding 5% of 
gypsum to the mixture this time drops to 6 
hours.

xiii- KOCHMAI and Others (b.5) have studied 
the interaction between the hydration and 
crystallization process and the electroche
mical phenomena by examining the electroche 
mical cell Ag, AgCf, KCtitT/Cement Paste/ 
KCZm2, AgCf, Ag where mi e m2 are the con
centrations of KCZ solutions.
They have measured as (charge densities) 
ps (osmetic pressures) 
фт (membrane potentials) 
фЬгт (transmembrane potentials)
through the hydration process and could con 
elude that the hydration process is running 
through five stages and the 5^ one is the 
period of structure formation of the harde
ned cement associated to further formation 
and polycondensation process of CSH phases. 
This fact causes a reduction of CSH and 
starts the dropping of pel and a reduction 
of <f>trm.

xiv - VERNET and Others (b.2)
Studying the cement hydration they conclu
ded :
a - the reactivity concept should be taken 

into account the interactions, that is, 
from one side the solid properties and 
from the other the environment condi
tions .

b - Each hydration period presents one pha
se with main reaction which is the 
fastest of the system. The other reac
tions do not have its initial develop
ment in a independent way; its activa
tion energy changes and then its veloci 
ties increase as increasing the rate of 
the main reaction. This is the princi
pal characteristic of the portland ce
ment hydration; for this reason this 
subject shall be called: dynamic inte
ractant environment.



c - Besides that, the kinetic behaviour of 

the cement depends on the interaction 
of its principal compounds, alite and 

C3A.

We can say therefore that there is a 

real coupling between both phases.

xv - Concerning hydration mechanisms at la 

te ages, the paper of MLAKAR (b.9), the pa
per of FEDIN et al. (b.8) and the paper of 

CHOUKIN and Others (b.10) shall be conside

red.

xvi - MLAKAR (b.9) has figured out the rate 
constants for the characteristic process of 
hydration: nucleation and growth of hydra
tion products, phase—boundary interaction, 
and diffusion through growing hydration la
yer on a group of commercial cements and a 
synthetic one by adding alkali sulphates. 
The kinetic constants were obtained on the 
basis of kinetic study of alite hydration 
of these samples, using the method of kine
tic parameter determination taking into ac
count the a-t dependence and polydispersity 

of the examined systems.

xvii- FEDIN et al. (b.8) could determine 
the thlckeness of the hydrated layers and 

the specific surface in the initial hydra
tion stage. For that, they have used the 

time changes of spin-lattice relaxation as 

variation of the thin water layers.

By means of the magnetism it is possible to 

define the content of solid phase in water. 
After 24 hours, when the gel quantity is 
still low they discovered only traces of wa 
ter in the solid phase; at the fourth day 

the water content independently of the wa- 
ter/solld ratios is 6.5 to 8% in weight; 
at 28^h day the content increases to 8 — 9%.

For tobermorite gel quality parameter at 
all hardening ages the authors have taken 
the ratio between compression strength and 

hydration degree (R/y). In presence of low 
values for the water/solid ratios the R/y 

reachs its maximum value. This could be 
because the formation of the polyhydrated 

hydrosilicates at initial hydration stage 
as well as due to polymerization-recrystal

lization process ocurring intensively at 

older ages.

xviii - CHOUKIN and Others (b.10) have con

cluded:

During all period of silicates hydration in 
water and in calcium chloride solution, the 

re is the formation of polycondensation pro 
cess of siliceous ions. These processes 
are produced in such a manner that very 
soon there is the extration of the calcium 
hydrosilicates with low polycondensation 

degree ("n") corresponding n = 1 to 4. Du
ring the hydration process we observe an in 
crease of the average value of "n" and of 

the fraction of high polymerization where 
the polycondensation degree is equal and 

higher than 6.5 (Qn > 6.5) with a decrease 
of the low polymerization fraction.

xix - Concerning hydration Activation there 

are two important papers: M.M. SYCHEV's 
(b.7) and C. VERNET's (b.2).

xx - SYCHEV has pointed out:

Dissociative adsorption involved the follow 

ing recombination processes

OH + p+ OHad _
H2O + e™ Had + OH”

Had + 0Had 5 H2°ad

The latter is involved in the rupture of 

-Ca-O-Si= bonds, hydration surface of Ca 
ions, and release of these ions + into solu 

tion. Thus, the factors that increase the 
concentration of surface traps and free 

charge carriers will activate the process 
of cement setting. This statement is subs
tantiated by correlation of free carrier 
concentration and length of induction pe

riod .

Electrolites can activate not only the sur
face of cement minerals, thus increasing 
the concentration of acceptor species, as 
for example in chromate ion absortion, but 
also the adhesive interactions of cementi-



tions phases with the structural materials.

By muclear gamma resonance studies o£ the 

behavior of oxidizing and reducing species 
added into the water of mixing SYCHEV could 

conclude that the activating effect of chro 

mium ions is due to ionsorption, whereas 
that of manganese or tin compounds is due 

to oxidation-reduction properties. SYCHEV 

points out:
Thus, the presence of a solid, finely 

ground, acidic activator facilitates the 

appearance of nuclei of high-polymeric hy- 

drosolicate phase-fibrous calcium silicate 

hydrates of morphological form which positi 
vely affects the kinetics of hydration and 

setting.

XX1 - VERNET (b.2) in his paper has writ

ten:
The thermic activation is not only a phenom 

enon of mass heating, although it could be 
so, if the grains are close enough and the

refore the heat transfer will be facilita
ted. in the case of pure nastes it will 

be possible to define a global activation e 
nergy for each hydration period where we ha 

ve a process in the same chemical system.

The fineness of grinding is the predominant 

parameter for increasing the "coupling de

gree". It facilitates the thermic and 

Ionic transfers. Since the hydration is a 
surface reaction, the dissolution ionic de

bits of the phases will be increased; in 

consequence it will result in higher exten 
sion of reactions and in higher velocity of 

reactions.

xxii - concerning the hydrations and addi

tives I have selected four papers.

xxiii - H. USHIYAMA and Others (b.12).

It shall be emphasized the conclusion of 

the authors:

(1) A small amount of carbonates or bicarbo 

nates delays but a large amount accele

rates the hydration.

(2) The difference of cation in carbonates 

or bicarbonates little causes the chan

ge of hydration rate.

(3) The degree of delay-effect addition of 

bicarbonates on hydration is larger 

than that of carbonates.

xxiv - I. MINO and Others (b.13)

The authors concluded:

The hydration ratio of cement was gradually 

decreased by the augmentation of packing 

fraction of particles. In DSP materials, 
cement particles act as strong internal fll 

ler and the source of Ca(OH)2 supply. The 

total pore volumes of DSP are small and the 

pore sizes of DSP materials become small 

compared with conventional cement paste 
with the increase of packing fraction and 

the pozzolanic reaction of silica fume. Con 

sidering the reaction of cement and silica 
fume, the control of relation between the 

packing fraction and the hydrations of hy

draulic materials appears to be very impor

tant in DSP materials.

xxv - CUSSINO and Others (b.14) have studied 

the influence of V205on nine cements and ha 

ve concluded:

1 - When V Os is dissolved into the clin

ker, mainly into bellte, there was not 

significant changes either in setting 

or hardening of the cement.

2 - When V2O5 is simply added to the cement
the settings change; for cement with ad 

ditions up to 0.25% of V2Os the netting 

increases as increasing the V2O5 con
tent. For V^Os bigger than 0.25% the 

setting decreases as increasing the 

V2O5 content.

The setting acceleration is due to the 

thickening of the paste without hydration 

advancing as it can be seen from calorime

tric curves.

The setting delay is, probably due to the 

formation of calcium vanadate which covers



the cement grains and so hinders hydration.

xxvi - NEGRO and Others (b.15) have conclu

ded :

It is possible to displace 50% of gypsum 

by limestone without compromissing the ce

ment behaviour.

According to known data, there is a optimum 

gypsum/limestone ratio which determines the 

best performance of the cement.

Although the role of the limestone is some

times limited as setting regulating device, 

always the limestone reacts with cement uro 

ducing carbo-aluminate and so proceeding as 

an active compound of cement.

xxvii - Finally it shall be considered the 

paper of MITCHEDLOV and Others (b.16) con

cerning classification of the hardening pro 

cess of the binders and that of PARROT and 

Others (b.17), cement hydration under par

tially saturated curing conditions.

xxviii - MITCHEDLOV and Others (b.16) have 

proposed to classify the hardening proces

ses of the binders in three types:

a) The first type involves the rapid harde

ning processes of the most reactive bin

ders: CaO, C3A, Ci.AF. These processes 

are running with the development of

great amount of heat. The hydration in

duction period is lacking. The maximum 

hydration rate corresponds to the ini

tial reaction (a = 0.05 - 0.1).

b) The second type is characteristic for 

hardening of most of the binders. The 

accelerated and retarded induction pe

riods are determined through the hydra

tion. The duration of the changes which 

determine the amounts of heat liberation 

is not more than one day. The maximum 

value of hydration rate corresponds to a 

s 0.3 - 0.5.

c) The extremely low rate of the reaction 

with considerable high duration (up to 

several months) is characteristic of bin 

ders like slags, glasses, ashes. In nor 

mal conditions the reactivity of those 

material is practily zero. The maximum 

reaction velocity and transformation ex

tension correspond to a a = 0.6 - 0.3.

xxix - PARROTT and Others (b.17) through 

their paper concluded:

- The results suggested that the rate of 

cement hydration was related to the 

amount of water in the layer capillaries 

rather than the amounts of water in the 

porous hydrate coatings that surround re

sidual, unhydrated cement grains.

- The effects of relative humidity observed 

in this study are consistent with repor

ted gradients of microstructure in dry

ing, hydrated cement paste (1). Thus it 

may be concluded that the surface of pre

maturely dried concrete will have a low 

degree of reaction, a higher proportion 

of large diameter pores and will offer 

less protection to underlying concrete 

and any steel reinforcement.



tiAPPORT DES

CROUPE C -

COMMUNICATIONS DU SOUS-THEMl.

HYDRATATION DES CONSTITUANT

2.1

DU CLIP '.'ER

Les 13 Communications du groupe C ont les 

titres et auteurs suivants:

T. Mitsuda, S. Kobayakawa et H. Toraya 
Caracterisation du C-S-H formS hydrothermi- 

juement

- II у a plusieurs fa?on d'obtenir le C-S-H 

au laboratoire. Les auteurs de la Commu
nication C.1 font reagir l'acide silici- 

gueet la ohaux allX temperatures superieures 
a 12U°C jusqu'a 21U°C. La relation ua/Si 
a aussi varies de 0,4 a 3,0 (silicate tri 

-calcique). Les C-S-H formees se presen 
terent sur differentes formes crystalli

nes qui furent examinees en detail par 
ТЕМ, DRX, IRS, DTA et TG et la superficie 

specifique par BET.

T. Hara, N. Inoue, H. Noma et T. Hosegawa 
Formation et caracterization de la jennite

- au moin, depuis 1966, d'apres les auteurs, 
de la C.2 la formation de jennite (Na2O. 

bCaO.5SiO2.11H2O) pendant 1'hydratation 

des Silicates, a Interesse les scientis- 

tes. Dans cette Communications, les au
teurs font une etude sur les conditions 

dans lesquelles se forme la jennite. Les 
auteurs ont montre que un melange de 

|ä-c2S et fumee de si.Uce, en certaines 

conditions, conduit a la formation de 

jennite apres 91 jours de hydratation a 

bO°C.

D. Bertrandie et P. Barret
Etapes elementaires interfaciales de 1'hydra 

tation des aluminates de calcium, constitu- 

ants des ciments.

- Malgre le titre de la C.3 en realite eile 

traite de 1'hydration des aluminates et si 

licates de calcium aussi bien pour des ci
ments alumineux et ciments Portland. Us 

disent que "nous avons faite, dans le cas 

des silicates C^E ot C?S, un expose „а. . э_ 
hypotheses, nos idees et leur rapport expe 

rimental et theorique en ce qui concerne 
les etapes elementaires de 1'hydration des 

principaux aluminates de calcium utilisees 

dans le ciment". Us acceptent un proces

sus d'hydratation topochimique preliminai- 
re suivi de la dissolution car "nous postu

■ Ions 1'existance d'une etape irreversible 

d'hydroxilation superficielle s'accompag- 
nant d'un abaissement d'enthalpie libre 

susceptible d'expliquer la difference en- 
tre la solubilite theorique calculee et 

les valeurs limites des concentrations ob- 

servees". Les detailles de 1'hydration 

des silicates et aluminates sont presen

tees, suivant ses hypotheses, minutieuse- 

ment.

P. Barret
Mecanisme de 1'hydratation des silicates de 

calcium (C3S, C2S) constituant du ciment, vu 
ä travers les concepts generaux de la reacti 

vite des solides.

- La C.4 est bien relatione au travail com-



mente anterieurement de D. Bertrandie et 
p. Barret. P. Barret dans ce travail pre 
sente encore plus de detailles, sur 1'Hy
dratation des silicates, et cherche ä com 
plementer et discuter celui que H.F.W. 
Taylor ä presente ä la reunion du Commite 
68 de la RILEM, sur formation d'une cou- 
che totalement protectrice du grain de ci 
ment, admetant aussi I'existance d'un pro 
cessus topochimique prealable.

p. W. Brown
Consequences de l'equilibre des phases dans 
1'Hydratation du Systeme C^S-eau et C^A-gyg 
se-eau.

- L'auteur la C.5 examine en detail le me- 
chanisme et la cinetique de 1'Hydratation 
du CjS et du CjA, en presence ou non du 
gypse, dans la periode de pre-induction 
de 1'Hydratation. En ce qui concerne 1' 
Hydratation du C-jS il trouve incertain 
son controle par la variation de la rela
tion C/S. Avec l'aide du MEB il a obser
ve le developpement d'une couche de pro- 
duits d'Hydratation sans une forme defi- 
nie, sur les cristaux de CgS, pendant la 
periode de pre-induction. La periode d' 
induction commence quand la couche ä ter
mine sa formation et finit quand la cou
che presente des transformations morpholo 
giques avec 1'apparition des cristaux en 
aiguilles de C-S-H. L'hydratation du C-jA 
est examine en detail prenant attention ä 
la solubilite du CaO et du AI2O3 ä la pe
riode de pre-induction, et avec le sulfa
te quand on etudie le Systeme A^Oj-CaSO^ 
-H2O. L'auteur examine les conditions 
pour la formation du gel AH^ et a 1'et
tringite dans la periode de pre-induc
tion.

K. Asaga, M. Daimon, S. Sibata, K. Kishi.K. 
Yano, P.R. Shrestha
Les effets de l'histoire thermique et des 
additifs sur l'hydratation du -C2S.

Les auteurs de la C.6 ont prepare]e-C2S par 

melange de Ca CC>3 et SiO2 dans la proportion 
de 2 de CaO et 1 de SiOj. En suite, le me
lange est porte a 1.500°C, dans un creuset 
de platine, pendant 1 a 1,5 heures et refroi 
di a 1'air: on a obtenu la2T-C2S. Les au
teur ont examine 1'influence de 1'addition 
de Fe2O3, de Fe2O3 + K20 et de B2C>3, sur 1' 
inversion-C2S-*y  C2S. Les recherches des 
auteurs, sur l'hydratation du P-C2S ont mon- 
tre que son Hydratation est largement affec- 
tee par l'histoire thermique de sa prepara
tion (1.000°C ou 1.500°C, par exemple).

Y. Nanru, Z. Baigian et W. Zhanwen
Un (3-C2S actif - Preparation et Hydratation

- Les auteurs de la C.7 presentent 1'etude 
de l'hydratation, de ses proprietes de re
sistances ä compression d'un type de|®-C2S 

prepare ä basse temperature, inferieur a 
1.123°K. Il s'agit d'une recherche de la- 
boratoire dans le meme sens d'autres re- 
cherches pour obtenir unP-C2S actif.
C'est un minutieux travail de recherches 
utilisant les techniques modernes pour 1' 
examen de 1'evolution de l'hydratation, ' 
comme la trimetyl-sililation (TMS), DRX, 
IR, cromatografie, evolution thermique, et 
le microscope electronique ä balayage.

N.J. Clayden, C.M. Dobson, C.W. Groves et
S.A. Rodger
Application des methodes spectroscopique de 
la resonance magnetique nucleaire (RMN) dans 
l'etat solide pour 1'etude de l'hydratation 
du C3S.

- Les auteurs de la C.8 ont utilise 1'essai 
par resonance magnetique necleaire pour 
1'etude des produits forme par l'hydrata
tion d'un C3S synthetic pendant les perlo
des de pre-induction, induction, post-in
duction acceleree et retardee. Dans la pe 
riode de pre-induction, I1indication, ä la 
Fig. 1, du chaleur degage est significati- 
vement petit a cause de l'additif. L'ac
tion des additifs comme le Ca Cl2 et 1'ac^ 
de maleic "n'ont pas presente aucun effet



significatif dans la composition chimique 
ou ä la structure du C-S-H. Le seul effet 
semble etre dans la cinetlque de I'hydrata- 
tion". En accompagnant 11 Hydratation des 
silicates par RMN, les auteurs ont arrive ä 
de resultats sur la polymerisation de la 
silice semblables a ceux obtenus par trime- 
tbyl sililation (TMS).

A.R.  Ramachandran et M.W. Grutzeck 
Hydratation du C^S a un pH fixe.

- Les auteurs de la C.9 presentent le гё- 
sultat de la recherche sur l'hydration du 
C^S prepare au laboratoire avec un melan
ge de CaCOj et de la silice colloidale. 
L'objectif etait de verifier 1'influence 
de la variation du pH (de 8 a 11,5) sur 
11 Hydratation de C3S en suspension, et ä 
trois temperatures 10°, 25° et 40°C. La 
variation de la concentration du calcium 
et de silice en fonction du pH de 8, 10, 
11, 11,5 et 12 ä 25°C a demontre 1'impor
tance de la recherche. Le titre de ce 
travail ne traduit pas 11 importance de la 
recherche presentee dans la C.10 sur les 
premiers pas de 1'Hydratation du C^S, 
soit dans la periode de pre-induction et 
d1 induction. Les auteurs ont examine en 
detail le mecanisme de la formation ini
tial du gel de silice, en quantifiant la 
variation de la concentration de calcium 
en fonction du pH de la solution cette va 
riation conduit ä la precipitation du C- 
-S-H avec le pH de 11,5 a 12. Pour arri- 
ver a ces conclusions les auteurs ont etu 
die et discute en detail la methode de 
synthese du C-S-H qui conduit ä une hydra 
tion semblable ä 1'Hydratation reel du 
CjS du ciment portland.

Francisa Hannawaya
Proprietes du C^AF apres 8 annees d'hydrata 
tion

- L'auteur de la C.11 presente une recher
che sur l'hydration du C^AF synthetic pur 
et avec 1'adition de gypse depuis le pe

riode initial jusqu'a 8 ans. Le melange 
du CaO (en partant du CaCO^ avec 96 - 
98% de purete) , de 1'hydroxide d'alumi
nium (gibbsite) et oxyde ferrique est por 
te ä la temperature de 1.320°C pendant 2 
a 3 heures. Le C^AF en presence d'eau, 
s'hydrate rapidement et termine la reac
tion a 28 jours. Les phases crystalli
nes sent: C. (A,F) H ,’C, (A,F)Hr, solu
tions solides entre les phases preceden- 
tes, phase amorphe d'hydroxyde de fer ou 
d'aluminium et hydroxyde de calcium. Le 
C^AF en presence du gypse, s'hydrate plus 
lentenent et donne lieu ä la formation 
d'ettringite qui evolue en monosulfate.
Apres 8 ans le monosulfate C4(A,F)SH^g 
presente, aux DRX, une plus forte intensi. 
te que le C^(A,F)SH^2

S. Menosi et M. Collepardi - Italie 
Effet de fumee de silice sur les roduits 
d'hydratation du systheme C,A-6S H,.

- Les auteurs de la C.12 ont etudie 1'hydra^ 
tation du CgA synthetic (CaO - de CaCO^ - 
e A12Oj) en melange avec la fumee de sili 
ce, avec le gypse et un additif de sulpho 
nate de naphtalene. Ils ont utilise sur- 
tout 1'analyse thermogravimetrique (ATG) 
et 1'analyse thermo differentiel (ATD) 
pour accompagner la cinetique de l'hydrar 
tation des dlfferents melanges. Une con
clusion importante e'est que 1'addition 
de la fumee de silice accelere la produc
tion de 1'ettringite et sa conversion en 
monosulfate.

X'
A.jlT.  Boikova, L.V. Grishchenko, et A.J. Do- 
mansky - URSS
Activite d'Hydratation des phases contenant 
du chlore.

- Les auteurs de la C.13 ont etudie 1'hydra
tion d'un clinker contenant des phases com 
me le chloride-silicate de calcium(alunite) 
et le chlore-aluminate de calcium (Ca^ 
Al^ 4 °32' Ca Ce cÜAker contenait 



55 - 65% d'alinite et 5 - 10% de chlore- 
aluminate de calcium. L'etude de la eine 
tique de 1'hydration de l'alinite pure ä 
montre qu'elle ä court terme et ä long ter 
me, a une activite beaucoup plus grande 
que le C^S. Les auteurs ont etudie, en 
detail, l’influence de composes mineurs 
sur 1'hydratation.

Croupe D - HYDRATATION DU CIMENT CONTENANT 
DES SOLUTIONS SOLIDES

Les 4 Communications du groupe D ont les ti 
tres et auteurs suivants:

Polman Herbert
Solution solide du complexe d'aluminate de 
calcium hydrate contenant des anions Cl~ , 
(OH)“ et CO3“

- L'auteur de la C.14 presente une recher
che faite sur 1'hydratation du C3A, conte 
nanc CI , OH ec CC^ . En plus des alumi 
nates hrdrates, il a verifig la formation 
des hydrates du chlore aluminate de cal
cium, du carbo-aluminate de calcium, et 
de 1'hydroxide de calcium. En fonction
de la composition chimiques des hydrates 
il У a la formation des solutions soli
des, etudiees en detail par 1'auteur.

R. Wenda et H. J. Kuzel
В dans les aluminates de calcium hydrates

- Les auteurs de la C.15 ont fait de recher 
ches sur les effets d'addition de borates 
sur 1’hydratation d'un aluminate monocal- 
cique (CA) synthetic avec 1'addition de 
H3 B °3 ou de la colemanite (Ca[B3O4 
(ОН)3].н2О pendant 1'hydratation ä des 
temperatures variables de 5° a 60°C. Ils 
ont utilise aussi un "Ciment Fondu" Secar 
250. Us ont detecte quelques nouveaux 
aluminates de calcium contenant du bore 
et ont arrive ä la conclusion que le 
2CaO.B203.H20 "est le responsable de la 
Stabilisation des ciments alumineux conte 
nant des borates". Les auteurs indiquent 

que "1'addition de 5% calemanite, con
duit a limiter la formation de 50% des hy
drates CAH10 et C2AHg qui peuvent avoir de 
convertion en C4A.1/2 B2O3.12H2O et que 
la transformation de cette fraction en C 
AHg est bloquee".

V. Akimov, T. Kouznetsova, A. Koudriavtsev ' 
et V. Faniouchkine - URSS
Defectuosites de structure et activite d'hy 
dratation des mineraux entrant dans le clin
ker de ciment portland

- Les auteurs de la C.16 ont montres cer
tains details de 1'influence des defectuo- 
sites de la structure crystalline des mine 
raux du clinker, du ä la presence de solu
tions solides, sur 1'activite d'hydratati
on du ciment portland. Les auteurs ont 
confirme que "1'hydratation n'interesse ' 
pas toute la surface des cristaux mais es- 
sentiellement les centres actifs" et en 
plus, les defauts superficiels, resultant 
d'un traitement thermique ou mecanique, 
des cristaux influent directement sur la 
duree de la periode d'induction lors de 
1'hydratation de C3S". Les auteurs ont 
largement etudie le phenomene en detail, 
avec 1'utilisation des essais par resonan
ce magnetique nucleaire et d'autres.

T. Kouznetsova et V. Akimov - URSS
Silicate dicalcique et aluminates de calcium

- Les auteurs de la C.17 ont fait de recher- 
ches sur 1'influence de solutions solides 
des silicates avec plusieurs substances 
comme К O,B2O Al О Ее 0 Mn.O. et Cr, 
O3 dans 1 activation de son hydratation.
Les recherches ont ete faites en des sili
cates et aluminates de calcium obtenus au 
laboratoire. La cinetique de 1'hydrata
tion des silicates et aluminates de cal
cium contenant des solutions solides ä ete 
suivi avec 1'utilisation des essais par a- 
nalise microcalorimetrique, analyse des 
phases par RX et par resonance magnetique 
nucleaire. En conclusion, les auteurs ont
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montre que certaines defectuosites dans 
les mlneraux des clinkers industriel et 
des phases sinthetiques ont une influence 
dans le degre d'hydratation et dans la ci- 
netique de 1 ’hydratation des silicates et 
aluminates de calcium, .
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Theme 2,- HYDRATION OF THE CLINKER COMPONENTS AND OF THE CEMENTS

Sub-Theme 2.2 - MICROSTRUCTURE OF HARDENED CEMENT PASTE AND ITS EFFECTS ON ITS BEHAVIOUR

L INTRODUCTION

It is worthwhile to emphasize that in this sub

theme there are a variety in the research, that comes 

from a work in pure kinetics in a pure phase to a 

work on fracture mechanics in a hardened hydraulic 

cement, passing through the morfologic features, So 

the participation of the different countries, with a 

maximum of three works to Czechoslovakia and United 

Kingdom followed by contributions of one work to 

Brazil, Canada, China, France, Italy, Japan, Poland, 

Saudi Arabia, U.S.A, and USSR, is also very varied.

In order to make a gradual report of all the 

works, it was intended an ordenation in the previous 
ly shown sense.

Works which deals principally with 

hydratation kinetics

1. - "Structure and kinetics of formation of the
gel phase in hydrated tricalcium silicate".

D. R. VOLLET and A. F. CRAIEVICH - Brazil

2. - "On the hydration of ferrite phase in the

presence of lime and gypsum".

A. NEGRO, L. MONTANARO and A. BACHIORRINI - 

Italy.
3. - "Hydration and porosity of cement paste cured

in warm and dry environment".

0. Z. CEBECI - Saudi Arabia

4. - "Phenomenes cristallochimiques intervenant

dans 1'hydratation des mineraux du ciment".

L. CHPYNOVA, V. ILIOUKHINE, M. SANITSKY et

S. MELNIK - U.S.S.R.

Works which deals principally with the 

morphology of the hydration products

5. - "A study of the microstructure of two old cement

pastes".

K. L. SCRIVENER - United Kingdom

6, - "Structure and morphological aspects of calcium

silicate hydrates". *’
7, - "Microstructure of hardened pastes of gypsum

- free portland and slag cements".

F. SKVARA - Czechoslovakia

8, - "Ca^SiO^Clg hydration under hydrothermal condi

tions".

W. KURDOWSKY and K. MISKIE..ICZ - Poland

9, - "Behaviour of ettringite in high strength

hardened cement paste".

K. ISOZAKI and K. NAKAGAWA - Japan

Works which deals principally with

. fracture and mechanical properties

10, - "The formation of C^SHtA) and C^SH at the

hydration of portland cement".

V. LACH - Czechoslovakia

11, - "Relationships between ettringite and chloroa

luminate, strength, and expansion in paste 

mixtures".

A. D. BUCK - U.S.A.

12, - "Pore structure and strengths of hardened

cement pastes".

J. JAMBOR - Czechoslovakia

13, - "A study of the intrinsic properties of har

dened cement pastes (HCP)".

L. PING and H. YIUN-YUAN - China

14, - "Dependence of degree of silica polymerization

and intrinsic mechanical properties of C-S-H 

on C/5 ratio".
J. J. BEAUDOIN and R. F. FELDMAN - Canada 

and J. BARON and M. CONJEAUO - France



15,-  "Crack tip processes and fracture mechanism 

in hardened hydraulic cements",
N. B, EDEN and J, E, BAILEY - United Kingdom

2, PARTICULAR DISCUSSION OF THE WORKS

2,1 Vollet and Craieyich, which are the authors 

of the first work has been studying the hydration 

of tricalcium silicate with a small-angle X-ray 

scattering (SAXS) at different temperatures. The 

degree of the hydration was determined by quantita

tive X-ray diffraction analysis (QXDA). The kine

tics of setting of the pastes is well described 

by the Johnson-Mehl equation with n=2

J - J = (Jo - Jo) exp I - kn —------ } (1)
” t ° n

where Jc and are the scattering intensity 

values,, respectively, at time t, extrapolated to 

t=0 and corresponding to the apparent upper asym- 

tote. к is an empirical velocity constant and 
n a parameter that is a function of the phase trans

formation determinant mechanism. The

Inin " J«„ vs. Int plot must be linear in this 
J - J. ” t

range, with a slope n, which in the graph presented 

by Vollet and Craievich is quite nearly 2. The 

Arrhenius plot for the empirical hydration velocity 

к a exp (-ДЕ/RT) give an empirical activation energy 

of &E = 37.2 KJ/mol, Analysed the SAXS data they 

can obtain the mean size parameters 1 and 1д respec 

Lively of the pores and the solid gel particles, 
"1 = 0.80 nm and 1 = 2,05 (nm), for the satured

P
samples. In the dried samples 1 and ls can become 

2.5 nm and 6.4 nm respectively. This increases, 

indicating a clustering of the gel particles and 

pores, when the tricalcium silicate paste dried. 

His hydration kinetics studies suggest that the 

hydrated gel correspond to about one layer of tober- 

morite type, separated by one or two monolayers 

of water, on the average.

2.2 The second work by Negro, Montanaro and Bachio- 

rrini, is about the hydration of ferrite phase 

in the presence of lime and gypsum. It is in gene

ral accepted that the ferrite phase is a solid 

solution of the type С2<А F-n_^) where 0 < n < 0.7. 

From the components of this solid solution C^A^F, 

C.AF and C,AF„. With an addition of CH, C5H„, and
4 0 L <

the siliceous powder, they prepared the mortar 

where the relation water/solid = 0.3. They measure 

the expansions after 28 Hydratation days of three 

mortars prepared as it is said before and they 

are compared with two reference mortar containing 

C,A, CH and CSh,, for the first, and by C,A with 

5% of F, CH and CSH^ for the second. They observed 

that the expansion of this mortar made of ferrite 

phase is function of the content of A and they 

amount a minor quantity that of the mortar made 

with CjA., For this C^A mortar the expansion is 

lower, when the CgA is replaced by the CgA with 

additions. Differential thermal analysis is used 

for studying the hydration kinetics of this mortar 

by the evaluation of the amount of ettringite that 

they have. After this results is possible to say 

that the little quantity of ettringite and expansion 

shown by the ferrite in relation to C^A, are doing 

not only to his mediocre reactivity, but to forma

tion of amorphos ferritiques components which im

plies a lowered of hydratation.. The plates showing 

scanning electron microscopy of the different stages 

of the phases are very useful.

2.3 The work of Cebeci, which is the third, is 

about the hydration and porosity of a cement paste 

cured in warm and dry environment. In order to 

accomplish this two differents temperatures 17°C 

and 37°C were maintained during mixing and in the 

three different curing media: in lime satured 

water, 75% and 33% relative humidity. The hydra

tion was determined by ignition at 1050^50°C to 

measure the non evaporable water content. The" 

ratio of this to the nonevaporable water content 

of the paste completely hydrated with excess water 

in a ball-mill, indicates the degree of hydration 

of the specimen. The figures shown by the author 

in which he describes the hydration kinetics, 

are quite different from the one of Vollet and 

Craievich, and it is necessary further studying 

in order to obtain a coherence between this two 

important experimental facts. Using their own

words: "The degrees of hydration and mercury intru

sion pore size distributions of the hardened pastes 

were determined at various ages from one to ninety 

days. The results indicated that the deficiency 



in the relative humidity of the environment, rather 
than the increase in the hydration temperature, 

is the dominant factor affecting the parameters 

investigated in this study. The cement pastes 

hydrated at lower humidity attained lower ultimate 

degree of hydration and greater porosity, particu

larly in macropores, as compared to the pasted 

hydrated in water".

2.4 The fourth and last work of the first subdivi- 

ssion of this sub-theme is by Chpynova, Ilioukhine, 

Sanitsky and Melnik, and deals with the crystallo

graphic fenomenous that participate in hydratation 

of the clinker phase. They show the influence 

which perfoms the anisotropy of chemical union 

in the structural polyedres and the nonsaturation 
of valence forces in the anions on the hydratation 

of the clinker minerals. They discuss, in the 

same way, the possibility of formation, when the 

CjS hydratation is taking account, of a hydrosili

cate with high basicnees nature, which are analo

gous to the calcium hidroxide structure. With 

the calcium silicate they obtain that the procesus 

which is determinant in the hydration are: the 

polycondensation of SiO^ in the hydrosilicate, 

the lixiviation of CH and his crystallisation in 

the pores upon the form of portlandite; for the 

aluminates and the calcium aluminaferrite: the 

protonisation of all 0” and the tranformation of 
Al+3 and Fe+3 to the IV in VI coordination with 

the total destruction of the crystalline structure 
of the original mineral. So, this authors describe 

a topochemical reaction where only the CH is dis

solved and critalized.

2.5 In this work, the first which uses morphology 

principally and made by Scrivener, deals with the 

microstructure of two old cement pastes. They 

have been examined by backscattered electron (bse) 

imaging of flat polished section in the SEM. One 

paste has been hydrated under carefully controlled 

conditions for 23 years. A cement made by William 

Aspdin is the other and is mixed with water in 

1848. The bse imaging technique allows, that the 

different phases and porosity in the pastes can 

be observed. The resolution is about 0.1 p m. 

Many features of the original cement can be obtained 
from the microstructure of the pastes. Many relicts 

of the original cement grains can be distinguished, 

and the original particle size distribution can 

be obtained and the water cement ratio of the paste. 

As the author said "This study indicates that the 

net movement of most ionic species during hydration 

is very small and provides evidence for an in situ 

reaction mechanism during the latter stages of 

hydration". This in situ reaction must be corre
lated with the previously said solid state reaction 

or a reaction controlled by diffusion, in some 

previous discussed work.

2.6 The second work which deal principally with 

morphology is made by Henderson and Bailey and 

is about the structure and morphological aspects 

of calcium silicate hydrates. As the authors said 

the 70% calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) have a 
micro and molecul ar structure which remains practica

lly uncertain. In order to elucidate this uncer

tainty of molecular and microstructural characteris

tics, they prepared various synthetic C-S-H with pa£ 
ticular reference to possible structural relation

ships with the hydrates in portland cement paste. 

They studied C-S-H formed in a model two phase 

system, consisting of an aqueous CH solution and 

an organic layer of hexane containing (C^H^Ol^Si.

The C-S-H prepared in various conditions which 

give different C/S ratios were observed in ТЕМ. 

The principal results obtained by the technique 

are: "The presence of -1 nm foils extending to 
102-103 nm along the sheet have been directly ob

served in both amorphous and microcrystalline hy

drates, with compositions in the range C/S = 0.9 

to 1.75. The -1 nm thick foils appear to represent 

the basic core structure of these hydrates, consis

ting of a CaOx polyhedral sheet sandwiched between 

short chain silicate groups. The presence of double 

-1 nm foils -2 nm and less apart, extending over 
102-103 nm are indicative of incipient short range 

ordering at right angles to the sheet. The non-in

terfacial C-S-H (C/S = 1.7) was thought to have 

a fibre-like microstructure when examined at low 

magnification. However, more detailed microscopy 

revealed the actual character of this hydrate at 

a micro and molecular level, 

orientated foils -1 nm thick 

nm were observed. Instead of 

C-S-H foils between -2 nm and 

Highly directionally 
2 3extending some 10 -10 

doublets, multilayered 

4 nm apart, consisting



of up to 6 layers, were also observed. In spite 

of the overall highly directionally orientated 

character of these foils, conventional electron 

diffraction contained but two diffuse bands typical 

of amorphous materials. The thickness of these 

.. 1 nm foils, like similar but more highly curved 

interfacial C-S-H foils, is again consistent with 

a basic structural core, consisting of a CaO* 

polyhedral sheet sandwiched between silicate 

groups. The difference in foil character, between 

the interfacial C-S-H, where they are high curved 

and the highly directionally orientated non-inter

facial hydrate foils, is probably related to the 

great difference in preparative conditions, rather 

than to any basic change in their overall sheet
like molecular* level structure, containing CaOx 

polyhedral sheets sandwiched between silicate 

groups of various types; independent of mode of 
formation, composition or degree of order, strongly 

suggests that the C-S-H in paste hydrated portland 

cement, could well, also contain this basic highly 
orientated layer-like molecular structure.1’

2.7 The following work, by Skvära, is about the 

microstructure of hardened pastes of gypsum-free 

portland and slag cements. They prepared a ground 

cement clinker of specific surface 300 to 700 
m2/kg, in which the common setting regulator, 

the gypsum, is replaced by lignine derivate (or 

sulphonated polyphenolate) plus alkali carbonate, 
with w = 0.20. This pastes GF, attain a compres

sive strenght of 1 to 9 MPA after 1 to 3 hours, 
and are composed of crystalline and amorphous 

patterns featuring the ratios C/S = 1 to 5, and 

C/A = 10 to 50. With SEN it is found that a dense 

structure is developed in the course of 12 to 
24 hours the morphological character of which 

does not undergo any further changes through the 

paste strength increases (to 100 MPa and more 

after 28 days). It is very interesting that this 

dense structure was not found to contain the 
crystalline formation typical of hardened PC pastes 

(portlandite ettringite). A high-lime C-S-H phase 

(mean C/S ratio = 2.7 +0.1, EDAX analysis) inter

crown with very fine CH and highly dispersed hydro

aluminates (cubic and hexagonal). The gypsum-free 
slag cement (GFS) attain a compressive strength 

of 50 to 90 MPa after 28 days, and over 100 MPa 

after 180 days. SEM said that his hardened pastes 

present a dense microstructure composed of the 

C-S-H phase intergrown with highly dispersed hydro

aluminates and hydroalumosilicates. They do not 

contain CH. The hydrosilicate phase of GF C:.c 

GFS cements may be classified as C-S-H type III. 

The major constituent of bonding products in har

dened GF cement pastes is mostly the hydrosilicates 

of the C-S-H II (Taylor) interspersed with very 

fine CH and highly dispersed hydroaluminates. 

The major mechanical strength of the hardened

GF and GFS cements respect to the PC and SPC 

ones is the result of the greater bonking capaci

ties of the new hydration products.

2.8 Kurdowsky and Miskiewicz studied the

C^S • ClgCa hydration under hydrothermal conditions. 

X-ray examination, differential thermal analysis 

and SEM was used for this investigation. The 

calcium chlorosilicate which is formed at about 

600°C in system C-S-CaClg, was synthesizes starting 

from a mixture of calcium carbonate, amorphous 

silica and calcium chloride with molar ratio 2:1:1, 

in a laboratory furnace. This calcium chlorosili

cate was mixed with amorphous silica in molar 

proportion 0, 1, 2, which are the samples A, B, 

C, respectively. The behaviour of this samples 

in autoclaving is summarized as follows from figures 

of the authors.

Sample A:

C2S • ClgCa

Tobermorite

Xonotlite

CaCl2-CH-H

Amorphous and adsor
bed on the surface of 
xonotlite

Sample B:

C2S • ClgCa + S^—------------------- > CaClg-CH'H

* amorphous and adsor-
Tobermorite CSH bed

xonotlite



Sample C:

Tobermori te CSH

gynolite

partially adsorbed 
on the surface of 
CSH

CaCl^ • nHC2S • Cl2Ca + 2S

2.9 The last work of this group deals principally 

with morphology. It was made by Isozaki and Nakaga- 

wa and is the behaviour of ettringite in high 

strength hardened cement paste. They used SEM, 

mercury pressure porosimetry and powder X-ray dif

fractometry in order to study the morphology of 

ettringite and hydrate structure in high strength 

hardened cement pastes made with normal portland 
cement containing type II anhydrous calcium sulfate 

(anhydrite) at long term water curing. The amount 

of anhydrite added to the normal portland cement 

were varied from 0 to 20 wt%, WvO.3, after precu

ring at 20°C, they were steam cured at 65°C for 

4 hrs and inmersed in water at 20°C for forty 

months. The addition of anhydrite in the high 

strength hardened cement paste at forty months 

of age gives a stable ettringite and monosulfate 

hydrate was not detected. In the SEM figures shown 

in the work the average shape of ettringite was 

a needlelike form of 0.2 to 0.8 pm in diameter 

and 2 to 6 pm in length. Some ettringite crystals 

can concentrate in the small voids and some times 

sintered together, growing into a large crystal, 

this depends on the amount of unreacted anhydrite 

and the compactness of the matrix of cement paste.

2.10 The work of Lach about the formation of C2SH(A) 

and CgSH at the hydration of portland cement, is 

the first of the works where the mechanical proper
ties have a very important rol, which go to increase 

to the last work coomented here. Various methods 

as X-ray diffractometry, microporosimetry, SEM 

and, of course, mechanical tests, was used in this 

work . It is found that the phase composition 

of microstructure varies significantly with the 

temperature of autoclaving process (140, 165, 190 

and 215°C). At 190 and 215°C temperatures, besides 

common phases CH and C-S-H gel, the basic hydration 

products C2SH(A) and CgSH were formed according 
to the reaction :

m (C-S-H gel) + nCh—>xC2SH(A) + yC^SH

(2) 

In relation to the mechanical properties of hydra

ted paste, the higher is the crystallinity and 

basicity of calcium hydrosilicates at the expense 

of gel and less crystalline ones, the lower is 

the strength of autoclaved paste. The hydration 

is not completed even with high autoclaving tempera

ture, and the specimens places in burned atmosphere 

after autoclaving increased their strength and 

reduced microporosity. The higher the degree 

of hydration, the higher the temperature of auto
cl aving.

2.11 In the work of Buck, the theme is a relation
ships between ettringite and chloroaluminate, 

strength, and expansion in paste mixture and this 

is a part of study of cementitious mixtures for 

underground sealing and isolation of nuclear was

tes. The stability of these phases on such factors 

as strength and expansion was studies. In order 

to carry on this objective a serie of paste mix

tures using a portland cement, plaster of paris, 

and two levels of water content with or without 

the presence of fly ash, ground granulated iron- 

blast furnace slag, silica fume, or natural pozzo

lan were made; four mixtures contained sodium 

chloride instead of plaster of paris were also 

made. Samples of these mixtures were treated 

at different temperature and at different age 
up to one year. The phase composition was studies 

by X-ray diffraction. Compressive strength and 

restrained expansion was studied, too. The most 

significant finding was in his own words: "that 

since loss of ettringite crystallinity at about 

100°C, as determined by XRD, did not affect either 
compressive strength or expansion significantly, 

the thermal stability of ettringite in this tempera 

ture range do not need to be a concern for reposi

tory sealing use of cementitious mixtures. Other 

findings were: a) Some ettringite was destroyed 

at about 75°C while that in other mixtures persis

ted to about 100°C. The higher stability seemed 

to relate to impurity, but this could not be defi

nitely proved by XRD. b) If a long-term source 

of alumina is available and other necessary ingre

dients are present, new ettringite may continue
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to form for at least a year, c) Once ettringite 

had been destroyed by heat, it did not tend to 

reform under moist storage conditions at room 
temperature. d) When ettringite was destroyed 

by heat, tetracalcium aluminate monosulfate-12-hy- 

drate (monosulfoaluminate) did not replace it. 

Instead there was sometimes formation of hydrogar
net after heating to 1004. e) Conversion of 

ettringite to chloroaluminate in the mixtures 

containing salt ranged from none to complete at 

23CC with some coexistence for a year. In no 

case did ettringite replace chloroaluminate".

2.12 The third work of the last subdivission 
is written by Jambor about pore structure and 

strength of hardened cement paste. Pore structure 

is an unseparable of the production processes 
of the cement paste, and in this sense that this 

work was made, and his principal objective is 
a connection between strength and porosity. The 

early works said that the strength decreases very 
rapidly with increasing porosity. When it is 
increasing w the unfavorable influence is expressed 

by the well known formulas of Feret, Abrams, and 

Solomey. The influence of porosity in strength 

are given by the formulae of Powers, Schiller 

and Ryshkewitch. But because the greath variabili

ty of the cement respect to the total porosity 

and the pore structure which change with time 

and in dependence on their cure conditions. Poro
sity and pore structure and his relation to the 

strength is the aim of this work. A variade group 

of selected cement pastes with various water-cement 

ratios was prepared by the author with the effec

tive method of compacting the pastes in various 
ways. The pore size distributions is analized

in a high pressure mercury porosimeter, and presen

ted by the value of his average pores radious. 

The specific surface of the tested pastes was 

determined by the BET method and nitrogen was 
uses as the sorption gas. The values of the bound 

water in the Unding hydration products were deter- . 

mined by the complex thermal, analysis and are 

identical with the ignition loss in the tempera
ture range of 100 to 4504. Two formulas (3) 

and (4-) allow to predict the changes of the porosi

ty of hardened cement pastes - in dependence of 

their curing time. Provided no microcracks and 

additionally created pores in the hardened cement 
composite are present, its total porosity P in 

every stage of its hardening way be expressed by

formula

P = P0-^hp

where: PQ is the theoretical initial porosity

the value of which is given by the sum of the 
volumes of mixing water (V^) and air voids (Vv) 

in a volume unit of the composite inmediately after 

its compaction, i.e., pq=vw+vv and /\vhp 15 the 

difference between the volume of the developed 

hydration products (V^p) and the volume share occu
pied by the hydrated cement in its original unhydra
ted state in the volume unit of the composite (Vhc),

i p AV = V, - V. . This difference corresponds 
1-е-’па’пр hp he .
to the volume increase of the solid phases in the 
volume unit of the composite due to the hydration 

process. The results of a great number of hardened 

cement pastes made of portland cements with diffe

rent w/c ratios and cured for different time period 

in water at 204 showed, that the volume increase 
of the solid phases due to the cement hydration 

AV. in the volume unit of hardened cement pastes 
hp

may be roughly expressed by

AV, = A • w/c 
hP

В 
х/т'+ В

A- w/c

(4)

where A is a coefficient depending on the cement 
composition, the value of which in case of portland 

cements is approximately 68.4; the product A-w/c 

is then the maximum possible volume increase of 

the solid phases that may be achieved in the cement 
pastes with given w/c after their long term curing 

in water at 204; В is a coefficient depending 

mainly on the class and fineness of cement, its 

value for portland cement of class 400 is approxima

tely 17.1; T is time period of curing in water 

at 204 in days. Finally the porosity (P)- strength 

(S) relationship is given by formula (5)

where P is the total porosity in the time of test, 
Pq is the initial porosity as it has been defined 

above, and К is coefficient, the value of which
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depends on the type and activity of cement, on the 

curing conditions, on the dose of cement in a volume 

unit of the composite and also on the type of test 

specimens. The comparison of the experimental 

and calculated values of the compression strength 

of the tested cement pastes confirms a satisfactory 

accuracy of this formula.

2.13 The fourth work of this last subdivission 

and the thirteenth of the sub-theme is by Ping 

and Yiun-Yuan and deals with the intrinsic proper

ties of hardened cement pastes (HCP). The fracture 

strength depends on porosity in a way that the 

fracture strenght at zero porosity is a parame

ter in such a well known expression as:

(Г = ö"o (1 - P)A

(F = 5-Oe 
(6)

where P is the total porosity and (Г intrinsic 

strength at zero porosity. A, В are constant.

Or the more recently

, к3,кч,г K3(vH. i-p

where W is the factor of relative specific surface 

area of the pores, and constants depending

on intrinsic properties of hardened cement paste, 

furthermore ~ 3. Formulaes (6) comes from 

ceramics, formulae (7) comes from some Weibull 

statistics consideration, the three formulaes invol

ved the intrinsic strength (Tat zero porosity. 

The objective of this study is to correlate the 

intrinsic strength G" in hardened cement paste 

and its mechanical behaviour, can be changed 

by altering the molecular weight distributions 

of silicate in C-S-H gel by addition of inorganic 

complex ions and/or organic silane coupling agents 

to hydrating cement pastes. Low porosity samples 

was prepared by compactation of a cement with a 

w/cYO.l and them cured in water. Gel permeation 

chromatography, compressive strength, splitting 

tensile strength, amounts of non-evaporable water, 

pore size distributions by mercury porosimetry, 

fracture parameters as GI(. (fracture toughness), 

Kjq (critical stress intensity factor) and В (index 

of brittleness, defined by the irrecoverable dissi

pated energy of the specimen during the test up 

to maximum load), SEM and (EPMA) electron micro

probe analysis, are the experimental technique 

used in this work. So it is obtained samples 
3 2

between 5.17 and 1.63 cm Zg-lO total pore vol. 

The degree of silica polymerization (DSP) did 

not mean progress of hydration, but can change 

the intrinsic properties. The conclusions of the 

authors are: "(1) Both pore structure and intrin

sic properties of HCP play an important role on 

its mechanical characteristics. This intrinsic 

propertiescan be modified by the DSP in the micro

structure of HCP; (2) The DSP can be increased 

by addition of inorganic complex ions Fe and 
Cu++ and organic coupling agents

VTES (CH,=CH-Si (OC,H>:),) and MDES ((CH,),Si (OC,H,),) 

to cement during its hydrating. Mechanical 

strength develops with increasing the DSP. The 

lower the porosity of HCP is, the1 more sensitive 

is the influence of the changing of DSP on its 

mechanical strength; (3) The increase of DSP gree

ting improves its index of brittleness. On this 

basis, they obtained a high strength and low brit

tleness HCP which is named by their polymerized 

silicate cement (PSC)."

2.14 The fourteenth work by Beaudoin, Feldman, 

Baron and Conjeaud is about the dependence of 

degree of silica polimerization and intrinsic 

mechanical properties of C-S-H on C/S ratio. 

Synthetic C-S-H compositions were produced in 

aqueous solutions containing variable proportions 

of sodium metasilicate and calcium oxide. The 

objective of this investigations was to determine 

in six C-S-H prepared compositions, the degree 

of polimerization, adsorption character!stcs and 

intrinsic mechanical properties on C/S ratios. 

Silica polymerization measurements was made with 

the method developed by Parrot and Taylor; weight 

and length change isotherms; porosity measurements, 

modulus of elasticity measurement, microhardness 

measurement, was made too. The conclusions ob

tained by authors are: "1. Degree of polymeriza

tion of C-S-H depends on C/S ratio. It decreases 

as C/S ratio increases. 2. Synthetic C-S-H mate

rials prepared using sodium metasilicate solutions 

are generally layered systems. Irreversible length 

and weight change characteristics on exposure 



to water vapor are due to intercalation processes 
and aging phenomena.. 3. Zero porosity values 

of modulus of elasticity and microhardness for 

the C-S-ti preparations studied appear to be inde

pendent of C/S ratio. As microhardness generally 

correlates with strength., values for intrinsic 

strength would appear to be independent of C/5 

ratio over the range studied.. 4, Highest values 

of modulus of elasticity were obtained for the 

preparation (C/5 = 1..26Y, which exhibited reversi

ble sorption ichar.acteristies in the low pressure 
•region of the water isotherm. Intercalation pro
cesses and their effects on the proximity of sili

cate sheets may have a greater effect on intrinsic 

mechanical properties than composition and/or degree 

of poymerization"-.

2.15 The last work of this sub-theme by Eden and 

Bailey.is about the crack tip processes and fracture 

mechanism in hardened hydraulic cements.. The pro
blem in examining crack tip processes in hardened 

cement paste is solved utilizing the transluscence 
of cement pastes and the ability of fine cracks, 

about 0.1 pm wide to scatter transmitted light.

By the use of this technique in conjunction with 

a straining stage, the following conclusions by 

the authors are obtained: "1. Stable cracking 

of portland cement materials is observed to proceed 

in a single, ralatively straight, path. 2. Frac

ture mechanics indicate that this stable crack 

growth is the formation of a process zone, which 

grows to a characteristic size before failure 

occurs. 3. The process zone can be described 

mathematically in terms of a "tied-crack" model. 

4. The most direct interpretation of this is that 

fracture of portland cement materials occurs by 

the -parting of two-dimensional hydrate particles, 

primarily by shear across their interfaces."

3. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE WORKS

General objective of science, in order to 

prove the truth Of the models with which they des

cribe a definite branche of .phenomenology, ;is to 

obtain the same parameters^ which describes the 

modeTs-5'from independent paths. Here we can have 
some examples and if it is added the obtention 

of certain"features with technical Utility, progress 

in this branch of the science is secure. In this 

brief general discussion, we intend, to give some 
examples from the works described and discussed 

individually before and taken now as a whole.

In the first work (1) by Vol let and Craie- 

vich it is suggest that hydration of CjS paste 

is controlled by a diffussion mechanism. Another 

work where hydration kinetics is used is by Cebeci 

(3) where hydration is studied by the measure 
of the nonevaporable water content. The figures 

obtained by Cebeci means a diffussion mechanism 

with a great velocity in the first stages of produc 

tion of the hydrated material, which is in contra

diction with the model of Vol let and Craievich 

which means as zero velocity of hydration when 

at the begin!ng of the reaction.. Both facts are 

in contradiction and further investigation must 
be made in order to put in accord with some model 

the experimental facts which always remain. Chpyno 

va, ITioukhine, Sanitsky and Melnik (4) describe 

a model of Hydratation which is a topochemical 

reaction governing by diffussion. In his study 

of the microstructure of a very old cement paste 
Scrivener (5) describe facts which are in accord 

with a topochemical reaction governed by diffu

ssion. So we have four coincident opinions about 

that hydration is governed by a slow diffussion 

mechanism. This concepts about hydration corres 
ponds to the main phase which is tobermorite, 

when it is speaking of ferrite phase as Negro, 
Montanaro and Bachiorrini (2) the model must be 

another. Because this reaction is very complexe 

it is necessary further investigations in order 

to make a quantitative model.

About the mmorphology of the C-S-H the dimen
sions give by Henderson and Bailey (6) are in 
accord with the data of Vollet and Craievich (1) 

and the method of investigations are quite different.

It is an accord that a gypsum-free cement, 

as it was detected by Skvära (7), have a hight 

strength, which can be found in the work of Isozaki 

and Nakagawa (9).

In this enumeration the work of Kurdowsky 

and Miskiewicz (8) is isolated, because any other 

deals with a silica calcium chloride. In the 
same sense the work of Lach (10) and Buck (11) 

can not be compared with other in this sub-theme.



Pore structure is treated by Jambor (12) with 

formulaes which comes from cement investigations, 

Ping and Yiun-Yuan (13) made an approach that coming 

from ceramic research, and is necessary further dis

cussion to put in accord this different point of 

views.

In the work of Eden and Bailey (15) it is find 

that fracture occurs primarily by shear between the 

S-C-H particles, where bonding is weak, in consecuen- 
ce, like Ping and Yiun-Yuan (13) made, strength must 

be increased by bonding these particles with a poly- 

si Iicate. .

More extense discussion of the very interesting 

work in this sub-theme must be avoided by a lack of 

space and time. Words, sentences and paragraphs of 
the original works must-be used, because this lack 

of time; finally we acknowledge the colaboration of 

G. Diaz and our secretary M. E. Lillo, without them 

this discussion can not be written.

Errata: lo add in the asterisks: 

where к is the rate - constant corresponding to a li

near kinetics reaction mechanism and t is the time, 

it is suppose too that the particles size distribu

tion followed the Rosin-Rammler's equation

F(r) = 1 - exp (-£■ ) (9)

where ro is the fineness constant. By integrating 
over all grain sizes 

ID
a(t) =. f a(r , t) d F(r)= _t__  (10)

о t+r/R

The experimental results are in accord with this for

mula (10) but with an inicial time to

a(t) = -------- (11)
t - to+ r/R

to is the normal period, which is about 6 +_ 2 hours 

for w/c= 0.5, k= 0.54 pm/h. This theory, which con

nect the particles size distribution with a kinetic 

reaction of a particle, can be put in accord with 
the others theories of kinetic hydratation discussed 

before.

2.17 In the work of Tezuka, Djanikian, Uchikawa and 

Uchida a cement with high content of calcium sulfate 

was studied, the hydration products detected by pow

der X-rays diffraction were ettringite monosulfate 

hydrate and calcium hydroxide. The calcium hydroxide 

increased with age. With natural gypsum: mixture, no 

monosulfate detected and ettringite increased with 

age. On g heminydrate mixture, the calcium sulfate 

dehydrate appeared before one day and increased lit

tle after this age. With anhydrite mixture, calcium 

sulfate dehydrate produced increased with age, but 

even at the age of 28 days, there remained anhydrite 

still not hydrated. The kinetics of the hydratation 

studying by the amount of combined water give figu
res similar to the obtained by Cebeci (3). Unfor

tunately the largest amount of calcium sulfate pro

duced a fall in the strength, in some cases so much 

that they have practically non strength. Clear 

scanning electron micrographs illustrated the work. 

This work belong to the second group were morfology 

is the principal aim.

* sulfate".

* 1.- E. HENDERSON and J. E. BAILEY - United Kingdom

* 2,- in function of time. They show that exists a

relation between expansion of mortar and the 

amount of ettringite.

* 3.- structure. The retention of this foil-like

molecular

Addenda

After this report was finished, two work arri

ved, one from Brazil-Japan and the other from Den

mark. The two works are:

16, - "The dispersion model for hydration of portland

cement.II. The influence of fineness".

T. KNUDSEN - Denmark.

17. - "Hydration characteristies and properties of

mixture of cement and high content of calcium* * 

Y. TEZUKA and J. G. DJANIKIAN - Brazil and 

H. UCHIKAWA and S. UCHIDA - Japan.

2.16 In the dispersion model for hydration of port
land cement with special emphasis on the influence 

of fineness Knudsen obtains some interesting results. 

It is suppose that the hydration of a single grain 

*ith size r follow the equation:

a(r , t) = exp (-r/kt) (8)
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2.3

Communication Report
Bond Paste - Aggregate, paste-reinforcement and paste-fibers

The importance of how well a cement 
paste would "bond" with an associated 
material has been realized by researchers 
and practical engineers for some time. 
However, its study proved to be very 
complex. It is interesting to note that 
this difficulty happens in most of the 
research levels. At the engineering 
level, the different thermal and elastic 
properties of the many phases in concrete, 
create stress concentrations precisely at 
the interfacial zone. At the microstructu
ral level, the interface between the cement 
paste and associated materials creates a 
transition zone in the paste with unique 
properties.

The difficulty of this topic is 
again shown by the smaller number of 
communications than other sub—themes: it 
takes a long time to develop new methods 
of analyzing the bond in concrete.

In this section, the 
communications were presented:

follow!ng

Distribution of CaCOHlE and of the CSH 
phase in the Dolithic marble/hydrated 
cement paste interfacial zone; by Chen 
Zhi—Yuan and Zhang Xio-Zhong.

A preliminary study of the microstructure 
of the cement/sand bond in mortars; by
K.L. Scrivener and P.L. Pratt.

Improvement of paste-aggregate interface 
by adding silica fume; by Wang Jia, Liu 
Baoyuan, Xie Songshan and Wu Zhongwei

Improvement of the aggregate-cement paste 
transition zone by grain refinement of 
hydration products; by P.J.M. Monteiro 
and P.K. Mehta.

Effect of pretreatment of aggregate 
surface on the properties of concrete; by 
Wu Xuequan, Han Sufen, Bian Qinghan, Tang 
Mingshu.

Microcracking propagation in flexural 
loaded portland and high slag cement 
concretes; by G. Frigione, B. Marchese 
and R. Ser sale.

Durabilite de la liason acier galvanise— 
pate de ciment portland; by G. Arliguie 
and J. Grandet.

Investigations on the Zinc/Hydrated 
cement paste interfacial zone; by Chen 
Zhi-Yuan and Zhang Xio-Zhong.

Bond in cements reinforced with bundles 
of fibres; by P. Bartos.

Compatibility of copper fibre with compact
ed cement and low thermal-shock fatigue 
thereof; by P. Kittl and G. Dias.

Next some of the main contributions 
presented by these authors will be highlig
hted :

Yan and Zhong used the differential 
scanning calorimetry and the gel chromo- 
tography to study the distribution of CH 
and CSH phase in the Dolithic marble 
cement paste transition zone. It was 
shown that the larger quantities of the 
hydrate phases are located closer to the 
interface and the reason is the existence 
of a water film at the interface. These 
results seems to support the through 
solution type of hydration.

Evidence that the marble reacts with 
the cement hydration products is given by 
scanning electron microscopy of the 
marble surface which is "corroded", 
indicating a dissolution of the calcite.- 
An interesting result is that the CH 
content in the vicinity of the marble 
surface decreases with longer curing time 
for pure portland cement paste. No explana
tion is given to this fact, however the 
writer would like to mention that this is 
expected according to Monteiro and Mehta’s 
theory in which the CH reacts with the 
calcite, with time, in the transition 
zone.

Additions of silica fume increased 
the cleavage strength and it was shown 
that the CH content in the transition 
zone decreased when silica fume was 
added.

The data indicated a difference in 
the degree of the CSH within the transi
tion zone and the bulk paste. In the 
former the CSH has a higher degree of 
polymerization than in the bulk paste.

Jia et al. studied the mean size and 
orientation index of CH and AFt in the 
transition zone. Also the fracture energy 
and microhardness at the interface were 
investigated for pure portland cement and 
with of silica fume.

The experimental results indicate 
that the mean size of AFt crystals decrea
ses with increasing distances from the 
interface. Also the mean size and range of 
variation decrease with w/c ratio.

Additions of silica fume to the cement 
paste reduce the size of the CH crystals.- 
It is shown that with silica fume addi
tions, the microhardness and effective 
fracture energy increases.

The authors propose that during early 
cement hydration, the fine particles of 
silica fume play the same part as nuclei on 
which CH germs attach. Over time, the 
silica fume reacts with the CH crystals 
producing CSH.

Scrivener and Pratt studied the micros
tructure of the cement paste/sand interface 
using secondary electrons to analyze the 
fracture surfaces and backscattered 
electron imaging to analyze flat polished 
surfaces. The results indicate that, at 
early ages, a layer of CSH forms on the 



surface of the sand grains by a through— 
solution mechanism. This same mechanism of 
hydration is responsible for the precipita
tion of AFt around the sand grains. This 
study showed that a much higher concentra
tion of AFt is observed in the interfacial 
region, in agreement with the published 
literature. The authors concluded that 
there is no evidence for the formation of 
an epitaxial layer of calcium hydroxide 
around the sand grains. They, also, 
suggested that the specimen configuration 
in which cement paste is cast against a 
large flat piece of aggregate may lead to 
localized bleeding along the interface, 
resulting in anomalous results.

Monteiro and Mehta discussed three 
cases where an improvement of the aggre
gate— cement paste transition zone was 
achieved by grain refinement of the 
hydration products. The main idea is that 
the strength and durability of concrete 
could be enhanced if the large grains of 
calcium hydroxide present in the transi
tion zone are either eliminated or reduced 
in size.

The first case studied the grain 
refinement that occurs when condensed 
silica fume is used. It was shown that 
the thickness of the transition zone is 
remarkably decreased when condensed 
silica fume is used. Also, SEM studies 
showed the existence of a pozzolanic 
reaction between the CH film and the 
condensed silica fume particles.

The second case analyzed the transi
tion zone with type К cement. It was shown 
that when type К cement is used, small CH 
crystals are precipitated with a random 
orientation on the top of a discontinuous 
CH film. Therefore, there is a CH grain 
refinement in the interfacial zone.

The third case studied the grain 
refinement which takes place when instead 
of silicious rock, carbonate aggregate is 
used. The authors proposed that the 
strengthing of concrete, when carbonate 
aggregate is used, is due to an interac
tion between CH and calcite, rather than 
due to the formation of carboaluminates 
hydrates.They also suggested that the 
transition zone improvement is due to 
the replacement of large CH crystals by 
small crystals of a basic calcium carbo
nate.

Xuequan et. al. studied the effect 
°f pretreatment of aggregate surface on 
the properties of concrete. The authors 
studied the following solutions for 
aggregate pretreatment: dilute sulphuric 
acid, alum, solution, sulfuric acid and 
alum, solution, acidized sodium silicate 
solution, alum, and water glass solution, 
Sulphuric acidized cement suspension. Si- 
icious and calcareous rocks were used as 

aggregate.
, The results indicate that the mecha

nical strength of mortars and concretes 

with pretreated aggreagates are higher than 
the ones with inert aggregates. This 
improvement is a result of a combination of 
physical, chemical and mechanical inter
locking effects.

Frigione et al. presents interesting 
experimental results on the microcracking 
propagation in portland and high slag 
cement concretes. Their approach to 
correlate the mechanical properties of 
both reinforced and plain concrete to the 
existing microstructure is commendable 
and it should be encouraged.

It is shown that high slag cement 
concretes have a different cracking 
behavior when compared to pure portland 
cement concretes. The former has under 
increasing loads, progressively more 
cracks with a moderate width ; and the 
latter develops an approximately number 
of cracks swiftly growing with stress. It 
should be mentioned that steam curing 
decreases these differences.

This cracking behavior may be associa
ted to the different transition zones when 
high amounts of slag are used. The reduc
tion of the calcium hydroxide in the 
transition zone for the slag concrete may 
explain the higher adhesion paste-aggre
gate. Also, the unreacted slag particles 
can act as crack-arrestor, causing frequent 
interruption of the fracture process and 
preventing the widening of the cracks.

Zhi-Yan and Xio-Zhong studied the 
zinc/cement paste transition zone using 
XRD, SEM, EPM and DSC. The results showed 
that the calcium hydroxyzincate is found 
mainly in the region 0-10 urn from the 
interface. When silica fume is used the 
intensity of the Ca-zincate peak declined 
probably because of a smaller supply of 
the CH for the formation of the Ca— 
zincate.

The study of the durability of the 
galvanized steel and portland cement 
paste transition zone was studied by 
Arliguie and Grandet. They showed that a 
plate of zinc with one extremity embedded 
in concrete and the other exposed to the 
atmosphere for six years had a very good 
bond between the metal and the concrete.

XRD analysis demonstrated that the 
calcium hydroxyzincate is very stable in 
an environment containing carbonic gas.- 
This is an important fact because the 
penetration of carbonic gas in concrete is 
one of the main factors of non—galvanized 
steel corrosion.

The calcium hydroxyzincate is also 
very stable to the action of chlorides.

TDA analysis of the calcium hydroxy
zincate shows that it decomposes in the 
following sequence: 
150-190 C: progressive elimination of the 

water of hydration 
190—200 C: Zn(0H)2 decomposition
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aggregates and air voids.

II) To study the effect of the 
existing microstructure of the transition 
zone on the properties of concrete. For 
instance, it has been taken for granted 
that the precipitation of CH with a 
preferential orientation in the transi
tion zone has a deleterious effect on the 
mechanical properties of concrete because 
of the "easiness1* to cleave along the 
basal plane; however there is no experim
ental measurement of this effect in real 
concrete. Also there is a lack of basic 
studies on the correlation between the 
microstructure of the transition zone and 
the durability of concrete. 

Ill) Most of the work on the 
transition zone has been on the descrip
tion of the existing microstructure.- 
There is a tremendous lack of mathema
tical modeling. These models are impor
tant to establish a scientific framework 
of study, which can provide sound predic
tions and guidelines for concrete 
improvements. The models should also 
correlate the existing microstructure 
with the mechanism of crack propagation.

IV) The transition zone with 
limestone aggregate should be continued 
to be studied in details, because of the 
practical applications and because the 
reaction between the calcite and the 
hydration products is not yet clear.

V) To study concrete (or mortar) as 
a complete composite material. The new 
research should model concrete as a 
porous—granu1 ar material, that is, 
consisted of discrete particles of rock 
dispersed in a porous medium. The 
attraction of this model is that some of 
the transition zone character istics 
(specially a localized higher porosity) 
could be easily incorporated in the 
model. Also the inclusion of fibers could 
be naturally added as another phase, once 
the pertinent constitutive laws are 
given.

Finally, it should be understood 
that concrete is a complex system; one 
cannot recommend an improvement of a 
particular property without studying the 
influence on the other properties. In 
this sense, concrete improvement has to 
be dealt as an optimization problem with 
the adequate constrains. Suppose, for 
instance, that it is possible to improve 
the transition zune to such a degree that 
there is virtually no microcracking 
there: the concrete most likely will have 
a greater mechanical strength but the 
concrete may lose a important energy 
absorption mechanism and may became 
brittle. Another example would be the 
reduction of most of the CH crystals in 
the transition zone to improve the 
mechanical properties and creating 
potential problems of reinforcement

corrosion due to the localized PH 
reduct ion.

This should not discourage the 
material scientists and engineers, but, 
on the contrary, they should unite forces 
to create a new "material engineering" 
for concrete.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The sub-theme 3.1 embraces 21 investigations 
carried out on different materials used as 
addition to the cement. This fact led us to 
classify the papers into four different groups 
according to the type of material. The 
classification was made only with the purpose 
of clarifying the conments on the communications.

First Group takes into account the communica 
tions about slags. Second Group about fly 
ashes. Third Group about silica fumes and 
Fourth Group, about miscellaneous materials. 
The latter embraces investigations of burnt 
clays, kiln dust, calcareous filler etc., or 
two or more types of the former materials.

2 FIRST GROUP: SLAGS
About 48% of the papers were included in this 
group that deals with investigations on 
activation of slags, structure and reactivity 
of slags and slag hydration. The following 
papers were listed:

. Dissociation of Aluminium from Slag Glasses 

and Formation of Ettringite by LOU ZONGHAN 
and collaborators, from China.

. Alkali Activation of Indian Blast Furnace 
Slags by P. S . PARAMESWARAN and A.K.CHATTERJEE, 
from India.

. Activation of Synthetic Melilite Slags by 
Alkalies by J. MALOLEPSZY, from Poland.

. High Strength Slag-Alkaline Binders by
J.MALOLEPSZY and M.PETRI, from Poland.

. Hydration of Blast Furnace Slag Particle 
by K.SATO and collaborators, from Japan.

. Some Features about the Slag Structure by
A.A.GOVOROV,  from Soviet Union.

. The Use of Microscopy for Estimating the 
Basicity of Slags in Slag Cements by
A.F.  BATTAGIN, from Brazil.

. Structure and Reactivity of Glassy Slags 

by R. DRON, from France.

. Physicochemical Principles of the Hydraulic 

Activity of Blast Furnace Slags by Y.S. 
SHKOLNICK, from Soviet Union.

. The Effect of Hydration Products in Steam 

Treated Steel Slag on the Hydration of 

Blended Cement by WANG YUJI, from China.

2.1 Activation of Slags

LOU ZONGHAN and collaborators suggest that 
АЛгОз plays an important role on slag activity. 
As Aluminium dissociation and the formation 
of ettringite are closely related, they 
consider this fact an important parameter 
in the study of slag cement hydration mechanism. 
In a solution with different pH values, 
Aluminium will exist in the form of АЛОг 
or АЛ3+ or АЛ(OH)3.A£3+ ions in the slag 
glasses are four fold co-ordinated but after
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the slag is attacked by alkalies, the co
-ordination state of At3"*" changes to six 
fold co-ordination. Simultaneously, bridging 
Oxygen in glass network changes into non
-bridging Oxygen. As a result, the network 
structure is broken. After the slag glass 
is attacked, the hydrate products, ettringite 
and C-S-II gel will form rapidly by the 
surface reaction between the slag glass and 
alkaline solution and this fact will promote 
the dissociation of slag glass. According 
to the authors, the change in the state of 
co-ordination of Aluminium, is a result of 
alkaline activation. As only after this 
change of Aluminium co-ordination ettringite 
will form by the sulphate activation, the 
authors concluded that sulphate activation 
factually does not exist.

PARAMESWAF/1.7 and CHATTERJEE reported studies 
on alkali activated Indian slags with high 
alumina contents (2 0-24%) and low lime contents 
(30-35%). Experimental results showed that 
strength development patterns depend on 
the slag glass content, slag fineness and 
on optimisation of the activator dosage. 
They concluded from an exhaustive study that 
for the slags under consideration, an activator 
mix of 1% NazCOj + Na^SOi, + hydrated lime 
is practically as effective as the optimum 
dosage of the caustic NaOH, the former being 
easily handled and used.

Investigations of MALOLETSTY revealed that 
compressive strength of hardened slag pastes 
depends first of all on the type of alkaline 
activator. Tests carried out on synthetic 
melilite slags with different compositions 
showed that Ма2СОз is especially suitable for 
activation of melilite slags rich in СгМЗг 
(akermanite) and NaOH for activation of 
melilite slags rich in C2AS (gehlenite). It 
was also concluded that autoclaved pastes 
rr.ade from gehlenite slags attained the 
highest strengths.

In other communication, 
showed bv means of Х-Rav Analysis and Scanning 

Electron .Microscopy (SEM) that reaction products 
of Ыа2СОз activated slag are C-S-H, calcite 
and a zeolite-type mineral. Using a water 
glass as activator, the same products were 
obtained but the stage of slag reaction was 
higher. Consequently, the contents of C-S-H 
phase and zeolites were also higher. The 
more compact structure of C-S-H gel and 
smaller porosity assure the higher values of 
compressive and bending strength in the case 
of water-glass activation.

SATO and collaborators investigated the 
factors affecting the hydration of slag 
particles, as for example, the particle size, 
the surface area and the kind of activator. 
They pulverized a slag to a Blaine specific 
surface of 3720 cm2/g and separated it into 
five samples. The thickness of the hydrated 
layer with respect to each sample was 
evaluated by means of the particle size 
distribution and the rate of hydration. The 
latter was obtained after the activation of 
the slags by NaOH, Ca(OH)2 or OPC and the 
dissolution of the hydrated parts by a 
salicylic acide-acetone-methanol solution. 
They concluded that the thickness of the 
hydrated layer on slag particles does not 
deoend on the particle size. The rate of 
hydration depends only on the total surface 
area. It was also suggested that the difference 
between NaOH and Ca(OH)2 in activating 
capacity is not noticeable up to 3 days but 
the NaOH effectivity is greater after 7 
days. On the other hand, OPC activating 
capacity is always greater, especially in 
the early stages.

2.2 Structure and Reactivity of Slags

GCVCR07 reported experiences carried out on 
many slag samples that confirmed the important 
role of potential crystalline phases 
(related to the vitreous matrix) and its 
structure as factors that influence the 
slag hydraulic activity. Effectively, through 
the equilibrium diagram for the quaternary 
sx'stem CaO-?"c:0-Ax 2O 1-SiO2 , the chemical
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composition and the potential mineralogical 
composition, the author determined the S + A 
contents (percent by mol). Four different 
technological slag types were classified 
according to their S + A contents, that is, 
Martin process slags presented less than 
40% S + A; blast furnace slags and slags 
produced in the manufacture of phosphorous, 
between 40% and 50% S + A; acid steel slags 
and slags from the smelting of copper and 
nickel with more than 50% S + A. By means 
of potential mineralogical composition 
determination and infrared analysis, GOVOROV 

found out that in slags with 40-50% S + A 
contents, the structural unit was the 
SijO?" (melilite, mainly), with 50-60% the 
structural unit was SisOs (pseudcwollastonite , 
mainly), with 60 — 65%, it was the anorthitic 
chain SizAJtzOs" or pyroxenitic SioF- In 
slags with more than 65% S + A, the structural 
unit was the silica tetrahedron (tridymite). 
Therefore, the S + A contents are related 
not only to, the different technological kinds 
of slags but .also to their structural units. 
Different structural elements and different 
S + A contents influence the rate of silica 
dissolution under water action and the 
compressive strength.

BATTAGIli reported the existence of a close 
relationship between the chemical composition 
and the refractive index of granulated blast 
furnace slags. The determination of the latter 
may give information concerning the basicity 
of the slags, base of the most current methods 
of slag quality control. By means of the 
linear regression analysis, an attempt of 
correlating the refractive index of slags to 
the most usual chemical moduli resulted in 
correlation coefficients ranging from 0.96 
to 0.99. Simultaneously, r values of 0.91, 
0.86 and 0.87 were obtained correlating the 
refractive index of slags to the compressive 
strength of laboratory slag cements at 7, 28 
and 90 days, respectively. In addition, the 
method proved to be advantageous due to the 
fact that it can be applied to slag cement 
samples, where chemical methods are limited, 

requiring previous and laborious slag 
separation.

DRON studied the slag structure by means 
of Raman Spectroscopy Analysis carried out 
on sinthetic glasses obtained after fusion 
at 1600 °C and quenching of mixtures of pure 
oxides. He suggests that the glass structure 
is an instantaneous configuration image of 
the liquid after the quenching. The author 
proposes the concept of acid-base, that is, 
the characterization of the mean liquid by 
the parameter pO2 that is similar to the 
pH of water solution. The pO2~ can be deduced 
from Raman Spectroscopy Analysis which 
originates bands that are typical of the 
structural elements SiOz(X), SiOz,s(Y),SiOz 
■(E), SiO3,53~(Z) and SiOj (S). The glassy 
slag structure is characterized by a
silicatic anionic sub-net-Mcvk made of SiOj 
units between SiOz , s and 510з,5 . The bond
between the silicium and bridging or non
bridging oxygen atoms is covalent. Calcium, 
Magnesium and Aluminium (AZO ) form, in 
their turn, cationic sub-networks, without 
internal bonds. They are self connected by 
electrovalent bonds. The two sub—networks 

form together the vitreous network whose 
bond are nkide by the Silicium, Calcium, Magnesium 
and Aluminium atoms. These atoms are bound 
by means of Oxygen atoms. Thus, the type of 
bond can be covalent or electrovalent. The 
latter constitutes the weaker points of the 
network and plays an important role in the 
slag reactivity. The reactivity of the 
glassy slag is due to its solubility in 
basic solutions, generally higher than the 
solubility of the hydrated phase originated 
from the hydration itself. The reactivity 
can be measured by means of slag
solubilization in an aqueous 0.04N Sodium 
Hydroxide solution. On the other hand, it 
can be also known through the index:

t _ АЙ. 2 0 3 • CaO______
(AZzO3 + SiOz)2

which presents a good correlation to both 
the slag solubility and the compressive
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strength. A slag of satisfactory quality has 
a reactivity index higher than 0.18.

According to SHKOLHICK, in modern methods 
of producing granulated slags, water cooling 
is mainly used. As a result, the hydrolysis 
of Calcium Sulphide occurs, with losses that 
might be up to 20-30% of initial sulphur 
content in the melt. Experiments carried out 
by adding different amounts of S2 into slag 
samples at constant - ratio showed an 
influence on slag reactivity. This influence 
is advantageous up to 2 - 2,5% of S2 , 
that is, its solubility range. A further 
increase in its content has no effect on 
hydration. SHKOLHICK explained in his
communication that this fact might be 
attributed to S2 entrance into glassy slag 
structure. Within its solubility range, S2 
forms Si-O-Ca-S groups in which the binding 
energy Si-O-Ca is reduced because of the 
most covalent character of Ca-S bond. He 
concludes In vieu? of this it seems desirable 

to use air от, stilt better, inert gases 

for cooling stag melts. Due to the reduction 
of sulphur losses, this would improve both 
the slag quality and the environmental con 
ditions.

2.3 Slag Hydration

HA’VG YU-JI presented the results of an inves 
tigation carried out on steel slags and 
blended cements made from these slags. To 
prevent unsoundness due to free lime hydra 
tion, slags must be treated by steams or 
water. By means of SEM, the author found out 
that steel slags treated in steams under 
different pressures for different periods 
originate, in their turn, different amounts 
of Ca(0H)2 and C-S-H with different 
morphologies. Irregular round particles of 
Ca(OH)2 were found under lower pressures and 
shorter time. With the increase of pressure 
and time, Ca(OH)2 crystals enlarge in size 
and gradually change from irregular into 
regular hexagonal shape. Calcium silicate 
hydrates are chiefly fibrous and needle-like.

When the treated steel slag is used for 
making blended cement, the hydrates formed 
during the steam treatment precess will 
decrease the cement initial hydration rate. 
On the other hand, they will promote the 
hydration of unhydrated particles of blended 
cement in later stages. As a result, the 
compactness of the hardened cement paste will 
increase and, therefore, the strength at 
later stages also will increase. The optimum 
condition of steam treatment for steel slag 
is supposed to be 1-3 atm pressure of satured 
steam for a time below 3 hours. In such 
condition most of free lime will hydrate 
while the degree of hydration of slag 
silicates will be inexpressive.

3 SECOND GROUP: FLY ASHES,

About 14% of the papers were included in 
this group that deals with investigations 
on fly ash reactivity, activation and 
hydration. The following papers were listed:

. The Evaluation of Poszolanic Reactivity of 

Fly Ashes by H. SHIYUAN and C. JIPING, 
from China.

. Effects of Fly Ash Grinding on the Hydra 

tion and Strength Development of Fly Ash 

Cements by H. CHENG, from China and B. 
OSBAECK, from Denmark.

. Reaction Process and Microstructure in 

Compacted Fly Ash and Fly Ash-Ch emi cal 

Additive Mixtures by M.KAWAMURA and oollabo 
rators, from Japan.

3.1 Fly Ash Reactivity

SHIYUAN and JIPING have investigated seven 
fly ash samples selected from various Chinese 
power stations. By dissolving mixtures of 
fly ash - CaO (ratio 4:1) and fly ash - 
cement (ratio 3:7) into 2N hydrochloric 
aqueous solution at different times, they 
calculated the fly ash reaction degree. The 
fly ash reaction degree, that is, the amount 



of dissolved fly ash at a defined time, seems 
to possess a good correlation with the 
strength of fly ash - Ca(OH)2 and fly ash 
- cement pastes. Although the fly ash 
reaction degree has a good correlation with 
the fly ash-cement paste strength,its determination 
demands a long time. Thus the method is 
not suitable for practical uses. However, 
the pH value of the liquid in fly ash 
suspension in deionized water was found to 
have some correlation with the fly ash 
reaction degree and in its turn, with the 
compressive strength. Measurements of pH 
values of fly ash suspensions might be taken 
as a simple and rapid method for oonparative 
evaluation of the pozzolanic reactivity of 
fly ashes.

3.2 Fly Ash Activation and Hydration

CHENG and OSBAECH reported experiments 
carried out on a Danish coarse fly ash 
(specific surface of about 200m2/kg) that was 
ground to 450m2/kg and 650m2/kg. The three 
materials were tested on fly ash - cement 
mixes with 10, 20 and 30% of fly ash 
replacement. When fly ash v/as ground, three 
major changes in its physical caracter were 
detected: its fineness was increased, there 
was an increase in the density due to the 
crushing of hollow particles and there was 
a change in particle shape, running away 
from the predominant spherical shape. These 
changes affected cement properties and 
characteristics like setting, water requirement, 
strength development, etc. With regard to 
the latter, it was shown that fly ash grinding 
can lead to an expressive increase of fly 
ash cement strength at all ages. This fact 
is probably due to an enhancement of the 
rapid aluminate reaction taking place just 
after the induction period, an increased 
pozzolanic reaction corresponding to the 
lime consumption, a decreased content of 
air entrained and a reduced intrinsic porosity 
of -the fly ash.

KAWAM'JRA and collaborators investigated the 
microstructure of three fly ashes produced 
from the burning of pulverized bituminous 
coals. The investigations were made by means 
of SEM, X-Ray Diffraction Analysis, Differential 
Thermal Analysis and pore size distribution 
determined by Mercury Porosimeter. When
usual bituminous fly ashes were contacted at 
an appropriate moisture condition, they
exhibited a slow hardening property, the same 
occurlng to fly ash - chemical additives 
mixtures. From the results obtained in their 
study, the authors concluded that the 
hardening property exhibited by compacted 
fly ashes was supposed to be derived from 
the free lime and anhydrite contained 
originally in the fly ash. The reaction for 
the formation of ettringite actively occurred 
in compacted fly ashes. The addition of 
hydrated lime and gypsum effectively promoted 
the formation of ettringite in compacted 
mixtures. The strength of compacted fly ash
-hydrated lime and fly ash-hydrated lime
-gypsum mixtures is closely related to the 
amount of ettringite and to the changes in 
pore size distribution. However, there was 
a poor correlation between strength and the 
amount of ettringite in compacted fly ash
portland cement mixtures. The needle-like 
crystals of ettringite produced on the 
surface of fly ash particles appear to 
contribute to the strength development of 
compacted fly ash mixtures due to the 
densificatlon of their structure.

4 THIRD GROUP: SILICA FUMES

About 10% of the papers were included an 
this group that deals with investigations on 
silica fume characteristics and reactivity. 
The following papers were listed:

Tnfluenee cf Elements 'Ci, Al, K, Ca, 
Cl, C) l-n the Reaetty ity of Condensed 

Stliea Fune by P.C.AITCIN, from Canada 
and A. CARLES - GIBERGUE, N. OUDJIT and 
A. VAQUIER, from France.
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. Blended and Special Cements Incorporating 

Condensed Silica Fume by К. POPOVIC, from 
Yugoslavia.

4.1 Condensed Silica Fume (CSF) Characteris 
tics and Reactivity

AITCIN and collaborators studied 18 silica 
fumes from different origins. The materials 
are by-products of manufacture of silicon, 
ferrosilicon and other silicon alloys and 
have different chemical composition (SiOz 
ranging from 96% to 23%) . Physical properties 
are also variable, specific surface area 
ranging between 7500 and 24000 m2/kg and 
bulk density between 125 and 600 kg/m2. The 
authors concluded that both the CSF dissolution 
by pure water and the pozzolanic activity 
(amount of fixed lime in mortar) depend 
mainly on the glassy silica contents. The 
specific surface area influences very little 
the rate of pozzolanic reaction.Three samples 
did not exhibit typical pozzolanic behaviour. 
CSF-16 is an inert material due to its low 
glass contents. CSF-8 has a low pozzolanic 
degree due to the presence of carbon 
recovering the reactive silica glassy phase, 
this fact promoting the decrease of the 
reaction rate. The elimination of carbon by 
heating improved the pozzolanic activity. 
CSF-15, due to its low silica contents and 
low vitrification degree, showed a low 
capacity of fixing hydrated lime. On the 
other hand, it showed a typical behaviour 
of hydraulic binder due to the presence of 
hydrated lime and dicalcium silicate in its 
composition.

FOPOVTC and collaborators carried out 
experiments to find out the influence of 
different forms of condensed silica fume on 
cement properties. By comparing test results 
°f cement samples prepared by addition of 
original very fine silica dust to portland 
cement, ground pellets of CSF to portland 
cement, predensed dust to portland cement 
and laboratory and industrial interground 

PC clinker and CSF pellets, they concluded 
that the silica fume has a positive influence 
on cement properties. Although some previous 
experiments had showed that specific surface 
of predensed dust was approximately one half 
of the original fine dust surface (for ground 
pellets even one third of dust) and that the 
pozzolanic activities of these two forms were 
reduced in the same proportion, the increase 
in cement later strengths was still significant. 
In addition to this, the water requirement 
and drying shrinkage of such cements were 
not so high as those caused by very fine 
original silica dust. This material also 
presented problems of handling and transport 
due to its inconvenient physical characteristics. 
According to the authors the more acceptable 
properties of cements incorporating ground 
pellets or predensed dust can be explained 
by the particle agglomeration. This fact 
reduces the active surface of silica particles 
and therefore their water requirement. It 
seems, however, that the bonds among silica 
particles in agglomerated grains are not so 
strong to hinder the pozzolanic reaction which 
contributes to strength and durability of 
hydrated cement pastes.

5 FOURTH GROUP: MISCELLANY

About 29% of the papers were included in 
this group that deals with investigations 
on blended cement composition, particle size 
distribution of calcareous filler, clay 
mineral activation, properties of blended 
cements with kiln dust mixtures, etc. The 
following papers were listed:

. Generalised Method for the Deter-'-ination 

of the Composition of Portland Cement 

Mixtures with Additions by F.GOMA, from
Spain.

. Particle Size Distribution in Blended Cements

by D.M. SORRENTINO, from France.



. PaTti-ele Size Distr'Lbut'ton and. Specific 

Surface Measurements of Components of

Co—ground BZended Cements : Application to 
Fillers and Slags by J.P. BOMBLED and 
collaborators, from France.

. Various Activation Means of Potentially 

Pozzolanic Materials: Application to Lime- 

Pozzolana Cements by J.P. BOMBLED, from
France.

. The Different Activation Processes of 
Clay Minerals to Obtain Pozzolanic Binders 

uith Optimal Strengths by M. MURAT and 
collaborators, from France.

. Properties of Blended Cements Made t)ith 

Portland Cement, Cement Kiln Dust, Fly 

Ash and Slag by M. BHATTY, from U.S.A.

5.1 Blended Cement Composition Determination 

GOMA has proposed a method for the determi 
nation of the composition of portland cement 
with additions. His method is based on the 
dissolution of cement samples by means of 
an aqueous solution of 10% hydrochloric 
acid (cold). The composition of soluble 
fraction was determined (main oxides) and 
a triangular diagram (SiOi-CaO-RjOa) was 
used. Portland cements without additions from 
different origins gave a narrow location 
area. This point is technically useful when 
the type of cement is unknown. Different 
types of addition (slags, pozzolans, fly 
ashes, basalt rock, calcareous) gave location 
areas on the diagram that were sufficiently 
isolated to be identified very easily. So, 
the type of cement can be recognized. In 
addition, when we have the materials which 
make up a binary mixture, it is possible to 
determine the proportion of addition.

5.2 Particle Size Distribution of Blended
Cements

SORREUTISO, investigating the particle size 
distribution in blended cements developed a 

method based on sieving and sedimentation with 
Andreasen's pippetes. He dedicated special 
attention to the cements with calcareous 
filler, in the particular case where clinker 
and filler are industrially produced by co
grinding. In order to obtain the respective 
grain size distribution of the clinker and 
the calcareous filler, besides the granu 
lometric analysis, a simultaneous СаСОз 
content determination in each fraction was 
addopted. At first, the method was tested 
with success on three laboratory cements, 
since the grain size distribution of each 
component was previously known before the 
blend was made. In the three industrial blended 
cements, the author concluded that calcareous 
filler contained a high amount of very small 
grains. The mean ranged between 2,7 and 7,5pm. 
On the other hand, in the three cements, 
clinker contained a large proportion of 
large size grains, that is, 20.1, 30.9 and 
35.1% of particles above 45pm. SORRENTINO 
concludes: These grains are not easily 

hydrated and do not take part in the develop, 

ment of early strength. Thus, co-grinding 

is not the most uell adapted process in the 

case where the filler of the C.P.J. (French 

blended cement) is calcareous, since it 

partially counteracts the beneficial effects 

brought by the addition of limestone.

BOMBLED and collaborators also applied an 
interaction of sedimentation by Andreasen's 
pippetes and X-Ray Diffraction Analysis to 
investigate the particle size distribution 
in blended cements. Phase analysis by X-ray 
diffraction was truely used to crystalline 
materials as, for example, calcareous filler. 
On the other hand, when the material blended 
to the clinker is amorphous (case of slags), 
the authors suggest the use of Atomic Absortion 
or Plasma Spectrometry Analysis, for the 
determination of a trace element, like for 
example, Manganese in slags. Table 3 of 
their communication shows a complete size 
distribution of calcareous filler and clinker 
in a blended cement with 25% of filler. As
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an example of this distribution we can 
mention the case of granulometric fraction n9 
7 (diameter below 7цт) that was enriched in 
calcareous filler, having a 50%/50% ratio 
clinker/calcareous filler. Another example, 
the fraction n9 11 of the same blended cement, 
with particle diameter below lym, has a 10%/ 
90% ratio clinker/calcareous filler.

5.3 Activation of Pozzolanic Materials

BOMBLED showed in his communication, results 
of different means of activation of various 
potentially pozzolanic materials from different 
origins. Most tests were carried out on 
samples of laterite, kaolin, basalt, bauxite, 
silica fume, pozzolan from Volvic (France) 
etc. To increase the pozzolanic reaction rate 
of mixtures of lime/pozzolan (ratio 20:80), 
several activation means were addopted: 
thermal treatment, chemical additives to 
improve the burning, mechanical procedure 
(fine grinding), chemical activation and 
rheological means (decrease of water contents, 
compactation).

The thermal treatment increases the
pozzolanic activity of materials mainly due 
to the dehydration of clay minerals, 
crystallographic changes and increase of 
surface area (microfissuration, porosity). 
There is always an optimum temperature which 
enables the material to obtain a maximum 

strength. Mortar strength increased for 
most samples, except for the basalt and the 
pozzolan from Volvic. The use of chemical 
additives to improve the burning, like sodium 
and calcium carbonates, calcium, sodium and 
potassium sulphates etc. modifies the kinetics 
of temperature activation and consequently 
increases the compressive strength of
pozzolan-lime mortar. It is remarkable in
the laterite the increase of strength with 
the use of sodium silicate in the raw 
material, followed by burning at 800°C. 
However, a larger increase of strength is 
reached, in both laterite and kaolin, when 
these materials are burnt at 800 °C and then 

chemically activated by sodium hydroxide or 
sodium silicate.

MURAT and collaborators have also invest!, 
gated the activation processes but related 
specifically to clay materials. The use of 
clay materials as pozzolanic binders requires 
previous activation processes that are 
classified into chemical, thermal and 
mechanical activation. The chemical activation 
takes into account the existence of OH and 
Caz+ ions in solution as elements that are 
able to modify or to destroy the structure 
of a natural or burnt clay and consequently 
to originate hydration products. These
hydration products are responsable for the 
hardening properties of the pozzolanic 
binders. When the chemical activator is 
calcium hydroxide, the main hydration product 
in the kaolinite is the C-S-H. In
montmorillonite, hydrated calcium aluminate 
is more frequently observed.

The thermal activation is promoted by 
burning some clays at temperatures between 
600 and 900 °C. As a result, the clay 
crystalline structure is more or less 
destroyed. Under these conditions, the burnt 
clay is more active than the natural clay, 
but it also demands the use of chemical 
activator to produce a material with
hardening properties. A typical case of 
thermal activation is the kaolinite
dehydration at 700-800°C that originates 
the metakaolinite. The metakaolinite activated 
by calcium hydroxide originates the C-S-H, 
hydrogehlenite (CzASHg) and lesser amounts of 
C4AH13. By comparing the activity of burnt 
clay mineral to the natural clay mineral, 
the authors found significative differences. 
The following growing order is supposed to 
occur in burnt material: kaolinite >
montmorillonite > illite > crystallized mica, 
while in natural clay mineral it was found: 
montmorillonite > illite > kaolinite.

Mechanical activation of clay mineral is 
got by grinding the thermally activated clays. 



The increase of the hardening rate of these 
materials is due to the formation of surface 
defects during the grinding that increase,in 
their turn, the material activity.

5.4 Blended Cements Properties

BHATTY showed in his communication, results 
of tests carried out on three cement kiln 
dusts with different chemical compositions, 
two fly ashes and one slag. By preparing 
blended cement with binary, ternary and 
quaternary mixes, he compared some properties 
of blended cements to those of portland 
cements. Some of his main conclusions were:

. At addition levels of 10% and 207« in 

binary and ternary blends, fly ashes Mere 
much better inhibitors of sulphate expansion 

than slag but at higher addition levels 

both fly ashes and slag behaved similarly 

in reducing the expansion significantly

compared to cement alone.

. All ternary blends made with cement, kiln 

dusts and slag or fly ash showed higher 

autoclave expansion than cement atone 

except the ternary blends made with cement, 

high sulphate dust and Class E fly ash.

. Most ternary blends made from cement, high 

sulphate or high chloride kiln dust and 

stag or Class F and Class C fly ash developed 

significantly higher strengths than cement 

alone at 1 day. One year strengths of most 

ternary blends were higher than cement.

. At later ages, ternary blends containing 

kiln dusts and stag produced higher strengths 

than ternary blends containing kiln dust 

and either Class F or Class C fly ash.

. Alkali-aggregate mortar bar expansions of 

binary cement-kiln dust, cement-slag and 

cement-Ctass F fly ash blends were

comparable to cement alone. However, binary 
cement-Ctass C fly ash blends showed much
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higher expansions at one year when these 

blends contained 207« and 30% Class C 

fly ash.



COMMUNICATION REPORT ON SUB-THEME 3.2 - EFFECT OF BLENDING COMPONENTS ON HYDRATTION 
AND STRUCTURE FORMATION

1 INTRODUCTION
There are one principal report by H. 
Uchikawa, one special report by J. Calleja 
and 23 basic reports on sub-theme 3.2 - 
Effect- of blending components on hydnation 
and structure formation.

The 23 basic reports are coming from 
Japan(4), England(4), Italy(3), France(3),
U.S.A.(3), China, Hungary, U.R.S.S., Poland, 
Yugoslavia and Argentine, (one each) as we 
can see in the following list:

1 - Zeta potencial and rheological behavior
of slag cement pastes.
R.I.A. Malek, M. Silsbee and D.M. Roy 
- U.S.A.

2 - Rheologie du beton frais.
J. P. Bombled - France.

3 - Influence of character of blinding
component on the diffusion of Ma and 
CSl ions in hardened blended cement.
H. Uchikawa, S. Uchida, K. Ogawa - 
Japan.

4 - Measurement of OH ion concentrations
of pore fluids and expansion due to 
alkali-silica reaction in composite 
cement mortars.
J.J. Kollek, S.P. Varma, C. Zaris - 
England.

5 - Hydration of alite and C$A and changes
of some structural characteristics of 
cement pastes by addition of silica fume.
D. Andrija - Yugoslavia.

6 - Action d'un fluidifiant et d’une fumee
de silice condenses reactive aux 
courtes echeances sur la liaison gros 
granulat-mortier.
J. P. Ollivier, J. Grandet, B. Hanna - 
France.

7 - Properties of very fine blast furnace
slag prepared by classification.
K. Sato, E.Konishi, K.Fukaya - Japan.

8 - Effect of fine mineral admixtures on
the properties of hardened cement pastes.
C.Atzeni,  A.Marcialis, L.tessidda, U.Sanna - 
Italy.

9 - Texture et performance des ciments 
fillerises.
P. Gegout, H. Hornain, B. Thuret,
B. Mortureux, J. Voland, M. Regourd - 
France.

10 - Activity of fly ashes used as a
pozzolanic admixtures to cement.
W. Roszczynialski, K. Gustaw - Poland.

11 - Behavior of Italian fly ash in portland
cement, mortars.
G. L. Valenti, R. Cioffi, R. Sersale 
- Italy.

12 - Effect of cement composition on the
strength contribution of fly ash.
Z.Z.Gu, B.W. Zhou, M.L. Yue, T.F. Tang, 
W.J. Wang - China.

13 - Effect of Са(ОН)г and Са50ч.2Нг0 on the
strength of fly ash cement pastes.
S.B. Wang, R.L. Berger - U.S.A.

14 - The effect of the curing temperature
on the pozzolanic reaction in fly ash 
blended cement.
Y. Halse, H.V. Jensen, P.L. Pratt - 
England.

15 - Composition of pore fluids extruded
from slag cement pastes.
M. Silsbee, R.I.A. Malek, D.M. Roy - 
U.S.A.

16 - Effect of the addition of blast
furnace slag on the physical and 
mechanical properties of mortars cured 
at high temperatures.
A. I. Elola, A.S. Szteinberg, R. J. 
Torrent - Argentine.

17 - Inter facial microstructural alterations
of mature blast furnace cement pastes.
B. Marchese — Italy.

18 - Ciments multicomposants a base des
laitiers de metallurgie des metaux non 
ferreux.
P.I. Bojenov, B.A. Grigor'ev - URSS.



19 - Research on making cements of improved
sulfate resistance and-watertightness,
L. Opoczky, I. Vincze - Szekely, L. 
Szatura - Hungary. . .

20 - Effect of character of glass phase in
blending components on their reactivity 
in calcium hydroxide mixture.
H. Uchikawa, S. Uchida, S. Hanehara - 
Japan.

21 - An examination of some pure and
composite portland cement pastes
using scanning electron microscopy with 
X-ray analytical capability.
A.M. Harrison, N.B. Winter, H.F.W. 
Taylor - England.

22 - Effect of polymer modifications on
the mechanical properties of calcium 
silicate and calcium alwminate cements.
N.B. Eden, J.E. Bailey - England.

23 - Influence vof kind of calcium, sulfate
on hardening of cement paste mixed with 
humic acid.
Y. Takano, Y. Mizukami - Japan.

The basic reports on sub-t^eme 3.2 can be 
classified as follows: b
a) Effect of fly ashes .
b) Effect of blast furnace slag 6
c) Effect of silica fume 3
d) Effect of mineral fillers 3
e) Effect of polymer 1
f) Effect of calcium sulfate 1
g) №thods of investigation 2
h) Influence of blending component on 2

thiE'' durability 
.. 23

Many communications pointed out that the 
substitution of various kinds o£ blending 
components (fly ashes, blast furnace slags, 
silica fume, mineral fillers etc.) for part 
of portland cement is interesting not only 
because it can improve certain properties 
of cement, eg. lowering the heat of 
hydration, lessening alkali-aggregate reaction, 
improving sulphate and sea water resistance 
but also saves energy apd resources and 
safeguard the environment.

The effect of the blending components on 
the hydration characteristics of the 
blending cements was examined by:

. physical and mechanical tests;

. scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

. electron probe microanalyser (EPMA)

. energy disperson X-ray spectrometry 
(EDXRA)

, x-ray diffractometer (XRD)
. thermogravimeter (DTA)

. mercury porosimeter

. Na2 adsorption method
. pore fluid analysis
. conduction calorimeter
. trimethylsililation method
. molybdate method
. zeta meter
. viscosimeter.

2 FLY ASH
2.1 Pozzolanic Activity
The determination of the pozzolanic 
activity of fly ashes is important for 
deciding whether a given type of fly ashes 
can be applied as addition to cements.
However, the measure of the pozzolanic 
activity of fly ashes seems to be hard 
because very often the various methods for 
determining the pozzolanic activity do not 
characterize this activity unequivocally.

Four communications were presented about 
this subject.
Uchikawa, Uchida and Hanehara2“’ suggest 
that the simple but effective method to 
evaluate the pozzolanic reactivity of fly 
ash is amount of acid soluble SiO2 + AL2O3.

Since fly ashes with larger amount of glass 
phase and higher glass basicity has higher 
pozzolanic reactivity, date of soluble 
amount of glass phase, could be considered 
to reflect their character.
Weakly bonded SiO2 and AI2O3 with comparatively 
high reactivity was easily dissolved by 
NazCOs solution after boiled in cone. HCS, 
(acid soluble part).
Acid soluble part per specific surface area 
of blending component is considered to 
correspond to their basicity and condensation 
degree of silica ion.
Wang and Bergerobserved that the fly 
ash with 8% monomer and about 90% dimer 
and polymer, exhibited very low reactivity, 
only 7-12% reaction degree at 60 days. This 
lower reactivity is probably associated with 
small amount at monomer in fly ash.
Roszczynialski and Gustaw^10^ report that 
the most reliable method of pozzolanic 
activity of fly ashes consists in determining 
the content of Sio2 and А120з (ASTM С 593-69) 
and compressive strength (method proposed 

- by Fratini and Lea) ; additional determination 
of carbon content in ashes can be usefull.
They found that carbon content above 3% 
renders the fly ash unapplicable as addition 
to cement.
In the communication^11^ by Valente, Cioffi 
and Sersale it is shown that particle size
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distribution of fly ash and their calcium 
oxide content are the main factors that 
influence the performance of fly ash in 
portland cement.

2.2 Hydration
The hydration of cement containing fly 
ash was studied by the authors by means 
of heat of hydration and phase composition 
of cement pastes.

a) Heat of hydration
Roszczynialski and Gustaw^10^ found that 
the fly ash addition to cement diminishes 
the heat evolution and retards the 
appearance of the maximal heat corresponding 
to the hydration of alite and СзА.

Those results are confirmed by Haise, Jensen 
and Pratt*11'. They studied the influence 
of the temperature on the hydration of 
portland cement containing 30% fly ash. '

Conduction calorimeter measurements show 
that increasing the temperature to 40 °C 
advances and enhances the hydration 
substantially, while decreasing to 10 °C 
extends the induction period, broadens the 
peaks and lowers the peak rate of heat 
output substantially. Despite the inicial 
retardation of hydration, clearly the fly 
ash has enhanced the amount of hydration in 
the first 2-3 days at all temperatures.

Ы Phase composition
Haise, Jensen and Pratt1observed that 
in the initial wetting and induction period, 
short rods of AFt are seen to form oyer 
the surface of both cement and fly ash 
particles. During the acceleratory period 
the surfaces of both cement and fly ashes 
become covered with small crystals of CH 
and type I C-S-H, engulfing the short rods 
of AFt, and AFln phase appear as a large 
hexagonal platelets.
Uchikawa, Uchida and Ogawa3’ report that 
the ordinary portland paste had dense C-S-H 
around alite and large layer agglomeration 
of CH while fly ash cement paste contained 
fine C-S-H around fly ash particles and 
locally produced CH and AFm phase; this 
later phase was increaser in fly ash 
cement when compared with ordinary portland 
cement. The amount of CH in hardened fly 
ash cement was decreased with the increasing 
amount of fly ash.
In the communication21 \ Harrisson, Winter 
and Taylor show that in the fly ash cement, 
additional C-S-H is formed not only in 
space occupied previously by fly ash or 
pore solution, but also in space previously 
occupied by CH.

The C-S-H forming as a rqsiult of CH reacting 
with fly -ash has a higher'Af/Ca ratio than 
that formed as inner product of alite or 
belite. ,
Harrison et al. 21 and Uchikawa et al. 3 
in their communications, report that the 
presence of fly ashs seems to affect not 
only the composition of C-S-H formed close 
it or as its own inner products, but also 
that,of the C-S-H formed as inner product 
of alite or-belite, but to a lesser extent.

Habe et al. found for the ordinary port 
land cement the Ca/Si ratio of C-S-H between
1.89  and 2.00. The inner product of either 
alite or belite were substantially pure 
C-S-H. The outer product, somewhere also 
pure C-S-H, but others were mixtures of 
C-S-H with AF phase or CH.■ m -
In pastes with fly ash the АЛ/Са and Si/Ca 
ratios were higher and it is likely that 
etrantligite (CaASHe) was formed.
Uchikawa et al. 3 also show that for 
ordinary portland cement paste the Ca/Si 
ratio of C-S-H was 1.90 and for cement with 
fly ash addition 1.32.

2.3 Compressive Strength
( 1 2 ) According to Gu, Zhow, Yue, Tand and Wang'1 ,

cement composition influences significantly 
the strength contribution of fly ash.

They report that fly ash cements, with 17 
typical clinker ground to the same specific 
surface area, gypsum content same as that 
in the factors and 30% fly ash, exhibited 
at 7 and 28 days decreased compressive 
strength and increased compressive strength 
at 90 days when compared with cements 
without fly ash addition.

For the suitable clinker the strength of 
fly ash cement was reduced only by 10% at 
28 days and increased by 15% at 90 days.

Using the regressive analyses, the authors 
suggest that the K2O, C3S and KH of cement 
are directly proportional to the strength, 
while CaSOi, and C2S are inversely proportional 
to that.
The C2S is desadvantageous to the strength 
contribution of fly ash because the hydration 
rate of C2S is very slow at earlier ages. 
CaSOu was inversely proportional to the 
strength of fly ash cement at 28 and 90 
days; it might result from that the АЪОз 
in fly ash had speed up the transformation 
of AF. to AF .t m
K2O of cement accelerated the hydration of 
C2S when fly ash was added and increased 
the solubility of acid oxides in fly ash.
Haise, Jensen and Pratt14’ studied the 
influence of the temperature on the strength



and found that the highest 28 days strenght 
for the fly ash cement was obtained at 40, C 
curing, but, by 180 days curing at 20 C 
gives higher strength than at 40 C. Curing 
at 8 °C appears to slow down the strength.
Wang and Berger(13' report the effect of 
CH and CSH2 on the strength of fly ash 
cement pastes. The strength decreases with 
the addition of CH at early ages and the 
more CH addition, the lower the compressive 
strength.
It seems that only about 10% of CH added 
react with fly ash, 90% of CH added exists 
as fine aggregate.
CSH2 added to fly ash cement decreases the 
strength at early ages but increases the 
strength at later ages.
The contribution of CSH2 added to_ the 
strength lies in the reaction of CSH2 with 
C3A or with AA2O3 from fly ash to form 
ettringite in the capillary and
densification of the structure of the paste 
at later age by the pozzolanic reaction of 
fly ash with CH to form C-S-H gel.
Most of ettringite were formed before 14 
days and was consumed up at_28 days indicating 
that the contribution of CSH2 to strength 
was limited within 28 days.

2.4 Durability
Kolleck, Varma and Zaris(l,), using the 
techniques of pore fluid extraction from 
pastes and mortar bar expansion, studied 
the effect of fly ash upon the potential 
for alkali-silica reaction.
They concluded that if the pore fluid OH 
ion concentration of fly ash cement is less 
than 0.3M at 180 days, a deleterious 
expansion with opal is unlikely to occur.
In the communication*10’, Roszczyniashi and 
Gustaw shown that fly ash addition increases 
the resistance of the fly ash cement to 
sulphate corrosion.
Uchikawa, Uchida and Ogawa*з) studied the 
effect of fly ash on the depression of 
concrete deterioration by alkali-aggregate 
reaction and by chloride attack to
reinforcement.
They found that the diffusion coefficient 
of Na and CH ion through ordinary port
land cement was largest while fly ash 
cement was smaller.
The diffusion of CH ion was about ten times 
as large as that of Na ion.
In the fly ash cement, the diffusion of 
ions appears to become difficult with 
increasing pore volume ratio of 5-50 nm 
in spite of its high total porosity.

Because of fly ash cement had larger total 
porosity and pore volume ratio of 5-50 nm 
than ordinary portland cement, it is 
considered that fly ash cement, have 
resistance to the diffusion of alkali ion 
and CH ion than ordinary portland cement 
paste.

3 BLAST FURNACE SLAG
3.1 Hydration
Uchikawa, Uchida and Hanehara consider 
that the hydration of slag is based on the 
elution of the chain structure of SiO,, 
and AHOs- in slag by the attack of OH .
They found that the hydration degree of 
slag with high crystalline phase (15-28%) 
was small and that of slags with less than 
5% crystalline phase, was not related to 
glass phase content. The hydration degree 
of slag was related to the amount of SiOz 
eluted by 0.1N NaOH solution.
Slags with lower content of crystalline 
phase and higher ratio of monomer/dimer had 
higher reactivity.
In the communication*21’, Harrison and 
Winter report that reactions rims around the 
larger slag grains were barely detectable 
at 28 days old slag cement paste, but the 
180 days old paste showed well developed 
rims up to lOym wide. Fully reacted relics 
of smaller grains were also abundant.

At 180 days old slag cement paste there was 
a matrix apparently of C-S-H.closely mixed 
with AF phase, in which were embedded the 
partly and fully reacted slag grains, together 
with relies of clinker phases, regions of 
CH, occasional unreacted clinker phases, and 
aggregats of AFm crystals up to 30pm in size.

The slag rims and relics contained substantial, 
amount of MgO, АН20з, SiO2 and CaO.
Uchikawa, Uchida and Ogawa*3’ also report 
that the blastfurnace slag cement had dense 
C-S-H complicated with AFm-

3.2 Compressive Strength
According to Sato, Konishi, Fukaya,Koibuchi, 
Ishikawa and lijima'7*, the low early 
strength caused by addition of granulated 
blast furnace slag can be improved by making 
it finer.
The authors shown that the strength of 
cement with slag 7000 cm2/g fineness was 
higher than that of pure cement and 
considerably higher than ordinary slag 
cement.
Elola, Szteinberg and Torrent*16’ studied 
the effect of high temperature curing on the 
strength of bias furnace slag cements.
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They report that no significant acceleration 
of the reaction was found between mortars 
cured at 40 °C and 80" for the portland 
cement, while for the slag cement, some 
acceleration in strength development was 
observed in mortars cured at 80”c when
compared with those cured at 40°C. The
different strength behaviour of slag cement 
and portland cement when the curing 
temperature was raised from 40 °C to 80°C 
can be explained by the change in pore 
structure.

For the slag cement, the high temperature 
leads to a strong refinement of the pore 
structures.

■ (ic)Bojenov and Grigor'ev report the use 
of slag from the Pyrometallurgie treatment of 
the coppernickel agglomeration as a blending 
component of cement. They showed that the 
strength at early ages was lower than pure 
cement but at late ages was similar to that.

3.3 Durability
Kollek, Varma and Zais 
Malek and Roy * 1 5’ used 
fluid extraction from 
analyse the effect of

and Silsbee, 
the method of pore 
cement pastes to 
slag addition to

cement concerning
reactions and the

about alkali-aggregate 
passivation of steel in

concrete.
Kolleck et al.*"* found that blastf urnace 
slag invariably contribute to the OH- ion 
concentration of pore fluid. This 
contribution depends on the alkali content 
of the slag and on its reactivity. 

The authors concluded that the damaging 
effect of alkali silica reaction can be 
effectively reduced at higher levels of 
cement substitution by slag. An ON- ion
concentration of 0.5M appears to be a 
threshold for damaging reaction at 180 days 
with blast furnace slag cements.
Also, according to Silsbee et al.*15*, 
additions of slag always lowered the alkali 
levels substantially from that found in the 
pure cements.
Tests conducted by Silsbee et al.*15* show 
that in the slag cement, generally the 
calcium levels an somewhat lower than for 
the corresponding pure cement, because lower 
calcium content of the cement and increased 
consuption of the calcium by the relatively 
silica-rich slag cement.
The sulfate levels in the slag cement 
remained relatively constant, while in the 
Portland cement tended to pass through a 
minimum and then increase. This behaviour 
suggests early ettringite formation (low 
soi in solution) followed by release of 
sulfate to solution along with Ca and Al.

authors also shew
alues of the pore

that 
f lui

the reduct ion in
s extracted from

the samples caused by additions of blast 
furnace slag is not likely to cause major 
deleterious effects. In all cases, the slag 
cements contained much lower Chlorid levels 
in the pore solution than the pure cement.
Additionally, Silsbee et al. 15 report that 
the diffusion rates of ions through blast 
furnace slag cement paste are much lower 
than for portland cement pastes, diminishing 
the rate of penetration of harmful species 
from the environment.

( i)Uchikawa, Uchida and Ogawa also have 
concluded that the diffusion coefficient of 
Cl and Na ions through blastfurnace slag 
cement paste was smaller than for pure 
cement.

They observed that blastfurnace slag cement 
with 70% of slag tended to have larger total 
porosity and pore volume ratio less than 
5nm whereas cement with 40% slag had smaller 
total porosity and larger pore volume ratio 
less than Snm.

The diffusion coefficient of ions in the 
blastfurnace slag cement became smaller 
with increase in pore volume ratio less 
than 5nm.

Sato, Konishi, Fukaya, Koibuchi, Ishikawa 
and lijima17' confirm that the addition of 
granulated blastfurnace slag is effective 
in preventing the alkali-aggregate reaction 
and durability against sea water.

They report that the higher the slag content, 
the shallower the permeation depth of Cl- 
ion.

Marchese 17 studied the microstructural 
modifications of reinforced slag cerrent past 
at crack surfaces and steel/cement pastes 
interfaces cured 6 months and then immersed 
for 3 years in natural sea water.

They found that the contact between static 
sea water and mature slag cement paste has 
not presented apparently alterations after 
long time.

The pre cracking patterns have 
in the number and width of the

not changed 
cracks .

When cracks were formed in the mature paste, 
the sea water penetrated in them and 
arouse the latent chemical reactivity.

The second generation products observed 
were: honeycombe or reticulated C-S-H, 
leaf-shaped aragonite, granular Ca-rich 
form; flat fish shaped form, presumably of 
an organic nature; hexagonal lanallae of Cli 
and fibres of ettringite type I, in pre
existing cavities.

The crack that forms at the interface 
paste/steel consists of two distinct surfaces. 
The paste surface shows a typical compact 
cristalline microstructure where Mg, Si,
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Ct and Fe are present In notable quantities. 
Sensible larger grains of calcite are 
distributed in it. The steel surface shows 
compact areas beside extremely porous ones, 
both indicative of high degree of corrosion.
Malek, Silsbee and Roy(1) using the
microelectrophoresis technique concluded that 
the zeta potential value of slag particles 
reflects its agglomeration tendency, the 
more negative its value the more dispersed 
the slag. Thus a negative zeta potential 
slag was found to exhibit favorable workability.

4 SILICA FUME
A number of investigations have reported that 
the silica fume a by product from the 
silica metal and ferro-silicon alloys 
production in electric arc furnaces has 
been mixed with portland cement from the 
view point of improving strengths, preventing 
alkali-aggregate expansion and chemical 
attack.
The silica fume or microsilica is a very 
active material with high amount of amorphous 
SiO2, particles with submicron size and very 
high total specific surface area.

4.1 Hydration
Opczky, Vincze, Szekely and Szatura *9 
verified in their investigations that silica 
fume reacts with CH formed at the hydration 
of cement. The formation of C-S-H is evident 
even after 3 days.
The hydration process of cement is 
accelerated by silica fume because even at 
the early stage of hardening Ca ions are 
adsorbed by it and high specific surface 
area is ensured for the formation .. .O:t 
hydrates. Due to the reaction between silica 
fume and CH, high amount of C-S-H is formed 
in some capillary pores thus compacting the 
pore structure of the cement paste.
During the hydration of cement with silica 
fume C-S-H phase is occuring first in form 
of islands of small equant grains at 3 days, 
then it exhibits at 7 and 28 days, elongated 
and fibrous morphology.
The heat of hydration for cement with 
silica fume is higher than that of the pure 
cement.
Uchikawa et al. 3 report that the cement 
with silica fume was rich in C-S-H, poor in 
Al bearing hydrates; the amount of AF^ and 
CH was remarkably small than that in cement 
paste with ordinary fly ash.
According to Uchikawa et al. 20 reactivity 
of silica fume was dominantly controlled by 
specific surface area and glass phase content. 
The hydration degree could be evaluated by 
reacted СаСОН)г and SiOz-

Andrija(s) reports that in the cement paste 
containing silica fume the acceleration of 
alite was detected at entire 28 days period 
and the acceleration of hydration of the 
СзА was relatively retarded at 3 days.
Because CH diminishing continue at 7 and 28 
days hydration, the author suggests 
the alite hydration acceleration takes 
place not predominantly by hydrolysis 
equilibrium shift due to pozzolanic lime 
consumption.
Olliver, Grandet and Hanna*6* studied the 
effect of silica fume on the Interface 
mortar/coarse aggregate.
They found that the addition of silica fume 
modify the structure of the transition rims. 
It was not observed the preferencial 
orientation of the C-S-H near the coarse 
grains and the adhesion between the interface 
mortar/coarse aggregate was enhanced.

4.2 Compressive Strength
Opoczky, Vincze, Szekely and Szatura 
report that the compressive strength, of 
the cement increased 20-40% by addition of 
15-25% silica fume.
Also, Andriga(s) report that the compressive 
strength of hardened cement with silica fume 
were increased in comparing with them of 
the pure cement.

4.3 Durability
Uchikawa et а1.(з) showed that the cement 
with silica fume have smaller diffusion 
coefficient of alkali ions than the pure 
cement, and the total porosity and pore 
volume ratio less than 5nm increased conpared 
with ordinary portland cement.
Opsczky et al.(19) report that the 
characteristic pore size in cement silica 
fume added is shifted from lOOnm to 10 nm. 
They also shown that the cement with silica 
fume has an enhanced watertightness conpared 
with that of pure cement and that the 
sulfate resistance increased 80-90% by 
15-25% silica fume additions.

5 MISCELLANESUS
5.1 Filler
According to Bombled*2* the mineral fillers 
when added in the cement could play many 
roles: to replace the deficient fine 
grains in the size distribution curve, to 
fill the capillary pores, to modify the 
rheological properties and accidentaly to 
participate in hydration reactions of the 
cement pastes.
He reports the Influence of the filler 
addition less than 25% to cement on the 



rheology and water content was small 
compared with pure cement. If any influence 
exists, the plasticity and the cohesion was 
enhanced and somewhat pseudo-acceleration 
of the setting time observed.

Gegout, Hornain, Thuret, Mortureux, Voland 
and Regourd'9' report that the mechanical 
performance and porous texture of the 
hardened cement paste with up to 15% addition 
of limestone filler was similar to that of 
pure cement.

They found that the compressive strenght Is 
proportional to the solid volume increased 
during the hydration of cement paste for 
one initial porosity.

Atzeni, Marcialis, Massidda and Sanna 8 
in their experiments found that the 
strength properties depends not only on 
total pore volume but also on a new 
parameter related to pore distribution 
defined as mean distribution radius.

5.2 Polymers
(97)Eden and Bailey report the effect of 

polymer on the properties of calcium silicate 
and calcium aluminate cements.

They found that the polymers affect the 
hydration reaction to varying degrees, 
depending on their own reactivity and 
this may lead to a complex polymer/hydrate 
gel or even a chemically cross-linked 
polymer, rather than hydrate particle alone 
being the main binding agent.

The effect of reaction between the polymer 
and hydrates in the calcium silicate system 
may be limited by the presence of 
conventional hydrates, but in the calcium 
aluminates the formation of the 
conventional crystalline hydrates is strongly 
suppressed by the presence of large amount 
of polymer.

The mechanical properties and the durability 
of the polymer modified cements are influenced 
by the polymer content, water content, and 
the nature of any polymer/cement interation.

5.3 Calcium Sulfate
Takano and Mlzukami^23^ studied the influence 
of the type of calcium sulfate on the initial 
hydration of cement paste mixed with 
humic acid.

It seems that if the amount of dissolved 
humic acid is great with low [ca2"*"] • [SO2 J 
saturation ratio in the liquid phase, as is 
seem when the 5% humic acid is added to 
cement with anhydrite, more humic acid is 
adsorbed on fine hydrate formed at the 
initial age. Thus the crystallization and 
conversion of initial hydrates are hampered. 
This retardation ends with the decrease in 
the dissolved amount of humic acid and

the rise in [Ca2"*"] . [SOu ] saturation ratio.

At the initial age, the [Ca2"*"]. [OH j 2 saturation 
ratio depends on the kind of calcium sulfate 
added to cement and free lime of cement.
They found that the [ca2 + ] . [OH | 2 saturation 
ratio decreses as the elution of Ca2+ 
from alite is hampered as a result of 
adsorption of humic acid thereon.



COMMUNICATIONS REPORT: SPECIAL CEMENTS, iSIGH-ALUMINA CEMENT AND 
OTHER NON-SILICATIC CEMENTS

1 INTRODUCTION
The meaning and content of the chapter 
Special, Cements has been always changing 
in the course of the last succeeding Inter 
national Congresses on the Chemistry of 
Cements. Traditionally, only cements
differing from straigth portland were 
considered special- or all others er.c tudzng 

portland. Later on, any binder whose manufac 
ture and/or use and application had a 
special intrinsic nature or a specific 
performance were considered special. 

Actually as the best-known special cements 

may be considered:

- High-alumina cement
- Expansive cement
- Oilwell cement
- Magnesium Oxychloride cement (Sorel)
- Decorative purposes cement (mainly white)
- Miscellaneous cements (phosphate, activated 

belitic, alunitic, anhydrite-based, etc.)

To the present Congress, 28 papers were 
submitted covering the following areas:

9 papers on high-alumina cement,
6 papers on expansive cement,
2 papers on oilwell cement,
2 papers on fast setting and hardening 
cement,

2 papers on decorative purposes cement,
1 paper on magnesium oxychloride cenent, and
3 papers on unclassified subjects. 

2 HIGH-ALUMINA CEMENT
nine papers on high-alumina cement came

from the following countries: Spain (1) , 
France (2), United Kingdom (2), Hungary (1), 
Italy (2) and Poland (1), and have the 
following indicated titles and authors

(2.1) The Development of Microstructure in 
High-alumina Cement, by Halse, Y. and 
Pratt, P.L.;

(2.2) The Effect of Superplasticisers in
the Hydration of Aluminous Cement, by 
Gill, S.M., Banfill, P.F.G. and
El-Jazairi, В.;

(2.3) Hydration of Monocalcium Aluminate 
with Calcite, by Bachiorrini, A., 
Guilhot, B. Murat, M., Negro, A., 
Soustelle, M., and Fournier, A.A.;

(2.4) Stability of the Compond C5A3 in the 
System CaO-AlzOa, by Lucco, M.B.,and 
В r i s i , C. ;

(2.5) Aluminous Cement: Hew to Avoid Degrading 
of Mechanical Strength, by Trivino,
F. ;

(2.6) The Effect of Synthesis and Cooling 
Conditions on Phase Properties of 
the C12A7, by Grzymek, J. Derdacka- 
-Grzymek, A., Konik, Z., Pyzalski,
M., Stok, A., and Iwanciw, J.;

(2.7) A Summary of Experiences on Estimating 
the Expectable Changes of Strength of 
Concrete made with High Alumina 
Cement, by Revay, M.;

(2.8) The Setting and Hardening Character 
istics of Calcium Aluminate Cements: 
Studies of the Systems Ci2A7 - C3A 
and C12A7 - CA, by Menestrier-Sorrentino,
D. , George, C.M., and Sorrentino,F.P. . 
and

High-alumina cement has traditionally been a
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point of concurrent interest in light of 
contributions sent to the last 3 Interna 
tional Congresses on the Chemistry of Cement: 
15 papers were sent to Paris in 1980, 6
were sent to Moscow in 1974 and 9 to the
5th Congress in Tokyo in 1968. Besides 
these specific papers, a considerable 
amount of new scientific and technological 
knowledge has been widespread in the last 
decades on this subject in specialized 
publications. Recent advances in the field 
are resumed in the Principal Paper in a 
more comprehensive way.

Subdividing the main subject High-а "Lumina 

Cement into the following three items:

a) formation, composition and structure;

b) hydration and hardening; and

c) properties and uses, the content of the 
supplementary papers received may be 
summarized as follows:

2.1 Formation, Composition and Structure

The authors of Stability of the Compound. 

С;Аз in the System Са0-А1г0з (2,4) intend 
to prove that this compound, firstly 
described by Shepard, Rankin and Wright in 
1909, is really a phase forming part of 
thermodynamical equilibrium of the СаО-МгОз 
system. They believe the compound that can 
be in fact considered as instable is Ci2A7 
with which C5A3 used to be confounded in 
the past. Moreover, from their experinental 
work they conclude that pentacalcium 
trialuminate is far more stable at 12OOoC 
than the mixture of СзА plus CA. By this 
way of reasoning, C5A3 may not be just 
’considered as transition product between 
these two compounds.

Another study (2.6) on the equilibrium of 
the СаО-А£20з system belongs to Grzymek and 
refers to the existence of two polimorphisms 
of dodecacalcium heptaluminate. These
Polimorphisms are in his opinion of isotropic 
and anisotropic optical nature an their 

transition temperature for changing from 
the у to the a form can be established as 
16730K. According to his results, the 
researcher suggests that the d values, in 
2, currently assigned to this compound and 
published in technical literature corre 
spends in reality to the property of a mixture 
of both a and у polimorphs.

2.2 Hydration and Hardening

As could be expected in the case if high
-alumina cement, this is the most interest 
awaking subject of all papers devoted to 
this kind of cement. In the last decades 
there has been an ever increasing attraction 
of the mechanism of hydration and hardening 
whose origin lies in the Conversion of 
hydration products and resulting in drop 
of mechanical strength.

The authors of paper (2.8) The Setting and 

Hardening Characteristic of Calcium Alumi 

nate Cements: Studies of the Systems CuAi - 

C3A and CizAi - CA, synthetized experimental 
high-alumina cements composed predominantly 
by calcium rich aluminates by fusion at 
1450 °C and slow cooling.

These mixtures covered a wide range of the 
СаО-Аб-гОз interval which compound composi 
tion varied for C12A7 between 24 and 93% , 
for C3A content was between 6 and 28% and, 
finally, monocalcium aluminate extended from
7,1 to 27%. Hydration of the most represen 
tative of these experimental cements 
revealed to the authors that reaction speed

♦ with water increases with C12A7 and C3A.
On the other hand, continous substitution 
of C3A for CA results in predominant hydration 
products changing from С2АН8 to CAHio-This 
constitutes a means for directing hydration 
compounds in a specific way.

High-alumina cements present the pecularity 
that the composition of their hydration 
products do no( depend solely Qn, the 



initial anhydrous mineralogical composition, 
but also on water: cement ratio and tempera 
ture of the reacting media. In consequence, 
another way of directioning the hydration 
process is based on the selection of a water; 
cement ratio that is equal or less than the 
so-called crftfcaZ- value. Nevertheless it 
isn't always possible to fix such a value in 
practice by the fact that the fresh mixture 
has to fulfill at the same time a certain 
specificied workability. In accordance with 
this line of thought, the paper (2.2) by 
Gill, Banfill ahd El-Jazairi suggests the 
use of chemical additives to attain this 
condition in mortar and concrete with high
-alumina cement. The authors used as water 
reducing additives high range superplasticizers 
jointly with water:cement ratios between 0,3 
and 0,4 in the experimental temperature range 
from 5 to 40 °C. The tendency of the additive 
in promoting the retarding of hydration was 
compensated by the researchers by adding a 
lithium salt. The mechanical strength of the 
specimens — measured indirectly by means of 
ultrasound pulse velocity — was considerably 
higher in the 5 to 20 °C temperature range 
than in the 30 to 40°C. Unfortunately, the 
authors do not show results on the effect of 
both additives on the consistency of pastes 
and mortars used.

Paper (2.1) deals with the hydration process 
of high-alumina cement pastes during their 
first 12 hours cured at 8,23 and 40°C in a 
thermostatic bath. The authors compare pastes 
mixed with tap water and with sea water by 
means of S.E.M. complemented with X-ray 
diffraction and D.T.A. analysis. They also 
describe the evolution of the structure with 
time and especially accompanying alumina gel 
transformation besides hydration products 
responsible for mechanical strength. They 
conclude that hydration reaction speed rises 
with temperature but the onset of structure 
formation occurs first at 8 and 40°C then at 
23°C. Sea water used as mixing water retarded 
high-alumina cement hydration.

Papers (2.3), (2.5), (2.7) an (2.9) covered 
specifically the сопиегегоп problem charac 
terized by the transformation of tlie initially 
formed hexagonal hydrates into the cubic 
form with a corresponding loss in strength 
by the significant increase in porosity.

Revay (2.7) , complementing a paper presented 
for the first time at the Moscow Congress 
in 1974, establishes equations by which he 
can estimate the relative strength evolu 
tion with time of concrete structures built 
in Hungary with high-alumina cement. By 
extensive sampling and testing the composi
tion of site concretes in order to determine 
the level of hydration, the extension of 
conversion and the degree of carbonation, 
he may estimate the relative stage of the 
strength evolution in any particular structure. 
In the authors opinion, these formulas should 
be useful in foresighting the time by which 
the maximum drop in strength will occur in 
any specific structure unde the Hungarian 
prevailing conditions.

In (2.3) under Hydration of Monocateium 

nate utth Calcite, the authors studied the 
modifications accomplished by monocalcium 
aluminate hydration in the presence of 
calcite. An analysis of the thermodynamic 
stability of the different possible phases 
present during hydration of CA and the 
study of the formation kinetics of the 
hydration products, permits the authors to 
conclude about the mechanism of mono
carboaluminate formation. The scheme 
idealized here accounts for sharp differences 
in ionic concentrations in the solution at 
the calcite interface. In this way, the 
precipitation of carboaluminate in the 
neighborhood of calcite surface implies an 
alteration in the proportions of the hydrates 
formed: CAHi0 and C2AH8. The increase of 
calcite concentration and their fineness 
is responsible for higher or lower amounts 
of monocarbonate formation. On the other 
hand, agitation during hydration and higher 



water:cement ratios is the main cause in 
diminishing monocarboaluminate precipitation. 
Consequently, fixing calcium aluminate as 
tabular CuACHii during reaction of high
-alumina cement with water contributes to 
significantly reduce the hexagonal hydrates 
and their conversion.

In more or less the same way, Bachiorrini 
and Cusslno (2.9) follow the hydration of 
mortar and concrete specimens during 5 and 
7 years. As the title suggests, the authors 
compare the performance of specimens molded 
with calcareous or siliceous fillers and 
aggregates and conclude on the fundamental 
importance of calcium carbonate in promoting 
carboaluminate formation and altering pore 
size distribution. Micropore promotion instead 
of macrosizes contributes to enhance dimen 
sional stability by reducing penetration of 
sulphate solution that may provoke expansion.

Finally, the contribution of paper (2.5) 
ALum-Lnous Cement: How to Avoid the Degrading 

of Mechanical. Resistance is the last on 
the conversion subject. The author focuses 
conversion counteraction in a multiple way 
in order to conclude about the more 
convenient remedy. The use of up to 20% 
calcium carbonate (fineness is not shown) in 
pastes and mortars in combination with
different curing treatments (temperature, 
humidity and low pressure COz) is the way the 
researcher considers more appropriate to 
avoid the formation of cubic СзАН6 and promote 
АНз, CC and CuA3CH Instead. The only trouble 
of this procedure is that the more efficient 
curing conditions are cumbersome from the 
practical point of view: 15 to 72 hour 
duration under 70 to 105°C temperature.

3 EXPANSIVE CEMENT

Six papers were accepted from the following 
countries: Peoples Rep. of China (2) and one 
each of Bulgaria, Italy, Japan and U.S.S.R., 
whose titles and authors are:

(3.1) Effect of Alkali on the Expansive 
Properties of Sulfoaluminate Cement 
Pastes, by Shan-Ba, W., Shang-Xing,
J., Yin-Jang, L. and Ke-Yong, H.;

(3.2) Hydrogarnet and Calcium Hydrocarboalumi 

nate Based Cements, by Korneer, V.I., 
Andreew, V.V. and Niliforow, U.V.;

(3.3) Calcium Sulfoaluminate made from 

Phosphogypsum and its Hy dration 

Properties, by Santoro, L., Garofano, 
R., and Valenti, G.L.

(3.4) Expansive Cement With Hydroxyde 

Expanding Phase on Admixture ’s Basis 

by Djabarrow, N.B.

(3.5) Mechanism of Expansite Pressure Develop

ment with Hydration of CaO by Yamazaki,
Y. and Sakakibara, Y.

(3.6) Study on High Self-Stressing Aluminate 

Cement by Jungan, X., Xueli, T. Wenhao, 
Ch., Jizhi, X., Yaozhong, X. and Yiyu,
Z.

Of these six papers, two refer to type К 
expansive cement based on sulphoaluminates:
(3.1) and (3.3). One treats about tipe M 
expansive cement based on high-alumina plus 
calcium sulphate (3.6); another handles a 
kind of type S expansive cement (3.2); a 
fifth refers to an expansive agent based on 
calcium oxide (3.5), and the last describes 
an expansive addition based on an unidenti. 
field metalic hydroxide (3.4).

Paper (3.1) is devoted to study the influence 
of alkali on the hydration of an expansive 
cement based on a mixture of high СиАзЗ 
clinker with gypsum. Using 0,06M up to 0,7M 
NaOH solution as the mixing water (w/c 
ratio = 0,36) , the authors succeed in
accelerating crystaline ettringite forma 
tion even at pH of 13,3. In this way, it 
is possible to reach higher expansions and 



higher strength in a shorter period of 
time comparatively to speciments molded only 
with pure water. However, at later ages the 
mechanical strength of specimens molded 
with water is higher than those with the 
alkali solution.

The researchers of the University of Naples 
show in their paper (3.3) that the formation 
of CuAsS in expansive clinker by firing a 
mixture of calcium carbonate, alumina and 
gypsum is much eased when the calcium 
sulphate dihydrate is substituted by
phosphogypsum containing fluor and phosphate. 
The burning temperature and the clinkering 
time are significantly reduced by the 
catalytic action of the minute impurities 
contained in the synthetic gypsum. According 
to the authors findings, there are no 
noticeable differences in the hydration of 
both clinkers.

The soviet writers of paper (3.2) describe 
the production of a binder based on the 
pyroprocessing of hydrogarnets and calcium 
hidrocarboaluminate rejects coming from 
alumina manufacture. The material can be 
added to cement in order to produce, among 
others, expansive cements.

In Study of High SeZf-Stress Acuminate Cement 

(3.6) the authors present the expansive 
characteristics of high-alumina cement 
combined with calcium sulfate and analyze 
its performance as a function of paraneters 
like an alkalinity coefficient, SOa level 
and curing temperature. The hydration 
products of this cement are basically 
ettringite and alumina gel. The authors 
conclude that the hydrated cement has a 
high long time stability and a highly 
compact structure that makes this kind of 
cement especially suitable for concrete for 
hydraulic tubes or penstocks.

The use of CaO as an expansive agent is 
thoroughly studied in paper (3.5). The 
authors use a mixture of" calcium oxide. 

ground quartz and a retarding additive for 
composing a product usually employed ' as 
demolition agent. The paper shows the evolution 
of pressure and volume increase with time 
of hydration and comment on the change of 
the crystalline structure of Са(ОН)г.

4 OILWELL CEMENT

The two papers received were: one from 
Brazil and the other from United Kingdom and 
the summary of both follows.

(.4.1) The Effect of the Hemihydrated and 

Dihydrated Crysta/lLine Forms of the 

Calcium Sulphate on the Thickening 

Time, Hheologicai Properties and

Compressive strength of the OiZweZt 

Cement SZurries by Silva, M.G.P., de 
Moraes, de Moraes, M.L.M. and Abdel- 
-Rehim, H.A.A. the paper compares the 
influence of different amounts of 
gypsum and plaster of Paris on the 
specific properties of oilwell cement 
slurries made with three different 
portland clinkers for API type G 
oilwell cements. The authors conclude 
that in comparison to dihydrate, plaster 
of Paris raises the yield point and 
the apparent viscosity and may 
increase plastic viscosity of slurries 
made with the same clinker. At the 
same time, hemihydrate gives higher 
strength and delays slurry thickening 
up to a certain amount.

(4.2) The paper Infrared Spectral Examination 

of OiZuell Cements by Bensted, 0. is 
centered on infrared identification of 
calcium sulphate forms and detection 
of aeration influences on type H and 
G oilwell cement waveband spectra in 
order to advance some indication ‘ of 
slurry performance alteration. Accord 
ing to the author ... such an infrared 
spectroscopic examination is no.substi

tute for the usual quality examination 

of oiluell cements.



5 MAGNESIUM OXICHLORIDE CEMENT

(5.1) Inveetigations on the System MgO - 
MgCSlt - HiO, and. Hydration of Sorel 
Cement by Menetrler - Sorrentino, D., 
Barret, P. and Saqout, S. Although 
Sorel cement is almost 120 years old, 
continously appear new works on this 
kind of binder, like basic research by 
present authors. The paper analyses 
kinetic behaviour of MgO + MC£ reaction 
in aquous solution and the thenrodynamic 
equilibrium of the four possible hydrates 
by which can be predicted outdoor 
exposure performance in any particular 
case.

6 DECORATIVE PURPOSE CEMENT

(6.1) Pecutar-ities of Mineral Formation and
Hydration Phenomena of Decorative and 
High-Iron Content Cements by Gaidjouvov, 
P. The author devoted his work to
estabilish optimum condition for
bleaching white cement clinker during 
pyroprocessing. By means of a (gas + 
plus wate vapor) mixture treatment 
for reduction of ferric oxides, decar 
bonation is enhanced, liquid formation 
is accelerated and whitening is favoured.
On the other hand, the author gives 
some general outlines on a calcium- 

■ ferric clinker production for decorative 
application.

(6.2) Hew Aspects of White Cement Physico- 
Chemistry by Zoubekhin, A.P. This 
paper deals with the cristallodianical

• transformations of titanium, manganese 
and iron oxidizing which - influence 
chromaticity and reflection coefficients 
of while cements. The author also 
discusses the weakening or strengthening 
of whiteness index by combination of 
these chromophoric oxides in reducing 
or oxyding burning atmosphere with 
slow cooling or quenching condition.

7 QUICK-SETTING AND HARDENING CEMENT '

(7.1) Shrinkage Problem of Quick-setting
Cement by Hosek, J., Kolar, K. and 
Novotny, J. The authors describe 
technical characteristics of quick
-setting and rapid-hardening cements 
made in Checoslovaquia by high
-fineness grinding of portland cement 
clinker with addition of ligninsulphonate 
as grinding-aid and sodium carbonate 
as set-retarding addition. The paper 
also details the way used to measure 
the true early shrinkage of low w/c 
paste, free from thermal expansion or 
mechanical restrain.

(7.2) Development of a Fast Setting High 
Strength Cement Composite by Lasmi , 
S., Mandal, P.K., Ghosh, R. and Subba 
RaO, V.V. The paper describes a 
cement which composition is based on 
a mixture (not indicated) of high 
strength portland cement, high-alumina 
cement, anhydrous calcium sulphate, 
fused calcium chloride and ground sand 
for special rapid setting and hardening 
applications (like plugging, ■ anchoring 
or grouting). The material hardens in 
15 minutes, attains around 10 MPa in 
one hour and approximately 75 MPa in 
one day. Heat of hydration. X-ray 
diffration curves, scanning electron 
micrographs at different hydration 
periods and strength development at 
various ages are given.

8 MISCELLANEOUS CEMENTS

Under this classification enter all binders 
who have in common only the word cement. A 
brief review of the three papers coming from 
India (1), U.S.S.R. (1) and U.S.A. (1) is 
given bellow. ........ " '

(8.1) Hon-alitic Cement"from Calcium Sulpho 
aluminate Clinker - Optimization for

• High-strength' and' Low-temperature
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Appticat-ton , by Mudbhatkal, G.A. , 
Parmeswaran, P.S., Heble, A.S., Pai,
B.V.B.,  and Chatterjee, A.K.. These 
researchers optimized clinker with a 
mineralogical composition in the СцАзЗ - 
CzS field as principal compounds and 
C2AS, CA, CS, C1.AF, etc. as eventual 
accessory minerals. They covered in 
experimental trial batches firing the 
compositional interval of 3,6<A/S<4,0 
and 2,0<A/S<3,0 at L.S.F. (sulphoalumi
nate) equal to 1,0 at burning tempera 
tures in the 1200 - 1300 °C range. The 
composition with the best compromise 
between good mechanical strength and 
low clinkering temperature was later 
materialized in pilot plant scale in 
order to produce cement for field 
concrete evaluation. According to the 
authors conclusion, the non-alitic 
cement performed well up to 4 years 
exposure to site conditions showing 
good initial strength, no longtime 
reversion in mechanical resistance, 
good sulphate attack and corrosion 
performance, and excellent low-tempera 
ture behavoir during initial hydration.

(8.2).  Sulphate Resistant Alinite Cement, by 
Poulatov, Z.P. and Noudelman, B.I. 
The paper makes a general description 
of composition and some properties of 
this kind of cement produced in the 
Soviet Union on industrial scale. Emphasis 
is given on the excellent properties 
against sulphate attack and data is 
presented on flexural strength and 
linear expansion of specimen. stored 
up to approximately 2 years.

C8.3) Hydnogarnet - Gehlenite Hydrate Cements 

from CaO - АНгОъ - SiOz Glasses, by 
Mac Dowell, J.F. The author presents 
the results of a comprehensive research 
about the hydration of CaO - АЛгОз - 
SiOj glasses, which composition hasn't 
been much studied yet. The main feature 

of this work is establishing that the 
hydration products of these glassy

cements are stable hydrogarnet und 
gehlenit-hydrate, presenting low porosity 
and high mechanical strength in a 
fast-hardening way. The potential 
practical value of this research lead 
the author to file a patent application.

9 MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS

Three papers handle different aspects which 
are not readily grouped in foregoning subjects 
and are listed followingly.

(9.1) Cement of Thermally Activated Laterites. 

Role of Iron Oxydes on the Strength 

Development, by Pera, J. Ambroise, M., 
Murat, M. and Silveira, M. This con 
tribution belongs to the subject more 
properly covered by the pozzolanic ma 
terials. The authors submitted different 
laterites to heat treatment at 750°C in 
order to activate their kaolinitic 
minerals. Best pozzolanity was achieved 
with materials containing less than 50% 
quartz and whose kaolin has a minimum 
of 10% iron oxyde.

(9.2) The Behavoir of Certain Compositions 

Belonging to the SCaO. SiOz - BCaO.SiOz — 

2BaO.SiOz System During Hardening, by 
Teoreanu, I., and Andreonescu, E.. The 
authors have synthesized different 
mixtures containing CaO, BaO and S1O2 
with the aim of producing mineral 
compounds of the form indicated in the 
title of the paper. The experimental
cements were tested in order to evaluate 
some of their physical properties in 
pastes at the initial hydration period 
and the evolution of hardening by means 
of compressive strength up to 21 days. 
According to the authors, the introduc 
tion of BaO contributes to stabilize 
C2S ss in the a' form during pyro-



processing and to enhance the reactivity 
with water with a positive effect on 
hardening by raising mechanical strength.

(9.3) The influence of Some Additions on the 

Hydration and Hardening of Triealeium 

Aluminate, by Teoreanu, I. Georgescu,
M. and Puri, A.. The paper describes 
through XRD and DTA data the behavoir 
of CgA during hydration in the presence 
of gypsum and dimethylterephtalate 
(DMTP).

RC
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Le sous-thfeme 4.1 "STRUCTURE DES PORES, 
PERMEABILITE ET DIFFUSION EN RAPPORT A LA 

DURABILITE"a ete enrichl par la presentation 

des 12 travaux sulvants:

1. "Microfissuration des betons", par

H.HORNAIN et M.REGOURD.

2. "Le rapport entre la microstructure et

la durabilitä des clments avec ajouts", 

par N.TENOUTASSE et A.M.MARION.

3. "A l'ägard de l'analyse de la structure

poreuse du ciment durci", par G.BOZHINOV 
et N.BAROVSKI.

4. "Sur la distribution de chlorure dans la

päte de ciment durcie et sa solution 

poreuse", par G.BLUNK, P.GUNKEL et 

H.G.SMOLCZYK.

5. "Role de la porosit6 dans la durabilitä

des Hants hydraullques", par E.REVERTEGAT 

et F.BERNAUDAT.

6. "Relation entre la lixiviation d'äläments

traces (Cs,Sr et Co) et la microstructure 

au cours du vieillissement d'un mortier 

ä base de CPA", par J.M.LAMEILLE, 

R.CHIAPPINI, G.GOUTIERE, J.C.PETIT et 

M.REGOURD.

7. "Modelisation des phenomenes de transport

dans les mecanismes d'altSration d'une 

päte de ciment", par F.BERNAUDAT et

E.REVERTEGAT.

8. "Structure poreuse et diffusion lonique

aux systemes adjuvant-clment Portland 
avec ajouts”, par AMITABHA KUMAR et 

DELLA M.ROY.

9. "Influence des cendres volantes, ajoutees

au ciment, sur les changements de la 

structure des pores dans les mortiers 
conserves dans des solutions de NaCl" 
par S.KRISHNAMOORTHY et N.K.JAIN.

10. "Resistance au gel des ciments aux
fillers", par P.GEGOUT, H.HORNAIN,

B. THURET et M.REGOURD.

11. "Influence des conditions de durcissement

sur la durability de la päte de ciment 

et du bäton", par G.TEODORU.

12. "Le mesurage de la permeability", par

C. D. LAWRENCE.

La quantification du räseau microfissural 

des bätons falt l'objet du travail ns 1.

Le travail nQ 2 concerne Involution de 

11hydratation des ciments Portland avec 

ajouts de cendre volante et inclut un modäle 

pour le mecanisme de la reaction 

pouzzolanique.

Le travail ns 3 präsent un modäle 
physique pour l'analyse de la structure 

poreuse de la päte de ciment.

Le travaux ns 4 a 9 präsentent 

involution de la diffusion ionique dans 

la structure poreuse des pätes de ciments 

sans et avec ajouts minäraux, ayant en vue 

soit la resistance ä la corrosion de 1'acier 

soit 11 interaction avec des dächets 

atomiques.

La rälation entre la resistance mecanique 

et la structure poreuse avec la tenue au gel 

fait l'objet des travaux ns 10 et 11.

Finalement, le travail ns 12 präsente 

une cellule pour mäsurer la permäabilitä et . 

la diffusion de gas et la регтёаЬННё ä 

1'eau des betons.

La quallte et l'actualitä des cex travaux 

exigent la presentation et la discussion de 

chacun d'eux. La restriction du temps a 

determine ce resume que, malheuresement, ne 
transmet pas avec fidelite leurs präcieuses 

idees.
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Dans l'ötude lntitul6" MICROFISSURATION DES 

BETONS", M.HORNAIN et M.REGOURD ont observö 

et quantifie le räseau microfissural de 
bätons.

Les techniques mlcroscopiques et 

stäräologiques ont 6t6 appliquSes ä 1' etude 

de deux batons avant et aprfes chargement: 

l'un de granulats silicc-calcaries etl'autre 
de granulats l£gers.

Les observations ont öt6 effectu6es ä 3 

Gebelles (niveaux de structure I, II e III).

A l'ächelle centimätrique (niveau de 

structure I), les exames ont ё!ё faits sur 

plaques polies de Ьё1оп 10x10 cm, aux 

gradissement 4 ä 40 ä l'aide d'une loupe 

binoculaire qui permet 1'observation des 

distributions et orientations ргёТёгеп11е11ез 
des granulats et des Interfaces.

А 1'ёсЬе11е millimötrique (niveau de 

structure II), 1'observation а ё!ё faite sur 

sections polies, lames minces ou de гёрИриез, 

ä l'aide du microscope optique ou au 

microscope ölectronique äbalayage (M.E.B.) a 
des grandissements compris entre 300 et 1000 

environ.

En plus, а 1'ёсМе11е т1сготё1г!дие 

(niveau de structure III), les auteurs ont 

иИИзёз le MEB sur fractures, aux 
grandissements 1000 ä 10.000.

Les auteurs discutent les techniques de 

traitementргёа!аЬ1е des öchantillons, et le 

risque que ces opörations peuvent engendrer 

des contraintes тёсап1рие5, done des 
microfissures. Un certain nombre de 

precautions sont гесоттапёёез: ёсЬапИИопз 

suffisament ёра15, sciage тёпадё, plissage 

progressif, et contröle de la döshydration 

des echantillons destinös aux observations 

mlcroscopiques.

Pour la visualisation et observation des 

microfissures, au niveau de structure I, les 
auteurs utilisent la coloration du Ьё1оп a 

l'aide d'une solution alcoolique d'un 

colorant insoluble dans 1'eau (rouge 

Irgacete par example).

La n^thode par impregnation de гёз1пе 

(epoxy, тё!ЬуГ-тё1асгу1а1е . . . ) est surtout 

utilise pour caractöriser le niveau de 

structure II. La fractographie au MEB permet ■[ 

la caractörisation du facies des hydrates et ' 

de leur mode de rupture, 1'ё1иЬе des ;

interfaces pates de ciment-granulat;
1' observation du mode de rupture des granulats 

et autres inclusions.

La technique des гёрИдиез а ё!ё aussi d 
Ьеуе1оррёе et utilisöe, permettant :

11 observation soit au microscope optique en 

transmisson ou en reflexion, et au MEB apres ( 
mötallisation ä des grandissements ne döpassant ( 
pas 1000.

Pour la quantification du гёзеаи I

microfissural, les auteurs ont и1111зё la I'

81ёгёо1од1е, par laquelle ils ont тезигё le L 

nombre d 1 intersections des microfissures avec 
un гёзеаи de зёсап1з aleatoires ou orientöes. 1

L1 application de ces cathodes a un beton 

de granulats silico-calcaires et aussi un de 

granulats 1ёдег5 de schiste ехрапзё a permis 

d'extraire les conclusions suivantes: '

a) avant chargement, au niveau de structure 

I, dans les deux Ьё1опз , des zones de 

moindre cohesion assimilables ä des fissures

se manifestant par la рёпё1га!1оп uu la t

diffusion du colorant, existent aux :

interfaces pate de ciment durcie-granulats. 

Leur quantification montre que leur ЬепзИё 

est plus faible dans le Ьё1оп de granulats 
1ёдегз, la difförence ё1ап! due ä une meilleure ' 

liaison entre le 11ant hydra1ё et les granulats 

de schistes expanses.

b) apres chargcmcnt, les observations faites a " 

niveau de structure I, mettent en ёу1оепсе
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dans les deux betens la formation d'une 

fissure principale sous forme d'une bande 
ötroite microfissurde, de quelques centaines 

de microns de largeur, tortueuse souvent 

oblique par rapport ä la direction de 

contrainte.

Sous chargement controle', la fracture 

des deux bätons est essentiellement 

intergranulaire, sauf localement ou les 
granulats etaient prefissuräs. Dans le böton 

silico-calcaire, la trace des differentes 

microfissures constituant la fissure 
principale est nette et bien dessinäe; 

par contre, eileapparait plus diffuse dans 

le bäton de granulats lögers, dont les 

proprietSs mäcaniques (module d’Young en 

particulier) sont plus proches de celles de la 

päte. Get aspect plus diffus parait 

correspondre a un microendommagement de la 
päte de ciment proprement dite sur le trajet 

de la fissure.
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Au travail de N.Tenoutasse et A.M.Marion, 

sous-titre "LE RAPPORT ENTRE LA MICROSTRUCTURE 

ET LA DURABILITE DE CIMENTS AVEC AJOUTS", 11 
a dtä etudi6e Involution de 1' hydratation 

des ciments composes d'un ciment Portland et 

de cendre volante, aussi bien que discutö le 
mScanisme de la röaction pouzzolanique et son 

rapport avec l'inhibition de la reaction 

alcalis-granulats.

Les auteurs ont employö un ciment Portland 
du type I de l'ASTM et une cendre volante de 

la classe F de l'ASTM, avec lesquels ils ont 

ргёрагёз des ciments contenant de 0 а 80% de 

cendre, dont l'hydration a 6t6 examinee par 
microscopie älectronique ä balayage avec le 

spectre de diffraction des rayons X par 
6nergie dispersive, dös l'äge de 3 Jours 

jusqu'ä 2 ans.

La solubility des alcalis de la cendre a 

analysöe encore par spöctromötrie 
d'absorption atomique.

A propos de la solubility des alcalis de 
la cendre dans l'eau et dans des solutions 

saturöes de chaux, des essais ont faits 

au ciment Portland et au ciment avec ajout de 
25% de cendre, pour la determination de la 

composition chimique de la solution poreuse 
dös 5 minutes jusqu'ä 8 h.

Les rösultats montrent la basse solubility 
du K2O de la cendre, sa ИЬУгаНоп ytant plus 
facility ä partir du ciment. En relation au 

Na^O, aucune altyration significative а У1У 

оЬзегуУе par la ргУзепсе de la cendre dans 

la composition du ciment, ce qul confirme la 

plus basse solubility des alcalis de la 

cendre.

Les micrographies ölectronlques de 
1'hydratation des ciments avec ajouts 

montrent, dyjä ä l'äge de 14 jours, 
1'activity pouzzolanique de quelques 

Particules de la cendre volante, ä cause de 
I'ocTurrence des cristaux typiques de mullite 

sur ses surfaces. Dependant, la prösence de 
chaux libre et le comportement mecanique de 

tels cimentscomposös ne permet la 

caractörisation d'une importante гУас11оп 

pouzzolanique ä cet äge.

Les auteurs signalent la persistance des 
particules des cendres intactes aprös 2 ans 

d'hydratation, meme aux ciments composes 

avec 10% de cendre, ce qui ryvöle la profonde 
ЬУtyrogyneity de la гУасИоп pouzzolanique, 

ИУе ä l'histoire thermique de chaque grain 

de cendre.

La гУасИоп övoluant, des macropores se 

font visibles ä la surface des particules de 

cendre, pourtant ils sont invisibles sur les 

particules intactes.

Au dernier stage de la гУасЛ1оп, les 

particules se desintögrent.

La гУасИоп pouzzolanique cause la 
formation massive de silicate de calcium 

hydraty. La diffraction des rayons X par 
ynergie dispersive rövöle la ртУзепсе de 

teneurs pas myprisables d'aluminium au 

silicate, ce qui bien dymontre la röaction 

pouzzolanique entre la phase vitreuse 
silico-alumineuse de la cendre et 1'hydroxide 
de calcium.

Aprös des longues periodes de temps 

d'hydratation, la microscopie yiectronique 

ne montre dans la pate de ciment aucun trait 
de cristaux de mullite, tandis que la 

diffraction des rayons Xrövöle un spectre 

typique de mullite. On obsörve, aussi, le 

monosulfoaluminate de calcium (MSA), mieux 

cristallisy que dans la päte pure.

Un aspect notable dans les micrographies 

concerne la prösence des plaques bien 
cristallisyes au ciment composö, avec une 

morphologie qui rappele celle du Ca(0H)2 

et/ou du MSA, mais la diffraction des 

rayons X par energie dispersive presente des 
hautes teneurs de silice et d'alumine et un 

contenu apreciable de potassium. Le numero 

des plaques paralt etre proportlonnel au 

contenu de cendre dans la päte durcie.
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La presence de potassium dämontre que les 

alcalis de la cendre sont maintenus dans les 

produits hydratäs qui r6sultent de la räction 

pouzzolanique.

L'analyse des räsultats a 6t6, alors, 

etendue ä la reaction alcalls-silice, 
attribuant l'action bänäfique de la cendre ä 

la facillt6 de mobilisation du calcium dans 

les particules siliceuses reactives, ce qui 

amene ä la formation du gel avec haute 

concentration en calcium. De la räaction du 

complexe alcalls-silice avec le CA(0H)2 

resulte le complfexe blanc et opaque 
d'hydroxide de calcium hydroxide alcalin- 

silice, non expansible.

Les observations effectuees ont permis, 

encore, la Präsentation d'un mäcanisme 

originel pour expliquer la räaction 

pouzzolanique, incluant les 3 stages 

suivants:

- diffusion de la phase aqueuse ä travers 

de la päte de ciment et ou des macropores 

des particules de cendre aux locaux 

actives;

- präcipitation de Са(0Н)2 au local active 

(interne ou externement) pour former des 

masses circulaires de Ca(0H)2;

- reaction entre les masses et la phase 

vitreuse silico-alumineuse des particules 

de cendre, amenant ä la formation du gel de 

silicate de calcium-hydrate contenant de 

l'aluminium (et le potassium en quelques 

cas), et du silicoaluminate de calcium 

bien crlstallise contenant du potassium.
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Dans le travail intitule "Й L'EGARD DE 

L'ANALYSE DE LA STRUCTURE POREUSE DU CIMENT 

DURCI", G.BOZHINOV et N.BAROVSKY proposent un 

module physique pour definir et illustrer les 

principaux caractöristiques de la pate de ciment.

Les auteurs signalent les suivants facteurs 

qui intärviennent ä l'origine des pores:

a) ImmSdiatement apres le melange du ciment 

avec I'eau, le volume absolu de la pate 

resulte des parties des volumes du ciment, 

de I'eau d? gSchage et eventuellement par 

des bulles d'air. Les parties de I'eau et 
les bulles composent ce qui est appelä 

volume libre de la päte du ciment qui est 

premlferement disponible pour 1'augmentation 

des produits d'hydratation dy ciment.

b) Pendant 1'hydratation, ce volume libre 

augmente par consöquence de la reaction du
e ciment avec I'eau ayant une partie remplie 

en meme temps avec les produits d'hydratation. 
Ainsi la quantity d'eau d'e la päte est une 

des principales sources des pores et I'Stat 

de I'eau dans le Systeme durci est tr£s 
important.

c) Les produits d'hydratation presentent des 

formes et dimensions varices avec plus ou 

moins d'embriquement entre les particules 

dont la phase liquide presente des propriet^s 
specifiques au systfeme durci.

Le volume absolu des hydrates est plus 

grand que celui des grains anhydres, mais 

11 est plus petit que le total des volumes 

absolus des grains anhydres et de I'eau 

d ' hydratation . Comme, pendant 1'hydratation, 

le facteur E/C en plus de celui strictement 

demande par les reactions ne change pas le 

volume initial de la pate, le resultat de 

cet equilibre cause les pores de contraction.

d) La structure complexe des hydrates, ayant 

des surfaces specifiques, des capacit6s 

d'absorption et adherence extremement 

developpees, outre de la distribution 

reciproque et de la cohesion entre les 

particules, predSterminent les conditions a 

la formation d'une structure poreuse typique.

Dans ce contexte une partie de I'eau est 

combinäe dans les produits d ' hydratation, 

une partie est absorbee aux surface solides 

et une partie teste hors des champs de force 

des surfaces solides (eau capillaire). Des 

espöces d'eau, prösentent des densites 

diverses et, par consequent, sontdifferents 

quant ä leur volumes specifiques, ä la force 

d' adherence ä la phase solide et la volabilite. 

Sont les especes que Powers a appele I'eau 
evaporable et non 6vaporable

Ainsi, I'espace оссирё par I'eau evaporable 

dans la päte durcie du ciment correspond au 

volume total des pores, lequel contient les 

pores du gel et les pores capillaires. Les 

pores du gel sont differenci£s par Kando et 
Daiman en Intercrystallite et intracrystallite.

On obtient alors que le volume total des 

pores peut-etre presents par la partie durcie 

a un certain age et le volume absolu de la 

phase solide au meme Sge, pourvu que le 

contenu d'air ne soit pas considere. Dans 
certains cas la porosite de contraction doit 

etre specialement consideree et traitee 

comme une partie en separee du volume total 
des pores.

Pour quantifier les parties des volumes 

de pores du gel, pores de contraction et 

pores capillaires, les auteurs proposent, 

alors, un module physique pour la päte de 
ciment.

Le concept basique du module est que 

l'origine et I'evolution dans le temps de la 

structure poreuse sont relacionnäes ä l'6tat 

Initial de la päte et solvent le proces 

d'hydratation du ciment. Il tlent en compte 

que la contraction est due principalement 

au gel d'aluminates de calcium hydrates et 

occupe une partie de I'espace intra-gel 

rempli par I'eau capillaire. Les pores du
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gel sont relacionnees au gel des silicates 

de calcium hydrates. .

La validite du modele est limitäe aux 

conditions suivantes:

- le clinker du ciment regoit seulement 

1‘addition de gypse;

- l'hydrataion a lieu dans un tube d'essai, ä la 

temperature d'ambiance, de maniere ä eviter

1 'evaporation;

- 1‘hydratation des composes du clinker ne 
diffe're pas de 1" hydratation des nine'raux 

purs, le principe de superposition d'effets 

etant valide;

- le gypse reagit completement avec le C-jA 
pour former 1 "ettringite pendant la periods 

initiale d'hydratation;

- le mot gel se refere au gel de silicate de 

calcium hydrate;

- la teneur en air de la pate de ciment n'est 

pas consideree.

Pour- le calcul des differentes parties de 
volumes de pores, sont considerees la composition 

mineralogigue du ciment et les equations 

chimiques correspondentes aux reactions 

d ‘hydratation..

Pour essayer le modele propose, les 

auteurs ont prepare des pätes de ciment, avec 
des' rapports E/C = 0,30-0,35-0,40-0,45 et 0,50, 

et ils les ont mises dans de tubes de verre, 

maintenus hermetiquement fermes ä la 

temperature d'ambiance, pour les essayer aux 

ages de 1,3,7,28 et 180 jours.

La quantite d'eau combinde a ete mesuree 
par analyse thermique differentiel; le volume 

total des pores a ete estime sur la base de 
la masse volumique et du poids specifique de 

la päte durcie. La distribution des pores 
entre 5 et 10^ nm a ete mesuree par le 

porosimetre ä mercure, pour evaluer les pores 
de contraction et capillaires. La capacite 

d'absorption a ete mesuree par la methode 

d'absorption d'eau . ,

Les resultats ont confirme la tendance 

generale du developpement de la structure 

poreuse avec la reduction progressive du 

volume total des pores au cours du temps et 

la consequente redistribution des parties des 

volumes des pores, c'est ä dire 1' augmentation 

des volumes des pores du gel et de contraction 

et decroissement des volumes des pores 

capillaires et bulles d'air.

Comparant les valeurs estimees selon le 

modele, les auteurs ont confirme une bonne 

approximation avec le volume total des 

pores, tandis que la prevision des parties 
des volumes exige une confirmation experimental 

additionelle.
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Au travail intitule "SUR LA DISTRIBUTION DE 

CHLORURE DANS LA PATE DE CIMENT DURCIE ET SA 

SOLUTION POREUSE", les auteurs G.Blunk, P. 

Gunkel et H.G. Smolczyk, ont applique de 
pressions jusqu'ä 500 N/mm2 (MPa) pour 

l'extraction de la solution contenue dans les 

pores des pätes de ciments, aux phases de 

prise et de durcissement, ayant pour objet 

l'etude de l'evolution de la concentration 
des chlorures de sodium et de calcium.

Ils ont ete utilises plusieurs ciments 

Portland et de laitier, aussi bien que les 

mineraux purs du ciment C^S et C^A. Le C^A 

a ete melange avec le CaSO^. H20 et Ca (0H)2 
dans la relation moleculaire 1:1:0,3.

Les pätes des ciments et celle contenant 

le mineral C^S ont ete preparees avec un 

rapport E/C de 0,60, tandis que la päte du 

mineral C^A a ete preparee avec E/C de 0,90.

Pour l'etude ä la phase de prise, le 

chlorure a ete ajoute ä l'eau de gächage des 

pates enteneurs variables de 0,2 a 3,0% par 

rapport au poids du materiau sans perte au feu.

Pour l'etude ä la phase du durcissement, 

ils ont broye et tamise des pätes sans 

chlorures et ont conservä les grains compris 

entre 0,5 et 1 mm dans une solution de 

chlorure, pendant 28 jours, pour les essais 
de diffusion.

Les resultats ont montre que le mälange 

du CjA fixe une grande partie des chlorures, 

aussi bien que du calcium et sodium.

Les essais avec C^S ont montre que les 

chlorures sont fixes aux ciments non seulement 

chimiquement pour les aluminates, mais aussi 

pour les silicates hydrates. En effet, les 

ciments fixent des teneurs de chlorure 

compris entre ceux fixes par les mineraux 
CjA et C3S.

Le CjS a une capacite de fixer les chlorures 
inferieure ä celle du C^A. Particulierement, 

le chlorure de calcium est fixe en 

grande quantite par ie C^S, tandis que 
pour le chlorure de sodium eile est 

limitee, de maniere que, au cas du 

chlorure de sodium, la teneur de chlorure 
restante en solution est plus grande, 

comparativement au chlorure de calcium. 

En meine temps, selon les mesures effectuees 

dans la solution contenue aux pores, le 

pH accroit avec de chlorure de sodium et 

decroit avec celui de calcium, par rapport 

au pH de la solution sans chlorures.

Considerant, alors, la relation d'ions 

Cl /ОН-, importante pour la corrosion de 

l'acier, les auteurs l'ont calculee ä partir des 

valeurs mesurees dans des solutions contenues 
aux pores des pätes dont l'eau de gächage 

a regu l'addition de 1% de chlorure.

Les resultats ont montre que le desavantage 
de la plus grande concentration de chlorure 
de sodium dans la solution est contrebalance 

par I'alcalinite superieure. Ainsi, le 

chlorure de calcium doit Stre egalement 

considere ou, bien encore, moins favorable 

a la corrosion de l'acier par rapport ä 
celui de sodium.

Pour complementer, ils ont calcule la 

relation d'ions Cl /ОН pour des solutions 

contenues aux pores des pätes dont 1'eau 

de gächage a regu l'addition de chlorure 

de sodium et qui ont ete preparees sans et 

avec l'addition de sulfates de calcium et de 

sodium et d'hydroxide de sodium, ä la 

proportion de 0,10 mol par kg de ciment.

Par rapport ä la solution sans addition, les resul

tats ont montre que l'addition de sulfate de calcium 

augmente un peu la teneur de chlorure soluble, tandis 
que l'addition d'une quantite equivalente d'hydroxide 

de sodium augmente d'un tiers la teneur de chlorure 

soluble et, finalement, l'addition de sulfate de 
sodium double cette teneur.

■ Comme les deux additions, de NaOH et Na^SO^, augrentent 

la concentration de OH" dans la meme echelle, les 

auteurs montrent que,au cas du sulfate de sodium, les 

cteux aniens CH~et 80^" diminuent la fixation de chlcrure.
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Le rapport presente par E.Revertegat et

F. Bernaudat sous-titre "ROLE DE LA POROSITE 

DANS LA DURABILITE DES LIANTS HYDRAULIQUES" 

fait part d'une 6tude de la prevision de la 

durabilite des Hants hydrauliques utilises 

dans les stockages des dächets radioactifs 

pour la fabrication de 11 infrastructure 

des conteneurs et des matrices d'enrobage.

Pour justifier une durabilite sur 300 ans 

de ces Hants, deux types d'essais sont 

menes en parallele:

- mise en evidence des interactions

chimiques entre les pates de ciment et 

diverses solutions aggress!ves(chlorure, .

sulfate, acides carboniques et humiques1)

qui peuvent etre presents dans 1'eau 

souterraine dans un site de stockage de 

dechets;

- determination des parametres regissant 

le transport des ions en solution dans 

la pate de ciment et, en particulier, 

mesure des coefficients de diffusion.

Le travail presente les premiers 

resultats concernant les ciments CPA et CLC, 

agresses par des solutions de NaCl.

Les eprouvettes utilisdes dans 1'etude 

des mecanismes d'interactions chimiques sont 

des plaquettes rondes de 4 mm d'epaisseur 

et de 70mm de.diametre. Le rapport E/C des 

pates est de 0,37. Apres conservation des 

plaques pendant 3 mois dans une eau saturee 

en chaux, elles sont immergees dans des bacs, 

dont la concentration em ions Cl est 

respectivement de 0- 0,2- 2et 20g/l., Pour 

chaque concentration,, deux valeurs de pH sont 

etudiees: 11,5 et 13.,

A chaque echeance (0-1-3-6 mois) les mesures 

et analyses suivantes ont 6te realisees: 
resistance mäcanique en flexion;, porosite au 

mercure et ä 1'eau; teneur en Ca(0H)2par 

thermogravimetrie; analyse chimique des 

elements par fluorescence X; profil de 
diffusion du chlore par microanalyse 

e'lectronique; etude microstructurale par 

diffraction des rayons X et microscopie 

electronique ä balayage.

L'etude de la diffusion est realisee en 

cellule de diffusion sur des eprouvettes de 

4mm et 1,5mm d'epaisseur . Le pH de la 

solution dans chaque compartiment est egal 

ä 13. La concentration en ions Cl'dans le 

compartiment "amont" presente les valeurs 

0,2, 2 et 20g/l, et la teneur en ions 

chlorure qui diffusent dans le compartiment 

"aval" est analysee par Chromatographie en 

phase liquide.

Les auteurs presentent les conclusions 

suivantes:

La principale degradation observee dans 

une pate de ciment CPA, soumise ä 1'agression 

d'une eau chloree, ne sera pas due a 

i'apparition des chloroaluminates, mais a 

une augmentation de la porosite engendree par 

la solubilisation de 1'ettringite et 

essentiellment de la chaux. Ce phenomene 

de solubilisation et de lixiviation de 

Ca(0H)2 est d'autant plus important que le pH 
de 1'eau de contact est faible et que la 

concentration en ions Cl- est elevee.

Pour une pate de ciment CLC les differences 

essentielles de comportement avec la pate de 

ciment CPA sont les suivantes:
- une distribuition de pores ä 1'origine plus 

fine et qui ne pourra que s'accentuer lots 

de 1'hydratation progressive de prodults 

siliceux. Par consequence le ciment CLC 

possede un chemin diffusionnel, pour les 

ions agressifs ou radioactifs, plus fins 

que le ciment CPA;

- une quantite de Ca(0H)2a 1'origine plus 

faible et qui ne peut que decroitre lots de 

1'hydratation. Par consequence un ciment 

soumis ä i'action des chlorures etant
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essentlellement affects par la disparition 

de la chaux, le ciment CLC sera plus 

rösistant qu'un ciment CPA;

- аргёз attaque, 1'augmentation de la 

porositö totale est nettement inferieure 

(+ 18% au lieu de 62% pour les ciments 

CPA ä l'echeance de six mois dans une 

solution ä 20 g/1 de Cl" ). La quantite 

de chaux qul r6agi avec les chlorures et 
qui s'est lixiviee est nettement moins 

importante que celle d'un ciment CPA;

- absence d'un domaine poreux entre 0,06 pm 

et 0,90 pm, observe sur les ciments CPA 

аргёз attaque, et qui a 6t6 attribuö ä la 

lixiviation de la chaux;

- bien qu'un retard dans 1'hydratation des 

produits siliceux a 6tö observö ä pH = 

11,5 un d£but de cloisonnement de la fine 

porosity apparait pour les fortes 

concentration en chlorure. Се рЬёпотёпе 

est probablement du ä 1'apparition abondante 

de chloroaluminate dans une structure peu 

11х1у1ёе. Pour de ciment CPA 11 у a ä la 

fols cloisonnement et augmentation de la 

fine porositä, sous la double action de
1' appartitlon des chloroaluminates et de 

la lixiviation importante de la chaux et 

de 1'ettringite.

Lorsque les ions Cl seront уёЬ1си1ёз 

dans une eau interstitielle de pH = 15 la 

modification de la matrice du ciment CLC sera 

pratiquement inexistante. Il n'existe done 

pas une Ьагг1ёге "protectrice", comme dans 

le ciment CPA, qui pourrait freiner la 

lixiviation des гаЬ1оё1ётеп1з vers 

l'extörleur du böton. Reste ä savoir 

comment ёуо!иега cette "Ьагг1ёге" lorqu'elle 

sera atteinte par le front de degradation.
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Le travail sous-tltre "RELATION ENTRE LA 

LIXIVIATION D'ELEMENTS TRACES (Cs, Sr et Co) 

ET LA MICROSTRUCTURE AU COURS DU 

VIEILLISSEMENT D'UN MORTIER A BASE DE CPA", 

presente par J-M.Lameille, R.Chiappini,

G.Goutiere,  J-C.Petit et M.Regourd concerne 

les relations existentes entre les 

relächements de certains radio616ments 

(60 Co, 90 Sr et 137 Cs) sous l'action du 

lessivage par l'eau et l’evolutlon des 

caracteristiques cristallochimlques et 

microstructurales de la matrice ciment6e ä 

base de ciment Portland artificiel (CPA) dans 

laquelle certains dechets radioactlfs sont 
solidifides, en vue de leur stockage.

L'etude a envisage les 2 types possibles 

d’alteration affectant le confinement des 

radioelements, soit la destruction dlrecte de 

la matrice due aux differentes aggressions 

physiques et chimlques, et les modifications 

mindralogiques, structurales ou textures qui 

pourraient condulre ä une augmentation 

excessive des relächements de radioactivity.

Le mortier utilisä comme епгоЬё avait la 

composition suivante: 1000 kg de ciment, 

750 kg de sable, 400 1 de concentrat 

d’evaporateur, c’est a dire d'une solution 

contenant principalement des borates de 
sodium (-25.000 ppm de bore) et 60 kg de 

chaux, ce qui dqnne un rapport E/C de 0,4. 

La chaux introduite sert ä stabiliser les 

borates sous forme calcique et done ä 

diminuer leur effet retardateur.

Ce mortier а dtä utilisä pour la 

confection des yprouvettes 2 x- 2 x 16 cm, 

qui ont ё!ё placäes sous une couverture de 

2 cm d’argile, recouverte par 2 cm d’eau.

■ En plus d’une ätude en "temps гёе!" ä 10°C 

(ternpärature interne du site) qui sert de 

refärence, les auteurs ont choisi d’accöiyrer 

les с1пёЬ1диез tout en ävitant de dägrader 
trop brusquement et articiellement la matrice. 

Ceci а ёЬё realisä en augmentant la 

tempärature de conservation des yprouvettes 

jusqu'ä 60°C. A chaque ёсЬёапсе, ils ont 

тезигё sur les diffdrentes dprouvettes les 

paramfetres physiques sulvants: räsistances 

тёсап1диез en compression, porositys, masses 

et gonflements. La microstructure а ё!ё 

ytudiöe au moyen d'un microscope yiectronique 

ä balayage (MEB), d'une microsonde 

dlectronique et de la diffraction des 

rayons X.

Les äprouvettes dopäes au cäsium 137 ou 

au cobalt 60 sont des orthocylindres carottäs 

de 2 cm. Elles ont ё!ё ensuite stocköes ä 
10°C, 40°C ou 60°C pendant un temps donnä, 

puls lixiviees ä 10°C dans de l'eau 

dyminäralisye. Les lixiviations ont ё!ё 

тепёез en dynamique, c'est-ä-dire avec 

renouvelement de l'eau: 3 fois la premiäre 

доигпёе, chaque jour la premiäre semaine, 

chaque semaine le premier mois, chaque mois 

le premier semestre et enfin tous les 

semestres. Un епгоЬё n'ayant pas subi de 

vieillissement (lixiviy immödlatement apräs 

la eure en atmosphfere humide) sert de 

referynce. Les mesures de radioactivity 

dans les lixiviats on У1ё effectuyes au 
moyen d'un spectrometre muni d'un dytecteur 

Nal ou GeLi.

Lors des expyriences d'hydratation des 

composys simples, il а У1У ytudiy la 
rytention de chaque yiement trace au cours 

des hydratations de C^S, de C^S + C^A puls 

de C-jS + CjA + gypse avec un rapport e/s -10. 

La filtration а У1ё effectuye sur filtre 

millipore de 0,45 pm et 1'hydratation a 

stoppye par trois lavages ä l’yther et par 

cryosublimation. Le solide а У1У ensuite 

examiny au cours du temps au moyen de 

diverses techniques physiques d'analyse 
complämentaires (MEB, DRX, microsonde 

yiectronique et ionique etc...). La solution 

а УЬУ апа1узУе soit par Volumetrie et par 

absorption atomique.

La principale observation de cette ytude 

est qu'il n’existe pas de lien directe entre 

les variations, au cours du vieillissement,
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des caracteristiques macroscopiques de la 

matrice clmentee (r6sistances mecaniques, 

porositä, texture etc...) et les taux de 
lixiviation du c6sium et du cobalt. En falt, 

cette matrice se comporte comme un CPA 

classique du falte que le borate de sodium 

est stalibisS par de l'hydroxyde de calcium 

et que sa teneur dans la formulation est 

maintenue ä une valeur suffisamment faible 
(<25.000 ppm dans la solution de gächage). 

Compte tenu des concentrations en 
radio616ments introduites (Cs: -4,1.10 3 ppm; 

Co: ~1,6.10-3 ppm), il est vraisemblable que 

les composäs incorporant effectivement ces 

radioelements repr6sentent une trfes faible 

fraction de la masse totale de la matrice. 

Il est done normal que la formation et/ou 
Involution au cours du temps de ces composäs 

n'lnduisent pas de modifications des 

proprietäs macroscopiques de la matrice.

Par contre, les caractäristiques de 

lixiviation de ces Elements sont directement 

116es ä la forme chimique sous laquelle ils 

sont presents. En particulier, les courbes 

de lixiviation suggferent l'existence de 

deux Stapes: dans un premier temps la 
fraction des radioSlSments restSe dans 1'eau 

interstitielle (-30%) est relachSe par 
diffusion; cette fraction est dSterminSe par 

le coefficient de partage solide/liqulde lots 

de la prise du ciment. Ceci se produit 
lorsque les conditions physico:chimiques sont 

peu agressives. La durSe de cette premlSre 

Stage, qui est effectivement observSe 

expSrimentalement, diminue lorsque la 

temperature de vieillissement des 
Schantillons augmente. Par exemple ä une 
transformation des composes incorporant le 

radioSlement soit ä leur corrosion par la 

solution lorsque celle-ci est suffisament 

aggressive.

Les auteurs ont dlscutS les comportements 
spScifiques du Cs et du Co et ont presents 

les conclusions suivantes:

- la tempSrature Induit des variations 

microstructurales importantes de la 

matrice. Toutefois, les taux de lixiviation 

observes ne peuvent etre directement 
corrSles ä ces modifications physiques 

mais plutot aux formes chimiques de 
retention des radioelements. La temperature 

influe egalement fortement sur la 

transformation au cours du temps de ces 

composes. Par exemple, la transformation 

des aluminates en leur forme stable induit 

le piegeage d'environ 10% de cesium 
supplementaire et, apres 6 mois ä 60°C, 

80% du cäslum se trouve dans les aluminates. 

A long terme, seule leur transformation ou 

leur destruction sous 1'action de 
11environnement peut permettre la liberation 

du cesium. De meme la fraction du cobalt 

piegä dfes la prise est -99,8%; la 

destruction de 1' hydroxychlorure forme 

initialement entraine 1'incorporation de 

cet element dans les CSH qui gouverneront 

done son relächement ä long terme.

Toutefois, compte tenu des periodes de 

temps (300 ans) sur lesquelles une evaluation 

du relächement des radioälements doit etre 

effectuäe, 11 est näcessaire de poursuivre 

ce type d'etude sur des durees beaucoup 

plus longues (plusieurs annees), au moins 

jusqu'ä ce qu'un etat stationnaire soit 

observä. L'identification des composes 

dans lesquels s ' incorporent les divers 

radioelements, ainsi que la connaissance de 

leurs proprietäs thermodynamiques, est un 

61ement clef d'une telle ätude. Par 

consequent, le confinement des dechets 

nuclealres dans des matrices ä base de 

ciment est un probleme auquel la chimie 

des ciments, et en particulier des elements 

traces, doit apporter une contribution 

decisive.
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Au travail intitule "MODELISATION DES 

PHENOMENES DE TRANSPORT DANS LES MECANISMES 
D'ALTERATION D'UNE PATE DE CIMENT", F. 

Bernaudat et E. Revertegat 6tudent une 

modölisation pour la prediction du 

comportement d'un liant hydraulique en ргёзепсе 

d'eau сЬагдёе d'ions dans le cadre d'un 

stockage de dechets radioactifs, dont la duree 
de vie est de 300 ans

L'approche experimental entreprise а ё!ё 

decomposee en trois series d'essais: des essais 

d'attaque de pätes de ciment par des ions 

agressifs (ciments CPA et CLC, attaque par des 

ions chlorure et sulfate); des essais en 

cellule de diffusion permettant de mesurer le 

coefficient de diffusion d'ions agressifs. La 

troisifeme зёг1е d'essais a permis de mesurer 

les paramfetres du transport des ё1ётеп!з 

radioactifs tels que le cösium, et l'eau 
tritiöe.

Dans un premier temps les auteurs ont 

сМегсЬё ä interpröter les ехрёг1епсеэ de 

diffusion par un module simple faisant 

intervenir un transport par lol de Fick dans un 

milieu poreux. Dans les cas ou un transfert a 

pu etre dёtectё, ils ont montrö qu'un рЬёпотёпе 

d ' adsorption-dösorption quelquefois гёуег51Ые 

se superpose ä la diffusion, et cela тёте pour 

l'eau tritiöe. De plus, le гёд!те permanent 

qui est atteint au cors de ces essais n'est 

qu'apparent. Au bout d'un temps assez long 

aprfes le passage en гёд1те permanent, les 

points ехрёг!теп1аих ne s'alignent plus sur la 

courbe thöorique.

Dans d'autres cas, la seule lo‘i de Fick, 

meme avec adsorption röversible, ne permet pas 

d'expliquer les rösultats. C'est ce qu'on 

observe avec un ciment trfes poreux comme le 
CLC (porositö -32%) lequel ne laisse 

pratiquement rien diffuser alors qu'un CPA 

( -25%) donne un rösultat tout ä fait
1п1егргё1аЫе.

Un autre modöle a done ё!ё Ьёуе1оррё. 

Celui-ci fait intervenir ä la fols des 

рЬёпотез de transport par diffusion (avec 
ou sans adsorption) et des Squilibres 

chimiques dans la solution interstitielle 

de la päte de ciment. L'equation de 

diffusion а ё!ё modifiöe de fagon ä tenir 

compte des variations de porositö dues ä 

la formation ou ä la disparition de 

ргёс1р11ёз. Les öquations "chimiques" sont 

räsolues par une rr^thede de Newton-Raphson. 

L'ensemble permet d' interp^ter aussi bien 

des essais de diffusion que des essais 
d'agression.

Le module rösout simultandment et ä chaque 
pas de temps:

. Une ёриаНоп de diffusion, pour chaque 

езрёсе en solution dont on aura dёterminё 

le coefficient de diffusion et le taux de 
retard, v

. Un Systeme d^quations que 1'on peut 

diviser en deux types:

- des ёриШЬгез chimiques

- des ёquations de conservation.
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Le travail presente par Amitabha Kumar et Della M. 

Roy, sous titre"STRUCTURE POREUSE ET DIFFUSION IONIQUE 
AUX SYSTEME ADJUVANT-CIMENT PORTLAND AVEC AJOUTS", 

concerne 1' invetigation sur materlaux clmentes 

durcls saturäs de l'eau des mecanismes de diffusion 

d'especes ioniques et son rapport aux proprietes 

basiques des materlaux,ayant pour but reveler les 

effets de la porosite et de la distribution des 
dimensions des pores sur la diffusion ionique dans 

ces matäriaux.

L'etude experimentale s'est developpä en pätes 

preparees avec du ciment Portland type I de 

Г ASTM sans et avec 1'addition de laitier de haut 
fourneau, cendre de basse teneur en calcium, silice 

amorphe ulraflne et grains fins de quartz . Le 

rapport E/C de ces pates a variä de 0,30 a 0,40 et 

une partie d'elles a requ 1'addition d'un 

superfluidifiant, au dosage de 0,331% par 

rapport au poids des solides.

Des äprouvettes cylindrlques de 3,5 cm de 

diametre et 1,7 ou 3,2mm de hauteur ont ete 

moulees et conservöes pour le premier jour sous 

1'eau demindralis6e et, apres demoulage, dans une 

solution saturee d'hydroxlde de calcium, aux 

temperatures de 27°, 38° et 60° C.

La diffusion de chlorure de cesium a et6 

6tudlee apres 7, 28, 90, 180 et 365 jours.

4 eprouvettes de chaque hauteur pour chacune 

päte ont ё!ё essayöes a chaque age.

Les eprouvettes on ё!ё ргерагёез un jour avant 

le debut de 1'essai. Elies ont ё!ё retires des 

bacs de conservation, lavees sous 1'eau 

deminöralisee et-polies aux deux faces avec feuille 

de carbure de silicium, pour 1'obtention de dlsques 

de1,68± 0,05 ou 3,18± 0,05mm d'Spalsseur. Ces 

dlsques se sont сопзШиёз en cellules de diffusion 

saturees de solution d'hydroxlde de calcium.

A chaque semaine, un disque de chaque öpaisseur a 

ё!ё retirä du bac pour la determination des teneurs 
de Cs+ et С1"ргёзеп1з dans la solution contenue 

dans la cellule.

L'analyse de Cs+a ё!ё falte par absorption atomique, 

tandis que le Cl~a ё!ё mesure avec un ёlectгode 

ionique specifique.

Des disques semblables ont ete soumis aux 

essays en porosimetre ä mercure. Avant les essais, 

les öprouvettes ont ete sechees a - 80°C et 2,67MPa. 

La porosite et la distribuition des dimensions de 

de pores entre 7,5 pm et 1,9 nm ont ete mesurees par 

I'emploi de mercure sous pression jusqu'a 386 MPa et 

le calcul a ete fait sur la base d'un angle de 140° 

pour le contact entre le mercure et Да päte seche.

Les resultats obtenus montrent que la porosite 

des pätes de ciment Portland decroit de 3 ä 5% avec 

la reduction de 0,05 au rapport E/C. A mesure que 

l'äge avance, la porosite diminue, la difference 

ötant superieure ä 27°C et inferieure ä 60°C. La 

dimension moyenne des pores augmente avec l'äge 

pour les rapports E/C plus ё1еуёз et augmente 

toujours entre 6 mois et 1 an d'hydratation, la 

porosite dlminuant quand meme.

L'addition de laitier provoque une reduction a 

la porpsitS et aux dimensions des pores. Pour la 

silice amorphe finement Ьгоуёе les pores ont des 

dimensions inferleures, tandis que la porosite est 

nominalement зирёг!еиге. La päte avec du quartz 

finement Ьгоуё ргё5еп1е un comportement semblable 

ä celle de reference a 27°C, tandis qu'ä 60°C eile 

prösente une porosite införieure et des pores plus 

petits. La cendre volante produit des porosites 

sup6rieures ä 7 et 28 jours, mals la distribution 

des dimensions de pores ä 28 jours preuve qu'il у a 

eu une augmentation des pores plus fins.

L'accroissement des pores plus fins eleve la 

tortuosltä ou 1'entrelialson des pores, amdnant 

le dölai de la diffusion ionique, ce qui а ё!ё 

confirmö pour les rdsultats d'essais.

L'essai de diffusion ionique des pätes de ciments 

Portland a permit demontrer qu'une augmentation du 

rapport E/C accroit le coefficient effective de 
diffusion d'ions Cl+et Cs7

Les räsultats montrent encore que la diffusion du 
cation est en дёпёга! rallentl par rapport ä celle de
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1'anion, ce qui permet de considerer la päte de 

ciment Portland comme une mebrane electronegative.

En particulier, le laitier de haut founeau retarde 

effectivement la diffusion du CI", tandis que la 
diffusion du Cs+ est exceptionnellement basse quand 

la päte est prepares avec de la silice amorphe 

finement broyee.

Ces resultats ont une application directe ä la 

protection des aciers contre la corrosion et ä 

l'enrobage des dechets nucleaires.
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Le travail de S.Krishnamoorthy et N.K.Jain, 

intitulä "INFLUENCE DES CENDRES VOLANTES, 

AJOUTEES AUX CIMENTS, SUR LES CHANGEMENTS 

DANS LA STRUCTURE DES PORES LES MORTIERS 

CONSERVES DANS DES SOLUTIONS DE NaCl", 

concerne l'ätude de l'influence de l'addition 
de cendre volante ä 2 ciments Portland, en 

vue de dSterminer la nature des changements 

au grandeur des pores des pätes durcies et 

son influence sur la durabilite des 

äprouvettes de mortiers prepares avec ces 

ciments.

A propos de la composition chimlque 

pontentiel de Bogue, un des ciments presente 

3,63% de C,S et l'autre 33%. Deux autres 

ciments composes ont 6te prepares par 

l'addition de 25% de cendre volante ä chacun 

de ces ciments Portland.

En utilisant un motier melange avec 1 

partie de ciment, 3 de sable normal et 0,4 de 

l'eau dlstillee, des eprouvettes prismatiques 

de 40x40x160mm’ ont ete moulees. Elles sont 

resides pendant 24 heures sous un tissus de 

Jute mouileä et, apres, sous l'eau courante 

et dans de solutions ä 3% et 6% de chlorure 

de sodium, pour des essals en 7, 28, 90, 180 

et 365 Jours.

Les eprouvettes prismatiques ont ete 

soumises ä la determination de la resistance 
ä la flexion et, ensuite, les respectives 

parties ont ätd essayees ä la compression. 

Aprds la rupture, des petits dchantillons 

ont ete retirds, traites avec acdtone, seches 
ä 105°C et conserves dans un ddssiccateur ä 

vacuum pour arreter 1'hydratation.

Des mesures en porosimetre ä mercure ont 
6te faires aux dchantillons ainsi traltes, 

avec de pressions jusqu'a 407 MPa.

Par la fragmentation des dchantillons, 
les grains passants par le tamis de 45 jum 

ont dtd separds en vue de l'obtentlon de 

difractogrammes de rayons X, en relation ä 

l'etalon de platlne.

Les resultats obtenus ont montre:

a) les mortiers de ciment curds dans des 

solutions de NaCl präsenten! une 

resistance mecanique inferieure que ceux 

maintenus sous l'eau courante, etant la 

chute de resistance plus accentuäe au 

ciment avec molns de C,S. L'addition de 

la cendre volante attenue cette chute;

b) l'attaque des mortiers de ciment Portland 

par le chlorure de sodium provoque une 

augmentation de la grandeur des pores, ä 
cause de la dissolution de la päte durcle, 

liee ä la formation de chlorure de 

calcium et de chloroaluminate de calcium. 

L'addition de la cendre volante ä ces 

ciments inhibe la formation de pores

plus grands, au cas de la eure falte dans 

des solutions de NaCl;

c) les difractogrammes de rayons X indiquent 

la formation d'une grande quantite de 

Ca(0H)2 aux mortiers prepares avec les 

deux ciments portland et eures ä l'eau 

courante. Quand ces mortiers sont eures 

dans des solutions de NaCl , 11 est 

observä la formation de chloroaluminate 

de calcium, avec la reduction 

considerable de Са(0Н)2.

Pour les epprouvettes präparees avec les 

ciments composes avec de la cendre volante 

des petits teneurs en Ca(0H)2 sont observes. 

Pourvu que le Ca(0H)2 a ete consumä dans la 

reaction pouzzolanique avec la cendre 

volante et qu’une autre partie a reagi pour 

former le chloroaluminate de calcium, la 

possibllite de lixiviation de produits 

solubles est sensiblement diminuäe.
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Le rapport de P.Gegout, H.Hornain, B.Thuret 

et M.Regourd sous-titre "RESISTANCE AU GEL 

DES CIMENTS AUX FILLERS" a pour objet 

caracteriser l'influence d'un filier calcalre 

sur la tenue au g61 des mortiers de ciment 

Portland avec ajouts (CPJ).

Deux clments, contenant respectlvement 

15% et 30% de filier calcalre, ont Stä 

prepares par melange d'un CPA industriel et 

d'un calcalre (98% de CaCO,) Ьгоуёз 

s6par6ment a 3.500 et 3.700 cm2/g 

respectlvement.

Des prismes de mortiers 4x4x16cm ont 6t6 

gächäs avec differents rapports E/C dans le 

but de comparer leur comportement soit ä E/C 

constant, soit ä E/CCPA contenu dans le 

m£lange) constant.

Des quantitäs variables d'entraineur d'air 

ont 6t6 ajoutäes ä l'eau de gächage afin 

d'obtenir des quantitös d'air differentes et 

des bulles plus ou moins ёзрасёез.

Les prismes ont et6 conserves dans 1'eau 

ä 20°C.
Аргёз 7 jours, le module d'Young a 6te 

determine ä partir des mesures de гёзопапсе 

en flexion, sur les 9 prismes de chaque зёг1е. 

Le prisme pr6sentant la valeur mediane а ё1ё 

seiectionne pour le compactage des bulles 

d'air et le calcul du facteur d'espacement 
de ces bulles, par la technique des traversees 

lineaires. Les 8 autres prismes ont et6 

conserves dans 1'eau a 20°C jusqu'ä 105 Jours.

A 105 jours, 4 prismes sur 8, presentant 

le module d'Young le plus proche de la valeur 

mediane, ont 6te introduits dans 1' enceinte 

de gel, et les 4 autres ont 6te soumis ä la 

determination de la resistance mecanique en 

compression.

Les prismes ont sub! 300 cycles au total, restant 

chacun 3h ä l'alr ä une temperature de -20°C et Ih 

dans l'eau ä une temperature de +20°C, etant de 

1'ordre de 10°C/h la vitesse de refroidissement.
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En plus, il a ete calcule a I'espacement 

moyen critique des bulles d'air (Ecr), definie 

comme I'espacement au-delä duquel un materiau 

donne ne resiste pas aux conditions de gel 

imposes. Cette valeur a ete determine apres 

100 cycles.

Les principaux resultats obtenus ont permis 

de mettre en evidence les points suivants:

Avant gel:

- A E/C 6gal, les resistances mecaniques 

dimlnuent quand la teneur en filler augmente.

- La diminution des resistances est due 

dans ce cas, ä 1'accroissement de la proportion 

d'eau disponible relativement ä la quantite 

de CPA proprement dit dans le ciment filierise. 

Pour un rapport E/C constant, le rapport"E/CPA" 

augmente avec la teneur en filler.

- Une correction du rapport E/C tenant 

compte de l'exces de 1'eau engendr6 par la 

presence de filler, permet d'obtenir des 

resistances comparables ä celles des CPA.

Аргёз gel:

- L'addition d'entraineur d'air permet 

d'introduire dans les mortiers un гёзеаи de 

bulles susceptibles d'ameiiorer leur 

comportement au gel.

- En fonction du rapport E/C et de la teneur en 

filler, 11 est possible de determiner un espacement 

moyen critique des bulles d'air (Cer), au-delä duquel 

le mortier devient geiif dans les conditions 

experimentales choisies,

- Pour un m6me ciment, Ecr diminue quand 

E/C augmente.

- Toutefois la correction du E/C tenant compte de 

l'excäs de 1'eau apporte par la presence de filler 

permet d'obtenir des Lcr, done des r6sistantes au gel, 

comparables ä celles des CPA.

- L'abaissement des resistances mecaniques 

dans le cas des fortes teneurs en air entreine, 

(L faible), n'a pas d'incidence n6faste sur 

la tenue au gel des mortiers dont les L 

restent Interieurs aux Lcr.
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Le rapport de M.George Teodoru, intitule 

"INFLUENCE DES CONDITIONS DE DURCISSEMENT 

SUR LA DURABILITE DE LA PATE DE CIMENT ET DU 

BETON", presente les recherches sur des 

composants mlneraloglques purs du clment 

Portland, sur des clments et betons, en vue 
d'expliquer qu'une haute resistance mecanique 

n'est pas un indice süffisant pour un beton 

durable, mas c'est surtout sa structure qui 

est determinante.

Les recherches entreprises 

incluent d'abord des examens aux microsco

pes, optique et electroctronique, sur les 

Silicates tricalcique (C^S) et dicalcique 
(CjS) , 1 1 aluminate tricalcique (C^A), l'alu- 

minoferrite tetracalclque (C^AF) et sur 

suspensions de clment, pour deux conditions 

d'hydratation: l'une ä 20 C et l'autre par 
1'autoclavage.

La suspension de C^S apres autoclavage 
präsente apräs 6h la formation de grands 

"äventails" vigoureux ayant comme point 

de depart les granules de C^S. Le champ 

reste presque vide, ou peuplä par des petits 

fragments. Le developpement des cristaux 

aprfes traitement est reduit, le processus 

ätant presque terminä ä ce moment-lä. On 

trouve dans les suspensions aprfes autoclavage 
de meins nombreux cristaux de portlandite.

L1autoclavage augmente fortement la 

vitesse d'hydratation du C2S, plus que dans 

le cas du C^S. Cette constatatlon est 
confirmäe aussl par l'action favorable de 

11 autoclavage sur les resistances en 

compression par rapport aux resistances a 28 

jours de durcissement des pätes de C2S pur.

Pour le C^A, le traitement ä 1'autoclave 

est le plus defavorable, parce qu'il freine 

1'hydratation, la resistance en compression 

аргёз autoclavage etant presque nulle.

Sous le traitement en autoclave, le C^AF 

s'hydrate plus intensäment que dans le cas 

du durcissement ä 20°C et donne de grandes 

quantites d'hydroxide de calcium et 

d'hydroxide de fer.

En general, les formations cristallines 

qui resultent de 1'autoclavage possedent 
des dimensions beaucoup plus petites que 

celles obtenues par les traltements 

hydrothermiques sans pression et par con

sequent un grand degre de dispersion, ce qul 

тёпе ä un haut niveau d'energie potentielle 
de surface.

L'auteur a utilise aussi la vitesse de 

propagation longitudinale et 1'attenuation 
des ultrasons ayant comme but 1'obtention 

des informations plus globales sur un grand 

volume de beton caracterise par une repartition 

aleatoire des рЬёпотёпез remarques ё 
microechelle.

Les resultats laissent entrevoir 1'existence 

des defauts sur la structure des bätons 

traitäs ä 1'autoclave. Malgr6 les 1гёз 

grandes resistances du beton autoclave', les 

vitesses des ultrasons sent basses par 

rapport aux valeurs obtenus pour le beton 

durcl dans de conditions normales.

La presence de ces defauts dans la 
structure des betons autoclaves influence 

la durabilite, comme 11 a ete verifle par 

l'auteur ä travers des essals sur des prismes 

de beton 10x10x55cm3 аргёз saturation ä 

l'eau, en mesurant la variation de:

- module d'elastic!te dynamlque par 1'excitation des 
oscillations longitudinales;

- decrement logarithmique des oscillations forcees 

de la courbe de resonance;

- decrement logarithmique des oscillations libres 

mesure de la courbe de decroissance des amplitudes, 
suite ä 1'exposition aux cycles de gel-degel.

Les resultats obtenus montrent pour le beton 

durci dans des conditions standard une resistance 

au gel-degel beaucoup plus grande que pour celui 
autoclave.
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Le travail de C.D. Lawrence, sous le titre 

de "LE MESURAGE DE LA PERMEABILITE" decrit 

le proJet et les essais entrepris pour la 

mise en service d'une cellule de permeabilite, 

en utilisant des eprouvettes de 150 mm de 

diametre et 50 mm de hauteur.

Pratiquement, la meme cellule permet la 

realisation des essais de permeabilite et de 

diffusion au gas et de permeabilite ä I'eau.

Au cours des essais de permeabilite au 

gas oxygene, I'auteur identiflque la grande 

influence de I'humidite relative des 

echantillons, qui doit etre soigneusement 

equilibres avant 1'essai, et propose un 

periode de 4 semaines pour la conservation 

des eprouvettes en beton commun.

Ces essais ont permis, encore, montrer 

une correlation entre la permeabilite a 

I'oxygene et la resistance ä la compression 

de betons cures ä 20°C sous I'eau, prepares 

avec du ciment Portland ou bien avec de 
remplacement partiel de laitlers granules 

de haut fourneau ou de cendres volantes.

Pour le mesurage de la diffusion d'oxygene, 

la cellule exige une modification pour 

permettre I'entree et la sortie du gas ä 

travers des surfaces planes des eprouvettes. 

Une autre modification necessaire est a 

respect de la ceinture d'etanchelte, cas 

il a ete verifie que la ceinture de PVC a 

presente une legere absorption de I'oxygene, 

alors eile a ete substituee par du 
polyurethane.

Pour la mesure de petites concentrations 

d'oxygene au courant de gas nitrogene il a 

ete employäe une cellule electrochimique 

contenant un diaphragme chauffe d'oxlde de 

zirconium.

Les essais ont permis demontrer une 

correlation entre la permeabilite et la 

diffusion de I'oxygene, au cas des eprouvettes 

conservees ä 55% d'humidite relative.

La mesure de la permeabilite ä I'eau 
est falte avec une cellule semblable, 

mais la longue duree de 1'essai a exigeedes 

precautions aditionnelles incluant la 

ceinture d'etancheite en polyurethane et 

1'enveloppement du tube interne avec un 

gros tissus de nylon pour liberer des tres 

petites quantites de gas sous pression qui 

diffusent ä travers des parols du tube 

Interne, sous-peine d'interferer a 

I'ecculement de I'eau par 1'epprouvette.
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I - INTRODUCTION

Eighteen coTTmiunications received by the 
Congress were classified as relating to 
subtheme 4.2 and proceeded from France (4), 
West Germany (3), URSS (2), Spain (2), 
China, Switzerland, New Zealand, Japan, 
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and Egypt (one 
from each country).

In a previous appreciation of described 
subjects, the works can be distributed as 
follows: sulfate attack (6), decomposition 
by heat treatment (3), CO^ corrosion (3) 
and other studies (6).

1. Sulfate attack

1.1 - "The influence of alite content on
the sulfate resistance of Portland 
cement."
D. DIMIC and S. DROLJC - Yugoslavia

1.2 - "Contribution to the study of the
chemical resistance of cements. 
Behaviour mechanical - resistance of 
a Portland cement (with a content 
calculated of C^A null) opposite to 
diverse aggressive solution".
D.G. TEBAR, J.L.S. MORENO, V.G. VILA 
Spain.

1.3 - "A contribution to the study of
ettringite caused expansion".
R.DRON, F. BRIVOT - France

1.4 - "Sur le role de la phase siliceuse
dans les processus de destruction de 
la pierre de ciment dans les milieux 
de sulfate." 
F.F. ALKSNIS, V.I. ALKSNE - URSS

1.5 - "Destruction of historical buildings
by the formation of ettringite or 
thaumasite".
U. LUDWIG and S. MEHR - West Germany

1.6 - "The sulphate resistant Portland
cement are not ultimate answer to 
the problem of sulphate attack" 
R.T. MORALES - Spain

On the work 1.1, of DIMIC and DROLJC, the 
authors investigate six sulfate-resisting 
Portland cements and one ordinary Portland 
cement, with different mineralogical 
composition, in regard to their sulfate 
resistance by the Koch-Steinegger method. 
The results show that mortar prepared from 
ordinary Portland cement with a high 
content of CjA (10,3%), as expected, 
deteriorated significantly in the 10% w/v 
solution of NajSO^ . 10 Н?0.

Comparison of sulfate-resisting Portland 
cements shows that the cements with 
relatively low CjA content and with a C^S 
content lower than 60% could be declared 
as sulfate resistant, while cements with 
higher content of CgS ( 77,0% and 66,5% ) 
and at the same time lower C3A(3,2% and 3,4%)
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content reacted more strongly with sulfate 
ions, forming ettringite and gypsum, as 
showed by X-ray analysis.
On the basis of test results and field 
experience they conclude that for better 
sulfate resistance of a Portland cement, 
the C^S content is also an important factor, 
besides the CgA content, and propose a 
revision on Yugoslav Standard.

On the work 1.2, TEBAR et al. present the 
results of a long-therm laboratory study of 
submitting a industrial sulfate-resisting

Portland cement, of calculated Bogue 
potencial composition of CgA null, C^AF 
10,8%, CgS 75,6% and C2S 6,1% to solutions 
of gypsum, sodium and magnesium sulfate 
during 1.800 days, in mortar samples of 
1x1x6 cm, 4x4x16 cm, 7x7x28 cm and concrete 
samples of 10x10x40 cm.
The results show that the Koch-Steinegger 
coefficient is higher than 0,70 on all 
cases and the evolution of mechanical 
strength is function- of the solution 
composition.

On the work 1.3, DRON and BRIVOT propose a 
model for studying the ettringite expansion 
by calcining at 1000°C a stechiometric 
mixture of aluminum sulfate and pure calcium 
hydroxide.
The hydration of this calcined ettringite, 
to the form with 32 H20, is accompained by 
a type Calvet microcalorimeter and the 
expansion mesured by an apparatus properly 
developed (p.4).
The rehydration of a pure paste is completed 
within 2 hours, having a linear expansion 
near of 10%, without restriction.

The greatest pressure is given by the 
cristallization forces; the application of a 
unilateral restriction, even near of 0,1 MPa 
neutralizes completely the expansion in the 
correspondent direction, pointing out that 
the expansion pressure is not significant, 
when compared to cristallization pressure.

On the work 1.4, of ALKSNIS and ALKSNE, the 
authors show that in environment conditions, 
in presence of SO^ and COg2-, besides the 
transformation of aluminous phase in 
ettringite, thaumasite formation will be 
expected, by transformation of siliceous 
phase; and more, the mechanism of this 
reaction depends on ambient temperature. 
Over 20°C ettringite is detected and bellow 
10°C, thaumasite.

On sample with composition (CaO)2.Al2Og: 
: Са50ц.0,5 HgO : CaCOg = 1:4,7 : 3 (molar 
parts) was observed a complete desapearence 
of ettringite, 6 months after the action of 
CO2 of environment.
Although this thaumasite formation mechanism 
is not sufficiently clear, the material 
behaviour control at low temperatures, 
besides sulfate resistance determination, 
would be considered as mandatory requirement.

On the work 1.5, of LUDWIG and MEHR, the 
formation of ettringite (CgA.Cs3.Hg2) and 
thaumasite (Cc.Cs.CS.Hlu 5) is identified 
through the mineralogical examination of 
damages on historical buildings, as due to 
incompatibility of high alkaline aluminate 
binders with gypsum or lime-gypsum mortars.

Mortars with higher sulfate resistant 
cement, in excess of gypsum and calcite, are 
instable at temperatures of 2 to 40°C, 
caused by ettringite formation.

At a later stage, on temperatures below 
20°C, thaumasite is formed with decomposition 
of the initially formed ettringite, by 
combining the unreacted gypsum and calcite. 
After 120 days , the specimens stored at 2 C 
are destroyed.
On mortars with CgS and C2S as starting 
materials, and molar ratio SiOg^aSO^ = 1, 
thaumasite was formed, without expansion, 
when stored at 2°C under water, but the 
original CSH-phase is destroyed and 
structure is strongly weakened.

On the work 1.6, MORALES presents a study
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of two Portland cements type V, PY-U and 
PY-6, and four mixture cements with pozzolan 
D (diatomite) by the Le Chatelier - Anstett 
Method.

By XRD investigation on cracked tarts, 
thaumasite was detected after 3 years, in 
mixtures where C3S content are: 79,43% 
(PY-6) 63,54% (PY-6/D80/20) and 58,19% 
(PY-4).
On mixture with CgS below 56% cracks have 
not occured.

2. Decomposition by heat treatment

2.1 - "Mechanism of subsequent ettringite
formation in mortars and concretes 
after heat treatment".
D. HEINZ and U. LUDWIG - West Germany

2.2 - "Thermal decomposition of hydrated
cement pastes"
A.ZURZ, I. ODDER, S. ABDUL-MAULA - 
West Germany.

2.3 - "Evolution of strength and struc
ture of concretes heated up to 1.10O°C' 
J. VOLANT and H. HORNAIN - France

On the work 2.1, HEINZ and LUDWIG to justify 
damages occured in precast units, that had 
been heat treated during production and 
subjected for several years to open-air 
weathering, study the influence of heat 
treatment, ranging between 20% and 100°C, in 
mortars made with PZ55 cement (C3A at about 
12%) and SOg 3,8%; parallelly study a finely 
ground clinker with adding anhydrite, to 
have the SO^ amount ranged from 2 to 8,6%, 
to investigate the influence of molar ratio 
of sulfate and aluminate.
It is verified by X-ray analysis, that at 
increased temperatures, there is a 
decreasing formation of calcium aluminate 
hydrate and it is concluded that, aluminate 
and sulfate ions get bound within the CSH- 
gel, and, in the subsequent storage under 
Water, are available as reaction partners 
for an Aft-phase formation, resulting in 
expansion and a diminution of strength.

On the work 2.2, ZURZ et al. present a study 
of prepared cements, grinding industrial 
clinkers and raw materials with amounts of 
gypsum corresponding to 3% S03, in a 
laboratory ball mill, to a specific surface

2area of 3.000 cm /g (Blaine). Specimens 
10x10x60 cm of pure cement pastes, water/ 
solids ratios between 0,26 and 0,30, 
hydrated for at least one year at 20°C in a 
satured water vapor atmosphere, were heat 
up in an eletric furnace to temperatures 
between 100 and 1.000°C.

By X-ray diffraction was determined that the 
phase composition after heating consisted of 
free CaO and p-dicalcium silicate, for pure 
tricalcium silicate and non-blended cements; 
C2 (A,F) for the OPC and antisulfate cements: 
CgA for the white cement; melilite for blast 
furnace cement; ß-dicalcium silicate and no 
free lime for f ly ash-Portland cement, 
gehlenite for the pozzolan-Portland cement 
and wollastonite for the silica fume system. 
In addition, an increase in porosity and 
average pore size was observed, with loss 
of strength, as the temperature increased, 
partially related to a loss of bound water.

On the work 2.3, VOLANT and HORNAIN show 
that concretes prisms of 7x7x28 cm made with 
cements CPA, CHF and CPJ, have had weight 
losses of 5%, when heated up to 1.100°C.
At 105°C, the ettringite is transformed into 
monosulfo-aluminate and at 390°C, the 
structure became porous with loss of 
strength. At 550°C, the Ca (OH)^ is strongly 
dehydrated, being fissurated and causing 
separation of material. The cements poor in 
lime (CPJ with fly ash or slag, CHF) have 
better strength due to less fissuration.

3. C0£ Corrosion

3-1  ~ "Skins of calciumcarbonate and their 
significance for the corrosion of 
concrete".
E. KOELLIKER - Switzerland

3.2 - "CO? corrosion of geothermal cement
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grouts"
N.B. MILESTONE, D.A. ST. JOHN, 
J.H. ABBOTT, L.P. ALDRIDGE - 
New Zealand

3.3 - "Investigation into the carbonation of 
autoclaved aerated concrete (ААС)" 
Z. YUPING, L. DEDONG and S. GUOKUANG~ 
China

On the work 3.1, KOELLIKER submits mortars 
prism of 40x40x160 mm to the action of 
concentrated solutions of calcium hydroxide, 
moist air of 90 - 100% r.h. and air of 70%
r.h., both to 20°C.

SEM investigation revealed that in water, 
crystals of calcite had well developed faces 
and sizes from 1-10 >x diameter. On the other 
hand, in the air was observed a finer 
structure- and grains not well crystallized, 
estimated of about 0,5^.

On the work 3.2, MILESTONE et al. presents 
a study of cement grouts corrosion in wells 
casings, exposed to conditions of CO2 rich, 
acidic or alkaline fluids, respectivelly. 
On the first condition, rapid carbonation 
and corrosion from HCO3 put doubt if any 
Portland cement system could withstand it. 
On the second condition, grouts are 
carbonating only.
It was observed that when silica is added 
to the formulations, the grouts are less 
durable and rates of attack are increased. 
It is hypothesized that without added 
silica, the HCOj reacts with the CH for 
producing calcite, that has a larger molar 
volume, reducing the porosity; on the 
contrary, with added silica, the HCO^ 
attack must be directly on the hydrated 
calcium silicate (tobermorite and xonotlite) 
giving aragonite, that leads to an increase 
in porosity •

On the work 3.3, YUPING et al. present the 
study of three types of autoclaved aereted 
concrete: cement-lime-sand, cement-slag-sand 

and cement-lime-fly ash submitted to 
natural and artificial carbonation.

Mercury intrusion porosimetry shows that 
carbonation leads to a drop in the 
percentage of small pores and an increase 
in larger ones.
Strength teste show retrogression for all 
three types in artificial environment, 
although in natural, C-L-S and C-S-S 
presented an increase after one year 
exposure.
Concrete of C-L-F has a higher rate of 
carbonation as compared with C-L-S and
C-S-S .
SEM shows that carbonation mechanism in 
artificial and natural environment is 
different; in the former, there is a serious 
build up of calcite on air pores of all 
concretes, not seen in the last.

4 - Other studies
4.1 - "Evolution of the microstructure

of concrete during the ASTM Test for 
freezing and thawing"
C. VERNET - France

4.2 - "Influence of ionic species on alkali
aggregate reaction"
M. SHIZAWA, Y. JOE and H.KOTANI - 
Japan

4.3 - "Degradation of hydrated cements by
chloride brines"
R. OBERSTE - PADTBERG - France

4.4 - "The stability of the calcium sulfoal
uminate hydrates in aqueous solutions
H.Y.  GHORAB and E.A. KISHAR - Egypt

ц,5 _ "Contraintes internes dans le beton 
et sa durabilite"
Z. TSILOSSANI, I. PANTSKHAVA, K. 
KVARTSKHAVA - URSS

4.6 - "Corrosion of hardened cement castes 
by NH4N03solutions"
A. BAJZA, I. ROUSEKOVA and 0. VRANA 
Czechoslovakia



On the work 4.1, VERNET study the freezing 
and thawing action by ASTM 666-80-B Method 
and observe that the microcraksdeveloped to 
sample center, passing by big size cappilary 
pores, the transition aureola of aggregates 
and big portlandite crystals. The subsequent 
stage, when cracks reach a certain dimension, 
chemical process of redissolution of 
hydrates speed the destruction.

By SEM investigation of hydrates orientation, 
it is assumed that concrete acts like a pump, 
resulting that thawing action being more 
destructive in water than in air.

On the work Ц.2, SHIZAWA et al. using ASTM 
0227 Method, in order to investigate the 
effect of alkali ionic species and coexistirg 
anionic species, upon the expansion due to 
alkali-aggregate reactions, conclude that 
the expansion was accelerated by sodium 
and potassium, but not lithium.

In relation to coexisting anionic species, 
the degree of expansion was decreased in 
following order: chloride, sulfate, hydroxide 
and carbonate.

Sodium ion has larger effect than potassium 
ion, at same content of total alkali and 
with same anionic species.

On the work 4.3, OBERSTE-PADTBERG show 
the study on degradation of hydrated high 
sulfate resistant oilwell class G cement, 
introducing samples of disks pastes (h=20mm; 
d=40mm) in saturated brines of KC1, CaCl? 
and MgClj, for a reaction period of 3 months 
at 55 C. The pastes were prepared with fresh 
water and also with 30% NaCl containing 
water (as commonly applied in the field of 
oil well cementing).
SEM investigation shows that salt water 
cement paste is attacked for all brines 
severally. The degrading mechanism is 
explained by the formation of alkali 
hydroxides and silicates, and the related 
PH decrease that leads to C-S-H instability.

On the work 4.4, GHORAB and KISHAR, 
studying the stability of calcium sulfoal
uminate hydrates in water and NaOH 
solutions, at temperatures up to 100°C, and 
by XRD patterns of solids obtained, show 
that ettringite is found to be stable in 
water at 30°C and 60°C, the resulting 
solution having a pH value of 11,2: it 
persists alkaline solutions of concentration 
up to 0,2M at 30°C; it converts to the 
monosulfate hydrate on water at 100°C and in 
0,08M NaOH at 60°C. On the other hand, 
monosulfate hydrate is unstable on water at 
30 C, but it stability is greatly enhanced 
in alkaline solutions.

On the work 4.5, TSILOSSANI et al. measuring 
the internal effort by means of magnetic - 
elastic catchings put into concrete prisms 
of 7x7x21 cm, suggest a model to make 
statements for prevision the longevity of 
concrete, under the effect of temperature 
and humidity.

On the work 4.6, BAJSA et. al on a study 
of deterioration of concrete in agricultural 
conditions, submitting cement pastes in 
cylindrical samples (d = 30mm), to 0,5, 3 
and 5% NH^NOj solutions, for period close 
to 1 year, show that the hydration products 
are the same as those formed by water 
curing plus C3A.Ca (NO3)2- 10 HjO, causing 
expansion, decrease in density and 
strength, and increase in porosity.
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CEMENT PASTE COMPATIBILITY WITH AGGREGATES AND CONCRETE

REINFORCEMENTS INCLUDING ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

BY MRS. HAYDEE ARMANDOLA

INTRODUCTION:

The contents of the sub-theme we are 
going to tackle in this 8th. International 
Congress on the Chemistry of Cement, as well 
as those of sub-theme IV - 1 and sub-theme 
IV - 2, under a slightly different title, 
carry on with certain subjects already dealt 
with in the VII Theme of the 7th. Congress: 
"Interface reactions between cement and ag
gregate in concrete and mortar", "Durability 
"Bond Strength". It is probably called dif
ferently due to the fact that the present t^i 
tie further focusses on this problem by 
aiming at an approach to the traditional 
essence of these Congresses, i.e. "The Che
mistry of Cement".

But it is downright obvious that even 
if the contents of some of the communica
tions only give an incomplete answer to the 
essence, we cannot disregard the complex 
problem of durability, so long as its cru
cial consequences in the fields of Techno
logy and Economy, make it unavoidable; let 
alone when there is a well-founded opinion 
that the new advances in concrete durabi
lity must have cement chemistry research as 
the driving force.

Undoubtedly, technological aspects 
are predominant in most of the reports sub
mitted dealing with this subject, but ef
fects are analized without taking into ac
count causes or mechanisms, and neither 
research is carried out nor is there any 
conclussion grounded on a scientific basis, 
thus in most cases Empirism prevails.

Mr. J. Calleja <1) has been working 
hard on this subject that undoubtedly 
springs from the inherent features of the 

theme already dealt with. The problems 
brought about by research work on durabili
ty make it highly complex and usually impos 
sible to simplify. It includes certain in
teracting factors of a very different natu
re and sometimes the effects of those fac
tors have no close links with their relevan 
ce.

In his Research Paper, Mr. J. Calleja 
has carried out a deep survey of different 
viewpoints on the theme of durability, but 
at the same time bearing in mind its own 
limits and keeping it within the fields of 
chemistry of cement and Plain Concrete.

The 8th. Congress brings in the ques
tion of corrosion-passivation in reinforce
ments in sub-theme IV - 3. What has been" 
said about the durability of plain concrete 
holds good when it refers to the durability 
of stressed or prestressed metallic reinfor
cements embedded in concrete.

Thus all the factors are linked with 
the electrochemical degradation of metals 
embedded in concretes of different characte
ristics deriving from its components and its 
technology and those springing from the en
vironment.

COMMUNICATIONS

The chairman of sub-theme IV - 3 has 
been sent twelve Communications from nine 
countries:



IV-3.1 ALKALI - REACTIVITY OF GRANITIC ROCK 
AGGREGATES. H.C. Visvesvaraya, A.K. 
Mullick, George Samuel, S.K. Sinha 
and R.C. Wason. INDIA.

IV-3.2 INFLUENCE OF REACTIVE AND ALKALI COM
POUNDS ON EXPANSION OF ALKALI-SILICA 
REACTION. Kin-ichi Nakano, Shigehiro 
Kobayashi and Seiichi Nagaoka. JAPAN.

IV-3.3 ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF ALKALI IN ALKALI- 
AGGREGATE REACTION. W. Kobayashi, N. 
Kataoka and Y. Tsutsumi. JAPAN.

IV-3.4 CHEMICAL AND SWELL. PROPERTIES OF THE 
ALKALI-SILICA REACTION PRODUCT. G. 
Davies and R.E. Oberholster. SOUTH 
AFRICA.

IV-3.5 FIRST STEPS OF CONCRETE HYDRATION 
AND GEL FORMATION IN SURFACE CONTACT 
WITH AGGREGATES. Z.M. Larionova and
I. 1. Kourbatova. U.S.S.R.

IV-3.6 EFFECT OF DEGREE OF COMPATIBILITY OF 
CEMENT AND AGGREGATES ON CONCRETE DU 
RABILITY UNDER CONDITIONS OF HIGH 
TEMPERATURE ACTION. V.I. Kadlecek 
and S. Modry. CZECHOSLOVAKIA.

IV.3-7 THERMOMECHANICAL COMPATIBILITY OF 
AGGREGATES IN AUTOCLAVED VERY HIGH 
STRENGTH CONCRETES. G.P. Tognon, S. 
Cangiano and G. Coppetti. ITALY.

IV.3-8 THE COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN AN EXPAN
SIVE GROUT AND ITS RESTRAINING EN
VIRONMENT. R.I.A. Malek, P.H. Licas- 
tro and O.M. Roy. U.S.A.

IV.3.9 CORROSION BEHAVIOUR OF STEEL DURING 
ACCELERATED CARBONATION OF SOLUTIONS 
WHICH SIMULATE THE PORE CONCRETE SO
LUTION. C.Andrade, C. Alonso, P. 
Santos and A. Macias. SPAIN.

IV.3.10 CHEMICAL POTENTIOSTATIC PROTECTION 
OF REINFORCING STEEL IN CONCRETE.
J. Wisniewski, J. Karys, J. Czaja. 

' POLAND.

IV.3.11 EFFECT OF ZINC OXIDE ADMIXTURE ON 
CORROSION INHIBITION OF IRON IN CE
MENT MORTAR CONTAINING SEA WATER.
C. Tashiro and Y. Fukushima. JAPAN.

IV.3.12 CORROSION BEHAVIOUR OF TAD, DIFFU
SED REINFORCEMENT CONCRETE TUBES.
M. Arpaia, \. Cigna and R. Turrizia-

ni. ITALY.

After surveying the different papers, 
it was deemed convenient to group them ac
cording to the themes developed in them.

1. Cement - aggregate reaction

It is well-known that the chemical 
reactions of aggregates with concrete can 
affect the performance of concrete. Some re 
actions may be beneficial but others result 
in serious damage to concrete by causing ab 
normal expansion, loss of strength and 
cracking. During the 7th. International Cori 
gress the main paper (1) and the Gene
ral Report on Theme VII (2) showed a com
prehensive and critical review of the com
plex problem and accumulated knowledge in 
this field.

Both papers are backed up by plenty 
of bibliography by referring to the diffe
rent kinds of reactions, their ocurrence, 
materials involved, mechanisms developed, 
identification by laboratory tests and cri
teria for judging reactivity and recommen
ded procedures to minimize the effects of 
the reaction. Contradictions found in some 
of the research works are also mentioned.

Summing up, we can state that degra
dation is caused by the simultaneous influ
ence of factors such as:
* The alkali content in cement, but also 

the alkali liberated by some aggregates 
or any other concrete component.

* Type of cement (rate of transport).
* The content and type of unstable minerals 

in the natural aggregates: "pessimum con
tent" and grain size.

* Reactivity of aggregate, which is based 
on the presence of amorphous or partly 
crystallized silica.

* The humidity of the surrounding environ
ment. .

* The wet and dry cycling.
* Exposure conditions (external amount of 

aggressive substance).
* The temperature.

The interface (cement-aggregates) 
begins to be created when thin films of wa- 



ter are formed on aggregate surfaces during 
the mixing of concrete. Alkalies from the ce
ment dissolve immediately in the liquid, and 
lime commences to be released by the hydration 
reactions. From this outset, with its concu
rrent creation of strong OH-concentrations ,■ 
any of the following cement-aggregate reac
tions may proceed in the interface-zone, de
pendent upon the available constituents and 
the conditions for mass - transport and energy
conversion in the system: pore - liquid - in
terface - interior of aggregate particles.
Thus, according to different cases, there are 
different reactions: siliceous-aggregate;
silicate-aggregate; dolornithic-aggregate; 
calcium-carbonate aggregates.

The mechanism in each reaction has often 
been analysed by different researchers (2). 
It is not a priori possible to evaluate such 
reactions as converging towards increased per 
formance quality and equilibrium, or as con
tributions to deterioration, and also the po
sition of cracks, for instance in a zonal in
terface system, ought to be cautiously inter
preted at the present stage of knowledge.

The communication IV-3.1 presents the re
sults of an investigation of alkali silica 
reaction in concrete containing granitic 
aggregates, possible mechanisms of delete
rious reaction and its impact on cement spe
cifications. Compatibility of siliceous aggre 
gates with the alkalies in cement has been an 
important factor in durability of concrete. 
In addition to conventional reactants like 
opal, chert, chalcedony or volcanic glasses, 
it is now held that presence of "stained" 
quartz in siliceous aggregates could also 
cause alkali silica reaction (ASR).

Granite aggregates in a 25 year old con
crete gravity dam contained mainly quartz 
and alkali feldspars, with varying quanti
ties of biotite and muscovite 50-80 7« of 
quartz showed strain effect with undulatory 
extinction angle 25-30 . Alkali feldspars in
cluded orthoclase, plagioclase, microcline 
and microcline-perthite.

The dam manifested typical external signs 
of distress associated with alkali-silica re
action, scanning electron microscope (SEN) 
and energy dispersive analysis of X-rays 
(E3AX) studies revealed the predominant pre
sence of alkalies in the reaction rims on 
aggregates altering their borders, which con- 
sistqd of fluffy, amorphous gel formation. 
Occasionally the reaction products were crys
talline. The presence of typical white gel de 

posits in the concrete was less frequent.

In addition to the presence of strained 
quartz, the role of alkali feld spars were 
investigated. Microscopic studies indicated 
the alteration of alkali feld spars to clay 
minerals and sericite. X-ray diffractogram 
(XRD) studies confirmed changes in the crys
tal structure and mineral composition.

These results tend to support the hypo
thesis that alkali feldspar can themselves 
release alkalies in the presence of calcium 
hydroxide to participate in ASR. Should that 
be the case, merely stipulating a low alkali 
level in the cement may not be adequate and 
depletion of calcium hydroxide would assume 
importance.

The role of active siliceous pezzolan 
and hydraulic slags have been advocated for 
alleviating ASR. In addition to lowering the 
total soluble alkali content in the concrete 
to the extent cement is replaced by these 
additives, they also combine with the cal
cium hydroxide (CH) liberated during the hy
dration of cement. It has been reported that 
if the CH liberated can be fully consumed by 
large proportions of slags, ASR would not ta 
ke place.

In the context of above, modified cement 
compositions having no C^S phase or lower a
mount of CjS phase merit consideration. In 
these cement systems, the amounts of CH li
berated upon hydration are considerably lo
wer. Authors point out that the use of such 
cements with known reactive aggregates are 
presently under investigation and the results 
will be reported subsequently.

The communication IV-3.2 refers to dele
terious cracks in concrete structures consi
dered to be caused by alkali-silicareaction. 
These have been often found in Japan from 
about 1975.

In this study, investigation was carried 
on the factors affecting expansion of mortar 
bar, that is, types of reactive aggregate, 
alcali contents of portland cement, types of 
alkali compouds as several sources of alkali, 
amount of alkalis and types of chemical ad
mixture s.

The present work includes studies with 
9 kinds of normal portland cement and 5 
aggregates. The tests were effected by u
sing ASTM techniques (Petrographic Examina
tion of Aggregates; Potential Reactivity by
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Chemical Method; and Mortar Bar Method).
Results show that even though the total 

alkali content is the same amount, the expan 
sion increases with increase of afterwards 
additional alkali.

Low alkali cement with large amount of 
adding alkali shows more expansion than that 
of high alkali cement with small amount alka 
li addition if their total Na^O equ. is same. 
Furthermore these tendency was more pronoun
ced in the case of NaCl addition.

These results assess that expansion of 
mortar bars was largely influenced by water 
soluble alkali content. These results indicjä 
ted that even though equivalent Na20 contents 
were the same, extent of expansion varied wi 
dely dependent upon the kind of alkali ions. 
Furthermore sodium compounds affected more 
than potassium compounds.

The influence of chemical admixtures on 
expansion was examined using low alkali ce
ment .

The total alkali as Na.O equ. was adjus
ted to 0.60, 1,20 and 2.00 % by adding NaCl 
to low alkali cement.

Even though the total alkali content is 
the same amount, the expansion increased with 
the increase of afterwards adding alkali. It 
is technologically important that alkali in
troduced afterwards shows remarkable influen 
ce for mortar bar expansion comparing with 
intrinsic alkali in cement.

The communication IV-3.3 sets out to car 
ry on research works effected by one of the 
authors, who studied on the chemistry of al
kali-aggregate reaction by using silica gel
sodium hydroxide model (3) (4).

In the case siliceous aggregate is immer, 
sed in NaOH solution, the following react ions 
occur:

(1) adsorption of NaOH to silanol groups 
of aggregate

(2) rupture of surface siloxane bridge of 
aggregate by attack of NaOH and dissolution 
of SiO .

(3) rupture of inside siloxane bridge of 
aggregate and loosing of its structure

(4) adsorption of NaOH to inside silanol 
groups made by reaction (3)

If the siliceous aggregate is well-crys
tallised, the attack of NaOH takes place main 
ly at the surface and only reaction (1) and
(2) occur.

On the other hand, in the case of poorly 
crystallised silica, NaOH penetrates into it 
and reaction (3) and (4) occur too. Reaction
(3) looses the network of silica and produces 
a cross-linked polyelectrolyte containing Na+. 
This type of structure, in contact with water, 
sets up an inhibition pressure and because 
the silicon-oxigen framework is partly disrup 
ted the material swells.

In this paper, the behaviour of alkali in 
mortar bar which expands caused by alkali - 
aggregate reaction is discussed based on the 
above hypothesis.

In the research works carried out Perex 
glass, four reactive aggregates and a non-re
active aggregate were used. High alkali Port
land cement was used. Experiments included 
immersion test in NaOH, mortar bar structure 
formation and analysis of pore solution ob
tained from cured and crushed-out mortar bars.

The immersion tests were effected in NaOH 
solution according to ASTM-C-289. The quanti
ty of silanol group in residual aggregate was 
measured. The method followed is stated in 
the work. Mortar bar test was carried out ac
cording to ASTM-C-227.

Test and analysis results are stated and 
drawn up in charts. After discussion of those , 
the following conclusions were agreed upon.

On the aggregate immersed in NaOH solu
tion, there is close relation between the 
quantity of alkali adsorbed to ruptured in
side siloxane bridges. On the mortar bar, the 
quantity of alkali adsorbed to ruptured in
side siloxane bridge/unit reactive aggregate 
is tightly related to expansion.

From these results, the rupture of insi
de siloxane bridge by the attack of .alkali 
seems to be a cause of the expansion by alka- 
ly-aggregate reaction.

The communication IV-3.4 deals with the 
identification of the alkali-silica reaction 
product (ASRP) in deteriorated concrete, con
sidering it as a positive way of diagnosing 
a1kali-silica reaction (ASR). Confirmation of 
ASR is usually obtained by performing scan
ning election microscopy (SEM) combined with 
electronic diffraction x-ray analysis (EDAX), 
or x-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), or both, 
on reaction product. However, characterisa
tion of the ASRP mineralogically and morpho
logically as well as chemically and physical 
ly , can assist in elucidating the mechanism 
of the reaction and thereby contribute to the 



prevention oi the problem.

The possibility also exists that the 
ASRP observed in cone- ?te and characterised 
in the laboratory is a harmless end product 
and is in itself not deleterious that it can
not exert swell pressure.

The present werk includes a complete bi
bliography on this theme and a thorough series 
of charts to illustrate what has been stated.

Recently the authors of the present work 
have submitted extensive XRD and SEM-EDAX da
ta on the ASRP. They described two amorphous 
phases, and a number of morphologically dis
tinct crystalline phases, three of which are 
very widely distributed.

X-ray diffraction data on reaction pro
ducts have revealed at least two crystalline 
phases, one with a characteristic peak at 12 
8 and the other with one at 8 8. A third pha
se with a characteristic peak at 2.90 8 has 
also been suggested. A characteristic of the 
12 S phase is that the 12 8 peak shifts pro
gressively down to 8.26 8 when heated to bet
ween 40 and 110° C. This shift is reversible.

The ARSP is a multicomponent system. In
cluded with the different crystalline and a
morphous phases are contaminants such as 
quartz and various forms of calcium carbona
te. Although whole sample analysis naturally 
give the combined composition of all the di
fferent phases plus contaminants, the advan
tage of this type of analysis is that the a
mount of water and C0^ in the reaction product 
can be determined.

A semi-quantitative EDX analysis can be 
obtained from a non-polished surface and is 
very useful to characterise the different 
phases. However, x-ray scattering and absorp
tion severely hamper the reliability and re- 
productibility of the analysis.

Quantitative microprobe analysis are the 
most suitable for obtaining the composition 
of the different phases in the ARSP. However, 
the fact that a flat well-polished surface is 
required means that the morphology, whereby 
the phase is characterised, is largely des
troyed. Consequently, it is often difficult 
to distinguish between amorphous gels and 
crystalline phases and impossible to recogni
se different morphologies. In addition, water 
and-ussually carbon are not determined by mi
croprobe analysis.

The more common phases on the ASRP in 
concrete from affected structures are a mas
sive, amorphous gel and three distinct crys
talline phases, namely rod-like, blade-like 
and rosette-like crystals. Although the qua
lity and reproductibility of standardless 
EDX analysis are poor, a good indication of 
the chemical composition of the various pha
ses can be obtained.

The massive gel is very often associated 
with rosette-like crystals. It has a much 
higher Ca and lower К content than the crys
talline phases. The composition of the crys
talline phases is much less variable than 
that of the amorphous gel. All three crysta
lline phases are characterised by the presen 
ce of Si, К and Ca. Small amounts of Na can 
be found in the blade-like and rosette-like 
crystals but this element is consistently 
present only in the rod-like crystals. Other 
elements that may be present in minor amounts 
are Al, Fe, and very occasionally. Mg. The 
rosette-like crystals are not only the most 
common crystalline phase observed in affec
ted concrete but are generally chemically 
the most consistent and have the highest CaO 
content of the three.

Close to the contact with the aggregate, 
the alkali-silica reaction product found in 
voids alongside with the aggregate is high
est in Si. These appears to be a depletion 
of Ca in the cement paste at the boundary 
with the reaction product.

No measurable swell pressures were produ 
ced by either the 12 S phase and the 8 8 pha 
se separated from concrete of deteriorated 
structures.

The communication IV-3.5 refers to the 
fact that a concrete structure is determined 
by a set of physicochemical processes taking 
place during binder-hardening and its possi
ble reactions when they come into contact 
with aggregates. The first steps in binder
hardening constitute the period which condi
tions the resistance; deformation and other 
characteristics in the executed concrete.

The present work states that by means of 
studying variables according to the time of 
liquid-phase formation in concretes, we can 
assess the influence of different factors 
(such as temperature, additives, etc.) on ce 
ment hydration.

It also points out the influence on the 
liquid-phase composition by the clinker mine 
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ralogical structure, its alkali content, pla£ 
ter included and admixtures added. Special re 
ference is made as regards a superplastLfying 
formed by naftalen-formol resins.

It is also stated that different aggrega 
tes adsorb hydrogels of a certain compostion. 
This has been checked by using an electronic 
microscope. Different observations and veri
fications on this theme are given in detail.

2. Surface deterioration of concrete.

The communication IV-3.6 deals with this 
complex problem. Rate of the surface deterio 
ration of concrete in natural exposure under 
normal temperature and moisture conditions is 
usually very slow. That is the reason why it 
is useful to study the deterioration phenome 
non under more severe model conditions in la 
boratory. Results of such laboratory experi
mental project, which was realized a time ago 
are presented in this paper.

The aim of the experimental programme was 
to determine the extent of surface deteriora^ 
tion and besides, to compare the resistance 
of concrete with aggregates of different the£ 
mal expansion to the repeated action of high 
temperatures. For this purpose limestone and 
quartz were chosen as main representatives.

The work includes details related to ma
terials used; their grain size; the way in 
which test probes have been used, steps ma
king up the cycles to which they are submi
tted; studies of temperature gradient in and 
on the surface of test probes, and so on.

For the evaluation of the extent of sur
face deterioration of cycled concrete speci
mens (temperature difference was approx. 125 
or 140 C respectively and the total number of 
temperature cycles was fifteen) some test me 
thods have been used. Changing of properties 
of concrete has'been assessed by tensile 
splitting strength test, adsorption and pene 
tration of indication solution of sodium chlo 
ride on cubes and length changes (dilation), 
ultrasonic speed and pull-off strength on de 
teriorated surface of prisms.

The experimental programme constitutes an 
interesting example carried out in a labora
tory since it takes into account both tradi
tional and modern techniques to evaluate the 
behaviour of concretes of a specific compos^ 
tion. '

Results obtained have shown pronounced 
structure deterioration of concrete in the 
surface layers after first several temperatu
re loading cycles. Development of deteriora
tion was more intensive in the case of con
crete with limestone aggregate and also was 
more pronounced in the case of partially hu
mid concrete in comparison with a fully satu
rated one. From the results it was evident 
that properties of quartz aggregates are more 
compatible with limestone aggregates.

Finally, the used test methods show diffe 
rent sensitivity for evaluation of the extent 
of deteriorated structure of exposed concrete 
surface.

It is obvious that as it usually happens 
with most models including cycles with tempe
rature conditions more demanding than the nor_ 
mal ones, quantitative conclusions gathered 
from those prompt experiments can only be ap
plied to similar situations to those simula
ted. So that we should be aware of rushing to 
conclusions. On the whole it would be highly 
interesting to research not only the effects 
but also physicochemical as well as chemical 
changes taking place during the experiment.

3. Compatibility of mixes of different aggre
gates ,

The communication IV-3.7 analyses the e
ffect of the thermal and elastic compatibili
ty of binary mixes of different types of aggre 
gates on the properties of autoclaved very- 
high-strength-concretes .

The mechanical properties of autoclaved 
very-high-strength-concretes made with quartz 
aggretate and aggregates differently interac
ting with the cement matrix, were studied in 
previous works (5) (6) (7). ■

The trends of compresive strengths and mo 
duli of elasticity versus the aggregate of 
maximum diameter were observed in autoclaved 
concretes made with aggregate consisting of 
limestone, quartz and a 50 % mix of the two. 
The investigation was extended to concretes 
with aggregate of maximum diameter up to 20 
mm formed of basalt, jasper, granite and per 
phyry as well as 50 % binary mixes of these 
aggregates, besides of limestone and quartz 
mixes with the above materials.

The work assesses the characteristics of 
materials used in concrete mixes; the compo
sition of the concrete mixes; the hydrother- 
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mal cycles applied to the autoclaved concre
tes; the tests made and results obtained.

It could be noticed that the moduli of 
elasticity of concretes where the aggregate 
consists of 50 % binary mix of the two mate
rials depend on the moduli of elasticity of 
the mix constituents and their thermal compa 
tibility related to the respective coeffi
cient =< .

The most interesting phenomena appear 
when limestone is present in the mix aggrega 
tes. Depending on the ratio of the modulus of 
elasticity of limestone to the aggregate with 
which it is mixed and as a function of the 
difference between the thermal expansion coe 
fficient o< of limestone and that of the 
aggregate, more or less marked deviations of 
the modulus of elasticity from the theoreti
cal value are noticed.

In the case of concrete autoclaving, it 
can be useful to use only one type of aggre
gate rather than choose a mix'of materials 
having different thermomechanical properties. 
In fact in rather large temperature ranges, 
such as those found in the hydrothermal treat 
ment, the difference in the moduli of elasti 
city and thermal expansion coefficients rel£ 
vant to aggregates affects strengths and, a
bove all, the modulus of elasticity of the 
relative concretes.

The use of aggregate mixes containing 11 
mestone can involve a drop in the modulus of 
elasticity. However it is expected from the 
compressive strength values that follow an 
intermediate trend beween those of concretes 
with aggregate consisting of only one compo
nent .

In rather wide temperature ranges such as 
those related to the concrete autoclaving, in 
the case an aggregate mix is used, a study 
on the thermal and elastic compatibility be_t 
ween them and the cement matrix seemsnecessa 
ry to foresee the mechanical and elastic pro 
perties of the relative concretes.

4. Mechanical properties and durability of 
cement-based plug-seals

The communication IV-3.8 deals with this 
subject. Cementitious materials are used to 
seal access shafts and boreholes in many un
derground systems e.g. radioactive-waste re
positories. Their primary function is to pro 
vide a tight seal at the interface.

Successful performance in this respect 
could be dependent almost entirely on expans_i_ 
vity of the plug relative to the restraining 
forces of the surrounding host rock.

In cementitious formulations, whether 
ettringite or salt (CIMa) is the principal 
expansive component the degree of restraint 
offered by the surrounding rock mass is of im 
portance in the development of interfacial 
stress. Information exists on unrestrained 
and standard restrained expansion for mortars 
and concrete, however, most do not permit cal_ 
culation of actual interface stresses under 
the existing restraining forces of actual bo
rehole geometry.

A system to determine the radial stresses 
of the grout/concrete on the host enviroment, 
which permits stimulation of the surrounding 
rock mechanical properties was designed. A 
brief description of the system is presented 
together with typical data, and their imjlicjä 
tions on seal durability.

It consists of a strain gage instrumented 
cell and its associated signal conditioner/ 
amplifier. The test cell used in the system 
is unique in that it provides for direct cali
bration of the complete system. It is versa
tile in that the cell material and dimensions 
can be selected to stimulate restraint of a 
given host material under a geostatic load re 
fleeting depth.

Samples can be run under a range of tem
perature and pressure conditions, with the 
latter simulating either inyection pressure 
or hydrostatic load conditions. Details of 
the design and grading of the apparatus em
ployed are pinted out in the paper.

Two ettringite-based expansive formula
tions have been chosen for the present study. 
Formulation I (F-I) a mortar based on type К 
expansive cement and formulation II (F-II), 
a grout based on class H cement with added 
calcium sulphate hemihydrate. A third, salt 
(NaCD-based formulation (F-III) was also 
tested. This is a mortar containing much sma 
Iler hemihydrate than F-I and F-II and mixed 
with supersaturated ”aCl solution. F-II was 
found to give the highest stresses, whereas 
F-III gave the lowest stresses.

Three distinct phases of expansion were 
found: the first is a thermal phase occuring 
with early heat liberation, the second occurs 
after the cement reaches its thermal, maximum 
when simultaneous cooling and crystai1 isst ion 
of expansive componets takes place, and the 



third phase occurs after total relief of ther 
mal stresses.

In numerous field applications of expan
sive cements and seal materials, it is necce- 
sary to attain chemical compatibility between 
the concrete formulation and the surrounding 
enviroment. In salt-host sites (largely in 
oil and gas industry as well as radioactive 
waste repositories) it was found that the 
use of saturated salt solution as a mixing 
fluid instead of water is necessary to pre
vent salt migration and subsequent adverse e
ffects on seal durability. One salt-contai
ning formulation (F-III) has been tested in 
the present investigation. This formulation 
contains 2.6 7, hemihydrate in addition to 
salt (NaCl). The mixed expansive functions of 
sulphate and salt has an important significan 
ce in field applications in conjuntion with 
tempeature effects on stability of the seal 
material.

Although the restraining forces in a salt 
environment may differ from those of tuff 
rock (for ettringite-based formulations), the 
same restraining forces were applied to the 
salt-based formulation in order to establish 
a basis for comparison. A simple mathematical 
relationship can be applied to transform the 
resulting data into actual stresses in a salt 
environment.

o The normalized expansive stress curve (at 
38 C) for this formulation (F-III) reflects 
the general expansive characteristics explain 
ed. The expansion is partly due to Friedel's 
salt and ettringite. However, crystallization 
of salt with curing (water consumption in 
hydration process) may be the primary cause 
of expansion. The micrograph salt crystals 
growing inside pores of cement matrix. Crys
tallization starts at the walls and progre
sses to the center exerting pressure on the 
pore walls.

5■ Corrosion-passivation in reinforcements

Metallic corrosion is always a heteroge
neous reaction taking place in an interface 
metal-environment. Metallic corrosion arises 
due to the trend in metals to return to their 
original state i.e. as compounds which are 
more stable and have minimum potential ener
gy.

The mechanism in a corrosive process con 
sists of a spreading oxidation i.e. a loss 
of electrons on the part of the corroding me 

tai.
Most of the corrosive processes fall with 

in the electrochemical type, which implies 
the generation of an electric current or the 
flow of electrons from one part of the metal 
to the other. There is micro or macrocell for 
nation, thus resulting in metal dissolution 
which always takes place in the anode. That 
trend to lose electrons varies according to 
the respective metal and it is influenced by 
the harmful environment or the electrolyte 
where the reaction of the corroding metal ta
kes place.

When a metal comes into contact with a di 
ssolution of its own cations, apart from the 
trend to bring about ion-production by the 
respective metal which becomes negatively 
charged (electrolytical dissolution), there, 
is a driving force that leads cations to dis
charge on the metal, thus turning into neu
tral atoms and charging the metal positively. 
This driving force is measured by the osmotic 
pressure of dissolving cations.

A metal coming into contact with its own 
ion-dissolution becomes a voltaic hemi-cell 
electrode. Its own potential value should be 
measured by referring to another reference e
lectrode. Thus, isolated potentials are rela
tive, not absolute, and they are expressed a
ccording to an hemi-cell which is assigned a 
zero potential value by agreement. By that we 
mean, for eg. the hydrogen electrode and the 
choice of which to use depends on the electro 
lyte where the reaction (for eg. a corrosive^ 
reaction) takes place. Metallic potential (for 
eg. that of a corroding metal) should be ex
pressed according to a reference electrode.

Usually bare steel exposed to the air or 
in contact with soils, water or any other 
aggresive environment, is prone to corrosion.

Simplified, the corrosion process can be 
separated into two single processes, the ca
thodic and the anodic process. The anodic pro 
cess is the real dissolution of iron. Positi
vely charged iron ions pass into solution: 
Fe------ > Fe + + + 2e~
The surplus electrons in the steel will com
bine at the cathode with water and oxigen to 
form hydroxil ions:. - -1 2e + --02 + H20--- 20H
After some intermediate stages, the ion and 
hydroxide ion will combine to form rust which 
at least theoretically, can be written as



Under practical conditions, rust prod
uct are more or less water-containing com
pounds. This means, that only oxigen is con
sumed to form rust product. This oxigen must 
normally diffuse towards the metal. Water is 
only necessary to enable the electrolytic pro 
cess to take place. On the contrary, steel 
in concrete is protected against corrosion 
by passivation.

The reason for this passivation is the 
alkalinity of concrete (the pH-value of the 
pore-water runs up to pH "7 12,5) and relati
vely high electrical resistivity in ataosphe 
ric exposure.

In the case of such high pH values, a 
microscopic oxide layer is formed on the 
steel surface, the so-colled passive film, 
which prevents the anodic dissolution of 
iron. Thus, corrosion of reinforcement is im 
possible, even if all other preconditions 
for corrosion are fulfilled (mainly the pre
sence of m.ositure and oxygen) .

if this pH value drops below pH-9 due 
to carbonation, or the chloride content ex
ceeds a certain critical value, the passiva
ted coating and, consequently, the corrosion 
protection will be lost locally or in even 
grater surface areas.

Corrosion of the reinforcement will on
ly be possible after carbonatation or a harm 
ful amount of aggressive substances has reach 
ed the surface of the reinforcement err when 
said substances belong to the concrete mass 
surrounding the reinforcement. That is the 
case of chlorides being added to the concre
te mix.

Varied and multiple causes may bring 
about corrosion in reinforcements. Among 
them we can mention the carbonation of con
crete, this being a matter of permanent con
cern, because many structures have their con 
crece surface directly exposed to the action 
of the atmosphere and the standard allow re
latively little depth of cover of reinforce
ments .

As is already well known "carbonation" 
means the reaction between the atmospheric 
CO,, with the solid phases of rhe cement pas
ted

The Ca(OH)„, Na (OH) and K(OH) dissol
ved' in the "porez"water of the concrete and, 
possibly, the soluble alkali of the aggrega
tes provide the pore water with a pH between

12,5 and 13.5.

the pore
This neu- 

of reinfo£ 
and oxygen

As different authors have stated the 
final state of this process consists of 
amorphous SiC^ ,Al(Oil)„, ЗО^Са.ЗН^О, CO^Ca 
in different polymorphic varieties and H^O. 
Thus, the initial alkaline pH in '' 
concrete solution is neutralized, 
tralization allows the corrosion 
cements if a minimum of moisture 
are present.

This reaction requires small amounts 
of water, as dry concrete will not carbona 
te. The highest rate of carbonation will'be 
found in air with a relative humidity of 50
60 7=. Under conditions of higher atmospheric 
humidity, diffusion of the C02 will be inhj, 
bited by the water that has accumulated in 
the pore cavities.

After all the Na(OH), K(OH) and Ca(OH) 
in the pore cavities has been re-dissolved 
and carbonated, the pH will commence to de
crease. At the same time the calcium sili
cates will partly pass into solution and al
so react with the CO^ of the air. As soon 
as the hardened cement has been completely 
carbonated, a pH of about 8.3 will develop 
under normal partial pressure of the C0„.

The chemical reaction, illustrated in 
simplified terms, will at a certain moment 
take place not in a specific depth, but ra
ther in a certain range of depth.

The alkalinity interface does not run 
exactly parallel to the concrete surface 
but will vary more or less in relation to 
the inhomogeneities of the conrete.

Carbonation of the concrete may, besi
des other methods, be rendered visible by 
simply spraying colour indicators onto the 
fresh concrete surfaces. The essence of this 
procedure is that such colour indicators 
show different colours in different pH re
gions. For investigations on the carbonation 
of concrete phenolphtalein, among others, 
proved useful as it appears colourless with 
a pH below 9, but shows an intensive red 
with a pH above 9.

The carbonation rate of the concrete 
and/or the rate at which the alkalinity in
terface, which is of major importance with 
respect to corrosion protection, will enter 
the interior of the concrete, depends on 
the following factors:
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- partial pressure of the C0„ 
content of the air, 0.037«)

(normal CO^

- concrete permeability (w/c-ratio, curing, 
concrete humidity, cement content, grain 
size distribution curve)

- amount of substance capable of reacting 
with C.C (cement content, type of cement 
applied) .

As this is a diffusion process, calcu
lations in very simplified terms first exhi
bit a so-called nft dependence, i.g. the al
kalinity interface penetrates into the inte
rior of the concrete almost linearly with 
the square root of the concrete age.

This holds true for relatively low en
vironmental humidity, e.g. indoor conditions. 
However, for out_door constructions more 
precise bases of calculation reveal that due 
to subsequent hardening of the concrete, 
CatOH)^ diffusion from the interior of the 
concrete, changing humidity near the surfa
ce and some other influences, the alkalini
ty interface will penetrate into the inte
rior of the concrete at an increasingly 
slower rate than a -{"t function would sug
gest, approaching an ultimate value over a 
very extended period of time.

In the region of cracks in concrete, 
the penetration rate of carbonation down a 
crack into the interior of the concrete is 
considerably higher than in uncracked concre 
te. Influencing factors of major importance 
are:
- crack widths
- permeability of concrete
- humidity of concrete

If the passivation on the steel surfa
ce is destroyed within a strictly confined 
area, d.g. within the region of cracks in 
concrete or peaks of carbonation that reach 
to the surface of the reinforcement, then 
the situation and distribution of anodically 
and cathodically acting bar regions will be
come an important factor with regard to the 
rate of corrosion.

In the region of cracks in concrete it 
should further be considered that owing to 
the slip existing bdween steel and concrete, 
the active steel surface will not be con
fined to the actual cross-section of the ' 
crack .

Depending on the specific environmental 
and concrete conditions, the maximum corro
sion rate can be assumed in the range between 
60 and 200 /i/year. (9) (10).

The minimum values of uncracked concrete 
cover as indicated in the CEB-FIP Model Code 
1978 are sufficient to assure that the car- 
bontion of concrete exposed to the open air, 
even during a very long period of time, will 
not reach the"surface of the reinforcement 
in uncracked regions. However, this applies 
only to concrete which has been properly com 
posed, compacted and cured. Only in very dry 
environmental conditions carbonation may pe
netrate deeper, exceeding the concrete cover. 
In such cases, however, the moisture content 
will, as a rule, not be high enough to pro
duce any significant corrosion. The concrete 
covers given by the Model Code thus guaran
tee sufficient durability of the steel in un
cracked concrete of structures exposed to 
the open air.

Within the region of cracks carbonation 
can penetrate to the reinforcement at a subs- 
tancially higher rate than in uncracked con 
crete. In reinforced concrete construction - 
the width of cracks cannot be limited to 
such an extent that corrosion during the 
whole service life of the structure could 
be completely ruled out. Yet, the width of 
cracks is no longer to be regarded as a ma
jor factor in corrosion protection of the 
reinforcement. Carbonation in the region of 
smaller cracks, will reach the reinforcement 
only at a later time than in that of wider 
cracks. From this point, however, the rate 
of corrosion is almost independent of the 
crack width, as the diffusion of oxygen is 
in general not influenced by the width of 
cracks. Corrosion normally tends to cause 
only a small reduction of the bar diameter 
so that a sufficiently long service life is 
to be expected, provided that the bars ap
plied are not too thin. (11)(12).

The thickness of concrete cover is of ma
jor importance due to the fact that with in
creasing thickness of cover the risk of con
crete being spalled off by corrosion products 
will be substantially reduced.

The state of knowledge with respect to 
cracks transverse to the reinforcement is 
illustrated diagrammatically.

There are not very reliable findings avails 
able as regards the situation in the region 
of longitudinal cracks (stirrups in webs,
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two-ways slabs, etc.). But here, too, it is 
obvious that an increased concrete cover may 
substantially reduce the risk of spalling. 
In view of the considerable importance of 
this problem, investigations in this field 
are felt to be urgently required.

The communication IV-3.9 lets us know 
about results obtained from works carried 
out by the authors as part of a research 
project initiated some years ago adressed to 
the question of how and up to what extent 
the corrosion of reinforcement occurs during 
carbonation. The ascertaining of the corro
sion rates of the steel would permit the ca_l 
culation of the residual service life of the 
structure.

The only common statement in carbonated 
concrete is that pH value decreases and the 
reinforcements corrode. Only authors who 
have studied the effect of cracks and have 
measured the decrease in diameter of the 
bars due to carbonation in the region of 
cracks give an approximate to a medium value 
of the corrosion rate at these points.

Some years ago a research project was 
initiated in our Institute to study this gap 
in knowledge and some results have already 
been published. The experimental work mainly 
dealt with the study of the corrosion para
meters of reinforcements embedded in harde
ned carbonated mortar of concrete and immer
sed in carbonated solutions that reproduce 
the composition of the pore concrete solu
tion.

But the system used for carbonating 
in these experiments was one accelerated by 
pure C02 gas. This method produces a satura
tion of СС2 in the solution or in the carbo
nation chamber and may lead to different 
phenomena from those which occurs when car
bonation is produced naturally (the propor
tion of CC>2 in the atmosphere is about 0.03 
7«), This point is analyzed in the present 
paper and is taken into account in the futu
re experimental work.

This paper sets out changes in the che
mical composition of like-pore concrete so
lutions during accelerated and natural car
bonation (by air) and also the results of 
simultaneous changes of corrosion potentials 
and corrosion rates of reinforcements. The 
results confirm the previously published hy 
pothesis giving a new insight into the phe
nomenon .

Random behaviours related with the chan

ges in the corrosion rate of steel during 
accelerated carbonation of cement mortars 
have suggested the need to study the process 
in a more simple medium which allows the 
isolation of the different parameters. Thus, 
saturated Ca(0H)„-base solutions with diffe_r 
ent additions of KOH and 1’aOH have been 
used to simulate the real pore concrete so
lution.

In the present work, simultaneous chan
ges in the pH value, corrosion potential and 
corrosion rate (measured by means of the de
termination of the Polarization Resistance) 
of steel roads have been monitored during 
accelerated carbonation produced by a con
stant flux through the solution of C02 gas 
and/or air.

Some clear differences in these varia
bles have been established beween solutions 
with and without Na and К ions, which may 
clarify the different corrosion behaviours 
observed in mortar made with different types 
of cements. Because CO^Ca is insoluble, the 
solution not containing alkalies are carbo
nated more quickly than those containing 
them. Final pH values in the case of a satu 
rated Ca(OH)2 alkali-free solution are al
ways near neutrality (pH 6-7), but solutions 
containing alkalies may have a final pH value 
of about 10,4 where a buffer of CO^=/HOC2 is 
established. Only when an excess of C02 gas 
is passed through the solution are all sodium 
and potasium carbonates transformed into bi
carbonates and the final pH value is about 
neutrality.

These results lead to an apparent con-- 
tradiction between the final pH values of 
real carbonated concretes and those carbo
nated in an accelerated form.

Concerning the corrosion behaviour, the 
previous hypothesis is confirmed using air 
as the carbonating agent. The corrosion po
tential of steel rises simultaneously with 
the decrease in pH value is until a limit is 
reached and depassivation occurs. After this 
moment corrosion starts and the corrosion 
rate is dependent on the final pH value of 
the solution and, therefore. Its bicarbonate 
content.

The passive layer disappears from' steel 
at pH - 8, as Pourbaix has stated many years 
ago. When NaNO2 is present, the passive la
yer remains in spite of the lowering of the 
pH value.
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The communication IV-3.10 describes ex
periments carried out to complete the natu
ral passivation that concrete produces to 
embedded reinforcements.

Although high quality port!; nd cement 
concrete offers an adequate protection to em 
bedded reinforcements, sometimes the access 
to metallic reinforcements of aggressive 
substances and gases determines that the mea 
sures taken may not be sufficient to ensure 
appropriate durability.

Especially in the case of severe attack 
it is frequent to try and improve protection 
of reinforcements by applying supplimentary 
measures. Among them we can mention:
* outer surface protection of concrete with 
different coatings

* recoating reinforcements with synthetic 
resin, bitumen or others

* anodic or cathodic protection
* addition of inhibitors to mortar
* galvanic reinforcement

The present communication describes the 
experiments carried out to obtain passiva
tion of reinforcements with the aid of anod
ic polarization through a cement of a speci
fic density together with organic inhibitors 
consisting of an abietic and adepic acid 
mix.

We have aimed at determining the pro
pierties of the passive film resulting on 
the surface of the reinforcement embedded in 
cement paste and portland cement mortar. 
We have determined the relationship between 
changes in active resistivity and reinforce
ment potential during cement paste hardening. 
Test probes which had 4 % of the abietic 
and adepic acid mix were measured similarly. 
The equipment employed in this experimental 
project was especially devised by the au
thors.

The influence of concrete composition 
was studied by using different qualities as 
well as different values in concrete-water 
relationship. Porosity and resistance to co
rrosion by cement paste and mortars were 
measured. We chose as an indicating parame
ter of passivation the time after which the 
aggressive environment (C1H) reaches the su,r 
face of the reinforcement, at that time de
termining an active resistance of the coat 
and the electric potential of the reinfor
cement .

The conclusions we gather are that by 
applying inhibitors to reinforcement coatings 
as an abietic and adepic acid mix together 
with the creation of a passive film devised 
constitute good protection to concrete rein
forcements exposed to aggressive environmets. 
Condictions stated for the creation of a pas
sive film and the electric system devised 
allow a prompt and easy protective method.

Among other procedures tested to im
prove on passivation and corrosion resistance 
to steel embedded in cement paste, reinfor
cement galvanization stands out. As zinc dust, 
zinc chloride or zinc oxide, this metal has 
been used with this aim. In a work presented 
in the 7th. Congress (8), the adherence be
tween the cement paste in concrete and rein
forcement bars was discussed with zinc and 
cement paste as special experimental materi
als. Implicitly referring to the possible pas, 
sivating role of zinc-coating on steel rein-- 
forcement bars. The development of calcium 
hydroxyzincate is found as the interface reac 
tion product in lime-solutions, whereas the 
presence of alkalis promote the formation of 
zinc-oxides and soluble zincates are formed 
in pure alkaline solutions.

The communication IV-3.11 describes the 
experiments carried out to complete with 
addition of zinc oxide the natural passiva
tion that concrete produces to embedded rein 
forcements.

The passivation or corrosion of iron 
plates embedded in ordinary portland cement 
mortar containing a small amount (0.2%) of 
zinc oxide powder. The cement mortar was made 
with cement to sand ratio of 1:3, and water 
to cement ratio of 0.8. Sweet water and sea 
water were used as mixing water and steam cu
ring was used for acceleration of corrosion 
for 90 days.

The spontaneous potential of specimens 
was measured, using silver chloride electro
de as a reference electrode.

The rust area was measured on the iron 
plate after crushing the specimens. Tne mea
surements were made at 7, 14, 28, 56 and 90 
days.

The cement hydration products in contact 
with the iron plate were investigated using 
a scanning electron microscope. The pore size 
distribution of the cement mortars were mea
sured by means of mercury penetration poro-
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simeter analysis. When sweet water was used, 
corrosion was not observed in any of the spe 
cimens. It seems that the amount of corro
sion was not appreciable under the condi
tions of water/cement ratio, thickness of 
mortar cover and the accelerated curing used 
in this study. On the other hand, when sea 
water was used, the corrosion was observed 
in the control specimen (without zinc ox
ide ) .

Namely the rusted area of the control 
specimen was over 80% at 90 days. However, 
when zinc oxide was used no corrosion was 
observed.

When the specimens were mixed with 
sweet water (specimens with or without zinc 
oxide) the spontaneous potential was about 
-100 mv. When the specimens contained sea 
water (specimens with or without zinc ox
ide), the spontaneous potential was about 
-300 mv at early stage after mixing. In the 
former case the potential was negatively 
larger with curing time (-400 mv), but in 
the latter case it became negatively smaller 
with curing time. It remained at about -150 
mv after curing for 30 to 35 days.

The scanning electron micrographs of 
the hydration products on the iron plate in 
28 days old specimens, may be grouped into 
two types. The hydration products in plate 
with zinc and sweet water, zinc and sea wa
ter and cement and sweet water consisted of 
CSH and calcium hydroxide, and the texture 
was compact. On the other hand, the Hydrata
tion products in control specimen mixed 
with sea water, consisted mainly of large 
hexagonal crystal of calcium hydroxide for
med in the interfacial region between the 
iron plate and the cement mortar. The textu
re in this case was porous.

In the case of zinc oxide addition, 
probably this compound Ca( Zn (OH) ) 2 ma5? 
have formed.

In spite of differences in the type of 
mixing water, the total pore volumen of 
specimens containing the zinc oxide admixtu
re, were slightly smaller than the control. 
The zinc oxide admixture affected the micros^ 
tructure of the cement mor tar in a benefi
cial manner which is related to prevention 
of diffusion of oxigen and other harmful 
constituents.

It was concluded that the zinc oxide 

admixture was very effective as a corrosion 
inhibitor for iron in cement mortar contain
ing sea water.

It should be pointed out that the con
clusion is valid as to test conditions. Now, 
one should be careful in trying to extend 
it to other situations. It is also impor
tant to bear in mind that the addition of 
zinc to mortar and concrete above certain 
concentrations may change the hardening pro 
cess. Consequently, besides research as re
gards its effect on embedded reinforcement 
passivation in an all-round work on the 
theme, said effects should be mentioned and 
enlarged upon.

The communication IV-3.12 sets out to 
study the corrosive process in a special 
type of reinforced concrete tubes.

The corrosion behaviour of steel embed
ded in concrete is alleged to be very good, 
due to the passivity given to it by the al
kaline environment which forms after the 
clinker components hydration processes.

Therefore reinforced concrete pipeli
nes, like the other structures in civil en
gineering, should be and usually are suffi
ciently safe, from the point of view of _ 
the corrosion phenomena concerning the rein 
forcement.

Unfortunately many failures have re
cently occurred, either because of incor
rect design and manufacturing, or because 
of the strong aggressivity of the environ
ment, with consequent relevant costs, whose 
magnitude have been adequately underlined. 
Several preventive countermeasures may 
therefore be suggested whenever the possi
bility of steel depassivation is forecasted.

The reinforced concrete tubes, which 
constitutes the object of study in the pre
sent communication, are manufactured in 
such a way that very dense concrete is ob
tained, usually with a rather thin cover.

Maximum aggregate dimension is 3 mm, 
cement content is 650 kg/m3, water/cement 
ratio is 0.3; the cover of the pipe used 
in this experiment is 0.5 cm. The use of 
such pipes for water transportation is



spreading rapidly, even if their reinforce
ment corrosion behaviour has not yet been 
studied in depth.

The tubes tested were "new material" 
as far as corrosion behaviour is concerned: 
it was therefore believed necessary to con
duct an in-depth investigation in various 
experimental conditions. The experiments 
started about two years ago and are still 
continuing.

The corrosion determination methods 
were the corrosion potential measurement, 
the polarization resistance or corrosion 
rate CR determination, and visual observa
tions .

The specimens obtained from a tube 
were used for the following experimenta
tions :

A - exposure of specimens to various envi
ronments. The tested environments were 
tap water, magnesium chloride and so
dium chloride solutions, sand contain
ing NaCl solution, clay and sand;

В - exposure to various environments of 
specimens with artificial scratches on 
the external cover, made in order to 
leave bare some superficial wires;

C - exposure to soils of scratched specimens 
prepared in order to measure the current 
of the corrosion couple generated be
tween bare wires and concrete, covered 
wires.

A few wires, disposed on three parallel 
layers along the specimen thickness, were 
partly liberated from concrete in order to 
allow electrical measurements on superficial 
wires, medium wires and deep wires.

The investigation was carried out with 
the adoption of both traditional measuring 
techniques (spontaneous corrosion potential 
measurement, visual examination) and elec
trochemical techniques (polarization resis
tance or CR and polarization curve deter
mination) .

The results of experiments of over 
approximately two years showed that with 
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the specimens, even with a rather small con 
Crete cover (0.5 cm) no corrosion phenomena 
were observed at all, probably due to the 
low porosity of the tube, in the presence 
of scratches artificially made over the 
outer surface in order to simulate an erro
neous handling of the pipe; it was observed 
that the corrosive attack remained strictly 
localized in the part of the wires directly 
in contact with the aggressive environment, 
and did not spread into the concrete.

Moreover, in the presence of soils 
with different permeability (sand and clay) 
the results of the tests showed again the 
good corrosion behaviour of the reinforce
ment.

Several points emerge from the results 
of about two years investigation on corro
sion behaviour of specimens cut from tubes, 
exposed to several corrosive environments 
(tap water, 3,5 °L NaCl solution, sand humi
dified with NaCl solution, clay, sand).

(1) Results of six month-experiments on spe 
cimens exposed to all corrosive environ 
ments tested, show that there was no 
corrosion of reinforcing wires. The 
spontaneous potentials of wires lay in 
the range of steel passivity state;

(2) In the presence of artificial scratches 
on the outer concrete cover (scratches 
made to leave bare surface wires in 
order to simulate an erroneous handling 
of the tubes); it was observed that the 
corrosive attack remained strictly lo
calized on the wire surface directly in 
contact with the aggressive environmert, 
while there was no corrosion propaga
tion on adjacent wire surface embedded 
in concrete;

(3) for scratched specimens exposed to dif
ferent soils (clay and sand); corrosion 
couple, generated between the bare sur
face of wires directly exposed to the 
soil and the surface of the wires co
vered with concrete, gives rise to 
mean corrosion penetration rates of
0.04  mm/y for bare wires exposed to 
clay and of 0.08 mm/y for those exposed 
to sand. In this case too, attack was 
strictly restricted to the bare area. 
Stifling during the corrosion attack 
is due to protective effects of corro-



sion products in anodic areas.

(4) Investigations are still continuing to 
verify the long-time behaviour of tube 
reinforcement.

The communication presented explains a 
complete methodology as to how a new product 
should be studied, in this case a concrete 
reinforced tube, in order to evaluate the 
corrosion behaviour of the embedded steel.

--- 0 ---
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The problem on the maximum permissible 
MgO content in Portland cement clinker is 
up to now one of important matters of con
cern in cement chemistry and technology.

For the first time commercial production 
of magnesia clinker with clinker burning in 
rotary kilns was organized by V.V. Serov 
( 1). Qu the basis of extensive experiments 
V.V. Serov established appropriate require
ments for the chemical and mineralogical 
composition of magnesia clinker and deve
loped specifications for cement soundness 
tests. With magnesia clinker as the basis 
there was organized manufacturing of mag
nesia slag portland cement specifications 
for which were also standardized. The men
tioned above types of cement were manufac
tured for a long time at one of cement 
plants in the USSR (2) .

The investigations of V.V. Serov were 
further continued and developed by F.P. Byd- 
nikov (5)*  N.A. Toropov (4),. S.M. Boyak 
(5-6), I.Tu. As tansky Q and by other So
viet scientists.

The publications on problems in resear
ching and obtaining cements with elevated 
and high MgO content within the period from 
the Vll-th International Congress on the 
Chemistry of Cement (Paris, 1980) were con
cerned mainly with magnesium oxide effect 
of clinker structure, alite polymorphism, 
mineral formation processes at various tem
peratures (8-iq .

In the recent years there have been pub
lished a number of works aimed at further 
investigation of constructional and engi
neering properties of cements with various 
UgO contents to ensure soudness of cement 
(11-1^) •

Certain countries have introduced alte
rations into their standards as regards the 
permissible MgO content increasing it to 6% 
(USA, India) (13) . Table 1 gives values for 
MgO content and methods of test for cement 
soundness in international standards.

The amount of magnesium oxide acceptable 
In clinker is in the range from J to 6.5%. 
The minimum MgO content in cement can be 

ascribed to absence of the necessity to 
revise the traditions.

The requirement for cement soundness is 
envisaged in standards of all the countries 
(13)» the methods used for testing are 
variouss boiling teat or cold water pat 
test, expansion measuring on cement paste 
samples in boiling or wet stored (le Cha- 
telier test), autoclave test under 2 MPa to 
detect sample expansion.

The Le Chatelier test is most extensive
ly employed as it permits to give a quanti
tative estimation of the cement expansion 
value. But this method doesn’t allow to de
tect unsoundness due to periclase hydration 
and hence it can be only used with cements 
of low MgO contents.

The autoclave test has been standardized 
in 9 countries inclusive of USA, Canada, 
Belgium, Finland. The acceptable linear ex
pansion being from 0-5 (Venezuela) to 1.3 
(Argentina, Belgium).

In the USSB practice when carrying out 
scientific and research works (14 ) for qua
lity assessment of cement featuring eleva
ted JifeO content, the linear deformation of 
bar specimens is determined through auto
clave tests after previous 4-hour boiling. 
In our opinion, such a method of expansion 
assessement makes it possible to reveal 
the effect of both magnesium oxide and cal
cium oxide on this particular characteris
tic.

Special investigations of prof. I.G. JDu- 
ginina on magnesia cement stone expansion 
in autoclave tests disclosed that volume 
deformation manifests itself during iso
thermal curing.

The alterations in the steaming condi
tions consist in lowering the maximum pres
sure, on achieving it, within the time in
terval of 1-1.5 hour, down to 0.6-0.7 MBa 
and then raising it again to the maximum 
one and retaining it constant during 3-»4 
hours. Within the initial stage intensive 
hydration of clinker minerals and crystal
lization of the hydration products take 
place, that strengthen the cement stone '



Table 1
Llagnesium Oxide Contents and Met
hods for Cement Soundness Tests 
in Different National Standards

Country 1%;O con
tent li
mit in 
clin
kers , %

Soundness, h

Method Permissib
le expan
sion

Austria 5-0
Great 4.0 Le Chatelier 10 mm
Britain test
Brazil 6.5 Le Chatelier 

test
5 mm

Denmar k 5.0 Le Chatelier 
test

10 mm

India 6.0 Le Chatelier 
test auto
clave test

10 mm

(at idgO 5/«) 0.8%
Italy 4.0 Le Chatelier 

test
10 mm

Canada 5.0 Autoclave 
test

1%

Prance 5.0 Le Chatelier 10 mm
test or 7 
days water 
storage

PEG 5.0 Boiling test
Czecho- 6.0 Boiling test
Slovakia 4.0
Rumania 2.5-5.0 Le Chatelier 

test
10 mm

USA 6.0 Autoclave 
test

0.8%

USSR 5.0 Boiling test no cracks
Japan 5.0 Bolling test no cracks

structure prior to periclase hydration.
The subsequent curing under 2 IvlSa pressure 
has practically no effect on the value of 
the linear deformation of the cement spe
cimens. The proposed conditions simulate 
cement hardening more exactly.

The question on the method for soundness 
tests and the criterion for its assessment 
with cements featuring an elevated and high 
IjgO content deserve special study and dis
cussion.

When working out chemical and technolo
gical technique which would assist in ob
taining cement withstanding autoclave tests 
at elevated MgO contents, some investigators 

aimed at binding magnesium oxide into che
mical compounds and thus to neutralize its 
detrimental effect on hydration. In doing 
this various additives were introduced into 
the raw mixture, burning temperature was 
changed. The results obtained were rather 
contradictive and therefore couldn't be 
.used in production.

To clear out the possibilities in for
mation of magnesium-containing compounds in 
the field of Portland cement clinker compo
sitions, special investigations were car
ried out to study products of clinker for
mation within the temperature interval from 
7OOcC to 15OO<,C ( .

The raw mixtures contained magnesium 
oxide (on clinker basis) in amounts of 
1-1^6. The control raw mixture containing 
no magnesian component was also investiga
ted. The burning products underwent X-ray 
phase analysis in a DHON-1 apparatus. For 
identification of X-ray photographs use was 
made of the data from the ASTM roentgeno
metry file.

No interference lines which would indi
cate the presence of magnesium silicates 
or spinel in the burning products were 
found on any of the diffractograms in the 
whole of the temperature interval investi
gated, free magnesium oxide was identified 
in the burning products of raw mixtures 
containing MgO. No other magnesium contai
ning compounds were found. Thus it was pro
ved once and again that MgO is present main
ly in a free form from the moment of magne
sium carbonate decomposition till comple
tion of clinker formation.

The research in magnesium oxide effect 
on clinker phase composition and its micro
structure under various burning conditions 

16 have disclosed that the nature of MgO 
effect on clinker microstructure is closely 
connected with the gaseous atmosphere dur
ing burning. At clinker burning in a neutral 
atmosphere presence of magnagi nm oxide in> 
amounts of and above noticeably affects 
the microcrystalline structure - the alite 
and bellte crystals acquire an indefinite 
form.



Clinker burning in a reducing nediuia-im
pairs its microstructure, as compared to 
the control clinker containing no magne
sium oxide, only when IdgO content reaches 
5% and above. The alite and bellte crystals 
of clinkers with 2-3/5 of magnesium oxide 
present had in contrast a more regular form.

Both the phase composition of clinkers 
and their microcrystalline structure change 
under the effect of magnesium oxide depend
ing on the burning conditions. It has been 
found out that with an increase in magne
sium oxide content in clinkers of neutral 
atmosphere burning the proportion between 
the aluminate and aluminoferrite phases 
changes so that the portion of C5A reduces 
while the portion of G2AxF1-x 1псгеазе3, 
This change has no monotonous character 
but reaches a maximum when magnesium oxide 
content is about 37»« With a further increa
se in MgO content the amount of C^A again 
begins to grow.

In clinkers obtained in a reducing at
mosphere this regularity has somewhat anot
her characters - the shift maximum is ob
served at IJgO content of about 2%, and the 
relative value of the phase shift decrea
ses .

The investigations on assessement of 
the effect of simultaneous presence in the 
raw mixture of a mineralizing (CaFg) snd 
alloying (iilgO) components have shown that 
the letters produce a noticeable influence 
on clinker phase composition causing an 
elevated alite and intermediate phase con
tents (17, 18). An increase in magnesium 
oxide content above 3*Q^ results in a de
crease in the amount of high-basic calcium 
silicate.

Incorporation of magnesium oxide in 
amounts up to 3.0% in fluor-containing 
clinkers favourably effects crystallization 
of alite forming mainly a high symmetrical 
modification.

The investigations on admixture distri
bution amonb the basic clinker phases, car
ried out in the "Cauebaks" plant, have de
monstrated, that magnesium oxide is con

centrated mainly in the alnminatH and alu- 
minoferrite constituents.

One of technological methods making it 
possible to reduce the adverse effect of 
an elevated magnesium oxide content on ce
ment quality as regards its soundness is 
introduction of active mineral additives 
into the binder composition.

The favourable effect of active mineral 
adaitives on the results of autoclave tests 
of cements featuring an elevated Ii^O con
tent is accounted by the fact that silica 
present in the additive partially binds 
periclase into magnesium hydrosilicates. Be
sides, during hydrothermal treatment of ce
ment in presence of ash one can j^otice a 
retardation in periclase hydration due to 
an elevated density of the cement stone.

The technological method of introduction 
of active additives into cement with ele
vated l.!gO content has been studied and exa
mined by a number of authors (19-20). Since 
autoclave treatment doesn't simulate ce- ; 
ment hardening under normal conditions, the- ' 
data on hardening high magnesian cements i 
obtained for many years are of great inte
rest for revealing possible consequences due 
to retarded hydration of periclase.

Table 2 represents the results of deter- ' 
mining linear deformations of cements with 
6-6.5^ magnesium oxide contents which were 
water-stored during 20 years (19). The li
near deformations of the cements no matter 
whether they contain or not a mineral addi
tive are rather insignificant. Thus, expan
sion of plain cement on the basis of clin
ker with 6.03% ngO content after 20 years 
of storage in water was only 0.29%, the 
linear expansion for the last five years 
increased in this case only by 0.01%. Ce
ment obtained from clinker having a 6.5%
I.IgO  content without active mineral additi
ves in 10 years of hardening showed linear 
expansion as high as 0.30% and 1 n 19 years —
O.p1%. It should be noted that this cement 
failed autoclave tests on soundness (ex
pansion being 12.2%).

Introduction of a 15% mineral additives



Gement Soundness and Linear Deformation under Normal Hardening 
Conditions

Table 2

Description of 
Cement Additive

Linear expansion, %

Autoclave 
test at 
2 MJbi

Hardening Duration , years

1 5 5 10 15 20

Clinker of pilot plant burning at LlgO = 6.54%

Plain cement 12.2 0.13 0.22 О.25 О.ЗО О.31 ' О.32

Tripoli earth 0.33 0..06 0.09 0.10 О.13 0.14 О.15

Fly ash 0.43 0.08 0.13 0.14 О.15 О.15 О.17

Tuf 0.16 0.10 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.18 0.20

Commercial clinker AlgO = 6.03%

Plain cement 11.3 0.10 0.16 O.I9 0.25 0.28 О.29

Tripoli earth 0.11 0.07 0.11 0.14 О.17 0.20 0.20

Fly ash 0.07 0.06 0.11 O.I3 0.16 О.17 0.18

Commercial clinker I-IgO = 5.22%

Plain cement 5.28 0.13 0.20 0.24 О.29 О.ЗЗ О.34

Tripoli earth 0.15 0.06 0.10 О.15 О.19 0.20 0.21

Fly ash 0.16 0.07 0.12 0.14 О.17 О.17 O.I7

Commercial clinker DgO = 1.13

Plain cement 0.02 0.07 0.09 O.O9 0.12 О.13 О.13

(Tripoli earth, tuf, fly ash) into cements 
as seen from Table 2 noticeably diminished 
linear deformation of cements both under 
water hardening and in autoclave treatment.

For example, expansion of plain cement 
obtained of clinker with a 5*22% MgO content 
after 20 years amounted to 0.29%, an<^ with 
Tripoli earth and fly ash introduction the 
same 0.20 and 0.18%, respectively.

The 20-year storage specimens of cements 
produced on the basis of clinker with 6.03% 
magnesium oxide content were studied using 
roentgenographic and derivatographic met
hods of analysis. The data obtained point; 
to the presence of unhydrated periclase (re
flection 2.09-2.10 A) in the hardening pro
ducts along with magnesium hydroxide (re
flection values 2.35-2.36; 1.570-1.574 A). 
By application of calibration mixtures fea
turing various magnesium oxide contents the 
amount of residual periclase in the cement 
stone of plain cement and cement with a 15%

Tripoli earth additive was determined. It 
comprised 1.64 (+0.1%). The degree of peri
clase hydration in 20 years of cement har
dening constituted 72% in the first case 
and 68% in the second case.

The X-ray photographs show no interfe- 
rentional lines which could be attributed 
to magnesium bydrosilicates. The possibi
lity of formation of the latters (chryso
tile-type) in hardening under normal condi
tions cements with addition of the ash, 
Tripoli earth, trass and other siliceous 
materials has been marked in publication 

(22).
No magnesium hydrosilicates were either 

found in specimens of cement stone by a de
rivatographic analysis. The whole of the 
thermograms irrespective of additives pre
sent in cement show endothermal effects at 
150°C (calcium hydrosilicates), 420-430eC 
(magnesium hydroxide), 545-55OeC (portlän- 
dit) and at 820°G (hydrosilicates and cal-
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cium corbona-be). With the help of infra
red spectroscopy calcium carbonate was de
tected in hardening products (lines at 713> 
875 and 1430 cm-'').

filectron-microscope investigations on 
specimens at 20 years storage in water in a 
scanning microscope provided no means to 
reveal the variations in cement stone struc
ture depending on active mineral additives 
present in the cement.

The cement stone on the basis of the 
control cement (plain) only features more 
pores which are larger than those in spe
cimens of cements with fly ash and Tripoli 
earth additives. The whole of cement stone 
specimens are characterized by a dense 
mass and pores partially or completely 
filled with hydration products in a form 
of plates and needle-like crystals.

Investigations carried out by Dr.
S.S. Kehsi have made it possible to look 
into the composition, soundness, strength 
of high-magnesis cement (up to 15?5 i%0) 
with a fly ash additive (20-40%) (20, 21) 
at 14 years hardening.

It has been ascertained that incorpora
tion of fly ash in high-magnesia cement 
has an efficient stabilizing influence on 
technical characteristics of such a binder. 
The compressive strength as well as the 
tensile strength of high-magnesia cement 
without fly ash appreciably falls even af
ter 90 days of storage in water at 27+2°С, 
while introduction of 30% fly ash ensures a 
steady strength development during the first 
five years whereupon it remains constant. 
The expansion of high-magnesia cements con
taining fly ash and without it at 14 years 
storage in water was 0.239 and 1.833%» re
spectively. Incorporation of fly ash brings 
about no changes in the composition of the 
hydration products of high-magnesia cements, 
so in specimens of 14 years storage in wa
ter OSH, ettringite, .^(C--)-, Ca(0H)2, 
CaCO^ and residual inhydrated i.feO were in- 
dentified.

■Practically the whole of investigations 
on the effect of hydraulic additives on 

magnesian cements properties points to 
their favourable action. This technological 
method would assure obtaining of high-qua
lity magnesian cements and application of 
dolomite limestones.

The production practice has proved that 
magnesium oxide impedes obtaining of high- 
quality cement. In view of this technologi
cal methods aimed at raising the product 
quality are under development at cement 
plants. Significant works in this field 
have been carried out by LI.A. Teixeira de 
Castro (23) .

As mentioned above, according to the 
Brazil standards the permissible magnesium 
oxide content in cement is up to 6.5%. The
refore the problem on provision of manufac
turing high-quality magnesian cement is of 
great urgency.

The major recomuendations on improvement 
of the quality of high-magnesia cements 
are as follows:
- fine grinding of raw mixture;
- thorough mixing of raw mixture;
- sharp burning of clinker in oxidizing 

atmosphere;
- fine (possibly repeated) cement grind

ing ;
- clinker should feature:

a) as high tricalcium silicate content 
as possible;

b) elevated iron content
For each plant and its raw base the 

mentioned conditions should naturally be 
refined, but they are obligatory to a cer
tain degree. Unfortunately the work under 
consideration doesn't touch upon the sub
ject of cement soundness provision by auto
clave tests, but adduces data obtained in 
Le Chatelier tests.

Currently the problems on the phase com
position of clinkers featuring various mag
nesium oxide contents as well as the ef
fect of chemical and technological factors 
(chemical composition and fineness of raw 
mixtures, cement fineness etc.) on the pro
perties of magnesian cements have been stu
died fully enough (24, 25).



However t;here are no data on organiza
tion o£ сош..-ärcial magnesian ceuient manufac
ture. Different standards for assessment of 
cement soundness not alxvays allow to compa
re characteristics of cements obtained and 
investigated, moreover, there is no unifi
ed opinion on suitability of autoclave ce
ment test since, as it has been found, its 
results are influenced by some other fac

tors.
The results of physiconechanical tests 

and linear expansion values obtained on 
long-term hardening under normal conditions 
have evidently a great importance in solv
ing the problems under consideration. The
se data for 25->O years of cement harden
ing would allow to evaluate cement charac
teristics and methods for cement testing.
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Introduction

Due to the pernicious effect that the magnesium oxide 
effectuates on the stability of the concrete's volu
me, generally the contents of Mg in Portland cement 
are restrained in the legislation of the countries 
of the world. Although, the presence of Mg in raws 
mixes can also generate important benefits. The MgO, 
for example, is a well known fluxing agent, and it 
improves the burnability of raws; and it also accele 
rates the rate of combiantion of lime. Besides this7 
if the formation of periclase in the clinker could 
be diminished or delayed, there would be the impor
tant chance of using in the elaboration of the cement 
big calcareous beds useless nowadays by problems of 
dolomitization; and many times with important increa 
ses of costs due to the provision of lime stone with 
less contents in magnesium oxide, worked out in more 
grievous conditions.

In the present work a special emphasis has been put 
in the study of the modifications that the compo — 
nents of the liquid phase of the clinker (aluminates 
and ferrites) undergo, and the micro-structures that 
are generated by the presence of a certain quantity 
of MgO.

Bibliography about this subject isn't abundant. Ne
vertheless, we can consider the Studies of Mdller-He 
sse and Shwiete (1), Midgley (2), Woermann et el. 
(3), Locher (4), and Miyazawa and Tomita (5) about 

the capacity of aluminates and ferrites to incorpo
rate MgO in their crystalline lattices, and the 
studies of Dreizler et al. (б), Christensen (?), Bu 
cchi (0), Budnikow"and Worobjew (9), Guye (1O), Ra- 
machandrSn (11), and Nikiforov et al. (12) about 
different aspects of the role of MgO in Portland 
cement.

Experimental Procedure

The materials used in the realization of this work 
have been laboratory reactives of a high degree of 
purity (99%): CaCOy, ^2^3* Fe2^3 and *'№• The proce 
dure to whom these compounds were submitted is des
cribed in the fallowing way»

Five mixtures in correspondence with five composi
tions of the ternary system C-A-F (see Table 1) 
"are prepared.

- A study by Differential Thermal Analysis of each 
compositions was made.

- Pellets, of about 0.4 gr. belonging to each compo
sition, were made using for it a 7 mm - internal 
diameter cylindric mould and an hydraulic press 
that was activated to a pressure of 4 free tons.

- The tablets, introduced in tiny platinum crucibles 
were submitted to a thermic programmed treatment 
(similar to the DTA) in a vertical laboratory fir 

пасе with an attached programmer controller of tern 
Perature. This thermic treatment (identical for all

Table 1
CaO (wt%) Al203(wt,J

PL'^yy-itiDn 1 42,1 23,7 31,2

composition 2 53,1 26,2 16,7

ComDQSitlari 3 49,5 35,0 15,S

composition й 41,8 34,9 23,3

cpmoQSition 5 44,9 45.3 9,6

the compositions 
except in the fi 
nal temperature 
that was reached) 
consisted in the 
pressn-ation of 
tre sample up to 
1100SC during 
25 minutes,heat 
it inmediatelly

up to 150080 (at a veloci—
ty of 4080/min.), preserveTable 2

compositions
temperatures oF 
treapnent (s') '

1 ano It ygc 1050 '

2 and 2* MgC 1355 - 1285
1210

3 and 3+ MgO 132S - 1185

4 and 4+ 1^0 1370 - 1290

1242 - 1145

5 and 5+ MgO 12B0 - 1190

1130

ter it was taken out of 
in an air current.

it 10 minutes at that tem
perature and finally cool 
it at a velocity of B»C/ 
min. until it reached the 
required temperatures. 
These temperatures wore 
different for each compo
sition and they depended 
on the results obtained 
before by DTA.Table 2 
shows the list of tempera 
tures selected in each 
case.

Once the required tern 
perature was reached, the 
sample was kept during an 
hour at that same tempera 
ture and inmediatelly af-

the furnace and quenched

- The quenched samples were analysed by infra-red 
spectroscopy and by X-ray diffraction (Table 3 re
sumes the data obtained with these methods). They 
also were prepared for its observation through re
flected light optical microscopy.

- All the stages described up to here, were repeated 
one by one with the same compositions given in Ta
ble 1, but all of them doped with 6.5% of MgO.

Results and Discussion

In figure 1 and 2 the results obtained in the studyby 
DTA about the thermic behaviour of the five chosen 
compositions are shown.

In the DTA curves (in the section corresponding to 
the heating), compositions 1, 2 and 3 show a double 
peak that indicates consecutives meltings. The first 
of these peaks presents its maximum at about 1315=0 
and the second one presents it in a range of tempera 
ture that goes from 1340ec to 137Sec. ”

Compositions 4 and 5 present an only peak assignable 
to the melt with the maximum over 1320eC.

Concerning with the cooling, all the compositions, 
except number 3, show two peeks corresponding to con 
secutive solldifications. The first one in a range”
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of temperatures between 1321 and 1239ec and the se
cond one between 1225=C and 113280. Composition No 3 
presents an only peek of solidification with a nd. — 

nimum at 12B2BC.

With the base of these data it is described and ex
plained the results obtained for each compositions

Composition No.1

From micrographs 1 and 2 and from Table 3 it is in- 
fered the evolution of this composition when the 
temperature falls: First the ferritic phase crysta- 
llzes in needles shapes, and among the needles .a 
poorly crystallzed material, rich in Al, solid! — 
fles. As the essay temperature decreases, the kind 
of texture doesn't change but the material that ird. 
tlally was nearly vitreous, has been transformed 
into a heap of tiny crystals of CA that rest upon 
a whitish base of ferritic nature though clearly 
different from the already mentioned ferritic need
les. This reveals that two ferritic phases with di
fferent contents in Fe and in Al have been farmed; 
this is logic if it is considered that when CA 
crystallizes from a rich in Al melted phase, segre
gations are produced; this helps to form a second 
ferritic phase poorer in Al than the primary need
les. The IR spectroscopy sustain these deductions^ 
h**** the bands of absorption in the 650-730 cm 
zone (characteristic of vibrations FeOj wouldn't 
be observed as continuous if it existed one only ■ 
phase; an only ferritic phase would produce defini
te bends in determinate frequencies._pie same thing 
can be said about the band in 570 cm , attributed 
to Al-Ю vibrations of ferritic phase that do not 
appear single and clear and this because surely 
existes an overlapping of Al-0 bands due to more 

than one ferritic phase.

The IR spectroscopy is also in agree with the exis
tence, at a high tempo- 
rature of aluminates 
that aren't crystallized 
because in 780-600 cm 
zone (characteristic of 
AIO4 vibr.), it is ob
served a difusae absor- 
tion. By XRD the presen 
ce of a little amount 
of crystallized CA is 
detected, it really co
rresponds to some crys
talline nucleus of the 
monoal und. nate.

The composition No. 1 
lies down upon the pri
mary field of crystal 11^ 
zation of CgFss and 
upon the area of compa
tibility CA-C_Fss; this 
carroboratss that the

Table 3 
IR and X-ray examination

1202 1132

dia-

V= 02 C /min 
T(2C)

crystalli
zation se
quence des 
cribed for 
this com
position is 
in agree 
with the 
equilibrium 
established 
in the ter
nary 

gram C-Ar-F.

Fig. 1

Composition No. 2

CorTpcsition 2 lies 
upon the primary 
crystallization 
field of the CaD 
and upon the 
triangle of compa 
tlbUity C-C3A- 
C Fss. This compo 
sition presents 
at the highest 
temperature of 
treatment a vi
treous solidifi

cation that on the microscope is seen as an uniform 
and grayish mass. Although not only the IR spectros
copy but also the XRD (see Table 3) discovers the pre 
sence of CA traces and a little of ferritic phase 
(type C A9F). When the treatment temperature diminis
hes, a texture like the one of micrograph 3 is found. 

In this microstructure, that doesn't have posterior 
changes, it is observed a great number of dark and 
long crystals of C A that are homogeneously distribu
ted upon a surface of clear colour and of ferritic 
nature. Decreasing the treatment temperature a little 
bit more, it is observed that the degree of crystall! 
zation of the phases improves. The ferritic phase

COOLING

gets on being rich in Al.

Composition No. 3

This composition presents a microstructure as the 
ones of micrographs 4 end 5. Apparently, two only 
phases appear but the presence of 3 phases is dedu
ced through XRD and IR spectroscopy C^A^, C3A and 
ferritic phase. Ferritic phase (the clearest one) 
is rich in Al and crystallizes in shape of small need 
les that are partially cut by aluminates (tinier crys 

tails but longer). Composition 3 shows us a case 
where the prexiralty of the succesive temperatures of 
crystallization, don't allow the observation of inter 
mediate stages. This composition lies upon the prima
ry field of crystallization of the C A, near the boun 
dary that separates this field with that of C„Fss and 
also near the ternary eutectic CgA - C Fss - Б^А?. 

This justifies the similitude between the texture
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MIC. 1 comp. 1 (13BO«C)

MIC. 4 comp. 3 (11B5SC)

I—I CIS/-"

•—i

MIC. 5 comp. 3 (1185»C)

MIC. 6 comp. 4 (1370еС)

MTC. 7 comp. 4 (12908C)

MIC. 8 comp. 4 (114580)

MIC. 9 comp. 5 (128080)

MIC.10 comp. 5 (11308C)

found in this composition and the typical texture of 
the compositions that lie upon the primary crystalH 
zation field of C^Fss, because the early crystallize 
tion of the CgFss, when the amount of crystallized 
CgA isn't big yet, enables the formation of this kind 
or texture.

Composition No. 4

Microscopy (micrographs 6,7 and 8),XRD and,IR spec
troscopy give the following data about tine develot>-

ment of this composition with the temperature.In a
first stage, ferritic crystals with needle shape soli 
dity and among them, an amorphous material rich in Al 
In an ulterior stage,the vitreous material crystalli
zes in the shape of tiny crystals of CA at the same
time that the ferritic needles grow slighty. Finally, 
all the crystals (ferrites and aluminates) grow and 
Increase their degree of crystallinity considerably, 
locating the GA crystals upon a base of ferritic ori
gin that on the micriscope presents a lighter colour
than the one of the ferritic needles; so that two fe
rritic phases with diffe 
rent proportions of Fe 
and Al are formed.

This composition shows a 
great similitude with can 
position 1 and this is lo 
gica because compos! - 
tion 4 is also localetd 
upon the primary crysta

MIG. 11 comp 1 M (13S08C)

MIC. 12 comp 1 M (10508C)

MIC. 14 comp 2 M (12858C)

i—I 6
MIC. 15 comp 2 M (1285SC)

I—I /So Z*
MIC. 16 comp 3 M (1185ЯС)

I—I 6
MIC. 17 comp 3 M (118580)

I—- 4ZT Л —
MIC. 18 comp 5 M (12808C)

MIC. 19 comp 5 M (119O>C)
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llization field of the C^Fss and upon the compatibi
lity area CA — C^Fss. The only difference between 
both compositions is that composition 4 is richer in 
Al and it is nearer to the boundary CA - C2Fss; this 
makes that this composition will have a bigger pro
portion of CA and a less proportion of ferritic pri
mary phase . The rest of the resultants are interpre 
ted exactly the same as in composition 1.

Composition No.5

The solidification of this composition.can be desert 
bed in the following ways First dendritic crystals 
cf C „Ay begin to nucleate and grow (this crystals 
that1Iie upon a slightly devitrified and rich in Al 

bass can be seen in micrograph 9); afterwards and 
due to the annealing it can be observed an increasing 
in the dendrites size together with an eutectic cryss 
tallization where C^2A7’ GA and a fe3rritic PhaSB 
rich in Fe solidify simultaneously (see micrograph 
10). The facts described for composition 5, are in 
good agree with the situation of this composition in 
the equilibrium diagram. Composition 5 lies upon the 
primary field of crystallization of the 
upon the triangle of compatibility C12A7 "* C2Fss -GA'

Effects of the MgO

The addition of a 6.5% of MgO to each one of these 
compositions produces a group of effects that can be 
described in the following way:

In composition 1, the MgO acts upon the nature of the 
phases and upon the evolution of microstructure (see 
Table 3 and micrographs 11 and 12). Concerning with 
the nature of the phases, MgO helps to form in 
detriment of monocalcic aluminate and favours the 
formation of an only ferritic phase; concerning to 
the evolution of the microstructure, MgO alters the 
temperatures when the phases begin to crystallize.

When it is added to composition 1, 6.5% of MgO, it 
is observed that at a high temperature ferritic phase 
with a little of periclase crystallizes (crystalline 
aluminates aren’t detected). When the temperature di
minishes, together with the ferrites, it crystalli
zes a tiny amount of C A^. The final texture found 
is similar as the one of composition 1 without MgO, 
although the stages of crystallization are produced 
in lower temperatures, this gives us an idea of the 
fluxing action of MgO.

The presence of C^A^ instead of CA, gives also an 
idea of the power of Mg to replace the Ca atoms in 
the lattice of producing Mx^12^7*

The ferritic phase is also affected by the presence 
of MgO, because it appears an only ferritic phase, 
rich in Fe (richer than C.AF). This is infered 
by IR spectroscopy, becouse (jif the situation of the 
band that appears in 705 cm .

As it was mentioned before, composition 4 has many 
things in common with composition 1: its final mi

crostructure scarcely changes with the presence of 
MgO (see micrograph 13); what logicallychanges, are 
the temperatures of the stages of crystallization.

Also, and the same as it happened with composition 1, 
in presence of MgO, the only aluminate that crystalli 
zes in composition 4 is the C^A^. Also there is an 
only one feritic phase.

The differences between compositions 1 end 4 with 
addition of MgO, are due to the positions of each of 
these compositions in the diagram C-A-F.

Being composition 4 richer in Al we found more amount 
of aluminate and also a ferritic phase richer in Al
(type CgA^F), hipothesis based on 
band found in the IR spectra near

the position of a 
to 720 cm .

Besides this, with respect to the effect of MgO on 
composition 4, there is an important detail in rela
tionship with the fluxing power of the compound and 
is the vitreous solidification of the sample quenched 
at the highest temperature. Composition 2 doesn’t 
change appreciably by the presence of MgO in relation 
to the nature of the phases that are formed in the 
different tested stages, but at 13S0aC the fluxing 
effect of the MgO and the primary crystallization of 
ferrite are observed.

From the microstructural point of view there are chari 

ges that deserve being mentioned (see micrographs 14 
and 15); in composition 2 predominates an eutectic 
crystallization, but in presence of MgO a very clear 
separation between ferrites and aluminates is obser
ved (aluminates have a considerable size); besides due 
to the aspect of aluminates (it is observed a union 
of tiny crystals) it can be said that an eutectic 
crystallization happened though not in the magnitude 
when MgO wasn't present. About the ferritic phase it 
can be said that is a rich in Al one.

Micrographs 16 and 17 show the microstructural evolu
tion of composition 3 in presence of MgO. Textures 
are similar when MgO wasn’t present; nevertheless the 
presence of this oxide makes crystals have a grater 
size. What before were ferritic needles, very well 
farmed, now they are crystals withan indefinite Shape. 
Aluminates conserved its lengthened shape. It is also 
observed with a great clearness aggroupments of tiny 
crystals separated by ferritic phase.

It is important to express again the fluxing power 
of the MgO (the sample of high temperature with MgO 
is amorphous).

Finally, and concerning to composition No. 5, we have 
to say that MgO effectuates a quite perceptible 
action principally from the point of view of the na
ture of the phases.

In presence of MgO isn’t detected anything of CA but 
although it is found much C^A^ and also some C A. 
Logically this has a repercussion over the studied 
microstructures. The kind of texture is similar but 
when the nature of the aluminates is changed, diffe
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Fences are detected (see micrographs 18 and 19), such 
as the exposure that the crystalline mass presents, 
fact that is surely connected with the data that the 
IR spectroscopy adduces about the C A found in the 
sample of 128020, that has a big symSa^ry.

To finish this study it is suitable to appoint that 
the amount of periclase found in almost the total 
cases, has never passed the traces.

Conclusions

— it Is added 6.5% wt of MgO to the compositions 
of the system C-Ar-F studied in this work, the MgO 
comes into the lattice of the aluminates in substi 
tution of calcium, generating (С M ) A in the 
compositions that being absent Mg^roäuce ?A and

Мх)зА ln those where it is formed C A . And 
also the Mg gets into the lattice of the ferritic 
phase,

■ The modifications observed in the microstructures 
by the effect of adding MgO is generally justifia 
ble by the fluxing ection of this compound and/or 
by the modifiestiüv. that magnesium oxide introdu 
ces in the epullibrium of the phases.

- The Mg incorporated to the primary С.„IV, lattice 
improves notably its structural order.
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EFFECT OF HIGH MgO CONTENT IN CEMENT UPON-TERM PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE

1. Introduction

The various national cement standards, prescribing 
the permissible limits for magnesia in cement, list 
maximum values from 3.0 up to 6.5 7=. This limita
tion of the MgO content is due to the potential 
negative effect of uncombined magnesia (periclase) 
on concrete durability.

Any increase of the permitted magnesia content in 
cement would be of great practical importance, offe
ring a considerably increased choice of raw materi
als for cement manufacture.

Up to date, there is no firm evidence that cements 
with 7 - 8 % MgO in clinker cause any deterioration 
of concrete specimens either in laboratory tests or 
in practice. Most of the investigations on MgO 
expansion are carried out on neat cement paste or 
mortar specimens and only very limited data exist 
on either concrete specimens or concrete construc
tions. To our knowledge, the only long-term tests 
in concrete were carried out by Gonnermann et al 
(2) and jhowed no strength loss for concrete cylin
ders -made *iith autoclave- unsound cements with 
7 - 10 % MgO even after 15 years of water storage.

A quick and reliable performance test would make 
the stringent MgO 1imitatations superfluous. The 
only standardized performance test available and 
used in practice, the ASTM autoclave test, has been 
subjected to serious criticism. The main objections 
against this autoclave test have been summarized by 
Mehta (1):

The autoclave test conditions force the crys
talline MgO to hydrate and expand whereas in 
normally cured concrete, the MgO hydrates at 
a rate too slow to be of any consequence

The magnitude of the expansion in neat cement 
bars caused by hydration of free MgO or CaO 
may be high, but in corresponding concretes 
it is not even high enough to cause cracking

No correlation has ever been shown between 
the autoclave test specification limits and 
the soundness of concrete.

In 1981 a research program was initiated at the 
Technical Center of "Holderbank" Management and Con
sulting Ltd. on the long-term properties of con
crete produced with cements containing an elevated 
amount of MgO to classify the relevance of the 
autoclave test from the viewpoint of concrete as 
well as the justification of the low limiation of 
the MgO content in cement. Besides Portland cement, 
blended Portland cements - a cement type which has 
recently been gaining in importance - were also in
cluded in the investigation. In the following, the 
presently available results of our long-term re
search program are presented and discussed.

2. Experimental work

2-li_Materials_used

An industrially produced ordinary Portland cement 
and three blended cements, prepared from ordinary 

Portland cement and various hydraulically active 
additives, were used for the investigations.

The ordinary Portland cement's clinker, containing
7.5 % MgO, was produced in a wet process kiln under 
normal operating conditions in order to achieve the 
maximum autoclave unsoundness for the given MgO 
content. As microscopical observations showed, the 
clinker contained a large amount of coarse, crystal
line periclase as' well as large clusters of peri
cl ase.

The blended cements were produced by blending ordi
nary Portland cement with 20 % additives, namely 
preground blast furnace slag, natural pozzolan and 
fly ash.

The chemical composition and fineness of the ordina
ry Portland cement and of the hydraulically active 
additives are shown in table 1.

The Bogue mineralogical composition of the ordinary 
Portland cement, the free lime content and the 
periclase content are shown in table 2. The peri
clase content was determined by means of the X-ray 
diffraction method using the principal reflection 
at d = 2'106 A.

*) MgO content in clinker = 7.5 %

Table 1: Chemical composition of cement and additives

Portland Cement Fly ash Slag Pozzolan

L.o.i. (%). 0.87 3.2 1.0 4.4

Si02 18.4 50.8 34.3 70.7

A,2°3 5.8 25.2 9.0 13.1

Fe2°3 3.3 7.8 0.92 1.5

CaO 59.7 3.2 43.7 1.8

MgO 7.I*1 2.1 5.6 0.31

S03 1.92 1.8 3.5 0.05

K20 1.3 3.9 0.66 3.4

Na20 0.14 0.53 0.51 3.9

Ti02 0.31 0.86 0.45 0.19

МпД 0.10 0.10 0.39 0.05

P2°5 0.23 0.19 0.03 0.09

Cl 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.06

Blaine (cm^/g) 3210 4060 3240 4950

Table 2: Mineralogical composition of Portland cement

C35 54.1 %

C2S 12.0 %

C3A 9.8 %

c4af 10.1 %

Periclase (XRDA) 5.8 % (in clinker 6.1 %)

Free lime (acc to ASTM) 1.9 I (in clinker 2.0 %)



212._Preparation_and testing

The cements included in the long-term program were 
tested on concrete slabs. The slabs, 100 x 50 x 7 
cm in size, were prepared from concrete mixes con
taining a constant 300 kg cement per ni of concrete 
and natural aggregate of 32 mm maximum grain size. 
The water content of the concrete was as required 
to reach a concrete consistency of 7.5 + 1 cm 
slump. The concrete slabs were cured for up to 7 
days in a curing room at 20°C and 95 % relative 
humidity. Thereafter, one slab of each concrete mix 
was deposited at the outdoor testing facilities in 
Holderbank, Switzerland, while the other one was 
kept in the curing room. The outdoor storage of 
slabs is shown in Fig. 1.

The slabs were tested after 28- days, 0.5, 1, 2, 3 
and 4 years. Further tests are foreseen after 5, 10 
and 20 years. In addition, concrete cores from the 
4 year old slabs were exposed to autoclave treat
ment according to the ASTM procedure and tested 
thereafter.

On the concrete slabs, the following tests were 
carried out:

Compressive strength tests on cores (dia. 50 
mrr. and h = 5.6 mm) drilled from the slabs; 
each strength test result quoted represents 
the average of 6 cores.

Ultrasonic pulse velocity measurements with 
the aid of a Pundit apparatus.

Periclase and microstructure investigation by 
means of light microscopy on polished cross
sections of cores.

Determination of the periclase content by 
means of X-ray diffraction, using the mortar 
fraction of the cores. The content of peri
clase was recalculated as a percentage of the 
total concrete mix, including ccarse aggre
gate and assuming no hydration of periclase 
in the reference 1-day old concrete.

The cements were also tested on standard soundness 
tests according to the Le Chatelier and ASTM auto
clave method.

3. Discussion of the results

The autoclave expansion of the cements is - with 
the exception of pozzolanic cement - excessive and 
higher than that specified in ASTM. The high auto
clave expansion is due to the high periclase con
tent and the elevated amount of free lime in the 
cement (table 3).

The concrete, however, shows after four years no 
signs of deterioration, and a continuous strength 
gain can be observed over the entire 4 year testing 
period in all concrete slabs stored indoor 
tTig. 2). The ultrasonic pulse velocity measurement 
confirms these findings. At the outdoor facilities, 
some degradation of the concrete due to free-

Table 3: Physical properties of cements and concrete slabs

Г
1 Cement
I

1.....................
1 PC

1
1 PC/FA

1
1 PC/SL

1 i
1 PC/POZZ 1

1 Proportioning
1

1 100 1 80/20
1
1 80/20

1
1 80/20

1 
1

1 Blaine (cm /g) 
j

1 3210 1 3380
1
1 3180

1
1 3580

1 
1

1 ASTM autocl.(X)
1 .

1 7.14 1 8.00
1
1 6.39

1
1 0.45

1 
1

1 Le Chatelier(im) 
j

1.75 1 0-75
1
1 LOO

1
1 2.25

1 
1

I Concrete slab |1 1
1 
1

1 
1

1 
1

1 W/C ratio 1
j j

1 0.56
1
1 0.56

1
1 0.56

1
1 0.58

1
1

1 Strength(N/mm2) |
1 j

: I 0 1 I 0
1
1 I 0

1
1 I

1
0 1

1 28 days 1 35.9 35,0 1 34,7 32.4
1
1 36.5 36.5

1
1 33.8

1
29.8 1j 0.5 year j 51.1 46.4 1 45.5 42.8 1 49.9 46.0 1 43.2 39.3 11 1 year j 53.6 44.8 1 45.9 44.2 152.4 48.8 1 44.0 38.2 11 2 years | 56.2 51.4 1 48.1 45.7 1 54.8 53.5 1 45.5 43.4 11 3 years j 58.7 55.0 1 50.2 46.0 1 58.2 55.2 1 46.0 44.0 j

1 4 years | 60.7 57.6 1 52.5 46.6 1 60.8 55.0 1 46.9 42.9 j
1 4 years and | 1 1 j
1 autoclave j 65.1 1 55.9 1 69.3 1 56.8 1
1 UPV (m/sec) 1 1

I
1

1
1

1
1 28 days j 4700 4645 1 4667 4560 1 4711 4560 1 4571 443S iI 0.5 year j 4837 4733 1 4861 4768 1 4849 4678 1 4756 4613 I
1 1 year 1 4849 4814 1 4397 4837 1 4849 4802 1 4745 47И ;
1 2 years | 4875 4802 1 4897 4849 1 4873 4825 I 4768 4733 f
1 3 years | 4921 4802 1 4945 4791 1 4873 4791 1 4837 468= 1
1 4 years j
1 1

4958 4766 1 4929
1

4745 1 4890
1

4779 1 4795 
L

4633 1

I » Indoors (curing room) 
0 = Outdoor facilities 
UPV = Ultrasonic pulse velocity

Table 4: Periclase in Portland cement concrete (XRD analysis)

Age of concrete % of reference periclase content in
concrete (%)

1 day (reference) 100 0.73
4 years 70 0.51
4 years and autoclave 40 0.29

zing/thawing cycles is 
not been air-entrained 
frost resistant.

observed as the concrete had 
and thus is not sufficiently

The microscopical investigation and X-ray diffrac
tion analysis of the concrete shows that part of 
the periclase has hydrated within the four years 
without any harmful expansion. The microphotograph 
of the 4-year old concrete shows the position of a 
periclase containing clinker particle which has par
tially hydrated. Periclase crystals can be seen 
also in the hydrated zone of the clinker particle 
(Fig. 3).

During the autoclave treatment, periclase is fur
ther hydrated, again without any negative effect on 
concrete properties. On the contrary, the concrete 
experienced a substantial strength gain. Part of 
the periclase remains unreacted, even after the 
severe autoclave treatment as shown in the micropho
tograph (Fig. 4) and confirmed by X-ray diffraction 
analysis. The results of the X-ray diffraction ana
lysis of concrete made with the Portland cement are 
shown in table 4 and figure 5, indicating the 
reduction of periclase content in concrete during



the 4 years of normal curing and autoclave treat 
ment.

These findings suggest that the periclase is hydra
ting very slowly at normal curing conditions in 
concrete and without impairing the concrete pro
perties.

The main reasons for the absence of any detrimental 
effect of periclase in concrete in contrast to the 
ASTM autoclave test are the lower percentage of 
periclase in concrete compared to neat cement paste 
and the slower rate of periclase hydration in con
crete under normal curing conditions compared to 
tne autoclave curing. The stresses developed by 
slow hydration of the smaller amount of periclase 
begins to act after the mature concrete has gained 
sufficient strenth. On the contrary, in the auto
clave test the sudden development of expansive for
ces due to periclase hydration easily surpasses the 
cohesive forces of the relatively immature and weak 
cement paste. The autoclave test has therefore no 
practical significance for the performance of con
crete in practice.

4. Conclusions ■

Both Portland cement and blended Portland cements 
produced with a clinker of 7.5 % MgO content show 
satisfactory properties in 4-year old concrete, 
even when the major part of the MgO is present as 
coarse crystalline periclase. It can thus be conclu
ded that the current cement standard specifications 
regarding the permissible MgO content in cement are 
not adequate and even hinder the economical use of 
cement raw material resources. The investigations 
confirm the irrelevance of the ASTM autoclave test 
for the performance of concrete in practice, al
ready stated already by other investigations.
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Fig. 3: 4 year old Portland cement concrete, arrows 
indicate periclase crystals
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Fig. 2: Strength development of concrete

Fig, 4: 4 year old concrete, autoclaved, arrows 
indicate periclase crystals

Fig. 5: X-ray diffraction analysis of concrete 
(C = calcite, P = periclase, Q = quartz)



SÜR LA FORMATION DES PHASES NOUVELLES DANS LE CLINKER LORS DE LA CUISSON DES 
MELANGES CRUS A BASE DES PRODUITS SECONDAIRES

Lors de la planification du developpe- 
ment ult^rieur de la oimenterie, une atten
tion toujours croissante est falte A I’uti- 
lisation des produits seoondaires et des 
d6chets des autres industries.

A present, les particularit6s des pro- 
prietes des melanges crus et celles des 
processus de formation du clinker, en cas 
de 1'utilisation des laitlers et des cend- 
res d'une nature differente en qualit6 du 
constitant alumosilicate ou de 1*addition 
de correction, sont etudi6es en detail.

La plupart des laitiers, des cendres et 
des autres produits secondaires se distin- 
guent du constituent argileux utilise dans 
la production du ciment par une teneur ele- 
vSe en sesquiäxydes, en particuller, en 
oxyde d*aluminium. Lea particularit6s des 
processus de formation des min^raux lors de 
la cuisson des melanges crus bas6s sur les 
produits secondaires sont d^termin6es jus
tement par cette distinction.

Les recherches des dernieres annees 
montrent que lors de la cuisson des char
ges de ciment crues dans lesquelles le con
stituent argileux se trouve remplace par le 
laitier ou les cendres, 11 est utile d’ob- 
tenir les clinkers en vue de la production 
du ciment Portland particulier; ciment ä 
haute teneur en alumine, ciment ferreux, 
ciment ä durcissement rapide sur la base 
des sulfoaluminates ou des fluroaluminates 
(en cas de la presence d’une quantite ne
cessaire de sulfates ou de fluorures).

Les syst6mes de sulfates et de fluoru
res jouent un role toujours croissant en 
vue de produire les eluents contenant les 
mineraux dans la composition desquels en
trent les sulfates et les fluorures, en 
particulier, les mineraux se formant sur la 
base des sesquoxydes (plus souvent de 1’oxy
de d’aluminium) et sur la base des composes 
mentionnes.

Il est natural que la particularity de 
la production des ciments de ce type con
state dans 1’utilisation du cru riche en 
sesquloxydes ce qui est typique pour une 
serie des produits secondaires les plus

employes.
Au cours de l’6tude des proprietes d’un 

grand nombre de clinkers et de ciments ob- 
tenus ä partir des charges crues dans les
quelles on a utilise, en quality du con
stituent alumosilicate, les cendres prove
nant du charbon mineral avec une introduct
ion simultanee des adjuvants de modifica
tion en sulfates ou en fluorures, nous 
avons etabli la possibility d’obtenlr les 
ciments repondant aux exigences du "ГОСТ" 
(norme d’Etat) ä une augmentation considy- 
rable de la teneur en oxyde de magnesium 
dans le constituent carbonate.

Les normes de tous les pays concernant 
les ciments ont une exigence nycessaire 
pour la quantity maximum admissible de MgO 
dans le clinker de ciment Portland. Cette 
teneur limlte en MgO correspond У 3-5 %. 
La cause principale de ces limitations est 
un danger de 1’expansion tardive du ciment 
lors de l’hydratation du MgO est une parte 
de resistance qui у est directement НУе. 
Les limitations de la teneur en MgO dans 
la composition du clinker retrecissent con- 
sidyrablement les ressources de matläres 
premidres de la cimenterie et compllquent 
1’exploitation des glsements isoiys, puis- 
que 1’oxyde de magnesium entre en grandes 
quantites dans la composition des roches 
carbonatees dee plusieurs gisements sous 
forme des inclusions des calcaires magne- 
siens et dolomitiques.

Les recherches des procydys en vue 1’ob- 
tenir les ciments de haute quality avec une 
teneur elevee en oxydes de magnesium dans 
la composition du clinker ont une grande 
importance pratique. A present, on conside
rs comma le fait etabli avec une ргУс1з!оп 
asses süffisante que I’oxyde de magnesium 
est represente dans la composition du clin
ker de ciment Portland essentiellement sous 
forme de la periclase. Certaine sa quantite 
se trouve en Уtat de dissolution dans le 
constituent vitreux du clinker. Une part 
ddterminye de MgO, grace aux substitutions 
isomorphes, entre dans la composition des 
mindraux principaux du clinker. Par example, 



jusqu'A. 1,5 % de MgO se trouve dans 1*ali
te, 1-3 % - dans les alumoferrltes de cal
cium, jusqu’ä 2,5 % - dans I*aluminate tri
calc ique et 6 % - dans la phase vitreuse.

Une serie d’essais montre que lots du 
refroidissement rapide du clinker la quan- 
tite d’oxyde de magnesium dans la composi
tion de la phase vitreuse augments« Par 
consequent, sa quantite plus faible reste 
sous la forme de la periclase et les grains 
de cette derniere ont des dimensions plus 
petites par rapport au regime normal de 
refroidissement (1, 2)« La pdriclase sous 
forme finement dispers6e est capable de 
s’hydrater simultanement avec les autres 
mineraux de clinker et ne cause pas de 
grandes contraintes locales lors du proces
sus de durcissement• Les garanties d’une 
cristallisation plus fine de la periclase 
et sa distribution plus homogene dans le 
clinker peuvent etre consid^röes comme des 
mesures permettant d’augmenter la quantity 
admissible du MgO dans le ciment. Selon 
les donn£es des auteurs de l’6tude (3), 
I’utilisation d’un mineralisateur fluori- 
tique lors de la cuisson favorise la forma
tion des cristaux plus fins de la periclase 
et leur distribution homogene dans la masse 
de clinker.

La possibllite d’augmenter la teneur en 
oxyde de magnesium dans la composition du 
mAlange cru a etd observes lors de la ca- 
racteristique des particularites portant 
sur la composition et les proprietes des 
clinkers obtenus A l’aide des cendres uti- 
lisees en quality du constituent alumosi- 
licate de la charge (4)« En cas de la te
neur en MgO du melange cru allant jusqu’A 
6 %, I’expansion d’autoclave du ciment pr6- 
рагб sur la base du clinker de cendre con- 
atitue 0,3 %. En cas de I’utilisation de 
I’argile, le clinker ayant les memes va
lours du coefficient de saturation (CS) et 
la meme module alumlne est caractArisA par 
one expansion de 6,5 %, dAjA ä la teneur 
en MgO egale A 5,5 %.

Pour resoudre les probldmes d’obtentlon 
du ciment Portland standard avec une teneur 

Alevee en oxyde de magnesium, beaucoup de 
chercheurs ont ete Orientes vers le choix 
de la composition mineralogique optimum du 
clinker et vers 1’introduction des certains 
adjuvants.

Les resultats des essais (5) montrent 
qu’aux autres conditions egales et A la 
quantite Äquivalente de MgO dans les clin
kers, I’expansion d’autoclave des ciments 
diminue considerablement a mesure de 1’aug
mentation de la teneur en SO^ dans le clin
ker. Selon l’opinion de 1’auteur, I1intro
duction des sulfates peut neutraliser 
l’effet negatif sur les propriAtes des clin
kers du A une teneur elevee en MgO. En cas 
de la presence des sulfates, on peut obte- 
nir un ciment se caracterisant par une sta- 
bilite de volume si le clinker contient 
jusqu’A 6 % de MgO. Pour calculer la quan- 
titA nAcessaire du SO^ dans la composition 
de clinker, on propose la formula sulvantes

% S03 = 0,67 (% MgO - 2) .

En cas de la teneur en MgO jusqu’A 2 %, 
son influence nAgative se neutralise par le 
fait qu’il entre dans la composition des 
phases de clinker. Pusque I’utilisation des 
cendres en qualitA du constituant cru rend 
utile l’obtention des ciments A partir des 
ciments A haute teneur en alumlne jusqu’aux 
ciments ferritiques alnsl que des ciments 
A base des clinkers contenant les adjuvants 
des sulfates et des fluorures, nous avons 
AtudlA la possibilitA de fabrication des 
ciments mentionnAs avec une teneur AlevAe 
en MgO dans la composition du cru. A cette 
fin, on a prAparA quatre types des clinkers 
ayant une haute teneur en MgO* Les melangee 
crus non° 1, 2, 3 (tableau I) s'approchent, 
d’apres leurs compositions, du mAlange cru 
destlnA A la fabrication du ciment Port- 
lant normal* Dans ce mAlange cru, le con
stituent argileux a AtA completement remp— 
lacA par la cendre* Les compositions des 
melanges crus non° 4, 5, 6 correspondent A 
la composition du mAlange cru destine A la 
fabrication du clinker ferrltique* Les me- 



langes crus pour les clinkers n° 7, 3, 9 
contlennent 3>5 % de gypse. Les melanges 
crus destines aux clinkers non° 10, 11, 12 
ont eu 1,5 % de С8?2е Lors de la fabrica
tion de tous les clinkers, on a utilise en 
qualite du constltuant alumosillcate les 
cendres prevenant des charbons mineraux. 
La composition chl-nlque des cendres est 
la sulvantex SiOg - 52,4-6#, AlgO^ - 23,54%; 
Fe2O^ - 9»96%; CaO - 6,24%. Pour augmenter 
la teneur en MgO, on a Introdult dans tous 
les melanges crus une quantlte differente 
de magnesite. La temperature de cuisson des 
clinkers a ete de 155O-136O°C. La cuisson 
a ete falte selon un regime lent, et le re- 
froidIssement a ete effectue dans 1’air.

Les analyses petrographlques montrent 
que tous les clinkers se caracterlsent par 
une distribution homogene de la periclase 
par la masse des grains. Dans les clinkers 
n° 1-6, la masse princlpale des grains da 
periclase a des dimensions de 5 ä 17ju. . 
Dans les clinkers obtenus avec les adju
vants de gypse ou de fluorure de calcium, 
les dimensions moyennes des grains de pe
riclase sont de I - 10jx. La quantity de 
periclase dans ces clinkers est un peu 
plus petite que dans les autres clinkers. 
La teneur en oxyde de magnesium non lie a 
ete determine selon la methodologle de 
1*Institut "Glprocement" (6).

La determination de la composition ml- 
neraloglque des clinkers obtenus par la 
methode d’analyse chlmique rationnelle n’a 
pas permis de fixer une variation qulques 
peu considerable en quantite des mlneraux 
isoles, ä 1’exceptlon d’une certaine aug
mentation de la teneur en CaO libre. Sur la 
base des clinkers obtenus, ё 1’aide du broy- 
age en cornmun avec 1*adjuvant de gypse 
(5-5%)» on a fabrique les clments pour les- 
quels on a determine 1’expanslon llneaire 
apres le traitement d'autoclave ä 2,1 MPa 
et la limite de compression (tableau 2). 
Lors de la fabrication des clments ä base 
des clinkers contenant du SO^, 1’addltlon 
de gypse a constltue 3 %, tandls que pour 
tous les autres clments cette derniäre a

ete de 5 %• La surface speciflque des cl
, p

ments a ete de 2900 - 3100 cm /g. Les cl
ments prepares avec I'utillsatlon des cen
dres en quallte du constltuant alumoslll- 
cate ont une stabllite de volume ä la te
neur en MgO jusqu'a 6,0 - 3,0 %. En cas de 
la fabrication du clinker de clment Port
land normal sur la base des melanges crus 
dans lesquels on a utilise la cendre en 
quallte du constltuant alumosillcate, 11 
est possible d’augmenter la teneur en MgO 
jusqu’a 6 %. Si on Introdult dans la com
position des melanges crus prepares avec 
I'utillsatlon des cendres, des adjuvants 
supplementalres de correction ou de mod if1- 
catiön, en vue d’obtenlr des clments Port
land particullers, on peut augmenter la 
quantlte de MgO admissible jusqu’a 8 % et 
plus. Le clinker de clment Portland ordi
naire obtenu avec I’utillsatlon des cendres 
provenant des charbons mlneraux se distin
gue par une quantlte eleve de la phase vl- 
treuse alumoferrltlque (25-23 %). La quan
tlte de cette phase augments de plus dans 
les clinkers du type ferritlque (jusqu’ä 
40 %). C’est pourquoi, 1’augment at Ion de la 
teneur admissible en MgO de ces clinkers 
peut etre expllquee par la presence d’une 
plus grande quantlte de cet oxyde sous for
me des solutions solides dans la composi
tion de la phase vitreuse alumoferrltique.

La cause de 1’influence favorable des 
additions de fluorures et de sulfates sur 
les proprietes des clinkers avec une teneur 
elevee en MgO n’est pas suffisamment claire 
ä pr6sent. A premiere vue, une Influence 
positive des additions des sulfates, en cas 
de l’obtention des clments avec une teneur 
elevee en MgO, pourralt etre expllquee par 
une formation, due aux reactions d'dchanges, 
du MgSO^ dont la temperature de la disso
ciation est de 1135°C. Done, lors de la 
cuisson jusqu’A la temperature mentionnee, 
une partie de MgO peut se trouver dans la 
composition du sulfate de magnesium ce qul 
favoriseralt 1'inhibition du processus de 
recrlstallisatlon accumulative de la peri
clase. Gependant, un tel mecanisme chlmique



Tableau 1

Clin
ker , 
nu
mero

n P OS
Teneur 
totale 
en MgO, 

%

Quantite 
de MgO 
Libre, 

%

1 0,99 1,15 0,89 4,5 2,27
2 0,99 1,15 0,39 5,5 3,13
5 0,99 1,15 0,39 6,0 3,93

4 0,73 0,63 0,39 6,0 2,35
5 0,73 0,63 0,89 7,0 3,65
6 0,73 0,63 0,89 8,0 4,43

7 1,76 2,50 0,32 6,0 2,35
3 1,76 2,50 0,32 7,0 3,15
9 1,76 2,50 0,32 3,0 3,53

10 1,29 2,53 0,77 6,0 2,57
11 1,29 2,53 0,77 7,0 3,45
12 1,29 2,53 0,77 3,o 3,90

de l’lnfluence des sulfates exigeralt leur 
quantite considerable pour former MgSO^. 
L’action des sulfates pourrait etre expli- 
quee egalement par une formation en leur 
presence du compose ^Ca’MgSO^ dans la com
position duquel une partie de MgO est fixes 
sous forme du MgSO^. Dans le travail (7) on 
parle de la possibilite de formation d'un 
tel compose lors de la cuisson des melan
ges C^A + MgSO^. Pourtant, 11 est neces
saire d'avoir dans ce cas dans la composi
tion du clinker une quantite eLevee de SO^ 
et de AljO^ pour neutraliser 1*influence 
negative cu IQjO. Les donnees experimenta
les disponibles (5) montrent que la quan
tity necessaire de est beaucoup plus 
petite par rapport a celle dont on a be- 
soin pour former MgSO^. Apparemment, en 
presence des adjuvants des sulfates lors 
de la cuisson des clinkers avec une teneur 
elevee en MgO, des composes se forment se 
caracterisant par une grande valeur du rap
port MgO/SO^. C’est pourquol, nous avons 
effectue des recherches supplementaires 
ayant pour but une dtude de 1*interaction 
dans les systemes MgO - Al^O^ - MgSO^ et 
MgO - SiO2 - MgSO^. Selon nos donnees, on 
n'a pas effectue des recherches sur des 
systemes semblables ainsl qu'on n’a pas men-

si

I
Tableau 2 :

Ci
ment , 
nu
mero

Tene- Expansion 
ur en linealre

Limite de resistan-
ce ä la compressi

on, MPaMgO,
7.

des echan
t illons- 
poutrelles,

"A
3 
jours

7 
jours

28 
jours

1 4,5 0,26 17,5 32,1 40,6
2 5,5 0,37 16,3 31,0 39,1
3 6,0 0,52 15,8 29,7 38,4

4 6,0 0,19 17,4 24,3 42,5
5 7,0 0,23 16,0 20,8 39,5
6 3,0 0,45 14,7 21,9 40,5

7 6,0 0,13 23,1 31,1 40,7
8 7,0 0,21 21,9 29,3 39,4
9 3,0 0,30 22,2 29,3 38,6

10 6,0 0,17 34,1 42,9 49,5
11 7,0 0,26 31,7 41,1 43,1
12 3,0 0,29 30,3 39,7 47,5

tionne une formation des composes quelcon- 
ques relatifs aux systemes cl-dessus en cas 
de la cuisson du clinker de ciment Portland 
ä une teneur elevee en MgO.

La formation du sulfoaluminate de cal
cium (ЗСа'СаЗО^) dans le Systeme CaO-AljO^- 
-CaSO^ (7, 3, 9) et du sulfoaluminate de 
baryum (4Ba0-Al20^*BaS04) dans le systems 
BaO-AlgOj-BaSO^ (10) permet de supposer la 
formation du sulfoaluminate de magnesium 
dans le systems Mg0-Al20^-MgS04. L'analyse 
chimique et ä rayons X des produits de la 
cuisson ä double reprise des melanges MgCO 
AlgO^ et MgS04 (cuisson effectuee dans les 

3

fours electriques ä la temperature de
1000-1300°C et avec le maintien de 2 heures) 
temoigne de la presence de 1’interaction 
chimique avec une formation d'une phase 
nouvelle qui se decompose progressivement 
en cas de 1’augmentation de temperature 
ulterieure. La composition de la combinal- 
son qui se forme s’approche de 
3(MgO*Al2O^)"MgSO^. Il est ä noter que la 
formation de la comblnaison nouvelle s’ef- 
fectue plus completement en cas de la cuis
son des melanges se composant du MgCO^, 
A120j, MgS04 par rapport ä la cuisson des 
melanges MgS04, MgO’Al^O^ synthetise prealab-



lenient. Selon les donnees prelimlnaires, le 
sulfoaluminate de magnesium qui se forme n’a 
pas de proprietes llsntes. Lors de la forma
tion du compose mentionne, 1 % de SO fixe 
environ 2 % de MgO et 1,3 % de Al^O,^

Nous n'avons pas examine 1*interaction 
dans le Systeme MgO-AlgO^-Mg^, mais par 
analogie avec le meme Systeme contenant CaO, 
on peut supposer la probabilite de la forma
tion du fluoraluminate de magnesium en pre
sence des fluorures. La possibilite de for
mation du sulfoaluminate de magnesium lots 
de la cuisson des clinkers avec une haute 
teneur en MgO (pour le compte du SO, se 
trouvant dans la composition du clinker) est 
en bonne concordance avec les publications 
concernant 1'influence du MgO sur la compo
sition mineralogique du ciment (Ц) qUl 
montrent qu'en cas de 1 * augment ation de la 
teneur en MgO, la quantite du C,A dans le 
clinker diininue tandis que la quantite d’ali
te s’acoroit. La quantite de C,A peut dimi- 
nuer grace ä la fixation du Al^O, en sulfo 
aluminate de magnesium. A la diminution de 
la,quantity de C^A, une quantite supplemen- 
taire de CaO se degage pour former C,S.

Selon les donnees des auteurs de la ■ 
recherche (II), ies silicates de magnesium 
et les spinelies ne se forment pas lors de 
la cuisson des charges crues contenant une 
quantite 61ev6e de MgO. La quantite princi- 
pale de MgO se trouve dans le clinker sous 
forme de la periclase. En cas de 1’intro- 

, duction du fluorure calcique dans la charge, 
.. on ne fixe pas egalement une formation des 

composes quelquonques. On n’observe qu’une 
variation du caractdre de cristalllsation 

: de la periclase disponible. En mSme temps,
G.D.  Ouryvaeva montre dans ses recherches
(12) la prdsence d’une certaine quantit6 des 
silicates de magnesium: montitshellite 
(CaO*MgO»SiO2), okermanite (2CaO‘MgO*SiO-), 
mervinite (3CaO-MgO‘2SiO2) dans les clinkers 
A une quantite elevee de MgO cults ä des 
temperatures de 1200-1300*0. Si la tempera
ture de cuisson est port6e jusqu’a 1400- 
1500*0, la quantite des silicates de magne
sium diminue, et la teneur en periclase aug- 

mente. Apparemment, la cause des diverg9D. 
ces des donnees disponibles consiste dans 
la determination de la composition minera
logique aux differente stades de cuisson.
Il est possible que les silicates de magne
sium ci-dessus representent des composes 
intermeoiaires qui se forment lors de la 
cuisson du clinker de ciment Portland ayant 
une telle composition.

Nous avons suppose que la formation des 
silicates de magnesium mentionnes est la 
consequence de l’existence, ä des tempera
tures plus basses, des autres composes in- 
termediaires sur la base desquels, en cas 
de 1’augmentation de temperature de cuis
son et de la presence du CaO, 1’apparition 
des montitshellites, des okermanites et des 
mervinites est possible. En presence des 
adjuvants de sulfates et de fluorures lots 
de la cuisson du clinker de ciment Portland 
ayant une quantite elevee de MgO ä des tem
peratures de 300-1200*0, des sulfosilicates 
ou des fluosilicates de magnesium peuvent 
se former en quallte des combinaisons in- 
termediaires dont la composition chimique 
hypothetique, par analogic avec les sulfo
silicates et les fluosilicates de calcium 
peut etre ecrite comma la suivante: 
2(Mg0«SiO2)MgSO4 et 2(MgO«SiO2)MgP2.

L’analyse des melanges MgCO, * Si02 * 
+ CaS04 et des melanges MgCO, * Si02 + MgS04 
cults h des temperatures de 800-1300*0 con
firme l’existence de 1’Interaction qui peut 

■ etre арргё01ёе d’aprds la dynamlque de la 

fixation et du degagement du groups de sul
fate. Les combinaisons qui S9 forment com- 
mencent ä se decomposer mSme Д des tempera
tures ddpassant 1100*0.

Bn tenant compte des faits mentionnes, on 
peut representer le schema de formation d’une 
partie de la pdriclase qu’on peut detecter 
dans les clinkers cults de la faqon suivan
te:

environ 1100*0
2(MgO«S102).MgSO4---- -  2(Mg0.S10P)+MgS021

1155OC 4
MgS04------ MgOtSO,



S1

2 (MgO«SiO2 )-r2GaO —2  (CaO«MgO • S1O2) ou 

2(Mg0»Si02)2CaO-2Ca0«Mg0«2310 2TMs0 ou 

2(MgO-S102)3CaO-3CaOMgO2S10 2+MgO

*

**

****

SI la temperature de cuisson augmente, 11 
se produit une substitution ulterieure du 
MgO par CaO dans la composition des silica
tes de magnesium

1300-1400°C 
CaO,MgO,S102+CaO ------- 2CaO»S102+MgO ou

2CaO*MgO«2SiO 2+2CaO---- ^2(2CaO*S10 2)*MgO  ou

3CaO«MgO-2Si02+CaO---- — 2(2CaO«SiO2)i-MgO

D’une fason analogue doivent se ddrouler 
les reactions de formation des silicates de 
magnesium et de leurs transformations en 
silicates de calcium avec le degagement du 
MgO si le compose intermedialre initial est 
un fluosilicate de magnesium.

Selon le schema propose sur le deroule- 
ment des reactions, on peut voir qu’en pre
sence des adjuvants des fluorures ou des sul
fates dans le cru, la composition mlneralo- 
glque des matldres cuites ä une large gamme 
de temperatures (de 800 ä 1400°C) se carac- 
terlse par une teneur considerable en oxyde 
de magnesium dans la composition des combi- 
naisons intermSdiaires. La formation de la 
periclase s’effectue progressivement, ä me- 
sure de la decomposition de ces combinai- 
sons. La formation de la periclase suivant 
ce schema peut expllquer sa distribution ho
mogene et la cristalllsatlon sous forme des 
grains fins en cas de la presence des adju
vants de gypse et de fluorine dans le cru. 
Ce fait est illustr6 dans la recherche (II) 
et est confirme par nos propres donnees.

Pour rdsoudre la question sur la possibi
lity de la conservation partielle des combl- 
naisons intermydiaires mentionnees dans la 
composition du clinker cult, des essais supp- 
16mentaires sont necessalres.
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DUBCISSüLMT DU CIllnNT PORTLAND A TRNDUR SLtiVES SN OXYDE DE MAGNnSIUl.: ET EN 
AUTRitS COL-IPOSITIONS I.IAGNESIENNES

L’Institut technologique de Belgorod pre
sente une etude concernant les compositions 
ä haute teneur magnesienne qui sont proches 
das compositions de ciment Portland et des 
compositions liantes, pareilles au ciment 
Sorel. Le but de cette recherche est d*uti- 
liser les calcaires dolomitiques a haute te
neur magnesienne dans la technologie du ci
ment Portland et d 'emplouer plus largement 
les compositions liantes ä haute teneur ma- 
gnesienne en conferant ä ces dernieres des 
proprietes differentes.

Tout d'abord, nous avons tache d'obtenir 
le ciment de bonne qualite ä partir du cal- 
caire dolomitique en cas de la concentration 
de 1 'oxyde de magnesium dans le clinker plus 
de 5 % en masse et d'studier l'influence des 
regimes differents et des conditions de dur- 
cissement sur la regularity du changement de 
volume lors du durcissement.

Nous avons etudie les melanges crus d'une 
large gamme de compositions avec des coeffi
cients de saturation de 0,85 ä 0,95 a module 
alumina - 1,5 - 2,2 et ä module silicique
2,1 - 2,2. Ges melanges crus contenaient 
dans le clinker 5-Ю % en masse d'oxyde de 
magnesium, des impuretes des composes des 
alcalis, du fluor, du phosphors et du souf- 
re. Les adjuvants mineralisants accelerant 
les processus de formation des silicates a 
des temperatures de 1100 ä 1550°C, stabili- 
sent les solutions solides du silicate di- 
calcique, type etc et сб’ et dimnnuent la 

temperature de 1'apparition du clinker fon- 
du de 5O-7O°C. Si la temperature de cuisson 
est de 1100'- 1500°C, des solutions solides 
se forment s 'echelönnant entre le mervinite 
et le silicate dicalcique et ayant la struc
ture oC - kxxx temperatures mentionnbes, 

il est possible la formation dans ces char
ges des CagAgSiOg, Ca^lügAl^O^, 1^Ре20д. La 
decomposition des phases contenant du magne
sium s'effectue ä des temperatures superieu- 
res а 155О°С. La diminution de I'intensite 
de reflexion du periclase a ete observeee 
lors de 1'introduction des adjuvants comp
lexes qui favorisaient simultanbment la 
cristallisation de gros cristaux d'alit®

(jusqu'a ЮО^уУ ). On observe 1'augmentation 
de la teneur en mineraux (par rapport ä la 
teneur calculee), en particulier, de la te
neur en aluminoferrite de calcium. Les pa
rametres de resistance des ciments (1:0 tab
leau I) obtenus ä partir des clinkers avec 
les inineralisateurs complexes temoignent de 
leur haute qualite. Pour tous les delais de 
durcissement, le ciment magnesien avec les 
adjuvants complexes a inontre une resistance 
plus haute et un accroissement relativement 
plus actif de cette resistance.

Tableau 1

Resistance des ciments durcissant dans 
1'eau, 20°C

n° 
du 
ci
ment

Tene
ur en 
oxy de 
de 
mag
nesi
um

Addi
tion 
du 
minb- 
rali- 
sa- 
teur

Resistance 
s i on, I.IPa

a la compres- 
, ä 1 'age de

jours
7 
jours

28
j ours

1100 
jours

1 0 0 34 46 74 82
2 10 0 26 53 62 77
3 10 1 38 54 63 110
4 10 2 42 66 106 156

Le vaporisage dans 1'autoclave des echan- 
tillons de ciment avec une haute teneur en 
oxyde de magnesium est inserb dans les nor- 
mes de la majority des pays. Cependant, le 
traitement d'autoclave ne simule pas le dur
cissement des ciments dans les conditions 
normales correspondaiiT. au service du beton. 
C'est pourquoi, noi.. nvcns observe pendant 
quelques annbes le durcissement des ciments 
magnesiens en vue de determiner les conse
quences possibles dues a 1'hydratation tar
dive du periclase.

Les deformations linbaires des bchantil- 
lons prismatiques faits de la pate de ci
ment (10x10x60 mm) qui ont durci dans 1*eau 
pendant 6 annees sont montrees sur la fi
gure 1. L'examen de ces bchantillons ne de- 
tecte pas de defauts sous forme des fissu
res, des incurvations des prismes, de 
1'bcaillage de surface. Vers six ans de
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Fig. 1 <■ Changeaent de module d'elasticite 
(1-4) et de deformations lineaires 
(1 '-4 ’) de la pierre de ciment dur- 
cissant dans 1'eau a 00°G. Four les 
designations, voir Tableau 1 

cissement, les deformations lineaires du ci- 
ment n°2 atteignent ü,p8 R. L'allonbement 
maximum est observe chez le ciment fait A 
partir du clinker obtenu sans mineralisa- 
teur. Le degre d’h^aratation du periclase 
dans le ciment calcule selon les donnees de 
1'analyse therinobraviiaetrique attaint vers 
6 ans de durcissement 12,6 - 1J5,4 %•

Les essais d'autoclave ent ete effectues 
selon la norme de magnesium. Tous les ci- 
ments contenant IjgO jusqu’ä 10 % ont montre 
un changement de volume irregulier. La va
lour d 'expansion des echautillons ^rismati- 

ques du ciment variait de 10,a 51,00 %. 
Cependant, le degre d ’hydratation du peri
clase apres le vaporisage dans 1'autoclave 
a 6t6 de 87 - 96 ■/,.

Nous avons etabli que la deformation des 
ciments magnesiens ddpendait de la duree et 
des conditions de leur durcissement. Un dur- 
cissement süffisant de la structure de la 
Pierre de ciment avant le traitement hydro
thermal favorise la diminution de 1'expan
sion magnesienne.

Fig. 2. Begime comun (I) et regime propose 
(2) du traitement d'autoclave. De
formations lindaires des echantil- 
lons de ciment vaporises selon les 
regimes 1(1’) et 2(2*)

Il est connu que les produits d 'hydrata
tion aux periodes initiales de durcisseaent 
ne sont pas stables. Gela est confirms par 
les variations en temps des proprietes elas- 
tiques et de deformation de la pierre de ci
ment (figure 1). La cristallisation des byd- 
rosilicates dans la pierre de ciment dur- 
cissante est accompagnee d’one chute de re
sistance. Cependant, dans deux ans de dur- 
cissement, s.i en juger d'apres les variations 
peu considerables du module d’elasticite dy- 
namique, I’equilibre s’etablit, et a 1'ave- 
nir, la pierre gagne des proprietes stab
les .

Les ciments qui ont montre un changement 
de volume irregulier un Jour apres le gacha- 
ge (expansion 6-10 en cas de la teneur en 
oxyde de magnesium de 6,5 - 7 % en masse) 
ont subi les essais d'autoclave ä 1'age de 
2 ans de durcissement dans I'eau. Dans ce 
cas, les ciments sur la base des clinkers 
avec les min t.r alls ate urs complexes posseda- 
ient une plus haute resistance (5 a 5 fois).

On estime que I’essai des ciments magne
siens par le vaporisage (2 l.IFa, 5 neures) 
assure 1’hydratation complete du periclase. 
Eu determinant le degre d’hydratation du 
periclase pour les ciments fabriques a 
1’usine (teneur en L-JgO - 4,5 - 5,0 % en mas
se) et pour les ciments de laboratoire (te- 
neur en RgC’ - 5 - 6 % en masse) qui ont subi 
les essais normalises, on a constate que la



Fig. 3- Variation de I’intensite des pics 
de diffraction des mineraux sur les 
diffractogrammes des charges en fon- 
ction de la temperature et des addi
tions. 62? - charge comptee sur la 
formation du 2Ga0-Fe20^; N et Ы -
- additions sous forme des carbona
tes Na2G05 et HgCO^; GgF et MF -
- charge comptee sur la formation 
du SCaO-FSgO^ et i^gFegO^ ä rapport 
1;1

quantite de 1’oxyde de magnesium passe en 
brucite etait limite de 30-45 %.

Une etude specials sur 1’expansion mag- 
nesienne de la pierre de ciment dans 1’auto
clave montre que les deformations de volume 
se manifestent ä la periods du maintien iso- 
thermique (fig. 2). Le regime modifie du 
vaporisage consists dans le fait qu’аргёд 

1’obtention de la pression maximale, on la 
diminue pendant 1-1,5 heures gusqu’a 
0,6 - 0,7 MPa, apres quoi, eile est repor- 
tee ä la valeur maximale et est maintenue 
constante pendant 3-4 heures. Dans ce cas 
ä la periods initiale, il у a une hydrata
tion intense des mineraux de clinker et une 
cristallisation des produits d’hydratation 
qui menent au durcissement de la structure 
de la pierre de ciment avant le debut 
d'hydratation du periclase. Le maintien ul- 
terieur a 2 n’influe pas pratiquement 
sur les valeurs des deformations lineaires 
des echantillons de ciment. Le regime pro
pose simule plus precisement les processus 
de durcissement du ciment dans les condi
tions normales et il est recommande, au 
lieu du regime existant, pour les essais 
des ciments contenant du magnesium en vue 
de determiner la regularite du changement 
de volume.

Pär consequent, si on assure un degre 
d’hydratation assez haut ä 1’aide de la 
structure solide de la pierre de ciment qui 
rend plus difficile I’acces de 1’eau au pe
riclase et qui est capable de resister ä 
1’expansion magnesienne, on peut garantir 
un changement de volume regulier a des con
centrations plus hautes en oxyde de magne
sium par rapport ä celles prevues par les 
normes.

Dans la deuxieme partie de notre recher
che, nous avons täche d *utHiser la dolo

mite en qualite du constituant cru obliga- 
toire. L'utilisation des roches carbonatees 
ä haute teneur magnesienne en qualite du 
constituant de depart lors de la production 
des ciments speciaux augments les ressour- 
ces de matidres premieres.

Actuellement, on travaille activement 
dans le domaine de la creation du liant ef- 
ficace pour 1'agglomeration des concentres 
de mineral de fer finement disperses. Des 
Hants obtenus ä partir des concentres de 
minerals de fer et du constituant du flux 
contenant de 1'oxyde de magnesium peuvent 
etre les plus perspectifs. Dans la metal- 
lurgie, on utilise largement la dolomite en
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qualite du flux.
Le but de oette rectierche est d'obtenir 

le liant susceptible d 'augmenter la fluidite 
et le pouvoir de desulfuration du laitier de 
haut fourneau ce qui est assure ä l'aide de 
l'oxyde de magnesium contenant dans les flux. 
Cependant, les normes de tous les pays limi
tent la teneur en oxyde de magnesium dans le 
ciment Portland.

Nous, avons räussi ä synthetiser le liant 
ferreux contenant de l'oxyde de magnesium 
jusqu'ä 18 % en masse. Dans le Systeme la 
serie Ca0-Si02-Al205-Fe20^-Mg0 on a choisi 
ä cinq Constituante la serie des mineraux 
suivantsi C2F-C2S-C4AF-MF-MgO. La quantite 
d 'oxydes acides de silicium et d'aluminium 
est limitee dans le Systeme ce qui est une 
condition necessaire de la composition opti

mum.
Les charges crues ont ete obtenues sur 

la base des calcaires ä differente teneur 
en oxyde de magnesium, de la dolomite et du 
concentre de mineral de fer. Le silicate 
dicalcique (forme ), les aluminoferrites 
et la solution solide du fer magnesifere 
dans le periclase constituaient les mine— 
raux principaux des compositions syntheti— 
sees. Dans les agglomeres ferreux on a 
trouve1- de nouvelles ferrites calciques-ma- 
gnesiques - Ca Idg (Fe2O6). La composition 
des formations nouvelles depend des con
ditions de cuisson et du rapport des agents. 
Le liant nouveau durcit ä. l'air. L'activite 
d 'hydratation depend de la composition mi- 
neralogique ou une influence decisive est 
exercee par la ferrite calcique-magnesique 

et les fers magnesiferes.
Les melanges comptes sur la formation 

des ferrites calciques et magnesiques ä 
rapport C2F:MF = I ont ete analyses par la 
methode de phase ä rayons X. On a etabli la 
suite de formation de la ferrite dicalcique 
en cas de 1'introduction des additions ca- 
talytiques, de l'oxyde de magnesium ä des 
temperatures de 800 ä 1300°C. La variation 
de I'intensite des refexions principales 
est montree sur le diagramme (fig* 5)* 

L'introduction des combinaisons alcali- 

nes тёпе a la formation des carbonates mag- 
nesiquea et calciques doubles qui condition- 
nent 1'apparition des matieres fondues eutec- 
tiques perturbant la topochimie de forma
tion des mineraux.

L'oxyde de magnesium de la dolomite 
comptee sur la formation de la 

ferrite dicalcique favorise 1'apparition 1 
du fer magnesifere qui passe ensuite en 
bain fondu. La ferrite calcique-magnesique 
Ca2Mg(Fe206) apparaJt dans le bain fondu.

i$n cas d'une teneur considerable en oxy
de de fer dans le bain fondu, la formation : 
des ferrites calciques-magnesiques est ra- 
lentie ä cause de la diminution de solubi- 
lite de l'oxyde de calcium. Les combinai
sons alcalines diminuent la viscosite des 
matieres ferreuses-magnesiques en fusion 
ce qui favorise la formation des mineraux 
et diminue 1'Intervalle de temp6rature de 
la cristallisation. jin presence des mine- 
ralisateurs, 1'assimilation de l'oxyde de 
fer s 'acheve presque dans toutes les char- , 
ges a une temperatures diminuee de 100- 
200cC. Apparemment, cela est conditionne 
par'la formation des ferrites alcalines.

Il results de la figure 3 que le mine- 
ralisateur se trouvant dans la charge comp
tee sur la synthäse des ferrites dicalci- 
ques et magnesiques fait varier les condi
tions de formation des mineraux, de solubi- < 
lite de la ferrite de magnesium et celles . 
de cristallisation de la ferrite calcique- 
magnesique ä partir du bain fondu. En pre
sence du mineralisateur, ä la temperature 
de 1100°C, les oxydes de magnesium, de cal- *■ 
cium et de fer passent completement dans 
le bain, et le fer magnesifere у passe par- 
tiellement. La cristallisation simultanes , 
des ferrites calciques et magnesiques est y 
accompagnee ä la temperature de 1300°G par 
un degagement d’une grande quantite de pe
riclase.

Dans la charge (CgF + MF)M, le fer mag- i( 
nesifere se forme ä la temperature de 
800о0, la quantite maximale est observes *' 

a la temperature de 900°G, la matiere fon— a< 
due apparait ä une temperature diminuee de
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Fig. 4. Influence des compositions des fer
rites calciques sur la resistance 
des ectiantillons hydrates.
1 - C2E; 2 - 02M
3 - C2F.'.iJ 4 - C2PW 

1OOcC et a une plus large Intervalle de 
temperature en. ce qui concerns la stability. 
Le fer magnesifere se cristallise le pre
mier, ensuite c’est la ferrite calcique- 
magnesique qui se degage. L*inProduct!on du 
nineralisateur dans la charge mene ä une 
assimilation precoce de 1’oxyde de fer, a 
1'apparition du bain fondu et ä une forma
tion relativement a des basses temperatures 
de la ferrite dicalcique. La quantite de 
ferrite dicalcique reste a un meme niveau 
ä des temperatures de lOOQ-HJO’C. A la tem
perature de 12OO°C, un degagement rapide et 
complet de la ferrite calcique-magnesique 
est observe.

L’accroissement de resistance des compo
sitions synthetisees avec le temps est 
montre sur la figure 4. On a essaye les 
echantillons prepares de la pate ä rapport 
B/S = 0,26. La ferrite calcique-magnesique 
se distingue de la ferrite dicalcique par 
une plus haute activite d 'hydratation. La 
di minution de resistance des compositions 
C2ra et C2FLIJ s ’explique par une hydrata
tion ralentie des mineraux en cas d’addi
tion das mineralisateurs.

A 1’aide de la spectroscopic ä resonan
ce y-nucleaire, on a determine la distri
bution des ions seien les positions cris- 
tallographiques. Les valeurs calculees des

Sig. 5. Oinetique de durcissement de 1'oxy
de de magnesium c: i. par la solu
tion de 1'aluminate de sodium

rapports des ions de fer se trouvant dans 
les positions octaedriques et tetraedriques 
sont en bonne correlation avec les donnees 
sur la resistance ä 1’age c'un mois.

Les recherches effectuees ont permis 
d 'elaborer les parametres technologiques en 
vue d’obtenir un ciment ferreux special avec 
une teneur en oxyde de magnesium jusqu'a 
18 % en masse sur la base des roches a haute 
teneur megnesienne.

On a etudie egalement les oroprietes 
liantes de 1’oxyde de magnesium gäch/ par la 
solution d'aluminate de sodium contenant de 
1’alcali. La ma tic-re de gachage est consti- 
tuee de residua industriels.

Les matieres de depart pour synthetiser 
le liant ont ete representees par 1'oxyde de 
magnesium cult aux temperatures de 800 et 
1000°C et par la solution d'aluminate de 
sodium d'une densite elevee. La determina
tion de la resistance des echantillons s*ef- 
fectuait ä 1'aide des essais des poutrelles 
10x10x60 ши, I;0 lors du durcissement a 
1’air et apres le traitement thermique ä 
des temperatures de 100 - l40eC.

L'oxyde de magnesium gache'par la solu
tion de 1 'aluminate de sodium forme une pa
te plastique. La cinetique du durcissement 
de 1’oxyde de magnesium gäche par 1 'alrnni- 

nate de sodium est nontree sur la figure 5«



En faisant varier la concentration de la 
solution de gachage, on peut regier le pro
cessus de durcissement du liant obtenu. Si 
on augmente la densite de la solution d'alu
minate de sodium, 1'hydratation et la cris- 
tallisation de 1*bydr oxyde de magnesium 
sont accälerees.

La vitesse de cristallisation et de dur
cissement de l’hydroxyde de magnesium ge
latinise peut etre augmentee par le trai- 
tement thermique ä des temperature de 
11O-12OeC. A l’age de deux teures, la re
sistance augments jusqu'ä 39»5 tIPa et de
viant commensurable avec la resistance a 
l'age de 28 jours de durcissement a l’air. 
Le traitement thermique permet d 'atteindre 
la resistance du liant magnesien jusqu’ä 
80 - 100 L®a. Sur les radiogrammes du liant 
durcissant lors du chauffage, outre les 
lignes analytiques de 1 'hydroxyde de mag
nesium, on voit apparaltre les pics de diff
raction suppl6mentaires appartenant ä 
NaAlCO5(OH)2.

La microscopie dlectronique du liant 
durci a monträ que les cristaux de 1'hydro
carbonate aluminosodique avaient une forme 
aciculaire et se trouvaient A. la surface 
des gros grains de 1'hydroxyde de magnd- 
sium.

Par consequent, lors du gachage de la 
magnesite caustique par la solution de 1'alu
minate de sodium on a re«u un nouveau liant 
magnesien durcissant ä l’air meme ä la tem
perature de 110 - 120°C. La formation de 
structure du durcissement eat accompagnde 
par le degagement et la cristallisation de 
1'hydroxyde de magnesium et de 1’hydroxy- 
carbonate aluminosodique. Le degre de rado- 
ucissement du liant obtenu ä la temperature 
de 500 - 900°C est beaucoup plus petit par 
rapport au ciment d'oxychlorure magnesien 
qu'on utilise jusqu'ä present. Lors de la 
cuisson ä des temperatures super!eures a
12OO,,C, le liant atteint une resistance 
considerable (100 - 150 MPa). Le liant 
magnesien proposd peut etre utilis6 en que
llte d 'un refractaire.



CIMENTS CONTENANT DES ADDITIONS MINERALES

1. INTRODUCTION

Le ciment portland artificiel est 
unanimement classe en tete de liste des liants 
hydrauliques. Cela ne veut cependant pas dire qu’il 
est apte ä resoudre tous les problemes de formula
tion des betons, que ce soit dans le domaine du bati- 
ment ou dans celui des travaux publics.

Les caracreristiques des oetons prises 
en compte selon les emplois concernes se regroupent 
essentiellement dans les themes suivants :

- rheologie des betor.s frais
- evolution des resistances en fonction du temps
- evolution du degagement de chaleur pendant le 

durcissement
- resistances aux divers types de corrosion des 

betons durcis.

Pour parvenir ä satisfaire les exigences 
ä 1’emploi, on demands souvent aux ciments d'avoir 
des proprietes contradictoires, ce qui conduit le 
fabricant ä proposer une palette plus ou moins 
large de produits.

Dans le cas le plus simple il fabrique 
un seul clinker et le broie a diverses finesses; 
mais s’il se rend maitre des resistances mecaniques, 
il risque de faire apparaitre des differences 
rheologiques et il ne resoud pas simultanement les 
problemes lies a la corrosion chimique.

Cela veut dire que les cimenteries ne 
produisant que du ciment portland sont tres souvent 
obligees de fabriquer deux clinkers :

- un clinker a saturation elevee pour ciment a 
hautes resistances mecaniques et fort degagement 
de chaleur, mais ä faible resistance chimique,

- un clinker peu sature pour ciment a forte 
resistance a la corrosion chimique et faible dega
gement de chaleur, mais a resistances mecaniques 
limitees.

La cimenterie moderne est congue de 
preference en une seule ligne de fabrication de 
clinker pour optimiser les investissements et 
les frais d1 exploitation.
Par ailleurs, dans I’interQt general aursi bien que 
dans la recherche du meilleur prix de revient, les 
cimentiers sont incites ä economiser I’energie et a 
consommer des sous-produits.

Pour ces deux raisons, on observe une 
tendance a ne fabriquer qu'un seul clinker, poten- 
tiellement tres performant, et ä le broyer avec 
des additions minerales de provenances diverses. 
En choisissant convenablement ces Constituante 
secondaires, on peut resoudre les deux problemes essen- 
tiels que sont la classe de resistance mecanique 
et 1 aptitude a resister aux attaques chimiques 
des betons.

Les materiaux utilises varient en 
premier lieu selon les ressources naturelles 
et le developpement industriel regional, c'est-a- 
dire la mise ä disposition de sous-produits.

L'Industrie cimentiere est ainsi amenee 
ä consommer couramment des laitiers de haut-fourneau, 
des cendres de charbon, des pouzzolanes naturelies 
ou des matieres douees d’activite pouzzolanique. 
Dans certains pays on utilise egalement des roches 
calcaires comme addition minerale.

En consultant les recueils de norme,

on denombre :

35 pays prevoyant des ciments au laitier
14 pays prevoyant des ciments aux cendres
31 pays prevoyant des ciments ä la pouzzolane
15 pays prevoyant des ciments au filler calcaire.

En Europe 19 pays utilisent ces ad
ditions dans des ciments binaires ou composes avec 
plusieurs constituants. La France a innove dans ce 
domaine en developpement fortement la consommation 
de filler calcaire en co-broyage ä la cimenterie 
avec le clinker, seul ou avec le laitier ou les 
cendres de charbon.
En 1984, les quantites absorbees par les cimenteries 
frangaises s'elevaient ä :

2 086 000 tonnes de laitier granule
719 000 tonnes de cendres volantes

93 000 tonnes de pouzzolanes
855 000 tonnes de fillers.

C'est en raison de la longue experience frangaise 
dans ce domaine que le Comite d* Organisation du 
8 erne Congres International de la Chimie du Ciment 
m'a confie la presidence de ce Seminaire. Je 
le remercie de sa confiance, et j'ai maintenant 
I’honneur de vous presenter les personnalites qui 
vont animer notre reunion par lfapport de leurs 
connaissances et la participation aux discussions 
qui suivront la presentation de leurs rapports :

Dr. Baron, de Lafarge Coppee - France
Dr. Christensen,,de Aalborg Cement - Dänemark 
Dr. Ghosh,de Cement Research Institut - Inde 
Pr. Ollivier, de I’Institut National des Sciences 

Appliquees - France
Dr. Ramachandran, du Conseil National de la Recher

che - Canada.
Dr. Takemoto, de Onoda Cement - Japon
Pr. Wishers, du V.D.Z. - Republique Fed. Allemande.

Le precedent Congres tenu a Paris en 
1980 avait consacre un theme entier aux ciments 
avec laitiers et un autre aux ciments avec pouz
zolanes. Les fillers calcaires nlavaient pas ete 
pris en consideration. Le programme de 1’actuel 
Congres comprend dans son theme 2 1*influence des 
matieres d'addition sur le processus d*hydnatation, 
et dans son theme 3 les effets de leurs composants 
sur 11hydratation et la structure.

Pour eviter trop de repetitions, il m'a 
done semble opportun d'orienter nos travaux vers 
les aspects techniques derivant des connaissances 
scientifiques. Dans ce but, nous essaierons de 
faire une synthese basee sur les proprietes d'usage 
des ciments. Une telle synthese doit faire ap
paraitre les comportements et les phenomenes parti- 
culiers lies ä la presence des laitiers, des 
materiaux pouzzolaniques et des fillers calcaires. 
Les deux oremiers ont dome lieu depuis longtemps 
ä de nombreuses recherches, en revanche les fillers 
calcaires, en raison de leur utilisation plus 
recente, occuf.ent une place nouvelle et encore peu 
developpe^ -Jons les programmes de recherches.

Comme c'est souvent le cas, les resul
tats de certains essais paraitront contradictoires. 
Il en est ainsi par exertple de la comparaison des 
resistances mecaniques en essais normalises des 
ciments portland additionnes de diverses poudres 
minerales, et de celles obtenues par broyage du 
melange de 1*ensemble des constituants.

Je souhaiterais etre clair a ce sujet: 



Quelle quesoit la propriete d'usage que l'on veuille 
examiner, la comparaison ne peut valablement etre 
faite qu'entre des ciments de meme classe de 
resistance. Cette notion est d’ailleurs d’autant 
plus facile ä appliquer que les normes nationales 
definissent les classes de resistance entre des 
limites inferieures et superieures : c'est le cas 
par exemple pour l’Allemagne Federale et pour la 
France depuis plusieurs anne.s et ce le sera 
ä 1‘avenir pour l'ensemble des pays europeens qui 
etablissent actuellement un projet de normes com
munes.

Un autre point essential sur lequel je 
dois attirer l’attention est celui du choix de 1*ad
dition minerale. Lä encore il peut у avoir contra
diction entre les resultats de certains chercheurs 
et ceux de l'industrie cimentiere; il у a en effet 
une grande difference de conception entre la revue 
systematique d'un ensemble de mineraux et la selec
tion faite par les industriels ä 1'aide de criteres 
engageant leur responsabilite. On peut par exemple 
trouver dans une etude de laboratoire des fillers 
qui diminuent la maniabilite ou la resistance au gel 
mais ce sont precisement de tels mineraux qui 
sont rejetes pour un emploi industriel.

Ces deux reserves etant faites, les 
caracteristiques essentielles retenues pour la com
mercialisation des ciments doivent ä la fois etre 
conformes aux normes et satisfaire les exigences 
des emplois.

2. NORMES

D’une maniere generale, les normes 
nationales donnent une definition plus ou moins 
precise des constituants, suivie d’un classement 
des liants en fonction des proportions admises pour 
cheque constituant. Un autre classement est ensuite 
ouvert a ces diver's types de ciments en fonction de 
leur classe de resistance, puis des specifications 
particulieres, principalement d’ordre chimique, 
sont imposees a certaines categories.

Cette conception des normes peut 
faire 1’objet de certains commentaires :

2.1. DEFINITION DES CONSTITUANTS

Doit-on normaliser les constituants, 
c'est-a-dire leur donner une definition precise 
assortie de tests de qualite et de specifications 
chiffrees ? Cette question est tres controversee. 
Pour certains, des normes de sous-produits tels 
que les laitiers et les cendres, ou de produits 
pouzzolaniques ou calcaires, n’auraient pas de sens 
puisque ce ne sont pas des produits elabores. Pour 

d’autres, la normalisation serait securisante; 
c’est ainsi que plusieurs pays etudient un projet 
de normes pour les cendres volantes. A mon avis, 
ce projet ne peut interesser que les betonniers, 
qui ne disposent pas des moyens d* optimisation 
qu'ont les cimentiers.

2.2. COMPOSITION DES CIMENTS

Je voudrais citer l'exemple des normes 
frangaises devant le projet de normalisation europe- 
enne (CEN). L'Institut Frangais de Normalisation 
a mis en application en 1979 ses normes P 15 300 
et P 15 301 en creant une categorie de ciments 
composes appeles CPj pouvant contenir jusqu’a 
35 % d'additions minerales, prises individuellement 
ou par melange de plusieurs constituants, sans 

imposer a ces produits de specifications chiffrees. 
Evidemment les additions choisies par le cimentier 
sous sa responsabilite ne doivent pas perturber 
les caracteristiques des betons.

En 1980, ces normes ont ete completees 
par I*introduction d’un ciment CLC pouvant contenir 
entre 40 et 75 % d'un melange de laitier et de 
cendres et constituant un produit intermediaire 
entre les CHF ayant des proportions semblables 
de laitier seul et les CLK renfermant au minimum 
80 % de laitier.

Alors que les CPJ sont destines ä reali- 
ser sans difficultes et en economisant I’energie, 
des ciments qui repondent aux besoins les plus 
courants, les CLC, les CHF et les CLK sont fabriques 
pour resister aux corrosions d'origine chimique, 
telle que 1'eau de men et les terrains gypseux.

Dans ces conditions, les elements 
composes occupent dans le manche frangais des liants 
hydrauliques une place preponderante ainsi que 
le montre la repartition suivante pour I'annee 1984:

trees sont de divers ordres :

CPA = 23,8 %
CPJ -■= 63,2 %
CHF
CLK 5,9 %
CLC

Autres liants = 7,1

La proposition faite par la France
d’introduire dans le projet de normes europeennes
les ciments du type CPj, s 'est d'abord heurtee a
une opposition basee sur le manque d’informations
concernant la durabili te des betons de CPj, mais il
faut savoir qu' en realite les difficultes rencon-

- Les approvisionnements en additions minerales 
sont ä caractere regional,

- les reglements de securite concernant les cons
tructions sont nationaux,

- les procedures de certification de conformite 
sont nationales,

- la reconnaissance mutuelle des controles n'est 
pas acquise.

Malgre ces difficultes et devant 1'interet, si ce 
n'est 1 * obligation, de supprimer les entraves 
techniques a la libre circulation des marchandises 
entre les pays du Marche Commun Europeen, des 
etudes ont ete effectuees pour aboutir ä une carac- 
terisation satisfaisante des constituants, notam- 
ment des fillers calcaires. La durabilite des betons 
de ciments fillerises a ainsi ete verifies par des 
essais en commun. Le Pr. WISCHERS, responsable de 
ces questions au sein du Comite Europeen de Normali
sation fera le point de 1 * optimisation des additions 
minerales dans les ciments (1).

Je voudrais simplement preciser que les 
cimentiers disposent de moyens importants et effica- 
ces pour selectionner leurs approvisionnements, les 
homogeneiser, les controler :

- les pouzzolanes sont choisies en tenant compte 
des possibilites d’obtenir une efficacite reguliere 
avec le clinker auquel elles sont ajoutees.

- les cendres volantes subissent en particulier 
un controls de regularite de leur teneur en carbone 
imbrule(2).

- les laitiers sont souvent homogeneises, par 
exemple, sur pare apres avoir subi un controls 
d'hydraulicite avec le clinker.

D<
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- les fillers calcaires sont choisis ä partir de 
tests de composition bases notamment sur une faible 
teneur en argile et en matieres organiques. Leur 
selection est completee par une etude du comporte- 
ment rheologique et de la durabilite des ciments 
auxquels ils sont incorpores.

De toute fagon, apres avoir optimise 
la composition de ses ciments, le cimentier s'assure 
de la regularite des performances et il a les meil- 
leurs moyens d'y parvenir par un pilotage bien 
controle des ooseurs et des broyeurs.

3. SATISFACTION A L'EMPLOI

Les ciments sont livres ä la clintele 
par classes de resistance en fonction de 1'echeance 
de durcissement en milieu humide; mais un premier 
ecueil auquel on se heurte selon que 1'on se refers 
au respect des normes ou ä la satisfaction de 
1'utilisateur est lie au rapport eau/ciment : en 
effet, les essais normalises sont faits en mortier 
ISO ä E/C =0,5 alors que les betons de ehantiers 
sont generalement confectionnes ä maniabilite defi- 
nie, ce qui revient ä ajuster le rapport E/C pour 
tenlr compte des caracteristiques rheologiques.

Un second ecueil est celui de Revolu
tion des resistances en fonction du temps, laquelle 
depend a la fois de la nature des constituants 
et de leur finesse.

L'optimisation d'un ciment renfermant 
une ou plusieurs additions minerales conduit done 
le fabricant ä une etude complexe portant sur le 
choix des constituants, leur mode de broyage, 
la granularite du ciment et son taux de gypsage.

3.1. RHEOLOGIE

La maniabilite des betons frais condi- 
tionne la mise en place, e'est-a-dire les moyens, 
1'economie des precedes et en definitive la qualite 
des betons; e'est pourquoi eile constitue en 
particulier pour le choix des fillers un critere 
des plus severes. Les laboratoires attachent done 
un grand interet aux controles rheologiques en 
vue d'obtenir l'ouvrabilite optimale avec la regu
larite maximale. J.P. BOMBLED rappelle quels 
sont les facteurs intervenant sur la maniabilite 
et rend compte de 1'influence des fillers notamment 
dans la päte interstitielle (3).

Il faut tout de suite preciser que les 
appareils de mesure sont fort differents selon que 
1'on fait des etudes sur pates de ciment, sur 
mortiers ou sur betons. Dans les deux premiers cas, 
on utilise des viscosimetres ä cylindres coaxiaux ou 
des penetrometres ä aiguille ou ä sonde, alors que les contro
les sur betons sont effectues avec des methodes adaptees au 
type de beton. Il faut savoir que la maniabilite du 
beton est dependants de toute I'etendue granulaire; 
e’est pourquoi on n'observe pas systematiquement 
de concordance entre les essais sur pate de 
ciment et ceux sur beton. Par ailleurs, les 
appareils de controle rheologique des betons diffe
rent selon la consistance:

- flow test pour les betons fluidifies,
- slump test (ASTM) et maniabilimetre LESAGE-LCPC 

pour les betons ä consistance molle,
- coefficient de serrage de WALZ (DIN) pour les 

betons de consistance seche.

Ces determinations sont indispensables 
pour- mettre au point la fabrication d'un nouveau 

ciment car 1'utilisateur n'admet pas les changements 
d'ouvrabilite dus ä des variations de qualite du 
ciment. De plus, il ne faut pas se contenter de 
rechercher une demande en eau acceptable au malaxage 
mais il faut s'assurer que la variation de la 
Theologie dans le temps ne conduit pas ä remalaxer 
le beton de centrale avec une addition d'eau ä 
1'arrivee sur chantier, ce qui se ferait au detri
ment de la resistance.

L'experience a montre des comportements 
sensiblement differents selon l'origine des cendres 
de centrales thermiques ou celle des fillers 
calcaires.

La nature du regulateur de prisefgypse, 
plätre, anhydrite, gypse chimique)influence la,mani
abilite et il faut savoir que des comportements 
anormaux peuvent etre observes en presence de flui- 
difiants : des difficultes serieuses ont ete rencon- 
trees sur des chantiers importants, par exemple 
avec des ciments au laitier.

L' introduction des fillers calcaires 
dans les ciments CPJ fabriques en France a succede 
ä de nombreuses etudes dans lesquelles la demande 
en eau et la maniabilite des betons ont eu une place 
importante. La Synthese des resultats obtenus par 
les laboratoires cimentiers permet de conclure que 
le comportement rheologique des betons, ä classe 
de resistance egale, n'est pas affecte par I'emploi 
de ciments renfermant moins de 30 % de filler cal- 
caire, si la purete du filler repond au test d'ab
sorption du bleu de methylene qui caracterise la 
teneur limite acceptable en argile.

Contrairement ä certaines idees regues, 
ces memes etudes ont montre que les variations de 
finesse des constituants de ces CPJ au calcaire 
n'ont pratiquement pas d'influence sur la demande 
en eau.

L'ouvrabilite et son evolution ne 
sont pas les seules caracteristiques ä prendre en 
compte; le ressuage et le retrait, responsables 
de la microfissuration , ont des consequences que 
nous examinerons dans le cadre de la durability.

3.2. CINETIQUE DE L'HYDRATATION ET DEVELOPPEMENT 
DES RESISTANCES

Toutes les etudes ä caractere scienti- 
fique, aussi bien que les essais visant ä comparer 
les resistances en fonction de 1'addition minerale, 
montrent une participation aux reactions physico- 
chimiques d'hydratation, plus ou moins rapide pour 
les laitiers et les pouzzolanes, mais non negli- 
geable pour les fillers calcaires.

La finesse des constituants en presence 
Joue un role essentiel dans la vitesse des reactions. 
Selon les aptitudes comparees au broyage on obtient 
des ciments dans lesquels les surfaces specifiques 
des constituants peuvent etre extremement diffe
rentes. L'etendue des plages granulaires a des 
consequences multiples sur le deroulement des 
phenomenes physico-chimiques du durcissement.

3.2.1. Laitiers
Les phenomenes de durcissement des 

ciments au laitier sont maintenant assez bien 
connus. Nous avions ä ce sujet retenu du Congres de 
Paris, d'abord le role de la structure du verre 
de laitier, structure non pas desordonnee, mais 
organisee ä tres courte distance. Nous savons 



aussi que pour obtenir cette structure oü le Sili
cium forme des tetraedres SiO^- plus ou meins poly
merises, les cavites laissees libres dans le 
reseau sont occupees par les cations Ca, K, Na. 
Plus la part de ces cations est importante, plus 
les tetraedres Sio£ sont isoles et plus le verre 
est instable done chimiquement actif. C'est la 
1'explication de l'utilisation en cimenterie 
des seuls laitiers vitreux de composition chimique 
basique.

Les etudes recentes du mecanisme de 
l'hydratation, en particulier celles de VERNET , 
en on mis en evidence les differentes phases par 
le suivi de l'evolution des concentrations ioniques 
de la solution interstitielle et la simultaneite 
des pics de flux thermique (4).

Il a ete demontre que dans le Systeme 
clinker-laitier-gypse-eau les reactions s'influen- 
cent par differents couplages. Ces reactions 
debutent par la chimisorption de I'eau, suivie de 
la rupture des liaisons ä la surface des grains, 
puis de la solvatation; elles aboutissent ä la 
precipitation de 1'ettringite, du CHS et de la port
landite. Apres epuisement du gypse 1'ettringite 
se transforme en monosulfoaluminate puis 1’exces 
d'aluminates precipite sous forme de

Le laitier joue un role actif des les 
premiers instants du contact avec I'eau, ce qui a 
ete facilement demontre par Mme REGOURD, mais ce 
n'est qu'apres la periode dormarjte et 1'epuisement 
du gypse que s'accelere l'hydratation du laitier(5).

Les travaux de VERNET expliquent 
que les courbes de croissance des resistances des 
ciments au laitier varient non seulement avec 
le laitier mais avec le clinker utilise. Cette 
particularite avait ete mise en evidence par 
HAWTHORN. Elle falt I'objet du rapport du Dr. 
TAKEMOTO et plaide en faveur de l'emploi du laitier. 
a la cimenterie (6) (7).

3.2.2. Pouzzolanes et cendres
Alors que les laitiers doivent leur 

hydraulicite precoce ä leur teneur relativement 
elevee en ions Ca dans leur propre structure, 
les pouzzolanes ne peuvent participer au durcis- 
sement des ciments que tres lentement en reagissant 
avec la chaux du milieu aqueux auquel elles sont 
incorporees.

La pouzzolanicite est une qualite 
difficile ä quantifier; initialement attachee ä des 
roches eruptives de structure vitreuse finement 
divisees, eile a ete etendue ä des materiaux 
siliceux sedimentaires ou encore d'origine organo- 
gene, ainsi qu'ä des produits artificiels tels que 
les argiles cuites et ä des sous-produits comme les 
cendres de houille et les fumees de silice.

Le taux et la vitesse de fixation de la 
chaux par le materiau pouzzolanlque sont fonction 
de sa composition chimique acide (SiO2 + A12°3 
^2^3 >75 %), de sa structure vitreuse ou amorphe, 
de sa surface specifique et de sa porosite, ainsi 
Sue de la quantite de chaux et de sulfate dis
ponibles dans le milieu; 1'elevation de temperature 
Permet d'accelerer les reactions, tres lentes a la 
temperature ordinaire.

On a essaye de definir 1'activite pouz- 
tolanique par diverses methodes, principalement 
chimiques, basees sur le taux de fixation de 

chaux ou la solubilite de la silice et de 1'alumine 
dans la soude ou la potasse.

La fixation de la chaux, si eile 
est indispensable, n'est malheureusement pas süf
fisante pour developper des resistances mecaniques; 
les zeolithes, par exemple, ne doivent pas etre 
confondues avec les pouzzolanes.

Le cimentier n'a done pas d'autres 
moyens pratiques que de proceder a deux types 
d'essais complementaires pour choisir un materlau 
ä usage pouzzolanique. Le premier, tres rapide 
consiste ä chiffrer l'aptitude ä fixer la chaux pour 
eliminer les materiaux non reactifs, le second est 
destine ä suivre les resistances mecaniques de 
mortiers experimentaux en fonction du temps par 
comparaison ä des mortiers de reference.

La structure vitreuse ou tout au 
moins amorphe de la pouzzolane donne lieu' ä des 
phenomenes physico-chimiques en presence d'eau, 
de chaux et de sulfates, comparables a ceux observes 
avec les laitiers, ä savoir : chimisorption, 
hydrolyse, lixiviation lente de la masse,solvatation 
des ions liberes, puis precipitation et cristallisa- 
tion des especes hydratees en sursaturation dans 
la solution interstitielle.

Comme dans le cas , des laitiers, la 
presence de germes cristallins dans la structure 
favorise la precipitation des hydrates sous forme 
de fibrilles, aiguilles et plaquettes enchevetrees, 
indispensables ä une bonne cohesion et ä de grandes 
resistances.

Ces hydrates sont pratiquement les 
memes que ceux observes avec les ciments de laitier, 
mais ils se forment tres lentement ä partir de la 
pouzzolane car les tetraedresSiO^ de la masse anhydre 
y sont moins'independants.

Les resistances ä court et moyen termes, 
contrairement aux ciments de laitier, ne sont dues 
qu'ä l'hydratation du clinker dans les ciments et 
la pouzzolane; la pouzzolanicite n'intervient qu'au- 
delä de 90 jours et se poursuit tres longtemps ä 
la condition de tester en milieu humide.

Le type d'ouvrage et le milieu de con
servation sont done determinants dans l'utilisation 
des ciments ä la pouzzolane.

Le Docteur GHOSH fera un expose sur 
les recherches expliquant la faveur croissante des utilisa- 
teurs pour les ciments avec additions de laitiers et de 
pouzzolanes (8). Puis MM. CHRISTB4SEM et ALMEBORG fferont 
part des resultats de leurs recherches pour valoriser les 
ciments aux cendres volantesau Dänemark (9).

3.2.3. Fillers calcaires

La pratique courante depuis une dizaine 
d’annees, de 1'addition de fillers calcaires ä 
la fabrication de ciments normalises, est consideree 
en Europe comme une initiative frangaise, bien 
que quelques autres pays dans le monde 1'aient 
adoptee par exemples le Canada, le 0hili;la Chine, 1'Espagne 
la Finlande.

La fabrication de ces ciments est gene- 
ralement faite par co-broyage des constituents, 
mais ils peuvent egalement 6tre produits par broyage 
separe et homogeneisation.

Le cobroyage d'Elements de durete tres 
differente comme les clinkers et certains cal
caires conduit ä des ciments dont I'etendue et 



la repartition granulaires different evidemment de 
celles de chaque Constituante

BOMBLED et al consacrent une communica
tion ä ces mesures selectives de finesse et montrent 
que lfon atteint des differences tres significatives 
qui conditionnent les performances (10).

Je voudrais faire remarquer que cela 
cons^itue un degre de liberte dont use le oimen- 
tier pour ajuster la qualite de son produiv.

R. GUYOT et al presen ent d’ailleurs 
a ce sujet une communication qui met bien en 
valeur la possibilite d’utiliser la potentialite 
hydraulique du clinker dans les ciments fillerises 
au calcaire. Ils montrent que pour une meme classe 
de resistance definie ä 28 Jours, le clinker du 
ciment fillerise est broye plus fin que dans 
un ciment pur et, de ce fait, developpe aux courtes 
echeances une quantite d’hydrates plus importante. 
Ils expliquent ainsi que l’on trouve toujours des 
resistances plus elevees pendant les premiers 
jours pour des resistances identiques a 28 Jours. 
Nous verrons cependant que le calcaire participe 
lui aussi ä ces resistances precoces (11).

Pour comprendre les reactions d’hydrata- 
tion des ciments fillerises au calcaire nous 
disposons de quelques etudes recentes ä caractere 
scientifique :

- le Pr OLLIVIER montre le role des fines parti- 
cules d'additions minerales dans la formation 
de l’aureole de transition entre les grains fins 
de la päte et les granulats du beton. Il rappelle 
que cette aureole qui constitue la zone de liaison 
päte-granulats est le point faible des betons 
en raison de 11 orientation preferentielle des 
cristaux et de la forte porosite qui favorise le 
passage des agents de corrosion (12).

Les additions minerales, et particu- 
lierement les calcaires, peuvent modifier favorable- 
ment les parametres de l'aureole de transition et 
ameliorer ainsi les caracteristiques du beton.

Les fillers calcaires se distinguent 
des autres additions minerales par leur reaction 
avec les aluminates de calcium pour former du carbo
aluminate, concurremment a la reaction de formation 
du sulfo-aluminate ä partir du gypse.

- Cette activite chimique des fillers 
calcaires a ete montree par M. REGOURD et al (13). Elle 
fait l’objet du rapport du Dr. RAMACHANDRAN (14)qui 
a etudie separement les trois systemes :

- silicate tricalcique-carbonate de calcium-eau
- aluminate tricalcique-gypse-carbonate de calcium

-eau
- ciment portland-carbonate de calcium-eau.

Le Dr. RAMACHANDRAN exposera son important travail 
dans un instant, mais je retiendrai des maintenant 
que ses resultats permettent de refuter le clas- 
sement des fillers calcaires dans la categoric 
des additions inertes. En mettant en evidence leur 
participation aux reactions chimiques d1hydratation 
des aluminate et silicate tricalciques, le Dr. 
RAMACHANDRAN fait des fillers calcaires des consti- 
tuants actifs des ciments, qui en accelerent 
le durcissement.

, - Le travail du Dr. RAMACHANDRAN trouve 
un complement particulierement constructif dans 
la communication de C. VERNET consacree ä la cinetique

de l'hydratation de l’aluminate tricalcique en 
presence de gypse, chaux et filier calcaire. 
C. VERNET applique sa methode de suivi des concen
trations ioniques et de mesure des flux thermiques 
pour comparer les sequences de 1 *hydratation sans 
CaC03 et avec diverses proportions CaCO^/gypse. II 
montre ainsi comment se succedent les phases ettringi
te carbo-aluminate. Ses observations au MEB et ses mesures 
par DRX lui permettent de situer la formation du carboalumi
nate au voisinage des grains de C^A et de differencier la 
reactivite des fillers en fonction de la consommation des ions 
carbonates pour donner du carboaluminate (15). 1

La consequence pratique que I'on 
peut deduire de telles etudes est essentiellement 
le role de regulateur de prise joue par la calcite. 
En optjmisant le gypsage en presence de filler 
calcaire, le cimentier dispose d'un moyen subtil 
pour moduler la vitesse de degagement de chaleur 
et la progression des resistances.

3.3. DURABILITE

La durabilite d'un materiau est son 
aptitude a resister pendant longtemps ä des agres
sions d'ordre mecanique et chimique. C’est certai- 
nement la qualite faisant l'objet ä la fois des 
plus grandes exigences et des specifications les 
moins significatives. La raison en est simple: 
eile fait avant tout intervenir le temps et cette 
donnee n'est pas rigoureusement remplagable par des 
essais acceleres. •

Quels sont les parametres qui intervien- 
nent dans la capacite d’un beton de ciment ä 
resister a la corrosion ? J'aurais tendance ä 
repondre qu'il n'y en a qu'un seul : la compacite; 
malheureusement il n’y a pas de beton reellement 
compact et si I’on veut le proteger efficacement 
il faut lui donner, avant l’application des forces 
de destruction, une resistance mecanique elevee 
et une composition chimique adaptee.

Si I'on voulait approfondir la connais- 
sance des phenomenes de degradation il faudrait 
examiner en details deux groupes de parametres, 
ceux qui caracterisent le beton et ceux qui definissent 
1’agent agressif:

beton
composition
age
taux d'hydratation 
compacite

agent 
agressif

nature ou composition
intensive ou. concentration
instant d’application

Je ne pourrai bien entendu m’arreter 
au cours de mon expose qu’aux observations essen
tielles permettant de situer le comportement des 
additions minerales dans ce vaste contexte.

Au double point de vue de la composi
tion du beton et de la nature de 1’agent agressif il suffit 
de rappeler que les clinkers ä la fois les moins 
satures en chaux et les plus pauvre-s en aluminate 
sont les plus resistants chimiquement et les 
moins resistants mecaniquement. Dans chaque pays 
il existe des normes et des reglements pour cette 
categoric de ciments ä base de clinker speciaux.

Ce qui nous interesse plus ici c’est 
1* usage en cimenterie des laitiers, pouzzolanes 
et fillers en regard de la durabilite. Deux groupes 
de ciments devraient etre examines separement :

- les ciments speciaux ä fortes proportions 
d’additions, tels que les ciments pouzzolaniques, 



pouzzolano-metallurtiques, de haut-fourneau et ä 
tree fortes teneurs en laitier.

- les ciments portland composes, ä teneurs 
limitees en additions, dort les CPJ fabriques 
en France constituent un des groupes les plus 
importants.

Les additions ä activite pouzzolanique 
et les laitiers offrent l'interet de realiser 
des betons moins basiques que les portlands, 
done de s'opposer ä la corrosion d'origine chimique. 
Nous ne pouvons nous etendre sur cet aspect 
du probleme qui est traite dans d'autres themes 
du Congres.

La compacite etant l'imperatif 
essentiel, Je trouve opportun de reflechir sur 
les defauts de compacite, ä savoir la porosite 
et la microfisssuration.

3.3.1. Porosite initiale et evolution

La porosite initiale depend de 
la granularite des constituants, du dosage en 
eau du beton et de l'air entraine. Le ciment 
complete la courbe granulaire en tant que filier, 
ce qui necessite un dosage optimal. Les micropores 
aqueux sont d’autant plus nombreux que la courbe 
est discontinue dans le domaine des fins et 
ultrafins et que la demande en eau est elevee. 
Les fines particules d'additions minerales permettent 
d'etendre et de completer c’ette courbe, d'oü 
une diminution du volume des pores ä colmater 
par les hydrates, ce qui donne un avantage aux 
ciments composes.

L* evolution de la porosite en 
l'absence d'agression depend de la rapidite 
de formation des, hydrates et de la quantite 
de ces hydrates. Dans ce cas GUYOT et al ont 
fait des mesures comparatives de porosite avec 
des ciments portland et des ciments fillerises
au calcaire, de mSme classe de resistance a
28 jours. Ils ont accompagne ces mesures d'un
suivi de I'eau liee au cours de 1'hydratation
et de la dimension des pores de la pate.

La conclusion de 1'etude remarquable 
de GUYOT est que les deux types de ciment, malgre 
leur difference de teneur en clinker, mais grace 
a leur difference de finesse produisent les 
memes quantites. .d'hydrates pour aboutir ä la 
meme resistance et ä la meme compacite (11).

En ce qui concerne les autres 
additions minerales, on retiendra que les laitiers ■ 
ont les taux de reaction les plus Sieves ; 1'hydra
tation precoce des laitiers contribue done a 
donner un materiau compact au Jeune age. En 
revanche, dans le cas des cendres volantes et 
des pouzzolanes naturelles, la porosite diminue 
moins vite, mais de fagon continue pour arriver 
tardivement ä la meme valeur ä resistance Sgale.

Ce processus se deroule regulierement 
tant que le beton est maintenu en milieu humide 
et en l'absence d'agressions.

Comme les micropores et les microfis
sures, 1'aureole de transition faisant 1'objet 
du rapport du Pr. OLLIVIER constitue une zone 
de fragility ou s'accumulent des contraintes 
mecaniques qui s'ajoutent aux sollicitations 
d'ordre chimique. Les additions consommatrices 
de chaux -laitiers et pouzzolanes- contribuent 

ä diminuer cette fragilite en agissant favorablement 
sur 11 orientation de la portlandite et en emplissant 
progressivement les pores.

3.3.2. Microfissuration

La microfissuration resulte des 
tensions creees au cours du premier et du second 
retraits, c'est-ä-dire avant et pendant la prise.

Les microfissures qui apparaissent 
les premieres sont liees au ressuage ; les sqivantes 
sont dependantes de la contraction chimique 
ou LE CHATELIER, et au phenomene d'echauffement 
suivi de refroidissement.

Comment interviennent 
minerales dans ce processus ?

les additions

Il est connu que le laitier a cause 
de sa structure a une tendance a augmenter le 
ressuage done les risques de microfissuration 
avant prise, alors que les pouzzolanes et les 
fillers calca-ires ont un effet plutot benefique.

Les additions minerales les moins 
reactives pendant la preriode de prise sont 
les matieres pouzzolaniques ; ce sont celles 
qui sont conseillees pour les ouvrages ou les 
phenomenes d'origine thermique' sont les plus 
genants.

Les ciments composes au filler 
calcaire ont un comportement intermedaire entre 
ceux aux pouzzolanes et ceux au laitiers.

Dans tous les cas, les risques 
de microfissuration sont plus faibles qu'avec 
les portlands ordinaires, etant donnees les 
differences de flux thermique pour des ciments 
de meme classe de resistance.

3.3.3. Resistances a la corrosion

Quelle que soit 1'origlne des forces 
de destruction ,- lixiviation - developpement 
de cristaux expansifs d'origine chimique - gel, 
degel de la solution interstitielle - on assiste 
toujours ä une competition entre 1'action de 
destruction et une action reparatrice se manifestant 
par la cicatrisation des microfissures tant 
que le milieu humide permet la croissance des 
hydrates. *

Les ciments fillerisSs' au calcaire 
ne font pas exception et ee comportent aussi 
bien que leurs homologues au laitier ou aux ' 
pouzzolanes. • • ■ ’

J. BARON rend compte .a ce sujet . 
d'essais comparatifs de durability " ä I'eau de 
mer entre des CPJ ä 10 et 20 % de calcaire et
des CPA, tous les ciments etant faits avec du
clinker de composition chimique resistant ä
la mer. Pour la meme classe de resistance, il
n'observe pas de difference de comportement (16) .

Les cimentiers eurbpeens se sont 
particulierement penches sur les epreuves de 
resistance au gel-degel des ciments au filler 
calcaire. Apres avoir confronte avec beaucoup 
de difficultes les resultats d'essais effectues 
dans des conditions pas toujours comparables)' 
ils sont arrives a la conclusion que les ciments 
commercialises avec addition de calcaire avaient 
une tenue au gel-degel satisfaisante. De tres 
nombreux clichSs au M.E.B. ont d'ailleurs bien 



illustre le comportement de ces ciments.

Dans sa communication intitulee "Evolution 
de la microstructure des betons au cours du 
test ASTM de gel-degel", C. VERNET rend compte 
de ses observations resultant d'un plan d* experience 
base sur l'examen au M.E.B. de 25 betons de 
ciments Portland et de ciments fillerises. II 
met particulierement bien en evidence les processus 
destructeurs et reparateurs et montre le bon 
comportement des ciments aux fillers calcaires, 
alors que les cendres volantes sont generatrices 
de degradations (17).

Nous avons vu que les calcaires etaient 
selectionnes pour garantir une bonne compacite 
initiale des betons et que la formation relativement 
rapide de carboaluminate venait s'ajouter au 
CSH et ä la portlandite pour renforcer les liaisons 
entre les grains ; il est done logique que les 
betons correspondent aient une bonne durabilite. 
En revanche, C. VERNET a montre que les cendres 
volantes ne developpent leurs liaisons que tres 
tardivement et qu'elles introduisent une porosite 
de dimension elevee, d'ou leur comportement 
mediocre.

Le role des bulles d'air dans le mecanisme 
de degradation au gel-degel a d'abord ete etudie 
par T.C. POWERS qui a emis la notion de "facteur 
d'espace critique" ; puis Monsieur PIGEON a 
montre que ce facteur critique d’espacement 
des bulles d'air varie en fonction de la vitesse 
de refroidissement.

M. REGOURD et al ont etudie les consequen
ces favorables de l'addition d'un entraineur 
d'air qui ramene l'espacement moyen des bulles 
d'air ä moins de 100 microns pour tous les ciments, 
c'est-ä-dire, largement au-dessous de la valeur 
critique. Ceci veut dire que le choix du ciment 
pour la tenue des betons au gel-degel ne constitue 
pas un reel Probleme, et que l'emploi d'un entrai
neur d'air resoud ä coup sur les cas litigieux (18).

3.3.4. Protection des armatures

Je ne voudrais pas omettre d'evoquer, 
au titre de la durabilite, le Probleme de la 
protection des armatures.

II est bien connu que la päte de ciment 
protege les armatures de la corrosion electrochimi- 
que grace ä sa forte basicite. En presence de 
l'exces de chaux liberee par l'hydratation du 
clinker, le pH de la solution interstitielle 
est d’environ 12,5 , cette valeur est verifies 
pour tous les ciments, sauf pour ceux qui sont 
tres riches en laitier. Si le pH descend au- 
dessous de 10, la protection n'est plus assures.; 
cette situaation peut resulter d'une penetration 
du COj atmospherique par les pores ouverts et 
les microfissures.

Les risques de carbonatation sont done 
essentiellement dependants de la compacite du 
beton ; ceci nous ramene done aux resultats 
de C. GUYOT, a savoir qu'ä. resistance egale 
au meme äge, la compacite est pratiquement la 
meme pour les ciments fillerises que pour les 
ciments purs. J. BARON en a verifie les consequences 
favorables en mesurant les profondeurs de penetra
tion de la carbonatation sur des mortiers Standards 
apres un an de conservation ; que ce soit en 
Portland pur ou avec 15 et 30 % de filier calcaire 

les resultats etaient les memes, et bien meilleures 
qu'avec le laitier (16).

4. CONCLUSION

Les pouzzolanes et les laitiers de 
haut-fourneau sont bien connus pour les proprietes 
qu'ils conferent ä certaines categories de ciments 
ä haute resistance chimique. Leur utilisation 
en proportions moderees comme additif au clinker 
permet en outre de moduler facilement la palette 
des ciments par classe de resistances mecaniques.

Les fillers calcaires peuvent, Sans 
inconvenients, etre utilises pour ce meme usage 
visant ä economiser le clinker.

La participation de ces diverses additions 
minerales au processus de durcissement n'est 
evidemment pas la meme, mais chacune d'entre 
elles fait preuve d'une activite chimique que 
le cimentier est a meme de controler pour produire 
des ciments de qualite reguliere.

Les aspects scientifiques des differents 
processus intervenant dans la confection et 
la mise en place des betons, puis dans leur 
durcissement et leur aptitude ä resister aux 
divers types de corrosion, ont ete abordes dans 
le but d'etre discutes par les specialistes 
reunis dans notre seminaire.
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CEMENT WITH CALCIUM CARBONATE ADDITIONS

INTRODUCTION

Limestone is used for various purposes in 
concrete technology, viz, as raw material for 
clinker production, partial replacement of gypsum, 
and as coarse or fine aggregate. Limestone dust 
produced in quarrying operations poses disposal and 
environmental problems and has been suggested for 
use as an additive to portland cement. Some 
standards do allow the use of calcium carbonate as 
an additive in cement provided the properties of 
concrete made with such a cement are not adversely 
affected. Work carried out on its effect on 
hydrating cement shows that the physical and 
mechanical characteristics are influenced to 
different extents.

Some work has been carried out on the effect of 
CaCO^ on cement paste, but there Is no general 
agreement on the relative effects of different 
amounts of it on the cement paste properties (1-9). 
This may be mainly due to differences in the 
characteristics of the materials and the methods 
used. The objective of the present work is to 
assess the effect of various amounts of CaCO^ on the 
hydration of C^S and C^A in order to explain the 
physico-chemical changes occurring during hydration 
of portland cement. *

EXPERIMENTAL

Type 1 portland cement containing C^A 12.8%, 
C^AF 6.6%, C3S 51.5%, C2S 19.8%, and Са50ц 5.1% was 
used. C^A and C^S were supplied by the Tetratech 
Co. and Portland Cement Association, respectively. 
The C^S had a Blaine surface area of 3600 cm1 2/g. 
Gypsum and calcium carbonate (N^ surface area

1. C^S was mixed with 0, 5, 10, 15 and 50% CaCO^ 
(with respect to the total weight of
C^S + CaCO^) at a water/solid ratio of 0,4 or 
0.7. The pastes were hydrated in capped 

. polyethylene vials for specified intervals of 
time, then subjected to drying under vacuum for 
one day before being examined,

2. C^A and 0, 12.5 and 25% gypsum/CaCO^ or 12.5%
gypsum + 12.5% CaCOj or 25% gypsum + 12.5% CaCO^ 
(based on the weight of CjA) were mixed with 
water at a water/C^A ratio of 4, All were 
hydrated in closed containers for specified 
intervals of time; cold methanol was used to 
terminate hydration. The pastes formed from 
CjA’ + gypsum or gypsum + CaCO^ were dried

6.5 m /g), both of reagent quality, were supplied by 
Fisher Scientific Co. and Aaachemia Chemical Co., 
respectively.

2

Conduction calorimetry, differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetry (TGA), 
differential thermal analysis (DTA), X-ray 
diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), and high-pressure Hg porosimetry were used in 
this work and have been described elsewhere 
(10-13).

Cement pastes containing various amounts of 
CaCO^ were subjected to compressive strength 
measurements using 2-cm cubes. The setting times 
were determined according to ASTM C191-82. Samples 
were prepared as follows: 

at room temperature under vacuum and others at 
50°C under vacuum.

3, Samples of cement containing 0, 5, 10, 15 and 
50% CaC03 with respect to the total weight of 
cement + CaCO^ were mixed with water at a 
water/solid ratio of 0.4 or 1.0. Those for TGA 
were prepared from cubes tested for compressive 
strength; some of the broken pieces were ground 
and dried for one day under vacuum.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hydration characteristics of C^S

Tricalcium silicate was hydrated in the 
presence of 0, 5, 10, 15 and 50% CaCO^ at a 
water/solid ratio of 0.4 or 0.7, The resulting 
products were examined by TGA, DTA, SEM and 
conduction calorimetry. Strength and shrinkage data 
were also obtained. The Ca(0H)2 formed at different 
times is shown in Figure 1. The results are 
calculated on the basis of C.S to avoid dilution 
effect. The amount of lime formed at 0% CaCO^ 
increases from 8.9% at 1 day to 23.2% at 28 days. 
Addition of CaCO^ increases the amount of Ca(0H)2 at 
all times of hydration, indicating that CaCCK 
increases the rate of hydration of C^S. At 28 days 
addition of 0, 5 and 15% CaCO^ yields 23.2, 24.0 and 
25.5% Ca(0H)2, respectively. The results also 
indicate that 15% CaCO^ shows a greater accelerating 
effect than 5% CaCO^.

The conduction calorimetric curves showing the 
rate of heat development of C^S during hydration up 
to 24 h are given in Fig. 2. The onset of the 
accelerating period representing the hydration of 
C^S does not seem to be affected, but the intensity 
of the peak increases as the amount of added CaGO^ 
is increased. The total heat developed at 24 h 
decreases in the following manner: C..S - 15% CaCO^ 
> C3S - 10% CaC03 > C3S - 5% CaCO^ > C3S - 0% CaCO^. 
The conduction calorimetric curves also show the 
accelerating effect of CaCO^«

Results were also obtained for the 
non-evaporable water and C^S contents for C S pastes 
hydrated to different times. At any time of 
hydration the non-evaporable water content was 
higher and the unhydrated C^S lower in pastes 
containing CaGO^, confirming that hydration rate is 
increased in the presence of CaCO^.

Thermogravimetric analysis of the C^S + CaCOj + 
H20 system revealed that as hydration proceeded tne 
peak due to CaCO^ decomposition at about 750°C 
diminished. This indicated that some CaCO^ was 
consumed during the reaction. Figure 3 shows the 
amount of free CaCO remaining at different times of 
hydration. In the C^S - CaCCL mixture containing 
15% and 5% CaCO^ the amount of CaCO^ that was 
combined or incorporated into the hydrating C^S was 
2.4 and 1.3 percentage points, respectively.

The SEM photograjjh of C^S paste hydrated for 1 
day in the presence of 50% CaCO^ is shown in Fig. 41 
Fibrous particles of C-S-H grow on both the C^S 
(marked by C) and CaCO^ (marked by L) particles. 
is possible that CaCO^ acts as a nucleating agent. 
Another possibility is that C-S-H containing CaCO^ 
forms on the C^S particles having higher :
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permeability than that occurring with 0% CaCO^; this 
would result in an increase in the rate of
reaction.

Other effects of CaCO^ on C3S pastes included 
increase in modulus of elasticity, microhardness, 
C/S ratio of the C-S-H phase, rate of shrinkage, and 
development of smaller diameter pores up to 7 days 
of hydration.

Hydration of CjA

The hydration of C^A alone and of that 
containing 12.5 or 25% CaC03, 12.5 or 25% gypsum, 
and a mixture of CaCOj and gypsum hydrated to 
different times was followed by DSC. The C^A 
samples formed hexagonal aluminate hydrates at 
earlier times, Identified by endothermal peaks at 
about 150 and 250°C. Both peaks increased in 
intensity up to 4 h, then decreased until at 1 day 
there was only an intense peak at 314°C, indicating 
formation of cubic C^AH^. It is difficult to 
conclude from DSC just when the formation of 
was initiated; thermograms indicate, however, that 
almost all of the hexagonal phase was converted to 
the cubic phase within 7 h. SEM examination 
revealed the formation of cubic aluminate at 4 h and 
X-ray indicated C^AHg even after 1 h of hydration.

By adding CaCO^ to C.A the endothermal peak at 
160-165°C and another at 235-250°C developed even at 
5 min. They increased in intensity with time and 
are ascribed to the carboaluminate hydrate, mixed 
perhaps with hexagonal aluminate hydrates. The 
formation of the cubic phase was suppressed for up 
to 2 days.

Unhydrated C^A + CSH2 mixtures containing 25% 
CSH2 indicated an endothermic effect at 135°C (due 
to CSH2). This peak decreased with hydration. One 
representing the formation of ettringite was 
observed at about 100°C after as little as 5 min. 
Most gypsum was consumed in the first hour. At 2 h 
the formation of monosulfoaluminate was evidenced by 
an endothermal peak at 165°C.

By the addition of 12.5% CaC03 to the C^A + 25% 
C^li2 mixture the rate of consumption of C^H2 
increased. Practically no CSH2 remained even at 
30 min. Consequently, the rate of ettringite 
formation is increased, as is also the rate of 
conversion of ettringite to monosulfoaluminate.

Conduction calorimetric curves of C^A + 12.5% 
C5h2 and <;.A + 12.5% CSH2 + 12.5% CaCOj are shown in 
Fig. 5. The C3A + 12.5% CSH2 mixture developed heat 
as soon as it came into contact with water. A peak 
at about 3 min represents the maximum rate of 
formation of ettringite. In the presence of CaCO^ 
the earlier peak becomes more intense and occurs at 
about 5 min. Simultaneous formation of 
carboaluminate and ettringite results in a more 
intense peak than that for ettringite alone formed 
by the C A + 12.5% CSH2 mixture. DSC curves show 
that at 5 min both ettringite and carboaluminate 
(peak at about 160-170“C) are formed. There was 
also indication that more ettringite was formed in 
the C3A + 12.5% C5M2 + 12.5% CaCOj mixture than in 
the C3A + 12.5% C5H2 mixture. After 20 min there 
was an additional peak at about 180°C, indicating 
the presence of monosulfoaluminate. Comparison of 
thermograms for different times showed that 

formation of ettringite and its conversion to 
monosulfoaluminate is accelerated in the presence of 
CaCOj. Such results suggest that CaC03 existing as 
a complex layer on the surface of hydrating C3A is 
more permeable than that formed by gypsum and 
accelerates formation of ettringite and 
monosulfoaluminate.

Hydration of cement

Figure 6 compares the amounts of Ca(0H)2 formed 
at different times in cement pastes hydrated with 0, 
5, 10 and 15% CaCOj. Results are reported on the 
basis of cement content to avoid dilution effect by 
CaC03. At all periods from 3 h to 28 days there is 
evidence that CaC03 promotes formation of Ca(0H)2. 
The amount of CH formed is increased in cements 
containing larger amounts of CaCOj. This is 
particularly significant at earlier times. Calcium 
hydroxide is derived from the hydration of C3S and 
C2S, and the results indicate that C3S and C2S 
phases in cement may be accelerated by CaC03. 
Hydration of pure CjS is accelerated by CaCO3, as 
shown in Fig. 1.

The rate of heat development in cement 
containing 0, 5, 10, 15 and 50% CaCO3 is shown in 
Fig. 7. Although the time for the onset of heat 
evolution is not changed significantly in the 
samples containing different amounts of CaCO3> heat 
evolution is accelerated. At 50% CaCO the 
amplitude of the peak occurs 3| h earlier than in 
that hydrated without CaCOj. Figure 8 shows the 
total heat developed in these pastes for up to 24 h. 
The curves demonstrate that at all dosages of CaCO^ j 
more heat is developed, signifying the accelerating ; 
effect of CaCOj. In pure CjS pastes there is a i 
similar accelerating effect (Fig. 2). The total 
heat developed in cement containing 15% CaCO3 is 8 
and 28 cal/g at 4 and 8 h, respectively; the 
corresponding values for CjS containing 15% CaCO3 
are 6 and 22 cal/g. If this heat is derived mainly 
from the C3S portion of cement (52% C3S), the heat 
evolution In cement should be far lower than the 
values determined. The higher values signify that 
either the accelerating influence of CaCO. on C3S i! 
more significant in cement or that part of the heat 
should be attributed to the hydration of the CjA or i 
C^AF phases. ;

It has been shown that in the C3S-CaCO.-H2O ; 
system some CaCOj is incorporated into the C-S-H ; 
phase (Fig. 3). In portland cement C3A reacts with i 
CaCOj to form carboaluminate, and some CaCOj is ; 
incorporated also into the hydrated C3S phase. : 
Figure 3 compares the relative amounts of free, 
unreacted CaCOj with hydrating portland cement or 
C3S initially containing 5 or 15% CaCO3. Generally 
more CaC03 seems to be incorporated into cement 
paste than into CjS paste. This can be explained b; 
consumption of some CaCO3 by the CjA phase in 
cement. It would be expected that part of C3A 
reacts with the CSH2 and part with the CaCO3.

Because of the accelerating influence of CaC03 
on the hydration sequence of C3A and C3S it would b< 
expected that CaCO3 would influence the setting 
property of cement. Figure 9 gives the initial and: 
final setting times of cement prepared at a 
w/s = 0.4, or at the same consistency. Setting tim< 
decreases as the amount of added CaC03 is increased. 
The acceleration of setting time at 15% CaC03 variei 



between 0.8 and 1.5 h. Setting times, even at 15% 
CaCO^, exceed the minimum limit requirements of the 
Canadian standard (14). Comparison of setting time 
with calorimetric and TGA results (Figs. 5, 6 and 7) 
suggests that at time of setting CjA and C3S have 
hydrated to different extents. The accelerated 
setting can therefore be explained by the 
acceleration of hydration of C3A to form 
sulfoaluminate and of C3S to form C-S-H and CH in 
cement»

The rates of strength development in cement 
pastes containing 0, 5, 10 and 15% CaCO3 are given 
in Fig. 10. Up to 1 day the strength seems to be 
higher in pastes containing CaCOj. Later strengths 
at 7 and 28 d indicate lower strengths in paste 
containing 10-15Z CaCO . At 28 days they are as 
follows: cement - 5% CaCO3 > cement - 0Z CaCO > 
cement - 10Z CaCOj > cement - 15% CaCO . The ’ 
decrease in strength at dosages of 10-15% CaC03 at 
28 days may be due partly to lower degree of 
hydration (based on the weight of cement paste 
containing CaC03); the amount of CH in cement pastes 
with 0, 5, 10 and 15% CaCO3 is, respectively, 12.9, 
12.6, 11.9 and 11.5 at 28 days. The porosity values 
show that total porosity of paste with 15% CaC03 is 
higher than that containing 0% CaCO3 at 28 days, the 
values being 30.9 and 25.5Z, respectively (Fig. 11). 
Higher porosity in pastes containing 15% CaC03 may 
be responsible for the decrease. A part of CaCO, 
that remains unreacted may act as a diluent. That 
not all added CaCO3 acts as a diluent is evident 
from the results for mortars. If strengths of 
mortars containing cement + quartz and cement + 
CaC03 are compared, higher strengths are obtained 
with CaC03, indicating that it participates in 
forming bonds in the paste (3). Microstructural 
studies indicate this possibility (Fig. 4). At 90 
days cements with 0, 5 and 10% CaCOj have about the 
same strength. Further long-term strength 
development studies in pastes containing 15% CaC03 
will have to be carried out to examine whether, at 
this dosage, strength will eventually reach the same 
value as that for the paste containing 0% CaC03.

CONCLUSIONS

Hydration of C3A * СБВ2 in the presence of 
CaCO. results in accelerated formation of ettringite 
and its conversion to monosulfoaluminate hydrate. 
This is probably due to the formation of highly 
permeable carboaluminate on the hydrating surface of 
C3A.

Calcium carbonate accelerates the hydration of 
CjS and is partially incorporated into the C-S-H 
phase. The modified surface of the hydrating C.S 
and nucleation on the CaC03 particles are two 
mechanisms that could produce this effect.

Hydration of cement is also accelerated by 
CaCO3. In the paste, CaC03 is incorporated into the 
hydrating CjA and CjS phases. Setting times are 
reduced owing to accelerated formation of ettringite 
and C—S—H. Earlier strengths of cement pastes are 
increased by the addition of CaCO3, but at 28 days 
strengths decrease in the presence of 10 and 15% 
CaCO3. At 90 days the strength for 15% CaCO, is 
lower than that of the other mixes. There is - 

evidence that all added CaC03 does not act as an 
inert additive in terms of chemical reaction and 
strength development.
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Figure 1« Formation of Ca(0H)2 in C^S pastes 
containing different amounts of CaCO3 
(CyS basis)
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Danish Portland-Fly Ash Cement

Introduction

Before the oil crisis in 1973/74, only 25% 
of the electric power used in Denmark came 
from coal fired power plants and the pro
duction of fly ash was less than 0.3 mil
lion tonnes per year.

By 1980 the use of coal had increased to 
75% of the total fuel consumption and the 
fly ash production had reached 1.0 million 
tonnes per year.

Part of this fly ash is used by Aalborg 
Portland - the only cement manufacturer in 
Denmark - in three different ways:

- As a substitute for clay in the 
raw mix. The fly ash is insuf
flated into the burning zone of 
the cement kilns at a rate of 
up to 12% of clinker output.

- For manufacture of rapid harde
ning portland cement containing 
up to 5% of fly ash.

- For manufacture of portland-fly 
ash cement containing about 24% 
of fly ash.

Production of portland-fly ash cement

The portland-fly ash cement was designed 
to fulfil the requirements of the Danish 
cement standard, DS 427, and the future 
European standard for cement, EN 197. 
Furthermore, it was decided that the new 
cement should have a compressive strength 
at any age not lower than for Danish ordi
nary portland cement. Laboratory investi
gations and grinding tests in the plant 
revealed that these requirements would be 
met by a cement containing about 24% fly 
ash and having a specific surface of 450 
m2/kg.

Production of portland-fly ash cement 
takes place on mill installations as 
shown in Figure 1.

The 24% of fly ash for portland-fly ash 
cement is extracted directly from the 
storage silo to weight feeders. The feed 
control to the cement mills is based on 
the loss in weight principle. The shape of 
the feed bin and its mechanical stirrers 
were important design features for main
taining steady flow of fly ash to the ce
ment mill.

As a further control fly ash, material 
from the primary grinder, and material 
from the secondary grinder are analyzed by 
XRF every 4 hours and the amount of fly 
ash in the portland-fly ash cement is cal
culated .

The fly ash used comes from different 
power plants and from coal of different 
origin but the fly ash always complies 
with the requirements set out in Table 8.

The portland-fly ash cement produced has 
average properties as shown in Table 1.

As illustrated by Table 2 it was possible 
to discontinue production af ordinary 
portland cement shortly after the intro
duction of the portland-fly ash cement. 
This does, however, not mean that ordinary 
portland cement has simply been substitu
ted by portland-fly ash cement. For 
example has the portland-fly ash cement 
substituted some of the use of rapid har
dening portland cement for certain pur
poses, especially in concrete products 
(slabs, pipes). In this connection it 
should also be mentioned that some ordina
ry portland cement has been replaced by a 
combination of rapid hardening portland 
cement and fly ash mixed at the concrete 
plants .

Research projects

At the design stage several research pro
jects were initiated, all aiming at provi
ding information on important subjects re
lated to the use of portland-fly ash ce
ment. Summaries of results of the projects 
are given below.

Water penetration

Water penetration was measured in accor
dance with ISO 7031 on concretes differing 
in the type of cement used and the cement 
content. All concretes were air-entrained 
(air content 4-7%) [1,2]. Jhe samples were 
cured 28 days in water (20 C), 14 days in 
air (20°C.>65%RH) and finally 14 days in 
water (20°C) before testing. The results 
are given in Table 3.

The results, although not unambiguous, in
dicate that at this testing age the two 
types of cement will yield the same level 
of resistance to water penetration provi
ded that the concretes are cured properly.

Alkali-silica reactivity

The effect of substituting 30% by weight 
of ordinary portland cement containing 
either 0.68 or 1.14% Na20 eq. with two 
Danish fly ashes (Composition as shown in 
Table 4) on alkali-silica reactivity was 
tested according to ASJM C 441 (expansion 
of mortar bars at 37.8 C).

The result shown in Figure 2 clearly de
monstrates the beneficial effect of fly 
ash 0029 on expansion caused by alkali
silica reaction. Similar results were ob
tained with fly ash 0038. Similar results 
were also obtained with both fly ashes 
when tested according to the modified me
thods described by Brotschi and Mehta [3].

Diffusion of chloride

The effect of cement type, w/c ratio, tem
perature and curing time on the diffusion 
of chloride through cement paste has been 
studied at The Danish Corrosion Centre 
[4]. The technique used for diffusion mea
surements is outlined in Figure 3.
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From the results of Table 5 the superior 
behaviour of portland-fly ash cement com
pared with the behaviour of rapid harde
ning and sulfate resistant portland cement 
is noted.

Carbonation

Based on a literature survey, Justesen and 
Nepper-Christensen [5] have expressed the 
following opinion concerning carbonation 
of concrete containing portland-fly ash 
cement:

- The carbonation proceeds faster 
in an initial period which may be 
of a duration of about one year. 
The rate of carbonation depends 
to a high degree on the curing 
conditions, particularly on the 
protection of the concrete 
against drying-out at the very 
early stage of hardening.

- At later ages the difference in 
carbonation depth seems to be 
rather independent of the type of 
cement used.

The results from a long term durability 
project (25 years) commenced in 1983 in 
order to evaluate the durability of con
crete with mineral admixtures (fly ash, 
microsilica) support the first of these 
conclusions. The concrete structures in
cluded in the testing project are still 
too young to give evidence for the second 
conclusion, see Table 6 [6].

Freeze/thaw resistance

The long term project [6] referred to abo
ve also includes testing the concretes for 
freeze/thaw resistance according to ISO 
4846. 28 days old slabs and 2 year old 
drilled cores were tested with the result 
(Table 7) that good freeze/thaw resistance 
(scaling less than 0.5 kg/ni ) was obtained 
for all concretes, irrespective of cement 
type, which were designed to provide frost 
resistance (marked with * in Table 7).

Since 1976 many thousands of square metres 
of concrete pavement were made with con
crete containing fly ash or from portland
fly ash cement in Denmark and they have 
been exposed to severe freeze/thaw condi
tions during the winters. The experience 
gained is that air-entrained concrete 
(4-6^ air) produced with a strength (>30 
MPa) and a w/c ratio (<0.5) corresponding 
to the specifications for concrete in ag
gressive environment in Dansk Ingenitfrfor- 
enings Code of Practice [7] will have ex
cellent freeze/thaw resistance. 

Following some cases of unsatisfactory 
wear resistance of concrete floors (laid 
in pigsties) made with portland-fly ash 
cement an investigation of the influence

of cement type and the use/non-use of a 
curing membrane on this property was taken 
up. The wear resistance was measured by 
sand blasting the concrete surface with a 
sand-water slurry according to a method 
developed by The Danish Agricultural Engi
neering Institute [8].

Only minor differences in wear resistance 
could be attributed to the cement type 
whereas both the use/non-use of curing 
membrane and the compressive strength were 
found to be important parameters, see Fi
gure 4 [9] .

Quality of flv ash

As part of the quality control of fly ash 
used by the cement and concrete industry 
in Denmark the chemical and physical pro
perties are tested on monthly average 
samples from 8 major power plants. The 
control also comprises preparation of a 
blended cement (70w% Rapid hardening port
land cement + 30w% fly ash) which is tested 
for compressive strength, setting time and 
soundness.

The quality control requirements for fly 
ash, the average test results and standard 
deviations for the years 1983-85 are shown 
in Table 8.

Taking into account that the data of Table 
8 represent fly ashes produced at diffe
rent power plants from coal of different 
origin the resulting strengths of the 
blended samples show remarkable uniformi
ty.

The standard deviations shown in Table 1 
for portland-fly ash cement also confirm 
that it is possible to manufacture uniform 
cement from fly ashes from different power 
plants and from different coals.

Thus it has not been found necessary to 
introduce further requirements for fly ash 
used for manufacturing portland-fly ash 
cement in Denmark.

Conclusion

Portland-fly ash cement has been marketed 
in Denmark for 5 years and covers a market 
share of 35-404 of the total cement con
sumption.

Danish research projects concerning water 
permeability, alkali-silica reactivity, 
chloride diffusion, carbonation, freeze/ 
thaw resistance and wear resistance con
firm that portland-fly ash cement has si
milar or better properties in those re
spects than ordinary portland cement. ’
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Tables

Table 1. Average properties and standard de
viations of Danish portland-fly ash cement. 
Testing performed according to the methods 
of Danish Standard 427 which closely resem
ble the methods of ISO R 679 and R 680.

Chemical properties
M 1.3 +/- 0.3 4
S 2.6 +/- 0.2 %
Loss on ignition 2.5 +/- 0.2 4
Fly ash 24 +/- 1.5 %

Physical properties
Setting time

Initial 130 +/- 16 minutes
Final 165 +/- 18 minutes

Soundness 0 +/- 0 mm
Compressive strength

1 day 14 +/- 1.8 MPa
2 days 24 +/- 1.8 MPa
7 days 37 +/- 2.0 MPa

28 days 49 +/- 2.2 MPa

6. Rasmussen, T. H.: Langtidsfors0g vedr0- 
rende holdbarheden af beton med flyve- 
aske og mikrosilica, Aalborg Portland, 
Internal report, November 1984.

7. Dansk Ingeni0rforenings Code of Practice 
for the Structural Use of Concrete, DS 
411, 3. edition, March 1984.

8. Pedersen, S.: Metode til karakterisering 
af staldgulve, Danish Agricultural Engi
neering Institute, Orientering nr. 8, 
1981 .

9. Pedersen, S. & Johansen, P.: Unders0gel- 
se over forskellige betontyper til svi- 
nestalde, Danish Agricultural Enginee
ring Institute, Orientering nr. 32, 
1985.

Table 2. Use of different cement types (^) in 
Denmark.

Type of cement 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Ordinary 
portland cement 40 36 24 14 0 0
Portland
fly ash cement 0 6 23 31 40 35
Rapid hardening 
portland cement 56 52 46 49 52 60
Special cements 4 6 7 6 8 5

Table 3 Water penetration for concretes differing in cement type and cement content. 
Compressive strength results refer to 28 days curing. Averages refer to 6 samples in 
series 1 and 3 in series 2.

Type of cement Cement 
eontent 
kg/m3

w/c 
ratio

Compressive 
strength 

MPa

Water penetration Test series 
no.min - max

mm
average

mm

Rapid harde- 288 0.49 25 0-13 3 1

ning portland 300 0.46 33 16 2

cement 348 0.41 35 0-23 4 1

Portland- 289 0.48 30 0-10 1 1

fly ash 325 0.43 32 8 2

cement 348 0.42 32 0-15 3 1
350 0.44 35 4 2
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reactivity tests.

Oxides Danish ordinary 
portland cement

High alkali 
portland cement

Fly ash 
0038

Fly ash 
0029

S 21.2 20.3 49.5 50.7
A 4.7 4.5 22.4 24.9
F 2.8 2.9 10.1 7.7
C 64.2 63.4 6.3 5.4
M % 1 . 2 2.3 3.6 2.5
s 2.6 3.2 0.7 0.7
LOI % 1 . 3 0.9 3.2 3.9
Na, 0 X 0.33 0.40 0.59 0.93
kJ) % 0.53 1.13 2.64 3.80
Naz0 eq 0.68 1.14 2.33 3.43

Table 4. Composition of cements and fly ashes used in alkali -silica

Table 6. Depth of carbonation for concretes with different cement types.

Cement type Temperature
Curing time

28 days 
w/c ratio

90 days
W/C

0.40 0
ratio

0.40 0 .50 0.60 . 50 0.60

Rapid hardening 20 - 122 - - 100 -
portland cement 30 67 132 263 45 12b 257

50 — 289 - - 284 *

Low alkali sul- 20 — 151 - - 140 -
fate resistant 30 106 193 279 83 1 7 1 160
portland cement 50 — 370 - — 388 —

Portland- 20 — 92 - - 29 -
fly ash 30 41 116 139 5.8 37 88

Table 5. Effective diffusion coefficients for cement pastes, 10" 13 2 , m /s

Type of cement Cement w/c Compressive Depth of Age
content ratio strength carbonation
kg/m3 MPa mm years

(28 days) average std.dev.

Rapid hardening 260 0.54 22 2.1 1 .0 2.0
1 .8portland cement 340 0.43 37 1 . 3 0.5

Low alkali sul- 260 0.52 29 3.0 1.2 2.0
fate resistant 340 0.42 36 <0.5 — 1.8
portland cement 390 0.36 51 0.8 0.4 1 .8

Portland- 260 0.54 29 2.7 1.4 1 . 7
fly ash 340 0.44 30 2.8 0.8 2.0
cement 390 0.42 35 1.8 0.7 1 . 8

Table 7. Freeze/thaw resistance according to ISO 4846 of concretes 
with different cement types.

Cement type Cement 
content

kg/m

w/c 
ratio

Air 
content

%

Compressive 
strength 
28 days 

MPa

Scaling, 25 cycles
Slabs 
28 days 
kg/mz

Drilled cores 
2 years 
kg/m2

Rapid harde- 261 0.54 5.5 28 0.11 0.00
ning port
land cement

255 
* 334

0.53
0.43

6.0
5.0

32
38

0.03
0.15 0.00

Low alkali 264 0.52 5.0 25 2.60 0.03
sulfate 262 0.51 5.5 32 0.33
resistant * 340 0.42 6.0 40 0.06 0.01
portland * 390 0.36 5.0 48 0.07 0.00
cement

Portland- 257 0.52 4.5 28 0.68
fly ash 261 0.54 5.5 27 0.31 0.32
cement * 333 0.44 5.0 32 0.09 0.00

* 341 0.45 5.0 33 0.1b
* 397 0.42 3.0 38 0.11 0.02
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Requi
rements

S >40.0

A %

F

C <12.0

M % <5.0

5 x <3.0

LOT % <5.0

Avail.
Na20 eq. % <1.5

Residue 
on 45pm %

<40.0

Compr. 
strength 
DS 427 MPa 

1 day

/ days

28 days

56 days

Setting 
time min.

Ini
tial

Final

1 2 3

53.2 54.5 54.0
3.3 2.9 8.0

25.1 29.7 32.0
1 . 9 2.1 4.6

9.3 6.7 4.9
1 .5 1 .2 1 .4

5.2 4.8 6.5
0.9 1 . 3 2.5

3.2 1 .9 1 .4
0.6 0.5 0.5

1.0 0.6 0.5
0.3 0.2 0.2

3.0 1 .3 3.2
0.6 0.3 0.7

0.8 0.4 0.2
0.1 0.1 0.1

26.3 23.6 30.7
3.7 3.6 4.3

10.3 10.0 9.3
0.9 0.9 1 . 1

30.9 30.9 29.8
1 .8 1 .6 2.0

41 .8 42.1 40.3
2.2 1 .5 2.6

52.1 51 .3 48.8
2.7 1 . 9 3.0

180 188 203
20 20 33

213 222 236
22 25 38

31 18 26

Power plant no.

4 5 6

51.0 56.3 51.8
2.9 3.9 2.3

30.7 28.3 30.6
3.6 3.2 3.3

7.2 6.3 6.6
1 .8 1 . 4 1 . 8

6 . 1 4.6 6.3
1 . 4 2.8 1 . 1

2.2 1 . 6 2.3
1 . 1 0.5 1 . 1

0.8 0.6 0.6
0.3 0.2 0.2

2.6 2.7 3.2
0.5 0.7 0.6

0.5 0.5 0.4
0.2 0.1 0.2

25.5 20.7 20.8
3.7 5.8 2.4

9.8 10.7 9.6
1.0 1 . 1 0.9

30.5 30.9 30.2
2.3 1 .9 2.0

41 .3 42.5 40.9
2.9 2.3 2.3

50.6 53.0 50.7
3.3 3.3 3.1

202 178 201
28 16 21

239 208 234
33 19 23

30 27 23

7 8 All

52.3 53.2 53.3
2.4 3.7 4.5

32.2 32.4 29.7
0.7 3.5 4.0

5.2 6.0 6.7
0.8 2.6 2.1

7 . 3 5.1 5.7
1 . 3 1 .9 1 . 9

1 . 8 1 .4 2.0
0.5 0.8 1.0

0.6 0.5 0.7
0.2 0.2 0.3

3 . 1 2.5 2.7
0.6 0.4 0.8

0.3 0.4 0.5
0.1 0.2 0.2

26.6 22.8 24.7
2.1 2.8 5.0

9.6 10.4 10.0
1 .0 0.8 1 . 1

29.2 32.3 30.6
2.4 0.8 2.0

40.2 43.3 41.6
1 . 9 1 .5 2.4

49.5 53.4 51 .2
2.1 1 .4 3.2

209 190 193
37 24 27

241 224 226
39 27 30

1 1 16 182Number of 
samples

Table 8. Average(first line) and standard deviation(second line) for chemical 
and physical data for samples from 8 Danish power plants. Compressive strengths 
and setting times are measured on a mix of 70% rapid hardening portland cement 
and 30% fly ash. Soundness of all mixes was 0 mm. Requirements not shown in the 
table: Moisture <1.5%, S+A+F >70%, Cl <0.1%.
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Figures

24X edi
tion ' 
Portiand-
fly ash 
cement

addition

-4-----
secondary grinder

to c-mills

Figure 1. Diagram ot mill installations 
for production of portland-fly ash cement

All eortar bats contain crushed Pyrex glass as aggregate

?0\ Portland ceeent (1.14X Ha 0 eq) ♦ 30\ fly ash 0029

Expansion
* Portland ceeent (O.68X Ha 0 eq)

PottLand ceaent (1.1NX Hi 0 eq)

Figure 2. Time-expansion curves for 
mortar bars (ASTM C 441)

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of experimental 
arrangement for diffusion measurements

Compressive strength MPa

Figure 4. Effect of curing membrane and 
compressive strength on wear resistance

л Portland-fly ash cement, 
curing membrane

□ Portland-fly ash cement, 
no curing membrane

▲ Rapid hardening portland cement, 
curing membrane

ж Rapid hardening portland cement, 
no curing membrane



ROLE DES ADDITIONS MINERALES SUR EA FORMATION DE L ' AUREOLE DE TRANSATION
ENTRE GROS GRANULAT ET MORTIER

La structuration de 1'aureole de transition, 
zone de liaison entre la pate de ciment et les granu
lats, a fait I'objet de nombreuses etudes dans le cas 
des ciments portland. C'est en effet le point faible 
des betons puisqu'elle presente une forte porosite 
et une morphologie cristalline qui lui conferent de 
mauvaises caracteristiques mecaniques et en font un 
chemin privilegie pour la migration des agents 
aggressifs.

Les additions minerales utilisees dans les ci
ments agissent sur certains parametres qui commandent 
la formation de I'aureole de transition : I'arrange- 
ment granulaire au voisinage de 1'interface avec les 
granulats, la vitesse d'hydratation, la fluidite de 
la pate et le controle de 11 hydratation du C-A. Nous 
avons done axe notre contribution sur les modifica
tions de la zone de liaison apportees par diverses 
additions minerales.

I - METHODE EXPERIMENTALE

Une premiere partie est consacree ä des addi
tions dont la granularite est voisine de celle des 
grains de clinker et qui peuvent etre utilisees comme 
filler sans fluidifiant (cendres volantes, laitier, 
calcaire).

Dans une seconde partie nous presentons 1‘action 
de la fumee de silice de granularite tres inferieure 
ä celle du clinker dont I'emploi comme ajout neces
site 1'usage d'un fluidifiant. Nous etudions en par- 
ticulier le role de la nature de la silice sur la 
structuration de I'aureole de transition.

L'aureole de transition formee au voisinage des 
gros granulats d'un beton est etudiee au moyen d'une 
eprouvette mixte constituee d'un bloc de marbre plan 
poli contre lequel est coule un mortier ou une pate 
pure de ciment. Apres rupture au voisinage immediat 
de 1'interface, les deux demi-eprouvettes sont obser- 
vees au microscope electronique a balayage (MEB). La 
structuration de la phase liante (pate ou mortier) 
est analysee par diffraction de rayons X (DRX) selon 
la methode d'abrasion progressive (1). Cette methode 
permet :

- de caracteriser 1'orientation preferentielle 
des cristaux de portlandite qui se developpent avec 
leur axe c perpendiculaire au gros granulat. On defi- 
ni a cet effet un indice I d'orientation dont on Stu
die la variation avec la distance 5 ä 1'interface ;

- de connaitre la repartition des phases anhy- 
dres ou hydratees cristallisees depuis la surface de 
rupture jusqu'au coeur de I'eprouvette.

II - RAPPEL SUR LA STRUCTURATION DE LA PATE 

DE CIMENT PORTLAND NON FILLERISEE AU 

VOISINAGE D'UN GROS GRANULAT

La variation de 1'indice d'orientation des cris
taux de CH varie typiquement en fonction de la dis
tance a 1'interface selon la courbe de la figure 1.

On rappelle que :
intensite raie (00.1)/intensit6 raie (10J) 

--------------------- (У773---------------------

1 - ScKema
de. J.'o^-Lervtatijort de.4 гл< /.trujx de CH 

an voLxiinxig.e d'an. длси длапл1<а.Г.

L'orientation preferentielle de la portlandite 
et 1'hydratation particuliSre de la pate sont inter- 
pretees par 1'existence d'un gradient de teneur en 
eau du ä un effet de paroi entre le gros granulat 
et les grains de ciment (2). L'amplitude de l'orien
tation des premiers cristaux voisins de 1'interface 
est determinee par les conditions d'hydratation du 
C_A et du CgS selon le schema de la figure 2 dans 
le cas d'un granulat inerte.

formation d’aluminate
au voisinage 

du gros granulat
I

Ifaible

formation d'ettringite 
au voisinage 

du gros granulat

hydratation du C^S | 

Ca++mobiles Ca++ peu mobiles 
I t

Fi.gwie 2 - АгиаАу.ле xich-emati-tyie
de Ля сл.оёл4ап.ае de4 слд-лНяих de pomtdamLüte

Налл d'аил.ёоХ.е de tn.aiudddon

Dans le cas d'un gros granulat calcaire, 
l'orientation des premiers cristaux de CH est nota- 
blement diminuee si la calcite reagit precocement 
avec les aluminates de calcium hydrates e'est-a-dire 
si la reaction du C^A n'est pas efficacement contro- 
lee par les sulfates.

La limite d'orientation <5 auqmente avec les 
possibilites de migration des iofis Ca** dans la pate 
de ciment. Dans le cas des pätes pures 5 est ainsi 
une fonction croissante de la teneur en eau de gächa- 
ge et du temps de debut de prise.



III - INFLUENCE D'ADDITIONS MINERALES DE 

DE GRANULARITE VOISINE DE CELLE DU 

CIMENT SUR LA FORMATION DE L'AU- 
REOLE DE TRANSITION

Les additions minerales jouent un role physique 
sur le comportement rheologique de la pate fraiche 
de ciment et chimique sur son hydratation. Leur pre
sence peut done agir sur la formation de I1 aureole 
de transition. Ceci a ete verifie avec des cendres 
et des laitiers par CARLES et al (3, 4) dont nous 
resumons tout d'abord les principaux resultats. Nous 
presenterons par la suite d'autres resultats plus 
partiels obtenus avec des fillers calcaires (5).

Les etudes avec cendres et laitiers ont ete 
conduites au moyen d1eprouvettes mixtes confection- 
nees avec des pätes ä base d'un ciment CPA 55 R 
gachees a une concentration volumique J = = 0,527
sur un marbre de carrare (teneur en CaCO, > 99 %). 
Trois ajouts ont ete utilises au taux ’’unique de 
substitution de 30 %. 11 s'agit :

- d'une cendre volante de houille n01 
(395 тг Kg"1 Blaine) ;

- d'une couche volante de lignite n°2 
(210 тг kg" Blaine) ;

- d'un lautier, de fonte Thomas granule broye 
ä 350 in kg" Blaine.

2 -1La composition chimique du ciment (320 m kg 
Blaine) et des additions est indiquee au tableau 1

I
I

Si02 A12°3
1 1
1 Fe203 1

1
CaO 1

1
MgO Na-,0

2

1
K7o 1

2 1
S03 Rente I 

au feu I
I
I ciment
I

21,4 5,3 1 2,3 1 64,0 1
1

1,4 0,04
1

0,49 1
1

2,98
1

1,02 1
1

I
I cendre n°1
1

54,8 27,1
1 1
1 8,8 1
1 1

3,3 1
1

2,1 0,3
1

2,6 1
1

0,9
1

3,6 1
1
1 cendre n°2
1

24 0 14,9
1 1
1 10,1 1
1 1

1
50,7» 1

1
3,7 0,8

1
1,0 1

1
9,1 0,4 1

1
1 |FeO = 1,9| 1 1 1
1 laitier
1

33,1 11,4 1 0 1
1 1

42,4 1
1

8,3 0,6 1
1

1
1

* dont 28 % de chaux libre
TABLEAU 1

Compo/iLtLon. tixlniLque. du ciment. Дел сегиДлел et du ДаиДиел

La croissance des cristaux de CH aux premiers 
ages peut etre analysee au moyen des courbes de la 
figure 3.

S u>n
Ol------ ---- ,-- Н-1-гт-Н------ ,--- ,..  f *

1 2 5 10 20 50

РДдиле 3 - Слоил-залсе рлё.^ёл,еги1л.еЛЗ-е 
Дел слллДаих Де povittancLLte Дапл Дел сипепЛз 

au voL3uxag.e d'un. длол yianuZat.

La limite d'orientation S est d'autant plus 
grande que la ressuee est importante apres la mise 
en place. Celle-ci augmente si le pourcentage de 
grains irreguliers, la porosite ouverte ou la surfa
ce specifique des grains de 1'ajout diminuent. La 
valeur de S et 1'orientation preferentielle des 
cristaux de СЙ formes au voisinage immediat de 1'in
terface, caracterisee par peuvent etre ana- 
lysees comme suit d'apres les indications de la fi
gure 2.

* cendre de houille n°1 :
La grande porosite (7%) explique que cet ajout 

n'ait qu'un faible role fluidifiant. La valeur de 
5 est done peu accrue par rapport a cel?e de la 
pate pure (65 p.m au lieu de 40 цт). Cette cendre 
apporte des sulfates rapidement solubles qui contri- 
buent ä la formation d'ettringite auteur des grains 
de C-A. Il n'apparait done pas d'aluminate hydrate 
et la surface du gros granulat de marbre cemeurant 
inattaquee et plane, les cristaux de portlandite 
ont un indice d'orientation eleve.



* cendre de lignite n°2 :
La faible surface specifique, ajoutee ä la for

me spherique de nombreux grains et ä 1'inexistence 
d'une porosite ouverte notable font que cette cendre 
est un excellent fluidifiant. La limite d'orienta
tion 5 est done notablement accrue (de 40 u.m ä 
90^m).°

La composition chimique de cette cendre est 
remarquable par ses hautes teneurs en sulfate et 
en chaux avec une fraction importante de cette der
niere sous forme de CaO libre. La desorientation 
des cristaux de portlandite au voisinage du gros 
granulat s’explique ici par l'existence de germes 
de cristallisation homogene formes autour des grains 
de cendre par l'extinction de la chaux vive qu'ils 
contiennent. Un resultat analogue a ete obtenu par 
11 utilisation de germes de CaO ou de Ca(OH)melan
ges au ciment : cette activation cristallochimique 
conduit ä une forte desorientation des cristaux de 
portlandite dans 1'aureole de transition (6).

* laitier de fonte :
Le laitier granule a une action fluidifiante 

sur la pate de ciment ce qui se traduit par une 
augmentation de la valeur de 5 . Dans I'aureole de 
transition le rapport eau/clinker est accru par rap
port au cas des CPA purs. Les seuls sulfates pre
sents provenant de la dissolution du gypse, le con- 
tröle de 11 hydratation du C,A est-alors insuffisant 
pour eviter la formation o'aluminates de calcium 
hydrates au voisinage du gros granulat. Les cristaux 
de portlandite formes sont alors plus faiblement 
Orientes, la modification etant encore plus impor
tante au voisinage des granulats calcaires qui sont 
corrodes avec la formation de carboaluminate.

Le laitier et les cendres utilises dans ces 
essais ne sont pas des additions inertes ; leur 
reaction contribue done au remplissage progressif 
de la porosite de I'aureole de transition comme de 
celle de la masse de la pate. Au fur et ä mesure 
du temps I'evolution de 1'orientation preferentielle 
des cristaux de portlandite pres de 1'interface est 
tres faible : legerement croissante avec le laitier 
et decroissante avec les cendres. Enfin la faible 
pouzzolanicite des cendres utilisees n'a pas permis 
de mettre en evidence la consommation de la portlan
dite par DRX avant 6 mois ni dans la pate, ni dans 
I'aureole de transition.

* Fillers calcaires:
Сотте TFs auditions precedentes les fillers 

calcaires utilises comme ajout ont une surface spe- 
cifique de I'ordre de celle du clinker qu'ils rem- 
placent. Par consequent 1'effet de paroi entre 
grains de ciment et gros granulat ne devrait pas 
etre notablement modifie. On constate effectivement 
que 1'orientation des cristaux de portlandite est 
peu affectee par 1'ajout de filler calcaire (5).

Des etudes morphologiques de facies de rupture 
d'eprouvettes mixtes ont montre l'existence d'un 
film dense d'hydrates, essentiellement constitue 
de portlandite, depose sur le granulat (7). Ce film 
est analogue ä celui observe avec des ciments port
land non fillerises ou contenant des ajouts de cen
dre volante ou de laitier. Avec un filler silico- 
calcaire cette morphologie est modifies : il se for
me alors davantage d'ettringite bien cristallisee 
au voisinage de 1'interface.

Les fillers calcaires se distinguent des cen
dres et laitiers par leur reaction avec les alumina
tes de calcium qui conduit ä la formation du carbo
aluminate CgA.CaCOg.HH2O (8). Dans I'aureole de 
transition comme dans le coeur de la pate cette re
action de la calcite se fait concurremment avec 
celle du gypse (7). Ainsi, pres de 1'interface, la 
forte teneur locale en eau due a 1'effet de paroi 
entraine un developpement plus abondant des alumina
tes hydrates (9) qui reagissent avec le filler cal
caire pour former davantage de carboaluminate (5). 
Cette activite chimique des fillers calcaires a des 
consequences favorables sur la resistance mecanique 
et la porosite des pates de ciment ou des melanges 
CgA + CaCOg (10). Puisqu'elle у est plus intense 
qu'a coeur on peut penser que ses consequences sont 
encore plus importantes dans I'aureole de transition.

IV - INFLUENCE DE LA FUMEE DE SILICE CON- 
DENSEE SUR LA FORMATION DE L'AUREOLE 

DE TRANSITION

La fumee de silice se distingue des additions 
precedentes par sa ?graDde surface specifique (de 
I'ordre de 20 000 nrkg" ) et sa reaction pouzzola- 
nique rapide. Comme 1'ont note recemment Carles- 
Gibergues et al. (11) et Oudjit (12) il у a lieu 
de considerer que la fumee de silice ne presente 
pas la meme reactivite quelle que soit sa provenance 
ct qu'en particulier sa teneur en impuretes, notam- 
ment en carbone, joue un tres grand role.

Nous avons indique par ailleurs (13) le role 
d'une fumee de silice sur la formation de I'aureole 
de transition ; nous presentons ici 1'influence de 
la nature de la fumee de silice sur cette zone de 
contact dans la continuite des travaux de Carles- 
Gibergues.

Les etudes ont ete effectuees au moyen d'eprou
vettes mixtes associant un gros granulat de marbre 
de carrare et un mortier prepare avec un rapport 
liant/sable calcaire = 1,5. Ce rapport est choisi 
conformement au dosage du mortier retenu dans les 
betons de ha^te resistance prepares avec 700 kg de 
ciment par m . Nous presentons tout d'abord les re
sultats obtenus en 1'absence de fluidifiant comme 
dans le chapitre precedent. Dans 1'optique d'une 
application ä 1'analyse du comportement des betons 
de haute resistance nous presenterons ensuite 1'in
fluence de la nature de la fumee de silice en pre
sence de naphtalene sulfonate.

Les caracteristiques des silices choisies sont 
reportees au tableau 2. Nous avons choisi une silice 
reactive (n°1) et une autre contenant un pourcentage 
eleve de carbone qui la rend moins reactive aux Jeu
nes ages (h°2). Nous avons egalement utilise la sili
ce n° 2 chauffee ä 550°C de fagon ä bruler son car
bone residuel : apres traitement, eile est герёгёе 
silice n°3 dans nos гёзиИаГз.
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1
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Silice №2 Ss BET = 23 000 m^kg 1

TABLEAU 2
Сал.а.сХ.ёлллй-<угел dsz fju!ne.e-4 de. ^LLlce

IV - 1- Influence de la nature de la futeee de silice 
en 1*absence de fluidifiant

Les differents mortiers sort prepares avec une 
teneur ponderale en eau (eau/ciment + silice) = 0,40

Les courbes de la figure 4 illustrent la crois- 
sance preferentielle des cristaux de portlandite 
dans le montier au voisinage du gros granulat. Les 
deux silices dosees ä 10 % en poids de liant condui- 
sent ä une reduction notable de l'indice d'orienta
tion. Ceci peut s'expliquer par la diminution de 
la porosite pres de 1'interface due au remplissage 
des vides intergranulaires par les grains de fumee 
de silice qui jouent egalement le role de germe de 
cristallisation pour la portlandite. En outre il 
у a lieu de noter que la silice n°1 accelere 1'hy- 
dratation du ciment et diminue la fluidite ce qui 
contrarie le libre developpement des cristaux de 
portlandite. La silice n°2 entraine au contraire 
un retard aux jeunes ages mais il se forme une plus 
grande quantite d1aluminates hydrates dans 1'aureole 
de transition.

FiguAe 4 - OjLi.entatj.on. dez (VLMtaux 
de pontdanxiite darw de» montdeA» 

au. voi>iirLag.e d'un. yto-4 yLazuulat : 
in.Fduen.ce de da natuAe de da »iddee 

en d'ab»enae de f.tu.uidpjand.

Comme dans le cas des echantillons prepares avec 
du ciment pur, on peut enfin remarquer que I'ettrin- 
gite se forme en plus grande quantite au voisinage 
du gros granulat avec la silice comme 1'indiquent 
les courbes de la figure_5. Ceci s'explique par la 
diffusion des ions SO. vers I1 interface due ä 
1'existance d'un gradient de teneur en eau. En outre, 
dans le cas de la silice n°2 la quantited'ettringite 
est plus importante que pour les autres echantillons. 
Il semble done que le C,A s'hydrate plus rapidement 
avec cet ajout puisque nous avons mentionne precedem- 
ment que la quantite d'aluminate hydrate etait eile 
aussi plus importante.

L' examen du NEB indique que la morphologic des 
faces de rupture des eprouvettes mixtes n'est pas 
affectee par 1'addition de silice aux jeunes ages. 
On retrouve, cote granulat (figure 6), des depots 
de portlandite analogues ä ceux presentes dans le 
cas des eprouvettes mixtes preparees sans silice 
(figure 7).

FdguAe 5 - Fonmatdon de 1* ettAdngdte 
au vot4inag.e d'un дло» gAonudat 

dan» deA толШелл рлёралёл »алл Fdudddf.dant 
tE-/L = 0,40 - 7 j.ouM)



La figure 8 illustre le facies de rupture 
cote mortier d'une eprouvette preparee avec de la 
silice n°2 agee de 7 jours. Sous le film dense de 
portlandite 1'ettringite finement cristallisee 
s'est developpee de fagon plus abondante que dans 
les autres eprouvettes ce qui confirme les analyses 
par DRX.

FAy.u -.p, 6 - Face, de /uiptuAe cöte длятиД-аЛ 
d'une eprLOLivetXe ntlxd.e рлёралее avec un тол.Ыел.

c.ontenan± de da дДссе n°2 (7C% du dlxind.)
бап.4 yaiAjdA-pjarit {F./L = 0,W - 7 j.oivi.4)

Гсдиле 7 - Face de лирЬше cote длагш-lat 
a'une epviouvette mixte рлёралёе avec un толХхел 

•запл -itttce et -»an» ^.duiclLE.i-ant 
(£/L = 0Д0 - 7 £ош1/1)

Ftgwie 8 - ЕрлоиоеИ-е anatogne 
d ceLle de da fJjgune 7 

f.ace de /uiptune cöte тол1сел

IV -2- Influence de la nature de la fumee de silice 
en presence de fluidifiant

IV -21- Hydratation des mortiers en presence de flui
difiant : ~ ~~~

La cinetique d'hydratation a ete analysee par 
calorimetrie adiabatique sur des mortiers 1/3. Les 
courbes de la figure 9 indiquent la variation des 
instants d1 apparition du maximum du flux thermique 
en fonction du dosage en fluidifiant.

Avec la silice n°1 1'hydratation aux jeunes ages 
,est toujours acceleree par rapport au temoin ne con- ■ 
tenant pas de silice pour un dosage en fluidifiant 
inferieur a 4 %. Ce resultat n'est pas verifie quel- 
que soit le dosage en fluidifiant ; nous avons en 
effet pu verifier que pour une valeur de 10 % il у 
avait au contraire un retard par rapport au temoin.

Avec la silice n°2 le changement de comportement 
se produit ä un dosage beaucoup plus faible en flui
difiant (de I'ordre de 4%) qui correspond ä une 
valeur extreme utilisee dans la fabrication des be
tons de haute resistance. Buil |14| a dejä mentionne 
que la silice pouvait avoir ce role retardateur aux 
forts dosages en fluidifiant. Nous indiquons ici que 
toutes les silices ne. se comportent pas de la meme 
maniere et nous pensons que ceci peut etre attribue 
aux impuretes presentes. En effet avec la silice n°3 
(silice n°2 rechauffee ä 550°C) et 4% de fluidifiant, 
le maximum de flux thermique apparait au bout de 10 
heures comme dans le cas de la silice n°1 au lieu 
de 14,5 heures avant le rechauffage.



instant d'apparition du maximum 
de flux thermique15

Рл-диле. 9 - 3n.f.iiLen.ce. de. З.а П-оЛиле 
cte -La (длпёе de ^LLLce 

et da dosage ezi naphtatene Au.-Lf.or<CLte 
-in.« -L’Lu^dAotatj-on. dez mon-tleiw.

IV -22- Formation de l'aureole de transition

Les courbes des figures 10, 11 et 12 represen
tent 1'orientation preferentielle des cristaux de 
portlandite au voisinage d'un gros granulat dans des 
mortiers prepares respectivement avec 1% de fluidi- 
fiant et diverses silices dosees ä 10%, 4% de fluidi- 
fiant et diverses silices dosees ä 10%, 4% de fluidi- 
fiant et divers dosages de la silice n°1.

En l'absence de silice et comme nous l'avons 
indique par ailleurs |13| les cristaux de portlandite 
restent bien Orientes au voisinage du gros granulat.

Au contraire, la presence de fumee de silice 
conduit a une desorientation des cristaux de portlan
dite dans la zone interfaciale quelque soit le dosage 
en fluidifiant. Les courbes de la figure 13 permet
tent de verifier 1'une des hypotheses formulees pre- 
cedemment pour expliquer ceci : le role de remplis- 
sage des grains de silice. Lorsque le dosage en sili
ce augmente (ä teneur en eau constante) on observe 
une desorientation progressive des cristaux de por
tlandite dans l'aureole de transition. Par ailleurs 
la repartition des cristaux d'ettringite dans cette 
zone est modifiee ä cause de la diminution du gra
dient de teneur en eau (figure 13). Les vides inter- 
granulaires sont progressivement combles par les 
quantites croissantes de silice bien dispersee au 
voisinage du gros granulat. De meme que pour les ions 
80д , la migration des ions Ca++ vers 1'interface 
est alors plus faible et les cristaux de portlandite 
sont faiblement Orientes malgre la bonne fluidite 
des mortiers .

FtgwLe 10 - OitierLtation. dez cvUztaux de po/uLland-Lte 
daziz tez т.олЛА.ел.4 au. volzln.ag.e d'un. длол gzajuuLat : 

Ln.f.-Luen.ce de -La nxubuie de -la -ijJJ.ee 
en. рд.меп.се de fJiJaiLfJanJ (7% en. pojjdz de cJjnent)

Fi^uxe 11 - On.j_entatZon. dez cxLztaux de poxdtandJJe 
danz tez 4ioxtL.en.z au voLzLn.ag.e d 'an gxoz gx.anu-lat : 

ln.(.Luen.ce de ta natuxe de -La zLZLae 
en pnezence de L-LuudLfJanJ. (Wo)

PL.cpi/ie 12 - OnLentation dez cxLztaux de poniJancLLte 
danz dez moxtdexz au voLzLziage d'un yioz gxanuJat : 

jnf.-Luence de -la teneun en zUJ.ee 
en pnezence de Wo de f.-LuJjdJ-f.Lo^J



Fj-gun-e. 13 - QizarutLtä d' г^ЬъигдлЛе. 
{1олте.е. dan.4 1ел.п1ол±1.гл.4 au voi-^in.ag.e.

d'un. дл.ол длагшЛаЛ : 
bifÄuenc.e. de. -la qaantiAe de 41Лл.се 

en. рпёлепае de (AuAdi-^i.anA.

Les figures 10 et 11 confirment Г influence 
relative des deux fumees de silice sur le develop- 
nement des cristaux de portlandite au voisinage d'un 
gros granulat. Comme en 1’absence de fluidifiant, 
la silice n°1 modifie davantage l’orientation prefe- 
rentielle que la silice n°2. Ceci est probablement 
du, comme l'indique la figure 9, ä une acceleration 
plus importante de l'hydratation.

Avec un dosage de 4% en fluidifiant la courbe 
de la figure 11 relative ä la silice n°1 presente 
un palier. Nous avons dejä note une teile forme de 
courbe dans le cas des pätes pures de ciment port
land gächees. avec de fortes teneurs en eau |15|. 
On constate egalement un developpement des cristaux 
de portlandite avec orientation konstante dans une 
zone de 10 a 20 um voisine de l'interface avec de 
tres forts dosages en fluidifiant (10%) et avec ou 
sans la fumee de silice n°1. L'existence de ce pa
lier n'est done pas causee par la seule presence 
de fumee de silice bien que I'ajout d'une silice 
qui, par sa teneur en impuretes, retarde l'hydrata
tion puisse permettre une telle croissance de la 
portlandite ä de plus faibles dosages en fluidifiant. 
La teneur en impuretei notamment en carbone, peut 
effectivement etre mise en cause car si on remplace 
la silice n°2 par la silice n°3 la courbe calorime- 
trique (cf. figure 9) et le developpement des cris
taux de CH (cf. la figure 10) sont pratiquement ana
logues ä ceux obtenus avec la silice n°1.

L'examen au MEB des facies de rupture des 
eprouvettes mixtes permet de completer 1'analyse 
de 1'influence des silices.

Pour un dosage de 4% en fluidifiant les figu
res 14a et 14b representent respectivement la fa5e 
granulat et la face montier d'une eprouvette ägee 
de 7 jours. Au voisinage immediat dp granulat la 
portlandite se developpe sous forme de gros cristaux 
selon la face (00.1) parallele ä l'interface . La 
figure 14b montre que de petits cristaux de CH, bien

formes mais plus petits, se developpent ä distance 
de l'interface de fagon plus desordonnee.

Avec le meme dosage en fluidifiant et 10% de 
la fumee de silice n°2 les figures 15a et 15b presen
tent des faces de rupture cote mortier egalement 
apres 7 jours de conservation. De gros cristaux de 
portlandite se developpent encore au voisinage de 
l'interface mais leur facies est tout ä fait diffe
rent : la croissance est beaucoup moins orientee 
qu'en I'absence de silice.

a - face granulat

Гл.диле Д - РасАел de viuptwie d'une ep/iouvefcte mixte 
te montlen. e-it рлёралё avec Wo de (,3-uxcLLfJ_ont 

лапл 4LLLce (£./JAant =0,22-7 ^.оилл)

Enfin avec la silice n°1 les figures 16 a et 
b illustrent un troisieme mode de croissance ä fai
ble orientation preferentielle (faces de rupture 
cote mortier).



ЛД-диле. 15 - Faciei de. JuiptniLe d'шге ep/ioavette mixte cöte mo/ittevi : 
" * - - -• • n.°2, £/ttant = 0,22 = 7 j.ouA4 4% f.ZuAcU f^.ant, 1ОУо ^LLLce.

rtgu/te 16 - Fac-Le^ de /ш-рЛдиле d'иле ep/iOLLvette mtxte cote толУ_е/д : 
4% de (JxujdLfJ.ant, 1ОУо de »LLlce a°1, eau/ttant =0,22, 7 j.owM

Ces cliches montrent que I'addition de fumee 
de silice modifie le developpement de la portlandite 
vraisemblablement parce que ses grains constituent 
des germes de cristallisation. L'orientation 
preferentielle est alors logiquement plus faible 
mais il у a lieu de noter que la taille des cristaux 
formes au voisinage de 1'interface n'est pas 
reduite. Nous pouvons enfin remarquer des structures 
filamenteuses sur les faces de rupture : nous 
pensons qu'elles sont dues a la condensation 
des molecules de naphtalene sulfonate qui, en 
migrant vers le granulat, ont sature la zone 
de contact.

La microstructure de I'aureole de transition 
evolue considerablement entre 7 jours et 28 jours 
du fait de la reactions pouzzolanique. Ce'lle-ci 
se manifeste par une diminution de I'intensite 
des pics de diffraction et par une modification 
du facies des hydrates : les gros cristaux formes 
ä 1'interface se transforment en un gel de texture 
plus dense (figure 17).

FtguAe 17 - t-a.ce de /luptiuie d'uoe epnouvette mixte 
cote yiaruzlat - moetceA age de 28 j.ouA.4 

7G% /iLLLce n°1



V - CONCLUSIONS

Les additions minerales agissent surla forma
tion de 1'aureole de transition par leur presence 
physique et leur activite chimique.

Lorsque la granularite de l'ajout est voisine 
de celle des grains de clinker l'effet de paroi 
n'est pas notablement affecte. Cependant l'epaisseur 
de l'aureole de transition augmente si les additions 
minerales accroissent la fluidite de la päte. 
Lorsque la granularite de l'ajout est beaucoup plus 
faible que celle du clinker, la compacite all voisi- 
nage des interfaces avec les granulats augmente com
me dans le teste de la phase liante. Un dosage süf
fisant en particules fines peut annihiler les carac- 
teristiques nefastes de l'aureole de transition : 
gradient de teneur en eau et orientation preferen- 
tielle des cristaux de portlandite.

Les reactions chimiques des ajouts peuvent 
avoir des consequences ä la fois sur la formation 
de l'aureole de transition puis sur son evolution 
dans le temps.

Leur influence aux jeunes ages est essentiel- 
lement liee ä la cristallogenese des hydrates : ils 
peuvent constituer des germes de cristallisation 
(cas de la silice et des cendres contenant de la 
chaux vive) ou modifier la cinetique d'hydratation 
du clinker. A ce propos, il у a lieu de noter 1'im- 
portance de leur action sur le controle de 1'hydra
tion du CjA.

L*influence'des additions minerales dans l'au
reole de transition aux plus longues echeances n'est 
pas notablement differente de ce qu'elle est dans 
la masse du liant sauf lorsque 1'environnement par- 
ticulier favorise leur reaction. C'est le cas du fil
ler calcaire avec les grandes quantites d'aluminates 
hydrates formes dans leur voisinage, pres des inter
faces. C'est aussi celui des fumees de silice qui 
peuvent reagir plus rapidement pres de 1'interface 
oil la teneur en eau est localement plus elevee.

En conclusion lors du choix de la nature et 
des caracteristiques d'une addition minerale il est 
opportun de considerer son role specifique dans 
l'aureole de transition. En effet si certaines addi
tions contribuent ä diminuer les performances du 
ciment.leur action benefique sur la zone de liaison 
pate - granulat peut se traduire par une alteration 
moins significative des qualites du beton. Les etu
des aux interfaces et sur betons doivent de ce fait 
constituer 1'un des elements d'analyse pour 1'opti- 
misation des additions minerales.
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UTILISATION DE LA POTENTIALITE HIDRAULIQUE DU CLINKER DANS LES CIMENTS 
PORTLAND AVEC AJOUT DE FILLERS CALCAIRES

1 - INTRODUCTION

Les ciments avec ajout calcaire se sont developpes en 
France depuis 1979, date ä partir de laquelle la Nor
malisation Franqaise a autorise leur fabrication et 
leur commercialisation en тёте temps qu'elle etablis- 
sait des exigences tres strictes au niveau des per
formances et de la regularite.

Le respect des exigences de performances imposees par 
la Regiementation et ^adequation du produit aux be— 
soins reels du marche ont conduit ä des ciments dont 
le taux d*ajout calcaire se situe actuellement entre
10 et 25 7= suivant les classes de resistances, mais 
plus generalement autour d'un taux de 20 Z d’ajout 
calcaire.

En 1983, sur vingt-trois millions de tonnes de ciment 
consommees en France, il у en a 16,5 millions de ton
nes ayant un taux d’ajout compris entre 5 et 35 Z qui 
se distribuent ainsi ; 7,7 millions de tonnes de ci
ment, ou rentrent des ajouts de filler calcaire, soil 
seuls, soit en association avec du laitier, des cen- 
dres ou des pouzzolanes ; 4,8 millions de tonnes de 
ciment avec ajout de laitier seul ; 2,8 millions de 
tonnes de ciment avec ajout de cendres ou pouzzolanes 
seules et 1,2 millions de tonnes de ciment avec ajout 
mixte laitier-cendres. Ceci montre la part importante 
des ciments avec ajout et en particulier de ceux qui 
ont comme constituants des fillers calcaires.

Pour que ces ciments ä taux d’ajout calcaire relati- 
vement Sieve puissent se developper commercialement 
et avoir la part de marche qu’ils occupent actuel— 
lement, il etait necessaire de bien montrer qu’un 
ciment Portland avec ajout de filler calcaire (CPJ) 
possede les m&nes proprietes que le ciment Portland 
pur sans ajout (CPA) issu du тёте clinker et appar- 
tenant ä la тёте classe de resistance en compression 
ä vingt-huit jours.

11 arrive en effet que ce point soit contests en te
nant le raisonnement specieux suivant : "Lorsqu’un 
ciment Portland pur (CPA) et un ciment Portland avec 
ajout de filler calcaire (CPJ) appartenant ä la тёте 
classe de resistance ä vingt-huit jours sont gSches 
au тёте rapport eau sur ciment, le rapport eau sur 
clinker du CPJ etant plus Sieve que celui du CPA, il 
en resulte une porosite plus grande de la p3te hydra
tee du CPJ avec tous les risques qu’entralnerait 
cette consequence”,

S'il est vrai, par definition тёте, qu’il у a meins 
de clinker dans un ciment avec ajout calcaire que 
dans un ciment Portland pur, il est tout aussi evi
dent que dans chacun des cas ce clinker ne pourra 
agir et developper ses resistances que s’il est suf- 
fisamment broyS. Ce qui Importe done, ce n’est pas 
tant la quantitS de clinker presente que I'activite 
hydraulique de ce clinker. Celle-ci se developpe 
grSce au broyage et se traduit, apres gSchage, par la 
formation d’hydrates qui donneront les resistances et 
la reduction progressive de la porosite du matSriau.

2 - VALORISATION du POTENTIEL HYDRAULIQUE du CLINKER
par AJOUT de FILLER INERTE -

En France, comme dans de nombreux pays, les classes 
de ciments sont definies par le niveau des resis
tances mecaniques ä vingt-huit jours en mortier ISO ä 
2O‘‘C. La classe de resistance la glus demandee est la 
classe 45 e’est-a-dire celle pour laquelle les ciments 

doivent avoir en moyenne une resistance a 28 jours en 
mortier ISO proche de 45 MPa ; eile represente pres 
de 65 7. des demandes des utilisateurs.

La finesse de broyage necessaire pour obtenir 45 MPa 
de resistance en compression ä vingt-huit jours varie 
suivant les clinkers. Une experience faite sur une 
population de quatorze clinkers industriels de prove
nances differentes et donnant les resistances ävingt- 
huit jours en mortier AFNOR en fonction de la finesse 
Blaine de broyage (figure 1) montre que :

— La finesse de broyage necessaire pour obtenir 45 MPa 
ä vingt-huit jours est toujours inferieure a 
2700 cm^ g—1,

- Pour pres de la moitie des clinkers, la finesse de 
broyage pour obtenir 45 MPa est тёте inferieure a 
2000 cm2/g-l.

Figure 1 : Resistances ä vingt-huit jours obtenues en 
mortier AFNOR ä partir de quatorze clinkers en fonc
tion de leur finesse de broyage (la partie hachurde 
entre les courbes enveloppes (I) et (14) est la zone 
oü se situe I’ensemble des courbes resistances-finesse 
des quatorze ciments.

On voit done que pour obtenir la classe de resistance 
45 la plus couramment demandee, le clinker ne devra 
3tre que grossierement broye si on veut un ciment 
Portland pur sans ajout. La fraction granulaire la 
plus grossiere du ciment obtenu est alors constitute 
de grains de clinker qui ne s’hydratent pas et qui 
sont done, en grande partie, inutiles pour le develop- 
pement des proprietes hydrauliques.

On conqoit done bien que la seule fajon de valoriser 
le potentiel hydraulique du clinker est de le broyer 
plus finement tout en ajoutant un filler inerte pour 
maintenir la resistance ä vingt-huit jours du ciment 
ä la valeur nominale de la classe de resistance de
mandee.

3 - EXPERIMENTATION et CARACTERISTIQUES des CIMENTS

Pour montrer que dans un ciment Portland avec ajout 
calcaire le resultat de I’activitS hydraulique du 



clinker est au moins egal ä celui du CPA de meme 
classe, malgre un taux de clinker moins important 
mais grSce ä une finesse de broyage plus poussee, 
nous avons suivi le developpement des hydrates et 
1'evolution de la porosite de quatre ciments issus 
d'un тёте clinker :

. CPA 55 : ciment Portland sans ajout ayant une 
resistance ä vingt-huit jours de
58,3 MPa.

. CPJ 55 : ciment Portland avec 15 % d'ajout cal- 
caire ayant une resistance ä vingt- 
huit jours de 57,3 MPa ä peu pres 
identique au precedent.

Ces deux ciments, avec et sans ajout, appar- 
tiennent tous deux ä la classe de resistance 
55.

. CPA 45 : ciment Portland sans ajout ayant une 
resistance ä vingt-huit jours de
49,9 MPa.

. CPJ 45 : ciment Portland avec 27 1= d'ajout cal- 
caire ayant une resistance ä vingt- 
huit jours de 48,7 MPa, done tree pro— 
ehe de celle du CPA 45 precedent.

Ces deux ciments, avec et sans ajout, appar- 
tiennent tous deux ä la classe de resistance 
45.

Les ciments CPA 55 et CPA 45 ont ete obtenus en bro- 
yant le clinker d'origine aux finesses Blaine respec- 
tives de 3340 cm^g-l et 2250 cm^g-*.

Les ciments CPJ 55 et CPJ 45 ont ete obtenus en ajou- 
tant respectivement 15 et 27 d'un тёте filler cal- 
caire ä un CPA du тёте clinker broye ä une finesse, 
Blaine de 3970 cm2g~l. Il est ä remarquer que la fi
nesse de broyage du clinker dans le CPJ 45 est plus 
elevee que celle du CPA 55.

Les caracteristiques de ces quatre ciments figurent 
au tableau I.

Finesse 
Blaine 

du ciment 
' (cm^g-1)

Finesse 
Blaine 

clinker seul 
(cm2g_l)

Finesse 
Blaine 

du calcaire 
(cm^g-!)

Taux 
d’ajout 
calcaire 

(%)

CPA 55 3340 3340 - 0
CPJ 55 4180 3970 5400 15
CPA 45 2550 2550 — 0
CPJ 45 4360 3970 5400 27

Resistance compression
mortier AFNOR (MPa)

1 j 2 j . 7 j 28 j

CPA 55 15,1 25,5 43,8 58,3
CPJ 55 18,4 27,9 45,0 57,3
CPA 45 11,2 19,8 35,4 49,9
CPJ 45 14,9 23,3 37,3 48,7

Tableau 1 : Caracteristiques des quatre ciments 
Studies.

On peut noter que dans chaque classe de ciment, pour 
des resistances ä vingt-huit jours equivalentes en 
CPA et CPJ, les resistances initiales ä un et deux 
jours des deux CPJ sont superieures ä celles des CPA 
correspondants. On retrouve la un caractere general 
qui est la superiorite des resistances initiales du 
CPJ par rapport ä celles du CPA de тёте classe.

Cela s'explique si I'on salt que 1'effet de la fi
nesse de broyage du clinker se fait beaucoup plus 
sentir sur les resistances initiales que sur les re
sistances ä vingt-huit jours alors que 1'effet de 
1'ajout se fait sentir d'une faqon egale sur les re
sistances initiales et sur les resistances ä vingt- 
huit jours.

4 - SUIVI de 1'EAU LIKE au COURS de 1'HYDRATATION

L'eau liee determinee sur les pStes pures hydratees a 
E/C 0,5 et 0,28 de chacun des quatre ciments ä diffe
rentes echeances apres stoppage d'Hydratation ä1'ace
tone ether, permet de suivre l'evolution des taux 
d'Hydratation de huit heures ä quatre-vingt dix jours 
(tableau 2).

Malgre une certaine dispersion des resultats obtenus, 
on voit tres nettement que le clinker des CPJ s'hy
drate plus rapidement que celui des CPA car :

- ä huit heures, l'eau liee des CPJ est toujours plus 
elevee que celle des CPA correspondants de meme 
classe ;

- ä un, deux, sept et vingt-huit jours, les valeurs
de l'eau liee sont tres voisines entre le CPJ et le 
CPA de тёте classe ; -

- ä quatre-vingt dix jours, la quantite d'eau liee des 
CPJ a tendance, trois cas sur quatre, ä etre sensi- 
blement inferieure ä celle des CPA correspondants.

E/C =0,50

CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

8 h 4,5 7,0 4,6 6,4
1 j 15,2 15,3 14,0 13,8
2 j 18,8 17,2 16,2 15,5
7 j 22,0 22,0 19,8 19,5

28 j 24,6 23,6 24,4 22,5
90 j 27,0 24,6 26,2 23,1

E/C = 0,28

8 h 7,4 8,4 5,9 7,0
1 j 15,1 14,2 13,2 13,0
2 j 16,8 15,8 15,5 15,0
7 j 18,9 18,2 17,2 17,5

28 j 20,6 19,5 18,9 19,6
90 j 20,6 19,5 18,9 19,6

Tableau 2 : Pourcentage d'eau liee ä diffe
rentes echeances de chacun des quatre ciments 
hydrates en pate pure ä E/C = 0,5 et ä 
E/C = 0,28.

Ainsi les CPJ, bien que contenant moins de clinker que 
les CPA de тёте classe, ont grSce ä la plus grande fl-
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nesse-du clinker un taux d'Hydratation d'abord plus 
eleve aux tres courtes echeances, puis identique ä 
celui des CPA jusqu'ä vingt-huit jours et leggrement 
inferieur de vingt-huit ä quatre-vingt dix jours, 
periode pendant laquelle 1'evolution du taux d'hy- 
dratation s'est aussi stabilisee.

II est ä remarquer par ailleurs que cette stabilite 
est plus vite acquise tant pour les CPJ que pour les 
CPA, au E/C de 0,28 qu'au E/C de 0,5. Nous pouvons 
expliquer cela par le fait qu’ä un rapport E/C de 
0,28 les quantites d'eau disponibles pour l'hydra- 
tation deviennent rapidement plus faibles et la vi
tesse d'hydratation se ralentit.

5 - EVOLUTION de la POROSITE

La porosite des pStes pures hydratees ä E/C de 0,5 et 
de 0,28 pour chacun des quatre ciments entre un et 
quatre-vingt dix jours a ete mesuree au moyen d’un 
porosimetre ä mercure. Celui-ci permet d'obtenir 
(tableau 3)ola porosite comprise entre 0,0075 micro- 
m§tres (75 A) et 120 micromStres.

E/C = 0,50

CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45
1 j 41 40 44 42
2 j 38 38 40 40
7 j 32 32 34 34

28 j 26 26 27 30
90 j 21 23 23 26

E/C = 0,28

1 j 22 21 23 25
2 j 16 18 17 19
7 j 13 13 14 15

28 j 9 10 10 12
90 j 7 7 9 9

Tableau 3 : Mesure de la porosite (exprimee en 
pourcentage de volume) ä differentes dcheances de 
chacun des quatre ciments Hydrates en päte pure ä 
E/C = 0,5 et ä E/C - 0,28.

Avant chaque mesure, 1'echantillon de pSte hydratde a 
ete :

- concasse ä une dimension de 5 ä 10 mm ;
- mis sous vide pendant cinq minutes ;
- soumis pendant six heures ä un echange eau- 

metHanoi ;
- seche ä I'air pendant une demi-heure, puis a 

l'etuve ä 40* pendant douze heures.

D'une fa^on tout a fait analogue a ce que nous avons 
remarque precedemment pour la teneur comparee en eau 
liee des CPA et CPJ de mSme classe, on voit que :

- ä un jour, la porosite des CPJ a tendance (trois 
cas sur quatre) a 5tre moins elevee que celle des 
CPA. de тёте classe ;

- ä deux, sept et vingt-huit jours, les valeurs des 
porosites sont tres voisines entre le CPJ et le CPA 
correspondant de тёте classe ;

- ä quatre-vingt dix jours, la porosite des CPJ a 
tendance (uniquement pour les pStes hydratees ä 
un rapport E/C de 0,5) а ёгге sensiblement plus 
elevee que celle des CPA de meme classe.

L*evolution de la porosite se stabilise egalement au 
cours de cette periode et plus particulierement en 
pates hydratees au E/C = 0,28.

En resume, on constate done qu'entre CPA et CPJ de 
meme classe, les porosites sont tres voisines avec 
toutefois une tendance pour les CPJ ä avoir une po
rosite legerement plus faible ä un jour et un peu 
plus elevee apres vingt-huit jours.

L’examen des spectres de porosite de chacun de ces 
quatre ciments hydrates en pSte pure ä E/C = 0,5 
montre, de la тёте maniere, que la repartition des 
pores en fonction de leur dimension est la тёте pour 
les ciments purs que pour les ciments avec ajout de 
filler calcaire (figures 2 a,b,c).

La dimension des pores de la päte hydratee est es— 
sentiellement fonction de I'avancement de I'hydra- 
tation ; e'est pourquoi ä vingt-huit et quatre-vingt 
dix jours, les pores se situent respectivement a 
partir de 0,1 micrometres et 0,05 micrometres quel 
que soit le ciment alors qu'a deux jours la dimen
sion des pores est un peu plus elevee pour le CPA 45 
que pour le CPA 55 et les deux CPJ, ce qui traduit 
bien I'avancement plus pousse de 1'Hydratation des 
deux CPJ aux jeunes Sges.

6 - POROSITE - RESISTANCE

Les correlations entre les resistances en mortier 
AFNOR et les porosites en päte pure ä E/C - 0,5 sont 
excellentes (tableau 4).

Oiieitfi ,eree ее eicreet
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Figure 2(a) (b) (c) : Repartition de la porosite en 
pSte pure ä E/C = 0,5 aux Scheances de : (a) 2 jours ;
(b) 28 jours ; (c) 90 jours.

Pour les huit valeurs de CPA (deux CPA, quatre eche- 
ances), le coefficient f de corrSlation simple räsis- 
tance-porosite est egal a -0,991 (il est тёте 6gal ä 
0,996 si on ecarte l’echeance ä vingt-huit jours du 
CPA 45).

Pour les huit valeurs de CPJ (deux CPJ, quatre eche- 

ances), le coefficient f de correlation simple resis- 
tance-porosite est egal ä -0,993.

Lorsqu’on groupe les huit valeurs de CPJ et les sept 
valeurs de CPA, cette correlation reste excellence 
et le coefficient de correlation reste inchange 
P = -0,994 (figure 3).

Echeance 1 jour 2 jours 7 jours 28 jours

CPA 55
CPA 45
CPJ 55
CPJ 45

P R P R P R P R

41 15,1
41 11,2
40 18,4
42 14,9

38 25,5
40 19,8
38 27,9
40 23,3

32 43,8
34 35,4
32 45,0
34 37,3

26 58,3 
(27 49,9) 
26 57,3 
30 48,7

Coefficient de corrdlation multiple

CPA 55

CPA 45

CPJ 55

CPJ 45

Pour les 8 couples 
de valeurs 
f = -0,991

Pour les 7 couples 
de valeurs Cl) 
P- -0,996

Pour les 
15 couples 
de valeurs 
P - -0,994

Pour les 8 couples 
de valeurs 
P = -0,993

P = % porosite pSte pure E/C = 0,5
R = resistance mortier AFNOR en MPa
(I) en ne prenant pas en compte 1'ёсЬёапсе ä vingt- 

huit jours du CPA 45.

Tableau 4 : Corrölation Рёз18Сапсе mortier AFNOR/ 
Рогоз1Гё p3te pure S E/C = 0,5.

Figure 3 : Соггё1аС1оп Рёв18Гапсе mortier AFNOR et 
porositd päte pure ä E/C = 0,5.

Ce qui indique bien qu'un CPJ presente la тёте poro- 
sitd qu’un CPA pour une тёте ^sistance mortier.



7 - SUIVI du TAUX de PORTLANDITE en COURS d'HYDRATA
TION

Le taux de Portlandite Ca(OH)2 determine par analyse 
thermo-ponderale (ATP) sur päte pure a E/C = 0,5 (ta
bleau 5) est egalement un moyen de suivre le taux 
d’Hydratation comme nous I'avons fait precedemment 
avec le taux d’eau liee, Il est interessant de noter 
tout d'abord qu'il у a effectivement une tres bonne 
coherence entre le taux d’eau liee et le taux de Por
tlandite aussi bien pour les CPA que pour les CPJ 
avec ajout calcaire (tableau 6). Le rapport Z eau 
liee/Z Portlandite est le meme pour le CPJ que pour 
le CPA.

Les conclusions que l’on peut tirer du suivi des taux 
de la Portlandite sont done les memes que celles eta
blies avec 1’eau liee : teneurs en Ca(0H)2 tres voi— 
sines entre CPA et CPJ de тёте classe, done тёте taux 
d'Hydratation jusqu'ä vingt-huit jours.

Echeances CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

7 j , 12 12 13 12
28 j 14 14 15 13
90 j 16 15 16 14

Tableau 5 : Taux de Portlandite mesure par ATD sur 
päte pure a E/C - 0,5 ä differentes echeances.

Echeances CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

7 j
28 j
90 j

1,8
1,8
1,7

1,8
1,7
1,6

1,5
1,6
1,6

1,6
1,7
1,7

Tableau 6 : Valeurs du rapport Z eau liee/Z Portlan
dite ä differentes echeances pour les quatre ciments. 

8 - EVOLUTION de la DECROISSANCE du C3S par DIFFRAC
TION X

Les mesures de diffraction ont ete faites pour sui
vre la disparition des anhydres : C3S (raie ä 1<77 
Angström) au cours de 1'hydratation en pate pure a 
E/C = 0,5 et ä E/C = 0,28 de chacun des quatre ci- 
ments (tableau 7).

De тёте que nous avions observe un developpement plus 
rapide des hydrates en CPJ qu'en CPA, nous retrouvons 
une diminution plus rapide du C3S dans le CPJ compa— 
rativement au CPA de тёте classe.

Cette diminution plus rapide du C3S dans les CPJ est 
particulierement nette avec les ciments de classe 45 
ou la difference de finesse du clinker entre CPA et 
CPJ est la plus grande.

Il est ä noter que dans les deux CPA hydrates en pa
te pure ä E/C = 0,5, il reste apres vingt-huit jours 
encore pres de 10 Z du C3S initial non combine alors 
que dans le CPJ le C3S s’est entierement hydrate.

Au-dela de vingt-huit jours, le C3S des CPA continue 
de s’hydrater en partie mais il en reste d’une fajon 
visible ä quatre-vingt dix jours et vraisemblablement

au-delä sans peut-€tre ne jamais se combiner, ni don
ner de resistance car insuffisamment broye.

Echeances
E/C = 0,50

CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

Anhydre 62 56 60 49
8 h — 50 50 36
1 j 30 28 30 15
2 j 27 23 24 11
7 j 13 6 14 3

28 j 5 traces 6 traces
90 j 2 traces traces traces

E/C = 0,28

Anhydre 62 56 60 49
8 h 57 46 57 33
1 j 32 25 30 19
2 j 22 20 23 13
7 j 20 13 23 6

28 j 17 10 17 4
90 j 12 10 15 4

Tableau 7 : Evolution des hauteurs de pics (raie a 
1,77 A) du C3S dans les pätes hydratees ä E/C =0,5 
et E/C = 0,28 des quatre ciments.

Le comportement est analogue ä E/C - 0,28 mais, a 
partir de sept jours, la diminution du C3S se ralen- 
tit encore plus fortement et ä quacre-vingt dix jours 
la quantite de C3S initial demeure encore relative- 
ment importante.

9 - ALUMINATE TRICALCIQUE et FORMATION de MONOCARBO
ALUMINATE

Les mesures de diffraction X ont permis egalement de 
suivre la disparition du C3A (raie a 2,7 Angström) au 
cours de 1'hydratation en päte pure ä E/C = 0,5 et a 
E/C = 0,28 (tableau 8).

Tableau 8 : Evolution des hauteurs de pics (raie ä 
2,7 A) du C3A dans les pätes hydratees ä E/C =0,5 
et E/C = 0,28 des quatre ciments.

E/C = 0,50

CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

Anhydre 32 39 32 33
8 h 33 35 32 27
1 j 26 27 22 20
2 j 15 22 14 16
7 j 5 5 9 4

28 j traces traces 2 traces
90 j traces traces traces traces

E/C = 0,28

Anhydre 32 39 32 33
8 h 29 31 28 25
1 j 23 23 23 20
2 j 16 18 18 14
7 j 13 12. 13 5

28 j 9 8 9 4
90 j 7 8 9 4



Le pic du C3A etant moins important, il est plus dif
ficile d’observer une difference significative entre 
CPA et CPJ.
Cette difference cependant apparatt encore assez net- 
tement avec la classe 45 oü l'on retrouve la diminu
tion plus rapide du C3A dans le CPJ.

A E/C = 0,28, la diminution du taux d1aluminate tri- 
calcique se ralentit fortement ä partir de sept jours 
comme pour le C3S ; ä quatre-vingt dix jours la quan- 
tite de C3A initial demeure encore relativement im
portante .
Les mesures de diffraction X montrent ä l'echeance de 
sept jours 1’apparition de monocarboalyminate de 
chaux : C3A, C03Ca.llH20 (raie a 7,63 A) dans chacun 
des deux CPJ (tableau 9). Il est difficile de donner 
une estimation en pourcentage des quantites formees 
mais elles paraissent sensiblement identiques dans 
chacun des deux CPJ qui, rappelons-le, sont consti- 
tues du mSme clinker broye ä la meme finesse et ne 
different que par la quantite de I'ajout calcaire plus 
eleve dans le CPJ 55 que le CPJ 45.

Le filler calcaire n’est done pas veritablement un 
inerte puisqu'il reagit avec 1'aluminate tricalcique 
pour donner du carboaluminate comme cela a dejä Ste 
montre par d’autres chercheurs(l). Malgre I'interSt 
que presente cette reactivite du filler, nous ne pen- 
sons pas qu'elle soit determinante dans les proprie- 
tds du CPJ et, compte tenu de ce que nous avons vu 
preeddemment, ce sont avant tout les hydrates deve— 
loppes par la finesse de broyage du clinker qui sont 
les elements determinants de la qualite et des per
formances des ciments avec ajout calcaire. 

proprietes en mortiers et betons qui en decoulent se- 
ront done identiques pour chacun des deux ciments.

Ce resultat est obtenu par un broyage plus pousse du 
clinker dans le CPJ que dans le CPA, ce qui permet 
d'obtenir avec le"CPJ des quantites d'hydrates iden
tiques ä celles du CPA bien qu'il у ait moins de 
clinker dans le ciment CPJ avec ajout que dans le ci- 
ment pur CPA.

L'inter^t de 11 incorporation d'un filler calcaire dans 
un ciment apparaft ainsi tres clairement : en utili- 
sant moins de clinker mais en developpant mieux le 
potential hydraulique de ce clinker par un broyage 
approprie, on obtient un ciment avec ajout qui aura 
en tout point les mgmes proprietes que celles d'un ci
ment Portland pur habituel. Il pourra repondre aux mS- 
mes exigences car la composition et la structure de la 
päte liante obtenue apres hydratation sont identiques.

En corollaire, il faut souligner toute 1'importance 
qu'il у a ä contrSler et ä mattriser la finesse reelle 
de broyage du clinker dans le ciment avec ajout car 
e'est la finesse de broyage du clinker qui est 1'ё1ё— 
ment determinant de la qualite du CPJ au filler cal
caire .
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E/C = 0,50

CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

8 h 0 0 0 0
1 j 0 0 0 0
2 j 0 0 0 0
7 j 0 11 0 11

28 j 0 19 0 28
90 j 0 38 0 39

E/C 0,28

8 h 0 0 0 0
1 j 0 0 0 0
2 j 0 0 0 0
7 j 0 3 0 5

28 j 0 7 0 10
90 j 0 6 0 12

Tableau 9 : Evolution deg hauteurs de pics par dif
fraction X (raie a 7.63 A) du monocarboaluminate de 
chaux dans les pStes hydratees ä E/C - 0,5 et E/C = 
0,28 des quatre ciments.

CONCLUSION
Nous avons ainsi montre que lorsqu’un ciment Portland 
pur (CPA) et un ciment Portland avec ajout de fillers 
calcaires (CPJ) appartenant tous deux ä la m£me clas
se de resistance ä vingt-huit jours sont gSches au 
тёте rapport eau sur ciment (eau/CPA * eau/CPJ)» on 
obtient des pätes hydratees de mSme porosite ; les



THE VARIATION OF ACTIVITY INDEX OF SLAG
S 2.

1. Introduction

The sum of blast furnace slag produced in Japan was 
24.8 x 10B ton in 1984. The share of water-quenched 
granulated slag was 46.6%. The gradually-cooled slag 
was used mainly for subbase of road, and the use of 
granulated slag was mainly for slag cement. The pro
duction of slag cement was 8.6 x IQ8 ton, which 
holds 12.3% of total production of all cements, and 
is estimated to hold 20% in near future.

The method of manufacture of slag cement is mostly 
separate-grinding of slag with gypsum, and then 
mixing with ordinary portland cement (OPC) at cement 
plant. The blending ratio is around 50 : 50.

The slag activity index is one of the method of 
evaluation for the latent hyraulicity of slag. But, 
the author shows that the slag activity index varies 
not only with slag, also with OPC used.

2. Slag Activity Index

The slag activity index (A.I)(1) is calculated as 
follows;

A.I = Si/So x 100 —1)

where St and So is strength of blended cement and 
OPC, respectively.

On the other hand, the basicity (2) of slag is also 
used for evaluating the hydraulicity of slag.

Basicity = (A+C-f-M)/S —2}

where A, С, M and S is AlsOs, CaO, MgO and SiO*, 
respectively.

Fig. 1 shows the relation between A.I. and basicity. 
The slags were 13 kinds, which came from 13 different 

iron works, and mixed with one of OPC in laboratiry 
mixer. The mixing ratio was 50 : 50. The strength 
test was done by JISR5201, which uses 1 : 2 mortar 
and water-cement ratio of 65%. The specimen was cured 
up to 28 days in water at 293°K. Then, compressive 
strength was tested. The relation is better with 
considering the fineness of slag.
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Fig. 1 Activity Index and Basicity of Slag

Table 1 Chemical composition of slag ground with Gypsum

slag
SiOe

chemical analysis 
AlгОэ FezOs CaO

(%)
MgO SOa NazO KzO

basicity glass 
content^

Blaine
1) (cm’/g)

A 31.7 14.2 0.5 41.1 6.2 2.8 0.22 0.33 1.88 100 3,580
В 32.1 13.4 0.5 40.9 6.0 3.4 0.15 0.27 1.80 100 3,840
C 31.9 13.1 0.8 39.1 7.1 3.3 0.22 0.37 1.79 100 3,950
D 31.6 11.9 0.4 41.7 8.5 3.1 0.15 0.24 1.90 98 4,090
E 31.8 12.2 0.4 41.1 5.4 3.1 0.20 0.34 1.78 99 4,230

Table 2 Chemical composition of ordinary portland cement

OPC
No. Loss Insol Si 02

chemical analysis (%)
MgO S0i Na?O KzQ

Blaine
(cm2/g)AlгОз ЕбгОэ CaO

1 0.6 0.1 22.1 5.3 3.0 63.6 1.8 2.0 0.39 0.56 3,520
2 1.0 0.1 21.9 5.4 2.8 63.9 1.5 2.0 0.33 0.71 3,170
3 0.5 0.1 21.4 5.5 3.6 64.5 1.1 1.9 0.28 0.54 3,030
4 0.8 0.1 22.0 5.8 3.0 63.8 1.7 2.0 0.29 0.51 3,300
5 0.7 0.2 21.6 5.5 3.0 64.0 1.2 2.1 0.40 0.51 3,480
6 0.5 0.1 22.2 5.5 2.8 63.7 1.6 2.1 0.26 0.64 3,230
7 1.1 0.4 21.7 5.1 3.0 63.5 1.6 2.0 0.49 0.45 3,200
8 0.8 0.1 22.3 5.9 2.7 63.2 1.7 2.0 0.26 0.26 3,120
9 0.7 0.1 22.4 5.0 3.1 64.2 0.9 2.1 0.31 0.56 3,270



3. Strength of Slag Cement

To evaluate the A.I., mortar strength of blended 
cements, which are the mixtures of 5 kinds of slag 
and 9 kinds of ORC., were tested. All of them came 
from different iron works and cement plants. The 
chemical compositions and fineness were shown in 
Table 1 and 2. The mixing ratio of slag to OPC was 
50 : 50.

Fig. 2 is the results of strength tests. The 7 
days-strength of slag cement depends mainely on the 
strength of OPC. The 28 days-strength is not 
parallel to that of OPC. This means that slag 
contributes to the later-age strength of slag cement. 
Here, the author emphasizes that the 28 days-strength 
of a slag cement is influenced by the OPC used. For 
example, the slag cements made with OPC N0.1 and 3 
show' the better strength development. On the other 
hand, the slag cements made with OPC N0.6 and 8 show 
the worse strength development. This means that the 
capability of OPC as activator to the hydraulicity of 
slag differs between OPCs. The specification (1) 
informs such phenomena in its Appendix. F.Schroeder 
and R.Vinkeloe (3) mentioned two examples which 
clinkers having high lime contents gave good 
influence to the strength of slag cements. R. Kondo
(4) found early that the strength distribution of 
synthetic slags differs by the kind of activator, 
such as Ca(OH)г and CaSO«.

The author tried to find the factors to dominate the 
activation capability of OPC, but could not succeed.

4. Variation of Slag Activity Index

The above mentioned results bring on the fear that 
the slag activity index varies with slag, also with 
OPC used. Table 3 shows the slag activity index 
calculated from Fig. 2. The coefficient of variation 
of A.I. between slags is Cs = 8.4% in average, and 
that between OPC is Cp = 4.4%. Namely, the slag
activity index is influenced considerably with OPC 
used. This fact was confirmed statistically in Table 
4 of analysis pf variance, which shows that OPC is 
highly significant to A.I., just as slag is so.

OPC No.

Fig. 2 Mortar Strength of OPC and Slag Cement 
(Slag /0PC=50/5O)

Table 4 Analysis of variance for activity index

factor sum of 
squares

degrees of 
freedom

variance variances 
ratio

slag 2004.42 4 501.10 40.61**
OPC 672.02 8 84.00 6.81**

residual 394.89 32 12.34

total 3071.33 44

Slag activity index and its variation (28d.)Table 3

slag
1 2 3

OPC
9

statistics
4 5 6 7 8 -Ip- ap—. C(%)

A 95.4 98.9 97.1 92.1 93.6 86.5 94.5 88.8 96.7 93.7 3.37 4.0
В 95.1 93.1 94.7 84.6 88.7 83.4 90.3 84.9 94.8 90.0 4.49 5.0
C 107.8 107.1 104.4 99.7 105.9 93.7 104.0 98.2 102.6 102.6 4.35 4.2
0 115.5 116.4 110.2 106.9 107.2 99.8 110.0 101.4 108.7 108.5 5.28 4.9
E 98.5 94.2 92.7 - 90.5 86.7 96.3 90.6 95.5 93.3 3.59 3.8

% 102.5 101.9 99.8 95.8 97.2 90.0 99.0 92.8 99.7 X CT 
p CP

8.76 10.00 7.51 10.83 7.94 7.04 8.45 7.08 5.97 97.6 4.22 4.4
°s

8.5 9.8 7.5 11.3 8.2 7.8 8.5 7.6 6.0
s 

cr(%) 8.4

x : mean
a : standard deviation , 
c : coefficient of variation



5. Quality control of Slag Cement

The fact above mentioned means that the slag activity 
index is not useful to control the strength develop
ment of slag cement. Actually, the control at cement 
plant depends on the basicity and fineness of slag, 
and clinker quality and fineness of OPC, and also 
mixing ratio. They can control the quality of slag 
cement at real time.

In U.K., some of the ready-mixed concrete plant mix 
the ground slag in replacement of OPC (5)(6). But, 
they have not so many factors at ready mixed-concrete 
plant site, as at cement plant site, to control the 
quality of slag cement. The author claims such 
ready-mixed slag concrete should not be applied in 
general use. ,

6. Conclusion

The slag activity index varies not only with slag, 
but also with OPC. The activation capability of OPC 
to the hydraulicity of slag differs between OPCs. 
The author feels the difficulty in controling the 
quality of slag-replacement ready-mixed concrete.
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CKMÜTJIS WITH MINERAL ADMIXTURBSiSTATB OF THB ART AMD PROSPECTS

Although the manufacturing and use of ce
ments with mineral admixtures had been known 
from the beginning of this century it were 
only the last one or two decades that saw 
an increasing interest to this cements in 
all industrial countries aroused in connec
tion with multipled fuel costs. The report 
by Dutron /1/ preducts that the average con
tent of admixtures in cement will increase 
by 199О to as much as 23% in Western Europe, 
to 12% in the United States, and to 10% in 
Japan. By 2000, the proportion of admixtu
res in cement will increase, on the average, 
1.5 or 2 times above this level.

1. Classification of admixtures. Stan
dards concerning classification of admixtu
res used in cement manufacture and/or speci
fications for such admixtures have been de
veloped in many countries, including, for 
example, the USA, West Germany, Romania, and 
East Germany. One of the more complete clas
sifications may be found in the Soviet stan
dard GOST 24640-81 /2/. It categorizes the 
admixtures into active mineral, fillers, 
technological, and those controlling the 
main and special properties of cement.

This report will survey the experience 
which has oeen accumulated in using cements 
with mineral admixtures.

2. Specifications and estimation of ef
fectiveness of mineral admixtures. Despite 
the vast literature on the chemistry and 
properties of cements with admixtures /3-5/ 
there has not been elaborated so far a sui
table method of direct quantitative esti
mation of activity of admixtures which could 
substitute for the existing empirical tech
niques. Indeed, the data on chemical and 
mineralogical composition of an admixture, 
degree of crystallization, content of vi
treous phase, etc., enable one to characte
rize the material as an active mineral ad
mixture only with some probability, but to 
issue an accurate conclusion direct testing 
is needed.

According to the Soviet standard, an ad
mixture is categorized as active provided it 

meets the requirements as follows 1

- for a cement paste of normal consisten'-' 
cy prepared of the mix of the finely ground 
material with hydrated lime in the 4i1 pro
portion with a small addition of gypsum,
the final set is not later than 7 days af
ter mixing with water; •

- the specimen immersed in water after 
the final set is not washed out and retains 
clear cut edges for at least 3 days;

- for blended Portland cement containing 
30% or 40% of the characterized material 
(depending on the type of admixture), the 
setting concentration of calcium hydroxide 
in the liquid phase should be at least
O.5 mmol/l below the saturation isoterm.

For artificial admixtures, the latter 
test is replaced by the strength tests for 
rod specimens prepared from a mix of the 
material being defined with hydrated lime 
and gypsum and steam cured to some specifi
ed procedure. The bending strength of the
se specimens should be at least 1 MPa, and 
the compressive strength at least 3 Mfa.

A simple and convenient criterion to es
timate the effectiveness of an admixture is 
the coefficient of relative clinker requi
rement for a concrete defined as the ratio

EG (100 - A)
= -------------:----------- '

С1 100 FC

where BC stands for blended cement (with ad
mixture) requirement in kg/m^; A for the 

percentage of admixture; and FC for plain 
cement requirement in kg/m^.

An admixture is claimed efficient if 
kc1 40.95.

3. Nomenclature of active mineral admix
tures. In the USSR 28 to 30 million tons of 
various materials, mainly industrial wastes, 
is annually used as admixtures in cements. 
These materials include metallurgical slags 
(blast-furnace and thermophosphorous), berg- 
meal, metallurgical molding sand, diatomite, 
bellte slurry, flyash and cinder. The list 
of admixtures in use is being expanded but 
the main proportion falls to blast furnace 
granulated slags which are completely uti- 



lized- in this countrye
The quality of slags is assessed mainly 

by their chemical analysis. The reactive 
components of slag are CaO and added
by I.feO given its content not exceeds 10 wt 
%. The passive components include SiOg, 
TiOg, LhO and a proportion of b^gO in excess 

of ЛО?о.
When the LigO content of slag exceeds 

-14-15/;, there is a risk of magnesial expan
sion and the quality of slag is markedly 
lower. Therefore, the Soviet standard GOST 
54 76-74 puts the upper limit on rigO content 
at 15%. It allows, however, a higher con
tents of ivigO up to the highest level met in 
industrial slags (16-17%) provided the ma
terial simultaneously contains exceedingly 
high percentage of up to 12-15/«>*
A high I,®0 content increases the activity 
of Al5+ ions and facilitates their transi
tion into an octahedral coordination with 
oxygen. As a result the mobility of the Al—О 
bond increases and this compensates to a 
large degree of decrease of CaO in the slag. 
Higher proportions of AlgO^, an oxide of 
intermediate basicity, leads also to a nar
row field of primary crystallisation of MgO 
And increases its solubility in slags glass. 
This prevents magnesi-al expansion of the 

cement.
Thermophosphorous slags of electric 

steelmaking primarily contain glass of vol- 
lastonite composition. The activity of 0 
•in these slags is lower than in blast fur
nace slags, and the degre of polymerisa
tion of the anionic sceleton is higher in 
accordance with the lower ratio 0^ /3 . 

Accordingly, equal strength cements with 
thermophosphorous slags contains 10% to 
15% smaller proportions of admixture than 
blast-furnace slag cements.

An advantage of thermophosphorous slag 
cements is due to their enhanced sulphate 
resistance, which results from almost com
plete absence of Al^ in the slag. This 
quality have led to an industrial techno
logy which uses these slags and ordinary 
clinker to yield high quality, sulfate-re

sistant, slag portland cement which excels 
in quality the sulfate-resistant portland 
cement and is much cheaper to produce and 
with lesser energy requirements.

The slags of nonferrous metallurgy con
tain large proportions of ferrous oxides in 
the form of 'EegO-^ and FeO. Granulation vir
tually does not improve their activity, but 
has a bearing on their hardness and grinda
bility. When these slags are hydrated in 
an alkali medium, FeO is gradually oxidized 
by air oxygen into Fe^O^ so that the ini
tial ratio of FeO/FegO^ almost does not af
fect rhe slag activity. By their effect on 
the cement strength, the ferrous slags are 
inferior to blast furnace and thermophospho
rous slags, and are about equivalent to 
pozzolans. Ko loss of strength was noted in 
a prolonged hydration of cement containing 
portland cement clinker, gypsum, and ferri
ferous slag from copper-melting manufacture 
in a proportion of 30 wt %. After one year 
of setting the cement stone exhibited low 
basicity hydrosilicates, hydroferrites, 
and iron hydroxide. There was no evidence 
of ferrous compounds similar to calcium 
sulfoaluminate hydrates.

A remarkable property of nonferrous slag 
cements is due to the high degree of pro
tection they offer to steel reinforcement 
elements. They consume oxygen which pene
trates into the cement stone by oxidizing 
FeO to Fe20j. This property of the slags 
to inhibit oxygen agressive action is even 
higher than that of the known inhibitor - 
sodium nitrite-niträte.

Coal slags containing CaO in propor
tions of 25-40% approach in their basicity 
to electric thermophosphorous slags, but 
differ from the latter by a greater acti

vity oJ the glass which they contain in 
lesser proportions. With 50 to 40% coal 
slags interground with clinker, the resul
tant cement exhibits a 28-day compressive 
strength of up to 55-40 MPa.

The quality of bellte slime is governed 

by the residual content of alkali oxides, 
basically Ka20. Given the residual content 



of B2O in slag not exceeds 1.0-1.2% (ex
pressed as the NagO equivalent of the total 
alkalies), the belite slime is a valuable 
component for portland cement clinker and 
an effective admixture to cement. The 28
day compressive strength of cements with 
up to 15-20% of belite slime amounts to 
40-50 MPa. Where the slag contains a higher 
proportions of RgO» special precautions 
should be considered to protect the con
crete from cement bleeding and alkali cor

rosion.
Acid flyash as admixture has received a 

rather thorough treatment and is widdly 
utilized in many contries, including Hun
gary, France, Poland, and the Soviet Union.

A considerable interest is attracted to 
basic flyash containing higher proportions 
of free CaO. In the ÜSSB, such flyash has 
been utilized to produce a self-stressing 
cement with a self-stress energy is excess 
of 2.0 MPa, a non-shrinking cement, and a 
cement with controlled linear expansion.

Scanning electron microscopy has revea
led that the expansive properties of a ce
ment are conditioned by the shape of ettrin
gite formations that occur in hydration of 
the flyash cement. If the cement stone ex
hibits formless star-like clusters of sub- 
fine-crystalline fibres of ettringite, it 
will possess excessive expansion and the 
flyash cement will not pass a soundness 
test. Where ettringite forms into long pri
smatic crystals, these reinforce the set
ting cement paste and give it an increased 
strength and density. Such cements exhibit 
linear expansion within 0.5-2%, pass sound
ness tests, and demonstrate a 28-^day com
pressive strength of 40-50 I-Фа at a self 
stressing of 2.0-3.0 MPa. Prolonged tests 
of complex reinforced concrete structures 
made with these cements have confirmed 
their high durability.

The most general and definitive proper
ty of all active mineral admixtures is in 
their lower basicity as compared with port
land cement clinker. Therefore, admixtures 
enter acid-basic interactions with mine

rals of clinker and facilitate more full 
utilization of its chemical energy. The in
tensity of the interaction defines the acti
vity of the admixture, being controlled by 
many factors such as chemical composition, 
the degree of vitreous phase, fineness, sur
face morphology of grains, and such.

In hydration of admixtures a significant 
role is played by alkali oxides entering 
into the liquid phase from the admixture 
proper and from portland cement clinker. At 
the initial stage, movable alkali ions ac
cumulate near the surface of the particle 
and diffuse along the microcracks and phase 
interfaces. These ions interact with the ad
mixture, demolish the surface layer of the 
glass and yield soluable but immobile alkali 
silicates and aluminates. This in turn in
creases the osmotic pressure in the reac
tion zone causing an influx of water so 
that the particle of admixture finds itself 
surrounded by a liquid envelope separating 
it from the rest cement paste at the ini

tial setting stage.
The aforementioned process can be rea

dily observed in electron micrographs re
corded in the hydration of flyash cements 
owing to a right spherical shape of flyash 
particles. In further stages of setting, the 
substitution of alkali ions with calcium 
ions leads to the formation of hydrosilica
tes, hydroaluminates, and hydroferrites 
of calcium, dense integration of the par
ticle into the cement stone and consolida
tion of the stone.

The outlined mechanism satisfactorily 
explains the principle engineering proper
ties of cement with mineral admixtures, na
mely, a decreased early strength, ability 
of prolonged strength development, lower 
frost resistance, increased sulfate resis
tance, increased shrinkage deformations in 
setting on air, and such. This mechanism 
also defines the directions for further 
improvements of additive cement qualities. 
The principal direction concerns with the 
acceleration of the rate of setting to en
hance the strength of these cements to the



level- of plain cements, retaining all the 
specific engineering properties of these 
cements and their low power requirements 
in manufacture» One of the important trends 
to produce the most effective cements of 
this kind, as it was shown by the special 
researches, is the utilization of clinker 
with rational chemico-mineralogical compo
sition, which fully corresponds to physico
chemical properties and composition of the 
admixtures to be used» .
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OPTIMIZATION OF CEMENTS WITH MINERAL ADDICTIONS

In general the optimization of an industri
al product denotes the attainment of a par
ticularly favourable ratio between its per
formance and its cost of manufacture. An 
improvement in the performance/cost ratio 
can be achieved by, for example, raising 
the quality while keeping the cost un
changed or by lowering the manufacturing 
cost while keeping the quality unchanged. 
However, an improvement may also be ob
tained when, in conjunction with a slight 
lowering of quality, the cost is substant
ially reduced .

The quality of a product is judged by the 
properties which are of decisive importance 
with regard to its utilization. In the case 
of cement its quality must therefore be 
judged by its performance in concrete. Opti
mization moreover always presupposes a stan
dard of comparison to which both the perfor
mance and the price can be referred. In the 
case of the optimization of cements with 
mineral additions it is obviously meaning
ful to judge them with reference to the ce
ment which is most extensively manufactured 
and used worldwide and with which therefore 
most experience has-been gained, namely, 
portland cement.

1. Functions of cement in concrete
Cement always has a number of functions to 
perform in concrete, some of which are es
sential in all cases, e.g., attainment of a 
sufficiently high strength, and some that 
are required only for special purposes, 
e.g., adequate resistance to sea-water. The 
functions that cement in concrete always 
has to perform include: ■ 
. satisfactory rheological properties for 

good workabi11ty;
. satisfactory strength development and 

sufficiently high 28-day strength;
. satisfactory durability of the concrete 

under usual environmental conditions;
. lasting corrosion protection of the 

reinforcing steel .

In addition to these basic requirements 
there may be other requirements which, 
though not applicable worldwide, have the 
character of basic requirements in some 
countries. These include, for example, ad
equate freeze-thaw resistance in countries 
where all external structural components 
are frequently exposed to frost action in 
the normal course of things. Besides for 
special purposes cements with pronounced 
special properties can give better service 
and higher performance, which justify 
higher cost and higher prices. These in
clude, for example, particular rheological 
properties of grout, particularly rapid har
dening for prestressed precast concrete 
units, or a particular chemiсо-minera1og1 - 
cal composition to withstand chemical at
tack. To keep within the allotted time, the 
following treatment of the subject will 
confine itself to the above-mentioned basic 
requirements and , in addition, to f reeze- 
thaw resistance.

2. Mineral additions
The principal constituents of cement can, 
with regard to their properties, be divided 
into four groups, namely, hydraulic consti
tuents, latently hydraulic constituents, 
pozzolanic constituents, and fillers. Fur
thermore, cement always contains additions 
of calcium sulphate as a setting time con
trolling agent and sometimes additives such 
as grinding aids, for example.

2.1 Hydraulic constituents 

Hydraulic constituents, e.g., portland ce
ment clinker, consist predominantly of cal
cium silicates with a lime/silica ratio dis
tinctly higher than 2.0. In finely ground 
form they react relatively rapidly with the 
mix water, i.e., they set and harden rapid
ly. The hydration products - in the case of 
complete hydration - occupy about twice as 
large a volume as the original clinker par
ticles, and in this way they have both a 
strength-developing and a pore-filling 

action.
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2.2 Latently hydraulic constituents

Latently hydraulic constituents such as, 
for example, granulated blastfurnace slag 
likewise consist predominantly of calcium 
silicates, but their lime/silica ratio is 
much lower, usually between only 1.0 and
1.5. Therefore they react only at a slow 
rate with the mix water and require activa
tion - e.g., by alkalies, calcium hydroxide 
or sulphates - in order to harden more ra
pidly. In so far as they achieve complete 
hydration, which requires moist curing for 
a relatively long time, their hydration 
products also occupy about twice as large a 
volume as the original particles of granu
lated blastfurnace slag.

2.3 Pozzolanic constituents

Pozzolanic constituents such as, for exam
ple, natural pozzolanas or certain fly
ashes from coal-fired power stations con
sist in part of reactive silica ' or reac
tive aluminates, the remainder usually be
ing inert matter. In contrast to hydraulic 
and latently hydraulic constituents, they 
cannot harden on their own, but need for 
this the presence of calcium hydroxide in 
solution, e.g., calcium hydroxide which is 
split off in the hydration process of port
land cement clinker. The chemi со-mi neralo- 
gical reaction of pozzolanas with calcium 
hydroxide proceeds at a distinctly slower 
rate than the hydration of hydraulic and 
latently hydraulic constituents. Because of 
the content of inert matter the reaction 
products moreover occupy less than twice as 
large a volume as the original pozzolana or 
fly-ash particles.

2 .4_Fil1ers-

cillers are finely divided mineral sub
stances which do not react, or react only 
very slightly, with the mix water or with 
other constituents of the cement. If they 
are of suitable fineness, they can so com
plement the particle size distribution of 
the cement that the rheological properties 

(water demand, workability) are distinctly 
improved and a space-filling and stabili
zing effect is achieved within the struc
ture of the cement paste. Because fillers 
have no, or only very little, chemico-min- 
eralogical reaction, they yield no reaction 
products which reduce the porosity existing 
after the concrete has been mixed and com
pacted. Limestone with a high content of 
calcium carbonate is particularly suitable 
as filler. The proportion of clayey constit
uents in the filler must be limited, other
wise the water demand of the cement will be 
greatly increased and the resistance to 
freeze-thaw cycles drastically diminished.

3. Cement-technological measures
In principle, all the above-mentioned ini
tial materials are suitable for making ce
ments with approximately equal properties. 
However, they require the application of 
cement-technological measures duly suited 
to the individual constituents. It is up to 
the cement manufacturer so to choose these 
measures that with the use of mineral addi
tions an optimum is attained with regard to 
the ratio of performance to manufacturing 
cost. The first condition for such opti
mization is not of a technical but of an 
economic nature, namely, that the mineral 
additions in question supplied "free to ce
ment plant", i.e., inclusive of the fre
quently very high freight charges for trans
porting them from their source, should be 
distinctly cheaper than the cement clinker 
produced in the cement plant. They should 
be cheaper because the technological opera
tions for making cement with mineral addi
tions are often more expensive than those 
for making portland cement. If such mineral 
substances are cheaply available, it will 
then be necessary to check their perfor
mance, e.g., as regards workability and 
strength, and to investigate whether they 
contain harmful matter which may, for exam
ple, accelerate carbonation or impair frost 
resistance. For cement manufacture there . 
are then essentially three technological 



measures available, which will be described 
below.

3.1 Composition of_the_cement

All cements made with mineral additions con
tain portland cement clinker. In comparison 
with portland cement containing - along 
with calcium sulphate and admixtures - 
100 % clinker a portland cement with up to, 
say, 5 % mineral additions may have dis
tinctly better properties with regard to 
constructional technology, e.g., workabili
ty, bleeding, or uniformity of colour. As 
to the proportion of the various mineral 
additions a distinction should be drawn bet
ween the highest possible and the optimum 
proportion. Purely scientific publications 
often give information on the highest pos
sible proportion of mineral additions. Al
though it is possible largely or entirely 
to compensate for their effect on the pro
perties by means of other cement-technolo
gical measures, e.g., higher fineness of 
grinding, there are technical and economic 
limits to such compensation. For optimizing 
the ratio of performance to manufacturing 
cost it must therefore be considered what 
change in the cement properties as compared 
with portland cement is brought about by 
mineral additions, what degree of change 
the makers of concrete - i.e., the cement 
manufacturer's customers - can accept, by 
what cement-technological measures the in
fluence of the mineral additions upon the 
cement properties can be wholly or partly 
compensated, and what extra burden this 
will place upon the cost of manufacture.
The result of such considerations will very 
probably vary from one cement plant to 
another, from one country to another and 
most notably from one continent to another. 
In this context the prices of fuel for 
clinker production and the rates charged by 
electricity suppliers, as well as the avail 
ability and prices of the mineral addi
tions, play a major part. In the last 15 
years, which have been characterized by a 
drastic rise in fuel and electricity costs, 

an optimum with regard to the composition 
of cement with mineral additions has 
emerged in Western Europe, as represented 
in Table 1.

Table 1: Optimum proportions of mineral additions

Mineral 
addition

Optimum proportion 
of addition 

in % by weight

Significant changes in 
properties as compared 
with portland cement

Limestone 
filler

15+5 -

Natural 
pozzolana

25 + 10 Slower hardening 
longer curing

Coal 
fly-ash

25 + 10 Slower hardening 
longer curing

Granulated 
blastfurnace 

slag

25 + 10 -

60 + 15 Slower hardening 
longer curing

3.2 Chem|ca|_ogt|mizat|on

Various substances can accelerate the rates 
of hydraulic and pozzolanic reactions. Be
cause the mineral additions either do not 
react at all (fillers) or react much more 
slowly than cement clinker, there is good 
reason to activate the reactivity of latent
ly hydraulic and pozzolanic added substan
ces. Particularly reactive clinkers with 
relatively high alkali and tricalcium alu
minate content can stimulate granulated 
blastfurnace slag, pozzolana and fly-ash to 
react notable more rapidly. It has been 
found suitable to relieve the clinker of 
too high a content of alkalies by appropri
ate measures applied in the burning process 
and to add the alkali-enriched substances 
thus obtained to the cement with slowly 
reacting mineral additions. A procedure of 
this kind is in accordance with the cement 
standards of several Western European 
countries and is to be included also in the 
future European cement standard. Calcium 
chloride is likewise able effectively to 
activate slowly reacting mineral additions, 
but in many countries the addition of sub
stances containing chloride is banned be



cause of their corrosion-promoting effect 
on reinforcing steel. ■

3.3 Finenessand garticlesize-distribution 

Besides the composition of the cement and 
its chemical optimization, its fineness of 
grinding and particle size distribution are 
of major influence on the properties of the 
cement, namely, the rheological properties 
as well as hardening and imperviousness. 
The specific surface area measured by the 
Blaine method is often used as the measure 
of fineness. This characteristic value is 
relatively simple to determine and can suit
ably be used for cement production monitor
ing. The Blaine value is, however, an inte
gral value with only very limited informa
tive usefulness as to the cement proper
ties. More information is provided by the 
particle size distribution such as can now 
be determined fairly simply with a laser 
granulometer and which is represented as 
the cumulative line for the particle sizes 
in a special granulometric diagram called 
the Rosin-Rammler-Sperling-Bennet or RRSB 
diagram. For cement the particle size cumu
lative line generally appears as a straight 
line. As an example. Fig. 1 shows the cu
mulative line for a normal portland cement 
plotted in the RRSB diagram.

Fig. 1: Example of a grain size 
distribution diagram

If cement of the same composition is ground 
to a somewhat greater or less fineness in 
the same grinding plant, the straight lines 
in the RRSB diagram undergo an approximate
ly parallel shift, as shown schematically 
in Fig. 2. Only if the cement is ground

Fig, 2: Grain size distribution curves 
of fine and coarse cement

The, slope of the lines (gradient) can be 
varied within certain limits by modifica
tions to the grinding plant, e.g., by chang
ing over to a differently composed ball 
charge in the mill or by altering the cir
culating load in a closed-circuit plant. 
The nature and quantity of the mineral ad
ditions also affect the slope of the lines: 
such added substances which are more easily 
grindable than cement clinker - limestone 
fillers, for example - cause them to slope 
less steeply, whereas substances which are 
more difficult to grind - granulated blast
furnace slag, for example - cause them to 
slope more steeply. Fig. 3 schematically 
represents two cements with approximately 
equal specific surface areas but with dif
ferent slopes of their respective particle 
size cumulative lines.

The position and slope of the particle size 
cumulative lines are manifested in the pro
perties of the ciment and in the cost of



Grain size d in цт

Fig, 3: Grain size distribution diagrams 
with different slopes

grinding. If cement of a given composition 
is merely ground to a greater fineness 
(straight line in Fig. 2 shifts to the 
left), the strenght increases in conse
quence, the water demand usually increases 
a little, but overall there is little 
change in workability. Greater fineness 
involves higher grinding cost, however. 
Since the contribution of the mineral addi
tions to strength is in general distinctly 
less than that of portland cement clinker, 

cements made with such added substances 
always have to be more finely ground. For 
example, as against a Blaine value of 3000 

cm2/g for portland cement, a blastfurnace 
cement with a slag content of 60 % will 
have to be ground to approximately 4000

7 
cm‘/g.

The slope of the particle size cumulative 
lines has opposite effects on the rheolo 
gical properties and on the strength. The 
steeper the slope, the higher is the 
strength attained for equal specific sur
face area. The less steep the slope, the 
lower is the water demand and the better, 
the workability. An addition of 10 - 15 % 
of limestone filler will make the cumula
tive line become less steep when grinding 
is performed in the same plant. Because the 
filler makes little contribution to the 
28-day strength, such cement must be ground 

more finely in order to attain the same 
strength as it would attain without the 
filler. At the same time, however, the re
duced steepness of the cumulative line re
sults in lower demand and better workabili 
ty despite the greater fineness of grind

ing.

4. Uniformity
For the concrete maker it is very important 
that the cement properties should vary as 
little as possible. That is why this prob
lem receives the cement manufacturer's par
ticular attention. Now cement clinker and, 
even more so, the mineral additions always 
show a certain amount of variation, which 
is sometimes very considerable and which 
must be smoothed as much as possible in the 
process of cement manufacture, as is schema
tically represented in Fig. 4.

Attainment of Cement Property Uniformity

Clinker, Gypsum, 
Granulated Slag, 
Puzzolana, Flyash, 
Filler etc.

Cement
Manu— 

factoring
Process

Cement

Time

Fig. 4: Homogenization of cement properties

If, as is sometimes required by cement con
sumers, in the manufacture of cement with 
mineral additions the composition and fine
ness thereof are kept constant, the varia
tions in the properties of the cement will 
fully manifest themselves. Therefore the 
properties of the cement constituents must 
be permanently monitored. With the aid of 
suitable control technology it can be en
sured that there is the least possible va
riation in the cement properties overall. 
Such control, however, presupposes that - 
within certain limits - the composition of



the cement made with mineral additions, its 
chemical optimization, its fineness and, if 
necessary, also its particle size distri
bution are allowed to be changed. Most na
tional cement standards allow scope for 
such control, and it is also to be incorpo
rated in the future European cement stan
dard.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Le sujet de ce seminaire n'est certes pas 

nouveau puisque, sous une forme ou sous une autre, 
11 figuralt dejä dans le programme des precedents 
congres internationaux de la chimie des ciments. En 
outre, les phenomänes physico-chimiques de base 
qui gouvernent la rhSologie des mortiers et des 
betons ont ete depuis longtemps reconnus (voir 
par exemple les references 1) et ils ort ete 
eux-memes tres largement etudies sur des systemes 
modeles permettant d'isoler l'effet de tel ou tel 
d'entre-eux.

Pourquoi alors eprouver le besoin de refaire 
le point sur ce sujet?. La rfeponse ä cette question 
doit etre vraisemblablement recherchee dans 
1‘impossibilite qui subsiste encore aujourd'hui de 
modeliser ces materiaux tres complexes que sont 
les betons, les mortiers et meme les pätes pures 
de ciment, qu'ils soient ä base de ciments 
Portland ou de ciments alumineux .

Certes, Ton salt maintenant expliquer a 
priori le comportement rheologique de tel ou 
tel mdlange contenant un liant hydraulique en , 
cours d'Hydratation mais l'on ne salt pas prevoir 
quantitativement les proprietes de mise en place 
d'un mortier ou d'un beton ä partir des 
parametres physico-chimiques qui permettent de 
caracteriser ses differents constituents . 
Peut-etre d'ailleurs parce que l'on ne salt pas 
definir precisement ce que sont ces proprietes de 
mise en place. En outre, la simple caracterisation 
du comportement rheologique intrinseque du 
materiau reste encore aujourd'hui un sujet de 
controverse puisque les resultats obtenus 
dependent en gdneraj de la methode et meme des 
instruments de mesure utilises.

Et pourtant, l'on ne saurait se satisfaire de 
cette Situation car les professionnels du bdton , 
sont journellement confrontes ä des problemes qui 
trouvent leur origine dans les proprietes 
rheologiques du materiau. Ainsi, pour tenter de 
resoudre ces problemes, se sont developpees dans 
les laboratoires de recherche industrielle de 
nombreuses etudes purement empiriques . Leur 
objectif se rgduit dans la plupart des cas ä 
mettre en evidence des correlations entre deux 
parametres et, comme il arrive souvent dans ce 
type d'approche, les resultats obtenus sont peu 
significatifs, parfois meme contradictoires. Ils ne 
permettent pas de construire les connaissances 
solides qui seraient necessaires pour rdsoudre, 
autrement que par des palliatifs, les problemes 
pratiques rencontres .

Est-ce ä dire que rien ne se passe dans ce _ 
domaine et que les choses n'y progressent que tres 
lentement. Une fagon de repondre ä cette question 
est de commencer par rappel er quelle etait la 
Situation au terme du precedent congres _ 
international de la chimie des ciments qui s'est 
tenu ä Paris en 1980. Ensuite, nous tenterons de, 
degager les faits importants ou les tendances qui 
ont caracterise 1'apport au sujet de ces cinq 
dernieres annees. Enfin, nous donnerons un bref 
resumö des contributions presentbes ä ce seminaire 
et nous indiquerons quelques voles qui, peut-etre, 
meriteraient d'etre explorees ä l'avenir .

2. RAPPEL DE LA SITUATION DU SUJET EN 1980.
Le sujet de ce seminaire n'etait pas 

explicite sous la meme forme dans le programme du 
dernier congres international de la chimie des 
ciments. Toutefois, le theme VI preside par S. 
Diamond2 et intitule : "Les pätes de ciment : 
rheologie, evolution des proprietes et des 
structures" presentait de larges plages de 
recouvrement et nombre de communications ont 
concerns directement ce sujet . .

En 1980, les questions fondamentales 
restaient les suivantes :

- comment caracteriser de fagon appropriSe le 
comportement rheologique d'une päte de ciment 
donnSe?,

- quell es sont les modifications apportees 
dans ce comportement par un changement des 
caracteristiques du ciment ou par 11 incorporation 
d'ajouts minSraux ou d'adjuvants chimiques, de 
superplastifiants en particulier?.

En effet, les methodes de mesure des 
caracteristiques rheologiques, et plus prScisement 
de la relation deformation/effort de cisaillement, 
s'Staient progressivement sophistiquSes au cours 
des annees 70 mais, pour la plupart, elles , 
modifiaient les parametres qu'elles Staient censSes 
mesurer et, en consequence, les resultats 
correspondants etaient souvent incohärents sinon 
contradictoires .

Ces difficultes methodologiques n'avaient pas 
empäche cependant de repondre, au moins 
partiellement, ä la seconde des deux questions 
precedentes. Depuis longtemps dejä, en particulier, 
les principaux facteurs gouvernant la rheologie 
des pätes de ciment avaient 6te identifies : 
geometrie et granulometrie des grains de ciment, 
Constitution chimique et mineralogique des 
clinkers, elements mineurs, teneur en eau, nature 
des ajouts, etc...

. En outre, les phenomenes physico-chimiques 
correspondants avaient ete egalement reconnus et 
avaient dejä donne lieu ä des investigations 
parfois tres poussees. C'est ainsi que Torigine 
(rupture des liaisons chimiques lors du broyage, 
difference de taille entre les anions et les 
cathions solubilises) et les consequences 
(floculation, thixotropie) de 1'existence de 
charges electriques sur les particules solides 
etaient dejä bien comprises, en presence 
d'adjuvants notamment ; il en etait de meme de 
1'enchevetrement des grains et de la dilatance ou 
encore de la tension superficielle et de la 
composition de l'eau interstitielle.

Les apports du congres de 1980 ont avant 
tout :

- confirme le comportement approximativement 
binghamien des pätes de ciment;

- propose quelques relations fonctionnelles 
permettant de determiner leseuil de cisaillement 
ou la viscoplasticite apparente ä partir des deux 
caracteristiques essentielles de la päte : finesse 
ou surface specifique du ciment , rapport 
eau/ciment3 ; -



- etabli le role determinant des sulfates'4 et 
celui, plus limite, de la teneur en aluminate 
tricalcique.

Comme l'indiquait le titre du theme VI, ces 
contributions ne concernaient pratiquement que les 
pätes de ciment pures ou les mortiers . Certes le 
theme VII etait intitule :"Reaction aux interfaces 
entre ciment et granulat dans les betons et les 
mortiers“ mais aucune contribution ä cetheme 
n'eut ä voir vraiment avec les proprietes 
rheologiques . »

Toutefois, on savait bien dejä.qu'il est 
impossible de decrire le beton frais come un 
milieu homogene, et que les plus simples des 
modeles rheologiques doivent faire intervemr au 
moins deux phases (päte et granulat par exemple, ou 
dans d'autres conditions, phase liquide et 
particules solides) de comportement rheologique 
different, interagissant d'une fagon inhomogSne et 
evolutive däns le temps . En consequence, la 
possibilite de relier scientifiquement des lois 
d'ecoulement aux tests de maniabilite utilises 
pour caracteriser 1'aptitude d'un beton a etre mis 
en oeuvre etait consideree de toute fagon comme 
hors d'atteinte. Dans ces conditions, la tendance 
etait de reserver les etudes "scientifiques aux 
pates pures pour n'aborder le beton qu'au travers 
d'fitudes purement empiriques orientees vers le 
pragmatisme des chantiers5.

3. LES PRINCIPALES CONTRIBUTIONS IE 1980 A 1986

Dans le domaine considers, les cinq dernieres 
annees ont et6 principalement marquees par deux 
Svenements. Tout d'abord en 1982, a Boston, la 
Materials Research Society a organise un colloque 
sur l'effet des phenombnes de surface et des 
phenomenes colloldaux sur les proprietes du beton 
frais; les comptes rendus de ce colloque ont ete 
edites par Skalny6. Ensuite, en 1983, a paru le 
livre de Tattersall et Banfill intitule . The 
Rheology of Fresh Concrete" .

On pourrait egalement noter la parution de 
l'ouvrage sur "Le Beton Hydraulique" publie sous 
la direction de Baron et Sauterey8, ainsi que les 
comotes rendus, publies dans "il cemento , d une , 
5ou?nee de travail de 1'A.I.T.E.C. sur la rheologie 
des pätes de ciment, des mortiers et des 
betons9.io,i8,22 .

Les principal es contributions que 1 on peut 
trouver dans ces differents ouvrages indiquent 
bien les tendances qui caracterisent les 
recherches menees dans ce domaine durant la 
periode considerbe :

- effets des conditions experimentales sur les 
proprietes rheologiques mesurees ;

- influences respettives des proprietbs 
rheologiques du fluide interstitiel et de la 
friction entre aggregate ;

- mecanisme d'action des adjuvants et effets 
des ajouts mineraux .

Concernant le premier point, un grand nombre 
d'etudes a encore concerne les conditions de 
validite et de fiabilitb des mesures effectuees 

sur les viscosimetres ä cylindres coaxiaux ' ’ 
Si 1'on excepte le cas favorable des pätes pures 
soumises ä des contraintes suffisamment faibles 
pour eviter tout glissement, les resultats 
correspondants ont ete souvent decevants. Dans le 
cas des betons en verite, 11 semble bien que seul 
le recours a des methodes anciennes plus ou moms 
empiriques puisse conduire ä des mesures 
siqnificatives. A cet egard, on peut citer, 
notanraent celles qui sont basees sur la puissance 
requise pour melanger un beton frais. Leur^ 
utilisation ne devient simple cependant qu a 
condition d'admettre un comportement de Bingham 
oouvant etre decrit au moyen de deux parametres 
seulement7 . La necessity de definir des procedes de 
melanges standardises est en tout cas soulignee 
par plusieurs auteurs. D'autres tests de 
proprietes rheologiques ont ete egalement 
discutbs 13’114.

Le second point a btb examine notamment dans 
trois articles dont la synthbse permet, presqu a 
eile seule, d'apprbcier 1'btat actuel des 
connaissances dans ce domaine . Ainsi, Lawrence et 
Singh15 ont analyse en grand detail 1 apparition 
dans le temps des divers phenomenes , 
physico-chimiques qui permettent de decrire , 
qualitativement les propribtbs rheologiques des 
betons frais .

Massazza et Costa9 ont analyse I'influence 
des trois principaux' facteurs qui conditionnent 
les proprietes rheologiques des pätes de ciment, 
des mortiers et des betons : la cohesion,,la 
friction entre particules solides et la viscosite 
de la phase interstitielle . Ils se sont,Interesses 
en particulier aux effets de la repartition 
granulombtrique des differentes particules solides 
et ä ceux de 11hydratation . ■

Enfin, Hattori et Izumi16 ont modifie la 
definition newtonnienne de la viscosite en , 
utilisant le concept de friction intermolhculaire 
et aprbs avoir obtenu la relation entre viscosite 
et nombre de points de friction, ils ont deduit de 
la thborie du taux de coagulation de Verwey et 
Overbeek17 les bquations de la viscosite dependant 
du temps. Les applications de cette theorie 
restent pour I1instant assez limitbes mais 
1'apport conceptuel est sans doute important .

Le dernier point a donnb lieu durant ces cinq 
dernibres annees ä une abondante litterature et a 
plusieurs articles de revue concernant les effets, 
tant des adjuvants chimiques18»19> que des ajouts 
minbraux20 cendres vol antes notamment. Dans la 
plupart des cas, ces ajouts minbraux ont des 
effets bbnbfiques sur la rhbologie dubbton frais, 
en particulier lorsqu'ils sont utilises en 
conjonction avec des superplastifiants .Au niveau 
des phenomenes physico-chimiques qui sont a 
1'origine des effets observes, une grande 
attention a continue d'etre portee aux forces 
d'interaction blectrique entre particu es, _ 
notanraent dans les suspensions denses , et a 
1'adsorption des fluidifiants sur es differents 
composes chimiques (silicates et aluminates) 
ciment22. Enfin, les effets des adjuvants sur les 
propribtbs rhbologiques de pätes de clinker 
finement broye mais non gypse ont donnb lieu a 
quelques etudes essentiellement empiriques .



4. LES COMMUNICATIONS PRESENTEES А CE CONGRES.
Pour la plupart, les differents points 

6voques precedemment apparaissent d une maniere ou 
d'une autre dans 1'ensemble des rapports et 
Communications prdsentes ä ce congres .

C'est ainsi que Costa et Massazza21* rappellent 
que le comportement et les proprietes rheologiques 
des suspensions concentr&es resultent d'un etat 
d'equilibre entre, d'une part, des interactions 
ioniques et eiectriques (entre les grains 
eux-memes ou entre ceux-ci et les ions presents 
dans le liquide interstitiel) et, d'autre part, 
des actions purement mecaniques (forces 
capillaires, frottements internes, etc...).

Les interactions electrocinetiques expliquent 
en grande partie le fait, observe par tous, que 
l'etat flocule est l'etat habituel, en 1'absence 
naturelleinent d'adjuvants defloculants, d un , 
ciment dans l'eau. On comprend egalement amsi que 
1'architecture correspondante contribue ä 
1'existence de la cohesion, du seuil de 
cisaillement et du comportement thixotrope des 
pätes de ciment. faction de nombreux fluidifiants 
s'interprete ä partir des memes concepts .

Beaucoup de chercheurs continuent d'ailleurs 
d'aborder 1'etude des proprietes rheologiques par 
celle des phenomenes electrocinetiques au travers 
notamment de la zetametrie . Cette, approche connait 
un succes certain pour des suspensions de grains 
quasi inertes comme cel les d'alumine par exemple , 
mais le probleme s'est rev61e trSs difficile pour 
un materiau 6volutif toujours loin de 1 equilibre 
comme le sont les suspensions de ciment dans 
l'eau26. Il semble que 1'on ait eu quelques 
deceptions dans ce dsmaine et que beaucoup , 
d'efforts devront у Stre encore consacres si I on 
veut progresser significativement .

La maniabilite des betons et ses diverses 
composantes, cohesion, viscosite de la päte 
interstitielle et frottement interne des granuiats 
ne semblent pas donner lieu ä des divergences 
d'interpretation27. Toutefois, on peut regretter 
qu'aucune etude ne soit presentee sur 1 action 
"lubrifiante" de la päte interstitielle qui est 
fournie par l'eau et les particules solides les 
plus fines . Il nous semble у avoir 13 un domaine 
qui meriterait un complement d'investigation . L on 
sait en tous cas que la presence ou 1 absence , 
d'interface eau/air dans Tespace intergranulaire 
induit des comportements rheologiques tres 
differents qui ne peuvent etre approches de^la 
meme fagon, notamment au niveau des mesures .

Le comportement pratiquement binghamien du 
beton, au repos ou sous de faibles vitesses de 
cisaillement, est 3 nouveau confirmä par plusieurs 
auteurs21*»27 de meme que le comportement 
quasi newtoniendans certaines conditions (vibratio 
energique, defloculation poussee, addition de 
resines) . Neanmoins, ce comportement est tres 
souvent affectd par des transformations 
räversibles (thixotropie) ou irrSversibles 
(sedimentation, hydratatioh) voire, dans certaine 
conditions par Tapparition de dilatance .

Concernant la mesure des coefficients 
rheologiques des pätes de ciment, differents

travaux semblent montrer que finalement 1'appareil 
le mieux adapte est le viscosimetre 3 cylindres 
coaxiaux 3 condition naturellement que ,
n'apparaisse aucun phenomene de glissement, mais 
11 faut noter que subsistent des variantes de 
realisation ou d'exploitation des resultats . Pour 
les betons, les methodes utilisees restent trop 
differentes dans leur principe et dans leur 
realisation pour tenter de chercher de bonnes 
correlations entre les differents resultats 
obtenus . Il reste difficile de passer de la pate au 
beton23 meme si 1'on peut signaler d'interessantes 
tentatives tenant compte de plusieurs 
parametres21*’30."Au niveau des mesures, on peut 
noter une tentative, ä la suite de nombreux 
travaux dejä existants, de suivre par ultra-sons 
revolution du seuil de cisaillement et la vitesse 
de prise31.

Comme cela a dejä ete souligne ci-dessus. 
Ton sait depuis longtemps que les 
caractSristiques rheologiques des pätes, des 
mortiers et des bätons frais dependent non 
seulement de la composition du ciment 
(clinker, gypse et ajouts) mais aussi de facteurs 
lies 3 la preparation du beton (rapport eau/ciment, 
energie de malaxage, temperature, etc...) et aux 
adjuvants eventuels. Comme il s'agit des premieres 
minutes de la vie du materiau, ce'sont evidemment 
les constituants les plus rapidement solubles _ 
(aluminate tricalcique, sulfates etalcalins) qui 
ont la plus grande influence. Ce point est 
confirme dans plusieurs communications24’32’33»3 .

L'influence däterminante des sulfates de 
calcium incorpores au ciment sur le comportement 
rhäologique du beton frais est rappel ее dans 
plusieurs communications29’32. Cette influence 
depend bien sur de la vitesse de dissolution de 
ces sulfates qui est liee ä leur nature et qui 
permet de brider plus ou moins rapidement les 
premieres liaisons qui pourraient se developper 
pendant la periode de mise en oeuvre. A noter que, 
dans certaines conditions, le calcaire peut etre 
substitue aux sulfates comme regulateur de 
prise35.

Les ajouts (laitiers, cendres, pouzzolanes, 
etc...) ont en general une influence favorable sur 
la rheologie; les facteurs importants etant T6cart 
de broyabilite avec le clinker ainsi que la 
gäometrie des grains. Le cas des fillers calcaires, 
beaucoup moins etudie que les präcedents, est . 
di scute par Bombled28.

L'on sait egalement que les facteurs 
granulomätriques du ciment et des granuiats , 
(forme, etat de surface et repartition de taille 
des grains), par le fait meme qu'ils conditionnent 
le nombre de points de contact intergranulaires ou 
s'exercent des forces de liaison, jouent eux aussi 
un röle essentiel. Il est done normal que I'etude 
de ces facteurs apparaisse dans plusieurs 
contributions. Ainsi, l'influence de la finesse du 
ciment est abordee par Costa et Massazza21* ; celle 
des conditions de broyage dans le cas de ciments 
aux ajouts (broyage separe ou cobroyage) et des 
differences de broyabilite des divers composants 
du ciment sont aussi discutees28»29. _

Parmi les conditions de preparation du beton, 
la temperature joue egalement un r61e; celui-ci est 
discute par Wierig32.



Enfin, un des points de grande importance 
actuelle est Taction de defloculants fluidifiants 
et revolution dans le temps de leur efficacite,_ 
ces fluidifiants etant d'ailleurs souvent utilises 
comme rfeducteurs d'eau. Les recherches sur les 
mecanismes d'actions de ces adjuvants, 1 influence 
de leur structure (et en particulier, de leur 
degre de polymerisation) et de leur composition 
ainsi que celle du ciment (presence d'elements 
rapidement solubles, sulfates notamment) contmuent 
d'etre tres actives25’36’3^ mais manifestement 
beaucoup reste encore ä faire. Les effets de la 
salinite de l'eau interstitielle sont egalement un 
sujet d'interet38.

Pour terminer 1'examen des cornunications, il 
faut noter que les Hants speciaux, liants 
alumineux39’40 et ciments pour forage 
p6trol ier38’M n'ont pas ete oublies.

En conclusion, ce rapide survol semble 
montrer que les travaux conduits actuellement dans 
le domaine couvert par ce seminaire ont pour but 
avant tout de confirmer et d'approfondir des _ 
connaissances dejä acquises anterieurement plutot 
que d'apporter des eclairages radicalement 
nouveaux. La progression est lente, ce qui 
confirme la difficulte du sujet.

5. QUELOUES PISTES POUR L'AVENIR

Il semble ä present que tous les phenomenes 
pouvant affecter la rheologie des pates; des 
mortiers et des betons sont assez bien compris 
individuellement. Peu d'entre eux cependant ont 
ete analyses de maniere quantitative et il reste 
vraisemblablement beaucoup de travail ä faire 
dans ce domaine. Cette analyse quantitative 
supposera dans certains cas 1'utilisatibn de 
nouvelles connaissances de base et, plus que 
jamais, seules les demarches pluridisciplinaires 
auront quelque chance de conduire au succes.

Ainsi, le concept d'objet fractal1*2 a permis 
receiment de renouveler 1’approche d un grand 
nombre de phenomenes dans 1'ensemble des.sciences 
de la matiere et il a ete recemment applique ä la 
structure des gels de ciment1*3 ; on peut ä juste 
titre se poser la question de savoir par exemple 
si 1'introduction d'une dimension fractale pour 
caracteriser la "rugosite" des granulats ne 
permettrait pas de quantifier plus aisement leur 
enchevetrement.

Par ailleurs, de nombreuses equipes de 
recherches de base ont recemment reconsidere la 
rheologie des suspensions concentrees (voir par 
exemple la reference1*1*) en utilisant des systemes 
modeles, des simulations sur ordinateur1*5 et les 
theories de la mecanique statistique comme la 
percolation1*6’1*7 par exemple. Les phenomenes 
d'aggregation dans les suspensions concentrees 
ont ete egalement etudiee? d'un point de vue 
geometrique en utilisant la notion de dimension 
fractale1*8. Ici aussi, sans doute serait-il utile 
de rechercher 1'impact que pourraient avoir les 
räsultats obtenus sur les questions abordees dans 
ce seminaire. Dans la meme perspective, on peut 
se poser la question de savoir s'il ne seraitpas 
interessant de chercher ä relier les proprietes 
rheologiques1*9 des solutions concentrees au . 
Probleme du remplissage de Tespace par des grains 

de tallies diverses, Probleme dont les solutions 
ont recemment progressd, au moins sur des systemes 
modeles50’51*52.

Enfin, et de fagon plus generale, on peut se 
demander si les methodes de simulation qui ont ete 
raises au point par et pour le genie chimique.ne 
pourraient pas resoudre ce probleme tres delicat 
du caractere non additif des tres nombreux . .
phenomenes qui sont ä prendre en consideration si 
1'dn veut elaborer un modele rheologique predictif 
d'une päte pure de ciment ou d'un beton adjuvante. 
Bien entendu, cela ne veut dire en aucune maniere 
que Tes phenomenes purement chimiques n'auront pas 
ä etre pris en compte ; cela signifie au contraire 
qu'ils auront ä etre integres dans une approche 
plus generale qui ne devra retenir que 1'essentiel 
si eile veut etre reellement efficace.
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l'HE RHEOLOGY OF ALUMINOUS CEMENT PASTES

INTRODUCTION
The rheology of cement pastes has been studied over 
several decades, but work has concentrated almost 
entirely on Portland cement (1), and no Information 
seems to be available on aluminous cement pastes. 
In view of the industrial importance of Ciment Fondu 
grouts, particularly in marine applications where 
their superior durability and rapid strength gain 
are advantageous, it is useful to compare the 
rheology of Ciment Fondu pastes with that of 
ordinary Portland cement. This paper reports work 
carried out with a typical Ciment Fondu to provide 
this information.

RHEOLOGY OF CEMENT PASTES
The principal features of the rheology of cement 
pastes have been described in detail elsewhere (1), 
but may be briefly summarised as follows: ,
1. The flow curve of cement paste has been described 
in terms of various models:

Bingham X. = T» * P" 8
Hershel-Bulkely *t. =■ Te -f A

Robertson-Stiff

Ostwald-De Waele jf - В Sink *»)/д

with associated observations in each case of shear 
thinning behaviour at high shear rates (t shear 
stress, X shear rate).
2. The existence of a yield value indicates that 
structure exists in the paste, due to the
Interactions between cement particles in t e 
suspension. This structure breaks down on shearing 
because the energy input to the links between 
particles is sufficient to break the bonds. This 
structural breakdown manifests Itself in two ways. 
Firstly, the yield value and plastic viscosity of 
the paste decrease with prolonged mixing, so t at 
the method of preparing the paste affects the 
measured rheological parameters. Secondly, t e 
torque, T, exerted by the paste on a continuously 
rotating cylinder or cone in a rotational viscometer 
decreases with time, t, according to an exponential 
relationship of the form

T - Te = ke"bt
where Te is the torque reached at equilibrium and к 
and b constants. The latter effect was treated 
theoretically by Tattersall (2) in terms of t e 
number of links between particles in the paste.
3. The structural breakdown can also account for the 
variation in the reported flow curve shapes. 
Banfill and Saunders (3) found that when the time 
taken to complete an up and down cycle In a coaxial 
cylinders viscometer was short the flow curve showed 
a hysteresis loop with the downcurve falling to 
lower shear stresses than the upcurve (structural 
breakdown), whereas when the cycle time was long the 
loop was reversed. At intermediate cycle times flow 
curves with more than one loop were obtained. 
Furthermore the cycle times producing these types of 
curve varied from cement to cement. Only at cycle 
times of two minutes or less were the loop shapes 
Consistent. They explained this in terms of the 
competition between shear-induced structural break
down and the buildup of structure due to continuing 
hydration reactions. In addition, prolonged mixing 
results in reversible flow curves (up- and 
downcurves superimposable).

4. Variations in yield value over a 20-fold range 
and in plastic viscosity over a 50-fold range have 
been reported by different workers and can be 
explained by differences in exp<rimental technique 
(4). In addition to the effect of mixing on the 
structural breakdown, cement pastes slip at the 
walls of the viscometer. This is assumed to be 
overcome by profiling or serrating the surfaces but 
no-one has shown conclusively that this is so. 
Nevertheless, Mannheimer showed that slippage could 
result in a sixfold reduction in the nx asured yield 
value of a cement paste (5).
5. Because of the variation of shear stress across 
the gap of a ’coaxial cylinders viscometer fluids 
with a yield value exhibit plug flow at low shear 
rates where the stress does not exceed the yield 
value at all points in the fluid, as shown by the 
Relner-Rlvlin equation:

л - R2-)
only when Т/гпкЪа > T* Cdoes all the fluid flow.
This may be faken account of in the evaluation of 
data, but Tattersall and Dimond found that plug flow 
also occurred at much higher shear rates and 
stresses in conditions of steady continuous shear 
(6). They observed discontinuities in the 
exponential decay of torque with time which on 
visual examination of the past,e. were found to 
coincide with the times at which a solid plug of 
material broke up. When the observed width of the 
sheared zone was used in calculations instead of the 
instrument gap width, previously irreconcilable data 
on the effect of shear rate on the structural 
breakdown kinetics could be understood.
This complex behaviour of Portland cement pastes 
forms the background against which the rheology of 
Ciment Fondu pastes must be compared.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
All experiments were carried out using a typical 
Ciment Fondu with the composition and other 
properties given in Table 1. The viscometer used in 
this work was a Haake Rotovisco RV2 with PG142 
external speed programmer. Two coaxial cylinders 
geometries were used: (i) the Haake system MVIIP 
with inner cylinder radius 18.4mm, outer cylinder 
radius 21mm, height 60mm, both cylinders profiled 
with vertical ribs of 0.1mm square section, spaced 
2mm apart round the circumference; (ii) the system 
S13/15 used by Tattersall and Dimond with inner 
cylinder radius 13mm, outer cylinder radius 15mm, 
height 50mm, both cylinders profiled with vertical 
serrations of 0.5mm square section, spaced 0.5mm 
apart round the circumference.
Pastes were prepared in batches of not more than 
250g measured by weight and blended either by hand 
mixing with a spatula in a beaker for one minute or 
in a propeller type laboratory mixer at a speed of 
1000 rpm for a predetermined time. Time and 
temperature were carefully controlled; all mixes 
were prepared and tested at 20 C.
The experimental programme studied the following: 
the effect of cycle time on flow curve shape; the 
effects of mixing time, concentration in water and 
age after mixing; and the behaviour under continuous 
shear. .



Table 1 Properties of the Ciment Fondu

Setting time (BS 915): Initial
Final

90 jtpii residue (%)
Surface Area -(Blaine) (m /kg)
Chemical Composition (7e):

280 min
293 min
3.8
276

SiO2 A12O3 Fe2O3 FeO T102 CaO Na20 KjO S03 C02
4.14 28.67 10.43 5.63 1.98 38.5 0.06 0.04 0.19 0.42

RESULTS
EFFECT OF CYCLE TIME ON FLOW CURVE SHAPE
Pastes of 0.325 w/c were hand mixed and tested in 
the MVIIP geometry with shear starting 2.5 minutes 
after the first contact of cement and water. The 
total cycle time was varied from one minute to one 
hour and the maximum speed of rotation was 500 rpm.
Figure 1 shows the three types of flow curve 
obtained, classified according to Banfill and 
Saunders, and Table 2 gives the cycle times at which 
these occurred. The relationship between speed and 
torque shown by the section XX in Figure 1, whether 
downcurve or upcurve, was independent of cycle time 
and conformed to the Reiner-Rivlln equation for a 
Bingham fluid. In view of these results the cycle 
time in all subsequent experiments was kept short to 
produce Type 1 flow curves, from the downcurve of 
which the yield value and plastic viscosity were 
calculated using that equation. .

Speed of rotation

FIGURE 1 - Classification of flow curve types.

Table 2 Variation in flow curve with cycle time

1 Cycle time (min) 1 2 5 9.8 12 24 36 48 60

IFlow curve type 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 3 3

EFFECT OF MIXING TIME
Pastes of 0.3 and 0.4 w/c were mechanically stirred 
for up to 10 minutes and tested in the MVIIP 
geometry with shear starting one minute after the 
end of stirring (i.e. up to 11 minutes from first 
contact of cement and water). The maximum speed was 
500 rpm and the cycle time one minute. Figure 2 
shows the effect of mixing time on the yield value 
and plastic viscosity.

Stirring tine nine

FIGURE 2 - Effect of mixing time on the rheology of
Ciment Fondu pastes.

EFFECT OF CONCENTRATION OF PASTE
Pastes of different w/c ratios were mechanically 
mixed for 5 minutes then tested in the MVIIP 
geometry to a maximum speed of 999 rpm and in the 
S13/15 geometry to 500 rpm, in both cases with a one 
minute cycle time. This mixing time was chosen in 
the light of the results in Figure 2. Separate 
paste samples were prepared for each test in both 
geometries. Figure 3 shows the variation in yield 
value and plastic viscosity with w/c ratio with 
comparative information on Portland cements drawn 
from Tattersall and Banfill’s survey of the 
literature (1).

yield
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FIGURE 3 - Effect of w/c ratio on the rheology of 
Ciment Fondu and Portland cement pastes.



EFFECT OF AGE
Separate samples of paste at 0.3 w/c ratio were 
mechanically mixed for 5 minutes then left to stand 
for up to 90 minutes before testing in the S13/15 
geometry to a maximum speed of 999 rpm or in the 
MVIIP geometry to 500 rpm with a one minute cycle 
time. Figure 4 shows the variation with age in 
yield value and plastic viscosity calculated as 
before.

FIGURE 4 - Variation of yield value and plastic 
viscosity of Ciment Fondu pastes with standing time.

STRUCTURAL BREAKDOWN IN STEADY SHEAR
Hand mixed and mechanically mixed pastes of 0.3 and 
0.4 w/c ratio were sheared in both geometries at 
several speeds of rotation. Typical torque-time 
behaviour observed in both geometries, as recorded 
on a continuous chart trace, is shown in Figure 5. 
However, plug flow taking the form of a stationary 
zone of paste up to 1mm thick adjacent to the 
stationary outer cylinder was observed in the MVIIP 
geometry but never in the S13/15 geometry. It 
occurred only in the pastes of 0.3 w/c, which 
suggests that Lt may be related to the stiffness of 
the paste. Because of the quantitative uncertain
ties introduced by this plug flow, only those 
results obtained in the S13/15 system will be 
reported here, but It must be borne in mind that the 
results from the two systems show close qualitative 
agreement. Table 3 summarises the results.

c URE 5 - Variation in torque with time during 
ntinuous steady shearing of Ciment Fondu paste.

DISCUSSION
Most of the features of the rheology of Portland 
cement pastes described earlier have been observed 
in these experiments on Ciment Fondu pastes, but 
some novel features are also present.

FLOW CURVES
Ciment Fondu pastes may be described by the Bingham 
model provided it is also realised that structural 
breakdown occurs on shearing which may distort the 
flow curve and give apparent shear thinning 
behaviour. Structural breakdown results in the 
greater effect on the yield value than on the 
plastic viscosity (Figure 2), exactly as is 
observed in Portland cements (7).
The changing flow curve/hysteresis loop pattern 
shown in Figure 1 follows the same sequence as for 
Portland cements. Loops indicative of structural 
breakdown are obtained at short cycle times, while 
the sense of the loop is reversed at long cycle 
times. At intermediate times of 10-20 minutes 
curves with more than one loop are observed. While 
Banfill and Saunders (3) attribute this to the 
competition in Portland cement between shear induced 
breakdown and hydration causing buildup, this cannot 
apply to Ciment Fondu because of the different 
chemistry involved. The hydration of Ciment Fondu 
proceeds via a "through solution" mechanism with 
dissolution of calcium aluminates. Structure 
development is delayed until their subsequent 
precipitation when the saturation level is exceeded 
(8). In contrast, in Portland cement the growth and 
interlocking of hydration products takes place from 
the first contact of cement and water (9). There
fore the /observed changes in flow curve/hysteresis 
loop shape in both types of cement are probably due 
to physical effects arising from flocculation and 
deflocculation processes. Hattori and Izumi have 
explained the hysteresis loops by a theoretical 
model based on these considerations (10).

EFFECT OF CONCENTRATION AND AGE
Figure 3 shows that the yield value and plastic 
viscosity of Ciment Fondu pastes are related to w/c 
ratio in a similar way to Portland cement pastes 
but that the values determined are somewhat lower. 
Consequently a Ciment Fondu grout will be easier to 
pump but may show a slightly greater tendency to 
bleed. It also accounts for the well known 
harshness of Ciment Fondu concretes (11).
Because of the low rate of reaction between Ciment 
Fondu and water during the induction period, the 
relatively slow increase in yield value and plastic 
viscosity of undisturbed paste with time (Figure 4) 
is not surprising. There is a marked difference 
between results obtained in the two geometries which 
may be explained by the occurrence of plug flow in 
the MVIIP system as noted above. This would 
increase the effective shear rate in the paste and 
cause the apparently higher yield value and plastic 
viscosity which have been calculated from the 
instrument dimensions for Figure 4. In view of the 
observation of plug flow during continuous shear 
experiments this must be considered a plausible 
explanation.

STRUCTURAL BREAKDOWN AND BUILDUP
In general the structural breakdown behaviour of 
Ciment Fondu pastes is similar to that of Portland 
cement pastes, but this is the first time that 
observations of a double minimum in the torque-time 
behaviour have been reported.



Table 3 Structural breakdown under steady shear (S13/15 geometry)

Experimental Conditions Torque (Nmm) at Time (sec) from 0 to Slope of semi-log plot 
' (sec )

H/C Mixing
method

Tiee 
(min)

Shearing 
speed (rpm)

0 A В c . A В c OA BC

0,3 Hand 1 200 )mean 35.7 16.9 19.3 12.9 22 41 175 10.3 1.84
(4 replicates) )s.d. 1.9 0.8 0.5 1.5 2.3 2 33 1.7 0.23

0,3 Hand 1 400 >46 19.7 21.2 18.6 45 72 160 3.7 0.73
0,3 Hand 1 500 >46 20.6 21.6 20.3 40 55 120 5.7 0.70
0.3 Machine 5 509 35.4 - - 17.7 - - 135 -■ 1.37
0,3 Mach.itie 10 500 34.5 - - 16.7 - - 160 - , 1.18
0,4 Hand 1 200. 16.9 4.6 6.0 5.5 40 72 140 4.3
0,4 Kand 1 400 25.6 6.4 — — 40 - - 4.8 -
0,4 Barid 1 500 23.0- 6.1 7.4 6.7 20 45 100 3.9 *

0.4 Machine 5 500 28.1 7.1 — — 65 - - 7.6 -
,0.4 Machine 10- 500. 26.2 6.9 - - 60 - - 4.6

* The dififerencea between the torques at points В and 0 are too small 
slope of the seml-Iogarithmic grapht

to allow accurate calculation of the

The general form of the torque-time relationship 
under conditions of steady continuous shear is shown 
in Figure 5. The main features are the rapid 
initial decrease to a minimum at point A followed by 
a small peak В and another minimum 0, after which 
torque- ateadily rises (B)- When the torque reading,. 
I, taken from the chart record is plotted in the 
form log(T-TeA) or log(T-TeC) against time, where 
TeA. and TeC are the torques at the two minima A and 
0 respectively, both portions fit a straight line 
relationship (figure 6), The peak after the initial 
rapid fall in. torque is generally well defined, and. 
two, minima a,re clearly evident. However, in some 
experiments, particularly in mechanically mixed and 
less concentrated paistes the double- minimum, tends to 
merge- into a single shallow one (Table- 3), In the- 
SI3/1.51 geometry the- secon.di minimum is always below 
the first, but in the MVTIP geometry it is normally 
at the same torque or slightly above- This could! be 
due to differences in the relative rates of 
breakdown and. buildup at the- higher shear rates 
prevailing in the MVIIP geometry when plug flow is 
taking place.

"or 60 »201 180Time- oJb »hear-ing- sec-

FIGURE . 6 Exponentiell of" the- Tret»tt©tt»hip
between. torq;U:e and. time- In oontlnu.ous. steady- sheaiir«. 

The linear relationship between log(T-TeA) and time 
is exactly as first reported by Tattersall for 
Portland cement pastes (2). However the slopes of 
the semilogarithmic plots shown in Figure 6 are 
different for the two portions of the torque-time 
curve» For the initial breakdown 0A (Figure 5) the 
slope Is 5-10 times that of the portion BC- There 
are insufficient data to confirm Tattersall’s 
observations that the slope of the- semi logarithmic 
plot is steeper at higher shear rates. The slope of 
the portion 0A is not significantly affected by w/c 
ratio. Mo conclusion can be drawn about section BC 
because at 0.4 w/e the second minimum is either not 
present or so shallow that it is not possible to 
produce a semilogarithmic plot of the data.
Increasing the w/c ratio moves the whole curve to 
lower torques but has no significant effect on the 
times to, any of points A^ В or €. Mechanical mixing 
'has the same effect but results in a single minimum,.
the position of which depends on w/c ratio .(Table 
3). At 0.3 w/c ratio the- overall shape of the 
single minimum is shallow- with the lowest torque 
occurring at times corresponding to point C of the 
curves with double minima,, whereas at 0.4 w/c the 
minimum is sharply defined with the lowest torque 
corresponding in time to point A.
These observations tend to support the hysteresis 
loop behaviour. If the buildup of structure were of 
chemical origin the time after initial contact of 
water and: cement would be critical whereas 
mechanical- mixing for 10 minutes leaves the shape of 
the torque-time relationship unchanged. Thus the 
critical time is that from the start of shearing in 
the viscometer and the explanation of structural 
buildup must be sought in physical,, flocculation 
changes.

STRUCTURAL MODEL
Tattersall ’ s model for the structural breakdown of 
Portland cement pastse was proposed, on the basis of 
the- work done in a rotational viscometeir (1) i^ 
overcoming normal viscous forces,, (if) In breaking 
linkages and (fit) In keeping them broken (2). 
Since he observed: no rebuilding of structure,, item' 
(ill) was not considered. His model correctly 
predicts the exponential form of the experimental 
relationship between the excess torque (T-Te) and



time and gives the breakdown constant as 
u 2«"K , „ 1b = -- - w(w - w. )

пп'Р 1where w is the shear rate, nQ and ip are structural 
parameters - the initial number of linkages present 
and their strength repectively, and K, w. constants. 
Hattori and Izumi’s structural model (107 explicitly 
allowed structural rebuilding or reflocculation and, 
as already noted, this accounted for the observed 
flow curve/hysteres is loop shapes.
If it is considered that the new structure which 
forms has different structural parameters then it 
too will undergo structural breakdown but at the 
same shear rate the value of the breakdown constant, 
b, will be different. For example, stronger 
linkages or more of them, perhaps arising from a 
different geometrical arrangement in the new 
structure, will result in a smaller constant b.
The existence of different types of flocculation 
structure in clay suspensions is well known and 
documented (12). The flat particles may associate 
through edge-edge, face-face or edge-face linkages 
and these types of linkage have different strengths 
arising from the different arrangements of atoms in 
the surface layers in these parts of the particles. 
These structural variations produce different 
rheological properties. Bombled (13) and Legrand 
(14) consider that the charge distribution on a 
grain of cement is not uniform. Ridges and other 
points where there are abrupt changes in direction 
of the surface are thought to be charged differently 
from flat faces. Consequently there is the 
possibility of face-ridge association relying on 
electrostatic charges. Because of the heterogeneity 
of cement particles the strength of this association 
may well depend on the relative orientation of the 
particle contacts.
The following model is therefore a plausible 
suggestion to account for the observed rheological 
behaviour of Ciment Fondu pastes. Particles are in 
contact when they are first mixed with water 
and remain together in the form of flocs, where the 
interparticle attraction is the resultant of 
attractive Van der Waals forces and the mutual 
repulsion of the electrical double layers around 
each charged particle in water. The particles in a 
floc are arranged randomly with some strong and some 
weak linkages. Shear breaks these flocs down, 
reduces the apparent viscosity of the suspension and 
individual particles can flow past one another and 
reorientate themselves. Particles collide but 
because of their freedom of movement are able to 
take up relative positions such that only the 
strongest linkages are formed. This results in a 
net Increase in the strength of the structure, which 
is then followed by further breakdown, but at a 
lower rate because of the stronger linkages.
The model is somewhat speculative at this stage but 
further experimental evidence in support is provided 
by the effect of superplasticisers, to be described 
in a later publication. These admixtures remove the 
second .minimum in the torque-time relationship, as 
would be expected for materials which adsorb 
all over the particle surfaces thereby obliterating 
any differences in the charge distributions. 
Consequently a single type of structure only is 
involved.

CONCLUSIONS
The rheology of Ciment Fondu pastes is broadly 
similar to that of Portland cement pastes. They 
show Bingham type behaviour with slightly lower 
yield value and plastic viscosity. ТЙеу exhibit 
structural breakdown in the form of a dependence on 
the time of mixing. The flow curves show similar 
hysteresis loop behaviour to that shown by Portland 
cement pastes . and which can be explained by the 
competition between structural breakdown and buildup 
due to flocculation.
In continuous steady shear experiments the behaviour 
shows novel features in the form of a double minimum 
in the torque-time curve. This behaviour can also 
be explained by a change in the flocculation 
structure upon shearing.
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s.3
COMPONENTS OF WORKABILITY AND RHEOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON MORTARS AND FRESH CONCRETE
COMPOSANTES DE LA MANIABILITE ET MESURES RHEOLOGIQUES SUR MORTIERS ET BETONS FRAIS

Introduction

The fact that the number of proposed methods 
for the measurement of workability is well into three 
figures (1) illustrates the importance attached to 
the subject, but it also demonstrates that except in 
the tautological, and therefore not very helpful, 
sense that the workability of concrete is its ability 
to be worked, there is not even a universally 
accepted definition of the term, as pointed out by 
Neville !2) in his summary of the differing views 
expressed at a conference in 1973. The situation has 
improved a little since then, but not much.

Workability seems to be a very complex property 
because it embraces a number of what might be called 
constituent properties, as follows.

(i) ability to undergo satisfactory mixing, to 
produce a homogeneous product.

(ii) ability to flow to fill a mould or formwork, 
which might be of a difficult shape and might 
contain congested reinforcement.

(iii) ability to be compacted to remove air so that 
the hardened concrete may achieve its maximum 
potential strength.

(iv) ability to resist segregation and excessive 
bleeding.

(v) ability to provide a satisfactory surface 
finish, either, direct from the mould or as a 
result of some mechanical processing of a free 
surface.

(vi) ability to be transported by any one or more of 
a variety of methods including dumper truck, 
conveyor belt, pumping, tremieing, etc.

(vii) - behaviour in response to various mechanical
processes such as application of pressure or 
vibration. ■

The situation is further complicated by the 
necessity to deal with a very wide range of 
workabilities, from the very high workability of the 
flowing and almost self levelling concretes at one 
end of the scale, to the extremely low workabilities 
of the semi-dry mixes such as are used, for example, 
for extrusion processes, at the other end.

The workability of a concrete mix is affected 
by .

(i) mix proportions (i.e. of cement, cement 
replacements, aggregates, and water)

(ii) chemical and physical properties of the cement
(iii) physical properties of the aggregates

(particularly shape, particle size distribution 
and water absorption, and, to a lesser extent, 
surface texture)

(iv) presence and quantity of any admixtures
(v) age

and there are interactions between these variables. 
It might also be remarked that there are considerable 
difficulties in imposing on these variables a control 
that is adequate for the obtaining of good reproduc
ibility of nominally identical mixes, even in the 
laboratory.

In terms of sophistication, though certainly 
not chronologically, the history of the development 
of tests for the measurement of workability can be 
considered as having taken place in a series of 
stages. The earliest stage is that of the very 
simple tests that were purely empirical and made no 
pretence of being otherwise, some of which have 
survived to the present day because of their 
simplicity rather than because of their usefulness. 
They include the best known of all, the slump test, 
and also a whole variety of penetration tests, drop 
tests and deforming tests. That this approach has 
still not been abandoned is demonstrated by the 
recent inclusion, in the latest edition of British 
Standard 1881, of the flow table test for high 
workability concretes.

A later stage of development is represented by 
tests that are based on the idea of isolating one of 
the constituent properties of workability listed 
above, and attempting to assess it separately. The 
compacting factor test of Glanville, Collins and 
Matthews (3) Is an example of this class, and it has 
probably not been sufficiently appreciated that the 
authors themselves did not consider it to be an 
adequate measure of workability in general. A more 
recent example in this class is the 'efflux 
rheometer' of Bartos (A) which has been commented on 
elsewhere (5, 6). Other tests that were intended to 
imitate practical placing processes, such as that 
described by Baron (7) and the similar one proposed 
by Angles (8) some years later, may also be regarded 
as coming in this category.

These empirical tests have been listed and 
discussed elsewhere (1); serious criticisms may be 
made of each one individually but the defect they 
possess as a group is that any one of them may 
classify as Identical in workability two concretes 
that are subsequently found to behave very 
differently on the job. Progress beyond this point 
became possible only when consideration was given to 
the question of the behaviour of fresh concrete under 
defined conditions of stress and/or strain. Early 
attempts to do this include the experiments of 
L'Hermite (9) with his annular shear box, and of 
Berthier (10) with his deforming cubical mould, but 
most of the work is more recent and includes that to 
be discussed below.



Tassios (11) has discussed the qualitative 
relationships between the constituent properties of 
workability and fundamental properties of the 
concrete which can, at least in principle, be 
measured, such as yield stress, yield strain, plastic 
viscosity and cohesion.

In spite of their obvious, and not so obvious 
defects, the various empirical tests have contributed 
to the development of mix design techniques, and in 
other ways. Nevertheless, any critical review of the 
field of workability measurement forces the 
conclusion that a great deal of time and effort has 
been wasted by some workers who quite clearly have 
not taken the trouble to study previous work, as is 
shown, for example, by the several instances that 
could be quoted of proposals for what purports to be 
a new test that is in fact similar in all essentials 
to one that was proposed perhaps 20 or 30 years 
earlier. In addition, considerable confusion has 
been caused by the careless and slipshod use of 
terminology so that, for example, words such as 
viscosity, mobility and fluidity, to which are 
properly attached rigorous definitions in terms of 
fundamental quantities (12), have been used to 
describe the results of measurements made with quite 
arbitrary apparatus.

Definition of workability

Attention has already been drawn to the 
existence of a wide range of opinions on the matter 
of the definition of the term workability, and these 
have included proposals for considering it not as a 
property of the fresh concrete alone but as one that 
necessitates a consideration of the placing process 
concerned, or the development of properties measured 
on the hardened concrete. For example Baron and 
Lesage (13) suggested a definition based on 
assessment of the porosity of concrete that had been 
laid in a given way.

It is clear that general development will be 
difficult, if not impossible, until there is a 
generally agreed acceptance of at least the approach 
to a definition. There seems to be no valid reason 
why that approach should not be the same as that used 
successfully for any other physical property, and 
that means (1A, 15)

(i) workability is a property of the fresh 
concrete, and of the fresh concrete alone

(ii) workability can be defined as being measured by 
a set of constants W. and, together, the 
constants in this set must provide a unique 
description. The number of constants required 
to achieve this, that is, the number of 
constants in the set kL, is not known a priori.

(lii) the numerical value of each of the constants in 
the set should be independent of the method by 
which it is measured, that is, it should be 
expressible in fundamental units.

It seems reasonable to suggest that the 
validity of any proposed method of measurement should 
be judged in terms of how well these criteria are 
met. Every one of the methods incorporated in the 
various national standards, as well as every one of 
the many other methods proposed, fails conspicuously 

when judged in this way. In violation of condition
(iii),  results depend markedly on details of the 
apparatus used and in many cases depend also on 
details of just how it is used, i.e. they are 
operator sensitive.

More importantly, from the practising 
engineer's point of view, any one of the tests may 
classify as being identical in workability two con
cretes which are subsequently found to behave very 
differently in practice. For example, it is well 
known that two concretes of the same slump may 
exhibit quite different workabilities as assessed in 
terms of the job to be done, and this defect in the 
test has been responsible for some very expensive 
mistakes.

The detailed definition and determination of 
the constants W. involves an investigation of a 
rheological nature, since rheology is defined as 'the 
science of the deformation and flow of matter' (12), 
and that means a consideration of the relationships 
between stress, strain, strain rate, and time, and 
perhaps the whole strain history of the material. 
The end result should be a rheological model, 
described in mathmatical terms, and obtained either 
experimentally or obtained theoretically with 
subsequent experimental verification.

Acceptance of the statement made above, that 
workability is a property of the fresh concrete 
alone, does not, of course, mean that the properties 
of the hardened concrete should be ignored. It has 
been pointed out previously that the former is 
important only in relation to the latter. Bombled 
(16) has commented 'one must never forget that the 
search for optimal rheological properties (of the 
fresh concrete) is not an end in itself and it would 
be disastrous if obtaining them were to be to the 
detriment of the ultimate properties of the hardened 
concrete'.

Rheology of cement pastes

Since concrete consists of aggregates, cement 
and water, it may be regarded as either a suspension 
of inert particles in a matrix of cement paste, or as 
inert particles coated with cement paste, and it is 
reasonable to suppose that a thorough understanding 
of the rheology of the paste must be obtained before 
satisfactory progress can be made in the study of the 
concrete of which it is a constituent. Such an 
argument was put forward some 30 years ago (17). 
More recently, Bombled (16) has argued that 'the 
cement has a predominant role to play in the rheology 
of the fresh concrete'.

In fact, limited work carried out later on the 
effect of cement properties on fresh concrete 
properties, by Dimond (18) and An-Keat Yeoh (19) 
indicates that this statement needs some qualifica
tion, but there is no denying the obvious Importance 
of the cement paste.

Experiments with a coaxial cylinders 
viscometer, reported in 1954, (17, 20) showed

(i) at low shear rates cement pastes behaved 
according to the Bingham model

(ii) at low shear rate both the yield value and the 
plastic viscosity were related approximately 
exponentially to the water content of the paste



(iii) under higher shear rates plastic viscosity 
decreased with time while yield value appeared 
to remain approximately constant

(iv) there was little or ho tendency for a 
rebuilding of structure to take place, at least 
in times considerably greater than those 
required for an experiment, so the change could 
not be classified as thixotropic

(v) at constant rate of shear, the structural 
breakdown as measured by decrease in torque ■ 
could be well represented by a simple 
exponential equation.

A simple theory of breakdown was presented 
which explained quantitatively the main results.

These findings, which can be explained 
qualitatively (14) on the basis of Double's membrane 
theory of hydration (21), have on the whole been 
confirmed by the considerable amount of work that has 
been published subsequently, but several difficulties 
have become apparent. The main ones may by 
summarised as '

(i) results obtained by various workers differ by 
orders of magnitude

(ii) many different types of hysteresis loop have 
been found, including positive and negative ' 
hysteresis and even figure of eight loops (22)

(iii) decay of torque at constant shear rate cannot 
always be described by a simple, exponential law 
(23, 24). There may be a discontinuity which 
has been explained (25) by the presence of a 
plug whose existence is not predicted from 
normal plug flow considerations.

These matters have been dealt with fully 
elsewhere (14) and further discussion is outside the 
scope of the present paper as are also studies, such 
as those by Bombled (26) or by Hannant (27) which are 
intended to aid in the elucidation of hydration 
mechanisms. It is sufficient to make two 
observations about the use of the coaxial cylinders 
viscometer for experiments in cement past rheology, 
which, it is suggested, should be taken into account 
in future work.

(i) the finding of a plug, whose existence is so 
far unexplained, is sufficient to call into 
question all the results reported from coaxial 
cylinders viscometer measurements. Observa
tions should be made of the nature of the flow 
pattern and experiments should be carried out 
with more than one experimental set-up.

(ii) as was pointed out over 30 years ago (17), the 
obtaining of hysteresis 'loops is useful in 
preliminary work but is not a satisfactory 
approach for quantitative considerations, 
because the results depend so markedly on 
details of experimental procedure. (Of course, 
it follows that the reporting of hysteresis 
loops is quite useless if experimental details 
are not reported at all, or inadequately.) 
Cheng and Evans have pointed out (28) that it 
is not possible to deduce the form of a 
rheological model from experiments carried out 
at varying shear rates, and Worral* and Tuliani 
(29) have shown experimentally that two 
suspensions of quite different thixotropic 
properties can give similar hysteresis loops.

Another, perhaps cynical, comment may be made 
and that is that while it can be useful to carry out 
measurements on fully broken down pastes, that should 
not be done simply because it is easier.

However, the main conclusion to be drawn, so 
far as a study of concrete rheology is concerned, is 
that the whole field of cement paste rheology is in 
such a state of confusion and uncertainty that to 
wait for it to be resolved before proceeding with 
work on the very practical problems relating to 
concrete, would be to impose a quite unacceptable 
delay.

Preliminary considerations for concrete

The fact that cement paste rheology is so 
little understood therefore implies that it is worth
while carrying out investigations on concrete itself, 
but there are also some other implications. The 
first of these is that the approach should be an 
experimental one, because it is clear that any 
theoretical treatment would necessarily be based on 
inadequate information and is therefore unlikely to 
be successful. The only recent attempt (30) at a 
theoretical treatment resulted in a prediction of the 
effect of aggregate grading on workability in the 
opposite sense to the data given in Road Note 4, 
which was firmly established on practical experience 
and experiment. The theory itself was severely 
criticised (31) but this outstanding disagreement 
with practice Is alone sufficient to condemn it.

The second implication, taking into account 
also the history of attempts to measure workability, 
is that a simple empirical approach is not likely to 
yield any further useful information, and the experi
ments to be carried out must involve studies of 
concrete behaviour under reasonably well known 
conditions of stress and strain or strain rate.

This suggests two possibilities; the first is 
by using the methods of soil mechanics and the second 
is by using techniques that have been established for 
investigating the rheological properties of 
suspensions. Several workers, including L'Hermite 
(9), Tassios (11), Ritchie (32), Uzomaka (33) and 
Mamillan (34) have adopted the first approach and 
this work has been reviewed elsewhere (1). More 
recently, Ukraincik (35) has carried out measurements 
with a type of shear box in investigations which also 
involved the use of rheological methods. However, 
the object in all this work was not the development 
of a practical workability test, because the methods 
are too cumbersome and time consuming for there to be 
much hope of their being sufficiently modified for 
use on site or even for control in a laboratory. A 
more promising approach seems to be to attempt to 
apply established rheological methods because they do 
offer the possibility of being so modified and also, 
seme of them have the advantage of applying 
continuous shear which seems appropriate in relation 
to the practical use of fresh concrete.

Ordinary casual observation shows immediately 
that there is some limiting stress below which a 
given fresh concrete does not flow, as indicated for 
example by the mere fact that it is possible to 
measure a slump value, and this means that the 
material possesses a yield value. The nature and 
meaning of yield value have been the subject of some 
discussion (14, 36) but there is no doubt that from 
the practical engineering point of view it does 
exist.
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It follows that the flow properties of concrete 
must be described by an equation of the type

T = T + f( Y,Y,t) И 1О
where T is the shear stress at shear strain Y and 
time t, and T is the yield stress. The simplest 
possible form°of this equation is

T = T + PY < 2)о
where P is the plastic viscosity, which is the 
equation of the Bingham model. It follows 
immediately that, in order to determine the two 
constants needed for a full description, measurements 
must be made at not fewer than two different shear 
rates. Any test in which only one measurement is 
made cannot in principle provide sufficient 
information, no matter how complicated the test 
procedure or how sophisticated■the treatment of the 
results. This criticism applies.to all the standard 
tests and explains why each of them suffers from the 
defect that it can classify as identical two 
concretes that are subsequently found to behave quite 
differently.

Bombled (37) has proposed that, in accordance 
with Coulomb's Law as applied in the treatment of 
results from the soil mechanics shear box, the yield 
value may be written as

T = c + k.tan 0 (3)
о

where c is the cohesion and 0 is the angle of 
friction; he considers that the former is provided 
essentially by the interstitial paste, and the 
friction by interference between large particles of 
aggregate. .

The coaxial cylinders viscometer is an obvious 
possible apparatus for a rheological Investigation 
and has been used on high workability concretes by 
Uzomaka (38), Murata and Kikukawa (39), and Sakuta, 
Yamane, Kasami and Sakamoto (40). In each case, the 
results indicated that the flow properties of fresh 
concrete fit the Bingham model, but the values of 
yield value and plastic viscosity obtained differed 
by orders of magnitude. Bloomer (41) has discussed 
in detail the requirements for the design of a visco
meter suitable for measurements on concrete and has 
pointed out that

the annular gap, R -R^ should be not less than 
10 times the maximum aggregate size d
the ratio of the radius of the outer cylinder 
R', to that of the inner cylinder R. , should be 
not greater than 1.2 in order to reduce the 
variation in shear rate across the gap and to 
reduce the range of speeds in which plug flow 
occurs.

(ill) the ratio of the height of .the inner cylinder, 
h , to the radius, should be not less than 
unity, in order to reduce end effects.

(lv) to avoid slippage, asperities should be
' provided on the surfaces of both cylinders and 

the depth of these asperities, a, should be not 
less than the maximum aggregate size, d.

Table I shows that all the viscometers fail in 
respect of gap size and some of them fail in other 
ways too.

Table I Dimensions of coaxial cylinders viscometers

Quantity Value 
Desired

Value in apparatus of
U M&K S et al

(R.-R )/d -t 10 1.6 2.25 3
b c
R /Rv > 1-2 1.3 1.6 2.5

C D
h /R^ ■t 1 0.8 3.4 2.5
b b

a/d < 1 0.9 0 0
1.3

The only way of reconciling the conflicting 
requirements listed by Bloomer is to build a large 
apparatus; he estimates that a satisfactory one would 
have a sample volume of 2Jm5 and would require a 4 
h.p. motor to drive it. This is clearly impractical; 
an alternative possibility is to consider a mixer 
method.

Measurements using a mixer

Quite apart from any theoretical considera
tions, the attractions of attempting to use a mixer 
for measurements on a material such as concrete are 
obvious, and several workers have done so certainly 
as early as 1928. However, in all but two cases . 
measurements were made at only one speed, and in the 
two cases (42, 43) in which a range of speeds was 
used, no attempt was made to plot a flow curve. This 
was first done in 1970 (44) from experiments with a 
food mixer, in which power consumption was measured 
at each of the three speeds of which the mixer was 
capable, and torque was calculated as net power 
divided by speed. It was found that when plotted as 
torque against speed, the three points fell close to 
a straight line which had an intercept on the torque 
axis, thus indicating that the flow properties of 
fresh concrete approximated to the Bingham model.

The equation to the line may be written as

T = g + hN (4)

where T is the torque at speed H, g is the intercept 
on the torque axis, and h is the reciprocal of the 
slope of the line. This equation is obviously 
analogous to the equation for the Bingham model and 
it seems apparent that the constant g is a measure of 
yield value while the constant h is a measure of 
plastic viscosity. Theoretical justification for 
this conclusion will be summarised later.

This result which was obtained before the 
coaxial cylinders work referred to above was 
published, was a very surprising one, in view of the 
known complexity of cement paste behaviour. Of 
course, an experimental result based on only three 
points is somewhat questionable but it has been amply 
confirmed since by a very large volume of work. It 
is now thought that the explanation of this simple 
behaviour is that the shear rates in the mixing 
process are substantially higher than those used in 
the test and the cement paste has already been 
subjected to structural breakdown so that the paste 
itself exhibits Bingham properties. It can now be 
regarded as firmly established that, over a range of 
shear rates that are important in practice, the flow 



properties of fresh concrete are described by the 
simple Bingham model, and therefore can be 
characterised in terms of the two constants yield 
value and plastic viscosity. Whether this is the 
whole story will be discussed later.

Scullion (45) improved the original apparatus 
and used it in investigations on the effect on 
workability of the properties and proportions of mix 
constituents but further intensive investigations 
showed that its disadvantages were such that it 
should be abandoned in favour of a new apparatus that 
was developed.

___ liiierruFted betn impeller

Figure 1 The two-point workability apparatus

The new apparatus, the development and 
construction of which have been described in detail 
elsewhere (46, 14), is shown diagrammatically in 
Figure 1. A suitable impeller is immersed in the 
concrete under test which is contained in a 
cylindrical bowl, and is rotated about its own axis 
by means of an electrie motor driving through an 
infinitely variable hydraulic transmission. The 
torque required at each of a range of speeds is 
measured by monitoring the pressure of the oil in the 
hydraulic transmission. When net torque (that is, 
the difference between the torques when the bowl 
contains concrete and when it is empty) is plotted 
against*rotational speed, the points are found to fit 
to the linear Bingham relationship with a correlation 
coefficient usually in excess of 0.99.

The apparatus in this form was developed 
specifically for high workability concretes and has 
been found to be suitable for a range from about 75mm 
slump to flowing concrete. For low workabilities it 
is unsuitable, because the concrete is found to move 
to the sides of the bowl and fail to fall back, so 
that the impeller then rotates in the hole it has 
made. For such concretes an alternative form was 
developed in which an impeller of a different shape 
is caused to rotate in planetary motion, and in this 
form it can be used for low workability concretes 
down to about 25™i slump. The apparatus can readily 

be changed from one form to the other; together, 
therefore, they can cover almost the whole range of 
practical workabilities, with the exception of 
extremely low workabilities.

The apparatus has been called the two-point 
workability apparatus because it satisfies the 
condition of providing measurements at the required 
minimum number of two different shear rates. In 
practice, more speeds are used in order to reduce 
experimental error.

Practical use of the apparatus

Two practical problems may arise in the use of 
the apparatus and were considered during the 
development work.

The first is that, because of trapping of 
coarse aggregate, the torque reading is not steady. 
Typically, the torque oscillates about a mean value 
by a few percent but on this oscillation are imposed 
larger 'kicks* which are due to aggregate trapping 
and should be ignored. The extent of the oscillation 
is reduced by introducing damping into the measuring 
system but not to such an extent that the response is 
sluggish. In practice, it is a relatively easy 
matter to adjust the damping to the right level and 
to ’learn* to ignore the kicks so that the mean of 
the small oscillations can be read. A previously 
inexperienced operator can be taught, or can teach 
himself, in about quarter of an hour. Of course, the 
process can be made even easier by automatic 
recording of torque as a function of time (at a given 
speed) when a trace of the form shown in Figure 2 is 
obtained, provided the chart speed is appropriate. 
The simple insertion of a pressure transducer in the 
hydraulic line permits this method to be used, and 
this was done by Gjorv and co-workers (47). An 
alternative approach, which was considered during the 
early stages of development of the apparatus, is to 
take signals from strain gauges fixed on the drive 
shaft and such a development has been reported 
recently by Cabrera and Hopkins (48). The 
disadvantages are that it is considerably more 
expensive and requires the provision of slip rings 
whose performance might be affected by even small 
amounts of dirt. Cabrera reports (49) that no such 
problem has been experienced but it may still be 
thought that the system is too vulnerable to be used 
on an apparatus that has been designed for operation 
under site and plant conditions.

Figure 2 Oscillation of torque



The second problem is that of the possible 
occurrence of segregation during the test, and much 
effort was devoted to trials of impellers of various 
shapes (Al, 50) to reduce this problem to a minimum. 
The result is that for a wide range of mixes it is 
clear from ordinary visual observation that the 
difficulty does not arise, but for some mixes there 
may be a separation of coarse particles on top of the 
concrete, or the development of a compacted layer at 
the bottom of the bowl. However, Wallevlk and 
Banfill (51) have shown that even in such cases 
during a single test, taking a few minutes, 'the 
aggregate grading in the zone sheared by the impeller 
Is unchanged'. This has been confirmed by other 
unreported experiments.

In practice therefore the concrete should be 
agitated only during loading (at low speed) and the 
actual carrying out of the test. Under these con
ditions segregation sufficient to affect the results 
should not occur; if it does, it is suggested that 
questions should be raised about the suitability of 
the mix in general and whether it is likely to 
segregate in the practical use for which it is 
intended.

The time needed for a test is under 3 minutes 
if 7 points are obtained, or under 2 minutes for the 
A points that are usually sufficient for site work. 
Sugden (52) who used the apparatus on site in both 
the uniaxial and the planetary form, reported that 
the time for a test, including loading, was 5 
minutes, which he compared with the 3 minutes needed 
for a slump test.

A much more fundamental difficulty was raised 
by Ukralncik, (35) who questioned the validity of the 
straight line relationship for normal concretes and 
claimed to have obtained three different types of 
torque/speed curve. However, a plot of the numerical 
results he gave suggested that his curves had been 
much over-idealised and the only reasonable con
clusion to be drawn was the restricted one that he 
had observed a curvature towards the origin (53). 
Even so, this does, as he points out, raise questions 
about the determination of yield value from linear 
extrapolation. The apparatus he used was of the food 
mixer type and one of the reasons that this apparatus 
has been abandoned, and is now regarded as 
obsolescent, is that Bloomer showed that the 
relationship between speed and average shear rate is 
not constant over the range of speeds used, so that a 
material whose shear stress/shear rate relationship 
is linear may well give a torque/speed line that is 
curved. Unfortunately, Ukralncik does not give any 
other information about his apparatus so a proper 
comparison of his results with those of others cannot 
be carried out, but measurements with the planetary 
form of the apparatus described above over a greater 
range than is normally used, showed that a lowest 
speed comparable with that used by Ukralncik there 
was no evidence of a curvature towards the origin. 
In no case has such behaviour been reported by any 
other worker, except when the concrete in the bowl 
was vibrated.

It may also be pointed out the criticisms 
concerning inadequate gap size, that were emphasised 
in the discussion of coaxial cylinders viscometers, 
may, with some modification, be levelled at both 
forms of the apparatus described here. It is neces
sary to attempt to reconcile what is theoretically desirable with what is practicable, and so 

to restrict sample size to a reasonable amount... The 
extent to which the compromise is acceptable must be 
judged on whether

(a) the method works in practice and yields results 
that are more useful than those I rem previous 
methods and

(b) the results of measurements comply with the
theoretical treatment.

It has been shown that the evidence is very 
encouraging.

Accuracy and sensitivity

Banfill (5A) has pointed out that in dealing 
with a material as variable as concrete, valid 
estimates of experimental error can be obtained only 
from properly designed experiments whose results can 
be processed statistically. For the usual empirical 
single point tests this Involves very lengthy 
investigations and then the result, when obtained, 
applies only to the test in general and not specific
ally to a particular set of measurements. From 
factorial experiments by Orr (77), in which compact
ing factor was measured, and similar experiments by 
himself for slump and vebe, Banfill quotes standard 
deviations for slump as 11mm, compacting factor as 
0.02A, and for vebe time as 0.25 times the reading. 
The practical error figure taken for the slump test 
is - 25mm.

In contrast, the experimental error in the 
two-point method can be readily calculated for each 
individual test by considering the variance about the 
line T = g + h.N. Bloomer (Al ) has shown that the 
standard error in h is given by

“h , r / 1 -r2 h / 1 1 . c \-hV[(-F^)'roj ,5)

where r is the correlation coefficient and n is the 
number of experimental points, and the standard error 
for g is given by

a , ,a ,-£ = 0.Q5 -i) (6)

where the numerical factor (in this case 0.95) is 
fixed by the particular choice of speeds used in the 
test. The error at any chosen level of significance 
can be found by multiplying these values by the 
appropriate value of Student's t. The error on h is 
read off a graph (1A) and that on g easily 
calculated. Typical errors on g and h are of the 
order of 10% at the 90% confidence level.

The fact that errors can be calculated for each 
individual test and that the error is usually around 
only 10%, has the consequence that small effects that 
would be undetected by other tests can be observed. 
For example, Bloomer (Al) found effects of the varia
tion of fines content that would have remained 
undetected by the slump test, and Saeed (50) 
demonstrated the variability caused by variations in 
water content of a moist aggregate, Recently, Ellis 
(56), in work on concretes containing ground 
granulated blast furnace slag, showed that the test 
was better at detecting significant changes in 
workability of GGBRS/OPC concretes relative to their 
OPC controls than any of the British Standard test 
methods. Waddicor (57) stated that he had been able 
to assess the performance of plasticising admixtures 



more critically than previously. Crossley (58), who 
used the apparatus for evaluating cements, reported 
that correlation coefficients were always very high 
and that repeatability between nominally Identical 
concrete mixes was such that the flow curves lay 
within bounds that were equivalent to a change in 
water/cement ratio of about 0.01.

Theoretical considerations

It has been stated earlier that the constants g 
and h are measures respectively of the yield value 
and plastic viscosity of the concrete, but the only 
justification offered so far is that of analogy 
between the equation of the flow curve and that of 
the Bingham model. Theoretical support can be 
provided by considering behaviour in the mixing 
process and it can also be shown how, following 
suitable calibration of the apparatus, the constants 
g and h can be converted to measures of yield value 
and plastic viscosity in fundamental units. This has 
been discussed in detail elsewhere (14, 59) and wi^l 
only be summarised here.

It is first of all necessary to show that the 
apparatus is operating in the region of laminar flow. 
This was done by Bloomer using heavy oils (41) and by 
Saeed (50) using Newtonian polybutene solutions, who 
each demonstrated close adherence to the relationship

N - B.Re-1 (7)
- P

up to a Reynolds number of 10, where N is the power 
number and Re is the Reynolds number.-pThen, on the 
basis of the postulate by Metzner and Otto (60) that 
the average shear rate in a mixer may be regarded as 
being simply proportional to the speed, it can be 
shown that the equation for a Bingham material is

T - (G/K)To + GPN (8)

where G is a constant obtained by calibration with 
Newtonian liquids, and К is a constant obtained by 
calibration with non—Newtonian liquids whose apparent 
viscosities vary with shear rate in a known way, 
determined by separate experiments using a 
conventional viscometer.

By comparison of equations (4) and (8) it is 
apparent that

T - (K/G).g (9)
О
u = (1/G).h (10)

and hence both yield value and plastic viscosity can 
readily be expressed in fundamental units (14, 46). 
The calibration process is somewhat tedious and in 
practice It is quite satisfactory to express results 
simply in terms of g and h, which are simply 
proportional to To and Urespectively.

For two nominally identical apparatuses, A and 
B, the constants К and G should of course be the 
same, but, if they are not, corrections may be made 
by writing

gakb ga
8A 8b- and hA = hB' (11)

Figures have been published (46) to show that what 
was already good agreement between results from two 
nominally identical apparatuses could be improved 
further in this way; Banfill (61) has only recently 
applied the method again.

More importantly, it is possible to use the 
equations for comparison of results from different 
forms of apparatus, and in particular, from the 
uniaxial and planetary forms, with a view to 
establishing a single scale to cover almost the whole 
range of workabilities. Such a study was made by - 
Bloomer (41) and later extended by Dlmond (62) who 
used the same apparatuses but a greater number of 
mixes. Dlmond found the agreement between experiment 
and theory to be very promising but to depend to some 
extent on a somewhat arbitrary choice from equally 
plausible assumptions about the nature of the 
calibration curves. The difficulty arises from the 
results obtained on the non-Newtonlan liquids used in 
the determination of the constant K.

It would be very desirable to use a material 
whose properties are similar to those of the 
materials for which the apparatus is to be used, that 
is, one that conforms to the Bingham model. 
Unfortunately it has not been possible to find a 
suitable material, even after publication of an 
appeal (63); several that have been described by 
other workers as Binghams were tried but all were 
found to suffer from structural breakdown under 
shear. It was therefore necessary to use aqueous 
carboxymethyl cellulose solutions which are pseudo
plastics of the power law type and whose flow curve 
may therefore be described as

T = rys (12)

Unfortunately, detailed work has shown that, 
for the solutions used, the constant s is in fact 
dependent on shear rate to an extent that introduces 
uncertainties into the interpretation. Saeed (50) 
has made a thorough study of this problem but further 
work Is needed before It is completely resolved.

Factors affecting workability

The two-point workability apparatus has been 
used by a number of workers in investigations of the 
effects of various factors on workability, as 
follows:-

Mix proportions and aggregate type - Scullion 
(45), Bloomer (41) and Saeed (50) ■
Cement properties - Dlmond (62) and An-Keat 
Yeoh (64)
Plasticisers - Scullion (45), Waddicor (65), 
Banfill (66), Rixom and Waddicor (67), Bloomer 
(41), Edmeades and Hewlett (68) and Carlisle 
(69)
Air entrainment - Banfill (14)
Fly ash - Ellis (70)
Blast furnace slag - Arnold (71), Crowter (72), 
and Ellis (56)
Steel fibres - Urbanowicz and Dimond (73)
Fine dredged sand - Carr and Banfill (74)



A full discussion of this work is beyond the 
scope of the present paper but the main general 
results may be summarised as follows. .

(I) There is in general no correlation between the 
values of g and h so It is necessary to measure 
both of them, and suggestions such as that of 
Hobbs (30), in support of single point tests, 
are shown to be invalid (31).

(II) There is strong interaction between the effects 
of the variables. For example the effect of a 
change in fines content depends very much on

. the values of other parameters such as
water/cement ratio and aggregate/cement ratio.

(ill") For some factors Interactions are less strong 
and generalisations may be made. For example, 
an increase in water content always reduces 
both g and h, an increase in plasticiser 
content decreases g but has very little effect 
on h, while an increase in air entraining agent 
content decreases h with little effect on g. 
Replacement of cement by ground granulated 
blast furnace slag has little effect on either 
g or h. '

These results lead to two very important 
conclusions. The first is that measurement of the 
two quantities g and h readily provides a means of 
differentiating between concretes that are wrongly 
judged to be similar by other tests. The second ■ 
conclusion is that because changes that affect 
workability affect g and h in different ways 
according to the causative agent, the two-point test 
presents possibilities for a control method that have 
not been available previously. It can not only 
detect that workability has changed, but can give 
strong indicators as to the cause of the change. 
This possibility has been discussed in detail 
elsewhere (75, 76).

Banfill (77) has produced the diagram shown in 
Figure 3 as a simplified guide to show in general 
terms the effect of increases in concentration of 
various components, on g and h. Of course, for 
control purposes, much more specific diagrams are 
needed but they can be readily constructed.

H.gure 3 Effect of increase in quantity of 
various mix constituents

Effect of vibration on workability

The use of vibrators for the placing and 
compaction of concrete is a long established 
practice, yet the design of the equipment is still on 
a very much ad hoc basis. Early work on the effect 
of vibration was based mainly on assessments of the 
properties of the hardened concrete except for some 
empirical flow tests and some shear box experiments 
by L’Hermlte (9) on fresh concrete. Clearly, it is 
the effect on flow properties of fresh concrete that 
is of major interest.

Just as ordinary casual observation shows that 
fresh concrete possesses a yield value, as mentioned 
earlier, so it is also obvious that when vibration is 
applied to concrete, the effective yield value is at 
least very much reduced, perhaps even to zero. This 
is indicated by the fact that the concrete flows 
easily under its own weight.

Reduction in yield value was studied in an 
Interesting series of experiments by Lasalle and 
Legrand (78) in which they measured the minimum 
torque required to turn a paddle located at various 
distances from a vibrating source. They state that 
when a critical amplitude is exceeded the yield value 
is reduced to zero but the radius- of effectiveness of 
a vibrator decreases as frequency Increases, because 
of increased damping. They describe the existence of 
three zones, in relation to an Internal vibrator:

Zone 1 near the source, where turbulence occurs and 
operates against satisfactory compaction

Zone 2 further away, where yield value is practically 
destroyed and compaction takes place 
satisfactorily

Zone 3 further still, where the vibration is damped 
to an extent that yield value is not 
sufficiently decreased, and satisfactory 
compaction does not occur.

The positions of the boundaries between these zones 
are conditioned by the amplitude and frequency of the 
vibration but in Zone 2 the parameters of vibration 
have little influence on rheological characteristics. 
It should be noted that they measured only yield 
value and, more importantly, that to avoid 
difficulties of change with time they used calcite 
pastes. This does raise a question about the 
validity of the application of the results to cement 
pastes and (even further removed) to concretes.

Because it is easy to mount the bowl of the 
two-point test apparatus on a-vibrating table, it 
becomes possible to obtain the flow curve for a 
material when it is not being vibrated and of the 
same material when it is being vibrated. Preliminary 
experiments on these lines, using a concrete in which 
all the cement had been replaced by pulverised fuel 
ash, and a table vibrator actuated by a commercial 
shutter vibrator, have already been reported (1A). 
Little was expected from these experiments because of 
the complex waveform of the vibrator, except an 
indication as to whether experiments with more 
expensive apparatus would be worthwhile, and these 
experiments have now been carried out (79).

The bowl of the workability apparatus was 
mounted on an electromagnetic vibrator whose 
amplitude and frequency could be controlled



2..ideyendently, and which was capable of 70 кН peak 
",;зЬ. A flot- carve for unvibrated concrete was 

o’.■ i.atr.ed in the normal way, then the impeller was run 
’ll its top speed and the vibrator was switched on at 
the chosen amplitude and frequency, resulting in a 
very rapid drop in torque followed by a slower rise, 
wiiicn was attributed to the occurrence of compaction. 
The minimum torque observed was taken as a measure of 
the effect on workability, and gave one point on the 
flow curve of the concrete under vibration. The 
concrete was then remixed, replaced in the bowl, and 
measurements repeated at a lower speed setting to 
give another point. In this way four points were 
obtained and the vibrated flow curve was constructed. 
Experiments of this type were carried out on two 
different mixes cf 75mm slump at six frequencies from 
15 to 100 Hz and four accelerations from 2$ to 10g.

Figure 4 Effect of vibration on flow curve

The results were of the form shown in Figure 4. 
The flow curve for the vibrated concrete appeared to 
start from the origin and could be well represented 
by a power law equation of the type

В
T = A H V (13)

v
This means that yield value has been reduced to zero 
but the flow curve has been changed from a straight 
line to a curve which crosses the original unvibrated 
line, so that at the higher shear rates the applica
tion of vibration actually reduces the workability of 
the concrete. Experimental points to confirm this 
were obtained, but whether any practical process 
operates in a shear rate range where the effect is 
important is not known. It can be shown that the 
straight line T - g + hN for the unvibrated concrete 
can also be approximated very closely over the shear 
rate range covered-in the test, by a power law 
relationship, so the effect of applying vibration may 
be presented in the form

В -В
(T /Т) = СХ/А).Н V (14)
v

There was some evidence that (А /А; was an exponen
tial function of acceleration, and (B^-B) an 
exponential function of velocity.

The indication that the curve pases through the 
origin means that at low shear rates, such as those 
produced by flow under self weight, concrete under 
vibration can be regarded as a Newtonian whose flow 
properties can be characterised by the viscosity П or 
its reciprocal, the fluidity 0, which may be found 
from the slope of the tangent from the origin. For 
both mixes studied it was found that the results 
fitted a relationship of the form

0 = ст(1 - exp(c2A(f-Fc))) (15)

where A is amplitude, f is frequency and Fc is some 
small critical frequency that must be exceeded for 
there to be any effect at all. Note that, since 
velocity is proportional to the product of frequency 
and amplitude, this shows that the effect of vibra
tion is to be measured in terms of the maximum 
velocity of the vibration.

The obtaining of the evidence that at low shear 
rates concrete under vibration behaves as a Newtonian 
prompts the carrying out of experiments that would 
have been unjustified in the absence of such 
evidence. Apparatus was set up to study the rate of 
fall of a column of concrete contained in a 100m dla. 
vertical pipe when vibration was applied at the 
bottom, where the concrete was allowed to flow out 
into a containing bowl. If the material behaves as a 
Newtonian the height H would be expected to decrease 
according to

dH/dt - -bH (16)
where b is proportional to the fluidity. The 
simplicity of this arrangement permits the carrying 
out of a large number of experiments and observations 
were made on six mixes at ten frequencies from 15 to 
200 Hz and eight accelerations from 0.85 to 8.9 g
All the results were found to fit the relationship 
proposed and further, for each mix, to fit a 
relationship cf the form

b = c,.(A - A ).ln(1 - f/F) (17)3 о
where A is a small critical amplitude and F is a 
large critical frequency in excess of 200 Hz. While 
the actual value of F is in some doubt, its existence 
is not, as was confirmed by subsidiary experiments at 
frequencies up to 1000 Hz. If the values of A and f 
are well away from the critical values, this 
expression again reduces to a simple function of 
velocity. Finally, a good correlation was found 
between Ф from the two-point apparatus experiments 
and b from the quite different vertical pipe 
experiments.

The importance of velocity was also confirmed 
by experiments on cement pastes using a smaller scale 
version of the two-point apparatus, and this work has 
already been reported (80).

Other applications of the two-point apparatus

The two-point apparatus has been shown (81) to 
be satisfactory for measurements on grouts of the 
type used for filling prestressing ducts, provided 
the impeller is modified to produce greater values of 
net torque. It has also been used for mortars 
although in this case peculiar results have been 
obtained on several occasions, when the flow curve 



has been found to have a negative slope. This is not 
yet explained, but in the case of mortars the 
requirements for gap width of a coaxial cylinders 
viscometer are obviously much less demanding than for 
concrete, so Banfill (61) has substituted a serrated 
cylinder for the normal impeller and has obtained 
satisfactory results.

The apparatus is also useful at a smaller scale 
(2/5) for investigations of cement pastes at.low 
shear rates, but then the impeller and container are 
used in conjunction with a normal viscometer head and 
drive unit. This arrangement was used in the vibra
tion experiments on cement paste, referred to above 
and has also been used by An-Keat Yeoh (6A) in his 
Investigation of the effect of cement properties. 
Yeoh found that for pastes made from a given cement 
with varying water contents, the ratio g/h was a 
constant and could be useful in looking for 
correlations between rheological properties and 
factors in the composition of the paste. It is 
interesting that Bombled has independently suggested 
the use of this ratio of yield value to plastic 
viscosity to characterise pastes, although his 
suggested term 'intrinsic plasticity' might be 
criticised.

A difficulty in using coaxial cylinders for 
cement pastes is that at the water/cement ratios 
normal in concrete heavy sedimentation occurs in the 
paste. Bhatty and Banfill (82) showed that using the 
helical geometry of the scaled down two-point 
apparatus, sedimentation, as measured by their 
sedimentation Index, was only about 6% of that for 
coaxial cylinders, and even at a water/ cement ratio 
of 1.0, the difference in solids concentration from 
top to bottom of the sample was only 5%.

Conclusions

It can now be taken as established that, at the 
low rates of shear Important in practice, the flow 
properties of concrete in the low to very high 
workability range, conform to the Bingham model, and 
can therefore be assessed in terms of yield value and 
plastic viscosity. This is not an assumption, as 
some authors seem to think; it is a statement well 
attested by a large volume of experimental results 
obtained by a large number of independent workers.

The two-point test apparatus is capable of 
measuring the two parameters and of ascribing an 
estimated experimental error to each determination. 
As a result, it can differentiate between concretes 
wrongly judged by other tests to be similar and it 
can form the basis of a production control system.

The knowledge now available leads to a greater 
understanding of the existing standard tests (83, 50, 
I2*), and of processes such as pumping (14) and the 
application of vibration. Of course, there are still 
large gaps; the test itself might be improved by 
development of new impellers and further study is 
needed on the calibration with non-Newtonians, and 
certainly much more work is needed on the effects of 
various factors on g and h.

The test is not capable of dealing with 
extremely low workability concretes, which cannot 
even be regarded as a continuum so the approach must 
be different, and it cannot give information at 
stresses below the shear stress.

However, it can be claimed that it has already 
served in elucidating previously intractable problems 
and can do much more. Finally, it was never intended 
to be only a laboratory tool and it is believed that 
its use on site, or at the ready mixed concrete 
plant, would lead to substantial savings by avoiding 
disputes and lost production and by preventing 
expensive mistakes.
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THE EFFECT OF MIX WATER SALINITY ON CEMENT SLURRIES CONTAINING POLYNAPHTALENE 
SULPHONATE.

INTRODUCTION

Wherever cement slurries or concrete grouts are pum
ped, their rheological properties are of interest. 
In order to adjust a slurry at a given water to ce
ment (W/C) ratio for pumpability, dispersants, also 
called superplasticizers, are added. The most fre
quently applied dispersants are of the naphtalene 
sulfonate formaldehyde condensate (NSFC) type. In 
the oil well cementing industry, they are exclusi
vely applied in fresh water and low salinity water. 
For salt rich cementing slurries, as frequently de
signed for salt zone cementing, NSFC is reported to 
be of no use, and even to deteriorate the rheologi
cal behavior of the slurries.

In the present study the effect of both, mix water 
salinity and dispersant content on slurry rheology 
and NSFC adsorption on cement particles is reported. 
A model for salt - NSFC interactions in a Portland 
cement slurry is developed.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Many articles in the literature deal with the adsorp 
tion of NSFC on cement surfaces in fresh water based 
slurries. The cement to NSFC interactions in salt 
water based systems have not yet been studied. Usual
ly, pseudo adsorption Isotherms are determined for 
a particular cement and correlated with properties 
such as sedimentation velocity [1J ,'zeta potential 
[2-6 ], or different kinds of rheology [3j , [?] ■ 
Here, we should also refer to comprehensive studies 
by Tattershall and Banfill fs] . Michaux et al £9] 
studied the interaction between NSFC and fresh water 
mixed oil well cement slurry by zeta potential and 
adsorption measurements and correlated these results 
to the rheological slurry properties.

EXPERIMENTAL 

1. Slurry preparation

All slurries were prepared according to the API spe
cification № 10 [lOjat 25°C and agitated subse
quently for 20 mn in an atmospheric consistometer 
before carrying out the measurements. For all tests 
a (water + NSFC)/cement ratio of 0.44 was maintained.

2. Chemicals

One single batch of cement 
dispersant solution (solid 
The free Na2SO. content of 
described in £9] was less 
quid (bwol).

3. Measurements

and one single batch of 
content = 40%) were used 
the NSFC, determined as 
than 1% by weight of li-

The determination of the adsorbed NSFC was done by 
UV absorption as described in [9I . Rheology tests 
were done according to [o] and £10] .
Conductimetric measurements were also done on salt 
water solutions containing different concentrations 
in NSFC.
For turbidimetric tests, different amounts in NSFC 
were added to 10 cc of a cement slurry's intersti
tial water, filtrated 20 mn after mixing. This solu
tion was left under static conditions for 48 h and 
subsequently tested for absorbance at 650 nm before 
and after filtration. .

RESULTS

Fig.l shows the evolution of the yield value (YV) 
of cement slurries with various low amounts in NSFC 
as a function of their mix water (NaCl)salinity . 
For the 1 and 2% by weight of cement (bwoc) NSFC con 
taining cement slurries, salt has a highly viscosi- 
fying effect.

In Fig.2, we see the YV evolution as a function of . 
NSFC concentration for three different salinities. 
For all three cases, we can see that a NSFC addition 
effects a slurry viscosification that, after a maxi
mum YV, will result in a well dispersed slurry. These 
maxima occur at different NSFC concentrations, depen 
ding on the mix water salinity, and are of differing 
importance; compared to a NSFC free system the YV in 
the fresh water system increases only by about 20%, 
whereas for the 30% NaCl slurry by more than 500%. The 
high salinity cement goes between 7.2 and 7.8% bwol 
NSFC through a minimum (overdispersed).

Parallel to the increased NSFC demand for a well dis
persed cement slurry with increasing salinity, we 
also experienced an increasing NSFC adsorption on 
both, cement particles after 20 mn hydration and syn
thesized calcium silicate hydrates (GSH) with higher 
slurry mix water salinity (see fig.3 and 4).

In order to determine the effect of both, cations and 
anions on the NSFC-cement interaction, we measured 
the dispersant adgorptipn in the presence gf two 
other soluble salts, having a common ion with NaCl : 
KC1 and NaNO- (see fig.5) in the presence of 2% bwoc 
NSFC. Both alkali chlorides influenced the NSFC ad
sorption in the same way: the dispersant adsorption 
increased drastically with increasing salinities 
( up to 95% adsorption). The NaNO^ showed hardly any 
effect on the NSFC to cement interaction,

Conductimetric tests showed that at increasing water 
salinities NSFC additions had decreasing effects on 
the conductance of the resulting solution (see fig.6).

DISCUSSION

In the scope of the present tests, it was experien
ced for the first time that NSFC can be applied as 
salt cement slurry dispersant. It was shown that in
creasing mix water salinity increases the NSFC de
mand for a well dispersed slurry.
Adsorption tests revealed that the increase in disper 
sant demand for a well dispersed cement slurry is re
lated to an increase in NSFC adsorption as soon as 
cement slurries are mixed with NaCl or KC1 rich water.

This can be, partly, attributed to the formation of 
different initial hydration products (chloroalumina
tes, Na , К , and Cl containing CSH) with an increa
sed specific surface in a NaCl rich system compared 
to a fresh water one. It was shown, however, that 
sodium chloride effects the NSFC adsorption on pure 
CSH phases in the same way. This means, that a spe
cific surface modification of a cement during initial 
cement - water contact due to salinity variations can
not be exclusively responsible for the observed phe
nomenon.

A deactivation of the NSFC, leading to a higher dis
persant demand, can be explained by the formation of 
ion pairs: the negatively charged sulfonate group of 
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the NSFC «ill interact with positively charged ions 
according to :

_ -L f — 4- 1 0R - SOj + Na 4=^ L R - S03-- Na J
with R being the naphtalenic group.

This unity has no external electrical charge and 
its formation will be promoted if, for a given al
kali activity, the NSFC concentration increases.

If this were the main mechanism responsible for the 
increased NSFC demand for constant slurry dispersion, 
the effect of NaCl replacement by NaNC>3 should have 
the same effect on polymer adsorption. This is not 
the case (see fig.5).

A possible mechanism for the increased NSFC adsor- 
tion on cement grains with increasing alkali chlo
ride concentrations can also be due to a compaction 
of the NSFC unities as an effect of an increased 
electrolyte activity. Thus, the single dispersant 
molecules could have been agglomerated in the form 
of micelles (see fig.7). The quantity, size, and 
form of the micelles is reported to depend on the 
nature and concentration of electrolytes - This 
could explain the differences in NSFC adsorption at 
different alkali salts.

The agglomeration of a certain number of micelles 
may finally lead to a precipitate. In fact, in the 
scope of additional tests, it was observed that, if 
NSFC was added up to a certain concentration into 
an interstitial salt cement slurry water (mix water 
salinity i 30% NaCl)„ a precipitate was formed. This 
precipitate disappeared when NSFC was added in ex
cess (shown in fig.8).
Interstitial waters; from cement slurries of lower 
mix water salinity (-<,26% NaCl)' did not produce this 
precipitate.

The initial increase' in YV for salt free as well as 
salt rich cement slurries, at low- NSFC concentra
tions; (see fig.2); can be- explained by the patch mo
del as des cribed by Michaux et al. |L 9J .
The positive' charge observed on cement particles 
without dispersants is- a global charge. The actual 
charge- is probably composed of positive patches se
parated by neutral or even, negative- regions. There
fore particles will tend to orientate themselves 
to> align positive and neutral or negative patches. 
This, will result in attractive forces creating a 
tridimensional structure-. This strength is measu
red macroscopically by YV determination and is some
how proportional the- product of the average num
ber of positive (n 1 and negative (n~) patches on 
the particles.

For the neat formulation ,, nQ »»Uq - As we nQW in_ 

crease the dispersant concentration, n~ increases 
and a* decreases.
Only a fraction of the- sulfonate groups of the- dis
persant chains neutralizes: the positive site-. The 
rest brings an. excess к of negative charges. There-

we- obtsfei® J:

n“n* = (П* - km> [n~ * ( a - k) m]]

where average number of adsorbed dis
persant molecules per cement particle 
surface unit.

a is the average number of sulfonate
groups per dispersant molecule.

This product must go with increasing NSFC concentra
tions through a maximum and so must the YV.

This patch model is supposed to be responsible for 
the slight YV increases as soon as initial NSFC a
mounts are added to the 0 and 18% NaCl cement slur— 
ries. The main factor for the drastic YV Increase 
and subsequent decrease in the high salinity cement 
slurry at NSFC concentrations between 0 and 7% bwol 
is supposed to be the formation and subsequent disap 
pearance (see fig.8) or the dispersion of the preci
pitate observed with increasing NSFC amounts added 
to a high salinity interstitial water. However, within 
a cement slurry, we cannot differentiate between ad
sorbed and flocculated NSFC.

CONCLUSIONS
In order to disperse a cement slurry by NSFC, its 
molecules have to adsorb on cement surfaces. This 
will decrease attractive interparticle forces.

Salt water cement slurries of a W/C ratio of about 
0.44 need for a YV close to zero by far more disper
sant than fresh water mixed ones. The reason is that 
with increasing water salinities an increased NSFC 
amount is adsorbed on both, cement particles and 
pure CSH phases.The mechanism for this can be explained by a deacti
vation of the NSFC at high electrolyte activities 
due to the formation of ion pairs. The compaction of 
NSFC layers, being adsorbed on the cement particles, 
may lead to the adsorption of additional NSFC.

Micellation is postulated, and agglomeration due to 
both, mix water salinity and NSFC addition could be 
observed. The appearance and subsequent disappearan
ce or dispersion of a precipitate in slurry's inter—- 
stitial water, prepared with 30% NaCl mix water, can 
explain the pronounced YV increase for a salt water 
slurry with increasing NSFC amounts.
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iiJFLUENCE OF SHEAR HISTORY ON THE RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF OIL WELL
■.r.MENT SLURRIES

INTRODUCTION

Cement slurries are commonly considered to exhibit 
a shear dependent behavior. This is particularly 
true from a rheological point of view. In the cons
truction industry and in civil engineering, Tatter
sall and Banfill [1] , and Lapasin and al. [2] , 
Eave analyzed this shear dependence. Lapasin propo
sed a thixotropic model to characterize slurry rhe
ology. Banfill analyzed the influence of mixing con
ditions on the rheological behavior. He suggested 
the use of a Bingham Plastic model to characterize 
the equilibrium flow condition in most comnion si
tuations.

In oil well cementing, cement slurry rheology plays 
an important role on the effectiveness of a cement 
job. A major problem is that job design is done 
from laboratory tests performed on slurry samples 
mixed in conditions, as per the API specification 10 
[3] , that do not systematically simulate those of 
field mixing.

The influence of shearing not only should account 
for mixing, but also for pumping the cement slurry 
into the casing and displacing it into the casing 
to formation annulus. Here as well, the similarity 
between laboratory agitation in a consistometer [3j, 
and field pumping is of utmost importance.
Finally, following to mixing and stirring, the ce
ment slurry is rheologically characterized using a 
viscometer. A thixotropic model was proposed in Г2], 
which mainly accounts for API Class A or ASTM type 1 
cements which produce reasonably high levels of 
ettringite very soon after mixing. In fact, most 
API Class G or H cements show lower levels of thi
xotropy. However, the rheological test itself should 
not perturbate the fluid sample. This problem was 
analyzed by Batty and Banfill in [4] . It was con
cluded that rotational viscometers with coaxial cy
linders are suitable to measure the rheology of a 
slurry the water to cement ratio of which is higher 
than 0.35, as sedimentation occurs during the test.

Up to now, the shear dependency of cement slurries 
has then been described as a function of several 
interdependent parameters, like time, shear rate, 
shear stress, flow regime, but no attempt has been 
made to combine all these factors into a single 
one that would biunivocally describe this shear de
pendency. The main objective of this work has conse
quently been to define such an independent parame
ter., Furthermore, as there is a large difference 
between laboratory and field or industrial mixing 
conditions, it has been attempted to compare both 
scales. .

RHEOLOGICAL procedure and characterization

In this study two Coaxial cylinder viscometers have 
been used t

the FANN 35 SA/SR12 with R1B1 geometry, a 
constant speed apparatus with a Couette 
fixture, standard in the oil industry [3J ,

the CARRI-MED CS100, a constant stress ap
paratus with a Searl fixture, with the 
CA 1809 geometry.

The Bingham Plastic model was used to characterize 
the rheological behavior of the slurries, as only 
equilibrium characteristics under shear were exami
ned. Furthermore, wall slippage was not taken into 
account, although its influence is sometimes not 
negligeable for absolute measurements [5] .
Wall slippage was here ignored because only compari
son between results obtained with the same viscome
ter and the same geometry has been performed.

Preconditioning of the slurry was achieved with the 
standard API atmospheric consistometer [3] . The 
slurry consistency increase versus time is related 
to the appearance of a gel structure, most of the 
time related to cement hydration, in the slurry. It 
is commonly accepted that a fluid that generates a 
consistency of at least 40 Be ( arbitrary unit of 
torque on the consistometer) is unpumpable with oil 
field equipment.

SLURRY MIXING AND VOLUMETRIC SHEARING ENERGY

- Experimental -

The first part of this study was performed with the 
API standard laboratory mixer [3] . This mixer has 
an impeller that can rotate with a controlled speed 
up to 12000 RPM under load. Mixing conditions were 
varied by controlling the Impeller speed and the mi
xing time.

The second part of the study was performed with a 
standard oil field mixer, also called jet mixer 
This mixer works on the following principle : water 
is jetted at high speed, and cement powder falls by 
gravity into the high velocity zone. This permits 
the wetting of the cement powder by water, and some 
small shearing after wetting. Additional shearing 
was added into the slurry with different shearing 
devices or by pumping it through different orifices 
and at different pumping rates.

On all mixing devices, the shearing power could be 
determined through the measurement of torque and 
speed for a rotating system, or pressure and flow 
rate for orifices.

Cement slurries were composed of CEMOIL API Class G 
cement with 44% water by weight, with or without 
polynaphtalene sulfonate superplasticizer.

- Characterization of Mixing Conditions -

Bingham Plastic parameters were evaluated versus se
veral factors that can characterize the mixing condi
tions, like the maximum shear rate, the shearing 
time, the typical Reynolds number if available, and 
the specific shearing energy.

This specific shearing energy Se, e.g. in fact the 
total mechanical energy given to a unit volume of 
slurry during the mixing process, can be expressed 
by :

Se =-77 P(t)dtV Jo (1)

where V is the slurry volume, P(t) the power and t 
the time.



When a laboratory type mixer is used, Se is obtained 
using the'following equation: »

(2)Se=-bdJoTttl-S(t)at

where T is' the torque measured between the motor of 
the mixer and the mixing bowl, S is the rotational 
speed of the impeller, d the diameter of the impel
ler's blade', V the volume of the slurry, and dt the 
unit mixing time.
The torque due to the friction in the packing and 
the bearing of the mixing bowl was calibrated versus 
speed. It was then possible to determine the torque 
really applied on the impeller only to shear the 
slurry.
With a field type mixer, the total 
power put in the slurry was evaluated through the 
measurement of the pressure drop and. flow J®’
when the shearing is produced -through small orifices, 
or torque (T) and speed (S) for rotating shearing 
devices, as per the following equations 16 J t

orifice ri-
(3)

rotating t t T (t).s(t)- dt (4)
о QCt)

■ where P is the slurry density, Q.the 
the orifice area, and К the efficiency

flow rate, A 
of the orifice

0Л 1 •
reduced mixing energy

Pig.l: Comparison between field and laboratory mixer 
Plastic viscosity

In order to facilitate comparisons, the specific 
shearing energy was then adimensionalized by the 
energy level corresponding to the API laboratory 
mixing energy.
A clear dependence of the rheological behavior on 
the specific shearing energy during mixing is obser
ved (see figures 1 and 25 . The plastic .viscosity 
regularly decreases.when the specific shearing ener 
qy increases, while the yield stress first decreases 
at low energy levels, and then increases. The mixing 
technique, and the scale, laboratory or industrial, . 
have only secondary effects, on the slurry behavior. 
A similar type of dependency was already described, 
in [1] , "pages 268 to 271, 

>. Д LABCMUTOBY ихд —
X HBLD MIXER ♦ SHEARtNQ DBV1CZ

. , I I I
I 0Л 1 w *

REDU<XD MIXING ENERGY

Fig.2 : Comparison between field and laboratory mixer' 
Yield stress

_ Discussion On Mixing - . -

This influence of shearing during mixing was also 
analyzed using cement slurries containing some or- . 
ganic superplasticizer (see fig. 3) of the polynaph- 
talene sulfonate condensate (PNS) family. Mixing wa 
performed with a laboratory type mixer. The plastic 
viscosity shows the same dependence on the mixing . 
energy as in the case of a neat slurry. Conversely, 
the yield stress stays close to a minimum value up 
to a critical specific energy. At this point, the 
yield stress increases quickly with the energy. Conse 
quently, the efficiency of the superplasticizer is 
reduced by the mixing. This phenomenon was already 
observed by Vom Berg as described in (7) .
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Fig.3: Influence of mixing energy on the rheology 
of dispersed cement slurry

The mechanism of action of polynaphtalene sulfonate 
dispersants has been described by Michaux and al. 
in [8] and [9] , through an adsorption model.

Furthermore, any cement powder being composed of 
agglomerates of cement particles linked through 
electrostatic forces, the action of the mixing pro
cess is, first, the deflocculation of these agglo
merates and the wetting of residual particle flocs 
by the mixing water, and, second, the erosion of 
cement grains and possible generation of some col
loidal particles.

A possible explanation for this influence of the 
specific shearing energy on cement slurry rheology 
is, then, that the average size of cement flocs and 
possibly of cement particles is reduced when the 
specific shearing energy increases, thereby promo
ting a better contact between water and cement, and 
increasing the cement specific surface area availa
ble to the dispersant, this artificially impairing 
the dispersant's efficiency.

A reduction in cement particle size is pretty well 
in line with the effect on rheology, as smaller 
particles in suspension are known to generate lower 
viscosities [7] , but will also promote higher yield 
stresses because of an increased surface activity.
A secondary factor that tends to promote this me
chanism is the reduction of bleeding with increa
sing specific shearing energy, as shown in table 1.

Table 1 : Influence of shearing energy on free water 
development, with a Class G Cemoil mixed 
with 1.8% PNS and 42% water by weight of 
cement.

Spec. Energy 0.15 1 3

Temperature 
deg.C 20 85 20 85 20 85

Free water 
in mL/250mL 1 22 2 5 1 3

However no evidence to support this hypothesis could 
yet be found, neither through particle size determi
nation, nor through microstructural investigations.

EVALUATION OF THE FLOW REGIME

After being mixed on surface, oilwell cement slurries 
are pumped with high pressure triplex displacement 
pumps, down a casing and-up the casing to formation 
annulus. The exhibited flow regime can then range 
between fully developed turbulent flow and very low 
laminar, depending on flow geometry, slurry rheolo
gy and density, and pump rates.

Experimental

In the laboratory, the standard API atmospheric con- 
sistometer [ 3] used to simulate agitation produces a 
very good turbulent flow regime. At the other extre
me, laminar flow conditions were simulated in the la- 
bora tory by the rotational viscometer.

The experimental study was then performed in the la
boratory as follows: after standard API mixing at 
20 deg.C, and a given agitation time in the consis- 
tometer (turbulent flow) at 80 deg.C, a rheological 
test was performed also at 80 deg.C. Laminar shea
ring was simulated by a given time at a given shear 
rate in the rotational viscometer.
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Fig.4 : Influence of turbulent stirring on cement 
rheology . Plastic viscosity



Discussion
As can be observed on fig.4 and 5, the influence of 
time is not very relevant for turbulent agitation, 
while the level of energy or turbulence is a predo 
minant factor affecting the plastic viscosity. It 
is important to notice that the yield stress is not 
very much affected by turbulent agitation.

In contrast, in a laminar flow regime (see fig.6 
and 7), both plastic viscosity and yield stress in 
crease drastically with time, while the influence 
of the level of energy or shear rate does not fol
low a definite trend. Slurries in totally static 
conditions exhibit similar behavior to those in the 
laminar dynamic state, ' 

measurement, as any additional shearing energy would 
do. The specific shearing energy input by the visco 
meter can obviously be determined through equation
(3) .

Experimental
The influence of the test routine was then investi
gated, by varying either the time steps T at each 
shear rate, the number of steps, or the maximum ro
tational speed. Then the results were analyzed as a 
function of the shearing energy, or as a function of 
the maximum shear rate. For this study only neat 
Cemoil Class G slurry mixed with 44% fresh water by 
weight of cement was used. All experiments, from 
mixing the slurry till the end of the rheological 
test, were performed at a temperature of 20 deg.C.

X nSITflTOR «T 350 RPH

О ISITHTOR HI 500 RPH

10-1— 
0 10 30 « 50 60 70 eo 90 100

TIME : minutes

F-ig. 5 : Influence of turbulent stirring on cement 
rheology. Yield stress

Fig. 6 : Influence of laminar stirring on cement 
rheology. Plastic viscosity

EVOLUTION OF SLURRY RHEOLOGY DURING THE RHEOLOGICAL 
TEST
Not only true or simulated pumping operations af
fect cement slurry rheological behavior, but the 
rheological test itself induces additional shea
ring in the slurry sample." This can modify the
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Fig. 7 Influence of laminar stirring on cement
rheology. Yield stress

Discussion
Test results presented in table 2 and in figure 8, 
show a strong dependence of cement slurry rheology 
on both the specific shearing energy and the maximum 
shear rate input during the rheological experiment.

Table 2: Influence of the test routine on slurry 
rheology

Specific,energy 
M J/mJ

Plastic Viscosity 
m Pa.s.

Yield Stress
Pa

0.03 
0,28 
0.68 
1.20
2.00 
4.00 
6.80

61.7 
47.2 
40.5 
40.0 
39.0 
39.0 
38.0

12.1 
13.4
13.9 
15.0 
19.0 
19.0
19.0

When the test shearing energy increases, the plastic 
viscosity decreases while the yield stress increases. 
This is in agreement with the previous results. Ho
wever, at very high levels of energy, both parameters
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tend to reach a stable plateau. The same dependency 
is observed with increasing the maximum shear rate. 
Such a similar result is not surprising as the ma
ximum shear rate accounts for a large part in the 
total specific energy.

The conclusion is that the test routine has a strong 
influence in the rheological measurements. As the 
test itself should disturb the sample as little as 
possible, it seems necessary to limit both the spe
cific shearing energy and the maximum shear rate 
during the test.

The total shearing energy produced by the test 
should stay as small as possible in comparison with 
the shearing energy already put into the sample 
through mixing and preconditioning.

CONCLUSIONS

Cement slurry rheology dramatically depends on the 
shear history of the sample. Slurry mixing, dynamic 
conditioning, and the rheological test itself have 
a strong influence on the measured rheological para
meters. This influence could be described by a sin
gle parameter, the specific shearing energy. The 
results obtained from laboratory and industrial 
conditions are then in good accordance.

Laboratory mixing procedure should be optimized to 
match the industrial specific mixing energy, and the 
laboratory dynamic conditioning should respect the 
flow regime expected in the field.

In order for the measured rheological parameters to 
be representative of the dynamic behavior of a 
given slurry sample, the rheological test itself 
should feature the minimum shearing energy possible, 
e.g. maximum shear rate, time step, and number of 
steps should be limited.
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STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF CEMENT SUSPENSIONS 
STRUCTURE ET PROPRlfTES DES SUSPENSIONS DE CIMENT

1. INTRODUCTION
Fresh mortar and concrete can be considered as aggre
gate dispersions in a matrix formed of cement paste. 
According to this model the system deforms when it is 
submitted, to stresses and- the aggregate grains move 
in a deformable medium composed of the cement paste. 
Therefore' the rheological behaviour of concrete could 
quite be explained if the rheological properties of 
paste and the interactions between these and aggrega
te were completely defined.
In the last few- years many studies, were devoted to 
the cement paste rheology but only few were carried 
out on the relationships between paste and. concrete 
properties, owing to the difficulty of recognizing and. 
evaluating all the parameters, which characterize con 
crete. Difficulties were encountered also in defining 
the rheological state equations for concrete on ac
count of the experimental difficulties related to the 
complexity of the material.
This report reviews the latest acquisitions on the ce 
me.nt dispersions and their influence on the interpre
tation of the behaviour of mortars and concretes.

2. RHEOLOGICAL MODELS.

2.1 IfethodöTogicaT problems,

The behaviour of fresh cement paste submitted: to shear stre£ 
ses can be. classified into 3 fundamental types: Newto 
nian. viscoplastic (shear thinning) or dilatant (shear 
thickening.) (11. These behaviours depend on the , su
spension structure on which concentration, specif 1 c 
surface, particle size distribution and: solid shape 
act (21. As figure 1 shows,, a mortar behaviour passes 
from shear thinning to Binghamian and shear thicken - 
ing, as the solid concentration increases. In figure 
2 the pseudoplastic behaviour of a mortar having: angu 
lar grains changes to Newtonian when grains are sphe
rical ..
Under a constant shear rate the cement pastes show a 
rheological dependance on time, generally of thixotro 
pic type (4.)('51. The experimental, preparation methodo 
1 ogles or the instrumental measuring techniques modi
fy the paste structure so as they, become premi nent 
with respect to the factors, involved- in properties of 
the dispersed materials. This is a general problem 
concerning the rheological measurements carried out 

on thick su
spensions who 
se macrosco
pic flowing 
properties a 
re sensitive 
to the arran 
gement of 
the parti - 
des in the 
viscorn e t er 
cell. Thick

Shear rate D, s

suspensions Shear stress T,dynes/cm2

have viSCOS^t PIG. 1: Flow curves of mortars with 
ty or rheolo different solid concentre -
gical flow. - tions (cJ (3)
ing beha - , ,
viours strictly dependent on the used measuring in - 
strument and working conditions (6);. In fact the re - 
suits of the rheological tests largely depend on the 
geometry of the flow channel, the speed as well as the 
dimensional and shape properties of particles.Further 
more, the results can vary, even though the same in
struments and working conditions are employed in re - 
peated tests,since the paste does not take the same 
structure.

FIG- 2: Influence of the grain shape on the flow
-curves of mortars (31 .- 11 spherical grains 
2) angular grains

A complete description of the rheological behaviour 
would demand also observations of the cement paste un 
der the microscope (for example by light scattering' 
techniques) to point out the changes undergone by the 
particle movement, in connection with the shape and 
amplitude of the flowing channel, and to determine



the type of flow (laminar, elongational, a.s.o.) (6). 
Therefore to obtain results expressing the real beha
viour of the suspensions it is necessary to respect 
some design feature of the apparatus, and the experi
mental procedure. For example the annular section be^t 
ween the coaxial cylinders must be fixed with greata^t 
tention. It must be limited to avoid settling phenome 
na and it must be wide enough with respect to the max 
imum particle size of the dispersed so - 
lid to obtain a laminar flow (7).
The behaviour of similar pastes transforms from thixo
tropic into antithixotropic when the measurement cy
cle time varies (fig. 3). This fact is explained by 
the compete 
tion occurr 
ing between 
the break - 
down and 
reconstruc
tion proces 
ses.the lat 
ter due to 
the cement 
particle hy 
dration (8). 
The rota - 
tion speed 
of the ro - 
tor can af- 
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Symbole = x Type 1feet the re 
suits in a 
diff e rent 
way. If the 
speed 1 s 
slow, a slip 
ping can oc 
cur between 
rotor surfa^ 
ce and pa
ste but, if 
it is fast, 
a centrifu-

FIG. 3: Effect of the cycle time on 
the type of flow curves ob - 
tained on cement pastes (8)

o types 2a,bore
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gation occurs (9). Figure 4 
ves change appreciably when 
shear rate varies.

shows that the flow cur - 
the acceleration of the

The viscore 
trie ef-ij 
dies cn ce
ment pastes 
are General 
ly carried 
cut by us - 
ing shear 
rates which 
are largely 
slower than 
the criti -

Shear stress f. Pacal one for 
which Rey - 
nolds num - 
ber exceeds 

FIG. U: Flow curves at different ac
celeration of shear rate D 
(10)

the calculated value separating the laminar 
from the turbulent flow (11). Nevertheless, 
conditions of turbulent flow were observed at shea r 
rates, D, equal to 1800 s"1 and 1065 s"1, by using ro 
tors with smooth or grooved surface respectively(lO). 
This phenomenon takes place because the turbulence in 
suspension occurs for lower shear rates than those 
in pure dispersion medium (12).
The most common procedures of the shear rate applica
tion to the paste are of 4 types: a) constant rate, 
b) step-increasing rate, c) step-decreasing rate, d) 
continuously vary-ing rate. Procedure a) gives values 
corresponding to equilibrium conditions between ap - 
plied stress and resistance to flow. The step-procedjj 
res have the advantage, compared with the previous o
ne, that they allow measurements to be taken on a wi
der range of D values, by working on the same paste 
sample (13). The last procedure is unable to characte 
rize quantitatively the "shear-dependent" behaviour 
of the paste (14) and it often shows hysteresis loops. 
By working with pastes made with 0.6-0.7 w/c ratios, 
the settling phenomena in the viscometer can become 
very important if helicoidal rotors are not used(15).

2.2 Rheological behaviours

The rheological characterization of a thick suspen - 
si on demand two complementary descriptive elements.
The former is the flow curve representing the equili
brium conditions between applied stress and shear ra
te (shear-dependent analysis). The latter isthestru£ 
tural strain curve versus time obtained by submitting 
the paste to a constant flow rate (time-dependent ana 
lysis). The formulation of the mathematical models iji 
terpreting the experimental curves allows the essen - 
tial rheological parameters (viscosity, yield value, 
thixotropic breakdown energy, a.s.o.) related to the 
suspension structure,to be obtained.

2.2.1 "Shear-dependent" behaviour

Fresh cement pastes can comply with the 1 inear models of 
simple fluids, such as Newton's or Bingham's, when 
the shear rate is limited and the structural demoli - 
tion during mixing is complete. However, the relation 
ship between shear rate D and shear stress r is not 
generally linear and therefore the above models can - 
not be used in any case. Attempts to interpret mathe
matically the complex behaviours of the cement pastes 
date back to the end of the 70s and a great research
ing effort was made on this aspect of rheology.
Table 1 shows several proposed models, starting from 
Jones and Taylor's (16) who used two different equa - 
tions (eq. 1 and 2). The former, composed of the com
bined Bingham and power law, derived directly from 
the classical Herschel-Bulkley's equation used for 
the first time to study benzene-rubber system (17).
The latter equation, based on the model proposed by 
Robertson and Stiff (18), showed an excellent com - 
pl lance with the experimental data. The results of 
these Authors pointed out that the cement paste was 
shear thickening at w/c ratios <0.4, shear thinning



at w/c ratios >0.4 and behaved in a Binghatoian man* 
ner at w/c ratios = 0.40.
In a following work the linear term of Bingham equa - 
tion was replaced by a hyperbolic function (eq. 3 of 
table 1). The model showed a good agreement with flow 
curves of paste in the rotational viscometer, up to 
D values of about 380 s'1 (19). Functions of this ty
pe were proposed by Eyr1 ng to interpret the beha - 
viour of fluids as gelatin and cellulose dispersions 
(20).

TAKE 1: Rheological models proposed for the fresh 
cement pastes

MODEL RHEOLOGICAL 
BEHAVIOUR

1) t =T0 + kDn (17) ' utiliz n>l Dilatant
ed by n«=l Viscopl as.

2) A(D+C)B (18) (16) B>1 Dilatant 
B<1 Viscopl as.

3) T=T0+Bsinh"1 (D/C)(19) Viscoplastic

4) D=at2 +ßr+ö (21) Viscoplastic

5) k2r n (23) . uti1iz 
ed by

Pseudoplastic

6) + k]D^ (24) ' (22)
Viscoplastic

n 47) Asinh" ‘(DBi) (20) Pseudoplastic
i=l

8) T= 40 Newtonian

9) Tq + 4pi0 Binghamian

-c = shear stress 1) = viscosity
c0 = yield stress 4pl = plastic viscosity

D = shear rate
A.B.C.k.kl.kg, a,ß ,d = constants

 , , I

More recently the descending branch of the second i - 
steresis loop was interpolated by a parabola equation 
(eq. 4 of table 1). This model allows two important 
rheological parameters to be obtained easily, that is 
yield value c0 and viscosity coefficient i)pl <2p- 
The compliance of different models with the descrip - 
tion of the viscometric flow of cement pastes, having 
w/c ratios between 0.30 and 0.45, was evaluated in a 
recent work (22). For this analysis some other classy 
cal models applicable to the rheology of simple fluids 
and suspensions (given by equations 5, 6, 7 of table
1) were considered. By using statistical and iterati
ve procedures it was possible to calculate the parame 
ters of each equation giving the best agreement with 
the experimental flow curves. The compliance of the 
model was evaluated by the difference between the 
shear rate values calculated by the corresponding e

quation and the experimental ones. Good correlations 
resulted for Eyring's.Herschel-Bulkley's and parabolic 
models. The two last are constitutionally related, sin 
ce Herschel-Bulkley equation becomes a parabola when 
exponent В is 2.
It is interesting to notice that the proposed equa - 
tions generally show a constant term, which corre - 
sponds to the yield stress,and a second term of expo
nential type. In some cases also a linear term in D 
appears. The physical interpretation of this analyti 
cal formulation leads to assume, similarly to what 
found also for other rheological systems (20), that 
the cement pastes consist of Newtonian and non-Newto- 
nian units. The latter would identify with the floccu 
la formed from the aggregation of the particles that, 
during motion, undergo a structural breakdown. There
fore, as D increases, the motion resistance tends to 
decrease in an exponential manner.
An attempt to interpret the flow curves according to 
a more general model based on physical principles,con 
sidered different types of friction which determine 
the suspension viscosity (25). In the interactions be^t 
ween components three types of friction liquid-liquid, 
liquid-particle, particle-particle were distinguished. 
Therefore viscosity was expressed on the basis of the 
number of molecular friction points per unit of shear 
plane according to

ij= В] n]2^3 + Bgng2^^ +63(03 u)2^ 10)

where n-j, ng, ng are number of friction points of the 
three species in question on the shear plane and u 
is dimentionless factor varying from 0 to 1.
Factor u expresses the ratio of the number of fric - 
tion points to the initial number of non-agglomerated 
particles and it takes value 1 when agglomeration, is 
complete. If u is constant as the shear rate varies, 
tjis constant too and therefore the flow is Newtonian. 
Generalized flow curves can be derived by introducing 
theexpression in the Newton classic equation (eq. 
8 in table 1).
Factor u, which determines the viscosity and therefo
re the material flow, was deduced by considering the 
competitive effects of coagulation and dissociation 
caused by the mechanical stresses acting during the 
flow. Unlike the previous models, this approach al - 
lows also the time factor to be introduced into . the 
state equation. In this way it was possible to explain 
mathematically the changes in the shape of the curves 
shown in figure 3, depending on the variation of the 
test duration.

2.2.2 "Time-dependent" behaviour and thixotropy

When the shear rate is constant, the cement suspen - 
sions show shear stress-time transient characterized 
by 3 stages, as indicated in fig. 5. An initiäl sta - 
ge, where T reaches a maximum (^niax^ Quickly, a pe 
riod of stress decrease as far as a minimum value (re), 
a third stage represented by a slight increase in * • 
In some cases the appearance of an additional maximum 
was observed during the third stage (13).
The trend of r-t transient results from different phe



nomena having opposite actions. The demolition of the 
particle agglomeration caused by the shear stress (4), 
and the grain orientation as a function of the lower 
hydrodynamic resistance during motion (3) cause a vi
scosity decrease with time. At the same time the hy
dration process of 
cement introduces 
new bonds among the 
dispersed particles, 
which increases the 
dispersion viscosi
ty (27). The paste 
viscosity depends 
on the innerstructu 
re resulting from 
the chemical-physi
cal forces which 
act among particles. 
These forces react 
elastically at weak 
stresses, but if 
the stress becomes 
high enough, they 
fail and the struc
ture degrades and 
flocs form which off 
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0

FIG. 5: A typical transient 
behaviour shear stress 
vs time at constant 
shear rate (26)

a lower resistance to flow.The
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change in the flocculation degree of the paste was 
considered to be the base of the thixotropic beha - 
viour (4).

The quantitative measurement of thixotropy is not a 
simple question since a thixotropic material is sensi_ 
tive to stress conditions and rheological hystory.The 
phenomenon is affected by rheological and experimen - 
tai factors. The rheo'logical ones include the ra
te constant and the order of the demolition process, 
in their turn related to the elastic energy and the 
relaxation time of the structure. The experimental va 
riables concern temperature and shear rate.
It is practically impossible from a single c-t curve 
to explain all these dependences,so thixotropy is ge
nerally measured by using empiric coefficients which 
express the aggregation degree of the dispersion. For 
instance, the coefficient of thixotropy is the ratio 
(28)

_ гтах ' ^e 11)

’’'max

where rmax is the peak stress corresponding to the 
initial degradation of the structure and те is the 
stress required to keep the configuration in equili - 
brium. Thixotropy is also expressed by a similar coef 
ficient given by the ratio

r=-  ̂ 12)
Че

where T)e is the equilibrium viscosity (29).
The process of thixotropic demolition can be studied 
through the analysis of the n= f(t) curves. A re - 
cent work (30) illustrated the mathematical method 
to derive the rheological state equation and to in
terpret the kinetics of the structural breakdown to 

obtain the rate constant and the process order. 
The rheological equation was expressed in the general 
form:

T= f0(D) + X' fn(D) 13)

where D = shear rate
■ т-те ,

X = ——— structural parameter 14)
Tmax"Te

Vom Berg's model (n° 3 of table 1) was used for the 
functions f0(D) and f](D).
By means of a procedure of curve fitting,simultaneous 
ly applied to values tmax an<^ ’’’e obtained with dif
ferent shear rates, the parameters of equations f0(D) 
and f](D) were calculated. The same data allowed the 
variation of parameter A' with time to be analyzed 
and, therefore, the modification of the system thixo
tropy could be expressed through the deduction of the 
constant rate к and the order n of the breakdown pro 
cess. The data obtained on cement pastes of different 
type are given in table 2 from which it results that 
к varies as the shear rate changes, according to a 
hyperbolic relation whose parameters considerably de
pend on the type of cement. On the contrary the chan
ges in order n of the process with‘the type of cement 
are more limited.

TABLE 2: Parameters of the breakdown rate equa - 
tion: =-k(D)^'n 15) (30)

CEMENT w/c n a 
(s"1)

b

325 Ptl 0.40 1.36 678 26
425 Ptl 0.40 1.00 1356 62.4
425 Ptl 0.45 1.09 2634 27

X' = structural parameter given by 14) equation 
n = order of breakdown process

a,b = parameters of the equation : k(D) =a^. g 16) 
where D = shear rate

The influence of the shear rate on the kinetics of the 
demolition process was particularly examined in ano - 
ther study (10). It was observed that, for D< 1065s"1, 
the т-t curves are descending and can be described by 
an equation including two exponential terms. The need 
to introduce two terms instead of one, as in Tatter - 
sail equation (4), is due to that the breakdown pro - 
cess can be subdivided into two stages:a primary which 
occurs very quickly and finishes in 5 seconds at the 
latest and a secondary which is much slower. The in - 
troduction of a third term into the equation became 
necessary to interpret the reascending of т when 
shear rate 0 exceeds 1065 s"1. Tests performed by re
placing the paste with water showed that a turbulent 
motion can be established with so high shear rates.
Therefore this increase in r and paste- viscosity 
should not be interpreted as a rheopexy phenomenon 
and, hence, as a real change in the inner structure.



but as the consequence of the flow transition from la 
minar to turbulent.

2.2.3 Models and paste structure

The examination of the equations proposed to inter - 
pret the shear-dependent or time-dependent behaviours 
of cement suspensions showed that only some are bas
ed on physical hypotheses, whereas most of them deri
ve from procedures of curve fitting applied to experj_ 
mental data. This trend is rather common in rheology 
cal studies and can be attributed to three fundamen - 
tai reasons (31). The first is to sum up the experi
mental data with a small number of parameters. In 
this way it is possible to establish quantitative re
lationships between the rheological parameters and 
the different chemical-physical factors affecting them: 
concentration, fineness, composition of cement, a. 
s.o. A second one is to extrapolate the experimental 
data outside the range of shear rate or solid concen
tration considered in the tests, especially to apply 
the results to the practice. Finally, the third rea
son it to correlate the rheological behaviour with 
the chemical-physical processes which occur, on a mi
croscopic scale, among the suspension constituents. 
However, the factors and interactions determining the 
rheological behaviour of suspensions are many and com 
plex and therefore it becomes difficult to consider 
all of them to establish models of general validity.

3. STRUCTURE OF PASTES

3.1 Structure factors

The structure, and therefore the suspension rheology, 
are affected by several chemical-physical factors con 
cerning both the dispersed solid phase and the liquid.

3.1.1 Solid phase properties

Specific surface, particle size distribution and sha
pe of grains are factors of primary importance since 
these parameters determine the number of the contact 
points between particles which result in frictions and 
agglomeration forces. Bombled (2) expressed the flow 
resistance (f) per surface unit of the suspension ve£ 
sus the grain number ns, the number of contacts per 
grain Л* and adherence A, which represents the sum 
of the intergrain forces (frictional. Coulomb's, Van 
der Wall's), by equation

f = ns A A 17)

Since the number of contacts per grain increases expo 
nentially as the specific surface increases (32), e
quation 17) justifies the exponent)al-type relation - 
ships found experimentally between the paste viscosi_ 
ties or yield stress and the specific surface of ce - 
ment (2)(33). It was also found that monogranular par 
tides result in pastes having poor rheological pro - 
perties (34). The improvement of these properties is 
chiefly related to the achievement of the partic 1 e 
size and shape favorable to the maximum filling of 
the empty space. Continuous particle size distribu - 

tions represent the optimum about the matter (35). Al
so the particle shape plays an important role, as was 
pointed out by a study on hydrated lime suspensions 
(36). This property, together with the particle size 
distribution, appeared to affect the rheology of these 
suspensions more significantly than the electrokinetic 
potential of particles. The particle size distribu - 
tion and the surface extension have also other indi - 
rect effects on the rheology of pastes.
In fact the particle size distribution determines the 
permeability of the granular whole, whereas the speci
fic surface conditions the extent of the forces acting 
among the surface electric charges. As permeability de 
creases, the rheological behaviour can transform from 
shear thinning into thickening owing to the resistance 
that water finds when it flows inside the paste (2).
As the specific surface increases, the particle agglo
meration caused by the electric charges induced by the 
clinker comminution process (37) and the cement hydra
tion (38),Increases.
These factors related to the physical state of the so
lid add to others of chemical nature. The mineralogi - 
cal composition of clinker and the reactivity of pha - 
ses affect the hydration process. Therefore, they can 
act on the paste rheology through the bonds forming 
between the hydrated products (39) and the changes in 
the solution ionic equilibria affecting the double-la
yer forces (40)(41). The mineralogical composition of 
clinker can affect the rheological behaviours also in
directly owing to the different grindabilities shown 
by the constituents (42).

3.1.2 Liquid phase properties

The mechanical properties of the liquid phase, that is 
surface tension and viscosity, and the chemical-physi
cal properties such as affinity for surface and the 
dielectric constant, are other factors affecting rheo
logy. In particular, the strong surface tension of wa
ter, together with the affinity for surface of the ce
ment grains, cause intense capillary forces when the 
intergranular space is not quite saturated with water. 
Under these conditions air-liquid menisca form and a ne 
gative pressure P, given by the following Laplace for
mula, creates in the liquid:

P = -4 - 18) r
where r = curvature radius of meniscus

and A = surface tension of water

This pressure is equilibrated by compressive forces ac 
ting in the grains. The paste cohesion reduces appre
ciably when the amount of water exceed that necessary 
for saturation, since the capillary forces cease(43). 
The dielectric constant affects the Coulomb and Van 
der Walls interactions acting between grains (44).

3.1.3 Solid-liquid interactions

The interactions occurring between the dispersed so - 
lid and the liquid can be subdivided into three cate
gories:
- hydrodynamic actions that cause a viscosity in -



crease in the liquid; .
- attractions between particles that lead to the for

mation of floccula and'aggregates and a continuou s 
agglomerated structure;

- contacts between particles that create friction s 
during the motion.

Cheng (31) tried to summarize, in a scheme given in, 
fig. 6, the relationships between the categories of 
interactions and the factors conditioning them. The 
double-point - "
ed arrows 
mean that the 
factor inque 

. stion deter
mines" the ap 
pearance of 
the interac
tion but, in 
it$ turn, it 
is simulta - 
neously af - 
fected • by 
the" interac
tion itself. 
Each of the 
fundament a 1 
interactions 
acquires a 
different im
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FIG. 6: Interplay of the three cate- 
1 gofies of interactions" and 
" factors affecting suspension 

viscosity (31)

For example, the contribution of the hydrodynamic fa£ 
tors increases at medium or low concentrations, the ■ 
attractive forces predominate at medium-high concen - 
trations and the friction between particles plays the 
main role at very high concentrations. In any case the 
predominant interaction determines the rheological be 
haviour of the suspension.
Figure 7 is a tentative to represent the rheological 
behaviours of the suspensions as a function of three 
fundamental types of interactions. A shift along axis 
у shows that, in the absence of attraction forces a
mong the particles, the suspension behaviour varies 
from Newtonian to non-Newtonian as the solid concen - 
tration passes from low to medium values. Contacts 
predominate at a very high concentration, so the be
haviour becomes at first dilatant as far as to tra£ 
sform into a more complex one (granulo-viscous).
If also the attraction forces among particles are co£ 
sidered, an increase in the suspension viscosity is 
observed in any case, since the dispersed solid tends 
to form floccula or aggregations. As the forces in - 
crease in dispersions having medium-low solid concen
trations, the behaviours pass from pseudoplastic to 
viscoplastic and plastic. When the attraction forces 
are weak, floccula are broken easily but, as they be
come stronger, floccula become more resistant and can 
endure a certain stress without breaking. At this

portance de
pending ■ on 
the sdlidco£ 
centration in 
the solution.

point the suspension shows a certain elasticity as 
far as a given threshold stress which represents the 
yield value and indicates the "transition from pseudo
plasticity to viscoplasticity.
This picture explains how it is difficult to inter - 
pret the macroscopic rheological behaviour of pastes 
in terms of structure. For example the" same rheologi
cal response can be obtained by-combining a low at - 
traction force with a high solid concentration or a me 
dium attraction with .a low concentration. Therefore,
-to define 
the physical 
model s of the 
structure of 
the concen - 
trated cement 
suspensions, 
it becomes 
very impor - 
tant to exa
mine the for 
ces acting a 
mong parti - 
des and their 
variations as 
a function of 
the solid co£ 
centration.

3.2 Forces a 
mong par . 
ticles

PARTICLE COICERIRATIOR

GRANULO-VISCOUS

DILATANT
PASTE

(VISCOSITY INCREASE 
NON LINEAR VITH 
CONCENTRATION)

Pl AS TIL,

NENTONIAN

VISCOPLASTIC

PSEUOOPLASriC

(VISCOSITY INCREASE 
LINEAR VITH 
CONCENTRATION)

Negligible Lon Nediui High
INTERPARTICLE ATTRACTION

FIG. 7: Relation between different ty 
pes of rheological behaviour 
and the three categories of 

' interactions (31)

i group of particles are Van der Wall's,
generally attractive, and the electrostatic ones, ge
nerally repulsive."Moreover there are forces result - 
ing from the presence of water films adsorbed on par
ticles, referred to as "structural forces", which cau 
se a repulsive effect known as "disjoining pressure" 
(45)'. Finally, if systems containing particles with si 
zes above the colloidal ones are considered, also ca
pillary forces can occur when air-water interfaces 
create in the system.
Table 3 summarizes the different types ofacting for - 
ces and the dimensional range of the particles on 
which the action of each of them prevails.

3.2.1 EquiH 
bria among 
particles .

The main for 
ces acting on

TABLE 3: Forces acting between particles (46) (62)

TYPE OF FORCES SIZE OF EFFECT OF ACTION
PARTICLES FORCES DISTANCE

(mm) (mm)
Capi11 ary 1 - 0.1 Attraction
Van der Wal Is 0.1 -10-4 Attraction 5-20-10 7
Coulomb 10"2 -10"6 Repulsion 10-50-10"7
(double layer)
Disjoining pre£ 10"2 -10"6 Repulsion 5-30-10"7
sure ___ ___________
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The nature of the forces acting-between particle was 
examined in several reviews (43). Van der Walls for - 
ces result from electromagnetic interactions, between 
the atomic electron clouds, which give rise to orien
tation, dispersion and induction effects. These ef - 
fects contribute to the cohesion of the materials. 
The electrostatic forces derive from ionic.double la
yers that, in water, surround the particles and can 
be quantitatively evaluated by th$ measurement of ze
ta potential. The structural forces, i.e. disjoining 
pressure, derive from the water adsorbed on the partly 
des which has different chemical-physical proper - 
ties from water in bulk. Water shows a certain degree 
of structural order and for this reason creates a phy 
steal and thermodinamyc barrier that hinders the con
tact between particles (46). .
According to DVLO classical theory (4Q)(4l), the sta
bility of a colloidal suspension is determined by the 
balance between Van der Walls attraction forces (VA) 
and the repulsive ones among the electrical double la 
yers on the particles (Vp). The trend of VA,VR and 
.the total potential energy VT = VA+VR, expressed as a 
function of the distance between two particles, can 
be seen-! in figure 8. '
The attraction and repulsion increase quickly start -
ing from: a cer
tain. distance, 
as the parti - 
cles approach
each other.. The 
total e m e r gy 

- curve passes 
through- a maxi

' mum 
forms a barrier 
oppasing the 
particle adte - 
star.. The Tower 
thts Ьаггтег 
the higher the 
number of parti 
des. which ag; - 
glomerate by, tak 
ing the poten - 
tial interactfoni
mimimumi Vmö depends, on the sizes of the par-
tictes and their surface charge.. With relatively big; 
particTes the total! potential energy curve can show, a 
secondiary minimum, at a wider separation distance. If 
this secondary, mieimum’ is rather deep,, 2-3 times the 
Brownian kinetic energy, of the parttcle, ft causes 
fToeculation-.. The particTe association due to fltoccu- 
Taftiöffi different fromi that occurring; with the pri
mary minimum' since it is reversible and; easily,- de - 
stroyed by shaking.. Only, if this secondary minimunr we 
re deeper than the primary one, a stable suspension 
could: be obtained;..
These concepts have been- taken from; Powers who, tnclud^ 
ed; in the balance among forces also- those resulting 
from the disjoining pressure C43:)k The relative ener
gy, of two quartz plates subject to Van der Walls for-

8e Potential energy diagram- 
for two, particles $417))

mergy, corresponding, to the primary.

ces. (УД) and the disjoining pressure (V r) is shown in 
figure 9. The.latter is calculated on the basis . of- 
thickness values of the water films adsorbed on hardened 
cement paste. It can be noticed that in this case the- 
secondary minimum falls at about 25 A. The floccula 

particles approach this distance re-

9f" Calculated potential ener - 
gy of two parallel silica 

. - plates in water versus di
stance H. Curves refer to

- 2 values of parameter AID
of Van der Walls attrac -

■ tion force Уд (43)

fm figure 8 indicate two possibili -■ 
" * - and,

flowin g 
the

forming when the 
main isolated 
if the solid 
concentrati оn 
is limited,but 
they can "link 
by forming a 
conti n u о u s ■ 
structure!floc ’ 
culent state)', 
when the parti 
de compaction 

' is as highest 
as possible. ■ 
The system co
hesion increa- • 
ses if the wa
ter is reduced. 
In this ' case 
the intersti - 
tial spaces a
re no longer 
completely fill ■ 
ed with water. 
Air-water in - 
terfaces cause 
capillary for
ces between par 
tides. 
The curves shown _ 
ties to prevent the particles from coagulating 
therefore, to- obtain suspensions with good Г*

. properties. The farmer is to rise the height of
■ potential barrier Уццж b$' intensifying the repulsion. 

The Tatter is t® avoid the particles from approaching 
a lower distance thaw that corresponding to the secon 
dary minimum of energy, toth effects can^ be attained 
by using pTasttciizers and! superplasticizers that have

. a .strong deflocculating- action of the cement grains. 
They increase- the absolute value of the surface char
ge (zeta-potential> as well as they create a stert c 
hindrance to the particTe approach (<№)* The possibi
lity gfvem by the theory to! modiify the flocculated 
structure of the suspensfom by acting on the double 
layer repuTsion are applied in the concrete technology.

Dietl«» belliun surhet* %in *

3..2..2  Zeta potentraT '

The particles of inorganic oxydss are carriers of une 
quiTibrated: electriicali charges from the non-compensa- 
tion of positive and negative valencies of the surfa
ce atoms (accidental diargesK Other charges can deri 
ve from isomorphic: substitutions in the lattices bet
ween atoms of difference valence (inherent charges). 
Another contribution) can come from the hydrolysis of 
the amphoteric, hydroxyl groups (i.4M shown in figure
10. Therefore the: surface has an electrical, poten -



tial ip0 compared with that of bulk solution consider 
ed as zero. -

FIG. 10: Hydrolysis reactions of the surface hy - 
deoxy 1 groups (49)

The surface charges attract opposite-sign ions, pre - 
sent in the solution, which form a layer adjacent to 
the surface. This 
far as a distance 
trical potential 
shows a linear 
reduction as far 
as distance d, 
which corre - ■ 
spends, to the li^ 
mit of the adsor 
bed ion layer 
(Stern's rigid 
layer). Beyond 
this limit, , the 
decay is exponen 
tial in the so
-called diffused

layer extends from the surface as 
d (fig. 11). The trend of the elec-

FIG. 11: Schematic illustration
ionic layer. • . of the electrical dou-
Potential ip0,cor^ ble layer (49)
responding to .
the limit of the rigid layer, cannot be measured easi
ly whereas a parameter strictly related to tpd, that 
is £ potential, can be calculated. This is determined 
by microscopic observations of the electrophoretic mo
bility u of the suspended particles subject to an e
lectric field. Mobility u is related to £ by the ex
pression

u = (er • s0- £/i))-f(ka, £ ) 19)

where er and $0 = permittivities of the solution 
phase and free space

. 1? = viscosity of the medium
f(ka, £) = numerical factor

The oxide surface, by participating in the acid-base 
equilibria given in figure 10, show considerable chan 
ges in their surface charge and, therefore, in their 
zeta potential as a function of pH of the medium. Fi
gure 12 exemplifies the electrophoretic mobilities ob 
tained in alumina and silica suspensions as a func - 
tion of pH (49). It tan be observed that silica par
ticle charges become increasingly negative over a wi
de pH range. On the contrary alumina is charged posi
tively as far as pH 9 and negatively above this value. 
The same figure shows that the increase in the ionic 
force of the medium reduces the potential owing to 
the compression of the double layer, but it does not 

modify its course.
These systems 
where it is pos 
sible to modify 
zeta potential, 
as a function 
of pH of the me 
di urn, are suita 
ble to check the 
correlations pro 
vided by D VLO 
theory between" 
the rheological 
properties of 
the suspension 
and zeta poten
tial. When the 
surface poten - 
tial is high, 
and therefore 
the repulsion 
forces prevail' 
on Van der Walls 

pH

FIG. 12: Mobility against"pH (49)
■ 1) alumina in 10~3 'molldhi3 NaCl*.

2) alumina in 10~^mol/dnß NaCl
. 3) silica in 10~3molldnß NaCl

attraction ones, a low viscosity
must be expected. On the contrary.,, the aptitute for 
flowwill be limited when the double layer interac
tions are poor and the cohesion between particles is 
high. These remarks have been confirmed experimental
ly in latest works (50), always concerning aluminacon
centrated suspensions that showed the viscosity va
lues versus pH given in fig. 13.
The comparison 
of figures 12 
and 13 showshow 
the suspension 
viscosity at - 
tains a maximum 
value at the 
point of zero 
charge of the 
surfaces.
In these sy - 
stems,where sta^ 
ble equilibria 
establish bet
ween the solu - 
tion and the 
surface, the va 
lue of zeta po
tential has a 
well defined 
physical mean - 
ing. When the ce 
ment-water sy - 
stem is conside 
red, the appli
cation of the 
classical model 
of the electric 

FIG. 13: Viscosities of alumina su 
sponsions vs pH. The con, 
centrations are express - 
ed by WIA (mass of wa - 
terlmass of aluminaД50)

double layer becomes questionable siji
ce the interfaces in this case are not in thermodyna 
mic equilibrium. When the cement surface come in con
tact with water, it reacts by producing ions and sur-



- ■, charges in a large amount. These ions caused by 
„ydration add to those already present in water and . . 
contribute to a large extent to the formation of the 
ionic'envelope around the particles (38). The ionic . 
envelop differ from a normal double layer in that the 
inner part is being transformed continuously.
It was proposed to replace the classic concept of ze
ta potential with that of dynamic potential which e- 
votves continuously with the hydration time and takes 
into account the .ionic parameters of the contact solu 

tion (51). . .
the.evolutionary nature of.zeta potential of the ce
ment particles suspended in water is shown in fig.14.

‘ .potential " 
decreases and

pH« 12.0 (KOH)

-O pH=10.0

10O

Time (min)

FIG. Ik: Zeta-potential of portland: 
' - cement as a function of ti_

me and initial pH-value(3B}

tnen reaches 
a stable va-. 
lue after 25. 
minutes.- pH- 
reaches the 
value 10, as 
a result of - 
the dissolu
tion of cal
cium and al
kaline hy 7 
droxndes. - 
When KOH Is 
added to the 
cement su -'

pH=ll.OCKOH)

sponsion,the . . .
' t potential shows, increasing or decreasing trends ac
cording to the pH increase. However these behaviours 
have not found a rigorous explanation but, in any ca 
se, they testify a change in the surface composition 
with time. Nevertheless these composition changes, 
during the induction period or more advanced stages 

" of the hydration process, have appeared as relatively 
slow. As a consequence, it is possible to detect a 
well defined zeta potential associated to a double la 
yer that can be described by models derived from the 
classical Stern-Grahame's (52)(53),as that given in

" figure 15. The correlation between zeta potential and 
rheological behaviour is complicated by that g measu
rements are carried out in diluted suspensions whe - 
reas viscosimetry utilizes pastes or concentrated su
spensions. Moregyer, in the rheological measurements 
the pastes a>-e in a dynamic state that modifies the 
double layer structure and therefore the value of ze
ta potential, compared with that generally measured 
at the rest state (63).

4. STRUCTURAL MODELS
' At tne present state-of-art the structural models pro 

posed for fresh cement pastes are essentially qualitatj_ 
Ve. They are based on concepts of the colloid chemi

stry.
One of the first models for the flocculated state of 
the paste dates back to Powers (43) who imagined that 
r.-pc.r pgment pastes made at the usual w/c ratio were 
composed of floccula. The mixing mechanical action pro 

.duces hydraulic forces which tend to separate the in
dividual particles and to create an uniform disper - 
siori state. Only when the mixing action ceases,a con
tinuous struc
ture forms. 
This is consi
dered as a . hy
pothetical sin 
gle floccul и s 
that involves’ 
the whole pa
ste. The den si^ 
ty of the floc 
cula varies 
with the w/c. 
ratio since the 

' thixotropic 
structure forms 
very .quickly 
when the mix - 

' ing action has 
.ceased, there
fore the parti, 
cl es cann ot

ä—Slipping plane

Inner Helmholtz

Outer Helmholtz 
plane

Bulk solution 
E=7B,5

Specifically 
adsorbed anions
Primary water
E=6

Secondary water 
E=32

Solvated cations 
ladsorbed)

FIG. 15: Model of electrical dou -
ble layer -
g= dielectric constant

reach the equi,
librium position. Helmuth (1) resuming these con - 
eepts» represented the cement paste in the model of 
fig. 16, where the cement grains are considered , as 
spherical .in first approximation. This model points

out the dispers 
i.ng and stabi
lizing effect 
on the struct^ 
re exerted by 
the disjoining 
pressure caus
ed by the ad
sorbed water 
films. If the 
mixing action 
is strong e
nough, the 
thickness of
the adsorbed
water film simplified model of sphe
tends to equa- . Г ricaj particles of fresh
lize as far as - cement paste structure.
to take the va a/(? ratio = 0.5. Cement spe
lue of the so- cific surface
-called hydrau 
lie radius.
The above-mentioned models are based on assumption 
that simplify appreciably the real characteristics о 
the cement paste. First of all the shape of the ce
ment grains is not spherical but angular and, this mo 
phologic feature can strongly affect the equilibria 
the structure, as indicated in the model proposed J 
Legrand shown in fig. 17 (55). In this model the fo 
mation of the continuous network of floccula in 
cement paste becomes possible chiefly owing to 
formation of direct tip-to-tip or tip-to-face couiom



bonds between grains. These bonds, according to Bom - 
bled (2), are the result of the incomplete neutraliza 
tion from "counterions", in the aqueous medium, of 
the electric charges gathered in the tips and corners 
of the grains. These attraction forces, strengthened

FIG. 17: Schematic model of fresh cement paste floc
culent state (55)

in the association point by Van der Walls 
forces, act on a limited surface. There 
fore it can be assumed that the contact area behaves 
as an articulated joint. On the surface of the grains 
adjacent to "articulated joint" the repulsion forces 
act. There are the disjoining pressure caused by the 
adsorbed water films and the interaction of the dou
ble ionic layers. These repulsion forces tend to en - 
large the contact angle elf the surrounding structure 
does not prevent it. The presence of unavoidable air 
bubbles entrained during mixing creates discontinui - 
ties in the structure and it gives rise to capillary 
forces. Of course on the grains the gravity force acts. 
To conclude the structure is supported by local equi
libria between the repulsion and attraction forces. 
This model allows the interpretation of some aspects 
of the rheological behaviour such 
as plasticity, thixotropy and viscosity, which affect 
considerably the workabi1ity of fresh cement paste. The 
grain displacement in the flocculated structure is 
possible only if the shear stress attains a suffi - 
cient value to break the intergrain bonds. In this ca^ 
se the paste behaviour is called plastic. Once attairj 
ed the flowing threshold, it can happen that the mo - 
tion resistance of paste decreases with time: the
known phenomenon of thixotropy takes place. Also this 
phenomenon is the result of the progressive breakdown 
of the bonds between grains. In any case,even though 
during the motion the primary bonds are broken, the
grains still feel the so-called first, second- and
third-type electroviscous effects caused by the ionic 
diffused layers (56). Moreover, also the interstitial 
liquid flowing between the grains will show a resi - 
stance depending on both its own viscosity and the 
permeability of the granular whole. Therefore all the 
se factors contribute to make viscosity higher than 
that belonging to a suspension of non-interacting ele 
ments.

5. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PASTE AND CONCRETE

The previous paragraphs showed that fresh cement pastes, 
made at normal w/c ratios, have prevailingly viscopl a 
Stic behaviours and can be characterized by the two 
fundamental parameters r0 and т/р].
Tests performed by means of rheometers with helicoi - 
dal rotor showed that the rheological behaviour offresh 
concrete is of viscoplastic-Binghamian type (57). The 
refore also this system can be characterized by two 
rheological parameters (two point test), that is yield 
value and coefficient of viscosity. The analogy bet - 
ween the two systems is not casual but can be const - 
dered as the result of the two essential roles that 
the interstitial paste plays in the concrete rheology, 
that is the cohesion and lubrication towards the ag - 
gregate. The former can be considered as directly de 
rived from the yield value, the latter from the paste 
viscosity.
The attempts made to establish quantitative relation
ships between the paste rheological properties and 
the mortar and concrete workability have not been nu 
merous so far. To establish a correlation between wor 
kability of fresh concrete and rheology of cement pa
ste, it is necessary to know the effective w/c 
given by the formula

(w/c)eff = «J.ks-s+kg.g)

and the effective water content expressed by

c 1 , , ,Peff = 1000 e ' (w/c)eff

where the coefficients ks and kg represent the 
se in the water content required to obtain the 
workability when sand or coarse aggregate is added to 
the paste (58). The terms w, s, g and c represent 
the water, sand, coarse aggregate and cement contents 
(kg) of concrete and Q the cement density.
The values of slump and flowtable spread of mortars 
having different composition were correlated with a 
parameter X7j calculated by equation

^ = -4^2
V

where is the viscosity coefficient of the paste mea 
sured by the rotational viscometer, s/c is the sand/ 
/cement ratio, tp is the paste volume per surface u
nit of the sand, g the gravity and g the mortar deji 
sity (59). The empirical parameter X») includes both 
the terms of the mortar composition and the rheologi
cal properties of the paste having the same w/c ra - 
tio. In the case of mortars with s/c ratios ranging between 
2.1 and 3.9 it was found only a correlation curve bet 
ween the slump or flowtable values and the parameter 
Xij . When superplasticizers are present, the workabi
lity data, represented as a function of К») , lie on 
different curves depending on the considered s/c ra
tios. To establish a more general correlation bet - 
ween paste and mortar properties, also valid in the 
presence of admixture, it would have been necessary

ratio

20)

21)

increa
same



to introduce other parameters concerning the admixtu
re-aggregate interaction, the entrained air a.s.o.
The model which consider fresh concrete in its whole as 
a dispersion, even though it includes a large dimen - 
sional range of grains, was the base of recent at 
tempts aiming at characterizing the concrete beha - 
viour in a rational manner.
The viscosity of mortars and concretes was calculated 
by an equation whose essential terms were the effecti
ve volume concentration of the solid phase and the 
maximum one permitted by particle size distribution 
and shape of the aggregate.
The obtained data were in good agreement with the ex
perimental ones derived from rotoviscometric tests 
for a large range of mix composition (60).
Good results were obtained (61) by applying an equa
tion deduced by Roscoe (12) for suspensions of stiff 
spheres. This equation includes fineness modulus, 
volumetric percentage related to the total solid con
tent in concrete and volumetric concentration of the 
coarser part of the aggregate.

6. CONCLUSIONS
As a rule, the study of fresh cement paste rheology can 
give important information about the component inter
actions and the structure. Nevertheless the interpre
tation of the rheological behaviour is not simple be
cause it depends not only on many factors concerning the 
chemical-physical properties of the cement or the li
quid phase but also on the techniques and the experi
mental measuring instruments.
The development of the rheological studies on pastes 
allowed progress to be made in the rigorous interpre
tation of the flow curves by means of sophisticated 
mathematical calculations. These analysis methods al
lows a more accurate study of the influence of some 
chemical-physical factors. The possibility of estabH 
shing models of general validity is in conflict with 
the difficulty of expressing quantitatively the fac - 
tors that show a very large variability, such as si - 
ze, shape and mineralogical composition of the cement 
grains. .
Another uncertainty reason lies in the imperfect know 
ledge of all the types of interactions solid-solid 
and liquid-solid.
Finally, the check of the assumptions by direct tridj^ 
mensional observations of a suspension as the cement 
paste having high consistency and submitted to a che
mical-physical evolution,presents great difficulties. 
Therefore at the present state-of-art it is possible 
to make only a schematic description of the structure 
based on simplified assumptions that can explain qua
litatively the rheological properties of the material. 
The models proposed on the basis of the equilibria of 
the attraction and repulsion forces acting between 
particles can explain the existence of a yield value, 
a viscosity varying with the duration of the applied 
stress (thixotropy) and the admixture effect.
However the understanding of the phenomena concerning 
the paste rheology has not yet reached a sufficient le 
vel to interpret the most complex "suspension" formed 

of fresh concrete.
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lFFECT OF CONDENSATION DEGREE OF POLYMERS BASED ON NAPHTHALENE ON FLUIDITIES 
OF CEMENT PASTES.

Introdilction

The modern technology makes extensive 
use of superplasticizers in order to improve 
the strength of hardened concrete by 
reducing the amount of water added to the 
fresh mix.

The phenomena associated with the 
fluidifying action of superplasticizers are 
quite complex and involve the adsorption of 
the macromolecules of the polymer onto the 
cement grains, the modification of the 
electrostatic charges on the surface of the 
cement particles and the modification of the 
kinetic of hydration of the various 
constituents of the cement.

It has been shown that, in the case of 
■naphthalene sulfonate condensates, there is 
a relationship between the effectiveness as 
superplasticizer and the degree of 
polymerization, expressed by viscosity 
measurements (1).

Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) 
has been used by various authors to 
determine the molecular weight of 
superplasticizers based on condensates of 
naphthalene sulfonic acids with formaldehyde 
(2,3,4). '

Recently, the influence of the 
molecular weight of naphthalene based 
polymers on the rheological properties of 
mixes made with different cements has been 
studied. It has been shown that the fluidity 
of the mixes increases up to a maximum 
value, which occurs at different values of 
the molecular weight of the polymer, 
depending on the cement used. Moreover, with 
polymers having extremely high values of 
molecular weight, a decrease in the fluidity 
of cement mixes has been observed (5).

In the present work, GPC and 
ultrafiltration have been used to study the 
effect’ of the degree of condensation of 
polymers based on naphthalene sulfonate on 
the fluidity of cement pastes, in a range 
for which an increase of the molecular 
weight of the condensate causes an increase 
in the fluidity of the cement mixes. In 
particular, the purpose of the present work 
is to examine whether the increase in the 
effectiveness of the superplasticizer with 
its degree of condensation is due either to 
the reduction in the low molecular weight 
fraction or to the change in the molecular 
weight distribution of the highly condensed 
polimeric fraction.

Experimental

Materials

Synthesis of naphthalene sulfonate based 

superplasticizer

Pure naphthalene (10.00 kg) was
charged in a glass reactor and heated at
120°C. Then 8.36
/c10Hg molar ratio 
the temperature was

kg of 98% H2SO 
1.07) were a

4 (H2S°4 
dded and

raised at 165 °C. This
temperature was mantained for two hours to 
complete the sulfonation of naphthalene. The 
sulfonation mixture was diluted with 5.97 kg
of water and then 7.81 kg of 36% 
formaldehyde solution (HCHO/C^qH molar 
ratio = 1.20) were added. The condensation 
was carried out at 112°C for 14 hours and 7
samples of polymer were collected (one every 
2 hours) having increasing degree of 
condensation. The samples, after 
neutralization with sodium hydroxide, had a 
total solids content of about 40% by weight.

Cement

Type I Portland gement with Blaine 
fineness of about 0.4 m /g has been used. 
The chemical composition of the cement is 
shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Chemical analysis of the cement 
used

CONSISTUENT PERCENTAGE

SiO2 21.56

A12°3 4.88

Fe2°3 2.30

CaO 60.64

MgO 2.15

K2° 0.66

Na2° 0.39

so3 ’ 3.37

LOSS ON IGNITION 3.87



Techniques

Gel Permeation Chromatography

The samples of naphthalene sulfonic 
acid formaldehyde condensate to be analyzed 
were dissolved in 0.55 M KNO^ aqueous 
solution to obtain concentrations of 3.0 
g/100 ml.

The samples were analyzed using 0.55 M 
KNO^ aqueous solution as eluant at a flow 
rate of 1 ml/min.

Shodex lonpak S-803/S (exclusion limit 
50,000 dalton) and Shodex lonpak S-804/S 
(exclusion limit 500,000 dalton) coupled 
columns, made by semirigid crosslinked 
styrene-divinylbenzene sulfonate gel, were 
employed.

Columns were kept in a thermostatic 
oven at 68°C and all the samples were 
analyzed at this temperature. •

Samples of monodisperse polystyrene 
sulfonate of different molecular weights 
(4,400-6,500-17,400-39,900-104,000), naphth
alene 2-sulfonate and naphthalene 1,5- 
disulfonate were used as calibration 
standards for the columns.

Analyses were performed with a 
Perkin-Elmer liquid chromatograph equipped 
with pump mod. Series 4 and Perkin-Elmer 
ultraviolet detector mod. LC75 at a 
wavelength of 292 nm.

Chromatographic data were collected 
and processed by a Perkin-Elmer Data Station 
mod. 3600 equipped with Chromatographies 2 
and GPC4 programs, both by Perkin-Elmer, 
used for data collection and data 
processing, respectively.

Ultrafiltration

Samples withdrawn after 4 and 14 hours 
of condensation were ultrafiltered in order 
to remove the monomer and the lower 
molecular weight products. Amicon stirred 
cell mod. 820'0 and Amicon ultrafiltration 
membrane mod. YM2 having a nominal cut-off 
of 1,000 dalton, were employed.

Mini-slump test

The fluidity of fresh cement pastes 
(water/cement ratio = 0.35) in the presence 

of the condensates (0.4% of dry product by 
weight of cement) was evaluated by the 
mini-slump test, after five minutes^ of 
mixing. The results were expressed in cm by 
measuring the area of the circular path 
described by the fresh cement paste, after 
having picked-up the cone (6).

Results and Discussion

In Fig. 1 the progressive development 
of the condensation reaction is shown, as it 
results from the GPC analyses at different 
condensation times.

According to the GPC theory, the 
higher molecular weight fractions elute at 
first, followed by the lower molecular 
weight fractions and the monomer 
(naphthalene 2-sulfonate). From Fig. 1 it is 
possible to recognize that, by increasing 
the condensation time, the monomer and the 
lower molecular weight fractions decrease 
and conversely the higher molecular weight 
fractions increase.

14 19 24
ELUTION TIME (min)

Fig.l GPC chromatograms of some condensation 
products at different times (t) of 
reaction and different number average 
molecular weight (Mn). P = Polymer; M 
= Monomer; L = Low molecular weight 
fraction; D = Naphthalene disulfonate.



Fig. 2 shows the fluidity of fresh 
cement pastes as a function of the monomer 
content in the superplasticizer. It can be 
seen that there is a strong negative 
influence of the monomer content in the 
superplasticizer on the fluidity of cement 
pastes. This agrees with the results of 
authors who found that naphthalene 2- 
sulfonate does not exert any fluidifying 
effect (7).

Fig.2 Effect of monomer content in the 
condensation product on the fluidity 
(mini-slump) of the cement pastes.

In Fig. 3 the mini-slump values are 
plotted versus the number average molecular 
weight (Mn) of the condensate. This Figure 
shows that, with the cement used in the 
present work, the fluidity increases by 
increasing the Mn value up to about 600.

Fig.J Effect of Mn of the condensation 
product on the fluidity (mini-slump)
of the cement pastes.

By comparing the sample condensed for 
4 hours (Mn = 292) with that condensed for 
14 hours (Mn = 635), the latter appears to 
be much more effective as superplasticizer 
(Fig. 3). One cannot know whether the 14hr- 
condensate sample is better for the lower 
content in monomer and *L" fraction or for 
the higher molecular weight of the "P" 
fraction (Fig. 1). To clarify this point, 
both the samples were subjected to 
ultrafiltration process in order to remove 
the monomer and the "L" fraction. Figure 4 
shows the GPC chromatograms of the two 
samples before and after ultrafiltration 
process. The mini-slump values of the cement 
pastes treated with condensation products 
before and after the ultrafiltration are 
shown in Table 2. The results show that, 
although the ultrafiltered products have 
different 14n values, their fluidifying 
effect is substantially the same. This 
demonstrates that, at least for the range of 
molecular weights considered in the present 
work, the "P" fraction content and not its 
molecular weight is determining the
fluidifying effect of naphthalene based 
condensates.

ELUTION TIME (min)

Fig. 4 GPC chromatograms of superplasticizer 
samples condensed for 4 hrs and 14 
hrs before (dotted line) and after 

ultrafiltration.



Table 2 Effect of ultrafiltration on Mn and 
minislump.

BEFORE
ULTRAFILTRATION

CONDENSATION
TIME

Mn MINI-SL^MP
■ (cm )

4
14

HOURS
HOURS

292
635

75
185

AFTER 4 HOURS 435 185
ULTRAFILTRATION 14 HOURS 735 185

of Cement Mixes", Symposium of the 
A.I.T.E.C., , October, 1985, Parma,
Italy.

(6) L.M. Meyer, W.F. Perenchio, Concrete 
International, 36-43, January 1979.

(7) M. Collepardi, M. Corradi, G. Baldini, 
M. Pauri, 7th International Congress 
on the Chemistry of Cement, Vol. Ill, 
pg. VI- 20, Paris (1980).

Conclusions

It is possible to conclude that, for 
the range of Mn of the condensate examined 
in the present work, the effectiveness of 
naphthalene ' 'sulfonate polymer as 
superplasticizer is in relation to the 
content of the monomer and the lower 
molecular weight fraction, while the 
molecular weight value of the highly 
condensed polymeric fraction of the 
condensate is not determining the 
effectiveness of the superplasticizer. By 
using different cements, or by varying the 
range of "Mn of the polymer examined, 
different results may be obtained, as 
previously reported (5).
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PROPERTIES OF CEMENT MIXES CONTAINING NAPHTHALENE SULFONATED POLYMERS OF 
DIFFERENT MOLECULAR WEIGHT

Introduction

Sulfonated Naphthalene-formaldehyde 
polymers are the basic materials for the 
production of a class of superplasticizers, 
which are today extensively used to 
manufacture cement concretes and mortars. 
While a large amount of work has been 
devoted to examine the properties of fresh 
and hardened concretes containing 
superplasticizers (1,2), relatively few 
papers have been published to examine the 
effect of superplasticizers on the chemical 
characteristics of polymers and cement mixes 
(3-6) .

This investigation was therefore 
carried out in order to correlate 
performances of cement mixes (including 
mortars), with the physico-chemical 
characteristics of cement pastes, 
manufactured with and without the addition 
of Naphtalene based superplasticizers.

In particular the work wasjcarried out 
with a series of different superplasticizers 
based on sulfonated Naphthalene, in order to 
evaluate the effect of the polymer molecular 
weight on the hydration of __ cement and the 
performances of cement mixes.

Experimental

Materials

Four samples of sulfonated Naphthalene 
polymers of different molecular weight were 
obtained by a process described in an other 
work (7), where the final condensation step 
was maintained for 2, 4, 10 and 14 hrs 
respectively, at a tempenature of 112°C.

The Number Average Molecular Weight 
(Tin) of condensated superplasticizers was 
determined by use of Gel Permeation 
Qromatography (8) and specific values for 
each sample of polymer are given in Table 1.

Table 1 Number Average Molecular Weight 
(Mn) of different samples of 
condensated Naphthalene sulfonate.

SAMPLE CONDENSATION TIME (hrs) Mn

A 2 260
В ■ 4 290
C 10 480
D 14 640

A type I ASTM Portland cement was 
used, and its chemical analysis is given in 
Table 2.

Table 2 Chemical analysis of Portland 
cement

%w
L.O.I.  1-20
SiO 21.05
Al 6q 5.20
Fe‘O^ 3.12
Саб 63.70
MgO 0.75
Na 0 0.20
К 6 0.37
s63 2 1.90
Blaine fineness (m /gr) 0.380

Techniques

Polymer adsorption, zeta potential, 
minislump, heat evolution rate, differential 
thermogravimetry (DTG) were carried out on 
cement pastes (water/cement ratio = 0.40) 
hydrated at 20°C by following the techniques 
described in previous papers (5,6). Polymer 
adsorption, zeta potential and minislump 
were determined after 5 min of mixing. 
Moreover ASTM (with only 5 days) flow table, 
air-entrainment measurement and compressive 
strength on mortar mixes at 20°C 
(sand/cement ratio = 3) were carried out at 
a given water/cement ratio (0.45) or at a 
given flowability (flow cone = 70%).

The superplasticizer dosage was 0.4% 
of dry polymer by weight of cement.

Discussion of results -

Fig.l shows the polymer adsorbed on 
cement (by percentage of the original amount 
of polymer) as a function of its Number 
Molecular Weight (Mn). By increasing Mn the 
polymer adsorption increases up to 70%. 
Beyond an "Mn value of about 600 it seems 
that there is no significant increase in the 
polymer adsorption.
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.1 Adsorption of Naphthalene sulfonate 
polymers on cement paste as a function 
of the Number Molecular Weight (Mn) of 
polymers.

MOLECULAR WEIGHT (Mn)
Fig.2 Zeta potential of cement pastes with 

and without Naphthalene polymers of 
different Molecular Weight (Mn).

A similar trend was recorded for the 
zeta potential vs Mn curve (fig. 2). Also in 
this case it seems that there is no 
substantial increase in zeta potential for 
Mn values higher than 600.

Figure 3 shows that the fluidifying 
effect of the polymer increases by 
increasing the polymer Mw value. Also in 
this case it seems that the effect does not 
substantially change with polymers having Mn 
value higher than about 600.

MOLECULAR WEIGHT (Mn)
Fig.3 Minislump of cement pastes prepared 

with and without addition of 
Naphthalene polymers of different 
Molecular Weight (Mn).

Curves of heat evolution rate as a 
function of hydration time up to 24 hrs with 
and without superplasticizers are shown in 
Fig. 4. In the presence of those admixtures 
both the induction period and the time 
corresponding to the maximum in the heat 
evolution curve are increased with respect 
to the control mix without admixture. This 
indicates a retarding effect of the polymer 
on the early cement hydration. The higher 
the polymer Mn value, the more effective the 
retarding action of the polymer.

In order to obtain more information 
about the effect of the polymer on the 
cement hydration, the percentage of Ca(OH) 
produced from 8 hrs to 28 days was



determined by DTG (Table 3). At 8 hrs the 
percentage . of Ca(OH) decreases in the 
presence of polymers with respect of control 
mix. The higher the polymer Mn value, the 
more effective is the retarding action on 
the early cement hydration, thus confirming 
the results obtained by the calorimetry 
technique (Fig. 4). On the other hand, at 
longer ages, such as a 7 and 28 days, the 
polymer addition increases the cement 
hydration degree and the effect becomes more 
remarkable by increasing the molecular 
weight of the polymer.

Table 3 Cat OH) (% by weight of anhydrous 
cement) in pastes cured with and 
without Naphthalene polymers of 
different Molecular Weight (Mn)

MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
OF POLYMER

(Mn)

Ca(OH)2 (%w) after:

8 hrs Iday 7days 28days

CONTROL 2.0 7.3 9.0 10.5

260 1.8 6.6 9.5 10.7

290 1.7 6.5 10.5 11.2

480 1.6 6.7 11.0 12.1

640
_____

1.5 6.8 12.0 15.2

Fig. 4 Heat evolution curves of cement 
pastes with and without addition of 
naphthalene sulfonate polymers of 
different Molecular Weight (Mn).

Table 4 and 5 show the results on 
mortars at a given w/c ratio and at a given 
flowability respectively. For the tests at a 
given w/c ratio, the superplasticizer 
addition causes an increase in the flow 
table of the mortar. The fluidifying effect 
increases by increasing the polymer Mn 
value. On the other hand the polymer 
addition causes an increase in the air
entrainment. This_effeet is greatest with 
the polymer having Mn value of 290. It would 
seem that the air-entrainment decreases with 
the molecular weight of the polymer and 
increase with the fluidity of the mortar, so 
that the highest increase in the air
entrainment is caused by the polymer with an 
intermediate Mn value such as 290 in the 
present work. Because of the high increase 
in the air-entrainment, the ^strengths of 
mortars with polymers having Mn values of 
260 and 290 are lower than the strength of 
the plain mortar, in spite of a higher 
cement hydration degreee at 7 and 28 days of 
the superplasticized cement mixes with 
respect to the control mix (Table 3). For 
the polymers with Mn of 480 and 640 causing 
a lower increase in the air-entrainment, the 
strength of the superplasticized mortars at 
later ages (7 and 28 days) are slightly 
higher than the control mortar.

Table 4 Characteristics of mortars (water/ 
cement — 0.45; sand/cement — 3) 
prepared with and without 
Naphthalene sulfonate polymers of 
different Molecular Weight (Mn).

№1
CF PC3LYMER

EWW * ENTRAINED AIR
%v

cempbessive sirehjih (MPa) 
28daysIday 7days___

сшпт. 65 5.0 13.5 42.0 52.5

260 80 9.0 12.5 37.0 47.5

290 90 12.0 10.5 33.0 44.0

■ "480 no 8.5 12.0 43.0 53.0

640 . ' 120 7.5 13.0 44.0 55.5

* ASIM С 109 - 5 drops cnly



The effect of the polymer Mn value on 
the air-entrainment in superplasticized 
mortars appears clearer in the tests at a 
given flowability (Table 5). In this case 
the increase in the air volume caused by the 
superplasticizer decreases by increasing the 
polymer Mn value from 280 to 640. The 
increase In strength is remarkable with the 
polymers having the highest "Яп value (480 
and 640) since there is the greatest 
reduction in the w/c ratio (Table 5), the 
highest increase in the cement hydration 
degree (Table 3) with a negligible or no 
increase at all in the air volume. For the 
polymers having lower Mn value (260 and 
240), both the reduction in the w/c ratio 
(Table 5) and the increase in the cement 
hydration degree (Table 3) are much lower, 
so that the increase in the air volume with 
respect to the control mortar substantially 
reduces the above beneficial effects and no 
significant increase in strength is 
obtained in superplasticizerd mortars.

Table 5 Characteristics of mortars with a.
given flow prepared with and 
without Naphthalene sulfonate 
polymers of different Molecular 
Weight ГИп).

(*) ÄSIM С 109 — 5 drops only

№1 CF PCXXMER
кто

FE£W
(*)

ENTRAINED
AIR (%v)

(IMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
loay 7days ЗЯЗауя

СОЛЯХ, 0.45 70 5.0 12.0 42.0 52.5

260 0.43 70 8.0 13.0 42.0 51.0

290 0.42 то 8.2 13.0 43.5 53.0

480 0.40 70 6.5 18.0 52.0 63.0

640 0.39 70 5.0 IB. 5 52.5 64.0

Conclusions

By increasing the Molecular Weight of 
sulfonated Naphthalene polymer the 
fluidifying effect of the superplasticizer 
increases. This effect is accompanied with 

an increase in the zeta potential of cement 
pastes and in the amount of polymer adsorbed 
on hydrated cement. For the cement used in 
the present work no significant increase in 
fluididity, zeta potential and adsorption 
appears for Number Molecular Weight (Mn) of 
the polymer higher than about 600.

By increasing the molecular weight of 
the polymer, the degree of cement hydration 
is reduced at earlier ages and increased at 
later ages. The retarding effect on the 
early cement hydration, which could be 
ascribed to the ' adsorption of polymer 
molecules on cement particles, seems to be 
advantageous to reduce slump loss in 
concrete mixes., The increase of the 
hydration degree at later ages could be 
ascribed to a better dispersion of cement 
particles, as a result of a higher zeta 
potential which increases by increasing the 
molecular weight of the polymer.

The molecular weight of the polymer 
significantly affects also the increase in 
the volume of entrained air in cement mixes. 
This volume decreses by increasing the 
molecular weight of the polymer. With Tin 
value higher than about 600 no substantial 
increase in the air volume is found with 
respect to the control mix. Consequently the 
increase in strength caused by polymers with 
Mn higher than a certain value (about 600 
for the cement used in the present work) 
becomes very effective as the reduction in 
the w/c ratio and the increase in the degree 
of cement hydration are not counteracted by 
any increase in the volume of entrained air.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ALKALIES UPON THE WATER DEMAND OF EARLY HYDRATION STAGE 
CEMENT PASTES IN THE LIGHT OF RHEOLOGICAL STUDIES

INTRODUCTION

The influence of cement paste alkalies upon me
chanical quantities is considered to result from 
the changes in the liquid phase composition ca
used by sodium and potassium sulphates and 
from the changes in the hydraulic activity of clin
ker minerals due to the building - in of alkalies 
into the crystal lattice of minerals. The influence 
of alkalies upon the solution composition through 
the changes of clinker phase and gypsum soli*- 
biUty shows impact upon the wa.er demand and 
the rheological qualities of cement pastes . 
According to Odler and others (1) the rheologi
cal qualities of cement pastes depend primarily 
on w/c, hydration time, mixing intensity and fine- 
graininess. The chemical and mineral composition 
is considered less important. The effects of Ge
bauer's and Schramla's (2) studies point to the 
significant influence of the following factors upon 
the water demand: C3A content, the total content 
of alkalies and the content of IO - 30 ym grains«

It has been proved that, of all parameters under 
investigation, the water demand of cements is li
nearly correlated with the water-demand of corw 
Cretes made from these cements . Johansen 's 
tests on cement pastes, as cited Jawed and Skal- 
ny (3), showed that the amount of water bound 
during the three minutes ' hydration is negatively 
correlated with the twenty - eight days ' strenght. 
This suggests that reactions occurring during ve
ry early contact of cement and water have a sig
nificant influence upon the forthcoming develop
ment of strenght. The practical consequence of 
early cement hydration reactions can be found 
in the rheological qualities of the paste ,

The consistence of fresh cement pastes results 
from the overlapping of effects that flocculate and 
delay the early hydration of aluminates by means 
of gypsum. The impact of gypsum is modified by 
the presence of alkalies . According to Bombled
(4),  the sulphates of alkalies decrease the pas
te deformability, shorten considerably the time of 
setting, к > Na, and weaken the strenght. 
Ish-Shalom and Greenberg (5) have proved that 
alkalies, while having little influence upon the 
plastic viscosity of cement pastes, increase gre
atly the yield value , in proportion to the content 
of alkalies .

This paper presents the results of the research 
work into the influence of alkalies upon the rhe
ological qualities of clinker and cement pastes 
during the first hour of hydration with regard to 
the kind and origin of alkalies ,

EXPE RIME NTAL

The tests were carried out with the aid of the 
RV-2 rotary viscometer-coaxial cylinders ( made 
in the GDR), in which the geometry of both cy
linder surfaces was modified to reduce sedimer»- 
tation and slip ,

The experiments were performed on industrial as 
well as laboratory - synthesized clinkers and ce
ments. The clinkers for preparing the experimen
tal cements were synthesised out of chemically 

pure ones containing NagO (0-1.3^) or KgO 
(0.8 %) and main clinker oxides. Various amounts 
of N030 or K2O (in the form of carbonates) 
were being added to a standard raw meal,

The synthesis of clinker with no content of alka— 
lies was repeated three times using the same 
composition and maintaining identical conditions. 
The chemical composition of synthesized and irw 
dustrial clinkers is shown in Table 1,

Table 1 .
The chemical" composition of synthesized 
and industrial clinkers under investigation.

clinker Ki Ki . Ki K2 . K3 4 «5 ₽1 % •5
l&Loss 020 020 030 0.45 030 Q30 020 020 060 040 060
Insoiubte 000 010 0,10 010 0.10 0.10 020 0.10 010' 032 azz
Si02 2310 2300 2290 2290 22.40 2245 22.45 2290 2060 2250 2090
Fe2°3 385 3ffi 375 375 400 4.15 4,15 4.15 440 260 245
AlA 790 780 780 785 760 770 750 7.60 630 Я0 740
CoO 6370 6360 6370 6330 6335 6330 6365 6330 6480 6520 6510
MgO 1A0 130 130 1.30 120 120 ro 120 130 180 100

— — — — — — — — 070 Q50 0^0
Na^ — — — 0.75 080 090 130 . — 010 aio 017
k2o —■ — — — —' — — Q80 070 120 120

free CaO ОАО 0.60 Q75 095 0,80 100 080 030 097 1.72 195

The synthesized clinkers contained no SO3 and 
alkalies were embodied in clinker phases , The 
identyfication (x - ray diffractometry and optical 
microscopy) of the synthesis products showed 
that sodium concentrates mainly in the C3A phase 
and the increase in its amount in the clinker sys
tem produces a change in the symmetry of the 
Na2O - in - C3A solid solution, a regular one for 
a non - sodium clinker sample and a monoclinic 
one for the samples with 0.90 % and 1.30 ^4 by 
weight of Na2O ,

Taking into account the content of SO3 in the te
sted industrial clinkers, one may assume that 
some of their alkali contents are found in the 
form of sulphates and some , that are not bound 
into sulphates, remain built in the clinker phases. 
All the clinkers and cements used in the tests 
were ground to cover toe identical area of 3001 
20 m2/kg in compliance with Blaine 'a. The ce
ments contained S % of gypsum (CaSO4 • 2H2O). 
The way of preparing toe samples for toe rheolo
gical measurements was identical tor all clinkers.

Test procedure 1

The pastes were made by miring the clinker or 
the cement with distilled water or with water corw. 
talning 0.90 % of Na2O or KgO in the form of 
NaOH, Na2SO4 or K2SO4. The miring was done 
by hand tor 4 minute», which was followed by a 
minute's miring at 243 rpm. For clinker suspen
sions w/c was equal to 0.6 , while cement pastes 
had toe equivalent of 0.4. The flow curves were 
determined after 10 minutes from the moment of 
clinker or cement contact with water. The time 
of determining flow curve is 20 mimdes. The st
ress in time at the constant shear rate of 46 
was measured for the period of 60 minutes .
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results and discussion
The flow curves of cUnker pastes with no alkali 
content and with built-in alkalies are presented 
in Fig. 1 , while Fig. 2 shows the flow curves 
of cement pastes with regard to the amount of 
built - in sodium .
The positions of the flow curves of non - alkali 
clinker pastes Кг , Kf, к/ point to varied 
reactivity of the said clinkers •

0 20 40 60 60 100 120 140 fls"]

curves of clinker pastes with 
(K-i, Ki', Ki") and containing 

! and 0.8% KgO (Kg) .

20 40 60 80 100120 140 8[s^

Fig. 1 • The flow - 
no alkali content 1 
0.8% Na2O (K3)

Fia. 2 . The flow curves of cement pastes made 
from non-sodium clinkers Сд, Ci, Ci and from 
clinkers containing sodium (C2-0.75, C3-u.bv, 
C4-0.90, C3-1.30% Na2O) and potassium 
(C6-0.80% K2O) .

The results show that increased activity of non
alkali clinker , reflected in the shift of the flow 
curves towards greater stresses , i.e. :

К " > кг' > кг
_______ ____ ___________ -» • 
consistence decrease

is related to greater consistence decrease of the 
cement pastes made from the said clinkers :

Ci > С/ > C," ,

consistence decrease

The analysis of the built-in sodium impact upon 
the dynamic yield value and viscosity (Fig. ). 
deducted from the setting curves of tested sus
pensions , suggests that built - in sodium  brings 
about the decrease in yield value and viscosity 
when compared with non-alkali cement

Fig. 3 • The influence of built - in sodium upon 
the dynamic yield values ( fg) and viscoslty 
( ) of cement pastes.

In the tight of Hiroshi Uchikawa's and others' 
research results (6) , the indicated differences 
in the reactivity of non-alkali cements may be 
connected with the differences in the reactivity 
of C3S .
Taking into consideration the test results of non
alkali С/ and Ci" cement suspensions, which may 
also stand as a point of reference for the sus
pensions made from sodium - containing clinkers , 
it is possible to state that the influence of sodium 
built in clinker phases upon the water demand ot 
the cement paste in the early hydration stage do
es not exceed the changes in the water demand 
linked to a varying degree of clinker phase 
tallization if identical raw meal composition and 
synthesis conditions are preserved .
According to Shine and Glaser (7) , sodium re
leased during the hydration, decreases the con
tent of A1+3 ions in the solutions and delays the 
hydration itself. This may justify the obserwd 
decrease in viscosity. Showing the lack of sig
nificant influence ot built-in sodium upon toe 
water - demand is consistent with the conclusions 
of several authors stating the lack or tittle posi
tive impact of built-in sodium upon the cement 
strenght.
The position and course of the flow curve for 
the cement paste containing potassium 
that some amount of potassium that is not bovmd 
with C2S. due to the Increased reactivity of the 
phases in which it occurs, has impact on the 
solubility of gypsum .



As a result it affects the paste flow by showing 
an increased effect of the shear rate and clear- 
lyvisible hysteresis anti - loop.

The effect of built — in alkalies reveals itself 
more clearly during the measurements of stres
ses in time. A considerable increase of stresses 
in time (Fig. 4) was observed both in clinker 
and in cement pastes, the growth being higher 
for the samples with sodium than the ones with 
potassium. The above research results are in 
keeping with the results obtained by other aut
hors and suggest that sodium lessens clinker 
activity and thus weakens the efficiency of re
gulating the setting with gypsum. The great 
growth of stress in time for built-in sodium ce
ment pastes may be justified by the greater re
activity of C„A if compared with C„S , w SS Д ss

Fig. 4. Thje diagram of stress variation in time 
(Г- 46 s )tor the non—clinker and cement 
pastes (К 4iC,)| the pastes containing 0.8% 
(K3»c3) an<r the ones with 0.8^> KgO (K6<C6J.

Bringing sodium as NaOH into the batch water 
(Fig. 5) causes an increased consistence of 
clinker pastes while the influence of NaOH upon 
cement pastes is dependent on clinker reactivity. 
The more reactive clinker is , the lesser impact 
of NaOH upon the cement paste consistence.

The effect of sodium added as NaOH is observed 
in tiie early stage of hydration (up till 30 minu
tes) as a change in the paste consistence. In 
the later stage (Fig. 6) this sodium does not 
affect changes of stresses in time streight lines 
in the stress - time system for samples without 
and with NaOH are parallel.

The constant concentration of NaOH in the.solu
tion reduces the amount of coagulating Al+ ions— 
the precipitation of Ca(OH)2 on the surface of 
C3A grains at the initial stage and the reaction 
with the aluminium ions found in the solution 
contribute to the formation of C.AH, mainly

4 6

in non — gypsum suspensions. In accordance 
with Stine’s and Glasser’s research results the, 
presence of gypsum reduces the amount of Al*3 
ions in the solutions to 50 X> of that in non - 
gypsum ones. The source of sodium does not 
affect the solution composition in the presence 
of gypsum. Reducing the number of ions coagu
lating in the solution does affect the paste con
sistence auid its changes in time.
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Fig. 5. Flow curves of clinker and cement pas
tes without and with 0.9 7» Na,O in the form of 
NaOH (k£ , Ci - synthesizer! clinker and cement

I Ri - industrial clinker and cement).

1- Ci
2- Cj ’•QSVcNojO
3- P| + C,9o/oNa20
4- R, -0,9Vo N020
5- Ri
6- P]
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Fig. 6« The diagram of stress variation in time 
( j- — 46 s**^") for clinker and cement pastes 
without and with sodium as NaOH .



The results of rheological research work in the 
initial period (till 30 minutes) help reach the si
milar conclusion. In the presence of gypsum 
changes in both cases (i.e. cements with sodium 
embodied and introduced as NaOH) point to little 
influence of gypsum upon the paste consistence. 
However, changes In time for suspensions with 
sodium built-in and introduced as NaOH reveal 
diverse behaviour of and C^A in the pre
sence of gypsum.

The research work into the impact of alkali sul
phates (Na2SO4 , K2SO4) introduced into the 
batch water of clinker and cement pastes sho
wed that, in both cases, sulphates increase 
consistence (Fig. 7).

20 40 60 80 100 120 lAOifjs'T

Fig. 7. Flow curves of non - alkali clinker and 
cement pastes (Ki , Ki , Ci , c£) whose batch 
water contained no or 0.9 70 Na2O or K2O in 
the form of l^SO^ and Nag^O^ .

The quantity of changes is dependent upon clin
ker reactivity (compare and К2 » Fig. 7) . 
The influence of sulphates is particulary clearly 
indicated at the initial stage of hydration.

Measuring stresses in time (Fig. 8) proved that 
sulphates in clinker pastes cause heavy coagu
lation, which means a significant growth of con
sistence during early hydration. In the later pe
riod of hydration, over 30 minutes, one observes 
a considerable decrease in the influence of alka
li sulphates on the clinker consistence in par
ticular.

Cement pastes containing K2SO4 or Na2SO4 
show increased consistence and greater changes 
in time for К2ЗО4 . This is consistent with the 
research results (8) which attribute greater in
fluence of K2SO4 to the formation of syngenite 
and calcium sulphate.

Rheological investigations of industrial cements 
confirmed the results obtained for synthesized 
ones (Fig. 9) .

20

15

1 0

5

7£

0
tpi

1- KV0.9%K20
2- Gj' * C.9o/oK2O
3- Kp 0.9%K20
4- C1
5- Ki'
6- ф 0,9% N020
7- q'+ 0,9% K20

10 20 30 -*0

a-cy 
9-K’i

Fig. 8. The diagram of stress variation in time 
( jv „ 46 5”f ) for clinker and cement pastes 
without or with N02^04 and 1x2^34 tn the amo
unt of 0.9 70 NagO or KgO .

Fig. 9. Flow curves of industrial clinker and 
cement pastes.

The analysis of flow curves of clinker and ce
ment pastes coupled with the analysis of the mi 
neralogical composition of the said clinkers ma
kes it possible to conclude that differences in 
the rheological behaviour of cement pastes at 
the early stage of hydration are related to clin
ker reactivity. In case of the wealter reactivity 
of p. clinker the efficiency of gypsum influence 
is smaller. The reverse is true for P2 clinker , 
in which an efficient reaction of gypsum with 
C3A is revealed by a decrease in the paste 
consistence.



FiS* Curves ot stress variation in time ( -
46 s ) for industrial clinker and cement pastes.

At the later stage of hydration (Fig. 10) the 
course of stress variation, though less intensive, 
is similar to that represented in Fig, 8 (the in
fluence of potassium sulphate). The SO3 and 
K2O content in industrial clinkers suggests that 
part of potassium is found in the form of sulpha
te whose amount in Pi clinker is greater. The 
cement paste made from the said clinker is cha
racterized by more intensive growth of stresses 
in time.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The rheological method has been used to 
show that the more reactive clinker is the les
ser water demand of the cement paste obtained 
from it.

2. It has been proved that the efficiency of gyp
sum influence as a setting regulator is depen
dent on the clinker reactivity. Increasing the 
clinker reactivity, even with the constant con
tent C3A , leads to decreasing the consistence 
of the cement paste.

3. Built in alkalies decrease the efficiency of 
regulating the paste setting by adding gypsum.

4« The more reactive clinker, the lesser impact 
of alkalies that are not built in clinker phases 
upon the consistence of cement pastes and the 
consistence changes in time.

5. The greatest changes of consistence in time 
occur in the cement pastes containing built - in 
sodium. On the other hand , potassium sulphate 
exerts the greatest influence upon the increase 
in consistence.
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Thixotropic - plastic - viscous rheological 
result of physical and mineralogical cement

model of cement paste as the 
properties

1« MTROTOОТТОН
Development of industrial production and pro
cessing of concrete particularly intensive 
in the"last period of twenty years sests lar
ger and larger demands for scientific techno
logy of concrete. One of these demands is a 
necessity of precise description of behaviour 
of fresh concrete during mixing, transporta
tion and forming* That behaviour is a result 
of components properties as well as of kine- 
matic-dynaaic. parameters of interactions of 
a certain-: process of treatment* 
To solve the problem the rheological methods 
obtained frctn. the mechanics of continuous me
diums have been applied. _
Unfortur.atelly, as the investigations which 
have been carried on till now' have proved, 
fresh concrete have turned out to be anextre- 
mely complex real rheological body*

One of the ways, which may lead to. a solution 
is an attempt to> describe- rheological proper
ties of cement paste which is a. basic compo
nent of concrete* A wide interest connected 
with the rheological issue of concrete in the 
world is confirmed by large amount of publi
cations* Their number, beginning: from, the 
first of Pov/ers. Wiler /in 1941/ includes now 
about 350 to 400 of items* More then half of 
them are works dedicated to the: rheology of 
cement paste* On the one hand it ocknowleges 
the range of difficulties: to encounter, on 
the other the essential significance of this 
issue for rheology of fresh concrete*

2* THE CUBRT'HT STATT OP ВБ SB AR CH

The research works on rheology of cement pa
stes which have been carried on hitherto ha
ve proved the? great, complexity, of the issue* 
Recapitntations of these works: made: in papers 

2:b $1 have shown that, the issue of cement 
paste rheology focuses: on three topics:?. 
a/' the influence: of methodology of testing, 
measuring; apparatus and physical state of 
sample in, time of’ testing: on. the result of 
the test, 
b/” the.-- influence of physical,, chemical and 
mineralogical characteristic of cement and 
solids concentration of- paste on rheological 
characteristics, 
c/' the: influence of additions and admixtures 
on rheological characteristie of cement, pas
te;*
Rublicated results of investigation, diversify’ 
very seriously and thu« their- synthesis is: 
practically impossible* This f&ct is caused: 
by- a paste characteristic* A fresh paste ass 
an unstable body Is contlnuiously/ changing" in 
tMe* Se every- act of shearing; which, has the 
aim cf establishing; IT--« ih relation is varia

ble time "t" must destroy the current state 
of the structure. Therefore every establi
shed rheological value is a result of "hi3* 
tory" of sample shearing in previous period. 
The method applied for testing and the way 
of initial preparation of sample influences 
therefore essentially the result of test. 
Dor instance, as the examinations have con
firmed, a certain program of T-t in a sample 
enables to obtain a respectively optional 
shape, thereby, rheological nature of flow 
curve [4, 5]•
On the present stage of development of rese
arch of cement paste and concrete rheology 
and" of possibilities of practical applica
tions one can assume that there is a vital 
need to create the system of comparable tests 
results of different research-centres all o
ver the world [3] * So there is a need of 
standardization of rheological methodology 
of cement paste. It certainly doesn't exclu
de the possibility of carrying on other op
tional research programs according to cer
tain needs.
At the Technical University in Cracov a wide 
urogram has been taken up on that issue at 
the beginning of this decade and the results 
obtained are going to be put forward in the 
following part of the paper.

3". "STAKDARDM ETETnODOLOGY OF OASURMEm? OF
* BHEOLOGICAL CB.TENT PASTES PROPERTIES 

Calculation of flow-curve /rheogram/ of rheo- 
stablie bodies resowes itself into determi
ning their dependency in the system of varia
bles. T-T/shear stress-shear rate/. In tests 
of cement paste which is treated as a Theolo
gically unstable medium the test t is un
satisfactory because there is necessery to 
identify the function in relation to varia
ble of time. There are two methods being put 
to> this, ends hysteresis, loop method and the 
"equilibrium" curve- method, suggested origi- 
naly by J*Pawlow.ski [6] .

Keeping up the criticall opinion ofkd. Cheng« 
F^vans- and P*S*Worralland S.Tulliani on the 
hysteresis concept particularly in the light 
of testa results. [4, S], as the. most, adequa
te for rheological identification of paste 
the equilibrium, curve method has been accep
ted* The- method assumes realization of shear 
test, with; constant shear rate eonstans, 
calculating values T, aa a mi"
nimaT shear- stress, carried; over by the struo- 
ture*
A set, of curves: calculated, on the same- sam
ple paste- enables to- calculate the- general 
dependence T-^t* It has been found that 
the most advisable- time for calculating't'-t 



with ‘T.= const. Banges from 10 to 10 min. 
which is the period of reaction induction in 
portlnsd cements after the water is added 7. 
Taking into account a particular significan
ce of initial preparation of a sample the 
standardized program of mixing with the use 
of lab mixer /ISO/ has been applied the pro
gram consists of! t = 60 s mixing with n„ = 
= 140 rpm + t = 310 s with n^= 285 rpm + 90 s 
pause + t_= 60 s with n = 285+600 s pause + 
+ t = 15 в with n.= 1405+ t5= 15s with = 
= 285 rpm /total T5 min./.
During the next 45-55 min a series of curves 
T-t was performed with denotation 
and T /Г • / with different const each. 
Testsmhave*^roved that for applied "standard" 
program of measurements the results disper
sion does not exceed 12% when upper limit of 
time of testing does not exceed 0,65 of time 
of the initial setting period /Vicat/.

On the basis of testing over 680 curves T-t 
which were obtained from testing of 20 diffe
rent cements it may bestated that to esta
blish a precise dependence T—4*-1 it is enou^i 
to take 6 levelso of constant shear rate '^r 
from intervals '33 = Q,5t5 s-1 .^“S-iOs1, %=25t30S", 
V 70-?80s"1, t5 = 140^160s"1,?=400-500s"1.

The location of minimum of T-t function on 
the time axis at the point t corresponding 
T . depends on concentration of paste solid 
pSase c /and also w/c / and shear rate '3^. 
In lesser degree it depends on the surface 
area of cement and its mineralogical charac
teristic. For pastes with w/c= 0,57-0,75 va
lues of t vzere on an average 6-8 min.
In Fig. I^the exemplary series of curves T-t 
for pastes with different w/c ratio and dif
ferent shear rate T3= const, is shown.
The complex problem of establishing of the 
real value 'ЗГ, caused, by heterogeneousnes of 
shear in the clearance of a viscometer /Bin
gham's flow/, according to the error analy
sis results /by Maron Krieger/ can be igno
red /allowing an error up to 10%/ if the ap
paratus fulfius the condition s = B^/B^^ ip5 
and the clearance Д R = B^— B^ >• 1 mm /for 
paste/.

4. BXPERD"BITTS

Frogram of experiments included 20 clear - 
clinker cements with five different minera
logical compositions and appropriate amounts 

gypsum /shown in Tab. l/.

Fig.1. Series of "equilibrium" corves T-t of 
flow for pastes with different w/c and con
stat shear ratio.

Table 1.

Ceneiit 
series

Proportional amounts of cer-
G-y ps tuitain I..ineralogical -compon .;vis 

i'ciount /%/

c3s c2s 0 . Ji C, jJ?
4

"G" 58 21 6 10 5,3
tip 11 66 14 8 8 6,4

"0" 51 25 10 7 6,4

"Oz" 42 33 10 8 4,2

"Od" 50 20 16 9 6,0

Each of the cements with the same mineralo
gical composition was powdered up to four 
different levels of surface areas F_= 500, 
550, 400 and 450 m2/kg. Every cement was u
sed, according to "standard" program, to fbm 
cement pastes with w/c ratio = 0,4 0,5 0,6 
and 0,7. Experiments were made on Bhcotest 
BV2 type rotating coaxial cylinder with ser
rated surfaces /4R= 0,97 mm/. The' full sycle 
of test included calculation of curves series 



T-t for each w/c and measurement of each 
following curve const was preceded ty re
peated mixing for 10 s with n = 140 min-'.

5. THE Ö3KERAI. EHBOLOCICAL MODEL OF CHVIEITT 
PASTE

Eealization of such a vast program of inves
tigations has given a basis to take up an 
attempt to establish the general rheological 
model of cement paste within the range of va
riation of its w/c ratio 0,4^/с<0,70, that 
is the most interestig from the technologi
cal point of view. Lack of rheostability of 
cement paste end manifested by it the thixo
tropical efect of flowing with simultaneous 
separated thixotropy from the efect of pla
stic-viscous flow /according to def. of Tra
peznikov? [s]/ imposes the necessity of ap
proximation of rheological paste model in 
the three variables system T— ^t. The ana
lysis of test results has demonstrated that 
as the most typical function in graphic for
mulation the plane layer for the exponential 
type function should be taken on /Fig. 2/.

of paste, connecting in its first part in 
form: . n

^HB = ro^2pn  ̂ /2/

the Herschel-Bulkleyfe model with functional 
coefficient of thixotropy:

y=tA-eBlt"11 /3/

It is the five-parameter model whereT-shear 
stress [Pa], T - liquid limit [Pa] , n- non
linear plasticoviscosity ^Pa-sn], n - ceoffi- 
cient of flow speed [-] ,T- shear rate [s~n], 
t - value corresponding to shear time [-], 
AB- coefficients qualifying thixotropic 
predispositions of paste [-] . Qualification 
of the rheological parameters of the model 
is done by graduate analysis, where stationa
ry state gained by paste in^he proces of 
constant mixing with speed const, after 
time t= t is a starting point. For this mo
ment coefficient of thixotropy *&= 1,0 and 
shear stress achieves its minimum /r=Tm/for 
the structure is totally destroyed. Correla
tion analysis of rheological parameters of 
the equation /1/ resolves itself into analy- 

Fig. 2. Graphical image of function T-'w-t which models rheo
logical properties of cement pastes according to equation' /1/.

In a satisfactory precise manner it is des- sis of equation /2/ or directly into linea- 
cribed by the equation: rized for technical application of Bingham's

•n a equation with parameters To They can be
г'=(Го^7рП' I t e /1/ calculated either in three-parameter step

-correlation assuming as an optimum the coef-
The structure of the equation /1/ underlines ficient of the accuracy of correlation r or 
both the plastic-viscuous properties /Bing- by the simple two-parameter method of least 
ham's nonlinear/ and thixotropic properties squares. Coefficients A, В of the functional



factor of thixotropy can be obtained by the 
method of succesive approximations on the 
ground of analysis of curves T-t where value 
t = t is Imown from experiments and extre
mum of the function -e- is placed at the 
point:

6. Sa.E PRACTICAI; ASPECTS OF IhKLUEKCE OF 
PHYSICAL AITD IlTMSnALOGICAL C1URACT3RIS- 
TICS ON THU RHEOLOMCAL PHOPKHTIBS OF 
CTiIENT PASTE . .......

It is impossible to present fully the influ
ence of mineralogical composition, surface 
area, grain composition of cement and addi
tions on rheological parameters of pastes so 
interesting from the scientific point of view 
in the paper. The results of investigations 
on cement paste rheology has proved to be 
very useful in selctlng composition od pas
tes for injections. When for certain techni
cal mixing conditions of pastes for injec
tions the thixotropical coefficient is cal
culated, the basic parameters of linearized 
/for technical applications/ of rheological 
equation /2/ is the liquid limit t" and vis
cous plasticity. Experiments also shown 
that they are connected both with a cement 
surface area F^ and its mineralogical ccnpo- 
sition expressed by the coefficient in 
the following equations:

Z-o= (16.5-2MJ cv8*0'5 ^ lo51' 104 [ Pa] /4/

3.3-cvi,7,Q27m-,f;0'’25 1 02[№sl /5/

As an enough precise and useful measure of 
mineralogical predispositions of cement the 
factor resulting from a proportional compost- 
ticn of clinker can be assumed:

c s + c s

~ С A + c AF /6//

3 4
Its value in ordinary portland cements osci
llates,in the range from 2,8 to about 5,6 end 
shows inconsiderable fluktuations in the 
years production of a certain cement plant 
and is in a way its characteristic value.
he index of volume concentration of solids 

cv is connected with the coefficient w/c or 
paste by the dependence:

where <эdenotes specific density of cement. 

Equations /4/ and /5/ similarly like the res
pective dependences of J.P.Bombled [l], G. 
Wischers, K.Rendchen [9], W, von Berg [10],
H.P.Backes,  W. von Berg [11] has confiimed 
also as a significant the influence of mine
ralogical composition and surface area of ce
ment on paste rheology. Qualification of the
se dependencies and adequate equation of se
dimentation makes easier the selection of 
composition of injecting pastes. As it re
sults from Fig. 3 the influence of a quality 
of cement v/hen its clinker mineralogical com
position is taken into account /if the value 
of additions does not exceed 10-15// can play 
a si nificant role in optimal shaping of the 
parameters for injection in cable-canals of 
prestressed constructions.

*—f I----1-----------1---------- 1------- •— j
0.35 0.40 0.45 w/c li

i

Fig. 5. Influence of mineralogical composi
tion of cements from different cement plants 1 
/Rudniki, Przyjazn, Wiek, Strzelce Opolskie/ ; 
on the parameters of the process of paste in
jection in cable-canals / = 37 mm filling 
I2/7 mm, lenght 30m [12].

7. CCNCLUSION

In the paper an attempt of describing of the 
cynthetic rheological model of cement paste 
has been taken up. The research program was 
preceded by the selection of standardized 
methodology, apparatus and conditions of ini
tial preparation of paste. Results of tests 
have demonstrated that in relation to proper
ties in flow stage cement paste reveals cha
racteristic of a thixotropic, nonlinear, 
plastic-viscouse body which is precisely qua
lified by five rheological parameters such 
as: TQ, n, n, A, B.
For technical applications this model /1/ 
can taJye on a simplified, linearized form. 
Values of rheological parameters in this mo
del are under the influence of solids concen-



tration, of paste and mineralogical composi
tion of cement with its surface area«
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Influence of the composition of clinker and cement on the rheological 
behaviour of fresh concrete

1. In trodu c t i о n
Ready-mi~xed concrete should in general re
main workable for a longer time than con
crete made on the construction site. The 
consistency of the fresh concrete and its 
change with time will, for given mix compo
sition, grading curve and type of aggre- , 
gate, depend to a great extent on the chemi
cal and physical properties of the cement 
paste. Raised temperature of the fresh con
crete accelerates hydration and hastens ear
ly stiffening in many cases. The evaooration 
of mix water, the increase in water demand 
due to absorption by the aggregate, the 
presence of fine particles due to aggre
gate abrasion or fine-grained additives, and 
the inexpert use of admixtures above all have 
an effect on the consistency of fresh con
crete (1 , 2 , 3 ).

Hydration of the cement begins immediately 
after the mix water has been added. At , 
first, tricalcium aluminate (CgA) and readi
ly water-soluble calcium sulphates are vir
tually the only substances that participate 
in the hydration reactions (4). The initial 
hydration reactions take place at the sur
faces of the cement particles. At this stage 
their extent depends chiefly on the reacti
vity and the amount of the CgA in the clink
er, on the surface area and particle size 
distribution of the cement and on the tem
perature of the cement paste. Other cement 
clinker phases participate only to a minor 
degree in the initial hydration reactions. 
The first stage of hydration ends after a, 
few minutes. Then follows the dormant peri
od, lasting 2-6 hours. The resumption of 
hydration at the end of the dormant period 
results in hardening of the cement.

The extent of hydration up to the beginning 
of the dormant period as well as the amount 
and morphology of the hydration products 
which are formed up to that point of time 
determine the water demand for adjusting the 
initial consistency of the cement paste. 
During the dormant period the paste under
goes further stiffening. When the consisten
cy has attained a certain condition, the ce
ment begins to set, according to the stand
ard definition. After the end of setting, 
the hardening phase of the cement paste com
mences (1 ).

Research in recent years has shown that the 
consistency of the fresh concrete changes in 
a manner similar to that of the cement paste 
(5, 6). In the first minutes after the mix
ing of the concrete its workability, meas
ured for example in terms of spread in the 
DIN 1048 flow table test, decreases. The de
cline in workability depends largely on the 
amount and on the morphology of the hydra
tion products formed in the cement paste. 
During the dormant period the consistency of 
the fresh concrete undergoes only little 
change if optimized cement is used for mak
ing the concrete and if the optimization of 
the cement achieved in the grinding process 
in the cement plant is not subsequently nul
lified by additives, admixtures and the 

working procedures applied in making the 
concrete. The relatively stable level of 
consistency is established after at most 10 
minutes and has therefore proved useful in 
practice for characterizing the initial 
consistency of fresh concrete (a^g).

The consistency of cement paste and of fresh 
concrete depends on the water film thick
ness on the surface of the cement particles 
and on the thickness of the cement paste 
coating on the surface of the aggregate 
particles. Model calculations, which were 
confirmed by investigations on concretes as 
commonly used in practice, have revealed 
this (6). The thickness of the water film 
that forms on the individual cement parti
cles depends at given surface area and 
voids between the particles primarily on 
the water/cement rati о. For constant water 
cement ratio the rheological effectiveness 
is influenced more particularly by the 
amount and morphology of the hydrate phases 
formed. Accordingly, the water film thick
ness is the governing factor for the ini
tial consistency and for the change that 
the consistency of the cement paste under
goes with the passage of time. The impor
tance of the composition, surface area and 
particle size distribution of the cement 
for the progressive change in the consist
ency of cement paste will be summarizing1 у 
discussed, on the basis of a large number 
of research results, in the following sec
tions.

Similar relationships apply to the consist
ency of fresh concrete. For constant cement 
content, a stiffer consistency develops as 
time passes, but especially with decreasing 
water/cement ratio or if the cement has a 
marked tendency to early stiffening.

The consistency of fresh concrete depends 
furthermore also on the thickness of the 
cement paste coating on the aggregate parti
cles. With diminishing thickness of the wa
ter film and correspondingly stiffer ini
tial consistency of the cement paste, the 
desired consistency of the fresh concrete 
can be obtained by increasing the cement 
content and thus the amount of paste while 
leaving the water/cement ratio unchanged
(6).  That is the reason why the result of 
the consistency mearsurement performed on 
cement paste is not directly applicable to 
fresh concrete, despite similarity of be
haviour in principle.

2. Composition 
2.1 Clin кe7 
The properties of cement clinker are to a 
great extent influenced by the composition 
of the raw mix and of the fuels, as well as 
by the burning and cooling conditions. Im
portant with regard to the processes asso
ciated with early stiffening and with set
ting is the proportion of C,A that under
goes hydration in the first minutes after 
the addition of the mix water and up to the 
beginning of the dormant period. It is re
ferred to as CgA conversion (ЛСдА). Inves- 
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tigations have shown that the CjA conversion 
of industrial cement clinkers of normal com
position can amount to about 0.4 - 2.0 wt.-a. 
As a rule, the C,A conversion is greater ac
cording as the clinker contains more C?A and 
as more alkalies are combined in the clinker
(7).

To diminish the influence of the C^Aconver- 
sion on stiffening and setting the C^A con
tent of the clinker can be reduced to a lim
ited extent by a lowering of the,alumina/ 
iron ratio. The heightened reactivity of CgA 
due to incorporation of alkalies can more
over be reduced. To achieve this, the alka- 
lies must be bound in the form of alkali 
sulphate (sulphatization ) , e.g., as a result 
of the controlled use of inexpensive sul
phur-rich fuels. With a fairly high total 
alkali content a degree of sulphatization of 
40 - 70 %, and with a fairly low total alka
li content a degree of su1phatization of up 
to 90 %, has been found to be advantageous 
for reasons of plant operation, emission and 
product quality (8 , 9).

Besides the composition of the process mate
rials, the kiln atmosphere and the rate of 
cooling of the clinker have a major,effect 
on the C,A content and on the reaction capa
bility of the C.A. The C.A content and reac
tivity increase^if the clinker is burned un
der reducing conditions and is cooled slowly 
from the clinkering temperature to around 
1 300 °C (7). An increase in the C^A content 
is also to be expected if, as a result of 
using coal with a very high ash content,and 
of slow cooling of the clinker in the high- 
temnerature zone of the kiln, the proportion 
of clinker melt is increased and its compo
sition changed (9).

2.2 Cement . 3 .
The C,A content and the reaction ,capab11ity 
of the CnA determine the reactivity of the 
clinker. It can be gauged and monitored by 
measurement of the C,A conversion. Closer 
monitoring in the context of industrial, 
quality control would appear to be particu
larly appropriate if, during the manufactur
ing process, the clinker properties vary in 
consequence of using raw materials and,fuels 
of varying composition, or because of irreg
ular kiln operation or because the cooling 
rate is not properly adjusted to the compo
sition of the kiln feed. In the cement grind
ing process the variations in the properties 
of the clinker can be taken into account by 
optimum adjustment of the added calcium sul
fates to the C?A conversion at any,given, 
time, in orderto produce cement with uni
form workability and strength development. 
In this connection the surface area and par
ticle size distribution of the cement must 
moreover be taken into consideration.

An optimum dosage of calciumsulfates is 
achieved if the cement contains just so much- 
readily water-soluble sulphate in the form 
of hemihydrate (CaSO,•1/2H20) or anhydrite 
III (СаЗОд III) that the C|A,which undergoes 
hydration in the first few minutes can react 

with this sulphate to form fine-grained et
tringite. The ettringite is deposited on the 
surfaces of the cement particles, as a re
sult of which a structure is formed in which 
the hydration products do not yet bridge the 
water film between the cement particles. Fig. 
1 is a scanning electron micrograph showing 
The stucture formed in the cement paste after 
5 minutes hydration time.

Fig. 1: Scanning electron micrograph of ce
ment paste after 5 minutes hydration 
(W/C -x- 0,4).

The nature and quantity as well as the crys
tal shape and size of hydrate phases formed 
in the first minutes affect the consistency 
of the cement paste and the water demand. The 
relationships are represented schematically 
in Fig. 2, based on a model conceived by J. 
Kreil (6). The left-hand diagram relates to 
cement paste made from an optimized, the 
right-hand diagram to paste made from a non
optimized portland cement. In both examples 
the paste is of standard cons1stency . , The ce
ments have been made from the same clinker, 
have equal surface area and particle size 
distribution and therefore equal CjA conver
sion.

Cement with optimum Cement without optimum
adjustment of Calcium sulfates

Fig. 2: Influence of optimization of the add 
ed calcium sulfates upon the water 
demand for obtaining the standard 
consistency.



Besides the proportion of the mix water 
which is chemically bound in the hydrate 
phases, the water serves primarily to fill 
the voids between the clinker particles and 
to form a water film on the surfaces of the 
incipiently hydrated clinker particles. The 
volume of these voids depends on the parti
cle size distribution. The quantitative di
vision of the mix water between what is 
needed for chemical binding in the hydration 
products and what is needed for rheological 
reasons is shown in Fig. 4 in Section 3. As 
model calculations indicate, the overall 
thickness of the water film on the surfaces 
of the clinker particles in a paste of stand
ard consistency is of the order of less than
0.5  micron (6). The hydrate phases formed 
during the initial hydration grow more or 
less far into the enveloping water film. The 
remaining rheologically effective part of 
the film enables the clinker particles to 
slide along one another and is therefore of 
governing importance with regard to the con
sistency of the cement paste. For a particu
lar thickness of the water film the paste 
possesses standard consistency.

With optimized cement the fine-grained et
tringite which is formed as a result of the 
CjA conversion is deposited on the surfaces 
of clinker particles and only slightly re
duces the thickness of the water film (fine
ly dotted area in left-hand diagram). If the 
water/cement ratio is not changed and there 
is a little C^A conversion, only little 
stiffening of the cement paste occurs. With 
more С,A conversion and correspondingly 
lager amounts of ettringite a stiffer con
sistency develops. In order to obtain a more 
plastic consistency, the amount of mix wa
ter and thus the effective water film thick
ness must be appropriately increased.

The recrystallization of the ettringite 
which begins during the dormant period will 
normally cause a slow stiffening of the ce
ment paste. But if, with higher alkali con
tent in the solution, the ettringite recrys
tallizes more rapidly and the lager crystals 
grow farther into the water film, this brings 
about early and rapid stiffening or manifests 
itself in an appreciably higher water demand 
for obtaining the standard consistency (8, 
11,12).

If there is a deficiency of sulphate in the 
solution, coarsely tabular monosulphate is 
in part formed instead of ettringite. If 
there is an excess of sulphate, secondary 
gypsum and also syngenite are formed. Within 
a fewminutes these hydrate phases build up 
a rigid interlocking structure of relatively 
large crystals which protrude far into the 
enveloping water film and which restrict the 
free mobility of the clinker particles 
(coarsely dotted area in right-hand diagram). 
In consequence of this the cement paste 
quickly stiffens if the water/cement ratio 
1 s left unchanged. To obtain the standard 
consistency, the rheologically effective wa
ter film thickness must therefore be in
creased to the requisite thickness for this 

purpose by the addition of substantially more 
mix water. The effect that deficient optimiz
ation of the calcium sulfates in the cement 
has upon the water demand is apparent from 
the experimental results represented in Fig. 
3 (Section 3 ).

3. Surface area and particle size distribu- 
ti on “

Besides the composition, the surface area and 
particle size distribution of the cement are 
particularly important with regard to the wa
ter demand and to the stiffening and the set
ting of cement paste (13, 14, 15). In Fig. 3 
these relationships are represented for two 
cements which were ground from the same in
dustrial clinker to mass related surface 
areas of 3 570 cirr/g and 5 465 cmz/g (Blaine) 
respectively. For equal slope n of the RRSB 
particle size distribution the two cements 
moreover differ in their position parameter 
x' (14, 15). In the lower diagram the CgA 
conversion, and in the upper diagram the wa
ter demand of the cements measured in accord
ance with DIN 1164, are represented as func
tions of the proportion of the added calcium 
sulfates anhydrite II (Ca SO. II) and hemi hy
drate (CaSO.•1/2H20 ). The total sulphate con
tent is approximately 3.2 wt.-% of SOg.

From the diagrams it appears, first, that the 
more coarsely ground cement displays less CgA 
conversion (about 1.1 wt.-%) than the more J 
finely ground cement does (1.6 wt.-%). The 
CgA conversion is independent of the mix pro
portions of the calcium sulphates.

Cements with uniform slope (n) of RRSB particle 
size distribution n = 0.86 
о 5m = 3 570 cm2 / g ; x' = 19.3 цпт

Fig. 3: CgA conversion and water demand 
(Din 1164) of portland cements with 
different surface areas, as functions 
of the composition of the added cal
cium sulfates.

If the mixture of these substances is opti
mally adjusted to the CgA conversion, a min- 



1mum water demand for obtaining the Stand
ard consistency is achieved for both cements. 
For this, however, the finer cement with the 
higher CQA conversion requires a higher pro 
portion §f hemihydrate (about 80 H than the 
coarser cement does (about 30 %). Besides, , 
the water demand for standard consistency in 
conjunction with optimum dosage of calcium 
sulphates increases from about 23 wt.-A,tor 
the coarser to about 32 wt.-% for the finer 
cement. Investigations have shown that the 
surface area and the particle size distribu
tion parameters affect the cement paste con
sistency more strongly according as the 
clinker contains more С,А and/or the reac
tion capability of the C3A is greater.

One of the causes of the higher water demand 
of the finer cement therefore is the.greater 
amount of ettringite which, with optimum dos
age of calcium sulphates, is formed as a re
sult of the higher proportion of C3A conver 
sion that occurs (see also Section 2). In 
general, the water demand increases distinct
ly for non-optimized as compared with opti
mized cements. This is due to the = 
for equal C,A conversion, the water demand 
over and above the chemically combined por
tion depends very considerably on the mor 
phological condition of the hydrate phases. 
The amount of water needed for wetting and 
for filling the voids between ettringite and 
monosulphate or ettringite and secondary gyp
sum is withdrawn from the rheological 1 у ef
fective water film and must therefore be re
placed in order to give the cement paste the 
standard consistency.

com-

n of

As compared with the clinker and cement 
position as factors affecting the water de
mand, however, the surface area as well as 
the position parameter x and the slope n of 
the particle size distribution have the 
greater influence on the water demand of the 
cement (15). This emerged from investigations 
on cements, which had been producea from one 
and the same industrially manufactured clink 
er. The nature and quantity of the added cal
cium sulfates were optimally adjusted to the 
different amounts of C,A conversion associ
ated with these cements. These relationships 
are shown schematically in Fig. 4 for ce
ments with different values of the.position 
parameter x' and constant slope n in the RRSB 
granulometric diagram.

It appears from this diagram that the water 
demand for obtaining the standard consistency 
increases with increasing proportion of fine 
particles or with decreasing value of the 
position parameter x'. The water demand is 
composed of three portions. The portion com
bined chemically in the hydrate phases before 
the beginning of the dormant period is the 
smallest (represented by the hatched area). 
In general, it increases with higher C3A con
tent of the clinker, higher reaction capa
bility of the C,A and, as shown in this dia
gram, with higher content of fine particles 
in the cement. This is also the case if the 
cement, for constant surface area, has a 
higher value of the slope of the partTcle

Fig. 4: Influence of the particle size dis
tribution on the binding of water m 
portland cement at standard consist
ency .

size distribution. In all, however, at mos. 
only about 10 г of the total mix water amount 
is needed for chemical combining in the hy
drate phases. This proportion decreases in 
the case of cements which contain dense and 
non-absorbent interground additions . such as, 
for example, blastfurnace slag or limestone. 
These additions do not participate in the у 
dration reactions that occur before the dor
mant period begins. They behave like inert 
substances by which the clinker component of 
the cement is diluted. The C3A conversion de
creases roughly in proportion to the amount 
of interground additions contained in the ce
ment (16).

The largest portion of the.mix water (indi
cated by the dotted area) is necessary for 
rheological reasons to obtain the.standard 
consistency. A smaller part of This water 
(finely dotted) serves to wet the hydration 
products and fill the voids between the hy
drate phases. This portion .increases more 
than proportionally according as more hydra 
te phases with increasingly high content of 
fine particles are formed in the.cement, in 
the case of optimized cements this portion 
displays a minimum, as the research results 
represented in Fig. 3 show.

The major part of the water (coarsely dotted! 
serves to fill the voids between the clinker 
particles - just as it would with any inert 
finely divided material of equal surface ar 
and particle size distribution - and to form 
the rheologically effective water film In 
this case it corresponds roughly to » water 
cement ratio of 0.2. The rheologically nec
essary portion of the water demand increases 
drastically if the cement, for equal content 
of fine particles, has a steeper particle 
size distribution so that the volume of the 
voids between the clinker particles becomes 
larger.

When cements are interground with additions, 
the more easily grindable materials sue a 
limestone or pozzolana may enrich in high 
concentrations in the fine particle size 



fraction. They are thus able to reduce the 
larger volume of voids of a clinker if the 
later has been ground in such a way as to 
have a steep particle size distribution. Be
cause of this voids volume reduction and the 
dilution of the clinker component of the ce
ment, the water demand for obtaining the 
standard consistency of the cement alltogeth- 
er is reduced. On the other hand, if the vol
umetric proportion of the fine fraction de
rived from a more easily grindable addition 
because of overgrinding substantially exceeds 
the existing voids volume of the clinker, or 
if, in the event of poorer grindability, it 
has a very narrow particle size distribution 
so that the voids volume of the pulverized 
product as a whole is increased, the water 
demand becomes greater with increasing pro
portion of interground additions. It also 
becomes greater if the additive has a high 
inherent porosity of its own (16).
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INFLUENCES OF CEMENT AND TEMPERATURE ON THE CONSISTENCY OF FRESH CONCRETE

As a result of the impetuous development of the 
ready mixed concrete industry in the past 
years, questions of fresh concrete technology 
have become increasingly important /1/. If we 
intend to keep a tight control on ready mixed 
concrete production, we need a qualitative and 
quantitative comprehension of the main factors 
effecting the quality of fresh concrete, 
especially the initial consistency and the 
temporal changes in consistency. This includes 
knowledge of the ait/.iunt of water required by 
each single compound of the mix. To date 
considerations were often concentrated on the 
amount of water required by t.ie aggregates, and 
the influence of cement and other compounds 
were in general neglected. Various research 
programmes, carried out at the Institut für 
Baustoffkünde und Materialprüfung der 
Universität Hannover were aimed at examining 
possiblities of grasping the influence of 
cement on the consistency of fresh concrete and 
stiffening under various temperatures.

Concretes with three different mixes,
containing 16 various cements in normal
commercial use, were tested at 3 temperatures. 
The concretes varied in their water/cement 
ratios (w/c = 0,75, 0,63 and 0,57) and in the 
grading of their aggregates. The cements were 
chosen along the lines of various sorts of 
cement, various compressive strengths and 
chemical composition. Detailed results of the 
examination will be published soon /2/. Fig. 1 
shows an example to illustrate how the initial 
spreads according to the German flow table test 
of one of the concretes tested is set against 
temperature of fresh concrete. Each point 
stands for one concrete mix containing one 
cement. Fig. 2 shows the changes in 
consistency of the same concrete mixes in the 
first 45 minutes after production. Taking into 
consideration the varying scales of the 
ordinate the two figures show that the 
influence of the cement on the initial spread 
is, with its range of roughly 16 cm much 
Stronger than on the changing spread with its 
range of only about 5 cm.

Tn order to grasp the influence of cement on 
consistency by material characteristics, 
various evaluation methods were employed. We 
came to the conclusion that it is not possible 
to describe this influence by way of one single 
characteristic, be it the amount of water 
required for standard consistency (Wa) 
according to DIN 1164, the specific surface 
(0), or the spread (a) of the standard mortar. 
But if we combine several of these cement 
properties to form one new characteristic, then 
relatively good relationships between the 
cement characteristic and the concrete spread 
values can be found, as seen in fig. 3. When 
evaluating the results shown in fig. 3 we have 
to consider that the deviation on repeating a 
flow table test is about + 2 cm /3/.

The influence of temperature on spread becomes 
clear if we join the points of a concrete and 
its particular cement. For the sake of better 
understanding this is illustrated in fig.__4 
with an example of 4 chosen concretes. In 
contrast to information such as in /4/ we found 
that fresh concretes containing various cements 
often showed widely varying "temperature 
characteristics" in the initial consistency.

In order to go into the Influence of the 
initial consistency, the change in consistency 
and the temperature characteristic, additional 
tests were carried out using laboratory 
cements. These cements were ground in a
laboratory mill from large-scale-produced 
portland cement clinker, slag and fly ash. 
Based on the investigations of Locher, 
Richartz and Sprung /6/, anhydrite and 
hemihydrate were added as sulphate-bearing 
agents, in various dosages. Setting, the amount 
of water necessary for standard consistency, 
the spread of standard mortar, the change in 
spread and other qualities were examined. The 
results of these examinations will too be 
appearing shortly in detail /5/. Figures 5 to 7 
show some exemplary results. Firstly figj—5 
shows how, using laboratory cements from a 
single clinker, by way of varying the sulphate 
concentration from hemihydrate (HH) to 



anhydrite (АН), the temperature characteristic 

of the mortar spread may be intentionally 

varied. As well as gradual lines, curves with 

distinct minima and maxima are formed.

Fig. 6a and 6b demonstrate that two cement 

characteristics (e.g. spread of standard mortar 

and water requirement for standard consistency) 

can independently of each other be influenced 

by variation in the mixing proportion of the 

sulphate-bearing agents; this being carried out 

with laboratory cements, using two different 

clinkers. Fig, 7a and 7b also demonstrate that 

a change in dosage of calcium sulphate bearer 

must not necessarily have an affinitive effect 

on two cement properties; here, the initial 

setting and mortar spread. Thus it may be 

concluded that the "optimation" of a cement 

cannot be undertaken with an eye on only one 

characteristic (e.g. setting), but, rather by 

"system optimation" of several characteristics.

An explanation for the discovered phenomena is 

to be sought in the fact that the rheological 
behaviour of cement pastes, plastic cement 

mortars and concretes is similar to that of a 

Bingham model /7/, /8/, /9/. However, the 

rheogramm of a Bingham model shows two values 

which are independant of one another. Thus it 

is understandable that the influence on 

properties of fresh cement pastes, cement 

mortars and concretes can in general form only 

be described by two values in each case. These 

do not have to be physically exactly defined 

values. Any customary methods used for testing 

mortar and concrete are suitable, as long as 

their results do not correlate closely to one 

another; 1. e. in as much as they describe 

different fields of rheological behaviour.
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Concrete temperature t Cl

Fig. 1. Influence of cement and 
temperature on concrete spread AQ

z = 300 kgtm3 
w = 170 l/m3 
Grading A/Bu
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Concrete temperature (*C1

Fig. 2. Influence of cement and 
temperature on stiffening

Fig. 3. Influence of cement on 
concrete spread

= spread of standard mortar 
O3 = specific surface of cement 
Wa = water required

Concrete temoerature t'Cl

Fig. 4. Influence of cement and 
temperature on concrete spread AQ
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L'objet de ce rapport est de dresser un inventaire 
des principaux essais de caracterisation des ciments 
qui sont couramment utilises et qui sont repris pour 
la plupart dans les normes nationales et 

internationales.

Nous etablirons tout d’abord un classement de ces 
essais en les groupant en quatre categories en 
fonction du type d'information recherchee. Nous 
verrons ensuite quelles sont, pour chacun de ces 
essais, la ou les methodes utillsees et dans quelle 
mesure les resultats apportes par ces methodes 
repondent aux besoins des producteurs et des 

utilisateurs.

Le rapport se termlnera par quelques considerations 
en matiere de verification, voire de certification, 
de la conformite des ciments aux specifications des 

normes.

1, Tentative de classification des essais du ciment

1.1 Verification de la composition des ciments

On peut ranger dans cette categoric :

. des mesures physiques indirectes telles que 
celle de la masse specifique du ciment 
Portland ; cet essai tend toutefois a 
disparattre des normes ;

. des mesures chimiques parml lesquelles la 
perte au feu et le resldu Insoluble, 
destinees ä deceler la presence dans le 
ciment Portland d'additions non autorlsees ;

. des mesures chimiques, physiques ou 
physico-chimiques ayant pour but de 
determiner la teneur en divers constituants 
(clinker, 1cendres volantes, pouzzolanes), 
dans les ciments composes ; ce type d'essai 

voit son importance croltre avec le 

developpement de ces ciments.

1.2 Appreciation des caracteristiques des ciments 
qui exercent une influence sur les proprietes 
des batons frais

Il s'agit essentiellement de I'ouvrabllite et 

de son evolution qui peut etre evaluee par la 

mesure

. de la demande en eau caracterisee par la 
determination de la consistance normale ,

. du debut et de la fin de prise.

Notons 1'importance de ces caracteristiques 
pour la raise en oeuvre des betons.

1.3 Appreciation des caracteristiques conferees 
par le ciment aux betons au cours de leur 

durcissement

Ceci couvre :

. les resistances mecaniques, essentielle
ment ä la compression, mesurees sur mortier 
normal ; c'est le maitre-essai des ciments ;

. les variations de volume, d'origine hygro- 

thermlque, telles que le retralt ;

. certaines proprietes particulieres telles 
que la chaleur d'hydratatlon.

1.4 Appreciation des caracteristiques des ciments 
qui exercent une influence sur les proprietes 

des betons durcis

Il s'agit de s'assurer que le ciment est 
susceptible de garantir la durabilite du beton 

. sous des conditions d'exposition normales 

au moyen d'essais physiques (Le Chatelier, 
autoclave, ...) et chimiques (MgO, SO3, 

...) ,



. sous des conditions plus severes telles que 
des agressions de caractere chimique en 
fixant certaines caracteristiques de 
composition des ciments (teneur en C3A, 
laitier, ...).

2* Examen critique des methodes utilisees et en 
cours d'experimentation

Remarques preliminaires

Inevitablement, le contenu d'une norme est le 
resultat d'un compromis equilibre entre les 
points de vue des diverses parties concernees.

En matiere de methodologie, ceci conduit ä faire 
choix de methodes de reference relativement 
simples, pas trop couteuses, notamment au point 
de vue de l'equipement, et ceci explique que le 
plus souvent ce n'est pas le dernier cri de la 
technique qui est retenu dans les textes 
officiels. On a toutefois tente de remedier ä 

cette Situation en autorisant dans les normes 
1 Utilisation de methodes plus modernes ou plus 
elaborees, le recours ä la methode de reference 

ne restant imperatif qu'en cas de litige,

2.1 Verification de la composition des ciments

И est normal que l'organisme de certification, 

ou encore l’utilisateur, soit en mesure de 
verifier si la composition d'une production ou 
d une livraison de ciment correspond bien ä la 
denomination annoncee ou commandee.

Cette verification revet une importance 

croissante au cours de ces dernieres annees 
tar, si 1'on excepte le monde anglo-saxon, la 
part du ciment Portland pur est en diminution 
au profit des ciments Portland composes.

C est done un domaine ou un effort particulier 

a ete fait en matiere de methodes, notamment 
dans le cadre du CEN (Comite Europeen de

Normalisation), en definissant des essais 
bases soit sur un examen microscopique, soit 
sur une separation des constituents en 
mettant ä profit leurs differences de 
densite, ou encore leurs differences de 
dissolution dans certains solvents.

On peut dire que des resultats probants sont 

des ä present obtenus pour les ciments 
binaires (melanges de clinker et d'un autre 
constituant) mais que des etudes restent 

necessaires pour les ciments ternaires, voire 
quaternaires.

Tout ceci constitue un progres vis-ä-vis des 
mesures plus rudimentaires telles que la 
masse specifique, la perte au feu, ou le 
residu Insoluble, qui sont appelees ä 
disparaitre progressivement des normes.

2.2 Mesure des caracteristiques des melanges frats

Il faut reconnaitre 1'importance capitals que 

representent pour les utillsateurs du ciment 
la mesure et, de ce fait, la connaissance, 
voire meme la preestimation de 1'evolution 
rheologique des betons frais. Ce besoin 
d'information est devenu plus aigu par suite 

du developpement remarquable du beton pret ä 
1'emploi.

Il faut tout autant reconnaitre que les 
methodes de mesure definies dans les normes 
ne repondent que tres imparfaitement ä ce 
besoin. L'appreciation de la demande en eau 
par la determination de la consistance 
normale donne tout au plus une indication au 
temps tQ sans qu'on puisse suivre I'evolution 
de cette demande dans le temps ; cette 
methode d'essai n'est d'ailleurs plus guere 

prevue dans les normes et n'est accompagnee 
d'aucune exigence chiffree.
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L'essai de vitesse et de duree de prise (qu'il 

s'agisse de la methode Vicat ou, plus rarement, 
de la methode Gillmore) est certes respectable 
par son anciennete mats il ne donne que des 
informations conventionnelles et ponctuelles, 
laissant de cote la periode initiale de debut 
de rigidification, si importante pour appretier 
1'aptitude du beton ä etre compacte et moule.

Cette lacune ne provient pas d'un manque 
d’etudes de caractere methodologique ; la 
litterature scientifique fourmille de 
references sur des rapports de recherche 
touchant ce domaine* Des techniques de mesures 
continues faisant appel ä la penetrome.trie ou 
encore a. la viscosimetrie ont ete raises au 
point et permettent de suivre avec plus de 
precision 1'evolution dans le temps de ces 
phenomenes rheologiques. Des tentatives ont 
egalement ete faites en vue d'etablir une 
correlation entre cette evolution rheologique 
et la variation de certaines proprietes 
physiques des pates de ciment telles que la 
vitesse- de transmission des sons ou la 

conductivite electrique., Mais tous ces travaux 
n'ont pas encore about! au point de permettre 
une evolution du contenu des normes.. Les 

raisons en sont multiples ::

Souvent ces nouvelles techniques font appel 

ä des modes operatoires plus sophistiques se 
pretant mal a un emploi frequent dans le 

cadre d'un controle de- routine..

En general,, ces; methodes d'essai sont 

applicables, a des pates de ciment,. rarement 
ä des. mortiers,, et exceptionnellement ä des 
betons,. car la presence d'un squelette 
pierreux, dans le beton constitue un obstacle 

difficilement surmontable..

. La correlation entre 1'evolution rheologi
que de la pate de ciment et celle du beton 
est loin d'etre simple ä appretier,, d'autant 

plus que les cssais de laboratoire peuvent 
difficilement tenir compte des conditions 
de chantier : forme et compacile des 
granulats, teneur en ciment et en eau des 
betons, temperature et duree de raise en 
oeuvre, ...

En conclusion, voila certes un domaine oil des 

progres sont attendus.

2.3 Mesure des caracteristiques des ciments en 
voie de durcissement

On considerera ci-apres essentiellement la 
mesure des resistances mecaniques qui 
constitue la caracteristique du ciment la 
plus importante, mesure qui est presque 
partout effectuee sur des eprouvettes de 
mortler, ce qui constitue un compromis 
technico-economique entre l'essai sur pate et 

celui sur beton.

Sans vouloir faire preuve de chauvinisme 
europeen, on croit pouvoir dire que la raise 
au point dans les annees 60 de la methode 
dite "RILEM-CEMBDREAU" qui a fait 1'objet de 
la Recommandation ISO R 679 de 1967, puis 
tout recemment de la norme CEN 196-1, a 
constitue un progres tres important pour les 

raisons suivantes :

Elle est dejä reprise dans plus de 30 

normes nationales,, couvrant la majeure 
partie de 1'Europe (Quest et Est) et de 
I'Amerique du Sud et commence a 
s'implanter en Afrique et en Asie.. De 
nombreux pays examinent 1'opportunite d у 
recourir de sorte que, sans etre prophete, 
on peut escompter qu'elle deviendra d ici 

la fin du siecle la methode universelle- 
ment reconnue avec comme consequence que 
lorsqu'on citera des chiffres de 
resistance, tout le monde ou presque 
parlera le meme langage..
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La conception de son mode operatoire est 
teile qu'elle donne des resultats 

relativement peu disperses qui supportent 
avantageusement la comparaison avec les 
autres methodes les plus connues, comme cela 
fut de ja expose au Congres de Moscou en 1974.

La composition de son mortier, qui est 
presque un micro-beton, est teile que les 
valeurs obtenues donnent une indication 
assez proche des resistances que le ciment 
confererait ä des betons de composition 
courante.

Tout ceci est-il de nature ä donner entiere 
satisfaction ? La reponse ä cette question doit 
etre negative en ce sens qu'il у a lieu d'etre 
plus arnbitieux et de sortir d'une certaine 
attitude routiniere. En effet, la mesure 
directe de la resistance par des essais 
destructifs implique plusieurs sujetions dont 
il serait bon d'etre degage :

La preparation, la conservation et 1'essai 
d'eprouvettes de mortier representent un 

travail long et coüteux.

La reponse ä la question posee, ä savoir 
quelle sera la resistance du ciment (et 
consequemment du beton) ä divers ages , 
vient tonjours trop tard, c'est-a-dire quand 
le beton est mis en oeuvre et qu'on ne peut 
plus guere reagir.

On a, bien entendu, essaye de trouver une 
solution ä cet etat de choses de deux 
manieres. On a d'abord conserve le principe 
de 1 essai direct sur eprouvettes, mais en 
accelerant par vole physique (temperature et 
quelquefois pression) le developpement des 
resistances de maniöre ä pouvoir estimer, 
apres quelques heures, le niveau des 
resistances a 7 ou 28 jours d'äge. Il existe 

a cet egard une litterature abondante et 

cette technique a regu certaines 
applications, surtout dans des cas 
privilegies ou la composition du beton et de 
chacun de ses constituents est tout-a-fait 
constante. Par contre, dans la pratique 
courante, 1'essai de resistance accelere ne 
s'est guere developpe au cours des dernieres 
annees, d'autant plus que la multiplication 
des types -de ciment ä plusieurs constituants 
apporte un element perturbateur ; en effet, 
certains de ces ciments peuvent presenter une 
meme allure de developpement des resistances 
sous une temperature normale, tout en 
reagissant dlfferemment sous un regime 
thermique accelerant 1'Hydratation.

L'autre solution consiste ä remplacer la 

mesure des resistances par une estimation 
indirecte de celles-ci en faisant appel a 

d'autres caracterlstiques du ciment qui sont 

censees regir le developpement de 
1'Hydratation et du durcissement. On a songe, 

pour le ciment Portland tout au moins, ä 
etablir une relation entre resistance et 
composition mineralogique du clinker. On 
pourrait aussi avoir recours a la 
determination de certaines caracterlstiques 
physico-chimiques mesurees sur la pate de 
ciment au cours de 1'hydratation et etablir 
sur cette base des modeles mathematiques 
permettant une preestimation de la resistance.

Meme si 1'on est encore loin de pouvoir 
abandonner dans les normes 1'essai classique 
de compression, ce seminaire devrait 
permettre de faire le point des progres 
realises dans ce domaine et des lacunes qui 
restent ä combler.

Il у a d'autres caracterlstiques du ciment 
qui Interessent 1'utilisateur par 1'effet 
qu'elles peuvent avoir sur les betons au 

cours de leur durcissement. Retenons-en deux 
qui nous paralssent plus importantes, a



savoir le retrait et la chaleur d'Hydratation.

Le retrait d'hydratatlon et surtout de 
dessiccation de la päte de ciment constitue 
sans nul doute un point faible du ciment auquel 
on ne peut echapper, si l'on excepte le cas de 
quelques ciments speclaux. La mesure de ce 
retrait effectuee sur päte ou mortier de ciment 
ne se retrouve qu'exceptionnellement dans les 

normes nationales qui fixent, dans ce cas, une 
reduction maximale de longueur ä un certain 
äge ; il laut dire que cet essal, assez 
conventlonnel, est delicat et que les resultats 
presentent une dispersion non negligeable. Dans 
la mesure oü l'on serait en droit d'associer la 
notion de retrait ä celle de la finesse du 
ciment, on notera que les normes prevoient 
encore souvent 1'essal de tamisage avec, 
toutefois, une prescription donnant une limite 
maximale plutöt que minimale au refus sur un 
tamis donne ; ce type d'essai a tendance ä 
dlsparaitre des normes car il n'apporte guere 
d'information utile, notamment ,parce que la 
majeure part des grains de ciment ont une 
dimension nettement inferieure aux mailles des 
tamis les plus fins. Tout au plus permet-il 
parfols de deceler 1'absence ou la presence de 
certaines matleres d’addition. Par contre, 
l'essai le plus courant est la mesure de la 
surface specifique du ciment par 
permeabilimetrie qui donne une appreciation 
globale de la finesse ; encore une fols, on 
impose- ä cet egard plus souvent une valeur 
minimale- que maximale. II ne faut d’ailleurs 
pas demander ä cet essal de fournir plus 
d'indications qu-'ü ne peut en donner. Disons 
qu'il permet surtout d'appretier la regularite 
d'un ciment tant que sa composition ne subit 

aucune modification.

Un progres substantiell realise il у a plus 
d'une decennie, a consiste dans la mesure 
rapide- et precise de la composition 
granulometrique. caracteristique qui 

conditionnc bien des proprletes du ciment. 
Toutefois, la technique du granulometre au 
laser reste essentiellement reservee aux 
recherches, voire pour 1'auto-controle du 
producteur,mais eile n'est pas reprise dans 
les normes et l'on confoit d'ailleurs qu'il 
serait pour le moins hasardeux de fixer une 
exigence, par exemple en definissant un 
fuseau granulometrique ä respecter.

La mesure de la chaleur d'hydratatlon est 
d'application courante pour caracteriser les 
ciments dits "ä faible chaleur degagee" 
destines ä la construction d'ouvrages 
massifs. C'est presque toujours la mesure par 
voie isotherme, issue de l'ASTM et utillsant 
le calorimetre ä dissolution, qui est prevue 
dans les normes. On falt appel beaucoup plus 
rarement ä la vole semi-adiabatique de la 
bouteille Thermos, ou encore ä la methode par 
conduction operant en conditions Isothermes, 
cette derniere convenant d'ailleurs mieux 
pour mesurer ä court terme (quelques heures ä 
3 jours) le degagement de chaleur de ciments 
a durcissement relatlvement rapide.

Si l'on peut ainsi estimer etre bien arme 
pour les mesures sur ciment, par contre, on 
ne dispose pas encore de methode 
satisfaisante pour appretier le degagement de 
chaleur ou plus simplement 1'augmentation de 
temperature au sein d’une masse de beton en 

cours de durcissement, ce qui correspond au 
Probleme rencontre sur chantier. Voici encore 
un domains pour lequel des etudes paraissent 
necessaires.

2.4 Mesure des caracteristiques des ciments qui 
peuvent influencer le comportement ä long 
terme des ouvrages en beton

Un certain nombre d'essais plus ou moins 
conventionnels sont prevus et normalises dans 
le but de garantir aux utilisateurs que les



ouvrages en beton realises avec le ciment teste 
gardent dans le temps leurs qualites de 
stabilite dimensionnelle et de resistances 
mecaniques, ce dans des conditions d'exposition 
normales, c'est-a-dire non particulierement 
agresslves.

C'est le cas de certains essais physiques (Le 
Chatelier, autoclave, ...) et chimiques (MgO, 
SO3, ...). II ne semble pas qu'il у ait une 
grande evolution dans ce domaine, ni que cela 
donne lieu ä des difficultes de la part des 
utilisateurs, Il faut- toutefois etre conscient 
que dans certains cas -nous songeons ä 1'essai 
a 1 autoclave -, les informations obtenues par 
les mesures sent significatlves s'il s’agit de 
ciments Portland pour lesquels ils avaient 
d ailleurs ete conqus mais qu'il n'en est pas 
necessairement de meme lorsque 1'on se trouve 
en presence de ciments composes.

Par centre, si 1'on aborde 1'aspect de la 
durabilite des ouvrages en beton ayant a 

supporter des conditions d'exposition plus 
severes, on peut se demander si 1'on est 
aujourd'hul suffisamment pourvu en methodes 
d essal et en criteres quantitatifs pour 

garantir au mieux le bon comportement de ces 
ouvrages dans le temps.

Nous nous limiterons ä trois aspects qui se 

presentent plus ou moins frequemment dans la 
pratique, ä savoir le comportement au gel, la 
protection des armatures centre la corrosion et 
la resistance aux agressions chimiques. De quoi 
dispose-t-on tout d'abord pour s'assurer qu'un 
ciment donne est capable de fournir des betons 
suffisamment resistants ä 1'action des cycles 
de gel-degel ? On ne peut evidemment pas se 
baser sur la seule composition de ce ciment, et 
des essais de gel-degel sur des pates ou des 

mortiers n'etant pas representatifs, la seule 
possibilite retenue actuellement est de 
conduire ces essais sur batons.

On est toutefois loin d'etre au bout de ses 
peines puisque, suivant la composition du 
beton cholsi (notamment sa teneur en ciment, 
en eau et en air) et le type de cycle retenu 
(notamment gel-degel sous eau ou ä 1'air), on 

peut aux deux extremes obtenir des resultats 
satisfaisants ou desastreux avec n'Importe 
quel ciment. On est done conduit ä choisir 
des conditions d'essai medianes et de 
comparer les resultats obtenus sur le ciment 
etudie avec ceux que donne le meme beton 

contenant un ciment dit de reference, 
c est-a-dire un ou plusieurs ciments pour 
lesquels on dispose d'une longue experience 
attestant qu'ils permettent la realisation de 
betons durables.

Devons-nous nous satisfaire de cette faqon de 
faire pragmatique et empirique, ou bien ne 
conviendrait-il pas de pousser plus avant les 
etudes pour aboutir ä des solutions plus 
scientifiquement elaborees ?

Le probleme de la protection des armatures 

est une question de toute premiere importance 
puisque on peut considerer que le phenomena 
de corrosion de ces armatures est le plus 
souvent ä la base du mauvais comportement 
dans le temps des structures en beton.

A premiere vue, c'est evidemment aux 
specifications relatives a la composition et 
ä la mise en oeuvre du beton qu'il appartient 
de fixer les regies de bonne execution 
dosage avec un rapport E/C relativement 
fälble et une teneur minimale en ciment, 
epaisseur de recouvrement des aciers 
süffisante et bien controlee, protection 
adequate de beton frais contre la 
dessiccation.

Si toutes ces regies sont respectees, il n'y 
a plus de probleme de corrosion. Toutefois, 
1 experience nous montre que, souvent, il



n'en est pas ainsi et ceci a conduit les 

experts en ciment a se pencher sur cette 

question.

Nous songeons par exemple aux mesures de 
1'evolution de la profondeur de carbonatation 
determinees sur des eprouvettes de mortier de 

ciment. La relation entre corrosion et 
carbonatation est en effet bien connue et on 
sait egalement que la vitesse de carbonatation 
est liee ä la rapidite de developpemant des 
resistances du ciment, cette rapidite pouvant ä 
son tour dependre de la composition et de la 

classe de resistance du ciment.

Si l'on en vient aux agressions chimiques, les 

specifications qui figurent dans les normes 
concernent le plus souvent la resistance aux 
sulfates et fixent des exigences en matiere de 

composition des ciments basees sur 1 experience 
des decennies precedentes. Pour le ciment 
Portland, il s'agit de fixer des llmites pour 
les teneurs en C3A, AI2O3, C4AF, ..., tandis 
que pour les ciments composes, on exige une 
teneur minimale en certains constituants tels 

que le laitier. Pour les autres agressions 
chimiques, telles que, par exemple, les eaux 
pures, on se limite le plus souvent ä des 

recommandations generales.

On a pourtant essaye maintes fois dans le passe 
de mettre au point des essais d'appreciation 

directe portant sur le comportement 
d'eprouvettes de pätes, mortiers ou betons, 
’immergees totalement ou partiellement, de 
maniere continue ou discontinue, dans des 
solutions contenant 1'agent agressif ä des 

concentrations plus ou moins fortes pour 
accelerer le processus de degradation 

eventuelle.

Force est de constater qu'aucune de ces etudes 
n'a deböuche sur la raise au point d'une methode 

3.

largement acceptee et permettant une 
appreciation directe des performances du 

ciment et qu'on en est done reste aux 
exigences de caractere descriptif mentionnees 

plus haut.

Ceci est devenu d'autant plus necessaire que, 
si certains essais bien connus de longue 
date, tel l'essai Le Chatelier-Anstett- 
Blondiau, etaient en mesure de donner des 
indications valables dans le cas de ciment 
Portland pur, ils risquent souvent d'induire 
en erreur lorsqu'ils sont utilises sur des 

ciments composes.

Conformite des ciments aux specifications des 

normes

Un certain nombre d*elements nouveaux tels que 
les progres en matiere d'interpretation 
statistique des resultats, les possibilites 
offertes ä l'egard du calcul des risques 
encourus par le producteur comme par 
1'utilisateur sont ä la base d'une evolution 
marquee dans le domaine de la verification de 

la conformite d'une production globale ou 
d'une livraison particuliere de ciment 
vis-ä-vis des exigences de la norme. Bien 
souvent, cette verification donne droit en 
corrolaire ä une certification, c'est-ä-dire a 
1'attribution d'une marque de qualite 

certifiee par un organisme independant.

On constate de plus en plus que les methodes 
de certification s'appuient, comme dans les 

industries les plus avancees, sur une 
verification de la valeur de 1*assurance 

qualite ä 1'interieur des entreprises, en 
d'autres termes, de 1'auto-controle Industrie

Cela implique un renforcement de la 

responsabilite des industriels, en 
1'occurrence des cimentiers, 1'existence 
d'organismes independants et credibles,
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capables de verifier la valeur de cette
assurance qualite.

Conclusions

1. II ne laut pas retenir de ce rapport introductif 
que tout va mal en matiere d'essais et de 
specifications pour les ciments. Les 

connaissances acquises et les regiementations en 
vigueur sont de nature a garantir ä 
l'utilisateur que le ciment qu'il met en oeuvre 
lui permet de realiser des betons de qualite.

2. Ceci n'empeche pas que, pour chacun des domaines 

conslderes plus haut, les progres en equipement 
et techniques de mesures scientifiques sont tels 
qu'ils peuvent et doivent conduire ä une 

evolution de la methodologie appllquee aux 
ciments et aux betons au plus grand benefice des 
producteurs et des utilisateurs.

3. Formons le voeu que ce seminaire, comme 
d'ailleurs le Seme Congres International de la 
Chimle des Ciments, nous permette d'avancer dans 
cette voie.



SOME VIEWS ON CEMENT SPECIFICATION

1. INTRODUCTION

For assuring cement and concrete quality chemical, 

physical and mechanical requirements as well as cement 

constituents are stipulated in all cement specifica

tions. Most of stipulations are necessary, but some 

of them are so strict that the application of natural 

resources are restricted. In order to make good use 

of mineral resources it is reasonable to revise some 

of requirements under the prerequisite for ensuring 

cement performance and stability.

2. EXTEND THE MgO LIMIT

The main purpose of stipulating MgO limit in cement 

specifications is to avoid the unsoundness of hardened 

concrete in long term. The presence of excessive 

amounts of MgO in cement clinker may lead to expansion 

and crack development and cause the structure failure 

since the conversion of MgO to Mg(OH)£ involves a 

volume expansion of 117% and it may take several years 

for its hydration. In order to prevent this harmful 

expansion the MgO content should not exceed a certain 

value, mostly 5.0%, in all specifications. As a 

result of this restriction some of limestones partially 

containing dolomite can not be well used thus the 

mineral resources are shortened. Our test results 

show that the MgO content could be extended to 6.0% 

or even more, e.g. 7.0%, the performance of the port

land cement are unchanged and the cement pastes remain 

stable in long term. The long term strength of 

cement mortars with various MgO contents in clinker 

are shown in Table 1.

It has been proved that the MgO amount in clinker by 

chemical analysis cannot indicate the long term sound

ness of cement exactly, since MgO exists in clinker in 

the form of various morphology. Except for certain 

amount in the amorphous form and in the crystalline 

lattice of cement compounds, MgO exists predominantly 

in the form of periclase crystals with different sizes, 

and it is the periclase that cause harmful expansion. 

For clinker containing nearly same amount of MgO the 

autoclave expansion will be greater as the amount of 

periclase and free lime increase and the sizes of 

periclase become larger (Table 2).

Table 2 Autoclave expansion of the cement with

different content of MgO

Plant MgO 

%

fcao Pe

%

riclase

%

aver, diame
ter of peri
clase (/L )

autoclave 
expansion 

%

A 4.50 0.60 2.10 5.10 0.23

В 4.50 1.83 3.12 5.27 2.54

C 5.11 0.25 2.80 4.60 0.22

D 5.25 0.63 - - 0,46

C 6.25 s1ight 3.30 4.80 0.30

E 6.08 0.39 - - failure

Appropriate measures have been taken in the process in 

plant C to control the free lime content and growing 

of periclase content as MgO increases, the cements 

remain sound under the autoclave test (Table 3). It 

can be concluded that the permissible MgO content might: 

be extended to 7%.

Table 1 Strength development of cement with various MgO contents

Sample

No.

MgO in clinker

%

Compressive strength (MPa) Tensile strength (MPa)

28days 6months lyeai■ 3years lOyears 28days 6months lyear Зуеагs lOyears

1 1.04 67.2 81.8 81.8 89.7 97.0 3.3 3.8 4.2 4.2 4.2

2 5.11 72.3 85.6 89.3 94.3 99.0 3.3 3.2 3.4 3.9 4.2

3 6.25 68.5 81.4 86.7 93.6 101.3 3.3 3.3 3.6 3.8 4.1

4 7.26 66.9 79.5 82.3 87.5 97.6 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.8 4.3

5 7.53 71.8 84.4 87.3 92.1 101.0 3.3 3.4 3.6 3.6 4.1



Table 3 Relation between MgO and periclase content 

for cement produced in same plant

MgO f cao Periclase

70

Autoclave 
expansion 

7=

5.11 0.25 2.80 0.22

6.25 slight 3.30 0.18

6.50 0.29 3.60 0.19

7.28 0.30 3.90 0.60

7.53 0.26 4.30 0.48

3. LIMESTONE CAN BE USED AS CEMENT ADDITION

Limestone used as mineral addition togather with bla

stfurnace slag and pozzolana in cement has good effect 

on the cement performance. In most of cement specifi

cations limestone is defined as a filler and can only 

be added to cement within a few hundredths, except for 

French standard (AFNOR) in which more than 57= of lime

stones can be allowed in type CPJ cement. Our research 

shows that limestone can be used not only as a filler 

but a good secondary constituent in cement. Suitable 

amount of limestone blended with blastfurnace slag, 

pozzolana or fly ash in cement can improve the cement 

performance and get the*-energy saving effect. In the 

current standards in China 107= of limestones are per

missible in blastfurnace slag portland cement and 

fine filler pozzolana (or fly ash) portland cement.

Limestone as a compound addition in cement has the 

following benefits:

(1) Reduce the water requirement and improve the 

workability (Fig.l).

(2) Shorten the setting time (Fig.2).

(3) Increase the early strength [Fig.3(a), 3(b)]. 

(^) Regulate the strength development (Fig.4).

The reason why limestone has above effects is that it 

gives good physical and chemical functions in cement 

hardening. It physically plays a role of a filler 

and has the water-reducing effect, besides there is 

chemical reaction between CaCO^ and cement hydrates, 

CjA-CaCO^.IIH^O can be formed after 3 days. Fig.5(a), 

5(b), shows the XRD. Patterns of the pastes of the 

cement with limestone hydrated at 3 days.

1. Protland slag cement

2. Portland pozzolana cement

Fig.l Effect of limestone contents on the water

requirement of cements

1. Portland slag cement

2. Portland pozzolana cement

Fig.2 Effect of limestone contents on the final

setting time of cements

Fig.3 (a) Effect of limestone contents on the

early strength of porltnad slag cement



Fig.3 (b) Effect of limestone contents on the

early strength of portland pozzolana

cement

1. Ordinary portland cement

2. Portland slag cement with limestone

3. Portland Blastfurnace slag cement

Fig.4 The strength development rate of the port

land slag cement 

4-30

Fig.5 (a) XRD pattern of the paste of the 

portland slag cement with limestone 

hydrated at 3 days 

Fig.5 (b) XRD pattern of the paste of the 

portland pozzolana cement with 

limestone hydrated at 3 days

4. KILN DUST CAN BE USED AS A FILLER

Kiln dust as a waste was ejected into atmosphere or 

collected and dischanged. It pollutes surroundings. 

Our test results indicate that suitable amounts of 

kiln dust as an addition incorporated into cement are 

of no influence on the cement performance. In certain 

circumstances it can even improve the early strength, 

therefore using kiln dust as a filler in cement is in 

favor of saving amount of clinker thus saving energy. 

It is possible to define this stipulation in specifi

cation.

The constituents of kiln dust are changed apparen

tly as the raw materials and fuel changes. It 

also varies with the kiln type and process. Table 

4 shows the average chemical composition of kiln dust 

and its fluctuation ranges for 38 cement plants. But 

as to the same plant if the operation is stable the 

compositions of kiln dust are not changed so much.

From optic microscope observation and X-ray examina

tion there are 16 types of mineral constituents in 

kiln dust, namely, calcium carbonate, dolomite, ortho

clase, quartz, mica, slag residue (when slag used as

raw materials), glass, Carbon, free lime, ^S-C^S,

C^AF, mullite, dehydrated clay, gypsum, alkali Sulphate.

Those minerals come from decomposition and conbination

of raw materials as well as fuel combustion. Among

them some are inert materials, others belong to clinker

minerals and pozzolanic materials. They are not harm

ful to cement performance, except that free lime 

should be noticed. As we know free lime in clinker 

might cause cement unsoundness, but free lime in kiln



Table 4 Chemical compositions of kiln dust (7.)

LOi S102 ai2o3 Fe2°3 CaO MgO so3 k2o Na20 fCaO ■ TiO2 S

Average 20.42 16.69 5.12 3.59 45.75 2.03 3.54 2.19 0.30 8.07 0.31 0.35

Range 5.72 11.22 2.83 2.05 37.65 0.73 0.18 0.59 0.12 0.33 0.16 0
$ 5 s 5 J j 5 $ $ $ s

31.81 24.55 10.68 7.29 57.54 5.86 16.43 7.71 0.64 21.73 0.72 2.83

dust stands in different condition. Most of them are 

finely dispersed and hardly appear as inclusion. They 

are not in a dead-burnt state, so free limes in kiln 

dust are not affected apparently on cement soundness 

as in clinker. Small amount of kiln dust incorpora

ted in cement will not cause unsoundness.

Kiln dust presents certain reactivity during cement 

hardening process. By comparing cement with 30% kiln 

dust to the same cement with 30% quartz it shows that 

the compressive strength ratio at 3 months are greater 

than 100%, (Table 5),

Table 5 Reactivity of kiln dust

Sample Compressive strength 
at 3 months (MPa)

3M strength 
ratio %,

Kiln dust A 46.6 113

Kiln dust В 51.7 125

Kiln dust C 42.4 102

Fly ash 48.8 117

Slag 46.3 112

Pozzolana 48.2 116

Quartz 41.5 100

Table 6 presents the compressive strength of ordinary 

portland cement and blast-furnace portland cement with 

5%, and 8%, kiln dust respectively in comparison with 

corresponding cement without kiln dust addition. It 

proves that the strength of cements with kiln dust 

continously develop in long term. Other performance 

such as shrinkage, permeability and frozen resistance 

have been proved not to be changed as well, so it is 

considered that kiln dust can be used as a filler to 

incorporate into cement.

Table 6 Compressive strength of cements with kiln dust

Plant

No.
Cement type

Kiln

%

Compressive strength (MPa) Relative value %,

3days 7days 28days 6months 5years 3days 7days 28days 6months 5years

ordinary 0 17.4 28.4 42.1 68.0 78.0 100 100 100 100 100

ordinary 5 19.1 31.2 45.3 69.4 83.6 110 110 108 102 107
L

Blast-furnace slag 0 18.2 27.6 43.4 68.4 78.8 100 100 100 100 100

Blast-furnace slag 8 17.9 28.4 45.3 72.0 85.4 98 103 104 105 108

ordinary 0 14.7 26.3 42.6 64.9 72.9 100 100 100 100 100

ordinary 5 17.5 29.4 46.3 69.9 76.4 119 112 109 108 105
G Blast-furnace slag 0 15.4 25.7 45.1 68.8 80.8 100 100 100 100 100

Blast-furnace slag 8 15.1 26.6 45.0 67.7 80.3 98 104 100 98 99



GESTION ET ASSURANCE DE LA QUALITE DES ESSAIS.

i.d passation des marches de fourniture, 
ou d'une fapon plus simple la vente, a pour 
objet le transfert ä 1' utilisateur des produits 
ou composants aptes ä satisfaire ses besoins. 
L'aptitude en question est mesuree par le 
moyen des essais, contemporains (essais de 
reception) ou prealables au central (marque 
de qualite) ; les essais sur des prelevements 
conservatoires permettant eventuellement la 
verification ulterieure de la qualite de la 
fourniture. Dans tous les cas, les essais 
associent ä des echantillons representatifs 
d'un produit, ici le ciment, des caracteristiques 
definies, mesurees sur I'echantillon lui-meme
ou sur des corps d'epreuve prepares specialement, 
en mortier le plus souvent ; la mesure etant 
effectuee dans des conditions specifiees, confor- 
mement ä un document : la norme d'essai. 
(La norme de produit rattache, par ailleurs, 
la caracteristique mesuree lors de 1'essai 
ä la performance impliquee par 1' application, 
c'est-ä-dire le beton.

En milieu industriel, seule la pratique 
reguliere des essais permet, en- permanence, 
le pilotage des fabrications au voisinage 
de 1'optimum economique. "Sans essais, pas 
de qualite" pourrait-on dire, cet aphorisme 
ne doit pas en cacher un autre : "pas d'essais 
sans qualite" qui est la cheville ouvriere 
de ma contribution.

La qualite est 1'aptitude objective ä 
satisfaire les besoins de 1 ’ utilisateur. Il
faut distinguer la qualite de l'utilite, bien 
qu’elles soient quelquefois egales ; elles
le sent quand nous offrons une chaise confortable 
ä un homme fatigue mais remarquons que 
si nous offrons une deuxieme chaise de meme 
qualite, son utilite est ä peu pres nulle. 
La satisfaction n'est pas toujours proportionnelle 
ä l'utilite (1'air est plus utile que 1'or). 
En outre, sauf ä vivre isole, pour chaque 
individu, ä la satisfaction de sa propre 
fonction d'utilite, peut s'ajouter (ou se retran- 
cher) celle qu’il retire de la satisfaction 
de la fonction d'utilite d'autrui, e'est ce 
que PARETO a nomme 1'ophelimite.

La qualite, qui seule retient notre 
attention, ne peut s'apprecier que par rapport 
ä des criteres objectifs.

Dans le domaine des essais ou il у 
a peu de tris, pratiquement ni rebut ni retouche 
et pas d' apres-vente, les defaillances ne 
sent generalement pas mesurables directement. 
La qualite ne peut etre que constitutive et 
contemporaine de l'essai, eile n'est maitrisable 
que par la mise en place effective d'un Systeme 
de gestion de la qualite recouvrant trois 
fonctions : definition, obtention et verification 
de la qualite. L'assurance de la qualite 
apporte ensuite la preuve d'une bonne gestion 
et fait la demonstration que la qualite est 
obtenue. Pour cela, quelques actions sont 
necessaires et süffisantes ; a 1'occasion de 
son accreditation par le Reseau Nationale 
d'Essais, le C.E.R.I.L.H. les a mises en 
oeuvre ou developpees.

Sur la base des dispositions du guide

1SO/IEC25-1982 "Prescriptions generates concer
nant la competence technique des laboratoires 
d'essais", une politique de gestion de la 
qualite est manifestee par 1'existence d'un 
Systeme dont les bases sont :

- un responsable, agissant par delegation 
de la Direction Generale dote du pouvoir 
et des moyens necessaires pour que soient 
identifies les problemes lies ä la qualite 
et pour provoquer et Controler les actions 
correctives opportunes. Charge du suivi de 
la qualite telle qu'elle est formalisee (manuel, 
plans qualite) et vecue (audits), il prepare 
le rapport annuel et I'echeancier Assurance 
qualite, propose les actions de formation 
et d' information et assure les relations avec 
les organismes d' accreditation et les partenaires 
exterieurs.

un Manuel Qualite. Document qui 
explicite les dispositions generales .prises 
par le laboratoire pour obtenir et garantir 
la qualite des prestations d'essai ; redige 
dans un climat de participation des intervenants 
et revisable.

des Plans Qualite, specifiques aux
differents groupes d’essais : physiques et 
mecaniques, chlmiques, calorimetriques. Ils
indiquent les modes operatoires, les materiels 
d'essais ainsi que les precautions prises pour
1'obtention effective de la qualite requise.

Responsable, Manuel, Plans sont les
seules obligations de moyens, les autres obliga
tions qui s'expriment en termes de resultat, 
sont resumees au tableau 1 et developpees 
dans ce qui suit.

Tableau I . Le programme de gestion 
et d'assurance de la qualite.

ACTION FONCTION DOMAINE

1. Prevoir dans le detail toutes les 
modalites qui affectent la quality, 
degager les facteurs d'influence.

Definition de 
la qualite

2. Rediger les dispositions prises en 
vue d'obtenir la qualite.

Obtention de Gestion

3. Attribuer les roles, designer les 
responsables et obtenir des condui- 
tes conformes aux dispositions 
specifiees.

la qualite de la . 
qua lit ё

4. Organiser I'autocontrdle Verification de 
la qualite

5- Analyser les defaillances, trailer les 
anomalies et les reclamations.

6. Participer ä des essais interlaho- 
ratoires. Demonstration 

de la
Assurance 

de la

7. Declencher des audits internes. Pre
parer et suivre un echeancier d’ assu
rance qualite.

qual ite qualite

8. Appartenir ä un reseau d’accredi
tation et se soumettre aux audits 
externes.



1. DEFINITION DE LA QUALITE.

La definition de la qualite passe 
par la prevision dans le detail de toutes
les modalites
essais comme 
des facteurs 
ä la charge 
eile constitue 
de la norme, 
par le CEN 
par exemple

qui affcctent la qualite des 
cela se deduit de l'analyse 
d'influence. Cette action est 

des commissions de normalisation, 
un prealable ä la redaction 
Elie a ete pleinement assumee 

TC 51 pour les normes d'essais, 
le projet EN 196 parti I "De

termination des resistances mecaniques" est 
un modele du genre.

Dans ce domaine des essais mecaniques, 
FERET a propose des 1892 I'eprouvette 4x4x16 cm 
Au Congres International tenu en 1900 pendant 
l’exposition universelle, la FRANCE a pre- 
conise le mortier plastique 1/3. En 1943,
dans un article en forme de "suggestions
au sujet des methodes normales d'essai des 
Hants hydrauliques", FERET a rappele I'essentiel 
de ce qui lui paraissait recommandable :

- un mortier de composition granulometri- 
que etendue,

- des prismes 4x4x16 cm,
- 1'adoption d'une quantile fixe d'eau 

de gächage,
- une temperature uniforme de 20° C dans 

les locaux,
- une mecanisation du gächage.

Dans les annees 50, un comite mixte 
R1LEM -CEMBUREAU a redige, sur ces principes, 
une methode d'essai en compression du mortier, 
presentee par M. DUTRON, adoptee par CEMBUREAU 
ä HELSINKI en aoüt 1956 et par la RILEM 
a la Convention Permanente de Munich de 
septembre 1956, cette methode a ete retenue 
par le Comite ISO/TC/71 dans sa recommandation 
ISO-R 679 de 1968 (revisee en 1982) avant 
d etre reprise, completee et precisee par 
le CEN : projet EN 158 d'octobre 1980 devenu 
en aout 1982 le projet EN 196 partie I.

2- DISPOSITIONS A PRENDRE.

Des dispositions sont prises pour 
que les locaux aient des caracteristiques 
en rapport avec les exigences des essais. 
Dans certaines salles ou enceintes, la temperature 
et I'humidite relative de 1’air doivent etre 
regulees et enregistrees. La vitesse de circulation 
de l'air peut etre limitee (inferieure ä 0,5 
m/s pour les mesures calorimetriques selon 
la norme P 15 - 436).

Les instruments font 1'objet lors de 
1 acquisition d'une evaluation de leurs perfor
mances, leurs qualites metrologiques sont 
qualifiees par comparaison avec les exigences 
des normes. Ils sont etalonnes periodiquement 
et les grandeurs sont rattachees aux etalons 
nationaux. Le Bureaux National de Metrologie 
1 B.N.M. ) ayant mis en place un Systeme coherent 
e dissemination des unites de mesure, les 
aboratoires d'essais pensent faire etalonner 

R6»1"5 instruments par des centres agrSs
• N.M. qui garantissent le raccordement aux 

etalons nationaux (figure 2). Les reetalonnages 

sont realises selon un planning preetabli, 
consignes par ecrit, materialises par des etiquettes 
qui peuvent comporter les constantes mesurees 
(figure 3).

Dans les mesures comparatives, un 
produit de reference est utilise pour I’etalonnage: 

ciment etalon franqais, disponible au CERILH 
ou ciment etalon americain, disponible au 
NBS.

Suite ä la resolution 76, prise a
ROME en 1982, la constitution d'un stock de 
sable , europeen de reference est actuellement 
preparee par le CEN. Ce sable doit permettre
d'etalonner les sables nationaux.

Les produits ä essayer, les prelevements 
faits, les eprouvettes preparees en vue des 
essais, les corps d'epreuve sont references 
et marques de faqon ä se rattacher au lot
d'origine. La gestion du Systeme de reference 
permet de situer les en-cours geographiquement 
(salle de conservation dans 1'eau, armoire 
humide) et par rapport au temps (temps legal 
et äge des essais). Cette traqabilite permet, 
notamment en cas d'anomalie, la raise en cause 
d’essais effectues dans un local identifie a 
une epoque determinee (coupure du courant 
par exemple).

L obtention de la qualite commence 
done par la redaction des dispositons ci-dessus 
aptes ä la raise en pratique des specifications 
des normes. Dans cet esprit, un document 
de reference dont il conviendra de tenir compte 
pour les essais relatifs ä la resistance mecanique 
est le guide redige sous I'egide de CEMBUREAU 
pour un groupe anime par le Docteur KOELIKER 
(Manual for Testing of strength of Cement 
draft 1981) pour 1 application de la norme 
CEN.

3. ATTRIBUTION DES ROLES.

_ Les Operateurs doivent etre formes
ä :

- conduire les essais conformement 
au Plan Qualite,

- rendre compte de toute anomalie,
, - ne deroger aux dispositions du Plan 

■Qualite qu'avec I'accord de 1'encadrement,
- enregistrer les mesures et les identifica

tions utiles de faqon ä formaliser le suivi 
des essais et permettre eventuellement le traitement 
des non conformites.

Les specifications des modes operatoires 
impliquent la competence de 1'Operateur, les 
dispositions prises ne doivent pas etre un 
obstacle ä la confiance qui lui est falte 
ni le decharger de la responsabilite ‘ de la 
täche qu'il accomplit.

Un des roles du responsable qualite 
est precisemment d'animer 1'ensemble des personnes 
impliquees par 1'organisation de la qualite 
en vue d'obtenir I'adhesion complete ä I'etat 
d esprit qualite ; mats I'adhesion n'est pas 
tout, 1 entretien et 1'acquisition des connaissances 
ne doivent pas etre sous estimes non plus



que les moyens materiels mis ä la disposition 
de chacun.

MATER!ELS DE MESURE ET D'ESSAI
Ce tableau precise Г identification, la situation, les caracteristiques et le mode d’etalonnage ainsi que 
sa frequence de chacun des appareils et instruments de mesure utilises. Les responsables du materiel 
considere sent aussi indiques.

DESIGNATION IDENTIFICATION
CARACTERISTIQUES 
SPECIFICATION 

D'ACHAT
MAINTENANCE ETALONNAGE RESPONSABLES

Balance ana- 
lytique digi
tale .

SARTORIUS type 
2474 Piece 207

portee 160 g au 
0,01 mg

Entretien an
nuel par four
nisseur OSI

Verification 
trimestrielle 
au moyen des 
poids etalon
nes _

Mme B.

M. P.

Balance de 
precision di
gitale

SARTORIUS type 
2257 piece 207

portee 1600 g au 
0,01 g

Entretien an
nuel par fou- 
nisseur OSI

IDEM Mme В.

M. P.

Beite de poids 
RP1 etalonnes

PROLABO n°34924 
piece 209

masses 100 a 1 g 
et divisionnaires

Mise ä dispo
sition par 
Chef Section

Rattache BNM 
Certificat LNE 
n° 408 211/1

Mme B.

Mme В.

Four electri- 
que reglable 
ä ventilation 
naturelle

PIEZO CERAM type 
TH4
piece 201

temperature maxi
mum 1300°C 4000W

Intervention 
du feurnisseur 
en cas de be- 
soin

Verification 
mensuelle de 
la temperatu
re 1000±25°C 
et apres cha- 
que interven
tion

M. P.

Four electri- 
que reglable 
ä ventilation 
naturelle

PIEZO CERAM type 
TTSOP 33 P pa- 
lier 2e etage

temperature maxi
mum 1600°C 35OOW

IDEM IDEM 
1200 ± 25° C M. P.

TABLEAU II - Extrait d'un tableau de maintenance et d'etalonnage

RESEAU NATIONAL 
D'ESSAIS

FIGURE 1. LE LOGO RNE



Pierre TERRIER
C.E.R.l.L.H. .FRANCE

LABORATOIRE NATIONAL D’ESSALS 
Departement

Metrologie et Instruments de Mesure

CENTRE D'6TAL0NNAGE MfiCANIQUE 

1, rue Gaston-Boissier — 75015 PARIS 
Тёк: (1) 532.29.89

Тё1сх: LNE 202 319 F

Centre d^talonnage «grti 
par le

BUREAU NATIONAL DE METROLOGIE
chaine d^talonnage ип11ёа тёсашциез

FIGURE 2
En tele d'un certlficat d'etalonnage emis par un centre d'etalonnage agree BNM 

(arrete du 11 mars 1977)

FIGURE 3
Modele d'etiquette pour un calorimetre avec 1'indication des constantes de l'appareil.
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4. EXERCICE DE L'AUTOCONTROLE■

attend
Des lors que l' Operateur sait ce qu'on 
de lui, peut mesurer si ce qu'il fait

correspond a 
agir sur le 
contröle est

ce qu'on attend de lui, peut 
deroulement de l'essai l'auto-

possible et peut-etre organiser
par :

- des essais ä blanc pour tester 
1' appareillage.

- des essais de repetabilite,
- le recours ä des echantillons types,
- la comparaison des methodes, dans 
certains cas,
-la coherence des resultats.

5. TRAITEMENT DES ANOMALIES.

Avec le traitement formalise des anomalies 
commence 1'assurance de la qualite.

Tout ecart par rapport ä une situation 
prevue, decele au laboratoire, constitue une 
anomalie. Toute anomalie est traitee, en particu- 
lier 1'anomalie de fonctionnement des materiels 
ou conditions d'essais fait remonter 1'arbre 
des causes, provoque la remise en question 
des reglages, de 1'entretien, de I'etalonnage 
avec mise hors service eventuelle jusqu'ä 
conformite.

Il est utile de distinguer les modes 
de defaillances puis de classer leurs consequences 
(mineure, significative, critique, catastrophique). 
L’analyse des risques doit etre conduite dans 
I'esprit d'une prevention adapted (maintenance 
des groupes de froid ä 1'entree de la saison 
chaude).

6. ESSAIS INTERLABORATOIRES.

Les resultats d'une mesure sont entaches, 
par rapport a la valeur vraie, m, de la 
grandeur, d'erreurs provenant de deux sour
ces : une erreur de repetition et une erreur 
de laboratoire. Le resultat d'une mesure 
peut etre represente de la faqon suivan- 
te :

xi,k= m + 4 + e i.k

1 est 1'erreur entre les laboratoires,

i = 1, 2, ..., p

p est le nombre de laboratoires.

La valeur moyenne de cette erreur est 
nulle mais sa variance n’est pas nulle.Celle-ci 
a pour expression V(L) ouCT^(L). C’est la vari
ance de laboratoire.

e. est 1’erreur de repetition dans un meme labo
ratoire d’indice i

к = 1, 2,...n

n est le nombre de resultats ou d'essais
dans le laboratoire.
La valeur moyenne de 1'erreur e.. u est 

nulle mais sa variance n’est pas nulle. ’ Elie 
a pour expression : V(r) ou Ö (r). C'est la va
riance de repetabilite.

L'ensemble des np_ resultats est 
caracterise 2Par une moyenne X et une variance 
V(R) ou CT (R). Celle-ci est la variance de 
reproductibilite qui caracterise la distribution 
de l'ensemble des mesures.
On a : V(R) = V(L) + V (r) ...
que 1'on peut ecrire <T^(R) =sj(L) +cy(r) 
en general CftR) est beaucoup plus grand que<j(r)

La valeur vraie, m, est en general, 
_sinon toujours, differente de la valeur moyenne
X. Toutefois, on peut_estimer la valeur maximale 
de 1'erreur |m - X|. En effet si 1'on se
donne un petit nombre, eL , appele seuil des 
probabilites significatives ou niveau de significa
tion, on peut trouver deux nombres X et^2 te^s 
que la probabilite que 1'on ait : A 
soit egale ou superieure ä 1 -oi

L'intervalle entre les 2 nombres/1 et "X 
est l'intervalle de confiance bilaterale. 1 -o< 
est appele niveau de confiance, c'est la probabili
te pour que l’intervalle calcule contienne la valeur 
vraie.

Selon le fascicule de documentation X 06-0 
41 de la collection des normes franqaises, l'inter
valle de confiance bilaterale, au niveau de confi
ance 1 -<X= 0,95 pour la valeur vraie m, est l'in
tervalle :

7t 1,96\M^ - (1 - 1) s21£1 

\i p n p

Lorsque 1'on a pu determiner par 
un essai interlaboratoires les caracteristiques 
des lois de reproductibilite, CT (R), et de 
repetabilite, <F(r), il est possible de connaftre 
l'intervalle de confiance lie ä une moyenne 
de resultats d’une autre mesure de meme 
nature. Cette autre mesure peut etre effectuee 
par un nombre de laboratoires inferieur au 
nombre p de 1'essai interlaboratoires et chacun 
d'eux peut avoir obtenu un nombre de resultats 
different de n.

De meme, on peut, d'apres CT (R)
et <T ( r), estimer I'ecart maximal admissible 
entre les moyennes des mesures de deux 
laboratoires qui effectueraient un essai
different de 1’essai interlaboratoires et 
dont 1'un aurait obtenu n^ et 1'autre n£ 
resultats.

En effet, d’apres le fascicule X 06-041, 
au seuilde Of = 5 % ou (1 -°l)= 0,95, on doit 
avoir :

|X - X К 1,96 \/ 2|c2(R) - (1- (r)

12 V *- zn^- ■*
si n 2 = n j =1

|X1 - X2] 4.1,96 W 2CT(R) = 2,77(T(R)

Ce mode d' utilisation ulterieure des 
caracteristiques de la dispersion d’une methode 
d'essai, qui ont ete determinees au cours 
de l'essai interlaboratoires, est tres utile 
(Tableau Ill).
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Ces essais en commun conduits par 
le C.E.R.I.L.H. depuis 1949 ont ete etendus 
en I960 а Г ensemble des essais courants 
du ciment. Ils regroupent maintenant environ 
cent cinquante participants. Ils permettent 
chaque annee aux laboratoires de confronter 
leurs resultats ä l'ensemble des mesures.

7. PRATIQUE DE L’AUDIT INTERNE.

Un audit interne est declenchee dans chaque u
nite technique (chimie,calorimetric,etc..) 
une fois par an par le Responsable Qualite 
avec la participation du responsable technique.

1АВ1Ш.П1.АРШ С АТ10М DES ESSAIS INTERLABORATOIRES AUX MESURES DE CHALEUR D'HYDRATATION.
A. Les resultats des mesures de, chaleur d * Hydratation sont fournis ä diverses echeances jusqu'ä cinq 

jours. A titre indicatif les echeances de 12h, lj, 3j, 5j» peuvent etre retenues.
Les ecarts types de repetabilite (r) et de reproductibilite (R) determines seien le fascicule de docu
mentation XO6-O41 Fidelite d une methode d'essai. Guide pour les essais interlaboratoires", sont les 
suivants :

B. Intervalles de confiance bilateraux, en J.g""* .rapportes ä un resultat ou ä la moyenne de deux ou 
quatre resultats.

t 12 h 1 j 3 j ' - 5 j
(r) (J-я 1 ) 10 10 10 10
(R) LLs-1 ) 15 15 20 20

Valeurs moyennes (J.g- * ) obtenues lors des essais 150 285 350 360
interlaboratoires (ä titre indicatif). a ä a ä

--- ------------------------
250 360 400 410

C. Ecarts admissibles entre les resultats de deux mesures ou de deux moyennes en J.g

Cas retenus

Vis-ä-vis 
du 

laboratoire

Vis-a-vis de l'ensemble 

des laboratoires

12 h, 1 j 12 h et 1 j 3 j et 5 j
1 resultat dans 1 laboratoire + 20 + 30 + 40

2 resultats dans 1 laboratoire + 14 + 26 + 37

Entre 2 
laboratoires

1 resultat par laboratoire + 20 + 21 + 28

2 resultats par laboratoire +_ 14 +_ 18 + 26

---------- Cas retenus 12 h 1 .1 3 j 5 j
2 resultats dans 1 laboratoires : |X^X2l 28 28 28 28

ENTRE DEUX 
LABORATOIRES

1 resultat par laboratoire : |X^—X2I 42 42 55 55

2 resultats par laboratoire : |X^—X2I 37 37 52 52



L'audit a pour but de deceler les 
risques de non qualite dans le laboratoire. 
C'est un examen methodique qui vise ä caracteri- 
ser principalement :

- I'efficacite des modes operatoires,
- I'efficacite des procedures,
- le respect des procedures et des 
modes operatoires.

L'audit doit etre conduit en se plaqant 
autant qu'on peut sur le terrain (et non co
mme un scribe installe sur les gradins et qui 
critique les phases du combat dans 1'are
ne !) Le but de 1'audit est de supprimer 
les imperfections en decelant les points d'applica
tion des actions correctives et en identifiant 
les opportunites pour 1' amelioration. A 1'occasion 
de Г audit on verifie que les actions preventives 
ou correctives prises anterieurement ont porte 
les effets escomptes.

8. ACCREDITATION.

ä la reunion du Conseil General ä WASHINGTON, 
en septembre 1985 а Г initiative de M FROHNSDORFF 
(ETATS-UNIS) et du Dr. BASILIO (BRESIL).
Dans un large domaine couvrant : 1' harmonisation 
des methodes d’essais, la reconnaissance
mutuelle des controles, la mise en place des 
systemes d'assurance de la qualite, les essais 
d' intercomparalson, l'audit et 1' accreditation 
des laboratoires, ce comite peut entreprendre 
en 1986 Le recensement des procedures, la 
tenue d’un symposium pour la confrontation 
des experiences en 1987 et ulterieurement 
la preparation d'un guide de bonne pratique.

* * * * 
Au terme de cette communication, 

11 importe peut etre de bien distinguer d’une 
part, la gestion de la qualite des vroduits 
attestee par la certification, et d'autre part, 
la gestion de la qualite des essais dont temoigne 
1' accredition. Pourtant un certa'in parallelisme 
existe entre les deux demarches, comme cela 
apparaft au tableau IV.

La I certification des preduits I met 
desormais en oeuvre trots niveaux de contro
les : controle de fabrication (niveau 1) auto- 
controle (niveau 2) et controle par le service 
de verification (niveau 3). L* 1 attribution 
du droit d'usage de la marque NF-VP des 
ciments, laquelle est geree par le Cemite 
de la Marque, s'appuie sur les essais realises 
aux niveaux 2 et 3 aux conditions sulvantes, 
relatives a la resistance, ä la compression :

Le reseau national d’essais RNE dispose 
d'une methode d' investigation qui lui permet 
d'evaluer le degre de conformite de 1'organisa- 
tion interne du laboratoire avec les exigences 
du referentiel. L'audit lui permet, par 1'informa- 
tion prealable (questionnaire), Г interview, 
la consultation de documents et la visite 
des installations de constater que pour les 
differentes activites elementaires, I'action 
ä mener est bien prise en compte, la procedure 
decrivant ce qu'il faut faire et par qui le 
faire existe et est complete et que son applica
tion est verifiee.

L'accreditation par le reseau materiali- 
see par le droit d'usage d'un logo (figure
1) correspond pour le laboratoire ä la reconnais
sance de sa capacite technique ä realiser 
pour le compte de tiers les prestations d’essais 
pour lesquelles il est accredite.

La creation du Reseau National d1 Essais 
permet la creation d'un pole de coherence 
et de competence en matiere d’essais. Un 
reseau de laboratoire dont la credibilite 
ne puisse etre mise en doute, c'est aussi 
un moyen de repondre au besoin des utilisateurs 
qui exigent des assurances quant ä la qualite 
des essais par lesquels ils orientent leurs 
decisions. En outre, 1' accreditation est reque 
avec fierte par chacun des intervenants du 
laboratoire ce qui contribue ä developper 
1'esprit Qualite. La satisfaction du personnel 
resulte du double sentiment de . bien faire 
et de faire quelque chose d'utile. A mesure 
que cette aptitude s'accroit et que des progres 
sent realises, d'autres deviennent accessibles 
et sont souhaites. La recherche de la qualite 
est alors qualifiante pour 1'individu. Les 
differents systemes nationaux d'accreditation 
coordonnent leurs efforts au sein de 1’ILAC. 
Dans le domaine des materiaux cette concertation 
s’effectue principalement par la RILEM laquelle 
participe depuis 1977 aux travaux de 1 ILAC.

Le principe d'un nouveau Comite 
Technique sur les Procedures d'Evaluation 
pour les Laboratoires de. reference du ciment 
et du beton au sein de la Rilem a ete retenu

a) VERIFICATION DU BON ETALONNAGE.
Les prelevements effectues au titre 

du controle NF-VP (12 par an au minimum) 
sont chacun divises en deux parts egales, 
1'une etant essayee par le laboratoire du 
Service de Verification (ville de Paris) donne 
un resultat x. , 1'autre essayee par le laboratoire 
du fabricant un resultat y^.

On s'assure d'abord que les differences 
d| = у J - x j ne sont pas exagerement 

dispersees. A cette fin, on verifie que la 
valeur em definie par la formule ci-dessous 
est inferieure ä un seuil e о = 1 MP

em = 1/n\j - xi)2 - 1/n ^S(yi -xi )12 = ^T
n devant etre au moins egal ä 12.

b) VERIFICATION DE L'HOM3GENEITE DE L'AUTO- 
CCN'TROLE.

La verification ci-dessus etant faite, 
il convient de s'assurer que les essais d’etalonna- 
ge du fabricant (sur prelevement Ville de Paris) 
appartiennent, avec une forte probabilite, a 
la meme distribution statistique que I'enserrble 
des resultats de 1'autocontrole. A cette fin» 
on calcule : . .------

I M - m I V n

formule dans laquelle M est la moyenne de 1'ensem
ble des resultats du fabricant et leur ecart
type, m la moyenne de ses n essais d'etalonnage 
(12 en principe).

Pour u 2,58 on serait conduit ä conclure 
ä la non identite de deux populations avec un
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risque d'erreur de 1 %.

c) CORRECT ION D'ETALONNAGE.

Dans le processus de verification de la 
conformite aux normes par utilisation des resultats 
de 1'aut ocont role ces demiers sont introduits 
dans les calculs apres avoir effectue la correction 
d'etalonnage, En pratique le parametre M (moyenne) 
de la distribution statistique de 1'autocontröle 
est renplace par :

M + m' - in (oü M est la moyenne de 1'autocon
tröle, m' ia moyenne des essais NF-VP de l'e- 
talonnage et m la moyenne des essais d'etalo
nnage du fabricant.

Ces verifications et correction etant 
faites, la distribution des valeurs de 1'autocontrö
le doit satisfaire aux conditions fixees nour 
les limites nominales des classes de la norme 
NF.P.15-301 avec les probabilites suivantes :

• 90 % pour les valeurs
• 99 % pour les valeurs 
. 90 % pour les valeurs 

minimales ä 2 jours 
minimales ä 28 jours 
maximales a 28 jours

Une certaine analogie apparait ä cet egard 
entre les principaux systemes europeens de certifi
cation des produits permettant d'envisager entre 
les pays une reconnaissance rrutuelle des procedures 
de certification (projet du sous-ccxniLe du CEN 
anime par M. VAN KLAVEREN).

I L'accreditatioiTI s' applique de ja en FRANCE aux 
laboratoires qui interviennent au niveau 3 pour le 
beton et ses constituants (ciment, adjuvants, etc..) 
progressivement, eile peut concerner ceux du niveau
2. Elle qualifie, corrme nous 1'avons vu, une organi
sation et une aptitude ä gerer la qualite des essais. 
Elle inplique notanment le rattachement des grandeurs 
principales aux etalons nationaux. Elie correspond, 
eile aussi ä trois niveaux de contröle : 1'autocon
tröle, par 1'unite technique (niveau I), 1'audit 
interne et 1 assurance de la qualite (niveau 
II) et 1'audit ext erne (niveau III). Gere par 
le Reseau National d'Essais pour la FRANCE (par 
des Cornnissions sectorielles specialisees : bailment 
Genie Civil etc...), la procedure s'inscrit dans 
une perspective de reconnaissance mutuelle de 
1'accreditation des laboratoires au sein de 1'ILAC 
(International Laboratory Accreditation Conference).

CERTIFICATION DE QUALITE ACCREDITATION

Niveau 1 contröle de fabrication
Niveau 2 autocontröle du fabricant
Niveau 3 contröle du service de verification

Niveau 1 autocontröle par 1'unite technique
Niveau II audit interne et assurance de la qualite 
Niveau III audit externe par 1’organisme accrediteur

Inplique des conditions de prise en conpte des 
resultats

Inplique des conditions de realisation des essais

Geree par le Comite de Nhrque Geree par le Reseau National d'Essais

Evolution vers la reconnaissance mutuelle des cer
tifications (CEN)

Evolution vers la reconnaissance rrutuelle des accre
ditations (ILAC).

TABLEAU IV
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EVALUATION OF POZZOLANIC ACTIVITY AND ITS IMPACT ON SPECIFICATION OF 
BLENDED CEMENTS.

INTRODUCTION

India has a long tradition in manufacture and use of 
blended cements, which presently comprise nearly three- 
fourth of the total cement production. Portland pozzolana 
cements (PPG), which comprise nearly half the total 
production, are made with flyashes and/or calcined clay 
pozzolana (CCP), mostly interground with cement clinker 
and gypsum.

Like in many other countries, cement specifications 
in India have some prescriptive and some performance 
requirements; characteristics and permissible proportion 
of pozzolana being such prescriptive requirements. In 
an effort to make the cement specifications as much 
performance-oriented as possible, the need of separate 
tests for pozzolanic materials in specifications of portland 
pozzolana cement (IS : 1489-1976) has been questioned. 
While the debate continues, it is held that, in order 
to ensure special properties of PPC claimed in standard 
specifications, viz better resistance to leaching, aggressive 
waters and alikali-reactive aggregates and reducing 
unsoundness due to free lime and magnesia hydration, 
some test to ensure its adequate reactivity to lime
systems is necessary. Such tests are also necessary to 
distinguish a pozzolana from a totally inert additive, 
for which performance requirements in terms of setting 
and compressive strength are not adequate. With this 
as a background, this paper reviews the characteristics 
of pozzolana and portland pozzolana cements in the 
country and makes recommendation for improvements 
in the cement specifications and methods of evaluation 
of pozzolanic materials. ,

CURRENT SPECIFICATIONS

IS: 1489-1976 permit addition of 10 to 25 percent pozzolana 
material in the manufacture of PPC. Being used as 
an all-purpose cement for plain and reinforced concrete 
interchangeably with ordinary portland cement, the 
specification requirements of compressive strength at 
3, 7 and 28 days and setting times, in case of both types 
of cements, are identical. However, no tests for durability 
which may have a bearing on the long-term performance 
are prescribed. The pozzolanic materials are required 
to conform to requirements of IS: 3812 (Part I) - 1981 
in case of flyashes and IS: 1344-1981 in case of CCP. 
As is common in many other countries (1,2), these 
requirements are in terms of chemical composition, 
fineness, drying shrinkage, lime-reactivity test (8 days 
at 50°C) as well as minimum 80 percent strength at 
28 days in cement activity test with 20 percent replace
ment of cement by the pozzolanic material.

Out of these, pozzolanic activity has been found to 
have poor correlation with broad limits of chemical 
requirements specified, especially because the pozzolana 
used are essentially silica-and alumina-bearing, and 
pozzolana with sizeable calcium oxide content are seldom 
encountered. Fineness in terms of specific surface area 
(Blaine's) is important, but particle-size-distribution 
(fractions below 10 bm) is found to correlate better 
with pozzolanic activity (3). In order to evaluate the 
pozzolanic activity, one has, therefore, to fall back 
upon, the physical tests involving reactivity to lime, 
e.g. lime-reactivity and cement activity tests.

CHARACTERISTICS OF POZZOLANA AND CEMENTS

Large number of samples of pozzolana materials, clinkers 
and cements produced with these (both OPC and PPC) 
in different cement plants were evaluated periodically. 
A summary of results of lime-reactivity (LR) and cement 
activity tests of pozzolana are described in Fig. 1 & 2 respecti
vely. It is seen that the pozzolana used in about 30 percent

Fig. 1 : Histogram of lime-reactivity of pozzolana
materials.
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28-DAY CEMENT REACTIVITY INDEX.PERCENT

Fig. 2 : LR and Cement activity of pozzolana. 



samples not satisfy the requirement of minimum 
40 kg/cm lime-reactivity (Fig. 1). However, most of 
the samples satisfied the requirement of 80 percent 
cement activity and correlation with lime-reactivity 
was poor and the trend erratic (Fig. 2).

Reasons for this are not difficult to seek. Replacement 
of 20 percent cement amounts to a corresponding increase 
in the water-cement ratio and thf? resultant strength, 
in absence of any coni ribut ion from the pozzolans 
upto 28 days, could be of the order of 75 to 80 percent 
of the control (I ig. .5). Further modifications in the 

Fig. 3 Effect of increasing w/c ratio by 20% on relative 
strength.

strength result due to the effect of granulometry of 
the pozzolana material in water requirement for the 
constant flow (105 percent). These are corroborated 
by the results in Table 1.

TABLE - 1

REACTIVITY OF INERT ADDITIVES WITH 
LIME AND CEMENT

SI
No

Fineness 
cmZ/g

Lime 
reacti
vity 
kg/cm

Cement 
reacti
vity 2 
kg/cm

Increase (4) 
or decrease 
(-) in water 

r(x]uircmcnl %

A1 3085 1.5 80 - 0.7
A2 3290 1.4 74 0
A3 3590 1.2 " 70 + 0.7
B4 3010 1.5 60 + 3.5
B5 3350 1.8 55 + 4.1
B6 3475 2.3 52 + 4.8

resultant strength was of the order of 52-80 percent 
of the control, depending mainly on the modification 
of. water demand. On the other hand, some pozzolana 
material having relatively high LR were found to have 
resulted in cement activity lower than 80 percent, 
because of increased water demand (Fig. 2).

The dosage of pozzolana material used in manufacture 
of RPC in India usually ranges between 10 to 15 percent. 
Data on strengths of PPC and OPC obtained from the 
clinker used in the manufacture, whenever ground to 
comparable finenesses, are given in Table 2.

TABLE - 2

STRENGTHS OF PPC AND OPC - PLANT DATA

Cement 
Plant

Fineryss .
cm /g

Ratio of Strength 
PPC / OPC

OPC PPC / days 28 days

1 3755 3800 0.65 Cl 7 a
4090) 4 355 0.61 0. 74

2 275 5 3325 0.92 0.85
3 2965 3000 0.96 0.94
4 3086 34 7 3 0.98 0.95
5 2855 3863 0.88 0.97

2519 3293 0.89 0.87
3074 3872 - 0.87

6 за ?а 3608 0.72 0.63
7 2871 ' 3413 0.91 0.87
8 2941 3504 0.87 0.90
9 3546 3782 0.89 0.90

10 345 3 3826 1.24 1.02
11 3726 3826 1.00 1.06
12 3050 345 3 0.52 0.70
13 3293 3696 ’ 0.82 0.78
14 3826 3896 0.78 0.74
15 а 6!’ 9 + оУ4 0.90 1.03
16 3765 • / ^ L ’ 0.80 0.79
17 3300 3655 0.98 1.02
18 2822 5 2 гз 2 1.10 1.10
19 3395 л j * 1 у 0.78 0.83
20 3020 3128 0.91 1.07
21 3113 3273 0.8 7 0.91

* A to A limestone, B, to B. sand
1 > ’ A 6

where 20 percent cement was replaced by inert additives
1 e ground limestone and sand. It is seen that the

It would be seen that inspite of somewhat lower percentage 
of pozzolana in industrial production, the strength ratios 
were more or less similar to cement-activity indices 
and age of testing (7 or 23 days) did not make much 
difference. This would point to the fact that not much 
of pozzolanic reaction was taking place upto 28 days. 
This is corroborated by X-ray diffraction studies carried 
out in the manner suggested by Costa and Massazza (4). 
Typical results indictated that the reduction of CH upto 
28 days in the presence of pozzolana was not high. 
Typical scanning electron micrographs upto 28 davs' 
hydration i.F :q. 4 & 5), showed substantial proportion of 
unreacted flyash or ССР-part icles with some hydration 
products.
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Fig. 4 : Electron micrograph showing unreacted fly 
ash particle-

MODIFICATIONS IN CEMENT ACTIVITY TESTS

From the above it will be clear that the cement activity 
test does not serve the purpose of properly characterising 
a pozzolan or to distinguish it from an inert additive, 
mainly because the limit of 80 percent is not a stringent 
one and secondly, not much of pozzolamc activity can 
be expected during 28 days hydration specially with 
oozzolana of marginal reactivities. On the other hand, 
variation in water content for constant flow introduces 
additional variability in results (5).

Lime reactivity test would seem to be preferable in 
that one of the reactants e.g. lime is constant and 
responses obtained with different pozzolana material 
help in evaluating and characterising them. Helmuth 
has discussed in detail the relevant reaction chemistry 
and the effects of amount of lime involved in evaluating 
pozzolana of both high and low reactivities (5). Although, 
the products of reaction in hme-pozzolana systems 
are essentially calcium silicate hydrates, there could 
be differences in the morphology and C/S molar ratio 
than what is expected in hydration with cements. It 
is for this reason that many tend to question the reliability 
of lime reactivity test under thermally activated regime 
in simulating the reaction of the same pozzolana with 
cements under normal conditions of curing.

Keeping these criticisms in view, attempts were made 
to assess the potential of strength contribution of a 
pozzolana to the cement under normal condition о 
curing in a more direct manner. For this, the standard 
cement sand mortar was tested for compressive strength 
at 28 days in the usual manner, except the water-cement 
ratio was kept constant at 0.5. Two other mixes were 
then tested; one with 20 percent extra cement (by weight) 
in the mix and the other with 20 percent pozzolana 
by weight in the mix with the water content same as 
in control. Since the water content was adequate to 
accommodate the increase in fines, no modification 
in the sand content was necessary. The contribution 
of the pozzolana to the strength development (Pl), 
expressed as a proportion of an equal weight of cemen 
was given by;

Pl = C-A
B-A

where A is the cement strength in the control and в 
and C are the strength in mixes with additional cemen 
and addition of pozzolan respectively.

Results of tests on different pozzolana samples are 
given in Fig. 6. Obviously the chemical composition

Fig. 6 : Relation between pozzolanacity index and hmtr 
reactivity.



and fineness of cement would be important parameters 
and a strict comparison would have called for a "standard" 
cement to be used in each case, similar to a standard 
"lime" being used in lime-reactivity test. However, 
from the standardisation point of view, it would require 
that such a standard cement be used in all the laboratories 
and cement plants in the country. The cement used 
in this exploratory tests were, therefore, purposely chosen 
at random. Although there was considerable scatter 
in the test results in Fig. 6, it would appear that a 
pozzolana activity index (PI) of around 40 percent and 
above corresponded the lime reactivity value of 40 kg/cm .

These results point to the possibility of improving the 
cement activity test and set a realistic strength limit. 
In absence of any strength contribution by the pozzolana, 
a 20 percent cement replacement can cause 20 percent 
lowering of strength cfcje to increase in water-cement 
ratio, i.e. 80 percent relative strength. Complete pozzolanic 
reaction, on the other hand, would result in strength 
equal to that of control (i.e. 100 percent relative strength), 
.may be at a later age. Between these two extremes, 
since pozzolana materials of satisfactory lime-reactivity 
were found to contribute about 40-50 percent strength 
as of cement of equal weight, a 20 percent replacement 
of cement should correspond to atleast 90 percent relative 
strength upto 28 days when tested in constant water 
content.
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on these investigations, the following suggestions 
are made for incorporation in specifications of blended 
cements;

0 While attemptes to make cement specifications 
more performance-oriented should continue, 
characterisation of additives in blended cements 
is necessary.

») Lime-reactivity tests are better suited to characterise 
a pozzolana and distinguish it from inert additives.

iii) Cement-activity tests should be carried out at 
constant water content and a minimum 90 percent 
relative strength for 20 percent cement replacement 
would ensure satisfactory pozzolanic activity.
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'REND OF THE SPECIFICATION AND THE METHOD ON ALKALI - SILICA REACTION IN JAPAN

Numbers of cracks were found in the concrete piers of 
highways in Osaka City in 1982. Core specimens were 
extracted frcrn the concrete piers and tested. As a 
result, the cause of the cracks was determined to be 
alkali-silica reaction.
Committee of Research on alkali-aggregate reaction of 
Japan Concrete Institute conducted a nation-wide sur
vey of concrete constructions in the later years, and 
the results revealed several deteriorated concrete 
structures, vhose cause was suspected alakli-aggregate 
reaction.

In Japan the examples of alkali-aggregate reaction 
were hitherto unknown, thus, the specification and 
test method had not been formed. Since. 1984 much has 
been discussed as to set the specification for low- 
alkali cement and test method to determine alkali 
reactivity of aggregate in a somewhat hasten manner.

Japanese Industrial Standard Specification (JIS) for 
low-alkali canent was issued on February 1, 1986.
The specification defines the alkali content of low 
alkali Portland cement to be below 0.6%. In respect 
to the test method for concrete aggregate, there is 
no authorized test method in Japan.

1. Establishment of JIS Specification on Low-Alkali
Portland Cement
The Cement Association of Japan prepared ä draft 
proposal for evaluation of alkali content of low- 
alkali Portland cement in order to set the crite
ria. However, it was found difficult at that time 
to establish the standard value of alkali content 
vhich ascertained the ground and gained a strong 
consensus, because of the lack of sufficient data 
showing correlation betvreen alkali content and 
concrete expansion of alkali—reactive aggregate. 
Therefore, the Cement Association of Japan decided 
to propose low-alkali Portland canent should con

tain less than 0.6% of alkali with the reference to 
ASTM Cl 50 /1/ and other references /2, 3, & 4/. Agency 
of industrial Science and Technology reviewed the 
proposal, and revised JIS R5210 /5/ to add specifica
tion for low-alkali Portland cement. The newly issued 
alkali content of low alkali Portland cement was 
defined as Na2O(%) + 0.658K2O(%) to be below 0.6%, 
and it was published officially on February 1, 1986.
(Note. 1)

Note. 1: Analysis for Na2O and K2O is defined by JIS 
R5202 /6/, and they are determined by atomic 
absorption spectrophotanetry or flame spec
trophotometry. .

2. Study of the Test Methods for Potential Reactivity 
of Aggregate

There is no official test method in Japan that 
determines alkali reactivity of concrete aggregate 
at present. The Cement Association of Japan, Japan 
Concrete Institute, General Building Research Cor
porations, and Public Works Research Institute of 
Ministry of Construction are currently undertaking 
a research to formulate the test method. The out
line of these test methods is sunmarized as foil®5

1. The test method that determines alkali react! 
vity of aggregate with the use of chemical 
method.

2. The test method to determine expansion of nor 
tar specimen or concrete specimen.

3. The test rethod to determine dynamic Young s 
modulus and ultrasonic pulse velocity of mor
tar specimen or concrete specimen.

It is envisaged that the test method with the 
application of chemical method (1), and one with
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the determination of expansion of mortar bar (2) 
sliall be approved as the standard test method , 
for alkali reactivity determination in the near 
future.

2.1 Chanical Method
ASTM C289 /7/ was partly modified to construct 
the test method with the application of chemical 
method. The flow chart of this rrethod is shown 
in Fig. 1.
The difference of this method with ASTM C289 is:
1. Perchloric acid is used in the determination 

of dissolved silica.
2. Atomic absorption spectrophotcmetry is adopted, 

while ASIM C289 doesn't include the two devi
ces.

The zrivantages of the test method are sliortening 
of analysis period and minimization of analytical 
error.

It is considered the chart (Fig, 2) of ASTM C289, 
"Illustration of Division Between Innocuous and 
Deleterious Aggregates on Basis of Reduction in 
Alkalinity Test" can be applied to determining 
alkali reactivity of Japanese andesite. Chert, 
hotrever, is subject to consideration as suffi
cient data are not available for this aggregate.

2.2 Mortar Bar Method
For mortar bar method, a prism specimen of 4 x
4 x 16 cm (see Fig. 2) is reccntnended. The mix 
proportion for this test method is similar to 
the one defined by ASTM C227 /8/. The total 
alkali content (Na2O eq.) must be controlled at 
1.2% to form a mortar specimen.
This specimen is easy to handle, as it does not 
destroy its form when casted off the mold. Nor 
does it twist or deform while it is preserved 
in the container. In addition, our experience 
tells that the measurement precision is notable 
with this method.

Fig, 3. shows the coiparison of expansion ratio 
of a 4 x 4 x 16 cm specimen with a Stanton's 
bar. The mix propertion of the two specimens is 
identical. The results are congenial at large.

3. Future Schedule
At present, several institutions are undertaking 
the research of alkali-aggregate reaction. Yet, 
the vital issue is wriere to locate the responsi
bility of such a test method and to standardize 
it. In short, determining the standard value of

’ total alkali content of 1 m3 concrete is indispen
sable. In such a case, alkali content of water 
reducing agent and other admixtures, and mixing 
water must be tested integrally.
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Fig.l Flowchart of determination procedure of Dissolved Silica



Fig.2 40X40X160ee Prisi Specinen for Mortar bar test.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there have been increasing 
pressures to broaden standard specifications 
for cements, particularly because of concern 
about conservation of fuels and other re- , 
sources [1]. Concern is appropriate because," 
at least in the United States, cement 
manufacture is one of the largest industrial 
users of energy [2]. Whether or not changing 
cement specifications will have a significant 
effect on energy use, a number of important 
questions have been raised by the heed to 
ensure that specifications do not 
unnecessarily hinder innovation in cement» 
formulation. Unfortunately, these questions 
often endup as unresolved debates on the 
advantages and disadvantages of performance 
specifications, as opposed to prescriptive 
specifications.

In this paper, we discuss the purposes of 
standard specifications for cements, the 
types of specifications, the shortcomings of 
present specifications, the stimuli for 
changing the forms of cement specifications, 
the development of performance specifications 
for cements in ASTM, and the possibility of 
including optional prescriptive requirements 
in a performance specification. We also 
discuss the roles of quality assurance 
systems for cement testing laboratories and 
speculate about cement specifications of the 
future.

2. PURPOSES OF STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
CEMENTS

The main purpose of a specification is to 
facilitate commercial transactions by 
defining a product in suitably precise terms 
acceptable to both the buyer and seller. In 
the case of a cement specification, it also 
facilitates the building design process by 
informing the designer and construction 
specifier about essential characteristics of 
the cement and helps protect public safety by 
defining materials which are likely to 
perform predictably and safely under normal 
conditions. Because most cements are 
commodities — materials produced in large 
quantities which are sufficiently similar to 
each other for the products from different 
manufacturers to be interchangeable — 
specifications must reflect their commodity 
nature. This requires specifications to 
address questions of quality, including 
aspects of performance and uniformity which 
affect interchangeability. In addition, 
specifications are usually expected to define 
minimum acceptable levels of performance, 
preferably through simple, short-term 
tests which have a strong, clearly-apparent, 
correlation with performance in common end 
uses. It is seldom considered essential for 
specifications to define maximum levels of 
performance, though maximum levels may be 
defined.

3. PRESCRIPTIVE AND PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATIONS FOR CEMENTS

Specifications are often discussed in terms 
of two extreme types — prescriptive specifi
cations and performance specifications [3]. 
A prescriptive specification defines a 
product in terms of its constituents and 
therr relationships to each other, while a 
performance specification defines a product 
solely in terms of the functions it is to 
perform. Because it relies on measures of 
performance to assure the suitability of a 
product, a performance specification defines 
the product less narrowly, at least in terms 
of the constituents, than a prescriptive 
specification.

While it is useful to analyze specifications 
in terms of the extent to which they exhibit 
features of prescriptive and performance 
specifications, it often seems to be 
unrealistic to try to write specifications 
solely in either prescriptive or performance 
terms. On one hand, a purely prescriptive 
specification may require some knowledge 
which is not yet available, such as the 
relationship between composition and rate of 
strength development, or some analyses which 
are too sophisticated to be practical; on the 
other hand, a performance specification may 
require tests, such as tests for sulfate 
resistance, which are too complicated, 
time-consuming, and expensive for routine 
use. As a result, most product specifica
tions have both prescriptive and performance 
requirements. Though such specifications are 
sometimes referred to as mixed specifi
cations , they are still prescriptive.

In principle, a performance specification is 
less likely to inhibit development of new 
products since it gives a clear statement of 
the performance required and how a product's 
performance is to be evaluated. However, 
because of the frequent difficulty and 
slowness of performance testing, particularly 
where durability is concerned, compromises 
are often made. In view of the need to 
facilitate innovation, it is important to 
ensure that the elements in a specification, 
whether prescriptive or performance, are not 
unnecessarily restrictive.

Cement specifications differ greatly in the 
primary classification schemes used. For 
example, the main classification used in 
naming a cement may be in terms of strength 
(as in specifications in many European 
countries), of performance requirements other 
than strength (as in the ASTM C-150 Standard 
Specification for Portland Cements), or of 
the type and quantity of ingredients in the 
cement (as in the ASTM C-595 Standard 
Specification for Blended Hydraulic Cements)-



4. SHORTCOMINGS OF PRESENT CEMENT 
SPECIFICATIONS -

Cement specifications reflect the course of 
their evolution. Thus, a requirement in the 
current version of a specification may have 
been added long ago — so long ago that the 
reason for the limit established, or even the 
precise reason for the requirement, may not 
be known by the active membership of the 
responsible committee. Such a requirement 
probably achieved its immediate purpose when 
first introduced though, possibly, at the 
expense of adding new restrictions on compo
sition or performance which may now prove 
difficult to change. Also, prescriptive 
specifications are often vague, or completely 
silent, on the performance the products are 
intended to provide. In prescriptive specifi
cations , the goal is usually to define the 
composition in unambiguous terms. For 
cements, this is not yet possible because of 
lack of adequate methods for determination of 
phase composition and particle size distribu
tion.

Ideally, a specification should state 
explicitly what essential aspects of perform
ance can be expected from the product. For 
example, a specification for a cement for use 
in reinforced concrete should Indicate its 
ability to provide adequate corrosion 
protection for the reinforcing steel in 
general concrete construction. The specif
ication should also state how compliance with 
necessary performance requirements can be 
demonstrated, whether by compositional 
analysis or by performance tests; in cases 
where performance tests for essential aspects 
of performance would take too long for 
routine use, or would be too expensive. 
Provision should be made for alternative 

"hich will provide an equal or higher 
level of confidence that the required 
performance will be achieved. A list of 
performance characteristics which the 
authors recommend be considered in the 
preparation of a cement specification is 
given in Table 1.

Zable 1. Performance Characteristics for 
jgssible Inclusion in Performance 
-Pacifications for Cements

° Strength at a given age
о Dimensional stability
о Flow properties (workability)
0 Setting time
о Heat evolution
° Sulfate resistance *
о Deleterious reactions with aggregates 

and reinforcement
° Corrosion protection for steel
° Response to air-entraining and other 

admixtures
о Resistance to water '
о Uniformity of performance
о Rate of strength gain at specified 

temperatures
о Resistance to chemical attack
° Color

о Permeability to fluids -
о Electrical conductivity

Two of the most important characteristics in 
the list are often taken for granted, 
probably because they are always provided by 
Portland cements. These are i) resistance to 
waterf and ii) corrosion protection of 
steel. Although these characteristics are 
not specified in present cement specifica
tions, they should be included in any 
performance specification for cements 
which are to be used in place of portland 
cements.

5- STIMULI FOR CHANGING THE FORMS AND 
CONTENTS OF SPECIFICATIO~NS~

Cement specifications used in different 
countries have significant differences. This 
shows that there can be much flexibility in 
the formulation of cement specifications. It 
also suggests that few, if any, cement 
specifications are optimal. While cement 
specifications have been reasonably effective 
in meeting the normal, slowly-changing needs 
of most cement manufacturers and users, 
several new factors now suggest more urgent 
needs for changing the forms and contents of 
cement specifications. These include:

о International agreements to encourage 
and support the use of international 
standards [4]

о Governmental policies encouraging the 
development of performance specifica
tions [ 5 1

о The need for conservation of the 
world's non renewable resources, e.g. 
fuels and industrial minerals used in 
cement manufacture

о The need for minimizing detrimental 
effects on the environment of unused 
waste and by-product materials which 
are potentially useful as ingredients 
of cements, e.g. fly ash and by-product 
gypsum

о Improvements which have been made in 
fundamental understanding of the 
factors affecting the performance of 
cements and concretes, e.g., factors 
affecting alkali-aggregate reactions 
[ 6 ]

о Improvement which have been made in 
test methods and methods of materials 
characterization, e.g., x-ray 
diffraction

о Possibilities for using knowledge-based 
expert systems to aid selection of 
concrete materials

о Growing interest in providing 
comprehensive data bases to support the 
construction process and facilitate 
failure analyses.



These factors are stimulating critical 
reviews of cement specifications. As a , 
result, changes are likely to be made and it 
is the responsibility of cement and concrete 
technologists to ensure the changes are 
rational.

performance specifications for cements. In 
essence, it describes the approach being 
taken in the development of a performance 
specification for blended cements in ASTM 
Committee C-l on Cements. '

6. INCLUSION OF OPTIONAL PRESCRIPTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS IN PERFORMANCE 
SPECIFICATIONS

It has already been mentioned that prescrip
tive specifications pose barriers to innova
tion because they put unnecessary limits on 
the range of permitted compositions. On the 
other hand, prescriptive specifications can 
reduce the risks which might arise from an 
unrestricted range of compositions, particu
larly when there is uncertainty about the 
adequacy of the available performance tests. 
Prescriptive specifications also, frequently, 
have the benefit of depending on analyses 
which can be carried out more rapidly than 
performance tests.

Performance specifications are usually 
believed to encourage innovation since they 
specify precisely what a product is intended 
to do and how its ability to perform 
satisfactorily may be assessed. They do not 
put unnecessary restrictions on factors such 
as composition or source of origin. , 
Unfortunately, performance specifications may 
be inadequate in the choice of criteria 
intended to evaluate performance, and the 
performance tests, particularly ones relating 
to durability, may take a long time to carry 
out. This is a serious problem if the 
product cannot be used until a test is 

completed.

Because of the shortcomings of each of the 
extreme types of specification, practicality 
suggests that cement specifications should 
have both prescriptive and performance 
components, as is usually the case. 
However, to reduce the barriers to innova
tion, it is desirable that the specification 
include a complete performance specification, 
thereby establishing a logical basis for 
development of prescriptive criteria which 
may be needed as alternative, optional, 
criteria of compliance with the specifica
tion. A scheme of this type can be 
represented as in Figure 1.

In this scheme, the first four steps, 1 
through 4, are the formulation of the 
performance specification; the next three, 5 
through 7, are the conversion of some or all 
of the performance criteria into optional 
prescriptive criteria for acceptance testing; 
and the last two, 8 and 9, represent the 
generation and feedback of information on 
performance-in-use to the standards-writing 
body. At present, the feedback mechanism is 
usually too weak to have much effect on the 
standards-writing process, except when very 
severe problems are recognized. However, the 
scheme presented here can provide a model 
upon which to base the development of future

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Define Performance Requirements

V
Develop Performance Tests

V . .
Establish Performance Criteria

V . . .Establish Performance Specification

Characterize Materials Meeting the 
Performance Specification

V
Determine the Sensitivity of
Performance to Characteristics

V
Add Prescriptive Criteria to 
the Specification

V
Fole.’t and Use a Specific
Materials

V
Observe In-service Performance

Use the feedback 
from 9 to modify 
1 through 7 as 

needed
A

Figure 1. Scheme for Development of a 
Performance-Based Specification with Optional 
Prescriptive Criteria

7. THE ROLE OF A QUALITY ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
IN THE EVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT OF 
CEMENT STANDARDS —

In many countries, a system for quality 
assessment of cement testing laboratories has 
been established. An example is the Cement 
and Concrete Reference Laboratory (CCRL) at 
the U.S. National Bureau of Standards (NBS). 
The CCRL is sponsored by ASTM Committees C-l 
on Cements and C-9 on Concrete and Concrete 
Aggregates and managed for ASTM by NBS. 
Financial support for the CCRL is provided 
mostly by the fees charged for its services. 
The functions of the CCRL as related,to 
cement [13], in decreasing order of impor
tance, are: 

i) Voluntary inspection of laboratories 
which use ASTM cement tests to identify, £or 

the benefit of the laboratory managers, 
deviations from the correct procedures in t 

use of the standard tests;

i’i) Provision of proficiency samples of , 
cements for use by laboratories which W1S 
to participate in an interlaboratory test 
program using ASTM cement tests; this 
laboratory managers a way of comparing the 
cement test results with those of other
participants;



iii) Identification of problems with ASTM 
cement standards and bringing them to the 
attention of ASTM Committee C-l; and,

iv) Conduct of research needed for improve
ment of ASTM cement standards.

Quality assessment programs, such as the 
CCRL, can provide a powerful mechanism for 
improvement of cement standards through the 
feedback they provide on the effectiveness of 
the standards. For example, the databases 
they develop from interlaboratory cooperative 
test programs can be used for analysis of the 
variances in test results obtained using the 
standard tests; also, research on reasons for 
unexpectedly large variances can draw 
attention to problems with the standards. 
Because the quality assessment organization 
is constantly in touch with a large number of 
laboratories, it can develop an especially 
high sensitivity to the problems encountered; 
also if, as is the case with the CCRL, the 
organization is under the oversight of the 
standards committee, it can provide an 
effective means for feedback about the 
problems to the committee and its sub
committees. For these reasons concerning 
improvement of cement standards, it is 
strongly recommended that a high level of 
cooperation be maintained between quality 
assessment systems for cement testing 
laboratories and cement standards committees.

in

8- CEMENT STANDARDS OF THE FUTURE

In the future, increasing demands are likely 
to be placed on cement specifications. 
Because of the growing demands of some users 
tor more information, there could be 
divergent needs for specifications between 
aitferent types of users. Some users may 
only want the minimum assurance of quality 
", л® others may want precise data for use 
predictive calculations and addition to 
t-he>a°aSeS‘ further, depending on whether 

national or international, the 
pacifications may have to meet the 

relatively narrow needs of individual 
countries, or the needs of groups of 
Neverfi®? 1П different states of development. 
Nevertheless, it seems possible that a 
соп1яек^Рес1^ication could be prepared which 
the us®d' in whole or in part, to meet 
commodi^3 of dlfferent countries. Where the 
nerfn lty nature of cements is emphasized, 
ге1анТа?Се Sh°Uld able to b® defined in 
DOS^M® y precise terms, with lower and, 
accentab! UPP4 limlts 136ln9 Placed oa 
cemanb b1^ Рег^огп1апсе for a given type of 
sonhicbi °ther cases, where there are many 
onP|reciaated?s®rs' emphasis might be placed 

chemicatse deflnition of the physical and 
the nca, cbaracteristics of a cement so that 
how th» Can aPPly his knowledge to predict 
=°nditionrent Wil1 behaVe under diverse

in termsnnf unrealistic to think
a cement ₽rediction of the performance of 

in concrete using computer-based

mathematical models [7]. if and when this is 
achieved, the cement specification may 
require the manufacturer to transfer to the 
user data which is needed for predictive 
calculations.

Specifications sometimes show logical 
inconsistencies. To prevent this, the logic 
of each specification may, in the future, be 
subjected to computer analysis using tech
niques for standards analysis, synthesis, 
and expression [8, 9]. Also, recognizing the 
ever-present desire to use materials at close 
to their full potential, it is to be expected 
that computer-based systems to aid selection 
of the ingredients of concrete will be 
developed and standardized. An indication of 
this is that the American Concrete Institute 
(ACI) Committee 201 on Durability has estab
lished a subcommittee on knowledge-based 
expert systems. The National Bureau of 
Standards is working with the subcommittee in 
the development of a prototype expert system, 
DURCON [10], for selecting concretes for 
aurability. The expert system is based on 
the ACI Guide to Durable Concrete [11]. its 
development is proving valuable in drawing 
attention to gaps in the knowledge base 
available for selecting durable concrete. 
This should lead to more highly-focused 
research to improve our ability to make high 
quality decisions in the selection of cements 
and other building materials. It may provide 
a new incentive for specifications to include 
optional requirements for more information 
about cements to be transfered between manu
facturer and user.

Overall, we must expect some cement 
specifications to develop as adjuncts to 
computer-integrated construction. This must 
include the establishment of integrated 
project information systems [12] whose lives 
will extend beyond those of the structures to 
which they apply. They must include the most 
relevant information about the materials used 
in the structures. In the case of concretes, 
it must be supposed that it will include 
information on the phase analysis and 
compositions of the cements and mineral 
admixtures used, together with the concrete 
mixture design. Thus, for reasons beyond 
those of performance specification, the 
future cement specification will probably 
require precise description of the cement in 
physical and chemical terms, whether or not 
explicit limits are set on physical and 
chemical properties.

9. CONCLUSIONS

As a result of a growing need of some users 
for more information, two distinct sets of 
needs seem to be developing for cement 
specifications. They are for specifications 
with which compliance can be shown by 
relatively simple tests based on, and 
logically traceable to, performance criteria; 
and specifications requiring the character
ization of cements in the most precise 
chemical and physical terms so as to provide



the basis for prediction of performance using 
mathematical models. The growth in the power 
aid availability of computers is likely to 
have several effects on specifications. For 
example, computers may be used for checking 
the logical consistency of specifications and 
for storing specified data about concrete 
materials used in individual construction 
projects. They may also employ specified 
data for predicting the performance of 
cements in concretes and mortars using 
mathematical models and for aiding 
decision-making on the selection of concrete 
materials using knowledge-based expert 
systems. Databases incorporating cement test 
results from quality assurance programs will 
aid the formulation of mathematical models 
and the development of expert systems. All 
of these foreseeable developments must be 
expected to cause further evolution of cement 
specifications.
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E.B. ENTIN,
L.S.  KLYUEVA, Cement Research Institute, Moscow, USSR 
CEMENT QUALITY: KEY MEASURES AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

Specification of portland cement and 
its modifications is normally effected in 
conformity with the relevant ISO recommen
dations, national standards or SEV* Stan- ■ 
dards (in the East European countries) as 
a set of widely agreed and practically sig
nificant performance measures, such as 
fineness of grinding, setting times, sound
ness, compressive strength and its deve
lopment rate, and resistance to certain en
vironments for special cements«

The most Important figure of merit, from 
both engineering and cost-effectiveness 
viewpoints, Is the 23-day compressive 
strength of a cement (specified in the USSR 
as the cement brand in kgf cm“^) measured 
after 23 days of normal setting. However, 
this characteristic may vary for the same 
cement in wide range depending on the com
position of standard test samples and the 
procedure of their preparation. Observing 
that cement is a semi-product, say, of con
crete, it should be the principal, and more 
meaningful, requirement of cement testing 
techniques that there exist a strong corre
lation between-the strength of cement and 
concrete.

The cement testing procedures, standar
dized in the industrial countries and wi
dely used in the market and research prac
tice, differ from each other by the sieve 
analysis of sand, composition and consis
tency of the mortar, and the size and con
solidation of the test specimens.

A thorough review of the most widely 
used cement testing procedures has been 
reported by Dutron et al. /6/, another sur
vey of relevant standards has been presen
ted later by the World CEMBUREAU /7/. To 
date most countries have reconsidered their 
national standards for cement testing met
hods, but with no significant alterations. 
The Socialist countries have Introduced a

SEV Is the Russian acronlum for the 
Council of Mutual Economic Assistance 
(CMBA or COMICON).

new standard SEV 3920-82: "Cement. Methods 
of testing for physical and mechanical pro
perties" /3/ .

In what follows we would like to examine 
certain general aspects of cement tasting 
methodology.

Void content of sand and the 
composition of a standard 
cement mortar

Standard sands used in cement testing 
are normally natural quartz sands from a 
certain quarry for the country or a group 
of countries. Some national standяndя dic
tate the use of the so-called one-fraction 
sands with narrow sieve analyses of 
0.15-0.60 mm in the USA, 0«50-0.90 mm in 
the USSR, 0.60-0.35 шт in Great Britain, 
and 0.10-0.30 mm In Japan. A common disad
vantage of sands with narrow size distribu
tions is an Increased void content. For 
example, the void content of the one-frac
tion sand subject to the USSR cement test
ing standard amounts to 40-42% in a bulk 
state, 36-37% in a vibration consolidated 
state, and about 33% la a moist vibration 
consolidated state.

The structure of ceaient—sand sorters 
used in cement strength tests is consistent 
with a dense type in which the grains of 
sand are segregated by cement paste. The 
batch of cement paste naturally has to fill 
the intergrain voids and envelop sand grains 
thus separating them with a layer of paste.

Specimens of mortars prepared with the 
use of one-fraction sand are characterized 
by an increased macroporosity which depends 
not only on the void content of the sand 
but also on the composition of the standard 
mortar and, to a certain degree, on the con
solidating means used. The standard mortar 
composition of the cement/sand ratio 1:3 
should be recognized as unsatisfactory from 
the void-content spandpoint. Theoretical 
analysis of mortars conforming to the Soviet 
standard GOST ЗЮ.4-31 indicates that for a 
water/cement ratio of 0.40, the cement paste 
yield is hardly adequate to fill the voids



of the sand. For a collection of cements 
examined (compositionally different} 
straight and with admixtures of slag and 
flayash in proportions of 5» 12, and 20 wt. 
%), the coefficient showing excess of the 
cement paste varies predominantly between 
1.11 and 1.1? growing as high as 1.14-1.16 . 
for cements with an admixture of bergmeal 
and metallurgical sand. Accordingly, for 
cement test specimens by GOST 310.4-81, the 
macroporosity, defining the quality of the 
placement of the specimens, is about 4% 
/10/.

The unsatisfactory placement of speci
mens may degrade the normal profile of the 
strength versus W/C ratio dependence. At a 
constant W/G ratio, the strength of stan
dard specimens can be increased by some 
technological means increasing the yield of 
cement paste. The increase in strength for 
such specimens will not be achieved in con
cretes made of these cements, that is, the 
correlation between the strength pf cement 
in the mortar and concrete will be upset.

It is quite obvious, therefore, that a 
standard mortar should be prepared with 
such a ratio of cement and sand that would 
provide a warranted excess of the cement 
paste over the amount needed to fill the 
voids in the sand. For one-fraction sand 
mortars, the calculated macroporosity of 
specimens reduces in coming from 1i3 mor
tars to 1:2 mortars from 4-5% down to 1.5-2% 
(given isoplacticity of the mortars).

Comparison of variances for the ratio of 
concrete strength to cement strength, deter
mined for isoplastic mortars with cement
sand proportions of 1:3» 1:2-3/4, 1:2-1/2, 
and 1:2 prepared at a constant cement con
sumption rate of 300 kg/m^, indicates that 
the correlation of strength teats for ce
ment and concrete improves for mortars of 
1:2-1/2 and 1:2 propartionings (the level 
of significance for the variances being dif
ferent is, respectively, 25, 25, 5, and 
2.5%).

Thus, with one-fraction sand, one may 
achieve a considerable improvement of cement 

testing conditions by employing isoplastic 
mortars of 112-1/2 and 1:2 cement-sand ra
tios, which approach in their composition 
to the pastes of concrete mixes.

The recommendations of ISO and CMBA 
prescribe the use of sands with complex si
ze distribution, the so-called three-frac
tion sands, of grain size measuring from 
0.03 to 2.00 nun across. These sands exhi
bit a lower void content as compared with 
one-fraction sands (about 35% in a bulk 
state and 28% in a vibration consolidated 
state). The theoretical macroporosity of 
standard specimens in this case is small 
and amounts to about 0.7% for 1:3 composi
tion mortars at a water/cement ratio of 
0.50 /Ю/.

Comparison tests indicate, however, that 
the results may differ markedly if sands 
of a standard sieve analysis are from dif
ferent sources. The respective tests with 
three-fraction sands of Polish and Czech 
origin, meeting the requirements of ISO and 
SEV recommendations, are summarized in 
Table 1. A perusal of the content of this 
table indicates that the 28-day strengths 
of specimens prepared with different-source 
sands and the same cement sample can differ 
from 4.0 to 11.? MPa. It should be noted 
that these discrepances in compressive 
strength exceed both the laboratory and in
terlaboratory systematic errors resulted 
from using a standard sand of the same 
source.

Water/cement ratio and the 
consistency of standard mortars

Specification of cements as to the value 
of compressive strength is carried out by 
testing speciments of cement mortars prepa
red either with a constant water/cement 
ratio (ISO and CUBA recommendations, poly- 
fractional sand procedure, national stan
dards of Great Britain, Japan and some oti»1 
countries) or with a constant consistency 
the mortar (national standards of the USSB 
and the USA).

We have mentioned already that the qua'



Table 1
Effect of Three-Fraction Sands on 

Gement Strength Tests

Table 2
Correlation Coefficients of 23-day 
Strength Tests by GOST 310.4-81 and 

SEV 3920-32

Test 
place

No. 
of 
spe- 
cim’s

Sand 
source

Compressive strength, 
MPa for setting age 
(days) indicated

1 3 7 28
USSR 51 Poland 4.5 11.3 19.0 31.5

CSSR 5.2 14.0 22.3 37.1
Hungary 26 Poland 6.0 13.0 21.0 39.0

CSSR 9.0 19.0 28.0 43.0 -
Bulgaria 14 Poland 4.6 12.3 21.3 32.9

CSSR 7.0 18.6 30.3 44.6

Test 
place

GOST vs SEV with 
three fraction 
sands from

Within SEV 
method on 
Polish and 
Czech.
3-fraction 
sands

Poland Czechoslovakia

USSR 0.86 0.87 0.95
Hungary 0.73 0.83
Bulgaria 0.88 0.30

Hty of a cement manifests Itself in the fi
nal run by the cement behavior in concrete. 
Proceeding from this standpoint, two ce
ments may be recognized as having Identical 
quality if, given equal cement requirement 
and flowability of concrete mixes, they re
sult in concretes of equal strength. Expe
rience suggests, however, that these condi
tions of quality testing are Impossible to 
meet if cement strength tests are carried 
out at a constant W/C ratio without taking 
account of mortar’s flowability.

Constant W/C ratio tests are incapable 
of adequately revealing high engineering 
Properties of cements with enhanced placti- 
clty or decreased water requirements. These 
cements, however, are advantageous, if cor
rectly specified, in that they open up the 
way for cement savings since a given placea
bility can be achieved at a lower W/C ratio 

than for cements of the same.brand (23-day 
compressive strength) but unsatisfatory 
plasticity. From the viewpoint of cement 
quality testing, it is immaterial whether 
the difference in cement requirement occur
red in manufacturing equally strong concre
tes of a given placeability has been caused 
by reduced activity or increased water re
quirement and unsatlsfatony plasticity.

In cement specification, water require
ments are estimated (simultaneously giving 
an indirect indication of rheological pro
perties) with the normal consistency index 
of cement paste. Statistical processing of 
the data covering Soviet Industrial cements 
suggests that there exists an approximately 
linear dependence between the normal con
sistency index and the W/C ratio of con
stant consistency mortars (Fig. 1), the cor
relation coefficient being 0.94. At an equal 
water requirement estimated with the normal 
consistency Index, individual cements may, 
however, considerably differ in the W/C ra
tio of constant consistency mortar. None
theless, even with account of this remark, 
from the standpoint of cement behavior in 
concrete, the quality estimate is more ob
jective in the case of tests with a con
stant mortar consistency rather than with 
a constant W/C ratio.

A constant consistency of mortar is not 
of that much significance In testing purely 
clinker cements which are characterized by 
close water requirements, but it Is signi
ficant for cements with admixtures whose 
production is increasing by many cement 
producers.

Correlation of standard strength 
extlmates from one- and three- 
fraction sand tests

Bulgaria, Hungary, and the Soviet Union 
carried out comparative tests of national 
cements by two methods as prescribed in the 
GMEA standard S8V 3920—32 and in the Soviet 
standard GOST 310.4-31. In the tests by 
GOST 310.4-81, all the countries used one- 
fraction sand in conformity with another
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" Table 4
Physical Characteristics of Cements with normal and False Sets

Portland 
cement 
producer

Setting 
type

NG, % Setting 
test
Chr—mini

w/c Cone 
spread, 
mm

Compressive strength, MPa 
for setting age (days) indicated

beg. end
normal setting steam 

cure
1 3 7 28 1

Brjansk normal 24.00 2-35 4-30 0.36 ИЗ 10.3 22.7 36.5 43.0 26.2
cement false
plant type 1 27.25 2-30 4-35 0.3s 112 II.5 25.7 37.8 51.4 26.2
Punane normal 25.25 2-50 4-50 0.37 113 17.О 31.4 39.7 50.0 З4.5
Kunda false 26.50 2-45 4-40 0.40 113 12.5 25.О 35.4 47.I 29.7
works type 2

Soviet standard GOST 6139-73. The tests by 
SEV 3920-82 were carried out with three- 
fraction sands from Poland and Czechoslova
kia. These sands conformed to the standard 
but somewhat differed from one another by 
the surface morphology of the grains and 
the voids content (35% and 38% for Polish 
and Czech sands, respectively).

The correlation coefficients for the 
results of two testing methods are summa
rized in Table 2. As can be seen, the va
lues of the coefficient are rather high 
(from 0.73 to 0.33 for international da
ta), though somewhat lower than when one 
method of testing was employed on two dif
ferent sands. However, the absolute value 
of the difference in the test results by 
two different methods does not exceed the 
test data difference in one method but 
with different sands. This allowed the 
following approximate relationship to be 
established between the classes of strength 
resulting from the two methods:

60, 55, 50, 40, and 30 MPa (GOST 
310.4-31, 1-fraction sand)

55, 50, 45, 35, and 25 MPa (SBV 
3920-32, 3-fraction sand)

Accordingly, the standard SEV 3920-32 
Cement. Methods of testing for physical 

and mechanical properties”, superseding 
88 159-73, allows for equal use of methods 
with one- and three-fraction sands. From 
January 1, 1935, Bulgaria, Hungary, Po

land, and the Soviet Union have introduced 
this standard into commercial, industrial, 
and scientific spheres.

Assessing accuracy of cement 
testing methods "

This purpose Is served by systematically 
run comparison interlaboratory tests both 
within certain countris and on an interna
tional scale.

The comparative test data presented in 
Table 3 indicate that in general the phy
sic о-mechanic al testing techniques are 
Inaccurate, and the reason for this we see 
as follows. In the process of preparation 
and setting of specimens, a number of en
vironmental and test parameters, such as 
setting temperature, stiffening amplitude, 
mass, etc, varies, although within the 
narrow limits specified by the standard, 
yet at random. Accordingly, the error of 
the test Is in considerable degree due to 
the stochastic nature of the test proce
dure rather than to the properties of ce
ment being evaluated.

False setting

False set relates to the properties of 
cement which affect the specification test 
results In a random way.

Abnomal phenomena at early setting age 
Intervals may be broadly categorized into 
false sets of type 1 and 2 trespectlvely
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Fig. 1. Water/cement ratio of constant con

sistency mortar versus water requi
rement of cements, r = 0.94 
W/C = 0,003 (NC+21,6)

reflecting complete or partial premature 
loss of plasticity after mixing), and cha
racterized by a trend to quick set and the 
quick set proper.

Transition from normal setting to false 
setting and from one false set type to the 
other is connected directly or indirectly 
with the change in the forms of gypsum in 
the cement. The trend to quick set, which 
manifests itself in degrading the initial 
set, and the quick set proper may be tra
ced to both the lack of gypsum for setting 
control »nd a deep dehydration of gypsum in 
cement grinding. With the existing techno
logy of cement manufacturing involving bi
hydrated gypsum as set retarder, the false 
set of 1 or 2 type and the trend to quick 
set are typical of industrial cements.

It is important to note that some ce
ments exhibit both types of false set, whe
reas other cements give no evidence of ty
pe 1. Whether one or the other type of fal
se set predominates depends primarily on the 
alkali content in the clinker /13/• With a 
moderate alkali content of a clinker (about 
up to 0.7% expressed as the NagO equivalent 
of the total alkalies), the cement having 
been heated in the mill to 1OO-150°G can 
exhibit both types of false set. With a hig

her alkali percentage of clinker than in
dicated, cements exhibit the false set of 
type 2 exclusively. An increase in tempera
ture in the mill up to 170°C Inescapably 
results in quick set properties.

The contact of cement with the environ
mental moisture in handling, shipment and 
storage may cause rehydration of the gypsum 
dehydrated in grinding, thereby eliminating 
the false set of type 1. The false set of 
type 2 is harder to eliminate.

Experience also exists on false set ca
ses in shipment and storage of cements with 
Initially normal setting properties. This 
is connected with the fact that the normal 
setting cements containing, as fresh from 
manufacturing, only bihydrate gypsum acquire 
in storage semihydrate gypsum whose content 
can vary both sides, increasing and decrea
sing. The appearance of semihydrate gypsum 
in storage in air may be attributed to sur- 
fase hydration in which both ambient mois
ture and gypsum crystal water take part.

The aforementioned variations of cement 
rheology that occur both in cement manufac
turing and storage cast a shadow of random
ness onto the specification of some cement 
performance measures, such as the normal 
consistency index, setting time, strength 
development rates, etc.

Choice of cements for steam curing
The methods of accelerated testing are 

well treated in /6/ devoted to the analysis 
of cement test methods. The lack of suffi* 
cient correlation between the strength teat 
data at normal setting and various accele
rated test methods bars the stand art iz at ion 
of an accelerated test method. At the same 
time, a complete refusal of the common tes
ting methods with 28-day compressive strengt 
in favor of an accelerated test procedure 
would be undeserable due to a considerable 
proportion of cement being consumed in con
cretes not subjected to steam curing not to 
mention a need for rewriting the respective 
documentation involved in civil engineering 
procedures.



Summary

The consideration of cement testing 
methods in compliance with the Soviet Sta
te standard GOST 310.4-31 and the ISO and 
CMEA recommendations oriented to the use of 
sands which differ in sieve analysis indi
cates that all the methods are not free 
from shortcomings. The use of one-fraction 
sand inflicts a substantial shortcoming in 
the form of increased macroporosity of the 
specimens due to a shortage of cement paste, 
which compounds the effect of random fac
tors on the repeatability of the particular 
test method. With three-fraction sand, tr 
reproducibility of the test method some
what improves, but the test methods fail 
to take account of various water require
ments of tested cements. Another shortcom
ing of the latter approach is its sensiti
vity to the sand, which is connected with 
the sand grain surface morphology and in
consistency of size distributions, in poly- 
fractional sands.

An improvement of cement testing met
hods should be sought on the lines of using 
sands with a narrow sieve analysis and 
employing isoplastic mortars with a ce- 
ment/sand ratio of about 1t2. The deve
lopment of such a method and its promotion 
as a widely adopted approach is a challenge 
in the cement testing field. Achievement 
of this objective would considerably im
prove the correlation of strength test da
ta from mortars and concretes.
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A NEW METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF CEMENT SETTING TIME

For cement setting time determination the Vi cat 
needle penetration method (1,2) and its numerous modi
fications (3) are most widely used. In addition to 
that the Gillmore method has been widely accepted in 
the USA (4). All these methods are arbitrary ones as 
the obtained results depend-in addition to the setting 
characteristics of the studied binder-also on the 
employed initial water-solid ratio, the diameter of 
the needle, the weight applied on the needle and 
other experimental factors.

In our work on acoustic properties of cementitious 
materials we observed consistently a very low initial 
acoustic conductivity of such systems right after 
mixing,which increased rather suddenly by several 
orders of magnitude after a period of time. We 
assumed, that this sudden increase in acoustic con
ductivity may be related to the setting of the 
system. To test this hypothesis we performed the 
tests reported.

EXPERIMENTAL

The set-up of the equipment employed is shown in 
Fig. 1. Electric impulses of preset frequency and 
intensity are produced in an Impuls generator. They 
are converted into an acoustic signal of constant . 
intensity using an ultrasonic generator equiped with 
piezoelectric transformers made from barium titanate. 
The fresh cement paste or mortar is placed between 
the generator and sensor. In the latter one the acou
stic signal, which passed the paste or mortar, is 
converted again into an electric signal. The amplitu
de of the obtained signal, which indicates the frac
tion of acoustic energy not absorbed by the sample,is 
registered by the aid of an analog-digital-convertor. 
The data obtained this way are stored in a computer, 
and may be depicted graphically using a plotter.

1. binder sample 7. switcher
2. sample holder 8. amply tier
3. ultrasound generator 9. digital chronometer
^.ultrasound sensor lO.anatog-digital-convertor
S.frequency generator 11.computer 
i.impuls generator 12.plotter

RESULTS

To compare our acoustic data with results of other 
methods the setting time of a single port land cement 
paste (normal consistency ASTM C 187, DIN 1164 T 5) 
was determined using the following approaches;

1. Vicat method using a needle P = 1,13 mm and a 
load of 300 g (1,2)
2. Same - with a needle 0 = 2 mm
3. Same - with a needle 0 = 3 mm
4. Gillmore method (4)
5. Acoustic method using a frequency of 75 KHz. The 
gap width between generatdr and sensor was varied 
between 20 and 40 mm
6. Acoustic method using a frequenc of 160 KHz and
a gap width of 20 mm •

In Fig. 2a the distance from the bottom at which the 
needle became stuck in the paste is shown as function 
of time for all three needles employed. Expectedly, 
the time at which the needle ceased to penetrate to 
the bottom, just as the time at which it ceased to 
penetrate into the paste, shifted to shorter times 
with increasing diameter of the needle. The beginning 
and end of setting as determined by the Gillmore 
method is shown in the Figure with arrows designated 
Gb (beginning) and Ge (end).

FIG. 1: Set-up of the experimental equipment

FIG 2: Setting data of an OPC obtained with
a) the Vicat and Gillmore methods and
b) the acoustic method

Fig. 2b shows the intensity of the measured acoustic 
signal as function of time. The time at which the 
signal became detectable increased with increasing



distance between the sonic generator and sensor and 
with its increasing frequency. It can be seen that 
the "setting time" determined acoustically lied 
within the range of setting time values determined 
by the classical methods, used for comparison. In sub
sequent experiments a constant frequency of 75 KHz 
and a gap between the generator and sensor of 20 mm 
were maintained. The data obtained this way were com
pared with those determined with the Vi cat method 
using a 1,13 mm needle.

FIG. 3: Setting data for different kinds of 
inorganic binders a) Vicat method b) acoustic 
method .

3: Setting data for different kinds of 

cemö + 5*?ows data obtained on a series of various 
"whi+N 1- 61 an ordinary portland cement (ORC), a

Portland cement with no Ре20з (ORC - W), a 
uiphate resistant" portland cement (ASTM type V) 

slao nnrt!aSwd Fe2°3 content (SRPC), a blast furnance 
(НАС1РдГа and cement (BSPC), a high alumina cement 
ß НН г? 0П 1и° types of Plaster of Paris (<X.HH and 
Vicat'n=L?an be seen that the orders in which the 
that in !hiewC!uSed t0 Penetrate to the bottom and 
increase u Ch ac°ust1c conductivity started to 
"'crease were identical.

diffo?cSi0WL data obtained on our ORC cement with 
a settin1 chem'cal admixtures added. It appears that 
of Cari 9 acceleration brought about by an addition 
a retarded0 d be detected with both methods just as 

retardation brought about by ZnO or sucrose.

«rent raHn the uffect of variations of the water- 
the Viclt™rhnatbe obtained data. It appears, that 
Sljch variati™°dJS distinctly more sensitive to 

lations than the acoustic one.

FIG. 4: Effect of chemical admixtures on setting 
a) Vicat method b) acoustic method

FIG. 5:' Effect of water-solid ratio variation 
on setting a) Vicat method b) acoustic method



Zellerfeld, Federal Republic of Germany.

Finally, Fig. 6 demonstrates the possibility of the 
use of the acoustic method also in systems for which 
penetration methods are not suitable. It can be seen 
that the "setting time" of a pure cement paste was 
identical with that of a mortar with quartz sand 
made from the same cement with the same w/s (0.3 ). 
A mortar with a higher w/s(0.5 )exhibited a retarded 
setting time; the measured setting time remained 
virtually unchanged if either quartz or expanded 
perlite were added as aggregate. An addition of glass 
fibers resulted in a retardation of setting whose 
origin is not obvious. Finally, a very significant 
retardation of setting was determined in a cement - 
pine wood chip blend, apparently due to the carbo
hydrate compounds present in the wood mass.

 1__________ I____________ 1___________ I___________ L- 
0 3_______ 6________ 9_______ 12_______ 15

time in h

in
te

ns
ity

a. Paste OPC w/c 0,3 -
b. Mortar OPC.-Sand 1-1 w/c 0,3
c. Mortar OPC;Sand1;3 w/c 0,5

d. Mortar OPC:Perlite 10:1 w/c 0,5
e. Mortar 0PC:G(ass FiberslOJ w/c 0.5
f. Mortar ' OPC.-Wood Chips10:1 w/c 0,5 

if constant conditions of testing are employed. On 
the other hand the method is less sensitive to varia
tions of the water-solid ratio which affect signifi
cantly the rheology of the cement paste and thus the 
outcome of measurements made with a penetrations 
method.

A special advantage of our new method is the possibili
ty of its use in systems for which penetration methods 
are not, or only little suitable. Our experience shows 
that the acoustic method may be succesfully employed 
not only in ordinary cement pastes and mortars but 
even in glass or organic fibers or wood chips rein
forced systems, not suitable for testing by any 
penetration method.

Our experiments were limited, so far, to systems that 
could be placed in a gap of maximum 40 mm, due to a 
limited output of our sonic generator. We believe, 
however, that the method may be employed even for 
concrete mixes, if the intensity of the entering 
acoustic signal will be increased appropriately.

CONCLUSIONS

A new method for setting time determination of cement 
pastes or mortars was developed in which the setting 
is determined on the basis of a sudden increase of 
acoustic conductivity of the system at the time of > 
setting. The method is insensitive to the nature of 
the binder employed and little sensitive to variations 
in the rheology of the mix. The method may be employe« 
also in mixes in which penetration methods cannot be 
employed due to the presence of foreign components, 
such as fibers, light weight aggregates, or wood chips

FIG. 6: Setting characteristics of pastes and 
mortars made from same cement using different 
aggregates (acoustic method)

DISCUSSION

From the obtained data it becomes obvious, that the 
increase of acoustic conductivity observed in cemen
titious systems is due to the setting of the present 
binder. The phenomenon appears to be independent on 
the quality of the binder employed as an increase, 
of acoustic conductivity at the time of setting can 
be detected even if binders of different chemical 
nature are employed.

The origin of the increase of acoustic conductivity 
is not obvious at this time. We assume, that the solid 
framework formed in the paste at the time of setting 
causes - in addition to the ceasing of plastic defor
mability of the system - also its increased acoustic 
conduct!vity.

Just like in other methods, the exact setting time 
determined by our new method depends, to a certain 
degree, also on the conditions of testing. We assume 
that the obtained variations are due to different 
amounts of acoustic energy lost if signals of diffe
rent frequency are employed or if the distance to be 
passed by the acoustic signal varies. It is of import
ance, however, that variations of setting time,such as 
those due to binder quality or to the effect of che
mical additions, can be well detected acoustically
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FACTORS AFFECTING CEMENT PASTE-AGGREGATE BOND

1. INTRODUCTION
There is a general concense about the influence of 
cement paste-aggregate bond on the behaviour of con
crete. It is recognized that the transition zone 
(interface) is the weakest link of the composite 
material and the one which directly affects mechani 
cal properties and durability. In this way, the ~ 
interest in factors that affect cement paste-aggre — 
gate bond, continuosly increases.
Adherence is partly due to mechanical interlocking 
produced by aggregate irregularities and to van der 
Waals forces which cause the adhesion between aggre
gates and cement hydration products. Besides there 
may be some slow chemical reactions that contribute 
to bona development.
This paper analyzes the influence of many factors on 
bond strength by mechanical tests. To do this, pastes 
with different water-cement ratios, chemical admix - 
tures (a water reducing and two superplasticizers ad
ditives) , expansive addition, and fly ash incorpora
tion were used. Four types of rocks with different 
surface texture were included. Test age was also 
considered as a variable.
This study was complemented by SEM observations 
performed on fracture surfaces, for a qualitative 
analysis of interfaces and cement pastes.

2. EXPERIENCES 
2« 1 Test method:
The aggregate-hydrated cement paste, bond strength was 
evaluated by flexure tests with mid-point loading 
system. Figure 1 shows a scheme of specimens.In every 
case, modulus of rupture of the corresponding cement 
paste were measured. Samples were cured in water 
until testing age.
A deformation-controlled testing machine was emp±oyed 
with a rate of 2 mm/minute.

Aggregate

□ Cement paste

gure 1 . Cement paste-aggregate specimen 
and loading scheme.

2,2 Siscussion of results:

tartef9ate surface texture is one of the most import- 
mecha aCt°,rE that affects bond strength, as it causes 
mechanical interlocking.
interf"^6' ■fracture is preferentially produced at the 
develor0^1" smooth surfaces, crack path can also 
in p “rough the paste and even sometimes, includ- 

y aggregate grains in rough or broken surfaces.
prese^t^8 usually employed in concrete elaboration, 
j.i. n yfferent surface texture, due to their porojs 
ext₽r„9fain Size' cleavage plans, hardness, and also 
eternal factors as weathering.
fractur^68 fOr eaCh a99regate were studied: natural 
tionshi6 an<^ swan surfaces. Table 1 shows the rela- 
Paste 2nterface modulus of rupture (If ) / Cement 
er than rupture (Pf ) . Bond strength is low-
must be paste strength, ranging from 20 to 62 %. It 
greater П15е<1 that fractured surfaces have always 

adherence than sawn surfaces.

w/c ratiQ-Q,4Q. Age;28 days.Paste strength= 12 KPa.

Table 1. Influence of surface texture on 
aggregate-cement paste bond strength.^)

Rock
Interface bond strength

sawnCement paste strength
fractured 
surface

sawn 
surface

fractured

SANDSTONE 0.40 0.32 0.80
MARBLE A 0.30 0.20 0.67
GRANITE В 0.46 0.20 0.43BASALT 0.62 0.20 0.32

Although sawn surfaces are similar, when comparing 
many aggregates, their bond strength can be very dif
ferent. In this case, the high bond developed by sand 
stone may be principally attributed to rock porosity? 
At the same time, variations produced by changes in 
surface texture for the same aggregate can be higher 
than those due to changes in aggregate type. Then, it 
becomes difficult to compare petrography influence as 
their effects are usually superposed.
To study other factors affecting bond strength, a 
unique surface texture was adopted. Marble or granitic 
aggregates were used with a grounded surface obtained 
by sanded. ’5’
Figure 2 shows the influence of-viater-cement ratio on 
bond strength. It appears that If variability is 
lightly lower than Pf ; the relationship If /pf 
trends to increase with high w/c ratios. r r

Figure 2: Influence of water-cement ratio on bond 
strength and cement paste modulus of fupture(pf )

^^r^PPr relationship is also modified by cement 
strength evolution rate. Generally strength gain takes 
place more slowly in interface than in cement paste. 
Table 2 snows the effect of age on bond and paste 
strength erqploying marble and granite, and a high 
early strength cement. It can be seen the significa
tive differential evolution of interface and cement 
paste.
For normal cement or specially low heat cement the 
effect of age on If /pf relationship is smaller.

/ P^r rabi° probably changes because voids 
volume and size at the interface are larger than into 
the cement pasted Xvith time these voids are progres
sively filled, and, consequently, If / Pf ratio is 
modified. r r



FACTORS AFFECTING CEMENT PASTE-AGGREGATE BOND

Grounded surfaces, w/c ratio = 0.40
Cement: C3S:56%, C2S:19%, C3A:0.2%, C4AF:15.8%.

Table 2. Effect of age on bond and paste strength.

Age
Modulus of rupture (MPa) If / r Pfr
Interface: Ifr Paste:Pfr

(days) Marble A Granite A Marble A Granite A

10 3.4 ~— 11.0 0.31 —
28 4.1 3.7 12.0 0.34 0.31
90 5.8 ■ 5.7 12.0 . 0.48 0.48
180 6.3 6.4 12.3 0.51 0.52

TO study influence of admixtures and additions series 
with w/c: 0.30 ahd 0.40 were made. Pastes included 
different types of superplasticizers (Naphtalene and 
Melamine basis, water reducing (lignosulfonate basis) 
expansive and fly ash addition.
Table 3 shows the obtained results of bond and paste 
modulus of rupture. As it can be seen some admixtures 
incorporate important air quantities as a secondary 
effect.
Air incorporation affects in different grade inter - 
faces and bulk paste behaviour. Pfr decreases in a 
higher percentage than Ifr by air presence, being the 
relationship Ifr/Pfr strongly increased.
Comparing NS with NSA (Table 3) , air incorporation r£ 
duced paste strength in 41% and 26% at 7 and 60 days 
respectively; bond strength was only 10% lower at 7 
days and it remains the same at 60 days.
All these experiences were made with vertical inter
faces, the effects of air bubbles could be different 
on horizontal interfaces.
Superplasticizers did not modify significative!у Ifr 
and Pfr. Their principal effects appear by means of 
air incorporation. Naphtalene superplasticizer which 
did not entrained air gave almost the-same Ifr- Pfr 
is higher at early ages probably due to the better 
dispersion of cement particles.
Melamine superplasticizer (MS) produced a small re
duction of strength at 7 days. However, it can be 
seen that at 60 days there is a little increment in 
bond strength for every superplasticizer.
Generally interfaces marble B-cement paste are slight^ 
ly weaker than granite1 SB.
The presence of this water reducing admixture, (which 
also incorporates air) produced higher Ifr but smaller 
Pfr. It appears again that interface is less sensi - 
five than bulk paste, to air presence.

A modified behaviour was observed when fly ash was 
incorporated. Paste with 20% weight replacement of 
fly ash (Class F) finer than cement, was used. It may 
be seen that at 7 days paste strength decreased but 
bond strength wasn't affected. At 60 days Ifr with 
fly ash is higher and Pfr is still a bit small. Then 
Ifr/Pfr relationship is increased for fly ash blends, 
being the effect more evident at advanced ages.
Strength gain (7 to 60 days) is also more pronunciated 
at interfaces: while series C0.4 increased bond and 
paste strength 50 and 37% respectively, this evolution 
for FA series was 100 and 61%. (Table 3).
It must be mentioned that there is a qualitative im
provement of interface, as fracture in 60 daysFAbond 
tests was always through the paste nearly interface 
while for the corresponding control series(Co.4) оп1У 
a small amount of paste remains adhered on the aggre
gate surface.
Fly ash reaction contributes to develop bond strength 
filling voids, that are originally larger at inter - 
face, and reducing large Ca(0H)2 crystals concentra
tion. These crystals have lower adhesion capacity(van 
der Waals forces) and apport preferred cleavage plans.
SEM micrograph (Figure 3) shows a fly ash-cement paste 
-granite aggregate interface.Oriented Са(ОН>2 crystals 
are clearly distinguished.Big crystals are often found 
close to interfaces probably due to a greater space 
for growth.

Figure 3: SEM micrograph of fly ash-cement paste-gran
ite В interface, view from aggregate (split along inter
face). (Age: 60 days). Bar =10 m. X 2700.

Table 3. Influence of additions or chemical admixtures on bond and cement paste strength.

Rocks: Granite B(g) , Marble B(m). Cement: 2860 cm^/g. (CjS:30%, C2S:41%, C3A:9.5%, C^AF:10.9%) .

Addition or 
chemical 

admixtures
Symbol w/c

Air 
incorpo 
ration

Rock
Modulus of rupture (MPa) Ifr / PfrInterface: Ifr Paste: Pfr

7 days 60 days 7 days 60 days 7 days 60 days

None Со.з

0.3

no g 
m

4.9
4.6

5.9
5.4 11.0 12.3 0.44

0.42
0 .48
0 ,44

Superplasticizer
Naphtalene

NS no g 5.0 6.4 12.0 12.5 0.42 Q-У----

NSA yes g 
m

4.5
3.8

6.4
6.5 7.1 9.2 0.63

0.54
0.70
0.71 _

Superplästicizer 
Melamine MS no g 

m
4.0
4.0

6.5
6.0 10.0 12.8 0.40

0.40
0.51
0.47

None
Water reducing
Fly ash(4200cm2/g)
Expansive

Co.4 
WRA 
FA 
E

0.4
no 
yes 
no 
no

9 
g 
g 
g

3.6
4.2
3.4
2.9

5.4
5.7
6.8
6.3

8.4
6.3
6.7
8.8

11.5
7.8
10.8
11 .6

0.43 
0.67 
0.51 
0.33

0.47 
0.73 
0.63 
0.54



FACTORS AFFECTING CEMENT PAS ТЕ-AGGREGATE BOND
P

Figure 4: SEM micrographs of cement paste with expansive 
from aggregate (split along interface) . X4000. addition, (age: 100 days), a)(left):interface view 

b) (right) : bulk paste. X6000.

and increased bond at

entre les granulats et 
VII Int.Cong.on the

Paste incorporating 12% cement weight expansive ad
dition was mixed. Expansion of bars inmersed continu- 
osly in water were 44 /(m/m and 54 /m/m at 7 and 60 
days respectively. Pfr was always similar to control 
paste (c0 4). (Specimens had free expansion condition^ 
Bond reduction at early ages and bond increment at 
advanced ages were found. Then If „/pf relationship 
had a strong evolution with time.r r
Figures 4.a and 4.b show respectively interface and 
interior paste characteristics of series including 
expansive addition. Bulk paste appears very compact, 
meanwhile bigger voids and crystals are observed at 
interface.
3. CONCLUSIONS
The principal conclusions extracted from these experi 
ces can be summarized as follows: —
Surface texture is one of the most important factors 

ecting bond strength, and consequently If /Pf
re ationship. Rough surfaces had always higher bond 
than sawn surfaces. For practical purposes physical 
spects, as mechanical interlocking, have more in- 
uence than petrographic aggregate characteristics.

b5r^P^r ratio rs modified by maturity. Interface 
with ЛЮГе 51ом1У than Paste strength.Cement
enon 19 hydration rate showed clearly this phenom 

' Tt is confirmed that bond is less sensitive to w/c 
ratio than paste strength (ma inly with high w/c ratio)

. Air presence affects in different magnitude inter
face and paste strength. While there is a substan
tial decrease in paste modulus of rupture (Pf ),the 
effects on bond are very small. r ' '

. Fly ash incorporation modified If /pf relationship. 
Fly ash reaction (60 days) produced an increase in ‘ 
bond (26%) while paste strength was still a bit 
lower than control (6%), and also a different crack 
path was observed.

. There weren't found important changes on cement 
paste-aggregate bond produced by the water reducing 
agent and the superplasticizers. Only melamine 
superplasticizer reduced stregth at 7 days. Never
theless paste strength can be affected by air en
trainment caused by these admixtures.

. Expansive addition, in this dosage, did not affect 
paste strength, however it modified bond development. 
It reduced bond at early ages " ' '
advanced ages.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ALITE MICROSCOPIC REACTIVITY AND CLINKER HYDRAULICITY

1 INTRODUCTION
The technique of etching polished section 
is an essential process for the reflected 
light microscopy studying of clinker. Because 
of the similar reflecting power of clinker 
minerals, it is only possible to observe of 
microscopic textures and structures through 
the etching of polished section by adequate 

chemical substances.

The thickness of coating of the reaction 
products formed in the crystal surface, 
determines the color observed by reflected 
light. The color is a result of light 
refraction and varies according to Newton s 
Series, while the thickness of coating grows . 
So, as the color is closely related to the 
reaction rate of crystal with the etchant, 
it can be used as a crystal reactivity.

In order to check the relation between the 
alite crystals color and the clinker 
hydraulic activity, microscopic studies 
performed in industrial clinker samples are 

shown. '

2 NHxCJl ETCHING
The following aspects were obtained as a 
result of previous microscopic observations 
performed in clinkers from different plants , 
using NHifCi as etchant:

a)

be

0.1%, 
22°C, 
about

NH-fCi must always be used in an aqueous 
solution, in concentrations about 
and when the room temperature 
the ideal etching time would 

20 seconds.

b) with the increasing of the etching time, 
the alite crystals color changes progressively 
into the following degrees:

light brown .
dark brown increasing of the
dark blue etching time
light green-blue 
greenish-yellow 
orange-yellow ▼

c) the same color and tonality can be 
obtained, even after a new polishing and 
etching, because of the good repeatibility 

of the itethod.

d) with NH^Ci the reaction rate is affected 
by the alite crystallographic orientation. 
With polished thin sections it was 
possible to see that the perpendicular 
section to crystallographic C-axis shows 
low reactivity, while parallel section 

shows a high one. ,
This etching anisotropy is closely related 
to the optical anisotropy. The optically 
less anisotropic alite sections are those 
that have minor reactivity.
The more anisotropic sections are the 

more reactives. . .
This reactivity increases with the growing 
of the optical anisotropy.

FIGURE 1 - Sketch of о single cristal by Yamaguchi 
and Ono121

C-Axis

e) according to 0И0(3alite crystals of 
clinkers burned at high temperaturessto. 
greater birrefringence and are hydraulically 
more active. These alite crystals when 
submitted to reflected light microscopy 
show elongated forms and high reactivity 

to NHuCL.

f) small alite crystals are more reactive to 
NH-Ci than the large crystals. In tne 
same clinker nodule, it is observed that 
while the smaller crystals reach blue 
color, the large ones remain brown. These 
observations are in accordance wltb 
results attained by other authors '' 
that obtained a greater hydraulic actJ-v^ 
for the small crystals in relation t 
the large crystals.

g)

from qulc^

alite crystals with thin belite lamellae 
are usually observed in industrial 
burned in reducing environment. Tn®i 
occur in three different sets with strict 
crystallographic orientation with respen 
to the hostel . This texture results rr® 
an oxidation of Fe’+, which replace 
part of Ca2+ in the alite crystal latti ■ 
Less frequently, in some parts ot 
clinker alite crystals appear without 
lamellae and decomposition structure. 
Fe2+ is probably still in the lat ' 
since droplets of metallic iron and 
frequency of СзА can be observed 
nearness. Reactivities of alite crys 
with lamellae and alite crystal witn 
decomposition structure are very ditt 
While the first one keeps the brown 
the second shows a light blue color. 
behavior of these two types of alite a 
the NHuCi etching agrees with Woermann 
observations. This author points 
incorporation of Fe2" -------- --------- -
lattice to be responsible for the 
crystal instability and thus for 

reactivity.

h) alite idiomorphic crystals 'tjve
cooling rate clinkers, are more iower 
than irregular crystals from

' cooling clinkers. According to uori 
cooling rate is supposed to be 
important factor in crystal color develop®

Utnor poinua .
+ into alite cryg 

its
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3 ALITE REACTIVITY AND CLINKER HYDRAULICITY 

By means of ЫНчСЛ etching ofclinker polished 
sections an attempt was made with the 
purpose of correlating the alite 
microscopical reactivity to the clinker 
hydraulic activity. Three samples of 
industrial clinker from the same raw mix 
and burnt into the same rotary kiln (1,000 
ton/day) were selected. Phase quantification 
by microscopy showed similar compositions, 
mainly with regard to the alite content. 
This fact lead us to conclude how insignificant 
is the influence of its content in the 
difference of hydraulic activity among the 
clinkers.

proposition 
I used in 

hydraulic 
in the 

strength

A method based on Dalziel's'7 
and adjusted by Ferreira'e' was 
order to evaluate the clinker 
activity. This method consists 
determination of the compressive__
of 20mm diameter x 30mm high mini-cylinders. 
Powdered clinkers with a specific surface 
area (Blaine) of about 340 m2.kg— 1 * * * were dry 
pressed till a porosity of 35%. Then, the 
dry specimens were submitted to a vacuum 
lower than 0,60 mbar, during ten minutes 
inside a vacuum chamber. Under this condition 
the entering of water occurs without a 
significant alteration on the chamber interior 
negative pressure. After the vacuum application 
a sufficient amount of water was added, so 
that the specimens could be completely 
submerged; then the pressure was lightened 
ln order to let the water enter. The

MPa₽at 7RWath 36,4MPa at 18 hours and 147,0 
Accordin days.wiis taken as reference (100%).
were nsri a°,F'1'9UTe 2' the three samples
orderen 6 th® same polished section in 
unifor? make the etching acts in an 
durlnrr «-ьау' This procedure reduces differences
Th» ng th® etching time.
(0 i4?1^Shed surface was 
water .ring 20 seconds 
ater and dried.

submerged mini-cylinders were cured in a 
•?я^Г temPerature of 2 3°C, for 18 hours and 
R elays, respectively, when finally tested. 
4-к6-' 1Pa'*- result of the test was obtained 
through arithmetic mean of four test 
®P®=trnens, with within coefficient of 
variation between 0,0 and 5,0%.

etched with NHuCJl 
just washed with

standarded fcl?ls • method is not
aim of thi considering the comparative 
Peered Udy' relatlve strengths were

CURE 2-Polished section with three somples 

of clinker

As it was discussed before,the alite reactivity 
depends on, among other factors, the
crystallographic section. So, on the polished 
surface of a unique clinker fragment it is 
possible to recognize different alite sections, 
with a variety of colors. In addition 
varieties of crystal sizes and the heterogeneity 
of industrial clinker fragments, make it 
difficult to evaluate the color of alite in 
clinker as a whole.

In order to make this evaluation less subjective, 
ihe alite crystals were classified, according 
to color, in four types and the frequency of 
each one was determined by crystal microscopical 
counting, under a magnification of 250 tires.

TABLE 1 - MICROSCOPICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS Of CLINKERS

COMPONENT CLINKER A CLINKER В CLINKER C

PH
AS

E 
C

O
M

PO
SI

TI
O

N 
BY

 
M

IC
R

O
SC

O
PY

ALITE («)
BELITE (<)
C3A (»)
C4AF (»)
FREE LIME (»)

61.6
21.1
4.2

12.0
1.1

65.4
17.9
2.0

13.4
1.3

65.5
15.3
2.3

15.8
1.1

A
LI

TE

SIZE (um) '
BIRREFRINGENCE 
FORM

50-60 
0.0045-50 
subidio
morphic

30-40 
0.0045-50

IdiOTDrphic

25-30 
0.0045-50

idiomorphic

COLOR
TYPE

1 (»)
II (t)
III («)
IV («)

82
13

4
1

25
27
32
16

8
24 

JL

BLAINE (m2.kg~1) 

18 HOURS STRENGTH («) 

28 DAYS STRENGTH («)

346

49

92

334

100*

100**

336

122

106

* 36.4 MPa
** 147.0 MPa

TYPE

I
II

III

IV

COLOR
BROWN CRYSTALS

CRYSTALS OF BLUE COLOR IN THEIR CORE AND BROWN 
IN THEIR RIM (BROWN PREDOMINANCE)

CRYSTALS OF BLUE COLOR IN THEIR CORE AND BROWN 
IN THEIR RIM (BLUE PREDOMINANCE)

BLUE CRYSTALS

Table 1 shows a good accordance between the alite 
color and the relative strength of clinkers. 
Differences among individual values of 
relative strength at 28 days decreased in 
relation to 18 hours values. However the
same general tendency was kept. Clinker C 
not only showed the biggest strength but also 
the most content of types III and IV reactive 
alite crystals. On the other hand,in clinker 
A, with the lowest strength, most crystals 
are type I, in others words, the least 
reactivity.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
The alite crystal color after < 
a parameter that can be used 
the reactivity. It can replace 
parameters like crystal shape 
birrefringence, incorporati 
elements, cooling rate etc. that 
known by their remarkable effe 

clinker reactivity.

Abtbough we ted У«^его«9Ь d<)],

i°tte“9S to .b»teSd?d Y tetbod =tr.n,te. 

results of research showed 
SS ^nnke^hldraulicity.
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evaluatio^will lead us to 

prediction of cement behaviour.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE CEMENT TYPE ON THE VALUES 
THERMAL INSULATING CONCRETE. FOR LIGHT CONSTRUCTIVE- P

The method for experiment planning and mathe
matic modelling (active experiment) is used to eval
uate and to optimize the properties of the light con
crete by varying factors on three levels according 
the type of the concrete - portland cement 20 PZ 350, 
fly-ash cement, shlake portland cement.

The following main receipt factors are selected 
to be investigated:

- Cement amount per 1 m^ concrete (X.), varying 
on three levels: 250, 300 and 350 kg/m . These limits 
are selected so that to be obtained a wider concrete 
range with properties and parameters, varying in a 
relatively wide range in order to meet the practice 
requirements;

3- Water content per 1 m concrete varying 
on three levels: 190, 205 and 220 kg/m3. The limits 
for the variation of the last factor are been so 
selected that to be obtained concrete mixes which are 
not hardly processed or startfying, considering also 
the necessary water content for the used additives.

- The ratio of the amounts for the coarse and 
fine additives (by volume) (Xg) , varying on three 
levels: 0.7, 0.85 and 1.0. The reason to select the 
above limit values is based on the results of the 
preliminary research and investigations - in such 
manner the advisability of the above limit values has 
been proved.

On the basis of preliminary investigations 
and references about the possible kind of the mathe
matic relations, the type of the goal-function was 
selected as a full polynom of second degree, as fol
lows:

si вЛ t ± В11х. + Е.1№

where the symbol means a sum of all possible 

different X.X^members.

In order to avoid difficulties in respect of 
factors dimensions, a coding procedure has been 

lected - as using non-dimensional values in limits
1 to +1 according the following relation:

O.S(X. -у 11 max г min' 
where:

Xi min ls 016 i-ow limit for factor variation 

Xi,o is the middle (average) value of the 

factor in the investigated range
Xi max ■'■s hhnit for factor variation.

To obtain maximum information fron the mathe
matic model at lowest influence of the unknown or 
disturbing factors, an experiment plant is used - 
this plan of the experiment is near to D-optimal 
plan of type B,, as shown in Table 1. for natural 
factor coordinates.

Table 1.

No. Natural coordinates
X1 x2 x3

I 350 190 0.7
II 250 220 0.7
III 250 190 1.0
IV 350 220 1.0
V 350 190 1.0
VI 250 220 1.0
VII 350 220 0.7
VIII 250 190 0.7
IX 350 205 0.85
X 250 205 0.85
XI 300 220 0.85
XII 300 190 0.85
XIII 300 205 1.0
XIV 300 205 0.7
XV 300 205 0.85

For goal-functions (Y) are selected: the con
sistency of the concrete mix, measured by technical 
viscosity meter; compressive strength after thermal 
traetment on the first day RylT 1; tensile strength 
at bending on the first day RqjTT 1; compressive 
strength at normal setting or hardening conditions 
on the seventh day; voluminary density of the con
crete after steam treatment О П.Z o,w

The experiment was performed by portland cement 
20 PZ 350 with 37.5 MPa activity. As a light additio
nal material a shlake-ash mix was used - from the 
"Bobov Doi" thermal power station^ with voluminal 
density of the grain equal to 1335 kg/m3 . As a coar
se additional material is used a ceramsyte gravel 

. 3with 20mm maximal diameter of the grains and 860kg/m 
voluminal density of grains. Part of the sanpies were 
thermally treated by steam at atmospheric pressure 
and T = 358 + 5°K temperature of isothermal heating 
mode: 2.5 + 1.5 +5+2 = 11 Hours



and the other part of the samples are at normal set
ting or hardening conditions.

Before introducing the test results in order to 
develop the relevant mathematic models a stochasti
cal processing is necessary to determine mean arith
metic value, root-mean-square deviation, variation 
factor, to check for randan errors with a significant 
deviation fron the mean value, to determine the mean 
dispersion for the experimental cement bloc.

After the preliminary stohastical treatment/ 
processing the test results for every propery of the 
light concrete are introducing in the computer. By 
means of the relevant computer programmes are cal
culated and checked for valuability (weight) factors 
in the models, checked for adequatity according the 
Fisher criteria. The properties of the light constru
ctive-thermal insulating concrete, experimentally de
termined, are show in Table 2. On the basis of the 
experimental results (Table 2) are calculated mathe
matical models with the following expressions (after 
the adequatity check for the relevant properties):

1/ Consistency (acc. the measurements by tech
nical viscosity meter) - S

S = 8.3 + 0.6X. + O.8X3 - 2.7X, + О.бХ-Хз -
- 1.2X2X3 + O.7X2 “ 2,5X1 "

2/ Compressive strength after steam treatment- 
V11

2
RjjII 1 = 13.6 + 1.5X1 - O.8X2 + O.6X3 - 1.6X3 + 

+ O.7X1X3

3/ Tensile strength at bending after steam 
treatment - P-qjH 1
II 1 = 1.45 - O.12X2 - O.O8X3 - O.19X2 -

- O.12X2X3

4/ Compressive strength after 7-day setting 
time Rjj? :

^7 = 11.5 + 1.7X1 - O.5X2 - 1.2X2

5/ Voluminal density after steam treatment

po WII = 1213 + 36X1 + 12X3 + 30X

Table 2.

No. s R III О V11 V
sec. MPa MPa MPa kg/mJ

I 9 1.45 13.6 12.7 1262
II 4 1.44 10.1 8.6 1183
III 3.5 1.44 11.0 9.1 1211
TV 9 1.16 14.2 11.2 1293
V 12 1.39 14.8 13.3 1302
VI 4 0.77 9.0 7.4 1194
VII 4.5 1.30 10.7 10.7 1244
VIII 6 1.27 11.0 9.1 1231
IX 4.5 1.31 15.0 12.3 1292
X 7 1.52 12.1 8.9 1211
XI 4 1.72 13.3 12.2 1227
XII 14 1.38 14.9 10.8 1193
XIII 10 1.17 13.6 13.0 1241
XIV 7 1.24 11.3 11.5 1198
XV 8 1.34 12.5 10.0 1204

All models meet the requirements of the crite
ria for adequatity of the desc ription and can be used 
to analyse the properties of the light concrete.

A full polynan is obtained for the influence 
of the cement amount on the consistency, i.e. all 
investigated factors (members of the mix) has influ
ence on the possibility of the concrete mix.

A prevailing factor is the dement amount. The 
influence of the last factor on-'the consistency of 
the concrete mix is non-linear and is realized by 
means of the other two investigated factors with 
relatively poor effects of mutual: influence. The in
creasing of the cement amount up to certain limit 
causes increasing of the consistency i.e. in the in
vestigated limits the optimal cement amount relating 

3 the consistency is 250 kg/m .
At selected thermal treatment mode the most 

important effect for the light concrete grades has 
the amount of the used cement - in order to increase 
the compressive strength after steam treatment. The 
maximal increasing of the compressive strength can 
be obtained at cement amount of 350 kg/m2. The effK- 
of the compressive strength increasing is more with 
higher shlake-ash mix: ceramsyte equal to 1.0. The 
mutual influence of these two factors is positive m 
respect of the compressive strength and can be used 
to produce light concrete with increased ccmpressivs 
strength values.



Ttie influence of the concrete amount per 1 
light constructive-thermal insulating concrete on the 
compressive strength is in the limits of the experi
ment's error and is not reported by means of the ma
thematic model. Possibly this mechanical factor is 
poor sensitive in respect of cement amount, as can 
be assured that the disturbance of the material is 
happened mainly fron the light additional substances 
and the increasing of the cement amount is helpful 
to conposite strengthening or consolidation.

The compressive strength of the light concrete 
after 7-day setting period at normal conditions is 
determined mainly by the cement amount. The increas
ing of the last factor in the limits of 250 to 350 3
kg/m at the same other conditions causes compressive 
strength increasing by 5 MPa or at water content of 
190 kg/fa3 achieved maximal compressive strength 
of 12.7 MPa. At more cement amount the ccnpressive 
strength is not increased.

References:
1/ Babachev, G.N. "Ash and Shlake - Valuable 

materials", Sofia, "Technika" 
1984

2/ Voznesenskij V.A. "Statistical Methods for 
Experiment Planning in 
Technical-Economical In
vestigation". Moskow, 
"Finansi i Statistika"1981
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ALKALI REACTIVITY OF GLASS AGGREGATE

Introduction

The properties of aggregate are vitally 
important to-the performance of concrete, 
especially the durability. To date, the • 
deterioration cases due to the alkali-ag
gregate reaction have been discovered in 
more than twenty countries. Due to the gra
dual lack of natural rock resources and the 
presence of enormous quantities of indu
strial solid wastes, the trend to use the 
solid wastes as aggregate will be increas
ing for the time to come. The blast furnace 
slag and coal cinder have been used as ag
gregates for many years. Besides, millions 
of tons of refuse glass are generated an
nually (1). The problem associated with the 
use of waste glass is the chemical compo
sition of glass, which are responsible for 
the alkali-aggregate reaction. In volcanic 
glass, the relationship of their alkali 
reactivities to chemical compositions has 
also not yet been fully established. Until 
now, only R.G. Fike(2) and J.W.Figg(3) have 
investigated the alkali reactivities of 
e^lass aggregate, but the chemical composi
tions studied by like are only limited to 
binary systems. We made now nearly hundred 
samples of glass to study the relationship 
of chemical compositions to aggregate reac
tivities. The chemical compositions include 
in three ternary systems, N-A-S, N-O-S, C-A- 
3 arid a quaternary system N-C-A-3. The res
ults obtained can be used to examine the 
alkali reactivities of volcanic glass and 
industrial glass waste.

Experimental Method

Glass samples were made from quartz 
sand, pure limestone, AloOj and NagCO^ . 
The raw materials were first ground to par
ticles finer than 0.08 mm, then the mixes 
were melted in an electric furnace. After
wards, the melts were allowed to flow into 
cool water for quenching. Some mixes which 
were difficult to melt were moulded into 
bars and then melted oy oxygen-acetylene 
flame, the melts were also allowed to flow 
into cool water for quenching.

The alkali reactivities of glass aggre
gates were determined by rapid autoclave 
mortar bar test suggested by us(4): the 
size of aggregate: Ö.15-0.75 mm,-cement: ag
gregate = 1011, w/c=0.30 and the alkali 
content of cement is 1.5% eqv. Na20. The 
mortar bars were removed from the molds 
after one-day curing in moist chamber, then 
precured in 100°C steam for 4 hours. After 
that, they were placed in a 10?= KOH solu
tion and autoclave-treated at 150°C for 6 
hours. This method has been repeatedly 
proved to be effective to determine the 
alkali reactivity of aggregate of alkali
silica type.

Experimental Results

1. N-A-3 System
18 glass samples of this system were 

made. The ranges of chemical compositions 
(in mol%) of these samples are: Si02 41.49
87.60, А120э 6.32-34.97, Na20 2.89-50.34. 
As the content of Na20 was over 40 mol%, 
the products after melting and cooling was 
a xerogel, not a glass. Mortar bar test 
proved that the glass aggregates were non
reactive as the content of Al20^ was over 
24 mol%(Fig.l). The relations between the 
expansion values of mortar bars and the 
ratios A/(3+N)(mol) are shown in Fig.2. It 
shows that the values of expansion increase 
sharply as A/(S+N)=0.15, when the ratio 
A/(S+N) is higher than 0.3, the aggregates 
are non-reactive.

The experimental results proved that 
the value of expansion was almost maximum 
as the ratio N/3=0.5. On account of this 
result and the relationship of alkali reac
tivities to A/(3+N), the following formula 
was obtained by regression analysis. The 
coefficient of correlation of regression 
R=0.96.

/=e=0.025EXP(0.3416((A/(3+N))-1- 
-((N/3)-O.5)2)) (1)

Where
?6>e—value of expansion of mortar bar 
N,A,3—respective mol% of Na20, AlgOj, 

3i02 in glass-sample compositions

IfagO

Fig.l The expansion area and 
non-expansion area of glass 
aggregates in N-A-S system 
(mol %)
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Fig.2 Relation between expansion 
and A/(S+N)(mol ratio)

2. N-3-3 system

In this system, 15 glass samples were 
made by melting. The ranges of chemical com
positions (mol%J of these glass samples are: 
Si02 39.19-71.62, CaO 6. 6Ö-44.60, Na20 
8.97-40.68. In Fig.3, it shows that the ag
gregates are non-reactive when their CaO 
contents exceed 22 mol%. The expansion in
creases sharply as C/(S+N)=0.2 and stops as 
C/(3+N)äO.3(see Fig.4). Similarly, the fol
lowing formula is obtained after regression 
analasis. The coefficient of correlations 
H=0.96.

%e=0.0251 EXP(0.4912((С/(3+Н))-1-
-((Е/3)-0.5)Ъ) (2)

F1g»3 The expansion area and non
expansion area of glass 
aggregates in N-C-3 System

Fig.4 Relation between expansion 
and C/(s+N) (mol ratio)

3. C-A-3 system
For this system, 16 glass samples were 

made. The ranges of chemical compositions 
(mol%) of thesesamples are: 3i09 42.51-100, 
CaO 0-35.53, AIqOj 0-35.60. It Is proved 
that in this system the value of expansion 
increases with increase of 3iO2 content 
(see Fig.6). In Fig.5, it shows that the 
aggregates are non-reactive when the content 
(mol%) of silica is less than 66 mol%. The 
equation of regression which represents the 
relation of chemical composition to value 
of expansion is shown in formula(3), the 
coefficient of correlation R=0.99.

%e=O.O472 + 3.624xlO*4(3iO2 - 55)2 (3)

Al 20 J

Fig.5 The expansion area and non
expansion area of glass 
aggregates in C-A-S system 
(in mol#)



Fig.6 Relationship of expansion 
to 3(in mol^)

4. П-С-А-3 system
42 glass samples were made for this 

system. The ranges of chemical compositions 
(mol%) of these samples are: 3i02 46.89
87.60, CaO 1.07-33.39, AlnOj 0.62-12.86, 
Na20 1.29-28.97. Similar to the above three 
systems, the value of expansion increases 
with the increase of S+N(mol%) contents, 
and decreases with the increase of C+A con
tents. In Fig.7, it shows that the region 
of expansion exists in the cone of the 3102 
vertex. As shown in Fig.8, the value of 
expansion decreases with increase of ratio 
(C+A)/(S+N). The glass aggregates are reac
tive as this ratio is less than 0.2, and 
non-reactive as it is higher than 0.3. 
There is uncertainly in (С+А)/(3+Л)=0.2-0,3» 
Fonnula(4) is the equation of regression, 
the coefficient of correlation R is 0.92.

^e=0.0092EXP(0.5124((C+A)/(3+N))~1- 
-((N/S)-0.5)5)) (4)

It is worth mentioning, When we put 
C=0 or A=0 in equation(4), the results seem 
to be not consistent with equation (1) or
(2),  maybe the reason is that there are in
fluence from one another 1. the chemical 
compositions, it is not a simple additive 
relation between them.

Каз0

Fig.7 The expansion area and non
expansion area of glass 
aggregates in N-C-A-S 
system(mol%)

Fig.8 Relation of expansion to 
(0+A)/(S+N)(mol ratio) 

Applications of the 
Reactive IndexT

The alkali reactivities of some rocks 
of volcanic glass and industrial glass was
te were determined by mortar bar test or 
chemical method. The comparison of these 
results to reactive index K((C+A)/(S+N)) i3 
shown in Table I, it illustrates that all 
the rocks are reactive when К is less than 
0.134. On the contrary, as K=0.471 or 1.390> 
the aggregates are expectedly not reactive. 
Therefor, we can use the reactivve index 
to predict the alkali reactivity of these 
kinds of rocks.



Table I Relationship of alkali reactivities of glass rooks to 
their reactivity index

Rocks Chemical Compositions (in mol%)
S102 ai2o3 Pe2°3 CaO MgO k2o Na20 • uxpan- 

sion % K**
perlite(l) 
perlite(2) 
perlite(3) 
perlite(4) 
pichstone 
obsiden(l) 
obsiden(2) 
cinder 
slag

71.33
70.43
72.56
71.27
72.70
73.60
70.90
55.73
34.73

11.93 
12.22 
11; 49 
12; -4 
11. 29
n;-74 
12s-73 
23.42 
9.88

1.75
1.40
1.78
3.67
I.78
1.16
2.94
14.14
1.05

1;96
2.21 
o;88 
o;74
0;81
0;81 
o;73
5.16 
37*85

0.62
0.10

0.21
i;4i
4.96

З.35 
4.70 
4.07 
3.61 
3.30 
3.80
4.25 
0.97 

-3.97

1.65 
2.00 
3.90
3.55
З.15
4.50
3.35 
0.50 
I.80

0.254 
o;391 
0.605 -w
О.383

o;iO5 
0.034 w

O.I3O 
O.I34 
0.106 
0.132 
0.107
0.102 
0.128 
0.471 
1.390

Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Reactive
Non-reactive
Non-reactive

«Proved to be reactivity detennined by ASTM C289 (chemical method)
**In calculation of K, CaO includes MgO, Al^ includes

in cement techno-

(3)

(1)

<2)

Aggregates'Reaction in Concrete, Cape 
Town, 1981,

(4) Tang Ming-shu, Han Su-fen and Zhen Shi- 
hua, A rapid method for identification 
of alkali"reactivity of aggregate, Cem. 
Cone. Res. Vol.13, N0.3,417-422(1983).
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Discussion

Three processes are present in alkali
silica reaction, they are: process of reac
tion, process of imbibition of water and 
process of swelling. It must be mentioned 
that all these glass aggregates made by us 
might react with the pore solution of cem
ent paste, therefore, the difference in 
expansion of aggregates must be attributed 
to their different abilities of water im
bibition and the swelling of their reaction 
products. The relationship of these abili
ties to chemical compositions of glass ag
gregates deserves to be studied further.

Conclusion

The alkali reactivities of glass ag
gregates depend on their chemical composi
tions. The reactivities increase with the 
increase of S+N contents, and correspon
dingly decrease with the increase of C+A 
contents. So far the alkali reactivities of 
glass aggregates can be predicted by reac
tive index K((C+A)/(3+N))(in mol%). The 
reactivity^sharply increases аз К is less 
than 0.1-0,2. On the contrary, they are not 
reactive аз К is more than 0.3.
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Calcium Si 1ico-Fluoride Phase- and Its Effects on Formation of CgS p

For saving energy, the addition of CaFg or CaF2 and 
CaS04 to the raw materials is often used in the burn
ing of cement clinker in cement works. In this case, 
four transitional minerals may emerge in the burning 
process of cement clinker in kilns. They are calcium 
silico-fluoride phase A (C^gSyZCaFg), calcium silico
fluoride phase S (ZCyS-CaFg), calcium sulfo-silicate 
(2C2S-CaS04) and fluor-ellestadite (3C2S-3CaS04-CaF2). 
Many researches on these minerals have been done, but 
the research is far from over and some results of them 
are contradictious/!/,/2/,/3/,/4/,/5/,/6/. Calcium 
siiico-fluoride phase A is the most important among the 
four transitional minerals. The present paper will 
describe its formation and decomposition, and its ef
fects on the formation of CgS.

1. The Formation of CigSy-ZCaFg

Calcium siiico-fluoride phase A was prepared by three 
methods with C2S which was prepared beforehand, CaO, 
CaCOg, Si02 and CaF2 in c.p. grade, i.e., sample A with 
the mole ration of Ca0:SiO2:CaF2=19:7:2; sample В with 
the mole ratio of CaCC3:SiO2-CaF2=1£:7:2: sample C with 
the mole ratio of C2S:Si02:CaF2=7:5:2.

Eight groups of sample A and sample C were burned at 
1OC0°C for 15 min., then heated to 1080, 1050, 1100, 
1110, 1140, 1160, 1170 and 1200°C respectively and at 
these temperatures for 15 min. The results of free CaO 

and XRD of them are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4.

It can be found from these results that CjgSyZCaFg ex
ist at the temperature range of 1100-1170°C in sample 
A and of 1070-1170°C in sample C. In both sample free 
CaO decreases obviously and C-|9S7-2CaF2 increases ob
viously at 1110 C. That means the amount of 
2CaF2 formed reaches maximum at this temperature.

From these results it can also be found that the forma
tion rates of C19S7-2CaF2 are different in the two sam
ples. C2S which was prepared beforehand has a promo-

................................  li.ilM-.linil.id huhli.lililhiU IlillllllllllthuJ # 

26*30 35 40 44 26 30 35 40 44 26 30 35 40 44 26 30 35 40 44

Fig. 1 Percentage of f-CaO Fig. 3 Percentage of 
of sample C at dif- f-CaO of sample

ferent temperature A at different
temperature

Fig. 2 XRD patterns of sample C at different
temperature for 15 min.

IW0*C HIO'C

S-5,0г A-CnS7 2CaFi 
f -CaO fi-ß-CiS 

p F-CaFa t-F-CzS
f T - CjSxi
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26" 50 34 38 44 26 30 34 38 44"26 30 34 38 44

Fig. 4 XRD patterns of sample A at different 
temperature for 15 min.
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tive effect on the formation of С^дЗу-ЗСаРг- w- Gutt 
has described that C^Sy-ZCaFg is formed by C2S, CaO 
and CaF2/7/. The result of thermodynamic calculation 
also indicates this trend.

To investigate the formation rate of C^SyZCaFg, five 
sample C's were burned at 1000°C for 15 min. and then 
heated to 1080, 1090, 1100, 1110 and 1120°C respective
ly and at these temperatures for 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 
and 60 min. respectively. The samples were cooled with 
liquid nitrogen, then free CaO of each sample was de
termined. The results are shown in Fig. 5.

In DTA curve of sample В shown in Fig. 7, the endother
mic peak in 573°C represents the polymorphic transfor
mation of quartz, in 843°C the decomposition of CaC03. 
The endothermic peak in 1179°C indicates that C^Sy 
2CaF2 melts incongruently at this temperature. Accord
ing to the phase diagrams of the CaO-CgS-CaFj system 
made by J. Mukerji/8/. W. Gutt/9/ and Mitsuo Tanaka/10/, 
in which there is a ternary eutectic at 1110°C, liquid- 
oid should emerge at 1111°C. The exothermic peaks in 
1101 and 1118°C represent the formation of CigS7-2CaF2- 
They should be a single peak, which is divided into two 
by the endothermic peak liquidoid emerged at 1111°C. 
The peak temperature of the exothermic peak of forma
tion of C^gS7,2CaF2 represents the temperature at which 
the formation rate of C19S7-2CaF2 is maximal.

IO80‘G

1040’C

IIOO’C

IIIO'C
II2O*C

O1------- J---------1---------1--------- 1_____ I_____ L-
5 10 IS 20 30 bO

Fig- 5 Relationship between f*CaO of sample C 

and time at different temperature

The results shown in Fig. 5 were processed by Ginstring 
Equation, f(G)=1-|(G)-(1-G)2/3-Kt. The relationship 

between f(G) and T is shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6 it 
can be shown that CigS7"2CaF2 formed through solid re
action below 1100°C, and through liquidoid above 1100°C, 
at which liquidoid emerges.

All the results obtained show that the amount of free 
CaO in sample C is maximal when the sample was burned 
at 1080°C, and reduces in order of 1090—1100-1110°C.
But in the samples burned at 1110 and 1120°C the amount 
of free CaO is almost the same. So it can be inferred 
that both the amount and the formation rate of 0^957- 
2CaF2 formed at 1110°C are maximal.

2. Decomposition of C19S7-2CaF2

To examine whether calcium silico-fluoride phase A de
composes, sample В was burned at 1000°C fo^jlS min. 
making CaCOg decomposition, and at 1110°C for 30 min.

Fig. 6 Relationship between f(G) and time
for sample C

Fig. 7 DTA curve of sample В



making ClgS7-2CaF2 formation, then heated to 1120, 
1140, 1160, 1180 and 1200°C respectively and at these 

temperatures for 1, 5, 15, 30 and 60 min. respectively, 

then cooled with liquid nitrogen.

XRD semiquantitive analysis of these samples was car

ried out (Fig. 8). The peak intensity ratio of the 

characteristic peaks of CigSyZCaFg at и=2.087д and 

Al(0H)3 at d=4.85ß, which was added as a reference, 

is shown in Fig. 9. The determination result of free 

CaO of these samples is shown in Fig. 10.

From these results, it can be found that the amount of 

C^gSyZCaFg decreases with the increase of temperature 
and burning time, and almost disappears at 1170°C, and

CiS s7-2CaF2 1-fCaO ß-ß-CiS 
r - Ca F2 t - C2S [ — СзSss

II2O‘C

II4O°C

ilbO’C

IIBO’C

I2OO°C

Irnin.. .Tmin. ISrnin.. 30min. bOmin.

Fig. 8 Semiquantitive XRD patterns of C1gS7-2CaF2

Fig. 9 Peak intensity ratio of C1gS7-2CaF2 

and Al(0H)g after the decomposition 

of C^g57'2CaF2

the amount of free CaO decreases at the same time and 
decreases rapidly at 1170°C. But in the samuies burn

ed at 1120°C, the amount of ClgS7-2CaF2 increases for 

the time of 1 min. and 5 min. In the samples burned at 

1120, 1140 or 1160°C, the amount of free Cad increases 

during the first 15 min. All these results indicate 

that C^gS7-2CaF2 decomposes at these conditions.

The formation reaction of C^gS7-2CaF2 is exothermic, so 

the increase of temperature is favorable to the decom

position of CigS7-2CaF2. Moreover, CgS^ can be found 
in the sample В burned at 1140°C for 18 hrs.

To sum up, the process of the formation and decomposi

tion of CigS7-2CaF2 can be suggested as the following. 

In this process, there are two reactions. One is the 

formation of CigS7-2CaF2 by C2S, CaO and CaF2, the 
other is the decomposition of C1gS7-2CaF2 to promote 
the formation of C3SS5. 111O°C is the eutectic in the 
C2S-CaO-CaF2 system and is the critical point of the 

formation reaction. 1170°C is the temperature at which 

CigSyPCaFg melts incongruently and is the critical 
point of decomposition reaction. Below 1110°C, C^gS7- 

2CaF2 formed slowly through the solid reaction, in 

this case, formation reaction is the main reaction. 

Liquidoid emerges at 1110°C, and the amount and forma
tion rate of CigSyZCaFg reach maximum. Above 1110°C, 

decomposition is dominant. At 1179°C, C^gS7-2CaF2 dis

appears because it melts incongruently.

fc-oi

15 ■

10

H20 1140 1160 1180 1200 TCC)

Fig. 10 Curve of f-CaO at different temperature 

after the formation of C^gS7-2CaF2
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3. The Effects of on the Formation
of C3Sss

To investigate the effects of ClgS7-2CaF2 on the forma

tion of Сз5$$, a sample was prepared with СаСОз and 
Si02 according to the ratio of Ca0/Si02=3:1. In addi

tion, 3.68% CaF2 was added into the sample. When all 

the CaF2 was consumed, the percentage of C1357-2CaF2 in 
the sample was 50%. The sample was burned at 1000°C 

for 15 min., and at 1110°C for 30 min., then heated to 

1160, 1170, 1180, 1200, 1250, 1320 and 1350°C respec

tively and at these temperatures for 30 and 60 min. re

spectively. The results of determination of free CaO 
and XRD are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.

By means of XRD, Сз555 can be found in the sample burn

ed at 1160°C. A large amount of CgSjs will emerge in 
the sample burned at 1180°C. In correspondence with 

that, at about 1170°C, the amount of free CaO decreases 

rapidly and C1gS7-2CaF2 disappears finally. There is 

a lot of C3Sss "group" in CigSyECaFg/A/, so decomposi

tion of C^gS7-2CaF2 will promotes the formation of 

by the nucleating and crystallizing process.
This promoting effect will be more obvious when C^gSy 
2CaF2 incongruently melts at 1170°C.

As well known, through the solid reaction between CaC03 

and Si02, only a little C3S can form at such a high 
temperature as 1600°C. By the ordinary burning of 
clinker C3S can not form until 1280°C. However, by the 

formation of transitional mineral, C19Sy2CaF2, a large 

amount of c3s can form at 1170°C. The forming tempera
ture of CgS is 100°C below that in the clinker burned

ordinarily and 400°C below that through the solid re

action. That indicates C^gS7-2CaF2 has a obvious ef

fect on promoting the formation of C3S.

Calcium silico-fluoride phase В (2C2S-CaF2) and calcium 

sulfo-silicate (2C2S-CaS04) are ОП'У related to the 

formation of C2S/11/. The effect of fluor-ellestadite 
(3C2S-3CaS04-CaF2) is neccesary to be examined. 3C2S- 

3CaS04"CaF2 and C-|gS7-2CaF2 can not coexist/З/. It is 

also proved by our experiments. Samples was prepared 

with CaC03 and SiO2 according to the CaO/SiO2 ratio=3:1, 

and 30% 3C2S-3CaS04-CaF2 was added. They were burned 

at 1200, 1240, 1260, 1270, 1280, 1300 and 1350°C re

spectively for 30 or 60 min. The free CaO and XRD re

sults of them are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.

From these results, it can be found that C3Sss doesn't 

emerge until 1250°C, and in correspondence with it, 

free CaO decreases rapidly and 3C2S-3CaS04-CaF2 disap
pears at 1250°C. Compared with the results of the sam

ples prepared with 3CaC03+Si02+3.68% CaF2, it can be 

found that the temperature at which C3S emerges is 80°C 

higher. Obviously, it is the liquidoid, which emerges 

by the congruent melt of 3C2S-3CaS04-CaF2 at 1250°C, 

that promotes the reaction of C2S and CaO to form C3Sss. 

Actually, 3C2S-3CaS04-CaF2 is a mineral with lower melt 

temperature, its effect mechanism on the formation of 
C3S is different from that of C1gSy2CaF2.
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Fig. 12 XRD patterns of samples prepai'ed with 

3CaC03+Si02+3.68 wt.% CaF2 at different 

temperature for 60 min.

*9. 11 Percentage of f-CaO of sample prepared 

with 3CaC03+Si02+3.68 wt.% CaF2 
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Fig. 13 Percentage of f-CaO of samples prepared 
with 3CaC03+Si02+30% ЗСзЗ-ЗСаЗОд-СаЕз 
at different temperature

The decomposition of C^gSy^CaFg promotes the formation 
of C3Sss. When С19$7'2СаР2 melts incongruently at 1170 
°C, this promoting effect is more obvious. Its promot
ing mechanism is different from SCgS-SCaSO^-CaFg, which 
is a mineral with a lower melt temperature and at 1250°C 
provides the liquidoid which is neccesary for the forma

tion of C3S.

Fig. 14 XRD patterns of samples prepared with 
ЗСаС0з+5102+30% 3C2S-3CaS04-CaF2 at

■ different temperature for 60 min.

4. Conclusions

1).  C19S7-2CaF2 forms at a temperature range of 1070
1160°C. At about 1110°C, the formation rate of C19S7' 
2CaF2 is maximal. The amount of CigS7-2CaF2 formed is 
almost maximal.

2).  C19S7-2CaF2 is unstable at the temperature range 
at which it forms. Its formation and decomposition oc
cur at the same time. Below 1110°C, the formation is 
the main trend, but above 1110°C, the decomposition is 
dominant. CigS7-2CaF2 disappears at 1170°C.

3).  There is a lot of C3Sss "group" in CigS7-2CaF2 
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EFFECTS OF HIGH SHEAR MIXING ON HYDRATION BEHAVIOUR OF CEMENT PASTE 
AND RHEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATIONS

EFFETS DU MELANGE DE HAUTE TURBULENCE SUR L'HYDRATATION DE LA PATE DE CIMENT 
ET L'INTERPRETATION RHEOLOGIQUE

J.A. FORRESTER, Senior Research Fellow, King's College London 
Formerly Chief Chemist, Cement & Concrete Association, U.K.

and

S.A. JEFFERIS, Lecturer in Civil Engineering 
King's College London

The application of mechanical shear to a water cement 
mixture has a profound effect in the rate of hydration. 
The shear action also generates a product that modifies 
the rheological characteristic. These two functions add 
additional consideration to the chemistry of hydraulic 
cement hydration.

Mechanical shear can be considered as a slicing or grind
ing action on the surface of hydrating cement and can be 
said to exist in all concretes where shear action can 
arise from the impact of aggregate to aggregate contact. 
in special ways mechanical shear can be induced by pur
pose designed mixers. These usually incorporate rotor
stator geometries where a cement slurry will receive a 
strong shear action as it passes through the gap.

Cement hydration can be considered initially to be con- 
rolled by a through solution mechansira and later with 
eposlts of hydrate products on cement surfaces the con

trolling action is by nucleation and diffusion control, 
n e c°ntributi°n to the mechanics of hydration intro
duced by mechanical shear is two fold. Firstly the re
moval of immediate colloidal hydrate products generates 

ea nucleation sites for the deposit of through solu
tion reaction products. Such sites act as alternatives 

e cement particles themselves and hence deposition 
гетГ,6! r^ing coatIri8s 13 reduced. Secondly the physical 

t °f соаЬ1п8з allows access to fresh unhydrated 
cement surfaces.

hveJ11SPerS10n °f cclloldal Particles of hydrated cement 
erHBT’^CtiOn Creates a li(,uld Phase ulth unique prop- 
istino <- a*" contribute to the rheological character- 

of cement water pastes or concrete.

an increase 1 
droxlde.

сопн>?мчП8е3 t0 the cdemlcal kinetics are demonstrated by 
tinn 10П cal°rimetry and rate of formation of hydra- 
where These are Illustrated in the poster
rate 3 saown that mechanical shear increases the 
the Hmo '-,1 silicate reaction and also shortens
inerpaen- reactlon of aluminate with sulphate. The 

ln am°unt of silicate reacted is confirmed by 
•- in' the rate of formation of calcium hy- 

to thaf i,..,The.effect on the sulphate reaction is similar 
itv is tndaced by sulphate concentration. This similar- 
functinn °p 6 exPected as the rate has been shown to be a 
expected t avallablllty of reactants and shear can be 
Ptoted to facilitate this availability.

tion products.

^ste and amount of

strated hv tk sheai" on rheological properties is demon
Ption of Rh-6 decr®ase tn setting time and by the gener- 
develonment lx°tr°Pic pnoperties. An acceleration in the 
iteasureme «■ °‘ .sheardn8 threshold is demonstrated by 

n s with a cone penetrometer and a Contraves 

viscometer. The latter indicates the creation of 
thixotropy. The generation of a gel like characteristic 
in the liquid phase increases cohesion and hence reduces 
tendency to bleed. This is a most desirable feature in 
grouting operations.

Examples of the practical applications of high shear 
mixing in grouting, waste disposal, self-draining 
concrete, cut-off wall construction, etc. are given in 
the poster.

Before rheological properties can be considered it is 
necessary to understand measurement procedures. In this 
note only two indicators of rheology/stiffenlng have 
been considered:
(i) rotational viscometry (ii) penetration testing. 
These techniques are not entirely separate but perhaps 
represent a continuum with rotational viscometry 
providing data at large' strains possibly on an 
established failure surface and penetration testing 
providing data at generally much smaller strains and 
strain rates on a developing failure surface. However, 
as a result of the different processes involved the 
strength measured in a penetration test is quite 
distinct from the yield point determined by rotational 
viscometry. Considering first rotational viscometry:

If continuous rotation is employed then the rotation may 
establish a zone of preferred shear. Clearly such a 
zone cannot be produced in a pure liquid but in a 
particulate material it is quite normal and furthermore 
moisture migration to this zone is to be expected. Such 
moisture migration is well documented, for example in 
soil mechanics, and tends to reduce the shearing 
stresses. The migration is consistent with Le 
Chatelier's principle and may be regarded as a general 
phenomenon. Therefore, a simple rotational viscometry 
test is unlikely to measure the bulk properties of a 
paste but rather will measure the properties of an 
undefineable continuously sheared zone of water/cement 
ratio above the bulk value. A simple demonstration of 
this behaviour can be obtained using a viscometer with a 
stationary cup and rotating bob with torque measurement 
on the bob. The test requires a series of sleeves which 
can be inserted in the cup to reduce the bob to cup gap. 
With a Newtonian liquid reduction in the gap will 
increase the measured torque in a regular manner. 
However, for a series of cement pastes of water cement 
ratio 0.3 to 0.5 no effect was observed until the gap 
was reduced to less than 0.5mm, at which point there was 
clearly audible grinding of the grains. Of course, 
insensitivity to the gap can be explained by a simple 
Bingham model. However, for the test situation equally 
simple calculations showed that this was not the case.



Thus in a rotational viscometry test one may have two 
distinct materials in the annular space between bob and 
cup: a fluid region of relatively high water/cement 
ratio adjacent to the moving surface and a stationary 
region of relatively lower water/cement ratio. These 
two materials will be rheologically distinct and it will 
not be possible to calculate the position of the inter
face between them from the rheological properties of the 
fluid region. The two materials will also show distinct 
development of properties with time and there may be 
further moisture migration.

A further demonstration of the complexity of water migr
ation can be obtained by the use of serrated bobs. In a 
series of tests two bobs of identical overall diameter 
were used. One bob had a smooth stainless steel finish 
and the other had serrations 0.5mm deep. In general one 
might expect a serrated bob to tend to homogenise the 
mix and thus show higher shear stresses than a smooth 
bob. In practice the reverse was observed. Clearly the 
pumping action of the small serrations accentuated migr
ation rather than reduced it. With deeper serrations 
homogenisation might be achieved. The fundamental point 
relating to rotational viscometry is that the system 
must be evaluated prior to the evaluation of results. 
External geometry seldom defines the internal behaviour 
except perhaps for very fluid mixes but for these settle
ment becomes a problem.

Considering now penetration testing:
Penetration tests can be operated at very low shear 
rates and continually expose new shear surface. At low 
shear rates viscous effects are negligible and the test 
thus measures solid type properties. As new surface is 
continually exposed the test tends to measure peak 
stresses rather than residual stresses. Whereas in rota
tional viscometry, even at very low strain rates, the 
actual magnitude of the strain will be large and hence 
the stress measured will be a post failure stress, that 
is residual stress. In a cementing material residual 
stresses must be expected to be significantly lower than 
the peak values.

As a detail of the test procedure consideration of the 
shape of the failure surface suggests that that data 
from cone penetration should be more straightforward to 
analyse than that from penetration of cylindrical rods 
and tests have shown this to be the case. In particular 
the relationship:

penetration load = ksh2
where s is the shear strength of the paste, 
h is the depth of penetration and 
к is a constant related to the cone angle 

has been demonstrated to be valid for cone penetration 
into cement pastes.

No satisfactory continuous function has been identified 
between the penetration resistance, s and h for penetra
tion of rods except for narrow ranges of penetraton.

The Introduction of controlled stress rheometers now 
means that stress build up prior to establishment of 
rotation can be studied. Hence both peak and residual 
stresses can be measured. Such results should be of 
great value in interpreting strength development results 
generally.

Having briefly considered the problems relating to rheo
logical measurements it is now possible to discuss the 
effects of high shear mixing on rheology. High shear 
mixing changes the nature of a cement paste. A low 
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shear mix is a two phase system of cement grains and 
water. High shear mixes tend towards a single phase 
material. The mixes contain sufficient colloid sized 
material to mask the effect of any remaining grains. As 
a simple analogy one may say that shearing converts a 
cement paste which would behave rather as a mix of very 
fine sand and water to the equivalent of a mix of clay 
and water with occasional fine sand grains. This change 
in paste structure is reflected in the development of 
cohesion and thixotropy of the mix and the suppression 
of settlement. Cohesion and thixotropy can be 
demonstrated by viscometric testing but great care must 
be paid to the selection of test geometries and shear 
rates. There is a vogue for the study of hysteresis 
loops for cement paste. Newcomers should be warned that 
even an empty viscometer will show an hysteresis loop 
due to the inertia of the system if rapid changes in 
shear rate are made.



THE EFFECT OF SIMULATED LARGE POUR CURING CONDITIONS ON 
AND STRENGTH GROWTH OF PFA CONTAINING CONCRETE. THE TEMPERATURE. RISE

P

1. INTRODUCTION

The hydration ot cement is an exothermic reaction 
which, in the case of large pours, can cause a 
considerable tenperature rise in the concrete 
placed. When concrete is poured in a large quan
tity, it is necessary to be able to predict the 
tenperature rise which may occur inside the rass 
because of the effect this nay have on the ulti
mate properties of the hardened concrete. It is 
known that elevated tenperatures may have a detri
mental effect on the strength growth pattern of 
the concrete and that if the difference in tem
perature between the centre and surroundings of a 
pour exceeds 20 to 25°C cracking nay occuril/2,3). 
Whether cracking occurs depends both on the 
magnitude of the tenperature induced stress and 
the capacity of the concrete to accomnodate the 
strain. The need to be able to predict these tem
perature rises is greater with conposite cerrents, 
containing pfa or blast furnace slag, where the 
use of an extender introduces an additional uncer
tainty as to the effect of increased tenperature 
on the develcpnent of strength with tine. In the 
East, various methods have been employed to try to 
ascertain these effects, such as the adiabatic 
calorimeter and the vacuum flask calorineter^), 
tut none of these methods is able to simulate the 
typical terrperature-time profile of a large pour 
of concrete. In situ tenperature measurement, 
using thermocouples placed at specific depths in 
the concrete, can be adopted and may be used to 
control an auxiliary cube curing bath thereby 
enabling internal strength values to be

This, of course is a retrospective 
method which can only give an indication of tem
perature profiles, and their effect on strength, 
in a structure when it is too late to undertake 
any corrective action.

EALORrMETER

Fig. 1 Calorimeter and matched curing system

The calorimeter described in this paper (fully 
described by ref.7) is designed to simulate any 
size of Exxir of concrete, and to supply information 
on the associated tenperature profile to a cube 
curing bath which follows the tenperature of the 
irain concrete sample by thermocouple control. 
Cubes from the curing bath can then be used to 
determine the development of strength in the simu
lated pour. This system (shown in Figure 1) only 
requires about 4 kg of cement to supply enough 
concrete for the control calorimeter and 12 (lOOntn) 
cubes. The equipment can therefore be used to 
explore the behaviour of a range of concrete mixes 
and carposites, with regard to temperature rise and 
strength development, before undertaking a large 
EJour on site. '

2. EXPERIMENTAL

A pure Portland cement (OPC) and a Portland pfa 
cement (marketed in the UK as Phoenix), iranufac- 
tured by intergrinding the sane clinker with 25% 
pfa, were used to produce two 11 cube batches of 
concrete according to BS 4550. See Table 1 for 
chemical and physical characteristics. This pro
vided enough concrete for the control calorimeter 
and for two lOOnm cubes to be tested at ages of 
1,3,7,28 and 91 days. The tests were carried out 
от both concretes with the control calorimeter set 
to give simulated pour sizes of 0.8,1.5 and 3 
iretres depth. Reference cubes were also cured at 
20°C using the BS 4550 test jarocedure.

Small amounts of the Phoenix cement pastes wy^rA 
also stored with the cubes, in sealed plastic 
vials, so that the hydration could be stepped at 
the various curing ages in order to determine the 
amount of unreacted pfa, by a method of solution in 
diluted HC1 (1:49). It was also thought useful to 
simulate the internal pressure" experienced in a 3 
metre pour, arising fron the nass of concrete above, 
by mechanically loading the cubes. This was done by 
removing abcut 5mm of concrete from each cube mould 
and placing a steel plate (13mm thick), that was 
just able to slide within the lOOirm mould, on top 
of the freshly mixed concrete. This plate was then 
loaded to 70 kPa uniaxially by placing a lead 
weight on top. On removal from underwater storage 
for testing, the cubes were also weighed and 
measured in order to determine the density of con- 
paction. This was done after the saturated cubes 
had been surface dried.

After the strength tests were completed at the 
various stages of curing, the inside of each cube 
was sampled and hydration was stopped by dropping 
the sample into acetone. It was then prepared for 
examination by scanning electron microscopy. The 
sample was first dried under vacuum, then frac
tured, and the fracture surface was nounted on a 
stub and given a thin gold coating.

3. RESULTS

Figures 2,3 and 4 show the temperature rises 
obtained at the centre of simulated pours of 0.8,
1.5 and 3 metres deep respectively for both the OPC 
and the Phoenix mixes.

These show that as the pour size increased, 
although the Phoenix mix displayed a lower реяк 
tenperature than the OPC mix at all sizes, the time
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Fig.2 Temperature rise at centre of 0.8m pour

Fig.3 Temperature rise at centre of 1.5m pour

taken for the Phoenix mix to reach this naxiimm 
gradually increased, with respect to the OPC, 
until at 3 metres the time taken was nearly twice 
as long. It appears that once the higher tem
peratures of a 3 metre pour were reached, although 
the OPC hydration rate was accelerated as _ 
expected, the dilution effect of the pfa combined 
with increased reaction ketween the pfa and hydra
tion products of the OPC, produced a lower early 
temperature rise but one which continued as the 
pfa reactivity increased to produce a mich later 
peak tarperature. This was also reflected in the 
strength growth of the concrete cured unter the 3 
metre simulated pour conditions Cfig 5) as com
pared with concrete cured at standard 2QQC con
ditions Cfig

With the OPC the rapid increase in teirperature 
rise, and hence hydration rate, caused hydrates to 
grow in a rapid and perhaps disorganised manner, 
giving higher early strengths bit eventually 
reduced later strengths. In contrast, the Phoenix 
concrete under these conditions produced a slower, 
more prolonged reaction which, together with reac
tion products between the pfa and OPC combined to 
give strength growth superior to that of the OPC 
concrete after 2i days. Figures 7 and 8 show the 
strength growth in intermediate sized pours.

Fig.7 Strength at centre of 0.8m pour
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The vay in which the terrperature has affected the 
strength growth of the Phoenix concrete, conpared 
with the OPC concrete, is demonstrated in figures 
9 and 10 where strength has been plotted against 
pour size at 1,3,7,28 and 91 days. This shows 
quite clearly the fall off in strength with 
increasing pour size for the OPC concrete after 7 
days, whereas the Phoenix concrete was only 
slightly affected after 91 days.

I ге-с e.B . i,E. 3,e .
Fir, a NU’S'E

191 y 0PC concrete strength-v-pour size

бе r

I-]— , .
I ге'б e.e • i.s ■ з.е .

Fig ln D, 'M 515
Ptl°enix concrete strength-v-pour size

The reaction rate of the pfa was determined at 
various ages, for each of the curing regines nen- 
tioned, by arresting the hydration with acetone and 
measuring the amount of unreacted pfa by dissolving 
the ground sanple in 1:49 hydrochloric acid (about

From these results (fig 11) it can be seen that the 
pfa reaction rate rapidly increases, in the larger 
pours, when a tenperature of about 40°C or nore is 
attained. This shows that in a 3 metre pour the 
amount of pfa reacted after 2-3 days can be 
expected to be, similar to that reacted after 100 
days curing at 20°C.

, AGE (day«)

Fig. 12 Unloaded and 70 kPa loaded cube strengths 

OPC concrete

Fig.13 Unloaded and 70 kPa loaded cube strengths 

Phoenix concrete
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The results of the tests in a simulated 3 metre 
pour with the lOOnrn cubes being loaded to 70 kPa 
are shown in figures 12 and 13. The strength 
results at 1,7 and 28 days show that loading the 
cubes inproved the strengths for both OPC and 
Phoenix cement concrete. Fig 14 shows the pre
dicted variation in 28 day strength with depth, 
through a 3 metre pour, as a consequence of both 
tenperature and pressure effects.

OPC
0

/;

\\

за

рои r 
depth 
metres

15-

50 100

PHOENIX

-------temperature \'\ 
effect 'x

------ temperature I ' 
plus pressure ] I 
loading effect / j

/ /

50 100 110

28 day strength as % strength given at 20°C

Fig.14 Predicted effect of tenperature and 
pressure loading on 28 day strengths 
through a 3 metre pour.

Ccxrparison between figures 12 and 13 shows that 
the concrete containing the Phoenix cement seemed 
to benefit most from this compaction. This could 
be a consequence of the better workability of the 
Phoenix concrete, resulting in a larger loss of 
expressed-water, but may also be related to better 
hydrate morphology under load. Concrete w/c 
ratios could be adjusted to minimise any asso
ciated increase in bleeding.

In general, the results of the examination by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) reflect the 
concrete cube strength results. It is possible to 
relate the strength at a given age or in a given 
pour size to the observed degree of hydration of 
the pfa, and the maturity of the hydrate phases. 
The photographs shown as Figs 15-20 were selected 
as being representative of the degree of hydration 
in the concretes at 1,7 and 91 days. Figs 15,16 
and 17 are from the 0.8m Phoenix concrete and Figs 
18, 19 and 20 are from the 3.0m Phoenix concrete. 
At 1 day, the degree of reaction of the pfa 
spheres was limited to a similar extent in both 
size pours. The spheres was coated with calcium 
silicate hydrate (C-S-H) of an immature type but 
the sphere surfaces appeared uncorroded and the 
C-S-H resulted fron precipitation of the cuter 
product from the cement clinker phases.

By 7 days, the pfa in the 0.8m pour was still vir
tually unreacted, the smooth surface being visible 
through the now more mature C-S-H. In the 3.0m, 
concrete, the reaction of the pfa had proceeded to 
a considerably more advanced stage. Fig.19 shows 
the spherical shape of a pfa relief which has been 
almost all replaced by C-S-H, having a radial 
appearance characteristic of inner product from 
pfa spheres. The difference in compressive 
strengths of the two concretes directly reflects 
the differences seen in the photographs, the 0.8m 
concrete having a strength of 26.0 Nnur^ and the 
3.0m concrete, 42.1 №m~2.

The two 91 day concretes show marked similarities 
and the two photographs given as Figs 17 and 20 
show that spheres have reacted to a considerable 
extent in both concretes. The 0.8m pour has now 
caught up both in microscopic appearance and 
strength, the two values being 45.9 Nnrn-2 for the 
0.8m concrete, 4nd 45.2 Num-2 for the 3.0m pour.

The white,line displayed on all the photographs 
shown below represents 1 pm.

Fig.15 Phoenix, 1 day (0.8m)

Fig.16 Phoenix, 7 day (0.8m)

Fig.17 Phoenix, 91 days (0.8m)



Fig.18 Phoenix, 1 day (3.0m)

Fig,19 Phoenix, 3 day (3.0m)

Fig.20 Phoenix, 91 day (3.0m)

Table 1 - Cnemical and Physical Characteristics

O.P.C. Phoenix 
Cement

P.F.A

SiO2 20.1 28.4 51.3
I.R. 0.57
Al203 4.7 10.4 27.4

2.5 4.2 9.2
0.18 0.13 0.07

p?05 0.12 0.15 0.23
T1O2 0.22 0.41 0.97
CaO 64.4 48.6 1.2

2.1 2.0 1.6
so3 2.6 2.4 0.92
t.o.l. 1.4 1.3 2.0
K20 0.72 1.4 4.1
Na?0 0.20 0.36 1.2
F 0.10 0.07
Free Lime 2.5 1.8 —
SSA 405 397 —
45 res. 9.3 5.3 8.4

4. CONCLUSIONS .

1. The results show that Portland pfa cement can 
produce increased core strength in mass concrete 
pours where the temperature rise would normally 
reduce the strength of an OPC concrete to about 70% 
of its expected value.

2. From the temperature profiles of the simulated 
pours it can be seen that the interground pfa canent 
produced lover temperature rises, at later ages, 
than the OPC, so reducing the thermally induced 
stresses within a large pour.

3. Although the pfa was slow to react with OPC at 
standard curing conditions, once the curing tem
perature exceeded 40°C the reaction rate increased 
markedly. The extent of this acceleration is such 
that at the centre of a 3 metre pour, the amount of 
pfa reacted after 2-3 days can be expected to be 
similar to that reacted following 100 days curing at 
20°C.

4. Simple mechanical loading of the sample cubes 
shoved that, at 28 days, the pressure generated by 
the mass of concrete above can be expected to reduce 
the strength loss at the centre of the large OPC 
pours and further enhance the strength of Pottland- 
pfa pours. Consequently, a full simulation of large 
pour conditions should include this loading factor.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Ce travail se situe dans le cadre d'une recherche a 
long terme sur les mecanismes reactionnels ä 
I'inter-face ciment-eau, ayant pour but d'en 
determiner les differentes etapes elementaires. Pour 
cela, on s'interesse, non seulement au milieu 
aqueux, mars aussi aux milieux non aqueux, qui 
permettent de faire varier les proprietes du solvant 
ou l’activite de l'eau et peuvent deboucher sur des 
applications interessantes dans le domaine du dosage 
des phases par dissolution selective.

Au cours d'une etude sur 1'attaque acide de I'alite 
en milieu methanol, en circuit ouvert, (extension de 
la methode de TAKASHIMA), nous avons remarque des 
fluctuations des concentrations en especes 
dissoutes. Nous precisons ici les conditions dans 
lesquelles apparaissent ces fluctuations 
periodiques, qui sont faciles ä mettre en evidence ä 
1‘aide des moyens modernes de la Chromatographie 
HPLC.

P

La seule difficulte technique de la mesure reside 
dans la maniere de realiser le disque de poudre 
compactee, de fapon ä obtenir une repartition 
uniforme de la matiere et eviter ainsi des passages 
preferentiels de reactif, qui pourraient s accentuer 
jusqu'au percement du disque. Pour cela, il est bon 
de saupoudrer 1'echantillon sur le filtre, en 
interposant un tamis de maille voisine de 160 
microns .

3 - RESULTATS

Nous donnons ici quelques resultats obtenus pour les 
constituants des clinkers, soumis ä une percolation 
par une solution d'acide acetique dans le methanol, 
preparee par melange automatique d une solution mere 
a 1 Mol/1 avec du methanol pur. Le programmateur 
etait regie pour effectuer des paliers successifs de 
la proportion d'acide, entre 0 et 30 1., de fapon a 
mesurer la periode des fluctuations en fonction de 
la concentration en acide.

2 - MONTAGE EXPERIMENTAL - PRINCIPE

Le montage derive dun Systeme de Chromatographie 
HPLC avec programmateur de gradients, dans lequel on 
a remplace la colonne par un filtre en ligne, 
contenant un disque de poudre compactee de 
1'echantillon ä etudier. A travers ce disque, on 
peut done faire circuler a 1'aide des pompes haute 
pression, un reactif de composition determinee par 
le programmateur de gradients (FIG. 1).

FIG. 1 - SCHEMA DU FILTRE EN LIGNE

1 Diffuseur
2 Grille support de filtre
3 Poudre compactee
4 Connecteur d'alimentation

Le passage en solution du compose etudie est detecte 
par une sonde conductimetrique ä circulation, reliee 
ä un Systeme d'enregistrement.

Cas de 1 'alite

On peut constater (Fig. 2). que le regime periodique 
se declenche ä partir d'un seuil situe vers 4 '!. de 
solution 1 M, pour une pastille de 47 mm de diametre 
contenant 3 g d'alitg broyee, de surface specifique 
voisine de 3500 cm /g, traversee par un debit de 
reactif. de 3 ml/mn. La frequence et 1'amplitude des 
fluctuations augmentent pour chacun des paliers de 
concentration en acide. La frequence est 
proportionnelle ä la concentration de 1 acide 
acetique :

F = 3,8 C

avec : F = Frequence en mn - 1
C - Concentration molaire de 1'acide 

acetique.

FIG. 2 - ALLURE DES FLUCTUATIONS PERIODIQUES

---  Gradient d'acide acetique
____ Signal conductimetrique
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Les pics periudiques de coifduct i vi te ont une forme 
assymetrjque. On observe une montee tres rapide, 
corr es pond ant ä un passage en solution tres rapjde, 
puis une decroissance d allure exponentielle.
La hauteur h des pics, traduisant la quantite d'ions 
liberes, montre une disсиntinuitё en fonction de la 
concentration d'anide. Le graphe h = f(C) se 
presente сстае une соигЬн de titrage 
conductuietrique, a vec deux segments de druite de 
pentes differentes, le point d' int.r-r section se 
situant v. rs C = 0,1 Mol/1 (Fig, j). "

lo 5о л0г щ

m. 3 - EVOLUTION DE LA HAUTEUR ÜES PICS

LE LONS DU GRADIENT

*utres conshtuants du clinker

g" co^'ortement identique est constate pour les 
u res constituants du clinker. La frequence et 
amplitude des fluctuations sont beaucoup plus 

be' >65 pouf ^es produits peu reactifs, comme la
e et 1 aluminoferrite, que pour le silicate et 

1 alummate tricalcique.

P

Dans 1 interpretation du mecanisme, 1 ’ иtilisation de 
la thermodynamique des processus irreversibles 
(T.P.I.) devralt se u’ontrer interessante. En effet, 
re type de reactions periodiques nest 
habituellement observe que dans des systemes 
chimiques ouverts, appel.es "structures dissipatives 
chimiques", ой des couplages se manifestent entree 
diverses forces motrices (force chimique, force de 
diffusion, force electrocinetiquei et les flux qui 
en resultent (taux de reaction, flux de diffusion, 
variation des charges electriques superficielles1.

Les phenomenes observes ici presentent des analogies 
frappantes aver des reactions periodiques du type 
ZHABOTINSKI. de meine qu'avec les reactions de 
precipitation dans des gradients de dirfiisi.m 
(anneaux de LIESEGANG), dent 1 "etude est du d..m,. ; ■i,.. 
de la T.P.1.

4 - INTERPRETATION

ces п|Г'е 0uv0ns tenter ici une analyse detaillee de
result^1"'^nes Periodiques, sur ja base des premiers 
recessit4 S exPer iment a и x . leur .interpretation 
composit^ tleS ''n^orma t1 ons compl ementaires, comme la 
detectei/01'1 ‘*11ПИr,lle ■'a solution a la sortie du 
Чи'ипе >Г ■ ronduc tlnle t rique , ce dernier n'apportant 
cspeces n,orma*:Lon globale sur les roneentrations en 
dl!,i'ontin С,1550и*:е5, La forme des pics et la 
sentient"111*6 dS 1 ^volution de la hauteur des pics 
eomponty montrer que ie mecanisme reactionnel 
e>il;remementU т°1П5 dBU>< Stapes, dont la premiere est
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7 - INTRODUCTION

Depuis la these d'Henry LE CHATELIER, au debut du 
siecle, de nombreuses etudes ont ete publiees au 
sujet des mecanismes de 1'hydratation des ciments. 
Il semble bien etabli aujourd'hui que, au moins aux 
premiers ages, 1' hydratation soit gouvernee par des 
processus de dissolution-precipitation, dont on 
cherche encore ä decomposer les etapes elementaires. 
Les lois qui regissent la croissance cristalline des 
hydrates seraient done, d'une part, celles de la 
diffusion des especes loniques ä partir des surfaces 
des grains, et d'autre part, les equations de 
Vitesse des reactions de precipitation, traduisant 
les phenomenes de germination-croissance.

Si I'on cherche ä donner un formalisme mathematique 
ä ces mecanismes, dans le but de construire un 
modele physique, on rencontre de grandes difficultes 
par exemple, devant le Probleme de la diffusion 
convective, qui est celui de pates de ciment 
immobiles. Dans le cas plus abordable de la 
diffusion reguliere, oü l'on peut faire entrer les 
suspensions agitees regulierement, les solutions des 
systemes differentiels issus de la combinaison des 
lois de FICK et des equations de vitesse des 
reactions, ne sont pas toujours stationnaires. La 
diffusion dans un gel peut par exemple produire des 
structures periodiques comme "les anneaux de 
HESEGANG", decouverts en 1 896. En observant que la 
complexite de ces cas est liee surtout a celle du 
formalisme des equations de vitesse (par exemple 
lorsque le mecanisme comporte une etape 
autoctalytique). nous nous proposons d'etudier ici 
quelques modeles mathematiques tres simplifies, ou 
nous envisagerons des equations de vitesse de forme 
simple, dans le cas de la diffusion plane 
unidimensionnelle. Bien que ces hypotheses de 
travail soient extremement reductrices de la realite 
physique, quelques remarques peuvent en etre tirees, 
concernant des particularites connues de la 
microstructure des hydrates.

2 - RISE EN EQUATIONS

Sort une reaction de precipitation de la forme :
A t nB -• AB^ 11

Pour que cette reaction se poursuive, 11 faut que le 
taux de sursaturation, e'est-a-dire le rapport du 
produit lonique effectif au produit lonique ä 
1'equilibre :

(A)(В)П

soit superieur ä 1. L'enthalpie libre de la reaction 
(1) est alors negative :

Д6 - - RT Ln TP s
La modification des gradients de diffusion des 
especes A et B, que I'on suppose generees par la 
dissolution de grains anhydres va dependre des 
vitesses relatives de diffusion et de precipitation. 

Nous ecrirons que le regime stationnaire auquel nous 
nous interessons, est obtenu lorsque dans un 
Intervalle de temps dt, la quantite des especes 
apportees par diffusion, dQd, est egale ä la 
quantite dOp consommee par la precipitation.

Pour chacune des especes, dQd est tire des lois de 
FICK :

dQdi - - D^ Эс£/Эх . dt

ou D est le coefficient de diffusion, S la surface 
de 1'interface generatrice et C la concentration a 
la distance x de cette interface.

dQp est tiree de I'equation de vitesse de la 
reaction (11 :

dQpi - A . V. f ( CJ . dt

oil f(Ci) est la fonction de vitesse, V le volume de 
solution et A = A e E/RT est la constante de 
vitesse de la reaction (1).

Dans le cas de la diffusion plane unidimensionnelle, 
I'egalite de dQd et dQp s'ecrit :

dC. AV
------ E- = . ---- . dx

f(C.) D.s1
C'est done la forme de la fonction de vitesse fIC) 
qui va determiner la forme des solutions. Deux cas 
particuliers simples peuvent etre envisages :

- Precipitation tres rapide, limitee uniquement par 
la diffusion de 1'ion de concentration C. On peut 
poser :

f(C.I ~ к(C. - C * ) 1 11
cu C* est la concentration loin de 1'interface.

- Precipitation lente, limitee par la cinetique de 
germination-croissance du precipite. On posen 
alors :

f.CJ = B. rs
ой T est le taux de sursaturation et В иле 
constante.

3 - RESULTATS

Nous nous limiterons ici au cas ou f(C) a u 
expression lineaire (precipitation rapidel. e 
situations peuvent alors se presenter :
- les ions formant le precipite sont issus de U 
meme interface leas de 1’alite donnant des CSH

- les ions proviennent de la dissolution de 
mineraux distincts (formation d'ettringite>.
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Ier cas. Ions de meme origine

Les solutions sont de la forme :

V.A.
(C - C«) = (С - C») exp (- ----  . k.x)

° D.S

ой C* est la concentration loin de l'interface et C 
la concentration ä l'interface. 0

Il est pratique d'utiliser les parametres habituels 
des ciments, surface specifique s et rapport 
eau/solide r, au lieu du rapport V/S qui devient V/S 
= r/s.

Dans le cas ci-dessus, le taux de sursaturation est 
maximum ä l'interface generatrice, qui sera done un 
site privilegie de precipitation et I'on obtiendra 
des hydrates precipitant plus loin de l'interface 
lorsque les gradients seront plus faibles, 
e'est-a-dire lorsque s sera eleve, r faible et le 
rapport A/0 des constantes de Vitesse et de 
diffusion sera faible (Fig. 1).

FIG. 1 -GRADIENT DE CONCENTRATION AVEC PRECIPITATION

L interface generatrice est a 1'abcisse x = 0 

n constate que ce premier schema tres grösster est 
coherent avec les donnees experimentales sur 
evolution de la microstructure des silicates 
ydrates, en particulier 1'obtention de fibres plus 
ongues aux faibles E/S et les differences observees 

en fonction de la composition de la solution 
interstitielle.

2 cas. Ions diffusant en sens inverse i partir de 
2 interfaces generatrices (Fig. 2).

Les gradients des deux especes ioniques s'ecrivent ä
1'aide du formalism« precedent? :

FIG. 2 - DIFFUSION INVERSE AVEC ргесШТАТКМ

La phase A genere 1‘ion de concentration C^.
La phase В genere 1‘ion de concentration C^.

= yQ exp l-k^xl

- zq . [1 - exp (-fc -x)3

du taux de sursaturation sera la

ny.z

S»

- S*.r s
= expf-kjX) [1 - expt- к .х1]П .

La fonction du/dx s'annule pour :

un pose : у

z

L' expression 
suivante :

r (x) =s

Posons u(x)
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Le taux de sursaturation passe done par un maximum, 
a une distance xm de 1'interface (Fig. 3). Cette 
di stance est 2 Jee uniquement aux constantes 
thermndynamiques nt cinFtiques dans i'hypothese de 
travail qui . avait ete choisie, soit une expression 
lineaire des constantes de vitesse (Il n'en serait 
pas de meme avec les expressions nun lineaires).

FIG. 3 - TAUX DE SURSATURATION DANS LE CAS DE LA

DIFFUSIO INVERSE

(ps resultats semblpnt egalement coherents vis-a-vis 
des observations de la microstructure : 1'existence 
de "coquilles d'ettringite" ou "grains de HADLEY" 
autour des cristaux de C^A a ete rapportee plusieurs 
fois .

4 - CCNCLUSIONS

(■«--s queJques exempJes simplifies ä l'extreme 
montrent tout l'interet la modelisation des
rrocessus d'elaboratten de la microsctructure. Nous 
sonnies encore ires loin de pouvoir etablir une 
relation formpl.Ip explirite ent re 1 "evolution des 
taux de reaction et 1'evolution des resistances 
möcaniques et not re demarche theonque donne la 
mc-ure des difficultes qu'il faudra vaincre pour у 
parv "• nir. Mais nous pouvons remarquer Que la
microstructure des hydrates ne r'etablit pas 
totalement au hasard et quelle obeit aux lois 
h s t1 л t и r? ]. 1 e s dos processus irreversibles. On p e и t 
i".i. esperer des prngres dans la comprehension de 
<««> phenomenes, en comptant sur les moyens 
;.nf\;rma t iqu^s modernes, qui nous apportent une aide 
appreciable pour la resolution numerique des 

у s un'R s d i f f ё rent lel s .
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1
P

1 - INTRODUCTION

les reactions d'hydratation des ciments se deroulent 
en geneial dans In dnniaine -msatuie d= la 
poitlandite CatOH)?. Ceci constrtue un obstacle a 
la reconstitution en laboratoire des conditions 
reelles de la formation et de la croissance des 
hydrates, telles qu'elles se produisent dans les 
mortiers et hetons. fn effet, 1'instabilite des 
solutions sursaturees rend leur etude experimentale 
difficile, et 11 n'existe pas de methode fiable, 
permettant de creer un etat de sursaturation 
determine, pendant un temps suffisamment long.

le developpement d’un appaicallage repondant ä cette 
question se gustifie par exemple dans les 
applications suivantes :

- Etude de la penode dormante, des phenomenes de 
germination-croissance de la portlandite et du CSH

- Etude des adjuvants des betons et des 
modificateurs de la diffusion des ions a 
1'interface solide-liquide.

- Etude du mecanisme de 1'hydratation de C^S, grace 
a la separation des variables (flux de dissolution 
et de precipitation),

- Etude des diagrammes d'equilibre des hydrates dans 
le domaine sursature en chaux.

- Synthese des hydrates en regime de sursaturation
control?.' .

- Mesure de la reactivate des matieres 
pouzzolaniques et des aiouts mineraux.

Malgre ces applications nombreuses et importantes, 
seules quelques tentatives ont ete faites dans ce 
domaine. la generation de solutions sursaturees en 
utilisant des resines echangeuses d’ions n'a pas 
permis de resoudre le probleme, car cette technique 
presente 1'inconvenient de liberer des impuretes 
anioniques et ne permet pas de maintemr un taux de 
sursaturation eleve pendant un temps suffisamment 
long, ni de faire vaner ce taux en Systeme ferme. 
Nous avons done tente une nouvelle approche du 
probleme en nous orientant vers les methodes 
electrochimiques qui repondent bien aux imperatifs 
techniques des mesures. *

2 - IMPERATIFS TECHNIQUES DU SYSTEME

La technique de sursaturation ne doit pas faire 
appel ä la dissolution d'une phase solide, dont la 
surface reactive ou les propnetes evolueraient en 
fonction du temps.
Le generateur doit etre capable de fournir une 
solution ties sursaturee en chaux, dont 1| 
concentration atteigne par exemple 40.10 
Rol'kg avec une vitesse de sursaturation 
equivalents ä cells de 1'alite des ciments, soit 1 
a 4.10 Mol.kg .h .
La quantite de solution de travail soit etre 
süffisante pour effectuer tous prelevements et 
dosages, soit 100 ä 500 ml. _
On s orientera de preference vers un Systeme 
permettant de regier a volonte le debit de calcium 
fourni et, au besom, de realiser des 
’sservissements ä 1'aide de capteurs, dans le but 
d effectuer une regulation automatique du degre de 
sursaturation.

1 Cellule d ' electrolyse Compartiment cattodiqi,
2 Cellule d’electrolyse Compaitiment anodiqu
3 Oecanteur
4 Pompe
5 Cellule d'hydrulyse
6 Siphon
7 Tige du vibreur
8 Amalgame liquide d? calcium
9 Sonde conductimetrique

Nous avons choisi un generateur de type coulometii 
que, constitue d'une cellule d'electrolyse, ou Ion 
produit une solution de calcium metallique dans le 
mercure, selon 1'equation :

Ca2+ ♦ 2 e" ♦ Hg - Ca(Hg)

Cet amalgame liquide est introduit en rontiru dan'- 
une cellule d'hydrolyse, oü le calcium est libere au 
contact de 1'eau, en produisant la solution d- 
chaux. selon 1'equation :

2e - 2Ca(Hg) t 2 H20 - Ca *■ 2 OH ♦ H ♦ Hg

A la sortie de la cellule d'hydrolyse, le mercure
est recycle en continu vers la cellule
d'electrolyse, oü 11 se recharge en calcium.

4 - FONTIONNEMENT. ASPECTS TECHNIQUES
4.1 - CELLULE D'ELECTROLYSE (FIG. 1)

Le potentiel de decharge des ions calcium sur la 
nappe de mercure est inferieur au potentiel d? 
reduction de 1'eau. Ceci va limiter le rendement 
electrochimique du generateur. On peut faire reculer 
le "mur du solvanf en augmentant le pH de 
1'electrolyte, mais 11 ne faut pas depasser le 
produit de solubilite de la portlandite, ce qui 
ferait chuter 1‘activite du calcium, qui doit lester 
la plus elevee possible, pour faciliter la 
diffusion. En pratique, 1'electrolyte etant 
constitue d'une solution molaire d'acetate de 
calcium, le pH optimum se situe vers 11. Au cours de 
1'electrolyse, le pH a tendance ä s'elever, ä cause 
de la reduction cathodique de 1'eau :
2 HjO ♦ 2 " ■*  2 OH ♦ H2





6 - CONCLUSIONS

Ces tous premiers resultats obtenus avec le GECS 
suffisent ä illustrer son utilite pour I'etude du 
domaine sursature de la portlandite et des 
mecanismes de 1'hydratation, Nous avons montre ici 
que la realisation d’un tel Systeme est faisable, 
malgre les obstacles techniques lies ä la generation 
electrochimique de 1'amalgame de calcium et aux 
risques d oxydation et de pollution de ce dernier 
par l'oxygene ou des elements provenant du 
generateur lui-meme. Ceci laisse entrevoir 
d'interessantes perspectives pour les applications 
citees en introduction.

Par exemple, la grande similitude des courbes de 
conductance obtenues ici, avec celles des 
suspensions d'alite peut laisser ä penser que 
failure de ces dernieres n'est pas liee a des 
effets de barriere interfaciale, mais uniquement ä 
1'existence d’un regime dynamique de dissolution
precipitation, qui est celui du GECS. Il reste a 
etudier le role que peut jouer la couche initiale de 
CSH sur le flux de dissolution et done la duree de 
la periode dormante, de meme le röle inverse que 
peut jouer la germination, de la portlandite sur la 
permeabilite de cette couche.
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I. introduction.

Le renforcement des Hants mineraux 
de type ciments et betons par des fibres 
de verre a fait 1'objet de tres nombreux 
travaux (1-9) mais tous les problemes re
levant de cette technologie n'ont pas en
core ete resolus. Il en est ainsi du ren- 
forcement des ciments portlands artificiels 
par la fibre de verre E. En effet ce type 
de verre borosilicate (7 ä 9 % de B2O3) , 
riche en silice (53 a 54 % de SiO ) ne re
sists pas dans un milieu basique tel que 
celui resultant de la reaction d'hydrata- 
tion des silicates de calcium anhydres, 
reaction qui conduit a la formation d'un 
milieu riche en chaux amenant rapidement 
le pH a une valeur de 1'ordre de 12,5.

La fibre de verre E est en effet at- 
taquee en milieu basique avec destruction 
du reseau silicique et formation d'une 
couche superficielle permeable de silicate 
de calcium hydrate (1-4), couche poreuse 
permettant ainsi ä I'attaque de se pour- 
suivre jusqu'ä dissolution complete du 
verre ä long terme.

Ce phenomene est tres prejudiciable 
au renforcement car il provoque tres rapi
dement un abaissement notable des resis
tances mecaniques du composite.

Differents moyens ont ete proposes 
pour remedier a cet etat de fait (7) .

1. Modifier la composition de la fibre 
pour ameliorer sa resistance chimique en 
milieu alcalin : fibres CEMFIL par exemple 
(1-3) mais dont le prix est tres eleye par 
rapport ä la fibre de verre E (30 F/kg au 
lieu de 9 F/kg).
2 Proteger la fibre par un depot organi- 
que ou mineral, procede utilisant des tech
nologies sophistiquees .
3. Diminuer I'humidite relative du milieu 
de conservation ou d'utilisation du compo
site.
4. Abaisser le pH du milieu cimentaire en 
cours de consolidation.

C'est cette quatrieme solution que 
nous avons adoptee, consequence d1une re
cherche plus generale sur la mise au point 
de Hants pouzzolaniques de synthese a 
partir de mineraux argileux thermiquement 
actives (10,11, 15-17).

II PROCESSUS D'H'iORATATION COMPARES DU CI
' MF.NT PORTLAND ARTIFICIEL ET DES LIANTS 
POUZZOLANIQUES DE SYNTHESES

Le phenomene d'hydratation et de con
solidation des Hants pouzzolaniques de 
synthese ä base de mineraux argileux ther
miquement actives (cuisson de la matiere 
premiere ä 70O-800°C pendant 5 heures dans 
un reacteur ä lit fixe) necessite 1'addi
tion d’un activateur chimique, en 1'occu 

rence I'hydroxyde de calcium CatOH)^ qui 
apporte les ions calcium necessaires pour 
former une solution sursaturee ä partir de 
laquelle vont precipiter les differents hy
drates responsables du developpement des 
resistances mecaniques. Il est bien evi
dent que 1'activateur Ca(OH)2 va etre con
somme au cours du temps, la vitesse de dis- 
parition etant fortement tributaire des 
conditions experimentales.

En se fixant des conditions optimales 
de conservation des eprcuvettes (10,11) on 
peut par utilisation de 1'analyse thermi- 
que differentielle (ATD), determiner de fa- 
gon semi-quantitative la nature etl'evolu
tion des quantites d'hydrates formes au 
cours du durcissement, et detector en par- 
ticulier la presence ou 1'absence de cnaux 
residuelie dans le gateriau.

Dans le cas de 1'hydratat ion de la 
metakaolinite par exemple (produit d'acti
vation thermique de la kaolinite), les hy 
drates formes au cours de la consolidation 
sont essentiellement le silicate de calcium 
hydrate ou CSH de la classification de 
Taylor (12) et la gehlenite hydiatee 
2CaO.Al_O7. SiO7.8H7O (13-15). Ces deux 
hydrates sont caracterises par les pics 
»ndothermicues notes respectivement C et и 
sur les ccurbes ATD (Fig. 1). La presence 
de chaux residuelie csr caracterisie par a 
presence du pic endothermigue , note CH, 
vers 55O°C.

Figure 1. Exemple de courbes ATD 
des produits d'hydratation de metakaolinite 
en presence de chaux, a 28 jours, en fonc- 
tion de la valour du rapport "Metakaolini 
Hydroxyde de calcium'' (MK/CH). Hydratation 
ä'E/S = 0,55.

Si on trace, ä I'echeance de 28 jours, 
la hauteur des pics ATD (C, G, et CH) en 
fonction de la valeur du rapport massique 
initial Metakaolinite/Hydroxyde de calc-um 
(rapport note MK/CH), on constate que pour 
(MK/CH) > 2, il n'y a plus de chaux resi 
duelle dans le materiau (Fig. 2).
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I. INTRODUCTION.

Le renforcement des liants mineraux 
de type ciments et betone par des fibres 
de verre a fait l'objet de tres nombreux 
travaux (1-9) mais tous les problemes re
levant de cette technologie n'ont pas en
core ete resolus. II en est ainsi du ren
forcement des ciments portlands artificials 
par la fibre de verre E. En effet ce type 
de verre borosilicate (7 ä 9 % de BjO^) 
riche en silice (53 ä 54 % de ne r®~
siste pas dans un milieu basique tel que 
celui resultant de la reaction d'hydrata- 
tion des silicates de calcium anhydres, 
reaction qui conduit ä la formation d'un 
milieu riche en chaux amenant rapidement 
le pH a une valeur de 11ordre de 12,5.

La fibre de verre E est en effet at- 
taquee en milieu basique avec destruction 
du reseau silicique et formation d'une 
couche superficielle permeable de silicate 
de calcium hydrate (1-4), couche poreuse 
permettant ainsi ä I'attaque de se pour- 
suivre jusqu'a dissolution complete du 
verre ä long terme.

Ce phenomene est tres prejudiciable 
au renforcement car il provoque tres rapi
dement un abaissement notable des resis
tances mecaniques du composite.

Differents moyens ont ete proposes 
pour remedier ä cet etat de fait (7) :

1. Modifier la composition de la fibre 
pour ameliorer sa resistance chimique en 
milieu alcalin : fibres CEMFIL par example 
(1-3) mais dont le prix est tres eleve par 
rapport ä la fibre de verre E (30 F/kg au 
lieu de 9 F/kg) .

2. Proteger la fibre par un depot organi- 
que ou mineral, procede utilisant des tech
nologies sophistiquees.

3. Diminuer I'humidite relative du milieu 
de conservation ou d'utilisation du compo
site.

4. Abaisser le pH du milieu cimentaire en 
cours de consolidation.

C'est cette quatrieme solution que 
nous avons adoptee, consequence d'une re
cherche plus generale sur la mise au point 
de liants pouzzolaniques de synthese ä 
partir de mineraux argileux thermiquement 
actives (10,11, 15-17).

II. PROCESSUS D'H$RATATION COMPARES DU CI
MENT PORTLAND ARTIFICIEL ET DES LIANTS 
POUZZOLANIQUES DE SYNTHESE.

Le phenomene d1hydratation et de conj 
solidation des liants pouzzolaniques de 
synthese ä base de mineraux argileux ther
miquement actives (cuisson de la matiere 
premiere ä 7OO-8OO°C pendant 5 heures dans 
un reacteur ä lit fixe) necessite 1'addi
tion d'un activateur chimique, en 1'occu- 

rence 1'hydroxyde de calcium CatOH)^ qui 
apporte les ions calcium necessaires pour 
former une solution sursaturee a partir de 
laquelle vont precipiter les differents hy
drates responsables du developpement des 
resistances mecaniques. Il est bien evi
dent que I'activateur CatOHlj va etre con
somme au cours du temps, la Vitesse de dis- 
parition etant fortement tributaire des 
conditions experimentales.

En se fixant des conditions optimales 
de conservation des eprouvettes (10,11) on 
peut, par utilisation de 11 analyse thermi- 
que differentielle (ATD), determiner de fa- 
gon semi-quantitative la nature et 1'evolu
tion des quantites d'hydrates formes au 
cours du durcissement, et detecter en par- 
ticulier la presence ou 1'absence de chaux 
residuelle dans le materiau.

Dans le cas de 1'hydratation de la 
metakaolinite par example (produit d'acti
vation thermique de la kaolinite), les hy
drates formes au cours de la consolidation 
sont essentiellement le silicate de calcium 
hydrate ou CSH de la classification de 
Taylor (12) et^la gehlenite hydratee 
2CaO.Al2O,. SiO2.8H-O (13-15). Ces deux 
hydrates sont caracrerises par les pics 
endothermiques notes respectivement C et G 
sur les courbes ATD (Fig. 1). La presence 
de chaux residuelle est caracterisee par la 
presence du pic endothermique, note CH, 
vers 55O°C.

Figure 1. Exemple de courbes ATD 
des produits d'hydratation de metakaolinite 
en presence de chaux, ä 28 jours, en fonc- 
tion de la valeur du rapport "Metakaolinite' 
Hydroxyde de calcium" (MK/CH). Hydratation 
ä E/S = 0,55.

Si on trace, ä 1'echeance de 28 jours, 
la hauteur des pics ATD (C, G, et CH) ‘en 
fonction de la valeur du rapport massique 
initial Metakaolinite/Hydroxyde de calc-uit 
(rapport note MK/CH), on constate que pour 
(MK/CH) > 2, il n'y a plus de chaux resi
duelle dans le materiau (Fig. 2).



Figure 2. Variation de la hauteur des 
pics ATD de CSH^(C), de gehlenite hydratee 
(G) et de I'hydroxyde de calcium (CH) a 
28 jours en fonction de MK/CH.

De meme, si on trace la hauteur de 
ces memes pics ä differentes echeances 
d1 hydratation, on constate que pour 
(MK/CH) = 1, la chaux n'est jamais totale- 
ment consommee, meme a 90 jours (Fig. 3) 
bien que la formulation choisie correspon- 
de aux conditions theoriques optimales de 
transformation stoechiometrique de la me
takaolinite en CSHj et gehlenite hydratee.

Figure 3. Variation de la hauteur 
äu pic ATD caracteristique de I'hydroxyde 
de calcium (CH) en fonction de I'echeance 
d' hydratation pour deux compositions ini
tiales de liants de metakaolinite + chaux :
MK/CH) = 1 (courbe a) et (MK/CH) = 3 
Icourbe b) .

. Par contre, pour (MK/CH) = 3, condi
tion correspondant ä I'obtention de re
sistances en compression optimales a 
28 jours (de 25 ä 35 MPa), la chaux a 
totalement disparu ä I'echeance de 15 jours 
(Fig. 3) .
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Dans le cas de la consolidation du 
ciment portland artificiel, 1'hydratation 
met en jeu les silicates de calcium anhy- 
dres (silicates bi- et tricalcique) et con
duit ä une formation quasi-continue de 
chaux selon des reactions du type : 

3CaO.SiO2+ H20 — CaO.SiO2.xH2O + 2 Ca(OH)2
[1] 

2CaO.SiO2+ H20 CaO.SiO2.xH2O + Са(ОН>2
[2]

La reaction [1] est beaucoup plus rapide 
que la reaction [2]. Par ailleurs le ca- 
ractere nettement basique de la phase li
quide intersticielle est renforce par la 
solubilisation des alcalins presents ini- 
tialement dans le ciment anhydre, phenome
na qui conduit ä la formation de bases fi
bres (KOH, NaOH) (18) lesquelles sont ega- 
lement tres agressives vis-ä-vis des fibres 
de verre .

La difference flagrante entre les 
comportements respectifs ä 1'hydratation 
de ces deux types de liants, avec consom- 
mation rapide de la chaux pour les liants 
pouzzolaniques de synthese, moyennant une 
valeur assez elevee dü rapport pouzzolane/ 
chaux, et apparition quasi-continue de 
chaux dans le ciment portland artificiel, 
nous a conduits tout naturellement ä etu- 
dier le comportement de la fibre de verre E 
dans ces milieux cimentaires en cours de 
consolidation. L'emploi de liants pouzzo
laniques de synthese ä base de mineraux 
argileux thermiquement actives et leur as
sociation au ciment portland artificiel, 
dans lesquels ils trouveront I'activateur 
chimique necessaire sous forme de chaux 
naissante (Fig. 4) doivent permettre de 
realiser un renforcenent sans alteration 
notable de la fibre de verre E, contraire- 
ment ä ce qui se passe avec une pate de 
CPA pur (19-21) .

Figure 4. Courbes ATD du produit 
d'hydratation du ciment portland artificiel 
(CPA) pur et d'un melange CPA/Metakaolinite 
(50/50 en masse) a 28 jours. Dans le cas 
du melange CPA + MK on n'observe plus le 
pic caracteristique de la chaux vers 560°C



car la chaux naissante formes aucours de 
1'hydratation du CPA est consommes au fur 
et ä mesure de sa formation pour realrser 
1'hydratation de la metakaolinite.

On doit signaler cependant que 11 idee 
d'ajouter au ciment portland un solide 
susceptible d'entrer en reaction avec la 
chaux au cours de la formation,de celle-ci, 
n'est pas nouvelle : eile a ete a la base 
de 1'elaboration des ciments portlands aux 
pouzzolanes (anciennement CPAZ devenus CPJ 
ou "ciments aux ajouts" dans la nouvelle 
nomenclature). Mais les essais concernant 
le comportement de la fibre de verre E dans 
ce type de liant, les pouzzolanes ajoutees 
etant des cendres volantes, ont conduit a 
des resultats moins performants que ceux 
effectues avec les fibres ä la zircone у 
pe CEMFIL (4). Par ailleurs, les resultats 
obtenus dans le cas du renforcement par les 
fibres CEMFIL sont tres variables selon les 
caracteristiques chimiques et mineralogi- 
ques de la cendre volante utilee (22). 
L'addition de poussieres de silice a ega 
lement fait 1'objet de travaux recents (23).

!jj. RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX ET INTERPRE
TATION .

La consommation de chaux dans le 
melange CPA/MK a ete suivie par diffrac
tion des rayons X (Figure 5). Cette fi
gure met clairement en evidence qu'a 
28 jours, la chaux est totalement consom
mes pour le melange 50/50 en masse.

Ti--------- ZAi ifi <£•
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Figure 4. Etude de la consommation de 
chaux a 28 jours pour des melanges CPA/MK 
en masse egaux ä :

a. 80/20.
b. 70/30
c. 60/40
d. 50/50
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Afin de suivre le comportement d'une 
fibre de verre E, des plaques de materiau 
composite, de dimensions 500x250x13 mm ont 
ete realisees ä partir de trois types de 
liants :
- un ciment portland artificiel CPA 55 ga- 
che avec un taux de gächage E./S (rapport 
Eau/Solide) de 0,3,
- un liant pouzzolanique de synthese, ccns- 
titue de metakaolinite (MK), (obtenue par 
calcination d'une kaolinite pure pendint
5 heures ä 75O°C) additionnee d'hydroxyde 
de calcium pur (CH) dans un rapport massi- 
que (MK/CH) = 3. Le gächage avec I'eau a 
ete realise avec un rapport E/S = 0,6.
- un liant mixte "CPA 55 - Metakaolinite", 
en proportions massiques 50/50 gäche a 
E/S =0,4.

Ces plaques, lors de leur elaboration, 
sont armees avec de la fibre de verre E ä 
raison de 37,4 g de fibre par plaque, la 
fibre etant orientee dans le sens longitu
dinal de chaque plaque. Les composites 
ainsi obtenus sont conserves sous eau a 
20°C jusqu'a I'echeance (J—1) jours, puis 
seches 24 heures ä 20°C dans une chambre 
de conservation ä 60 % d'humidite relative 
avant de realiser les essais mecaniques. 
Les plaques, apres essais en flexion 
3 points, sont ensuite conservees ä la 
temperature ambiante pour observation des 
fibres par Meb a 160 jours et ä 1 an.

Les essais en flexion centree sont 
realises ä I'echeance de 36 jours. Les 
lois de comportement jusqu'ä rupture sont 
representees sur la Figure 6. Le Tableau I 
fournit les resistances en compression 
et en traction (R ) pures des differents 
liants ainsi que les charges et les fleches 
ultimes des plaques renforcees par la fi
bre de verre. 

de la plaque de liant de metakaolinite- 
chaux (colonne 2) n'est pas significatif 
(de 1'ordre de 15 %) alors que les resis
tances respectives en traction de ces liants 
varient du simple au triple. La presence 
de pouzzolanes de synthese dans les diffe
rents liants permet d'empecher la rupture 
fragile des plaques comme le montrent les 
resultats obtenus dans le Tableau I et sur 
la Figure 6.

Figure 6. Courbes "charge-fleche" 
des plaques composites jusqu'ä rupture.

TABLEAU I

Caracteristiques mecaniques des liants en pate pure et des composites.
—

Proprietes mecaniques
Nature du liant

Pate pure de CPA MK + CH (3/1) CPA + MK (1/1)

Pate pure :
. resistance en compression 

(MPa)
. resistance en traction 

(MPa)

62

6,9

30

2 , 3

41

3,7

Plaques composites :
• resistance en traction par 
flexion (MPa)

• fleche ultime (mm)

15,2

16

12,8

37

16,8

25

Ce tableau met en evidence que, pour 
Pour le liant mixte CPA+Mk, la metakaolini
te peut servir ä consommer la chaux formee 
dans le ciment portland artificiel (colon- 
ne 3) et que 1'ecart observe entre les char- 
9es de rupture de la plaque de CPA pur et

Les fibres extraites des plaques apres 
essais mecaniques a 36 jours ont ete exa
minees en microscopic electronique a balaya- 
ge (MeB) (utilisation d'un appareil CAMECA 
MeB 07) apres avoir ete recouvertes d'une 
mince couche d'or par metallisation sous
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sous vide pour eviter les phenomenes de 
charge.

On constate tres nettement, a I'eche- 
ance de 36 jours, que la fibre incorporee 
au ciment portland artificiel au cours de 
la consolidation en pate pure presente 
un etat de surface caracteristique d une 
alteration chimique et d'une degradation 
tres prononcee (Fig. 7). D'ailleurs la 
resistance mecanique propre de cette fibre 
a presque totalement disparu сотне on peut 
le constater au simple toucher : les fibres 
emergentes du composite se desolidarisent 
tres facilement de la plaque.

Par centre, les fibres incorporees au 
liant pouzzolanique de synthese (metakao- 
lite + chaux) ou au liant (CPA + MK), pre
sentent une surface qui ne semble pas avoir 
ete concernee par une alteration chimique 
due ä la chaux (Fig. 7). Les portions de_ 
fibre emergeant en bout de plaque sont tres 
resistantes et ne se desolidarisent pas du 
composite. ■

L'observation des fibres ä des eche- 
ances de 160 jours et de 1 an conduisent 
aux memes resultats (Fig. 8)

1

Figure 7. Comportement compare de la 
fibre de verre E, a 36 jours, apres incor
poration dans les differents liants suivants 
(grossissement 2000) :
1) Ciment portland artificiel (CPA)
2) Metakaolin + chaux (MK + CH) ,
3) Ciment portland artificiel + metakaolin 

(CPA + MK).

1



Figure 8. Comportement compare de la 
fibre de verre E, ä 365 jours, apres in
corporation dans les differents liants 
suivants (grossissement 4000) :
1) Ciment portland artificiel (CPA)
2) Metakaolin + Chaux (MK + CH)
3) Ciment portland artificiel + Metakaolin 

(CPA + MK).

IV. CONCLUSION.

Il apparait done qu'une solution 
relativement aisee pour realiser des mate- 
riaux composites ä base de liants mineraux 
renforces par de la fibre de verre E con
sists ä utiliser une matrice dont la pha
se liquide intersticielle ne presente pas 
de caractere basique prononce au cours du 
processus de consolidation. Les deux so
lutions proposees sont (19) :

soit 1'emploi de liants pouzzolaniques 
e Synthese (mineraux argileux thermique- 
™ent actives) dans des conditions telles 
4ue I'activateur chimique (chaux) soit 
onsomme ä des echeances raisonnables (une 
eux^semaines), le liant devant cepen- 

antdevelopper des resistances mecaniques 
eievees a court terme (28 jours),

soit 1 association de ces liants pouzzo- 
de synt,1®se ä du ciment portland 

au 1£lciel- 1'hydroxyde de calcium forme 
ion=°irf de_1'hydratation du second liant 
pe n . role d'activateur chimique pour 

premier, done etant consomme au fur et 
a mesure de sa formation.
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RAPID METHOD FOR CEMENT STRENGTH PREDICTION.
P

Elpborption of the method

Preliminnry determination of cement 

strength hrs been denlt with for n long 
time. Forester rnd Keen /i960/, Leczner 
rnd Bnrnoff /1961/ recommended severe! 
methods the essence of lied in eccelers- 
ting the process of hardening. Most of 
these methods epply ste₽m curing st 
atmospheric pressure or rbove it. 
However, since the behnviour of various 
type cements under steem-curing is differ
ent, these methods cennot be equelly 
applied to ell the cements end don't 
supply directly comparable results. 
Besides in the ‘ course of steiinicuring, 
especially thet, cerried out in autoclaves 
under enhanced pressure, the macro-end 
microstructure of hardened cement stone 
as well as the composition of arising 
hydration products changes considerably. 
According to methods proposed by Goce/1963/ 
»nd Lawrence /1969/ specimens are prepared 
either from dry cement powder with the 
addition of some lubricant or froip cement
paste or mortar by pressing The acceler
ation of hardening in this case is 
achieved by the closen arrangement of 
the hydrating cement particles. 
Yet, wider use of these methods was 
hindered by several factors. For instance 
the lubricant /alcohol, ethylene glycol/ 
epplied affected the following hydration, 
while the preparation of specimens and 
ensurence of their homogeneity turned to 
be extremely difficult and connected 
with в significant subjective error 
because of the very low water:cement ratio 
/in the range of 0,1/. 
^t the same time various water require
ment of different cement types as well as 
the amount and composition of dissolved 
COniPonents leached out with the'pressed- 
°ut water influencing further hydration 
18 n°t taken into account at ell. This is 
’’by as Nagy /1969/ had shown these methods 
have a rather wide variation in results.

Weighing out portions from the moist 
mixture before pressing is time-consuming 
and in exact, while drying up of the 
mixture during this operotion also contrib
utes to higher scatter of results. 
Dnbriel /1971/ end lately Relis and 
Soroka /1974/ used vacuum, too, for the 
acceleration of hydration of the speci
mens but they did not suceed to eliminate 
all the abovementioned error-sources. 
To all this one can add that the known 
and widely used standard methods for 
cement-strength determination posess 
a lot of shortcomings/disadvanteges/ 
explaining why, up to now no common 
agreement could be achieved in intro
ducing a worldwide acceptable universal 
testing method, some of these disadvan
tages ere as follows: 
-the sand or eggregate used for the 
preparation of specimens cnnnot be 
exactly defined,

-the prescribed water cement factor leaves 
the factual water requirement of the 
cement out of consideration,

-the conditions of preparing the specimens 
/weighing out portions of the moist mix
ture, filling them into the moulds, 
compaction, smoothing their surface etc/ 
give place to a number of subjective 
errors

As a consequence the permitted scatter of 
results for the majority of known standard 
methods amounts to -lo % with a poor 
reproducibility and reliability of results. 
Besides, the results determining the real 
quality of the product appear only after 
28 days when the cement referred to had 
been already used up so that no correction 
is to be made as to its dosage /propor
tioning/.
Outgoing from ell above described in 
elaborating our new methods we paid 
special attention to the followings-
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nble standard strength at any ege with 
a reliability meeting practical require
ments /e g ±3 MPa/
The new method can be applied on one 
hand in plant laboratories for systematic 
quality control and on the other hand 
at cement consumers where - by quick 
determination of the expectable factual 
strength of cement - it makes possible 
the optimal proportioning of the latter 
at concrete mixing plants and thereby 
contributes to a cement economy of at 
least 5-lo % with a more uniform 
concrete quality at the same time. 
The new method is regularly applied at 
one of the prefabricated concrete plants 
in Hungary since the beginning of 1986. 
More detailed information can be obtained 
at the institute SZIKKTI, Budapest
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LOW-FREQUENCY ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CEMENT, CLINKER AND CLINKER 
MINERAL PASTES.

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the time function of 
electrical conductance (or specific conduc
tance = conductivity) of pastes made of port
land cements, clinkers or clinker, minerals. 
The effect of some variables (e.g. grinding 
fineness, temperature, measuring frequency, 
admixtures etc.) was studied. All tests 
reported here were made in the state of 
setting and early hardening and measured at 
relatively low A.C. frequencies (100 Hz - 
10 kHz); this means that the changes In 
electrical conductance can be attributed to 
changes in the number or mobility (or both) 
of charge carrying ions. Other experimental 
circumstances (as e.g. high-frequency measu
rements, non-portland cements, suspensions 
rather than pastes) are excluded.
Regrettably almost no references exist in 
this narrow field, although the test is 
simple, yet Informative. The first reported 
conductance measurements on cement pastes 
date back to 1936 /1/. More extensive res
earch was made by Calle ja /2,3,4/ and by 
Hammond and Robson /5/. Nikkanen /6/ exami
ned tlie temperature- and moisture dependence 
of electrical conductance in cement paste 
and concrete specimens. Ana /7/ tried to 
utilise the conductivity method for the det
ermination of setting time of oil-well cem
ents. Monfore /8/ examined the change in 
electrical conductance of cement paste in 
the setting period and the same was done 
by Näray-Szabo and Szuk /9, 10, 11/ for 
normal and steam-cured concrete. Some data 
were published by Kolbasov et al. /12/, by 
Batalov and Klyusov /13/ and by Efimenko 
/14/. Reference is given to the D.C. elect
rical conductivity of fresh concrete in the 
booklet by Henning and Oelschläger /15/. 
Results of recent research by the authors 
were published in 1982 /16/ and presented 
at various scientific meetings /17, 18, 19/.

Most researchers agree that the electrical 
conductance of portland cement pastes in
creases shortly after mixing with water, 
followed by a continuous decrease. The in

creasing period can be interpreted as the 
liberation of various ions (mainly calcium-, 
hydroxide-, sulfate- and alkali-ions, etc.) 
due to hydrolysis; these ions are later im
mobilised in the lattice of new formations, 
thus decreasing their mobility and number, 
and, in turn, the conductance of the paste.

Some researchers found besides this general 
trend one or two additional, short-lived 
increases on the descending section of the 
conductance vs. time plot (to be cassed 
hereinafter: conductogram) (Fig. 1).

FIG. 1.
Sample conductograms published by Calle ja 
/2/ (Curve 1), Szuk /11/ (Curve 2) and by 
Henning and Oelschläger /15/ (Curve 3)

In tile recent work by Tamas /16/ it is sho^i^ 
that one, sharp, transient conductance maxi 
mum appears, the time of which depends on 
the temperature and w/c ratio of the paste. 
Retarders and accelerators affect the time 
and the intensity of this transient maxim» 
and it can be decreased, or fully eliminate^ 
by admixing gypsum to the cement. Later it 
was shown /17/ that not all cements behave 
in a similar way: clinker pastes and the 
majority of cement pastes exhibit no trans
ient maximum on the conductogram, the des 
pending section is usually smooth, with n 
maximum (although slight inflections or 
breakpoints imx occur). However, by adding 



a definite, critical amount of gypsum (for 
most clinkers approx. 2.5% CaSO4.2H2O, on 
the basis of dry cement mass) the transient 
maximum definitely appears. Adding slightly 
more or slightly less gypsum than this 
critical amount, the maximum would be con
verted into an inflection or breakpoint on 
the conductogram, while well over or under 
the critical gypsum content the descending 
section of the conductogram becomes smooth 
again /17, 18/.

EXPERIMENTAL

Most experiments were carried out at the 
Institute of Silicate Chemistry and -Tech
nology of Veszprem University, Hungary. Some 
control tests, including the frequency vari
ation method were made at the Materials Res
earch Laboratory of the Pennsylvania State 
University, U.S.A.

Materia Is

Clinker minerals, clinkers and portland cem
ents of different origin were used. The 
clinker minerals were prepared from pure 
reagents by multiple firing and regrinding. 
After final control (by chemical analysis 
and XRD) all substances were ground to the 
desired fineness (0.3 + 0.005 m2/g Blaine, 
unless otherwise stated). Some control tests 
were made with quartz sand ground to the 
same fineness.
Clinkers and cements were industrial pro
ducts, their composition and moduli given 
elsewhere /17/. Gypsum was natural rock, 
its CaSO4.2H2O content over 96%. Admixtures 
were CP grade reagents. De-ionised water 
"as used in all experiments.

Method

The finely ground solids were weighed, trans- 
^erred to a beaker, water added to give a 
Paste of plastic consistency and thoroughly 
nand-mixed for one min. After this the 
Paste was transferred to a conductance cell 
*Fig. 2.), carefully filled to assure a 

good contact between the paste and the 
electrodes.

FIG. 2.
The conductance cell. 1 hard PE tube, 2 
PTFE cylinder, _3 stainless steel electrodes, 
_4 cement paste, q opening for excess paste, 
6, to conductometer and recorder

Excess paste protruded through opening 5. 
Electrodes were polished before each expe
riment. Measurement commenced exactly six 
minutes after the first contact with water; 
this is zero time on the conductograms. The 
temperature of the paste was kept constant 
at 32°C during the experiment with the aid 
of a flowthrough vessel of a conventional 
thermostat. Electrodes were hooked to a 
bridge-type electronic conductometer, the 
output of which was continuously recorded. 
In Veszprem a RADELKIS OK 102/1 conducto
meter (operating at 3 kHz frequency) and a 
RADELKIS OH 814/1 recorder was used. At 
MRL-PSU a HP 4274A LCR-meter (.operating 
0,1- 100 kHz frequencies) was used, cont
rolled by a HP 9825 computer. Measurements 
were made at one-minute intervals and recor
ded by a HP 9872A plotter. Conductances 
were measured in Siemens, the SI unit of 
conductance. Conductivity (i.e. specific 
conductance) values were calculated from 
the measured conductance by the known 
dimensions of the cell.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following some sample conductograms 

are shown. The abscissa scale is time (in 

hours) while the ordinate is conductivity.
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maximum. Well before or beyond the critical 
gypsum contents the conductogram becomes 
regular again, with no sign of maximum or 
inflection. In Figs. 6. and 7. two sample 
sets of conductograms are shown.

FIG. 6.

Conductograms of HS-54 clinker in the pres
ence of various amounts of gypsum

1— ----------- 1------------------ 1------------------ —I-------------------■=
2 4 6 8 time (h)

onductograms of Bf clinker in the presence 
various amounts of gypsum 

Shape of the plot and values of conductivity 
of clinkers and cements depend highly on the 
composition of the particular naterial (al
though general trends can be found) and are 
influenced by several factors, as. <.g. 
temperature, grinding fineness (surface area), 
carbonation, and, most strikingly, by ad
mixtures (accelerators, retarders, etc.).

Upon increasing temperature, the first 
conductivity maximum remains almost unchan
ged while the second, transient one appears 
earlier, at 8:10 hr. and 4:45 hr. from 
beginning, at 32°C and 50°C, respectively 
(Fig. 1. in /16/) .

The effect of aftergrinding is shown in 
Fig. 8.

FIG. 8.
Conductograms of S-100 cement pastes - the 
effect of aftergrinding. Curve _1 surface 
area 0.337 m2/g, curve 2, surface area
0.393  m2/g

The intensity of the first maximum is 
increased, that of the transient one de
creased by aftergrinding. This effect could 
obviously be attributed to the increase of 
surface area, but to a partial carbonation 
as well. To investigate this possibility in 
more detail the same sample which gave cur
ve 1 in Fig. 8. was put to a desiccator 
filled with dry carbon dioxide. Results are 
plotted in Fig. 9. It is clearly visible 
that C02_treatment affects primarily the 
intensity of the first maximum.
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2 4 6 8 time (h)

FIG. 9.
Conductograms of S-100 cement pastes - the 
effect of carbonation. Curve 1: no carbonat
ion, curve 2: after 2 days of carbonation, 
curve 2_: after 14 days of carbonation

The effect of accelerating and retarding ad
mixtures has been described earlier /16/. 
Citric acid, a well-known retarder has gi
ven the most dramatic effects: the time of 
the first conductivity maximum remained 
practically unchanged, but its intensity 
decreased and its shape flattened. The tra 
nsient maximum on the conductogram however 
appeared at much later times (in case of 
the original, no-admixture cement paste 
this occured at 8:45 hr., and was shifted 
to 12:00, 18:30 and 41:45 hr., upon adding 
0.035%, 0.07% and 0.15% citric acid, resp. 
but 1st shape remained almost unchanged as 
shown in Fig. 3. of /16/).

Clinker minerals

Conductograms of clinker mineral pastes 
without admixtures are shown in Fig. 10. 
It can be readily seen that all four clinker 
minerals show smooth curves with no transient 
changes in conductivity, although a slight 
inflection can be reproducibly observed on 
the conductogram of CjS at the age of 1:25 
hr. In case of СдАР some irregularity were 
found at the beginning period. This pheno
menon will be discussed later.

2 4 6 8 time (h)

FIG. 10.
Conductograms of clinker mineral pastes

Conductivities of the two alumina-bearing 
phases change only slightly with time, while 
the ascending and descending branches are 
clearly visible on the conductograms of the 
silica-bearing minerals before and after 
the first maximum. Conductivity of C3S pastes 
is obviously higher than that of the 6-C2S 
paste, which yields less ions than its more 
basic counterpart. (It should be mentioned 
that curves plotted here are not conform in 
every detail with earlier ones /16/, when 
other, less pure minerals were used).

The effect of accelerating and retarding ad
mixtures on the conductance behavior is shown 
in the following figures. In Fig. 11. the 
conductograms of C3S pastes are shown (here 
and subsequently curve 1 refers to the orig
inal, no-admixture paste the conductogram 
of which was already shown in Fig. 10). The 
addition of an accelerating agent, as sodium 
formate or calcium chloride increases the in 
tensity of the first maximum (an that of the 
following inflection), but do not "accelerat 
its development. Citric acid, on the other 
hand is a real retarder. The same can be seen 
in case of B-C2S pastes in Fig. 12. (Her 
the scale of the vertical axis is changed to 
express phenomena in more detail. The i 
sity-increasing effect of sodium formate is^ 
evident. Calcium chloride has a similar eff 
ect, increasing the intensity of the firs^ 
maximum to 0.8 S/m, without changing it ' 
but this curve was omitted from the figur



FIG. 11.
Conductograms of tricalcium silicate pastes 
■ the effect of admixtures. Curve 1: no 
admixture, curve 2/. 0.1% sodium formate, 
curve 3^: 0.5% calcium chloride, curve 4: 
0.05% citric acid, curve 5: 0.1% citric acid 

FI=. 12.
Conductograms of B-dicalcium silicate pas- 
a|S.- effect of admixtures. Curve _1: no 
c lx1-ure, curve 2: 0.1% sodium formate, 
„,,Ve 0.1% citric acid, curve 4: 0.2%Cltric acid -

due to the lack of space. The retarding ef
fect of citric acid is thus documented in 
the case of B-C2S too.

The irregularities in the conductogram of 
C4AF pastes have already been mentioned ear
lier . As the measurement of conductance prior 
to 6 minutes after first contact with water 
is impossible in our experimental setup, we 
tried to utilise the retarding effect of cit
ric acid also in this case. Results are plot
ted in Fig. 13.

2 4 6 8 time (h)

FIG. 13.
Conductograms of tetracalcium aluminate fer
rite pastes - the effect of admixtures. Cur
ve 1: no admixture, curve 2; 0.1% citric acid 
curve 2: 0.2% citric acid, curve £: 0.3% 
citric acid

It is seen on the curves that at the very 
beginning of hydration conductance is 
increased sharply, followed by a sudden 
decrease and a slow increase again. The 
presence of a short-lived maximum and minimum 
on the curves was observed reproducibly in 
each case as the retarding effect of citric 
acid has rendered these phenomena measurable.

Comments

In this paper only some representative ex
amples were shown from the more than 800 in
dividual tests carried out in the two labor
atories. By repeated tests it can be stated 
that the reproducibility of the absolute 
conductance values is + 20%, if the same 



raw material batch is used and sample prep
aration (e.g. adjusting the w/c ratio, mix
ing, etc.) is done with care. The time of 
the transient conductivity peak can be rep
roduced within a few minutes. The general 
run, the "appearance" of the conductogram 
is fully reproducible.

It must, however, be borne in mind that - 
as shown in the paper and in earlier ones - 
several external factors may affect the con
ductance behavior of cement or clinker pas
tes. The evaluation of observations there
fore requires great care and multiple par
allel tests are recommended. The most frequ
ent artifact, the loss of contact between 
the paste and the electrodes however is easi
ly recognised by the sudden drop of conduc
tance. (The newly designed cell, with steel 
clamps has already minimised this source of 
error).
The interpretation of results is not easy. 
The first conductivity maximum is undoubtably 
a consequence of hydrolysis, as stated earlier 
and the effect of carbonation can be explained 
by the immobilisation of calcium ions in the 
lattice of calcium carbonate.
The most interesting feature on conductograms, 
the appearance of the second, transient maxi
mum on the descending section of the plot in 
case of near-critical gypsum-to-clinker ratios 
can only be tentatively explained by the ett
ringite monosulfate transformation (no dram 
atic differences can be observed on XRD pat
terns of pastes cured to times shortly before 
and after the transient maximum, respectively). 
Alternately one could hypothesize protective 
layers around ettringite grains, which, when 
disrupted by osmotic pressure release sulfate 
and other ions into the environment is a tra
nsient way.
Experiments are continued to find better arg
uments for the role of gypsum in the appear
ance of the transient conductivity maximum 
in case of near-critical gypsum-to-clinker 
ratios; to collect correlations between crit
ical gypsum content and the phase composition 
of clinker; for the utilisation of electrical 
phenomena in the interpretation of processes 

taking place during the setting and hardening 
of cements; and, last not least, the practical 
application of conductometry to replace empir
ical time-of-setting determinations.
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PORTLAND CEMENT RENFORCED WITH NEW ALKALI-RESISTANT GLASS FIBERS

1. Introduction
Glass fibers, to be used for cement reinforcement, 
should have good resistance toward alkaline attack 
(portland cement during hydration has a pH value of 
12 to 13). Commercially available A and E glass fibers 
lose ..heir strength rapidly in an alkaline enviroment 
because alkali attacks directly the silica network and 
completely dissolves the glass. The hydroxyl ion of 
the alkali breaks the Si-O-Si linkages according to 
equation:

-Si-O-Si- + OH" -------- Si-OH + Si-0"

alkali resistant glass fibers, with high zirconia con 
■.ent (Cem-fil), developed as a reinforcement over the 
last few years, are expensive and difficult to fabri
cate because of their high melting and drawing tempe
rature, thus cheaper compositions are required. This 
work relates the results obtained with glass fibers 
(about l^m in diameter) of different compositions 
from various systems obtained from a single nozzle 
drawing apparatus (table 1). For comparison purpose 
cype l and Cem-fil glass fibers (№ 2 and 10 respec
tively) there also fabricated and tested.

2- Alkaline durability
AlkaTTrTe corrosion tests there carried out according 
to uhe following procedure. Five grams of fibers che- 
ro introduced in a plastic ooctle containing zuo mi 
of a satured solution of Ca(OH) flushed with nitro
gen lo expell air and to avoid contamination of the 
iquor by CO . The bottle was immersed in a costant

temperature bath and mantained at 60 °C.
Tests were carried out for 8, 28, 60 and,sometimes,90 
ays in triplicate and results averaged. The fibers 

t ere filtered through an alkal1-reststant filter pa
per and washed with 50 ml of 2N-acetic acid and 200 

C^PÄr - : j 

ml of water and dried at 100 °C. The weight loss of 
fibers was expressed as a function of their exposed 
surface determined by measuring glass fibers density 
and diameter (tab 2).
The fibers behaviour in the Ca(OH) is quite different 
because for some compositions progressive degradation 
te been observed, whereas for others the corrosive pro 
cess is gradually lessened (№5) or stopped at a defi~ 
nite losses level (№6,8,10). Such a different beha
viour is certainly related to the different stability 
of the various oxides in the highly alkaline enviro
ment. The individual glass fibers components are not 
leached to the same extent nor do they all form alka
li soluble species; microscopical examination by SEM 
has revealed the formation of a surface layer of cor
rosion products which can sometimes behave as a pro
tective coating to limit further corrosion. The rela
tive permeability of this coating to the diffusion of 
ionic species will be determining factor to promote 
or hinder the development of the corrosive attack.

3.Composite fabrication
On the ground of chemical durability tests, fibers №6 
and 8, and for comparison fibers №2 (E glass type) 
and 10 (Cem-fil type), have been used for the manufac
turing of composites. Prismatic samples (20 x 40 x 160 
mm) have been made, by means of the pre-mix method, 
using glass fibers (30 mm long) and Portland cement 
(4Zbj. From preiimiridry tests the.ratio w/c has been 
fixed at 0.35: this value allowed a good workability 
of cement slurry containing 3%wt glass fibers. All the 
operations of fabrication, have, been made at 20 °C and 
with, a relative humidity not inferior at 75%. Storage 
has been made in water at 20 .°C. After 7,28,60 and 90 
days the samples have been broken in three point flexu
re by means of a LOSENHAUSENWERK apparatus. Obtained 
values (average of at least 8 tests) are plotted inFig.1.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Si 0
CaO2 50.0

30.0
54,3
21.8

42.5
13.4

62.0 54.0 54.0 53.2 52.0 51.8 63.1
A12°3
Na2o3 5.0

3.0
14.2
0.1

10.5
9.9

18.0 15.0 15.0 ' 15.0 14.7 14.7
4.9

11,0 
К 0

— -- 8.0 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
15.2

Z^o

BaQ

2.0
2.0
3.0

0.3 1.3 2.0
4.0

2.0
24.5

2.0
22.0

2.0
21.6

2.0
17.5

2.0 
14.0 ' --

MgO
FeO

0.7 5.3 3.0 -- -
- --

Fe о
- - 5.2 -- -- -- - - _ _

MnT 3 0.2 3.3 -- -- -- 2.4 6.8 6.8 - -
TiO2 - - -- -- 1.3 2.5 6.2
Zro2 1.0 0.1 5.8 -- -- 2.5 --

P2°5
1.2
2.8

8.0

2.2
0.6

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 16.2

SrQ 0.4 -- -- -- -- -- _ ■
0.2 - - -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Table 1 : chemical composi tion of fibres, wt%



FIBER №

—. ■ 1 _ 2 6
FIBER CORROSION ( weight loss in g cm of fiber surface, X 10 )

8 days

1 183.0
2 105.0
3 23.9
4 29.0
5 19.8
6 7.3
7 17.2
8 ■ 5.9

' 9 10.2
10 __ 8.3

28 days 60 days 90 days

401.0 -- --

130.0 155.6 . 165.8

129.8 --
56.7 --
59.8 73.4 - -

39.2 37.4 - -

59.2 103.0 —

40.3 40.7 - —

71.2 122.4 - ”

20.0 22.0 __________ 21 .0

Table 2: fibers corrosion

Fig.l Bending strength vs hydration time for GRC

4. Porosity determination
Porosity of Portland cement paste and of glass fibers 
composites was determined after 7,28,60 and 90 days
curing in water at 20°C. ,
1.5 g cubic samples were cutted from every specimen, 
dehydrated by ethil alcohol and ether and then clea
ned by a 20' ultrasonic process in order to remove 
dust from pores. Porosity values were obtained by a 
Carlo Erba 200 mercury porosimeter which allows pores 
evaluation in the range from 75,000 to 35 A.
The data have been elaborated using an appropriate^ 
software, assuming cylindrical shaped pores, a 140 
contact angle and a 480 dine/cm Hg surface tension. 
The Hg cumulative volume corresponding to the total 
porosity of one gram of sample and the total surface ■ 
area of the pores included in every gram of material
are reported in Tab.3.
It is well known that porosity is the main factor go
verning the compressive strength of an hardened cement 
paste (U. Bending strength, on the contrary, can't 
be related to porosity, being only determined by ehe 
size of the greatest void in the material according 
to Griffith's theory ( 2)‘.
Actually the results obtained for only cement pastes 
are quite spread for every curing time and follow 
unusual hardening trends. The addition of afewpercent 
of glass fibers causes a remarkable change: bending 
strength values for every time interval are spread 
within a more narrowed range, they are much more re
producible and show a reasonable trend with the deve-

vo-

hydration . This is due to the fact that 
a cement matrix reduce average cracks length , 
re-distribution in the matrix.

he porosimeter data for a only-cement

loping of 
fibers in 
by stress 
On examining the porosimeter data tor a oniy-cemem, 
made paste, it may be seen that, according to Ocher 
Authors (1 ,-3 ) .porosity diminishes with increasing hy
dration times (particularly during the first month) 
and the pores become smaller. For E glass fiber compo
sites, on the contrary, porosity increases during the 
first month of hydration perhaps because these fi
bers are much more susceptible to chemical attack 
vjhirh ciive rise to new pores. For the otner glass Ti
ber composites porosity progressively decrease with 
hydration time: fibers are scarcely attacked and 
porosity gradually lowers owing to the increase of 
lume due to the cement hydration products.
From the strength vs hydration time plotsit may be no
ticed that the curves .referring to the fibers №6 and 
№8 reach similar values at 90 days. Such values are 
well above the ones obtained with the fiber № 2. U 
may therefore be stated that even if the fibers № 6 
and 8 don't give a reinforcement comparable to the one 
obtained with the zirconia fibers, anyhow they const:- 
tute a remarkable progress coward developing alkali 
resistant fibers.
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Fiber № Time 
(days)

Average strength 
( MPa )

Cumulative volume 
( cm /g 10

Surface area
( m /g )

15-67 58.61 6.76
10.82 67.07 8.47
8-80 51.91 6.04
9.01______________________37.46  5^99

13.50 59.62 6.82
12-37 53.53 7.05
10.20 56.79 6.24
И-45 36.91 6.57

Tab.3 : Average flexural strength and porosimeter data of composites studied

8 7
8 28
8 60
8 90

16.68 68.89 7.65
12.85 64.30 8.65
П.86 : 45.51 5.36
10.66 37.08 5.16

10 7
10 28
10 60
10 90

14.81 51.86 5.74
15.11 45.45 5.36
14.42 39.10 4.42
!3.54 35.72 5.56

Cement 7
Cement 28
Cement 60
Cement 90

— 55.39 5.57
— 28.38 6*81

34.67 6.56
— 26.72 6.71
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IONIC CONDUCTIVITY OF LAMELLAR CALCIUM ALUMINATE HYDRATES.

Introduction
It is well known that calcium aluminate hydrates of 
AFm type play a primary role in the hydration process 
of cement especially in relation to the additive 
employment.

The typical and lamellar structure of such compounds 
was widely described by Allmann (1), Kuzel (2) and 
Taylor (3). They are characterized by the general 
formula [Ca A1(OH)6J LO/n)X "(H 0)J whos_e structure 
is made up by positively-charged layers [Са^АИОН) J 
balanced by a negatively-charged interlayer variable 
with the anion type X П and with the number of water 
molecules.

The AFm phases have an aptitude for anionic exchange 
with a rate, besides, depending on the selectivity of 
the anion (4).

Analogous structures of the type ^Zn^Cr(0H)&]X-mH^O 
have been studied in relation to their ionic 
conductivity. Their high values were explained 
considering the anionic interlayer as a concentrated 
semi-liquid or frozen solution (5,6).

The aim of the present work is that to extend such 
measures to the analogous phases of AFm type. The 
experiments were also carried out at different degree 
of relative humidity (RH) as it affects the hydration 
state of the AFm phases and in particular that of the 
prototype [Ca A1(OH)JEOH-3H2O] whose basal spacing 
c', as we know, increases by increasing the degree of 
RH (7).

Experimental
The AFm type samples, characterized by interlayer 
anions such as OH , Cl and Br", were prepared with 
freshly ignited CaO, alumina gel, a Ca-salt of the 
corresponding anion and previously distilled and 
boiled water. The reaction suspension was shaken in 
a teflon container for ten days at room temperature. 
The reaction products were filtered under CO -free 
condition and dried by evacuation of the washing 
liquids which were acetone and ether.

The reaction products were characterized by. x ray 
powder diffraction analysis using a Guinier de Wolff 
camera, TG and DTA analyses and density.

The powders, conditioned to 100% of RH under CO free 
conditions, were pressed in a cilindrical die whose 
diameter was 18 mm at 16 MPa obtaining 5 mm in 
thickness disks. The compacts were analyzed in the 
relative density after drying on silica gel.

Electrical conductivity measures were carried out 
both on contact liquid of suspension containing the 
AFm phase and on the compacts conditioned for 7 days 
in a prefixed RH environment. The ionic conductivity 
was determined, keeping the compact under a prefixed 
RH, by the complex impedance measure employing a

Solartron 1250 FRA and a Solartron 1286 Electro
chemical interface, interfaced to a Hewlett-Packard 
86 В desktop computer. Silver electrodes were painted 
onto the specimen faces. The signal applied across 
the sample was 30 mV.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 reports the results concerning the 
characterization of AFm phases as.’ basal spacing c , 
density, water molecules of the interlayer, the last 
one determined by TG with isoterm at 125 °C, and free 
CaCO content. These results well match with the 
literature data (8,9).

Table 1 - Basal spacing cr, interlayer molecules, 
density and free CaCO^ content of AFm phases

Interlayer 
anion c'(A) (HO)2 У

d (g/cc)
Free

CaC03(%)

0H~ 7.95 3 2.04 -

Cl” 7-80 2 1.90 4-5

Br 8.20 2 2.01 4.5

The electrical conductivity of the contact solution 
AFm phases ranges between a minimum of 1.5•1"cm-1 
for the bromide-form and a maximum of 2.7-10 Si •cm 
for the hydroxide-form. The relative density of the 
compacts ranges between 75 and 78%.
The a.c. conductivities of compacted samples were 
carried out taking into account that the complex 
impedance can be written as:

cell sample F
Z is the impedance of the sample including
sample

also the contribute of geometrical capacitance (10), 
while Z is the impedance associated with electrode 
interface. According to Mayer (11) zsample паУ be 
represented by:

^(ы) 
sample Z' + jz"

Rb

1 + jioR, C b g

(b)

with a: = 2rf, f = frequency, R^ = bulk resistance and 
C = geometrical capacitance. Such an impedance, 
representable in the Nyquist diagram by a semi-cird6' 
whose diameter Rb has 1/RbC as maximum angular 
frequency, is responsable о? the dispersion at the 
highest frequencies. So the electrical conduction ha 
been obtained by measuring the complex impedance at 
6 KHz frequency at which Zp may be neglected. 
From eq. (b) the bulk resistance has been obtained 
according to: (Z'/Z")^ + 1

R = Z-------------
(Z'/Z")2
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Fig. 1 reports the conductivities of AFm phases as a 
function of the relative humidity. The hydroxide-form 
shows higher values of conductivity in all the range 
of the RH than those of the chloride and bromide- 
forms. This behaviour matches well with data of Lal 
and Howe (5) regarding the hydroxide-form of Zn-Cr 
salt . The presence, in fact, of disordered H 0/0H 
pairs arranged.in the interlayer (12) improves the 
proton mobility responsable of the semiconducting 
properties of such compounds. The conductivity 
variation results low in the 0 4 80Z of RH; this 
involves that the contribute to the condu' cion, 
related with intercrystalline regions, is to be 
considered negligible and that the bulk conduction is 
to be mainly attributable to the mobility of the 
interlayer species.

I The remarkable increase of conductivity in the 
80 4 100Z range of RH could be esplained, expecially

■ for the hydroxide-form, by the further addition of 
water molecules in the interlayer that, as it is well 
known, involves an increase in the basal spacing c' 
(7). The conseguent major distance between the 
positively-charged layers |Ca^Al(OH)^| , acting on 
the interlayer anions, could increase the mobility of 
the interlayer species because of the minor intensity 
of the field of electrostatic forces.

The bromide-containing AFm phase shows a greater 
change in conductivity in the 0 4 80Z range of RH; 
this may be due to a conducting contribute of 
intercrystalline regions.

l8- 1 Bulk conductivity of AFm phases, characterized 
by different interlayer anions, as a function 
°f relative humidity.

The lower conductivities, observed for the AFm phases 
respect to those reported by Lal and Howe (5,6) for 
Zn, Cr samples, could be attributed both to the 
different methods in measuring the electrical 
conductivity and to the different composition of the 
samples and to their different degree of 
carbonatation. This effect, in fact, reduces the bulk 
conductivity (5).

Conclusions
The observed semiconduction of the AFm phases is 
mainly attributable to the mobility of the interlaye 
species. The hydroxide-form shows, in fact, the 
highest value of conductivity due to the high 
mobility of proton jumping from HO to OH of the 
interlayer.

The conductivities of the compacts are lower than 
those of the corresponding parent wash solutions.

The evaluating of an eventual anisotropy in the bulk 
conduction is not to be neglected because of the 
lamellar crystalline habitus of such compounds.

In the continuation of this study we intend to 
evaluate more deeply the impedance variations as a 
function of the frequency with the pourpose to find 
out both eventual distribution of relaxing constants 
and diffusional contributes to the impedance of the 
samples.
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NATURAL ZEOLITES AS ACTIVE ADDITIONS TO THE PORTLAND CLINKER

INTRODUCTION
The problem of manufacturing blended cements repre
sents since long a subject of very interesting resear 
ches, owing to the peculiar properties of such hydrau 
lie binders (1).
Besides the interest of its manufacture with regards 
to the energy saving, chemical resistance, low heat 
of hydration , the property of minimizing the expan
sion following the reaction of the alkalies towards 
some reactive ingredients, sometimes present in the 
aggregates for concrete, suggest the use of this type 
of cement for many important works.
In the sphere of "pozzolanic" cements, several resear 
ches on samples manufactured with true pozzolanas, 
with the "trass" or with different products endowed 
with pozzolanic behaviour, as fly ashes for example 
(2), gave evidence of the peculiar characteristics of 
such binders.
This experimental investigation intends in turn to 
demonstrate the possibility and opportunity of utili
zing also natural zeolites as active additions to the 
Portland clinker (3), with reference both to the ope
ning of a new field of utilization of these intere
sting products, very abundant in the central-southern 
part of Italy, and to the advantages attainable in 
comparison to the equivalent binders manufactured with 
true pozzolanas.

EXPERIMENTAL*

Neapolitan yellow tuff with a phillipsite content of 
about 80% has been employed as natural zeolitic pro
duct, whereas the true alkali-trachytic phlegraean poz 
zolana-representing the unzeolited counterpart of the 
above mentioned tuff - has been used as amorphous ad
dition.
Both the active additions have been added to an indu
strial clinker in amount varying from 15 to 40%. The 
chemical compositions of all the product used are re
ported in Tab. 1

Tab. 1: Chemical composition of the products used for
the manufacture of the "pozzolanic" cements.

Neapolitan Phlegraean Clinker
yellow tuff Pozzolan

SiO % 54.68 57.00 21.31
Al_OD+TiOn+Mn 0, 17.7023 .2 34 18.34 3.59
Fe 0 2 3 3.82 2.20 4.50
FeO 0.29 2.14 -
CaO 3.66 3.15 65.31
MgO 0.95 0.97 1.04
Na20 3.43 4.18 0.70
k2° 6.38 8.05 1.70
C°2 - - -
s°3 - - 2.10
1.o.i. 0.11
Na^O equiv. - - 1.80

The active additions in tab. 1, ground until a 10_+2^ 
residue remains on a 32 sieve have been added in 
the above mentioned ratios, to a sample of industrial 
clinker, typical of the current Italian production, 
having a specific surface area Blaine of 370 m2/kg. 
Before grinding the clinker , 5% natural gypsum, with 
a CaSO ♦2Hri0 higher than 95%, has been added.4 2 ■
Stated by means of the pozzolanicity test (4) that 
all the samples, also for compositions poor in addi
tion, can be classified as pozzolanic cements, its te 
ehnieal behaviour has been examined.

EXPERIMENTAL

Compressive strenght tests.
Have been performed on ISO-RILEM mortars (5) aged 3,7, 
28, 90 days. Fig. 1 reports strenght progress as a 
function of addition content and age.

Fig. 1: Compressive strenght progress on mortars. 
A = tuff - cement; В = pozzolana - cement.

It is to be seen that, at equal conditions, the zeoli' 
tic cements (A), particularly at long ages, show stren 
gth values generally higher than those of the typical 
pozzolanic cements (B).

Workability of the mixtures .
In order to define also the contribution of the zeoli 
tic product to the workability of the mixtures, the 
flow test on ISO-RILEM mortars (6) with the same water 
cement ratio has been performed. It is in fact well 
known that the lower the water the higher the strength 

of the works. . т
Stated in advance that any kind of addition definite У 
decreases the workability of the single clinker, 
reports per cent flow values as a function of the a , 
tion amount in the blend and shows that the workabiU 
ty decrease is lower for the vitreous pozzolanic a 
tion (B) and a little bit higher for the zeolitic on 
(A), owing to its finer texture. The higher water re^ 
quirement of the zeolitic cements however dees not . 
nish the good results of compressive tests, so that 
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strenght progress remains at a higher level in compa
rison to that of the typical pozzolanic cements.

Potential alkali-reactivity.

Has been evaluated from the expansion, after suitable 
aging, of a series of mortar bars prepared with both 
the cements and using Pyrex glass as a siliceous reac
tive ingredient (7).

Fig. 4 shows X-ray diffraction diagrams of the untrea
ted Neapolitan yellow tuff (a) and after thermal trea- 
■nent at 600 °C (b) and Fig. 5 shows the expansion va
' es course for mortar bars manufactured with cements 
■ntaining as active addition the zeolitic tuff pre- 
ously treated at 600 °C for one hour (A)sand phle- 
raean pozzolan (B), respectively treated at the same 

temperature for the same time.

Fig. 4: X-ray diffraction diagrams.
a) untreated phillipsite tuff,
b) same sample treated at 600 °C.

F1g* 2: Flow course of mortars.
A = tuff - cement; В = pozzolana - cement.

Fig. 3 reports the expansion values as a function of 
addition content and age (180 days) and emphasizes the 
specific role of the zeolitic addition (A) on the mi
nimization of the expansion phenomenon.
A further improvement of this result can be reached 
after thermal activation treatment of the zeolitic 
product at temperature of about 500 °C.

3: Potential alkali reactivity tests on mortar 
bars.
A = tuff - cement; В « pozzolana - cement.

Fig. 5: Potential alkali reactivity tests on mortar 
bars. ,
A= blended cement with tuff treated at 600 °C.
B= blended cement with pozzolana treated at 

600 °C.

It is to be seen that the use of the zeolitic product 
. thermally activated, reduces by about 40% the expan
sion values measured, at equal conditions, on mortar 
bars manufactured with the typical pozzolanic cements.



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION.

The whole of the experimental results and of the dedu 
ctions that can reasonably be drawn, strengthen the in 
terest of the utilization of natural zeolitic product, 
after proper grinding, for the manufacture of blended 
cements endowed with special technical performances. 
It has been emphasized in fact that mortars prepared 
with blended cements containing as active addition a 
powdered phillipsite tuff, show strength progress pret 
ty higher than those of mortars manufactured with blen 
ded cements containing the unzeolitized counterpart 
(the phlegraean pozzolan) and that the zeolitic addi
tion minimizes the more the expansion following alka
li-aggregate reaction.
To this end the influence of a thermal treatment of 
the zeolitic addition as been emphasized and it has 
been demonstrated that the same thermal treatment does 
not influence the behaviour of a vitreous natural pro
duct when used as active addition to the clinker.
The behaviour of a zeolitic product when used as acti
ve addition to the Portland clinker, better than those 
of the unzeolitized counterpart, is to be brought back 
to a higher reactivity owing to the peculiar structure 
of the zeolitic minerals. The pores and channels run
ning throughout the solid reasonably could in fact be 
responsible for a more rapid and complete attack under 
the action of the lime solution with a neo-formation 
as much rapid and complete of the hydration products. 
To this higher reactivity is to be attributed the aba 
tement of the expansion following alkali-aggregate rea 
ction, too. A more rapid and complete neo-formation of 
poorly crystalline, low basicity hydrated calcium sili 
cate, affords in fact the possibility of incorporating 
large amounts of alkalies, which otherwise would be a 
vailable for the deletereous reaction.
With reference to the further minimization of the ex
pansion phenomenon due to thermal activation treatment 
of the zeolitic product, it is to be hypotesized that 
owing to the collapse of the structure of the fine-gra 
ined zeolitic mineral diffused in the cementing ground 
mass of the tuff, a quasi-amorphous solid, with speci 
fic surface area larger than that of the bubbly pozzo- 
lanic glass, owing to the pre-existing pores and chan
nels, is formed, in this way favouring an easier brea
king of the Si-O-Si bonds under the attack of the alka 
line solution. Furthermore the evolution of the combi
ned water following the thermal treatment promotes, in 
turn, the neo-formation of free surface bonds which 
share in the activation of the solid, even though such 
an activation, to a lesser extent, concerns the vitreo
us counterpart, too.
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A new type of pozzolanic cement utilizing red mud and fly ash.
Un nouveau type de ciment pozzolanigue utilisant de la boue rouge et de la cendre

volante
P

Xc;"Li\?::r;8Teve£eteriorati™’=« y' 
and/or С4Ан!н*2 Y Г СиГ1Пд CaUSed by the ^^integration of- ettringite ,C4AH13

!• INTRODUCTION
Alumina is usually manufactured from bau- 

sni <-by the Bayer Process - smelting with sodic 
lution in autoclaves. After extraction of 
umina from the raw material,there remains 
9e amount of waste called "red mud",mainly 
mposed of hematite. The annual production 

,s by-product reaches 2 million tons in 
rict^ Z,aithough full operation is now rest

tea due to international price competition.
t. Australian bauxite imported to Japan comp- 
aMes.some amount of boehmite,A1_O..H-0,in 
Ьед£1ОП b° 9ibbsite,A1-0-. 3H_O,as3Al- 
ore 1Пд mine-fai due to weak metamorphism of 
the8' Accordingly,boehmite remains intact in 
5' re(i mud because of the incapability of 
coTI1S?bV'*"ri^ this mineral by the Bayer process 
^Pletely. Therefore ,pozzolanic type of ce- 
$ц4 ,cai? be produced from this kind of red 
in, introducing some effective activators 

the red mud to react with boehmite.
tionlnCe епег9У crisis of petroleum,construc- 
ken c°al combustible power stations has 
duct. ecoming popular in Japan and the pro- 
beco10n °i by-product fly ash is estimated to 

me 12 million tons near the end of this 

century in Japan/2/. We should,therefore,pay 
attention to the effective use of the fly 
ash as well as the red mud.

The Dossibilitv of the production of this 
kind of pozzolanic cement utilizing red mud 
and fly ash has been already reported in the 
previous work in which stress was placed on 
the SEM observations/3/ and it was pointed, 
out that this new type of pozzolanic cement 
is apt to deteriorate in long term,especial
ly in air(partly unpublished). In this paper 
mixing range with more activators will be 
studied and the optimum conditions of mixing 
will be investigated.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2,1 Red mud
The red mud used in this study is soda- 

reduced red mud commercially sold from Mitsui 
Alumina Company. They wash the soda-rich red 
mud with water.employing 7-stage anticurrent 
thickenners to reduce soda content down to 3 
percent. It is generally said that the soda 
content of red mud is around 10 percent in 
alumina factories. According to XRD follow
ing minerals were identified in small amount



* Mainly carbon.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of the red mud and the fly ash

—
SiO2 TiO2 ai2°3 Fe2°3 MnO CaO MgO Na20 K2° SO3 Ig. loss

Red mud
Fly ash

9.14
58.00

8.55
1.10

19.88
21.40

48.86
5.22 0.04

2.47
2.84 2.64

3.02
1.40 2.29 0.18

8.51 %
4.40*

in addition to hematite and boehmite: soda
lite ,2Na_0.1.7Aln0,.3SiO2.nH 0/4/,quartz, 
kaolinite,calcite and vaterite/3/. The latt 
er two minerals are not essential ones,but 
are secondary precipitates during.washing 
process,since the washing water dissolves 
some slaked lime as precipitating agent.
chemical composition of the soda reduced 
red mud is given in Table 1. The amount of 
boehmite is estimated to be 13.7 percent in 
the red mud by calculation,neglecting the 
very small presence of quartz.

2.2 Fly ash ,The fly ash used in this study is general 
one produced from domestic coal.in Kyuden. 
Sanayo Company. Chemical composition is gi 
ven"in Table 1. Small amount of quartz and 
mullite were found as crystalline phases in 
the glassy matrices of the fly ash by the X 
ray diffractometry.

2.3 Activators
Chemical gypsum and portlandite(slaked 

lime) of JIS first grade were employed as . 
activators. Physical characteristics are gi 
ven in Table 2 as well as those of the other 
raw materials.

2.4 Red mud mixes .
As shown in FigT 1 two series and 10 mix

tures were prepared by mixing red mud with 
gypsum and/or portlandite. These red mud 
Table 2. Physical characteristics of raw 

materials.

Fineness,Blaine S.G.

Red mud 8,600 2 , cm /g 3.33
Gypsum 1,900 2.32
Portlandite 11,600 2.2
Fly ash - —

Table 3. Mixing proportions of the red mud
- ■ 111

Mix-100 Mix-75 Mix-50 Mix-25 Mix-0

Series (P)* Red mud 70.0 73.0 76.0 78.9 81.9 %
Gypsum 18.4 13.8 9.2 4.6
Portlandite 11.6 13.2 14.8 16.5 18.1

Series Q Red mud 63.3 67.1 70.9 74.6 78.3 %
Gypsum 23.3 17.5 11.6 5.8 —
Portlandite 13.4 15.4 17.5 19.6 21.7

Series R Red mud 56.8 ' 61.3 65.8 70.3 74.8 %
Gypsum 28.1 21.1 14.0 7.0 —
Portlandite 15.1 17.6 20.2 22.7 25.2 ____ -

* Previous work/З/ and the base of mixing.

mixes are hydraulic themselves. The series r 
is the same as investigated in the previous 
work/З/ and is represented here again for 
convenience. Mixing proportions of each se
ries were determined on the basis of those 
for series P. First of all, mixes of two ex
tremes, mix-100 and mix-0 were determined to 
give maximum formations of ettringite and 
C.AH., at 7-day age,respectively. The other 
mixes, 75, 50 and 25 were determined by 
simply dividing the amount of activators bet
ween the two extremes into proportions,3 : 1 
(75),1 : 1 (50) and 1 : 3(25). Gypsum and 
portlandite act reversely each other. de" 
tailed mixing proportions are given in Table
3.

the activators.
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Fig. 2. Curing scheme of present cements.

Table 4. Contents of the red mud mixes with 
fly ash

1 : 1 2 : 1 3 ; 1
Red mud mix 50.0 33.3 25,0 %
Fly ash 46.8 62.3 70.1
Portlandite 3.2 4.4 4.9

---extra

2.5 Red mud mixes with fly ash
In order to improve long term strenght 

of the red mud mixes,fly ash blended with 7 
percent portlandite was added to the red mud 
mixes in proportions of 1 : 1(1),2 : 1(2) 
and 3 : 1(3) in the increasing order of the 
fly ash. This portlandite acts as an extra 
activator in appearance. The contents of 
these mixtures are given in Table 4.

2.6 Curing and testing
Cements of the red mud mixes were tested 

on flexural and compressive strengths at 3, 
7, 28 and 91-day age. Small scale test pie
ces were prepared in the molds of 1 x 1 x 4 
cm dimension in the state of paste with W/C 
0.40,i.e.,two pieces for flexural strength 
and derived four for compressive strength. 
Demolding af er 3-day curing in humid air 
with R.H.90 percent,the test pieces were cu
red in water in semi-airtight plastic con
tainers at ambient temperature. As illustra
ting in Fig. 2,the test pieces were divided 
into two groups at the age of 28-days. The 
water curing was continued for one group, 
whereas air curing was carried out in R.H. 
90 percent condition for the other group. 
The air circulates spontenously and the ob
ject of this curing is to study the influen
ce of carbon dioxide in air,.

:no fly ash.

Table 5. Flexural and compressive strengths 
for the red mud mixes.

1

28 91 —days—- 3 7 28 91
3.9 3.1 1.7 1.6 Q100-0 * 8.3 8,1 8,6 6.4

(1.5) (6,8)
5.4 3.2 5.1 4.1 75-Q 10,1 10,4 13,9 16,4

(1.7) (13,6)3.8 5.6 3.7 2.6 50-0 1^. 9 17,4 17,3 15,6
!(1.3) (19.6)2.6 3.2 2.5 2.3 .2 5-0 7,7 8,8 9,3 8.9

0.9 10.5) (6,0)
1.3 0.5 0.6 0-0 2,4 3,2 4,1 2.6

(0.2) (2,5)
3.1 2.6 2.1 2.3 R100-0*8.2 6.9 5.8 5.1
3.1 12.. 1) (7,4)

2.3 2.3 2.2 75-0 7.8 7.2 7,2 5.9
4.7 (1.9) ,(6,7)

4.2 3.8 3,8 50-0 10.4 12.2 11.6 12.3
3.6 ( - ) ,16,8)

3.4 3,1 2.7 25-0 8.3 11.6 10.8 11.9
( - ) ,(8,4)Ll 1.0 0...2 1.0 0-0 1.8 2.5 2.7 3.4
10.4) ,(2,6)

values in MPa. () air curing -* 0 ind i-

2,7 Identification of hydrates
Test pieces after the strength test were 

preserved in acetone and served for the iden
tification of hydrates by means of the X-ray 
diffractometry,using Mn-filtrated FeKa radi
ation at 30KV and 10mA, .
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION " .

3.1 Strength for the red mud mixes
Results of the strength test are summa

rized in Table 5. For both of series Q and R 
decreasing of flexural strength is remark
able,especially in later age as noticed in 
series P in previous work/3/.. This trend is 
also observed on compressive strength in some 
specimens. The mixes 0-0 of both series con
tain no gypsum and show low strength.

For series Q mixes 75-0 and 50-0 give 
rise generally good results. However,, at 91
day age depression is noticed on these mixes 
cured in air and cured in water,,respectively. 
Though the compressive strength is higher for 
50-0 cured in air,,the flexural strength be
comes very low,,i.e..specimens become brittle. 
The mix 25-0 shows unstable strength with 
great deviation,,when cured in air at 91 day 
age.

For series ;R mixes 50-0 and 25-0 show the 
saturation of strength,,probably due 'to the 
exhaution of boehmite .reacted with the suf
ficient amount of activators and depressions 
take place at 91-day age,when cured in air. 
Besides,,cracking occurred on these specimens 
at 91-day age,when cured in a.ir and -the f le
xural strength was unable to .determine.

3.2 Strength for the red mud mixes with 
fly ash

Results of the strength test are summa-- 
rized in Table 6. For both of series ,Q and ;R 
decreasing of flexural strength is .not mark
ed .but seen, especially in air .curing and 
the strength is dependent on the content of 
fly ash,i,e.,,more fly ash makes the strength 
decrease.

For series Q abrupt depression of ■.flexu
ral and compressive .strengths are -observed 
at 9.1-day age for (the specimens .-of -75--l,,-7;5-- 
2, 75-3 and 100—3 .cured in air. For speci
mens of 0—2 depression is ..also noticed at 
9.1-day age.,.when cured in .water. ,On the -.whole 
■mixes 5.0-.1,, 5&-2.,.25-l and FS-2 are superior 
■to the others and no depression of jcompres- 
siye strength .was .encountered.

For series R abrupt depression ,of flexu
ral and compressive strengths are observed 
at 91—day age for the .specimens pf ilOO-i,, 
100-2 and i00--3.,when cured in .air. ;In -this 
-time no depression is noticed on -the speci
mens 0-2 cured ,in air at 91—day age. ;.On -(the 
who.le., the mixes f 0—1,50—,2,,.50-3 ,.25.-1 and
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3 7 28 91 —days--- 3 7 28 91
- 1.7 4.6 4.0 Q100-1* 3.5 10.1 15.1

(2.3) (12.9)
- 4.3 5.0 2.9 75-1 — 9.4 13.2 18.5

(1.2) (6.0)
- 4.1 4.3 3.1 50-1 — 8.1 12.2 16.8

(2.8) (15.1)
- 2.6 2.7 3.7 25-1 — 7.2 15.2 16.6

(2.8) (15.6)
- 1.6 2.8 3.2 0-1 — 6.9 12.0 14.0

(2..4) (13.0)

- 0.8 3.8 3.3 Q100-2* 1.8 7.1 11.2
(1.8) (10.3)

- 2.8 3.9 3.6 75-2 — 5.6 8.8 13.5
(0.3) (2.4)

- 2.5 3.5 3.2 50-2 — 5.0 9.0 14.2
(2.1) (11.3)

- 2.0 3.0 3.8 25-2 — 4.7 8.7 12.0
(2.6) (11.8)

- 1.3 3.4 3.3 0-2 — 4.8 10.4 7.8
(2.1) (10.8)

- 0.6 2.6 2.4 Q100-3* - 1.2 4.8 8.1
(0.6) (4.2)

- 1.9 2.7 2.7 75-3 — 4.2 7.1 11.3
(0.3) (3.0)

- 1.5 2.5 2.3 50-3 — 3.2 5.6 9.6
(0.8) (8.2)

- 0.8 2.4 3.2 25-3 — 2.9 7.3 9.4
(2.1) (8.4)

- 1.4 2.4 2.7 0-3 — 3.4 8.3 9.2
(2.0) (7.8)

Mean values in MPa. () air curing . * Numerals
and 3 : 1, respectively.

Table 6. Flexural and compressive strengths for the red mud mixes with fly ash

3 7 28 91 —days--- 3 7 28 91
- 1.6 3.2 5.7

(0.8)
R100-1* - 3.3 5.2 15.2

(2.8)
- 1.8 4.5 3.7

(2.5)
75-1 — 4.0 10.1 14.9

(16.0)
- 4.6 4.4 3.8

(5.0)
50-1 — 9.7 16.4 20.1

(18.8)
- 4.1 4.4 4.6

(3.3)
25-1 — 9.2 13.0 17.7

(17.7)
- 3.1 3.1 3.3

(3.3)
0-1 — 6.5 12.1 14.6

(13.4)

- 0.8 3.4 3.8
(0.6)

R100-2* - 1.7 7.0 13.9
(3.9)

- 0.9 3.3 2.6
(2.2)

75-2 — 1.9 6.4 13.6
(12.3)

- 2.8 3.6 3.8
(3.8)

50-2 — 6.0 11.3 14.6
(16.9)

- 3.0 3.0 3.6
(3.5)

25-2 — 5.1 9.4 11.4 
(11.4)

- 2.9 3.1 3.3
(2.5)

0-2 — 4.3 9.0 11.4
(11.2)

- 0.5 3.6 3.6
(0.4)

R100-3* - 1.2 6.5 10.7
(2.9)

- 0.8 2.3 2.6
(2.0)

75-3 - 1.8 5.5 11.2
(10.1)

- 1.7 2.7 2.9
(2.8)

50-3 - 4.1 9.2 12.0
(12.8)

- 1.8 2.4 2.8
(2.4)

25-3 — 3.3 6.3 10.5
(8.9)

- 1.9 2.3 3.0
(2.1)

0-3 — 3.3 8.0 10.5
(8.7)

1, 2 and 3 indicating the ratios 1 : 1, 2 : 1

25-2 are superior. Although,the mix 0-2 is 
good in strength,it may be difficult to use 
in practice owing to low workability of the
paste/З/.

3.3 Hydrates
3.3.1 For the red mud mixes
Hydrates encountered are summarized in 

Table 7 only limiting at 91-day age for sa
ving space. When gypsum is present,formation 
of ettringite prevails as seen in the mixes 
100-0 and 75-0. However,C4AH13 begins to 
form gradually with increasing the content 
of portlandite as seen in the mixes 50-0,25
0 and 0-0 with occasional carbonation and
finally no ettringite exists in the mix 0-0 
containing no gypsum. It is curious that no 
C .AH1, forms in the mixes 100-0 and 75-0 
having some potential of C^AH^^. This may be 
explained to consider, the limited solid so
lution series of C.-AS^H^-, 6/ . Some
times C .AH,3(strictly this should be C4AC0 5 
H. 9/7/) converts to C.ACHj, by carbonation -, 
especially in later age. Disintegration of 
ettringite takes place in some specimens cu
red in air. This will be discussed later in 
detail. Calcite exists from the begining of 
curing,since the red mud contains some cal
cite and vaterite. However,most of the cal
cite would be derived from portlandite due 
to carbonation. Much calcite is detected in 
the specimens cured in air at 91—day age. 
Formation of Ca-monosulphate was scarcely

observed. Presence of type II C-S-H was re
ported in the previous work/З/ by means of 
SEM. C-S-H probably formed after the reaction 
of quartz and other silicates contained in 
the red mud was not clearly identified. Judg
ing from the amount of activators left in 
specimens cured in water at 91-day age, gYP" 
sum is wanting except 100-0,while portlandite 
is sufficient for reaction for series Q. For 
series R gypsum is also wanting except 100-0, 
while portlandite is in excess except 50-0. 
No distinct relations between hydrates and 
strength were found except the specimens of 
75-0 and 25-0 in series R where disintegra
tions of ettringite jC^AH^ g and С^^АСН^ were
seen. , .

3.3.2 For the red mud mixes with fly as* 
Hydrates identified are summarized in 

Table 7 f°r mixes 1 : 1, 2 : 1 and 3 : l,re 
spectively. Hydrates are similar to those о 
the red mud mixes. When gypsum is present^ 
ettringite forms preferencially. With inc
reasing the content of portlandite, 
as well as C ACH17 is observed. Since these 
mixes comprise fly ash blended with 7 perc 
portlandite,increasing of. the content of 
portlandite takes place into two direction ■ 
One is the direction from mix 100 to mix 
via mixes 75, 50 and 25. The other is the 
direction from mix 1 : 1 to mix 3 : 1 vi 
2 :_1. Therefore,formations of C4AHi3 
C,ACH,_ become common,when compared with 
4 12



Table 7. Hydrates identified in present 
cements in relation to gypsum and port
landite. Listed only for 91-day age with 
relative amounts.

() air curing. E:ettringite,Hl3:C.AH. ,CH12: 
СдАСН.2,CC:calcite,G:gypsum,P:portlandite. 
Peak height of X-ray, ++++:large,+++:medium, 
++:small,+:detectable,-:undetectable.

Q100-0 Q75-0 Q50-0 Q25-0 QO-O Q100-1 Q75-1 Q50-1 Q25-1 QO-1

E ++++ ++++ ++++ 4-4- - E 4-4-4-4- 4-4-4-4- +++ ++ -
(++++) (++++) (++++) (+++) (-) (++++) (+) (+++) (++) (-)

H13 — — — 4-4- 4-4- H13 — — ++ +++ 4-4-
(-) (-) (-) (-) (+) (-) (-) (+) (+) (+)

CHI 2 + + 4-4-4-4- 4-4-4-4- CH12 — — — 4- ++
(-) (-) (-) (-) (++) (-) (-) (-) (+) (+)

CC 4- 4* 4- CC 4- 4- + 4- +
(+++) (++++) (++++) (Ч-+++) (++++) (++) (+++) (+++) (+++) (+++)

G 4- — — — G - — - — —
(++) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (++) (-) (-) (-)

P + 4- 4- — P 4- 4- + + —
(+) (+) (+) (-) (-) (+) (-) (+) (-) (-)

R100-0 R75-0 R50-0 R25-0 RO-O R100-1 R75-1 R50-1 R25-1 RO-1
E ++++ ++++ 4-4-4-4- 4-4-4- - E 4-4-4-4- ++4-4- +++(++++) (++) (++++) (++) (-) (+) (++++) (+++) (++) (-)Hl 3 — — 4*4- 4-4- H13 — — + +

(-) (-) (-) (-) (++) (-) (-) (+) (++) (+)CH12 — — 4- 4-4- 4-4-4-4- CH12
__ (-) (-) (-) (-) (+++) (-) (-) (-) (+) (+)cc + + 4- 4- 4- CC + +

(++++) (++) (++++) (++++) (+H++) (+++) (++) (++++) (++) (++++)

G ++++ -■ - - - G
(++++) (+) (-) (-) (-) (++++) (-) (-) (-) (-)p ++ ++ 4- 4-4- 4-4- P 4-

(+) (+) (-) (+) (-) (-) (-) (+) (-) (-)

Q100-2 Q75-2 Q50-2 Q25-2 QO-2
E +++ +++ ++ + -

(+++) (-) (++) (+) (-)
H13 — ++ ++ +++ ++
- (-) (-) (") (++) (+)
CH12 --_+++
- (-) (-) (-) ( +) (+)
cc + + + + +

(++) (+++ + ) (++) (+++) (+++)

G - -   
. (-) (++) (-) (-) (-) 
p - + + + -

(+) (") (-) (-) (-)

---------R100-2 R75-2 R50-2 R25-2 RO-2
E ++++ +++ +++ + -

(-) (+++) (++) ( + ) (-)
H13 - + ++ ++ ++

(-) (-) ( + ) ( + ) ( + )
CH12    + ++

(-) (-) (-) (+) (+)
+ + + + +

(++) (++) (++) (++) (+++)
G

0100-3 Q75-3 Q50-3 Q25-3 00-3
E +++ +++ 4-4- + —

(++) (+) (++) (+) (-)
H13 + +++ + + +++ 4-

CH12
(-) (+) (+) (++) (+)
— — — + +
(-) (-) (-) (+) (+)

CC + + + + +
(++) (++++) (++) (++) (++)

G - — + - —
(+) (++) (-) (-) (-)

P + + — - +
(-) (-) (-) (-) (-)

R100-3 R75-3 R50-3 R25-3 R0-3
E ++++ +++ 4.4- 4-4.

(-) (+++) (++) (+) (-)
ни — + + + ++ 4.4-

(-) (-) (+) (+) (+)
CH 12 — — — 4. 4-4-

(-) (-) (+) (+) (+)
CC + + + + 4-

(++) (++) (+++) (++) (+++)

G — — —
(+++) (-) (-) (-) (-)

P — — — — —*
(-) (+) (+) (-) (-)
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4. SUMMABY AND CONCLUSION
Red mud cement can be made from soda- 

reduced red mud,when activated with gypsum 
and/or portlandite.'Boehmite included in the 
red mud plays an important role in this kind 
of cement which is regarded as a type of po- 
zzolanic cement,since boehmite cannot be a 
cement mineral by itself. Many kinds of ce
ment are manufactured,varying the proportion 
of the red mud and the activators. However, 
these cements are generally unstable in

the hydration of the red mud mixes,especial
ly in mixes 2 : 1 and 3 : 1. Formation of * 
Ca-monosulphate is scarce and not distinct 
generally. Calcite exists from the beginning 
more or less and much formation of this mi
neral is seen in specimens cured in air at 
91-day age. Disintegration of ettringite as 
well as C.AH., and С.АСН.2 is worthy to note 
and this phenomenon is closely related to 
ch; depression of strength at 91-day age, 
when cured in air as seen in the specimens 
75-75-2,75-3 and 100-3 in series Q, and 
100- 1,100-2 and 100-3 in series R. The rate 
of consumption of gypsum is great and the 
amour.t is generally wanting,while that of 
portlandite is sluggish and is generally 
sufficient. Portlandite is apt to convert to 
calcite especially in air curing at 91-day 
age. C-S-H probably formed due to the hyd
ration of the fly ash as well as quartz and 
other silicates included in the red mud was 
not clearly identified/8/. However,this may 
be present as reported previously by the 
observation of SEM/3/. . ,

3.3.3 Disintegration of ettringite, 
C.AH., and СдАСН., 
та g seen in Fig. 3 as well as Table 

iisjntegration of these minerals occurs 
'artlv or completely in some specimens cured 
’Г. air at 91-day age. Judging from the X-ray 
rest its,“oilowing reactions would take place 
in the course of curing.

For ettringite:
C6AS3H32 + 3C = 3CSH2 + AH3 + 3CC + 23H 

Cons'-quently,ettringite disintegrates into 
nyosum,gibbsite and calcite in addition to 
.ater and the gibbsite can be hardly detect
ed due to the amorphous nature in the early 
rtage of formation. _

For C4AH13 and C4ACH12:
C4AH13 + c = c4ach12 +_ H
C4ACH12 + 3C = AH3 + 4CC + 9H 

Consequently,the both minerals disintegrate 
into gibbsite and calcite in addition to 
water. If these reactions take place inde
pendently or simultanously,great depressions 
of strength are induced. However,it is quite 
curious that no depressions of strength were 
found in haüyne-belite cement cured in steam,, 
in which ettringite and C-S-H are essential 
hydrates and disintegration of the ettringi
te occurs,when subjected to air after the 
steam curing. In this case the C-S-H derives 
from the hydration of CjS and there mav be 
fundamental difference of C-S-H between the 
haüyne-belite cement and the present red mud 
cement/9/.

CC
C G

Q75-1 I E _
■ CO

!cc 

G 
G /

EH13»
V w

Q75-3 EH13
I I _
. CC

10 1537

R100-2 , E

10 15 37

Fig. 3. Powder X-ray diagrams showing the 
disintegration of hydrates. Top,air cu
ring,and bottom, water curing for each. 
Other notations, see Table 7. (FeKq).

strength. This defect is improved by intro
ducing fly ash with 7 percent extra portlan
dite. Thus,hardened cement materials,for ins
tance,having 9.7,16.4 and 20.1 MPa compres
sive strength at 7, 28 and 91-day age were 
obtained. However,some specimens show the 
deterioration of strength,when cured in air 
after 28-day water curing. This is caused by 
the disintegration of ettringite,C4AH-3 and/ 
or СдАСН42 which are the essential hydrates 
in present cement,probably in addition to 
C-S-H. Further investigation is necessary to 
make clear the disintegration of these mine
rals in various conditions of curing.
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SOME PROPERTIES OE ALKALI ACTIVATED SLAG CEMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, alkali metal salt activated 
blast furnace slag cement containing no 
ordinary portland cement has attracted 
attention in regard to energy conservation 
and industrial by-product use as well as 
properties of high strength development, 
chemical resistance and heat resistance. 
However, some reports by other authors 
appear to fail to provide adequate data 
regarding the basic properties of this cement, 
(for example (1), (2)) In this paper, some 
properties of pastes made with blast furnace 
slag and NaOH were systematically studied.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The chemical composition, basicity and glass 
content of blast furnace slag (BPS) used are 
shown in Table I.

Chemical composition (wt%)

TABLE I
Chemical composition, basicity and glass 
content of blast furnace slag (BPS)

1g.]OSS 
inso1.
SiOp 
A12°3

MgO 
so
Na,0К 6

0.1 5

34.22
14.93
0.03

41.76
7.7
0.05
0.24
0.44

Total 99.60

Specific gravity.... 2.90
Ca0+Mg0+A1.0„

Basicity...  -------------—— = 1.8 8
SiO2

Glass content... 90% 
(determined by an optical microscope) 

BPS was ground into Maine specific surface 
areas of 147, 220, 273, 407, 565 and 654
/kg. The added amounts of NaOH to BPS were
B-6, 3.3, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, 20.0 and 30.0
The water to BFS ratios were 0.3, 0.4, 

and 0.7. '
Bhe superplasticizers used were the sodium 
/.Enosulfonate (LS) and formalin condensates

, P-naphthalene sodium sulfonate (NS).
1 ese admixtures were high commercial grade 
"ater\reducing agents for cement. AS reference 
'^aterial, ordinary portland cement (OPC) was 
sed. Table II shows its chemical composition.

Chemical composition (wt%)

TABLE II
Chemical composition of ordinary 
portland cement (OPC)

i g . 1 о s s 
insol. 
SiO.
Al 6
Fe 2°з 
Cao
MgO 
SO 
NaM 
Кб 
f-CaO

Total

0.7 
0.4

22.1 
5.0 
2.0

64.6
1.2 
2.0 
0.41 
0.42 
0.6

99.43

Blaine specific
surface area

. . . 305 (m2/kg)

Each paste specimen (4x4x16 cm beam) was 
cured at 20°C, 80 %rh and subjected to a 
compressive strength test at a predetermined 
age. The crushed specimens were treated by 
D-dry method for 48 hrs and used as samples 
to be studied by a mercury pressure porosi
meter, powder X-ray diffractometer, thermal 
analysis (DTA, TG) and SEM observation. The 
heat liberation curve of hydration v/as 
obtained using a conduction calorimeter. 
Rheological properties were measured with a 
coaxial cylinder viscosimeter. The pastes to 
be tested were prepared by mixing the cement 
with water or a NaOH solution in a beaker 
for 2 min by hand. Immediately following 
mixing, the pastes thus obtained were 
transferred Into a measuring cell. During 
the experiment, the rotating bob speed 
increased in one minute from 0 to 350 rpm 
and in the next, resumed 0 rpm. This method 
was repeated at each age without interruption 
from the time each paste was placed in the 
cell untill completion of the test.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

III-l STRENGTH DEVELOPMENT AND HEAT OF 
HYDRATION

The compressive strengths of the paste 
specimens increased in proportion to the 
fineness of BFS on adding 7.5 wt% NaOH. 
(Fig. 1) Fig.2 shows the relation between 
the added amount of NaOH and strength 
development in BFS having a 565 m//k'g Maine 
specific surface area. The compressive 
strengttis of the paste specimens increased 
with NaOH content being maximum at a 10 wt% 
addiLion.
OPC has a dormanant period at the early 
stage of hydration but is nonexistent in the 
hydration of NaOH activated BFS. (Fig. 3)
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NaOH-..75w«.
W/S = 0-3 
20*0, 80°/,rh

Fig. 1 Effect of fineness of BFS on 
strength development.

Fig. 3 Heat liberation curves of hydration 
as a function of time.

BF5 .565 rrf/kg
W/S = 03
20°C, 80°/.rh

10 20 30
Added amount of NaOH (wt’/e)

£100 

-80 

I 60 

V) 
ф 40 

'й 
in
S! 20

Fig. 2 Effect of added NaOH on strength 
development.

This should depend on the difference in their 
hydration mechanisms. The hydration of 
portland cement occurs mainly by a topochem
ical reaction and that of alkali activated 
BFS cement by a solution reaction. With 
increase in NaOH content and fineness of BFS, 
the rate of BFS dissolution was found to 
increase, resulting in enhancement of the 
hydration of BFS.
The compressive strength of each specific 
surface area of BFS is plotted as a function 
of the heat, of hydration in Fig. 4. A nearly 
satisfactory linear plot was obtained for 
each amount of NaOH added. The 7.5 wt% and 
lU.G wt% additions of NaOH to BFS seemed too 
much For effective strength development. The 
relation between compressive strength and 
t.oat of hydration for the 1.6 wt% addition 
of NaOH was similar to that of OPC. ■

BFS NaOH (wt°/o) 
(m2/ kg) 16 75 100 

147 о • о

Fig. 4 Relation between heat of hydration 
and compressive strength for various 
surface areas of BFS.

30

Therefore, the optimum amount of NaOH 
addition is generally assumed to be a few 
wt%. (3)

III-2 HYDRATION PRODUCTS AND PASTE 
STRUCTURES

The X-ray diffraction pattern of BFS P®st® 
admixed with 7.5 wt% NaOH at 28 days oi ag 
is shown in Fig. 5. A broad peak with a 
maximum was found in the vicinity of 3 
(Cu Kot, 29), and apparently C-S-H (!)• 1
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The peaks at 11.7° and 30.4° were identified
■ CaC°3^11 and C2ASHs' respectively.

(5)(6) No traces of Са(ОЙ) dehydration in 
either the DTA or TG curves^Fig. 6) could 
be found. The endthermic peak at 170°C was 
regarded as the dehydration of C-S-H (I). (7)

BFS • ■ • 565 m2/kg 2012,80%rh 
NaOH■■•7 5 wt % 28days
W/5 = 0-4

10 20 30 40 50
----------- 1------------------- 1___________ L__________ I___________ I

CuKcf 20 (°)

Fig. 5 Powder X-ray diffraction pattern 
oi hardened paste.

n

BFS .. 565m2/kg 20,C.60%rh
NaOH..7.5wt% 28days

200 400 600 800
Temperature (°C)

Paste6 Thermal analysis curves of hardened

re

^determ^nL"^6 morPhology of the hydrates 
appeared f ь Ьу SEM- The hydrate structures 
wlth tho, , hom°geneous and dense compared 
consider th°f °PC" CorresPondlngly we can 
Porosimpt-^ 6 result of mercury pressure 
rangin5 ?°re volumes of BFS paste 
extremelv ™ tO 750 nm P°re radii were 
*F1g. 8)У maller than those of OPC paste.

(A) BFS paste 5 pm
(565 m2/kg, NaOH... 7.5 wt%)

(B) OPC paste ----  5 Mm

Fig. 7 SEM photograph of hardened pastes 
at 14 days of age.

(W/S = 0.4, 20°C, 80 %rh)

BFS...565m2/kg Pore size(nm)
°-10Г NaOH . .7 5wf/. 0 7-5 ~ 10.7

W/S =04 • IO.?-250

Age (days )

(A) BFS paste
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O-IOr

ст 008

Pore size(nm)
о 7 5 - 10-7 
e 10.7 - 25 0 
л 250 - 107 
1107 - 750
□ 750 ~ 7500

OPC
W/S = 04 
20°C. 80°/.rh

(B) OPC paste
Fig. 8 Pore size distribution of hardened 
paste as a function of time.

200
BFS ■ • • 565rn7kg 
NaOH ■ ••75wt% 
W/S = 07

Fig. 9 Flow curves of fresh paste.

III-3 INFLUENCE OF SUPERPLASTCIZER ON 
RHEOLOGYCAL PROPERTIES

The flow curves obtained 3 and 15 min after 
the first cement—water contact are shown in 
Fig. 9 and are pseudoplastic type and 
thixotropically in reversible character.. (8) 
(9)
A comparison of the effects of the super
plasticizers (Fig. 10) indicated differences 
between LS and NS. LS exhibited strong 
plasticizing effects on the system of BFS 
only and the system of BFS admixed with NaOH. 
However, systems admixed with NS showed the 
same viscosity as those without super
plasticizers since LS retards cement hydra
tion but not NS.. In Fig.. 3., no dormanant 
period is present early in the hydration of 
BFS pastes., thus indicating that hydration 
strongly proceeds from the first contact of 
cement with water. Without a delay in hydra
tion, NS is completely consumed at the,start 
of hydration, as was confirmed by examination 
of the concentration of NS in the liquid 
phase-. (10)
The yield values indicate the workability of 
fresh pastes- On adding NaOH and süper- 
plas'ticizers., paste behavior was noted to 
change considerably.. (Fig-. 11) This point 
warrants further investigation.

1 '3' 6 10 15 30 60 120180
Tirrre (minutes)

NcOH LS NS(wt%)(wt%Xwt%) BFS ■ • ■ 565 nt I kg
, _ _ _ W/S=07

Fig-. 10 Viscosity of fresh paste as a 
function of time-.



Fig. 11 Yield value of fresh paste as a 
funetion of time.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The optimum amount of NaOH to add to BFS 
is generally a few wt%. The compressive 
strengths of NaOH activated BFS paste # 
specimens increases in proportion to the 
fineness of BFS.
(2) No formation of Ca(OH)„ occurs in the 
hydration of BFS. The morphology of hydrates 
is relatively homogeneous and the paste 
structure is dense "compared with that of 
ordinary portland cement.
(3) The flow curves of NaOH activated BFS 
pastes are of the pseudoplastic type and 
thixotropic in character. Sodium lignon 
sulfonate is effective as a superplasticizer 
for NaOH activated BFS cement but not the 
formalin condensates of B-naphthalene sodium 
sulfonate.
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THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND THE HYDRATION MECHANISM OF C^A IN THE PRESENCE 

OF CaSO4.2H.,O and Ca(OH)2.

INTRODUCTION

On the retardation mechanism of Cj A in 
the presence of CSH2 - Mehta0 suggested that 
it was coated by gel-like form of ettringite. 
Corstanje et al. have deduced that the primary 
cause of Сз A retardation is not SOq but 
the precipitation of amorphous Al(OH) 3 on the 
surface of the C3 A grain. Tadros et al. 
suggested that the primary reflation of the 
dissolution was caused by the formation of an 
Al-rich layer, and that the induction period 
represented the process responsible for the 
removal of the Al-rich layer. The retardation 
was greatest when both CSH2 and CH were 
present,the authors have recently questioned 
the role of ettringite in the retardation of 
C3 A by SO4 . The study aimed to clarify  ; 
the physical properties of Сз A and the 
mechanism of the excessive retardation^ When ^1 
Сз A was dispersed in suspension of CSH2 and дj 
CH. the interaction between solid and liquid 
Phases as a function of hydration time was c 
investigated 2>.

EXPERIMENTAL

(1) Two kinds of C3 A was synthesized to 
clarify the characterization, it was the pure 
C3 A, and other hand, the melt of Сз A 
composition (G-C3 A) which was synthesized by 
rapid quenching after fusion. The melt 
(G-Сэ Alinvolved the slight presence of SiO2 
Various physical properties was measured.

Table 1. Physical properties of C3 A and the 
rnelt (G-C a A).

HIE)

KCCC

G-Сз

(2) Pure solution and suspensions of CSH2 -C 
and mixing both CSH2 and CH were prepared, y. 
After the synthesized pure Сз A of 2.5 9 was^ 
dispersed into 125 ml of various suspensions, w 
these were fully shaken in incubater at 25V . <u 
A lot of poly-bottles containing suspension 
were prepared, these were filtrated by 17G-4 •— 
glass filter for each prescribed times. 
The concentration of Ca2+ .AltOHM “ and 
SO4 2' which eluted from C3 A and pH in the 
filtrate were measured. On the other hand, 
after the each residue were stopped the 
hydration by CH 3 OH and CH 3 COCH 3 • it was 
dried in the desiccator. XRD and SEM of each 
specimens which correspond to hydration time 
were identified and observed.

RESULTS

zecoc

Binding energy .(eV)
Flg.l. Binding energy of C3 A and the me 

(G-Сэ A) by XPS ( ESCA ).
binding energy were obtained about Ca-0.
Al-0 bond. The results are shown in Table 2.

(1) The physical properties of synthesized pure 
C3 A and the melt of C3 A composition (G-C3 A) 
were shown in Table 1. Surface binding energy3’ 
of C3 A and G-Сз A by ESCA were shown in 
Fig.1.2. Fig.l is wide scanning, and Fig.2 is 
narrow scanning about Ca.Al. From the results 
of measurements by Fig.2. the chemical shift of

(2) (i) Conduction calorimetric curves of
C3 A and the melt (G-C3 A) which hydrated 
with pure water were shown in Fig. 3. W/soi 
ratio is 5. The appearance of the second 
peak was characterized in the melt (G-Сз « 
H system. Similarly, rate of heat liberati 
of C= A which hydrated with various 
addtions of CSH2 and CH were shown in Fig.4'
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Binding energy (eV)
Fig.2, Binding energy of Ca-O, Al-0 in 

C3 A by ESCA.

[“case of higher ratio of CH to C3 A over 
uz, rate of heat liberation were depressed, 
he appearance time of the second order peak 

vas dependent on amount of CSHg .
<ii) When C3 A was dispersed into aqua 

шп10П2 the concentration of Ca2+ and 
M(0H)4 which eluted from C3 A and pH in 
nquid phase were measured by ICP instrument, 
ne result makes as CaO and Al2 03 is shown 

( . i®1 5. Similarly, when C3 A was dispersed 
nto suspension of mixing both cSH2 and CH, 

the concentration of Саг+ ,A1(OH)4 ~ ,S04 2~ 
ana ph were obtained. The results are given I ii г 1 6 ф

г- is depends on the

Although Ca2+ and Al (OH) 4- were 
ifeer1,?tely eluted after C3 A hydration, 
dsn a ”101e ratl° ,n üsuid phase was 

Pend on hydration time. C/A=2 until 5min. 
al»^Unt11 3hr' C/A=1 after ЗЫ. PH is 
C constant during this period. On 
Ca2+a *CH system» the concentration of 
СИ 504 ln the presence of C§H2 and 
resDP^^° ,Сэ A 15 1,809 Ca0/l- l-02g S03 /1, 
effprt 1Уе1у* 11 isn’t obeys to the common ion 
conep»; ж? retention period at the highest 
. "centration of S04 " 
founts Of csh, and CH.
Corr! ’n^D intensity of solid phase 
for parkriKS tO hydration time was plotted 
In Fla 7 hydrates. The results are indicated 
shown „furthermore, SEM photographs are 

On rln F19.8.
uhhydra+p H system- XRD intensity of C3 A 
hydrate16 rapldly fell, consequently, C3 AH6 
howevpp Was 9rowing with hydration progress. 
l®mediat«?morpIloU3 c* AHq hydrate w^s 

eiy confirmed by SEM as card-house

Table 2. Chemical shift of binding energy by

•toe orbital G-C3A С3Л shift
Ca 2P 347.5 eV 346.7 eV 0.8 eV
Al 2P 74.1 73.4 0.7 .
Si 2P 101.7 —™
0 IS 531.8 531,1 0.7

zoo

Time (hours)
Fig.3. Conduction calorimetric curves of 

C3 A and the melt (G-C3 A) 
(W/solid=5).

Fig.4. Conduction calorimetric curves of 
C3 A hydrated with various additions 
of CSH2 and CH (Ы/Сз A=5).

structure after contact with aqua solution. 
On C3 A-CSHa -CH-H system, it is difficult 
to confirm the formation of ettringite by 
XRD in spite of consumption of S04 2- . 
Monosulfate and Cg АНц hydrate were 
remarkably growing with hydration progress.

DISCUSSION

(1) It is thought that the factor which 
controlled the hydration of C3 A is caused
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Fig.5. The concentration of CaOt® )
Al 2 Оз (▲ ) and PH(* ) in liquid phase 
of" Сз A-H system as a function of 
hydration time at 25T (W/solid=50).

5 10 30 1 3 b 10 1 3 5
min h day

Hydration time
Fig.7. The changes in diffraction intensity 

of various hydrates as a function of 
hydration time at 25X) (W/solid=50).

to binding energy of inner shell electron 
of Ca. Al and Si combined with O(oxygen). 
The satellite peak of Al shown in Fig.2 
exhibits to become the shoulder by different 
binding distance of Al-O. The binding 
energy of C3 A which was' synthesized by 
two different methods was clarified from 
Table 2. consequently, active Сэ A on 
hydration is 0.7~0.8 eV lower than the melt 
(G-Сз A). Therefore, the hydration of Сз A is 
quicker than the melt (G-C3 A).

(2) CaO/Alг Оз mole ratio of Cai+ .A1(OH)4 
which eluted from C3 A after contact with 
aqua solution isn’t 3. it is 2 until 15 min. 
Because of unhydrate C3 A is attacked by the 
eluted Caz+ .C4 AHu is formed, resulting Ca2+ 
is consumed, unhydrate Сз A is coated by

Hydration time

Hydration time

Fig.6. The concentration of СаО(®).А1гОз 
(A ).S03 (■ ) and рН(Ж ) in liquid 
Phase of Сэ A-CSH2 -CH-H system as a 
function of hydration time at 25u 
(W/solid=50).

hexagonal plate hydrate of C4 АНв • 
C4 АНв is instantly converted into

CjAHe . while eluting Ca2+ . Particularly' 
C3 AHs is formed rapidly 5 minutes after 
the addition of water. At this time,the 
Ca2+ concentration in the liquid phase is 
increased and A1(OH)<4 ~ is consumed or 
hydration. Accordingly, there may be sucn 
cases in which a C/A of 4 or above is 
obtained.

In the rapid hydration of C3 A, the 
above-mentioned reactions proceed 
continuously, liberating large quantiti 
of heat from the start of hydration. 
Immediately after the addition of water, 
the surface of C3 A is covered with two 
layers: a layer of C4 АНв and a sta 
layer of C3 AH6 . As a result.the eluti 
of Ca2+ and Al(0H)4 “ from C3 A is 
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remarkably reduced and the hydration is 
stopped, liberating only a small quantity 
of heat._In the liquid phase. Ca2+ and 
AKOHiq - are in equilibrium with C/A=l.

(3)In  the solution of CSH2 and CH only, the 
concentration of SO4 is about 1.02g SO - /1
regardless of the mixing ratio of CSH; and 
CH and the presence or absence of CH. On the 
other hand, the concentration of Ca2+ does 
not follow the common ion effect but increases 
sharply to about 1.80g CaO/1. Now. let us 
study the concentration in a suspension 
produced by dispersing C3 A in the solution 
containing CSH2 and CH in excess of the 
saturation level. In this suspension, the 
total concentration of Ca2+ in the liquid 
phase is calculated by adding the amounts of 
Cai+ eluted from C3 A.CSH2 and CH. 
Accordingly. .

Total CaO=CaO(C3 A)+CaO(CSH2 )+CaO(CH) 
from Fig.6. ,

Total CaO"=.l . 70— I . 90g CaO/1 
here.

CaO(CSH2 )+CaO(CH)=.l ,80g CaO/1 
that is.

CaOlC 3 A 1=0.0~ ± 0.10g CaO/1
The amounts of Ca2+ and Al(OH)4" eluted 

from C3 A are very small. In this case, the 
retention time at the highest concentration 
means the period of time in which the 
concentrations of 1.80g CaO/1 and 1.02g SO3 /1 
in the liquid phase are maintained so far as 
the suspension contains CSH2 and CH in 
excess of the saturation level.
Therefor, the added fully CSH2 and CH 

describes two roles as follows:

(A) CSH2 and CH are required to keep at 
the highest concentration of Ca2+ and

2 In 1iquid_phase.
) The remained CSH2 and CH except for 
above (A) is present.

S*nce C§H2 and CH corresponding to above (B) 
!».Г!аС*;е<* with C3 A, AFt and AFm phases are 
snrfdlately formed- the resulting C3 A 
Ho., aCe is Partly coated by these phases. 
сппга6!" C.3 A is covered by the highest 
t ntration of CSH2 and CH corresponding 
Lo above (A).

.Period' the reactions are stopped 
and the hydration is remarkably 

of r 2+d’ After film formation, the elution 
small3 ^and Af(0fi,4 "" from C3 A is very 
finai and hydrates are not formed. This 
Mori pt "bees with the results reported by 
Periori p1 ‘ At the end of the retention 
ana ru , the highest concentration. CSH2 
coprpp descrlbed 111 (A)- and C3 A 
This terming a thick film rapidly.
Cq AH 1 m iS a sefid solution of monosulfate- 
retent\ 5ystenl shown as 7.6-9.6Ä phase. The 
*s 9reat? per*od at the highest concentration 
CSH> з j affected by the mixing amount of 

nd CH. After the formation of a

Fig.8. SELI of C3 A hydrated with addition 
of CSH2 .CH by various hydration
time:(W/solid= 50 ).

Mixing ratio against C 3 A. Time
(a) CSH2 20wt% 1 5mln
(b) CSH 2 20wt% 5d
(c) CSH 2 20wt%. CH 10wt% 30min

coprecipitate, the concentration of Ca2* 
and SO4 2- increase slightly again. It is. 
however.not clear whether this increase in 
concentration is attributable to the 
conversion of the ettringite formed 
immediately after the addition of water 
into monosulfate or to the formation of 
a solid solution.
Fig.8(a) and (b) show SEM of C3 A
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< > : cSh2
О s Ca2+
• : SoJ"

x C4Ml3 ( C4 )

Fig.9. The illustration of Сз

сн
x A1(OH)4*
x OH~
x ettringite ( Et. ) 

solution ( Ss. )

A-CSH2 -CH system hydration process.

hydrated with CSHz for 15 minutes and 
5 days, respectively. Р1дд8(с) is SEM 
of C3 A hydrated with CSH2 and CH for 
30 minutes. Fig.8 shows that the properties 
of ettrlgite and Cq AH* formed before 
the end of the retention period at the 
highest concentration may differ from those 
of ettringite and Cq AH% formed after the 
end of the retention time. Before the’end of 
the retention time, ettringite and Cq AH* 
are observed as amorphous acicular ettringite 
and plate-state Cq AH% of card-house 
structure, respectively. After the end of the 
retention time, however, they are observed 
as thick plate-state crystals because 
of the formation of a solid solution.

The hydration process as described above 
is schematically shown in Fig.9. Based on 
this process, the authors would like to 
propose the following interpretation for the 
rate of heat liberation shown in Fig.4. 
Namely, the first peak of the curves 
corresponds to the start of the formation 
of ettringite,monosulfate and Cq AHv as 
described in (B) and the second peak 
corresponds to the start of the formation 
of a solid solution or the formation of С 3 AHe 
in some cases by CSH; and CH as described 
in (A), respectively.

Because C3 A is covered by the highest 
concentration of CSHj and CH. consequently, 
during this period, the elution of Ca2+ and 
AKOHlq - from its surface has not been 
able to recognized. Therefore, it is 
concluded that the hydrates is not produced, 
and the hydration stops apparently.
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CONCLUSIONS

The retardation was greatest when both 
CSHz and CH were present, the authors have 
recently questioned the role of ettringite 
in the retardation of C3 A by SOq .
Since CSHz and CH is reacted with C3 A, 
AFt and AFm phases are immcdiatly formed, 
the resulting C3 A surface is partly coated 
by these phase. However, this cause was not 
essentially on the excessive retardation.
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ION DIFFUSION IN GEMENT PASTE

1. Introduction

The diffusion of ion through hardened cement paste 
(HCP) takes an important role in the durability of 
concrete especially in marine construction. When ions 
penetrate into hardened cement body, the ions sometimes 
react with hydrates or reinforced steel and the 
deterioration of concrete will be resulted. A part of 
the penetrated ions react with hydrates, another part 
of that ion remains in pore to increase the 
concentration of pore solution and the rest diffuses 
into more inner part of HCP. The chemical composition 
of cement and pporosity of HCP have been discussed in 
»any literatures as main factor which affects to the 
ion diffusivity in HCP.

The effect of chemical composition of cement on 
the durability of concrete had been well discussedll-
4].  It is thought that free lime and calcium aluminate 
hydrates are most undesiarable component for durability 
of concrete. It is resulted to develop sulfate 
resisting portland cement and acid resisting portland 
cement.

The apparent diffusion coefficient (Dap) is 
affected by the porosity and pore size distribution, 
because the ions diffuse in pore solution. The pore 
structure of HCP has been well examedlS-lO] by mercury 
intrusion porosimeter, gas adsorption, permeability, 
small angle scattering X-ray diffraction and so on. But 
the discussion of the relationships between pore size 
distribution and the ion diffusivity is not 
sufficientni-14]. Authors[13, 15-16] have shown that 
there are good co-relations between Dap and the amount 
of small pore with radius less than 2 nm, even when the 
hardened body was made from different type of cement or 

when it was made under different condition such as usual 
temperature curing or autoclaving. Hughes[14] also 
suggested that smaller pore may be more important in the 
consideration of permeability and ion diffusivity.

In this paper, measurement of Cl'ion diffusivity 
are mentioned at first. The effects of many factors 
such as porosity, pore size distribution, chemical 
composition and ion species on the diffusion are 
'discussed, in the second part. The states of Cl’ion 
will also be discussed. We assume two states of Cl’ion 
in HCP. One is the CTion that is in hydrates and the 
other is that in pore solution.

2. Methods to measure ion diffusivity

There are many mothods to determine the ion 
diffusivity in HCP ; to measure the depth where the 
pore solution has a particuler concentration of the 
diffusing ion[3, 17], to measure the distribution of 
total concentration of the ion[4, 17, 18], and to 
determine the amount of diffused ion through a plate of 
HCP[19, 12].

When HCP sample is. immersed in some solution, it 
is better to seal all eicept one surface by something 
such as paraffine (Fig. la), because the result of one 
directional diffusion is easily analyzed mathmatically.

2-1 Colorimetric measurement of Cl'ion penetrated depth: 
A sample immersed in a solution is cut parallel to the 
direction of ion diffusion. A groove is cut with l-2mm 
in width on the surface with the sane direction of 
diffusion (Fig. lb). The groove is painted with aqueous 
solution of 1$ fluorescein sodium salt and aqueous

Fig. 1 Measurement

Depth ( ce )
Tiwe (hrs )

of ion diffusivity and typical results
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solution of 0. IN AgN03. Where the concentration of СГ 3. Effects of ion species and co-essisting ions[17, 13]
ion is more than a certain value, white crystals of 
AgCl precipitate. When the concentration is lower than 
that value, the liquid presents a color of reddish 
brown. Point where the color changes shows that the 
pore solution has a concentration of Cl'ion. The depth 
of this point from surface contacted with solution 
during immersion is measured as penetration depth. A 
typical result is shown in Fig. lc[17]. We can get a 
straight line, but the line does not always cross 
original point, when diffusion proceeds with reaction.

2-2 Analysis with fluorescent X-ray spectroscopy :
A sample immersed in a solution for a period is cut at 
some distance (Fig. Id) and make powder to analyse the

The rate of diffusion of ion in HOP varies with 
ion species, and is also affected with co-existing ion. 
Differences in the ion diffusivity of several ion 
species are shown in Fig. 2, as an example. This is a 
result obtained by measuring the amount of ion pass 
through a plate. The solution filled room I of 
diffusion cell was,a mixed solution of LiCl, NaCl and 
KC1 , where the concentration of LiT Nat K*and Cl'ion 
were 1/6-N, 1/8-N, 1/8-N and 1/2-N, respectively. The 
values of amount of diffused ion in Fig. 2 were 
calculated as the same concentration for that of bulk 
solution. There are differences in ion diffusivity in 
cations and it is clear that anion has larger

is the volume of

1.503000
Tiie (hrs)

Fig.4 Effect of ion coexisting(2).Fig.3 Effect of ion coexisting(l).Fig.2 Effect of ion species.

seavater,te35 
seawater,t- 7 
solution,1-35 
solution,1-35 
solution,t-35

artificial
artificial

8.2XHgCI 
lOXIIaCt
HNaCl

contents of Cl'ion by fluorescent X-ray spectroscopy. 
Total amount of СГ ion is measured by this mewthod. A 
typical result is shown in Fig. le[17]. The 
concentration distribution is almost same as that 
obeyed to the Fick's law, because the amounts of 
reacted Cl'ion with hydrate are roughly proportional to 
the concentration of pore solution.

A result was shown in Fig. 3. This was also a 
of the experiment using a plate of HCP and 
room 
The

in the concentration distribution 
surface. When Sol ion coexisted, 
Cl'ion near the surface becomes 
time. It is due to that SOd” ion

I with each solution of LiCl, NaCl, KC1 and 
rate of difusion for cation decreases as 
but that of Cl'ion increases as

diffusivity than cations. It is due to the positive 
charge of hydrates surface, and detailed discussion 
will be made later.

The rate of diffusion of Cl'ion in HCP was 
affected by the co-existing ion, such as Li, Na, К and 
Mg ion. 
result 
filled 
MgC12.
K*>Na>L i’, 
NaCl<KCl<LiCKMgCL2. When Mg ion attacks HCP, it 
becomes porous because Mg(0H)2 is precipitates on the 
surface of HCP and free lime in HCP is desolved. Then 
the rate oif diffusion of Cl'ion using MgC 12 solution 
was largest in these results.

The effect of SO4 ion on the concentration 
distribution of Cl ion are shown in Fig. 4. This is a 
result of using a block immersed in solution and 
analysed the concentration distribution with 
fluorescent X-ray spectrometer. The concentration 
distribution of the sample immersed in 10X NaCl 
solution for 35 days and immersed in artificial sea 
water were similar in the inner parts and that of the 
samples immersed in 1$ NaCl solution for 1 day and 
artificial sea water for 7 days were similar. But there 
are much differences 
at the part near the 
the concentration of 
lower with

II is filled with distilled water. 25ml of 
is sampled from room II at required time and 
volume of distilled water put back into room 
n-th sampling had been done at time t, the

total amount of Cl'ion (Qt) diffused 
from room I to room II can be calculated 

Qt=(Cn*dV/VII) • "£cn«VII 

where VII is the volume of room II, dV
sampling at each time.. Cn is the concentration of СГ 
ion in the sample. A typical result is shown in Fig. 
lh[19]. In the early stage, Qt is not proportional to 
time, because of unsteady state. But in later stage, 
the relation betweem Qt and time shows almost strate 
line. Dap can be calculated from this slope.

thruogh a plate 
as,

0.5 1.0
Depth (ci)

2-3 Measurement of the amount of Cl'ion penetrated 
through a HCP plate : Fresh paste is degassed by rotary 
pump just after cement and water mixed, in order to 
aboid large voids. Cured sample are cut with diamond 
saw to make plates with 2-3mm in thickness (Fig. If). 
The plate is set in a diffusion cell which is divided 
to two rooms (Fig. 1g). Room I is filled with solution 
and room 
solution 
the same 
II. When

о

111
100 200
Tiie (hrs )

inters ing
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that of HOP autoclaved has very

4 Effect of pore size distribution
between Da and pore size

4-1. Pore size distribution of HOP[13]

Dap were aeasured

with

be

■ainly affected by water/ceeent ratio.

Fig.5 ceaent(BF) andslag

3 h, A2 : autoclaved at 180 ’0 for 7 d.

wi th

and bu 1 к densi ty were 
water-saturated and dried

2-3.
were 

1 ow

Vt 
by

has snaller diffusion coefficient and that calciun 
aluiino sulfate hydrate has lower solbility than that 
of calciua aloaino chloride hydrate.

Fig.7 Relationships between pore volume 
radius less than 2 nm and Dap.

4 - 2. Relationships 
distribution[13]

and apparent diffusion coefficient (Dap).
• На* О Cl"

the kinds of cement Vs of PC. BF and SR decreased with 
the increase of water/cement ratio and with rising of 
curing temperature. But 
smal1 volume of V2.

Pore size distribution of portland cement(PC), blastfurnace 
sulfate resisting portland cement(SR). C.T. : curing temperatureCc), 
Al : autoclaved at 180*0

Total porosity (Vt) 
calculated from the weight of 
sample and the weight in water. The pore volume between 
7.5 д. m and 7.5 nm aeasured by mercury intrusion 
porosimeter (VMIP), and the pore volume between 7.5 nm 
and 2 nm in radius was measured by N2 gas adsorption 
(VN2), calculated with Model-less method. Volume of 
pore with radius under 2 nm (Vs) was calculated from 
these pore volume.

Mercury intrusion porosimetric pore size 
distribution indicated that HCP had no pore with radius 
larger than 430 nm, since it was degassed by rotary 
Pump before molded. Therefore Vs was able to 
calculated by the equation of 

Vs-Vt-(VMIP+VN2)
Pore size distribution of HCP are shown in Fig.5. 

were " '

by the way as mentioned in 
In Fig.8, Dap for ordinally portland cement 
plotted with total pore volume. There are 
corelationships between them.

Dap for Cl ion and Na ion are well correlated
Vs, as shown in Fig.7, even when cement and curing 
condition changed. Following equations were obtained by 
least square method.
For Cl'ion ; log Da — 6.3Vs - 5.84
For Nation ; log Da —13.5Vs - 5.66
It was noticed that Da of Cl ion was larger than that 
of Na* ion, and that the gradient of the relation for Na 
ion was steeper than that of CI ion. This is ezplained 
by electric double layer. Surface of the hydrates are 
positively charged by adsrption of C<f*ion. Then anion 
can diffuse in electric double layer but cation can not 
diffuse in that layer, as shown in Fig.8.

and not

for



5. Distribution coefficient and total amount of ion in 8. Estimation of ion distribution in HCP[15]

HOP[15]
Diffusion of reactive ion in semi infinit body are

The amount of soluble ion in HCP and total amount 
of ion in HCP were measured by using samples which were 
immersed in the solution for 28 days. Time distribution 
coefficients between bulk solution and pore solution 
were calculated from Vt and the amount of soluble ion 
in HCP. Relationships between distribution coefficient 
and Vs are shown in Fig.9. The coefficients for CTion 
are larger than 1 and increase with Vs. Contrary, those 
of Nation are smaller than 1 and decrease with Vs. The 
surface of hydrates were positively charged because of 
adsorption of Cation. And electric double layer could 
attract anion towards the surface. Then Cl ion can 
easily enter into the micro-pore. The effect of elecric 
double layer on ion diffusion is mainly due to the 
changes in distribution coefficient оf solution in 
pore.

Total amounts of Cl'ion are increased with the 

presented as following equation, which is derived from 
Fick's 2nd law.

Dd’c/ds1 - d(crf(c,t))/dt
where f(c,t) is the amount of reacted ion and it is 
assumed that the reaction is very fast comparing with 
diffusion and that the amount of reacted ion is 
proportional to the concentration of solution. Then f(c,t) 
is presented as <xc. Consequently, the ion concentration 
at position x and time t, CT(x,t), can be obtained as,

CT(8,t) - CoT{l- erf(x/2(Dat/ekT)™ )

where CoT is total amount of ion at surface and this is 
constant. Da is apparent diffusion coefficient, e is 
total pore volume. kT is distribution coefficient for 
total amount of ion. In the steady state of diffusion 
through a plate, relationships among concentration of 
total ion, concentration of pore solution and 
concentration of bulk solution are schematically shown 

concentration in the pore solution as shown in Fig.10. 
But the total amount of ion has not so good 
correlation with Vs, because the A1203 content of 
cement is also important factor. 

in Fig.11.
The ion distribution in HCP can be calculated, by 

assuming that HCP have been immersed in IN NaCl 
solution for 10 years, assuming that HCP samples were

__1______ I___
0.1 0.2

pore volume (ml/ol)

О
15

10

О оо
5

о

о

О 
оо 

о° 
о °
8

0.1 0.2
pore volume (nl/al)

Fig.11 Distribution of ion concentration 
at steady state.
1: total chloride ion

Fig.10 Relationships between distribution 
coefficient of Cl* ion and pore volume

2: ion in pore solution 
3: apparent distribution

with radius less than 2 nn. 4: Na ion in pore solution

Fig.9 Relationships between distribution 
coefficient of Na^ "and Cl" ion and 
pore volume with radius less than 2 nn.

Penetration depth (cm)

made of PC, BFand SR with water/cement ratio of 0.40, 

and cured at 35 “C.
Results are shown in Fig.12. The total amount of 

CTion at the surface for BF is highest and that of SR 
is lowest. But that of BF at inner part is lowest and 
that of SR is highest. This means that the amount of 
reacted ion for BF is largest and Da for BF Is 
smallest. This is due to the high content of A1203 and 
the large volume of Vs in BF paste. Contrary, A12O3 
content is lowest and Da is largest in SR paste. 
Properties of PC are between them. These results are 
well agreed with the results shown by Gjorv et al [4].

Fig.12 Calculated distribution of ion concentration for 
PC, BF and. SR.



7. Conclusions

Concerning with ion diffusion in hardened cement 
paste, many factors such as ion species, porosity, pore 
size distribution and distribution coefficient of ions 
were discussed. Ion diffusivity in HCP was measured by 
many method such as colorimetric method, fluorescent X- 
ray analysis and a method using thin plate. Pore size 
distribution was measured by means of mercury intrusion 
porosimeter and N2 gas adsorption. Pore structure were 
characterized with a volume of pore with radius less 
than 2 nm. Distribution coefficient of ion between bulk 
solution and pore solution and total amount of ion in 
HCP were also measured. Relationships between the 
distribution coefficient and pore structure were 
discussed. Following results are obtained.

1) Ion diffusivity changes with ion species. Anion 
have larger apparent diffusion coefficient (Dap) than 
cation. Ion diffusivity is also affected by the ion 
coexisting.
2) Dap of ions are well correlated to the pore volume 
with radius less than 2 nm, even when the hardened 
cement was made from different type of cement and also 
made under the different conditiuon such as room 
temperature curing and autoclaving.
3) Distribution coefficient of ion between bulk 
solution and pore solution is also well correlated to 
the pore volume with radius less than 2 nm.
4) Composition of cement affects mainly to the total 
amount of ion in hardened cement paste and the 
development of pore structure.
5) Finally, the distribution of ion concentration in 
Pastes which had been immersed in NaCl solution for 10 
Sears was calculated from the data of the relation 
between volume of pore with radius less than 2 nm and 

apparent diffusion coefficient, distribution 
coefficient and amount of reacted Cl" ion. The 
oalculated results has a good agreement with the 
distribution measured.
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C3A-Na2O solid solutions in pseudo-two-component system NCgA^C^A P

MG A*" compound can not be

‘ntensities of diffractions lines for which d- 1.889 Ä and З-ЛПб A
• _ 1 ------ x—I NCqA3-C3A ana

proportionally to the changes of sodium content in the 
criterion in distinguishing the polymorphic modifications of

sä _ д
* . Ä ж • _ ж __ 1 -■ Ä — e ■'l <—1^1 CtThe value of у i

found on X—ray i----------  _
solid solutions Na.O in C3A changes 
structure of C-A, and may constitute the 
solid solution Ka2O in C^A.

ratio between intensities of diffractions lines юг —
diffractograms of solid solutions in pseudo-two-component system

distinguishing the polymorphic modifications of

INTRCDUCTICN

According to currently assumed research results 
concerning C-A-Na О solid solutions, the con
tent of sodium equal to 5.7 % by wieght con
centration of Na О constitutes the solubility 
limit of sodium in C-A [11 . The presence of 
gi+ ions increases The range of solubility of 
Na C in C-A. In this case it is possible f?r 
the^solid solution to form itself as NC^Ag [2 J 
There were attempts aiming at synthesizing pu
re phase of NC_A_, but these produced no 
satisfactory results 3 [ 3, 4 3 - The final product 
of the reaction usually contained small quantities 
of free CaO [ 4 ] .
This paper presents results of the research on 
synthesizing NC-A- phase as well as on so
lid solutions in pseudo-two-component system 

rXPERIMENTAL

The synthesis of NC A compound was car
ried out in welded crucibles at 1400 C for 
20 hrs, and at 1475°C for 5 hrs - similarly 
aE in other works [4, 5 ] . Before, the reac
tion mixture corresponding to stoichiometric com

position of NC-A. phase containing an exces 
of Na.O subjected to repeated thermal treat
ment af 1000°C until the moment the mixture 
contained 7.6 by weight concentration of so
dium. The synthesis product obtained at l»u 
contained 1.8 by weight concentration of 
free CaO, whereas the one burnt at 147o o 
contained considerable quantities of CaO ah 
sodium aluminate NA.
Bor the experimental study of solid solutl°nSth‘e 
pseudo-two-component system NC-'S^CJ^, 
NC A phase was used and synthesize a 
14(^5fc.

The synthesis of pseudo-two-com^onent 
NCoA- was carried out at 1300 C for -s. 
The foliowins systems were subject of '
NCnA, and 0.5C-A, NC-A- and C^X. NC8 ,3 
ancP^ A, NC8A33 and зё3Я and N^gA an 

4C A. Additionally, the synthesis of sodium 
de3solid solutions in tricalciurn aluminate xvas 
performed. The syntheses consisted in roas i b 
the tricalcium aluminate mixture together wi, ,c
propriate additions of sodium carbonate at - 
q^he synthesized solid solutions contains 
following quantities of sodium m CyV. 1. . • 1
4.2, 5.2, 5.7 /ö by weight concentration
Na2O.



C^A-N'a^O solid solutions in pseudo—two—component system NC A -C A

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The identification research of synthesized com
pounds was performed by means of absorption 
infrared spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. 
The infrared spectrum of synthesized NC-A, 
phase ;s identical with the spectrum of 83 
C^A-Na„O solid solution sample containing
5,7 -fa “by weight concentration of Na O. Fig.! 
shows the infrared spectra of reaction mixtures 
samples of NC„A^ and compounds,

I Pig. 2 shows the spectra of synthesized sys
tems of these compounds.

The analysis of infrared spectra of mixtures of 
and xCgA compounds indicated that 

on synthesizing the mixtures of compounds where 
x equals 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 there is a monoclinic 
compound whose spectrum is identical with the 
spectrum of CgA-Na„O solid solution sample 
containing 5.7 7o Na О in CAA. [6] . The 
spectra of these samples have 3their bands situ
ated at_1483, 513, 533, 720, 790, 867 and 
923 cm- , with the increase of C A contet, 
however the intensity of these bands decreases.

Wove number *100 [ст-1]

1 Infrared spectra of mixture samples of 
NCgA^ and C^A compounds.

The analysis of
Samples of 
equals ; 0,5, ______ . .
Proportionally to the increase of 
*n the mixtures, the spectra reveal th.

spectra of
NCqA- and

71, 2, 3 and 4

reaction mixtures 
xCgA where x

1 indicated that 
f C,A content 

_ mixtures, the spectra reveal the appea- 
' rj an<t increase of intensity lines characte- 
; gghc ofjthis compound 520, 737, 813, 860 and 
i |g ,crn • Alongside there is a decrease of in— 

yj^’ty and disappearance of lines characteris- 
01 synthesized phase NCgA^.

Wave number * 100 [cm"4

Fig. 2 Infrared spectra of samples of synthesi
zed systems of NCgA and C_A 
compounds. 3 3

The spectrum of NC^ and 4C,A compo
unds mixture, apart from the bands characteris
tic of monoclinic modification of solid solution 
C3A*Na2°’ also reveals characteristic bands of 
regular C-A located at wave frequencies 520, 
860 and 893 cm .
The X—ray analysis of synthesized mixtures of 
blCgA^ and xC^A compounds where x= 0.5, 
1, 2, 3 and 4 indicated that X-ray diffracto- 
grams of the samples for which x= 0.5, 1, 2 
and 3 are qualitatively similar to each other



c А-Na О solid solutions in pseudo-two-component system P

and reveal lines whose values are characteris
tic of the orthorhombic and monoclinic phase of 
solid solution Co --Ma9G [ u ] .
It was also observed tnat as increases
in the burnt compound mixture, i.e. when x —» 3, 
the sample X-ray diffractograms reveal a de
crease of intensity of lines whose value equals 
ti= 1.889 Д in comparison with the intensity of 
the lines whose value equals d= 1.918 A.
The values of T7 ratio bebveen the intensities 
of diffraction lines for d== 1.089 /> and 
d= 1.916 S for synthesized compounds are 
^iven in ■Table 1.

Table 1.

Values of Ц ratio between intensities of dif
fraction lines for d= 1.889 and d» 1.916 A 
for NC8A3 and C3A systems.

Stoichiometric composition 
of NCeA3 and C3A 

compounds

Ratio 
values 

4

Sodium 
content 
[.a Wt]

^C3A3+0’5C3A-KC9.5A3.5 0.57 6.5

хс8Аз+с3а. .ncua4 0.51 5.7

KC8A3+2C3A -NC14A5 0.50 4.6

KC8A3+3C3,:i =NC17A6 0.45 3.8

NC8A3+4C3'A =NC20A7 - 3.3

The research performed using infrared spectro
scopy and X-ray diffraction indicated that 
following the reaction taking place in the pse
udo-two-component system NCqA3 and xC A, 
there emerges a solid solution whose symmetry 
is similar to the symmetry typical of С-A- - 
Na C solid solution containing camparable 
quantities of sodium. It is worth noting that i; 
ratio values are similar in the case of tested 
solid solutions NaX in C3A and NCgA3 
and C A compounds system, in which the 
percentage of Na2O are similar, 
^hus for the tested pseudo-two-component 
systen. KCflA. and C3A containing 3.8 ,o 
Na О the valäe of equals 0.45, whereas 
for2the solid solution Na.O in C3A contai
ning 3.5 Л Na С 4 equals 0.41. For the 
systems NCrA‘ and C3A containing 
5.7 '/o Na C the value of intensity of diffrac
tion lines2is 0.51, whereas for solid solution 
Na„O in C3A containing 5.2 /о Na2C the 

value is 0.50.
Additionally to that, the research proved that 
is the tested system NCQA3 and 4C3A 
apart from orthorhombic and monoclinic modifi
cation of C3A-Na2O sotid solution, there is 
a presence of regular C3A.

CONCLUSIONS

It was indicated in the paper that solid solu
tions are formed is the pseudo-two-component 
NC A -C A system, the symmetry of which is 
simrlar w2th the symmetry of Na2O solid solu
tions in C3A containing comparable quantities 
of sodium.
It was confirmed that NCg-A compound can 
not be synthesized out of reactions mixture 
whose composition corresponds to its stoichio
metry.
The value of ratio between intensities of 
diffraction lines for which d= 1.889 A and 
1.916 Ä found on X-ray diffractograms of 
solid solutions in pseudo-two-con:ponent system 

a -c A and solid solutions Na О in
С Я "chdnges proportionally to the changes of 
sodium content in the structure of СдА. and 
may constitute the criterion in distinguishing the 
polymorphic modifications of solid solution Na2G 

in С'з'А •
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PHASE COMPOSITION AND MORPHOLOGY OF AUTOCLAVED j*CA2 S1O4 CONTAINING PASTES

1. INTOOIXJCTION

There is a commonly known opinion that un
der the normal conditions of hydration,tCnS 
essentially does not reveal its binding 2 ' 
properties /1/. Though the change of the 
isobaric-isothermal potential AGnr,o of hy
dration reaction f C,S have a negative value 
/-2.91/Kj/mol according to /2/, /-5.82

. kJ/mol according to /3/ /, kinetics of hy
; oration is low and does not have an essen
! tial meaning for technology. However, the 
I observed lack of binding properties of TCOS 

under the normal conditions is caused only 
by kinetic factors. Changing the hydration

I conditions, e.g. increasing the temperature 
I ana pressure in th$ reaction medium causes 

the increasing of ) C?S hydration capacity 
A, 5/. According to^the prevalent opinion 
of many investigators, during the hydration

I p .fCpS under hydrothermal conditions the 
followingcompounds are created : hydrated 
calcium silicates with the structure deriva
tive from ) CpS /kilchoanite, phase "P" and 
calcium chondrodite/ /6, 7, 8, 9/. The in- 

| yestigations on hydration of slurry conta- 
\ ining JC-S in autoclaved mixtures of C/3 

nolar ratio less than 2 proved /6, 7. 10. 11 
12, 13, 14, 15/ that addition of SiO,, to ’

I !?2S under the appropriate conditions makes 
it possible to synthesize almost all hydra
tea calcium silicates existing in the CSI-I 
system. G-.L. Kalousek /16/ synthesized hy

; arated calcium silicates from the mixtures 
i CjS-SiOp-HpO of molar ratio C/S = 0.83 in 

yheT’resence-of 0 - 8% Al 0. as hydrargillite 
a- ootained the phase CSHT5and 11.3 Я to- 
-eruonte. The investigations carried out by 
/i*'-/ S, ar:' Jeleni-C /17/, as well as Kalousek 
/ io/ showed that in the presence of CO- in 
autoclaved mixtures ГС?3-310,гН-0 of mOlar

C/S <2, some amounts of sSawtite v/ere 
'--«eated, very easily. During the production 
; alumina by the Grzymek sintering-selfdi- 
tategrating method, after the extraction of 

calcium aluminates with sodium carbonate 
-=? ? post-extraction residue containing 
^1?.y 1 C2S is formed from the selfdisinte- 
ceo4^, „ nter /W* Except for)‘C9S and tra

it r C2S this residue called the postex
slurry obtained under the industrial 

conditions contains also CaCO- - calcite, 
alm- e2’ 1’esidual aluminates'’and calcium 
Dpr*ln04-Grrite and other components. The pa
tin the results of the investiga-
cosi- ^2? hydration, the model-synthetic 
;.,rc-extraction slurry and industrial slurry 
f6r2S?Owice"> from which the mixtures of dif- 

ent molar ratios were prepared.
2- DESCRIPTION of 3XP5RIMI1NT.

The preparation of the initial 
substances.

ciuo5 /sample А/ was synthesizes from cal- 
Cd1 /Car‘:onate /pure for analysis/ and silica 
the analysis/. The right course of
X-rav’nthesis v/as checked by the chemical, 
as ^nina-red spectroscopic analyses, 
ten*. as Dy the determination of the con- 

°i unbound CaO with the Frankie method

so

the 
and 
the 

Groszovzioe"

/CaOw °»108*5 by weight/. The fineness de- 
ßrep ofCjS mesured by specific surface-with 
the use, of the Blaine device v/as 8200 cm2/g. 
To obtain the synthetic-model post-extraction 
residues the following selfdisintegrating 
sinters were synthesized under the laboratory 
conditions : Ca0-3i0--Al 0 /calculated ohase 
composition: C9S - 70.86 C-.-A-- 29 11=4/
- sample В and-CaO-SiO9-Al 0^Fe^O- /calcula
ted phase composition f C-o 12 67.25 % 
™12^7.*" 25.67/5, C-Ар - 6.08 fi/ — sample C.
Tne right course of the synthesis was checked 
by the methods of chemical, X-ray and micros
copic analyses, using the scanning electron 
microscope. The sample of fC-S and dust ob
tained during the disintegration of the self- 
arsintegratlng sinters В and C were submitted 
to the 3-stage extraction with the use of 
da aqueous solution ; concentration 60 g' 
Na9C0, per liter. The extraction were the 
saftie ds the industrial ones. In this way. 
synthetic, post-extraction residues A', B’ 
O' were,obtained, Moreover, the sample of 
Industrial post-extraction slurry "GrOoi.uwxce- 
was taken and denoted as G. The phase chemi- . 
cal composition was determined by the RTG 
DTA, DTG and TG methods,, as well as moroholo- 
gy of the,extraction products with the use of 
the scanning electron microscope. Table 1 
presents, the results of the chemical analysis 
of the initial samples.
On the basis of the phase composition ana- 
™^hLCarrae^°Ut by thc «bove-mentioned 
methods and the accepted simplifying assump
tions, the approximate quantitative phase 
composition of the initial substances was 

composition
The substances А, Ä’, В’, C and G v/ere used 
to prepare the mixtures of different molar 
ratios C/S = 2.0 ; 1.0 ; 0.83; 0.60, where 
the r*atio quantity C/S was corrected only on 
the basis of the calculated content of ЛС S. 
In the case of the samples A, A*, B’ and 
the ground,quarz sand of high puidty /99.6;5 
SiOg, specific surface according to Blaine' -
- 5500 cm7g/ was used to correct the molar
ratio quantity C/o, Ais far1 as the same cor
rection is concerned in the post-extraction 
slurry "Groszowice" - sample G, the waste si
lica dust was used. It came from "Laziska” 
plant and contained mainly |> quarz, its speci
fic surface determined by the BBT method'was 
17.500 cm7g and chemical composition : S10-- 
93.20% ; Fe?0, - 2.50% ; Al-0, - 1.30% ; 2
CaO - 1.75%2;7lg0 - 1.20%. 23
The prepared initial substances A, A*, B*, C* 
and G were dry,mixed with the appropriate 
amounts,of silica additives in the planetary 
agate mill /produced by Fritsch Co.7 during 
4,hours.,The,homogenized mixtures were wetted 
with 5% aistilled water and after mixing pres™ ■ 
sed into pellets under the pressure 30 MPa. 
The samples of the powdered slurry v/ere put 
in the laboratory autoclaves, then into the 
laboratory drier. The temperature in the 
autoclaves was increasing simultaneously with 
the temperature in the drier. The required 
temperature 200°C in the drier was reached
within 2 hours. When the isotheiTnal cycle of 
heating was over /8, 12, 24 and 36 hours, 
respectively/, the autoclaves were put out of



Table 1

Determined 
component

Г C2s
- sample
A /%/

Extracted 
rc2s - 

sample A’ 
//V

Extracted 
dust, compo
sition C-A-S 
-sample B* 

/%/

Extracted 
dust, compo
sition C-A-S-F 
-sample C’

/%/

Post-extraction 
slurry "Groszo- 
wice1' - sample
G /%/

CaO 66 »90 59.60

Si02 33.20 26.40

ai2o3 — —

Fe2°3 —

Na20 — 0.90

k2o - —

MgO -

S03 - —

ignition 
loss - 12.90

total 100.00 99.90

Table 2
— — — —

Phase A A* B’ c* G '
comp

/%/ ГМ /%/ /-v /%/
—————— — —

VC2S 100 91 71 70 65 ’

CaCO3 6 dLrl 23 12

NaoSi0-r •
6H26 D - 3 2 2 2.5

Г A ^12a7 - - 4 4 Z|

CJX.O.tS.
.^a.th - - - - 10

C,A.CaCO-. 
.-’12H '' - - - - .5

total /%/ 100 100 99 99 98.5

FiP'. 1 “ 33M. The post-extraction residue C« 
/enlarged 3G00 X/.

57.90 55.40 53.-59

23.30 21.50 21.00

2.2 1.90 5.76
- 1.60 1.95

0.73 1.13 0.85
— - 0.24
— - 0.81

- - 0.49

14.40 17.25 15.10

98.53 98.78 99.79

Fig. 2 ~ ЗЕИ. The post-extraction slurry 
'’Groszowice” G /enlarged 3000 X/.
the drier and cooled in the air. Then 
samples of slurry were flooded with ace 
what interrupted further hydration. 
les of slurry assigned for rentgenographic 
and thennal analyses were rubbed witn 
ne, while the samples for scanning electr  ̂
microscope were in the shape of lumps. . 
hydration was stopped, the samples we^ea^ier 
ted with ether and dried in the vacuum» 
at 65° 0 to the constant mass. The samp 
of hydrated slurry were kept in weign ч? 
seis sealed up with stearin.

2.2. Testing equipment.
The diffractional detenninations were accom 
plished by the Debay-Sherrer-Hull powae 
method by means of the diffractome 
type TUR-61 /prod. People s / In
Germany/ and Philips /The Netherlands/. 
all measurements CL radiation and nie« 
filter were used. ¥he thennal tests w
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Table 3

c/s

Time 
/h/

2.0 T.O
A A’ B* C' G A A' B' C' G

rC2S rc2S Tc2s tc2s

1I1 
CO

1 
(\l

•11

Г c2s Гс2з K,Ca K,Ca fc2s
P Ca,P Ca,P Ca,P Ca,H K,Ks K,Ca T,G T,G K,Ca

8 Ch.Sk Ch,T Ch,T С A P T,P Sk Sk H,T,G
■ __________ o4c2sh C12A7 C12A7 UKs Sk UKs . UKs Sk

P ) C2S J* Cpb f c2s rc2s Ks,K Ca K,Ca К Гс2з
К, CaCh Ca,P Ca,P Ca,P Ca,H Ch T,Sk T,Sk Ca

12 Ch.Sk Ch,T Ch,T C12A7 FB UKs T,Sk H,T^c2sh C-j 7A7 C^| UKs UKs UKs Sk
P Ca Ca Ca fc2s Ks Ca Ca K,Ca K,Ca
Ch P,Ch P,Ch P,Ch Ca,H К T,Sk T,Sk H,T H.T

24 Sk. T T P,Ch Eh UKs UKs Sk Sk
___ ____ _ X,c2sh C12A7 C12AZ UKs FB G G

P Ca Ca Ca Ca Ks Ca,T Ca,T Ca,T Ca
Ch P,Ch P,Ch P,Ch H,P к Sk Sk Sk H

36 Sk T,Sk T,Sk Ch □1 UKs UKs UKs T

__
^C2SH C12A7 C12A7 Sk FB Sk

Table 4

C/S
0.83 0. 60

Time 
_/h/ _

A A’ 3’ C’ G A A* B’ c* G

Ks fc2s T,Sk T,Sk t' S K,Sk Tc2s, 1c2S tc2S rc2s
8 K,T K,Ca,T K,Ca K,Ca K,Ca Ks,G K,Ca K,Ca K,Ca K,T,H

1 — Sk ' Sk.UKs UKs UKs T,H UKs UKs UKs Ca.UKs

12
Ks,T K,Ca K,Ca K,Ca K,Ca,T K,Ks K,G Tc2s Tc2s K,Ca
Sk,K T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk G,Зк,H G,Sk Ca,3k K,Ca K,Ca T,Sk

* __ G UKs UKs UKs UKs UKs T,UKs T,UKs H,UKs

24
Ks,T K,Ca K,Ca* K,Ca K,Ca K,Ks K,G K,Ca K.Ca K,Ca
Sk,K T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk G,Sk Ca,Sk T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk

UKs UKs UKs H.UKs UKs UKs UKs UKs

36
Ks,T K,Ca K,Ca K,Ca K, Ca K,Ks K,G K,Ca K,Ca K, Ca
Sk,K T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk G,Sk Ca,Sk T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk

UKs UKs UKs IT, UKs UKs G.UKs G.UKs H.UKs

the use of "Derivatograph" and British, type Cambridge. The o'bserva-
in и,... 01 bhe Paulik-Erdey system. made tions 1лгеге ma de with 1000 - 30.000 enlarge-
rtoWlog?
^Plished 
c°Pe Jeol,

. ine testing of the texture and 
of hydration products was ac
hy the scanning electron micros-

went.

4<pe IXA-5 OA, Japanese production



3. TU3 T53TING RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION,

Tn Table 3 and 4 the results of the phase 
composition tests for slurry of different . 
molar ratios,C/3 were presented. The results 
were obtained by the diffractional and com
plex thermal methods. The Table comprises 
the following symbols : P - phase "P”, Ch -
- calcium chondrodite, Sk - scawtite, T -
- tobermorite 11.3a, UKs - hydrated sodium 
silicate, H - hydrogarnet, Ks - ksonotlite, 
К - quarz, FВ - Bezjak ”3, 15" phase, G -
- gyrolite, Ca - CaCO^.
Pure jXC93, which is the component of the 
castes öf different molar ratios undergoes , 
the total analysis after 12 hours resulting ' 
with the formation of the phase "P" and cal- 
ciut chondrodite /C/S =2/, ksonotlite 
/С/S = 1/, the mixture of ksonotlite and 
tobermorite 11.3a /С/S = 0.83/, and the mix
ture of ksonotlite and gyrolite /С/S = 0.60/. 
The presence of Ma ions and particularly 
Al^+ ions in the substances A*, B*, C* and G 
independently of the C/S quantity strongly 
influences the stabilization of the tobermo
rite phase, which remains the main component 
of the examined pastes. In the presence of 
calcite in the pastes of C/S =1.0; 0.83 
and 0.60, a big amount of scawtite phase is 
formed. Simultaneously with the increase of 
shares of CaCO, and other components of the 
post-extraction slurry, e.g. hydrogarnets, 
the rate of hydrolysis and hydration of^CjS 
decreases. It is particularly evident in 
case of the industrial slurry "Groszowlce". 
The reason for the delayed hydration of FCgS 
lies in the precipitation of the secondary 
calcite and other products of the extraction 
of calcium aluminates with the soda solution 
on ^COS grains, which makes it difficult for 
water^to reach them and decreases the reac
tion surface. It is visible particularly on 
the photographs 1 and 2. The carried out in
vestigation revealed that the slurry "Gro- 
szowice" may be used to obtain insulating 
and insulating-constructional materials of 
the tobermorite and scawtite composition.

Fig. 3 -'SU*. The pastes autoclaved for 12 
hours, sample A, terap. 200 C, C/3 - 2.
Enl. 6000 X.

Fig. 4 - SEM. The pastes autoclaved for 12 
hours, samole A, temp. 200 C, C/S == 1, 
Enl. 6000 X.

Fig. 5 - ЗШ. The pastes autoclaved for 8 
hours, sample G, temp. 200°C, C/S =1,
Enl. 11 000 X.

Fig. 6 - SSI. The pastes autoclaved for 12 
hours, sample A, temp. 200 C, C/3 - O.o?. 
Enl. 10 000 X.



Fig« 7 - 5Ш. The pastes autoclaved for 12 
hours sample G, temp. 200°C, C/S = 0.83. 
Enl. 10 000 X.

Fig. 8 - SEM. The pastes autoclaved for 12 
“ours sample A, temp. 200°C, C/S = 0.60. 
ml. 5500 X.

houS;s9  SH-I. .The pastes autoclaved 
an. 64oomxle G’ temp* 200°c’ c/3 =

for 12 
0.60.

The observations of the pastes accomplished 
by means of electron scanning microscope re
vealed the essential differences in morpho
logy of the products ofjTC?S hydrolysis and 

Ino7he Pastes prepared from pure 
= 2/ the Presence of calcium 

chondrodite and phase."P" in plate forms was 
discovered. Their morphology confirms their 
close affinity withfC^S. Ksonotlite obtained 
in the paste of molar ratio C/S = 1.0 crysta
llizes in the shape of long, thin fibres

L 7a'the,r not typical and essentially 
different from ksonotlite crystals in the 
paste of C/S_= 0.83 /Fig. 6/. In the paste 
of molar ratio C/S = 0.6 the typical plate 
crystals of gyrolite phase are visible /Pig^/ 
essentially different phase composition of 
the pastes А', В', C* and G causes that the 
tobermorite phase predominates on the photo
graphs /Fig. 5, 7 and 9/. Apart, from this 
phase, needle-shaped crystals covering tober
morite crystals are visible /Fig. 7/.
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Contributions to the clinker grindability physics. p

Les contributions ä la physique de broyage du clinker.

1. Introduction

The problem of the clinker composition relationship has been studied by 
many researchers (1), (5)» (6), the results obtained being partly contradictory
or non-comparable due to the criterion chosen as grindability measurement ( work 
index, Zeisel method etc.)

In this paper, the authors present the results obtained at the trial of 
the clinker grains by quasistationary (slow) compression, a way of approach presented 
in previous papers as well (2), (3).

2. Experiments and work methods

Two sorts of clinker have been chosen; these two sorts have different 
chemical and mineralogical composition (table 1); they have bean divided into 
granulometric classes. The grains,(of a shape almost spherical, ) have been 
individually, subjected to a very slow (quasistatical) compression process.

Besides the chemical and mineralogical composition and the various 
relationships between the components, the study also involved the density, the 
liquid phase quantity, the void ratio.

The crushing force, the piston movement up to the crushing, the specific 
primary crushing energy have been measured and recorded.

The problem referring to the correlation between the crushing energy and 
the reduction ratio has been previously dealt with (2), (3)»

3. The correlation between the specific crushing force and the diameter

The crushing farce related to the grain mass, the mean quantity 
per colectivity (granulometric class) has been correlated with the mean diameter 
of the grains colectivity.

For both types of clinker, it has been noticed that the specific 
rmi«htng force lessens with the mean diameter of the grain and that this variation 
on the d = 2 - 5 mm interval it is practically independent from the chemical and 
mi neralOgioal composition, the liquid phase percentage and the void ratio (fig.l).

The processing of all the experimental methode by the smallest square 
method leads to the Collawingt

г - o,572.d
(Т/ M) 1 = 39«13*«1Q- ® i f « 0.975

(Т/ M) 2 = 22,24.1o5.e ~ f = 0*979

The difference between the coefficients and the exponents of the two 
relations can be due to the different chemical compositions, according to (4).

4. The correlation between the adimensional ratio (1/d), the mean 
diameter and the void ratio.

The two types of clinkers have been chosen in such a way as mainly the 
( 1/d ) a f (d) correlation can be studied within one of them (type 2), f ree from 
the influence of the porosity (£ ) - which, in this case, bars a confined variation 
whole, within the second one (type 1), the influence of the two factors can be studied.
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4.1. The ( 1/ d) ■ f (d) correlation

Within it, (clinker 2), in which the porosity varies relatively 1» eonfiaed 
limits, the mechanism of the primary crushing is not structurally affected by this 
factor. The multiple regression analysis reveals in this case the (1/d) ratio 
lessens with the diameter and increases with the increase of the porosity, fig,g,J, 
The analytical relation is the following:

< 1 / a) . ».a. e " <’-2sd. e M42£ . r . о,9Я

4.2. The ( 1 / d) ж f (d, ) correlation

Within it (type 1 clinker) the variation of the porosity is sensibly 
increased.

Besides the above mentioned influences, the effect of a higher variatios 
of the porosity inducing structural Bodifications in the crushing eechanls® is als© 
added.

In this respect, according to the Griffith's theory, а йоге porous bo^y 
is more friable than a less porous one.

The multiple regression analysis reveals » variation which is oosttsty to 
the type 2 clinker, as for as the (1/d) ratio lessening with the porosiiy 
Increasing is concerned.

Ths contradictory effect of the porosity is also shown in the 
of the correlation coefficient. The aralytical relation is the following# 

(1/d) . 0.47. e * ®*17^ , g ' , r ,o,8

5. The w • f ( d, £ ) correlation

The priaary crushing energy is connected with the values ehewn by th» 
( 2, 3) relation.

W • 1.4.1О"2 С-ЕТ*) .1

The relations ensured for the two types of clleker® are#

W1 Ж 3^,73, e ** o#®52 4,S42 g

*2 • 146,34, £ d # g -3,3S£

_ If considering the mean porosity £ » o,142, e^ual for bbe 2 type© of 
clinker, the following relations one obtained#

w 14,д . 6,33,®'djl, e *

mhish. explain the variation form of the cruahlog ener^ with tbs disaster 
vflg.4),

6, ConolUSiOflfl

®or the 2 analysed elinkers, the variation of the speslfle prte^y 
ores mainly depends on the diameter, ths snalytieal funstlAn being of the 

Allowing tyfe 8

( • A, e '
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the A, В coefficients being able to be in relationship with the chemical and 
mineralogical composition :

The ( 1/d) ratio decreases exponentially with the diameter increase and 
the porosity moulds it in a compley way.

The experiments carried out and the analytical relations established can 
be an explanatori for the contradictory results regarding the *' grindability" and 
its correlation with the porosity, the liquid phase content the chemical and 
mineralogical composition. -

7. Notations

F a crushing force (
M^a mass of the clinker grain before the crushing ( g)
f2m^ a specific crushing force (K/j)

d a mean diameter of the clinker grains (mm) ■
1 - movement of the press punch up to the crushing (mm) ■

1/d - specific movement (mm/mm) ■
£ - porosity, void ratio/adimensionally
V a correlation coefficient

\л/ a crashing energy (kWhr/to)

Tobe/ no. < -

e -//on
c/zr>/Cen no. 1 cV/n/Cen no. 2 _

8-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-G 6-7 CvL%3 /-2 2-3 3-4 4-5, 6-G CVL7Q.

0,63 0.83 0,6 07 c?'67

1 f*/ Y)-» ■# /о J* 20,54 20,82 2озо 20,43 20,38 20,06 0,7 2/26 2/96 2/.3/ 2 /,/8 2/,/o 4»

o. 7,30 7,39 739 756 7,25 7,24 2,6 5,23 4,99 5,24 5,25 4,93 2,5
------------- 3G^ 3S2 35^ 3S7 355 3,60 5,9 599 5,99.. 5,76 5, 76 5,70 5,5

Co О 65092 64.80 65,9 65,60 65,6o 65&o 0,54 63,20 6323 6 3 65 64,2У 64,6S

Л/оГ) /27 2,27 08/ 0 78 0,92 2,35 23,00 2,56 456 У,Ас? /,25 /,20 /2.'* _

—---------------- <OP<? oV9 oyg O,/2 O,V9 0,29 3000 0,5g ^99 0,59 Ц60 CCLL—

0.48 0,48 0,49 0,46 ' <945 3, c/.cö c<V6 0,<d <.v__

2*о ОУГ" 0,85 0,85 0,89 0,87 0,96 6,0 0,79 0,75 0,73 €>7X C V-f

* ___________ —1
7/0^ 0,24 0,23 0,32 0,35 0,36 0,29 24,0 0,28 0,2/ 0,24 0,20 0,2/ 20,5
" _ -——

9.998 9998 200,32 ~2O»49 200,22 200,34 — 99,97 99,92 99,85 /00,00 9940
OV5 о'з-f 0,3 0,37 0,34 °,2 35,9 0,55 0,53 0,4/ 0,27 0,24 35,8

Cz,8r 20,0 2oo 2o,o 2o, 0 25, О 20,0 27,0 25-20 25-20 /5-420
50

/5-20
55—60

25420 
55-tGo

0
5.7

СзЗ________
Ср 5

€0*765
20

60 
</5

65 
y#

60-65
VO

€5
Уо УС?

3,6
47 2o-r55

«ü*5
25420

5
20425 
^5

«= /5 /5420 
t«5

46,4 
О

... C^L_________
_r____________ 3,044

V5 
2,985

У6
3,425

У6" 
3,o3

У6-
2,955 2 764 5,4 2,985" 2,8925 3,o/5

494
0,87
492

2,9/26
4976

24 _ 
4,39_

ЛСг/
Л?4?

2,84
2,02

2,79
2,93 2.4

2,82
2.06

489
2,oG

5" 
2,0 4 2,6

f, 
0,856 
3^48

0,83 0,9/
3406

0,9/
3o,93

0,87
29,93

_ 3,8 _
4,8

с// с/€ 32,585
43

33,365
2,64

32,22 
3,2?

32,96
4,53 494 6,277

X/^f
465 2,63 3 4 4,5 5,627

ZC'nnT'l

___
Ej-________

0,693
<7,3G 
о,2У2 
27,37

O,3o8 
0,2/6 
023/ 
7,94

0,639
0,2

0,088 
5,09

/

0,6322 
0,24 
0,227 
3,02

о,62?6
0,427 
0,239 
488

0,585 
0,095 
<9,294
4,4/

32,36

423 
0,745 
0,228
23 65

4,5 
0,572 
0, /53 
8,34

438 
0,446 
0,2/9
6<O

4,56? 

0,347 
o,/6/
3,88

/526 
0,27 
0,447
3.24

/2^
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STUDY OF THERMAL EFFECTS OBTAINED IN THE CLINKERIZATION PROCESS BY THERMO

DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS.

In order to study the way in which the elements of the raw material mix can 
Influence on the thermal effects characteristic to the clinkerlzation process, there 
were made a series of experiments with a thermodifferential analysis equipment.

During these experiments the main mineralogical Components of Portland 
Clinker as well as of common Portland clinkers with variable composition were 
synthetized. ■

There were used a Derivatograph MOM Q 1500 D with a kiln of up to 15oo°C, 
with an automatic record of T, TG, DIA, DTG curves at heating and cooling.

In order to make a series of control analysis on the cured specimen with 
ATD equipment there were suplimentary introduced in the kiln - in the thermocouples
space - a big platinum crucible ( with a capacity of aprox. 15 g.raw material mix).

In the synthetizing experiment for each of the four Portlanl clinker 
components obtained from puste substances, it resulted:

- the formation of each mineralogical component is characterized by one 
or more thermal effects(exothermic for crystalization, endothermic for phasafc 
transformations, the matting formation) that appear above looo0C, the carbonate 
decomposition is accompanied by a thermo-negative effect below looo°C}

- the heating speed increase makes the maximum thermal effects temperature 
increase;

- the existence of a level (at maximum heating temperature) has a strong 
influence on the content increase of the mineral component;

- slow cooling (compared to the rapid one) has the same favpurable
influence, too.

The results obtained at the C^S synthetization 
some additives, by curing in ATD kiln; the additives are
SO,,

Э

from pure substances with 
also pure substances ( for 

SO^Ca p,a, was added) are presented in the following table.

TABLE 1

аял-t-n«-« dosed C,S free CaOAaaivxve analysis chemically
determined

Temperature of thermal effects 
max,°C -

e-idothermic exothermic
________________________________________________________________________________________ 2-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------—

1 2 5 * 5
aassssseassseaeBsssMBSsassÄBsesÄxessssssseÄSseBSseeasMssBssseReasaeceetseeeeBSSBSSteseseseeeoss

without 5-Ao 10,29 95o
1465 evident

1350, 1365 
very low

1% Fe_O, + very much o,14 94o 1ЗЗ02 $ at cooling 1510 low#Al,0, xy 2 5 1425 low
5% Fs20j very much o,27 935 1165, 12oo

145o intensive very low

5% ai2o5 55-40 2,25 94o II92
14o5,148o int. very low

0,5% MgO tracks 15,53 910 lo4o,1275
146o very low very low
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1 ' 5 4 5
sssssssÄasasÄasassBssBSscsBBSBaasBSSsaasBSHSsBSBBeseBseesÄÄBBsssseeBBsssMeseaBSBssBssKSSÄsw

2% MgO much 5,65 95o
1455 intensive

1165, 1210 
1265,very low

o,6?% KgO + little 7,96 955 .
o,55% №20 158o,146o very low
1% MnOg ' ' tracks 14,85 95o

1475 evident 118o very low
o,5% TiOg tracks 15,57 950

1470 low
1155, 1225 
very low

1% SOj tracks 12,21 95o
1595,1455 low 1475 intensive

2,4% SO^ tracks 15,47 945
1580 very intensive above 1500

===SEa8e83SC83SSSMSSSSESXaaSSMS=SSSSS=SSS=5SS52:sa:==5-S5s=SS6SSS;52 = ==3===2Z=-- = 2=== =

• The working conditions were:
- heating rate 7»5°C/minute
“ without a level at maximum temperature ( 15oo°C)
- with rapid cooling

The additives were chosen so that they correspond to elements and proportions 
that are generally fotund in the raw materials from out cement plants, 

. Analysing table 1 it results that:
- the additives generally reduce the temperatures for the maximum exothermic 

effects (corresponding to the CgS crystalization), except SO^ additive; the lowest 
exothennio effects (that is C^S formation at low temperatures) are for the AlgO^ and - 
FCgO^ additive in greater proportion ;

- the endothermic effects, that irtark the phasal transformation and liquid
phase production^ Are more intense for additives in higher percentage (AlgO^, FegO^, 
MgO and SOj) that mean a more intensive process ( for example, a growth of liquid 
phase quantity) ; '

- Fe203» additivea contributes to the biggest C^S quantity formation.
Similar experiments were made on the other main mineralogical components 

of Portland clinker. There were notified also in these oases same favourable influences 
of the additives.

Table 2 shows the results obtained on a series of Portland clinkers made 
from pure substances in a platinum crucible put in the AID liln.

TABLE 2
ttass:=s==l=ez=ss::a===sssBneaass:escicaa:аааассаааеаааааазвааааапааазаааааагааагааааагааг

SK %CaO X ray analysis Optical microscopic Thermal effects tempera
free 0,3, CPS, c~jk C,,AF analysis tureСЬбШе G. у
det C,S dimensions endothermic exothermic

1
frequency u.m

2 5 4 5 6 7 8 ' 9 10
:assssa»»essssssssaxSB=scsas*s=ssaas=ssss=s==ss==seasse=BasKcssass=axa=assa=s===x==ssss

o,98 1,11 60 15-20 10-15 10 60-65 4o-6o 1575 int. - 1550 intensiie
o,98 o,5o 60-65 < 15 15 lo 60-65 lo-4o 1580 int. - 1555 very "
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1 2 5 _4 ' 5 6 7 8 _ 9 _ 

Я av ZZSZi=ss==:
10

■ Zee™ ■SeeZZZ

о »96 0,5° 55-60 2o-25 10-15 10 55-60 5-25 159o int. - 156o int.
o,95 o,28 6o 415 15 10 55-6o 2o-4o 1585 int. - 1565 very int.
o,92 o,28 55-60 20-25 10-15 10 55 5-2o 1595 - 

int.
157o very 

intensive
l,o6 1»14 6o <15 15-20 5 65 lo-4o 14oo int. - 1575 very int.
o,94 o,49 55-60 2o 10-15 10 50-55 5-r4o 14oo int. - 1565 int.

The temperature for the exothermic maximal effects correspond to the 
crystalization phase of the C^S ( main clinker component) and the temperature for the 
endothermal maximal effect (above looo°C) indicates the temperature that makes the 
liquid phase increase.

.The exothermic effects have the maximum between 155o-1575 and the endothermic 
ones between 1375-14oo°C.

clinker 
various

content

the SO, э

additives in the highest percentages ( sum o,5% MgO + o,67% KgO + o,55% Na20 +
l^o JinOg + o,5% TiOg + 1% SOy, also 5% SO^ and 2% MgO), and from the elements the 
30^ additives.

The exothermic effects have temperatures corresponding to their maximal 
value between 122o and 1565°C and the endothermic ones maximal values between lo2o 
and 1415°C.

There were obtained clinkers from CaCO^ mixtures various clay materials 
(Kaolinite, bentonite, Kaolinite clay, illite, feldspar,etc.) and correction pure 
oxides for the mixtures to have the same chemical composition.

The obtained clinkers had C^S 55-65% (‘pi'are for the kaelinite and bentonite 
in the initial mixture), freee Cae o,24-1,15%.

The exothermic effects were maximal between 122o and 1295°C ( higher for 
kaolinite) and the endothermic ones 1525-1545°C ( genex’ally higher for kaolinite).

There were made some ware experiments with raw materials from some 
deposits of Romanian Cement plants ( the clay materials being kaolinite clay, illite, 
montmorillonite, some with many bad minerals) and the results were as follows;

- the exothermic effects have maximal values between 117o and 1295°C and
the endothermic ones between 12?o and 154o°Cj

There were made a series of experiments in order to obtain the Portland 
with a mix of a certain composition in which in the initial composition 
oxides were added or taken out} pure substances were used.

The analysis of the obtained data made evident that :

= for a 1% reduction of each silicon, aluminium and iron oxides, the C,S 
is bigger although the free CaO propoftion grows; .

- from the other oxides admixtures ( MgO, KgO, Na2O, Mn02, Ti02 and S0^)( 
additives give the higher percentage of free CaO;

— the thermal effects with the lowest temoeratures are obtained -for the
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- at clinkerization temperature 
CaO content and higher C^B as well as the 
temperatures were obtained from the meals 
on the pilot-scale experiments these gave

— at clinkerization temperature 
kaolinite in the respective meals, 
and in the pilot-scale experiments 
supercombustion.

We can conclude that the 
synthetizing the clinker 
analysis

of 138o°C ( in ATD equipment the lowest free 
maximal thermal effects with the lowest 
that had clay materials as kaolinite clays} 
the higher mechanical strengths;
of 145o°C for the clinkers with more 

there were not obtained contents higher of C-S, 
the strengths were lower, indicating a clinker 

experiments made evident the possibility of
and mineralogical components with the thermodifferential

The method has some advantages!
+h 1 11: °an 00rrelate the temperature, the nature and the amplitude of the
thermal effecte in the physical and chemical processes of transformation of the 
cured mixture, as well as the product quality and quantity resulted after 
clinkerization;

- it can be appreciated the favourable or harm influences of various 
additives, as well as the various thermal curing for the respective mixtures;

- it can. be evaluated the optimal conditions for a clinkerization at lower
bavins aa an effent a ratootl™ or ru.l oonamptlon m th, 1Mu.trlal 

p rooess■
~ the method is easy to apply and offers a satisfactory 

good equipment respectibility. precision by the
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X’ Т:.^^ !?.Ph-.-bop.u. MUb.. _pl.d to p.,loa

Components (%)

0,898 
0,299 
0,527 

35,olo 
55,120
0,189 
o,181 
o,331 
o,2o2 
o,o47 
o,o73

o,75o 
o,22o 
0,443 

32,58o 
54,12o 
o,5o3 
o,149 
o,745 
0,285 
o,o47 
o,o92

^>05 total 
p2°5 soluble 
f2°5 syncr.
Cao ''
so4 
^totai 
>Boluhl•
S10

Ugo

‘11 j I.
X1 (Florida)

o,7o4 
0,194 
0,424 

31,940 
53,124
o,451 
o,2o7 
3,34o 
o,25o 
0,581 
o,14o

from four ohemioal fertilizer plants that came 
The physioo-ohemioal oharaoteristlor

to be used as setting regulator for all cement 

Experimental Data

-r— 1 Phosphogypsum
1 (Tunis) ni (Kola)

WI Wy— IM ■ и M I 11 _________ _ _ •

(1,2)
It was found that 1“ 

the case of the slag cements.(5)

brands manufactured in Romania.

T x- ~ led

phosphorite), Jordan, Marooco, Togo, Israel. Patite), USA (Florida

For the phosphoric acid manufacturing the wet process with dihydrate is 
used, a precipitate results after filtering that is th/aiw * I W<lra*e 18

i- *>. о... о, x h:: o’X-xclxxtx::” r- 
’сн’ю’Г’ХГ« (^*)Гг°*и°о' ХТмй *°d "“Г1“”1’ 0<“'pouna‘ 

№ W. m,6), th. еиьвеа;о-„л;. XuX.

the negative influence of cement impurities is lower in

from various raw material.
according to the nature ofUtheBZw*Zateriai°B °f.the examlned phosphogypsum varied 

of phosphoric aoid manufacturing. 8 U8e t0 the t*ohQolo8ioal parameters

№. ,U1 ,г,а"*‘а -

Table 2
„ CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF PHOSPHOGYPSUM
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жжжжнжжхжжежежжжжжжжж
Components (%)

-в=-=жжжжз=а=ж=®г==вв=«==жа==ж®жж=“=жжжж=жаажжа===яв®ВвВВЖв“===“==В
" " ______________Phoephogypsum------------------------------------------

I1 (Tunis) Х11 (Kola) ±J“L1 (Florida)
жжжжжжв=жжжжв===жжжя=ssa==B=======x=e======x===========e==”=s=======a=====e=a=:::aa=aaB==a

Na20 „
K2° 
Org.
humidity 25o°C
humidity 45°C

ggg-BgsssesszsesssssEsssssssssassss

o,o8o o,o72 o,o67
0,00? o,o37 0,008

0,395 o,o48 0,086
18,2o 17,79 18,8o
2,4e 2,27 l,8o

ÄSeSSZSSSSSBSSSSlBSSSSBSSSSSSSSssnssssssssssssssi

For cement manufacturing the clinkers, whose composition is presented in

table 3, were used.
Table 3

CLINKER MODULAR MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION

eeee=Ba=eec«a==s®=e=======ss===s==ss====*=B=se=®s

Clinker Modular composition

sssss=KS»aese==ses=xese==sseasK=2Ssssa

Mineralogical composition % 
c5s c2s c5a c4af 

aB==«e»eSBS=se«s=as«xs==s»s==e===s=s=aassaa»:«ic*s=sseias:=2:»sz=====I=!:::2=M=ee,==ieee

1. Normal
Portland o,55

2. Ferroportland o,76
1,93 1,94 o,97 58,74 12,76 12,11 lo,64
1,83 o,86 o,95 6o,o3 11,87 3,58 17,66

1вжвюшв.евмв.жм=«».===жж..==—»=»==»-•=»■==«»■»■»-=-»=и■ж■=ж=■=ж=x=‘“=ж=eв,

There were made cemeniswlth or without furnace granulated slag. 
Slag oxidio composition is presented in table 4» 

' Table 4

SLAG CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

CaOMaterial

жаежжжжжжж:

so3Chemical composition (%) 
PC Si02 Fe203

o,2o 35,84 12,5« «»6o 43,2? o,1?
.жвжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжжж.жжжжжжожжжжжжжжжжжжжжжв«»«

Natural gypsum or phosphogypsum as such or purified were used as setting

time regulator.
The natural gypsum used as setting regulator had a content of CaSO^HgO oi 

81,33% and CaSO4 of 4,84%.
The clinkers were ground with gypsum additive or phosphogypsum with or 

without slag at a fineness of 3ooo cm2/g Blaine, and the cements obtained wore 
tested from the point of view of the physico-mechanioal behaviour, using standard

methods. -
The ohemioal and mineralogical composition of phoephogypsum and clinkers 

as well as the hydration product nature on hardened pastes were determined using 
chemical,X-ray analysis, thermodifferential and electronicmicroscopy methods.
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Results and Discussions

Constituents
2SS38SBS1

95,83o 
o,2o4 
0,268 
o,2o2 
l,o26 
o,2o3 
o,ol8 
5,27o 
1,000

91,o7o 
■ o,21о ■ 

o,3o4 
o, 2o6 
l,o73 
o,242 
o,ol7 
0,663 . 
6,21o

CaS04. 2H20
MgS04
h5po4

Ca5 (Р04)зР
CaHP04.2H20
Na^SiF, G. О
K-SiF,- о
Si02 .
Other constituents

K2MgCa2(S04)4. 2H20, 
..UTiO^

th, the phoe₽hogy₽sum composition with time there were made evident
the wide limits of compositional variation because of the reaction tank conditions 
and the raw material composition.

From the calculations, on the basis of the chemical analysis (table 2).the 
possible compounds in the examined phosphogypsum are the ones presented in table 5.

Table 5
POSSIBLE CONSTITUENTS.RESULTED FROM CALCULATIONS BASED ON CHEMICAL ANAbYSTR

x) Other constituents « Fe (H2B04)3, A1(H2PO4),, :
CaS04 SiF^AlFg (OH) 12H20, compounds' of Tr^ 0,

МЫ f Г UP ”” 830 “ d“’ ^"‘«".««"..ponding to
calcium dibasic orthophosphate included in the red. * ■

=================3:=»==^»=«===ee:ss=ee=s=e=se==sa==eseas=e 
j Riospho gypsum

1 II1 IJI1
—»===-=======«=»===е==е==!е==е=е-6=вав_аааааааамм_______

95,780 
o,o6o 
0,413 
0,110 
1,276 
o,218 
0,086 
o,259 
l,8oo

Plg«l - 1 R Spectres of phosphogypsum
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from Phosphogypsum

du phosphogypse en vue

The granulometric analysis and the microscopie study «hew that the Ix 
and Ш, phosphogypswn have long prismatic crystals, the particle proportion of 
diametre between 1$-5о Ьв1п« 51*4% 0П ва1П₽1в 77°П H1 ГтР 
IIIj Phosphogypsum is microgranular agglomerated, the particle proport on 
diametre between 15-5o /tm being 82,1%.

The analysis of the purified phosphogypsum by washing, neutralization 
and thermal curing, as it is presented in table 6 and fig.l lead to the following

conclusionsj
Table 6

P

THE PHYSICO-CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PURIFIED PHOSPHOGYPSUM

Chemical composition (%1
PHPhosphogypsum

- Organic
' substances

total soluble total (C)
P2°5 

soluble synor

^1 - washed 4,5
— neutralized 6,0
- thermal

cured 6,0

o,o2 
tracks

0,446 o,54o o,oo9 o,4 o,28o

tracks o,lo5 o,438 * — 0,006

“1- washed 4,5 o,o5 0,55° <>,532 o,o42 o,o2o o,o42
tracks6,5

o,oo5o,5ol0,080tracks6,0

0,066o,23oo,o?l0,492o,426o,o34,5

neutralized 
thermal 

cured

1^1 - washed
— neutralized 6,о
- thermal

cured 6,o

tracks
o,oo8tracks o,o29 о ,444

x) rehydrated at granulation
s—xss=assssxscssxssaxe=e=ses=1Ss==s®e==s®=e=seS=3seesSBe

xxxxssBesssssssss&ssssssssssssssssss

- washing and neutralizing lead mainly to a content lowering of soluble 

substances.
- thermal curing leads to a content lowering of CaHPO^. 2H20 and organ

substances.
The physico-mechanical characteristics of cement with raw and purified 

phosphogypsum are presented in table 7 compared to those of cements with gypsum.
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Table 7

CEMENT PHYSICO-MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
=====assess===as=e===ee=»e==s»==ss=sssMS===s=e=s==s=ssea==s======x======================

Clinker Additive denomination
S0x 
content 
(%)

Blaine 
specific 
surface 
(cm2/g)

Setting 
time 

(h.minJ 
1. f.

Compressive 
strength (MPa)

2 7 28
days days days

======================================================================================
1. 1. gypsum 2,82 5o5o 1.5o 4,o5 19,2 57,5 48,7
2. 2. gypsum,slag 5,13 3o5o 3,oo 4.5o 16,9 52,4 45,1
5. 2. gypsum 2,33 5ooo 2,45 4.00 16,8 29,0 4o,2
4. 1. raw I, 

phospho
gypsum 2,87 3o6o 5.35 8.00 14,9 55,3 4o,5

5. 1. raw II 
phospho
gypsum 2,92 298o 6.So 8.55 14,6 54,8 42,o

6. 1. Raw III, 
phospho
gypsum 3,ol 3o2o 6.00 8.3o 12,8 55,o 45,8

7. 1. -raw II, 
phospho
gypsum 3,lo 3o5o 3.55 8.5o 15,1 31,o 44,1
- slag

8. 2. raw II, 
phospho
gypsum 2,29 3o3o 6,10 8.00 12,6 26,o 38,6

9. 1. washed and 
neutralized II, 
phosphogypsum 3,2o 3o4o 3.45 6.15 18,0 35,o 46,5

Io. 1. -washed and 
neutralized III 
phosphogypsum ' 
- slag

1
3,19 3ooo 3.3o 5.55 16,8 32,o 41,1

11. 1. II, pheepho- 
gypsum 

thermal cured 
and rehydrated 
at granullating 2,98 3o2o 2.45 4.15 21,4 57,1 4?,6

12. 2. ■^1 phospho
gypsum 

thermal cured 
and rehydrated 
at granulating 2,5o 3o5o 3,3o 5.45 17,1 3o,2 41,0

csss=================SÄSSS5S5CSS2SSSESSSSSS8SSS3S8S8Scsasssssssesssszcszzi sszsss

The obtained cements with raw phosphogypsum additive were characterized 
by longer time settings and lower mechanical strengths, especially for short terms, 
about 2o-5o% compared to reference standard cement.

There are lower mechanical strengths in the case of cement with slag 
additive lo-15% at 2 days.

By using washed and neutralized phosphogypsum cements with physico
chemical characteristics similar to these of reference standard cement, especially 
with slag additive, are obtained.
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■The washed, neutralized and thermal cured phosphogypsum has the same behaviour 
as the natural gypsum, leading to the achievement of some cements of superior strengths.

Hydration evolution of cements with phosphogypsum additive compared *e these 
of gypmim additive was examined by RX diffraotometre analysis and electronic 
microscopy (fig.2 and 3).

Fig.2. X-Ray analysis of hydrated cements,at 1 day

Fig.3. Eleotronomiorosoopio image of hydrated cements, at 1 day.

The process kinetics of hydration-hydrolysis, accompanied by hydration 
products is slower for cements with raw phosphogypsum and is accelerated for cements 
with purified phosphogypsum, and in this case the cement behaviour is practically 
similar to the standard cement.

The results of the researches lead to establishing the solution of eliminat
ing the harm components of phosphogypsum in order to use it as additive at oement 
grinding.
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at
The technological flow of purified phosphogypsum obtaining, used as additive 

cement grinding, is presented £n fig.4.

» I , 
I HeUTRALIZWG I OH 6-7

*HO5*CBVPSUM WAlEfi

f OELIVERV I I STORAGE |

f " FILTERING I

I OELIVERT 1

1 VERSION П VERSION

Fig.*. Technological flow of phosphogypsum purification.
I version - for common cement and cements with additive
II version - for superior cements.

CONCLUSIONS

From the experimental data, the following important conclusions resulted:
1. - The compositional variation of phosphogypsum that results in Romania

in the manufacturing process of phosphoric acid, is in large limits due to the variety 
of phosphatic stone used and technological conditions, without the possibility of 
maintening these parametres constant.

2. - The raw phosphogypsum use as time setting regulator lead to lengthening 
the setting time and to the lowering the mechanical strengths especially at short 
terms,about 2o-3o%.

At cements with slag additive this shortening of mechanical strengths is 
only 10-15%.

3. - The soluble compounds elimination in phosphogypsum by washing and 
neutralization up to pHs6-7 manes possible the phosphogypsum use as additive for common 
cement grinding,especially for slag cements.

4. - In the case of superior cements,the phosphogypsum use as setting time 
regulator is conditioned by PgO^ syncrystallized (bound as CaHP04.2H20) presence 
that imposes a suplementary preparation by thermal curing in order to eliminate it.

REFERENCES
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Binders of Base-Acid Type Setting Used in Dental Technique. 
Liants au durei'ssement du type base-acide »utilises dans la technique dentaire.

Introduction

In the phosphate systems, from the orthophosphoric acid-metal oxide 
interaction it -results phosphates with various compositions and structures that 
determine an adequate process kinetics, binder system properties.

The investigation of the processes that take place at phosphate binder 
setting leads to the conclusion that the binder properties are determined by the 
interaction between the two components and sparigly soluble salt formation that 
give spatial red with low internal pressions. The formation of some sparigly 
soluble interaction products is not a sufficient condition for the binder properties. 
A great interaction speed between the two system components leads to the internal 
tension and to the impossibility of a setting structure; the setting does not take 
place at very slow setting speed. By retarding or accelerating the process the 
setting process of the phosphate binders can be adjusted in order to obtain 
favourable physical and mechanical characteristics (1,2,3).

The researches included in this work refer to the phosphate binders of 
base-acid setting used in dental technique, namely the zinc-phosphate cement.

Experimental data

The zinc phosphate powder was made by burning at lloo, 12oo and 13oo°C 
a mixture of zinc oxide, magnesium oxide, silica dioxide, aluminium oxide, calcium 
carbonate and calcium fluoride of high purity, in various proportions, ground at a 
fineness of 0,0 % residue on the sieve with lo.ooo mesh/cm .

The burning process was achieved at 2-6 hours level and rapid or slow 
cooling. The burned material was ground at a fineness of o,o% residue on the 
sieve with loooo mesh/cm^.

The liquid was obtained from partial neutralization of orthophosphoric 
acid of 89^ percentage and 1,75 g/ml density, with aluminium hydroxide and zinc 
oxide, at laboratory temperature or 8o-loo°C.

The liquid density was l,4o-l,5o g/ml and was regulated by varying the 
distilled water ratio .

There were researched the chemical, physical and mechanical properties 
of powders and liquid mix at standard consistency as well as the setting processes 
of these masses correlated to above mentioned properties. The chemical physical 
and mechanical properties examined on cement pastes were : As content, water 
solubility, film thickness, setting-time and compressive strength ( determined 
by IBO methods) and pH.

The zinc phosphate cement setting was examined by diffractometre analysis.

Results and Discussions

The composition of the zinc phosphate dental cement powder is presented 
in table 1.
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Binders of Baae-Acid Type Setting Used in Dental Technique
Liants au dunsissement du type base-acide, utilises dans la technique dentaire

. T A B L E .1.

Powder chemical composition

—*Ä™*eSS!SaSeSS»SÄS5S83SÄ—I*!X$8SSSÄS6SSSSSStt85SSS5SSS;SSeSSSgSS8BSSSS;SSl8SS5S5ttSiSSiS;aSSgS"d5SÄttSSS8SSSS3eSST$SSSSSÄ

Compounds " Powder
Z1

chemical
■ Z2

composition
Z3 ' Z4

=============-53SXSS S5SaÄS-S555SS8£ÄX25SSM5SÄS-3a52-aSSSS3Ssaaa5äSS22SSS SS«S3!S5Se**SeeeSe»:

ZnO 9o,2o 89|OO 88,oo 88,00
MgO 8,4o 10,00 . 9,00 ■ 8,44
S102 l,4o 1,00 1,00 o,5o
Alg05 - 2,oo 2,oo
CaO - - ■ - - 1,00
CaFg - - - 0,06

=s==sses=eB==sa®as:e===sss:s==B==se=:==s==:e=es=«=sa=sassas:ss:saesasaBesi=eee=asas=s=====s

As for the composition of the zinc phosphate dental cement powder burned 
at 15oo°C, 4 hours level, the main component la the zinc oxide made evident at 
the X-ray analysis in fig.l. Some of the zinc oxide interacts with SiOg forming 
Zn2SiO4, with AlgO^ forming Zn-AlgO^ and solid solutions with MgO.

Fig.l. X-ray diagrams of powders burned at 15oo°C, 4 hours level.

By powder burning it results first, the ZnO compaction in order to Improve 
the cement properties i the unburned ZnO reacts rapidly with the liquid that does 
not permit the strength structure formation.

The liquid resulted from the partial neutralization of orthophosphoric 
acid had a free acid content of 55-58%. • ■

The water content of the liquid is aprox. 56%»
The chemical, physical and mechanical characteristics of the obtained 

cements are presented in table 2.
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TABLE
Chemical, .physical -and mechanical characteristics of zinc

1 phosphate"cements;; .

^-LLJL1_JLI]II. J. 1 .11 - II« |||Ti:.r^g^g«gag^gB=bgi==aaagasasSSSsaSasS

Cement 1- As ••; Standard г
denomination.: LContent (%) < consistency .

(g Zo,5 mli) •

--=======:=а==аая===:ве===="»:»а=в=я==вв:е=в=!№=8.
Setting .Film. - Compre- - Soluble.;Cement;
time _ thickness .- sive - material- pH -

(min.). (yim)- strength; (mgP20^/g):,
_ _________________ _______________ B—f-g-fflie^MMÄSssBSSSsessssassasi

eexB3Wseese*Bas8sss»B=ss»s=s«—-

Z-, - o,Qoal9 - г 1,201: 41/2 . 5o: : 75- 0,48-1 4,80:
1 .

Zr>: - 0,00018 - : l,3o; : 61/4 - 2o. . 901. o,15‘; 4,80:
2 -

0,00018 - : l,5o 71/4 - 15-1 98-. o,171- 5,2 c:
5 .

Z/L : 0,00018 . : 1,55 : 61/2 _ 151; loo . . 0, o5 ; 5,6o :

III .BS
BBGBsasssseassasasssses assszssxssss BBSKSSSS

The: increase ;of MgO .content leads to the increase of the cement plasticity-: 
and. of the mechanical: strengths. ; .

SiO^ .presence in ,a ratio  of more.than.1%.generally.contributes to reducing; 
the-setting time and to some lowering of burning temperature.

The: CaO: presence in .the raw mix .composition, in .the presence of AlgQ^.and . 
SiOp. leads, to increase, .the plasticity and the mechanical strengths, ,

" The: oalcium fluoride additive has a mineralizing effect at powder burning,,. 
As for. the liquid .preparation method ( at 8o-lao°C or at 2o 0 ) and . 

consequently,, .its. composition., examining the diagrams in .fig,2, the following ■ 
conclusions: are. .drawn regarding the cement properties:

- the* necessary powder quantity, for standard consistency paste is bigger.. 
(better: plasticity.)- in the case of the liquid .prepared in cold conditions; .

- the-setting time.tIs shorter for the liquid obtained in cold conditions.;,
- the-compressive, strength-presents some increase .in the case of using :, 

the: liquid prepared.-in cold .conditions, , ,
- there;is an increase of pH at cements made with liquid prepared in.cold..

conditions, ;.
Fig,2. The ^influence of the liquid; 

preparing method on th^s, 
zinc phosphate properties, =-

x liquid prepared At £2о £-G : 
. - liquid prepared Ati:

8o .-T ioo0G.:; .
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Slg.3, X-rajr diagrams of the set ceaeat.

The rapid evolution of the reaction can be followed from the pH evolution 
of paste that has an accentuated growth in the first 3o minutes and then a slower ©as 
mtil 24- hours when the ruction is practi<tolljr finished*

The structure of the set cement is a structure of composite type $ ths 
»reacted zinc oxide particles are bound with a binder of base-acid type formed in 
the interaction of ZnO and MgO with S,fO, ■3 *

The interaction of ZnO with takes place rapidly, after 5 minutes tte 
Mutral zinc phosphate Zn^ ($04)2. 4 is already-formed.

Conclusions

Zroa the examination of the experimental data the following conclusions can 
i*  drawn:

1. The main component of the zinc phoaphata dental cement powder is cured
ZbD, with a compact structure. Ths MsO, Si02, CaO and Ca^ modifiers have the
sole ©f embetterlng the cement quality, csastritatiag to the paste plasticity and
to the mechaoical strengths of the set cement.

2. The use of the liquid prepared at 2o®C, cmipared to the liquid prepared
at Bo-loo C leads to the increase of the paste plasticity, the mechanical strengths 
ani pa. ■

3. A rapid Interaction takes place between the powder and the liquid with
the final-feasuation of Zn^ quite uasoluble that has a hardened spatial
tod that represents the strength structure.

The structure of the set cement is a stnactare of composit© types the 
soi-eacted 2hD particles are bound by the binder of base-acid type hardening 
fihaed by interaction of ZnO with Hxro».

5 4
.A
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CL-INKER MANUFACTURING WITH ALKALI, CHLORINE AND SULPHUR COMPOUND CONTROLLED 
CONTENT BY GAS DEVIATION IN STAGES CLINKERIZATION EQUIPMENT. P

1.1. The researches made and published especially in the last twenty years 
made evident the importance of Know>ing and controlling the cement content of alkali 
and sulphur compounds regarding their harm influence on the cement quality and, 
together with the chlorine and raw materials compounds on the way of flowing the raw 
mix circulation through the clinkerization equipment, and the necessary measures to be 
taken in order to avoid aggregat products.

1.2. The causes and the way in which the alkali compounds Influence on the 
raw mix behaviour in the olinkerisation equipment, as well as the measures that can 
be taken to control the harm effects, are indicated by these components behaviour 
during heating, at melting temperatures and gasifying point respectively. Heating, 
behind the melting point has aSPFesult the evaporation and volatilization - with or 
without decomposition - and their passing through the gas flow, situation in which
they can react with, for example, the sulphur dioxide com_ing from the fuel combustion 
and then, with the raw m.tx after thermal curing, and thus forming the compounds 
recirculation and formation . [1,2, 3,у.

1.3. The gravimetric proportion of the compounds that are released from 
the raw mix during its heating in the kiln to pass in the gas flow and is named
" primary volatilization ooefficient" and is noted while the '• secondary 
volatilization coefficient" - noted €2 represents the gravimetric proportion of 
the same compounds that are released from the kiln material resulted from their 
recirculation.

1.4. The compounds from the raw materials and from the fuel as well as 
those formed from the recirculation, that have the melting point below the 
clinkerization temperature can generate or encourage the sediment formation on the 
equipment walls whose development impose periodical interventions for release, 
generally with working breaks.

These phenomena are more pregnant in the case of the clinkerization 
equipment with technological process fractioning and especially in the case of 
suspension preheaters, where the temperature system and the intimate contact 
between gas and powdery raw materials that are found is a suspension date in the 
connection zone between kiln and preheater that represents special favourable 
conditions for gas compounds interaction and condensation, the frequency with which 

could happen in some cases, in acceptable/If there hadn't been forseen adequate 
Measures for adapting the working conditions and the equipment in order to eliminate 
them.
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Because of the up to date character, and practically the generalization of 
their adoption, at present and in the near future in the cement industry, these 
equipm^ents-with or without double feeding with fuel (precalcination) - are taken 
into consideration in the present work.

1.5. Stages clinkerization equipments offer in the same time adequate 
possibilities for content controlling and adjustment of the respective harmful 
(noxius) compounds by deviation - regularly partial - of gases at kiln outlet and 
their evacuation from the equipment^which is known as 11 alkali valve", Or more 
general "by pass" as it is shown in fig.l.

1.6. This work establishes the calculation relationings of gas proportion 
that must be deviated at kiln outlet in order to fit the prescribed limits for 
eliminating the negative effects on the cement quality and working equipment of 
chlorine, sulphur or any similar compounds that are brought in the system by the 
raw material mix and the fuel.

Figure no l Diagram of dinkenzabon equipment

1 Rotary tin 
rcimicer ccoe<
J Terhary air pip#
4 Raw material mi* peheater
5 Tower for exhausted gases conditioning
6 Precipilctor
7 Exhauster
в Deposit far material rich tn coniroUea component
9 Register for gcs flow control

Figure no.2 Diagram of A compound crcdoton 
in the dinkenzabon equipment
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2. Calculation of deviated gas proportion

2.1. Preliminary relations

Volatile compounds circulation and the denominations used are shown in fig.2 
from which it results on the one hand Ar expression :

Ar = [(1 - + ( к-l) ( 1 - E2)]Amp (1)

and on the other hand the element (compound) A balance on the equipment whole :

Amp + AS + ла = Ar + d (K Amp + Aa - Ar) (2) .
From (1) it results :

К = Ar + ( £2 - E2) Amp

( 1 -E2 )

К elimination between (1) and (2) leads to the relations :

Ar = ^Amp (£1 - E2) + Aa ( 1 - £2)J + A^ ( 1 - gp + Amp ( 1 - gp

1 - E2 ( 1 - d) —

(5)

By Ar
for d :

(6)

and к

2
and £ • -

the relation :

kiln outlet,

min

2.1.1. in the 
can be calculated 
aPtitudes - 
ifllet using

Ej + (K-l) E2J Amp 

expression respectively ;
К S ^2~ Et.) Amp - ла' J

E2 Amp d + ( 1—E2) Amp

The minimum residual content is achieved when all gases are deviated at 
, when relation (4) has d = 1 $ it results after calculation i

Ar e ( 1 - E2) Aa + ( 1 - Ej) Amp (g)

case of some existing equipment the volatility coefficient 
using chemical analysis - Amp and Asc - and volatilization

E - of the raw material mix and of the solid material at kiln

t ft
d X ( 1 -б2) Д22- + a a + Aa — аг

Eg) Amp + Aa + Aa

1 - Eg) '^mk) + ( 1 - E2) ла + E2 At 

elimination between (1) and (2) another expression is found 

jdL = _E1 - ( K-;O ( 1-E2) ] Amp + aä + Aa
“ " ' ■'----------- ЧГ" 1 11 '

2
Asc E. — Amp E, ]_

Asc — Amp (9)
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2.2. Calculation relations
Table no.l shows the relations for the deviation proportion calculation in 

various situations taken into consideration,

5, influence of evacuation gas deviation from the kiln on the specific 
consumption of fuel at clinker manufacturing.

Gas deviation at kiln outlet and their elimination in the atmosfere has as 
a result the loss of their physical heat and as a consequence, the achievement of a 
specific fuel consumption at clinker manufacturing higher than in the case of using 
the respective gases at raw materials heating, situation taken as standard.

The specific fuel consumption that uses natural gases with inferior caloric 
power of 85oo Kcal/Nm5, was calculated from the thermal balance for the clinkerization 
equipment with such dimentions as to work without gas deviation in order to achieve 
specific fuel consumption - noted as Cg() between ?6o and 825 Kcal/kg.cl inker.

The results are expressed according to the specific reference consumption 
0 q - and to the deviation proportion - d - on the one hand, and on the other to 
the proportion between fuel discharge introduced at the first combustion stage and 
the total - -in the relation :

Cg = Cso + d ( 455 - 5o7<f> + 17 ^2)

showed graphically in figure no.5.
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Figure no.3 Specific fuel consumption increase 
according to the gas demotion proportion 

at Kiln outlet and to the combusted 
fuel specific consumptions ratio at first 
stage and total
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Theg^s weil cementing requires a special cement that
2-vjuinijt the v/ell holesealing of drilling and extracting column 

avoid gas losses.
The fallowing things were taken
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Experimental data
Рпу^т a T^e ±OTestigated expansion ceffienta were? made by grinding: together' W 
Bortland and aluminous^ clinker, trass or slag and gypsum,-

The? chemical composition- of the raw materials used is presented in- table 1

Tablet li

sl-jiS'e?

GypsuitP

Bortland clinker’ 

Huminous? clinker' 

Trass?

Oxidio composition- (^j) 
саб sxfe.

biinera logical-
composition (%).'

б^б* C--X-> >

•SS— ~ s as s are sarisars srsste;
Raw material

S^-SX

BC: SiG^ -^dOz2- 5
н$==иЁем—®=№Ä«SSMSSÄtstes

а:,7у 21^15:' 51 öd'
1^6У 2',•66, *5,3b?

1Оу7*1 56,-37 ld,<91
d,-20? ЗУ,^ 12^5ö>
OyOl o,>2d o'pjd

d;,4d 54*,68’
5',’7^ 29W J* •г- -r-
avid d,67 cP,502 —■

о^бь 4 0,17 —- eJ-

ö\:05 5,2,-ТЗ5 46-,4У -Ä-

Cement symbol

I?’
2b>

62 
60' 
ЗУ

У1
Id 
lo

ia’
Id
12

% bodteh'f off RlafHrf
dliSefd' Gypsum 8üfitihd te/g))

a4>

°2-

h *•*
ei *<■

ПГ» * The' тайаГао'1:^^й®' forinhlas* of fhd invesfi^ft'ed dkpatftffdtf deifiOhttf

Presented in* table' 2, ‘

20bd - 5^od 
28<xP - З^ЬЬ?1 
аёоь* sbod
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Considerations Concerning the Hardening Mechanism of the Controlled
Expansion Cements
Lea considerations en ce qui concerne le mSoanieme de renforoement 
aux ciments ä expansion contrSle.

Table 2 /ant’d
» — ———22-eMä=aSSXSC=SSB==S5=SB385C5t3S8SS==5KClSI

==н=мм«==-=«-===ж-е=---- -  —0J. Blame specific
Cement symbol Portland Aluminous Irass sleg Gypsum

clinker clinker
a!Xseaee=x=sas===««====s==»==========-==============x============Ba==,ee=:======e==”=====,6e:“

a 62 12 - 17 9 5ooo
e 6o lo - 2o lo 3ooo
f 5У 12 - 4o 9 55oo

==»■«■========»-===«»«».==«»============■=«======-========■====»=-»=«===—==«==========='

The cements made were tested from the ysico-mechanioal behaviour point of 
view at high pression and temperature conditions, with or without modifying setting 
time additive - lignotartrine (L.C.X) "

In order to examine the hydration-hydrolysis processes, chemical,diffracto- 
metre and electronomicroscopic analyses were made, on specimens having a w/c ratio 
of 1 at various hydration periods.

Results and Discussions

The cements made following the formulas given in table 2, of a fineness of 
5ooo om2/g Blaine specific surface, were characterized by physioo-mechanical properties 
that are presented in table 5«

Table 3
8SS88SKBS BSXSSSXSssszsszsssssz8SSSSSSS

Compressive strength
Cement Thickening Linear variation in water at 6ouC (MPa)
symbol time at 7ouC in water at bo и

and 4oo bars ( %) - Id 3d
(min.) Id 3d 7d

asssesesasessssscsesesssssxssassass G;ZSGäSEBZ3SSSZK5SSSS:=Ä===X==8S8S«888R88S8S8Si:zszzszzs3zss5

a0 112 o,7o6 0,756 0,769 5,o 9,1
d 

a2+ LC 150 o,668 0,747 o,753 lo,4 16,8

b2 135 o,419 0,412 o,416 5,6 9,9

bo + LC 18o o,612 o,669 o,682 5,8 15,1
z

C2 98 0,595 o,587 o,587 4,2 8,5

C2 + LC 135 о, 686 o,69o o,691 9,2 15,6

d 12o 0,259 o,271 o,271 5,7 9,9

d + LC 17o o,15o o,162 0,165 16,6 36,4

e lo8 o,271 0,283 0,289 6,1 11,8

e * LC 14o o,183 0,196 o,196 17,5 41,2

f 93 0,571 0,583 0,589 15,4 22,3

f * LC 176 o,o41 0 ,o34 o,o28 18,6 45,o

B3ZZ5SSSSS8S==58Z=ZSS:sssseexa:SS5=S=S8=ZK5=;:sgssz==:;g======z=zzz=c== _... — «w -• ■—

Examining the results presented in table 3, the following interpretations
can be madei - ,

- The thickening times of no additive cements present values closed to > ,
necessary minimal limit,generally, below this limit.In order to achieve sdequatewicxe 
times lignotartrine- LC was used as retarder.

x) L.C. Calcium lignosulphonate with tartrate.
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Lea considSrations en ce qui c.ncezne le mSoanism 
aux ciments ä expansion contrSle. de renforoement

— The linear ej*.pension at traee cemsnte as 
within the expected limits of 0,45 - о,7иД. The L.C. 
significantly influence the e pansion, * ‘

expansion stabilizer had values 
additive at trass cement did not

The cements made with slag as exnansion ( 
expansions, and when are LC added decrease'below the limit thlt’is necessary’tö 
them at gas well cementing.

stabilizer present more reduced 
used

value 
with

and « ь’ T1\e COmpreSive mecha»i=al strengths are correlated to the expansion 
and are characterized by higher values for slag cements as compared to the ones 
trass as expansion stabilizer ( 5,7 - 15 4 мра a+ q aav дTh» ту. 1 1 day ds comPared to 5,0-4,2 MPa), 
strengths. addltive cement pastes leads to the increase of the mechanical

The fineness grinding 
of investigated expansion cement 
fig.l.

influence on the physical and mechanical properties 
was examined for "a" cement and is presented in

Cement denomination
d

Se8s*fc****ee*Me„

Btrlngite content

Fig.l. Grinding fineness influence of 
mechanical properties.

The increase of the grinding fineness

d + LC

1 day 5 days

a cement on the physical and

Rn» 01 me grinding fineness from 28oo to 35oo cm2/g (Blaine
«::^:.T::::2eads *° lcal
«««•nt ,ГООв,еее к1“=и<1= »»= b, d«t.I»lnl=6 th. ettringite

nt (thbl. 4), dlffr.oto.etno .n.lyele (flg.2) .nd electronic .loro.oopy (flg.3),

_ Table 4

a2
1 day 3 days 1 day 3 days 1 day 3 days 

“»«»■«»»мхвххммеахжхвжеаажшаеааеаежееамжж:

12,18 13,4o 11,90 11,98 8,lo 9,18 6,o4 6,So
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Fig.2.- X-ray diagrams of the hydrated cements, at 1 day.

a2 Cement + LC cement d cement d + LC cement

Fig.3.- Electromicrosoopio image of the hydrated cements, at 1 day.

Examining the data from table 4 and fig.2 and 3» it is made evident the 
fact that the hydration - hydrolysis processes kinetics is more accelerated from the 
first hardening terms at trass cement used as stabilizer as compared to the slag 
cements. LC additive leads to the slowing of the hydration process.

There can be seen that the calcium hydrosulphate- aluminate mechanism 
formation, particularly the trisulphate one, oorrelated to their ratios, the 
formation kinetics and the equilibrium conditions are determinant factors for 
expansion.

As a consequence of the obtained results, at present, the expansive 
cement based on mixture is manufactured and used at gaa well cementing, that leads 
to the elimination of the gas losses by improper sealings that used to happen 
when common cement was used. ,

CONCLUSIONS

Examining the experimental data the following important conclusions can 
be drawn:
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• leoreanu,!, Munteanu X, . Sevue „ошаа1пв d,

1. There can be made cements with con+-nr>i i »a , '
temperature and pression conditions (7o°c and ! •»PMSlon lor cementing at high 5ooo-55oo ™2/s (Bisln, speollL “’Хе) '*■>= »=«) b, grinding

aluminous clinker and gypsum Ic odditis < mixturee of lerroportland clinker 
time. ' “ ”ddttlVe *• ™«d 10 «о achlet, th, thickening

erpanslone that with 1C addltl”“hlower b'l^th”10” Stabllizei' present more reduced 
№ well cementing. ’ в1°" »o use the. at

al-lnat. r^ti^rti^aT:::3!0" °f “*е °alCl™ -»■‘-osmpbate.
.u_c_ . П*.Рагиси1^1У the trisulphatated pne, correlated to their 

equilibrium conditions that are formed in the
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Clinker Compositional Field Modification for Lowering its Formation Temperature

aiming at a 
tend on the 
other hand, 
reasons for

Romanian researches, as well as researches in other countries (1), 
hydraulic cement obtaining that need less fuel in the manufacturing 
one band to reduce the CaCO, content in the raw material mix and on 
to the components formation.at temperature below 145o C. These were 
the study of the compositional field of belitic sulphate aluminate

(2),(5), 
process 
the 
the

clinker

plant with a

within these

laboratory results 
of Ü 1,2 m.and L = 

The mineralogical

mineralogical composition in a 
account the 
rotary kiln

- (C^AjS + CS ) ternary diagram. Taking into 
• was manufactured in a pilot 
I output of aprox.o,5 t/h.
i of the obtained clinker was

The laboratory researches proved i>he_exis_tance of cements of a 
C2S - C4AF ■ " . . - m.
the clinker 
17 m.and an 
composition

limits:
_ A - bilcalcic silicate ( p - C2S) : 45 -5o%
- tetracalcic sulphatealuminate (C^A^'S ) : 15_25%
- tetracalcic ferrialuminate (C^AF) 15-2o%

in a highly

airoxidant

— calcium sulphate (OS) : lo-15%
For the SO, retention in clinker, the combustion was made in a highly 

and the material temperature in the clinkerization zone was 125o C.
The results of the determinations for the boundless calcium oxide shows 

that the clinkerization process determined the complete bound of the oxide up to

values of o,o5-o,ll% free CaO. ,
The clinker X-ray analysis indicates the formation of four mineralogical 

constituents in the mineralogical composition (figure 1).

Figure 1
Diafractogram of belite 

sulphate aluminate clinker obtained 
in the pilot plant.

The optical microscope analysis made on these clinkers made evident 
micro-crystaline structure with crystalized bicalcic silicate with dimensions of.
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Tb. ferrialunlnate n.asa la placed lo tbe 00„,t, spaoee 2

Figure 2
Figure 3

Plant.
Morophotos of helitlo sulphate aluminate clinker obtained in-the pilot 

of about о"'6 C1‘"te" Were еГ““"а “ a »=•«—, measured by Blaine specific eurface
- Pl.stlo”°,t"r^' "“h°Ut er’™B °r ‘be cements were teated '

•« pre.ebW to te».0!?*“ ₽“1в1“1 °e6ha01°al “** °Ь“1М‘1 d’”"‘a

TABLE 1
=ss=sa=
Speci
men 
no.

lÄSSSSSSS
Cement 
curing 
time

Setting 
^minutes)

sassssssscsasassaasaas,

Mechanical strengths
aaasssaasss

on plastic
ss2sssssaasssasxsa 

mortars (N/mmR)
=========

(days) tial Final Bending  Compression
0^ - /d 2bd yod Ltiod 2d 7d ^'d ' 9od Ibod
saasiBise 

1
eeeseess.assess;SSSSSSSBS;====== BSSSS =аааа=з=5-=-;tsssaasaaaa;easssa==aas-SS5853üSSaS'SSXCSSSÄS

1
1-2 11 21 5,5 5,9 6,2 6,9 8,1 21,8 5o,3 4o,4 52,4 59,5

2
— 5,5 5,7 6,0 - - 21,o 29,5 57,2

2
l-*2 12 15 5,8 5,o 6,9 8,1 - 25,1 54,7 44,4 52,6 _

5,7 4,8 6,6 - - 25,o 54,6 42,8 ■

These 
here can be obtained 

eive 8trength at 2 day

data show that from the belite aulphate aluminate clinkere 
cements of rapid sexting and hardening with mechanical compres 
s of 21-25 N/mm2.and at 28 days of 4o-44 N/mm?. 
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The mechanical strengths increase by 14% from 28 days to 9° days for 

bending traction and by 19% for compression.
The cement curing for 6o or even 9o days determines mechanical strengths 

reduction any other problems than average cements.
Bellte sulphate aluminate clinker grinding aptitude was determined 

comparatively to an average Portland clinker on laboratory scale, in a counter mill 
in order to measure the electric power consumption.

Figure 4
Grinding aptitude of belite 
sulphate aluminate clinker 
compared to that of common 
Portland clinker.

The curves in figure 4 show that this type of clinker has a good clinker 
aptitude, so that the electric power consumption for the achievement of a 5000 cm2/g 
fineness is no higher than the one used for a 5ooo-52oo cm2/g fineness of average 
Portland cements.

The belite sulphate aluminate cement was tested on concretes and the 
most important conclusions (table 2) are the following:

- the concrete must be put in work in half an hour from the preparation, 
it can be used in the prefabricated industry.

- the B.2oo concrete for the 315 kg.cement/m3 dosis for Qmax = 31 mm.and 
for 555 Kg Cement/m3 dosis for ^max = 16 mm

- the B.25o concrete for the 35° kg,cement/m3 dosis for ^max.= 31 mm,and for 
for 585 kg.cement/n3 dosis for d max.= 16 mm.

TABLE 2

IJo Aggregate Cement Water Tap- Density Compr^sion strength N/mm2
' dmx. dosie VniS ping Kg/m5. Hh 12h----- ---------------------------------- r,d

О I------------2---------- 3---------4--------- 5--------- F—7------ s--------9------- T5------П-------

1. 31 З15 2oo 5 236o - -  9,4 15,9 16,3 23,5
2. 31 35o 2oo 5 2350 5,8 8,6 ll,o 12,8 15,0 17,5 29,9 
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31,2

at 28 Days

231o
2310

22o
22o

3,o
1,8

4,3
3,4

9
8 5,9

6,6
4,7
4,o

о____ 1______ 2 3 4 =XS5 ^W",*w-|7**=SS:ÄS5«==SSÄ=sSttS5S;s;= = =____________
;„в___L_____ 5 9 lo rr--==xf2:

3. 16 355
4. 16 385 7.6 8,6

9.6 11,9

а 16 °Ь‘’1М0 = »»
temperature of 2оо°С lower t .2°% smaller than average clinkers and with a olinkerization 
.«ipbate ,luml„atc “z;xz::: z °™ztion "еиввагу r”

compared to 43o-45o Kcal/Kg clinker for- -i ° 31116 V31Ue 18 5°5 Koal/Kg clinker
> лсах/Kg.Clinker for average Portland clinkers.

The low heat consumption, a good grinding aptitude and mechanical strengths 
of mxnimum 4o N/mm2 prove the advantages Of this type of clinker.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO CLINKER FORMING KINETICS .
CONTRIBUTIONS SUR LA CINETIQUE DE LA FORMATION DU CLINKER .

..J'.LL.RY The paper briefly deals with clinkering kinetics of the aluminous and 
portland clinkers specific mineralogical compounds.

Clinkering ability of the raw meals for white portland clinkers is shown.
It is also shown clinkering ability of the raw meals used for white 

aluminous refractory clinkers based on calcium monoaluminate and dialuminate.
Finally, clinkering ability of the raw meals based on slag coming from 

Ferrous Metallurgy Works Galati is described.

1 - CLINKERING KINETICS OF THE RAW MEALS

STAMATE IRINA ( 2,3,4,5,15)

as well as for pure mineralogical compounds particular for aluminous refractory 
such as: GaO.Al^; Ca0.2Al205; 12Ca0.7 Al^; ЗСаО.А!^ and CaO.6 AlgOj

" " experts MIHAI VALERIAN,

Clinkering kinetics of the raw meals for pure mineralogical compounds 
specific for the portland clinkers : SCaO.A^O^; ACaO.A^O^
Pe2°3 1 -- —
clinkers, sucnas: иаи.лх^^’ l-au»^A12“3 • ^2^5 ’ "
has been studied on ATD + aTG — MOM — HUNGARY apparata by our 
BUTUCESCU NICOLAE and

cc3s - H-Ü- - 2'8‘ p E where: T = burning 
temperature /"°C

t - burning time - [ hj

CC S = 1 x' b6 = 1*86$ F L T (ft)7

therefore resulting that 3CaO.SiO2 meal basicity having a molar ratio of - 2.8 implies 
a more difficult, havier as compared to 2Ca0.SI02 meals with lower basicity, namely 
a molar ratio of 1.86.

Thus, as function of their basicity the raw meals having a high content of 
3Ca0.SiO2 shall have more difficult clinkering depending upon molar ratios difference.

Д C = 2.8 - 1.86 = 0.94

In case of the aluminous refractory meals clinkering kinetics shall develop
as function of molar ratios as follows:
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CC5a = ^'lo^6 = 1.64f Fz" T.(ft)y
where s T = burning temperature (°C)

Cc12A7 = ТЗГтЦ = °*97 i F ■'"t. (f.t.)/

CCA e T”$ 'fo2 = °‘55$ F f T, (f.ty

CcA2 " T"x ?o2 = °*27i F [ T. (f.t)/ 

л lx 56 л r ~CCA6 - 'lo2 = 0*°91 5 F / I, (f.ty

t = time (hr.)

i о J basicity meals (low CaO %) and high content of A1_O, ( maximum
h120? a) ahall have a maximum clinkering kinetics very difficult one and occuring 
at high temperature; for instance CaO.6 Al20 shall be clinkerized in the are 
urnace at lö2o C; CA2 shall be cllnkerized in the arc furnace at 1722°C; CA shall 

be clinkerized at 16oo°C during abt.6 hr; C^ shall be clinkerized at 14oo°C 
uring abt.5 hr; shall be clinkerized at 1395°C during abt.5 hr, thus easier 

c nkering kinetics at lower temperature depends on higher and more difficult 
Avier basicity at higher temperature depending on A1?O, % in the raw meal 
composition. 5

Also, clinkering ability of the raw meals concerning aluminous and portland 
ements develops as per classical formulas 1-12 more usually being Blaise's 

formula 6 '

AC ж — - _______ _ __ __ _ 6oo ______________
Co + 2C! + 2C2 + $C5 + 4C4 + AC^ + 2C6

where Co, Сх, c2, Cj, C4, C^, C6 stand for CaO % at looo°C, lloo°C, 12oo°C, 13oo°C, 

35o С, 14oo C and 15oo C or as simplified by the paper author ( 2,3,4,5,13)

AC ж - 6oo
5C5 + 4C4 + 4C5 + 2C6

taking into account the fact that at about 13oo°C liquid phase begin to occur,

Studies and research wo»k aehieved by the author (1,2,3,4,5,13) analyses 
nkering kinetics of the raw meals for pure mineralogical compounds, as well as 
raw meals for white and coloured aluminous and portland clinkers and the 

° lowing formulas have been stated;

ACtötal 1 ”

ACtotal 2 -

i f (t)

--------- -------- . f (t)
looo x n x

v 
looo X П X О C

f- T 
о

X T
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where T (°C) stands for the temperature at whinch specimen of free CaO have been 

sampled

C (%) - free CaO
n - number of specimen .
t (hours) - clinkering time

Figure no.l shows clinkering ability of the raw meals for white portland 
clinkers to be noted as the best ability that one of white clinker with pegmatite.

Figure no,2 indicates clinker ability of the raw meals for aluminous 
clinkers noticeable being white aluminous clinkers, such ass CaO.2 Al^O^ (B) and 

Ca0.Al205 (Al).

Figure no.5 shows clinkering ability of the raw meals based on slag from 
GALATI out of which meals with very low content of JCaO.SiOg and very high content 
of ^RCaO.SiOg may be stand out.

CLINKERIZATION BEHAVIOUR

r.CaO
White clinker with pegmotite-cc=7 
White clinker with quartz — сс=з 
White clinker with tuff — тм сс=з,7
White clinker with feldspar—lie cc=x>

rr-____6QQ______ ; Сз = !ЗО^
иС"ЗС3^С<4С5'2Сб Cs=135OC

c^isocrc

Figure t 

as per BLAISE adopted for
White Cements by Dr.engMEnculescu

* нс 16ОСГС



p

Figure 2

LABORATORY WHITE CEMENTS 
Variation of the clinkerization behaviour 

depending upon the temperature 
Formulae BLAISE and DrengMEnculescu



Figure 3

CLINKERIZATION BEHAVIOUR
Formulae os per Dr eng.
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L*ACTION DE L’EAU DE MER SUR UN CIMENT PORTLAND DE HAUTE RESISTANCE INITIELLE 
ET SUR UN CIMENT PORTLAND RESISTANCE AUX SULFATES: INFLUENCE DE L'ADDITION DE 
LAITIER, ETUDE DE LA CONCENTRATION IONIQUE •

P

1Introduction

Le mecanisme des reactions qui ont lieu lorsque 
le ciment portland hydrate, et surtout de ses 
melanges avec des additions naturelles ou artificiel- 
les, est soumis ä l'action de solutions agressives, 
est un des problemes complexes dans le champ de 
la Chimie Appliqquee. C'est dans le but de contribuer 
ä sa connaissance que nous avons developpe ce 
travail, qui fait partie d'un Projet de Recherche 
de 1’IETcc ä long terme, aussi bien ä echelle 
de laboratoire qu’a echelle reelle.

2. - Partie experimentale
2.1. Materiaux employes:
2.1.1. - Ciments: deux ciments portland industriels 
ont ete utilises (11un de haute resistance initielle 
-ciment 1- et 1*autre, resistent aux sulfates 
-ciment 2-) dont la composition chimique et potential 
le calculee (Bogue), ainsi que la surface specifique, 
se trouvent dans le Tableau 1. La fig. 2 contient 
les DRX des phases cristallines correspondant aux alu 
minates des residus en acide salicylique-methanol 
de ces ciments.
2.1.2. - Laitier: Nous avons employe le laitier dont 
1*analyse chimique et le diagramme de rayons Xse trou 
vent dans le Tableau 1 et fig. 2, respectivement.
2.1.3. - Eau de mer artificielle: I’eau de mer 
artificielle a ete preparee d' apres le point 6 de la 
norme ASTM D 1141-75. La teneur en ions, signalee 
par la suite, et le pH determine experimentalement, 
son les suivants: Ca(II) = 0,521 g/1; Mg(II) = 
- 1,347 g/1; SO (II) = 2,928 g/1, C1(I) = 19,585 g/1 
et pH = 6,5.

2.2. - Preparation et conservation des eprouvettes de 
montier (1:3): nous avons prepare les melanges sui
vants: ciment/laitier - 85/15, 65/35, 40/60 et 30/70 
(en poids), qui ont ete utilises pour preparer 
les differentes series d1eprouvettes de montier (1:3) 
de 1 x 1 x 6 cm; la relation a/c a ete 0,6. Elies 
ont ete curces 1 jour en chambre humide, a 20 + 1°C, 
avec une hurnidite relative superieure h 95% 
et, apres, sous eau douce pendant 21 jours; par la 
suite nous avons immerge 12 eprouvettes/l serie/ci- 
ment ou melange/l age en 800 ml d’eau douce filtre 
ou en eau de mer artificielle pendant 56, 90, 180 et 
360 jours.

2.3. - Preparation de la phase solide: la nouvelle pha 
ses solide formee dans I’eau de mer artificielle 
ou les eprouvettes de mortier ont ete immergSes 
a ete separee par filtration apres en avoir extrait 
les eprouvettes de mortier, et eile a ete sechee 
au courant d*azote.

3. - Resultats obtenus
L1evolution des teneurs en Ca(II) et de Mg(II) 
dans la solution et la nouvelle phase solide on 
ete representees dans les fig. 3 a 9.

4. - Interpretation des resultats
4.1.- Evolution de la teneur en Ca(II).
L'accroissement de Ca(II) en relation avec la 
teneur de cet ion dans I’eau de mer artificielle 
ou ont ete immergees les dprouvettes de mortier 
(1,30 x 10""2 moles/litre), est du ä la dissolution 
d’une partie du Ca(OH) , dont la solubilite dans 1 *eau 
ä 20°Cest 1.230 g/lZ_> 1,66 x 10 2 moles/litre, forme 
dans les eprouvettes de mortier comme consequence des 

4reactions d'hydrataion des composants du clinker, 
d’apres la reaction (A):

H20 Ho0

(A) Ca(OH) 2. solide ^-rCa(OH) dissous Ca( II) + 2 OH (I). 

donnant lieu encore ä un accroissement des groupes 
0H(I) et ainsi de la valeur du pH, pouvant atteindre 
des valeurs plus grandes que 11,5 dans les solutions 
ou les eprouvettes en ciment ont ete immergees, 
a 10 pour les eprouvettes elaborees avec melanges 
ciment/laitier = 85/15 et 7,5 et inferieur a 9,5 
dans ceux correspondant aux series d1eprouvettes 
de mortier restante.
Les quantites de Ca (OH) dissoutes sont fonction 
de celles qui vont se former dans les reactions 
d' hydratation qui, ä leur tour, dependent des 
melanges ciment/laitier utilises dans la fabrication 
des diverses series d’eprouvettes de mortier; une par 
tie du Ca (OH) formS, reactionne avec le laitier 
donnant les composants de calcium correspondants, 
et une autre partie experimente, dans les eprouvettes, 
la reaction de carbonatation.
L’equilibre (A) est affecte,. en ce cas la, par 
la presence des ions dans I’eau de mer artificielle 
non communs, differents du Ca(II) d’une faqon Specia
le , et ancore par I1existence d’autre ions ou compo
sants qui donnent lieu a des reactions de precipita
tion avec les ions Ca(II) ou avec les ions 0H(I) 
de l’equilibre (A) mentionne, comme il arrive dans les 
ions Mg(ll), SO^(II) et avec le qui forment:

(B) Ca(ll)+ 20H(I) + C02— Ca C03 . solide + H20

(C) Ca(II) + S04(II) Ca SO4 ■ 2 H2° 1 solide

(D) Mg(II) + 2 0H(I) Mg (0H)2 . solide

qui produisent, dans un degre determine, la diminution 
des ions Ca(II) et 0H(I) dans la solution favorisant, 
se meme, la solubilitd du Ca(0H)o et la progression 
des reactions d'hydratation; phenomenes qui, ä leur 
tour, sont fonction du temps de conservation-attaque 
pour chaque melange comme on peut I’apprecier 
dans les fig. 3 et 5. Tous ces phenomenes agissent 
sur les quantites de Ca(OH) dissoutes dans ces 
systemes ciment/laitier-eau douce, (fig. 3 et 5).

Les quantites de Ca(II) Ca(OH) dissout, qui se 
trouvent dans la solution et dans la nouvelle 
phase solide, dans chqque cas, diminuent brusquement, 
ä mesure que la teneur de ciment dans le melange 
utilise pour elaborer les diffёrentes series d' 
eprouvettes de mortier diminue (fig. 3 et 5). 
Si, en plus du Ca(II) mentionne, on tient compte de ce- 
lui qui existe dans I’eau de mer artificielle (1,04 x 
x 10 moles/800 ml) -c'est ä dire, le Ca(Il)
present dans la phase liquide en plus de celui 
de la phase solide- il -apparait que pour chaque 
age dans le Systeme ciment 1/laitier-eau de mer 
artificielle et pour le premier age dans le Systeme 
2/laitier-eau de mer artificielle, ces quantites 
se trouvent alignees, pratiquement, sur une ligne 
droitqui unit les points correspondant au Catll)^ 
dissout, des series d'eprouvettes faites en ciment 
1 et 2, sans addition de laitier, plus celui de 
I’eau de mer, en ordonnees, et celui du melange 
theorique ciment/laitier = 0/100, lorsqu'il n'y
a pas de ciment en abscisses; il s’agit par conse
quent d’un phenomena additif (fig. 4 et 6).

Les quantites totales de Ca(II) О Ca (0H)o dissout. 
pour chaque melange et pour tous les ages, pluS 
le Ca(II) de I’eau de mer des systemes estudies, 
se trouvent aux environnements representes dans 
la figure 7, ou son indues les valeurs moyennes 
experimentales pour chaque melange et les valeurs 
calculees pour chaque melange ä partir de la 
valeur moyenne qui correspond au Systeme par
tial ciment (100%)-eau artificielle. Dans cette figure 
on peut observer que les quantites de Ca(II) sont fon£



tion de- la quantite de ciment dans le melange employe 
pour elaborer les series d'eprouvettes de mortier 
et qui, comme 11 a ete signale precedemment, repondent 
ä une fonction lineaire dont les points d'intersection 
aux axes des ordonnees et abcisses sont correspondan- 
tes ä la valeur moyenne experimentale du Systeme 
ciment (100%)-eau de men, et au mglange ciment/laitier 
= 0/100 (il n'y a pas de ciment).

Pour les DRX, il a ete mis en evidence que dans les 
fractions enrichies (ciment hydrate-attaque) extraites 
des eprouvettes de mortier fabriquees avec ciment 
et avec les melanges ayant la plus petite teaeur 
en laitier (15%), immergees dans 1'eau de mer 
les pics du Ca (OH) existent, tandis que, dans 
les autres^ cas, ceux-cl n'ont pas ete detectes 
puisque, des la naissance, 1'hydroxide de calcium 
a partiellement reagi avec le laitier et avec le 
CO dissout dans 11 eau de mer pour donner les compo- 
sants de calcium correspondants dans 1'eprouvettes■ 
le reste s'est dissout dans 1'eau de mer.

Comme les quantites de Ca (OH) dissoutes -on tient 
compte de celui qui existe dans 1'eau de mer artifi- 
cielle repondent quantitativement aux contenus 
de ciment des melanges utilises (figure 7 et Tableau 2) , 
nous considerons que ce phenomene est du ä la progres
sion des reactions d'Hydratation qui ont fourni 

ba ЮН)2 necessaire pour que les reactions mention- 
nees aient lieu.

grand partie, 
solide, etant

Une partie du Ca (0H)2 dissout a reagi, en milieu basl 
„„e avec le C02 de 1,eau de mer artificielle d'a 
iseSj.4. eq“lllbre (B) parce que le produit de solublli- 
С0Л1е1Г^ 4,8 X 10 Precipitant Ca CO comme
calcite et comme aragonite en accord avec les3 condi
tions du milieu, donnant lieu, en 
a la formation de la nouvelle phase 
donne que le Mg(II)_£a precipite en quantites plus 
Petites que 0,15 x 10 moles, ou il n'a pas precipite, 

omme nous verrons -plus tarde. Les quantites de 
la nouvelle phase solide sont fonction du temps

COnservation-attaque pour chaque melange, et 
Pour un meme age, du melange utlise dans la fabrlca- 

des series d'eprouvettes de mortier; en definiti- 
tatin eSa ?endent' sPccia1ement, du degre de carbona- 
quant?-e a о ®°1“tlon et- Par consequent, de la 
4 tiue de Ca (0Н>2 dissoute.

4-2.- Evolution de la teneur en 
to teneur en Mg(ll) de 1'eau 

,43 x 10-2 moles/800 ml), 
es eprouvettes de morti

1 et 2 et avec les 
contenu de laitier pl
ayant precipite comme Mg (0H)9, 
tes de mortier -- - 2’
a la nouvelle 
i'aragonite,

Mg(II)
de mer artificielle 

ou ont ete immergees 
er elaborees avec les ciments 

melanges qui ont le plus petit 
(15%), pratiquement, a disparu 

et dans les eprcuvet- 
et dans la solution, donnant lieu 
phase solide, avec la calcite et 

comme 11 a ete demontre par DRX.

qui ont

cristallin brucite 
ou se trouve le 

que 1,80 x 10“2 
on le trouve

x 10~2 moles); 
sein des epruvettes de mortier comme bru

Le Mg(n) 
reagit, ;
(A) d'ar
К§(0Н) ,
eette reaction a -

solutions : 
' ^0,5, cette 
le composant 
x--— -г solide, 
Plus petites 
liquide 

que 0,5
(Precipite au s

’ h'oPfes 1'cquilibre (E):

de mer artificielle 
ions 0H(I) de I'equilibre 

precipite comme 
. Pe (1,8 x IO-!1); 

a en eile meme une diminution du pH. 
■юг.з mentionees plus haut, _:i„_ 

reaction s'est produite, ayant 
dans la 

Mg(TI) en 
moles (dans 

quantites plus 
Mg(II) restant

existant dans 1'eau
u pH>10, avec les

'apres la reaction XUi5
2,parceque <1^(11)] [OH(I) ]

Dans les 
to pH 
ietecte _ 
touveHe 
toantites 
la Phase 
Petites 
a - 
cite.

solution,autre de Ca(ll) passe ä la 
avec les composants de 

liquide 
contraire,

ou dans la 
dans les 

--) ou ont ete immer
> yes eprouvettes de mortier fabriquees avec

- ---------------- = 65/35, 40/60 et 30/70
pords) n'ont pas precipite dans la solution (dans 

. * " n a pas ete detecte)
conditions adequates n'y etant pas (pH 10) 

: cet ion se trouve dans 
---------.... ..icur«, ä 2,6 x 10-2 mo- 

moles pour deux de ces 
en laitier plus 

le reste ayant precipite 
, en des quantites tel 

,------ , - ----------)- en-
reactions d'Hydratation (fig.

solution 
de telle sort 
precipite, un 
quel reagit 
bien se trouve dans la phase 
nouvelle phase solide. Au 
solutions (eau de mer artificielle) 
gees ' ■
les melanges ciment/laitier = 
(en ] ' " ' " 
la nouvelle phase solide il 
les 
et n * atteignant pas le Ps; ce 
la solution en quantites infer! 
les et superieures a 1,0 x 10“2 
melanges qui ont des contenus 
grands (60 et 70% en poids), le 
dans les eprouvettes de mortier, c. 4ucu,Lll. 
les qu'elles dependent de la quantite de Ca(OH) 
gendrees dans les - ■• '
8 et 9).

(E) Mg(II)+Ca(0H)2.dissout Mg(OH) . solide+ Ca(II)

” eprouvette eprouvette
que pour chaque mol d'ions Mg(ll) qui ä

le

2/laitier

a

que le^ ion Mg(Il) precipite, n'existant 
quantite dtoons 0H(I) süffisante, etant 
la ^quantite necessaire de Ca(OH) ne 
generee.Les faits mentionnes influent dans 1
resistance chlmique des ciments.

de 
pour 

une 
que 
pas

loniqu' 
de

le

60%

des
des 
quantites

de Mg(ll),

' de Mg(Il) qUe 
les conditions , 
n’existant pas 

donne 
s ' est

----- -  Le degre de

un
eprouvettes 
quantites 

de Ca(II) 
puisque

grande quantite de Ca(OH). ..
partie une plus grande quantite 

precipitation du Mg(H) et la dlssolution 
par centre, "

Dans les figures 
I1evolution des teneurs c " 
la solution [Ca(II) procedant 
plus Ca(II) de 1'eau de mer] 
phase solide, graphiques 1 et 
dans la solution plus dans la 
procedant du Ca(OH), . 
du melange ciment/laitier utilO^ 
des series d'eprouvettes de morti 
de de conservation-attaque; 
cie que ces teneurs sont

d'ions Ca(II) 
disparait. Dans 
avec melanges 
inferieures a 
superieures

1'Hydratation 
produit, restant 

qui facilite 
et la dissolution du 

dans les cas des eprouvettes 
melanges qui ont des quantites 

inverse,

te et viceversa, f ' ‘ ’
les graphiques 2 et 3 qui correspond 
ciment 1/laitier "
(pour les autres ..... ,
- 40/60 (pour les quatre ages), .
, e Ca(I:[) ä la solution 

la solution, * 
en Jeu, 

cas

une plus 
libre en 
la
Ca (0H)2 , 
fabriquees avec des 
superieures de laitier (70%) le phenomenfelt 
soVd / T la Solution et la nouvelle phase 
solide des teneurs plus grandes " '
Ca(II) parceque il n'y a pas 
que le ion Mg(II) ' • ■

Evolution des teneurs en Ca(II) et Mg(II) 
les figures 8 et 9 nous avons represente 

en ions Ca(II) et Mg(II) dans 
du Ca (OH) dissout, 
plus dans la nouvelle 

3, en plus du Ca(II) 
nouvelle phase solide 

2 dissout, graphique 2, en fonction 
• u-u-ise pour 1 ’elaboration 

_ier pour chaque perio 
dans ce figures on appre- 

--- en relation intime de 
e!4! .afn..fe IOrSqUe I,une diminue, 1'autre augmen- 

existant un point de croisement dans
- - x-—i aux melanges

40,60^ (pour deux ages) et 50/50 
deux ages) et ciment

, ou a lieu I'equilibre 
Mg(U) qui disparait 

ou, pour chaque mol 
d’ions Mg(II) 

fabriquees 
de laitier 

sont 
durant 

>2 se

mortier
. influen 

sulfates 
chlorures 

mortier.

les 
que le 

i series 
conservation-attaque

et ettringite) et 
dans les eprouvettes de

et de Cl.(I)
de 

diminution que 
caracteristiques 
melange employe 

d'eprouvettes

avec
ainsi 

differentes
temps de сл------------  ‘

formation de composants ä
secondaire 

Friedel)

et du

(gypse
(sei de

4.4.- Evolution de la teneur de SO (II)
Les teneurs d' ions SOyil) et de cf (I) dans 1'eau 
mer artificielle, subissent 
est en liaison intime 
du ciment et du laitier, 
pour elaborer les 
de 

de
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1Introduction

Le comportement de mortiers et betons soumis a 
Taction de differentes ambiances agressives ä 
fait 1 objet de nombreux travaux comma consequence 
du grand nombre d'ouvrages construits dans ces 
milieux, ce sujet ayant preocupe non seulement 
d'un point de vue constructif mais encore scientifi- 
que pour connaitre les causes qui produisent 1' 
attaque chimique; c'est ainsi que, ä i'ob.jet d'elargir 
la connaissance du mecanisme des reactions qui 
ont 11"U lorsque les ciments portland hydrates et. sur- 
tout de ses melanges avec des additions naturelles et 
artificielles, sont soumis ä 1'action de solutions a- 
gressives, ce travail, qui fait partie d'un Projet 
de Recherche ä long terme, a ete realise aussi 
oien a echelle de laboratoire comme ä echelle reelle.

Dans d autres travaux presentes dans ce Congres 
nous Studions le comportement mecanique-resistant 

un ciment (ciment 2), analogue ä celui qui fait 
1 objet de ce travail, lorsque diverses series 
d eprouvettes de montier et de beton sont soumises 
a 1 action de differentes solutions agreesivest 1). 
la variation de la concentration ionique de 1'eau 
de mer ou les eprouvettes de mortier fabriquees' 
avec deux cimcnts portland industriels (ciment 

et ciment 2) ont ete immergees, et des ses melanges 
avec laitier (2), Involution des caracteristiques 
structurelies des composants cristallins de la 
traction enrichie (ciment hydrate-attaque) extraite 
ue i une des eprouvettes de mortier faites avec 
trois ciments (ciment 1, ciment 2 et ciment 3) 
et de ses melanges avec laitier, immergees en eau 
e mer artificielle, ainsi que de la phase solide 

tormee dans cette eau de mer (3).

un сд 
lorsque les 

s'est hydrate 
28 jours dans 
relative supe- 

_1 + 2 °C, sont 
e (systeme ciment 2 hjr 

, d'une solution de sulfate de so
-------„ion de sulfate de 
sulfate de magnesium 

ciment 2 hydrate-solution de sulfate de 
determinant la variation de la concentra-

Partie experimentale
Dans ce travail nous etudions le comportement d' 
"rent portland resistant aux sulphates 
its fabriques avec ce ciment, qui : 

e qui a ete conserve pendant 7 ou 
atmosphere etanche avec une humidite r 
rieure a 90% et une temperature de 21 
soumis ä 1'action d'eau deionise, 
rate-eau deionisee), J'ul,= =ulublurl 
ium (systeme ciment 2 hydratS-solutl 

sodium) et d'une solution de 
'Systeme 
Fagnesium), ----------------------------- variauion qe la concentrat
ion d ions Ca (II) et S04(II) dans les deux premiers

le ’..et des lons Ca (H).. Mg (ID et S04(II) dans 
comma а816""5 sysL™,e aussl bien dans les solutions 
du anm Ciment hydrat6 du Involution

ainsi de la conductivit6 de ces solutions,
tees n , eS modlfications structurelies experimen

s par le ciment hydrate du lit, '
2-l,- Materiaux employes

inaüstri Cament,: nous avons utilise un ciment portland 
de fab 6 <-■ resisten't aux sulphates (ciment 2),, 
et DotmK esPaSnole- dont la composition chimique 
sPeclfi„ 16116 calculee (Bogue),, ainsi que la surface 
la fig q^e'’ Se trouven-t dans le Tableau 1, Dans 
lines sont indiques les DRX des phases cristaL- 
anhydr-e COrt'esponden'tes aux aluminates du ciment 

et du residu en acide salicylique-mgthanol, 

les'soi, ,Solutlons agressives; nous avons utilise 
solutions suivantes;

a.

(2,, 1 g/1 de -NaoSOq), 
concentration de S04(II) = 1,42 g/l<?l„.4S x

b eau deionisee,
avec0,1UtlOn d® sulfate de sodium 

lin e ■

10 - moles /litre, determines experimentalement.

c. solution de sulfate de magnesium (2,76 g/1 de MgSO, 
/Xi D' ?V-2 UnC C°nCCntration de WH) = l,076g/l 
<>1,4- x 10 moles/Jntre er de Mp (II) = о 272 p/I 
<>1,12 x 10 2 moles/litre, dctermir.ees experimentale- 
ment.

2.2.x Preparation des lits de ciment hydrate: le 
ciment est malaxe avec 1'cau de consistence, il 
est introduit en chambre humide (humidite relative ' 
>90%; t’C = 21 + 2 = C) pendant 8 heures, de suite, on 
I ait passer la pate par un tamis avec une ouverture de 
1,5 mm obtenant ainsi un granule de ciment' 
que 1 on introduit dans un tuyeau en plasti- 
que (Й = 3,5 cm; h = 16 cm), isolee de
1 atmosphere avec 1'azote, '

Les solutions qui se 
reservoir nourrice, 
de ciment, recueillant 
en fonction du temps 
ou 1'on a effectue 
analytiques mentlonnees.

3- - Rf suj. t at s_о b t enus

Les- resultats obtenus 
dans les fig, 2 
inclues,

trouvent dans yn 
traversenc le lit 
diverses fractions, 

(0,15 „ 0,1.6 1/h),
les determinations

ont g-te !repr4.sie!nt.e s
10, celles.-ci Stanf

4'- 12 * ®££££ t at i о n__. d p s_r,6 s u 11 a t s

4.. 1,.- Evolution de- la teneur en Ca (II) 
dans le systeme ciment-eau" deionisee et 
Ciment-sol, de Na2 S04,

enDans ce travail il q 
les quantites de Ca (OH)

des .reactions 
composants du
dans les DRX

apparait dans

a e t e
ciment ее a-- ■ - " ^2 rextraites des deux systemes

TielO-1See,et c.lmere^solution de sulfate de 
1,,m " " exponentielle -vf.fig.. 2

rapport а ла ^uantite 
proems qui i:nfluenc.e 
cl'hydratation .et la 

ciment, .comme on 
des (figures .4 -et ‘5;

i^eau deionisee .et 
lits 

-f on d am e nt a 1

soldium est une fonction 
et 3)., etant asymptote par _ 
de solution qui traverse le lit, 
la progression i " 
degradation des 
peut I'apprecier 

Le Ca (.II) qui __ 
dans la solution de Nag S04 qui ont trayersS les 
mLtC1Tnc et granu16 Proc6de, fv.,„a„c„lale,
ment, du Ca .(0H)2 forms pendant les rSactions d'hydra-- 
tation des composants de la fraction clinker du 
ciment (.etant donng la .solubilitS des .composants 
(A);08 1Um СМ)-’ 'еП VertU de Да reaction

(A) Ca (0H)2, solide^.Ca (0H)2„ dissoutjpt Ca (TT) +
+ .2 OH (I) ■

produisant un accroissement brusque du pH .(il »tteint 
еГа iTTde VP6ri<TS S 12 d9nS :le cas de r-eau 
du L > rereDt'on .de -Na SO 4), La ^olubilite
ftS 2 eau 'eSt de d-230 -S i- .6 20=C, ,(4) .OU de 
1-230 g/1 comme CaO<;>.1,625 .g/1 comme Ca (OH) (5).. 
les silicates de calcium hydrates SOnt :peu pflubles 
dans 1 ,eau, 50 mg/1 comme Ca 0 (-6) (7) <>.66 vng/1 
comme ^Ca (0H)2;; 1'ettringite :se dissout l€gerement', 
d apres certains auteurs .(e)(9) .et .eile ,e.st .extreme- ' 

ment insoluble, d apres les autres (10).

les
-mex-

Les concentrations maximales de Ca (ID .dans 
solutions (2,1 ?x 10 -2 flioles/litfe .et 1,,6 x IO""2 
les/litre) (2,1 x 10-2 mcles/li-tre ,et 1,93 .x ICT2 .„q, 
les/litre), ainsi que les valeurs du pH .et .de la conduc 

obtenues lorsqu'elles ont traverse les 
lits 0,60 1 d eau deionisSe pour le .ciment ihydrate 7 
jours -et 0, 36 1 dans le cas du ciment hydratS 28 jours 
et 1,01 litres de la solution ;Na2 .S04 .pour Le .ciment
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hydrate 7 Jours et 0,49 pour 28 jours^respectivement.

Dans les extractions suivantes elles decroissent 
exponentiellament pouvant etre plus petites que 
0,2 x 10~2 moles/litre dans le premier Systeme et 
0,4 x 10~2 moles/litre dans le second.

Les quantites de Ca (Il)O Ca (ОЮ2 extraites des lits 
de ciment sont fonction du pouvoir dissolvant, 
de la solution et du volume qui a traverse les 
lits de ciment, d'une part, ainsi que du temps 
d'hydratation du ciment, de l'autre, cornme on peut 
l^apprecier dans les DRX des figures 4 et 5 et 
dans le Tableau 2. Ainsi, ces quantites representent 
65,7% et 50,8% pour l'eau deionisee et 34,3% et 32,3% 
pour la solution de sulfate de sodium (la on.doit te- 
nir compte de l'effet salin), selon qu'il s'agisse 
du ciment hydrate pendant 7 ou 28 Jours, respective- 
ment; le reste, reste dans les eprouvettes de montier 
sous forme de sels de calcium; tout le Ca (OH)^ a dis- 
paru (DRX des fig. 4 et 5). Tous ces phenomenes sont 
en rapport avec le degre d'hydratation et de carbona
tation du ciment, ainsi qu'avec la progression 
des reactions d'hydratation.

4.2.-  Evolution des teneurs en Ca (II) et Mg (II) 
dans le Systeme ciment-sol. de Mg 50^.
Dans le Systeme ciment-solution de sulfate de magne
sium se produit un ensemble de processus physico- 
chimiques qui donnent lieau ä la formation de compo- 
sants dans les lits de ciment (7 et 28 Jours), 
d'une nouvelle phase solide dans la solution qui 
a traverse les lits, et ä la dissolution des autres.

Dans le lit de ciment il s'est forme brucite et 
gypse secondaire (prouve par DRX, fig. 6), la port
landite a disparu et les composants anhydrides 
du ciment ont diminue; et aussi, la quantite d'ettrin
gite et de calcite a augmente.

La solution qui a traverse les lits de ciment a 
experimente des modifications en ce qui concerne 
les teneurs en Ca (II), Mg (II) et SO д (II), ainsi 
que la valeur du pH et de la conductivite; ä leur 
sein, une nouvelle phase solide s'est formee, composee 
de brucite et de calcite (DRX de la fig* 7) ou 
elles ont precipite, ayant atteint les Ps correspon
dents.

Dans ces travaux il a ete mis en evidence que le 
Mg (II) de la solution (1,12 x 10-2moles/litre) dispa- 
rait totalement ou partiellemcnt lorsqu'il traverse 
le lit de ciment hydrate, hayant precipite cornme 
Mg (0H)2 sur place, totalement lorsque la concentra
tion de Ca (II) dans la solution, extraite du ciment, 
est /0: 1,12 x 10“2 moles/ litre et le pH 11,5 et, par- 
tiellement, lorsque les deux caracteristiques sont 
plus petites (fig. 8 et 9). Le precipite de Mg (0H)2 
dans le lit, produit une diminution de la porosite, 
arrivant parfois ä se colmater et empechant le passage 
de la solution (fig. 10); le precipite commence 
dans la zone superieure de la colonne du lit de 
cirnent, raison pour laquelle la partie principals 
d'echange doit descendre ä mesure qu'une plus grande 
quantite de solution de Mg SO^ s'ecoule.

La formation de brucite dans le lit de ciment ä lieu 
d'apres la reaction suivante:

(B) Ca (OH)2.s61ide[^Ca (OH)2*dissout tt Ca( II)+2 OH(I)]+ 

lit de ciment

+ Mg (II) Mg (0H)2.solide + Ca(Il) 

solution lit de'^ciment 

puisque Ps [Mg (0H)2] = l,8x 10-11 < P's [Ca(OH)2[ = 
= 5,5 x 10-6, s'"accomplissant d'autre part, 
[Mg (II)] [он (I)J2 > Ps (1,8 x IO"11). En ce cas la, 
pour chaque mol d'ions Mg (II) qui disparait de la so
lution, il en apparait un autre de Ca (II).

Le Ca (0H)2 du lit de ciment hydrate, se dissout dans 
la solution de Mg SO4, d'apres I'equilibre (A), arri - 
vant ä disparaitre (DRX de la fig. 6); dans les premie
res extractions, la teneur en Ca (II) Ca (OH) 
dissout atteint sa valeur maximale aussi bien dans le 
lit de ciment hydrate 7 jours (2,8 x 10-2 moles/litre 
et 28 jours (2,38 x 10“^ moles/litre) lorsque 0,72 let 
0,21 1,respectivement, ont coule; par la suite, il di
minue, attcignant les valeurs minimales (0,4 x 10_? mo 
les/litre pour le premier lit, augmentant par la 
suite, et 0,08 x 10”^ moles/litre pour le deuxieme 
lit), les teneurs en Ca (II) suivent L'evolution 
representee dans les fig. 8 et 9, ou nous indiquons 
aussi, l'evolution des teneurs en Mg (II).

Dans ce Systeme on remarque que l'evolution de 
la teneur en Mg (II) dans les differentes extractions 
de la solution est intimement en rapport ä cells 
de Ca (II), de telle fa$on que, lorsque 1'elimination 
du Mg (II) dans la solution, par precipitation dans le 
lit de ciment comme Mg (OH) , est partielle, il у a 
[Ca (II)J + [Mg (II)] = cte ( 2^ 1,12 x 10-2 moles/litre 
= concentration initielle de Mg (II) dans la solution) 
de telle faqon que pour chaquc mol de Mg (II) qui 
disparait de la solution, un autre Ca (II) apparait, 
comme il a ete signale auparavant. Dans les points 
d'intersection des graphiques qui representent 
les tenuers en Ca (II) et Mg (II) (fig. 8 et 9), 
il у a [Ca (II)] = [Mg (II)] = 0,6 x 10-2 moles/litre; 
c'est ä dire, I'equilibre (B) est atteint. Equilibre 
lie aux reactions d'hydratation du ciment et a 
la formation de Ca (0H>2 > qui se trouvent favorises 
par 1'elimination d'ions OH (I) et par la dissolution 
de la portlandite.

Les faits mentionnes prouvent que les quantites 
de Ca (II)-^>Ca (0H)2 extraites des lits de ciment 
dependent du temps d'hydratation du ciment et de 
1'influence du cation Mg (II). Ainsi, dans le cas 
du lit de ciment hydrate pendant 7 jours, le preci
pite de Mg (0H)2 a colmate ce lit, dont 47% a ete 
extrait (Tableau 2) , tandis que, dans le cas du lit de 
ciment hydrate pendant 28 jours, 24,6% en a ete 
estrait (Tableau 2) et 38,9% de Mg (II) s'est depose, 
ä cause de 1'influence de la precipitation de ce 
Mg (II) qui deplace I'equilibre (B) vers la formation 
de brucite pour les raisons dont nous avons fait 
1'expose auparavant.

Dans la plupart des extractions, des petites quantites 
de precipite sont apparues (de 1'ordre de mg) qui, 
groupes, ont permis de determiner leur composition 
chimique et de les etudier par DRX (fig. 7), ayant 
identifie les pics des composants cristallins calcite 
et brucite, qui ont precipite ayant les conditions 
favorables pour attiendre les produits de solubility 
correspondents.

4.3.-  Evolution de la teneur en S04(II).

L'eau deionisee dissout, aussi, les sulfates presents 
dans le ciment, etant fonötion du degre d'hydratation 
et formation de nouveaux composants; ainsi, dans 
le cas du lit de ciment hydrate pendant 7 jours, 
41% des ces composants restent dans le ciment у 
53% dans le lit hydrate pendant 28 jours. L'extraction 
de ces composants diminue exponentiellament, comme 
dans le cas de Ca (II), avec le passage de 1 eaU 
deionisee.
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Par centre, dans le
lorsque les premieres

cas de la solution de Na?S04, 
quantltes de cette solution se-

coulent, la concentration de ions S04(II) у diminue 
(ils sont retenus par le lit du ciment) mais, par 
la suite, cette concentration se maintient pratique- 
ment constante. En resume, des le commencement 
une partie de la concentration d'ions S04(II), en peti 
te quantity et etant donne les caracteristiques 
structurelies du ciment, a ete retenue par le ciment 
hydrate du lit, fondamentalement, sous forme de 
Ca S04 . 2H20, ayant Ca (II) -precedent duCa(0H)2-. Par 
contre, ayant atteint l'equilibre et n'existant pas de 
Ca (II) Ca(0H)2 , pulsqu'il s'est dissout, la forma 
tion de ce composant et de l'ettringite s'arreteY 
la solution de Nag S04 agissant comme dissolvant des
composants du ciment.

Dans le Systeme ciment-solution de sulfate de magne
sium a lieu un proces analogue a celul de la solution 
de sulfate de sodium (la teneur en SO4(II) diminue dans 
la premiere extraction et n'experimente pas, par 
la suite, de variation); cependant, etant donne 
ies caracteristiques de ce Systeme qui met en jer. 
des quantiles plus grandes de Ca (II), d'apres l'equi
libre (В), les quantitSs d'ions SO (II), 
sort plus grandes (de 1'ordre de 10 - 12%, face 
a 6 - 7% par rapport ä la quantile totale mise 
sn jeu) , ayant forme Ca S04 . 2H 2 0 et ettringite 
en petite quantile (fig. 6) en accord avec les 
caracteristiques du ciment.

to formation de Mg (OH) 2 (PK = 11,5), la liberation 
de Ca (OH)2 (pK = 5,3), 1'avancement des reactions d' 
hydratation et la regulation du pH ont favorise 
1'obtention de Ca2 S04 . 2 H20 (pK= 4,6) , qui reactionne 
avec les aluminates de calcium hydrate du ciment, 
proaulsant^ettringite en petite quantile; phencmenes 
Qdi ont ete prouves par DP.X, specialement dans 
le ciment du lit hydrate pendant 7 jours.

4.4,-  Evolution du pH et de la conductivite

to pH des differentes fractions extraites de 1 
eau deionisee est gouverne par l'equilibre (A). Dans 
e= premieres extractions un accroissement brusque 

PI'°duit, pouvant atteindre des valeurs superieures 
a З-З, qui restent pratiquement constantes dans 
”6 primiere etape; de suite, elles descendent 
c les sont superieures ä 9). L'evolution du pH 

en accord avec la quantite de Ca (0H)2 dissout, de 
a meme faqon que dans le Systeme ciment-dissolution 
e sulfate de sodium.

to Systeme ciment - solution de sulfate de magnesium, 
de‘'i>:Lt -1 inftouencei en outre des proces precedents, 
tie t faction de precipitation de Mg (OH) , qui main- 

le pH dans la zone comprise entre 10,6 et 10,7 a 
ar 1 des premieres extractions, ou il se trouve ä en

viron 11,8.

est gouvernee, 
subissant une 

extractions

a la conductivite, qui 
dans les solutions, 

par l'equilibre 
5 les

want
Presents ___
sP6cialement,
^№ntation brusque dans

est fonction des 
eile 
(A), 

. -- premieres
Con ^ar I3 SUi1:e, diminuant exponentiellement d'une fa 
dis-anal°gUe ä celle QU6 subit la quantite de Ca (OH) 5 

LeS vaIeurs de conductivite subissent 
amentalement 1'influence des ions OH(I) et

SO -т\^аПЯ PreiT|ier Systeme et, en plus, les ions 
f 6t Na danS le sccond et les ions S04(II) 

ion/g dans le troisieme, dont les conductivites
■-‘-ques a 25°C, en ohm .cm . equiv. , son: 

он (I) = 198,0; aCa(n) = 59,5; = 80,0;

лМа(1) ” 50,1 et Mg (II) = 53,1 (a dilution infinie).

5. Conclusions

Premiere:
Le Ca (OH)2 present dans les lits de ciment hydrate, 
qui precedent des reactions d'hydratation du ciment, 
se dissout dans 1'eau deionisee qui traverse ces 
lits et en plus petit degre dans la solution de 
sufate de sodium; de meme, les composants ä base 
de sulfates et specialement l'ettringite, se disolvent 
(partiellement) dans 1'eau deionisee.

Les quantites dissoutes, qui experimentent une 
diminution exponentielle en meme temps que le volume 
de la solution qui' traverse les lits augments, 
sont fonction du temps d'hydratation-conservatlon 
du ciment des lits, des caracteristiques de la 
solution (sans ou avec ions, communs ou non et 
qui reactionnent avec d'autres ions) et du volume 
de la solution.

Deuxieme:
De meme, ce Ca (0H)2 se dissout dans la solution de 
sulfate de magnesium qui traverse les lits de ciment.
La solution de 1 hydroxide mentionne est influencee 
par la presence de Mg (II) dans la solution, qui 
precipite comme brucite dans les lits, pouvant 
arrive.- ä le colmater dans des cas determines.

L'evolution de la teneur en Mg (II) dans la solution 
est en rapport etroit avec celle du Ca (II) dans 
cette solution et viceversa, de telle faqon que, 
lorsque la concentration de 1'un augments, celle 
de 1'autre diminue. '
La teneur en Mg (II) dans la solution ' disparait 

totalement ou partiellement lorsqu'il traverse 
les lits de ciment; totalement lorsque [Ca (II) | ..

1,12 x10-2 et pH > 11,5. Lorsqu'il у a Mg (II) dans 
la solution, il у a [Ca (II)] +- [Mg (II)j=cte [~ l,12x 
xlO-2 moles/litre = concentration initielle deLMg(II)] 

Troisieme:
Les ions ЗОд (II) des solutions de IVao SO. et MgSOz 
sont retenues partiellement dans les" lits de ciment, 
ой a lieu la formation de petites quantites de 
gypse secondaire et d'ettringite (plus grandes 
dans le cas de la solution MgS04); cette retention 
diminue en meme temps que le volume de la solution 
qui a traverse les lits augmente. en dependance. 
ä son tour, du temps de conservation du ciment.

Quatrieme:
La conductivite et le pH des solutions qui ont 
traverse les lits de ciment hydrate poursuivent 
leur evolution, analogue ä celle du Ca (0H)2 extrait, 
etant fonction, d'une faqon Speciale, de la concentra
tion d'ions 0H(I) presents dans Les solutions mention-

Cinquieme:
Les composants cristallins du ciment hydrate (ettrin
gite, portlandite et calcite) et de la fraction 
non hydratee du clinker, experimentent des changements 
considerables qui dependent de la solution (classe 
et volume) et du temps de conservation du ciment.
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FIGURE 2

Ciment 2 hydrat6 - eau deionisSe: Evolution de la teneur de Ca (II).

Tableau 1

2.- Composition potential (Bogue)

1.- Analyse chimique %, e . p

P.F........................... 1,1

R. I........................... 0,2

Si 0? ................. 22,0

F'e- 0^ .................. a,i2 3 ................
Al? 04 .................. 1,8

Ca 0 .................. 67,9

Mg 0 ........ 0,5

5°3 ................. 2,3

Ca 0 libre . . , . 1,8

C3S .................. 75,6

C2S ................. 6,1

CgA ................. 0,0

C4AF ................. 10,8

3,— Surface spSclfique (Blaine) 
2

cm /g ................. 3.553

"i

Volume, 1.

FIGURE 3
Ciment 2 iiydrat6 - sol. Nag^Qj: 
Evolution de la teneur de Ca (II)*
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FIGURE 5FIGURE 4
Ciment 2 hydrate - eau deionis6e: 
-Ciment hydrate (7 et 28 J) 
-Ciment hydrate (7 »■ 28 j) + eau 
deionisee. DRX.

FIGURE 7
Ciment 2 hydrate - sol. Mg SO : 
Nouvelle phase solide. DUX-

'1

Ciment 2 hydrate - sol. Na SO : 
-Ciment hydrate (7 et 28 J).DUX 
-Ciment hydratg (7 + 28 j) + sol.
Na2 SO . DRX.

FIGURE 6
Ciment 2 hydrate - sol. Na SO : 
-Ciment hydrate (7 et 28 j) ,2 DRX 
-Ciment hydrate (7 et 28 j) +sol.
Mg SC . DRX .

Volumen, 1.

FIGURE 8
Ciment 2 hydrate (7 j) - sol. Mg S04 
Evolution des teneurs de Ca (II) et 
de Mg (li).

Volume, 1.

FIGURE 9
Ciment 2 hydrate (28 j) - sol. Mg SO 
Evolution des teneurs de Ca (II) et 
de Mg (II).

FIGURE 10
Ciment 2 (7 j) sol. Mg SO . Vue du lit.



CHARACTERIZATION AND POZZOLANIC PROPERTIES OF SEDIMENTARY OPALINE ROCKS

INTRODUCTION
Among the present trends in the cement Industry, the 
special mention is for the mixed cements.
This has led to the search for materials capable of 
being incorporated into cement and to the study of 
their suitability as active additions.
In Spain natural pozzolans and slag has been used for 
many years, and recently fly ash has come widely into 
use. However, the way between the source and its use 
is a basic economic factor which restricts the use 
of these materials whose cost must be very low. The 
discovery of the existence of sedimentary opaline 
rock in the west of the Iberian Peninsula has covered 
a geographical area where no other material is found 
that has pozzolanic properties. The present study is 
concerned with these opaline rocks and their use as 
active additions to cement.

CHARACTERIZATION OF OPALINE ROCKS
• These sedimentary levels appear on the old meteori- 
zed socle of the Central Spanish mountain system.
* Their origin is connected with an exogenic phenome
non linked to meteorization prodesses in a hot clima
te with alternating dry and humid seasons. The silica

FIG.l.- Typical Xr-ray difTractogram of an opaline rock

e32 30 28

Q

Q: quartz; M: micas; K: kaolinite; Cr: opal C-T

*000 3500 1200 1000 800 600 400 300

FIG.2.- Topical IR absorpticxi specliun of an cpaline rock

set free by meteorization in the humid period concen
trates through evaporation in low-relief areas during 
the dry season and precipitates as the acidity de
creases .
♦ The mineral compounds commonly found in these mate
rials are quartz, opal-CT, opal-A, kaolinite and mi
cas. This composition was established by means of an 
X-ray diffraction analysis (Fig.l).

TABLE I

VALUE 
(%)

CHEMIGAI. СаРОБГПСН CF CPALINE rxxs

s A F 0 M N К T s LOI
Ins.
Res.

MAXIMUM 90,7 15,9 3,7 0,32 0,46 0,17 1,70 0,32 0,09 7,7 89,9

MINIMUM 74,1 5,2 1,0 0,16 0,23 0,03 0,07 0,11 0,03 2,0 83,0

MEAN 82,6 9,5 2,0 0,22 0,32 0,10 0,77 0,19 0,07 4,2 86,5
J

* By means of infrared absorption spectroscopy (Fig-2^ 
these minerals were confirmed and at 3697 and 3620 on 
the bands corresponding to stretching vibrations of 
the -OH groups in kaolinite and micas were observed, 
while the band for water of hydration was found at 
3460 cm . Between 1200 and 900 cm the Si-0 stret
ching vibrations take place that correspond both to 
the existing silica as well as the silicates. The dou 
ble band 798 and 778 cm is characteristic for quartz 
and overlaps with the opal absorption at 790 cm  
The^ bending vibrations of the Si-O-Si group at 475 
cm come from the opal and the dioctahedral minerals.

*

* The most frequent, micromorphology of the polymor
phous silica, observed by means of a scanning electron 
microscope consists of sheets with serrated edges tint 
penetrate into each other (Fig.3a) or that form sphe
rical compositions, lepispheres, in the empty spaces 
or hollows ,(Fig.3b). These crystalline forms cover 
the surfaces and walls of the pores (Fig.3c).
* The materials which were received in small blocks 
were ground, a process controlled by t£e Blaine fina 
specific surface value, around 4500 cm /g.
* The chemical composition is shown in Table I. which

Sporadically, smaller quantities of other minerals 
were identified, among them alunite, viseite, bary
ta,... (1) , (2).
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minimum andgives the maximum,  
whole range of samples. Chemical mean values ■ for the 
S bLm:ptSth°ef ^dUCtlIely ^lÄs™ Se^:? 
try, except the SO content which was determined era 
"am :^y,uThea'?5°1Uble reSldUe 15 obtained Ä 
Na2CO3 attack and later ignition at 975»C.

SAMPLE REACTION CAPACITY
It is the aim of this research to study the suitabili 
ty of these materials as pozzolanic products. Pozzolä 
nie activity was evaluated by means of an accelerate! 
test of opal, lime mortar, described earlier (3).

РТС.З.- SEN microstructure of cpaline rocks

The mortar is prepared 
hydrated lime, 
cc of water. Г 
were obtained.
closet at 21-C for’^h^T^d^a^ Vo^C for 72 
Flexural and compressive results 
An absorption of water i""----
not observed 
the contents 
rock, (4).

mon elth 375 6 °f Opal> 125 8 Of 
g of graded standard sand and 250 

 rom each sample, 6 prisms (40x40x160mm) 
The specimens are cured in the moist

- — .2 hours. 
are given in Fig.4.

- - increase effect is therefore
in any of the samples which bears out 
f other studies concerned with opaline

FIG.4.- Accelerated test

8

a

- low activity.
- good activity.

of these materials is si- 
used today as active

productive by using 
geotechnical condi- 
also favourables.

the various 
stable form (quartz): the al

and 12
and 11
higher water requirement

CONCLUSIONS
1. These deposits can be quite 
traditional quarry methods. The 
tions in the production areas are
2. The mineralogical analysis has shown
forms of silica besides *
most amorphous opal-A and'^Гь^^геТор^-сТ
3. The pozzolanic activity test provides a classifica
Cion of the different materials with regard t! toei! 
reaction capacity: lr

* Samples ns. 1,2,4,9,10
' Samples ns. 3,5,6,7,

For these opaline rocks 
is not necessary.
4. The pozzolanic behaviour сГ L 
milar to that of other products 
additions to portland cement.
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INFILTRATION OF CHLORIDE UNDER CAPILLARY ACTION P

In capillary absorption tests, we measured 
the penetration depth of a statistically 
defined liquid front as a function of time. 
This was accomplished with the help of elec 
trical conductivity and gamma absorption 
measurements. The absorption of water and 
a 4% NaCl solution was investigated on con
crete discs (200 x 200 x 35 mm) which were 
cut out of concrete walls(1000x1000x200mm), 
all at the same level. Two types of Port
land cement with differing C^A content (7% 
and 12% respectively) were employed. The 
cement content was 300 kg/m3 and the W/Z 
value 0.5. The concrete was mixed at two 
different temperatures (5°C and 20°C respec 
tively) and stored at 20°C/70% R.H. for 
three months prior to tests. The absorption 
tests were carried out under two different 
climatic conditions (5°C,85%RH and20°C, 70% 
R.H.) and covered a period of about 5 weeks 
for approx. 70mm capillary rise. The ori
ginal concrete surface against the formwork 
served as the absorption surface.

The capillary rise of the liquid front clo
sely followed the relationship h = k./t 
(t = time). In general, the coefficient к 
increases with rising temperatures, increa
sing capillary pore content and decreasing 
water content in the concrete. In contrast, 
increased air pore content results in lower 
к values. The observed values lie in the 
range of 3-7mm/h^/2. For the concrete with 

a cement of lower C3A content, the NaCl so
lution was absorbed noticeably more slowly 
than the water. At the same time, in the 
case of the NaCl solution, the blurring of 
the liquid front decreased with increasing 
capillary rise. For the concrete with a 
cement of greater C^A content however, the 
salt solution was usually as rapidly (or 
even more rapidly) absorbed as the pure wa
ter. The blurring showed no consistent 
trend.

The infiltration of chloride in concrete de 
pends on the surface distance. The total 
chloride content determined after comple
ting the test was higher for the cement ty
pe with greater C3A content. On the other 
hand, a higher capillary pore content was 
observed for the concrete types made at 
20°C with cement of greater C-A content. 
Thus, the к value for the absorption of the 
salt solution was also higher. It was inte 
resting to observe that for the concrete ma 
de at 20°C, the chloride content was propo- 
tional to the к value for surfacS distances 
of 0-10mm. This was true for both cement 
types. It also correlates with the practi
cal experience that a carbonation of the 
concrete surface (which results in a decree 
sed к value) leads mostly to a lower chlori 
de content. The total chloride content of 
the concrete made at 20°C was independent 
of the CgA content of the cement for surfa
ce distances of 30-40mm. It lay in the re
gion of 0.15% Cl (referred to cement mass) 
with an absorption temperature of 5°C and 
of 0.07% Cl with an absorption temperature 
of 20°C.

The bound, chloride, i.e. the difference 

between the chloride soluble in nitric acid 
and in cold water, yielded values clearly a
bove 0.4% Cl referred to cement mass (0.44 - 
-0.67). This applies to both cement types 
with surface distances of 0-1Omm. Smaller 
values were found for the bound chloride in 
the range 0-10mm when the concrete was made 
at 5°. The influences of the absorption tem 
perature and C-^A content of the cement were 
small. The concrete made at 5° yielded 
smaller capillary pore content than the one 
made at 20°C.

The relationship between the bound chlorid 
and the total chloride amounted to approx.
0.4,  independent of the cement type and the 
test parameters for surface distances of 
0-30mm.

After the salt had exerted its influence, oh 
servation with the SEM revealed the forma
tion of new crystals, some of them branched. 
With EDXRA the crystals showed increased 
chloride content compared to their surround
ings. Even NaCl crystals could be found.

We thank W. Studer (Swiss Federal Laborato
ries for Materials Testing and Research), P. 
Wagli and R. Wessicken (Swiss Federal Insti
tute of Technology) for their valued coopera 
tion.

Branched crystals in concrete found after 
NaCl absorption

NaCl crystal in concrete



MODELING MATHEMATICALLY TEE EFFECT OF CURING TEMPERATURE ON THE STRENGTH 
DEVELOPMENT OF CEMENTS. i onmiiUH

Introduction

The purpose of the research was the development 
and calibration of a mathematical cement model for 
the description of the effect of curing temperature 
on the hydration of various portland cements as re
flected by their strength developments. The term 
"model" implies the mathematical form of a simpli
fied, hypothetical cement from which many of the 
factors influencing the hydration and hardening of 
an actual cement are disregarded; the remaining few 

\ variables are combined in a form that can reproduce 
numerically one, specific cement property which is 
the compressive strength in this case.

The model presented here considers the hydra
tions of the C3S and C2S as first order reactions in 
which the C3A acts as a catalyst.

The investigation included the development of 
formulas for numerical estimation of several charac
teristics of the kinetics of hydration. These are, 
as follows:

age of concrete when the hardening begins;
age when the diffusion control of the hydration 

starts; and ■ .
final strength potential of concrete, that is, 

the strength after very long proper curing;

for portland cements of various types and various 
curing temperatures. This investigation .is the con
tinuation of the work on the "exponential cement 
model" that was presented at the 6th and 7th Inter
national Congresses on the Chemistry of the 
Cements. (1)(2)

Origin of the Model

The exponential cement model, probably the 
first non-linear cement model for the representation 
of hardening, is much slmpller than most of the 
linear models. It was Introduced in 1967 (3). 
The original mathematical form of this model provides 
a relationship between the strength developing capa
bility of a portland cement under curing at constant 
standard temperature (22°C) and its simplified com
Pound composition, as follows: .

1 - С3е~а1С - (1 - C3)e"a2t

1 - C3"28al - (1 - C3)e"28a2

'ength of portland cement paste, mortar, 
concrete at the age of t, cured at 

constant standard temperature, MPa 
f28 = 28-day strength at the same mixture, MPa 
t = age of the specimen at testing, days, 
C3 = computed C3S content of the portland 

cement, percent/100,
al and = rates of hardening of the C3S and the 
a2 other component which are independent of

the strength, age, and C3S content, but 
may be a function of the C3A content, and 
any other factor that Influences the 
course of hydration (fineness, gypsum con
tent,. admixtures, water-cement ratio, tem
perature, curing and testing methods, 
etc.), 1/day.

This equation was obtained from the following con
ditions:

(a) The model consists only of two hardening 
components; the first component is the C3S, the 
second component is a mixture of the other cement in
gredients, mainly C2S.

(b) These two components hydrate simultaneously 
as first order reactions with differing rates but 
without any interaction with each other.

(c) The kinetics of hardening is controlled only 
by the rates of chemical reactions between the two 
cement compounds and water.

(d) The final strength developed by C3S is the 
same as the final strength of the second component.

The proportionality factors, which are the a 
parameters in Equation 1), represent the specific 
rates of hardening, that is, (the rate of hardening)/ 
(remaining strength at a given age). The squares of 
these parameters represent specific decelerations of 
hardening. The more intensive the early hardening 
process, the greater is the value of ai; and the 
longer and larger is the hardening after 28 days; the 
smaller becomes the value of 33 up to a certain limit. 
In other words, (Eq. 1) describes the strength de
velopment when the chemical reactions control the

- hydration process without any consideration of the 
diffusion process.

The extension of this model to various constant 
curing temperatures is based on the recognition that 
the exponential cement model represents the hardening 
from the viewpoint of chemical kinetics as the sum of 
two different first-order reactions. Since experi
mental data have supported this with standard curing 
temperature (l)-(4), the logical working hypothesis 
is that compressive strengths of concretes cured at a 
constant temperature other than the standard will 
also be reproducible by the extension of this model. 
This paper presents a justification of this hypothe
sis by Introducing the extended form and comparing 
its predicted values to experimental strength re
sults.

Description of the New Model

Although the new model is based on the earlier 
published exponential cement models, it has two im
portant novel properties: (a) it is extended to in
clude the strength development produced during the 
period when the diffusion process controls the hydra
tion rather than the rate of chemical reactions; and 
(b) it is extended to strengths of mixtures that were 
cured at constant temperature other than the standard 
22°C. These two extensions are discussed below.

The strength development of a cement paste, 
mortar, or concrete can be divided into two consecu
tive stages from the point of view of kinetics of 
hydration: (a) the first stage is when the rate of 
strength development is controlled by the rates of 
chemical reactions between the cement compounds and 
water, followed by (b) the second stage, that is the 
strength development controlled by the speed of dif
fusion of the aqueous phase in the hardened cement 
paste to the unhydrated portion of the cement. The 
dividing point of time between the two stages is 
marked as tj. In other words, the first stage of the
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strength development, fct» takes place from the time 
of beginning of hardening, ts, up to t^, whereas the 
second stage strength, fjt» develops after the begin
ning of the diffusipn control, tj. Figure 1 shows 
that the total strength of the concrete, ft, during 
the first stage ds equal to fct> whereas the total 
strength of the concrete in the second stage is equal 
to the sum of fct at the age of t^, which is fctd» 
and The importance of distinguishing between
the two stages is that the strengths in the first 
stage are highly sensitive to the curing temperature, 
whereas those in the second stage are not.

The new cement model recognizes quantitatively 
these two stages of strength development. In addi
tion, several other factors are included in the mod
el as variables that influence the kinetics of 
strength development. These are: compound composi
tion and fineness of the cement; age; and curing tem
perature .

The mathematical form of this new cement model 
is as follows:

1. During the first stage of hydration, when 
the strength development is controlled by the rate 
of chemical reactions, that is when t < tj:

0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 1000.

t Age,Doys

Figure 1. Strength development of concrete with Type 
I cement cured at 32 C. Points: experimental data; 
continuous lines: calculated from Eq. 2); cross
hatched line: calculated from Eq. 7).

1 - C exp (-a.(t - t )(S/3000)) - (1 - C„) exp (-ao(t - t )(S/3000)) J___1______ s____________________J_________ 2______ s__________
fct = fof28 1 - C, exp (-ЕЦ (28 - t )(S/3000)) - (1 - C.) exp (-a, (28 - t )(S/3000))

j J. S j A s

where

f = relative final strength of the cement paste, mortar or concrete, that is, strength after a very long 
proper curing, percent/100 of the 28-day strength,

ts=: age when the hardening process starts, days, 
tj= age when the speed of diffusion takes over the control of strength development, days 
S = Blaine specific surface of the cement, cm2/g.

The other symbols are identical with the symbols of Eq. 1).

2. During the second stage of hardening, when 
the strength development is controlled by the speed 
of diffusion, that is when t > t^:

1 - c exp (-a (t - t )(S/3000)) - (1 - C ) exp (-a (t, - t )(S/3000)) j a u о 3 z. a s
1 - C3 exp (-a1(28 - tg)(S/3000)) - (1 - C.p exp (-a2(28 - t )(S/3000))

where

= strength developed after the age of tj by 
diffusion, MPa.

The other symbols are identical with the symbols of 
Eqs. 1) and 2).

Using appropriate and a2 values, strengths 
can be calculated from these equations for various 
cement types at various ages for different but con
stant curing temperatures. These calculated values 
were compared to pertinent experimental concrete 
strengths.

Experimentally Obtained Strengths

The experimental data were taken from a paper 
by Klieger. (5) Accordingly, ASTM Types I, II and 
III portland cements were used to make concrete for 
the determination of their compressive strengths.

Two cements were used for each type. The chemical 
and physical characteristics of the cements are pre
sented in Table 1. The nominal cement content of the 
concretes was 310 kg/m^, the air content was between 
4 and 5% and the water content was adjusted for each 
mixture to produce 5 to 10 cm slump. The concretes 
were mixed and placed at temperatures of 4.44, 12.78, 
22.78, 32.22, 40.5 and 48.86°C. Specimens were pre
pared for testing at ages of 1, 3, 7 and 28 days, 3 
months and 1 year.

For specimens that were broken at the age of 28 
days or earlier, all concretes were cured continuously 
moist at the mixing and placing temperature until 
testing the strength. After the initial 28 days, the 
specimens remaining for tests at 3 months and 1 Уе^г 
were cured further continuously moist but at 22.78 C 
until breaking. The compressive strength tests were 
performed on beam ends remaining from flexural tests 
as 15-cm modified cube tests.
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TABLE 1 - PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENTS (5)

Cement
ASTM 
type

Fineness Normal
Specific consist
Surface ency

Blaine %
cm2/g

Time of Setting 
Vicat

hr. & min.

Alkalies, % Calculated Compound Composition %

Total
Na20 K20 as

Na20 Free
C3S C2S C3A C4AF CaS04 CaOInitial Final

____ 22.78°C and below ---------------- ------

I 
III
II

3310 25.0
4840 29.0
3910 25.0

4:00 6:55
1:45 4:00
5:05 8:45

0.22 0.67 0.66
0.19 0.42 0.47
0.14 0.21 0.28

42.5 28.8 11.3 8.0 3.61 0.90
58.2 13.1 10.3 8.0 4.47 1.71
33.’9 40.7 6.1 10.2 2.98 1.22

 22.78° and above ------------------ -

I 
III
II

3120 24.5
4730 28.5
3880 24.0

3:00 ---
2:00 4:00
3:30 5:00

0.23 0.63 0.64
0.18 0.47 0.49
0.20 0.47 0.51

41.8 29.4 10.9 8.4 3.66 1.07
53.8 17.1 11.5 8.1 4.65 1.08
39.1 34.4 7.2 10.4 3.04 0.84

Further details concerning the concrete and 
tests can be found in Klieger's original paper. (5)

After a stepwise optimization of Eqs. 2) and 3), 
the compressive strength values calculated by the ce
ment model at ages from 1 day through 1 year for con
cretes cured at seven different temperatures are pre
sented in Table 2 for Type I portland cement. For 
the sake of comparison, the experimentally obtained 
data by Klieger are also presented. It can be seen 
that the goodness of fit is quite good between the 
calculated and experimental strength. The compres
sive strengths developed by Type II and III ce mts 
are not presented here due to space restrictions, 
but the obtained goodness of fit is good also for 
these cements.

Characteristics of the Kinetics of Hydration

In addition to the good fit to experimental 
lengths (Table 2), the model provided specific 

ofTa38 f°r several characteristics of the kinetics 
ydration of portland cements as a function of 

uring temperature and cement type. For Type I ce
ments used by Klieger these formulas are, as follows:

Beginning of the hardening:

_ 215ts “ 5 2 - 0»10 in days 4)
(tu + 10)

beginning of the diffusion control:

t = 120 x in-0.01923t° . ,
d ±2U x lu in days 5)

Compressive strength developed during the diffu
sion control:

fdt = 960 lo8(t/td) in psi 6)

= 6.62 log (t/td) in MPa 7)

Final relative compressive strength:

f0 = -33 x 10 6(t° - 29)3 + 1.00 in Z/100 8) 

where t is the constant curing temperature in °C. 
The other symbols are identical with the symbols of 
Eqs. 2) and 3).

Table 2 contains illustrative values of Eqs. 4),
5),  and 8) for several temperatures. Similar, al
though not identical formulas were obtained for ce
ments of Types II and III. These are not presented 
here; nevertheless they are discussed below.

Interpretation of the Formulas

The above-presented equations for the kinetics 
of Type I cement as well as the similar equations for 
Type II and III cements indicate the following:

1. The starting time of hardening, ts, is de
creasing quite rapidly with an increase in the curing 
temperature. Ц roughly coincides with the time
of initial setting of the cement paste. Thus, all 
the factors that influence the time of setting (fine
ness, C3A content, S03 content, etc.) also influence 
the value of tg. Note that when the curing tempera
ture is -10°C or less, the hardening does not start. 
The value of ts affects primarily the very early 
strengths.

2. The time of transition, tj from chemical re
action control to diffusion control of the hardening 
shortens with Increasing curing temperatures, but it 
is also controlled, negatively, with the rate of 
hardening, that is C3S content, fineness, etc. of the 
cement. Similar tendency appears with the strength 
development of the various cements during the diffu
sion-controlled period; that is, the higher the rate 
of hardening, the smaller the strength increase. 
Note that the diffusion-controlled strength develop
ment, fd(. is far the less sensitive to the tempera
ture of curing than the chemical reaction-controlled 
strength development. The td and fd values affect 
the strength at later ages.

3. fo and the other factors are functions not 
only of the curing temperature but also of the cement 
type. For instance, fo is highest for Type II cement 
and lowest for Type III cement indicating the inverse 
effect of C3S and C3A contents on the final strength 
which has also been demonstrated experimentally. (6) 
When the curing temperature is close to 29°C, the .



TABLE 2 - CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL STRENGTHS OBTAINED AT VARIOUS CURING TEMPERATURES
Cement: T.ype I

Curing 
temp 
°C

# Source 
of 

strength

al
1/d

a2
1/d

td 
day

^ctd
MPa

fo
Z/100

Compressive Strength, MPa

1 3 7 28 
ay

90 365

4.44 Calc. 0.08 0.014 98.6 55.03 1.49 0.20 5.61 14.36 36.73 53.88 58.85
Exp. 0.56 5.11 14.98 36.26 49.84 54.11

12.78 Calc. 0.20 0.060 68.1 48.00 1.14 . 4.12 13.71 25.77 43.83 48.81 52.90
Exp. 4.06 13.51 26.25 43.75 52.85 55.93

22.78 Calc. 0.48 0.11 43.8 42.56 1.00 9.42 21.52 31.59 41.85 44.67 48.75
Exp. 9.87 21.84 31.43 42.35 44.52 50.33

22.78 Calc. 0.41 0.13 43.8 38.32 1.00 7.67 18.63 28.75 37.87 40.42 44.51
Exp. 8.05 18ч 20 28.42 38.08 42.0 45.15

32.22 Calc. 0.7 0.12 28.8 37.43 0.99 10.65 20.96 28.67 37.37 40.75 44.84
Exp. 10.43 21.63 29.12 36.68 39.9 43.68

40.56 Calc. 0.95 0.13 19.9 34.72 0.9'3 ■ 12.27 21.38 27.98 35.71 39.12 43.20
Exp. 12.95 22.40 26.95 33.04 36.75 41.02

48.86 Calc. 3.0 0.20 13.8 27.31 0.74 14.53 19.50 24.44 29.38 32.79 36.87
Expo 14.28 19.88 24.08 28.77 .33.11 37.24

final strength developed by Type II cement is about 
105? higher than that of Types I and III. The fo e- 
quatiogs also show that the final strengths are in
creasing (or decreasing) faster than linearly as the 
curing temperature is decreasing (or increasing) from 
29°C.

Note that Carino and Lew also reported that the 
value of fo decreases with increasing curing tempera
tures, but they recommended a linear relationship for 
this function instead of the cubic form of Eqs. 7) 
and 8). (7)

The value of fQ affects primarily the strength 
at later ages.

Eqs. 5) through 8) are approximations with re
stricted limits of validity. The restrictions origi
nate from the Intentional simplification of the for
mulas. For instance, the actual fo value does not 
increase indefinitely as the cubic function of Eq. 8) 
indicates but rather levels off around 0oC as well as 
above 60oC temperatures, respectively. Such curve, 
however, would require a much more complicated math
ematical form. The ts values as represented by Eq.
4) also change with the temperature more rapidly 
than the actual values. Nevertheless, all these 
formulas seem to be useful tools between 0 and 50°C 
for the estimation of several- characteristics of the 
kinetics of hardening numerically that we could do 
only in in qualitative terms up to now.

As far as this writer can tell, formulas similar 
to Eqs. 5) through 8) hqve not been published. 
Nevertheless, the primary importance of these formu
las is not so much the actual numbers they provide 
because these are valid, strictly speaking only for 
the cements used by Klieger in his experiments. It 
seems mote important that they show the general ap
proach for the establishment of similar formulas for 
other cements and, with further research, for the 

determination of how th< cement characteristics in
fluence the tj, fo, etc. values, that is the kinetics 
of hardening, under various curing conditions.

Conclusions

The new cement model represented by Eqs. 2) and 
3) can reproduce the strength development of portland 
cements of Types I, II and III cured at differring 
temperatures quite well as demonstrated by the data 
in Table 2. In addition, the optimization and cali
bration processes of this model provided formulas for 
the numerical estimations of several characteristics 
of the kinetics of hydration as shown by Eqs. 4) 
through 8).
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PHYSICO-CHEMICAL, MICROSTRUCTURAL, AND MICROMECHANICAL
INVESTIGATIONS OF SULFOALUMINATE-TYPE EXPANSIVE CEMENTS
RECHERCHES PHYSICÖ=CHIMIQUE," MICROSTRUCTURALE, ET MICROMECANIQUE
SUR ON CIMENT EXPANSIF DU TYPE-SULPOALUMINATE

INTRODUCTION
Portland cement is one of the most widely used materials 
in the construction industry. One of its disadvantages, 
however, is its inherent characteristic to shrink upon 
drying and, owing to its low tensile strength, to crack. 
Upon cracking, concrete becomes more permeable and 
allows, with greater ease, the ingress of harmful 
chemicals to its interior which may lead to loss of 
strength and ultimate deterioration. This imposes 
unnecessary maintenance and rehabilitation costs, and 
becomes a major concern in an industry that accounts for 
more than 250 billion dollars on GNP per year in the 
United States.
In response to this concern, expansive cements, in the 
form of shrinkage-compensating cement, have been 
developed and used in the field for several decades. 
When mixed with water, expansive cements expand and 
create tensile stresses in the reinforcing steels and, 
therefore, compressive stresses in the concrete. The 
idea is that upon shrinkage, concrete will simply 
release some, preferably not all, of its compressive 
stress, thereby preventing any tension from building up 
and thus avoiding the formation of cracks.
TYPES
The three types of sulfoaluminate-type expansive cements 
that have been studied in the United States are 
differentiated by their supplementary alumina-bearing 
phases. For example,_Type К expansive cement is 
characterized by C4A3S. Type К expansive cement is 
usually produced by intergrinding ordinary portland 
cement clinker, expansive clinker (containing c4A3S), 
and calcium sulfate (anhydrite or gypsum).
Similarly Type M is characterized by CA+C12A7* Type S 
has no supplementary alumina-bearing phase, but is 
characterized by a high percentage of C3A.
Expansive cements can also be based on the positive 
volume change associated with the hydration of an oxide 
such as CaO or MgO. Commercial expansive cements based 
on CaO ("free lime") exist; cements based on MgO have 
been studied.

regarded as producing a 'crystallization pressure', and, 
hence, the expansive force.
IHS SWELLING THEORY (12-15)
According to the Swelling Theory, expansion occurs 
because of wetting of the ettringite particles that are 
of colloidal size. These particles have been referred 
to as gel. This gel has a large surface area, and like 
CSH gel, takes up water to produce overall expansion by 
swelling. The formation of this gel occurs by a 
through-solution mechanism due to the reaction between 
the expansive particles and the surrounding solution. 
Moreover, if calcium and hydroxyl ions exist in the 
solution, ettringite particles will be colloidal in 
size; but if such ions are absent, ettringite particles 
will be larger in size. It is only in the former case 
that expansion can occur. This school of thought, 
unlike the first, does not consider the size of the 
expanding particles to be important. Instead, it 
stresses that it is the existence of calcium ions which 
affects the size of ettringite crystals and, therefore, 
the rate and magnitude of expansion.
On the other hand, in order to explain excess expansion 
observed in an expansion study, it was suggested that 
water adsorption and interparticle repulsion in 
ettringite formation (due to high Zeta potential values) 
act concurrently and significantly with crystal growth 
thrust during expansion (16).
The above theories of expansion have been discussed in 
detail in references (17-19).
DISCUSSION OF THE THEORIES
In discussing the review paper (17), B. Mather (18) 
suggested that the observed Increase in dimensions of 
expansive cements cannot be explained either as crystal 
growth (first school) or swelling of ettringite (second 
school). He stated that the crystal size or degree of 
crystallinity of the ettringite is irrelevant and that 
expansion needs no explanation other than the increase 
in . volume upon C3A or C4A3S to ettringite 
transformation. In the reply to Mather's discussion 
(19), based on the equations below:

HYDRATION
When water is added to expansive cement, a complex 
reaction takes place. The silicate phases (C3S and C2S) 
react with water to produce calcium silicate hydrates (CSH) 
gel and calcium hydroxide. CSH gel contributes to the 
strength of the cement. The stoichiometric equations 
can be generalized as follows:
2C2S + 3H —C3S2H2 + CH ....(1)
2C3S + 5H —•- C3S2H2 + 3CH ...(2)
Trisulfate hydrate (CgAS3H32) commonly referred to as 
ettringite is the principle phase in the C-A-S-H system 
that contributes to expansion in sulfoaluminate-type 
expansive cements. In Types S, K, and M expansive 
cements, ettringite is assumed to form as follows:
TYPE S-C3A + 3CSH2 + 26H —*■ C6AS3H32 ..(3)
TYPE K-C4A3S + 8CSH2 + 6CH + 74H —3C6AS3H32 -.(4)

(CA + 3CSH2 + 2CH + 20H —сбА2зН32 ••(5)TYPE M< _(C12A7 + 21CSH2 + 9CH + 173H —► 7C6AS3H32 ..(6)
The product ettringite (C^AS3Hq[2) has a density of 1.73 g/cm^ and contains six units of CaO, one of A12O3, three 
of SO3, and thirty-two of water. It occurs as hexagonal 
columns or needles in which the water of crystallization 
is contained in channels parallel to the c-axis (1). 
The stoichiometric reactions 1-6 are ideal and the exact 
reaction equations have not yet been determined.

THEORIES OF EXPANSION
There are two major schools of thought concerning the 
expansion mechanism: the Crystal Growth Theory and the 
Swelling Theory.
THE CRYSTAL GROWTH THEORY (1-11)
According to the Crystal Growth Theory, expansion 
is caused by the growth of ettringite crystals from the 
surfaces of the expansive particles (topochemical 
reaction mechanism) or from the solution (through- 
solution reaction mechanism). The growth of these 
crystals, commonly referred to as crystal growth, is 

V = N . A . L.............. (7)
dv = NA.dL + LA.dN + LN.dA ... (8)
it was claimed that expansion based on volume change 
depends on the crystallinity of ettringite (the second 
term, LA.dN) and thus any explanation of the mechanism 
of expansion should be based on either or both schools 
of thought. In equation (7) the parameters V and N are 
total volume and total number of ettringite crystals 
produced, and A and L are cross-sectional area and 
length of a single ettringite crystal. Equation 8 
represents the total differential of equation 7. 
Although expansion by water adsorption has not been 
ruled out (19), it is believed that its contribution to 
expansion is insignificant because of the low surface 
area of ettringite -approximately 8,000-19,000 m /kg 
depending on lime concentration (16).

OBJECTIVES
A fundamental requirement in the successful use and 
application of expansive cement is the cle^s 
understanding of the mechanism of the expansion proce 
and development. This fact has been recognized for so 
time. Research activities at elucidating the expansio 
mechanism have been significant and achievements 
are encouraging. With all the extensive work don r 
however, there still is a lack of general consens 
regarding the mechanism of expansion including 
kinetics and morphology of ettringite formation.
The purpose of this paper is to present results of an 
investigation aimed at assessing the. mechanism 
expansion. The results presented herein are bas 
the physico-chemical, microstructural, „tvoe 
micromechanical studies of the sulfoaluminate y. 
expansive cements.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
The experimental work included studies of 
solubility, microstructure (scanning microscopy-SEM), strength, expansion, and shrinkag 
characteristics. ■
MATERIALS
The materials used were portland cement p.c. S3210, Type
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of oxides and 
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p.c. 
S321O 
wt.%

Expansive 
ECL-103 
Wt. %

Clinker
TXI-4C 
wt. %

S 
wt. %

С3Г- 
wt. %

Natural 
Gyp. G-l 
wt. t

A12O3 
Fe2O3 
CaO 
MgO 
so3 
Na2O 
K20 
L.O.I. 
Free-

4.6
3.96

64.81
1.35
2.4
0.2 
0.24

0.13

14.7
5.9
1.9

62.6
3.5
8.7 
0.23 
0.75 
0.86
5.1

0.73

20.42
10.32
2.79

57.24 
0.67 
5.1

0.63
1.34

0.74

49.41
0.38

37.58

11.9

0.54
0.3

37.07 
0.02 

61.48

0.25 
0.2

1.92
0.12
0.48 

31.97 .
0.37

46.12

20.68

1.72

TOTAL 99.35 99.34 100.24 100.11 99.0 103.38

Phase Bogue Mehta Mehta XRD* XRD*

C3S 
C2S 
с3л 
С4ЛГ_ 
СдА3 S 
CS

55.23

5.49
12.05

4.08

76.14
-15.29

5.78
9.35

12.7

22.71
41.42

8.49
17.04
4.87

99.7

99.8

77.6

TOTAL 97.29 
------------—

103.97 J 94.53
-

99.7 99.8 J
J
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directional pressures starting at a critical degree of 
hydration acr when ettringite crystals surpass 
surrounding solution layer (3,4,6,8,17,23,24), and 
externally applied constant pressures starting at the 
onset of hydration.

The free expansion of the blends in saturated lime-water 
at 23+1 °C was studied by measuring the dai.'y length 
changes of thin prismatic pasta specimens having 
dimensions 4.8 mm x 15 mm x 80 mm. Procedures for 
proportioning, mixing, casting, curing, and measurement 
are described elsewhere (5,6,26).
Strength was measured indirectly from the first mode of 
resonant frequency of prismatic specimens similar in 
dimensions to the expansion specimens. The square of 
this frequency gives a measure of dynamic Young’s 
Modulus and «compressive strength (5,6,27-29).
Pure Components
Paste blends of p.c. S3210, gypsum G-l, 2.5% and 5% C3A 
(c and F) or C4A3S (C and F), with extent of reaction 
%R>100, were mixed with deionized water at 0.4 w/c: 
Percent R is an approximate measure of wt% C3A or C4A3S 
that converts to ettringite (4,5,6,23). Percent R>100 
indicates excess sulfate. Figs, 4, 5 (from ref.20),and 6 show 
the expansion-time behaviors of the 2.5% to 5% C3A 
(C and F) and C4A3S (C and F) blends. Results indicate 
that the behavior of expansion is. extremely dependent on 
the type and amount of expansive component. With the 
higher content, comparing Figures 4 and 5, the effects 
of fineness and type become more pronounced. Fig. 5 
shows that C4A3S-C and C3A-C give a higher expansion 
rate than C4A3S-F and C3A-F. This is not expected since 
at early ages tests have shown that finer particles 
produce expansion at a higher rate. However, this may 
be explained from Richards-Helmuth's model on expansive 
cements (4) showing that there is an optimum range of 
expansion particles 6.8-11 microns, that give the 
highest expansion. Since more than 50% of the C4A3S-F 
and C3A-F particles were smaller than 5 microns compared 
to 18% and 7% for C4A3S-C and C3A-C, one can suggest 
that a greater amount of ettringite formed in the fine 
particles is being wasted. Figure 6 clearly shows the 
effect on expansion of_ a series of blends with 
increasing content of C4A3S but constant %R.
Туme К Clinker
Paste blends of p.c. S3210, Type К expansive clinker 
TXI-4C, gypsum G-l, w/c=0.4, and %R=65, were made with 
varying wt% of Type К expansive clinker form 23%-50%. 
TXI-4C was ground to a Blaine of 422 m2/kg. This 
"whole” clinker was then separated into several size 
fractions by air-classifier: 2-5 microns (481 m2/kg), 
5-8 microns (450 m2/kg), 8-13 microns (232 m2/kg), and 
+13 microns (89 m2/kg) . Figures 7 and 8 show the 
expansion time and strength-time relationships. With 
higher amount of expansive component, 50% clinker in 
Fig. 7, behavior is "abnormal" (6,31), i.e. double 
curvature expansion and strength drop. The 35% clinker 
mix in Fig. 7 and the 2-5 micron mix in Fig. 8 show 
"normal" (6,31) behavior in their, strength-expansion 
patterns while the mixes containing 50% clinker in 
Fig. 7 and whole clinker in Fig. 8 show abnormal 
behavior.
The paste blends containing Type К TXI-4C (whole) tested 
in free expansion contained 1.34% free lime. Another 
Type К clinker, ECL-103 was also obtained from a 
different source and it had a relatively high amount of 
free lime (5.1%). The clinker was ground either by 
impact (ECL-103V "whole") or by grinding in a steel ball 
mill (ECL-103G1 "whole"). ECL-103V "whole" , was 
separated into several size fractions by air-classifier: 
2-5 microns (682 m2/kg), 5-8 microns (417 m2/kg), 8-13 
microns (279 m2/kg), and +13 microns (138 m2/kg). The 
"whole" clinker was 270 m2/kg. (The Blaine of the steel 
ball milled clinker, ECL-103G1 "whole" was 426 m2/kg). 
Impact grinding gives angular shape particles while 
steel ball mill grinding gives a more rounded or 
spherical particle shape.
Two paste blends containing p.c. S3210, gypsum G-l, and 
30% ECL-103 (V or G whole), with 0.4 w/c and 75% R were 
tested in expansion and results clearly indicate that 
the method of grinding plays a significant role in the 
expansion behavior, Fig. 9. The Figure shows that the 
blend containing the expansive clinker ground by impact 
gives double the expansion of the expansive clinker 
ground in steel ball mill even though it has the same 
chemical composition and a significantly smaller surface 
area. Fig. 10 also shows expansion-time behavior of
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Fig. 6: Effects of increasing content of expansive 

‘ component on expansion.
several blends containing the impacted clinker EC^“1°5| 
(9-13 microns). Comparison of the 15%, 20%, and 3
mixes gives the effect of Increasing expansive Clin 
wt% on expansion while maintaining %R at 70. _„-ases 
as wt% expansive clinker increases, expansion incre 
just as shown in previous work (6). Comparing tn gt 
clinker and the 35% clinker explains the. effec 
increasing %R on expansion while maintaining co 
wt% expansive clinker. In these cases increasi g 
clinker while maintaining constant %R or iLher
while maintaining constant yt.% clinker yielded ч 
expansion rates and magnitudes.
An interesting feature in ECL-103V and ECL-103G1 seri^^ 
is that regardless of mix composition, expansio 
virtually completed within the first two days or 
The 35% clinker in Fig. 10 shows a vary pecuiia ld 
interesting feature in that expansive cemen as 
accommodate as much as 2.5% expansion strain
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Fig. 7: Strength-Expansion relationship of expansive 
cement blends: Effects of particle sizes.
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Fig. 9: Effect of grinding method of 
expansive clinker on expansion.
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Fig. 10: Expansion behavior of different 
series of blends.
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also studied (30). I

the ability 
can only be 
lime and its 

Virtually, 
the high free lime Type к 

—j completed in

45%+3% Rh) of 
magnitude and 

, ----------- s-w,. Reinforced and
expansive cement paste and mortar blends of 
gypsum G-l, and expansive component (pure 

/ .(or Gl)) were mixed, casted, and

^ys Without disintegrating. Normally this 
soon if tb=XparS^°n>. c°uld not have been accommodated so 
Moreover not,developed such high strength.iisinFo-- -U h hlgh exPansion magnitude usually leads to ewSslon dev"; Th\ Yery hlgh rate and magnitude of 
of th= " development in only two days and " " '
attrib.,?1^ to accommodate the expansion 
effect tO ?he high amount of free li 
in all thAab?e1;ratlng ettringite formation.ernZ. •the blends containing Г - 
tvo days? Cllnker BCL-103, expansion 'was

®®IHESGE MEASUREMENTS
”;e shrinkag, 
*TPe К expansive 
‘ate, were 
Reinforced 
с.А'а8^21?- gypsui =^d V л ------ - auu
For examnia termlned number =t days before shrinkage, 
alter diff У sPeclmel?s "ere subjected to shrinkage 
develoDina ^duration of curing, some before
showed thA+tftei? .full expansion potential. Results, 
Aments ar» ^<,!hrin5cage characteristics of expansive 
Generally ev “erent from those of portland cement, 
^gnltudeq cements showed higher shrinkageused but <+ < П th°?e of the specific portland cement 
°ther tyn»«s 5 cau"tioned that this finding may vary for 
Actors ara °*- Poe"tland cements. Although the same 
6)cPansive г»™ ^nvolved in the shrinkage process of 
^cesses ®ment and Portland cements, the following 
Cements and Гв greater significance in expansive 

render different expansive cement shrinkage

carbonation was also 
to those of other 

» shown that ettringite 
. and an alumina bearing 

ь is limited to surface of 
are more susceptible to 

of their higher surface to

The stability of ettringite upon 
tested and results are close 
investigators (31-33). It was 
decomposes to gypsum, calcite 
product. Since C02 attack ' 
concrete, smaller specimens 
carbonation attack- because 
volume ratios.

because 
although free 

restrained follow a similar

behavior: formation of pores/mlcrocracks, interaction of 
expansion and shrinkage, loss of water adsorbed on the 
surfaces of ettringite, and decomposition of ettringite.
It was also found that large amounts of expansive 
component resulting in excessive expansion and strength 
drop could lead to higher shrinkage magnitudes ' 
ot excess microcracking. Moreover, 
expansion paste specimens shrink more than 
expansion paste specimens, they 
shrinkage trend.

hydration indicate that 
the surfaces of both C3A and 

exists some morphological 
This morphological difference 

ПАУ-f.chec? the theory (6,22,23) that particles produce larger ettringite than c,A 
s. Moreover, because of the large distributiön

CONCLUSIONS
This research has shown that one can utilize the 
topochemical Crystal Growth Theory to explain hydration kinetics and strength-exfansion behaviors of 
sul^oaluminate-type expansive cements.
The sulfate solubility study with BaCl, precipitation is 
for r sensitive to C4A3S fineness and amount as it Is 
for C3A in suspension hydration. On the other hand 
expansion measurements showed that fineness plav2 . dominant role in expansion behavior. P1 7
SEM micrographs of suspension 
although crystals grow on 
C^A3S particles, there 
difference between them, 
made it difficult to 
c4a3s r- "• - 
crystals.
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of C4A3S and C3A particle sizes it was difficult to 
develop an accurate relationship between particle size 
and length of ettringite crystals. Very narrow and 
distinct particle size distributions such as 5-10 and 
30-35 microns should be used to provide information for 
developing the relationship.
Analysis of SEM micrographs at high magnification could 
give the false impression that crystals are dispersed in 
the matrix. This could lead one to suggest that the 
mode of ettringite formation is through-solution. SEM 
micrographs examined at lower magnification, however, 
suggested that the mode of formation is topochemical.
Internal restraint by directional wire reinforcement 
does not appear to influence ettringite morphology in 
expansive cements. Results reported by other 
investigators on the effects of externally applied 
constant pressures, however, indicate morphological 
differences in ettringite. This suggests that different 
mechanisms may be operative in the two restraining 
conditions.
The strength-expansion studies showed the sensitivities 
of expansion and strength development patterns to wt.% 
and fineness of expansive component, and extent of 
reaction (%R). Specifically, the effects of fineness 
and particle size distributions in this study and 
elsewhere (4,5,6,21,22,23,31) suggest that the mechanism 
of ettringite formation and subsequent expansion is 
topochemical Crystal Growth (first school). Higher 
magnitude and duration of expansion could lead to 
abnormal behavior, a phenomenon associated with double 
curvature expansion and strength drop (6,31). Moreover, 
as expected high free lime content could accelerate 
formation of ettringite such that all expansion could be 
completed within the first two days of hydration. The 
effect of the high free-lime content on accelerating the 
ettringite formation at the early age seems to enable 
the cement matrix to accommodate a large magnitude of 
expansion. ,
In the shrinkage studies, it was shown that expansive 
cement shrinks more than portland cement. If expansive 
cement is subjected to shrinkage before it has fully 
expanded to its potential, serious problems may arise 
resulting in loss of strength. In future research more 
emphasis should be invested at identifying, and 
quantifying the parameters involved during the shrinkage 
of expansive cements.
Since ettringite readily decomposes upon carbonation, 
expansive cements may be more durable and provide better 
service if they have a low surface area to volume ratio.
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INTERACTIONS IN CaCOj-SiO.^«^ (R2 S04) MIXTURES

lity to form the K2Ca2(C07),
_ Transformations occurea

i^"^X*#Xavw5"ri,B2?uz<- were r0UIid. to inter- f f” ? ПУ®Ъ«Г of solid solutions 
like Kurnakov's bertollides; eutectic tem-

_ 6CaCCy5K2S04
are 825°C, 88O°C and

< к лт^еге ar? d°mains of solid solutions 
(shaded areas) in diagrams of CaCO^-Na2CO5 
and CaC0y-K2C0j state systems previously 
studied by Mggli, Kruger and others. Under 
the atmospheric pressure of CO- and in open
ed system as well there exists2the possibi
lity to form the KjCaaCCOj)^ compounds.

Transformations occured in CaCO,-alkali- 
sulphate systems under air atmosphere have 
been studied and the state diagrams were 
ас?1:япЛ*-гпаСО5+1Та2^04 were found to inter- 
Иtof solid solutions 
peratures of 5CsC0j •eNa'soj 
and 5CaC03-4K3Wa(S04)2 
82O°C respectively.

. Alkali admixtures ^auoc muxui— 
7 staged connec- 

lid solutions and melts

cause CaCO^ multi
lid Zol\fhe ^Ormat^on of complexSsalts?eso- 
•дэес1аиЧ°п? an? nLlts oontaining carbonate, 
especially of eutectic composition. Addition 
+S101-2prCqeonnates the reactlons of 2CaC0,+ 

io2- 2C2S+2C02 as a result of formation
of Carote?PeratU?e ™elts. The dissociation 

^1аЛрваава up to 85°°C (the tempe- 
ature 6f oi02 complete fixing) and then due

Fig.2. The diagram of 
the partial pressure, the system state at 

C02 101,3 kPa.

to formation of 2C2S«CaC05 and R2Ca(CO,.) 
is slowed down. The temperature of C02 re
lease from the compounds rises in the set» 
CaCOy* RC^-CaCOj R2Ca(C05)2. "
г, о carbonate mixtures at 900°C I wt % 
R20 forms 5-6 wt % melts. According to our 
data, RpO content in the zone of decarboni
zation is 2-4 weight %. It promotes the 
formation of 10-20 wt % liquid phase at low 
temperature and, hence, fundamentally chan
ges the conception of solid state reactions 
taking place in cement kilns.
П on Th4®«a^ exchange reactions between 
H2bU4 and CaCO^ in atmosphere of combustion 
products. These reactions produce 2C^*CaS04. 
This compound may be formed by the interac
tion of fuel oil sulphur with material burn
ed in a kiln. Above I300°C 2C-S.CaS0, is 
being decomposed and reacting^with CäO forms 
low active alite.
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Table I.
X-ray characteristics of KgCagCCO^)^

,A : I : d, A : I : d,A : I : d,A : I : d,A : I

6,85 8 3,038 95 2,22 15 2,00 6 1,77 10
6,60 9 2,948 100 2,18 9 1,926 18 1,71 9
3,83 12 2,637 43- 2,16 12 1,915 23 1,69 5
3,44 8 2,539 48 2,11 5 1,873 33 1,53 8
3,26 7 2,468 45 2,07 6 1,84 II 1,515 10
3,13 II 2,29 19 2,016 14 1,81 19 1,47 7

X-ray characteristics
Table 2.

NagSO^: CaCO^ = 10:1 Na2S04: CaCO-, = 4:1
d,A : I : d,A : I : d,A : I : d,A : I

4,63 4 2,196 6 4,60 2 2,183 8
3,878 70 2,143 2 3,85 86 2,13 2
3,559 26 1,937 30 3,558 48 1,923 36
2,952 4 1,784 8 2,926 3 1,775 12
2,824 71 1,568 10 2,805 100 1,556 10
2,667 100 1,54 6 2,644 80 1,52 4
2,309 5 1,48 6 2,289 4 1,473 10
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LA STRUCTURE DES SCORIES DE LA DEPHOSPHORATION THERMIQUEMODIFICATION DE 
ELECTRIQUE.

Des scories de dephosphoration thermi- 
que electrique granulees representent la 
Titre a composition voilastonitique carac
terisee par la structure polymerique. II 
est connu que la reactivite de la scorie 
depend du degre de la polymerisation des 
anions silico-oxygeniques. Lors de l'hydra- 
tation il se produit la destruction de la 
Titre pour le compte de la rupture de liai
sons Si-O-Si, done la variation,de la struc
ture anionique est un facteur determinant 
l’hydrolicite des scories.

Dans le travail present nous avons 
montre ^ue 1’introduction dans la scorie 
fondue a I72JK d’additions contenant de 
Mgc+, Саг+, Ba;?+ augmente la reactivite. 
L introduction de ces additions :modificat- 
rices proVoque des variations de la struc
ture de la scorie qui se fixe ensuite dans 
. lors d-e la granulation. Les oxy
des MeO diffusant dans le bain fondu sont 
des donneurs d’ions d’oxygene qui assure 
la rupture de liaisons entre les tetraed- 
res de la structure.

Des courbes cinetiques de I’interae- 
tion du molybdate d*ammonium avec scorie 
(.rig,I) temoignent de la presence importan
te dans la scorie modifiee de tetraedres

ag^de^ql'd^sfo11^?6?8' Le 4fce6ps de pass~ 
ае , °2 total en acide siliceuae molybdenique reduft en 2.5 fols. Le change! 

t!sLda! lndique sur la haute Vi
tesse de. 1’hydrolyse de la scorie moaifiee 
l?bden5m^f4«,IiatiOn du °omPlexe siliceux mo-

SSirloSSo1^!de a’=
Selon les donnees de 1’analyse aux ra- 

я®8 Pfod-ui-ts de 1’hydratation de la 
scorie dans la solution de chaux (fig,2). la 
fmodifJe® a la Plus haute reactivite. 
L abaissement de la basicite des hydrosili-

1 by^tation de la scorie mo
t ,1a solution de chaux est assure 

nar ?riatlSD ?® la Hxlviation de SiO, 
par suite de la destruction de la scorie. 2 

?xpll<lue 1*augmentation de la 
de Heoformations, ce qui est affir- 

me par 1 accroissement de I’intensite' de re- ■ ö JCJ, uxi •

Temps, mln

2 e

<1иевп1»$л Fbea cluetiques de I’interactlon 
den»^ /тх 4 ammonium avec la scorie de 

pert (I) et ia acorie modifiee (2).

pl£^£acti°n ä rayons X des produits 
ue 1 hydratation des scories dans la solu
tion de chaux I - scorie de depart; 2 -sco

rie modifiee.

z La haute reactivite de la scorie modi
fiee est confirmee par 1*analyse thermique 
differentielle. La courbe de l’ATD du pre—
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Fig.3. Analyse thermique de produits de 
l’hydratation
I - scorie de depart; 2 - seorie modifiee.

cipite se formant lors de l’hydratation de 
la scorie-temoin dans la solution de chaux 
(fig-3) montre la presence d'effets faibles 
endothermiques a 4?0 et 785°C indicant sur 
la teneur faible en CpSH (A) et d'un effet 
fort exothermique a 95o°C indicant sur la 
teneur predominante de la vitre non reagie.

Sur la courbe de l’ATD des produits de 
l’hydratation de la scorie modifiee 11 ya 
un effet endothermique profond ä 205-220°C 
indicant sur la quantite accrue de CgSHj. 
II est a noter un certaine accroissement de 
1'effet endothermique a 490 et 78O°C, la di
minution considerable de 1*effet exothermi
que a 945 C aussi 1’augmentation de la perte 
de.masse 1'echantillon.

z Lors de I'etuvage, la scorie modifiee 
presente 1*aptitude au durcissement avec la 
formation d’hydrosilicate de calcium faible- 
ment cristallises^a composition CSH(B),

1

1 Les resultats de recherches confirment 
la possibilite de 1*augmentation de la re- 
activite des scories a 1’aide de I’action 
Orientes sur la structure du methasilicate 
de calcium etant une phase predominante et 
la plus inerte des scories.



MODIFICATION DE LA STRUCTURE HYDRATEE DES CIMENTS
P

La formation de la structure du ciment 
durci est determinee essentiellement par 
1'hydratation du silicate tricalcique acc~ 
gmpagnee de la creation en quantite prepon- 
dSrente des produits hydrates ä dispersite, 
uorphologie et cristallinite differentes.
Les autres composants du ciioent у jouent 
egalemsnt un rola deteraine. Cependant, 
dans un ciment polymineral 
qui en saturant rapid erneut 

c'est lo C,S 
le phase liqui

de d’ions de calcium determine les condi
tions du milieu ou se deroule egalement 
l’hydratation de ces phases de clinker. De 
eette saniere, la presence du C,3 dans le 
ciraent constitue le facteur principal de
terminant les proprietea structurales et 
techniques du ciment durci.

Au сорта de l’hydratation de il se 
foraa ä la surface et dans le volume ini
tial de ses grains et se developpe dans le 
teaps uns couche de ncuvelles formations 
tydratees constituee seien les concepts 
actuals (1) d’hydrates externe et interne 
Qüi different entre eux par la atrnntnrA et 
la morphologic de leurs particules compo- 
santss.

Comms 1*ont montre les resultats des 
etudes a la microscopie electronique (2, 3) 
rsalisees sei on une methode originale per- 
uettant d ’observer la surface intact© des 
Particules hydratables, des les premieres 
saccndes de 1’interaction C^S - eau ä la 
surface des grains du C^S commencent a 
apparaltre de nouvelles formations hydra
tees qui recouvrent certaines zones de la 
surface de ces grains sous forme des parti
cules ä grains fins (diffractim electro- 

^ique de 1,83 A) et sous des formes morpho- 

■‘■cgiques plus perfect!onnees (spherolithss# 
aiguilles de 1^). La diffraction electro-^ 
tiqae de ces formations (1,83; 1,66; 1,53 A) 
Psrnet de les identifier comics la phase 
c-s-H.

11 est a notar qu’une modification de la 
composition du milieu de durcissement{1 ’in- 
tooduction d 'adjuvants de gypsa dans la 

slsteiiia itQ s + eau") amenait ä tun change
cut considerable des indices morpholpgiques 

des hydrosilicates de calcium (Ш0) de for
mation initiale. Ce qui est plus typique 
pour ces conditions e’est une apparition ra
pide de HDC phanerocristallins ayant dgale- 
ment de diverses formes morphologiques.

L’apparition des hydrates primaires dans 
des zones determinees de la surface des 
grains du C^S est due au fait qu’ils se for
ment initialement dans Iss zones les plus 
actives de la surface (aux ©ndroits de con
centration de dislocations, etc.) lesquelles 
les premieres se soumettent a l’hydratation 
et commencent a des vitess.es differentes a 
saturer d ’ions formateurs les volumes lo- 
caux proches de la surface de la phase li
quide des hydrates. Les resultats des etu
des (2-8) permettent d’estimer que la vi
tesse de formation, les formes d’acercisse- 
jaent morphologiques, la dispersite de hdG 
(st d ’autres nouvellee formations dans le 
ciment polymineral durci) sont determinees 
en premier lieu par la composition de la 
phase liquide et .son homogeneity en volume 
^.ar la vitesss de saturation en ions forma
tours d'hydrates, la valeur st Is gradient 
de leurs concentrations, la valeur da s.ur- 
saturations). Dans les systemes ’"ciment - 
sau" ddjpcurvus d ’adjuvants solublss Ssns 
1’s.au, ces facteurs sent d:us a i’activitd 
d’hydratation de la surface des grains ds 
ciment (y cosgiris d e ses zones dis tine tes) 
qui detormine I’intensite at la regularity 
d ’arrivee d ’i.ons f ormate<urs d ’j^ydratss A 
la phase liquide. Lorsqu’nn intraduit avsc 
i’eau de gachage des adjuvants solubles 
dans I’eau, ce sont css desoiers qui у 
jouent un role determinant. Aiusi, ä la M- 
se er. contact avec la phase liquid© d’asne 
composition homogene d.ans tout son volume, 
11 se forme de prefereucs des ^hydrates a 
forme arrondie des particules. in revanche, 
dans les conditlons du gradient das con
centrations de la phase liquid®, il so -c.rea 
des c ourants ds ccaavection favorisant 1® 
developpemsnt de cristaux de forme al.Longi® 
(aciculaires, prismatiques, fibreux). Das

. - • s.ursaturations elevess en Ca ' etablles 
dans le volume integral ds la phas-э .liquids 



conüjiibuent a une fyrwat.ion d ,hydrates a 
cristslUnite elevee ä 5 ‘instar do ooax 
fermes a 1‘aide de le metiede de traite- 
ment par chaleur humide on par suite d‘ad
dition de CaClg- Un haut gradient de con
centration que pessodent les volumes locaux 
do la phase liquide realises, en particu- 
lier, acx picai.ers stades d'hydnatation du 
C^S dans des 'nicrovulumes proches de la 
surface de la phase liquide stinule un 
accroisgenent rapide des greupea unibaires 
d‘hydrates er is tailing relatj.vement gros. 
Una formation simultanee d 1 hydrates sur la 
base des GZS et J5 -C^S sous diverses for
mes norphologiques observees dans les оuv- 
rages (2,j5) est consequence d'une inhumo- 
geneite de la phase liquide dans ses micro
volumes Iccaux.

Lai morphologie et les dimensions des 
partiouieü hyerstees dependent en grai.de 
part.ie du feit que la formation d'hydra
tes зе produit a des conditions restrein- 
tss pinai qu’en presence d 'une surface so
lide developpse laquslle, ä des parametres 
detarmmes du reseau crista Ilin, peut jouer 
le role de subs trat pour 1q for.iation de 

gernes et d'hydrates, Dans de pareilles 
conditions, 12 se forme une structure dense 
A baute disperarto. amorphe sous les rayons 
X /metatiote d ‘epres I..G. Ghpinuva (9)/ ty- 
pique pour гл hydrate interne (10). Une 
meme structure predomine dans le ciment 
durci a un bas rapport liquide - solide 
additionne d 'agents bensio-actifs (ATA), 

A lour tour, les hydrates revetant de 
diverses formes morphologiques et capables, 
de ce fait, a fi^er, ä teile ou teile vi
tesse, les ions de la phase liquide qui les 
aliaente, modifient egalement la composition 
et 1'anisotropic de la structure. Par con
sequent, la composition de la phase liquide 
est egalement sujette a des modifications 
periodiques tant au niveau des macrovolu
mes qu*ä celui des microvolumes. On peut 
apprecier ces modifications d ‘apreg la 
norphologie des hydrates qui foment la 
structure du cinent durci«

Durant 1'hydratation du C^S les nsu- 

vslles formations, grace a une cugmentaticn 
de leun teneur en volume par rapport au 
volume des grains initidiLX de liant, se 
propagent sur taute leur surface et remp- 
lissent l'espace intergranulairз du cinent 
durci ai.nsi que 2e volume des grains ini
tially loqutil se istrecit par suite de 
1 'hydratation.

La surface des grains de cinent avant 
le debut de leur hydratation doit etre con
sider ё ec о шпе interface des zones de forma
tion des hydrates interne et oxterne. Geci 
est confirms par le rapport volumetrique 
des hydrates interne et externe dans le ci
nent durci (10) ainsi que par une topo- 
grophie differante de structure des hydra
tes dans ces zones ce qui est du a des con
ditions differentes de lour formation.

Du fait que 1'interaction initiale 
"G^S - eau" passe ä la surface du premier, 
le front de develcppement de 1'hydrate in
terne est oriento vers 1 'Interieur du grain 
ä partir de cette surface tandis que celui 
de 1'hydrate externe vers l'espace inter- 
granulaire. Des le premier moment d'hydra
tabion du C^S commence la formation de 

1'hydrate externe. Des phases hydratees 
distinctes qui font partie de sa composi
tion apparaissant at sa dfeveloppent sous 
des formes d ’accroissement actives (2) at 
modifient ainsi la composition at la aymet- 
rie de la phase liquide en influant ä tra
vers cette derniere sur la morphologie et 
la diapersitS de la portion suivante des 
hydrates en precipitation.

Dea masses d'hydrates ä grains fins 
amorphes sous les rayons X apparaissent par 
consequent et se d epos ent a la surface pour 
remplir 2. 'espace litre entre les plus gros
ses particules d’hydrates formees aupara- 
vant. Ge dernier phenomena s ’accompagne de 
nouveau par une modification de la composi
tion et de la symetrie de la phase liquide. 
Il se produit alors une formation alternde 
da phases hydratees sous diverses formes 
morphologiques. Gela constitue, apparemrcent, 
la cause meme de formation d'une texture 
feuillstee ou ä blocs alternes signalee par



las auteurs des ouvrages (11,12.). Grace ä 
la .nature nietasoinatic^ue* de sa ^omation 
(12) l’hydrate interne possade une structu
re plus homogene, dense, submicrocTistalll- 
ne, amorphe sous les rayons X i’ormee dans 
des conditions restreintes sous les couches 
de 1’hydrate externe feme auparavant.

Une inhoraogeneitd de la phase liquide 
est propre dans une plus grande partie ä 
la zone de developpement de 1’hydrate ex
terne qui rempiit 1 ’espa.ee intergranulaire 
dans le ciment durci.

Plusieiirs proprietes tecimiques du ci
ment durci dependent de за perosite et, en 
premier lieu, du nombre de gros pores (ä un 
rayon convent!onnel de 10^ jt). ifeis les po

res pareils ne peuvent se former que dans 
la aone de 1'hydrate externe« .Aussi, la zo
te de d^veloppement de 1 ’hyarata externe 
ast-elle la partie la plus faible et fri
able dans la structure du ciment durci d’ou 
la necessibe d’ameliorer la solidite et la 
densite de cette a one en preb-iier lieu.

Dans une certaine .aesure, on pent l’ob- 
tenir par vere de regulation du rapport 
entre los epa?=seurs des coaches d'hydrates 
interne at externe grace au choix de la fi- 
tecse de breyage du ciment et de In densitc 
''assemblage de ses grains dans la struotu- 

ie en formation (en amelicrant le rappert 
eau/ciment et le degre de densite).. Her 
lines sent les particules do clinker, plus 
mi-.ces seront les couches d 'hydrate interne 
formees pendant son hydnatation. Plus vaste 
est l’espace Intergranulaire dans le cinent 
durci, plus grand volume pourra occuper et 
sera Jene plus friable l'tjydrate externe 
qui s ’y develonpe.

Ix es с possible d 'influer avec euccsa 
su--' la dispersity et la ncrphologle des 
Particules de 1 ’hydrate externe qui deter
minant la quantity et la solidite des con
V—------ ------------- -

Metasomatose $ processus de substitution 
chiaiqu9 des minerals les uns par1 les 
autres avec la conservation d’anciennss 
forme, structure et d’autres particulari- 
tes sous 1’action des solutions qui ent

rent en contact avec les minerals# 

tacts entre olles ä 1 ’aide d 'adjuvants ebi- 
miques solubles dans 1’eau (6-b),

Les adjuvants les plus efficaca.u au 
point da vue formation he le structure de 
la zone de 1'hydrate ex tarne sonb ceux du 
type JalvOg. De tels adjuvants no permet
tent pas une formation de complexes aveo 
les phases de clinker ccntenant de 1'alu
minium. Ges compoeds ont 1'aspect de cris- 
«aux xelativemunt gros qui ne jouont pas 
toujours un role posrtif dans la formation 
de la structure optimale du ciment durci. 
D 'autre part, en apportent des modifica
tions a la composition ionique do la phase 
liquide les adjuvants pareils sont cepa- 
b]es d 'initiex une morpholcgle detem.tneo 
des particules forces au sein do I’uydrate 
externe. Ainsi, en presence e, 'adjuvants de 
nxtrite de sodium, uac quantity deteruauce 
des particules de 1'hydrate externe reve- 
«ent 1'aspect de femations fibreases ce 
qui permet de reaiiser le soi-djsant "auto— 
renfcrcernenn" du. ciment durci, ea psvtiou- 
lier, dens la zone la plus faible de son 

espace intergranulaire« La geriainabioy dans 
les pores du ciment durci de formations fi
breuses s 'accompagna n'une augmentation du 
nombre de contacts entre les particules so
lides at d'uue diminution des dimensions 
des pdras (7) ce qui- comae on le salt, rend 
plus dense et plus solide la structure en 
formation.

Les adjuvants de superplastifiants (Sx) 
apportent, euz aussi, des transformations 
favorables dans la structure de 1’hydrate 
externe. Grace a lour effet reducteur d’eau, 
les ad jo/ants £Г reduisent le volume de 
I'esit-ce intarsr-snuiaire dans la pate de 
oimont et, pai- conseqrent, creent des con- 
ditloua pl'is restreintes pour la formation 
et au developpement de 1’’hydrate externe.
l)a  role important у revient egalement A 
1’affet de modificatdrn d 'adsorption dss 
adjuvants aP. La stabilisation des hydrates 
obtenue grace ä set affet en dtat finesrent 
divisd, amorphe so.es les rayons X contnlbue 
encore dav.ant.age a optim-iser la structure 
de 1’.hydrate externe dans Is .cinc-nt durci« 
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Une combinaison de ces deux modes d'action 
des adjuvante 3P approche considerablement 
la structure d ’hydrate externe dans le ci~ 
ment durci de celle de 1’hydrate Interne ce 
qui explique notamment un effet eleve de la 
resistance ä la compression obtenu grace ä 
ce phenomene. Un role determine joue egale- 
ment une plus petite valeur des contraintes 
interieures enregistrees dans le ciment 
durci ou 1’hydrate externe est represents 
par des particules finement divisees, 
amorphes sous les rayons X, d’ESC et de 
portlandite.

Un moyen optimal d ’agir sur la structure 
et les proprietes du ciment durci (en pre
mier lieu dans la zone qu’y occupe 1'hyd
rate externe) est une utilisation d’adju
vants combines solubles dans 1’eau const!- 
tues par des 3? at electrolytes inorgani- 
ques. Grace a ce procede on a reussi a 
doubler presque la resistance ä la compres
sion et ä la flexion du ciment durci et de 
reduire quatre fois sa porosite totale. La 
porosite d ’un tel ciment durci ne const!- 
tuait que ~5 % de volume, les pores ä rayon 
efficace de plus de 10^ X etant pratiquement 

absents.
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UtiV-üA'YA CONCERNING ATOMIC STRUCTURES OF PORTLAND CEMENT SILICATES

Extensive physico-chemical investiga
tions of polymorphous modifications of tri
calcium silicates which are impctant compo
nents of portlandcement clinker, do not pro
vide sufficient data on their crystal stru
cture« The reasons lie in the difficulty of 
obtaining perfect single crystals of these 
compoinid.8, particularly the high-temperatu
re modifications stabilized at normal tem
perature. Up to now investigators failed to 
refine the structure of the high-temperatu
re rhombohedral modificatic of C3S, whose 
idealised model v/as proposed by •>Jeffrv in 
1952 / 1 /.

We obtained single crystals cf rhombohe 
dral modification of 0,3 in the system 
Ca0-Si0o-CaClo at lAOO^C in silicate-chlo
ride melt. Sr atoms were used as a stabili
zer, keeping the high-temperature phase at 
normal temperature.' X-ray analysis of crys
tals confirmed space group R3m / 2 / ( unit 
celloparametera: ao^ 7.0767(9), c - 24.974
(4) A, V = 1072.5 A-3 ) and allowed us to 
refine the structure, proposed by Jeffry. 
The basis of structure is formed by Ca-po- 
lyhedra layers of two types: Cal-polyhedra 
with seven vertices and greatly distorted 
Ca2,Ca3-octahedra. The packing of Ca-polyhe- 
dra in each layer and the manner of their 
connection with Si-tetrahedra is shown in 
Fig.1. Projection of structure of C,S onto 
the ab-plane: ' j

a - a layer of Ca-polyhedra with 7 verti
ces, z*0;

b -- a layer of 0a2-octahedra, z'^2/9;

c - a layer of СаЗ-octahedra, z~1/9.

The mutual arrangement of the layers along 
the c-axis is shown in Pig.2. A comparison 
with the Jeffry model shown that mutual ar
rangement of Ca and Si atoms almost coinci
des, as well as the positions of seven out 
of 9 oxygen atoms. A change of positions of 
two atoms is due to reorientation of Si-tet
rahedra along the 3-fold axis end rotation 
cf another Si-tetrahedra by 60° about the 
sama axis. A similar change of positions of 
Si-tetrahedra was reported in / 3 /, It was 
established in studies of the high-tempesa- 

ture modification of C,S at 1200°C. However, 
that paper also reports statistical orienta
tion of Si-tetrahedra along the 3-fold axis: 
in 30% of cases it coincides with the Jeffry 
orientation and in 70% - it is just the op
posite.
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MODIFICATION OF CEMENT CONTRACTION DUE TO FALSE SETTING

Premature loss of plasticity, charac
teristic of the falss-setti,r«g cements? t de
velops directly after the of the ce
ment paste or mortar and coooroti nix' is 
ended, Bvident end repeatedly proved is the 
interdependence of false getting ana the 
presence of dehydrated farsis cf мурзиы in 
сотпог-t content, those of fcras of куряп:.;, 
which are characterised by the incresned 
solubility cotaparing to dehydritr#, 

During the cement hydration there 
takes place a contraction - decrease in th-3 
absolute volume of the system "cement-wa~ 
ter" as a result of chemical fixation of 
the water and its transformation into crys
talline hydrates. In this work we used dif
ferencial contraction method for the- inves
tigation of false-setting cement hydration. 

The subject of our inquiry were ce
ments of laboratory coTnminution (S 

2 , 
о» ./g; gypsum content -2,5% in terms of S0x). 
produced on the base of clinkers of diffe-v ' 
rent mineralogical composition and alkali 
content. All of the newly produced cements 
were characterised by normal setting. The 
changes in the setting type were reached 
by means of gypsum dehydration in cement 
contents after preliminary thermal treat
ment, Contraction measurements were perform
ed for solutions with ceraent/sand =1:1 at 
cement/water= 0,55; quarts sand was used as 
a model system. The compensation of diffe
rence of temperatures between the investi
gated system and the model one was perform
ed to the precesion of 0,I°C.

As for cements containing no additives 
but gypsum, the degree of false setting is 
defined mainly by the gypsum dehydration 
rate during cement comminution, and by the 
original clinker features, such as alkali 
content,in particular (I). It is seen from 
the table I, that cements, produced on the 
base of clinkers with low and moderate al
kali content (k, 0,7% RoO in terms of Ыао0) 
after thermal treatment in temperature e" 
range of I00-I5O°C can develop a false set
ting both with full (1st type) and partial 
premature loss of plasticity. Cements pro
duced on the base of clinkers with elevated 
alkali content in the conditions of analo
gical thermal treatment are characterized 
by exclusively false setting of the 2nd 
type. Temperature elevation above I70°C in 
all the cases develops quick setting fea
tures. As a rule cements develop quick set
ting features, if the temperature is above 
I70vC.

False-setting cements at e<- ’ly ages of 
hydration are characterized, by higher con
traction rate than those with normal set
ting, However the differences of contrac
tion occurs immediately after a water-addi
tion with one kind of cements (fig.la), 
wnile with the others the difference of 
contraction takes place after about 2 hours 
of hydration (fig.Ib). •
Fig.I. Contraction curves of cements of dif

ferent setting types, produced on the base 
of different clinkers:I-.normal setting; 2 
and 2 - false setting after the primary and 
secondary mixing correspondingly.
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, To reveal the reasons of the observed 
differences we shall consider the phase 
composition of hydration products. Accor
ding to the current data: certain setting 
type of cement at early stages of hydration 
can cause the dominating crystallization 
of the following new formations: ettringite 
normal setting), Са30д*2Н20 and ettringite 

(false setting) and calcium hydroaluminates 
(quick setting). Table 2 contains calculat
ed data of contraction volume in connec
tion,with crystallization of CaS04«2H20, 
ettringite and one of calcium hydroalumi— 
nate. The formation of the primary gypsum
ettringite structure, causing the false set
ting of cements, does not have any advan
tages over crystallization of ettringite 
at normal setting from the point of view 
of contraction effect. The increase of vo
lume of new formations at generation of the 
primary gypsum-ettringite structure accor
ding to our calculations cannot cause such 
substantial differences in the level of 
contraction effects of cements with normal 
and false settings.

Table 2

Reaction scheme :Changes of
:the system 
:volume,%

C3A+3CaSO4*2H20+26H20_>C .jA’3CaSO4• 32H20 -6,44 

CaSO4*O,5H2O+1,5H2O-* CaS04*2H20 -6,98

CjA + 6h2O —► -23,78

, Analytical results of the previously 
investigated liquid phase composition (2) 
an testify the primary supersaturation of 

кЛ phase of false-setting cements
у sulphate ions, with consequent reduction 

or ion concentration after the development 
setting. Comparing the results of 

nvestigated,liquid phase composition and 
n«e °ol?traction dynamics of cements we can 

nclude, that CaS04*2Hp0, crystallizing 
-L+2<element o£ initial structure of false 

cements, does not take part in the 
f®agtlon with aluminous phases of clinker, 
геЛт*?6 ^aS04,2H2° is already blocked as a 
result of joint crystallization with ett
ringite. in connection with this the sys- 

a seeining disadvantage of the 
th?oUni r9Sulating the setting process, 
mino+rea?^a formation of hydroalu-
tia- e Pnase, which elevates the contrac-

П m£^ec^ ialse-setting cements.
Ьтл-а i® possibility of the formation of 
hvd-A»+-Um"Lnate Phase at early stages of 

false-setting cements is illus- 
takeo4 1 iig»2, according to which there 
curve P,ace the coincidence of contraction 
cont s 70r ialse- and quick-setting cements, 
rata8^111?,6 gypsum in the form of semi-hyd- 
сапе 4П if10 firat case, and in the second 
suffn-A? form of dehydrate, but of in- 
on fi» оП^ vo^ume (SO3- content in cements 

g»2 is referred to with regard for 

SOq in clinker). In other words the false 
setting proved identical to quick setting 
in the given case in terms of contraction 
effect.

Fig.2. Contraction curves of cements pro
duced on the base of clinker 7; these have 
different compositions and different gypsum 
forms: 1 and 1 - correspondingly unheated 
(normal setting) and heated (false setting 
of the p type) cement, containing 2,5%80з; 
2 and 2 - correspondingly unheated and heat
ed cement, containing 1,48% SO3 which is 
caracterized in both cases by quick setting.

Comparison of the data on the cement 
contraction and mineralogical composition 
01 the initial clinkers have shown that in 
terms of quantity the formation of hydro
aluminate phase at early stage of false-set
ting cements gydration is determined by 
C^A — content in the initial clinker.

According to the contraction curves 
(fig.1), CaS0/*2H20 is again able to regu
late the setting after the failure of ini
tial structure of false-setting cements at 
the secondary mixing.

So the results of investigations of 
contraction of cements with different set
ting types indicate that with dehydrated 
forms of gypsum present in false-setting 
cements at early stages of hydration there ta
kes place the,crystallization of СаЗОд'гНоО 
from the liquid phase, supersaturated with 
sulphate-ions and then CaS04»2H20 is block
ed in the composition of initial gypsum-et
tringite structure; this results in the re
duction of gypsum volume which acts as set
ting regulator and causes the changes in 
composition of hydrate new formations.
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STABILISATION ORIENTES D'UNE COMPOSITION DE PHASES DESEQUILIBREES 

DU CLINKER BLANC.

Le present ouvrage tralte des particula- 
rites propres A la formation de La composi
tion de phase et de la microstructure dans 
les clinkers blancs A haute teneur en alu
minates (tabl. 1) soumis A la cuisson avec 
blanchiment dans des fours rot at ifs in
dustrials (clinkers 1, 2, J, 4, 5, 6 et 
6-H), dans un creuset (clinkers 7 et 7-H) 
et en laboratoire (clinker 4-T). Les donnA- 
es de la figure 1 relatives A la modifica
tion de la composition de phase et du fac- 
teur de reflexion (PR) des clinkers en 
fonction du regime thermique du blanchiment 
sont obtenues en laboratoire lors de la 
cuisson avec blanchiment dans I’eau des me
langes bruts utilises A la fabrication des 
clinkers dans les fours rotatifs et le 
creuset ainsl que lors du blanchiment A 
neuf dans I'eau des clinkers industriels 4 
et 5 apres leur maintien prealable pendant 
20 mn A 1450 °C, la temperature etant re- 
duite vers le moment du blanchiment A la 
valeur requlse. La dAtermination de la com
position de phase des clinkers a AtA falte 
A I1aide de la mAthode d’analyse radio- 
graphique.

Les particularitAs propres A la composi
tion de phase des clinkers blancs A haute 
teneur en aluminates sont les sulvantes:

- la formation d'une composition de pha
se variable dAsAqullibrAe A bas degrA 
d’ordre de la structure des minerals en 
fonction du rAgime de refroidissement (de 
blanchiment) du clinker avec, у comprls, 
une suppression partielle ou A peu prAs 
complAte de la cristallisation du C,A 
(tabl. 1, fig. 1);

- la stabilisation de prAfArence des for
mes trigonale et monoclinique A haute tempA- 
rature de 1’alite A une faible teneur en 
formes A haute tempArature de la bAlite - 
et =6» - C2S;

- une absence totale d'alumoferrite de 
calcium (tabl. 1, fig. 5);

- la prAsence dans la composition des mi— 
nArals de clinker d'impuretAs structurales 
de divers type (1) avec la prAdominence de 
la cristallisation d.es phases d’alumoslli- 

cate suivant le type des cristaux mixtes 
(des mAlanges Isomorphes) et la conserva
tion des paramdtres radiocristallographi- 
ques de 1*alite et de la bAlite le plus 
souvent et du C^A A un plus faible degrA. 
Gela entratne une modification sAlectlve 
des caractArlstlques radiograph!quea des 
phases et aboutlt A une perturbation des 
dependances de rAference adoptAes A 1'ana
lyse quantitative de phase» quantitA de 
phase - intensltA des maximums (la somme 
des phases ne correspond pas A 100 % au 
tableau 1, fig. 5)j

— 1*oxyde de magnesium s’ Integra dans
la fraction d’alumoslllcate en quantltAs 
diffArentes en fonction du regime de re
froidissement du clinker sous la forme de 
pArlclase ou d'une ImpuretA Isomorphe dans 
le C^A et exerce une forte influence sur 
le FR de la fraction d’alumoslllcate du 
clinker (tabl. 2, fig. 2.3); .

— la formation pendant la cuisson du 
clinker de silicates et d’alumosilicates 
avec une prAsence du CaO A faible fixation 
chimique et structurale amAne A un entrai- 
nement sAlectif du CaO au cours de la cuis
son et A la formation de portlandite et de 
CaCO^ au cours du blanchiment}

— pendant la cuisson dans un milieu tr6s 
rAducteur et le blanchiment dans un milieu 
vapeur-gaz on voit apparaitre dans la com
position du clinker des minArais du groups 
de -bAlite (y-C2S, chondrodite de cal
cium, khilchoanite et y-CjS-hydrate), qui 
ne sont pas ordinaires pour le ciment Port
land .

Le blanchiment des clinkers sous une 
tempArature de 1150 A 1450 °С ne s’accom- 
pagne pas de la reduction du Fe™ au Fe • 
La particularitA Atablie chez les oxydes de 
far de ne pas former de phases d* alumoferri- 
tes indApendantes (oü les ions de fer con
stituent des chromophores capables de for
mer des variAtes et doivent possAder des 
caractArlstlques spectroscopiques stables)» 
mais de s’lntAgrer en qualltA d'impuretAs 
dans les phases d'aluminate et d'alumosili* 
cate princ ipelement en prAsence d'un entou-
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0,35
0,85

0,71
0,76-H

7

Teneur en oxydes, KS 
% en masse

0,97
1,1

Clin- Regime de refroi- 
ker dissement (de 

blanchiment)

Fe2O5 FeO MgO

FR, 
%

aprAs que ces 
calcium A 1’aide de I’aclde borique.

_js clinkers ä indices supplAmentai-

1,2
1,3

calcium ne sont deceles dans aucun des clinkers

res H, П et TH. Les clinkers 5, 7 et 7-H sont 
4 0,92.

gaz A une tempArature de 1250 »c et plus 
basse, on volt se stabiliser dans tous les 
oas les compositions A haute teneur en C.A 
qui est proche ou supArieure A la quantitA 
calculee de ce minAral (tabl. 1, fig. 1), 
Quant le blanchiment se fait A une tempAra- 
ture comprise entre 1275 e 1575 e0 on ob
serve de diffArents schAmas de cristallisa- 
tion du C^A en fonotion de la composition

toluene, du rtel„ d. la Clj-po,ltlon da №isg du cltoterTb"^“ 1

'age de ligands diffArents, prAdAtermine 
^acquigition par les ions de fer de diver- 

aractAristiques spectroscoplques et de 
queT93 ₽r0₽ri6t6s colorantes. Il s'en suit 
ji 9 58 des clinkers blancs ne doit pas 
ie fep19 dlreotemen"t: de la quantitA d*oxydes

pto^ s9ue le blanchiment des clinkers se 
It dans l’eau ou dans un milieu vapeur-

Oomposition minAra- Composition 
logique potentielle, de phase, % 
% en masse en masse

05S C2S C5A C4AF C5S C2S C3A Total

les alumoferrltes de с ’,1
derniers ont AtA dAbarrassAs de silicates de < ' ‘ *

"th^orl-|lue indiquAe concerne Agalement le

obtenus sur la base des mAlanges A KS = 0,95

теше

60 30 10 100 38

68 20 12 1OO 35

59 27 13 99 84

54,5' 29 19 102,5 85
63 22 16 106 72

30 22 1 103 30
68,5 25 19 112,5 72

48 35 19 102 83
72 20 14 106 69

72,5 26 1 99,5 80,5

70 25 4,5 99,5 SO
56 34 10 100 62

52 36 10 93 33
55 30 14 99 74

3

4** blanch! dans un 
milieu vapeur-gaz 0,43

4-H refroidi A 1’air 0,58
4-П blanch! A neuf 

dans 1’eau A
1450 °C 0,53

4-TH refroidi A 1’air
5 blanch! dans un

5-H
milieu vapeun-gaz 0,47
refroidi A 1’air 0,62

5-П blanch! A neuf 
dans 1’eau A
1400 »0 0,476 blanchi dans
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Tableau 2
Caract6ristiquea de la fraction d1alumosilicate des clinkers blancs

Dans les echantillons des clinkers 4-H, 5 et 5-H le Cr^O^ n’est pas decele, dans les 
autres echantlllons sa quantlte a constltue de 0,007 ä 0,011

Clin
ker

Teneur 
en phase 
d'alumo- 
sllicates, 
% en masse

FR, 
%

Composition chlmique du clinker, % en masse* concentration en 
masse d*oxydes de 
fer dans les pha
ses d'alumosillca-

S102 ai2o5 Fe2°3 FeO CaO MgO MnO

tes du clinker, %
4 19,1 39 11,69 31,33 2,13 52,35 2,08 0,02 70
4-H 16,3 70 10,73 32,30 2,35 0,03 43,65 5,53 0,09 65
4-П 15,3 80 16,53 31,53 2,54 45,75 3,11 0,01 66,7
5 13,5 89 10,57 33,34 1,39 0,22 52,25 1,73 0,02 46,33
5-H 16,3 77 10,26 32,92 2,32 0,01 49,06 4,91 0,103 61,3
5-П 13,3 S3 12,37 31,59 2,77 48,51 3,70 0,003 84

chlmique et de la r6activlt6 du melange 
cru. Dans les clinkers obtenus sur la ba
se de melanges trds baslques (FS = 0,93 ä 
0,92) ä une basse reactivlte (clinkers 4 
et 5) on r£usslt ä supprimer presque comp- 
letement la crlstalllsatlon du C^A en op6- 
rant le blanchlment ä une temperature de 
1375 °C au minimum. Une haute teneur en 
C^A a ete enregisträe dans de pareils clin
kers des la r6ductlon de la temperature 
vers le moment du blanchlment a 1350 °C. 
On peut supprimer la crlstalllsatlon du 
C^A dans le clinker 6 en operant le blan
chlment ä une temperature de 1500 0C tan- 
dis que dans les clinkers 4-T et 7 on 
1'obtlent ä une temperature de 1550 °C au 
minimum vers le moment du blanchlment. Il 
est possible de regier le degre de suppres
sion de la crlstalllsatlon du C^A dans les 
clinkers 4-T et 7 on faisant varler la 
temperature pendant le blanchlment de 1275 
ä 1550 eC. Slmultanement avec la suppres
sion de la crlstalllsatlon de la phase du 
C^A est observl un accroissement sensible 
de la teneur totale en phases de silicate 
par suite de differentes modifications qul 
survlennent dans les schemas de crlstalli- 
sation d'alite et de ballte en fonction des 
conditions concrdtesi la quantlte d'alite 
augments A une suppression de la crlstalll
satlon de la bällte ou la quantity de b6- 

llte augments conslderablement ä une faible 
reduction de la teneur en alite.

Le desequilibrage de la composltIon de 
phase des clinkers blancs est du ä la sta
bilisation qul a lieu pendant le blanchi- 
ment de clinker A composition des phases A 
haute temperature dans des systemes d'alu
mosilicate A haute basicite contenant des 
Impuretes de MgO. L'aluminium peut s'in
tegrer dans les tetraedres de SiO^ lors- 
qu’ll est chauffö A 1500 °G et plus, ses 
paramAtres structuraux etant soumls A des 
modifications en presence de hautes tempe
ratures (2). La nature de la crlstalllsa- 
tion desequilibree des phases pendant le 
blanchlment depend de la clnetique de fi
xation du CaO lots de la culsson dans un 
Intervalle de temperatures de 1200 a 
1350 eG.

Le maximum du FR s'obtlent A des tempe
ratures differentes du clinker vers le mo
ment du blanchlment. Le clinker 7 possede 
la blancheur maximale A la temperature de 
blanchlment de 1200 °С, les clinkers 4 et 
4-T A la temperature de 1300 °C, le clinker
5 A la temperature de 1350 eC et le clinker
6 A la tempArature de 1450 °G. Une suppres
sion importante ou presque totale de la 
crlstalllsatlon du C^A est accompagnAe» de 
rAgle, par une reduction du FR du clinker 
de 2 A 5 %.
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1150 1250 1350 1450 t°.C 
•-4-T; »-A; 4-5 ;
■-6 ; x-7

^g. 1. Composition de phase et FR des 
clinkers blancs en fonction du re
gime de blanchiment thermique. La 
designation des courbes correspond 
au marquage des clinkers dans le 
tableau 1

Dans la fraction d’alumosilicate des 
^inkers blancs extraite par une dissolu- 
lon de phases de silicate dans la solution 

^5 % d’aclde borlque, 11 у a de 10 a 16 % 
9 si02 qui s’y trouve en quality d'impu- 

atructurale isomorphe (tabl. 2, fig.}), 
changement du regime de refroidlssement 

!1ь°11Пк9Г entraine un® modification sen- 
iti6 5U Contenu et de la mature de гёраг- 

on de L’oxyde de magnesium dans la frac- 
I on d*alumosilicate du clinker ce qui con- 

ue justement la principals condition
|Ц ® modification du FR de clinker par

9 du blanchiment realist de 70 ä 39 %.

Fig. 2. Influence des oxydes ferriques et 
de magnesium sur le FR de la frac 
tion d’alumosilicate du clinker 
blanc

A un accroissement en masse de 2 ä 5 % de 
la fraction du MgO, la blancheur de la frac
tion d’alumosilicate diminue brusquement 
(fig. 2). Dans les clinkers ä FR le plus 
haut (fig. j, clinkers 1 et 2), 1’oxyde de 
magnesium se cristallise sous la forme de 
periclase independamment de la valeur de 
sa fraction en masse dans le clinker. Une 
haute teneur des phases d'alumosillcates en 
oxydes de fer n’influe presque pas dlrecte- 
ment sui* leur coloration*

La fraction d•alumosilicate separee des 
clinkers 4-П et 5-П se compose de 94 A 
96 % de la phase amorphe sous les rayons X 
et contlent de 4 ä 6 % de C^A cristallin. 
D'aprds за composition chlmique, eile ne 
differs pas sensiblement des fractions d'alu
mosilicate ä structure crlstalllne du c A 
separees d'autres clinkers. Dans les clin
kers Indiques a eu lieu apparemment une sta
bilisation de la phase metamlcte amorphe 
sous les rayons X qui est proche du C,A 
d'apres sa composition, mats qui possede un 
niveau 6nergetlque structural Sieve du A une 
haute concentration d'impuretes et de de— 
fauts. La preuve en est la presence d'effets 
exothermiques sur les courbes d*analyse
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Fig. 3. Spectres de diffraction au rayons X 
(CuKoZ.) de La fraction d1 alumos ill ca
te des clinkers blancs. La designa
tion des spectres correspond au 
marquage des clinkers au tableau 1

thermique differentielle avec des maximums 
a 325 et ä 440 °C lesquels sont propres aux 
processus de "retour" des minerals m6tamic- 
tes ä I’etat cristallin ordonne (3) alnsi 
que la presence d'effets exothermiques de 
cristallisation du C^A et de la periclase 
respectivement ä 345 et 3?0 °C (fig. 4).

Des etudes de la microstructure des clin
kers blancs ä 1’aide de microscopes electro- 
niques A trame et A transmission ont decele 
dans tous les clinkers ä un haut FR la for
mation de phases a relief lisse de la sur
face de clivage. La microstructure du clin
ker 1 ä blancheur maximale est construite 
selon le principe d 'un assemblage dense de 
cristaux ce qui lui assure une tree haute 
masse spAcifique (4350 kg/m''). Au point de

455 730 900
бЗО^Одто-^^25

1400

tot-H.SVo

Fig. 4. Derivatogrammes du clinker 4
(1) et de sa fraction d'alumoslli- 
cate separee (2)

vue d'un haut degre de blancheur, la micro
structure du clinker doit assurer apres le 
broyage I'obtention de particules a L'aspect 
optique homogene, ä surface lisse, ä basse 
microporoslte et A haute capacite rAflechiS" 
sante. La determination de la surface sp6ci- 
fique des clinkers broyAs et des clinkers 
bruts non broyes par methode d*adsorption 
d*azote A basse temperature a montrA une 
faible augmentation (de 20% au maximum) de 
la surface spAcifique apres le broyage ce 
qui tAmoigne non seulement d'une haute po- 
rosite des granules de clinker blanc mais 
aussi d'un grand nombre de microfissures qui 
у apparaissent de touts Avidence par suite 
de. 1*accumulation de dislocations de 
"scindement" prAdAterminant les surfaces de 
destruction pendant le broyage (4).

Les spectres de reflexion optique dans 
le domains visible des clinkers a haute et 
A basse caractAristiques du FR ont une diffe 
rence peu sensible au point de vue des 
centres de coloration d'oü vient que Is 
des clinkers et des ciments est dAterminA 
en grande partle par le pouvoir rAflechi- 
ssant des surfaces de particules.
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INFLUENCE DES ADDITIONS ORGANIQUES SUR LA FORMATION DE LA STRUCTURE DE LA PIERRE 
DE CIMENT

Les adjuvants organiques influencent consi- 
derablement sur la formation de la structu
re .de la pierre de ciment dans le beton et 
ameliorent ses proprietes constructives. 
Il est le plus avantageux d'utiliser les 
adjuvants complexes et les superplastifi- 
ants, dont I’emploi rationnel est etroite- 
ment lie avec la determination du mecanis- 
me de leur action. Ces adjuvants changent 
la cinetique de 1'hydratation du liant et 
les conditions de la formation des phases 
hydratees etant eux-meme tres rarement des 
elements de la structure du durcissement. 
Leur influence se manifeste principalement 
dans les delais initiaux. Les parj;iculari- 
tes de/1’Hydratation dans cette periode 
caracterisent le plus entierement les chan- 
gements de concentration observes (Jans la 
phase liquide. O’est pourquoi, en etudiant 
en cinetique les compositions des phases 
liquides, il est possible d’etablir le me- 
canisme de I*action d‘un adjuvant (I). 
D’apres I'allure des courbes CR+(Z"), 
CNa+( Г ' CK+( Z ) •, CCa2+( Z > • W4 Z ) 
il est possible d*evaluer 1*influence de 
1'adjuvant sur la dissolution du clinker, 
la cristallisation des phases contenant 
le calcium et la Vitesse de la formation 
d'ettringite. Si 1’adjuvant ralentit la 
dissolution, alors le passage de R+ dex 
clinker sera ralenti et, conformement a 
cela, la concentration de ces ions dans 
la phase liquide sera plus basse. On peut 
1*observer en appliqu^nt le superplasti- 
fiant C-5 ou le poly-electrolyte soluble 
dans 1’eau sur la base de I’acide salicy- 
lique (ВРП), ralentissant 1*hydratation, 
et I1adjuvant complexe sur la base de re
sine d’uree, accelerant 1‘Hydratation 
(Fig.I).
D’apres le changement dans la phase^liqui- 
de de la concentration d’ions des metaux 
alcalins il est possible dans certaines 
cas d’evaluer quantitativement le degree 
de 1’hydratation du ciment.
L*abaissement lent de la concentration 
d’ions de calcium dans la phase liquide 
dans la plupartj des cas indique le ralen- 
tissement de degagement des phases conte
nant le calcium, et 1’abaissement brusque- 
indique le surcroit de la vitesse de leur 
cristallisation. Si, simultanement, on ob
serve aussi 1’abaissement brusque de la 
concentration des sulfates, alors qa te- 
moigne le liage de la masse principale de 
gypse en ettringite, ce fait est confirme 
par les donnee de l’analyse chimique. C-3 
se sorbant principalement sur hydro-alumi
nates ralentit la cristallisation d*ettrin
gite, et ВРП ralentit 1’hydratation des 
camposants aluminatique et silicique de 
clinker, c’est pourquoi la concentration de 
calcium pour le Systeme avec C-3 entre 4 et 
16 h et pour le Systeme avec ВРП entre 4— 
48 h abaisse faiblement. L*adjuvant comple
xe "sur la base de resine d’uree influence 
activement durant 6 h sur la cinetique de 
dissolution ainsi que sur la cristallisa
tion des phases hydratees. La cristallisa
tion de ces dernieres se realise dans ce

Fig.I. L’influence des adjuvants organiques 
sur le changement de la concentration de 
K+ dans la phase liquide pendant 1’hydra
tation de ciment: I - le ciment a alumina
tes moyens sans adjuvant; 2 - le mfeme-avec- 
0-3» 3 - le meme-avec ВРП» 4 - le meme-avec 
1’adjuvant, complexe sur la de resine 
d’uree.

Systeme plus intensivement (Fig.2).
Pour la determination du m^canisme de 1’ac- 
tion des adjuvants organiques il est rati
onnel de combiner les etudes des phasqs li
quides avec les essais de la resistance 
plastique des systemes. La formation des 
films d’adsorption bioquant la surface de 
la phase solide et ralentissant 1’hydrata
tion provoquera la prolongation de la pe
riode d*induction, et la cristallisation 
intensive d’ettringite amenera a un accro- 
issement rapide de la resistance plastique. 
Le superplastifiant C-3 prolonge la periode 
d’induction. Au contraire, 1’adjuvant com
plexe sur la base de resine d’uree reduit 
la periode d'Induction pour 2 h (de 8 jus- 
qu a 6 h) , et aussi assure les valeurs 
plus hautes de la resistance dans les de
lais posterieurs (Fig.3)« Les etudes d^ad- 
sorption de C-3 sur les mineraux de clin
ker et les ciments montrentque C-A et ses 
hydrates possede une capacite d’adsorption 
la plus grande et Л -C-S une capacite, 
d*adsorption la plus faible. L'adsorption 
principale d’adjuvant sur le cpmposant, alu
minate de clinker s’explique, ä ce qu’il 
parait, par 1’accroissement de la surface 
specifique de C^A, se hydratant rapidement. \ 
Avec cela, il se forme les hydroalumina- i
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Fig.2. L'influence des adjuvants organiques 
sur le changement de la concentration de 
Ca^- dans la phase liquide pendant 1*hyd
ra tat!on de ciment.
I - le ciment sansAadjuvant; 2 - le mSine- 
avec C-3; 3 - le meme-avec gpn; 4 - le md- 
ше-avec 1‘adjuvant complexe sur la base de 
resine d’uree.
tes de calcium avec une grande quantity de 
1 eau, ce qui amene a une reduction de rap
port eau—ciment dans le Systeme. Il en suit 
qu’ilya lieu une basse efficacite de plas- 
tifiant dans le cas d* application des ciments 
riche en alimlnahe, 
S'adsorbant sur la surface des partieules 
ae ciment, C—3 les disperse. Sous le micro
scope pol.arisant on volt dans la suspensicm 
de ciment-eau sans adjuvant que les parti— 
cules de ciment forment des grandes agglo
merations. Dans la suspension de ciment—e®u 
ajec l*adjuvant C-5 en quantite de {),1-0,3# 
lae la masse de ciment) on observe tuns dis
persion partielle des partieules de ciment, 
et avec augmentation de la quantite d*adju- 
vant jusqu* a 0,5-1,0% - leur peptisation 
ulterieure (2).
Cette propriete de superplastifiant 0-5 
exeree une influence sur la formation de la 
Pierre de ciment. En comparant sous le mic
roscope des lames transparentes de la pier
re de ciment sans adjuvant et celles avec 
1 adjuvant de 0,5% de 0-5, on pent noter 
que la microstructure de ce dernier est

Eig»3» Is changement de la resistance plss- 
tique pendant fhydratatlon des eiments, 
I - le ciment sans ^adjuvsit; 2 - de тёше — 
avec 0-5% 3 r- 1® aÄe-avec I1*adjuvant e.pmp=- 
1еже snr la base de resine ^ игеел * 
plus b-omogene. .Avec cela a lieu I1* augments*- 
tion de la porosite, cs®sLltionnee par i*#©- 
tralnement de l*adjuvant i'’air. Dana ia 
pierre de ciment avec 0—5 ©n volt les po
res ^rrondis avec limites regull-Sres et le 
dlametre de 09'O4-0,I5 mm les
eciiantillons etuves de la.pierre de ciment 
avec l^adjuvffiit <ent les лйве^ earastteris— 
tlques structurales que les techantillens 
d'^un durclssement normal# 
S^adscrbant sur la surface des partieules 
du ciment, 0-5 ralentit leur ihydratatlon 
dans les premiers Jours, pourtant <ctos

'Table
Le degre de I’hydratation de la pierre de ciment d'apres la ligne de C^S, d s 1,75

La composition 
йе ciment

de la pierre Des conditions du 
durcissement

Des delais de 1 
jours

thydratation,,

1 5 7....... ;28------- --
Ciment + HpO Normales 55,0 54,0 58,0 " 58,4 ...
Ciment + H?0 + C-3 Normales 28,0 51,0 57,0 61,0
Ciment + H?O Etuvage 49,9 58,5 6.0,0 62,2
Ciment + HgO + c-3 Etuvage 55,7 54,8 59,7 65,7
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Fig.4. La microstructure de la pierre de 
ciment, SEMx?O
a) - sans adjuvant;
b) - avec C-3«

7 jo^rs les echantillons ont pratiquement 
le meme degre d'hydratation ce qui confirme 
les donnees d’une analyse quantitative ra
diograph! que (Tabl.).
Done, 1*application des adjuvants organi- 
ques est une des voies de la formation di— 
rigee de structure de la pierre de ciment.
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MODIFIED LIGNIN BASE SUPLONATES IN THE MATERIALS ON CEMENT BASE

J

The features of the cement-based mate
rials in many aspects are conditioned by 
their structure, controlled formation of 
which is possible through the use of super- 
ficially-active substances (SAS),

However the main part of the SAS is ani
on-active and can retard cement hydration as 
a result of chemisorption of cement parti- 
cals and formations on the surface of calci
um centres. Besides, the application of the 
SAS rather often is accompanied by over-in
crease in air-entrapping or water-release 
which negatively affect the structural and 
mechanical features of the materials, espe
cially when hardening in the conditions of 
thermal treatment. Effective additives for 
cements and concretes, causing no reduction 
in the rate of hydration (the so-called 
LSTM - lignum-base sulphonates, technical, 
modified), are produced as a result of che
mical ,treatment of lignin—base sulphonates 
by amino-containing substances, after which 
they acquire the increased capacity for che
misorption on the surfaces of oxigen centres 
and do not prevent the water from binding 
with Ca-centres of cement particles surfaces. 
Modified products are characterized also by 
optimal molecular/mass distribution, which 
results in limitation of their air-entrap
ping capacity and in the increase of their 
plasticizing activity.

The selected adsorptive—dispersive fea
tures of LSTEs make it possible to introduce 
them both with mixing water and at the pro
duction of cement, intensifying its comminu
tion (tabl.1).

The LSTM introduced into comminution 
process allow to maintain the reasonable 
proportion of average (5-3-0 m) and fine 
liess than^5 m) fractions in the process 
of production of usual and high—strength ce
ments. .So the LSTffls positively affect the 
consistency and rheology of cement on its 
hydration and strength characteristics (tabl. 
d, Iig.1).

, Contraction of grain composition with 
simultaneous limitation of fine fraction are 
especially important for high-strength plas
ticized cement, which is often used in con
cretes with reduced water content (as well 
as w/c) when there is an increase of the 
suction of water from the hydration -products 
or the fine fractions this can lead to the 
destabilization -of the structure of 'harden
ed material.

_ The addULtlen of liSTM effe-etively -plas- 
icizes water—cement systems, essentially 

reducing vibrovfscoslty of the cement -paste 
aa meh as 2—4 times .sind -water re qulremeiits 
or the paste -and concrete mix "by T5-25^ (Cfis* 
L®?1 both when the addition is Inject-" 
a tqgettihar with the mixing water, -and iu- 

process of ioement {(eurye 
’,uae the additive increases the 

tn n® concrete mix from 2—4 да 
о 115-20 cm without reduction or even with 

in the .concrete strength using in 
in- ■La®»e3i‘ ease the -plasticised cement with 
nereased activity. In addition to that the 

T)VI1^e,fce mixes with 1STM are ccharaeterized 
J -he reduced ability for water-re .lease

and separation into layers.
The cement stone and concrete with ad=- 

dition of LSTM after normal and hydrother
mal hardening are characterized by the fine
ness of pores ©f the structure with reduced 
content of larger pores. This is confirmed 
by the shift towards smaller sises of effec
tive radii of the pores in the range pf 
50'10 — 1000*10"^® m, by the reduction,
of dispersion values of average radii of the 
pores and by the reduction of macro—npres 
volume by 10-30/» (tabl*3j,

l-"ig»1. The change ©$ -vibriviscosity of the 
cement paste <dependln.g von .water—cement -pro
portion:: 1- Portland Sement .A;; 2- Portland 
.Cement Ан-LSTM .with mixing water;; >i- plast:i- 
cize.d Portland Cement

Pig,.2. The -dependence ef water ^quiremgnt 
cOf 'Concrete mixes on the cC/wjpropftitifin £ptt 
the aettiins cof tblte sene (by --tthe
same -as in the ifig.il.. *
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The influence of LSTM additive 
composition of cement.

on the grain
Table 1

Code : Cement ■: Specific : Grain composition
• :surface :

:m2/kg :
less
5«10-

then
m : 5-1О’6 - 30.10"6m

A Pilot Portland Cement 300,0 1,8 52,4

В Portland Cement with increased 
specific surface 365,0 8,2 58,8

C Plasticized Portland Cement 
with addition of LSTM 352,0 5,8 65,3

Notes: The cements A,B,C are produced from one and the same clinker (C-,8 - 58%; C?S - 22%; 
C^A - 5%; C.AF - 13%); cements A and C are produced at one and ^the same grinding 
conditions;^for the purpose of comparison on the same mill there was produced Port
land Cement B, having the specific surface as that of the plasticized cement.

Table 2 
The influence of the LSTM additive on physico-chemical 
features of cement.

Code of 
cement

Rate of hydration of cement stone 
in terms of C^S

d= 1,76*1O"10 m

: Features of the solution 1:3 (GOST) 
; 310.4-81
’Spread оТ’ГНё Strength o? the samples,ИРа'
:cone, mm, 

-:w/c=0,40
at

Samples 'of nor* Steamed sam- 
mal hardening : pies1 day : 28 days

28 days : 1 day

A 36,o 83,8 120 57,1 39,8

В 42,4 84,1 122 60,4 42,2

C 46,9 86,0 166 64,4 48,0

Characteristic of the porous structure of cement stone
Table 3

Code of cement : Pore sizes, lO’^m^/kg, radius : Average diameter of the 
: pores:30’10’10 : 50*10~W :iooo«io~10

. -SOMO“10 m :1000’10 m :2O*1O-6 m : 10’6m

A 0,017 0,042 0,021 2,7

В 0,015 0,0438 0,0182 - 2,4

C 0,021 0,0482 0,0188 2,2

Notes:Micro-porosity (less than 20.10’%) has been estimated by means of a mercury poro- 
meter in the pressure range up to 250 MPa. mercury poro
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The influence of "the LSTM—addibive on "the performance 
features of the concrete mix and concrete with c/w = 2,5.

Table 4

Gement : Additive Requirement,kg/m^ : Settling of :Strength of the con-

Cement
:the cone :crete, MPa. after

>7ater ! (cm) :steam curing at the
cage of

Portland Cement А - 450 180

I 
co 

f 
1

II 
N

111

37 55
the same LSTM 450 180 14-16 37 56
Plasticized Portland Ce-
ment C with LSTM - 450 180 17 -19 39 59
Portland Cement A LSTM 380 152 2-3 38 58Plasticized Portland Ce-
ment C with LSTM

—— 368 _ 147 ___ 2 - 3 _______ Ö. 65 _ _

The improvement of the porous structu
re and strengthening of the contact zone bet
ween the aggregate and the mortar part at 
the expence of water-release contributes to 
increased frost-resistance and strength of' 
the concrete (tabl.4).
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TECNOLOGY OF PRODUCTION OF HIGH ALITE PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKERS
P

One of the ways to utilize the raw 
dust, collected by the electric filters of 
the rotary kilns for the burning of Port
land Cement clinker, is the injection of 
the dust through the aggregate head.

The analysis of the collected dust of 
different plants has shown, that its chemi
cal composition had a wide range. In the 
most cases the dust was more enriched by 
acidic components than the standardized 
raw mix, which is a result of differenti
ated removal of clay-like and rather dis
persive component. This phenomenon sponta
neously Increases the SC'of the mainmate
rial on its way along the kiln. The recir
culation of the collected dust to the hot 
end of the kiln approximates the real con
tent of the clinker to the present one, and 
is one of the ways of effective use of the 
hiRh-temperature flame-zone.

. If we take the collected dust and in
troduce a carbonate component into it till 
the SC is higher than that of the original 
raw mix, and then introduce this enriched 
dust,into the kiln head, then it will be 
possible to produce high-alite clinker and 
still with higher hydraulic activity.

To study the behaviour of carbonate 
component in the kiln area we introduced 
into it Ca4-5 isotope in the form of CaCOx. 
Then in definite intervals we selected the 
clinker samples leaving the kiln and exa
mined them by means of radio- and petro
graphic methods.

On radiographic films of the sample, 
collected from preparatory zones at the 
moment of tne indicator injection (Pig.I), 
one can see the uniform blackening of the 
whole cross-section area which is an evi
dence of a complete coincidence of Ca2,'5 and 
the main volume of the material7 present 
at this moment in the kiln area. The depo
sit of high-temperature CaO particles in
side the cold end of the kiln increases the 
speed of physico-chemical transformation of 
the material both in preparatory zones and 

I the high-temperature zone of calcination.

Fig.I. Radiographic film of a granule 
from a preparatory zone of the kiln.

However a definite part of the carbo
nate component, introduced jointly with the 
raw dust, interacts with acidic compounds 
of the mix and melts in the flame zone, 
and then leaving the gas stream it deposits

Fig.2. Radiographic film of a granule 
from the caking zone of the kiln.

On the newly formed clinker granules. On 
the Fig.2 one can see a radiographic film 
of the granule in the centre of the caking 
zone at the moment of injection of the 
CaCOz-indicator. One can see clearly the 
deposited material, which has formed the 
exterior layer of the granule as a result 
of superficial diffusion.

Under conditions of a definite satura
tion degree of the raw dust by means of car
bonate component and also with its suffici
ent volume it is possible to produce clin
kers with SC®T. Fig.3,4 show the petrogra
phic films of microsection metallographic 
specimens of practically "pure" alite'clin
ker, produced according to the above-men
tioned method in the rotary kilnd4xI50m.

Fig.3. Petrographic film of the periphery 
layer of a granule (x200).

In the granula cross-section of such a 
clinker two zones are clearly seen: periphe
ry layer (fig.3), formed by means of mate
rial deposit in the caking zone of the rota
ry kiln, and the central part (fig.4), for®* 
ed by the material from the cold end of the

The periphery zone, constituting 8-10% 
of the general volume of the granule, con
tains 60-63% alite, 5-10% bellte and 25-27% 
intermediate substance, while the central 
part contains 70+72/%' alite, 20+22% inter
mediate substance and isolated grains of 
bellte.

Physico-chemical analysis of the sam
ples, collected from the whole length of

!
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the kiln being simultaneously fed with the 
carbonate-enrlched raw dust showed that the 
volume of the material, deposited in cer
tain zones of the kiln, depended on disper- 
sivlty of the introduced limestone compo
nent, on performance conditions of a par
ticular kiln and on technical solutions of 
the problem of delivery of original compo
nents through the kiln-head.

Fig.4. Petrographic film of the central 
part of a granule (x200).
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PARTICULARITIES OF CEMENT HYDRATION IN SUSPENSIONS WITH ALCALI ADDITIONS.

Water-release considerably hampers the 
investigation of hardening cement suspen
sions with water/cement> 0,5. Adding sili
cate of sodium into cement suspensions we 
have managed to investigate the suspension 
hydration with water/cement=I,0-2,0 having 
eleminated water-release. V/e have prevented 
the quick thickening of the suspensions by
adding two-substituted phosphate of sodium. 
Oil-well pastes can easily penetrate pores 
and cracks of the rocks and possess the in
creased anti-filtering and strength featu
res. "

There was found and proved the predo
minant influence of calcium ions concentra
tions in the suspensions on the hydration 
and gelation in the system of cement-water- 
silicate of sodium. In the system without 
addition of phosphate of sodium not only 
quick thickening and growth of plastic 
strength are observable, but also the de
crease of strengthening speed at.elder ages. 
Adding some phosphate of sodium to the sys
tem we can see that the suspensions thicken 
in 10-40 min., and after the induction pe
riod -of strengthening are characterised by 
the quick growth of strength which is 2-3 
times as much as that in the pastes without 
phosphate of sodium (fig.I).

Fig.I. Plastic strength (a) and compressive 
strength (b) of the cement suspensions (wa
ter/cement = 0,1; silicate of sodium -10%),
containing sodium 
I- 0; 2 - 0,4;

phosphate, % Po0c
3-0,5;  4 - 0,6.

P

granules. Cement stone of the second com
position is characterized by the more dense 
structure, represented mainly by calcium 
hydrocilicates with ettringite crystalli
zing in the pores of cement granules.

a)



Ъ)

Electron microfilms of the chipped. 
Tu“aces of cement stone (water/cement = 

hydrated during 60 days (хбООО) : 
additive of 10% silicate of sodi- 

ял2<Ь) wlth addltiTe of 10% silicate of 
sodium and 0,5% p^ in ferm of Na2HP04* 

“ ettringite: 2 - fibrous 
ydrosilicates of calcium; 5 - the resi- 

unhydrated cement granules; 4-hyd- 
de of calcium; 5-plate-scaled hydrosi-

p

licates of calcium.

These new compositions are used for 
water-proofing of exploratory workings in 
pit-construction.
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KINETICS OF ASSIMILATION OF CALCIUM OXIDE IN PRESENCE OF TITANIUM COMPOUNDS.

P

The eesenclal features of clinkerlza- 
tion in presence of titanium compounds have 
been described by many investigators. This 
concern in the problem is quite lawful and 
conditioned by the oecurance of the element 
in the Earth’s crust, and by' the titanium 
chemical nature, analogical to chemical fea
tures with oxidization rate = 4 (I). H.Kühl 
in his fundamental monography "Zemenchemie" 
(2) pointed out, that the titanium oxides 
could form compounds not only with the main 
composites of the raw mixes, but also with 
alkalies.

We have studied the influence of the ■ 
titanium dioxide on the dynamics of calcium 
oxide assimilation in portland raw mixtures.

Chemically pure titanium dioxide of ru
tile modification were injected into port
land raw mixtures of various modular featu
res. The compact samples were burned at the 
temperatures of 900-I450°C in electric fur
nace, and in the cake there was estimated 
the content of free calcium oxide. The re
sults are given in the table

We suppose that in the portland raw 
mixtures containing simultaneously both ti
tanium dioxide and alkaline component there 
exists a possibility of formation of alkali
ne titanates and their solid solutions which 
(because their melting temperature is 85
1200 C) stimulate the processes of calcium 
carbonate dissociation and binding of cal
cium oxides into clinker minerals. Alkaline 
compounds of titanium also affect the clin- 
kerization processes at higher temperatures, 
changing the features of the liquid phase.

The possibility of formation of alka
line titanates was confirmed by our inves
tigation of the systems Ca0-Ti02-K(Sa)20 
and Mg0-T102-K(Ha)20. At the burning tempe
ratures of 900-I100°c in the burning pro
ducts there were found titanates of alkaline 
metals.

So the titanium compounds and alkaline 
compounds simultaneously present in raw mix
tures produce positive effect on the pro-

The free CaO content in the cake Table

X cake : TiO_ content 
: (%7 mass

K2° content : Free CaO content (%) at the burning tempera- 
(%) mass • tures (oc) y

I
2
5
4
5
6
7
2-1
4-1
6- 1
7- 1

?~9ööTIööö~rif55~7-i20Ö~7"i5Öo-7-i4Öö~7-i45Ö

0,0 0,0 32,4 30,7 25,0 22,0 16,5 1,5 0,0
0,5 0,0 33,0 27,5 22,0 17,0 14,0 0,0 0,0
1,0 0,0 — . 32,0 22,0 15,0 11,0 0,0 0,0
2,0 0,0 - 31,0 22,0 18,0 7,5 0,0 0,0
5,0 0,0 30,0 27,0 24,0 * 7,0 0,0 0,0
5,0 0,0 28,0 24,0 15,0 15,0 5,0 3,0 2,0
8,0 0,0 — 27,5 21,0 20,0 8,0 3,0 5,0
0,5 0,5 — 35,0 19,2 15,0 10,8 1,0 0,0
2,0 0,5 — 27,0 21,0 12,3 8,0 0,5 0,0
5,0 0,75 - 22,5 П.5 10,0 5,0 1,4- 1,6
8,0 1,0 36,5 30,8 20,5 16,6 10,0 2,5 2,0

At the temperatures of 9OO-I2OO°C the 
speed of the binding process of calcium oxi
de is increased in the case with all con
centrations of titanium dioxide. In the fi- ' 
eld of active mineral formation (I30a-I450°C) 
the effect of titanium dioxide is expressed 
more clearly; in the presence of 3% content 
of TiOp the speed of the binding of calcium 
oxide is increased and with the increase of 
Ti02—content from 3 to 8% the speed is re
duced. The injection of alkaline component 
(chemically pure potassium oxide) into the 
raw mixtures, containing titanium dioxide, 
caused definite changes in the character of 
calcium oxide assimilation: in the tempera
ture range of 900-I200OC the binding of cal
cium oxide was more active compared to mix
tures without alkalies, but with the adequa
te volume of T102. There was also noticed 
essential reduction of free calcium oxide 
content in the mixtures containing the in
creased volume of TiOp at the concluding 
stages of clinkerization.

cesses-of clinkerization.
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PARTICULARITES THERMOCHIMIQUES DU PROCESSUS DE CUISSON DU CLINKER ALINITIQUE
P

L'utlllsation du bain fondu de sei en 
quellte du mlllen reaetlonel assure la bei
sse de la temperature de euisson de 3OO-35O0 
auaai que les formations intermediaires et 
la composition de phases du clinker cult in- 
ordinaires.

Des essais du four rotatif 2,5x75m ont 
permit d*identifier des transformations phy- 
siquo-chimiques pendant la euisson. L*analy
se de phases aux rayons X (fig.I), les me
thodes petrographiques et de la mieroscopie 
electronique ont mis en evidence la succe
ssion de la formation de mineraux en fone- 
tion de la temperature (tabl.I).

Table I 
Succession de la formation de mineraux

Temp.,°C : Mineraux : Q-te, %
5ОО-65О CjjAr,CaCl2 - chloralumi

nate de Ca
2-4

650-750 CaC0j.CaCl2 -charbochlo- 
rite

8-12

650-750 C^jAryCaCI^
2 Ca0»S102 CaCOj—spour— 
rite
CgS - silicate biealcique

3-7 
35-45

jusqu’a
750-850 CjjA^CaCi^

2CaO»SiO<1 CaCO,
3-7 

45-55

12-18
Zone du CIIA7CaC12 4-5
euisson c2s

2QCaO-MgO.6SiO2.Al2O5.
•CaCl-- alinite

25-35

55-65
clinker

°2ä a 25
CgF-ferrite bicale, jusqu’A 4

20CaO*MgO’6Slo2»Al2u-«CaCl2 55-65
C3S . 3-7

L*analyse thermique differentielle 
(fig.2) et I’analyse chimique des echantil- 
lons pris danszles differente domaines du 
four ont montre que la decarbonation se pa
sse essentiellement a 97O-IO7O K. L* absence 
de la chaux libre temoigne de la haute reac- 
tivite du cru. -

La circulation du chlore est subite au 
circuit interne (de-chlorage dans les zones 
chaudes et regeneration de CaCl2 dans les 
froides.) comprenant 1’issue d’une certaine 
quantite de chlore entrant dans la structure 
cristalline de mineraux (fig^3).

zDes calculs thermodynamiques selon des 
donnees sur les transformations physico-chi- 
aiques, aussi que I’analyse dezla dissipa
tion de la chaleur ont laisse etablir des 
raeteurs assurant la reduction de la consom
nation specifique de la chaleur en comparai- 
son avec le procede classique. Cette reduc

tion peut Stre de 20% (tabl.2).
Table 2 

Facteurs assurant la reduction de la 
consommation de la chaleur pgur la 
euisson du clinker alinitique (vole 
humide)

MX :Facteurs :Part de :Article du bilan 
: :1’econo- :thermique
: :mie tota-:
1£12л%1

1. Diminution 23 
de la basi-
cite du cru

2. Augmentation II 
de 1'exother
mic des re-/ 
action de me- 
naralisation

3. Regeneration 2 
de CaClg

4. Formation de 6 
_ bain fondu

5. Dechlorage -I3
6. Baisse de la 2 

temperature
du processus

12

7. Diminution de II 
I’humidite de
la pate crue

8. Augmentation 16 
de la capacite 
horaire du four .

9. Diminutionzde z 4 
la quantite spe
cif i que du cru 5 
(sur 1’unite de

.masse du clinker)
10. Diminution du 20 

volume et de la 
temperature de 
gaz perdus

11. Diminution de la I 
quantite de la 
poussierre

Consommation teori- 
que de la chaleur

I bid.

I bid.

I bid.

I bid.
Portes de chaleur a 
travers le corps du 
four 
Pertes de chaleur 
avec I’air exeedant 
du refroidisseur
Consommation de la 
chaleur pour evapo
risation de I’eau1 .
Pertes de chaleur a 
travers le corps du 
four
Consommation thXdyi- 
que de la chaleur c. 
Consommation de la'-; 
chaleur pour ехароЦ 
risation de I’eau
Pertes de chaleur 
avec des gaz perdus

Pertes de la chaleur 
- avec la poussiere

Des calcules et des essais industriels 
montre que laz raise au j^oint de la tecnologie 
a basse temperature reduit la consommation 
thermique (20%) et augmente la capacite ho
raire des fours rotatifs (30%).



Fig.1. Analyse au rayons X des echantillons: 
1 - cru de depart; 2 - 150°C; 3 - 300°C;
4 - 500°C; 5 - 650°C; 6 - 75O°C; 7 - 800°G;
8 - zone de cuisson 9 - clinker alinitique

Fig.2. Analyse thermique dif. des echanti
llons: 1 - zone de chaines; 2,3,4,5 - tem
perature du materiau 500, 650, 750, 800°C; 
6 - debut de la zone de cuisson

Fig.3. Variation de la teneur en chlore du 
materiau lors du traitement thermique dans, 
four rotatif 1 - CI- total; 2 - Cl combine 
avec des alcalis (RC1); 3 - Cl“combine en 
CaCLg et autres combinaisons
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™tCeULreact!vitEM clin™™ des crus a composants aluminosilicieux

! ^-’intensification des processus de clin- 
kerisation peut etre obtenue en introdui- 
sant dans le melange cru une mati6re natu
relie a haute reactivite ou un sous-produit 
industrial qui a sub! au prealable un trai- 
tement a haute temperature et a accumul6 

une quantity determines d 'energie interne. 
Une baisse aupplementaire de la consomma
tton d»energie necessaire ä la fabrication 
du clinker est possible grace a 1»utili
sation d»un tel composant ä l»6tat non 
broye (1) ou la production sur за base des 
clinkers (de belite) ä faible saturation a 
act!vite Sieves (2).

On a Stabil 1»sfficacitS d»utilisation 
des roches effusives, les basaltes, large- 
ment r Spend us dans Is monde entier (3) en 
QualitS de composant aluminosilicleux ferri- 
fere e haute reactivitS entrant dans le me
lange cru du ciment Portland. Ils sent ca- 
racterisSs (d'apres R. Deli) par une com
position chimique moyenne suivante, % en 
nasses SiOg - 49,06; TiOg - 1,56; Al 0, - 
15,7; FegOj - 5,38; FeO - 6,37i MnO - 0,31;

- 6,17; CaO - 8,95; RagO - 3,11; K20 - 
1,52; PgO5 - 0,45; HgO - 1,62." Les basal
tes provenant d»un meme gisement different 

sensiblement au point de vue de la stabili- 
be de composition.

fbur donner uns appreciation comparative 
Salable de 1 ’homogSneitS chimico-minSra- 
ogique et des intervenes des tempSratures 
c fusion des basaltes et d»autres minerals 

aluminosilicieux utilisSs traditionnelle- 

®sht dans 1 »Industrie du ciment, on s »est 
sarvi du diagramme d »Stat d’un systSme A 
№tre composants SiOg - AlgO, - CaO - MgO.

Points figuratifs d ’un nombre ecrasant 
compositions des basaltes se placent a 

intSrleur du tStraedre IS - CMS2 - CaSg-S 

8» 1). Cela Stant, la temperature du 
abut de fusion des basaltes constitue 

m50±l0) »c et celle de la fin de fusion 
ille au niveau de 1300 eC en fonction de 

ateneur en AlgO^ (4).

,Composltlona d'argiles utilisSes 
Paj "bhdustrie du ciment se caracterisent

r une plus grande diversitS« les points

SbOz

Pig. 1. Disposition des points figuratifs 
des compositions des basaltes dans 
les tetraedres elementaires du Sys
teme SiOg - Al205 - CaO - MgQj 
( * ) - tetraedre ffi-CIJSg-CaSg-S; 
(0 ) - tetraedre CS-CmSg-CASg-s. 

figuratifs de ces compositions se placent 
dans les tetraedres elementaires♦ CS -CLE>„ - 
- CASg - S; MS - CMSg - CASg - S; СА8Э - 
^85 - ш - s; cas2 - a5s2 - i-^AgS - s.

L»Intervalle des temperatures de fusion, 
lui aussi, est soumis respectivement ä d»im
portantes oscillations» la temperature du de
but de fusion des argilles de diverses com-" 
positions varie de 1135 ä 1300 °C et celle 
de la fin de fusion, de 1400 a I500 °C. Les 
laitiers de haut fourneau occupant une posi
tion intermediaire entre les basaltes et les 
argiles. Les points figuratifs de la masse 
essentielle de compositions de laitiers se 
situent dans les tetraedres elementaires: 
C5S2 - CS - CgUSg - G2AS2; Cghßg - CAS? - 
Ш - MgS; Cgffig - CgASg - CASg - MA (fig. 2). 
La temperature du debut de fusion de la 
majorite des laitiers constitue 1285 a 
I29O °C et celle de la fin de fusion est de 
1400 А 15ОО ec. "

Il en rAsülte que les basaltes ont un 
plus has point de fusion que les autres mi- 
neraux aluminosilicieux utilises dans 1»In
dustrie du ciment: dans les melanges crus 
contenant du basalte la fusion commence ä 
une plus basse temperature de 1'ordre de
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Fib» 2. Disposition des points figuratifs 
das oozapositions de lai tiers dans 
les tetraedres elementaires du 
Systeme Si02-Al20^-Ca0-Llg0: 

' (° ) - tetraedre
" (0) - tetraedre CS-C2MS2-C2AS-CAS2$

(■ ) - tetraedre C2№2-C2AS-CAS2-]vUi 
( ° ) - tetraedre 02№2-СА82-МА-ТД,5

1150 eC, aux environs de 1180 a 1200 °C la 
masse essentielle de basalte est en fusion 
et la quantlte de la mat!ere fondue attaint 
30 % (5) ce qui est capable d ’accelerer sen— 
siblement la formation d*alite. Ce fait a 
permis de concevoir la possibilite de cuis- 
son des melanges crus basaltiques non 
broyes; la formation de mineraux se produit 
alors grace ä une impregnation des particu- 
les d^carbonisees des pierres de carbonate 
concassees par le basalte en fusion et A 
une interaction ulterieure de la phase li
quide et de I’oxyde de calcium.

Une 6tude des particularities de forma
tion de la structure du clinker de ciment 
Portland au cours de la cuisson des melan

ges crus a haute dispersite a montre une 
baisse sensible du role des reactions en 
phase solide grace ä une reduction du nomb- 
re de contacts entre les particules et, res- 
pectivement, a un retreeissement du front 
des reactions (6}. Dans le domaine des tem
peratures comprises entre le debut de fusi
on du basalte et 125O °G la vitesse du pro-' 
cessus d’impregnation est faible, la datie
re fondue penetre dans la particule de car
bonate essentiellement par gros pores prin- 
cipaux. Dans la zone de contact du composant 
carbonate avec le basalte on observe une in
teraction des composants grace aux processus 
d’echange de diffusion conduisant ä une for
mation dans la couche de basalte contigue ä 
la chaux concassee, de cristaux de melilite, 
de wollastonite et de bellte. Cependant, les 
reactions de formation des mineraux posse- 
dent une nature limitee, la profondeur de 
diffusion des nouvelles formations etant 
faible. Lorsque la temperature se porte a 
une valeur de 1300 a 1350 °C, la viscosite 
de la mat!ere fondue baisse, eile devlent 
capable de penetrer dans les micropores (les 
pores primaires de la matiere crue et les 
pores secondaires dont 1'apparition est due 
ä la decarbonisation). Les dimensions des 
pores augmentent grace a une action de coin- 
qage de la matiere fondue et a une dissolu
tion des parois de pores ce qui, ä son tour, 
facilite la progression de la phase liquide 
ä 1’Interieur des grains de carbonate. Par 

suite d’une jonction diffuses d’ions de cal
cium a la phase liquide, une couche de cris
taux de silicate bicalcique appara£t suivant 
le front de mouvement de I’exces de matiere 
fondue ä travers la particule decarbonisde. | 
Avec 1’epaississement de la couche, la vi- ' 
tesse de diffusion d’ions de calcium dans la 
matiere fondue ralentit quelque peu tout en 
restant au-dessus des vitesses de diffusion 
des autres ions ce qui provoque une modifi
cation progressive de la structure de la 
couche intermediairei A la limite de la ma- 
tldre en fusion a lieu un delayage des nou
velles formations et une baisse de leur ba- ■ 
sicite tandis qu’A la limite de la composan-



?ig. 3. Mcrophotographles des clinkers.: 

e} ioriiation de bellte j b) •f nr тя — 
tian d 'alite; x 500 '

te carbonates se produit une saturation de 
la couche d'ions de calcium et un accrols- 

sement de la basicite des composes jusqu'a 
la formation du silicate trloalcique. Le 

processus d'impregnation une fols termine, 
“1 volt apparaitre d«ab ord dans le clinker 
des grains de belite sans formes particu— 
Heres mais proches du facies propre a la 
elite (fig, 5« &)• Far la suite, les cris- 

taux de belite prennent leur forme habi
tuelle, puls, tout en gardant les formes 
Clistallographiques propres ä la bellte, 
oommencent a tourner au clair, le teint 
Propre aux cristaux d«alite dans les sec
tions polies pour se transformer dcfinitive- 

®ent en cristaux d’alite (fig. 3, b).
Etant donne que tous les processus se 

Produisent en presence de la matiere en fu- 
aicai et, par consequent, ä une grande vi- 
aase, ia synthese des silicates de differen

tes basicites se deroule pratiquement si- 
multanement. Le clinker obtenu est caracte- 
rise par une structure zonale, un ordre in
determine de disposition des champs alter
nes de cristaux d«alite et de belite du d 
une inhomogeneite de la structure du 00m- 
posant carbonate (ixregularite de disposi
tion des gros pores) etant асктё que la 
these ci-dessus est juste pour le nouvement 
du front de la matiere an fusion aussi bien 
de la surface de la particule que de 
1«"Interieur« de cette derntere, c’est-d- 
dire, de la surface de pore. Il s 'en suit 
que la vitesse des processus se deroulant 
pendant la cuisson des melanges non Ьгоуёз 
depend sensiblement de la porositS du com- 
posant carbonate de base et, avant tout, de 
la valeur moyenne du rayon des pores. La 
cote admissible des particules du composant 
carbonate assurant la totalit6 süffisante 
des processus d'impregnation et de synthese 
des mineraux de clinker, peut etre determi
nes d'apres 1 «equation (1)1

В = -O.OSt-l.jSr^o.y-lo^t2-
-0,43.IO“4!1 o+o,1-1.io"2r2t, (1)

от H est la mesure lineaire des particules 
du carbonate concasse, mm; ■ 

ro est valeur moyenne du rayon des 
pores, unites conventionnelles;

t est la temperature de cuisson, eC.

Les donnees de calcul sent confirmees 
psr les resultats exp^rimentRuy (v. tab
leau) (7).

La cuisson de melanges crus non Ьгоуёз 
permet d'obtenir des clinkers qui donnent 
les ciments des classes 400 et 500 carac- 
terises par des qualites exothermiques mo- 
derees et une resistance aux sulfates ele
vee. Grace ä un remplacement partiel 
(A 50 %) de la boue crue par un melята Bcn 
broye de calcaire-basalte, on obtlent une 
economie de chaleur de cuisson de 10 % tan- 
dis que le rendement du four rotatif aug
ments de 19,5 % (в).

Une reduction supplementaire de la con- 
sommation d’energie de cuisson peut etre 
obtenue grace a 1‘utilisaticn de melanges
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Tableau

CCype de Valeur Cote admissible (m) des 
röche moyen- particules du carbonate 
carbo- ne du concasse ä la temperature 
natee rayon de cuisson. °C 

des ------------------------------
poresexperim. equat.(l) 
conv. 155O 1400 1350 1400

cristalli- 
ne

terra 
me üble

5,56 3,9 8,2 4,4 8,9

calcaire 
Goquiller

11,68 9,3 26,8 10,4 23,7

rocke se- 
dimen- 
taire

4,30 3,7 7,8 3,9 6,6

röche 
granulaire

1,11 1,4 3,6 1,6 3,5

1971. - 488 c.
7. Пащэнко А.А., Мясникова E.A., Токарчук 

В.В. Влияние характеристик карбонатных 

пород на процессы пропитки в крупнодис
персных портлавдцементных смесях. - Док
лады АН УССР: сер. Б., 1933, с. 34-37.

8. Островская Н.Д., Мясникова Е.А. Исполь
зование базальтов в цементном производ
стве. - Цемент, 1984, № 6, с. II.

9. Пащенко А.А., Мясникова Е.А., Шевченко 
ВЛ. Фосфогипс-интенсификатор обжиря, - 
Строительные материалы и конструкции, 
1983, №4, с. 19-20.

crus contenant du basalte ä faible coeffi
cient de saturation destines ä obtenir des 
clinkers de belite actives par un produit 
sulfate (hopshogypseLa temperature de 
cuisson d ’un tel clinker ne depasse pas 
1300 ä 135О “C et la resistance attaint 
54,8 ЫРа (9);
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SOME FEATURES OF MINERAL FORMATION ON THE SAMPLE SURFACE

Thermodynamic conditions on a calcina
ting granule surface at the external heat 
energy supply and abstraction differ consi
derably from the conditions of the material 
existence in the granule. This is a result 
of the further factors’ affect:
1) the difference of surface and volume di- 
nensions;
2) the phenomena on the heterogeneous medi
ums interface ( solid phase - gas );
3) the chemical composition difference owing

' to the diffusive transfer of material through 
the interface and the exchange with the in
ner volume; ■
4) the intergranular pressure and the vol
tage vectors direction;
5) the temperature and its gradient;
6) the physical and mechanical features of 
the surface and inner layers (structure, 
heat and'electric conduction, strength, hard-

■ ness etc.).
Owing to the above mentioned differen

ces the surface layer of a clinker granule 
considered to be an important object of stu- 

The requisite for the study was also the 
experimentally established differences in 
the content of calcium oxyde in superfrac
tions and on the granule surface of white 
Portland Cement clinker in comparison with 
l®r8e fractions, inner granule volume and 
the mean clinker mass.

To make reseaches of the phenomena on 
the surface layer of the Portland Cement 
elinker with effective thickness of 30 //km 
the diffractometer DRON-2 with the high-tem- 
Pt-rature attachment UVD-2000 has been used. 
This method provides to obtain in vacuum 
(where the displacement volume pressure is 
not more than I0-* mm Hg) the diffraction 
spectrum from the packed powder surface at 
temperature up to 2000°C. The scanning elec
tron microscope "Jeol" - JSM-35OCP with the 
spectrometer FCS has been also used.

Indication of the diffractograms has 
Been made after 10-minutes exposure at de
signed temperature. The error of automatic 
control of the temperature is f 4°.

The following was of the main interest: 
- the features of phase formation on the ma
terial surface in the conditions of its in
tensive heat exposure ( the heater is a tung
sten tape);
~ the processes of phase transition on the 
surface of the calcinating material;
‘the changes of phase and chemical compo- 
п#Соп ^he surface layer in the process 
г heating and cooling of the sample.

At the heating of the packed powder of 
tnreewedged CSS up to I500°C in the thin 

face layer of 5О-7О //km, tricalcium sili
cate decomposes withcC- C?S formation, but 
without caleium oxide extraction; meanwhile 

inner volume of the sample does not 
hange and still consists of C5S.

л.-» fcke heating of a white clinker pow- 
three phases - CiS, CeS (Д - 

toe material surface'undergoes 
fpHowing changes (fig.1,2):

?ontont in the surface layer has mo- 
t.I2n?u®Ty decreased in the temperature in

ct and in the range of 1400 
P to I450°C it has sharply reduced to zero;

jg " " ' ’28*°20

’overaged grinded
sample after calcination

-surface after calcination 
20° C

1450°C

I400°C

initial clinker sample
20° C

Pig.I. The radiograms’ sections of a white 
clinker powder at its heating up to I5[50oC 
in vacuum. "
, - alite, *-/-C2R, o-Z- C2S, x C^S, 
Д - C,A.

5 -

- CtA content in the surface layer being 
constant at I000°C up co I400°C has sharply 

?he temperature interval 1400» 
I45O C, and at the further increase of tem
perature up to I55O°C the content of CTA has 
reduced to zero as a result of transition 
to a liquid phase;
----------- ОТД

, •--- ----- .-- -- ----- Д
1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

t°c
^8«2. The change of phase composition of the'
white clinker surface at heating up to I55O°C.

• - alite, *- a- C„S, 0 -Z- CJS, x -Z-C-S, 
Д * C3A • 2 2 

Ш05С

- C2S content (in ft-form) has monotonously 
increased from IODO up to I400°C in'accor— 
dance with reduction of CiS content. At the 
increase of temperature from 1450 up to I55O°C
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d. -form has passed Into =С-С?3 (endoeffect 
connected with the transitiSn of «('Into cC - 
modification of C2S on the DTA curve - at 
14O5°C). The intervals of the more sharp 
change of the content of alite, C3A, and the 
</-</transition of 0,3 practically coincide; 
- after cooling of the sample reflections 
of only two phases - C-,A and. ß- CQS are dis
played on the difraotogram of the Surface 
layer. Pree calcium oxide is not observed. 
In the same time the main sample mass gives 
the typical X-ray photograph of the white 
clinker with comparatively higher alite con
tent and lower C~A content than the initial 
(before calcination) clinker.

The analogous phase composition of the 
surface has been produced at the calcina
tion (up to 1500°C) of the raw mixture pow
der of the white clinker, containing 82,5% 
oflimestone, 9,8% of kaolin, 519% of sand 
(Tlg.3). Under these conditions the sharp 
increase of C,A-content and<z'-<z transition 
of CgS in the surface layer has occurred in 
the interval of 1400°-15000C. To tran
sition on the DTA-curves the endoeffect at 
141O°C corresponds. Exoeffect at 1345°C, as 
a result of the initial alite formation, 
concerns only the inner part of the sample. 
On the surface of the sample (3-3 does not 
appear in the whole temperaturd interval us 
to 1500°C. Small amount of C,S on the sample 
surface has been indicated only after its 
cooling. -

ВГ6

toc
Fig»3. The changes of phase composition of 
the raw mixture of the white clinker at he
ating in UVD-2000 kilns and diversition sys
tem.
Д~ C^’ 5±°2’ ° C2S’ X "‘dL"

Alite formation on the surface of the 
sample at heating has been observed only at

the calcination of mixtures with surplus 
content of calcium oxide. In this case CaO. 
crystals are present not only on the sur- fr' 
face of the sample but in the inner volume 
of the sample as well (fig.4).

Pig.4. The radiograms’ sections on the sur- \ 
face and the averaged grinded sample at cal-, 
cination of the raw mixture with stoichio- i 
metric (a) and with surplus content of CaO I

The layer diffraction analysis of the 
samples has shown the following (fig.5):

Fig.5. Radiograms of the surface and the 
adjoining parts of the sample.
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a) the surface after calcination;
b) has removed the layer of 40jukm;
c) has removed the layer of 120 «/km;
d) the averaged grinded sample.'7
- on the surface - C7A, Äand </.- C_S, small
amount of 0,5; - ' г
- to the depth of 50—79«km the relative re
duction of compositions of these phages and 
increase of alite amount; "
- beginning with the depth of 70-100//km the 
usual phase composition with high alite con
tent.

It is noted that the opposite surface 
of the sample which has not been subjected 
to radiation (X-ray radiation, ultra-violet, 
luminous, thermal) by phase composition is 
analogous to the irradiated one.

The sample cut has been studied in the 
direction from the surface to t he centre 
with the help of electron probe of the size of 
2xI0_//km with the step of 2 A'km. The change 
of characteristic X-radiation intensity of 
Ca, Si and Al has been observed. It has been 
indicated that the intensity relation of Ca- 
and Ei-curves on the surface and in the 
width of the sample is the same. It prevents 
from explaining the absence of C,S on the 
surface by evaporation of calcium oxide from 
the surface in vacuum or its diffusion in
side of the sample. Thus, the absence of 
alite on the surface at the synchronous ab
sence of free calcium oxide can be explained 
only by absorption of the large amount of 
surplus calcium oxide byod -C-S grating with
out the change of the grating type. At the 
cooling of the sample some part ofZ-C-S, 
containing surplus calcium oxide reorganizes 
W2.th C,S formation which is fixed on the 
X-ray photograph of the cooled sample.

As for decimicrone widthes of the sur
face apparently it is possible tv say that 
aluminium diffuses in the direction of the 
?Uf?ace the sample. It leads to the re
lative Ca and Si reduction on the surface 
before the appearance of the melt. The high 
intensity of C,A peak on the surface at re
latively low intensity of minerals-silicates 
Peaks and comparatively small changes of the 
relations of intensity of the characteris
tic curves of Ca, Si, Al in comparison with 
‘'be sample width indicates the formation of

ClSA isomorphic Si. The cause of 
rormation of this mineral but not alite 

is the thermodynamic predilection and "two- 
aimensionality" of the texture. The irradi
ation of the sample does not affect the phase 
composition.
th h conolusion it is necessary to say

, ne high-temperature processes of mine- 
.л ,0rmation on the surface of the sample 
onsiderably differ from those in the whole 

lass of mineral.
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INFLUEKjCE OF SUCROSE ON THE SETTING OF PORTLAND CEMENT.
P

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

according to DIN 1164, 
of a coaxial cylinder 

constant water—cement 
The sucrose was added together 

* ' "' to the
premixed 

before adding 
The alteration of the 

composition of the pore 
squeezed out of 

1164, were 
Absorption 
11, Fe, Na,

Atomic
( Ca, ,

( Si and sucrose),
and S 0 by

For the preparation of the portland 
cements, two industrial clinkers A and 
B, anhydrite and hemihydrate were 
employed. The calcium sulphate was 
added in. amounts of 2.5 wt.% SO, to 
both of the cements. The chemical 
composition of the clinkers is shown in 
tab. 1. The anhydrite/hemihydrate ratio 
in the cement was 1.
The setting or rheology of cements has 
been measured " "
or by means 
viscosimeter, at 
ratios. T’-  
with the mix water directly 
dry cement, or the cement was 
with water for 4 
the sucrose, 
chemical 
solution that had been cq- 
mortars according to DIN 
established by 
Spectrophotometry 
К ), col orimetry 
titration ( OH-) , _ _
precipitation as barium sulphate.

composition of theTable 1 Chemical 
clinkers in wt.%

Clinker A
" ■ 1

Clinker В

SiO2 22.40 21.50

Al2°3 4.52 5.31

Fe2°3 2.61 3.21

CaO 68.60 62.40

MgO 1.05 1.13

K2o ' 0.18 0.68

Na2O 0.20 0.20

so3 0.02 . 0.55 .

RESULTS .

As for the cement containing little 
alkali, the direct addition of sucrose 
to the mix water does not induce any. 
dealing with portland cement, however 
containing a lot of alkali, a distinct 
retardation of the initial setting up to 
0.2 wt.% sucrose is effected.
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Cement paste A 
3100 cm'/g 

----- 2.5 Wt.% S03
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W/C »024 
T = 20 °C

50

Fig. 1 Setting time of cement paste A 
vs addition of sucrose (direct 
or delayed addition of sucrose)

Consequent to that, even here a false 
set occurs. For both cements the final 
setting is evidently retarded till the 
false set takes place coinciding with a 
prolongation of the setting interval, 
and then accelerates ( see picture 1 and 
and 2).

In correspondence with the results 
obtained by measuring the setting, the 
direct addition of augmenting portions 
of sucrose affectuates an increasingly 
accelerated gain of viscosity of cement 
pastes. The subsequent dosage of 
sucrose, however, already causes a long- 
lasting low viscosity, even when 

' wlth a smaller content of 
additive. In this respect picture 3 
visualizes the shear stress versus time.
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Fig. 2 Setting time of cement paste В 
vs addition of sucrose (direct 
or delayed addition of sucrose)

For the time being a particulary fast 
decrease of the Ca + +- and S04~~- 
ion concentration within the pore 
solution is being held responsible for 
the effect of the directly or 
subsequently added sucrose to the 
cement going along with an extremely 
fast formation of ettringite. Without 
a retarderor especially in case of 
delayed addition of sucrose, the 
respective concentrations are noticably 
higher (see table 2).
When directly adding sucrose, the 
aluminate concentration, too, is 
obviously increased.

sucrose 
added

content 
wt.%

Ca++ IsOn—

(g/D
Al oOo 
mg/1)

without 0.0 1.3 1.4 0.5
directly 0.4 ' 0.6 0.4 9.0
after 4 min 0.4 1.7 2.0 2.0

Tab.2 Calcium-, sulphate-, and aluminate 
-ion concentration within the pore 
solution 1 hour after mixing

Fig.

Time [hl -*•

3 Variation of shear 
stress with time 
measured at a shear 
rate of 0.02 min“1 

at several sucrose 
concentrations
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The direct addition of sucrose to cement 
leads to its evidently accelerated bond 
to or within the solid phases ( see 
picture 4 ).

P

Fig. 4 Concentration of sucrose in the 
pore solution in cement mortar 
mixed with 0.1 wt.% and 0.4 wt.% 
sucrose refered to cement
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MAGN1S1A-CHRCME 10 TliE KNOWLEDGE OF THE PHASE COMPOSITION 

BRICKS AFTER THE ATTACK BY CEMENT CLINKER OF DIFFERENT CL

1 . Introduction and posing the problem

Nowadays mainly magnesia chrome bricks are 
used as refractory lining in the burning 
zone of cement rotary kilns. The MgO-content 
of the bricks vary between approx. 80 and 
60 % MgO according to the MgO-raw material 
and chrome ore ratio. Accordingly the Cr2O3 
content ranges between 4 and 16 %. 
Additionally they show considerable differen 
ces in type and quantity of the chemical 
secondary components Si02, A12O3 and Fe2O3.

Therefore the durability of the magnesia 
chrome bricks is not only determined by its 
behaviour towards mechanical load but also 
by its chemical reaction at' high temperatures 

Aim of the following comparative investiga
tions is to determine the chemical-mineralo
gical changes of four representative magne
sia chrome bricks of different chemism after 
its contact with cement clinker.

2- Character of the applied materials

Two industrial cement raw materials of simi

lar mineralogical composition were chosen 

for the investigations. Its chemical proper

ties were adjusted regarding the content and 

composition of the ashes of two different 

coals (mineral coal and charcoal from Bra

silia) .

Four in the cement industry applied magnesia 

chrome bricks with different chemical-minera 

logical and physical properties were invest! 

gated regarding their phase composition be

fore and after the attack by cement clinker. 

Above all the magnesia chrome bricks differ 

in type of the applied dead burnt magnesia 

and chrome ore, in the ratio of the before

mentioned and in the burning temperature 

during the brick burning process.

In the following sections the applied materi 

als are described in detail.

Coal ashes

Due to the fact that the Brasilian cement 

industry recently mainly applies solid fuel. 

some native current mineral coals and one 
charcoal were chosen. Table 1 gives the 
chemical mineralogical composition and the 
fusing behaviour of the two ashes. The ashes 
obviously have different Al203- and CaO-con
tents as well as different fusing points.

2.2 Raw meals

Table 2 reflects the chemical mineralogical 
composition, the tneoretical clinker phases 
as well as the burnability index of the raw 
meals. Please note the significant differen 
ces in the MgO-content, in the alumina modu 
lus and in the burnability index.

2.3 Refractory bricks

A characterization regarding chemical analy 
sis, phases and the most important physical 
properties are shown in table 3 and figure 1

3. Test conditions

By adding the same portion of water the raw 
meals were pressed into tablets of 20 mm in 
diameter and 20 mm in length and dried at 
110 °C until achieving constant weight.
Cubic test specimen of 70 x 70 mm were sawed 

out of the refractory bricks.

3 tablets each were put on top of a cube and 

covered with a second cube from the same 

brick material.

The samples were heated up in a Bickley-lab 

oratory furnace fired with natural gas at 

10°C/min up to 1700 °C. Preliminary tests at 

1500 and 1600 °C had not resulted in any si^ 

nifleant reactions at the contact. The dura 

bility reached 5 hours- in a homogeneous tern 

perature field.

After slowly cooling off in the furnace the 

samples were prepared according to the diff 

erent tests. Fig. 2 schematizes the proce 

dure.

4. Results of the investigations

For a better understanding of the new forma

tions of the phases several test methods 

were combined::



Atomic absorption spectroscepe
- X-ray phase analysis
- Reflected light microscopy
- Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

1 X-ray phase analysis

Please refer to table 4 for the results. Ali 
te, .the compound richest in lime, only occur 
red in brick D. C2S was found in every brick. 
The intensity showed, however, that general 
ly more C2S was found in combination with raw 
meal 1 than with raw meal 2.

All brick samples pretreated with raw meal 2 
had monticellite and merwinite. Except for 
sample В which also had a considerable quan 
tity of those silicates with raw meal 1. 
Forsterite could only be proved in samples В 
and C under the influence of raw meal 2.

Especially raw meal 1 was responsible for the 
highest quantities of the phase C4AF in the 
brick samples A and C.
Aluminate phase was only found in the brick 
samples A and B. The combination of brick 
sample C/raw meal 1, however, produced a 
phase which - according to the d-values 
(ASTM-Standards 17-736)- was first identified 
as calcium-aluminum-magnesium silicate of 
the formula (CaO, MgO, A12O3). SiO2.

• 2 Reflected light microscopy

The investigations with the reflected light 
microscope were carried out in order to con 
trol the phases determined by the X-ray phase 
analysis and to determine their spatial dis 
tribution. Due to the fact that the reaction 
tests were carried out in a homogeneous tern 
perature field there was no clear zonal se 
quence as can be observed with used bricks 
in the practice.

Raw meal 1 provoked the formation of the com 
pound belite as silicate phase in all brick 
samples except for in brick sample B, where 
a significant quanitity of merwinite and mon 
ticellite could be determined.

Brick sample C contained a high quanitity of 
a prismatic phase hard to etch. It could be 

proved all over the whole infiltrated brick 
part, very small quanitities of prismatic 
phases were also found in brick sample A. 

CaJciunraluminate-ferrite was found in all 
brick samples: the highest quanitity in brick 
samples A and C, the lowest in в.

Raw meal 2 caused a different reaction than 
raw meal 1. Besides of bellte there were also 
the significant phases merwinite and montice 

*-e• 7ery small quanitities in decreasing 
sequence could be determined in the brick 
samples С, В and A.

Calcium-aluminate-ferrite was determined un 
der the impact of raw meal 1 with the same 
before-mentioned tendency for the respective 
bricks.

Under the attack of the pure ashes forsterite 
formed in all bricks, the charcoal addition I 
ally caused the formation of monticellite. In 
general the infiltration evoked by the miner ;
al coal ashes was nearly twice as high as I
that by the charcoal ashes. !

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

The investigations by the SEM were carried 
out as supplement to the X-ray phase analysis ! 
and the microscopical investigations. The ’ 
SEM indentified the unknown phases, the known ' 
phases and determined the exact chemical com I 
position including the incorporated foreign j ' 
ions. 1 ;

The results can be summerized as follows: ;

- The prismatic phase found by the reflected :]
light microscope was identified as a melilite J 3 
of the ideal composition C6MA4S (fig. 3). ,

- The exclusive formation of alite in brick 3
sample D with both raw meals was confirmed. ?
Furthermore the incorporation of significant т 
quanitities of chrome could be proved. ■,
Measured individual values amounted up to 20 j 
and 25 atomic% Cr2O3, a

- The Cr2O3-content in belite varied between ;
9 and 0 atomics, the standard value varying -
between 1 and 4 atomics. j

t





The following conclusions can be drawn con 
cernlng the evaluation of the investigated 
bricks:

- A high compound of magnesia ferrite in the 
matrix is undesirable, because, under the 
attack of the clinker phases it leads to cal 
cium-aluminate-ferrite and a lower fusing 
point of the brick matrix. Above all this is 
a typical behaviour towards cement clinker 
resistant to sulfate.

- A low Ca0/SiO2 ratio in the brick weakens 
its resistance to clinker phases because 
monticellite and merwinite lower the fusing 
point and therefore decrease the refractori 
ness. This effect is not dangerous as long 
as the quanitity of forsterite in the brick 
is only insignificant.

- The Al,03-content of the chrome ore is in 
so far Important for the reaction to cement 
clinker as Increased Al,03-contents might 
cause the formation of melilite.

- The results with the two raw meals show 
that besides the chemism the burnability of 
the raw meals Influence intensity and 
completeness of the phase formation.

Table 1;

mineral coal ashes charcoal ashes
SiO, (%) 59.01 55.52
A12O3 27.12 ' 11.56
Ее20з 7.16 6.12
CaO 1.71 ■15.38
MgO 1.06 ■ 2.88
K20 1.92 ' 3.52
Na,o 0.17 0.98
Mn2O3 0.05 ■ 0.29
TiO2 1.10 — ■
Cr2O3 - . 0.03
S03 - -
CaO/SiO2 0.03 0.28
LSF 0.84 8.85
SM 1.72 2.99
AM 3.76 " 1.65

mineral coal 
ashes charcoal 

ashes
softening point(°C) 1400 1220
hemispherical 
fusing point (°C) 1500 1230
flow point (°C) 1530' 1400

Mineralogical composition
quartz X X

silicate phase X X

mullite X X

calcite - X

free lime - X

field spar X —

haematite X X

glimmer X —

mon tmoril Unite X —

Table 2:

Chem. composition raw meal 1 raw meal
SiO 2 22.32 21 .48
A12O3 . 5.33 ' 4.65
Fe2O3 3.40 3.46
CaO 65.83 63.45
MgO 1 .97 5.20
K2O 0.60 0.45
Na20 0.10 0.12
SO3 0.17 0.32
Cl ' 0.05 0.07
TiO2 0.21 0.25
Mn2O3 0.04 0.17

Rational analysis (according to BOGUE)

C3S 57.7 58.9
C2S 29.5 17.1
C3A 8.4 6.5
C4AF 10.4 10.5

LSF 92.4 92.9
LSF(incl. MgO) 93.3 ' 103.3
SM 2.49 2.52
TM 1.61 1..35



Mineralogical composition

raw meal 1 raw meal 2
glimmer X X
montmorillinite e X X
chlorite '• - X
calcite X X
dolomite X • X
quartz X X
haematite X X

Table 3:

Refractory bricks(original composition)
A В C D

MgO 81.41 78.7 81.11 84.94
Cr2O3 3.95 6.93 4.64 8.41
Al 2О3 2.58 2.68 4.73 1.88
Fe2O3 7.16 6.66 4.28 2.75
SiO2 1.84 3.44 3.38 1.09
CaO 2.70 1.24 0.78 0.97
Mn2O3 0.36 0.20 0.66 0.15
K20 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.01
Na2O 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03

Ca0/Si02 1.47 0.36 0.23 0.89
CaO+SiO2 - 4.54 4.68 4. 16 2.06

Mineralogical composition

Periclase X X X * X
chromite X X X X
MF X X X X*
M"S - - X X —
CMS 1 X ■ X X -
C/MS, X • - - X
C2S - - - • X**
x= present ' *= hardly any **= few

bulk density 
(g/cm3) 2.93 2.81 2.85 2.93

apparent 
Porosity(%) 18.85 23.34 21.24 17.70
cold
crushing 
strength 
(N/mm2) 60.7 47.2 44.2 57.8

Table 4: X-ray phase analysis

bricks
A в c D

raw meal mix 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

C3S X pro
C2S pos pos X X X X pos X
C3MS2 X X X X X
CMS X X X X
M2S X X
C3A X X pos
C6A4MS XX pos
c4af XX X pro pos XX pos pos pos
MA X X

X = present 
pos = possible 
pro = probable
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Fig- 1: Refractoriness under load of the
investigated bricks according to DIN Fig- 3: SEM picture of the prismatic 

(melilite)-phase

fop view

T °C

.cross section

Fig- 2: Experimental arrangement Fig. 4: SEM picture of the calcium-titanate- 
phase '
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EFFECT OF MICROCLIMATE ON CONCRETE DETERIORATION

SUMMARY

a south 
and south

for highways often 
I more severe 
microclimate by

exhibit considerable scaling 
exposure condition. The 
measuring the temperature, 

------- in the near sub-surface of south 
iites were included in the study: 
wall panels placed to face north

The south facing vertical surface of concrete barrier walls
c suggests that walls so oriented are subjected t. 

objective of this research was to measure and define the,’ ” 
a-" Tthlacing5 M rCebtratiOn Tdltl°nS °btalnin® surface^d-i 
f.rt , facing highway barrier walls. Two field exposure 
resort”3 1 °n 3 dlvlded highway and two laboratory cast barrier 
respectively at an outdoor site.

basis for
The field measurements 
three winter months, 
surface and the 1 cm i 
south facing wall than i .. ... 
significantly greater number

on a semi-continuous 
high as 9C between the concrete 
was significantly higher on the 

wall was found to undergo a 
a much more severe 

insolation received by •
climate exists on 
such walls.

’ ml teraPerature and moisture content were obtained
The results showed that a temperature gradient as 

depth was common. The rate of freezing and thawing 
on the north facing wall and also the south facing 

sonth'f";- °f fffeZe-tb!W CyCleS1 The f°regoing findings indicate that 
south facing walls. This can be attributed directly to the gre,

Introduction

Ы кГе 6 barrler walls are commonly used along 
g ways in Canada and in and in northern U.S. 
a es. Some have shown rapid deterioration in the 

deter! °f- Sarface waling. Typically, the 
ora ^on. bas fended to be more pronounced on 

6« !°Ut facin8 walls. The purpose of this study 
wall ° measure and define the microclimate at such 

s- The microclimate elements measured were 
rature aC the surface and near sub-surface, 

moisture content and salt content.

ield Instrumentation and Measurements

existing in 
walls was 
sites.

at two 
was an 
heavily 
Windsor 
results

The, microenvironment 
concrete barrier 

^stinctly different 
listing south 
(Onr = l.e^ divided foui  
obtai 1a ’ the E'C‘ Row Expressway. The 
ехппсУе at this Slte rePresent only a south facing 
exposure, and are described elsewhere (1).

the surface layer 
measured 

One site 
facing barrier wall along a 
J c ir-lane highway in South

! ipusheof \ihe „ Was the r00f Of Essex Hal1 on che
: result f he Unlversity of Windsor. The tests
' Paper S T Om Lhat Slte ' are the subJecf of this
I of ‘ Г“° Panels having the shape and dimensions
I laborarnCrete.barrier Wal1 sections were cast in the 
1 then п1°ГУа iustrumented, cured for one month and 
I other ■ °n the ro°f< one facing north and the 
air-ent acin8 south. The concrete used was 
ratio o^ained (nominal 5-7%) with a water-cement 

0.47 and maximum aggregate size of 10 mm

for8t-h' .COPPer tuustanta.. thermocouples were used 
for the temperature measurements. The thermocouples 

and at 10mm depth from 
steel electrodes were 

't, and used in 
and salt concentration.

shown in Figure 1, and the 
of the panels in Figure 2. ■

were placed at the surface, 
the surface. Stainless 
embedded at 10mm depth and 10mm ap, 
the measurement of moisture 
The cast panels are 
instrumentation

Note electrodes embeddedFigure 1: Cast, , panels. ^.couioues emueuaea 
along the center line of the panel and thermocouple 
wires in the back of the panel.
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The panels were sprayed with a 9% NaCl salt solution 
three times in a manner shown in Fig. 3 to result 
in three distinct salt concentration zones. Natural 
moisture content and induced salt content were 
determined by two methods. The primary method used 
was the "capacitance effect method" developed by 
Hudec, Maclnnis and Moukwa (1). This method is based 
on the observation that the capacitance of concrete 
varies with the degree of saturation. By applying 
an electrical field through stainless steel 
electrodes and measuring the resulting current, it 
was possible to predict the degree of saturation 
and, to some extent, the salt content. Current 
readings were taken after each spraying.

ROOF PANELS Dimensions in cm

Thermocouples
1 я..* SOUTH FACINGI cm deep NORTH FACING

Figure 2. Placement of thermocouples and electrodes 
in the south and north facing panels. .

A ■ sprayed on May 20 
. ■ В • sprayed an dune 2

C « sprayed on June-6

Fig. 3.Spraying of the panels by 37» NaCl solution.

The second method involved physical sampling. 
Concrete samples were chiseled from the panels at 
different locations during the period of study to 
determine the actual degree of saturation and salt 
content. The degree of saturation was determined 
gravimetrically. The salt content in the panels 
was determined chemically by the Berman-Volhard 
method.

Data collection was initiated in February, 1984. 
Current readings and temperatures were recorded on a 
semi-continuous basis for two months. The outside 
temperature, relative humidity, wind direction and 
precipitation were obtained from the Windsor Airport 
weather station. The sunshine record, which was not 
available from the Windsor Airport, was obtained 
from the Harrow weather station, some 15 miles 
distant. Current readings and temperatures were 
recorded for various types of weather.

Temperature Conditions

The temperature regime existing in the panels 
depended on the prevailing weather conditions, 
which can be classified into several distinct 
types: sunny and cold; sunny and warm; partly
sunny and cold; cloudy and cold; cloudy and warm.

Daily Temperature changes

Typical temperature variation in the south facing 
roof panel for a sunny and cold day are shown in 
Figure 4. The figure shows that a rapid rise in 
temperataure occurs in the surface layer when the 
sun irradiates the concrete. Subsequently, a rapid 
drop in temperataure takes place in the evening of 
a sunny day. A maximum warming rate of 16.7 C/h and 
a maximum cooling rate of 8.6 C/h were recorded in 

Figure 4. Typical temperature variations in the
south-facing roof panel on a cold but sunny day.

the south facing panel for a sunny day. However, 
tabulation of the frequency of different rates of 
change in concrete temperature showed that most 
changes in temperature were at the rate of between 
0 and 3 C/h, for both the warming and cooling parts 
of the cycle.

Temperature gradients with depth

Large difference in temperature was found to exist 
between the surface and the interior of the 
concrete face, sometimes on cold and windy days, 
but especially on sunny days. The largest 
temperature differential between the surface and 
the 10 mm depth was found to be 9 C for the south 
facing roof panel. This typically occurred during 
sunny afternoons when the sun’s radiation coupled 
with a high air temperature warmed the surface of 



the panel» The inverse was true (surface much 
cooler than the interior) in the evening of a sunny 
day when the cold ambient temperature cools the 
surface»

A typical change in the differential temperature 
(dt) experienced by the thermocouples (1,6) (3,3) 
and (5, 10) is shown in Figure 5. The ”dt” is 
defined as the difference in concrete temperature 
between the surface and the 10mm depth.

Figure 5. Differential temperature between surface 
and 10mm depth over 24h period.

Temperature reversals

During partly sunny days, the surface layer of the 
panel experienced multiple cycles of thermal 
changes, which undoubtebly would produce 
significant stresses. For the period of the test, 
the thermocouples (1,6) and (5,10) experienced, 
respectively, 68 and 50 changes in dt over a period 
of 14 days.

figure 6. Average number of freeze-thaw cycles per 
ay measured by thermocouples in February and

March. •

Freeze-thaw Cycles

freeze capillary water was taken as -3 C. The 
number of freeze-thaw cycles per day (with -3 C as 
the freezing line) for all the thermocouples is 
given in Figure 6.

The rate of freezing and thawing ranged from 0.1 to 
7 C/h for the roof panels. It was observed chat 
the rates of freezing were lower than that of 
thawing and, that freezing and thawing proceeded 
most often at a low rate (between 0-3 C/hour) for 
the roof panels. At the bottom of the panels, 
freezing proceeded most often at a rate between 6 
and 9C/h. Conversely freezing at the top 
proceeded most often at the lower rate of between 0 
and 3 C/hour. Thawing at the top or the bottom of 
the panel proceeded most often at a rate between 0 
and 3 C/h. Freezing occurred first on the surface 
and half an hour later at the 10mm depth.

' Factors Affecting Temperature.

Panel Orientation

The maximum differential temperature on the north 
facing panel was 5C, while 9.0C was recorded for 
the south facing panel. The temperature of the 
north panel was controlled by the air temperature, 
and not by the sun's rays. Thus, the temperature 
in the north facing panel frequently remained below 
-3C for long periods, and experienced fewer 
freeze - thaw cycles than the south facing panel.

Shape of the Panel

The temperature change observed was affected by the 
shape of the barrier wall and by the depth of the 
thermocouples. The maxima rates recorded on the 
surface were higher than inside the south facing 
panel. The highest rate of temperature change was 
recorded on the surface at the bottom of the south 
facing panel and, also, the lowest rate recorded at 
the 10 mm depth occurred at the bottom of the 
panel. The shape of the barrier wall had a 
relatively small effect on the rate of temperature 
change in the north facing panel.

High temperatures and high temperature gradients 
recorded at the bottom of the south facing panel 
can be explained by the angle of the sun's rays 
with the surface. On a clear day the bottom part 
receives and absorbs more solar energy than the 
top. ' ’

Moisture Conditions

Figure 7 gives an example of the degree of 
saturation and the temperature of the concrete in 
the roof panels between noon and 2 pm during the 
cited observation periods in February. Note that 
the panels are not critically saturated; also note 
that on Feb. 27, the north-facing panel surface was 
below freezing, while the south—facing surface was 
well above freezing. .

Although in general, the moisture content in the 
barrier walls is controlled by wetting and drying, 
the orientation of the wall also has a significant 
influence. Since at this geographic location, the 
prevailing wind direction is from the south, the 
south facing wall should have higher moisture 
content due to driving rain» On the other hand,



ROOF PANELS

Figure 7. Distribution of temperature and degree of saturation across the south and north facing panels on 
selected days.

the surface of the south facing panel would dry 
faster than the north facing panel. The values of 
average degree of saturation calculated for the 
roof panels at the surface and at the 10 mm depth, 
given ' in Table 1, confirmed this general 
observation. .

• Table 1
Degree of Saturation of South and North Panels

Date 10mm Dept Surface
March Time South . North South North

6 14:20 53.3 49.9 ro
71*. 1

13.1
10 0:00 85.0 74.0 63.6
11 13:40 68.9 60.0 36.5 30.4
12 10:50 62.3 56.7 28.1 30.213 13:20 65.5 50.0 30.5 21.8
14 8:35 69.8 j3.2 44.3 34.2
18 16:40 50.3 48.8 .0 .0
27 10:35 30.2 31.5 .0 .0

Average 60.7 54.3 26.3 24.2

Salt content

The salt content of the panels was calculated from 
current readings using the frequency-class method 
described by Hudec, Madnnis and Moukwa (1), and on 
chiselled samples. The roof panels, at the 
conclusion of the test, had a salt content 
equivalent to 2.1, 4.6, and .4.5 percent NaCl 
solution in the top, middle, and bottom portion of 
the paneX respectively. It is known that 
freeze-thaw cycles in the presence of a 3 to 4% 
salt solution produce the most severe scaling (2).

Conclusions 

temperature is below freezing, the concrete surface 
can be well above freezing. As soon as the sun is 
obscured by cloud(s), the surface begins to cool 
rapidly. Thus, on partly cloudy days, the surface 
can undergo several cycles of freezing and thawing. 
The rapid temperature changes and differences 
observed between the surface and the sub-surface of 
the concrete no doubt set up thermal stresses and 
contribute to the deterioration of the concrete.

The roof concrete panels were generally not at 
critical” saturation levels while undergoing 
freezing and thawing. This was in marked contrast 
to E.C. Row highway exposure panels, where snow 
accumulation and car splash maintained 
near—critical saturation during most of the winter. 
However, a limited amount of salt spraying of the 
roof panels was sufficient to maintain the salt 
concentration in the 2 to 67O range.

The shape of the panel had a bearing on the 
moisture and temperature conditions. The lower 
curved portion was found to have higher, and more 
frequent changes in these parameters.

It can therefore be concluded that the south-facing 
concrete barrier walls experience a much harsher 
climatic environment, and are more prone to 
deterioration, than walls facing in other 
directions. ■
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Direct rays of the sun have a pronounced effect on 
the. surface temperature of the concrete, which can 
be more than 10 degrees higher than the air 
temperature. On sunny days when the air
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UN MODELE PHENOMENOLOGIQUE
PARAMETRANT L*INFLUENCE DU

DE L'EVOLUTION DE LA RESISTANCE 
CLINKER ET CELLE DES GRANULATS

EN COMPRESSION

introduction .

La finesse de mouture du ciment est le principal pa
rametre sur lequel le cimentier peut agir pour modi
fier les proprietes du ciment. A I'origine de cette 
etude, nous souhaitions connaTtre, pour chacun de nos 
clinkers industriels, 1'effet d'un. accroissement de 
la surface specifique sur les resistances aux diver
ses echeances.
Nous souhaitions obtenir des valeurs chiffrees uti- 
lisables pour notre usage interne et nous ne nous sou- 
ciions pas d'aboutir ä un modele ayant une valeur 
generale. Ce n'est qu'ä la fin des essais, en de- 
pouillant les resultats qüe le modele emerges : en 
cherchant ä representer 1'influence de la surface 
specifique, nous nous sqmme aperqus qu’il etait pos
sible de faire ressortir des grandeurs, caracteristi- 
ques du clinker lui-meme, et d'autres, caracteristi- 
ques des granulats du beton.
NATURE DES ESSAIS
Nous avons etudie les resistances en compression ä 1, 
2, 7 et 28 jours de mortiers AFNOR et de batons com-’ 
poses ä partir de 52 ciments resultant du broyage de 
14 clinkers industriels.
Deux series d’essais ont etc faites :

TABLEAU I

Serie 1

cl inkers

(A ä D)

Finesse Blaine (cm2/g) 
des cimencs broyes

Taux de S (Z) 
des ciments

2 800

2.8

3 650

3.2

4 500

3.6

-

Resistances en compression mortier AFNOR ä 1, 2, 7 et 2S jours 

Resistances en compression beton sur cylindres 16 x 31 cm 
a 1, 2, 7 et 28 jours

Granulats siliceux 0- |0 ппп j
Dosage 425 kg/nß !
Rapport eau/ciment ajuste pour obtenir un 
sement de 5 cm au edne d'Abrams !

S6rie 2

10 

clinkers

(E ä N)

Finesse Blaine (cm2/g) 
des ciments broyes 

Taux de S (Z) 
des ciments

2 800

2.8

3 650 1 4 500

3.2 3.6 4‘°.

Resistances en compression mortier AFNOR ä i, 2 et 28 jours 

Resistances en compression beton sur cylindres 16 x 32 cm 
a 1, 2, 7 et 28 jours

Granulats siliceux 0 • !0 mm (identiquea ä ceux de 
la serie I)

Dosage 300 kg/mJ 
Rapport eau/ciment ajuste pour obtenir un affais- 
sement de 8, cm au сбпе d'Abrams

LE MODELE POUR LES MORTIERS
Ce modele permet de calculer, pour un clinker donne, 
connaissant la finesse de mouture du ciment, la re
sistance en compression du mortier standard a n'im- 
porte quelle ёскёапсе, entre 1 et 28 jours. Il fait 
intervenir quatre grandeurs qui, ne dependant pas de 
la surface specifique du ciment, sont caractdristiques 
du clinker : . ....... ■-
. Le Coefficient d'efficacite chimique du broyage :a 
. La Resistance de reference a 1 jour :R0I
. Le Taux d'accroissement des resistances :r
. Le Dommage ' eD
Nous allons introduire successivement chacune de ces 
quatre grandeurs en montrant comment on peut les cal
culer a partir des rdsultats experimentaux.

Le Coefficient d'efficacite chimique du broyage
Dans nos experiences, le developpement des resistan
ces R depend de deux parametres, le temps t et la 
surface specifique S. Le principe du modele consiste 
ä reunir ces deux parametres en un seul, appele 
"temps equivalent" et note u ; u est, lui-meme, fonc- 
tion de t et de S. On ecrit :

R(t,S) = R(u) avec u = u(t,S)
L expression de la fonction u est construite en trois 
etapes А, В, C :
A) On admet que, si le clinker etait monophase, on 

pourrait ecrire :
u.So = t.S .

So etant une surface specifique de rdference choisie 
arbitrairement. "
B) Pour tenir compte de ce que le clinker est, en 

fait, polyphase, on definit une "surface chimique- 
ment equivalente", notee S', telle que :

R(t,S) = R(u) avec u.So = t.S'
Ces deux equations permettent de determiner S' pour 
chaque valeur de S. En pratique, il est commode de 
representer, pour chaque valeur de S, la variation de 
R en fonction de Log t ; le changement de variable de 
t ä u s'ecrit :

Log u = Log t + Log S'/So
et correspond ä une translation des courbes paralie— 
lement ä 1'axe des temps (figure I )•

50r

106 OU TEMPO El JOURS

Figure 1 : Construction de la droite representant la 
variation de la resistance de compression en fonction 
du temps independamment de la finesse.
Laisser tels quels les points (*) representant la 
mouture la plus grossiere So.
Translates les points (+) representant la finesse 
d'une translation Tq parallele ä 1'axe de temps.

■ Translator les points (O) representant la finesse Sg 
d'une translation Tg parallele a 1'axe de temps. ; 
Choisir Tq et Tg de telle sorte que 1'ensemble des 
points s'alignent le mieux possible. Le resultat de 
la construction se trouve figure 2.
On prend comme surface spdcifique de rdference So la 
valeur correspondant ä la mouture la plus grossiere 

28OOcm2/g), Pour cette finesse de refdrence on 
pose par convention que u = t (et done S' = So) ; la 
courbe R(Log t), correspondant ä cette finesse de гё£ё- 
rence, ne subit aucune translation. Les autres courbesj 



correspondant aux autres finesses S, sont translatees 
■de T =Log S'/Sq. Les valeurs de T pour chaque S sont
calculees statistiquement de manigre ä optimiser la 

.coincidence de toutes les courbes.
C) Pour achever la determination.de la fonction u, il 

suffit de relier S' ä S par une relation empirique 
telle que si S == So alors S* = S, Les resultats 
experimentaux.s'accordent approximativement avec 
la relation lineaire :

' ' (S'/S -1) = (S/So-l).a
Le coefficient de cette relation, a, qui suffit ä lui 
seul ä definir le temps equivalent u, est appele Coef
ficient d'efficacite chimique du broyage ; il est ca- 
racteristique du clinker et permet de prevoir I'effet 
de la finesse sur la vitesse de developpement des re
sistances. ■
La Resistance de reference ä 1 jour et le Taux d'ac- 
croissement des resistances"™ "" ' ™ ™—
On Studie maintenant la relation R = R(u). La figure 2 
montre, ä titre d'exemple, la courbe unique, indepen- 
dante de la finesse, obtenue pour le clinker C, apres 
le changement de variable de t en u. Entre 1 et 7 
jours, cette courbe est lineaire en Log u ; il en est 
de meme pour 1'ensemble des courbes correspondant aux 
14 clinkers Studies. Dans tous les cas, on peut ecrire:

R = Ro] + r Log u pour 1 j < u < 10 j .
Cette equation definit deux nouvelles grandeurs, ca— 
racteristiques de chaque clinker :
Ro] : La Resistance de reference a 1 jour (Resistance 

ä 1 jour lorsque le clinker est broye ä la fi
nesse de reference So)

r : Taux d'accroissement des resistances (accrois— 
sement des resistances entre ] et 10 jours pour 
la finesse de reference). •

figure 2 : Variation de la resistance en compression 
sur mortier AFNOR en fonction du temps equivalent, 
Le Pommage '
Comme la courbe de la figure 2, toutes les courbes ho
mologues correspondant ä 1'ensemble des clinkers stu
dies, presentent un decrochement qui survicnt entre "10 
et 20 jours. Pour rendre compte de cet effet sans mo
difier la forme de 1*equation prScSdentc on introduit 
un coefficient (1-D) qui reduit la pente r ; on ecriti

R - Ro j + (j-D) . r , Log u pour u > 20 j

Par analogic avec le parametre qui intervient en Me- 
canique de 1'endommagement, le coefficient В qui va- 
rie de 0 (aucune reduction) a 1 (accroissement de re
sistance nul) est appele le Dommage (Cf, infra : Dis
cussion).
Valeurs des 4 caracteristiques pour les 14 clinkers 
etudies

Ges valeurs sont donnees dans la partie gauche (Mor
tier) du tableau 2 (page suivante), Elies appellent 
les commentaires suivants :
a) Il existe une correlation inverse entre Ro] et r 
(figure 3) ; en general - sauf deux notables excep
tions - 1'accroissement des r/sistances apres 1 jour 
est d'autant plus rapide que la resistance a 1 jour 
est plus faible. On retrouve la un resultat connu 
mais exprimg, cette fois, independamment de la fines
se.
b) Rq] ou r d'une part, a et D d'autre part, forment 
un ensemble de trois grandeurs independentes, neces
saires pour caracteriser le developpement des resis
tances pour n’importe quelle finesse de mouture,
c) Les valeurs de ces caracteristiques varient dans 
une gamme etendue et, ä I’interieur de cette gamme de 
variation, toutes les classes intermediaires sont re
presentees. Il у a done, en principe, une grande Va
riete de clinkers possibles. •

Figure 3 : Relation entre r (taux d*accroissement de 
la resistance lorsque l,age est multiplie par 10) et 
!•inverse de Rol, resistance a 1 jour ä la finesse la 
plus grossiere (finesse de reference 5O)

EXTENSION DU MODELE AUX BETONS
Le modele permet de calculer, pour un clinker et des 
granulate donnes, connaissant la finesse de mouture 
du ciment, la resistance en compression ä n’importe 
quelle echeance entre ] et 28 jours*
Le Coefficient d’efficacite chimique du broyage a, 
est considere comme une caracteristique du clinker et 
prend done la valeur donnee. au tableau 2# independam
ment de la nature des granulats et du rapport E/C,

Les trois autres grandeurs prennent des valeurs qui 
peuvent dependre des granulats et du rapport E/C*



Valeurs des caracteristiques pour les mortiers et les Betons

TABLEAU 2

Mortiers Betons

Clinkers a Ro 1 r D RolB rb Db k| к

Serie 1 .
MPa MPa MPa MPa

A o, 16 8,3 41,1 0,17 5,3 28,2 0,15 0,64 0,69
В 0,80 16,1 25,7 0,09 11,8 18,0 0,14 0,73 0,70
c 0,91 11,6 32,0 0,16 9,2 22,0 0,18 0,79 0,69
D o,u 10,0 37,2 0,04 8,0 28,8 0,14 0,80 0,77

Movenne 1 0,15 0,74 0,71

Serie 2
E -0,06 10,3 38,2 0,00 5,7 27,0 0,06 0,55 0,86
r 1 ,40 13,4 30,7 0,21 8,4 22,4 0,15 0,63 0,72
G 0,57 12,1 43,3 0,34 6,1 28,2 0^24 0,50 0,65
H 0,76 12,3 32,7 0,1$ 6,2 23,2 0,04 0,50 0,71
I -0,26 11,3 49,3 0,31 6,1 27,7 0,08 0,53 0,56
J 0,81 16,5 28,8 0,22 9,0 22,9 0,13 0,55 0,80
К 0,15 5,2 40,5 0,13 6,3 25,0 0,00 0,68 0*62
L 0,05 9,9 42,5 o,16 4,0 27,5 0,06 0,40 0,65
M 0,33 10,0 42,5 0,25 5,4 24,9 0,05 0,54 0,56
N 1,30 IA,3 34,4 0,16 8,1 24,9 0,10 0,56 0,72

Moyenne 2 0,69
Moyenne 1 2 0,24

j

Les betons etudies ont des rapports E/C variables, 
differents du rapport E/C = 0,5, qui est celui duApr- 
tier standard. Pour s'affranchir de I'influence du' 
rapport E/C on commence par calculer la resistance^ 
qu aurait le beton si son rapport E/C etait egal a 
0,5. Ce calcul se fait en appliquant la formule de 
Feret :

(R/Rexp>l/2 = 0,359 (1-3,15 (E+V)/C) 
ou :
3,15,est la masse volumique du ciment ; E et C res- 
pectivement les poids d'eau et de ciment ; V, le vo
lume d'air, non mesure dans nos experiences, est pris 
egal a 0,30. Le coefficient 0,356 est tel que R= Rexn 
pour les valeurs du mortier standard E/C = 0 5 et P 
V = 0,30 ' *
Le modele est applique aux resistances R calculees de 
cette fagon.
La variation de R en fonction de Log u (figure 4) peut 
etre representee, comme pour le mortier standard, par 
les equations :

R = Rolb + rb Log u pour I j < u < 10j
R = Rolb + (l-Dfa) rj, Log u pour u > 20 j

Les grandeurs R0]b, rb et Db dependent du clinker, des 
granulats et du rapport E/C.
Afin de separer I'influence du clinker et celle des 
granulats, on pose :

Rolb = к I R0] et rb = к r
Rq I et r etant les caracteristiques du clinker de- 
finies au paragraphe precedent. Le tableau 2 (dans 
sa partie droite - Betons) donne led valeurs obtenues 
pour les 14 clinkers etudies.

Figure 4 ; Variation de la resistance en compression 
sur beton en fonction du temps equivalent.

On observe que les valeurs des coefficients kj et к 
dependent peu des clinkers ; ils dependraient proba- 
blement davantage de la nature mineralogique des gra
nulats mais ce facteur n'etait pas Indus dans nos ex
periences. Nous proposons d'appeler :

к : le Coefficient d'aureole
k] : le Coefficient d'aureole precoce

Les moyennes des valeurs de k| et к sur 1'ensemble des 
clinkers montrent que :

• Le Coefficient d'aureole est, en moycnne, de 
0,71 pour la serie 1 (E/C voisin de 0,45) et 
de 0,69 pour la serie 2 (E/C voisin de 0,64)

Il est done independant de E/C (1'influence du rapport 
E/C a ete prise en compte precedemment en appliquant 
la formule de Feret aux resultats bruts).

. Le rapport kj/k est voisin de 1 pour un dosage 
en ciment de 425 kg/m3 ; il est de 0,8 pour un 
dosage en ciment de 300 kg/m3.

Concernant le Dommage, il ne paratt pas possible de 
separer de la тёте faqon I'influence du granulat et 
celle du clinker ; la correlation entre les valeurs 
mesurees sur mortier et sur beton n'est pas signifi
cative. En moyenne, le Dommage pour les betons, dimi- 
nue avec le dosage en ciment : 0,15 pour 425 kg/m3 et 
0,09 pour 300 kg/m3. Si 1'on compare les valeurs 
moyennes de Dommage pour les mortiers et pour les be
tons, on peut conjecturer qu'elles temoignent de deux 
effets antagonistes :

a) le mortier est plus riche en ciment (500 cen
tre 425 ou 300 kg/m3) ce qui tendrait ä aug- 
menter le Dommage

b) mais le plus gros granulat du mortier est 5 
fois plus fin que celui du beton (2 mm contre 
10 mm) ce qui tendrait ä reduire le Dommage

COMPARAISON MODF.LE/EXPERIENCE
Pour une finesse de mouture et pour une echeance don- 
nee, la resistance trouvee experimentalement est notee 
Rex. L® valeur calculee par le modele Rbb On cal- 
cule le rapport Rth/Rex. *
La comparaison modele/experience consiste ä etudier 
la distribution statistique des valeurs de ce rapport; 
cette distribution representee sur la figure 5 pourle 
mortier standard d'une part et pour les betonsd'autre 
part est ä peu pres gaussienne dans les deux cas, 



avec cependant quelques resultats aberrants en "queues 
de courbe".

Figures 5 a (Mortiers) et 5 b (Betons) : Histogramme 
aes valeurs du rapport resistance calculee sur resis
tance experimentale pour 1'ensemble des valeurs ä 1 
2i 7 et 28 jours. '
be trace en pointille represente 1'a justement de la 
istribution ä une courbe de Gauss lorsqu'on elimine 
es resultats represent^s dans les parties hachurees.

La comparaison modele/experience se resume comtne suit :

TABLEAU 3
Distribution du rapport Rth/^ex

Mortier 
standard Beton

Hombre de rdsultats 154 194

Moyenne 1.0 1,0
Coefficient de variation 6 % 9 Z
Coefficient de variation 
dans 1 test de repetabilite 3 Z 6 Z

Proportion de resultats 
aberrants 10 7. 5 Z

Les resultats qualifies ici "d'aberrants" sont ceux 
dont la frequence est superieure ä ce que laisse pre- 
voir la distribution gaussienne.
Dans la majorite des cas, 1'imprecision de la previ
sion suit une loi gaussienne. L1imprecision relative 
est la somme de la dispersion experimentale et de 
Vimprecision strictement due au modele. La disper
sion experimentale peut etre evaluee ä partir d’un 
test de repetabilite ; les valeurs donnees dans le 
tableau, 3 7. pour les mortiers, 6 7. pour les betons, 
sont des valeurs pratiquement minimales. Par diffe
rence, on peut estimer que 11 imprecision proprement 
due au modele est de I’ordre de 3 %.
DISCUSSION
Le modele que nous proposons est semi-empirique. Sa 
premiere justification est done d'etre en accord avec 
les resultats experimentaux ; neanmoins la significa
tion physique de deux aspects particuliers du modgle 
doit gtre discutee : le changemen-t de variable de 
t en u et 1'introduction d'un Dommage D.
Le changement de variable de t en u
Il revient ä supposer que la vitesse de dgveloppement 
de la resistance R ä un instant donne est :

. fonction de la valeur de la resistance ä cet 
instant ;

. proportionnel ä la surface specifique du ciment 
anhydre ;

Soit : = f(R).s

L'integration de cette equation differentielle donne 
une fonction R (tS) ou le produit tS forme une va
riable unique ce qui correspond bien au modele que 
nous nous sonmes donne.
Le Ooimnage
L'existence d'une discontinuitS dans la courbe R(t) 
entre 7 et 28 jours peut surprendre et Stre mise en 
doute. N'est—ce pas un effet de la transformation 
operee sur les courbes ? Pour repondre a cette ques
tion il faut etudier I'evolution des resistances sur 
un^meme ciment en multipliant les ^cheances d'essai. 
S'etant aperju qu'un tel protocole, raalgre sa simpli- 
cite, dtait tres rare, le CERILH a fait en 1985 une 
serie d'essais au titre de premiere verification de 
notre hypothese. Dans cette serie le ciment est un 
CPA pauvre en C3A et les essais sont faits sur mor- 
tier standard ; on luesure a la fois la resistance en 
compression et la contraction Le Chatelier (Chemical 
shrinkage). Cette derniere caracteristique qui peut 
Stre mise en relation avec l'avaneement des reactions 
d'hydratation, ne presente aucune discontinuitg si
gnificative entre 1 et 90 jours { en revanche une dis- 
continuite survenant entre 10 et 20 jours est nette- 
ment visible dans i'evolution de la resistance (fi
gure 6). Ceci suggere une cause mecanique et peut jus- 
tifier le terrae de "Dommage" que nous avons choisi, Le 
Dommage pourrait etre, pensons nous, une microfissu— 
ration resultant des contraintes qui accompagnent ne— 
cessairement la formation de la texture (2) ; dans 
ce cas, on comprendrait qu'il puisse augmenter avec 
le dosage en ciment et la dimension des plus gros 
granulats* Ce n'est qu'une hypothese mais qui pour— 
rait.Stre aisement verifiee en suivant, par example, 
1 emission acoustique des eprouvettes entre 1 et 9.0 
jours.
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Figure 6 : Variation de la resistance standard d'un 
mortier AFNOR et de la concentration Le Chatelier en 

Eonction du logarithme du temps en jours pour un me
me CPA (d'apres le CERILH (1))

CONCLUSION

La resistance en compression d'un beton depend du 
elinker, de sa finesse, du rapport E/C et du temps. 
L'interSt du modele semi-empirique que nous venons de 
presenter est de separer, entierement (pour les eche- 
ances de 1 a 10 jours) ou presque entierement (au de
in de 20 jours), 1'influence du clinker et celle des 
granulats ; ce faisant, il ouvre de nouvelles pers
pectives d'etude et d'optimisation.
Clinker ■
A la place de la grandeur unique que constitue la clas- 
se de resistance du ciment, le modele substitue : la 
finesse de mouture comme parametre et deux grandeurs 
independantes, caracteristiques du clinker avant mou
ture (le Coefficient d'efficacite chimique du broyage 
et le Taux d'accroissement des resistances).
Granulat
Le modele permet de caracteriser l'influence globale 
des granulats par une seule grandeur (le Coefficient 
u'anreole) quand le rapport E/C est de 1'ordre de 0,5 
cu moins, ou, par deux grandeurs, quand le rapport E/C 
est de 0,6 ou plus. Dans ce dernier cas il faut intro- 
duire, en plus, un Coefficient d'aureole precoce, dont 
li valour est toujours inferieure ä celle du Coeffi
cient d'aureole et qui s'applique aux resistances ä 1 
jour.
L'interaction clinker/granulat dans le phenomene de 
bommage
Nos resultats montrent une discontinuite dans I'evo- 
lution des resistances entre 10 et 20 jours. Ce phe
nomene, s'il etait confirme devrait retenir 1'atten
tion ; nous le presentons ici comme une Hypothese, une 
invitation ä des experimentations complementaires, 
Dans le modele ce Dommage est caracterise par une gran
deur unique dont la valeur depend indissociablement, 
du clinker, des granulats et du rapport E/C.
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Since the kiln rotates, the probe can only be intro
duced into the furnace from the fixed end near the 
tuyere. But the flame in a cement kiln is very long 
(15 - 30 m) and thus, to have a chance to detect the 
maximum of the radiation heat flux profile, the 
water-cooled probe used must also be very long. The 
probe used here is 15 meters long and has a diameter 
of 0.20 meters.

3 - THE MICROPHONE PROBE

The combustion noise emitted by industrial turbulent 
flames burning with air is generally characterized 
by a broadband frequency spectrum in the region 50 - 
700 Hz (Figure 3). This noise is most of the time 
10 to 20 dB higher than the aerodynamic noise of the 
unignited jet. Figure 4 : Diagram of the microphone probe.

Figure 3 : Frequency spectrum of combustion noise.

In premixed flames, the combustion noise is very sen
sitive to the fuel/air ratio and can be used to con
trol the flame stoichiometry (3).
In long diffusion flames, the combustion noise inten
sity does not depend any more on the fuel/air ratio, 
but depends strongly on the jet velocity (4).
Since the flame length of a cement kiln type flame 
depends strongly on the thrust of the fuel jet, the 
idea was to try to detect the variations of the flame 
length by recording the combustion noise inside the 
rotary kiln. The advantage of such a method over the 
one described in section 2 would be a large reduc
tion of the measuring probe size and of the response 
time, since only one measurement of'the acoustic 
pressure at one location near the flame is necessary. 
A microphone probe for combustion noise measurements 
inside furnaces has already been described in the litte- 
rature (5). Its functioning principle is based on the 
damped Helmholtz resonator : the acoustic pressure is 
measured through a small duct (providing an efficient 
protection against the incoming thermal radiation) 
by a microphone diaphragm placed in a cavity. A 1 mm- 
thick rubber seal placed in the cavity damps comple
tely the resonance and allows to get a flat response 
curve of the probe up to 700 Hz, at which frequency 
it acts as a low-pass filter eliminating the higher 
frequencies.
This probe has been inserted in a rotary kiln, pro
tected by a double water-cooling system and a refrac
tory head, as shown in figures 4 and 5. The probe 
used was 2 meters long and had a diameter of 60 mm.

Figure 5 : Experimental set-up.

4 - THE SPECTRORADIOMETRIC PROBE
The ellipsoidal radiometer described in section 2 
measures the total radiation received at one location 
inside the furnace, but does not give any spectral 
information on it. This spectral information is yet 
necessary if one is interested also in the measurement 
of temperature and emissivity profiles of the diffe
rent parts,of the furnace (wall, load, flame), or in 
the detection of emitting atomic or molecular species 
present in the furnace gases.
An optical head allowing to perform this kind of 
measurements is represented on figure 6.
The,optical head collects a nearly parallel beam of 
radiation (2° divergent) and focuses it onto a bun
dle of,three 50 m long optical fibers (diameter of 
each fiber : 600 pm). It is entirely water-cooled and 
a continuous flow of air prevents the quartz window 
from being obscured by particles deposits.
This optical head can replace the ellipsoidal radio
meter at the,extremity of the 15 meters long probe body 
represented in figure 2, which allows to extract the 
radiation, through the optical fibers, out of'the 
rotary kiln.
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t-ens ' Quartz window

Coolin»

Figure 6 . Sketch of the optical head of the spectro- 
■ radiometer. . :

The bundle of optical fibers is connected to the en
trance slit of a grating monochromator with spectral 
range 0.5 to 1.1 pm (Figure 7). . .

Monorhronuiter

ElS.ure 7 : Signal analysis.

The spectra are detected by an array of 512 photodio
des electronically scanned, and the signal, after am
plification and digitalization, can be analysed on- 

ne, or stored on disks through a micro-computer.
^quisition time of one "instantaneous" spectrum 

S J2 ms. A preliminary laboratory calibration of the 
complete system by means of a black-body furnace 

с*' xi_ I . -м-i ui v. icoo oavfbiaC- 
further work is under way to try to under
reasons of this different behaviour.

aüows to transform any incoming radiation signal into 
an absolute radiation intensity.

5 - MEASUREMENT OF THE FLAME LENGTH IN A ROTAf^Y KILN 

The measurements have been performed in a 35 rrfeters 
long rotary kiln of CIMENTS'LAFARGE FRANCE, equipped 
with the;original t.C.E."-Tuyere allowing to v*y the 
thrust without changing the mass flow rates of. pulve
rized fuel and transport air. The thrust could be va
ried from 60 N to 180 N, leading to variable flame1 
lengths from 16 to 12 mpters, calculated by using the 
empirical Ruhl and 'is equation. Different amounts of, 
sw^rl could be applied vial’an internal primary air

Both the ellipsoidal radiometer probq and the micro
phone probe were used in this experimental work. The 
results followed the expected trend, i.e. an increa
sed amplitude of the peak heat flux, and a shift of 
its location toward the tuyere for the shortest fla
mes, accompanied by an increase of the combustion 
noise (the shortest flames correspond to the highest 
thrusts).
Figure 8 shows the variation of the measured peak 
heat flux versus the flame length, and figure 9 shows 
the remarkable correlation obtained between the mea
sured values of the peak heat flux and the recorded 
acoustic pressure for the entire set of non-swirling 
flames. y
tory^lnd1"-^™65’.-"0-61-1005 are less satisfac- 
stand the

Figure 8 : Measured maximum of the heat flux profile 
versus calculated flame length.
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Figure 9 : Measured maximum of the heat flux profile 
versus measured r.m.s. value of the acous
tic pressure.

6 - MEASUREMENT OF THE TEMPERATURE AND EMISSIVITY 
PRUHLES',' AND OF THE' P'OIASSIUM CÜNCENI RATION

These measurements have been performed in a 60 meters 
long rotary kiln, by using the spectroradiometric 
probe described in section 4.

,___________ i___________________X (nr:)

600 800 3000

Figure 10 shows typical emission spectra taken in 
the furnace inside and outside the flame. The decay 
above 800 nm is due to the absorption of the opti
cal fibers.

Figure 10 : Typical emission spectra recorded in
the rotary kiln.

The observation of the recorded spectra leads to make 
the following remarks ;
- the spectra of the radiation emitted by the flame, 

the clinker and the wall consist of very similar 
background spectra, on which emission and absorption 
lines are superimposed.

- the emission lines present on the flame radiation 
spectrum at 590 nm and 768 nm are characteristic of 
the presence in the furnace atmosphere of sodium 
and potassium, respectively. They are not found in 
the absence of clinker in the combustion zone.

- the absorption line on the clinker radiation spec
trum is found on spectra recorded near the tuyere, 
where the temperature of the air coming from the 
cooler is lower (900-1000°C) than the clinker tempe
rature : the radiation emitted by the clinker is 
absorbed at 768 run by the relatively cold potassium 
vapour present in the air. p

~ ^eZes0^utii0li? 0£Lthe monochromator .used in this study was 50 A. The potassium emission line obser
ved is in fact an unresolved doublet of two lines 
of natural width of the order of 1 Ä, separated by 
34 K. Yet, instantaneous half -widths of 100 to 
200 A are often recorded. Self-absorption broadening 
occurs then strongly, giving a means to derive the 
potassium concentration in the kiln atmosphere (6).

- It can be calculated, and it has already been men
tioned in the litterature (7), that at the usual 
flame temperatures the potassium emission corres
ponds to the thermal equilibrium of the emitting 
excited state. Therefore the radiation intensity of 
the potassium peak can be considered as a black
body reference at the local flame temperature, al
lowing to calculate the instantaneous emissivity
at this wave 1 ength by the ratio between the radia
tion intensity of the background spectrum and the 
radiation intensity of the potassium peak.

Measurement of the temperature profiles
Further analyse of the spectra has shown that fuel
oil, coal and petroleum coke flames in the rotary 
kiln radiate, in the spectral range investigated, as 
grey bodies,(i.e. having an emissivity independent 
of the wavelength) of high emissivity (0.8-0.9). Con
sequently, axial temperature profiles of the flame 
can be derived via on-line two-wavelenath pyrometry, 
like the temperatures of the wall or of the clinker, 
whose emissivities were measured very close to 1.

Figure 11 shows an example of an axial temperature 
profile measured via two-wavelength pyrometry.

The optical axis is directed downward, so that the 
temperature measured at the extremity of the kiln is 
first the clinker bed temperature. Then, as soon as 
the optical head reaches the combustion zone and is 
immerged into the flame, the measured temperature is 
representative.of the flame temperature only, which 
increases up to 1770°C.
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Tuyere 
position

Figure 11 : Axial temperature profile measured in 
the rotary kiln.

Measurement of the potassium concentration
The self-absorption broadening of an emission line 
can be related to the-concentration Ne of the absor
bing species (potassium) by considering the absor
ption coefficient}^ :

= (C2/^) (9u/ge) Aue Ne
C is the light velocity.
"9 is the central frequency of the emission line.
9u et g^ are the statistical weights of the excited 

state and the ground state, respectively,
Aue is the transition probability.
In an optically thick medium, the relationship lin- 
^lri9AV to the half-width of the broadened line de
pends on the profile of the line. Assuming a Voigt 
profile, instantaneous volume fractions of potassium 
as large as 0.5 to 1 % have been computed. They are 
characteristic of puffs of potassium liberated in the 
kiln atmosphere by the volatilization process occur
ring at the clinker surface.

7 - CONCLUSIONS
The recent development of new technologies allows to 
design investigation tools which can collect useful 
and accurate information even from very hostile media, 
like the clinkerization zone of a rotary kiln.
The instruments described here can be labeled as first 
generation instruments, designed to demonstrate the 
feasability of a certain type of in-situ measurements, 
rheir development is required to allow the design of 
a second generation of instruments, generally simpli- 
T1ed in order to fulfill only one specific function.

One can think, for instance, to derive from the spec- 
troradiometric probe a more compact instrument able 
to continuously monitor the presence of potassium in 
the furnace atmosphere, giving then an information on 
the intensity of the volatilization process occuring 
in the combustion zone, and therefore'al lowing to li
mit it by an appropriate action on the input parame
ters of the kiln.
At this stage, these instruments are expected to be
come part of a more computerized conception of the 
process control.
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PHYSICAL ELEMENTARY MECHANISMS OF FLUIDIFICATION BY SUPERPLASTICIZERS OR
WATER-REDUCING AGENTS. CL.

INTRODUCTION ' ' ■ .. ' ' ' '
Our research is aimed at understanding the mechanisms 
by which water-reducing admixtures and superplastici
zers modify the rheology of concrete and mortars.
However, real systems (commercial admixtures and 
Portland cement) appeared to us to be much too com
plicated for this study; for instance, it will be ' 
shown that there are several elementary mechanisms 
by which organic molecules can fluidify dense suspen
sions and that commonly used concrete admixtures act 
simultaneously through several of these mechanisms. 
It will also be shown that some of the fluidifying 
mechanisms are related to the surface properties of 
the particles and to the intersticial liquid charac
teristics. But, in the particular case of cement 
mixed with water, the particles initially have dif
ferent compositions and the surfaces of these parti
cles are transforming with time ; there are also 
important changes in the composition and pH of the 
liquid intersticial medium. .
For these reasons, in the present work it was tried - 
to find simple systems for which reliable scientific 
explanations could be given regarding the phenome
non of fluidification. For instance it was found 
that concrete fluidifying admixtures are equally 
efficient on much simpler aqueous suspensions like 
those in which the particles are made of a single 
constituent which is unreactive with water. An other 
degree of simplification has consisted in choosing 
and studying model molecules which could only operate 
through a single mechanism. The most part of the work 
presented in this paper has been performed with sus
pensions of O(alumina in water and the chemical ad
mixtures used have been particularly anionic molecu
les, non-ionic polymers and surfactants.

A preliminary study was first performed in order to
■ understand the rheological behaviour of the alumina 

suspensions containing no admixtures.
The first part of this paper is an approach from the 
literature of the theoretical aspects related to the 
rheology of suspensions. .
The second part summarizes the results of the preli
minary study of alumina suspensions containing no 
admixtures.
Three elementary .mechanisms have been identified and 
their studies are described in each of the three fol
lowing parts, namely .
- in part 3, the modification of the surface charge 
of the particles by ionic molecules,
- in part 4, the entropic effects obtained with ma
cromolecules,
- and dn part 5, the diminution of the capillary 
forces obtained when using surfactants, in suspen
sions with a smallwater to solid ratio.

1 - THEORETICAL ASPECTS of the RHEOLOGY of
SUSPENSIONS

,A suspension is a two-phases system in which solid 
particles are suspended in a liquid medium ; when 
the particles are inferior to one micrometer the 
term "dispersion" is preferably used.
Most theories on the rheology of suspensions or 
dispersions, only take into account the hydrodyna
mic parameters and suppose that the effect of the 
interparticle forces are negligible. Such theories 
will be inadequate to explain the fluidifying effects 
of admixtures : by adding a small amount of super

plasticizer in a suspension we do not change the hy
drodynamic parameters of the system, but , of course, 
we considerably decrease the viscosity. We have then 
to consider the particle interactions which can have 
large effects on the rheology of the system, as men
tioned in some recent papers like those by P.G. de 
GENNES (1), W.B. RUSSEL (2) or Th. F. TADROS (3).
In the absence of organic molecules the interparticle 
forces are of two kinds : van der Waals forces and 
electrical double layer interactions.
The van der Waals forces arise through the fact that 
even neutral atoms constitute systems of oscillating 
charges because of the presence of a positive nucleus 
and negative electrons. The force between two atoms 
is always attractive and in a system made of two par
ticles there is an attractive force between every 
couple of atoms of the system. There is a resulting 
macroscopic force between the particles. For two par
ticles of radius R, separated by a distance d, the 
van der Waals force can be expressed, when d « R, 
by F = HR/12 d^, H being the Hamaker coefficient of 
the system (4). In a liquid medium, when the two par
ticles are made of the same material, the Hamaker 
coefficient is positive (or null) and the van der 
Waals force is always attractive, whatever the liquid
(5).  '
The electrical double layer interactions have their 
origin in the surface electric charge which appears 
for most substances in contact with an aqueous me
dium ; with regards to inorganic oxides the electri
cal double layer at the oxide/water interface is 
considered to be established by the unequal adsorp
tion of H+ and OH" (ü). The oxide surfaces are posi
tively charged at low pl! and negatively charged 
at high,pH. For each oxide, there is a pH value called 
PZC (Point of Zero Charge) for which the surface 
charge is null, but the values of the PZC can be very 
different for various oxides (7). Two particles, 
situated in a given liquid, possess surface charges 
of the same sign, if they are made of the same mate
rial : they will then exert between themselves repul
sive double layer interactions.
In the case of dispersions of a single solid cons
tituent in water there are hence attractive van der 
Waals forces and repulsive double layer interactions. 
It is experimentally known and it has been theoreti
cally demonstrated in the D.L.V.O. theory (8,9) that 
suspensions are stable when repulsive double layer 1 
interactions are larger than van der Waals forces and 
that there is flocculation in the opposite case. ■ 
Regarding the rheological properties, we expect to 
have good flowing properties when repulsive interpar
ticle forces dominate, that is to say when there is 
no contact between the particles. On the other hand, 
we expect to get high viscosities due to the cohesion 
between the particles when repulsive double layer 
interactions are smaller than the van der Waals for
ces. This point of view is supported by the fact that 
superplasticizers are known to have a dispersingef
fect as well. ■ . • '
the modification of. the. flowing properties of a sus
pension, when using organic molecules, can then be 
explained as a consequence of the modification of the 
surface forces between the particles ; in the suspen
sion, the molecules adsorb at the surface of the par
ticles : for this reason, van der Waals forces are 
reduced, and if the particles are charged the elec
trical interactions are deeply modified.
Another group of forces between particles are due to 
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the interaction of long chain molecules adsorbed on 
the particles (10,11). When two particles, each 
carrying an adsorbed polymer, come closer to each 
other such effects can lead to repulsion : each 
polymer chain, because of unavailability of space, 
loses its available conformations. Thus the contribu
tion of these chains to the free energy of the system 
is increased resulting in a repulsive force ("rteric" 
er "er.tropic" effect).

- " fyEOi-OG^'AL BEHAVIOUR of ALUMINA SUSPENSIONS WHEN 
CONTAINING N0 ADMIXTURE

This work, already published elsewhere (12) is merely 
summarized hereafter.
ol alum.na ALCOA A 15 S.G. with a mean particle dia

meter of 0.6 urn has been chosen to magnify the sur
face force effects. In order to be able to vary the 
surface charge of the particles, the alumina suspen
sions have been studied in all the pH range. Adjuste- 
ment^or pH,has been done by using adequate quantities 
or HC1 or NaOH. All sjoensions are prepared 24 hours 
before measurements, so as to be in ohysico-ch»mical 
equilibrium. '
Rheological measurements, sedimentation measurements 
and eiectrTcal characterizations of the surface charge 
с. the alumina particies have been performed on each" 
suspension.According to the different technioues used 
afferent concentrations were necessary. In this paper 
the concentrations of the suspensions are characteri
zed by the ratio W/A (mass of water/mass of alumina 
powder).

»heological measurements have been performed with a 
concentric cylinders viscometer "Rheomat 115". Sus
pensions having W/A ratios equal to 0.6 have been 
studied and according to their viscosities three cou
ples of concentric cylinders have been used. All the 
experimental curves (shear rate vs shear stress) are 
significative of Bingham fluids. The viscosity was 
teken as the inverse of the slope of the straight 
part of each curve.
Bor,the sedimentation test, suspensions with a W/A 
ra.io equal to 10, are poured into test tubes having 
a one hunured graduations scale. At rest, with uns- 
ab.e suspensions, there appears a sharp interface 

oetween the settling part of the suspension and the 
more or.less clear dispersing liquid. The number N of 
ivisions above the sharp interface is plotted as a 
)m“10n °f time. The rate of sedimentation is taken 

as the slope of the initial straight part of the 
curve.
The electric properties of the surface of the parti

les were investigated by measuring their electro
P oretic mobilities by using a Rank Brothers Mark III 
etameter. Measurements have been performed with sus

pensions containing 10 mg/1 of alumina powder, in all 
1гсгпг^тап9е' We have also supplied BALLION and 
at „^^-"^ENAULT (13), in "Laboratcire Pierre Siie" 

baclay, with our alumina samples and they have 
etermuiedthe surface charge of the particles vs pH, 

^'_adsorption measurements of radioactive Na+ and

We reproduce on figure 1 the curve of the surface 
arge of the particles as a function of pH.

o ((UC /cm2)

Fig. 1 ; Surface charge of the 
alumina particles vs pH (from 
ref. 13).

rrom this work, the point of zero charge is equal to 
pH 3,5. The particles are positively charged at 
smaller pH and negatively charged at higher pH. The 
first results we got from the electrophoretic measu
rements were erroneous. After modification o* a 
questionable mode of preparation of the very dilute 
suspensions we could finally get electrophoretic mo
bilities in agreement with the results of figure 1.

Rate of Sedimentation (div / mn1

2 * 6 8 10 12 pH

NO ADMIXTURE

2 * 6 8 10 12 pH

Viscosity (cp)

Fig. 2 : Rate of sedimentation and viscosity 
vs pH of alumina suspensions without any admix
ture .
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On figure 2, the upper curve indicates the rate of 
sedimentation of alumina suspensions vs pH. These 
suspensions are unstable for pH between 6.5. an 10.5 
that is to say two pH units on every side of the 
point of zero charge (8.5). The lower curve indicates 
the viscosities of alumina suspensions vs pH. In the 
pH range 6.5 - 10.5 the suspensions exhibit high vis
cosity values. '
Refering to the D.L.V.O. theory (8, 9), sedimenta
tion experiments can perfectly be explained if the 
double layer interactions are small in the high sedi
mentation pH range (6,5 < pH < 10,5). That is in per
fect agreement with the results of figure 1 where it 
can be seen that the absolute value of the surface 
charge is the same for the two limiting pH values 
(10 (j C/cm2), that it is smaller inside that pH ran
ge and larger outside.
The flocculation for very acid (pH < 1,5) or very ba
sic (pH > 12) media can be explained in the following 
way : the ionic strength of the medium, is, in such 
conditions, very high, and there is a compression of 
the double layer and hence an important decrease of 
the repulsive double layer interactions.
Figure 2 indicates that there is a great analogy bet
ween sedimentation and rheological behaviours. Hence, 
we can also explain the rheological behaviour of the 
suspensions by considering the relative magnitude of 
the attractive van der Waals forces and of the repul
sive double layer interactions : when repulsive inte
ractions are predominant, every particle is separa
ted from the others and the viscosity of the suspen- 
is srnall * on tho other hand, when attractive 
interactions are predominant, there are contacts bet
ween the particles and the viscosity of the suspen
sion is high.

3 - FLUIDIFICATION of the SUSPENSIONS by IONIC
MOLECULES

We have selected for this part of the study the fol
lowing admixture molecules :
- glucose and triethanolamine which are uncharged mo
lecules,
- tripolyphosphate and a N.F.C. (naphtalene formalde
hyde condensate), which are anionic molecules.
Depending on the tests, we have used alumina suspen
sions containing various admixture concentrations. 
However, in all the results described below, the 
admixture concentration was in all cases on the order 
of 1 to 2 % of the weight of the alumina powder.
On figures 3 to 6, the upper curves indicate the se
dimentation behaviour of alumina suspensions having 
a W/A ratio equal to 10, and the lower curves Indi
cate the rheological behaviour of alumina suspen
sions having a W/A ratio equal to 0.6. The admixtures 
used are respectively :
- glucose on figure 3,
- triethanolamine on figure 4,
- tripolyphosphate on figure 5,
- N.F.C. on figure 6.
With the uncharged molecules it can be seen that the 
suspensions flocculate and have high viscosity va
lues in the pH range 6.5 - 10.5. The curves are very 
similar to those obtained with alumina suspensions 
containing no admixture. It is interesting to note 
that the maximal value of the viscosity is equal to 
about 300 centipoises without any admixture and is 
about 100 centipoises with glucose and triethanola
mine. These two uncharged molecules have then a flui

difying effect but this effect is not related to a 
modification of the surface charge of the particles. 
This effect can merely be explained by a decrease of 
the van der Waals forces connected to the adsorption 
of the molecules at the surface of the particles.
With tripolyphosphate there is a pH range for which 
the suspensions flocculate and have high viscosity 
values. This pH range is no more centered around the 
initial point of zero charge (which was 8.5.) but 
around a new pH value close to 4.

Rate of Sedimentation(div/min)

CHO - (СИОН).- CH,OH

Fig. 3 : Rate of sedimentation and viscosity 
vs pH of alumina suspensions containing glucose.

Rate of Sedimentation (div/min)

CH,CH,OH

N—CH, CH,OH 

''ch, ch, oh

Fig. 4 : Rate of sedimentation and viscosity 
vs pH of alumina suspensions containing trie
thanolamine .



The same effect can be observed with the naphtalene 
formaldehyde condensate (see figure 6). In that case, 
we notice that for pH smaller than 4 whe have adverse 
effects probably due to the protonation of the nega
tive groups SOj" of the N.F.C. molecule.
We propose to explain the displacement of the pH 
range where the suspensions flocculate, in the fol
lowing way : there is a phenomenon of adsorption, 
chat is to say of fixation of the admixture molecules 
on the solid surface ; when adsorbing at the surface

2 4 6 8 10 12 pH

Fig. 5 : Rate of sedimentation and viscosity 
vs pH of alumina suspensions containing tripo
lyphosphate.

Rate of Sedimentation (div/mn)

Viscosity (cp)

. . r .» -1» ■ t e** >
2 4 6 8 10 12 pH

Fig. 6 : Rate of sedimentation and viscosity 
vs pH of alumina suspensions containing N.F.C. 
(Naphtalene formaldehyde condensate).

of the particles, the anionic molecules bring about 
their negative charges. These negative charges must 
be taken into account with the initial charge, for 
computing the resulting charge of the particles. In 
the presence of an anionic admixture, the particles 
have then a smaller point of zero charge around which 
the suspensions flocculate and exhibit high viscosity 
values.
This hypothesis has been confirmed by the following 
investigation : we have first made adsorption measu
rements of N.F.C. on alumina at different pH. This 
has been done by measuring with an ultraviolet spec
trometer, and at the wavelength of 290 mp, the equi
librium concentration of N.F.C. in suspensions con
taining a known weight of alumina. As the initial 
concentration of N.F.C. was known, it was then possi
ble to compute for each measurement the adsorbed 
quantity of N.F.C. per gram or per square meter of 
alumina. The adsorption isotherms, for 5 different 
pH, are drawn on figure 7.

Fig. 7 : Adsorption Isotherms of 
N.F.C. on at alumina in different 
pH conditions.

From figure 7 it can be seen that the smaller the 
pH, the higher the amount adsorbed. This can be ex
plained by considering the electrostatic interaction 
between the N.F.C. molecules (negatively charged) 
and the alumina surface, (differently charged accor
ding to the pH as indicated on figure 1). The smal
ler adsorption at pH 1.3 than at pH 2.6 can also be 
explained by the protonation of the SO,'- groups in a 
very acid medium.
As we know that one mole of monomer of N.F.C. has a 
weight of 240 grams and carries one negative charge 
that is to say 96500 coulombs, it is possible to know 
the charge brought about on the surface of alumina 
by the adsorbed molecules. We have then considered a 
very simple model in which the surface charge of the 
particlesis equal to the algebric sum of the initial 
charge of the particlesand of the negative charge 
brought by the adsorbed molecules. From this model 
and for a given dosage of admixture it is possible 
to compute the resulting charge of the particles, for 
the different pH for which the adsorption isotherms 
have been measured. For instance, figure 8 shows the 



computed surface charge of alumina in a given case 
vW/A = 10, N.F.C./A = 0,015).

FIii. 8 : Computed charge from our simple 
adoit've mooel cf alumina particles vs 
pH, in the case cf a suspension with a W/A 
equal to 10 and containing an initial do
sage of N.F.C. of 1.5 % of the weight of 
aiumina.

It can be seen from figure 8 that there is a new point 
of zero charge, the value of which is slightly higher 
than pH <i. This value has been found in good agree
ment with the pH range in which the suspensions floc
culate (see figure 5) and there is a good correla
tion with a direct measure by microelectrophoresis 
(see figure 9).

P (('m / s Z V / c m)

Fig. 9 : Electrokinetic mobility of alu
mina particles as a function of pH. The 
dilute suspension has been prepared by 
using particles and liquid after centrifu
gation of a suspension with a W/A equal to 
10 and containing an initial dosage of 
N.F.C. of 1.5 /о of the weight of alumina.

As a conclusion we think that the fluidifying mecha
nism of anionic molecules has been elucidated ; these 
molecules, when adsorbing at the surface of the par
ticles modify their surface charge. According to the 
pH value or tne system, the absolute value of the sur
face charge may be increased or decreased, and the 
suspension may be respectively fluidified or thickened,

4 " FLUIDIFICATION of the SUSPENSIONS by ENTROPIE
EFFECTS

Stabilization of colloidal dispersions by polymer ad
sorption plays an important role in diverse fields as 
pigment,dispersion in paints, water treatment, mineral 
processing or cell aggregation. In 1951, MACKOR 114) 
proposed the first explanation of the stabilizing ac
tion of polymers by the decrease in configurational 
freedom of the segments of adsorbed polymer when tne 
particles approach each other. MACKOR’s simple model 
has since become the basis of the entropic stabiliza
tion theory. The theory has later been modified and 
refined by many investigators and FISCHER (15) was the 
first to introduce the osmotic repulsion concept. In 
their monograph on the subject, SATO and RUCH (10) 
point out that most of the modern theories are based 
on MACKOR’S or FISCHER'S works. However no universal 
theory has yet been established.
Entropie effects are usually not mentioned in the li
terature on admixtures, as a possible fluidifying 
mechanism . As such a result is however theoretically 
possible, we have then conducted an exoerimental 
study by using, two non-ionic polymers, polyethylene 
glycol (PEG) and polyvinylpyrolidone (PVP) . The 
choice of non-ionic polymers has been made so as to 
avoid,the fluidifying charge effects but, in the 
practice polyelecrolytes would, of course, be prefe
rable. Polyethyleneglycol of different molecular 
weights has been used (200, 400, 1500, 4000, 20.000 
and 35.000). For polyvinylpyrolidone the molecular 
weights used were 10.000, 24.000, 40.000 and 350.000. 
Each of these products has been used at five diffe
rent concentrations in the range 0-30 g/1, as admix
tures of the alumina suspensions in all the pH range, 
he have then obtained 50 different curves which can
not be reproduced here ; however all theses curves 
have the same shape (flocculation and high viscosities 
in the pH range 6.5 - 10.5).
From a careful analysis of this experimental work we 
have drawn the following conclusions :
- there is a fluidification of the alumina suspensions 
due to the entropic effect. However, this effect is 
much smaller than the one due to the charged molecu
les ,
- there is a thickening effect due to the increase 
of viscosity of the liquid of the suspension. This 
effect is most marked with high molecular weight po
lymers and with high concentrations,
- there is an other thickening effect at high molecu
lar weights and low concentrations. As mentionned in 
the literature (16) such conditions are those which 
correspond to the bridging of the particles by poly
mer molecules,
- in the case of PEG and PVP with the studied alumina 
suspensions, the resulting effect is then a moderate 
fluidifying action, only in tye case of polymers with 
a medium molecular weight (in the range 2000-10.000) 
and only at medium dosages (5-10 g/1)'.
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5 - FLUIDIFICATION of the SUSPENSIONS by DIMINUTION 
of the CAPILLARY FORCES

The solid volume fraction of the suspensions used in 
the preceding parts of this study was about 30 % in 
the case of the suspensions prepared for the rheolo
gical tests and about 2,5 % in the case of the sus
pensions prepared for the sedimentation tests. Such 
suspensions are two phases systems : they contain the 
solid particles and the liquid and no air is entrap
ped. There are no capillary forces in such systems 
and surfactants have no marked effect as fluidifvina 

f admixtures. a
If we now consider mortars or concretes, a non-negli
gible percentage of air is contained in the mix, and 
this percentage is more important for smaller water 
to cement rati os , We have then three-phases systems 
(solid, liquid, air) in which the liquid is in the 
form of axi'lly symmetrical meniscii between the so
lid particles. Every meniscus attracts the two parti
cles between which it is situated. When there are such 
capillary forces between most of the particles of the 
suspension, its workability is highly reduced.
The capillary force which tends to bring together 
two particles is the sum of two terms :
-one is due to the surface tension of the liquid 
which is applied along the three phase line,
■the other is due to a smaller pressure inside the 
liquid as a consequence of Laplace law. As each of 
these terms,is proportional to the surface tension 
or the liquid, the resulting force is also propor
tional to that surface tension. In order to reduce 
the capillary forces, one has then to use a surFac
tant, that is to say a product able to reduce consi
derably the surface tension of water, even when used 
at small dosages.
When the water to solid ratio is such that there are 
capillary forces in the suspensions, classical rheo
logical measurements cannot be conducted because the 
systems are too cohesive. We have then decided to 
carry workability measurements with a "maniabilimetre 
a mortier L.C.L." ; the measure consists in determi
ning the necessary time, for a given volume of mortar 
under vibration, to flow so as to reach a given mark 
in the apparatus.
A P'kSt series of experiments was conducted by using 
a tabular alumina 28-48 mesh (300-650 /im). For ins- 
ance, the flowing time fo W/A = 0.20 suspensions was 

dJ seconds without admixture and 7 seconds when using 
cutanol as a non-foaming surfactant.
Some other experiments have been conducted with nor
malized mortars (1350 g of normalized sand and 450 g

Portland cement) at different water-cement ratios 
0.45 and 0.50. The measurement was made 

nutes after the end of the mixing operation.

FLOWING TIME

М/С 0.40 0.45 0.50

Mortar without 
admixture 220" 20.1" 8.6"

Mortar with 
surfactant 81" 14.1" 2.8"

Of lecture of the table, the fluidifying action 
conf;6 sur^acl-ant is obvious. These experiments thus 

rm our theoretical approach concerning the dimi

nution of the capillary forces.

6 - EXTRAPOLATION to the REAL CASE of COMMERCIAL 
ADMIXTURES in CONCRETE or MORTARS

In this study, by taking model systems we have been 
Tt0 evidence three elementary mechanisms 

sLrn^lflCatl°^ suspensions by organic molecules. 
Some other non-identified elementary mechanism might 
be detected in the future.
Regarding the practical systems, the different ele
mentary mechanisms we have studied take place simul
taneously ; for instance lignosulfonate are anionic, 
surfactive,molecules, the molecular weight of which 
hSk?PPI?prla^e to get an entr°Pic effect. This is pro
bably the major reason for which the earlier studies 
carried on practical systems, were not appropriate so 
as to,clarify the way superplasticizers work. This 
a|s° Justifies,. a posteriori, the proceeding which 
had been decided for this research.
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Parmi ces applications, nous pouvons eiter :
- La prevision du domaine de stabilite des hydrates, 
lorsque le ciment est au contact d'un milieu гёас- 
tionnel quelconque, soit dans le cadre de son utili
sation (durabilite des betons), soit au laboratoire, 
pour des etudes comme celle de la dissolution 
selective des hydrates par des reactifs chimiques 
appropries. Dans ce cas, la modelisation peut etre 
etendue avec profit ä divers milieux non aqueux.
L’etude des interactions des hydrates et des 

adjuvants, dont la plupart forment des complexes avec 
le calcium ou d'autres ions du Systeme ciment-eau.
- Le calcul et le raffinement des constantes 
d'equilibre des hydrates, dont il manque de nombreux 
exemplaires pour decrire. completement 1'hydratation, 
ou qui ne sent connues qu’avec une precision 
insuffisante. Dans ce cadre, il reste ä etendre A 
domaine d'applications du modele ä l'etude des 
solutions solides comme les CSH ou la serie des 
aluminates hydrates hexagonaux,
- Le calcul du taux de sursaturation de chacun des 
hydrates dans la sequence des reactions 
d'hydratation, qui constitue, a travers la relation : 
A - R.T.Ln IS / S,>, ou S est le produit ionique 
effectif, et St le produit de solubilite a 
1 equilibre, une mesure de I'affinite chimique A, qui 
est 1’une des forces motrices produisant la creation 
de la nouvelle structure au cours de 1'hydratat ion.
A ce titre, les techniques de calcul et les concepts 
que nous avons developpes ici constituent un premier 
element d un ensemble plus vaste, qui doit integrer 
les autres forces du Systeme,*liees aux processus de 
diffusion au voisinage de I'interface anhydres- 
solution, a travers la couche d'hydrates poreuse, 
ainsi qu aux gradients de temperature et eventuel- 
lement aux gradients electriques de double couche.
Bien que d'un abord plus difficile, 1'approche 
analytique doit se montrer plus efficace a long terme 
que les approches empiriques, qui permettent 
d etablir des relations entre variables resultantes, 
comme la porosite, la chaleur d'hydratation, la 
resistance mecanique, mais sans permettre d'en 
comprendre et done d’en prevoir les anomalies, ou 
d'en analyser les composantes.
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MODELISATION DES DIAGRAMMES D’EQUILIBRE DE SOLUBILITE DES HYDRATES--
INTERACTIONS IONIQUES *

1 - INTRODUCTION

1.1 - NECESSITE O'UNE APPROCHE ANALYTIQUE ET D'UN
MODELE DES REACTIONS D'HYDRATATION

Par suite de la generalisation de l'emploi des ajouts 
mineraux de toutes origines et des adjuvants
organiques, la complexite des phenomenes et des 
systemes chimiques mis en jeu au cours de
l'hydratation devient de plus en plus grande. Sachant 
par ailleurs que le ciment portland est un milieu 
interactif, les approches purement empiriques perdent 
leur interet, car elles conduisent ä multiplier sans 
cesse les plans d'experience, sans garantie de 
succes. Il faut done essayer de prevoir le 
comportement dynamique des ciments en affinant 
l’analyse des mecanismes qui en sont la base, et 
rechercher des modeles plus "physiques que 
"mathematiques", qui seraient de veritables outils 
pour le chimiste.
Des modeles de reactions .d'Hydratation ont ete 
elabores dans des cas simples, comme celui du plätre 
111 121, prenant en compte les processus de diffusion 
dans un mecanisme de dissolution-precipitation. On 

peut done esperer parvenir au meme resultat dans le 
cas complexe du ciment portland, mais il faudra pour 

cela faire face ä un certain nombre de difficultes, ä 
la fois techniques et conceptuelles /3/.
1.2 - LA MODELISATION DE L'ETAT D’EQUILIBRE,

ONE PREMIERE ETAPE VERS UN MODELE DYNAMIQUE DE 
L’HYDRATATION

Considerons le syteme ciment-eau, non plus comme un 
systems Terms ordinaire, mais comme un ensemble de 
deux systemes ouverts, le premier etant constitue des 
grains anhydres et le second etant constitue de la 
phase aqueuse et des hydrates. Les deux systemes vont 
echanger de la matiere (flux de diffusion) et de 
Venergie ä travers une frontiere : l'interface 
reactionnelle.
La construction d'un modele dynamique de l'hydrata
tion devra done integrer l’evolution dans le temps de 
la surface de cette interface. Par ailleurs, devant 
la difficulte posee par la modelisation des regimes 
convectifs auxquels sont soumises les pätes immobi
les, il faudra se placer dans des conditions de 
diffusion stationnaire non convective, e'est-a-dire 
dans un reacteur ouvert, continu, agite, isotherme et 
isobare 131,
Ces deux conditions ne sont pas encore totalement 
reunies aujourd’hui, mais il est possible, dans une 
Premiere etape, d’etudier separement le Systeme 
hydrates-solution, avec l’objectif de modeliser son 
comportement lorsqu’il est soumis ä des contraintes 
chimiques analogues ä celles qui sont produites par 
le compartiment "anhydres*.
Bien que l’hydratation soit un processus irreversi
ble, la demarche precedente implique avant toute 
autre chose, la connaissance et la modelisation de
1 etat d’equilibre, qui constitue l’etat de 
reference. Encore faut-il pour cela que le modele 
soit suffisamment proche de la realite physique, 
c est-ä-dire de la perception que nous pouvons en 
avoir ä travers nos moyens d’investigation.

2.1 - PRISE EN COMPTE DES INTERACTIONS
Pour qu'un diagramme d’equilibre soit utilisable en 
pratique, il faut le construire en tenant compte de 
toutes les interactions ioniques, afin de determiner 
avec une precision süffisante les constantes 
d'equlibre "pures'', c*est-a-dire debarassees de 
1*influence du milieu. A ce titre, des progres 
restent ä faire, car on ne trouve dans la 
bibliographie que des modeles qui, soit negligent 
1'influence de la force ionique de la solution et 
assimilent activites et concentrations ioniques /4/, 
soit negligent la formation des complexes solubles 
entre les ions du systems /5//6//7//8/Z9/. Compte 
tenu de l’expression des produits ioniques des 
hydrates, dans lesquels les activites des ions sont 
affectees dans la plupart des cas -de puissances assez 
elevees, ces approximations conduisent a des erreurs 
systematiques sur la valeur des constantes et par 
voie de consequence, sur les previsions donnees par 
le modele. C'est ainsi que, dans le cas de 
I'ettringite par exemple, pour laquelle le produit 
ionique apparent s'ecrit :
(CaZt)6.(А10г I 2.CS042'13.fOH )4 = S'

2 - MODELISATION DES EQUILIBRES DES HYDRATES OES
CIMENTS. CONDITIONS РОЖ QUE LE KODB.E SOIT 
UTILISABLE Bi PRATIQUE

Nous pourrons considerer que le modele satisfait au 
critere de representativite physique, s'il permet de 
prevoir les valeurs experimentales dans la limite de 
1 incertitude des mesures. Etudions en premier lieu 
les conditions qu‘il faudra satisfaire pour atteindre 
cet objectif.

le fait de negliger la formation des jons CaOH* aux 
" environs de pH 12,8, en aseimilant JCa ) au calcium 
total, equivaut a surestimer (Ca ) d’un facteur 
superieur ga 2 et par suite la constants S'^ d'un 
facteur 2 =64. Compte tenu de la precision avec
laquelle sont connues la plupart des constantes de 
solubilite (rares sont celles qui sont connues a 
mieux qu'un facteur 10 pres), cette erreur, qui 
semble a priori importante, I'est beaucoup moins que 
cells que* 1'on ferait en jdentifiant activites et 
concentrations des ions, En effet, le coefficient 
d'activite moyen de 5 est ici affects de la puissance 
15, ce qui represents un facteur 1000 a- 10000 sur sa 
valeur, selon la force ionique de la solution.

2.2 - TECHNIQUES DE CALCUL
On concoit maintenant qu’il soit difficile de prevoir 
a 1‘aide d'un modele trop grösster les domaines de 
stabilite d'hydrates dont les produits ioniques ne 
different que d'une ou deux puissances de 10, ce qui 
est le cas des aluminates hydrates hexagonaux 
substitues, comme le monochloro, le monosulfo, et le 
monocarbo-aluminate. C'est ainsi que 1'on est amene a 
renoncer, non seulement aux approximations faites sur 
les interactions, mais aussi ä celles qui sont faites 
habituellement dans les calculs pour resoudre plus 
facilement le Systeme d'equations representant le 
Systeme chimique a 1‘equilibre. Nous rejoignons ici 
la demarche utilises par ROSSET /10/, 1 ’ un des 
premiers ä prendre le chemin du traitement numerique 
des systemes de la chimie analytique des solutions. 
Les progres de la micro-informatique, presente 
aujourd’hui dans tous les laboratoires de recherche, 
permettent de developper cette technique avec le 
maximum de rigueur.
2.3 - CHOIX DU SYSTEME D'EQUATIONS
Bien que le Systeme d'equations associe au system© 
chimique ne soit pas lineaire en general, la realite 
physique impose lexistence d'au moins une solution 
reelle, que 1'on pourra calculer« Il faut cependant 
garder a 1'esprit qu’une solution ne sera pas 
necessairement representative, car seuls nos acquis 
experimentaux nous permettent de choisir le bon 
system© d'equations, en nous indiquant la nature et 
le nombre de phases solides en equilibre avec un 
milieu particulier. .



Prenons l'exemple du Systeme /CaO, Al 0., SO-, R 0, 
H^O/, avec les phases solides gypse et ettnngile. 
'--upposons que l'on ignore l’existence de la
portlandite, qui precipite au-delä d'une certaine 
valeur du pH : ceci aboutirait ä trouver des 
solutions purement mathematiques et ä poursuivre le 
trace du diagramme dans un domaine oCi ce Systeme 
n'existe plus "en realite", a l'equilibre (dans le 
ras present, le calcul s'avere quand meme interessant 
Lorsque le point figuratif de la solution se trouve 
dans le domaine de sursaturation de la portlandite, 
au cours de la "periode dormante" des ciments).
Notons au passage que la comparaison des resultats 
experimentaux conduirait ici ä rechercher 
1 explication des ecarts et par consequent ä 
identifier la phase manquante. Ce n'est done pas le 
modele lui-meme qui est fructueux, mais sa 
confrontation avec les donnees experimentales.
L utilisation de la regle des phases peut s'averer 
tres utile, en permettant de faire le compte des 
equations du Systeme : dans l'exemple precedent, 
avant la precipitation de la portlandite, la variance 
est egale ä 2, pour 5 constituants independants, 
lorsque 1'on tend vers l'equilibre ä partir de la 
sursaturation. Par contre, la mise a l'equilibre a 
partir du domaine sous-sature introduit une relation 
suppleroentaire entre les variables, car alors la 
composition initiale de la solution est liee ä la 
stoechiometrie des phases qui se dissocient. La 
variance devient egale a 1, avec 4 constituants 
independants. Ces 2 cas font evidemment appel a un 
traiterr.ent mathematique different.

2.4 - COMPOSES NON STOECHIOMETRIOUES
Le Probleme de la representativite des calculs se 
pose de fapon particulierement evidente dans le cas 
de . 1» "coprecipitation", dont 1'approche
experimentale est rendue difficile par le caractere 
pseudo-colloidal des precipites, comme les hydroxydes 
des metaux de transition, les halogenures d'argent et 
les silicates de calcium hydrates (CSH des ciments). 
Dans ce dernier cas, en particulier, les moyens 
actuels d'investigation ne permettent pas de savoir 
si ce compose non stoechiometrique est un melange de 
composes definis de structures voisines ou une 
solution solide dont la composition serait variable 
en fonction des conditions locales instantanees de 
precipitation. La resolution d'un tel Systeme 
necessite une relation entre les rapports 
stoechiometriques du precipite et la composition de 
la solution : "
- dans le cas du melange, on peut ecrire par exemple 
que la probabilite de precipitation de chaque compose 
est inversement proportionnelle a sa solubilite, la 
Somme des probabilites etant egale ä 1. Cette 
demarche probabiliste implique la connaissance des 
produits de solubilite des constituants du melange 
que Гоп pourrait evaluer ä partir des enthalpies 
libres de. formation ;
- le cas des solutions solides exige une generali
sation du concept de produit de solubilite, qui 
jusqu ici ne s applique qu'ä des composes dont la 
stoechiometrie est independante de la composition de 
la solution (activite constante dans le solide). 
Nous pensons que cette generalisation est possible et 
que 1 on peut calculer 1‘expression du produit de 
solubilite generalise en fonction des coefficients 
stoechiometriques, ou relier ces derniers aux activi- 
tes des ions, a 1 aide d un calcul thermodynamique. 
Ceci fera I'objet d'une publication ulterieure.

2.5 - DEFINITION DE L'ETAT D'EQUILIBRE. 
DIMENSION DES CRISTAUX

Une autre difficulte d'utilisation du produit de 
sol'ioilite se manifeste lorsque le precipite subit 
d importantes variations de surface speficique en 
fonction du temps. Le concept de phase doit etre 
precise lorsque la surface devient grande par rapport 
ä la masse /11/. Il faut alors introduire une 
variable extensive supplementaire (surface) et des 
variables intensives comme la tension superficielle 
et le potentiel electrique de surface. Lorsque la 
solubilite diminue par "vieillissement", le produit 
ionique est alors une fonction de la dimension des 
cristaux, que 1’on peut representer ä 1'aide de 
plusieurs parametres, selon la nature de la 
distribution statistique des diametres. Le simple bon 
sens nous indique ici que nous n'avons pas affaire ä 
une situation d'equilibre, puisque le Systeme evolue. 
Il n'empeche que l'on ne peut evacuer ce Probleme (en 
particulier dans le cas des ciments) car il presente 
de reelles difficultes, lorsqu il s'agit de comparer 
les valeurs experimentales aux valeurs calculees. La 
theorie de la nucleation /11//12/ nous apprend que 
dans ce cas, la dimension des cristaux depend non 
seulement du temps, mais aussi des conditions
chimiques au moment meme de la precipitation
(influence du taux de sursaturation sur le nombre de 
germes par unite de volume). C’est pourquoi on peut 
aboutir, meme au bout d’un temps tres long, ä des 
etats stationnaires differents, si les conditions de 
precipitation ont ete differentes. C'est le cas de la 
portlandite, qui montre d'importantes differences de 
solubilite, non seulement en fonction de la dimension 
des cristaux /13//14/, mais aussi selon leur mode de 
preparation : la solubilite est plus grande pour des 
cristaux prepares par reaction CaO + HO, dans le 
domaine sursature. ‘
La seals possibility pour le chimiste est ici de 
realiser un plan d'experiences qui respects le mieux 
possible les conditions de precipitation qui existent 
dans les ciments, e'est-a-dire d‘6tudier et de 
mesurer les constantes des hydrates de synthese 
precipites en regime tres sursature. Dans ces 
conditions, la comparaison avec les resultats du 
modele peut alors etre faite, sur la base d'un etat 
stationnaire tres proche de l'equilibre, realise a 
partir de conditions initiales star.dardisees.
Les difficultes rencontrees au cours de cette discus
sion de la validite du modele ne sont qu'en partie 
resolues. La condition ci-dessus fait ressortir par 
exemple la necessite de construire un appareillage 
permettant de realiser des etats tres sursatures en 
chaux, pendant des temps suffisamment longs.
Du point de vue du physicien, c'est bien dans 
1 effort pour resoudre ces difficultes que resident 
toutes les chances de succes de la demarche. Le reste 
n'est qu'une question de mise en route d'un engrenage 
mathematique et informatique, le Probleme du calcul 
lui-meme pouvant d'ailleurs etre traite de differen
tes manieres, selon les moyens dont on dispose. La 
methode que nous proposons dans la suite de cette 
communication n'a done pas la pretention d'etre 
unique ou irremplapable. Elie s'est simpleme nt averee 
tres pratique ä 1'usage. Nous etudions, a 1'aide de 
quelques exemples, les moyens permettant de 
simplifier le plus possible les algorithmes de 
calcul, de fapon a obtenir des boucles d'iteration 
tres rapidement convergentes, adaptees a 1’emploi de 
microprocesseurs beaucoup plus lents que les grosses 
unites de calcul.



»
3 - MISE EN EQUATION DES EQUILIBRES DE SOLUBILITE 

DES HYDRATES

3.1 - GENERALITES
Dans la suite de l'expose, les systemes chimiques 
seront designes par leurs composants, seien la 
notation habituelle (le nombre de composants d'un 
Systeme etant defini comme le plus petit nombre de 
constituants independants a partir desquels on peut 
determiner completement la composition de chaque 
phase) .
3.2 - VARIABLES .
Nous prendrons en consideration l'ensemble des ions 
susceptibles d'exister dans la solution 
interstitielle des betons, en etendant le domaine de 
pH (qui se situe habituellement entre 12,3 et 13,3) i 
la gamme pH 10 i pH 14, qui permet de couvrir un 
certain nombre d'applications particulieres. Seules 
seront done considerees comme negligeables les 
concentrations des especes commeg H^O , HSO^ ou 
H^CO^, qui sont inferieures a 10 au-dessous de pH 
10, Pour des raisons pratiques, nous avons choisi de 
prendre comme variables primaires les molalites 
(independantes de la temperature), Nous utilisons 
comme variables secondaires la force ionique I et les 
coefficients d'aetivite individuels des ions tTableau 
11« Bien que le calcul de ces coefficients 
individuels ne soient pas parfaitement rigoureux, 
compte tenu de la difficulte d'evaluation des rayons 
ioniques, utilises dans les formules de DEBYE et 
HUCKEL, nous avons adopte cette methode qui se montre 
souple, en permettant de calculer les coefficients 
d'aetivite moyens de chacune des constantes 
d‘equilibrel quels que soient le Systeme ou la 
composition de la solution.

Tableau 1 - Variables utiHsies dans le modele - .

Espices ioniques 
et moliculiires 
(Molalitis)

! Nras Г Coefficients 
! d'activit# 
! individuels

! Rayons ioniques
! des ions solvatfs (A)
I (valeurs indicatives'

(Ca 2») ! C2 ! gC2 I 514
(CaOH ♦> ! Cl ! gCl ! 4 4 5
(H2SiO4 2-) ! H2 ! qH2 ! 4
(H3SiO4 -) • H3 ! gH3 I 4
(H4SiO4 aq) ! H4 4 I

<AI02-)=<H4AI04-) ! Al ! cAl ! 4
(C03 2-) I G2 ! gG2 ! 4
(HC03 -) ! G1 ! oGl ! 3
(OH -> I OH ! qOH ! 2 a
<Nai)t(Kt> ! Rl ! gRl ! 4
(S04 2-> ! £4 I g£4 I 4

<NaS04-)t<KS04-> ! RS4 ! aRS4 ! 4
<CaSO4 aq) * CS4 1 t

(Cl-)(ou anion ! 1 4
wnovalent d'acide I 1 1
fort) ! XI ! ^£1 ! 2 4 3

C14ste non limitative)
N-В. : Les rayons ioniques figurant dans le Tableau 1
sont en general superieurs a ceux que I'on pourrait
calculer ä partir des mobilites electriques, en
appliquant la loi de STOKES. Certains peuvent etre
obtenus par regression, ä l’aide des formules de
DEBYE et HUCKEL. ä partir de bilans ioniques de
composes insolubles, en faisant varier la force
lonique /15/.
les diagrammes d'equilibre sont en general construits 
a l’aide des concentrations ou des molalites TOTALES 
<iui ä de rares exceptions pres, sont les seules 
Srandeurs accessibles a l'experimentation.

Cette methode presente 1 * inconvenient de faire 
disparaitre une partie de 1’information utile, ä 
savoir la repartition d'un element chimique, sous sr-s 
differentes especes, complexes ioniques ou 
moleculaires. Nous avons done choisi d'utiliser les 
grandeurs totales (Tableau 2) comme variables 
secondaires, en gardant la possibility d* c-ffectuer 
des projections des domaines d'equilibre sur les 
plans optionnels, en conservant un fichier complet 
par point du diagramme.

Tableau 2 - Expression des molalitis totales

Variables I variables
risultantes ! primaires

CT..,,....................... I C2 + CI + CS4
ST.................................! H2 + Hl + H4
AT............................. ,! Al + AO
GT............................... J 62 1 Gl
RT...,...................! Rl + RS4

S4T................................' S4 t RS4 + CS4
ВТ (basicity),..,! ОН + Cl

3.2 - SYSTEME D'EQUATIONS
A pression et temperature constantes, un systems de c 
composants (ou c molalites totales independantes), 
comportant p phases solides et une phase aqueuse, a 
pour variance : v = c - p - 1.
Toutes les molalites sont done determinees si I'on se 
fixe v d'entre elles et ceci quel que soit le nombre 
d'ions complexes. Le Probleme va consister a eliminer 
les inconnues entre n = (e - v) equations, dans un 
Systeme comportant e especes en solution. Ces 
equations sont de 4 types (Tableau 3) :

Tibleaa 3 - Equitrons et rofistarites chifiique (liste non lieitatiw) 
(I'aposfrophe tisigne les constantes apparentes?

Cofft. гоум 
d'ictivit#

Reactions acide-base

RELATIONS • ! Cc^stantes ! Valeurs 1 25'C !
- ! indicatives !

C2.mi»........ ........ ......... *1- 1,837 ? gl • flC2.ea^9Cl
НЗ.ЙИЙ ......... ........... *4 0,0863 ! 82 * y<3.gWgH2
H4.№/H3 ............4 6,3i E-5 * 9$ • flOH/gf<3AÖ.M/A1 ,,i ....... *5' 3,33.E-5 ! 0 • 0K/0I
6LW/Ö 2.E-4 ! g? * 961.04/02

Cotripitxts sulfate

C2,S4/Cb4 ж,......,....,..■ gC2.gS<
m.SVIi54 =..........................K13- 0,13 ! gli • g«l.e5i/gRS1

fruits * solubilitf

W ...........

AO e,............. ........................ ..

...K4- !,6.E-3 ?

j.E-7,25 ! 656

С2.Мг. •........................................ ..
5,3,E-6 1 esi

C2. S4-............. .................................... ...s2- 3,lS5.E-5 ' gS2

C2. ........... .. ................... .. ...s3- ' 4,5.E-P '?
03

C2<.»lг.6й,. .. .................................... ,...s4- 5.E-27 ! gM

C2.W.S4.iH. .. ............................. i.E-2? ’|
9»

C24.»12.K1Z.(Ж,. .............. ,...s,' " LE-31 gM

С2*л1г.(г.оИ....................... ..
5-Е-Й ' I e»

C22.A|2,Dh2, i.E-H ! g#

e.W.M3.»4, »„... i E-« ! gff



a) (.'equation d'electroneutralite : E. z.C = 0
1 ix

b) г equations correspondant aux reactions chimiques 
d'association d’especes en solution (reactions acide- 
base, formations de complexes solubles). Ces r equa
tions reliant 1'ensemble des ct molalites totales ä 
l'ensemble des e especes en solution, d'oü ct = e - r

c) pour p phases solides, p equations obtenues en 
ecrivant les produits de solubilite . (c.)ni = S'
= SV-r = 3 1 3

d) des equations particulieres au nombre de
s = n -r, - p -1, reliant certaines des variables 
lorsqu'il у a degenerescence du nombre de 
constituants independants (ceci se produit quand 
l'equilibre est atteint ä partir du domaine 
sous-sature, ou lorsque le Systeme comporte des 
phases solides non independantes, par exemple dans 
l'equilibre metastable C AH. ♦ ctAHiq * CH' la 
relation restrictive est TC/A)solution = A.
On a alors :
c = ct - s, etc=e-r-s < e - r

4 - PRINCIPE GENERAL DES CALCULS

4.1 - TRAITEMENT NUMERIQUE
Bien que cela soit possible dans un grand nombre de 

. cas, on ne cherchera pas ä exprimer les solutions du 
Systeme sous forme d'expressions algebriques explici- 
tes reliant les grandeurs totales. Chaque point d'une 
courbe d’equilibre sera associe ä un domaine-solution 
D, de la dimension egale a la variance du Systeme. Ce 
domaine sera represente par un fichier contenant les 
valeurs calculees, pour chaque valeur du ou des 
parametres choisis selon la variance.
4.2 - EXPRESSION PARAMETRIQUE DES SOLUTIONS

CHOIX DES PARAMETRES.
Le traitement numerique sera d'autant plus tacile et 
rapide que les expressions ä calculer seront meins 
complexes. On aura done interet ä travailler dans des 
systemes de variance non nulle. Les points invariants 
pourront etre obtenus en faisant tendre vers zero 
1'une des molalites, dans un Systeme ou v = 1, conte
nant un constituant supplementaire non precipitable. 
Inversement, on evitera de trailer des systemes de 
variance elevee, ce qui obligerait ä Stocker un grand 
nombre de fichiers de gande dimension. L'experience 
montre que, dans le cas des ciments, la plupart des 
equilibres peuvent etre traites avec v - 1.
On aura avantage ä choisir comme parametres les 
molalites des ions intervenant le plus souvent dans 
les?reactions de formation de complexes, comme OH et 
SO^ . Ceci permet d'eliminer les r equations corres- 
pondantes du Systeme, et de le reduire ä un nombre 
d'equations egal au nombre de molalites totales ct.
4.3 - NIVEAU DE COMPLEXITE DES SYSTEMES
Le Systeme (S) ainsi reduit contient (s t 1) 
equations lineaires, et p equations non lineaires. Il 
est bien evident que si 1'on peut eviter d'avoir a 

substituer dans les premieres, des expressions non 
lineaires tirees des secondes, la resolution du 
Systeme sera tres simple. Or ce procede n'est 
possible que dans un certain nombre de cas, qu'il 
faut etre capable de prevoir. Pour cela, nous allons 
considerer le sous-systeme (SS), constitue des p 
equations non lineaires (produits de solubilite).
Definition : Nous appellerons MULTIPLICITE m du 
systems 5S, le nombre. minimum de molalites totales 
necessaire pour ecrire les p produits de solubilite.

Le Systeme SS comprend m variables et p equations
(m > p - 1). Sa resolution directe permet de reduire 
le Systeme S ä un Systeme lineaire constitue de 
l'equation d'electroneutralite et des eventuelles 
equations restrictives particulieres. Pour que ceci 
soit possible, il faut disposer de (m - p) variables 
optionnelles, prises comme parametres, parmi les 
variables autorisees par la variance, d'oii la 
condition : v > m - p
Le niveau de complexite du Systeme peut done etre 
represents par la variable : 
6=m-p-v=m- c t 1, avec 
m> 0 pour tout c, d'oii 5 > 1 - c
Si v > m - p, alors 6 < 0, et le nombre de parametres 
dont on dispose est süffisant pour resoudre SS 
separement.
Si ö > 0, la resolution se complique : on apporte v 
parametres pour resoudre SS, mais il en manque m-p-v. 
Dans tous les cas, on doit avoir : 6 < 1 ♦ s, pour 
resoudre le Systeme general S. L'etendue des 
variations possibles de 6 est done donnee par :

1 - c < 6 < 1 ♦ s
Le nombre optimum de parametres, e'est a dire le 
minimum necessaire ä la resolution de SS est obtenu 
pour 6 = 0, soit v = m - p. Dans la mesure du 
possible, on s'arrangera done pour se placer dans ces 
conditions de variance.

Cas defavorable
Lorsque 0 < 6 < 1 <■ s, on est oblige de substituer 
des expressions non lineaires dans l'equation 
d'electroneutralite et les equations particulieres. 
Le Systeme S se reduit alors ä une equation finale de 
la forme :
у = D.X n + E = X, avec n > 0 et D > 0

L exposant n n'est pas necessairement un entier. 
L'equation peut etre resolue par iteration : la 
methode classique des approximations en spirale 
n'etant utilisable que si ABS (y'l < 1, nous 
utiliserons une autre methode iterative (methode de 
la tangente mobile).
4.7 - CORRECTIONS DUES A LA FORCE I0NIQUE
Apres avoir obtenu un fichier complet des solutions 
dans 1'espace des molalites, il reste a calculer la 
force ionique et les coefficients d'activite 
individuels, ä 1'aide des formules de DEBYE et HUCKEL 
etendues. On retourne alors ä une nouvelle resolution 
du Systeme, par une boucle d'iteration qui est 
arretee lorsque les valeurs obtenues sont 
stationnaires. Les coordonnees du point de la courbe
d’equilibre ainsi obtenues peuvent alors etre
envoyees dans une memoire de stockage, affichees ou
editees dans un graphe, sous la forme d'une
projection dans un plan quelconque de 1'espace des 
molalites.
4.8 - ORGANIGRAMME (voir Fig. 1)

5 - RESULTATS. EXEMPLE

La methode precedente nous a permis de modeliser la 
plupart des systemes d'hydrates de la chimie du 
ciment. Les resultats concordent bien avec les 
donnees experimentales, par exemple les coordonnees 
des points invariants donnes par JONES /16/.Pour 
juger des performances du modele, nous donnons les 
resultats obtenus dans le Systeme [CaO, SO-, R2O,H2O] 
dans le domaine d’equilibre gypse ♦ portlandite, qui 
a ete etudie par HANSEN et PRESSLER /17/ (Fig.2). 
L’exactitude des previsions du modele ne peut etre 
obtenue ici qu'en tenant compte des complexes sulfate 
et des reactions acide-base.



Fig 1.

Mod^lisatian des tquilibres chimi^ues 
des hydrates des ciments.

PRDGRAWE SOLUB, Organigramme.

Dans le тёте Systeme, on peut prevoir le pH de 
precipitation de la portlandite en presence de gypse 
et le comportement dune suspension de gypse dans 
laquelle on ajoute une base forte R20 lFig.3). La 
projection du domaine d'equilibre sur un plan 
/pH,R2O/ montre comment le gypse peut avoir un effet 
accelerateur de prise des ciments, en abaissant 
legerement le pH d'equilibre : le melange des 2 
phases gypse et portlandite se comporte comme un 
"super tampon" (Fig.4).

s - CtWCLUSIONS

Le souci de la representativite physique dans la 
modelisation des equilibres des hydrates nous a 
conduit a faire face ä toute la complexite de 
1'approche analytique de I'hydratation. Nous pensons 
due cet effort se justifie par la grande variete de 
ses applications , dont le simple exemple qui precede 
montre dejä la richesse.
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COMPORTEMENT VISCOfiLASTIQUE Ä LONG TERME DES BETONS DE CIMENT ALUMINEUX

1. INTRODUCTION

L’etude systematique du comportement statique et struc- 
turale des betens ä base de ciment alumineux forme l’objet 
d’une litterature assez nourrie, mats cette derniere tout en etant 
riche des donnees et d’etudes theoriques n’est pas en mesure, 
pour Pinstant, de mettre ä la disposition du responsable d’un 
projet tous les elements dont il a besoin pour assurer un calcul 
correct.

А ce sujet et pour nous en tenir tout simplement ä la 
caracteristique la plus significative - la resistance ä la rupture 
par compression - un exemple emblematique est donne par le 
fait qu'en depit de la grande abondance d’ouvrages et d’inte- 
ressantes etudes sur son evolution ä long terme (1), (2), (3) et 
bien que les auteurs attribuent d’un commun accord ä la con
version la responsabilite de la chute de la resistance dans le 
temps, bien connue, lorsqu’il s’agit de quantifier cette chute 
on buie ä une grande dispersion des donnees.

En effet, l’influence qu’exercent les differents parame
tres sur revolution de la resistance apres les premiers jours п’а 
pas encore ete bien definie.

Il a ete prouve, neanmoins, que la nature de Pagregat 
(calcaire ou siliceux) peut jouer un role determinant et donner 
lieu - pour le calcaire - ä la formation d’un carbo-aluminate 
plus stable que les aluminates hexagonaux (4). Le phenomene 
s’accompagne d’une reduction de la porosite et a, comme suite, 
une augmentation continue ou, tout au moins, une stabilisa
tion significative - environ aux valeurs maximales obtenues - 
des resistances observees sur une periode de cinq ans (5).

Le contraire se produit pour Pagregat siliceux.
Un ouvrage recent, ctaye par les resultats d’essais reali

ses jusqu’ä un an apres la preparation des echantillons confirme 
que 1 agregat calcaire exerce une influence favorable sur cer- 
taines caracteristiques mecaniques et, en particulier, sur la resis
tance ä la rupture par compression (6).

Quant aux deformations differ6es et, en particulier au 
fiuage, une caracteristique dont le responsable du projet doit 
absolument tenir compte pour pouvoir formuler des previsions 
correctes au sujet du comportement dans le temps voire de la 
deiormabilite du beton, les donnees ä long terme que nous offre 
la litterature sent assez moins nombreuses que celles concer
nant la resistance bien que les premiers ouvrages en la matiere 
remontent aux annees ’30 (7), (8).

A une epoque plus recente, de nouveaux resultats ont 
etc diffuses (9) tandis que ceux disponibles ont ete interpretes 
dans une optique plus moderne (10). Toutefois ce domaine nous 
semble encore offrir de nombreuses possibilites de recherche.

Ce qui precede pourrait egalement s’appliquer aux modu
les d’SIasticite encore que ces derniers soient bien documentes 
par des ouvrages de considerable envergure (2), (6), (11) et a 
d’autres caracteristiques collaterales qui interessent en tous cas 
le responsable du projet, telle que la resistance ä la traction.

Dans ce contexte s’inscrit l’etude experimentale dont il 
est question qui porte essentiellcment sur le fluage ä long terme 
et sur le retrait des betons ä base de ciments alumineux et d'agre- 
gat calcaire ou silic-ix.

L’etude est integree par des donnes relatives ä revolu
tion dans le temps des modules d’elasticite et aux resistances 
ä la compression et ä la traction de ces betons. .

A partir de ces preambles on se propose:
— de presenter les valours de fluage et de retrait des betons 

soumis ä observation pendant 4 ans;

— d’analyser la possibilite de prevoir ces caracteristiques a 
1’aide d’essais ä court terme;

— d’etudier l’influence exercee par Pagregat (calcaire ou 
siliceux);

— de comparer 1’effet des differents ages de mise en charge;
— d’elargir le tableau d’ensemble general par de nouvelles 

donnees experimentales concernant la resistance ä la com
pression et ä la traction ainsi que les modules d’elasticite.

2. CARACTERISTIQUES DES ECHANTILLONS

Pour la confection des eprouvettes nous avons utilise 
deux betons prepares ä partir du meme ciment alumineux du 
commerce ayant la composition chimique ponderale suivante: 
А12Оз 39,3%, CaO 38,3%, Fe2O3 11,6%, FeO 5,0%, SiO2 
4,0% avec de faibles quantites de MgO, K2O et Na2O.

Le premier type de beton, obtenu en utilisant un agre
gat siliceux naturel du Po presentait les caracteristiques suivan- 
tes: 0 max. 20 mm; courbe granulometrique continue; dosage 
du ciment 350 kg/m3; rapport E/C = 0,52; slump 9,5 cm; tas- 
sement par table vibrante; masse volumique au demoulage 2418 
kg/m3.

Le deuxieme type ctait caractcrisc par un agregat cal
caire concasse: СаСОз 99,8; 0 max. 20 mm; courbe granulo
metrique continue, dosage du ciment 350 kg/m3; rapport E/C 
= 0,60; slump 12 cm; tassement par table vibrante; masse volu
mique au demoulage 2360 kg/m3.

Les deux betons ont ete prepares ä quelques heures de 
distance 1’un de 1’autre, dans le meme milieu et en utilisant le 
meme appareillage.

Nous avons prepare, avec chaque melange, des eprou- 
vettes de 10x10x30 cm pour les essais de fluage et de retrait et 
pour la determination du module d’elasticite longitudinale, ainsi 
que des eprouvettes cubiques de 10 cm de large, pour les essais 
de compression et des eprouvettes cylindriques, pour 1’essai bre- 
silien.

, Pendant les 7 premiers jours, les eprouvettes ont ete Stoc
kes en milieux controle, ä la temperature de 20 ± 1°C et ä une 
teneur d’humidite relative de 90% min.

Ensuite elles ont ete transKres, pour les essais, dans un 
milieu controle ä la temperature de 20 ± I °C et ä une humi- 
dite relative de 65%.

3. MODALITES D’ESSAI

3.1 Essais de fluage
Les eprouvettes ont ete soumises ä une charge constante, 

dans des chassis expressement prevus ä cet effet equipes d’un 
verin hydraulique comportant un dispositif de reglage de la pres
sion ä air qui assure une stabilite durable de la charge (Fig. 1).

Sur chacune des quatre faces longitudinales de I’eprou- 
vette a ete placee une base extensometrique de 100 mm, pour 
la lecture de la dSformation; I’extensometre utilise est de type 
mecanique avec sensibilite 1 • 10- 3 mm.

Au bout de 7, 28, 92 et 180 jours, les eprouvettes ont 
ete soumises ä une charge centree correspondant ä une con- 
trainte de 25 N/mm2, e’est ä dire pres de 35% des resistances 
ä la compression ä Fecheance de 28 jours, pour les deux types 
de beton.



Fig. 1 - Dispositif de raise en charge.

Nous avons utilise 16 eprouvettes qui ont ete mises en 
charge par groupes de deux, pour chaque essai et pour chaque 
type de beton.

3,2 Mesure du retrait

Les deformations ont ete mesurees ä partir de 24 heures 
apres la preparation des betons, ä l’aide d’un extensometre 
mecanique, tout coinme pour le fluage, en utilisant deux eprou
vettes pai type de beton.

3.3 Module d’elasticite iongitudinale

Les modules secants L cerrespondant a une contrainte 
de compression maximale de 25 N/mm2 ont c'e determines ä 
differentes echeanccs sur deux eprouvettes de ebaque type de 
beton. L'appareiiiage extensometrique est tc mente qui a etc 
utilise pour le fluage et pout te retrait.

3.4 Resistances ä la compression

Elles ont ete determinees ä l’aide d’une machine univer
selle en utilisant 54 eprouvettes testes ä neuf echeanches s’eche- 
ionnant entre 1 jour et 4 ans.

4. RESULTATS DES ESSAIS El COMMENTAIRES

4.1 Retrait

Les deformations de retrait cr, observees ä partir d’un 
jour apres la preparation des eprouvettes sont indiquecs ä la 
Fig. 2 qui montre egalement les deformations differees (fluage 
+ retrait). "

On pent remarquer qu’au bout de 4 ans, les er prcsen- 
tent des valeurs tres proches de celles que Pon enregistre habi- 
tuellement pour les betons ä base de ciment Portland, ec qui 
correspond aux donnces signaiees par Neville (12).
, Ii у a heu toutefois de souligner que le retrait du beton 
ä base d agregat calcaire est legerement superieur ä celui du 
beton ä base d’agregat siliceux.

4.2 Fluage

Les deformations de fluage ef (Fig. 2), par suite des 
tnodalites d’essai qui ont ete adoptees coincident pratiquement 
avec celles differees.

Ces prealabies ayant ete poses, lorsqu’on analyse les 
valeurs de fluage au bout de 4 ans on peut observer:
— que les valeurs de dilatation maximale pour les deux betons 

sont celles qui correspondent ä wie mise en charge de 7 jours;
— que les valeurs de er des deux betons diminuent au für et 

ä mesure qu’augmente la duree de la mise en charge;

E [mm/m]

F|g- 2 - Evolution des deformations differees (fluage + retrait) et retrait en fonction du temps.



— que les dilatations des betons ä base d’agregat calcaire ä 7 
et ä 28 jours de mise en charge depassent bien qu’en moin- 
dre mesure, celles du beton ä base d’agregat siliceux;

— qu’ä l’echeance de 92 et de 180 jours, les ef du beton ä base 
d’agregat calcaire sont considcrablcment infcrieures ä cel
les du beton ä base d’agregat siliceux; en particulier, apres 
180 jours de mise en charge elles ne mesurent que la moitic;

— les Ef de l’agregat siliceux tendent ä se regrouper autour de 
la meme valeur, indcpendammcnt de l’age de mise en charge 
(difference de 15 Vo entre les valeurs maximales et 
minimales);

— l’agregat calcaire presente, au contraire, une differenciation 
tres nette, caracterisee par deux valeurs de la ef: celles ä 7 
et 28 jours sont elevees et tres rapprochees entr’elles tandis 
qu’au für et ä mesure qu’augmente Page de mise en charge 
on observe une reduction importante de la deformabilite si 
bien qu’entre les ef des echantillons ä 7 jours et celles des 
echantillons ä 92 et 180 jours la difference se chiffre approxi- 
mativement ä 45Vo et ä 55Vo.

Une analyse plus exhaustive pourrait etre consacree ä 
revolution du fluage qui presente des aspects interessants sur- 
tout pendant la premiere anncc, mais puisqu’une partie des don- 
nees que nous presentons dans cet ouvrage et qui concerne cette 
periode out ete signalces et discutees en detail (13), (14), nous 
nous bornerons ä mettre 1’accent sur quelques aspects essentiels.

Plus particulierement, il у a lieu de souligner que toutes 
les courbes, ä part celles des echantillons mis en charge a 180 
jours, presentent deux points d’inflexion limitant un trajet du 
diagramme compris entre 70 et 220 jours d’äge des echantil
lons oil la vitesse de croissance de la deformation augmente en 
mesure considerable et recommence ensuite ä diminuer. Ce fait 
confirme les observations de Swami (9) et, en partie, les com- 
mentaires de Neville (10).

L’origine de ce comportement des betons alumineux doit 
etre probablement attribuee aux phenomenes de nature physico- 
chimique lies ä la cure des eprouvettes. A ce propos nous vou- 
drions souligner le different comportement des deux materiaux: 
en effet 1’augmentation de la vitesse de deformation des betons 
ä base d’agregat calcaire est plus lente, ce qui fait que les 
inflexions sont moins marquees. Ce fait pourrait etre explique 

en admettant que [’interaction chimique entre agregat calcaire 
et pate de ciment (5), ä fur et mesure que se developpe dans 
le temps ä la depense des hydrates hexagonaux (4), entraine 
un’amelioration progressive de [’adherence päte-agregat 
calcaire.

Afin d’aboutir ä une evaluation plus complete du phe- 
nomene du fluage nous avons estime utile de proceder ä une 
comparaison entre les deux betons objet de l’etude et un beton 
structural ordinaire de bonne qualite, de la classe fck = 50 
N/mm2 ä base de ciment Portland, teste dans le meme labora- 
toire et dans les memes conditions.

Le choix est tombe sur ce beton, du fait que les defor
mations mesurees montraient une excellente correspondance 
avec celles calculees par voie theoriquc, en appliquant les for- 
mules proposees par le C.E.B. (15).

Nous avons adopte, comme parametre de comparaison, 
le facteur de fluage <p qui est le rapport entre la deformation 
de fluage et la deformation longitudinale ä l’age de 28 jours, 
notamment:

ee28

Les Fig. 3 et 4 montrent une comparaison entre les fac- 
teurs de fluage du beton ordinaire et ceux du beton ä base 
d’agregat siliceux et calcaire.

On peut observer:
— ä court terme, les facteurs de fluage des betons ä base de 

ciment alumineux correspondent approximativement ä ceux 
du beton ordinaire. Plus precisement, les facteurs du beton 
ä base d’agregat siliceux sont legerement inferieurs, alors 
que ceux du beton calcaire sont superieurs, bien que en 
moindre mesure;

— au bout de six mois, le coefficient <p des deux betons ä base 
de ciment alumineux (calcaire, siliceux) enregistre une aug
mentation franchement superieur ä celle du coefficient du 
beton ordinaire;

— quelque temps avant un an d’äge commence la phase defini
tive que caracterise une tendance tres nette des <p vers des 
valeurs asymptotiques assez elevees (elles sont 2 ä 3 fois 
plus importantes que celles du betons ordinaire).

Fig. 3 - Evolution dans le temps des facteurs de fluage du beton alumineux avec agregat siliceux en fonction de Läge de mise en charge, et 
comparaisons avec un beton ordinaire.
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Fig. 4 - Evolution dans le temps des facteurs de fluage du beton alumineux avec agregat calcaire en fonction de l’äge de mise en charge, et 
comparaison avec un beton ordinaire.

Une analyse qualitative permet, en tous cas, d’observer, 
au cours de cette phase, une difference de comportement tres 
nette entre les deux bctons ä base de ciment alumineux.

On peut constater, en effet que Vage de mise en charge 
exerce une faible influence - ä l’ccheance de quatre ans - sur 
la tp du beton siliceux.

Ä noter le rapport S1 lceux dont la valeur maximale 
se Chiffre ä3. ordinaire

Dans le beton calcaire, l’äge de mise en charge exerce 
au contraire, une influence favorable car il engendre une consi
derable reduction de y?. Le rapport — ca*ca*re tout en de- 

Ф ordinaire
meurant dcfavorable atteint neanmoins une valeur maximale 
de 2,6. ‘

' En dernier lieu on peut encore observer que Failure des 
dilatations ef et des coefficients de fluage ne permettent pas - 
tout au moins pour les types de betons ä base de ciment alumi
neux examines - d’extrapoler les resultats des essais de fluage 
routiniers ä court terme, ä 90 jours d’äge. En effet, contraire- 
ment ä ce qui se produit lorsqu’on opere sur les betons ordi- 
naires, dans ce cas les resultats peuvent ne pas etre significatifs 
et meme porter ä des conclusions erronees.

4.3 Resistance ä la rupture par compression
La resistance ä la rupture par compression fc des eprou- 

vettes ä base d’agr6gat calcaire et siliceux est reportee ä la Fig.
5. L’examen des diagrammes nous suggere quelques remarques:
— ä tres court terme on obtient des valeurs de resistance tres 

eleves, ce qui d’ailleurs est bien connu pour les betons ä 
base de ciments alumineux: dans notre cas, les deux matc- 
riaux enregistrent au bout de 24 heures, des resistances d’en
viron 57 N/mm2;

— la resistance du beton ä base d’agregat siliceux augmente 
d’abord plus rapidement que celle du materiau calcaire. 
Ensuite se produit une inversion de comportement si bien 
qu’ä l’echeance d’un an ä peu pres, les fc des deux mate- 
riaux s’averent etre egales et se chiffrent a 82 N/mm2. Cet
te valeur de la resistance correspond egalement ä la valeur 
maximum qu’enregistre le beton ä base d’agregat siliceux;

— dans le delai de temps entre un e quatre ans, les valeurs de 

resistance du beton ä base d’agregat siliceux commencent 
ä diminuer d’abord lentement et ensuite, apres une periodc 
de stabilisation, en maniere plus marquee.

Au bout de 4 ans, la chute de resistance est de 25% vis-ä-vis 
de la valeur maximum;

— dans le meme delai, la resistance des betons ä base d’agre
gat calcaire ne cesse d’augmenter jusqu’ä l’echeance de 2 
ans et se stabilise ensuite autour de 87 N/mm2 maximum.

4.4 Resistance ä la traction

Nous avons limite 1'ctude de la resistance ä la traction 
fct aux 18 premiers mois. Le Tableau 1 montre les valeurs ob- 
tenues avec 1’essai bresilien sur des eprouvettes cylindriques 
ayant les dimensions suivantes: 0 = 15 cm, 1 = 30 cm. Les 
valeurs indiquees representent la moyenne obtenue sur 3 eprou
vettes.

Tableau 1 - Variation de la resistance ä la traction des betons alumi
neux en fonction du temps et du type d’agregat

Resistance ä la traction

Age du 
beton 28 j 180 j 360 j 540 j

Calcaire 3,8 N/mm2 4,2 N/mm2 4,6 N/mm2 4,6 N/mm2

Siliceux 3,6 N/mm2 3,8 N/mm2 3,8 N/mm2 3,6 N/mm2

On peut observer un meilleur comportement general du 
beton ä base d’agregat calcaire.

Il faut neanmoins tenir compte du fait que la forme de 
1’agregat pourrait avoir influence le resultat: Fun etant concasse 
(celui calcaire), Fautre naturel, de fleuve (celui siliceux).

4.5 Deformation elastique
Le Tableau 2 regroupe les modules d’elasticite secants 

longitudinales, face ä une contrainte de compression maxima
le de 25 N/mm2.

On peut observer:
— que pour les deux betons, E atteint sa valeur maximum ä 

28 jours;



Fig. 5 - Evolution de la resistance ä la compression des betons alumineux en fonction du temps et du type d’agregal

— qu’ä la тёте echeance de 28 jours, ie» valeurs des modules 
d’ёlasticitё des deux Ьё1оп5 sont (avec une bonne approxi
mation) ёgaux et proches de ceux que la ПнёгаГиге signale 
pour les ЬёЮпз de la classe fck = 40 N/mm2 ä base de ci- 
ment Portland;

— qu’apres 28 jours on enregistre une diminution du module 
d’ёlasticitё, plus ассетиёе pour le Ьё1оп ä base d'agregat 
siliceux (pres de 33% a 4 ans) qu’elle ne Fest pour celui 
ä base d’ag^gat calcaire (pres de 23% ä 4 ans).

Tableau 2 - Evolution du module d^tasticit^ longitudinale en fonc
tion du temps et du type d’agregat

Module d’elasticit6 longitudinale E (N/mm2)

Age des 
cchantillons

Agregat

Siliceux Calcaire

7 j 30.830 32.700
28 j 33.790 33.680
92 j 32.920 31.890

180 j 28.740 28.670
1 a 22.980 27.960
4 a 22.630 25.770

5. CONCLUSIONS

D’apres les donees obtenues ou peut tirer les conclu
sions suivantes:
— la 0ёГогтаЬ1П1ё sous charge des Ьё1опз alumineux, quelque 

se soil le granulat етр1оуё, est remarquable en comparaison 
ä la dёformabilitё des Ьё1оп$ ordinaires;

— ä la diffёrence des Ьёгоп? ordinaires les alumineux montrent 
entre 70 et 220 jours de cure un’augmentation de la vitesse 
de ddformation sous charge;

— Г influence ехегсёе sur les valeurs finales du fluage par 
I’agregat est remarquable. En effet tandis que en presence 
d’agregat siliceux le fluage ä 4 ans montre des valeurs tres 
рейх dispersees, ä savoir presque 1Ыёрепаете5 de Page de 
mise en charge, en presence de granulat calcaire 1’age de mise 
en charge joue un role importante dans le sens que, torque 
eile augmente, le fluage final diminue d’une fa?on drastique;

— Pinfluence ехегсёе par Гagrёgat sur Failure des courbes de 
dёvetoppement du fluage est eile aussi sensible. Aux courtes 
ёсЬеапсез Paugmentation de la vitesse de dёfortnatioIl est 
plus importante dans les Ьё1оп5 siliceux alors que en presence 
d’agregat calcaire eile tend ä disparaiire au croitre de Page 
de mise en charge;

— Failure des courbes du fluage dans les premiers mois 
empeche de faire des previsions ä tong terme sur la base 
des usuels essais ä 90 jours. Les previsions pourraient etre 
valable seulement dans le cas d un Ьё1оп alumineux avec 
agregat calcaire mise en charge apres 180 jours de cute. En 
tout cas il nous semble qu’avec les ЬёЮпз alumineux les don- 
пёе$ de fluage puissent etre extrapotoes seulement ä partir 
d’environ 10 mois apres dёmoulage;

— 1’effet positif de i’utilisation d’un granulat calcaire en sub
stitution du siliceux est сопйгтё par Pevolution dans le 
temps des rösistances ntocaniques.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF AUTOCLAVED, MONOMINERAL MATERIALS FROM 
TOBERMORITE, XONOTLITE AND HILLEBRANDITE.

1. Preparation of the samples.
Semi - dry mixtures of calcium hydroxide 
and finely ground silica gel were condensed 
by pressing forming beams 1u x lu x 60 mm 
and autoclaved under saturated steam pres
sure after 24 hrs of autoclaving at 180°C. 
It was found thet samples with the molar 
ratio CaO/SiOg =5:6 with the addition of 
0,5 % Al203 contain only crystalline 11 8 
tobermorlte. Samples with the ratio 
GaO/SiOg =1:1- contain xonotllte, and 
those with the ratio CaO/SiO? = 2 : 1 -con
tain hillsbragdite,after autoclaving for 
24 hrs at 240 0»
2. Bending strength and Young's modulus, 

calculation of the coefficient of the 
pore shapes.

Young’s modulus /Е/ and the bending streng
th /RtV each samples were measured. Par
ticular series of samples from tobermorite, 
xonotlite and hillebrandite /То, X, Н/ were 
formed at different pressure. Thanks to 
this in each series the samples had diffe
rent porosity. The results are shown in 
Pig.1.

0*--------- --------------------------------------------- 1------- ---

Fig.1. Strength of the^examined samples as 
i , a function of their porosity 
The given fuctions were derived basing on 
the results of bending tests of 34 samples, 
the total porosities of which were within 
the interval 0,762 - 0,546 for tobermorite, 
bending teste of 36 samples with the poro- 
E^ty from 0,793 to 0,663 for xonotlite and 
of 30 samples of hillebrandite with the to
tal porosity from 0,797 to 0,678.
The porosity has been given as the volume 
fraction. ■

20

Tobermorite
Xonotlite
Hillebrandite

<Х-0р5

ETe”55148exp(-6,016P)

Ex=40916exp(-5,273 P)

Eu-7136exp(-4,337P) 

Ш

°|6 Q7 Q8 0,9 P -*•
Fig.2. Tne dependence of Young's modulus

on porosity for the exeminated 
samples.

The general form of the derived equations 
describing Young’s modulus as a function of 
porosity : E = E exp /-bpP/ /Hashin 1962/ 
contains the empirical constant b.-,, which 
for different materials may assumS1 values 
from 2 up to from ten to twenty. It is be
lieved that this constant corresponds to 
the concentration coefficient of stresses 
Induced around the pores under the influ
ence of the applied external stress. For 
pores,of spheroidal form arranged in the 
material of the matrix in such a way that 
the longer axis of the spheroid in two ex
treme cares in perpendicular or parallel 
to the direction of stresses, the highest 
concentration of stresses occurs on the 
greatest curvature of those pores, the ar
rangement of which is much that the longer 
axis of the spheroid is approximately per
pendicular to the direction of the tensile 
stress. Thus these pores will determine the 
value of the stress concentration coeffi
cient K. The К value for varying ratio of 
the spheroid axis a/c can be described by 
a hyperbolic equation : "

К = -5- -S- + -2
4 c 4 

Assuming after Rossi /1968/ 
the equation explaining the 
Young’s modulus on porosity 
form :
E = Eoexp [- I -S- -S_ + _2_ 

L I 4 c 4

tuat К = b„, 
dependence^of 
will asume the

P /1/

• In a material containing spherical pores 
/a/с = 1/, the value of the concentration 
coefficient of stresses in the matrix ■ 
E = bg = 2. Higher values of bp are an evi
dence of the presence of pores^of non - 
spherical form. Basing on the derived valu
es of bg /equations from Fig. 2; b« for 
tobermorite ; 6,0158, b, for xonotlite.: 
5,2732, Ь£ for hillebrandite 4,3369/ - the 
hypothetic*al mean ratio of the a/c axis w;ts 
determined, assuming a spheroidal form of ' 
the pores. For the hydrated calcium silica
tes this ratio was as follows : for tober- 
morite-4.,212, for xonotlite- 3,618, for 
hillebrandite - 2,869.
The above, derived values of the ratio of 
the axes of spheroidal pores were confron
ted with the values calculated by the me-' 
thod proposed by Carniglla /1972/ accor-J • 
ding to his equation ; . 



where : S - ehape coefficient of the poree 
/its value increases with increasing аауше- 
ггу of the pores/; C- bending strength;
bo - strength at zero porosity /value ob
tained by extrapolation/; by and p - as be
fore /by - empirical index exponent as in 
jj'ig.2., p - volume fraction of pores/*
Io /2/ the effect both of the change in 
the cross - section area transferring the 
load /1 st member of the right - hand side 
of the equation34/ and the stress concentra
tion around the pores /the total equation25/ 

..r on the strength of the materials have 
been taken into consideration*
To determine the coefficient S in ü /2/ 
the dependence log O'/O' - f/р/ for diffe
rent values of S has been plotted as the 
model curves.
The curve of the anologous function.obtai
ned experimentally has been compared with 
this model*

,2!^® course of these dependences is asown in 
for tobermorite* The derived values

of S are as follows : tobermorite — 7 ■ 
xonotlite -4; hillebrandite S' 1,5* ’

л:1-8»3* Function (Tas f/Р/ according to 
Carniglia eouation for the tobermo- 

. rite samples*
3*.Determination of the critical stress 

concentration coefficient KT„ and the 
effective fracture energy for To, X 
and H. <

F was determined in a three-points 
oending test of samples notched to diffe
rent depth under conditions of controlled 
Propagation of the fracture, 
Kern measurement values for samples with 
selected different porosity are put toge
ther in Table 1.

X/ corresponding to the curve in Fig,3 
denoted as P II

XX/ corresponding to curves in Fig*3 deno
ted as P I /for S^O/

Table 1. and obtained for To,X and H

Material Porosity KIC
. MN 1

1 1 11 
r——

1

1 
I-X

J
1 

5Ц Ы si...1.......
1__________

Tubermorite

v,7l5 0,120 1,u93

0,669 0,174 . .4^83«

0,622 0,240 4,231

Xonotlite

0,757 0,179 2,770

0,721 0,271 5,670

0,687 0,391 5,568

Hillebrandite

0,739 0,153 4,272

0,697 0,165 5,448

0,654 0,238 8,927

4. Discussion of the results and conclu
sions*

As it should be expected, with increasing 
volume fraction of pores the mechanical pro
perties of To, X and H samples undergo de
terioration* The rate of these changes for 
the particular minerals is defferent, the 
differences being possibly due to their di
fferent texture. Tobermorite crystallizes 
in the form of plates with the result that 
the pores between the grains assume elonga
ted forms / aiül- 4,212; 3 s 7/. The asy
mmetry of poree occurring in materials from 
X and H, crystallizing in needle-shoped 
form is smaller /X : a/c = 3,618; S S 4 ; 
H : a/c =t 2,869, 3 = 1,5/.
In case of all examined materials the va
lues of 3 are greater than 1. OTjen analy
zing the cracking process in these mate-' 
rials the stress concentration around the 
pores should be taken into consideration. 
Materials built of needle - like crystals 
/X, Н/ are characterized by relatively 
greater values of the fracture energy 
and of the stress concentration coefficient 

ma'*'6rials from tobermorite,although 
their bending strength and young's modulus 
at amall porosity are smaller than those of 
the corresponding tobermorite samples. 
On the stress - strain curve for xonotlite 
samples the range of pseudoplastic deforma
tions has been observed, what has already 
been^reported by the authors /Dyczek-у Petri 

Basing on the obtained results it can be 
assumed that materials from X and H of 
needle like crystallites reveal greater 
ability to absorb energy in the cracking 
process. This refers in particular to xono
tlite, provided the process of its forma
tion is not accompanied by the formation 
of microcracks.
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STRENGTH DEVELOPMENT OF MORTARS IN HOT AND DRY ENVIRONMENT

INTRODUCTION

Masonry mortars are made by mixing. In 
certain proportions, one or more types of 
cement with clean, well-graded sand, and 
sufficient water Is added to produce a 
plastic, workable mixture. When hardened, 
mortars must possess adequate strength, 
durability, and volume stability. Although 
Portland cement is capable of developing 
high compressive strength, its fresh 
mortars, made without plasticizers, lack 
the desired workability. Therefore, lime is 
commonly added to cement mortars In order 
to achieve adequate plasticity <1,2).

While Portland cement must be kept 
saturated to improve hydration and strength 
development, lime gains strength primarily 
by evaporation of the mixing water. 
Naturally, the ambient temperature and 
relative humidity at construction sites 
show considerable variations with climatic 
and seasonal changes. Although high 
temperature and low humidity are 
detrimental for the strength ultimately 
developed in Portland cement paste, mortar 
and concrete <3,4), cement-lime mortars 
may behave differently under these adverse 
conditions <5).

In this work the strength development 
in a ceircnt and a high-lime mortar under 
hot and dry environmental conditions was 
investigated. The test specimens were made 
at 20, 35, and 50 C, and were cured at 
these temperatures in lime saturated water, 
and 92%, 75%, and 33% relative humidity. 
The compressive strengths of the mortars 
(developed in these 12 different media of 
various temparature-humldlty combinations 
covering the range of common normal and hot 
weather conditions) were determined.

MATERIALS, TESTS AND RESULTS 

( A commercial ordinary Portland cement 
and hydrated lime and a local natural sand, 
all conforming to standard specifications, 
and tap water were used for preparing the 
mortars. The proportions of the solid 
constituents of masonry mortars are 
conventionally specified by volume (1); 
however, weight proportions were adopted In 
this study, so that the mixes were 
accurately reproduced in the laboratory. 
Ti.e amount of mixing water for each type of 
mortar was determined by the standard (ASTM 
c 109) flow table test, and fixed such that 
the mixes at different temperatures 
produced flows in the range 100-110%, 
thereby, all being at normal consistency. 
The mix proportions are shown in Table 1. 
It should be noted that Type О is essent
ially the '’high-lime, low-strength" mortar 
-specified by the same designation in some 
standards <1).

Type C
Type О

Table 1. Mix

Mortar
■ Designation

proportions of the mortars

Proportions , by we ight
Cement Lime Sand Water

1 - 3 0.65
1 0.8 7.5 1.7

The mortars were mixed and cast tn 
40x40x160mm molds according to the 
ISO-RILEM Recommendation R679. The mixer, 
materials and the molds were kept at 20, 35 
and 50 C. and the specimens were stored at 
these temperatures in humid cabinets for 24 
hours. After demolding, some specimens were 
crushed in order to determine the 1-day 
strength, others were placed in water baths 
at 20, 35 and 50 C, or stored in 9 
different cabinets at these temperatures 
and at 92%, 75%, and 33% relative humidity 
(RH) maintained above saturated salt 
solutions (6).

The strength development in the cement 
mortar (designated as Type C) and in the 
high-lime mortar (designated as Type O) 
upon curing under various conditions -up to 
28 days are shown in Fig. 1 and 2, 
respectively. The specimens were brought to 
room temperature and crushed at their 
respective moisture conditions. It should 
be noted that specimens dried prior to 
crushing indicate greater strength than 
similar ones of the same batch tested in 
the saturated condition <7).

DISCUSSION

The effect of elevated temperature on 
the compressive strength of Portland cement 
mortar is demonstrated in Fig. l<a). It is 
confirmed that, with increasing curing 
temperature, the early strength increases 
at the expense of the ultimate strength. 
Similar data has been reported in the 
recent literature (8,9), but Fig. l(b)-(d> 
reveal important findings: Regardless of 
the curing temperature, strength 
development in 92% RH is about the same as 
that in water, and strength gain 
practically ceases within 28 days when the 
RH is reduced to 33%. At 50 C. the effect 
of 75% RH is almost as detrimental as 33%, 
whereas at lower temperatures 75% RH 
reduces, but does not stop, the strength 
development.

’ Fig. 1(a) also shows that the cement 
mortar (Type C) is much stronger than the 
high-lime mortar because partial 
replacement of the Portland cement with 
lime and increased proportions of sand and 
water in the latter substantially reduce 
its compressive strength (1,2).
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The compressive strength of high-lime 
mortar Increases with increasing 
temperature throughout 28 days of wet 
curing, as shown in Fig. 2<a). a similar 
trend has been observed by Dalziel (8), who 
investigated the effect of curing 
temperature on the development of strength 
of mortar containing fly ash.

From 7 to 28 days, the strength gain 
in 33% rh is very small at 20 c, while at 
35 C, and particularly at 50 C the 
Improvements in the compressive strength 
achieved in the dry media are not 
negli gible.

The differences between the behavior 
of cement and high-lime mortars should not 
imply that the high-lime mortar, a favorite 
of masons because of its excellent 
workability and economical cost, may also 
be the favorite in hot and dry environment, 
since dry-cured specimens attain about 
60-70% of the strength of wet-cured ones.

In 20 C. high-lime mortars cured in 
92% RH show slightly more strength than 
those cured in water, probably due to the 
effect of the moisture condition of the 
specimen on the observed strength (Fig. 
2<b>'>. This holds also for the 7-day test 
results at 35 C (Fig. 2(c)>.

CONCLUSION

The present investigation has shown 
that increasing temperature and decreasing 
relative humidity Influence Portland cement 
and cement-lime mortars differently.

At normal and high temperature, dry 
environment is detrimental for the 
compressive strength of cement mortar. At 
elevated temperature, prolonged wet curing 
does not substantially improve the strength 
whereas at 20 C, it increases the 28-day 
compressive strength of the specimens 
almost twice as much as that of the 
dry-cured ones.

The strength of high-lime mortar 
increases with increasing temperature and 
humidity of the curlmg media.
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Studies on the synthesis of C3A by Sol-gel process

INTRODUCnCN

Nowadays the sol-gel process for preparation of 
inorganic materials is applying extensively to obtain 
fibers, coatings and films, porous solids, nuclear 
fuels and oxide pov/ders (1 -3).

In the synthesis of inorganic materials by the sol
gel process, the raw materials are mixed in solution 

- state and reacted lower temperature, and then drying 
and sintering process of the product are followed.
By using this method, one can save energy' and obtain 
highly pure and homogeneous materials.
Therefore, it has many advantages over the 
conventional method in which solid powder mixture is 

" sintered or melted. In spite of many apparent 
advantages of the sol-gel process, it has seme 
disadvantages of high cost of raw materials, large 
shrinkage during processing, residual fine pores, 
residual hydroxyl and long processing time (3,4).
The C^A, one of the cement ccnpounds, could be obtain 
by sintering an oxide powder mixture of C^A 
composition at 1365°C for папу hours with inter
mediate grinding, in this study, however, C^A was 
synthesized by applying the sol-gel process using 
aluminium-sec-butoxide as alumina source and calcium 
nitrate as calcium oxide source. •

Hydrolyzation conditions of Al-sec-butoxide and 
peptizing and gelling conditions for the mixture of 
hydrolyzed precipitate from the Al-sec-butoxide and 
the calcium nitrate were examined. And also, 
the optimum heating conditions for the synthesis of 
C3A were investigated carefully. Heat treatment 
in the air and in the atmosphere of the oxygen-free 
dried nitrogen were respectively performed to study 
C12A? which was produced unexceptional!у in the early 
stage of synthesizing reaction of C^A.

. Besides, C3A obtained by the conventional method 
was compared with C-jA from sol-gel method in terms 
of their reactivity of formation and crystallinity 
each other.

ЕХРЕКШЕЖАЬ

Reagent grade Al-sec-butoxide, Al(O-sec-C.H ) , 
4 9'3 ' 

and calcium nitrate, Ca(NO3)2.4H2O were used for 
tile study. '

Because the Al-sec-butoxide hydrolyze easily even 

with the moisture in the air to form aluminium 
hydroxide, the stoichiometric procedure was performed 
in the glove chamber under the dry nitrogen gas 
atmosphere.

Yoldas reported that hydrolyzing of Al-sec-butoxide 
and peptizing of the precipitate was affected 
considerably by the temperature of hydrolyzing water
(5).  Consequently, the hydrolysis was done by 
introducing the alkoxide into 200 fold mole of hot 
water (85°C) alkoxide under vigorous stirring on the 
hot plate keeping 90°C for 15 min.. After 
dispersion of the precipitate the calculated amount 
of calcium nitrate for C3A synthesis was dissolved 
in the solution.

Different amount of HC1 in 0.1 N solution, fron 
0.01 to 0.2 fold mole per mole of Al(O-sec-C4Hg)3 , 
was added and stirred briskly for peptizing and 
gelling of the mixed solution at 90°C.
The canpletion of gelling was identified by finding 
the dispersion of the precipitate and stagnation of 
bubbles in the solution. The gelled sample was 
dried at 110°C.

On the other hand, a powder sample for C-jA was 
prepared by calcining the mixture of CaCÖ3 and A12O3 
with ratio of 3:1 at 1000°C for canparison with 
sol-gel sample.

The effect of heat treatment on the formation of 
C3A таз investigated for the dried sol-gel samplp 

and the oxide mixture sample. Both samples were 
heat-treated at 1100, 1200, 1300 and 1400 °C in the 
air and in the atmosphere of oxygen-free dried 
nitrogen respectively. Five times of 10 hours 
heating at 1100 and 1200 °C were carrial out for 
each sample, but when sintered at 1300 and 1400 °C, 
10 hours heating was repeated to complete the 
formation of СЭА.

Reactivity of formation was examined 
quantitatively by X-ray diffraction analysis and 
represented as the ratio of the amount of C12A7 to 
C3A produced during the heat treatment.

Crystallized C3A size was calculated by Scherrer 
equatiexi for X-ray diffraction profiles.
The heat evolved.by hydration reaction of CgA in 
18 hrs measured by the multicell conduction 
calorimeter.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

rfhen hot water of 85°C was used for the hydrolysis 
of Al-sec-butoxide,A10(0H), boeinite, was produced 
and the peptizing and gelling for the mixed solution 
was performed.

The relation between gelling time of the mixed 
solution and the amount of HC1 added per mole of 
Al(O-sec-C^Hg)3 was shown in Fig. 1. When more 
than 0.1 fold mole of HC1 was added, the gelling was 
rapidly occured within 3 hours, but it was not
occured when added less than 0.03 fold mole of HC1. 
Although quite slow gelling was performed by adding 
0.05 to 0.08 fold mole of HC1, the enhanced 
reactivity of C^A formation was found when gelling 
for longer time. it was supposed to be caused by 
high homogeneity of components through longer time. 
Hence the peptizing and gelling was proceeded by 
using 0.05 fold mole of HC1 at 90°C in this study.

Concentration of HCi (fold mole)
Fig. I for the mixture solution

peramount of HCI 
AI(O-sec-C4H9)g .

Gelling time f_. ------ -- quiu||u|
of AID (OH) and Са(МОз)2 ^HpO 
with various ---- - ' —
mole of

When the sol-gel sample was heated in the air, 
was started to form after heating at 600°C for 1 hour.
and C3A was appeared after heating at 1000°C for 
30 hours. When the oxide mixture sample was 
sintered in the air, on tne other hand, C12A7 and 
C^A were started to form after heating at 1000 °C 
for 10 hours and at IIOO’C for 10 hours, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, initial formation of 
C12A7 frctn 016 sol-gel sample heated at 1100 and

Heating time (hours)
Fig.2 Reactivity of C3A formation with 

various heating time at 1100°C.
*SG:Sol-gel sample dried at IIO°C.

OM: Oxide mixture sample hear 
treated at 1000eC for I hr.

Heating time (hours)
Fig.3 Reactivity of C3A formation with 

various heating time at 1200 "C.

1200 °C was much better than that of the oxide 
mixture sample. It is believed that superior 
reactivity of the sol-gel sample is due to minified 
fineness and high hcmogeneity of reacting particles.
J. A. Imlach and F. P. Glasser refered that traces 
of water undoubtedly hasten the formatier of C12A7



and the v;ater may act as a catalyst (6).

Piirthermore, the oxide mixture sample heated in an 
atmosphere of oxy^gen-free dried nitrogen exhibited 
around the same reactivity with the sol-gel sample 
heated' in the air. It was supposed that 
frcxn tie oxide mixt’are sample was reacted normally to 
form C^A without any interrupting of contact to 
water during heat treatment.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 showed that the reactivity of C^A 
formation from the oxide mixture sample -.es superior 
at 1300 and 1400°C than that from the sol-gel 
sample. In particular, the reactivity under the 
atmosphere of oxygen-free dried nitrogen was 
remarkable.

0.4

0.2

50

Ю

О; 0M (Air) 
D : OM (N 2) 
• : SG (Air) 
И S G (N2)

о 
ф 
a

§ 0 6-
o
E

Heating time (hours)
Fig. 4 Reactivity of C3A formation with 

various heating time at 1300еC.

In the initial heating stage of forming cy fron the 
reacting of CaO and А12°з « ci2A7 was inevitably 
formed as a intermediate product. ci2A7 1135 

t zeolitic behavior (7) and in the temperature range 
of 950-1350 °C, it enters into reversible equilibrium 
with water present in furnace atmosphere and the 
constitution of the phase is described as

(8>-
The sol-gel sample showed superior reactivity with 
initial fonration of at 600 °C and at 
Ю00оС, but the effect of reactivity to lower

ratio to less than 0.4 was inferior when 
it was heated repeatedly at lower temperature

0.20
О

0.15-

QI0

0.05

50

0M (Air)
□ ;0M(N2)
• :SG (Air)
■ =SG (N2)

30 40
Heating time (hours)

\\

Fig.5 Reactivity of C3 A formation with 
various heating time at 1400°C.

(1100, 1200°C) and heated at higher temperature
(1300, 1400°C). C^A is formed by diffusion of CaO 
t° C12A7' 'out the C^A formation might be prevented 
when C12A7 become stable by incorporating OH group, 
ffeating in an atmosphere of oxygen-free dried 
nitrogen could not eliminate the trouble-sane OH 
group in the stable C12A? phase. Since the oxide 
mixture sample could produce C12A? without OH group, 
on the contrary, it was presumed to have remarkable 
effect for formation of C^A.

Crystallized particle size of CjA formed hy sol-gel 
and conventional method were both in the range of 
63-70 nm.

Since the heat evolved in 18 hours by hydr-at j on of 
C^A obtained fron two different method were in the 
range of 140-145 cal/gr, the hydration characteristics 
of than seaned to be almost the same.

(INCLUSION

AIO(OH) was formed from Al-sec-butoxide through 
hydrolysis with hot water of 85°C.

The gelling process of the mixture solution of 
AlO(Oi) precipitate and Са(Ю3)2-4Н2О proceeded most 
favorably when 0.05 fold mole of HC1 was added to 
one mole of Al-sec-butoxide.



Initial formation of C12A? and C3A at lower 
temperature (1100, 1200aC) from sol-gel sample was 
superior, but complete crystallization of C^A at 
higher temperature (1300, 1400°C) was inferior as 
ccmpared with that from oxide mixture sample.

The formation reactivity of C^A in an atmosphere of 
oxygen-free dried nitrogen from oxide mixture sample 
showed remarkable effect.

The crystallized size and the hydration 
characteristics of obtained by different process 
exhibited around the same results.

The kinetics of this progress will be more fully 
described in a subsequent paper.
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THE UNSTABLE STATE OF ALKALI IN CEMENT CLINKER

Introduction

Though alkalies are minor components of cement 
clinkers, there have been many researches about them 
in view point of the significance of their influen
ces on clinker phases and hydration reactions of 

I cement, as well as the alkali-aggregate reaction. 
However, some conflicting phenomena still occur in 

• empirical data. These maybe partially due to die 
versatile formation reactions of their compounds and 
their complex behaviors in hydration of cement.

In the previous reserclr •2 >, investigating the 
existing states of potassium in portland cement 
clinker, the new concept of alkali, given a name as 
unstäole alkali, was introduced. It was found that 
the unstäole alkalies exist when SO3 content is be
low a certain limit, related mainly to alkali 
content in the clinker. The unstable alkalies, 
which are readily slotble with water, react with 
gypsum to form Ca(OH)2 and syngenite on hydration. 
As a result, the heat liberation rate of hydration 
at the early hydration process (first peak) in
creases remark^ ly, and the reaction cannot be con
trolled only by the suppler.'ent of gypsum to the 
cement. A increasing tendency of ignition loss of 
clinker with increase of unstäole alkali content was 
found.

In this paper, the formation mechanism of the 
unstable alkalies and their forms occuring in 
clinker were studied.

... Experimental

The raw mixtures added various amount of KCH to 
the mixture of QPC clinker conpositicxi not contairdrig 
potassium and sulfur were prepared, and they were sha
ped into pellet—and tablet-t^pes and sintered at 1400° 
ana 1450°X for 30 min. after calcination at 900°C for 

' 1 hr. respectively (P-series). Tablet-type samples 
were prepared ly pressing the calcined raw mixtures. 
The clinkers were vacuun-dryed at 150°C af; er mea
surements of porosity by kerosene (Sp, Gr. : 0.796 
at 20 C), and the content of alkalies and water-sol- 
ible coirponents of the clinkers were analysed.
Also the distributions of potassium and other elements 
at various parts of the clinkers здеке analysed by 
means a£ SEtMBK syster..

In order to elucidate the fact that the K2O-

AljOj conpounds are sane forms of unst*>le alkalies, 
the lime-saturated C3A-K2O system and К2СО3-А12О^ 
system were examined. The lime-saturated C3A was 
prepared from the raw mixture of excess CsO content 
from stoichiometric composition with chemical pure 
reagents. The mixture was calcinated at 1000°C for 
1 hr. and sintered at 1450°C for 12 hrS.after pre
ssing. Remixing, pressing and sintering were repeat
ed until the free CaO content was not changed. Free 
CaO content of the last C3A (sample No., KO) was 2,2t. 
The mixtures of various amount of K2CO3 addition to 
the C3A were sintered at 1400°C for 1 hr. (K-series). 
And then K2O content, changes of free CaO and C3A 
content, and the change of lattice parameter (a) of 
C3A were analysed by chemical analysis and x-ray 
diffraction analysis.

The mixtures of K2CO3 and M2P^, with various 
molar ratios of K20/Alj03 sich as (1) 4.0, (2) 3.0,
(3) 2.Or (4) 1.5, (5) 1.2, (6) 1.0 (sanple No, : C-l, 
C-2. C-3, C-4, C-5 and C-6 respectively), stere 
calcined at 600°C and sintered at 1100®C for 20 min. 
(C-series). Kater-solifele K20 .and АХД of the 
syntered sanyles were analysed and ttieir reaettoi 
products were identified by means of x-ray diffrac
tion analysis. .

Results and Diseussicms

1. Formation mechanism of unstable alkalies and 
their forms.
Fig. 1 is the SEM and characteristic x-ray inage 

of potassium distribution of a P-series cl -inker with 
high unstable alkali content and reveals that most 
of potassium are apt to be concentrated at the liquid 
phase of clinker. It was found that ignition loss 
of clinker tends to increase according to wstable 
alkali content.21 Volatilized alkalies .and SO3 
content of a high-ignition lass clinker -were analys
ed and are listed in table 1. It spears from the 
result that onst&le alkalies have a hygroscopic and 
easily volatile properties. Fig. 2 shows the car
relationships of K2O content vs. A12C^, Fe2®3» 
and SiO2 content analysed by EDX at various parts of 
P-series clinkers. In the results. К20 content has 
a positive correlationship only with M2^ content 
and no relatienäiip with ©afitsnt.

Moreover, water—soldole А3.2^ content increases 
with increase, ©f «atsr-solubls K20 iimstdale alkali 



of potassium) content in P-series clinkers, which is 
shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 is the scanning election • 
micrograph which shows potassium aluminate in a 
P-series clinker. The chemical composition of square 
part (labelled C) in the photograph was 10.5% of 
SiO2, 34.0% of A12O3, 0.0% of РеД, 16.7% of CaO, 
2.0% of MgO, 4.2% of Na20 and 32.7% of КДЭ.

Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph and its К Ka- 
radition photograph.

Fig. 2. K2O content vs. A12O3, Fe^, CaO and SiO2 
content of various parts of clinkers (P-series).

Fig. 5 shows that porosity of clinker tends to in
crease on the conditions when unstable alkali 
content increases. The same result can be found in 
the Ono's report^in which alkali carbonates was 
used for alkali sources without SO3 addition. 
Equations (1), (2) and table 2 represent the results 
of multiple linear regression analysis about the 
correlation ship of alkali content and porosity of 
closed pore with the unstable alkali content of the 
P-series clinkers.

Table 1. Volatilized alkali and SO3 content of a 
high-ignition loss clinker sample.

До 1400°С о • pellet
»•I4 50°C Д* tablet (press)

Tenp. range 
°C

Ig.loss 
%

Volatilized 
content % Remark

Na20 k2o so3

20 - 400 0.72 tr tr tr dehydration

400 - 600 0.13 tr 0.01 tr
dehydration of 
Ca(CH)2

600 - 900 0.46 tr 0.42 tr volatilization 
of unstablel<20

0.6

Water soluble K2O%
Fig. 3. Water soldole K2O vs. water soluble A12O3 

content in P-series clinkers.

Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrograph showing the 
K20-A1203 compound formation.



. Kj0 content %

Fig. 5. Change of porosity according to K20 content
of P-series clinkers.

S-K% = 0.630 T-K2O%-0.294 .. .............  Q)
S-7% =_0.608 T-K20%+0.021 CP%-0.437 .....  (2)

where, S-^% : Unstable alkali content in clinker
T-K2O - K2O%+1,52Na2O% in clinker
CP% : porosity of closed pore in clinker

Table 2. Results of regression analysis (n=20).

No. Of 
equation

Correlation 
coefficient

Error of 
estimate F-value F(0.01)

1 0.94 — 133.25** 8.29
2 0.98 0.066 200.93** 6.11

Eg. (2) has higher correlation coefficient and F- 
value than those of Eq. (1). That means porosity of 
closed pore may be one of the factors related with 
unstable alkali formation. Moreover, reguarding 
that some parts of P-series clinkers have higher 
K20 content relatively to the A12O3 content in Fig. 
2> it is possible to presume the following explana
tion for the formation of another types of unstdDle 
alkalies.(Refer to Fig. 6.)
The amount of trapped alkali vapor may increase in 
closed pores of clinker with higher alkali and lower 
SO3 content. The alkali vapor will condense on the 
*all of the closed pores in the cooling process and 
some of the alkalies will solidify and remain as 
free alkalies on the wall of the pores.
From the above results, it is reasonable to think 
that two types of unstable alkalies, compounds of 
k2°~A12o3 system and free K2O, exist in cement 
clinkers with high alkali and low SOg content.

K2O vaporization at 
high teirperature

condensation 
when cooling

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of K2O vaporization and 
condensation at closed pore.

2. Conpounds of K2O-A12O3 system
Fig. 7 shows x-ray diffraction patterns of K- 

series clinkers, and in КЗ.56 and K10.47 clinkers, 
some new peaks (marked X) come out at 32.8°, 33.7°, 
34.4 and 38.7° (CuKa 29). The intensities of the 
peaks and free CaO content (37.4°) increase according 
to K2O content of the clinkers. The figures of the 
sanple names represent the K2O content of the clin
kers. It was confirmed that the new peaks disappear 
in the x-ray diffraction pattern of the water- 
extracted residue of KI0.47 clinker for 30 seconds. 
It means that some new mineral or minerals, which 
are readily solltele with water, exist and the crystal 
system of C3A is still cubic at КЗ.56 and K10.47 
clinkers.

Fig. 7. Change of x-ray diffraction pattern of C3A 
according to its K2O content.



Fig. 8 shows that the lattice parameter (a) of 
CjA increases slightly up to doout 2.5% of K2O 
content and does not change doove the K2O content.

Fig. 9 shows the change of CjA content analysed 
by quantitative x-ray diffraction analysis according 
to the К20 content in К-series clinkers. Up to doout 
2.5% of К2О content, C^A content is almost unchanged, 
however äoove the K2O content, it decreases inversely 
with increase of K2O content. Also the free CaO 
content in Fig. 10 is almost unchanged up to about 
3% of K2O content and increases linearly above the 
K2O content. In K2O-AI2O3 system, the conpounds of 
3K2O*A12O34, K2O.A12O35), K2O.5A12Q36) and K2O- 
11A12O3^^ were reported. In C3A-K2O system, if the 
above conpounds are produced after sintering, the 
reaction equations will be same as following models, 
and Ca0/K20 sdostitutional molar ratio (m) and CjA/ 
K2O molar ratio (n) of each models were calculated 
in table 3. Comparing the decreasing rate of C^A 
content in Fig. 9, n-value equals to about 1 and 
corresponds to model (2) of K2O'A12O3 formation. 
In Fig. 10, m-value equals to about 2 and corresponds 
to the value between model (1) and (2). Fig. 11 
shows the x-ray diffraction patterns of К 10.47 
clinker and C-series sanpies, and reveals that the 
conpound K2O'A12O3 is the major mineral in C-6 
sample and most of the unknown peaks (labelled X) 
of K10.47 clinker correspond to the conpound. How
ever, some unknown peaks, though their intensities 
are very low, still remain and m-value does not 
correspand to model (2). Therefore, according to 
the composition of liquid phase of each part of 
clinker, other minerals of K2O-A12O3 system are 
thought to form simultaneously.

Model for catpound formation of K2O-A12O3 system,
CoA + xK-»(l—) C,A + - K,A + xC ...........  (1)O 3 -5 3 5
C3A + xK—»(1-x) CjA + xKA + 3xC .....     (2)
C-jA + xK—*(l-5x) CjA + xKAj + 15xC ......... (3)
C3A + xK-*(l-llx) CjA + xKA + 33xC ......... (4)
where, С = CeO, A = A12O3, К = l^O.

Täale 3. CaO/k2O substitutional molar ratio(m) and 
C3A/K2O molar ratio(n) of each models.

Model No. m n Remark
1
2
3
4

1
3
15
33

-1/3
-1
-5
-11

model of conpound formation 
of K2O-A12O3 system

Fig. 8. Change of lattice parameter of lime-saturate<
C3A according to its K2O content.

0 5 10
KjO content %

Fig. 9. Change of C3A content of lime-saturated C3A 
according to its K2O content.

0 4 a 12

K„O content % " 2

Fig. 10. Change of free-CaO content according to K2O 
content of lime-saturated C3A.
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CL

• л F-CoO 
x unknown

Cu Ka 26

- C3A

. Fig. 11. x-ray diffraction patterns of K10.47 in 
C3A-K2O system and C~1, C-4, C-5 and C-6 
in K2O-AI2O2 system.

■ Conclusions

Two forms of unstable states of potassium, 
compounds of system and free K20, exist
in the clinkers of this experiment. Most of potas
sium are apt to be concentrated at the liquid phase 
of clinker and the K2O-A12O3 compounds are formed 
in the liquid phase concentrated by K2O. Therefore, 
water-solrfole A12O3 content is apt to increase 
according to the unstsble alkali content. The com
pound I^O'A^Og, which was confirmed to be formed 
easily in the C^A-l^O system, is a major mineral 
among the I^O-AljO-j conpounds. The amount of trapped 
alkali vapor may increase in closed pores of clinkers 
vdth higher alkali and lower SO-j content. Free К20 
is thought to be the condensed alkali in the pores.
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LURING OF ANHYDROUS PORTLAND CEMENT: STUDY THROUGH IS SPECTROSCOPY

EPAISISSEMENT DU CIMENT PORTLAND ANHYDRE: ETUDIE PAR ESPECTROSCOPIE INFRAROUGE

Introduction

The use of combustibles with a high content in sulfur 
propiates that during the process of clinkerization 
several sulfates are formed and afterwards remain 
incorporated to the clinker. Among these sulfates we 
can find the К SO^ and the SCaSO^.K^SO^ (calcic 
langbeinite), that have a definite influence in the 
probable presence of false setting and lumping in 
cements.

The mechanism that overrule the aparition of both 
effects is quite similar being the presence of cal
cic singenite (CaSO^ K^SO^.H^O) the determinative 
common cause.

Even when the lumping of the anhydrous cement doesn't 
damage the hydraulic characteristics of the cement, 
sometimes it produces great problems of manipulation 
in operations of unloading in silos or stores where 
it is conserved. A commong case of serious economic 
consequences is the lumping produced in holds of 
ships disposed to carry a heap cement. In the pre
sent work it is studied this kind of lumping.

Some considerations about lumping in cements

F. MATOUSCHEK (l) discovers a similar phenomenon as 
the one studied in the present work: formation of 
grumes in all the mass of an ensilaged cement, in 
such a manner that it solidified, needing finally to 
remove it with shovel and meaning this very high 
costs.

FOREST (2) in 1962 associated the presence of grumes 
in anhydrous cements with the fcrmation of syngenite. 
He indicates that exists a level in the proportion 
of syngenite; below this level, its action isn't 
operative. In the experimental works achieved by him, 
he establishes this limit in 0,65%.

S. SPRUNG (З) attests that the water that comes from 
the dehydration of gypsum in the silo spreads as 
vapour to colder zones and reacts with the cement. 
As a result of the reaction it appears, among other 
compounds, acicular syngenite that forms a rigid 
texture.

NIELSEN (4) explains how the water's vapour produced 
as a consequence of the dehydration of gypsum and a 
staring of the cement in hot spreads it self through 
its mass, reacting and producing several chemical 
reactions "such as the formation of syngenite".

RUIZ DE GAUNA (5) verifies that cement's gypsum can 
be dehydration to hemihydrate in the silo and that 
the soluble anhydrite hydration very easily to 
hemihydrate with water's vapour. The transition from 
hemihydrate to gypsum requires the presence of water 
in a. liquid condition.

PLIEGO-CUERVO AND GLASSER (б) demonstrate experimen
tal у the coexistence of CaO, CgA, CgS, with

2CaSO . К S0„ and KLS0„.
4 2 4 2 4

T. VAZqUEZ-MORENO and 0. FERNATDEZ-PENA (?) present 
the hypothesis that the calcic langbeinite 
(aCaSO^.KgSO^) formed during the clinkerization can 
be transformed by the effect of wet air in syngenite 
and very activ CaSO^.

Experimental procedure

Studied samples

It is studied a portland cement that Supported a pro
nounced lumping in the holds of a ship that had ca
rried 5.500 Tm and during its pneumatic unloading, it 
was necessary an extraction of about 2000 Tm of ce
ment with manual methods, because it was impossible 
to do it as normally.

For the performance of the present work, 10 samples 
of the cement (numbered from 1 to Ю) were taken in 
different zones of the ship's holds. They were clasi 
fled in three different groups, considering the dis
tinct aspects that the samples presented:

1st. Group: It concerns to sample n® 1 and it is the 
only one whose appearance and texture is 
similar as the one that could show up a 
hidrated and hardened cement. (Photog. 1)

2nd. Gruop: It concerns to the samples numbered: 
2-3-4 and 5. They are similar between 
them, with a very lumped aspect. The pho 
tog. 2 of sample 2 it is shown as an exa 
pie of the appearance that all the ones 
of this group present.

3rd. Group: It is formed by the samples n» 6-7-8-G 
and 10. The appearance of these samples 
is the one of a quite fluid cement, with 
nodules of small size, easily brittle with 
the hand.

Photograph n® 3 concerns to 7th sample, 
given as an example of the ones belonging 
to this group.

All the samples were treated with salicylic acid in 
methanolic medium, with the purpose of removing cal
cic silicates and to enable the spectroscopic study 
of the cement's sulphates. They were studied by in
fra-red spectroscopy before and after the treatment. 
In all the cases, the results obtained through IR 
spectroscopy were verified through Differential Ther
mal Analysis and Thermogravimetric Analysis.

The chemical analysis of the cement is give in Table
I.

Results and Discussion

There is a perfect agreement between the form and as
pect of the samples and its correspondent IR spectra 
(figs. 1-6).



ШМРТМС OF AMHYDROUS PORTLAND CEMENTS STUDY THROUGH IR SPECTROSCOPY

EPAISISSEMENT DU CIMENT PORTLAND AhHYDRE: ETUDIE PAR ESPECTROSCOPIE INFRARROUGE

Certainlys

1st Group: The IR spectrum of sample no 1 gives bands 
of characteristic compounds of the hydra- 
tated cement. So, of portlandite (v-OH in 
3640 cm ); Tgbermorite (vl and Vy-OH in 
3400-3600 cm );H-O-+f in 1600-1700 cm*'; 
v3SiO4 in 940 cm etc.

2nd Group: The IR spectra of the samples 2-3-4 and 5 
are very similar between them. The charac 
teristic bands of syngenite, of CaSO . "* 
i H^O and probably of ettringite appear, 
among others, in all of them.

3rd Group: The IR spectra of the samples 5-6-7-B-9 
and 10, are also similar between them. It 
outstands among other bands, the characte 
ristic ones of CaSO4.J HgO and of К SO 
We can also notice with a weak intensity, 
the specific ones of CaSO,.2 H 0.

4 2
Sample ne 1 has been taken from the coating stuck to 
the walls of the ship’s hold, that being the colder 
part is where the water’s vapour has been condensed. 
The correspondent liquid water reacted with the ce
ment, with whom it was in contact, hydration it 
and showing the hydration phases detected in the 
sample.

It is the only sample among the ones studied that has 
been in contact with liquid water.

The samples that form the 2nd Group wehe situated in 
the inside of the mass that formed the stored cement, 
in places near the central part of the ship’s hold, 
where the temperature of cement was approximately the 
maximum existent.

The samples that form the 3rd Group were situated 
near the periphery of the whole mass of stored ce — 
ment.

According to the results obtained in the study of 
the samples, the cement’s lumping is explained by 
the following causes:

The cement supported a high temperature during 
the grinding process, so the gypsum

underwent e partial dehydra - 
tion, according to the following reactions:

CaS04.2 H20 CaS04 + 2 HgO (1)

CaS04.2 H20 CaS04.i HgO + 1,5 HgO (2)

The cement, being still hot, was introduced in the 
holds of the ship that thereinafter had to carry it. 
In the same holds, the gypsum that wasn’t still de
hydration continued this dehydration.

The resultant H_0 (v) of the reaction (l) and/or (2) 
reacted also with the K_SO4 that the cement contai
ned and with the CaSO* and/or with the СабОд.^О 
also produced by these reactions, not only because 
of the high temperature of the grinding but also as 
a cause of the high temperature of ensilaged. Defi

nitively syngenite is produced (CaSO .K SO .H 0) 
according to the following reactions^ 242

CaS04 + K2S04 + H20 CaS04.K2S04.H20 (3)

CaS04.iH20 + K2S04 + ^H20 CaSO^^.K^.HgO (4)

The CaS04 that intervene in reactions (l) and (з) is 
soluble anhydrite of high reactivity. Probably it is 
the catalyst of the reaction of CaSO .^H 0 - and 
even of CaSO .2H20 - with ^0 and К SO 4for2the co
rrespondent formation of syngenite. 4

The CaSO^.gH 0 that intervene in the reactions (2) 
and (4) is also of a high activity, because it is 
riaissant. Its "oldness" would make it notably less 
reactive.

The IR spectra of the lumping samples (2nd Group) de
monstrate the presence of syngenite and the inexisten 
ce of К SO. So, they uphold the mechanism indicated” 
in (З) and (4).

Although, as the IR spectra of the samples that be
long to the 2nd Group present characteristic bands 
of CaS04.gH20 and and also weak correspondent
to CaS04«2H20, it is induced that reactions (3) and 
(4) haven’t been performed, not in a significative 
form: syngenite hardly exists, the CaSO .|н 0 has 
"grown eld" and that is why its reactivity is very 
low, and a part of CaS04.2H20 without dehydrate 
stays, even being a small part. All this is a conse
quence of the cement lying in less hot zones than the 
case of the lumped cement. With laboratory experimen
tation it was comprobed that the lumping produced in 
presence of К SO happens the same with the calcic 
langbeinite (SlaSO^KgSOj. So that, portland cement 
was mixed up and homogeneized (whose specific surfa
ce and chemical analysis are given in table n= 2 ) 
with a 1.5% wt of langbeinite. Afterwards the mixture 
was introduced in a cilindric container of about 25 
cm of diameter and В cm of height. In the middle of 
the mass of cement an electric calefactory was intro 
duced surrounded with CaSO .2 HO.This is a similar” 
system as the one used by Foresc ( 2).

The temperature reached by the cement was controlled 
by a dispositive that consisted in a regulator and 6 
thermocouples that were introduced inside the cement, 
placing them all along the diameter of the container. 
The distance between thermocouple and thermocouple 
was about 2.5 cm.

The packing case that held in the cement was covered 
up after that the convenient perforations for the 
introduction of the heating and control elements were 
made.

The gradient of temperature reached was from 120®C to 
450C; these temperatures persisted constantly during 
the time the experimentation lasted.

Periodically, the IR spectroscopy of cement’s samples 
taken from the proximities of the thermocouples was 
done. The whole system can be seen in photograph 
n® 4.
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After 15 days the experimentation was finished. The 
lumped aspect of the cement can be seen in photograph 
ns 5. '

Along the studies done by IR spectroscopy it can be 
demonstrated the formation of syngenite with a simi
lar mechanism like one already described and that can 
be summarized in this case in this way:

- The calcic langbeinite added to the cement reacted 
with the water’s vapour generated by the gypsum 
that sorrounded the calefactor and with the one 
proceeding from the dehydration that constituted 
the cement according to:

2CaS04.K2S04 + H20 CaS04.K2S04.H20 + CaS04

It can be said that syngenite is also formed and it 
is the responsable of' the lumping.

The resultant CaSC>4 in the reaction is soluble anhy
drite of a high activity.

If K2S04 exists in cement, would react (in presence 
of water's vapour) easily with it to give syngenite 
again. Also this CaS04 helps in the presence of fal
se setting in cements.

Conclusions

One of the causer of partland cement lumping can be 
explained by a group of concurrent agentes, amoung 
them the following can be named:

- a high temperature reached in the grinding of 
cement that makes possible the partial dehydra - 
tion of gypsum.

- the storage of cement still hot, makes that gypsum 
continues its dehydration in the same place of 
storage.

- The presence of in the clinker» that react5 
with the resultant compounds of the dehydra
of gypsum, forming calcic syngenite (CaS04.K2S04.
h2o).

- probably the pneumatic unloading of cement coope
rates in the apparition of the phenomenon.

~ the calcic langbeinite (2CaS04.K2S04) that appears 
sometimes in portland clinker can react with wa
ter’s vapour to produce soluble anhydrite and syri 
genite.

This syngenite is able to produce lumping in the 
anhydrous cement.
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Table 1 Table 2
L.I. — 0.8

R.I. - 3.5

Si02 -20.9

Al 0 - 5.9 
2 3

Fe 0 - 2.4 
2 3

CaO -60.5

S03 - 2.8

Na20 - 0.2

K20 - 0.8

speg.surf 
(cm /g)—3.360 
Ca0f -0.7

L.I. - 0.2

R.I. - 0.1

Si02 -21.8 

Al203- 4.6 

Fe2°3- 3,7 

CaO -65.6

S03 -0.6

Na20 - 0.2

K20 -0.3

Ca0f - 0.9 

speg.surf.
(cm /g)-3.005

Phot. 2 ■ sample na 2

Phot. 3 ■ sample n* 7
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Some details of IR spectra of saifr-
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clearly
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Some details of IR spectra of samples 
N«Jf to 10. The band v SO in 620 
cm , correspondig to K-SÖ can be ob 
served clearly 24 —

Some details of IR spectra of samples 
N. 6 to 10. The bands corresponding 
to CaSO^.jH 0 can be observed clear 
ly. The bands corresponding to syrn 
genite are very weak

Phot. 4
system of the laboratory у experimentation
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Synthesis and Characterization of. Ettringite and Related Phases

1. Introduction .

Ettringite, a naturally occurring mineral 
and a phase that typically forms during 
hydration of portland cement, is known to 
undergo partial dehydration at temperatures 
as low as 110°C [1,2], and there are indica
tions that this dehydration may be ' 
reversible [2-6]. Because a reversible 
reaction that occurs below 40°C might have 
application in passive solar energy storage, 
the present investigation was initiated to 
explore the potential of ettringite as a 
phase change material for solar energy 
storage.

The present paper presents synthesis 
procedures and various analytical properties 
of ettringite and a number of isostructural 
phases, described in more detail in a series 
Of progress reports [7-9]. A separate paper 
[io] addresses the thermal characteristics 

as regards energy storage.

The crystal structure of ettringite (fig. 
1), as reported by Moore and Taylor [11], 
consists both of columns whose empirical 
composition is [CajAKOHJg-^f^CH*], and of 
channel sites, three occupied by sulfate 
ions and the fourth by two water molecules. 
This structure is amenable to a number of 
chemical substitutions [2]. Divalent 
anions, e.g. carbonate, may substitute for 
sulfate [12]. Substitution of monovalent 
anions for sulfate has also been reported, 
producing phases of the type 
[СазА1(0Н)6]2(С1)6-26Н2О [13,14]. However, 
Taylor [2] noted that the existence of 
phases of this type appears to be in 
■conflict with structural requirements, 
since it would be necessary to accomodate 
all six monovalent anions in only four 
available sites. Attempts to prepare these 
phases in the present study were not 
sucessful [9]. Other trivalent anions have 
been substituted for aluminum [15-17], and 
both the iron and chromium analogs of , 
ettringite-were synthesized in the present" 
study. In some instances tetravalent 
cations can be substituted for aluminum 
[18,19], and a carbonate- and silicon- 
substitued phase, thaumasite, was prepared 
in the present study.

2. Experimental Procedures

2.1 Synthesis ..

Synthesis procedures were developed to allow 
reproducible preparation of pure phases that 
are chemically homogeneous and uniform in 
particle size. Since these objectives 
appeared best met by synthesis from 
solution, a general procedure was followed 
involving precipitation from a mixture of 
solutions, one solution containing calcium . 
and*the other solution containing the remai
ning reactants in their stoichiometric 
proportions. When the two solutions were 
mixed, a precipitate typically formed

Figure 1. Crystal structure of ettringite, 
modified from Moore and Taylor [11].

Three SO4"2 ions

immediately, and the mixture could be 
filtered after approximately one hour to 
collect the product. Excess amounts of Ca+2 
and БОд-2 were not used, though both Jones 

[20] and Lea [1] had reported that an excess 
of these ions was necessary in the synthesis 
due to the incongruent solubility of ettrin
gite. Concentrations as high as possible 
were used, so as to maximize yield. Concen
tration of the calcium solution was 
increased by dissolving CaO in a 10 percent 
sugar solution, a procedure used previously 
by Carlson and Berman [12].

Phases synthesized by the method described 
above are listed in table 1. Ettringite was 
prepared from the calcium solution described 
above and either a solution of Al2(204)3, or 
a solution of Na2Al2O4 and Na2SO4. 
Fe-substituted ettringite was synthesized 
from the calcium solution and a Fe2(504)3 
slurry. The Cr-substituted ettringite was 
prepared from the calcium solution and a 
CrK(504)2 solution. The CO3-substituted 
ettringite was prepared using the calcium 
solution and a solution of Na2Al2O4 and 
НапСОз- Thaumasite was prepared from the 
calcium solution and a solution of Ка2510з, 
Na2S04, and На2СОз; these solutions were 
mixed after first cooling to 5°C, the 
low temperature presumably allowing the 
necessary 6-fold coordination of silicon 
[2]. Synthesis of thaumasite required 
considerably longer reaction times; after a 

' few hours at 5’C, a precipitate had formed 
that was amorphous to X-rays, but after 5 
months of mixing at approximately 5°C, the 
precipitate was identified as thaumasite., 
When a similar method was used to synthesize 
a Cl-substituted ettringite, using a



Table 1. Synthesized phases.

Phase ' Formula

ettringite [СазА1(ОН)6Ь(504)з«26Н2О
iron-substituted ettringite [CagFetOlDgbtSOj) .26H2O
chromium-substituted ettringite [СазСг(0Н)б]2(504)3-26Н2О
carbonate-substituted ettringite [СазА1(0Н)6]2(С0з).з«26Н2О
thaumasite, a carbonate- and silicon-substituted ■

ettringite [Саз31(ОН)6]2(ЗО4)2(СОз)2«24Н2О

Tab,le 2. Chemical compositions of synthesized phases.

Substituted Ettringite

Weight percent3
Ettringite Fe Cr CO3

a12°3 7.09 0 0 8.16
SO3 16.73 17.55 16.67 0.11
CaO 24.32 24.37 23.98 26.54 .
Cr2O3 0 0 io.51 0
Fe2Og 0.04 13.97 0.04 0.03
co2 0 0 0 11.5
H2o . 50.98 44.19 48.81 52.32

Calculated molar ratios
Ca 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
Al 1.9 0.0 0.0 2.0
Fe - 0.0 2.4 0.0 0.0
Cr 0.0 0.0 1.9 0.0
SO3 ■ 2.9 3.0, 2.9 0.0
co2 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3
H2O 39.2 33.9 38.0 36.8

‘‘Determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Emission Spectroscopy except C03 and H20, 
which were determined from TGA patterns.

solution öf AICI3, the product was Friedel's 
salt.

2.2 Characterization

In order to characterize the synthesized 
phases, samples were analyzed as follows: 
for qualitative phase composition, by 
X-ray diffraction (XRD); for bulk chemical 
composition, using inductively coupled 
plasma-emission spectroscopy (ICP); for 
morphology, by scanning electron microscopy 
(SEN); by infrared spectroscopy (IR); and, 
for thermal properties, by thermogravi- 
metric analysis (TGA) and differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC). Two of the 
phases, the Cr-substituted ettringite and 
the thaumasite, were not analyzed by every 
method.

Chemical analyses following the normal 
dissolution and analytical procedures 
required for ICP analysis. The qualita
tive XRD analysis utilized normal techniques 
for specimen preparation and data collec
tion. Some phases were also analyzed by 
XRD to determine the unit cell parameters; 
these analyses utilized slower scan rates 
and, in some cases, an internal standard. 
The SEM examination of the samples employed 
standard procedures for specimen preparation 
and analysis, dispersing each powder in 
alcohol, then evaporating the dispersion 

onto a carbon grid. The SEM was operated at 
a voltage of 10, 12, or 20 KeV as necessary 
to optimize the micrograph. The IR analyses 
were made using Fourier transform infrared 
(FTIR), with specimens prepared as mulls of 
powder in Nujol. Thermal analyses by TGA 
and DSC utilized ~1 mg specimens in open 
pans. TGA scans were collected between room 
temperature and 1000°C at 10° per min. In 
addition, TGA scans of the low-temperature 
dehydration reaction were collected between 
room temperature and 150°C at 0.6° per min.

DSC scans were collected between 0 and 
150°C at 0.6° per min. Each DSC peak was 
integrated to determine the change in 
enthalpy, and examined to determine the 
onset temperature of the dehydration 
reaction. Both measurements required 
determination of the baseline and boundary 
of each peak, which were determined by 
visual inspection, assisted by a derivative 
function.

3. Results and Discussion

Bulk chemical compositions were determined 
(table 2) for comparison to stoichiometric 
compositions. In all cases the water 
contents were higher than expected. 
Otherwise, the compositions indicate that 
ettringite and the Cr-substituted ettringite 
were synthesized with little or no impurity.



The CO2 content of the CO3-substituted phase 
is slightly higher than expected, and the Fe 
content of the Fe-substituted phase is 
higher than expected, suggesting possible 
impurities in these preparations.

X-ray diffraction analysis provided rapid 
assessment of synthesis procedures. The 
XRD patterns (fig. 2) indicated that little 
or no contaminating phases were present,
i.e.  that each desired phase was the major 
crystalline constituent.

Figure 2. XRD patterns of (a) ettringite,
(b) Fe-substituted ettringite,
(c) Cr-substituted ettringite,
(d) COß-substituted ettringite, (e) thauma- 
site.

Though the XRD patterns vary slightly with 
chemical composition, each phase appears to 
have the same or similar crystal structure. 
Unit cell parameters (table 3) were deter
mined by indexing the powder patterns using 
the trigonal structure P31c reported for 
ettringite by Moore and Taylor [11] or for 
thaumasite using the hexagonal structure P63 
reported by Edge and Taylor [21]. For 
ettringite and Cr-substituted ettringite, 
the parameters in table 3 agree within 0.002 
nm with values reported by Buhlert and Kuzel 
[15]. Parameters for the Fe-substituted 
phase, however, are larger than the reported 
values [15], 0.002 nm larger in the 
а-direction and 0.005 nm larger in the 
c-direction. Parameters for thaumasite in 
table 3 are slightly larger in both 
directions (0.003 nm in the а-direction and 
0.0024 nm in the c-direction) than the 
values reported by Effenberger et al. [22]. 
As expected, the lattice parameters in table 
3 vary with chemical composition. In the 
simplest case, substitution of Cr or Fe for 
Al is expected to expand the lattice since 
the ionic radii of Fe and Cr are larger than 
the radius of Al. However, the lattice 
parameters with Cr or Fe substitution are 
larger in the c-direction, but slightly 
smaller in the а-direction. Thus the 
effect of these substitution appears to be 
more complicated than may be explained 

simply by ionic radii. Since the CO3 anion 
is known to be smaller than than the SO4 
anion in thaumasite [22], the substitution 
of CO3 for SO4 in ettringite is expected to 
reduce the lattice in both directions. This 
effect was observed.

The morphologies observed by SEM (fig. 3) 
vary significantly with chemical . 
composition. The ettringite occurs as short, 
prismatic crystals, variable in cross 
section between 0.2 and 3 11m, with aspect 
ratio of 2 or 3. This morphology is 
different from the morphology of ettringite 
in hydrated portland cement, where it 
typically occurs as prismatic, hexagonal 
needles with aspect ratios between 4 and 10, 
depending on the available space [23]. The 
Fe-substituted phase is uniform in size, 
approximately 3 urn in cross section, with an 
aspect ratio of approximately 2. The 
Cr-substituted phase consists of plates with 
roughly hexagonal outline, lacking the 
well-developed morphology of the other 
phases, and highly variable in size, ranging 
from 0.2 to 9 urn. Finally, the 
CO3-substituted phase is composed of 
clusters or rosettes of prismatic crystals, 
0.3 to 1 цт in cross section, with an aspect 
ratio of approximately 5.

The FTIR spectra (fig. 4) were examined to 
determine the effects of chemical composi
tion on frequencies of the water bands. It 
is generally accepted that a shift of IR 
band to higher frequency indicates a higher 
strength bond. However, it was argued by 
Ryskin [24] for the case of Нз51ОН...В com
plexes (where R and В are organic species) 
that lowering the OH stretch frequency is 
accompanied by an increase of the force 
constant of the Si-0 bond. If the spectra 
for ettringite and substituted phases are 
interpreted in the same way, a chemical 
substitution that causes a shift of the OH 
stretch band to lower frequency is expected 
to be associated with an increase in the 
force constant of the Ca-0 bond, and thus a 
greater change in enthalpy with dehydration.

Based on peak assignments of Ryskin [24] and 
with reference to the ettringite crystal 
structure (fig. 1), OH bands were assigned 
either to non-hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl or to 
hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl. In this case, 
non-hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl are the 
hydroxyl ions and the water molecules on the 
columns, which are bonded to Ca atoms; and 
hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl are the water 
molecules in the channels, which are 
hydrogen-bonded to other water molecules.
The frequencies of bands assigned to 
hydrogen-bonded and non-hydrogen-bonded 
hydroxyl vary somewhat with composition 
(table 4). Compared to the unsubstituted 
ettringite, both the rion-hydrogen-bonded and 
hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl stretching bands 
are shifted to a slightly lower frequency 
(20 cm-! for each band) for the 
Fe-substituted phase. The hydrogen-bonded 
stretch band is shifted even further (170 
cm-! lower) for the СОз-substituted phase.
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Figure 3. SEM micrographs of (a) ettringite, (b) Fe-substituted ettringite (c)
Cr-substituted ettringite, (d) CO3-substituted ettringite. '

(a)

Table 3. Unit cell parameters3 of synthesized phases.

Phase Structure a (nm) : c (nm)—

[СазА1(ОН)6]2(504)з-26Н2О
[Ca3Fe(OH)6]2(S04)3•26H2O
[СазСг(ОН)6]2(ЗО4)з‘26Н2О
[Ca3Al(OH)6]2(C03)3•26H2O 
[Саз51(ОН)6]2(5О4)2(СОз)2-24Н2О

₽31c 1.123 2.150
P31c 1.1182 2.2008
P31c 1.119 2-177
P31c 1.0834 2.1250
p63 1.106 1.042

Determined using X-ray powder patterns. Parameters reported with 5 significant figures 
were determined using an internal standard, and those with 4 significant figures were 
determined using an external standard.

Thaumasite shows only one broad OH stretch 
band, assigned to non-hydrogen-bonded 
hydroxyl stretch because the thaumasite 
structure has no water in channel positions 
[2]. This hydroxyl stretch band in thauma
site is shifted to a lower frequency

compared to the unsubstituted ettringite.
Thus based on FTIR data, it is expected that 
the enthalpy change on dehydration will rank 
from low to high according to the 
following: unsubstituted ettringite.



Figure 4. IR patterns of (a) ettringite,
(b) Fe-substituted ettringite,
(c) Cr-substituted ettringite,
(d) CO3-substituted ettringite, and
(e) thaumasite.

For each phase, the amounts of water lost 
during heating, calculated from the TGA 
curves and expressed as mol water per mol 
of each ignited phase, are plotted in 
figure 5. The major weight loss occurs 
below approximately 200°C under these 
conditions, and is probably due to loss of 

crystalline water. As the temperature is 
increased, the further weight loss is

■ probably due to loss of hydroxyl. These TGA 
data may be compared to data for ettringite, 
the only phase with published TGA data 
available. The water contents at 
intermediate temperatures (100-300°C) are 
higher in the present study than reported by 
Lea [1] or Jones [20]', but similar to Taylor 
[25]. It was anticipated in the present 
study that the water contents of the 
ettringite-type phases might not be stable,
i.e.,  that the phases might dehydrate in dry 
air and rehydrate in moist air. Therefore, 
samples for thermal studies were first 
equilibrated over a saturated ZnClo solu
tion, with a nominal 10 percent relative 
humidity. At this starting condition, 
ettringite is expected to contain 32 mols of 
water [1], although water contents as high 
as 36.5 mols have been reported and attribu
ted to adsorbed water [4]. The water 
content of ettringite at room temperature in 
the present study is approximately 40 mols 
per mol ignited phase.

There are cleat differences in the TGA data 
with chemical composition (fig. 5). The 
dehydration curves for the Fe-substituted 
phase and for the CO3-substituted phase 
appear to be very similar to the curve for 
ettringite. The other two phases, the 
Cr-substituted phase and thaumasite, retain 
more water at significantly higher tempera
tures than ettringite.

TGA RESULTS

Figure'5. Dehydration data, recalculated 
from TGA curves.

Data regarding the low-temperature 
dehydration, some of which have been 
reported elsewhere [10], are presented in 
table 5. Enthalpy changes are listed 
relative to both the amount of the phase and 
the amount of water lost, the latter 
allowing comparison of enthalpy changes 
independent of the amount of water lost. 
The enthalpy changes on dehydration range 
from 2.1 to 3.8 kJ per g H2O. Values'for
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Table 4. IR wavenumbers (cm-1У of hydrexyl bands®.

Phase . . ............... o-H sjtreteh _ ______
Non-hydrogen-bonded Hydrogen-bonded

{Ca3Al(OH)6]2(so4)3•26H2O
[Ca3Fe(OH)6]2(SO4)3-26H2O
[Ca3Al(OH)6]2(CO3)3*26H2O
[Ca3Si(OH)6]2(SO4)2(CO3J2-24H2O

3640 3420
3620 34Q9
3620 32S0
3410

dTentatiye peak assignments by inspection, based on [241,

9=H Bend Z~ 
Hydrogen^ondbd

1679
167©
16§9 
iff©

Table 5. Dehydration data for synthesized phases®.
Loss^3 Onset Temperature gnthaTpy Change "

(mols H2O per mol phase)
[Ca3Al(OH)g]2(SO4)3-26H2O 19
(Ca3Fe(OH)5]2(SO4)3•26H2O 24
[Ca3Cr(OH)6]2(SO4)3-26H2O 13-
[Ca3Al(OH)6]2(CO3)3-26H2O 23
[Ca3Si(OH)5]2(SO4)2(003J2-24H2O 9

^Reported by Struble and Brown [10], 
“Measured using TGA.
cMeasured using DSC.

(°C) (kd per g sample) (kj p@r
30 9,5f g,©9

6 ©,i4
22 0,§7 5.73

7 . ©,§©
33 . 9,25 1,^7

ettringite and thaumasite are nearly egual, 
while values for both the Fe-substituted 
phase is considerably higher. It is 
interesting to note that these values 
bracket the heat .jof vaporization of water, 
which is 2.27 kJ per g. The enthalpy, change 
varied with composition in the order 
expected based on the previous discussion of 
FTIR spectra for the unsubstituted 
ettringite and the Fe- and C03-substituted 
phases, but not for thaumasite.

The change in enthalpy due to dehydration of 
ettringite and related phases range from 0.4 
to 0.8 kJ per g. This range is higher than 
the enthalpy changes of other materials 
presently used for solar energy storage. 
For example, Glauber's salt melts with an 
enthalpy change of 0.25 kJ per g [27]. The 
onset temperature for dehydration of 
ettringite and related phases ranges from 
6” to 3Q®C as measured by DSC. The enthalpy 
change and dehydration temperature data 
demonstrate that ettringite and related 
phases have potential as energy storage 
materials [19].

4- Conclusions

The following have been concluded regarding 
synthesis and properties of ettringite and 
related phases:

1. A general synthesis method -using 
a mixture of two concentrated solu
tions allowed preparation of the 
ettringite and related phases with 
divalent cations.

. 2. Morphology of the synthesized 
phases vary with chemical composi-

. tion. Crystals ar© generally
hexagonal in outline, either 
short, prismatic crystals, ©r plate-j?- crystals,
3. .The is freguenelss ©f bands 
assigned to n©n-hydr©g©n-b©ni©d and 
hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl stretching 
vary with sompositl©®, to
ettringite, tb© bands ar© shifted t©

- a slightly lower freguenoy for 
fe- and.c©3-substitut©d phases and 
thaumasite. These shifts ar© 
associated with higher ©h^iges in 
enthalpy with dehydration f©r fe- 
and CO3-substituted phases, but not 
for thaumasite,

■ 4. Dehydration data, f,e, th©
amount of water lost, the tempera
ture at which <^hydratls>n begins, 
and the change in enthalpy 
associated with the low-temperature 
dehydration vary with composition.
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А ТЕМ Study of the Interactions Between Certain Organic Hazardous Wastes 
and Гуре I Portland Cement

INTRODUCTION

The disposal of hazardous wastes will be one of 
the major enviromcntal issues well into the next 
century. Many of the engineering practices of the 
past are being questioned by the public. There are 
serious concerns over potentially adverse health 
effects which may result from landfilling, deep well 
injection. Incineration, and other methods of 
disposal which may not be adequately understood. 
The present paper reports research aimed at under
standing the behavior of organic wastes which are 
solidified prior to disposal by landfilling.

Landfilling refers to the disposal of raw or 
treated waste in a land based site. Federal 
regulations prohibit the landfilling of liquids or 
semiliquids and also require that the leaching 
potential for certain toxins be reduced to levels 
which pose no environmental threat. This has 
resulted in the development of various waste 
solidification and stabilization technologies. Many 
of the methods utilize a solidifying matrix composed 
of relatively inexpensive materials like Portland 
cement, flyash, kiln dust, or natural pozzolans.

Solidification processes do not necessarily 
Involve chemical interaction between the waste and 
the matrix materials. For stabilization, or 
fixation, to occur, however, a reaction must occur. 
The waste material must be chemically combined with 
the matrix and exhibit longterm retention under 
leaching conditions.

Current methods for the development of solidi
fication or stabilization formulae Involve treat
ability studies. Several mixtures, representing a 
variety of proportions of matrix components, waste 
and water, are mixed. Physical measurements and 

leaching experiments are performed and the most 
effective composition is selected.

Because of the complexity of the systems, there 
is a poor fundamental understanding of the micro
chemistry, the microstructure, and the properties of 
solidified or stabilized wastes. Without this 
information it is difficult to model the long-term 
environmental behavior of a hazardous waste 
landfill.

Recently, Poon et al. (2) used scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) and x-ray diffraction to 
characterize the microstructural evolution of a 
solidified hazardous waste during leaching. They 
observed a correlation between the release of zinc 
ions and a reduction in the amount of ettringite in 
the hydrated, waste-containing cement. Walsh et al. 
(3), in a different approach, have used scanning 
electron microscopy, optical microscopy and x-ray 
diffraction to determine the mechanisms of inter
action between the waste and the cement matrix. It 
is their contention that leaching and long-term 
stability can only be understood when the micro
chemical mechanisms of solidification/stabilization 
are understood.

Scanning electron microscopy has been widely 
used in studies of cement microstructure but the 
results have been difficult to Interpret and even 
more difficult to generalize. Chemical information 
available from energy dispersive x-ray analysis in 
the SEM can give the elemental composition of a 
phase, but compound identification is often 
difficult. The stoichiometry of the heavy elements 
can be estimated through careful analytical 
technique, but light element determination is more 
difficult.

The transmission electron microscope (ТЕМ) has 
been used to study ceramic materials and minerals 



for the past thirty years and several studies of 
cement have been reported. To the authors* 
knowledge, however, the ТЕМ has not been applied to 
studies of solidified hazardous chemical wastes. 
The main advantage of the ТЕМ is the high spatial 
resolution, which can exceed 0.2 nanometers in a 
modern instrument. In addition, the selected area 
diffraction pattern (SAB) can provide information 
about the crystal structure and the orientation of 
crystalline phases. Both of these characteristics 
are important for waste research.

The specimen suitable for ТЕМ examination must 
be very thin (100 nm at lOOkV) to allow penetration 
of the electron beam. This thickness can be 
achieved by replica techniques, by ion thinning or 
by ultramicrotomy. The replica technique, used in 
the present study, reproduces the topography of the 
specimen surface.

Cements are composed of several particle-like 
phases and its surfaces are porous. Some mineral 
components of the sample were easily extracted onto 
the acetate film. Therefore, in addition to the 
morphological structure being preserved in the 
carbon film, extracted particles were sometimes 
observed. Thin crystalline particles were 
frequently suitable for obtaining electron 
diffraction patterns.

The present communication reports the use of 
the ТЕМ in a study of the solidification products 
resulting from mixing Type I Portland cement with 
either ethylene glycol or p-bromophenol. Replica 
methods were used to isolate fine particles of 
calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) or small particles of 
other phases embedded in the CSH. Most of the 
phases were identified as either cement clinker 
phases or as products of normal cement hydration 
reactions. Other particles were not identifiable as 
phases typically occurring in hydrated cement 
pastes.

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Type I Portland cement was used as the solidi
fication matrix material. The cement had the 
composition shown in Table 1. Cement/organic 
samples were prepared using either pure ethylene 
glycol or p-bromophenol. Organics were weighed into 
20 mL borosilicate glass screw cap vials. Ten grams 
of cement and 4 mL of deionized water were added to 
each vial and the mixture was stirred to apparent 
homogeniety with a glass stirring rod. The organic

Table 1. Percent Composition of Portland Cement

SiO9A1263
c^°3
MgO

20.6%
5.2%
2.4%

64.9%
3.3%
0.6%
2.9%

compounds were added in amounts from 0.2 g to 2.0 g, 
yielding organic/cement weight ratios of 0.02, 0.04, 
0.1, and 0.2. The samples were cured at room 
temperature (21O-25°C). Control cement samples 

(i.e. samples of cement and water only) were 
prepared and stored similarly.

All hydrated cement samples were ground with 
silicon carbide papers using grit sizes ranging from 
180 to 600. Specimens were polished with diamond 
paste on a rotating wheel using propanol as a 
lubricant. Rinsing was also with propanol, rather 
than water, in order to prevent further hydration. 
The cleaned specimen was replicated by a cellulose 
acetate tape wetted by acetone. After the plastic 
tape was dry, it was stripped off the specimen and 
then coated with carbon in a vacuum evaporator. The 
carbon film was then cut into small pieces (ca. 9 
mm ) and washed in acetone. After the plastic 
dissolved, the carbon film was caught on an electron 
microscope grid for ТЕМ study. A JEOL 100-CX trans
mission electron microscope was used at 100 kV.

RESULTS

Control Cement Samples

Various morphologies of CSH were observed 
including fibrous, needle, tubular, and aggregates 
of small irregular plates. Analyses of many 
diffraction patterns indicate that although the 
morphologies differ, the crystal structures are 
similar with d-spacings of approximately 0.3, 0.28, 
and 0.18 nm. An example is shown in Fig. 1. This 
is consistent with previsouly reported work.

In some cases, different diffraction patterns 
for CSH material were observed. For example. Figure 
2 is a diffraction pattern from a specimen with 
d-spacings of 0.32, 0.28, and 0.16 nm. This 
structure is similar to afwillite. The particle 
shown in Figure 3 exhibits a crumpled foil mor
phology with d-spacings of 0.29, 0.31, and 0.19 nm.

Cement Containing Ethylene Glycol

In cement containing ethylene glycol, the 
morphology and tobermorite structure of the CSH has 
been significantly modified. This is consistent 
with x-ray diffraction studies of the same material 
(3) where the major peak was weakened and broadened. 
In some specimens observed in the present work, the 
surface appeared ’’glassy” and surrounded by blocky 
amorphous particles. This is seen in Figure 4. In 
most other regions, however, CSH appeared as 
spherical particles embedded in an amorphous 
material. Some aggregates of spherical particles 
were amorphous and others crystalline. A variety of 
morphologies each exhibiting the afwillite 
structure, with d-spacings of 0.33 and 0.2 nm, were 
also observed.

Another crystalline structure was frequently 
observed in the ethylene glycol cement. The 
structure was crystalline with d-spacings of 0.208, 
0.205, 0.201, 0.12, 0.115, 0.103 and 0.1 nm. 
Morphologies were either aggregates of spherical 
grains, single irregular plates, or thin flakes. 
Similar structures were also observed in the pure 
cement samples, but not to the extent seen in 
ethylene glycol samples.

Small crystals (15-60 nm) with a cubic 
structure also were observed. This structure has



not been reported in pure cement and may be
compound of C^A and ethylene glycol.

a

Figure 5 shows a Ca(OH)2 crystal. The 
diffraction pattern shows the characteristic 
hexagonal structure, however.,A the diffraction 
spots are diffuse and tend to',form a ring pattern. 
This implies that the CSH/ethy^ene glycol is bonded 
with the Ca(OH)2 forming a thin layer.

Cement Containing p-Bromophenol

The morphologies of the phases contained in 
cement containing p-bromophenol were also observed 
to differ from those in hydrated pure cement. Most 
of the phases appeared as spherical particle 
aggregates as shown in Figure 6. The number of 
amorphous aggregates also increased.

The degree of crystallinity of the CSH 
structure decreased with the addition of 
p-bromophenol. Large particles having d-spacings 
characteristic of the CSH(II) structure were 
observed; however, the particles have retained the 
shape of the original cement clinker grains. This 
may imply that the hydration process in this 
material is different from that in the pure cement. 
Scanning electron microscopy observations of the 
same material shown that there are more large 
distinguishable particles in the p-bromophenol 
containing material (4).

It was observed that in many CSH regions, the 
aggregate morphology was unstable under the 
influence of the electron beam. The particles 
bubbled significantly, a phenomenon not observed 
in either the pure cement samples or the cement 
containing ethylene-glycol. Apparently the 
p-bromophenol, or derivatives of it, were incorpo
rated in the CSH structure, forming an unstable 
material. The diffraction patterns only showed a 
single diffuse ring with a d-spacing of approxi
mately 0.29 nm, as illustrated in Figure 7, 
Similarly, several Са(ОН>2 and Mg(OH) crystals were 
observed. The crystals appeared streaked and 
diffuse, possibly due to the incorporation of 
p-bromophenol.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

During the course of hydration, a variety of 
morphological types of CSH have been observed by 
researchers. Several classifications have been 
proposed based on SEM and ТЕМ studies. 
Unfortunately, the compositional and structural 
differences between these types have not been well 
defined in the literature. Midgley (5) suggests 
that CSH may occur in set Portland cement in three 
forms: (1) fibrous material which sometimes gives 
diffuse diffraction patterns showing 0.305, 0.208, 
and 0.18 nm d-spacing of the tobermorite phase; 
(2) irregular masses of small, distorted plates 
often giving a single diffuse ring at 0.29-0.3 nm in 
an SAD pattern; and (3) crumpled foils where no 
structure was mentioned.

In general, the CSH structure is an amorphous 
solid body filled with small particles with a 
variety of morphologies, some having the same 
crystal structures. In this study, the tobermorite 
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structure is the major crystal structure in CSH. In 
addition, this study supports Taylor’s model (6) 
that only subcrystalline order exists in the 
neighborhood of small fragments of Ca-0 layers in 
the CSH structure. The subcrystalline order extends 
only several hundred nanometers.

The major conclusions of the present study are 
as follows:

1. The major crystal structure of the CSH in 
pure cement is tobermorite, but with 
various morphologies.

2. The addition of ethylene glycol or 
p-bromophenol to cement change the 
morphology of the CSH and its crystal 
structure. Aggregates of small grains are 
the main morphology and the amount of 
tobermorite structure has greatly 
decreased. In addition, various crystal 
structures with different d-spacings were 
observed.

3. The amount of amorphous material increases 
with the addition of either ethylene glycol 
or p-bromophenol.

4. Ethylene glycol and p-bromophenol may be 
incorporated into the CSH structure and may 
exist in the micropores between CSH 
constituents.

5. Ethylene glycol and p-bromophenol are 
observed to absorb onto some of the Ca(OH)o 
and Mg(OH)2 crystals.

6. Small amounts of fine crystals are found 
in ethylene glycol and p-bromophenol 
containing cements. Their d-spacings could 
be determined but did not correspond to any 
of the expected products of the hydration 
of pure cement.
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Figure 1. Needle morphology of CSH in 
pure cement. (Ag^,d 1 month)

CL

Figure 2. A particle of CSH in pure 
cement. The diffraction 
pattern reveals a structure 
similar to afwillite. (Aged 
1 month)

Figure 3. CSH in pure cement. The 
particle has the crumpled 
foil morphology. (Aged 1 
month)

Figure 4. Glassy structure In 
ethylene glycol cement. 
Blocky grains surround 
the thin glassy structure. 
(Aged 1 month)



Figure 5. Ca(0H)2 crystals in ethylene 
glycol cement. The diffrac
tion pattern shows a diffuse 
ring structure. (Aged 1 
month)

Figure 6. Crystalline spherical aggre
gates of CSH In p-bromophenol 
cement aged for 6 months.

Figure 7. An unstable structure in 
p-bromophenol cement aged 
for 6 months.



CL. The Effect of Glass
CaO-Al2O3-MgO-SiO2

Content on Hydration in the System

INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL

Because of its importance in many 
fields, the system СаО-А12Оз-МдО-51О2 has 
been extensively investigated (1-4). The 
section of this system containing 5% MgO is 
of particular importance to the study of 
high-alumina cement (2). This section 
contains a field of stability for the 
quaternary compound, Hexacalcium Tetra- 
alumino Magnesium Silicate (C5A4MS), first 
described by Parker in 1952 (3) . Subsequent 
investigations (5-8) have failed to confirm 
the formula assigned by Parker; however, as 
yet, no other foriqula has been firmly estab
lished.

- Investigating the composition of the 
mineral known as "unstable C5A3", Parker 
found that the compound C6A4MS occurs as a 
primary phase in the quaternary system. He 
found the pure compound to melt incon- 
gruently at 1380°C to form CA, MA, and 
liquid. On further heating to 1400°C, it 
forms MA and liquid, with final melting 
occurring at 1420°C. Studying the system 
further, Parker and Ryder (9) found C5A4MS 
to have definite hydraulic properties, but 
in general to be a less favorable consti
tuent of high-alumina cement than CA. Their 
conclusion rested primarily on the slow 
setting times and poor strength charac
teristics exhibited by the C5A4MS.

It has been suggested that the glass
crystalline ratio of a material may directly 
influence its hydration behavior (10). 
Investigations on slags (4,10-13) have shown 
that this ratio and the chemical composition 
plays an important role in the hydration 
process. This investigation was designed 
to examine the effect of varying the glass
crystalline ratio on the hydration of syn
thetic samples of composition C6A4MS.

Three samples of chemical composition 
C6A4ms were prepared by the high-temperature 
reaction of CaCOg. with stoichiometric 
amounts of MgCOg, SiO2, and A1(OH)3. ACS 
Reagent grade chemicals were used to pre
pare a raw mix from which all three samples 
were synthesized. In order to ensure homo
geneity, the raw mix was placed into a por
celain jar with twenty-five stainless steel 
ball .bearings, and tumbled for twenty-four 
hours on a Norton Mill. The samples were 
placed in a Lindberg, model 5133.3, electric 
furnace and calcined for two hours at 900°C. 
The temperature was then raised to the fir
ing temperature at a rate of 200°C/h. Fir
ing conditions for the three samples are 
shown in Table 1. Samples I and III were 
removed from the furnace and allowed to 
cool to room temperature in a desiccator. 
For sample II, however, the furnace temper
ature was lowered from 1370°C to 900°C at a 
rate of 100°C/h. When the furnace reached 
900?C, the .sample was removed from the furn
ace and allowed to cool to room temperature 
in a desiccator. All samples were ground 
to pass a 400-mesh sieve and had identical 
Blaine surface areas of 2500 cm^/g. Using 

the ASTM standard method (14), a small 
amount of free-lime was detected in sample 
II. No free-lime was detected in either of 
the other samples.

TABLE 1

C6A4MS Preparation and Analysis

Sample Number I II III

Furnace Temperature 1445°C 1370OC 1420OC

Firing Time 2.25 h 24.5 h 0.5 h

Qualitative XRPD ----- Cg^MS'Cj^A? C6Ä4MS
Free Lime Content 0.00% 0.14% 0.00%

Specific Gravity 3.08 3.08 3.08
Surface Area (cm2/g) 2500 2500 2500

Percent Glass 100 73 0

Powder X-ray diffraction was used to 
confirm the presence of C6A4MS (15), as well 
as to determine the identity of the hydra
tion products. All X-ray powder analyses 
were conducted on a Philips-Norelco X-ray 
diffractometer using nickel-filtered Cu Ka 
radiation at 35KV and 18mA. The goniometer 
scanning speed was 2°(26)/minute.

A combination DTA/TGA, Mettler TA-HE20 
thermobalance, was used to follow the hydra
tion of the samples. Samples were run in a 
flowing air atmosphere from 25°C to 900°C 
at a rate of 10°C/min. The DTA was set at 
200yV for a full scale pen deflection, and 
the recorder speed was 8cm/h.

The optical microscopy technique used 
for the determination of the glass-crystal
line ratio was a modification of the "South 
African Procedure", which has been previous
ly decribed by Fulton (16). A portion of 
each sample, having a particle size of 200
270 mesh was placed on a glass slide and 
wetted with glycerol. The sample was viewed 
under both plane and polarized light, with 
the particles which were visible under the 
polarized light being counted as crystal
line. The glass content was then calculated 
using the equation: '

total crystalline
% Glass = articles particles x 1Q0

total particles
Allowances were made for particles which 
showed only partial crystallinity.

Each sample was mixed with distilled- 
deionized water at a water-solid ratio of 
10/1, and placed in a tightly sealed poly
ethylene container. Samples were cured at 
three temperatures (2, 25, and 50°C) and 
maintained for intervals of 1 to 90 days. 
In order to stop the hydration, samples were 
placed in an excess of cold ethanol, and 
ground with an agate mortar and pestle. 
They were then filtered using a lO-lSp 
Hirsch funnel and washed with cold acetone. 
Finally, each sample was dried at 105°C for



15 minutes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 illustates the changes in the 
DTA patterns of the amorphous CgA^MS sample, 
hydrated at 50°C, as the hydration proceeds 
from 1 to 90 days. These DTA patterns are 
representative of all the DTA patterns 
obtained, although, in general, the small 
peak at 300°C was not as prominent in the 
other samples. This peak is attributed to 
the presence of gibbsite, AH3, and in all 
cases was observed to increase as the 
hydration time and temperature increased. 
Attempts to use this correlation to approx
imate the degree of hydration, however, 
were unsuccessful, due primarily to the 
small size of the desired peak and inter
ference from the other much larger peak, 
centered at 340°C.

Previous studies (4,17-19) have used 
the percent combined water as an approx
imation to the degree of hydration. In 
this study, the percent combined water was 
calculated from TGA patterns"using the 
equation:

_ wt at 105°C - wt at 900°C „ 1nn ?n2O =  ----------------------------------------------------- ■" x 100
wt at 900°C

where the weight at each temperature is 
calculated by subtracting the weight loss 
at each temperature, as indicated by the 
TGA, from the initial weight of the sample.

FIG. 1
DTA Patterns for Hydrated 

C6Ä4MS (100%Glass/50°C)

The relationships between the percent 
combined water and the plus/minus 1°C curing 
temperature, for each of these samples, are 
illustrated in Figures 2 through 4. In 
Figure 2, the percent combined water of the 
crystalline C6A4MS sample can be seen to 
increase with increasing temperature. The 
90 day samples, which appear to deviate from 
this behavior, actually reflect the fact 
that at 50°C, the only species present are 
CjAHg and AH3, while at lower temperatures, 
both C3AHg_j,2 and C2AHg are also observed.

Figures 3 and 4 show the effect of 
temperature on the hydration of CgAiMS-tD 
and C6Ä4MS-(II), respectively. In both 
cases, the relationship between the 2°C and 
the 25°C curves is simply the increase in 
the hydration rate at the higher temper
ature. The apparent anomalous behavior of 
the 50°C curves, on the other hand, is ex
plained by the fact that the stable hyd
rates, C3AH5 and AH3, are the only species 
present, and contain less combined water 
than the metastable hydrates found in the 
lower temperature samples.

FIG. 2 
The Effect of Temperature on 

the Hydration of C6A4MS

Hydration Time (Days)
FIG. 3

The Effect of Temperature on 
the Hydration of С^АдМЕ 

(100% Glass)
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FIG. 4
The Effect of Temperature on 

the Hydration of C6A4MS 
(73% Glass)

FIG. 5
The Effect of Glass Content 

on the Hydration of CcA4MS 
(2°C)

The effect of the glass content on the 
hydration of C6A4MS at each of the three 
curing temperatures studied, is shown in 
Figures 5 through 7. In Figure 5, which 
shows the hydration of the C6A4MS samples 
at 2°C, the hydration of the 100% glass 
sample, and the 73% glass sample appear 
very similar, while the hydration of the 
100% crystalline sample proceeds more slow
ly. An X-ray examination of these samples, 
revealed that, although all three samples 
reacted to form a combination of the metas
table calcium aluminate hydrates, СзАНо.т^ 
and C2AHg, the crystalline sample did 
indeed react more slowly. The non-hydrated 
crystalline CgA4MS could still be ident
ified after 28 days of hydration.

In the hydration of CgA4MS at 25°C, 
illustrated in Figure 6, similar results 
were obtained. The glassy samples reacted 
with water to form CgAHg_12 and C2AHg, with 
the stable calcium aluminate hydrate, CgAHg 
appearing after 7 days. The crystalline ' 
sample, on the other hand, reacted more 
slowly, with the non-hydrated crystalline 
form appearing as late as 14 days after the 
onset of hydration. The stable hydrate,

CjAHg, also appeared after 14 days hydra
tion.

FIG. 6
The Effect of Glass Content 

on the Hydration of CgA.MS 
(25OC) 4

Figure 7 shows that at 50°C all of the 
samples, hydrate in much the same way. X-ray 
examinations of these samples revealed that, 
with the exception of the very early stages 
of hydration of the crystalline sample, 
which showed a small amount of СзАН8_12 
present, the only species present in any 
of the samples are C3AII6 and AH3. In all 
of these samples, the amount of AH3 increa
sed with increasing curing time. The 
correlation between the size of the X-ray 
peaks of AH3 and the size of the DTA peak 
at 300°C appears quite good, although exact 
measurements could not be made of the DTA 
peaks.

FIG. 7
The Effect of Glass Content 

on the Hydration of CgA4MS 
(50°C)

, From X-ray powder diffraction data, it 
is possible to construct the hydration path
way for CgA4MS, as follows;

/2еС;25°С СЗан8-12+ tothers 
C6A4MS + H2oZ |25oC

> CoAHg + AH3 + others 50°6 3 6 3



The compounds referred to as others were 
added because no compounds containing 
either MgO or SiO2 were observed. Although 
in several instances, peaks appeared which 
may have been due to C2ASH3, the peaks were 
very weak and did not appear with any reg
ularity. Two possible explanations for 
this behavior are; that the amounts of MgO 
and SiO2 present are so small that the com
pounds containing these oxides were present 
in quantities of less than 3%, and there
fore not detectable by X-ray diffraction; 
or that these oxides may be present in an 
amorphous form, which also could not be 
detected by X-ray diffraction.

CONCLUSIONS

The products of the hydration of 
C6A4MS are dependent upon the curing temp
erature. The metastable calcium aluminate 
hydrates СзАНд_^2 and СзАНд are produced 
from the hydration at 2°C. At 25°C these 
products slowly convert to the stable 
calcium aluminate hydrate, CgAHg, and gibb
site, AH3. At 50°C the metastable hydrates 
are not observed and C3AH5 and gibbsite are 
formed exclusively. Other hydration 
products, although not observed, must also 
be present to account for the presence of 
MgO and SiO2. It is possible that these 
products are either amorphous or present in 
concentrations too small to be detected by 
X-ray powder diffraction.

, Results indicate that the percent com
bined water at any given time during the 
hydration of CgA4MS is dependent upon both 
the curing temperature and the glass 
content of the sample. At 2°c and 25°C, 
the glass content'has a-significant effect 
on the hydration of C^A-MS, with an increase 
in the glass content being accompanied by a 
corresponding increase in the percent com
bined water. At 50°C, however, the glass 
content has little effect on the percent 
combined water. It is evident that as the 
curing temperature is increased, the effect 
of the glass content, in terms of the per
cent combined water, is decreased.
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IMPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER-BASED SIMULATION MODELS, EXPERT SYSTEMS, DATABASES,
AND NETWORKS FOR CEMENT RESEARCH CL

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of new materials, construction practices, 
and designs have prompted a re-examination of tra
ditional approaches to concrete technology. In 
addition, concrete structures are often used beyond 
their planned lifetimes, in functions for which they 
were not originally intended, or in harsher condi
tions than originally expected. There is, therefore, 
a need to develop improved methods and procedures 
for predicting the performance of cement and con
crete. At the same time, rapid growth in the power 
and availability of computers raises questions about 
how they might be used to make concrete a more pre
dictable and better performing material. As will 
be seen, the answers to these questions can.suggest 
alternative ways to plan and organize cement research.

The significance of research on cement, as on other 
materials, depends on the questions asked, and both 
the questions and answers are changing because of 
computers. Paradoxically, the questions in cement 
research are becoming more oriented towards the 
end use of cements in concrete and, at the same time, 
becoming more fundamental. This is because computers 
can be used as links between technology and science. 
Thus, it is no longer unrealistic to expect scientific 
researchers to address such complex technological 
questions as "How can the performance of concrete 
be predicted?" which, even ten years ago, were remote 
from their interests and experience.

The objective of the present paper is to suggest how 
research questions might be addressed using computers, 
specifically using a computer-based knowledge system 
(Fig. 1) consisting of 1) models to simulate chemical 
and physical relationships, 2) knowledge-based expert 
systems, and 3) databases. In the figure, the com
plementary parts of the knowledge system are connected 
through a global computer network linking collaborating 
researchers. Although there is other research in 
this area, we are using specific examples from inves
tigations currently being carried out at the National 
Bureau of Standards (NBS) to illustrate the technical 
feasibility of the general approach.

SIMULATION EXPERT

Figure 1. Schematic of a computer-based knowledge 
system

2. SIMULATION MODELS

Investigations of complex systems, in which the 
starting conditions are not well-defined and the 
results depend on many variables, pose serious 
difficulties. Understanding of such a system may 
often be advanced by constructing computer-based 
simulation models intended to represent the system 
and the phenomena that occur within it. Such models 
must be based on established scientific principles, 
possibly supplemented by a small number of intuitive 
hypotheses. The models can then be tested for their 
ability to explain observed relationships. Such an 
approach is being used increasingly in cement and 
concrete research [1].

In advancing understanding of cement and concrete 
technology, it is necessary to understand the 
reactions with water of cement particles, 
individually and in groups, and the development of 
microstructure in hardened cement pastes. Much 
recent research has contributed towards this goal 
[2], but few of the studies have been directed 
towards the development of simulation models for 
hydrating cements. Models are being developed in 
our laboratory for the hydration of tricalcium 
silicate (CgS) particles [3, 4] and for the 
development of microstructure in CgS pastes
[5].  These are intended to be evolutionary steps 
towards the development of a "macromodel" [1] to 
describe the changes that take place when multiphase 
cements react to form the matrix in hardened 
concrete, and the subsequent reactions which affect 
its long term performance.

The microstructure model [5] simulates development 
of microstructure during the hydration of C3S 
following the flow chart in Fig. 2. The model 
begins by calculating the spatial distribution of 
a chosen volume of particles in a defined volume. 
The free space is filled with water and then the • 
water-filled space is gradually filled by hydration 
products from reactions following predefined rules. 
The calculations account for all the material in 
the system at various degrees of reaction; the 
results are stored in a numerical data file that 
can be used to produce various types of output. A 
typical output is a graphical representation of 
the distribution of the material in a cross-section ■ 
of the volume (Fig. 3). Such an output may be 
used for visual comparison with scanning electron 
micrographs of sections of hardened pastes. The 
data file contains information about microstructural 
features that, presumably, govern properties, or 
phenomena of interest, such as porosity, permeability 
modulus of elasticity, and fracture. The model 
consists of many subroutines which can be modified 
as new insights become available. This flexibility 
opens up many possibilities for collaborative 
research.

The model simulating development of microstructure 
is presently being linked to a model for chemical 
changes taking place during hydration of cements 
containing polyminerallic particles, thus producing 
a more comprehensive moddl for the hydration of 
portland cements. The combined model will provide 
an improved representation of the chemical and 
kinetic aspects of the hydration reactions and their 
effects on microstructure development.



It is intended that these models will have input 
from many researchers, either through their direct 
participation in the model development or through 
participation in scientific and technical committees 
on the mathematical modeling of cement hydration,

Figure 2. Flow chart for a comprehensive computer 
simulation model of microstructure and property 
development of cement pastes. Most of the small 
boxes represent subroutines which perform operations 
on different aspects of the microstructure under the 
control of the control program. Subroutines can be 
changed to invok-e different assumptions and processes. 
In using the model, the microstructure undergoes 
incremental small changes at a rate controlled by a 
kinetics subroutine. The calculated microstructure 
can be used to produce a graphic output or as input 
to calculations of bulk properties.

Figure 3. Graphic display of a cross-section of the 
calculated microstructure from a computer simulation. 
This cross-section is of a tricalcium silicate paste 
with w/s = 0.5 and a 42% degree of hydration. Solid 
black circles represent anhydrous CgS; grey areas, 
C-S-H; hexagons, CH crystals (calculated as spheres); 
and black lines, original boundaries of C3S particles.

e.g.  RILEM Committee 68-MMH [2] and Sub-Committee
225.1 of the American Concrete Institute (ACI). 
Because constraints on resources make it unlikely 
that many such models will be developed in the 
near future, it is desirable that interested 
researchers should have an opportunity to share in 
the development and use of the model. 1 uw this 
might be done is discussed further in the section 
entitled Computer Networking.

3. KNOWLEDGE-BASED EXPERT SYSTEMS

Whereas most’chemical and physical simulation models 
are deterministic, there is growing recognition of 
the need to develop stochastic models for the 
representation of real phenomena [6]. Also., much 
important knowledge falls in the category of expert 
opinion and, within the last twenty years, sub
stantial progress has been made in developing, for 
practical application, computer programs incorpora
ting expert opinion. Such programs are referred to 
as "knowledge-based expert systems" or "expert 
systems," with pioneering applications being in 
medical diagnosis and the analysis of mass spectra
[7].  Expert systems are difficult and costly to 
develop, but their potential for improving the 
quality of decisions is high.

Recently, Clifton, Oltikar, and Johnson [8] 
developed a prototype expert system, DURCON (from 
DURable CONcrete), for selecting materials for 
producing durable concrete. DURCON is an inter
active computer program that assists in designing 
concrete for use in a specified environment and in 
selecting appropriate materials and proportions 
for use in a trial mixture.’ It includes durability 
as regards freezing and thawing, corrosion of 
reinforcing steel, chemical attack, and alkali
aggregate reaction. DURCON is based on the American 
Concrete Institute (ACI) Guide to Durable Concrete
[9],  the most authoritative document on durable 
concrete published by the ACI. It is being developed 
in cooperation with the ACI Committee 201 on 
Durability, and a number of experts on durability 
have contributed ideas and critically reviewed the 
system. It is hoped and expected that the completed 
expert system will be approved by a consensus of 
the ACI committee and will be recognized as a 
standard equivalent to the guide on which it is 
based.

Among the benefits of an expert system are that it 
can: .

1) provide an easy-to-use representation of 
expert knowledge,

2) assist in the making of decisions on complex 
problems,

3) draw attention to gaps in knowledge and to 
research needs, and

4) provide an educational tool.

NBS has recently begun the development of another 
expert system, based on the ACI Guide to the Selection 
and Use of Cements [10]. Like DURCON, this .is being 
developed with the collaboration of an ACI committee, 
in this case ACI 225 on Hydraulic Cements. This 
raises the question of whether there should be a



group of complementary expert systems, each repre
senting one or more aspects of concrete technology, 
which could be used separately or together for 
solving a specific problem or, perhaps, as a con
venient representation of a code of practice, e.g. 
ACI 318 [11]. Some possible topics for expert 
systems which might become components of a larger 
system representing a code of practice for concrete, 
or a commentary on a code, are: 1) definition of 
service conditions, 2) materials selection, 
3) mixture design, 4) expected life, 5) construction 
requirements, 6) general requirements, 7) structural 
systems or elements, 8) condition assessment, 9) 
protective measures, and 10) repair procedures.

Currently, expert systems depend heavily on the 
knowledge which experts have gained from experience. 
However, they have the potential for incorporating 
simulation models (Fig. 1) to help improve the 
recommendations they make. Expert systems can also 
be used to improve the efficiency of simulation 
models, as by application of pre-established rules 
to the selection of parameters.

As with simulation models, the large effort required 
to develop an expert system makes it desirable that 
many researchers have an opportunity to share in its 
development, evaluation,'and use. Computer 
networking should facilitate this.

An important question which cannot be overlooked is 
that of liability for errors in decisions arrived at 
with the help of an expert system. If the expert 
system was developed by a consensus process in an 
authoritative standards organization, then the 
expert system may be considered as a new type of 
standard. The users and developers of a standard 
expert system would, presumably, have similar 
liabilities for faulty decisions to the developers 
and users of other standards. The situation could 
well be much more complicated if a faulty decision 
was attributed to a less-openly developed expert 
system.

4. DATABASES

Simulation models and expert systems require data 
and other knowledge to make them useful. In this 
paper, "data" refers to information in the form of 
numerical quantities relating to a material or 
system, and "knowledge" refers to all forms of 
information, including text, images, and data. 
For convenience, "databases" will be used to refer 
to any computer-based collection of knowledge, not 
only numerical data. Text and images are often of 
less certain origin than data, but they may be 
equally valuable in decision-making. The costs 
involved in establishing databases have required 
decisions concerning their scope and usefulness. 
Although it is evident that much knowledge is 
worth recording, it is often difficult to justify 
the cost. However, advances in the recording of 
sound and images (e.g. laser video-disc recording) 
and in database management systems [12] are reducing 
the cost of databases by making them easier to 
produce and maintain.

Prioritizing and structuring knowledge for 
possible use in a database may be viewed in 
terms of its potential usefulness in aiding 
the development of a simulation model, an

expert system, or both. A model or expert 
system may itself be used to establish priorities 
and structure. Thus, new knowledge may be checked 
using a model or expert system for consistency 
with what is already known.

Examples of NBS contributions to the databases for 
cement science are the revisions of the phase 
diagrams for the C-S-H [13, 14] and C-A-S-H [15] 
systems. This work provides fundamental data 
needed for simulation models of cement hydrati^i 
and, possibly, for expert systems. Although the ‘ 
phase diagrams are of great importance as repre
sentations of the phase relationships governing 
the cement hydration reactions, their critical 
evaluation and improvement have been slow in recent 
years. Their usefulness will be increased through 
the use of computers to store and display them in 
new, more convenient ways.

In addition to the phase diagrams, NBS has a , 
substantial database on the properties and laboratory 
test performance of cements in the Cement and 
Concrete Reference Laboratory [16], CCRL, sponsored 
by the ASTM Committees C-l on Cements and C-9 on 
Concrete and Concrete Aggregates. The database 
consists of many replicate sets of results from 
ASTM standard tests on carefully-homogenized, 
commercial portland cements used in the CCRL 
Proficiency Sample Program [17]. In principle, 
the database is available for use by standards 
developing committees, or other interested parties. 
The database includes only the results of ASTM 
standard tests, and has no information on the 
phase compositions of the cements other than 
calculated potential compound compositions. To 
help overcome this deficiency of current ASTM 
tests, task groups on phase analysis of clinkers 
and cements have been set up in ASTM Subcommittee 
C-l.23 on Chemical Analysis (of cements). The 
task groups are developing standard practices for 
quantitative phase analysis by x-ray diffraction 
and by light microscopy and have stimulated an 
NBS project to prepare a standard reference material 
(SRM) for clinker phase analysis. Results of 
these activities will strengthen the value of 
computer databases based on ASTM tests by making 
it possible to characterize cements more precisely.

5. COMPUTER-NETWORKING

The benefits of knowledge increase with its 
accessibility and reliability. New technology for 
communication between computers is facilitating the ; 
transmission of data between researchers and 
increasing the possibilities for their participation 
in reviewing and sharing data. The increased ease 
and speed of communication will bring new 
opportunities for world-wide collaboration among 
cement researchers, and should stimulate greater 
cooperation in planning research and sharing research 
results. Such cooperation is likely to have an 
enormous impact on the collective rate of progress 
in cement research by helping overcome inefficiences 
resulting from the limited resources being scattered 
among many relatively small research groups.

If researchers are willing to avail themselves of 
the opportunities, it is likely that research 
activities in different laboratories will"become 
increasingly complementary. This can be 



accomplished through the exchange of ideas at 
the planning stage and through the exchange of 
data. Through exchanges of this sort, it is 
possible to envision cement research moving into 
an era characterized by "hyperintelligence" as 
defined by Bugliarello [18]. The concept is that 
groups of individuals may be able to act as though 
possessing an enhanced intelligence because of 
ability to share knowledge easily and rapidly.

As a step towards establishment of a computer network 
among cement and concrete researchers, NBS is 
operating an electronic bulletin board (EBB) [19] 
for exchange of information regarding the expert 
system development. It allows participants to 
communicate with each other using personal computers 
connected by the telephone'system. In this way, a 
computer conference can take place with participants 
commenting on, and recommending improvements to, the 
expert system. In the same way, the bulletin board 
may, eventually, provide access to the expert system, 
or other programs, for purposes of development or 
practical use.

The possibilities provided by computer networking 
complement, or multiply, those derived from the 
development and use of simulation models, expert 
systems, and databases without such a network.

6. DISCUSSION

Knowledge systems for cement and concrete science and 
technology depend on knowledge produced in the 
laboratory and in the field. A system for managing 
the knowledge facilitates its use and increases its 
value; however, it cannot be justified without the 
necessary knowledge. Furthermore, such a system 
must continue to be supplied with new information 
through laboratory and field research.

The biggest problem in predicting the performance 
of concrete is the lack of a sufficient database 
on field performance. This is an area where 
computers can be expected to make an important 
contribution which will be facilitated if a 
standard format for recording the field performance 
of structures can be made available.

As the knowledge system becomes better integrated 
and more coherent, research needs will become more 
clearly defined. For example, the development of 
the expert system DURCON has shown where more 
information on"alkali-silica reactions is needed. 
Thus, improved methods for handling knowledge can 
increase the need for research by increasing the 
value.of its results. The computer plays a vital 
role in this process by increasing the sophistica
tion of the measurements and by facilitating the 
storage and retrieval of data. In view of the 
great advances in the technology, it seems that the 
time is now right for a workshop or conference to 
be held to discuss the planning and implementation 
of a knowledge system such as is discussed in the 
present paper. We are planning such a workshop.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The impact of computers on cement research is 
accelerating. Simulation models for the reactions 
of cements with water and expert systems relating 

to cement and concrete are being developed at the 
same time that database and networking technologies 
are undergoing rapid growth. Taken together, these 
developments provide new opportunities for 
collaboration among cement researchers in activities 
that will lead to still more rapid progress in 
cement and concrete science and technology.
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MECHANOCHEMICAL ACTIVATION OF MATERIALS IN CEMENT MANUFACTURE

Mechanochemical activation has been re
ported for a number of materials being 
subjected to jet grinding, such as sand, 
Limesand mixes, slag portland cement, 
straight cement, bellte slurry, and high 
alumina cement. Jet grinding has been re
vealed to improve compressive strength ra
tings of the cement by 5 to 10 MPa on ave
rage. The reason for this increase lies in 
a more uniform grain size distribution of 
cement and the modified surface morphology 
of cement grains which Include reentrant 
angles /1, 2/.

This report is devoted to the mechano
chemical activation of cement raw mate
rials and clinkers in jet mills (table 1) 
operating with two counter streams of ma
terial whose particles are accelerated to 
supersonic speeds by gaseous fluids, air . 
and water steam, carrying them.

The grinding of certain raw materials 
and their mixes in a model MSP-0.5 jat 
mill provided an almost 100% yield in the 
1-40jum fraction range (table 2). As a 
result a 100 °C lower temperature can be 
afforded in the calcination zone of pilot 
rotary kilns, as compared with the tempe
ratures needed to calcine the ball-mill 
ground mixes, the respective cllnkerlng 
rate constant being also increased 2 to 7 
times (table 3)« The resultant clinkers ex
hibited an Increased dislocation density 
on the chippings (table 4) which led to a 
23-day compressive strength of this cement 
being increased by 5 to 15 MPa.

The largest increment of strength was 
exhibited by cements prepared from the raw 
mixes in which one component was jet-grind
ed (carbonaceous or agrillaclous) and the 
other component was ball-mill grinded, the 
specific surface of the cements being about 
3000 cm2/g (table 5). For higher specific 

p surface figures of 4000 and 5000 cm /g, a 
certain decrease was noted of the positive 
effect of jet grinding on cement strength 
ratings. Moreover, a further grinding of 
clinkers manufactured from jet milled raw 
materials, performed in a laboratory jet

Table 1
Technical Data on Soviet Jet Mills MSP-0.5 

and MSP-0.05

Size Distribution of Jet Ground Raw 
Materials

Table 2

Description Units MSP-0.05 MSP-0.5
Original lump 
size

mm 5 7

Grinding com
partment 
length/dia- 
meter

mm 150/180 200/140

Acceleration 
ducts length/ 
diameter

mm 20/16 40/32

Nozzle dia
meter

mm 4 5

Classifier 
type

impinge--swirling

Carrier fluid air air or steam
Input fluid 
pressure

atm 4-5 4-5 6-7

Fluid tem
perature

°C 20-25 20-25 230

Capacity t/hr 0.05 0.5
Spec if ic 
energy re
quirements 
for clinker 
grinding

kWhr/t 300 200

Fluid rate m^/min 1.1 0.7

Persent age of fraction range 
shownComponent

5-20 ju 20-30 ji 30-40 Ji

Chalk 0.3 0.5 8.2 91.0
Clay 0.1 25.0 ' 23.4 51.5
Sand 1.4 3.1 38.1 57.4
Pirlte cinder 0.3 0.9 2.6 96.2

mill, to a fineness of 4000 cm2/g failed to 
result in an additional increment of strength 
as compared with the ball milling of the sa
me clinkers (table 5).

It was found, however, that the jet grin
ding of cements of diverse compound composi
tions in steam carrier fluid increased the 
compressive strength ratings as compared 
with that of ball-mill grinded cements



. Table 3
Kinetics of Lime Assimilation in Raw Mixes of Ball and Jet Grinding Processes

Grind 
process 
type

Per
cent 
R on 
004 
sieve

Bound CaO, %, after 
30 min conditioning 
at indicated T, °C

Clinkerlng rate constant (after Carter' 
Valency)k x 10-4, at shown T, °C

1000 1100 1200 1300 1000 110O. 1200 1300
ball 14.4 28.5 18.6 15.2 4.3 5.5 20.0 28.0 96.0
inter
ground 
jet

1.3 18.9 17.2 14.9 2.8 19.7 23.4 30.0 119.0

sepa
rate

0.5 18.4 14.9 13.5 2.3 20.3 29.6 34.3 131.0
jet
jet + 
clay 
ball 
chalk

2.2 15.9 15.2 14.3 1.6 27.5 29.8 32.9 150.0

Table 4
Dislocation Density on Chippings of Various Size Clinker Grains

Grind 
process

Dlslocati on count, JU '-4 .---------- •
, * for indicated grain size, mm Count

type 1-2 2-3 3-5 5-7 7-10 10
level

0.84 0.77 0.74 0.70 0.59 0.51 min
ball mill 1.83 1.64 1.29 1.96 1.29 1.05 max

1.34 1.21 1.02 1.33 0.94 0.73 av»

0.84 0.70 0.88 1.35 1.20 1.33 mln
jet mill 2.05 1.38 2.36 2.09 1.88 2.10 max

1.45 1.04 1.62 1.72 1.54 1.74 ave
•Note: determined by the secant line method for each fraction.

(table 6). The highest effect of the mecha
noactivation, 120 MPa, was noted for beli- 
te-aluminate cement, the lowest effect was 
identified for alite cements, independent 
of their G^A content. Conversely, for alite 
jet—mill cements, a 4 to 5 MPa increase in 
early strength of up to 3 day old mortars 
dominated over the strength increments of 
other cements.

One of the reasons why jet grinding of 
cements increases the compressive strength 
ratings may be attributed to a growth (up 
to SO %) of the yield of the 5-30jim frac
tion over the 50 % content of this frac
tion in the ball grinded product (table 7).

When the carrier fluid was cold air, no 
effect of mechanoactivation was recorded

after jet grinding of both bellte and alite 
clinkers (table 6), which may be traced to 
a more extensive carbonation of new forma
tions which occur in the grinding under the 
Impact of the air moisture.

Jet grinding is able to promote the ce
ment into the next higher compressive 
strength brand (due to a 50 kgf/cm2 in

crease in the strength) provided the jet 
fluid is chosen appropriately. In view of 
a higher water requirement of jet-ground 
cements, the efficient application of this 
grinding method calls for a separate study.
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Physico-inechanlcal Tests of Ball and Jet Ground Cements
Table 5

Baw mix Strength, MFa, at age (days) indicated
gr ma ing ________________________  , ;_____________________________
process bending compressive

jPhysico-mechanical Tests of Various Jet and Ball Ground Cements
Table 6

1 3 7 28 1 3 7 28

Ball mill grinding to 5OOO cm^/g fineness
1 ball 1.7 4.3 5.8 7.З 7-2 28.4 40.9 67.5
2 joint jet 1.9 5.1 6.8 7.2 8.6 З1.7 45.8 68.4
5 separate jet 3.7 5-9 6.4 7.9 20.6 43 • 0 56.6 68.8
4 jet chalk+ball clay 3 «3 6.3 7.З 8.6 16.8 41.2 57.6 84.5
5 ball chalk+jet clay 2.8 6.2 7.З 7.9 12.0 38.1 57.З 80.4

Ball mill grinding to 4000 cm^/g fineness
1 ball 2.4 4-3 6.З 7.5 12.0 З4.5 46.8 72.7
2 joint jet 4.8 6.2 6.6 7.9 26.0 46.9 59.1 73.7
3 separate jet 5.0 6.7 7.5 8.2 27.I 40.5 59.9 81.0
4 jet chalk+ball clay 3-9 6.5 7.6 7.8 18.5 42.8 59-0 81.5
5 ball chalk+jet clay 3.2 5.3 7.O 8.2 16.8 З7.6 55.7 80.0

Ball--mill grinding to 5OOO cm^/g fineness
1 ball 2.8 4.3 6.3 7.5 13.6 З6.9 47-4 68.4
2 joint jet 5.1 6.8 7-5 7.5 34.6 52.2 62.5 76.7
3 separate jet 5.2 7.0 7.1 7.9 З2.5 5I.I 62.0 71.9
4 jet chalk+ball clay 5.0 7.0 7.5 8.4 ЗЗ.5 50.9 64.3 71.2
5 ball chalk+jet clay 4.2 6.0 6.8 8.1 25.6 43.2 52.8 70.0

Jet grinding to 4000 cm2,,g fineness
1 ball 2.9 4.3 8.2 9.2 14.7 З5.6 55.2 74.1
2 joint jet 3.8 6.7 7.7 9.2 20.8 41.2 55-2 77-6
3 separate jet 2.9 5-9 7.6 8.8 25.8 З2.5 51.6 64.4
4 jet chalk+ball clay 5.3 6.6 8.7 8.9 I7.6 З7.7 58.7 74.1
5 ball chalk+jet clay 2.9 7.З 8.4 8.8 15.1 З7.8 61.2 71.9

Clinker Strength, ilPa, at age (days) indicated

composition, % bending compressive

No. C,S3 02S CzA c4af 1 3 7 28 1 3 7 28

Ball mill grinding
1 12 61 6 16 1.З 1.5 1.8 3.8 5.2 7-5 10.0 26.2
2 55 18 9 12 2.9 5-4 5-6 6.8 14.9 34.5 44.1 60.9
3 35 44 3 15 З.О 5.2 5-2 7-7 9.6 26.1 34.1 57.9
4 32 47 9 9 2.7 4.7 5.1 6.9 9.O 21.9 33-1 54.7
5 65 16 4 13 З.З 5.8 6.9 7.9 12.4 31.6 46.8 65-7
6 55 18 10 14 2.6 6.0 6.5 7.4 9.5 30.8 45.6 64.5



Steam-jet grinding

Table 6

Clinker Strength, MPa, at age (days) indicated
compossition, /i bending compressive

г7 0 • С z о CLS C^AF 1 5 7 28 1 5 7 28

1 12
2 55

61 6
18 9

16
12

Air-jet grinding 
1*5 1.7 1.9 5.3 
5«5 5-3 6.0 7.3

5.2
17.2

7.7
55.1

9.5
42.8

25.I
58.9

5 55 44 5 15 2.9 5.7 5-8 8.2 9.4 27.6 30.9 62.4
4 52 47 9 9 5-'1 4*9 5.5 8.3 IO.5 29.8 38.4 66.6
5 65 16 4 5.5 7.5 8.4 8.9 21.8 45.6 54.6 69.7
6 55 18 10 14 4*5 6.9 7.1 6.8 18.1 42.2 57.2 64.Q

. Table 7
Grain Size Distribution for Various Cements

Clin
ker 
No.

Weight percentage for indicated grain size range (y. )

1__________ 1-5 5-7 7-10 10-15 15-20 20-30 30-60 30 60

1 7.8 11.? 9*5
2 7.7 4.4 10.8
5 22.1 3.9 6.1
4 2О.7 1.3 9-4
5 19.6 4.0 7.6
6 I9.5 3.0 4.2

1 4.4 7.5 8.5
2 9.5 4.6 IO.3
3 I9.9 5.1 12.0
4 34.6 2.1 2.1
5 21.5 1.0 14.1
6 I7.8 6.5 8.4

Ball mill grinding
15.7 4.9 9-8 I5.2 I?.? 27.6 9.9
7.5 8.5 I2.7 17-1 2О.5 З1.7 11.2
5.1 18.3 7.4 4.8 27.З 24.3 7.0
9-9 16.6 9.9 З.5 25.4 28.7 3*3
9.8 18.3 10.2 11.0 13.1 19.5 6.4
8.4 19-5 8.4 8.4 22.6 29.О 6.4

Jet grinding
17.O 28.7 16.5 2.7 14.2 14.7 O.5
9.8 16.0 I6.5 7.7 22.5 25.5 З.О
15.7 23.1 6.8 17.8 1.6 1.6 ■
51.4 24.6 4.2 1.0 * —
5.8 ЗО.9 20.4 2.1 4.2 4.2 ■■
16.2 28.3 I5.2 5.2 2.6 2.6 -
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EVALUATION OF REOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENT PASTE AND CONCRETE 
WITH HELP OF COMPUTERS

The development of computer technic dis
cover a the possibility to further improve
ments of technological recalculations to ob
tain higher quality of production and eco
nomic benefits. Computerisation of concre
te technology has a great importance, par
ticularly in the conditions of increasing 
the deviation in properties of raw mate
rials (different chemical and fine-grounded 
admixtures, secondary industrial raw mate
rials), and complicated technology (appli
cation of robots, new ways of mix activa
tion, new casting equipment and ways of con
crete set). Operation of technology on the 
base of wideer computer application will gi
ve a guaranteed quality of the fresh con
crete mix and a quality of hardened concre
te for different conditions of precast con
crete constructions.

Additionally computerisation of industry 
needs a new approach to evaluation of in
fluence of cement, aggregates and other fac
tors on the rheological characteristics of 
concrete mix. For the first time we are in
terested not in general estimation of mate
rial utility for concrete, but quantitative 
evaluation of one or another factor on rheo
logical characteristics of concrete, setting 
time, hardness and concrete strength at par
ticular age.

There are wide applications of mathemati
cal models in technological recalculations 
in the Soviet Union, which allow to obtain 

with the help of experiments planning 
and standard means of materials tests, tests 
of fresh concrete mix and hardened concrete 
(1, 2, 3, 5). However, these methods are sui
table for accepted conditions and alterna
tion of raw materials and technology needs 
its great adjustment. Therefore it remains 
an actual task of discovering a new crite
rion of evaluation cement and aggregate in
fluence on characteristics of concrete mix 
and relations, which give us a possibility 
to describe characteristics of cement paste 
and concrete mix of different compositions 
in general form. This is more important in 
conditions of increased raw material resour

ces for concrete and large utilisation of 
different water-reducers and complex admix
tures on their base.

With addition of water-reducers and su
perplasticizers to cement paste either ef
ficiency or influence on fluidity (SI) of 
cement paste and rate of admixture (D) de
pend on type of admixture arid quality of 
cement. However, the slope of curves Sl=f(D 
is similar in all cases (Fig. 1), and only 
parameters of these curves are different. 
We can see three areas on these curves. At 
the first area the quantity of water-redu
cer is yet not enough for an influence on 
all the cement grains and admixture effi
ciency is negligible. Slight fluidizing ef
fect is gained at the area 11, when the 
continuous layer of water-reducer is deve
loped on the cement grains surfaces. Opti
mum cement rate accounting for technical 
and economic factors lays in the limits of 
this area. The efficiency of admixture gra
dually decreases at the area 111. Physical 
and chemical factors which determinate the 
slope and parameters of curves Sl=f(D) for 
different types of water-reducers are dif
ferent, however, the slope of curves having 
a great importance for mathematical predic
tion of admixture efficiency looks alike. 
This gives us a possibility to approximate 
in calculation of the function Sl=f(D) at 
the area 111 with the help of following ex
pression« 

SI = ^^(D + a)

where« — coefficient of water—reducer 
influence on fluidity of cement paste; 
K2 - coefficient accounted for the influence 
of cement; a — constant.

Coefficient can in some limits give 
us a characteristic of the water-reducer 
efficiency; the bigger coefficient, the hig
her fluidizing effect. Coefficient K2, in 
general, determines the possibility of app- 
licating an admixture for a given cement; 
its increasing shows a higher efficiency of 
an admixture in the cement paste of a given 



cement.
It's recommended to held out comparison 

tests of small volumes to get useful data 
for calculations. As a standard one could 
apply data of a well-known water-reducer or 
data of agreed standard curve. It's recom
mended to discuss possible parameters of 
such a curve at the congress.

However, there are some limits of infor
mation concerning influence of water-redu
cers on cement pastes for prediction of 
rheological characteristics. One should men
tion the structure of concrete mix, charac
teristics of aggregates, quantity of cement. 
The aggregate influences on rheological cha
racteristics of the mix. This aggregate in
fluence is practically impossible to evalu
ate on the base of its size, pore volume and 
other standard characteristics only. The 
appointed integral criterion - "water con
sumption of aggregate" - gives a more accu
rate evaluation and this criterion obtained 
from estimation of water consumption of ce
ment paste, mortar and concrete mix of equal 
fluidity determine relative increase of wa
ter-cement ratio which applied for compari
son of structural role of the aggregate. In 
account of water consumption of the aggre
gate it's possible to estimate the efficient 
water-cement ratio which characterizes tjie 
behaviour of the cement paste and the con
crete mix (1, 4).

The influence of water-reducing admixtu
res on rheological characteristics of a con
crete mix could be accounted for with the 
help of a special coefficient the same way 
as -with the cement paste which is determi
ned with comparison tests. It substantially 
simplifies accounts and gives us a possibi
lity to use one method of prediction of the 
rheological characteristics of concrete mix 
for application of different water-reducers.

In the base of this proposal lays an ex
perimentally stated fact that water-reducers 
don't alter their character of relation bet
ween the concrete mix fluidity and water 
consumption, but alter parameters of rela
tive curves only (Fig. 2, 3). Addition of 

water-reducer Increases fluidity of the 
concrete mix and decreases water consump
tion of the concrete mix of equal fluidi
ty. If known that admixture decreases wa
ter consumption of the concrete mix by IO 
or 20% then we can describe corresponding 
curves which have the same behaviour as 
the curve for the concrete mix without an 
admixture but with different parameters, 
and determine water consumption with the 
help of these curves to obtain a given flui
dity of the concrete mix, while applying 
complex chemical admixtures the influence 
on water consumption of concrete mix is 
possible to evaluate the type and rate of 
the water-reducing coponent.

The influence of water—reducing admixtu
res on water consumption of a concrete mix 
is possible to evaluate with the coefficient 
which shows an amount of decreased water 
content at equal fluidity of mix in the 
presence of an admixture.

100 - дВ 
= В /В = --------------

6 100

where Bg - water consumption of concrete 
mix in the presence of an admixture} ß - wa
ter consumption of a concrete mix without 
admixture; В — reduction of water consump
tion of concrete mix with of an admixture.

Coefficient determines slope of the 
curve S1 = (в) and efficiency of admixture. 
This coefficient depends on the type and 
rate of an admixture and the quality of an 
applied cement.

Fluidity of a concrete mix increases 
with an admixture rate. The behaviour of 
the curve S1 =(D) is similar to the curve 
of the cement paste and has same characte
ristic areas. Optimal admixture rate is 
usually admitted at the upper side of the 
area 11 (higher increase of fluidity with 
the rate of an admixture), but to some li
mits could be Influenced by some other fac
tors: necessity of high development of con
crete strength, guarantee of no bleeding of 
concrete mix, economic benefits, etc.

Comparison of different water-reducing



admixtures in optimal rates gives us a pos
sibility to divide them into several clas
ses by its efficiency of influence on the 
rheological properties of a concrete mix: 
water-reducers,which decrease water content

S£i mm

Fig. 1. Influence of water-reducer rate 
on a slump of cement paste: i-ce- 
ment paste with 1C% of C^A in ce
ment and the admixture "40-03";
2- same as above, but 4% of C^A;
3- cement paste with 4% oc C^A 
and the admixture "10-03"

Fig. 2. Influence of the type of water-re
ducer on water consumption of the 
concrete mix; 1-concrete mix with 
superplasticizer C-3; 2-same as 
above, but withCflB ; 3-same as 
above, but without admixture

on 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25% in mixtures of 
equal fluidity. Coefficient э< will be al
tering the range from 0,95 to 0,75, cor
respondingly, we need a quantitative value

Fig. 3. Influence of the superplasticizer 
C-3 on the relation between water 
consumption of the concrete mix 
and cement consumption: 1-concrete 
mix in presence of superplastici
zer; 2-concrete mix without an ad
mixture

T ab le 1

Type of superplas
ticizer

Water
cement 
ratio

'.Vater reduc
tion in mi
xes with 
equal flui
dity , %

Reference concrete 
mix without admix
ture 0,425 —

C-3 (USSR) 0,32 24,3
30-03 (USSR) 0,315 26,0
KM-30 (USSR) 0,31 2?,2
10-03 (USSR) 0,31 27,2
Mighty (Japan) 0,315 26

БП -1 (Bulgary) 0,32 24,3
Melment (FRG) 0,32 24,8
Super (USA) 0,313 25,3

of the coefficient for computer calcula
tions, but not the nature of the admixture. 
Different admixtures of one class will be 
presented by one coefficient in calcula
tions.

Experiments have shown that admixtures 
of the different chemical composition, but 
one and the same class of influence had a 
relatively small deviation in the reduced



Table 2

Cement com
position, %

Average water reduction in 
mixes of equal fluidity in 
the presence of superplasti-

C7S C3A

cizer "I0-03" , %

0,5 0,75 1 1,25

49 6 13 23 28 33
40 3 17 22 27 32
33 10 15 19 24 29

water (Table 1)e
The comparisons were taken with one 

rate of superplastioizer 10 and fluidity 
of the concrete mix 5 cm» Cement consump
tion was 500 kg/m\ r = 0,32. Similar re

sults were obtained by the small correla
tion of admixture rate.

Influence of mineralogical composition 
of cement on the efficiency of the super
plasticizer was smaller then the rate of 
admixture (Table 2). This can be accepted 
by coefficient В excluded in terms of cor
responding correlation of admixture rate, 
e.g. with aluminate cement the quantity of 
superplasticizer could be Increased by 
0,1-0,2% of cement weight.

To get proof of the water-reducers effi
ciency it's necessary to develop a standard 
method of comparison tests. This gives us a 
possibility to design mathematical models 
with applicationof such arguments as cement 
paste-consumption, water consumption of 
aggregate, effective water-cement ratio of 
the cement paste and concrete mix, coeffi
cients of water-reducer efficiency,^ and 
B. Experimental calculations show the pos
sibility of accurate prediction of rheolo
gical properties of the concrete mix with 
the help of one model, when different ce
ments, admixtures, and aggregates are app
lied. Correspondingly the reversal task of 
concrete mix design in the function of gi
ven rheological properties were carried out 
more accurately and the possibility of ef
fective monitoring of precast concrete and 
concrete construction process has become a 
reality. We can immediately react to the 

slightest alternations in raw materials 
properties and obtain high quality of con
struction with minimal consumption of ce
ment and reduced costs with the help of 
computers.
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CERTAINS ASPECTS DE L'ACTIVATION LORS DE L'OBTENTION DU LIANT SANS CLINKER

Il est connu que les substances peu so
lubles se caracterisent des proprlet^s d6- 
terminSes de I'scidit^ ou basicit6 de la 
surface, qui peuvent etre renforcees par le 
traitement thermique ä 413-773K [l]e

Cette technique ete utilises pour la ma- 
tidre sulfatocalcique - phosphogypse - qu’ 
est sous-produit de la production chimique.

Active par son acidity, la forme du 
phosphogypse a 6te Studies ä la temperature 
differente du traitement sur des systemes- 
modeles - suspensions - de rapport phos- 
phogypse/eau = 1:10, par mesure ä I’aide de 
pH-metrmillivoltmetre. La variation de la 
concentration des ions H+ dans les suspen
sions en fonction de la temperature du 
traitement du phosphogypse montre qu'elle 
attaint sa valeur maximale ä 673K fsj.

Les resultats de la spectroscopie in
frarouge et de 1*analyse des phases aux 
rayons X ont mis en 6vidence la deshydra
tion du phosphogypse lots du traitement 
thermique A 673K et la transformation du 
reseau cristallin du gypse dihydratA en 
structure d*anhydrite - apparition de la 
rale d’absorption 620 cm“1, disparition de 
la rale 1636 cm On note aussi la presen
ce du sulfate de calcium en forme hydra
tee - CaS0^*0,5 HgO - les rales d’absorp
tion dans la region de 3615, 3546, 1620 cm-'*. 
L’apparition de 1’anhydrite est nettement 
observes sur les diffractogrammes par les 
rales 3,95; 3,49; 2,33; 1,97; 1,75; 
1,65*1O”10 m.

La presence du gypse en forme semihydra
tee 3,43; 3,10; 2,30; 2,35; 1,35; 1,70x10-10m 
у est aussi constates.

Selon les donnAes de 1*analyse thermique 
differentielle le phosphogypse pretraite A 
673K par rapport au phosphogypse, revAle tin 
effet endothermique tres faible dans la pla
ge de 423** A —473K qui est lie A la deshyd— 
natation du gypse semihydratA, presente en 
phosphogypse en quantlte peu considerable. 
La perte de L’eau fait lei 0,75%. Les etudes 
physicochimiques ont mis en Evidence que le 
phosphogypse traite A 673K est presente par 
d’env. 35% de 1’anhydrite et par 15% du gyp— 

se semihydratb,
L’analyse electronique stArAomicrosco- 

plque a montree que Le traitement du phos
phogypse A 673K varle entlArement la forme 
de see crlstaux. Du phosphogypse aux grands 
cristaux lamellaires 11 se transforms aux 
plus petites particules de differentes di
mensions, parmi lesquelles on distingue 
aussi les crlstaux lamellaires, mais de 
moindres dimensions (fig. 1b).

Le nouveau produit obtenu - le phos
phoanhydrite - a ete utilisA pour 1’activa
tion de la pate de nApheline (sous-produit 
de la production de 1’alumine), comprenant 
jusqu*A 35% de_^-C2S. L*activation de la 
pate de nAphellne est ndcessitAe par 1’ab
sence des proprietes Mantes, ear les grains 
de J3 -CgS, dont eile est composee, sont 
entoures des enveloppes finemsnt agregees 
hydratees. On a introduit de 5 a 15% de 
l’activateur lors du broyage de la pate de 
ndphAline. La composition optimale du liant 
comprend 90% de la pate de nephAllna et 
10% du phosphoanhydrite. En resultat des 
etudes on a obtenu le liant mixte dont 
I’activite apres 23 jours du durcissement 
Atalt comprise entre 32 et 36 MPa.

L*analyse pfayslco-chimique (des phases 
A rayons X, ATD, B-speetrometrie, Alectro- 
nique-stereomicroscoplque, petro;graphique) 
a montre 1*augmentation de la reactivity 
de la pate de nepheline en presence du 
phosphoanhydrite [3]. Sur les diffracto
grammes A 3 et 23 jours du durcissement on 
note en particuller la diminution des rales 
analytiques du silicate blcalciques 1,93; 
2,02; 2.23; 2,19; 2,41; 2,54; 2,61; 2,?4; 
2,73; 2,33; 3,04x10 m pour la pate de 
nepheline activee par rapport au J2> 
pur et A la pate de nAphellne inactivAe. 
Apres 28 jours du durcissement on note sur 
les diffractogrammes 1*apparition des re
flets se rapportant A la phase d’ettringites 
9,6; 5,6; 3,35x1O-10 m, p0.ur les produits 
de I’hydratatlon du liant (de la pate de 
nepheline avec phospho anhydrite) A I’age de 
3 jours on distingue sur les courbes d’ATD 
I’effet endothermique A 40SX et 423K 11У
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ä La parte de L’eau d’adsorption et la de
composition du gel de tobermorite. On peut 
supposer aussi dans 1*echantillon la pre
sence des petites quantites des hydrosili
cates mal cristallises, hautement basiques, 
pareils au tobermorite, et des hydrosili
cates de calcium-sodium (effeta endother- 
miques faibles ä S69K et 1OO5K).

Sur les courbes d’ATD des produits de 
1’hydration du liant etalon (la pate de 
nepheline avec du gypse) on note les ef
fets endothermiques & 423K, 4}3K, 931K et 
1072K. Pour le liant activ6 las pertes de 
poids sont plus ^Levees (1,5 fols) que 
pour le liant ptalon.

Iss resultats de la spectrometrie in
frarouge prouvent aussi une grande inten- 
site du processus de 1’hydratation du liant 
active.

Par comparaison au liant etalon 1’ana
lyse petrographique a revele 1’augmenta
tion importante de nouvelles formations 
dans les produits de 1’hydratation du liant 
de nepheline active vers 23 jours du dur- 
cissement. Les particules de la pate de 
nepheline semblent etre cristalloamorphes, 
car elles sont entourees par de masses 
compactes de nouvelles formations, compo- 
sees des hydrosilicates, des äcailles de 
Ca(0H)2, des grains du carbonate et 
d’ettringite.

Les photographies prises au st6reomicro- 
scope electronique des produits de 1’hydra- 
tions du liant active apres 23 jours du 
durcissement (fig. 2a) montrent quo la 
structure du liant active durci se carac- 
terise par les globules du gel C-S-H, Hees 
aux grains de I'ettringite. La structure 
correspond A la formation de gros agregats 
spheriques (ayant quelquefois la forme 
des disquea), qui forment des liaisons 
avec des particules avoisinantes (germina
tions aux points de contact par gel C-S-H, 
ayant une forme morphologique de feuille). 
La structure du liant Atalon (fig. 2b) est 
globulaire par sa composition, mais friable, 
la consolidation est assures par germina
tion aux points de contact du gel, enve- 

loppant les particules de la pierre de 
nepheline.

Les donnees d’experience citees mont
rent que 1’actlvateur obtenu-phosphoan- 
hydrlte — influence la composante sili— 
ceuse de la pate de nephAline et elles 

permettent de crolre possible 1’activation 
des materlaux au caractere inerte par 
rapport aux proprietes liantes par de cer
tains produits thermiquement traitAs.

Fig. 1. Structure du phosphogypse (a) et 
du phosphoanhydrite (b) sous micro
scope Alectronlque, x1000.
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PARTICULARITES DE LA FORMATION DE STRUCTURE DANS LE CIMENT DURCI 
CONTENANT DES ALCALIS GL

La maniere traditioimelle chimico-mine- 
ralogique d'abortier un Probleme de la Syn
these de resistance du ciment durci ne per
met pas d'augmenter considerablement l’ac- 
tivite des ciments calciques existants puis- 
que leur base consiste dans la realisation 
des proprietes d'hydratation des mineraux 
de clinker ä haute basicite qui est suivie 
de phenomenes positifs comma negatifs.

L’experience accumulee pendant plus de 
20 ans de recherches et d'exploitation dans 
le domains du ciment durci sur la base des 
systemes dispersifs ne contenant pas de mi- 
neraux a haute basicite et utilisant, ä 
cote de la phase vitreuse, en qualite d'un 
constituant siliceux, des composes ä fälble 
basicite avec C/S —2 montre (1, 2) que le 
resultat de la formation de structure se 
distingue qualitativement du resultat tra- 
ditionnel mentionne. Ges systemes, par sui
te de 1'augmentation du degre de condensa
tion anionique des tetraedres d 'alnmininm 
et Silicium oxygenes, possedent une re
sistance elevee ä la destruction hydrolyti 
que tandis que 1’introduction dans le mi
lieu de gachage des alcalis ayant une ener
gie chimique considerable rend ces systemes 
ties actifs (3).

Les proprietes du ciment durci alcalin 
se caracterisent par les parametres sui- 
vantsi activite lors des essais standarti- 
ses - 80...140 МПа; resistance ä la fle
xion - 6...14 Mfh; resistance an gel - 
700...1000 cycles 5 impermeabilite ä 1'eau - 
B10...B50; resistance ä la corrosion dans 
les milieux de sulfate Kc = 0,9 -1,2 (4). 
Sulvant 1’intensite d'accroissement de re
sistance (I jour - 25...35 МВа$ 3 jours - 
65•••75 »iPa) les ciments se rapportent aux 
ciments ä durcissement super rapide et sui- 
vant le d£gagement de chaleur - aux ciments 
ä faibles temperatures.

La presence du cation alcalin conditio- 
nne les particularites des processus de la 
formation de structure des ciments en 
question (5)» A la periods d'hydratation 
initiale, le cation alcalin joue un role 
d’un catalysateux en diminuant la concen

tration du CaO dans le liquide mere, main- 
tenant les forces loniques du milieu de 
gachage necessaires ä la destruction des 
liaisons covalentes rfesistantes et en pre- 
nant part ä 1’Evacuation des produits de 
destruction hors de la reaction grace aux 
processus d'echanges des cations. Ges pro
duits sent des gels d’hydrosilicates con
tenant des agglomerations des hydrosilica
tes de calcium fibreux ä basse basicite 
d ’un aspect commun CSH (B) et des inclu
sions des hydrogrenats a composition va
riable ainsi que 1’acide silicique preci- 
pi te.

A mesure du developpement des processus 
de condensation et de condensatlon-cristal- 
lisation, le constituant alcalin devient un 
des elements-formateurs de structure du 
ciment durcissant. Les formations nouvelles 
alcalines sont analogues aux hydroalumosi- 
licates alcalins de type des zeolites et 
des hydromicas ainsi qu'aux compositions 
mixtes alcalines-alcalino-terreuses - ana
logues aux naturelies oe qui predetermine 
leur durabilite et certaines autres pro- 
pridtes (2). Selon les indices structuraux, | 
cea phases, comma en cas du gel d'hydros!- I 
licate, se trouvent egalement longtemps en ■ 
etat amorphe se condensant autour de la I 
carcasse hydrosiliceuse dans les pores du 
ciment durci en augmentant avec cela la I 
densite et I’impermeabilitE ä 1'eau de ce 
dernier. La porosite du ciment durci conte
nant des alcalis est caracterisEe par une 
teneur ElevEe en pores du gel dont le rayon I 
et de 1,0 - 4,0 mm et par une teneur di mi - 
nude en pores capillaires.

Selon nos recherches (6), les Etats amor- : 
phes et cristailins mdtastables de la struc
ture de la matibre minErale jouent un role 
particulier dans les processus de la forma- ' 
tion de structure du ciment durci. Ce role 
est conditionnd par le fait que la matibre 
se trouvant dans 1’dtat mentionnE est ca
racterisee, en comparaison avec la matibre 
cristalline stable, par un pouvoir bnerge- 
tique maximum et une densitb minimum. C’est 
justement 9a qui assure le processus de con-



Tableau
Legre de retablissement des liaisons structurales de la pierre de cimfent obtenue par

les formations nouvelles du ciment alcalin

Composition 
de la phase

Cycles de 
pressage* ^com-pr • 1 öa-.

type gel . .IS/cm 3 _
Pre s s 1 o nt MPa

50 100 300 400 500 1000

I
21,9 30,4 143,0 192,5 275,6 136,4

1,06 1,09 1,34 1,53 1,65 2,04

0,8Ca0-Si02«2H20 II
23,8

1,08

50,u

1,09

77,0

1,38

68,0

1,59

72,2

1,63

68,0

2,06

III
24,0

1,09

23,4

1,11

67,8

1,49

71,0

1,76

70,0

1,90

46,7

2,12

I
9,4

1,11

22,2

1,27

52,1

1,58

58,8

1,59

67,9

1,71

69,1

1,80

NaS)0»AlS)0;,»2Si0o-2H,30 d 2 > 2. 2 II
9,0 20,6 55,8 104,0 123,0 171,0

0,89 1,02 1,34 1,47 1,58 1,77

III
7,53

0,89

17,7

1,02

33,3

1,34

50,7

1,47

58,1

1,58

28,1

1,77

33,5 15,8 13,2 12,0 10,8 10,2

jPertes de 1 'eau a eolithique, %
* . *

mn cas des memes pressions, les echantillons du deuxieme pressage ont ete 
tir de la matiere des echantillons du premier pressage et les echantillons 
pressage - ä partir de la matiere des echantillons du deuxiame pressage.

prepares ä par- 
du troisieiae

densation (formation de structure) et qui 
se manifeste dans les interactions superfi- 
cielles, dans 1'apparition des contacts de 
phase entre les particules ainsi que dans 
la diminution de volume du systems pour le 
compte de 1'augmentation de densite de la 
mat!ere.

Outre la participation dans les proces
sus de formation de structure du ciment dur
ci d'un caractere d'hydratation-condensa- 
tion, les phases amorphes et metastables se 
trouvant dans l'etat dispersif tendent ä 
la formation de structure du type contact
condensation dont 1'essence est montree dans 
nos publications aux Congres precedents

(7i 8). La presence de ces phases dans le 

Systeme dispersif obtenu par 1'hydratation 
en exces du liquide de gachage determine 
les propri6tes distinctives des liaisons 
structurales du ciment durci qu'alles for
ment.

Selon les notions connues (9), lors du 
durcissement de la pate de ciment, la struc
ture de coagulation thixotrope avec des 
contacts de film hydrolabiles passe en struc
ture type condensation-cristallisation avec 
des contacts de phase irreversibles resis
tants ä 1’eau. Nos experiments montrent que 
ces derniers portent longtemps un caractere 
partiellement reversible (voir tableau). Ils 



peuvent etre detruits, broyes et rötablis 
ensuite par pressage, c’est-ä-dire a la 
suite du rapprochement reiteratif des mac- 
roparticules immediatement apres le pres
sage avec 1’obtention d 1 une pierre resis- 
tante a 1 •eau» bit c’eSt seulement apreg 
le passage de toutes les formations nou- 
velles hydrosiliceuses dans un 6tat cris- 
tallin stable que les contacts de phase 
prennent un caractere irreversible, et il 
est impossible d’obtenir la pierre resis- 
tante a I’eau par pressage.

Apr es la destruction, broyage et ensuite 
le pressage de la pierre, sa resistance se 
retablit d ’une fa$on incomplete. Si les 
cycles de durcissement-destruction-broyage- 
pressage continuent, alors apres chaque 
cycle, la densite de la pierre augments 
tandis que l’dnergie superficielle des par- 
ticules et la resistance de la pierre dimi- 
nuent. G’est pourquoi, apres chaque cycle 
avec retablissement des contacts, la resis
tance de ces derniers di minus (pratique- 
ment ä la pression >300 MPa), jin cas de 
1’aluminosilicate sodique, la perte de 
I’eau zeolitique se superpose sur cette 
dependance commune ce qui exerce une in
fluence sur un caractere du changement de 
densite et sur une consolidation interme- 
diaire de la pierre.

biu general, le processus de la formation 
de structure du ciment durci sur la base 
des hydrates dispersifs metastables se pro- 
duit avec le degagement d’energie et est 
suivi de phenomenes qui p'euvent etre ca- 
racterises, en termes les plus g^neraux, 
comma 1’autoorganisation (mise en ordre) 
de la matiere.

Les donnees ci-dessus concernant les 
particularities de la formation de structure 
ouvrent des possibility pour controler 
les propri6tes des ciments alcalins et de 
la pierre ä durcissement de contact (regue 
par pressage des hydrates broy£s). Hi pre
mier cas, cela s’obtient par la normalisa
tion. de la composition des elements alca
lins, c’est-ä-dire des phases aluminosili- 
ceuses, par la teneur en constituent alca- 

lin et son type et par la teneur en addi
tions de modification. Le ciment de laitier 
alcalin M 400.. .M "1400 est un example de 
ces ciments. Outre les resultats techniques 
1’utilisation de ce ciment favorise la so
lution des probldmes lies aux gains d ’ener
gie dans la technologic de la production du 
ciment.

En deuxieme cas, cela s’obtient par la 
repartition dans le temps des processus chi 
miques et physiques. De ce fait, lors du 
durcissement, il n’y a pas de changement 
de composition chimique ou d’etat agrdge 
de la matiere. Sans la consommation d’ener
gie supplementaire, il devient possible 
d’utiliser dans la composition des ciments 
alcalins une serie de produits secondaires 
desquels on obtient dans le systems donne 
les hydrates mdtastables et ensuite stab
les (boues de belite et d’amiante ciment, 
cendres treg calciques d ’hydroevacuation, 
etc.).
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INFLUENCE DE LA CONCENTRATION DES LIANTS EN MELANGE AVEC L'EAU SUR LA 
RESISTANCE ET DEFORMABILITE DE CE MELANGE LORS DU DURCISSEMENT

Tocrtes les proprieties techniques des me
langes des Hants durcis avec l’eau, у сош- 
pris la durabilite, sont determinees par 
les facteurs principaux suivantsi

1. Les proprietes physiques et physico- 
chimiques des Hants et des hydrates se 
formant lors de 1'interaction des Hants 
avec.l’eau aux conditions de durcissement 
adoptees.

2. La concentration du liant par masse 
en unite de volume du melange initiale et 
la valeur limite optimale de cette concen
tration pour cheque liant et chaque condi
tion de durcissement. Le depassement de 
cette valeur favorise la chute de resis
tance et meme 1’autodestruction du Systeme 
dans les conditions d’expansion litre.

3» La microstructure de la phase solide 
et des pores dans le monolithe durci deter- 
minde par la disperslte et la configuration 
des particules d ’hydrates nouvellement for
mees.

4. Les proprietes d’adhesion-cohesion et 
autres propriete.s physico-chimiques des 
particules nouvellement formees.

Avec cela, plus est grand le volume ab- 
solu de la phase solide en unite de volume 
du monolithe durci (jusqu’A. la valeur Hml- 
te) et plus sont intensives les manifesta
tions des proprietes d'adhesion-cohesion 
des particules constitutives, plus sont dis- 
persives ces particules et par consequent, 
plus sont fins les pores - plus est haut 
le niveau des proprietes de construction du 
monolithe (a 1'exception du parametre de 
protection thermique).

La concentration optimale du Hant en 
melange avec 1’eau "C ” et le rapport пё- 
cessaire "eau-liant" sont determines par les 
formulas 1 et 2.

■ (I + w0)(i + v)

ou, est la densite reelle de 1’hydrate 
en g/cm^, Wq est la quantite d’eau’invapo- 

" rable lors du durcissement du liant en g/g
de masse du liant initial, V est le volume 
limite minimal des pores se formant entre 

les particules de 1’hydrate exprime en 
cm^/cm^ du volume absolu de la masse de 

1’hydrate.
Le rapport "eau-liant” est determine par 

la formulaä
Л -Co

(Ь/L) = ----------------- (2)
Jo * Co

ou J>0 est la densite reelle du liant ini- ' 
tial.

Suivant les etudes /1, 2/, les melanges 
du liant avec 1’eau pris au rapport optimal 
ou au rapport diminue de la quantite du liant 
sont caracterises par 1 ’accroissement de re
sistance normal sans anomalies. Les melanges 
contenant le liant en quantite älevee par 
rapport a. la quantite optimale montrent, 
apres 1’accroissement de resistance initial 
normal, la diminution de cette resistance et 
1’augmentation du volume.

Ce fait est expliqu6 par la pression des 
germes nouvellement formes a 1’Interieur de 
la structure formde a 1’absence de 1’espace 
necessaire a 1’emplacement des particules 
nouvelles des hydrates avec les intervalles 
entre elles. Ce fait peut etre observe en 
cas d’acces supplementaire dans le systems 
de 1’eau sous forme du liquide ou de la va
peur et en cas de 1’interaction de cette eau 
avec les particules du liant non hydratees.

Le rapport "eau-liant”, en cas de con
centration optimale du liant, est toujours 
plus grand que le rapport exige par la 
stoechiometrie de la reaction de son hydra
tation (approximativement plus grand de 
1,3-1,5 fois).

Le volume limite minimal des intervalles 
entre les particules des hydrates des diffe- 
rents Hants (V) est individual et depend 
Sgalement des conditions de leur hydratation.

Suivant nos donnees, ”V” et le rapport 
optimal "eau/liant” lors de 1’hydratation 
aux conditions normales sont les suivants.

1) le ciment portlands 0,37 cm^/cm^ du 

volume absolu des hydrates; le rapport 
"eau/ciment" est 6gal ä 0,39;

2) le platre semi-hydrate ßs 0,2 сш^/сш^ 



du volume abaolu des hydrates; le 
"eau/platre" est egal ä 0,24;

3) 1’aluminate tricalcique, en 
formation ä partir de celui-ci du 
0,8 cm^/cm^; le rapport "еаи/С^'’ 

а 0,67; V

rapport

cas de
C5AH6i 
est dgal

4) 1 ’ettriguite, en cas de sa formation 
a partir du melange de l'hydroxyde de cal
cium, du sulfate d’aluminium et de l’eau: 
1,0 cm^/cm^; le rapport "eau/liant" est 

egal a 0,9»
II en results que tout liant ä sa con

centration optimale dans le melange avec 
l’eau et au rapport correspondant "eau- 
liant" formant un systems durcissant ayant 
des deformations de retrait normales, ä la 
mesure de 1’augmentation de concentration 
et de la diminution du rapport "eau/liant", 
passera d’abord en classe des "irretrecis- 
sables", ensuite en classe des "expansifs" 
et meme en classe des "autodestructifs", en 
cas de 1’expansion libre lors du durcisse- 
ment, ou en classe des "contraints" ä 
l’bydratation dans le volume "ferme". L’in- 
tensite et la vitesse de developpement des 
'deformations corres pond ant es avec le temps 
doivent dependre des proprietes individuel
les des Hants et des conditions du durcis- 
senent.

Avec cela, plus sont grandes les valeurs 
de 1 ’eau invaporable "Wo" fixes par le liant 
en cas de 1’hydratation complete et des vo
lumes minima entre les particules "V", 
moins est la resistance du liant dans le 
systems ä la concentration optimale "O0".

Le degre de remplissage du volume libre 
dans le melange du liant avec l’eau par les 
hydrates qui depend du degre d ’hydratation 
du liant et de la quantite d’eau adsorbde 
par les hydrates exerce une influence di
rects sur la resistance et autres proprie
tes du systems. A cette raison, il est uti
le de determiner le volume absolu de la 
phase solide V pour un ou un autre de- 
lai de durcissement du systems (sans tenir 
compte de l'air entraind et de 1’expansion 
du Systeme) en utilisant la fcrmule 3 /3/.

Cj_(I-<^) C^o(v(I+v/0)
7ph.s = —-------  + -------*---------- (5)

v О -Г I

ou est la contenance du liant dans le 
melange initial exprimde en g/cm^; об est 
le degre d’hydratation; sont les
densitds reelles du liant et de 1'hydrate 
en g/cm^.

A 1’aide de la soustraction de la valeur 
N du volume total du systems durci on ob- 
tient le volume des pores. La concentration 
volumique /3/ des hydrates nouvellement 
formas "N" est determinee avec une appro
ximation admissiüle par la formula de 
A.V. Voljenskiy et U.J). 'LshistovJ

C^CM)
H = ------b------------------------------------ (4)

Apo - Cit1

Dans ce cas, W est la quantite d’eau in
vaporable en g par g du liant initial; J) 
est la densite reelle du liant durci pour 
un ou un autre delai. Pour les autres sym- 
boles, voir les formulas I, 2 et 3.

Parmi les formules modernes sur la resis
tance des melanges durcissants nous ne 
trouvons pas les formules qui tiendraient 
compte du passage des indices physico-me- 
caniques et des autres proprietes par le 
maximum avec une alteration suivante de ces 
indices et autres proprietes malgre une 
augmentation monotone de la concentration 
du liant dans le Systeme,

Les formules de resistances ne tradujя- 
ent pas egalement le fait que la dlmi nnti rm 
du rapport "eau-liant" favorise une augmen
tation de dispersite des particules nouvel
lement formees et, par consequent, un acc- 
roissement de resistance /4/.

Les formules existantes peuvent etre 
utilisees avec un degre de confiance diffe
rent pour des systdmes ayant un rapport 
"eau-liant" optimal et plus grand.

Les resultats des etudes /2/ illustrent 
les faits mentionnes.

A partir du ciment Portland (po = 3,1;
= 25,4%; J5= 2,47 a l’bydratation 



complete), on a prepare les ecbantillona 
(2x2 et 2x2x2 cm) avec le rapport "eau/ci- 
ment" de 0,05» 0,1; 0,15; 0,2 et 0,25. Pen
dens trois jours on a conserve ces echan- 
tillons au-dessus de 1*eau et ensuite dans 
l’eau jusqu’a 6 ans. Aux ages determines 
(5, 7,28 jours; 6 ans) on a analyse la re
sistance des ?chantillons, leurs volumes, 
porosite, degre d ’hydrstation d ’apres la 
teneur en eau invaporable et la concentra
tion volumique des formations nouvelles (N)» 
Les resultats ont montre que la resistance 
des cchantillons de toutes les compositions 
augmentait jusqu’a. 1'age de 1-5 ans et en
suite dirainuait autant plus que plus est 
la diminution du rapport "eau-cinent". Баг 
exemple, la resistance des cchantillons 
prepares avec le rapport "eau/ciment" =0,10 
a atteint pendant trois ans 106 IJPa, tandis 
qu'elle a diminue vers 5 ans jusqu’ä 
90 ЮРа.

La resistance des cchantillons prepares 
ä partir d 'un autre ciment (rapport "eau/ 
cinent" = 0,2), ayant atteint vers trois 
ans 92 ivlPa, a diminue vers 6 ans jusqu'ä 
60 Lipa.

Le degre d 'hydratation des echantillons 
avec les rapports "eau/ciment" 0,05-0,15 a 
atteint vers 1'age de 5-6 ans la valour de 
0,45-0,5, et celui des echantillons avec 
les rapports "eau/ciment" de 0,2-0,25 a ete 
egal ä O,75-O;?8.

Les echantillons de toutes les composi
tions ont montre one augmentation de volume 
(5-5%) qui a atteint son maximum vers 28-50 
jours de durcissement pour les echantillons, 
prepares avec le rapport "eau-ciment"=0,05; 
0,1; 0,15 et 0,5-1% pour les echantillons 
prepares avec le rapport "eau/ciment"=0,2 
et 0,25« -Plus tard, les echantillons avec 
le rapport "eau/ciment"=0,2 et 0,25 out 
montre une diminution de volume jusqu’aux 
Valeurs initiales et les echantillons avec 
le rapport "eau/ciment"=6,05; 10,1 et 0,15 
approximativement jusqu’ä 2-2,5%« Suivant 
1’auteur, ce fait est du ä la relaxation de 
la contrainte dans le Systeme durci ou ä 
la dj m-innti nn de teneur en eau dans les for

mation d'hydrates nouvelles ou, enfin, a 
l’effet conjugue de ces deux facteurs. Le 
passage des echantillons du gonflement au 
retrait lors du durcissement de longue duree 
exige une etude ulterieure car ce phönomene 
peut etre lie avec le comportement des be
tens dans les structures contraintes meca- 
niquement ou ä 1'aide des elements de con
trainte et exercer une influence indesirable 
et meme dangereuse sur la capacite portante 
de la structure.

Les essais analogues /5/ ont ete effec- 
tues sur les echantillons prepares ä partir 
du ciment sulfo-alumineux de laitier (CSAL) 
contenant 5C% de plätre semi-hydrate, 50, 
20, 10% de ciment alumineux, 55, 45, 55% de 
laitier de haut-fourneau et 5-7% de ciment 
Portland. Les betons, en cas de la consom- 
mation du CSAL 550-400 kg/m^ (durete des me

langes est de 20-50 s), apreg quatre heures 
de durcissement ä la temperature de 20°C, 
ont la resistance de 4-6 MPa, apres un'jour 
de durcissement - 12-16 ijPh et apreg 28 
jours - 4О-5О MPa. Les betons sur la base 
du CSAL durcissent ä des temperatures 4O-55°C 
sans diminuer la resistance et atteignent 
meme apres quatre heures de durcissement une 
resistance de 15 MSa et plus. D'apres la 
vitesse d'accroissement de resistance ini
tial ce ciment depasse le ciment a]umineux 
et il est de 5-4 fois meins eher que ce 
dernier. La resistance des echantillons pre
pares ä partir du melange de CSAL avec 1'eau 
(rapport "eau/ciment"-0,1; 0,25 st 0,4) con
serves au-dessus de 1'eau augmentait conti- 
nuellement jusqu'ä 1'age de 4,5 ans. Ces ci- 
ments contenaient 50 et 2C% de ciment alu
mineux (ncn° 1 et 2). Apres quatre heures 
de durcissement, les echantillons avaient 
la resistance de 15-50 MPa et apres un jour 
de durcissement - 17-57 MPa. Apres un an de 
durcissement, la resistance des echantil
lons avec le rapport "eau/ciment" egal ä 
0,1 a atteint son maximum de 9О-95 MPa, tan
dis qu’apres 5,5 ans de durcissement eile a . 
diminue jusqu’ä 22 MPa (neI) et jusqu’ä
18,5 MPa (n° 2). Le volume des echantillons 
des deux compositions a augments de 1% pen-



flaut 5™6 mois et; plus tiard, 11 a di minnä 

jusqu'ä la valeur initiale.
Dono, lors du durcissement des echantil- 

lons prepares ä partir du CSAL, on a obser
ve le meme phenomena qu ’en cas des echan- 
tillons prepares ä partir du ciment Port
land. Selon ces essais, 11 est recommande 
d'utiliser le CSAL aux rapports "eau/ci- 
ment" qui ne sent pas inferieurs a 0,55
0,4. Les extremums analogues sux les cour— 
bes de resistance des dchantillons prepares 
aux rapports "liant-eau" diminues (en com- 
paraison avec les rapports optima) s’ob-- 
servaient en cas de I’aluminate tricalci- 
que, de 1 ’ettringuite et des Hants "gypse- 
ciment—pouzzolane** (L3CP). Le ciment Port
land ä la chaux contenant une quantite con
siderable d ’oxyde de calcium et d ’autres 
substances est caracterise par 1’absence 
d ’expansion lors de son interaction avec 
1'eau. Les batons bases sur ce liant atteig- 
nent une resistance de 4-6 iffia apres 4-7 
heures de durcissement ä la temperature de 
20°C et 15*20 MPa et plus ä la temperature 
de"80-95“O.

Selon les donnees preliminaires, le 
rapport eau/liant optimal se trouve dans 
des limites de 0,55-0,4. .
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QUANTIFICATION OF THALLIUM - and LEAD-CYCLES IN CEMENT PLANTS

1• Introduction
Early studies concerning the causes of thallium emis
sions in the cement production are found in the lite
rature (/ 1-4/ , beginning in 1980). Through controlled 
discharge of "blood leeting" of the so-called exter
nal cycle of a cement kiln plant with fly-ash feed
back, a strategy for effectively controlling the thal
lium cycle extension and emissions was developed by 
KAMM, OBLÄNDER and WEISWEILER /5/, as shown by indu
strial results. From all the above cited papers it 
can be concluded, that material cycles are formed. 
As an example a plant with cyclone perheater is to be 
considered operating in a combined mode. In this case 
a cycle can be delineated following the materials' 
pathway: Heat exchanger -> raw mill -* electric fil
ter si10 “* heat exchanger. A sharp enrichment 
level is observed when using pyrite cinder as iron 
oxide source containing a high thallium concentra
tion. '
The purpose of the present work was to determine in 
a quantitative manner the cycles and enrichment be
haviour of thallium and lead in a cement rotary kiln 
plant; for details see WEISWEILER et el. /6/. The 
studies were carried out in two parallel running ce
ment production plants (cyclone preheater and LEPOL), 
typical for Central Europe. Feeding with high-thal- 
lium containing pyrite cinder, as iron oxide source, 
was done as a matter of convenience for sharpening 
the enrichment level and only during those studies 
were carried out.

2. Measurement Strategy, Sampling, Mass Streams
The knowledge of the material balances is suggested 
to be of key importance for understanding the extent 
and causes of cycles in industrial processes. In this 
context only the Tl-and Pb-cycles were of interest. 
The mass streams were calculated on the basis of me
tallic T1 and Pb. Thallium is found mainly as a mixed 
crystal halide Tl(Cl,Br) /7/, or as iodide with chlo
ride portions /8/. Lead is also found as chloride but 
in a basic sulfate or silicate matrix in the clinker.
Preparation of the samples and their parallel deter
mination by means of atomic absorption spectroscopy 
were discussed by WACHTER and WEISWEILER /9/. The so
lid specimens were taken from the mass streams de
scribed as follows:
A. Rotary kiln with cyclone preneater (measuring pe

riod 5 resp. 40 days).
1) Heavy metal path across the solid material 

stream
a) di-ect operating mode: raw meal (raw mate

rial + additives) —► kiln meal (raw meal + 
filter dust) —► clinker.

b) Combined operating mode: raw meal = kiln 
meal (raw material + additives + filter 
dust) —► clinker.

2) Heavy metal path across the gas stream: fuel
or substitute fuel —► dust in raw gas —► elec
tric filter dust —► dust in clean gas.

B. Rotary kiln with grate-type preheater (measuring 
period 48 days).

2) Heavy metal path across the gas stream: fuel or 
substitute fuel —* grate riddlings and dust 
from the intermediate dust collection —► dust 
in raw gas —* electric filter dust —► dust in 
clean gas.

The results from the Tl- and Pb- analyses in the de
scribed mass streams wer1 ** used in preparing the fi
gures of.the balances in form of SANKEY-diagrams. 
For typcial minimal and maximal Tl— and Pb—content 
values see /6/.

1) Heavy metal path across the solid material 
stream: raw meal = kiln meal (raw material +
additives) ► pellets from drying chamber
—• pellets from calcining chamber —*■ clinker.

3• Thallium and Lead Balances for the Rotary Kiln 
with Cyclone Preheater

The symbols used for all heavy metal streams are given 
as follows. The units in SANKEY-diagram are kg/h.

Symbol Heavy metal mass stream

в feeded fuel oil
E dust emission
Eb feeded substitute fuel
Fs filter dust
К produced clinker
0m kiln meal before preheating (Fs+S)
Rg dust in exit gas (raw gas)
s raw meal from silo; in combined mode: S=0m

Wt/Ok cycle in heat exchanger/kiln cycle

overall enrichment factors 
of 20 assuming a maximum 
in raw meal and 5000 ppm 

s. These values were

10-70 ppm (combined mode); 
(direct mode) and 10-

The results of the corresponding dust measurement in 
exit gas before and after the electric filter (raw 
gas resp. clean gas) are given as follows for the di
rect and combined operating modes. In the combined 
mode the heat content of the kiln gases, before the 
dust collection, is used for drying the raw meal mix
ture in the grinding mill. Dust concentrations were 
measured with an exhausting device working parallel 
to the gas stream. Following dust concentrations were 
measured: in the raw gas 30-50 g/m3 in direct mode 
and 14-28 g/m in combined mode operation resp.
(15 min, 3.5 m /h, 8-32 g dust). In contrast the dust 
concentrations in the clean gas were found to be 
20-40 mg/m3 in direct mode and 10-20 mg/m3 in com
bined mode operation (6-13 h, 10-15 m3/h, 1.2-4.4 g 
3ust) . The thallium concentrations in 15 mean daily 
samples in the dust of the raw gas were 900-2900 ppm 
and 100-600 ppm operating in the direct and combined 
mode respectively, whereas in the dust of the clean 
gas values of 1500-3600 ppm (direct mode) and 600
1200 ppm (combined mode) were found. The analogous 
lead concentrations were found to be in the raw gas: 
30-70 ppm (direct mode) and -- -- - - -
in the clean gas: 15-75 ppm 
75 ppm (combined mode).
KAMM /10/ recently reported 
for Tl of 10 000 and for Pb 
of 0.5 ppm Tl and 25 ppm Tb .. 
Tl and 500 ppm Pb in clean gas. These values were"* 
obtained from specimens taken at the plants in the 
technically encountered conditions. From the results 
obtained in the present study, mean overall enrich
ment factors of at best 2500-3500 for Tl and 2-4 for 
Pb are found for a plant operating with continuously 
changing modes (direct and combined).
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Fig.l: Rotary kiln with cyclone preheater: Thallium mass streams
Fig.no. 
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Fig.2: Rotary kiln with cyclone preheater: Lead mass streams
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Fig.3 and 4: Rotary kiln with grate type preheater: thallium mass streams (Fig,3)and lead mass streams (Fig.4)

Fig.no. 
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3a 
pyrite cinder

3b 
pyrite cinder 
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3c 
pyrite cinder 
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6 weeks

4a 
pyrite cinder

4b 
pyrite cinder 
acid sludge

4c 
pyrite cinder 
acid sludge

6 weeks

3,1 Thallium Balances
Balances were made for the direct and combined opera
ting mode. Mass streams were determined when feeding 
with iron ores and with 11 containing pyrite cinder 
with/without acid sludge. SANKEY-diagrams of the mass 
streams were prepared for all six variations (Figs, 
la-f); they are based on a mean daily operating period

12 h in direct/combined mode. Longer operating 
periods were not considered.
Fig.la shows the total thallium mass stream within 
the plant operating in a direct mode, firing with pe
troleum coke and feeding iron ores (Tl< 5 ppm). A 
small T1 stream coming from the silo with the raw 
meal, S, enters the thermal-chemical part of the 

process. Dust from the electric filter, Fs, is added 
before entering the cyclone preheater (mass stream OmX 
An internal Tl-cycle is formed within the heat ex
changer due to the volatilization of Tl-compounds and 
condensation on the dust particles of the counter- 
currently flowing gas (Tl-stream Wt/Ok). A residual 
Tl-stream enters the rotary kiln via the partially 
calcinated materials leaving the cyclone. In the ro
tary kiln the Tl-compounds finally enter the gas phase 
and are transported out by the dust charged combustion 
gases which enter the cyclone; here they condense on 
the countercurrently entering solids. As can be seen, 
.the Tl—cycle is not limited to the preheating unit but 
includes the rotary kiln.



The thallium compounds coming with the raw gas from 
the heat exchanger, Rg, are collected together with 
the dust, Fs, in the electric filter which in case 
of a direct operation are added to the raw meal be
fore entering the heat exchanger. In a combined ope
ration this Tl-stream is formed anew in the silo 
because the dust charged combustion gases from kiln 
are used for drying the raw meal in the meal. The so 
formed Tl-stream, Om or S, completes the external 
cycle.
The back-feeding of the collected dust in the elec
tric filter, Fs, to the preheater has, as is known, 
a great effect in the heat exchanger cycle. It is 
remarkable the low Tl-fixation in the clinker. If the 
electric filter works without failure, a low Tl-emis- 
sion is found too.
Fig.1b shows the thallium mass streams in the subse
quently nocturnal combined operating mode. The same 
kind of cycles is observed, nevertheless are the mass 
streams farther reduced because of the greater sto
rage volume available in the raw meal silo.
Fig.1c shows the increase of the Tl-streams, after a 
one day period, when feeding with pyrite cinder of an 
230-310 ppm Tl-content. During a direct operation the 
Tl—mass streams are found mainly in the external 
cycle because of the drastic higher Tl-contents in 
filter dust, Fs. The enrichment level is diminished 
in the subsequently combined operating mode maintai
ning the firing of petroleum coke and the feeding of 
pyrite cinder. The corresponding streams are shown in 
Fig.1b.
When using acid sludge as substitute feed the same 
mass streams are practically measured in a direct ope
ration (Fig.le), whereas in a combined mode a slight 
increase of the mass stream is observed in the heat 
exchanger/rotary kiln system (Fig.If).

3.2 Lead Balances
The lead balances were carried out on the same speci
mens and under the same conditions as for thallium. 
During the direct operation a clear increase of the 
enrichment level is observed in the transition zone 
between preheater and rotary kiln (Fig.2a). Because 
of the lower Pb-content in the filter dust the exter
nal cycle is less pronounced. The lead content in 
clinker is almost the same as that of the raw meal, 
coming from the silo and entering the preheater. When 
operating in a combined mode (Fig.2b) similar Pb-con
tents are found in the cycles as well as in the clin
ker and emissions. With a higher Pb-supply by feeding 
with pyrite cinders a very sensitive cycle formation 
is observed_(Fig.2c - note scale). The lead content 
in clinker is increased to 100 ppm. As expected, a 
change in the levels is not observed in the subse
quently combined operation (Fig.2d). Firing with high 
sulfur cycle although Pb-containing pyrite cinder 
feeding is maintained. Lead is discharged mainly 
through the clinker. Low lead emission from the less 
pronounced external cycle remains unchanged (Fig.2e). 
During a combined operation relevant changes are 
neither expected nor they are observed (Fig.2f).

Thallium and Lead Balances for a Rotary Kiln with 
Grate Type Preheater

In the description of the mass streams of a.LEPOL- 
plant.the streams 0m, Wt/Ok are not needed, but the 
following are introduced additionally:

Symbols Heavy metal stream
G granulated raw meal
KI grate type preheater cycle
Oe kiln inlet end (partially cal

' cinated solids)
Z/R intermediate dust collection (Z) 

' and grate riddlings. (R)

For a sampling period of 30 days following dust con
centrations were found: in raw gas (30 min, 5 m3/h. 
5-15 g) ca. 2-5 g/m3 and in clean gas (7.5 h, 10 m3/h, 

. 3-11 g) 50-130 mg/m3. The heavy metal content was in 
raw gas dust: 100-800 ppm thallium, resp. 1200
5000 ppm Pb, and in clean gas dust: 160-1050 ppm Tl, 

,resp. 7500-15400 ppm Pb.
■ As in the case of the heat exchanger plant the analo
gous enrichment factors were determined and found to 
be roughly 850 for Tl and 450 for Pb. These values are 
based on a mean dust content of 430 ppm Tl and 
11100 ppm Pb in clean gas, when feeding with heavy 
metal containing pyrite cinders.

4.1 Thallium Balances
The.Tl-streams were determined for the following con
ditions: feed with pyrite cinder of 230-310 ppm Tl 
and with/without firing acid sludge as well as after 
six weeks firing with acid sludge. The corresponding 
SANKEY-diagrams are given by the figures За-c. As is 
clearly seen, a thallium cycle is formed at preheater 
and over the rotary kiln (Fig.3a). The external cycle 
through the collected filter dust, Fs, does not appear 
when this is not feeded to the kiln. Nevertheless, an 
external cycle is formed when the dust from the in- 
.termediate collection as well as the grade riddlings
Z/R are feeded to the kiln. Firing with sulfur con
taining acid sludge, Eb, increases the thallium 
cycles about by a half, as is shown in Fig.3b. The Ti
emission and -fixation in clinker remain more or less 
the.same. After a period of six weeks an increase of 
Tl in the grate type preheater cycle is observed with 
a feed of pyrite cinder and firing mainly acid sludge 
(Fig.3c). An increase in thallium content of the raw 
gas is also observed. Compared with the rotary kiln 
with cyclone preheater, the contents are already 
lower: G = 8.4 kg/h (Fig.3c) whereas 0m = 34.4 ke/h 
(Fig.le).

4.2 Lead Balances
A considerable mass stream supplied by the intermedia
te collected dust and grate riddlings, Z/R, enters 
the kiln (Figs. 4a-c, note different scales !). Like
wise an increased Pb-stream, KI, is found between the 
kiln and grate type preheater. By continuous opera
tion with pyrite cinder (Fig.4a) and additional 
firing with acid sludge (Fig.5b), the lead content in 
the cycle between kiln and preheater, KI, is increased. 
Nevertheless, the Pb-stream, supplied by intermediate 
dust and grate riddlings, Z/R, remains the same. The 
cycle contents after a six weeks operation increased 
further by about 30 7. (Fig.4c) .

3 * Evaluation of the Balances with Regard to Both 
Kiln Plants ' " ——

5.1 Thallium Balances
Rotary kiln with cyclone preheater
Tl-compounds are enriched mainly in the suspension 
preheater kiln. The high volatility of the halides 
is responsible for the formation of the internal 



cycles. At 1000 К, the vapour pressure of thallium 
chloride, thallium bromid and thallium iodide are 
respectively 290, 257 and 300 mbar. At the cyclone 
the raw meal is heated up to ca. 800 °C by the coun- 
tercurrently flowing combustion gases leaving the 
kiln. A condensation maximum is measured in the zone 
at 450 °C for thalliu» chloride/thallium iodide /6/. 
The thallium compounds condense preferentially on the 
finest dust particles /10/; in their way to the kiln 
they reach wanner zones, at which they almost comple
tely evaporate and are transported back to the 450 °C 
zone.
Beside these internal cycles the feed-back of the 
electric filter dust (about 15 t/h in a 3000 t/day 
plant) is a cause of the high Tl-rates. As shown by 
the balances, the emission has a low Tl-content and 
there is no considerable discharge through clinker, 
so that almost all of the feeded thallium remains 
within the process. In view of this, the cement pro
duction is also an efficiently process for enriching 
Tl-compounds.
In contrast to a direct operation, lower Tl-concentra- 
tions are found in a combined mode, because most of 
the thallium is transported to the grinded raw mate
rial and to the filter dust in silo. Wi-th an increa
sed sulfur feed, e.g. through acid sludge, a reduc
tion of the thallium cycle is not observed.

Rotary kiln with grate type preheater
The LEPOL-plant shows an analogous behaviour in the 
development of thallium cycles as the heat exchanger 
plant. Thallium compounds, which evaporate at 
T >450 °C, condense mainly on the pellet bed of the 
LEPOL grate, which serves as filter dust. Firing acid 
sludge was found to have no effect on the internal 
thallium cycles. Finally,- it was found, that the cir
culating thallium quantity in this plant is lower 
than the corresponding quantity in a heat exchanger 
plant related to the produced clinker basis; each 
plant having a nominal output of 1500 t/d and 
3000 t/d respectively.

5.2 Lead Balances
Rotary kiln with cyclone preheater
Lead compounds participate essentially at the inter
nal cycles but only small quantities are transported 
by the filter dust cycle. The highest Pb-stream is 
found about a temperature of 800 °C, so that the ma
ximal condensation occurs between the preheater out
let and the kiln inlet. The reason is lying in the 
volatility of the lead halides; vapour pressures at 
1000 К are roughly 45, 71 and 148 mbar for PbC12s 
PbBr2 and Pbl2 respectively. Volatility analyses of 
the filter dust, carried out in the laboratory, 
showed Pb as PbC12 together with AlClj and KC1 por
tions enclosed in a matrix mainly of calcite /11/. 
The finer dust particles have a higher Pb-content. 
The fixation of lead in clinker is greater as for 
thallium. The correlation between the content in fil
ter and emitted dust is analogous also for lead. The 
two operating modes (direct and combined) reveal no 
essential difference of the cycles.
An increase of sulfur by firing acid sludge reduced 
the lead content in the cycles by about a half; pro
bably the lower volatile basic lead sulfates are 
formed (at T< 640 °C: PbO'PbSO^, 4 PbQ'PbSO,^; at 
T >640 °C: 2 РЪО’РЬЗОд in addition). This was con
firmed by laboratory experiments on the sulfatiza- 
tion of PbO /12/.

Rotary kiln with grate type preheater
Lead compounds are found enriched likewise within the 
preheater/kiln cycle. The feed-back of the interme
diate gas dust and grate riddlings has only’ a minor 
effect on the built-up of the internal cycle. Firing 
acid sludge increases appreciably the circulating 
lead streams. Examined electric filter dusts are rich 
in syngenite K^Ca^O^) ?-490 and arcanite K9SO .
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ISOLATION OF THALLIUM-AND LEAD-HALIDES ORIGINATING FROM ELECTRIC
SEPARATOR DUST OF CEMENT PLANTS BY VAPORIZATION ANALYSIS

Introduction
The build-up of thallium and lead halide cycles du
ring cement production leads to considerable enrich
ment of these heavy metal compounds /1/. This enrich
ment is found in the kiln dust of the preheating zone, 
in the electric separator dust, and in the emitted 
fine dust particles /2,3/. Additionally, the mass 
streams of thallium /4,5/ and lead exhibit a further 
increase by recycling dust from electric separator 
into the raw meal silo /6/. '
Vaporization analysis /7/ of electric separator dust 
from two types of cement plants, one with suspension 
preheater, the other with grate-type preheater(LEPOL), 
shows that the trace element iodine is most important 
concerning the chemical reactions of thallium. One of 
the sources of iodine /8/ is found to be the fuel. 
The rotary kiln with suspension preheater was fired 
with natural coal by addition of 6-10 mass percent of 
petrol coke. The other rotary kiln with grate-type 
preheater was fed with pure petrol coke.

Composition of the electric separator dusts
Two types of electric separator dust were used for in
vestigation. One was taken from a cement plant with 
a suspension preheater (SP). This plant was fired 
with natural coal containing 6—10 mass percent of pe
trol coke.
The second dust specimen was taken from a grate—type 
preheater (LEPOL) which was fired with pure petrol 
coke. Table 1 summarizes the results of the chemical 
analysis. The X-ray diffraction analysis proved that 
the electric separator dust from the cement plant 
with suspension preheater (SP) was found.to be cal
cite with a relatively high amount of thallium com
pounds, but less of lead. The LEPOL-electric separa
tor dust was identified as arcanite (K2SO4) and syn
genite (К2Са(30д)2• This dust contained a very 
high amount of lead and less thallium.

Table 1: Chemical and X-ray diffraction analysis of 
the two electric separator dusts (SP and 
LEPOL)

element resp.
component

SP
mass

LEPOL
percent

K20 1.0 25.09
Na20 0.23 0.77
so3 0.79 19.50
Cl 0.20 3.07
Si°2 1.34 ■ 10.19
ai2°3 3.28 3.04
Fe2°3 1.45 1.73
CaO 44.78 31.71
C02 36.40 . n.d.
loss of ign. 37.42 . n.d.
T1 • -7 2.7-to 1 -37.8-10
Pb -35.7-10 , -29.97-10

X-ray diffraction. calcite arcanite 
syngenite

Vaporization analysis .

The vaporization analysis apparatus that was used for 
the experiments was made of quartz (Fig.1). It was 
modified so that it was possible to determine traces 
of thallium and lead to enrich the compounds in a 
preparative scale. The experimental conditions are 
listed in table 2.

Fig.1: Modified vaporization apparatus
1 Condenser, 2 Nozzle, 3 Nickel boat, 4 Flow resistance, 5 Teflon stopper
6 Drying tube, 7 Flow meter, 8 Furnace, 9 Vaporization tube, 10 Bubble counter



Table 2: Experimental conditions of the used vapori
zation apparatus

Length of the vaporization tube 580 mm
Diameter of the vaporizattion tube 30 mm
Distance from nozzle to cooler 5 mm
Diameter of the nozzle 3 mm
Length of the nozzle 15 mm
Length of the flow resistance 26 mm
Argon gas stream 120 Nl/h
Maximum mass of the electric filter dust 30 g

The vaporization tube was heated by an electric fur
nace in order to vaporize the volatile compounds. 
These compounds were transported by an inert gas 
stream and condensed on a cooler. For the quantitati
ve. analysis of the heavy metals, the condensate was 
dissolved in HNO3 (10 Z) and analyzed using atomic 
absorption spectrometry (AAS). For dete.nnination of 
the compounds the X-ray diffraction method was used.
An important parameter of the vaporization analysis 
was found to be the temperature that was optimized 
for thallium and for lead compounds. The thallium 

compounds sublimate at a temperature of 500 °C and 
the lead compounds at 900 °C. Thus it was possible to 
separate the thallium compounds from the lead com - 
pounds.

Identification of the condensates
At 500 °C the vaporization analysis using an inert ar 
gon gas stream showed yellow and red sublimates from 
both electric separator dusts /9/. The condensates 
were identified as thallium iodide by X-ray diffrac
tion. Til appeared as the rhombic modification as 
well as red cubic, high temperature modification. In
creasing vaporization time yielded higher concentra
tion of chloride in the sublimate. When the condensa
tion of the thallium compounds at 500 °C was finished, 
a temperature of 900 °C was applied in order to vola
tilize the lead compounds. In both cases the conden
sates could be identified as lead chloride.
A fractionated vaporization analysis of the LEPOL 
electric separator dust at 900 °C in an inert argon 
gas stream showed the following results, obtaining by 
an energy dispersive electron probe microanalyzer (Fig.2). 3

If an air stream or a gas stream of Ng with an addi
tion of 1 7C HC1 was used instead of an inert argon 
stream white sublimates were found. Instead of TH 
the.X-ray diffraction analysis showed peaks of T1C1. 
Iodine was now volatilized as elemental iodine.

Fig.2: Condensate of LEPOL dust
a) Identified as pure thallium iodide obtained after 20 min vaporization time, the energy dispersive

spectrum exhibited peaks of pure TH p
b) The second condensate, derived after a vaporization time of two hours, was identified as PbCl

with amounts of T1C1 2
e) After 16 hours vaporization the condensate was analyzed and identified as KC1 with parts of

PbCl^ and AlCl^ r



Quantitative determination of the compounds of lead 
and thallium •
The results obtained by the combined methods of vapo
rization analysis and AAS as well as by wet chemistry 
operations and AAS /10/ were compared and resulted in 
good agreement. In addition to the two electric sepa
rator dusts, a synthetic dust, i.e. calcite with ad
mixture of thallium chloride (1270 ppm Tl) and lead 
chloride (1114 ppm Pb) was used.
The electric separator dust (SP) showed the highest 
volatilization factor W (volatilized elemental mass/ 
100% elemental mass) of lead compounds, but only 
small amounts of total lead concentration. The syn
thetic dust and the electric separator dust (LEPOL) , 
with high amounts of lead, but in different matrices 
(CaCOg; arcanite/syngenite), showed similar, but in 
comparison with electric separator dust (SP) much 
lower volatilization factors (Fig.3).

0,5

t

Fig.3: Volatilization factors oi lead compounds 
. 1 Electric separator dust (WT)

2 Synthetic dust
3 Electric separator dust (LEPOL)

For the thallium vaporization (Fig.4) the synthetic 
and the electric filter dust (SP) with their same ma
trices exhibited nearly the same volatilization fac
tors. Both showed relatively high amounts of thal
lium. The volatilization factor of the electric fil
ter dust (LEPOL) with its sulphate matrix was found 
to be smaller.
At a temperature of 500 °C the synthetic and the 
electric filter dust (LEPOL) showed the same vola
tilization characteristics, in contrast to the elec
tric filter dust (SP) which had got a smaller vola
tilization factor (Fig.4).

t

1.0

Fig.4: Volatilization factors for thallium compounds
1 Electric filter dust (SP) 900°C
2 Synthetic dust 900°C
3. Electric filter dust (LEPOL) 900°C
4 Synthetic dust 500°C
5 Electric filter dust (LEPOL) 500°C
6 Electric filter dust (SP) 500°C

Reasons for the vaporization of thallium iodide
The vapour pressures of thallium iodide and thallium 
chloride are nearly the same /11,12,13/. The amount of 
chlorine in both electric filter dusts was found to be 
much higher than the amount of iodide, yet the vapo
rization analysis showed a sublimate of thallium io
dide in both cases. For that reason, the vaporization 
analysis was applied to a mixture of 100 mg T1C1/2 g 
Nal. Much Til and only small amounts of T1C1 were 
found in the condensate.
The Til formed from TlCl/Nal or T1C1/KI which occurs 
in the preheating zone of the cement production and 
which is able to react there is thermodynamically 
favoured. This was also proved by calculations for 
this system at a temperature of 700-1200 K. Thus it 
is possible to find Til in the preheating hone of 
cement plants.
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SPEECHES / ALLOCUTIONS

Opening Session - 22 Seotember 1986 / Seance Inaugurale - 22 Septembre 1986

' Dr. JOSE ERMtRIO DE MORAES FILHO

(Presidente do Grupo Votorantim e Presidente do Sindicato National da Indus
trie do Cimento)

"Na gualidade de Presidente da Comissäo Organizadora do Oitavo Congresso Internacio-^ 

nal de Quimica do Cimento e de Presidente do Sindicato National da Indüstria do Cimento temos 

•a satisfacäo de saudar os participantes deste evento, apresentando-lhes as boas vindas ao nos 

so pais, onde esperamos que tenham uma otima estada. .

Sediar este Congresso e, para a Indüstria do Cimento do Brasil, alem da satisfacao e 

da honra de te-los conosco, uma rara oportunidade de intensificacäo do intercämbio tecnologi- 

co que ja mantemos, inclusive atraves de nossa participagäo nos demais congressos desta se

rie, que ja criou uma tradigäo e se constitui, talvez, no principal evento internacional da 

indüstria do cimento. Assim ё que, nos seis anos de intervalo entre essas reunioes, nossos 

cientistas desenvolvem intenso trabalho de pesqulsa, do qual todos participam atraves de con— 

suites mütuas propiciadas pela intensa correspondencia trocada a partir do contato estabeleci 

do durante о congresso.

A Indüstria Brasileira do Cimento tem demonstrado ser capaz de ^nfrentar e veneer urn 

grande nümero de desafios, sempre agravados pelas condigoes gerais do pais.

Durante as decadas de 60 e 70 teve a nossa indüstria que crescer em quantidade e qua 

lidade, em fungäo do aumento da demanda. Nesses vinte e poucos anos passamos de 30 para 56 

fäbricas e de 5 milhoes para 40 milhoes de toneladas—ano de capacidade instalada.

0 esforgo financeiro que essa expansäo representou fol realizado com alguma ajuda do 

capital estrangeiro e com о mäximo possivel de capital de risco, о que muito nos valeu no re— 

cente periodo recessivo.

A atualizagäo tecnologica acompanhou esse crescimento quantitative, tendo a nossa in 

düstria incorporado todos os avangos no sentido da otimizagäo do uso da energia eletrica e 

termica. Assim ё que toda a expansäo promovida a partir dos anos 60 foi feita com a adogäo 

do processo seco, com unidades de capacidade instalada minima de 1.000 toneladas/dia, dotadas 

dos mais modernos equipamentos de protegäo ao meio ambiente.

A substituigäo do oleo combustivel importado pelo carväo mineral national, realizada 

a partir de 1979 e motivada pelas incertezas do abastecimento do petröleo, а1ёт do seu alto 

prego, foi uma demonstragao da nossa capacidade tёcnica, uma vez que passamos a consumir car— 

voes nacionais com 35 e а1ё 55% de cinzas, tendo о programa de substituigäo sido completado 

em reduzido prazo.

Embora estejamos em däcimo primeiro lugar entre os produtores mundiais, temos ainda 

elevada capacidade ociosa e säo grandes as possibllidades de crescimento do consume no Bra

sil. Os estudos de que dispomos indicam que, hoje, о consumo potential ё de 43 milhoes de to 

neladas/ano, montante que teria sido atingido se о pais näo tivesse sofrido forte recessäo du 

rante cinco anos e meio. Aquela cifra nos colocaria сото о quinto produtor mundial de cimen

to e com urn consumo per-capita em torno de 300 kg.

Com essas cifras queremos enfatizar a alta significagäo que tem para este pais a rea 

lizagäo, entre nos, deste Oitavo Congresso International de Quimica do Cimento.

Para que possamos fazer uma idäia quantitativa do que represents esse evento, cita- 

mos о nümero de tiabalhos apresentados:



Relatörios
Comunicagöes
Relatörios Gerais
Comunicagöes dos Seminaries 
Comunicagöes Livres 
Posters

Outros trabalhos

24
256

1 2
33
23
43

391
87

478

О exame de todo esse acervo foi realizado pelos tres Comites Cientificos
transcrito nos Anais que os senhores estäo recebendo.

e estä

0 elevado niyel desses trabalhos nos garante que este congresso serä pleno de inten
se trabalho e excelentes resultados, inclusive com a extensäo da apreciaqäo das materias aqui 
propostas por um prazo bem maior do que os dias destinados a este evento.

Declaramos abertos os trabalhos deste Oitavo Congresso Internacional de Quimica do 
Cimento, desejando que tenham todos uma boa performance e um ötimo aproveitamento.

Muito obrigado."



. Closing Session - 26 September 1986/Seance de Cloture - 26 Septembre 1986

Dr. PAULO MÄRIO FREIRE
(Diretor Saperintendente da Cia. de Cimento Portland Paraiso - Cimentos Al- 
vorada, Barroso, Goias e Paraiso)

"Autoridades

Senhoras e Senhores

A responsabilidade da Comissäo Organizadora do 89 Congresso comepou logo apos a ses 
säo de encerramento do congresso de Paris quando os presentes aplaudiram о convite para que 
comparecessem ao congresso do Rio de Janeiro.

Como bem ressaltou о Dr. Jose Ermirio de Moraes Filho, em seu discurso na abertura 
deste congresso, a Indüstria do Cimento no Brasil, pelo seu porte, desenvolvimento e perspec 
tivas, poderä aproveitar de forma plena todo о saber que fluiu neste recinto ao longo destes 
proveitosos dias.

■ Foram abordados temas de alto interesse para a Indüstria do Cimento em todo о mundo
e esperamos que esses resultados deem margem a muitos aperfeigoamentos tanto para a produqäo 
de clinquer e cimento quanto para os utilizadores do nroduto, principalmente pela indüstria 
da construgao civil. ■

Felizmente a Indüstria Brasileira do Cimento conta com о apoio da Associagäo Brasi- 
leira de Cimento Portland, que completa 50 anos de trabalho, e cujos tecnicos tem a cauacida 
de de assimilar os ensinamentos contidos nos Anais dos congressos, e transformä-los em con- 
ceituagöes präticas que permitam a sua aplicagäo pelos produtores e usuärios do cimento.

Ao firn desses seis dias de intenso trabalho precisamos tratar de assegurar, para о 
futuro, a realizagäo de novos congressos internacionais de quimica do cimento com о mesmo e
xito que caracterizou näo so о congresso do Rio de Janeiro mas os congressos anteriores.

Para isso, propomos que seja elaborado um regulamento simples que contenha a expe— 
riencia ate agora acumulada na organizagäo desses eventos. Essa tarefa ficaria a cargo de 
uma Organizagäo dos Congressos Internacionais de Quimica do Cimento, a ser composta pelos 
presidentes das Comissoes Organizadoras dos congressos realizados.

Quero apresentar, em meu nome e da Indüstria Brasileira do Cimento nossos agradeci— 
mentos aos tres profissionais, responsäveis pelo exito tecnico deste congresso os srs.
J. P. Meric - da Cie. des Ciments Frangais
Jan Skalny - da W. R. Grace
Francisco de Assis Basilio, Colaborador, assim сото aos Drs.
Paulo Monteiro
Yoshiro Kihara
M. S. Marinho
H. Bucher
na organizagäo administrativa tivemos a atuagäo de:
Joao Batista Menescal Fiuza - Diretor Administrativo
Gabriel Vianna - Assessor
e todos os tecnicos e funcionärios do Sindicato Nacional da Indüstria Cimento:

Finalmente, agradego a todos os esoecialistas que apresentaram os trabalhos que es- 
täo publicados nos 6 volumes dos Anais, a todos os que compareceram ao congresso e especial- 
mente äqueles que cooperaram na condugäo dos trabalhos nas sessoes de Temas e Sub-temas.

Chegamos ä hora da despedida certos de que todos häo de se lembrar do Congresso e 
do Rio de Janeiro, de suas praias e belezas naturals.

Ate о 99 Congresso."



PROF. F. A. BASILIO (Ingenieur Conseil)

"Mes Dames et Messieurs

En 1980, a Paris, a la soirge du 4 juillet ä la зёапсе de cloture du 7ёте Сопдгёз Interna
tional de la Chimie des Ciments, M. Raymond Poitrat, President du Syndicat National des Fa
bricants de Ciments et de Chaux et Resident de la Comission du Сопдгёз, annonCa la ville de 
Rio de Janeiro сотне siege du сопдгёз suivant, le 8ёте. Il savait gu'll prenalt une grande 
responsabilite car il devrait choisir un nouveau з1ёде avec 1'assurance d'avoir un autre con 
дгёз organise avec les тёщез caractSristiques des сопдгёз prёcёdents de la chimie des ci
ments avec un niveau scientifique bien en accord avec la recherche la plus avancSe dans ce 
domaine.

S'il a reussi on non dans le choit qu'il a fait, c'est a vous de la juger, аргёз le сопдгёз 
que vient de finir, mais la Commission d'Organisation du Сопдгёз de Rio de Janeiro, a fait 
de son mieux pour etre digne de la mission.

En effet, dans le but d'assurer la cooperation d'un plus grand nombre des plus importants 
späcialistes des pays du monde, et £viter des longs däplacements pour eux, on a resolu tra- 
vailler, dans le choix des Themes et Зоиз-ЬЬётез du сопдгёз, en trois Comites Scientifiques 
respectivement a Paris (France), ä Baltimore (USA) et ä Rio de Janeiro (Bresil). ■ Pour as
surer la coordination des travaux le Dr. Paulo M. Freire, Vice-PrSsident Sxecutif de la Com
mission d'Organization du BrSsil, et moi тёте, nous avons ete ргёзепЬ ä presque toutes les 
reunions des Comites Scientifiques.

Les Trois Comites ont finalement, аргёз quelques аппёез de travail, presente la relation des 
ТЬётез et Sous-th6mes pour le 8ёте сопдгёз, qui fut арргоиуё par la Commissiona d'Organiza
tion.

En envisageant la situation particuliere de I'Amerique du Sud et jugeant d'avantage de dis- 
cuter un peu plus les sujets des questions posees par les participants du congres, la Commis 
sion d'Organization а арргошлё la diminuition du nombre des tlwmes, reduit ä quatre et alors 
prendre toute la доигпёе pour chaque theme.

L'organisation technique du сопдгёз a eu de la chance dans le choix des зрёс1а11зЬез pour 
la presidence des themes et des sous-themes, et pour presenter le rapport principal, rapport 
5Рёс1а1 et rapport des communications de chaque theme. Nos invitations furent ассерЬёез et 
on a pu voir les 5Рёс1а11з1ез que sont venues ä Rio de Janeiro et les excelents travaux pre
sentees. Nous avons a remercler aussi tous les auteurs de Communications Basiques et Commu
nications Libres et qui sont dejä риЬПёез aux annales. Les Communications aux Seminaires 
seront риЬИсёз au з1х!ёте volume des Annales.

In appercu sur le congres de Rio de Janeiro nous montre que nous avons regu 398 documents 
que seront publies aux Annales du congres imprimes en six volumes dont cinq vous ont ё1ё 
remis ä 1'occasion de1'inscription au congres et le dernier vous sera envoye par la poste.

Le congres a reCu environ 600 inscriptions et en plus, ä peu pres, 100 accompagnants.

Du point de vu technique, on avu un enorme interet dans toutes les sessions de 1Ьётез et 
dans celles des sous-themes dont la contribution des membres des tables rondes, et de plusi- 
eurs invites ont produit de discussion ä haut niveau technique ä propos des questions розёез 
par 1'audience.



En consequence, comme pour les annales du congres de Paris, les Annales du congres de Rio de 
Janeiro, seront une гёГёгепсе tres importante, pendant des аппёез, pour tous ceux qui s'inte 
ressent ä 1'evolution des recherches en ce qui concerne la chimie du ciment.

Je remercie vlvement ä tous ceux qui ont соНаЬогё pour la гёиззИе de се congres et je fait 
les meilleurs voeux pour qu'au prochain congres ont puisse se rencontrer et preter une cola
boration si utile comme vous vener des preter au Seme congres. *

Merci pour 1'attention."
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CIA.CIMENTO PORTLAND ITAU 
CIA.CIMENTO PORTLAND DE SERGIPE 
CIA.DE CIMENTO ATOL 
C1A.DE CIMENTO ATOL 
CIA.DE CIMENTO ITAMBE
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND GAUCHO 
CIA.DE CIIENT0 PORTLAND GAUCHO

CHECKER HALL 
CHECKER HALL 
RUE DES FABRIQUES 2 
GRAND ROUTE B60 
NAAMLOSE VENNOOTSCHAP 
AVENUE MAISTR1AU 21 
AV.SAN MARTIN 
AV.SAN MARTIN 
AV.SAN MARTIN 
R.SILVIA CELESTE CAMPOS 504 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
RV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.T1KRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIFA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.T0F1RES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
AV.TORRES DE OLIVEIRA 76 
R.TE0F1L0 OTONI 85 
AV.PROSPERIDADE 380 
AV.PROSPERIDADE 380 
AV.PROSPERIDADE 380 
AV.PROSPERIDADE 380 
AV.PROSPERIDADE 380 
AV.PROSPERIDADE 380
R.GABRIEL R.DOS SANTOS 1415
R.GABRIEL R.DOS SANTOS 1415 
R.FUNCHAL 160
R.XAVIER SI6AUD 150 
ROD.RAPOSO TAVARES 3175 BL.G 
D0D.BR-536,KM 0 
AV.PAUL1STA 2064
AV.PAULISTA 2086
EST.DO ALEIIO.KM 10
EST.DO ALEIIO.KM 10
R.NADRE DE DEUS 27
AL.SANTDS 1357 
AL.SANTOS 1357 
AL.SANTDS 1357 
AL.SANTOS 1357 
AL.SANTDS 1357 
AL.SANTDS 1357 
R.MADRE DE DEUS 27 
FAZ.SAO SEBASTIAO S/N 
FAZ.SAO SEBASTIAO S/N
R0D.BR-377,KM 134 
R0D.BR-116,KM 256 
R00.BR-116,KM 256

1674-saenz pena-b.a.Argentina
1674-SAENZ PENA-B.A.-ARGENTINA
1065-BUEN0S A1RES- ARGENTINA
5000-CDRD0BA- ARGENTINA
5500-MENDOSA- ARGENTINA
187B-BUEN0S AIRES- ARGENTINA
1706-HAED0-B.A.- ARGENTINA
1281-BUENOS HIRES- ARGENTINA
1004-BUENOS AIRES- ARGENTINA
1650-SAN MARTIN- ARGENTINA
5O0O-C0RD0BA- ARGENTINA
1035-BUEN0S A1RES- ARGENTINA
1035-BUENOS AIRES- ARGENTINA
9003-C.RIVADAV1A- ARGENTINA
1182-BUENOS AIRES- ARGENTINA

BUENOS AIRES- ARGENTINA
2250-H0L6ATE- AUSTRALIA
A-4B10-6MÜNDEN- AUSTRIA

ST. LUCY- BARBADOS
ST. LUCY- BARBADOS

7048-MONS-0BÖUR6- BELGIUM
7530-T0URNAI- BELGIUM
2920-KAPELLE- BELGIUM
B-7000-MONS- BELGIUM
S-0558-C0CHABAMBA- BOLIVIA
S-0558-C0CHABAMBA- BOLIVIA
S-O55B-C0CHABAMBA- BOLIVIA
O5462-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.FAULO-SP- BRABIL
05347-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULQ-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
O5347-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULÜ-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULD-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
20O90-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL
09250-SANT0 MDRE-SP-BRASIL 
09250-SANT0 ANDRE-SP-BRASIL 
09250-SANT0 ANDRE-SP-BRASIL 
09250-SANTO ANDRE-SP-BRASIL 
09250-SANT0 ANDRE-SP-BRASIL 
09250-SANTO ANDRE-SP-BRASIL 
18320-APIAI-SP- BRASIL 
1B320-APIAI-SP- BRASIL 
04551-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
22290-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
05575-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
42800-CAMACARI-BA- BRASIL 
01310-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
O1310-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
69000-MANAUS-AH- BRASIL 
69000-MANAUS-AM- BRASIL 
50000-REC1FE-PE- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAULD-SP- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
50000-RECIFE-PE- BRASIL 
5724O-S.H.CAMPOS-AL- BRASIL 
57240-S.M.CAHP0S-AL- BRASIL 
83650-BALSA NOVA-PR- BRASIL 
93250-ESTEID-RS- BRASIL 
9325O-ESTEI0-RS- BRASIL



NAHE COMPANY «DRESS ZiP-ClTY-STATE-COUNTRY

076 RAMOS,MANUEL BAUTISTA
077 ALVES.HENRIQUE CLESNTE BAETA
C78 AMERICO,GILMAR MAGNO
079 ARAUJO JUNIOR,ANTENOR
OSO BLATTER, JORG
081 CHAGAS, ROTOTO OLIVEIRA
082 OA SILVA,CARLOS ALBERTO M.P.
083 DE CARVALHO,PEDRO HENRIOUES
084 DIVINOjFRANCISCQ EDUARDO GUIMARAES
065 FONTES,ARTHIR
086 FREIRE,EDUARDO
087 FREIRE HETO,MARIO
088 GOULART.BENEOITO OA COSTA
0B9 ISNfiRC,CARLOS AUGUSTO
090 LOPES,6ERALD0 ALMEIDA .
091 MONTEIRO, PAULO JOSE M.
092 MONTENEGRO,CARLOS ALBERTO PINTO
093 OLIVEIRA,JERONIMO ТИА! FERREIRA
094 PEDRO,JOSE ALBERTO SALGADO
095 PEREZ,BENITO EDUARDO LOBOS
094 ROSAT,PAULO MILTGEN
097 SILVA,CARLCS CE5AR
098 UNAMÖE,WALTER MARIO GARCIA
099 VITRAL.JOSE ROBERTO CAMARA
100 LIMA NETO,JORGE
101 SHDEEN. EUSEBIO MUNHOZ
102 CERON,CLAIR
103 FOSTER,HERBERT
104 MONACO,ERNANI
105 ABREU,JOAO BOSCO
106 ABREU,JOSE EDUARDO
107 MACHADO,JOSE EUSTAOUIO
108 RIBEIRO,MARCOS ANfONIO
109 SOARES,ALBERTO LUIZ
110 TIBURCIO,MAURICIO
111 BERTELLI NETO.JBAO
112 VISANI,VITTORIO
113 DA SILVA NETQ,JOSE MARIA
114 FERREIRA,NELSON AMILCAR
115 OLIVEIRA,MANOEL
116 RUAS.AMARILIO
117 MARES,JARMS
118 PEREIRA,ALAOR
119 MOURA,LUIZ EDUARDO G.TAQUECE
120 PESSOA.FRANCISCO DE PAULA 6USMA0
121 MOUSSA,MURRIB
122 SILVA JUNIOR,DARIO
123 CARVALHO,LUIZ VILAR
124 TELES,RICARDO A,DA SILVA
125 ANDRADE.JOSE GONCALÄS
126 BONNAL,PAUL JEAN JOSEPH
127 CATILLOH.JEAN DIDIER
12B COSTA,DANIEL TRAVASSOS R.
129 DA SILVA.ARMWO MARTINS
130 OEJEAN.JEAN
131 DEMARS,PATRICK
132 MACHADO SETO,TOBIAS
133 MADRE,BENOIT
134 MATSUSHITA,KAORU
135 MATTOSINHO,JOAO BATISTA
136 BARRETO,CANDIDO LOPES
137 COELHO,FERNANDO DE BARROS
138 DAMICO,GIOVANNI
139 №RIANO,®1LSON DORT»
140 SANTOS,MANUEL VITOR .
141 ИМЕНИ, JOSE NEWTON R.
142 IVO,LUIZ SANTANA
143 RINELLI,JOSE LUIZ
144 VIANAjJOSE LEANDRO GARCIA
145 MESOUITA.GERIMCIO
146 HOLLO,EDUARDO
147 MUNHOZ,MIGUEL DIAS
148 VIEIRA.RAIMUNDO NpNATO RIBEIRO
149 DE SOUZA JR.,I#MILTON FERREIRA
150 MARCOVICHjPAULIN EMILE

CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND MARINGA 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PtBAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PAPAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND POTY 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND POTY 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND RIO BRANCO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND RIO BRANCO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO SALVADOR 
CIA.MATERIA1S SULFUROSOS-MATSULFUR 
CIA.HATERIAIS SULFUROSOS-MTSULFUR 
CIA.MATERIAIS SULFUROSOS-MTSULFUR 
CIA.HATERIAIS SULFUBOSOS-HATSULFÖR 
CIA.MATER1AIS SULFUROSOS-MATSULFUR 
CIA.MATERIAIS SULFUROSOS-MATSULFUR 
C1A.PARAIBA DE CIMENTO PORTLAND-CIMEI 
CIA.PARAIBA DE CIMENTO PORTLAND-CIMEI

BARAO OE TAGUARI S/H 
RDD.RJ-166,№ 2,5-VAL DE PALMAS 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,IBo.ANDAR . 
R.TIRADENTES S/H
AV.RIO BRANCO 103.IBo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,IBo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,18o.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103.IBo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,18o.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 1G3,IBo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,IBo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO »3,IBo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103, IBo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,IBo.ANDAR 
R0D.RJ-164,KH 2,5-VAL DE PALMAS 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
R.1-C1VIT II-LOTES 5 A 8 
R0D.RJ-166,KM 2,5-VAL DE PALMAS 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,IBo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,IBo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
R.1-CIV1T II-LOTES 5 A 8 
AV.RIO BRANCO l03,18o.ANDAR 
R.TIRADENTES S/N 
R.MADRE DE DEUS 27 
R. MADRE DE KUS 27 
R.JOAO NE6RA0 1285 
R.JOAO NE6RA0 1285 
PONTA DA SAPOCA
AV.AMAZONAS 311-5O.ANDAR 
AV.AMAZONAS 3ll-3o.ANDAR 
AV.AMAZONAS 311-3O.ÄNDAR 
AV.AMAZONAS 311-3o,ANDAR 
AV.AMAZONAS 311-3O.ANMR 
AV.AMAZONAS 311-3O.ANDAR 
FAZENDA 6RACA - C.P.15 
FAZENDA 6RACA - C.P.15

ClA.SIDERURGiCA OA GUANABARA-COSIGUA 
CIMENTO ARATU S.A.
CIMENTO CAUE S.A. 
CIMENTO CAUE S.A. 
CIMENTO CAUE S.A. 
CIMENTO E MIIERACAO ВАБЕ S.A.
CIMENTO IRAJA S.A.
CIMENTO IRAJA S.A.
CIMENTO ITAU DE CORWBA S.A.
CIMENTO ITAU DE CDRUHBA S.A. 
CIMENTO ITAU DO PARANA S. A. 
CIMENTO ITAU DO PARANA S.A. 
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.
CIMENTO MAUA S.A. 
CIMENTO MAUA S.A. 
CIMENTO MAUA S.A. 
CIMENTO MAUA S.A. 
CIMENTO MAUA S.A. 
CIMENTO MAUA S.A. 
CIMENTO MAUA S.A. 
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.' 
CIMENTO MAUA S.A. 
CIMENTO MAUA S.A. 
CIIENTO PIR1NEUS S.A. 
CIMENTO SANTA RITA S.A. 
CIMENTO SANTA RITA S.A. 
CIMENTO SANTA RITA S.A. 
CIMENTO SANTA RITA S.A. 
CIMENTO TUPI S.A. 
CIMENTO TUPI S.A. 
CIMENTO TUPI S.A. 
CIIENTO TUPI S.A. 
CIMENTOS DO BRASIL S.A.-CIBRASA 
CIMENTDS DO BRASIL S.A.-CIBRASA 
CIM1NAS-CIMENT0 NACIONAL DE MINAS S.A. 
CIMINAS-C1MENT0 NACIONAL DE HINAS S.A, 
CIPLAN-CIMENTO PLANALTO S.A. 
C1PLAN-CIMENT0 PLANALTO S.A.

AV.JOAO Ш11,6777
VIA PERIFERICA.S/N
ESTACAO DE JOAO CORREA,S/N 

'.AV.CEL.JUVENTINO DIAS.S/N
AV.CEL.JUVENTINO DIAS.S/N
AV.MARIA COELHO A6UIAR.215 BL.A
AV.MERITI.4411
AV.MERITI,44L1
AV.RIO BRANCO,S/N 
AV.RIO BRANCO,S/N 
R.JOAO NEGRAD 12B5 
R.JOAO NEGRAO 1285 
РГ)С.ИС'424,КМ-31
P-.AlMTE.ShP’USO,52-l5a.ANDAR
POD.KJ-lbb.KM-B-FONTE DA SAUDADE 
R0D.RJ-164,KM-8-F0NTE DA SAUDADE 
ROD.RJ-UG.KM-B-FONTE DA SAUDADE 
ROD.№-424,KM-S1
AV.AFONSO PENA,941-lo.ANDAR 
AV.ALMTE.BARROSO,52-15o. ANDAR 
AV.ALMIE.BARROSO,52-15O.ANDM 
R00.MG-424.KM-31
R0D.MG-424,KM-31
R0D.BR-4l4,KM-70
AV.EfllG.FARIA LIMA,888-12o.ANDAR 
AV.BRIG.FARIA LIMA,888-120.ANDAR 
AV.BRIG.FARIA LlMA,888-12o.ANDAR 
AV.BRIG.FARIA LIMA,888-120.ANDAR 
VIA SERGIO BRAGA,S/N 
R0D.BR-040,KM-655

‘ PRAIA OE B0TAFD60,228-160. ANDAR 
PRAIA DE B0TAF060,228-160.ANDAR 
R0D.BR-316,KM-15O 
R0D.BR-316,KM-150 
VARGEM ALEGRE,S/N 
VARBEM ALEGRE,S/N
aS-ED.B9RACAT Ho.ANDAR 
SCS-Efi.BARACAT llo.ANDAR

1B400-ITAPEVA-SP- BRASIL 
2B500-CANTA6ALD-RJ- BRASIL 
2O041-R,JANEiffl-RJ- BRASIL 
36205-BARR0SO-H6- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIHJ-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JAMEIM)-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANE1M1-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
28500-CANTAGALO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- WASIL 
29140-SERRA-ES- BRASIL 
28500-CANTAGALO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R,JANEira-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
29160-SERRA-ES- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
36205-BARR0S0-MG- BRASIL 
50000-RECIFE-PE- BRASIL 
50000-RECIFE-PE- BRASIL 
80000-CUR1TIM-PR- BRASIL 
H)000-Q1RITIBA-PR- BRASIL 
40000-S.T.PARIPE-BA- BRASIL 
30180-B. HORHONTE-MS-BRASIL 
30180-8.HORIZONTE-MG-BRASII 
30180-B.HORIZONTE-MG-BRASIL 
30I80-B.H0RIZ0NTE-MG-BRASIL 
301BO-B. НЖ1ZONTE-MG-BRASIL 
30180-8.HORIZONTE-MG-BRAS1I 
58OO0-JOAO PESS0A-PB-BRAS1L 
58800-JDM PESSOA-PB-BRASIL 
235W-R.MNEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
43700-SIHaES FO.-BA- BRASIL 
35166-MES9JITA-M6- BRASIL 
33600-P.LE0POLDO-MG- BRASIL 
336O0-P.LE0P0LD0-M6- BRASIL 
05804-S.PAULO-5F'- BRASIL 
21250-R.JANEIRD-RJ- BRASIL 
21250-R.JANEIIffl-RJ- BRASIL 
79300-C0RUHBA-NS- BRASIL 
7930O-C0RUMBA-MS- BRASIL 
80000-CURITIBA-PR- BRASIL 
80000-CURITIBA-PR- BRASIL 
35720-MATOZINHOS-M6- BRASIL 
2OO31-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
28520-EUCLIDELAND-RJ-BRAS1L 
28520-EUCLIDELAND-RJ-BRAS1L 
2B520-EUCLIDELAND-RJ-BRASIL 
35720-MATOZIN№-MG- BRASIL 
30130-B.H0RIZ0NTE-MG-BRASIL 
2OO31-R.JANEIRQ-RJ- BRASIL 
20O31-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
35720-MAT0ZINHQS-MG- BRASIL 
35720-MATOZINH0S-M6- BRASIL 
77135-C.OE GOIAS-60- BRASIL 
01452-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
H452-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
O1452-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
01452-5.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
27265-V.REDONDA-RJ- BRASIL 
36280-CARANDAI-M6- BRASIL 
22250-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
22250-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
68700-САРЙНЕИА-РА- BRASIL 
68700-CAPANEMA-PA- BRASIL 
336O0-P.LE0P0LD0-N6- BRASIL 
33600-P.LEOPOLDO-ltG- BRASIL 
70309-BRASILIMF- BRASIL 
70309-BRASILIA-DF- BRASIL



NAME COMPANY ADRESS ZIP-CITY-STATE-COUNTRY

151 CASTRO,HANUEL CLEPLAN-EMFREENDS.E PROJS.1NDS.LTDA ALAMEDA CAMPINAS,463-lOo.ANDAR 01404-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
152 HELLOES,LEONARD CLEPLAN-EHPREENDS.E PROJS.INDS.LTDA ALAMEDA CAMPINAS,463-lOo.ANDAR 01404-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL153. GRIJSPEERDT,HENRI COBRASCOM S.A. AV.ALMTE.BARR0SD,63 . 20036-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL154 DANTAS,RONALDO LUZ COHIDRD-CIA.DES.RECURSOS HIDRICOS AV.IVO DO PRAD0.840 49000-ARACAJU-SE- BRASIL
1551 TARTUCE, RONALDO CONCRESRAS S.A.EN6.C0NCRET0 R.AMERICA BRASILIENSE.633 04715-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL156 DE BONIS,BRUNO CONSULTOR AUTCWOMO R.FERREIRA CARDOSO,37-SALA 101 21050-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL
id/ U6LIARA,NA6NER COPEBRAS S.A. PCA.DA REPUBLICS,497-50.ANDAR 01045-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL15В PAMPLONA,AFRODIZIO D.N.O.C.S. R.TABAJARAS,11 60000-FORTALEZA-CE- BRASIL15? VEIGA,ROBSON ELETROSUL S.A. OBRA JORGE LACERDA 88700-TUBARAO-SC- BRASIL
IbV SPLETTSTOSER JR,,JAIME ELFUSA-6ERAL DE ELETROFUSAO ESTR.MUNICIPAL P/AGUAl,KM-3 13B70-S.J.B.VISTA-SP-BRAS1L
161 SPRENGER,CARLOS EDUARDO ETERNIT S.A. AV.DOS AUTOMOBILISTflS,1328 06020-OSASCO-SP- BRASIL
162 ANDERSEN,ALLAN F.L.SMIDTH R.NEBRASKA,443 04560-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
1Ь5 BIRCH,ERIK F.L.SMIDTH R.NEBRASKA,443 04560-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
164 BIUNTOLI.ROLDANO F.L.SMIDTH R.NEBRASKA,443 0456O-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL165 OTSEN.OLE F.L.SMIDTH R.NEBRASKA,443 04560-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
IÖ6 DE OLIVEIRA,JOSE GARIBALDI FORJIS BRASILEIRAS S.A. R.MEXICO,lll-lBo.ANDAR 20031-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL16/ DE SOUZA,GUERINO A. FORJAS BRASILEIRAS S.A. R.MEX1C0, lll-18o. ANDAR 20031-R.JAMEIR0-RJ- BRASIL
168 PEDRAS,GABRIEL LUIZ J. FORJAS BRASILEIRAS S. A. R.MEXICO,111-180.MDAR 20031-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL169 РЕП0Т0,PAULO ROBERTO C. FORJAS BRASILEIRAS S.A. R.MEXICÖ,111-180.ANDAR 20031-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL
170 FESTGE,REINHOLD HAVER t BEUMER L.l.C.M.LTDA. ROD.CAMPINAS/MONTE-MOR,KM-20 13190-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
171 GAMBURGO, ADRIAN HAVER + BEUMER L.l.C.M.LTDA. ROD.CAMP!NAS/MONTE-MOR,KM-20 13190-S. PAULO-SP- BRASIL
172 REMMERT, JOSEF HAVER + BEUItR L.l.C.M.LTDA. ROD.CAMPINAS/MONTE-MOR,KM-20 13190-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL '
173 PRISZKÜLNIK,SIMAO H1DR0SERVICE ENG.PROJETOS LTDA. R.AFONSO CELSO,235 01419-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL174 DUARTE,EDSON IBACIP-IND.BARB.DE CIMENTO PORT. S.A. R0D.CE-223,KM-2.5-S/N 63186-BARBALHA-CE- BRASIL
175 MARINHO,MARCELO J.B.DE SOUZA IC1 BRASIL S.A. R.VERBO D1VIN0,1556 04719-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
1/6 CINCDTTO,MARIA ALBA INST.DE PESQ.TECN0LI6AS DE S.PAULO-IPT AV.PRDF.ALME1DA PRADO,535 05508-5.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
177 MARQUES,JOAO CARLOS INST.DE PESQ.TECN0LI6AS DE S.PAULO-IPT C1DADE UNIVERSITARIA-C.P.7141 0550B-S.PAULQ-SP- BRASIL
178 TANGO,CARLOS EDUARDO DE S. INST.DE PESQ.TECN0LI6AS DE S.PAULO-IPT CIDADE UNIVERSITARIA 05508-S.PAULQ-SP- BRASIL179 UEMOTO,KA1 LOH INST.DE PESQ.TECN0L16AS DE S.PAULO-IPT AV.PROF.ALMEIDA PRADO,535 05508-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
ISO COSTA,BILL JORGE INST.DE TECN0L06IA DD PARANA R.DOS FUNCIONARIOS,1357 80030-CURITIBA-PR- BRASIL181 CACONIA.ALCINA INST.NACIONAL DE TECN0L06IA AV.VENEZUELA,82 20081-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL182 CIANI,MARCIA 1NST.NACI0NAL DE TECNOLOGIA AV.VENEZUELA, 82 20081-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL1Ü6 6RECA,MARIA CONCEICAO INST.NACIONAL DE TECNOLOGIA AV.VENEZUELA,82 20081-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL184 MELO, ELIANE INST.NACIONAL DE TECNOLOGIA AV.VENEZUELA.82 20081-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL185 MESQUITA,CLAUD 10 INST.NACIONAL DE TECNOLOGIA AV.VENEZUELA,82 20081-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL
186 PALAZZO,MARIO INST.NACIONAL DE TECNOLOGIA AV.VENEZUELA, 82 20081-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL187 AZEVEDO JR,,EMERSON ITABIRA AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. FAZENDA MONTE LIBANQ - C.P.252 29300-C.1TAPEMIRI-ES-BRASIL
188 FERNANDES, AULO ITABIRA AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. FAZENDA SUM1DDURO,S/N 18300-C.BONITO-SP- BRASIL
189 NOVAES,R06ERIO ITABIRA AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. FAZENDA MONTE LIBANQ - C.P.252 29300-C.[TAPEMIRI-ES-BRAS1L
190 PARACAMPOS, SERGIO ITABIRA AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. FAZENDA MONTE LIBANO - C.P.252 29300-C.ITAPEM1RI-ES-BRAS1L191 BfrAbA,JU8L AÜbütilU ITAIPU BINACIONAL CANTEIRO BE OBRAS-LAB.DE CONCRETO 85890-F.D0 IGUACU-PR-BRASIL
192 FERNANDES NETTO,FRAICILINO ITA1PU BINACIONAL CANTE1R0 DE 0BRAS-C.P.1555 85892-F.DO IGUACU-PR-BRASIL
193 FELIX,ALUIZIO ITAPESSOCA AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. ILHA DE ITAPESSOCA,S/N • 55900-GOIANA-PE- BRASIL
194 6UEIR0S,INALDD ITAPESSOCA AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. ILHA DE ITAPESSOCA,S/N 55900-60IANA-PE- BRASIL

KONDO,OSNALDO ITAPETIN6A AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. AV.CENTENARIQ.S/N 5960O-M0SS0R0-RN- BRASIL196 MONTENEGRO,MARCOS 1TAPETIN6A AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. AV.CENTENARIO,S/N 59600-M0SS0RD-RN- BRASIL
197 TRES,LUIS ITAPICURU AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. R0D.BR-316,KM-466 ' 65400-C0B0-MA- BRASIL198 ANDERSEN,VA6N KHD DO BRASIL LTDA. AV.PAULISTA,460-llo.ANDAR 01310-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL199 BONFIM, MARCOS MAGNESITA S.A. PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 32210-C0NTAGEM-M6- BRASIL200 DE BRITO,CARLOS BORBES MA6NES1TA S.A. PCA.LDUIS ENSCH,240 32210-CONTA6EM-M6- BRASIL201 BARRELL,RICHARD PAUL MAGNESITA S.A. PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 32210-C0NTA6EH-M6- BRASIL
202 BONTIJO.LOURENCO MAGNESITA S.A. PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 32210-CDNTAGEM-M6- BRASIL203 MOSCI,RICARDO MAGNESITA S.A. PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 32210-C0NTA6EM-M6- BRASIL
204 ORNELAS,PAULO MARCHI MAGNESITA S.A. PCA.LDUIS ENSCH,240 32210-C0NTA6EN-M6- BRASIL
205 RODRIGUES,ANGELA MAGNESITA S.A. PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 32210-C0NTA6EM-M6- BRASIL
206 VALLE,DENIZ MAGNESITA S.A. PCA.LDUIS ENSCH,240 32210-C0NTA6EIH6- BRASIL
207 NAJDONICZ,ADAM MAGNESITA S.A. PCA.LOUIS ENSCH.240 3221O-C0*T№EM-№- BRASIL
208 ZACCARDI,MIGUEL ANGEL MAGNESITA S.A. PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 32210-CONTA6EI1-M6- BRASIL
209 SCHLEISS,RENE MA60TTEAUX DO BRASIL AV.6AL.DAVID SARNBFF,1221 3221O-C0NTA6EM-M6- BRASIL
210 ARREPJA,AUGUSTO ALFREDO HATSICA INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO AV.PAPA JOAO PAULO 1,2971 07080-6UARtfLHDS-SP- BRASIL211 ABREU, JOSE AUGUSTO ARNAO P, MAXBETÜN INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO LTDA. R.DEBRET,23-SALA 403 20030-R.JAHEIR0-RJ- BRASIL
212 ABREU, JOSE AUGUSTO A.K.P. MAXBETON INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO LTDA. R.DEBRET,23-SALA 403 20030-R.JANEIRO-RJ- -BRASIL213 6IAMMUSS0,SALVADOR MAXBETON INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO LTDA. ALAMEDA SANTOS,1470-SALA 707 0141B-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
214 PALERMO,GIOVANNI METRO-SAO PAULO R.LUIS COELHO, 197-90.«DAR 01309-S.PA110-SP- BRASIL
215 HIRTH,HAROLD MULTIPLUS INFORMATICA S/C LTDA. R.Dfl.FLAQUER,115-SAL:. 1618 04006-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
216 ARRIAGADA.LUIS OMAR 0 1 К - 0RENSTE1N 1 KOPPEL EQUIP.LTDA. R.CAP.ANTONIO ROSA,376-15o.ANDAR 01443-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
217 LEIBLEIN,ELMAR 0 4 К - ORENSTEIN 4 KOPPEL EQUIP.LTDA. R.CAP.ANTONIO ROSA,376-15o.ANDAR IllAAS-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
218 SCHÄIDER,HORST 0 4 К - ORENSTEIN 4 KOPPEL EQUIP.LTDA. R.CAP.ANTONIO R0SA,376-15o.ANDAR 01443-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL219 SERBONCINI.ANAURI 0 4 К - ORENSTEIN 4 KOPPEL EQUIP.LTDA. R.CAP.ANTONIO ROSA,376-150.ANDAR 01443-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
220 KASAI,NOBORU ONODA BRASILEIRA IND.CÜM.LTDA. AV.BERNARDINO DE CAMPOS,98 04004-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL221 MORAES,MARIA LUIZA PETROBRAS - GENRES CID.UNIVERSITARIA-1L№ DO FIWDA0-Q.7 2191O-RJANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL222 №JNES,NEY VIEIRA PETROBRAS - CENPES CID.UNIVERSHARIA-ILHA DO FUNDA0-Q.7 21910-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL
223 PARENTE,FERNANDO PETROBRAS - CENPES CID.UNIVERSITARIA-ILHA DO FUNDAO-0.7 2191O-R.JAIE1RO-RJ- BRASIL
224 :SILVA,MARIA DAS 6RACAS PETROBRAS - CENPES C1D.UNIVERSITM1A-ILHA DO FUNDAO-0.7 21910-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL .
225 EFTIM1ADES,MARIO POLYBIUS PROJJND.LTDA. AV.BR16.FMIA LIMA,1885-Ho.M0M 01451-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL



№№ COHPANY ADRESS ZIP-CITY-STATE-Hl UNTRY

224 6Е1В,НЕК!ВИТ ■ - HLVSIBS PROJETOS IND.LTDA AV.BRI6.FARIA LIMA,1885-14o.ANDAR O1451-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
227 GONCALE^FRAHCISCO POLYSIUS PROJETOS IND.LTDA AV.BU6.FAR1A LINA,1885-14o.ANDAR 01451-S.PAtU-SP- BRASIL
228 6R1NFEDER,CLAUDE POLYSIUS PROJETOS IND.LTDA AV.8RI6.FARIA LINA,1885-140.ANDAR O1451-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
229 THIEME, KLM1S POLYSIUS PROJETOS IND.LTDA AV.BI16.FAR1A LlMA,1885-14o.ANDAR 01451-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
2» BURIM, BRYOVALDQ POZHANA IND.E COM.LTDA. AV.PROF.FRANCISCO MORATB, 492 05512-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
231 ABREU,MIRIÄII ANTONIO SABESP AV.DO EST®0,561 01107-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
232 DE OLIVEIRA,ROKRTO SERRANA S.A.DE NINERfiCAfl САПА POSTAL 5 1I94O-JACUPIRANGA-SP-BRASIL
233 DJMIKlANjJDAD GASPAR SERRANA S.A.DE MIIERACAO AV.MARIA COELHO AEU!AR,215-3a.AND.BL-A (8804-5,PAULO-SP- BRASIL
234 GOHES.DURVAL SERRANA S.A.DE MUERACAO ROD.№-116,KH88 1195U-JACUPIRAN6A-SP-BRASIL
235 MI«,LIVIO SERRANA S.A.DE NINERACM AV.MARIA COELHl AGUIAR,215-3o.AND.BL-A №804-5. PAULO-SP- BRASIL
236 HWTIRS.JOANIEL MURHOZ SERRANA S.A.DE NINERACAO САПА POST«. 5 11940-JACUPIRM6A-SP-BRAS IL

‘ 237 FERNANDES FILHO.KCAR SIKA B.A-fflODUTOS BUINICOS ESTRADA DO ПИВО, 52 21061-R.JANEIRD-RJ- BRASIL
238 C«1TO,TIA6G SOEICON S.A.-SOC.DE EMP.IND.,CON.E HIN AV.PORTUGAL.700 33200-VESPASIANO-MG- BRASIL
239 VAISBERG,BENAMI S0E1C0N S.A.-SOC.DE EMP,IHD.,COM.E HIN. AV.PORTÖGALJOO 33200-VESPASIM0-MG- BRASIL
240 AURICCHIO.aCIO S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTffiANTIM PRAK RAMOS OE AZEVEDO, 254 01037-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL

- 241 KIEDETTI.NILDO №X1IIO S,A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIH PRACA RAMOS OE AZEVEDO, 254 01037-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
242 FERREIRA FILHO,FRANCISCO DIAS S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTffiANTIM PRACA RAMOS DE AZEVEDO,254 01037-S.PAUia-SP- BRASIL
243 MARTINI,CELSO ANTONIO S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIH AV.SENADOR JOSE E.DE MORAES 28500-CANTA5AL0-RJ- BRASIL
244 MARTINS,OSORIO L.SILVEIRA S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTffiANTIM PRACA RAMOS OE AZEVEDO,254 oio37-e,PAULa-sp- brash

: 245 MENDES,ROBERTO PEREIRA S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIH AV.SENADOR JOSE E.DE MORAES 28500-CANTA6AUJ-RJ' BRASIL
246 MORAES.JOSE ROBERTO S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIH PRACA RAMOS DE AZEVEDO,254 01037-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL

: 247 RESENDE. MARCOS MARRA S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTffiANTIM AV.SENADOR JOSE E.DE MORAES 28500-CANTA6ALÜ-RJ- BRASIL
: 248 SANCHEZ.ISIDRO L.C.CONTRERAS S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIH PRACA RAMOS DE AZEVEDO,254 01037-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
! 249 BIRINDELLI.LUCY 0. THEMM EN6ENHAR1A LTDA. R.BELA CINTRA,986-12o.ANDAR 01415-S.PAULD-SP- BRASIL

250 KUPERMAN.SEUfÜ THENAG EN6ENHARIA LTDA. R.BELA CINTRA,986-120.ANO№ O1415-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
; Si CARVALHO,MQACYR UNIV.EO ESTADO DO RIO DE JANEIM) R.SAO FRANCISCO XAVIER,524-5o.AN0AR 20550-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL
: 252 CARVALHO FILHO,ARNALDO CARDIN UN1V.DQ EST.DE S.PAULO-ESC.PlLnECNICA AV.PRÜF.ALNEIDA PRADO-TRAV.2,271 05598-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
: 253 VOLLET, DIMAS ROBERTO UNIV.DO EST.DE S.FAULO-IOA FRANCISCO DE6NI,S/N - C.P.174 HBOO-ARARAQUARA-g1- BRASIL

254 CAHPtTELI,VICENTE CONEY UNIV.ESTADUAL DE PONTA 6R0SSA PRACA SANTOS ANDRADE,S/N 84100-P.GROSSA-PR- BRASIL
255 PINHEIRO, ALCINA MENON UN1V.FED.RJ-ESCGLA DE EN6BIHARIA R.MARMES DO PARANA,12B-C0B. 2223O-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL
256 ZAKON.ABRAHAM UNIV.FED.RJ-ESCOLA DE QUIHICA R.GENERAL CANABARRO,79-203 20271-R.JANEIMS-RJ- BRASIL
257 COSTA,DARV WERNECK UNIV,FED.HS . . C1DADE UN1VERSITAR1A - CICET 79100-C.6RANDE-NS- BRASIL
258 PINTO.JOSE ANTONIO UNIV.FED,SANTA MARIA R.8ENJAMIN CONSTANT,1096-C1D.UNIVERS. 97050-3,MAPIA-RS- BRASIL
39 OLIVEIRA,WR1LDA BARRA UNIV.FED.UBERLANDIA AV.IMIVERSITWIA.S/N 3B400-UBERL«IDIA-MG- BRASIL
260 VOLKOV,VASIL HIMER INST.OF CHEMISTRY TECHNOLOGY 8 KLIHENT OHRIDSKI 1156-SOFIA-BULGARIA
261 WALDNER,ERWIN MIRON INC. 2201 CREMAZIE EAST - H1Z 2C1-M0NTREAL-0B- CANADA
262 FELOHAN.ROLF F. NAT,RES. COÖNCIL CWADA-INST. RES.CONST. M-20 MONTREAL ROAD KIA OR6-OTTAWI-ON- CANADA
263 LITVAN.SERARD NAT.RES.CDUfCIL CANADA-INST.RES.CONST. M-20 MONTREAL ROAD KIA OR6-OTTAWA-ON- CANADA
264 AITCIN,P.-C. UNIV.DE SHERKOOKE-FAC.APPLIED SCI. DEPT.CIVIL ENG. J1K 2R1-SHERK00KE-0B-CANADA
265 MINDESS.SIDÄY UN1V.DF BRITISH COLUMBIA DEPT.CIVIL ENG. V6T 1W5-VANC0UVER-BC- CANADA

s 266 MACINN1S.CAMERON UNIV.OF WINDSOR 401 SUNSET AVENUE N98 3P4-NINDSÜR-0N- CANADA
267 CORNEJO,EDUAf:DO CEMENTO MELON S.A. PEDRO DE VALDIVIA 98 LA CALERA- CHILE
26В PEREZ,MARCELO UBILLA CEHENTO P0LPA1C0 S.A. AMUNATEGUI,178-5o.PIS0 SANTIAGO- CHILE
269 CUEVAS,ARNOLDO BUCAREY CENENTOS BIOBIO S.A. AV.6RAN BRETANA,1725-93 C - CONCEPCION . TALCAHUANO-CHILE
270 K1TTL,PABLO UNIV.« CHILE - ШЕИ CASILLA 1420 SANTIAGO- CHILE

; 271 «INDACA.JORGE MAURICIO OSSA UNIV.DE CHILE - IDIEM PLAZA ERC1LLA 883 SANTIAGO- CHILE
272 VALENZUELA.PABLO CARRILLO UNIV.DE CHILE - IDIEM PLAZA ERC1LLA 883 SANTIAGO- CHILE
273 CHEN,äUA№E THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI WAN ZHUAN6 BEIJING -CHINA
274 HUANG,SHIYUAH THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI WAN ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
275 SU.HIZHEN THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI WAN ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
276 SUN.GUOKUANG ' THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI WAN ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
277 TÜH6,DAKAg THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI MAN ZHUMIB BEIJING -CHINA
27В WU.ZHONGNEl THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI WM ZHUANG BEIJING -CHI№

: 279 YANG.NANRU THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI NAN ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
280 YE.RUILUN THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI NM ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
2B1 CHEN,ZH1-YUAN TONGJI UNIVERSITY SHIPINS ROAD,1239 200092-SHAN6A1 -CHINA

. 282 PI«,LU T0N6JI UNIVERSITY SHIPING ROAD, 1239 200092-SHAIEAI -CHINA
■ 283 NEI.SHEN TONGJI UNIVERSITY SHIPIN6 ROAD,1239 200092-SHAN6AI -CHINA

2B4 LOUJONGHAN . ZHEJIANG UNIVERSITY DEPT.OF NATERIALS SCI.4 ENG. HAN62H0U4HINA
. 285 STWARIA.FERNANIM ARTURO R0DRI6UEZ CENENTOS DEL CARIBE S.A VIA 40 - LAS FLORES AA 2739-BARRANOUlLlA-Cffl.WIBIA
: 286 SUAZA, JAIME CENENTOS RKKLARO S.A. CRA 46-No.56ll-T0RREARG0S-P.14 7421-HEDB-LIH- COLOMBIA

37 N06UERA, JAIME OVILLA CIA.OILOMBIANA DE CLINKER S.A. IfflMONAL AA 3344-CARTA6ENA- COLOMBIA
288 OROZCO,ORLMIDO LAFAURIE TOLTECENBiTO APCO.AEREO 292 SINCELEJD-SIOE- COLOMBIA
289 №IN1ERI,ENRI№ ALBERTO ACOSTA CENENTOS DEL PACIFICO S.A. АРМ. 6559 SAN JOSE-COSTA RICA

i 290 ALHEBORG.JORN AALBORG PORTLAND RORDA SVEJ 44-P.0.B0X 165 9100-HÄMORG-DBMARK
: 291 CKR1STENSEN.JENS TIN AALBORG PORTLAHD RORDA SVEJ 44-P.0.80X 165 SIOO-AALMORG-DENMARK
; 292 KNUDSEN,TORBEN DANISH TECWICAL UNIVERSITY ANKER B46ELUNDSSVEJ 2800-LYN6BY-DENMARK

293 EWE6AARD, TORBEN F.L.SNIDTH 1 CO.A/S 77 VI6ERSLEV ALLE 2500-VALBY-C0reNHA6EN-DENMARK
294 FEDDERSEN,OLE FINN . F.L.SNIDTH 4 CO.A/S 77 VIGERSLEV ALLE 25OO-VALBY-COPENHAGEN-DENMARK
295 JMWSEN.WGN F.L.SNIDTH 6 CO.A/S 77 VIGERSLEV ALLE 2500-VALBY-aiPENHAGEN-DENMARK
296 OSBAECK,BJARNE F.L.SMIDTH i CO.A/S 77 VIGERSLEV ALLE 25OG-VALBY-COPEHHASEH-DENMARK
297 IDORK .GUMUR GNIDORN CONSULT A/S ROEJELSKAER 15 2840-WLTE-DENIMRK

: 298 POLAK,ELZBIETA ВIRKBECK COLLEGE MALET STREET NCI 7HX-L0ND0N-EN6LAM),U.K.
1 299 GUNSON,AL« BLUE CIRCLE INDUSTRIES PLC. GROUP RESEAO-305 LONDON ROAD DA9 9jg-6REENHlTHE-ENGLAND,U.K,

'300 NOIR,GRAEME K. BLUE CIRCLE INDUSTRIES PLC. GROUP RESEARCH-305 LONDON ROAD DA9 9JB-6REE№ITHE-ENGLAND,U.K.



COMPANY ADRESS ZlP-CIiy-STATE-COONTRYNAHE

301 BENSTED,JOHN BRITISH PETROLEUM.INC. RESEARCH CENTRE TW16 7LN-SUNBURY-EN6LAND,U.K.

302 MATTHENS, JOHN BUILDIN6 RESEARCH STATION GARSTON WD2 7JR-WATFDRD-EN6LAND,U.K.
303 LEES.TIHOTHY CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION HEXHAM SPRINGS SL3 6PL-SL0UGH BUCKS-ENGLAND,U.K.
304 PCflEROY, CHARLES DUNCAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION HEXHAM SPRINGS SL3 6PL-SL0U6H BUCKS-ENGLAND,U.K.
305 BALDIE.KEITH CESB CERL,KELVIN AVENUE KT22 7SE-LEATHERHEAD-EN6LAND,U.K.
jvo SCRIVENER,KAREN IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHN, PRINCE CONSORT ROAD SW7 EBP-LONDON-ENGLAND,U.K.
307 FORRESTER,JANES KING’S COLLEGE LONDON 12 MAYFLOWER WAY HP? 1JE-BEACONSFIELD-EN6LAND,U.K.
308 RODBER,SALLY OXFORD UNIVERSITY-DEPT.ÜF METTALUR6Y PARKS ROAD 0X1 3PH-0XF0RD-EN6LAND,U.K.
308 MILLS,PETER PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL 30 SWINBURNE STREET DERBY-ENGLAND,U.K.
310 JACESON.PETER THE RUGBY PORTLAND CEMENT CENTRAL LAB0RAT0RY-PARKF1ELD CV21 iaj-RU6BY-ENGLAND,U.K.
311 CABRERA,JOSEPH 6. THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS DEPT.OF CIVIL ENGINEERING LS2 ?JT-LEEDS-ENGLAND,U.K.
312 BANFILL,PHILLIP F.B. - THE UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL DEPT.OF BUILDING ENGINEERING L6? 3BX-L1VERPOOL-EN6LAND,U.K.
313
314

BAILEY,JOHN 
ERIliSSON.BO-ERIK

THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD 
LOHJA CORPORATION

ELMFIELD NORTHUMBERLAND ROAD S10 2TZ-SHEFFIELD-ENGLAND,U.K.
08700-VIRKKALA-FIHAND

315 PALM,CARL-OLOF OY PARTEK AB DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 21600-PAR6AS-FINLAND
316 TALLINB,BOB OY PARTEK AB DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 21600-PAR6AS-F1NLAND
317 NI EU INEN.PERTTI TAMPERE UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOSY P.O.BOX 527 33101-TAMPERE-FINLAND
318 COLLIS,HENRY CEMBUREAU 2 RUE SAINT-CHARLES 75015-PARI5-FRANCE
31? DUTP.ON.PIERRE CEMBUREAU 2 RUE SAINT-CHARLES 75015-PARIS-FRANCE
320 SDUKATCHOFF,PASCAL CENTRE DE RECHERCIES DE PONT A.MOUSSON-BP 29 54700-PDNT A MOUSSON-FRANCE
321 BOMBLED. JEAN-PAUL CER1LH 23 RUE DE CRONSTADT 75015-PARIS-FRANCE
322 FAUVEAU.FIEHRE CERILH 23 RUE DE CRONSTADT 75015-PARIS-FRANCE
323 RE60URD.MICHELINE CERILH 23 RUE DE CRONSTADT 75015-PARIS-FRANCE
324 LOVICHI,JEAN-PIERRE CIMENTS LAFARGE FRANCE 30 COURS PIERRE PUGET 13006-MARSEILLE-FRANCE
325 CASTANET,ROBERT CNRS 3 RUE THIEUX 13O08-MARSEILLE-FRANCE
326 BERNAUDAT,FRANCOIS COMMISSARIAT A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE 60-68 AV.DU GENERAL LECLERC-B.P.6 ?2265-F0NTENAY-AUX-RDSES-FRANCE
327 LANEILLE,JEAN-MICHEL COMMISSARIAT A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE 60-68 AV.DU GENERAL LECLERC-B.P.6 922 65-FONT ENAY-AU X-ROSES-FRANCE
329 REVERTE6AT,ELIANE COMMISSARIAT A L’EIERGIE ATOMIQUE LABO.BETONS-BAT.158-SACLAY 91191-6IF-SUR-1VETTE-FRANCE
32? 0BERSTE-PADTBER6,RUDIGER DONELL SCHLUMBERGER B.P.90 42003-SAINT-ETIENNE-FRANCE
330 PARCEVAUX,PHILIPPE DONELL SCHLUMBERGER B.P.90 42O03-SA1NT-ETIENNE-FRANCE
331 BUILHOT, BERNARD ECOLE DES MINES 158 COURS FAURIEL 42100-SAINT-ETIENNE-FRANCE
332 SOUSTELLE, MICHEL ECOLE DES MINES 15B COURS FAURIEL 42023-SAINT-ETIENNE-FRANCE
333 BARRET.PIERRE FACULTE DES SCIENCES MIRANDE B.P.138 21O04-DIJ0N-FRANCE
334 AMBROISE, JEAN INSA 20,RUE ALBERT EINSTEIN 6?621-VILLE URBANNE-FRANCE
335 PERRA.JEAN INSA 20,RUE ALBERT EINSTEIN 69621-VILLE URBANNE-FRANCE
336 BRANDET,JACQUES IN5A-LAB0RAT0R1E DE GENIE CIC1L AVENUE DE RAN6UEIL 31077-TOULOUSE-FRANCE
337 OLLIVIER,JEAN-PIERRE INSA-LABORATORIE DE GENIE CICIL AVENUE DE RANGUEIL 31077-T0UL0USE-FRANCE
338 DRON,ROGER LABORATORY CENTRAL FONTS 1 CHAUSSEES 58 BD.LEFEBVRE-CEDEX 15 75732-PARIS-FRANCE
33? RIVES,JEAN LAFARGE COPPEE 28.RUE EMILE MENIER 75116-PARIS-FRANCE
340 RIVOIRE, CLAUDE LAFARGE COPPEE 28,RUE EMILE MENIER 75116-PARIS-FRANCE
341 SANTOS,FERNANDO M.OLIVEIRA LAFARGE COPPEE-DIV.INTERNATIONAL 29,RUE EMILE HENIER 75116-PARIS-FRANCE
342 BARON.JACQUES LAFARGE COPPEE RECHERCHE B.P.8 0 72 20-VIVIERS-SUR-RHONE-FRANCE
343 BORREIL,ANDRE LAFARGE COPPEE RECHERCHE B.P.8 07220-VIVIERS-SUR-RHONE-FRANCE
344 CHAPP'JIS, JACQUES LAFARGE COPPEE RECHERCHE B.P.8 07220-VIV1ERS-SUR-RHÜNE-FRANCE
345 SORRENTINO,DANIELLE LAFARGE COPPEE RECHERCHE B.P.8 »7220-V1VI ERS-SUR-RHONE-FRANCE
346 SORRENT INO,FRANCOIS LAFARGE COPPEE RECHERCHE B.P.8 07220-VIV1ER5-SUR-RH0NE-FRANCE
347 HAWTHORN,FRANCK SOCIETE DES CIMENTS FRANCAIS TOUR GENERALE 5.PLACE DE LA PYRAMIDE 92088-PARIS LA DEFENSE-FRANCE
349 MARIOT.RENE JEAN S0C1ETE DES CIMENTS FRANCAIS TOUR GENERALE 5. PLACE DE LA PI SAM I DC «2088-FAR1S LA DEFENSE-FRANCE
34? MERIC,JEAN-PAUL SOCIETE DES CIMENTS FRANCAIS TOUR GENERALE 5,PLACE DE LA PYRAMIDE 92088-PARIS LA DEFENSE-FRANCE
350 RICHER, FRANCOIS SOCIETE DES CIMENTS FRANCAIS CERE6-B.P.01 78=3O-GUERV1LLE-FRANCE
351 VERNET,CHRISTIAN SOCIETE DES CIMENTS FRANCAIS CEREG-B.P.Ol 7e930-GUERVILLE-FRANCE
352 VON EUR.MARCEL SOCIETE DES CIMENTS FRANCAIS TOUR GENERALE 5.FLACE DE LA PYRAMIDE 92068-F'ARIS LA DEFENSE-FRANCE
353 FRES5Y,MICHEL VICAT TOUR GAN - CEDEX 13 92082-PARIS-FRANCE
354 61SAS.KOSTAS HERACLES G.C.C. S.VENIZEL0U.4?-51 14123-ATHENS-GREECE
355 MARINOS, IOANNIS HERACLES G.C.C. 5.VENI2EL0U.49-51 14123-ATHENS-GREECE
356 VASILDUDIS.PASCHALIS HERACLES G.C.C. S.VEN1ZEL0U.49-51 14123-ATHENS-6REECE
357 HALSTEAD,PHILIP E. MATERIALS MEASUREMENT LTD. 6P0 BOX 41?4 H0N6 KONG-HONG KONG
358 KDLTAI, IMRE NIKEX-DEPARTMENT 32 MESZAROS-UTCA 4B-54 60DAFEST-HUN6ARY
35? TALABER,JOZSEF RESEARCH AND DES. INST.SILICATE IND. BECSI UT 126-128 H- 13O')-BUDAFEST-HU14GARY
360 TAMAS.FERENC UNIVERSITY OF VESZPREM P.O.BOX 159 H-82'j$-VE5ZPREfl-HUN6ARY
361 CHATTERJEE,ANJAN KUMAR ASSOCIATED CEMENT COMPANIES LTD. CENTRAL RESEARCH STATION 4Ü0604-TMANE-SHARTR1 HAR6-INDIA
362 NARANB.KARTAR CHAND DALMIA CEHENTiBHARATILlMHED HANSALAYA.15-BHARAKHAMBA RD.-11/12 FLS. IIOOul-NEM DELHI-INDIA
363 DAS.KESHAB DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS P.LTD. 24 B.PARK STREET 7M0I6-CALCUTTA-INDIA '
364 IRANI,DINSHAN B0MANJ1 NAT.COUNCIL FOR CEMENT R BUILDING MAT. M-10 SOUTH EXTENSION FART II 1I0049-NEW DELHI-INDIA
365 KANURI,HARINADHA BABU NAT.COUNCIL FOR CEMENT & BUILDING MAT. M-IO SOUTH EXTENSION PART II 110049-JEU DELHI-INDIA
366 LAXMI.SHOBHAY NAT.COUNCIL FOR CEMENT i BUILDING МАТ. M-10 SOUTH EXTENSION PART 11 11«>4?-NEM DELHI-INDIA
367 RAINA,SHIBAN J. NAT.COUNCIL FOR CEMENT 4. BUILDING MAT. M-10 SOUTH EXTENSION PART 11 U004»-NEW DELHI-INDIA
369 VIVESVARAYA.HOSAGRAHAR C. NAT.COUNCIL FOR CEMENT R BUILDING HAT. M-IO SOUTH EXTENSION PART II 110049-NEW DELHI-INDIA
36? AHSAN.MANZOOR ORISSA CEMENT LIMITED В 45/47 CONNAUGHT PLACE-SHIV NAHAL H000I-NEW DELHI-INDIA
370 PAHDAKASALA.JACOB ALEXANDER THE TRAVANCORE CEMENTS LTD. NATTAKOM KOTTAYAM KERALA 686013-K0TTAYAM-INDIA
371 SOROKA, ITZHAK TECHNIDN TECHNIDN CITY 32000-HAIFA-ISRAEL
372 AUSTON I,SER6I0 CEMENTI TICINO CETI SPA VIA B0N61ASCA 21O2O-C0MABBI0-ITALY ■
373 PIAZZA,EU6ENI0 CEMENT! VICTORIA VIA HONTESANTO 13 13039-TRIN0 VERCELLESE-1TALY
374 FRI6IDNE, GIUSEPPE CEMENTIR VIA C0R06LI0 71 80124-NAPLES-ITALY
375 BUZZI,SANDRO FRATELL1 BUZZI CEMENTI SPA CORSO GIOVANE ITALIA 39 15033-CASALE MONFERRATO-ITALY



NAffi COMPANY ADRESS ZIP-CITY-STATE-COUNTRY

376 8UKHI,REM10 ITALIEMENTI SPA VIA 6.CAM0ZZI 124 24100-ВЕЯ6ЙИО-ПА1У
377 COSTA,UMBERTO ITALCEMENTI SPA • VIA 6.САМ0Ш 124 24100-BERGAro-ITALY
378 HASSAZ2A,FRANCO ITALCEMENTI SPA VIA G.CANOZZI 124 24109-BER6AI10-ITALY
37? ORTOLANI,VinöRlO ITALCENENTI SPA VIA B.CAMOZZI 124 24100-KRGAMO-ITALY
380 T0SMN,6IAIfPIETRO . ITALCEMENTI SPA VIA G.CANOZZI 124 241OO-BERSAMO-!TALi

BIA6INI, STEFANO hAC SPA VIA VICINALE CORTI 21 31lOO-TREVISO-ITALY
382 CQLLEPARDi.lttRIO MAC SPA VIA VICINALE CORTI 21 3I100-TREVIS0-ITAL»
383 6UEU.A,SILVIO MAURO MAC SPA VIA VICI MALE CORTI 21 31100-TREVISO-ITALY
384 INOELICATO.FERDIHANDO . POLITECNICO D! TORINO-DlP.il IN6.STRUT. CORSO DUCA DE6LI ABRUZZI 24 10129-TORINÜ- ITALY
38S LUCCO-BORLERA,MARIA POLITECNICO DI T0RIH0-D1P.DI IN6.STRUT, CORSO DUCA DEGLI ABRUZZI 24 • 10129-T0R1N0- HAlY
386 CUSSM. LUCIANO UNICEM SPA VIA CARLO MARENCO 25 10126-T0RINÜ- ITALY
387 NE6R0, ALFREDO UNICEN SPA VIA CARLO MARENCO 25 10I26-T0R1N0- HALY
3№ AIELLO.ROSAFiO UNIV.DELLA CM.ABRIA ARCAVACATA DI RENDE BJOiO-COSEN’A-ITAL«
38? MONOS I, SAVER» UNIV.Ol ANOJNA-DIP.SCIENZE DEI MATER. VIA DELLE BRESCE BIMCHE . 60131-ANCONA- ITALY
390 MORICONI,GIACOMO UNIV.DI ANCOM-DIP.SCIENZE DEI MATER. VIA DELLE BRESCE B1ANCHE 6O!3t-ANC0NA- ITALY
391 PAURI,MARCO UNIV.DI ANCONA-DIP.SCIENZE DEI MATER. VIA DELLE BRESCE BlANCHE 60131-ANC0NA- ITALY
392 AMICARELLI,VINCENZO UNIV.DI BARI-FACOLTA DI [N6E6NERIA VIA REDAVID 200 70124-BARI- ITALY
393 MASSIBDA,LUIGI UNIV.DI CAGLIARI PIAZZA D’ARMI O91OO-CA6LIAGI-1TALY
394 SANNA,ULRICO UNIV.DI CAGLIARI PIAZZA D’ARMI 09100-CA6LIARI-ITALY
395 MARCHESE, BEMtARDO UNIV.Ol NAPIII-DIP.ING.DEI MATERIALI PIAZZALE TECCHIO 80L25-NAP0LI- ITALY
396 MASCOLO,GIUSEPPE UNIV.DI NAra.r-DIP.ING.DEI MATERIM P1AZZALE TECCHIO 80125-NAP0LI- ITALY
397 SANTORO,LUCIANO UNIV.DI NOTL1 VIA MEZZOCAHNONE 4 ' »134-mPOLJ- ITALY
398 SERSALE,RICCARDO UNIV.DI NAPM.l-DIP.IN6.DEI MATERIALI PIAZZALE TECCHIO 80125-NAP0LI- ITALY
399 VALENTI,GIAN LORENZO UNIV.DI NAPM.1 PIAZZALE TECCHIO 80125-NAP0L1- ITALY
400 FESTA,DINA UNIV.DI PADOVA VIA NfflZDLO 9 35100-PADOVA- HAU
Mi SCARINCI, GIOVANNI UNIV.DI PADOVA VIA MARZOLO 9 35100-PAD0VA- ITALY
402 CIGNA,RANIERI UNIV.DI ROMA-DIP.ICMMPM VIA EUDOSSIANA 18 OO184-R0MA- ITALY
403 TURRHIANI,RENATO UNIV.DI R0MA-DIP.ICM1PM VIA EUDOSSIANA IB 0O1B4-R0MA- ITALY
404 MCLEOD,MAURICE CAR1BKAN CEMENT COMPANY ROCKFORT KINGSTM-JAMAICA
405 FUKAVAJASUaiHI CHICHI«! HOT CO.LTD. 2-1-1,T5UKUNI-CH0 3604UMAGAYA-SHI-JAPAN
406 ТАКАМ,YUK 10 CHICHIBJ CEIffiNT CO.LTD. 2-1-1,TSUKUMI-Offl 360-KÜMABAYA-SHl-JflPAK
407 KOIBDCHI.KIYOSHI DAICH1 CEMENT CO.LTD. 1-1,ASANO-CHO,KAWASAKI KAWASAKI-JAPAN
4« HAK№MIA,KOJI DENKI KAGAKU KOGYO CO.LTD, A0NI-CH0,NISHIKUBIKI-6UN 949-03-NH6ATA-JAPAN
4»? HARA.NAOMICHl GOVERUCNT INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE,KYUSHU 841-TC5U-SA6A-KEN-JAPAN
410 HASABA.SHIKMASA ISHIKAWA TECHNICAL COLLEGE TUBATA,KANOKU, 920-ISHIKAWA-JAPAN
411 KANAMURA.MITSUMRI KANAZAWA UNIVERSIH-FAC.OF ENGINEERING 40-20,KODATSUNO 2 -CHO№ 920-KANAZAHA-JAPAN
412 TORII.KAZUYUKI KANAZAWA UNIVERSITY-FAC.OF EN6INEBIN6 40-20,KODATSUNO 2 -CHOME 920-KANAZAWA-JAPAN
413 ASAK№A,CT5№0 NITSIBISHI MINING 4 CEMENT CO. 2270 Y0S0KE-CH0,CHICHIBU-6UN SAITANA-KEN-JAPAN
414 MAKI,INAO NAGOYA INST.OF TECHNOLOGY GORISMHO,SHONA-KU ' 466-№MYA-JAPAN
415 MITSJDA,TAKESHI NAGOYA INST.OF TEOWOLOGY-CERANICS LAB. ASAHI 6A0KA,TAJIMI 507-6IFU-KEN-JAPAN
416 YAMAZAKI,YUKINORI NIHON CEMENT CO.LTD. 2-23-1,KIYOSUMI.KOTHU TOKYO-JAPAN
417 AOKI.SHIGEKI NIHON UNIVERSITY 1-8-14,SURUGA-DAI.tiWM 101- TOKYO-JAPAN
418 TSUYIKI.NAONITSU NIHON UNIVERSITY 7-24-1,NARAS1IN0DAI 274-FUWBASHI-SHI-JAPAN
419 TSUJINATSU,HIROSHI NIPPON KOKAN K.K. 1-1-2,MARUNOUCHI,CHIYODA-KU TOKYO-JAPAN
420 HANEHARA,SHUNSUKE ONODA CEMENT CO.LTD. 1-1-7,TOYOSU,KOTO-KU 135- TOKYO-JAPAN
421 TAKEMOTO.KIMIHIRO ONODA CEMENT CO.LTD. 1-1-7,TOYOSJ,KOTO-«J 135- TOKYO-JAPAN
422 UCHIDA.SHUNICHIRO ONODA CEMENT CO.LTD. 1-1-7,TOYQSU.KOTO-lflj 135- TOKYO-JAPAN
423 U011KAMA,HIROSHI ONODA (INENT CO.LTD. 1-1-7,TOYOSU.KOTO-KU 135- TOKYO-JAPAN
424 KOBAYASHI,SHIGEHIRO OSWA CEMENT CO.LTD. 7-1-49,MINAMI OKAJIMA,TAISHO-KU OSAKA-JAPAN
425 INOKAVA.HISASHI SUMITOMO CEMENT CO.LTD. 585,TOYOTDM1-CHO,FUNABASHI 

17-33-4,TOSHIMA,K1TA-KU
- CHIBA-JAPffll

426 KATO.OSMIU THE CEMENT ASSOCIATOT OF JAPAN TOKYO-JAPAN
427 USH1YANA, HIROTAKA TDKUYAMA SODA CO.LTD. 1-1,MIKAGE-CHD TOKUYAMA-JAP/W
43 GOTO,SEICHI TOKYO INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 2-12-1,OOKAYAMA-MEGURO 152- TOKYO-JAPAN
429 NISHIMOTO.NDBUYOSHI UBE INDUSTRIES,LTD. 1-12-32,NISHIHON-NACHI 7Я- UBE- JAPAN .
430 IKEDA,KO YAMAGUCHI UNIVERSITY TOKINADAI 2557 755- UBE- JAPAN
431 INABUCHI.TOSHITSUGU YAMASO CHEMICAL CO.LTD. 25-5-2,CHM HATCHOBORI CHUO-KU 104- TOKYO-JAPAN
432 DOUHET,JOSEPH CIHENTERIE NATIONALE S.A.L. В.Р.И 5101- BEYROUTH-LIB»
433 ULIBARRI,RAMON POO CEMENTOS KIICANOS APDO. POSTAL 392 64520- MOHTERREY-IEXICO
434 REGGAD,AHMED CIMENTEfi.IE DE L’ORIENTAL B.P.44 OUJOA-MROCCO
435 AHNIUZ.BELKACEM ASMENT DE TEMARA AIN ATTIS TEMARA-NDROCCO
436 VAN KLAVEREN,WILLEM CEMENT1FABRIEKICENIJ1BV POST BOX 462 ■ 1970-M./IJNUIDEN-NETIERLANDS
437 DE JONG,JAN ENCI LAGE KANAALDIJK,H5-P.0.B0X 1 6200-AA/MAASTRICHT-IETIERLANDS
438 MELAND,INGER CEMENT AND CONCRETE INSTITUTE SINTEF 7034-TRONDHEIM-HORWAY
439 LINDSTAD.JORN NORCEN A/S HAAKON 7,GT,2 0П4-0Я.0 1-NORWAY
440 STOLTENBERB-HANSSON.ERIK
441 GJORV.ODD E.
442 P1TERS0N,RAMON ABRAHAM BN.I0

NORCEM A/S
UNIVERSITY OF TRONDHEIM NTH 
CEMENTO PANAMA S.A. P.O.BOX 1755

3950-BREVIK-NOfWAY
7034-TIWNDHEIN-NORWAY
ZONA l-PANAMA-FANANA

443 OUINTERO,GUSTAVO CEMENTD PANAMA S.A. P.O.BOX 1755 ZONA l-PANAMA-PANAMA
444 BAIBE,ISABELINQ E.GAMARRA INDUSTRIA MACHINAL DEL CEMENTO GENERAL SANTOS-Go.PISO ASUNCION-PARAGUAY
445 PALACIO,HI6IN10 VILLALBA INDUSTRIA NAC10NAL DEL CEMENTO GENERAL SANIOS-бо. PISO ASUNCION-PARAGUAY
446 DUARTE,JOSE DOMINGO CARRERAS ITAIHJ BINKIONAL PARAGUAY-BRASIL PARMUAY
M7 VBiA,CARMB.O ACOSTA ITAIPU BINACIONAL PARAGUAY-BRfSIL PARAGUAY
448 GONZALES DE LA COTERfi,MANUEL ALFONSO ASOC.DE PRODUCTORES К CEMENTO AV.CffiLOS VILLARAN,504,STA.CATALINA LIMA-PERU
449/ ARATA,EDUARDO RODRIGUEZ CEMENTOS LIMA S.A. LAS BEGONIAS,475-OF.234 LINA-PERU
450 ARDHES,LUIS ENRIQUE SALINAS CENENTOS LINA S.A. LAS BEGONIAS,475-0F.234 LINA-PERU



MAKE COMPANY ' ADRESS ZIP-CITY-STATE-COUNTRy
451 KURDOKSKI,NIESLAk
452 6DMES,ALVARO NUNES
453 OLIVEIRA,MARIO MARQUES
454 REIS, MARIA OLINDA BRAGA
455 AL-NOURY, SOLIMAN
456 AFSHAR, ALI BEHFOQZ
457 MCCARTER,WILLIAM JOHN
458 BARTOS,PETER
459 GLASSER,FREDRIK PAUL
460 TAYLOR,HARRY F.H.
461 CREMIEUX, PIERRE
462 KELLY,R.J.
163 OBERHOLSTER.BERTIE
464 CHOI,SANG-HEUL
465 HAN,KI-SUNG
466 SEO,IL-YOUN6
467 NAM.KEE DONG
468 GOMA 1 61 NESTA, FERRAN
469 CORONAS, JUAN RAMON BARRAGANO
470 ALONSO,JULIO PEREZ
471 REY, PEDRO
472 CASTRO, NESTOR
473 HURTRA,ISIDORO
474 VILA ,VICTORIANO JOSE GONZALEZ
475 FERNANDEZ,MARCOS
476 L0N6ARELA, ANGEL
477 MARTINEZ,ARTURO
478 CEBRIAN,JOSE LUIS
479 MONTRAVERA,JUAN PUIG
480 CARMONA,JOSE MARIA SARDI
481 HUARTE,GABRIEL
482 FRADERA, ENRIQUE
483 FERRANDO,JOAQUIM
484 CALLEJA.JOSE
485 ALONSO,MARIA CRUZ ALONSO
486 ANDRADE, MARIA DEL CARMEtl
487 BLANCO-VARELA,MARIA TERESA
488 DE LUIAN,MARIA PILAR
489 GASPAR-TEBAR,DEMETRIO
490 SORIA,FRANCISCO
491 TRIVINO,FERNANDO
492 VAZOUEZ-MORENO,TOMAS
493 COROMINA,JORGE
494 61 BERT,SANTIAGO
495 BRAVO,FRANCISCO
496 MANCHON,JOSE LUIS MARTINEZ
497 RUDENIUS,ARNE
498 HARRIS,BIRGER
499 NAREDI,ROBERT
500 CHANDRA, SATISH
501 NILSSON,LARS-OLOF
502 HANNANAYYA.FRANCISA
503 PETERSON,0L0F
504 KLIN6STEDT,GUNNAR
505 PICCOLI,MARCO BERETTA
506 PETER,GUSTAV
507 BRAUN, HANS
508 GEBAUER,JURAJ
509 SCHRAEMLI,WERNER
510 KOELLIKER, EMIL
511 LAUBER,JOSEF
512 №U№IER,PAUL
513 SINGH,RAMJATTAN
514 TDNAK,TULIN
515 BRUSCHERA,JORGE
516 SUAREZ,JOSE
517 PHILLEO,ROBERT -
518 MAC DONELL,JOHN F.
519 COOK LONNIE
520 PATZIAS,TERRY
521 KOLAN,ANDREN
522 6UITTON,ETIENNE
523 R0NE,NALT
524 GEORGE, CHARLES
525 MOORE,CLYDE N.

AKADEMIÄ GORNICZO-HUTNICZA 
CIMPOR-CI MENTOS PORTUGAL EP 
CIMPOR-CIMENTOS PORTUGAL EP 
LABORATORIO NAC.DE ENGENHARIA CIVIL 
KING ABDULAZIZ UNIVERSITY 
HER10T-IATT UNIVERSITY ' 
HERIOT-HATT UNIVERSITY 
PAISLEY COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN 
UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN 
SOCOCIM INDUSTRIES 
BLUE CIRCLE LIMITED
NATIONAL BUILDING RES.BUILDING 
HANYIANG UNIVERSITY • 
INHA UNIVERSITY 
SSAN6-YDN6 RESEARCH CENTER 
TONE YANG CEMENT CORPORATION 
ASLAND CATALUNIA S.A. 
ASLAND-CIYD 
ASLAND S.A, 
ASLAND S.A.
AUX1LIAR DE LA CONSTRUCCION 
ALIXILIAR DE LA CONSTRUCCION 
CEMENTOS ATLANTICO S.A. 
CEMENTOS COSMOS S.A. 
CEMENTOS COSMOS S.A. 
CEMENTOS COSMOS S.A. 
CEMENTOS HONTORIA 
CEMENTOS MOLINS S.A. 
CEMENTOS MORATA DE JALON S.A. 
CEMENTOS PORTLAND S.A. 
CEMENTOS UNILAND S.A. 
C1A.VALENC1ANA DE CEMENTOS PORTLAND 
IECA-OFICEMEN
INSTITUTÜ EDUARDO TORROJA 
INST1TUT0 EDUARDO TORROJA 
INSTITUTE) EDUARDO TORROJA 
INSTITUTO EDUARDO TORROJA 
INSTITUTÜ EDUAFlDO TORROJA 
INSTITUTO EDUARDO TORROJA 
INSTITUTO EDUARDO TORROJA 
INSTITUTO EDUARDO TORROJA 
L.A.C. S.A. 
L.A.C. S.A. 
SOCIEDAD FINANCERA Y M1NERA 
S.A.E.DE CEfENTOS PORTLAND 
ABET0N6-SABEMA
CEMENTA AB-RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
CENCON
CHALMERS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
CHALMERS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
HANNAWAYYA S. LABORATORY
LUND INST.OF TECHN.-D1V.0F BUILD.NAT. 
SWEDISH CEMENT 6 CONCRETE 
CEMENTIA PLANUN6S AG 
ETH 
HOLDERBANK MANAGEMENT 1 CONSULTING 
HOLDERBANK MANAGEMENT I CONSULTING 
HOLDERBANK MANAGEMENT 1 CONSULTING 
INSTITUTE TECH. RESEARCH 
PORTLAND CEMENT-NERK 
VISIER CEMENT LTD.
TRINIDAD CEMENT LTD.
CEMENT MANUFACT.ASSOC.-CROC 
АНСАР 
ANCAP
CONSULTING ENGINEER 
CORNING GLASS WORKS 
DAVENPORT CEMENT COMPANY 
DUNDEE CEMENT CO. 
ENERGY SERVICES, INC. 
GENERAL PORTLAND,INC. 
GENERAL PORTLAND,INC. 
LAFARGE FONDU INTERNATIONAL 
LDNE STAR INDUSTRIES INC.

AL.MICKIEKICZA 30
R.ALEXANDRE HERCULAN0,35
R.ALEXANDRE HERCULAN0.35
AV.BRASIL, 101
P.O.BOX 9027
RICCARTON CAMPUS
RICCARTON CAMPUS
HIGH STREET
MESTON WALK
DEPT.OF CHEMISTRY.MESTON WALK
B.P.29
P.O.BOX 2484
P.O.BOX 395
17 HAEN6DANB-D0N6,SUN6D0NG-KU
253 Y0NGHYUN-D0N6,NAM-KU
YUSE0N6-P.0.B0X 12
60 DORYOM-DONG CH0N6R0-KU 
C0RSE6A 325
VILLALUEN6A DE LA SAGRA
ORENSE 81
CARRETERA ALMADEN, KM 1
DIAGONAL 534
DIAGONAL 534
APARTADO 65
OURAL
LUCHANA,23-40.PISO •
OURAL
VENTA DE BANOS
PASEO DE GRACIA,92
PASEO MARI AGUSTIN,4-6
ESTELLA 6,APARTADO 107
C0RSE6A 299
COLON 68
VELAZQUEZ,23
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N.
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N. ■ 
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N. 
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N. 
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N. 
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N.
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N.
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N.
APARTADO 56-S.FELIU LL0BRE6AT
APARTADO 56-S.FELIU LL0BRE6AT
C.TOMAS HEREDIA,27

BOX 24
P.O.BOX 144
HYLLT0RPS6ATAN 6
SVEN HULTINSGATAN 8
DIVISION OF BUILDING MATERIALS
HUNDHANRAVAGEN 7-NORS8ORY 
P.O.BOX 118 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
NUESCHELERSTRSSE 45 
INSTITUTE BAUSTOFFE

SWISS CEMENT INDUSTRY 
WUERENLIN6EN-SI66ENTHAL

SOUTHERN MAIN ROAD-CLAXTON BAY
P.O.BOX 2 - BAKANLIKAR
C.C.1090
C.C.1090 
7420 ANWANWOOD COURT 
SULLIVAN PARK FR-5 
P.O.BOX 4049 
P.O.BOX 122 
205 PINE AVENOE
NORTH CENTRAL PLAZA III,SUITE 1700 
3333 FORT NORTH AVENUE 
18 KOGER EXECUTIVE CENTER 
515 NEST GREENS ROAD

30059-KRAK0W-P0LAND 
1200-LlSB0A-F0RTUbAL 
120O-LISB0A-PORTUGAL 
1799-LISBOA-FORTUGAL 
214I3-JEDDAH-SAUDI ARABIA 
EH10 4ER-EDINBÜRGH-SC0TLAND.V.K. 
EH10 4ER-ED1NBUR6H-SCOTLANO,U.K. 
PAI 2BE-PAISLEY-SC0TLAND.U.K. 
AB9-2UE-0LD ABERDEEN.SCOTLAND,U.K. 
AB9-2UE-0LD ABERDEEN.SCOTLAN 
RUFISQUE-SENEGAL 
2000-J0HANNESBURG-SDUTH AFRICA 
OOei-PRETORIA-SOUTH AFRICA 
133-SE0UL-S0UTH KOREA 
160-INCH0N-S0UTH KOREA 
30O-32-DAE-JEON-'S0UTH KOREA 
110-SE0UL-S0UTH KOREA 
08025-BARCEL0NA-SPAIN

TOLEDO-SPAIN 
28O20-nADRIO-5FAIN 
14007-C0RD0BA-SPA!« 
Ü8006-BARCELONA-SPAIN 
OSOOG-BARCELONA-SPAIN 

ALCALA DE GUADAIRA-SFAIN 
LUGO-SPAIN 

28010-MADR1D-SPAIN 
LUGO-SPAIN 
VALENCIA-SPAIN 
BACEL0NA-SPA1N 

50004-ZARA60ZA-SPAIN 
31i)eO-PAMPLOKA-SFAIN 
OBOOB-BARCELONA-SPAIN 
46004-VALENCIA-SPAIN 
28001-MADRID-SFAIN 
28033-MADRID-SPAIN 
28Ö33-HADRID-5FAIN 
28033-MADRI0-SPAIN 
28033-MADR1D-SPA1N 
28033-MADF:ID-SPAIN 
2B033-MADRID-SPAIN 
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F.P. Glasser - Department of Chemistry, University of Aberdeen, 
Heston Walk, Old Aberdeen, AB9 2UE, Scotland, U.K.

KINETICS OF CEMENT-MAKING REACTIONS

Г. INTRODUCTION
The kinetic aspects of cement clinkering have 

not been specifically addressed at previous Inter
national Cement Congresses, although its proceed
ings contain many valuable contributions on various 
aspects of kinetics. The reasons for this absence 
lie partly in the complexity of cement reactions: 
it is difficult to analize from the kinetic stand
point complex and i11-understood processes. Dut 
partly, the nature of kinetic studies is responsible. 
Kinetic studies may be contrasted with equilibrium 
thermodynamic studies; the latter have a coherent 
and well defined body of theory which serves as a 
unifying thread. Kinetic studies appear at first 
sight to lack this unification. The nature of the 
kinetic treatment has to be varied to suit the 
particular type of reaction, and a wide range of 
processes involving solid, liquid and vapour 
phases occur all of which appear to require special 
treatments. Moreover, while equilibrium conditions 
prevailing in the kiln can generally be defined in 
terms of accessible physiochemical parameters - 
temperature, composition, etc. - kinetic parameters 
often seem to be elusive and difficult to evaluate 
and apply in practice.

The general applicability of kinetic concepts 
to cement making cannot however be questioned: 
equilibrium may govern the ultimate nature of the 
products which can be obtained in a cement kiln, 
but kinetic factors determine the economics of 
achieving these ends. We thus recognize that 
kinetics and equilibrium studies are intertwined. 
Both aspects are important in determining the pro
cess parameters and economics of cement production. 
It is apparent that continued economic pressures on 
cement makers will intensify the need to make a 
more uniform product as well as increasing the per
formance parameters of concrete systems. It is 
unlikely that this can be achieved by application 
of empirical methods alone, hence the need to em
phasize fundamental aspects, including process 
kinetics.

A full review of kinetic theory relevant to 
cements is beyond the scope of this contribution. 
However, a number of excellent monographs have 
appeared, notably those of Budnikova and Ginstling 
(1968), Kingery et al (1976), Young (1966) Schmalz
ried (1981) and Doremus (1985). These develop 
basic concepts, give mathematical treatments and 
illustrate their application to a wide range of 
solid state reactions. Cement scientists have 
perhaps lagged somewhat behind their colleagues 
engaged in the study of ceramic systems. Yet 
parallels undoubtedly exist, and are drawn in this 
review where deemed to be appropriate.

2. SURVEY OF THE KINETICS OF CEMENT MAKING
, Cement making raw materials bear little simil

arity to the final clinker product in terms of 
phase composition, texture, microstructure, or in 
the crystal structures, compositions and reactivity 
towards water of the constituent phases. The 
Iteration in bulk chemical composition is less 
larked, although substantial: many of the conpon- 
nts of clinker batches are essentially involatile, 
■ g. CaO, Аг.2О3, SiO2,and are thus preserved through 
he cycle, eventually appearing in the solid phases, 
ther phases are volatile but may condense in part 
t some stages of the process: examples include SO 
nd alkalis. Yet others are sufficiently volatile* 
о be essentially eliminated in the kiln; C02 and 

H20, arising both from fuel and raw materials, are 
examples.

During cement making, the raw materials undergo 
a thermal excursion in which they are heated compara
tively slowly to 1450°C,maintained briefly for a 
matter of minutes at the high temperature and final
ly cooled, typically at a relatively fast rate. 
It is difficult to construct a typical profile 
because many modern plants depart from older prac
tice and use a suspension preheaters to raise batch 
temperatures to -v 900°C, finishing the partially 
calcined batch in a short rotary kiln. However, 
it suffices for present purposes to recall the gene
ral features: a progressive heating to temperatures 
such that partial fusion occurs, followed by com
paratively rapid cooling of the product, termed 
clinker.

The early stages of reaction are characterized 
by decomposition reactions, of which the most impor
tant is the decomposition of calcite, CaC03. Other 
important decompositions occur: much of the Az.2O3 
and Fe203 contents of the raw meal are present as 
clays and hydrous oxides, which loose water. At 
the same time, reaction begins. The vapour atmos
phere in contact with the decomposing mass is com
paratively rich in S, mainly S02, and in C02 and H20. 
Moreover, the raw meal contains at this stage large 
quantities of carbonate (C032") ions; possibly also 
sulphate, etc. Secondary reactions occur leading 
to formation of intermediate phases such as sulphate 
apatites and silicocarbonates,e.g. spurrite. These 
intermediate phases may subsequently break down in 
the higher temperature zones of the kiln, but their 
role as intermediates to the synthesis of C3S, C2S 
etc. may be important, although not yet fully inves
tigated. Moreover, the presence of low-melting 
sulphates may lead to transient liquid formation even 
at the comparatively low temperatures encountered in 
the decarbonation zones.

During the final stages of clinkering, a melt 
phase develops which has a vitally important role in 
the kinetics of the clinkering process. Micro
structural evidence obtained on simulate clinker 
batches suggests that the melt phase is very fluid 
and strongly wees the solid phases. Development of 
this liquid phase occurs over a rather narrow tem
perature range, if transitory premelting phenomena 
are ignored. The main melting, which results in 
formation of 15-20% of an oxide melt, occurs at 
comparatively high temperatures. Lea and Parker 
(1934) who studied phase equilibrium in the CaO-AtjOj- 
Fe203-Si02 system determined that a eutectic occurred 
between C3S, C2S, C3A, ferrite and melt at 1338°C; 
its melt composition was given as 54.8 CaO, 22.7 
A8,203 , 16.5 Fe203 and 6.5 S102 (wt %), The phase 
equilibrium data are not strictly applicable to 
clinker batches for two reasons. Firstly, the pre
sence of additional components, e.g. MgO, Na20, K20, 
TiOz, alter somewhat the position and temperature of 
melting; presumably the temperature is shifted to 
lower values. Secondly, when clinker batches 
commence melting, they are far from equilibrium and 
contain as yet much unreacted Si02, CaO, etc: C3S 
will not yet be present in substantial quantities. 
Thus melting occurs under metastable conditions. 
In general, metastable solid phase assemblages 
commence melting at lower temperatures than would 
obtain if stable phases were present. Thus both 
factors work in the same direction, shifting the 
temperature at which extensive melting occurs to 
less than 1338°C. The quantitative extent of the 



reduction in the temperature of initial fusion is Q 
not known, but is unlikely to be greated than 20-40 C. 
Thus extensive melting can be expected to occur at 
or just above 1300 C.

Correspondingly, the composition of the liquid 
may also be subject to change, both on account of 
the metastable nature of the melting which affects 
the solubilities of the major components, but also 
on account of the solubility of minor components. 
These minor components do not necessarily dissolve 
entirely in the melt (indeed, some are probably 
inaccessible, being locked into undissolved solids) 
and there are no grounds, based on present evidence, 
to suppose that the liquid composition differs sub
stantially greatly from that of theequi librium eutectic.

Once melt develops, with formation of a sub
stantial quantity of oxide liquid, material transport 
is facilitated. The melt phase dissolves material 
from phases which are unstable in the new conditions 
e.g. Si02, CaO, and deposits transported species 
either on those phases which are stable, e.g. C2S 
or nucleates stable phases not hitherto present, 
e.g. C3S.

The inability of the clinker batch to develop 
much C3S in the solid state arises because C3Soit- 
self is only stable at temperatures above 1250 - 
1275°C, and this lower limit below which C3S is 
unstable, fortuitously lies so close to the partial 
fusion temperature that the two happenings are 
practically coincident, in terms of the thermal 
regime imposed on the batch in the course of its 
passage through the kiln.

The dissolution of metastable phases is of 
course of crucial importance. Clinkers which 
contain substantial quantities of undigested raw 
materials are apt to be unsatisfactory. , The mech
anisms of dissolution require to be examined. 
Fig. 1 shows three of the most important mechanisms 
involved in dissolution reactions. Fig. 1(a) 
shows a CaO grain dissolving in a clinker liquid 
which is undersaturated with respect to CaO but 
saturated with respect to C3S. The CaO-melt inter
face has, however, served as a site for preferential 
nucleation of CsS, which now forms a protective 
barrier around the CaO, thereby retarding further 
dissolution. Textures of this type are sometimes 
observed in clinker thin sections, where grains 
of CaO become isolated from contact with melt by 
inclusion in CaS. The remaining two cases are 
uncomplicated by the appearance of additional solid 
phases: the kinetic barrier in 1(b) is the rate at 
which material can diffuse away from the interface. 
This mechanism operates in the case of Si02 grains; 
adjacent to the interface, the Si02 content of the 
melt rises locally, its viscosity increases and the 
grain becomes embedded in a sheath of melt having 
relatively poor transport properties. Thus trans
port through the liquid and removal of material from 
the dissolving grain becomes rate-determining. 
Fig. 1(c) illustrates another type of kinetic control 
which can operate. In this instance, the surface 
of the grain is kinetically inert, and becomes the 
barrier to dissolution. The dissolution of peri
clase, MgO, in clinker melts is an example. Although 
the melt phase is normally undersaturated in MgO, 
and the MgO grains may be quite small, their compara
tively unreactive surfaces inhibits dissolution in 
the course of typical clinkering cycles. Much of 
the evidence concerning dissolution of reactants in 
clinkering is indirect, from mineralogical thin

OF DISSOLVING

INTERMEDIATE

SPECIES

KINETICALLY- 
INERT 

INTERFACE

Fig. 1. Kinetic limitations to the dissolution of 
solid in melt, showing (left) solid barrier layer 
formation, (centre) sluggish diffusion in the melt 
and (right) surface control.

sections, and direct experimental verification is 
thus far lacking.

However, numerous empirical trials of clinker 
batches, as well as works experience, show that an 
upper limit of the grain size which can be digested 
can be established on a purely empirical basis, at 
least for CaO and Si02. These observations corre
late well with theory.

Normal clinkering processes attain a sufficien: 
ly high temperature that the only phases coexisting 
stably with melt are C3S and C2S. The nucleation 
of C3S appears not to be difficult, although clinke 
microstructures reveal a range of C3S crystal sizes 
and habits. Well-burnt clinkers are characterized 
by relatively large C3S crystals having well-develc: 
ed euhedral morphology. However, as noted, this 
is not invariably the case, and it would be interes: 
ing to have better-established the relationship 
berween clinker microstructure and the nucleation 
and subsequent growth conditions of C3S.

Since C3A and ferrite are not present at peak 
clinkering temperatures, they originate by crystal! 
zation from the melt during clinker cooling. It ii 
of course possible for the liquid phase present dur 

.ing high temperature processing to be preserved asi 
glass. Indeed, the eutectic composition in the 
C-A-F-S system can be prepared in laboratory furnaa 
on a 10g scale and readily preserved to ambient in 
glassy form by quenching the melt in water. Thus 
the formation of potential C3A and ferrite could 
potentially be suporessed in clinkers in favour of 
glass. It is not conclusively proved that OPC 
clinkers do contain glass and since Bogue calcula
tions of the potential compound content generally 
give reasonable agreement with the actual compound 
content, as determined by X-ray diffraction, glass 
must be absent or comparatively scarce. Neverthe
less there are cases where Bogue calculations diffe' 
significantly from observed phase contents. In , 
this context it is important to note that more rapt 
cooling, or the presence of more glass stabilizers, 
or both, could rapidly alter the compound content, 
by preserving glass mainly at the expense of C3A am 
ferrite. Another important consequence of the 
cooling rate is that it must be sufficiently rapid 
to retard decomposition of C3S which, below 1250° 
± 25°C, tends to decompose to C2S and free lime.

This brief survey highlights some of the kinet 
aspects of cement making and serves as an introduc
tion. These will be analized in more depth in



subsequent sections, but it is essential that aspects 
of the kinetics, although treated separately, should 
be seen to be part of a continuous, integrated 
process.

3. THE THERMAL ACTIVATION CONCEPT
A salient feature of the cement burning process 

is the relationship between temperature,thermodynamic 
state and reactivity. Reactions can occur, in 
theory, both during rising and falling temperatures. 
However, the clinker tends to reflect the high tem
perature state, many reactions occurring more 
sluggishly on the falling temperature cycle than on 
the rising temperature cycle. These and other 
phenomena find more quantitative explanation in 
terms of the activation energy concept. In order 
for a reaction to proceed, it must have a favourable 
driving force, usually defined in terms of the 
Gibbs free energy, aG, the criterion of an energi- 
tically feasible reaction being that it has a 
negative free energy. However, a reaction may not 
proceed directly, but may proceed through an acti
vated state. Fig. 2 shows the concept applied to 
a comparatively simple case, in which atom migra
tion results in a phase change. The atom which 
moves is shown in shading to distinguish it from 
other atoms which, in the example, remain essenti
ally fixed. Atoms or ions must acquire sufficient 
energy to attain an activated state in which they 
can react, yielding a product having a lower free 
energy than the reactant. The exact nature of the 
activation barrier in atomistic terms is often not 
known, but we return to this point subsequently. 
One way in which the activation barrier may be 
overcome is by giving atoms, ions, etc. sufficient 
energy to overcome this barrier. At a fixed tem
perature, atoms or ions, even if all of the same 
kind,may vary in energy. This is the Boltzmann 
distri tution, relating the energy spectrum of con
stituent particles to temperature. Given a system 
of N particles, in kinetics we are concerned by the 
number of such particles, N,, having more than a 
specific energy, E,. From1the Boltzmann distri
bution 1

N. = 5- exP ("Ei/kT)

where Z is the distribution function, к the Boltz
mann constant and T the absolute temperature. If

О#О О ООО О О О
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of activation energy showing 
it (top sequence) in terms of atom migration and 
(bottom sequence) in terms of energy changes. The 
overall difference between (i) and (ii) is the 
activation energy while the thermodynamic driving 
force is the difference between (i) and (iii)

the critical energy in question is taken to be Ea 
the activation energy, it can be seen from the 
shape of the normal distribution curve that the 
number of particles having greater than the critical 
energy increases rapidly with temperature.

Further development of the Boltzmann relation
ship assumes many forms - a result which often but 
unnecessarily leads to concern over which is the 
'right' equation. All, however, contain a factor 
of the general form exp (-E /RT) where R is the gas 
constant. From this, a reaction rate constant, K, 
may be defined such that:

К = A exp (-E /RT)

Most kinetic treatments use these equations, either 
in the form given here or in some derivative form. 
It is seen that the number of particles which acquire 
sufficient energy to become activated, and initiate 
a -eaction, increases rapidly with temperature.
Fig. 2 shows the activation for motion for a single 
ion or atom. This event might occur, for example, 
in a crystallographic phase transformation. Other 
events, such as transport to a surface and across an 
interface, clearly have a more complex activation 
energy which is the summation of a nunber of separate 
processes

Uhi1st it may not be possible to separate these 
terms, in practice one may be rate-limiting and 
hence determine the kinetics. If a reaction occurs 
at some equilibrium temperature, it may be necessary 
to achieve a substantial driving force in order for 
the reaction to proceed at a perceptible rate. 
J0ns (1980) has tabulated driving forces for the 
reaction:

Ca2SiOij + CaO = CagSiO^
Fig. 3 shows schematically the situation. Below 

the equilibrium temperature, T,-, Ca^SiO^ and CaO are 
the more stable assemblage: above, Ca3SiO5 is the 
more stable. If, however, activation forces are 
examined at some increment ДТ above and below T-, 
the proportion of thermally activated species twill 
be greeted at TF + AT than at TF - дТ, so the forward 
reaction, leading to C S formation, will tend to pro
ceed more rapidly than the back reaction leading to 
its decomposition. The practical consequences are 
that reactions leading to C3S formation occur rather 
more quickly at clinkering temperatures than in the 
reverse direction, so that C3S is not significantly 
decomposed during clinker cooling. The reaction 
leading to C3S formation does, however, have some 
other noteworthy features. The positive free energy 
of formation at low temperatures is low: Дб = 0.32 
and 0.16 Kcal mol 1 at 1050°C and 1150°C respective
ly. However, even in its range of stability the 
driving force is small, only -0.16, -0.30 and -0.27 
kcal mol 1 at 1350°, 1450° and 1550°C respectively. 
The rather small driving force for CagS formation 
from C2S and CaO is a noteworthy feature of clinker
ing chemistry. As will be shown, the presence of 
a liquid phase is important to facilitate material 
transport.

4. KINETIC ROLE OF DEFECTS AND IMPURITY 
IN CEMENT MAKING

It has been known for many decades that the 
migration of atoms in solids, and hence their re
activity, is greatly enhanced by the presence of
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Fig. 3 Free energy changes for the reaction:CaO + 
ЗЮц J CasSiOs close to the equilibrium temperature, 
TE-
defects. Simple atomic defects are readily charac
terized: atom sites normally occupied may be left 
vacant (so-called Schottky disorder: in ionic sub
stances, it may be necessary to have charge
equivalent numbers of cation and anion defects) 
and Frenkel defects, in which extra atoms or ions 
occupy interstial sites. In fact, these intrinsic 
defects are best observed in chemically very pure 
solids. Clinker minerals do not however fit this 
description, and most of the defects are chemically- 
induced: these and other related defects are termed 
'extrinsic defects'. That is not to say that 
Schottky and Frenkel defects are absent: they occur, 
but in numbers which are effectively chemically con
trolled. An example of a chemically induced 
defect is in the substitution of As. in C3S; if the 
substitution occurs for Si, and in the absence of 
other charge-compensating mechanisms, it woul^ be 
necessary to introduce 4AS,3 to balance SSi1* . Of 
course in practice other compensatory mechanisms 
do also exist, so the actual substitutions observed 
are a complex mixture of isomorphous crystallo- 
chemical substitutions as well as vacancies and 
interstitials. The exact balances have not been 
quantitatively characterized, but it is apparent 
that the number of extrinsic defects in a typical 
clinker mineral vastly exceeds the number of in
trinsic defects. Moreover, defects in the more 
general sense need not be confined to points i.e., 
individual lattice sites or paired vacancy inter
stitials. Real crystals of cement phases consist 
of a mosaic of slightly misoriented domains. 
Moreover, owing to the complex polymorphism of the 
C3S and C2S phases especially, they will have 
undergone a complete series of polymorphic trans
formations during cooling. This results in twinning, 
the creation of polytypes and the accumulation of 
lattice strain and misfit along domain boundaries 
arising in part from the progressive lowering of 
crystal symmetry and lattice misfit which accom
panies these events. Groves and colleagues ( 1984) 
have recently contributed to crystallographic 
studies of the polytypism of real C3S crystals. 
Although these studies disclose the finer details of 
the crystal structure, they do not enable the number 
and type of defects to be calculated nor can their 
effect on the thermodynamic properties be determined. 
However, another approach to defect characterization 
has been taken which allows the number of defects to 
be integrated over a bulk sample. This method 
utilizes the principle that the defect content is, 
"in part, metastable at low temperature and can be 
discharged by low-temperature annealing.

In the course of discharging these defects, 
many of which serve as electron traps, both 

thermoluminescence and phosphorescence can be 
observed. CsS, for example, has a thermolumines
cence peak at -118°C and the rate law for the 
decay of the subsequent phosphorescence was deter
mined. Theoretical interpretations have enabled 
the electron depths to be determined, giving 
insight into the nature at least of the photo- 
optical ly-active centres: Descamps (1974) and 
Firens and Tirlocq (1980). They correlate defect 
content with reactivity: Maycock, et al. (1974) 
have also given an account of the role of lattice 
defects in controlling reactivity.

It therefore appears that the existence of 
defects in clinker minerals has been established. , 
Crystallographic defects appear to predominate, main
ly extended defects and point defects controlled 
by chemical substitution. We are, however, some 
way from being able to quantify the absolute number 
of defects and to control this type and character.

5. DECOMPOSITION REACTIONS
Broadly, decomposition reactions in cement 

systems can be classified into one of several types. 
Table 1 shows classification. The early stages of 
clinkering are associated with events such as the 
decomposition of calcite and clay minerals, etc. 
These kinetics have been extensively investigated 
especially in connection with ceramic processes.

The decomposition of calcite, CaC03, is an 
important step in clinkering. In suspension pre
heaters, grains of calcite are essentially in 
contact with only a gas stream. Under these 
conditions, the physico-chemical conditions 
leading to calcite decomposition can be specified 
in terms of temperature and ambient C02 pressure, 
but the kinetics are still rather complex. Fig.4,5 
shows in superposition the equilibrium P-T curve 
and observed rate data. As the C02 pressure rises 
the minimum temperature necessary to initiate 
dissociation increases. Once, however, this

_10l-------1-------------- 1-------------- 1-------------- 1---------------
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T(K)
Fig. 4. Free energy changes in the system Ca0-C02.
The solid line gives aG values, while the correspond
ing dashed lines indicate equilibrium C02 pressures 
(dotted line, Prn in free air) in atmospheres.



Fig. 5. The decomposition rate shown for succes
sive isotherms. Decomposition can only occur 
within the limited range of pressure temperature 
conditions as defined in Fig. 4. However, within 
these favourable regimes, the rate is still depen
dent on many factors (see text). In the region 
for which data are shown, the reaction proceeds 
such that the kinetics are formally first-order.

decomposition threshold is exceeded it is necessary 
to consider three factors in order to analize the 
reaction kinetics. These factors are (1) pro
cesses leading to the initiation of reaction, 
generally termed 'nucleation1, (ii) the reaction 
mechanism of the main (bulk) stage of decomposition 
and (iii) the energetics and geometry of reaction, 
including heat flow and mass balance as well as 
surface area and particle size. Fig. 6a shows 
the initial stage of reaction. Nucleation of the 
solid product of decomposition, CaO, is accom
plished by loss of C02. Since this occurs at the 
surface, a product layer is quickly established; 
although nucleation may occur at selected sites, 
it spreads rapidly. Electron micrographs disclose 
that the product is adherent but, on account of the 
large density difference between solid product 
(CaO) and its substrate consisting of unreacted 
CaC03, the product layer is microporous. The 
kinetics now become controlled by other factors. 
Firstly, the decomposition is endothermic, so heat 
must be supplied to make the reaction proceed;
a^298° 1s kcal mol 1 and remains large at all 
temperatures, so energy input exerts an important 
control over kinetics. Secondly, reaction must 
occur through a thickening skin of product. Fig. 6b 
shows the situation, The material and thermal 
balance now affects the rate markedly: the C02 
flux through the product layer experiences a pressure 
drop, while the thermal flux ensures also that a 
temperature gradient occurs. Kingery et al (1976) 
summarizes these balances. The net effect resulting 
from a thickening product layer is somewhat dependent 
on temperature: at low temperatures, the kinetics 
are strongly dependent on geometric surface area, 
and hence particle size and packing. Increasing 
surface area favours decomposition while dense 
powder packings inhibit decomposition by decreasing 
the effective surface area as well as impeding 
diffusion of C02. Suspension preheaters favour 
open packings, whereas kiln decomposition occurs 
partly in packed beds of material, partly in partic
les being tumbled through a vapour stream. But at

Fig. o. Showing spatial arrangement of product on 
decomposing CaC03 particle at (left) the initial 
nucleation stage and (right) a shell of undecomposed 
CaCOg surrounded by CaO.

higher temperatures, such that the absolute rate of 
decomposition is more rapid, heat transfer tends to 
dominate. Not surprisingly, therefore, kinetics 
studies undertaken by various investigations, differ 
somewhat in their conclusions, depending on the 
range of conditions studied. However, experiments 
on loose powders usually show that the kinetics are 
first order, i .e. , for cylindrical particles of 
initial radius r , a the fraction decomposed in 
some time t is g?ven by a relation having the form 

(l-a)s = l-kt/r0

where к is the activation energy: a graph of 1-a 
vs time t produces a straight line relationship for 
a particular temperature. These conclusions have 
been verified and expanded for a range of cement
making raw materials. Among the more recent 
studies are those of Rudolph (1979) who examined 
process data for vibratory furnace decomposition of 
CaC03. The kinetics were also studied by Mueller, 
et al (1977) who obtained good agreement with pre
viously published data. Parallel studies by 
Fredericks (1979) and Drozdetskaya and Gropyanov 
(1977) reached similar conclusions. The data were 
applied to large-scale reactors by Biernacki and 
Kowalski (1981). General analyses of the data 
relevant to clinkering have also been made by 
Mueller, et al (1979) and Rao and Cutler (1975). 
This latter study also included an analysis of the 
role of coal ash in promoting decomposition while 
Veruto, et al. (1984) examined the surface area of 
the product and the catalytic role of C02. The 
kinetics are of course influenced by the presence of 
impurity, and important studies in this area have 
been undertaken by Talaker, et al (1982) who examined 
the effect of Ca (as Ca(N03)2), AtsfPoJg and CaF2; 
calcium nitrate was found to be a powerful acceler
ator while aluminium phosphate was a retarder. 
CaF2, on the other hand, behaved as an accelerator 
at low temperatures, but retarded at high tempera
tures, Shearer, et al (1980) studied the effect of 
NaCi. on the decomposition. Even trace amounts of 
NaCt, insufficient to wet the grains significantly 
affected the decomposition. Moreover melt tempera
tures were depressed to as low as 690°C because CaC03 
CaO and NaCit have a significantly lower melting point 
than NaCt alone (801 C). In the presence of 2 wt.% 
NaCn, sintering of CaO was accelerated and pore 
sizes grew to 1.5-3.0 pm, contrasted with 0.01-0.02um 
in pure limestone (90-99% Ca^Oj batches also sintered 
for Ih at 850°C in a N2/O2/CO2 atmosphere.



TABLE 1
DECOMPOSITION REACTIONS INVOLVING A VOLATILE PHASE

Reaction: 
Example

Features Comments

CaC03 -* CaO + C02 One step reaction: sol id 1 -* 
solid 2 + gas. Decomposition 
initiated at surface.

Kinetics approximate to first 
order. Rate limiting factor 
varies with temperature and 
absolute rate of decomposition

CaSOi, • 2H20 
CaSOq .

As above, but decomposition 
occurs in stages. Two 
intermediate products, a and 
ß hemihydrate possible.

Kinetics approximate to 2nd 
order but complicated by 
retention of water in pore 
structure.

melt 
CaCOg -> CaO + 

impurity
C02 Liquid phase film provides 

complex interface.
Apt significantly to affect 
rate of decomposition.

kaolin 
As.2Si205(0H)1J 
"metakaol in" + H20

Bulk diffusion of H species 
(H+, OH") rate controlling: 
structure of metakaolin is 
topotactic after kaolin 
percursor.

Metastable but persistent 
intermediate phase obtained 
before final decomposition to 
mullite and silica.

The kinetics of other decomposition reactions 
have been studied on account of their technical 
importance, and are found to differ significantly 
from CaC03,whereas the CaC03 decomposition occurred 
in a single stage, other examples are known in 
which decomposition occurs with formation of inter
mediate solid products. For example, CaSOi, • 2H20 
decomposes in stages, yielding the so called hemi
hydrate, ideally CaSOn • JH2O, before decomposing 
first to CaSOq and eventually to CaO + S02 + 02. , 
The hemihydrate intermediate occurs in two modifi
cations, the so-called a and ß forms. They have not 
always been accepted as distinct polymorphs, but do 
appear to differ sufficiently to warrant a distinc
tion on kinetic grounds. The a and ß hemihydrate 
inherit a pore structure which is conditioned in 
part by the crystal structure of the percursor, 
gypsum, but the extent to which recrystallization 
occurs appears to depend partly on the rate of 
water removal, chemical purity of the parent, etc. 
For example, during subsequent removal of water, 
the a phase dehydrates sharply over a narrow range 
of temperatures where ß loses the last ^-/ц of its 
water over a wide range of temperatures. Ball and 
Norwood (1977, 1978) attri tuted these differences to 
the smaller pores in ß which, it was suggested, 
trapped liquid water. The retention of water to 
relatively high temperatures is not, however, be
lieved to reflect on the stoichiometry of the 
material. The final stage of thermal decomposi
tion, marked by the reaction of CaSOq-s-CaO + S02 + 02, 
has been studied recently by Hanic, et al (1985). 
They distinguished two kinetic conditions: one, 
which obtained below the CaO + CaSOu eutectic at 
1638K, the other at higher temperatures such that 
partial melting occurred. Below 1638K, the decom
position was found to obey second-order kinetics of 
the type G(a) = l/(l-a) -1 where a = the fraction 
decomposed, whereas above the eutectic, the kinetics 
were controlled by a phase boundary reactionin 
which an interface moves аЦа constant velocity 
inward, with G(a) = l-(l-a)s. The distinction 
berween solid state and liquid-phase reactions is 
of considerable importance and has enabled the 

authors to show that E , the activation energy, 
decreased from 622 ±7ku mol 1 in the solid state 
to only 373 ±4kJ тоГЧп the presence of liquid. 
A vast literature exists on the effect of impurities 
supposedly to catalize CaSOq decomposition. It is 
impossible to assess, in modern terms, the worth 
of these studies. Undoubtedly many of the re
actions described occurred under conditions such 
that partial melting occurred while in others, 
decomposition occurred simultaneously with solid 
state reaction, as with SiO2 to form C2S.

The decompositions of clays , e.g. kaolin, have 
also been extensively studied. Kaolin is an inter
esting example of a special type of decomposition 
because the decomposition proceeds topotactically, 
i.e. with preservation of structure. Water is lost 
in the course of reaction but the oxygens and many 
of the cations present in kaolin remain on essen
tially the same positions throughout;tfns structural 
control has a profound influence on the kinetics and 
mechanism of the decomposition, as well as on the 
structure of the solid decomposition product., The 
kinetics are controlled essentially by diffusion of 
OH" ions in the bulk rather than by surface reaction.

Decomposition reactions thus reveals a wide 
range of reaction types. Table 1 summarizes these 
with respect to reactions,all of which are character
ized by evolution of a volatile phase. Even in 
the absence of complicating factors, e.g. reactions 
with other phases, the reactions are of sufficient 
complexity ’S to require application not only of 
formal kinetic treatments to the data, but also 
application of other structure sensitive techniques, 
e.g. X-ray and electron diffraction and microscopy. 
Given the complex nature of some of the decomposi
tions, and the effect of impurity in clinker batches, 
it is easy to appreciate that the regime,of steadily 
rising temperatures encountered by material in the 
kiln leads to a complex series of reactions. 
Moreover, with rising temperature, the minerals in 
the raw meal cease to behave as an isolated system 
of individual particles but instead begin to react 
with each other. Where reaction occurs with



elimination of a volatile (C02, S02, H20 etc.) 
concomitant chemical reaction may not only be affec
ted by the rate at which reactants are formed 
from percursors, but the very existence of the re
action may affect the decomposition rates.

6. CLINKER MINERAL FORMATION

6.1. The Industrial Perspective
The study of burning reactions in the cement 

kiln is largely qualitative on account of the 
great chemical complexity and physical inhomo
geneity of the raw materials. However, more 
quantitative studies have been made on model systems 
- chemically simplified, but containing many of the 
components of real clinker batches. Much valuable 
information has been obtained from this type of study.

The general question of reactivity of industrial 
clinkers has been examined on account of its great 
importance to industrial practice. This aspect 
has been reviewed at previous Congresses, but sub
sequent to Paris, important reviews have been made. 
The calcination behaviour of batches has been 
studied by Küpper and Tiggeobacumber (1983) using a 
new laboratory apparatus. The evaluation of the 
reactivity and turnability has been advanced by 
Chromy (1985) and Ludwig and Ruchkensteiner (1973), 
(1976) who showed that increasing the rate of heating 
of the raw meal above the decomposition temperature 
required to achieve reaction at the maximum sinter
ing temperature was reduced by as much as 40%. Other 
studies, notably those of Fundal (1979, 1981) have 
enabled mathematical expressions for the burnability 
to be formulated. The information required includ
es the lime saturation factor, silica modulus and- 
the fractions of acid insoluble quartz > 44 urn and 
of calcite > 125 pm. These grain sizes seem to 
correspond to the maximum grain size which can,be 
effectively assimilated in the course of a typical 
clinkering cycle. Although the sizes were fixed 
largely on the basis of reaction in model systems, 
plant trials show that these limits are applicable 
to typical burning schedules. The continuing impor
tance of grinding as an aid to enhancing batch 
reactivity was also quantified by Mosikas, et al 
(1981). The general concept of ‘burnability1 has 
also been addressed by Humpola (1981), Krachner 
(1985) and Teoreanu, et al (1985) and by Ludwig 
(1981). Special aspects of the burning process 
have also been investigated; Gouda (1979) examined 
the relationships between clinker composition and 
grindability, while the effect of fuel source on 
batch reactivity was addressed by Vogel (1983) and 
bytiaechtler, et al (1984). Sulphate, present in 
fuel and raw materials, apparently influences 
greatly the rate of calcium silicate formation. 
This aspect was studied by Lim and Park (1983,, 
1984a, b). The microstructural aspects of clinker
ing have also been related to composition and burn
ing history in a series of papers by Chatterjee 
(1979a, 1979b) Sarkar (1979) and Chatterjee, et al. 
(1980).

The kinetics of reaction have also been studied 
from a more theoretical standpoint by Mchedlov- 
Petrosyan et al (1978) and by Chatterjee et al (1980). 
The importance of minor components, and of low- 
temperature batch reactions leading to the develop
ment of phases intermediate between the starting 
materials and the high-temperature clinker minerals, 
are emphasized.

The formation of intermediate phases in 
cement kilns has long been known from a study of 
kiln coatings but many of the phases found occurring 
e.g. spurrite, a calcium silicate carbonate, have 
been assumed to be oddities. However, it appears 
that under some conditions they may represent an 
alternative pathway to the formation of clinker 
minerals. Spurrite, (to give one example) is 
actually somewhat more stable at high temperatures 
with respect to dissociation than is calcite. , 
Mchedlov-Petrosyan et al (1975) has also emphasized 
the role of thermodynamic metastability and meta
stable reaction sequences in cont'-:ol 1 ing overall 
batch reactivity. The effect of furnace atmos
phere on reaction kinetics has also been analized, 
by Sylla (1981); reductive burning lowers potential 
ferrite, but also increases the content and reacti
vity of C3A. Mackenzie and Aldridge (1980) have 
also analized the effect of reducing atmospheres: 
the differences are partly kinetic and partly due 
to a shift in equilibrium. The distribution of 
reactants in clinker batches reflects the statist
ics of mixing in inhomogeneous particulate systems, 
and the influence of inhomogeneity on kinetics, as 
reflected by mix burnability and nodule formation, 
has been analized by Petersen, et al (1979).
6.2. Reactions between Selected Solid Components

Studies of the reactions between selected com
ponents of clinker batches have contributed to 
understanding the reaction kinetics. We first note 
that kinetic studies cannot be extended over too 
wide a range of temperatures without a fundamental 
change occurring in the nature of the reaction 
mechanism. For example, Delinge, et al, (1 977) 
studied reactions leading to C3A formation from 
Ca0-At203 mixtures using pure,reactants as ca 20 urn 
grains. The reactants were in a DTA apparatus. 
At 1300°C, some reaction forming CA and C12A7 occur
red, but above 1355 C, metastable melting occurred 
resulting in rapid transfer of material through the 
melt and recrystal 1ization of C12A7. This C1?A7, 
persisted onlyuo tol375°C forming C3A by reaction 
of the melt with CaO and Ci2A7. Formation of C3A 
in the solid state has a relatively high activation 
energy, and is a comparatively slow process relative 
to C12A7 formation. The formation kinetics of C3A 
have been studied by Mackenzie and Bonerjee (1978) 
and in the presence of Si02 as an additional com
ponent by Chow and Eurnet (1981a, 1981b). The 
formational kinetics of the monocalcium aluminate 
have also been studied by Singh and All (1980). ,
Tetracalciumalumino ferrite has also been synthesi
zed by solid state reaction, and its formation 
kinetics have been determined by Mackenzie and 
Alasti (1978). 

Reaction kinetics leading to the formation of 
C2S and C3S have extensively studied by Shrader and 
Kenhe (1973): calcium aluminates were included, 
by Ludwig and Wolter (1977) and Odler and Doerr ,_ 
(1977). In the latter study, fine grained chemi
cally pure reactants were heated isothermally at 
temperatures in the range 1370 C and 1520 The 
velocity of formation was very slow at 1370 C but 
much more rapid, and relatively comparable at tem
peratures between 1420 and 1520 C. They tenta 
Lively concluded that the reaction rate could not 
be expressed in terms of a particular order of 
reaction, or that any simple interpretation could be 
placed on the kinetic data. They supposed that



the great enhancement of reactivity between 1370° 
and 1420°C arose from the greater reactivity be
tween a Ca^SIOL,, relative to a'Ca2Si0i, which would 
be present at 1370°C, and that the sharp retarda
tion with increasing time arose from the formation 
at high temperatures of diffusional barriers, pre
sumably of C3S product. After reaction had slowed, 
the batch was reground and refired. This led to a 
fresh burst of reactivity, which arose as a conse
quence of disrupting the barrier layer.

The effect of atmosphere on the reaction has 
also been investigated by Svetik, et al ^1982)6 
Their investigation was in the range 700 -1000 C, 
so the product of reaction in CaO-SiOz mixtures 
was C2S and to a lesser extent CS and C3S2. Reduc
ing atmospheres, generated from mixed CO2/H2, 
accelerated the reaction. This was attributed to 
water vapour rather than the presence of reducing 
components, e.g. CO, H2. Barrier layer formation 
occurred which retarded reaction rate. Water 
vapour is of course known to have an appreciable 
effect on formation of "C12A7". It is welj 
established that at temperatures below 1050 C, 
appreciable water can be accommodated. However, 
the status of C12A7 as an anhydrous compound in the 
Са0-Аг203 system is questionable. There seems no 
doubt that the presence of water vapour acts as a 
powerful agent to promote its formation, even at 
1300°C. The role of the water, whether kinetic or 
structural both,is not known with certainty.

In an interesting study, Mackenzie and Hadipour 
(1978) determined the effect of DC voltages on 
reaction kinetics in the range 950 -1150 C. Elec
trolysis, particularly at higher applied potential, 
markedly affects the amount of phases formed. This 
was explained in terms of the thermal diffusivities 
and electrical mobility of the ions,the oxygen 
packing of the matrices through which diffusion 
occurs and the orientation relative to the applied 
field of the reactant grains.
6.3. Reactions in the Presence of a Liquid Phase

Studies performed on selected components of 
cement batches as well as on raw meals show that 
calcium aluminate- ferrites and to a lesser extent, 
silicates can form by solid state reaction. 
However formation of alite, while possible in the 
solid state, will be preceeded or accompanied by 
extensive melt formation in commercial kiln feeds. 
Thus one of the most important steps in the kiln 
process, development of C3S (the term as used here 
embraces alite),is accomplished by sintering in 
the presence of a reactive liquid. The liquid 
phase .is reactive in the sense that it wets grains, 
has good transport properties, is capable of dis
solving in substantial amounts all major and minor 
components of clinker batches and, moreover, is 
present in sufficient quantities not only to.bridge 
adjacent grains but also to facilitate material 
transport over longer distances. This ability to 
facilitate long-range transport also enables stati
stical fluctuation in the local composition of the 
clinker feed to be averaged out, with the result 
that the final clinkered product is texturally 
and mineralogically homogeneous.

During the clinkering process, grain growth 
also occurs, Initially, when the feed is essen
tially solid, grains grow by solid state diffusion. 
Generally, the driving force for recrystallization 
and hence the rate of grain growth, is inversely 

proportional to grain size such that if r is the 
radius at time zero, the growth at some time is 
given by

r-r0 = (2k)ht)^ 

where к is a constant of the particular system. 
In relatively pure single-phase materials, when r is 
plotted vs log t, a straight line is obtained whose 
slope is 0.5. However, impure ceramic materials 
frequently exhibit phase formation at the surface, 
so that slopes less than 0.5, ranging as low as 
0.1 are frequently obtained. Little work seems 
to have been done on cement clinkers, but it would 
appear that grain growth is minimized by fairly 
rapid heating, so that t is small, (ii) formation 
of intermediate phases, e.g. Ca2SiObbarrier layer 
between CaO and Si02^ which slows grain growth, 
(ill) premelting, which produces small amounts of 
liquid which inhibit solid-phase grain growth. 
Much energy is expended in grinding the raw 
materials, so grain growth especially of CaO is 
clearly an important but undesirable phenomenon

Grain growth can also occur by vapour-phase 
transport. But it would appear that the vapour 
pressure of clinker constituents is too low to 
make this an effective means of transporting 
silicate components. Matsumoto and Sata (1981) 
examined volatilization of C3S in the range up to 
1749°C (in air) and 1900°C (in vacuo). Although, 
incongruent volatilization occurred, leaving СагЗЮц, 
the rate at which it occurred was slight except at 
the highest temperatures, well above those normally 
encountered in clinkering.

The process of densification of the clinker 
also proceeds by sintering. It is commonly 
assumed that densification is associated with 
grain growth. Indeed, while the two processes 
often oroceed simultaneously, there is not necess
arily any connection. The first stages of densi
fication of the clinker are probably aided by 
condensation of thin films of alkali sulphates, 
etc., on surfaces occurring at temperatures such 
that the condensate is liquid; this causes the 
the grains to stick and be drawn together by 
capillary forces. The hot consolidation of grains 
is also assisted by the mechanical compaction 
arising from the rotatory motion of the kiln. 
However, low temperature liquid formation may well 
be a transient phenomenon, the liquid disappearing 
by evaporation of some of its constituents.

Once a silicate liquid develops, wetting of 
grains can occur on a large scale. It is charac
teristic of clinker batches that this liquid . 
content remains close to zero until some critical 
temperature is attained, following which the . 
proportion of liquid increases rapidly as heat is 
added over a short temperature range, following 
which interval the amount of liquid remains rela
tively insensitive to changing temperature. The 
critical range of temperatures, over which much 
(ca 20%) liquid develops is probably in the range 
1300-1340°C. The wetting relationships are a 
complex relationship between competing reactions: 
grains of solid may react with each other, as well 
as with liquid. Although of considerable impor
tance to the clinkering process, relatively little 
systematic study has been made. In general, the 
situation is as shown in Fig. 7. The microstruc
ture can be quantified in terms of the dihedral 
angles 0, between melt and sol id and between two



Fig. 7.. Interfacial relationships between liquid
solid contacts in a two phase system: у is the 
surface tension, S = solid, L = liquid.

solids. The numerical value of the 0 is a func
tion of the interfacial energy, у, between two 
phases, Ysl ’'s interfacial energy between 
a solid-liquid pair; such that

0 1 YSS
costr = 7 -----

ysl

We can distinguish several cases, depending on the 
value of 0. In cement clinkering, the important 
cases are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2
Wetting of Solids by Melt

ysl/yss Consequences

< 1.0 0 > 120°: second phase forms
isolated pockets.

between 1. and r" 0 between 60° and 120°: some
liquid nenetration along
boundaries.

between iT and 2 0 less than 60°: extensive
wetting.

> 2.0 0=0: solid grains isolated

These wetting relationships are crucial to the 
ability of the liquid to transport material. In 
Fig. 7‘ the value of 0 is fairly high, whereas in a 
real clinker it is lower. The consequences of 
this are shown in Fig. 8 which depicts an 
idealized clinker microstructure in which 0 for 
CgS-L pairs are sufficiently low that the C3S 
grains are completely wetted by liquid but 0 for 
C2S-L pairs is much higher, ca 90 , so incomplete 
wetting occurs at C2S-L boundaries. Of course 
this stage is achieved only towards the end of the 
clinkering process when a textural equilibrium 
obtains. Nevertheless, a microstructure shown is 
generally favourable to densification and nearly 
maximizes the ability of the liquid to transport 
material. The physics of this densification may 
be treated as follows. If two particles are 
initially in contact, a negative pressure is devel
oped at the small negative radius of curvature, c, 
compared with the free surface of the particles. 
This results in a spontaneous viscous flow of 
material into the neck regions. The initial 
rate of neck growth is given byKingery (197C) as 

Fig. 8. Idealized clinker microstructure of C3S and 
C2S crystals in liquid.

where the various geometric parameters are designated 
in Fig. 9; у is the surface tension, n the viscos
ity and p the negative radius of curvature. The 
increase of contact diameter is only proportional 
to t^, which explains why the initial rate of densi
fication is so much more rapid than the latter 
stages. Thus, given the comparatively brief 
sintering period employed in clinkering, many pores 
persist,especially in the large size range. The 
smaller pores are reshaped by surface tension and 
material transport, but the larger pores which depend 
mainly on viscous flow if they are to shrink, remain 
relatively unaffected. Indeed, it is fortunate 
that this should be the case, because their presence 
greatly facilitates subsequent grinding of the 
clinker: the larger pores act as flaws, fracture 
being preferentially initiated between adjacent 
large pores, and propagated through the solid.

Fig. 5 shows schematically differing morpholo
gies for C3S and C2S crystals. Cement clinkers vary 
widely in mean crystal size of the solid phases 
which are stable at clinkering temperatures, as well 
as in their morphologies. Nevertheless, micro
scopists will recognize that a characteristic 
texture occurs in well-proportioned and well-burnt 
clinkers. This texture is characterized by having 
relatively large and well-formed i.e., faceted, C3S 
crystals and less well-formed, rounded crystals of 
C2S. This texture arises from a variety of

Fig. о. Contraction of grains resulting from sinter
ing. The grain overlap is дУ, producing solid
solid contacts, which are available for material 
transport, along x. The grain radius is r: a is a 
pore,either empty or liquid-filled. 
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circumstances. First, sufficient liquid must be 
present, and the liquid have sufficient wetting 
power, to achieve this texture. Secondly, growth 
conditions must permit larger crystals to develop 
at the expense of smaller. But the development 
of faceted, rather than rounded morphologies, 
arises from the difference in energy between 
various faces of the crystals. These facets are 
planes which have rational Miller indices, but 
vary depending on spatial orientation in surface 
energy, y. In practice, the function which the 
crystal strives to minimize is given by

Y = Ei
where A. and y. are the area and specific surface 
energy Jf a pline with indices (1). In practice, 
the energy driving transport of material from one 
face to another is comparatively small and the 
crystal shape is more apt to be determined by rates 
of growth of different crystal faces, rather than 
their specific surface energies. The fastest- 
growing faces tend to grow themselves out of exis
tence leaving behind the slowest-growing faces 
which ultimately dominate the morphology. The C2S 
crystals, with their characteristic rounded mor
phology, probably reflect growth occurring mainly 
in the solid state, where material transport is 
comparatively slow and the impingement of other 
grains impedes the development of an equilibrium 
morphology. Thus the texture of a cement clinker 
reflects the kinetic controls exerted during the 
firing process, C2S crystals having typically grown 
by solid state reaction while the better faceted 
C3S crystals reflect growth in the presence of a 
reactive liquid phase. Variants of the texture 
described can, of course, occur but while micro
scopists have frequently noted these, they have 
not generally been interpreted on a kinetic basis 
except for certain obvious features, such as the 
metastable persistence of CaO clusters in the 
vicinity of former large fragments of calcite, or 
of undissolved periclase (MgO) on the site of 
former dolomite grains.

The transport properties of the melt phase are 
of considerable importance, and have been studied 
by a number of workers. Diffusion profiles were 
determined, using a Pt marker to define the:original 
interface, by Kondo and Choi (1968) and Heilmann 
(1960). Both workers were interested in deter
mining the role of coal ash, and used crucibles Q 
fashioned from clinker to contain ash. At 1500 C 
the ash was fully molten, but the contact between 
clinker and melt was marked by consecutive zones 
rich in C3S (closest to the clinker crucible) and 
in C2S. These studies reveal essentially that 
diffusion proceeds as would be expected from the 
Ca0-Ai203-Si02 phase diagram; if the compositions 
of the two phases (ash and clinker) are superimposed 
on the appropriate isothermal section, and the 
disposition of the tie line connecting the two 
compositions with respect to the phase regions 
which it traverses, enables thephase zonation to be 
predicted. The phase diagram cannot of course 
predict the relative prominence of the zones, as 
judged by their thicknesses; this can only be 
determined by experiments of the type which have 
been undertaken, for example by Christensen and 
Simonsen (1970) who made use ofan isothermal section 
technique. Fig. Ifl.shows a portion of this iso
therm. The clinker composition lies at point Cl, 
while the ash composition lies at A2. The tie line

Fig. 10. Part of an isothermal section of the system 
СаО-АлгОз-ЗЮг at 1500°C. The dashed lines* show 
liquidus phase equilibria. In the example, an ash 
whose composition lies at A2 is reacting with a 
clinker at Cl. A tie line is shown and the course 
of the reaction explained in the text.

connecting the two passes through successive zones 
of (1) C3S, CaO and liquid the latter having the 
composition corresponding to M , (ii) C3S and 
liquid the latter varying between M and M, , (ill) 
C3S, C2S and liquid which composition lies at point 
'1 (iv) C S and liquid, varying between,Mb and Mg 
(R , M ...mark successive tie lines) until at Mc 
thS local composition is completely molten. 
Interestingly, as C2S develops in region (ID) upon 
adding more Si02 as ash, and as the liquid composi
tion changes progressively from partial
freezing occurs: the added "fluxes" actually serve 
to decrease the amount of liquid present over this 
composition range. The phase diagram can thus be 
used to predict the zonation occurring in diffusion 
couples.

The interfaces between zones do not of course 
remain stationary but undergo spatial shifts as 
diffusion proceeds. It is therefore necessary to 
add to the diffusion equations in order to develop 
a dynamic model. Fick'S equations,as well as a 
moving boundary condition and a 'tortuosity factor' 
to allow for the existence of lengthened diffusion 
paths around crystalline grains, it being assumed 
that diffusion rates through the crystals were 
negligible compared to those through the melt, have 
been incorporated. The necessary equations, while 
rather cumbersome, appear to give a good fit between 
experimental data and observation and represent the 
most comprehensive model developed especially for 
clinkering reactions.

Studies aimed at correlating kinetic and phase 
equilibria have also been developed by Christansen 
and Jepsen (1971) who made diffusion couples of 
'sandwiches' composed of discs of selected reactants. 
These were heated isothermally at temperatures such 
that a liquid developed. The layer thickness of 
the intermediate, partiallyjmelted zone was found 
to increase linearly with t2. An apparent diffu
sion coefficient, for the diffusion of the CaO _ 
component through the liquid, D, = 4.37 x 10 7cm2s 1 
was calculated. This value is termed 'apparent' 



because the liquid phase composition varies across 
the interface, hence D could only be a mean value.

One important measure of the kinetics of reac
tion is the rate at which CaO particles can be dis
solved in melt. The liquid phase developed during 
firing is of course normally undersaturated with 
respect to the maximum solubility of CaO which can 
be obtained at saturation so a driving force should 
be available for its dissolution. The problem has 
been addressed by Johansen and Jepsen(1978) and 
Christensen (1981).

The rate of alite formation in clinker sand
wiches was determined by Christensen, Jepsen and 
Johansen (1978). The sandwich construction imposed 
by the geometry ensured that transport occurred 
bidirectionally, across the interface. After a 
period of isothermal annealing, the sandwich was 
sectioned to determine the rate of alite growth. 
The width of the alite layer, x, was found to 
increase with reaction time according to the 
relation. .

к = к1 t
The value of k1 was fixed by the parameters of the 
reacting system; it was increased by increasing 
melt content, by increasing temperature, and by 
substitution of Ре20з for AZ2O3. The effect of 
increasing temperature is two-fold; it increases 
somewhat the amount of melt and also lowers its , 
viscosity and increases its wetting power. Substi
tution of Fe^Ogfor A«.2O3 presumably also contributes 
to lowering viscosity and surface tension. It has 
been suggested that small amounts of MgO are bene
ficial in clinkering, but substitution of MgO up to 
saturation did not have an appreciable effect on k. 
In these experiments, lime particles of known size 
were mixed with a pre-reacted synthetic clinker 
batch which had the composition 67CaO, 6Аг.20з and 
27SiO2 (wt.ii). The mixture was pressed into 
cylinders and fired at 1500°C for different times: 
the amount of CaO added was such that the liquid 
was under-saturated. After annealing, the samples 
were quenched and analized for free CaO content.
Its rate of disappearance in terms of x, the 
fraction reacted, as a function of time was found 
to be expressed in the equation:

2
(l+ßx) /3 - 2/3x=i-[(2ct|3DüC)d1]t/rQ 

where D is the effective binary diffusion co-effic- 
ient of 'CaO' in the melt, ДС the concentration 
difference of CaO across the reaction layer, a the 
volume fraction of liquid in the interfacial layer, 
dj the density of CaO,t the time and ß a complex 
constant related to the composition and porosity of 
tiie material. The physical significance of the 
quantities is worth examining: the rate of disapp
earance of CaO is proportional to Vr.^" where r0 is 
the original radius of the particles: hence the 
importance of particle size reduction. The amount 
of liquid in clinker probably cannot be greatly 
increased in practice nor can the value of ДС which, 
together with a, is effectively fixed by the nature 
of the phase equilibria, as expressed by the phase 
diagram. Calculations made using representative 
values for a, ßand лС gave a value for t/r of 
">■2600 min mm*2 which, for a burning time °of 
20 minutes, corresponds to a maximum size for 
dissolution of 90pm. CaO grains -v90um would be 
furnished by CaC03 grains 2.120'um, and this upper 

limit to the size of CaO grainswhich can be assimi
lated agrees with empirical observations. These 
concepts have continued to be developed in studies 
of the application of phase diagrams to industrial 
clinker formation by Johansen (1979) and Petersen 
(1983), who determined the course of isothermal 
sintering studies and interperted the kinetics of 
reaction, and by Odler and Abdul-Haula (1930a) 
as a prelude to determining the role of mineralizers. 
The importance of CaO clustering in the isothermal 
burning stage was also revealed in the kinetic 
clinkering studies of Chromy (1982) and Chromy and 
Hrabe (1982) and other kinetic considerations, as 
elucidated by Teorenc and Dulamescu (1981).

6.4. Role of Fluxes and Mineralizers.
Many of these studies just described were made 

on chemically simplified systems. Data have also 
been accumulated in the role of other components. 
These may be regarded as either fluxes of mineral
izers, or both. Fluxes assist reaction without 
altering the basic stability of the calcium silicates, 
etc. whereas mineralizers enter into solid solution 
in the clinker phase thereby altering significantly 
the thermodynamic stability of the solids. Mineral
izers may also act as fluxes by virtue of their 
partition between solid and liquid phases. Fluxes 
and mineralizers are reviewed elsewhere, so we con
fine ourselves to citing specifically studies in 
which the kinetic effects are included. Odler and 
Abdul-Maula (1980b) have analized the mode of action 
of mineralizers including CaF2, ZnO, CuO and Cn203: 
Pachter and Zaidi (1981) have examined the role of 
CaCz2 in mineralized batches containing Si02 which 
reacted with dissolved CaO to form бСа2310;..
Luginina, et al (1973) examined the role of naturally- 
occurring volatile additives; Draynea et al (1976) 
the role of iron salts in accelerating reactions 
to form calcium aluminates, while Johansen and 
Christensen (1979a, 1979b) analized the mineralizing 
effect of CaF2. They found that 0.5% CaF2 increased 
the rate of reaction by a factor of 2.4 at 1350°C 
and by 1.2 at 1500°C; a V% addition was only 
slightly more effective, increasing the rate by 2.8 
and 1.7 at 1350° and 1500°C respectively. The 
enhancement was interperted in terms of the width 
of the stability field of C3S which is greater in 
the presence of CaF2 than in the usual case, where 
only A$.2O3 and Fe203 are present. This in turn 
increases the ДС term in the equation above, and 
hence increases the driving force for the solution 
of CaO and its reprecipitation from the melt as C3S. 
Whilst this explanation is undoubtedly valid, the 
real picture is perhaps more complex: the presence 
of F in the melt in place of 02" substantially 
enhances the solvent and tranport properties of the 
melt, as well as its wetting power. Moreover, since 
F* behaves partly as a mineralizer, inasmuch as it 
can be incorporated into the C3S structure and there
by causing it to become the stable phase relative to 
CaO and C2S at temperatures less than 1250°C, it 
may facilitate formation of C3S in the solid phase 
even before much melting has occurred. CaF2 appears 
to be the only common mineralizer which permits C3S 
to be formed essentially by solid state reaction, its 
formation having been observed at temperatures as 
low as т1025°С by Shame and Glasser (1986).

Although the role of mineralizers is of very 
considerable theoretical interest, it is probably not 
practicable to incorporate them on an industrial 
scale. Even F",known to be a very effective flux 
and mineralizer, leads to problems on an industrial 
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scale on account of its partial volatility, there
fore: parallel studies of the classical fluxes used 
-Аг20з, Ре20з and to a lesser extent alkalis and 
MgO, etc.г continue. Many of the advances made in 
recent years concerning the action of ordinary fluxes 
have been incorporated into a four-stage model of 
cement burning by Imlach (1976); valuable data have 
also been obtained on the mobility of At and Fe in 
clinker melts by Osokin, et al. (1973).

6.5. Additional Observations on C3S Formation.

Many details of the kinetics of C3S formation in 
clinker batches seem not to have been completely 
investigated. The first step in C3S formation, its 
nucleation from melts, seems not to have been studied. 
In many silicate systems, nucleation, particularly 
of incongruently melting phases (of which C3S in an 
example) has proved difficult. However, there is no 
evidence concerning C3S; certainly solid surfaces 
frequently serve as sites for nucleation of silicates 
and the abundance of crystalline particulate matter 
present at all stages of the cl inhering process could 
presumably provide potential sites for C3S nucleation. 
Many clinkers typically contain comparatively coarse
grained C3S. This could suggest that nucleation in 
fact occurs relatively infrequently but that once 
nucleated, crystal growth had occurred rapidly. On 
the other hand, this texture could be explained by 
assuming that nucleation occurred at numerous sites 
but subsequently unequal growth conditions and rapid 
material transport favoured assimilation of smaller 
nucleii by larger crystals. The mathematics of 
diffusion and transport relevant to these processes 
have been reviewed by Crank (1975) whose treatise 
will at least provide the necessary mathematical 
background to the diffusional aspects. Growth of 
crystals is, additionally, complicated in this case 
because it may be facilitated by convective trans
port as well as diffusion and it appears that a 
complete analytical solution is not available for 
cases such as this where both mechanisms operate. 
If, however, one or the other mechanism is found to 
dominate, the existing body of theory is adequate.. 
Considering the rate at which C3S crystals often grow 
in the high temperature zone -caO.l-lmm hr - and the 
large compositional difference which exists between 
C3S and the nutrient melt phase - it is tempting to 
conclude that both convection and diffusion transport 
work cooperatively to facilitate crystal growth. 
Goldstein, et al. (1976) have contrasted the differing 
growth morphologies of calcium silicates obtained 
from the melt with these obtained by solid state 
reaction. Space precludes a lengthier description 
of the background, but the particular problem of 
competitive growth of crystals, where one nucleus 
competes with another of the same phase, as well as 
with other phases having one or more components in 
common, has been extensively treated in other branches 
of materials science. Further analysis of the earlier 
stages of precipitation will be found in papers 
treatments by Kahlweit (1976) and in numerous texts 
on crystallization.

The presence at high temperatures of C3S and C2S 
with liquid also implies that C3A and ferrite are not 
present.' Indeed, this appears to be the case: the 
liquid phase may be regarded as forming by melting 
of the Az203 and Fe203 components together with 
appropriate amounts of CaO and SiO2. Minor compon
ents, such as alkalis, are partitioned between melt 
and solid phases (C3S, C2S). It would not be correct 

to assume that the minor components are contained 
exclusively in the melt, nor is equilibrium necess
arily attained with resnect to their distribution. 
Clinker liquids are capable of dissolving substantial 
MgO, although in practice the inert surfaces of MgO 
grains inhibit solution. This inertness, as well as 
local clusters of MgO-rich regions and the reduction 
in solvent power as the melt approaches local satura
tion,all conspire to ensure that the maximum solvent 
power of the melt cannot in practice be attained.

6.6. Reactions Occurring During Clinker Cooling. 
Kinetics of events occurring during clinker 
cooling.

Many important events occur during clinker cool
ing. For example, most if not all the C3A and ferr
ite develop during cooling. Other possibilities mav, 
however, intervene to prevent these compounds from 
crystallizing: the melt may fail to crystallize 
and instead persist as glass. We may first analize 
the fate of the liquid phase in themodynamic terms, 
as shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. IT. Free energy - temperature diagrams showing 
the thermodynamic relationship of a melt and possible 
products occurring as a consequence of its cooling. 
Ъ is its normal fusion point, T the glass transition 
temperature. J

The example depicted strictly relates to precipitation 
of a single phase, but is in principle applicable to 
systems of greater complexity. Above ^l300 C, a fully 
fluid melt exists, It has a fusion point, in this 
instance close to 1300°C, below which crystalline 
material develops. In polycomponent systems, freez
ing occurs over a range of temoeratures but is 
simplified in the diagram to show a definite noint. 
Many oxide melts are distinguished by their tendency 
to persist as supercooled melts rather than crystal
lizing. Therefore a metastable prolongation of the 
free energy curve can be obtained below Tf where the 
melt still persists as a true liquid. If this melt 
continues to persist below T^, with falling tempera
tures its viscosity increases steadily until event
ually it achieves the mechanical properties associated 
with"a rigid solid, below which temperature it is best 
described as c glass. This transformation temperature, 
Tg, or strictly range of temperatures, is therefore 
termed the glass transformation. It was initially 
defined in terms of viscosity, but in fact thermo
physical studies disclose that a variety of 



significant changes also occur at an accelerated 
rate at about this temperature: for example, the 
free volume available to the liquid suddenly 
decreases,as evidenced by the concommitant increase 
in density which occurs at an accelerated rate over 
a short range of temperatures. It is likely that 
atomic and ionic motions and structural relaxations 
occur relatively rapidly above Tg, whereas below 
Tq these motions are frozen in by quenching. Below 
Tp, the structural state can be altered only slightly 
by annealing or very slow cooling. Glasses thus 
have structural 'memories' for thermal histories 
below Tq. However, what is of primary concern to 
cement makers is the preservation or non-preserva- 
tion of a glassy phase which, if present, must occur 
at the expense of C3A and ferrite phases.

If the supercooled liquid is to crystallize, 
nucleation must occur with only small degrees of 
undercooling. Nucleation theory is itself in a 
semi-satisfactory state of development, but if it is 
assumed that the rate of nucleation I is the rate 
at which accreting molecules or ions strike the 
surface of a critical nucleus,

I = ZAX Nx
where Ax is the surface area of the critical nucleus 
Z the collision frequency per unit area and Nx the 
number of nuclei! per unit volume (the theory 
borrows from condensation of liquid droplets from 
vapour, where Nx is related to droplet density, the 
droplets being considered to be the critical 
nucleus). At small supercooling, critical nuclei! 
form readily and the ionic mobility of species,!.e., 
Ca, At and 0 in the case of a C3A nucleus, remains 
high. However, with increasing undercooling the 
mobility of species in the melt decreases rapidly 
so while nucleation may still occur, growth rates 
decrease drastically. Critical undercoolings 
necessary effectively to suppress growth and hence 
preserve glass would appear to be in the order of 
a few hundred degrees, so that supercooled melts 
preserved to temperatures approaching Tq are 
unlikely to exhibit bulk crystallization. It would 
appear that the liquid phase in clinker is not a 
good potential glass former, but lies on the thresh- 
hold of glass formers, given the typical cooling 
cycles employed in cement production. Of course 
clinker cooling is far from uniform and the more 
rapidly cooled fraction, e.g., dusts, is more likely 
to preserve glass than large lumps of clinker, the 
interior of which inevitably experience slow 
cooling. Maki (1979) has specifically discussed 
the mechanism of glass formation with reference to 
melt composition and cooling history. He delineated 
areas of glass formation in the low-silica portions 
of cement-clinkering systems. Both SiO2 and At203 
contribute to network formation, which is an 
essential prerequisite to the formation of a 'struc
tured' liquid. The At is, however, only partly a 
network former, so the presence of Si02 contributes 
more significantly to the glass-forming properties 
of the liquid. Maki measured T for a range of 
compositions and found little Variation: Tq 
ranged between 675 and 704°C. He noted that the 
viscosity, v, of the undercooled melt varied with 
temperature according to the usual relation, log 
v = Av + EU/RT where Ev is an activation energy for 
viscous flow. If crystallization can be suppressed 
as by rapidly cooling its viscosity rises and the 
melt is increasingly liable to be retained as glass.

If some crystallization occurs, the principal 
products - C3A and ferrite - reject SiO2, which 
concentrates in the remaining amorphous phase, 
thereby also increasing its tendency to persist as 
glass. This mechanism, supercooling plus fractional 
crystallization, made it feasible to obtain at 
least some glass in commercial clinkers.

Once nucleation and growth occur, the nature of 
the crystalline phases produced may not be that 
which would be obtained at equilibrium. Two types 
of phenomena may occur: one is the development of 
totally new phases-, different from those obtained 
at equilibrium while the other leads to formation 
of variants of the stable phases. The first seems 
not to occur in clinker batches, although common 
in other systems. However, the C3A phase crystall
izing from undercooled melts has been found to 
differ significantly from C3A produced under, 
equilibrium conditions. Its crystallization was 
studied by Han and Glasser (1980) and by Han et al 
(1980, 1981), with increasing cooling velocities, 
C3A crystallized from simulated clinker melts con
taining CaO, MgO, A£203,Fe203 and Si02, together 
with incremental alkali additions, was found to 
differ progressively from ordinary C3A, obtained 
by subsolidus isothermal reaction. The crystals 
became progressively more disordered, resulting in 
a decrease in intensity of X-ray reflections with 
h + к + л. 4n, but also, the range of solid solution 
Tn C7 A was greatly enhanced, albeit metastably, 
to include Si, Mg, Fe, etc., in quantities much in 
excess of their equilibrium concentrations. This 
new variety of C3A, formed proto-C3A, arises as a 
consequence of cooling history. Although first 
isolated in laboratory preparations, it has been 
encountered in clinker. The consequences of these 
new types of compositional and structural variations 
are as yet unclear, but could affect markedly the 
reactivity of the aluminate phase. Equilibrium sub
stitution of alkali, which lowers the symmetry of 
C3A from cubic to orthorhombic or to tetragonal has 
very little influence on its reactivity with water. 
But the substitution of substantial quantities of 
Mg, Si, As. and Fe in proto C3A could have a more 
significant effect. Moreover, by incorporating 
large quantities of these elements in the C3A struc
ture, the potential for forming other phases, e.g., 
C2S and ferrite during clinker cooling is altered. 
The characterization of proto C3A has been made by 
Han and Glasser.

Another potential consequence of the cooling 
history imposed on clinker is that C3S, stable at 
high temperatures, tends to decompose upon cooling- 
The kinetics of its decomposition were studied 
systematically by Mohan and Glasser (1970a,b,c). 
Phase pure C3S was annealed isothermally. Fig 1? 
shows a typical decomncsition usinn iraticlly pure C3S 
A prolonged induction period is required, during 
which nucleii of the decomposition products CaO and 
Ca2SiO1J develop. This gradually gives way to an 
acceleration in decomposition as nuclei! begin to 
grow. Eventually, geometric impingement slows 
growth as nuclei! coalesce and the reaction rate dec
reases. The importance of the induction period and 
its attribution to nucleation, was supported by 
showing that, if nucleii of the decomposition 
products were supplied, the time required for 
nucleation was greatly reduced: the nucleii acted 
as decompositional catalysts. Analysis of the decom- 
positional reaction was made by the Avrami equation.



6= i-exp(-ktn)

where к is a constant and the value of n is related 
to the mechanism of nucleation.

Fig. 12. Kinetics of the decomposition of C3S at 
И75°С, as determined by the rate of free lime 
production; 100% decompostion corresponds to 
24.6% lime content.

For three-dimensional nucleation and growth, 
3 .nd 4, and for two dimensional nucleation and 
growth, 2t nd 3. The value of n was determined in 
this instance by plotting log [1/1-6)] against log 
t: a straight line slope was obtained corresponding 
to n = 2.59. In this instance, microscopic obser
vations supported the surface growth mechanism. 
However, some doubts have been expressed as to the 
validity of inferring mechanisms from the Avrami 
treatment. It would appear that in cases such as 
the present where the reactant and product(s) have 
well-defined stoichiometries the procedure is valid, 
but its application to other, less straightforward 
cases, e.g., hydration reactions, may require 
additional justification. The sensitivity of the 
surface condition was demonstrated by using water 
vapour, and it was shown that the rate of decom 
position at constant temperature was a linear 
function of Pp ; Fig. 13 shows data. In general , 
if data from various temperatures were to be com
pared, it was found best to recalculate data in such 
a way as to plot a family of time-temperature- 
transformation curves.

The formation of ferrite during undercooling 
iias been observed by Maultzsch and Scholze (1973). 
They found that during rapid growththe inner zones 
of crystals failed to maintain equilibrium with 
subsequent zones and the crystals were composi
tionally inhomogeneous with respect to their A/F 
ratio.

Many events happening during cooling undoubtedly 
influence clinker properties. Indeed, it has long 
been believed that cooling rate influences clinker 
properties; for example, Sylla (1975) has deter
mined the relation between clinker cooling and the

Fig. 13. Influence of H20 vapour on the decomposition 
of C3S at 1025°C. The time shown is that required 
to attain 50% decomposition.

set and strength gain of cement. However, many 
kinetically-controlled phenomena can occur during 
cooling in addition to those described here. There 
is susnicion that the polymorphism of C3A is influ
enced by cooling rate. C35 has numerous polymorphs; 
oresent evidence is that monoclinic and triclinic 
phases have about the same reactivity, but rhombhed
ral may be more active.The polymorphs of C2S differ 
widely in reactivity, у being especially inert but 
having two polymorphs, a1 and ß, both of which 
might be present at ambient. The connection between 
impurity content, cooling history and the preserva
tion of reactive forms of CjS, C3A and C3S is not at 
present well understood but remains an area fruitful 
for further work.

6.7. Summary of Clinker Formation.

A satisfactory qualitative account of the over
all picture of clinkering kinetics can be given on 
the basis of the currently-available literature and 
many aspects can be treated more quantitatively. 
Nevertheless, it is difficult to fit theseperate 
quantitative approaches together to obtain an overall 
quantitative presentation. This is considered to 
arise because of the many overlapping reactions 
occurring in the process, which occur competitively. 
The following general features emerge as a key area 
of kinetic control.

(i) at temperatures above 600°-700oC decarbon
ation and dehydroxylation of the clinker feed 
occurs. Fine-grained, porous and chemically reacted 
solid decomposition products are formed. The gas 
phase contains reactive components, such as C02, and 
catalytic components, e.g. H20,which assist reaction.

(ii) at these low temperatures, intermediate 
phases, e.g. carbonate-silicates form. While these 
phases are subsequently decomposed in the high- 
temperature zone of the kiln, they may act as 
important precursors to the formation of C2S, alum
inates and ferrites, etc. Their role in the overall 
kinetics of formation is yet to be evaluated.

(iii) the high local concentrations of "vola
tiles" - e.g. chlorides, sulphur oxides, F - reached 
in modern fuel-efficient kilns may also play an 
important-role in promoting reaction. In particular 



high local concentrations of these components may 
exceed the dew point, resulting in formation of a 
transient low melting point salt-rich liquid.

(iv) reactions amongst the main components - 
CaO, At203, Fe203 and SiO?-proceed at unequal rates. 
Formation of calcium aluminates and ferrite seem
to occur at lower temperatures, and at more rapid 
rates, than formation of calcium silicates during 
the early stages of batch reaction. ,

(v) the early stages of clinkering are also 
marked by formation of calcium aluminates, ferrites, 
silicates etc. which are thermodynamically.metas
table in terms of the overall batch composition. 
Examples include aluminates, e.g. C12A7 silicates, 
e.g. C2AS (gehlenite), and ferrites e.g. CF. Their 
formation is conditioned partly by more.favourable 
kinetics, but also by statistical distribution of 
the chemical components, which give rise to local 
areas which are enriched relative to the bulk in 
compounds of the exotic phases. Dicalcium silicate 
forms at much lower temperatures than tricalcium 
silicate. The C2S phase can be developed in the 
solid state, whereas C3S for all practical purposes 
forms only in the presence of a liquid phase.

(vi) Above 1300°C liquid develops and C3S 
crystals. In well blended, well fired clinker 
batches a mineralogical and texture equilibrium is 
attained. The transport mechanisms via the liquid 
phase have been extensively studied in recent. . 
decades and it is possible to quantify the driving 
forces leading to C3S formation, determine.in 
general the role of minor components and mineral
izers on the process kinetics.

SUMMARY.

The kinetics of cement making are reviewed. 
The early stages of calcining are dominated^by. 
decomposition reactions, by solid state diffusion 
leading to formation of calcium aluminates, Са25Ж 
as well as by intermediate phases formed2by part- 2- 
tial ly-volati le constituents such as SOl, and C0.3 . 
The main formation of C3S occurs later, by sintering 
in the presence of a reactive liquid which also . 
facilitates compaction of the mass. C3A and ferrite 
arise mainly from crystallization of the high tem
perature liquid.

As a result of recent researches, the kinetics 
of many of these reaction have been analized in 
much more detail. Model studies on chemically 
simplified systems have explained and anticipated 
many of the kinetic phenomena occurring in 
chemically more complex batches as are used commer
cially.. Kinetic treatments appropriate to the 
various stages of reaction are developed on a . 
formal mathematical basis, but it is also essential 
to have a thorough understanding of the equilibria 
involved if the kinetic analyses are to be applic
able to real problems.
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COMMUNICATION REPORT - SUB-THEME 1.1.

1- INTRODUCTION

Theme 1 of the congress (President Dr. C.D.Pomeroy

- UK) is mainly concerned with studies on clinker 

formation and properties which are directly 

connected with the industrial process of cement 

manufacturing. From those studies in the past, 

that modern cement plants of today were idealized 

(short kilns, pre-calcining stages, low-alkali 

plants, etc.) and also new cements, generally 

utilizing less energy for its manufacturing than 

conventional O.P.C.

Sub-Theme 1.1 (President Prof.Meched1ov Petrossian

- USSR) is devoted to the kinetic of clinker 

formation, a subject of considerable complexity, 

but of enormous importance to the development of 

clinker burning techniques. However, in the last 

decade, although many works have arisen on the 

subject, we are still far on the understanding of 

reaction kinetics during clinker formation. 

Mathematical modelling have been exaustively 

applied in this field to identify reaction 

mechanisms, but the limitations of such methods, 

like availability of reliable data and approximat

ions from simpler systems, have led to a general 

disbelief on such models for the complex cement 

matrix. N'orks on pure cement phases especially C3S 

have thrown some light to the problem and certain

ly will hel p further studies in thefuture.

At this congress, the communications presented in 

the sub-theme 1.1 have been divided into two 

groups: (1) kinetc studies done with industrial or 
laboratory prepared raw mixes and (2) studies done 

in pure or a mix of cement phase raw-materia 1s.The 

author shall only be making a summary of relevant 

communications, highlighting important and new 

information, with exemption of any personnel 

opinion as it is the scope of a communication 

report.

2- KINETICS OF CLINKER REACTIONS

-Communications

1 .0 - Prof . F.P.Glasser (UK)

*
"Principal report of Sub-theme 1.1"

1.1 - D.Gosch, S.A. Khadilkar, R.K. Agarwal, G.A.

Mudhbhatkal and A.K. Chatterjee (India) 

"Specific Surface as a parameter for raw mix 

burnability and its relation with volume 

change of fired raw mix pellets".

1.2 - F. Petersen (Denmark)

"The Ability of Clinker Nodule Formation".

1.3 - P. Burki and H. Braun (Switzerland)

"Investigations on influence of raw mix 

reactivity and rate of clinker formation".

1.A -A. Wolter (West Germany)

"Phase composition of calcined raw meal".

1.5 - R.Costanet and F.P. Sorrentino (France)

"Study of clinkering reactions by high 

temperature calorimetry".

1.6 - S.J.Raina, P.Bhaskara Rao, S.K.Handoo and

George Samuel (India) 

"A new approach for estimation of heat 

requirement for c1inkerization".

1.7 - A.Ossokin and E.Potapova (URSS)

"Mineral Formation in the Melt".

1 .8 - W.Feng and S .Yu

"A study on the Kinetics of the burning of 

Portland Cement Clinker in different 

processes".

An attempt to improve the theoretical prediction of 

burnability (com.1.1) has been presented. It is a 

modification from previous theories of dander (1) 

and Ginstling (2), which are based on the diffusion 

mechanism of monodisperse spherical particles, 

contrasting with the polidisperse nature of 

industria1 mixes .

Firing samples with varying surface area, tempera
ture of reaction and retention tine, a equation (a) 

was derived by multiple regression technique.
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a = 0.7396+2.158xl03pi+6.209x10 “рг+З.605x10 ьрз- 

0.013P+ (а)

Where a is the lime combinability ratio, Pi the 

rstention time in minutes, P2 the temperature in 

°C, рз the surface area in cm2/gm and рц percent 

total CaO in raw mix after burning.

The equation is valid within a temperature range 
of 1200-1500°C. This equation was tested with 

industrial raw mixes, where calculated values of 

lime combinability were compared with experimental. 

Calculated values were always lower and that was 

attributed to the influence of minor elements 

acting as mineralizers.

A better qualitative insight to the equation was 

done by expansion/shrinkage studies on the 

industrial raw mixes used on the experiments 

above. Those studies could give some information 

on lime combinability, solid-state reactions 

(intermediate phases forming), formation of liquid 

and compressive strenght of the pellet.

The equation can be used to predict free-1 ime of a 

cl inker given the surface area of raw mix, 

temperature of burning and retention time. However, 

absolute values are far to be obtained and caution 

must be taken due to interference of minor 

elements. The shrinkage/expansion experiments are 

fundamental for better interpretation of results.

A study of nodule size that can survive in the 

burning zone of a rotatory kiln (com.1.2), had 

been done utilizing a computer program. A worst 

case model is assumed where two clinker nodules at 

a foot of a charge will be consolidated into a 

permanent contact or sheared apart. By fixing 

several kiln parameters and physical properties of 

the mix and varying the capillary pressure and 

viscosity, a graph of Fraction of contacts 

surving against nodule diameter was derived. The 

model seemed sensitive to changes in physical 

properties, but critical regarding size of nodules 

that can form permanent contacts.

Two raw meals, with substantial difference in 

reactivity (measured as % free lime at 1500 C) due 

to raw-material nature,were studied in view of 

accessing the influence of a slow and a rapid up- 

heating (com.1.3). The Influence on burnability 

and microstructure of the clinker were investigat

ed. It has been shown that burnability is better 

in both raw meals, in the case of a rapid upheating, 

The suggestion that a gain in reactivity is due to 

the preservation of small and disordered interme

diate minerals up to stage of alite formation (3, 

4) has been confirmed by an increase of width and 

poor peak resolution of bellte (XRD) on the 

reactive meal/rapid upheating sample.

Optical microscopy showed clear differences 

between the two clinkers formed concerning pore and 

clinker minerals size. The importance of micro- 

homogeinlty of the meal was stressed, being 

inherent to the raw components and it is not 

significantly affected at the grinding fineness, 

typical of industrial raw mills. The authors point 

out that further work is needed to a better 

understanding of process condition, influencing 

clinker microstructure.

Another work (com.1 .4) studied calcined meals 

extracted from 20 Kiln inlets. Those were thorough

ly examined by XRD to identify phases present. 
Those phases were classified within groups: (1) - 

non-reacted materials, (2) - new phases formed 

during calcination, (3) “ condensed salts and (4) - 

dusts.
Interrelation between the formation of new phases 

and degree of calcination (DEAL) was one of the 

main aspects of the study. DEAL has been related to 

various aspects of raw meal composition and free- 

1ime amount.
Attention was also devoted for the exothermal heat, 

which is liberated in the reaction between free 

lime and "hydraulic factors", especially Si02. The 

degree of belite formation DE2S in relation to the 

heat release in the kiln and degree of calcination 

have been shown. Subject to complete calcining, the 

range of exothermic heat liberated in the rotatory 

kiln varies between a minimum of 30% (very 

homogeneous meal) and a maximum of 80% (extremely 

heterogeneous meal). The presence of clinker dust 

was concluded to be of importance in pre-calcining.
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A portfolio of new applications for calcined meal 

was also suggested (ex.: substitute cl inker in fly

ash and slag cement, acting as main component of 

hydraulic active binders, for solidifying waste 

ma ter ial).

High Temperature Isothermal Calorimetry have been 

used to study the change of enthalphy of all 

stages of clinkering reaction (com. 1.5). 

Experimental values were compared with calculated 

based on several data published in the literature 

for the enthalphy of formation of different 

reaction stages.

Results compared well taking into account some 

factors not included in the studies where data 

was taken from. The calculations gave at the end, 

a difference of 77 cal/g. at the exothermic part 

of the curve (CaS formation). This could not be 

explained as no new phase have been detected by 

XRD. The authors mentioned that studies are under

way to investigate such phenomena.

The authors (com.l.6) have suggested a new method 

of experimental determination of theoretical heat 

requirement for clinkerization. Zur Straussen (5) 

formulas, which are widely used, are only suitable 

to special compositions of the raw meal (limestone 

rich in calcite, clay minerals made up of equal 

contributions from the principal clay minerals, 

etc.). The idea was to develop a method by which 

no mineralogical composition of the raw meal or 

the heats of formation of the complex minerals 

were needed. Five clinkers were submitted to the 

method based on DTA analysis. Three had the 

composition suited to Zur Straussen formula and 

the others scaped quite considerably.

The results between the two methods agreed well 

for the first three clinkers and as expected were 

different for the last two. The method seems to 

work well, but high precision thermal analyser is 

required.

The effect of several anions and cations in 

relation to melt formation speed was analysed 

(com.1.7). A study of the time taken for CaO to be 

transformed in C3S against grain size for various 

additions was presented. An addition of F , 

decreased the time from 52 to 14 minutes for the 

same grain size. The presence of CaFz + CaSO^ 

decrease the time even further. A formula was 

finally proposed to calculate the firing time 

needed for the transformation of CaO into CjS, 

depending on the medium grain size of CaO.

A raw mix was submitted to two different burning 

processes (com.1.8). A rapid and a slow one. The 

rapid method consisted in placing a pellet into a 
furnace at a range of 1280° - 1320°C, and the slow 

at a temperature rise of about 350°C/hr, simulatinc 

an industrial kiln operation. The rapid method 

yielded a lower activation energy and a higher 

velocity rate constant.

3- REACTION KINETICS OF PURE OR COMBINED CLINKER PHASI 

- Communications

1.1 - B.Cottin, A.Rovanet and M.Conjeaud (France)

"Mineralogical changes of I ime-s i I ica-alumi n. 
raw-materials at 830°C".

1.2 - W.Vleiswei ler, E.Osen and M.Lemperle

"Effect of FezOs and AI2O3 admixtures on the 

reaction kinetics between CaO-SiOz powder 

compacts".

1.3 - S.C.Ahluwalia and V.K.Mathur (India)

"Thermal studies on the effect of some 

transition metal oxides on the kinetics of 

formation and stabilization of B -Dicalcium 

S i 1 i cate".

1.4 - T.V.Kuznetsova, I.A.Brytov, N.A.Kozreva, B.

Ivanov, I.1.Kiselyova and E.A.Tsukerman (USSF 

"Auger electron spectroscopic study of 

calcium silicates and aluminates".

1.5 - A.V.Bessmertnykh, V.K.Khokhlov and V.V.

Sheludko (USSR) 

"Thermodynamic study of Decarbonation 

kinetics".
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1.6 - N.F.Fiodorov, A.P.Gavrilov, N.I.Ivanov and

0.M.Kha 1 i na (USSR) 

"Synthesis kinetics of calcium aluminates by 

the heat treatment in a cast-iron bath".

1.7 ' A.Rovanet (France)

"Solid state reactions between lime and 

alumina".

1.8 - M.Dragicevic (Yugoslavia)

"Prognosis of the physical-mechanica1 

characteristics of Portland Cement".

Four raw mixes with distinct variations on the 

amounts of C, S and A were studied (com.1.1), 

regarding decarbonat ion .degree of reaction (CaO -* 

C2S) and phase formation occuring at a fixed 

temperature of 830°C. The morphology of the treat

ed raw mixes was a varying parameter (simple 

mixing, compactstion(pel lets)and micronization in 

a high efficiency mill).

The influence of CO2 and water vapour on the 

velocity of combination and the nature of phases 

formed has been analysed. The following aspects 

are interesting to be noted:

Decarbonat i on

- The sample which has been micronized, because 

of grain shape, had a remarkable speed of de

carbonation.

- The resistance of CO2 transfer is rather higher 

in the already decarbonated region of the lime 

grain, than in the porous region inter-grains.

- The water vapour helps the decarbonation rate 

through the layer of carbonated material around 

the grain (catalytic effect due to acceleration 

of diffusion of CO2 in water vapour and a change 

on thermal conductivity of the gas).

Degree of Reaction

- Micronized sample had a superior speed of 

reaction, due to grain fineness (specific 

surface area).

- Pelletized sample did not yield a better speed 

of reaction compared with a simple mixture.

- Water vapour had a good catalytic effect on the 

samples, which were simply mixed.

Phase Formation (examined by XRD)

- Two equilibrium phases are formed (C2S and C12A7) 

and also some non-equ111brium such as CS, C3A, 

CA and C2AS. Various tables in the text showed 

the results obtained.

Interface phase formation between CaO and 5!0г in 

the presence of AI2O3 and Ее20з were studied by 

diffusion couple technique at high temperatures 

(com.1.2) and phase formation was analysed by 

Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPIJA) and optical 

microscopy. Layer thickness of undoped CaO - Si02 

mixtures were compared to those with Ре20з or A120j 

(CaO (Ее20з)/Si02, Ca0/Si02 (Fe203), CaO (Al203)/ 

Si02 and Ca0/Si02 (Al203)).

Additions of Fe203 either to the CaO or SiO2 showed 

a rather similar trend for the curves. Values in 

the region at 3% by weight Ее20з in SiO2 and Fe203 

in CaO, decreased the overall reaction rate. Values 
above that (especially at high temperatures >1350°C) 

increased the thickness of total reaction zone. At 
temperatures below 1^50°C, the effect of Fe2O3 in 

Si02 beyond 3%, does not contribute for any 

increase in layer thickness. C2S is the dominant 
phase between 1100 - llfOO°C. Above 1400°C, CS or 

a glass phase "CS2" are predominant.

Additions of Al203 in CaO gave similar results as 

above, sharp decrease up to 3% by weight AI2O3 and 

an increase in layer thickness for higher percent

ages (more pronounced at higher temperatures).In the 

case of AI2O3 in Si02, a continuous increase in 

total layer thickness was observed. Samples with 
5-10% by weight Al203 fired at 1450°C for 15 

minutes, complete reaction of the diffusion couple 

had taken place leaving mainly CS and "CS2" phases. 

Explanations about the findings are given based on 

disorder and vacancies in CaO. Activation energies 

had also been calculated.

The effect of MnO2, Ti02 and Ci203 on the 

decomposition of CaC03 and formation of ß-C2S were 

studied (com.1.3). Decomposition temperature of 

CaC03 was lowered by the presence of three dopants 

within the range 0.1-1.0%. Formation temperature of 

ß-C2S is not significantly affected up to 1%, but 

has been reduced at 5% addition of Ti02 and Mn02.
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The stabilization of a',ß and у CzS in the 

presence of this dopants was also studied.

A mathematical treatment for the decarbonation 

kinetics of CO2 and a solid (СаСОз, for example), 

based on the linear thermodynamics of irreversible 

processes was given (com.1.5). A final equation 

for the degree of decarbonation is presented. The 

limits of validity of such equation is also given.

A report on the production of Alumina and High 

Alumina cements by immersion on a cast-iron melt 

was presented (com.l.6). It has been shown that 

the speed of formation of the phases of Alumina 

Cements are faster using this method than obtained 

using conventional rotatory Kiln methods. The 

quality of the product obtained is also very good. 

It is suggested that such methods could be used 

succesfully in industrial scale. Advantages such 

lack of pollution from combustion products and the 

elimination of dust from the system are among some 

of the described in the text.

A study on the kinetics of formation of Calcium 

Aluminates was done by two different experimental 

conditions (com.1.7).

In the first, Alumina was melted and cooled slowly 

to form a compact pellet, which was deeped into 

CaC03 powder. The maximum temperature of reaction 
examined was 1370°C. The interface between the 

powder and pellet was studied by electron and 

optical microscopy after etching and also XRD. XRD 

analysis on the surface of the compact layer 

showed the existence of CizAt. At more profound 

regions of the product CA, CAz and CAs were 

present. An investigation on the powdered region 

close to the Alumina block showed only the presence 

of СзА.

Secondly, raw mixes of the two oxides in 

proportions of the existing Calcium-Aluminates 

were prepared and fired at the same temperatures 

as above. Several graphs on the kinetics of 

formation of the different phases are presented 

and discussed. A relation between time of 

saturation at each phase with the chemical 

potencial of the calcium is presented.

Auger Spectroscopy was used as a new technique to 

analyse cement clinker minerals (com.l.M and a 

mathematical model has been described to foresee 

Potland Cement strenghts values after 3 and 28 days 

(com.1.8). Although results have a good agreement 

with experimental data, the author stresses, that 

due to accuracy of chemical and physical-mechanica1 

investigations, the model gives a good qualitative 

guidance to work done at cement factories.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The sub-theme 1.2 Relationship of processing 
parameters to clinker properties; influence 
of minor components belongs to theme 1 
Clinker formation and properties.

Dr. Iwao Maki (Japan) is responsible for 
the Principal Report of sub-theme 1.2, and 
Dra. A. Boikova (URSS) is in charge of the 
Special Report, wiiich deals with the topics 
considered most relevant to deserve the 
researchers attention in the near future.

Thirty (30) Basic Communications from 16 
countries vzere received in this sub-theme, 
distributed as following:

URSS ................................. 6
China ................................ 4
India ................................ 4
Italy ....................   4
Brazil, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Japan, 
Poland, Romania, Spain, USA and 
Yugoslavia ..............(each one) 1

Contributions from URSS, China, India and 
Italy make up 59% of the papers presented in 
this sub-theme.

The papers presented deal basically with:

1. the influence of processing parameters 
in the characterization and properties of 
clinker phases.

2. the crystal chemistry and influence of 
minor elements in the stabilization and

activation of clinker phases.

A critical analysis of the communications 
allows to notice the general deep concern in 
presenting well founded data in experimental 
studies, supported by various analytical 
techniques (x-ray diffraction, optical
microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, 
energy-dispersive analysis, electron microprobe 
analysis, differential thermal analysis, 
thermogravimetry, infrared absorption 
spectrophotometry,etc.) correlating them 
with industrial practice. The papers aim a 
major knowledge in the kinetics of clinkering 
reactions in the kilns, as well as in the 
crystal chemistry of phases actived and 
stabilized by minor elements.

The practical application of the scientific 
knowledge about the chemistry of cement 
from sub-theme 1.2 aims:

a) improvement in the quality of the industrial 
product;

b) energy saving in cement manufacturing 
processes;

c) activation techniques of clinker phases; 
and

d) development of new hydraulic binders.

The Basic Communications presented in this 
sub-theme are listed at the end of this 
Communication Report.
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2 RELATIONSHIP OF PROCESSING PARAMETERS TO 
CLINKER PROPERTIES

2.1 Fuel and Raw Material
The use of high ash content (35-54%) mineral 
coal in cement industry has a strong influence 
over the behaviour of rotary kiln running, 
as well as modifies clinker characteristics, 
changing their composition and reactivity, 
which can extreme situations undermine 
the quality of the cement so produced.Irregularities 
in the coal burning and in the assimilation 
of the ashes by the clinker are shown by 
the segregate distribution of the C?S, 
corrosion and excessive growth of the C3S, 
digitation of the C2S crystals, formation 
of СгЗу and exsolution in the СзЗ crystals, 
appearance of reduced phases, and variation 
in the C3S, C2S and C3A contents. This 
undesirable microstructural features affect 
the quality of the cement, influencing the 
setting time, the heat of hydration, the 
optimal gypsum content, the evolution of 
mechanical strength and the grindability of 
the clinker (Y. KIHARA^ ).

The use of certain solid fuels in cement 
kilns may conduct to accidental formation 
of reduced conditions. VER&’ET *2 \ studying 

the burning influence at reduced conditions 
in the clinker phase stability and hydraulicity, 
observed that CaO reduction by carbon 
provoques an improvement in belite content, 
without free secondary CaO formation. Reduced 
conditions little affect alite crystal 
lattice, composition and reactivity, in 
spite of belite allotropic transformations 
being accelerated with important changes in 
their composition and reactivity. The 
reduction causes improvement in C3A and C2S 
contents and decrease in the C3S amount, 
influencing the setting time and the early 
behaviour of the cement.

MASSAZZA and PEZZUOLT1, з) studied the
interactions between alkaline vapours and 
coal ashes. Coal ashes brought to high 
temperature can fix high amount of K2O from 

atmospheres containing potassium carbonate 
or sulphate vapours. The alkali absorption 
in the coal ashes and in the coatings 
present in cement kiln is a complex process, 
which depends not only on the concentration 
of the alkaline elements but also on , the 
composition of the atmosphere on the 
material present in the kiln , and on the 
structure of the solid phase.

Variation in raw materials and coal can add 
alkali sulphate to the clinker. Coal con
tributes with a varying percentage of SO3 
and ash, which greatly affects the process 
and, accordingly, the cement quality. Alkali 
sulphates are incorporated in the crystal 
lattice of clinker minerals. Higher amounts 
of Na, К and S alter the structure of the 
clinker as the alkali sulphate (thenardite, 
arcanite, anydrite, aphthitalite and calcium 
langbeinite) are crystallized and precipitated 
over the calcium silicate grains as small 
crystallites and fine polysynthetical stripes. 
Belite crystals show higher concentration 
of К and it seems that the structure of C2S 
changes to KC23S12. The presence of alkali 
sulphates changes the morphology of the 
crystals, which results in changed hydration 
properties, early setting and stiffening, 
slump loss, early increase and late decrease 
in strength. The most important parameters 
influencing strength are the soluble potassium 
oxide and the alteration of the Ca-silicate 
grains, especially C2S (G.R. GOUDA ).

A new potassium - alumina phase (K2O.AS2O3) 
and free K2O in clinkers burned with an 
alkali-rich raw material are described by 
EUNDAL (5* . They have strong hygroscopic 
properties and can influence the setting 
behaviour, the storage and the strength 
properties of the cement. The so-called 
alkali aluminate forming in alkali-rich 
clinker by cooling doesn't crystallize cy 
prolonged burning time at normal sintering
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temperatures, being gradually substituted by 
the crystallization of ferrite and
aluminate.

SERSALE, AMICARELLI, FRTGIONE and UBBRIACO^ б) 

pointed out that the use of LD steel slag, 
at a rate of 10%, as partial substitute of 
limestone in the raw mix of portland clinker, 
doesn't affect the technical behaviour of 
the resultant cements and lowers the heat 
consumption of the clinkering process.

2.2 Burning and Cooling Conditions and 
Kiln Dynamics

SHEUBEL^1'' used microscopic methods to obtain 

information regarding the thermal hystory 
of the clinker. A long calcination zone 
accelerates the recrystallisation of CaO 
and the formation of large bellte crystals, 
which on their part obstruct the alite 
formation. This results in a flat 
distribution curve of alite crystal sizes 
together with a large mean diameter and a 
more difficult clinker grindability. The 
statistical evaluation of the alite crystals 
diameters or chord lengths permits simple 
representation of the material temperature 
profile in the kiln. Given the knowledge of 
the kiln system and certain raw material 
parameters, the measured data can be used 
for improving clinker grindability and quality, 
as well as for optimizing the burning 
process.

The currently employed burning and cooling 
regimes are not optimal, as they imply in a 
prolonged retention in the high temperature 
zone, thus leading to the inhibition of the 
alite formation process in the clinker and 
decrease in its activity. For producing a 
portland cement clinker with high hydraulic 
activity conditioned by an optimal alite 
content and maximal crystalline disorder,it 
is necessary to maintain a certain relation 
between temperature and burning time 
depending on the nature and composition of 

the raw material (B.S. AL'BATS, M.A. VERDIAN,
L.S.  FTLLIPOVA and E.L. LEBEDEVe)).

According to 0DLERa ABDUL-MAULÄ and
ANGELOVA^3'1 variations in heating rate, 

burning temperature, burning time at 
maximum temperature and cooling rate bring 
about only small, though distinct variations 
in the size of alite crystals formed. The 
average alite crystal size increases 
distinctly with increasing burning temperature. 
Variations of other factors such as
heating rate, burning time and
cooling rate have little effects on alite 
crystal size. The initial cement hydration 
is accelerated with increasing heating rate 
and retarded with increasing burning 
temperature and burning time. The progress 
of hydration after about one day and more, 
just as the strength developement are only 
little affected by the burning conditions 
employed.

The increase in the burning degree by 
changing the heating time causes modifications 
in the composition and structure of clinker 
and, therefore, in the properties of the 
resulting cements. The loss of most volatile 
elements and the increase in the sizes of 
alite and bellte crystals are the most 
evident phenomenoms. In some cases the 
reactivity of the aluminate phases reduces 
as the burning degree increases, in others 
it remains inaltered, whereas the alite 
reactivity shows a general reduction. Significant 
decreases in the rheological parameters are 
observed as the burning time lengthens and 
the reactivity lowers. The reduction in the 
alite reactivity envolves in its turn the 
decrease in early strengths (U, COSTA and
F. MSS/1ZZA (lo);.

PUERTA and TRIVINo’' 1 11 studied the influence 

of different types of quenching (air and 
water) on various clinkers reheated on the 
following temperatures: 1000, 1206, 1320 ,
1460 and 1576 °C, with respect to their phase



formation and mechanical strength. The 
experimental results obtained do not seem 
to be in accordance with bibliographic data. 
In water quenched clinker trigonal alite 
with M. and Mg in solid solution was 
characterized, less reactive than monoclinic 
alite obtained in air quenched clinkers. 
The mechanical strength was always lower 
than of those quenched by air, possibly due 
to trigonal alite. In air quenched clinker 
monoclinic alite (possibly a mixture of 
Mi + M3 forms) was obtained.

The increase of whiteness of bleached 
clinkers can be attained by burning at the 
highest possible temperature, by sharp 
quenching, and by decreasing time of 
burning which promotes the fine crystallization 
of the phases. Quenching by water increases 
the amount of alite, decreases the amount 
of aluminate and bellte with high impurity 
contents, favours the glassy phase formation 
and changes the crystallization features of 
the minerals. The majority of Fe3 is 
concentrated in the aluminate and glassy phases 
and the FezOa contents in alite and bellte 
does practically not change in bleached and 
unbleached clinkers (A.I. BOIKOVA, 0.1. 
FOMICHEVA and A.P. ZUBEКН1Ы(1z)).

(1 ч) According to BHASKARA RAO, IlABDOO and SAMUEL

the use of La11*0 with activity, as radiotracer, 
in a wet process cement rotary kiln shows 
that the assumptions made in the existing 
equations defining the material movement 
phenomenon in rotary kilns are valid only 
over a very limited length within which 
the material is in the form of a dry 
flowing powder without any appreciable 
physico chemical change. This zone is 
limited to the conventional preheating zone. 
The study revealed that the material movement 
in the transition and burning zone was much 
faster than that of the fine powdery material 
which is explained by the fact that 
nodulization takes place in this zone.
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2.3 Prediction of Cement Strength
HARGRAVE, VENKATESWARAS, DESHMUKH and 
CHATTERJEE1,1 l*'1 proposed an approach for 
prediction of 28 days cement strength, 
based on microstructure parameters under 
reflected light microscopy. The parameters 
are:
. phase index (PHI)
. crystal size index of alite (CSI-A)
. crystal size index of belite (CSI-B)
. morphology index of alite (MOI-A)
. morphology index of belite (MOI-B)
. twinning index (TWI)
. cluster index (CLI)

By multiple linear regression analysis of 
microstructural parameters in relation to 
compressive strength of a large number of 
data (Figure 1) the following equation was 
obtained:
28D strength = 0.028 + 98.598(PHI) + 90.571(CSI-A) +

1.539(CSI-B)  + 61.437(MDI-A) + 
2.943(MDI-B) + 85.049 (TWI) - 
84.308(CLI)

The coefficient of multiple correlation (r) 
is 0.836 and the standard error of estimate 
is 52.794.

The method compared with 0.70's technique 
shows similarities, but it is considered 
more accurate and with greater potential 
to predict the 28 days cement strength in 
short time.

FIGURE 1 - Correlation between 28D cement compressive 
strength with predicted strength by mycroscopic 
techniques .
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3 CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY OF CLINKER PHASES AND 
INFLUENCE OF MINOR COMPONENTS

3.1 Crystal Chemistry of Clinker Phases
Mg2+, Na+ e S6+ions in structures of 
clinker phases cause changes and distortions 
favouring the reactivity. They influence 
the stabilization of phases and crystal 
morphology of alites and belites. They 
modify aluminoferrite contents and the 
АЛгОз/ЕегОз ratio. Till the following limits: 
2% MgO; 0,5% S03 and 1% Na2O the clinker 
reactivity is increased, and surpassing these 
limits the clinker quality can be altered 
by the formation of independent phases of 
MgO, sulphates and alkalies and finally by 
the modification of the phase relations 
(T.V. KOUSETSOVA^1 s) ) .

The modification of alite is influenced by 
the burning conditions and tlie MgO content in 
clinker. Monoclinic alite Mi is always 
observed when clinker is burnt for short 
time or by slow burning. It converts into 
Мз with prolonged burning at high temperature. 
High MgO contents favours the convertion 
from Mi to M3.M3 alite hydrates more slowly 
than Mi alite at early age. After 3 days, 
the hardened cement containing M3 is denser 
than that containing Mi and the former shows 
greater strength than the latter (M.NAGASHIMA, 
E. ASAKURA, S.UDA and В. КАИАВАТа'- 1 6 ).

The study of belite has received special 
attention from some researchers dealing with 
special cements of low energy consumption. 
The activation of belite by stabilizing more 
reactive phases (a1) employing minor
elements (P2O5, S03, MgO, alkalies,etc.) and 
by modifying process parameters (burning 
conditions and temperature) is the subject of 
CHOUBINE and. XHEYKIME, MATROVIC et alii, 
KRIV0B0R0D0V et alii', FENG XIU-JI et alii 
and SARASWAT et alii's contributions.

The formation of a gCz5 phase in the 
CaCO3-SiOz system increases with increasing 
percentage (0.1-1.0 as % Na2O/K2O) of NazCOs 

5% of dopant give most predominant 3CzS 
phase alongwith a little a'-CzS, C3S and 
alkali-silicate. Sodium carbonate is found 
to be most effective in turning down the 
temperature of formation of most desired 
a' and 3 phases than potassium carbonate 
(T.P. SARASWAT, V.K. MATHUR and S.C. 
AHLUWALIA(171).

In CzS doped with phosphates it was observed 
that solid solution of the a' form develops 
strength much faster than those in 3 
modification, due to faster hydration. The 
change of crystal modification and impurity 
types distributions modify only
the rate of hydration (B. MATKOVIC, V. CARTN,
R. HALLE and <J.F. YOUNG111^).

The positron annihilation technique is 
used to study changes of microstructure 
defects in CzS doped with Na20 (1-2%) and 
P2O5 (0,5-1,5%). The Na+ replaces Ca2 and 
p5^" replaces Si4 , creating vacancies in 
the CzS structure. The vacancy concentration 
and the rate of CzS formation increases 
with doped Na+ and P5+ (F.XIU-JI, M.S.LONG 
SHI-LONG, DING QUING-JUN, HUANG CONG-YUN,
S.DE-XUN, TENG MIN-KANG, YIN CHUAN-YUAN^1.

White belite portland cements with various
MgO (1-10%) and SO3(5%) contents and low 
FezO3 content were synthesized in laboratory. 
The positive influence on acceleration of 
the clinkerization processes is registered 
when the clinker contains 7% MgO and 5% SO3'

and
MPa
are
the

Both the whiteness of the clinkers 
the mechanical strength (above 33-35 
in 28 days) of the resulting cement 
good. Sulphate aluminate compound of
(С, М)цА35 type was formed and incorporated

all MgO in
M. MUNTEAN,

the crystal lattice (I. TEORr-ANL,
M. BEDO and I. SUDRIGEAN^'20'1 ).

Modifications of the phases of clinkers 
with sulphoaluminate and sulpho-ferrites 
with the aid of admixtures and changes in 
the thermal regime permit to control the
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the hydraulic activity of the phases and the 
properties of the cement so obtained
П. KRIVOBORODOV, 0. FOMITCHEVA and A. 
BOIKOVA(21)).

The synthesis are oriented towards the 
stabilization of the o' form with high cooling 
rates, to guarantee the stability of 
the high temperature modifications (V.CI10UBIHE 
and Y. KHRYKIRE1'22'1 ) .

The solid-state equilibrium relationship 
between C3A, Ci2A7 and the solid solution 
of calcium aluminoferrite at 1200°C, in the 
most basic part of СаО-АйгОз-МагО- ЕегОз

• ■ ( 2 э) system was studied by GILIOLI et аЛгг . 
There is no formation of quaternary compounds 
and sodium preferentially dissolves in 
calcium aluminates extending their stability 
inside the quaternary system.

3.2 Influence of Mineralisers

The use of mineralisers in clinker burning 
lowers the clinkering temperature, increasing 
the kiln production, and promotes energy 
saving. Four papers present the fluorine 
and sulphate influence on clinkering conditions 
and strength developments.

The use of Car2 and СаЗСч in cement clinkering 
can depress the melting point of the eutectic 
mix T2 and reduce the viscosity of the 
eutectic melt, favouring the clinker formation 
at lower temperatures (1300-1350 °C). 2C2SCaF2 
and ЗСзЗСаЕг can hardly form in the presence 
of SO3. The ЗСгЗСаЗОч occurs only in the mix with 
F/SO3 < 0.158 and 3C2S - 3CaSO^.CaF2 forms 
easily owing to the melting of the eutectic 
mix (D, TONG and Z. ).

In clinker doped with CaF2, the fluorine 
concentration is highest in the alite phase, 
lower in the belite phase, and lowest in 
the intersticial phase. The amount of fluorine 
dissolved in the silicate increases with 
the amount of fluorine in the clinker. The 

fluorine content in the clinker, with an 
appropriate amount of SO3 (> 1.35%),prevents 
the formation of CanSitOnFz and favours 
the increase of alite content, the decrease 
of its crystal size and its complete 
crystallization, improving the strength 
development (S. WET and E. MINGFEB ).

The use of fluorite, fluorsilicate and 
sulphate compound as a mineraliser was 
studied by PAGE^^et al. in four Indian 
Plants. The improvement in quality of clinker 
doped with mineraliser can be primarly 
attributed to the formation and development 
of C3S phase, more than to the incorporation 
of mineralising ions in the structure of 
phases. The incorporation of fluorine in 
C3S or other clinker phases, by itself, 
cannot insure better hydraulic potential 
for a clinker. Complex reactions involving 
F, SO3 and P2O5 in the structure of C3S 
thereby don't improve strength developments.

Addition of gypsum to Na20 containing raw 
meals leads to a modification of the clinker 
structure towards a better developed alite 
and belite crystals. Reactivity of the raw 
mix is increased so that more C3S can be 
formed and the СзА phase tends to crystallize 
in the cubic form, improving the compressive 
strength of the cement. When more gypsum is 
added in the raw mix than the optimum
content, the compressive strength of
resultant cements decreases possibly due 
to reduction of the hydraulic reactivity 
of BC2S (R.J. SLOTA and A. LEWANDOWSKA - 
KANAS(2 7) ).

3.3 Other Contributions

The formation of an intermediate compound 
containing magnesium has received much 
attention in the alinite cement process 
formation. A new compound, CasMg (SiOi, ) цС12 
was synthesized in the CaO—MgO-SiO2-CaCi2 
system and the crystal structure study is 
presented by Y. RUILUli, W. BOLIN and W.

у Я '[ rj , p ( 2 S )
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PEREZ - MENDEZ & FAYOs’'23'* studied the 
crystal structure of КзСаа (SOn ) з, a compound 
identified in coatings on heat recovery 
cyclones in portland cement kilns. It 
showed a very distorted structure analogue 
to apatite MstYOiJsX.

Fluorine compounds present in industrial 
gypsum - waste used as a cement setting 
regulator may cause as much as 3 days 
significative retardation in the growth of 
initial strengths of cement paste or
mortar. Small quantities (1%) of silico 
fluorides in gypsum, mainly NajSiFe, accelerate 
considerably the formation of ettringite 
and reduce the alite hydration degree. NaF 
exhibits lower retardation effects, whereas 
CaFs shows almost no influence on the initial 
strengths (Z. SAUMAn'13 .
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1 INTRODUCTION
The reduction in energy consumption cn clinker 
manufacture has been taken into account in 
many aspects, such as changes in industrial 
process and modification or distortion in 
the microstructure.
In the papers received concerning the
sub-theme 1.3, tendency in emphasizing 
clinker alinitic and belitic cements was 
verified.
Secondly, the reexamination of intermediate 
phases, influence of mineralizers, and 
modification in raw meals composition were 
the themes of major authors interest.
It was received 14 research works, being(2) 
from China, (6) from URSS, (2) from India,
(1) from France and (3) from Germany.
The research works were classified in three 
groups.

Group 1: - Mineralizers utilization
Group 2: - Composition and raw meal 

modifications
Group 3: - Formation kinetics

2 GROUP 1: MINERALIZERS UTILIZATION

2.1 CHLORIDE SALTS AS REACTION MEDIUM FOR 
LOW TEMPERATURE CLINKERISATION - A 
PROBE INTO ALINITE TECHNOLOGY
R.K. Agarwal, S.V.Paralkar and A.K.Qiatterjee

The authors compare the morphologic and 
microstructural characteristics of alinitic 
clinkers with ordinary portland clinkers.In 
order to analyse the reactionsthat occur at 
various temperatures from 150°C to 1400 C 
experiments were made with additions of 
CaCi2.
The authors tried additions of magnesium 
salts and non-calcium chloride salts in 
combination with CaClz-
It was observed that magnesium salts, 
irrespective of their froms, when mixed with 
CoCf-^are more effective as a mineralizer 
than CaCt2 alone.
It was also observed that МдСОз and MgCx.2 
are equally effective in lowering the 
deearbonatton temperature.

The authors concluded that clinkerisation is 
possible at temperatures lower than 1200 °C 
with the utilization of chloride salts as a 
reaction medium. The formation temperature 
of alinite phase seems to be around 900 °C 
under optimum conditions, the phase can be 
stable up to 1150 °C and the clinkers are 
characterized by the presence of chloride in 
fixed and free forms.
Moreover the presence of chloride was observed 
in silicate and aluminate phases.

2.2 SYNTHESIS OF CALCIUM SILICATES AT LOW 
TEMPERATURES AND INFLUENCES ON THEIR 
REACTIVITY
D. Bürger and U. Ludwig

The paper shows some results obtained from 
C3S and alite production at temperature range 
of 1150°С - 1350°C and measurements of 
hydration processes of these synthetics.
The authors obtained correlations among
crystal symmetry, burning reactivity,
microstructural development dependent on 
burning conditj-ons and the hydraulic 
reactivity of the tricalcium silicates with 
and without additional agents.
The synthetics were obtained by burning pure 
chemical products and their characterization 
was realized in the following aspects:
- Microstructure and morphology by means of 

SEM
- Hydraulic reactivity by means of conductiro 

calorimeter traces (heat liberation) and 
quantitative X-ray analysis to determine 
the unreacted C3S residue.

Other properties wore investigated , such as:
- Rheological properties
- Compressive strenght
- Studies of the hydrat'-d phases
Studies on CaFz and ZnO influence
that the temperature decreasing on .
formation of the synthetics is correlated 
with the increasing of the symmetrical 
properties.
The authors concluded the- it is pc;c:';'e . 
reduce the burnin'- temper.:! I;e < J'»: ..y-. . ■:
of the caici pe p i 1; ■ -j - -г- • . ; L h .: . .
saving grinding ’ecegy, re’;
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With the X-ray and microscopic analysis of 
the clinkers the authors concluded:
- The samples burnt in laboratory and cooled 

rapidly exhibited the belite in the »'form, 
while the samples cooled slowly showed the 
g form.

- In spite of the rapid cooling, in the 
clinkers obtained by semi-industrial 
experiments, several samples did not present 
the а'СгЗ, although they showed high 
hydraulic activity.

The clinkers obtained by semi-industrial 
experiments, having the same phase compostion, 
but differing on its microstructure, showed 
different chemical activity during interaction 
with water, causing differences in compressive 
strenghts at 28 days.

3.4 MICROSTRUCTURE AN SOLID SOLUTIONS OF 
LOW TEMPERATURE CLINKERS
S.N. Ghosh
V.K.  Mathur
A.K.  Parashar

The paper refers to the production of clinker 
in laboratory furnace and pilot, plant using 
marginal grad plant raw materials, at 
temperatures lower than ordinary clinker.
With the electronic microscopy SEM-EDXA and 
tests on compressive strength performed on 
clinker, the authors concluded that reactive 
belite cement and low temperature alitic 
cement, prepared in the laboratory and in the 
pilot plants have irregular morphology 
leading to early development of strength.

4 GROUP 3:roRMATI®J KINETICS

4.1 PHYSICOCHEMICAL ASPECTS ON
CHLOROSILICATES CRYSTALLIZATION DURING 
THE CLINKERISATION AT LOW TEMPERATURES 
IN SALINE MELT
B.I.  Nouldelman
A.J.  Gadaev

The research work explains the formation 
kinetic mechanisms of alinitic clinkers 
minerals.
The authors found out that the "gas-liquid
solid" interphases play an important role 
on the mineral formation processes.
Two mechanisms of chlorosilicates 
crystallization were pointed out. One is 
associated (to properties of the interphases), 
and the other with volumetric properties of 
liquid phase.
It was also verified the presence of two 
kinds of liquid phase, which are responsible 
for the formation of a thin superficial 
layer that activates the crystal formation 
of chlorinated minerals. This reveals the 
necessity of creating a well developed 
interphase in order to obtain high kinetic 
parameters on formation of alinitic clinker 
minerals.

4.2 FORMATION, CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY AND

PROPERTIES OF ALINITE AND JASMUNDITE
M.Y. Bikbaou

The paper reports the studies on general 
mechanisms of mineral formation in chloride 
and sulphide clinker systems , more specifically 
the formation of high-basicity silicates, 
alinite and jasmundite.
Studying the crystallization mechanisms of 
this silicates prepared from pure products, 
the author concluded:
- The crystallization rate for alinite and 

jasmundite is 7-8 times greater than that 
of C3S, in spite of lowering the synthesis 
temperature by 300k-400k.

- The activation energies of formation is 
83kJ/mol for alinite and 114kJ/mol in the 
temperature range 1670k-1770k.

- Alinite does not crystallize is a saline 
melt of calcium chloride, as it was supposed 
before, but rather in a silicate melt 
containing some dissolved chloride.

- Jasmundite also crystallizes in a silicate 
melt containing sulphur as sulphide.

Analysing the F, СЛ and S effects on the 
properties of silicate melts, the author 
concluded that there is a decrease in the 
formation temperature of the melt, a decrease 
in its viscosity and surface tension; another 
effect is an acceleration of the ion exchange 
processes in the melts, and a more intense 
solidification of minerals.
Finally, the author presents comparative 
studies among the hydration of alinite, C3S 
and jasmundite, concluding that alinite 
presents higher hydration rate due to the 
presence of chloride on its crystal lattice, 
while the presence of sulphur in the crystal 
lattice of jasmundite causes a radical 
reduction in the hydration rate.

4.3 AN INVESTIGATION INTO CEMENT CaO-SiO2- 
A£2O3-Fe2O3-SO3 SYSTEM
Wang Yanmou 
Deng Jun'An 
Su Muzhen

Showing the production of ferroaluminate 
cement clinkers with C4A3S, C2S and C^AF as 
their main components and the hydration of 
respective cements, the authors point out 
the low energy consumption and the higher 
cement properties.
To obtain the cement clinker ferroaluminate, 
experiments were made by using pure chemical 
products and natural raw meals.
Detailed studies on formation_of intermediate — 
phases in the C-A-F-S, C-A-S-S and C-S-A-F-S 
systems are presented along with studies on 
burning phenomena.
With the XRD, DTA, high temperature XRD and 
SEM-EDAX techniques, the authors studied the 
phases characterization of clinkers burnt at 
different temperatures.
The performance tests made on the produced 
cements, showed that the ferroaluminate
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cements exhibit the properties of high
early strength, constant increase of strength 
in frost resistance and excellent
impermeability.
The authors conclude that besides the higher 
properties, the ferroaluminate clinker 
cements, are produced with low energy 
consumption. The clinkerisation temperature 
is low (1250 °C) , the grindability is high 
and the content of limestone in its raw 
meal is much lower than that in the raw meal 
of ordinary portland cement.

4.4 ALITESULFOALUMINATE CLINKER: PRODUCTION 
AND PROPERTIES
V.B. Khlousov

The paper presents the simultaneous 
attainment of alite and"sulphoaluminate by 
the creation of adequate conditions to
earlier formation of liquid phase which high 
reactivity, assuring by this way, the alite 
formation at lower temperatures.
The sulphoaluminate formation is assured by 
adjusting raw meal composition wich must 
contain sufficient amount of AÄ.2O3 and СаБОц.
To obtain the alitesulphoaluminate clinkers, 
raw mixes were partially prepared from
natural raw meals, and partially from
industrial wastes rich in AJI2O3 апс1
containing fusing materials.
Studying phase formation kinetics,composition 
and properties of alitesulphoaluminate 
cements produced in industrial kiln, the 
author concluded:
-The clinker composition is: alite (C3S) _, 
bellte ((ЗСгЗ), calcium sulphoaluminate (C4A3S) 
calcium aluminate [wich depends on raw mixes 
basicity (C12A7, C3A) | , calcium ferroaluminate 
(CuAF), calcium suphate (CS) and gehlenite 
(C2AS).

-By the intensification of clinkering process 
it is possible to lower the burning 
temperature to 1250-13500C, reducing energy 
consumption in about 18% and increasing kiln 
capacity in 27%.
-Sulphoaluminate cements present quick 
hardenlnc and high compressive strength.

4.5 CONDITIONS OF THE EXISTENCE OF 
HYDRAULICALLY ACTIVE BELITE CtMENT
J. Stark
A. Müller
R. Seydel
K. Jost

The paper relates the laboratory and pilot 
plant experiments with the active bellte 
cements, evidencing the studies about the 
phase composition related do KS and the rate 
of cooling.
Through the laboratory tests and verifications 
the authors concluded:
- By thermal and chemical activation, the 
belite is high influenced so, because of 
its strength and other structural 

properties it becomes similar to an ordinary 
portland cement.

- The cooling is the most important factor 
for the hydraulic activity where under 
conditions of rapid cooling, about 727°C/rm.n 
and cooling temperature range, from 1300 C 
to 900°C, an active belite clinker can be 
produced with sufficient early strength , 
and good strength after 28 days.

The active belite cement allows the production 
of ordinary portland cement with a specific 
heat consumption of 320kJ/kg.Ci.

4.6 TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF STRUCTURE 
REPLICATION IN SILICATES
G.I.  Ovcharenko

The paper presents results on studies about 
structure replication in silicate reactions.
The author studied the interference of 
sintering agents (on production of binding 
materials) by melting and sintering.
A crystal chemical model and mechanisms for 
belit stabilization by lime are given.



COMMUNICATION REPORT ON- SUB-THEME 2.1 - PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF HYDRATIOH 
PROCESS - INFLUENCE OF MINOR COMPONENTS AND ADMIXTURES.
Group a

1 INTRODUCTION

The 52 basic reports on sub-theme 2.1 -
Physical chemistry of hydration process - 
Influence of minor components and admixtures 
have been broken down into four groups.

a - Hydration of portland cement and individual 
clinker minerals with admixtures - 
18 communications.

b - Hydration of portland cement - 17
communications

c - Hydration of individual clinker minerals
- 13 communications

d - Hydration of cement-solid solutions -
4 communications.

2 HYDRATION OF PORTLAND CEMENT AND CLINKER 
MINERALS WITH ADMIXTURES

The contributions to this topic come from 
Italy (3), Poland (2), Czechoslovakia (2), 
China, Belgium Korea, Japan, U.S.A., France, 
U.R.R.S., Spain, Scotland, Rumania and India 
(one each).

There seems to be general agreement that, 
even small additions of inorganic or organic 
admixtures can change the course of the 
hydration reaction of portland cement and 
clinker minerals.

This subject was subdivided into the follcwing 
three items:

- Inorganic admixtures
- Organic admixtures
- Experimental techniques.

3 INORGANIC ADMIXTURES

The six papers on the influence of the 
inorganic admixtures on the hydration of 
portland cement and minerals are as follows:

3.1 Induction period in calcium silicate 
hydration in the light of some neu 
experimental results. W. Kurdowski, W.Nocun 
Wczelik, K. Miskiewicz, J. Szuba - Poland.

3.2 -СазЗТОц hydration in the presence of 
electrolytes. M. Gawlicki, W. Nocun Wczelik - 
Poland.

3.3 Accelerating effect of chloride salts 
on the hydration of portland cement. Guo 
Chengju - China.

3.4 Mecanisme reactionnel et cinetique de 
I ' Hydratation du silicate tricalcique en 
presence de chlorure de calcium. P.Fierens, 
Y. Kabuema, J. Orszagh, N. Tenoutasse ,
J. Terloco - Belgium.

3.5 Extension of setting time by means of 
mineralised clinkers. J. R. Baragano ,
G. Campos - Spain.

3.6 Alliage d 1 hydrolicite des ciments

A. M. Dmitriev, A.K. Zapolszky, T.V. Kouznetzova,
B. E. Yudovitch, I. D. Poncmarev - U.R.S.S.



(, 1 ) .Kurdowski and co-worker ' , using
microcalorimetry, Q x RD and DTA, studied 
the early stages of the CaS and СгЗ.СаСк-г 
hydration process in order to elucidate 
which of the following phenomena is the 
main factor responsible for the retardation 
of the process in the induction period

- calcium silicate hydrate nucleation;

- calcium hydroxide or basic calcium 
chloride nucleation;

2- liquid phase supersaturation with Ca 
or other ions in relation to hydration 
products.

They found that in the hydration process 
of C3S and CzS.CaCZ? with some admixtures 
acting as Ca2+ binding agents, i.e. CH, 
C-S-H and SiO2, the liquid phase plays a 
decisive role as a rate controlling factor 
acting either directly and indirectly.

This means that the nucleation process is 
not the decisive factor hindering the 
reaction in the induction period. The 
above mentioned admixtures can act as a 
.nucleation barrier eliminating agent but 
in general they change the reaction in the 
liquid phase.

When a high amount of SiOz or a C-S-H phase 
is introduced into the hydrating СзЗ-НгО 
mixture, the complete disappearence of the 
induction period is observed.

The active silica is the best acceleration
2 ■as it ensures relatively fast Ca ion
2 •combination and considerable Ca ion

supersaturation decrease with a
simultaneous C-S-H phase formation.

Jawlicki and Nocun-Wczelik 3 ‘2 investigated 
the influence of the K2SOi,, Na2SOi,, К2СОз 
and NazCOs on the hydration of ß-C2S at 
room temperature, in water, and water/ 
solid ratio equal to 50.

They showed that the sodium salts act 

more strongly than potassium salts, especially 
at the beginning of the reaction and that 
the carbonates are better @-C2S hydration 
accelerators than sulphates. 2% Ма2СОз 
additions rises the degree of ß-C2S hydration 
from about 40% to 80% after 24 hours.

The liquid phase analysis indicated that 
K2SO4 and Na2SOi, addition facilitates the 
calcium and silica leaching into the solutions. 
Therefore the liquid phase supersaturation 
occurs earlier than in a suspension without 
any admixture.

According to Guo Chengju (з " 3 \ the dissolution, 

diffusion and crystallization of calcium 
hydroxide are markedly intensified by the 
calcium chloride, presumably because of the 
formation of calcium oxychloride.

When cement grains are introduced into the 
CaCfz solution, the CH dissolves more rapidly 
than in pure water, forming a complex 
solution, which contains less discrete CH 
than an ordinary saturated or supersaturated 
CH solution. The dissolved lime bearing 
substance, urobable a basic calcium chloride 
diffuses far away from the reaction site 
and crystallize, both at intensified rates. 
The resulting solid may be either portlandite 
or calcium oxychloride, depending on the 
CaCS.2 concentration in the pore liquid.

The calcium oxychloride is a metastable phase, 
which can stand in equilibrium with a 
solution containing 15-30 parts of CaCfz in 
100 parts of water. In a higher or lower 
CaCS.2 concentration, it decomposes.

Chengju concluded that the role of CaC$.2 in 
accelerating the hydration of portland 
cement is that of a catalyzer with the 
oxychloride produced acting as the 
intermediate product.

Fierens et а1.(з-‘,) reported that the kinetics 
of C3S hydration with CaCtz comply with the 
Avrami and Jander laws and that the effect 



of СаСЪ is expressed by the reduction of 
the induction period and acceleration of 
reaction rate.

In the communication^ ’ s) by Baragans and 

Campos it is shown that certain minor 
elements, as components of raw meals may 
influence the hydration processes and change 
the setting and hardening of cement pastes.

In the raw meals contained P2O5, the setting 
time become longer with percentages from
0.4%  P2O5 and increased accordingly on 
that basis. With 1% P2O5, the free lime 
content decreases, setting times being 
maintained without any remarkable variation.

Mechanical strengths with 0.4% P2O5 increased 
after 3 days and are greater at 28 days, 
while with 1% P2O5 the strengths are lower 
up to 7 days, although at 28 . days they 
exceed those of the initial clinker.

The raw meals containing fluorites expressed 
as F ranging from 0.12% to 0.62% showed 
that free lime decreases according to the 
greater F content, as the setting lengthens. 
It was observed that when F increases, not 
only the initial setting is lengthened, but 
also the interval between the initial and 
the final setting increases.

It was reported that while in the clinker 
without F , the C3A is in the cubic form, 
the tetragonal form increasing according 
to the F percentage and the possible 
presence of СххАуСаГг also being detected, 
which would explain the lengthening of 
the setting time.

4 ORGANIC ADMIXTURES

There are nine communications on this item, 
as can see from the following list:

4.1 Interpretation of the effects of 
netciY-d-Lng admixtures on pastes of C4S, CSA 
plus gypsum and portland cement. H.M.

Jennings, H. Taleb, G. Frohnsdorff and
J. R. Clifton - U.S.A.

4.2 Retardation of portland cement hydration 
by citric acid. N.B. Singh, A.K. Singh 
and S.P. Singh - India.

4.3 Effect of alkali content in clinker on 
the cement hydration tiith and toithout sodium 
gluconate. G. Moriconi, S. Monosi, M.Pauri 
and M. Collepardi - Italy.

4.4 Effect of retarding admixtures on the 
portland cement hydration. S. Monosi, 
G, Moriconi, M. Pauri and M. Collepardi — 
Italy.

4.5 Effect of calcium lignosulfonate on 
the early hydration process of portland 
cement. J.Y. Moon, K. S. Han and S.H. Choi 
- Korea.

4.6 Effect of triethanolamine on the 
triealcium silicate hydration. M. Pauri,
S. Monosi, G. Moriconi and M. Collepardi - 
Italy.

4.7 Hardening processes in some СЦАЕ - 
additives - water systems. I. Teoreanu ,
A. Puri and M. Georgescu - Rumania.

4.8 Adsorption of superplasticizers on 
C-S-H(I) and ettringite. Y. Fukaya and
K. Kato - Japan.

4.9 Effects of molar parameters of

sulphonated melamt-na and formaldehyde

po 1 уcondens ates on mortar properties, T, 
Sebok - Czechoslovakia.

In the communication (‘*" 1 ) by Jennings et 

al. it is reported that during the short 
initial period of rapid reaction and in 
the induction period, the cement paste is 
plastic, while after the induction period 
the reaction accelerates and the paste 
begins to stiffen.



The length of the induction period and the 
time of set is influenced by organic retarders. 
According to the authors, the reactions 
between cement and water which end the 
induction period could occur in any of three 
positions:

a - on the surface of the anhydrous material 
or of the hydration product;

b - in the aqueous phase; and

c - in the hydration product.

Although retarders are normally added to 
the aqueous phase, they could influence 
reactions in the other two positions by 
adsorption onto a surface or incorporation 
into a product.

Studlng the effects of the retarders on 
pastes of C3S and of C3A - gypsum systems , 
they concluded that the two systems have 
different, possibly independent, influences 
on the concentrations of retarders in the 
aqueous phase of a portland cement paste.

In the case of C3S, some of the retarder is 
incorporated into the layer of the product 
which forms around the grains during the 
early stages of reaction. It appears that a 
process which controls the Induction period 
occurs within this C-S-H layer and that the 
incorporation of a retarder somehow slows 
the process.

The C3A - gypsum - water system removes a 
large amount of retarder from the aqueous 
phase during the early stages of hydration, 
with the rate of removal falling with time.

It seems probable that, at least for some 
organic retarders, the effects on the 
portland cement reaction may be considered 
to be a combination of separate processes 
occuring in the C3S - water and C3A - 
gypsum - water systems.

Singh and co-workers ' 4‘2found that the 

hydration of both aluminate and alite in 
the presence of citric acid is retarded at 
all concentrations. The conversion of 
ettringite into monosulphate occurs before 
the hydration of alite. The amount of CH 
and its crystallinity and compactness is 
lowered by the addition of citric acid.

Sodium gluconate as a retarder was studied 
by Moriconi et alj4'3* and Monosi et al.^1'"1*^

In communication (ц.3) they reported that 
the addition of sodium gluconate significantly 
retarded both the, ettringite production 
and the calcium silicates hydration for the 
three cements: an industrial clinker with
0.22%  Na20 and 0.54% K20, the same clinker 
heated in a laboratory in the presence of 
1% Na2CO3 (Na2 content became 0.56%) and the 
same clinker thermally treated in the 
absence of Na2CO3.

This retarding action was particularly 
effective in the case of the cement with 
the higher alkali content.

In the communication (-,. ц) the authors 
confirmed the retarding action of gluconate 
on portland cement.

The retarding effect was much more 
remarkable on ASTM type V portland cement 
with nil C3A content. They also reported 
that the sodium lignosulfonate has
negligible effects on the kinetics of 
cement hydration.

Moon and co-workers*4'5* also studied the 

influence of lignosulfonate salt on the 
early hydration of clinker minerals.

From the results of their experiments they 
suggested that the retardation in the 
hydration of clinker minerals when the 
calcium lignosulfonate is added is related 
to the amount of C4AF and gypsum.



The hydration of C3S in the C3S-C3A-C4AF 
system varies considerably in accordance 
with the content of gypsum and lignosulfonate.

They found that the optimum content of S03 
was 2.0% when 0.25% calcium lignosulfonate 
is added to portland cement while addition 
of 0.5% calcium lignosulfate requires 2.5% 
SO3.

Pauri et al.^*'6^ reported that triethanolamine 

(0.1%) slightly retarded the early hydration 
of C3S paste during the first 6 hours. This 
retarding effect is almost eliminated when 
C3S hydrates in the presence of C3A or NC3A 
and CSH2.

Addition of triethanolamine accelerates the 
early production of ettringite and its 
conversion into monosulfate. It seems that 
adsorption of triethanolamine by ettringite 
can remove them from the aqueous phase and 
reduce the retarding effect on the C3S 
hydration.

Teoreanu et al. " shewed that the addition 
of an industrial product containing mostly 
dimethyIterephtalate into the CuAF - CSH2 - 
water system roused moderate retarding 
effect but did not essentially affect the 
kinetics of the hydration, conversion processes 
and the relative amounts of phases formed. 
The presence of the admixture determined a 
finer grain size of the hydrated compounds 
associated with the formation of a compact 
microcrystalline hardening structure which 
determines the development of high mechanical 
strengths.

Fukaya and Kato*1"8* studied the adsorption 

behaviour of ß-naphthalene sulfonate formaldehyde 
condensates (NSF) on ettringite and C-S-H 
by use of the acidity or basicity of the 
solid surface as an index of the surface 
characteristics of hydrates.

The adsorption of an admixture is considered 
to have a deep relationship with the 

crystalline structure or surface 
characteristics of the hydrate as well as 
the molecular structure of the admixture. 
From the relationship between the surface 
basicity of the hydrates and the amount of 
adsorption, they found that NSF is adsorbed 
on the surface of the hydrate in flat form. 
Also, the NSF is adsorbed on C-S-H (I) in 
a monolayer while ettringite forms multilayers.

As a result of the study of the effect of 
various ions coexisting with an admixture 
in liquid phase, they showed that Na+ or 
K+ ion does not adsorb on ettringite but 

on C-S-H (I).

The adsorption of these cations did not 
affect the amount of adsorption of the 
admixture. On the other hand, they found 
that Ca2+ ion adsorb on either C-S-H (I) 
or ettringite, and that Caz+ ion has a 
direct effect on the adsorption mechanism 
of an admixture.

Sebok^1*-9* reported that the efficiency of 

sulfonated melamine and formaldehyde 
polycondensates on the rheological properties 
of cement mortars as well as on the strength 
after 28 days depend on their molar parameters 
mainly on the molar weight (M ) and
polydispersity (Rp)• He found that the 
sulfonated melamine and formaldehyde 
polycondensates slow down hydration of C3A 
to a significant extent but their influence 
on the kinetics of C3S and B-C2S hydration 
is smaller.

5 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Three communications concerning the 
experimental methods that might provide 
additional insight into the physico
chemical processes occuring during early 
hydration of cement paste with admixtures 
are presented at this Congress.

5.1 Monitoring the influence of admixtures 
and composition on the early hydration 



charactertsties of cement paste using а.с. 
electrical response techniques. A.B. Afshar 
and W.J. McCarter - Scotland.

5.2 Mecanisme d'action des fluidifiants 
etudie par RMN du proton. M. Letellier,
H. Van Damme, B. Mortureux, M. Regourd -
France.

5.3 Influence of temperature and admixtures 
on the CjS and cement hydration investigated 
by radiometric emanation method. V. Balek,
J. Kriz, J. Dohnälek - Czechoslovakia.

Afshar and McCarter(5•i> reported that they 

have developed an a.c. electrical method 
for monitoring hydration processes by 
measuring the changes in electrical response 
during the initial 24 hours after gauging 
cement with water. In essence, the technique 
entails accurately monitoring the variation 
in electrical resistivity and dielectric 
constant value of the paste.

The initial stages of hydration are
characterised by a relatively high
dielectric constant value and a low
resistivity value, caused by high ionic
concentrations, particularly Ca2 and OH 
ions leached from the cement grains. There 
is a small drop in dielectric value over 
the initial 30 minutes.

The induction period is terminated by a 
rapid rise in dielectric value. The sudden 
drop in dielectric value coincides with the 
rise in resistivity value and a general 
increase in rigidity of the mix due to the 
formation of CH and more stable C-S-H
hydrates. The authors postulated that the 
dielectric constant value and resistivity 
curves are better indicators of the hydration 
characteristics during the early hydration 
of cement of various chemical compositions. 

They also concluded that the influence of 
admixtures on the hydrolysis and hydration 
processes can be quantified and a required

percentage of admixtures for a given setting 
time can be calculated.

Letellier et al.<5-2) showed that the nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) is a suitable 
technique for studying the hidration of 

cement pastes.

They pointed out that in the hydration of 
C3S, the proton relaxation spin-lattice Ti 
variation was linear up to about 10 hours 
and permitted the observation of hydrated 
surface development.

The interpretation of C3A hydration seems 
difficult and is very dependent on the 
water/solid ratio. In the C3S-C3A system the 
proton relaxation times were essentially 
influenced by C3A, and the introduction of 
the plasticizer into the system, for a same 
water/solid ratio did not change the average 
proton relaxation times but the initial 
reaction was lengthened as the C3A was reduced.

Balek et al.(5-з) studying the hydration 
processes, especially those taking place 
during the early hydration stage, proved 
that the radiometric emanation method (REM) 
enabled the investigation of the kinetics 
of early hydration of C3S and cement as 
influenced by temperatures and various 
admixtures.

The radiometric emanation method is based 
on the measurement of the radon released 
from samples, previously labelled by its 
parent isotopes (Th - 228 and Ra - 224).

They also reported that the experimental 
results of REM agree fairly well with the 
theoretical curves obtained by computer 
simulation on the basis of the theoretical 

model.



COMMUNICATION REPORT ON SUB-THEME 2.1 - PHYSICAL-CHEMISTRY OF HYDRATION 
PROCESS - INFLUENCE OF MINOR COMPONENTS AND ADMIXTURES
Groun - b

2.1.b  The following papers were received 
for comments:

b.J  Computation of solubility relationships 
for hydrating cement systems. . E.

.. GARTNER, J.P. SKALNY (U.S.A.). .

b.2  Conduction calorimetry and hydration 
kinetics - A thermodynamical and analy 
tical approach of the interactive baha 
viour of cements. C. VERNET (France).

b.3 Monitoring chemic—physical changes and 
microestructure development in OPC 
during early hydration. W.J. McCARTER,
A.B.  AFSHAR (Scotland, U.K.).

b.4 Sequence and kinetics of hydration 
reactions of C^A with gypsum, lime and 

. calcareous fillers. C. VERNET (France).

b.5 Phenomenes electrochimiques interve
nant aux premiers stades d'hydratation 
et de formation de la structures des 
pates de ciment. A. KOCHMAI, О. P. 
MITCHEDLOV - PETROSSIAN (U.S.S.R.).

b.6 Hydration study of pure nhases of ce
ment and synthetic mixtures by microwa 
re dielectric relaxation. F. HENRY, P. 
BAILLEUL, B. COURTAULT (France).

b.7 Cement hydratation control., M. M.
SYCHEV (U.S.S.R.).

b.8 Etude de la cinetique de 1'hydratation 
du ciment portland par la serie de 
methodes nucleaires. E. I. FEDIN, T. 
V. KOUZNETSOVA, A. V. NEKHOROCHEV, M.
A. SOROTSHKIN, A. L. BLUMENFEL'D, A.
B. KOUDRIAVTSEV, G. AKIMOV (U.S.S.R.).

b.9 The role of kinetic parameters on the 
properties of hydrating cement paste. 
V. MLAKAR (Yugoslavia).

B.10  Role des processus de la polycondensa
tion au cours du durcissement d'hydra- 
tation des Hants siliceux. E. D. 
CHOUKIN , E. P. ANDREEVA, S. I. KONTO 
ROVITSH, E. A. ALMELINA (U.S.S.R.). 

b.11 Certaines nouvelles conceptions sur le 
mecanisme d1hydratation des liants. A. 
POLAK (U.S.S.R.).

b.12 Effect of carbonates on early stage of 
hydration of alite. H. USHIYAMA, Y. 
KAWANO, N. KAMEGAI (Japan). , ■

b.13 Early hydration of alite at low water 
to nowder ratio. I. MINO, F. FUSHII,
E. SAKAI (Japan).

b.14 Vanadium pentoxide effect of cement 
hydration. L. CUSSINO, L. MONTANARO,
A. NEGRO (Italy).

b.15 On the use of limestone to control ce
ment setting. A. NEGRO, G. ABBIATI,
L. CUSSINO (Italy).

b.16 Classification des processus de durcis 
sement des liants. О. P. MITCHEDLOV - 
PETROSSIAN, A. V. OUCHEROY - MARCHARK 
(U.S.S.R.)

b.17 Cement hydration under partially satu
rated curing conditions. L.J. PAROTT,
D. C. KILLOH, R. G. PATEL (England, 
U.K.).

i - Chemical reactivity could be handled 
considering two general aspects: velocity 
of reactions, (kinetic treatment) and exten 
sion of the reactions (thermodynamical 
treatment).

The velocity of a reaction is controled by 
the activation energy and by many factors 
such as temperature, pressure, concentra
tion and catalyst which affect the activa
tion energy therefore will change the velo
city of the reaction.

On the other hand, the extension of a reac
tion is also controled by the system capaci. 
ty of producing work that is the free ener
gy- '

Free energy describes the balance between 
energy change (entalpy) and entropy change 
(organization energy).

As a constant temperature, a system tends 



to undergo a reaction so that in its final 
state it has lower energy and higher en
tropy than in its initial state.

ii - Most of the received communications 
have handled on hydration reaction concer
ning kinetics.

phase - primary hydrate (HP) - у and theh 
one stable phase - secondary hydrate (HS) - 
z. Such developing formation process x ->■ у 
->■ z needs that positive ratios of chemical 
potentials according Ostwald (ux > uy > uz) 
and the dissolved phases (Cx® > Cy<” > Cz») 
respectively -must be established. . - ..

iii - GARTNER and Other (b.1) in their pa
per have written: ■

Because of limited experimental data, the 
approach taken in this paper deals only 
with a few selected aspects of the problem. 
We will come suggestions by others as to how 
to extend this approach and improve it.

The lack of comprehensive phase equilibrium 
data for the cement water system is noted, 
and further work in this area recommended.

We would like to propose that, in the 
coming years, a concentrated worldwide em
phasis be put on phase equilibrium studies, 
and that the results of such studies be 
handled in a special session of the 9th In
ternational Symposium on the Chemistry of 
Cements.

iv - C. VERNET (b.2) in his paper said 
that:

The possibility of measuring the extension 
of the reaction of others phases led us 
into one of the most interesting observa
tion. It seems that during the 3 oeriod 
of hydration, all reactions have increased 
its activities, particularly that of alite 
dissolution. The extension of oversatured 
lime is increased and this means that the 
released energy contributes the equilibrium 
displacement.

v - On the other hand, POLAK (b.11) in 
his paper pointed out:

The studies of the last years developped by 
many authors by means of electronic micros
copy and X-rays analyses showed in a appa
rent manner that following the hydration of 
initial phases of the binders (PI) - x> 
there is the formation of one intermediary 

vi - Concerning the several periods of the 
hydration reaction in general all. authors 
agree. So that C. VERNET (b.2) in his pa
per points out four periods:

I - Initial period, with fast reaction 
and high thermic flux. ■

II - Dormant period, with very weak ther
mic flux, very slow reaction, during 
that the solution is saturated in li
me. ■

HI - Setting period, starting with the 
portlandite precipitation

(2) Ca=+ + 2OH -* Ca(OH)2, with the accele
ration of the reaction (I) and the 
appearance of a second peak of ther
mic flux.

IV - Period of decreasing activity, con
cerning the CyS consumption and the 
thickening of the hydrate layers.

vii - McCARTER and Other (b.3) in their pa
per only changed the name of the second pe
riod; then it was named induction period.

viii- A. KOCHMAI and Others (b.5) in their 
paner added one more period that is period 
of formation of the structure of hardened 
cement concerning further formation of CSH 
phases and to the initial process of its 
polycondensation. . ■

ix - A. VERNET (b.4) in his paper have con 
sidered also four periods for the hydration 
of CjA as it was for the cement hydration. 
The fourth period is described as follows:

As soon as the CjA is finished, only the 
reaction number (6) continues and the end 
products.being ettringite and carbo-alumina 



te.

x - Concerning hydration mechanisms at 
early ages it shall be emphasized:

xi - McCARTER and Other (b.3) in their pa
per described how they could correlate chan 
ges in conductivity and dielectric constant 
with hydration mechanisms by using scanning 
electron microscopy techniques and by appli. 
cation of AC electrical field to cement pas 
te, measuring dielectric constant and resis 
tivity changes.

Thus the authors have described the initial 
changes in electrical parameters (0 - 50 mi. 
nutes) as the initial period of chemical 
activity. At intermediate frequencies (200 
Hz - 2kHz) the gradual increase in dielec
tric constant up to 170 minutes would indi
cate an increase in charge to grain surfa
ces, possibly due to dissolution of the 
grain by imbibition of water through the ge 
latinous C-S-H coating formed on initial hy 
dration. These changes should be attribu
ted to the dormant stage. The authors have 
attributed the peak in dielectric constant 
at = 200 minutes to renewed chemical activl 
ty on C-jS phase which leads to a rapid gain 
in rigidity of the paste. The period 170 - 
500 minutes could be visualised as stage 3 
of hydration process. The authors also as
cribe the period form 500 minutes onwards 
as stage 4 of hydration process.

xii - HENRY and Others (b.6) have made hy
dration studies of puere phases and synthe
tic mixtures by microwave dielectric relaxa 
tion.

The used method differs from that of McCAR
TER because HENRY and Others used much 
higher frequency up to gigahertz whereas 
McCARTER and Other used up to 200 kHz fre
quency.

HENRY and Others have examined three hydra
tion cases: CgS hydration, CgA hydration 
and mixture of 90% C^S + 10% C^A. They ha
ve concluded that in presence of lime for
med by the CjS hydrolises, the hydration of 

C3A produced C4AH13. The response curves 
of permitivity (e.'/m) and dielectric loss 
dive us an information on the beginning of 
the paste after 8h30 minutes. Adding 5% of 
gypsum to the mixture this time drops to 6 
hours.

xiii- KOCHMAI and Others (b.5) have studied 
the Interaction between the hydration and 
crystallization process and the electroche
mical phenomena by examining the electroche 
mical cell Ag, AgC£, KCZmi/Cement Paste/ 
KC£m2, AgCZ, Ag where mi e m2 are the con
centrations of KCf solutions.
They have measured as (charge densities) 
ps (osmetic pressures) 
фт (membrane potentials) 
ф!гт (transmembrane potentials)

through the hydration process and could con 
elude that the hydration process is running 
through five stages and the one is the 
period of structure formation of the harde
ned cement associated to further formation 
and polycondensation process of CSH phases. 
This fact causes a reduction of CSH and 
starts the dropping of pel and a reduction 
of <i>trm.

xiv - VERNET and Others (b.2)

Studying the cement hydration they conclu
ded:

a - the reactivity concept should be taken 
into account the interactions, that is, 
from one side the solid properties and 
from the other the environment condi
tions .

b - Each hydration period presents one pha
se with main reaction which is the 
fastest of the system. The other reac
tions do not have its initial develop
ment in a indeoendent way; its activa
tion energy changes and then its veloci. 
ties increase as increasing the rate of 
the main reaction. This is the princi
pal characteristic of the portland ce
ment hydration; for this reason this 
subject shall be called: dynamic inte
ractant environment. 



c - Besides that, the kinetic behaviour of 
the cement depends on the interaction 
of its principal compounds, alite and

C3A.
We can say therefore that there is a 
real coupling between both phases.

xv - Concerning hydration mechanisms at la 
te ages, the paper of MLAKAR (b.9), the pa
per of FEDIN et al. (b.8) and the paper of 
CHOUKIN and Others (b.10) shall be conside

red .

xvi - MLAKAR (b.9) has figured out the rate 
constants for the characteristic process of 
hydration: nucleation and growth of hydra
tion products, phase-boundary interaction, 
and diffusion through growing hydration la
yer on a group of commercial cements and a 
synthetic one by adding alkali sulphates. 
The kinetic constants were obtained on the 
basis of kinetic study of alite hydration 
of these samples, using the method of kine
tic parameter determination taking into ac
count the a-t dependence and polydispersity 

of the examined systems.

xvii- FEDIN et al. (b.8) could determine 
the thickeness of the hydrated layers and 
the specific surface in the initial hydra
tion stage. For that, they have used the 
time changes of spin-lattice relaxation as 
variation of the thin water layers.

By means of the magnetism it is possible to 
define the content of solid phase in water. 
After 24 hours, when the gel quantity is 
still low they discovered only traces of wa 
ter in the solid phase; at the fourth day 
the water content independently of the wa- 
ter/solid ratios is 6.5 to 8% in weight; 
at 28th day the content increases to 8-9%.

For tobermorite gel quality parameter at 
all hardening ages the authors have taken 
the ratio between compression strength and 
hydration degree (R/y). In presence of low 
values for the water/solid ratios the R/y 
reachs its maximum value. This could be 
because the formation of the oolyhydrated 

hydrosilicates at initial hydration stage 
as well as due to polymerization-recrystal
lization process ocurring intensively at 

older ages.

xviii - CHOUKIN and Others (b.10) have con

cluded:

During all period of silicates hydration in 
water and in calcium chloride solution, the 
re is the formation of polycondensation pro 
cess of siliceous ions. These processes 
are produced in such a manner that ve у 
soon there is the extration of the calcium 
hydrosilicates with low polycondensation 
degree ("n") corresponding n = 1 to 4. Du
ring the hydration process we observe an in 
crease of the average value of "n" and of 
the fraction of high polymerization where 
the polycondensation degree is equal and 
higher than 6.5 (Qn >, 6.5) with a decrease 
of the low polymerization fraction.

xix - Concerning hydration Activation there 
are two important papers: M.M. SYCHEV'S 
(b.7) and C. VERNET's (b.2).

XX - SYCHEV has pointed out:

Dissociative adsorption involved the follow 
ing recombination processes

OH + P+ 0Had
H2O + e" * Had + OH
Had + °Had : Hj°ad

The latter is involved in the rupture of 
_Ca-O-Si= bonds, hydration surface of Ca 
ions, and release of these ions + into solu 
tion. Thus, the factors that increase the 
concentration of surface traps and free 
charge carriers will activate the process 
of cement setting. This statement is subs
tantiated by correlation of free carrier 
concentration and length of induction pe

riod .
Electrolites can activate not only the sur
face of cement minerals, thus increasing 
the concentration of acceptor species, as 
for example in chromate ion absortion, but 
also the adhesive interactions of cementi- 



tions phases with the structural materials.

By muclear gamma resonance studies of the 
behavior of oxidizing and reducing species 
added into the water of mixing SYCHEV could 
conclude that the activating, effect of chro 
mium ions is due to ionsorption, whereas 
that of manganese or tin compounds is due 
to oxidation-reduction properties. SYCHEV 
points out: '
Thus, the presence of a solid, finely 
ground, acidic activator facilitates the 
appearance of nuclei of high-polymeric hy- 
drosolicate phase-fibrous calcium silicate 
hydrates of morphological form which positi 
vely affects the kinetics of hydration and 
setting.

xxi - VERNET (b.2) in his paper has writ
ten:
The thermic activation is not only a phenom 
enon of mass heating, although it could be 
so, if the grains are close enough and the
refore the heat transfer will be facilita
ted. In the case of pure nastes it will 
be possible to define a global activation e 
nergy for each hydration period where we ha 
ve a process in the same chemical system.

The fineness of grinding is the predominant 
parameter for increasing the "coupling de
gree". It facilitates the thermic and 
ionic transfers. Since the hydration is a 
surface reaction, the dissolution ionic de
bits of the phases will be increased; in 
consequence it will result in higher exten 
sion of reactions and in higher velocity of 
reactions.

xxii - Concerning the hydrations and addi
tives I have selected four papers:

xxiii - H. USHIYAMA and Others (b.12).

It shall be emphasized the conclusion of 
the authors:

(1) A small amount of carbonates or bicarbo 
nates delays but a large amount accele
rates the hydration.

(2) The difference of cation in carbonates 
or bicarbonates little causes the chan
ge of hydration rate.

(3) The degree of delay-effect addition of 
bicarbonates on hydration is larger 
than that of carbonates.

xxiv - I. MINO and Others (b.13)

The authors concluded:

The hydration ratio of cement was gradually 
decreased by the augmentation of packing 
fraction of particles. In DSP materials, 
cement particles act as strong internal fil 
ler and the source of Ca(OH)2 supply. The 
total pore volumes of DSP are small and the 
pore sizes of DSP materials become small 
compared with conventional cement paste 
with the increase of packing fraction and 
the pozzolanic reaction of silica fume. Con 
sidering the reaction of cement and silica 
fume, the control of relation between the 
packing fraction and the hydrations of hy
draulic materials appears to be very impor
tant in DSP materials.

xxv - CUSSINO and Others (b.14) have studied 
the influence of V205on nine cements and ha 
ve concluded:

1 - When V2Os is dissolved into the clin
ker, mainly into belite, there was not 
significant changes either in setting 
or hardening of the cement.

2 - When V^Os is simply added to the cement
the settings change; for cement with ad 
ditions up to 0.25% of V2Os the netting 
increases as increasing the V. O5 con
tent. For V2Os bigger than 0.25% the 
setting decreases as increasing the 
Vi Оs content.

The setting acceleration is due to the 
thickening of the paste without hydration 
advancing as it can be seen from calorime
tric curves.

The setting delay is, probably due to the 
formation of calcium vanadate which covers 



the cement grains and so hinders hydration.

xxvi - NEGRO and Others (b.15) have conclu
ded :

It is possible to displace 50% of gypsum 
by limestone without compromissing the ce
ment behaviour.

According to known data, there is a optimum 
gypsum/limestone ratio which determines the 
best performance of the cement.

Although the role of the limestone is some
times limited as setting regulating device, 
always the limestone reacts with cement nro 
ducing carbo—aluminate and so proceeding as 
an active compound of cement.

xxvii - Finally it shall be considered the 
paper of MITCHEDLOV and Others (b.16) con
cerning classification of the hardening pro 
cess of the binders and that of PARROT and 
Others (b.17), cement hydration under par
tially saturated curing conditions.

xxviii - MITCHEDLOV and Others (b.16) have 
proposed to classify the hardening proces
ses of the bindets in three types:

a) The first type involves the rapid harde
ning processes of the most reactive bin
ders: CaO, C3A, СцАЕ. These processes 
are running with the development of
great amount of heat. The hydration in
duction period is lacking. The maximum 
hydration rate corresponds to the ini
tial reaction (a = 0.05 - 0.1).

b) The second type is characteristic for 
hardening of most of the binders. The 
accelerated and retarded induction pe
riods are determined through the hydra
tion. The duration of the changes which 
determine the amounts of heat liberation 
is not more than one day. The maximum 
value of hydration rate corresponds to a 
= 0.3 - 0.5.

c) The extremely low rate of the reaction 
with considerable high duration (up to 
several months) is characteristic of bin 

ders like slags, glasses, ashes. In nor 
mal conditions the reactivity of those 
material is practily zero. The maximum 
reaction velocity and transformation ex
tension correspond to a a $ 0.6 - 0.3.

xxix - PARROTT and Others (b.17) through 
their paper concluded:

- The results suggested that the rate of 
cement hydration was related to the 
amount of water in the layer capillaries 
rather than the amounts of water in the 
porous hydrate coatings that surround re
sidual, unhydrated cement grains.

- The effects of relative humidity observed 
in this study are consistent with repor
ted gradients of microstructure in dry
ing, hydrated cement paste (1). Thus it 
may be concluded that the surface of pre
maturely dried concrete will have a low 
degree of reaction, a higher proportion 
of large diameter pores and will offer 
less protection to underlying concrete 
and any steel reinforcement.



RAPPORT DES COt'iMUNICATIOKS DU SOUS-ТНЁМЕ 2.1
CROUPE C - HYDRATATION DES CONSTITUANT DU CLINKER

Les 13 Communications du groups C ont les 
titres et auteurs suivants:

T. Mitsuda, S. Kobayakawa et H. Toraya 
Caracterisation du C-S-H forme hydrothermi- 
juement

- Il у a plusieurs facon d'obtenir le C-S-H 
au laboratoire. Les auteurs de la Commu
nication C.1 font reagir 1'acide silici- 
que et la chaux aux temperatures superieures 
a 12U°C jusqu'a 21U°C. La relation ca/Si 
a aussi variee de 0,4 a 3,0 (silicate tri 
-calcique). Les C-S-H formees se presen
terent sur differentes formes crystalli
nes qui furent examinees en detail par 
ТЕМ, DRX, IRS, DTA et TG et la superficie 
specifique par BET.

T. Hara, N. Inoue, H. Noma et T. Hosegawa 
Formation et caracterization de la jennite

- Au moin, depuis 1966, d'apres les auteurs, 
de la C.2 la formation de jennite (Na2O. 
6CaO.5SiO2.11H2O) pendant 11Hydratation 
des silicates, a Interesse les scientis- 
tes. Dans cette Communications, les au
teurs font une etude sur les conditions 
dans lesquelles se forme la jennite. Les 
auteurs ont montre que un melange de 
A-C2S et fumee de sibce, en certaines 
conditions, conduit a la formation de 
jennite apres 91 jours de Hydratation a 
öO°C.

D. Bertrandie et P. Barret
Etapes elementaires interfaciales de 1'hydra 
tation des aluminates de calcium, constitu- 
ants des ciments.

- Malgre le titre de la C.3 en realite eile 
traite de 1'hydration des aluminates et si. 
licates de calcium aussi bien pour des ci
ments alumineux et ciments portland. Ils 
disent que "nous avons faite, dans le cas 
des silicates CjE et C,S, un expose sur nos 
hypotheses, nos idees et leur rapport expe 
rimental et theorique en ce qui concerne 
les etapes elementaires de 1'hydration des 
principaux aluminates de calcium utilisees 
dans le ciment". Ils acceptent un proces
sus d’Hydratation topochimique preliminai- 
re suivi de la dissolution car "nous postu 
Ions 1'existance d'une etape irreversible 
d'hydroxilation superficielle s'accompag- 
nant d'un abaissement d'enthalpie libre 
susceptible d'expliquer la difference en- 
tre la solubilite theorique calculee et 
les valeurs limites des concentrations ob- 
servees". Les detailles de 1'hydration 
des silicates et aluminates sont presen
tees, suivant ses hypotheses, minutieuse- 
ment.

P. Barret
Mecanisme de 1'Hydratation des silicates de 
calcium (C^S, C2S) constituent du ciment, vu 
ä travers les concepts generaux de la reacti 
vite des solides.

- La C.4 est bien relatione au travail com- 



mente enterieurement de D. Bertrandie et
P. Barret. P. Barret dans ce travail pre 
sente encore plus de detailles, sur 1'Hy
dratation des silicates, et cherche ä com 
plementer et discuter celui que H.F.W. 
Tailor ä presente ä la reunion du Commite 
68 ne la RILEM, sur formation d'une cou- 
che totalement protectrice du grain de ci. 
ment, admetant aussi 1'existance d'un pro 
cessus topochimique prealable.

P. W. Brown
Consequences de 1'equilibre des phases dans 
11 Hydratation du Systeme CgS-eau et C^A-gyg 
se-eau.

- L'auteur la C.5 examine en detail le me- 
chanisme et la cinetique de 1'Hydratation 
du C3S et du C3A, en presence ou non du 
gypse, dans la periode de pre—induction 
de 1'Hydratation. En ce qui concerne 1' 
Hydratation du CjS il trouve incertain 
son controle par la variation de la rela
tion C/S. Avec l'aide du MEB il a obser
ve le developpement d'une couche de pro- 
duits d'Hydratation sans une forme defi— 
nie, sur les cristaux de CjS, pendant la 
periode de pre-induction. La periode d' 
induction commence quand la couche ä ter
mine sa formation et finit quand la cou
che presente des transformations morpholo 
giques avec 1'apparition des cristaux en 
aiguilles de C-S-H. L'Hydratation du C3A 
est examine en detail prenant attention ä 
la solubilite du CaO et du A^Oj ä la pe
riode de pre-induction, et avec le sulfa
te quand on etudie le Systeme A^C^—CaSO^ 
-H2O. L'auteur examine les conditions 
pour la formation du gel AH3 et a 1'et
tringite dans la periode de pre-induc
tion .

K. Asaga, M. Dalmon, S. Sibata, K. Kishl,K. 
Vano, P.R. Shrestha
Les effets de l'histoire thermique et des 
additifs sur 1'Hydratation du -C2S.

Les auteurs de la C.6 ont prepare ]e-C2S par 

melange de Ca CC>3 et SiC>2 dans la proportion 
de 2 de CaO et 1 de SiC>2. En suite, le me
lange est porte a 1.500°C, dans un creuset 
de platine, pendant 1 a 1,5 heures et refroj. 
di a 1'air: on a obtenu 1аУ-С23. Les au
teur ont examine 1'influence de 1'addition 
de Fe2O3, de Fe2O3 + K20 et de B2C>3, sur 1' 
inversionp-C2S -> уC2S. Les recherches des 
auteurs, sur 1'Hydratation du ß-C^S ont mon- 
tre que son Hydratation est largement affec- 
tee par l'histoire thermique de sa prepara
tion (1.000°C ou 1.500°C, par exemple).

Y. Nanru, Z. Baigian et W. Zhanwen
Un (3-C2S actif - Preparation et Hydratation

- Les auteurs de la C.7 presentent 1'etude 
de 1'Hydratation, de ses proprietes de re
sistances ä compression d'un type de -CjS 
prepare ä basse temperature, inferieur a
1.123°K.  Il s'agit d'une recherche de la- 
boratoire dans le meme sens d'autres re
cherches pour obtenir unP-C^S actif. 
C'est un minutieux travail de recherches 
utilisant les techniques modernes pour 1' 
examen de 1'evolution de 1'Hydratation, '
comme la trimetyl-sililation (TMS), DRX, 
IR, cromatografie, evolution thermique, ct 
le microscope electronique ä balayage.

N.J. Clayden, C.M. Dobson, C.W. Groves ct
S.A. Rodger
Application des methodes spectroscopique de 
la resonance raagnetique nucleaire (RMN) dans 
l'etat solide pour 1'etude de 1'hydrataLion 
du CjS.

— Les auteurs de la C.8 ont utilise I'essai 
par resonance magnetique necleaire pour 
1'etude des produits forme par 1'Hydrata
tion d'un C3S synthetic pendant les perio- 
des de pre-induction, induction, post-in
duction acceleree et retardee. Dans la pe 
riode de pre-induction, 1'indication, a la 
Fig. 1, du chaleur degage est significati- 
vement petit a cause de 1'additif. L'ac- 
tion des additifs comme le Ca Cl2 et 1'acy 
de maleic "n'ont pas presents aucun e::e:



significatif dans 
ou ä la structure 

la composition chimique
du C-S-H. Le seul effet

semble etre dans la cinetique de 1'Hydrata
tion" . En accompagnant 1'Hydratation des 
silicates par RMN, les auteurs ont arrive ä 
de resultats sur la polymerisation de la 
silice semblables a ceux obtenus par trime
thyl sililation (TMS).

A.R.  Ramachandran et M.W. Grutzeck 
Hydratation du C^S a un pH fixe.

- Les auteurs de la C.9 presentent le re
sultat de la recherche sur 1'hydration du 
C^S prepare au laboratoirc avcc un melan
ge de CaCOg et de la silice colloidale.
L'objec.tif etait de verifier 1'influence 
de la variation du pH (de 8 a 11,5) sur 
1'Hydratation de CgS en suspension, et ä 
trois temperatures 10°, 25° et 40°C. La 
variation de la concentration du calcium 
et de silice en fonction du pH de 8, 10,
11, 11,5 et 12 ä 25°C a demontre 1 1 impor
tance de la recherche. Le titre de ce 
travail ne traduit pas. 1'importance de la 
recherche presentee dans la C.10 sur les 
premiers pas de 1'Hydratation du CgS,. 
soit dans, la periode de pre-induction et
d.'induction.  Les auteurs ont examine en 
detail le mecanlsme de la formation ini
tial du gel de silice, en quantifiant la 
variation de la concentration de calcium 
en. fonction du pH de la solution cette va 
riation conduit ä la precipitation du C- 
-S-H avec le pH de 11,5 a 12. Pour arri- 
ver a ces conclusions les auteurs ont etu 
die et discute en detail la methode de 
Synthese du C-S-H qui conduit ä une hydra 
tion semblable ä 1 'Hydratation reel du 
C7S du ciment portland.

Francisa Hannawaya.
Proprietes du C^AF apres 8 annees d'hydrata 
tion

- L'auteur de la C.11 presente une recher
che sur 11 hydration du C^AF synthetic pur 
et avec I'adition de gypse depuis le pe-. 

riode initial jusqu'a 8 ans. Le melange 
du CaO (en partant du CaCOg avec 96 - 
98% de purete), de 1'hydroxide d'alumi
nium (gibbsite) et oxyde ferrique est por 
te ä la temperature de 1.320°C pendant 2 
a 3 heures, Le C^AF en presence d'eau, 
s'hydrate rapidement et termine la reac
tion a 28 jours. Les phases crystalli
nes sont: C. (A,F) H ,'C, (A,F)Hr, solu
tions solides entre les phases preceden- 
tes, phase amorphe d'hydroxyde de fer ou 
d'aluminium et hydroxyde de calcium. Le 
C^AF en presence du gypse, s'hydrate plus 
lentement et donne lieu ä la formation 
d'ettringite qui evolue en monosulfate.
Apres 8 ans le monosulfate C^(A,F)SH1g 
presente, aux DRX, une plus forte intens_i 
te que le C4(A,F)SH12

S. Menosi et M., Collepardi - Italie
Effet de fumee de silice sur les roduits 
d' Hydratation du systheme C,A-6S H,,

-. Les auteurs de la C.12 ont etudie 1'hydra 
tation du CgA synthetic (CaO - de CaCOg — 
e AlgOg) en melange avec la fumee de sili 
ce,. avec le gypse et un additif de sulpho 
nate de naphtalene. Ils ont utilise sur- 
tout 1'analyse thermogravimetrique (ATG) 
et 1'analyse thermo differentiel (ATD) 
pour accompagner la cinetique de 1'Hydra
tation des differents melanges.. Une con
clusion importante c'est que I'addition 
de la fumee de silice accelere la produc
tion de I'ettringite et sa conversion en 
monosulfate.

A.J'. Boiljova, L.V. Grishchenko, et A.J. Do- 
mansky - URSS
Actlvite d 'Hydratation des phases contenant 
du chlore.

- Les auteurs de la C.,1 3 ont etudie I'hydra 
tion d'un clinker contenant des phases com 
me le chloride-silicate de calcium(alunite) 
et le chlore-aluminate de calcium (Ca11 
Al^ Oggj.Ca Cig)., Ce clinker contenait 



55 - 65% d'alinite et 5 - 10% de chlore- 
aluminate de calcium. L'etude de la cine 
tigue de I1hydration de 1'alinite pure ä 
montre qu'elle ä court terme et ä long te£ 
me, a une activite beaucoup plus grande 
que le C^S. Les auteurs ont etudie, en 
detail, 1'influence de composes mineurs 
sur 11 Hydratation.

Croupe D - HYDRATATION DU CIMENT CONTENANT 
DES SOLUTIONS SOLIDES

Les 4 Communications du groupe D ont les ti 
tres et auteurs suivants:

Polman Herbert
Solution solide du complexe d’aluminate de 
calcium hydrate contenant des anions Cl , 

- 2-(OH) et CO3

- L'auteur de la C.14 presente une recher
che faite sur 11 Hydratation du CgA, conte 
nanc Cl-, OH- ec CC^-. En plus des alumi 
nates hidrates, il a verifie la formation 
des hydrates du chlore aluminate de cal
cium, du carbo-aluminate de calcium, et 
de 1 * hydroxide de calcium. En fonction
de la composition chimiques des hydrates 
il у a la formation des solutions soli
des, etudiees en detail par 1'auteur.

que "I1addition de 5% calemanite, con
duit a limiter la formation de 50% des hy
drates CAH10 et C2AHg qui peuvent avoir de 
convertion en C^A.1/2 B2O3.12H2O et que 
la transformation de cette fraction en Cg 
AHg est bloquee".

V. Akimov, T. Kouznetsova, A. Koudriavtsev ' 
et V. Faniouchkine - URSS 
Defectuosites de structure et activite d'hy 
dratation des mineraux entrant dans le clin
ker de ciment portland

- Les auteurs de la C.16 ont montres cer
tains details de 1'influence des defectuo- 
sites de la structure crystalline des mine 
raux du clinker, du ä la presence de solu
tions solides, sur 1'activite d'Hydratati
on du ciment portland. Les auteurs ont 
confirme que "1'Hydratation n'interesse ' 
pas toute la surface des cristaux mais es- 
sentiellement les centres actifs" et en 
plus, les defauts superficiels, resultant 
d'un traitement thermique ou mecanique, 
des cristaux influent directement sur la 
duree de la periode d'induction lors de 
1'Hydratation de CgS". Les auteurs ont 
largement etudie le phenomene en detail, 
avec 11 utilisation des essais par resonan
ce magnetique nucleaire et d'autres.

R. Wenda et H. J. Kuzel
B3+ dans les aluminates de calcium hydrates

— Les auteurs de la C.15 ont fait de recher 
ches sur les effets d'addition de borates 
sur 1'Hydratation d'un aluminate monocal- 
cique (CA) synthetic avec 1'addition de 
H3 В C>3 ou de la colemanite (Ca[B3O4 
(OH)31.H2O pendant 1'Hydratation ä des 
temperatures variables de 5° a 60°C. Ils 
ont utilise aussi un "Ciment Fondu" Secar 
250. Ils ont detecte quelques nouveaux 
aluminates de calcium contenant du bore 
et ont arrive ä la conclusion que le 
2CaO.B2O3.H2O "est le responsable de la 
stabilisation des ciments alumineux conte 
nant des borates". Les auteurs indiquent

T. Kouznetsova et V. Akimov - URSS
Silicate dicalcique et aluminates de calcium

- Les auteurs de la C.17 ont fait de recher- 
ches sur 1'influence de solutions solides 
des silicates avec plusieurs substances 
comme K2O,B2O3,A12O3, Fe2O3, Mn2O3 et Cr2 
O3 dans 1'activation de son hydratation.
Les recherches ont ete faites en des sili
cates et aluminates de calcium obtenus au 
laboratoire. La cinetique de 1'hydrata
tion des silicates et aluminates de cal
cium contenant des solutions solides ä ete 
suivi avec 1'utilisation des essais par a- 
nalise microcalorimetrique, analyse des 
phases par RX et par resonance magnetique 
nucleaire. En conclusion, les auteurs ont



montre que certaines defectuosites dans 
les mineraux des clinkers industriel et 
des phases sinthetiques ont une influence 
dans le degre d'Hydratation et dans la ci- 
netique de 1’Hydratation des silicates et 
aluminates de calcium. .
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Theme 2.- HYDRATION OF THE CLINKER COMPONENTS AND OF THE CEMENTS
Sub-Theme 2.2 - MICROSTRUCTURE OF HARDENED CEMENT PASTE AND ITS EFFECTS ON ITS BEHAVIOUR

1. INTRODUCTION

It is worthwhile to emphasize that in this sub

theme there are a variety in the research, that comes 
from a work in pure kinetics in a pure phase to a 
work on fracture mechanics in a hardened hydraulic 
cement, passing through the morfologic features, So 
the participation of the different countries, with a 
maximum of three works to Czechoslovakia and United 

Kingdom followed by contributions of one work to 
Brazil, Canada, China, France, Italy, Japan, Poland, 
Saudi Arabia, U.S.A, and USSR, is also very varied.

In order to make a gradual report of all the 
works, it was intended an ordenation in the previous 

ly shown sense.

Works which deals pri 
bydratation_ кinetiics

1, - "Structure and kinetics of formation of the

gel phase in hydrated tricalcium silicate .
D. R. VOLLE; and A. F. CRAIEVICH - Brazil

2, - "On the hydration of ferrite phase in the

presence of lime and gypsum".
A. NEGRO, L. MONTANARO and A. BACHIORRINI - 

Italy.
3, - "Hydration and porosity of cement paste cured

in warm and dry environment".

0. Z. CEBECI - Saudi Arabia
4, - "Phenomenes cristal1ochimiques intervenant

dans 1'Hydratation des mineraux du ciment".
L. CHPYNOVA, V. ILIOUKHINE, M. SANITSKY et

S. MELNIK - U.S.S.R.

Works which deals principally with the 
morphology of the hydration products

5.- "A study of the microstructure of two old cement

pastes".
K. L. SCRIVENER - United Kingdom

6,-  "Structure and morphological aspects of calcium

silicate hydrates".
7,-  "Microstructure of

- free portland and

hardened pastes of gypsum 

slag cements".

F. SKVARA - Czechoslovakia
8,-  "Ca3SiO4Cl2 hydration under hydrothermal 

tions".

condi-

W. KURDOWSKY and K. MISKIE.IICZ - Poland
9,-  "Behaviour of ettringite in high strength

hardened cement paste".
K. ISOZAKI and K. NAKAGAWA - Japan

Works which deals principally with

fracture and mechanical properties

"The formation of C^SHlA) and CgSH at the 

hydration of portland cement".
V. LACH - Czechoslovakia

11. - "Relationships between ettringite and chloroa
luminate, strength, and expansion in paste 

mixtures".
A. D. BUCK - U.S.A.

12, - "Pore structure and strengths of hardened

cement pastes".
J. JAMBOR - Czechoslovakia

13, - "A study of the intrinsic properties of har

dened cement pastes (HCP)".
L. PING and H. YIUN-YUAN - China

14. - "Dependence of degree of silica polymerization
and intrinsic mechanical properties of C-S-H 

on C/S ratio".
J. J. BEAUDOIN and R. F. FELDMAN - Canada 

and J. BARON and M. CONJEAUD - France



15,-  "Crack tip processes and fracture mechanism 
in hardened hydraulic cements",
N, B. EDEN and J, E, BAILEY - United Kingdom

2, PARTICULAR DISCUSSION OF THE WORKS

From the components of this solid solution CgA^F,
C.AF  and CcAFQ. With an addition of CH, CSH-, and

4 о с c
the siliceous powder, they prepared the mortar 
where the relation water/solid = 0.3. They measure 
the expansions after 28 Hydratation days of three 
mortars prepared as it is said before and they 
are compared with two reference mortar containing 
CjA, CH and CSHj, for the first, and by C3A with 
5% of F, CH and CSH2 for the second. They observed 
that the expansion of this mortar made of ferrite 
phase is function of the content of A and they 

amount a minor quantity that of the mortar made 
with C^A. For this C^A mortar the expansion is 
lower, when the C^A is replaced by the CgA with 
additions. Differential thermal analysis is used 
for studying the hydration kinetics of this mortar 
by the evaluation of the amount of ettringite that 
they have. After this results is possible to say 
that the little quantity of ettringite and expansion 
shown by the ferrite in relation to C^A, are doing 
not only to his mediocre reactivity, but to forma
tion of amorphos ferritiques components which im
plies a lowered of hydratation. The plates showing 
scanning electron microscopy of the different stages 
of the phases are very useful.

2.3 The work of Cebeci, which is the third, is 
about the hydration and porosity of a cement paste 
cured in warm and dry environment. In order to 
accomplish this two differents temperatures 17°C 
and 37°C were maintained during mixing and in the 
three different curing media: in lime satured 
water, 75% and 33% relative humidity. Ths hydra
tion was determined by ignition at 1050 +50оС to 
measure the non evaporable water content. The ' 
ratio of this to the nonevaporable water content 
of the paste completely hydrated with excess water 
in a ball-mill, indicates the degree of hydration 
of the specimen. The figures shown by the author 
in which he describes the hydration kinetics, 
are quite different from the one of Vollet and 
Craievich, and it is necessary further studying 
in order to obtain a coherence between this two 
important experimental facts. Using their own
words: "The degrees of hydration and mercury intru
sion pore size distributions of the hardened pastes 
were determined at various ages from one to ninety 
days. The results indicated that the deficiency 

2.1 Vollet and Craievich, which are the authors 
of the first work has been studying the hydration 
of tricalcium silicate with a small-angle X-ray 
scattering (SAXS) at different temperatures. The 
degree of the hydration was determined by quantita
tive X-ray diffraction analysis (QXDA). The kine
tics of setting of the pastes is well described 
by the Johnson-Mehl equation with n=2

J - J = (J - J,) exp I - kn —----- } (1)
“ * 1 “ n

where J, and are the scattering intensity 
values, respectively, at time t, extrapolated to 
t=0 and corresponding to the apparent upper asym- 
tote, к is an empirical velocity constant and 
n a parameter that is a function of the phase trans
formation determinant mechanism. The

Inin ~ -Jч - vs. Int plot must be linear in this 
J - J. co t

range, with a slope n, which in the graph presented 
by Vollet and Craievich is quite nearly 2. The 
Arrhenius plot for the empirical hydration velocity 
к a exp (-ДЕ/RT) give an empirical activation energy 
of ДЕ = 37.2 KJ/mol., Analysed the SAXS data they 
can obtain the mean size parameters 1 and Ts respec 
Lively of the pores" and the solid gel particles,
1 - 0.80 nm and 1 = 2.05 (nm), for the satured

P s
samples. In the dried samples 1 and ls can become
2.5 nm and 6.4 nm respectively. This increases, 
indicating a clustering of the gel particles and 
pores, when the tricalcium silicate paste dried. 
His hydration kinetics studies suggest that the 
hydrated gel correspond to about one layer of tober- 
morite type, separated by one or two monolayers 
of water, on the average.

2.2 The second work by Negro, Montanaro and Bachio- 
rrini, is about the hydration of ferrite phase 
in the presence of lime and gypsum. It is in gene
ral accepted that the ferrite phase is a solid 
solution of the type C2<AnF-n_-|) where 0 < n < 0.7.



in the relative humidity of the environment, rather 

than the increase in the hydration temperature, 
is the dominant factor affecting the parameters 
investigated in this study. The cement pastes 
hydrated at lower humidity attained lower ultimate 
degree of hydration and greater porosity, particu
larly in macropores, as compared to the pasted 

hydrated in water".

2.4 The fourth and last work of the first subdivi- 
ssion of this sub-theme is by Chpynova, Ilioukhine, 
Sanitsky and Melnik, and deals with the crystallo
graphic fenomenous that participate in hydratation 
of the clinker phase. They show the influence 

which perfoms the anisotropy of chemical union 
in the structural polyedres and the nonsaturation 
of valence forces in the anions on the hydratation 
of the clinker minerals. They discuss, in the 
same way, the possibility of formation, when the 
C3S hydratation is taking account, of a hydrosili
cate with high basicnees nature, which are analo
gous to the calcium hidroxide structure. With 

the calcium silicate they obtain that the procesus 
which is determinant in the hydration are: the 
polycondensation of S104 in the hydrosilicate, 
the lixiviation of CH and his crystallisation in 
the pores upon the form of portlandite; for the 
aluminates and the calcium aluminaferrite. the
protonisation of all 0 and the tranformation of 
Al+3 and Fe+3 to the IV in VI coordination with 

the total destruction of the crystalline structure 
of the original mineral. So, this authors describe 
a topochemical reaction where only the CH is dis

solved and critalized.

2.5 In this work, the first which uses morphology 
principally and made by Scrivener, deals with the 
microstructure of two old cement pastes. They 
have been examined by backscattered electron (bse) 

imaging of flat polished section in the SEM. One 
paste has been hydrated under carefully controlled 
conditions for 23 years. A cement made by William 
Aspdin is the other and is mixed with water in 
1848. The bse imaging technique allows, that the 

different phases and porosity in the pastes can 
be observed. The resolution is about 0.1 v m. 
Many features of the original cement can be obtained 

from the microstructure of the pastes. Many relicts 

of the original cement grains can be distinguished, 

and the original particle size distribution can 
be obtained and the water cement ratio of the paste. 
As the author said "This study indicates that the 
net movement of most ionic species during hydration 
is very small and provides evidence for an in situ 
reaction mechanism during the latter stages of 

hydration". This in situ reaction must be corre - 
lated with the previously said solid state reaction 
or a reaction controlled by diffusion, in some 

previous discussed work.

2.6 The second work which deal principally with 
morphology is made by Henderson and Bailey and 
is about the structure and morphological aspects 
of calcium silicate hydrates. As the authors said 

the 70% calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) have a 
micro and molecular structure which remains practica
lly uncertain. In order to elucidate this uncer
tainty of molecular and microstructural characteris

tics, they prepared various synthetic C-S-H with par 
ticular reference to possible structural relation
ships with the hydrates in portland cement paste. 
They studied C-S-H formed in a model two phase 
system, consisting of an aqueous CH solution and 

an organic layer of hexane containing (C2H5O)4Si.
The C-S-H prepared in various conditions which 
give different C/S ratios were observed in ТЕМ. 
The principal results obtained by the technique 
are: "The presence of -1 nm foils extending to
102-103 nm along the sheet have been directly ob
served in both amorphous and microcrystalline hy
drates, with compositions in the range C/S = 0.9 
to 1.75. The -1 nm thick foils appear to represent 
the basic core structure of these hydrates, consis
ting of a CaO polyhedral sheet sandwiched between 
short chain silicate groups. The presence of double 

.1 nm foils -2 nm and less apart, extending over 
102-103 nm are indicative of incipient short range 
ordering at right angles to the sheet. The non-in
terfacial C-S-H (C/S = 1.7) was thought to have 
a fibre-like microstructure when examined at low 

magnification. However, more detailed microscopy 
revealed the actual character of this hydrate at 
a micro and molecular level. Highly directionally 
orientated foils ~1 nm thick extending some 10 -10 
nm were observed. Instead of doublets, multilayered 
C-S-H foils between ~2 nm and 4 nm apart, consisting 



of up to 6 layers, were also observed. In spite 
of the overall highly directionally orientated 
character of these foils, conventional electron 
diffraction contained but two diffuse Bands typical 
of amorphous materials. The thickness of these 
-1 nm foils, like similar but more highly curved 
interfacial C-S-H foils, is again consistent with 
a basic structural core, consisting of a CaO* 
polyhedral sheet sandwiched between silicate 
groups. The difference in foil character, between 
the interfacial C-S-H, where they are high curved 
and the highly directionally orientated non-inter
facial hydrate foils, is probably related to the 
great difference in preparative conditions, rather 
than to any basic change in their overall sheet
like molecular* level structure, containing CaO* 

polyhedral sheets sandwiched between silicate 
groups of various types; independent of mode of 
formation, composition or degree of order, strongly 
suggests that the C-S-H in paste hydrated portland 
cement, could well, also contain this basic highly 
orientated layer-like molecular structure.1'

2.7 The following work, by Skvära, is about the 
microstructure of hardened pastes of gypsum-free 
portland and slag cements. They prepared a ground 
cement clinker of specific surface 300 to 700 
m2/kg, in which the common setting regulator, 

the gypsum, is replaced by lignine derivate (or 
sulphonated polyphenolate) plus alkali carbonate, 
with w = 0.20. This pastes GF, attain a compres
sive strenght of 1 to 9 MPA after 1 to 3 hours, 
and are composed of crystalline and amorphous 
patterns featuring the ratios C/S = 1 to 5, and 
C/A = 10 to 50. With SEM it is found that a dense 
structure is developed in the course of 12 to 
24 hours the morphological character of which 
does not undergo any further changes through the 
paste strength increases (to 100 MPa and more 
after 28 days). It is very interesting that this 
dense structure was not found to contain the 
crystalline formation typical of hardened PC pastes 
(portlandite ettringite). A high-lime C-S-H phase 
(mean C/S ratio = 2.7 + 0.1, EDAX analysis) inter
grown with very fine CH and highly dispersed hydro
aluminates (cubic and hexagonal). The gypsum-free 
slag cement (GFS) attain a compressive strength 
of 50 to 90 MPa after 28 days, and over 100 MPa 

after 180 days. SEM said that his hardened pastes 
present a dense microstructure composed of the 
C-S-H phase intergrown with highly dispersed hydro
aluminates and hydroalumosi11 cates. They do not 
contain CH. The hydrosilicate phase of GF tr.d 
GFS cements may be classified as C-S-H type III. 
The major constituent of bonding products in har
dened GF cement pastes is mostly the hydrosilicates 
of the C-S-H II (Taylor) interspersed with very 
fine CH and highly dispersed hydroaluminates. 
The major mechanical strength of the hardened 

GF and GFS cements respect to the PC and SPC 
ones is the result of the greater bonking capaci
ties of the new hydration products.

2.8 Kurdowsky and Miskiewicz studied the

C^S ’ Cl^Ca hydration under hydrothermal conditions. 
X-ray examination, differential thermal analysis 
and SEM was used for this investigation. The 
calcium chlorosilicate which .is formed at about 
600°C in system C-S-CaCl^, was synthesizes starting 
from a mixture of calcium carbonate, amorphous 
silica and calcium chloride with molar ratio 2:1:1, 
in a laboratory furnace. This calcium chlorosili
cate was mixed with amorphous silica in molar 
proportion 0, 1, 2, which are the samples A, B, 
C, respectively. The behaviour of this samples 
in autoclaving is summarized as follows from figures 
of the authors.

Sample A:

Tobermorite

Xonotlite

CaCl2-CH-H

Amorphous and adsor
bed on the surface of 
xonotlite

Sample B:

CgS • ClgCa —> CaCl 2- CH-H

amorphous and adsor- 
CSH bed

xonotlite



Sample C:

C2S-Cl2Ca + 2S^—------------->CaCl2- nH

\ partially adsorbed
Tobermorite 'CSH on the surface of

\ C5H
gynolite

2.9 The last work of this group deals principally 

with morphology. It was made by Isozaki and Nakaga- 
wa and is the behaviour of ettringite in high 
strength hardened cement paste. They used SEM, 
mercury pressure porosimetry and powder X-ray dif
fractometry in order to study the morphology of 
ettringite and hydrate structure in high strength 
hardened cement pastes made with normal portland 
cement containing type II anhydrous calcium sulfate 
(anhydrite) at long term water curing. The amount 
of anhydrite added to the normal portland cement 
were varied from 0 to 20 wt%, w~0.3, after precu 
ring at 20°C, they were steam cured at 65°C for 

4 hrs and inmersed in water at 20 C for forty 
months. The addition of anhydrite in the high 
strength hardened cement paste at forty months 
of age gives a stable ettringite and monosulfate 
hydrate was not detected. In the SEM figures shown 
in the work the average shape of ettringite was 
a needlelike form of 0.2 to 0.8 urn in diameter 
and 2 to 6 pm in length. Some ettringite crystals 
can concentrate in the small voids and some times 
sintered together, growing into a large crystal, 
this depends on the amount of unreacted anhydrite 
and the compactness of the matrix of cement paste.

2.10 The work of Lach about the fonmation of C2SH(A) 

and C3SH at the hydration of portland cement, is 

the first of the works where the mechanical proper
ties have a very important rol, which go to increase 
to the last work coomented here. Various methods 
as X-ray diffractometry, microporosimetry, SEM 
and, of course, mechanical tests, was used in this 
work . It is found that the phase composition 
of microstructure varies significantly with the 
temperature of autoclaving process (140, 165, 190 
and 215°C). At 190 and 215°C temperatures, besides 
common phases CH and C-S-H gel, the basic hydration 
products C2SH(A) and C3SH were formed according 

to the reaction:

m (C-S-H gel) + nCh —xC2SH(A) + yC3SH
(2)

In relation to the mechanical properties of hydra
ted paste, the higher is the crystallinity and 

basicity of calcium hydrosilicates at the expense 
of gel and less crystalline ones, the lower is 
the strength of autoclaved paste. The hydration 
is not completed even with high autoclaving tempera 
ture, and the specimens places in burned atmosphere 
after autoclaving increased their strength and 

reduced microporosity. The higher the degree 
of hydration, the higher the temperature of auto

claving.

2.11 In the work of Buck, the theme is a relation
ships between ettringite and chloroaluminate, 
strength, and expansion in paste mixture and this 
is a part of study of cementitious mixtures for 
underground sealing and isolation of nuclear was
tes. The stability of these phases on such factors 
as strength and expansion was studies. In order 
to carry on this objective a serie of paste mix
tures using a portland cement, plaster of paris, 
and two levels of water content with or without 
the presence of fly ash, ground granulated iron- 
blast furnace slag, silica fume, or natural pozzo
lan were made; four mixtures contained sodium 
chloride instead of plaster of paris were also 
made. Samples of these mixtures were treated 

at different temperature and at different age 
up to one year. The phase composition was studies 
by X-ray diffraction. Compressive strength and 

restrained expansion was studied, too. The most 
significant finding was in his own words: "that 
since loss of ettringite crystallinity at about 
100°C, as determined by XRD, did not affect either 
compressive strength or expansion significantly, 

the thermal stability of ettringite in this tempera 
ture range do not need to be a concern for reposi
tory sealing use of cementitious mixtures. Other 
findings were: a) Some ettringite was destroyed 
at about 75°C while that in other mixtures persis
ted to about 100°C. The higher stability seemed
to relate to impurity, but this could not be defi

nitely proved by XRD. b) If a long-term source
of alumina is available and other necessary ingre
dients are present, new ettringite may continue 



to for^ for at least a year, c) Once ettringite 
had been destroyed by heat» it did not tend to 
reform under moist storage conditions at room 
temperature, <41 When ettringite was destroyed 
by heat, tetracalciu.m al'umtnate monosu.lfate-12-hy-- 
drate (п-onosul foaluminate) did not replace it. 
Instead there w,as, sometimes formation of hydrogar-- 
net after heating to, 100°C, e) Conversion of 
ettringite to, chloro aluminate in the mixtures 
containing salt ranged, from none to complete- at 
23 C with, some coexistence for a year. In no 
case- did ettringite replace, chloro.aluminate",

2,12 The third! wprk of the last subdivission 
is written by. Jambor about pore structure and 

strength, of hardened: cement paste. Pore structure 
is, an, unseparat-le of the production processes 
of the, cement paste,, and in, this, sense that this 
wprk w.as. made, and his. principal, objective is 
a, connection: between strength and, porosity. The 
early works said; that the: strength decreases, very 
rapidly with increasing, porosity. When it is 
increasing: w. the. unfavorable influence is, expressed 
by the- well known formulas, of Feret, Abrams, and. 
BoTomey, The influence of porosity in strength 
are given, by the formulae of Powers, Schiller 
and: Ryshkewjtch, But. because the- greath variabili
ty of the cement respect to the total porosity 
and- the- pore structure which change with time 
and. in dependence on, their cure conditions. Poro
sity and: pore, structure- and: his relation, to the 
strength is the aim of this work, A v.ariade group 
of selected: cement- pastes with various, water-cement 
ratios was prepared by the author with the effec
tive method: of compacting; the pastes in various 
ways. The pore size distributions is analized
in a high pressure mercury, porosimeter, and. presen
ted: by the value of his average pores radious. 
The specific surface of the tested: pastes was 
determined by the BET method and nitrogen was 
uses as the sorption gas. The values of the bound 
water in the linding hydration, products were deter
mined by the complex thermal, analysis and are 
identical with the ignition loss in the tempera
ture range of TOO: to 450°C, Two formulas (3) 
and (4-) allow to: predict the changes of the porosi
ty of hardened cement pastes - in dependence of 
their curing time. Provided no microcracks and 

additionally created pores in the hardened cement 
composite are present, its total porosity P in 
every stage of its hardening way be expressed by 

f ormul a

p = po-^hp (3)

where:: PQ is the theoretical initial porosity
the value of which is given by the sum of the 
volumes of mixing; water (Vw) and air voids (Vy) 
in a volume unit of the composite inmediately after 

its compaction, i.e., pq-Vw+\ and /i^hp is the 
difference between the volume of the developed 
hydration products (V^p) and the volume share occu
pied by the- hydrated cement in its original unhydra
ted state in the volume unit of the composite (V^c),
i.e. ,ÄV, = V, - V, , This difference corresponds hp hp he
to the volume increase of the solid phases in the 
volume unit of the composite due to the hydration 
process. The results of a great number of hardened 
cement pastes, made of portland cements with diffe
rent w/c. ratios and: cured for different time period 
in water at 20°C showed, that the volume increase 
of the solid phases due to the cement hydration 

AVhp 1n the volume unit of hardened cement pastes 
may be roughly, expressed by

AV, = A w./c hp

A- w./c

(4)

where A is a coefficient depending on the cement 
composition, the value of which in case of portland 
cements is approximately 68,4; the product A-w/c 
is then the maximum possible volume increase of 
the solid: phases that may be achieved in the cement 
pastes with given w/c after their long term curing 
in water at 20°C; В is a coefficient depending 
mainly on the class and fineness of cement, its 
value for portland cement of class 400 is approxima
tely 17,1;. T is time period of curing in water 
at 20°C in days. Finally the porosity (P)- strength 
(S) relationship is given by formula (5)

P • w/c
where P is the total porosity in the time of test,. 
PQ is the initial porosity as it has been defined 
above, and К is coefficient, the value of which 



depends on the type and activity of cement, on the 
curing conditions, on the dose of cement in a volume 
unit of the composite and also on the type of test 
specimens. The comparison of the experimental 
and calculated values of the compression strength 

of the tested cement pastes confirms a satisfactory 

accuracy of this formula.

2.13 The fourth work of this last subdivission 
and the thirteenth of the sub-theme is by Ping 

and Yiun-Yuan and deals with the intrinsic proper
ties of hardened cement pastes (HCP). The fracture 
strength depends on porosity in a way that the 

fracture strenght at zero porosity is a parame
ter in such a well known expression as:

о
(6)

intrinsic 
constant.

(1 - P)A

porosity and <T0

A, В are
where P is the total 
strength at zero porosity, 
Or the more recently

. K3tkHxr
')[fc (l-F)

where W is the factor of relative specific surface 
area of the pores, and constants depending

on intrinsic properties of hardened cement paste, 
furthermore «- 3. Formulaes (6) comes from
ceramics, formulae (7) comes from some Weibull 
statistics consideration, the three formulaes invol
ved the intrinsic strength (To at zero porosity. 
The objective of this study is to correlate the 
intrinsic strength in hardened cement paste 
and its mechanical behaviour, (T'q can be changed 
by altering the molecular weight distributions 
of silicate in C-S-H gel by addition of inorganic 
complex ions and/or organic silane coupling agents 
to hydrating cement pastes. Low porosity samples 

was prepared by compactation of a cement with a 
w/csio.l and them cured in water. Gel permeation 
chromatography, compressive strength, splitting 
tensile strength, amounts of non-evaporable water, 
pore size distributions by mercury porosimetry, 
fracture parameters as GIC (fracture toughness), 

Kjq (critical stress intensity factor) and В (index 
of brittleness, defined by the irrecoverable dissi

pated energy of the specimen during the test up 
to maximum load), SEM and (EPMA) electron micro
probe analysis, are the experimental technique 
used in this work. So it is obtained samples 
between 5.17 and 1.63 cm3/g-102 total pore vol. 

The degree of silica polymerization (DSP) did 

not mean progress of hydration, but can change 
the intrinsic properties. The conclusions of the 
authors are: "(1) Both pore structure and intrin
sic properties of HCP play an important role on 
its mechanical characteristics. This intrinsic 
propertiescan be modified by the DSP in the micro
structure of HCP; (2) The DSP can be increased 
by addition of inorganic complex ions Fe and 

Cu++ and organic coupling agents
VTES (CH2=CH-Si (OC2H5)3) and MDES ((CHjljSi(OC2H2у 
to cement during its hydrating. Mechanical 
strength develops with increasing the DSP. The 
lower the porosity of HCP is, the-more sensitive 
is the influence of the changing of DSP on its 
mechanical strength; (3) The increase of DSP gree
ting improves its index of brittleness. On this 
basis, they obtained a high strength and low brit
tleness HCP which is named by their polymerized 

silicate cement (PSC)

2.14 The fourteenth work by Beaudoin, Feldman, 
Baron and Conjeaud is about the dependence of 
degree of silica polimerization and intrinsic 
mechanical properties of C-S-H on C/S ratio. 
Synthetic C-S-H compositions were produced in 
aqueous solutions containing variable proportions 
of sodium metasilicate and calcium oxide. The 
objective of this investigations was to determine 
in six C-S-H prepared compositions, the degree 
of polimerization, adsorption characteristcs and 
intrinsic mechanical properties on C/S ratios. 
Silica polymerization measurements was made with 
the method developed by Parrot and Taylor; weight 
and length change isotherms; porosity measurements, 
modulus of elasticity measurement, microhardness 
measurement, was made too. The conclusions ob
tained by authors are: "1. Degree of polymeriza
tion of C-S-H depends on C/S ratio. It decreases 
as C/S ratio increases. 2. Synthetic C-S-H mate
rials prepared using sodium metasilicate solutions 
are generally layered systems. Irreversible length 
and weight change characteristics on exposure 



to water vapor are due to intercalation processes 
and aging phenomena. 3. Zero porosity values 
of modulus of elasticity and microhardness for 
the C-S-H preparations studied appear to be inde
pendent of C/S ratio. As microhardness generally 

correlates with strength, values for intrinsic 
strength would appear to be independent of C/S 

ratio over the range studied. 4. Highest values 
of modulus of elasticity were obtained for the 
preparation (C/S = 1.26), which exhibited reversi

ble sorption characteristics in the low pressure 
region of the water isotherm. Intercalation pro
cesses and their effects on the proximity of sili
cate sheets may have a greater effect on intrinsic 
mechanical properties than composition and/or degree 

of poymerization".

2.15 The last work of this sub-theme by Eden and 

Bailey is about the crack tip processes and fracture 
mechanism in hardened hydraulic cements. The pro
blem in examining crack tip processes in hardened 

cement paste is solved utilizing the transluscence 
of cement pastes and the ability of fine cracks, 
about 0.1 um wide to scatter transmitted light.

By the use of this technique in conjunction with 
a straining stage, the following conclusions by 
the authors are obtained: "I. Stable cracking 
of portland cement materials is observed to proceed 

in a single, relatively straight, path. 2. Frac
ture mechanics indicate that this stable crack 
growth is the formation of a process zone, which 
grows to a characteristic size before failure 
occurs. 3. The process zone can be described 
mathematically in terms of a "tied-crack" model.
4. The most direct interpretation of this is that 
fracture of portland cement materials occurs by 
the parting of two-dimensional hydrate particles, 

primarily by shear across their interfaces."

3. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE WORKS

General objective of science, in order to 
prove the truth of the models with which they des
cribe a definite branche of phenomenology, is to 
obtain the same parameters, which describes the 
models,from independent paths. Here we can have 
some examples and if it is added the obtention 

of certain features with technical utility, progress 

in this branch of the science is secure. In this 

brief general discussion, we intend to give some 
examples from the works cescribed and discussed 
individually before and taken now as a whole.

In the first work (1) by Vollet and Cra.e- 
vich it is suggest that hydration of C^S paste 
is controlled by a diffussion mechanism. Another 
work where hydration kinetics is used is by Cebeci

(3) where hydration is studied by the measure 
of the nonevaporable water content. The figures 
obtained by Cebeci means a diffussion mechanism 
with a great velocity in the first stages of produc 

tion of the hydrated material, which is in contra
diction with the model of Vollet and Craievich 

which means as zero velocity of hydration when 
at the begining of the reaction. Both facts are 
in contradiction and further investigation must 
be made in order to put in accord with some model 

the experimental facts which always remain. Chpyno 
va, Ilioukhine, Sanitsky and Melnik (4) describe 
a model of Hydratation which is a topochemical 
reaction governing by diffussion. In his study 

of the microstructure of a very old cement paste 
Scrivener (5) describe facts which are in accord 

with a topochemical reaction governed by diffu
ssion. So we have four coincident opinions about 
that hydration is governed by a slow diffussion 

mechanism. This concepts about hydration corres
ponds to the main phase which is tobermorite, 
when it is speaking of ferrite phase as Negro, 
Montanaro and Bachiorrini (2) the model must be 
another. Because this reaction is very complexe 
it is necessary further investigations in order 

to make a quantitative model.

About the mmorphology of the C-S-H the dimen
sions give by Henderson and Bailey (6) are in 
accord with the data of Vollet and Craievich (1) 

and the method of investigations are quite different.

It is an accord that a gypsum-free cement, 
as it was detected by Skvära (7), have a hight 
strength, which can be found in the work of Isozaki 

and Nakagawa (9).

In this enumeration the work of Kurdowsky 
and Miskiewicz (8) is isolated, because any other 
deals with a silica calcium chloride. In the 
same sense the work of Lach (10) and Buck (11) 

can not be compared with other in this sub-theme.
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Pore structure is treated by Jambor (12) with 

formulaes which comes from cement investigations, 
Ping and Yiun-Yuan (13) made an approach that coming 
from ceramic research, and is necessary further dis
cussion to put in accord this different point of 

views. '

In the work of Eden and Bailey (15) it is find 
that fracture occurs primarily by shear between the 

S-C-H particles, where bonding is weak, in consecuen- 
ce, like Ping and Yiun-Yuan (13) made, strength must 
be increased by bonding these particles with a poly

silicate. '

More extense discussion of the very interesting 
work in this sub-theme must be avoided by a lack of 
space and time. Words, sentences and paragraphs of 
the original works must -be used, because this lack 
of time; finally we acknowledge the colaboration of
G. Diaz and our secretary M. E. Lillo, without them 

this discussion can not be written.

Errata: To add in the asterisks:

* 1,- E. HENDERSON and J. E. BAILEY - United Kingdom

* 2,- in function of time. They show that exists a
relation between expansion of mortar and the 

amount of ettringite.
* 3.- structure. The retention of this foil-like

molecular

Addenda

After this report was finished, two work arri

ved, one from Brazil-Japan and the other from Den

mark. The two works are:

16. - "The dispersion model for hydration of portland

cement.II. The influence of fineness".

T. KNUDSEN - Denmark.

17, - "Hydration characteristics and properties of
mixture of cement and high content of calcium 
Y. TEZUKA and J. G. DJANIKIAN - Brazil and

H. UCHIKAWA and S. UCHIDA - Japan.

2.16 In the dispersion model for hydration of port
land cement with special emphasis on the influence 
of fineness Knudsen obtains some interesting results. 
It is suppose that the hydration of a single grain 

with size r follow the equation:
a(r , t) = exp (-r/kt) (8) 

where к is the rate - constant corresponding to a li
near kinetics reaction mechanism and t is the time, 
it is suppose too that the particles size distribu
tion followed the Rosin-Rammler's equation

F(r) = 1 - exp (2£ )

where ro is the fineness constant. By integrating 

over all grain sizes^
a(t) =. f a(r , t) d F(r)= JL_ (10) 

/ t+r/R

The experimental results are in accord with this for

mula (10) but with an inicial time to

a(t) = 1 "± (П)

t - to+ r/R

to is the normal period, which is about 6+2 hours 
for w/c= 0.5, k= 0.54 pm/h. This theory,which con
nect the particles size distribution with a kinetic 
reaction of a particle, can be put in accord with 
the others theories of kinetic hydratation discussed 

before.

2.17 In the work of Tezuka, Djanikian, Uchikawa and 
Uchida a cement with high content of calcium sulfate 
was studied, the hydration products detected by pow
der X-rays diffraction were ettringite monosulfate 
hydrate and calcium hydroxide. The calcium hydroxide 

increased with age. With natural gypsum: mixture, no 
monosulfate detected and ettringite increased with 
age. On ß hemihydrate mixture, the calcium sulfate 
dehydrate appeared before one day and increased lit
tle after this age. With anhydrite mixture, calcium 
sulfate dehydrate produced increased with age, but 
even at the age of 28 days, there remained anhydrite 
still not hydrated. The kinetics of the hydratation 
studying by the amount of combined water give figu
res similar to the obtained by Cebeci (3). Unfor

tunately the largest amount of calcium sulfate pro
duced a fall in the strength, in some cases so much 

that they have practically non strength. Clear 
scanning electron micrographs illustrated the work. 
This work belong to the second group were morfology 

is the principal aim.

* sulfate".
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2.3

Communication Report
Bond Paste - Aggregate, paste-reinforcement and paste-fibers

The importance of how well a cement 
paste would "bond" with an associated 
material has been realized by researchers 
and practical engineers for some time. 
However, its study proved to be very 
complex. It is interesting to note that 
this difficulty happens in most of the 
research levels. At the engineering 
level, the different thermal and elastic 
properties of the many phases in concrete, 
create stress concentrations precisely at 
the interfacial zone. At the microstructu
ral level, the interface between the cement 
paste and associated materials creates a 
transition zone in the paste with unique 
properties.

The difficulty of this topic is 
again shown by the smaller number of 
communications than other sub-themes: it 
takes a long time to develop new methods 
of analyzing the bond in concrete.

In this section, the following 
communications were presented:
Distribution of Ca(0H>2 and of the CSH 
phase in the Oolithic marble/hydrated 
cement paste interfacial zone; by Chen 
Zhi-Yuan and Zhang Xio-Zhong.
A preliminary study of the microstructure 
of the cement/sand bond in mortars; by
K.L. Scrivener and P.L. Pratt.
Improvement of paste-aggregate interface 
by adding silica fume; by Wang Jia, Liu 
Baoyuan, Xie Songshan and Wu Zhongwei

Improvement of the 
transition zone by 
hydration products 
and P.K. Mehta.

aggregate—cement paste 
grain refinement of 

by P.J.M. Monteiro

Effect of 
surface on 
Wu Xuequan, 
Mingshu.

pretreatment of aggregate 
the properties of concrete; by 
Han Sufen, Bian Qinghan, Tang

Microcracking propagation in flexural 
loaded portland and high slag cement 
concretes; by G. Frigione, B. Marchese 
and R. Sersale.
Durabilite de la liason acier galvanise 
pate de ciment portland; by G. Arliguie 
and J. Grandet.
Investigations on the ZincZHydrated 
cement paste interfacial zone; by Chen 
Zhi-Yuan and Zhang Xio-Zhong.

Yan and Zhong used the differential 
scanning calorimetry and the gel chromo- 
tography to study the distribution of CH 
and CSH phase in the Oolithic marble 
cement paste transition zone- Tt was 
shown that the larger quantities of the 
hydrate phases are located closer to the 
interface and the reason is the existence 
of a water film at the interface. These 
results seems to support the through 
solution type of hydration.

Evidence that the marble reacts with 
the cement hydration products is given by 
scanning electron microscopy of the 
marble surface which is "corroded", 
indicating a dissolution of the calcite.- 
An interesting result is that the CH 
content in the vicinity of the marble 
surface decreases with longer curing time 
for pure portland cement paste. No explana
tion is given to this fact, however the 
writer would like to mention that this is 
expected according to Monteiro and Mehta’s 
theory in which the CH reacts with the 
calcite, with time, in the transition
zone. .Additions of silica fume increased 
the cleavage strength and it was shown 
that the CH content in the transition 
zone decreased when silica fume was 
added .The data indicated a difference in 
the degree of the CSH within the transi
tion zone and the bulk paste. In the 
former the CSH has a higher degree of 
polymerization than in the bulk paste.

Jia et al. studied the mean size and 
orientation index of CH and AFt in the 
transition zone. Also the fracture energy 
and microhardness at the interface were 
investigated for pure portland cement and 
with of silica fume.

The experimental results indicate 
that the mean size of AFt crystals decrea
ses with increasing distances from the 
interface. Also the mean size and range of 
variation decrease with w/c ratio.

Additions of silica fume to the cement 
paste reduce the size of the CH crystals.- 
It is shown that with silica fume addi
tions, the microhardness and effective 
fracture energy increases.

The authors propose that during early 
cement hydration, the fine particles of 
silica fume play the same part as nuclei on 
which CH germs attach. Over time, the 
silica fume reacts with the CH crystals 
producing CSH.

Bond in cements reinforced with bundles 
of fibres; by P. Bartos.
Compatibility of copper fibre with compact
ed cement and low thermal-shock fatigue 
thereof; by P. Kittl and G. Dias.

Next some of the main contributions 
presented by these authors will be highlig
hted :

Scrivener and Pratt studied the micros
tructure of the cement paste/sand interface 
using secondary electrons to analyze the 
fracture surfaces and backscattered 
electron imaging to analyze flat polished 
surfaces. The results indicate that, at 
early ages, a layer of CSH forms on the 



surface of the sand grains by a through 
solution mechanism. This same mechanism of 
hydration is responsible for the precipita
tion of AFt around the sand grains. This 
study showed that a much higher concentra
tion of AFt is observed in the interfacial 
region* in agreement with the published 
literature. The authors concluded that 
there is no evidence for the formation of 
an epitaxial layer of calcium hydroxide 
around the sand grains. They, also, 
suggested that the specimen configuration 
in which cement paste is cast against a 
large flat piece of aggregate may lead to 
localized bleeding along the interface, 
resulting in anomalous results.

Monteiro and Mehta discussed three 
cases where an improvement of the aggre 
gate-cement paste transition zone was 
achieved by grain refinement of the 
hydration products. The main idea is that 
the strength and durability of concrete 
could be enhanced if the large grains of 
calcium hydroxide present in the transi
tion zone are either eliminated or reduced 
in size.The first case studied the grain 
refinement that occurs when condensed 
silica fume is used. It was shown that 
the thickness of the transition zone is 
remarkably decreased when condensed 
silica fume is used. Also, SEM studies 
showed the existence of a pozzolanic 
reaction between the CH film and the 
condensed silica fume particles. .

The second case analyzed the transi
tion zone with type К cement. It was shown 
that when type К cement is used, small CH 
crystals are precipitated with a random 
orientation on the top of a discontinuous 
CH film. Therefore, there is a CH grain 
refinement in the interfacial zone.

The third case studied the grain 
refinement which takes place when instead 
of silicious rock, carbonate aggregate is 
used. The authors proposed that the 
strengthing of concrete, when carbonate 
aggregate is used, is due to an interac
tion between CH and calcite, rather than 
due to the formation of carboaluminates 
hydrates.They also suggested that the 
transition zone improvement is due to 
the replacement of large CH crystals by 
small crystals of a basic calcium carbo
nate .

Xuequan et. al, studied the effect 
of pretreatment of aggregate surface on 
the properties of concrete. The authors 
studied the following solutions for 
aggregate pretreatment: dilute sulphuric 
acid, alum, solution, sulfuric acid and 
alum, solution, acidized sodium silicate 
solution, alum, and water glass solution, 
sulphuric acidized cement suspension. Si— 
licious and calcareous rocks were used as 
aggregate.

The results indicate that the mecha
nical strength of mortars and concretes 

with pretreated aggreagates are higher than 
the ones with inert aggregates. This 
improvement is a result of a combination of 
physical, chemical and mechanical inter 
locking effects.

Frigione et al. presents interesting 
experimental results on the microcracking 
propagation in portland and high slag 
cement concretes. Their approach to 
correlate the mechanical properties of 
both reinforced and plain concrete to the 
existing microstructure is commendable 
and it should be encouraged.

It is shown that high slag cement 
concretes have a different cracking 
behavior when compared to pure portland 
cement concretes. The former has under 
increasing loads, progressively more 
cracks with a moderate width i and the 
latter develops an approximately number 
of cracks swiftly growing with stress. It 
should be mentioned that steam curing 
decreases these differences.

This cracking behavior may be associa
ted to the different transition zones when 
high amounts of slag are used. The reduc
tion of the calcium hydroxide in the 
transition zone for the slag concrete may 
explain the higher adhesion paste-aggre
gate. Also, the unreacted slag particles 
can act as crack-arrestor, causing freguent 
interruption of the fracture process and 
preventing the widening of the cracks.

Zhi-Yan and Xio-Zhong studied the 
zinc/cement paste transition zone using 
XRD, SEM, EPM and DSC. The results showed 
that the calcium hydroxyzincate is found 
mainly in the region 0-10 urn from the 
interface. When silica fume is used the 
intensity of the Ca-zincate peak declined 
probably because of a smaller supply of 
the CH for the formation of the Ca 
zincate.

The study of the durability of the 
galvanized steel and portland cement 
paste transition zone was studied by 
Arliguie and Grandet. They showed that a 
plate of zinc with one extremity embedded 
in concrete and the other exposed to the 
atmosphere for six years had a very good 
bond between the metal and the concrete.

XRD analysis demonstrated that the 
calcium hydroxyzincate is very stable in 
an environment containing carbonic gas. 
This is an important fact because the 
penetration of carbonic gas in concrete is 
one of the main factors of non-galvanized 
steel corrosion.

The calcium hydroxyzincate is also 
very stable to the action of chlorides.

TDA analysis of the calcium hydroxy
zincate shows that it decomposes in the 
following seguence: ,
150-190 C: progressive elimination of the 

water of hydration
190-200 C: Zn(0H)2 decomposition



Й80 С: decomposition of CH
Bartos analyzed the pullout modes of 

failure of glass strands, including aging 
effects. The experimental program included 
a comprehensive series of pullout tests for 
different combinations of matrices, glass 
fibers, curing conditions and age. The 
following modes of failure were identified
: <I) complete tensile fracture of the 
whole strand; (II) complete pullout of the 
whole strand; < III > intermediate failure 
mode. The last case could be divided into 
two different types: (a) combined pullout 
and tensile failure, <b> telescopic 
failure. The energy absorption of the fiber 
bundles failing in these modes was greater 
than the other failure modes.

It should be mentioned that acrylic 
polymer increased the bond to such a degree 
that only very short embedment lengths 
produced a pullout or a combined failure.- 
Also, wet curing increased the bond 
considerably.

The author suggests some criteria to 
design bundles of fibers to act as reinfor
cement which can improve both strength and 
thoughness of the matrix.

Kittl and Diaz studied the compatibi
lity of copper fibers with compacted 
cement and its low therma1;-shock fatigue 
resistance. Copper fibers <.VA by weight) 
were mixed with portland cement having a 
water/cement ratio of O.O^t and compacted 
by compression.

The authors suggest that the differen
ce in the cement paste and copper thermal 
expansion coefficients can create micro
cracks that are able to modify the thermal 
fatigue behavior, once the can stop the 
fatigue crack propagation and modify the 
mean strength. The compacted copper 
Tibet—cement composite withstood 3000 
cycles of a thermal shock between 283 К and 
373 К with no rupture but only a reduction 
in the mean strength.

No corrosion was observed in the 2 
years old composite samples nor in the 
ones stored in water at 373 К for 50 
hours.

Cone 1us ions
In summary, after analyzing the work 

presented in this section we can conclude 
the following:

I) The microstructure of the 
transition zone created by the interface 
between the cement paste and a plane of 
discontinuity (simulating the aggregate) 
has been well characterized and unders
tood. A summary of the transition zone 
characteristics for this particular 
configuration is presented in many review 
articles, and in this congress it can be 
found in the principal reports by 
Massazza and Diamond.

II) The addition of sand particles 

in the cement paste increases the degree 
of variables to define the transition 
zone, because now the interfaces between 
the cement paste and the rocks have 
variable radius of curvature and the 
transition zone around a sand particle 
may interfere with another transition 
zone of a neighbor sand particle. Also, 
because of the sand gradation, it is 
possible to have distinct localized 
bleeding around the sand particles, 
producing transition zones with potenti
ally different microstructures. The 
understanding of the transition zone 
existing in mortar is not complete, 
however the work by Scrivener and Pratt 
is very promising and more research 
should be done in this area.

Ill) The knowledge of the transition 
zone in concrete is mainly based on the 
extrapolation of the microstructura 1 
knowledge gathered using simplified 
models. It is expected that some of the 
basic features already known should apply 
to the transition zone in concrete: a 
zone of lower density with a higher 
concentration of ettringite and calcium 
hydroxide (some of them with a preferred 
orientation). However, these hypothesis 
should be experimentally verified in a 
more complex system. Besides considering 
the effect of different sizes and types 
of aggregates, it is necessary to study 
the effect of admixtures such as silica 
fume, slag, fly—ash on the transition
zone.

IV) Usually, the aggregate-cement 
paste interface microstructure tends to 
receive most of attention. This is 
somewhat unfair because concrete, in 
most of civil engineering applications, 
is used in association with other 
materials and these interfaces should be 
equally important. It should be noted, 
however, that the interface between 
galvanized steel and cement paste has 
been well described by the continuous 
work of the Toulouse research group.

The present writer feels that the 
study of the transition zone is at a 
turning point, and, therefore he would 
like to point out some research areas, 
where some intense work should be 
dedicated. Of course, the list is not 
complete and reflects some of the 
writer’s personal research interests and 
b i as.

I) The interface between the 
aggregate and the cement paste was 
studied using very simplified models.
The writer feels that the researchers 
should now take a bold step and analyze 
the real microstructure existing in 
concrete. It would be very helpful to 
understand the kinetics of the transition 
zone between the paste and the aggregate 
in a real situation where there is the 
aggregate gradation, the effect of 
bleeding, the mutual effect between
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IV) The transition 
limestone aggregate should 
to be studied in details, 
practical applications and 
reaction between the calcite and 
hydration products is not yet clear.

zone with

v> To study concrete (or mortar) as 
a complete composite material. The new 
research should model concrete as a 
porous-granular material, that 15, 
consisted of discrete particles of rock 
dispersed in a porous medium. The 
attraction of this model is that some о 
the transition zone characteristics 
(specially a localized higher porosity) 
could be easily incorporated in the 
model. Also the inclusion of fibers could 
be naturally added as another phase, once 
the pertinent constitutive laws are 
given.

Finally, it should be understood 
that concrete is a complex system; one 
cannot recommend an improvement of a 
particular property without studying the 
influence on the other properties. In 
this sense, concrete improvement has to 
be dealt as an optimization problem with 
the adequate constrains. Suppose, for 
instance, that it is possible to improve 
the transition zc.ne to such э degree that 
there is virtually no microcracking 
there: the concrete most likely will have 
a greater mechanical strength but the 
concrete may lose a important energy 
absorption mechanism and may became 
brittle. Another example would be the 
reduction of most of the CH crystals in 
the transition zone to improve the 
mechanical properties and creating 
potential problems of reinforcement

corrosion due to the localized PH 
reduction.This should not discourage the 
material scientists and engineers, but, 
on the contrary, they should unite forces 
to create a new "material engineering 
for concrete.



COMMUNICATION REPORT OF SUB-THEME 3.1: CHARACTERISTICS AND ACTIVATION OF 
BLENDING COMPONENTS

1 INTRODUCTION
The sub-theme 3.1 embraces 21 investigations 
carried out on different materials used as 
addition to the cement. This fact led us to 
classify the papers into four different groups 
according to the type of material. The 
classification was made only with the purpose 
of clarifying the conrnents on the communications.

First Group takes into account the communica 
tions about slags. Second Group about fly 
ashes, Third Group about silica fumes and 
Fourth Group, about miscellaneous materials. 
The latter embraces investigations of burnt 
clays, kiln dust, calcareous filler etc., or 
two or more types of the former materials.

2 FIRST GROUP: SLAGS

About 48% of the papers were included in this 
group that deals with investigations on 
activation of slags, structure and reactivity 
of slags and slag hydration. The following 
papers were listed:

. Dissociation of Aluminium from Stag Glasses 
and Formation of Ettringite by LOU ZONGHAN 
and collaborators, from China.

. Alkali Activation of Indian Blast Furnace 
Slags by P . S . PARAMESWARAN and A.K.CHATTERJEE, 
from India.

. Activation of Synthetic Melilite Slags by 
Alkalies by J. MALOLEPSZY, from Poland.

. High Strength Slag-Alkaline Binders by
J.MALOLEPSZY and M.PETRI, from Poland.

. Hydration of Blast Furnace Slag Par tide 
by K.SATO and collaborators, from Japan.

. Some Features about the Slag Structure by 
A.A.GOVOROV, from Soviet Union.

. The Use of Microscopy for Estimating the 
Basicity of Slags in Slag Cements by
A.F. BATTAGIN, from Brazil.

. Structure and Reactivity of Glassy Slags 
by R. DRON, from France.

. Physicochemical Principles of the Hydraulic 
Activity of Blast Furnace Slags by Y.S. 
SHKOLNICK, from Soviet Union.

. The Effect of Hydration Products in Steam 
Treated Steel Slag on the Hydration of 
Blended Cement by WANG YUJI, from China.

2.1 Activation of Slags

LOU ZONGHAN and collaborators suggest that 
А$.20з plays an important role on slag activity. 
As Aluminium dissociation and the formation 
of ettringite are closely related, they 
consider this fact an important parameter 
in the study of slag cement hydration mechanism. 
In a solution with different pH values, 
Aluminium will exist in the form of Atoz 
or A£3+ or A%(OH)3.A%3+ ions in the slag 

glasses are four fold co-ordinated but after



the slag is attacked by alkalies, the co 
-ordination state of А1з+ changes to six 
fold co-ordination. Simultaneously, bridging 
Oxygen in glass network changes into non
-bridging Oxygen. As a result, the network 
structure is broken. After the slag glass 
is attacked, the hydrate products, ettringite 
and C-S-H gel will form rapidly by the 
surface reaction between the slag glass and 
alkaline solution and this fact will promote 
the dissociation of slag glass. According 
to the authors, the change in the state of 
co-ordination of Aluminium, is a result of 
alkaline activation. As only after this 
change of Aluminium co-ordination ettringite 
will form by the sulphate activation, the 
authors concluded that sulphate activation 
factually does not exist.

V CUATTERJF.F reported studies
on alkali activated Indian slags with high 
.alumina contents (20-24%) and lew lime contents 
(30-35%). Experimental results showed that 
strength development patterns depend on 
the slag glass content, slag fineness and 
on optimisation of the activator dosage. 
They concluded from an exhaustive study that 
for the slags under consideration, an activator 
mix of 1% NazCOa + Na?SO. + hydrated lime 
is practically as effective as the optimum 
dosage of the caustic NaOH, the former being 
easily handled and used.

Investigations of '•ALCLrFSZY revealed that 
compressive strength of hardened slag pastes 
depends first of all on the type of aLkaline 
activator. Tests carried out on synthetic 
melilite slags with different compositions 
showed that Na?CO3 is especially suitable for 
activation of melilite slags rich in С,1*к>2 
(akermanite) and NaOH for activation of 
melilite slags rich in CzAS (gehlenite). It 
was also concluded that autoclaved pastes 
made from gehlenite slags attained the 

highest strengths.

In other communication, .’.'.4......: ■ • - • :' • ■■ 
showed by means of X-Ray Analysis ana scanning 
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Electron Microscopy (SEM) that reaction products 
of NazCOi activated slag are C-S-H, calcite 
and a zeolite-type mineral. Using a water 
glass as activator, the same products were 
obtained but the stage of slag reaction was 
higher. Consequently, the contents of C-S-H 
phase and zeolites were also higher. The 
more compact structure of C-S-H gel and 
smaller porosity assure the higher values of 
compressive and bending strength in the case 
of water-glass activation.

SATO and collaborators investigated the 
factors affecting the hydration of slag 
particles, as for example, the particle size, 
the surface area and the kind of activator. 
They pulverized a slag to a Blaine specific 
surface of 3720 cm2/g and separated it into 
five samples. The thickness of the hydrated 
layer with respect to each sample was 
evaluated by means of the particle size 
distribution and the rate of hydration. The 
latter was obtained after the activation of 
the slags by NaOH, Ca(OH)2 or OPC and the 
dissolution of the hydrated parts by a 
salicylic acide-acetone-methanol solution. 
They concluded that the thickness of the 
hydrated layer on slag particles does not 
depend on the particle size. The rate of 
hydration depends only on the total surface 
area. It was also suggested that the differer.ee 
between NaOH and Ca(OH)z in activating 
capacity is not noticeable up to 3 days but 
the NaOH effectivity is greater after 7 
days. On the other hand, OPC activating 
capacity is always greater, especially in 
the early stages.

2.2 Structure and Reactivity of blags 

b-fn-fiO;’ reported experiences carried out on 
many slag samples that confirmed the important 
role of potential crystalline pnases 
(related to the vitreous matrix) and its 
structure as factors that Influence the 
slag hydraulic activity. Effectively, through 
the equilibrium diagram for the quaternary
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composition and the potential mineralogical 
composition, the author determined the S + A 
contents (percent by mol). Four different 
technological slag types were classified 
according to their S + A contents, that is, 
Martin process slags presented less than 
40% S + A; blast furnace slags and slags 
produced in the manufacture of phosphorous, 
between 40% and 50% S -t A; acid steel slags 
and. slags from the smelting of copper and 
nickel with more than 50% S + A. By means 
of potential mineralogical composition 
determination and: infrared analysis, GOVOROV 
found out that in slags, with 40-50% S + A 
contents, the structural unit was the 
SiaO?“ (melilite, mainly),, with 50-60% the 
structural unit was SiaOg (pseudcwollastonite , 
mainly), with 60-65%, it was the anorthitic 
chain SizAtzOa" or pyroxenitic SiOa . In
slags with more than 65% S + A, the structural 
unit was the silica, tetrahedron (tridymite). 
Therefore, the S; +. A contents are related 
not only to the different technological kinds 
of slags, but also to their structural units.. 
Different structural elements and. different 
S + A contents influence the rate of silica 
dissolution under water action and the 
compressive strength..

BA'I'ThGIM reported the existence of a close 
relationship between the chemical composition 
and the refractive index of granulated, blast 
furnace slags. The determination of the latter 
may give information concerning the basicity 
of the slags,,base of the most current methods 
of slag quality control.. By means of the 
linear regression analysis, an attempt of 
correlating the refractive index of slags to 
the most usual chemical moduli resulted in 
correlation coefficients, ranging from 0.96 
to 0.99. Simultaneously, r values, of 0.91,
0.86  and 0.87 were obtained, correlating the 
refractive index of slags to the compressive 
strength of laboratory slag cements at 7, 28 
and 90 days, respectively.. In addition, the 
method proved to be advantageous due to the 
fact that it can be applied.to slag cement 
samples, where chemical methods are limited, 

requiring previous and laborious slag 
separation.

DROH studied the slag structure by means 
of Raman Spectroscopy Analysis carried out 
on sinthetic glasses obtained after fusion 
at 1600 °C and quenching of mixtures of pure 
oxides.. He suggests that the glass structure 
is an instantaneous configuration image of 
the liquid after the quenching. The author 
proposes the concept of acid-base, that is, 
the characterization of the mean liquid by 
the parameter pO2 that is similar to the 
pH of water solution. The pO2 can be deduced 
from Raman Spectroscopy Analysis which 
originates bands that are typical of the 
structural elements SiOz(X), SiOz,5(Y)1 SiO2 
(E) , SiO3,53-(Z) and SiOj'tS).. The glassy 
slag structure is characterized by a
silicatic anionic sub-net,«.гч-к made of SiO2 
units between SiO; , ь and SiO 3,5° • I'he bond 
between the silicium and bridging or non
bridging oxygen atoms is covalent. Calcium, 
Magnesium and Aluminium (АЯО+) form,. in 

their turn, cationic sub-netuorks, without 
internal, bonds. They are self connected, by 
electrovalent bonds. The two sub-netoorks 
form together the vitreous network whose 
bond are made by the Silicium,.Calcium,. Magnesium 
and Aluminium atoms.. These atoms are bound, 
by means, of Oxygen atoms.. Thus,, the type of 
bond can.be covalent or electrovalent.. The 
latter constitutes the weaker points of the 
network and plays an important role in the 
slag reactivity. The reactivity of the 
glassy slag is due to its solubility in 
basic solutions, generally higher than the 
solubility of the hydrated phase originated 
from the hydration itself. The reactivity 
can be measured by means of slag
solubilization in an aqueous 0.04N Sodium 
Hydroxide solution. On the other hand, it 
can be also known through the index:

,. _ Ai 2 0 3 . Cap____ _
(AS.2O3 + SiO2':

which presents a good correlation to both 
the slag solubility and the compressive
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strength. A slag of satisfactory quality has 
a reactivity index higher than 0.18.

According to SHKOLNICK, in modern methods 
of producing granulated slags, water cooling 
is mainly used. As a result, the hydrolysis 
of Calcium Sulphide occurs, with losses that 
might be up to 20-30% of initial sulphur 
content in the melt. Experiments carried out 
by adding different amounts of S2 into slag 
samples at constant ratio showed an
influence on slag reactivity. This influence 
is advantageous up to 2 - 2,5% of S , 
that is, its solubility range. A further 
increase in its content has no effect on 
hydration. SHKOLNICK explained in his
communication that this fact might be 
attributed to S2" entrance into glassy slag 
structure. Within its solubility range, S2 
forms Si-O-Ca-S groups in which the binding 
energy Si-O-Ca is reduced because of the 
most covalent character of Ca-S bond. He 
concludes In view of this it seems desirable 
to use air or, still better, vnert gases 
for cooling slag melts. Due to the reduction 
of sulphur losses, this would improve both 
the slag quality and the environmental con 

ditions.

2.3 Slag Hydration
WANG YUJI presented the results of an inves 
tigation carried out on steel slags and 
blended cements made from these slags. To 
prevent unsoundness due to free lime hydra 
tion, slags must be treated by steams or 
water. By means of SIM, the author found out 
that steel slags treated in steams under 
different pressures for different periods 
originate, in their turn, different amounts 
of Ca(OH)2 and C-S-H with different 
morphologies. Irregular round particles of 
Ca(OH)2 were found under lower pressures and 
shorter time. With the increase of pressure 
and time, Са(ОН)г crystals enlarge in size 
and gradually change from irregular into 
regular hexagonal shape. Calcium silicate 
hydrates are chiefly fibrous and needle-like.

When the treated steel slag is used for 
making blended cement, the hydrates formed 
during the steam treatment precess will 
decrease the cement initial hydration rate. 
On the other hand, they will promote the 
hydration of unhydrated particles of blended 
cement in later stages. As a result, the 
compactness of the hardened cement paste will 
increase and, therefore, the strength at 
later stages also will increase. The optimum 
condition of steam treatment for steel slag 
is supposed to be 1-3 atm pressure of satured 
steam for a time below 3 hours. In such 
condition most of free lime will hydrate 
while the degree of hydration of slag 
silicates will be inexpressive.

3 SECOND GROUP: FLY ASHES,
About 14% of the papers were included in 
this group that deals with investigations 
on fly ash reactivity, activation and 
hydration. The following papers were listed: 

. The Evaluation of Pozzolanic ВеасНогТу of

Ely Ashes by H. SHIYUAN and C. JIPING, 

from China.

. Effects of Fly Ash Grinding on the Hydra 
tion and Strength Development of Fly Ash 
Cements by H. CHENG, from China and B. 
OSBAECK, from Denmark.

. Reaction Process and Microstructure tn 
Compacted Ely Ash and Fly Ash-Chemical 
Additive Mixtures by M.KAWAMURA and collabo 

rators, from Japan.

3.1 Fly Ash Reactivity
SHIYUAN and JIPING have investigated seven 
fly ash samples selected from various Chinese 
power stations. By dissolving mixtures of 
fly ash - CaO (ratio 4:1) and fly ash - 
cement (ratio 3:7) into 2N hydrochloric 
aqueous solution at different times, they 
calculated the fly ash reaction degree. The 
fly ash reaction degree, that is, the amount 



of dissolved fly ash at a defined time, seems 
to possess a good correlation with the 
strength of fly ash - Ca(0H)2 and fly ash 
- cement pastes. Although the fly ash 
reaction degree has a good correlation with 
the fly ash-cement paste strengtli.its determination 
demands a long time. Thus the method is 
not suitable for practical uses. However, 
the pH value of the liquid in fly ash 
suspension in deionized water was found to 
have some correlation with the fly ash 
reaction degree and in its turn, with the 
compressive strength. Measurements of pH 
values of fly ash suspensions might be taken 
as a simple and rapid method for comparative 
evaluation of the pozzolanic reactivity of 
fly ashes.

3.2 Fly Ash Activation and Hydration

CHF.3G and OSBAdCK reported experiments 
carried out on a Danish coarse fly ash 
(specific surface of about 200mz/kg) that was 
ground to 450m2/kg and 650m2/kg. The three 
materials were tested on fly ash - cement 
mixes with 10, 20 and 30% of fly ash 
replacement. When fly ash was ground, three 
major changes in its physical caracter were 
detected: its fineness was increased, there 
was an increase in the density due to the 
crushing of hollow particles and there was 
a change in particle shape, running away 
from the predominant spherical shape. These 
changes affected cement properties and 
characteristics like setting, water requirement, 
strength development, etc. With regard to 
the latter, it was shown that fly ash grinding 
can lead to an expressive increase of fly 
ash cement strength at all ages. This fact 
is probably due to an enhancement of the 
rapid aluminate reaction taking place just 
after the induction period, an increased 
pozzolanic reaction corresponding to the 
lime consumption, a decreased content of 
air entrained and a reduced intrinsic porosity 
of -the fly ash.

KAWAMuRA and collaborators Investigated tile 
microstructure of three fly ashes produced 
from the burning of pulverized bituminous 
coals. The investigations were made by means 
of SEM, X-Ray Diffraction Analysis, Differential 
Thermal Analysis and pore size distribution 
determined by Mercury Porosimeter. When
usual bituminous fly ashes were compacted at 
an appropriate moisture condition, they
exhibited a slow hardening property, the same 
occuring to fly ash - chemical additives 
mixtures. From the results obtained in their 
study, the authors concluded that the 
hardening property exhibited by compacted 
fly ashes was supposed to be derived from 
the free lime and anhydrite contained 
originally in the fly ash. The reaction for 
the formation of ettringite actively occurred 
in compacted fly ashes. The addition of 
hydrated lime and gypsum effectively promoted 
the formation of ettringite in compacted 
mixtures. The strength of compacted fly ash
-hydrated lime and fly ash-hydrated lime
-gypsum mixtures is closely related to the 
amount of ettringite and to the changes in 
pore size distribution. However, there was 
a poor correlation between strength and the 
amount of ettringite in compacted fly ash
portland cement mixtures. The needle-like 
crystals of ettringite produced on the 
surface of fly ash particles appear to 
contribute to the strength development of 
compacted fly ash mixtures due to the 
densification of their structure.

4 THIRD GROUP: SILICA FUMES

About 10% of the papers were included in 
this group that deals with investigations on 
silica fume characteristics and reactivity. 
The following papers were listed:

infiuenee of Elements (fг3 AL, K, da, Ca, 
Cl, Cl In the Reaotly-L to of Condensed 
E-Lltoa Fa-'-8 by P.C.AITCIN, from Canada 
and A. CARLES - GIBERGUE, N. OUDJIT and 
A. VAQUIER, from France.
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. Blended and Special Cements Incorporating 
Condensed Silica Fume by К. POPOVIC, from 
Yugoslavia.

4.1 Condensed Silica Fume (CSF) Characteris 
tics and Reactivity

AITCIN and collaborators studied 18 silica 
fumes from different origins. The materials 
are by-products of manufacture of silicon, 
ferrosilicon and other silicon alloys and 
have different chemical composition (SiOz 
ranging from 96% to 2 3%) . Physical properties 
are also variable, specific surface area 
ranging between 7500 and 24000 m2/kg and 
bulk density between 125 and 600 kg/m . The 
authors concluded that both the CSF dissolution 
by pure water and the pozzolanic activity 
(amount of fixed lime in mortar) depend 
mainly on the glassy silica contents. The 
specific surface area Influences very little 
the rate of pozzolanic reaction.Three sanpies 
did not exhibit typical pozzolanic behaviour. 
CSF-16 is an inert material due to its low 
glass contents. CSF-8 has a low pozzolanic 
degree due to the presence of carbon
recovering the reactive silica glassy phase, 
this fact promoting the decrease of the 
reaction rate. The elimination of carbon by 
heating improved the pozzolanic activity. 
CSF-15, due to its low silica contents and 
low vitrification degree, showed a low 
capacity of fixing hydrated lime. On the 
other hand, it showed a typical behaviour 
of hydraulic binder due to the presence of 
hydrated lime and dicalcium silicate in its 
composition.

POPOVIC and collaborators carried out
experiments to find out the influence of 
different forms of condensed silica fume on 
cement properties. By comparing test results 
of cement samples prepared by addition of 
original very fine silica dust to portland 
cement, ground pellets of CSF to portland 
cement, predensed dust to portland cement 
and laboratory and industrial interground 

PC clinker and CSF pellets, they concluded 
that the silica fume has a positive influence 
on cement properties. Although some previous 
experiments had showed that specific surface 
of predensed dust was approximately one half 
of the original fine dust surface (for ground 
pellets even one third of dust) and that the 
pozzolanic activities of these two forms were 
reduced in the same proportion, the increase 
in cement later strengths was still significant. 
In addition to this, the water requirement 
and drying shrinkage of such cements were 
not so high as those caused by very fine 
original silica dust. This material also 
presented problems of handling and transport 
due to its inconvenient physical characteristics. 
According to the authors the more acceptable 
properties of cements incorporating ground 
pellets or predensed dust can be explained 
by the particle agglomeration. This fact 
reduces the active surface of silica particles 
and therefore their water requirement. It 
seems, however, that the bonds among silica 
particles in agglomerated grains are not so 
strong to hinder the pozzolanic reaction which 
contributes to strength and durability of 
hydrated cement pastes.

5 FOURTH GROUP: MISCELLANY
About 29% of the papers were included in 
this group that deals with investigations 
on blended cement composition, particle size 
distribution of calcareous filler, clay 
mineral activation, properties of blended 
cements with kiln dust mixtures, etc. The 
following papers were listed:

. Generalised Method for the Deter 
of the Composition of Portlana 
Mixtures with Additions by F.GOMA 
Spain.

. Particle Sise Distribution in Blended Cemen 
by D.M. SORRENTINO, from France.

•-inatton

, from
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. Particle Siae D-i-stribution and Specific 
Surface Measurements of Components of

Co-ground Blended Cements: Application to

Eillers and Slags by J.P. BOMBLED and 
collaboratorsfrom France,

. Various Activation Means of Potentially 
Possolanic, Materials: Application to Lime- 
Poaaolana Cements by J,P, BOMBLED,, from 
France,

. The Different Activation Processes of 
Clay Minerals, to Obtain Pozzolanic Binders- 
with Optimal Strengths by M, MURAT and 
collaborators., from France,

. Properties of- Blended Cements Made with 
Portland Cement, Cement Kiln Dust,, Ply 
Ash. and Slag by M, BEATTY,, from U,S,A,

5.1 Blended Cement Composition Determination 

GOMA has. proposed a method; for the determi 
nation of the composition of portland, cement 
with, additions. His method is. based; on the 
dissolution of cement samples, by means of 
an. aqueous solution of 1.0% hydrochloric 
acid: (cold). The composition of soluble 
fraction was determined (main oxides) and 
a triangular diagram (SiOs-CaO-RzOj) was 
used. Portland cements without additions from 
different origins gave a narrow. location 
area. This, point is. technically useful when 
the type of cement is unknown.. Different 
types of addition (slags, pozzolans, fly 
ashes, basalt rock, calcareous) gave location 
areas on the diagram that were sufficiently 
isolated to be identified very easily. So, 
the type of cement can be recognized. In 
addition, when we have the materials which 
make up a binary mixture, it is possible to 
determine the proportion of addition.

5.2 Particle Size Distribution of Blended
Cements

SCRRE’ITIHO, investigating the particle size 
distribution in blended cements developed a 

method based on sieving and sedimentation with 
Andreasen’s pippetes. He dedicated special 
attention to the cements with calcareous 
filler, in the particular case where clinker 
and filler are industrially produced by co
grinding. In order to obtain the respective 
grain size distribution of the clinker and 
the calcareous filler, besides the granu 
lometric analysis, a simultaneous СаСОз 
content determination in each fraction was 
addopted. At first,, the method was tested 
with success on three laboratory cements, 
since the grain size distribution of each 
component was previously known before the 
blend was made. In the three industrial blended 
cements,, the author concluded that calcareous 
filler contained a high amount of very small 
grains. The mean, ranged between 2 „7 and 7,,Sum. 
On. the other hand.,, in the three cements,, 
clinker contained, a large proportion of 
large size grains,, that is, 20,1„ 30,9 and 
35,1% of particles above 45цт, SORRBNTIKO 
concludes:: These grains are not easily 
hydrated and do not take part in the develop, 
went of early strength, Thus,. co-grinding 
is not the most well adapted process in the 
case where the filler of the C.P..J.. (French 
blended cement) is calcareous, since it- 
partially counteracts the beneficial effects 
brought by the addition of limestone..

BOMBLED and collaborators also applied, an 
interaction of sedimentation by Andreasen's 
pippetes and X-Ray Diffraction Analysis to 
Investigate the particle size distribution 
in blended, cements. Phase analysis by X-ray 
diffraction was truely used to crystalline 
materials as, for example,, calcareous filler. 
On the other hand, when the material blended 
to the clinker is amorphous (case of slags),, 
the authors suggest the use of Atomic Absortion 
or Plasma Spectrometry Analysis, for the 
determination of a trace element, like for 
example, Manganese in slags. Table 3 of 
their communication shows a complete size 
distribution of calcareous filler and clinker 
in a blended cement with 25% of filler. As
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an example of this distribution we can 
mention the case of granulometric fraction n9 
7 (diameter below 7цт) that was enriched in 
calcareous filler, having a 50%/50% ratio 
clinker/calcareous filler. Another example, 
the fraction n? 11 of the same blended cement, 
with particle diameter below 1pm, has a 10%/ 
90% ratio clinker/calcareous filler.

5.3 Activation of Pozzolanic Materials

BOMBLED showed in his communication, results 
of different means of activation of various 
potentially pozzolanic materials from different 
origins. Most tests were carried out on 
samples of laterite, kaolin, basalt, bauxite, 
silica fume, pozzolan from Volvic (France) 
etc. To increase the pozzolanic - reaction rate 
of mixtures of lime/pozzolan (ratio 20:80), 
several activation means were addopted: 
thermal treatment, chemical additives to 
improve the burning, mechanical procedure 
(fine grinding), chemical activation and 
rheological means (decrease of water contents, 
compactation).

The thermal treatment increases the
pozzolanic activity of materials mainly due 
to the dehydration of clay minerals, 
crystallographic changes and increase of 
surface area (microfissuration, porosity). 
There is always an optimum temperature which 
enables the material to obtain a maximum 
strength. Mortar strength increased for 
most samples, except for the basalt and the 
pozzolan from Volvic. The use of chemical 
additives to improve the burning, like sodium 
and calcium carbonates, calcium, sodium and 
potassium sulphates etc. modifies the kinetics 
of temperature activation and consequently 
increases the compressive strength of
pozzolan-lime mortar. It is remarkable in
the laterite the increase of strength with 
the use of sodium silicate in the raw 
material, followed by burning at 800 °C.
However, a larger increase of strength is 
reached, in both laterite and kaolin, when 
these materials are burnt at 800°C and then 

chemically activated by sodium hydroxide or 
sodium silicate.

MURAT and collaborators have also investi 
gated the activation processes but related 
specifically to clay materials. The use of 
clay materials as pozzolanic binders requires 
previous activation processes that are 
classified into chemical, thermal and 
mechanical activation. The chemical activation 
takes into accent the existence of OH and 
Ca2+ ions in solution as elements that are 
able to modify or to destroy the structure 
of a natural or burnt clay and consequently 
to originate hydration products. These
hydration products are responsable for the 
hardening properties of the pozzolanic 
binders. When the chemical activator is 
calcium hydroxide, the main hydration product 
in the kaolinite is the C-S-H. In
montmorillonite, hydrated calcium aluminate 
is more frequently observed.

The thermal activation is promoted by 
burning some clays at temperatures between 
600 and 900°C. As a result, the clay
crystalline .structure is more or less 
destroyed. Under these conditions, the burnt 
clay is more active than the natural clay, 
but it also demands the use of chemical 
activator to produce a material with
hardening properties. A typical case of 
thermal activation is the kaolinite
dehydration at 700-800°C that originates 
the metakaolinite. The metakaolinite activated 
by calcium hydroxide originates the C-S-H, 
hydrogehlenite (C2ASH8) and lesser amounts of 
C1.AH13. By comparing the activity of burnt 
clay mineral to the natural clay mineral, 
the authors found significative differences. 
The following growing order is supposed to 
occur in burnt material: kaolinite >
montmorillonite > illite > crystallized mica, 
while in natural clay mineral it was found: 
montmorillonite > illite > kaolinite.

Mechanical activation of clay mineral is 
cot by grinding the УаегааНу activated clays.
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The increase of the hardening rate of these 
materials is dge to the formation of surface 
defects during the grinding that increase,in 
their turn, the material activity.

h-Lgher expansions at one year tohen these 
blends contained 20% and 30% Class C 
fly ash.

5,4 Blended Cements Properties

BHATTd showed in his communication, results 
of tests carried out on three cement kiln 
dusts with different chemical compositions, 
two. fly ashes and one slag. By preparing 
blended cement with binary, ternary and 
quaternary mixes,, he compared some properties 
of blended cements to those of portland 
cements.. Some of his main conclusions were:

.. At addition levels of 107i and 207= in 
binary and ternary blends, fly ashes were 
much better inhibitors of sulphate expansion 
than slag but at higher addition levels 
both fly ashes and slag behaved similarly 
in reducing the expansion significantly

compared to cement alone,

, All ternary blends- made with cement, kiln 
dusts and slag or fly ash showed higher 
autoclave expansion than cement alone 
except the ternary blends made with cement, 
high sulphate dust and Class P fly ash.,

, Most ternary blends made from cement, high 
sulphate or high chloride kiln dust and 
slag or Class- P and Class C fly ash developed 
significantly higher- strengths than cement 
alone at 1 day.. One year strengths of' most 
ternary blends were higher than cement.,

, At- later ages,, ternary blends containing 
kiln dusts- and slag produced higher strengths 
than ternary blends- containing kiln dust 
arid either Class P or Class Cr fly ash,

. Alkali-aggregate mortar bar expansions of 
binary cement—kiln dust,, cement-slag and 
cement-Class- F fly ash blends- were 
comparable to cement alone. However,, binary 
cement-Class C' fly, ash blends- showed much



COMMUNICATION REPORT ON SUB-THEME 3.2 - 
AND STRUCTURE FORMATION

EFFECT OF BLENDING COMPONENTS ON HYDRATTION

1 INTRODUCTION
There are one principal report by H. 
Uchikawa, one special report by J. Calle] 
and 23 basic reports on sub-theme 3.2 - 
Effect of blending components on hydration 
and structure formation.

The 2 3 basic reports are coming 
Japan(4), England(4), Italy(3), France(3)
U.S.A.(3), China, Hungary, U.R.S.S., Poland, 
Yugoslavia and Argentine, (one each) as we 
can see in the following list:
1 - Zeta potencial and rheological behavior

of slag cement pastes.
R.I.a. Malek, M. Silsbee and D.M. Roy
- U.S.A.

2 - Rheologie du beton frais.
J. P. Bombled - France.

3 - Influence of character of blinding
component on the diffusion of Na and 
СЯ -Lons in hardened blended cement.
H. Uchikawa, S. Uchida, K. Ogawa - 
Japan.

4 - Measurement of OH- ion concentrations
of pore fluids and expansion due to 
alkali-silica reaction in composvte 
cement mortars, .
J.J. Kollek, S.P. Varma, C. Zaris - 
England.

5 - Hydration of alite and C3A and changes
of some structural charactervstvcs of 
cement pastes by addition of silica fume.
D. Andrija - Yugoslavia.

6 - Action d'un fluidifiant et d’une fumee
de silice condenses reactive aux
eourtes echeances sur la liaison gros 
granulat-mortier.
J. P. Ollivier, J. Grandet, B. Hanna - 
France.

7 - Properties of very fine, blast furnace
slag prepared by classification.
K. Sato, E.Konishi, K.Fukaya - Japan.

8 - Effect of fine mineral admixtures on
the properties of hardened cement pastes,
C.Atzeni,  A.Marcialis, L.Massidda, U.Sanna - 
Italy.

9 - Texture et performance des cimen 
fillerises.p. Gegout, H. Hornain, B. Thuret,
B. Mortureux, J. Voland, M. Regourd
France.

10 - Activity of fly ashes used as a 
possolanic admixtures to cement.
W. Roszczynialski, K. Gustaw Poland.

11 - Behavior of Italian fly ash in portland 
cement, mortars.G. L. Valenti, R. Cioffi, R. Sersale 
- Italy.

12 - Effect of cement composition on 
strength contribution of fly ash. 
Z.Z.Gu, B.W. Zhou, M.L. Yue, T.F.
W.J. Wang - China.

the

Tang,

13 - Effect of Ca(0H)2 and CaSO,.ZH3O on the 
strength of fly ash cement pastes.
S.B. Wang, R.L. Berger - U.S.A.

14 - The effect of the curing temperature
on the pozzolanic reaction tn fly ash. 
blended cement.
Y. Halse, H.V. Jensen, P.L. Pratt - 
England.

15 - Composition of pore fluids extruded
from slag cement pastes.
M. Silsbee, R.I.A. Malek, D.M. Roy -
U.S.A.

!6 - Effect of the addition of blast
furnace slag on the phystcal and 
mechanical properties of mortars cured 
at high temperatures.
A.I. Elola, A.S. Szteinberg, R. J- 
Torrent - Argentine.

17 - Interfacial microstructural alterattons
of mature blast furnace cement pastes.
B. Marchese - Italy.

18 - Ciments multicomposants a base des
laitiers de metallurgic des metaux non 
p^l^Bojenov, B.A. Grigor'ev - URSS.



19 Research on making cements of improved
sulfate resistance and .tiatertightness, 
L, Öpoczky, I, Vincze = Szekely, L. 
Szatura ^ Hungary, ,

20 - Effect of character of glass phase in'
blending components on their reactivity 
in calcium hydroxide mixture,
H, Ichikawa, S, Uchida, 8, Hanehara - 
Japan.

21 - An examination of some pure and
composite portland cement pastes
using scanning electron microscopy with 
X-ray analytical capability,
A.M. Harrison, N,B, Winter, H,F,W. 
Taylor - England,

22 - Effect of polymer, modifications on 
the mechanical properties of calcium 
silicate and calcium aluminate cements, 
N,B, Eden, J,E, Bailey ~ England,

23 - Influence «.of kind of calcium sulfate 
on hardening of cement paste mixed tiith 
humic acid.
Y, Takano, Y, Mizukami - Japan,

The basic reports on subitheme 3,2 can be
classified as. follows; *
a) Effect of fly ashes , 5
b) Effect of blast furnace slag 6
c) Effect of silica fume' 3
d) Effect of mineral fillers. 3
e) Effect of polymer 1
f) Effect of calcium sulfate 1
g) Methods; of inyestigation 2
h) Influence of blending corrponent cn 

thtefdurability 
. 23

Many communications pointed out that the 
substitution of various- kinds. o£ blending 
components (fly- ashes.,, blast furnace slags, 
silica, fume,, mineral fillers, etc,) for part 
of portland cement is interesting not only 
because it can improve' certain properties 
of cement, eg, lowering the heat of 
hydration,, lessening alkali-aggregate reaction,, 
improving sulphate and' sea water resistance 
but also saves energy apd. resources and 
safeguard; the environment.

The effect of the blending, components on 
the hydration characteristics of the 
blending cements was, examined by:: 

. physical and mechanical tests;,

. scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

. electron probe microanalyser (EPMA)

. energy disperson X-ray spectrometry
' (EDXRA) '

. X-ray diffractometer (XRD)

. thermogravimeter (DTA)

, mercury porosimeter
. Na2 adsorption method
. pore fluid analysis
, conduction calorimeter
, trimethylsililation method
, molybdate method
. zeta meter
. viscosimeter.

2 FLY ASH
2.1 Pozzolanic Activity
The determination of the pozzolanic 
activity of fly ashes is important for 
deciding whether a given type of fly ashes 
can be applied as addition to cements.

However, the measure of the pozzolanic 
activity of fly ashes seems to be hard 
because very often the various methods for 
determining the pozzolanic activity do not 
characterize this activity unequivocally.

Four communications were presented about 
this subject.
Uchikawa, Uchida and Hanehara*20* suggest 
that the simple but effective method to 
evaluate the pozzolanic reactivity of fly 
ash is amount of acid soluble SiO2 + АЯ.2О3 .

Since fly ashes with larger amount of glass 
phase and. higher glass basicity has higher 
pozzolanic reactivity,, date of soluble 
amount of glass phase, could, be considered 
to reflect their character..

Weakly bonded. SiO2 and AI2O3 with comparatively 
high reactivity was easily dissolved by 
NazCOi solution after boiled in cone.. HCS, 
(acid soluble part) .,

Acid soluble part per specific surface area 
of blending component is considered to 
correspond to their basicity and: condensation 
degree of silica ion,
Wang and Berger*13* observed that the fly 
ash with 8% monomer and about 90% dimer 
and polymer,, exhibited: very low reactivity, 
only 7-12% reaction degree at 60 days. This 
lower reactivity is probably associated with 
small amount at monomer in fly ash.
Roszczynialski and Gustaw*10* report that 
the most reliable method of pozzolanic 
activity of fly ashes consists in determining 
the content of SiOz and AI2O3 (ASTM C 593-69) 
and compressive strength (method proposed 
by Fratini and Lea) ; additional determination 
of carbon content in ashes can be usefull. 
They found that carbon content above 3% 
renders the fly ash unapplicable as addition 
to cement.
In the communication*11* by Valente, Cioffi 
and Sersale it is shown that particle size
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In the communication(21 \ Harrisson, Winter 
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influence the performance of fly asn 
portland cement.

2.3 Compressive. Strength ?
According to Gu, Zhow, Yue, Tand and Wang J2, 
cement conposition influences significantly 
the strength contribution of fly ash.
They report that fly ash cements, with 
typical clinker ground to the same specific 
surface area, gypsum content same as that 
in the factors and 30% fly ash, exhibited 
at 7 and 28 days decreased compressive 
strength and increased compressive strength 
at 90 days when compared with cements 
without fly ash addition.

a) Heat of hydration
Roszczynialski and Gustaw 
the fly ash addition to cement 
the heat evolution and rot 
appearance ol --  ---- .
to the hydration of alite and СзА.

Those results are confirmed by Haise, Jensen and Prattl-Г. They studied the influence 
of the temperature on the hydration 
portland cement containing 30% fly asn.

Conduction calorimeter measurements 
that increasing the temperature 
advances and enhances the 
substantially, while decreasing 

peaks and lowers the peak rate 
output substantially. Despite 
retardation of hydration, de 
ash has enhanced the amount of hydration in 
the first 2-3 days at all temperatures.

For the 
fly ash 
28 days
Using the regressive analyses, the authors 
sugglst that the K2O, C3S and KH of cement 
are directly proportional to the s^eng^ 
while CaSOb and C2S are inversely proportional 
to that.
The C2S is desadvantageous to the strength 
contribution of fly ash because the hydration 
rate of C2S is very slow at earlier ages^ 
CaSOb was inversely proportional to the 
cfrpnath of fly ash cement at 28 and yu divs it might result from that the АЪОз 
inYfly ash had speed up the transformation 
of AFt to AFm.
K-O of cement accelerated the hydration of 
cis when fly ash was added and increased 
the solubility of acid oxides in fly ash.

et
communications, 
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its own inner products, but also 

-J inner product 
, but to a lesser extent.

Habe et al.(ll,) found for the ordinary port llld cement the Ca/Si ratio of C-S-H between 
1 89 and 2.00. The inner product of eitner 
alite or belite were substantially pure 
C-S-H. The outer product, somewhere also 
pure C-S-H, but others were mixtures о 
C-S-H with AFm phase or CH.
in pastes with fly ash the Ai/Ca and 
ratios were higher and it is likely 
etrantligite (CiASHe) was formed.
Uchikawa et al.(з) also show that 
ordinary portland cement paste the 
ratio of C-S-H was ---
fly ash addition 1.32.
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b) Phase composition 
Haise, Jensen and Pratt 
shorterodsVoFAFt are'seen to form 
the surface of both cement and Ely 
particles. During the acceleratory 
the surfaces of both cement and fly 
become covered with small сгУ15^а_^ 
and type I C-S-H 
of AFt, and AFm 
hexagonal platelets.
Uchikawa, Uchida and Ogawa13 report 
the ordinary portland paste had dense 
around alite and large layer 
of CH while fly ash cement paste contained 
fine C-S-H around fly ash particles 
locally produced CH and AFm phase; 
later phase was increaser in fly



and found that the highest 28 days strenght 
for the fly ash cement was obtained at 40°C 
curing, but, by 180 days curing at 20°C 
gives higher strength than at 40 °C. Curing 
at 8°C appears to slow down the strength.

Wang and Berger 13 report the effect of 
CH and CSHz on the strength of fly ash 
cement pastes. The strength decreases with 
the addition of CH at early ages and the 
more CH addition, the lower the compressive 
strength,

It seems that only about 10% of CH added 
react with fly ash, 90% of CH added exists 
as fine aggregate.

CSH2 added to fly ash cement decreases the 
strength at early ages but increases the 
strength at later ages.

The contribution of CSHz added to_ the 
strength lies in the reaction of CSH2 with 
C3A or with A8.2O3 from fly ash to form 
ettringite in the capillary and 
densification of the structure of the paste 
at later age by the pozzolanic reaction of 
fly ash with CH to form C-S-H gel.

Most of ettringite were formed before 14 
days and was consumed up at_28 days indicating 
that the contribution of CSH2 to strength 
was limited within 28 days.

2.4 Durability
Kolleck, Varma and Zaris^1**, using the 
techniques of pore fluid extraction from 
pastes and mortar bar expansion, studied 
the effect of fly ash upon the potential 
for alkali-silica reaction.

They concluded that if the pore fluid OH 
ion concentration of fly ash cement is less 
than 0.3M at 180 days, a deleterious 
expansion with opal is unlikely to occur.

In the communication 10 , Roszczyniashi and 
Gustaw shown that fly ash addition increases 
the resistance of the fly ash cement to 
sulphate corrosion.
Uchikawa, Uchida and Ogawa(3) studied the 
effect of fly ash on the depression of 
concrete deterioration by alkali-aggregate 
reaction and by chloride attack to 
reinforcement.

They found that the diffusion coefficient 
of Na and Ci ion through ordinary port
land cement was largest while fly ash 
cement was smaller.

The diffusion of Ct ion was about ten times 
as large as that of Na ion.

In the fly ash cement, the diffusion of 
ions appears to become difficult with 
increasing pore volume ratio of 5-50 nm 
in spite of its high total porosity.

Because of fly ash cement had larger total 
porosity and pore volume ratio of 5-50 nm 
than ordinary portland cement, it is 
considered that fly ash cement have 
resistance to the diffusion of alkali ion 
and Ci ion than ordinary portland cement 
paste.

3 BLAST FURNACE SLAG
3.1 Hydration
Uchikawa, Uchida and Hanehara*20^ consider 
that the hydration of slag is based on the 
elution of the chain structure of SiOj 
and AiO3- in slag by the attack of OH-.

They found that the hydration degree of 
slag with high crystalline phase (15-28%) 
was small and that of slags with less than 
5% crystalline phase, was not related to 
glass phase content. The hydration degree 
of slag was related to the amount of SiOz 
eluted by 0.1N NaOH solution.

Slags with lower content of crystalline 
phase and higher ratio of monomer/dimer had 
higher reactivity.

In the communication ' , Harrison and 
Winter report that reactions rims around the 
larger slag grains were barely detectable 
at 28 days old slag cement paste, but the 
180 days old paste showed well developed 
rims up to 10pm wide. Fully reacted relics 
of smaller grains were also abundant.

At 180 days old slag cement paste there was 
a matrix apparently of C-S-H,closely mixed 
with AF phase, in which were embedded the 
partly and fully reacted slag grains, togethbr 
with relies of clinker phases, regions of 
CH, occasional unreacted clinker phases, and 
aggregats of AFm crystals up to 30um in size.

The slag rims and relics contained substantial, 
amount of MgO, A8.2O3, SiOz and CaO.
Uchikawa, Uchida and Ogawa(31 also report 
that the blastfurnace slag cement had dense 
C-S-H complicated with AFm.

3.2 Compressive Strength
According to Sato, Konishi, Fukaya, Koibuchr, 
Ishikawa and lijima'7), the low early 
strength caused by addition of granulated 
blast furnace slag can be improved by making 
it finer.

The authors shown that the strength of 
cement with slag 7000 cm2/g fineness was 
higher than that of pure cement and 
considerably higher than ordinary slag 
cement.
Elola, Szteinberg and Torrent*1studied 
the effect of high temperature curing on the 
strength of bias furnace slag cements.



They report that no significant acceleration 
of the reaction was found between mortars 
cured at 40 °C and 80° for the portland 
cement, while for the slag cement, some 
acceleration in strength development was 
observed in mortars cured at 80 C Wien
compared with those cured at 40 C. ine 
different strength behaviour of slag cement 
and portland cement when the curivl 
temperature was raised from 40 C to 80 C 
can be explained by the change in pore 
structure.
For the slag cement, the high temperature 
leads to a strong refinement of the pore 
structures.
Bojenov and Grigor'ev(161 report the use 
of slag from the Pyrometallurgie treatment o± 
the coppernickel agglomeration as a blending 
component of cement. They showed that the 
strength at early ages was lower than pure 
cement but at late ages was similar to na

3.3 Durability
Kollek, Varma and Zais111 and Silsbee, 
Malek and Roy'15 used the method of pore 
fluid extraction from cement pastes to
analyse the effect of slag addition to
cement concerning about alkali-aggregate 
reactions and the passivation of steel in 
concrete.
Kolleck et al.1'1 found that blastfurnace 
slag invariably contribute to the OH ion 
concentration of pore fluid.
contribution depends on the alkali content 
of the slag and on its reactivity.

The authors concluded that the damaging 
effect of alkali silica reaction can be 
effectively reduced at higher levels of 
cement substitution by slag. An ON юп
concentration of 0.5M appears to be a. 
threshold for damaging reaction at 180 days 
with blast furnace slag cements.

Also, according to Silsbee et al. > 
additions of slag always lowered the alkali 
levels substantially from that found in the 
pure cements.
Tests conducted by Silsbee et al.(151 show 
that in the slag cement, generally the 
calcium levels an somewhat lower than for 
the corresponding pure cement, because, lower 
calcium content of the cement and increased 
consuption of the calcium by the relatively 
silica-rich slag cement.
The sulfate levels in the slag cement 
remained relatively constant, while in. the 
portland cement tended to pass through a 
minimum and then increase. This behaviour 
suggests early ettringite formation (low 
sor in solution) followed by. release of 
sulfate to solution along with Ca and At.

The authors also show that the reduction in 
pH values of the pore fluids extracted from 

the samples caused by additions of olast 
furnace slag is not likely to cause 
deleterious effects. In all cases, the sla, 
cements contained much lower Chlorid levels 
in the pore solution than the pure cement.
Additionally, Silsbee et alJ1^ report that 
the diffusion rates of ions through blast 
furnace slag cement paste are much. .lower 
than for portland cement pastes, diminishing 
the rate of penetration of harmful species 
from the environment.
(Ichikawa, Uchida and Ogawa also have 
concluded that the diffusion coefficient ot 
Cl and Na ions through blastfurnace slag 
cement paste was smaller than for pure
cement.
They observed that blastfurnace slag 
with 70% of - — -j -- ,
porosity and pore volume ratio less 
5nm whereas cement with 40% slag had smaller 
total porosity and larger pore volume ratio

_  ■' j cement 
fCslag tended to have larger total 

-_______ ■ ' -> less than
5nm whereas cement with 40%

less than 5nm.
The diffusion coefficient of ions in the 
blastfurnace slag cement became . smaller 
with increase in pore volume ratio less
than 5nm.
Sato, Konishi, Fukaya, Koibuchi, Ishikawa 
and Iijimab’ confirm that the addition of 
granulated blastfurnace slag is effectiv 
in preventing the alkali-aggregate reaction 
and durability against sea water.
They report that the higher the slag content^ 
the shallower the permeation depth of Cc 
ion.
Marchese117> studied the microstructural 
modifications of reinforced slag cement past 
at crack surfaces and steel/cement pastes 
interfaces cured 6 months and then immersed 
for 3 years in natural sea water.
They found that the contact between static 
sea water and mature slag cement paste has 
not presented apparently alterations after 
long time.
The pre cracking patterns have not cnanged 
in the number and width of the cracks.

When cracks were formed in the mature paste, 
the sea water penetrated in them and 
arouse the latent chemical reactivity.

The second generation products observed 
were: honeycombe or reticulated C S H, 
leaf-shaped aragonite, granular Ca rich 
form; flat fish shaped form, presumably ot 
an organic nature; hexagonal lamallae ot CH 
and fibres of ettringite type I, in pre 
existing cavities.

at 
of

The сгаск that forms 
paste/steel consists 
The paste surface shows 
cristalline microstruct

the interface 
two distinct surfaces, 
a typical compact
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Cü and Fe are present in notable quantities. 
Sensible larger grains of calcite are 
distributed in it. The steel surface shows 
compact areas beside extremely porous ones, 
both indicative of high degree of corrosion.
Malek, Silsbee and Roy11 using the
microelectrophoresis technique concluded that 
the zeta potential value of slag particles 
reflects its agglomeration tendency, the 
more negative its value the more dispersed 
the slag. Thus a negative zeta potential 
slag was found to exhibit favorable workability.

4 SILICA FUME
A number of investigations have reported that 
the silica fume a by product from the 
silica metal and ferro-silicon alloys 
production in electric arc furnaces has 
been mixed with portland cement from the 
view point of improving strengths, preventing 
alkali-aggregate expansion and chemical 
attack.

The silica fume or microsilica is a very 
active material with high arrount of amorphous 
SiO2, particles with submicron size and very 
high total specific surface area.

4.1 Hydration
Opczky, Vincze, Szekely and Szatura 19 
verified in their investigations that silica 
fume reacts with CH formed at the hydration 
of cement. The formation of C-S-H is evident 
even after 3 days.
The hydration process of cement is 
accelerated by silica fume because even at 
the early stage of hardening Ca2 ions are 
adsorbed by it and high specific surface 
area is ensured for the formation of 
hydrates. Due to the reaction between silica 
fume and CH, high amount of C-S-H is formed 
in some capillary pores thus compacting the 
pore structure of the cement paste.

During the hydration of cement with silica 
fume C-S-H phase is occuring first in form 
of islands of small equant grains at 3 days, 
then it exhibits at 7 and 28 days, elongated 
and fibrous morphology.
The heat of hydration for cement with 
silica fume is higher than that of the pure 
cement.

Uchikawa et al.3report that the cement 
with silica fume was rich in C-S-H, poor in 
A£ bearing hydrates; the amount of AFm and 
CH was remarkably small than that in cement 
paste with ordinary fly ash.
According to Uchikawa et al. 20^ reactivity 
of silica fume was dominantly controlled by 
specific surface area and glass phase content. 
The hydration degree could be evaluated by 
reacted Са(ОН)г and SiOz.

Andrija(s) reports that in the cement paste 
containing silica fume the acceleration of 
alite was detected at entire 28 days period 
and the acceleration of hydration of the 
СзА was relatively retarded at 3 days.

Because CH diminishing continue at 7 and 28 
days hydration, the author suggests that 
the alite hydration acceleration takes 
place not predominantly by hydrolysis 
equilibrium shift due to pozzolanic lime 
consumption.
Olliver, Grandet and Hanna6 * studied the 
effect of silica fume on the interface 
mortar/coarse aggregate.

They found that the addition of silica fume 
modify the structure of the transition rims. 
It was not observed the preferencial 
orientation of the C-S-H near the coarse 
grains and the adhesion between the interface 
mortar/coarse aggregate was enhanced.

4.2 Compressive Strength
Opoczky, Vincze, Szekely and Szatura 19 
report that the compressive strength of 
the cement increased 20-40% by addition of 
15-25% silica fume.
Also, Andriga^5) report that the compressive 
strength of hardened cement with silica fume 
were increased in comparing with them of 
the pure cement.

4.3 Durability
Uchikawa et al.^3* shewed that the cement 
with silica fume have smaller diffusion 
coefficient of alkali ions than the pure 
cement, and the total porosity and pore 
volume ratio less than 5nm increased compared 
with ordinary portland cement.
Opsczky et al.(19) report that the 
characteristic pore size in cement silica 
fume added is shifted from lOOnm to 10 nm. 
They also shown that the cement with silica 
fume has an enhanced watertightness compared 
with that of pure cement and that the 
sulfate resistance increased 80-90% by 
15-25% silica fume additions.

5 MISCELLANESUS
5.1 Filler
According to Bombled 2 the mineral fillers 
when added in the cement could play many 
roles: to replace the deficient fine 
grains in the size distribution curve, to 
fill the capillary pores, to modify the 
rheological properties and accidentaly to 
participate in hydration reactions of the 
cement pastes.
He reports the influence of the filler 
addition less than 25% to cement on the
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small 
influence

rheology and water content was 
compared with pure cement. If any . 
exists, the plasticity and the cohesion was 
enhanced and somewhat pseudo-acceleration 
of the setting time observed. 

Gegout, Hornain, Thuret, 
and Regourd'9' 1 .
performance and porous texture 
hardened cement paste with 
of limestone filler 
pure cement.

Tiiuxcl, Mortureux, Voland 
renort that the mechanical 

*■ ■ ■ - of the
3 addition 

was similar to that of

They found that the 
proportional to the 
during the hydration 
one initial porosity

compressive strenght is 
solid volume increased 
of cement paste for

Atzeni, Marcialis, Massidda 
in their experiments found 
strength properties depends 
total pore volume but also 
parameter related to pore 
defined as mean distribution

and Sanna 
that the

not only on 
on a new 
distribution 
radius.

the rise in rca2 + J . [ЗоГ] saturation ratio.

At the initial age, the [ca2+]. [OH"]2 saturation 
ratio depends on the kind of calcium sulfate 
added to cement and free lime of cement.

2 saturation 
of Caz+ 
result of

They found that the [Ca ].[OH J 
ratio decreses as the elution 
from alite is hampered as a 
adsorption of humic acid thereon.

5.2 Polymers
Eden and Bailey'22) report the effect of 
polymer on the properties of calcium silicate 
and calcium aluminate cements.
They found that the polymers affect the 
hydration reaction to varying, degrees, 
depending on their own reactivity an 
this may lead to a complex polymer/hydrate 
gel or even a chemically cross-linked 
polymer, rather than hydrate particle alone 
being the main binding agent.
The effect of reaction between the polymer 
and hydrates in the calcium silicate system 
may be limited by the presence of
conventional hydrates, but in the ca ci 
aluminates the formation of the
conventional crystalline hydrates is strongly 
suppressed by the presence of laj-ge amoun 
of polyner.
The mechanical properties and tiie durability 
of the pol^m^r modified cements are mfluencea 
by the polymer content, water content, and 
the nature of any polymer/cement interation.

5.3 Calcium Sulfate
Takano and Mizukami'2i) studied the ylflu,7^c® 
of the type of calcium sulfate on the initial 
hydration*of cement paste mixed with
humic acid.
It seems that if the amount of dissolved 
humic acid is great with low [Ca ] . [SOi, 
saturation ratio in the liquid phase, as is 
seem when the 5% humic acid is added c> 
cement with anhydrite, more humic acid is 
adsorbed on fine hydrate formed at t e 
initial age. Thus the crystallization and 
conversion of initial hydrates are hampered. 
This retardation ends with the decrease in 
the dissolved amount of humic acid an



COMMUNICATIONS REPORT: SPECIAL CEMENTS, HIGH-ALUMINA CEMENT AND 
OTHER NON-SILICATIC CEMENTS

1 INTRODUCTION

The meaning and content of the chapter 
Spec'i.aT Csments has been always changing 
in the course of the last succeeding Inter 
national Congresses on the Chemistry of 
Cements. Traditionally, only cements
differing from straigth portland v/ere 
considered special or all- others exci-uding 
portland. Later on, any binder whose manufac 
ture and/or use and application had a 
special intrinsic nature or a specific 
performance were considered вресг-аь. 
Actually as the best-known special cements 
may be considered:

- High-alumina cement
- Expansive cement
- Oilwell cement
- Magnesium Oxychloride cement (Sorel)
- Decorative purposes cement (mainly white)
- Miscellaneous cements (phosphate, activated 

belitic, alunitic, anhydrite-based, etc.)

To the present Congress, 28 papers were 
submitted covering the following areas:

9 papers on high-alumina cement,
6 papers on expansive cement,
2 papers on oilwell cement,
2 papers on fast setting and hardening 
cement,

2 papers on decorative purposes cement,
1 paper on magnesium oxychloride cement, ana
3 papers on unclassified subjects.

2 HIGH-ALUMINA CEMENT
The nine papers on high-alumina cement ca 

from the following countries: Spain (1) , 
France (2), United Kingdom (2), Hungary (1), 
Italy (2) and Poland (1), and have the 
following indicated titles and authors

(2.1) The Development of Microstructure in 
High-alumina Cement, by Halse, Y. and 
Pratt, P.L.;

(2.2) The Effect of Superplasticisers in
the Hydration of Aluminous Cement, by 
Gill, S.M., Banfill, P.F.G. and
El-Jazairi, В.;

(2.3) Hydration of Monocalcium Aluminate 
‘ with Calcite, by Bachiorrini, A.,

Guilhot, B. Murat, M., Negro, A., 
Soustelle, M., and Fournier, A.A.;

(2.4) Stability of the Compond СзАз in the 
System СаО-АЪОэ, by Lucco, M.B.,and 
Brisi, C.;

(2.5) Aluminous Cement: How to Avoid Degrading 
of Mechanical Strength, by Trivino,
F. ;

(2.6) The Effect of Synthesis and Cooling 
Conditions on Phase Properties of 
the CizA?, by Grzymek, J. Derdacka- 
-Grzymek, A., Konik, Z., Pyzalski,
M., Stok, A., and Iwanciw, J.;

(2.7) A Summary of Experiences on Estimating 
the Expectable Changes of Strength of 
Concrete made with High Alumina 
Cement, by Revay, M.;

(2.8) The Setting ana Hardening Character 
‘ istics of Calcium Aluminate Cements:

Studies of the Systems C12A7 -
and C12A7 - CA, by Nenestrier-Sorrentino,
D. , George, C.M. / and Sorrentino,F.P. . 
and

(2.9) Alumina Cement Hydration injure Water 
and in Sulphate Solution in the 
Presence of Siliceous or Calcareous 
Aggregate, by Bachiorrini, A. and 
Cussino, L.

High-alumina cement has traditionally been a
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point of concurrent interest in light of 
contributions sent to the last 3 Interna 
tional Congresses on the Chemistry of Cement: 
15 papers were sent to Paris in 1980, 6

were sent to Moscow in 1974 and 9 to the
5th Congress in Tokyo in 1968. Besides 
these specific papers, a considerable 
amount of new scientific and technological 
knowledge has been widespread in the last 
decades on this subject in specialized 
publications. Recent advances in the field 
are resumed in the Principal Paper in a 
more comprehensive way.

Subdividing the main subject Hi-gh-atumina 
Cement into the following three items:

a) formation, composition and structure;

b) hydration and hardening; and

c) properties and uses, the content of the 
supplementary papers received may be 
summarized as follows:

2.1 Formation, Composition and Structure

The authors of StaMtity of the Compound 
CsAi in the System СаО-А1гОз (2,4) intend 
to prove that this compound, firstly 
described by Shepard, Rankin and Wright in 
1909, is really a phase forming part of 
thermodynamical equilibrium of the CaO-M2O3 
system. They believe the compound that can 
be in fact considered as instable is Ci2A7 
with which C5A3 used to be confounded in 
the past. Moreover, from their experimental 
work they conclude that pentacalcium 
trialuminate is far more stable at 1200 C 
than the mixture of СзА plus CA. By this 
way of reasoning, C5A3 may not be just 
considered as transition product between 
these two compounds.

Another study (2.6) on the equilibrium of 
the СаО-АЛгОз system belongs to Grzymek and 
refers to the existence of two polimorphisms 
of dodecacalcium heptaluminate. These
polimorphisms are in his opinion of isotropic 
and anisotropic optical nature an their 

transition temperature for changing from 
the у to the a form can be established as 
16.730K. According to his results, the 
researcher suggests that the d values, in 
R, currently assigned to this compound and 
published in technical literature corre 
spends in reality to the property of a mixture 
of both a and у polimorphs.

2.2 Hydration and Hardening
As could be expected in the case if high
-alumina cement, this is the most interest 
awaking subject of all papers devoted to 
this kind of cement. In the last decades 
there has been an ever increasing attraction 
of the mechanism of hydration and Hardening 
whose origin lies in the Conversion of 
hydration products and resulting in drop 
of mechanical strength.

The authors of paper (2.8) The Setting and 
Hardening Characteristic of Caicium Alumi_ 
note Cements: Studies of the Systems Ci-Jn - 
СзА and C12A7 - CA, synthetized experimental 
high-alumina cements composed predominantly 
by calcium rich aluminates by fusion at 
1450°C and slow cooling.

These mixtures covered a wide range of the 
СаО-Аб-гОз interval which compound composi, 
tion varied for Ci2A7 between 24 and 93% , 
for СзА content was between 6 and 28% and, 
finally, monocalcium aluminate extended from
7,1 to 27%. Hydration of the most represen 
tative of these experimental cements 
revealed to the authors that reaction speed 
with water increases with Ci2A7 and C3A.
On the other hand, continous substitution 
of C3A for CA results in predominant hydration 
products changing from СгАН9 to CAH10-This 
constitutes a means for directing hydration 
compounds in a specific way.

High-alumina cements present the pecularity 
that the composition of their hydration 
products do not depend solely on. 



initial anhydrous mineralogical composition, 
but also on water: cement ratio and tempera 
ture of the reacting media. In consequence, 
another way of directioning the hydration 
process is based on the selection of a water; 
cement ratio that is equal or less than the 
so-called critical value. Nevertheless it 
isn't always possible to fix such a value in 
practice by the fact that the fresh mixture 
has to fulfill at the same time a certain 
specificied workability. In accordance with 
this line of thought, the paper (2.2) by 
Gill, Banfill ahd El-Jazairi suggests the 
use of chemical additives to attain this 
condition in mortar and concrete with high
-alumina cement. The authors used as water 
reducing additives high range superplasticizers 
jointly with water:cement ratios between 0,3 
and 0,4 in the experimental temperature range 
from 5 to 40 °C. The tendency of the additive 
in promoting the retarding of hydration was 
compensated by the researchers by adding a 
lithium salt. The mechanical strength of the 
specimens — measured indirectly by means of 
ultrasound pulse velocity — was considerably 
higher in the 5 to 20 °C temperature range 
than in the 30 to 400C. Unfortunately, the 
authors do not show results on the effect of 
both additives on the consistency of pastes 
and mortars used.

Paper (2.1) deals with the hydration process 
of high-alumina cement pastes during their 
first 12 hours cured at 8,23 and 4O0C in a 
thermostatic bath. The authors compare pastes 
mixed with tap water and with sea water by 
means of S.E.M. complemented with X-ray 
diffraction and D.T.A. analysis. They also 
describe the evolution of the structure with 
time and especially accompanying alumina gel 
transformation besides hydration products 
responsible for mechanical strength. They 
conclude that hydration reaction speed rises 
with temperature but the onset of structure 
formation occurs first at 8 and 40°C then at 
23°C. Sea water used as mixing water retarded 
high-alumina cement hydration.

Papers (2.3), (2.5), (2.7) an (2.9) covered 
specifically the eonveTs-Lon problem charac 
terized by the transformation of the initially 
formed hexagonal hydrates into the cubic 
form with a corresponding loss in strength 
by the significant increase in porosity.

Revay (2.7), complementing a paper presented 
for the first time at the Moscow Congress 
in 1974, establishes equations by which he 
can estimate the relative strength evolu 
tion with time of concrete structures built 
in Hungary with high-alumina cement. By 
extensive sampling and testing the composi
tion of site concretes in order tc determine 
the level of hydration, the extension of 
conversion and the degree of carbonation, 
he may estimate the relative stage of the 
strength evolution in any particular structure. 
In the authors opinion, these formulas should 
be useful in foresighting the time by which 
the maximum drop in strength will occur in 
any specific structure unde the Hungarian 
prevailing conditions.

In (2.3) under Hydration of Monocaletum Alumt, 
nate ulth Calaite, the authors studied the 
modifications accomplished by monocalcium 
aluminate hydration in the presence of 
calcite. An analysis of the thermodynamic 
stability of the different possible phases 
present during hydration of CA 
study of the formation kinetics
hydration products, permits the authors to 
conclude about the mechanism of mono
carboaluminate formation. The scheme 
idealized here accounts for sharp differences 
in ionic concentrations in the solution at 
the calcite interface. In this way, the 
precipitation of carboaluminate in the 
neighborhood of calcite surface implies an 
alteration in the proportions of the hydrates 
formed: CAHiо and C2AH8. The increase of 
calcite concentration and their fineness 
is responsible for higher or lower amounts 
of monocarbonate formation. On the other 
hand, agitation during hydration and higher 

and the'
of the



water:cement ratios is the main cause in 
diminishing monocarboaluminate precipitation. 
Consequently, fixing calcium aluminate as 
tabular C^ACHii during reaction of high
-alumina cement with water contributes to 
significantly reduce the hexagonal hydrates 

and their conversion.

In more or less the same way, Bachiorrini 
and Cussino (-2.9) follow the hydration of 
mortar and concrete specimens during 5 and 
7 years. As the title suggests, the authors 
compare the performance of specimens molded 
with calcareous or siliceous fillers and 
aggregates and conclude on the fundamental 
importance of calcium carbonate in promoting 
carboaluminate formation and altering pore 
size distribution. Micropore promotion instead 
of macrosizes contributes to enhance dimen 
sional stability by reducing penetration of 
sulphate solution that may provoke expansion.

Finally, the contribution of paper (2.5) 
Atuminous Cement: How to Avoid the Degradvng 
of Meohonieat Resistance is the last on 
the conversion subject. The author focuses 
conversion counteraction in a multiple way 
in order to conclude about the more
convenient remedy. The use of up to 20% 
calcium carbonate (fineness is not shown) in 
pastes and mortars in combination with
different curing treatments (temperature, 
humidity and low pressure CO2) is the way the 
researcher considers more appropriate to 
avoid the formation of cubic СзАН6 and promote 
AH3, CC and СцАзСН instead. The only trouble 
of this procedure is that the more efficient 
curing conditions are cumbersome from the 
practical point of view: 15 to 7z hour
duration under 70 to 105°C temperature.

3 EXPANSIVE CEMENT
Six papers were accepted from the following 
countries: Peoples Rep. of China (2) and one 
each of Bulgaria, Italy, Japan and U.S.S.R., 
whose titles and authors are:

(3.1) Effect of Alkali on the Expansive 
Properties of Sulfoaluminate Cement 
Pastes, by Shan-Ba, W., Shang-Xing, 
J., Yin-Jang, L. and Ke-Yong, H.;

(3.2) Hydrogarnet and Calcium Hydrocarboai-umi 
nate Based Cements, by Korneer, V.I., 
Andreew, V.V. and Niliforow, U.V.,

(3.3) Calcium Sulfoaluminate made from 
Phosphogypsum and its Hydration 
Properties, by Santoro, L., Garofano, 
r., and Valenti, G.L.

(3.4) Expansive Cement With Hydroxyde 
Expanding Phase on Admixture's Basts 
by Djabarrow, N.B.

(3.5) Mechanism of Expansile Pressure Develop 
ment with Hydration of CaO by Yamazaki, 
Y. and Sakakibara, Y.

(3.6) Study on High Self-Stressing Aluminate 
Cement by Jungan, X., Xueli, T. Wenhao, 
Ch., Jizhi, X., Yaozhong, X. and Yiyu,

Z.

Of these six papers, two refer to type К 
expansive cement based on sulphoaluminates:
(3.1) and (3.3). One treats about tipe M 
expansive cement based on high-alumina plus 
calcium sulphate (3.6); another handles a 
kind of type S expansive cement (3.2); a 
fifth refers to an expansive agent based on 
calcium oxide (3.5), and the last describes 
an expansive addition based on an unidenti 
field metalic hydroxide (3.4).

Paper (3.1) is devoted to study the influence 
of alkali on the hydration of an expansive 
cement based on a mixture of high C4A3S 
clinker with gypsum. Using 0,06M up to 0,7M 
NaOH solution as the mixing water (w/c 
ratio = 0,36), the authors succeed in
accelerating crystaline ettringite forma
tion even at pH of 13,3. In this way, it 
is possible to reach higher expansions and 



higher strength in a shorter period of 
time comparatively to speciments molded only 
with pure water. However, at later ages the 
mechanical strength of specimens molded 
with water Is higher than those with the 
alkali solution.

The researchers of the University of Naples 
show in their paper (3.3) that the formation 
Of СкАзВ in expansive clinker by firing a 
mixture of calcium carbonate, alumina and 
gypsum is much eased when the calcium 
sulphate dihydrate is substituted by
phosphogypsum containing fluor and phosphate. 
The burning temperature and the clinkering 
time are significantly reduced by the 
catalytic action of the minute impurities 
contained in the synthetic gypsum. According 
to the authors findings, there are no 
noticeable differences in the hydration of 
both clinkers.

The soviet writers of paper (3.2) describe 
the production of a binder based on the 
pyroprocessing of hydrogarnets and calcium 
h.ld.rocarboaluminate rejects coming from 
alumina manufacture. The material can be 
added to cement in order to produce, among 
others,, expansive cements.

In. Study of High Self-Stress Aluminate Cement 
(3..6) the authors present the expansive 
characteristics of high-alumina cement 
combined, with, calcium sulfate and analyze 
its performance as a function, of parameters 
like an. alk.allnlty coefficient,, SO» level 
and; curing: temperature.. -he hydration 
products of this, cement are basically 
ettringite and; alumina gel... The authors 
conclude that, the hydrated cement has a 
high long time; stability and a highly 
compact structure, that, makes: this kind; of 
cement especially- suitable for concrete for 
hydraulic tubes, or penstocks,..

The use of CaO-as; an. expansive agent is 
thoroughly- studied, in paper (3 ..5) ., The 
authors: use a, mixture of calcium oxide,, 

ground quartz and a retarding additive for 
composing a product usually employed as 
demolition agent. The paper shows the evolution 
of pressure and volume increase with time 
of hydration and comment on the change of 
the crystalline structure of Ca(OH)2.

4 OILWELL CEMENT

The two papers received were: one from 
Brazil and the other from United Kingdom and 
the summary of both follows.

(.4.1) The Effect of the Hemihydrated and 
Dihydrated Crystalline Forms of the 
Calcium Sulphate on the Thickening 
Time, theological Properties and

Compressive Strength of the Oilvell 
Cement Slurries by Silva, de
Moraes, de Moraes, M.L.M. and Abdel- 
-Rehim, H.A.A. the paper compares the 
influence of different amounts of 
gypsum and plaster of Paris on the 
specific properties of oilwell cement 
slurries made with three different 
portland clinkers for API type G 
oilwell cements. The authors conclude 
that in comparison to diliydrate, plaster 
of Paris raises the yield point and 
the apparent viscosity and may 
increase plastic viscosity of slurries 
made with the same clinker. At 'the 
same time, hemihydrate gives higher 
Strength and delays slurry thickening 
up to a. certain amount..

(4.2) The paper Infrared Spectral Examination 
of' Oiluell Cements by Bensted,, 0.. is 
centered on infrared, identification of 
calcium sulphate forms and detection, 
of aeration, influences on type H and
G. oilw.ell cement waveband, spectra in 
order to advance some indication ' of 
slurry performance alteration... Accord 
ing to the author . .... such an infrared 
spectroscopic examination is no.substt 
tute for- the usual quality examination 
of oilwell cements.



5 MAGNESIUM OXICHLORIDE CEMENT

(5.1) Investigations on the System MgO - 
Мдсг.2 - НгО, ana Hydration of Soret 
Cement by Menetrier - Sorrentino, D., 
Barret, P. and Saqout, S. Although 
Sorel cement is almost 120 years old, 
continously appear new works on this 
kind of binder, like basic research by 
present authors. The paper analyses 
kinetic behaviour of MgO + MCi reaction 
in aquous solution and the thermodynamic 
equilibrium of the four possible hydrates 
by which can be predicted outdoor 
exposure performance in any particular 

case.

6 DECORATIVE PURPOSE CEMENT
(6.1) Peoutarities of Mineral Formation and 

Hydration Phenomena of Decorative and 
High-Iron Content Cements by Gaidjouvov, 
p. The author devoted his work to 
estabilish optimum condition for
bleaching white cement clinker during 
pyroprocessing. By means of a (gas + 
plus wate vapor) mixture treatment 
for reduction of ferric oxides, decar 
bonation is enhanced, liquid formation 
is accelerated and whitening is favoured. 
On the other hand, the author gives 
some general outlines on a calcium 
ferric clinker production for decorative 
application.

(6.2) Keu Aspects of White Cement physico- 
Chemistry by Zoubekhin, A.P. This 
paper deals with the cristallochemical 
transformations of titanium, manganese 
and iron oxidizing which influence 
chromaticity and reflection coefficients 
of while cements. The author also 
discusses the weakening or strengthening 
of whiteness index by combination of 
these chromophoric oxides in reducing 
or oxyding burning atmosphere with 
slow cooling or quenching, condition.

7 QUICK-SETTING AND HARDENING CEMENT

(7.1) Shrinkage Problem of Quick-setting 
Cement by Hosek, J., Kolar, K. and 
Novotny, J. The authors describe 
technical characteristics of quick
—setting and rapid—hardening cements 
made in Checoslovaquia by high
-fineness grinding of portland cement 
clinker with addition of ligninsulphonate 
as grinding-aid and sodium carbonate 
as set-retarding addition. The paper 
also details the way used to measure 
the true early shrinkage of low w/c 
paste, free from thermal expansion or 
mechanical restrain.

(7.2) Development of a Fast Setting Hign 
Strength Cement Composite by Lasmi ,
S., Mandal, P.K., Ghosh, R. and Subba 
RaO, V.V. The paper describes a
cement which composition is based on 
a mixture (not indicated) of high 
strength portland cement, high-alumina 
cement, anhydrous calcium sulphate, 
fused calcium chloride and ground sand 
for special rapid setting and hardening 
applications (like plugging, anchoring 
or grouting). The material hardens in 
15 minutes, attains around 10 MPa in 
one hour and approximately 75 MPa in 
one day. Heat of hydration, X-ray 
diffration curves, scanning electron 
micrographs at different hydration 
periods and strength development at 
various ages are given.

8 MISCELLANEOUS CEMENTS
Under this classification enter all binders 
who have in common only the word cement. A 
brief review of the three papers ooming from 
India (1), U.S.S.R. (1) and U.S.A. (1) is 

given bellow.

(8.1) Don-alitic Ce-.=.nt from Calcium 5«<-phv 
aluminate Clinker - Optimisation ;cr 
Hiah-strength and Lou-temperaturo
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Application, by Mudbhatkal, G.A. , 
Parmeswaran, P.S., Heble, A.S., Pai,
B.V.B.,  and Chatterjee, А.К.. These 
researchers optimized clinker with a 
mineralogical composition in the С^АзЗ - 
CzS field as principal compounds and 
CzAS, CA, CS, СчАЕ, etc. as eventual 
accessory minerals. They covered in 
experimental trial batches firing the 
compositional interval of 3,6<A/S<4,0 
and 2,0<A/S<3,0 at L.S.F. (sulphoalumi
nate) equal to 1,0 at burning tempera 
tures in the 1200 - 1300°C range. The 
composition with the best compromise 
between good mechanical strength and 
low clinkering temperature was later 
materialized in pilot plant scale in 
order to produce cement for field 
concrete evaluation. According to the 
authors conclusion, the non-alitic 
cement performed well up to 4 years 
exposure to site conditions showing 
good initial strength, no longtime 
reversion in mechanical resistance, 
good sulphate attack and corrosion 
performance, and excellent lew-tempera 
ture behavoir during initial hydration.

(8.2) Sulphate Resistant Alinite Cement, by 
Poulatov, Z.P. and Noudelman, B.I. 
The paper makes a general description 
of composition and some properties of 
this kind of cement produced in the 
Soviet Union on industrial scale. Emphasis 
is given on the excellent properties 
against sulphate attack and data is 
presented on flexural strength and 
linear expansion of specimen, stored 
up to approximately 2 years.

(.8.3) Hydrogarnet - Gehlenite Hydrate Cements 
from CaO - AH2O3 - SiOi Glasses, by 
Mac Dowell, J.F. The author presents 
the results of a comprehensive research 
about the hydration of CaO - AizOa - 
SiOz glasses, which composition hasn't 
been much studied yet. The main feature 

of this work is establishing that the 
hydration products of %these glassy

cements are stable hydrogarnet und 
gehlenit-hydrate, presenting lew porosity 
and high mechanical strength in a 
fast-hardening way. The potential 
practical value of this research lead 
the author to file a patent application.

9 MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS

Three papers handle different aspects which 
are not readily grouped in foregoning subjects 
and are listed followingly.

(9.1) Cement of Thermally Activated Laterites. 
Role of Iron Oxydes on the Strength 
Development, by Pera, J. Ambroise, M., 
Murat, M. and Silveira, M. This con 
tribution belongs to the subject more 
properly covered by the pozzolanic ma 
terials. The authors submitted different 
laterites to heat treatment at 750°C in 
order to activate their kaolinitic 
minerals. Best pozzolanity was achieved 
with materials containing less than 50% 
quartz and whose kaolin has a minimum 
of 10% iron oxyde.

(9.2) The Behavoir of Certain Compositions 
Belonging to the SCaO.SiOz - SCaO.SiOi — 
SBaO.SiOi System During Hardening, by 
Teoreanu, I., and Andreonescu, E.. The 
authors have synthesized different 
mixtures containing CaO, BaO and SiOz 
with the aim of producing mineral 
compounds of the form indicated in the 
title of the paper. The experimental 
cements were tested in order to evaluate 
some of their physical properties in 
pastes at the initial hydration period 
and the evolution of hardening by means 
of compressive strength up to 21 days. 
According to the authors, the introduc 
tion of BaO contributes to stabilize 
CzS ss in the «' form during pyro-



processing and to enhance the reactivity 
with water with a positive effect on 
hardening by raising mechanical strength.

(9.3) The influence of Some Additions on the 
Hydration and Hardening of Tricaicium 
Aluminate, by Teoreanu, I. Georgescu,
M. and Puri, A.. The paper describes 
through XRD and DTA data the behavoir 
of C3A during hydration in the presence 
of gypsum and dimethylterephtalate

(DMTP).
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4.1

Le sous-thfeme 4.1 "STRUCTURE DES PORES, 
PERMEABILITE ET DIFFUSION EN RAPPORT A LA 
DURABILITE"a ete eniichi par la presentation 
des 12 travaux suivants:

1. "Microfissuration des betons", par
H.HORNAIN  et M.REGOURD.

2. "Le rapport entre la microstructure et
la durabilite des ciments avec ajouts", 
par N.TENOUTASSE et A.M.MARION.

3. "A l'egard de l'analyse de la structure
poreuse du ciment durci", par G.BOZHINOV 
et N.BAROVSKI.

4. "Sur la distribution de chlorure dans la
päte de ciment durcie et sa solution 
poreuse", par G.BLUNK, P.GUNKEL et
H.G.5MOLCZYK.

5. "Role de la porosity dans la durabilit6
des Hants hydrauliques", par E.REVERTEGAT 
et F.BERNAUDAT.

6. "Relation entre la lixiviation d'616ments
traces (Cs,Sr et Co) et la microstructure 
au cours du vieillissement d1un mortier 
ä base de CPA", par J.M.LAMEILLE , 
R.CHIAPPINI, G.GOUTIERE, J.C.PETIT et 
M.REGOURD.

7. "Modelisation des phencmfenes de transport
dans les me-canismes d'altäration d'une 
päte de ciment", par F.BERNAUDAT et
E.REVERTEGAT.

8. "Structure poreuse et diffusion ionique
aux systemes adjuvant-ciment Portland 
avec ajouts", par AMITABHA KUMAR et 
DELLA M.ROY.

9. "Influence des cendres volantes, ajoutees
au ciment, sur les changements de la 
structure des pores dans les mortiers 
conserves dans des solutions de NaCl" 
рог S.KRISHNAMOORTHY et N.K.JAIN.

10. "Resistance au gel des ciments aux
fillers", par P.GEGOUT, H.HORNAIN,
B. THURET et M.REGOURD.

11. "Influence des conditions de durcissement
sur la durability de la päte de ciment 
et du bäton", par G.TEODORU.

12. "Le mesurage de la permeability", par
C. D. LAWRENCE.

La quantification du reseau microfissural 
des betons falt l'objet du travail ns 1.

Le travail ns 2 concerne l'ävolution de 
11hydratation des ciments Portland avec 
ajouts de cendre volante et inclut un modfele 
pour le mecanisme de la räaction 
pouzzolanique.

Le travail ns 3 präsent un modfele 
physique pour l'analyse de la structure 
poreuse de la päte de ciment.

Le travaux ns 4 ä 9 prysentent 
Involution de la diffusion ionique dans 
la structure poreuse des pätes de ciments 
sans et avec ajouts т1пУгаих, ayant en vue 
soit la resistance ä la corrosion de 1'acier 
soit 11 interaction avec des dychets 
atomiques.

La rälation entre la räsistance mäcanique 
et la structure pcreuse avec la tenue au gel 
fait l'objet des travaux ns 10 et 11.

Finalement, le travail ns 12 präsente 
une cellule pour mäsurer la permäabilitä et 
la diffusion de gas et la permäabilitä ä 
l'eau des betons.

La quality et I'actuality des cex travaux 
exigent la presentation et la discussion de 
chacun d'eux. La restriction du temps a 
determine ce resumä que, malheuresement, ne 
transmet pas avec fidelity leurs präcieuses 
idees .
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Dans l'etude lntitul6" MICROFISSURATION DES 
BETONS", M.HORNAIN et M.REGOURD ont observö 
et quantifiö le räseau microfissural de 

betens.

Les techniques microscopiques et 
st6r6ologiques ont 6tä appliquöesä1'etude 
de deux batons avant et apres chargement: 
l'un de granulats silicc-calcaries etl'autre 
de granulats 16gers.

Les observations ont 6t6 effectu6es ä 3 
ächelles (niveaux de structure I, II e III).

A l'6chelle centim^trique (niveau de 
structure I), les exames ont 6t6 faits sur 
plaques polies de b6ton 10x10 cm, aux 
gradlssement 4 ä 40 ä l'aide d'une loupe 
binoculaire qui permet 1' observation des 
distributions et orientations präfärentielles 
des granulats et des interfaces.

Ä l'6chelle millimStrique (niveau de 
structure II), 11 observation a 6t6 falte sur 
sections polies, 'lames minces ou de repliques, 
ä l'aide du microscope optique ou au 
microscope 61ectronlque äbalayage (M.E.B.) ä 
des grandissements compris entre 300 et 1000 

environ.

En plus, ä l'öchelle micromStrique 
(niveau de structure III), les auteurs ont 
utilisös le MEB sur fractures, aux 
grandissements 1000 ä 10.000.

Les auteurs discutent les techniques de 
traltementpräalable des ächantillons, et le 
risque que ces operations peuvent engendrer 
des contraintes mäcaniques, done des 
microfissures. Un certain nombre de 
precautions sont recommandäes: echantlllons 
suffisament 6pais, sciage тёпадё, plissage 
progressif, et contröle de la d6shydration 
des echantlllons destines aux observations 

microscopiques.

Pour la visualisation et observation des 

microfissures, au niveau de structure I, les 
auteurs utllisent la coloration du böton ä 
l'aide d'une solution alcoolique d'un 
colorant Insoluble dans l'eau (rouge 
Irgacete par example).

La möthode par impregnation de resine 
(epoxy, methyl’-mätacrylate . . . ) est surtout 
utilisee pour caract6riser le niveau de 
structure II. La fractographie au MEB permet 
la caracterisation du facies des hydrates et 
de leur mode de rupture, l'etude des 
interfaces pates de ciment-granulat; 
1'observation du mode de rupture des granulats 

et autres inclusions.

La technique des repliques a ete aussi 
developpäe et utilisöe, permettant 
1'observation soit au microscope optique en 
transmisson ou en reflexion, et au MEB apres 
metallisation ä des grandissements ne depassant 

pas 1000.

Pour la quantification du reseau 
micгоfissura1, les auteurs ont utilise la 
st6r6ologie, par laquelle ils ont mesure le 
nombre d'intersections des microfissures avec 
un гёзеаи de secants aleatoires ou orientees.

L'application de ces methodes a un beton 
de granulats silico-calcaires et aussi un de 
granulats legers de schiste expanse a permis 
d'extraire les conclusions suivantes:

a) avant chargement, au niveau de structure 
I, dans les deux betons , des zones de 
moindre cohesion assimilables ä des fissures 
se manifestant par la penetration uu la 
diffusion du colorant, existent aux 
interfaces pate de ciment durcie-granulats. 
Leur quantification montre que leur densite 
est plus faible dans le beton de granulats 
legers, la difference 6tant due ä une meilleure 
liaison entre le liant hydratö et les granulats 

de schistes expanses.

b) apres chargement, les observations faites a 
niveau de structure I, mettent en Evidence
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dans les deux batons la formation d'une 
fissure princlpale sous forme d'une bände 
ätroite microfissuree, de quelques centaines 
de microns de largeur, tortueuse souvent 
oblique par rapport ä la direction de 
contrainte.

Sous chargement contröle", la fracture 
des deux batons est essentlellement 
intergranulaire, sauf localement ou les 
granulats etaient pröfissuräs. Dans le b6ton 
silico-calcaire, la trace des differentes 
microfissures constituant la fissure 
princlpale est nette et bien dessinge; 
par contre, eileapparait plus diffuse dans 
le böton de granulats legers, dont les 
proprietgs mecaniques (module d'Young en 
particulier) sont plus proches de celles de la 
päte. Cet aspect plus diffus parait 
correspondre a un microendommagement de la 
päte de ciment proprement dite sur le trajet 
de la fissure.
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Au travail de N.Tenoutasse et A.M.Marion, 
sous-titre "LE RAPPORT ENTRE LA MICROSTRUCTURE 
ET LA DURABILITE DE CIMENTS AVEC AJOUTS", il 
a 6t6 etudiäe Involution de 1' hydratation 
des ciments composes d'un ciment Portland et 
de cendre volante, aussi bien que discutö le 
mäcanisme de la reaction pouzzolanique et son 
rapport avec l’inhibition de la räactlon 
alcalis-granulats.

Les auteurs ont employö un ciment Portland 
du type I de l'ASTM et une cendre volante de 
la classe F de l'ASTM, avec lesquels ils ont 
ргёрагёз des ciments contenant de 0 а 80% de 
cendre, dont l'hydration a 6t6 examinee par 
mlcroscopie ölectronique ä balayage avec le 
spectre de diffraction des rayons X par 
dnergie dispersive, dös l'äge de 3 jours 
jusqu'ä 2 ans.

La solubilitd des alcalis de la cendre a dtd 
analysde encore par spdctromdtrie 
d'absorption atomique.

A propos de la solubllltd des alcalis de 
la cendre dans l'eau et dans des solutions 
saturdes de chaux, des essais ont dtd faits 
au ciment Portland et au ciment avec ajout de 
25% de cendre, pour la determination de la 
composition chimique de la solution poreuse 
dös 5 minutes jusqu'ä 8 h.

Les rösultats montrent la basse solubilitö 
du K2O de la cendre, sa liberation dtant plus 
facllitö ä partir du ciment. En relation au 
NajO, aucune alteration significative a dtö 
observde par la presence de la cendre dans 
la composition du ciment, ce qui confirme la 
plus basse solubilitd des alcalis de la 
cendre.

Les micrographies dlectroniques de 
1'hydratation des ciments avec ajouts 
montrent, ddjci ä l'äge de 14 jours, 
I'activite pouzzolanique de quelques 
particules de la cendre volante, a cause de 
1' oc :ui rence des crlstaux typiques de mullite 
sur ses surfaces. Dependant, la presence de 
chaux litre et le comportement mecanique de 

tels ciments composös ne permet la 
caractörisation d'une importante röaction 
pouzzolanique ä cet Sge.

Les auteurs signalent la persistance des 
particules des cendres intactes aprös 2 ans 
d'hydratation, meme aux ciments composes 
avec 10% de cendre, ce qui revöle la profonde 
hötörogöneitö de la röaction pouzzolanique, 
116e ä 1'histoire thermique de chaque grain 
de cendre.

La röaction övoluant, des macropores se 
font visibles ä la surface des particules de 
cendre, pourtant ils sont invisibles sur les 
particules intactes.

Au dernier stage de la röac.tion, les 
particules se desintögrent.

La reaction pouzzolanique cause la 
formation massive de silicate de calcium 
hydratö. La diffraction des rayons X par 
önergie dispersive rövöle la prösence de 
teneurs pas möprisables d'aluminium au 
silicate, ce qui bien demontre la röaction 
pouzzolanique entre la phase vitreuse 
silico-alumineuse de la cendre et 1'hydroxide 
de calcium.

Aprös des longues periodes de temps 
d ' hydratation, la mlcroscopie ölectronique 
ne montre dans la pate de ciment aucun trait 
de crlstaux de mullite, tandis que la 
diffraction des rayons Xrövöle un spectre 
typique de mullite. On obsörve, aussi, le 
monosulfoaluminate de calcium (MSA), mieux 
cristallisö que dans la pate pure.

Un aspect notable dans les micrographies 
concerne la prösence des plaques bien 
cristallisöes au ciment composö, avec une 
morphologie qui rappele celle du Ca(0H)2 
et/ou du MSA, mais la diffraction des 
rayons X par energie dispersive presente des 
hautes teneurs de silice et d'alumine et un 
contenu anreci able de potassium. Le numего 
des plaques parait etre proportionnel au 
contenu de cendre dans la pate durcie.
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La presence de potassium dömontre que les 
alcalis de la cendre sont maintenus dans les 
produits hydrates qui rSsultent de la räction 
pouzzolanique.

L'analyse des räsultats а ёЕё, alors, 
etendue ä la räaction alcalis-silice, 
attribuant l'action b6n6fique de la cendre ä 
la facilite de mobilisation du calcium dans 
les particules slliceuses reactives, ce qui 
amene ä la formation du gel avec haute 
concentration en calcium. De la reaction du 
complexe alcalis-silice avec le CACOH^ 
resulte le complexe blanc et opaque 
d'hydroxide de calcium hydroxide al-calin- 
sillce, non expansible.

Les observations effectu6es ont permis, 
encore, la presentation d'un тёсап1зте 
originel pour expliquer la reaction 
pouzzolanique, incluant les 3 stages 
suivants:

- diffusion de la phase aqueuse ä travers 
de la päte de ciment et ou des macropores 
des particules de cendre aux locaux 
actives;

- precipitation de CatOH^ au local active 
(interne ou externement) pour former des 
masses circulaires de CaCOH)^;

- reaction entre les masses et la phase 
vitreuse sillco-alumineuse des particules 
de cendre, amenant ä la formation du gel de 
silicate de calcium-hydratä contenant de 
I'aluminium (et le potassium en quelques 
cas), et du silicoaluminate de calcium 
bien cristallise contenant du potassium.
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Dans le travail intitule "A L'EGARD DE 
L'ANALYSE DE LA STRUCTURE POREUSE DU CIMENT 
DURCI", G.BOZHINOV et N.BAROVSKY proposent un 
modele physique pour döfinir et illustrer les 
principaux caracteristiques de la päte de ciment.

Les auteurs signalent les sulvants facteurs 
qui int6rviennent ä l'origine des pores:

a) Immediatement apres le mälange du ciment 
avec l'eau, le volume absolu de la päte 
resulte des parties des volumes du ciment, 
de l'eau dp gächage et äventuellement par 
des bulles d'air. Les parties de l'eau et 
les bulles composent ce qui est appelä . 
volume libre de la päte du ciment qui est 
premiferement disponible pour 1'augmentation 
des produits d'hydratation dy ciment.

b) Pendant 1'hydratation, ce volume Libre 
augmente par consequence de la reaction du 
ciment avec 1'eau ayant une partie remplie 
en meme temps avec les produits d'hydratation. 
Ainsi la quantite d'eau de la päte est une 
des principales sources des pores et l'6tat 
de 1'eau dans 16 systäme durci est träs 

important.

c) Les produits d'hydratation presentent des 
formes et dimensions varläes avec plus ou 
moins d'embriquement entre les particules 
dont la phase liquide presente desproprietes 
specifiques au systfeme durci.

Le volume absolu des hydrates est plus 
grand que celui des grains anhydres, mais 
11 est plus petit que le total des volumes 
absolus des grains anhydres et de 1'eau 
d'hydratation. Comme, pendant 1'hydratation, 
le facteur E/C en plus de celui strictement 
demande par les reactions ne change pas le 
volume initial de la päte, le resultat de 
cet äquilibre cause les pores de contraction.

d) La structure complexe des hydrates, ayant 
des surfaces specifiques, des capacitäs 
d'absorption et adherence extremement 
developpäes, outre de la distribution 

reciproque et de la cohesion entre les 
particules, preddterminent les conditions ä 
la formation d'une structure poreuse typlque.

Dans ce contexte une partie de 1'eau est 
combinäe dans les produits d'hydratation, 
une partie est absorbäe aux surface solides 
et une partie reste hors des champs de force 
des surfaces solides (eau caplllaire). Ges 
espfeces d'eau, präsenten! des densites 
diverses et, par consequent, sontdifferents 
quant ä leur volumes specifiques, ä la force 
d'adherence ä la phase solide et la volabilitä. 
Sont les espfeces que Powers a appelä 1'eau 
evaporable et non ävaporable

Ainsi, l'äspace оссирё par 1'eau evaporable 
dans la päte durcie du ciment correspond au 
volume total des pores, lequel contient les 
pores du gel et les pores capillaires. Les 
pores du gel sont differences par Kando et 
Daiman en intercrystallite et intracrystallite.

On obtient alors que le volume total des 
pores peut-etre presents par la partie durcie 
ä un certain age et le volume absolu de la 
phase solide au meme age, pourvu que le 
contenu d'air ne soit pas consider^. Dans 
certains cas la porositä de contraction doit 
6tre specialement consideree et traitee 
comme une partie en separäe du volume total 
des pores.

Pour quantifier les parties des volumes 
de pores du gel, pores de contraction et 
pores capillaires, les auteurs proposent, 
alors, un module physique pour la päte de 
ciment.

Le concept basique du modfele est que 
l'origine et Involution dans le temps de la 
structure poreuse sont relacionnees ä l'ätat 
initial de la päte et suivent le procfes 
d'hydratation du ciment. Il tient en compte 
que la contraction est due principalement 
au gel d'aluminates de calcium hydratäs et 
occupe une partie de l'äspace intra-gel 
rempli par 1'eau capillalre. Les pores du
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gel sont relacionnees au gel des silicates 
de calcium hydrates. .

La validity du modele est limitee aux 
conditions suivantes:

- le clinker du ciment regoit seulement 
l'addition de gypse;

- l'hydrataion a lieu dans un tube d'essai, ä la 
temperature d'ambiance, de manifere ä eviter
1' evaporation;

- 1'hydratation des composes du clinker ne 
diffe're pas de 1' hydratation des mine'raux 
purs, le principe de superposition d'effets 
etant valide;

- le gypse reagit completement avec le C^A 
pour former 1'ettringite pendant la perlode 
initiale d'hydratation;

- le mot gel se refere au gel de silicate de 
calcium hydrate;

- la teneur en air de la pate de ciment n'est 
pas consideräe.

Pour le calcul des differentes parties de 
volumes de pores, sont considerees la composition 
mineralogique du ciment et les equations 
chimiques correspondentes aux reactions 
d'hydratation.

Pour essayer le modele propose, les 
auteurs ont prepare des pates de ciment, avec 
de S’ rapports E/C = 0,30-0,35-0,40-0,45 et 0,50, 
et ils les ont mises dans de tubes de verre, 
maintenus hermetiquement fermes ä la 
temperature d'ambiance, pour les essayer aux 
ages de 1,3,7,28 et 180 jours.

La quantite d'eau combinde a ete mesuree 
par analyse thermique differentiel; le volume 
total des pores a ete estime sur la base de 
la masse volumique et du poids specifique de 
la pate durcie. -a distribution des pores 
entre 5 et 10^ nm a ete mesuree par le
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porosimetre ä mercure, pour evaluer les pores 
de contraction et capi-laires. La capaclte . 
d'absorption a ete mesuree par la methode ■ 
d'absorption d'eau .

Les resultats ont confirme la tendance 
generale du developpement de la structure 
poreuse avec la reduction progressive du 
volume total des pores au cours du temps et 
la consequents redistribution des parties des 
volumes des pores, c'est ä dire 1'augmentation 
des volumes des pores du gel et de contraction 
et decroissement des volumes des pores 
capillaires et bulles d'air.

Comparant les valeurs estlmees selon le 
modele, les auteurs ont confirme une bonne 
approximation avec le volume total des 
pores, tandis que la prävislon des parties 
des volumes exige une confirmation experimental 
additionelle.
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Au travail intitule "SUR LA DISTRIBUTION DE 
CHLORURE DANS LA PATE DE CIMENT DURCIE ET SA 
SOLUTION POREUSE", les auteurs G.Blunk, P. 
Gunkel et H.G. Smolczyk, ont applique de 
pressions jusqu'ä 500 N/mm2 (MPa) pour 
l'extraction de la solution contenue dans les 
pores des pätes de ciments, aux phases de 
prise et de durcissement, ayant pour objet 
l'etude de l'evolution de la concentration 
des chlorures de sodium et de calcium.

Ils ont ёte utilises plusieurs ciments 
Portland et de laitier, aussi bien que les 
mineraux puts du ciment C^S et C^A. Le C^A 
a ätä melange avec le CaSO^. H^O et Ca (OH)2 
dans la relation moleculaire 1:1:0,3.

Les pätes des ciments et celle contenant 
le mineral C3S ont ete preparees avec un 
rapport E/C de 0,60, tandis que la päte du 
mineral CjA a ete preparee avec E/C de 0,90.

Pour l'etude ä la phase de prise, le 
chlorure a ete ajoute ä l'eau de gächage des 
pätes enteneurs variables de 0,2 a 3,0% par 
rapport au poids du materlau sans perte au feu.

Pour l'etude ä la phase du durcissement, 
ils ont broye et tamise des pätes sans 
chlorures et ont conservä les grains compris 
entre 0,5 et 1 mm dans une solution de 
chlorure, pendant 28 jours, pour les essais 
de diffusion.

Les resultats ont montre que le melange 
du CjA fixe une grande partie des chlorures, 
aussi bien que du calcium et sodium. ,

Les essais avec C^S ont montre que les 
chlorures sont fixes aux ciments non seulement 
chimiquement pour les aluminates, mais aussi 
pour les Silicates hydrates. En effet, les 
ciments fixent des teneurs de chlorure 
compris entre: ceux fixes par les mineraux 
C3A et C35.

Le CjS a une capacite de fixer leschlorures 
inferieure ä celle du C^A. Particulierement, 

le chlorure de calcium est fixe en 
grande quantite par le C^S, tandis que 
pour le chlorure de sodium eile est 
limitee, de maniere que, au cas du 
chlorure de sodium, la teneur de chlorure 
restante en solution est plus grande, 
comparativement au chlorure de calcium. 
En meme temps, selon les mesures effectuees 
dans la solution contenue aux pores, le 
pH accroit avec de chlorure de sodium et 
decroit avec celui de calcium, par rapport 
au pH de la solution sans chlorures.

Considerant, alors, la relation d'ions 
C1-/OH”, importante pour la corrosion de 
l'acier, les auteurs l'ont calculee ä partir des 
valeurs mesurees dans des solutions contenues 
aux pores des pätes dont l'eau de gächage 
a regu l'addition de 1% de chlorure.

Les resultats ont montre que le desavantage 
de la plus grande concentration de chlorure 
de sodium dans la solution est contrebalance 
par I'alcalinite superieure. Ainsi, le 
chlorure de calcium doit etre egalement 
considere ou, bien encore, moins favorable 
ä la corrosion de l'acier par rapport a 
celui de sodium.

Pour complementer, ils ont calcule la 
relation d'ions Cl /ОН pour des solutions 
contenues aux pores des pätes dont 1'eau 
de gächage a regu l'addition de chlorure 
de sodium et qui ont ete preparees sans et 
avec l'addition de sulfates de calcium et de 
sodium et d'hydroxide de sodium, ä la 
proportion de 0,10 mol par kg de ciment.

Par rapport ä la solution sans addition, les resul
tats ont montre que l'addition de sulfate de calcium 
augmente un peu la teneur de chlorure soluble, tandis 
que l'addition d'une quantite equivalente d'hydroxide 
de sodium augmente d'un tiers la teneur de chlorure 
soluble et, finalement, l'addition de sulfate de 
sodium double cette teneur.

■ Comme les deux additions, de NaOH et Na2s04' ayiHuent 
la concentration de OH" dans la meme echelle, les . 
auteurs montrent que, au cas du sulfate de sodium, les 
rteutx aniens CH" et ST4" diminuent la fixation de chlorure.
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Le rapport presents par E.Revertegat et
F. Bernaudat sous-titre "ROLE DE LA POROSITE 
DANS LA DURABILITE DES LIANTS HYDRAULIQUES" 
fait part d'une etude de la prevision de la 
durabilite des Hants hydrauliques utilises 
dans les stockages des dechets radioactifs 
pour la fabrication de 1'infrastructure 
des conteneurs et des matrices d'enrobage.

Pour justifier une durabilite sur 300 ans 
de ces Hants, deux types d'essais sont 
menes en parallele:

- mise en evidence des interactions 
chimiques entre les pates de ciment et 
diverses solutions aggressives(chlorure, , 
sulfate, acides carboniques et humiques-)
qui peuvent etre presents dans 1'eau 
souterraine dans un site de stockage de 
dächets;

- determination des parametres rögissant 
le transport des ions en solution dans 
la pate de ciment et, en particulier, 
mesure des coefficients de diffusion.

Le travail präsente les premiers 
räsultats concernant les clments CPA et CLC, 
agresses par des solutions de NaCl.

Les eprouvettes utillsäes dans 1'etude 
des mäcanismes d' interactions chimiques sont 
des plaquettes rondes de 4 mm d'epaisseur 
et de 70mm de.diamätre. Le rapport E/C des 
pates est de 0,37. Aprfes conservation des 
plaques pendant 3 mois dans une eau saturee 
en chaux, elles sont immergäes dans des bacs, 
dont la concentration em ions Cl est 

respect!vement de 0- 0,2- 2et 20g/l. Pour 
chaque concentration, deux valeurs de pH sont 
ätudiees: 11,5 et 13.

A chaque ächeance (0-1-3-6 mois) les mesures 
et analyses suivantes ont ete realisees: 
resistance mecanique en flexion; porosite au 
mercure et ä 1'eau; teneur en Ca(0H)2par 
thermogravimetrie; analyse chimique des 

elements par fluorescence X; profil de 
diffusion du chlore par microanalyse 
e'lectronique; etude microstructurale par I 
diffraction des rayons X et microscopie 
electronique ä baiayace.

L'etude de la diffusion est realisee en 
cellule de diffusion sur des eprouvettes de 
4mm et 1,5mm d'epaisseur . Le pH de la I

solution dans chaque compartiment est egal 
a 13. La concentration en ions Cl'dans le 
compartiment "amont" presente les valeurs 
0,2, 2 et 20g/l, et la teneur en ions 
chlorure qui diffusent dans le compartiment 
"aval" est analysee par Chromatographie en 
phase liquide.

Les auteurs presentent les conclusions 
suivantes:

La principale degradation observes dans 
une päte de ciment CPA, soumise a 1'agression 
d'une eau chloree, ne sera pas due ä 
i'apparition des chloroaluminates, mais ä 
une augmentation de la porosite engendree par 
la solubilisation de 1'ettringite et 
essentiellment de la chaux. Ce phenomene 
de solubilisation et de lixiviation de 
Ca(0H)2 est d'autant plus important que le pH 
de 1'eau de contact est faible et que la 
concentration en ions Cl- est eleväe.

Pour une pate de ciment CLC les differences 
essentielles de comportement avec la pate de 
ciment CPA sont les suivantes:
- une distribuition de pores ä 1'origine plus 

fine et qui ne pourra que s'accentuer lore 
de 1'hydratation progressive de produits 
siliceux. Par consequence le ciment CLC 
possede un chemin diffusionnel, pour les 
ions agressifs ou radioactifs, plus fins 
que le ciment CPA;

- une quantite de Ca(0H)2a 1'origine plus 
faible et qui ne peut que decroitre lots de 
1'hydratation. Pai consequence un ciment 
soumis ä 1'action des chlorures etant
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essentiellement affects par la disparition 
de la chaux, le clment CLC sera plus 
resistant qu'un clment CPA;

- apres attaque, 1'augmentation de la 
porositö totale est nettement inferieure 
(+ 18% au lieu de 62% pour les ciments 
CPA ä I'echeance de six mois dans une 
solution ä 20 g/1 de Cl ). La quantite 
de chaux qul reagi avec les chlorures et 
qui s'est lixiviee est nettement molns 
importante que celle d'un clment CPA;

- absence d'un domaine poreux entre 0,06 pm 
et 0,90 pm, observe sur les ciments CPA 
aprfes attaque, et qul a 6te attribu^ a la 
lixivlation de la chaux;

- bien qu'un retard dans 1'hydratatlon des 
prodults slliceux a 6t6 observä ä pH =
11,5 un däbut de cloisonnement de la fine 
porosity apparait pour les fortes 
concentration en chlorure. Ce phenomöne 
est probablement du ä 1'apparition abondante 
de chloroaluminate dans une structure peu 
lixivlSe. Pour de clment CPA 11 у a ä la 
fols cloisonnement et augmentation de la 
fine porosity, sous la double action de
1 *appartition des chloroaluminates et de 
la lixivlation importante de la chaux et 
de 1'ettringite.

Lorsque les ions Cl seront v6hlcul6s 
dans une eau interstitielle de pH = 13 la 
modification de la matrice du ciment CLC sera 
pratiquement inexlstante. Il n'existe done 
pas une barrifere "protectrice", comme dans 
le ciment CPA, qui pourrait freiner la 
lixiviation des radioöläments vers 
l'ext6rieur du beton. Reste ä savoir 
comment 6voluera cette "barrifere" lorqu'elle 
sera atteinte par le front de degradation.
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Le travail sous-titre "RELATION ENTRE LA 
LIXIVIATION D'ELEMENTS TRACES (Cs, Sr et Co) 
ET LA MICROSTRUCTURE AU COURS DU 
VIEILLISSEMENT D'UN MORTIER A BASE DE CPA", 
presente par J-M.Lameille , R.Chiappini,
G.Goutifere,  J-C.Petit et M.Regourd concerne 
les relations existentes entre les 
relachements de certains radio616ments 
(60 Co, 90 Sr et 137 Cs) sous l'action du 
lessivage par l'eau et l'ävolution des 
caractäristiques cristallochimiques et 
microstructurales de la matrice cimentäe ä 
base de ciment Portland artificiel (CPA) dans 
laquelle certains dechets radioactifs sont 
solidifiees, en vue de leur stockage.

L'etude a envisagä les 2 types possibles 
d'alteration affectant le confinement des 
radio61ements, soit la dästruction dlrecte de 
la matrice due aux differentes aggressions 
physiques et chimiques, et les modifications 
mineralogiques, structurales ou textures qui 
pourraient conduire ä une augmentation 
excessive des relachements de radioactivit6.

Le mortier utilise comme епгоЬё avait la 
composition sulvante: 1000 kg de ciment, 
750 kg de sable, 400 1 de concenträt 
d' evaporateur, c'est ä dire d'une solution 
contenant principalement des borates de 
sodium (-25.000 ppm de bore) et 60 kg de 
chaux, ce qui donne un rapport E/C de 0,4. 
La chaux introduite sert ä stabiliser les 
borates sous forme calcique et done ä 
diminuer leur effet retardateur.

Ce mortier a 6t6 utilise pour la 
confection des öprouvettes 2 x-2 x 16 cm, 
qui ont öte placöes sous une couverture de 
2 cm d'argile, recouverte par 2 cm d'eau.

En plus d'une etude en "temps гёе!" ä 10°C 
(temperature interne du site) qui sert de 
reference, les auteurs ont choisi d'acceierer 
les cinetiques tout en evitant de degrader 
trop brusquement et articiellement la matrice. 
Ceci a ete realise en augmentant la 
temperature de conservation des 6prouvettes 

jusqu'a 60°C. A chaque ёсЬеапсе, ils ont 
mesure sur les differentes eprouvettes les 
paramfetres physiques suivants: resistances 
mecaniques en compression, porosites, masses 
et gonflements. La microstructure a ete 
etudiee au moyen d'un microscope eiectronique 
ä balayage (MEB), d'une microsonde 
eiectronique et de la diffraction des 
rayons X.

Les eprouvettes dopSes au cesium 137 ou 
au cobalt 60 sont des orthocylindres carott6s 
de 2 cm. Elies ont ete ensuite stockäes ä 
10°C, 40°C ou 60°C pendant un temps donne, 
puis lixiviees ä 10°C dans de 1'eau 
demineralls6e. Les lixiviatlons ont 6te 
тепёез en dynamique, e'est-a-dire avec 
renouvelement de 1'eau: 3 fois la premiere 
доигпёе, chaque Jour la premifere semaine, 
chaque semaine le premier mois, chaque mois 
le premier semestre et enfin tous les 
semestres. Un enrobe n'ayant pas sub! de 
vieilllssement (lixivie immedlatement аргёз 
la cure en atmosphere humide) sert de 
reference. Les mesures de radioactivite 
dans les lixiviats on ete effectuees au 
moyen d'un spectrometre muni d'un d6tecteur 
Nal ou GeLi.

Lors des experiences d'hydratation des 
composes simples, il a ete etudie la 
retention de chaque element trace au cours 
des hydratations de C^S, de C-jS + C^A puis 
de C^S + C3A + gypse avec un rapport e/s -10. 
La filtration a 6te effectu6e sur filtre 
millipore de 0,45 pm et 1'hydratation a ete 
stoppee par trols lavages ä I'ether et par 
cryosublimation. Le solide a 6te ensuite 
examine au cours du temps au moyen de 
diverses techniques physiques d'analyse 
compiementaires (MEB, DRX, microsonde 
eiectronique et lonique etc...). La solution 
a ete analysee soit par volumetrie et par 
absorption atomique.

La principale observation de cette etude 
est qu'il n'existe pas de lien dlrecte entre 
les variations, au cours du vieilllssement,
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des caracteristiques macroscopiques de la 
matrice cimentäe (resistances mecaniques, 
porosite, texture etc...) et les taux de 
lixiviation du cäsium et du cobalt. En fait, 
cette matrice se comporte comme un CPA 
classique du falte que le borate de sodium 
est stalibisS par de l'hydroxyde de calcium 
et que sa teneur dans la formulation est 
maintenue ä une valeur suffisamment faible 
(<25.000 ppm dans la solution de gachage). 
Compte tenu des concentrations en 
radio616ments introduites (Cs: -4,1.10 ppm; 
Co: ~1,6.IO-3 ppm), il est vraisemblable que 
les composes incorporant effectivement ces 
radioelements representent une trfes faible 
fraction de la masse totale de la matrice. 
Il est done normal que la formation et/ou 
Revolution au cours du temps de ces composes 
n'induisent pas de modifications des 
proprietäs macroscopiques de la matrice.

Par contre, les caracteristiques de 
lixiviation de ces elements sont directement 
liees ä la forme chimique sous laquelle ils 
■sont presents. En particulier, les courbes 
de lixiviation suggferent l'existence de 
deux etapes: dans un premier temps la 
fraction des radioelements rest6e dans 1'eau 
interstitielle (-30%) est ге1асЬёе par 
diffusion; cette fraction est determinee par 
le coefficient de partage solide/liquide lots 
de la prise du ciment. Ceci se prodult 
lorsque les conditions physico:chimiques sont 
peu agressives. La duräe de cette premifere 
etape, qui est effectivement observ6e 
experimentalement, diminue lorsque la 
temperature de vieillissement des 
echantillons augmente. Par exemple ä une 
transformation des composes incorporant le 
radioeiement soit ä leur corrosion par la 
solution lorsque celle-ci est suffisament 
aggressive .

Les auteurs ont discute les comportements 
specifiques du Cs et du Co et ont presente 
les conclusions suivantes: 

matrice. Toutefois, les taux de lixiviation 
observes ne peuvent §tre directement 
correies ä ces modifications physiques 
mais plutet aux formes chimiques de 
retention des radioelements. La temperature 
influe egalement fortement sur la 
transformation au cours du temps de ces 
composes. Par exemple, la transformation 
des aluminates en leur forme stable induit 
le plägeage d'environ 10% de cesium 
supplämentaire et, apres 6 mois a 60 C, 
80% du cesium se trouve dans les aluminates. 
A long terme, seule leur transformation ou 
leur destruction sous 1'action de 
1 *environnement peut permettre la liberation 
du cesium. De meme la fraction du cobalt 
piege dfes la prise est ~99,8%; la 
destruction de 1'hydroxychlorure forme 
initialement entraine 1'incorporation de 
cet element dans les OSH qui1 gouverneront 
done son relächement ä long terme.

Toutefois, compte tenu des periodes de 
temps (300 ans) sur lesquelles une evaluation 
du relächement des radioeiements doit etre 
effectu6e, il est necessaire de poursuivre 
ce type d'etude sur des dur6es beaucoup 
plus longues (plusieurs annees), au molns 
jusqu'ä ce qu'un etat statlonnaire soit 
observe. L'identification des composes 
dans Ipsquels s’incorporent les divers 
radioelements, ainsi que la connaissance de 
leurs proprietes thermodynamiques, est un 
Element clef d'une telle etude. Par 
consequent, le confinement des dechets 
nucieaires dans des matrices ä base de 
ciment est un ргоЫёте auquel la chimie 
des ciments, et en particuller des elements 
traces, doit apporter une contribution 
decisive.

la temperature induit des variations 
microstructurales importantes de la
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Au travail intitule "MODELISATION DES 
PHENOMENES DE TRANSPORT DANS LES MECANISMES 
D' ALTERATION D'UNE PATE DE CIMENT" , F. 
Bernaudat et E. Revertegat Student une 
modSlisation pour la prediction du 
comportement d'un liant hydraullque en presence 
d'eau chargSe d'ions dans le cadre d'un 
stockage de dechets radioactifs, dont la durSe 
de vie est de 300 ans

L'approche experimental entreprise a StS 
decomposSe en trois sSries d'essais: des essais 
d'attaque de pätes de ciment par des ions 
agressifs (ciments CPA et CLC, attaque par des 
Ions chlorure et sulfate); des essais en 
cellule de diffusion permettant de mesurer le 
coefficient de diffusion d'ions agressifs. La 
troisifeme sSrie d'essais a permis de mesurer 
les parametres du transport des SlSments 
radioactifs tels que le cSsium, et l'eau 
tritiee.

Dans un premier temps les auteurs ont 
cherchä ä interpröter les expöriences de 
diffusion par un module simple falsant 
intervenir un transport par lol de Fick dans un 
milieu poreux. Dans les cas oil un transfer! a 
pu etre detects, ils ont montr6 qu'un рЬёпотёпе 
d'adsorption-däsorption quelquefols reversible 
se superpose ä la diffusion, et cela тёте pour 
l'eau tritiee. De plus, le regime permanent 
qui est atteint au cors de ces essais n'est 
qu'apparent. Au bout d'un temps assez long 
apres le passage en rägime permanent, les 
points ехрёг1теп1аих ne s'alignent plus sur la 
courbe thäorique.

Dans d'autres cas, la seule lol de Fick, 
тёте avec adsorption röversible, ne permet pas 
d'expllquer les r6sultats. C'est ce qu'on 
observe avec un ciment trfes poreux comme le 
CLC (porosit6 ~32%) lequel ne laisse 
pratiquement rien diffuser alors qu'un CPA 
( -25%) donne un rSsultat tout ä fait
interpretable.

Un autre modele a done ё!ё d6velopp6. 
Celui-ci fait intervenir ä la fols des 

ph6nomes de transport par diffusion (avec 
ou sans adsorption) et des equilibres 
chimiques dans la solution interstitielle 
de la päte de ciment. L'äquation de 
diffusion a etS modifläe de fagon ä tenir 
compte des variations de porosite dues ä 
la formation ou ё la disparition de 
präcipites. Les equations "chimiques" sont 
rösolues par une mäthede de Newton-Raphson. 
L'ensemble permet d'interpreter aussi bien 
des essais de diffusion que des essais 
d'agression.

Le modfele r6sout simultanement et ё chaque 
pas de temps:

. Une equation de diffusion, pour chaque 
espäce en solution dont on aura determine 
le coefficient de diffusion et le taux de 
retard, v

. Un Systeme d'equations que 1'on peut 
diviser en deux types:

- des equilibres chimiques

- des equations de conservation.
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Le travail presente par Amitabha Kumar et Della M. 
Roy, sous titre"STRUCTURE POREUSE ET DIFFUSION IONIQUE 
AUX SYSTEME ADJUVANT-CIMENT PORTLAND AVEC AJOUTS", 
concerne 1' invetigation sur materiaux cimentes 
durcis saturäs de l'eau des mäcanismes de diffusion 
d'especes ioniques et son rapport aux proprietes 
basiques des materiaux,ayant pour but reveler les 
effets de la porosite et de la distribution des 
dimensions des pores sur la diffusion ionique dans 
ces materiaux.

L'ätude experimentale s'est developpä en pätes 
preparees avec du ciment Portland type I de 
l'ASTM sans et avec 1'addition de laitier de haut 
fourneau, cendre de basse teneur en calcium, sillce 
amorphe ulrafine et grains fins de quartz . Le 
rapport E/C de ces pätes a varie de 0,30 a 0,40 et 
une partie d'elles a regu 1'addition d'un 
superfluidifiant, au dosage de 0,331% par 
rapport au poids des solides.

Des eprouvettes cylindriques de 3,5 cm de 
diametre et 1,7 ou 3,2mm de hauteur ont ete 
mouldes et conservees pour le premier jour sous 
1'eau demindralisde et, apres demoulage, dans une 
solution saturee d'hydroxide de calcium, aux 
temperatures de 27°, 38° et 60° C.

La diffusion de chlorure de cesium a etd 
etudiee apres 7, 28, 90, 180 et 365 Jours.
4 eprouvettes de chaque hauteur pour chacune 
päte ont dtd essayees a chaque age.

Les eprouvettes on ete preparees un jour avant 
le ddbut de l'essai. Elles ont 6td retirdes des 
bacs de conservation, lavdes sous 1'eau 
ddmindralisde et.polies aux deux faces avec feuille 
de carbure de silicium, pour 1'obtention de disques 
de1,68± 0,05 ou 3,18± 0,05mm d'epaisseur. Ces 
disques se sont constltuds en cellules de diffusion 
saturdes de solution d'hydroxide de calcium.

A chaque semaine, un disque de chaque epaisseur a 
ete retird du bac pour la determination des teneurs 
de Cs+ et Cl~prdsents dans la solution contenue 
dans la cellule.

L'analyse de Cs+a dtd falte par absorption atomique, 
tandis que le Cl~a ete mesure avec un dlectrode 
ionique spdcifique.

Des disques semblables ont dtd soumis aux 
essays en porosimetre ä mercure. Avant les essais, 
les eprouvettes ont dtd sechees a - 80°C et 2,67MPa. 
La porosite et la distribultion des dimensions de 
de pores entre 7,5 pm et 1,9 nm ont dtd mesurdes par 
1'emploi de mercure sous pression jusqu'a 386 MPa et 
le calcul a dtd fait sur la base d'un angle de 140° 
pour le contact entre le mercure et:la pate sdche.

Les resultats obtenus montrent que la porositd 
des pätes de ciment Portland decroit de 3 a 5% avec 
la reduction de 0,05 au rapport E/C. A mesure que 
l'äge avance, la porosite diminue, la difference 
dtant superieure ä 27°C et infdrieure ä 60°C. La 
dimension moyenne oes pores augmente avec l'äge 
pour les rapports E/C plus dleves et augmente 
toujours entre 6 mois et 1 an d'hydratation, la 
porositd diminuant quand meme.

L'addition de laitier provoque une reduction ä 
la porosite et aux dimensions des pores. Pour la 
sillce amorphe finement broyee les pores ont des 
dimensions inferieures, tandis que la porosite est 
nominalement superieure. La päte avec du quartz 
finement broyd prdsente un comportement semblable 
ä celle de rdference a 27°C, tandis qu'ä 60°C eile 
prdsente une porosite infdrieure et des pores plus 
petits. La cendre volante produit des porositds 
supdrieures ä 7 et 28 jours, mais la distribution 
des dimensions de pores ä 28 jours preuve qu'il у a 
eu une augmentation des pores plus fins.

L'accrolssement des pores plus fins dldve la 
tortuositd ou I'entrellaison des pores, amdnant 
le ddlai de la diffusion ionique, ce qui a dtd 
confirmd pour les rdsultats d*essais.

L'essai de diffusion ionique des pätes de ciments 
Portland a permit demontrer qu'une augmentation du 
rapport E/C accroit le coefficient effective de 
diffusion d'ions Cl+et Cs7

Les rdsultats montrent encore que la diffusion du 
cation est en gdndral rallenti par rapport ä celle de
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1'anion, ce qui permet de considerer la päte de 
ciment Portland comme une mebrane electronegative.

En particulier, le laitier de haut founeau retarde 
effectivenent la diffusion du CI", tandis que la 
diffusion du Cs+ est exceptionnellement basse quand 
la päte est ртёрагёе avec de la sillce amorphe 
finement broyee.

Ces resultats ont une application directe ä la 
protection des aciers contre la corrosion et ä 
l'enrobage des dechets nucleaires.
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Le travail de S.Krlshnamoorthy et N.K.Jain, 
intitulä "INFLUENCE DES CENDRES VOLANTES, 
AJOUTEES AUX CIMENTS, SUR LES CHANGEMENTS 
DANS LA STRUCTURE DES PORES LES MORTIERS 
CONSERVES DANS DES SOLUTIONS DE NaCl", 
concerne l'etude de l'influence de l'addition 
de cendre volante ä 2 ciments Portland, en 
vue de determiner la nature des changements 
au grandeur des pores des pätes durcies et 
son influence sur la durabilite des 
eprouvettes de mortiers prepares avec ces 
ciments.

A propos de la composition chimique 
pontentiel de Logue, un des ciments presente 
3,63% de C,S et l'autre 33%. Deux autres 
ciments composes ont ete prepares par 
l'addition de 25% de cendre volante ä chacun 
de ces ciments Portland.

En utilisant un motier melange avec 1 
partie de ciment, 3 de sable normal et 0,4 de 
l'eau distillee, des eprouvettes prismatiques 
de 40x40x160mm’ ont ete moulees. Elles sont 
restees pendant 24 heures sous un tissus de 
Jute mouilee et, apres, sous l'eau courante 
et dans de solutions а 3% et 6% de chiorure 
de sodium, pour des essais en 7, 28, 90, 180 

et 365 Jours.

Les eprouvettes prismatiques ont äte 
soumises ä la determination de la resistance 
ä la flexion et, ensuite, les respectives 
parties ont ete essayees a la compression. 
Apres la rupture, des petits 6chantillons 
ont ete retires, traites avec acetone, seches 
ä 105°C et conserves dans un dessiccateur ä 
vacuum pour arreter 1' hydratation .

Des mesures en porosimetre ä mercure ont 
ёte faires aux ^chantillons ainsi traites, 
avec de pressions jusqu'ä 407 MPa.

Par la fragmentation des ächantillons, 
les grains passants par le tamis de 45 pm 
ont äte separäs en vue de l'obtention de 
difractogrammes de rayons X, en relation ä 

l'etalon de platine.

L es resultats obtenus ont monträ.

a) les mortiers de ciment cures dans des 
solutions de NaCl presentent une 
resistance mecanique Interieure cue ceux 
maintenus sous l'eau courante, etant la 
chute de resistance plus accentuee au 
ciment avec moins de C3S. L'addition de 
la cendre volante attenue cette chute,

b) l'attaque des mortiers de ciment Portland 
par le chiorure de sodium provoque une 
augmentation de la grandeur des pores, ä 
cause ce la dissolution de la päte durcie, 
liee a la formation de chiorure de 
calcium et de chloroaluminate de calcium. 
L'addition de la cendre volante ä ces 
ciments inhibe la formation de pores 
plus grands, au cas de la cure faite dans 
des solutions de NaCl;

c) les difractogrammes de rayons X indiquent 
la formation d'une grande quantite de 
Ca(0H)2 aux mortiers prepares avec les 
deux ciments portland et eures ä l'eau 
courante. Quand ces mortiers sont eures 
dans des solutions de NaCl, il est 
observe la formation de chloroaluminate

■ de calcium, avec la reduction 
considerable de Са(0Н)2.

Р о и г le s epprouvettes ргёрагёез avec les 
ciments composes avec de la cendre volante 
des petits teneurs en Ca(0H)2 sont observes. 
Pourvu que le Ca(0H)2 a ete consumä dans la 
reaction pouzzolanique avec la cendre 
volante et qu'une autre partie a reagi pour 
former le chloroaluminate de calcium, la 
possibilite de lixiviation de produits 
solubles est sensiblement diminuee.
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Le rapport de P.Gegout, H.Hornaln, B.Thuret 
et M.Regourd sous-titre "RESISTANCE AU GEL 
DES CIMENTS AUX FILLERS" a pour objet 
caractäriser l'influence d'un filier calcaire 
sur la tenue au göl des mortiers de ciment 
Portland avec ajouts (CPJ).

Deux ciments, contenant respectivement 
15% et 30% de filier calcaire, ont 6te 
ргёрагёз par melange d'un CPA industriel et 
d'un calcaire (98% de CaCO,) Ьгоуёз 
зёрагётеп! a 3.500 et 3.700 cm2/g 
respectivement.

Des prismes de mortiers 4x4x16cm ont 6t6 
дасЬёз avec differents rapports E/C dans le 
but de comparer leur comportement soit ä E/C 
constant, soit ä E/(CPA contenu dans le 
тё1апде) constant.

Des quantitäs variables d'entraineur d'air 
ont äte ajoutöes ä l'eau de gächage afin 
d'obtenir des quantitös d'air difförentes et 
des bulles plus ou moins ёзрасёез.

Les prismes ont ё!ё сопвегуёз dans l'eau 
ä 20°C.

Аргёз 7 jours, le module d'Young a 
determine ä partir des mesures de гёзопапсе 
en flexion, sur les 9 prismes de chaque зёг!е. 
Le prisme prösentant la valeur n^diane а ё!ё 
selectionnö pour le compactage des bulles 
d'air et le calcul du facteur d^spacement 
de ces bulles, par la technique des traversSes 
linSaires. Les 8 autres prismes ont 
сопзегуёз dans 1'eau a 20°C jusqu'ä 105 jours.

A 105 jours, 4 prismes sur 8, prdsentant 
le module d'Young le plus proche de la valeur 
ir^diane, ont etö introduits dans 1' enceinte 
de gel, et les 4 autres ont ё!ё soumis ä la 
dёtermination de la rösistance mScanique en 
compression.

Les prismes ont sub! 300 cycles au total, restant 
chacuTi 3h ä l'air ä one temperature de -20°C et Ih 
dans l'eau ä une temperature de +20r|C, ötant de 
I'ordre de 10cC/h la vitesse de refroidissement.
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En plus, 11 а ё!ё са1си1ё a 1'espacement 
moyen critique des bulles d'air (Ecr), definie 
comme 1'espacement au-dela duquel un materiau 
donne ne rösiste pas aux conditions de gel 
1трозёз. Cette valeur a etd dötermine apres 
100 cycles.

Les principaux rdsultats obtenus ont permis 
de mettre en evidence les points suivants:

Avant gel:

- A E/C egal, les rösistances mecaniques 
diminuent quand la teneur en filler augmente.

- La diminution des resistances est due 
dans ce cas, ä 1' accroissement de la proportion 
d'eau disponible relativement ä la quantite 
de CPA proprement dit dans le ciment fillerise. 
Pour un rapport E/C constant, le rapport"E/CPA" 
augmente avec la teneur en filler.

- Une correction du rapport E/C tenant 
compte de l'exces de l'eau engend^ par la 
presence de filler, permet d'obtenir des 
resistances comparables ä celles des CPA.

Aprfes gel:

- L’addition d'entraineur d'air permet 
d'introduire dans les mortiers un гёзеаи de 
bulles susceptibles d ' агпёИогег leur 
comportement au gel.

- En fonction du rapport E/C et de la teneur en 
filler, 11 est possible de döterminer un espacement 
moyen critique des bulles d'air (Ecr), au-delä duquel 
le mortier devient дёИТ dans les conditions 
experimentales choisies,

- Pour un meme ciment, Ecr diminue quand 
E/C augmente.

- Toutefois la correction du E/C tenant compte de 
I'excfes de 1'eau аррог1ё par la presence de filler 
permet d'obtenir des Lcr, done des rösistantes au gel, 
comparables ä celles des CPA.

- L'abaissement des гёз1з1апсез mäcaniques 
dans le cas des fortes teneurs en air entreinö, 
(L faible), n'a pas d'incidence näfaste sur 
la tenue au gel des mortiers dont les L 
restent införieurs aux Lcr.
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Le rapport de M.George Teodora, intitule 
"INFLUENCE DES CONDITIONS DE DURCISSEMENT 
SUR LA DURABILITE DE LA PATE DE CIMENT ET DU 
BETON", presente les recherches sur des 
composants mineralogiques purs du ciment 
Portland, sur des ciments et betons, en vue 
d'expliquer qu'une haute resistance mäcanique 
n'est pas un indice süffisant pour un bäten 
durable, mas e'est surtout sa structure qui 
est determinante.

Les recherches entreprises 
incluent d'abord des examens aux microsco
pes, optique et electroctronique, sur les 
silicates triealeique (C^S) et diealeique 
(C2S),11 aluminate triealeique (C^A), l'alu- 
minoferrite tetraealeique (C^AF) et sur 
suspensions de ciment, pour deux conditions 
d' hydratation: l'une ä 20 C et l'autre par 
1' autoclavage.

La suspension de C^S apräs autoclavage 
präsente apräs 6h la formation de grands 
"äventails" vlgoureux ayant comme point 
de depart les granules de C^S. Le champ 
teste presque vide, ou peuplä par des petits 
fragments. Le däveloppement des cristaux 
apres traitement est räduit, le processus 
ätant presque termine ä ce moment-lä. On 
trouve dans les suspensions aprfes autoclavage 
de meins nombreux cristaux de portlandite.

L'autoclavage augmente fortement la 
vitesse d1hydratation du C2S, plus que dans 
le cas du C^S. Cette constatation est 
confirmäe aussi par l'action favorable de 
1'autoclavage sur les räsistances en 
compression par rapport aux räsistances ä 28 
jours de durcissement des pätes de C2S pur.

Pour le C-jA, le traitement ä 1'autoclave 
est le plus däfavorable, parce qu'il freine 
1'hydratation, la räsistance en compression 
aprfes autoclavage ätant presque nulle.

Sous le traitement en autoclave, le C^AF 
s'hydrate plus intensäment que dans le cas 

du durcissement ä 20°C et donne de grandes 
quantites d'hydroxide de calcium et 
d'hydroxide de fer.

En general, les formations cristalllnes 
qui resultent de 1'autoclavage possedent 
des dimensions beaucoup plus petites que 
celles obtenues par les traitements 
hydrothermiques sans pression et par con
sequent un grand degre de dispersion, ce qui 
mfene ä un haut niveau d'änergie potentielle 
de surface.

L'auteur a utilisä aussi la vitesse de 
propagation longitudinale et 1'attenuation 
des ultrasons ayant comme but 1'obtention 
des informations plus globales sur un grand 
volume de beton caractärise par une repartition 
aläatoire des phenomenes remarquäs ä 
microächelle.

Les resultats laissent entrevolr l'existence 
des däfauts sur la structure des betons 
traites ä 1'autoclave. Malgrä les tres 
grandes räsistances du beton autoclave', les 
vitesses des ultrasons sont basses par 
rapport aux valeurs obtenus pour le bäton 
durcl dans de conditions normales.

La presence de ces däfauts dans la 
structure des bätons autoclaves influence 
la durabilitä, comme 11 a ete verifie par 
l'auteur ä travers des essais sur des prlsmes 
de bäton 10x10x55cm’ apräs saturation ä 
l'eau, en mesurant la variation de:
- module d'älasticitä dynamique par l'excitation des 
oscillations longitudinales;
- däeräment logarithmique des oscillations forcäes 
de la courbe de resonance;
- däeräment logarithmique des oscillations libres 
mesurä de la courbe de däcroissance des amplitudes, 
suite ä 1'exposition aux cycles de gel-dägel.

Les resultats obtenus montrent pour le beton 
durci dans des conditions standard une räsistance 
au gel-degel beaucoup plus grande que pour celui 
autoclavä.
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Le travail de C.D. Lawrence, sous le titre 
de "LE MESURAGE DE LA PERMEABILIТЁ" decrit 
le proJet et les essais entrepris pour la 
mise en service d'une cellule de permeabiiite, 
en utilisant des eprouvettes de 150 mm de 
diametre et 50 mm de hauteur.

Pratiquement, la meine' cellule permet la 
realisation des essais de permeabiiite et de 
diffusion au gas et de permeabiiite ä l'eau.

Au cours des essais de permeabllitd au 
gas oxygene, l'auteur identifique la grande 
influence de l'humidite relative des 
echantillons, qui doit etre soigneusement 
equilibres avant l'essai, et propose un 
periods de 4 semaines pour la conservation 
des eprouvettes en beton common.

Ces essais ont permis, encore, montrer 
une correlation entre la permeabiiite ä 
l'oxygene et la resistance ä la compression 
de betons cures a 20°C sous l'eau, prepares 
avec du ciment Portland ou bien avec de 
remplacement partlel de laitiers granules 
de haut fourneau ou de cendres volantes.

Pour le mesurage de la diffusion d'oxygene, 
la cellule exige une modification pour 
permettre I'entree et la sortie du gas a 
travers des surfaces planes des eprouvettes. 
Une autre modification necessaire est a 
respect de la ceinture d' etancheite, cas 
il a ete verifie que la ceinture de PVC a 
presente une legere absorption de l'oxygene, 
aloes eile a ete substituee par du 
polyurethane .

Pour la mesure de petites concentrations 
□'oxygene au courant de gas nitrogene il a 
ete employee une cellule electrochimique 
contenant un diaphragme chauffe d'oxide de 
zirconium.

Les essais ont permis demontrer une 
correlation entre la permeabiiite et la 
diffusion de l'oxygene, au cas des eprouvettes 
conservees a 55% d'humidite relative.

La mesure de la permeabiiite ä 1'eau 
est faite avec une cellule semblable, 
mais la longue duree de l'essai a exigeedes 
precautions aditionnelles incluant la 
ceinture d'etancheite en polyurethane et 
1'enveloppement du tube interne avec un 
gros tissus de nylon pour liberer des tres 
petites quantiles de gas sous pression qui 
diffusent ä travers des parols du tube 
interne, sous-peine d'interferer a 
I'ecoulement de 1'eau par 1'epprouvette.
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I - INTRODUCTION
Eighteen communications received by the 
Congress were classified as relating to 
subtheme 4.2 and proceeded from France (4), 
West Germany (3), URSS (2), Spain (2), 
China, Switzerland, New Zealand, Japan, 
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and Egypt (one 
from each country).
In a previous appreciation of described 
subjects, the works can be distributed as 
follows: sulfate attack (6), decomposition 
by heat treatment (3), CO2 corrosion (3) 
and other studies (6).

1. Sulfate attack

1.1 - "The influence of alite content on
the sulfate resistance of Portland 
cement."
D. DIMIC and S. DROLJC - Yugoslavia

1.2 - "Contribution to the study of the
chemical resistance of cements.
Behaviour mechanical - resistance of 
a Portland cement (with a content 
calculated of C^A null) opposite to 
diverse aggressive solution".
D.G. TEBAR, J.L.S. MORENO, V.G. VILA 
Spain.

1.3 - "A contribution to the study of
ettringite caused expansion1 . 
R.DRON, F. BRIVOT - France

1.4 - "Sur le role de la phase siliceuse 
dans les processus de destruction de 
la pierre de ciment dans les milieux 
de sulfate."
F.F.  ALKSNIS, V.T. ALKSNE - URSS

p,5 _ "Destruction of historical buildings 
by the formation of ettringite or 
thaumasite". .
U. LUDWIG and S. MEHR - West Germany

1.6 - "The sulphate resistant Portland 
cement are not ultimate answer to 
the problem of sulphate attack" 
R.T. MORALES - Spain

On the work 1.1, of DIMIC and DROLJC, the 
authors investigate six sulfate-resisting 
Portland cements and one ordinary Portland 
cement, with different mineralogical 
composition, in regard to their sulfate 
resistance by the Koch-Steinegger method. 
The results show that mortar prepared from 
ordinary Portland cement with a high 
content of C3A (10,3%), as expected, 
deteriorated significantly in the 10% w/v 
solution of NajSO^ . 10 co

Comparison of sulfate-resisting Portland 
cements shows that the cements with 
relatively low CgA content and with a CgS 
content lower than 60% could be declared 
as sulfate resistant, while cements with 
higher content of C^S ( 77,0% and 66,5« ) 
and at the same time lower CgA(3,2% and 3,4%)
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content reacted more strongly with sulfate 
ions, forming ettringite and gypsum, as 
showed by X-ray analysis.

On the basis of test results and field 
experience they conclude that for better 
sulfate resistance of a Portland cement, 
the CjS content is also an important factor, 
besides the C^A content, and propose a 
revision on Yugoslav Standard.

On the work 1.2, TEBAR et al. present the 
results of a long-therm laboratory study of 
submitting a industrial sulfate-resisting

Portland cement, of calculated Bogue 
potencial composition of CgA null, C^AF 
10,8%, CgS 75,6% and CgS 6,1% to solutions 
of gypsum, sodium and magnesium sulfate 
during 1.800 days, in mortar samples of 
1x1x6 cm, 4x4x16 cm, 7x7x28 cm and concrete 
samples of 10x10x40 cm.

The results show that the Koch-Steinegger 
coefficient is higher than 0,70 on all 
cases and the evolution of mechanical 
strength is function- of the solution 
composition.

On the work 1.3, DRON and BRIVOT propose a 
model for studying the ettringite expansion 
by calcining at 1000°C a stechiometric 
mixture of aluminum sulfate and pure calcium 
hydroxide .

The hydration of this calcined ettringite, 
to the form with 32 HgO, is accompained by 
a type Calvet microcalorimeter and the 
expansion mesured by an apparatus properly 
developed (p. 4 ).

The rehydration of a pure paste is completed 
within 2 hours, having a linear expansion 
near of 10%, without restriction.

The greatest pressure is given by the 
cristallization forces; the application of a 
unilateral restriction, even near of 0,1 MPa 
neutralizes completely the expansion in the 
correspondent direction, pointing out that 
the expansion pressure is not significant, 
when compared to cristallization pressure.

On the work 1.4, of ALKSNIS and ALKSNE, the 
authors show that in environment conditions, 

2 - .in presence of 50ц and CO-,2-, besides the 
transformation of aluminous phase in 
ettringite, thaumasite formation will be 
expected, by transformation of siliceous 
phase; and more, the mechanism of this 
reaction depends on ambient temperature.
Over 20°C ettringite is detected and bellow 
10°C, thaumasite.

On sample with composition (CaO)g.Al^Og: 
: CaS04.0,5 HgO : CaCOg = 1:4,7 : 3 (molar 
parts) was observed a complete desapearence 
of ettringite, 6 months after the action of 
COg of environment.

Although this thaumasite formation mechanism 
is not sufficiently clear, the material 
behaviour control at low temperatures, 
besides sulfate resistance determination, 
would be considered as mandatory requirement.

On the work 1.5, of LUDWIG and MEHR, the 
formation of ettringite (CgA.Csg.Hg?) and 
thaumasite (Cc.Cs.CS.Hg^ g) is identified 
through the mineralogical examination of 
damages on historical buildings, as due to 
incompatibility of high alkaline aluminate 
binders with gypsum or lime-gypsum mortars.

Mortars with higher sulfate resistant 
cement, in excess of gypsum and calcite, are 
instable at temperatures of 2 to 40°C, 
caused by ettringite formation.

At a later stage, on temperatures below 
20°C, thaumasite is formed with decomposition 
of the initially formed ettringite, by 
combining the unreacted gypsum and calcite. 
After 120 days, the specimens stored at 2 C 
are destroyed.

On mortars with CgS and CgS as starting 
materials, and molar ratio SiOgZCaSO^ - 1, 
thaumasite was formed, without expansion, 
when stored at 2°C under water, but the 
original CSH-phase is destroyed and 
structure is strongly weakened.

On the work 1.6, MORALES presents a study
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of two Portland cements type V, PY-4 and 
PY-6, and four mixture cements with pozzolan 
D (diatomite) by the Le Chatelier - Anstett 
Method.

By XRD investigation on cracked tarts, 
thaumasite was detected after 3 years, in 
mixtures where CgS content are: 79,43% 
(PY-6) 63,54% (PY-6/D80/20) and 58,19% 
(PY-4) .
On mixture with CgS below 56% cracks have 
not occured.

2. Decomposition by heat treatment

2.1 - "Mechanism of subsequent ettringite
formation in mortars and concretes 
after heat treatment".
D. HEINZ and U. LUDWIG - West Germany

2.2 - "Thermal decomposition of hydrated
cement pastes"
A.ZURZ, I. ODLER, S. ABDUL-MAULA - 
West Germany.

2.3 - "Evolution of strength and struc
ture of concretes heated up to 1.100°C'

J. VOLANT and H. HORNAIN - France

On the work 2.1, HEINZ and LUDWIG to justify 
damages occured in precast units, that had 
been heat treated during production and 
subjected for several years to open-air 
weathering, study the influence of heat 
treatment, ranging between 20% and 100°C, in 
mortars made with PZ55 cement (CgA at about 
12%) and SOg 3,8%; parallelly study a finely 
ground clinker with adding anhydrite, to 
have the SOg amount ranged from 2 to 8,6%, 
to investigate the influence of molar ratio 
of sulfate and aluminate.

It is verified by X-ray analysis, that at 
increased temperatures, there is a 
decreasing formation of calcium aluminate 
hydrate and it is concluded that, aluminate 
and sulfate ions get bound within the CSH- 
gel, and, in the subsequent storage under 
water, are available as reaction partners 
for an Aft-phase formation, resulting in 
expansion and a diminution of strength.

On the work 2.2, ZURZ et al. present a study 
of prepared cements, grinding industrial 
clinkers and raw materials with amounts of 
gypsum corresponding to 3% SOg, in a 
laboratory ball mill, to a specific surface 
area of 3.000 cm2/g (Blaine). Specimens 
10x10x60 cm of pure cement pastes, water/ 
solids ratios between 0,26 and 0,30, 
hydrated for at least one year at 20°C in a 

satured water vapor atmosphere, were heat 
up in an eletric furnace to temperatures 
between 100 and 1.000°C.

By X-ray diffraction was determined that the 
phase composition after heating consisted of 
free CaO and p-dicalcium silicate, for pure 
tricalcium silicate and non-blended cements;
C2 (A,F) for the OPC and antisulfate cements; 
CgA for the white cement; melilite for blast, 
furnace cement; p-dicalcium silicate and no 
free lime for fly ash-Portland cement, 
gehlenite for the pozzolan-Portland cement 
and wollastonite for the silica fume system. 
In addition, an increase in porosity and 
average pore size was observed, with loss 
of strength, as the temperature increased, 
partially related to a loss of bound water.

On the work 2.3, VOLANT and HORNAIN show 
that concretes prisms of 7x7x28 cm made with 
cements CPA, CHF and CPJ, have had weight 
losses of 5%, when heated up to 1.100°C.

At 105°C, the ettringite is transformed into 
monosulfo-aluminate and at 390°C, the 
structure became porous with loss of 
strength. At 550°C, the Ca (0H)2 is strongly 
dehydrated, being fissurated and causing 
separation of material. The cements poor in 
lime (CPJ with fly ash or slag, CHF) have 
better strength due to less fissuration.

3. C02 Corrosion

3.1 - "Skins of calciumcarbonate and their
significance for the corrosion of 
concrete".
E. KOELLIKER - Switzerland

3.2 - "C02 corrosion of geothermal cement
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grouts"
N.B. MILESTONE, D.A. ST. JOHN,
J.H. ABBOTT, L.P. ALDRIDGE - 
New Zealand

3.3 - "Investigation into the carbonation of 
autoclaved aerated concrete (ААС)" 
Z. YUPING, L. DEDONG and S. GUOKUANG~ 
China

On the work 3.1, KOELLIKER submits mortars 
prism of 40x40x160 mm to the action of 
conce ntrated solutions of calcium hydroxide, 
moist air of 90 - 100% r.h. and air of 70% 
r.h., both to 20°C.

SEM investigation revealed that in water, 
crystals of calcite had well developed faces 
and sizes from 1-10ju diameter. On the other 
hand, in the air was observed a finer 
structure and grains not well crystallized, 
estimated of about 0,5

On the work 3.2, MILESTONE et al. presents 
a study of cement grouts corrosion in wells 
casings, exposed to conditions of CO2 rich, 
acidic or alkaline fluids, respecti-velly. 
On the first condition, rapid carbonation 
and corrosion from HCO^ put doubt if any 
Portland cement system could withstand it. 
On the second condition, grouts are 
carbonating only.
It was observed that when silica is added 
to the formulations, the grouts are less 
durable and rates of attack are increased. 
It is hypothesized that without added 
silica, the HCO^ reacts with the CH for 
producing calcite, that has a larger molar 
volume, reducing the porosity; on the 
contrary, with added silica, the HCO^ 
attack must be directly on the hydrated 
calcium silicate (tobermorite and xonotlite) 
giving ara.goni"te, that leads to an increase 
in porosity •

On the work 3.3, YUPING et al. present the 
study of three types of autoclaved aereted 
concrete: cement-lime-sand, cement-slag-sand 

and cement-lime-fly ash submitted to 
natural and artificial carbonation.

Mercury intrusion porosimetry shows that 
carbonation leads to a drop in the 
percentage of small pores and an increase 
in larger ones.

Strength teste show retrogression for all 
three types in artificial environment, 
although in natural, C-L-S and C-S-S 
presented an increase after one year 
exposure.

Concrete of C-L-F has a higher rate of 
carbonation as compared with C-L-S and 
C-S-S.
SEM shows that carbonation mechanism in 
artificial and natural environment is 
different; in the former, there is a serious 
build up of calcite on air pores of all 
concretes, not seen in the last.

4 - Other studies

4.1 - "Evolution of the microstructure
of concrete during the ASTM Test for 
freezing and thawing"
C. VERNET - France

4.2 - "Influence of ionic species on alkali
aggregate reaction"
M. SHIZAWA, Y. JOE and H.KOTANI - 
Japan

ц.З _ "Degradation of hydrated cements by 
chloride brines"
R. OBERSTE - PADTBERG - France

4.4 - "The stability of the calcium sulfoal
uminate hydrates in aqueous solutions"
H.Y.  GHORAB and E.A. KISHAR - Egypt

4.5 _ "Contraintes internes dans le beton
et sa durabilite"
Z. TSILOSSANI, I. PANTSKHAVA, K. 
KVARTSKHAVA - URSS

4.6 - "Corrosion of hardened cement pastes
by NH^NOjSolutions"
A. BAJZA, I. ROUSEKOVA and 0. VRANA 
Czechoslovakia



On the work 4.1, VERNET study the freezing 
and thawing action by ASTM 666-80-B Method 
and observe that the microcrate developed to 
sample center, passing by big size cappilary 
pores, the transition aureola of aggregates 
and big portlandite crystals. The subsequent 
stage, when cracks reach a certain dimension, 
chemical process of redissolution of 
hydrates speed the destruction.

By SEM investigation of hydrates orientation, 
it is assumed that concrete acts like a pump, 
resulting that thawing action being more 
destructive in water than in air.

On the work 4.2, SHIZAWA et al. using ASTM 
C227 Method, in order to investigate the 
effect of alkali ionic species and coexistirg 
anionic species, upon the expansion due to 
alkali-aggregate reactions, conclude that 
the expansion was accelerated by sodium 
and potassium, but not lithium.

In relation to coexisting anionic species, 
the degree of expansion was decreased in 
following order: chloride, sulfate, hydroxide 
and carbonate.

Sodium ion has larger effect than potassium 
ion, at same content of total alkali and 
with same anionic species .

On the work 4.3, OBERSTE-PADTBERG show 
the study on degradation of hydrated high 
sulfate resistant oilwell class G cement, 
introducing samples of disks pastes (h=20mm; 
d=40mm) in saturated brines of KOI, CaCl^ 
and MgClj, for a reaction period of 3 months 
at 55°C. The pastes were prepared with fresh 
water and also with 30% NaCl containing 
water (as commonly applied in the field of 
oil well cementing).

SEM investigation shows that salt water 
cement paste is attacked for all brines 
severally. The degrading mechanism is 
explained by the formation of alkali 
hydroxides and silicates, and the related 
pH decrease that leads to C-S-H instability. 

On the work 4.4, GHORAB and KISHAR, 
studying the stability of calcium sulfoal
uminate hydrates in water and NaOH 
solutions, at temperatures up to 100°C, and 
by XRD patterns of solids obtained, show 
that ettringite is found to be stable in ' 
water at 30°C and 60°C, the resulting 
solution having a pH value of 11,2: it 
persists alkaline solutions of concentration 
up to 0,2M at 30°C; it converts to the 
monosulfate hydrate on water at 100°C and in 
0,08M NaOH at 60°C. On the other hand, 
monosulfate hydrate is unstable on water at 
30°C, but it stability is greatly enhanced 
in alkaline solutions.

On the work 4.5, TSILOSSANI et al. measuring 
the internal effort by means of magnetic - 
elastic catchings put into concrete prisms 
of 7x7x21 cm, suggest a model to make 
statements for prevision the longevity of 
concrete, under the effect of temperature 
and humidity.

On the work 4.6, BAJSA et. al on a study 
of deterioration of concrete in agricultural 
conditions, submitting cement pastes in 
cylindrical samples (d = 30mm), to 0,5, 3 
and 5% NH^NOg solutions, for period close 
to 1 year, show that the hydration products 
are the same as those formed by water 
curing plus CgA.Ca (NOg)?. 10 HgO, causing 
expansion, decrease in density and 
strength, and increase in porosity.
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WITH AGGREGATES AND CONCRETECEMENT PASTE COMPATIBILITY

ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSIONREINFORCEMENTS INCLUDING

BY MRS. HAYDEE ARMANDOLA

SUB - THEME 4.3

INTRODUCTION:

The contents of the sub-theme we are 
going to tackle in this 8th. International 
Congress on the Chemistry of Cement, as well 
as those of sub-theme IV - 1 and sub-theme 
IV - 2, under a slightly different title, 
carry on with certain subjects already dealt 
with in the VII Theme of the 7th. Congress: 
"Interface reactions between cement and ag
gregate in concrete and mortar", "Durability 
"Bond Strength". It is probably called dif
ferently due to the fact that the present ti
tle further focusses on this problem by 
aiming at an approach to the traditional 
essence of these Congresses, i.e. "The Che
mistry of Cement".

But it is downright obvious that even 
if the contents of some of the communica
tions only give an incomplete answer to the 
essence, we cannot disregard the complex 
problem of durability, so long as its cru
cial consequences in the fields of Techno
logy and Economy, make it unavoidable; let 
alone when there is a well-founded opinion 
that the new advances in concrete durabi
lity must have cement chemistry research as 
the driving force.

Undoubtedly, technological aspects 
are predominant in most of the reports sub
mitted dealing with this subject, but ef
fects are analized without taking into ac
count causes or mechanisms, and neither 
research is carried out nor is there any 
conclussion grounded on a scientific basis, 
thus in most cases Empirism prevails.

Mr. J. Calleja (1) has been working 
hard on this subject that undoubtedly 
springs from the inherent features of the 

theme already dealt with. The problems 
brought about by research work on durabili
ty make it highly complex and usually impo£ 
sible to simplify. It Includes certain in
teracting factors of a very different natu
re and sometimes the effects of those fac
tors have no close links with their relevan 
ce.

In his Research Paper, Mr. J. Calleja 
has carried out a deep survey of different 
viewpoints on the theme of durability, but 
at the same time bearing in mind its own 
limits and keeping it within the fields of 
chemistry of cement and Plain Concrete.

The 8th. Congress brings in the ques
tion of corrosion-passivation in reinforce
ments in sub-theme IV - 3. What has been" 
said about the durability of plain concrete 
holds good when it refers to the durability 
of stressed or prestressed metallic reinfor
cements embedded in concrete.

Thus all the factors are linked with 
the electrochemical degradation of metals 
embedded in concretes of different characte
ristics deriving from its components and its 
technology and those springing from the en
vironment.

COMMUNICATIONS

The chairman of sub-theme IV - 3 has 
been sent twelve Communications from nine 
countries:



IV-3.1 ALKALI - REACTIVITY OF GRANITIC ROCK 
AGGREGATES. H.C. Visvesvaraya, A.K. 
Mullick, George Samuel, S.K. Sinha 
and R.C. Wason. INDIA.

IV-3.2 INFLUENCE OF REACTIVE AND ALKALI COM
POUNDS ON EXPANSION OF ALKALI-SILICA 
REACTION. Kin-ichi Nakano, Shigehiro 
Kobayashi and Seiichi Nagaoka. JAPAN.

IV-3.3 ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF ALKALI IN ALKALI
AGGREGATE REACTION. W. Kobayashi, N. 
Kataoka and Y. Tsutsumi. JAPAN.

IV-3.4 CHEMICAL AND SWELL. PROPERTIES OF THE 
ALKALI-SILICA REACTION PRODUCT. G. 
Davies and R.E. Oberholster. SOUTH 
AFRICA.

IV-3.5 FIRST STEPS OF CONCRETE HYDRATION 
AND GEL FORMATION IN SURFACE CONTACT 
WITH AGGREGATES. Z.M. Larionova and
1.1. Kourbatova. U.S.S.R.

IV-3.6 EFFECT OF DEGREE OF COMPATIBILITY OF 
CEMENT AND AGGREGATES ON CONCRETE DU 
RABILITY UNDER CONDITIONS OF HIGH 
TEMPERATURE ACTION. V.I. Kadlecek 
and S. Modry. CZECHOSLOVAKIA.

IV.3-7 THERMOMECHANICAL COMPATIBILITY OF 
AGGREGATES IN AUTOCLAVED VERY HIGH 
STRENGTH CONCRETES. G.P. Tognon, S. 
Cangiano and G. Coppetti. ITALY.

IV.3-8 THE COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN AN EXPAN
SIVE GROUT AND ITS RESTRAINING EN
VIRONMENT. R.I.A. Malek, P.H. Licas- 
tro and O.M. P-oy. U.S.A.

IV.3.9 CORROSION BEHAVIOUR OF STEEL DURING 
ACCELERATED CARBONATION OF SOLUTIONS 
WHICH SIMULATE THE PORE CONCRETE SO
LUTION. C.Andrade, C. Alonso, P. 
Santos and A. Macias. SPAIN.

IV.3.10 CHEMICAL POTENTIOSTATIC PROTECTION 
OF REINFORCING STEEL IN CONCRETE.
J. Wisniewski, J. Karys, J. Czaja. 
POLAND.

IV.3.11 EFFECT OF ZINC OXIDE ADMIXTURE ON 
CORROSION INHIBITION OF IRON IN CE
MENT MORTAR CONTAINING SEA WATER.
C. Tashiro and Y. Fukushima. JAPAN.

IV.3.12 CORROSION BEHAVIOUR OF TAD, DIFFU
SED REINFORCEMENT CONCRETE TUBES.
M. Arpaia, \. Cigna and R. Turrizia-

ni. ITALY.

After surveying the difterent papers, 
it was deemed convenient to group them ac
cording to the themes developed in them.

1. Cement - aggregate reaction

It is well-known that the chemical 
reactions of aggregates with concrete can 
affect the performance of concrete. Some re 
actions may be beneficial but others result 
in serious damage to concrete by causing ab 
normal expansion, loss of strength and 
cracking. During the 7th. International Con 
gress the main paper (1) and the Gene
ral Report on Theme VII (2) showed a com
prehensive and critical review of the com
plex problem and accumulated knowledge in 
this field.

Both papers are backed up by plenty 
of bibliography by referring to the diffe
rent kinds of reactions, their ocurrence, 
materials involved, mechanisms developed, 
identification by laboratory tests and cri
teria for judging reactivity and recommen
ded procedures to minimize the effects o^ 
the reaction. Contradictions found in some 
of the research works are also mentioned.

Summing up, we can state that degra
dation is caused by the simultaneous influ
ence of factors such as:
-- The alkali content in cement, but also 

the alkali liberated by some aggregates 
or any other concrete component.

* Type of cement (rate of transport).
* The content and type of unstable minerals 

in the natural aggregates: "pessimum con
tent" and grain size.

* Reactivity of aggregate, which is based 
on the presence of amorphous or partly 
crystallized silica.

* The humidity of the surrounding environ
ment. .

* The wet and dry cycling.
* Exposure conditions (external amount of 

aggressive substance).
* The temperature.

The interface (cement-aggregates) 
begins to be created when thin films of wa 



ter are formed on aggregate surfaces during 
the mixing of concrete. Alkalies from the ce
ment dissolve immediately in the liquid, and 
lime commences to be released by the hydration 
reactions. From this outset, with its concu
rrent creation of strong OH-concentrations, 
any of the following cement-aggregate reac
tions may proceed in the interface-zone, de
pendent upon the available constituents and 
the conditions for mass-transport and energy
conversion in the system: pore - liquid - in
terface - interior of aggregate particles.
Thus, according to different cases, there are 
different reactions: siliceous-aggregate; 
silicate-aggregate; dolornithic-aggregate; 
calcium-carbonate aggregates.

The mechanism in each reaction has often 
been analysed by different researchers (2). 
It is not a priori possible to evaluate such 
reactions as converging towards increased per 
formance quality and equilibrium, or as con
tributions to deterioration, and also the po
sition of cracks, for instance in a zonal in
terface system, ought to be cautiously inter
preted at the present stage of knowledge.

The communication IV-3.1 presents the re
sults of an investigation of alkali silica 
reaction in concrete containing granitic 
aggregates, possible mechanisms of delete
rious reaction and its impact on cement spe
cifications. Compatibility of siliceous aggre 
gates with the alkalies in cement has been an 
important factor in durability of concrete. 
In addition to conventional reactants like 
opal, chert, chalcedony or volcanic glasses, 
it is now held that presence of "stained" 
quartz in siliceous aggregates could also 
cause alkali silica reaction (ASR).

Granite aggregates in a 25 year old con
crete gravity dam contained mainly quartz 
and alkali feldspars, with varying quanti
ties of biotite and muscovite 50-80 7= of 
quartz showed strain effect with undulatory 
extinction angle 25-30 . Alkali feldspars in
cluded orthoclase, plagioclase, microcline 
and microcline-perthite.

The dam manifested typical external signs 
of distress associated with alkali-silica re
action, scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
and energy dispersive analysis of X-rays 
(EDAX) studies revealed the predominant pre
sence of alkalies in the reaction rims on 
aggregates altering their borders, which con
sisted of fluffy, amorphous gel formation. 
Occasionally the reaction products were crys
talline. The presence of typical white gel de 

posits in the concrete was less frequent.

In addition to the presence of strained 
quartz, the role of alkali feld spars were 
investigated. Microscopic studies indicated 
the alteration of alkali feld spars to clay 
minerals and sericite. X-ray diffractogram 
(XRD) studies confirmed changes in the crys
tal structure and mineral composition.

These results tend to support the hypo
thesis that alkali feldspar can themselves 
release alkalies in the presence of calcium 
hydroxide to participate in ASR. Should that 
be the case, merely stipulating a low alkali 
level in the cement may not be adequate and 
depletion of calcium hydroxide would assume 
importance.

The role of active siliceous pezzolan 
and hydraulic slags have been advocated for 
alleviating ASR. In addition to lowering the 
total soluble alkali content in the concrete 
to the extent cement is replaced by these 
additives, they also combine with the cal
cium hydroxide (CH) liberated during the hy
dration of cement. It has been reported that 
if the CH liberated can be fully consumed by 
large proportions of slags, ASR would not ta 
ke place.

In the context of above, modified cement 
compositions having no C^S phase or lower a
mount of C3S phase merit consideration. In 
these cement systems, the amounts of CH li
berated upon hydration are considerably lo
wer. Authors point out that the use of such 
cements with known reactive aggregates are 
presently under investigation and the results 
will be reported subsequently.

The communication IV-3.2 refers to dele
terious cracks in concrete structures consi
dered to be caused by alkali-silicareaction. 
These have been often found in Japan from 
about 1975.

In this study, investigation was carried 
on the factors affecting expansion of mortar 
bar, that is, types of reactive aggregate, 
alcali contents of portland cement, types of 
alkali compouds as several sources of alkali, 
amount of alkalis and types of chemical ad
mixtures .

The present work includes studies with 
9 kinds of normal portland cement and 5 
aggregates. The tests were effected by u
sing ASTM techniques (Petrographic Examina
tion of Aggregates; Potential Reactivity by
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Chemical Method; and Mortar Bar Method).
Results show that even though the total 

alkali content is the same amount, the expan 
sion increases with increase of afterwards 
additional alkali.

Low alkali cement with large amount of 
adding alkali shows more expansion than that 
of high alkali cement with small amount alka 
11 addition if their total Na2O equ. is same. 
Furthermore these tendency was more pronoun
ced in the case of NaCl addition.

These results assess that expansion of 
mortar bars was largely influenced by water 
soluble alkali content. These results indica 
ted that even though equivalent Na2O contents 
were the same, extent of expansion varied wi 
dely dependent upon the kind of alkali ions. 
Furthermore sodium compounds affected more 
than potassium compounds.

The influence of chemical admixtures on 
expansion was examined using low alkali ce
ment .

The total alkali as Na 0 equ. was adjus
ted to 0.60, 1,20 and 2.00 7„ by adding NaCl 
to low alkali cement.

Even though the total alkali content is 
the same amount, the expansion increased with 
the increase of afterwards adding alkali. It 
is technologically important that alkali in
troduced afterwards shows remarkable influen 
ce for mortar bar expansion comparing with 
intrinsic alkali in cement.

The communication IV-3.3 sets out to car 
ry_ on research works effected by one of the 
authors, who studied on the chemistry of al
kali-aggregate reaction by using silica gel
sodium hydroxide model (3) (4).

In the case siliceous aggregate is imme£ 
sed in NaOH solution, the fol lowing reactions 
occur:

(1) adsorption of NaOH to silanol groups 
of aggregate

(2) rupture of surface siloxane bridge of 
aggregate by attack of NaOH and dissolution 
of SiO..

(31 rupture of inside siloxane bridge of 
aggregate and loosing of its structure

(4) adsorption of NaOH to inside silanol 
groups made by reaction (3)

If the siliceous aggregate is well-crys
tallised, the attack of NaOH takes place main 
ly at the surface and only reaction (1) and
(2) occur.

On the other hand, in the case of poorly 
crystallised silica, NaOH penetrates into it 
and reaction (3) and (4) occur too. Reaction
(3) looses the network of silica and produces 
a cross-linked polyelectrolyte containing Na+. 
This type of structure, in contact with water, 
sets up an inhibition pressure and because 
the silicon-oxigen framework is partly disru£ 
ted the material swells.

In this paper, the behaviour of alkali in 
mortar bar which expands caused by alkali - 
aggregate reaction is discussed based on the 
above hypothesis.

In the research works carried out Perex 
glass, four reactive aggregates and a non-re
active aggregate were used. High alkali Port
land cement was used. Experiments included 
immersion test in NaOH, mortar bar structure 
formation and analysis of pore solution ob
tained from cured and crushed-out mortar bars.

The immersion tests were effected in NaOH 
solution according to ASTM-C-289. The quanti
ty of silanol group in residual aggregate was 
measured. The method followed is stated in 
the work. Mortar bar test was carried out ac
cording to ASTM-C-227.

Test and analysis results are stated and 
drawn up in charts. After discussion of those, 
the following conclusions were agreed upon.

On the aggregate immersed in NaOH solu
tion, there is close relation between the 
quantity of alkali adsorbed to ruptured in
side siloxane bridges. On the mortar bar, the 
quantity of alkali adsorbed to ruptured in
side siloxane bridge/unit reactive aggregate 
is tightly related to expansion.

From these results, the rupture of insi
de siloxane bridge by the attack of alkali 
seems to be a cause of the expansion by alka- 
ly-aggregate reaction.

The communication IV-3.4 deals with the 
identification of the alkali-silica reaction 
product (ASRP) in deteriorated concrete, con
sidering it as a positive way of diagnosing 
alkali-silica reaction (ASR). Confirmation of 
ASR is usually obtained by performing scan
ning election microscopy (SEM) combined with 
electronic diffraction x-ray analysis (EDAX), 
or x-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), or both, 
on reaction product. However, characterisa
tion of the ASRP mineralogically and morpho
logically as well as chemically and physical, 
ly , can assist in elucidating the mechanism 
of the reaction and thereby contribute to the 



prevention ос the problem.

The possibility also exists that the 
ASRP observed in cone >te and characterised 
in the laboratory is a harmless end product 
and is in itself not deleterious that it can
not exert swell pressure.

The present werk includes a complete bi
bliography on this theme and a thorough series 
of charts to illustrate what has been stated.

Recently the authors of the present work 
have submitted extensive XRD and SEM-EDAX da
ta on the ASRP. They described two amorphous 
phases, and a number of morphologically dis
tinct crystalline phases, three of which are 
very widely distributed.

X-ray diffraction data on reaction pro
ducts have revealed at least two crystalline 
nhases, one with a characteristic peak at 12 
8 and the other with one at 8 8. A third pha
se with a characteristic peak at 2.90 8 has 
also been suggested. A characteristic of the 
12 8 phase is that the 12 8 peak shifts pro
gressively down to 8.26 8 when heated to bet
ween 40 and 110° C. This shift is reversible.

The ARSP is a multicomponent system. In
cluded with the different crystalline and a
morphous phases are contaminants such as 
quartz and various forms of calcium carbona
te. Although whole sample analysis naturally 
give the combined composition of all the di
fferent phases plus contaminants, the advan
tage of this type of analysis is that the a
mount of water and CO^ in the reaction product 
can be determined.

A semi-quantitative EDX analysis can be 
obtained from a non-polished surface and is 
very useful to characterise the different 
phases. However, x-ray scattering and absorp
tion severely hamper the reliability and re- 
productibility of the analysis.

Quantitative microprobe analysis are the 
most suitable for obtaining the composition 
of the different phases in the ARSP. However, 
the fact that a flat wel1-polished surface is 
required means that the morphology, whereby 
the phase is characterised, is largely des
troyed. Consequently, it is often difficult 
to distinguish between amorphous gels and 
crystalline phases and impossible to recogni
se different morphologies. In addition, water 
and'ussually carbon are not determined by mi
croprobe analysis.

The more common phases on the ASRP in 
concrete from affected structures are a mas
sive, amorphous gel and three distinct crys
talline phases, namely rod-like, blade-like 
and rosette-like crystals. Although the qua
lity and reproductibility of standardless 
EDX analysis are poor, a good indication of 
the chemical composition of the various pha
ses can be obtained.

The massive gel is very often associated 
with rosette-like crystals. It has a much 
higher Ca and lower К content than the crys
talline phases. The composition of the crys
talline phases is much less variable than 
that of the amorphous gel. All three crysta
lline phases are characterised by the presen 
ce of Si, К and Ca. Small amounts of Na can 
be found in the blade-like and rosette-like 
crystals but this element is consistently 
present only in the rod-like crystals. Other 
elements that may be present in minor amounts 
are Al, Fe, and very occasionally, Mg. The 
rosette-like crystals are not only the most 
common crystalline phase observed in affec
ted concrete but are generally chemically 
the most consistent and have the highest CaO 
content of the three.

Close to the contact with the aggregate, 
the alkali-silica reaction product found in 
voids alongside with the aggregate is high
est in Si. These appears to be a depletion 
of Ca in the cement paste at the boundary 
with the reaction product.

No measurable swell pressures were produ 
ced by either the 12 Я phase and the 8 8 pha 
se separated from concrete of deteriorated 
structures.

The communication IV-3.5 refers to the 
fact that a concrete structure is determined 
by a set of physicochemical processes taking 
place during binder-hardening and its possi
ble reactions when they come into contact 
with aggregates. The first steps in binder
hardening constitute the period which condi
tions the resistance; deformation and other 
characteristics in the executed concrete.

The present work states that by means of 
studying variables according to the time of 
liquid-phase formation in concretes, we can 
assess the influence of different factors 
(such as temperature, additives, etc.) on ce 
ment hydration.

It also points out the Influence on the 
liquid-phase composition by the clinker mine
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ralogical structure, its alkali content, pl as 
ter included and admixtures added. Special r£ 
ference is made as regards a superplastifying 
formed by naftalen-formol resins.

It is also stated that different aggrega 
tes adsorb hydrogels of a certain composition. 
This has been checked by using an electronic 
microscope. Different observations and veri
fications on this theme are given in detail.

2. Surface deterioration of concrete.

The communication IV-3.6 deals with this 
complex problem. Rate of the surface deteri£ 
ration of concrete in natural exposure under 
normal temperature and moisture conditions is 
usually very slow. That is the reason why it 
is useful to study the deterioration phenome 
non under more severe model conditions in 1£ 
boratory. Results of such laboratory experi
mental project, which was realized a time ago 
are presented in this paper.

The aim of the experimental programme was 
to determine the extent of surface deteriora 
tion and besides, to compare the resistance 
of concrete with aggregates of different ther 
mal expansion to the repeated action of high 
temperatures. For this purpose limestone and 
quartz were chosen as main representatives.

The work includes details related to ma
terials used; their grain size; the way in 
which test probes have been used, steps ma
king up the cycles to which they are submi
tted; studies of temperature gradient in and 
on the surface of test probes, and so on.

For the evaluation of the extent of sur
face deterioration of cycled concrete speci
mens (temperature difference was approx. 125 
or 140°C respectively and the total number of 
temperature cycles was fifteen) some test me 
thods have been used. Changing of properties 
of concrete has been assessed by tensile 
splitting strength test, adsorption and pen£ 
tration of indication solution of sodium chlo 
ride on cubes and length changes (dilation), 
ultrasonic speed and pull-off strength on de 
teriorated surface of prisms.

The experimental programme constitutes an 
interesting example carried out in a labora
tory since it takes into account both tradi
tional and modern techniques to evaluate the 
behaviour of concretes of a specific composi
tion.

Results obtained have shown pronounced 
structure deterioration of concrete in the 
surface layers after first several temperatu
re loading cycles. Development of deteriora
tion was more intensive in the case of con
crete with limestone aggregate and also was 
more pronounced in the case of partially hu
mid concrete in comparison with a fully satu
rated one. From the results it was evident, 
that properties of quartz aggregates are more 
compatible with limestone aggregates.

Finally, the used test methods show diffe 
rent sensitivity for evaluation of the extent 
of deteriorated structure of exposed concrete 
surface.

It is obvious that as it usually happens 
with most models including cycles with tempe
rature conditions more demanding than the nor 
mal ones, quantitative conclusions gathered 
from those prompt experiments can only be ap
plied to similar situations to those simula
ted. So that we should, be aware of rushing to 
conclusions. On the whole it would be highly 
interesting to research not only tne effects 
but also physicochemical as well as chemical 
changes taking place during the experiment.

3. Compatibility of mixes of
gates

The communication IV-3.7 analyses the e
ffect of the thermal and elastic compatibili
ty of binary mixes of different types of aggre 
gates on the properties of autoclaved very- 
high-strength-concretes .

The mechanical properties c-r autoclaved 
very-high-strength-concrete a made with quartz 
aggretate and aggregates differently interac
ting with the cement matrix, were studied in 
previous works (5) (6) (7).

The trends of compresive strengths and mo 
dull of elasticity versus the aggregate of 
maximum diameter were observed in autoclavec' 
concretes made with aggregate consisting of 
limestone, quartz and a 50 '7 mix of the two. 
The investigation was extended to concretes 
with aggregate of maximum diameter up to ZD 
mm formed of basalt, jasper, granite ans per 
phyry as well as 50 % binary mixes of tnese 
aggregates, besides of limestone anc quartz 
mixes with the above materials.

The work assesses the character:stres о 
materials used in concrete mixes; the compo 
sition of the concrete mixes; tne hydrother 



mal cycles applied to the autoclaved concre
tes; the tests made and results obtained.

It could be noticed that the moduli of 
elasticity of concretes where the aggregate 
consists of 50 % binary mix of the two mate
rials depend on the moduli of elasticity of 
the mix constituents and their thermal comp_a 
tibility related to the respective coeffi
cient ■=< .

The most interesting phenomena appear 
when limestone is present in the mix aggrega 
tes. Depending on the ratio of the modulus of 
elasticity of limestone to the aggregate with 
which it is mixed and as a function of the 
difference between the thermal expansion coe 
fficient o< of limestone and that of the 
aggregate, more or less marked deviations of 
the modulus of elasticity from the theoreti
cal value are noticed.

In the case of concrete autoclaving, it 
can be useful to use only one type of aggre
gate rather than choose a mix‘of materials 
having different thermomechanical properties. 
In fact in rather large temperature ranges, 
such as those found in the hydrothermal treat 
ment, the difference in the moduli of elasti. 
city and thermal expansion coefficients rele 
vant to aggregates affects strengths and, a
bove all, the modulus of elasticity of the 
relative concretes.

The use of aggregate mixes containing li. 
mestone can involve a drop in the modulus of 
elasticity. However it is expected from the 
compressive strength values that follow an 
intermediate trend beween those of concrete; 
with aggregate consisting of only one compo
nent .

In rather wide temperature ranges such as 
those related to the concrete autoclaving, in 
the case an aggregate mix is used, a study 
on the thermal and elastic compatibility bet. 
ween them and the cement matrix seems necessa. 
ry to foresee the mechanical and elastic pro 
perties of the relative concretes.

4. Mechanical properties and durability of 
cement-based plug-seals

The communication IV-3.8 deals with this 
subject. Cementitious materials are used to 
seal access shafts and boreholes in many un
derground systems e.g. radioactive-waste re
positories. Their primary function is to pro 
vide a tight seal at the interface.

Successful performance in this respect 
could be dependent almost entirely on expansi 
vity of the plug relative to the restraining 
forces of the surrounding host rock.

In cementitious formulations, whether 
ettringite or salt (CINa) is the principal 
expansive component the degree of restraint 
offered by the surrounding rock mass is of in 
portance in the development of interfacial 
stress. Information exists on unrestrained 
and standard restrained expansion for mortars 
and concrete, however, most do not permit cal^ 
culation of actual interface stresses under 
the existing restraining forces of actual bo
rehole geometry.

A system to determine the radial stresses 
of the grout/concrete on the host enviroment, 
which permits stimulation of the surrounding 
rock mechanical properties was designed. A 
brief description of the system is presented 
together with typical data, and their imjlica^ 
tions on seal durability.

It consists of a strain gage instrumented 
cell and its associated signal conditioner/ 
amplifier. The test cell used in the system 
is unique in that it provides for direct call 
bration of the complete system. It is versa
tile in that the cell material and dimensions 
can be selected to stimulate restraint of a 
given host material under a geostatic load re 
fleeting depth.

Samples can be run under a range of tem
perature and pressure conditions, with the 
latter simulating either inyection pressure 
or hydrostatic load conditions. Details of 
the design and grading of the apparatus em
ployed are pinted out in the paper.

Two ettringite-based expansive formula
tions have been chosen for the present study. 
Formulation I (F-I) a mortar based on type К 
expansive cement and formulation II (F-II), 
a grout based on class H cement with added 
calcium sulphate hemihydrate. A third, salt 
(NaCl)-based formulation (F-III) was also 
tested. This is a mortar containing much sma 
Iler hemihydrate than F-I and F-II and mixed 
with supersaturated 1’aCl solution. F-II was 
found to give the highest stresses, whereas 
F-III gave the lowest stresses.

Three distinct phases of expansion were 
found: the first is a thermal phase occuring 
with early heat liberation, the second occurs 
after the cement reaches its thermal, maximum 
when simultaneous cooling and crystai1isd:ion 
of expansive componets takes place, and the 



third phase occurs after total relief of ther 
:aal stresses.

In numerous field applications of expan
sive cements and seal materials, it is necce- 
sary to attain chemical compatibility between 
the concrete formulation and the surrounding 
enviroment. In salt-host sites (largely in 
oil and gas industry as well as radioactive 
waste repositories) it was found that the 
use of saturated salt solution as a mixing 
fluid instead of water is necessary to pre
vent salt migration and subsequent adverse e
ffects on seal durability. One salt-contai
ning formulation (F-III) has been tested in 
the present investigation. This formulation 
contains 2.6 " hemihydrate in addition to 
salt (MaCl). The mixed expansive functions of 
sulphate and salt has an important significan 
ce in field applications in conjuntion with 
tempeature effects on stability of the seal 
material.

Although the restraining forces in a salt 
environment may differ from those of tuff 
rock (for ettringite-based formulations), the 
same restraining forces were applied to the 
salt-based formulation in order to establish 
a basis for comparison. A simple mathematical 
relationship can be applied to transform the 
resulting data into actual stresses in a salt 
environment.

The normalized expansive stress curve (at 
38°C) for this formulation (F-III) reflects 
the general expansive characteristics explain 
ed. The expansion is partly due to Friedel's 
salt and ettringite. However, crystallization 
of salt with curing (water consumption in 
hydration process) may be the primary cause 
of expansion. The micrograph salt crystals 
growing inside pores of cement matrix. Crys
tallization starts at the walls and progre
sses to the center exerting pressure on the 
pore walls.

5. Corrosion-passivation in reinforcements

Metallic corrosion is always a heteroge
neous reaction taking place in an interface 
metal-environment. Metallic corrosion arises 
due to the trend in metals to return to their 
original state i.e. as compounds which are 
more stable and have minimum potential ener
gy.

The mechanism in a corrosive process con 
sists of a spreading oxidation i.e. a loss 
of electrons on the part of the corroding me 

tai.
Most of the corrosive processes fall with 

in the electrochemical type, which implies 
the generation of an electric current or the 
flow of electrons from one part of the metal 
to the other. There is micro or macrocell for 
nation, thus resulting in metal dissolution 
which always takes place in the anode. That 
trend to lose electrons varies according to 
the respective metal and it is influenced by 
the harmful environment or the electrolyte 
where the reaction of the corroding metal ta
kes place.

When a metal comes into contact with a di_ 
ssolution of its own cations, apart from the 
trend to bring about ion-production by the 
respective metal which becomes negatively 
charged (electrolytical dissolution), there 
is a driving force that leads cations to dis
charge on the metal, thus turning into neu
tral atoms and charging the metal positively. 
This driving force is measured by the osmotic 
pressure of dissolving cations.

A metal coming into contact with its own 
ion-dissolution becomes a voltaic hemi-cell 
electrode. Its own potential value should be 
measured by referring to another reference e
lectrode. Thus, isolated potentials are rela
tive, not absolute, and they are expressed a
ccording to an hemi-cell which is assigned a 
zero potential value by agreement. By that we 
mean, for eg. the hydrogen electrode and the 
choice of which to use depends on the electro 
lyte where the reaction (for eg. a corrosive 
reaction) takes place. Metallic potential (for 
eg. that of a corroding metal) should be ex
pressed according to a reference electrode.

Usually bare steel exposed to the air or 
in contact with soils, water or any other 
aggresive environment, is prone to corrosion.

Simplified, the corrosion process can be 
separated into two single processes, the ca
thodic and the anodic process. The anodic pro 
cess is the real dissolution of iron. Positi 
vely charged iron ions pass into solution: 
Fe-------> Fe + + + 2e
The surplus electrons in the steel will com
bine at the cathode with water and oxigen to 
form hydroxil ions:2e- + + ---  2f)H-

After some intermediate stages, the ion and 
hydroxide ion will combine to form rust which 
at least theoretically, can be written as
Fe2O3.



Under practical conditions, rust prod
uct are more or less water-containing com
pounds. This means, that only oxigen is con
sumed to form rust product. This oxigen must 
normally diffuse towards the metal. Water is 
only necessary to enable the electrolytic pro 
cess to take place. On the contrary, steel 
in concrete is protected against corrosion 
by passivation.

The reason for this passivation is the 
alkalinity of concrete (the pH-value of the 
pore-water runs up to pH ~7 12,5) and relati
vely high electrical resistivity in atmosphe 
ric exposure.

In the case of such high pH values, a 
microscopic oxide layer is formed on the 
steel surface, the so-colled passive film, 
which prevents the anodic dissolution of 
iron. Thus, corrosion of reinforcement is im 
possible, even if all other preconditions 
for corrosion are fulfilled (mainly the pre
sence of nositure and oxygen).

If this pH value drops below pH=9 due 
to carbonation, or the chloride content ex
ceeds a certain critical value, the passiva
ted coating and, consequently, the corrosion 
protection will be lost locally or in even 
grater surface areas.

Corrosion cf the reinforcement will on
ly be possible after carbonatation or a harm 
ful amount of aggressive substances has reach 
ed the surface of the reinforcement or when 
said substances belong to the concrete mass 
surrounding the reinforcement. That is the 
case of chlorides being added to the concre
te mix.

Varied and multiple causes may bring 
about corrosion in reinforcements. Among 
them we can mention the carbonation of con
crete, thia being a matter of permanent con
cern, because many structures have their con 
crete surface directly exposed to the action 
cf the atmosphere and the standard allow re
latively little depth of cover of reinforce
ments.

As is already ’-.'ell known "carbonation" 
means the reaction between the atmospheric 
CO,, with the solid phases of the cement pas
tel

The Ca(OH)o, Na (OH) and K(OH) dissol
ved" in the "pore^water of the concrete and, 
possibly, the soluble alkali of the aggrega
tes provide the pore water with a pH between

12,5 and 13.5.

As different authors have stated the 
final state of this process consists of 
amorphous SiC^ ,Al(OH)^, НОдСа.ЗН^О, CO^Ca 
in different polymorphic varieties and H^O. 
Thus, the initial alkaline pH in the pore 
concrete solution is neutralized. This neu
tralization allows the corrosion of reinfor 
cements if a minimum of moisture and oxygen
are present.

This reaction requires small amounts 
of water, as dry concrete will not carbona 
te. The highest rate of carbonation will'be 
found in air with a relative humidity of 50
60 °L. Under conditions of higher atmospheric 
humidity, diffusion of the C02 will be inhi 
bited by the water that has accumulated in 
the pore cavities.

After all the Ma(OH), K(OIl) and Ca(0K)2 
in the pore cavities has been re-dissolved 
and carbonated, the pH will commence to de
crease. At the same time the calcium sili
cates will partly pass into solution and al
so react with the C02 of the air. As soon 
as the hardened cement has been completely 
carbonated, a pH of about 8.3 will develop 
under normal partial pressure of the CCK.

The chemical 
simplified terms, 
take place not in 
ther in a certain

reaction, illustrated in 
will at a certain moment 
a specific depth, but ra- 
range of depth.

The alkalinity interface does not run 
exactly parallel to the concrete surface 
but will vary more or less in relation to 
the. inhomogeneities of the conrete.

Carbonation of the concrete may, besi
des other methods, be rendered visible by 
simply spraying colour indicators onto the 
fresh concrete surfaces. The essence of this 
procedure is chat such colour indicators 
show different colours in different pH re
gions. For investigations on the carbonation 
of concrete phenolphtalein, among others, 
proved useful as it appears colourless with 
a pH below 9, but shows an intensive red 
with a pH above 9.

The carbonation rate of the concrete 
and/or the rate at which the alkalinity in
terface, which is of major importance with 
respect to corrosion protection, will enter 
the interior of the concrete, depends on 
the following factors:
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- partial pressure of the CC^ (normal CO^ 
content of the air, 0.03%)

- concrete permeability (w/c-ratio, curing, 
concrete humidity, cement content, grain 
size distribution curve)

- amount of substance capable of reacting 
with C0„ (cement content, type of cement 
applied).

As this is a diffusion process, calcu
lations in very simplified terms first exhi
bit a so-called nft dependence, i.g. the al
kalinity interface penetrates into the inte
rior of the concrete almost linearly with 
the square root of the concrete age.

This holds true for relatively low en
vironmental humidity, e.g. indoor conditions. 
However, for out_door constructions more 
precise bases of calculation reveal that due 
to subsequent hardening of the concrete, 
Ca(OH)2 diffusion from the interior of the 
concrete, changing humidity near the surfa
ce and some other influences, the alkalini
ty interface will penetrate into the inte
rior of the concrete at an increasingly 
slower rate than a -ft" function would sug
gest, approaching an ultimate value over a 
very extended period of time.

In the region of cracks in concrete, 
the penetration rate of carbonation down a 
crack into the interior of the concrete is 
considerably higher than in uncracked concre 
te. Influencing factors of major importance 
are:
- crack widths
- permeability of concrete
- humidity of concrete

If the passivation on the steel surfa
ce is destroyed within a strictly confined 
area, xi.g. within the region of cracks in 
concrete or peaks of carbonation that reach 
to the surface of the reinforcement, then 
the situation and distribution of anodically 
and cathodically acting bar regions will be
come an important factor with regard to the 
rate of corrosion.

In the region of cracks in concrete it 
should further be considered that owing to 
the slip existing bdween steel and concrete, 
the active steel surface will not be con
fined to the actual cross-section of the

Depending on the specific environmental 
and concrete conditions, the maximum corro
sion rate can be assumed in the range between 
60 and 200 ju/year. (9) (10).

The minimum values of uncracked concrete 
cover as indicated in the CEB-FIP Model Code 
1978 are sufficient to assure that the car- 
bontion of concrete exposed to the open air, 
even during a very long period of time, will 
not reach thesurface of the reinforcement 
in uncracked regions. However, this applies 
only to concrete which has been properly com 
posed, compacted and cured. Only in very dry 
environmental conditions carbonation may pe
netrate deeper, exceeding the concrete cover. 
In such cases, however, the moisture content 
will, as a rule, not be high enough to pro
duce any significant corrosion. The concrete 
covers given by the Model Code thus guaran
tee sufficient durability of the steel in un
cracked concrete of structures exposed to 
the open air.

Within the region of cracks carbonation 
can penetrate to the reinforcement at a subs- 
tancially higher rate than in uncracked con 
Crete. In reinforced concrete construction 
the width of cracks cannot be limited to 
such an extent that corrosion during the 
whole service life of the structure could 
be completely ruled out. Yet, the width of 
cracks is no longer to be regarded as a ma
jor factor in corrosion protection of the 
reinforcement. Carbonation in the region of 
smaller cracks, will reach the reinforcement 
only at a later time than in that of wider 
cracks. From this point, however, the rate 
of corrosion is almost independent of the 
crack width, as the diffusion of oxygen is 
in general not influenced by the width of 
cracks. Corrosion normally tends to cause 
only a small reduction of the bar diameter 
so that a sufficiently long service life is 
to be expected, provided that the bars ap
plied are not too thin. (11)(12).

The thickness of concrete cover is of ma
jor importance due to the fact that with in
creasing thickness of cover the risk of con
crete being spalled off by corrosion prodiuts 
will be substantially reduced.

The state of knowledge with respect to 
cracks transverse to the reinforcement is 
illustrated diagrammatically.

There are not very reliable findings avail 
able as regards the situation in the region 
of longitudinal cracks (stirrups in webs,
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two-ways slabs, etc.). But here, too, it is 
obvious that an increased concrete cover may 
substantially reduce the risk of spalling. 
In view of the considerable importance of 
this problem, investigations in this field 
are felt to be urgently required.

The communication IV-3.9 lets us know 
about results obtained from works carried 
out by the authors as part of a research 
project initiated some years ago adressed to 
the question of how and up to what extent 
the corrosion of reinforcement occurs during 
carbonation. The ascertaining of the corro
sion rates of the steel would permit the cal^ 
culation of the residual service life of the 
structure.

The only common statement in carbonated 
concrete is that pH value decreases and the 
reinforcements corrode. Only authors who 
have studied the effect of cracks and have 
measured the decrease in diameter of the 
bars due to carbonation in the region of 
cracks give an approximate to a medium value 
of the corrosion rate at these points.

Some years ago a research project was 
initiated in our Institute to study this gap 
in knowledge and sone results have already 
been published. The experimental work mainly 
dealt with the study of the corrosion para
meters of reinforcements embedded in harde
ned carbonated mortar of concrete and immer
sed in carbonated solutions that reproduce 
the composition of the pore concrete solu
tion.

But the system used for carbonating 
in these experiments was one accelerated by 
pure C0„ gas. This method produces a satura
tion of2C02 in the solution or in the carbo
nation chamber and may lead to different 
phenomena from those which occurs when car
bonation is produced naturally (the propor
tion of C02 in the atmosphere is about 0.03 
7») . This point is analyzed in the present 
paper and is taken into account in the futu
re experimental work.

This paper sets out changes in the che
mical composition of like-pore concrete so
lutions during accelerated and natural car
bonation (by air) and also the results of 
simultaneous changes of corrosion potentials 
and corrosion rates of reinforcements. The 
results confirm the previously published hy 
pothesis giving a new insight into the phe
nomenon .

Random behaviours related with the ctan 

ges in the corrosion rate of steel during 
accelerated carbonation of cement mortars 
have suggested the need to study the process 
in a more simple medium which allows the 
isolation of the different parameters. Thus, 
saturated Ca(OH) -base solutions with differ 
ent additions or KOH and 1’aOH have been 
used to simulate the real pore concrete so
lution.

In the present work, simultaneous chan
ges in the pH value, corrosion potential and 
corrosion rate (measured by means of the de
termination of the Polarization Resistance) 
of steel roads have been monitored during 
accelerated carbonation produced by a con
stant flux through the solution of C02 gas 
and/or air.

Some clear differences in these varia
bles have been established beween solutions 
with and without Na and К ions, which may 
clarify the different corrosion behaviours 
observed in mortar made with different types 
of cements. Because CO^Ca is insoluble, the 
solution not containing alkalies are carbo
nated more quickly than those containing 
them. Final pH values in the case of a satu 
rated Ca(OH) alkali-free solution are al
ways near neutrality (pH 6-7), but solutions 
containing alkalies may have a final pH value 
of about 10,4 where a buffer of CO^/HOC^ is 
established. Only when an excess of C02 gas 
is passed through the solution are all sodium 
and potasium carbonates transformed into bi
carbonates and the final pH value is about 
neutrality.

These results lead to an apparent con
tradiction between the final pH values of 
real carbonated concretes and those carbo
nated in an accelerated form.

Concerning the corrosion behaviour, the 
previous hypothesis is confirmed using air 
as the carbonating agent. The corrosion po
tential of steel rises simultaneously with 
the decrease in pH value is until a limit is 
reached and depassivation occurs. After this 
moment corrosion starts and the corrosion 
rate is dependent on the final pH value of 
the solution and, therefore, Its bicarbonate 
content.

The passive layer disappears from' steel 
at pH - 8, as Pourbaix has stated many years 
ago. When NaNO2 is present, the passive la
yer remains in spite of the lowering of the 
pH value.
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The communication IV-3.10 describes ex
periments carried out to complete the natu
ral passivation that concrete produces to 
embedded reinforcements.

Although high quality portlfnd cement 
concrete offers an adequate protection to em 
bedded reinforcements, sometimes the access 
to metallic reinforcements of aggressive 
substances and gases determines that the mea, 
sures taken may not be sufficient to ensure 
appropriate durability.

Especially in the case of severe attack 
it is frequent to try and improve protection 
of reinforcements by applying supplimentary 
measures. Among them we can mention:
* outer surface protection of concrete with 
different coatings

* recoating reinforcements with synthetic 
resin, bitumen or others

* anodic or cathodic protection
* addition of inhibitors to mortar
* galvanic reinforcement

The present communication describes the 
experiments carried out to obtain passiva
tion of reinforcements with the aid of anod
ic polarization through a cement of a speci
fic density together with organic inhibitors 
consisting of an abietic and adepic acid 
mix.

We have aimed at determining the pro
pierties of the passive film resulting on 
the surface of the reinforcement embedded in 
cement paste and portland cement mortar. 
We have determined the relationship between 
changes in active resistivity and reinforce
ment potential during cement paste hardening. 
Test probes which had 4 % of the abietic 
and adepic acid mix were measured similarly. 
The equipment employed in this experimental 
project was especially devised by the au
thors .

The influence of concrete composition 
was studied by using different qualities as 
well as different values in concrete-water 
relationship. Porosity and resistance to co
rrosion by cement paste and mortars were 
measured. We chose as an indicating parame
ter of passivation the time after which the 
aggressive environment (C1H) reaches the sur 
face of the reinforcement, at that time de
termining an active resistance of the coat 
and the electric potential of the reinfor
cement .

The conclusions we gather are that by 
applying inhibitors to reinforcement coatings 
as an abietic and adepic acid mix together 
with the creation of a passive film devised 
constitute good protection to concrete rein
forcements exposed to aggressive environmets. 
Condictions stated for the creation of a pas
sive film and the electric system devised 
allow a prompt and easy protective method.

Among other procedures tested to im
prove on passivation and corrosion resistance 
to steel embedded in cement paste, reinfor
cement galvanization stands out. As zinc dust, 
zinc chloride or zinc oxide, this metal has 
been used with this aim. In a work presented 
in the 7th. Congress (8), the adherence be
tween the cement paste in concrete and rein
forcement bars was discussed with zinc and 
cement paste as special experimental materi
als. Implicitly referring to the possible pas^ 
sivating role of zinc-coating on steel rein
forcement bars. The development of calcium 
hydroxyzincate is found as the interface reac 
tion product in lime-solutions, whereas the 
presence of alkalis promote the formation of 
zinc-oxides and soluble zincates are formed 
in pure alkaline solutions.

The communication IV-3.11 describes the 
experiments carried out to complete with 
addition of zinc oxide the natural passiva
tion that concrete produces to embedded rein
forcements .

The passivation or corrosion of iron 
plates embedded in ordinary portland cement 
mortar containing a small amount (0.2%) of 
zinc oxide powder. The cement mortar was made 
with cement to sand ratio of 1:3, and water 
to cement ratio of 0.8. Sweet water and sea 
water were used as mixing water and steam cu
ring was used for acceleration of corrosion 
for 90 days.

The spontaneous potential of specimens 
was measured, using silver chloride electro
de as a reference electrode.

The rust area was measured on the iron 
plate after crushing the specimens. Tne mea
surements were made at 7, 14, 28, 56 and 90 
days.

The cement hydration products in contact 
with the iron plate were investigated using 
a scanning electron microscope. The pore size 
distribution of the cement mortars were mea
sured by means of mercury penetration poro-
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sinister analysis. When sweet water was used, 
corrosion was not observed in any of the spe 
cimens. It seems that the amount of corro
sion was not appreciable under the condi
tions of water/cement ratio, thickness of 
mortar cover and the accelerated curing used 
in this study. On the other hand, when sea 
water was used, the corrosion was observed 
in the control specimen (without zinc ox
ide) .

Namely the rusted area of the control 
specimen was over 80% at 90 days. However, 
when zinc oxide was used no corrosion was 
observed.

When the specimens were mixed with 
sweet water (specimens with or without zinc 
oxide) the spontaneous potential was about 
-100 mv. When the specimens contained sea 
water (specimens with or without zinc ox
ide), the spontaneous potential was about 
-300 mv at early stage after mixing. In the 
former case the potential was negatively 
larger with curing time (-400 mv), but in 
the latter case it became negatively smaller 
with curing time. It remained at about -150 
mv after curing for 30 to 35 days.

The scanning electron micrographs of 
the hydration products on the iron plate in 
28 days old specimens, may be grouped into 
two types. The hydration products in plate 
with zinc and sweet water, zinc and sea wa
ter and cement and sweet water consisted of 
CSH and calcium hydroxide, and the texture 
was compact. On the other hand, the Hydrata
tion products in control specimen mixed 
with sea water, consisted mainly of large 
hexagonal crystal of calcium hydroxide for
med in the interfacial region between the 
iron plate and the cement mortar. The textu
re in this case was porous.

In the case of zinc oxide addition, 
probably this compound Ca(Zn(OH)•H20)^ may 
have formed. .

In spite of differences in the type of 
mixing water, the total pore volumen of 
specimens containing the zinc oxide admixtu
re, were slightly smaller than the control. 
The zinc oxide admixture affected the micros, 
trueture of the cement mor tar in a benefi
cial manner which is related to prevention 
of diffusion of oxigen and other harmful 
constituents .

It was concluded chat the zinc oxide 

admixture was very effective as a corrosion 
inhibitor for iron in cement mortar contain
ing sea water.

It should be pointed out that the con
clusion is valid as to test conditions. Now, 
one should be careful in trying to extend 
it to other situations. It is also impor
tant to bear in mind that the addition of 
zinc to mortar and concrete above certain 
concentrations may change the hardening pro 
cess. Consequently, besides research as re
gards its effect on embedded reinforcement 
passivation in an all-round work on the 
theme, said effects should be mentioned and 
enlarged upon.

The communication IV-3.12 sets out to 
study the corrosive process in a special 
type of reinforced concrete tubes.

The corrosion behaviour of steel embed
ded in concrete is alleged to be very good, 
due to the passivity given to it by the al
kaline environment which forms after the 
clinker components hydration processes.

Therefore reinforced concrete pipeli
nes, like the other structures in civil en
gineering, should be and usually are suffi
ciently safe, from the point of view of . 
the corrosion phenomena concerning the rein 
forcement.

Unfortunately many failures have re
cently occurred, either because of incor
rect design and manufacturing, or because 
of the strong aggressivity of the environ
ment, with consequent relevant costs, whose 
magnitude have been adequately underlined. 
Several preventive countermeasures may 
therefore be suggested whenever the possi
bility of steel depassivation is forecasted

The reinforced concrete tubes, which 
constitutes the object of study in the pre
sent communication, are manufactured in 
such a way that very dense concrete is ob
tained, usually with a rather thin cover.

Maximum aggregate dimension is 3 mm, 
cement content is 650 kg/m3, water/cement 
ratio is 0.3; the cover of the pipe used 
in this experiment is 0.5 cm. The use of 
such pipes for waiter trunspoi Cation is



spreading rapidly, even if their reinforce
ment corrosion behaviour has not yet been 
studied in depth.

The tubes tested were "new material" 
as far as corrosion behaviour is concerned: 
it was therefore believed necessary to con
duct an in-depth investigation in various 
experimental conditions. The experiments 
started about two years ago and are still 
continuing.

The corrosion determination methods 
were the corrosion potential measurement, 
the polarization resistance or corrosion 
rate CR determination, and visual observa
tions .

The specimens obtained from a tube 
were used for the following experimenta
tions :

A - exposure of specimens to various envi
ronments. The tested environments were 
tap water, magnesium chloride and so
dium chloride solutions, sand contain
ing NaCl solution, clay and sand;

В - exposure to various environments of 
specimens wdth artificial scratches on 
the external cover, made in order to 
leave bare some superficial wires;

C - exposure to soils of scratched specimens 
prepared in order to measure the current 
of the corrosion couple generated be
tween bare wires and concrete covered
wires.

A few wires, disposed on three parallel 
layers along the specimen thickness, were 
partly liberated from concrete in order to 
allow electrical measurements on superficial 
wires, medium wires and deep wires.

The investigation was carried out with 
the adoption of both traditional measuring 
techniques (spontaneous corrosion potential 
measurement, visual examination) and elec
trochemical techniques (polarization resis
tance or CR and polarization curve deter
mination) .

The results of experiments of over 
approximately two years showed that with
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the specimens, even with a rather small con 
crete cover (0.5 cm) no corrosion phenomena 
were observed at all, probably due to the 
low porosity of the tube, in the presence 
of scratches artificially made over the 
outer surface in order to simulate an erro
neous handling of the pipe; it was observed 
that the corrosive attack remained strictly 
localized in the part of the wires directly 
in contact with the aggressive environment, 
and did not spread into the concrete.

Moreover, in the presence of soils 
with different permeability (sand and clay) 
the results of the tests showed again the 
good corrosion behaviour of the reinforce- 
nent.

Several points emerge from the results 
of about two years investigation on corro
sion behaviour of specimens cut from tubes, 
exposed to several corrosive environments 
(tap water, 3,5 % NaCl solution, sand humi
dified with NaCl solution, clay, sand).

(1) Results of six month-experiments on spe 
cimens exposed to all corrosive environ 
merits tested, show that there was no 
corrosion of reinforcing wires. The 
spontaneous potentials of wires lay in 
the range of steel passivity state;

(2) In the presence of artificial scratches 
on the outer concrete cover (scratches 
made to leave bare surface wires in 
order to simulate an erroneous handling 
of the tubes); it was observed that the 
corrosive attack remained strictly lo
calized on the wire surface directly in 
contact with the aggressive environmert, 
while there was no corrosion propaga
tion on adjacent wire surface embedded 
in concrete;

(3) for scratched specimens exposed to dif
ferent soils (clay and sand); corrosion 
couple, generated between the bare sur
face of wires directly exposed to the 
soil and the surface of the wires co
vered with concrete, gives rise to 
mean corrosion penetration rates of
0.04  mm/y for bare wires exposed to 
clay and of 0.08 mm/y for those exposed 
to sand. In this case too, attack was 
strictly restricted to the bare area. 
Stifling during the corrosion attack 
is due to protective effects of corro-



sion products in anodic areas.

(4) Investigations are still continuing to 
verify the long-time behaviour of tube 
reinforcement.

The communication presented explains a 
complete methodology as to how a new product 
should be studied, in this case a concrete 
reinforced tube, in order to evaluate the 
corrosion behaviour of the embedded steel.

--- 0 ---
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N.F. А1ШТКИК0, Guiproceaent, Leningrad, USSR 
LIAGNtiSIUM OXIDS IN PORTLAND CDI.lnNT

The problem on the maximum permissible 
MgO content in Portland cement clinker is 
up to now one of important matters of con
cern in cement chemistry and technology.

For the first time commercial production 
of magnesia clinker with clinker burning in 
rotary kilns was organized by V.V. Serov 
( 1 ). On the basis of extensive experiments
V.V.  Serov established appropriate require
ments for the chemical and mineralogical 
composition of magnesia clinker and deve
loped specifications for cement soundness 
tests. With magnesia clinker as the basis 
there was organized manufacturing of mag
nesia slag portland cement specifications 
for which were also standardized. The men
tioned above types of cement were manufac
tured for a long time at one of cement 
plants in the UtiSR ( 2) .

The investigations of V.V. Serov were 
further continued and developed by P.P. Byd- 
nikov (5), N.A. Toropov (4),.S.i.l. Royak 
($-6), L.Yu. Astansky and by other So
viet scientists.

The publications on problems in resear
ching and obtaining cements with elevated 
and high I.IgO content within the period from 
the VII-th International Congress on the 
Chemistry of Cement (Paris, 1980) were con
cerned mainly with magnesium oxide effect 
of clinker structure, alite polymorphism, 
mineral formation processes at various tem
peratures (8-1() .

In the recent years there have been pub
lished a number of works aimed at further 
investigation of constructional and engi
neering properties of cements with various 
MgO contents to ensure soudness of cement 
(11-12) .

Certain countries have introduced alte
rations into their standards as regards the 
permissible I.lgO content increasing it to 6% 
(USA, India) (15). Table 1 gives values for 
iUgO content and methods of test for cement 
soundness in international standards.

The amount of magnesium oxide acceptable 
in clinker is in the range from 3 ho 6.5%« 
The minimum i.IgO content in cement can be 

ascribed to absence of the necessity to 
revise the traditions.

The requirement for cement soundness is 
envisaged in standards of all the countries 
(13) 1 but the methods used for testing are 
various! boiling test or cold water pat 
test, expansion measuring on cement paste 
samples in boiling or wet stored (Le Cha
teller test), autoclave test under 2 i.IPa to 
detect sample expansion.

The Le Chateller test is most extensive
ly employed as it permits to give a quanti
tative estimation of the cement expansion 
value. But this method doesn’t allow to de
tect unsoundness due to periclase hydration 
and hence it can be only used with cements 
of low i'igO contents.

The autoclave test has been standardized 
in 9 countries inclusive of USA, Canada, 
Belgium, Finland. The acceptable linear ex
pansion being from 0.5 (Venezuela) to 1.3 
(Argentina, Belgium).

In the USSR practice when carrying out 
scientific and research works (14 ) for qua
lity assessment of cement featuring eleva
ted LigO content, the linear deformation of 
bar specimens is determined through auto
clave tests after previous 4-hour boiling. 
In our opinion, such a method of expansion 
assessement makes it possible to reveal 
the effect of both magnesium oxide and cal
cium oxide on this particular characteris
tic.

Special investigations of prof. I.G. Lu- 
ginina on magnesia cement stone expansion 
in autoclave tests disclosed that volume 
deformation manifests itself during iso
thermal curing.

The alterations in the steaming condi
tions consist in lowering the maximum pres
sure, on achieving it, within the time in
terval of 1-1.5 hour, down to 0.6-0.7 IZfh 
and then raising it again to the maximum 
one and retaining it constant during 3-^4 
hours. Within the initial stage intensive 
hydration of clinker minerals and crystal
lization of ths hydration products take 
place« that strengthen the ceiscnt stone



Table 1
Kagnesium. Oxide Contents and Met
hods for Cement Soundness Tests 
in Different National Standards

Country 1^0 con
tent li
mit in 
clin
kers , %

Soundness, h
Method Permissib

le expan
sion

Austria
Great

5.0
4.0 Le Chatelier 10 mm

Britain test
Brazil 6.5 Le Chatelier 5 mu 

test
5.0 Le Chatelier 10 mm 

test
6.0 Le Chatelier 10 mm 

test auto
clave test 
(at i.:gO 5%) 0.87«

Italy 4.0 Le Chatelier 10 mm 
test

C an ad a d' eC Autoclave 17»
test

France 5.0 Le Chatelier 10 ma 
test or 7 
days water 
storage

FEB 5.0 Boiling test
Czecho
slovakia

6.0
4.0

Boiling test

Rumania 2.5-5.0 Le Chatelier 10 mm 
test

USA 6.0 Autoclave 0.8%
test

USSR 5.O Boiling test no cracks
Japan 5.O Boiling test no cracks

structure prior to periclase hydration.
The subsequent curing under 2 ь’Ша pressure 
has practically no effect on the value of 
the linear deformation of the cement spe
cimens. The proposed conditions simulate 
cement hardening more exactly.

The question on the method for soundness 
tests anu the criterion for its assessment 
with cements featuring an elevated and high 
;,feO content deserve special study and dis
cussion.

Wü=ü working out chemical and technolo- 
■<i cal technique which would assist in ob
taining: cement withstanding autoclave tests 
at elevated NgO contents, some investigators 

aimed at binding magnesium oxide into che
mical compounds and thus to neutralize its 
detrimental effect on hydration. In doing 
this various additives were introduced i..to 
the raw mixture, burning temperature was 
changed. The results obtained were rather 
contradictive and therefore couldn't be 
used in production.

To clear out the possibilities in for
mation of magnesium-containing compounds in 
the field of Portland cement clinker compo
sitions, special investigations were car
ried out to study products of clinker for
mation within the temperature interval from 
7OO°C to 13OO°C ( 15 •

The raw mixtures contained magnesium 
oxide (on clinker basis) in amounts of 
1-10/6. The control raw mixture containing 
no magnesian component was also investiga
ted. The burning products underwent X-ray 
phase analysis in a DRON-1 apparatus. For 
identification of X-ray photographs use was 
made of the data from the ASTI.I roentgeno
metry file.

No interference lines which would indi
cate the presence of magnesium silicates 
or spinel in the burning products were 
found on any of the diffractograns in the 
whole of the temperature interval investi
gated, free magnesium oxide was identified 
in the burning products of raw mixtures 
containing L^O. No other magnesium contai
ning compounds 'were found. Thus it was pro
ved once and again that MgO is present main
ly in a free form from the moment of magne
sium carbonate decomposition till comple
tion of clinker formation.

The research in magnesium oxide effect 
on clinker phase composition and its micro
structure under various burning conditions 
16 have disclosed that the nature of MgO 
effect on clinker microstructure is closely 
connected with the gaseous atmosphere dur
ing burning. At clinker burning in a neutral 
atmosphere presence of magnesium oxide in 
amounts of Jyö and above noticeably affects 
the microcrystalline structure - the alite 
and bellte crystals acquire an indefinite 
form.
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Clinker burning in a reducing medium-im
pairs its microstructure, as compared to 
the control clinker containing no magne
sium oxide, only when lilgO content reaches 
5% and above. The alite and belite crystals 
of clinkers with 2-5/2 of magnesium oxide 
present had in contrast a more regular form.

Both the phase composition of clinkers 
and their microcrystalline structure change 
under the effect of magnesium oxide depend
ing on the burning conditions. It has been 
found out that with an increase in magne
sium oxide content in clinkers of neutral 
atmosphere burning the proportion between 
the aluminate and alumlnoferrite phases 
changes so that the portion of C^A reduces 
while the portion of C2AxP1-x 1110168868 • 
This change has no monotonous character 
but reaches a maximum when magnesium oxide 
content is about 5%« With a further increa
se in MgO content the amount of G^A again 
begins to grow.

In clinkers obtained in a reducing at
mosphere this regularity has somewhat anot
her character; — the shift maximum is ob
served at LIgO content of about 2%, and the 
relative value of the phase shift decrea
ses .

The investigations on assessement of 
the effect of simultaneous presence in the 
raw mixture of a mineralizing (CaFg) and 
alloying (i.lgO) components have shown that 
the letters produce a noticeable influence 

' on clinker phase composition causing an 
elevated alite and intermediate phase con
tents (17, 18). An increase in magnesium 
oxide content above 5-C^ results in a de
crease in the amount of high-basic calcium 

■ silicate.
Incorporation of magnesium oxide in 

amounts up to 5.0% in fluor-containing 
t clinkers favourably effects crystallization

of alite forming mainly a high symmetrical 
il modification.

The Investigations on admixture distri
bution anoac the basic clinker phases, car
ried out in the "Camebaks" plant, have de
monstrated, that magnesium oxide is con

centrated mainly in the aluminate and alu- 
minoferrite constituents.

One of technological methods making it 
possible to reduce the adverse effect of 
an elevated magnesium oxide content on ce
ment quality as regards its soundness is 
introduction of active mineral additives 
into the binder composition.

The favourable effect of active mineral 
adaitives on the results of autoclave tests 
of cements featuring an elevated blgO con
tent is accounted by the fact that silica 
present in the additive partially binds 
periclase into magnesium hydrosilicates. Be
sides, during hydrothermal treatment of ce
ment in presence of ash one can jiotice a 
retardation in periclase hydration due to 
an elevated density of the cement stone.

The technological method of introduction 
of active additives into cement with ele
vated l.igO content has been studied and exa
mined by a number of authors (19-20). Since 
autoclave treatment doesn't simulate ce
ment hardening under normal conditions, the 
data on hardening high magnesian cements 
obtained for many years are of great inte
rest for revealing possible consequences due 
to retarded hydration of periclase.

Table 2 represents the results of deter
mining linear deformations of cements with 
6-0.5% magnesium oxide contents which were 
water-stored during 20 years (19). The li
near deformations of the cements no natter 
whether they contain or not a mineral addi
tive are rather insignificant. Thus, expan
sion of plain cement on the basis of clin
ker with 6.03% mgO content after 20 years 
of storage in water was only 0.29%, "the 
linear expansion for the last five years 
increased in this case only by 0.01%. Ce
ment obtained from clinker having a 6.5% 
I.IgO content without active mineral additi
ves in 10 years of hardening showed linear 
expansion as hioh as 0.30% and in 15 years -
O.pl/j. It should be noted that this cement 
failed autoclave tests on soundness (ex
pansion being 12.2%).

Introduction of a 15% mineral additives



Table 2
Cement Soundness and Linear Deformation under Normal Hardening

Conditions ■

Description of 
Cement Additive

Linear expansion, %

Autoclave 
test at 
2 MPa

Hardening Duration, years

1 5 5 10 15 20

Clinker of pilot plant burning at■ MgO = 6.54%

Plain cement 12.2 0.13 0.22 0.25 О.3О О.31 О.32

Tripoli earth 0.35 0.06 0.09 0.10 O.I3 0.14 О.15

Fly ash 0.43 0.08 0.13 0.14 О.15 О.15 О.17

Tuf 0.16 0.10 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.18 0.20

Commercial clinker MgO = 6.03%

Plain cement 11.3 0.10 0.16 О.19 0.25 0.28 О.29

Tripoli earth 0.11 0.07 0.11 0.14 О.17 0.20 0.20

Fly ash 0.07 0.06 0.11 0.13 0.16 О.17 0.18

Commercial clinker I.IgO = 5.22%

Plain cement 5.28 0.13 0.20 0.24 О.29 0.35 О.34

Tripoli earth 0.15 0.06 0.10 О.15 О.19 0.20 0.21

Fly ash 0.16 0.07 0.12 0.14 СИ? О.17 О.17

Commercial clinker MgO = 1.13

Plain cement 0.02 0.07 . 0.09 O.O9 0.12 О.13 О.13

(Tripoli earth, tuf, fly ash) into cements 
as seen from Table 2 noticeably diminished 
linear deformation of cements both under 
water hardening and in autoclave treatment.

For example, expansion of plain cement 
obtained of clinker with a 5*22% 2.^0 content 
after 20 years amounted to 0.29^, and with 
Tripoli earth and fly ash introduction the 
same 0.20 and 0.18%, respectively.

The 20-year storage specimens of cements 
produced on the basis of clinker with 6.03% 
magnesium oxide content were studied using 
roentgenographic and derivatographic met
hods of analysis. The data obtained point 
to the presence of unhydrated periclase (re
flection 2.09-2.10 A) in the hardening pro
ducts along with magnesium hydroxide (re
flection values 2.35-2.36; 1.570-1«574 A). 
By application of calibration mixtures fea
turing various magnesium oxide contents the 
amount of residual periclase in the cement 
stone of plain cement and cement with a 15%

Tripoli earth additive was determined. It 
comprised 1.64 (+0.1%). The degree of peri' 
clase hydration in 20 years of cement har
dening constituted 72% in the first case 
and 68% in the second case.

The X-ray photographs show no interfe- 
rentlonal lines which could be attributed 
to magnesium hydrosilicates. The possibi
lity of formation of the lattens (chryso
tile-type) in hardening under normal condi
tions cements with addition of the ash, 
Tripoli earth, trass and other siliceous 
materials has been marked in publication
(22).

No magnesium hydrosilicates were either 
found in specimens of cement stone by a de
rivatographic analysis. The whole of the 
thermograms irrespective of additives pre
sent in cement show endothermal effects at 
150°G (calcium hydrosilicates), 420-430eC 
(magnesium hydroxide), 545-55OeC (portlän- 
dlt) and at 820°C (hydrosilicates and cal



cium corbonate). With the help of infra
red spectroscopy calcium carbonate was de
tected in hardening products (lines at 715» 
875 and 145О cm-'*).

Blectron-microscope investigations on 
specimens at 20 years storage in water in a 
scanning microscope provided no means to 
reveal the variations in cement stone struc
ture depending on active mineral additives 
present in the cement.

The cement stone on the basis of the 
control cement (plain) only features more 
pores which are larger than those in spe
cimens of cements with fly ash and Tripoli 
earth additives. The whole of cement stone 
specimens are characterized by a dense 
mass and pores partially or completely 
filled with hydration products in a form 
of plates and needle-like crystals.

Investigations carried out by Dr.
S.S. Behsi have made it possible to look 
into the composition, soundness, strength 
of high-uagnesis cement (up to 15^ -JgO) 
with a fly ash additive (20-40%) (20, 21) 
at 14 years hardening.

It has been ascertained that incorpora
tion of fly ash in high-magnesia cement 
has an efficient stabilizing influence on 
technical characteristics of such a binder. 
The compressive strength as well as the 
tensile strength of high-magnesia cement 
without fly ash appreciably falls even af
ter 90 days of storage in water at 27±2°G, 
while introduction of 5Ct? fly ash ensures a 
steady strength development durinb the first 
five years whereupon it remains constant. 
The expansion of high-magnesia cements con
taining fly ash and without it at 14 years 
storage in water was 0.259 and 1.855%» ^e~ 
spectively. Incorporation of fly ash brings 
about no changes in the composition of the 
hydration products of high-magnesia cements, 
so in specimens of 14 years storage in wa
ter CSH, ettringite, ^(OH)^, Ca(0H)2, 
CaCO^ and residual inlydrated I.igO were in- 
dentified.

Practically the whole of investigations 
on the effect of hydraulic additives on 

magnesian cements properties points to 
their favourable action. This technological 
method would assure obtaining of high-qua
lity magnesian cements and application of 
dolomite limestones.

The production practice has proved that 
magnesium oxide impedes obtaining of high- 
quality cement. In view of this technologi
cal methods aimed at raising the product 
quality are under development at cement 
plants. Significant works in this field 
have been carried out by LI.A. Teixeira de 
Castro (25)•

As mentioned above, according to the 
Brazil standards the permissible magnesium 
oxide content in cement is up to 6.5%. The
refore the problem on provision of manufac
turing high-quality magnesian cement is of 
great urgency.

The major recommendations on improvement 
of the quality of high-magnesia cements 
are as follows:
- fine grinding of raw mixture;
- thorough mixing of raw mixture;
- sharp burning of clinker in oxidizing 
atmosphere;

- fine (possibly repeated) cement grind
ing;

- clinker should features
a) as high tricalcium silicate content 

as possible;
b) elevated iron content
For each plant and its raw base the 

mentioned conditions should naturally be 
refined, but they are obligatory to a cer
tain degree. Unfortunately the work under 
consideration doesn’t touch upon the sub
ject of cement soundness provision by auto
clave tests, but adduces data obtained in 
Le Chatelier tests.

Currently the problems on the phase com
position of clinkers featuring various mag
nesium oxide contents as well as the ef
fect of chemical and technological factors 
(chemical composition and fineness of raw 
mixtures, cement fineness etc.) on the pro
perties of magnesian cements have been stu
died fully enough (24, 25).



Howevei? ijkiero are no data on organiza— 
tion of comi-iercial megnesian ceiiient; laanufac— 
ture. Dii'foTont standards for assessment of 
cement soundness not always allow to compa
re characteristics of cements obtained and 
investigated, moreover, there is no unifi
ed opinion on suitability of autoclave ce
ment test since, as it has been found, its 
results are influenced by some other fac
tors .

The results of physicomechanical tests 
and linear expansion values obtained on 
long-term hardening under normal conditions 
have evidently a great importance in solv
ing the problems under consideration. The
se data for 25-50 years of cement harden
ing would allow to evaluate cement charac
teristics and methods for cement testing.
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Introduction

Due to the pernicious effect that the magnesium oxide 
effectuates on the stability of the concrete’s volu
me, generally the contents of Mg in Portland cement 
are restrained in the legislation of the countries 
of the world. Although, the presence of Mg in raws 
mixes can also generate important benefits. The MgO, 
for example, is a well known fluxing agent, and it 
improves the burnability of raws; and it also accele^ 
rates the rate of combiantion of lime. Besides this, 
if the formation of periclase in the clinker could 
be diminished or delayed, there would be the impor
tant chance of using in the elaboration of the cement 
big calcareous beds useless nowadays by problems of 
dolomitization; and many times with important increa 
ses of costs due to the provision of lime stone with 
less contents in magnesium oxide, worked out in mare 
grievous conditions.

In the present work a special emphasis has been put 
in the study of the modifications that the compo - 
nents of the liquid phase of the clinker (aluminates 
and ferrites) undergo, and the micro-structures that 
are generated by the presence of a certain quantity 
of MgO.

Bibliography about this subject isn’t abundant. Ne
vertheless, we can consider the Studies of MiHler-He 
sse and Shwiete (l), Midgley (2), Woermann et al.
(3), Locher (4), and Miyazawa and Tomita (5) about 
the capacity of aluminates and ferrites to incorpo
rate MgO in their crystalline lattices, and the 
studies of Dreizler et al. (б), Christensen (?), Bu 
cchi (0), Budnikow'and Worobjew (9), Guye (io), Ra— 
machandrSn (11), and Nikiforov et al. (12) about 
different aspects of the role of MgO in Portland 
cement.

Experimental Procedure

The materials used in the realization of this work 
have been laboratory reactives of a high degree of 
purity (99%); CaCO3, Al^, Fa^ and MgO. The proce 
dure to whom these compounds were submitted is des
cribed in the following ways

- Five mixtures in correspondence with five composi
tions of the ternary system C—A—F (see Table l) 
were prepared.

- A study by Differential Thermal Analysis of each 
compositions was made.

- Pellets, of about 0.4 gr. belonging to each compo
sition, were made using for it a 7 mm — internal 
diameter cylindric mould and an hydraulic press 
that was activated to a pressure of 4 free tons.

■ The tablets, introduced in tiny platinum crucibles 
were submitted to a thermic programmed treatment 
(similar to the DTA) in a vertical laboratory fir 
пасе with an attached programmer controller of tern 
perature. This thermic treatment (identical for all

I results obtained
I by DTA.Table 2 
the list of tempera 
selected in each

the required tern 
the

Once 
' perature was reached 

sample was kept during an
J hour at that same tempera 
ture and inmedlatelly af

ter it was taken out of the furnace and quenched

tbs compositions 
except in the fi 
nal temperature 
that was reached) 
consisted in the 
preservation of 

■ tne sample up to 
HOOfiQ during 

• 25 minutes,heat 
I it inmedlatelly 

up to 150№G (at a veloci
ty of 40SC/min.), preserve 
it 10 minutes at that tem
perature and finally cool 
it at a velocity of 3aC/ 
min. until it reached the 
required temperatures. 
These temperatures were 
different for each compo
sition and they depended 
on the 
before 
shows ■ 
tures I

Table 1
GaO (wt%) Al2O5(wt,4) Fe2C3 (wt,.)

СЭПС3S-tlon 1 42,1 23,7 34,2

composition 2 52,1 26,2 10,7

composition У 49,5 35, G 15,5

composition d 41,8 34,9 23,2

comoosition 5 44,9 45,3 9,8

Table 2

tions
tcrroera tures of 
treainen'- (4G)

1 anc 1 + UrrC 1390 - 1220
1050

2 and 2+ MrjC 1355 - 1265
1210

3 and 3+ MgO 132S - 1165

4 and 4+ MgO 1370 - 130

1242 - 1145

5 and 5+ MgO 1280 - 1190

in an air current.

— The quenched samples were analysed by infra-red 
spectroscopy and by X-ray diffraction (Table 3 re
sumes the data obtained with these methods). They 
also were prepared for its observation through re
flected light optical microscopy.

- All the stages described up to here, were repeated 
one by one with the same compositions given in Ta
ble 1, but all of them doped with 6.5% of MgO.

Results and Discussion

In figur® 1 and 2 the results obtained in the studyby 
DTA about the thermic behaviour of the five chosen 
compositions are ahown.

In the DTA curves (in the section corresponding to 
the heating), compositions 1, 2 and 3 show a double 
peak that indicates consecutives meltings. The first 
of these peaks presents its maximum at about 1315SC 
and the second one presents it in a range of tempera 
ture that goes from 1Э40ЯС to ISZSSC.

Compositions 4 and 5 present an only peak assignable 
to the melt with the maximum over 1320ЯС.

Concerning with the cooling, all the compositions, 
except nurtiber 3, show two peaks corresponding to con 
secutive solidifications. The first one in a range
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of temperatures between 1321 and 12Э98С and the se
cond one between 12256C and 1132=0. Composition No 3 
presents an only peek of solidification with a ml — 
nimum at 1202SC.

With the base of these data it is described and ex
plained the results obtained for each composition:

Composition No.1

From micrographs 1 and 2 and from Table 3 it is in- 
fered the evolution of this composition when the 
temperature falls: First the ferritic phase crysta- 
lizes in needles shapes, and among the needles a 
poorly crystalized material, rich in Al, solid! - 
fies. As the essay temperature decreases, the kind 
of texture doesn't change but the material that ird. 
tially was nearly vitreous, has been transformed 
into a heap of tiny crystals of CA that rest upon 
a whitish base of ferritic nature though clearly 
different from the already mentioned ferritic need
les. This reveals that two ferritic phases with di
fferent contents in Fe and in Al have been farmed; 
this is logic if it is considered that when CA
crystallizes from a rich in Al melted phase, segre
gations are produced; this helps to farm a second 
ferritic phase poorer in Al than the primary need
les. The IR spectroscopy sustain these deductions^^
because the bands of absorption in the 650-730 cm 
zone (characteristic of vibrations FeOj wouldn't 
be observed as continuous if it existed one only 
phase; an only ferritic phase would produce defini
te bands in determinate frequencies.^Jhe same thing 
can be said about the band in 570 cm , attributed 
to Al-0 vibrations of ferritic phase that do not 
appear single and clear and this because surely 
existes an overlapping of Al-0 bands due to more
than one ferritic phase.

The IR spectroscopy is also

Table 3
IR and X-ray examination

in agree with the exis
tence, at a high tempe
rature of aluminates 
that aren't crystallized 
because in 780-600 cm 
zone (characteristic of 
A104 vibr.), it is ob
served a difusse absor— 
tion. By XRD the presen 
ce of a little amount 
of crystallized CA is 
detected, it really co
rresponds to some crys
talline nucleus of the 
monoaluminate.

The composition No. 1 
lies down upon the pri
mary field of crystalli. 
zation of CgFss and 
upon the area of compa
tibility CA-C^ss; this 
corroborates that the

crystalli
zation se
quence des 
cribed for 
this com
position is 
in agree 
with the 
equilibrium 
established 
in the ter
nary dia—

yX SJll Lj 'll1 I •

Composition No.2

Composition 2 lies 
upon the primary 
crystallization 
field of the CaO 
and upon the 
triangle of compa 
tibility C-C3A- 
C Fss. This comfjo 
sition presents 
at the highest 
temperature of 
treatment a vi
treous solidifi

cation that on the microscope is seen as an uniform 
and grayish mass. Although not only the IB spectros
copy but also the XRD (see Table 3) discovers the pre 
sence of C_A traces and a little of ferritic phase 
(type C A F). When the treatment temperature diminis
hes, a texture like the one of micrograph 3 is found. 
In this micrcstructure, that doesn't have posterior 
changes, it is observed a great number of dark and 
long crystals of C3A that ere homogeneously distribu
ted upon a surface of clear colour and of ferritic 
nature. Decreasing the treatment temperature a little 
bit more, it is observed that the degree of crystalli 
zation of the phases improves. The ferritic phase 
gets on being rich in Al.

I------- HEATING *------ -- COOLING

Composition No. 3

This composition presents a microstructure as the 
ones of micrographs 4 and 5. Apparently, two only 
phases appear but the presence of 3 phases is dedu
ced through XRD and IR spectroscopy C3A ®nd
ferritic phase. Ferritic phase (the clearest one) 
is rich in Al and crystallizes in shape of small need 
les that are partially cut by aluminates (tinier crys 
tails but longer). Composition 3 shows us a case 
where the proximity of the succesive temperatures of 
crystallization, don't allow the observation of inter 
mediate stages. This composition lies upon the prima
ry field of crystallization of the C A, near the boug 
dary that separates this field with that of CFss and 
also near the ternary eutectic С A - C Fss - 
This justifies the similitude between the texture
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MIC. 1 comp. 1 (139OSC)

MIC. 2 comp. 1 (105080)

MIC. 3 comp. 2 (I285flc)

I—f 62' Sл -

MIC. 4 comp. 3 (1105»С)

/5Г о у**
MIC. 5 comp. 3 (11B5SC)

■—I с-г-тл"

t—ч
MIC. 6 comp. 4 (1370ЯС)

MTC. 7 comp. 4 (129QSC)

MIC. 8 comp. 4 (1145ЯС)

I—I
MIC. 9 comp. 5 (1280SC)

MIC.10 comp. 5 (1130SC)

found in thia composition and the typical texture of 
the compositions that lie upon the primary crystalll 
zatlon field of C Fss, because the early crystalllza 
tion of the CgFss, when the amount of crystallized 
GgA isn’t big yet, enables the formation of this kind 
of texture.

Composition No. 4 .

Microscopy (micrographs 6,7 and 8),XRD and,IR spec
troscopy give the following data about the develop

ment of this composition with the temperature.In a 
first stage, ferritic crystals with needle shape soM 
dity and among them, an amorphous material rich in Al. 
In an ulterior stage,the vitreous material crystalli
zes in the shape of tiny crystals of CA at the same 
time that the ferritic needles grow slighty. Finally, 
all the crystals (ferrites and aluminates) grow and 
increase their degree of crystallinity considerably, 
locating the CA crystals upon a base of ferritic ori
gin that on the micriscope presents a lighter colour 
than the one of the ferritic needles; so that two fe
rritic phases with diff£ 
rent proportions of Fe 
and Al are formed.

This composition shows a 
great similitude with com 
position 1 and this is lo 
gica because compost - 
tion 4 is also localetd 
upon the primary crysta

MIC. 11 comp 1 M (1390SC)

MIC. 12 comp 1 M (1050SC)

I—i /ТС /<"■
MIC. 13 comp 4 M (1145ЯС)

MIC. 14 comp 2 M (1285ЯС)

MIC. 15 comp 2 M (1285SC)

MIC. 16 comp 3 U (1185SC)

I—I 4

^-i йг-5 Л"- 
MIC. IB comp 5 M (12MISC)

MIC. 17 comp 3 M (1185SC)

H-I /5" O/""
MIC. 19 comp 5 M (1190=0)
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llization field of the ^Fss and upon the compatibi
lity area CA - C Fss. The only difference between 
both compositions is that composition 4 is richer in 
Al and it is nearer to the boundary CA - CgFss; this 
makes that this composition will have a bigger pro
portion of CA and a less proportion of ferritic pri
mary phase . The rest of the resultants are interpre 
ted exactly the same as in composition 1.

Composition No.5

The solidification of this composition can be descri 
bed in the following ways First dendritic crystals 
cf C \ begin to nucleate and grow (this crystals 
that^ie upon a slightly devitrified and rich in Al 
base can be seen in micrograph 9); afterwards and 
due to the annealing it can be observed an increasing 
in the dendrites size together with an eütectic crys 
tallization where CCA and a femtic phase 
rich in Fe solidify simultaneously (see micrograph 
10). The facts described for composition 5, are in 
good agree with the situation of this composition in 
the equilibrium diagram. Composition 5 lies upon the 
primary field of crystallization of the С^Л^ 
upon the triangle of compatibility C12A7 “ c2Fss -CA.

Effects of the MgO

The addition of a 6.5°k of MgO to each one of these 
compositions produces a group of effects that Can be 
described in the following way:

In composition 1, the MgO acts upon the nature of the 
phases and upon the evolution of microstructure (see 
Table 3 and micrographs 11 and 12). Concerning with 
the nature of the phases, MgO helps to form С in 
detriment of monocalcic aluminate and favours the 
formation of an only ferritic phase; concerning to 
the evolution of the microstructure, MgO alters the 
temperatures when the phases begin to crystallize.

When it is added to composition 1, 6.5% of MgO, it
is observed that at a high temperature ferritic phase 
with a little of periclase crystallizes (crystalline 
aluminates aren't detected). When the temperature di
minishes, together with the ferrites, it crystalli
zes a tiny amount of C^„A^. The final texture found 
is similar as the one of composition 1 without MgO, 
although the stages of crystallization are produced 
in lower temperatures, this gives us an idea of the
fluxing action of MgO.

The presence of instead of CA, gives also an 
idea of tbe power of Mg to replace the Ca atoms in 
the lattice of C12A7, producing (C^

The ferritic phase is also affected by the presence 
of MgO, because it appears an only ferritic phase, 
rich in Fe (richer than * ThiS inf?ered
by JR spectroscopy, becouse (jf the situation of the 
band that appears in 705 cm .

As it was nentioned before, composition 4 has many 
things in common with composition 1: its final mi

crostructure scarcely chenges with the presence of 
MgO (see micrograph 13); what logicallychanges, are 
the temperatures of the stages of crystallization.

Also, and the same as it happened with composition 1, 
in presence of MgO, the only aluminate that crystalli 
zes in composition 4 is the C^A^. Also there is an 
only one feritic phase.

The differences between compositions 1 and 4 with 
addition of MgO, are due to the positions of each of 
these compositions in the diagram G-A-F.

Being composition 4 richar in Al we found more amount 
of aluminate and also a ferritic phase richer in Al 
(type C AJ7), hipothesis based on the position of a 
band founo in the IR spectra near to 72D cm .

Besides this, with respect to the effect of Mgo on 
composition 4, there is an important detail in rela
tionship with the fluxing power of the compound and 
is the vitreous solidification of the sample quenched 
at the highest temperature. Composition 2 doesn't 
change appreciably by the presence of MgO in relation 
to the nature of the phases that are formed in the 
different tested stages, but at 1350äC the fluxing 
effect of the MgO and the primary crystallization of 
ferrite are observed.
From the microstructural point of view there are chan 
ges that deserve being mentioned (see micrographs 14 
and 15); in composition 2 predominates an eutectic 
crystallization, but in presence of MgO a very clear 
separation between ferrites and aluminates is obser
ved (aluminates have a considerable size); besides due 
to the aspect of aluminates (it is observed a union 
of tiny crystals) it can be said that an eutectic 
crystallization happened though not in the magnitude 
when MgO wasn't present. About the ferritic phase it 
can be said that is a rich in Al one.

Micrographs 16 and 17 show the microstructural evolu
tion of composition 3 in presence of MgO. Textures 
are similar when MgO wasn't present; nevertheless the 
presence of this oxide makes crystals have a grater 
size. What before were ferritic needles, very well 
formed, now they are crystals withan indefinite shape 
Aluminates conserved its lengthened shape. It is also 
observed with a great clearness aggroupments of tiny 
crystals separated by ferritic phase.

It is Important to express again the fluxing power 
of the MgO (the sample of high temperature with MgO 
is amorphous).

Finally, and concerning to composition No. 5, we have 
to say that MgO effectuates a quite perceptible 
action principally from the point of view of the na
ture of the phases.

In presence of MgO isn't detected anything of CA but 
although it is found much C12A? and also some C A. 
Logically this has a repercussion over the studied 
microstructures. The kind of texture is similar but 
when the nature of the aluminates is changed, diffe
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rences are detected (see micrographs 18 and 19), such 
as the exposure that the crystalline mass presents, 
fact that is surely connected with the data that the 
IR spectroscopy adduces about the ^ounc* the 
sample of 1280aC, that has a big symmetry.

To finish this study it is suitable to appoint that 
the amount of periclase found in almost the total 
cases, has never passed the traces.

Conclusions

- If it is added 6.5% wt of MgO to the compositions
of the system C-A-F studied in this work, the MgO 
comes into the lattice of the aluminates in substi 
tution of calcium, generating M ^12^7 in 
compositions that being absent Mg~pro9uce CA and 
(C^_^ ■L'1 tiloSB w*iere Is formed C A^. And
also*the Mg gets into the lattice of the ferritic 
phase.

- The modifications observed in the microstructures 
by the effect of adding MgO is generally justifia 
ble by the fluxing action of this compound and/or 
by the modificetiu.v; that magnesium oxide introdu 
ces in the equilibrium of the phases.

- The Mg incorporated to the primary ^^A^, lattice 
improves notably its structural order.
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EFFbCT OF HIGH MgO CONTENT IN CEMENT UPON-TERM PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE

1, Introduction

The various national cement standards, prescribing 
the permissible limits for magnesia in cement, list 
maximum values from 3.0 up to 6.5 %. This limita
tion of the- MgO content is due to the potential 
negative effect of uncombined magnesia (periclase) 
on concrete durability.

Any increase of the permitted magnesia content in 
cement would be of great practical importance, offe
ring a considerably increased choice of raw materi
als for cement manufacture.

Up to date, there is no firm evidence that cements 
with 7 - 8 % MgO in clinker cause any deterioration 
of concrete specimens either in laboratory tests or 
in practice. Most of the investigations on MgO 
expansion are carried out on neat cement paste or 
mortar specimens and only very limited data exist 
on either concrete specimens or concrete construc
tions. To our knowledge, the only long-term tests 
in concrete were carried out by Gonnermann et al 
(2) and showed no strength loss for concrete cylin
ders -made #ith autoclave- unsound cements with 
7 - 10 % MgO even after 15 years of water storage.

A quick and reliable performance test would make 
the stringent MgO limitatations superfluous. The 
only standardized performance test available and 
used in practice, the ASTM autoclave test, has been 
subjected to serious criticism. The main objections 
against this autoclave test have been summarized by 
Mehta (1):

The autoclave test conditions force the crys
talline MgO to hydrate and expand whereas in 
normally cured concrete, the MgO hydrates at 
a rate too slow to be of any consequence

The magnitude of the expansion in neat cement 
bars caused by hydration of free MgO or CaO 
may be high, but in corresponding concretes 
it is not even high enough to cause cracking

No correlation has ever been shown between 
the autoclave test specification limits and 
the soundness of concrete.

In 1981 a research program was initiated at the 
Technical Center of "Holderbank" Management and Con
sulting Ltd. on the long-term properties of con
crete produced with cements containing an elevated 
amount of MgO to classify the relevance of the 
autoclave test from the viewpoint of concrete as 
well as the justification of the low limiation of 
the MgO content in cement. Besides Portland cement, 
blended Portland cements - a cement type which has 
recently been gaining in importance - were also in
cluded in the investigation. In the following, the 
presently available results of our long-term re
search program are presented and discussed.

Portland cement and various hydraulically active 
additives, were used for the investigations.

The ordinary Portland cement's clinker, containing
7.5 % MgO, was produced in a wet process kiln under 
normal operating conditions in order to achieve the 
maximum autoclave unsoundness for the given MgO 
content. As microscopical observations showed, the 
clinker contained a large amount of coarse, crystal
line periclase as well as large clusters of peri
cl ase.

The blended cements were produced by Mending ordi
nary Portland cement with 20 % additives, na.iiely 
preground blast furnace s’.ag, natural pozzolan and 
fly ash.

The chemical composition and fineness of the ordina
ry Portland cement and of the hydraulically active 
additives are shown in table 1.

The Bogue mineralogical composition of the ordinary 
Portland cement, the free lime content and the 
periclase content are shown in table 2. The peri
clase content was determined by means of the X-ray 
diffraction method using the principal reflection 
at d = 2'106 A.

Table 1: Chemical composition of cement and additives

Portland Cement Fly ash Slag Pozzolan

L.o.i. (%). 0.87 3.2 1.0 4.4
S102 18.4 50.8 34.3 70.7
А1Д 5.8 25.2 9.0 13.1
Fe203 3.3 7.8 0.92 1.5
CaO 59.7 3.2 43.7 1.8
MgO 7.I*1 2.1 5.6 0.31

2. Experimental work

2.1. Materials_used
An industrially produced ordinary Portland cement 
and three blended cements, prepared from ordinary

S03 1.92 1.8 3.5 0.05
K20 1.3 3.9 0.66 3.4
Na20 0.14 0.53 0.51 3.9
Ti02 0.31 0.86 0.45 0.19

Mn203 0.10 0.10 0.39 0.05

P 0 0.23 0.19 0.03 0.09

Cl 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.06

Blaine (cm2/g) 3210 4060 3240 4950

*) MgO content in clinker = 7.5 %

Table 2: Mineralogical composition of Portland cement

C3S 54.1 %
C2S 12-0 %
C3A 9.8 %
C4AF 10.1 %

Periclase (XRDA) 5.8 % (in clinker 6.1 %)
Free lime (acc to ASTM) 1.9 % (in clinker 2-0 %)



2.2. Preparat1on_and_testing
The cements included in the long-term program were 
tested on concrete slabs. The slabs, 100 x 50 x 7 
cm in size, were prepared from concrete mixes con
taining a constant 300 kg cement per mJ of concrete 
and natural aggregate of 32 mm maximum grain size. 
The water content of the concrete was as required 
to reach a concrete consistency of 7.5 + 1 cm 
slump. The concrete slabs were cured for up to 7 
days in a curing room at 20 C and 95 % relative 
humidity. Thereafter, one slab of each concrete mix 
was deposited at the outdoor testing facilities in 
Holderbank, Switzerland, while the other one was 
kept in the curing room. The outdoor storage of 
slabs is shown in Fig. 1.

The slabs were tested after 28- days, 0.5, 1, 2, 3 
and 4 years. Further tests are foreseen after 5, 10 
and 20 years. In addition, concrete cores from the 
4 year old slabs were exposed to autoclave treat
ment according to the ASTM procedure and tested 
thereafter.

On the concrete slabs, the following tests were 
carried out:

Compressive strength tests on cores (dia. 50 
mnr. and h = 5.6 mm) drilled from the slabs; 
each strength test result quoted represents 
the average of 6 cores.

Ultrasonic pulse velocity measurements with 
the aid of a Pundit apparatus.

Periclase and microstructure investigation by 
means of light microscopy on polished cross
sections of cores.

Determination of the periclase content by 
means of X-ray diffraction, using the mortar 
fraction of the cores. The content of peri
clase was recalculated as a percentage of the 
total concrete mix, including ccarse aggre
gate and assuming no hydration of periclase 
in the reference 1-day old concrete.

The cements were also tested on standard soundness 
tests according to the Le Chatelier and ASTM auto
clave method.

3. Discussion of the results

The autoclave expansion of the cements is - with 
the exception of pozzolanic cement - excessive and 
higher than that specified in ASTM. The high auto
clave expansion is due to the high periclase con
tent and the elevated amount of free lime in the 
cement (table 3).

The concrete, however, shows after four years no 
signs of deterioration, and a continuous strength 
gain can be observed over the entire 4 year testing 
period in all concrete slabs stored indoor 
(Fig. 2), The ultrasonic pulse velocity measurement 
confirms these findings. At the outdoor facilities, 
some degradation of the concrete due to free-

Table 3: Physical properties of cements and concrete slabs

1
1 Cement

1
1 PC

1
1 PC/FA 1 PC/SL

1 1
1 PC/POZZ 1

1 Proportioning 1 100 1 80/20 1 80/20 1 80/20 1
1 о
1 Blaine (cm /g) 1 3210 1 3380 1 3180 1 3580 1

1 ASTM autocl.(X) !1 7.14 1 8.00 1 6.39 1 0.45 1

I Le Chatelierfran) 1.75 1 0.75
1
1 1.00

1
1 2.25

1 
1

1 Concrete slab | 1 1 1 1

1 W/C ratio 1 0.56 1 0.56 1 0.56 1 0.58 1
1 2 1
1 Strength(N/mm ) | I 0 1 I 0

1
1 I 0

1
1 I 0 1

f 28 days 1 35.9 35,0 1 34,7 32.4 1 36.5 36.5 1 33.8 29.a 1
1 0.5 year j 51.1 46.4 i 45.5 42.8 1 49.9 46.0 1 43.2 39.3 1
1 1 year 1 53.6 44.8 1 45.9 44.2 152.4 48.8 1 44.0 38.2 1
1 2 years | 56.2 51.4 1 48.1 45.7 I 54.8 53.5 1 45.5 43.4 1
1 3 years | 58,7 55.0 1 50.2 46.0 1 58.2 55.2 1 46.0 44.0 1
1 4 years | 60.7 57.6 1 52.5 46.6 1 60.8 55.0 1 46.9 42.9 1
1 4 years and I 1 1 1 1
1 autoclave | 65.1 1 55.9 1 69.3 1 56.8 1
1 I
1 UPV (m/sec) |

1
1 1 I

1 28 days j 4700 4645 1 4667 4560 1 4711 4560 1 4571 4438 ;
j 0.5 year j 4837 4733 1 4861 4768 1 4849 4678 1 4756 4613 !
I 1 year 1 4849 4814 1 4397 4837 1 4849 4802 1 4745 47И ;
1 2 years | 4875 4502 1 4897 4849 1 4873 4825 1 4768 4733 1
j 3 years | 4921 4802 1 4945 4791 1 4873 4791 1 4837 4685 1
1 4 years |
1 1

4958 4766 1 4929
1

4745 1 4590
1

4779 1 4795
1

4633 1

I s Indoors (curing room) 
0 = Outdoor facilities 
UPV = Ultrasonic pulse velocity

Table 4: Periclase in Portland cement concrete (XRD analysis)

Age of concrete % of reference periclase content in
concrete

1 day (reference) 100 0.73
4 years 70 0.51
4 years and autoclave 40 0.29

zing/thawing cycles is 
not been air-entrained 
frost resistant.

observed as the concrete had
and thus is not sufficiently

The microscopical investigation and X-ray diffrac
tion analysis of the concrete shows that part of 
the periclase has hydrated within the four years 
without any harmful expansion. The microphotograph 
of the 4-year old concrete shows the position of a 
periclase containing clinker particle which has par
tially hydrated. Periclase crystals can be seen 
also in the hydrated zone of the clinker particle 
(Fig. 3).

During the autoclave treatment, periclase is fur
ther hydrated, again without any negative effect on 
concrete properties. On the contrary, the concrete 
experienced a substantial strength gain. Part of 
the periclase remains unreacted, even after the 
severe autoclave treatment as shown in the micropho
tograph (Fig. 4) and confirmed by X-ray diffraction 
analysis. The results of the X-ray diffraction ana
lysis of concrete made with the Portland cement are 
shown in table 4 and figure 5, indicating the 
reduction of periclase content in concrete during 



the 4 years of normal curing and autoclave treat
ment.

These findings suggest that the periclase is hydra
ting very slowly at normal curing conditions in 
concrete and without impairing the concrete pro
perties.

The main reasons for the absence of any detrimental 
effect of periclase in concrete in contrast to the 
ASIM autoclave test are the lower percentage of 
periclase in concrete compared to neat cement paste 
and the slower rate of periclase hydration in con
crete under normal curing conditions compared to 
the autoclave curing. The stresses developed by 
slow hydration of the smaller amount of periclase 
begins to act after the mature concrete has gained 
sufficient strenth. On the contrary, in the auto
clave test the sudden development of expansive for
ces due to periclase hydration easily surpasses the 
cohesive forces of the relatively immature and weak 
cement paste. The autoclave test has therefore no 
practical significance for the performance of con
crete in practice.

4. Conclusions

Both Portland cement and blended Portland cements 
produced with a clinker of 7.5 % MgO content show 
satisfactory properties in 4-year old concrete, 
even when the major part of the MgO is present as 
coarse crystalline periclase. It can thus be conclu
ded that the current cement standard specifications 
regarding the permissible MgO content in cement are 
not adequate and even hinder the economical use of 
cement raw material resources. The investigations 
confirm the irrelevance of the ASTM autoclave test 
for the performance of concrete in practice, al
ready stated already by other investigations.
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Fig. 3: 4 year old Portland cement concrete, arrows 
indicate periclase crystals
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Fig. 2: Strength development of concrete

Fig, 4: 4 year old concrete, autoclaved, arrows 
indicate periclase crystals

Fig, 5: X-ray diffraction analysis of concrete 
(C = calcite, P = periclase, Q = quartz)



SUR LA FORMATION DES PHASES NOUVELLES DANS LE CLINKER LORS DE LA CUISSON DES S1
MELANGES CRUS A BASE DES PRODUITS SECONDAIRES

Lors de la planlfication du developpe- 
ment ulterieur de la cimenteriej une atten
tion toujours croissante est falte ä l’uti- 
lisation des produits secondaires et des 
dächets des autres industries.

A present, les particularitäs des pro- 
prietes des melanges crus et cellos des 
processus de formation du clinker, en cas 
de 1’utilisation des laitiers et des cend- 
res d’une nature differente en qualit6 du 
constttant alumosilicate ou de I’addition 
de correction, sont etudiees en detail.

La plupart des laitiers, des cendres et 
des autres produits secondaires se distin- 
guent du constituant argileux utilise dans 
la production du clment par une teneur ele- 
уёе en sesquioxydes, en particulier, en 
oxyde d*aluminium. Les particularites des 
processus de formation des mineraux lors de 
la cuisson des melanges crus bases sur les 
produits secondaires sont determinees jus
tement par cette distinction.

Lea recherches des dernl6res annees 
montrent que lors de la cuisson des char
ges de ciment crues dans lesquelles le con
stituant argileux se trouve remplace par le 
laitier ou les cendres, 11 est utile d’ob- 
tenir les clinkers en vue de la production 
du clment Portland particulier; ciment A 
haute teneur en alumina, ciment ferreux, 
clment a durcissement rapide sur la base 
des sulfoaluminates ou des fluroaluminates 
(en cas de la presence d’une quantite ne
cessaire de sulfates ou de fluorures).

Les systemes de sulfates et de fluoru— 
res jouent un role toujours croissant en 
vue de produire les eluents contenant les 
mineraux dans la composition desquels en
trent les sulfates et les fluorures, en 
particulier, les mineraux se formant sur la 
base des sesquoxydes (plus souvent de 1’oxy
de d’aluminium) et sur la base des composes 
mentionnes.

Il est naturel que la particularitä de 
la production des ciments de ce type con- 
siste dans 1’utllisation du cru riche en 
sesquioxydes ce qui est typique pour une 
serie des produits secondaires les plus

employAs.
Au cours de I'Atude des propriAtes d’un 

grand nombre de clinkers et de ciments ob- 
tenus ä partir des charges crues dans les
quelles on a utilise, en qualitA du con
stituant alumosilicate, les cendres prove
nant du charbon mineral avec une introduct
ion simultanes des adjuvants de modifica
tion en sulfates ou en fluorures, nous 
avons etabli la posslbillte d’obtenlr les 
ciments repondant aux exigences du "ГОСТ" 
(norme d’Etat) A une augmentation conside
rable de la teneur en oxyde de magnesium 
dans le constituant carbonate.

Les normes de tous les pays concernant 
les ciments ont une exigence necessaire 
pour la quantite maximum admissible de MgO 
dans le clinker de ciment Portland. Cette 
teneur limlte en MgO correspond A 3-5 %• 
La cause principale de ces limitations est 
un danger de 1’expansion tardive du clment 
lors de 1’hydratation du MgO est une parte 
de resistance qui у est dlrectement liee. 
Les limitations de 1a teneur en MgO dans 
la composition du clinker retrecissent con- 
slderablement les ressources de matieres 
premieres de la cimenterie et compliquent 
1’exploitation des gisements isoles, puis- 
que 1’oxyde de magnesium entre en grandes 
quantltes dans la composition des roches 
carbonatees des plusieurs gisements sous 
forme des inclusions des calcaires magne- 
siens et dolomitiques.

Les recherches des procedes en vue 1’ob- 
tenir les ciments de haute qualite avec une 
teneur elevee en oxydes de magnesium dans 
la composition du clinker ont une grande 
importance pratique. A present, on considd- 
re comme le fait etabli avec une precision 
assez süffisante que 1’oxyde de magnesium 
est represents dans la composition du clin
ker de ciment Portland assentiellement sous 
forme de la periclase. Certaine sa quantite 
se trouve en etat de dissolution dans le 
constituant vitreux du clinker. Une part 
determines de MgO, grace aux substitutions 
isomorphes, entre dans la composition des 
minAraux principaux du clinker. Par example, 



jusqu’ä 1,5 % de MgO se trouve dans I*ali
te, 1-3 % - dans les alumoferritea de cal
cium, jusqu’A 2,5 % - dans 1*aluminate trl- 
calcique et 6 % - dans la phase vitreuse» 

Une serie d’essals montre que lors du 
refroldlssement rapide du clinker la quan- 
tlte d'oxyde de magnesium dans la composi
tion de la phase vltreuse augmente. Par 
consequent, sa quantite plus fälble teste 
sous la forme de la periclase et les grains 
de cette dernldre ont des dimensions plus 
petltes par rapport au regime normal de 
refroldlssement (1, 2). La periclase sous 
forme flnement disperses est capable de 
s’hydrater slmultanement avec les autres 
mlneraux de clinker et ne cause pas de 
grandes contralntes locales lors du proces
sus de durclssement. Les garanties d’une 
crlstallisatlon plus fine de la periclase 
et sa distribution plus homogene dans le 
clinker peuvent etre considörees comma des 
mesures permettant d’augmenter la quantity 
admissible du MgO dans le ciment. Selon 
les donnees des auteurs de I’etude (3), 
1’utillsatlon d'un mlnerallsateur fluorl- 
tlque lors de la cuisson favorise la forma
tion des crlstaux plus fins de la periclase 
et leur distribution homogene dans la masse 
de clinker.

La possibility d’augmenter la teneur en 
oxyde de magnesium dans la composition du 
mAlange cru a ete observes lors de la ca- 
racterlstlque des particularites portant 
sur la composition et les proprletes des 
clinkers obtenus ä I’alde des cendres utl- 
llsees en qualite du constituent alumosi- 
llcate de la charge (4). En cas de la te
neur en MgO du mdlange cru allant jusqu’ä 
6 %, 1’expanslon d’autoclave du ciment pre
pare sur la base du clinker de cendre con- 
stltue 0,3 %. En cas de 1’utillsatlon de 
1’arglle, le clinker ayant lea memes va
lours du coefficient de saturation (CS) et 
le meme module alumlne est caracterlsd par 
une expansion de 6,5 %, dejä ä la teneur 
en MgO egale A 5,5 %•

Pour rAsoudre les problernes d’obtentlon 
du ciment Portland standard avec une teneur 

elevee en oxyde de magnesium, beaucoup de 
chercheurs ont ete Orientes vers le choix 
de la composition mineralogique optimum du 
clinker et vers 1’Introduction des certains 
adjuvants.

Les resultats des essals (5) montrent 
qu’aux autres conditions egales et ä la 
quantite equivalents de MgO dans les clin
kers, 1’expanslon d’autoclave des ciments 
diminue considerablement ä mesure de 1’aug
mentation de la teneur en 30^ dans le clin
ker. Selon 1’oplnion de 1'auteur, 1’Intro
duction des sulfates peut neutraliser 
l’effet negatif sur les proprletes des clin
kers du A une teneur elevee en MgO. En cas 
de la presence des sulfates, on peut obte- 
nlr un ciment se caracterisant par une sta- 
billte de volume si le clinker contlent 
jusqu’A 6 % de MgO. Pour calculer la quan
tity necessaire du SO^ dans la composition 
de clinker, on propose la formula sulvante:

% SOj = 0,67 (% MgO - 2)

En cas de la teneur en MgO jusqu’A 2 %, 
son Influence negative se neutralise par le 
fait qu’il entre dans la composition des 
phases de clinker. Pusque 1’utillsation des 
cendres en quality du constituant cru rend 
utile l’obtention des ciments A partlr des 
ciments A haute teneur en alumlne jusqu’aux 
ciments ferrltiques alnsi que des ciments 
A base des clinkers contenant les adjuvants 
des sulfates et des fluorures, nous avons 
etudie la possibility de fabrication des 
ciments mentlonnes avec une teneur elevee 
en MgO dans la composition du cru. A cette 
fin, on a prepare quatre types des clinkers 
ayant une haute teneur en MgO. Les melanges 
crus non° 1, 2, 3 (tableau I) s’approchent, 
d’apres leurs compositions, du melange cru 
destine A la fabrication du ciment Port- 
lant normal. Dans ce melange cru, le con
stituant argileux a ete completement remp- 
lace par la cendre. Les compositions des 
melanges crus non° 4, 5, 6 correspondent A 
la composition du melange cru destine A la 
fabrication du clinker ferritique. Les me-



langes eras pour les clinkers n° 7> 3, 9 
contiennent 3,5 % de gypse. Les melanges 
crus destines aux clinkers n°ne 10, 11, 12 
ont eu 1,5 % de CaFg. Lors de la fabrica
tion de tous les clinkers, on a utilise en
quallte du constituent alumoslllcate les 
cendres prevenant des charbons mineraux«
La composition chl-nique des cendres est 
la sulvante: SlOg - 52,46/6, AlgO^ - 23,54%; 
Fe2O3 - 9,96%; GaO - 6,24%. Pour augmenter 
la teneur en MgO, on a introduit dans tous 
les melanges crus une quantlte differente 
de magnesite. La temperature de culsson des 
clinkers a ete de 1350-1390°G. La culsson
a ete falte selon un regime lent, et le re- 
froidIssement a ete effectue dans I’air.

Les analyses petrographlques montrent 
que tous les clinkers se caracterisent par 
une distribution homogene de la periclase 
par la masse des grains. Dans les clinkers 
no -i-б, la masse principale des grains de 
periclase a des dimensions de 3 ä 1?J< • 
Dans les clinkers obtenus avec les adju
vants de gypse ou de fluorure de calcium, 
les dimensions moyennes des grains de pe
riclase sont de I - 10jl. La quantitä de 
periclase dans ces clinkers est un peu 
plus petite que dans les autres clinkers. 
La teneur en oxyde de magnesium non lie a 
ete determine selon la methodologle de 
1'Institut "Glprocement" (6).

La determination de la composition ml- 
neraloglque des clinkers obtenus par la 
methode d’analyse chimique rationnelle n’a 
pas permls de fixer une variation qulques 
peu considerable en quantlte des mlneraux 
isoles, a 1’exception d'une certalne aug
mentation de la teneur en GaO llbre. Sur la 
base des clinkers obtenus, fe I*aide du Ьгоу1 
age en commun avec 1*adjuvant de gypse 
(3-5%), on a fabrique les clments pour les- 
quels on a determine I’expanslon llneaire 
apres le traitement d'autoclave ä 2,1 MPa 
et la limite de compression (tableau 2). 
Lors de la fabrication des clments ä base 
des clinkers contenant du SO^, 1*addition 
de gypse a constitue 3 %, tandls que pour 
tous les autres clments cette dernlöre a 

ete de 5 %. La surface speciflque des cl
ments a ete de 2900 - 3100 cm2/g. Les cl
ments prepares avec l’utillsatlon des cen
dres en quallte du constituant alumosill- 
cate ont une stablllte de volume ä la te
neur en MgO jusqu’ä 6,0 - 3,0 %. En cas de 
la fabrication du clinker de ciment Port
land normal sur la base des melanges crus 
dans lesquels on a utilise la cendre en 
quallte du constituent alumoslllcate, 11 
est possible d’augmenter la teneur en MgO 
jusqu’ä 6 %. Si on introduit dans la com
position des melanges crus prepares avec 
l’utillsatlon des cendres, des adjuvants 
supplementaires de correction ou de modifi
cation, en vue d’obtenir des clments Port
land particuliers, on peut augmenter la 
quantlte de MgO admissible jusqu’ä 3 % et 
plus. Le clinker de ciment Portland ordi
naire obtenu avec l’utillsatlon des cendres 
provenant des charbons mlneraux se distin
gue par une quantlte eleve de la phase vi- 
treuse alumoferritique (25-23 %). La quan- 
tite de cette phase augments de plus dans 
les clinkers du type ferritique (jusqu’ä 
40 %). C’est pourquol, 1’augmentation de la 
teneur admissible en MgO de ces clinkers 
peut etre expllquee par la presence d’une 
plus grande quantlte de cet oxyde sous for
me des solutions solides dans la composi
tion de la phase vltreuse alumoferrIt 1que.

La cause de 1’Influence favorable des 
additions de fluorures et de sulfates sur 
les proprietes des clinkers avec une teneur 
elevee en MgO n’est pas sufflsamment clalre 
ä present. A premläre vue, une influence 
positive des additions des sulfates, en cas 
de l’obtention des clments avec une teneur 
elevee en MgO, pourralt etre expllquee par 
une formation, due aux reactions d'echanges, 
du MgSO^ dont la temperature de la disso
ciation est de 1135OG. Done, lors de la 
culsson jusqu’ä la temperature mentlonnee, 
une partie de MgO peut se trouver dans la 
composition du sulfate de magnesium ce qui 
favoriseralt 1’Inhibition du processus de 
recristallisatlon accumulative de la peri
clase. Cepend ant, un tel mecanisme chimique



Tableau 1

Clin
ker , 
nu
mero

n Р cs
Teneur 
totale 
en MgO, 
%

Quantite 
de MgO 
libre, 
%

1 0,99 1,15 0,39 ^,5 2,27
2 0,99 1,15 0,39 5,5 3,18
3 0,99 1,15 0,39 6,0 3,93
4 0,73 0,63 0,89 6,0 2,85
5 0,73 0,63 0,39 7,0 3,65
6 0,73 0,63 0,39 3,0 4,43

7 1,76 2,50 0,32 6,0 2,35
3 1,76 2,50 0,32 7,0 3,15
9 1,76 2,50 0,32 3,o 3,53
10 1,29 2,53 0,77 6,0 2,57
11 1,29 2,53 0,77 7,0 3,45
12 1,29 2,53 0,77 3,0 3,90

: de 1*Influence des sulfates exigerait leur
quantite considerable pour former MgSO^. 
L'actlon des sulfates pourrait etre expli- 
quee egalement par une formation en leur 
presence du compose jCa'MgSO^ dans la com
position duquel une partie de MgO est fixes

i sous forme du MgSO^. Dans le travail (7) on 
parle de la possibilite de formation d’un 
tel compose lors de la cuisson des melan-

- 1 ges C^A * MgSO^. Pourtant, 11 est neces
saire d’avoir dans ce cas dans la composi
tion du clinker une quantite elevee de SOj 
et de Al20^ pour neutraliser 1’influence 
negative du MgO. Les donnees experimenta- 

c les disponibles (5) montrent que la quan-
э tite necessaire de SO^ est beaucoup plus

petite par rapport ä cells dont on a be-
s soln pour former MgSO^. Apparemment, en 

presence des adjuvants des sulfates lors 
de la cuisson des clinkers avec une teneur

a, elevee en MgO, des composes se forment se 
caracterisant par une grande valeur du rap
port MgO/SO^. C’est pourquoi, nous avons 

f effectue des recherches supplementaires 
ayant pour but une 6tude de 1*interaction 
dans les systemes MgO - A^O^ - MgSO^ et 
MgO - S1O2 - MgS04. Selon nos donnees, on 

. n’a pas effectue des recherches sur des 
e systemes semblables ainsi qu’on n’a pas men-

Tableau 2

Ci
ment , 
nu
mero

Tene
ur en 
MgO, 
%

Expansion 
lineaire 
des echan- 
tillons- 
poutrelles, 

%

Limite de resistan-
ce ä la compressi

on, MPa

3 
jours

7 
jours

23 
jours

1 4,5 0,26 17,5 32,1 40,6
2 5,5 0,37 16,3 31,0 39,1
3 6,0 0,52 15,8 29,7 38,4
4 6,0 0,19 17,4 24,3 42,5
5 7,0 0,23 16,0 20,3 39,5
6 8,0 0,45 14,7 21,9 40,5
7 6,0 0,13 23,1 31,1 40,7
3 7,0 0,21 21,9 29,3 39,4
9 3,0 0,30 22,2 29,3 33,6

10 6,0 0,17 34,1 42,9 49,5
11 7,0 0,26 31,7 41,1 48,1
12 8,0 0,29 30,3 39,7 47,5

tionne une formation des composes quelcon- 
ques relatifs aux systemes ci-dessus en cas 
de la cuisson du clinker de ciment Portland 
ä une teneur elevee en MgO.

La formation du sulfoaluminate de cal
cium (jCa'CaSO^) dans le Systeme Ca0-Al20^- 
-CaSO^ (7, 3, 9) st du sulfoaluminate de 
baryum (4ВаО,А120^,Ва302^) dans le systems 
BaO-AlgOj-BaSO^ (10) permet de supposer la 
formation du sulfoaluminate de magnesium 
dans le systöme MgO-AlgO^-MgSO^. L’analyse 
chimique et ä rayons X des produits de la 
cuisson a double reprise des melanges MgCO^, 
A12O^ et MgSO^ (cuisson effectuee dans les 
fours electriques ä la temperature de 
1000-1300°C et avec le maintien de 2 heures) 
temoigne de la presence de 1*interaction 
chimique avec une formation d'une phase 
nouvelle qui se decompose progressivement 
en cas de 1’augmentation de temperature 
ulterieure. La composition de la combinal- 
son qui se forme s’approche de 
3(MgO*Al20^),MgSO^. Il est ä noter que la 
formation de la combinaison nouvelle s'ef- 
fectue plus completement en cas de la cuis
son des melanges se composant du MgGO^, 
Al20p MgSO^ par rapport a la cuisson des 
melanges MgSO4, MgO*Al20^ synthetise prealab- 



lament. Selon les donnees preliminaires, le 
sulfoaluminate de magnesium qui se forme n’a 
pas de proprietes liantes. Lors de la forma
tion du compose mentionne, 1 % de SO^ fixe 
environ 2 % de MgO et 1,3 % de AlgO^.

Nous n'avons pas examine 1*interaction 
dans le Systeme MgO-AlgO^-MgE^, mais par 
analogie avec le meme Systeme contenant CaO, 
on peut supposer la probability de la forma
tion du fluoraluminate de magnesium en pre
sence des fluorures. La possibilite de for
mation du sulfoaluminate de magnesium lors 
de la cuisson des clinkers avec une haute 
teneur en MgO (pour le compte du 30^ se 
trouvant dans la composition du clinker) est 
en bonne concordance avec les publications 
concernant 1*influence du MgO sur la compo
sition mineralogique du ciment (II) qui 
montrent qu’en cas de 1*augmentation de la 
teneur en MgO, la quantite du C^A dans le 
clinker diminue tandis que la quantite d’ali
te s’accrott. La quantite de C^A peut dimi- 
nuer grace ä la fixation du A^O^ en sulfo 
aluminate de magnesium. A la diminution de 
la quantite de C^A, une quantite supplemen- 
taire de CaO se degage pour former C^S.

Selon les donnees des auteurs de la 
recherche (II), les silicates de magnesium 
et les spinelies ne se forment pas lots de 
la cuisson des charges crues contenant une 
quantite 61evee de MgO. La quantite princi
pals de MgO se trouve dans le clinker sous 
forme de la periclase. En cas de 1*intro
duction du fluorure calcique dans la charge, 
on ne fixe pas egalement une formation des 
composes quelquonques. On n’observe qu'une 
variation du caractere de cristallisatlon 
de la periclase disponible. En meme temps,
G.D.  Ouryvaeva montre dans ses recherches 
(12) la presence d’une certaine quantite des 
silicates de magnesium: montitshellite 
(CaO'MgO^SiOg), okermanite (2Ca0eMg0,S102), 
mervinite (JCaO"MgO•28102) dans les clinkers 
ä une quantite elevee de MgO cults ä des 
1ешрёга1ите8 de 1200-1300eC. Si la tempera
ture’ de cuisson est port£e jusqu’a 1400- 
1500eC, la quantite des silicates de magne
sium diminue, et la teneur en periclase aug

ments. Apparemment, la cause des divergen
ces des donnees disponibles consiste dans 
la determination de la composition minera- 
logique aux differents stades de cuisson. 
Il est possible que les silicates de magne
sium ci-dessus representent des composes 
Intermedialres qui se forment lors de la 
cuisson du clinker de ciment Portland ayant 
une telle composition.

Nous avons suppose que la formation des 
silicates de magnesium mentlonnes est la 
consequence de l’existence, ä des tempera
tures plus basses, des autres composes In- 
termediaires sur la base desquels, en cas 
de I*augmentation de temperature de cuis
son et de la presence du CaO, I’apparition 
des montitshellites, des okermanltes et des 
mervinltes est possible. En presence des 
adjuvants de sulfates et de fluorures lors 
de la cuisson du clinker de ciment Portland 
ayant une quantite elevee de MgO ä des tem
peratures de 300-1200°C, des sulfosilicates 
ou des fluosilicates de magnesium peuvent 
se former en quallte des combinaisons In- 
termediaires dont la composition chimique 
hypothetlcue, par analogie avec les sulfo
silicates et les fluosilicates de calcium 
peut etre ecrite comma la suivante: 
2(MgO-SiO2)MgSO4 et 2(Mg0«S102)MgF2«

L’analyse des melanges MgCO^ + 8102 + 
+ CaSO^ et des melanges MgCO^ * SlOg + MgS04 
cults ä des temperatures de 300-1300°C con
firme l’existence de 1’interaction qui peut 
etre appreclee d'apres la dynamique de la 
fixation et du degagement du groupe de sul
fate. Les comblnalsons qui se forment com- 
mencent ä se decomposer meme ä des tempera
tures depassant 1100°C.

En tenant compte des faits mentionnes, on 
peut representer le schema de formation d’une 
partie de la periclase qu’on peut ddtecter 
dans les clinkers cults de la fagon suivan
te:

environ 1100eC
2(MgO-SiO2)*MgSO4-- - 2(MgO.SiO2)*MgSO4

1155°C
MgS04-- ► MgO*S03



2 ( MgO • S1O2 )+2C aO —* 2 ( G aO«MgO. S102 ) ou 

2(MgO‘SiO2)*2CaO —2CaO»M3O«2SiO2TMgO ou 

2(MgO‘S1O2)+ 3CaO 5CsO«MgO•2SiOg+MgO

Si La temperature de cuisson augments, 11 
se produit une substitution ulterieure du 
MgO par CaO dans La composition des silica
tes de magnesiumi

1300-1400°C 
CaO«MgO*Si0 2+CaO ----------2CaO«S102+MgO ou

20 aO«MgO•2Si02+ 20 aO---- •-2(20aO•S1O2)+MgO ou

3CaO*MgO ’2Si02+CaO-----— 2(2Ca0*SiO 2)+MgO

D'une faiyon analogue doivent se derouler 
les reactions de formation des silicates de 
magnesium et de leurs transformations en 
silicates de calcium avec le degagement du 
MgO si le compose intermedialre initial est 
un fluosilicate de magnesium.

Selon le schema propose sur le deroule- 
ment des reactions, on peut voir qu’en pre
sence des adjuvants des fluorures ou des sul
fates dans le cru, la composition mineralo- 
gique des matidres cuites ä une large gamme 
de temperatures (de SOO ä 1400°0) se carac- 
terise par une teneur considerable en oxyde 
de magnesium dans la composition des combl- 
naisons intermediaires. La formation de la 
periclase s’effectue progresaivement, ä me- 
sure de la decomposition de ces combinai- 
sons. La formation de la periclase suivant 
ce schema peut expliquer sa distribution ho
mogene et la cristallisation sous forme des 
grains fins en cas de la presence des adju
vants de gypse et de fluorine dans le cru. 
Ce fait est illustrA dans la recherche (IT) 
et est confirme par nos propres donnäes.

Pour resoudre la question sur la possibi- 
lit6 de la conservation partielle des combi- 
naisons intermediaires mentionnees dans la 
composition du clinker cult, des essais supp- 
ISmentaires sont necessaires.
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I.G.  LOUSIHINA,
V.M.  KONOVALOV,
L.D.  CHAKHOVA,
V.A.  BJiLbTSKAIA, Institut technologique des mateiiaux de construction, 
Belgorod, U.B.S.S.
DUHCISSütijiKT DU OIMäHT PORTLAND A TRNEUR ELaVKE SN OXYDE DE MAGNeSIUL! ET EN
AUTBeS COMPOSITIONS MAGNESIEKNjSS

L’Institut technologique de Belgorod pre
sente une etude concernant les compositions 
ä haute teneur magnesienne qui sont proches 
des compositions de ciment Portland et des 
compositions liantes, pareilles au ciment 
Sorel. Le but de cette recherche est d 'uti- 
liser les calcaires dolomitiques ä haute te
neur magnesienne dans la technologie du ci
ment Portland et d ’emplouer plus largement 
les compositions liantes ä haute teneur ma- 
gnesienne en conferant ä ces dernieres des 
proprietes differentes.

Tout d’abord, nous avons tache d'obtenir 
le ciment de bonne qualite ä partir du cal- 
caire dolomitique en cas de la concentration 
de 1 'oxyde de magnesium dans le clinker plus 
de 5 % en masse et d'etudier l'influence des 
regimes differents et des conditions de dur- 
cissement sur la regularite du changement de 
volume lors du durcissement.

Nous avons etudie les melanges crus d'une 
large gamme de compositions avec des coeffi
cients de saturation de 0,85 a 0,93 ä module 
alumina -1,3 - 2,2 et a module silicique
2,1 - 2,2. Ges melanges crus contenaient 
dans le clinker 5-10 % en masse d’oxyde de 
magnesium, des impuretes des composes des 
alcalis, du fluor, du phosphore et du souf- 
re. Les adjuvants mineralisants accelerant 
les processus de formation des silicates a 
des temperatures de 1100 a 1350°c, stabili- 
sent les solutions solides du silicate di- 
calcique, type et <jC et diminuent la 
temperature de 1’apparition du clinker fon- 
du de 3O-7O°C. Si la temperature de cuisson 
est de 1100'- 1500°C, des solutions solides 
se forment s’echelonnant entre le mervinite 
et le silicate dicalcique et ayant la struc
ture cC - CgS. Aux temperatures mentionndes, 
il est possible la formation dans ces char
ges des Ca2mgSi0g, Ca^MgAl^O^, MgPe^^. La 
decomposition des phases contenant du magne
sium s*effectue ä des temperatures superieu- 
res ä 155O°G. La diminution de I’intensite 
de reflexion du periclase a ete observeee 
lors de 1’introduction des adjuvants comp
lexes qui favorisaient simultandment la 
cristallisation de gros cristaux d’alit®

(jusqu’ä ЮО^уУ ). On observe 1’augmentation 
de la teneur en mineraux (par rapport ä la 
teneur calculee), en particulier, de la te
neur en aluminoferrite de calcium. Les pa
rametres de resistance des ciments (1:0 tab
leau I) obtenus ä partir des clinkers avec 
les mineralisateurs complexes temoignent de 
leur haute qualite. Pour tous les delais de 
durcissement, le ciment magnesien avec les 
adjuvants complexes a montre une resistance 
plus haute et un accroissemcnt relativement 
plus actif de cette resistance•

Tableau 1

Resistance des ciments durcissant dans 
1’eau, 20°C

n°
du 
ci- 
ment

Tene
ur en 
oxyde 
de 
mag
nesi
um

Addi
tion 
du 
mine- 
rali- 
sa- 
teur

Resistance A la compres- 
, ä 1 ’age deSIDEi, MPa

3 
jours

7 
jours

28 
jours

1100 
jours

1 0 0 34 46 74 82
2 10 0 26 53 62 77
3 10 1 38 54 63 110
4 10 2 42 66 106 136

Le vaporisage dans 1’autoclave des echan- 
tillons de ciment avec une haute teneur en 
oxyde de magnesium est insere dans les nor- 
mes de la majorite des pays. Dependant, le 
traitement d’autoclave ne simule pas le dur
cissement des ciments dans les conditions 
normales correspondant au service du beton. 
C’est pourquoi, nous avons observe pendant 
quelques annees le durcissement des ciments 
magnesiens en vue de determiner les conse
quences possibles dues a 1’hydratation tar
dive du periclase.

Les deformations lineaires des echantil- 
lons prismatiques faits de la pate de ci
ment (10x10x60 mm) qui ont durci dans 1 ’eau 
pendant 6 annees aont montrees sur la fi
gure 1. L’examen de ces 6chantillons ne de
tects pas de defauts sous forme des fissu
res, des incurvations des prismes, de 
1’ecaillage de surface. Vers six ans de
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Fig. 1. Changeaent de module d 'elastlcite 
(1-4) et de ddforii-ations liaeaires 
(Т'-Д') de la pierre de ciment dur- 
cissant dans 1'eau a. 2U°G. Pour les 
designations, voir Tableau 1

cissement, les deformations lineaires du ci- 
ment n°2 atteignent Ci,y6 K- L’allongtijusnt 
maximum est observe cbez le ciment fait a 
partir du clinker obtenu sans mineralisa- 
teur. Le degrc d’hyaratation du periclase 
dans le ciment calcule selon les donnees de 
1'analyse thermo6ravimetrique attaint vers 
6 ans de durcissement 12,6 - 15,4 %•

Les essais d 'autoclave ent ete effectues 
selon la norme de magnesium. Lous les ci
ment s contenant i.IgO jusqu’a Ю ont montre 
un changement de volume irregulier. la va
leur d'expansion des ucbantilloas .^rlsmati- 
ques du ciment variait de 10,65 ü 51jOC %. 
Cependant, le degre d 'laydratation du peri
clase aprbs le vaporisage dans 1'autoclave 
a etd de 8? - 96 %.

Nous avons etabli que la deformation des 
ciments magnesiens dependait de la duree et 
des conditions de leur durciseement. Un dur- 
cissement süffisant de la structure de la 
Pierre de ciment avant le traitement hyaro- 

‘thermal favorise la diminution de 1'expan
sion magnesienne.

Fig. 2. Begime comun (I) et regime propose 
(2) du traitement d’autoclave. De
formations lineaires des echantil- 
lons de ciment vaporises selon les 
regimes 1(1') et 2(2')

Il ast connu que les produits d 'hydrata
tion aux periodes initiales de durcissement 
ne sont pas stables. Gela est confirms par 
les variations en temps des proprietes elas- 
tiques et de deformation de la pierre de ci
ment (figure 1). La cristallisation des byd- 
rosilicates dans la pierre de ciment dur- 
cissante est accompagnee d 'une chute de re
sistance. Cependant, dsns deux ans de dur- 
cissement, si en juger d 'apres les variations 
pen considerables du module d’elasticite dy- 
namique, I'equilibre s 'etablit, et a 1'ave- 
nir, la pierre gagne des proprietes stab
les .

Les ciments qui ont montre un changement 
de volume irregulier un jour apres le gächa- 
re (expansion 6-10 ;4 en cas de la teneur en 
oxyde de magnesium de 6,5 - 7 % en masse) 
ont subi les essais d'autoclave ä 1'age de 
2 ans de durcissement dans 1'eau. Dans ce 
cas, les ciments' sur la base des clinkers 
avec les mineralisateurs complexes posseda- 
ient une plus b.-iute resistance (5 a 5 fois).

On estime quo 1'essai des ciments magne
siens par le vaporisage (2 1.Ш, 5 ceures) 
assure 1'hydratation complete du periclase. 
Ku determinant le degre d'hydratation du 
periclase pour les ciments fabriques a 
I'usine (teneur en IvlgO - 4,5 - 5»0 en mas
se) et pour les ciments de laboratoire (te
neur en - 5 - 6 7» en masse) qui ont subi 
J es essais normalises, on a constate que la
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Fig. 3. Variation de l’intensite des pics 
de diffraction des mineraux sur les 
diffractogrammes des charges en fon- 
ction de la temperature et des addi
tions. C^F - charge comptee sur la 
formation du ZGaO’Fe^O^; N et Ы -
- additions sous forme des carbona
tes NagCOj et MgCO^; C^F et MF -
- charge comptee sur la formation 
du 2Ca0*Fe20^ et MgFe20^ ä rapport 
1:1

quantite de l’oxyde de magnesium passe en 
brucite etait limite de 50-^5 %•

Une etude specials sur l’expansion mag- 
nesiаппа de la pierre de ciment dans 1’auto
clave montre que les deformations de volume 
se manifestent ä la periode du maintien iso- 
thermique (fig. 2). Le regime modifie du 
vaporisage consists dans le fait qu’аргёз 

l’cbtention de la pression maximale, on la 
diminue pendant 1-1,5 heures jusqu’a 
0,6 - 0,7 MPa, apres quoi, eile est repor- 
tee a la valeur maximale et est maintenue 
constants pendant 3-4 heures. Lans ce cas, 
ä la periode initiale, il у a uns hydrata
tion intense des mineraux de clinker st une 
cristallisation des produits d 'hydratation 
qui menent au durcissement de la structure 
de la pierre de ciment avant le debut 
d’hydratation du periclase. Le maintien ul- 
terieur a. 2 IvTa n’influe pas pratiquement 
sur les valeurs des deformations lineaires 
des echantillons de ciment. Le regime pro
pose simule plus precisement les processus 
de durcissement du ciment dans les condi
tions normales et il est recommande, au 
lieu du regime existant, pour les essais 
des ciments contenant du magnesium en vue 
de determiner la regularite du changement 
de volume.

far consequent, si on assure un degre 
d’hydratation assez haut ä l’aide de la 
structure solide de la pierre de ciment qui 
rend plus difficile 1’acces de 1’eau au pe
riclase et qui est capable de resister ä 
l’expansion magnesienne, on peut garantir 
un changement de volume regulier ä des con
centrations plus hautes en oxyde de magne
sium par rapport ä celles prevues par les 
normes.

Dans la deuxieme partie de notre recher
che, nous avons tache d’utiliser la dolo
mite en qualite du constituant cru obliga- 
toire. L’utilisation des roches carbonatees 
ä haute teneur magn^sienne en qualite du 
constituant de depart lors de la production 
des ciments speciaux augments les ressour- 
ces de matieres premieres.

Actuellement, on travaille activement 
dans le domains de la creation du liant ef- 
ficace pour 1’agglomeration des concentres 
de mineral de fer finement disperses. Des 
Hants obtenus ä partir des concentres de 
minerals de fer et du constituant du flux 
contenant de 1'oxyde de magnesium peuvent 
etre les plus perspectifs. Dans la metal- 
lurgie, on utilise largement la dolomite en 



qualite du flux.
Le but de cette recherche est d'obtenir 

le liant susceptible d ’augmenter la fluidite 
et le pouvoir de desulfuration du laitier de 
haut fourneau ce qui est assure ä l'aide de 
l'oxyde de magnesium contenant dans les flux. 
Cependant, les normes de tous les pays limi
tent la teneur en oxyde de magnesium dans le 
ciment Portland.

Nous, avons reussi ä synthetiser le liant 
ferreux contenant de l’oxyde de magnesium 
jusqu’a 18 % en masse. Dans le Systeme la 
serie Ca0-Si02-A120^-Fe20^-Mg0 on a choisi 
ä cinq constituents la serie des mineraux 
suivants* C2F-C2S-C4AF-MF-MgO. La quantite 
d*oxydes acid es de Silicium et d ’aluminium 
est limitee dans le systems ce qui est une 
condition necessaire de la composition opti
mum.

Les charges crues ont ete obtenues sur 
la base des calcaires ä. differente teneur 
en oxyde de magnesium, de la dolomite et du 
concentre de mineral de fer. Le silicate 
dicalcique (forme ), les aluminoferrites 
et la solution solide du fer magnesifere 
dans le periclase constituaient les mine— 
raux principaux des compositions syntheti- 
sees. Dans les agglomeres ferreux on a 
trouve de nouvelles ferrites calciques-ma- 
gnesiques - Ga^^CFe^^). La composition 
des formations nouvelles depend des con
ditions de cuisson et du rapport des agents. 
Le liant nouveau durcit ä l’air. L’activite 
d ’hydratation depend de la composition mi- 
neralogique ou une influence decisive est 
exercee par la ferrite calcique-magnesique 
et les fers magnesiferes.

Les melanges comptes sur la formation 
des ferrites calciques et magnesiques ä 
rapport C2F;MF = Z ont ete analyses par la 
methode de phase a. rayons X. On a etabli la 
suite de formation de la ferrite dicalcique 
en cas de 1’introduction des additions ca- 
talytiques, de 1’oxyde de magnesium ä des 
temperatures de 800 ä 1500°C. La variation 
de I’intensite des refexions principales 
est montree sur le diagramme (fig* 3)*

L’introduction des combinaisons alcali- 

nes mene ä la formation des carbonates mag- 
nesiques et calciques doubles qui condition
neat 1’apparition des matieres fondues eutec- 
tiques perturbant la topochimie de forma
tion des mineraux.

L’oxyde de magnesium de la dolomite 
oomptee sur la formation de la 

ferrite dicalcique favorise 1’apparition 
du fer magnesifere qui passe ensuite en 
bain fondu. La ferrite calcique-magnesique 
Ca2bfe(Fe206) apparait dans le bain fondu.

£n cas d'une teneur considerable en oxy
de de fer dans le bain fondu, la formation 
des ferrites calciques-magnesiques est ra- 
lentie ä cause de la diminution de solubi- 
lite de l’oxyde de calcium. Les combinai
sons alcalines diminuent la viscosite des 
matieres ferreuses-magnesiques en fusion 
ce qui favorise la formation des mineraux 
et diminue 1’Intervalle de temperature de 
la cristallisation. Kn presence des mine- 
ralisateurs, 1'assimilation de l’oxyde de 
fer s 'acheve presque dans toutes les char
ges ä une temperatures diminuee de 100- 
200°G. Apparemment, cela est conditionne 
par'la formation des ferrites alcalines.

Il results de la figure 3 qua le mine- 
ralisateur se trouvant dans la charge comp- 
tee sur la synthese des ferrites dicalci- 
ques et magnesiques fait verier les condi
tions de formation des mineraux, de solubi- 
lite de la ferrite de magnesium et celles 
de cristallisation de la ferrite calcique- 
magnesique a partir du bain fondu. En pre
sence du mineralisateur, ä la temperature 
de 1100oG, les oxydes de magnesium, de cal
cium et de fer passent completement dans 
le bain, et le fer magnesifere у passe par- 
tiellement. La cristallisation simultanes 
des ferrites calciques et magneslques est 
accompagnee ä la temperature de 1300°C par 
un degagement d’une grande quantite de pe
riclase.

Dans la charge (CgF + MF)M, le fer mag- 
nesifere se forme ä la temperature de 
800°C, la quantite maximale est observes 
ä lä temperature de 9<-|(-)вС, la matiere fon
due apparait ä une temperature diminuee de
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Pig. 4. Influence des compositions des fer
rites calciques sur la resistance 
des ecfaantillons hydrates.
1 - C2F; 2 - C2PN
5 - C2Ni.I; 4 - C2FivIN 

1OOcC et a une plus large Intervalle de 
te mperature en ce qui concerne la stability. 
Le fer magnesifere se cristallise le pre
mier, ensuite c ’est la ferrite calcique- 
magnesique qui se degage. L’introduction du 
mineralisateur dans la charge mene ä une 
assimilation precoce de I’oxyde de fer, a 
1’apparition du bain fondu et ä une forma
tion relativement a des basses temperatures 
de la ferrite dicalcique. La quantite de 
ferrite dicalcique raste ä un meme niveau 
ä des temperatures de 1OOO-115O°C. A la tem
perature de 1200°C, un degagement rapide et 
complet de la ferrite calcique-magnesique 
est observe.

L’accroissement de resistance des compo
sitions synthetisees avec le temps est 
montre sur la figure 4. On a essaye les 
echantillons prepares de la pate ä rapport 
л/S = 0,26. La ferrite calcique-nagnesique 
se distingue de la ferrite dicalcique par 
une plus haute activite d'hydratation. La 
diminntion de resistance des compositions 
C2FN et C2EI.N s ’explique par une hydrata
tion ralentie des mineraux en cas d ’addi
tion des mineralisateurs.

A 1’aide de la spectroscopie a resonan
ce y-nucleaire, on a determine la distri
bution des ions selon les positions cris- 
tallographiques. Les valeurs calculees des
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Jig. 5. Cinetique de durcissement de 1'oxy
de de magnesium gr-.che per la solu
tion de 1'aluminate de sodium

rapports des ions de fer se trouvant dans 
les positions octaedriques et tetraedriques 
sont en bonne correlation avec les donnces 
sur la resistance a 1'age d'un mois.

Les recherches effectuees out permis 
d'elaborer les parametres technologiques en 
vue d'obtenir un cimer.t ferreux special avec 
une teneur en oxyde de magnesium jusqu’ä 
18 en masse sur la base des roches ä haute 
teneur magnesienne.

On a etudie egalement les proprietds 
liantes de 1'oxyde de magnesium gache par la 
solution d'aluminate de sodium contenant de 
1'alcali. La matiore ce gächage est consti- 
tuee de residus industriels.

Les matieres de depart pour synthetiser 
le liant ont ete representees par 1'oxyde de 
magnesium cuit aux temperatures de 800 et 
1000°C et par la solution d 'aluminate de 
sodium d’une densite elevee. La determina
tion de la resistance des echantillons s ’ef- 
fectuait ä 1’aide des essais des poutrelles 
10x10x60 mm, LiO lors du durcissement ä 
1'air et apres le traitement thermique a 
des temperatures de 100 - 140cC.

L'oxyde de magnesium gache'par la solu
tion de 1 'aluminate de sodium forme une pa
te plastique. La cinetique du durcissement 
de l'oxyde de magnesium gache par 1'alumi- 
nate de sodium est montree sur la figure 5»
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;ais--nt varier la concentration de la 
selution d.i gachage, on pent regier le pro- 
cöcous de äurcissement du liant obtenu. Si 
on au^nante la densite de la solution d 'alu
minate de sodium, 1 'hydratation et la cris- 
tallisation de l’hydroxyde de magnesium 
sont accdlerees.

La vitesse de cristallisation et de dur- 
cissement de l'hydroxyde de magnesium ge
latinise peut etre augmentce par le trai- 
tement thermique a des temperature de 
110-120°C. A 1’age de deux heures, la re
sistance augments jusqu’a 39>5 mjRa et de- 
vient commensurable avec la resistance a 
1’age de 28 jours de durcissement ä 1'air. 
Le traitement thermique pernet d'atteindre 
la resistance du liant magnesien jusqu’a 
80 - 100 PEa. Sur les radiogranunes du liant 
durcissant lors du chauffage, outre les 
lignes analytiques de 1'hydroxyde de mag
nesium, on voit apparaitre les pics de diff
raction supplementaires appartenant a 
NaAlC05(0H)2.

La microscopie electronique du liant 
durci a montre que les cristaux de I'hydro- 
carbonate aluminosodique avaient une forme 
aciculaire et se trouvaient a. la surface 
des gros grains de I'hydroxyde de magne
sium.

Par consequent, lors du gachage de la 
magnesite caustique par la solution de 1'alu
minate de sodium on a re<?u un nouveau liant 
magnesien durcissant ä 1'air meme ä la tem
perature de 110 - 120°C. La formation de 
structure du durcissement est accompagnee 
par le degagement et la cristallisation de 
I'hydroxyde de magnesium et de 1'hydroxy- 
carbonate aluminosodique. Le degre de rado- 
ucissement du liant obtenu ä la temperature 
de 500 - 900°C est beaucoup plus petit par 
rapport au ciment d'oxychlorure magnesien 
qu'on utilise jusqu’a present. Lors de la 
cuisson ä des temperatures superieures a 
1200°C, le liant atteint une resistance 
considerable (100 - 15О 1ЛРа). Le liant 
magnesien propose peut etre utilise en qua
lity d 'un refractaire. s



CIMENTS CONTENANT DES ADDITIONS MINERALES

1. INTRODUCTION
Le ciment portland artificiel est 

unanimement classe en tete de liste des lianis 
hydrauliques. Cela ne veut cependant pas dire qu'il 
est apte ä resoudre tous les problemes de formula
tion des betons, que ce soit dans le domaine du bati- 
ment ou dans celui des travaux publics.

Les caracteristiques des betons prises 
en compte seien les emplois concernes se regroupent 
essentiellement dans les themes suivants :

- rheologie des betons frais
- evolution des resistances en fonction du temps
- evolution du degagement de chaleur pendant le 

durcissement
- resistances aux divers types de corrosion des 

betons durcis.

Pour parvenir ä satisfaire les exigences 
a I'emploi, on demande souvent aux ciments d'avoir 
des proprietes contradictoires, ce qui conduit le 
fabricant ä proposer une palette plus ou moins 
large de produits.

Dans le cas le plus simple il fabrique 
un seul clinker et le broie ä diverses finesses; 
mais s'il se rend mait^e des resistances mecaniques, 
il risque de faire apparaitre des differences 
rheologiques et il ne resoud pas simultanement les 
problemes lies ä la corrosion chimique.

Cela veut dire que les cimenteries ne 
produisant que du ciment portland sont tres souvent 
obligees de fabriquer deux clinkers :

- un clinker ä saturation elevee pour ciment a 
hautes resistances mecaniques et fort degagement 
de chaleur, mais ä faible resistance chimique,

- un clinker peu saisure pour ciment ä forte 
resistance a la corrosion chimique et faible dega
gement de chaleur, mais a resistances mecaniques 
limitees.

La cimenterie moderne est congue de 
preference en une seule ligne de fabrication de 
clinker pour optimiser les investissements et 
les frais d'exploitation.
Par ailleurs, dans I'interet general aussi bien que 
dans la recherche du meilleur prix de revient, les 
cimentiers sont incites a economiser I’energie et a 
consommer des sous-produits.

Pour ces deux raisons, on observe une 
tendance ä ne fabriquer qu'un seul clinker, poten- 
tiellement tres performant, et ä le broyer avec 
des additions minerales de provenances diverses. 
En choisissant convenablement ces constituants 
secondaires, on peut resoudre les deux problemes essen
tials que sont la classe oe resistance mecanique 
et 1 aptitude a resister aux attaques chimiques 
des betons.

Les materiaux utilises variant en 
premier lieu seien les ressources naturelles 
et le developpement industriel regional, e’est-a- 
dire la mise a disposition de sous-produits.

L'industrie cimentiere est ainsi amenee 
a consommer couramment des laitiers de haut-fourneau, 
des cendres de charbon, des pouzzolanes naturelles 
ou des matieres douees d’activite pouzzolanique. 
Dans certains pays on utilise egalement des roches 
calcaires comme addition minerale.

En consultant les recueils de norme,

on denombre :

35 pays prevoyant des ciments au laitier
14 pays prevoyant des ciments aux cendres
31 pays prevoyant des ciments a la pouzzolane
15 pays prevoyant des ciments au filler calcaire.

En Europe 19 pays utilisent ces ad
ditions dans des ciments binaires ou composes avec 
plusieurs constituants. La France a innove dans ce 
domaine en developpement fortement la consommation 
de filler calcaire en co-broyage a la cimenterie 
avec le clinker, seul ou avec le laitier ou les 
cendres de charbon.
En 1984, les quantites absorbees par les cimenteries 
frangaises s'elevaient a :

2 086 000 tonnes de laitier granule
719 000 tonnes de cendres volantes

93 000 tonnes de pouzzolanes
855 000 tonnes de fillers.

C'est en raison de la longue experience frangaise 
dans ce domaine que le Comite d'Organisation du 
8 erne Congres International de la Chimie du Ciment 
m'a confie la presidence de ce Seminaire. Je 
le remercie de sa confiance, et j'ai maintenant 
1’honneur de vous presenter les personnalites qui 
vont animer notre reunion par l*apport de leurs 
connaissances et la participation aux discussions 
qui suivront la presentation de leurs rapports :

Dr. Baron, de Lafarge Coppee - France
Dr. Christensen,.de Aalborg Cement - Dänemark 
Dr. Ghosh,de Cement Research Institut - Inde 
Pr. Ollivier, de I'Institut National des Sciences 

Appliquees - France
Dr. Ramachandran, du Conseil National de la Recher

che - Canada.
Dr. Takemoto,de Onoda Cement - Japon
Pr. WisherS’du V.D.Z. - Republique Fed. Allemande.

Le precedent Congres tenu a Paris en 
1980 avait consacre un theme entier aux ciments 
avec laitiers et un autre aux ciments avec pouz
zolanes. Les fillers calcaires n'avaient pas ete 
pris en consideration. Le programme de 1'actuel 
Congres comprend dans son theme 2 1*influence des 
matieres d'addition sur le processus d1hydratation, 
et dans son theme 3 les effets de leurs composants 
sur 1'hydratation et la structure.

Pour eviter trop de repetitions, il m'a 
done semble opportun d'orienter nos travaux vers 
les aspects techniques derivant des connaissances 
scientifiques. Dans ce but, nous essaierons de 
faire une Synthese basee sur les proprietes d'usage 
des ciments. Une telle synthese doit faire ap
paraitre les comportements et les phenomenes parti- 
culiers lies a la presence des laitiers, des 
materiaux pouzzolaniques et des fillers calcaires. 
Les deux premiers ont donne lieu depuis longtemps 
ä de nombreuses recherches, en revanche les fillers 
calcaires, en raison ce leur utilisation plus 
recente, occupent une place nouvelle et encore peu 
developpee dans les programmes de recherches.

Comme c'est souvent le cas, les resul
tats de certains essais paraitront contradictoires. 
Il en est ainsi par exemple de la comparaison des 
resistances mecaniques en essais normalises des 
ciments portland additionnes de diverses poudres 
minerales, et de celles obtenues par broyage du 
melange de 1'ensemble des constituants.

Je souhaiterais etre clair ä ce sujet: 



Quelle quesoit la propriete d’usage que l’on veuille 
examiner, la comparaison ne peut valablement etre 
faite qu’entre des ciments de meme classe de 
resistance. Cette notion est d'ailleurs d'autant 
plus facile a appliquer que les normes nationales 
definissent les classes de resistance entre des 
limites inferieures et superieures : c'est le cas 
par exemple pour l'Allemagne Federale et pour la 
France depuis plusieurs anne.s et ce le sera 
a l’avenir pour l’ensemble des pays europeens qui 
etablissent actuellement un projet de normes com
munes .

Un autre point essentiel sur lequel je 
dois attirer l’attention est celui du choix de 1* ad
dition minerale. La encore il peut у avoir contra
diction entre les resultats de certains chercheurs 
et ceux de l’industrie cimentiere; il у a en effet 
une grande difference de conception entre la revue 
systematique d'un ensemble de mineraux et la selec
tion faite par les industriels ä I’aide de criteres 
engageant leur responsabilite. On peut par exemple 
trouver dans une etude de laboratoire des fillers 
qui diminuent la maniabilite ou la resistance au gel 
mais ce sont precisement de tels mineraux qui 
sont rejetes pour un emploi industriel.

Ces deux reserves etant faites, les 
caracteristiques essentielles retenues pour la com
mercialisation des ciments doivent a la fois etre 
conformes aux normes et satisfaire les exigences 
des emplois.

2. NORMES
D'une maniere generale, les normes 

nationales donnent une definition plus ou moins 
precise des constituants, suivie d'un classement 
des Hants en fonction des proportions admises pour 
chaque ccnstituant. Un autre classement est ensuite 
ouvert ä ces diver's types de ciments en fonction de 
leur classe de resistance, puis des specifications 
particulieres, principalement d’ordre chimique, 
sont imposees ä certaines categories.

Cette conception des normes peut 
faire 1’objet de certains commentaires :

2.1. DEFINITION des constituants

Doit-on normaliser les constituants, 
c’est-a-dire leur donner une definition precise 
assortie de tests de qualite et de specifications 
chiffrees ? Cette question est tres controversee. 
Pour certains, des normes de sous-produits tels 
que les laitiers et les cendres, ou de produits 
pouzzolaniques ou calcaires, n'auraient pas de sens 
puisque ce ne sont pas des produits elabores. Pour 

d'autres, la normalisation serait securisante; 
c’est ainsi que plusieurs pays etudient un proJet 
de normes pour les cendres volantes. A mon avis, 
ce projet ne peut interesser que les betonniers, 
Qui ne disposent pas des moyens d'optimisation 
qu'ont les cimentiers.

2-2. COMPOSITION DES CIMENTS

Je voudrais citer 1'exemple des normes 
frangaises devant le projet de normalisation europe— 
enne (CEN). L’Institut Frangais de Normalisation 
a mis en application en 1979 ses normes P 15 300 

P 15 301 en creant une categoric de ciments 
composes appeles CPj pouvant contenir jusqu’a 
35 % d'additions minerales, prises individuellement 
ou par melange de plusieurs constituants, sans 

imposer ä ces produits de specifications chiffrees. 
Evidemment les additions choisies par le cimentier 
sous sa responsabilite ne doivent pas perturber 
les caracteristiques des betons.

En 1980, ces normes ont ete completees 
par 1’introduction d'un ciment CLC pouvant contenir 
entre 40 et 75 % d'un melange de laitier et de 
cendres et constituant un produit intermediaire 
entre les CHF ayant des proportions semblables 
de laitier seul et les CLK renfermant au minimum 
80 % de laitier.

Alors que les CPJ sont destines ä reali- 
ser sans difficultes et en economisant I'energie, 
des ciments qui repondent aux besoins les plus 
courants, les CLC, les CHF et les CLK sont fabriques 
pour resister aux corrosions d'origine chimique, 
telle que l'eau de mer et les terrains gypseux.

Dans ces conditions, les elements 
composes occupent dans le. manche frangais des liants 
hydrauliques une place preponderante ainsi que 
le montre la repartition suivante pour I’annee 1984:

CPA =23,8 % 
CPJ - 63,2 % 
CHF 1 
CLK [ 5,9 %
CLC )

Autres liants = 7,1

La proposition faite par la France 
d'introduire dans le projet de normes europeennes 
les ciments du type CPj, s'est d’abord heurtee a 
une opposition basee sur le manque d*informations 
concernant la durabilite des betons de CPj, mais il 
faut savoir qu'en realite les difficultes rencon- 
trees sont de divers ordres :

- Les approvisionnements en additions minerales 
sont a caractere regional,

- les reglements de securite concernant les cons
tructions sont nationaux,

- les procedures de certification de conformite 
sont nationales,

- la reconnaissance mutuelle des controles n'est 
pas acquise.

Malgre ces difficultes et devant I'interet, si ce 
n'est I * obligation, de supprimer les entraves 
techniques ä la libre circulation des marchandises 
entre les pays du Marche Commun Europeen, des 
etudes ont ete effectuees pour aboutir a une carac- 
terisation satisfaisante des constituants, notam- 
ment des fillers calcaires. La durabilite des betons 
de ciments fillerises a ainsi ete verifies par des 
essais en commun. Le Pr. WISCHERS, responsable de 
ces questions au sein du Comite Europeen de Normali
sation fera le point de 11 optimisation des additions 
minerales dans les ciments(1).

Je voudrais simplement preciser que les 
cimentiers disposent de moyens importants et effica- 
ces pour selectionner leurs approvisionnements, les 
homogeneiser, les controler :

- les pouzzolanes sont choisies en tenant compte 
des possibilites d'obtenir une efficacite reguliere 
avec le clinker auquel elles sont ajoutees.

- les cendres volantes subissent en particulier 
un controls de regularite de leur teneur en carbone 
imbrule(2).

- les laitiers sont souvent homogeneises, par 
exemple, sur pare apres avoir subi un controle 
d’hydraulicite avec le clinker.



- les fillers calcaires sont choisis ä partir de 
tests de composition bases notamment sur une faible 
teneur en argile et en matieres organiques. Leur 
selection est completee par une etude du comporte- 
ment rheologique et de la durabilite des ciments 
auxquels ils sont incorpores.

De toute fagon, apres avoir optimise 
la composition de ses ciments, le cimentier s'assure 
de la regularite des performances et il a les meil- 
leurs moyens d’y parvenir par un pilotage bien 
controls des doseurs et des broyeurs,

3. SATISFACTION A L'EMPLOI
Les ciments sont livres a la clintele 

par classes de resistance en fonction de 1’echeance 
de durcissement en milieu humide; mais un premier 
ecueil auquel on se heurte selon que 1’on se refers 
au respect des normes ou a la satisfaction de 
L'utilisateur est lie au rapport eau/ciment : en 
effet, les essais normalises sont faits en mortier 
ISO a E/C = 0,5 alors que les betons de chantiers 
sont generalement confectionnes a maniabilite defi- 
nie, ce qui revient ä ajuster le rapport E/C pour 
tenir compte des caracteristiques rheologiques.

Un second ecueil est celui de Involu
tion des resistances en fonction du temps, laquelle 
depend ä la fois de la nature des Constituante 
et de leur finesse,

L’optirrrisation dfun ciment renfermant 
une ou plusieurs additions minerales conduit done 
le fabricant ä une etude complexe portant sur le 
choix des constituants, leur mode de broyage, 
la granularite du ciment et son taux de gypsage.

3-1- RHEOLOGIE
La maniabilite des betons frais condi- 

tionne la mise en place, c‘est-a-dire les moyens, 
l'economie des procedes et en definitive la qualite 
des betons; e’est pourquoi eile constitue en 
particulier pour le choix des fillers un critere 
des plus severes. Les laboratoires attachent done 
un grand interet aux controles rheologiques en 
vue d’obtenir 1’ouvrabilite optimale avec la regu
larite maximale. J.P. BOMBLED rappelle quels 
sont les facteurs intervenant sur la maniabilite 
et rend compte de I1 influence des fillers notamment 
dans la päte interstitielle (3).

Il faut tout de suite preciser que les 
appareils de mesure sont fort differents selon que 
l*on  fait des etudes sur pates de ciment, sur 
mortiers ou sur betons. Dans les deux premiers cas, 
on utilise des viscosimetres a. cylindres coaxiaux ou 
des penetrometres ä aiguille ou a sonde, alors que les contro
les sur betons sont effectues avec des methodes adaptees au 
type de beton. Il faut savoir que la maniabilite du 
beton est dependante de toute 1’etendue granulaire; 
e’est pourquoi on n*observe  pas systematiquement 
de concordance entre les essais sur pate de 
ciment et ceux sur beton. Par ailleurs, les 
appareils de controle rheologique des betons diffe
rent selon la consistance:

- flow test pour les betons fluidifies,
- slump test (ASTM) et maniabilimetre LESAGE-LCPC 

pour les betons a consistance molle,
- coefficient de serrage de WALZ (DIN) pour les 

betons de consistance seche.
Ces determinations sont indispensables 

pour mettre au point la fabrication d’un nouveau 

ciment car l'utilisateur n'admet pas les changements 
d’ouvrabilite dus ä des variations de qualite du 
ciment. De plus, il ne faut pas se contenter de 
rechercher une demands en eau acceptable au malaxage 
mais il faut s’assurer que la variation de la 
rheologie dans Le temps ne conduit pas a remalaxer 
le beton de centrale avec une addition d'eau ä 
1'arrivee sur chantier, ce qui se ferait au detri
ment de la resistance.

L'experience a montre des comportements 
sensiblement differents selon l’origine des cendres 
de centrales thermiques ou celle des fillers 
calcaires.

La nature du regulateur de prise(gypse, 
plätre, anhydrite, gypse chimique)influence lasmani- 
abilite et il faut savoir que des comportements 
anormaux peuvent etre observes en presence de flui- 
difiants : des difficultes serieuses ont ete rencon- 
trees sur des chantiers importants, par exemple 
avec des ciments au laitier.

L’introduction des fillers calcaires 
dans les ciments CPj fabriques en France a succede 
ä de nombreuses etudes dans lesquelles la demande 
en eau et la maniabilite des betons ont eu une place 
importante. La synthese des resultats obtenus par 
les laboratoires cimentiers permet de conclure que 
le comportement rheologique des betons, a classe 
de resistance egale, n’est pas affecte par I’emploi 
de ciments renfermant moins de 30 % de filler cal- 
caire, si la purete du filler repond au test d’ab
sorption du bleu de methylene qui caracterise la 
teneur limite acceptable en argile.

Contrairement a certaines idees regues, 
ces memes etudes ont montre que les variations de 
finesse des constituants de ces CPj au calcaire 
n’ont pratiquement pas d’influence sur la demande 
en eau.

L’ouvrabilite et son evolution ne 
sont pas les seules caracteristiques ä prendre en 
compte; le ressuage et le retrait, responsables 
de la microfissuration , ont des consequences que 
nous examinerons dans le cadre de la durabilite.

3.2. CINETIQUE DE L’HYDRATATIQN ET DEVELOPPEMENT 
DES RESISTANCES

Toutes les etudes ä caractere scienti- 
fique, aussi bien que les essais visant a comparer 
les resistances en fonction de I1 addition minerale, 
montrent une participation aux reactions physico— 
chimiques d1hydratation, plus ou moins rapide pour 
les laitiers et les pouzzolanes, mais non negli- 
geable pour les fillers calcaires.

La finesse des constituants en presence 
joue un role essentiel dans la vitesse des reactions. 
Selon les aptitudes comparees au broyage on obtient 
des ciments dans lesquels les surfaces specifiques 
des constituants peuvent etre extremement diffe
rentes, L'etendue des plages granulaires a des 
consequences multiples sur le deroulement des 
phenomenes physico-chimiques du durcissement.

3.2.1. Laitiers

Les phenomenes de durcissement des 
ciments au laitier sont maintenant assez bien 
connus. Nous avions ä ce sujet retenu du Congres de 
Paris, d’abord le role de la structure du verre 
de laitier, structure non pas desordonnee, mais 
organises a tres courte distance. Nous savons 



aussi que pour obtenir cette structure ou le Sili
cium forme des tetraedres SiO^“ plus ou moins poly
merises, les cavites laissees libres dans le 
reseau sont occupees par les cations Ca, K, Na. 
Plus la part de ces cations est importante, plus 
les tetraedres Sio£ sont isoles et plus le verre 
est instable done chimiquement actif. C'est lä 
11 explication de 1 * utilisation en cimenterie 
des seuls laitiers vitreux de composition chimique 
basique,

Les etudes recentes du mecanisme de 
1 * hydratation, en particulier celles de VERNET , 
en on mis en evidence les differentes phases par 
le suivi de l’evolution des concentrations ioniques 
de la solution interstitielle et la simultaneite 
des pics de flux thermique (4).

Il a ete demontre que dans le Systeme 
clinker-laitier-gypse-eau les reactions s*influen- 
cent par differents couplages. Ces reactions 
debutent par la chimisorption de 1'eau, suivie de 
la rupture des liaisons ä la surface des grains, 
puis de la solvatation; elles aboutissent ä la 
precipitation de 11 ettringite, du CHS et de la port
landite. Apres epuisement du gypse I'ettringite 
se transforme en monosulfoaluminate puis I’exces 
d'aluminates precipite sous forme de C4AH13*

Le laitier joue un role actif des les 
premiers instants du contact avec 1'eau, ce qui a 
ete facilement demontre par Mme REGOURD, mais ce 
n'est qu'apres la periode dormante et I’epuisement 
du gypse que s'accelere 1 *hydratation du laitier(5).

Les travaux de VERNET expliquent 
que les courbes de croissance des resistances des 
ciments au laitier varient non seulement avec 
le laitier mais avec le clinker utilise. Cette 
particularite avait ete mise en evidence par 
HAWTHORN. Elle fad-t 1’objet du rapport du Dr. 
TAKEMOTO et plaide en faveur de 1'emploi du laitier. 
a la cimenterie (6) (7).

3.2.2. Pouzzolanes et cendres
Alors que les laitiers doivent leur 

hydraulicite precoce a leur teneur relativerent 
elevee en ions Ca dans leur propre structure, 
les pouzzolanes ne peuvent participer au durcis- 
sement des ciments que tres lentement en reagissant 
avec la chaux du milieu aqueux auquel elles sont 
incorporees,

La pouzzolanicite est une qualite 
ditTJcile a quantifier; initialement attachee ä des 
roches eruptives de structure vitreuse finement 
divisees, eile a ete etendue ä des materiaux 
siliceux sedimentaires ou encore d'origine organo- 
gene, ainsi qu'ä des produits artificiels tels que 
les argiies cuites et ä des sous-produits comme les 
cendres de houille et les fumees de silice.

Le taux et la vitesse de fixation de la 
chaux par le materiau pouzzolanique sont fonction 
de sa composition chimique acide (SiO^ + A^O^ + 
^e2^3'>75 %), de sa structure vitreuse ou amorphe, 
de sa surface specifique et de sa porosite, ainsi 
que de la quantite de chaux et de sulfate dis
ponibles dans le milieu; I’elevation de temperature 
permet d'accelerer les reactions, tres lentes a la 
temperature ordinaire.

On a essaye de definir I'activite pouz
zolanique par diverses methodes, principalement 
chimiques, basees sur le taux de fixation de 

chaux ou la solubilite de la silice et de 1'alumine 
dans la soude ou la potasse.

La fixation de la chaux, si eile 
est indispensable, n'est malheureusement pas süf
fisante pour developper des resistances mecaniques; 
les zeolithes, par exemple, ne doivent pas etre 
confondues avec les pouzzolanes.

Le cimentier n’a done pas d'autres 
moyens pratiques que de proceder ä deux types 
d'essais complementaires pour choisir un materiau 
ä usage pouzzolanique. Le premier, tres rapide 
consiste ä chiffrer l'aptitude ä fixer la chaux pour 
eliminer les materiaux non reactifs, le second est 
destine ä suivre les resistances mecaniques de 
mortiers experimentaux en fonction du temps par 
comparaison ä des mortiers de reference.

La structure vitreuse ou tout au 
moins amorphe de la pouzzolane dome lieu " ä des 
phenomenes physico-chimiques en presence d'eau, 
de chaux et de sulfates, comparables ä ceux observes 
avec les laitiers, ä savoir : chimisorption, 
hydrolyse, lixiviation lente de la masse,solvatation 
des ions liberes, puis precipitation et cristallisa- 
tion des especes hydratees en sursaturation dans 
la solution interstitielle.

Comme dans le cas , des laitiers, la 
presence de germes cristallins dans la structure 
favorise la precipitation des hydrates sous forme 
de fibrilles, aiguilles et plaquettes enchevetrees, 
indispensables a une bonne cohesion et ä de grandes 
resistances.

Ces hydrates sont pratiquement les 
memes que ceux observes avec les ciments de laitier, 
mais ils se forment tres lentement a partir de la 
pouzzolane car les tetraedresSiO^ de la masse anhydre 
у sont moins independants.

Les resistances a court et moyen termes, 
contrairement aux ciments de laitier, ne sont dues 
qu'ä 1’hydratation du clinker dans les ciments et 
la pouzzolane; la pouzzolanicite n'intervient qu'au- 
delä de 90 jours et se poursuit tres longtemps a 
la condition de rester en milieu humide.

Le type d’ouvrage et le milieu de con
servation sont done determinants dans 1 *utilisa-нon 
des ciments a la pouzzolane.

Le Docteur GHOSH fera un expose sur 
les recherches expliquant la faveur croissante des utilisa- 
teurs pour les ciments avec additions de laitiers et de 
pouzzolanes (8). Puis MM. CHRISTBMSEM et ALMEBORG feront 
part des resultats de leurs recherches pour valoriser les 
ciments aux cendres volantesau Dänemark (9).

3.2.3. Fillers calcaires

La pratique courante depuis une dizaine 
d’annees, de 1*addition de fillers calcaires a 
la fabrication de ciments normalises, est consideree 
en Europe comme une initiative frangaise, bien 
que quelques autres pays dans le monde I'aient 
adoptee par examples le Canada, le Chili; la Chine, 1'Espagne 
la Finlande.

La fabrication de ces ciments est gene- 
ralement faite par co-broyage des Constituante, 
mais ils peuvent egalement etre produits par broyage 
separe et homogeneisation.

Le cobroyage d'elements de durete tres 
differente comme les clinkers et certains cal
caires conduit ä des ciments dont I'etendue et 
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la repartition granulaires different evidemment de 
celles de chaque Constituante

BOMBLED et al consacrent une communica
tion ä ces mesures selectives de finesse et montrent 
que l’on atteint des differences tres significatives 
qui conditionnent les performances (10),

Je voudrais faire remarquer que cela 
cons^itue un degre de liberte dont use le cimen- 
tier pour ajuster la qualite de son produi'c.

R. GUYOT et al presenent d’ailleurs 
ä ce sujet une communication qui met bien en 
valeur la possibilite d*utiliser  la potentialite 
hydraulique du clinker dans les ciments fillerises 
au calcaire. Ils montrent que pour une meme classe 
de resistance definie ä 28 jours, le clinker du 
ciment fillerise est broye plus fin que dans 
un ciment pur et, de ce fait, developpe aux courtes 
echeances une quantite d* hydrates plus importante, 
Ils expliquent ainsi que l’on trouve toujours des 
resistances plus elevees pendant les premiers 
jours pour des resistances identiques ä 28 jours. 
Nous verrons cependant que le calcaire participe 
lui aussi ä ces resistances precoces (11).

Pour comprendre les reactions d’hydrata- 
tion des ciments fillerises au calcaire nous 
disposons de quelques etudes recentes ä caractere 
scientifique :

- le Pr OLLIVIER montre le role des fines parti- 
cules d additions minerales dans la formation 
de l’aureole de transition entre les grains fins 
de la päte et les granulats du beton. Il rappelle 
que cette aureole qui constitue la zone de liaison 
päte-granulats est le point faible des betons 
en raison de 1 orientation preferentielle des 
cristaux et de la forte porosite qui favorise le 
passage des agents de corrosion (12),

*

*
*

Les additions minerales, et particu- 
lierement les calcaires, peuvent modifier favorable- 
ment les parametres de l’aureole de transition et 
ameliorer ainsi les caracteristiques du beton.

Les fillers calcaires se distinguent 
des autres additions minerales par leur reaction 
avec les aluminates de calcium pour former du carbo
aluminate, concurremment ä la reaction de formation 
du Sulfo-aluminate a partir du gypse,

- Cette activite chimique des fillers 
calcaires a ete montree par M. REGOURD et al (13). Elle 
fait l’objet du rapport du Dr, RAMACHANDRAN (14)qui 
a etudie separement les trois systemes :

- silicate tricalcique-carbonate de calcium-eau
- aluminate tricalcique-gypse-carbonate de calcium

-eau ■
- ciment portland-carbonate de calcium-eau.

Le Dr, RAMACHANDRAN exposera son important travail 
dans un instant, mais je retiendrai des maintenant 
que ses resultats permettent de refuter le clas- 
sement des fillers calcaires dans la categoric 
des additions inertes. En mettant en evidence leur 
participation aux reactions chimiques d’hydratation 
des aluminate et silicate tricalciques, le Dr. 
RAMACHANDRAN fait des fillers calcaires des consti- 
tuants actifs des ciments, qui en accelerant 
le durcissement.

- Le travail du Dr, RAMACHANDRAN trouve 
un complement particulierement constructif dans 
la communication de C. VERNET consacree ä la cinetique

de l’hydratation de l’aluminate tricalcique en 
presence de gypse, chaux et filier calcaire. 
C. VERNET applique sa methode de suivi des concen
trations ioniques et de mesure des flux thermiques 
pour comparer les sequences de l’hvrlratation sans 
CaC03 et avec diverses proportions CaC03/gypse. II 
montre ainsi comment se succedent les phases ettringi
te carbo-aluminate. Ses observations au MEB et ses mesures 
par DRX lui permettent de situer la formation du carboalumi
nate au voisinage des grains de C^A et de differencier la 
reactivite des fillers en fonction de la consommation des ions 
carbonates pour donner du carboaluminate (15). '

La consequence pratique que 1’on 
peut deduire de telles etudes est essentiellement 
le role de regulateur de prise joue par la calcite. 
Ert optimisant le gypsage en presence de filler 
calcaire, le cimentier dispose d’un moyen subtil 
pour moduler la vitesse de degagement de chaleur 
et la progression des resistances.

3.3. DURA8ILITE
La durabilite d’un materiau est son 

aptitude ä resister pendant longtemps ä des agres
sions d’ordre mecanique et chimique. C’est certai- 
nement la qualite faisant l’objet a la fois des 
plus grandes exigences et des specifications les 
moins significatives. La raison en est simple: 
eile fait avant tout intervenir le temps et cette 
donnee n’est pas rigoureusement remplagable par des 
essais acceleres. •

Quels sont les parametres qui intervien- 
nent dans la capacite d’un beton de ciment ä 
resister a la corrosion ? J’aurais tendance ä 
repondre qu’il n’y en a qu’un seul : la compacite; 
malheureusement il n’y a pas de beton reellement 
compact et si 1’on veut le proteger efficacement 
il faut lui donner, avant l’application des forces 
de destruction, une resistance mecanique elevee 
et une composition chimique adaptee.

Si 1’on voulait approfondir la connais- 
sance des phenomenes de degradation il faudrait 
examiner en details deux groupes de parametres, 
ceux qui caracterisent le beton et ceux qui definissent 
1’agent agressif:

beton
composition
age agent
taux d’hydratation agressif 
compacite

nature ou composition
intensive pu, concentration
instant d’application

Je ne pourrai bien entendu m’arreter 
au cours de mon expose qu’aux observations essen
tielles permettant de situer le comportement des 
additions minerales dans ce vaste contexts.

, # Au double point de vue de la composi
tion du beton et de la nature de 1’agent agressif il suffit 
de rappeler que les clinkers a la fois les moins 
satures en chaux et les plus pauvres en aluminate 
sont les plus resistants chimiquement et les 
moins resistants mecaniquement• Dans chaque pays 
il existe des normes et des reglements pour cette 
categoric de ciments a base de clinker speciaux.

Ce qui nous Interesse plus ici c’est 
l’usage en cimenterie des laitiers, pouzzolanes 
e1- fillers en regard de la durabilite. Deux groupes 
de ciments devraient etre examines separement :

- les ciments speciaux a fortes proportions 
d’additions, tels que les ciments pouzzolaniques, 



pouzzolano-metallurtiques, ce
tгes fortes teneurs en 1aitier.

haut-fourneau et a

- les ciments portlard composes, ä teneurs 
limitees en additions, dent les CPJ fabriques 
en France constituent un des groupes les plus 
importants«

Les additions ä activite pouzzolanique 
et les laitiers offrent l’interet de realiser 
des betens moins basiques que les portlands, 
done de s'opposer ä la corrosion d’origine chimique. 
Nous ne pouvons nous etendre sur cet aspect 
du probleme qui est traite dans d'autres themes 
du Congres.

La compacite etant I’imperatif 
essentiel, je trouve opportun de reFlechir sur 
les defauts de compacite, ä savoir la porosite 
et la microfisssuration.

3.3.1. Porosite initiale et evolution

La porosite initiale depend de 
la granularite des constituants, du dosage en 
eau du beton et de 1’air entrains. Le ciment 
complete la courbe granulaire en tant que filler, 
ce qui necessite un dosage optimal. Les micropores 
aqueux sont d’autant plus nombreux que la courbe 
est discontinue dans le domaine des fins et 
ultrafins et que la demands en eau est elevee. 
Les fines particules d’additions minerales permettent 
d’etendre et de completer e'ette courbe, d’ou 
une diminution du volume des pores ä colmater 
par les hydrates, ce qui dome un avantage aux 
ciments composes.

L'evolution de la porosite en 
1'absence d'agression depend de la rapidite 
de formation des, hydrates et de la quantite 
de ces hydrates. Dans ce cas GUYOT et al ont 
fait des mesures comparatives de porosite avec 
des ciments portland et des ciments fillerises 
au calcaire, de meme classe de resistance a 
28 jours. Ils ont accompagne ces mesures d'un 
suivi de 1’eau liee au cours de 1’hydratation 
et de la dimension des pores de la pate.

La conclusion de 1‘etude remarquable 
de GUYOT est que les deux types de ciment, malgre 
leur difference de teneur en clinker, mais grace 
a leur difference de finesse produisent les 
memes quantites d'hydrates pour aboutir ä la 
meme resistance et a la meme compacite (11).

En ce qui concerns les autres 
additions minerales, on retiendra que les laitiers 
ont les taux de reaction les plus eleves ; I*hydra
tation precoce des laitiers contribue done a 
donner un materiau compact au jeune age. En 
revanche, dans le cas des cendres volantes et 
des pouzzolanes naturelles, la porosite diminue 
moins vite, mais de fagon continue pour arriver 
tardivement ä la meme valeur ä resistance egale.

Ce processus se deroule regulierement 
tant que le beton est maintenu en milieu humide 
et en 1'absence d'agressions.

Comme les micropores et les mi^rofis- 
sures, I'aureole de transition faisant 1'objet 
du rapport du Pr. OLLIVIER constitue une zone 
de fragilite ou s'accumulent des contraintes 
mecaniques qui s'ajoutent aux sollicitations 
d'ordre chimique. Les additions consommatrices 
de chaux -laitiers et pouzzolanes- contribuent 

ä diminuer cette fragilite en agissant favorablement 
sur 11 orientation de la portlandite et en emplissant 
progressivement les pores.

3.3.2. Microfissuration

La microfissuration results des 
tensions creees au cours du premier et du second 
retraits, e'est-ä-dire avant et pendant la prise.

Les microfissures qui apparaissent 
les premieres sont liees au ressuage : les suivantes 
sont dependantes de la contraction chimique 
ou LE CHATELIER, et au pnenomene d'echauffement 
suivi de refroidissement.

Comment interviennent les additions 
minerales dans ce processus ?

Il est connu que le laitier a cause 
de sa structure a une tendance ä augmenter le 
ressuage done les risques de microfissuration 
avant prise, alors que les pouzzolanes et les 
fillers calcaires ont un e^fet plutot benefique.

Les additions minerales les moins 
r-eactives pendant la preriode de prise sont 
les matieres pouzzolaniques ; ce sont celles 
qui sont conseillees pour les ouvrages oü les 
phenomenes d’origine thermique1 sont les plus 
genants.

Les ciments composes au filler 
calcaire ont un comportement intermedaire entre 
ceux aux pouzzolanes et ceux au laitiers.

Dans tous les cas, les risques 
de microfissuration sont plus faibles qu'avec 
les portlands ordinaires, etant donnees les 
differences de flux thermique pour des ciments 
de meme classe de resistance.

3.3.3. Resistances ä la corrosion

Quelle que soit l'origine des forces 
de destruction - lixiviation - developpement 
de cristaux expansifs d’origine chimique - gel, 
degel de la solution interstitielle - on assiste 
toujours a une competition entre 1'action de 
destruction et une action reparatrice se manifestant 
par la cicatrisation des microfissures tant 
que le milieu humide permet la croissance des 
hydrates.

Les ciments fillerises au calcaire 
ne font pas exception et se comportent aussi 
bien que leurs homologues au laitier ou aux 
pouzzolanes.

J. BARON rend compte ä ce sujet 
d'essais comparatifs de durabilite a 1'eau de 
mer entre des CPJ a 10 et 20 % de calcaire et 
des CPA, tous les ciments etant faits avec du 
clinker de composition chimique resistant a 
la mer. Pour la meme classe de resistance, il 
n'observe pas de difference de comportement (16).

Les cimentiers eurbpeens se sont 
particulierement penches sur les epreuves de 
resistance au gel-degel des ciments au filler 
calcaire. Apres avoir confronts avec beaucoup 
de difficultes les resultats d'essais effectues 
dans des conditions pas toujours comparables^ 
ils sont arrives ä la conclusion que les ciments 
commercialises avec addition de calcaire avaient 
une tenue au gel-degel satisfaisante. De tres 
nombreux cliches au M.E.B. ont d'ailleurs bien 



illustre le comportement de ces ciments.

Dans sa communication intitulee "Evolution 
de la microstructure des betone au cours du 
test ASTM de gel-degel", C. VERNET rend compte 
de ses observations resultant d*un plan d'experience 
base sur l'examen au M.E.B. de 25 betens de 
ciments Portland et de ciments fillerises. II 
met particulierement bien en evidence les processus 
destructeurs et reparateurs et montre le bon 
comportement des ciments aux fillers calcaires, 
alors que les cendres volantes sont generatrices 
de degradations (17).

Nous avons vu que les calcaires etaient 
selectionnes pour garantir une bonne compacite 
initiale des betons et que la formation relativement 
rapide de carboaluminate venait s'ajouter au 
CSH et ä la portlandite pour renforcer les liaisons 
entre les grains ; il est done logique que les 
betons correspondant aient une bonne durabilite. 
En revanche, C. VERNET a montre que les cendres 
volantes ne developpent leurs liaisons que tres 
tardivement et qu'elles introduisent une porosite 
de dimension elevee, d'oü leur comportement 
mediocre.

Le role des bulles d'air dans le mecanisme 
de degradation au gel-degel a d’abord ete etudie 
par T.C. POWERS qui a emis la notion de "facteur 
d’espace critique" ; puis Monsieur PIGEON a 
montre que ce facteur critique d'espacement 
des bulles d'air varie en fonction de la vitesse 
de refroidissement.

M. REGOURD et al ont etudie les consequen
ces favorables de l’addition d’un entraincur 
d'air qui ramene l’espacement moyen des bulles 
d'air ä moins de 100 microns pour tous les ciments, 
c'est-ä-dire, largement au-dessous de la valeur 
critique. Ceci veut dire que le choix du ciment 
pour la tenue des betons au gel-degel ne constitue 
pas un reel problems, et que l’emploi d'un entrai- 
neur d’air resoud ä coup sur les cas litigieux (18).

3.3.4. Protection des armatures

Je ne voudrais pas omettre d’evoquer, 
au titre de la durabilite, le problc-me de la 
protection des armatures.

II est bien connu que la pate de ciment 
protege les armatures de la corrosion electr'ochimi- 
que grace a sa forte basicite. En presence de 
l’exces de chaux liberee par 1 *hydratation du 
clinker, le pH de la solution interstitielle 
est d’environ 12,5 , cette valeur est verifies
pour tous les ciments, sauf pour ceux qui sont 
tres riches en laitier. Si le pH descend au- 
dessous de 10, la protection n'est plus assuree ; 
cette situaation peut resulter d'une penetration 
du CCL, atmospher ique par les pores ouverts et 
les microfissures.

Les risques de carbonatation sont done 
esse ntie1lernent dependants de la compacite du 
beton ; ceci nous ramene done aux resultats 
de C. GUYOT, ä savoir qu'a resistance egale, 
au meme äge, la compacite est pratiquement la 
meme pour les ciments fillerises que pour les 
ciments purs. J. BARON en a verifie les consequences 
favorables en mesurant les profondeurs de penetra
tion de la carbonatation sur des mortiers standards 
apres un an de conservation : que ce soit en 
Portland pur ou avec 15 et 30 % de filier calcaire, 

les resultats etaient les memes, et bien meilleures
qu’avec le laitier (16).

4. CONCLUSION

Les pouzzolanes et les laitiers de 
haut-fourneau sont bien connus pour les proprietes 
qu’ils conferent a certaines categories de ciments 
ä haute resistance chimique. Leur utilisation 
en proportions moderees comme additif au clinker 
permet en outre de moduler facilement la palette 
des ciments par classe de resistances mecaniques.

Les fillers calcaires peuvent, sans 
inconvenients, etre utilises pour ce meme usage 
visant ä economiser le clinker.

La participation de ces diverses additions 
minerales au processus de durcissement n'est 
evidemment pas la meme, mais chacune d'entre 
elles fait preuve d'une activite chimique que 
le cimentier est ä meme de controler pour produire 
des ciments de qualite reguliere.

Les aspects scientifiques des differents 
processus intervenant dans la confection et 
la mise en place des betons, puis dans leur 
durcissement et leur aptitude a resister aux 
divers types de corrosion, ont ete abordes dans 
le but d'etre discutes par les specialistes 
reunis dans notre seminaire.
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CEMENT WITH CALCIUM CARBONATE ADDITIONS

INTRODUCTION

Limestone Is used for various purposes In 
concrete technology, viz, as raw material for 
clinker production, partial replacement of gypsum, 
and as coarse or fine aggregate. Limestone dust 
produced In quarrying operations poses disposal and 
environmental problems and has been suggested for 
use as an additive to portland cement. Some 
standards do allow the use of calcium carbonate as 
an additive in cement provided the properties of 
concrete made with such a cement are not adversely 
affected. Work carried out on its effect on 
hydrating cement shows that the physical and 
mechanical characteristics are influenced to 
different extents.

Some work has been carried out on the effect of 
CaCOj on cement paste, but there Is no general 
agreement on the relative effects of different 
amounts of it on the cement paste properties (1-9). 
This may be mainly due to differences in the 
characteristics of the materials and the methods 
used. The objective of the present work is to 
assess the effect of various amounts of CaCO^ on the 
hydration of CjS and C^A In order to explain the 
physico-chemical changes occurring during hydration 
of portland cement.

EXPERIMENTAL

Type 1 portland cement containing C^A 12.8%, 
C4AF 6.6%, CjS 51.5%, C2S 19.8%, and CaSO^ 5.1% was 
used. C3A and C3S were supplied by the Tetratech 
Co. and Portland Cement Association, respectively. 
The C3S had a Blaine surface area of 3600 cm1 2/g. 
Gypsum and calcium carbonate (N2 surface area 
6.5 m2/g), both of reagent quality, were supplied by 
Fisher Scientific Co. and Anachemla Chemical Co., 
respectively.

1. C3S was mixed with 0, 5, 10, 15 and 50% CaCO3 
(with respect to the total weight of
C-jS * CaCO3) at a water/solid ratio of 0.4 or 
0.7. The pastes were hydrated in capped 
polyethylene vials for specified intervals of 
time, then subjected to drying under vacuum for 
one day before being examined.

2. C3A and 0, 12.5 and 25% gypsum/CaCO3 or 12.5% 
gypsum + 12.5% CaCO3 or 25% gypsum + 12.5% CaCO3 
(based on the weight of CjA) were mixed with 
water at a water/CjA ratio of 4. All were 
hydrated in closed containers for specified 
intervals of time; cold methanol was used to 
t-erminflte hydration. The pastes formed from 
C3A’+ gypsum or CjA + gypsum + CaCO3 were dried

Conduction calorimetry, differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetry (TGA), 
differential thermal analysis (DTA), X-ray 
diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), and high-pressure Hg porosimetry were used in 
this work and have been described elsewhere 
(10-13).

Cement pastes containing various amounts of 
CaC03 were subjected to compressive strength 
measurements using 2-cm cubes. The setting times 
were determined according to ASTM 0191-82. Samples 
were prepared as follows: 

at room temperature under vacuum and others at 
50°C under vacuum.

3. Samples of cement containing 0, 5, 10, 15 and 
50% CaC03 with respect to the total weight of 
cement + CaCOj were mixed with water at a 
water/solld ratio of 0.4 or 1.0. Those for TGA 
were prepared from cubes tested for compressive 
strength; some of the broken pieces were ground 
and dried for one day under vacuum.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hydration characteristics of 0,8

Tricalcium silicate was hydrated in the 
presence of 0, 5, 10, 15 and 50% CaC03 at a 
water/solld ratio of 0.4 or 0,7. The resulting 
products were examined by TGA, DTA, SEM and 
conduction calorimetry. Strength and shrinkage data 
were also obtained. The Ca(0H)2 formed at different 
times is shown in Figure 1. The results are 
calculated on the basis of C S to avoid dilution 
effect. The amount of lime formed at 0% CaCO3 
increases from 8.9% at 1 day to 23.2% at 28 days. 
Addition of CaC03 Increases the amount of Ca(0H)2 at 
all times of hydration, indicating that CaCO, 
increases the rate of hydration of C3S. At z8 days 
addition of 0, 5 and 15% CaC03 yields 23.2, 24.0 and 
25.5% Ca(0H)2, respectively. The results also 
indicate that 15% CaC03 shows a greater accelerating 
effect than 5% CaCOj.

The conduction calorimetric curves showing the 
rate of heat development of during hydration up 
to 24 h are given in Fig. 2. The onset of the 
accelerating period representing the hydration of 
C3S does not seem to be affected, but the intensity 
of the peak Increases as the amount of added CaCOj 
is Increased. The total heat developed at 24 h 
decreases in the following manner: CAS - 15% CaC03 
> C3S - 10% CaC03 > C3S - 5% CaCO3 > CjS - OX CaCOy 
The conduction calorimetric curves also show the 
accelerating effect of GaC03.

Results were also obtained for the 
non-evaporable water and C3S contents for CMS pastes 
hydrated to different times. At any time ot 
hydration the non-evaporable water content was 
higher and the unhydrated C3S lower in pastes 
containing CaC03, confirming that hydration rate is 
increased in the presence of CaCOj.

Thermogravlmetric analysis of the CjS + CaCO. + 
H20 system revealed that as hydration proceeded the 
peak due to CaCOj decomposition at about 750°C 
diminished. This indicated that some CaC03 was 
consumed during the reaction. Figure 3 shows the 
amount of free CaCO3 remaining at different times 0. 
hydration. In the C3S - CaCOj mixture containing 
15% and 5% CaCO3 the amount of CaCOj that was 
combined or incorporated into the hydrating C3S was 
2.4 and 1.3 percentage points, respectively.

The SEM photograph of CjS paste hydrated for 1 
day in the presence of 50% CaCOj is shown in Fig. 
Fibrous particles of C-S-H grow on both the CjS 
(marked by C) and CaCOj (marked by L) particles, 
is possible that CaCOj acts as a nucleating a8e^’ 
Another possibility is that C-S-H containing CaCOj 
forms on the C^S particles having higher



permeability than that occurring with 0% CaC03; this 
would result in an increase in the rate of
reaction*

Other effects of CaC03 on C3S pastes included 
increase in modulus of elasticity, microhardness, 
C/S ratio of the C-S-H phase, rate of shrinkage, and 
development of smaller diameter pores up to 7 days 
of hydration.

Hydration of CjA

The hydration of C3A alone and of that 
containing 12.5 or 25% CaC03, 12,5 or 25% gypsum, 
and a mixture of CaC03 and gypsum hydrated to 
different times was followed by DSC. The C3A 
samples formed hexagonal aluminate hydrates at 
earlier times, identified by endothermal peaks at 
about 150 and 250°C. Both peaks Increased in 
intensity up to A h, then decreased until at 1 day 
there was only an intense peak at 314°C, indicating 
formation of cubic C3AH^e It is difficult to 
conclude from DSC just when the formation of C3AH6 
was initiated; thermograms indicate, however, that 
almost all of the hexagonal phase was converted to 
the cubic phase within 7 h. SEM examination 
revealed the formation of cubic aluminate at 4 h and 
X—ray indicated C3AHg even after 1 h of hydration.

By adding CaC03 to C3A the endothermal peak at 
160-165°C and another at 235-250°C developed even at 
5 mln. They increased In Intensity with time and 
are ascribed to the carboaluminate hydrate, mixed 
perhaps with hexagonal aluminate hydrates. The 
formation of the cubic phase was suppressed for up 
to 2 days.

Unhydrated C3A + CSH2 mixtures containing 25% 
CSH2 indicated an endothermic effect at 135°C (due 
to cSH2). This peak decreased with hydration. One 
representing the formation of ettringite was 
observed at about 100°C after as little as 5 min. 
Most gypsum was consumed in the first hour. At 2 h 
the formation of monosulfoaluminate was evidenced by 
an endothermal peak at 165eC.

By the addition of 12.5% CaC03 to the C3A + 25% 
C^H2 mixture the rate of consumption of CSHg 
increased. Practically no C"5H2 remained even at 
30 min. Consequently, the rate of ettringite 
formation is Increased, as is also the rate of 
conversion of ettringite to monosulfoaluminate.

Conduction calorimetric curves of C3A + 12.5% 
CSH2 and q3A + 12.5% CTH2 + 12.5% CaC03 are shown in 
Fig. 5. The C3A + 12.5% C5H2 mixture developed heat 
as soon as it came into contact with water. A peak 
at about 3 min represents the maximum rate of 
formation of ettringite. In the presence of CaC03 
the earlier peak becomes more intense and occurs at 
about 5 min. Simultaneous formation of 
carboaluminate and ettringite results in a more 
intense peak than that for ettringite alone formed 
by the C3A + 12.5% CSH2 mixture. DSC curves show 
that at 5 min both ettringite and carboaluminate 
(peak at about 160-170°C) are formed. There was 
also indication that more ettringite was formed in 
the C3A + 12.5% С5И2 + 12.5% CaCO3 mixture than in 
the C3A + 12.5% mixture. After 20 mln there 
was an additional peak at about 180oC, indicating 
the presence of monosulfoaluminate. Comparison of 
thermograms for different times showed that 

formation of ettringite and its conversion to 
monosulfoaluminate is accelerated in the presence of 
CaCO3. Such results suggest that CaC03 existing as 
a complex layer on the surface of hydrating C3A is 
more permeable than that formed by gypsum and 
accelerates formation of ettringite and 
monosulfoaluminate.

Hydration of cement

Figure 6 compares the amounts of Ca(0H)2 formed 
at different times in cement pastes hydrated with 0, 
5, 10 and 15% CaC03. Results are reported on the 
basis of cement content to avoid dilution effect by 
CaC03. At all periods from 3 h to 28 days there is 
evidence that CaC03 promotes formation of Ca(0H)2. 
The amount of CH formed is increased in cements 
containing larger amounts of CaC03. This is 
particularly significant at earlier times. Calcium 
hydroxide is derived from the hydration of C3S and 
C2S, and the results indicate that CyS and C2S 
phases in cement may be accelerated by CaCOj. 
Hydration of pure C^S is accelerated by CaC03, as 
shown in Fig. 1.

The rate of heat development in cement 
containing 0, 5, 10, 15 and 50% CaCO^ is shown in 
Fig. 7. Although the time for the onset of heat 
evolution is not changed significantly in the 
samples containing different amounts of CaCO^, heat 
evolution is accelerated. At 50% CaCO the 
amplitude of the peak occurs 3| h earlier than in 
that hydrated without CaCO3. Figure 8 shows the 
total heat developed in these pastes for up to 24 h. 
The curves demonstrate that at all dosages of CaCO^ 
more heat is developed, signifying the accelerating 
effect of CaCO3. In pure C3S pastes there is a 
similar accelerating effect (Fig. 2). The total 
heat developed in cement containing 15% CaC03 is 8 
and 28 cal/g at 4 and 8 h, respectively; the ;
corresponding values for C3S containing 15% CaC03 • 
are 6 and 22 cal/g. If this heat is derived mainly : 
from the C^S portion of cement (52% C3S), the heat ; 
evolution In cement should be far lower than the j 
values determined. The higher values signify that I 
either the accelerating influence of CaCO^ on C3S is 
more significant in cement or that part of the heat 
should be attributed to the hydration of the C3A or 
C^AF phases.

It has been shown that in the C3S-CaCO3-H2O 
system some CaCO3 is incorporated into the U-S-H 
phase (Fig. 3). In portland cement CgA reacts with 
CaCO3 to form carboaluminate, and some CaC03 is 
incorporated also into the hydrated C3S phase. ; 
Figure 3 compares the relative amounts of free, 
unreacted CaCO3 with hydrating portland cement or I 
C3S initially containing 5 or 15% CaCO3. Generally,' 
more CaCO^j seems to be Incorporated Into cement i 
paste than Into C3S paste. This can be explained by 
consumption of some CaCO^ by the CgA phase in 
cement. It would be expected that part of C3A 
reacts with the and part with the CaGO^.

Because of the accelerating influence of CaC03 . 
on the hydration sequence of C3A and C3S it would be 
expected that CaC03 would influence the setting - 
property of cement. Figure 9 gives the initial and : 
final setting times of cement prepared at a 
w/s = 0.4, or at the same consistency. Setting time 
decreases as the amount of added CaCO^ is increased. 
The acceleration of setting time at 15% CaC03 varies
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between 0.8 and 1.5 h. Setting times, even at 15% 
CaCOj, exceed the minimum limit requirements of the 
Canadian standard (14). Comparison of setting time 
with calorimetric and TGA results (Figs. 5, 6 and 7) 
suggests that at time of setting CjA and CjS have 
hydrated to different extents. The accelerated 
setting can therefore be explained by the 
acceleration of hydration of CjA to form 
sulfoaluminate and of CjS to form C-S-H and CH in 
cement.

The rates of strength development in cement 
pastes containing 0, 5, 10 and 15% CaCOj are given 
in Fig. 10. Up to 1 day the strength seems to be 
higher in pastes containing CaCO^. Later strengths 
at 7 and 28 d indicate lower strengths in paste 
containing 10-15% CaC03. At 28 days they are as 
follows: cement - 5% CaCO3 > cement - 0% CaCO, > 
cement - 10% CaC03 > cement - 15% CaCO... The 
decrease in strength at dosages of 10-15% CaC03 at 
28 days may be due partly to lower degree of 
hydration (based on the weight of cement paste 
containing CaC03); the amount of CH in cement pastes 
with 0, 5, 10 and 15% CaCO3 is, respectively, 12.9, 
12.6, 11,9 and 11.5 at 28 days. The porosity values 
show that total porosity of paste with 15% CaC03 is 
higher than that containing 0% CaCOj at 28 days, the 
values being 30.9 and 25.5%, respectively (Fig. 11). 
Higher porosity in pastes containing 15% CaC03 may 
be responsible for the decrease. A part of CaC03 
that remains unreacted may act as a diluent. That 
not all added CaC03 acts as a diluent is evident 
from the results for mortars. If strengths of 
mortars containing cement + quartz and cement + 
CaC03 are compared, higher strengths are obtained 
with CaCOj, indicating that it participates in 
forming bonds in the paste (3). Microstructural 
studies indicate this possibility (Fig. 4). At 90 
days cements with 0, 5 and 10% CaCOj have about the 
same strength. Further long-term strength 
development studies in pastes containing 15% CaC03 
will have to be carried out to examine whether, at 
this dosage, strength will eventually reach the same 
value as that for the paste containing 0% CaCOj.

CONCLUSIONS

Hydration of’ C3A + in the presence of 
CaCO results in accelerated formation of ettringite 
and its conversion to monosulfoaluminate hydrate. 
This is probably due to the formation of highly 
permeable carboaluminate on the hydrating surface of 
C3A.

Calcium carbonate accelerates the hydration of 
C3S and is partially Incorporated into the C-S-H 
phase. The modified surface of the hydrating CjS 
and nucleation on the CaCO3 particles are two 
mechanisms that could produce this effect.

Hydration of cement is also accelerated by 
CaC03, In the paste, CaCO3 is Incorporated into the 
hydrating C3A and CjS phases. Setting times are 
reduced owing to accelerated formation of ettringite 
and C-S-H. Earlier strengths of cement pastes are 
Increased by the addition of CaCO3, but at 28 days 
strengths decrease in the presence of 10 and 15% 
CaCOj. At 90 days the strength for 15% CaCO. is 
lower than that of the other mixes. There is 

evidence that all added 
inert additive in terms 
strength development.

CaCOj does not act as an 
of chemical reaction and
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Danish Portland-Fly Ash Cement

Introduction

Before the oil crisis in 1973/74, only 25% 
of the electric power used in Denmark came 
from coal fired power plants and the pro
duction of fly ash was less than 0.3 mil
lion tonnes per year.

By 1980 the use of coal had increased to 
75% of the total fuel consumption and the 
fly ash production had reached 1.0 million 
tonnes per year.

Part of this fly ash is used by Aalborg 
Portland - the only cement manufacturer in 
Denmark - in three different ways:

- As a substitute for clay in the 
raw mix. The fly ash is insuf
flated into the burning zone of 
the cement kilns at a rate of 
up to 12% of clinker output.

- For manufacture of rapid harde
ning portland cement containing 
up to 5% of fly ash.

- For manufacture of portland-fly 
ash cement containing about 24% 
of fly ash.

Production of portland-fly ash cement

The portland-fly ash cement was designed 
to fulfil the requirements of the Danish 
cement standard, DS 427, and the future 
European standard for cement, EN 197. 
Furthermore, it was decided that the new 
cement should have a compressive strength 
at any age not lower than for Danish ordi
nary portland cement. Laboratory investi
gations and grinding tests in the plant 
revealed that these requirements would be 
met by a cement containing about 24% fly 
ash and having a specific surface of 450 
mz/kg.

Production of portland-fly ash cement 
takes place on mill installations as 
shown in Figure 1.

The 24% of fly ash for portland-fly ash 
cement is extracted directly from the 
storage silo to weight feeders. The feed 
control to the cement mills is based on 
the loss in weight principle. The shape of 
the feed bin and its mechanical stirrers 
were important design features for main
taining steady flow of fly ash to the ce
ment mill.

As a further control fly ash, material 
from the primary grinder, and material 
from the secondary grinder are analyzed by 
XRF every 4 hours and the amount of fly 
ash in the portland-fly ash cement is cal
culated .

The fly ash used comes from different 
power plants and from coal of different 
origin but the fly ash always complies 
with the requirements set out in Table 8.

The portland-fly ash cement produced has 
average properties as shown in Table 1. 

As illustrated by Table 2 it was possible 
to discontinue production af ordinary 
portland cement shortly after the intro
duction of the portland-fly ash cement. 
This does, however, not mean that ordinary 
portland cement has simply been substitu
ted by portland-fly ash cement. For 
example has the portland-fly ash cement 
substituted some of the use of rapid har
dening portland cement for certain pur
poses, especially in concrete products 
(slabs, pipes). In this connection it 
should also be mentioned that some ordina
ry portland cement has been replaced by a 
combination of rapid hardening portland 
cement and fly ash mixed at the concrete 
plants.

Research projects

At the design stage several research pro
jects were initiated, all aiming at provi
ding information on important subjects re
lated to the use of portland-fly ash ce
ment. Summaries of results of the projects 
are given below.

Water penetration

Water penetration was measured in accor
dance with ISO 7031 on concretes differing 
in the type of cement used and the cement 
content. All concretes were air-entrained 
(air content 4-7%) [1,2]. The samples were 
cured 28 days in water (20 C), 14 days in 
air (20°C.>65%RH) and finally 14 days in 
water (20aC) before testing. The results 
are given in Table 3 .

The results, although not unambiguous, in
dicate that at this testing age the two 
types of cement will yield the same level 
of resistance to water penetration provi
ded that the concretes are cured properly.

Alkali-silica reactivity

The effect of substituting 30% by weight 
of ordinary portland cement containing 
either 0.68 or 1.14% Na20 eq. with two 
Danish fly ashes (Composition as shown in 
Table 4) on alkali-silica reactivity was 
tested according to ASJM C 441 (expansion 
of mortar bars at 37.8 C).

The result shown in Figure 2 clearly de
monstrates the beneficial effect of fly 
ash 0029 on expansion caused by alkali
silica reaction. Similar results were ob
tained with fly ash 0038. Similar results 
were also obtained with both fly ashes 
when tested according to the modified me
thods described by Brotschi and Mehta [3].

Diffusion of chloride

The effect of cement type, w/c ratio, tem
perature and curing time on the diffusion 
of chloride through cement paste has been 
studied at The Danish Corrosion Centre 
[4]. The technique used for diffusion mea
surements is outlined in Figure 3.
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From the results of Table 5 the superior 
behaviour of portland-fly ash cement com
pared with the behaviour of rapid harde
ning and sulfate resistant portland cement 
is noted.

Carbonation

Based on a literature survey, Justesen and 
Nepper-Christensen [5] have expressed the 
following opinion concerning carbonation 
of concrete containing portland-fly ash 
cement:

- The carbonation proceeds faster 
in an initial period which may be 
of a duration of about one year. 
The rate of carbonation depends 
to a high degree on the curing 
conditions, particularly on the 
protection of the concrete 
against drying-out at the very 
early stage of hardening.

- At later ages the difference in 
carbonation depth seems to be 
rather independent of the type of 
cement used.

The results from a long term durability 
project (25 years) commenced in 1983 in 
order to evaluate the durability of con
crete with mineral admixtures (fly ash, 
microsilica) support the first of these 
conclusions. The concrete structures in
cluded in the testing project are still 
too young to give evidence for the second 
conclusion, see Table 6 [6].

Freeze/thaw resistance

The long term project [6] referred to abo
ve also includes testing the concretes for 
freeze/thaw resistance according to ISO 
4846. 28 days old slabs and 2 year old 
drilled cores were tested with the result 
(Table 7) that good freeze/thaw resistance 
(scaling less than 0.5 kg/m ) was obtained 
for all concretes, irrespective of cement 
type, which were designed to provide frost 
resistance (marked with * in Table 7).

Since 1976 many thousands of square metres 
of concrete pavement were made with con
crete containing fly ash or from portland
fly ash cement in Denmark and they have 
been exposed to severe freeze/thaw condi
tions during the winters. The experience 
gained is that air-entrained concrete 
(4-64 air) produced with a strength (>30 
MPa) and a w/c ratio (<0.5) corresponding 
to the specifications for concrete in ag
gressive environment in Dansk Ingeni^rfor- 
enings Code of Practice [7] will have ex
cellent freeze/thaw resistance.

Wear resistance

Following some cases of unsatisfactory 
wear resistance of concrete floors (laid 
in pigsties) made with portland-fly ash 
cement an investigation of the influence 

of cement type and the use/non-use of a 
curing membrane on this property was taken 
up. The wear resistance was measured by 
sand blasting the concrete surface with a 
sand-water slurry according to a method 
developed by The Danish Agricultural Engi
neering Institute [8].

Only minor differences in wear resistance 
could be attributed to the cement type 
whereas both the use/non-use of curing 
membrane and the compressive strength were 
found to be important parameters, see Fi
gure 4 [9] .

Quality of fly ash

As part of the quality control of fly ash 
used by the cement and concrete industry 
in Denmark the chemical and physical pro
perties are tested on monthly average 
samples from 8 major power plants. The 
control also comprises preparation of a 
blended cement (70w% Rapid hardening port
land cement + 30w% fly ash) which is tested 
for compressive strength, setting time and 
soundness .

The quality control requirements for fly 
ash, the average test results and standard 
deviations for the years 1983-85 are shown 
in Table 8.

Taking into account that the data of Table 
8 represent fly ashes produced at diffe
rent power plants from coal of different 
origin the resulting strengths of the 
blended samples show remarkable uniformi
ty.

The standard deviations shown in Table 1 
for portland-fly ash cement also confirm 
that it is possible to manufacture uniform 
cement from fly ashes from different power 
plants and from different coals.

Thus it has not been found necessary to 
introduce further requirements for fly ash 
used for manufacturing portland-fly ash 
cement in Denmark.

Conclusion

Portland-fly ash cement has been marketed 
in Denmark for 5 years and covers a market 
share of 35-404 of the total cement con
sumption.

Danish research projects concerning water 
permeability, alkali-silica reactivity, 
chloride diffusion, carbonation, freeze/ 
thaw resistance and wear resistance con
firm that portland-fly ash cement has si
milar or better properties in those re
spects than ordinary portland cement.
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Table 1 . Average properties and standard de
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Testing performed according to the methods 
of Danish Standard 427 which closely resem
ble the methods of ISO R 679 and R 680.

Chemical properties
M 1.3 +/- 0.3 4
S 2.6 +/- 0.2 %
Loss on ignition 2.5 +/- 0.2 %
Fly ash 24 +/- 1.5 %

Physical properties
Setting time

Initial 130 +/- 16 minutes
Final 165 +/- 18 minutes

Soundness 0 +/- 0 mm
Compressive strength

1 day 14 +/- 1.8 MPa
2 days 24 +/- 1.8 MPa
7 days 37 +/- 2.0 MPa

28 days 49 +/- 2.2 MPa
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Internal report, November 1984.
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411, 3. edition, March 1984.

8. Pedersen, S.: Metode til karakterisering 
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neering Institute, Orientering nr. 8, 
1981.

9. Pedersen, S. & Johansen, P.: Unders0gel- 
se over forskellige betontyper til svi- 
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Table 2. Use of different cement types (%) in 
Denmark.

Type of cement 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Ordinary
portland cement 40 36 24 14 0 0
Portland-
fly ash cement 0 6 23 31 40 35
Rapid hardening
portland cement 56 52 46 49 52 60
Special cements 4 6 7 6 8 5

3
16

4

1
8
3
4

1
2 
1
2

1
2 
1

average
mm

Test series 
no.

0-23

0-15

0-13

0-10

Water penetration 
min - max 

mm

Table 3. Water penetration for concretes differing in cement type and cement content. 
Compressive strength results refer to 28 days curing. Averages refer to 6 samples in 

series 1 and 3 in series 2.

Type of cement Cement 
Content 
kg/m3

w/c 
ratio

Compressive 
strength 

MPa

Rapid harde- 288 0.49 25
ning portland 300 0.46 33
cement 348 0.41 35

Portland- 289 0.48 30
fly ash 325 0.43 32
cement 348 0.42 32

350 0.44 35
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Table 4. Composition of cements and fly ashes used in alkali-silica 
reactivity tests.

Oxides Danish ordinary High alkali Fly ash Fly ash
portland cement portland cement 0038 0029

s % 21.2 20.3 49.5 50.7
A 4.7 4.5 22.4 24.9

F 2.8 2.9 10.1 7.7

c 64.2 63.4 6.3 5.4
1.2 2.3 3.6 2.5

s % 2.6 3.2 0.7 0.7

LOI ■4, 1 .3 0.9 3.2 3.9

Na 0 e. 0.33 0.40 0.59 0.93
К 6 % 0.53 1.13 2.64 3.80

Nci2 0 eq 0.68 1.14 2.33 3.43

Table 5. Effective diffusion coefficients for cement pastes, 10 m/s.

Cement type Temperature
Curing time

28 days 
w/c ratio

90 days 
w/c ratio

0.40 0.50 0.60 0.40 0 .50 0 .60

Rapid hardening 
portland cement

20
30
50

67
122
132
289

263 45
100
125
284

257

Low alkali sul
fate resistant

20
30 106

151
193 279 83

140
171
388

160
portland cement 50 - 370

Portland
fly ash

20
30 41

92
116 139 ~5.8 29

37
1 3

88
2

AgeType of cement
years

1.7
2.0 
1.8

2.0
1 .8

2.0
1.8
1.8

Rapid hardening 
portland cement

Low alkali sul
fate resistant 
portland cement

Portland
fly ash 
cement

Table 6. Depth of

Cement w/c Compressive
content ratio strength
kg/m3 MPa 

(28 days)

260 0.54 22
340 0.43 37

260 0.52 29
340 0.42 36
390 0.36 51

260 0.54 29
340 0.44 30
390 0.42 35

carbonation foic concretes

Depth of 
carbonation 

mm
average std.dev

2.1 1 .0
1.3 0.5

3.0 1 .2
<0.5 —
0.8 0.4

2.7 1.4
2.8 0.8
1.8 0.7

with different cement types.

Table 7. Freeze/thaw resistance according to ISO 4846 of concretes 
with different cement types.
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Table 8. Average(first line) and standard deviation(second line) for chemical 
and physical data for samples from 8 Danish power plants. Compressive strengths 
and setting times are measured on a mix of 704 rapid hardening portland cement 
and 304 fly ash. Soundness of all mixes was 0 mm. Requirements not shown in the 
table: Moisture <1.54, S+A+F >704, Cl <0.14.

Requi
rements

1 2 3

Power

4

plant 

5

no.

6 7 8 All

S 4 >40.0 53.2 54.5 54.0 51.0 56.3 51.8 52.3 53.2 53.3
3.3 2.9 8.0 2.9 3.9 2.3 2.4 3.7 4.5

A 4 25.1 29.7 32.0 30.7 28.3 30.6 32.2 32.4 29.7
1 . 9 2.1 4.6 3.6 3.2 3.3 0.7 3.5 4.0

F % 9.3 6.7 4.9 7.2 6.3 6.6 5.2 6.0 6.7
1 .5 1 . 2 1 .4 1.8 1.4 1 . 8 0.8 2.6 2. 1

C % <12.0 5.2 4.8 6.5 6. 1 4.6 6.3 7.3 5.1 5.7
0.9 1 .3 2.5 1.4 2.8 1 . 1 1 . 3 1 .9 1.9

M % <5.0 3.2 1 . 9 1 .4 2.2 1 . 6 2.3 1 . 8 1.4 2.0
0.6 0.5 0.5 1 . 1 0.5 1 . 1 0.5 0.8 1.0

S 4 <3.0 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.7
0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3

LOT 4 <5.0 3.0 1 .3 3.2 2.6 2.7 3.2 3 . 1 2.5 2.7
0.6 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.8

Avail. <1.5 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.5
Naz0 eq. 4 0.1 0. 1 0.1 0.2 0. 1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2

Residue <40.0 26.3 23.6 30.7 25.5 20.7 20.8 26.6 22.8 24.7
on 45мт 4 3.7 3.6 4.3 3.7 5.8 2.4 2.1 2.8 5.0

Compr.
strength
DS 427 MPa

10.3 10.0 9.3 9.8 10.7 9.6 9.6 10.4 10.0
0.9 0.9 1 . 1 1 .0 1 . 1 0.9 1 .0 0.8 1.1

30.9 30.9 29.8 30.5 30.9 30.2 29.2 32.3 30.6
1 . 8 1 .6 2.0 2.3 1 . 9 2.0 2.4 0.8 2.0

28 days 41.8 42.1 40.3 41.3 42.5 40.9 40.2 43.3 41.6
2.2 1 .5 2.6 2.9 2.3 2.3 1.9 1 .5 2.4

56 days 52.1
2.7

51 .3
1.9

48.8 
3.0

50.6
3.3

53.0
3.3

50.7
3.1

49.5
2.1

53.4
1.4

51.2
3.2

Setting
time min.

Tni - 180 188 203 202 178 201 209 190 193
tial 20 20 33 28 16 21 37 24 27

213 222 236 239 208 234 241 224 226
22 25 38 33 19 23 39 27 30

Number of 31 18 26 30 27 23 11 16 182
samples
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Figures

24X ad4i' 
tion ' ' 
Portland
fly ash 
cement

5% addition

secondary grinder

Figure 1. Diagram of mill installations 
for production of portland-fly ash cement

Portland ceeent (l.tlX Na 0

70* Portland ceaent U.K* Na 0 eq! * 30* fly ash 0028

70* Portland ceeent {0.66* Na 0 eq) ♦ 30* fly ash 0028

Expansion
Portland ceeent $0.66* Na о eg)

*11 BOrtar bars contain crushed Pyrex glass as aggregate

2 3 4 5 6 7 6 » Months

Figure 2. Time-expansion curves for 
mortar bars (ASTM C 441)

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of experimental 
arrangement for diffusion measurements

i.

15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Compressive strength MPa

Figure 4. Effect of curing membrane and 
compressive strength on wear resistance

д Portland-fly ash cement, 
curing membrane

D Portland-fly ash cement, 
no curing membrane

a Rapid hardening portland cement, 
curing membrane

e Rapid hardening portland cement, 
no curing membrane
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RÖLE DES ADDITIONS MINERALES SUR LA FORMATION 
ENTRE GROS GRANULAT ET MORTIER

DE L'AUREOLE DE TRANSATION

La structuration de I'aureole de transition, 
zone de liaison entre la päte de ciment et les granu
late, a fait 1'objet de nombreuses etudes dans le cas 
des ciments portland. C'est en effet le point faible 
des betons puisqu'elle presente une forte porosite 
et une morphologic cristalline qui lui conferent de 
mauvaises caracteristiques mecaniques et en font un 
chemin privilegie pour la migration des agents 
aggressifs.

Les additions minerales utilisees dans les ci
ments agissent sur certains parametres qui commandent 
la formation de I'aureole de transition : 1'arrange- 
ment granulaire au voisinage de l'interface avec les 
granulats, la vitesse d'hydratation, la fluidite de 
la pate et le controle de 11hydratation du C,A. Nous 
avons done axe notre contribution sur les modifica
tions de la zone de liaison apportees par diverses 
additions minerales.

Une premiere partie est consacree ä des addi
tions dont la granularite est voisine de celle des 
grains de clinker et qui peuvent etre utilisees comme 
filler sans fluidifiant (cendres volantes, laitier, 
calcaire).

Dans une seconde partie nous presentons 1'action 
de la fumee de silice de granularite tres inferieure 
a celle du clinker dont 1'emploi comme ajout neces
site 1'usage d'un fluidifiant. Nous etudions en par- 
ticulier le role de la nature de la silice sur la 
structuration de I'aureole de transition.

I - METHODE EXPERIMENTALE

L'aureole de transition formee au voisinage des 
gros granulats d'un beton est etudiee au moyen d'une 
eprouvette mixte constituee d'un bloc de marbre plan 
poli centre lequel est coule un mortier ou une pate 
pure de ciment. Apres rupture au voisinage immediat 
de l'interface, les deux demi-eprouvettes sont obser- 
vees au microscope electronique ä balayage (MEB). La 
structuration de la phase liante (päte ou mortier) 
est analysee par diffraction de rayons X (DRX) selon 
la methode d'abrasion progressive (1). Cette methode 
permet :

-de caracteriser 1'orientation preferentielle 
des cristaux de portlandite qui se developpent avec 
leur axe c perpendiculaire au gros granulat. On defi- 
ni a cet effet un indice I d'orientation dont on etu- 
die la variation avec la distance 5 ä l'interface ;

-de connaitre la repartition des phases anhy- 
dres ou hydratees cristallisees depuis la surface de 
rupture jusqu'au coeur de 1'eprouvette.

II - rappel sur la structuration de la pate
de CIMENT PORTLAND NON FILLERISEE AU 

VOISINAGE D'UN GROS GRANULAT

La variation de I'indice d'orientation des cris- 
aux de CH varie typiquement en fonction de la dis- 
ance a l'interface selon la courbe de la figure 1.

On rappelle que :

intensite raie (00.1),. .
I =------------- ----------------------/intensite raie (10.1)

0,74

FLguAe. 1 - Schema с.ала.с±ёллу1У_цие- 
de. -L'o/Llenhati-on deA слслЬаих de CH 

au. voHoZnag.e d'un. §л.см Qnanulat..

L'orientation preferentielle de la portlandite 
et_1'hydratation particuliere de la päte sont inter- 
pretees par 1'existence d'un gradient de teneur en 
eau du ä un effet de paroi entre le gros granulat 
et les grains de ciment (2). L'amplitude de l'orien
tation des premiers cristaux voisins de l'interface 
est determinee par les conditions d'hydratation du 
CjA et du CjS selon le schema de la figure 2 dans 
le cas d'un granulat inerte.

controlee

formation d'aluminate 
au voisinage 

du gros granulat

formation d'ettringite 
au voisinage 

du gros granulat

hydratation du C^S

Ca mobiles 
I

Ca peu mobiles

ijAm Faible

— $-1 |im feeble

hydratation du

non controlee

2 - /InaZyoe /schemati-que.
de. la сл.о.Смапсе Нел cA^taux de po/idlandlle 

Налл I'aiuieole He Слалл-СЬсоп.

Dans le cas d'un gros granulat calcaire, 
l'orientation des premiers cristaux de CH est nota- 
blement diminuee si la calcite reagit precocement 
avec les aluminates de calcium hydrates e'est-a-dire 
si la reaction du C,A n'est pas efficacement contro
lee par les sulfates.

La limite d'orientation <5 augmente avec les 
possibilites de migration des iotfs Ca*+ dans la päte 
de ciment. Dans le cas des pätes pures 5 est ainsi 
une fonction croissante de la teneur en eau de gächa- 
ge et du temps de debut de prise. .
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III - INFLUENCE D'ADDITIONS MINERALES DE 

DE GRANULARITE VOISINE DE CELLE DU 

CIMENT SUR LA FORMATION DE L'AU- 

REOLE DE TRANSITION

Les additions minerales jouent un role physique 
sur le comportement rheologique de la pate fraiche 
de ciment et chimique sur son hydratation. Leur pre
sence peut done agir sur la formation de I'aureole 
de transition. Ceci a ete verifie avec des cendres 
et des laitiers par CARLES et al (3, 4) dont nous 
resumons tout d'abord les principaux resultats. Nous 
presenterons par la suite d'autres resultats plus 
partiels obtenus avec des fillers calcaires (5).

Les etudes avec cendres et laitiers ont ete 
conduites au moyen d'eprouvettes mixtes confection- 
nees avec des pätes ä base d'un ciment CPA 55 R 

gachees ä une concentration volumique "g = = 0,527

sur un marbre de carrare (teneur en CaCOj > 99 %). 
Trois ajouts ont ete utilises au taux unique de 
substitution de 30 %. Il s'agit :

- d'une cendre volante de houille n°1 
(395 rn Kg~ Blaine) ;

- d'une couche volante de lignite n°2 
(210 rn kg- Blaine) ;

-d'un lautier, de fonte Thomas granule broye 
a 350 m kg Blaine.

La composition chimique du ciment (320 m^ kg 1

Blaine) et des additions est indiquee au tableau 1

* dont 28 4 de chaux libre

1 1
1 1

i 1
1 SiO? 1
1 2 1

ai2°3
1 1
1 Fe70 1
1 2 3 1

CaO j 1
MgO j

1

Na?o j
1 "2 !

\ 1
i K,0 1
1 2 1

503
I Perte
1 au feu 1

1 n
1 ciment I
1 !

1 21,4 ! i 5,3
1 1
1 2,3 1 64,0 1 1,4 1

1
i 0,04 ’
I 1

1 1
1 0,49 1
1_______ 1

2,98
! 1,02 [

11 cendre n°1
1 1
1 54,8
1 1

1 27,1
1

1 1
1 8,8 1

1
3,3 1

1
2,1 '

1 1
1 0,3

1 1
1 2,6 1 0,9

i 3,6 i

I________ 1
11 cendre n°2

1
1 24,8 1 14,9

1 1
1 10,1 1
1 1

50,7* 1
1

’ 3,7
1
1 0,8
1

1 1
1 1,0 1
1 1

9,1 1 0,4 1
1 1

1 |FeO = 1,9| 1 1 1
1 laitier
1

1 33,1 1 11,4 1 o 1 42,4 1 8,3 1 0,6 1 1

TABLEAU 1
Compo/sjjLLon. сНллйхуле. da ciment, dez cend/ie.^ et du tait.Le'i

La croissance des cristaux de CH aux premiers 
ages peut etre analysee au moyen des courbes de la 
figure 3.

ol---------—, , I , , , . I —  ---- -—I I .... 1 »
1 2 5 10 20 SO

La limite d'orientation est d'autant plus 
grande que la ressuee est importante apres la mise 
en place. Celle-ci augmente si le pourcentage de 
grains irreguliers, la porosite ouverte ou la surfa
ce specifique des grains de I'ajout diminuent. La 
valeur de & et 1'orientation preferentielle des 
cristaux de СЙ formes au voisinage immediat de 1'in
terface, caracterisee par ^_^т1 peuvent 

lysees comme suit d'apres les indications

etre ana- 

de la fi
gure 2.

* cendre de houille n°1 :
La grande porosite (7%) explique que cet ajout 

n'ait qu'un faible role fluidifiant. La valeur de 
5 est done peu accrue par rapport, ä cel?e de la 
pSte pure (65 p.m au lieu de 40 |*m). Cette cendre 
apporte des sulfates rapidement solubles qui contri- 
buent ä la formation d'ettringite auteur des grains 
de C,A. Il n'apparait done pas d'aluminate hydrate 
et 13 surface du gros granulat de marbre cemeurant 
inattaquee et plane, les cristaux de portlandite 
ont un indice d'orientation Sieve.

Figiuie 3 - C/io-i^ance pne(.enentLeU.e 
Дел cnLstaux de ponttandLlte Дапл de» ciment» 

au voiALnaye d’un. gno» gnanudat.



* cendre de lignite n°2 :

La faible surface specifique, ajoutee ä la for
me spherique de nombreux grains et ä 1 * inexistence 
d'une porosite ouverte notable font que cette cendre 
est un excellent fluidifiant. La limite d'orienta
tion 5 est done notablement accrue (de 40 u-m ä 
90|лт).° Г

La composition chimique de cette cendre est 
remarquable par ses hautes teneurs en sulfate et 
en chaux avec une fraction importante de cette der
niere sous forme de CaO libre. La desorientation 
des cristaux de portlandite au voisinage du gros 
granulat s'explique ici par l'existence de germes 
de cristallisation homogene formes autour des grains 
de cendre par l'extinction de la chaux vive qu'ils 
contiennent. Un resultat analogue a ete obtenu par 
1'Utilisation de germes de CaO ou de CatOH)^ melan
ges au ciment : cette activation cristallochimique 
conduit ä une forte desorientation des cristaux de 
portlandite dans l'aureole de transition (6).

* laitier de fonte :

Le laitier granule a une action fluidifiante 
sur la päte de ciment ce qui se traduit par une 
augmentation de la valeur de 5 . Dans l'aureole de 
transition le rapport eau/clinker est accru par rap
port au cas des CPA purs. Les seuls sulfates pre
sents provenant de la dissolution du gypse, le con- 
trole de l'hydratation du C,A est alors insuffisant 
pour eviter la formation d'aluminates de calcium 
hydrates au voisinage du gros granulat. Les cristaux 
de portlandite formes sont alors plus faiblement 
Orientes, la modification etant encore plus impor
tante au voisinage des granulats calcaires qui sont 
corrodes avec la formation de carboaluminate.

Le laitier et les cendres utilises dans ces 
essais ne sont pas des additions inertes ; leur 
reaction contribue done au remplissage progressif 
de la porosite de l'aureole de transition comme de 
celle de la masse de la pate. Au fur et ä mesure 
du temps I'evolution de 1'orientation preferentielle 
des cristaux de portlandite pres de 1'interface est 
tres faible : legerement croissante avec le laitier 
et decroissante avec les cendres. Enfin la faible 
pouzzolanicite des cendres utilisees n'a pas permis 
de mettre en evidence la consommation de la portlan
dite par DRX avant 6 mois ni dans la pate, ni dans 
l'aureole de transition.

* Fillers calcaires: ,
Comme les additions precedentes les fillers 

calcaires utilises comme ajout ont une surface spe
cifique de I'ordre de celle du clinker qu'ils rem- 
placent. Par consequent 1'effet de paroi entre 
grains de ciment et gros granulat ne devrait pas 
etre notablement modifie. On constate effectivement 
que 1'orientation des cristaux de portlandite est 
peu affectee par 1'ajout de filler calcaire (5).

, Des etudes morphologiques de facies de rupture 
d'eprouvettes mixtes ont montre l'existence d'un 
film dense d'hydrates, essentiellement constitue 
de portlandite, depose sur le granulat (7). Ce film 
est analogue ä celui observe avec des ciments port
land non fillerises ou contenant des ajouts de cen
dre volante ou de laitier. Avec un filler silico- 
calcaire cette morphologie est modifiee : il se for
me alors davantage d'ettringite bien cristallisee 
au voisinage de 1'interface.

Les fillers calcaires se distinguent des cen
dres et laitiers par leur reaction avec les alumina
tes de calcium qui conduit ä la formation du carbo
aluminate C3A.CaC03.11Hz0 (8). Dans l'aureole de 
transition comme dans le coeur de la päte cette re
action de la calcite se fait concurremment avec 
celle du gypse (7). Ainsi, pres de 1'interface, la 
forte teneur locale en eau due ä 1'effet de paroi 
entraine un developpement plus abondant des alumina
tes hydrates (9) qui reagissent avec le filler cal
caire pour former davantage de carboaluminate (5). 
Cette activite chimique des fillers calcaires a des 
consequences favorables sur la resistance mecanique 
et la porosite des pates de ciment ou des melanges 
CjA + CaC03 (10). Puisqu'elle у est plus intense 
qu'ä coeur on peut penser que ses consequences sont 
encore plus importantes dans l'aureole de transition.

IV - INFLUENCE DE LA FUMEE DE SI LICE CON- 
DENSEE SUR LA FORMATION DE L'AUREOLE 
DE TRANSITION

La fumee de silice se distingue des additions 
precedentes par sa „graode surface specifique (de 
I'ordre de 20 000 m kg ) et sa reaction pouzzola- 
nique rapide. Comme 1'ont note recemment Carles- 
Gibergues et al. (11) et Oudjit (12) il у a lieu 
de considerer que la fumee de silice ne presente 
pas la meme reactivite quelle que soit sa provenance 
et qu'en particulier sa teneur en impuretes, notam- 
ment en carbone, joue un tres grand role.

Nous avons indique par ailleurs (13) le role 
d'une fumee de silice sur la formation de l'aureole 
de transition ; nous presentons ici 1"influence de 
la nature de la fumee de silice sur cette zone de 
contact dans la continuite des travaux de Carles- 
Gibergues.

Les etudes ont ete effectuees au moyen d'eprou
vettes mixtes associant un gros granulat de marbre 
de carrare et un mortier prepare avec un rapport 
liant/sable calcaire = 1,5. Ce rapport est choisi 
conformement au dosage du mortier retenu dans les 
betons de halite resistance prepares avec 700 kg de 
ciment par m . Nous presentons tout d'abord les re
sultats obtenus en 1'absence de fluidifiant comme 
dans le chapitre precedent. Dans 1'optique d'une 
application ä 1*analyse du comportement des betons 
de haute resistance nous presenterons ensuite 1*in
fluence de la nature de la fumee de silice en pre
sence de naphtalene sulfonate.

Les caracteristiques des silices choisies sont 
reportees au tableau 2. Nous avons choisi une silice 
reactive (n°1) et une autre contenant un pourcentage 
eleve de carbone qui la rend moins reactive aux Jeu
nes ages (no2). Nous avons egalement utilise la sili
ce n° 2 chauffee ä 550°C de fagon ä brSler son car
bone residuel : apres traitement, eile est reperee 
silice n°3 dans nos resultats.
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TABLEAU 2

Сал.ас*.ёллл4ллу1ел d-ел [итё-вл de ^LLlce

IV - 1- Influence de la nature de la fumee de silice 
en 1'absence de fluidifiant

Les differents mortiers sent prepares avec une 
teneur ponderale en eau (eau/ciment + silice) = 0,40

Les courbes de la figure 4 illustrent la crois- 
sance preferentielle des cristaux de portlandite 
dans le mortier au voisinage du gros granulat. Les 
deux silices dosees a 10 % en poids de liant condui- 
sent 5 une reduction notable de 1*indice d'orienta
tion. Ceci peut s'expliquer par la diminution de 
la porosite pres de I1interface due au remplissage 
des vides intergranulaires par les grains de fumee 
de silice qui jouent egalement le role de germe de 
cristallisation pour la portlandite. En outre il 
у a lieu de noter que la silice n°1 accelere 1'hy- 
dratation du ciment et diminue la fluidite ce qui 
contrarie le libre developpement des cristaux de 
portlandite. La silice n°2 entraine au contraire 
un retard aux jeunes ages mais il se forme une plus 
grande quantite d'aluminates hydrates dans I1aureole 
de transition.

Fi-дил-е 4 - OA-tentati-on Дел сллл*.аих 
de po/iJ-landLte darvs Ze» то?иЫ.елл 
mi voZAin.ag.e d'un. yio» уиишЛа*. : 

in-fLZnenee de la aadwte de Za »ZZLce 
en Z’ab4en.ce de f-Zu-UdifAjinZ.

Comme dans le cas des echantillons prepares avec 
du ciment pur, on peut enfin remarquer que I'ettrin- 
gite se forme en plus grande quantite au voisinage 
du gros granulat avec la silice comme I'indiquent 
les courbes de la figure _5. Ceci s'explique par la 
diffusion des ions SO, vers Г interface due 5 
I'existance d'un gradient de teneur en eau. En outre, 
dans le cas de la silice n°2 la quantite d'ettringite 
est plus importante que pour les autres echantillons. 
11 semble done que le C-A s'hydrate plus rapidement 
avec cet ajout puisque nous avons mentionne precedem- 
ment que la quantite d'aluminate hydrate etait eile 
aussi plus importante.

L*examen du MEB indique que la morphologie des 
faces de rupture des eprouvettes mixtes n'est pas 
affectee par I'addition de silice aux jeunes ages. 
On retrouve, cote granulat (figure 6), des depots 
de portlandite analogues ä ceux presentes dans le 
cas des eprouvettes mixtes preparees sans silice 
(figure 7).

FZguAe 5 - FonmaZZxin. de Z*eZZAZn^Lte 
au. еоллигад.е d'un. gnozs yianuZaZ 

dart» de» толЛй_елл рл.ёрал.4.4 дапл tZuijdLLjLZanZ 
(F./L = 0,4-0 - 7 j.oiUL»)



La figure 8 illustre le facies de rupture 
cote mortier d'une eprouvette ргёрагёе avec de la 
silice n°2 адёе de 7 jours. Sous le film dense de 
portlandite 1'ettringite finement сг151а1115ёе 
s'est dёveloppёe de fagon plus abondante que dans 
les autres ёргоиуе^ез ce qui confirme les analyses 
par DRX.

Fi-gmie. 6 - Face de ^u.ptu«.e cote g/ianu.l.ai.
d'шге ёр/изииеЛЛе nuxte рнёрал-ёе. avec ил. толЪ-ед 

corutenan-t de Ла ^ЛЛЛсе п°2 (lOYo du. лД-ОпЛ)
лапл t-luidL^Larit VL/L = 0, to - 7

Ь Лдиле 7 - Face de л.ирЛиле cote длалиЛаЛ.
а иле ёрлоиуеЛЛе тлхЛе рлёралее avec ип толЛДел 

»an.» <iZZZ.ce eZ ^апл ^.ЛшиНЦ-апЛ
(E./L = О, to - 7 ^.оилл)

Fcgmte 8 - (.pwuvette алаЛодие 
ä. ceZZe de Ла fAjgwte 7 

face de лирЛиле сбЛё mo/uLLen.

IV -2- Influence de la nature de la fumee de silice 
en presence de fluidifiant

IV -21- Hydratation des mortiers en ргёзепсе de flui
difiant '

La с1пё11дие d'hydratation а ё1ё апа1у5ёе par 
calorimötrie adiabatique sur des mortiers 1/3. Les 
courbes de la figure 9 indiquent la variation des 
instants d'apparition du maximum du flux thermique 
en fonction du dosage en fluidifiant.

Avec la silice n°1 1'hydratation aux jeunes ages 
_est toujours ассё1ёгёе par rapport au tёmoin ne con- ■ 
tenant pas de silice pour un dosage en fluidifiant 
1пЕёг1еиг a 4 %. Ce ^sultat n'est pas уёг!^ё quel- 
que soit le dosage en fluidifiant ; nous avons en 
effet pu уёННег que pour une valeur de 10 4 il у 
avait au contraire un retard par rapport au 1ёто1п.

Avec la silice n°2 le changement de comportement 
se produit ä un dosage beaucoup plus faible en flui
difiant (de I'ordre de 4%) qui correspond ä une 
valeur extreme иНИзёе dans la fabrication des Ьё- 
tons de haute ^sistance. Buil |14| a deja тепНоппё 
que la silice pouvait avoir ce role retardateur aux 
forts dosages en fluidifiant. Nous indiquons ici que 
toutes les silices ne. se comportent oas de la meme 
maniere et nous pensons que ceci peut etre аИг!Ьиё 
aux impuretes prösentes. En effet avec la silice n°3 
(silice n°2 гёchauffёe ä 550°C) et 4% de fluidifiant, 
le maximum de flux thermique apparait au bout de 10 
heures comme dans le cas de la silice n°1 au lieu 
de 14,5 heures avant le rechauffage.



instant d1apparition du maximum 
de flux thermique15

% fluidifiant
2

PLguAe, 9 - 'Зп.рллеп.с-е. de da natu/ie 
"32. da >зжёе de zsddi.ce

ed du do4ag.e en. n.aphdaden.e zudf.on.ate 
лил. d' hj/dn.adatdon. deA толАА-ел-Л.

IV -22- Formation de I1aureole de transition

Les courbes des figures 10, 11 et 12 represen- , 
tent l’orientation preferentielle des cristaux de 
portlandite au voisinage d'un gros granulat dans des 
mortiers prepares respectivement avec 1% de fluidi
fiant et diverses silices dosees ä 10%, 4% de fluidi
fiant et diverses silices dosees ä 10%, 4% de fluidi
fiant et divers dosages de la silice n°1.

En 1'absence de silice et comme nous l'avons 
indique par ailleurs |13| les cristaux de portlandite 
restent bien Orientes au voisinage du gros granulat.

Au contraire, la presence de fumee de silice 
conduit a une desorientation des cristaux de portlan
dite dans la zone interfaciale quelque soit le dosage 
en fluidifiant. Les courbes de la figure 13 permet
tent de verifier l'une des hypotheses formulees pre- 
cedemment pour expliquer ceci : le role de remplis- 
sage des grains de silice. Lorsque le dosage en sili
ce augmente (a teneur en eau constante) on observe 
une desorientation progressive des cristaux de por
tlandite dans I'aureole de transition. Par ailleurs 
la repartition des cristaux d‘ettringite dans cette 
zone est raodifiee ä cause de la diminution du gra
dient de teneur en eau (figure 13). Les vides inter- 
granulaires sent progressivement combles par les 
quantites croissantes de silice bien disperses au 
voisinage du gros granulat. De meme que pour les ions 
50д , 1з migration des ions Ca++ vers I1 interface 
est alors plus faible et les cristaux de portlandite 
sont faiblement Orientes malgre la bonne fluidite 
des mortiers

Fdgwte 10 - O^dendatdon. dezt слАл^аих de poAddanddde 
don..s dezi толААелл au vodidnag.e d'un. дл.ол длапиАоА : 

ind.duen.ee de da idatune de da 4dldce 
en рлёлепсе de (.dudddf.danA 11% en paidzs de cimenA)

FАдиле 11 - OnientaAdon. dezs слАлАаих de pozutAandiAe 
danzs Аел толААело au vodAinage d'un. длол длапиАаА : 

injLAuence de Aa паАи-ге de da ziLldae 
en рлёлепсе de f.-iuddi(.danA 1d%)

FАдиле 12 — OndeniaAAon deA слАлАаих de ponAlandiAe 
danA Аел толААелл au voisinage d’un длол длапиАаА : 

infAuence de Aa Aeneun en Aidice 
en pnezience de 4% de fAuAdif.AanA



FLgivie. 13 - QuantLle. d'еУтилдЗЛе. 
{,0/ипё.е. Зстл -1ел. то/иИ.гл.4 au voj-4in.ag.e.

d 'an. дл.04 длапиЛаХ : 
dn^duence de. -la quanXLtd de -4-LLlce 

en. p/ie-nence de ^duLdLfuanX.

Les figures 10 et 11 confirment Г influence 
relative des deux fumees de silice sur le develop- 
oement des cristaux de portlandite au voisinage d'un 
gros granulat. Comme en 1'absence de fluidifiant, 
la silice n°1 modifie davantage l'orientation prefe- 
rentielle que la silice n°2. Ceci est probablement 
du, comme l'indique la figure 9, ä une acceleration 
plus importante de 1' hydratation.

Avec un dosage de 4% en fluidifiant la courbe 
de la figure 11 relative ä la silice n°1 presente 
un palier. Nous avons dejä note une teile forme de 
courbe dans le cas des pätes pures de ciment port
land gachees, avec de fortes teneurs en eau |15|. 
On constate egalement un developpement des cristaux 
de portlandite avec orientation constante dans une 
zone de 10 ä 20 um voisine de 1'interface avec de 
tres forts dosages en fluidifiant (10%) et avec ou 
sans la fumee de silice n°1. L'existence de ce pa
lier n'est done pas causee par la seule presence 
de fumee de silice bien que I'ajout d'une silice 
qui, par sa teneur en impuretes, retarde I'hydrata- 
tion puisse permettre une telle croissance de la 
portlandite ä de plus faibles dosages en fluidifiant. 
La teneur en impurete» notamment en carbone, peut 
effectivement etre mise en cause car si on remplace 
la silice n°2 par la silice n°3 la courbe calorime- 
trique (cf. figure 9) et le developpement des cris
taux de CH (cf. la figure 10) sont pratiquement ana
logues ä ceux obtenus avec la silice n°1.

L'examen au NEB des facies de rupture des 
eprouvettes mixtes permet de completer I'analyse 
de I1influence des silices.

Pour un dosage de 4% en fluidifiant les figu
res 14a et 14b representent respectivement la fa5e 
granulat et la face mortier d'une eprouvette ägee 
de 7 jours. Au voisinage immediat dp granulat la 
portlandite se developpe sous forme de gros cristaux 
selon la face (00.1) parallele ä I'.interface • La 
figure 14b montre que de petits cristaux de CH, bien

formes mais plus petits, se developpent ä distance 
de 1'interface de fagon plus desordonnee.

Avec le meme dosage en fluidifiant et 10% de 
la fumee de silice n02 les figures 15a et 15b presen
tent des faces de rupture cote mortier egalement 
apres 7 jours de conservation. De gros cristaux de 
portlandite se developpent encore au voisinage de 
1'interface mais leur facies est tout ä fait diffe
rent : la croissance est beaucoup moins orientee 
qu'en 1'absence de silice.

a - face granulat

b - face mortier

Fi.gun.e ft - РасХёл de nuptuAe d'une epnouveXte mixte 
de толХХел e-)t рпералё avec de (XuidifXanX 

»апл »LLLce (Е/ЛХапХ =0,22-7 j.oivus)

Enfin avec la silice n°1 les figures 16 a et 
b illustrent un troisieme mode de croissance ä fai
ble orientation preferentielle (faces de rupture 
cote mortier).



И.дил.е. 15 - Ьа.сл.$л de -гир^и-ге d'une epA.ou.vette rtuxfce cöte mo/itZeA.
4% f.JjjAjdL^-Lan.t, ICP/o -3<_ti,ce n.°2, £/ДдхтЛ = 0,22 = 7 j.ouA4

rdgwie 16 - гсисл-ел de <ш.рХл1д.е d'un.e ep/iouveU-e mixte cote. mo/ctie/L : 
Wo de f.iuidif.Lanjt, /0% de »LLLce n.°1, eau/LLant =0,22, 7 ^.оилл

Ces cliches montrent que l'addition de fumee 
de silice modifie le developpement de la portlandite 
vraisemblablement parce que ses grains constituent 
des germes de cristallisation. (.'orientation 
preferentielle est alors logiquement plus faible 
mais il у a lieu de noter que la taille des cristaux 
formes au voisinage de 1'interface n'est pas 
reduite. Nous pouvons enfin remarquer des structures 
filamenteuses sur les faces de rupture : nous 
pensons qu'elles sent dues ä la condensation 
des molecules de naphtalene sulfonate qui, en 
migrant vers le granulat, ont sature la zone 
de contact.

La microstructure de 1*aureole de transition 
evolue considerablement entre 7 jours et 28 jours 
du fait de la reactions pouzzolanique. Celle-ci 
se manifeste par une diminution de I'intensite 
des pics de diffraction et par une modification 
du facies des hydrates : les gros cristaux formes 
ä 1'interface se transforment en un gel de texture 
plus dense (figure 17).

Fig,u.xe 17 - {.ace de AiiptuAe d'une epnouvette mixte 
cote gnarazlat - montien a.g.e de 28 

1ОУо 4LZi.ce n.°1



V - CONCLUSIONS

Les additions minerales agissent snr:la forma
tion de l'aureole de transition par leur presence 
physique et leur activite chimique.

Lorsque la granularite de l'ajout est voisine 
de celle des grains de clinker l'effet de paroi 
n'est pas notablement affecte. Cependant l'epaisseur 
de l'aureole de transition augments si les additions 
minerales accroissent la fluidite de la pate.
Lorsque la granularite de l'ajout est beaucoup plus 
faible que celle du clinker, la compacite au voisi- 
nage des interfaces avec les granulats augmente com
me dans le reste de la phase liante. Un dosage süf
fisant en particules fines peut annihiler les carac- 
teristiques nefastes de l'aureole de transition : 
gradient de teneur en eau et orientation preferen- 
tielle des cristaux de portlandite.

Les reactions chimiques des ajouts peuvent 
avoir des consequences ä la fois sur la formation 
de l'aureole de transition puis sur son evolution 
dans le temps.

Leur influence aux jeunes ages est essentiel- 
lement liee ä la cristallogenese des hydrates : ils 
peuvent constituer des germes de cristallisation 
(cas de la silice et des cendres contenant de la 
chaux vive) ou modifier la cinetique d'hydratation 
du clinker. A ce propos, il у a lieu de noter 1'im
portance de leur action sur le controle de 1'hydra
tion du CjA.

L'influence-des additions minerales dans l'au
reole de transition aux plus longues echeances n'est 
pas notablement differente de ce qu'elle est dans 
la masse du liant sauf lorsque 1'environnement par- 
ticulier favorise leur reaction. C'est le cas du fil
ler calcaire avec les grandes quantites d'aluminates 
hydrates formes dans leur voisinage, pres des inter
faces. C'est aussi celui des fumees de silice qui 
peuvent reagir plus rapidement pres de 1'interface 
ou la teneur en eau est localement plus elevee.

En conclusion lors du choix de la nature et 
des caracteristiques d'une addition minerale il est 
opportun de considerer son role specifique dans 
l'aureole de transition. En effet si certaines addi
tions contribuent ä diminuer les performances du 
cimentj-leur action benefique sur la zone de liaison 
pate - granulat peut se traduire par une alteration 
moins significative des qualites du beton. Les etu
des aux interfaces et sur betons doivent de ce fait 
constituer 1'un des elements d'analyse pour 1'opti- 
misation des additions minerales.
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UTILISATION DE LA POTENTIALITE HIDRAULIQUE DU CLINKER DANS LES CIMENTS 
PORTLAND AVEC AJOUT DE FILLERS CALCAIRES

1 - INTRODUCTION

Les cimenCs avec ajout calcaire se sont developpes en 
France depuis 1979, date ä partir de laquelle la Nor
malisation Frangaise a autorise leur fabrication et 
leur commercialisation en meme temps qufelle etablis- 
sait des exigences tres strictes au niveau des per
formances et de la regularite.

Le respect des exigences de performances imposees par 
la Regiementation et 1’adequation du produit aux be- 
soins reels du marche ont conduit ä des ciments dont 
le taux d'ajout calcaire se situe actuellement entre
10 et 25 Z suivant les classes de resistances, mais 
plus generalement autour d’un taux de 20 % d’ajout 
calcaire.

En 1983, sur vingt-trois millions de tonnes de ciment 
consommees en France, il у en a 16,5 millions de ton
nes ayant un taux d’ajout compris entre 5 et 35 % qui 
se distribuent ainsi : 7,7 millions de tonnes de ci
ment, ou rentrent des ajouts de filler calcaire, soit 
seuls, soit en association avec du laitier, des cen- 
dres ou des pouzzolanes ; 4,8 millions de tonnes de 
ciment avec ajout de laitier seul ; 2,8 millions de 
tonnes de ciment avec ajout de cendres ou pouzzolanes 
seules et 1,2 millions de tonnes de ciment avec ajout 
mixte laitier-cendres. Ceci montre la part importante 
des ciments avec ajout et en particulier de ceux qui 
ont comme constituants des fillers calcaires.

Pour que ces ciments ä taux d’ajout calcaire relati- 
vement eleve puissent se developper commercialement 
et avoir la part de marche qu’ils occupent actuel
lement, il etait necessaire de bien montrer qu’un 
ciment Portland avec ajout de filler calcaire (CPJ) 
possede les memes proprietes que le ciment Portland 
pur sans ajout (CPA) issu du тёте clinker et appar- 
tenant ä la meme classe de resistance en compression 
ä vingt-huit jours.

11 arrive en effet que ce point soit conteste en te
nant le raisonnement specieux suivant : "Lorsqu’un 
ciment Portland pur (CPA) et un ciment Portland avec 
ajout de filler calcaire (CPJ) appartenant ä la тёте 
classe de resistance ä vingt-huit jours sont gaches 
au meme rapport eau sur ciment, le rapport eau sur 
clinker du CPJ etant plus eleve que celui du CPA, il 
en resulte une porosite plus grande de la pSte hydra
tee du CPJ avec tous les risques qu’entralnerait 
cette consequence’1.

S’il est vrai, par definition тёте, qu’il у a moins 
de clinker dans un ciment avec ajout calcaire que 
dans un ciment Portland pur, il est tout aussi evi
dent que dans chacun des cas ce clinker ne pourra 
agir et developper ses resistances que s’il est suf- 
fisamment broye, Ce qui Importe done, ce n’est pas 
tant la quantite de clinker presente que I’activite 
hydraulique de ce clinker, Celle-ci se developpe 
grace au broyage et se traduit, apres gSchage, par la 
formation d’hydrates qui donneront les resistances et 
la reduction progressive de la porosite du materiau.

2 - VALORISATION du POTENTIEL HYDRAULIQUE du CLINKER
par AJOUT de FILLER INERTE

En France, comme dans de nombreux pays, les classes 
de oiments sont definies par le niveau des resis
tances mecaniques ä vingt-huit jours en mortier ISO a 
20°C, La classe de resistance la plus demandee est la 
classe 45 e’est-a-dire celle pour laquelle les ciments 

doivent avoir en moyenne une resistance a 28 jours ei 
mortier ISO proche de 45 MPa ; eile represente pres 
de 65 Z des demandes des utilisateurs.

La finesse de broyage necessaire pour obtenir 45 MPa 
de resistance en compression ä vingt-huit jours vari. 
suivant les clinkers. Une experience faite sur une 
population de quatorze clinkers industriels de prove' 
nances differentes et donnant les resistances ävingt 
huit jours en mortier AFNOR en fonction de la finess 
Blaine de broyage (figure 1) montre que :

- La finesse de broyage necessaire pour obtenir 45 MP 
ä vingt-huit jours est toujours inferieure a 
2700 cm2 g-1.

- Pour pres de la moitie des clinkers, la finesse de
broyage pour obtenir 45 MPa est тёте inferieure a 
2000 cm2/g-1.'

4000 6000

Figure 1 : Resistances ä vingt-huit jours obtenues e 
mortier AFNOR ä partir de quatorze clinkers en fonc
tion de leur finesse de broyage (la partie hachuree 
entre les courbes enveloppes (1) et (14) est la zont 
ou se situe 1’ensemble des courbes resistances-finei 
des quatorze ciments.

On voit done que pour obtenir la classe de resistant 
45 la plus couramment demandee, le clinker ne devra 
ёСге que grossierement broye si on veut un ciment 
Portland pur sans ajout. La fraction granulaire la 
plus grossiere du ciment obtenu est alors constitue« 
de grains de clinker qui ne s’hydratent pas et qui 
sont done, en grande partie, inutiles pour le develt 
pement des proprietes hydrauliques.

On con^oit done bien que la seule fagon de valorise- 
le potentiel hydraulique du clinker est de le broye- 
plus finement tout en ajoutant un filler inerte pou 
maintenir la resistance ä vingt-huit jours du cimen 
ä la valeur nominale de la classe de resistance de
mandee .

3 - EXPERIMENTATION et CARACTERISTIQUES des CIMENTS

Pour montrer que dans un ciment Portland avec ajout 
calcaire le resultat de I’activite hydraulique du 



clinker est au moins egal ä celui du CPA de m?me 
classe, malgre un taux de clinker moins important 
mais gräce ä une finesse de broyage plus poussee, 
nous avons suivi le developpement des hydrates et 
Revolution de la porosite de quatre ciments issus 
d'un mSme clinker :

. CPA 55 : ciment Portland Sans ajout ayant une 
resistance ä vingt-huit Jours de 
58,3 MPa.

, CPJ 55 : ciment Portland avec 15 % d'ajout cal- 
caire ayant une resistance ä vingt- 
huit Jours de 57,3 MPa ä peu pres 
identique au precedent.

Ces deux ciments, avec et Sans ajout, appar- 
tiennent tous deux ä la classe de resistance 
55.

. CPA 45 : ciment Portland sans ajout ayant une 
resistance ä vingt-huit Jours de
49,9 MPa.

. CPJ 45 t ciment Portland avec 27 7- d'ajout cal- 
caire ayant une resistance ä vingt- 
huit jours de 48,7 MPa, done tres pro
che de celle du CPA 45 precedent.

Ces deux ciments, avec et sans ajout, appar- 
tiennent tous deux ä la classe de resistance 
45.

Les ciments CPA 55 et CPA 45 ont ete obtenus en bro- 
yant le clinker d’origine aux finesses Blaine respec- 
tives de 3340 cm^g-l et 2250

Les ciments CPJ 55 et CPJ 45 ont ete obtenus en ajou- 
tant respectivement 15 et 27 % d’un тёте filler cal- 
caire ä un CPA du meme clinker broye ä une finesse, 
Blaine de 3970 cm2g"1. H est ä remarquer que la fi
nesse de broyage du clinker dans le CPJ 45 est plus 
elevee que celle du CPA 55«

Les caracteristiques de ces quatre ciments figurent 
au tableau 1. '

Finesse
Blaine 

du ciment 
■(cm2g‘*l)

Finesse
Blaine 

clinker seul
(cm2g-1)

Finesse
Blaine 

du calcaire 
(cm2g’})

Taux 
d'ajout 
calcaire

(Z)

CPA 55 3340 3340 - 0
CPJ 55 4180 3970 5400 15
CPA 45 2550 2550 — 0
CPJ 45 4360 3970 5400 27

Resistance compression
mortier AFNOR (MPa)

1 j 2 j . 7 j 28 j

CPA 55 15,1 25,5 43,8 58,3
CPJ 55 18,4 27,9 45,0 57,3
CPA 45 11,2 19,8 35,4 49,9
CPJ 45 14,9 23,3 37,3 4b,)

Tableau 1 : Caracteristiques des quatre ciments 
Studies.

On pent noter que dans chaque classe de ciment, pour 
des resistances ä vingt-huit jours equivalentes en 
CPA et CPJ, les resistances initiales ä un et deux 
jours des deux CPJ sont superieures ä celles des CPA 
correspondents. On retrouve lä un caractere general 
qui est la superiorite des resistances initiales du 
CPJ par rapport ä celles du CPA de тёте classe.

Cela s’explique si l’on salt que l’effet de la fi
nesse de broyage du clinker se fait beaucoup plus 
sentir sur les resistances initiales que sur les re
sistances ä vingt-huit jours alors que l’effet de 
l’ajout se fait sentir d’une fagon egale sur les re
sistances initiales et sur les resistances ä vingt- 
huit jours.

4 - SUIVI de l’EAU LIEE au COURS de 1'HYDRATATION

L'eau liee determinee sur les pates pures hydratees ä 
E/C 0,5 et 0,28 de chacun des quatre ciments ä diffe
rentes echeances apres stoppage d'hydratation ä1 * ace
tone ether, permet de suivre l'evolution des taux 
d’hydratation de huit heures a quatre-vingt dix jours 
(tableau 2).

Malgre une certaiue dispersion des resultats obtenus, 
on voit tres nettement que le clinker des CPJ s*hy
drate plus rapidement que celui des CPA car :

- a huit heures, l'eau liee des CPJ est toujours plus 
elevee que celle des CPA correspondants de meme 
classe ;

- ä un, deux, sept et vingt-huit jours, les valcurs 
de l'eau liee sont tres voisines entre le CPJ et le 
CPA de тёте classe ;

- ä quatre-vingt dix jours, la quantite d'eau liee des 
CPJ a tendance, trois cas sur quatre, ä etre senst- 
blement inferieure ä celle des CPA correspondants.

E/C =0,50

CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

8 h 4,5 7,0 4,6 6,4
1 j 15,2 15,3 14,0 13,8
2 j 18,8 17,2 16,2 15,5
7 j 22,0 22,0 19,8 19,5

28 j 24,6 23,6 24,4 22,5
90 j 27,0 24,6 26,2 23,1

E/C = 0,28

8 h 7,4 8,4 5,9 7,0
1 j 15,1 14,2 13,2 13,0
2 j 16,8 15,8 15,5 15,0
7 j 18,9 18,2 17,2 17,5

28 j 20,6 19,5 18,9 19,6
90 j 20,6 19,5 18,9 19,6

Tableau 2 : Pourcentage d'eau liee ä diffe
rentes echeances de chacun des quatre ciments 
hydrates en pate pure ä E/C = 0,5 et a 
E/C = 0,28.

Ainsi les CPJ, bien que contenant moins de canker que 
les CPA de meme classe, ont gräce a la plus grande f



nesse-du clinker un taux d’hydratation d’abord plus 
eleve aux tres courtes echeances, puls identique ä 
celui des CPA jusqu’ä vingt-huit jours et legerement 
inferieur de vingt-huit ä quatre-vingt dix jours, 
periods pendant laquelle Revolution du taux dfhy
dratation s’est aussi stabilises.

II est ä remarquer par ailleurs que cette stabilite 
est plus vite acquise tant pour les CPJ que pour les 
CPA, au E/C de 0,28 qu^u E/G de 0,5. Nous pouvons 
expliquer cela par le fait qurä un rapport E/C de 
0,28 les quant ites dfeau disponibles pour l1hydra— 
tation deviennent rapidement plus faibles et la vi— 
tesse d’Hydratation se ralentit.

5 - EVOLUTION de la POROSITE

La porosite des pätes pures hydratees ä E/C de 0,5 et 
de 0,28 pour chacun des quatre ciments entre un et 
quatre-vingt dix jours a ete mesuree au moyen d’un 
porosimctre a mercure, Celui-ci pennet d’obtenir 
(tableau 3)ola porosite comprise entre 0,0075 micro
metres (75 A) et 120 micrometres.

E/C = 0,50

CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

1 j 41 40 44 42
2 j 38 38 40 40
7 j 32 32 34 34

28 j 26 26 27 30
90 j 21 23 23 26

E/C = 0,28

1 j 22 21 23 25
2 j 16 18 17 19
7 j 13 13 14 15

28 j 9 10 10 12
90 j 7 7 9 9

Tableau 3 : Mesure de la porosite (exprimee en 
pourcentage de volume) ä differentes echeances de 
chacun des quatre ciments hydrates en pSte pure ä 
E/C = 0,5 et ä E/C » 0,28.

Avant chaque mesure, 1’echantillon de p3te hydratee a 
ete :

- concasse ä une dimension de 5 ä 10 mm ;
- mis sous vide pendant cinq minutes *
- sounds pendant six heures ä un echange сай

те thanol
- seche a I’air pendant 
I’etuve a 40° pendant

une demi—heure, puis a 
douze heures.

D’une faqon tout ä fait analogue a ce que nous avons 
remarque precedeirment pour la teneur comparee en eau 
liee des CPA et CPJ de meme classe, on voit que :

- ä un jour, la porosite des CPJ a tendance (trois 
cas sur quatre) ä etre moins elevee que celle des 
CPA, de meme classe ;

- ä deux, sept et vingt-huit jours, les valeurs des 
porosites sont tres voisines entre le CPJ et le CPA 
correspondant de meme classe ;

- ä quatre-vingt dix jours, la porosite des CPJ a 
tendance (uniquement pour les pates hydratees a 
un rapport E/C de 0,5) ä etre sensiblement plus 
elevee que celle des CPA de meme classe.

L1evolution de la porosite se stabilise egalement au 
cours de cette periode et plus particulierement en 
pates hydratees au E/C = 0,28.

En resume, on constate done qu’entre CPA et CPJ de 
meme classe, les porosites sont tres voisines avec 
toutefois une tendance pour les CPJ a avoir une po
rosite legerement plus faible ä un jour et un peu 
plus elevee apres vingt-huit jours.

L’examen des spectres de porosite de chacun de ces 
quatre ciments hydrates en pate pure ä E/C = 0,5 
montre, de la meme maniere, que la repartition des 
pores en function de leur dimension est la meme pour 
les ciments purs que pour les ciments avec ajout de 
filler calcaire (figures 2 a,b,c).

La dimension des pores de la pSte hydratee est es- 
sentiellement function de 1 *avancement de 1*Hydra
tation ; e’est pourquoi ä vingt-huit et quatre-vingt 
dix jours, les pores se situent respectivement a 
partir de 0,1 micrometres et 0,05 micrometres quel 
que soit le ciment alors qu’ä deux jours la dimen
sion des pores est un peu plus elevee pour le CPA 45 
que pour le CPA 55 et les deux CPJ, ce qui traduit 
bien I’avancement plus pousse de 1’Hydratation des 
deux CPJ aux jeunes ages.

6 - POROSITE - RESISTANCE

Les correlations entre les resistances en mortier 
AFNOR et les porosites en pSte pure ä E/C = 0,5 sont 
excellentes (tableau 4),
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Figure 2(a) (Ъ) (с) : Repartition de la porosite en 
p3te pure ä E/C = 0,5 aux echeances de : (a) 2 jours ; 
(b) 28 jours ; (c) 90 jours.

Pour les huit valeurs de CPA (deux CPA, quatre eche
ances), le coefficient P de correlation simple röeis— 
tance-porosite est egal a -0,991 (il est meme 6gal i 
0,996 si on ecarte l’echeance ä vingt-huit jours du 
CPA 45).

Pour les huit valeurs de CPJ (deux CPJ, quatre eche. 

ances), le coefficient f de correlation simple resis- 
tance-porosite est egal a -0,993.

Lorsqu’on groupe les huit valeurs de CPJ et les sept 
valeurs de CPA, cette correlation reste excellente 
et le coefficient de correlation reste inchange 
P = -0,994 (figure 3).

Echeance 1 jour 2 jours 7 jours 28 jours

CPA 55
CPA 45
CPJ 55
CPJ 45

P R P R P R P R

4! 15,1
41 11,2
40 18,4
42 14,9

38 25,5
40 19,8
38 27,9
40 23,3

32 43,8
34 35,4
32 45,0
34 37,3

26 58,3 
(27 49,9)
26 57,3
30 48,7

Coefficient de correlation multiple

CPA 55

CPA 45

CPJ 55

CPJ 45

Pour les 8 couples 
de valeurs 
f = -0,991

Pour les 7 couples 
de valeurs (1 
P= -0,996

Pour les 
15 couples 
de valeurs 
P = -0,994

Pour les 8 couples 
de valeurs 
f = -0,993

p = % porosite päte pure E/C * 0,5
R s resistance mortier AFNOR en MPa
(1) en ne prenant pas en compte l’echeance ä vingt- 

huit jours du CPA 45.

Tableau 4 : Correlation Resistance mortier AFNOR/ 
Porosite pate pure ä E/C * 0,5.

Figure 3 : Correlation Resistance mortier AFNOR-et 
porosite pate pure ä E/C = 0,5«

Ce qui indique bien qu’un CPJ presente la m^me poro
site qu’un CPA pour une meme resistance mortier.



7 - SUIVI du TAUX de PORTLANDITE en COURS d'HYDRATA- 
TION

Le taux de Portlandite Ca(OH)2 determine par analyse 
thermo-ponderale (ATP) sur pate pure ä E/C = 0,5 (ta
bleau 5) est egalement un moyen de suivre le taux 
d'hydratation comme nous lravons fait precedemment 
avec le taux d*eau Нее, Il est interessant de noter 
tout d'abord qu'il у a effectivement une tres bonne 
coherence entre le taux d’eau liee et le taux de Por
tlandite aussi bien pour les CPA que pour les CPJ 
avec ajout calcaire (tableau 6). Le rapport % eau 
liee/% Portlandite est le meme pour le CPJ que pour 
le CPA.

Les conclusions que lfon peut tirer du suivi des taux 
de la Portlandite sont done les memes que celles eta
blies avec I’eau liee : teneurs en Ca(0H)2 tres voi- 
sines entre CPA et CPJ de mSme classe, done meme taux 
d'Hydratation jusqu'ä vingt-huit jours.

Echeances CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

7 j . 12 12 13 12
28 j 14 14 15 13
90 j 16 15 16 14

Tableau 5 : Taux de Portlandite mesure par ATD sur 
päte pure ä E/C = 0,5 ä differentes echeances.

Echeances CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

7 j 1,8 1,8 1,5 1,6
28 j 1,8 1,7 1,6 1,7
90 j 1,7 1,6 1,6 1,7

Tableau 6 : Valeurs du rapport Z eau liee/Z Portlan
dite ä differentes echeances pour les quatre ciments. 

8 - EVOLUTION de la DECROISSANCE du C3S par DIFFRAC
TION X

Les mesures de diffraction ont ete faites pour sui
vre la disparition des anhydres : C3S (raie a 1.77 
Angström) au cours de 1'hydratation en päte pure a 
E/C = 0,5 et ä E/C = 0,28 de chacun des quatre ci
ments (tableau 7).
De meme que nous avions observe un developpement plus 
rapide des hydrates en CPJ qu'en CPA, nous retrouvons 
une diminution plus rapide du C3S dans le CPJ compa— 
rativement au CPA de meme classe.

Cette diminution plus rapide du C3S dans les CPJ est 
particulierement nette avec les ciments de classe 45 
ou la difference de finesse du clinker entre CPA et 
CPJ est la plus grande.

Il est ä noter que dans les deux CPA hydrates en pa
te pure ä E/C = 0,5, il reste apres vingt-huit jours 
encore pres de 10 Z du C3S initial non combine alors 
que dans le CPJ le C3S s'est entierement hydrate.

Au-dela de vingt-huit jours, le C3S des CPA continue 
de s'hydrater en partie mais il en reste d’une fagon 
visible ä quatre-vingt dix jours et vraisemblablanent

au-dela sans peut-etre ne jamais se combiner, ni don
ner de resistance car insuffisamment broye.

Echeances
E/C = 0,50

CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

Anhydre 62 56 60 49
8 h — 50 50 36
1 j 30 28 30 15
2 j 27 23 24 11
7 j 13 6 14 3

28 j 5 traces 6 traces
90 j 2 traces traces traces

E/C = 0,28

Anhydre 62 56 60 49
8 h 57 46 57 33
1 j 32 25 30 19
2 j 22 20 23 13
7 j 20 13 23 6

28 j 17 10 17 4
90 j 12 10 15 4

Tableau 7 : Evolution des hauteurs de pics (raie a 
1,77 A) du CjS dans les pätes hydratees ä E/C = 0,5 
et E/C = 0,28 des quatre ciments.

Le comportement est analogue a E/C = 0,28 mais, a 
partir de sept jours, la diminution du C3S se ralen- 
tit encore plus fortement et ä quacre-vingt dix jours 
la quantite de C3S initial demeure encore relative- 
ment importante.

9 - ALUMINATE TRICALCIQUE et FORMATION de MONOCARBO
ALUMINATE

Les mesures de diffraction X ont permis egalement de 
suivre la disparition du C3A (raie a 2,7 Angstrom) au 
cours de l'hydratation en päte pure ä E/C = 0,5 et a 
E/C = 0,28 (tableau 8).

Tableau 8 : Evolution des hauteurs de pics (rare a 
2,7 A) du C3A dans les pates hydratees ä E/C = 0,5 
et E/C = 0,28 des quatre ciments.

E/C = 0,50

CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

Anhydre 32 39 32 33
8 h 33 35 32 27
1 j 26 27 22 20
2 j 15 22 14 16
7 j 5 5 9 4

28 j traces traces 2 traces
90 j traces traces traces traces

E/C = 0,28

Anhydre 32 39 32 33
8 h 29 31 28 25
1 j 23 23 23 20
2 j 16 18 18 14
7 j 13 12. 13 5

28 j 9 8 9
90 j 7 8 9 4 J



Le pic du C3A etant moins important, il est plus dif
ficile d'observer une difference significative entre 
CPA et CPJ.

Cette difference cependant apparatt encore assez net- 
tement avec la classe 45 oü l’on retrouve la diminu
tion plus rapide du C3A dans le CPJ,

A E/C = 0,28, la diminution du taux d’aluminate tri- 
calcique se ralentit fortement ä partir de sept Jours 
comme pour le C3S ; ä quatre-vingt dix Jours la quan- 
tite de C3A initial demeure encore relativement im
portante ,

Les mesures de diffraction X montrent ä l’echeance de 
sept Jours 1’apparition de monocarboalyminate de 
chaux : C3A, СОзСа.1Ш2О (raie ä 7,63 A) dans chacun 
des deux CPJ (tableau 9). Il est difficile de donner 
une estimation en pourcentage des quantites formees 
mais elles paraissent sensiblement identiques dans 
chacun des deux CPJ qui, rappelons—le, sont consti— 
tues du тёте clinker broye ä la meme finesse et ne 
different que par la quantite de l’ajout calcaire plus 
eleve dans le CPJ 55 que le CPJ 45.

Le filier calcaire n’est done pas veritablement un 
inerte puisqu’il reagit avec I1aluminate triealeique 
pour donner du carboaluminate comme cela a deja ete 
montre par d’autres chercheurs(l). Malgre l’interSt 
que presente cette reactivite du filler, nous ne pen- 
sons pas qu’elle soit determinante dans les proprie— 
täs du CPJ et, compte tenu de ce que nous avons^vu 
precedemment, ce sont avant tout les hydrates deve— 
loppes par la finesse de broyage du clinker qui sont 
les elements determinants de la qualite et des per
formances des ciments avec ajout calcaire. 

E/C = 0,50

CPA 55 CPJ 55 CPA 45 CPJ 45

8 h 0 0 0 0
1 j 0 0 0 0
2 j 0 0 0 0
7 j 0 11 0 1 1

28 j 0 19 0 28
90 j 0 38 0 39

E/C 0,28

8 h 0 0 0 0
1 j 0 0 0 0
2 j 0 0 0 0
7 j 0 3 0 5

28 j 0 7 0 10
90 j 0 6 0 12

Tableau 9 : Evolution deg hauteurs de pics par dif
fraction X (raie a 7.63 A) du monocarboaluminate de 
chaux dans les pätes hydratees ä E/C = 0,5 et E/C = 
0,28 des quatre ciments.

CONCLUSION

Nous avons ainsi montre que lorsqu’un ciment Portland 
pur (CPA) et un ciment Portland avec ajout de fillers 
calcaires (CPJ) appartenant tons deux ä la meme clas
se de resistance ä vingt—huit jours sont gaches au 
тёте rapport eau sur ciment (eau/CPA = eau/CPJ), on 
obtient des pates hydratees de тёте porosite $ les

proprietes en mortiers et betons qui en decoulent se- 
ront done identiques pour chacun des deux ciments.

Ce resultat est obtenu par un broyage plus pousse du 
clinker dans le CPJ que dans le CPA, ce qui permet 
d’obtenir avec le'CPJ des quantites d’hydrates iden
tiques ä celles du CPA bien qu’il у ait moins de 
clinker dans le ciment CPJ avec ajout que dans le ci
ment pur CPA.

L’intdrSt de 11 incorporation d’un filler calcaire dais 
un ciment apparatt ainsi tres clairement : en utili- 
sant moins de clinker mais en developpant mieux le 
potential hydraulique de ce clinker par un broyage 
approprie, on obtient un ciment avec ajout qui aura 
en tout point les memes proprietes que celles d’un ci
ment Portland pur habituel. Il pourra repondre aux тё- 
mes exigences car la composition et la structure de la 
pSte liante obtenue apres hydratation sont identiques,

En corollaire, il faut souligner toute 1’importance 
qu’il у a ä contrßler et ä maftriser la finesse reelle 
de broyage du clinker dans le ciment avec ajout car 
e’est la finesse de broyage du clinker qui est I’ele- 
ment determinant de la qualite du CPJ au filler cal
caire .
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THE VARIATION OF ACTIVITY INDEX OF SLAG

1. Introduction

The sum of blast furnace slag produced in Japan was
24.8 x 10" ton in 1984. The share of water-quenched 
granulated slag was 46.6%. The gradually-cooled slag 
was used mainly for subbase of road, and the use-of 
granulated slag was mainly for slag cement. The pro
duction of slag cement was 8.6 x 10® ton, which 
holds 12.3% of total production of all cements, and 
is estimated to hold 20% in near future.

The method of manufacture of slag cement is mostly 
separate-grinding of slag with gypsum, and then 
mixing with ordinary portland cement (OPC) at cement 
plant. The blending ratio is around 50 : 50.

The slag activity index is one of the method of 
evaluation for the latent hyraulicity of slag. But, 
the author shows that the slag activity index varies 
not only with slag, also with OPC used.

2. Slag Activity Index

The slag activity index (A.I)(1) is calculated as 
follows;

A.I = Si/So x 100 —1)

where Si and So is strength of blended cement and 
OPC, respectively.

On the other hand, the basicity (2) of slag is also 
used for evaluating the hydraulicity of slag.

Basicity = (A+C+Ml/S --2)

where A, С, M and S is AlzOs, CaO, MgO and 510г, 
respectively.

Fig. 1 shows the relation between A.I. and basicity. 
The slags-were 13 kinds, which came from 13 different

iron works, and mixed with one of OPC in laboratiry 
mixer. The mixing ratio was 50 : 50. The strength 
test was done by JISR5201, which uses 1 : 2 mortar 
and water-cement ratio of 65%. The specimen was cured 
up to 28 days in water at 293°K. Then, compressive 
strength was tested. The relation is better with 
considering the fineness of slag.

BlaineА1?03*СзО*МдО

Fig. 1 Activity Index and Basicity of Slag

Table 1 Chemical composition of slag ground with Gypsum

slag
SiO?

chemical analysis
Alг0э Feг0 a CdO

(%)
MgO SOs Na?0

basicity glass Blaine
(cm’/g)КгО content(%)

A 31.7 14.2 0.5 41.1 6.2 2.8 0.22 0.33 1.88 100 3,580
В 32.1 13.4 0.5 40.9 6.0 3.4 0.15 0.27 1.80 100 3,840
C 31.9 13.1 0.8 39.1 7.1 3.3 0.22 0.37 1.79 100 3,950
0 31.6 11.9 0.4 41.7 8.5 3.1 0.15 0.24 1.90 98 4,090
E 31.8 12.2 0.4 41.1 5.4 3.1 0.20 0.34 1.78 99 4,230

Table 2 Chemical composition of ordinary portland cement

OPC
No.

chemical analysis 1)
КгО

81 a 1 re 
(cm2/g)Loss Insol $102 АЪОз ЕегОз CaO Ny.i SOs NaaO

1 0.6 0.1 22.1 5.3 3.0 63.6 1 .8 2.0 0.39 0.56 3,520
2 1.0 0.1 21.9 5.4 2.8 63.9 1 .E 2.0 0.33 0.71 3,170
3 0.5 0.1 21.4 5.5 3.6 64.5 1 -1 1.9 0.28 0.54 3,030
4 0.8 0.1 22.0 5.8 3.0 53.8 1.7 2.0 0.29 0.51 3,300
5 0.7 0.2 21.6 5.5 3.0 64.0 1.2 2.1 0.40 0.51 3,480
6 0.5 0.1 22.2 5.5 2.8 53.7 1.6 2.1 0.26 0.64 3,230
7 1.1 0.4 21.7 5. i 3.0 63.5 1 .6 2.0 0.49 0.45 3,200
8 0.8 G.l 22.3 5.9 2.7 63.2 1.7 2.0 0.26 0.26 3,120
9 0.7 0.1 22.4 5.0 3.1 64.2 0.9 2.1 0.31 0.56 3,270



3. Strength of Slag Cement

To evaluate the A.I., mortar strength of blended 
cements, which are the mixtures of 5 kinds of slag 
and 9 kinds of ORC,, were tested. All of them came 
from different iron works and cement plants. The 
chemical compositions and fineness were shown in 
Table 1 and 2. The mixing ratio of slag to OPC was 
50 : 50.

Fig. 2 is the results of strength tests. The 7 
days-strength of slag cement depends mainely on the 
strength of OPC. The 28 days-strength is not 
parallel to that of OPC. This means that slag 
contributes to the later-age strength of slag cement. 
Here, the author emphasizes that the 28 days-strength 
of a slag cement is influenced by the OPC used. For 
example, the slag cements made with OPC N0.1 and 3 
show the better strength development. On the other 
hand, the slag cements made with OPC N0.6 and 8 show 
the worse strength development. This means that the 
capability of OPC as activator to the hydraulicity of 
slag differs between CPCs. The specification (1) 
informs such phenomena in its Appendix. F.Schroeder 
and R.Vinkeloe (3) mentioned two examples which 
clinkers having high lime contents gave good 
influence to the strength of slag cements. R. Kondo 
(<) found early that the strength distribution of 
synthetic slags differs by the kind of activator, 
such as Ca(OH)z and CaSO».

The author tried to find the factors to dominate the 
activation capability of OPC, but could not succeed.

4. Variation of Slag Activity Index

The above mentioned results bring on the fear that 
the slag activity index varies with slag, also with 
OPC used. Table 3 shows the slag activity index 
calculated from Fig. 2. The coefficient of variation 
of A.I. between slags is Cs = 8.4T in average, and 
that between OPC is Cp = 4.4». Namely, the slag
activity index is influenced considerably with OPC 
used. This fact was confirmed statistically in Table 
4 of analysis of variance, which shows that OPC is 
highly significant to A.I., just as slag is so.

OPC No.

Fig. 2 Mortar Strength of OPC and Slag Cement 
(Slag /OPC=50/50)

Table 4 Analysis of variance for activity index

factor sum of 
squares

degrees of 
freedom

variance variances 
ratio

slag 2004.42 4 501.10 40.61**
OPC 672.02 8 84.00 6.81**

residual 394.8.9 32 12.34

total 3071.33 44

Table 3 Slag activity index and its variation (28d.)

si ag
1 2 3

OPC
6 7 8 9

statistics
4 5 <7 C(%)

A 95.4 98.9 97.1 92.1 93.6 86.5 94.5 88.8 96.7 93.7 3.37 4.0
В 95.1 93.1 94.7 84.6 88.7 83.4 90.3 84.9 94.8 90.0 4.49 5.0
C 107.8 107.1 104.4 99.7 105.9 93.7 104.0 98.2 102.6 102.6 4.35 4.2
D 115.5 116.4 110.2 106.9 107.2 99.8 110.0 101.4 108.7 108.5 5.28 4.9
E 98.5 94.2 92.7 - 90.5 86.7 96.3 90.6 95.5 93.3 3.59 3.8

102.5 101.9 99.8 95.8 97.2 90.0 99.0 92.8 99.7 X ffp CP

8.76 10.00 7.51 10.83 7.94 7.04 8.45 7.08 5.97 97.6 4.22 4.4
s 

cs(%) 8.5 9.8 7.5 11.3 8.2 7.8 8.5 7.6 6.0

C (%) 8.4

x : mean
» : standard deviation
c : coefficient of variation



5. Quality control of Slag Cement

The fact above mentioned means that the slag activity 
index is not useful to control the strength develop
ment of slag cement. Actually, the control at cement 
plant depends on the basicity and fineness of slag, 
and clinker quality and fineness of OPC, and also 
mixing ratio. They can control the quality of slag 
cement at real time.

In U.K., some of the ready-mixed concrete plant mix 
the ground slag in replacement of OPC (5)(6). But, 
they have not so many factors at ready mixed-concrete 
plant site, as at cement plant site, to control the 
quality of slag cement. The author claims such 
ready-mixed slag concrete should not be applied in 
general use.

6. Conclusion

The slag activity index varies not only with slag, 
but also with OPC. The activation capability of OPC 
to the hydraulicity of slag differs between OPCs. 
The author feels the difficulty in controling the 
quality of slag-replacement ready-mixed concrete.
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CiiMÜNTS WITH ШИKRAL ADMXTURiS:STATä CF ТНд ART AKD fROsrüCTS

Although the manufacturing and use of ce
ments with mineral admixtures had been known 
from the beginning of this century it were 
only the last one or two decades that saw 
an increasing interest to this cements in 
all industrial countries aroused in connec
tion with multipled fuel costs. The report 
by Dutron /1/ preducts that the average con
tent of admixtures in cement will increase 
by I99O to as much as 23% in Western Europe, 
to 12% in the United States, and to 10% in 
Japan. By 2000, the proportion of admixtu
res in cement will increase, on the average,
1.5 or 2 times above this level.

1. Classification of admixtures. Stan
dards concerning classification of admixtu
res used in cement manufacture and/or speci
fications for such admixtures have been de
veloped in many countries, including, for 
example, the USA, West Germany, Romania, and 
Rast Germany. One of the more complete clas
sifications may be found in the Soviet stan
dard GOST 24640-81 /2/. It categorizes the 
admixtures into active mineral, fillers, 
technological, and those controlling the 
main and special properties of cement.

This report will survey the experience 
which has Deen accumulated in using cements 
with mineral admixtures.

2. Specifications and estimation of ef
fectiveness of mineral admixtures. Despite 
the vast literature on the chemistry and 
properties of cements with admixtures /3-5/ 
there has not been elaborated so far a sui
table method of direct quantitative esti
mation of activity of admixtures which could 
substitute for the existing empirical tech
niques. Indeed, the data on chemical and 
mineralogical composition of an admixture, 
degree of crystallization, content of vi
treous phase, etc., enable one to characte
rize the material as an active mineral ad
mixture only with some probability, but to 
issue an accurate conclusion direct testing 
is needed.

According to the Soviet standard, an ad
mixture is categorized as active provided it 
meets the requirements as follows«

- for a cement paste of normal consisten
cy prepared of the mix of the finely ground 
material with hydrated lime in the 4s1 pro
portion with a small addition of gypsum,
the final set is not later than 7 days af
ter mixing with water; .

- the specimen immersed in water after 
the final set is not washed out and retains 
clear cut edges for at least 3 days;

-for blended portland cement containing 
3Q6 or 40% of the characterized material 
(depending on the type of admixture), the 
setting concentration of calcium hydroxide 
in the liquid phase should be at least
O.5 iumol/1 below the saturation isoterm.

For artificial admixtures, the latter 
test is replaced by the strength tests for 
rod specimens prepared from a mix of the 
material being defined with hydrated lime 
and gypsum and steam cured to some specifi
ed procedure. The bending strength of the
se specimens should be at least 1 iiFa, and 
the compressive strength at least 5 MEa.

A simple and convenient criterion to es
timate the effectiveness of an admixture is 
the coefficient of relative clinker requi
rement for a concrete defined as the ratio

BG (IOC - A)
Kcl = ----—------- 'GJ- 100 K

where BG stands for blended cement (with ad
mixture) requirement in kg/m^; A for the 
percentage of admixture; and FG for plain 
cement requirement in kg/m^.

An admixture is claimed efficient if 
kc1 «0.95.

3. nomenclature of active mineral admix
tures. In the USSR 28 to 30 million tons of 
various materials, mainly industrial wastes, 
is annually used as admixtures in cements. 
These materials include metallurgical slags 
(blast-furnace and thermophosphorous), berg- 
meal, metallurgical molding sand, diatomite, 
belite slurry, flyash and cinder. The list 
of admixtures in use is being expanded but 
the main proportion falls to blast furnace 
granulated slags which are completely uti-



lized- in this country.
The quality of slags is assessed nainly 

by their chemical analysis. The reactive 
components of slag are CaO and AlgOj added 
by LigO given its content not exceeds 10 wt

The passive components include SiOg, 
TiOg, I.iiO and a proportion of ligO in excess 
of 1Q;5.

'/Zhen the ligO content of slag exceeds 
14-15;6, there is a risk of magnesial expan
sion and the quality of slag is markedly 
lower. Therefore, the Soviet standard GCST 
5476-74 puts the upper limit on i-lgO content 
at 15.Й. It allows, however, a higher con
tents of MgO up to the highest level met in 
industrial slags (16-17ZJ) provided the ma
terial simultaneously contains exceedingly 
high percentage of AlgC^ > up to 12-15/«» 
A high I.gO content increases the activity 
of aP+ ions and facilitates their transi
tion into an octahedral coordination with 
oxygen. As a result the mobility of the Al-0 
bond increases and this compensates to a 
large degree of decrease of CaO in the slag. 
Hitber proportions of AlgO^, an oxide of 
intermediate basicity, leads also to a nar
row field of primary crystallisation of kgO 
and increases its solubility in slags glass. 
This prevents magnesi-al expansion of the 
cement.

Thermophosphorous slags of electric 
steelmaking primarily contain glass of vol- 
lastonite composition. The activity of 0 
in these slags is lower than in blast fur
nace slags, and the degre of polymerisa
tion of the anionic sceleton is higher in 
accordance with the lower ratio q2“/S • 

Accordingly, equal strength cements with 
themophosphorous slags contains 10% to 
15% smaller proportions of admixture than 
blast-furnace slag cements.

An advantage of thermophosphorous slag 
cements is due to their enhanced sulphate 
resistance, which results from almost com
plete absence of А120^ in the slag. This 
quality have led to an industrial techno
logy which uses these slags and ordinary 
clinker to yield high quality, sulfate-re

sistant, slag portland cement which excels 
in quality the sulfate-resistant portland 
cement and is much cheaper to produce and 
with lesser energy requirements.

The slags of nonferrous metallurgy con
tain large proportions of ferrous oxides in 
the form of and FeU. Granulation vir
tually does not improve their activity, but 
has a bearing on their hardness and grinda
bility. When these slags are hydrated in 
an alkali medium, FeO is graduarly oxidized 
by air oxygen into Fs^Cn so that the ini
tial ratio of FeO/Fe?O- almost does not af
fect the slag activity. By their effect on 
the cement strength, the ferrous slags are 
inferior to blast furnace and thermophospho- 
rous slags, and are about equivalent to 
pozzolans. No loss of strength was noted in 
a prolonged hydration of cement containing 
Portland cement clinker, gypsum, and ferri
ferous slag from copper-melting manufacture 
in a proportion of 30 wt ?»• After one year 
of setting the cement stone exhibited low 
basicity hydrosilicates, hydroferrites, 
and iron hydroxide. There was no evidence 
of ferrous compounds similar to calcium 
sulfoalumlnate hydrates.

A remarkable property of nonferrous slag 
cements is due to the high degree of pro
tection they offer to steel reinforcement 
elements. They consume oxygen which pene
trates into the cement stone by oxidizing 
FeO to Ув20^. This property of the slags 
to inhibit oxygen agressive action is even 
higher than that of the known inhibitor - 
sodium nitrite-nitrate.

Coal slags containing CaO in propor
tions of 25-40% approach in their basicity 
to electric thermophosphorous slags, but 
differ from the latter by a greater acti
vity of the glass which they contain in 
lesser proportions. With 30 to 40% coal 
slags interground with clinker, the resul
tant cement exhibits a 28-day compressive 
strength of up to 35-40 LIBa.

The quality of bellte slime is governed 
by the residual content of alkali oxides, 
basically N820. Given the residual content



cf E20 in slag not exceeds 1.0-1.2^. (ex
pressed as the Na20 equivalent of the total 
alkalies), the belite slime is a valuable 
component for portland cement clinker and 
an effective admixture to cement. The 28- 
daj compressive strength of cements with 
up to 15-20^ of belite slime amounts to 
40-50 MPa. Where the slag contains a higher 
proportions of B20, special precautions 
should be considered to protect the con
crete from cement bleeding and alkali cor
rosion.

Acid flyash as admixture has received a 
rather thorough treatment and is widdly 
utilized in many contries, including Hun
gary, France, Poland, and the Soviet Union.

A considerable interest is attracted to 
basic flyash containing higher proportions 
of free CaO. In the USSR, such flyash has 
been utilized to produce a self-stressing 
cement with a self-stress energy is excess 
of 2.0 MPa, a non-shrinking cement, and a 
cement with controlled linear expansion.

Scanning electron microscopy has revea
led that the expansive properties of a ce
ment are conditioned by the shape of ettrin
gite formations that occur in hydration of 
the flyash cement. If the cement stone ex
hibits formless star-like clusters of sub- 
fine-crystalline fibres of ettringite, it 
will possess excessive expansion and the 
flyash cement will not pass a soundness 
test. Where ettringite forms into long pri
smatic crystals, these reinforce the set
ting cement paste and give it an increased 
strength and density. Such cements exhibit 
linear expansion within 0.5-2%, pass sound
ness tests, and demonstrate a 28-day com
pressive strength of 40-50 l.'JPa at a self 
stressing of 2.0-5.0 MPa. Prolonged tests 
of complex reinforced concrete structures 
made with these cements have confirmed 
their high durability.

The most general and definitive proper
ty of all active mineral admixtures is in 
their lower basicity as compared with port
land cement clinker. Therefore, admixtures 
enter acid-basic interactions with mine

rals of clinker and facilitate more full 
utilization of its chemical energy. The in
tensity of the interaction defines the acti
vity of the admixture, being controlled by 
many factors such as chemical composition, 
the degree of vitreous phase, fineness, sur
face morphology of grains, and such.

In hydration of admixtures a significant 
role is played by alkali oxides entering 
into the liquid phase from the admixture 
proper and from portland cement clinker. At 
the initial stage, movable alkali ions ac
cumulate near the surface of the particle 
and diffuse along the microcracks and phase 
interfaces. These ions interact with the ad
mixture, demolish the surface layer of the 
glass and yield soluable but immobile alkali 
silicates and aluminates. This in turn in
creases the osmotic pressure in the reac
tion zone causing an influx of water so 
that the particle of admixture finds itself 
surrounded by a liquid envelope separating 
it from the rest cement paste at the ini
tial setting stage.

The aforementioned process can be rea
dily observed in electron micrographs re
corded in the hydration of flyash cements 
owing to a right spherical, shape of flyash 
particles. In further stages of setting, the 
substitution of alkali ions with calcium 
ions leads to the formation of hydrosilica
tes, hydroaluminates, and hydroferrites 
of calcium, dense integration of the par
ticle into the cement stone and consolida
tion of the stone.

The outlined mechanism satisfactorily 
explains the principle engineering proper
ties of cement with mineral admixtures, na
mely, a decreased early strength, ability 
of prolonged strength development, lower 
frost resistance, increased sulfate resis
tance, increased shrinkage deformations in 
setting on air, and such. This mechanism 
also defines the directions for further 
improvements of additive cement qualities. 
The principal direction concerns with the 
acceleration of the rate of setting to en
hance the strength of these cements to the
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level- of plain cements, retaining all the 
specific engineering properties of these 
cements and their low power requirements 
in manufacture. One of the Important trends 
to produce the most effective cements of 
this kind, as it was shown by the special 
researches, is the utilization of clinker 
with rational chemico-mineralogical compo
sition, which fully corresponds to physico
chemical properties and composition of the 
admixtures to be used.
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OPTIMIZATION OF CEMENTS WITH MINERAL ADDICTIONS

In general the optimization of an industri
al product denotes the attainment of a par
ticularly favourable ratio between its per
formance and its cost of manufacture. An 
improvement in the performance/cost ratio 
can be achieved by, for example, raising 
the quality while keeping the cost un
changed or by lowering the manufacturing 
cost while keeping the quality unchanged. 
However, an improvement may also be ob
tained when, in conjunction with a slight 
lowering of quality, the cost is substant
ially reduced .

The quality of a product is judged by the 
properties which are of decisive importance 
with regard to its utilization. In the case 
of cement its quality must therefore be 
judged by its performance in concrete. Opti
mization moreover always presupposes a stan
dard of comparison to which both the perfor
mance and the price can be referred. In the 
case of the optimization of cements with 
mineral additions it is obviously meaning
ful to judge them with reference to the ce
ment which is most extensively manufactured 
and used worldwide and with which therefore 
most experience has been gained, namely, 

portland cement .

1. Functions of cement in concrete
Cement always has a number of functions to 
perform in concrete, some of which are es
sential in all cases, e.g., attainment of a 
sufficiently high strength, and some that 
are required only for special purposes,
e.g.,  adequate resistance to sea-water. The 
functions that cement in concrete always 
has to perform include: ■ 
. satisfactory rheological properties for 

good workabi11ty;
. satisfactory strength development and 

sufficiently high 28-day strength;
. satisfactory durability of the concrete 

under usual environmental conditions;
. lasting corrosion protection of the 

reinforcing steel .

In addition to these basic requirements 
there may be other requirements which, 
though not applicable worldwide, have the 
character of basic requirements in some 
countries. These include, for example, ad
equate freeze-thaw resistance in countries 
where all external structural components 
are frequently exposed to frost action in 
the normal course of things. Besides for 
special purposes cements with pronounced 
special properties can give better service 
and higher performance, which justify 
higher cost and higher prices. These in
clude, for example, particular rheological 
properties of grout, particularly rapid har
dening for prestressed precast concrete 
units, or a particular chemico-mineralogi- 
cal composition to withstand chemical at
tack. To keep within the allotted time, the 
following treatment of the subject will 
confine itself to the above-mentioned basic 
requirements and, in addition, to freeze
thaw resistance .

2. Mineral additions
The principal constituents of cement can, 
with regard to their properties, be divided 
into four groups, namely, hydraulic consti
tuents, latently hydraulic constituents, 
pozzolanic constituents, and fillers. Fur
thermore, cement always contains additions 
of calcium sulphate as a setting time con
trolling agent and sometimes additives such 
as grinding aids, for example.

2.1 Hydraulic constituents

Hydraulic constituents, e.g., portland ce
ment clinker, consist predominantly of cal
cium silicates with a lime/silica ratio dis 
tinctly higher than 2.0. In finely ground 
form they react relatively rapidly with the 

mix water, i.e., they set and harden rapid
ly. The hydration products - in the case of 
complete hydration - occupy about twice as 
large a volume as the original clinker par

ticles, and in this way they have both a 
strength-developing and a pore-filling 

action.



2.2 Latently,h^drauliic_constituents 

Latently hydraulic constituents such as, 
for example, granulated blastfurnace slag 
likewise consist predominantly of calcium 
silicates, but their lime/silica ratio is 
much lower, usually between only 1.0 and
1.5. Therefore they react only at a slow 
rate with the mix water and require activa
tion - e.g., by alkalies, calcium hydroxide 
or sulphates - in order to harden more ra
pidly. In so far as they achieve complete 
hydration, which requires moist curing for
a relatively long time, their hydration 
products also occupy about twice as large a 
volume as the original particles of granu
lated blastfurnace slag.

2.3 Pozzolanic_constHuents

Pozzolanic constituents such as, for exam
ple, natural pozzolanas or certain fly
ashes from coal-fired power stations con
sist in part of reactive silica or reac
tive aluminates, the remainder usually be
ing inert matter. In contrast to hydraulic 
and latently hydraulic constituents, they 
cannot harden on their own, but need for 
this the presence of calcium hydroxide in 
solution, e.g., calcium hydroxide which is 
split off in the hydration process of port
land cement clinker. The chemi со-mi neralo- 
gical reaction of pozzolanas with calcium 
hydroxide proceeds at a distinctly slower 
rate than the hydration of hydraulic and 
latently hydraulic constituents. Because of 
the content of inert matter the reaction 
products moreover occupy less than twice as 
large a volume as the original pozzolana or 
fly-ash particles.

2.4_Fm ers-

cillers are finely divided mineral sub
stances which do not react, or react only 
very slightly, with the mix water or with 
other constituents of the cement. If they 
are of suitable fineness, they can so com
plement the particle size distribution of 
the cement that the rheological properties 

(water demand, workability) are distinctly 
improved and a space-filling and stabili
zing effect is achieved within the struc
ture of the cement paste. Because fillers 
have no, or only very little, chemico-min- 
e ralogi cal reaction, they yield no reaction 
products which reduce the porosity existing 
after the concrete has been mixed and com
pacted. Limestone with a high content of 
calcium carbonate is particularly suitable 
as filler. The proportion of clayey constit
uents in the filler must be limited, other
wise the water demand of the cement will be 
greatly increased and the resistance to 
freeze-thaw cycles drastically diminished.

3. Cement-technological measures
In principle, all the above-mentioned ini
tial materials are suitable for making ce
ments with approximately equal properties. 
However, they require the application of 
cement-technolog1ca1 measures duly suited 
to the Individual constituents. It is up to 
the cement manufacturer so to choose these 
measures that with the use of mineral addi
tions an optimum is attained with regard to 
the ratio of performance to manufacturing 
cost. The first condition for such opti
mization is not of a technical but of an 
economic nature, namely, that the mineral 
additions in question supplied “free to ce
ment plant", i.e., inclusive of the fre
quently very high freight charges for trans
porting them from their source, should be 
distinctly cheaper than the cement clinker 
produced in the cement plant. They should 
be cheaper because the technological opera
tions for making cement with mineral addi
tions are often more expensive than those 
for making portland cement. If such mineral 
substances are cheaply available, it will 
then be necessary to check their perfor
mance, e.g., as regards workability and 
strength, and to investigate whether they 
contain harmful matter which may, for exam
ple, accelerate carbonation or impair frost 
resistance. For cement manufacture there 
are then essentially three technological



measures available, which will be described 

below.

3.1 Composition of the cement

All cements made with mineral additions con
tain portland cement clinker. In comparison 
with portland cement containing - along 
with calcium sulphate and admixtures - 
100 % clinker a portland cement with up to, 

say, 5 % mineral additions may have dis
tinctly better properties with regard to 
constructional technology, e . g ., workabili
ty, bleeding, or uniformity of colour. As 
to the proportion of the various mineral 
additions a distinction should be drawn bet
ween the highest possible and the optimum 
proportion. Purely scientific publications 
often give information on the highest pos
sible proportion of mineral additions. Al
though it is possible largely or entirely 
to compensate for their effect on the pro
perties by means of other cement-technolo
gical measures, e.g., higher fineness of 
grinding, there are technical and economic 
limits to such compensation. For optimizing 
the ratio of performance to manufacturing 
cost it must therefore be considered what 
change in the cement properties as compared 
with portland cement is brought about by 
mineral additions, what degree of change 
the makers of concrete - i.e., the cement 
manufacturer's customers - can accept, by 
what cement-technological measures the in

fluence of the mineral additions upon the 
cement properties can be wholly or partly 
compensated, and what extra burden this 
will place upon the cost of manufacture.
The result of such considerations will very 
probably vary from one cement plant to 
another, from one country to another and 
most notably from one continent to another. 
In this context the prices of fuel for 
clinker production and the rates charged by 
electricity suppliers, as well as the avail
ability and prices of the mineral addi
tions, play a major part. In the last 15 
years, which have been characterized by a 
drastic rise in fuel and electricity costs, 

an optimum with regard to the composition 
of cement with mineral additions has 
emerged in Western Europe, as represented 

in Table 1.

Table 1: Optimum proportions of mineral additions

Mineral 
addition

Optimum proportion 
of addition 

in 1 by weight

Significant changes in 
properties as compared 
with portland cement

Limestone 
filler

15+5 -

Natural 25 + 10 Slower hardening
pozzolana longer curing

25 + 10 Slower hardening
fly-ash longer curing

Granulated 
bl astfurnace

25 + 10 -

slag
60 + 15 Slower hardeni ng

longer curing

3.2 Chemical_ogtimlzat[on

Various substances can accelerate the rates 
of hydraulic and pozzolanic reactions. Be
cause the mineral additions either do not 
react at all (fillers) or react much more 
slowly than cement clinker, there is good 
reason to activate the reactivity of latent
ly hydraulic and pozzolanic added substan
ces. Particularly reactive clinkers with 
relatively high alkali and tricalcium alu
minate content can stimulate granulated 
blastfurnace slag, pozzolana and fly-ash to 
react notable more rapidly. It has been 
found suitable to relieve the clinker of 
too high a content of alkalies by appropri
ate measures applied in the burning process 
and to add the alkali-enriched substances 
thus obtained to the cement with slowly 
reacting mineral additions. A procedure of 
this kind is in accordance with the cement 
standards of several Western European 
countries and is to be included also in the 
future European cement standard. Calcium 
chloride is likewise able effectively to 
activate slowly reacting mineral additions, 
but in many countries the addition of sub
stances containing chloride is banned be-



cause of their corrosion-promoting effect 
on reinforcing steel. ■

3.3 £ineness_and particle size distribution 

Besides the composition of the cement and 
its chemical optimization, its fineness of 
grinding and particle size distribution are 
of major influence on the properties of the 
cement, namely, the rheological properties 
as well as hardening and imperviousness. 
The specific surface area measured by the 
Blaine method is often used as the measure 
of fineness. This characteristic value Is 
relatively simple to determine and can suit
ably be used for cement production monitor
ing. The Blaine value is, however, an inte
gral value with only very limited informa
tive usefulness as to the cement proper
ties. More information is provided by the 
particle size distribution such as can now 
be determined fairly simply with a laser 
granulometer and which is represented as 
the cumulative line for the particle sizes 
in a special granulometric diagram called 
the Rosin-Rammler-Sperling-Bennet or RRSB 
diagram. For cement the particle size cumu
lative line generally appears as a straight 
line. As an example. Fig. 1 shows the cu
mulative line for a normal portland cement 
plotted in the RRSB diagram.

Fig. 1: Example of a grain size
distribution diagram 

If cement of the same composition is ground 
to a somewhat greater or less fineness in 
the same grinding plant, the straight lines 
in the RRSB diagram undergo an approximate
ly parallel shift, as shown schematically 
in Fig. 2. Only if the cement is ground 
very fine does the slope of the lines

Fig. 2: Grain size distribution curves 
of fine and coarse cement

The. slope of the lines (gradient) can be 
varied within certain limits by modifica
tions to the grinding plant, e.g., by chang
ing over to a differently composed ball 
charge in the mill or by altering the cir
culating load in a closed-circuit plant. 
The nature and quantity of the mineral ad
ditions also affect the slope of the lines: 
such added substances which are more easily 
grindable than cement clinker - limestone 
fillers, for example - cause them to slope 
less steeply, whereas substances which are 
more difficult to grind - granulated blast
furnace slag, for example - cause them to 
slope more steeply. Fig. 3 schematically 
represents two cements with approximately 
equal specific surface areas but with dif
ferent slopes of their respective particle 
size cumulative lines.

The position and slope of the particle size 
cumulative lines are manifested in the pro
perties of the ciment and in the cost of



Fig. 3: Grain size distribution diagrams 
with different slopes

grinding. If cement of a given composition 

is merely ground to a greater fineness 
(straight line in Fig. 2 shifts to the 
left), the strenght increases in conse
quence, the water demand usually increases 
a little, but overall there is little 
change in workability. Greater fineness 
involves higher grinding cost, however. 
Since the contribution of the mineral addi
tions to strength is in general distinctly 

less than that of portland cement clinker, 
cements made with such added substances 
always have to be more finely ground. For 
example, as against a Blaine value of 3000 

cm2/g for portland cement, a blastfurnace 
cement with a slag content of 60 % will 
have to be ground to approximately 4000 

cm2/g .

The slope of the particle size cumulative 
lines has opposite effects on the rheolo
gical properties and on the strength. The 

steeper the slope, the higher is the 
strength attained for equal specific sur
face area. The less steep the slope, the 

lower is the water demand and the better 
the workability. An addition of 10 - 15 % 
of limestone filler will make the cumula
tive line become less steep when grinding 
is performed in the same plant. Because the 

filler makes little contribution to the 
28-day strength, such cement must be ground 

more finely in order to attain the same 
strength as it would attain without the 
filler. At the same time, however, the re
duced steepness of the cumulative line re
sults in lower demand and better workabili 
ty despite the greater fineness of grind

ing.

4. Uniformity
For the concrete maker it is very important 
that the cement properties should vary as 
little as possible. That is why this prob
lem receives the cement manufacturer's par

ticular attention. Now cement clinker and, 
even more so, the mineral additions always 
show a certain amount of variation, which 
is sometimes very considerable and which 
must be smoothed as much as possible in the 
process of cement manufacture, as is schema

tically represented in Fig. 4.

Attainment of Cement Property Uniformity

Clinker, Gypsum, 
Granulated Slag, 
Puzzolana, Flyash, 
Filler etc.

Cement
Manu- 

foctoring
Process

Cement

Time

Fjg, 4; Homogenization of cement properties

If, as is sometimes required by cement con
sumers, in the manufacture of cement with 
mineral additions the composition and fine
ness thereof are kept constant, the varia
tions in the properties of the cement will 

fully manifest themselves. Therefore the 
properties of the cement constituents must 
be permanently monitored. With the aid of 
suitable control technology it can be en
sured that there is the least possible va
riation in the cement properties overall. 

Such control, however, presupposes that - 
within certain limits - the composition of



the cement made with mineral additions, its 
chemical optimization, its fineness and, if 
necessary, also its particle size distri
bution are allowed to be changed. Most na
tional cement standards allow scope for 
such control, and it is also to be incorpo
rated in the future European cement stan
dard.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Le sujet de ce seminaire n'est certes pas 

nouveau puisque, sous une forme ou sous une autre, 
11 figurait dejä dans le programme des precedents 
congres internationaux de la chimie des ciments. En 
outre, les phenomenes physico-chimiques de base 
qui gouvernent la rheologie des mortiers et des 
betons ont ete depuis longtemps reconnus (voir 
par exemple les references 1) et ils ont ete _ 
eux-memes tres largement Studies sur des systemes 
modeles permettant d'isoler l'effet de tel ou tel 
d1entre-eux.

Pourquoi alors eprouver le besoin de refaire 
le point sur ce sujet?. La reponse ä cette question 
doit etre vraisemblablement recherchee dans 
11impossibilite qui subsiste encore aujourd'hui de 
modeliser ces materiaux tres complexes que sont 
les betons, les mortiers et meme les pätes pures 
de ciment, qu'ils soient ä base de ciments 
Portland ou de ciments alumineux .

Certes, l'on sait maintenant expliquer a 
priori le comportement rheologique de tel ou 
tel melange contenant un liant hydraulique en 
cours d'hydratation mais l'on ne sait pas prevoir 
quantitativement les proprietes de mise en place 
d'un mortier ou d'un beton ä partir des 
parametres physico-chimiques qui permettent de 
caracteriser ses differents constituants . 
Peut-etre d'ailleurs parce que l'on ne sait pas 
definir precisement ce que sont ces proprietes de 
mise en place. En outre, la simple caracterisation 
du comportement rheologique intrinseque du 
materiau reste encore aujourd'hui un sujet de 
controverse puisque les resultats obtenus 
dependent en generaj de la methode et meme des 
instruments de mesure utilises.

Et pourtant, l'on ne saurait se satisfaire de 
cette Situation car les professionnels du beton 
sont journellement confrontes ä des problemes qui 
trouvent leur origine dans les proprietes 
rheologiques du materiau. Ainsi, pour tenter de 
resoudre ces problemes, se sont developpees dans 
les laboratoires de recherche industrielle de 
nombreuses etudes purement empiriques . Leur 
objectif se rdduit dans la plupart des cas ä 
mettre en evidence des correlations entre deux 
parametres et, comme il arrive souvent dans ce 
type d'approche, les resultats obtenus sont peu 
significatifs, parfois meme contradictoires. Ils ne 
permettent pas de construire les connaissances 
solides qui seraient necessaires pour resoudre, 
autrement que par des palliatifs, les problemes 
pratiques rencontres .

Est-ce ä dire que rien ne se passe dans ce 
domaine et que les choses n'y progressent que tres 
lentement. Une fagon de repondre ä cette question 
est de commencer par rappeler quelle etait la 
Situation au terme du precedent congres 
international de la chimie des ciments qui s'est 
tenu ä Paris en 1980. Ensuite, nous tenterons de 
degager les faits importants ou les tendances qui 
ont caracterise 1'apport au sujet de ces cinq 
dernieres annees. Enfin, nous donnerons un bref 
resume des contributions presentees а се seminaire 
et nous indiquerons quelques voies qui, peut-etre, 
meriteraient d'etre explorees ä l'avenir .

2, RAPPEL DE LA SITUATION DU SUJET EN 1980.
Le sujet de ce seminaire n'etait pas 

explicite sous la meme forme dans le programme du 
dernier congres international de la chimie des 
ciments. Toutefois, le theme VI preside par S. 
Diamond2 et intitule : "Les pätes de ciment : 
rh6ologie, evolution des proprietes et des 
structures" presentait de larges plages de 
recouvrement et nombre de communications ont 
concerne directement ce sujet .

En 1980, Iqs questions fondamentales 
restaient les suivantes :

- comment caracteriser de fagon appropriee le 
comportement rheologique d'une päte de ciment 
donnee?,

- quelles sont les modifications apportees 
dans ce comportement par un changement des , 
caracteristiques du ciment ou par 1'incorporation 
d'ajouts mineraux ou d'adjuvants chimiques, de 
superplastifiants en particulier?.

En effet, les methodes de mesure des 
caracteristiques rheologiques, et plus präcisement 
de la relation deformation/effort de cisaillement, 
s'etaient progressivement sophistiquees au cours 
des annees 70 mais, pour la plupart, elles _ 
modifiaient les parametres qu'elles etaient censees 
mesurer et, en consdquence, les resultats , 
correspondants etaient souvent incoherents sinon 
contradictoires .

Ces difficultes methodologiques n'avaient pas 
empeche cependant de repondre, au moins 
partiellement, ä la seconde des deux questions 
precedentes. Depuis longtemps dejä, en particulier, 
les principaux facteurs gouvernant la rheologie 
des pätes de ciment avaient ete identifies : 
geometrie et granulometrie des grains de ciment, 
Constitution chimique et mineralogique des 
clinkers, elements mineurs, teneur en eau, nature 
des ajouts, etc...

. En outre, les phenomenes physico-chimiques 
correspondants avaient ete egalement reconnus et 
avaient dejä donne lieu ä des investigations 
parfois tres poussees. C'est ainsi que 1'origine 
(rupture des liaisons chimiques lors du broyage, 
difference de tail le entre les anions et les 
cathions solubilises) et les consequences 
(floculation, thixotropie) de 1'existence de 
charges electriques sur les particules solides 
etaient dejä bien comprises, en presence 
d'adjuvants notamment ; il en etait de meme de 
l'enchevetrement des grains et de la dilatance ou 
encore de la tension superficielle et de la 
composition de l'eau interstitielle.

Les apports du congres de 1980 ont avant 
tout :

- confirme le comportement approximativement 
binghamien des pätes de ciment;

- propose quelques relations fonctionnelles • 
permettant de determiner le seuil de cisaillement 
ou la viscoplasticite apparente ä partir des deux 
caracteristiques essentielles de la päte : finesse 
ou surface specifique du ciment , rapport 
eau/ciment3 ;



- etabli le role determinant des sulfates4 et 
celui, plus limite, de la teneur en aluminate 
tricalcique.

Conine l’indiquait le titre du theme VI, ces 
contributions ne concernaient pratiquement que les 
pätes de ciment pures ou les mortiers . Certes le 
theme VII etait intitule :"Reaction aux interfaces 
entre ciment et granulat dans les betons et les 
mortiers" mais aucune contribution ä ce theme 
n'eut ä voir vraiment avec les proprietes 
rheologiques .

Toutefois, on savait bien dejä qu * 11 est 
impossible de decrire le beton frais comme un 
milieu homogene, et que les plus simples des 
modeles rheologiques doivent faire intervenir au 
moins deux phases (päte et granulat par exemple, ou 
dans d'autres conditions, phase liquide et 
particules solides) de comportement rheologique 
different, interagissant d'une fagon inhomogene et 
evolutive dans le temps . En consequence, la 
possibilite de relier scientifiquement des lois 
d'ecoulement aux tests de maniabilite utilises  
pour caracteriser 1'aptitude d'un beton ä etre mis 
en oeuvre etait consideree de toute faqon comme 
hors d'atteinte. Dans ces conditions, la tendance 
etait de reserver les etudes "scientifiques" aux 
pates pures pour n'aborder le beton qu'au travers 
d'etudes purement empiriques orientees vers le 
pragmatisme des chantiers5.

3. LES PRINCIPALES CONTRIBUTIONS DE 1980 Ä 1986

Dans le domaine considere, les cinq dernieres 
annees ont ete principalement marquees par deux 
evenements. Tout d'abord en 1982, ä Boston, la 
Materials Research Society a organise un colloque 
sur l'effet des phenomenes de surface et des 
phenomenes colloidaux sur les proprietes du beton 
frais; les comptes rendus de ce colloque ont ete 
edites par Skalny6. Ensuite, en 1983, a paru le 
livre de Tattersall et Banfill intitule : "The 
Rheology of Fresh Concrete"7.

On pourrait egalement noter la parution de 
l'ouvrage sur "Le Beton Hydraulique" publie sous 
la direction de Baron et Sauterey8, ainsi que les 
comptes rendus, publies dans "11 cemento", d'une 
journee de travail de 1'A.I.T.E.C. sur la rheologie 
des pates de ciment, des mortiers et des 
betons9’10’18’22 ‘

Les principales contributions que 1'on peut 
trouver dans ces differents ouvrages indiquent 
bien les tendances qui caracterisent les 
recherches menees dans ce domaine durant la 
peri ode consideree :

- effets des conditions experimentales sur les 
proprietes rheologiques mesurees ;

- influences respectives des proprietes 
rheologiques du fluide interstitiel et de la 
friction entre aggregats ;

- mecanisme d'action des adjuvants et effets 
des ajouts mineraux .

Concernant le premier point, un grand nombre 
d'etudes a encore concerne les conditions de 
validite et de fiabilite des mesures effectuees 

sur les viscosimetres ä cylindres coaxiaux10’11>12- 
Si 1'on excepte le cas favorable des pätes pures 
soumises ä des centralntes suffisamment faibles 
pour eviter tout glissement, les resultats 
correspondents ont ete souvent decevants. Dans le 
cas des betons en verite, il semble bien que seul 
le recours ä des methodes anciennes plus ou moins 
empiriques puisse conduire ä des mesures 
significatives. A cet egard, on peut citer, 
notamment celles qui sont basees sur la puissance 
requise pour me!anger un beton frais. Leur 
utilisation ne devient simple cependant qu'ä 
condition d'admettre un comportement de Bingham 
pouvant etre deerit au moyen de deux parametres  
seulement7 . La necessite de definir des procedes de 
melanges standardises est en tout cas soulignee 
par plusieurs auteurs. D'autres tests de 
proprietes rheologiques ont ete egalement 
discutes 13>14.

Le second point a ete examine notamment dans 
trois articles dont la synthese permet, presqu'a 
eile seule, d'apprecier I'etat actuel des 
connaissances dans ce domaine . Ainsi, Lawrence et 
Singh15 ont analyse en grand detail 1'apparition 
dans le temps des divers phenomenes  . 
physico-chimiques qui permettent de decrire 
qualitativement les proprietes rheologiques des 
betons frais .

Massazza et Costa9 ont analyse 1'influence 
des trois principaux' facteurs qui conditionnent 
les proprietes rheologiques des pätes de ciment, 
des mortiers et des betons : la cohesion, la . 
friction entre particules solides et la viscosite 
de la phase interstitielle . Ils se sont.Interesses 
en particulier aux effets de la repartition 
granulometrique des differentes particules solides 
et ä ceux de I'hydratation .

Enfin, Hattori et Izumi15 ont modifie la 
definition newtonnienne de la viscosite en 
utilisant le concept de friction intermolecula ire 
et apres avoir obtenu la relation entre viscosite 
et nombre de points de friction, ils ont deduit de 
la theorie du taux de coagulation de Verwey et 
Overbeek17 les equations de la viscosite dependant 
du temps. Les applications de cette theorie 
restent pour 1'instant assez limitees mais 
1'apport conceptuel est sans doute important .

Le dernier point a donne lieu durant ces cinq 
dernieres annees ä une abondante 1 literature et ä 
plusieurs articles de revue concernant les effets, 
tant des adjuvants chimiques18>19» que des ajouts 
mineraux20 cendres volantes notamment. Dans la 
plupart des cas, ces ajouts mineraux ont des , 
effets benefiques sur la rheologie du beton frats, 
en particulier lorsqu'ils sont utilises en . 
conjonction avec des superplastlfiants . Au niveau 
des phenomenes physico-chimiques qui sont ä 
1'origine des effets observes, une grande 
attention a continue d'etre portee aux forces 
d'interaction electrique entre particules,  
notamment dans les suspensions denses21, et ä 
1'adsorption des fluidifiants sur les differents 
composes chimiques (silicates et aluminates) du 
ciment22. Enfin, les effets des adjuvants sur les 
proprietes rheologiques de pätes de clinker  
finement broye mais non gypse ont donne lieu ä 
quelques etudes essentiellement empiriques23.



4. L£S CtmJNICATIO^ PRESBÜEES А CE CORRES.
Pour la plupart, les differents points 

evoques precedemment apparaissent d'une maniere ou 
d'une autre dans 1'ensemble des rapports et 
communications presentes ä ce congres .

C'est ainsi que Costa et Massazza2“* rappellent 
que le comportement et les proprietes rheologiques 
des suspensions concentrees resultent d'un etat 
d'equilibre entre, d'une part, des interactions 
ioniques et ölectriques (entre les,grains, 
eux-memes ou entre ceux-ci et les ions presents 
dans le liquide interstitiel) et, d'autre part, 
des actions purement mecaniques (forces 
capillaires, frottements internes, etc...).

Les interactions electrocinetiques expliquent 
en grande partie le fait, observe par tous, que 
l'etat flocule est l'etat habituel, en l'absence 
naturel1ement d'adjuvants defloculants, d'un , 
ciment dans l'eau. On comprend egalement ainsi que 
1'architecture correspondante contribue ä 
1'existence de la cohesion, du seuil de 
cisaillement et du comportement thixotrope des 
pätes de ciment. faction de nombreux fluidifiants 
s'interprete ä partir des memes concepts .

Beaucoup de chercheurs continuent d'ailleurs 
d'aborder 1'etude des proprietes rheologiques par 
celle des phenomenes electrocinetiques au travers, 
notamment de la zetametrie . Cette, approche connait 
un succSs certain pour des suspensions de grains 
quasi inertes comme celles d'alumine par exemple , 
mais le probleme s'est rSvele tres difficile pour 
un materiau evolutif toujours loin de I'equilibre 
comme le sont les suspensions de ciment dans 
l'eau26. Il semble que Ton ait eu quelques 
deceptions dans ce domaine et que beaucoup , , 
d'efforts devront у etre encore consacres si 1 on 
veut progresser significativement .

La maniabilitfe des betons et ses diverses 
composantes, cohesion, viscosite de la päte 
interstitielle et frottement interne des granulats 
ne semblent pas donner lieu ä des divergences 
d'interpretation27. Toutefois, on peut^regretter 
qu'aucune etude ne soit presentee sur Taction 
"lubrifiante" de la päte interstitielle qui est 
fournie par l'eau et les particules solides les 
plus fines . Il nous semble у avoir la un domaine 
qui meriterait un complement d'investigation . L on 
salt en tous cas que la presence ou Tabsence 
d'interface eau/air dans Tespace intergranulaire 
induit des comportements rheologiques tres 
differents qui ne peuvent 6tre approches de la 
meme fagon, notamment au niveau des mesures .

Le comportement pratiquement binghamien du 
beton, au repos ou sous de faibles vitesses de 
cisaillement, est ä nouveau confirme par plusieurs 
auteurs21*i27 de meme que le comportement , 
quasi newtoniendans certaines conditions (vibration 
energique, defloculation poussfie, addition de 
resines) . Neanmoins, ce comportement est tres 
souvent affecte par des transformations 
reversibles (thixotropie) ou irreversibles , 
(sedimentation, hydratatiori) voire, dans certaines 
conditions par Tapparition de dilatance .

Concernant la mesure des coefficients 
rheologiques des pätes de ciment, differents

travaux semblent montrer que finalement Tappareil 
le mieux adapte est le viscosimetre a cylindres 
coaxiaux ä condition naturellement que ,
n'apparaisse aucun phenomene de glissement, mais 
il faut noter que subsistent des variantes de 
realisation ou d'exploitation des resultats27. Pour 
les betons, les methodes utilisees restent trop 
differentes dans leur principe et dans leur 
realisation pour tenter de chercher de bonnes 
correlations entre les differents resultats 
obtenus . Il reste difficile de passer de la päte au 
beton29 meme si Ton peut signaler d'interessantes 
tentatives tenant compte de plusieurs 
parametres21*’30.-Au niveau des mesures, on peut 
noter une tentative, ä la suite de nombreux .. 
travaux döjä existants, de suivre par ultra-sons 
Tevolution du seuil de cisaillement et la vitesse 
de prise31.

Comme cela a dejä ete souligne ci-dessus. 
Ton salt depuis longtemps que les _ 
caracteristiques rheologiques des pätes, des 
mortiers et des betons frais dependent non 
seulement de la composition du ciment 
(clinker, gypse et ajouts) mais aussi de facteurs 
lies ä la preparation du beton (rapport eau/ciment, 
energie de malaxage, temperature, etc...) et aux 
adjuvants eventuels. Comme 11 s'agit des premieres 
minutes de la vie du materiau, ce'sont evidemment 
les constituants les plus rapidement solubles 
(aluminate tricalcique, sulfates etalcalins) qui 
ont la plus grande influence. Ce point est 
confirme dans plusieurs communications29» 32 ’ 33 ’ 3“*.

L'influence determinante des sulfates de 
calcium incorpores au ciment sur le comportement 
rheologique du beton frais est rappel ее dans 
plusieurs communications29»32. Cette influence 
depend bien sur de la vitesse de dissolution de 
ces sulfates qui est liee ä leur nature et qui 
permet de brider plus ou moins rapidement les 
premieres liaisons qui pourraient se developper 
pendant la periode de mise en oeuvre. A noter que, 
dans certaines conditions, le calcaire peut etre 
substitue aux sulfates comme regulateur de 
prise35.

Les ajouts (laitiers, cendres, pouzzolanes, 
etc...) ont en general une influence favorable sur 
la rheologie; les facteurs importants etant Täcart 
de broyabilite avec le clinker ainsi que la 
geomätrie des grains. Le cas des fillers calcaires, 
beaucoup moins etudiä que les precedents, est 
discutä par Bombled28.

L'on salt egalement que les facteurs 
granulometriques du ciment et des granulats 
(forme, etat de surface et repartition de taille 
des grains), par le fait meme qu'ils conditionnent 
le nombre de points de contact intergranulaires ou 
s'exercent des forces de liaison, jouent eux aussi 
un röle essentiel. Il est done normal que Tetude 
de ces facteurs apparaisse dans plusieurs 
contributions. Ainsi, l'influence de la finesse du 
ciment est abordäe par Costa et Massazza2“* ; celle 
des conditions de broyage dans le cas de ciments 
aux ajouts (broyage separe ou cobroyage) et des 
differences de broyabilite des divers composants 
du ciment sont aussi discutees28’29. ,

Parmi les conditions de preparation du beton, 
la temperature joue egalement un r61e; celui-ci est 
discute par Wierig32.



Enfin, un des points de grande importance 
actuelle est 1'action de defloculants fluidifiants 
et 1'evolution dans le temps de leur efficacite, 
ces fluidifiants etant d'ailleurs souvent utilises 
comme reducteurs d'eau. Les recherches sur les 
mecanismes d'actions de ces adjuvants, 1 influence 
de leur structure (et en particulier, de leur 
degre de polymerisation) et de leur composition 
ainsi que celle du ciment (presence d'elements 
rapidement solubles, sulfates notamment) continuent 
d'etre tres actives25,36,37 mais manifestement 
beaucoup reste encore ä faire. Les effets de la 
salinite de l'eau interstitielle sont egalement un 
sujet d'interet38.

Pour terminer l'examen des communications, il 
faut noter que les liants speciaux, liants 
alumineux33’1*0 et ciments pour forage 
petrolier38,Ц1 n'ont pas ete oublies.

En conclusion, ce rapide survol semble 
montrer que les travaux conduits actuel1ement dans 
le domaine couvert par ce seminaire ont pour but 
avant tout de confirmer et d'approfondir des _ 
connaissances dejä acquises anterieurement plutot 
que d'apporter des eclairages radicalement 
nouveaux. La progression est lente, ce qui 
confirme la difficulte du sujet.

5. QUELQUES PISTES POUR L'AVENIR

II semble ä present que tous les phenomenes 
pouvant affecter la rheologie des pätes, des 
mortiers et des betons sont assez bien compris 
individuellement. Peu d'entre eux cependant ont 
ete analyses de maniere quantitative et il reste 
vraisemblablement beaucoup de travail ä faire 
dans ce domaine. Cette analyse quantitative 
supposera dans certains cas 1'utilisation de 
nouvelles connaissances de base et, plus que 
jamais, seules les demarches pluridisciplinaires 
auront quelque chance de conduire au succes.

Ainsi, le concept d'objet fractal1*2 a permis 
recemment de renouveler l'approche d'un grand 
nombre de phenomenes dans 1'ensemble des.sciences 
de la matiere et il a ete recemment applique a la 
structure des gels de ciment1*3 ; on peut ä juste 
titre se poser la question de savoir par exemple 
si 1'introduction d'une dimension fractale pour 
caracteriser la "rugosite" des granulats ne 
permettrait pas de quantifier plus aisement leur 
enchevetrement.

Par ailleurs, de nombreuses equipes de 
recherches de base ont recemment reconsidere la 
rheologie des suspensions concentrees (voir par 
exemple la reference1*1*) en utilisant des systemes 
modeles, des simulations sur ordinateur1*5 et les 
theories de la mecanique statistique comme la 
percolation1*6,Ц7 par exemple. Les phdnomenes 
d'aggregation dans les suspensions concentrees 
ont ete egalement etudiees d'un point de vue. 
geometrique en utilisant la notion de dimension 
fractale1*8. Ici aussi, sans doute serait-il utile 
de rechercher 1'impact que pourraient avoir les 
resultats obtenus sur les questions abordees dans 
ce seminaire. Dans la meme perspective, on peut 
se poser la question de savoir s'il ne serait pas 
interessant de chercher ä relier les proprietes 
rheologiques1*9 des solutions concentrees au 
Probleme du remplissage de 1'espace par des grains 

de tallies diverses, Probleme dont les solutions 
ont recemment progresse, au moins sur des systemes 
model es50 ’51 ,52 .

Enfin, et de fagon plus generale, on peut se 
demander si les methodes de simulation qui ont ete 
mises au point par et pour le genie chimique ne 
pourraient pas resoudre ce probleme tres delicat 
du caractere non additif des tres nombreux . 
phenomenes qui sont ä prendre en consideration si 
1'on veut elaborer un modele rheologique predictif 
d'une pate pure de ciment ou d'un beton adjuvante. 
Bien entendu, cela ne veut dire en aucune maniere 
que 1'es phenomenes purement chimiques n'auront pas 
ä etre pris en compte ; cela signifie au contraire 
qu'ils auront ä etre integres dans une approche 
plus generale qui ne devra retenir que 1'essentiel 
si eile veut etre reellement efficace.
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i'HE RHEOLOGY OF ALUMINOUS CEMENT PASTES

INTRODUCTION
The rheology of cement pastes has been studied over 
several decades, but work has concentrated almost 
entirely on Portland cement (1), and no Information 
seems to be available on aluminous cement pastes. 
In view of the industrial importance of Ciment Fondu 
grouts particularly in marine applications where 
their superior durability and rapid strength gain 
are advantageous, it is useful to compare the 
rheology of Ciment Fondu pastes with that of 
ordinary Portland cement. This paper reports work 
carried out with a typical Ciment Fondu to provide 
this information.

RHEOLOGY OF CEMENT PASTES
The principal features of the rheology of cement 
pastes have been described in detail elsewhere (1), 
but may be briefly summarised as follows:
1. The flow curve of cement paste has been described 
in terms of various models:

Bingham T = *** P* X
Hershel-Bulkely - TP -#• A

Robertson-Stiff

Ostwald-De Waele X T В Sink

with associated observations in each case of shear 
thinning behaviour at high shear rates (T shear 
stress, X shear rate).
2. The existence of a yield value indicates that 
structure exists in the paste, due to the
Interactions between cement particles in the 
suspension. This structure breaks down on shearing 
because the energy input to the links between 
particles is sufficient to break the bonds. This 
structural breakdown manifests Itself in two ways. 
Firstly, the yield' value and plastic viscosity of 
the paste decrease with prolonged mixing, so that 
the method of preparing the paste affects the 
measured rheological parameters. Secondly, the 
torque, T, exerted by the paste on a continuously 
rotating cylinder or cone in a rotational viscometer 
decreases with time, t, according to an exponential 
relationship of the form

T - T = ke
where Те is the torque reached at equilibrium and к 
and b constants. The latter effect was treated 
theoretically by Tattersall (2) in terms of the 
number of links between particles in the paste.
3. The structural breakdown can also account for the 
variation in the reported flow curve shapes.
Banfill and Saunders (3) found that when the time 
taken to complete an up and down cycle in a coaxial 
cylinders viscometer was short the flow curve showed 
a hysteresis loop with the downcurve falling to 
lower shear stresses than the upcurve (structural 
breakdown), whereas when the cycle time was long the 
loop was reversed. At intermediate cycle times flow 
curves with more than one loop were obtained. 
Furthermore the cycle times producing these types of 
curve varied from cement to cement. Only at cycle 
times of two minutes or less were the loop shapes 
consistent. They explained this in terms of the 
competition between shear-induced structural break
down and the buildup of structure due to continuing 
hydration reactions. In addition, prolonged mixing 
results in reversible flow curves (up- and 
downcurves superimposable).

4. Variations in yield value over a ZO-fold range 
and in plastic viscosity over a 50-fold range have 
been reported by different workers and can be 
explained by differences in exprrimental technique 
(4). In addition to the effect of mixing on the 
structural breakdown, cement pastes slip at the 
walls of the viscometer. This is assumed to be 
overcome by profiling or serrating the surfaces but 
no-one has shown conclusively that this is so. 
Nevertheless, Mannheimer showed that slippage could 
result in a sixfold reduction in the measured yield 
value of a cement paste (5).
5. Because of the variation of shear stress across 
the gap of a ' coaxial cylinders viscometer fluids 
with a yield value exhibit plug flow at low shear 
rates where the stress does not exceed the yield 
value at all points in the fluid, as shown by the 
Reiner-Rlvlin equation:

n T ( 1 1 1 - in 5b
•'*- 4n>th i R 1 R R

only when Т/гпК^Ь > X* Cdoes all the fluid flow.
This may be Eaken account of in the evaluation of 
data, but Tattersall and Dimond found that plug flow 
also occurred at much higher shear rates and 
stresses in conditions of steady continuous shear 
(6). They observed discontinuities in the 
exponential decay of torque with time which on 
visual examination of the paste, were found to 
coincide with the times at which a solid plug of 
material broke up. When the observed width of the 
sheared zone was used in calculations Instead of the 
instrument gap width, previously irreconcilable data 
on the effect of shear rate on the structural 
breakdown kinetics could be understood.
This complex behaviour of Portland cement pastes 
forms the background against which the rheology of 
Ciment Fondu pastes must be compared.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS .
All experiments were carried out using a typical 
Ciment Fondu with the composition and other 
properties given in Table 1. The viscometer used in 
this work was a Haake Rotovlsco RV2 with PG142 
external speed programmer. Two coaxial cylinders 
geometries were used: (i) the Haake system MVIIP 
with inner cylinder radius 18.4mm, outer cylinder 
radius 21mm, height 60mm, both cylinders profiled 
with vertical ribs of 0.1mm square section, spaced 
2mm apart round the circumference; (ii) the system 
S13/15 used by Tattersall and Dimond with inner 
cylinder radius 13mm, outer cylinder radius 15mm, 
height 50mm, both cylinders profiled with vertical 
serrations of 0.5mm square section, spaced 0.5mm 
apart round the circumference.
Pastes were prepared in batches of not more than 
250g measured by weight and blended either by hand 
mixing with a spatula in a beaker for one minute or 
in a propellor type laboratory mixer at a speed of 
1000 rpm for a predetermined time. Time and 
temperature were carefully controlled; all mixes 
were prepared and tested at 20 C.
The experimental programme studied the following: 
the effect of cycle time on flow curve shape; the 
effects of mixing time, concentration in water and 
age after mixing; and the behaviour under continuous 
shear.



Table 1 Properties of the Ciment Fondu

Setting time (BS 915): Initial 
Final

90 ^ijn residue (7=)
Surface Area •(Blaine) (m /kg)
Chemical Composition (7=) :

280 min
293 min
3.8
2 76

SiO2 A12O3 Fe2O3 FeO Т1С>2 CaO Na20 KjO S03 C02

4.14 28.67 10.43 5.63 1.98 38.5 0.06 0.04 0.19 0.42

RESULTS
EFFECT OF CYCLE TIME ON FLOW CURVE SHAPE
Pastes of 0.325 w/c were hand mixed and tested in 
the MVIIP geometry with shear starting 2.5 minutes 
after the first contact of cement and water. The 
total cycle time was varied from one minute to one 
hour and the maximum speed of rotation was 500 rpm.
Figure 1 shows the three types of flow curve 
obtained, classified according to Banfill and 
Saunders, and Table 2 gives the cycle times at which 
these occurred. The relationship between speed and 
torque shown by the section XX in Figure 1, whether 
downcurve or upcurve, was independent of cycle time 
and conformed to the Reiner-Rivlin equation for a 
Bingham fluid. In view of these results the cycle 
time in all subsequent experiments was kept short to 
produce Type 1 flow curves, from the downcurve of 
which the yield value and plastic viscosity were 
calculated using that equation.

Tor q ue

Speed of rotation

FIGURE 1 - Classification of flow curve types.

Table 2 Variation in flow curve with cycle time

Cycle time (min) 1 2 5 9.8 12 24 36 48 60

Flow curve type 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 3 3

EFFECT OF MIXING TIME
Pastes of 0.3 and 0.4 w/c were mechanically stirred 
for up to 10 minutes and tested in the MVIIP 
geometry with shear starting one minute after the 
end of stirring (i.e. up to 11 minutes from first 
contact of cement and water). The maximum speed was 
500 rpm and the cycle time one minute. Figure 2 
shows the effect of mixing time on the yield value 
and plastic viscosity.

FIGURE 2 - Effect of mixing time on the rheology of
Ciment Fondu pastes.

EFFECT OF CONCENTRATION OF PASTE
Pastes of different w/c ratios were mechanically
mixed for 5 minutes then tested in the MVIIP
geometry to a maximum speed of 999 rpm and in the 
S13/15 geometry to 500 rpm, in both cases with a one 
minute cycle time. This mixing time was chosen in 
the light of the results in Figure 2. Separate 
paste samples were prepared for each test in both 
geometries. Figure 3 shows the variation in yield 
value and plastic viscosity with w/c ratio with 
comparative information on Portland cements drawn 
from Tattersall and Banfill’s survey of the 
literature (1).
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FIGURE 3 - Effect of w/c ratio on the rheology of
Ciment Fondu and Portland cement pastes.



EFFECT OF AGE
Separate samples of paste at 0.3 w/c ratio were 
mechanically mixed for 5 minutes then left to stand 
for up to 90 minutes before testing in the S13/15 
geometry to a maximum speed of 999 rpm or in the 
MVIIP geometry to 500 rpm with a one minute cycle 
time. Figure 4 shows the variation with age in 
yield value and plastic viscosity calculated as 
before .

FIGURE 4 - Variation of yield value and plastic
viscosity of Ciment Fondu pastes with standing time.

STRUCTURAL BREAKDOWN IN STEADY SHEAR
Hand mixed and mechanically mixed pastes of 0.3 and 
0.4 w/c ratio were sheared in both geometries at 
several speeds of rotation. Typical torque-time 
behaviour observed in both geometries, as recorded 
on a continuous chart trace, is shown in Figure 5. 
However, plug flow taking the form of a stationary 
zone of paste up to 1mm thick adjacent to the 
stationary outer cylinder was observed in the MVIIP 
geometry but never in the S13/15 geometry. It 
occurred only in the pastes of 0.3 w/c, which 
suggests that it may be related to the stiffness of 
the paste. Because of the quantitative uncertain
ties introduced by this plug flow, only those 
results obtained in the S13/15 system will be 
reported here, but it must be borne in mind that the 
results from the two systems show close qualitative 
agreement. Table 3 summarises the results.

50 '
Tor que 
(arbitrary 
units)

C

0 - ——j----------- 1----------- 1----------- 1----------- 1 t
120 2'10 360

Time of shearing see

FIGURE 5 - Variation in torque with time during
continuous steady shearing of Ciment Fondu paste.

DISCUSSION
Most of the features of the rheology of Portland 
cement pastes described earlier have been observed 
in these experiments on Ciment Fondu pastes, but 
some novel features are also present.

FLOW CURVES
Ciment Fondu pastes may be described by the Bingham 
model provided it is also realised that structural 
breakdown occurs on shearing which may distort the 
flow curve and give apparent shear thinning 
behaviour. Structural breakdown results in the 
greater effect on the yield value than on the 
plastic viscosity (Figure 2), exactly as is 
observed in Portland cements (7).
The changing flow curve/hysteres is loop pattern 
shown in Figure 1 follows the same sequence as for 
Portland cements. Loops indicative of structural 
breakdown are obtained at short cycle times, while 
the sense of the loop is reversed at long cycle 
times. At intermediate times of 10-20 minutes 
curves with more than one loop are observed. While 
Banfill and Saunders (3) attribute this to the 
competition in Portland cement between shear induced 
breakdown and hydration causing buildup, this cannot 
apply to Ciment Fondu because of the different 
chemistry involved. The hydration of Ciment Fondu 
proceeds via a "through solution” mechanism with 
dissolution of calcium aluminates. Structure 
development is delayed until their subsequent 
precipitation when the saturation level is exceeded 
(8). In contrast, in Portland cement the growth and 
interlocking of hydration products takes place from 
the first contact of cement and water (9). There
fore the observed changes in flow curve/hysteresis 
loop shape in both types of cement are probably due 
to physical effects arising from flocculation and 
deflocculation processes. Hattori and Izumi have 
explained the hysteresis loops by a theoretical 
model based on these considerations (10).

EFFECT OF CONCENTRATION AND AGE
Figure 3 shows that the yield value and plastic 
viscosity of Ciment Fondu pastes are related to w/c 
ratio in a similar way to Portland cement pastes 
but that the values determined are somewhat lower. 
Consequently a Ciment Fondu grout will be easier to 
pump but may show a slightly greater tendency to 
bleed. It also accounts for the well known 
harshness of Ciment Fondu concretes (11).
Because of the low rate of reaction between Ciment 
Fondu and water during the induction period, the 
relatively slow increase in yield value and plastic 
viscosity of undisturbed paste with time (Figure 4) 
is not surprising. There is a marked difference 
between results obtained in the two geometries which 
may be explained by the occurrence of plug flow in 
the MVIIP system as noted above. This would 
increase the effective shear rate in the paste and 
cause the apparently higher yield value and plastic 
viscosity which have been calculated from the 
instrument dimensions for Figure 4. In view of the 
observation of plug flow during continuous shear 
experiments this must be considered a plausible 
exp1anat ion.

STRUCTURAL BREAKDOWN AND BUILDUP
In general the structural breakdown behaviour of 
Ciment Fondu pastes is similar to that of Portland 
cement pastes, but this is the first time that 
observations of a double minimum in the torque-time 
behaviour have been reported.



Table 3 Structural breakdown under steady shear (S13/15 geometry)

Experimental Conditions Torque (Nmm. at Time (s ec ) from 0 to Slope of semi-log plot
(sec )

w/c Mixing Time Shearing 0 A В c A В c OA BC
method (min) speed (rpm)

0.3 Hand 1 200 )mean 35.7 16.9 19.3 12.9 22 41 175 10.3 1.84
(4 replicates) ) s. d. 1.9 0.8 0.5 1.5 2.3 2 33 1.7 0.23

0.3 Hand 1 400 >46 19.7 21.2 18.6 45 72 160 3.7 0. 73
0.3 Hand 1 500 >46 20.6 21.6 20.3 40 55 120 5.7 0. 70
0.3 Machine 5 500 35.4 - - 17.7 - - 135 - 1.37
0.3 Machine 10 500 34.5 - - 16.7 - - 160 - . 1.18
0.4 Hand 1 200 16.9 4.6 6.0 5.5 40 72 140 4.3 *
0.4 Hand 1 400 25.6 6.4 - - 40 - - 4.8 -
0.4 Hand 1 500 23.0 6.1 7.4 6.7 20 45 100 3.9 *
0.4 Machine 5 500 28.1 7.1 - - 65 - - 7.6 -
0.4 Machine 10 500 26.2 6.9 - - 60 - - 4.6 -

The differences between the torques at points В and C are too small to allow accurate calculation of the 
slope of the semi-logarithmic graph.

The general form of the torque-time relationship 
under conditions of steady continuous shear is shown 
in Figure 5. The main features are the rapid 
initial decrease to a minimum at point A followed by 
a small peak В and another minimum 0, after which 
torque steadily rises (D). When the torque reading, 
T, taken from the chart record is plotted in the 
form log(T-TeA) or log(T-TeC) against time, where 
TeA and TeC are the torques at the two minima A and 
C respectively, both portions fit a straight line 
relationship (figure 6). The peak after the initial 
rapid fall in torque is generally well defined and 
two minima are clearly evident. However, in some 
experiments, particularly in mechanically mixed and 
less concentrated pastes the double minimum tends to 
merge into a single shallow one (Table 3). In the 
S13/15 geometry the second minimum is always below 
the first, but in the MVIIP geometry it is normally 
at the same torque or slightly above. This could be 
due to differences in the relative rates of 
breakdown and buildup at the higher shear rates 
prevailing in the MVIIP geometry when plug flow is 
taking place.

FIGURE . 6 - Exponential form of the relationship
between torque and time in continuous steady shear. 

The linear relationship between log(T-TeA) and time 
is exactly as first reported by Tattersall for 
Portland cement pastes (2). However the slopes of 
the semilogarithmic plots shown in Figure 6 are 
different for the two portions of the torque-time 
curve. For the initial breakdown OA (Figure 5) the 
slope is 5-10 times that of the portion BC. There 
are insufficient data to confirm Tattersail's 
observations that the slope of the semilogarithmic 
plot is steeper at higher shear rates. The slope of 
the portion OA is not significantly affected by w/c 
ratio. No conclusion can be drawn about section BC 
because at 0.4 w/c the second minimum is either not 
present or so shallow that it is not possible to 
produce a semilogarithmic plot of the data.
Increasing the w/c ratio moves the whole curve to 
lower torques but has no significant effect on the 
times to any of points A, В or C. Mechanical mixing 
has the same effect but results in a single minimum, 
the position of which depends on w/c ratio (Table 
3). At 0.3 w/c ratio the overall shape of the 
single minimum is shallow with the lowest torque 
occurring at times corresponding to point C of the 
curves with double minima, whereas at 0.4 w/c the 
minimum is sharply defined with the lowest torque 
corresponding in time to point A.
These observations tend to support the hysteresis 
loop behaviour. If the buildup of structure were of 
chemical origin the time after initial contact of 
water and cement would be critical whereas 
mechanical mixing for 10 minutes leaves the shape of 
the torque-time relationship unchanged. Thus the 
critical time is that from the start of shearing in 
the viscometer and the explanation of structural 
buildup must be sought in physical, flocculation 
changes.

STRUCTURAL MODEL
Tattersall’s model for the structural breakdown of 
Portland cement pastse was proposed on the basis of 
the work done in a rotational viscometer (i) in 
overcoming normal viscous forces, (ii) in breaking 
linkages and (iii) in keeping them broken (2). 
Since he observed no rebuilding of structure, item
(iii) was not considered. His model correctly 
predicts the exponential form of the experimental 
relationship between the excess torque (T-Te) and



time and gives the breakdown constant as

where w 
parameters

= w (w - w, )
no^ 1

the shear rate, and tp are structural
- the initial number of linkages present 

and their strength repectively, and K, w. constants. 
Hattori and Izumi's structural model (10J explicitly
allowed structural rebuilding or reflocculation and,
as already noted, this accounted for the observed 
flow curve/hysteresis loop shapes.
If it is considered that the new structure which 
forms has different structural parameters then it 
too will undergo structural breakdown but at the 
same shear rate the value of the breakdown constant, 
b, will be different. For example, stronger 
linkages or more of them, perhaps arising from a 
different geometrical arrangement in the new 
structure, will result in a smaller constant b.
The existence of different types of flocculation 
structure in clay suspensions is well known and 
documented (12). The flat particles may associate 
through edge-edge, face-face or edge-face linkages 
and these types of linkage have different strengths 
arising from the different arrangements of atoms in 
the surface layers in these parts of the particles.
These structural variations produce different 
rheological properties. Bombled (13) and Legrand 
(14) consider that the charge distribution on a 
grain of cement is not uniform. Ridges and other 
points where there are abrupt changes in direction 
of the surface are thought to be charged differently 
from flat faces. Consequently there is the 
possibility of face-ridge association relying on 
electrostatic charges. Because of the tieterogeneity 
of cement particles the strength of this association 
may well depend on the relative orientation of the 
particle contacts.
The following model is therefore a plausible 
suggestion to account for the observed rheological 
behaviour of Ciment Fondu pastes. Particles are in 
contact when they are first mixed with water 
and remain together in the form of flocs, where the 
interparticle attraction is the resultant of 
attractive Van der Waals forces and the mutual 
repulsion of the electrical double layers around 
each charged particle in water. The particles in a 
floc are arranged randomly with some strong and some 
weak linkages. Shear breaks these flocs down, 
reduces the apparent viscosity of the suspension and 
individual particles can flow past one another and 
reorientate themselves. Particles collide but 
because of their freedom of movement are able to 
take up relative positions such that only the 
strongest linkages are formed. This results in a 
net increase in the strength of the structure, which 
is then followed by further breakdown, but at a 
lower rate because of the stronger linkages.
The model is somewhat speculative at this stage but 
further experimental evidence in support is provided 
by the effect of superplasticisers, to be described 
in a later publication. These admixtures remove the 
second .minimum in the torque-time relationship, as 
would be expected for materials which adsorb 
all over the particle surfaces thereby obliterating 
any differences in the charge distributions.
Consequently a single type of structure only is 
involved.

CONCLUSIONS
The rheology of Ciment Fondu pastes is broadly 
similar to that of Portland cement pastes. They 
show Bingham type behaviour with slightly lower 
yield value and plastic viscosity. THey exhibit 
structural breakdown in the form of a dependence on 
the time of mixing. The flow curves show similar 
hysteresis loop behaviour to that shown by Portland 
cement pastes and which can be explained by the 
competition between structural breakdown and buildup 
due to flocculation.
In continuous steady shear experiments the behaviour 
shows novel features in the form of a double minimum 
in the torque-time curve. This behaviour can also 
be explained by a change in the flocculation 
structure upon shearing.
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COMPONENTS OF WORKABILITY AND RHEOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON MORTARS AND FRESH CONCRETE
COMPOSANTES DE LA MANIABILITE ET MESURES RHEOLOGIQUES SUR MORTIERS ET BETONS FRAIS

Introduction

The fact that the number of proposed methods 
for the measurement of workability is well into three 
figures (1) illustrates the importance attached to 
the subject, but it also demonstrates that except in 
the tautological, and therefore not very helpful, 
sense that the workability of concrete is its ability 
to -be worked, there is not even a universally 
accepted definition of the term, as pointed out by 
Neville (2) in his summary of the differing views 
expressed at a conference in 1973. The situation has 
improved a little since then, but not much.

Workability seems to be a very complex property 
because it embraces a number of what might be called 
constituent properties, as follows.

(i) ability to undergo satisfactory mixing, to 
produce a homogeneous product.

(ii) ability to flow to fill a mould or formwork,
' which might be of a difficult shape and might 

contain congested reinforcement.
(iii) ability to be compacted to remove air so that 

the hardened concrete may achieve its maximum 
potential strength.

(iv) ability to resist segregation and excessive 
bleeding.

(v) ability to provide a satisfactory surface 
finish, either, direct from the mould or as a 
result of some mechanical processing of a free 
surface.

(vi) ability to be transported by any one or more of 
a variety of methods including dumper truck, 
conveyor belt, pumping, tremieing, etc.

(viih behaviour in response to various mechanical 
processes such as application of pressure or 
vibration.

The situation is further complicated by the 
necessity to deal with a very wide range of 
workabilities, from the very high workability of the 
flowing and almost self levelling concretes at one 
end of the scale, to the extremely low workabilities 
of the semi-dry mixes such as are used, for example, 
for extrusion processes, at the other end.

The workability of a concrete mix is affected 
by .

(i) mix proportions (i.e. of cement, cement 
replacements, aggregates, and water)

(ii) chemical and physical properties of the cement
(iii) physical properties of the aggregates

(particularly shape, particle size distribution 
and water absorption, and, to a lesser extent, 
surface texture)

(iv) presence and quantity of any admixtures
(v) age

and there are interactions between these variables. 
It might also be remarked that there are considerable 
difficulties in imposing on these variables a control 
that is adequate for the obtaining of good reproduc
ibility of nominally identical mixes, even in the 
laboratory.

In terms of sophistication, though certainly 
not chronologically, the history of the development ' 
of tests for the measurement of workability can be 
considered as having taken place in a series of 
stages. The earliest stage is that of the very 
simple tests that were purely empirical and made no 
pretence of being otherwise, some of which have 
survived to the present day because of their 
simplicity rather than because of their usefulness. 
They include the best known of all, the slump test, 
and also a whole variety of penetration tests, drop 
tests and deforming tests. That this approach has 
still not been abandoned is demonstrated by the 
recent inclusion, in the latest edition of British 
Standard 1681, of the flow table test for high 
workability concretes.

A later stage of development is represented by 
tests that are based on the idea of isolating one of 
the constituent properties of workability listed 
above, and attempting to assess it separately. The 
compacting factor test of Glanville, Collins and 
Matthews (3) is an example of this class, and it has 
probably not been sufficiently appreciated that the 
authors themselves did not consider it to be an 
adequate measure of workability in general. A more 
recent example in this class is the 'efflux 
rheometer' of Bartos (A) which has been commented on 
elsewhere (5, 6). Other tests that were intended to 
imitate practical placing processes, such as that 
described by Baron (7) and the similar one proposed 
by Angles (8) some years later, may also be regarded 
as coming in this category.

These empirical tests have been listed and 
discussed elsewhere (1); serious criticisms may be 
made of each one individually but the defect they 
possess as a group is that any one of them may 
classify as identical in workability two concretes 
that are subsequently found to behave very 
differently on the job. Progress beyond this point 
became possible only when consideration was given to 
the question of the behaviour of fresh concrete under 
defined conditions of stress and/or strain. Early 
attempts to do this include the experiments of 
L'Hermlte (9) with his annular shear box, and of 
Berthier (10) with his deforming cubical mould, but 
most of the work is more recent and includes that to 
be discussed below.
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Tassios (11) has discussed the qualitative 
relationships between the constituent properties of 
workability and fundamental properties of the 
concrete which can, at least in principle, be 
measured, such as yield stress, yield strain, plastic 
viscosity and cohesion.

In spite of their obvious, and not so obvious 
defects, the various empirical tests have contributed 
to the development of mix design techniques, and in 
other ways. Nevertheless, any critical review of the 
field of workability measurement forces the 
conclusion that a great deal of time and effort has 
been wasted by some workers who quite clearly have 
not taken the trouble to study previous work, as is 
shown, for example, by the several instances that 
could be quoted of proposals for what purports to be 
a new test that is in fact similar in all essentials 
to one that was proposed perhaps 20 or 30 years 
earlier. In addition, considerable confusion has 
been caused by the careless and slipshod use of 
terminology so that, for example, words such as 
viscosity, mobility and fluidity, to which are 
properly attached rigorous definitions in terms of 
fundamental quantities (12), have been used to 
describe the results of measurements made with quite 
arbitrary apparatus.

Definition of workability

Attention has already been drawn to the 
existence of a wide range of opinions on the matter 
of the definition of the term workability, and these 
have Included proposals for considering it not as a 
property of the fresh concrete alone but as one that 
necessitates a consideration of the placing process 
concerned, or the development of properties measured 
on the hardened concrete. For example Baron and 
Lesage (13) suggested a definition based on 
assessment of the porosity of concrete that had been 
laid in a given way.

It is clear that general development will be 
difficult, if not impossible, until there is a 
generally agreed acceptance of at least the approach 
to a definition. There seems to be no valid reason 
why that approach should not be the same as that used 
successfully for any other physical property, and 
that means (14, 15)

(i) workability is a property of the fresh 
concrete, and of the fresh concrete alone

(11) workability can be defined as being measured by 
a set of constants W. and, together, the 
constants in this set must provide a unique 
description. The number of constants required 
to achieve this, that is, the number of 
constants in the set VL, is not known a priori.

(iii) the numerical value of each of the constants in 
the set should be independent of the method by 
which it is measured, that is, it should be 
expressible in fundamental units.

It seems reasonable to suggest that the 
validity of any proposed method of measurement should 
be Judged in terms of how well these criteria are 
met. Every one of the methods Incorporated in the 
various national standards, as well as every one of 
the many other methods proposed, fails conspicuously 

when judged in this way. In violation of condition 
(iii), results depend markedly on details of the 
apparatus used and in many cases depend also on 
details of just how it is used, i.e. they are 
operator sensitive.

More importantly, from the practising 
engineer's point of view, any one of the tests may 
classify as being identical in workability two con
cretes which are subsequently found to behave very 
differently in practice. For example, it is well 
known that two concretes of the same slump may 
exhibit quite different workabilities as assessed in 
terms of the job to be done, and this defect in the 
test has been responsible for some very expensive 
mistakes.

The detailed definition and determination of 
the constants W. involves an investigation of a 
rheological nature, since rheology is defined as 'the 
science of the deformation and flow of matter' (12), 
and that means a consideration of the relationships 
between stress, strain, strain rate, and time, and 
perhaps the whole strain history of the material. 
The end result should be a rheological model, 
described in mathmatical terms, and obtained either 
experimentally or obtained theoretically with 
subsequent experimental verification.

Acceptance of the statement made above, that 
workability is a property of the fresh concrete 
alone, does not, of course, mean that the properties 
of the hardened concrete should be ignored. It has 
been pointed out previously that the former is 
important only in relation to the latter. Bombled 
(16) has commented 'one must never forget that the 
search for optimal rheological properties (of the 
fresh concrete) is not an end in Itself and it would 
be disastrous if obtaining them were to be to the 
detriment of the ultimate properties of the hardened 
concrete'.

Rheology of cement pastes

Since concrete consists of aggregates, cement 
and water, it may be regarded as either a suspension 
of inert particles in a matrix of cement paste, or as 
inert particles coated with cement paste, and it is 
reasonable to suppose that a thorough understanding 
of the rheology of the paste must be obtained before 
satisfactory progress can be made in the study of the 
concrete of which it is a constituent. Such an 
argument was put forward some 30 years ago (17). 
More recently, Bombled (16) has argued that 'the 
cement has a predominant role to play in the rheology 
of the fresh concrete'.

In fact, limited work carried out later on the 
effect of cement properties on fresh concrete 
properties, by Dimond (18) and An-Keat Yeoh (19) 
indicates that this statement needs some qualifica
tion, but there is no denying the obvious importance 
of the cement paste.

Experiments with a coaxial cylinders 
viscometer, reported in 1954, (17, 20) showed

(i) at low shear rates cement pastes behaved 
according to the Bingham model

(11) at low shear rate both the yield value and the 
plastic viscosity were related approximately 
exponentially to the water content of the paste



(iii) under higher shear rates plastic viscosity 
decreased with time while yield value appeared 
to remain approximately constant

(iv) there was little or ho tendency for a 
rebuilding of structure to take place, at least 
in times considerably greater than those 
required for an experiment, so the change could 
not be classified as thixotropic

(v) at constant rate of shear, the structural 
breakdown as measured by decrease in torque 
could be well represented by a simple 
exponential equation.

A simple theory of breakdown was presented 
which explained quantitatively the main results.

These findings, which can be explained 
qualitatively (1A) on the basis of Double's membrane 
theory of hydration (21), have on the whole been 
confirmed by the considerable amount of work that has 
been published subsequently, but several difficulties 
have become apparent. The main ones may by 
summarised as

(i) results obtained by various workers differ by 
orders of magnitude

(ii) many different types of hysteresis loop have 
been found, including positive and negative ' 
hysteresis and even figure of eight loops (22)

(ill) decay of torque at constant shear rate cannot 
always be described by a simple exponential law 
(23, 24). There may be a discontinuity which 
has been explained (25) by the presence of a 
plug whose existence is not predicted from 
normal plug flow considerations.

These matters have been dealt with fully 
elsewhere (14) and further discussion is outside the 
scope of the present paper as are also studies, such 
as those by Bombled (26) or by Hannant (27) which are 
intended to aid in the elucidation of hydration 
mechanisms. It is sufficient to make two 
observations about the use of the coaxial cylinders 
viscometer for experiments in cement past rheology, 
which, it is suggested, should be taken into account 
in future work.

(i) the finding of a plug, whose existence is so 
far unexplained, is sufficient to call into 
question all the results reported from coaxial 
cylinders viscometer measurements. Observa
tions should be made of the nature of the flow 
pattern and experiments should be carried out 
with more than one experimental set-up.

(ii) as was pointed out over 30 years ago (17), the 
obtaining of hysteresis 'loops is useful in 
preliminary work but is not a satisfactory 
approach for quantitative considerations, 
because the results depend so markedly on 
details of experimental procedure. (Of course, 
it follows that the reporting of hysteresis 
loops is quite useless if experimental details 
are not reported at all, or Inadequately.) 
Cheng and Evans have pointed out (28) that it 
is not possible to deduce the form of a 
rheological model from experiments carried out 
at varying shear rates, and WorralJ» and Tuliani 
(29) have shown experimentally that two 
suspensions of quite different thixotropic 
properties can give similar hysteresis loops.

Another, perhaps cynical, comment may be made 
and that is that while it can be useful to carry out 
measurements on fully broken down pastes, that should 
not be done simply because it is easier.

However, the main conclusion to be drawn, so 
far as a study of concrete rheology is concerned, is 
that the whole field of cement paste rheology is in 
such a state of confusion and uncertainty that to 
wait for it to be resolved before proceeding with 
work on the very practical problems relating to 
concrete, would be to impose a quite unacceptable 
delay.

Preliminary considerations for concrete

The fact that cement paste rheology is so 
little understood therefore implies that it is worth
while carrying out Investigations on concrete Itself, 
but there are also some other implications. The 
first of these is that the approach should be an 
experimental one, because it is clear that any 
theoretical treatment would necessarily be based on 
inadequate information and is therefore unlikely to 
be successful. The only recent attempt (30) at a 
theoretical treatment resulted in a prediction of the 
effect of aggregate grading on workability in the 
opposite sense to the data given in Road Note 4, 
which was firmly established on practical experience 
and experiment. The theory itself was severely 
criticised (31) but this outstanding disagreement 
with practice is alone sufficient to condemn it.

The second implication, taking into account 
also the history of attempts to measure workability, 
is that a simple empirical approach is not likely to 
yield any further useful information, and the experi
ments to be carried out must involve studies of 
concrete behaviour under reasonably well known 
conditions of stress and strain or strain rate.

This suggests two possibilities; the first is 
by using the methods of soil mechanics and the second 
is by using techniques that have been established for 
investigating the rheological properties of 
suspensions. Several workers, including L'Hermite 
(9), Tasslos (11), Ritchie (32), Uzomaka (33) and 
Mamlllan (34) have adopted the first approach and 
this work has been reviewed elsewhere (1). More 
recently, Ukraincik (35) has carried out measurements 
with a type of shear box in investigations which also 
involved the use of rheological methods. However, 
the object in all this work was not the development 
of a practical workability test, because the methods 
are too cumbersome and time consuming for there to be 
much hope of their being sufficiently modified for 
use on site or even for control In a laboratory. A 
more promising approach seems to be to attempt to 
apply established rheological methods because they do 
offer the possibility of being so modified and also, 
some of them have the advantage of applying 
continuous shear which seems appropriate in relation 
to the practical use of fresh concrete.

Ordinary casual observation shows immediately 
that there is some limiting stress below which a 
given fresh concrete does not flow, as indicated for 
example by the mere fact that it is possible to 
measure a slump value, and this means that the 
material possesses a yield value. The nature and 
meaning of yield value have been the subject of some 
discussion (14, 36) but there is no doubt that from 
the practical engineering point of view it does 
exist.
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It follows that the flow properties of concrete 
must be described by an equation of the type

T z T + f( Y,Y,t) (1 )о

where T is the shear stress at shear strain Y and 
time t, and T is the yield stress. The simplest 
possible form°of this equation is

T Z T + UY (2)
о 

where Ц is the plastic viscosity, which is the 
equation of the Bingham model. It follows 
immediately that, in order to determine the two 
constants needed for a full description, measurements 
must be made at not fewer than two different shear 
rates. Any test in which only one measurement is 
made cannot in principle provide sufficient 
information, no matter how complicated the test 
procedure or how sophisticated ■ the treatment of the 
results. This criticism applies to all the standard 
tests and explains why each of them suffers from the 
defect that it can classify as Identical two 
concretes that are subsequently found to behave quite 
differently.

Bombled (37) has proposed that, in accordance 
with Coulomb's Law as applied in the treatment of 
results from the soil mechanics shear box, the yield 
value may be written as

T z с + к. tan 0 (3)
о 

where c is the cohesion and 0 is the angle of 
friction; he considers that the former is provided 
essentially by the interstitial paste, and the 
friction by interference between large particles of 
aggregate.

The coaxial cylinders viscometer is an obvious 
possible apparatus for a rheological Investigation 
and has been used on high workability concretes by 
Uzomaka (38), Murata and Kikukawa (39), and Sakuta, 
Yamane, Kasami and Sakamoto (40). In each case, the 
results indicated that the flow properties of fresh 
concrete fit the Bingham model, but the values of 
yield value and plastic viscosity obtained differed 
by orders of magnitude. Bloomer (41) has discussed 
in detail the requirements for the design of a visco
meter suitable for measurements on concrete and has 
pointed out that

(1) the annular gap, should be not less than
10 times the maximum aggregate size d

(ii) the ratio of the radius of the outer cylinder 
R_, to that of the inner cylinder R , should be 
not greater than 1.2 in order to reduce the 
variation in shear rate across the gap and to 
reduce the range of speeds in which plug flow 
occurs.

(ill) the ratio of the height of the inner cylinder, 
h , to the radius, should be not less than 
unity, in order to reduce end effects.

(iv) to avoid slippage, asperities should be 
' provided on the surfaces of both cylinders and 

the depth of these asperities, a, should be not 
less than the maximum aggregate size, d.

Table I shows that all the viscometers fail in 
respect of gap size and some of them fail in other 
ways too.

Table I Dimensions of coaxial cylinders viscometers

.Value Value in apparatus of 
Quantity Desired U M&K S et al

(Rb-Rc)/d 10 1.6 2.25 3

R /Ru 1 .2 1 .3 1 .6 2.5
c b

h /R 1 0.8 3.4 2.5
b b

a/d < 1 0.9
1 .3

0 0

The only way of reconciling the conflicting 
requirements listed by Bloomer is to build a large 
apparatus; he estimates that a satisfactory one would 
have a sample volume of 2jm3 and would require a 4 
h.p. motor to drive it. This is clearly impractical; 
an alternative possibility is to consider a mixer 
method.

Measurements using a mixer

Quite apart from any theoretical considera
tions, the attractions of attempting to use a mixer 
for measurements on a material such as concrete are 
obvious, and several workers have done so certainly 
as early as 1928. However, in all but two cases . 
measurements were made at only one speed, and in the 
two cases (42, 43) in which a range of speeds was 
used, no attempt was made to plot a flow curve. This 
was first done in 1970 (44) from experiments with a 
food mixer, in which power consumption was measured 
at each of the three speeds of which the mixer was 
capable, and torque was calculated as net power 
divided by speed. It was found that when plotted as 
torque against speed, the three points fell close to 
a straight line which had an intercept on the torque 
axis, thus indicating that the flow properties of 
fresh concrete approximated to the Bingham model.

The equation to the line may be written as

T - g + hlJ (4)

where T is the torque at speed N, g is the intercept 
on the torque axis, and h is the reciprocal of the 
slope of the line. This equation is obviously 
analogous to the equation for the Bingham model and 
it seems apparent that the constant g is a measure of 
yield value while the constant h is a measure of 
plastic viscosity. Theoretical justification for 
this conclusion will be summarised later.

This result which was obtained before the 
coaxial cylinders work referred to above was 
published, was a very surprising one, in view of the 
known complexity of cement paste behaviour. Of 
course, an experimental result based on only three 
points is somewhat questionable but it has been arapl; 
confirmed since by a very large volume of work. It 
is now thought that the explanation of this simple 
behaviour is that the shear rates in the mixing 
process are substantially higher than those used in 
the test and the cement paste has already been 
subjected to structural breakdown so that the paste 
itself exhibits Bingham properties. It can now be 
regarded as firmly established that, over a range of 
shear rates that are important in practice, the flow



properties of fresh concrete are described by the 
simple Bingham model, and therefore can be 
characterised in terms of the two constants yield 
value and plastic viscosity. Whether this is the 
whole story will be discussed later.

Scullion (A5) improved the original apparatus 
and used it in investigations on the effect on 
workability of the properties and proportions of mix 
constituents but further intensive investigations 
showed that its disadvantages were such that it 
should be abandoned in favour of a new apparatus that 
was developed.

Figure 1 The two-point workability apparatus

The new apparatus, the development and 
construction of which have been described in detail 
elsewhere (A6, 1A), is shown diagramrr.atically in 
Figure 1. A suitable impeller is immersed in the 
concrete under test which is contained in a 
cylindrical bowl, and is rotated about its own axis 
by means of an electric motor driving through an 
infinitely variable hydraulic transmission. The 
torque required at each of a range of speeds is 
measured by monitoring the pressure of the oil in the 
hydraulic transmission. When net torque (that is, 
the difference between the torques when the bowl 
contains concrete and when it is empty) is plotted 
against'rotational speed, the points are found to fit 
to the linear Bingham relationship with a correlation 
coefficient usually in excess of 0.99.

The apparatus in this form was developed 
specifically for high workability concretes and has 
been found to be suitable for a range from about 75mm 
slump to flowing concrete. For low workabilities it 
is unsuitable, because the concrete is found to move 
to the sides of the bowl anti fail to fall back, so 
that the impeller then rotates in the hole it has 
made. For such concretes an alternative form was 
developed in which an impeller of a different shape 
is caused to rotate in planetary motion, and in this 
form it can be used for low workability concretes 
down to about 25mm slump. The apparatus can readily 

be changed from one form to the other; together, 
therefore, they can cover almost the whole range of 
practical workabilities, with the exception of 
extremely low workabilities.

The apparatus has been called the two-point 
workability apparatus because it satisfies the 
condition of providing measurements at the required 
minimum number of two different shear rates. In 
practice, more speeds are used in order to reduce 
experimental error.

Practical use of the apparatus

Two practical problems may arise in the use of 
the apparatus and were considered during the 
development work.

The first is that, because of trapping of 
coarse aggregate, the torque reading is not steady. 
Typically, the torque oscillates about a mean value 
by a few percent but on this oscillation are imposed 
larger 'kicks' which are due to aggregate trapping 
and should be ignored. The extent of the oscillation 
is reduced by introducing damping into the measuring 
system but not to such an extent that the response is 
sluggish. In practice, it is a relatively easy 
matter to adjust the damping to the right level and 
to 'learn' to Ignore the kicks so that the mean of 
the small oscillations can be read. A previously 
inexperienced operator can be taught, or can teach 
himself, in about quarter of an hour. Of course, the 
process can be made even easier by automatic 
recording of torque as a function of time (at a given 
speed) when a trace of the form shown in Figure 2 is 
obtained, provided the chart speed is appropriate. 
The simple insertion of a pressure transducer in the 
hydraulic line permits this method to be used, and 
this was done by Gjorv and co-workers (97). An 
alternative approach, which was considered during the 
early stages of development of the apparatus, is to 
take signals from strain gauges fixed on the drive 
shait and such a development has been reported 
recently by Cabrera and Hopkins (98). The 
disadvantages are that it is considerably more 
expensive and requires the provision of slip rings 
whose performance might be affected by even small 
amounts of dirt. Cabrera reports (99) that no such 
problem has been experienced but it may still be 
thought that the system is too vulnerable to be used 
on an apparatus that has been designed for operation 
under site and plant conditions.

Figure 2 Oscillation of torque



The second problem is that of the possible 
occurrence of segregation during the test, and much 
effort was devoted to trials of impellers of various 
shapes (Al, 50) to reduce this problem to a minimum. 
The result is that for a wide range of mixes it is 
clear from ordinary visual observation that the 
difficulty does not arise, but for some mixes there 
may be a separation of coarse particles on top of the 
concrete, or the development of a compacted layer at 
the bottom of the bowl. However, Wallevik and 
Banfill (51) have shown that even in such cases 
during a single test, taking a few minutes, 1 the 
aggregate grading in the zone sheared by the impeller 
is unchanged*. This has been confirmed by other 
unreported experiments.

In practice therefore the concrete should be 
agitated only during loading (at low speed) and the 
actual carrying out of the test. Under these con
ditions segregation sufficient to affect the results 
should not occur; if it does, it is suggested that 
questions should be raised about the suitability of 
the mix in general and whether it is likely to 
segregate in the practical use for which it is 
intended.

The time needed for a test is under 3 minutes 
if 7 points are obtained, or under 2 minutes for the 
A points that are usually sufficient for site work. 
Sugden (52) who used the apparatus on site in both 
the uniaxial and the planetary form, reported that 
the time for a test, including loading, was 5 
minutes, which he compared with the 3 minutes needed 
for a slump test.

A much more fundamental difficulty was raised 
by Ukraincik, (35) who questioned the validity of the 
straight line relationship for normal concretes and 
claimed to have obtaLned three different types of 
torque/speed curve. However, a plot of the numerical 
results he gave suggested that his curves had been 
much over-idealised and the only reasonable con
clusion to be drawn was the restricted one that he 
had observed a curvature towards the origin (53). 
Even so, this does, as he points out, raise questions 
about the determination of yield value from linear 
extrapolation. The apparatus he used was of the food 
mixer type and one of the reasons that this apparatus 
has been abandoned, and is now regarded as 
obsolescent, is that Bloomer showed that the 
relationship between speed and average shear rate is 
not constant over the range of speeds used, so that a 
material whose shear stress/shear rate relationship 
is linear may well give a torque/speed line that is 
curved. Unfortunately, Ukraincik does not give any 
other information about his apparatus so a proper 
comparison of his results with those of others cannot 
be carried out, but measurements with the planetary 
form of the apparatus described above over a greater 
range than is normally used, showed that a lowest 
speed comparable with that used by Ukraincik there 
was no evidence of a curvature towards the origin, 
.m no case has such behaviour been reported by any 
other worker, except when the concrete in the bowl 
was vibrated.

It may also be pointed out the criticisms 
concerning inadequate gap size, that were emphasised 

discussion of coaxial cylinders viscometers, 
У, wiin some modification, be levelled at both 

forms of the apparatus described here. It is neces- 
у^к'а^Се.трЬ to reconcile what is theoretically 

desirable witn what is practicable, and so 

to restrict sample size to a reasor-able amc.urP.. The 
extent to which the compromise is accept,able m<.ist. ne 
Judged on whether

(a) the method works in practice and yields results 
that are more useful than those from previous 
methods and

(b) the results of measurements comply with the 
theoretical treatment.

It has been shown that the evidence is very 
encouraging.

Accuracy and sensitivity

Banfill (5A) has pointed out that in dealing 
witn a material as variable as concrete, valid 
estimates of experimental error can be obtained only 
from properly designed experiments whose results can 
be processed statistically. For the usual empirical 
single point tests this involves very lengthy 
investigations and then the result, when obtained, 
applies only to the test in general and not specific' 
ally to a particular set of measurements. From 
factorial experiments by Orr (77’, in which compact
ing factor was measured, and similar experiments by 
himself for slump and vebe, Banfill quotes standard 
deviations for slump as 11mm, compacting factor as 
0.02A, and for vebe time as 0.25 times the reading. 
The practical error figure taken for the slump test 
is - 25mm.

In contrast, ehe experimental error in the 
two-point method can be readily calculated for eact' 
individual test by considering the variance about vhv 
line T : g + hN. Bloomer (Al ) has shown that L?iv 
standard error in h is given by

where r is the correlation coeffic: co and n is the 
number of experimental points, an:i t--* landard error 
for g is given by

Ci ,
_s = 0.95 --1 i6)

where the numerical factor ii>i Chis case 0.95) is 
fixed by the particular choice of speeds used in the 
test. The error at any chosen level of significance 
can be found by multiplying these values by the 
appropriate value of Student's t. The error on h is 
read off a graph (19) and that on g ea'iiy 
calculated. Typical errors cn a"-: n are ■;ehe 
order of 10% at the 90% confid'r. e .level.

The fact that errors can - a rsicria'ti for oti 
individual test and that tre error is usually around 
only 10%, han the consequence L.nat a::.;,!! rftlos t:s. 
would be undetected by other tests car be ooe-s'veu. 
For example, Bloomer (91) found effects of the varia
tion of fines content that would nave remained 
undetected by the slump test, and Saeed ;50) 
demonstrated the variability car.-od by variations in 
water content of a moist aggrerate- recently, Ell.ts 
(56), in work on concretes согЛ air.i ng ground 
granulated blast furnace .fag, showed that the test 
was better at de'ecting significant changes in 
workability of GGBRS/OFC concretes relative to their 
CPC controls t’r-an any of the British Standard test 
methods, '.-.’addicor (57) stated that he had been able 
to assess the performance of plasticising admixtures



more critically than previously. Crossley (58), who 
used the apparatus for evaluating cements, reported 
that correlation coefficients were always very high 
and that repeatability between nominally identical 
concrete mixes was such that the flow curves lay 
within bounds that were equivalent to a change in 
water/cement ratio of about 0.01.

Theoretical considerations

It has been stated earlier that the constants g 
and h are measures respectively of the yield value 
and plastic viscosity of the concrete, but the only 
justification offered so far is that of analogy 
between the equation of the flow curve and that of 
the Bingham model. Theoretical support can be 
provided by considering behaviour in the mixing 
process and it can also be shown how, following 
suitable calibration of the apparatus, the constants 
g and h can be converted to measures of yield value 
and plastic viscosity in fundamental units. This has 
been discussed in detail elsewhere (14, 59) and will 
only be summarised here.

It is first of all necessary to show that the 
apparatus is operating in the region of laminar flow. 
This was done by Bloomer using heavy oils (41) and by 
Saeed (50) using Newtonian polybutene solutions, who 
each demonstrated close adherence to the relationship

N = B.Re"1 (7)
P

up to a Reynolds number of 10, where N is the power 
number and Re is the Reynolds number. pThen, on the 
basis of the postulate by Metzner and Otto (60) that 
the average shear rate in a mixer may be regarded as 
being simply proportional to the speed, it can be 
shown that the equation for a Bingham material is

T = (G/K)T + GUN (8)
о

where G is a constant obtained by calibration with 
Newtonian liquids, and К is a constant obtained by 
calibration with non-Newtonian liquids whose apparent 
viscosities vary with shear rate in a known way, 
determined by separate experiments using a 
conventional viscometer.

By comparison of equations (4) and (8) it is 
apparent that

Tq = (K/G).g (9)

ц - (1/G).h (10)

and hence both yield value and plastic viscosity can 
readily be expressed in fundamental units (14, 46). 
The calibration process is somewhat tedious and in 
practice it is quite satisfactory to express results 
simply in terms of g and h, which are simply 
proportional to T^ and Ц respectively.

For two nominally identical apparatuses, A and 
B, the constants К and G should of course be the 
same, but, if they are not, corrections may be made 
by writing

GÄ dh h GA (11) 
SA = gB‘ and hA В’ G^ 111 ’ 

The two-point workability apparatus has been 
used by a number of workers in investigations of the 
effects of various factors on workability, as 
follows

Mix proportions and aggregate type - Scullion 
(45), Bloomer (41) and Saeed (50)

Cement properties - Dimond (62) and An-Keat 
Yeoh (64)

Plasticisers - Scullion (45), Waddicor (65), 
Banfill (66), Rixom and Waddicor (67), Bloomer 
(41), Edmeades and Hewlett (68) and Carlisle
(69)

Air entrainment - Banfill (14)

Fly ash - Ellis (70)

Blast furnace slag - Arnold (71), Crowter (72), 
and Ellis (56)

Steel fibres - Urbanowicz and Dimond (73)

Fine dredged sand - Carr and Banfill (74)

Figures have been published (^б) to show that what 
was already good agreement between results from two 
nominally identical apparatuses could be improved 
further in this way; Banfill (61) has only recently 
applied the method again.

More importantly, it is possible to use the 
equations for comparison of results from different 
forms of apparatus, and in particular, from the 
uniaxial and planetary forms, with a view to 
establishing a single scale to cover almost the whole 
range of workabilities. Such a study was made by 
Bloomer (Al) and later extended by Dimond (62) who 
used the same apparatuses but a greater number of 
mixes. Dimond found the agreement between experiment 
and theory to be very promising but to depend to some 
extent on a somewhat arbitrary choice from equally 
plausible assumptions about the nature of the 
calibration curves. The difficulty arises from the' 
results obtained on the non-Newtonian liquids used in 
the determination of1 the constant K.

It would be very desirable to use a material 
whose properties are similar to those of the 
materials for which the apparatus is to be used, that 
is, one that conforms to the Bingham model. 
Unfortunately it has not been possible to find a 
suitable material, even after publication of an 
appeal (63); several that have been described by 
other workers as Binghams were tried but all were 
found to suffer from structural breakdown under 
shear. It was therefore necessary to use aqueous 
carboxymethyl cellulose solutions which are pseudo
plastics of the power law type and whose flow curve 
may therefore be described as

T = ryS (12)

Unfortunately, detailed work has shown that, 
for the solutions used, the constant s is in fact 
dependent on shear rate to an extent that introduces 
uncertainties into the interpretation. Saeed (50) 
has made a thorough study of this problem but further 
work is needed before it is completely resolved.

Factors affecting workability * 69



A full discussion of this work is beyond the 
scope of the present paper but the main general 
results may be summarised as follows. .

(1) There is in general no correlation between the 
values of g and h so it is necessary to measure 
both of them, and suggestions such as that of 
Hobbs (30), in support of single point tests 
are shown to be invalid (31).

(ii) There is strong Interaction between the effects 
of the variables. For example the effect of a 
change in fines content depends very much on 
the values of other parameters such as 
water/cement ratio and aggregate/cement ratio.

(ill) For some factors Interactions are less strong 
and generalisations may be made. For example, 
an increase in water content always reduces 
both g and h, an Increase in plasticiser 
content decreases g but has very little effect 
on h, while an increase in air entraining agent 
content decreases h with little effect on g. 
Replacement of cement by ground granulated 
blast furnace slag has little effect on either 
g or h. '

These results lead to two very important 
conclusions. The first is that measurement of the 
two quantities g and h readily provides a means of 
differentiating between concretes that are wrongly 
judged to be similar by other tests. The second 
conclusion is that because changes that affect 
workability affect g and h in different ways 
according to the causative agent, the two-point test 
presents possibilities for a control method that have 
not been available previously. It can not only 
detect that workability has changed, but can give 
strong indicators as to the cause of the change. 
This possibility has been discussed in detail 
elsewhere (75, 76).

Banfill (77) has produced the diagram shown in 
Figure 3 as a simplified guide to show in general 
terms the effect of increases in concentration of 
various components, on g and h. Of course, for 
control purposes, much more specific diagrams are 
needed but they can be readily constructed.

Figure 3 Effect of increase in quantity of 
various mix constituents

Effect of vibration on workability

The use of vibrators for the placing and 
compaction of concrete is a long established 
practice, yet the design of the equipment Is still on 
a very much ad hoc basis. Early work on the effect 
of vibration was based mainly on assessments of the 
properties of the hardened concrete except for some 
empirical flow tests and some shear box experiments 
by L'Hermite (9) on fresh concrete. Clearly, it is 
the effect on flow properties of fresh concrete that 
is of major interest.

Just as ordinary casual observation shows that 
fresh concrete possesses a yield value, as mentioned 
earlier, so it is also obvious that when vibration Is 
applied to concrete, the effective yield value is at 
least very much reduced, perhaps even to zero. This 
is indicated by the fact that the concrete flows 
easily under its own weight.

Reduction in yield value was studied in an 
interesting series of experiments by Lasalle and 
Legrand (78) in which they measured the minimum 
torque required to turn a paddle located at various 
distances from a vibrating source. They state that 
when a critical amplitude is exceeded the yield value 
is reduced to zero but the radius- of effectiveness of 
a vibrator decreases as frequency increases, because 
of increased damping. They describe the existence of 
three zones, in relation to an internal vibrator:

Zone 1 near the source, where turbulence occurs and 
operates against satisfactory compaction

Zone 2 further away, where yield value is practically 
destroyed and compaction takes place 
satisfactorily

Zone 3 further still, where the vibration is damped 
to an extent that yield value is not 
sufficiently decreased, and satisfactory 
compaction does not occur.

The positions of the boundaries between these zones 
are conditioned by the amplitude and frequency of the 
vibration but in Zone 2 the parameters of vibration 
have little influence on rheological characteristics. 
It should be noted that they measured only yield 
value and, more Importantly, that to avoid 
difficulties of change with time they used calcite 
pastes. This does raise a question about the 
validity of the application of the results to cement 
pastes and (even further removed) to concretes.

Because it is easy to mount the bowl of the 
two-point test apparatus on a vibrating table, it 
becomes possible to obtain the flow curve for a 
material when it is not being vibrated and of the 
same material when it is being vibrated. Preliminary 
experiments on these lines, using a concrete in which 
all the cement had been replaced by pulverised fuel 
ash, and a table vibrator actuated by a commercial 
shutter vibrator, have already been reported (1A). 
Little was expected from these experiments because of 
the complex waveform of the vibrator, except an 
indication as to "whether experiments with more 
expensive apparatus would be worthwhile, and these 
experiments have now been carried out (79).

The bowl of the workability apparatus was 
mounted on an electromagnetic vibrator whose 
amplitude and frequency could be controlled



j :wepe№J;sntly, and which vias capable of 70 kN peak 
; -is;. A flo-r.- cnirve for unvibrated concrete was 
o:-:/iiceu in the normal way, then the impeller was run 
1:1 xt,s cop speed and the vibrator was switched on at 
i.is cnosen amplitude and frequency, resulting in a 
very rapid drop in torque followed by a slower rise, 
wnich was attributed to the occurrence of compaction. 
Trie minimum torque observed was taken as a measure of 
this eirect on workability, and gave one point on the 
flow curve of the concrete under vibration. The 
concrete was then remixed, replaced In the bowl, and 
measurements repeated at a lower speed setting to 
give another- point. In this way four points were 
obtained and the vibrated flow curve was constructed. 
Experiments of this type were carried out on two 
different mixes of 75mm slump at six frequencies from 
15 to 100 Hz and four accelerations from 2^ to 10g.

Torque

Figure Ц Effect of vibration on flow curve

The results were of the form shown in Figure Ц. 
The flow curve for the vibrated concrete appeared to 
start from the origin and could be well represented 
by a power law equation of the type

В
T = AvN V (13)

This means that yield value has been reduced to zero 
but the flow curve has been changed from a straight 
line to a curve which crosses the original unvibrated 
line, so that at the higher shear rates the applica
tion of vibration actually reduces the workability of 
the concrete. Experimental points to confirm this 
were obtained, but whether any practical process 
operates in a shear rate range where the effect is 
important is not known. It can be shown that the 
straight line T = g + hN for the unvibrated concrete 
can also be approximated very closely over the shear 
rate range covered-in the test, by a power law 
relationship, so the effect of applying vibration may 
be presented in the form

В -В
(Ту/т) = CA/Al.N V (1A)

There was some evidence that (А /А) was an exponen
tial function of acceleration, and (В -Б) an 
exponential function of velocity. v

The indication that the curve pases through the 
origin means that at low shear rates, such as those 
produced by flow under self weight, concrete under 
vibration can be regarded as a Newtonian whose flow 
properties can be characterised by the viscosity П or 
its reciprocal, the fluidity 0, which may be found 
from the slope of the tangent from the origin. For 
both mixes studied it was found that the results 
fitted a relationship of the form

Ф = c1(1 - exp(c2A(f-Fc))) (15)

where A is amplitude, f is frequency and F is some 
small critical frequency that must be exceeded for 
there to be any effect at all. Note that, since 
velocity is proportional to the product of frequency 
and amplitude, this shows that the effect of vibra
tion is to be measured in terms of the maximum 
velocity of the vibration.

The obtaining of the evidence that at low shear 
rates concrete under vibration behaves as a Newtonian 
prompts the carrying out of experiments that would 
have been unjustified in the absence of such 
evidence. Apparatus was set up to study the rate of 
fall of a column of concrete contained in a 100m dia. 
vertical pipe when vibration was applied at the 
bottom, where the concrete was allowed to flow out 
into a containing bowl. If the material behaves as a 
Newtonian the height H would be expected to decrease 
according to

dH/dt = -b'H (16)

where b is proportional to the fluidity. The 
simplicity of this arrangement permits the carrying . 
out of a large number of experiments and observations 
were made on six mixes at ten frequencies from 15 to 
200 Hz and eight accelerations from 0.85 to 8.9 g. 
All the results were found to fit the relationship 
proposed and further, for each mix, to fit a 
relationship of the form

b - c_(A - A ).ln(1 - f/F) (17)3 о

where Aq is a small critical amplitude and F is a 
large critical frequency in excess of 200 Hz. While 
the actual value of F is in some doubt, its existence 
is not, as was confirmed by subsidiary experiments at 
frequencies up to 1000 Hz. If the values of A and f 
are well away from the critical values, this 
expression again reduces to a simple function of 
velocity. Finally, a good correlation was found 
between 0 from the two-point apparatus experiments 
and b from the quite different vertical pipe 
experiments.

The Importance of velocity was also confirmed 
by experiments on cement pastes using a smaller scale 
version of the two-point apparatus, and this work has 
already been reported (80).

Other applications of the two-point apparatus

The two-point apparatus has been shown (81) to 
be satisfactory for measurements on grouts of the 
type used for filling prestressing ducts, provided 
the impeller is modified to produce greater values of 
net torque. It has also been used for mortars 
although in this case peculiar results have been 
obtained on several occasions, when the flow curve



has been found to have a negative slope. This is not 
yet explained, but in the case of mortar's the 
requirements for gap width of a coaxial cylinders 
viscometer are obviously much less demarcing than for 
concrete, so Banfill (61) has substituted a serrated 
cylinder for the normal impeller and has obtained 
satisfactory results.

The apparatus is also useful at a smaller scale 
(2/5) for investigations of cement pastes at low 
shear rates, but then the Impeller and container are 
used in conjunction with a normal viscometer head and 
drive unit. This arrangement was used in the vibra
tion experiments on cement paste, referred to above 
and has also been used by An-Keat Yeoh (6d) in his 
investigation of the effect of cement properties. 
Yeoh found that for pastes made from a given cement 
with varying water contents, the ratio g/h was a 
constant and could be useful in looking for 
correlations between rheological properties and 
factors in the composition of the paste. It is 
interesting that Bombled has independently suggested 
the use of this ratio of yield value to plastic 
viscosity to characterise pastes, although his 
suggested term 'intrinsic plasticity' might be 
criticised.

A difficulty In using coaxial cylinders for 
cement pastes is that at the water/cement ratios 
normal in concrete heavy sedimentation occurs in the 
paste. Bhatty and Banfill (82) showed that using the 
helical geometry of the scaled down two-point 
apparatus, sedimentation, as measured by their 
sedimentation index, was only about 6% of that for 
coaxial cylinders, and even at a water/ cement ratio 
of 1.0, the difference in solids concentration from 
top to bottom of the sample was only 5%.

Contiusions

It can now be taken as established that, at the 
low rates of shear important in practice, the flow 
properties of concrete in the low to very high 
workability range, conform to the Bingham model, and 
can therefore be assessed in terms of yield value and 
plastic viscosity. This is not an assumption, as 
some authors seem to think; it is a statement well 
attested by a large volume of experimental results 
obtained by a large number of independent workers.

The two-point test apparatus is capable of 
measuring the two parameters and of ascribing an 
estimated experimental error to each determination. 
As a result, it can differentiate between concretes 
wrongly judged by other tests to be similar and it 
can form the basis of a production control system.

The knowledge now available leads r.o a greater 
understanding of the existing standard tests (63, 50, 
1A), and of processes such as pumping (It) and the 
application of vibration. Of course, there are still 
large gaps; the test itself might be Improved by 
development of new impellers and further s’tjdy is 
needed on the calibration with non-Mewtonians, and 
certainly much mere work is needed on the effects of 
various factors on к ■■na a.

The test is tit crpacle of dealing with 
extremely low workatilif,' concretes, wriich cannot 
even be regarded as a continuum so the approach must 
-e difierent, and it cannot give information at 
stresses below t:r: shea: str-ess.

However, it can be claimed that it has already 
served in elucidating previously intractable problems 
and can do much more. Finally, it was never intended 
to be only a laboratory tool and it is believed that 
its use on site, or at the ready mixed concrete 
plant, would lead to substantial savings by avoiding 
disputes and lost production and by preventing 
expensive mistakes.
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Tht EFFECT OF MIX UATEk SALINITY ON CEMENT SLURRIES CONTAINING POLYNAPHTALENE 
SULPHONATE.

INTRODUCTION

Wherever cement slurries or concrete grouts are pum
ped, their rheological properties are of interest. 
In order to adjust a slurry at a given water to ce
ment (W/C) ratio for pumpability, dispersants, also 
called superplasticizers, are added. The most fre
quently applied dispersants are of the naphtalene 
sulfonate formaldehyde condensate (NSFC) type. In 
the oil well cementing industry, they are exclusi
vely applied in fresh water and low salinity water. 
For salt rich cementing slurries, as frequently de
signed for salt zone cementing, NSFC is reported to 
be of no use, and even to deteriorate the rheologi
cal behavior of the slurries.

In the present study the effect of both, mix water 
salinity and dispersant content on slurry rheology 
and NSFC adsorption on cement particles is reported. 
A model for salt - NSFC interactions in a Portland 
cement slurry is developed.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Many articles in the literature deal with the adsorp 
tion of NSFC on cement surfaces in fresh water based 
slurries. The cement to NSFC interactions in salt 
water based systems have not yet been studied. Usual
ly, pseudo adsorption isotherms are determined for 
a particular cement and correlated with properties 
such as sedimentation velocity ^IJ ,"zeta potential 
[2-6 ], or different kinds of rheology ^3j , .
Here, we should also refer to comprehensive studies 
by Tattershall and Banfill [a] . Michaux et al [9] 
studied the interaction between NSFC and fresh water 
mixed oil well cement slurry by zeta potential and 
adsorption measurements and correlated these results 
to the rheological slurry properties.

EXPERIMENTAL

1. Slurry preparation

All slurries were prepared according to the API spe
cification № 10 [10] at 25°C and agitated subse
quently for 20 mn in an atmospheric consistometer 
before carrying out the measurements. For all tests 
a (water + NSFC)/cement ratio of 0.44 was maintained.

2. Chemicals

One single batch of cement and one single batch of 
dispersant solution (solid content = 40%) were used.
The free Na^SO content of the NSFC, determined as 
described in [9] was less than 1% by weight of li
quid (bwol).

3. Measurements

The determination of the adsorbed NSFC was done by 
UV absorption as described in [ol . Rheology tests 
were done according to [9] and fio] . 
Conductimetric measurements were also done on salt 
water solutions containing different concentrations 
in NSFC.
For turbidimetric tests, different amounts in NSFC 
were added to 10 cc of a cement slurry's intersti
tial water, filtrated 20 mn after mixing. This solu
tion was left under static conditions for 48 h and 
subsequently tested for absorbance at 650 nm before 
and after filtration.

RESULTS

Fig.l shows the evolution of the yield value (YV) 
of cement slurries with various low amounts in NSFC 
as a function of their mix water (NaCl)salinity . 
For the 1 and 2% by weight of cement (bwoc) NSFC con 
taining cement slurries, salt has a highly viscosi- 
fying effect. •

In Fig.2, we see the YV evolution as a function of 
NSFC concentration for three different salinities. 
For all three cases, we can see that a NSFC addition 
effects a slurry viscosification that, after a maxi
mum YV, will result in a well dispersed slurry. These 
maxima occur at different NSFC concentrations, depen 
ding on the mix water salinity, and are of differing 
importance; compared to a NSFC free system the YV in 
the fresh water system increases only by about 20%, 
whereas for the 30% NaCl slurry by more than 500%. The 
high salinity cement goes between 7.2 and 7.8% bwol 
NSFC through a minimum (overdispersed).

Parallel to the increased NSFC demand for a well dis
persed cement slurry with increasing salinity, we 
also experienced an increasing NSFC adsorption on 
both, cement particles after 20 mn hydration and syn
thesized calcium silicate hydrates (GSH) with higher 
slurry mix water salinity (see fig.3 and 4).

In order to determine the effect of both, cations and 
anions on the NSFC-cement interaction, we measured 
the dispersant absorption in the presence of two 
other soluble salts, having a common ion with NaCl : 
KC1 and NaNO. (see fig.5) in the presence of 2% bwoc 
NSFC. Both alkali chlorides influenced the NSFC ad
sorption in the same way: the dispersant adsorption 
increased drastically with increasing salinities 
( up to 95% adsorption). The NaNO^ showed hardly any 
effect on the NSFC to cement interaction.

Conductimetric tests showed that at increasing water 
salinities NSFC additions had decreasing effects on 
the conductance of the resulting solution (see fig.6).

DISCUSSION

In the scope of the present tests, it was experien
ced for the first time that NSFC can be applied as 
salt cement slurry dispersant. It was shown that in
creasing mix water salinity increases the NSFC de
mand for a well dispersed slurry.
Adsorption tests revealed that the increase in disper 
sant demand for a well dispersed cement slurry is re
lated to an increase in NSFC adsorption as soon as 
cement slurries are mixed with NaCl or KC1 rich water.

This can be, partly, attributed to the formation of 
different initial hydration products (chloroalumina
tes, Na , К , and Cl containing CSH) with an increa
sed specific surface in a NaCl rich system compared 
to a fresh water one. It was shown, however, that 
sodium chloride effects the NSFC adsorption on pure 
CSH phases in the same way. This means, that a spe
cific surface modification of a cement during initial 
cement - water contact due to salinity variations can
not be exclusively responsible for the observed phe
nomenon.

A deactivation of the NSFC, leading to a higher dis
persant demand, can be explained by the formation of 
ion pairs: the negatively charged sulfonate group of
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the NSFC will interact with positively charged ions 
according to :

R - S0~ + Na+ [ R - S0~ ...+Na ] ° 

with R being the naphtalenic group.

This unity has no external electrical charge and 
its formation will be promoted if, for a given al
kali activity, the NSFC concentration increases.

If this were the main mechanism responsible for the 
increased NSFC demand for constant slurry dispersion, 
the effect of NaCl replacement by NaNO^ should have 
the same effect on polymer adsorption. This is not 
the case (see fig.5).

A possible mechanism for the increased NSFC adsor- 
tion on cement grains with increasing alkali chlo
ride concentrations can also be due to a compaction 
of the NSFC unities as an effect of an increased 
electrolyte activity. Thus, the single dispersant 
molecules could have been agglomerated in the form 
of micelles (see fig.7). The quantity, size, and 
form of the micelles is reported to depend on the 
nature and concentration of electrolytes fll] - This 
could explain the differences in NSFC adsorption at 
different alkali salts.

The agglomeration of a certain number of micelles 
may finally lead to a precipitate. In fact, in the 
scope of additional tests, it was observed that, if 
NSFC was added up to a certain concentration into 
an interstitial salt cement slurry water (mix water 
salinity : 30% NaCl), a precipitate was formed. This 
precipitate disappeared when NSFC was added in ex
cess (shown in fig.8).
Interstitial waters from cement slurries of lower 
mix water salinity (-<,26% NaCl) did not produce this 
precipitate.

The initial increase in YV for salt free as well as 
salt rich cement slurries, at low NSFC concentra
tions (see fig.2) can be explained by the patch mo
del as described by Michaux et al. [^9] .
The positive charge observed on cement particles 
without dispersants is a global charge. The actual 
charge is probably composed of positive patches se
parated by neutral or even negative regions. There
fore particles will tend to orientate themselves 
to align positive and neutral or negative patches. 
This will result in attractive forces creating a 
tridimensional structure. This strength is measu
red macroscopically by YV determination and is some
how proportional ttj) the product of the average num
ber of positive (n ) and negative (n-) patches on 
the particles.

+ —For the neat formulation, . As we now in-u и
crease the dispersant concentration, n" increases 
and n+ decreases.
Only a fraction of the sulfonate groups of the dis
persant chains neutralizes the positive site. The 
rest brings an excess к of negative charges. There
fore we obtain :

n n = (nQ - km) [nQ + ( a - k)m]

where :m is the average number of adsorbed dis
persant molecules per cement particle 
surface unit. 

is the average number of sulfonate 
groups per dispersant molecule.

This product must go with increasing NSFC concentra
tions through a maximum and so must the YV.

This patch model is supposed to be responsible for 
the slight YV increases as soon as initial NSFC a- 
mo.unts are added to the 0 and 18% NaCl cement slur
ries. The main factor for the drastic YV increase 
and subsequent decrease in the high salinity cement 
slurry at NSFC concentrations between 0 and 7% bwol 
is supposed to be the formation and subsequent disap 
pearance (see fig.8) or the dispersion of the preci
pitate observed with increasing NSFC amounts added 
to a high salinity interstitial water. However, within 
a cement slurry, we cannot differentiate between ad
sorbed and flocculated NSFC.

CONCLUSIONS
In order to disperse a cement slurry by NSFC, its 
molecules have to adsorb on cement surfaces. This 
will decrease attractive interparticle forces.

Salt water cement slurries of a W/C ratio of about 
0.44 need for a YV close to zero by far more disper
sant than fresh water mixed ones. The reason is that 
with increasing water salinities an increased NSFC. 
amount is adsorbed on both, cement particles and 
pure CSH phases.
The mechanism for this can be explained by a deacti
vation of the NSFC at high electrolyte activities 
due to the formation of ion pairs. The compaction of 
NSFC layers, being adsorbed on the cement particles, 
may lead to the adsorption of additional NSFC.

Micellation is postulated, and agglomeration due to 
both, mix water salinity and NSFC addition could be 
observed. The appearance and subsequent disappearan
ce or dispersion of a precipitate in slurry’s inter-- 
stitial water, prepared with 30% NaCl mix water, can 
explain the pronounced YV increase for a salt water 
slurry with increasing NSFC amounts.
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FIG.5 NSFC ADSORPTION 
AS A FUNCTION OF SALINITY
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Fig. 7 : The Hartley spherical micelle showing sur
factant ion of dubious status. (The repre
sentation of surfactant chains as rods is 
highly idealized.)
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h'JFLUbNCE OF SHEAR HISTORY ON THE RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF OIL WELL 
■„eMENT SLURRIES

introduction

Cement slurries are commonly considered to exhibit 
a shear dependent behavior. This is particularly 
true from a rheological point of view. In the cons
truction industry and in civil engineering, Tatter
sail and Banfill [1] , and Lapasin and al. [2] , 
have analyzed this shear dependence. Lapasin propo
sed a thixotropic model to characterize slurry rhe
ology. Banfill analyzed the influence of mixing con
ditions on the rheological behavior. He suggested 
the use of a Bingham Plastic model to characterize 
the equilibrium flow condition in most common si
tuations .

In oil well cementing, cement slurry rheology plays 
an important role on the effectiveness of a cement 
job. A major problem is that job design is done 
from laboratory tests performed on slurry samples 
mixed in conditions, as per the API specification 10
[3] , that do not systematically simulate those of 
field mixing.

The influence of shearing not only should account 
for mixing, but also for pumping the cement slurry 
into the casing and displacing it into the casing 
to formation annulus. Here as well, the similarity 
between laboratory agitation in a consistometer [3], 
and field pumping is of utmost importance.

Finally, following to mixing and stirring, the ce
ment slurry is theologically characterized using a 
viscometer. A thixotropic model was proposed in [z], 
which mainly accounts for API Class A or ASTM type 1 
cements which produce reasonably high levels of 
ettringite very soon after mixing. In fact, most 
API Class G or H cements show lower levels of thi
xotropy. However, the rheological test itself should 
not perturbate the fluid sample. This problem was 
analyzed by Batty and Banfill in [4] . It was con
cluded that rotational viscometers with coaxial cy
linders are suitable to measure the rheology of a 
slurry the water to cement ratio of which is higher 
than 0.35, as sedimentation occurs during the test.

Up to now, the shear dependency of cement slurries 
has then been described as a function of several 
interdependent parameters, like time, shear rate, 
shear stress, flow regime, but no attempt has been 
made to combine all these factors into a single 
one that would biunivocally describe this shear de
pendency. The main objective of this work has conse
quently been to define such an independent parame
ter., Furthermore, as there is a large difference 
between laboratory and field or industrial mixing 
conditions, it has been attempted to compare both 
scales.

RHEOLOGICAL PROCEDURE AND CHARACTERIZATION

In this study two coaxial cylinder viscometers have 
been used :

the FANN 35 SA/SR12 with R1B1 geometry, a 
constant speed apparatus with a Couette 
fixture, standard in the oil industry [3j ,

the CARRI-MED CS100, a constant stress ap
paratus with a Searl fixture, with the 
CA 1809 geometry.

The Bingham Plastic model was used to characterize 
the rheological behavior of the slurries, as only 
equilibrium characteristics under shear were exami
ned. Furthermore, wall slippage was not taken into 
account, although its influence is sometimes not 
negligeable for absolute measurements [5] .
Wall slippage was here ignored because only compari
son between results obtained with the same viscome
ter and the same geometry has been performed.

Preconditioning of the slurry was achieved with the 
standard API atmospheric consistometer [3] . The 
slurry consistency increase versus time is related 
to the appearance of a gel structure, most of the 
r-imp related to cement hydration, in the slurry. It 
is commonly accepted that a fluid that generates a 
consistency of at least 40 Be ( arbitrary unit of 
torque on the consistometer) is unpumpable with oil 
field equipment.

SLURRY MIXING AND VOLUMETRIC SHEARING ENERGY

- Experimental -

The first part of this study was performed with the 
API standard laboratory mixer [ 3] . This mixer has 
an impeller that can rotate with a controlled speed 
up to 12000 RPM under load. Mixing conditions were 
varied by controlling the impeller speed and the mi
xing time.

The second part of the study was performed with a 
standard oil field mixer, also called jet mixer 
This mixer works on the following principle : water 
is jetted at high speed, and cement powder falls by 
gravity into the high velocity zone. This permits 
the wetting of the cement powder by water, and some 
small shearing after wetting. Additional shearing 
was added into the slurry with different shearing 
devices or by pumping it through different orifices 
and at different pumping rates.

On all mixing devices, the shearing power could be 
determined through the measurement of torque and 
speed for a rotating system, or pressure and flow 
rate for orifices.

Cement slurries were composed of CEMOIL API Class G 
cement with 44% water by weight, with or without 
polynaphtalene sulfonate superplasticizer.

- Characterization of Mixing Conditions -

Bingham Plastic parameters were evaluated versus se
veral factors that can characterize the mixing condi
tions, like the maximum shear rate, the shearing 
time, the typical Reynolds number if available, and 
the specific shearing energy.

This specific shearing energy Se, e.g. in fact the 
total mechanical energy given to a unit volume of 
slurry during the mixing process, can be expressed 
by :

Se =— t12 P(t)dt (1)
V Jo

where V is the slurry volume, P(t) the power and t 
the time.
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When a laboratory type mixer is used, 
using the following equation: *•

Se is obtained

Se =-L-d T(t).S(t)dt ' (2)

where T is the torque ineasured between the motor of 
the mixer and the mixing bowl, S i-s the rotational 
speed of the impeller, d the diameter of the impel
ler’s blade, V the volume of the slurry, and dt the 
unit mixing time. ’

The torque due to the friction in the packing and 
the bearing of the mixing bowl was calibrated versus 
speed. It was then possible to determine the torque 
really applied on the impeller only tö shear the 
slurry.

With a field type mixer, the total specific shearing 
power put in the slurry was evaluated through the 
measurement of the pressure drop and flow rate (Q) 
when the shearing is produced-through small orifices, 
or torque (T) and speed (S) for rotating shearing 
devices, as per the following equations [6] :

orifice

T (t).S(t) dt (4)
Q(t)

where P is the slurry density, Q the flow rate, A 
the orifice area, and К the efficiency of the orifice

0 Ir'v I I I I I I I I . I I I I I I I I I 
0 0.S 1 1.5 2

REDUCED MIXING ENERGY

Pig.l: Comparison between field and laboratory mixer
Plastic viscosity

In order to facilitate comparisons, the specific 
shearing energy was then adimensionalized by the 
energy level corresponding to the API laboratory 
mixing energy.

A clear dependence of the rheological behavior on 
the specific shearing energy during mixing is obser
ved (see figures 1 and 2). The plastic viscosity 
regularly decreases .when the specific shearing ener
gy increases, while the yield stress first decreases 
at low energy levels, and then increases. The mixing 
technique, and the scale, laboratory or industrial, 
have only secondary effects- on the slurry behavior. 
A similar type of dependency was already described 
in [1J , pages 268 to 271. ' *

Fig.2 : Comparison between field and laboratory mixer"
Yield stress

_ Discussion On Mixing -

This influence of shearing during mixing was also 
analyzed using cement slurries containing some or
ganic superplasticizer (see fig. 3) of the polynaph- 
talene sulfonate condensate (PNS) family. Mixing was 
performed with a laboratory type mixer. The plastic 
viscosity shows the same dependence on the mixing 
energy as in the case of a neat slurry. Conversely, 
the yield stress stays close to a minimum value .up 
to a critical specific energy. At this point, the 
yield stress increases quickly with the energy. Conse' 
quently, the efficiency of the superplasticizer is 
reduced by the mixing. This phenomenon was already 
observed by Vom Berg as described in [7] .
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REDUCED MIXING ENERGY

Fig.3: Influence of mixing energy on the rheology
of dispersed cement slurry

The mechanism of action of polynaphtalene sulfonate 
dispersants has been described by Michaux and al. 
in [8] and [9] f through an adsorption model.

Furthermore, any cement powder being composed of 
agglomerates of cement particles linked through 
electrostatic forces, the action of the mixing pro
cess is, first, the deflocculation of these agglo
merates and the wetting of residual particle flocs 
by the mixing water, and, second, the erosion of 
cement grains and possible generation of some col
loidal particles.

A possible explanation for this influence of the 
specific shearing energy on cement slurry rheology 
is, then, that the average size of cement flocs and 
possibly of cement particles is reduced when the 
specific shearing energy increases, thereby promo
ting a better contact between water and cement, and 
increasing the cement specific surface area availa
ble to the dispersant, this artificially impairing 
the dispersant’s efficiency.

A reduction in cement particle size is pretty well 
in line with the effect on rheology, as smaller 
particles in suspension are known to generate lower 
viscosities [7] , but will also promote higher yield 
stresses because of an increased surface activity. 
A secondary factor that tends to promote this me
chanism is the reduction of bleeding with increa
sing specific shearing energy, as shown in table 1.

Table 1 : Influence of shearing energy on free water 
development, with a Class G Cemoil mixed 
with 1.8% PNS and 42% water by weight of 
cement.

Spec. Energy 0.15 1 3

Temperature 
deg.C 20 85 20 85 20 85

Free water 
in mL/250mL 1 22 2 5 1 3

However no evidence to support this hypothesis could 
yet be found, neither through particle size determi
nation, nor through microstructural investigations.

EVALUATION OF THE FLOW REGIME

After being mixed on surface, oilwell cement slurries 
are pumped with high pressure triplex displacement 
pumps, down a casing and-up the casing to formation 
annulus. The exhibited flow regime can then range 
between fully developed turbulent flow and very low 
laminar, depending on flow geometry, slurry rheolo
gy and density, and pump rates.

Experimental

In the laboratory, the standard API atmospheric con- 
sistometer [ 3] used to simulate agitation produces a 
very good turbulent flow regime. At the other extre
me, laminar flow conditions were simulated in the la
boratory by the rotational viscometer.

The experimental study was then performed in the la
boratory as follows: after standard API mixing at 
20 deg.C, and a given agitation time in the consis- 
tometer (turbulent flow) at 80 deg.C, a rheological 
test was performed also at 80 deg.C. Laminar shea
ring was simulated by a given time at a given shear 
rate in the rotational viscometer.

30-
0

X flSITRTOR RT 350 RPM
О AGITRTOR RT 500 RPM

20 ' 30 40 ' 50 ' 60 ' 70 Ю ' 90 ' 100
TIME : minutes

Fig.4 : Influence of turbulent stirring on cement 
rheology . Plastic viscosity
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Discussion

As can be observed on fig.4 and 5, the influence of 
time is not very relevant for turbulent agitation, 
while the level of energy or turbulence is a predo
minant factor affecting the plastic viscosity. It 
is important to notice that the yield stress is not 
very much affected by turbulent agitation.

In contrast, in a laminar flow regime (see fig.6 
and 7), both plastic viscosity and yield stress in
crease drastically with time, while the influence 
of the level of energy or shear rate does not fol
low a definite trend. Slurries in totally static 
conditions exhibit similar behavior to those in the 
laminar dynamic state. 

x fiCITRTOR RT 3S0 RPM
D RCITftTOR AT 500 RPH 

----- -—I—I—J—I—I ■ j—.—I—I—f—I—I—I—I—>—I—I—t 
0----- 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

TIME $ minutes

Fig. 5 : Influence of turbulent stirring on cement
rheology. Yield stress

Fig. 6 : Influence of laminar stirring on cement 
rheology. Plastic viscosity

EVOLUTION OF SLURRY RHEOLOGY DURING THE RHEOLOGICAL
TEST

Not only true or simulated pumping operations af
fect cement slurry rheological behavior, but the 
rheological test itself induces additional shea
ring in the slurry sample." This can modify the

measurement, as any additional shearing energy would 
do. The specific shearing energy input by the visco
meter can obviously be determined through equation 
(3) .

Experimental

The influence of the test routine was then investi
gated, by varying either the time steps T at each 
shear rate, the number of steps, or the maximum ro
tational speed. Then the results were analyzed as a 
function of the shearing energy, or as a function of 
the maximum shear rate. For this study only neat 
Cemoil Class G slurry mixed with 44% fresh water by 
weight of cement was used. All experiments, from 
mixing the slurry till the end of the rheological 
test, were performed at a temperature of 20 deg.C.

25.0

20.0-

15.0

Legend
Д PUS SimJTION I N0 SHEflR d
X PUS SIMULATION i N0 SMEfW I
D STIRR1N6 AT 200 S-l 
■ STIRR1N6 RT 300 3-1

CEMOIL 44X H20

1.0 4—i—I—f—I—I—r—*—r-’—I—1—г- • I ' I 1 I ’ ’ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

TIME s minutes

Fig. 7 : Influence of laminar stirring on cement 
rheology. Yield stress

Discussion

Test results presented in table 2 and in figure 8, 
show a strong dependence of cement slurry rheology 
on both the specific shearing energy and the maximum 
shear rate input during the rheological experiment.

Table 2: Influence of the test routine on slurry 
rheology

Specific,energy Plastic Viscosity Yield StressM J/mJ m Pa.s. Pa

0.03 61.7 12.1
0.28 47.2 13 .4
0.68 40.5 13.9
1.20 40.0 15.0
2.00 39.0 19.0
4.00 39.0 19.0
6.80 38.0 19.0

When the test shearing energy 
viscosity decreases while the 
This is in agreement with the 
wever, at very high levels of

increases, the plastic 
yield stress increases, 
previous results. Ho- 
energy, both parameters



tend to reach a stable plateau. The same dependency 
is observed with increasing the maximum shear rate. 
Such a similar result is not surprising as the ma
ximum shear rate accounts for a large part in the 
total specific energy.

The conclusion is that the test routine has a strong 
influence in the rheological measurements. As the 
test itself should disturb the sample as little as 
possible, it seems necessary to limit both the spe
cific shearing energy and the maximum shear rate 
during the test.

The total shearing energy produced by the test 
should stay as small as possible in comparison with 
the shearing energy already put into the sample 
through mixing and preconditioning.

CONCLUSIONS

Cement slurry rheology dramatically depends on the 
shear history of the sample. Slurry mixing, dynamic 
conditioning, and the rheological test itself have 
a strong influence on the measured rheological para
meters. This influence could be described by a sin
gle parameter, the specific shearing energy. The 
results obtained from laboratory and industrial 
conditions are then in good accordance.

Laboratory mixing procedure should be optimized to 
match the industrial specific mixing energy, and the 
laboratory dynamic conditioning should respect the 
flow regime expected in the field.

In order for the measured rheological parameters to 
be representative of the dynamic behavior of a 
given slurry sample, the rheological test itself 
should feature the minimum shearing energy possible, 
e.g. maximum shear rate, time step, and number of 
steps should be limited.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fresh mortar and concrete can be considered as aggre
gate dispersions in a matrix formed of cement paste. 
According to this model the system deforms when it is 
submitted to stresses and the aggregate grains move 
in a deformable medium composed of the cement paste. 
Therefore the rheological behaviour of concrete could 
quite be explained if the rheological properties of 
paste and the interactions between these and aggrega
te were completely defined.
In the last few years many studies were devoted to 
the cement paste rheology but only few were carried 
out on the relationships between paste and concrete 
properties, owing to the difficulty of recognizing and 
evaluating all the parameters which characterize con 
Crete. Difficulties were encountered also in defining 
the rheological state equations for concrete on ac
count of the experimental difficulties related to the 
complexity of the material.
This report reviews the latest acquisitions on the ce 
ment dispersions and their influence on the interpre
tation of the behaviour of mortars and concretes.

2. RHEOLOGICAL MODELS

2.1 Methodological problems

The behaviour of fresh cement paste submitted to shear stres 
ses can be classified into 3 fundamental types: Newto 
nian, viscoplastic (shear thinning) ordilatant (shear 
thickening) (1). These behaviours depend on the su
spension structure on which concentration, specif 1 c 
surface, particle size distribution and solid shape 
act (2). As figure 1 shows, a mortar behaviour passes 
from shear thinning to Binghamian and shear thicken - 
ing, as the solid concentration increases. In figure 
2 the pseudoplastic behaviour of a mortar having angu 
lar grains changes to Newtonian when grains are sphe
rical .
Under a constant shear rate the cement pastes show a 
rheological dependance on time, generally of thixotro 
pic type (4)(5). The experimental preparation methodo 
iogies or the instrumental measuring techniques modi
fy the paste structure so as they become preminent 
with respect to the factors involved in properties of 
the dispersed materials. This is a general problem 
concerning the rheological measurements carried out

on thick su
spensions who 
se macrosco
pic flowing 
properties a 
re sensitive 
to the arran 
gement of 
the parti - 
cles in the 
viscorn e t er 
cell. Thick 
suspension s 
have viscos^ 
ty or rheolo 
gical flow - 
ing beha -

FIG. 1: Flow curves of mortars with 
different solid concentra - 
tions (cf(3)

viours strictly dependent on the used measuring in - 
strument and working conditions (6). In fact the re - 
suits of the rheological tests largely depend on the 
geometry of the flow channel, the speed as well as the 
dimensional and shape properties of particles.Further 
more, the results can vary, even though the same in
struments and working conditions are employed in re - 
peated tests,since the paste does not take the same 
structure.

FIG. 2: Influence of the grain shape on the flow
-curves of mortars (3) : 1J spherical grains 
21 angular grains

A complete description of the rheological behaviour 
would demand also observations of the cement paste un 
der the microscope (for example by light scattering 
techniques) to point out the changes undergone by the 
particle movement, in connection with the shape and 
amplitude of the flowing channel, and lo determine



the type of flow (laminar, elongational, a.s.o.) (6). 
Therefore to obtain results expressing the real beha
viour of the suspensions it is necessary to respect 
some design feature of the apparatus, and the experi
mental procedure. For example the annular section bejt 
ween the coaxial cylinders must be fixed with great a^t 
tention. It must be limited to avoid settling phenome 
na and it must be wide enough with respect to the ma)< 
imum particle size of the dispersed so - 
lid to obtain a laminar flow (7).
The behaviour of similar pastes transforms from thixo 
tropic into antithixotropic when the measurement cy
cle time varies (fig. 3). This fact is explained by
the compel 
tion occurr 
ing between 
the break - 
down and 
reconstruc
tion proces^ 
ses.the lat 
ter due to 
the cement 
particle hy 
dration (8). 
The rota - 
tion speed 
of the ro - 
tor can af
fect the re 
suits in a 
diff e r ent 
way. If the 
speed is 
slow, a sli£ 
ping can oc 
cur between 

Cycle tire (mln)

rotor surfa
ce and pa- FIG. 3: Effect of the cycle time on
Ste but, if the type of flow curves ob -
it is fast, tained on cement pastes (8)
a centrifu
gation occurs (9). Figure 4 shows that the flow cur - 
ves change appreciably when the acceleration of the
shear rate varies.
The viscome 
trie stu - 
dies on ce
ment pastes 
are general^ 
ly carried 
out by us - 
ing shear 
rates which 
are largely 
slower than 
the criti - 
cal one for Shear stress H, Pa

which Rey - 
nolds num - 
ber exceeds 

FIG. 4: Flow curves at different ac
celeration of shear rate D 
(10)

the calculated value separating the laminar 
from the turbulent flow (11). Nevertheless, 
conditions of turbulent flow were observed at shea r 
rates, D, equal to 1800 s"1 and 1065 s* 1, by using ro 
tors with smooth or grooved surface respectively(10). 
This phenomenon takes place because the turbulence in 
suspension occurs for lower shear rates than those 
in pure dispersion medium (12).
The most common procedures of the shear rate applica
tion to the paste are of 4 types: a) constant rate, 
b) step-increasing rate, c) step-decreasing rate, d) 
continuously varying rate. Procedure a) gives values 
corresponding to equilibrium conditions between ap - 
plied stress and resistance to flow. The step-proced]j 
res have the advantage, compared with the previous o
ne, that they allow measurements to be taken on a wi
der range of D values, by working on the same paste 
sample (13). The last procedure is unable to characte 
rize quantitatively the "shear-dependent" behaviour 
of the paste (14) and it often shows hysteresis loops. 
By working with pastes made with 0.6-0.7 w/c ratios, 
the settling phenomena in the viscometer can become 
very important if helicoidal rotors are not used(15).

2.2 Rheological behaviours

The rheological characterization of a thick suspen - 
sion demand two complementary descriptive elements.
The former is the flow curve representing the equili
brium conditions between applied stress and shear ra
te (shear-dependent analysis). The latter isthestruc 
tural strain curve versus time obtained by submitting 
the paste to a constant flow rate (time-dependent ana 
lysis). The formulation of the mathematical models iri 
terpreting the experimental curves allows the essen - 
tial rheological parameters (viscosity, yield value, 
thixotropic breakdown energy, a.s.o.) related to the 
suspension structure,to be obtained.

2.2.1 "Shear-dependent" behaviour

Fresh cement pastes can comply with the 1 inear models of 
simple fluids, such as Newton's or Bingham's, when 
the shear rate is limited and the structural demoli - 
tion during mixing is complete. However, the relation 
ship between shear rate D and shear stress t is not 
generally linear and therefore the above models can - 
not be used in any case. Attempts to interpret mathe
matically the complex behaviours of the cement pastes 
date back to the end of the 70s and a great research
ing effort was made on this aspect of rheology.
Table 1 shows several proposed models, starting from 
Jones and Taylor's (16) who used two different equa - 
tions (eq. 1 and 2). The former, composed of the com
bined Bingham and power law, derived directly from 
the classical Herschel-Bulkley's equation used for 
the first time to study benzene-rubber system (17).
The latter equation, based on the model proposed by 
Robertson and Stiff (18), showed an excellent com - 
pl lance with the experimental data. The results of 
these Authors pointed out that the cement paste was 
shear thickening at w/c ratios «=0.4, shear thinning



at w/c ratios =>0.4 and behaved in a Binghamian man
ner at w/c ratios = 0.40.
In a following work the linear term of Bingham equa - 
tion was replaced by a hyperbolic function (eq. 3 of 
table 1). The model showed a good agreement with flow 
curves of paste in the rotational viscometer, up to 
D values of about 380 s'1 (19). Functions of this ty
pe were proposed by Eyring to interpret the beha - 
viour of fluids as gelatin and cellulose dispersions 
(20).

TABLE 1: Rheological models proposed for the fresh 
cement pastes

MODEL RHEOLOGICAL
BEHAVIOUR

1) r=r0 + kDn (17) uti11z n>l Dilatant
ed by n<l Viscoplas.

2) ■$= A(D+C)B (18) (16) B>1 Dilatant 
B-=l Viscoplas.

3) T=T0+Bsinh"1 (D/C) (19) Viscoplastic

4) D= at2 + ö (21) Viscoplastic

5") D=k11 + k2r П (23) uti1iz 
ed by

Pseudoplastic

6) +k]D2 (24) ' (22) Viscoplastic

n .
7) T=^Asinh'l(DBi) (20) • Pseudoplastic

i=l

8) 7)D Newtonian

9) To + 4plD Binghamian

c = shear stress »; = viscosity
t0 = yield stress 1 = plastic viscosity

D = shear rate
A,B,C,k,kl,k2, а ,ß ,ö = constants

More recently the descending branch of the second i - 
steresis loop was interpolated by a parabola equation 
(eq. 4 of table 1). This model allows two important 
rheological parameters to be obtained easily, that is 
yield value r0 and viscosity coefficient (21). 
The compliance of different models with the descrip - 
tion of the viscometric flow of cement pastes, having 
w/c ratios between 0.30 and 0.45, was evaluated in a 
recent work (22). For this analysis some other classy 
cal models applicable to the rheology of simple fluids 
and suspensions (given by equations 5, 6, 7 of table 
1) were considered. By using statistical and iterati
ve procedures it was possible to calculate the parame 
ters of each equation giving the best agreement with 
the experimental flow curves. The compliance of the 
model was evaluated by the difference between the 
shear rate values calculated by the corresponding e

quation and the experimental ones. Good correlations 
resulted for Eyring's.Herschel-Bulkley's and parabolic 
models. The two last are constitutionally related, siji 
ce Herschel-Bulkley equation becomes a parabola when 
exponent В is 2.
It is interesting to notice that the proposed equa - 
tions generally show a constant term, which corre - 
spends to the yield stress,and a second term of expo
nential type. In some cases also a linear term in D 
appears. The physical interpretation of this analyti
cal formulation leads to assume, similarly to what 
found also for other rheological systems (20), that 
the cement pastes consist of Newtonian and non-Newto- 
nian units. The latter would identify with the floccu 
la formed from the aggregation of the particles that, 
during motion, undergo a structural breakdown. There
fore, as D increases, the motion resistance tends to 
decrease in an exponential manner.
An attempt to interpret the flow curves according to 
a more general model based on physical principles,con 
sidered different types of friction which determine 
the suspension viscosity (25). In the interactions bet 
ween components three types of friction liquid-liquid, 
liquid-particle, particle-particle were distinguished. 
Therefore viscosity was expressed on the basis of the 
number of molecular friction points per unit of shear 
plane according to

4= Bi n^2/3 + B2ng2/3+83(03 u)2^ 10)

where nq, 03, П3 are number of friction points of the 
three species in question on the shear plane and u 
is dimentionless factor varying from 0 to 1.
Factor u expresses the ratio of the number of fric - 
tion points to the initial number of non-agglomerated 
particles and it takes value 1 when agglomeration is 
complete. If u is constant as the shear rate varies, 

is constant too and therefore the flow is Newtonian.
Generalized flow curves can be derived by introducing 
the»j expression in the Newton classic equation (eq. 
Bin table 1).
Factor u, which determines the viscosity and therefo
re the material flow, was deduced by considering the 
competitive effects of coagulation and dissociation 
caused by the mechanical stresses acting during the 
flow. Unlike the previous models, this approach al - 
lows also the time factor to be introduced into , the 
state equation. In this way it was possible to explain 
mathematically the changes in the shape of the curves 
shown in figure 3, depending on the variation of the 
test duration.

2.2.2 "Time-dependent" behaviour and thixotropy

When the shear rate is constant, the cement suspen - 
sions show shear stress-time transient characterized 
by 3 stages, as indicated in fig. 5. An initial sta - 
ge, where T reaches a maximum (Tmax) quickly, a pe - 
riod of stress decrease as far as a minimum value (те), 
a third stage represented by a slight increase inf . 
In some cases the appearance of an additional maximum 
was observed during the third stage (13).
The trend of r-t transient results from different phe



nomena having opposite actions. The demolition of the 
particle agglomeration caused by the shear stress (4), 
and the grain orientation as a function of the lower 
hydrodynamic resistance during motion (3) cause a vi
scosity decrease with time. At the same time the hy
dration process of 
cement introduces 
new bonds among the 
dispersed particles, 
which increases the 
dispersion viscosi
ty (27). The paste 
viscosity depends 
on the innerstructu 
re resulting from 
the chemical-physi
cal forces which 
act among particles. 
These forces react 
elastically at weak 
stresses, but if 
the stress becomes 
high enough, they 
fail and the struc
ture degrades and 
flocs form which offer a 

A typical transient 
behaviour shear stress 
vs time at constant 
shear rate (26)

resistance to flow.Thelower
change in the flocculation degree of the paste was 
considered to be the base of the thixotropic beha - 
viour (4).

The quantitative measurement of thixotropy is not a 
simple question since a thixotropic material is sensi
tive to stress conditions and rheological hystory.The 
phenomenon is affected by rheological and experimen - 
tai factors. The rheological ones include the ra
te constant and the order of the demolition process, 
in their turn related to the elastic energy and the 
relaxation time of the structure. The experimental va 
riables concern temperature and shear rate.
It is practically impossible from a single r-t curve 
to explain all these dependences,so thixotropy is ge
nerally measured by using empiric coefficients which 
express the aggregation degree of the dispersion. For 
instance, the coefficient of thixotropy is the ratio 
(28)

= Tmax ' Te 11)

’’'max

where rmax is the peak stress corresponding to the 
initial degradation of the structure and те is the 
stress required to keep the configuration in equili - 
brium. Thixotropy is also expressed by a similar coef 
ficient given by the ratio

r=-^ 12) 

•He
where 7)e is the equilibrium viscosity (29).
The process of thixotropic demolition can be studied 
through the analysis of the t= f(t) curves. A re - 
cent work (30) illustrated the mathematical method 
to derive the rheological state equation and to in
terpret the kinetics of the structural breakdown to 

obtain the rate constant and the process order. 
The rheological equation was expressed in the general 
form:

T= f0(D) + 1' f^D) 13)

where D = shear rate

X = - ----- 7=- structural parameter 14)
Tmax-Te

Vorn Berg's model (n° 3 of table- 1) was used for the 
functions f0(D) and fq(D).
By means of a procedure of curve fitting,simultaneous 
ly applied to values Tmax and te obtained with dif
ferent shear rates, the parameters of equations f0(D) 
and f](D) were calculated. The same data allowed the 
variation of parameter k" with time to be analyzed 
and, therefore, the modification of the system thixo
tropy could be expressed through the deduction of the 
constant rate к and the order n of the breakdown pro 
cess. The data obtained on cement pastes of different 
type are given in table 2 from which it results that 
к varies as the shear rate changes, according to a 
hyperbolic relation whose parameters considerably de
pend on the type of cement. On the contrary the chan
ges in order n of the process with'the type of cement 
are more limited.

TABLE 2: Parameters of the breakdown rate equa - 
tion: d|l =_k(D)^'n 15) (go)

CEMENT w/c n a 
(s'1)

b

325 Ptl 0.40 1.36 678 26
425 Ptl 0.40 1.00 1356 62.4
425 Ptl 0.45 1.09 2634 27

k' - structural parameter given by 14) equation
n = order of breakdown process

a,b = parameters of the equation : 161
where D = shear rate

The influence of the shear rate on the kinetics of the 
demolition process was particularly examined in ano - 
ther study (10). It was observed that, for D<1065s"L 
the r-t curves are descending and can be described by 
an equation including two exponential terms. The need 
to introduce two terms instead of one, as in Tatter - 
sail equation (4), is due to that the breakdown pro - 
cess can be subdivided into two stages:a primary which 
occurs very quickly and finishes in 5 seconds at the 
latest and a secondary which is much slower. The in - 
troduction of a third term into the equation became 
necessary to interpret the reascending of r when 
shear rate D exceeds 1065 s"L Tests performed by re
placing the paste with water showed that a turbulent 
motion can be established with so high shear rates.
Therefore this increase in r and paste- viscosity 
should not be interpreted as a rheopexy phenomenon 
and, hence, as a real change in the inner structure,



but as the consequence of the flow transition from la 
minar to turbulent.

2.2.3 Models and paste structure

The examination of the equations proposed to inter - 
pret the shear-dependent or time-dependent behaviours 
of cement suspensions showed that only some are bas
ed on physical hypotheses, whereas most of them deri
ve from procedures of curve fitting applied to exper£ 
mental data. This trend is rather common in rheologj_ 
cal studies and can be attributed to three fundamen - 
tai reasons (31). The first is to sum up the experi
mental data with a small number of parameters. In 
this way it is possible to establish quantitative re
lationships between the rheological parameters and 
the different chemical-physical factors affecting them: 
concentration, fineness, composition of cement, a. 
s.o. A second one is to extrapolate the experimental 
data outside the range of shear rate or solid concen
tration considered in the tests, especially to apply 
the results to the practice. Finally, the third rea
son it to correlate the rheological behaviour with 
the chemical-physical processes which occur, on a mi
croscopic scale, among the suspension constituents. 
However, the factors and interactions determining the 
rheological behaviour of suspensions are many and com 
plex and therefore it becomes difficult to consider 
all of them to establish models of general validity.

3. STRUCTURE OF PASTES

3.1 Structure factors

The structure, and therefore the suspension rheology, 
are affected by several chemical-physical factors coji 
cerning both the dispersed solid phase and the liquid.

3.1.1 Solid phase properties

Specific surface, particle size distribution and sha
pe of grains are factors of primary importance since 
these parameters determine the number of the contact 
points between particles which result in frictions and 
agglomeration forces. Bombled (2) expressed the flow 
resistance (f) per surface unit of the suspension ve£ 
sus the grain number ns, the number of contacts per 
grain Я* and adherence A, which represents the sum 
of the intergrain forces (frictional, Coulomb's, Van 
der Wall 's), by equation

f = ns Л* A 17)

Since the number of contacts per grain increases expo 
nentially as the specific surface increases (32), e
quation 17) justifies the exponential-type relation - 
ships found experimentally between the paste viscosi_ 
ties or yield stress and the specific surface of ce - 
ment (2)(33). It was also found that monogranular par 
tides result in pastes having poor rheological pro - 
perties (34). The improvement of these properties is 
chiefly related to the achievement of the particle 
size and shape favorable to the maximum filling of 
the empty space. Continuous particle size distribu - 

tions represent the optimum about the matter (35). Al
so the particle shape plays an important role, as was 
pointed out by a study on hydrated lime suspensions 
(36). This property, together with the particle size 
distribution, appeared to affect the rheology of these 
suspensions more significantly than the electrokinetic 
potential of particles. The particle size distribu - 
tion and the surface extension have also other Indi - 
rect effects on the rheology of pastes.
In fact the particle size distribution determines the 
permeability of the granular whole, whereas the speci
fic surface conditions the extent of the forces acting 
among the surface electric charges. As permeability de 
creases, the rheological behaviour can transform from 
shear thinning into thickening owing to the resistance 
that water finds when it flows inside the paste (2).
As the specific surface increases, the particle agglo
meration caused by the electric charges induced by the 
clinker comminution process (37) and the cement hydra
tion (38),increases.
These factors related to the physical state of the so
lid add to others of chemical nature. The mineralogi - 
cal composition of clinker and the reactivity of pha - 
ses affect the hydration process. Therefore, they can 
act on the paste rheology through the bonds forming 
between the hydrated products (39) and the changes in 
the solution ionic equilibria affecting the double-la
yer forces (40)(41). The mineralogical composition of 
clinker can affect the rheological behaviours also in
directly owing to the different grindabilities shown 
by the constituents (42).

3.1.2 Liquid phase properties

The mechanical properties of the liquid phase, that is 
surface tension and viscosity, and the chemical-physi
cal properties such as affinity for surface and the 
dielectric constant, are other factors affecting rheo
logy. In particular, the strong surface tension of wa
ter, together with the affinity for surface of the ce
ment grains, cause intense capillary forces when the 
intergranular space is not quite saturated with water. 
Under these conditions air-liquid menisca form and a ne 
gative pressure P, given by the following Laplace for
mula, creates in the liquid:

P = -4 - 18) r
where r = curvature radius of meniscus

and A = surface tension of water

This pressure is equilibrated by compressive forces ac 
ting in the grains. The paste cohesion reduces appre
ciably when the amount of water exceed that necessary 
for saturation, since the capillary forces cease(43). 
The dielectric constant affects the Coulomb and Van 
der Walls interactions acting between grains (44).

3.1.3 Solid-liquid interactions

The interactions occurring between the dispersed so - 
lid and the liquid can be subdivided into three cate
gories:
- hydrodynamic actions that cause a viscosity in ~



crease in the liquid;
- attractions between particles that lead to the for
mation of floccula and aggregates and a cont inuou s
agglomerated structure;

- contacts between particles that create friction s
during the motion.

Cheng (31) tried to summarize, in a scheme given in, 
fig. 6, the relationships between the categories of 
interactions and the factors conditioning them. The 
double-point 
ed arrows 
mean that the 
factor inque 
stion deter
mines the ap 
pearance of 
the interac
tion but, in 
it? turn, it 
is simulta - 
neously af - 
fected - by 
the interac
tion itself. 
Each of the 
fundament a 1 
interactions 
acquires a 
different im 

FIG. 6: Interplay of the three cate
gories of interactions' and 
factors affecting "suspensi о n ■ 
viscosity (31)

For example, the contribution of the hydrodynamic fa£
tors increases at medium or low concentrations, the 
attractive forces predominate at medium-high concen - 
trations and the friction between particles plays the 
main role at very high concentrations. In any case the 
predominant interaction determines the rheological b£ 
haviour of the suspension.
Figure 7 is a tentative to represent the rheological 
behaviours of the suspensions as a function of three 
fundamental types of interactions. A shift along axis 
у shows that, in the absence of attraction forces a
mong the particles, the suspension behaviour varies 
from Newtonian to non-Newtonian as the solid concen - 
tration passes from low to medium values. Contacts 
predominate at a very high concentration, so the be
haviour becomes at first dilatant as far as to tra£ 
sform into a more complex one (granulo-viscous).
If also the attraction forces among particles are con 
sidered, an increase in the suspension viscosity is 
observed in any case, since the dispersed solid tends 
to form floccula or aggregations. As the forces in - 
crease in dispersions having medium-low solid concen
trations, the behaviours pass from pseudoplastic to 
viscoplastic and plastic. When the attraction forces 
are weak, floccula are broken easily but, as they be
come stronger, floccula become more resistant and can 
endure a certain stress without breaking. At this 

portance de
pending ■ on 
the solid con 
centration in 
the solution.

point the suspension shows a certain elasticity as 
far as a given threshold stress which represents the 
yield value and indicates the "transition from pseudo
plasticity to viscoplasticity.
This picture explains how it is difficult to inter - 
pret the macroscopic rheological behaviour of pastes 
in terms of structure. For example the' same rheologi
cal response can be obtained by combining a low at - 
traction force with a high solid concentration or a me 
dium attraction with -a low concentration. Therefore,
to define 
the physical PARIICIE CONCENTRATIOH ‘

model s of the • p; O'
structure of w GRANUlO-VISCOUS
the concen - 5 *>

trated cement
suspensions,. 2 O' PASTE
it becomes -e DILATANT

very impor -
tant to exa-
mine the for ■ (VISCOSITY INCREASE 14 AS III,
ces acting a ■O NON LINEAR WITH

mong parti - COUCENERAIION)

cl es and their VISCOPLASTIC

vari ations as "' ■ ■
a function of ж NEWTONIAN sf-

ж PSEUDOPL AS 11Cthe solid con о Jn
centration. * (VISCOSITY INCREASE

z LINEAR WITH .
3.2 Forces a CONCENTRATION)

mong par Negligible Low Nediue High

tides . INTERPARTICLE ATTRACTION

3.2.1 Equili_ FIG, Relation between different ty
bria^ among pes rheological behaviour
particles and the three c,3ft;gul,]es of

’ interactions (31)
The mam for
ces acting on a group of particles are Van der Wall’s, 
generally attractive, and the electrostatic ones, ge
nerally repulsive."Moreover there are forces result - 
ing from the presence of water films adsorbed on par
ticles, referred to as "structural forces", which cau 
se a repulsive effect known as "disjoining pressure" 
(45). Finally, if systems containing particles ivith si 
zes above the colloidal ones are considered, also ca
pillary forces can occur when air-water interfaces 
create in the system.
Table 3 summarizes the different types ofacting for - 
ces and the dimensional range of the particles on 
which the action of each of them prevails.
TABLE 3: Forces acting between particles (46) (62)

TYPE OF FORCES SIZE OF EFFECT OF ACTION
PARTICLES FORCES DISTANCE

(mm) (mm)
Capi11 ary 1 - 0.1 Attraction
Van der Walls 0.1 -IO"4 Attraction 5-20-10 7

Coulomb IO'2 -10-6 Repulsion 10-50-10'7
(double layer)
Disjoining pre£ IO'2 _10-6 Repulsion 5-30-10"'
sure . __ ___ -
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The nature of the forces acting between particle was 
examined in several reviews (43). Van der Walls for - 
ces result from electromagnetic interactions, between 
the atomic electron clouds, which give rise to orien
tation, dispersion and induction effects. These ef - 
fects contribute to the cohesion of the materials.
The electrostatic forces derive from ionic.double la
yers that, in water, surround the particles and can 
be quantitatively evaluated by th? measurement of ze
ta potential. The structural forces, i.e. disjoining 
pressure, derive from the water adsorbed on the parti 
cles which has different chemical-physical proper - 
ties from water in bulk. Water shows a certain degree 
of structural order and for this reason creates a phy 
sical and thermodinamyc barrier that hinders the con
tact between particles (46).
According to DVLO classical theory (40)(41), the sta
bility of a colloidal suspension is determined by the 
balance between Van der Walls attraction forces (VA) 
and the repulsive ones among the electrical double la 
yers on the particles (Vp). The trend of VA,Vp and 
the total potential energy Vj = VA+Vp, expressed as a 
function of the distance between two particles, can 
be seen in figure 8.
The attraction ar ... . . , . .
ing from a cer
tain distance, 
as the parti - 
cles approach 
each other. The 
total energy 
curve passes 
through a maxi
mum (Vmax) that 
forms a barrier 
opposing the 
particle adhe - 
si on. The lower 
this barrier 
the higher the 
number of partly 
cles which ag - 
glomerate by tak 
ing the poten - 
tial interaction 
minimum V-|m-jn.
ticles and their surface charge. With relatively big 
particles the total potential energy curve can show a 
secondary minimum at a wider separation distance. If 
this secondary minimum is rather deep, 2-3 times the 
Brownian kinetic energy of the particle, it causes 
flocculation. The particle association due to floccu
lation is different from that occurring with the pri
mary minimum since it is reversible and easily de - 
stroyed by shaking. Only if this secondary minimum we 
re deeper than the primary one, a stable suspension 
could be obtained.
These concepts have been taken from Powers who includ 
ed in the balance among forces also those resulting 
from the disjoining pressure (43). The relative ener
gy of two quartz plates subject to Van der Walls tor

sion increase qui

Separation
<9

Attraction VA

energy corresponding to the 
'max depends on the sizes of

Secondary 
minimum

primary 
the par-

diagram
(47) '

Repulsion Vp
Total potential 

energy V<r

FIG. 8: Potential energy 
for two particles

Primary minimum, min

Born Vr

ces. (VA-) and the disjoining pressure (Vr) is shown in 
figure 9. The latter is calculated on the basis . of 
thickness values of the water films adsorbed on hardened 
cementpaste.lt can be noticed that in this case the 
secondary minimum falls at about 25 A. The floccula 
forming when the particles approach this distance re
main isolated
if the solid 
concentrati оn 
is limited,but 
they can " link 
by forming a 
cont 1 n u о u s 
structured loc 
culent state), 
when the parti 
cle compaction 
is as highest 
as possible. 
The system co
hesion increa
ses if the wa
ter is reduced. 
In this case 
the intersti - 
tial spaces a
re no longer 
completely fil]^ 
ed with water. 
Air-water in - 
terfaces cause 
capillary for
ces between par 
ticles.

Distance between surfaces. ЛГ, m A

FIG. Э': Calculated potential ener - 
gy of two parallel silica 
plates in water versus di
stance H. Curves refer to

■ 2 values of parameter AID
of Van der Walls attrac -

■ tion force I/д (43)

The curves shown in figure 8 indicate two possibili -■ 
ties to prevent the particles from coagulating and, 
therefore, to obtain suspensions with good flowing 
properties. The former is to rise the height of the 
potential barrier Vmax by intensifying the repulsion. 
The latter is to avoid the particles from approaching 
a lower distance than that corresponding to the secon 
dary minimum of energy. Both effects can be attained 
by using plasticizers and superplasticizers that have 
ä strong deflocculating-action of the cement grains. 
They increase the absolute value of the surface char
ge (zeta potent!al) as well as they create a steri c 
hindrance to the particle approach (48). The possibi
lity given by the theory to modify the flocculated 
structure of the suspension by acting on the double 
layer repulsion are applied in the concrete technology.

3.2.2 Zeta potential

The particles of inorganic oxydes are carriers of une 
quilibrated electrical charges from the non-compensa- 
tion of positive and negative valencies of the surfa
ce atoms (accidental charges). Other charges can deri_ 
ve from isomorphic substitutions in the lattices bet
ween atoms of difference valence (inherent charges).
Another contribution can come from the hydrolysis of 
the amphoteric hydroxyl groups (49) shown in figure 
10. Therefore the surface has an electrical poten -



tial Vq compared with that of bulk solution consider 
ed as zero.

FIG. 10: Hydrolysis reactions 
droxyl groups (49)

—M—oh; + OH-

I ^M-O- 

I

of the surface hy -

The surface charges attract opposite-sign ions, pre - 
sent in the solution, which form a layer adjacent to 
the surface. This layer extends from the surface as 
far as a distance d (fig. 11). The trend of the elec
trical potential 
shows a linear 
reduction as far 
as distance d, 
which corre - 
sponds. to the 11^ 
mit of the adsor 
bed ion 1ayer 
(Stern's rigid 
layer). Beyond 
this limit, , the 
decay is exponen 
tial in the so
-called diffused 
ionic layer.
Potential tpo,co£ 
responding to 
the limit of the rigid layer, cannot be measured easj_ 
ly whereas a parameter strictly related to ipd’ ^at 

.is potential, can be calculated. This is determined 
by microscopic observations of the electrophoretic m£ 
bility u of the suspended particles subject to an e
lectric field. Mobility u is related to by the ex
pression

u = (fr- Eo- ;/i?).f(ka, ^) 19)

where sr and e0 = permittivities of the solution 
phase and free space

*) = viscosity of the medium 
f(ka, ^) = numerical factor

FIG. 11: Schematic illustration 
■ of the electrical dou

ble layer (49)

The oxide surface, by participating in the acid-base 
equilibria given in figure 10, show considerable chan 
ges in their surface charge and, therefore, in their 
zeta potential as a function of pH of the medium. Fi
gure 12 exemplifies the electrophoretic mobilities o£ 
tained in alumina and silica suspensions as a func - 
tion of pH (49). It can be observed that silica par
ticle charges become increasingly negative over a wi
de pH range. On the contrary alumina is charged posi
tively as far as pH 9 and negatively above this value. 
The same figure shows that the increase in the ionic 
force of the medium reduces the potential owing to 
the compression of the double layer, but it does not 

modify its course.
These systems
where it is pos 
sible to modify 
zeta potential, 
as a function 
of pH of the me 
dium, are suita 
ble to check the 
correlations pro 
vided by D VLO 
theory between" 
the rheological 
properties of 
the suspension 
and zeta poten
tial. When the 
surface poten - 
tial is high, 
and therefore 
the repulsion 

FIG. 12: Mobility against pH (49)
1) alumina in 10~3molldhß NaCl
2) alumina in 10~^ mol Idirß NaCl

. 31 silica in 1O~^molldnß NaCl

forces prevail ,
on Van der Walls attraction ones, a low viscosity
must be expected. On the contrary.,, the aptitute for 
flow will be limited when the double layer interac - 
tions are poor and the cohesion between particles is 
high. These remarks have been confirmed experimental
ly in latest works (50), always concerning alumina con 
centrated suspensions that showed the viscosity va - 
lues versus pH given in fig. 13.
The comparison 
of figures 12 
and 13 showshow 
the suspension 
viscosity at - 
tains a maximum 
value at the 
point of zero 
charge of the 
surfaces.
In these sy - 
stems,where sta 
ble equilibria 
establish bet
ween the solu - 
tion and the 
surface, the va 
lue of zeta po
tential has a 
well defined 
physical mean - 
ing. When the ce 
ment-water sy - 
stem is conside 
red, the appli
cation of the 
classical model 

FIG. 13: Viscosities of alumina su_ 
sponsions vs pH. The con_ 
centrations are express - 
ed by WIA (mass of wa- 
ter/mass of alumina) (50)

of the electric double layer becomes questionable sin
ce the interfaces in this case are not in thermodyna
mic equilibrium. When the cement surface come in con
tact with water, it reacts by producing ions and sur-



- charges in a large amount. These ions caused by 
, ydratlon" add to those already present in water and 
r/oritribute to a large extent to the formation of the 
icnicenvelope around the particles (38). The ionic 
envelop differ from a normal double layer in that the 
inner part is being transformed continuously.
It was proposed to replace the classic concept of ze
ta potential with that of dynamic potential which e
volves continuously with the hydration time and takes 
into account the ionic parameters of the contact solu 
tion (51).
The evolutionary nature of zeta potential of the ce
ment particles suspended in water is shown in fig.14.
5 .potential 
decreases and 
then reaches 
a stable va- ' 
lue after 25 
minutes.- pH- 
reaches the 
value 10, as 
a result of 
the dissolu
tion of cal- °l---------- J----------- 1---------- 1— .

. , . 0 25 50 75 100 »
cium and al- ■

, ' Time (min)
kaline hy ■
droxides. . f
When KOH is FIG. 1U: Zeta-potential of port 1 and 
added to the cement as a function of ti_
cement SU - " me and initial pll-value (38) 
spension,the . .
^potential shows increasing or decreasing trends ac
cording to the pH increase. However these behaviours 
have not found a rigorous explanation but, in any ca^ 
se, they testify a change in the surface composition 
with time. Nevertheless these composition changes.
during the induction period or more advanced stages 
of the hydration process, have appeared as relatively 
slow. As a consequence, it is possible to detect a 
well defined zeta potential associated to a double la 
yer that can be described by models derived from the 
classical Stern-Grahame1s (521(53),as that given in 

' figure 15. The correlation between zeta potential and 
rheological behaviour is complicated by that g measu
rements are carried out in diluted suspensions whe - 
reas viscosimetry utilizes pastes or concentrated su- 

'spensions. Moreover, in the rheological measurements 
the pastes are in a dynamic state that modifies the 
double layer structure and therefore the value of ze
ta potential, compared with that generally measured 
at the rest state (63).

4. STRUCTURAL MODELS

At toe present state-of-art the structural models pro 
.'•posed fresh cement pastes are essentially qualitati 

ve. "ney are based on concepts of the colloid chemi
stry.
One of the first models for the flocculated state of 
the paste dates back to Powers (43) who imagined that
f.-esP  cement pastes made at the usual w/c ratio were 
composed of floccula. The mixing mechanical action pro 

.duces hydraulic forces which tend to separate the in
dividual particles and to create an uniform disper - 
siori state. Only when the mixing action ceases,a con
tinuous struc
ture forms. 
This is consi
dered as a hy
pothetical sijn 
gle floccul us 
that involves' 
the whole pa
ste. The densj^ 
ty of the floc 
cula varies 
with the w/c 
ratio since the 
th 1 xot ropic 
structure forms 
very .quickly 
when the mix
ing action has 

.ceased, there
fore the parti 
cl es cannot

Solvated cations 
(adsorbed I

— Inner Helmholtz

— Secondary water 
£=32

•Bulk solution 
E=78,5

Specifically 
adsorbed anions
Primary water

— O(uter Helmholtz

Slipping plane

FIG. 15: Model of electrical dou - 
ble layer 
g = dielectric constant

reach the equi
librium position. Helmuth (1) resuming these con - 
eepts, represented the cement paste in the model of 
fig. 16, where the cement grains are considered as 
spherical .in first approximation. This model points
out the dispers 
ing and stabi
lizing effect 
on the struct^ 
re exerted by 
the disjoining 
pressure caus
ed by the ad
sorbed water 
films. If the 
mixing action 
is strong e
nough, the 
thickness of

FIG. 16: Simplified model of sphe 
r rical particles of fresh 

cement paste structure, 
ale ratio = 0.5. Cement spe 
cific surface liSOm^lkg 
(1)

the adsorbed
water film 
tends to equa
lize as far as 
to take the va^ 
lue of the so
-called hydrau 
lie radius.
The above-mentioned models are based on assumptions 
that simplify appreciably the real characteristics of 
the cement paste. First of all the shape of the ce
ment grains is not spherical but angular and this mor 
phologic feature can strongly affect the equilibriaof 
the structure, as indicated in the model proposed by 
Legrand shown in fig. 17 (55). In this model the for 
mation of the continuous network of floccula in the 
cement paste becomes possible chiefly owing to the 
formation of direct tip-to-tip or tip-to-face coulomb



bonds between grains. These bonds, according to Bom - 
bled (2), are the result of the incomplete neutraliza 
tion from "counterions", in the aqueous medium, of 
the electric charges gathered in the tips and corners 
of the grains. These attraction forces, strengthened

FIG. 17: Schematic model of fresh cement paste floc
culent state (55)

in the association point by Van der Walls 
forces, act on a limited surface. There 
fore it can be assumed that the contact area behaves 
as an articulated joint. On the surface of the grains 
adjacent to "articulated joint" the repulsion forces 
act. There are the disjoining pressure caused by the 
adsorbed water films and the interaction of the dou
ble ionic layers. These repulsion forces tend to en - 
large the contact angleeifthe surrounding structure 
does not prevent it. The presence of unavoidable air 
bubbles entrained during mixing creates discontinui - 
ties in the structure and it gives rise to capillary 
forces. Of course on the grains the gravity force acts. 
To conclude the structure is supported by local equi
libria between the repulsion and attraction forces. 
This model allows the interpretation of some aspects 
of the rheological behaviour such 
as plasticity, thixotropy and viscosity, which affect 
considerably the workabi11ty of fresh cement paste. The 
grain displacement in the flocculated structure is 
possible only if the shear stress attains a suffi - 
cient value to break the intergrain bonds. In this ca, 
se the paste behaviour is called plastic. Once attain 
ed the flowing threshold, it can happen that the mo - 
tion resistance of paste decreases with time: the
known phenomenon of thixotropy takes place. Also this 
phenomenon is the result of the progressive breakdown 
of the bonds between grains. In any case,even though 
during the motion the primary bonds are broken, the
grains still feel the so-called first, second- and
third-type electroviscous effects caused by the ionic 
diffused layers (56). Moreover, also the interstitial 
liquid flowing between the grains will show a resi - 
stance depending on both its own viscosity and the 
permeability of the granular whole. Therefore all the 
se factors contribute to make viscosity higher than 
that belonging to a suspension of non-interacting ele 
ments.

5. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PASTE AND CONCRETE

The previous paragraphs showed that fresh cement pastes, 
made at normal w/c ratios, have prevailingly viscopla 
Stic behaviours and can be characterized by the two 
fundamental parameters f0 and 7,p].
Tests performed by means of rheometers with helicoi - 
dal rotor showed that the rheological behaviour of fresh 
concrete is of viscoplastic-Binghamian type (57). The 
refore also this system can be characterized by two 
rheological parameters (two point test), that is yield 
value and coefficient of viscosity. The analogy bet - 
ween the two systems is not casual but can be consi - 
dered as the result of the two essential roles that 
the interstitial paste plays in the concrete rheology, 
that is the cohesion and lubrication towards the ag - 
gregate. The former can be considered as directly de 
rived from the yield value, the latter from the paste 
viscosity.
The attempts made to establish quantitative relation
ships between the paste rheological properties and 
the mortar and concrete workability have not been nu 
merous so far. To establish a correlation between wor 
kability of fresh concrete and rheology of cement pa
ste, it is necessary to know the effective w/c ratio 
given by the formula

/ / 1 w-(ks-s+kq-g) 9 , (w/c)eff = —---- 20)

and the effective water content expressed by

Peff = T5ÖÖ - (w/c)eff 21>

where the coefficients ks and kg represent the increa 
se in the water content required to obtain the same 
workability when sand or coarse aggregate is added to 
the paste (58). The terms w, s, g and c represent 
the water, sand, coarse aggregate and cement contents 
(kg) of concrete and Q the cement density.
The values of slump and flowtable spread of mortars 
having different composition were correlated with a 
parameter Х?^ calculated by equation 

Xt) = e- g 22)

where t] is the viscosity coefficient of the paste mea 
sured by the rotational viscometer, s/c is the sand/ 
/cement ratio, у is the paste volume per surface u
nit of the sand, g the gravity and @ the mortar den 
sity (59). The empirical parameter X?] includes both 
the terms of the mortar composition and the rheologi
cal properties of the paste having the same w/c ra - 
tio. In the case of mortars with s/c ratios ranging between
2.1 and 3.9 it was found only a correlation curve bet 
ween the slump or flowtable values and the parameter 
Xr, . When superplasticizers are present, the workabi
lity data, represented as a function of Xt; , lie on 
different curves depending on the considered s/c ra
tios. To establish a more general correlation bet - 
ween paste and mortar properties, also valid in the 
presence of admixture, it would have been necessary
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to introduce other parameters concerning the admixtu
re-aggregate interaction, the entrained air a.s.o. 
The model which consider fresh concrete in its whole as 
a dispersion, even though it includes a large dimen - 
sional range of grains, was the base of recent at - 
tempts aiming at characterizing the concrete beha - 
viour in a rational manner.
The viscosity of mortars and concretes was calculated 
by an equation whose essential terms were the effect!, 
ve volume concentration of the solid phase and the 
maximum one permitted by particle size distribution 
and shape of the aggregate.
The obtained data were in good agreement with the ex
perimental ones derived from rotoviscometric tests 
for a large range of mix composition (60).
Good results were obtained (61) by applying an equa
tion deduced by Roscoe (12) for suspensions of stiff 
spheres. This equation includes fineness modulus, 
volumetric percentage related to the total solid con
tent in concrete and volumetric concentration of the 
coarser part of the aggregate.

6. CONCLUSIONS

As a rule, the study of fresh cement paste rheology can 
give important information about the component inter
actions and the structure. Nevertheless the interpre
tation of the rheological behaviour is not simple be
cause it depends not only on many factors concerning the 
chemical-physical properties of the cement or the li
quid phase but also on the techniques and the experi
mental measuring instruments.
The development of the rheological studies on pastes 
allowed progress to be made in the rigorous interpre
tation of the flow curves by means of sophisticated 
mathematical calculations. These analysis methods al
lows a more accurate study of the influence of some 
chemical-physical factors. The possibility of establi, 
shing models of general validity is in conflict with 
the difficulty of expressing quantitatively the fac - 
tors that show a very large variability, such as si - 
ze, shape and mineralogical composition of the cement 
grains.
Another uncertainty reason lies in the imperfect know 
ledge of all the types of interactions solid-solid 
and liquid-solid.
Finally, the check of the assumptions by direct tridi^ 
mensional observations of a suspension as the cement 
paste having high consistency and submitted to a che
mical-physical evolution,presents great difficulties. 
Therefore at the present state-of-art it is possible 
to make only a schematic description of the structure 
based on simplified assumptions that can explain qua
litatively the rheological properties of the material. 
The models proposed on the basis of the equilibria of 
the attraction and repulsion forces acting between 
particles can explain the existence of a yield value, 
a viscosity varying with the duration of the applied 
stress (thixotropy) and the admixture effect.
However the understanding of the phenomena concerning 
the paste rheology has not yet reached a sufficient le 
vel to interpret the most complex "suspension" formed 

of fresh concrete.
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lFFECT OF CONDENSATION DEGREE OE POLYMERS BASED ON NAPHTHALENE ON FLUIDITIES 
иг CEMENT PASTES.

Introduction

The modern technology makes extensive 
use of superplasticizers in order to improve 
the strength of hardened concrete by 
reducing the amount of water added to the 
fresh mix.

The phenomena associated with the 
fluidifying action of superplasticizers are 
quite complex' and involve the adsorption of 
the macromolecules of the polymer onto the 
cement grains, the modification of the 
electrostatic charges on the surface of the 
cement particles and the modification of the 
kinetic of hydration of the various 
constituents of the cement.

It has been shown that, in the case of 
naphthalene sulfonate condensates, there is 
a relationship between the effectiveness as 
superplasticizer and the degree of 
polymerization, expressed by viscosity 
measurements (1).

Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) 
has been used by various authors to 
determine the molecular weight of 
superplasticizers based on condensates of 
naphthalene sulfonic acids with formaldehyde 
(2,3,4) .

Recently, the influence of the 
molecular weight of naphthalene based 
polymers on the rheological properties of 
mixes made with different cements has been 
studied. It has been shown that the fluidity 
of the mixes increases up to a maximum 
value, which occurs at different values of 
the molecular weight of the polymer, 
depending on the cement used. Moreover, with 
polymers having extremely high values of 
molecular weight, a decrease in the fluidity 
of cement mixes has been observed (5).

In the present work, GPC and 
ultrafiltration have been used to study the 
effect- of the degree of condensation of 
polymers based on naphthalene sulfonate on 
the fluidity of cement pastes, in a range 
for which an increase of the molecular 
weight of the condensate causes an increase 
in the fluidity of the cement mixes. In 
particular, the purpose of the present work 
is to examine whether the increase in the 
effectiveness of the superplasticizer with 
its degree of condensation is due either to 
the reduction in the low molecular weight 
fraction or to the change in the molecular 
weight distribution of the highly condensed 
polimeric fraction.

Experimental

Materials

Synthesis of naphthalene sulfonate based 
superplasticizer

Pure naphthalene (10.00 kg) was 
charged in a glass reactor and heated at 
120°C. Then 8.36 kg of 98% H2S°4 50
/Cio^g molar ratio = 1.07) were added ^anä 
the temperature was raised at 165 °C. This 
temperature was mantained for two hours to 
complete the sulfonation of naphthalene. The 
sulfonation mixture was diluted with 5.97 kg 
of water and then 7.81 kg of 36% 
formaldehyde solution (HCHO/C.^ H molar 
ratio = 1.20) were added. The condensation 
was carried out at 112°C for 14 hours and 7 
samples of polymer were collected (one every 
2 hours) having increasing degree of 
condensation. The samples, after 
neutralization with sodium hydroxide, had a 
total solids content of about 40% by weight.

Cement

Type I Portland gement with Blaine 
fineness of about 0.4 m /g has been used. 
The chemical composition of the cement is 
shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Chemical analysis of the cement 
used

CONSISTUENT PERCENTAGE

SiO2 21.56

A12°3 4.88

Fe2°3 2.30

CaO 60.64

MgO 2.15

K2° 0.66

Na20 0.39

s°3 3.37

LOSS ON IGNITION 3.87



Techniques

Gel Permeation Chromatography

The samples of naphthalene sulfonic 
acid formaldehyde condensate to be analyzed 
were dissolved in 0.55 M KNO^ aqueous 
solution to obtain concentrations of 3.0 
g/100 ml.

KNO 
rate

The samples were analyzed using 0.55 M 
aqueous solution as eluant at a flow 
of 1 ml/min.

Shodex lonpak S-803/S (exclusion limit 
50,000 dalton) and Shodex lonpak S-804/S 
(exclusion limit 500,000 dalton) coupled 
columns, made by semirigid crosslinked 
styrene-divinyIbenzene sulfonate gel, were 
employed.

Columns were kept in a thermostatic 
oven at 68°C and all the samples were 
analyzed at this temperature. ■

Samples of monodisperse polystyrene 
sulfonate of different molecular weights 
(4,400-6,500-17,400-39,900-104,000), naphth
alene 2-sulfonate and naphthalene 1,5- 
disulfonate were used as calibration 
standards for the columns.

Analyses were performed with a 
Perkin-Elmer liquid chromatograph equipped 
with pump mod. Series 4 and Perkin-Elmer 
ultraviolet detector mod. LC75 at a 
wavelength of 292 nm.

Chromatographic data were collected 
and processed by a Perkin-Elmer Data Station 
mod. 3600 equipped with Chromatographies 2 
and GPC4 programs, both by Perkin-Elmer, 
used for data collection and data 
processing, respectively.

Ultrafiltration

Samples withdrawn after 4 and 14 hours 
of condensation were ultrafiltered in order 
to remove the monomer and the lower 
molecular weight products. Amicon stirred 
cell mod. 8200 and Amicon ultrafiltration 
membrane mod. YM2 having a nominal cut-off 
of 1,000 dalton, were employed.

Mini-slump test

The fluidity of fresh cement pastes 
(water/cement ratio = 0.35) in the presence

of the condensates (0.4% of dry product by 
weight of cement) was evaluated by the 
mini-slump test, after five minutes2 of 
mixing. The results were expressed in cm by 
measuring the area of the circular path 
described by the fresh cement paste, after 
having picked-up the cone (6).

Results and Discussion

In Fig. 1 the progressive development 
of the condensation reaction is shown, as it 
results from the GPC analyses at different 
condensation times.

According to the GPC theory, the 
higher molecular weight fractions elute at 
first, followed by the lower molecular 
weight fractions and the monomer 
(naphthalene 2-sulfonate). From Fig. 1 it is 
possible to recognize that, by increasing 
the condensation time, the monomer and the 
lower molecular weight fractions decrease 
and conversely the higher molecular weight 
fractions increase.

14 19 24

t = 8hrs 
Йп=386 p

AD

L M

t=6hrs 
Mn=34O
M(%)=25

PD
L M

t=4hrs 
Mn=292 
Ml%)=36

D 
AЛ M

t = 2hrs 
Mn=260 
M(%)=43 D L

M

ELUTION TIME (min)

Fig.l GPC chromatograms of some condensation 
products at different times (t) of 
reaction and different number average 
molecular weight (Mn). P = Polymer; M 
= Monomer; L = Low molecular weight 
fraction; D = Naphthalene disulfonate.
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Fig. 2 shows the fluidity of fresh 
cement pastes as a function of the monomer 
content in the superplasticizer. It can be 
seen that there is a strong negative 
influence of the monomer content in the 
superplasticizer on the fluidity of cement 
pastes. This agrees with the results of 
authors who found that naphthalene 2- 
sulfonate does not exert any fluidifying 
effect (7) .

01__________ I___________ I____________ I____________ I___________ 1—
о го «о eo во юо

MONOMER CONTENT (%)

Fig.2 Effect of monomer content in the 
condensation product on the fluidity 
(mini-slump) of the cement pastes.

In Fig. 3 the mini-slump values are 
plotted versus the number average molecular 
weight fMn) of the condensate. This Figure 
shows that, with the cement used in the 
present work, the fluidity increases by 
increasing the~Mn value up to about 600.

Fig.T Effect of Mn of the condensation 
product on the fluidity (mini-slump) 
of the cement pastes.

By comparing the sample condensed for 
4 hours (Mn = 292) with that condensed for 
14 hours (Mn = 635), the latter appears to 
be much more effective as superplasticizer 
(Fig. 3). One cannot know whether the 14hr- 
condensate sample is better for the lower 
content in monomer and "L" fraction or for 
the higher molecular weight of the "P" 
fraction (Fig. 1). To clarify this point, 
both the samples were subjected to 
ultrafiltration process in order to remove 
the monomer and the "L" fraction. Figure 4 
shows the GPC chromatograms of the two 
samples before and after ultrafiltration 
process. The mini-slump values of the cement 
pastes treated with condensation products 
before and after the ultrafiltration are 
shown in Table 2. The results show that, 
although the ultrafiltered products have 
different "Mn values, their fluidifying 
effect is substantially the same. This 
demonstrates that, at least for the range of 
molecular weights considered in the present 
work, the "P" fraction content and not its 
molecular weight is determining the 
fluidifying effect of naphthalene based 
condensates.

Fig. 4 GPC chromatograms of superplasticizer 
samples condensed for 4 hrs and 14 
hrs before (dotted line) and after 
ultrafiltration.



Table 2 Effect of ultrafiltration on Mn and 
minislump.

BEFORE
ULTRAFILTRATION

CONDENSATION
TIME

"Mn MINI-SL^MP 
(cm )

4 HOURS
14 HOURS

292
635

75
185

AFTER
ULTRAFILTRATION

4 HOURS
14 HOURS

435
735

185
185

of Cement Mixes", Symposium of the 
A.I.T.E.C., , October, 1985, Parma,
Italy.

(6) L.M. Meyer, W.F. Perenchio, Concrete 
International, 36-43, January 1979.

(7) M. Collepardi, M. Corradi, G. Baldini, 
M. Pauri, 7th International Congress 
on the Chemistry of Cement, Vol. Ill, 
pg. VI- 20, Paris (1980).

Conclusions

It is possible to conclude that, for 
the range of Mn of the condensate examined 
in the present work, the effectiveness of 
naphthalene ‘ sulfonate polymer as 
superplasticizer is in relation to the 
content of the monomer and the lower 
molecular weight fraction, while the 
molecular weight value of the highly 
condensed polymeric fraction of the 
condensate is not determining the 
effectiveness of the superplasticizer. By 
using different cements, or by varying the 
range of Mn of the polymer examined, 
different results may be obtained, as 
previously reported (5).
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PROPERTIES OF CEMENT MIXES CONTAINING NAPHTHALENE SULFONATED POLYMERS OF 
DIFFERENT MOLECULAR WEIGHT

Introduction

Sulfonated Naphthalene-formaldehyde 
polymers are the basic materials for the 
production of a class of superplasticizers, 
which are today extensively used to 
manufacture cement concretes and mortars. 
While a large amount of work has been 
devoted to examine the properties of fresh 
and hardened concretes containing 
superplasticizers (1,2), relatively few 
papers have been published to examine the 
effect of superplasticizers on the chemical 
characteristics of polymers and cement mixes 
(3-6) .

This investigation was therefore 
carried out in order to correlate 
performances of cement mixes (including 
mortars), with the physico-chemical 
characteristics of cement pastes, 
manufactured with and without the addition 
of Naphtalene based superplasticizers.

In particular the work wa^Jcarried out 
with a series of different superplasticizers 
based on sulfonated Naphthalene, in order to 
evaluate the effect of the polymer molecular 
weight on the hydration of cement and the 
performances of cement mixes.

Experimental

Materials

Four samples of sulfonated Naphthalene 
polymers of different molecular weight were 
obtained by a process described in an other 
work (7), where the final condensation step 
was maintained for 2, 4, 10 and 14 hrs 
respectively, at a temperature of 112°C.

The Number Average Molecular Weight 
(Mn) of condensated superplasticizers was 
determined by use of Gel Permeation 
Gromatography (8) and specific values for 
each sample of polymer are given in Table 1.

Table 1 Number Average Molecular Weight 
(Mn) of different samples of 
condensated Naphthalene sulfonate.

SAMPLE CONDENSATION TIME (hrs) Mn

A 2 260
B. 4 290
C 10 480
D 14 640

A type I ASTM Portland cement was 
used, and its chemical analysis is given in 
Table 2.

Table 2 Chemical analysis of Portland 
cement

%w
L.O.I.  1.20
SiO 21.05
A16 5.20
Fe^O^ 3.12
CaO 63.70
MgO 0.75
Na О 0.20
KO 0.37
SÖ3 2 1.90
Blaine fineness (m /gr) 0.380

Techniques

Polymer adsorption, zeta potential, 
minislump, heat evolution rate, differential 
thermogravimetry (DTG) were carried out on 
cement pastes (water/cement ratio = 0.40) 
hydrated at 20°C by following the techniques 
described in previous papers (5,6). Polymer 
adsorption, zeta potential and minislump 
were determined after 5 min of mixing. 
Moreover ASTM (with only 5 days) flow table, 
air-entrainment measurement and compressive 
strength on mortar mixes at 20°C 
(sand/cement ratio = 3) were carried out at 
a given water/cement ratio (0.45) or at a 
given flowability (flow cone = 70%).

The superplasticizer dosage was 0.4% 
of dry polymer by weight of cement.

Discussion of results

Fig. 1 shows the polymer adsorbed on 
cement (by percentage of the original amount 
of polymer) as a function of its Number 
Molecular Weight (Mn). By increasing Mn the 
polymer adsorption increases up to 70%. 
Beyond an Mn value of about 600 it seems 
that there is no significant increase in the 
polymer adsorption.
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■ 1 Adsorption of Naphthalene sulfonate 
polymers on cement paste as a function 
of the Number Molecular Weight (Mn) of 
polymers.

MOLECULAR WEIGHT (Mn)
ig.2 Zeta potential of cement pastes with 

and without Naphthalene polymers of 
different Molecular Weight ("Mn) .

A similar trend was recorded for the 
zeta potential vs Mn curve (fig. 2). Also in 
this case it seems that there is no 
substantial increase in zeta potential for 
Mn values higher than 600.

Figure 3 shows that the fluidifying 
effect of the polymer increases by 
increasing the polymer Mw value. Also in 
this case it seems that the effect does not 
substantially change with polymers having Mn 
value higher than about 600.

MOLECULAR WEIGHT (Mn)

Fig.3 Minislump of cement pastes prepared 
with and without addition of 
Naphthalene polymers of different 
Molecular Weight (Mn).

Curves of heat evolution rate as a 
function of hydration time up to 24 hrs with 
and without superplasticizers are shown in 
Fig. 4. In the presence of those admixtures 
both the induction period and the time 
corresponding to the maximum in the heat 
evolution curve are increased with respect 
to the control mix without admixture. This 
indicates a retarding effect of the polymer 
on the early cement hydration. The higher 
the polymer Mn value, the more effective the 
retarding action of the polymer.

In order to obtain more information 
about the effect of the polymer on the 
cement hydration, the percentage of Ca(OH)^ 
produced from 8 hrs to 28 days was
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determined by DTG (Table 3). At 8 hrs the 
percentage of Ca(OH)^ decreases in the 
presence of polymers with respect of control 
mix. The higher the polymer Mn value, the 
more effective is the retarding action on 
the early cement hydration, thus confirming 
the results obtained by the calorimetry 
technique (Fig. 4). On the other hand, at 
longer ages, such as a 7 and 28 days, the 
polymer addition increases the cement 
hydration degree and the effect becomes more 
remarkable by increasing the molecular 
weight of the polymer.

Table 3 Ca(OH) (% by weight of anhydrous 
cement) in pastes cured with and 
without Naphthalene polymers of 
different Molecular Weight (Mn)

MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
OF POLYMER 

(Mn)

Ca(OH)2 ( %w) after:

8 hrs Iday 7days 28days

CONTROL 2.0 7.3 9.0 10.5

260 1.8 6.6 9.5 10.7

290 1.7 6.5 10.5 11.2

480 1.6 6.7 11.0 12.1

640 1.5 6.8 12.0 15.2

Heat evolution curves of cement 
pastes with and without addition of 
naphthalene sulfonate polymers of 
different Molecular Weight (Mn).

Table 4 and 5 show the results on 
mortars at a given w/c ratio and at a given 
flowability respectively. For the tests at a t
given w/c ratio, the superplasticizer ”
addition causes an increase in the flow (
table of the mortar. The fluidifying effe_ct t
increases by increasing the polymer Mn ;
value. On the other hand the polymer f
addition causes an increase in the air- 1
entrainment. This effect is greatest with I
the polymer having Mn value of 290. It would 1
seem that the air-entrainment decreases with 1
the molecular weight of the polymer and 1
increase with the fluidity of the mortar, so 1
that the highest increase in the air
entrainment is caused by the polymer with an 1
intermediate Mn value such as 290 in the 1
present work. Because of the high increase 
in the air-entrainment, the ^strengths of 1
mortars with polymers having Mn values of 1
260 and 290 are lower than the strength of 
the plain mortar, in spite of a higher 1
cement hydration degreee at 7 and 28 days of 
the superplasticized cement mixes with 
respect to the control mix (Table 3) . For 
the polymers with Mn of 480 and 640 causing 
a lower increase in the air-entrainment, the 
strength of the superplasticized mortars at 
later ages (7 and 28 days) are slightly 
higher than the control mortar.

Table 4 Characteristics of mortars (water/ 
cement = 0.45; sand/cement = 3) 
prepared with and without 
Naphthalene sulfonate polymers of 
different Molecular Weight (Mn) .

Mn
CF POLYMER

FLOW * ENTRAINED AIR
%v

CCMFtESSIVE згеишн (MPa)
28daysIday 7days

СШГРСЬ 65 5.0 13.5 42.0 52.5

260 80 9.0 12.5 37.0 47.5

290 90 12.0 10.5 33.0 44.0

480 110 8.5 12.0 43.0 53.0

640 120 7.5 13.0 44.0 55.5

* ASIM C 109 - 5 drops only



The effect of the polymer Mn value on 
the air-entrainment in superplasticized 
mortars appears clearer in the tests at a 
given flowability (Table 5). In this case 
the increase in the air volume caused by the 
superplasticizer decreases by increasing the 
polymer Mn value from 280 to 640. The 
increase in strength is remarkable with the 
polymers having the highest "Hn value (480 
and 640) since there is the greatest 
reduction in the w/c ratio (Table 5), the 
highest increase in the cement hydration 
degree (Table 3) with a negligible or no 
increase at all in the air volume. For the 
polymers having lower Mn value (260 and 
240), both the reduction in the w/c ratio 
(Table 5) and the increase in the cement 
hydration degree (Table 3) are much lower, 
so that the increase in the air volume with 
respect to the control mortar substantially 
reduces the above beneficial effects and no 
significant increase in strength is 
obtained in superplasticizerd mortars.

Table 5 Characteristics of mortars with a 
given flow prepared with and
without Naphthalene sulfonate
polymers of different Molecular 
Weight (TTn) .

№1 CF POLYMER WATEZVCEMEM1

RATIO

FLOW

(*)

ENTRAINED

AIR (%v)

(IMPRESSIVE SIREN7IH

Iday 7days 28days

CLNIH5L 0.45 70 5.0 12.0 42.0 52.5

260 0.43 70 8.0 13.0 42.0 51.0

290 0.42 70 8.2 13.0 43.5 53.0

480 0.40 70 6.5 18.0 52.0 63.0

640 0.39 70 5.0 18.5 52.5 64.0
______

(1) Proceedings of International Symposium 
on "Superplasticizers in Concrete", 
ACI, SP-62, May 1978, Ottawa, Canada.

(2) Proceeding of International Conference 
on "Development in the use of 
Superplasticizers", ACI,SP-68, (1981), 
Ottawa, Canada.

(3) R. Kondo, M. Daimon, E. Sakai 
"Interaction Between Cement and 
Organic Polyelectrolytes". Il Cemento, 
75, 225-230, (1978).

(4) D.M. Roy et al., "Rheological
Properties of Cement Mixes", Cem.fJ 
Conor. Res. 8, 758-764, (1978); 9,

(*) ASIM C 109 - 5 drops only

Conclusions

By increasing the Molecular Weight of 
sulfonated Naphthalene polymer the 
fluidifying effect of the superplasticizer 
increases. This effect is accompanied with 

an increase in the zeta potential of cement 
pastes and in the amount of polymer adsorbed 
on hydrated cement. For the cement used in 
the present work no significant increase in 
fluididity, zeta potential and adsorption 
appears for Number Molecular Weight (Mn) of 
the polymer higher than about 600.

By increasing the molecular weight of 
the polymer, the degree of cement hydration 
is reduced at earlier ages and increased at 
later ages. The retarding effect on the 
early cement hydration, which could be 
ascribed to the adsorption of polymer 
molecules on cement particles, seems to be 
advantageous to reduce slump loss in 
concrete mixes. The increase of the 
hydration degree at later ages could be 
ascribed to a better dispersion of cement 
particles, as a result of a higher zeta 
potential which increases by increasing the 
molecular weight of the polymer.

The molecular weight of the polymer 
significantly affects also the increase in 
the volume of entrained air in cement mixes. 
This volume decreses by increasing the 
molecular weight of the polymer. With "Mn 
value higher than about 600 no substantial 
increase in the air volume is found with 
respect to the control mix. Consequently the 
increase in strength caused by polymers with 
"Mn higher than a certain value (about 600 
for the cement used in the present work) 
becomes very effective as the reduction in 
the w/c ratio and the increase in the degree 
of cement hydration are not counteracted by 
any increase in the volume of entrained air.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ALKALIES UPON THE WATER DEMAND OF EARLY HYDRATION STAGE 
CEMENT PASTES IN THE LIGHT OF RHEOLOGICAL STUDIES

INTRODUCTION

The influence of cement paste alkalies upon me
chanical quantities is considered to result from 
the changes in the liquid phase composition ca
used by sodium and potassium sulphates and 
from the changes in the hydraulic activity of clin
ker minerals due to the building - in of alkalies 
into the crystal lattice of minerals. The influence 
of alkalies upon the solution composition through 
the changes of clinker phase and gypsum solu
bility shows impact upon the wa.er demand and 
the rheological qualities of cement pastes . 
According to Odler and others (1) the rheologi
cal qualities of cement pastes depend primarily 
on w/c, hydration time, mixing intensity and fine- 
graininess. The chemical and mineral composition 
is considered less important. The effects of Ge
bauer's and Schramla's (2) studies point to the 
significant influence of the following factors upon 
the water demand: C3A content, the total content 
of alkalies and the content of 10 - 30 jum grains.

It has been proved that, of all parameters under 
investigation, the water demand of cements is li
nearly correlated with the water-demand of con
cretes made from these cements . Johansen 's 
tests on cement pastes, as cited Jawed and Skal- 
ПУ (3), showed that the amount of water bound 
during the three minutes' hydration is negatively 
correlated With the twenty - eight days ' strenght. 
This suggests that reactions occurring during ve
ry early contact of cement and water have a sig
nificant influence upon the forthcoming develop
ment of strenght. The practical consequence of 
early cement hydration reactions can be found 
in the rheological qualities of the paste .

The consistence of fresh cement pastes results 
from the overlapping of effects that flocculate and 
delay the early hydration of aluminates by means 
°f gypsum. The impact of gypsum is modified by 
the presence of alkalies . According to Bombled
(4),  the sulphates of alkalies decrease the pas
te deformability, shorten considerably the time of 
setting , к > Na , and weaken the strenght . 
fsh-Shalom and Greenberg (5) have proved that 
alkalies , while having little influence upon the 
plastic viscosity of cement pastes, increase gre
atly the yield value , in proportion to the content 
of alkalies .

This paper presents the results of the research 
work into the influence of alkalies upon the rhe
ological qualities of clinker and cement pastes 
during the first hour of hydration with regard to 
the kind and origin of alkalies ,

EXPE RIME NT AL

The tests were carried out with the aid of the 
RV-2 rotary viscometer—coaxial cylinders ( made 
in the GDR), in which the geometry of both cy
linder surfaces was modified to reduce sedimer*- 
tation and slip ,

The experiments were performed on industrial as 
well as laboratory - synthesized clinkers and ce
ments. The clinkers for preparing the experimen- 

cements were synthesized out of chemically 

pure ones containing NagO (0-1.3 )4) or K2O 
(0.8 )4) and main clinker oxides. Various amounts 
of N030 or К2° (in the form of carbonates) 
were being added to a standard raw meal.

The synthesis of clinker with no content of alka
lies was repeated three times using the same 
composition and maintaining identical conditions . 
The chemical composition of synthesized and in
dustrial clinkers is shown in Table 1.

Table 1.
The chemical" composition of synthesized 
and industrial clinkers under investigation.

clinker K1 Ki Ki K2 • K3 K5 Кб ₽1 P2 5
igLoss 020 020 0,30 0.45 030 030 0.20 020 060 040 060
Insoluble 000 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 ОЗО 010 010 032 022
SiO2 2310 2300 2290 2290 22.40 2245 2245 2290 2060 2250 2090
Fe2°3 385 385 375 375 4.00 4,15 415 415 440 260 245
A‘A 790 780 780 785 760 770 750 7.60 630 580 7.40
CaO 63.70 6360 6370 6330 63.35 6330 6365 63,30 6480 6520 6510
MgO 1,40 130 1.30 1,30 120 120 1.10 120 130 180 100
SOg 0,70 050 070
N0^ — — — 0.75 Q80 090 13Q — 0.10 010 017
K2° — — — — — — — 0,80 ono 1.20 120

free CaO 0.40 0.60 Q75 Q95 OSO 1.00 080 0.80 097 1.72 195

The synthesized clinkers contained no SO3 and 
alkalies were embodied in clinker phases . The 
identyfication (x-ray diffractometry and optical 
microscopy) of the synthesis products showed 
that sodium concentrates mainly in the C3A phase 
and the increase in its amount in the clinker sys
tem produces a change in the symmetry of the 
Na2O-in-C3A solid solution, a regular one for 
a non - sodium clinker sample and a monoclinic 
one for the samples with 0.90 )4 and 1.30 "/о by 
weight of Na2O .

Taking into account the content of SO3 in the te
sted industrial clinkers , one may assume that 
some of their alkali contents are found in the 
form of sulphates and some , that are not bound 
into sulphates, remain built in the clinker phases. 
All the clinkers and cements used in the tests 
were ground to cover the identical area of 300+ 
20 m2/kg in compliance with Blaine 'a. The ce
ments contained 5 )4 of gypsum (CaSO4 • 2H2O). 
The way of preparing the samples for the rheolo
gical measurements was identical for all clinkers.

Test procedure :

The pastes were made by mixing the clinker or 
the cement with distilled water or with water con
taining 0.90 ‘j4 of Na2O or K2O in the form of 
NaOH , Na2SO4 or K2SO4. The mixing was done 
by hand for 4 minutes, which was followed by a 
minute's mixing at 243 rpm. For clinker suspen
sions w/c was equal to 0.6 , while cement pastes 
had the equivalent of 0.4 . The flow curves were 
determined after 10 minutes from the moment of 
clinker or cement contact with water. The time 
of determining flow curve is 20 minutes . The st
ress in time at the constant shear rate of 46 s-^ 
was measured for the period of 60 minutes .



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The flow curves of clinker pastes with no alkali 
content and with built-in alkalies are presented 
in Fig. 1 , while Fig. 2 shows the flow curves 
of cement pastes with regard to the amount of 
built - in sodium .
The positions of the flow curves of non - alkali 
clinker pastes К i * point to varied
reactivity of the said clinkers «

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Fig. 1. The flow curves of clinker pastes with 
no alkali content (Ki, К /, К г") and containing 
0.8 5» Na2O (K3) and 0.8 KgO (K6) .

Fig. 2 . The flow curves of cement pastes made 
from non—sodium clinkers Cj, Ci, Cj and from 
clinkers containing sodium (C2_0»75, C3-O.8O, 
C4-0.90, C3-1.30^> Na2O) and potassium 
(C6-0.80^> K2O) .

The results show that increased activity of non
alkali clinker , reflected in the shift of the flow 
curves towards greater stresses , i.e. ;

Ki" > кг > Ki 
------------------------------------------> . 
consistence decrease

is related to greater consistence decrease of the 
cement pastes made from the said clinkers :

C1 > Cl' > Cl" 
------------------------------------------ ) . 
consistence decrease

The analysis of the built - in sodium impact upon 
the dynamic yield value and viscosity (Fig. 3), 
deducted from the setting curves of tested sus
pensions , suggests that built-in sodium brings 
about the decrease in yield value and viscosity 
when compared with non — alkali cement C •

Fig. 3. The influence of built-in sodium upon 
the dynamic yield vadues ( fg) 0X101 viscosity 
( Qpl) of cement pastes.

In the light of Hiroshi Uchikawa's and others' 
research results (6) , the indicated differences 
in the reactivity of non - alkali cements may be 
connected with the differences in the reactivity 
of C3S .
Taking into consideration the test results of non
alkali C^' and Ci" cement suspensions, which may 
also stand as a point of reference for the sus
pensions made from sodium - containing clinkers , 
it is possible to state that the influence of sodium 
built in clinker phases upon the water demand of 
the cement paste in the early hydration stage do
es not exceed the changes in the water demand 
linked to a varying degree of clinker phase crys
tallization if identical raw meal composition and 
synthesis conditions are preserved .
According to Shine and Glaser (7) , sodium re
leased during the hydration, decreases the con
tent of Al+3 ions in the solutions and delays the 
hydration itself. This may justify the observed 
decrease in viscosity. Showing the lack of sig
nificant Influence of built — in sodium upon the 
water - demand is consistent with the conclusions 
of several authors stating the lack or little posi
tive impact of built - in sodium upon the cement 
strenght *
The position and course of the flow curve for 
the cement paste containing potassium suggests 
that some amount of potassium that is not bound 
with C2St due to the increased reactivity or the 
phases in which it occurs, has impact on the 
solubility of gypsum .



As a result it affects the paste flow by showing 
an increased effect of the shear rate and clear- 
tyvisible hysteresis anti - loop.

The effect of built - in alkalies reveals itself 
more clearly during the measurements of stres
ses in time. A considerable increase of stresses 
in time (Fig. 4) was observed both in clinker 
and in cement pastes, the growth being higher 
for the samples with sodium than the ones with 
potassium. The above research results are in 
keeping with the results obtained by other aut
hors and suggest that sodium lessens clinker 
activity and thus weakens the efficiency of re
gulating the setting with gypsum. The great 
growth of stress in time for built-in sodium ce
ment pastes may be justified by the greater re
activity of C3Ass if compared with C2Sss.

Fig. 4. The diagram of stress variation in time 
(f ■ 46 в* )for the nor>»alkali clinker and cement 
pastes(K',C' ), the pastes containing 0.8% Na.O 
(K3,C3) ano" the ones with 0.8%

Bringing sodium as NaOH into the batch water 
(Fig. 5) causes an increased consistence of 
clinker pastes while the influence of NaOH upon 
cement pastes is dependent on clinker reactivity. 
The more reactive clinker is , the lesser impact 
of NaOH upon the cement paste consistence.

The effect of sodium added as NaOH is observed 
in the early stage of hydration (up till 30 minu
tes) as a change in the paste consistence. In 
the later stage (Fig. 6) this sodium does not 
affect changes of stresses in time streight lines 
in the stress — time system for samples without 
and with NaOH are paraUeL

The constant concentration of NaOH in the^solu- 
tion reduces the amount of coagulating Al* ions- 
the precipitation of Ca(OH)2 on the surface of 
CßA grains at the initial stage and the reaction 
with the aluminium ions found in the solution 
contribute to the formation of C^AHg mainly 

in non — gypsum suspensions. In accordance 
with Siine's and Glasser's research results thSj 
presence of gypsum reduces the amount of Al 
ions in the solutions to 50 % of that in non — 
gypsum ones. The source of sodium does not 
affect the solution composition in the presence 
of gypsum. Reducing the number of ions coagu
lating in the solution does affect the paste con
sistence and its changes in time.

1 1-R1 . 6-Ci
TfFbl 2-K'f 0.9%Na20 7-K^
„10 ' 3-R1+0.go/oNa20 8-P,
18. 4-P| 0,9 °/c Na20

5-Ci*  09% Na-,016|t 2

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140jfs’3

Fig. 5. Flow curves of clinker and cement pas
tes without and with 0.9 70 Na-O in the form of 
NaOH (K.£ , Ci — synthesized*1 clinker and cement 
P , R - industrial clinker and cement).
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Fig. 6. The diagram of stress variation in time 
( y- ■ 46 s“^) for clinker and cement pastes 
without and with sodium as NaOH «



The results of rheological research work in the 
initial period (till 30 minutes) help reach the si
milar conclusion. In the presence of gypsum 
changes in both cases (i.e. cements with sodium 
embodied and introduced as NaOH) point to little 
influence of gypsum upon the paste consistence. 
However, changes in time for suspensions with 
sodium built-in and introduced as NaOH reveal 
diverse behaviour of C-A and C_A in the pre

— __ 3 SS «5
sence of gypsum.

The research work into the impact of alkali sul
phates (Na2SO4 , K2SO4.) introduced into the 
batch water of clinker and cement pastes sho
wed that, in both cases, sulphates increase 
consistence (Fig. 7 ).

20 40 60 90 100 120 140<r[sT

Fig. 7. Flow curves of non - alkali clinker and 
cement pastes (Kl , I<1 , c£ , c£) whose batch 
water contained no or 0.9 70 N030 or K2O in 
the form of and Na2SO^ .

The quantity of changes is dependent upon clin
ker reactivity (compare and К2 ■ Fig. 7) . 
The influence of sulphates is particulary clearly 
indicated at the initial stage of hydration.

Measuring stresses in time (Fig. 8) proved that 
sulphates in clinker pastes cause heavy coagu
lation, which means a significant growth of con
sistence during early hydration. In the later pe
riod of hydration, over 30 minutes, one observes 
a considerable decrease in the influence of alka
li sulphates on the clinker consistence in par
ticular.

Cement pastes containing К2ЗО4 or Na29C>4 
show increased consistence and greater changes 
in time for K2SO4 . This is consistent with the 
research results (8) which attribute greater in
fluence of K2SO4 to the formation of syngenite 
and calcium sulphate.

Rheological investigations of industrial cements 
confirmed the results obtained for synthesized 
ones (Fig. 9) .

Fig. 8. The diagram of stress variation in time 
( y- - 46 s“^ ) for clinker and cement pastes 
without or with N02^04 and K2SO4 to the amo
unt of 0.9 70 Na^O or К 20 •

Fig. 9. Flow curves of industrial clinker and 
cement pastes.

The analysis of flow curves of clinker and ce
ment pastes coupled with the analysis of the mi 
neralogical composition of the said clinkers ma
kes it possible to conclude that differences in 
the rheological behaviour of cement pastes at 
the early stage of hydration are related to clin
ker reactivity. In case of the weaker reactivity 
of clinker the efficiency of gypsum influence 
is smaller. The reverse is true for Pg clinker , 
in which an efficient reaction of gypsum with 
C3A is revealed by a decrease in the paste 
consistence.



Fig. 10. Curves of stress variation in time ( p - 
46 s“1) for industrial clinker and cement pastes.

At the later stage of hydration (Fig. Ю) the 
course of stress variation, though less intensive, 
is similar to that represented in Fig. 8 (the in
fluence of potassium sulphate). The SOg and 
K2o content in industrial clinkers suggests that 
part of potassium is found in the form of sulpha
te whose amount in Pi clinker is greater. The 
cement paste made from the said clinker is cha
racterized by more intensive growth of stresses 
in time.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The rheological method has been used to 
show that the more reactive clinker is the les
ser water demand of the cement paste obtained 
from it.

2. It has been proved that the efficiency of gyp
sum influence as a setting regulator is depen
dent on the clinker reactivity. Increasing the 
clinker reactivity, even with the constant con
tent C3A , leads to decreasing the consistence 
of the cement paste.

3. Built in decrease the efficiency of
regulating the paste setting by adding gypsum.

4« The more reactive clinker, the lesser impact 
of alkalies that are not built in clinker phases 
upon the consistence of cement pastes and the 
consistence changes in time.

5. The greatest changes of consistence in time 
occur in the cement pastes containing built - in 
sodium. On the other hand , potassium sulphate 
exerts the greatest influence upon the increase 
in consistence.
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Thixotropic - plastic - viscous rheological model of cement paste as the 
result of physical and mineralogical cement properties

1. IITTROUUCTIOTJ
Development of industrial production and pro
cessing of concrete particularly intensive 
in the last period of twenty years sests lar
ger and larger demands for scientific techno
logy of concrete. One of these demands is a 
necessity of precise description of behaviour 
of fresh concrete during mixing, transporta
tion and forming. That behaviour is a result 
of components properties as well as of kine
matic-dynamic parameters of interactions of 
a certaing process of treatment.
To solve the problem the rheological methods 
obtained from the mechanics of continuous me
diums have been applied.
Unfortunatelly, as the investigations which 
have been carried on till now have proved, 
fresh concrete have turned out to be anextre- 
mely ccmplex real rheological body.
One of the ways which may lead to a solution 
is an attempt to describe rheological proper
ties of cement paste which is a basic compo
nent of concrete. A wide interest connected 
with the rheological issue of concrete in the 
world is confirmed by large amount of publi
cations. Their number, beginning from the 
first of Powers Wiler /in 1941/ includes now 
about 550 to 400 of items. More then half of 
them are works dedicated to the rheology of 
cement paste. On the one hand it ocknowleges 
the range of difficulties to encounter, on 
the other the essential significance of this 
issue for rheology of fresh concrete.

2. THE CUBIENT STATE 0? RESEARCH
The research works on rheology of cement pa
stes which have been carried on hitherto ha
ve proved the great complexity of the issue. 
Recapitulations of these vrorks made in papers 
[1, 2, have shovm that the issue of cement 
paste rheology focuses on three topless 
a/ the influence of methodology of testing, 
measuring apparatus and physical state of 
sample in time of testing on the result of 
the test, 
b/ the-influence of physical, chemical and 
mineralogical characteristic of cement and 
solids concentration of paste on rheological 
characteristics, 
с/ the influence of additions and admixtures 
on rheological characteristic of cement pas
te.
Publicated results of investigation diversify 
very seriously and thus their synthesis is 
practically impossible. This fact is caused 
by a paste characteristic. A fresh paste as 
an unstable body is continuously changing In 
time. So every act of shearing which has the 
alm of establishing T-^in relation to varia

ble time "t” must destroy the current state 
of the structure. Therefore every establi
shed rheological value is a result of "his
tory" of sample shearing in previous period. 
The"method applied for testing and the way 
of initial preparation of sample influences 
therefore essentially the result of test. 
For instance, as the examinations have con
firmed, a certain program of in a sample 
enables to obtain a respectively optional 
shape, thereby, rheological nature of flow 
curve [4, 5].
On the present stage of development of rese
arch of cement paste and concrete rheology 
and. of possibilities of practical applica
tions one can assume that there is a vital 
need to create the system of comparable teste 
results of different research-centres all 0- 
ver the world [3] . So there is a need of 
standardization of rheological methodology 
of cement paste. It certainly doesn't exclu
de the possibility of cariying on other op
tional research programs according to cer
tain needs.
At the Technical University in Cracov a wide 
program has been taken up on that issue at 
the beginning of this decade and the results 
obtained are going to be put forward in the 
following part of the paper.

3. "STAKDARD" METHODOLOGY OF MEASITHTMEIIT OF 
RHEOLOGICAL CEMENT PASTES PROPERTIES

Calculation of flow-curve /rheogram/ of rheo- 
stablie bodies resovres Itself into determi
ning their dependency in .the system of varia
bles T- ■JT/shear stress-shear rate/. In tests 
of cement paste which is treated as a rheolo- 
gically unstable medium the test t is un
satisfactory because there is necessery to 
identify the function in relation to varia
ble of time. There are two methods being put 
to this end: hysteresis loop method and the 
"equilibrium" curve method, suggested origi- 
naly by J.Pawlowski [6].
Keeping up the criticall opinion of КС. Cheng,
F.Evans  and P.S.Worralland S.Tulliani on the 
hysteresis concept particularly in the light 
of tests results [4, 5], as the most adequa
te for rheological identification of paste 
the equilibrium curve method has been accep
ted. The method assumes realization of shear 
test with constant shear rate constans, 
calculating values T, asT „ and T as a minimal shear stress carrieclover by the struc
ture.
A set of curves calculated on the same sam
ple paste enables to calculate the general 
dependence T— 'T-t. It has been found that 
the most advisable time for calculatingT-t



with const. Hanges from 10 to 10 min. 
which is the period of reaction induction in 
portlnad cements after the water is added 7. 
Taking into account a particular significan
ce of initial preparation of a sample the 
standardized program of mixing with the use 
of lab mixer /ISC/ has been applied the pro
gram consists ofs t = 60 s mixing with n. = 
= 140 rpm + t9= 30 s with n= 285 rpm + 90 s 
pause + t = 60 s with n= 285+600 s pause + 
+ t = 15s with n.= 140 + t-= 15s with = 
= 285 rpm /total 15 min./.
During the next 45-55 mln a series of curves 
7-1 was performed with denotation 
and T /Г • / with different const each. 

• Tests^have^roved that for applied ’’standard 
program of measurements the results disper
sion does not exceed 12$ when upper limit of 
time of testing does not exceed 0,65 of time 
of the initial setting period /Vicat/.
On the basis of testing over 680 curves T-t 
which were obtained from testing of 20 diffe
rent cements it may bestated that to esta
blish a precise dependence T—’S*-1 It is erwu^i 
to take 6 levels of constant shear rate 'Y'c 
from intervals '33= Q,5t3 s-'* ,K-6-i0s1,^=25-30s", 

70-^ 80s"1, fg= U0 + 160 s-1,^=400- 500 s

The location of minimum of T”-t function on 
the time axis at the point t corresponding 
f . depends on concentration of paste so^ld 
pliase c /and also w/c / and shear rate 
In lesser degree it depends on the surface 
area of cement and Its mineralogical charac
teristic. For pastes with w/c= 0,37-0,75 va
lues of t were on an average 6-8 min.
In Fig. 1Bthe exemplary series of curves T-t 
for pastes with different w/c ratio and dif
ferent shear rate '3',= const, is shown.
The conplex problem of establishing of the 
real value 'S-, caused by heterogeneousnes of 
shear in the clearance of a viscometer /Bin
gham's flow/, according to the error analy
sis results /by Maron Krieger/ can be igno
red /allowing an error up to 10%/ if the ap
paratus fulfius the condition s = Н2/Нд< 1p5 
and the clearance Д R = R — H 1 mm /for 
paste/. 2 W

4. EXPBRIKEETS
Program of experiments included 20 clear - 
clinker cements with five different minera
logical compositions and appropriate amounts 
of gypsum /shown In Tab. 1/.

Fig.1. Series of "equilibrium*1 corves T-t of 
flow for pastes with different w/c and con
stat shear ratio.

Table 1.

Propoi tlonal amounts of cer-
Denent tain n ineralogical weapon -"vS G-ypsiv-i
series Idount /;V ___

c.,s c s 0 xk C, ÄF
3 4

"G" 58 21 6 10 5,3
ttpff 66 14 8 8 6,4
1,0" 51 25 10 7 0,4

"Oz" 42 33 10 8 4,2

"Cd" 50 20 16 9 6,0
Each of the cements with the same mineralo
gical composition v?as powdered up to four 
different levels of surface areas F_= 300, 
350, 400 and 450 m2/kg* Bvery cement was u
sed, according to "standard" program, to fbm. 
cement pastes with v?/c ratio = 0,4 0,5 0,6 
and 0,7. Experiments were made on Rhcotest 
RV2 type rotating coaxial cylinder with ser
rated surfaces /Д R= 0,97 mm/. The- full cycle 
of test included calculation of curves series



T-t for each w/c and measurement of each 
following curve const was preceded by re
peated mixing for110 s with n = 140

5. THE GSKEHAIi RBSOLOGICAL MODEL OF СИ4ЕКТ 
TASTE

Realization of such a vast program of inves
tigations has given a basis to talte up an 
attempt to establish the general rheological 
model of cement paste within the range of va
riation of its w/c ratio 0,4^w/c<0,70, that 
is the most interestig from the technologi
cal point of view. Lack of rheostability of 
cement paste and manifested by it the thixo
tropical efect of flowing with simultaneous 
separated thixotropy fron the efect of pla
stic-viscous flow /according to def. of Tra
peznikov; [8]/ imposes the necessity of ap
proximation of rheological paste model in 
the three variables system T—^-t. The ana
lysis of test results has demonstrated that 
as the most typical function in graphic for
mulation the plane layer for the exponential 
type function should be taken on /^?ig. 2/.

/3/

of paste, connecting in its first part in 
form: .n , ,

'C'hb ^pn
the Herschel-Bulkley fe model with functional 
coefficient of thixotropy: 

„ ,a eit-n 
-9 =t 1 e

It is the five-parameter model where V-shear 
stress [Pa], T- liquid limit [Pa],- non
linear plasticviscosity ^Pa-sn], n - ceoffi- 
cient of flow speed [-],T- shear rate [s~n], 
t - value corresponding to shear time [-], 
AB- coefficients qualifying thixotropic 
predispositions of paste [-] • Qualification 
of the rheological parameters of the model 
is done by graduate analysis, where stationa
ry state gained by paste in.the proces of 
constant mixing with speed const, after 
time t= t is a starting point. For this mo
ment coefficient of thixotropy -в'= 1,0 and 
shear stress achieves its minimum /Г= Ta/far 
the structure is totally destroyed. Correla
tion analysis of rheological parameters of 
the equation /1/ resolves itself into analy-

Fig. 2. Graphical image of function T-'o-t which models rheo
logical properties of cement pastes according to equation /1/.

In a satisfactory precise manner it is des- sis of equation /2/ or directly into linea- 
cribed try the equation: rized for technical application of Bingham s

•n A Blt-U equation with parameters They can be
T' )’tA-e /1/ calculated either in three-parameter step

-correlation assuming as an optimum the coef-
The structure of the equation /1/ underlines ficient of the accuracy of correlation r or 
both the plastic-viscuous properties /Bing- by the simple two-parameter method of least 
ham's nonlinear/ and thixotropic properties squares. Coefficients A, В of the functional



factor of thixotropy can be obtained by the 
netliod of succesive approximations on the 
ground of analysis of curves T-t where value 
t = t is imown from experiments and extre- 
пиш d? the function 'G* is placed at the 
point:

tщ
A
В

6. sanü PRACTICAI; AST’BCTS OP 11ТИА13КСЕ of 
PHYSICAL ЛТП) ITTNSMOGICAL CILtRilCTFRIS- 
TICS ON THB KHFOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF 
C3.I3NT PASTE

It is impossible to present fully the influ
ence of mineralogical composition, surface 
area, grain composition of cement and addi
tions on rheological parameters of pastes so 
interesting from the scientific point of view 
in the paper. The results of investigations 
on cement paste rheology has proved to be 
very useful in selcting composition od pas
tes for injections. YThen for certain techni
cal mixing conditions of pastes for injec
tions the thixotropical coefficient is cal
culated, the basic parameters of linearized 
/for technical applications/ of rheological 
equation /2/ is the liquid limit and vis
cous plasticity <*2 « Experiments also shown 
tha.t they are connected both with a cement 
surface area F and its mineralogical compo
sition expressed by the coefficient Mgt in 
the following equations:

7o=(16.5-2Mj Cv8t0'5FB2'1°5)'104 LPal A/

F
3.3.c И7-0.27 M.lFB-°-125 ^2^^^ /5/

As an enough precise and useful measure of 
mineralogical predispositions of cement the 
factor resulting from a proportional composi- 
ticn of clinlcer can be assumed:

°3S + C2S
CTA + C,AF 3 4

/6/

Its value in ordinary portland cements osci
llates in the range from 2,8 to about 5,6 ?nd 
shows inconsiderable fluktuations in the 
years production of a certain cement plant 
and is in a way its characteristic value. 
The index of volume concentration of solids 
cv is connected with the coefficient w/c or 
paste by the dependence:

re denotes specific density of cement.

Equations /4/ and /5/ similarly lime the res
pective dependences of J.F.Bombled L1Ji, 
Wischers, K.Rendchen [9b von Berg [IbJ,
B.P.Backes,  W. von Berg [11] has confirmed 
ai so as a significant the influence of mine
ralogical composition and surface area of ce
ment on paste rheology. Qualification of the
se denendencies and adequate equation ox se
dimentation makes easier the selection of 
composition of injecting pastes. As it re
sults from Fig. 3 the influence of a quality 
of cement when its clinker mineralogical com
position is taken into account /if the value 
of additions does not exceed 1O-157V can рЗДУ 
a si nlfiosnt rolo in optimal shaping of the 
parameters for injection in cable-canals of 
prestressed constructions.

Fig. 3. Influence of mineralogical composi
tion of cements from different cemenu plax.t» 
/Rudniki, Przyjazh, Wiek, Strzelce Opolsicie/ 
on the parameters of the process of paste in
jection in cable-canals / = 3Z mm filling 
1207 mm, lenght 30 m [12].

7. CONCLUSION
In the paper an attempt of describing of the 
cynthetic rheological model of cement paste 
has been taken up. The research program was 
Preceded by the selection of standardized 
methodology, apparatus and conditions Ox ini
tial preparation of paste. Results of tests 
have demonstrated that in relation to proper
ties in flow stage cement paste reveals cha
racteristic of a thixotropic, nonlinear, 
plastic-viscouse body which is precisely qua
lified by five rheological parameters such 
For'technical applications this model /V 
can taV;e on a simplified, linearized xorm. 
Values of rheological parameters in this mo
del are under the influence of solids concen-



tration, of paste end mineralogical composi
tion of cement with its surface area.
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Research Institute of the German Cement Industry, Dusseldorf, 
West Germany

Influence of 
behaviour of

the composition of clinker and cement on the rheological 
fresh concrete

1. Introducti on ,
Ready-mixed concrete should in general re
main workable for a longer time than con
crete made on the construction site. The 
consistency of the fresh concrete and its 
change with time will, for given mix compo
sition, grading curve and type of aggre- , 
gate, depend to a great extent on the chemi
cal and physical prooerties of the cement 
paste. Raised temperature of the fresh con
crete accelerates hydration and hastens ear 
ly stiffening in many cases. The evaooration 
of mix water, the increase in water demand 
due to absorption by the aggregate, the 
presence of fine particles due to aggre
gate abrasion or fine-grained additives , and 
the inexpert use of admixtures above all have 
an effect on the consistency of fresh con
crete (1 , 2 , 3).

Hydration of the cement begins immediately 
after the mix water has been added. At 
first, tricalcium aluminate (CgA) and readi
ly water-soluble calcium sulphates are,vir
tually the only substances that participate 
in the hydration reactions (4). The initial 
hydration reactions take place at the sur
faces of the cement particles. At this stage 
their extent depends chiefly on the reacti
vity and the amount of the C^A in the clink
er, on the surface area and particle size 
distribution of the cement and on the tem
perature of the cement paste. Other cement 
clinker phases participate only to a minor 
degree in the initial hydration reactions. 
The first stage of hydration ends after a, 
few minutes. Then follows the dormant peri
od, lasting 2-6 hours. The re sumption , of 
hydration at the end of the dormant period 
results in hardening of the cement.

The extent of hydration up to the beginning 
of the dormant period as well as the amount 
and morphology of the hydration products 
which are formed up to that point of time 
determine the water demand for adjusting the 
initial consistency of the cement paste. 
During the dormant period the paste under
goes further stiffening. When the consisten
cy has attained a certain condition, the ce
ment begins to set, according to the stand
ard definition. After the end of setting, 
the hardening phase of the cement paste com
mences (1 ).

Research in recent years has shown that the 
consistency of the fresh concrete changes in 
a manner similar to that of the cement paste 
(5, 6). In the first minutes after the mix
ing of the concrete its workabi1ity, meas
ured for example in terms of spread in the 
DIN 1048 flow table test, decreases. The de
cline in workability depends largely on the 
amount and on the morphology of the hydra
tion products formed in the cement paste. 
During the dormant period the consistency of 
the fresh concrete undergoes only little 
change if optimized cement is used for mak
ing the concrete and if the optimization of 
the cement achieved in the grinding process 
in the cement plant is not subsequently nul
lified by additives, admixtures and the 

working procedures applied in making the 
concrete. The relatively stable level of 
consistency is established after at most 10 
minutes and has therefore proved useful in 
practice for characterizing the initial 
consistency of fresh concrete (a^g).

The consistency of cement paste,and of fresh 
concrete depends on the water film thick
ness on the surface of the cement particles 
and on the thickness of the cement paste 
coating on the surface of the aggregate 
particles. Model calculations, which were 
confirmed by investigations on concretes as 
commonly used in practice, have revealed 
this (6). The thickness of the water film 
that forms on the individual cement parti
cles depends at given surface area and 
voids between the particles primarily on 
the water/cement ratio. For constant water 
cement ratio the rheological effectiveness 
is influenced more particularly by the 
amount and morphology of the hydrate phases 
formed. Accordingly, the water film thick
ness is the governing factor for the ini
tial consistency and for the change that 
the consistency of the cement paste under
goes with the passage of time. The impor
tance of the composition, surface area and 
particle size distribution of the cement 
for the progressive change in the consist
ency of cement paste will be summarizingly 
discussed, on the basis of a large,number 
of research results, in the following sec
tions.

Similar relationships apply to the consist
ency of fresh concrete. For constant cement 
content, a stiffer consistency develops as 
time passes, but especially with decreasing 
water/cement ratio or if the cement has a 
marked tendency to early stiffening.

The consistency of fresh concrete depends 
furthermore also on the thickness of the , 
cement paste coating on the aggregate parti
cles. With diminishing thickness of the,wa
ter film and correspondingly stiffer ini
tial consistency of the cement paste, the 
desired consistency of the fresh concrete 
can be obtained by increasing the cement 
content and thus the amount of paste while 
leaving the water/cement ratio unchanged
(6).  That is the reason why the result of 
the consistency mearsurement performed on 
cement paste is not directly applicable to 
fresh concrete, despite similarity of be
haviour in principle.

2. Composition
2.1 Cl inker .
The properties of cement clinker are to a 
great extent influenced by the composition 
of the raw mix and of the fuels, as well as 
by the burning and cooling conditions. Im
portant with regard to the processes asso
ciated with early stiffening and with set
ting is the proportion of CgA that under
goes hydration in the first minutes after 
the addition of the mix water and up,to the 
beginning of the dormant period. It is re
ferred to as CgA conversion (ДСдА). Inves-



tigätions have shown that the CqA conversion 
of industrial cement clinkers of normal com
position can amount to about 0.4 - 2.0 wt.-%. 
As a rule, the C3A conversion is greater ac
cording as the clinker contains more C^A and 
as more alkalies are combined in the clinker
(7).

To diminish the influence of the CgAconver- 
sion on stiffening and setting the CjA con
tent of the clinker can be reduced to a lim
ited extent by a lowering of the alumina/ 
iron ratio. The heightened reactivity of CjA 
due to incorporation of alkalies can more
over be reduced. To achieve this, the alka
lies must be bound in the form of alkali 
sulphate (sul phatization), e.g., as a result 
of the controlled use of inexpensive sul
phur-rich fuels. With a fairly high total 
alkali content a degree of sulphatization of 
40 - 70 %, and with a fairly low total alka
li content a degree of sulphatization of up 
to 90 °/o, has been found to be advantageous 
for reasons of plant operation, emission and 
product quality (8, 9).

Besides the composition of the process mate
rials, the kiln atmosphere and the rate of 
cooling of the clinker have a major effect 
on the C,A content and on the reaction capa
bility of the C3A. The C3A content and reac
tivity increasedif the clinker is burned un
der reducing conditions and is cooled slowly 
from the clinkering temperature to around 
1 300 °C (7). An increase in the C3A content 
is also to be expected if, as a result of 
using coal with a very high ash content and 
of slow cooling of the clinker in the high- 
temperature zone of the kiln, the proportion 
of clinker melt is increased and its compo
sition changed (9 ).

2.2 Cement ..........
The CoA content and the reaction capability 
of the CoA determine the reactivity of the 
clinker. It can be gauged and monitored by 
measurement of the CoA conversion. Closer 
monitoring in the context of industrial 
quality control would appear to be particu
larly appropriate if, during the manufactur
ing process, the clinker properties vary in 
consequence of using raw materials and fuels 
of varying composition, or because of irreg
ular kiln operation or because the cooling 
rate is not properly adjusted to the compo
sition of the kiln feed. In the cement grind
ing process the variations in the properties 
of the clinker can be taken into account by 
optimum adjustment of the added calcium sul
fates to the C,A conversion at any given 
time, in order to produce cement with uni
form workability and strength development. 
In this connection the surface area and par
ticle size distribution of the cement must 
moreover be taken into consideration.

An optimum dosage of calciumsulfates is 
achieved if the cement contains just so much, 
readily water-soluble sulphate in the form 
of hemihydrate (CaSO.■1/2H?0) or anhydrite 
III (CaSO. Ill) that the CjA which undergoes 
hydration in the first few minutes can react 

with this sulphate to form fine-grained et
tringite. The ettringite is deposited on the 
surfaces of the cement particles, as a re
sult of which a structure is formed in which 
the hydration products do not yet bridge the 
water film between the cement particles. Fig. 
1 is a scanning electron micrograph showing 
the stucture formed in the cement paste after 
5 minutes hydration time.

Fig. 1: Scanning electron micrograph of ce
ment paste after 5 minutes hydration 
(W/C n, 0,4).

The nature and quantity as well as the crys
tal shape and size of hydrate phases formed 
in the first minutes affect the consistency 
of the cement paste and the water demand. The 
relationships are represented schematically 
in Fig. 2, based on a model conceived by J. 
Krel1(6). The left-hand diagram relates to 
cement paste made from an optimized, the 
right-hand diagram to paste made from a non
optimized portland cement. In both examples 
the paste is of standard consistency. The ce
ments have been made from the same clinker, 
have equal surface area and particle size 
distribution and therefore equal CgA conver
sion.

Rheologic effective 
water coating

Clinker particle, 

not hydrated part 

hydrated surface

Total thickness 
of water coatint

Cement with optimum Cement without optimum
adjustment of Calcium sulfates

Hydration products in the water coating

Fig. 2: Influence of optimization of the add 
ed calcium sulfates upon the water 
demand for obtaining the standard 
consistency.



Besides the proportion of the mix water 
which is chemically bound in the hydrate 
nhases, the water serves primarily to till 
the voids between the clinker particles and 
to form a water film on the surfaces of the 
incipiently hydrated clinker particles. The 
volume of these voids depends on,the parti
cle size distribution. The quantitative di
vision of the mix water between what is 
needed for chemical binding in the hydration 
products and what is needed for rheological 
reasons is shown in Fig. 4 in Section 3. As 
model calculations indicate, the overall 
thickness of the water film on the surfaces 
of the clinker particles in a paste of stand
ard consistency is of the order of less than 
0 5 micron (6). The hydrate phases formed 
during the initial hydration grow more or 
less far into the enveloping water film. The 
remaining rheologically effective part of 
the film enables the clinker particles to 
slide along one another and is therefore of 
governing importance with regard to the con
sistency of the cement paste. For a particu 
lar thickness of the water film the paste 
possesses standard consistency.

With optimized cement the fine-grained et
tringite which is formed as a result of the 
C,A conversion is deposited on the surfaces 
of clinker particles and only slightly re
duces the thickness of the water film Itine- 
ly dotted area in left-hand diagram). If the 
water/cement ratio is not changed and there 
is a little C,A conversion, only little 
stiffening of the cement paste occurs. With 
more CqA conversion and correspondingly 
lager amounts of ettringite a stiffer con
sistency develops. In order to obtain a more 
plastic consistency, the amount of mix wa
ter and thus the effective water film thick
ness must be appropriately increased.

The recrystallization of the ettringite 
which begins during the dormant period will 
normally cause a slow stiffening of the ce
ment paste. But if, with higher alkali con
tent in the solution, the ettringite recrys
tallizes more rapidly and the lager crystals 

. grow farther into the water film, this brings 
about early and rapid stiffening or manifests 
itself in an appreciably higher,water demand 
for obtaining the standard consistency (8, 
11,12).

If there is a deficiency of sulphate in the 
solution, coarsely tabular monosulphate is 
in part formed instead of ettringite. If 
there is an excess of sulphate, secondary 
gypsum and also syngenite are formed. Within 
a few minutes these hydrate phases build up 
a rigid interlocking structure of relatively 
large crystals which protrude far into the 
enveloping water film and which restrict the 
free mobility of the clinker particles 
(coarsely dotted area in right-hand diagram). 
In consequence of this the cement paste , 
quickly stiffens if the water/cement ratio 
is left unchanged. To obtain the standard 
consistency, the rheologically effective wa
ter film thickness must therefore be in- , 
creased to the requisite thickness for this 

purpose by the addition of substantially more 
mix water. The effect that deficient optimiz
ation of the calcium sulfates in the cement 
has upon the water demand is apparent from 
the experimental results represented in Fig. 
3 (Section 3).

3, Surface area and particle size distribu- 

BesTd^" the composition, the surface area and 
particle size distribution of the cement are 
particularly important with regard to the wa
ter demand and to the stiffening and the set
ting of cement paste (13, 14, 15). In fig.3 
these relationships are represented for two 
cements which were ground from the same in
dustrial clinker to mass related ^urface , 
areas of 3 570 cm2/g and 5 465 cm /g (B aine) 
respectively. For equal slope n of the RKSB 
particle size distribution the two cements 
moreover differ in their position parameter 
x' (14, 15). In the lower diagram the CjA 
conversion, and in the upper diagram the wa
ter demand of the cements measured in accord
ance with DIN 1164, are represented as func
tions of the proportion of the added calcium 
sulfates anhydrite II (CaSO. II) and hemihy
drate (CaS04-1/2H20). The tStal sulphate con
tent is approximately 3.2 wt.-% of S03-

From the diagrams it appears, first, that the 
more coarsely ground cement displays less CjA 
conversion (about 1.1 wt.-%) than the more 
finely ground cement does (1.6 wt.-/«>.,ine 
C A conversion is independent of the mix pro
portions of the calcium sulphates.

Cements with uniform slope (nl of RRSB particle 

size distribution n = 0.86 
о Sm= 3570 cm2/g ; x'=19.3|im
о $m = 5 465 cm2/g : x1 = 13.2 pm

Fiq. 3: C,A conversion and water demand 
(Din 1164) of portland cements with 
different surface areas, as functions 
of the composition of the added cal
cium sulfates.

If the mixture of these substances is opti
mally adjusted to the C3A conversion, a min-



i mum water demand for obtaining the stand
ard consistency is achieved for both cements. 
For this, however, the finer cement with the 
higher C7A conversion requires a higher pro
portion Of hemihydrate (about 80 %) than the 
coarser cement does (about 30 %). Besides, 
the water demand for standard consistency in 
conjunction with optimum dosage of calcium 
sulphates increases from about 23 wt.-% for 
the coarser to about 32 wt.-% for the finer 
cement. Investigations have shown that the 
surface area and the particle size distribu
tion parameters affect the cement paste con
sistency more strongly according as the 
clinker contains more C^A and/or the reac
tion capability of the CgA is greater.

One of the causes of the higher water demand 
of the finer cement therefore is the greater 
amount of ettringite which, with optimum dos
age of calcium sulphates, is formed as a re
sult of the higher proportion of CgA conver
sion that occurs (see also Section 2). In 
general, the water demand increases distinct
ly for non-optimi zed as compared with opti
mized cements. This is due to the fact that, 
for equal C,A conversion, the water demand 
over and above the chemically combined por
tion depends very considerably on the mor
phological condition of the hydrate phases. 
The amount of water needed for wetting and 
for filling the voids between ettringite and 
monosulphate or ettringite and secondary gyp
sum is withdrawn from the rheologica11 у ef
fective water film and must therefore be re
placed in order to give the cement paste the 
standard consistency.

As compared with the clinker and cement com
position as factors affecting the water de
mand, however, the surface area as well as 
the position parameter x' and the slope n of 
the particle size distribution have the 
greater influence on the water demand of the 
cement (15). This emerged from investigations 
on cements which had been produced from one 
and the same industrially manufactured clink
er. The nature and quantity of the added cal
cium sulfates were optimally adjusted to the 
different amounts of C3A conversion associ
ated with these cements. These relationships 
are shown schematically in Fig. 4 for ce
ments with different values of the position 
parameter x‘ and constant slope n in the RRSB 
granulometric diagram.

It appears from this diagram that the water 
demand for obtaining the standard consistency 
increases with increasing proportion of fine 
particles or with decreasing value of the 
position parameter x'. The water demand is 
composed of three portions. The portion com
bined chemically in the hydrate phases before 
the beginning of the dormant period is the 
smallest (represented by the hatched area).
In general, it increases with higher CjA con
tent of the clinker, higher reaction capa
bility of the C3A and, as shown in this dia
gram, with higher content of fine particles 
in the cement. This is also the case if the 
cement, for constant surface area, has a 
higher value of the slope of the particle

Position parameter x ----------------------------

------------------------Portion of fine particles

Water demand of Portland cement:

Chemically bound portion

Rheologically needed portion for

theologically needed portion for not: 
ihy drated cement particles

Fig. 4: Influence of the particle size dis
tribution on the binding of water in 
portland cement at standard consist
ency.

size distribution. In all, however, at most 
only about 10 % of the total mix water amount 
is needed for chemical combining in the hy
drate phases. This proportion decreases in 
the case of cements which contain dense and 
non-absorbent interground additions such as, 
for example, blastfurnace slag or limestone. 
These additions do not participate in the hy
dration reactions that occur before the dor
mant period begins. They behave like inert 
substances by which the clinker component of 
the cement is diluted. The C3A conversion de
creases roughly in proportion to the amount 
of interground additions contained in the ce
ment (16).

The largest portion of the mix water (indi
cated by the dotted area) is necessary for 
rheological reasons to obtain the standard 
consistency. A smaller part of this water 
(finely dotted) serves to wet the hydration 
products and fill the voids between the hy
drate phases. This portion increases more 
than proportionally according as more hydra
te phases with increasingly high content of 
fine particles are formed in the cement. In 
the case of optimized cements this portion 
displays a minimum, as the research results 
represented in Fig. 3 show.

The major part of the water (coarsely dotted) 
serves to fill the voids between the clinker 
particles - just as it would with any inert 
finely divided material of equal surface area 
and particle size distribution - and to form 
the rheologically effective water film. In 
this case it corresponds roughly to a water 
cement ratio of 0.2. The rheologically nec
essary portion of the water demand increases 
drastically if the cement, for equal content 
of fine particles, has a steeper particle 
size distribution so that the volume of the 
voids between the clinker particles becomes 
larger.

When cements are interground with additions, 
the more easily grindable materials such as 
limestone or pozzolana may enrich in higher 
concentrations in the fine particle size



fraction. They are thus able to reduce the 
larger volume of voids of a clinker if the 
later has been ground in such a way as to 
have a steep particle size distribution. Be
cause of this voids volume reduction and the 
dilution of the clinker component of the ce
ment, the water demand for obtaining the 
standard consistency of the cement al 1 togeth
er is reduced. On the other hand, if the vol
umetric proportion of the fine fraction de
rived from a more easily grindable addition 
because of overgrinding substantially exceeds 
the existing voids volume of the clinker, or 
if, in the event of poorer grindability, it 
has a very narrow particle size distribution 
so that the voids volume of the pulverized 
product as a whole is increased, the water 
demand becomes greater with increasing pro
portion of interground additions. It also 
becomes greater if the additive has a high 
inherent porosity of its own (16).
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INFLUENCES OF CEMENT AND TEMPERATURE ON THE CONSISTENCY OF FRESH CONCRETE

As a result of the impetuous development of the 
ready mixed concrete industry in the past 
years, questions of fresh concrete technology 
have become increasingly important /1/. If we 
intend to keep a tight control on ready mixed 
concrete production, we need a qualitative and 
quantitative comprehension of the main factors 
effecting the quality of fresh concrete, 
especially the initial consistency and the 
temporal changes in consistency. This includes 
knowledge of the am iunt of water required by 
each single compound of the mix. To date 
considerations were often concentrated on the 
amount of water required by the aggregates, and 
the influence of cement and other compounds 
were in general neglected. Various research 
programmes, carried out at the Institut für 
Baustoffkünde und Materialprüfung der 
Universität Hannover were aimed at examining 
possiblities of grasping the influence of 
cement on the consistency of fresh concrete and 
stiffening under various temperatures.

Concretes with three different mixes, 
containing various cements in normal
commercial use, were tested at 3 temperatures. 
The concretes varied in their water/cement 
ratios (w/c -- ®,75„ 0,63 and 0,57) and in the 
grading of their aggregates. The cements were 
chosen along the lines of various sorts of 
cement, various compressive strengths and 
Chemical composition. Detailed results of the 
examination will be published soon /2/. Fig... 1 
shows an; example to illustrate how the initial 
spreads according to the German, flow table test 
of one of the concretes tested is set against 
temperature of fresh concrete. Each point 
stands for one concrete mix containing one 
cement. F±u.. 2 shows the changes in 
consistency of the same concrete mixes in the 
first 4;5> minutes after production. Taking into 
consideration the varying scales of the 
ordinate the two figures show that the 
influence of the cement on the initial spread 
is, with its range of roughly 16 cm much 
Stronger- than on the changing spread with its 
range of only- about 5 cm.

In order to grasp the influence of cement on 
consistency by material characteristics, 
various evaluation methods were employed. We 
came to the conclusion that it is not possible 
to describe this influence by way of one single 
characteristic, be it the amount of water 
required for standard consistency (Wa) 
according to DIN 1164, the specific surface 
(0), or the spread (a) of the standard mortar. 
But if we combine several of these cement 
properties to form one new characteristic, then 
relatively good relationships between the 
cement characteristic and the concrete spread 
values can be found, as seen in fig. 3. When 
evaluating the results shown in fig. 3 we have 
to consider that the deviation on repeating a 
flow table test is about ± 2 cm /3/.

The influence of temperature on spread becomes 
clear if we join the points of a concrete and 
its particular cement. For the sake of better 
understanding this is illustrated in fig. 4 
with an example of 4 chosen concretes. In 
contrast to information such as in /4/ we found 
that fresh concretes containing various cements 
often showed widely varying "temperature 
characteristics” in the initial consistency.

In order to go into the influence of the 
initial consistency, the change in consistency 
and the temperature characteristic, additional 
tests were carried out using laboratory 
cements.. These cements were ground in a 
laboratory mill from large-scale-produced 
portland cement clinker, slag and fly ash. 
Based on the investigations of Locher, 
Richartz- and Sprung /6/, anhydrite and 
hemihydrate’ were added as sulphate-bearing 
agents,, in various dosages. Setting, the amount 
off water necessary for standard consistency, 
the spread of standard mortar, the change in 
spread and other qualities were examined. The 
results off these examinations will too be 
appearing shortly in detail /5/. Figures 5. to 7 
show- some exemplary results. Firstly fig-_5 
shows how, using laboratory cements front a 
single clinker,, by way off varying the sulphate 
concentration from. hemihydrate (HH): to



anhydrite (АН), the temperature characteristic 
of the mortar spread may be intentionally 
varied. As well as gradual lines, curves with 
distinct minima and maxima are formed.

Fig, 6a and 6b demonstrate that two cement 
characteristics (e.g. spread of standard mortar 
and water requirement for standard consistency) 
can independently of each other be influenced 
by variation in the mixing proportion of the 
sulphate-bearing agents; this being carried out 
with laboratory cements, using two different 
clinkers. Fig, 7a and 7b also demonstrate that 
a change in dosage of calcium sulphate bearer 
must not necessarily have an affinitive effect 
on two cement properties; here, the initial 
setting and mortar spread. Thus it may be 
concluded that the "optimation" of a cement 
cannot be undertaken with an eye on only one 
characteristic (e.g. setting), but, rather by 
"system optimation" of several characteristics.

An explanation for the discovered phenomena is 
to be sought in the fact that the rheological 
behaviour of cement pastes, plastic cement 
mortars and concretes is similar to that of a 
Bingham model /7/, /8/, /9/. However, the 
rheogramm of a Bingham model shows two values 
which are independant of one another. Thus it 
is understandable that the Influence on 
properties of fresh cement pastes, cement 
mortars and concretes can in general form only 
be described by two values in each case. These 
do not have to be physically exactly defined 
values. Any customary methods used for testing 
mortar and concrete are suitable, as long as 
their results do not correlate closely to one 
another; 1. e. in as much as they describe 
different fields of rheological behaviour.
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RAPPORT INTRODUCTIF AU 46me SfiMINAIRE - BASES SCIENTIFIQUES DES 
POUR LE CItlENT ET LE DfiVELOPPEMEUT DES MßTHODES D'ESSAIS.

SPfiCIFICATIOKS S4

L'objet de ce rapport est de dresser un Inventaire 
des principaux essais de caracterisation des ciments 
qui sont couramment utilises et qui sont repris pour 
la plupart dans les normes nationales et 

internationales.

Nous etablirons tout d'abord un classement de ces 
essais en les groupant en quatre categories en 
fonction du type d'information recherchee. Nous 
verrons ensuite quelles sont, pour chacun de ces 
essais, la ou les methodes utilisees et dans quelle 
mesure les resultats apportes par ces methodes 
repondent aux besoins des producteurs et des 

utilisateurs.

Le rapport se terminera par quelques considerations 
en matiere de verification, voire de certification, 
de la conformite des ciments aux specifications des 

normes.

1. Tentative de classification des essais du ciment

1.1 Verification de la composition des ciments

On peut ranger dans cette categorie :

. des mesures physiques indirectes telles que 
celle de la masse specifique du ciment 
Portland ; cet essai tend toutefois a 

disparaitre des normes ;

. des mesures chimiques parmi lesquelles la 
perte au feu et le residu insoluble, 
destinees ä deceler la presence dans le 
ciment Portland d'additions non autorisees ;

. des mesures chimiques, physiques ou 
physico-chimiques ayant pour but de 
determiner la teneur en divers constltuants 
(clinker, 1 cendtes volantes, pouzzolanes), 
dans les ciments composes ; ce type d'essai 

voit son importance croitre avec le 

developpement de ces ciments.

1.2 Appreciation des caracteristiques des ciments 
qui exercent une influence sur les proprietes 
des betons frais

Il s'agit essentlellement de 1'ouvrabillte et 

de son evolution qui peut etre evaluee par la 

mesure

. de la demande en eau caracterisee par la 
determination de la consistance normale ,

. du debut et de la fin de prise.

Notons 1'importance de ces caracteristiques 
pour la mise en oeuvre des betons.

1.3 Appreciation des caracteristiques conferees 
par le ciment aux betons au cours de leur 

durcissement

Ceci couvre :

. les resistances mecaniques, essentielle- 
ment a la compression, mesurees sur mortier 
normal ; c'est le maitre-essai des ciments ;

. les variations de volume, d'orlgine hygro- 

thermique, telles que le retrait ;

. certaines proprietes particulieres telles 
que la chaleur d'hydratation.

1.4 Appreciation des caracteristiques des ciments 
qui exercent une influence sur les proprietes 
des betons durcis

Il s'agit de s'assurer que le ciment est 
susceptible de garantir la durabilite du beton

. sous des conditions d'exposition normales 
au moyen d'essais physiques (Le Chatelier, 
autoclave, ...) et chimiques (MgO, SO3, 
...) ,



. sous des conditions plus severes telles que 
des agressions de caractere chimique en 
fixant certaines caracteristiques de 
composition des ciments (teneur en C3A, 
laitier, ...).

2. Examen critique des methodes utilisees et en 
cours d'experimentation

Remarques preliminaires

Inevitablement, le contenu d'une norme est le 
resultat d'un compromis equilibre entre les 
points de vue des diverses parties concernees.

En matiere de methodologie, ceci conduit ä faire 
choix de methodes de reference relativement 
simples, pas trop couteuses, notamment au point 
de vue de l'equipement, et ceci explique que le 
plus souvent ce n'est pas le dernier cri de la 
technique qui est retenu dans les textes 
officiels. On a toutefois tente de remedier ä 
cette Situation en autorisant dans les normes 
l'utllisation de methodes plus modernes ou plus 

elaborees, le recours ä la methode de reference 
ne restant imperatif qu'en cas de litige.

2.1 Verification de la composition des ciments

II est normal que l'organisme de certification, 

ou encore l'utilisateur, soit en mesure de 
verifier si la composition d'une production ou 
d une livraison de ciment correspond bien ä la 
denomination annoncee ou commandee.

Cette verification revet une importance 

croissante au cours de ces dernieres annees 
car, si 1'on excepte le monde anglo-saxon, la 
part du ciment Portland pur est en diminution 
au profit des ciments Portland composes.

C est done un domaine ou un effort particulier 

a ete fait en matiere de methodes, notamment 
dans le cadre du CEN (Comite Europeen de

Normalisation), en definissant des essals 
bases soit sur un examen microscoplque, soit 
sur une separation des constituants en 
mettant ä profit leurs differences de 
densite, ou encore leurs differences de 
dissolution dans certains solvants.

On peut dire que des resultats probants sont 
des ä present obtenus pour les ciments 
binaires (melanges de clinker et d'un autre 

constituant) mais que des etudes restent 
necessaires pour les ciments ternaires, voire 
quaternaires.

Tout ceci constitue un progres vis-ä-vis des 
mesures plus rudimentaires telles que la 
masse specifique, la perte au feu, ou le 
resldu insoluble, qui sont appelees a 
disparaltre progressivement des normes.

2.2 Mesure des caracteristiques des melanges frais

Il faut reconnaitre 1'importance capitale que 
representent pour les utilisateurs du ciment 
la mesure et, de ce fait, la connalssance, 
voire meme la preestimation de 1'evolution 

rheologique des betons frais. Ce besoin 
d'information est devenu plus aigu par suite 
du developpement remarquable du beton pret a 
1'emploi.

Il faut tout autant reconnaitre que les 
methodes de mesure definies dans les normes 
ne repondent que tres imparfaitement a ce 
besoin. L'appreciation de la demande en eau 
par la determination de la consistance 
normale donne tout au plus une indication au 
temps tQ sans qu'on puisse suivre 1'evolution 
de cette demande dans le temps ; cette 
methode d'essai n'est d'ailleurs plus guere 
prevue dans les normes et n'est accompagnee 
d'aucune exigence chiffree.



L'essai de vitesse et de duree de prise (qu il 

s'agisse de la methode Vicat ou, plus rarement, 
de la methode Gillmore) est certes respectable 
par son anciennete mals il ne donne que des 
informations conventionnelles et ponctuelles, 
laissant de cote la periode initiale de debut 
de rigldification, si importante pour appretier 
1'aptitude du beton ä etre compacte et moule.

Cette lacune ne provient pas d'un manque 
d'etudes de caractere methodologique ; la 
litterature scientifique fourmille de 
references sur des rapports de recherche 
touchant ce domaine. Des techniques de mesures 
continues faisant appel ä la penetrome.trie ou 
encore ä la viscosimetrie ont ete raises au 
point et permettent de suivre avec plus de 
precision I1evolution dans le temps de ces 
phenomenes rheologiques. Des tentatives ont 
egalement ete faites en vue d'etablir une 
correlation entre cette evolution rheologique 
et la variation de certaines proprietes 
physiques des pates de ciment telles que la 
vitesse de transmission des sons ou la 

conductivite electrique. Mais tons ces travaux 
n’ont pas encore about! au point de permettre 
une evolution du contenu des normes. Les 

raisons en sont multiples :

Souvent ces nouvelles techniques font appel 

d des modes operatoires plus sophistiques se 
pretant mal ä un emploi frequent dans le 

cadre d'un controle de routine,

En general, ces methodes d'essai sont 

applicables ä des pates de ciment, rarement 
ä des mortiers, et exceptionnellement a des 
betons, car la presence d'un squelette 
pierreux dans le beton constitue un obstacle 

difficilement surmontable.

. La correlation entre 1'Evolution rheologi
que de la pate de ciment et celle du beton 
est loin d'etre simple ä apprecier, d'autant 

plus que les essais de laboratoire peuvent 
difficilement tenir compte des conditions 
de chantier ; forme et compacite des 
granulats, teneur en ciment et en eau des 
betons, temperature et duree de raise en 

oeuvre, ...

En conclusion, voila certes un domaine oil des 

progres sont attendus.

2.3 Mesure des caracteristiques des ciments en 

voie de durcissement

On considerera ci-apres essentiellement la 
mesure des resistances mecaniques qui 
constitue la caracteristique du ciment la 

plus importante, mesure qui est presque 
partout effectuee sur des eprouvettes de 

mortier, ce qui constitue un compromis 
technico-economique entre l’essai sur pate et 

celui sur beton.

Sans vouloir faire preuve de chauvinisme 
europeen, on croit pouvoir dire que la wise 
au point dans les annees 60 de la methode 
dite "RILEM-CEMBUREAU" qui a fait 1'objet de 

la Recommandation ISO R 679 de 1967, puls 
tout recemment de la norme CEN 196-1, a 
constitue un progres tres important pour les 

raisons suivantes :

Elle est dejä reprise dans plus de 30 

normes nationales, couvrant la majeure 
partie'de 1'Europe (Quest et Est) et de 

l'Ameriqqe du Sud et commence a 
s'implanter en Afrique et en Asie. De 
nombreux pays examlnent 1'opportunite d У 
reconrlr de sorte que, sans etre prophete, 
on peut escompter qu'elle deviendra d ici 

la fin du siecle la methode universelle- 
ment reconnue avec comme consequence que 
lorsqu'on citera des chiffres de 

. resistance, tout le monde ou presque 

parlera le meme langage.



La conception de son mode operatoire est 
teile qu'elle donne des resultats 
relativement peu disperses qui supportent 
avantageusement la comparalson avec les 
autres methodes les plus connues, comme cela 
fut dejä expose au Congres de Moscou en 1974.

La composition de son montier, qui est 
presque un micro-beton, est teile que les 
valeurs obtenues donnent une indication 
assez proche des resistances que le ciment 
confererait ä des betons de composition 

courante.

Tout ceci est-il de nature ä donner entiere 
satisfaction ? La reponse ä cette question doit 
etre negative en ce sens qu'il у a lieu d etre 
plus ambitieux et de sortir d'une certaine 
attitude routiniere. En effet, la mesure 
directe de la resistance par des essais 
destructifs implique plusieurs sujetions dont 
il serait bon d'etre degage :

. La preparation, la conservation et 1 essai 

d'eprouvettes de mortier representent un 
travail long et coüteux.

La reponse ä la question posee, ä savoir 
quelle sera la resistance du ciment (et 

consequemment du beton) ä divers ages , 
vient toujours trop tard, c'est-ä-dire quand 
le beton est mis en oeuvre et qu'on ne peut 

plus guere reagir.

On a, bien entendu, essaye de trouver une 
solution ä cet etat de choses de deux 
manieres. On a d'abord conserve le principe 
de l'essal direct sur eprouvettes, mais en 
accelerant par vole physique (temperature et 
quelquefois pression) le developpement des 
resistances de maniere ä pouvoir estimer, 

' apres quelques heures, le niveau des 
resistances ä 7 ou 28 jours d'Age. Il existe 
a cet Agard une litterature abondante et 

cette technique a re£u certalnes 
applications, surtout dans des cas 
privilegies ou la composition du beton et de 
chacun de ses constituants est tout-a-fait 
constante. Par contre, dans la pratique 
courante, I'essai de resistance accelere ne 
s'est guere developpe au cours des dernieres 
annees, d'autant plus que la multiplication 
des types -de ciment a plusieurs constituants 
apporte un element perturbateur ; en effet, 

certains de ces ciments peuvent presenter une 
meme allure de developpement des resistances 
sous une temperature normale, tout en 
reagissant dlfferemment sous un regime 
thermique accelerant 1'hydratation.

L'autre solution conslste ä remplacer la 
mesure des resistances par une estimation 
indirecte de celles-cl en faisant appel a 
d'autres caracteristiques du ciment qui sont 
censees regir le developpement de 
1'hydratation et du durcissement. On a songe, 
pour le ciment Portland tout au moins, A 

etablir une relation entre resistance et 
composition mineraloglque du clinker. On 
pourrait aussl avoir recours A la 
determination de certaines caracteristiques 
physico-chimiques mesurees sur la pate de 
ciment au cours de 1'hydratation et etablir 
sur cette base des modeles mathematiques 
permettant une preestimation de la resistance.

Meme si 1'on est encore loin de pouvoir 
abandonner dans les normes I'essai classique 
de compression, ce seminaire devrait 
permettre de faire le point des progres 
realises dans ce domaine et des lacunes qui 

restent A combler.

Il у a d'autres caracteristiques du ciment 
qui Interessent 1'utilisateur par 1'effet 

qu'elles peuvent avoir sur les betons au 
cours de leur durcissement. Retenons-en deux 

qui nous paraissent plus importantes, a



savolr le retrait et la chaleur d'Hydratation.

Le retrait d'Hydratation et surtout de 
dessiccation de la päte de ciment constitue 
sans nul doute un point fälble du ciment auquel 
on ne peut echapper, si l'on excepte le cas de 
quelques ciments speciaux. La mesure de ce 
retrait effectuee sur päte ou mortier de ciment 
ne se retrouve qu'exceptionnellement dans les 

normes nationales qui fixent, dans ce cas, une 
reduction maximale de longueur ä un certain 
äge ; 11 faut dire que cet essai, assez 
conventlonnel, est delicat et que les resultats 
presentent une dispersion non negllgeable. Dans 
la mesure ou l'on serait en drolt d'associer la 

notion de retrait ä celle de la finesse du 
ciment, on notera que les normes prevoient 
encore souvent 1'essai de tamisage avec, 
toutefois, une prescription donnant une llmlte 
maximale plutöt que minimale au refus sur un 
tamis donne ; ce type d'essai a tendance ä 
dlsparaitre des normes car il n'apporte guere 
d'Information utile, notamment parce que la 

majeure part des grains de ciment ont une 
dimension nettement inferieure aux mailles des 
tamis les plus fins. Tout au plus permet-il 
parfois de deceler 1'absence ou la presence de 
certaines matieres d'addition. Par contre, 
1'essai le plus courant est la mesure de la 

surface specifique du ciment par 
permeabilimetrie qui donne une appreciation 
globale de la finesse ; encore une fois, on 
impose ä cet egard plus souvent une valeur 
minimale que maximale. II ne faut d'allleurs 
pas demander ä cet essai de fournir plus 
d'indications qu'll ne peut en donner. Disons 
qu'il permet surtout d'apprecler la regularite 
d'un ciment tant que sa composition ne subit 

aucune modification.

Un progres substantiel, realise il у a plus 
d'une decennle, a consiste dans la mesure 

rapide et precise de la composition 
granulometrique, caracteristique qui 

condltlonne bien des proprietes du ciment. 
Toutefois, la technique du granulometre au 
laser reste essentiellement reservee aux 
recherches, voire pour 1'auto-controle du 
producteur,mals eile n'est pas reprise dans 
les normes et l'on con?oit d'allleurs qu'il 

serait pour le moins hasardeux de fixer une 
exigence, par exemple en definissant un 
fuseau granulometrique ä respecter.

La mesure de la chaleur d'hydratation est 
d'application courante pour caracterlser les 
ciments dits "ä faible chaleur degagee" 
destines ä la construction d'ouvrages 
massifs. C'est presque toujours la mesure par 
vole isotherme, issue de l'ASTM et utilisant 
le calorimetre ä dissolution, qui est prevue 
dans les normes. On falt appel beaucoup plus 
rarement ä la voie seml-adlabatique de la 
boutellle Thermos, ou encore ä la methode par 
conduction operant en conditions isothermes, 
cette derniere convenant d'allleurs mleux 
pour mesurer ä court terme (quelques heures ä 
3 jours) le degagement de chaleur de ciments 
ä durcissement relativement rapide.

. Si l'on peut ainsi estimer etre bien arme 

pour les mesures sur ciment, par contre, on 
ne dispose pas encore de methode 
satlsfaisante pour apprecier le degagement de 
chaleur ou plus simplement 1'augmentation de 
temperature au sein d'une masse de beton en 
cours de durcissement, ce qui correspond au 
Probleme rencontre sur chantier. Volci encore 
un domalne pour lequel des etudes paraissent 
necessaires.

2.4 Mesure des caracteristiques des ciments qui 

peuvent influencer le comportement ä long 

terme des ouvrages en beton

Un certain nombre d'essais plus ou moins 
conventionnels sont prevus et normalises dans 
le but de garantir aux utilisateurs que les



ouvrages en beton realises avec le ciment teste 
gardent dans le temps leurs qualites de 
stabilite dimensionnelle et de resistances 
mecaniques, ce dans des conditions d1exposition 
normales, c'est-ä-dire non particulierement 

agressives.

C'est le cas de certains essais physiques (Le 
Chatelier, autoclave, ...) et chimiques (MgO, 
SO3, ...). II ne semble pas qu'il у ait une 
grande evolution dans ce domaine, ni que cela 
donne lieu ä des difficultes de la part des 
utilisateurs. Il faut toutefois etre conscient 
que dans certains cas -nous songeons ä 1'essai 

ä 1'autoclave -, les informations obtenues par 
les mesures sont significatives s'il s'agit de 

ciments Portland pour lesquels ils avaient 
d'ailleurs ete conqus tnais qu'il n'en est pas 
necessairement de meme lorsque I'on se trouve 

en presence de ciments composes.

Par contre, si I'on aborde 1'aspect de la 
durabilite des ouvrages en beton ayant ä 
supporter des conditions d'exposition plus 
severes, on peut se demander si I'on est 
aujourd'hui suffisamment pourvu en methodes 
d'essai et en criteres quantitatifs pour 
garantir au mieux le bon Comportement de ces 
ouvrages dans le temps.

On est toutefois loin d'etre au bout de ses 
peines puisque, suivant la composition du 
beton choisi (notamment sa teneur en ciment, 
en eau et en air) et le type de cycle retenu 
(notamment gel-degel sous eau ou ä 1'air), on 

peut aux deux extremes obtenir des resultats 
satlsfaisants ou desastreux aveo n'Importe 
quel ciment. On est done conduit ä choisir 
des conditions d'essai medianes et de 
comparer les resultats obtenus sur le ciment 
etudie avec ceux que donne le meme beton 
contenant un ciment dlt de reference, 
e'est-a-dire un ou plusieurs ciments pour 
lesquels on dispose d'une longue experience 
attestant qu'ils permettent la realisation de 
betons durables.

Devons-nous nous satisfaire de cette fa?on de 
faire pragmatique et empirique, ou bien ne 
conviendrait-il pas de pousser plus avant les 
etudes pour aboutir ä des solutions plus 
scientifiquement elaborees ?

Le probleme de la protection des armatures 
est une question de toute premiere importance 
puisque on peut considerer que le phenomene 
de corrosion de ces armatures est le plus 
souvent ä la base du mauvais comportement 
dans le temps des structures en beton.

Nous nous limiterons ä trois aspects qui se 
presentent plus ou moins frequemment dans la 
pratique, ä savoir le comportement au gel, la 
protection des armatures contre la corrosion et 
la resistance aux agressions chimiques. De quoi 
dispose-t-on tout d'abord pour s'assurer qu'un 

ciment donne est capable de fournir des betons 
suffisamment resistants a 1'action des cycles 
de gel-degel ? On ne peut evidemment pas se 
baser sur la seule composition de ce ciment, et 
des essais de gel-degel sur des pätes ou des 
mortiers n'etant pas representatifs, la seule 
possibilite retenue actuellement est de 
conduire ces essais sur betons.

A premiere vue, c'est evidemment aux 
specifications relatives ä la composition et 
ä la mise en oeuvre du beton qu'il appartient 

de fixer les regies de bonne execution 
dosage avec un rapport E/C relativement 

faible et une teneur minimale en ciment, 
epaisseur de recouvrement des aciers 
süffisante et bien controlee, protection 
adequate de beton frais contre la 
dessiccation.

Si toutes ces regies sont respectees, il n у 
a plus de probleme de corrosion. Toutefois, 
I'experience nous montre que, souvent, il
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n'en est pas ainsl et ceci a conduit les 

experts en ciment ä se pencher sur cette 

question.

Nous songeons par exemple aux mesures de 
1'evolution de la profondeur de carbonatation 
determinees sur des eprouvettes de mortier de 

ciment. La relation entre corrosion et 
carbonatation est en effet bien connue et on 
salt egalement que la vitesse de carbonatation 
est liee ä la rapidite de developpemant des 
resistances du ciment, cette rapidite pouvant a 
son tour dependre de la composition et de la 

classe de resistance du ciment.

Si 1'on en vlent aux agressions chimiques, les 
specifications qui figurent dans les normes 
concernent le plus souvent la resistance aux 
sulfates et fixent des exigences en matiere de 
composition des ciments basees sur 1’experience 

des decennies precedences. Pour le ciment 
Portland, il s'agit de fixer des Limites pour 
les teneurs en C3A, AI2O3, C4AF, .... tandis 
que pour les ciments composes, on exige une 
teneur minimale en certains constituants tels 
que le laitier. Pour les autres agressions 
chimiques, telles que, par exemple, les eaux 
pures, on se limite le plus souvent ä des 

recommandations generates.

On a pourtant essaye maintes fois dans le passe 
de mettre au point des essais d’appreciation 

directe portant sur le comportement 
d’eprouvettes de pates, mortiers ou betons, 
‘immergees totalement ou partiellement, de 
maniere continue ou discontinue, dans des 
solutions contenant 1’agent agressif ä des 
concentrations plus oui moins fortes pour 
accelerer le processus de degradation 

eventuelle.

Force est de constater qu’aucune de ces etudes 
n’a debouche sur la mise an point d’une methode 

3.

largement acceptee et permettant une 
appreciation directe des performances du 

ciment et qu'on en est done reste aux Cone 
exigences de caractere descriptif mentionnees 

plus haut.

Ceci est devenu d'autant plus necessaire que, 
si certains essais bien connus de longue 
date, tel 1’essai Le Chatelier-Anstett- 
Blondiau, etaient en mesure de donner des 

indications valables dans le cas de ciment 
Portland pur, ils risquent souvent d'induire 
en erreur lorsqu’ils sont utilises sur des 

ciments composes.

Conformite des ciments aux specifications des 

normes

Un certain nombre d'elements nouveaux tels que 
les progres en matiere d1interpretation 
statistique des resultats, les possibilites 
offertes ä l'egard du calcul des risques 
encourus par le producteur comme par 
1’utilisateur sont a la base d’une evolution 
marquee dans le domaine de la verification de 
la conformite d’une production globale ou 
d’une livraison particuliere de ciment 
vis-ä-vis des exigences de la norme. Bien 
souvent, cette verification donne droit en 
corrolaire ä une certification, e’est-a-dire a 
1’attribution d’une marque de qualite 
certifiee par un organisme independant.

On constate de plus en plus que les methodes 
de certification s’appuient, comme dans les 

industries les plus avancees, sur une 
verification de la valeur de 1’assurance 

qualite ä I’interieur des entreprises, en 
d’autres termes, de I’auto-controle industriel.

Cela implique un renforcement de la 
responsabilite des industriels, en 
1"occurrence des cimentiers, 1’existence 
d’organismes independants et credibles.



capables de verifier la valeur de cette 

assurance qualite.

Conclusions

1. II ne faut pas retenir de ce rapport introductif 

que tout va mal en matiere d'essais et de 
specifications pour les ciments. Les 
connaissances acquises et les regiementations en 
vigueur sont de nature a garantir a 
l'utilisateur que le ciment qu'il met en oeuvre 
lui permet de realiser des betons de qualite.

2. Ceci n'empeche pas que, pour chacun des domaines 
consideres plus haut, les progres en equipement 
et techniques de mesures scientiflques sont tels 
qu'ils peuvent et doivent conduire ä une 
evolution de la methodologie appliquee aux 
ciments et aux betons au plus grand benefice des 

producteurs et des utilisateurs»

3. Formens le voeu que ce seminaire, cornme 
d'ailleurs le Seme Congres International de la 
Chimie des Ciments, nous permette d’avancer dans 

cette voie.



SOME VIEWS ON CEMENT SPECIFICATION

1. INTRODUCTION

For assuring cement and concrete quality chemical, 

physical and mechanical requirements as well as cement 

constituents are stipulated in all cement specifica

tions. Most of stipulations are necessary, but some 

of them are so strict that the application of natural 

resources are restricted. In order to make good use 

of mineral resources it is reasonable to revise some 

of requirements under the prerequisite for ensuring 

cement performance and stability.

2. EXTEND THE MgO LIMIT

The main purpose of stipulating MgO limit in cement 

specifications is to avoid the unsoundness of hardened 

concrete in long term. The presence of excessive 

amounts of MgO in cement clinker may lead to expansion 

and crack development and cause the structure failure 

since the conversion of MgO to MgCOH^ involves a 

volume expansion of 117% and it may take several years 

for its hydration. In order to prevent this harmful 

expansion the MgO content should not exceed a certain 

value, mostly 5.0%, in all specifications. As a 

result of this restriction some of limestones partially 

containing dolomite can not be well used thus the 

mineral resources are shortened. Our test results 

show that the MgO content could be extended to 6.07» 

or even more, e.g. 7.0%, the performance of the port

land cement are unchanged and the cement pastes remain 

stable in long term. The long term strength of 

cement mortars with various MgO contents in clinker 

are shown in Table 1.

It has been proved that the MgO amount in clinker by 

chemical analysis cannot indicate the long term sound

ness of cement exactly, since MgO exists in clinker in 

the form of various morphology. Except for certain 

amount in the amorphous form and in the crystalline 

lattice of cement compounds, MgO exists predominantly 

in the form of periclase crystals with different sizes, 

and it is the periclase that cause harmful expansion. 

For clinker containing nearly same amount of MgO the 

autoclave expansion will be greater as the amount of 

periclase and free lime increase and the sizes of 

periclase become larger (Table 2).

different content of MgO

Table 2 Autoclave expansion of the cement with

*lant MgO

7,

fcao Pe

7»

riclase

%

aver, diame
ter of peri
clase (/L )

autoclave 
expansion 

%

A 4.50 0.60 2.10 5.10 0.23

В 4.50 1.83 3.12 5.27 2.54

C 5.11 0.25 2.80 4.60 0.22

D 5.25 0.63 - - 0.46

c 6.25 s1ight 3.30 4.80 0.30

E 6.08 0.39 - - failure

Appropriate measures have been taken in the process in 

plant C to control the free lime content and growing 

of periclase content as MgO increases, the cements 

remain sound under the autoclave test (Table 3). It 

can be concluded that the permissible MgO content might 

be extended to 7%.

Table 1 Strength development of cement with various MgO contents

Sample

No.

MgO in clinker

%

Compressive strength (MPa) Tensile strength (MPa)

28days 6months lyeai■ 3years lOyears 28days 6months lyear 3years lOyears

1 1.04 67.2 81.8 81.8 89.7 97.0 3.3 3.8 4.2 4.2 4.2

2 5.11 72.3 85.6 89.3 94.3 99.0 3.3 3.2 3.4 3.9 4.2

3 6.25 68.5 81.4 86.7 93.6 101.3 3.3 3.3 3.6 3.8 4.1

4 7.26 66.9 79.5 82.3 87.5 97.6 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.8 4.3

5 7.53 71.8 84.4 87.3 92.1 101.0 3.3 3.4 3.6 3.6 4.1



Table 3 Relation between MgO and periclase content 

for cement produced in same plant

MgO

7„

f cao

7=

Periclase

7O

Autoclave 
expans ion 

7=

5.11 0.25 2.80 0.22

6.25 slight 3.30 0.18

6.50 0.29 3.60 0.19

7.28 0.30 3.90 0.60

7.53 0.26 4.30 0.48

3. LIMESTONE CAN BE USED AS CEMENT ADDITION

Limestone used as mineral addition togather with bla

stfurnace slag and pozzolana in cement has good effect 

on the cement performance. In most of cement specifi

cations limestone is defined as a filler and can only 

be added to cement within a few hundredths, except for 

French standard (AFNOR) in which more than 5% of lime

stones can be allowed in type CPJ cement. Our research 

shows that limestone can be used not only as a filler 

but a good secondary constituent in cement. Suitable 

amount of limestone blended with blastfurnace slag, 

pozzolana or fly ash in cement can improve the cement 

performance and get the^energy saving effect. In the 

current standards in China 10°4 of limestones are per

missible in blastfurnace slag portland cement and 

fine filler pozzolana (or fly ash) portland cement.

Limestone as a compound addition in cement has the 

following benefits:

(1) Reduce the water requirement and improve the 

workability (Fig.l).

(2) Sho rten the setting time (Fig.2).

(3) Incre ase the early strength [Fig.3(a), 3(b)].

(4) Regulate the strength development (Fig.4).

The reason why limestone has above effects is that it 

gives good physical and chemical functions in cement 

hardening. It physically plays a role of a filler 

and has the water-reducing effect, besides there is 

chemical reaction between CaCO^ and cement hydrates, 

CgA-CaCO^.IIH^O can be formed after 3 days. Fig.5(a), 

5<b), shows the XRD. Patterns of the pastes of the 

cement with limestone hydrated at 3 days.

1. Protland slag cement

2. Portland pozzolana cement

Fig.l Effect of limestone contents on the water 

requirement of cements

1. Portland slag cement

2. Portland pozzolana cement

Fig.2 Effect of limestone contents on the final 

setting time of cements

Fig.3 (a) Effect of limestone contents on the

early strength of porltnad slag cement



Fig,3 (b) Effect of limestone contents on the 

early strength of portland pozzolana 

cement

1. Ordinary portland cement

2. Portland slag cement with limestone

3. Portland Blastfurnace slag cement

Fig.^ The strength development rate of the port

land slag cement

47«?

Fig.5 (a) XRD pattern of the paste of the 

portland slag cement with limestone 

hydrated.at 3 days

Fig.5 (b) XRD pattern of the paste of the 

portland pozzolana cement with 

limestone hydrated at 3 days

4. KILN DUST CAN BE USED AS A FILLER

Kiln dust as a waste was ejected into atmosphere or 

collected and dischanged. It pollutes surroundings. 

Our test results indicate that suitable amounts of 

kiln dust as an addition incorporated into cement are 

of no influance on the cement performance. In certain 

circumstances it can even improve the early strength, 

therefore using kiln dust as a filler in cement is in 

favor of saving amount of clinker thus saving energy. 

It is possible to define this stipulation in specifi

cation.

The constituents of kiln dust are changed apparen

tly as the raw materials and fuel changes. It 

also varies with the kiln type and process. Table 

4 shows the average chemical composition of kiln dust 

and its fluctuation ranges for 38 cement plants. But 

as to the same plant if the operation is stable the 

compositions of kiln dust are not changed so much.

From optic microscope observation and X-ray examina

tion there are 16 types of mineral constftuents in 

kiln dust, namely, calcium carbonate, dolomite, ortho

clase, quartz, mica, slag residue (when slag used as 

raw materials), glass. Carbon, free lime, ^2^’

C^AF, mullite, dehydrated clay, gypsum, alkali Sulphate- 

Those minerals come from decomposition and conbination 

of raw materials as well as fuel combustion. Among 

them some are inert materials, others belong to clinker 

minerals and pozzolanic materials. They are not harm

ful to cement performance, except that free lime 

should be noticed. As we know free lime in clinker 

might cause cement unsoundness, but free lime in kiln



Table 4 Chemical compositions of kiln dust (%)
________ '■

LOi Si02 Ai2O3 Fe2°3 CaO MgO S03 k2o Na20 fCaO тю2 s

Average 20.42 16.69 5.12 3.59 45.75 2.03 3.54 2.19 0.30 8.07 0.31 0.35

Range 5.72 
s 

31.81

11.22
5

24.55

2.83 
S 

10.68

2.05
5

7.29

37.65
5

57.54

0.73
5

5.86

0.18 
$ 

16.43

0.59 
s 

7.71

0.12 
$ 

0.64

0.33 
s 

21.73

0.16
J

0.72

0
S
2.83

dust stands in different condition. Most of them are 

finely dispersed and hardly appear as Inclusion. They 

are not in a dead-burnt state, so free limes in kiln 

dust are not affected apparently on cement soundness 

as in clinker. Small amount of kiln dust incorpora

ted in cement will not cause unsoundness.

Table 5 Reactivity of kiln dust

Compressive strength 3M strength
Sample at 3 months (MPa) ratio 7o

Kiln dust A 46.6 113

Kiln dust В 51.7 125

Kiln dust C 42.4 102

Fly ash 48.8 117

Slag 46.3 112

Pozzolana 48.2 116

Quartz 41.5 100

Kiln dust presents certain reactivity during cement 

hardening process. By comparing cement with 30% kiln 

dust to the same cement with 30% quartz it shows that 

the compressive strength ratio at 3 months are greater 

than 100% (Table 5).

Table 6 presents the compressive strength of ordinary 

portland cement and blast-furnace portland cement with 

5% and 8% kiln dust respectively in comparison with 

corresponding cement without kiln dust addition. It 

proves that the strength of cements with kiln dust 

continously develop in long term. Other performance 

such as shrinkage, permeability and frozen resistance 

have been proved not to be changed as well, so it is 

considered that kiln dust can be used as a filler to 

incorporate into cement.

Table 6 Compressive strength of cements with kiln dust

lant Kiln Compressive strength (MPa) Relative value /.
No. етеП УРе dU7't 3days ydays 28days bmonths 5years 3days 7days 28days bmonths 5years

ordinary 0 

ordinary 5 

Blast-furnace slag 0 

Blast-furnace slag 8

ordinary 0 

ordinary 5 

Blast-furnace slag 0 

Blast-furnace slag 8

17.4 28.4 42.1 68.0 78.0 100 100 100 100 100

19.1 31.2 45.3 69.4 83.6 110 110 108 102 107

18.2 27.6 43.4 68.4 78.8 100 100 100 100 100

17.9 28.4 45.3 72.0 85.4 98 103 104 105 108

14.7 26.3 42.6 64.9 72.9 100 100 100 100 100

17.5 29.4 46.3 69.9 76.4 119 112 109 108 105

15.4 25.7 45.1 68.8 80.8 100 100 100 100 100

15.1 26.6 45.0 67.7 80.3 98 104 100 98 99



GEbTIUE ET ASSURANCE DE LA QUALITE DES ESSAIS.

ud passation des marches de fourniture, 
ou d'une facjon plus simple la vente, a pour 
objet le transfer! ä l'utilisateur des produits 
ou composants aptes ä satisfalre ses besoins. 
L'aptitude en question est mesuree par le 
moyen des essais, contemporains (essais de 
reception) ou prealables au contrat (marque 
de qualite) ; les essais sur des prelevements 
conservatoires permettant eventuellement la 
verification ulterieure de la qualite de la 
fourniture. Dans tous les cas, les essais 
associent ä des echantillons representatifs 
d'un produit, ici le ciment, des caracteristiques 
definies, mesurees sur 1' echantillon lui-meme 
ou sur des corps d'epreuve prepares specialement, 
en mortier le plus souvent ; la mesure etant 
effectuee dans des conditions speclfiees, confor- 
mement ä un document : la norme d'essai. 
(La norme de produit rattache, par ailleurs, 
la caracteristique mesuree lors de l'essai 
ä la performance impliquee par 11 application, 
c'est-ä-dire le beton.

En milieu industriel, seule la pratique 
reguliere des essais permet, en- permanence, 
le pilotage des fabrications au voisinage 
de l'optimum economique. "Sans essais, pas 
de qualite" pourrait-on dire, cet aphorisme 
ne doit pas en cacher un autre : "pas d'essais 
sans qualite" qui est la cheville ouvriere 
de ma contribution.

La qualite est 1'aptitude objective a 
satisfaire les besoins de l'utilisateur. II
faut distinguer la qualite de l'utilite, bien 
qu'elles soient quelquefois egales ; elles
le sont quand nous offrons une chaise confortable 
ä un homme fatigue mats remarquons que 
si nous offrons une deuxieme chaise de meme 
qualite, son utilite est ä peu pres nulle. 
La satisfaction n'est pas toujours proportionnelle 
ä l'utilite (l'air est plus utile que l'or). 
En outre, sauf ä vivre isole, pour chaque 
individu, ä la satisfaction de sa propre
fonction d'utilite, peut s'ajouter (ou se retran- 
cher) celle qu'il retire de la satisfaction 
de la fonction d'utilite d'autrui, c'est ce 
que PARETO a nomme 1' ophelimite.

La qualite, qui seule retient notre 
attention, ne peut s'apprecier que par rapport 
ä des criteres objectifs. .

Dans le domaine des essais ou 11 у 
a peu de tris, pratiquement ni rebut ni retouche 
et pas d’apres-vente, les defaillances ne 
sent generalement pas mesurables directement. 
La qualite ne peut etre que constitutive et 
contemporaine de l'essai, eile n'est maltrisable 
que par la mise en place effective d'un Systeme 
de gestion de la qualite recouvrant trois 
fonctions : definition, obtention et verification 
de la qualite. L* assurance de la qualite 
apporte ensuite la preuve d’une bonne gestion
et fait la demonstration que la qualite est 
obtenue. Pour cela, quelques actions sont
necessaires et süffisantes ; ä 1'occasion de
son accreditation par le Reseau Nationale 
d’Essais, le C.E.R.I.L.H. les a mises en
oeuvre ou developpees.

Sur la base des dispositions du guide

1SO/IEC25-1982 "Prescriptions generales concer
nant la competence technique des laboratoires 
d'essais", une politique de gestion de la 
qualite est manifestee par 1'existence d'un 
Systeme dont les bases sont :

- un responsable, agissant par delegation 
de la Direction Generale dote du pouvoir
et des moyens necessaires pour que soient
identifies les problemes lies ä la qualite
et pour provoquer et controler les actions
correctives opportunes. Charge du suivi de 
la qualite telle qu'elle est formalisee (manuel, 
plans qualite) et vecue (audits), 11 prepare 
le rapport annuel et I'echeancier Assurance 
qualite, propose les actions de formation 
et d' information et assure les relations avec 
les organismes d' accreditation et les partenaires 
exterieurs.

un Manuel Qualite. Document qui 
explicite les dispositions generales prises 
par le laboratoire pour obtenir et garantir 
la qualite des prestations d'essai ; redige 
dans un climat de participation des intervenants 
et revisable.

des Plans Qualite, specifiques aux
differents groupes d'essais : physiques et 
mecaniques, chimiques, calorimetriques. Ils
indiquent les modes operatoires, les materiels 
d'essais ainsi que les precautions prises pour
1'obtention effective de la qualite requise.

Responsable, Manuel, Plans sont les
seules obligations de moyens, les autres obliga
tions qui s'expriment en termes de resultat, 
sont resumees au tableau I et developpees 
dans ce qui suit.

Tableau I . Le programme de gestion 
et d’assurance de la qualite.

ACTION FONCTION DOMAINE

1. Pr^voir dans le detail toutes les 
modalit^s qui affectent la quality, 
d^gager les facteurs d'influence.

Definition de 
la qualite

2. Rudiger les dispositions prises en 
vue d'obtenir la quality.

Obtention de Gestion

3. Attribuer les roles, designer les 
responsables et obtenir des condui- 
tes conformes aux dispositions 
sp6cifiees.

la qualite
qualit e

4. Organiser I'autocontrole Verification de 
la qualite

5. Analyser les defaillances, trailer les 
anomalies et les reclamations.

6. Participer A des essais interlabo- 
ratoires. Demonstration 

de la
Assurance 

de la

7. Declencher des audits internes. Pre
parer et suivre un ёсНёапс1ег d'assu
rance quality.

qualite qualite

8. Appartenir A un r£seau d'accredi
tation et se soumettre aux audits 
externes.
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1. DEFINITION DE LA QUALITE.

La definition de la qualite passe
par la prevision dans le detail de toutes 
les modalites qui affectent la qualite des 
essais comme cela se deduit de l'analyse 
des facteurs d'influence. Cette action est
ä la charge des commissions de normalisation, 
eile constitue un prealable ä la redaction 
de la norme. Elle a ete pleinement assumee
par le CEN TC 
par exemple le 
termination des

51 pour les normes d’essais, 
projet EN 196 parti I "De
resistances mecaniques" est

un modele du genre.

Dans ce domaine des essais mecaniques, 
FERET a propose des 1892 l'eprouvette 4x4x16 cm 
Au Congres International tenu en 1900 pendant 
l'exposition universelle, la FRANCE а pre-
conise le mortier plastique 1/3. En 1943,
dans un article en forme de "suggestions
au sujet des methodes normales d'essai des 
Hants hydrauliques", FERET a rappele l'essentiel 
de ce qui lui paraissait recommandable :

- un mortier de composition granulometri- 
que etendue,

- des prismes .4x4x16 cm,
- 1'adoption d'une quantite fixe d'eau 

de gächage,
- une temperature uniforme de 20° C dans 

les locaux,
- une mecanisation du gächage.

Dans les annees 50, un comite mixte 
R1LEM -CEMBUREAU a redige, sur ces principes, 
une methode d'essai en compression du mortier, 
presentee par M. DUTRON, adoptee par CEMBUREAU 
ä HELSINKI en aout 1956 et par la RILEM 
ä la Convention Permanente de Munich de 
septembre 1956, cette methode a ete retenue 
par le Comite ISO/TC/71 dans sa recommandation 
ISO.R 679 de 1968 (revisee en 1982) avant 
d'etre reprise, completee et precisee par 
le CEN : projet EN 158 d'octobre 1980 devenu 
en aoüt 1982 le projet EN 196 partie I.

2. DISPOSITIONS A PRENDRE.

Des dispositions sont prises pour 
que les locaux aient des caracteristiques 
en rapport avec les exigences des essais. 
Dans certaines salles ou enceintes, la temperature 
et I'humidite relative de 1'air doivent etre 
regulees et enregistrees. La vitesse de circulation 
de l'air peut etre limitee (inferieure ä 0,5 
m/s pour les mesures calorimetriques selon 
la norme P 15 - 436).

Les instruments font 1'ob jet lors de 
1'acquisition d'une evaluation de leurs perfor
mances, leurs qualites metrologiques sont 
qualifiees par comparaison avec les exigences 
des normes. Ils sont etalonnes p6riodiquement 
et les grandeurs sont rattachees aux £talons 
nationaux. Le Bureaux National de Metrologie 
(В.N.M.) ayant mis en place un Systeme coherent 
de dissemination des unites de mesure, les 
laboratoires d'essais pensent faire etalonner 
leurs instruments par des centres agrees 
B-N.M. qui garantissent le' raccordement aux 
etalons nationaux (figure 2). Les reetalonnages 

sont realises selon un planning preetabli, 
consignes par ecrit, materialises par des etiquettes 
qui peuvent comporter les constantes mesurees 
(figure 3).

Dans les mesures comparatives, un 
produit de reference est utilise pour Г etalonnage: 

ciment etalon franpais, disponible au CERILH 
ou ciment etalon americain, disponible au 
NBS.

Suite ä la resolution 76, prise a 
ROME en 1982, la constitution d'un stock de 
sable europeen de reference est actuellement 
prepares par le CEN. Ce sable doit permettre 
d'etalonner les sables nationaux.

Les produits ä essayer, les prelevements 
faits, les eprouvettes preparees en vue des 
essais, les corps d'epreuve sont references 
et marques de fapon ä se rattacher au lot 
d'origine. La gestiön du Systeme de reference 
permet de situer les en-cours geographiquement 
(salle de conservation dans 1'eau, armoire 
humide) et par rapport au temps (temps legal 
et äge des essais). Cette trafabilite permet, 
notamment en cas d'anomalie, la raise en cause 
d'essais effectues dans un local identifie ä 
une epoque determinee (coupure du courant 
par exemple).

L'obtention de la qualite commence 
done par la redaction des dispositons ci-dessus 
aptes ä la mise en pratique des specifications 
des normes. Dans cet esprit, un document 
de reference dont il convlendra de tenir compte 
pour les essais relatifs ä la resistance mecanique 
est le guide redige sous I'egide de CEMBUREAU 
pour un groupe anime par le Docteur KOELIKER 
(Manual for Testing of strength of Cement 
draft 1981) pour 1'application de la norme 
CEN.

3. ATTRIBUTION DES ROLES.

Les Operateurs doivent etre formes 
ä :

- conduire les essais conformement 
au Plan Qualite,

- rendre compte de toute anomalie,
- ne deroger aux dispositions du Plan 

■ Qualite qu'avec 1'accord de 1'encadrement,
- enregistrer les mesures et les identifica

tions utiles de fa?on ä formaliser le suivi 
des essais et permettre eventuellement le traitement 
des non conformites.

Les specifications des modes operatoires 
impliquent la competence de 1'Operateur, les 
dispositions prises ne doivent pas etre un 
obstacle ä la confiance qui lui est falte 
ni le decharger de la responsabilite de la 
täche qu'il accomplit.

Un des roles du responsable qualite
est precisemment d'animer 1'ensemble des personnes 
impliquees par 1' organisation de la qualite
en vue d'obtenir 1’adhesion complete ä I'etat 
d'esprit qualite ; mais I'adhesion n'est pas 
tout, 1'entretien et 1'acquisition des connaissances 
ne doivent pas etre sous estimes non plus



que les moyens materiels mis ä la disposition 
de ■chacun.

MATERIELS DE MESURE ET D'ESSAI
Ce tableau orecise Г identification, la situation, les caracteristiques et 
sa frequence de chacun des, appareils et instruments de mesure utilises, 
considere sent aussi indiques.

e mode d’etalonnage ainsi que 
Les responsables du materiel

DESIGNATION IDENTIFICATION
CARACTERISTIQUES 
SPECIFICATION 

D*ACHAT
MAINTENANCE ETALONNAGE RESPONSABLES

Balance ana- 
lytique digi
tale.

SARTORIUS type 
2474 Piece 207

portee 160 g au 
. 0,01 mg

Entretien an
nuel par four
nisseur OSI

Verification 
trimestrielle 
au moyen des 
poids etalon
nes

Mme B.

M. P.

Balance de 
precision di
gitale

SARTORIUS type 
2257 piece 207

portee 1600 g au 
0,01 g

Entretien an
nuel par fou- 
nisseur OSI

IDEM Mme B.

M. P.

Boite de polds 
RP1 etalonnes

PROLABO n°34924 
piece 209

masses 100 a 1 g 
et divislonnaires

Mise ä dispo
sition par 
Chef Section

Rattache BNM 
Certificat LNE 
n° 408 211/1

Mme B.

Mme B.

Four electri- 
que reglable 
ä ventilation 
naturelle

PIEZO CERAM type
TH4 
piece 201

temperature maxi
mum 1300°C 4000W

Intervention 
du fournisseur 
en cas de be- 
soin

Verification 
mensuelle de 
la temperatu
re 1OOO±25°C 
et apres cha- 
que interven
tion

M. P.

Four electri- 
que reglable 
ä ventilation 
naturelie

PIEZO CERAM type 
TT50P 33 P pa
lter 2e etage

temperature maxi
mum 1600°C 3500W

' IDEM IDEM 
1200 ± 25° C M. P. 

_________________-

TABLEAU II - Exirait d'un tableau de maintenance et d'etalonnage

r£seau NATIONAL 
D'ESSAIS

FIGURE 1. LE LOGO RNE
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LABORATOIRE NATIONAL D’ESSALS 

Departement
Metrologie et Instruments de Mesure

CENTRE D'tTALONNAGE m6CANIQUE 
1, rue Gaston-Boissier —, 75015 PARIS 

T4L: (1) 532.29.89 

Täex: LNE 202 319 F

Centre d’tialonnige agrti 

par le

BUREAU NATIONAL DE METROLOGIE

chaine d’italonnage unitis micaniques

FIGURE 2
centre d’etalonnage agree BNMEn tete d’un certificat d'etalonnage emis par - un

(arrete du 11 mars 1977)

■ FIGURE 3
Modele d'etiquette pour un calorimetre avec ITndication des constantes de 1 appareil.



Д. EXERCICE DE L'AUTOCONTROLE.
Des lors que l'operateur sait ce qu'on 

attend de lui, pent mesurer si ce qu'il fait 
correspond ä ce qu'on attend de lui, _ pent 
aeir sur le deroulement de l'essai l’auto- 
controle est possible et peut-etre organiser 
par :

— des essais a blanc pour tester
l'appareillage. ,

- des essais de repetabilite,
— le recours a des echantillons types,
- la comparaison des methodes, dans
certains cas, ,
-la coherence des resultats.

5. TRAITEMENT DES ANOMALIES.

Avec le traitement formalise des anomalies 
commence 1'assurance de la qualite.

Tout ecart par rapport ä une situation 
prevue, decele au labor atoire, constitue une 
anomalie. Toute anomalie est traitee, en particu- 
lier 1'anomalie de fonctionnement des materiels 
ou conditions d'essais fait remonter I'arbre 
des causes, provoque la remise en, question 
des reglages, de I'entretien, de I'etalonnage 
avec mise hors service eventuelle jusqu'a 
conformlte.

Il est utile de distinguer les modes 
de defaillances puis de classer leurs consequences 
(mineure, significative, critique, catastrophique). 
L'analyse des risques doit etre, conduite dans 
I'esprit d'une prevention adaptee (maintenance 
des groupes de froid а Г entree de la saison 
chaude).

6. ESSAIS 1NTERLABORATOIRES.

Les resultats d'une mesure sont entaches, 
par rapport ä la valeur vraie, m, de la 
grandeur, d'erreurs provenant de deux sour
ces : une erreur de repetition et une erreur
de laboratoire. Le resultat d'une mesure
peut etre represente de la faqon suivan- 
te :

1 . est 1'erreur entre les laboratoires,

i = 1, 2, .... p

p est le nombre de laboratoires.

La valeur moyenne de cette erreur L est 
nulle mais sa variance n'est pas nulle.Celle-ci 
a pour expression V(L) ouCTz(L). C'est la vari
ance de laboratoire.

. n

n

Гerreur de repetition dans un meme labo- 
d'indice i 
к = 1, 2

ei kest 
ra’toire

est le nombre de resultats ou d'essais 
dans le laboratoire.
La valeur moyenne de 1'erreur е.д est 

nulle mais sa variance n'est pas nulle. ’ Elle 
a pour expression : V(r) ou 0" (r). C est la va
riance de repetabilite.

L'ensemble des np_ resultats est 
caracterise 9Par une moyenne X et une variance 
V(R) ou <J (R). Celle-ci est la variance de 
reproductibilite qui caracterise la distribution 
de l'ensemble des mesures.
On a : V(R) = V(L) + V (r)
que 1'on peut ecrire <TZ(R) =<j(L) +o'(r)
en general CT(R) est beaucoup plus grand que(J(r)

La valeur vraie, m, est en general, 
sinon toujours, differente de la valeur moyenne
X. Toutefois, on peut_estimer la valeur maximale 
de 1' erreur |m - X|. En effet si I'on se
donne un petit nombre, et , appele seuil des 
probabilites significatives ou niveau de significa
tion, on peut trouver deux nombres X te^s
que la probabilite que 1'on ait : Л 
soit egale ou superieure ä 1 -o<

L' Intervalle entre les 2 nombres zl et X 
est l'intervalle de confiance bilaterale. 1 -o( 
est appele niveau de confiance, c'est la probabili- 
te pour que l'intervalle calcule contienne la valeur 
vraie.

Selon le fascicule de documentation X 06-0 
41 de la collection des normes fran?aises, l'inter
valle de confiance bilaterale, au niveau de confi
ance 1 -<X= 0,95 pour la valeur vraie m, est l'in
tervalle :

Tt 1,96\№2 _ (1 - 1)
\f p n p

Lorsque 1'on a pu determiner par 
un essai interlaboratoires les caracteristiques 
des lois de reproductibilite, CT (R), et de 
repetabilite, C(r), il est possible de connaTtre 
l'intervalle de confiance lie ä une moyenne 
de resultats d’une autre mesure de meme 
nature. Cette autre mesure peut etre effectuee 
par un nombre de laboratoires inferieur au 
nombre p de 1'essai interlaboratoires et chacun 
d'eux peut avoir obtenu un nombre de resultats 
different de n.

De meme, on peut, d'apres (R) 
et G* (r), estimer 1'ecart maximal admissible 
entre les moyennes des mesures de deux 
laboratoires qui effectueraient un essai 
different de 1'essai interlaboratoires et 
dont 1'un aurait obtenu n^ et 1* autre n£ 
resultats.

En effet, d'apres le 
au seuilde = 5 % ou (1
avoir :

2^'vK')

fascicule X 06-041, 
-o<)= 0,95, on doit

si n £ = n =1

|X1 - X2I 41.96
2

2 <F(R) = 2,77<TXR)

Ce mode d'utilisation ulterieure des 
caracteristiques de la dispersion d'une methode 
d'essai, qui ont ete determinees au cours 
de 1'essai interlaboratoires, est tres utile 
(Tableau III).



b

Ces essais en commun conduits par 
le C.E.R.I.L.H. depuis 1949 ont ete etendus 
en I960 ä 1'ensemble des essais courants
du ciment. Ils regroupent maintenant environ 
cent cinquante participants. Ils permettent 
chaque annee aux laboratoires de confronter 
leurs resultats ä l'ensemble des mesures.

7. PRATIQUE DE L'AUDIT INTERNE.

Un audit interne est declenchee dans chaque u
nite technique (chimie.calorimetrie.etc..) 
une fois par an par le Responsable Qualite 
avec la participation du responsable technique.

TABLEAU III. APPLICATION DES ESSAIS INTERLABORATOIRES AUX MESURES DE CHALEUR D'HYDRATATION.
A. Les resultats des mesures de chaleur d'hydratation sont fournis ä diverses echeances jusqu'ä cinq 

jours. A titre indicatif les echeances de 12h, lj, 3j, 5j, peuvent etre retenues.
Les ecarts types de repetabilite (r) et de reproductibilite (R) determines selon le fascicule de docu
mentation XO6-O41 "Fidelite d'une methode d'essai. Guide pour les essais interlaboratoires", sont les 
suivants :

B. Intervalles de confiance bilateraux, en J.g”^ .rapportes ä un resultat ou ä la moyenne de deux ou 
quatre resultats.

t 12 h 1 1 3 j . 5 1
(r) (J.g-1 ) 10 10 10 10
(R) (J.g -1 ) 15 15 20 20

Valeurs moyennes (J.g"' ) obtenues lors des essais 
interlaboratoires (ä titre indicatif).

150 
ä 

250

285 
ä 
360

350 
ä 

400

360 
ä

410

0. Ecarts admissibles entre les resultats de deux mesures ou de deux moyennes en J.g

Cas retenus

Vis-ä-vis 
du 

laboratoire

Vis-ä-vis de l'ensemble

des laboratoires

12 h,l j 12 h et 1 j 3 j et 5 j
1 resultat dans 1 laboratoire + 20 + 30 + 40

2 resultats dans 1 laboratoire t 14 t 26 + 37

Entre 2 
laboratoires

1 resultat par laboratoire + 20 + 21 + 28

2 resultats par laboratoire + 14 + 18 + 26

■---- Cas retenus 12 h 1 j 3 j 5 1
2 resultats dans 1 laboratoires : |X^X2l 28 28 28 28

entre deux 
LABORATOIRES

1 resultat par laboratoire : |X^—X2I 42 42 55 55

2 resultats par laboratoire : |X^—X2I 37 37 52 52



L'audit a pour but de deceler les 
risques de non qualite dans le laboratoire. 
C'est un examen methodique qui vise ä caracteri- 
ser principalement :

- I'efficacite des modes operatoires,
- I'efficacite des procedures,
- le respect des procedures et des 
modes operatoires.

L' audit doit etre conduit en se plaqant 
autant qu'on peut sur le terrain (et non co
mme un scribe installe sur les gradins et qui 
critique les phases du combat dans 1'are
ne !) Le but de 1'audit est de supprimer 
les imperfections en decelant les points d'applica
tion des actions correctives et en identifiant 
les opportunites pour 1* 1 amelioration. A 1'occasion 
de 1'audit on verifie que les actions preventives 
ou correctives prises anterieurement ont porte 
les effets escomptes.

Le reseau national d'essais RNE dispose 
d'une methode d' investigation qui lui permet 
d'evaluer le degre de conformlte de 1'organisa- 
tion interne du laboratoire avec les exigences 
du referentiel. L’audit lui permet, par 1'informa
tion prealable (questionnaire), 1'interview, 
la consultation de documents et la vifeite 
des installations de constater que pour les 
differentes activites elementaires, 1'action 
ä mener est bien prise en compte, la procedure 
decrivant ce qu'il faut faire et par qui le 
faire existe et est complete et que son applica
tion est verifiee.

]_' accredi tat ion par le reseau materiali- 
see par le droit d'usage d'un logo (figure
1) correspond pour le laboratoire ä la reconnais
sance de sa capacite technique ä realiser 
pour le compte de tiers les prestations d'essais 
pour lesquelles il est accredite.

La creation du Reseau National d'Essais 
permet la creation d'un pole de coherence 
et de competence en matiere d'essais. Un 
reseau de laboratoire dont la credibilite 
ne puisse etre mlse en doute, c'est aussi 
un moyen de repondre au besoin des utilisateurs 
qui exigent des assurances quant ä la qualite 
des essais par lesquels ils orientent leurs 
decisions. En outre, 1' accreditation est reque 
avec fierte par chacun des intervenants du 
laboratoire ce qui contribue ä developper 
Г esprit Qualite. La satisfaction du personnel 
resulte du double sentiment de . bien faire 
et de faire quelque chose d'utile. A mesure 
que cette aptitude s'accroit et que des progres 
sont realises, d'autres deviennent accessibles 
et sont souhaites. La recherche de la qualite 
est alors qualifiante pour 1‘individu. Les 
differents systemes nationaux d' accreditation 
coordonnent leurs efforts au sein de 1'ILAC. 
Dans le domaine des materiaux cette concertation 
s'effectue principalement par la RILEM laquelle 
participe depuis 1977 aux travaux de 1'ILAC.

Le principe d'un nouveau Comite 
Technique sur les Procedures d'Evaluation 
pour les Laboratoires de. reference du ciment 
et du beton au sein de la Rilem a ete retenu

8. ACCREDITATION.

ä la reunion du Conseil General ä WASHINGTON, 
en septembre 1985 а Г initiative de M FROHNSDORFF 
(ETATS-UNIS) et du Dr. BASILIO (BRESIL).
Dans un large domaine couvrant : 1' harmonisation 
des methodes d'essais, la reconnaissance
mutuelle des controles, la mise en place des 
systemes d'assurance de la qualite, les essais 
d' intercomparaison, 1'audit et 1' accreditation
des laboratoires, ce comite peut entreprendre 
en 1986 Le recensement des procedures, la 
tenue d'un symposium pour la confrontation 
des experiences en 1987 et ulterieurement 
la preparation d'un guide de bonne pratique.

л * * * 
Au terme de cette communication, 

il Importe peut etre de bien distinguer d'une 
part, la gestion de la qualite des nroduits 
attestee par la certification, et d'autre part, 
la gestion de la qualite des essais dont temoigne 
1' accredition. Pourtant un certain parallelisme 
existe entre les deux demarches, comme cela 
apparaft au tableau IV.

La I certification des produits I met 
desormais en oeuvre trois niveaux de contro
les : controle de fabrication (niveau 1) auto- 
contröle (niveau 2) et controle par le service 
de verification (niveau 3). L' attribution 
du droit d'usage de la marque NF-VP des 
ciments, laquelle est geree par le Comite 
de la Marque, s'appuie sur les essais realises 
aux niveaux 2 et 3 aux conditions suivantes, 
relatives ä la resistance, ä la compression :

a) VERIFICATION DU BON ETALONNAGE.
Les prelevements effectues au — titre 

du controle NF-VP (12 par an au minimum) 
sont chacun divises en deux parts egales, 
1'une etant essayee par le laboratoire du 
Service de Verification (ville de Paris) donne 
un resultat x. , 1'autre essayee par le laboratoire 
du fabricant un resultat y^.

On s'assure d'abord que les differences 
df = у i - x j ne sont pas exagerement 

dispersees. A cette fin, on verifie que la 
valeur em definle par la formule ci-dessous
est inferieure a un seuil e o = 1 MP

em = l/n\j ^(Yi - xi)2 - 1/n ^5,(yi-xi i|2 = rfn- 

n devant etre au meins egal ä 12. "*

b) VERIFICATION DE L'HCMDGENEITE DE L'AUTO- 
CONTROLE.

La verification ci-dessus etant faite, 
il convient de s'assurer que les essais d'etalonna- 
ge du fabricant (sur prelevement Ville de Paris) 
appartiennent, avec une forte probabilite, ä 
la meme distribution statistique que I'enserrble 
des resultats de 1'autocontrole. A cette fin» 
on calcule : . 

formale dans laquelle M est la moyenne de 1'ensem
ble des resultats du fabricant et leur ecart
type, m la moyenne de ses n essais d'etalonnage 
(12 en principe). .

Pour u 2,58 on serait conduit ä ccnclure 
ä la non identite de deux populations avec un
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risque d'erreur de 1 %.

c) CORRECTION D'ETALCMNAGE.

Dans le processus de verification de la 
conformite aux normes par Utilisation des resultats 
de 1 'autocontröle ces demiers sent introduits 
dans les calculs apres avoir effectue la correction 
d'etalonnage. En pratique le parametre M (moyenne) 
de la distribution statistique de 1'autocontröle 
est rerrplace par :

M + m' - m (oü M est la moyenne de 1'autocon
tröle, m' la moyenne des essais NF-VP de l'e- 
talonnage et m la moyenne des essais d'etalo- 
nnage du fabricant.

Ces verifications et correction etant 
faites, la distribution des valeurs de 1'autocontrö
le doit satisfaire aux conditions fixees pour 
les limites nominales des classes de la norme 
NF.P.15-301 avec les probabilites suivantes :

. 90 % pour les valeurs minimales ä 2 jeurs

. 99 % pour les valeurs minimales ä 28 jours

. 90 % pour les valeurs maximales ä 28 jours

Une certaine analogie apparait ä cet egard 
entre les principaux systemes europeens de certifi - 
cation des produits permettant d'envisager entre 
les pays une reconnaissance mutuelle des procedures 
de certification (projet du sous-comite du CEN 
anime par M. VAN KLAVEREN).

S4

I L'accreditatiOT|s'applique deja en FRANCE aux 
laboratoires qui interviennent au niveau 3 pour le 
beton et ses constituants (ciment, adjuvants, etc..) 
progressivement, eile peut concemer ceux du niveau
2. Elie qualifie, corrme nous 1'avons vu, une organi
sation et une aptitude ä gerer la qualite des essais. 
Elie inpllque notarrment le rattachement des grandeurs 
prlncipales aux etalons nationaux. Elie correspond, 
eile aussi ä trois niveaux de contröle : 1'autocon
tröle, par 1'unite technique (niveau I), 1'audit 
interne et 1'assurance de la qualite (niveau 
II) et 1'audit externe (niveau III). Gere par 
le Reseau National d'Essais pour la FRANCE (par 
des Conmissions sectorielles specialisees : bailment 
Genie Civil etc...), la procedure s'inscrit dans 
une perspective de reconnaissance nutuelle de 
1'accreditation des laboratoires au sein de 1'ILAC 
(International Laboratory Accreditation Conference).

CERTIFICATION DE QUALITE ACCREDITATION

Niveau 1 contröle de fabrication
Niveau 2 autocontröle du fabricant
Niveau 3 contröle du service de verification

Niveau 1 autocontröle par 1'unite technique
Niveau 11 audit interne et assurance de la qualite
Niveau III audit externe par I'organisme accrediteur

Inplique des conditions de prise en conpte des 
resultats

Inplique des conditions de realisation des essais

Geree par le Comite de Marque Geree par le Reseau National d'Essais

Evolution vers la reconnaissance nutuelle des cer
tifications (CEN)

Evolution vers la reconnaissance nutuelle des accre
ditations (ILAC).

TABLEAU IV
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EVALUATION OF POZiOLANIC ACTIVITY AND ITS IMPACT ON SPECIFICATION OF 
BLENDED CEMENTS.

INTRODUCTION

India has a long tradition in manufacture and use of 
blended cements, which presently comprise nearly three- 
fourth of the total cement production. Portland pozzolana 
cements (PPG), which comprise nearly half the total 
production, are made with flyashes and/or calcined clay 
pozzolana (CCP), mostly interground with cement clinker 
and gypsum.

Like in many other countries, cement specifications 
in India have some prescriptive and some performance 
requirements; characteristics and permissible proportion 
of pozzolana being such prescriptive requirements. In 
an effort to make the cement specifications as much 
performance-oriented as possible, the need of separate 
tests for pozzolanic materials in specifications of portland 
pozzolana cement (IS : 1489-1976) has been questioned. 
While the debate continues, it is held that, in order 
to ensure special properties of PPG claimed in standard 
specifications, viz better resistance to leaching, aggressive 
waters and alikali-reactive aggregates and reducing 
unsoundness due to free lime and magnesia hydration, 
some test to ensure its adequate reactivity to lime
systems is necessary. Such tests are also necessary to 
distinguish a pozzolana from a totally inert additive, 
for which performance requirements in terms of setting 
and compressive strength are not adequate. With this 
as a background, this paper reviews the characteristics 
of pozzolana and portland pozzolana cements in the 
country and makes recommendation for improvements 
in the cement specifications and methods of evaluation 
of pozzolanic materials.

CURRENT SPECIFICATIONS

IS: 1489-1976 permit addition of 10 to 25 percent pozzolana 
material in the manufacture of PPC. Being used as 
an all-purpose cement for plain and reinforced concrete 
interchangeably with ordinary portland cement, the 
specification requirements of compressive strength at 
3, 7 and 28 days and setting times, in case of both types 
of cements, are identical. However, no tests for durability 
which may have a bearing on the long-term performance 
are prescribed. The pozzolanic materials are required 
to conform to requirements of IS: 3812 (Part I) - 1981 
in case of flyashes and IS: 1344-1981 in case of CCP. 
As is common in many other countries (1,2), these 
requirements are in terms of chemical composition, 
fineness, drying shrinkage, lime-reactivity test (8 days 
at 50°C) as well as minimum 80 percent strength at 
28 days in cement activity test with 20 percent replace
ment of cement by the pozzolanic material.

Out of these, pozzolanic activity has been found to 
have poor correlation with broad limits of chemical 
requirements specified, especially because the pozzolana 
used are essentially silica-and alumina-bearing, and 
pozzolana with sizeable calcium oxide content are seldom 
encountered. Fineness in terms of specific surface area 
(Blaine's) is important, but particle-size-distribution 
(fractions below 10 pm) is found to correlate better 
with pozzolanic activity (3). In order to evaluate the 
pozzolanic activity, one has, therefore, to fall back 
upon, the physical tests involving reactivity to lime, 
e.g. lime-reactivity and cement activity tests.

CHARACTERISTICS OF POZZOLANA AND CEMENTS

Large number of samples of pozzolana materials, clinkers 
and cements produced with these (both OPC and PPC) 
in different cement plants were evaluated periodically. 
A summary of results of lime-reactivity (LR) and cement 
activity tests of pozzolana are described in Fig. 1 & 2 respecti
vely. It is seen that the pozzolana used in about 30 percent

Fig. 1 : Histogram 
materials.
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samples ./did not satisfy the requirement of minimum 
40 kg/cm2 lime-reactivity (Fig. 1). However, most of 
the samples satisfied the requirement of 80 percent 
cement activity and correlation with lime-reactivity 
was poor and the trend erratic (Fig. 2).

Reasons for this are not difficult to seek. Replacement 
of 20 percent cement amounts to a corresponding increase 
in the water-cement ratio and the resultant strength, 
in absence of any contribution from the pozzolana 
upto 28 days, could be of the order of 75 to 80 percent 
of the control (Fig. 3). Further modifications in the 

Fig. 3 : Effect of increasing w/c ratio by 20% on relative
strength.

strength result due to the effect of granulometry of 
the pozzolana material in water requirement for the 
constant flow (105 percent). These are corroborated 
by the results in Table 1.

TABLE - 1

where 20 percent cement was replaced by inert additives 
like ground limestone and sand. It is seen that the

REACTIVITY OF INERT ADDITIVES WITH 
LIME AND CEMENT

SI
No

Fineness 
cm /g

Lime 
reacti
vity 2 
kg/cm

Cement 
reacti
vity 2 
kg/cm

Increase (4) 
or decrease 
(-) in water 

requirement %

A1 3085 1.5 80 - 0.7
A2 3290 1.4 74 0
A3 3590 1.2 70 + 0.7
B4 3010 1.5 60 + 3.5
B5 3350 1.8 55 + 4.1
B6 3475 2.3 52 + 4.8

* A1 to Aj limestone, B, to B. sand4 6

resultant strength was of the order of 52-80 percent 
of the control, depending mainly on the modification 
of. water demand. On the other hand, some pozzolana 
material having relatively high LR were found to have 
resulted in cement activity lower than 80 percent, 
because of increased water demand (Fig. 2).

The dosage of pozzolana material used in manufacture 
of ppc jn India usually ranges between 10 to 15 percent. 
Data on strengths of PPC and OPC obtained from the 
clinker used in the manufacture,, whenever ground to 
comparable finenesses, are given in Table 2.

TABLE - 2

STRENGTHS OF PPC AND OPC - PLANT DATA

Cement 
Plant

Fineness -
cm /g

Ratio of Strength 
PPC / OPC

OPC PPC 7 days 28 days

1 3755 3800 0.65 0.74
4090 4355 0.61 0.74

2 2755 3325 0.92 0.85
3 2965 3000 0.96 0.94
4 3086 3473 0.98 0.95
5 2855 3863 0.88 0.97

2519 3293 0.89 0.87
3074 3872 - 0.87

6 3474 3608 0.72 0.63
7 2871 ‘ 3413 0.91 0.87
8 2941 3504 0.87 0.90
9 3546 3782 0.89 0.90
10 3453 3826 1.24 1.02
11 3726 3826 1.00 1.06
12 3050 345 3 0.52 0.70
13 3293 3696 ' 0.82 0.78
14 3826 - 3896 0.78 0.74
15 4659 4684 0.90 1.03
16 3765 3750 0.80 0.79
17 3300 3655 0.98 1.02
18 2822 325 2 1.10 1.10
19 3395 3375 0.78 0.83
20 3020 3128 0.91 1.07
21 3113 3273 . 0.87 0.91

It would be seen that inspite of somewhat lower percentage 
of pozzolana in industrial production, the strength ratios 
were more or less similar to cement-activity indices 
and age of testing (7 or 28 days) did not make much 
difference. This would point to the fact that not much 
of pozzolanic reaction was taking place upto 28 days. 
This is corroborated by X-ray diffraction studies carried 
out in the manner suggested by Costa and Massazza (4;. 
Typical results indictated that the reduction of CH upto 
28 days in the presence of pozzolana was not high. 
Typical scanning electron micrographs upto 28 days' 
hydration (Fig. 4 & 5), showed substantial proportion of 
unreactcd flyash or ССР-particles with some hydration 
products.



Fig. 4 : Electron micrograph showing unreacted fly 
ash particle.

Fig. 5 : Electron micrograph showing unreacted CCP 
particle.

MODIFICATIONS IN CEMENT ACTIVITY TESTS

From the above it will be clear that the cement activity 
test does not serve the purpose of properly characterising 
a pozzolan or to distinguish it from an inert additive, 
mainly because the limit of 80 percent is not a stringent 
one, and secondly, not much of pozzolanic activity can 
be expected during 28 days hydration specially with 
pozzolana of marginal reactivities. On the other hand, 
variation in water content for constant flow introduces 
additional variability in results (5).

Lime reactivity test would seem to be preferable in 
that one of the reactants e.g. lime is constant and 
responses obtained with different pozzolana material i 
help in evaluating and characterising them. Helmuth 
has discussed in detail the relevant reaction chemistry 
and the effects of amount of lime involved in evaluating 
pozzolana of both high and low reactivities (5). Although, 
the products of reaction in lime-pozzolana systems 
are essentially calcium silicate hydrates, there could 
be differences in the morphology and C/5 molar ratio 
than what is expected in hydration with cements. It 
is for this reason that many tend to question the reliability , 
of lime reactivity test under thermally activated regime 
in simulating the reaction of the same pozzolana with 
cements under normal conditions of curing.

keeping these criticisms in view, attempts were made 
to assess the potential of strength contribution of a 
pozzolana to the cement under normal condition of 
curing in a more direct manner. For this, the standard 
cement sand mortar was tested for compressive strength 
at 28 days in the usual manner, except the water-cement 
ratio was kept constant at D.S. Two other mixes were 
then tested; one with 20 percent extra cement (by weight) 
in the mix and the other with 20 percent pozzolana 
by weight in the mix with the water content same as 
in control. Since the water content was adequate to 
accommodate the increase in fines, no modification 
in the sand content was necessary. The contribution 
of the pozzolana to the strength development (PI), 
expressed as a proportion of an equal weight of cement 
was given by;

Pl = C-A
B-A

where A is the cement strength in the control and В 
and C are the strength in mixes with additional cement 
and addition of pozzolan respectively.

Results of tests on different pozzolana samples are 
given in Fig. 6. Obviously the chemical composition

Fig. 6 : Relation between pozzolanacity index and lime
reactivity.



and fineness of cement would be important parameters 
and a strict comparison would have called for a "standard 
cement to be used in each case, similar to a standard 
"lime" being used in lime-reactivity test. However, 
from the standardisation point of view, it would require 
that such a standard cement be used in all the laboratories 
and cement plants in the country. The cement used 
in this exploratory tests were, therefore, purposely chosen 
at random. Although there was considerable scatter 
in the test results in Fig. 6, it would appear that a 
pozzolana activity index (PI) of around 40 percent anji 
above corresponded the lime reactivity value of 40 kg/cm .

These results point to the possibility of improving the 
cement activity test and set a realistic strength limit. 
In absence of any strength contribution by the pozzolana, 
a 20 percent cement replacement can cause 20 percent 
lowering of strength due to increase in water-cement 
ratio, i.e. 80 percent relative strength. Complete pozzolamc 
reaction, on the other hand, would result in strength 
equal to that of control (i.e. 100 percent relative strength), 
may be at a later age. Between these two extremes, 
since pozzolana materials of satisfactory lime-reactivity 
were found to contribute about 40-50 percent strength 
as of cement of equal weight, a 20 percent replacement 
of cement should correspond to atleast 90 percent relative 
strength upto 28 days when tested in constant water 
content.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on these investigations, the following suggestions 
are made for incorporation in specifications of blended 
cements;
i) While attemptes to make cement specifications 

more performance-oriented should continue, 
characterisation of additives in blended cements 
is necessary.
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ii) Lime-reactivity tests are better suited to characterise 
a pozzolana and distinguish it from inert additives.

iii) Cement-activity tests should be carried out at 
constant water content and a minimum 90 percent 
relative strength for 20 percent cement replacement 
would ensure satisfactory pozzolanic activity.
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■TREND OF TEE SPECIFICATION AND THE METHOD ON ALKALI - SILICA REACTION IN JAPAN

Numbers of cracks were found in the concrete piers of 
highways in Osaka City in 1982. Core specimens were 
extracted fron the concrete piers and tested. As a 
result, the cause of the cracks was determined to be 
alkali-silica reaction.
Coninittee of Research on alkali-aggregate reaction of 
Japan Concrete Institute conducted a nation-wide sur
vey of concrete constructions in the later years, and 
the results revealed several deteriorated concrete 
structures, viiose cause was suspected alakli-aggregate 
reaction.

In Japan the examples of alkali-aggregate reaction 
were hitlierto unknown, thus, the specification and 
test method had not been formed. Since 1984 much has 
been discussed as to set the specification for low- 
alkali cement and test method to determine alkali 
reactivity of aggregate in a sonewhat hasten manner.

Japanese Industrial Standard Specification (JIS) for 
lew-alkali cement was issued on February 1, 1986. 
The specification defines the alkali content of low 
alkali Portland cement to be below 0.6%. In respect 
to the test method for concrete aggregate, there is 
no authorized test method in Japan.

1. Establishment of JIS Specification on Low-Alkali 
Portland Cement
Thd Cement Association of Japan prepared ä draft 
proposal for evaluation of alkali content of low- 
alkali Portland cenent in order to set the crite
ria. However, it was found difficult at that time 
to establish the standard value of alkali content 
which ascertained the ground and gained a strong 
consensus, because of the lack of sufficient data 
showing correlation between alkali content and 
concrete expansion of alkali-reactive aggregate. 
Therefore, the Cement Association of Japan decided 
to propose low-alkali Portland cement should con

tain less than 0.6% of alkali with the reference to . 
ASTM Cl 50 /1/ and other references /2, 3, & 4/. Agency 
of Industrial Science and Technology reviewed the 
proposal, and revised JIS R5210 /5/ to add specifica
tion for low-alkali Portland cement. The newly issued 
alkali content of low alkali Portland cement was 
defined as Na2O(%) t O.GSS^OC?;) to be below 0.6%, 
and it was published officially on February 1, 1986. 
(Note. 1)

Note. 1: Analysis for NajO and is defined by JIS 
R5202 /6/, and they are determined by atonic 
absorption spectrophotometry or flame spec
trophotometry .

2. Study of the Test Methods for Potential Reactivity 
of Aggregate

There is no official test method in Japan that 
determines alkali reactivity of concrete aggregate 
at present. The Cement Association of Japan, Japan 
Concrete Institute, General Building Research Cor
porations, and Public works Research Institute of 
Ministry of Construction are currently undertaking 
a research to formulate the test method. The out
line of these test methods is sunmarized as follows

1. The test method that determines alkali reacti
vity of aggregate with the use of chanical 
method.

2. The test method to determine expansion of nor
tar specimen or concrete specimen.

3. The test method to determine dynamic Young’s 
modulus and ultrasonic pulse velocity of mor
tar specimen or concrete specimen.

It is envisaged that the test method with the 
application of chanical method (1), and one with
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the determination of expansion of mortar bar (2) 
shall be approved as the standard test method . 
for alkali reactivity determination in the near 
future. .

2.1 Chemical Method
ASTM C289 /1/ was partly modified to construct 
the test method with the application of chemical 
method. The flow chart of this method is shown 
in Fig. 1.
The difference of this method with ASTM C289 is:
1. Perchlcric acid is used in the determination 

of dissolved silica.
2. Atomic absorption spectrophotometry is adopted, 

while ASTM C289 doesn't include the two devi
ces.

The e«3vantages of the test method are shortening 
of analysis period and minimization of analytical 
error.

It is considered the chart (Fig. 2) of ASTM C289, 
"Illustration of Division Between Innocuous and 
Deleterious Aggregates on Basis of Reduction in 
Alkalinity Test" can be applied to determining 
alkali reactivity of Japanese andesite. Chert, 
however, is subject to consideration as suffi
cient data are not available for this aggregate.

2.2 Mortar Bar Method
For mortar bar method, a prism specimen of 4 x
4 x 16 cm (see Fig.2) is recomnended. The mix 
proportion for this test method is similar to 
the one defined by ASTM C227 /8/. The total 
alkali content (Na2O eq.) must be controlled at 
1.2% to form a mortar specimen.
This specimen is easy to handle, as it does not 
destroy its form when casted off the mold. Nor 
does it twist or deform while it is preserved 
in the container. In addition, our experience 
tells that the measurement precision is notable 
with this method.

Fig. 3. shows the ccrrparison of expansion ratio 
of a 4 x 4 x 16 cm specimen with a Stanton's 
bar. The mix proportion of the two specimens is 
identical. The results are congenial at large.

3. Future Schedule
At present, several institutions are undertaking 
the research of alkali-aggregate reaction. Yet, 
the vital issue is where to locate the responsi
bility of such a test method and to standardize 
it. In short, determining the standard value of 

. total alkali content of 1 m3 concrete is indispen
sable. In. such a case, alkali content of wzater 
reducing agent and other admixtures, and mixing 
water must be tested integrally.
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Fig.l Floechart of determination procedure of Dissolved Silica
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there have been increasing 
pressures to broaden standard specifications 
for cements, particularly because of concern 
about conservation of fuels and other re
sources [1]. Concern is appropriate because," 
at least in the United States, cement 
manufacture is one of the largest industrial 
users of energy [2]. Whether or not changing 
cement specifications will have a significant 
effect on energy use, a number of important 
questions have been raised by the heed to 
ensure that specifications do not 
unnecessarily hinder innovation in cement* 
formulation. Unfortunately, these questions 
often end up as unresolved debates on the 
advantages and disadvantages of performance 
specifications, as opposed to prescriptive 
specifications.
In this paper, we discuss the purposes of 
standard specifications for cements, the 
types of specifications, the shortcomings of 
present specifications, the stimuli for 
changing the forms of cement specifications, 
the development of performance specifications 
for cements in ASTM, and the possibility of 
including optional prescriptive requirements 
in a performance specification. We also 
discuss the roles of quality assurance 
systems for cement testing laboratories and 
speculate about cement specifications of the 
future.

2. PURPOSES OF STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
CEMENTS

The main purpose of a specification is to 
facilitate commercial transactions by 
defining a product in suitably precise terms 
acceptable to both the buyer and seller. In 
the case of a cement specification, it also 
facilitates the building design process by 
informing the designer and construction 
specifier about essential characteristics of 
the cement and helps protect public safety by 
defining materials which are likely to 
perform predictably and safely under normal 
conditions. Because most cements are 
commodities -- materials produced in large 
quantities which are sufficiently similar to 
each other for the products from different 
manufacturers to be interchangeable — 
specifications must reflect their commodity ■ 
nature. This requires specifications to 
address questions of quality, including 
aspects of performance and uniformity which 
affect interchangeability. In addition, 
specifications are usually expected to define 
minimum acceptable levels of performance, 
preferably through simple, short-term 
tests which have a strong, clearly-apparent, 
correlation with performance in common end 
uses. It is seldom considered essential for 
specifications to define maximum levels of 
performance, though maximum levels may be 
defined.

3. PR1SCRIPTIVE AND PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATIONS FOR CEMENTS

Specifications are often discussed in terms 
of two extreme types — prescriptive specifi
cations and performance specifications [3]. 
A prescriptive specification defines a 
product in terms of its constituents and 
their relationships to each other, while a 
performance specification defines a product 
solely in terms of the functions it is to 
perform. Because it relies on measures of 
performance co assure the suitability of a 
product, a performance specification defines 
the product less narrowly, at least in terms 
of the constituents, than a prescriptive 
specification.
While it is useful to analyze'specifications 
in terms of the extent to which they exhibit 
features of prescriptive and performance 
specifications, it often seems to be 
unrealistic to try to write specifications 
solely in either prescriptive or performance 
terms. On one hand, a purely prescriptive 
specification may require some knowledge 
which is not yet available, such as the 
relationship between composition and rate of 
strength development, or some analyses which 
are too sophisticated to be practical; on the 
other hand, a performance specification may 
require tests, such as tests for sulfate 
resistance, which are too complicated, 
time-consuming, and expensive for routine 
use. As a result, most product specifica
tions have both prescriptive and performance 
requirements. Though such specifications are 
sometimes referred to as mixed specifi
cations , they are still prescriptive.
In principle, a performance specification is 
less likely to inhibit development of new 
products since it gives a clear statement of 
the performance required and how a product's 
performance is to be evaluated. However, 
because of the frequent difficulty and 
slowness of performance testing, particularly 
where durability is concerned, compromises 
are often made. In view of the need to 
facilitate innovation, it is important to 
ensure that the elements in a specification, 
whether prescriptive or performance, are not 
unnecessarily restrictive.
Cement specifications differ greatly in the 
primary classification schemes used. For 
example, the main classification used in 
naming a cement may be in terms of strength 
(as in specifications in many European 
countries), of performance requirements other 
than strength (as in the ASTM C-150 Standard 
Specification for Portland Cements), or of 
the type and quantity of ingredients in the 
cement (as in the ASTM C-595 Standard 
Specification for Blended Hydraulic Cements).



4. SHORTCOMINGS OF PRESENT CEMENT 
SPECIFICATIONS

Cement specifications reflect the course of 
their evolution. Thus, a requirement in the 
current version of a specification may have 
been added long ago — so long ago that the 
reason for the limit established, or even the 
precise reason for the requirement, may not 
be known by the active membership of the 
responsible committee. Such a requirement 
probably achieved its immediate purpose when 
first introduced though, possibly, at the 
expense of adding new restrictions on compo
sition or performance which may now prove 
difficult to change. Also, prescriptive 
specifications are often vague, or completely 
silent, on the performance the products are 
intended to provide. In prescriptive specifi
cations, the goal is usually to define the 
composition in unambiguous terms. For 
cements, this is not yet possible because of 
lack of adequate methods for determination of 
phase composition and particle size distribu
tion .
Ideally, a specification should state 
explicitly what essential aspects of perform
ance can be expected from the product. For 
example, a specification for a cement for use 
in reinforced concrete should indicate its 
ability to provide adequate corrosion 
protection for the reinforcing steel in 
general concrete construction. The specif
ication should also state how compliance with 
necessary performance requirements can be 
demonstrated, whether by compositional 
analysis or by performance tests; in cases 
where performance tests for essential aspects 
of performance would take too long for 
routine use, or would be too expensive, 
provision should be made for alternative 
tests which will provide an equal or higher 
level of confidence that the required 
performance will be achieved. A list of 
performance characteristics which the 
authors recommend be considered in the 
preparation of a cement specification is 
given in Table 1.

Table 1. Performance Characteristics for 
Possible Inclusion in Performance 
Specifications for Cements

о Strength at a given age
о Dimensional stability
о Flow properties (workability)
о Setting time
о Heat evolution
о Sulfate resistance ‘
о Deleterious reactions with aggregates 

and reinforcement
о Corrosion protection for steel
о Response to air-entraining and other 
admixtures

о Resistance to water
о Uniformity of performance
о Rate of strength gain at specified 

temperatures
о Resistance to chemical attack 
о Color

о Permeability to fluids 
о Electrical conductivity

Two of the most i portant characteristics in 
the list are often taken for granted, 
probably because they are always provided by 
portland cements. These are i) resistance to 
water, and ii) corrosion protection of 
steel/. Although these characteristics are 
not specified in present cement specifica
tions, they should be included in any 
performance specification for cements 
which are to be used in place of portland 
cements.

5. STIMULI FOR CHANGING THE FORMS AND 
CONTENTS OF SPECIFICATIONS

Cement specifications used in different 
countries have significant differences. This 
shows that there can be much flexibility in 
the formulation of cement specifications. It 
also suggests that few, if any, cement 
specifications are optimal. While cement 
specifications have been reasonably effective 
in meeting the normal, slowly-changing needs 
of most cement manufacturers and users, 
several new factors now suggest more urgent 
needs for changing the forms and contents of 
cement specifications. These include:

о International agreements to encourage 
and support the use of international 
standards [4]

о Governmental policies encouraging the 
development of performance specifica
tions [5]

о The need for conservation of the 
world's non renewable resources, e.g. 
fuels and industrial minerals used in 
cement manufacture

о The need for minimizing detrimental 
effects on the environment of unused 
waste and by-product materials which 
are potentially useful as ingredients 
of cements, e.g. fly ash and by-product 
gypsum

о Improvements which have been made in 
fundamental understanding of the 
factors affecting the performance of 
cements and concretes, e.g., factors 
affecting alkali-aggregate reactions
[6]

о Improvement which have been made in 
test methods and methods of materials 
characterization, e.g.. X-ray 
diffraction

о Possibilities for using knowledge-based 
expert systems to aid selection of 
concrete materials

о Growing interest in providing 
comprehensive data bases to support the 
construction process and facilitate 
failure analyses.



These factors are stimulating critical 
reviews of cement specifications. As a 
result, changes are likely to be made and it 
is the responsibility of cement and concrete 
technologists to ensure the changes are 
rational.

performance specifications for cements. In 
essence, it describes the approach being 
taken in the development of a performance 
specification for blended cements in ASTM 
Committee C-l on Cements. '

6- INCLUSION OF OPTIONAL PRESCRIPTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS IN PERFORMANCE 
SPECIFICATIONS

It has already been mentioned that prescrip
tive specifications pose barriers to innova
tion because they put unnecessary limits on 
the range of permitted compositions. On the 
other hand, prescriptive specifications can 
reduce the risks which might arise from an 
unrestricted range of compositions, particu
larly when there is uncertainty about the 
adequacy of the available performance tests. 
Prescriptive specifications also, frequently, 
have the benefit of depending on analyses 
which can be carried out more rapidly than 
performance tests.
Performance specifications are usually 
believed to encourage innovation since they 
specify precisely what a product is intended 
to do and how its ability to perform 
satisfactorily may be assessed. They do not 
put unnecessary restrictions on factors such 
as composition or source of origin. 
Unfortunately, performance specifications may 
be inadequate in the choice of criteria 
intended to evaluate performance, and the 
performance tests, particularly ones relating 
to durability, may take a long time to carry 
out. This is a serious problem if the 
product cannot be used until a test is 
completed.
Because of the shortcomings of each of the 
extreme types of specification, practicality 
suggests that cement specifications should 
have both prescriptive and performance 
components, as is usually the case., 
Hiowever, to reduce the barriers to? innova— ■ 
tiom, it is desirable that the specification 
include a complete performance specification., 
therefey establishing a logical, basis for 
development off prescriptive criteria which 
may be needed as alternative, optional, 
criteria of compliance with the; specifica
tion. A scheme of this, type can; be. 
represented as ini Figure 1.
Im this scheme-,, the; first four steps, I 
through 41, are- the; formulation off the 
performance specification.;: the next three, 5> 
through 77, are the conversion of some- or all 
off the performance criteria into: optional 
prescriptive criteria for acceptance; testing;;; 
and the last two>, 8. and represent the 
generation, and feedback off information; on 
performance—in-use to; the- standards—writing 
body... At present, the- feedback: mechanism; is; 
usually too. weak to> have; much; effect on the- 
standards-writing process, except when very 
severe; prtiMems are recognized.. However,, the- 
scheme? presented, here- can provide a model 
upon which to base- the- development of future-

1. Define Performance Requirements <.* -

V
2. Develop Performance Tests

V
3. Establish Performance Criteria <..

V .
4. Establish Performance Specification <••

V
5. characterize Materials Meeting the

Performance Specification <•*

V
6. Determine the Sensitivity of

Performance to Characteristics .

V
Add Prescriptive Criteria to
the Specification <*•

and Use a Specific Use the feedback
Materials from 9 to modify

. 1 through 7 as
needed

Observe In-service Performance Д
of the Materials s

Figure 1. Scheme for Development of a , 
Performance-Based Specification with Optional 
Prescriptive Criteria

7, THE ROLE OF A QUALITY ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
IN THE. EVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT OF 
CEMENT STANDARDS

In many countries, a system for quality 
assessment of cement testing laboratories has 
been established. An example is the Cement 
and Concrete Reference Laboratory (CCRL) at 
the U.S. National Bureau of Standards CNBS). 
The; CCRL is sponsored by ASTM Committees C-l 
ora Cements and 0-9 on Concrete and Concrete 
Aggregates and managed! for ASTM by NBS. 
Financial support for the CCRL, is provided 
mostly by the fees charged for its services. 
The- functions of the- CCRL as related to 
cement П131, ira decreasing order of impor
tance-, are:
i)i  Voluntary inspection of laboratories 
which use ASTM: cement tests to identify, f°r 
the benefit of the laboratory managers, 
deviations from the correct procedures in the 
use of the standard testsг
i'l) Provision of proficiency samples of 
cements for- use by- laboratories which wish 
to; participate- in. an. interlaboratory test 
programi using ASTM' cement tests;; this gives 
laboratory managers a way of comparing their 
cement test results with those of other 
participants,-;

эта



iii) Identification of problems with ASTM 
cement standards and bringing them to the 
attention of ASTM Committee C-l; and,
iv) Conduct of research needed for improve
ment of ASTM cement standards.
Quality assessment programs, such as the 
CCRL, can provide a powerful mechanism for 
improvement of cement standards through the 
feedback they provide on the effectiveness of 
the standards. For example, the databases 
they develop from interlaboratory cooperative 
test programs can be used for analysis of the 
variances in test results obtained using the 
standard tests; also, research on reasons for 
unexpectedly large variances can draw 
attention to problems with the standards. 
Because the quality assessment organization 
is constantly in touch with a large number of 
laboratories, it can develop an especially 
high sensitivity to the problems encountered; 
also if, as is the case with the CCRL, the 
organization is under the oversight of the 
standards committee, it can provide an 
effective means for feedback about the 
problems to the committee and its sub
committees. For these reasons concerning 
improvement of cement standards, it is 
strongly recommended that a high level of 
cooperation be maintained between quality 
assessment systems for cement testing . 
laboratories and cement standards committees.

8. CEMENT STANDARDS OF THE FUTURE
In the future, increasing demands are likely 
to be placed on cement specifications. 
Because of the growing demands of some users 
for more information, there could be 
divergent needs for specifications between 
different types of users. Some users may 
only want the minimum assurance of quality 
while others may want precise data for use in 
predictive calculations and addition to 
databases. Further, depending on whether 
they are national or international, the 
specifications may have to meet the 
relatively narrow needs of individual 
countries, or the needs of groups of 
countries in different states of development. 
Nevertheless, it seems possible that a , 
single specification could be prepared which 
could be used, in whole or in part, to meet 
the needs of different countries. Where the 
commodity nature of cements is emphasized, 
performance should be able to be defined in 
relatively precise terms, with lower and, 
possibly, upper limits being placed on 
acceptable performance for a given type of 
cement, in other cases, where there are many 
sophisticated users, emphasis might be placed 
on precise definition of the physical and 
chemical characteristics of a cement so that 
the user can apply his knowledge to predict 
how the cement will behave under diverse 
ciMEdii t-ians ,
It does not seem to be unrealistic to think 
iro terms of prediction of the performance of 
® cement in concrete using computer•=bas,ed 

mathematical models [7]. If and when this is 
achieved, the cement specification may 
reouire the manufacturer to transfer to the 
user data which is needed for predictive 
calculations.
Specifications sometimes show logical 
inconsistencies. To prevent this, the logic 
of each specification may, in the future, be 
subjected to computer analysis using tech
niques for standards analysis, synthesis, 
and expression [8, 9]. Also, recognizing the 
ever-present desire to use materials at close 
to their full potential, it is to be expected 
that computer-based systems to aid selection 
of the ingredients of concrete will be , 
developed and standardized. An indication of 
this is that the American Concrete Institute 
(ACI) Committee 201 on Durability has estab
lished a subcommittee on knowledge-based 
expert systems. The National Bureau of , 
Standards is working with the subcommittee in 
the development of a prototype expert system, 
DURCON [10], for selecting concretes for 
durability. The expert system is based on 
the ACI Guide to Durable Concrete [11]. Its 
development is proving valuable in drawing 
attention to gaps in the knowledge base 
available for selecting durable concrete. 
This should lead to more highly-focused , 
research to improve our ability to make high 
quality decisions in the selection of cements 
and other building materials. It may provide 
a new incentive for specifications to include 
optional requirements for more information 
about cements to be transfered between manu
facturer and user.
Overall, we must expect some cement 
specifications to develop as adjuncts to 
computer-integrated construction. This must 
include the establishment of integrated , 
project information systems [12] whose lives 
will extend beyond those of the structures to 
which they apply. They must include the most 
relevant information about the materials used 
in the structures. in the case of concretes, 
it must be supposed that it will include 
information on the phase analysis and 
compositions of the cements and mineral 
admixtures used, together with the concrete 
mixture design. Thus, for reasons beyond 
those of performance specification, the 
future cement specification will probably < 
require precise description of the cement in 
physical and chemical terms, whether or not 
explicit limits are set on physical and 
chemical properties.

9. CONCLUSIONS
As a result of a growing need of some users 
for more information, two distinct sets of 
needs seem to be developing for cement , 
specifications. They are for specifications 
with which compliance can be shown by 
relatively simple tests based on, and , 
logically traceable to, performance criteria; 
and specifications requiring the character
ization of cements in the most precise , 
chemical and physical terms so as to provide



the basis for prediction of performance using 
mathematical models. The growth in the power 
and availability of computers is likely to 
have several effects on specifications. For 
example, computers may be used for checking 
the logical consistency of specifications and 
for storing specified data about concrete 
materials used in individual construction 
projects. They may also employ specified 
data for predicting the performance of 
cements in concretes and mortars using 
mathematical models and for aiding 
decision-making on the selection of concrete 
materials using knowledge-based expert 
systems. Databases incorporating cement test 
results from quality assurance programs will 
aid the formulation of mathematical models 
and the development of expert systems. All 
of these foreseeable developments must be 
expected to cause further evolution of cement 
specifications.
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В .В. ENT IN,L.S.  KLYUEVA, Cement Research Institute, Moscow, USSR 
OTiMENT QUALITY: KEY MEASURES AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

Specification of port land cement and 
its modifications is normally effected in 
conformity with the relevant ISO recommen
dations, national standards or SEV* stan
dards (in the East European countries) as 
a set of widely agreed and practically sig
nificant performance measures, such as 
fineness of grinding, setting times, sound
ness, compressive strength and its deve
lopment rate, and resistance to certain en
vironments for special cements.

The most Important figure of merit, from 
both engineering and cost-effectiveness 
viewpoints, is the 2S-day compressive 
strength of a cement (specified in the USSR 
as the cement brand in kgf cm measured 
after 23 days of normal setting. However, 
this characteristic may vary for the same 
cement in wide range depending on the com
position of standard test samples and the 
procedure of their preparation. Observing 
that cement is a semi-product, say, of con
crete, it should be the principal, and more 
meaningful, requirement of cement testing 
techniques that there exist a strong corre
lation between- the strength of cement and 
concrete.

The cement testing procedures, standar
dized In the Industrial countries and wi
dely used In the market and research prac
tice, differ from each other by the sieve 
analysis of sand, composition and consis
tency of the mortar, and the size and con
solidation of the test specimens.

A thorough review of the most widely 
used cement testing procedures has been 
reported by Dutron et al. /6/, another sur
vey of relevant standards has been presen
ted later by the World CEMBUREAU /7/. To 
date most countries have reconsidered their 
national standards for cement testing met
hods, but with no significant alterations. 
The Socialist countries have introduced a

SEV is the Russian acronlum for the 
Council of Mutual Economic Assistance 
(CMEA or COMICON).

new standard SEV 3920-32: "Cement. Methods 
of testing for physical and mechanical pro
perties" /3/ .

In what follows we would like to examine 
certain general aspects of cement testing 
methodology.

c« 
Void content of sand and the 
composition of a standard 
cement mortar

Standard sands used In cement testing 
are normally natural quartz sands from a 
certain quarry for the country or a group 
of countries. Some national standards dic
tate the use of the so-called one-fraction 
sands with narrow sieve analyses of 
0.15-0.60 mm in the USA, O.5O-O.9O mm in 
the USSR, 0.60-0.35 mm in Great Britain, 
and О.1О-О.ЗО mm in Japan. A common disad
vantage of sands with narrow size distribu
tions Is an Increased void content. For 
example, the void content of the one-frac
tion sand subject to the USSR cement test
ing standard amounts to 40-42% In a bulk 
state, 36-37% In a vibration consolidated 
state, and about 33% ih a moist vibration 
consolidated state.

The structure of cement-sand mortars 
used in cement strength tests is consistent 
with a dense type In which the grains of 
sand are segregated by cement paste. The 
batch of cement paste naturally has to fill 
the intergrain voids and envelop sand grains 
thus separating them with a layer of paste.

Specimens of mortars prepared with the 
use of one-fraction sand are characterized 
by an Increased macroporosity which depends 
not only on the void content of the sand 
but also on the composition of the standard 
mortar and, to a certain degree, on the con
solidating means used. The standard mortar 
composition of the cement/sand ratio 1:3 
should be recognized as unsatisfactory from 
the void-content spandpolnt. Theoretical 
analysis of mortars conforming to the Soviet 
standard GOST 310.4-51 indicates that for a 
water/cement ratio of 0.40, the cement paste 
yield is hardly adequate to fill the voids



of the sand. For a collection of cements 
examined (compositionally different: 
straight and with admixtures of slag and 
flayash In proportions of 5, 12, and 20 wt. 
%), the coefficient showing excess of the 
cement paste varies predominantly between 
1.11 and 1.1? growing as high as 1.14-1.16 
for cements with an admixture of bergmeal 
and metallurgical sand. Accordingly, for 
cement test specimens by GOST 310.4-31, the 
macroporosity, defining the quality of the 
placement of the specimens, is about 4% 
/10/.

The unsatisfactory placement of speci
mens may degrade the normal profile of the 
strength versus W/G ratio dependence. At a 
constant W/G ratio, the strength of stan
dard specimens can be increased by some 
technological means increasing the yield of 
cement paste. The increase in strength for 
such specimens will not be achieved In con
cretes made of these cements, that Is, the 
correlation between the strength of cement 
In the mortar and concrete will be upset.

It Is quite obvious, therefore, that a 
standard mortar should be prepared with 
such a ratio of cement and sand that would 
provide a warranted excess of the cement 
paste over the amount needed to fill the 
voids In the sand. For one-fraction sand 
mortars, the calculated macroporosity of 
specimens reduces In coming from 1:3 mor
tars to 1:2 mortars from 4-5% down to 1.5-2% 
(given Isoplactlclty of the mortars).

Comparison of variances for the ratio of 
concrete strength to cement strength, deter
mined for isoplastic mortars with cement
sand proportions of 1:3, 1:2-3/4, 1:2-1/2, 
and 1:2 prepared at a constant cement con
sumption rate of 300 kg/m^, Indicates that 
the correlation of strength tests for ce
ment and concrete improves for mortars of 
1:2-1/2 and 1:2 proportionings (the level 
of significance for the variances being dif
ferent is, respectively, 25, 25, 5, and 
2.5%).

Thus, with one-fraction sand, one may 
achieve a considerable improvement of cement

testing conditions by employing isoplastic 
mortars of 1:2-1/2 and 1:2 cement-sand ra
tios, which approach in their composition : 
to the pastes of concrete mixes. 1

The recommendations of ISO and CMBA 
prescribe the use of sands with complex si- 
ие distribution, the so-called three-frac- i 
tion sands, of grain size measuring from 
0.03 to 2.00 mm across. These sands exhi
bit a lower void content as compared with 
one-fraction sands (about 35% in a bulk 
state and 28% in a vibration consolidated 
state). The theoretical macroporosity of 
standard specimens in this case is small 
and amounts to about 0.7% for 1:3 composi
tion mortars at a water/cement ratio of 
0.50 /10/.

Comparison tests Indicate, however, that 
the results may differ markedly if sands 
of a standard sieve analysis are from dif
ferent sources. The respective tests with 
three-fraction sands of Polish and Czech 
origin, meeting the requirements of ISO and 
SEV recommendations, are summarized in 
Table 1. A perusal of the content of this 
table indicates that the 23-day strengths 
of specimens prepared with different-source 
sands and the same cement sample can differ 
from 4.0 to 11.7 MPa. It should be noted 
that these discrepances in compressive 
strength exceed both the laboratory and in
terlaboratory systematic errors resulted , 
from using a standard sand of the same 
source.
Water/cement ratio and the 
consistency of standard mortars

Specification of cements as to the value 
of compressive strength is carried out by 
testing speciments of cement mortars prepa
red either with a constant water/cement 
ratio (ISO and GMEA recommendations, poly- 
fractional sand procedure, national stan
dards of Great Britain, Japan and some other 
countries) or with a constant consistency of 
the mortar (national stsnAsnis of the USSR 
and the USA).

We have mentioned already that the qua-



Table 1
Effect of Three-Traction Sands on 

Cement Strength Tests

Table 2
Correlation Coefficients of 23-day 
Strength Tests by GOST 310.4-31 and 

SEV 3920-32

Test 
place

No. 
of 
spe- 
cim’s

Sand 
source

Compressive strength, 
MPa for setting age 
(days) indicated

1 3 7 28

USSR 51 Poland 4.5 11.3 19.0 31.5
CSSR 5.2 14.0 22.3 37.1

Hungary 26 Poland 6.0 13.0 21.0 39.0
CSSR 9.0 19.0 23.0 43.0

Bulgaria 14 Poland 4.6 12.3 21.3 32.9
CSSR 7.0 18.6 30.3 44.6

Teat 
place

GOST vs SEV with 
three fraction 
sands from

Within SEV 
method on 
Polish and 
Czech.
3-fraction 
sands

PolandI Czechoslovakia

USSR 0.36 0.87 0.95
Hungary 0.73 0.83
Bulgaria 0.88 0.80

lity of a cement manifests itself in the fi
nal run by the cement behavior in concrete. 
Proceeding from this standpoint, two ce
ments may be recognized as having identical 
quality if, given equal cement requirement 
and flowability of concrete mixes, they re
sult in concretes of equal strength. Expe
rience suggests, however, that these condi
tions of quality testing are impossible to 
meet if cement strength tests are carried 
out at a constant W/C ratio without taking 
account of mortar’s flow ability.

Constant W/C ratio tests are incapable 
of adequately revealing high engineering 
properties of cements with enhanced placti- 
city or decreased water requirements. These 
cements, however, are advantageous, if cor
rectly specified, in that they open up the 
way for cement savings since a given placea
bility can be achieved at a lower W/C ratio 

than for cements of the same brand (23-day 
compressive strength) but unsatisfatory 
plasticity. From the viewpoint of cement 
quality testing, it is immaterial whether 
the difference in cement requirement occur
red in manufacturing equally strong concre
tes of a given placeability has been caused 
by reduced activity or increased water re
quirement and unsatisfatory plasticity.

In cement specification, water require
ments are estimated (simultaneously giving 
an indirect indication of rheological pro
perties) with the normal consistency index 
of cement paste. Statistical processing of 
the data covering Soviet industrial cements 
suggests that there exists an approximately 
linear dependence between the normal con
sistency index and the W/G ratio of con
stant consistency mortars (Fig. 1), the cor
relation coefficient being 0.94. At an equal 
water requirement estimated with the normal 
consistency index, individual cements may, 
however, considerably differ in the W/C ra
tio of constant consistency mortar. None
theless, even with account of this remark, 
from the standpoint of cement behavior in 
concrete, the quality estimate is more ob
jective in the case of tests with a con
stant mortar consistency rather than with 
a constant W/G ratio.

A constant consistency of mortar is not 
of that much significance in testing purely 
clinker cements which are characterized by 
close water requirements, but it is signi
ficant for cements with admixtures whose 
production is increasing by many cement 
producers.
Correlation of standard strength 
extimates from one- and three- 
fraction sand tests

Bulgaria, Hungary, and the Soviet Union 
carried out comparative tests of national 
cements by two methods as prescribed in the 
CMSA standard SEV 3920-32 and in the Soviet 
standard GOST 310.4-81. In the tests by 
GOST 310.4-81, all the countries used one- 
fraction sand in conformity with another
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Table 4
Physical Characteristics of Cements with Normal and False Sets

Portland Setting NC, % Setting W/C
cement type Лез • -sproducer (hr—min)

beg. end

Cone Compressive strength, MPa
spread, for setting age (days) indicated______
mm normal setting - steam

cure

1 3 7 23 1

Brjansk normal 24.00 2-35 4-ЗО 0.36 113
cement false
plant type 1 27.25 2-30 4-35 О.3З 112
Punane normal 25.25 2-50 4-50 0.37 113
Kunda false 26.50 2-45 4-40 0.40 113
works type 2

Soviet standard GOST 6139-73• The tests by 
SEV 3920-32 were carried out with three- 
fraction sands from Poland and Czechoslova
kia« These sands conformed to the standard 
but somewhat differed from one another by 
the surface morphology of the grains and 
the voids content (35% an^ 33% ^or Polish 
and Czech sands, respectively)«

The correlation coefficients for the 
results of two testing methods are summa
rized in Table 2. As can be seen, the va
lues of the coefficient are rather high 
(from 0.73 to 0.33 for international da
ta), though somewhat lower than when one 
method of testing was employed on two dif
ferent sands. However, the absolute value 
of the difference in the test results by 
two different methods does not exceed the 
test data difference in one method but 
with different sands. This allowed the 
following approximate relationship to be 
established between the classes of strength 
resulting from the two methods:

60, 55, 50, 40, and 30 MPa (GOST 
ЗЮ.4-31, 1-fraction sand)

55, 50, 45, 35, and 25 MPa (SEV 
3920-32, 3-fraction sand)

Accordingly, the standard SEV 3920-32 
"Cement. Methods of testing for physical 
and mechanical properties", superseding 
RS 133-73, allows for equal use of methods 
with one- and three-fraction sands. Prom 
January 1, 1935, Bulgaria, Hungary, Po

10.3 22.7 36.5 43.0 26.2

11.5 25.7 37.8 51.4 26.2
17.О 31 .4 39.7 5O.O 34.5
12.5 25.О 35.4 47.I 29.7

land, and the Soviet Union have introduced 
this standard into commercial, industrial, 
and scientific spheres. .
Assessing accuracy of cement ,
testing methods

This purpose is served by systematically 
run comparison interlaboratory tests both 
within certain countris and on an interna
tional scale.

The comparative test data presented in 
Table 3 indicate that in general the phy
sic о-mechanic al testing techniques are 
Inaccurate, and the reason for this we see 
as follows. In the process of preparation 
and setting of specimens, a number of en
vironmental and test parameters, such as 
setting temperature, stiffening amplitude, 
mass, etc, varies, although within the 
narrow limits specified by the standard, 
yet at random. Accordingly, the error of 
the test is in considerable degree due to 
the stochastic nature of the test proce
dure rather than to the properties of ce
ment being evaluated.

False setting

False set relates to the properties of 
cement which affect the specification test 
results in a random way.

Abnomal phenomena at early setting age 
intervals may be broadly categorized into 
false sets of type 1 and 2 ^respectively



Fig« 1« Water/cement ratio of constant con
sistency mortar versus water requi
rement of cements, r = 0.94 for 
W/C = 0,003 (NC+21,6)

reflecting complete or partial premature 
loss of plasticity after mixing), and cha
racterized by a trend to quick set and the 
quick set proper.

Transition from normal setting to false 
setting and from one false set type to the 
other is connected directly or indirectly 
with the change In the forms of gypsum in 
the cement. The trend to quick set, which 
manifests itself in degrading the Initial 
set, and the quick set proper may be tra
ced to both the lack of gypsum for setting 
control and a deep dehydration of gypsum In 
cement grinding. With the existing techno
logy of cement manufacturing involving bi
hydrated gypsum as set retarder, the false 
set of 1 or 2 type and the trend to quick 
set are typical of Industrial cements.

It Is Important to note that some ce
ments exhibit both types of false set, whe
reas other cements give no evidence of ty
pe 1. Whether one or the other type of fal
se set predominates depends primarily on the 
alkali content In the clinker /13/* With a 
moderate alkali content of a clinker (about 
up to 0.7% expressed as the NagO equivalent 
of the total alkalles), the cement having 
been heated in the mill to 1OO-15OeC can 
exhibit both types of false set. With a hig

her alkali percentage of clinker than In
dicated, cements exhibit the false set of 
type 2 exclusively. An Increase in tempera- i 
ture in the mill up to 170”C Inescapably 
results in quick set properties.

The contact of cement with the environ- ; 
mental moisture In handling, shipment and 
storage may cause rehydratlon of the gypsum 
dehydrated In grinding, thereby eliminating . 
the false set of type 1. The false set of 
type 2 is harder to eliminate.

Experience also exists on false set ca
ses in shipment and storage of cements with 
initially normal setting properties. This 
is connected with the fact that the normal 
setting cements containing, as fresh from 
manufacturing, only blhydrate gypsum acquire 
In storage semihydrate gypsum whose content 
can vary both sides, Increasing and decrea
sing. The appearance of semihydrate gypsum 
in storage in air may be attributed to sur- 
fase hydration In which both ambient mois
ture and gypsum crystal water take part.

The aforementioned variations of cement 
rheology that occur both in cement manufac
turing and storage cast a shadow of random
ness onto the specification of some cement 
performance measures, such as the normal 
consistency index, setting time, strength 
development rates, etc.
Choice of cements for steam curing

The methods of accelerated testing are 
well treated in /6/ devoted to the analysis 
of cement test methods. The lack of suffi
cient correlation between the strength test 
data at normal setting and various accele
rated test methods bars the standartizatlon 
of an accelerated test method. At the same 
time, a complete refusal of the common tes
ting methods with 23-day compressive strength 
In favor of an accelerated test procedure 
would be undeserable due to a considerable 
proportion of cement being consumed In con
cretes not subjected to steam curing not to 
mention a need for rewriting the respective 
documentation Involved In civil engineering 
procedures.



Summary
The consideration of cement testing 

methods in compliance with the Soviet Sta
te standard GOST 510.4-31 and the ISO and 
CMEA recommendations oriented to the use of 
sands which differ in sieve analysis indi
cates that all the methods are not free 
from shortcomings. The use of one-fraction 
sand inflicts a substantial shortcoming in 
the form of increased macroporosity of the 
specimens due to a shortage of cement paste, 
which compounds the effect of random fac
tors on the repeatability of the particulsi 
test method. With three—fraction sand, t^ 
reproducibility of the test method some
what Improves, but the test methods fail 
to take account of various water require
ments of tested cements. Another shortcom
ing of the latter approach is its sensiti
vity to the sand, which is connected with 
the sand grain surface morphology and in
consistency of size distributions, in poly- 
fractional sands.

An improvement of cement testing met
hods should be sought on the lines of using 
sands with a narrow sieve analysis and 
employing isoplastic mortars with a ce— 
ment/sand ratio of about 1t2. The deve
lopment of such a method and its promotion 
as a widely adopted approach is a challenge 
in the cement testing field. Achievement 
of this objective would considerably im
prove the correlation of strength test da
ta from mortars and concretes.
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A NEW METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF CEMENT SETTING TIME

For cement setting time determination the Vicat , 
needle penetration method (1,2) and its numerous modi
fications (3) are most widely used. In addition to 
that the Gillmore method has been widely accepted in 
the USA (4). All these methods are arbitrary ones as 
the obtained results depend-in addition to the setting 
characteristics of the studied binder-also on the 
employed initial water-solid ratio, the diameter of 
the needle, the weight applied on the needle and 
other experimental factors.

In our work on acoustic properties of cementitious 
materials we observed consistently a very low initial 
acoustic conductivity of such systems right after 
mixing,which increased rather suddenly by several 
orders of magnitude after a period of time. We 
assumed, that this sudden increase in acoustic con
ductivity may be related to the setting of the 
system. To test this hypothesis we performed the 
tests reported.

EXPERIMENTAL

The set-up of the equipment employed is shown in 
Fig. 1. Electric impulses of preset frequency and 
intensity are produced in an Impuls generator. They 
are converted into an acoustic signal of constant . 
intensity using an ultrasonic generator equiped with 
piezoelectric transformers made from barium titanate. 
The fresh cement paste or mortar is placed between 
the generator and sensor. In the latter one the acou
stic signal, which passed the paste or mortar, is, 
converted again into an electric signal. The amplitu
de of the obtained signal, which indicates the frac
tion of acoustic energy not absorbed by the samplers 
registered by the aid of an analog-digital-convertor. 
The data obtained this way are stored in a computer, 
and may be depicted graphically using a plotter.

1. binder sample 7. switcher
2. sample holder S-amplyfier
3-ultrasound generator 9. digital chronometer
4. ultrasound sensor lO.analog-digital-convertor
5. frequency generator 11.computer 
i.impuls generator 12.plotter

RESULTS

To compare our acoustic data with results of other 
methods the setting time of a single portland cement 
paste (normal consistency ASTM C 187, DIN 1164 T 5) 
was determined using the following approaches;

1. Vicat method using a needle 0 = 1,13 mm and a 
load of 300 g (1,2)
2. Same - with a needle 0 = 2 mm
3. Same - with a needle 0 = 3 mm
4. Gillmore method (4)
5. Acoustic method using a frequency of 75 KHz. The 
gap width between generator and sensor was varied 
between 20 and 40 mm
6. Acoustic method using a frequenc of 160 KHz and
a gap width of 20 mm •

In Fig. 2a the distance from the bottom at which the 
needle became stuck in the paste is shown as function 
of time for all three needles employed. Expectedly, 
the time at which the needle ceased to penetrate to 
the bottom, just as the time at which it ceased to 
penetrate into the paste, shifted to shorter times 
with increasing diameter of the needle. The beginning 
and end of setting as determined by the Gillmore 
method is shown in the Figure with arrows designated 
Gb (beginning) and Ge (end).

FIG. 1: Set-up of the experimental equipment

■FIG 2: Setting data of an OPC obtained with
a) the Vicat and Gillmore methods and
b) the acoustic method

Fig. 2b shows the intensity of the measured acoustic 
signal as function of time. The time at which the 
signal became detectable increased with increasing



distance between the sonic generator and sensor and 
with its increasing frequency. It can be seen that 
the "setting time" determined acoustically lied 
within the range of setting time values determined 
by the classical methods, used for comparison. In sub
sequent experiments a constant frequency of 75 KHz 
and a gap between the generator and sensor of 20 mm 
were maintained. The data obtained this way were com
pared with those determined with the Vi cat method 
using a 1,13 mm needle.

FIG. 3: Setting data for different kinds of 
inorganic binders a) Vi cat method b) acoustic 
method '

Fig. 3 shows data obtained on a series of various 
cements i. e. an ordinary portland cement (OPC), a 
"white" portland cement with no Ре20з (OPC - W), a 
"sulphate resistant" portland cement (ASTM type V) 
with increased Fe2O3 content (SRPC), a blast furnance 
slag portland cement (BSPC), a high alumina cement 
(НАС) and on two types of plaster of Paris (CX-HH and 
ß HH). It can be seen that the orders in which the 
Vi cat needle ceased to penetrate to the bottom and 
that in which the acoustic conductivity started to 
increase were identical.

Fig. 4 shows data obtained on our OPC cement with 
different chemical admixtures added. It appears that 
a setting acceleration brought about by an addition 
of CaCl2 could be detected with both methods Just as 
a retardation brought about by ZnO or sucrose.

Fig. 5 shows the effect of variations of the water
cement ratio on the obtained data. It appears, that 
the Vicat method is distinctly more sensitive to 
such variations than the acoustic one.

FIG. 4: Effect of chemical admixtures on setting 
a) Vicat method b) acoustic method

FIG. 5:' Effect of water-solid ratio variation 
on setting a) Vicat method b) acoustic method



Finally, Fig. 6 demonstrates the possibility of the 
use of the acoustic method also in systems for which 
penetration methods are not suitable. It can be seen 
that the "setting time" of a pure cement paste was 
identical with that of a mortar with quartz sand 
made from the same cement with the same w/s (0.3 ). 
A mortar with a higher w/s(0.5)exhibited a retarded 
setting time; the measured setting time remained 
virtually unchanged if either quartz or expanded 
perlite were added as aggregate. An addition of glass 
fibers resulted in a retardation of setting whose 
origin is not obvious. Finally, a very significant 
retardation of setting was determined in a cement - 
pine wood chip blend, apparently due to the carbo
hydrate compounds present in the wood mass.

, __________ I_________ I__________ I--------- 1---------- L.
' ----- 3 6 9 12 isfirne in h

a. Paste OPC w/c 0,3 -
b. Mortar OPC:Sand #-• 1 w/c 0.3
c. Mortar OPC:Sand13 w/c 0.5

d. Mortar OPCiPerlite 10Л w/c 0.5
e. Mortar OPC-'Glass FiberslO:! w/c 0,5
f. Mortar ‘ OPC:Wood ChipslO I w/c 0.5 

if constant conditions of testing are employed. On 
the other hand the method is less sensitive to varia
tions of the water-solid ratio which affect signifi
cantly the rheology of the cement paste and thus the 
outcome of measurements made with a penetrations 
method.

A special advantage of our new method is the possibili
ty of its use in systems for which penetration methods 
are not, or only little suitable. Our experience shows 
that the acoustic method may be succesfully employed 
not only in ordinary cement pastes and mortars but 
even in glass or organic fibers or wood chips rein
forced systems, not suitable for testing by any 
penetration method.

Our experiments were limited, so far, to systems that 
could be placed in a gap of maximum 40 mm, due to a 
limited output of our sonic generator. We believe, 
however, that the method may be employed even for 
concrete mixes, if the intensity of the entering 
acoustic signal will be increased appropriately.

CONCLUSIONS

A new method for setting time determination of cement 
pastes or mortars was developed in which the setting 
is determined on the basis of a sudden increase of 
acoustic conductivity of the system at the time о 
setting. The method is insensitive to,the nature ot 
the binder employed and little sensitive to variations 
in the rheology of the mix. The method may be employed 
also in mixes in which penetration methods cannot be 
employed due to the presence of foreign components, 
such as fibers, light weight aggregates, or wood chips.

FIG. 6: Setting characteristics of pastes and 
mortars made from same cement using different 
aggregates (acoustic method)

DISCUSSION

From the obtained data it becomes obvious, that the 
increase of acoustic conductivity observed in cemen
titious systems is due to the setting of the present 
binder. The phenomenon appears to be independent on 
the quality of the binder employed as an increase, 
of acoustic conductivity at the time of setting can 
be detected even if binders of different chemical 
nature are employed.

The origin of the increase of acoustic conductivity 
is not obvious at this time. We assume» that the solid 
framework formed in the paste at the time of setting 
causes - in addition to the ceasing of plastic defor
mability of the system - also its increased acoustic 
conductivity.

Just like in other methods, the exact setting time 
determined by our new method depends, to a certain 
degree, also on the conditions of testing. We assume 
that the obtained variations are due to different 
amounts of acoustic energy lost if signals of diffe
rent frequency are employed or if the distance to be 
passed by the acoustic signal varies. It is of import
ance, however, that variations of setting time,such as 
those due to binder quality or to the effect of che
mical additions, can be well detected acoustically
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FACTORS AFFECTING CEMENT PASTE-AGGREGATE BOND

1. INTRODUCTION
There is a general concense about the influence of 
cement paste-aggregate bond on the behaviour of con
crete. It is recognized that the transition zone 
(interface) is the weakest link of the composite 
material and the one which directly affects mechani_ 
cal properties and durability. In this way, the 
interest in factors that affect cement paste-aggre - 
gate bond, continuosly increases.
Adherence is partly due to mechanical interlocking 
produced by aggregate irregularities and to van der 
Waals forces which cause the adhesion between aggre
gates and cement hydration products. Besides there 
may be some slow chemical reactions that contribute 
to bond development.
This paper analyzes the influence of many factors on 
bond strength by mechanical tests. To do this, pastes 
with different water-cement ratios, chemical admix - 
tures (a water reducing and two superplasticizers ad^ 
ditives) , expansive addition, and fly ash incorpora
tion were used. Four types of rocks with different 
surface texture were included. Test age was also 
considered as a variable.
This study was complemented by SEM observations 
performed on fracture surfaces, for a qualitative 
analysis of interfaces and cement pastes.

2. EXPERIENCES 
2.1 Test method:
Tne aggregate-hydrated cement paste, bond strength was 
evaluated by flexure tests with mid-point loading 
system. Figure 1 shows a scheme of specimens.In every 
case, modulus of rupture of the corresponding cement 
paste were measured. Samples were cured in water 
until testing age.
A deformation-controlled testing machine was employed 
with a rate of 2 mm/minute.

Figure 1: Cement paste-aggregate specimen 
and loading scheme.

Aggregate

25mm

□ Cement paste

2.2 Discussion of results:
Aggregate surface texture is one of the most import- 
tant factors that affects bond strength, as it causes 
mechanical interlocking.
Meanwhile, fracture is preferentially produced at the 
interface in smooth surfaces, crack path can also 
develop through the paste and even sometimes, includ
ing aggregate grains in rough or broken surfaces.
Aggregates usually employed in concrete elaboration, 
present different surface texture, due to their poros.

* grain size, cleavage plans, hardness, and also 
external factors as weathering.
Two textures for each aggregate were studied: natural 
fractured and swan surfaces. Table 1 shows the rela
tionship Interface modulus of rupture (Ifr) / Cement 
Paste modulus of rupture (Pf ) . Bond strength is low
er than paste strength, ranging from 20 to 62 %. It 
must be noted that fractured surfaces have always 
greater adherence than sawn surfaces.

Table 1- Influence of surface texture on 
aggregate—cement paste bond strength.

w/c ratiQ=0,40. Age;28 days.Paste strength= 12 Юа.

Rock
Interface bond strength

sawnCement paste strength
fractured 
surface

sawn 
surface

fractured

SANDSTONE 0.40 0.32 . 0.80
MAKBLE A 0.30 0.20 0.67
GRANITE В 0,46 0.20 0.43
BASALT 0.62 0.20 0.32

Although sawn surfaces are similar, when comparing 
many aggregates, their bond strength can be very dif
ferent. In this case, the high bond developed by sand 
stone may be principally attributed to rock porosity. 
At the same time, variations produced by changes in 
surface texture for the same aggregate can be higher 
than those due to changes in aggregate type. Then, it 
becomes difficult to compare petrography influence as 
their effects are usually superposed.
To study other factors affecting bond strength, a 
unique surface texture was adopted. Marble or granitic 
aggregates were used with a grounded surface obtained 
by sanded.
Figure 2 shows the influence of'water-cement ratio on 
bond strength. It appears that Ifr variability is 
lightly lower than Pf ; the relationship Ifr/Pfr 
trends to increase with high w/c ratios.

Figure 2: Influence of water-cement ratio on bond 
strength (Ifr) and cement paste modulus of fupturetPf^)

If /Pf relationship is also modified by cement 
strength evolution rate. Generally strength gain takes 
place more slowly in interface than in cement paste. 
Table 2 shows the effect of age on bond and paste 
strength employing marble and granite, and a high 
early strength cement. It can be seen the significa
tive differential evolution of interface and cement 
paste.
For normal cement or specially low heat cement the 
effect of age on If /Pf relationship is smaller.r r
If / Pf ratio prcbably changes because voids 
volume and size at the interface are larger than into 
the cement paste^JKjith time these voids are progres
sively filled, and, consequently, If / Pfr ratio is 
modified.



FACTORS AFFECTING CEMENT PASTE-AGGREGATE BOND

Grounded surfaces, w/c ratio - 0.40
Cement: C3S:56%, C2S:19%, C3A:O.2%, C4AF:15.8%.

Table 2. Effect of age on bond and paste strength.

Age
Modulus of rupture (MPa) If / Pf r rInterface: Ifr paste:Pfr

(days) Marble A Granite A Marble A Granite A

10 3.4 11 .0 0.31 —
28 4.1 3.7 12.0 0.34 0.31
90 5.8 ' 5.7 12.0 0.48 0.48
180 6.3 6.4 12.3 0.51 0.52

TO study influence of admixtures and additions series 
with w/c: 0.30 ahd 0.40 were made. Pastes included 
different types of superplasticizers (Naphtalene and 
Melamine basis, water reducing (lignosulfonate basis) 
expansive and fly ash addition.
Table 3 shows the obtained results of bond and paste 
modulus of rupture. As it can be seen some admixtures 
incorporate important air quantities as a secondary 
effect.
Air incorporation affects in different grade inter - 
faces and bulk paste behaviour. Pfr decreases in a 
higher percentage than Ifr by air presence, being the 
relationship Ifr/Pfr strongly increased.
Comparing NS with NSA (Table 3), air incorporation re 
duced paste strength in 41% and 26% at 7 and 60 days 
respectively; bond strength was only 10% lower at 7 
days and it remains the same at 60 days.

these experiences were made with vertical inter
faces, the effects of air bubbles could be different 
on horizontal interfaces.
Superplasticizers did not modify significatively If^ 
and Pfr. Their principal effects appear by means of 
air incorporation. Naphtalene superplasticizer which 
did not entrained air gave almost the’same If^.. Pfr 
is higher at early ages probably due to the better 
dispersion of cement particles.
Melamine superplasticizer (MS) produced a small re
duction of strength at 7 days. However, it can be 
seen that at 60 days there is a little increment in 
bond strength for every superplasticizer.
Generally interfaces marble B-cement paste are slight, 
ly weaker than granite1 SB.
The presence of this water reducing admixture, (which 
also incorporates air) produced higher Ifr but smaller 
Pfr. It appears again that interface is less sensi - 
tive than bulk paste, to air presence.

A modified behaviour was observed when fly ash was 
incorporated. Paste with 20% weight replacement of 
fly ash (Class F) finer than cement, was used. It may 
be seen that at 7 days paste strength decreased but 
bond strength wasn't affected. At 60 days Ifr with 
fly ash is higher and Pfr is still a bit small. Then 
Ifr/Pfr relationship is increased for fly ash blends, 
being the effect more evident at advanced ages.
Strength gain (7 to 60 days) is also more pronunciated 
at interfaces: while series Co.4 increased bond and 
paste strength 50 and 37% respectively, this evolution 
for FA series was 100 and 61%. (Table 3).
It must be mentioned that there is a qualitative im
provement of interface, as fracture in 60 daysFAbond 
tests was always through the paste nearly interface 
while for the corresponding control series(Co.4) оп1У 
a small amount of paste remains adhered on the aggre
gate surface.
Fly ash reaction contributes to develop bond strength 
filling voids, that are originally larger at inter - 
face, and reducing large Са(0Н)2 crystals concentra
tion. These crystals have lower adhesion capacitytvan 
der Waals forces) and apport preferred cleavage plans.
SEM micrograph (Figure 3) shows a fly ash-cement paste 
-granite aggregate interface.Oriented Ca(0H)2 crystals 
are clearly distinguished.Big crystals are often found 
close to interfaces probably due to a greater space 
for growth.

Figure 3: SEM micrograph of fly ash-cement paste-gran
ite В interface, view from aggregate(split along inter
face). (Age: 60 days). Bar =10 m. X 2700.

Table 3. Influence of additions or chemical admixtures on bond and cement paste strength.

Rocks: Granite B(g) , Marble B(m) . Cement: 2860 cm^/g. (C2S:30%, C2S:41%, C3A:9.5%, C^AF:10.9%) .

Addition or 
chemical 

admixtures
Symbol w/c

Air 
incorpo 
ration

RocK
Modulus of rupture (MPa) Ifr / Pfr

Interface: Ifr Paste: Pfr
7 days 60 days 7 days 60 days 7 days 60 days

None Co.3

0.3

no g 
m

4.9
4.6

5.9
5.4 11.0 12.3 0.44

0.42
0.48
0.44 .

Superplasticizer 
Naphtalene

NS no g 5.0 6.4 12.0 12.5 0.42 0.51

NSA yes g 
m

4.5
3.8

6.4
6.5 7.1 9.2 0.63

0.54
0.70
0.71 .

Superplasticizer 
Melamine MS no 9 

m
4.0
4.0

6.5
6.0 10.0 12.8 0.40

0.40
0.51
0.47

None
Water reducing
Fly ash(4200cm2/g)
Expansive

CO.4 
WRA 
FA 
E

0.4
no 
yes 
no 
no

9 
g 
9 
9

3.6
4.2
3.4
2.9

5.4
5.7
6.8
6.3

8.4
6.3
6.7
8.8

11.5
7.8
10.8
11.6

0.43
0.67
0.51
0.33

0.47
0.73
0.63
0.54
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Figure 4: SEM micrographs of cement paste with expansive 
from aggregate (split along interface). X4000.

addition, (age: 100 days), a)(left):interface view 
b)(right): bulk paste. X6000.

Paste incorporating 12% cement weight expansive ad
dition was mixed. Expansion of bars inmersed continu- 
osly in water were 44/(m/m and 54y^m/m at 7 and 60 
days respectively. Pf was always similar to control 
paste (Cq.4)- (Specimens had free expansion condition^
Bond reduction at early ages and bond increment at 
advanced ages were found. Then If_/Pf relationship 
had a strong evolution with time.
Figures 4.a and 4»b show respectively interface and 
interior paste characteristics of series including 
expansive addition. Bulk paste appears very compact, 
meanwhile bigger voids and crystals are observed at 
•interface. '
3. CONCLUSIONS
The principal conclusions extracted from these experi 
ences can be summarized as follows:
. Surface texture is one of the most important factors 
affecting bond strength, and consequently If^/Pf^ 
relationship. Rough surfaces had always higher bond 
than sawn surfaces. For practical purposes physical 
aspects, as mechanical interlocking, have more in
fluence than petrographic aggregate characteristics.

• Ifr/Pf ratio is modified by maturity, interface 
bond develops more slowly than paste strengtb.Cement 
with high hydration rate showed clearly this phenom 
enon.

. It is confirmed that bond is less sensitive to w/c 
ratio than paste strength(mainly with high w/c ratio)

. Air presence affects in different magnitude inter
face and paste strength. While there is a substan
tial decrease in paste modulus of rupture (Pf*.) /the 
effects on bond are very small.

. Fly ash incorporation modified If /Pfr relationship. 
Fly ash reaction (60 days) produced an increase in 
bond (26%) while paste strength vzas still a bit 
lower than control (6%), and also a different crack 
path was observed.

. There weren't found important changes on cement 
paste-aggregate bond produced by the water reducing 
agent and the superplasticizers. Only melamine 
superplasticizer reduced stregth at 7 days. Never
theless paste strength can be affected by air en
trainment caused by these admixtures.

. Expansive addition, in this dosage, did not affect 
paste strength, however it modified bond development. 
It reduced bond at early ages and increased bond at 
advanced ages.
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relationship between alite microscopic reactivity and clinker hydraulicity p

1 INTRODUCTION
The technique of etching polished section 
is an essential process for the reflected 
light microscopy studying of clinker.
of the similar reflecting power of clinker 
minerals, it is only possible to observe of 
microscopic textures and structures g
the etching of polished section by adequate 
chemical substances.

the reaction 
surface, 

reflected 
light

The thickness of coating of 
products formed in the crystal 
determines the color observed by 
light. The color is a result of _
refraction and varies according to Newton 
Series, while the thickness of coating grows . 
So, as the color is closely related to the 
reaction rate of crystal with the etchant, 
it can be used as a crystal reactivity.
In order to check the relation between the 
alite crystals color and the 
hydraulic activity, microscopic studies 
performed in industrial clinker samples are 
shown.

2 NH4CJI ETCHING
The following aspects were obtained as a 
result of previous microscopic observations 
performed in clinkers from different plants , 
using NHifCJl as etchant:

a) aqueous 
0.1%, 
22°C, 
about

NHifCH must always be used in an 
solution, in concentrations about 
and when the room temperature is 
the ideal etching time would be
20 seconds.

b) with the increasing of the etching time, 
the alite crystals color changes progressively 
into the following degrees:
light brown
dark brown
dark blue
light green-blue 
greenish—yellow 
orange-yellow

increasing of the 
etching time

d)

be 
andthe same color and tonality can 

obtained, even after a new polishing 
etching, because of the good repeatibility 
of the msthod.
with NHxCJl the reaction rate is affected 
by the alite crystallographic orientation. 
With polished thin sections it was 
possible to see that the perpendicular 
section to crystallographic C-axis shows low reactivity, while parallel section 
shows a high one. ,This etching anisotropy is closely related 
to the optical anisotropy. The optically 
less anisotropic alite sections are those 
that have minor reactivity.
The more anisotropic sections are tne 
more reactives- .This reactivity increases with the growing 
of the optical anisotropy.

FIGURE 1- Sketch of a single cristal by Yamaguchi 
and Ono121

C-Axts

e)

and high reactivity

f)

g)

its

quick

_ the
it is observed that h blue

crystal instability and thus for 
reactivity.

h) alite idiomorphic crystals 
cooling rate clinkers, are 
than irregular crystals from

' cooling clinkers 7

are more reactive to 
crystals. In

from . , 
more reactive s^oyer 

cooling clinkers." According to Dorn 
cooling rate is supposed to be_the ® 
important factor in crystal color developnen

according to 0№0(з), alite crystals of 
clinkers burned at high temperatures shew 
greater birrefringence and are hydraulically 
more active. These alite crystals when 
submitted to reflected light microscopy _ — n J —-T— л 1 171 TVshow elongated forms <-- ,
to NHuCd.
small alite crystals 
ЫНцСЛ. than the large 
same clinker nodule, xv xo ~ 
while the smaller crystals reach 
color, the large ones remain brown. These 
observations are in accordance with tn^ 
results attained by other authors ' that obtained a greater hydraulic activi У 
for the small crystals in relation - 
the large crystals.
alite crystals with thin belite lamellae 
are usually observed in industrial ein« 
burned in reducing environment. J=“ey 
occur in three different sets with strict 
crystallographic orientation with respect 
to the host^) . This texture results from 
an oxidation of Fe2+, which replaces 
part of Ca2+ in the alite crystal tottice. 
Less frequently, in some parts o£ 
clinker alite crystals appear without 1 
lamellae and decomposition structure. 
Fe2+ is probably still in the 1ау£С®' 
since droplets of metallic iron and rugn 
frequency of СзА can be observed in tn 
nearness. Reactivities of alite crys 
with lamellae and alite crystal withou 
decomposition structure are very diff^ 
While the first one keeps the brown col ' 
the second shows a light blue color, 
behavior of these two types of alite attei 
the NHuCi etching agrees with Woerma 
observations. This author points out 
incorporation of Fe2+ into alite crY 
lattice to be responsible for the У



3 ALITE REACTIVITY AND CLINKER HYDRAULICITY
By means of NHuCJl etching ofclinker polished 
sections an attempt was made with the 
purpose of correlating the alite
microscopical reactivity to the clinker 
hydraulic activity. Three samples of 
industrial clinker from the same raw mix 
and burnt into the same rotary kiln (1,000 
ton/day) were selected. Phase quantification 
by microscopy showed similar compositions, 
mainly with regard to the alite content. 
This fact lead us to conclude hew insignificant 
is the influence of its content in the 
difference of hydraulic activity among the 
clinkers.
A method based on Dalziel's*7* proposition 
and adjusted by Ferreira' * was used in 
order to evaluate the clinker hydraulic 
activity. This method consists in the 
determination of the compressive strength 
of 20mm diameter x 30mm high mini-cylinders. 
Powdered clinkers with a specific surface 
area (Blaine) of about 340 m2.kg_ were dry 
pressed till a porosity of 35%. Then, the 
dry specimens were submitted to a vacuum 
lower than 0,60 mbar, during ten minutes 
inside a vacuum chamber. Under this condition 
the entering of water occurs without a 
significant alteration on the chamber interior 
negative pressure. After the vacuum application 
a sufficient amount of water was added, so 
that the specimens could be completely 
submerged; then the pressure was lightened 
in order to let the water enter. The
submerged mini-cylinders were cured in a 
Water temperature of 230C, for 18 hours and 
28 days, respectively, when finally tested. 
The.,.final result of the test was obtained 
thrbugh arithmetic mean of four test 
specimens, with within coefficient of 
variation between 0,0 and 5,0%.
Due to the fact this method is not 
standarded and considering the comparative 
aim of this study, relative strengths were 
prefered.
Sample В with 36,4MPa at 18 hours and 147,0 
MPa at 28 days was taken as reference (100%). 
According to Figure 2, the three samples 
were packed in the same polished section in 
order to make the etching acts in an 
uniform way. This procedure reduces differences 
during the etching time.
The polished surface was etched with NH-tCZ. 
(0,1%) during 20 seconds just washed with 
water and dried.

FIGURE 2 - Polished section with three somples 

of clinker

As it was discussed before,the alite reactivity 
depends on, among other factors, , the
crystallographic section. So, on the polished 
surface of a unique clinker fragment it is 
possible to recognize different alite sections, 
with a variety of colors. In addition 
varieties of crystal sizes and the heterogeneity 
of industrial clinker fragments, make it 
difficult to evaluate the color of alite in 
clinker as a whole.
in order to make this evaluation less subjective, 
the alite crystals were classified,according 
to color, in four types and the frequency of 
each one was determined by crystal microsoopiCal 
counting, under a magnification of 250 times.

TABLE 1 - MICROSCOPICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OP CLINKERS

COMPONENT CLINKER A CLINKER В CLINKER C
PH

A
SE

 
C

O
M

PO
SI

TI
O

N 
BY

 
M

IC
RO

SC
O

PY

ALITE (»)
BELITE (*)
C3A (»)
C4AF (‘)
FREE LIME (*)

61.6
21.1
4.2 

12,0
1.1

65.4
17.9
2.0

13.4
1.3

65.5
15.3
2.3

15.8
1.1

a 1 i 1 v

SIZE (Ут> '
BIRREFRtNGENCE 
FORM

50-60 
0.0045-50

subidio
morphic

30-40 
0.0045-50

idicrorphic

25-30 
0.0045-50

idiororphic

COLOR
TYPE

I («)
II (»)
III (*)
IV (*)

82
13

4
1

25
27
32
16

8
24
49

BLAINE (m2.kg-1)

18 HOURS STRENGTH <»)

28 DAYS STRENGTH (»)

346

49

92

334 

100* 

100**

336

122

106

* 36Л MPa
** 147,0 MPa

TYPE COLOR
I BROUN CRYSTALS

[I CRYSTALS OF BLUE COLOR IN THEIR CORE AND BROWN
IN THEIR RIM (brown predominance)

III CRYSTALS OF BLUE COLOR IN THEIR CORE AND BROWN 
IN THEIR RIM (BLUE PREDOMINANCE)

IV BLUE CRYSTALS

Table 1 shows a good accordance between the alite 
color and the relative strength of clinkers. 
Differences among individual values of 
relative strength at 28 days decreased in 
relation to 18 hours values. However the 
same general tendency was kept. Clinker C 
not only showed the biggest strength but also 
the most content of types III and IV reactive 
alite crystals. On the other hand, in clinker 
A, with the lowest strength, most crystals 
are type I, in others words, the least 
reactivity.
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In these three samples, the alite reactivity 
is mainly related to their size. In clinker 
A, besides of the alite biggest size, it 
seems that the alite irregular 
the exsolution texture found in various 
crystals contributed to decrease its 
reactivity.

the 
this

crystals showed that the burning ten^rature
1 _ ____ 4« м-нл <-hrpp nlinkers. -L*--was ---  -means in this specific case 

reactivity was not influenced

The birrefringence values of the f alite

the same in the three clinkers.- - ■ that
by

factor

etching is 
to predict 

. other
size, 
minor 
were 

on

- ' 1 method strength, 
research showed an • inter 
between alite microscopic

4 CONCLUSIONS
The alite crystal color after < 
a parameter that can be used 
the reactivity. It can replace 
parameters like crystal shape and 
birrefringence, incorporation or 
elements, cooling rate etc. that 
known by their remarkable effect 
clinker reactivity.
Although we haven't had yet enough

We believe this kind of study and future 
advances like the belite areaC^ter 
evaluation will lead us to a better 
prediction of cement behaviour.

'i data
AlCIlUuyil wc nu.x-.. -------------- j - , - 1._дат.
to correlate statistically the mini-cylinder
strength to standayded
results of 1"
dependence  --- -- .reactivity and clinker hidraulicity.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE CEMENT TYPE ON THE VALUES FOR LIGHT CONSTRUCTIVE- P
THERMAL INSULATING CONCRETE.

The method for experiment planning and mathe
matic modelling (active experiment) is used to eval
uate and to optimize the properties of the light con
crete by varying factors on three levels according 
the type of the concrete - portland cement 20 PZ 350, 
fly-ash cement, shlake portland cement.

The following main receipt factors are selected 
to be investigated:

- Cement amount per 1 m^ concrete (X.), varying
3 x ,

on three levels: 250, 300 and 350 kg/m . These limits 
are selected so that to be obtained a wider concrete 
range with properties and parameters, varying in a 
relatively wide range in order to meet the practice 
requirements;

3 .- Water content per 1 m concrete (X-) varying
3 z . .

on three levels: 190, 205 and 220 kg/m . The limits 
for the variation of the last factor are been so 
selected that to be obtained concrete mixes which are 
not hardly processed or startfying, considering also 
the necessary water content for the used additives.

- The ratio of the amounts for the coarse and 
fine additives (by volume) (X^), varying on three 
levels: 0.7, 0.85 and 1.0. The reason to select the 
above limit values is based on the results of the 
preliminary research and investigations - in such 
manner the advisability of the above limit values has 
been proved.

On the basis of preliminary investigations 
and references about the possible kind of the mathe
matic relations, the type of the goal-function was 
selected as a full polynon of second degree, as fol
lows:

y = b + 5^в.х. + 5Zb..x. +2Zb. .x.x. 

° i=l 1 1 i=l 11 1 Kj 13 1 3

1 O.S(X. - X. . ) 
1 max i min 

where:
Xi min is the 3-ow for factor variation 

\ o is the middle (average) value of the

where the symbol 5Z means a sum of all possible 
. Kj

different X^X^members.

In order to avoid difficulties in respect of 
the factors' dimensions, a coding procedure has been 
selected - as using non-dimensional values in limits 

-1 to +1 according the following relation:
X. - Xx. = _____1 °_________  

factor in the investigated range
X. is the top limit for factor variation, i max
To obtain maximum information from the mathe

matic model at lowest influence of the unknown or 
disturbing factors, an experiment plant is used - 
this plan of the experiment is near to D-optimal 
plan of type B3, as shown in Table 1. for natural 
factor coordinates.

Table 1.

No. Natural coordinates
X1 X2 x3

I 350 190 0.7
II 250 220 0.7
III 250 190 1.0
TV 350 220 1.0
V 350 190 1.0
VI 250 220 1.0
VII 350 220 0.7
VIII 250 190 0.7
IX 350 205 0.85
X 250 205 0.85
XI 300 220 0.85
XII 300 190 0.85
XIII 300 205 1.0
XIV 300 205 0.7
XV 300 205 0.85

For goal-functions (Y) are selected: the con
sistency of the concrete mix, measured by technical 
viscosity meter; compressive strength after thermal 
traetment on the first day РуП 1; tensile strength 
at bending on the first day RqjTI 1; compressive 
strength at normal setting or hardening conditions 
cn the seventh day; voluminary density of the con
crete after steam treatmentадП.

The experiment was performed by portland cement 
20 PZ 350 with 37.5 MPa activity. As a light additio
nal material a shlake-ash mix was used - from the 
"Bobov Doi" thermal power station^ with voluminal

3 
density of the grain equal to 1335 kg/m . As a coar
se additional material is used a ceramsyte gravel 
with 20nm maximal diameter of the grains and 860kg/m 
voluminal density of grains. Part of the sanpies were 
thermally treated by steam at atmospheric pressure 
and T = 358 + 5°K temperature of isothermal heating 
node: 2.5 + 1.5 + 5 + 2 = 11 Hours
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and the other part of the samples are at normal set
ting or hardening conditions.

Before introducing the test results in order to 
develop the relevant mathsnatic models a stochasti
cal processing is necessary to determine mean arith
metic value, root-mean-square deviation, variation 
factor, to check for random errors with a significant 
deviation from the mean value, to determine the mean 
dispersion for the experimental cement bloc.

After the preliminary stohastical treatment/ 
processing the test results for every propery of the 
light concrete are introducing in the computer. By 
means of the relevant computer programmes are cal
culated and checked for valuability (weight) factors 
in the models, checked for adequatity according the 
Fisher criteria. The properties of the light constru
ctive-thermal insulating concrete, experimentally de
termined, are show in Table 2. On the basis of the 
experimental results (Table 2) are calculated mathe
matical models with the following expressions (after 
the adequatity check for the relevant properties):

1/ Consistency (acc. the measurements by tech
nical viscosity meter) - S

S = 8.3 + 0.6X1 + O.8X3 - 2.7X2 + O.SX^ -
- 1.2X2X3 + O.7X2 - 2.5x2 ,

2/ Compressive strength after steam treatment- 
V11

2R^II 1 = 13.6 + 1.5X1 - O.8X2 + O.6X3 - 1.6X3 +
4- O.7X1X3

3/ Tensile strength at bending after steam 
treatment - "Rq^II 1

R0III 1 = 1.45 - O.12X2 - O.O8X3 - 0.19x| -

- O.12X2X3

4/ Compressive strength after 7-day setting 
time Ry?:

R[17 = 11.5 + 1.7X1 - O.5X2 - 1.2X3

5/ Voluminal density after steam treatment 
О II
j?OfWII = 1213 + 36X1 + 12X3 + 30X

Table 2.

No. s R III o RyHl V fo,wH
sec. MPa MPa MPa kg/mJ

I 9 1.45 13.6 12.7 1262
II 4 1.44 10.1 8.6 1183
III 3.5 1.44 11.0 9.1 1211
IV 9 1.16 14.2 11.2 1293
V 12 1.39 14.8 13.3 1302
VI 4 0.77 9.0 7.4 1194
VII 4.5 1.30 10.7 10.7 1244
VIII 6 1.27 11.0 9.1 1231
IX 4.5 1.31 15.0 12.3 1292
X 7 1.52 12.1 8.9 1211
XI 4 1.72 13.3 12.2 1227
XII 14 1.38 14.9 10.8 1193
XIII 10 1.17 13.6 13.0 1241
XIV 7 1.24 11.3 11.5 1198
XV 8 1.34 12.5 10.0 1204

All models meet the requirements of the crite
ria for adequatity of the description and can be used 
to analyse the properties of the light concrete.

A full polyncm is obtained for the influence 
of the cement amount on the consistency, i.e. all 
investigated factors (members of the mix) has influ
ence on the possibility of the concrete mix.

A prevailing factor is the dement amount. The 
influence of the last factor on the consistency of 
the concrete mix is non-linear and is realized by 
means of the other two investigated factors with 
relatively poor effects of mutual.influence. The in
creasing of the cement amount up to certain limit 
causes increasing of the consistency i.e. in the in
vestigated limits the optimal cement amount relating 
the consistency is 250 kg/rn^.

At selected thermal treatment mode the most 
important effect for the light concrete grades has 
the amount of the used cement - in order to increase 
the compressive strength after steam treatment. The 
maximal increasing of the compressive strength can 
be obtained at cement amount of 350 kg/m^. The effect 
of the compressive strength increasing is more with 
higher shlake-ash mix: ceramsyte equal to 1.0. The 
mutual influence of these two factors is positive in 
respect of the compressive strength and can be used 
to produce light concrete with increased compressive 
strength values.



The influence of the concrete amount per 1 m^ 

light constructive-thermal insulating concrete on the 
conpressive strength is in the limits of the experi
ment's error and is not reported by means of the ma
thematic model. Possibly this mechanical factor is 
poor sensitive in respect of cement amount, as can 
be assured that the disturbance of the material is 
happened mainly fron the light additional substances 
and the increasing of the cement amount is helpful 
to composite strengthening or consolidation.

The conpressive strength of the light concrete 
after 7-day setting period at normal conditions is 
determined mainly by the cement amount. The increas
ing of the last factor in the limits of 250 to 350 
kg/m^ at the same other conditions causes conpressive 

strength increasing by 5 MPa or at water content of 
190 kg/m^ is achieved maximal conpressive strength 

of 12.7 MPa. At more cement amount the conpressive 
strength is not increased.
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ALKALI REACTIVITY OF GLASS AGGREGATE P

Introduction
The propertiea of aggregate are vitally 

important to-the performance of concrete, 
especially the durability. To date, the 
deterioration cases due to the alkali-ag
gregate reaction have been discovered in 
more than twenty countries. Due to the gra
dual lack of natural rock resources and the 
presence of enormous quantities of indu
strial solid wastes, the trend to use the 
solid wastes as aggregate will be increas
ing for the time to come. The blast furnace 
slag and coal cinder have been used as ag
gregates for many years. Besides, millions 
of tons of refuse glass are generated an- 
nually(l). The problem associated with the 
use of waste glass is the chemical compo
sition of glass, which are responsible for 
the alkali-aggregate reaction. In volcanic 
glass, the relationship of their alkali 
reactivities to chemical compositions has 
also not yet been fully established. Until 
now, only R.G. Pike(2) and J.W.Figg(3) have 
investigated the alkali reactivities of 
xrl ass aggregate, but the chemical composition! Sled by Pike are only limited to 
binary systems. We made now nearly hundred 
samples of glass to study the relationship 
of chemical compositions to aggregate reac
tivities. The chemical compositions include 
in three ternary systems, N-A-S,^N-C-3, C-A- 
3 and a quaternary system N-C-A-o. The res
ults obtained can be used to examine the 
alkali reactivities of volcanic glass and 
industrial glass waste.

Experimental Method
Glass samples were made from quartz 

sand, pure limestone, AlgO-j and NagCOj . 
The raw materials were first ground to par
ticles finer than 0.08 mm, then the mixes 
were melted in an electric furnace. After
wards, the melts were allowed to flow into 
cool water for quenching. Some mixes which 
were difficult to melt were moulded into 
bars and then melted oy oxygen-acetylene 
flame, the melts were also allowed to flow 
into cool water for quenching.

The alkali reactivities of glass aggre
gates were determined by rapid autoclave 
mortar bar test suggested by us(4): the 
size of aggregate: Ö.15-0.75 mm ,-cement: ag
gregate = 1011, w/c=0.30 and the alkali 
content of cement is 1.5$ eqv. Na20. The 
mortar bars were removed from the molds 
after one-day curing in moist chamber, then 
precured in 100°C steam for 4 hours. After 
that, they were placed in a 10?<> KOH solu
tion and autoclave-treated at 150°C for 6 
hours. This method has been repeatedly 
proved to be effective to determine the 
alkali reactivity of aggregate of alkali
silica type.

Experimental Results

1. N-A-3 System
18 glass samples of this system were 

made. The ranges of chemical compositions 
(in mol$) of these samples are: Si0„ 41.49
87.60, Al204 6.32-34.97. Na20 2.89-50.34. 
As the content of Na20 was over 40 mol%, 
the products after melting and cooling was 
a xerogel, not a glass. Mortar bar test 
proved that the glass aggregates were non
reactive as the content of А120з was over 
24 mol$(Fig.l). The relations between the 
expansion values of mortar bars and the 
ratios A/(3+N)(mol) are shown in Fig.2. It 
shows that the values of expansion increase 
sharply as A/(S*N)=0.15 . when the ratio 
A/(S+N) is higher than 0.3. the aggregates 
are non-reactive.

The experimental results proved that 
the value of expansion was almost maximum 
as the ratio N/3=0.5. On account of this 
result and the relationship of alkali reac
tivities to A/(3+N), the following formula 
was obtained by regression analysis. The 
coefficient of correlation of regression 
R=0.96.

%e=O.O25EXP(O.3416((A/(3+N))"1- 
-((N/S)-0.5)5)) (1)

Where
%e—value of expansion of mortar bar 
N,A,S—respective mol$ of Na20, Al^Oj, 

3102 in glass-sample compositions

Na20

Fig.l The expansion area and 
non-expanslon area of glass 
aggregates in N-A-3 system 
(mol %)
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Fig.2 Relation between expansion 
and A/(S+N)(mol ratio)

2. N-1-3 system
In this system, 15 glass samples were 

made by melting. The ranges of chemical com
positions (mol%) of these glass samples are: 
3i02 39.19-71.62, CaO 6.60-44.60, Na?0 
8.97-40.68. In Fig.3, it shows that the ag
gregates are non-reactive when their CaO 
contents exceed 22 mol%. The expansion in
creases sharply as C/(3+N)=0.2 and stops as 
C/(3*N)so.3(see Fig.4). Similarly, the fol
lowing formula is obtained after regression 
analasis. The coefficient of correlations 
R=0.96.
%e=0.0251 EXP(0.4912((C/(S+N))-1- 

-((N/3)-0.5)2)) <2)

Fig.3 The expansion area and non
expansion area of glass 
aggregates in M-C-S System

Fig.4 Relation between expansion 
and C/(S+N) (mol ratio)

3. C-A-3 system
For this system, 16 glass samples were 

made. The ranges of chemical compositions 
(mol#) of thesesamples are: ЗЮр 42.51-100, 
CaO 0-35.53, AloOj C-35.60. It is proved 
that in this system the value of expansion 
increases with increase of 3102 content 
(see Fig.6). In Fig.5, it shows that the 
aggregates are non-reactive when the content 
(mol#) of silica is less than 66 mol#. The 
equation of regression which represents the 
relation of chemical composition to value 
of expansion is shown in formula(3), the 
coefficient of correlation R=0.99.
#e=0.0472 + 3.624xl0~4(3102 - 55)2 (3)

AlgOj

Fig.5 The expansion area and non
expansion area of glass 
aggregates in C-A-3 system 
(in mol#)
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Fig.6 Relationship of expansion 
to S(in irol%)

Fig.7 The expansion area and non
expansion area of glass 
aggregates in N-C-A-3 
system(mol^)

4. N-G-A-3 system
42 glass samples were made for this 

system. The ranges of chemical compositions 
(mol%) of these samples are: SiO« 46.89
87.60, CaO 1.07-33.39, AlgOj 0.62-12.86, 
Ha20 1.29-28.97. Similar to the above three 
systems, the value of expansion increases 
with the increase of S+N(mol%) contents, 
and decreases with the increase of C+A con
tents. In Fig.7, it shows that the region 
of expansion exists in the cone of the 3102 
vertex. As shown in Fig.8, the value of 
expansion decreases with increase of ratio 
(C+A)/(S+N). The glass aggregates are reac
tive as this ratio is less than 0.2, and 
non-reactive as it is higher than 0.3. 
There is uncertainly in (C+A)/(S+N)=O.2-0.3» 
Foimula(4) is the equation of regression, 
the coefficient of correlation R is 0.92.
%e=0.0092BXP(0.5124((C+A)/(S+N))“1- 

-((N/3)-O.5)2)) (4)
It is worth mentioning, When we put 

0=0 or A=0 in equation(4), the results seem 
to be not consistent with equation (1) or 
(2), maybe the reason is that there are in
fluence from one another i. the chemical 
compositions, it is not a simple additive 
relation between them.

Fig.8 Relation of expansion to 
(a+A)/(3+N)(mol ratio)

Applications of the. 
Reactive Index К

The alkali reactivities of some rocks 
of volcanic glass and industrial glass was
te were determined by mortar bar test or 
chemical method. The comparison of these 
results to reactive index K((C+A)/(S+N)) i3 
shown in Table I, it illustrates that all 
the rocks are reactive when К is less than 
0.134. On the contrary, as K=0.471 or 1.390» 
the aggregates are expectedly not reactive. 
Therefor, we can use the reactivve index 
to predict the alkali reactivity of these 
kinds of rocks.
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Table I Relationship of alkali reactivities of glass rocks to 
their reactivity index

Rocks Chemical Compositions (in mol%)  . ■ Expan
sion % K**Si02 А120з Fe'2°3 CaO MgO K2° Na20

perlite(l) 71.ЗЗ 11.93 1.75 1196 З.35 1.65 0.254 0.130 Reactive
perlite(2) 70.43 12.22 1.40 2.21 4.70 2.00 01391 0.134 Reactive
perlite(3) 72.56 11; 49 I.78 0188 4.07 3.90 0.605 0.106 Reactive
perlite(4) 71.27 12i <4 3.67 0174 0.62 3.61 3.55 -M 0.132 Reactive
pichstone 72.70 11; 29 1.78 0181 0.10 З.ЗО 3.15 0.-383 0.107 Reactive
obsiden(l) 73.60 11174 1.16 0181 3.80 4.50 - # 0.102 Reactive
obsiden(2) 70.90 12s-73 2.94 0173 0.21 4.25 З.35 01105 0.128 Reactive
cinder 55.73 23*42 14.14 5*16 1141 0.97 0.50 0.034 0.471 Non-reactive
slag 34.73 9.88 I.05 37.-85 4.96 3«97 1.80 * 1.390 Non-reactive

*Proved to be reactivity determined by A3TM 0289 (chemical method) 
««In calculation of K, CaO includes MgO, A12O3 lncludes Fe2°3

Discussion
Three processes are present in alkali

silica reaction, they are: process of reac
tion, process of imbibition of water and 
process of swelling. It must be mentioned 
that all these glass aggregates made by us 
might react with the pore solution of cem
ent paste, therefore, the difference in 
expansion of aggregates must be attributed 
to their different abilities of water im
bibition and the swelling of their reaction 
products. The relationship of these abili
ties to chemical compositions of glass ag
gregates deserves to be studied further*

Conclusion
The alkali reactivities of glass ag

gregates depend on their chemical composi
tions. The reactivities increase with the 
increase of S+N contents, and correspon
dingly decrease with the increase of C+A 
contents. So far the alkali reactivities of 
glass aggregates can be predicted by reac
tive index K((C+A)/(S+N))(in mol%). The 
reactivity'sharply increases as К is less 
than 0*14).2. On the contrary, they are not 
reactive as К is more than 0.3»
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Zhejiang University, P. P- Li,ma

Calcium Si 1ico-Fluoride Phase- A and Effects on Formation of CgS P

For saving energy, the addition of CaFg or CaFg and 
CaS0$ to the raw materials is often used in the burn- ■ 
ing of cement clinker in cement works. In tt)is.case,, 
four transitional minerals may emerge in the burning 
process of cement clinker .in kilns. They are calcium 
silico-fluoride.phase A (C^gSyZCaFg), calcium silico
fluoride phase В CkCgS-CaFg), calcium sulfo-silicate 
(2C2S-CaS04) and fluor-ellestadite (3C25;3CaS04-CaF2) 

Many researches dn these minerals have been done, but 
the research .is far from over and some results of them 
are contradictious/V,/2/.,/3/,/4/,/5/,/6/. Calcium 
silico-fluoride phase A is the most important among the 
four transitional minerals. The present paper will 
describe its formation and decomposition, and its ef

fects on the formation of CgS.

1. The Formation, of C^gSy-ZCaFg

Calcium silico-fluoride phase A was prepared by three 
methods with CgS. which was prepared, beforehand, CaO, 
СаСОз, SiOg and! CaF^ in c-p. grade, i.e., sample A with 
the mole ration of CaO:S,iO,2:CaF2=1ä:7i2; sample В with 
th» me?» ratio c-f C*Ce3.:Si(^tCaF2=tS:7r2; sample C with 

the mole ratio of C2S:SiG2:CaF2=7:5.i2.

Eight groups of sample A and sample C were burned at 
tCCO°C for 15 min., them heated to 1080, 1050, 1,100, 
1110, 1140. Ибо-. 1170 and, 1200°С respectively and. at 
these temperatures for 15 min. The results of free CaO

and XRD of them are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3 

and Fig. 4.

It can be found from these results that C^SyZCaFj ex
ist at the temperature range of 1100-1170°C in sample - 

A and of 1070-1170°C in sample C. In both sample free 
CaO decreases obviously and CigSy-ZCaFg increases ob
viously at. 1110 C. . That means the amount of C^gSy^ 
2CaF2 formed reaches maximum at this temperature.

From these results it can also be found that the forma
tion rates of CigS7-2CaF2 are different in the two sam
ples. C2S which was prepared beforehand has a promo-

Fig. 2 XRD patterns of sample C at different 
temperature for 15 min.

Fig. 3 Percentage of 
f'CaQ of sample 
A at different 
temperature

Fig,. 1 Percentage of f -Ca® 
off sample C at dif
ferent temperature 

5 -5,Ог A-thsSr^CaFz 
f t -CaO A- 4- C2S -

. Uuliuludiuid 1111111 ilij I 11 iuj.1 1111 111 111111111 
Z6- 3<t 3* 36 4* 26 3» 3* 36 44Г26 30 3* 36 4*

Fig. 4 XRQ patterns off sample A. at different 
- temperature for t$ mirt^ '
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tive effect on the formation of C-igSy'PCaFj. W. Gutt 
has described that C^gSy-ZCaFg is formed by CgS, CaO 
and CaFg/Z/. The result of thermodynamic calculation 
also indicates this trend.

To investigate the formation rate of C^gSyZCaFg, five 
sample C's were burned at 1000°C for 15 min. and then 
heated to 1080, 1090, 1100, 1110 and 1120°C respective
ly and at these temperatures for 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 
and 60 min. respectively. The samples were cooled with 
liquid nitrogen, then free CaO of each sample was de
termined. The results are shown in Fig. 5.

In OTA curve of sample В shown in Fig. 7, the endother
mic peak in 573°C represents the polymorphic transfor

mation of quartz, in 843°C the decomposition of CaCOg. 
The endothermic peak in 1179°C indicates that C^gSy 
ZCaFg melts incongruently at this temperature. Accord
ing to the phase diagrams of the CaO-CgS-CaFg system 
made by J. Mukerji/8/. W. Gutt/9/ and Mitsuo Тапака/Ю/, 
in which there is a ternary eutectic at 1110°C, liquid- 
oid should emerge at 1111°C. The exothermic peaks in 
1101 and 1118°C represent the formation of CigSy'ZCaFg. 

They should be a single peak, which is divided into two 
by the endothermic peak liquidoid emerged at 1111°C. 

The peak temperature of the exothermic peak of forma
tion of C^gSyZCaFg represents the temperature at which 
the formation rate of C1gS7'2CaF2 is maximal.

ioeo'c

1040’C

IIOO'C

1110‘C 
HZO'C

01---------- -—------ 1---------- 1-----------1______ I-----------L_
5 Ю IS 20 30 60

Fig. 5 Relationship between f'CaO of sample C 

and time at different temperature

The results shown in Fig. 5 were processed by Ginstring 
Equation, f(G)=1-^(G)-(1-G)2^3-Kt. The relationship 

between f(G) and T is shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6 it 
can be shown that CigSy'ZCaFg formed through solid re
action below 1100°C, and through liquidoid above 1100°C, 

at which liquidoid emerges.

All the results obtained show that the amount of free 
CaO in sample C is maximal when the sample was burned 
at 1080°C, and reduces in order of 1090*1100-1110°C. 
But in the samples burned at 1110 and 1120°C the amount 

of free CaO is almost the same. So it can be inferred 
that both the amount and the formation rate of CigSy 
2CaF2 formed at 1110°C are maximal.

2. Decomposition of C^gSy2CaF2

To examine whether calcium silico-fluoride phase A de
composes, sample В was burned at 1000°C fo^15 min. 
making CaCOg decomposition, and" at 1110°C for 30 min.

Fig. 6 Relationship between f(G) and time
for sample C

Fig. 7 OTA curve of sample В



making C19S7-2CaF2 formation, then heated to 1120, 
1140, 1160, 1180 and 1200°C respectively and at these 
temperatures for 1, 5, 15, 30 and 60 min. respectively, 

then cooled with liquid nitrogen.

XRD semiquantitive analysis of these samples was car
ried out (Fig. 8). The peak intensity ratio of the 
characteristic peaks of C^gSy/ZCaFg at d=2.087^ and 

Al(0H)3 at d=4.85^, which was added as a reference, 
is shown in Fig. 9. The determination result of free 
CaO of these samples is shown in Fig. 10.

From these results, it can be found that the amount of
C1gS7-2CaF2 decreases with the increase of temperature 
and burning time, and almost disappears at 1170°C, and

A-CxS^ZCaFz f-fCaO ß-P-CzS
F-CaFz Ü-i-CzS T - CtSa

(nun. Smin. ISmin. 30 min. bOmin. 
Fig. 8 Semiquantitive XRD patterns of C19S7-2CaF2

the amount of free CaO decreases at the same time and 
decreases rapidly at 1170°C. But in the samoies burn
ed at 1120°C, the amount of CigS7-2CaF2 increases for 
the time of 1 min. and 5 min. In the samples burned at 
1120, 1140 or 1160°C, the amount of free CaO increases 
during the first 15 min. All these results indicate 
that C]gS7'2CaF2 decomposes at these conditions.

The formation reaction of C-[gS7*2CaF2 is exothermic, so 
the increase of temperature is favorable to the decom
position of CigS7’2CaF2. Moreover, CgSgg can be found 
in the sample Б burned at 1140°C for 18 hrs.

To sum up, the process of the formation and decomposi
tion of C19S7-2CaF2 can be suggested as the following. 
In this process, there are two reactions. One is the 

formation of C^gSy^ZCaFg by CgS, CaO and CaFg, the 
other is the decomposition of C19S7-2CaF2 to promote 
the formation of CgSss. 1110°C is the eutectic in the 
C2S-CaO-CaF2 system and is the critical point of the 
formation reaction. 1170°C is the temperature at which 

Ci9S7-2CaF2 melts incongruently and is the critical 
point of decomposition reaction. Below 1110°C, C^Sy1 

2CaF2 formed slowly through the solid reaction, in 
this case, formation reaction is the main reaction. 
Liquidoid emerges at 1110°C, and the amount and forma
tion rate of Ci9Sy2CaF2 reach maximum. Above 1110°C, 

decomposition is dominant. At 1179°C, C^9S7"2CaF2 dis

appears because it melts incongruently.

/120 /И0 /160 /100 1200 T(T)

Fig. 9 Peak intensity ratio of C19S7-2CaF2 
and A1(OH)3 after the decomposition 

of CigSy’ZCaFj

Fig. 10 Curve of f-CaO at different temperature 
after the formation of C|9S7*2CaF2
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3. The Effects of CigSy^CaFg on the Formation 
of CjSjj

To investigate the effects of C^gSy-SCaFg on the forma
tion of CgSss. a sample was prepared with СаСОз and 
SiÖ2 according to the ratio of CaO/SiO2=3:1. In addi
tion, 3.68% CaFg was added into the sample. When all 
the CaFg was consumed, the percentage of CigSy^CaFg in 
the sample was 50%. The sample was burned at 1000°C 
for 15 min., and at 1110°C for 30 min., then heated to 
1160, 1170, 1180, 1200, 1250, 1320 and 1350°C respec
tively and at these temperatures for 30 and 60 min. re
spectively. The resuits of determination of free CaO 
and XRD are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.

By means of XRD, CgSgg can be found in the sample burn
ed at 1160°C. A large amount of €3855 will emerge in 
the sample burned at 1180°C. In correspondence with 
that, at about 1170°C, the amount of free CaO.decreases 
rapidly and C-jgS7-2CaF2 disappears finally. There-is 
a lot of Сз855 "group" in C19S7•2CaF2/4/, so decomposi
tion of CigSy^CaFg will promotes the formation of 
c3sss by the nucleating and crystallizing process.
This promoting effect will be more obvious when C^gSy- 
2CaF2 incongruently melts at 1170°C.

As well known, through the solid reaction between CaCOg 

and SiOg, only a little CgS can form at such a high 
temperature as 1600°C. By the ordinary burning of 
clinker CgS can not form until 1280°C. However, by the 
formation of transitional mineral, C^gSy^CaFg, a large 

amount of CgS can form at 1170°C. The forming tempera
ture of C3S is 100°C below that in the clinker burned 

Fig. 11 Percentage of f*CaO of sample prepared 

with 3CaC03+Si02+3.68 wt.% CaF2

ordinarily and 400°C below that through the solid re

action. That indicates C^gSy-BCaFg has a obvious ef
fect on promoting the formation of CgS.

Calcium silico-fluoride phase В (2C2S-CaF2) and calcium 

sulfo-silicate (2C2S*CaS04) are only related to the 
formation of CgS/ll/. The effect of fluor-ellestadite 
(SC'S-SCaSO^-CaFg) is neccesary to be examined. 3C2S- 
ЗСаБОд-СаЕд and C1gS7-2CaF2 can not coexist/З/. It is 
also proved by our experiments. Samples was prepared 
with CaCOg and Si02 according to the Ca0/Si02 ratio=3:1, 
and 30% ЗС25-ЗСа50д-СаЕ2 was added. They were burned 
at 1200, 1240, 1260, 1270, 1280, 1300 and 1350°C re

spectively for 30 or. 60 min. The free CaO and XRD re
sults of them are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.

From these results, it can be found that CgSss doesn't 
emerge until 1250°C, and in correspondence with it, 
free CaO decreases rapidly and ЗСдЗ-ЗСаЗОд-СаЕд disap
pears at 1250°C. Compared with the results of the sam

ples 'prepared with 3CaC0g+Si02+3.68% CaF2, it can be 
found that the temperature at which CgS emerges is 80°C 
higher. Obviously, it is the liquidoid, which emerges 
by the congruent melt of 3C2S*3CaS04"CaF2 at 1250°C, 
that promotes the reaction of C2S and CaO to form CgSss. 
Actually, ЗС25"ЗСа50д*СаЕ2 is a mineral with lower melt 
temperature, its effect mechanism on the formation of 
CgS is different from that of CigSy^CaFg.

Fig. 12 XRD patterns of samples prepared with
3CaC0g+Si02+3.68 wt.
temperature for 60 min.
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Fig. 13 Percentage of f-CaO of samples prepared 
with ЗСаСОз+ЗЮд+ЗОУ» 3C2S*3CaS04*CaF2 

at different temperature

The decomposition of C^gSy2CaF2 promotes the formation 
of C3Sss. When C19S7-2CaF2 melts incongruently at 1170 
°C, this promoting effect is more obvious. Its promot
ing mechanism is different from 3C2S-3CaS04-CaF2, which 
is a mineral with a lower melt temperature and at 1250°C 

provides the liquidoid which is neccesary for the forma

tion of CgS.

f-fCaO 5-5,02 Р-Р-СгЗ T-C3Sss E
E-3Cz5 ■ 3CaS04'CaF2 t

Fig. 14 XRD patterns of samples prepared with 

SCaCOg+SiOg+SOX 3C2S-3CaS04-CaF2 at 
■ different temperature for 60 min.

4. Conclusions 

1). C19S7-2CaF2 forms at a temperature range of 1070
1160°C. At about 1110°C, the formation rate of C19S7- 
2CaF2 is maximal. The amount of C19S7-2CaF2 formed is 

almost maximal.

2).  C19S7-2CaF2 is unstable at the temperature range 
at which it forms. Its formation and decomposition oc 
cur at the same time. Below 1110°C, the formation is 
the main trend, but above 1110°C, the decomposition is 
dominant. C19S7-2CaF2 disappears at 1170°C.

3).  There is a lot of CgSss "group" in C19S7-2CaF2. 
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EFFECTS OF HIGH SHEAR MIXING ON HYDRATION BEHAVIOUR OF CEMENT PASTE 
AND RHEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATIONS

EFFETS DU MELANGE DE HAUTE TURBULENCE SUR L'HYDRATATION DE LA PATE DE CIMENT 
ET L'INTERPRETATION RHEOLOGIQUE

J.A. FORRESTER, Senior Research Fellow, King's College London 
Formerly Chief Chemist, Cement & Concrete Association, U.K.

and

S.A. JEFFERIS, Lecturer in Civil Engineering
King's College London

The application of mechanical shear to a water cement 
mixture has a profound effect in the rate of hydration. 
The shear action also generates a product that modifies 
the rheological characteristic. These two functions add 
additional consideration to the chemistry of hydraulic 
cement hydration.

Mechanical shear can be considered as a slicing or grind
ing action on the surface of hydrating cement and can be 
said to exist in all concretes where shear action can 
arise from the impact of aggregate to aggregate contact. 
In special ways mechanical shear can be induced by pur
pose designed mixers. These usually incorporate rotor
stator geometries where a cement slurry will receive a 
strong shear action as it passes through the gap.

Cement hydration can be considered initially to be con
trolled by a through solution mechansim and later with 
deposits of hydrate products on cement surfaces the con
trolling action is by nucleation and diffusion control. 
The contribution to the mechanics of hydration intro
duced by mechanical shear is two fold. Firstly the re
moval of immediate colloidal hydrate products generates 
ideal nucleation sites for the deposit of through solu
tion reaction products. Such sites act as alternatives 
to the cement particles themselves and hence deposition 
of retarding coatings is reduced. Secondly the physical 
removal of coatings allows access to fresh unhydrated 
cement surfaces.

The dispersion of colloidal particles of hydrated cement 
by shear action creates a liquid phase with unique prop
erties that contribute to the rheological character
istics of cement water pastes or concrete.

The changes to the chemical kinetics are demonstrated by 
conduction calorimetry and rate of formation of hydra
ion products. These are illustrated in the poster 

w ere it is shown that mechanical shear increases the 
rate and amount of silicate reaction and also shortens

6 time of reaction of aluminate with sulphate. The 
increase In amount of silicate reacted is confirmed by 
an increase in' the rate of formation of calcium hy- 
to^h^5' e^ect on t*1® sulphate reaction is similar 
it f3*' ^nc*ucec* ЬУ sulphate concentration. This similar-

У s to be expected as the rate has been shown to be " 

e vo vivu vi aXLiUld-llClUti W1 Lil Dlll|JII<3Lv< 1 Г it?
anC<‘eaSe amount °f silicate reacted is confirmed by
droxide -- 
. ♦ ***•- ин иле ouj-piidbc r ecti

it-,, « ^nc*uced by sulphate concentration
.*'J '"u ue expected as the rate has been shown to be a 
avJ2 1°П Of avallabllity of reactants and shear can be 
xpected to facilitate this availability.

stray'd"1011 shear on rheological properties is demon- 
ati 6 th® decrease in setting time and by the gener- 
deve]11 Of thixotr°Plc properties. An acceleration in the 
meas Opment of shearing threshold is demonstrated by 

urements with a cone penetrometer and a Contraves

viscometer. The latter indicates the creation of 
thixotropy. The generation of a gel like characteristic 
in the liquid phase increases cohesion and hence reduces 
tendency to bleed. This is a most desirable feature in 
grouting operations.

Examples of the practical applications of high shear 
mixing in grouting, waste disposal, self-draining 
concrete, cut-off wall construction, etc. are given in 
the poster.

Before rheological properties can be considered it is 
necessary to understand measurement procedures. In this 
note only two indicators of rheology/stlffenlng have 
been considered:
(1) rotational viscometry (il) penetration testing. 
These techniques are not entirely separate but perhaps 
represent a continuum with rotational viscometry 
providing data at large' strains possibly on an 
established failure surface and penetration testing 
providing data at generally much smaller strains and 
strain rates on a developing failure surface. However, 
as a result of the different processes involved the 
strength measured in a penetration test is quite 
distinct from the yield point determined by rotational 
viscometry. Considering first rotational viscometry:

If continuous rotation is employed then the rotation may 
establish a zone of preferred shear. Clearly such a 
zone cannot be produced in a pure liquid but in a 
particulate material it is quite normal and furthermore 
moisture migration to this zone is to be expected. Such 
moisture migration is well documented, for example in 
soil mechanics, and tends to reduce the shearing 
stresses. The migration is consistent with Le 
Chateller's principle and may be regarded as a general 
phenomenon. Therefore, a simple rotational viscometry 
test is unlikely to measure the bulk properties of a 
paste but rather will measure the properties of an 
undefineable continuously sheared zone of water/cement 
ratio above the bulk value. A simple demonstration of 
this behaviour can be obtained using a viscometer with a 
stationary cup and rotating bob with torque measurement 
on the bob. The test requires a series of sleeves which 
can be inserted in the cup to reduce the bob to cup gap. 
With a Newtonian liquid reduction in the gap will 
increase the measured torque in a regular manner. 
However, for a series of cement pastes of water cement 
ratio 0.3 to 0.5 no effect was observed until the gap 
was reduced to less than 0.5mm at which point there was 
clearly audible grinding of the grains. Of course, 
insensitivity to the gap can be explained by a simple 
Bingham model. However, for the test situation equally 
simple calculations showed that this was not the case.



Thus in a rotational viscometry test one may have two 
distinct materials in the annular space between bob and 
cup: a fluid region of relatively high water/cement 
ratio adjacent to the moving surface and a stationary 
region of relatively lower water/cement ratio. These 
two materials will be rheologically distinct and it will 
not be possible to calculate the position of the inter
face between them from the rheological properties of the 
fluid region. The two materials will also show distinct 
development of properties with time and there may be 
further moisture migration.

A further demonstration of the complexity of water migr
ation can be obtained by the use of serrated bobs. In a 
series of tests two bobs of identical overall diameter 
were used. One bob had a smooth stainless steel finish 
and the other had serrations 0.5mm deep. In general one 
might expect a serrated bob to tend to homogenise the 
mix and thus show higher shear stresses than a smooth 
bob. In practice the reverse was observed. Clearly the 
pumping action of the small serrations accentuated migr
ation rather than reduced it. With deeper serrations 
homogenisation might be achieved. The fundamental point 
relating to rotational viscometry is that the system 
must be evaluated prior to the evaluation of results. 
External geometry seldom defines the Internal behaviour 
except perhaps for very fluid mixes but for these settle
ment becomes a problem.

Considering now penetration testing:
Penetration tests can be operated at very low shear 
rates and continually expose new shear surface. At low 
shear rates viscous effects are negligible and the test 
thus measures solid type properties. As new surface is 
continually exposed the test tends to measure peak 
stresses rather than residual stresses. Whereas in rota
tional viscometry, even at very low strain rates, the 
actual magnitude of the strain will be large and hence 
the stress measured will be a post failure stress, that 
is residual stress. In a cementing material residual 
stresses must be expected to be significantly lower than 
the peak values.
As a detail of the test procedure consideration of the 
shape of the failure surface suggests that that data 
from cone penetration should be more straightforward to 
analyse than that from penetration of cylindrical rods 
and tests have shown this to be the case. In particular 
the relationship:

penetration load = ksh2
where s is the shear strength of the paste, 
h is the depth of penetration and 
к is a constant related to the cone angle

has been demonstrated to be valid for cone penetration 
into cement pastes.

No satisfactory continuous function has been identified 
between the penetration resistance, s and h for penetra
tion of rods except for narrow ranges of penetraton.

The introduction of controlled stress rheometers now 
means that stress build up prior to establishment of 
rotation can be studied. Hence both peak and residual 
stresses can be measured. Such results should be of 
great value in Interpreting strength development results 
generally.

Having briefly considered the problems relating to rheo
logical measurements it is now possible to discuss the 
effects of high shear mixing on rheology. High shear 
mixing changes the nature of a cement paste. A low 

shear mix is a two phase system of cement grains and 
water. High shear mixes tend towards a single phase 
material. The mixes contain sufficient colloid sized 
material to mask the effect of any remaining grains. As 
a simple analogy one may say that shearing converts a 
cement paste which would behave rather as a mix of very 
fine sand and water to the equivalent of a mix of clay 
and water with occasional fine sand grains. This change 
in paste structure is reflected in the development of 
cohesion and thixotropy of the mix and the suppression 
of settlement. Cohesion and thixotropy can be 
demonstrated by viscometric testing but great care must 
be paid to the selection of test geometries and shear 
rates. There is a vogue for the study of hysteresis 
loops for cement paste. Newcomers should be warned that 
even an empty viscometer will show an hysteresis loop 
due to the inertia of the system if rapid changes in 
shear rate are made.



THE EFFECT OF SIMULATED LARGE POUR CURING CONDITIONS ON THE TEMPERATURE. RISE
AND STRENGTH GROWTH OF PFA CONTAINING CONCRETE. P

1. INTRODUCTION
The hydration ot cenent is an exothermic reaction 
which, in the case of large pours, can cause a 
considerable terrperature rise in the concrete 
placed. When concrete is poured in a large quan
tity, it is necessary to be able to predict the 
tenperature rise which may occur inside the mass 
because of the effect this may have on the ulti
mate properties of the hardened concrete. It is 
known that elevated tenperatures nay have a detri
mental effect on the strength growth pattern of 
the concrete and that if the difference in tem
perature between the centre and surroundings of a 
pour exceeds 20 to 25°C cracking may occur'l»2,3)_ 
Whether cracking occurs depends both on the 
magnitude of the terrperature induced stress and 
the capacity of the concrete to acccmmodate the 
strain. The need to be able to predict these tem
perature rises is greater with conposite cements, 
containing pfa or blast furnace slag, where the 
use of an extender introduces an additional uncer
tainty as to the effect of increased terrperature 
on the development of strength with time. In the 
past, various methods have been employed to try to 
ascertain these effects, such as the adiabatic 
calorimeter and the vacuum flask calorimeter^), 
but none of these methods is able to simulate the 
typical terrperature-time profile of a large pour 
of concrete. In situ temperature measurement, 
using thermocouples placed at specific depths in 
the concrete, can be adopted and may be used to 
control an auxiliary cube curing bath thereby 
enabling internal strength values to be 
obtainedt5&6). This, of course is a retrospective 
method which can only give an indication of tem
perature profiles, and their effect on strength, 
in a structure when it is too late to undertake 
any corrective action.

CALORIMETER

Fig. 1 Calorimeter and matched curing system

The calorimeter described in this paper (fully 
described by ref.7) is designed to simulate any 
size of pour of concrete, and to supply information 
on the associated tenperature profile to a cube 
curing bath which follows the temperature of the 
main concrete sarrple by thermocouple control. 
Cubes from the curing bath can then be used to 
determine the developrent of strength in the simu
lated pour. This system (shown in Figure 1) only 
requires about 4 kg of cement to supply enough 
concrete for the control calorimeter and 12 (lOOrrm) 
cubes. The equipment can therefore be used to 
explore the behaviour of a range of concrete mixes 
and composites, with regard to tenperature rise and 
strength development, before undertaking a large 
pour on site. ’
2. EXPERIMENTAL
A pure Portland cement (OPC) and a Portland pfa 
cement (marketed in the UK as Phoenix), manufac
tured by intergrinding the same clinker with 25% 
pfa, were used to produce two 11 cube batches of 
concrete according to BS 4550. See Table 1 for 
chanical and physical characteristics. This pro
vided enough concrete for the control calorimeter 
and for two lOOmm cubes to be tested at ages of 
1,3,7,28 and 91 days. The tests were carried out 
on both concretes with the control calorimeter set 
to give simulated pour sizes of 0.8,1.5 and 3 
metres depth. Reference cubes were also cured at 
20°C using the BS 4550 test procedure.

Small amounts of the Phoenix cement pastes were 
also stored with the cubes, in sealed plastic 
vials, so that the hydration could be stepped at 
the various curing ages in order to determine the 
amount of unreacted pfa, by a method of solution in 
diluted HC1 (1:49). It was also thought useful to 
simulate the internal pressure' experienced in a 3 
metre pour, arising from the nass of concrete above 
by mechanically loading the cubes. This was done by 
removing about 5nrn of concrete fron each cube mould 
and placing a steel plate (13nm thick), that was 
just able to slide within the lOOmm mould, on top 
of the freshly mixed concrete. This plate was then 
loaded to 70 kPa uniaxially by placing a lead 
weight on top. On removal from underwater storage 
for testing, the cubes were also weighed and 
measured in order to determine the density of com
paction. This was done after the saturated cubes 
had been surface dried.
After the strength tests were corrpleted at the 
various stages of curing, the inside of each cube 
was sampled and hydration was stopped by dropping 
the sample into acetone. It was then prepared for 
examination by scanning electron microsccpy. The 
sanple was first dried under vacuum, then frac
tured, and the fracture surface was mounted on a 
stub and given a thin gold coating.
3. RESULTS
Figures 2,3 and 4 show the tenperature rises 
obtained at the centre of simulated pours of 0.8,
1.5 and 3 metres deep respectively for both the OPC 
and the Phoenix mixes.
These show that as the pour size increased, 
although the Phoenix mix displayed a lower peak 
tenperature than the OPC mix at all sizes, the time



Fig.2 Temperature rise at centre of 0.8m pour

Fig.3 Temperature rise at centre of 1.5m pour

Fig.4 Tsrperature rise at centre of 3m pour 
taken for the Phoenix mix to reach this maximum 
gradual1 у increased, with respect to the OPC, . 
until at 3 metres the time taken vas nearly twice 
as long. It appears that once the higher term- 
peratures of a 3 metre pour were reached, although 
the OPC hydration rate was accelerated as , 
expected, the dilution effect of the pfa combined 
with increased reaction between the pfa and hydra
tion products of the OPC, produced a lower early 
tenperature rise but one which continued as the 
pfa reactivity increased to produce a mich later 
peak tenperature. This was also reflected in the 
strength growth of the concrete cured under the 3 
metre sirrulated pour conditions (fig 5) as com
pared with concrete cured at standard 20°C con
ditions (fig 6).

With the OPC the rapid increase in tenperature 
rise, and hence hydration rate, caused hydrates to 
grow in a rapid and perhaps disorganised manner, 
giving higher early strengths tut eventually . 
reduced later strengths. In contrast, the Phoenix 
concrete under these conditions produced a slower, 
nore prolonged reaction which, together with reac
tion products between the pfa and OPC combined 
give strength growth superior to that of the OPC 
concrete after 2i days. Figures 7 and 8 show the 
strength growth in intermediate sized pours.

Fig.7 Strength at centre of 0.8m pour



The way in which the tenperature has affected the 
strength growth of the Phoenix concrete, compared 
with the OPC concrete, is demonstrated in figures 
9 and 10 where strength has been plotted against 
pour size at 1,3,7,28 and 91 days. This shows 
quite clearly the fall off in strength with 
increasing pour size for the OPC concrete after 7 
days, whereas the Phoenix concrete was only 
slightly affected after 91 days.

Fi 1 n . rw* im9-10 Phoenix concrete strength-v-pour size 

The reaction rate of the pfa was determined at 
various ages, for each of the curing regimes men
tioned, by arresting the hydration with acetone and 
measuring the amount of unreacted pfa by dissolving 
the ground sanple in 1:49 hydrochloric acid (about 
0.25N).
From these results (fig 11) it can be seen that the 
pfa reaction rate rapidly increases, in the larger 
pours, when a teirperature of about 40°C or more is 
attained. This shows that in a 3 metre pour the 
amount of pfa reacted after 2-3 days can be 
expected to be. similar to that reacted after 100 
days curing at 20°C.
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Fig.11 Reaction of pfa in hydrated Phoenix
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Fig.13 Unloaded and 70 kPa loaded cube strengths 

Phoenix concrete
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The results of the tests in a simulated 3 metre 
pour with the 100mm cubes being loaded to 70 kPa 
are shown in figures 12 and 13. The strength 
results at 1,7 and 28 days show that loading the 
cubes inproved the strengths for both OPC and 
Plioenix cement concrete. Fig 14 shows the pre
dicted variation in 28 day strength with depth, 
through a 3 netre pour, as a consequence of both 
tenperature and pressure effects.
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Fig.14 Predicted effect of tenperature and 
pressure loading on 28 day strengths 
through a 3 metre pour.

Carparison between figures 12 and 13 shows that 
the concrete containing the Phoenix cement seemed 
to henpfit nest from this ccnpaction._ This could 
be a consequence of the better workability of the 
Phoenix concrete, resulting in a larger loss of 
expressed water, but may also be related to better 
hydrate morphology under load. Concrete w/c 
ratios could be adjusted to minimise any asso
ciated increase in bleeding.
In generalr the results of the examination by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) reflect the 
concrete cube strength results. It is possible to 
relate the strength at a given age or in a given 
pour size to the observed degree of hydration of 
the pfa, and the maturity of the hydrate phases. 
The photographs shown as Figs 15-20 vere selected 
as being representative of the degree of hydration 
in the concretes at 1,7 and 91 days. Figs 15,16 
and 17 are from the 0.8m Phoenix concrete and Figs 
18, 19 and 20 are from the 3.0m Phoenix concrete. 
At 1 day, the degree of reaction of the pfa 
spheres was limited to a similar extent in both 
size pours. The spheres was coated with calcium 
silicate hydrate (C-S-H) of an immature type but 
the sphere surfaces appeared uncorroded and the 
C-S-H resulted from precipitation of the cuter 
product fron the cement clinker phases.
By 7 days, the pfa in the 0.8m pour was still vir
tually unreacted, the smooth surface being visible 
through the now more mature C-S-H. In the 3.0m, 
concrete, the reaction of the pfa had proceeded to 
a considerably more advanced stage. Fig.19 shows 
the spherical shape of a pfa relief which has been 
almost all replaced by C-S-H, having a radial 
appearance characteristic of inner product from 
pfa spheres. The difference in compressive 
strengths of the two concretes directly reflects 
the differences seen in the pictographs, the 0.8m 
concrete having a strength of 26.0 МшГ2 and the 
3.0m concrete, 42.1 №m~2.

The two 91 day concretes show marked similarities 
and the two photographs given as Figs 17 and 20 
show that spheres have reacted to a considerable 
extent in both concretes. The 0.8m pour has now 
caught up both in microscopic appearance and 
strength, the two values being 45.9 Nmm-2 for the 
0.8m concrete, ^nd 45.2 Nnm-2 for the 3.0m pour.

The white line displayed on all the photographs 
shown below represents 1 pm.

Fig.16 Phoenix, 7 day (0.8m)

Fig.17 Phoenix, 91 days (0.8m)



Fig.18 Phoenix, 1 day (3.0m)

Fig.19 Phoenix, 3 day (3.0m)

Fig.20 Phoenix, 91 day (3.0m)

Table 1 - Chemical and Physical Characteristics

O.P.C. Phoenix
Cement

P.F.A

SiO2 20.1 28.4 51.3
I.R. 0.57
Al203 4.7 10.4 27.4
Fe2CI3 2.5 4.2 9.2
МП203 0.18 0.13 0.07

0.12 0.15 0.23Тю2 0.22 0.41 0.97CaO 64.4 48.6 1.2MgO 2.1 2.0 1.6so3 2.6 2.4 0.92b.o.l. 1.4 1.3 2.0к2о 0.72 1.4 4.1Na20 0,20 0.36 1.2
0.10 0.07

Free Lime 2.5 1.8SSA 405 397
45 res. 9.3 5.3 8.4

4. CONCLUSIONS
1. The results show that Portland pfa canent can 
produce increased core strength in mass concrete 
pours where the tenperature rise would normally 
reduce the strength of an OPC concrete to about 70% 
of its expected value.
2. Fran the temperature profiles of the simulated 
pours it can be seen that the interground pfa cement 
produced lower tenperature rises, at later ages, 
than the OPC, so reducing the thermally induced 
stresses within a large pour.
3. Although the pfa was slow to react with OPC at 
standard curing conditions, once the curing tem
perature exceeded 40°C the reaction rate increased 
markedly. The extent of this acceleration is such 
that at the centre of a 3 metre pour, the amount of 
pfa reacted after 2-3 days can be expected to be 
similar to that reacted following 100 days curing at 
20°C.
4. Sinple mechanical loading of the sample cubes 
showed that, at 28 days, the pressure generated by 
the mass of concrete above can be expected to reduce 
the strength loss at the centre of the large OPC 
pours and further enhance the strength of Portland- 
pfa pours. Consequently, a full simulation of large 
pour conditions should include this loading factor.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Ce travail se situe dans le cadre d'une recherche a 
long terme sur les mecanismes reactionnels ä 
1'interface ciment-eau, ayant pour but d en 
determiner les differentes etapes elementaires. Pour 
cela, on s'interesse, non seulement au milieu 
aqueux, mats aussi aux milieux non^ aqueux, qui 
permettent de faire varier les proprietes du solvant 
ou l'activite de l'eau et peuvent deboucher sur des 
applications interessantes dans le domaine du dosage 
des phases par dissolution selective.

Au cours d‘une etude sur 1 attaque acide de 1 alite 
en milieu methanol, en circuit ouvert, (extension de 
la methode de TAKASHIMA), nous avons remarque des 
fluctuations des concentrations en especes 
dissoutes. Nous precisons ici les conditions dans 
lesquelles apparaissent ces fluctuations 
periodiques, qui sont faciles ä mettre en evidence a 
l'aide des moyens modernes de la Chromatographie 
HPLC.

2 - MONTAGE EXPERIMENTAL - PRINCIPE

Le montage derive d’un Systeme de Chromatographie 
HPLC avec programmateur de gradients, dans lequel on 
a remplace la colonne par un filtre en ligne, 
contenant un disque de poudre compactee de 
l'echantillon ä etudier. A travers ce disque, on 
peut done faire circuler ä l'aide des pompes haute 
pression, un reactif de composition determinee par 
le programmateur de gradients (FIG. 1).

FIG. 1 - SCHEMA DU FILTRE EN LIGNE

1 Diffuseur
2 Grille support de filtre
3 Poudre compactee
4 Connecteur d’alimentation

Le passage en solution du compose etudie est detecte 
par une sonde conductimetrique a circulation, reliee 
a un Systeme d'enregistrement.

P

La seule difficulte technique de la mesure reside 
dans la maniere de realiser le disque de poudre 
compactee, de facon ä obtenir une repartition 
uniforme de la matiere et eviter ainsi des passages 
preferentiels de reactif, qui pourraient s'accentuer 
jusqu'au percement du disque. Pour cela, il est bon 
de saupoudrer 1'echantillon sur le filtre, en 
interposant un tamis de maille voisine de 160 
microns .

3 - RESULTATS

Nous donnons ici quelques resultats obtenus pour les 
constituants des clinkers, soumis ä une percolation 
par une solution d'acide acetique dans le methanol, 
preparee par melange automatique d une solution mere 
a 1 Mol/1 avec du methanol pur. Le programmateur 
etait regie pour effectuer des paliers successifs de 
la proportion d'acide, entre 0 et 30 Z, de fafon a 
mesurer la periode des fluctuations en fonction de 
la concentration en acide.

Cas de 1 'alite
On peut constater (Fig. 2), que le regime periodique 
se declenche a partir d'un seuil situe vers 4 Z de 
solution 1 M, pour une pastille de 47 mm de diametre 
contenant 3 g d'alite broyee, de surface specifique 
voisine de 3500 cm /g, traversee par un debit de 
reactif de 3 ml/mn. La frequence et 1'amplitude des 
fluctuations augmentent pour chacun des paliers de 
concentration en acide. La frequence^ est 
proportionnelle ä la concentration de 1 acide 
acetique :

F = 3,8 C

avec : F = Frequence en mn - 1
C = Concentration molaire de 1 acide

acetique.

FIG. 2 - ALLURE DES FLUCTUATIONS PERIODIQUES

------ Gradient d'acide acetique
____  Signal conductimetrique
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les pics perjLodiques de conductj vite ont une forme 
assymetrique. On observe une montee tres rapide, 
correspondant ä un passage en solution tres rapjde, 
puis une decroissance d'allure exponentielle. 
La hauteur h des pics, traduisant la quantite d'ions 
liberes , montre une discontinuite en fonct.ion de la 
concentrat ion d'acide. Le graphe h = f(C) se 
presente comme une courbe de titrage 
conduct imetrique, ave-_: deux segments de droite de 
pentes differentes, le point d1 intersection se 
situant vers c = 0,1 Mol/1 (Fig. 3),

FIG. 3 - EVOLUTION DE LA HAUTEUR OES PICS

IE LONG DU GRADIENT

Autres constituants du clinker

Un comportement identique est constate pour les 
autres constituants du clinker. La frequence et 
1 amplitude des fluctuations sont beaucoup plus 
faibles pour les produits peu reactifs, comme la 
bellte et 1‘aluminoferrite. que pour le silicate et 
1 aluminate tricalcique.

4 - INTERPRETATION

ne pouvons tenter ici une analyse detaillee de 
~~ . ' , , sur la base des premiers

interpretation 
.  r , comme la

composition chimique de la solution a la sortie du 
9 ecteur conductimetrique, ce dernier n'apportant 

Qu une information globale sur les concentrations en 
especes dissoutes. La forme des pics et la 

■1 scontinuite de I'evolution de la hauteur des pics 
semblent montrer que le mecanisme reactionnel 
comporte au moins deux etapes, dont la premiere est 
e^tremement rapide.

Nous p" —..... • • • •
ces phenomenes periodiques, 
resultats experimentaux. 
necessite des informations comp!ementaires ,

Dans 1‘interpretation du mecanisme, 1‘utilisation de 
la thermodynamique des processus irreversibles 
(T.P.I.) devrait se i.iontrei* interessante. En effet, 
ce type de reactions periodiques n'est 
habituellement observe que dans des systemes 
chimjques ouverts, appeles 'structures dissipatives 
chimiques" , oil des couplages se manifestent entres 
diverses forces motrices (force chimique, force de 
diffusion, force electrocinetiquei et les flux qui 
en resultent (taux de reaction, flux de diffusion, 
variation des charges electriques superficielles).

Les phenomönes observes ici pres entent des analogies 
frappantes avec des reactions periodiques du type 
ZHAB0TIN3KI, de meme qu'avec les reactions do 
precipitation dans des gradients de dirru.s;.,ii 
(anneaux de LIESFGANG), dont 1'etude est du 
de la T.P.I.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Depuis la these d'Henry LE CHATELIER, au debut du 
siede, de nombreuses etudes ont ete publiees au 
sujet des mecanismes de 1'Hydratation des ciments. 
Il semble bien etabli aujourd’hui que, au moins aux 
premiers ages, 1'Hydratation soit gouvernee par des 
processus de dissolution-precipitation, dont on 
cherche encore ä decomposer les etapes elementaires. 
Les lois qui regissent la croissance cristalline des 
hydrates seraient done, d'une part, celles de la 
diffusion des especes ioniques a partir des surfaces 
des grains, et d'autre part, les equations de 
vitesse des reactions de precipitation, traduisant 
les phenomenes de germination-croissance.

Si 1'on cherche ä donner un formalisme mathematique 
ä ces mecanismes, dans le but de construire un 
modele physique, on rencontre de grandes difficultes 
par exemple, devant le Probleme de la diffusion 
convective, qui est celui de pates de ciment 
immobiles. Dans le cas plus abordable de la 
diffusion reguliere, ой l'on peut faire entrer les 
suspensions agitees regulierement, les solutions des 
systemes differentiels issus de la combinaison des 
lois de FICK et des equations de vitesse des 
reactions, ne sont pas toujours stationnaires. La 
diffusion dans un gel peut par exemple produire des 
structures periodiques comme "les anneaux de 
LIESEGANG", decouverts en 1896. En observant que la 
complexite de ces cas est liee surtout ä celle du 
formalisme des equations de vitesse (par exemple 
lorsque le mecanisme comporte une etape 
autoctalytique), nous nous proposons d’etudier ici 
quelques modeles mathematiques tres simplifies, oil 
nous envisagerons des equations de vitesse de forme 
simple, dans le cas de la diffusion plane 
unidimensionnelle. Bien que ces hypotheses de 
travail soient extremement reductrices de la realite 
physique, quelques remarques peuvent en etre tirees, 
concernant des particularites connues de la 
microstructure des hydrates.

2 - RISE EN EQUATIONS

Nous ecrirons que le regime stationnaire auquel nous 
nous interessons, est obtenu lorsque dans un 
Intervalle de temps dt, la quantite des especes 
apportees par diffusion, dQd, est egale ä la 
quantite dOp consommes par la precipitation.

Pour chacune des especes, dQd est tire des lois de 
FICK :

dQd. = - OS de./Эх . dt ill

oil D est le coefficient de diffusion, S la surface 
de 1'interface generatrice et C la concentration a 
la distance x de cette interface.

dQp est tiree de I'equation de vitesse de la 
reaction (11 : 

dQp. = A.V. f(C ). dt
1 1

oil f (Ci) est la fonction de vitesse, V le volume de 

solution et A = A e E/RT est la constante de 
vitesse de la reaction (1).

Dans le cas de la diffusion plane unidimensionnelle, 
I'egalite de dQd et dQp s'ecrit :

f(C.) D.S
1

C'est done la forme de la fonction de vitesse f(C) 
qui va determiner la forme des solutions. Deux cas 
particuliers simples peuvent etre envisages :

- Precipitation tres rapide, limitee uniquement par 
la diffusion de 1'ion de concentration C. On peut 
poser :

ой C* est la concentration loin de 1'interface.

- Precipitation lente, limitee par la cinetique de 
germination-croissance du precipite. On posera 
alors :

f<C.) = В. Ti s
ob T est le taux de sursaturation et В une 

. s .constante.

3 - RESULTATS

Nous, nous limiterons ici au cas oil f(C) a une 
expression lineaire (precipitation rapide). Deux 
situations peuvent alors se presenter :

- les ions formant le precipite sont issus de la 
meme interface (cas de l'alite donnant des CSH)

- les ions proviennent de la dissolution de 2 
mineraux distincts (formation d ettringite).

Soit une reaction de precipitation de la forme :
A » nB - ABn <* 1 * * *>

Pour que cette reaction se poursuive, il faut que le 
taux de sursaturation, e'est-a-dire le rapport du 
produit ionique effectif au produit ionique ä 
1'equilibre :

IA)(8)n

soit superieur ä 1. L'enthalpie libre de la reaction
(1] est alors negative :

Д6 = - RT Ln r
P 5

La modification des gradients de diffusion des 
especes A et B, que 1'on suppose generees par la 
dissolution de grains anhydres va dependre des
vitesses relatives de diffusion et de precipitation.
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Ier ca$. Ions de meme origine

Les solutions sont de la forme :

V.A.
(C - C«) = (С - C») exp I- -------- . k.x)

0 O.S

ой C* est la concentration loin de I'interface et Cq 
la concentration ä I'interface.

Il est pratique d'utiliser les parametres habituels 
des ciments, surface specifique s et rapport 
eau/solide r, au lieu du rapport V/S qui devient V/S 
= r/s.

Dans le cas ci-dessus, le taux de sursaturation est 
maximum ä I'interface generatrice, qui sera done un 
site privilegie de precipitation et 1'on obtiendra 
des hydrates precipitant plus loin de I'interface 
lorsque les gradients seront plus faibles, 
e'est-a-dire lorsque s sera eleve, r faible et le 
rapport A/D des constantes de vitesse et de 
diffusion sera faible (Fig. 1).

FIG. 1 -GRADIENT DE CONCENTRATION AVEC PRECIPITATION

L interface generatrice est ä 1'abcisse x = 0 

On constate que ce premier schema tres grossier est 
coherent avec les donnees experimentales sur 
1'evolution de la microstructure des silicates 
hydrates, en particulier 1'obtention de fibres plus 
longues aux faibles E/S et les differences observees 
en fonction de la composition de la solution 
interstitielle.

2e"e cas. Ions dif-fusant en sens inverse a partir de 
2 interfaces generatrices (Fig. 2}.

Les gradients des deux especes ioniques s'ecrrvent ä 
1'aide du formalisme precedent :

La phase A genere 1'ion de concentration C^.
La phase В genere 1'ion de concentration C^-

On pose : у = yQ exp l-k^x)

z = z . [1 - exp l-k .x > 3 о 2

L'expression du taux de sursaturation sera la 
suivante :

Posons u(x) = S*.г

= exp(-k x) [1 - exp(- k^.x)]"

La fonction du/dx s'annule pour :
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Le taux de sursaturation passe done par un maximum, 
ä une distance xm de I'interface (Fig. 3). Cette 
distance est Злее uniquement aux constant.es 
t herinodynamiques et cinetiques, dans 1 hypothese de 
travail qui . avail ete choisie, soit une expression 
.tineaire des constantes de vitesse (Il n'en serait 
pas de meme avec les expressions non lineaires).

FIG. 3 - TAUX DE SURSATURATION DANS LE CAS DE LA

DIFFUSION INVERSE

Ces resultats semblent egalement coherents vis-a-vis 
des observations de la microstructure : 1'existence 
de "coquilles d ' e11ringite" ou "grains de HADLEY" 
autour des cristaux de C A a ete rapportee plusieurs 
f о i s.

4 - CONCLUSIONS

Ces queJques exemples simplifies a I'extreme 
montrent tout 1‘interet de la modelisation des 
processus d'elaboratron de la micro sctrueture. Nous 
somrr.es encore tres loin de pouvoir ■ etablir une 
relation formelle explicite entre I'evolution des 
taux de reaction et l'evolution des resistances 
mecaniques et notre demarche theorique donne la 
mosure des difficultes qu'il faudra vaincre pour у 
parvenir. Mais nous pouvons remarquer que la 
microstructure des hydrates ne r etablit pas 
tctalement au hasard et qu'elle obeit aux lois 
halutuelles des processus irreversibles. On peut 
done es perer des progres dans la comprehension de 
r»s phenomenes, en comptant sur les moyens 
i n fu rma t iqii» s modernes, qui nous apportent une aide 
appreciable pour la resolution numerique des 
‘ y.stemes differentiels .
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Les reactions d'hydratation des cimerits se deroulent 
en general dans .le dnmaine •■nrsature d» la 
portlandite CatOH)^. Ceci constitue un obstacle ä 
la reconstitution en laboratoire des conditions 
reelles de la formation et de la croissance des 
hydrates, telles qu*elles  se produisent dans les 
mortiers et hetons. Fn effet, 1'instabilite dos 
solutions sursaturees rend leur etude experimentale 
difficile, et 11 n'existe pas de methode fiable, 
permettant de creep un etat de sursaturation 
determine, pendant un temps suffisamment long.

le developpement d'un appareillage ri-pondant ä cette 
question se justifie par exemple dans les 
applications suivantes :

- Etude de la periode dormante, des phenomenes de 
germination-croissance de la portlandite et du CSH

- Etude des adjuvants des Betons et des 
modificateurs de la diffusion des ions a 
1’interface solide-liquide.

- Etude du mecanisme de 1‘hydratation de C S, grace 
ä la separation des variables (flux de dissolution 
et de precipitation).

- Etude des diagrammes d'equilibre des hydrates dans 
le domame sursature en chaux,

- Synthese des hydrates en regime de sursaturation
contröle. ,

- Mesure de la , reactivite des matteres 
pouzzolaniques et des ajouts mineraux.

Halgre ces applications nombreuses et importantes, 
seules quelques tentatives ont ete faites dans ce 
domains. La generation de solutions sursaturees en 
utilisant des resines echangeuses d'ions n'a pas 
permis de resoudre le Probleme, car cette technique 
presente l'inconvenient de liberer des impuretes 
anioniques et ne permet pas de maintenir un taux de 
sursaturation sieve pendant un temps suffisamment 
long, ni de faire varier ce taux en Systeme ferme. 
Hous avons done tente une nouvelle approche du 
Probleme en nous orientant vers les methodes 
electrochimiques qui repondent bien aux imperatifs 
techniques des mesures.

2 - IMPERATIFS TECHNIQUES CU SYSTDE

" La technique de sursaturation ne doit pas faire 
appel a la dissolution d'une phase solide, dont la 
surface reactive ou les proprietes evolueraient en 
fonction du temps. ,

" Le generateur doit etre capable de fournir une 
solution tres sursaturee en chaux, dont Ij 
concentption atteigne par exemple 40.10 
hoi,kg avec une vitesse de sursaturation
äquivalente ä celle de 1’alite des ciments, soit 1 
ä 4.10"^ Mol.kg ,h .

' La quantite de solution de travail soit etre 
süffisante pour effectuer tous prelevements et 
dosages, soit 100 ä 500 ml. ,

"On s'orientera de preference vers un Systeme 
Permettant de regier ä volonte le debit de calcium 
fourni et, au besoin, de realiser des 
asservissements i 1'aide de capteurs, dans le but 
d effectuer une regulation automatique du degre de 
sursaturation.

3 - PRINCIPE n

FIG. 1 - SaetA IK PRINCIPE DU G E C S

1 Cellule d'electrolyse Compartiment cathodiq.i»-
2 Cellule d"electrolyse Compartiment anodiqu»
3 Decanteur
4 Pompe
5 Cellule d'hydrolyse
6 Siphon
7 Tige du vibreur
8 Amalgame liquide de calcium
9 Sonde conductimetrique

Nous, avons choisi un generateur de type couloroetii 
que, constitue d'une cellule d'electrolyse, oü I'on 
produit une solution de calcium metallique dans le 
mercure. selon 1'equation :

2 ♦ G ~Ca ♦ 2 ♦ Hg - Ca(Hg)

Cet amalgame liquide est introdult en continu dins 
une cellule d"hydrolyse, oü le calcium est libere au 
contact de 1'eau, en produisant la solution dr 
chaux, selon 1'equation :

2» -2Ca(Hg) c 2 H2O - Ca » 2 OH < H ♦ Hg

A la sortie de la cellule d'hydrolyse, le mercure
est recycle en continu vers la cellule
d'electrolyse, ou il se recharge en calcium.

4 - FONTIQNNEMENT. ASPECTS TECHNIQUES

4.1 - CELLULE D'ELECTROLYSE (FIG. 1)

Le potentiel de decharge des ions calcium sur la 
nappe de mercure est inferieur au potentiel de 
reduction de 1'eau. Ceci va limiter le rendement 
electrochimique du generateur. On peut faire reculer 
le "mur du solvanf en augmentant le pH de 
1‘electrolyte, mais il ne faut pas depasser le 
produit de solubilite de la portlandite, ce qui 
ferait chuter 1'activite du calcium, qui doit rester 
la plus elevee possible, pour faciliter la 
diffusion. En pratique, 1'electrolyte etant 
constitue d'une solution molaire d'acetate de 
calcium, le pH optimum se situe vers 11. Au cours de 
1"electrolyse, le pH a tendance ä s'elever, ä cause 
de la reduction cathodique de 1'eau :
2 H2O ♦ 2 ‘ - 2 OH' ♦ «2



Cr^tte variation est eliminee en etablissant une 
c:.i.uiation cl' electrolyte tamponne dans la cellule 
d'electrolyse. L'exces d'electrolyte est pompe au 
«iveau du compartiment anodique, ce qui presente 
1' ivantage d'eviter la retrodiffusion de l'oxygene 
l.ibere ä l'anode, vers le compartiment cathodique. 
Cette retrodiffusion peut etre egalement diminuee 
pvr 1' utilisation d’une anode oxydable de grande 
sui race Imercure. fer, carbone).

A la sortie de la cellule, l'amalgame traverse un 
decanteur, qui sert ä eliminer les traces 
d"electrolyte entrainees par capillarite, ä 
realiser l’isolation galvanique et ä permettre des 
prelevements d'amalgame a des fins analytiques.

- L‘amalgams est ensuite pompe vers la cellule 
d'nydrolyse. La forte variation de la viscosite en 
fonction de la teneur en calcium du mercure oblige 
ä utiliser un asservissement de debit.

En regime stationnaire, la concentration en calcium 
de l’amalgame a la sortie du decanteur peut
s ecrire :

CI = C2 » rI/2d.F oü

C2 est la concentration en calcium du mercure 
entrant dans la cellule Irecyclage)

r est le rendement d electrolyse,
1 est le courant de generation,
d est le debit de mercure,
F est le Faraday

A.2 - CELLULE D'HYDROLYSE (FIG.1)

Cette cellule est thermostatee et equipee d une 
sonde conductimetrique permettant de mesurer en 
continu la concentration en chaux de la solution.

le rendement d’hydrolyse depend de la concentration 
en cnaux dans la cellule, de la surface d’echange 
amalgame solution et du regime de diffusion du 
calcium a 1" interface.
- Le premier de ces parametres n'intervient que 

faiblement dans le domaine tres sursature, au-dela 
de 25 mMol/kg. En effet, 1'hydrolyse se produit 
hors de 1’equilibre et la concentration en chaux 
dans la cellule agit principalement sur la valeur 
du gradient de diffusion ä 1 interface.
Pour augmenter au maximum la surface d echange, la 
cellule est equipee d'un Systeme de plateaux 
performs, sur lesquels ont fait arriver 
l'amalgame. Les plateaux horizontaux sont fixes 
sur une tige verticale, actionnee par un vibreur, 
ce qui permet de pulveriser 1 amalgame en fines 
gouttelettes. Le fond de la cellule constitue un 
decanteur oil se forme une large nappe de mercure, 
dont la surface vient s'ajouter ä celles des 
gouttes. Le mercure est evacue en continu par un 
siphon et retourne vers la cellule d electrolyse.

- Le regime de diffusion ä 1 interface
mercure-solution est stationnaire tant que 1'on ne 
depasse pas un taux de sursaturation trop eleve, 
Dans ce cas, la vitesse d'hydrolyse reste
constante et pour un courant de generation
constant, la concentration en chaux de la solution

. augmente lineairement avec le temps. Pouj une 
densite de courant d'electrolyse de 20 mA/cm , un 
debit de mercure de 200 g/mn, cette augmentation 
est de L'ordre de 20 mMol/kg.h, valeur 
satisfaisante comparativement a la vitesse de 
liberation de chaux par 1'alite.

Dans le domaine tres sursature, la precipitation 
de la portlandite a tendance ä s'amorcer dans un 
film de solution qui s'insere par capillarite 
entre le mercure et la paroi du recipient. Get 
inconvenient est difficile ä eviter. Un bon 
echange du calcium des gouttelettes et 
1'utilisation de parois hydrophobes sont done 
indispensables.

5 - RESULTATS

Les courbes de conductivite obtenues pour des 
courants de generation constants sont tres 
semblables ä celles que 1'on observe pour les 
suspensions d'alite (fig. 21.

FIG. 2 - COURSE DE CONDUCTIVITE TYPIQUE. OBTENUE

DANS LA CELLULE D’HYDROLYSE

- Apres une montee pratiquement lineaire, la courbe 
s'inflechit, puis passe par un maximum pour lequel 
le taux de sursaturation semble dependre 
uniquement de la temperature, independamment du 
courant de generation. Le facteur d exces, 
c‘est-a-dire le rapport entre concentration en 
chaux mesuree et concentration ä l'equilibre, es 
de l'ordre de 1.6 a 1,7 lorsque 1'on se trouve au 
maximum de conductivite. La precipitation de 1» 
portlandite produit alors une chute brutale de 1 
concentration, suivie d un palier traduisan 
1'etablissement dun regime stationnaire ou 
consommation de chaux par precipitation est ®9a 
ä 1'apport par le generateur. Ce pall , 
stationnaire se trouve dans le domaine sursature 
de la portlandite. Le facteur d'exces est alors 
l'ordre de 1.2 et varie en fonction du courant 
generation.



6 - CONCLUSIONS

Ces tous premiers resultats obtenus avec le GECS 
suffisent ä illustrer son utilite pour I'etude du 
domaine sursature de la portlandite et des 
mecanismes de 1'hydratation. Nous avons montre ici 
que la realisation d'un tel Systeme est faisable, 
malgre les obstacles techniques lies a la generation 
electrochimique de 1'amalgame de calcium et aux 
risques d'oxydation et de pollution de ce dernier 
par l'oxygene ou des elements provenant du 
generateur lui-meme. Ceci laisse entrevoir 
d' interessantes perspectives pour les applications 
citees en introduction.

Par exemple, la grande similitude des courbes de 
conductance obtenues ici, avec celles des 
suspensions d’alite peut laisser a penser que 
I'allure de ces dernieres n'est pas liee a des 
effets de barriere interfaciale, mais uniquement a 
1’existence d'un regime dynamique de dissolution
precipitation, qui est celui du GECS. Il reste a 
etudier le röle que peut jouer la couche initiale de 
CSH sur le flux de dissolution et done la duree de 
la periode dormante, de meme le role inverse que 
peut jouer la germination, de la portlandite sur la 
permeabilite de cette couche.
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INTERET DE L'ADDITION DE METAKAOLIN AU CIMENT PORTLAND POUR L'ELABORATION 
DE matEriaux composites renforcEs par des fibres de verre.

I. INTRODUCTION.

Le renforcement des Hants mineraux 
de type ciments et betons par des fibres 
de verre a fait I'objet de tres nombreux 
travaux (1-9) mais tons les problemes re
levant de cette technologie n'ont pas en
core ete resolus. Il en est ainsi du ren- 
forcement des ciments portlands artificiels 
par la fibre de verre E. En effet ce type 
de verre borosilicate (7 a 9 % de B2O3) ,
riche en silice (53 a 54 % de SiO„) ne re
siste pas dans un milieu basique tel que 
celui resultant de la reaction d'hydrata- 
tion des silicates de calcium anhydres, 
reaction qui conduit ä la formation d'un 
milieu riche en chaux amenant rapidement 
le pH ä une valeur de I'ordre de 12,5.

La fibre de verre E est en effet at- 
taquee en milieu basique avec destruction 
du reseau silicique et formation d'-une 
couche superficielle permeable de silicate 
de calcium hydrate (1-4), couche poreuse 
permett-ant ainsi ä 1'attaque de se pour- 
suivre jusqu'a dissolution complete du 
verre ä long terme.

Ce phenomena est tres prejudiciable 
au renforcement car il provoque tres rapi
dement un abaissement notable des resis
tances mecaniques du composite.

Differents moyens ont ete proposes 
pour remedier ä cet etat de fait (7) :

1. Modifier la composition de la fibre 
pour ameliorer sa resistance chimique en 
milieu alcalin : fibres CEMFIL_par exemple 
(1-3) mais dont le prix est tres eleve par 
rapport ä la fibre de verre E (30 F/kg au 
lieu de 9 F/kg).
2. Proteger la fibre par un depot organi- 
que ou mineral, procede utilisant des tech
nologies sophistiquees.

3. Diminuer 1'humidite relative du milieu 
de conservation ou d'utilisation du compo
site.
4. Abaisser le pH du milieu cimentaire en 
cours de consolidation.

C'est cette quatrieme solution que 
nous avons adoptee, consequence d1une re
cherche plus generale sur la mise au point 
de liants pouzzolaniques de synthese a 
partir de mineraux argileux thermiquement 
actives (10,11, 15-17).

II. PROCESSUS D'H'tiRATATION COMPARES DU CI
MENT PORTLAND ARTIFICIEL ET DES LIANTS 
POUZZOLANIQUES DE SYNTHESE.

Le phenomene d'hydrstation et de con
solidation des liants pouzzolaniques de 
synthese ä base de mineraux argileux ther
miquement actives (cuisson de la matiere 
premiere ä 7OO-8OO°C pendant 5 heures dans 
un reacteur ä lit fixe) necessite 1'addi- 
tion d'un activateur chimique, en 1'occu- 

rence 1 1 hydroxyde de calcium CatOH^ qui 
apporte les ions calcium necessaires pour 
former une solution sursaturee ä partir de 
laquelle vont precipiter les differents hy
drates responsables du developpemei.t des 
resistances mecaniques . Il est bien evi
dent que I'activateur Ca(OH)2 va etre con
somme au cours du temps, la vitesse de dis- 
parition etant fortement tributaire des 
conditions experimentales.

En se fixant des conditions optimales 
de conservation des eprouvettes (10,11) on 
peut, par utilisation de 1'analyse thermi- 
que differentielle (ATD), determiner de fa- 
gon semi-quantitative la nature at 1'evolu
tion des quantiles d'hydrates formes au 
cours du durcissement, et detecter en par- 
ticulier la presence ou 1‘absence de chaux 
residuelie dans le materiau.

Dans le cas de 1'hydratation de la 
metakaolinite par exemple (produit d'acti
vation thermique de la kaolinite), les hy
drates formes au cours de la consolidation 
sont essentiellement le silicate de calcium

uu CGH de la classification de 
(12) etIla gehlenite hydrates

’ " " Ces deuSiO ,8H О (13-15) .
■- ----- ^-rises par les pics

respectivement C et G
La presence 
r i s6e par la 
note CH,

hydrate ou CSH 
Taylor (-_". 
2CaO.Al2O3. 
hydrates sent caract 
endothermiques notes _ 
sur les ccurbes ATD (Fig. 1). 
de chaux residuelie est caract 
presence du pic endothermique,
vers 55O°C.

T«C

Figure 1. Exemple de courbes ATD 
des produits d'hydratation de metakaolinite 
en presence de chaux, ä 28 jours, en fonc- 
tion de la valeur du rapport "Metakaolinite/ 
Hydroxyde de calcium" (MK/CH). Hydratation 
ä E/S = 0,55.

Si on trace, ä I'echeance de 28 jours, 
la hauteur des pics ATD (C, G, et CH) en 
fonction de la valeur du rapport massique 
initial Metakaolinite/Hydroxyde de calc-um 
(rapport note MK/CH), on constate que pour 
(MK/CH) > 2, il n'y a plus de chaux resi
duelie dans le materiau (Fig. 2).



Figure 2. Variation de la hauteur des 
pics ATD de CSH (C), de gehlenite hydratee 
(G) et de 1'hydroxyde de calcium (CH) a 
28 jours en fonction de MK/CH.

De meme, si on trace la hauteur de 
ces memes pics ä differentes echeances 
d 1 Hydratation, on constate que pour 
(MK/CH) = 1, la chaux n'est jamais totale- 
ment consommee, meme a 90 jours (Fig. 3) 
bien que la formulation choisie correspon- 
de aux conditions theoriques optimales de 
transformation stoechiometrique de la me
takaolinite en CSH et gehlenite hydratee.

Figure 3. Variation de la hauteur
du pic ATD caracteristique de 1'hydroxyde 
de calcium (CH) en fonction de 1'echeance 
d' hydratation pour deux compositions ini
tiales de liants de metakaolinite + chaux :
MK/CH) = 1 (courbe a) et (MK/CH) = 3 
Icourbe b).

Par centre, pour (MK/CH) = 3, condi- 
lon correspondant ä 1'obtention de re

sistances en compression optimales a
8 jours (de 25 a 35 MPa), la chaux a 
totalement disparu ä I'echeance de 15 jours 
(Fig. 3).

Dans le cas de la consolidation du 
ciment portland artificiel, 1'hydratation 
met en jeu les silicates de calcium anhy- 
dres (silicates bi- et tricalcique) et con
duit a une formation quasi-continue de 
chaux selon des reactions du type :

3CaO.SiO2+ H20 — CaO.SiO2.xH2O + 2 Ca(OH>2
[1] 

2CaO.SiO2+ H20 Ca0.Si02.xH2O + Ca(OH>2
[2]

La reaction [1] est beaucoup plus rapide 
que la reaction [2]. Par ailleurs le ca- 
ractere nettement basique de la phase li
quide intersticielle est renforce par la 
solubilisation des alcalins presents ini- 
tialement dans le ciment anhydre, phenome- 
ne qui conduit a la formation de bases fi
bres (KOH, NaOH) (18) lesquelles sont ega- 
lement tres agressives vis-ä-vis des fibres 
de verre.

La difference flagrante entre les 
comportements respectifs ä 1'hydratation 
de ces deux types de liants, avec consom- 
mation rapide de la chaux pour les liants 
pouzzolaniques de synthese, moyennant une 
valeur assez elevee du rapport pouzzolane/ 
chaux, et apparition quasi-continue de 
chaux dans le ciment portland artificiel, 
nous a conduits tout naturellement ä etu- 
dier le comportement de la fibre de verre E 
dans ces milieux cimentaires en cours de 
consolidation. L'emploi de liants pouzzo
laniques de synthese ä base de mineraux 
argileux thermiquement actives et leur as
sociation au ciment portland artificiel, 
dans lesquels ils trouveront 1'activateur 
chimique necessaire sous forme de chaux 
naissante (Fig. 4) doivent permettre de 
realiser un renforcement sans alteration 
notable de la fibre de verre E, contraire- 
ment a ce qui se passe avec une pate de 
CPA pur (19-21) .

Figure 4. Courbes ATD du produit 
d'hydratation du ciment portland artificiel 
(CPA) pur et d'un melange CPA/Metakaolinite 
(50/50 en masse) a 28 jours. Dans le cas 
du melange CPA 4- MK on n'observe plus le 
pic caracteristique de la chaux vers 560°C
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car la chaux naissante formee au cours de 
1 ' hydratation du CPA est consommee au fur 
et ä mesure de sa formation pour realiser 
1 1 hydratation de la metakaolinite.

On doit signaler cependant que 1'idee 
d'ajoucer au ciment portland un solide 
susceptible d'entrer en reaction avec la 
chaux au cours de la formation de celle-ci, 
n'est pas nouvelle : eile a ete ä la base 
de 1 ' elaboration des ciments portlands aux 
pouzzolanes (anciennement CPAZ devenus CPJ 
ou "ciments aux ajouts" dans la nouvelle 
nomenclature). Mais les essais concernant 
le comportement de la fibre de verre E dans 
ce type de liant, les pouzzolanes ajoutees 
etant des cendres volantes, ont conduit a 
des resultats moins performants que ceux 
effectues avec les fibres ä la zircone ty
pe CEMFIL (4). Par ailleurs, les resultats 
obtenus dans le cas du renforcement par les 
fibres CEMFIL sont tres variables selon les 
caracteristiques chimiques et mineralogi- 
ques de la cendre volante utilee (22).
L1addition de poussieres de silice a ega- 
lement fait 1'objet de travaux recents (23).

III. RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX ET INTERPRE
TATION .

La consommation de chaux dans le 
melange CPA/MK a ete suivie par diffrac
tion des rayons X (Figure 5). Cette fi
gure met. clairement en evidence qu1 a 
28 jours, la chaux est totalement consom
mee oour le melange 50/50 en masse.

Figure 4. Etude de la consommation de 
chaux a 28 jours pour des melanges CPA/MK 
en masse egaux ä :

a. 80/20.
b. 70/30
c. 60/40
d. 50/50

D#0 - THETA (DEGREES)

d
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Afin de suivre le comportement d'une 
fibre de verre E, des plaques de materiau 
composite, de dimensions 500x250x13 mm ont 
ete realisees ä partir de trois types de 
Hants :
- un ciment portland artificiel CPA 55 gä- 
che avec un taux de gächage E/S (rapport 
Eau/Solide) de 0,3,
- un liant pouzzolanique de synthese, ccns- 
titue de metakaolinite (MK), (obtenue 
calcination d'une kaolinite pure pend .nt
5 teures ä 75O°C) additionnee d'hydroxyde 
de calcium pur (CH) dans un rapport massi- 
que (MK/CH) = 3. Le gächage avec I'eau a 
ete realise avec un rapport E/S = 0,6.
- un liant mixte "CPA 55 - Metakaolinite", 
en proportions massiques 50/50 gäche a
E/S =0,4.

Ces plaques, lors de leur elaboration, 
sont armees avec de la fibre de verre E a 
raison de 37,4 g de fibre par plaque, la 
fibre etant orientee dans le sens longitu
dinal de chaque plaque. Les composites 
ainsi obtenus sont conserves sous eau a 
20°C jusqu1ä l'echeance (J-l) jours, puis 
seches 24 teures ä 20°C dans une chambre 
de conservation a 60 % d'humidite relative 
avant de realiser les essais mecaniques . 
Les plaques, apres essais en flexion 
3 points, sont ensuite conservees ä la 
temperature ambiante pour observation des 
fibres par Meb a 160 jours et ä 1 an.

Les essais en flexion centree sont 
realises ä l'echeance de 36 jours. Les 
lois de comportement jusqu'a rupture sont 
representees sur la Figure 6. Le Tableau I 
fournit les resistances en compression (Rc) 
et en traction (R ) pures des differents 
Hants ainsi que les charges et les fleches 
ultimes des plaques renforcees par la fi
bre de verre. 

de la plaque de liant de metakaolinite- 
chaux (colonne 2) n'est pas significatif 
(de 11ordre de 15 %) alors que les resis
tances respectives en traction de ces liants 
varient du simple au triple. La presence 
de pouzzolanes de synthese dans les diffe
rents liants permet d'empecher la rupture 
fragile des plaques comme le montrent les 
resultats obtenus dans le Tableau I et sur 
la Figure 6.

Figure 6. Courbes "charge-fleche" 
des plaques composites jusqu'ä rupture.

TABLEAU I

Caracteristiques mecaniques des liants en pate pure et des composites.
—

Proprietes mecaniques
Nature du liant

Pate pure de CPA MK + CH (3/1) CPA + MK (1/1)

Pate pure :
• resistance en compression

, (MPa)
• resistance en traction

(MPa)

62

6,9

30

2 , 3

41

3 , 7

Plaques composites :
• resistance en traction par 
flexion (MPa)

■ fleche ultime (mm)

15,2

16

12,8

37

16,8

25

Ce tableau met en evidence que, pour 
Pour le liant mixte СРА+мК, la metakaolini- 
e peut servir ä consommer la chaux formee 
ans le ciment portland artificiel (colon- 

ne 3) et que 1'ecart observe entre les char
ges de rupture de la plaque de CPA pur et

Les fibres extraites des plaques apres 
essais mecaniques a 36 jours ont ete exa
minees en microscopie electronique ä balaya- 
ge (MeB) (utilisation d'un appareil CAMECA 
MeB 07) apres avoir ete recouvertes d'une 
mince couche d'or par metallisation sous
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sous vide pour eviter les phenomenes de 
charge.

On constate tres nettement, a I'eche- 
ance de 36 jours, que la fibre incorporee 
au ciment portland artificiel au cours de 
la consolidation en pate pure presente 
un etat de surface caracteristique d'une 
alteration chimique et d'une degradation 
tres prononcee (Fig. 7). D'ailleurs la 
resistance mecanique propre de cette fibre 
a presque totalement disparu comme on peut 
le constater au simple toucher : les fibres 
emergentes du composite se desolidarisent 
tres facilement de la plaque.

Par contre, les fibres incorporees au 
liant pouzzolanique de synthese (metakao- 
lite + chaux) ou au liant (CPA + MK), pre
sentent une surface qui ne semble pas avoir 
ete concernee par une alteration chimique 
due ä la chaux (Fig. 7). Les portions de_ 
fibre emergeant en bout de plaque sont tres 
resistantes et ne se desolidarisent pas du 
composite.

L1 observation des fibres ä des eche- 
ances de 160 jours et de 1 an conduisent 
aux memes resultats (Fig. 8)

Figure 7. Comportement compare de la 
fibre de verre E, a 36 jours, apres incor
poration dans les differents liants suivants 
(grossissement 2000) :
1) Ciment portland artificiel (CPA)
2) Metakaolin + chaux (MK + CH) , ,
3) Ciment portland artificiel + metakaolin 

(CPA + MK).
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Figure 8. Comportement compare de la 
fibre de verre E, a 365 jours, apres in
corporation dans les differents liants 
suivants (grossissement 4000) :
1) Ciment portland artificiel (CPA)
2) Metakaolin + Chaux (MK + CH)
3) Ciment portland artificiel + Metakaolin 

(CPA + MK).

IV. CONCLUSION.

Il apparait done qu'une solution 
relativement aisee pour realiser des mate- 
riaux composites ä base de liants mineraux 
renforces par de la fibre de verre E con- 
siste a utiliser une matrice dont la pha
se liquide intersticielle ne presente pas 
de caractere basique prononce au cours du 
processus de consolidation. Les deux so
lutions proposees sont (19) :

sort I'etnploi de liants pouzzolaniques 
e Synthese (mineraux argileux thermique- 
en actives) dans des conditions telles 

que 1 activateur chimique (chaux) soit 
onsomme ä des echeances raisonnables (une 

da ,semaines), le liant devant cepen-
n developper des resistances mecaniques 

elevees a court terme (28 jours).

1 association de ces liants pouzzo-
artt?UeS de synthese ä du ciment portland 
an 1'hydroxyde de calcium forme
ioua°^rf de.1'hydratation du second liant 
je n le r°le d'activateur chimique pour 

premier, done etant consomme au fur et
3 mesure de sa formation.
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RAPID METHOD FOR CEMENT STRENGTH PREDICTION. ■

El»borrtion of the method
Preliminnry determinetion of cement 
strength hrs been denlt with for a long 
time. Forester «nd Keen /i960/, Leczner 
end Brrnoff /1961/ recommended several 
methods the essence of lied in eccelere- 
ting the process of hardening. Most of 
these methods Apply steam curing et 
stmospheric pressure or above it.
However, since the behaviour of various 
type cements under steam-curing is differ
ent, these methods csnnot be equally 
applied to All the cements end don’t 
supply directly comparable results.
Besides in the course of steuracuring, 
especially that, carried out in autoclaves 
under enhanced pressure, the macro-nnd 
microstructure of hardened cement stone 
as well as the composition of arising 
hydration products changes considerably. 
According to methods proposed by Gace/1963/ 
»nd Lawrence /1969/ specimens are prepared 
either from dry cement powder with the 
addition of some lubricant or from cement
paste or mortar by pressing The acceler
ation of hardening in this case is 
achieved by the closen arrangement of 
the hydrating cement particles. 
Yet, wider use of these methods was 
mindered by several factors. For instance 
the lubricant /alcohol, ethylene glycol/ 
epplied affected the following hydration, 
while the preparation of specimens and 
ensurence of their homogeneity turned to 
be extremely difficult end connected 
with a significant subjective error 
because of the very low water:cement ratio 
/in the range of o,l/. 
At the same time various water require
ment of different cement types as well as 
the amount and composition of dissolved 
components leached out with the-1' pressed- 
°ut water influencing further hydration 
is not taken into account at ell. Thia is 
’’by as Hagy /1969/ had shown these methods 
ave a rather wide variation in results.

Weighing out portions from the moist 
mixture before pressing is time-consuming 
and in exect, while drying up of the 
mixture during this operation also contrib
utes to higher scatter of results. 
Dnbriel /1971/ and lately Relis and 
Soroka /1974/ used vacuum, too, for the 
acceleration of hydration of the speci
mens but they did not suceed to eliminate 
all the abovementioned error—sources. 
To all this one can add that the known 
end widely used standard methods for 
cement-strength determination posess 
a lot of shortcomings/disadventages/ 
explaining why, up to now no common 
agreement could be achieved in intro
ducing a worldwide acceptable universal 
testing method, some of these disadvan
tages ere as follows: 
-the sand or eggregate used for the 
preparation of specimens cannot be 
exactly defined,

-the prescribed water cement factor leaves 
the factual water requirement of the 
cement out of consideration,

-the conditions of preparing the specimens 
/weighing out portions of the moist mix
ture, filling them into the moulds, 
compaction, smoothing their surface etc/ 
give place to a number of subjective 
errors

As a consequence the permitted scatter of 
results for the majority of known standard 
methods amounts to -lo % with a poor 
reproducibility end reliability of results. 
Besides, the results determining the real 
quality of the product appear only after 
28 days when the cement referred to had 
been already used up so that no correction 
is to be made es to its dosage /propor
tioning/.
Outgoing from ell above described in 
elaborating our new methods we paid 
special attention to the followings-
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-utilization of the experience obtrlned 
b-' known stnnderd end eccelernted testing 
inethods
-netting results in " short time with 
little m^terinls- nnd Inbor rer-uirement 
-possible minim'-" 1 scatter of results 
■■■.’ith possible meximol elimination of 
subjective factors and other error 
sources /like the use of sand or aggre
gates, variable w/c ratio etc/ 
-applicability for all cement types end 
possibility of the use of ordinary 
laboratory equipment, 
-simlicity of operations with the possi
bility of succeeding automation, 
-the hydration parameters end-products 
should not substantially differ from 
those obsrved in case of normal hardening 

After years' of investigation end continu
ous development a new rapid method /now 
patented under №131334/ hrs been "outlined 
the m’-'in featured of which are shown below

A rnpid method for cement strength 
prediction

The essence of the method lies in weighing 
out portions of the dry cement sample 
to be tested each 25 g out of which cylin
der shaped specimens of a determined poro
sity md are moulded by two-stage pressing 
These specimens undergo hydration by 
capillary moistening at ambient temperature 
in a water-vapour saturated room and are 
tested after 7-24 hours of hardening 
Under the given circumstances- because of 
the close dislocation of the cement par
ticles - the hardening process takes place 
very intensively" the compressive' strength 
of the specimens achlves in 4 hours about 
lo I.'Pa, in 8 hours about 2o MPa end in 
■’4 hours about 6o-8o T-Te depending on the 
cement nudity.' By this time the density 
of the specimens is in the range of 
2,3-2,9 g/cm^, the porosity between 2o-22^, 
the moisture and bound water content being
7-9  v end 5-7% respectively.

Usually 6 specimens are prepared for ' 
one testing and after a certain experience 
is gained by the personnel the coeffi
cient of variation of the results is 
less then 5% ordinnly being even less 
than 3 % This can be explained by'the 
almost complete elimination of the sub
jective factors.
The strength results obtained by the new 
method ere in good correlation with the 
3, 7, 28 days or any other age strengths 
of the cement sample as determined by 
standard methods.

Figure 1
Calibration curve
Based upon these results a calibration 
curve is drown up /fig.l/ upon which 
the 3, 7,and 28 days strength values of 
the same cement samples /determined by 
standard methods / are marked. To the 
following it is sufficient to determine 
the strength of a given cement sample by 
the rapid method to be able to predict 

-using the calibration curve- the expect-
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able stendard strength at env ege with 
a reliability meeting practical require
ments /e g 1) MPa/-
The new method can be applied on one 
hand in plant laboratories for systematic 
quality control end on the other hand 
at cement consumers where - by quick 
determination of the expectable factual 
strength of cement - it makes possible 
the optimal proportioning of the latter 
at concrete mixing plants and thereby 
contributes to a cement economy of at 
least 5-lo % with a more uniform 
concrete quality at the same time.
The new method is regularly applied at 
one of the prefabricated concrete plants 
in Hungary since the beginning of 1986. 
More detailed information can be obtained 
at the institute SZIKKTI, Budapest
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LOW-FREQUENCY ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CEMENT, 
MINERAL PASTES.

CLINKER AND CLINKER

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the time function of 
electrical conductance (or specific conduc
tance = conductivity) of pastes made of port
land cements, clinkers or clinker minerals. 
The effect of some variables (e.g. grinding 
fineness, temperature, measuring frequency, 
admixtures etc.) was studied. All tests 
reported here were made in the state of 
setting and early hardening and measured at 
relatively low A.C. frequencies (100 Hz - 
10 kHz); this means that the changes in 
electrical conductance can be attributed to 
changes in the number or mobility (or both) 
of charge carrying ions. Other experimental 
circumstances (as e.g. high-frequency measu
rements, non-portland cements, suspensions 
rather than pastes) are excluded.

Regrettably almost no references exist in 
this narrow field, although the test is 
simple, yet informative. The first reported 
conductance measurements on cement pastes 
date back to 1936 /1/. More extensive res
earch was made by Calleja /2,3,4/ and by 
Hammond and Robson /5/. Nikkanen /6/ exami
ned tiie temperature- and moisture dependence 
of electrical conductance in cement paste 
and concrete specimens. Ana /7/ tried to 
utilise the conductivity method for the det
ermination of setting time of oil-well cem
ents. Monfore /8/ examined the change in 
electrical conductance of cement paste in 
the setting period and the same was done 
by Näray-Szabo and Szuk /9, IO, 11/ for 
normal and steam-cured concrete. Some data 
were published by Kolbasov et al. /12/, by 
Batalov and Klyusov /13/ and by Efimenko 
/14/. Reference is given to the D.C. elect
rical conductivity of fresh concrete in the 
booklet by Henning and Oelschläger /15/. 
Results of recent research by the authors 
were published in 1982 /16/ and presented 
at various scientific meetings /17, 18, 19/.

Most researchers agree that the electrical 
conductance of portland cement pastes in
creases shortly after mixing with water, 
followed by a continuous decrease. The in

creasing period can be interpreted as .the 
liberation of various ions (mainly calcium-, 
hydroxide-, sulfate- and alkali-ions, etc.) 
due to hydrolysis; these ions are later im
mobilised in the lattice of new formations, 
thus decreasing their mobility and number, 
and, in turn, the conductance of the paste.

Some researchers found besides this general 
trend one or two additional, short-lived 
increases on the descending section of the 
conductance vs. time plot (to be cassed 
hereinafter: conductogram) (Fig. 1).

FIG. 1.
Sample conductograms published by Calleja 
/2/ (Curve JL), Szuk (111 (Curve 2) and by 
Henning and Oelschläger 1151 (Curve 3)

In the recent work by Tamas /16/ it is shown 
that one, sharp, transient conductance maxi
mum appears, the time of which depends on 
the temperature and w/c ratio of the paste. 
Retarders and accelerators affect the time 
and the intensity of this transient maximum, 
and it can be decreased, or fully eliminated 
by admixing gypsum to the cement. Later it 
was shown /17/ that not all cements behave 
in a similar way: clinker pastes and the 
majority of cement pastes exhibit no trans
ient maximum on the conductogram, the des
cending section is usually smooth, with no 
maximum (although slight inflections or 
breakpoints max occur). However, by adding
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a definite, critical amount of gypsum (for 
most clinkers approx. 2.5% СаЗОд.г^О, on 
the basis of dry cement mass) the transient 
maximum definitely appears. Adding slightly 
more or slightly less gypsum than this 
critical amount, the maximum would be con
verted into an inflection or breakpoint on 
the conductogram, while well over or under 
the critical gypsum content the descending 
section of the conductogram becomes smooth 
again /17, 18/.

EXPERIMENTAL ■

Most experiments were carried out at the 
Institute of Silicate Chemistry and -Tech
nology of Veszprem University, Hungary. Some 
control tests, including the frequency vari
ation method were made at the Materials Res
earch Laboratory of the Pennsylvania State 
University, U.S.A.

Materials

Clinker minerals, clinkers and portland cem
ents of different origin were used. The 
clinker minerals were prepared from pure 
reagents by multiple firing and regrinding. 
After final control (by chemical analysis 
and XRD) all substances were ground to the 
desired fineness (0.3 + 0.005 п?Ig Blaine, 
unless otherwise stated). Some control tests 
were made with quartz sand ground to the 
same fineness.

Clinkers and cements were industrial pro
ducts, their composition and moduli given 
elsewhere /17/. Gypsum was natural rock, 
its CaSO4.2H2O content over 96%. Admixtures 
were CP grade reagents. De-ionised water 
was used in all experiments.

Method

finely ground solids were weighed, trans
ferred to a beaker, water added to give a 
paste of plastic consistency and thoroughly 
hand -mixed for one min. After this the 
Paste was transferred to a conductance cell 
(fig. 2.), carefully filled to assure a 

good contact between the paste and the 
electrodes.

FIG. 2.
The conductance cell. 1 hard PE tube, 2
PTFE cylinder, 3 stainless steel electrodes, 
4 cement paste, 5^ opening for excess paste, 
6 to conductometer and recorder

Excess paste protruded through opening 5. 
Electrodes were polished before each expe
riment. Measurement commenced exactly six 
minutes after the first contact with water; 
this is zero time on the conductograms. The 
temperature of the paste was kept constant 
at 32°C during the experiment with the aid 
of a flowthrough vessel of a conventional 
thermostat. Electrodes were hooked to a ■ 
bridge-type electronic conductometer, the 
output of which was continuously recorded. 
In Veszprem a RADELKIS OK 102/1 conducto
meter (operating at 3 kHz frequency) and a 
RADELKIS OH 814/1 recorder was used. At 
MRL-PSU a HP 42 7 4A LCR-meter (.operating 
0,1- 100 kHz frequencies) was used, cont
rolled by a HP 9825 computer. Measurements 
were made at one-minute intervals and recor
ded by a HP 9872A plotter. Conductances 
were measured in Siemens, the SI unit of 
conductance. Conductivity (i.e. specific 
conductance) values were calculated from 
the measured conductance by the known 
dimensions of the cell.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the fol lowing some sample conductograms 
are shown. The abscissa scale is time (in 
hours) while the ordinate is conductivity,
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expressed in S/m and marked у according to 
the rules of the Internati'onal System.

If an inert material (quartz sand) is mixed 
with water or admixture solutions to make a 
paste, its conductogram is straight. A slight 
decrease of conductivity can be attributed 
to the adsorption of charge-carrying ions on 
the surface of the solid (Fig. 3.).

FIG. 3.
Conductograms of quartz sand. _1 no admixture, 
2 0.1% Na-formate, _3 0.1% citric acid, 
4 0.2% citric acid

All clinkers and the majority of cements in
vestigated so far give only one conductivity 
maximum (Fig. 4.). Some cements however show 
a very characteristic second, transient max
imum on the descending section of the conduc
togram, the intensity of which may reach, 
and"(esp. at low measuring frequencies) even 
exceed that of the first maximum (Fig. 5.).

FIG. 4.
Conductograms of H-10 cement; the effect of 
measuring frequency. No transient maximum 
occurs. 1=100 Hz, 2=1 kHz, 3=3 kHz

------------ , 1 T ,----------  • 
2------------U----------- 6------------6 time (h)

FIG. 5.
Conductograms of 450 cement; the effect of 
measuring frequency. A transient maximum 
can be observed. 1=100 Hz, 2=500 Hz, 3=1 kHz, 
4=5 kHz

Both plots clearly show that conductivity 
increases with increasing measuring frequ
ency, but the c,ene'"-l "look" of the conduc
togram remains unchanged.

However, if gypsum is admixed to the clinker, 
a trans Lent conductivity maximum appears in 
all clinkers investigated so far, if the 
amount corresponds to a "critical" value. 
If slightly higher or lower, the intensity 
of the transient maximum would diminish; 
still more or still less gypsum causes an 
inflexion or breakpoint on the descending 
branch of the conductogram rather than a
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FIG. 9.
Conductograms of S-100 cement pastes - the 
effect of carbonation. Curve _1: no carbonat
ion, curve 2_i after 2 days of carbonation, 
curve 2: after 14 days of carbonation

The effect of accelerating and retarding ad
mixtures has been described earlier /16/. 
Citric acid, a well-known retarder has gi
ven the most dramatic effects: the time of 
the first conductivity maximum remained 
practically unchanged, but its intensity 
decreased and its shape flattened. The tra
nsient maximum on the conductogram however 
appeared at much later times (in case of 
the original, no-admixture cement paste 

' this occured at 8:45 hr., and was shifted 
to 12:00, 18:30 and 41:45 hr., upon adding 
0.035%, 0.07% and 0.15% citric acid, resp. 
but ist shape remained almost unchanged as 
shown in Fig. 3. of /16/).

Clinker minerals

Conductograms of clinker mineral pastes 
without admixtures are shown in Fig. 10. 
It can be readily seen that all four clinker 
minerals show- smooth curves with no transient 
changes in conductivity, although a slight 
inflection can be- reproducibly observed on 
the conductogram of C^S at the age of 1:25 
hr. In case of C^AF some irregularity were 
found at the beginning period. This pheno
menon will be discussed later.

FIG. 10.
Conductograms of clinker mineral pastes

Conductivities of the two alumina-bearing 
phases change only slightly with time, while 
the ascending and descending branches are 
clearly visible on the conductograms of the 
silica-bearing minerals before and after 
the first maximum. Conductivity of CgS pastes 
is obviously higher than that of the 6-028 
paste, which yields less ions than its more 
basic counterpart. (It should be mentioned 
that curves plotted here are not conform in 
every detail with earlier ones /16/, when 
other, less pure minerals were used).

The effect of accelerating and retarding ad
mixtures on the conductance behavior is shown 
in the following figures. In Fig. 11. the 
conductograms of C^S pastes are shown (here 
and subsequently curve 1 refers to the orig
inal, no-admixture paste the conductogram 
of which was already shown in Fig. 10). The 
addition of an accelerating agent, as sodium 
formate or calcium chloride increases the in 
tensity of the first maximum (an that of the , 
following inflection), but do not "accelerate 
its development. Citric acid, on the other 
hand is a real retarder. The same can be seen 
in case of 6—C2S pastes in Fig. 12. (Her 
the scale of the vertical axis is changed to 
express phenomena in more detail. The inten 
sity-increasing effect of sodium formate is 
evident. Calcium chloride has a similair eff 
ect, increasing the intensity of the first 
maximum to 0.8 S/m, without changing its ’ 
but this curve was omitted from the figure
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FIG. 11.
Conductograms of tricalcium silicate pastes 
- the effect of admixtures. Curve 1: no 
admixture, curve 0.1% sodium foFmate, 
curve 3^: 0.5% calcium chloride, curve 
0.05% citric acid, curve 5: 0.1% citric acid

! I------ -I------- 1------------- »
2 4 6 8 time (h)

FIG. 12.
tesd-C^h^ramS S-dicalcium silicate pas- 
admiv4-the eEfect of admixtures. Curve 1: no 
curve S:urvo Z! 0.1% sodium formate, 
citric“' 4 citric acid, curve 4: 0.2%,-j--Lc acia

due to the lack of space. The retarding ef
fect of citric acid is thus documented in 
the case of B-C^S too. .
The irregularities in the conductogram of 
C^AF pastes have already been mentioned ear
lier. As the measurement of conductance prior 
to 6 minutes after first contact with water 
is impossible in our experimental setup, we 
tried to utilise the retarding effect of cit
ric acid also in this case. Results are plot
ted in Fig. 13.

T------------- 1 I
2 4 6 8 time (h)

FIG. 13.
Conductograms of tetracalcium aluminate fer
rite pastes - the effect of admixtures. Cur
ve 1: no admixture, curve 0.1% citric acid 
curve 2: 0.2% citric acid, curve 4^: 0.3% 
citric acid

It is seen on the curves that at the very 
beginning of hydration conductance is 
increased sharply, followed by a sudden 
decrease and a slow increase again. The 
presence of a short-lived maximum and minimum 
bn the curves was observed reproducibly in 
each case as the retarding effect of citric 
acid has rendered these phenomena measurable.

Comments
In this paper only some representative ex
amples wei;e shown from the more than 800 in
dividual tests carried out in the two labor
atories. By repeated tests it can be stated 
that the reproducibility of the absolute 
conductance values is + 20%, if the same



raw material batch is used and sample prep
aration (e.g. adjusting the w/c ratio, mix
ing, etc.) is done with care. The time of 
the transient conductivity peak can be rep
roduced within a few minutes. The general 
run, the "appearance" of the conductogram 
is fully reproducible.
It must, however, be borne in mind that - 
as shown in the paper and in earlier ones - 
several external factors may affect the con
ductance behavior of cement or clinker pas
tes. The evaluation of observations there
fore requires great care and multiple par
allel tests are recommended. The most frequ
ent artifact, the loss of contact between 
the paste and the electrodes however is easi
ly recognised by the sudden drop of conduc
tance. (The newly designed cell, with steel 
clamps has already minimised this source of 
error).
The interpretation of results is not easy. 
The first conductivity maximum is undoubtably 
a consequence of hydrolysis, as stated earlier 
and the effect of carbonation can be explained 
by the immobilisation of calcium ions in the 
lattice of calcium carbonate.
The most interesting feature on conductograms, 
the appearance of the second, transient maxi
mum on the descending section of the plot in 
case of near-critical gypsum-to-clinker ratios 
can only be tentatively explained by the ett
ringite - monosulfate transformation (no dram
atic differences can be observed on XRD pat
terns of pastes cured to times shortly before 
and after the transient maximum, respectively). 
Alternately one could hypothesize protective 
layers around ettringite grains, which, when " 
disrupted by osmotic pressure release sulfate 
and other ions into the environment is a tra
nsient way.
Experiments are continued to find better arg
uments for the role of gypsum in the appear
ance of the transient conductivity maximum 
in case of near-critical gypsurn-to-clinker 
ratios; to collect correlations between crit
ical gypsum content and the phase composition 
of clinker; for the utilisation of electrical 
phenomena in the interpretation of processes 

taking place during the setting and hardening 
of cements; and, last not least, the practical 
application of conductometry to replace empir
ical time-of-setting determinations.
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PORTLAND CEMENT RENFORCED WITH NEW ALKALI-RESISTANT GLASS FIBERS

1. Introduction
Glass fibers, to be used for cement reinforcement, 
should have good resistance toward alkaline attack 
(portland cement during hydration has a pH value of 
12 to 13). Commercially available A and E glass fibers 
lose their strength rapidly in an alkaline enviroment 
because alkali attacks directly the silica network and 
completely dissolves the glass. The hydroxyl ion of 
the alkali breaks the Si-O-Si linkages according to 
equation:

-Si-O-Si- + OH" ------- Si-OH + Si-0*

alkali resistant glass fibers, with high zirconia con 
tent (Cem-fil), developed as a reinforcement over the 
last few years, are expensive and difficult to fabri
cate because of their high melting and drawing tempe
rature, thus cheaper compositions are required. This 
work relates the results obtained with glass fibers 
(about 15/лт in diameter) of different compositions 
from various systems obtained from a single nozzle 
drawing apparatus (table 1). For comparison purpose 
суре E and Cem-fil glass fibers (№ 2 and 10 respec
tively) there also fabricated and tested.

2. Alkaline durability
Alkaline corrosion tests there carried out according 
to the following procedure. Five grams of fibers the
re introduced in a plastic ooccle containing 2uU ml 
of a satured solution of Ca(OH) .flushed with nitro
gen to expell air and to avoid contamination of the 
liquor by CO . The bottle was immersed in a costant
temperature oath and mantained at 60 °C.
Tests were carried out for 8, 28, 60 and,sometimes,90 
days in triplicate and results averaged. The fibers 
there filtered through an alkali-resistant filter pa
per and washed with 50 ml of 2N-acetic acid and 200

Components:

ml of water and dried at 100 °C. The weight loss of 
fibers was expressed as a function of their exposed 
surface determined by measuring glass fibers density 
and diameter (tab 2).
The fibers behaviour in the Ca(0H)2 is quite different 
because for some compositions progressive degradation 
has been observed, whereas for others the corrosive pro 
cess is gradually lessened (№5) or stopped at a defi” 
nite losses level (№6,8,10). Such a different beha
viour is certainly related to the different stability 
of the various oxides in the highly alkaline enviro
ment. The individual glass fibers components are not 
leached to the same extent nor do they all form alka
li soluble species; microscopical examination by SEM 
has revealed the formation of a surface layer of cor
rosion products which can sometimes behave as a pro
tective coating to limit further corrosion. The rela
tive permeability of this coating to the diffusion of 
ionic species will be determining factor to promote 
or hinder the development of the corrosive attack.

3.Composite fabrication
On the ground of chemical durability tests, fibers №6 
and 8, and for comparison fibers №2 (E glass type) 
and 10 (Cem-fil type), have been used for the manufac
turing of composites. Prismatic samples (20 x 40 x 160 
mm) have been made, by means of the pre-mix method, 
using glass fibers (30 mm long), and Portland cement 
(425). From preiinnnary tests the ratio w/c has been 
fixed at 0.35: this value allowed a good workability 
of cement slurry containing 3%wt glass fibers. All the 
operations of fabrication, have been made at 20 °C and 
with a relative humidity not inferior at 75%. Storage 
has been made in water at 20 °C. After 7,28,60 and 90 
days the sampleshave been broken in three point flexu
re by means of a LOSENHAUSENWERK apparatus. Obtained 
values (average of at least 8 tests) are plotted inFig.1.

Fiber №

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SiO 
r n2 50.0 54,3 42.5 62.0 54.0 54.0 53.2 52.0 51.8 63.1CdU 30.0 21.8 13.4 -- -- -- -- . -- " -- 4.9
A12°3 5.0 14.2 10.5 18.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 14.7 14.7 « -
Na 0
L12°

3.0 0.1 9.9
8.0 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

15.2

2.0 0.3 1.3 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 --
ZnO
BaO

2.0
3.0 --

4.0 24.5 22.0 21.6 17.5 14.0 --

MgO 0.7 5.3 3.0 __ __ _ - -
FeO
Mn§°3

--
0.2

5.2
3.3

-- --
2.4 6.8 6.8

--

TiO^ -- -- -- -- 1.3 2.5 6.2 • - -
U2

7гГГ 1.0 0.1 5.8 -- 2.5 - - -- -- - -
1.2 -- 2.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 16.2

2U5
В (Г

2.8 -- 0.6 -- -- -- -- -- --
F2 3 8.0 -- -- -- - - - - --

SrO --
0.4
0.2 - .

-- —
_

--

—
Table : chemical composition of fibres, wt%
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Table 2: fibers corrosion

-— -■ ■ -.......... -.1-11
■ FIBER № FIBER CORROSION 1[ weight loss in g cm of fiber surface, X 10 )

8 days . 28 days 60 days 90 days

1 ■ 183.0 , 401.0 --

2 105.0 130.0 155.6 . 165.8
3 23.9 129.8 . — --
4 29.0 56.7 --

5 19.8 59.8 73.4 --
6 7.3 39.2 37.4 --
7 17.2 59.2 103.0 --
8 ■ 5.9 40.3 40.7 --

9 10.2 71.2 122.4 --

10 8.3 20.0 22.0 21.0

Fig.l Bending strength vs hydration time for GRC

4. Porosity determination
Porosity of Portland cement paste and of glass fibers 
composites was determined after 7,28,60 and 9Ö days 
curing in water at 20°C. -
1.5 g cubic samples were cutted from every specimen, 
dehydrated by ethil alcohol and ether and then clea
ned by a 20' ultrasonic process in order to remove 
dust from pores. Porosity values were obtained by a 
Carlo Erba 200 mercury porosimeter which allows pores 
evaluation in the range from 75,000 to 35 A.
The data have been elaborated using an appropriate 
software, assuming cylindrical shaped pores, a 140° 
contact angle and a 480 dine/cm Hg surface tension. 
The Hg cumulative volume corresponding to the total 
porosity of one gram of sample and the total surface ■ 
area of the pores included in every gram of material 
are reported in Tab.3.
It is well known that porosity is the main factor go
verning the compressive strength of an hardened cement 
paste (U. Bending strength, on the contrary, can't 
be related to porosity, being only determined by the 
size of the greatest void in the material according 
to Griffith's theory (2)-.
Actually the results obtained for only cement pastes 
are quite spread for every curing time and follow 
unusual hardening trends. The addition of a few percent 
of glass fibers causes a remarkable change: bending 
strength values for every time interval are spread 
within a more narrowed range, they are much more re
producible and show a reasonable trend with the deve

loping of hydration . This is due to the fact chat 
fibers in a cement matrix reduce average cracks length 
by stress re-distribution in the matrix.
On examining the porosimeter data for a only-cement 
made paste, it may be seen that, according to other 
Authors (1 ,-3 ).porosity diminishes with increasing hy
dration times (particularly during the first month) 
and the pores become smaller. For E glass fiber compo
sites, on the contrary, porosity increases during the 
first month of hydration perhaps because these fi
bers are much more susceptible to chemical attack 
whirh a^ve rise co new pores. For the other -less fi
ber Composites porosity progressively decrease with 
hydration time: fibers are scarcely attacked and 
porosity gradually lowers owing to the increase of vo
lume due to the cement hydration products.
From the strength vs hydration time plotsit may be no
ticed that the curves .referring to the fibers №6 and 
№8 reach similar values at 90 days. Such values are 
well above the ones obtained with the fiber № 2. It 
may therefore be stated that even if the fibers № 6 
and 8 don't give a reinforcement comparable to the one 
obtained with the zirconia fibers, anyhow they consti
tute a remarkable progress toward developing alkali 
resistant fibers.



Tab.3 : Average flexural strength and porosimeter data of composites studied

Fiber № Time 
(days)

Average strength 
( MPa )

Cumulative volume 
( cm /g 10 )

Surface area 
( m /g )

2 7 15.67 58.61 6.76
2 28 10.82 67.07 8.47
2 60 ■ 8.80 51.91 6.04
2 90 9.01 37.46 5.99

6 7 13.50 59.62 6.82
6 28 12.37 53)53 7.05
6 60 10.20 56.79 6.24
6 90 11.45 36.91 6.57

8 7 16.68 ' 68.89 7.65
8 28 12.85 64.30 8.65
8 60 11.86 45.51 5.36
8 90 10.66 37.08 5.16

10 7 14.81 51.86 5.74
10 28 15.11 45.45 5.36
10 60 14.42 39.10 4.42
10 90 13.54 35.72 5.56

Cement 7 ... 55.39 5.57
Cement 28 — 28.38 6.81
Cement 60 — 34.67 6.56
Cement 90 — 26.72 6.71
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IONIC CONDUCTIVITY OF LAMELLAR CALCIUM ALUMINATE HYDRATES.

Introduction
It is well known that calcium aluminate hydrates of 
AFm type play a primary role in the hydration process 
of cement especially in relation to the additive 
employment.

The typical and lamellar structure of such compounds 
was widely described by Allmann (1), Kuzel (2) and 
Taylor (3). They are characterized by the general 
formula [Ca Al(OH)^J ß1/п)Х (H 0)^] whose structure^ 
is made up by positively-charged layers [Ca A1(OH)J 
balanced by a negatively-charged interlayer variable 
with the anion type X and with the number of water 
molecules.

The AFm phases have an aptitude for anionic exchange 
with a rate, besides, depending on the selectivity of 
the anion (4).

Analogous 
have been

structures of the type [Zn^CrCOlO^jx-mH^O 
studied in relation to their ionic

conductivity. Their high values were explained 
considering the anionic interlayer as a concentrated 
semi-liquid or frozen solution (5,6).

The aim of the present work is that to extend such 
measures to the analogous phases of AFm type. The 
experiments were also carried out at different degree 
of relative humidity (RH) as it affects the hydration 
state of the AFm phases and in particular that of the 
prototype [Oa^AlCOH)^ ЕОН’ЗН^О] whose basal spacing 
c*, as we know, increases by increasing the degree of 
RH (7).

Experimental
The AFm type samples, characterized by interlayer 
anions such as OH , Cl and Br , were prepared with 
freshly ignited CaO, alumina gel, a Ca-salt of the 
corresponding anion and previously distilled and 
boiled water. The reaction suspension was shaken in 
a teflon container for ten days at room temperature. 
The reaction products were filtered under CO -free 
condition and dried by evacuation of the washing 
liquids which were acetone and ether.

The reaction products were characterized by: x-ray 
powder diffraction analysis using a Guinier de Wolff 
camera, TG and DTA analyses and density.

The powders, conditioned to 100% of RH under CO -free 
conditions, were pressed in a cilindrical die whose 
diameter was 18 mm at 16 MPa obtaining 5 mm in 
thickness disks. The compacts were analyzed in the 
relative density after drying cn silica gel.

Electrical conductivity measures were carried out 
both on contact liquid of suspension containing the 
AFm phase and on the compacts conditioned for 7 days 
in a prefixed RH environment. The ionic conductivity 
was determined, keeping the compact under a prefixed 
RH, by the complex impedance measure employing a

Solartron 1250 FRA and a Solartron 1286 Electro
chemical interface, interfaced to a Hewlett-Packard 
86 В desktop computer. Silver electrodes were painted 
onto the specimen faces. The signal applied across 
the sample was 30 mV.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 reports the results concerning the 
characterization of AFm phases as: basal spacing c', 
density, water molecules of the interlayer, the last 
one determined by TG with isoterm at 125 °C, and free 
CaCO^ content. These results well match with the 
literature data (8,9).

Table 1 - Basal spacing c', interlayer H^O molecules, 
density and free CaCO^ content of AFm phases

Interlayer 
anion c' (A) (H.0)2 У d (g/cc) Free

CaC03(%)

OH- 7.95 3 2.04 -
Cl- 7.80 2 1.90 4-5
Br~ 8.20 2 2.01 4.5

The electrical conductivity of the contact soj.utj.on oj 
AFm phases ranges between a minimum of 1.5-10_^П ^•cm-l 
for the bromide-form and a maximum of 2.7-10 0 ,cnl 
for the hydroxide-form. The relative density of the 
compacts ranges between 75 and 78%.
The a.c. conductivities of compacted samples were 
carried out taking into account that the complex 
impedance can be written as:

impedance of the sample including

Zcell

Z , is the sample 
also the contribute 
while Z , Finterface. According to Mayer (11) 
represented by:

of geometrical capacitance (10), 
is the impedance associated with electrode 

Z , may be sample

Z + Zv (a)sample F

Z = Z’ + jZ” sample
1 + jwR, C b g

(b)

(Z'/Z")2

with io - 2я£, f = frequency, = bulk resistance and 
C = geometrical capacitance. Such an impedance, 
representable in the Nyquist diagram by a semi-circle, 
whose diameter has 1/R^C as maximum angular 
frequency, is responsable of the dispersion at the 
highest frequencies. So the electrical conduction has 
been obtained by measuring the complex impedance at 
6 KHz frequency at which Z.
From eq. (b) the 
according to:

Rb

; may be neglected.
bulk resistance has been obtained
= z' (z'/z")2 + 1
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Fig. 1 reports the conductivities of AFm phases as a 
function of the relative humidity. The hydroxide-form 
shows higher values of conductivity in all the range 
of the RH than those of the chloride and bromide- 
forms. This behaviour matches well with data of Lal 
and Howe (5) regarding the hydroxide-form of Zn-Cr
salt . The presence, 
pairs arranged^in the

in fact, of disordered H^O/OH 
interlayer (12) improves the

proton mobility responsable of the semiconducting 
properties of such compounds. The conductivity 
variation results low in the 0 4- 80% of RH; this 
involves that the contribute to the condu' cion.
related with intercrystalline regions, is to be 
considered negligible and that the bulk conduction is 
to be mainly attributable to the mobility of the 
interlayer species.

The remarkable increase of conductivity in the 
80 4 100% range of RH could be esplained, expecially 
for the hydroxide-form, by the further addition of 
water molecules in the interlayer that, as it is well
known, involves an increase in the basal spacing c* 
(7). The conseguent major distance between the 
positively-charged layers |Ca^Al(0H)^| , acting on 
the interlayer anions, could increase the mobility of
the interlayer species because of the minor intensity 
of the field of electrostatic forces.

The bromide-containing AFm phase shows a greater 
change in conductivity in the 0 4 80% range of RH; 
this may be due to a conducting contribute of 
intercrystalline regions.

10---------- 1---------- 1 I I
0 25 50 75 100

RH(%)

18- 1 Bulk conductivity of AFm phases, characterized 
by different interlayer anions, as a function 
of relative humidity.

The lower conductivities, observed for the AFm phases 
respect to those reported by Lal and Howe (5,6) for 
Zn, Cr samples, could be attributed both to the 
different methods in measuring the electrical 
conductivity and to the different composition of the 
samples and to their different degree of 
carbonatation. This effect, in fact, reduces the bulk 
conductivity (5).

Conclusions
The observed semiconduction of the AFm phases is 
mainly attributable to the mobility of the interlayer 
species. The hydroxide-form shows, in fact, the 
highest value of conductivity due to the high 
mobility of proton jumping from H.,0 to OH of the 
interlayer.

The conductivities of the compacts are lower than 
those of the corresponding parent wash solutions.

The evaluating of an eventual anisotropy in the bulk 
conduction is not to be neglected because of the 
lamellar crystalline habitus of such compounds.

In the continuation of this study we intend to 
evaluate more deeply the impedance variations as a 
function of the frequency with the pourpose to find 
out both eventual distribution of relaxing constants 
and diffusional contributes to the impedance of the 
samples.
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NATURAL ZEOLITES AS ACTIVE ADDITIONS TO THE PORTLAND CLINKER

INTRODUCTION
The problem of manufacturing blended cements repre
sents since long a subject of very interesting resear 
ches, owing to the peculiar properties of such hydrau 
lie binders (1).
Besides the interest of its manufacture with regards 
to the energy saving, chemical resistance, low heat 
of hydration , the property of minimizing the expan
sion following the reaction of the alkalies towards 
some reactive ingredients, sometimes present in the 
aggregates for concrete, suggest the use of this type 
of cement for many important works.
In the sphere of "pozzolanic" cements, several resear 
ches on samples manufactured with true pozzolanas, 
with the "trass" or with different products endowed 
with pozzolanic behaviour, as fly ashes for example 
(2), gave evidence of the peculiar characteristics of 
such binders.
This experimental investigation intends in turn to 
demonstrate the possibility and opportunity of utili
zing also natural zeolites as active additions to the 
Portland clinker (3), with reference both to the ope
ning of a new field of utilization of these intere
sting products, very abundant in the central-southern 
part of Italy, and to the advantages attainable in 
comparison to the equivalent binders manufactured with 
true pozzolanas.

EXPERIMENTAL

Neapolitan yellow tuff with a phillipsite content of 
about 80Z has been employed as natural zeolitic pro
duct, whereas the true alkali-trachytic phlegraean poz 
zolana-representing the unzeolited counterpart of the 
above mentioned tuff - has been used as amorphous ad
dition.
Both the active additions have been added to an indu
strial clinker in amount varying from 15 to 40%. The 
chemical compositions of all the product used are re
ported in Tab. 1
Tab. 1: Chemical composition of the products used for

the manufacture of the ’’pozzolanic" cements.

Neapolitan Phlegraean Clinker
yellow tuff Pozzolan

SiO2 % 54.68 57.00 21.31
Aln0o+Ti0o+Mn 0,23 .2 34 17.70 18.34 3.59

2 3 3.82 2.20 4.50
FeO 0.29 2.14 -
CaO 3.66 3.15 65.31
MgO 0.95 0.97 1.04
Na 0 3.43 4.18 0.70
k2S 6.38 8.05 1.70
COo — __

2
s°3 - - 2.10
l.o.i. 0.11
Na^O equiv. - - 1.80

The active additions in tab. 1, ground until a 10+2% 
residue remains on a 32 j^m sieve have been added in 
the above mentioned ratios, to a sample of industrial 
clinker, typical of the current Italian production, 
having a specific surface area Blaine of 370 m2/kg. 
Before grinding the clinker , 5% natural gypsum, with 
a CaSO,-2H„0 higher than 95%, has been added.4 2
Stated by means of the pozzolanicity test (4) that 
all the samples, also for compositions poor in addi
tion, can be classified as pozzolanic cements, its te 
ehnieal behaviour has been examined.

EXPERIMENTAL

Compressive strenght tests.
Have been performed on ISO—RILEM mortars (5) aged 3,7, 
28, 90 days. Fig. 1 reports strenght progress as a 
function of addition content and age.

Fig. 1: Compressive strenght progress on mortars. 
A = tuff - cement; В = pozzolana - cement.

It is to be seen that, at equal conditions, the zeoli 
tic cements (A), particularly at long ages, show strei 
gth values generally higher than those of the typical 
pozzolanic cements (B).

Workability of the mixtures .
In order to define also the contribution of the zeoli 
tic product to the workability of the mixtures, the 
flow test on ISO-RILEM mortars (6) with the same water 
cement ratio has been performed. It is in fact well 
known that the lower the water the higher the strength 

of the works. ,
Stated in advance that any kind of addition definite У 
decreases the workability of the single clinker, fi8' 
reports per cent flow values as a function of the addi 
tion amount in the blend and shows that the workabili 
ty decrease is lower for the vitreous pozzolanic addi 
tion (B) and a little bit higher for the zeolitic o’16 
(A), owing to its finer texture. The higher water re^ 
gin* rement of the zeolitic cements however dc^s not . 
nish the good results of compressive teats, so that
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strenght progress remains at a higher level in compa
rison to that of the typical pozzolanic cements.

Potential alkali-reactivity.

Has been evaluated from the expansion, after suitable 
aging, of a series of mortar bars prepared with both 
the cements and using Pyrex glass as a siliceous reac
tive ingredient (7).

Fig. 4 shows X-ray diffraction diagrams of the untrea
ted Neapolitan yellow tuff (a) and after thermal trea- 
’ nent at 600 °C (b) and Fig. 5 shows the expansion va
! es course for mortar bars manufactured with cements 
ntaining as active addition the zeolitic tuff pre- 
ously treated at 600 °C for one hour (A), and phle- 
raean pozzolan (B), respectively treated at the same 

’ 'mperature for the same time.

addition in blend, %

Fig- 2: Flow course of mortars.
A = tuff - cement; В = pozzolana - cement.

Fig. 3 reports the expansion values as a function of 
addition content and age (180 days) and emphasizes the 
specific role of the zeolitic addition (A) on the mi
nimization of the expansion phenomenon.
A further improvement of this result can be reached 
after thermal activation treatment of the zeolitic 
Product at temperature of about 500 °C.

ig. 3. Potential alkali reactivity tests on mortar 
bars.
A = tuff - cement; В = pozzolana — cement. 

Fig. 4: X-ray diffraction diagrams.
a) untreated phillipsite tuff;
b) same sample treated at 600 °C.

Fig. 5: Potential alkali reactivity tests on mortar 
bars. , 
A= blended cement with tuff treated at 600 °C. 
B= blended cement with pozzolana treated at 

600 °C.

It is to be seen that the use of the zeolitic product 
. thermally activated, reduces by about 40Z the expan
sion values measured, at equal conditions, on mortar 
bars manufactured with the typical pozzolanic cements.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION.

The whole of the experimental results and of the dedu 
ctions that can reasonably be drawn, strengthen the in 
terest of the utilization of natural zeolitic product, 
after proper grinding, for the manufacture of blended 
cements endowed with special technical performances. 
It has been emphasized in fact that mortars prepared 
with blended cements containing as active addition a 
powdered phillipsite tuff, show strength progress pret 
ty higher than those of mortars manufactured with blen 
ded cements containing the unzeolitized counterpart 
(the phlegraean pozzolan) and that the zeolitic addi
tion minimizes the more the expansion following alka
li-aggregate reaction. .
To this end the influence of a thermal treatment of 
the zeolitic addition as been emphasized and it has 
been demonstrated that the same thermal treatment does 
not influence the behaviour of a vitreous natural pro
duct when used as active addition to the clinker.
The behaviour of a zeolitic product when used as acti
ve addition to the Portland clinker, better than those 
of the unzeolitized counterpart, is to be brought back 
to a higher reactivity owing to the peculiar structure 
of the zeolitic minerals. The pores and channels run
ning throughout the solid reasonably could in fact be 
responsible for a more rapid and complete attack under 
the action of the lime solution with a neo-formation 
as much rapid and complete of the hydration products. 
To this higher reactivity is to be attributed the aba 
tement of the expansion following alkali-aggregate rea 
ction, too. A more rapid and complete neo-formation of 
poorly crystalline, low basicity hydrated calcium sili 
cate, affordsin fact the possibility of incorporating 
large amounts of alkalies, which otherwise would be a 
vailable for the deletereous reaction.
With reference to the further minimization of the ex
pansion phenomenon due to thermal activation treatment 
of the zeolitic product, it is to be hypotesized that 
owing to the collapse of the structure of the fine-gra 
ined zeolitic mineral diffused in the cementing ground 
mass of the tuff, a quasi-amorphous solid, with speci 
fic surface area larger than that of the bubbly pozzo- 
lanic glass, owing to the pre-existing pores and chan
nels, is formed, in this way favouring an easier brea
king of the Si-O-Si bonds under the attack of the alka 
line solution. Furthermore the evolution of the combi
ned water following the thermal treatment promotes, in 
turn, the neo-formation of free surface bonds which 
share in the activation of the solid, even though such 
an activation, to a lesser extent, concerns the vitreo
us counterpart, too.
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1- INTRODUCTION
XjtA1yln'‘"na £s usually manufactured from bau

e .У ^*}е Bayer process,smelting with sodic 
ution in autoclaves. After extraction of 

umina from the raw material,there remains
nuge amount of waste called "red mud",mainly 
fmP°aed of hematite. The annual production 

Jans'1 /1 .^y-P^duct reaches 2 million tons in 
ricta1a'a£though full operation is now rest

e due to international price competition.
_.j ustralian bauxite imported to Japan comp- 
aaaff•S°me am°unt of boehmite,Al„Oq.H-0,in 
bpZ?tlOn ?° gibbsite,Al 0,.3H,0,äs3 *A1- 
or lng mineral due to weak metamorphism of 
th» ^ccordin9ly, boehmite remains intact in 

r®d mud because of the incapability of 
this mineral by the Bayer process 

me P stely. Therefore,pozzolanic type of ce- 
mud bCan b® Produced from this kind of red 
into У "iHtroducing some effective activators 

he red mud to react with boehmite.
tion П?е епег9У crisis of petroleum,construc- 
been h coai combustible power stations has 
ductioeCO»'*'ng Popular in Japan and the pro
becom П1э by-product fly ash is estimated to 

e 12 million tons near the end of this

A new type of pozzolanic cement utilizing red mud and fly ash.
Un nouveau type de ciment pozzolanique utilisant de la boue rouge et de la cendre volante 

SUMMARY: Bauxite from Australia contains boehmite
extraction of alumina. Therefore,this kind of red ___ ..ешсии wjluu

and/or Portlandite were introduced to the red mud as activators.

compositions to produce ettringite and/or СЛАН

mud mixes and are hydraulic themselves. 
1 '' ' ’ _____
with 7 percent portlandite to the fly ash?

which remains intact in the red mud after 
mud can be used as cement without clinkering 

cement mixtures were prepared. One is blended with the activators for nearly^stöichiometric °f 
tlons Produce ettringite and/or C.AH . The other is blended with the activators of 

aouble amount for the stoichiometric compositions. These cement mixtures are called the red
ud mixes and are hydraulic themselves. However,they are no use as cements due to the unstable 

°n strength. To improve this defect fly ash was added to the red mud mixes to gather 
rfl=niZ ,percent portlandite to the fly ash. Thus»moderately high strength cements were obtained 
resulting compressive strength up to 9.7,16.4 and 20.1 MPa at 7,28 and 91-day age,respectively 

red-ln ”ater-However,deteriorations of strength were encountered in some specimens 
al— a£ter 28-day water curing caused by the disintegration of- ettringite,C,AH.

and/or C4AHCH12- 4 13

century in Japan/2/. We should,therefore,pay 
attention to the effective use of the fly 
ash as well as the red mud.

The nossibilitv of the production of this 
kind of pozzolanic cement utilizing red mud 
and fly ash has been already reported in the 
previous work in which stress was placed on 
the SEM observations/З/ and it was pointed . 
out that this new type of pozzolanic cement 
is apt to deteriorate in long term,especial
ly in air(partly unpublished). In this paper 
mixing range with more activators will be 
studied and the optimum conditions of mixing 
will be investigated.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Red mud
The red mud used in this study is soda- 

reduced red mud commercially sold froin Mitsui 
Alumina Company. They wash the soda-rich red 
mud with water,employing 7-stage anticurrent 
thickenners to reduce soda content down to 3 
percent. It is generally said that the soda 
content of red mud is around 10 percent in 
alumina factories. According to XRD follow
ing minerals were identified in small amount



each other, de- 
are given in Table

Fig. 1. Triangular representation of the 
mixing proportions of the red mud mixes.

in addition to hematite and boehmite: soda
lite ,2Na,0.1.7Aln0?.3SiO-.nH-0/4/,quartz, 
kaolinite,calcite and vaterite/З/. The latt
er two minerals are not essential ones,but 
are secondary precipitates during washing 
process,since the washing water dissolves 
some slaked lime as precipitating agent.
chemical composition of the soda-reduced 

red mud is given in Table 1. The amount of 
boehmite is estimated to be 13.7 percent in 
the red mud by calculation,neglecting the 
very small presence of quartz.

2.2 Fly ash
The fly ash used in this study is general 

one produced from domestic coal in Kyuden 
Sangyo Company. Chemical composition is gi
ven" in Table 1. Small amount of quartz and 
mullite were found as crystalline phases in 
the glassy matrices of the fly ash by the X- 
ray diffractometry.

2.3 Activators ,
Chemical gypsum and portlandite(slaked

lime) of JIS first grade were employed as , 
activators. Physical characteristics are gi
ven in Table 2 as well as those of the other 
raw materials.

2.4 Red mud mixes , ,
As shown in Fig. 1 two series and 10 mix

tures were prepared by mixing red mud with 
gypsum and/or portlandite. These red mud 

Table 2. Physical characteristics of raw
materials.

mixes are hydraulic themselves. The series P 
is the same as investigated in the previous 
work/З/ and is represented here again for 
convenience. Mixing proportions of each se
ries were determined on the basis of those 
for series P. First of all, mixes of two ex
tremes, mix-100 and mix-0 were determined to 
give maximum formations of ettringite and 
C.AH,, at 7-day age,respectively. The other 
mixes, 75, 50 and 25 were determined by 
simply dividing the amount of activators bet
ween the two extremes into proportions,3 : 1 
(75),1 : 1 (50) and 1 : 3(25). Gypsum and 
portlandite act reversely • ■• -
tailed mixing proportions
3.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of the red mud and the fly ash.

SiO2 TiO2 A12°3 Fe2°3 MnO CaO MgO Na2O k2o so3 Ig. loss

Red mud 9.14 8.55 19.88 48.86 - 2.47 - 3.02 - - 8.51 %

Fly ash 58.00 1.10 21.40 5.22 0.04 2.84 2.64 1.40 2.29 0.18 4.40*

Fineness.Blaine S.G.

Red mud 8,600 cm2/g 3.33
Gypsum 1,900 2.32
Portlandite 11,600 ' 2.2
Fly ash - -

* Previous work/З/ and the base of mixing.

Table 3. Mixing proportions of the red mud and the activators.

Mix-100 Mix-75 Mix-50 Mix-25 Mix-0

Series (P)* Red mud 70.0 73.0 76.0 78.9 81.9 %
Gypsum 18.4 13.8 9.2 4.6 -
Portlandite 11.6 13.2 14.8 16.5 18.1

Series Q Red mud 63.3 67.1 70.9 74.6 78.3 %
Gypsum 23.3 17.5 11.6 5.8 —
Portlandite 13.4 15.4 17.5 19.6 21.7

Series R Red mud 56.8 ' 61.3 65.8 70.3 . 74.8 %
Gypsum 28.1 21.1 14.0 7.0 —
Portlandite 15.1 17.6 20.2 22.7 25.2
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Fig. 2. Curing scheme of present cements.

2.5 Red mud mixes with fly ash
In order to improve long term strenght 

of the red mud mixes,fly ash blended with 7 
percent portlandite was added to the red mud 
mixes in proportions of 1 : 1(1),2 : 1(2) 
and 3 : 1(3) in the increasing order of the 
fly ash. This portlandite acts as an extra 
activator in appearance.■The contents of 
these mixtures are given in Table 4.

2.6 Curing and testing
Cements of the red mud mixes were tested 

on flexural and compressive strengths at 3, 
7, 28 and 91-day age. Small scale test pie
ces were prepared in the molds of 1 x 1 x 4 
cm dimension in the state of paste with W/C 
0.40 , i.e.,two pieces for flexural strength 
and derived four for compressive strength. 
Demolding af er 3-day curing in humid air 
with R.H.90 percent,the test pieces were cu
red in water in semi-airtight plastic con
tainers at ambient temperature. As illustra
ting in Fig. 2,the test pieces were divided 
into two groups at the age of 28-days. The 
water curing was continued for one group, 
whereas air curing was carried out in R.H. 
90 percent condition for the other group. 
The air circulates spontenously and the ob
ject of this curing is to study the influen
ce of carbon dioxide in air.

Mean values in MPa. () air curing. * 0 indi
cating no fly ash.

Table 5. Flexural and compressive strengths 
for the red mud mixes.

3 7 28 91 —days--- 3 7 28 91
3.9 3.1 1.7 1.6 Q100-0* 8.3 8.1 8.6 6.4

(1.5) (6.8)
5.4 3.2 5.1 4.1 75-Q 10.1 10.4 13.9 16.4

' (1.7) (13.6)
3. H 5.6 3.7 2.6 50-0 13^.9 17.4 17.3 15.6

(1.3) (19.6)
2.6 3.2 2.5 2.3 25-0 7.7 8.8 9.3 8.9

(o;s) (6.0)
0.9 1.3 0.5 0.6 0-0 2.4 3.2 4.1 2.6

(0.2) (2.5)
3.1 2.6 2.1 2.3 R100-0* 8.2 6.9 5.8 5.1

(2.1) (7.4)3.1 2.3 2.3 2.2 75-0 7.8 7.2 7.2 5.9
(1.9) (6.7)4.7 4.2 3.8 3.8 50-0 10.4 12.2 11.6 12.3
( - ) (6.8)3.6 3.4 3.1 2.7 25-0 8.3 11.6 10.8 11.9
( - ) (8.4)1.1 1.0 0.2 1.0 0-0 1.8 2.5 2.7 3.4
(0.4) (2.6)

Table 4. Contents of the red mud mixes with 
fly ash .■

1 : 1 2 : 1 3 : 1

Red mud mix 50.0 33.3 25.0 %
Fly ash 46.8 62.3 70.1
Portlandite 3.2 4.4 4.9

--- extra

2,7 Identification of hydrates '
Test pieces after the strength test were 

preserved in acetone and served for the iden
tification of hydrates by means of the X-ray 
diffractometry fusing Mn-filtrated FeKa radi
ation at 30KV and 10mA. ■

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION .
3.1 Strength for the re'd mud mixes .
Results of the strength test are summa

rized in Table 5. For both of series Q and R 
decreasing of flexural strength is remark
able , especially in later age as noticed in 
series P in previous work/З/. This trend is 
also observed on compressive strength in some 
specimens. The mixes 0-0 of both series con
tain no gypsum and show low strength.

For series Q mixes 75-0 and 50-0 give 
rise generally good results. However,at 91
day age depression is noticed on these mixes 
cured in air and cured in water,respectively. 
Though the compressive strength is higher for 
50-0 cured in air,the flexural strength be
comes very low,i.e.»specimens become brittle. 
The mix 25-0 shows unstable strength with 
great deviation,when cured in'air at 91 day 
age.

For series R mixes 50-0 and 25-0 show the 
saturation of strength,probably due 'to the 
exhaution of boehmite reacted with the suf
ficient amount of activators and depressions 
take place at 91-day age,when cured in air. 
Besides,cracking occurred on these specimens 
at 91-day age,when cured in air and the fle
xural strength was unable to determine.

3.2 Strength for the red mud mixes with 
fly ash

Results of the strength test are summa
rized in Table 6. For both of series Q and R 
decreasing of flexural strength is not mark
ed but seen, especially in air curing and 
the strength is dependent on the content of 
fly ash,i.e.,more fly ash makes the strength 
decrease.

For series Q abrupt depression of flexu
ral and compressive strengths are observed 
at 91-day age for the specimens of 75-1,75
2, 75-3 and 100-3 cured in air. For speci
mens of 0-2 depression is also noticed at 
91-day age,when cured in water. On the whole 
mixes 50-1,50-2,25-1 and 25-2 are superior 
to the others and no depression of compres
sive strength was encountered!

For series R abrupt depression of flexu
ral and compressive strengths are observed 
at 91-day age for the specimens of 100-1, 
100-2 and 100-3,when cured in air. In this 
time no depression is noticed on the speci
mens 0-2 cured in air at 91-day age. On the 
whole, the mixes 50-1,50-2,50-3,25-1 and
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Mean values in MPa. () air curing. * Numerals 1, 2 and 3 indicating the ratios 1 :

Table 6- Flexural and compressive strengths for the red mud mixes with fly ash.

3 7 7R 91 —davs--- 3 7 28 91 3 7 28 91 —days---3 7 28 91

1.7 4.6 4.0
(2.3)

Q100-1* 3.5 10.1 15.1 
(12.9)

- 1.6 3.2 5.7 
(0.8)

R100-1* - 3.3 5.2 15.2
(2.8)

- 4.3 5.0 2.9
(1.2)

75-1 - 9.4 13.2 18.5 
(6.0)

- 1.8 4.5 3.7
(2.5)

75-1 — 4.0 10.1 14.9 
(16.0)

- 4.1 4.3 3.1 
(2.8)

50-1 - 8.1 12.2 16.8
(15.1)

— 4.6 4.4 3.8 
(5.0)

50-1 — 9.7 16.4 20.1 
(18.8)

- 2.6 2.7 3.7 
(2.8)

25-1 - 7.2 15.2 16.6
(15.6)

— 4.1 4.4 4.6
(3.3)

25-1 — 9.2 13.0 17.7 
(17.7)

- 1.6 2.8 3.2
(2.4)

0-1 - 6.9 12.0 14.0 
(13.0)

— 3.1 3.1 3.3
(3.3)

0-1 - 6.5 12.1 14. b 
(13.4)

- 0.8 3.8 3.3
(1.8)

Q100-2* - 1.8 7.1 11.2 
(10.3)

- 0.8 3.4 3.8 
(0.6)

R100-2* - 1.7 7.0 13.9
(3.9)

- 2.8 3.9 3.6 
(0.3)

75-2 - 5.6 8.8 13.5
(2.4)

- 0.9 3.3 2.6
(2.2)

75-2 — 1.9 6.4 13.6 
(12.3)

- 2.5 3.5 3.2 
(2.1)

50-2 - 5.0 9.0 14.2 
(11.3)

— 2.8 3.6 3.8
(3.8)

50-2 — 6.0 11.3 14.6 
(16.9)

- 2.0 3.0 3.8
(2.6)

25-2 - 4.7 8.7 12.0
(11.8)

— 3.0 3.0 3.6
(3.5)

25-2 — 5.1 9.4 11.4 
(11.4)

- 1.3 3.4 3.3
(2.1)

0-2 - 4.8 10.4 7.8
(10.8)

— 2.9 3.1 3.3
(2.5)

0-2 - 4.3 9.0 11.4 
(11.2)

- 0.6 2.6 2.4 
(0.6)

Q100-3* - 1.2 4.8 8.1
(4.2)

- 0.5 3.6 3.6 
(0.4)

R100-3* - 1.2 6.5 10.7 
(2.9)

- 1.9 2.7 2.7 
(0.3)

75-3 - 4.2 7.1 11.3 
(3.0)

- 0.8 2.3 2.6 
(2.0)

75-3 -• 1.8 5.5 11.2 
(10.1)

- 1.5 2.5 2.3 
(0.8)

50-3 - 3.2 5.6 9.6
(8.2)

- 1.7 2.7 2.9 
(2.8)

50-3 -* 4.1 9.2 12.0 
(12.8)

0.8 2.4 3.2
(2.1)

25-3 - 2.9 7.3 9.4
(8.4)

— 1.8 2.4 2.8
(2.4)

25-3 — 3.3 6.3 10.5 
(8.9)

- 1.4 2.4 2.7 
(2.0)

0-3 — 3.4 8.3 9.2
(7.8)

— 1.9 2.3 3.0
(2.1)

0-3 3.3 8.0 10.5 
(8.7)

and 3 : 1.respectively.

25-2 are superior. Although,the mix 0-2 is 
good in strength,it may be difficult to use 
in practice owing to low workability of the 
paste/З/.

3.3 Hydrates
3.3.1 For the red mud mixes ,
Hydrates encountered are summarized in 

Table 7 only limiting at 91-day age for sa
ving space. When gypsum is present,formation 
of ettringite prevails as seen in the mixes 
100-0 and 75-0. -However,C4AH13 begins to 
form gradually with increasing the content 
of portlandite as seen in the mixes 50-0,25
0 and 0-0 with occasional carbonation and 
finally no ettringite exists in the mix 0-0 
containing no gypsum. It is curious that no 
C .AH., forms in the mixes 100-0 and 75-0 
having some potential of C.AH^^. This may be 
explained to consider the limited solid so
lution series of CfiASC.AH^./S,6/. Some
times C .AH.,(strictly this Should be C^ACq 5 
H.,/7/) converts to C ACH., by carbonation; 
especially in later age. Disintegration of 
ettringite takes place in some specimens cu
red in air. This will be discussed later in 
detail. Calcite exists from the begining of 
curing,since the red mud contains some cal
cite and vaterite. However,most of the cal
cite would be derived from portlandite due 
to carbonation. Much calcite is detected in 
the specimens cured in air at 91-day age. 
Formation of Ca-monosulphate was scarcely 

observed. Presence of type II C-S-H was re
ported in the previous work/З/ by means of 
SEM. C-S-H probably formed after the reaction 
of quartz and other silicates contained in 
the red mud was not clearly identified.,Judg
ing from the amount of activators left in 
specimens cured in water at 91-day age, gyp
sum is wanting except 100-0,while portlandite 
is sufficient for reaction for series Q. For 
series R gypsum is also wanting except 1OO-0, 
while portlandite is in excess except 50-0. 
No distinct relations between hydrates and 
strength were found except the specimens of 
75-0 and 25-0 in series R where disintegra
tions of ettringite,СдАН^3 and C^ACH.^ were 
seen.3.3.2 For the red mud mixes with fly ash 

Hydrates identified are summarized in 
Table 7 for mixes 1 : 1, 2 : 1 and 3 : 1,re
spectively. Hydrates are similar to those of 
the red mud mixes. When gypsum is present, 
ettringite forms preferencially. With inc
reasing the content of portlandite, C^ 
as well as C.ACH.9 is observed. Since these 
mixes comprise fly ash blended with 7 percen 
portlandite,increasing of. the content of 
portlandite takes place into two directions. 
One is the direction from mix 100 to mix 0 
via mixes 75, 50 and 25. The other is the 
direction from mix 1 : 1 to mix 3 : 1 via IM 
2 :_1. Therefore,formations of C^AH^-j and 
C4ACH32 become common,when compared with



() air curing. E:ettringite,H13zC^AH^^: 
C4ACH^2,CC:calcite,G:gypsum,P:portlandite. 
Peak height of X-ray, ++++:large,+++zmedium, 
++zsmall,+zdetectable,-:undetectable.

Table 7. Hydrates identified in present 
cements in relation to gypsum and port
landite. Listed only for 91-day age with 
relative amounts.

Q100-0 Q75-0 Q50-0 Q25-0 QO-O
E ++++ ++++ ++++ ++ -

(++++) (++++) (++++) (+++) (-)
H13 — — — ++ ++

(-) (-) (-) (-) (+)
CH12 — — ++ ++++ 4-4-++

(-) (-) (-) (-) (++)
CC +4* + + + +

(+++) (++++) (++++) (++++} (++++)

G + — — — -
(++) (-) (-) (-) (-)

P + + —
(+) (+) (+) (-) (-)

R100-0 R75-0 R50-0 R25-0 RO-O
E ++++ 

(++++)
++++
(++)

++++ 
(++++)

+++ 
(++) (-)

H13 — — — +4- ++
(-) (-) (-) (-) (++)

CH12 — — + ++ ++++
(-) (-) (-) (-) (+++)

CC + + + + +
(++++) (++) (++++) (++++) (++++)

G ++++ — —

(++++) (+) (-) (-) (-)
P ++ ++ + + + ++

(+) (+) (-) (+) (-)

Q100-2 Q75-2 Q50-2 Q25-2 QO-2

(++) (++++) (++) (+++) (+++)
G

(-) (++) (-) (-) (-— + + + —
(+) (-) (-) (-) (-

++++ +++ +++ +

(++) (++) (++) (++) (++-h)

R100-2 R75-2 R50-2 R25-2 RO-2

H13 (-) (+++) (++) ( + ) (-)

CH12 (-) (-) ( + ) ( + ) 
+

( + )

CC (-) 
+

(-) 
+

(-) 
+

( + ) 
+

( + ) 
+

G
<+++) (-) (-) (-) (-) 

+ + - - +

Q100-1 Q75-1 Q50-1 Q25-1 QO-1
E ++++ ++++ +++ ++ -

(++++) (+) (+++) (++) (-)
H13 - - ++ +++ ++
 (-) (-) (+) (+) (+)

CH12 ---+++
 (-) (-) (-) (+) (+)

cc + + + + +
(++) (+++) (+++) (+++) (+++)

G - - -  
(-) (++) (-) (-) (-)

P + + + + -
(+) (-) (+) (-) (-)

R100-1 R75-1 R50-1 R25-1 RO-1
E ++++ ++++ +++ ++ -

( + ) (++++) (+++) (++) (-)
H13 - - + ++ ++
 (-) (-) (+) (++) (+)

CH12 - - - ++ ++
 (-) (-) (") (+) (+)

cc + + + + +
(+++) (++) (++++) (++) (++"!+)

G - - -  
(++++) (-) (-) (-) (-)

P + - - - -
(-) (-) (+) (-) (-)

Q100-3 Q75-3 Q50-3 Q25-3 QO-3
E +++ +++ ++ + —

(++) (+) (++) (+) (-)
H13 + +++ 4—|- +++ 4-

CH12
(-) (+) (+) (++) (+)
— — — 4- 4-

(-) (-) (-) (+) (+)
CC + + + + +

(++) (++++) (++) (++) (++)

G - — + —
(+) (++) (-) (-) (-)

P + + — — +
(-) (-) (-) (-) (-)

R100-3 R75-3 R50-3 R25-3 RO-3
E 4-+++ +4-+ ++ ++ —

(-) (+++) (++) (+) (-)
H13 - + ++ ++ ++
 (-) (-) (+) (+) (+)

CH12 ---+++ 
 (-) (-) (+) (+) (+)

cc + + + + +
(++) (++) (+++) (++) (+++)

G - -   
(+++) (-) (-) (-) (-)

p - -   
(-) (+) (+) (-) (-)
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the hydration of the red mud mixes,especial
ly in mixes 2 : 1 and 3:1. Formation of - 
Ca-monosulphate is scarce and not distinct 
generally. Calcite exists from the beginning 
more or less and much formation of this mi
neral is seen in specimens cured in air at 
91-day age. Disintegration of ettringite as 
well as C.AH., and C.ACH12 is worthy to note 
and this phenomenon is closely related to 
the depression of strength at 91-day age, 
who:, cured in air as seen in the specimens 
75-i,75-2,75-3 and 100-3 in series Q, and 
100 -I,100-2 and 100-3 in series R. The rate 
of consumption of gypsum is great and the 
amount is generally wanting,while that of 
portlandite is sluggish and is generally 
sufficient. Portlandite is apt to convert to. 
calcite especially in air curing at 91-day 
age. C-S-H probably formed due to the hyd
ration of the fly ash as well as quartz and 
other silicates included in the red mud was 
not clearly identified/8/. However,this may 
be present as reported previously by the 
observation of SEM/3/. , ,

3.3.3 Disintegration of ettringite, 
C.AH. and C .ACH. ,As seen in 4 Fig. 3 as well as Table 

7, disintegration of these minerals occurs 
oartly or completely in some specimens cured 
in air at 91-day age. Judging from the X-ray 
results,following reactions would take place 
in the course of curing.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Red mud cement can be made from soda- 

reduced red mud,when activated with gypsum 
and/or portlandite. Boehmite included in the 
red mud plays an important role in this kind 
of cement which is regarded as a type of po- 
zzolanic cement,since boehmite cannot be a 
cement mineral by itself. Many kinds of ce
ment are manufactured,varying the proportion 
of the red mud and the activators. However, 
these cements are generally unstable in

For ettringite:
c6as3h32 + 3C = 3CSH2 + AH3 + 3CC + 23H 

Consequently,ettringite disintegra.tes into 
gypsum,gibbsite and calcite in addition to 
cater and the gibbsite can be hardly detect
ed due to the amorphous nature in the early 
stage of formation. _

For C4AH13 and C4ACH12:
C4AH13 + c = c4ach12 +_ H
C4ACH12 + ЗС = AH3 + 4СС + 9H 

Consequently,the both minerals disintegrate 
into gibbsite and calcite in addition to 
water. If these reactions take place inde
pendently or simultanously,great depressions 
of strength are induced. However,it is quite 
curious that no depressions of strength were 
found in haüyne-belite cement cured in steam, 
in which ettringite and C-S-H are essential 
hydrates and disintegration of the ettringi
te occurs,when subjected to air after the 
steam curing. In this case the C-S-H derives 
from the hydration of CjS and there mav be 
fundamental difference of C-S-H between the 
haüyne-belite cement and the present red mud 
cement/9/.

CC
c G

E !
V k

Q75-1 I E _
• CC

•—Г537

G CC 
G

E .

10 ' 15 37

I“
G 

G
EH13*

Q75-3 EH13 
I I

V**' **’'

10 15 37

R100-2j E 

jLX.

10 1537

Fig. 3. Powder X-ray diagrams showing the 
disintegration of hydrates. Top,air cu
ring, and bottom, water curing for each. 
Other notations, see Table 7- (FeKq).

strength. This defect is improved by intro
ducing fly ash with 7 percent extra portlan
dite. Thus,hardened cement materials,for ins
tance,having 9.7,16.4 and 20.1 MPa compres
sive strength at 7, 28 and 91-day age were 
obtained. However,some specimens show the 
deterioration of strength.when cured in air 
after 28-day water curing. This is caused by 
the disintegration of ettringite,C4AH.3 and/ 
or C4ACH12 which are the essential nyarates 
in present cement»probably in addition to 
C-S-H. Further investigation is necessary to 
make clear the disintegration of these mine
rals in various conditions of curing.
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SOME PROPERTIES OF ALKALI ACTIVATED SLAG CEMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, alkali metal salt activated 
blast furnace slag cement containing no 
ordinary portland cement has attracted 
attention in regard to energy conservation 
and industrial by-product use as well as 
properties of high strength development, 
chemical resistance and heat resistance. 
However, some reports by other authors 
appear to fail to provide adequate data 
regarding the basic properties of this cement, 
(for example (1), (2)) In this paper, some 
properties of pastes made with blast furnace 
slag and NaOH were systematically studied.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The chemical composition, basicity and glass 
content of blast furnace slag (BPS) used are 
shown in Table I.

TABLE I
Chemical composition, basicity and glass 
content of blast furnace slag (BPS)

Chemical composition (wt%)

ig.loss 
insol. 
SiO- Al 6_ 
Fe2°3 Саб d
MgO
S03 
NadO
K20

0.15
0. Od

34.22
14.93
0.03

41.76
7.7
0.05 
0.24 
0.44

Total 99.60

Specific gravity«... 2.90 
CaO+MgO+Al-O-

Basicity... ---- :------- E—2- =1.88
sio2

Glass content... 90% 
(determined by an optical microscope)

яро Was Sround into blalne specific surface 
ageas of 147, 220, 273, 407, 565 and 654 
O' I8А ™е added amounts of NaOH to BPS were 
Wt«/ mA 3‘3’ 5-0’ 71 5 ’ 10 •°> 2010 and 30 -O

Ihe water to BPS ratios were 0.3, 0.4, 
u-6 and 0.7. ■ 
lignnUPfrPlasticizers used were the sodium 
of (i_nU ^°nate (LS) and formalin condensates 
These Hthalene sodlum sulfonate (NS), 
water r ®lxtures were high commercial grade 
materi=i ucinS agents for cement. AS reference 
used. T ’ ordinary Portland cement (OPC) was

• a le II shows its chemical composition.

Chemical composition (wt%)

TABLE II
Chemical composition of ordinary 
portland cement (OPC)

ig.loss 0.7 
insol. 0.4 
SiO 22.1 
A1„O " 5.0 
Fe,Od 2.0 
Саб d 64.6 
MgO 1.2 
SO 2.0Nad0 0.41 
KO 0.42 
f-CaO 0.6

Total 99.43

Blaine specific 
surface area

... 305 (m3/kg)

Each paste specimen (4x4x16 cm beam) was 
cured at 20°C, 80 %rh and subjected to a 
compressive strength test at a predetermined 
age. The crushed specimens were treated by 
D-dry method for 48 hrs and used as samples 
tc be studied by a mercury pressure porosi
meter, powder X-ray diffractometer, thermal 
analysis (DTA, TG) and SEM observation. The 
heat liberation curve of hydration was ' 
obtained using a conduction calorimeter. 
Rheological properties were measured with a 
coaxial cylinder viscosimeter. The pastes to 
be tested were prepared by mixing the cement 
with water or a NaOH solution in a beaker 
for 2 min by hand. Immediately following 
mixing, the pastes thus obtained were 
transferred into a measuring cell. During 
the experiment, the rotating bob speed 
increased in one minute from 0 to 350 rpm 
and in the next, resumed 0 rpm. This method 
was repeated at each age without interruption 
from the time each paste was placed in the 
cell untill completion of the test.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

III-l STRENGTH DEVELOPMENT AND HEAT OF 
HYDRATION

The compressive strengths of the paste 
specimens increased in proportion to the 
fineness of BFS on adding 7.5 wt% NaOH. 
(Fig. 1) Fig.2 shows the relation between 
the added amount of NaOH and strength 
development in BFS having a 565 m2/kg Maine 
specific surface area. The compressive 
strengths of the paste specimens increased 
with NaOH content being maximum at a 10 wt% 
add!tion.
OPC has a dormanant period at the early 
stage of hydration but is nonexistent in the 
hydration of NaOH activated BFS. (Fig. 3)



P

NaOH...75wt°/.
W/S = 0-3 
20Г, 8O°/«rh

Kig. 1 Effect of fineness of BFS on
strength development.

Fig. 
as a

Heat 1 iteration
function of time.

curves of hydration

Added amount of NaOH (wt’/o)

Fig. 2 Effect of added NaOH on strength
development.

This should depend on the difference in their 
hydration mechanisms. The hydration of 
portland cement occurs mainly by a topochem
ical reaction and that of alkali activated 
BFS cement by a solution reaction. With 
increase in NaOH content and fineness of BFS, 
the rate of BFS dissolution was found to 
increase, resulting in enhancement of the 
hydration of BFS.
The compressive strength of each specific 
surface area of BFS is plotted as a function 
of the heat of hydration in Fig. 4. A nearly 
satisfactory linear plot was obtained for 
each amount of NaOH added. The 7.5 wt% and 
10.0 wt% additions of NaOH to BFS seemed too 
much for effective strength development. The 
relation between compressive strength and 
i:eat of hydration for the 1.6 wt% addition 
of NaOH was similar to that of OPC.

BFS NaOH (wt%) 
(rrf/kg) 1 6 75 100 

147 о • о

Fig. 4 Relation between heat of hydration 
and compressive strength for various 
surface areas of BFS.

Therefore, the optimum amount of NaOH 
addition is generally assumed to be a few 
wt%. (3)

III-2 HYDRATION PRODUCTS AND PASTE
STRUCTURES

The X-ray diffraction pattern of BFS paste 
admixed with 7.5 wt% NaOH at 28 days of age 
is shown in Fig. 5. A broad peak with 
maximum was found in the vicinity of 30 
(Cu Kti, 29), and apparently C-S-H (!)•



The peaks at 11.7° and 30.4° were identified 
as C A CaCO and C„ASH , respectively. 
(5)(5) No traces of Ca(OH) dehydration in 
either the DTA or TG curves^(Fig. 6) could 
be found. The endthermic peak at 17O°C was 
regarded as the dehydration of C-S-H (I). (7)

BFS ■ • ■ 565 m2/ kg 20“C , 80°lo rh
NaOH • ■ • 75wt% 28days 
W/S = 0-4

10 20 30 40 50
-J---------- 1--------- 1_________ I_________ i_

CuKd 20 (°)

Fig. 5 Powder X-ray diffraction pattern 
of hardened paste.

BFS • • - 565 m2/ kg 20 , 807= rh
NaOH • • • 7-5wt7o 28days

200 400 600 800
Temperature (°C)

Fig. 6
Paste.

Thermal analysis curves of hardened

F1S. 7 shows -the 
as determined bv 

with those c 
consider the 
Porosimetry 

®xtremely small 
(F1g. 8)

morphology of the hydrates 
appeared SEM‘ The hydrate structures
with ° °е hom°geneous and dense compared 
„./ . --=3 Of OPC. Correspondingly we can

- ■'“e result of mercury pressure
ranajncr Fore volumes of BFS paste 
ez-r.«.., rom 107 to 750 nm pore radii were 

er than those of OPC paste.

(A) BFS paste В pm
(565 m2/kg, NaOH... 7.5 wt%)

5 pm(B) OPC paste

Fig. 7 SEN photograph of hardened pastes 
at 14 days of age.

(W/S = O.4, 2O°C, 80 %rh)

010

0-04a>

002

Age (days )

ф
E

BFS -. ■565m2/kg
NaOH-.y-Swt*/.
W/S =04 
20°C.80°/orh

Pore size(nm) 
о 75 - 10-7
• 10 7 - 250 
Д 25 0 ~ 107
* 107 ~ 750 
d750 - 7500o'008 

'Ё
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01 3

006

(A) BFS paste
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W/S = 0.4 о 75 ~ 10-7
20°C.80°/,rh e 10-7 -250

OPC Pore size(nm)

qLj—I---- 1----------- 1------------- J
0 1 3 7 14 28

Age (days)

(В) OPC paste
Fig. 8 Pore size distribution of hardened 
paste as a function of time. Fig. 9 Flow curves of fresh paste.

III-3 INFLUENCE OF SUPERPLASTCTZER ON 
RHEOLOGYCAL PROPERTIES

The flow curves obtained 3 and 15 min after 
the first cement-water contact are shown in 
Fig. 9 and are pseudoplastic type and 
thixotropically in reversible character. (8)
(9)
A comparison of the effects of the super
plasticizers (Fig. 10) indicated differences 
between LS and NS. LS exhibited strong 
plasticizing effects on the system of BFS 
only and the system of BFS admixed with NaOH. 
However, systems admixed with NS showed the 
same viscosity as those without super
plasticizers since LS retards cement hydra
tion but not NS. In Fig. 3, no dormanant 
period is present early in the hydration of 
BFS pastes, thus indicating that hydration 
strongly proceeds from the first contact of 
cement with water. Without a delay in hydra
tion, NS is completely consumed at the start 
of hydration, as was confirmed by examination 
of the concentration of NS in the liquid 
phase. (10)
The yield values indicate the workability of 
fresh pastes. On adding NaOH and super
plasticizers, paste behavior was noted to 
change considerably. (Fig. 11) This point 
warrants further investigation.

°1 3 6 10 15 30 60 120180

Time (minutes)

Fig. 10 Viscosity of fresh paste as a
function of time.



Fig. 11 Yield value of fresh paste as a 
function of time.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The optimum amount of NaOH to add to BFS 
is generally a few wt%. The compressive 
strengths of NaOH activated BFS paste 
specimens increases in proportion to the 
fineness of BFS.
(2) No formation of Ca(OH) occurs in the 
ydration of BFS. The morphology of hydrates 
s relatively homogeneous and the paste
structure is dense “compared with that of 
ordinary portland cement.
(3) The flow curves of NaOH activated BFS 
pastes are of the pseudoplastic type and 
thixotropic in character. Sodium ligno-
fnp is effective as a superplasticizer 
fo activated BFS cement but not the 

condensates of ß-naphthalene sodium sulfonate.
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THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND THE HYDRATION MECHANISM OF C-^A IN THE PRESENCE 
OF CaSOz- ,2H.,0 and Ca (OH)2. P

INTRODUCTION

On the retardation mechanism of Сэ A in 
the presence of CSHг • Mehta° suggested that 
it was coated by gel-like form of ettringite. 
Corstanje et al. have deduced that the primary 
cause of Сз A retardation is not SOq but 
the precipitation of amorphous AKOHij on the 
surface of the C3 A grain. Tadros et al. 
suggested that the primary reflation of the 
dissolution was caused by the formation of an 
Al-rich layer, and that the induction period 
represented the process responsible for the 
removal of the Al-rich layer. The retardation 
was greatest when both CSH2 and CH were 
present.the authors have recently questioned 
the role of ettringite in the retardation of 
C3 A by SO4 2" . The study aimed to clarify  . 
the physical properties of C3 A and the 
mechanism of the excessive retardation. When -"| 
C3 A was dispersed in suspension of CSH ; and дI 
CH. the interaction between solid and liquid 
phases as a function of hydration time was 
investigated “ .

EXPERIMENTAL

(I) Two kinds of C3 A was synthesized to 
clarify the characterization, it was the pure 
Cj A, and other hand, the melt of Сэ A 
composition (G-C3 A) which was synthesized by 
rapid quenching after fusion. The melt 
(G-C3 A)involved the slight presence of SiOz 
Various physical properties was measured.

Table 1. Physical properties of C3 A and the 
melt (G-C3 A)

Mt E I

JCCCC

(2) Pure solution and suspensions of С5Нг .C 
and mixing both CSH2 and CH were prepared, y. 
After the synthesized pure C3 A of 2.5 g uas^ 
dispersed into 125 ml of various suspensions, м 
these were fully shaken in incubater at 25'C . <u 
A lot of poly-bottles containing suspension -g 
were prepared, these were filtrated by 17G-4 — 
glass filter for each prescribed times.
The concentration of Ca2+ .Al(ОН)ц - and 
SO4 which eluted from C3 A and pH in the 
filtrate were measured. On the other hand, 
after the each residue were stopped the 
hydration by CH 3 OH and CH 3 COCH 3 . it was 
dried in the desiccator. XRD and SEM of each 
specimens which correspond to hydration time 
were identified and observed.

RESULTS

гиссс

Binding energy ,(eV)
Fig.l. Binding energy of Сэ A and the melt 

(G-Сз A) by XPS ( ESCA ).
binding energy were obtained about Ca-O.
Al-0 bond. The results are shown in Table 2.

ill The physical properties of synthesized pure 
C3 A and the melt of C3 A composition (G-C3 A) 
were shown in Table 1. Surface binding energyä) 
of C; A and G-C3 A by ESCA were shown in
Fig.1.2. Fig.l is wide scanning, and Fig.2 is 
narrow scanning about Ca.Al. From the results 
of measurements by Fig.2. the chemical shift of

(2) (i) Conduction calorimetric curves of
C3 A and the melt (G-C3 A) which hydrated 
with pure water were shown in Fig. 3. W/solio 
ratio is 5. The appearance of the second 
peak was characterized in the melt (G-Сз 
H system. Similarly, rate of heat liberation 
of C; A which hydrated with various addtlons of CSHг and CH were shown in Fig. 4-
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Binding energy (eV)
Fig.2. Binding energy of Ca-O, Al-0 in

C3 A by ESCA.

and CH. 
.SO4 2* 
gi ven

system, the concentration of 
in the presence of CSH2 and

period at the highest 
is depends on the

In case of higher ratio of CH to C3 A over 
10%. rate of heat liberation were depressed, 
the appearance time of the second order peak 
was dependent on amount of CSH2 .

lii) When C3 A was dispersed into aqua 
solution, the concentration of Ca2+ and 
A1(OH)4 ~ which eluted from C3 A and pH in 
liquid phase were measured by 1CP instrument. 
The result makes as CaO and Al2 O3 is shown 
ln Fig. 5. Similarly, when C3 A was dispersed 
into suspension of mixing both CSH2 
the concentration of Ca2+ .Al(OH)4 ~ 
and ph were obtained. The results are 
m Fig. 6.
Although Ca2+ and Al(0H)4- were
‘mmediately eluted after C3 A hydration.

3 C/д mole ratio in liquid phase was 
epend on hydration time. C/A=2 until 5min.

aim \untiI 3hr- C/A=l after 3hr. pH is 
г °sT,constant during this period. On Сэ А-С5н2 -сн 
Ca and SO 4 2- 
r^!ndJ10 Сз A is l-80g CaO/1. 1.02g SO 3 /1. 
respectively, к

The retention 
' SO 4

-- —.and CH.
corrl1’ XRD intensity of solid phase 
for spotids to hydration time was plotted 
in Fia? h^drates- The results are indicated 
shown in Figr8heril,Ore' Photographs are 

unhydra3!»Sy=tem- XRD inten3ity of Ca A 
hydra!» e rapidly fell, consequently. C3 AHe 
Howpv»^ W3S 9rowin3 with hydration progress, 
immediai am°rphous C4 AH;3 hydrate w.as

ely confirmed by SEM as card-house

it isn't obeys to the common ion
concentration of 
amounts of CSH2

Table 2. Chemical shift of binding energy by 
ESCA.

atom orbital G-C3A С3л shift

Ca 2P 347.5 eV 346.7 eV 0.8 eV
Al 2P 74.1 73.4 0.7
Si 2P 101.7 —— —
0 Is 531.8 531.1 0.7

Time (hours)
Fig.3. Conduction calorimetric curves of 

C3 A and the melt (G-C3 A) 
(W/solid=5).

Time (hours)

Fig.4. Conduction calorimetric curves of 
C3 A hydrated with various additions 
of CSH2 and CH (W/Сз A=5).

structure after contact with aqua solution. 
On C3 A-CSH2 -CH-H system, it is difficult 
to confirm the formation of ettringite by 
XRD in spite of consumption of SO4 2- . 
Monosulfate and C4 AH« hydrate were 
remarkably growing with hydration progress.

DISCUSSION

(1) It is thought that the factor which 
controlled the hydration of C3 A is caused
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Fig.5. The concentration of CaOtW )
Al 2 0 3 (▲ ) and pH(Ж ) in liquid phase 
of Сз A-H system as a function of 
hydration time at 25<'C (W/sol id=50 1.

5 15 30 1 3 6 10 1 3 5
min h day

Hydration time 
Fig.7. The changes in diffraction intensity 

of various hydrates as a function of 
hydration time at 25°C (W/solid=501.

to binding energy of inner shell electron 
of Ca. Al and Si combined with O(oxygen). 
The Satellite peak of Al shown in Fig.2 
exhibits to become the shoulder by different 
binding distance of Al-0. The binding 
energy of C3 A which was' synthesized by 
two different methods was clarified from 
Table 2. consequently, active C3 A on 
hydration is 0.7~0.8 eV lower than the melt 
(G-Ci A). Therefore, the hydration of Сз A is 
quicker than the melt (G-Сз A).

(2) CaO/Al 2 Оз mole ratio of Ca2+ .AKOHli 
which eluted from Сз A after contact with 
aqua solution isn't 3. it is 2 until 15 min. 
Because of unhydrate C3 A is attacked by the 
eluted Ca2+ .C4 AH13 is formed, resulting Ca2+ 
is consumed, unhydrate C= A is coated by

Hydration time

Hydration time

Hydration time

Fig.6. The concentration of СаО(Ф ).А1г Оз 
(▲ ).S03 (■ ) and рН(Ж ) in liquid 
Phase of C3 A-CSH2 -CH-H system as a 
function of hydration time at Зб'С 
(W/solid=50).

hexagonal plate hydrate of C4 АНи .
C4 AHi3 is instantly converted into
C3 AH6 . while eluting Ca2+ . Particularly. 
Сз АНб Is formed rapidly 5 minutes after 
the addition of water. At this time,the 
Ca2+ concentration in the liquid phase is 
Increased and A1(OH)4" is consumed for 
hydration. Accordingly, there may be such 
cases in which a C/A of 4 or above is 
obtained.
In the rapid hydration of Сз A. the 

above-mentioned reactions proceed 
continuously, liberating large quantities 
of heat from the start of hydration. 
Immediately after the addition of water, 
the surface of Сз A is covered with two 
layers: a layer of C4 AHy and a stable 
layer of C3 АНб ■ As a result,the elution 
of Ca2+ and Al(0H)4 ' from C3 A is



remarkably reduced and the hydration is 
stopped, liberating only a small quantity 
of heat. In the liquid phase, Ca2+ and 
AHOHlq ~ are in equilibrium with C/A=l.

(3)In the solution of CSH2 and CH only, the 
concentration of S04 2" is about 1.02g SO= /1. 
regardless of the mixing ratio of CSHb and 
CH and the presence or absence of CH. On the 
other hand, the concentration of Ca2+ does 
not follow the common ion effect but increases 
sharply to about 1.80g CaO/1. Now. let us 
study the concentration in a suspension 
produced by dispersing C3 A in the solution 
containing CSH2 and CH in excess of the 
saturation level. In this suspension, the 
total concentration of Ca2+ in the liquid 
Phase is calculated by adding the amounts of 
Ca‘+ eluted from C3 A.CSH2 and CH.
Accordingly.

Total CaO=CaO(C3 A)+CaO(CSH2 )+CaO(CH) 
from Fig.6. .

Total CaO=.1.70~ 1.90g CaO/1 
here.

CaO(CSH2 )+CaO(CH)=l.80g CaO/1 
that is.

CaO(C3 A)=0.0~ ± 0.10g CaO/1 
The amounts of Ca2+ and Al(0H)4 - eluted 
from C3 A are very small. In this case, the 
retention time at the highest concentration 
means the period of time in which the 
concentrations of 1.80g CaO/1 and 1.02g SOэ /1 
in the liquid phase are maintained so far as 
the suspension contains CSH2 and CH in 
excess of the saturation level.
Therefor, the added fully CSH2 and CH 

describes, two roles as follows:

(A) CSH2 and CH are required to keep at 
the highest concentration of Ca2+ and 
SO4 in liquid phase.

(B) The remained CSH2 and CH except for 
above (A) is present.

. nee CSH2 and CH corresponding to above (B) 
is reacted with C3 A, AFt and AFm phases are 
immediately formed, the resulting C3 A 
surface is partly coated by these phases.
owever. c3 A is covered by the highest 
ncentration of CSH2 and CH corresponding 

to above (A).
In this period, the reactions are stopped 

apparently and the hydration is remarkably 
of a^dg?" After film formation, the elution 
small3 and Al(OH)q - from C3 A is very 
fina1 3nd hydrates are not formed. This 

а9геез with the results reported by 
Peri 31 ' At the end of the retention
ana at the highest concentration. CSH2 
copri ■ Cribed in (A)< and c3 A 
This тН.1е‘ forming a thick film rapidly. 
Cd ah 1,1 ls a s°lid solution of monosulfate
reten?- system shown as 7.6~9.6Ä phase. The 
is qr«*,?? Period at the highest concentration 
CSH, , 1У affected by the mixing amount of 

nd CH. After the formation of a

Fig.8. SEM of C3 A hydrated with addition 
of CSH2 .CH by various hydration 
time:(W/solid=50).

Mixing ratio against C3 A. Time
(a) CSH 2 20wt% 15min
(b) CSH2 20wt% 5d
(c) CSH 2 20wt%. CH lOwtX 30min

coprecipitate, the concentration of Ca2+ 
and SOq 2- increase slightly again. It is. 
however,not clear whether this increase in 
concentration is attributable to the 
conversion of the ettringite formed 
immediately after the addition of water 
into monosulfate or to the formation of 
a solid solution.
Fig.8(a) and (b) show SEM of C3 A
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CsH2
Ca2+

SO2*"

C4AH13 ( C4 ) 

monosulfate (Ms. )

Fig.9. The illustration of

I —1 : CH

▲ : A1(OH)4

A : OH”

ettringite ( Et. ) 

solid solution ( Ss. )

C; A-CSH> -CH system hydration process.

hydrated with CSH? for 15 minutes and
5 days, respectively. Fig.8(c) is SEM 
of Сэ A hydrated with CSH2 .and CH for 
30 minutes. Fig.8 shows that the properties 
of ettrigite and Cq AHX formed before 
the end of the retention period at the 
highest concentration may differ from those 
of ettringite and C4 AHX formed after the 
end of the retention time. Before the'end of 
the retention time, ettringite and C4 Ahx 
are observed as amorphous acicular ettringite 
and plate-state C4 AH% of card-house 
structure, respectively. After the end of the 
retention time, however, they are observed 
as thick plate-state crystals because 
of the formation of a solid solution.
The hydration process as described above 

is schematically shown in Fig.9. Based on 
this process, the authors would like to 
propose the following interpretation for the 
rate of heat liberation shown in Fig.4. 
Namely, the first peak of the curves 
corresponds to the start of the formation 
of ettringite,monosulfate and C4 AH-,; as 
described in (B) and the second peak 
corresponds to the start of the f ormat ion 
of a solid solution or the formation of Cg AHe 
in some cases by CSH2 and CH as described 
in (A), respectively.

Because C3 A is covered by the highest 
concentration of CSH2 and CH. consequently, 
during this period, the elution of Ca2+ and 
A1(OH)4 - from Its surface has not been 
able to recognized. Therefore, it is 
concluded that the hydrates is not produced, 
and the hydration stops apparently.
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CONCLUSIONS

The retardation was greatest when both 
CSH2 and CH were present, the authors have 
recently questioned the role of ettringite 
in the retardation of C3 A by SO4 .
Since CSH2 and CH Is reacted with C3 A. 
AFt and AFm phases are immediatly formed, 
the resulting C3 A surface is partly coated 
by these phase. However, this cause was not 
essentially on the excessive retardation.
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ION DIFFUSION IN GEMENT PASTE

I. Introduction

The diffusion of ion through hardened cement paste 
(HOP) takes an important role in the durability of 
concrete especially in marine construction. When ions 
penetrate into hardened cement body, the ions sometimes 
react with hydrates or reinforced steel and the 
deterioration of concrete will be resulted. A part of 
the penetrated ions react with hydrates, another part 
of that ion remains in pore to increase the 
concentration of pore solution and the rest diffuses 
into more inner part of HCP. The chemical composition 
of cement and pporosity of HCP have been discussed in 
many literatures as main factor which affects to the 
ion di ffusi v i ty in HCP.

The effect of chemical composition of cement on 
the durability of concrete had been well discussedtl- 
<1. It is thought that free lime and calcium aluminate 
hydrates are most undesiarable component for durability 
of concrete. It is resulted to develop sulfate 
resisting portland cement and acid resisting portland 
cement.

The apparent diffusion coefficient (Dap) is 
affected by the porosity and pore size distribution, 
because the ions diffuse in pore solution. The pore 
structure of HCP has been well ezamed[5-10] by mercury 
intrusion porosimeter, gas adsorption, permeability, 
small angle scattering X-ray diffraction and so on. But 
the discussion of the relationships between pore size 
distribution and the ion diffusivity is not 
sufficien1111-14]. Authors[13, 15-16] have shown that 
there are good co-relations between Dap and the amount 
of small pore with radius less than 2 nm, even when the 
hardened body was made from different type of cement or 

when it was made under different condition such as usual 
temperature curing or autoclaving. Hughes[14] also 
suggested that smaller pore may be more important in the 
consideration of permeabi1ity and ion diffusivity.

In this paper, measurement of СГion diffusivity 
are mentioned at first. The effects of many factors 
such as porosity, pore size distribution, chemical 
composition and ion species on the diffusion are 
discussed, in the second part. The states of CTion 
will also be discussed. We assume two states of CPion 
in HCP. One is the Cl ion that is in hydrates and the 
other is that in pore solution.

2. Methods to measure ion diffusivity

There are many mothods to determine the ion 
diffusivity in HCP ; to measure the depth where the 
pore solution has a particuler concentration of the 
diffusing ion[3, 17], to measure the distribution of 
total concentration of the ion[4, 17, 18], and to 
determine the amount of diffused ion through a plate of 
HCP[13, 12].

When HCP sample is immersed in some solution, it 
is better to seal all except one surface by something 
such as paraffine (Fig. la), because the result of one 
directional diffusion is easily analyzed mathmatically.

2-1 Colorimetric measurement of Cl'ion penetrated depth: 
A sample immersed in a solution is cut parallel to the 
direction of ion diffusion. A groove is cut with l-2mm 
in width on the surface with the same direction of 
diffusion (Fig. lb). The groove is painted with aqueous 
solution of It fluorescein sodium salt and aqueous

Fig.l Measurement of ion diffusivity and typical results
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solution of 0. IN AgN03. Where the concentration of СГ 
ion is more than a certain value, white crystals of 
AgCl precipitate. When the concentration is lower than 
that value, the liquid presents a color of reddish 
brown. Point where the color changes shows that the 
pore solution has a concentration of СГ ion. The depth 
of this point from surface contacted with solution 
during immersion is measured as penetration depth. A 
typical result is shown in Fig. lc[17J. We can get a 
straight line, but the line does not always cross 
original point, when diffusion proceeds with reaction.

2-2 Analysis with fluorescent X-ray spectroscopy :
A sample immersed in a solution for a period is cut at 
some distance (Fig. Id) and make powder to analyse the 
contents of CTion by fluorescent X-ray spectroscopy. 
Total amount of Cl’ion is measured by this mewthod. A 
typical result is shown in Fig. le [17] . The 
concentration distribution is almost same as that 
obeyed to the Fick's law, because the amounts of 
reacted Cl'ion with hydrate are roughly proportional to 
the concentration of pore solution.

2-3 Measurement of the amount of Cl'ion penetrated 
through a HOP plate : Fresh paste is degassed by rotary 
pump just after cement and water raised, in order to 
aboid large voids. Cured sample are cut with diamond 
saw to make plates with 2-3mm in thickness (Fig. If). 
The plate is set in a diffusion cell which is divided 
to two rooms (Fig. 1g). Room I is filled with solution 
and room II is filled with distilled water. 25ml of 
solution is sampled from room II at required time and 
the same volume of distilled water put back into room 
II. When n-th sampling had been done at time t, the 
total amount of CI'ion (Qt) diffused thruogh a plate 
from room I to room II can be calculated as,

Qt=(Cn+dV/VII) • XCn-VII
where VII is the volume of room II, dV is the volume of 
sampling at each time. Cn is the concentration of СГ 
ion in the sample. A typical result is shown in Fig. 
lh[19]. In the early stage, Qt is not proportional to 
time, because of unsteady state. But in later stage, 
the relation between Qt and time shows almost strate 
line. Dap can be calculated from this slope.

3. Effects of ion species and co-eisisting ions[17, 181

The rate of diffusion of ion in HCP varies with 
ion species, and is also affected with co-esisting ion. 
Differences in the ion diffusivity of several ion 
species are shown in Fig. 2, as an example. This is a 
result obtained by measuring the amount of ion pass 
through a plate. The solution filled room I of 
diffusion cell was a mined solution of LiCl, NaCl and 
KC1, where the concentration of LiT Nat K^and CTion 
were 1/8-N, 1/8-N, 1/8-N and 1/2-N, respectively. The 
values of amount of diffused ion in Fig. 2 were 
calculated as the sane concentration for that of bulk 
solution. There are differences in ion diffusivity in 
cations and it is clear that anion has larger 
diffusivity than cations. It is due to the positive 
charge of hydrates surface, and detailed discussion 
will be made later.

The rate of diffusion of CTion in HCP was 
affected by the co-existing ion, such as Li, Na, К and 
Mg ion. A result was shown in Fig. 3. This was also a 
result of the experiment using a plate of HCP and 
filled room I with each solution of LiCl, NaCl, KC1 and 
MgC12. The rate of difusion for cation decreases as 
K*> N a > L i ’, but that of CTion increases as 
NaC 1 <KC1<LiС1 <MgCL2. When Mg ion attacks HCP, it 
becomes porous because Mg(OH)2 is precipitates on the 
surface of HCP and free lime in HCP is desolved. Then 
the rate oif diffusion of CTion using MgC12 solution 
was largest in these results.

The effect of S04 ion on the concentration 
distribution of Cl ion are shown in Fig. 4. This is a 
result of using a block immersed in solution and 
analysed the concentration distribution with 
fluorescent X-ray spectrometer. The concentration 
distribution of the sample immersed in 10% NaCl 
solution for 35 days and immersed in artificial sea 
water were similar in the inner parts and that of the 
samples immersed in IX NaCl solution for 1 day and 
artificial sea water for 7 days were similar. But there 
are much differences in the concentration distribution 
at the part near the surface. When Sol ion coexisted, 
the concentration of CTion near the surface becomes 
lower with immersing time. It is due to that S04 ion

Fig.2 Effect of ion species. Fig.3 Effect of ion coexisting(l). Fig.4 Effect of ion coexisting®.
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has smaller diffusion coefficient and that calcium 
alunino sulfate hydrate has lower solbility than that 
of calcium alomino chloride hydrate. 

the kinds of cement Vs of PC, BF and SR decreased with 
the increase of water/cement ratio and with rising of 
curing temperature. But that of HOP autoclaved has very 
small volume of V2.

4 Effect of pore size distribution

4-1. Pore size distribution of HCPI13]

4 - 2 . Relationships 
distribution[13]

between Da and pore size

Total porosity (Vt) and bulk density were 
calculated from the weight of water-saturated and dried 
sample and the weight in water. The pore volume between 
7.5 fi.1 and 7.5 nm measured by mercury intrusion 
porosimeter (VMIP) , and the pore volume between 7.5 nm 
and 2 nm in radius was measured by N2 gas adsorption 
(VN2), calculated with Model-less method. Volume of 

Dap were measured by the way as mentioned in 2-3. 
In Fig.6, Dap for ordinally portland cement were 
plotted with total pore volume. There are low 
corelationships between them.

Dap for Cl ion and Na ion are well correlated with 
Vs, as shown in Fig.7, even when cement and curing 
condition changed. Following equations were obtained by 
least square method.

pore with radius under 2 nm (Vs) was calculated from 
these pore volume.

Mercury intrusion porosimetric pore size 
distribution indicated that HCP had no pore with radius 
larger than 430 nm, since it was degassed by rotary 
Pump before molded. Therefore Vs was able to be 
calculated by the equation of

Vs-Vt-(VMIP+VN2)
Pore size distribution of HCP are shown in Fig.5. Vt 

were mainly affected by water/cement ratio, and not by

For CTion ; log Da =- 8.3Vs - 5.84
For Nation ; log Da —13.5Vs - 5.66
It was noticed that Da of CTion was larger than that 
of Na+ ion, and that the gradient of the relation for Na 
ion was steeper than that of Cl ion. This is esplained 
by electric double layer. Surface of the hydrates are 
positively charged by adsrption of C^ion. Then anion 
can diffuse in electric double layer but cation can not 
diffuse in that layer, as shown in Fig.8.

PC BF SR
Fig.5 Pore size distribution of portland cement(PC), blastfurnace slag ceaent(BF) and 

sulfate resisting portland cement(SR). C.T. : curing temperature('C), 
Al : autoclaved at 180°C for 3 h, A2 : autoclaved at 180 *0 for 7 d.

withand apparent diffusion coefficient (Dap).
• Na* 0 Cl"

Fig.7 Relationships between pore volume 
radius less than 2 nm and Dap.
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5. Distribution coefficient and total amount of ion in
6. Estimation of ion distribution in HCP[15]

HCP[15]
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Fig.110
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Distribution of ion concentration 
at steady state.
1: total chloride ion

О 
o° 

о °

c°ci
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0.1 0.2
pore vcluroe (bI/bI)

can be calculated, b? 
immersed in IN NaCl 
that HCP samples were
plate room II

HCP have been 
years, assuming 

roon I

Diffusion of reactive ion in semi infinit body are 
presented as following equation, which is derived from 
Fick's 2nd law. ■

Dd3c/dxx ” d(c+f(c,t))/dt
where f(c,t) is the amount of reacted ion and it is 
assumed that the reaction is very fast comparing with 
diffusion and that the amount of reacted ion is 
proportional to the concentration of solution. Then f(c,t) 
is presented as ac. Consequently, the ion concentration 
at position i and time t, CT(x.t), can be obtained as,

CT(s,t) - CoT(l- erf(K/2(Dat/ekT) )
where CoT is total amount of ion at surface and this is 
constant. Da is apparent diffusion coefficient, e is 
total pore volume. kT is distribution coefficient for 
total amount of ion. In the steady state of diffusion 
through a plate, relationships among concentration of 
total ion, concentration of pore solution and 
concentration of bulk solution are schematically shown 

in Fig. 11.
The ion distribution in HCP 

assuming that 
solution for

The amount of soluble ion in HCP and total amount 
of ion in HCP were measured by using samples which were 
immersed in the solution for 28 days. Time distribution 
coefficients between bulk solution and pore solution 
were calculated from Vt and the amount of soluble ion 
in HCP. Relationships between distribution coefficient 
and Vs are shown in Fig.9. The coefficients for Cl'ion 
are larger than 1 and increase with Vs. Contrary, those 
of Na* ion are smaller than 1 and decrease with Vs. The 
surface of hydrates were positively charged because of 
adsorption of Cation. And electric double layer could 
attract anion towards the surface. Then Cl ion can 
easily enter into the micro-pore. The effect of elecric 
double layer on ion diffusion is mainly due to the 
changes in distribution coefficient of solution in 

pore.
Total amounts of Cl'ion are increased with the 

concentration in the pore solution as shown in Fig.10. 
But the total amount of ion has not so good 
correlation with Vs, because the A1203 content of 
cement is also important factor.

0 0.1
pore volume (ml/rnl)

CoTCl

Fig.9 Relationships between distribution
coefficient of Na* and Cl ion and Fig.10 Relationships between distribution 
pore volume with radius less than 2 nn. coefficient of СГ ion and pore volume 

with radius less than 2 nn.

2: ion in pore solution 
3: apparent distribution 
4: Na ion in pore solution

Penetration depth (cm)

made of PC, BFand SR with water/cement ratio of 0.40, 

and cured at 35 *C.
Results are shown in Fig.12. The total amount о 

Cl'ion at the surface for BF is highest and that of SR 
is lowest. But that of BF at inner part is lowest and 
that of SR is highest. This means that the amount о 
reacted ion for BF is largest and Da for BF 1« 
smallest. This is due to the high content of A12O3 an 
the 'arge volume of Vs in BF paste. Contrary. A12 
content is lowest and Da is largest in SR paste 
Properties of PC are between them. These results are 
well agreed with the results shown by Gjorv et a 1 [4]-

Fig.12 Calculated distribution of ion concentration for 
PC, BF and SR.
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7. Conclusions

Concerning with ion diffusion in hardened cement 
paste, many factors such as ion species, porosity, pore 
size distribution and distribution coefficient of ions 
were discussed. Ion diffusivity in HCP was measured by 
many method such as colorimetric method, fluorescent X- 
ray analysis and a method using thin plate. Pore size 
distribution was measured by means of mercury intrusion 
porosimeter and N2 gas adsorption. Pore structure were 
characterized with a volume of pore with radius less 
than 2 nm. Distribution coefficient of ion between bulk 
solution and pore solution and total amount of ion in 
HCP were also measured. Relationships between the 
distribution coefficient and pore structure were 
discussed. Following results are obtained.

1) Ion diffusivity changes with ion species. Anion 
have larger apparent diffusion coefficient (Dap) than 
cation. Ion diffusivity is also affected by the ion 
coexisting.
2) Dap of ions are well correlated to the pore volume 
v i th radius less than 2 nm, even when the hardened 
cement was made from different type of cement and also 
made under the different conditiuon such as room 
temperature curing and autoclaving.
3) Distribution coefficient of ion between bulk 
solution and pore solution is also well correlated to 
the pore volume with radius less than 2 nm.
<) Composition of cement affects mainly to the total 
amount of ion in hardened cement paste and the 
development of pore structure.
5) Finally, the distribution of ion concentration in 
Pastes which had been immersed in NaCl solution for 10 
fears was calculated from the data of the relation 
between volume of pore with radius less than 2 nm and 
apparent diffusion coefficient, distribution 
c°efficient and amount of reacted Cl" ion. The 
calculated results has a good agreement with the 
distribution measured.
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C3A-Na2O solid solutions in pseudo-two-component system NCgA^jA P

in

УС A*- compound can not be

rauo uel-,c.,. Intensities of diffractions lines for which d- 1.889 A and 1.916 A 
diffractograms of soUd solutions in pseudo-two-component system NC„A -СдА 

changes proportionally to the changes of sod.um content in the 
' " distinguishing the polymorphic modifications of

'The value of щ ratio between i
found on X—ray <---------- _
solid solutions Na_O in C_A ,------
structure of C3A, 2 and may c-nstitute the criterion 
solid solution Na^O in C^A.

INTRCDUCTICN

According to currently assumed research results 
concerning C-A-Na О sotid solutions, the con
tent of sodium equal to 5.7 % by wieght con
centration of Na О constitutes the solubility 
limit of sodium in C A [11 . The presence of 
Si+ ions increases The range of solubility of 
Na C in C-A. In this case it is possible for 
the2solid solCnion to form itself as NCgA^ [2j 
There were attempts aiming at synthesizing pu
re phase of NC_A_, but these produced no 
satisfactory results J [3, 4] . The final product 
of the reaction usually contained small quantities 
of free CaO [ 4 ] .
This paper presents results of the research on 
synthesizing NCgA3 phase as well as on so
lid solutions in pseudo-two-component system 
XC8A3“C3A-

BXrERIMENTAL

The synthesis of NC Л compound was car
ried out in welded crucibles at 1400 C for 
20 hrs, and at 1475°C for 5 hrs - similarly 
a= in other works [4, 5 ] . Before, the reac
tion mixture corresponding to stoichiometric com

position of NC.A. phase containing an excess 
of Na.O subjected to repeated thermal tree - 
ment at 1000°C until the moment the mixture 
contained 7.6 7= by weight concentration of so
dium. The synthesis product obtained at 14U 
contained 1.8 ;0 by weight concentration of, 
free CaO, whereas the one burnt at 147o 
contained considerable quantities of CaO an 
sodium aluminate NA.
For the experimental study of solid solutions in 
pseudo—two—component system .
NC A phase was used and synthesized a 
140Ш.

The synthesis of pseudo-two-comgonent S?S^T 
NC.A, was carried out at 1300 C for ■ 
The following systems were subject of sV^he ‘ 
NCOA, and 0.5C-A, NC.A and C.A. 3
ancP 2% A. NC A3 and 3&3A and Nt^A an 

4C-A. Additionally, the synthesis of sodium о 
de solid solutions in tricalcium aluminate v'^s 
performed. The synthesis consisted in roas *n^ 
the tricalcium aluminate mixture together wi 0(- 
propriate additions of sodium carbonate at 12- 
The synthesized solid solutions contained 
following quantities of sodium in CgA: 1.8, • •
4.2, 5.2, 5.7 /о by weight concentration oi
Na2O.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The identification research of synthesized com
pounds was performed by means of absorption 
infrared spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. 
The infrared spectrum of synthesized NCgA- 
phase is identical with the spectrum of 
C^A-Na.O solid solution sample containing 
5.7 -jo Ъу weight concentration of Na2O. Fig.l 
shows the infrared spectra of reaction mixtures 
samples of NCgA, and C -A compounds, 
Fig. 2 shows the spectra of synthesized sys
tems of these compounds.

The analysis of infrared spectra of mixtures of 
NCgAg and xC.A compounds indicated that 
on synthesizing the mixtures of compounds where 
x equals 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 there is a monoclinic 
compound whose spectrum is identical with the 
spectrum of C^A-Na^O solid solution sample 
containing 5,7 -/o Na О in CgA [6 ] . The 
spectra of these samples have their bands situ
ated at_1483, 513, 533, 720, 790, 867 and 
923 cm , with the increase of contet,
however the intensity of these bands decreases.

Wove number »100 [cm"1]

1 Infrared spectra of mixture samples of 
NCqA-j and c-jA compounds.

The analysis of spectra of reaction mixtures 
samples of NC_A and xC-A where x 
equals ; 0.5, A, 2, 3 and 4 indicated that 
Proportionally to the increase of C-A content 
J1 he mixtures, the spectra reveal die appea- 
aace and increase of intensity lines characte- 

893 °£lthis compound 520, 737, 813, 860 and 
te • Alongside there is a decrease of ir>» 
hJ18 , and disaPpearance of lines characteris- 

of synthesized phase NCqA^

Wove number * 100 [cm"1]

Fig. 2 Infrared spectra of samples of synthesi
zed systems of NCgA and C-A 
compounds. J

The spectrum of NCgAg and 4C3A compo
unds mixture, apart from3 the bands characteris
tic of monoclinic modification of solid solution 
CgA-NagO, also reveals characteristic bands of 
regular C,A located at wave frequencies 520, 
860 and 893 cm~ .
The X—ray analysis of synthesized mixtures of 
NC„A, and xCgA compounds where x- 0.5, 
1, 2, 3 and 4 indicated that X-ray diffracto- 
grams of the samples for which x- 0.5, 1, 2 
and 3 are qualitatively similar to each other
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and reveal lines whose values are characteris
tic of the orthorhombic and monoclinic phase of 
solid solution C^.-wMa-O [6 ] . ,
It was also observed mat as C3A increases^ 
in the burnt compound mixture, i.e. when x—> 3, 
the sample X-ray cliffracto^rar^s reveal a de
crease of intensity of lines whose value equals 
d= 1.839 A in comparison with the intensity of 
the lines whose value equals d= 1.918 Ä.

The values of ratio between the intensities 
of diffraction lines for d= 1.889 - * and 
d« 1.916 for synthesized compounds are 
c,iven in Table 1.

Table 1.

Values of Ц ratio between intensities of dif
fraction tines for d= 1.889 and d- 1.916 A 
for NCaA3 and C3A systems.

Stoichiometric composition 
of NCgAg and CyA 

compounds

Ratio 
values 

4

Sodium 
content 
[,.0 wt]

I<C3A3+0-5C3AöKC9.5A3.5 0.57 6.5

nc8a3+c3a. -nc11a4 0.51 5.7

NC3A3+2C3A =ХС14Л5 0.50 4.6

nc8a34 3c3a -nc17a6 0.45 3.8

ХС8А3+4С3Л =NC20A7 - 3.3

The research performed using infrared spectro
scopy and X-ray diffraction indicated that 
following the reaction taking place in the pse
udo-two-component system NCQA3 and xC.A, 
there emerges a solid solution who=e symmetry 
is similar to the symmetry typical of C-.-V — 
Na C solid solution containing campara~ble 
quantities of sodium. It is worth noting that 
ratio values are similar in the case of tested 
solid solutions Na„O in anci. *"I?8A3
and C-A compounds system, in which the 
percentage of Ka2C are similar.
'T'hus for the tested pseudo-two-component 
system NC-A- and C A containing 3.8 Л 
Na C the value of equals 0.45, whereas 
for2the solid solution Na О in contai
ning 3.5 ,0 Na О Ц equals 0.41. For the 
systems NC-AZ and С,А containing 
5.7 Vo Na C the value of intensity of diffrac
tion tines2is 0.51, whereas for solid solution 
Na О in C3A containing 5.2 /0 Na2C the 

value is 0.50.
Additionally to that, the research proved that 
is the tested system NCßA3 and 4C3A 
apart from orthorhombic and monoclinic modifi
cation of C3A-Na2C solid solution, there is 
a presence of regular

CONCLUSIONS

It was indicated in the paper that solid solu
tions are formed is the pseudo-two-component 
NC A —C-.A system, the symmetry of which is 
sitr.Llar with the symmetry of Ka2O solid solu
tions in C3A containing comparable quantities 
of sodium.
It was confirmed that NCßA3 compound can 
not be synthesized out of reactions mixture 
whose composition corresponds to its stoichio- 
m etry.
The value of Ц ratio between intensities of 
diffraction lines for which d= 1.839 A and 
1.916 A found on X-ray diffractograms of 
solid solutions in pseudo-two-component system 
NC A. -C A and solid solutions Na О in 
С Я "changes proportionally to the change^ of 
sodium content in the structure of СдА,, and 
may constitute the criterion in distinguishing the 
polymorphic modifications of solid solution *<a2O 
in C3A .
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PHASE COMPOSITION AND MORPHOLOGY OF AUTOCLAVED fCA2 S104 CONTAINING PASTES P

1. INTRODUCTION

slurry 
of dif-

cal- 
analysis/ and silica

synthesis was checked by the chemical, 
a аУ and infra-red spectroscopic analyses, 
ten?61» as by "the deterTnination of the con

" of unbound CaO with the Frankie method

There is a commonly knovm opinion that un
der the normal conditions of hydration,/'C^S 
essentially does not reveal its binding c" 
properties /1/. Though the change of the 
isobaric-isothermal potential ДС™ of hy
dration reaction fCjS have a negative value 
/-2.91/kJ/mol according to /2/, /-5.82 
kJ/mol according to /3/ /, kinetics of hy
dration is low and does not have an essen
tial meaning for technology. However, the 
observed lack of binding properties of ГС,3 
under the normal conditions is caused only 
hy kinetic factors. Changing the hydration 
conditions, e.g. increasing the temperature 
and pressure in th$ reaction medium causes 
the increasing of ) C-S hydration capacity 
/u, 5/. According to the prevalent oninion 
of many investigators, during the hydration 
of J'Cp.S under hydrothermal conditions the 
following compounds are created : hydrated 
calcium silicates with the str-ucture deriva
tive from ) C?S /kilchoanite,phase. "P" and 
calcium chondrodite/ /6, 7, 8, 9/. The in
vestigations on hydration of slurry conta
ining jC-S in autoclaved mixtures of c/S 
molar ratio less than 2 proved /6, 7, 10, 11, 
12, 13, If, 15/ that addition of SiO9 to 
ГС,3 under the appropriate conditions makes 
it possible to synthesize almost all hydra
ted calcium silicates existing in the OSH 
system. G.L. Kalousek /1б/ synthesized hy
drated calcium silicates from the mixtures

J C?S-3i0?-H?0 of molar ratio C/3 = 0.83 in 
the presence "of 0 - 8,M Al-0, as hydrargillite 
sn._ obtained the phase CSnT -’and 11.3 2 to- 
bermorite. The investigations carried out by

3 an,1 Jelenic /17/, as well as kalousek 
/1с/ showed that in the presence of C0o in 
autoclaved mixtures T C-S-SiO?-.H„O of mölar 
ratio C/S<2, some amounts of scawtite vrere 
created very easily. During the production 
Oi alumina by the Grzymek sintering-selfdi
sintegrating method, after the extraction of 
calcium,aluminates with 6;5 sodium carbonate 
the solid post-extraction residue containing 
ainly >CjS is formed from the selfdisinte

grating sinter /18/. Except for/C^S and tra
ces of^CgS this residue called the postex
traction sluri-y obtained under the industrial 
c°nditions contains also CaCO, - calcite, 
aikalies, residual aluminates "’and calcium 
a uminoferrite and other components. The pa
per presents the results of the investiga- 
r,n0+S of )‘C2S hydration, the model-synthetic 
„.^t-extraction slurry and industrial ‘ 
uroszowice", from vzhich the mixtures 
erent molar ratios were prepared.

2. D3SCRIPTI0N OF EXPERIMENT.

'•1. The preparation of the initial 
substances.

/sample А/ was synthesizes from 
cium carbonate /pure for analyses/ aii<i sruru 
= 1 /pure for analysis/. The right course of 
the synthesis ■ ■ - - -

/CaOw = 0.103^ by weight/. The fineness de
gree ’of у C93 mesured by specific surface-,with 
the useof^the Blaine device was 8200 cm3/g. 
To obtain the synthetic-model post-extraction 
resiaues the following selfdisintegrating 
sinters were synthesized under the laboratory 
conditions : Са0-310о-А190т /calculated chase 
composition: C9S - 70.86'"%/ C19A7- :'9.1'%/
- sample В and-Ca0-Si07-Al-0,-FelO, /calcula
ted phase composition r 0oo %,
^12^7 *" 26.67%, C/ AF — 6.Ö8 %/ -— sample C. 
The right course of the synthesis was checked 
by the methods of chemical, X-ray and micros
copic analyses, using the scanning electron 
microscope. The sample of fC-S and dust ob
tained during the disintegration of the self
disintegrating sinters 3 and C were submitted 
to the 3-stage extraction with the use of so
da aqueous solution ; concentration 60 g 
Na-,00, per liter'. The extraction were the 
sarne as, the industrial ones. In this way, the 
synthetic, post-extraction residues A’, B’ and 
C’ were,obtained, Moreover, the sample of the 
industrial post—extraction slurry ^Groszov/ice11 
was taken anu denoted as G. The ohase chemi — 
cal composition was determined by the RTG 
DTA, DTG and TG methods,, as well as raoroholo- 
gy of the extraction products with the use of 
the scanning electron microscope. Table 1 
presents the results of the chemical analysis 
of the initial samples.
On the basis of the phase composition ana
lyses carried out by the above-mentioned 
methods and the accepted simplifying assump
tions,, the approximate quantitative phase 
composition of the initial substances was 
aetermined. The calculated nhase comnosition 
is shown in Table 2. "
The substances A, A’, 3’, C and G were used 
to prepare the mixtures of different molar 
ratios C/S = 2.0 ; 1.0 ; 0.83; 0.60, where 
the ratio quantity C/3 was corrected only on 
the basis of the calculated content of fC-S. 
In the case of the samples А, А*, Б’ and 2C' 
the ground quarz sand of high purity /99.6% 
SiOy, specific surface according to Blaine -
- 5500 cm"/g/ was used to correct the molar
ratio quantity C/S, As far ал the same cor
rection is concerned in the post-extraction 
slurry "Groszowice'1 - sample'G, the waste si
lica dust was used. It came from "Laziska" 
plant and contained mainly quarz, its sneci— 
fic surface determined by the BET method*was 
17.500 cm-/g and chemical comnosition : SiOn- 
93.20% ; Fe70, - 2.50% ; Alo0*, - 1.30% ; 2
CaO - 1.75% J-G-lgO - 1.20%. 2 3
The prepared initial substances A, A’, B’, C’ 
and G were dry mixed with the appropriate 
amounts of silica additives in the planetary 
agate mill /produced by Fritsch Co./ during 
A hours. The,homogenized mixtures were wetted 
with 5?S distilled water and after mixing pres
sed into pellets under the pressure 30 MPa. 
The samples of the powdered slurry were put 
in the laboratory autoclaves, then into the 
laboratory drier. The temperature in the 
autoclaves was increasing simultaneously with 
the temperature in the drier. The required 
temperature 200 C in the drier was reached
within 2 hours. When the isotheimal cycle of 
heating was over /8, 12, 21 and 36 hours, 
respectively/, the autoclaves were put out of



Table 1

Detezmined. 
component

T e2s , 
-* sample
А ГМ

Extracted 
tc2s - 

sample A* 
/%/

Extracted 
dust, compo
sition C-A-S 
-sample B* 

/%/

Extracted 
dust, compo
sition C-A-S-F 
-sample C’

/%/

Post-extraction 
slurry "Groszo- 
wice" - sample
G /%/

CaO 66 »80 59.60

SiOp, 33.20 26.40

Al-O,2 3
— ""

Fe2O3 -•
—

Na20 0.90

K2O - —

Mgp — —

S°3 — —

ignition 
loss - 12.90

total 100.00 99.90

57.90 55.40 53.'59

23.30 21.50 21.00

2.2 1.90 5.76

— 1 .60 1.95

0.73 1.1З 0.85
- 0.24

— - 0.81

- - 0.49

14.40 17.25 15.10

98.53 98.78 99.79

Table 2

Phase 
comp.-

^c2s
CaCO^
NanSi-От •

бн2б D
C12A7 
C-di.O.AS

C,A.CaCO? 
.-’12H 
total PM

A A’ B’ O’ G ’

/%/__ /%/___ z%/__ //»/

100 91 71 70 65

- 6 22 23 12

— 3 2 2 2.5

•• 4 4 4

- - - 10

- - .5

100 100 99 99 98.5

Fir. 1 - 3EM. The post-extraction residue С» 
/enlarged ЗОСО X/.

Fig. 2 - 3S4. The post-extraction slurry 
,:Groszowice,! G /enlarged 3000 X/.
the drier and cooled in the alr. №en the 
samples of slurry were flooded with ace 
what interrupted further hydration. The 
les of slurry assigned for rentgenographi  ; 
and thermal analyses were rubbed with a 
ne, while the samples for scanning electro 
microscope were in the shape of lumps. . 
hydration was stopped, the samples ^e,^ler 
ted with ether and dried in the vacuum 
at 63d C to the constant mass. ТЬеЛЖ ves- 
of hydrated slurry were kept in weighing 
seis sealed up with stearin. \

2.2. Testing equipment.

ueDayonerrei-u^* ----- .he
,s of the diffractometer of rn

The diffractional detenninations were accom' 
olished by the Debay-Sherrer-Hull po^er
method by means of the d-iiiracromeue • 
tyoe TUR-61 /prod. People s Republic oi 
Germany/ and Philips /The^Netherland 
all measurements C radiation an 
filter were used. The themal tests were



Table 3

c/s 2.0 T.O

Time A A' B* C’ G A A’ В» C' G
/h/

rC2S rc2s Tc2s t C2S Гс2з Гс2з Гс2з K,Ca K,Ca ^c2s
P Ca,P Ca,P Ca,P Ca,H K,Ks K,Ca T,G T,G K,Ca

8 Ch.Sk Ch,T Ch,T C12A7 P T,P Sk Sk H,T,G
о4с2зн C12A7 C12A7 UKs Sk UKs UKs Sk

P Гс2з rc2s fc2s 1Гс2з Ks,K Ca K,Ca К Гс2з
Ch Ca,P Ca,P Ca,P Ca,H Ch T,Sk T,Sk Ca K,Ca

12 Ch.Sk Ch,T Ch,T C12A7 FB UKs T,Sk H,T
^c2sh C^ 9Ay C12A7 UKs UKs UKs Sk

P Ca Ca Ca fc2s Ks Ca Ca K,Ca K,Ca
Ch P,Ch P,Ch P,Ch Ca,H К T,Sk T,Sk H,T H,T

24 Sk T T P,Ch Eh UKs UKs Sk Sk
X,c2sh C12A7 C12AZ UKs FB G G

P Ca Ca Ca Ca Ks Ca,T Ca,T Ca,T Ca
Ch P,Ch P,Ch P,Ch H,P к Sk Sk Sk H

36 Sk T,Sk T,Sk Ch Ch UKs UKs UKs T
^c2sh C12A7 C12A7 Sk FB Sk

Table 4

C/S
0.83 0. 60

Time A A’ 3* C* G A A' B’ C’ G
___/h/

Ks fc2s T,Sk T,Sk

1

C
? 

1

N
) 1 C
O
 1 1

• 1 1

K,Sk tc2s, lfc2s tc2s Tu2s
8 K,T K,Ca,T K,Ca K,Ca K, Ca Ks,G K,Ca K,Ca K,Ca K,T,H

Sk Sk.UKs UKs UKs Т.Н UKs UKs UKs Ca.UKs

Ks,T K,Ca K,Ca K,Ca K,Ca,T K,Ks K,G Го23 Tc2s K,Ca
12 Sk,K T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk G,Sk,H G,Sk Ca,3k K,Ca K,Ca T,Sk

G UKs UKs UKs UKs UKs T,UKs T,UKs H.UKs

Ks,T K,Ca K,Ca* K, Ca K,Ca K,Ks K,G K,Ca K,Ca K,Ca
24 Sk,K T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk T,3k G,Sk Ca,Sk T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk

—_ UKs UKs UKs H,UKs UKs UKs UKs UKs

Ks,T K,Ca K,Ca K,Ca K, Ca K,Ks K,G K,Ca K,Ca К j Ca
36 Sk,K T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk G,Sk Ca,Sk T,Sk T,Sk T,Sk

UKs UKs UKs H.UKs UKs G,UKs G,UKs H.UKs

ou^ the use of "Derivatograph” 
in и of the Paulik-Erdey system,made
г11г>п-л?Пт'агУ * ■*‘’ne besting of the texture and. 
comni • °'? hydration products was ac-
con1^t8 1by the scanning electron micros- 

*e Jso^i bype IXA-50A, Japanese production 

and British, type Cambridge. The observa
tions were made with 1000 - 30.000 enlarge
ment.



3. TIE TESTING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

In Table 3 and A the results of the phase 
composition tests for slurry of different . 
molar ratios.C/S were presented. The results 
were obtained by the diffractional and com
plex thermal methods. The Table comprises 
the fol] owing symbols : P - phase "P,:, Ch -
- calcium chondrodite, Sk - scawtite, T -
- tobermorite 11.3a, UKs - hydrated sodium 
silicate, Ы - hydrogarnet, Ks - ksonotlite, 
I' - quarz, FB - Bezjak "3, 15" phase, G -
- gyrolite, Ca - CaCO^.
Pure j C9S, vfhich is the component of the 
pastes öf different molar ratios undergoes , 
the total analysis after 12 hours resulting " 
with the formation of the phase "P" and cal
cium chondrodite /С/S = 2/, ksonotlite 
/С/S = 1/, the mixture of ksonotlite and 
tobermorite 11.3® /С/S = 0.83/, and the mix
ture of ksonotlite and gyrolite /С/S = 0.60/. 
Tha presence of Na ions and particularly 
Al^+ ions in the substances A’, B’, C’ and G 
independently of the C/S quantity strongly 
influences the stabilization of the tobermo
rite phase, which remains the main component 
of the examined pastes. In the presence of 
calcite in the pastes of C/S = 1.0 ; 0.83 
and 0.60, a big amount of scawtite phase is 
fo-med. Simultaneously with the increase of 
shares of CaCO, and other components of the 
post-extraction slurry, e.g. hydrogarnets, 
the rate of hydrolysis and hydration of/CpS 
decreases. It is particularly evident in "" 
case of the industrial slurry "Groszowice". 
The reason for the delayed hydration of ГCgS 
lies in the precipitation of the secondary 
calcite and other products of the extraction 
of calcium aluminates with the soda solution 
on Усо5 grains, which makes it difficult for 
water”to reach them and decreases the reac
tion surface. It is visible particularly on 
the photographs 1 and 2. The carried out in
vestigation revealed that the slurry "Gro
szowice" may be used to obtain insulating 
and insulating-constructional materials of 
the tobermorite and scawtite composition.

Fig. 3 -'S3'I. The pastes autoclaved foi- 12 
hours, sample A, temp. 200 0, C/3 = 2.
Enl. 6000 X.

Fig. A - SEM. The pastes aytoclaved for 12 
hours, samole A, temp. 200 C, C/3 = 1, 
Enl. 6000 X.

Fig. 5 - SEM. The pastes autoclaved for 8 
hours, sample G, temo. 200°C, C/S = 1. 
Enl. 11 000 X.

Fig. 6 - ЗЯ-'. The pastes autoclaved lor 12 
hours, sample A, temp. 200 0, C/S = 0.83- 
Enl. 10 000 X.



'Figl 7 " SEM. The pastes autoclaved for 12 
hours sample G, tenp. 200 C, C/S = 0.83. 
Enl. 10 000 X.

Fig. 8 - SEM. The pastes autoclaved for 12 
hours sample A, temp. 200 C, C/S = 0.60. 
Bnl. 5500 X.

-?he.Pastes
Bnl. 6400 X. "

- , autoclaved for 12 
Длп^тр1е G* temP- 200°C, C/S =0.60.

The observations of the pastes accomplished 
by means of electron scanning microscope re
vealed the essential differences in morpho
logy of the products of fC-S hydrolysis and 
hydration. In the pastes prepared from pure 
Г Ср5 /С/5 = 2/ the presence of calcium 

chondrodite and phase "P" in plate forms was 
discovered. Their morphology confirms their 
close affinity withfC?S. Ksonotllte obtained 
in,the paste of molar ratio C/S =1.0 crysta
llizes in the shape of long thin fibres 
/Fig. 4/, rather not typical and essentially 
different from ksonotlite crystals in the 
paste of C/S = 0.83 /Fig. 6/. In the paste, 
of molar ratio C/S = 0.6 the typical plate 
crystals of gyrollte phase are visible /FigJ3/ 
Essentially different phase composition of 
the pastes A’, В’, C' and G causes that the 
tobermorite phase predominates on the photo
graphs /Fig:. 5, 7 and 9/. Apart, from this 
phase, needle-shaped crystals covering tober
morite crystals are visible /Fig. 7/.
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Contributions to the clinker grindability physics. p

Les contributions ä la physique de broyage du clinker.

1. Introduction

The problem of the clinker composition relationship has been studied by 
many researchers (1), (4), (5), (6), the results obtained being partly contradictory 
or non-comparable due to the criterion chesen as grindability measurement ( work 
index, Zeisel method etc.)

In this paper, the authors present the results obtained at the trial of 
the clinker grains by quasistationary (slow) compression, a way of approach presented 
in previous papers as well (2), (5).

2. Experiments and work methods

Two sorts of clinker have been chosen; these two sorts have different 
chemical and mineralogical composition (table 1); they have been divided into 
granulometric classes. The grains,(of a shape almost spherical, ) have been 
individually, subjected to a very slow (quasistatical) compression process.

Besides the chemical and mineralogical composition and the various 
relationships between the components, the study also involved the density, the 
liquid phase quantity, the void ratio.

The crushing force, the piston movement up to the crushing, the specific 
primary crushing energy have been measured and recorded.

The problem referring to the correlation between the crushing energy and 
the reduction ratio has been previously dealt with (2), (3).

3. The correlation between the specific crushing force and the diameter

The crushing force related to the grain mass, the mean quantity 
per colectivity (granulometric class) has been correlated with the mean diameter . 
of the grains colectivity. '

For both types of clinker, it has been noticed that the specific 
crushing force lessens with the mean diameter of the grain and that this variation 
on the d e 2 - 5 mm interval it is practically independent from the chemical and 
mineralogical composition, the liquid phase percentage and the void ratio (fig.l).

The processing of all the experimental methods by the smallest square 
method leads to the followingt

4 - 0,572.d
(Т/ M) х = 39,134.1o? e ; f » o,975

(Z/ M) 2 = 22,24.1o3.e - °.572.d ; Г « o,979

The difference between the coefficients and the exponents of the two 
relations can be due to the different chemical compositions, according to (4).

4. The correlation between the adimenslonal ratio (1/d), the mean 
diameter and the void ratio.

_ The two types of clinkers have been chosen In such a way as mainly the 
( 1/d ) « f (d) correlation can be studied within one of them (type 2), f ree from 
the influence of the porosity (£ ) - which, in this case, bars a confined variation 
whole, within the second one (type 1), the influence of the two factors can be studied
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4.1« The ( 1/ d) « f (d) correlation

Within it, (clinker 2), in which the porosity varies relatively in confined 
limits, the mechanism of the primary crushing is not structurally affected by this 
factor. The multiple regression analysis reveals in this case the (1/d) ratio 
lessens with the diameter and increases with the increase of the porosity, fig.2,3« 
The analytical relation is the following:

(1/a) =o,e.e -°'28< e4-84“. r- 0,951

4.2. The ( 1 / d) ■ f (d, £ ) correlation

Within it (type 1 clinker) the variation of the porosity is sensibly 
increased.

Besides the above mentioned influences, the effect of a higher variation 
of the porosity inducing structural modifications in the crushing mechanism is also 
added.

In this respect, according to the Griffith's theory, a more porous body 
is more friable than a less porous one.

The multiple regression analysis reveals a variation which is contrary to 
the type 2 clinker, as for as the (1/d) ratio lessening with the porosity 
increasing is concerned.

The contradictory effect of the porosity is also shown in the lessening 
of the correlation coefficient. The analytical relation is the following:

( i/d) ж 0.47. e ~ 0,17.e“ 5»56-e , r ■ 0,8

5. -The w ж f ( d, £ ) correlation

The primary crushing energy is connected with the values shown by the 
( 2, 3) relation.

W = 1.4.1o~2 (-~) .1

The relatione ensured for the two types of clinkers are:
W1 « 328,73. 6 - O»852 . J , € 4,842 £
W2 ж 146,34. e * °»542c( , , e - 3,36£

If considering the mean porosity £ a 0.142, equal for the 2 types of
clinker, the following relations one obtained:

w l/£.4 » 6.53,8. d. e - °’852d
w 24ict a 9o,81. J . e * 0.542 d

Which explain the variation form of the crashing energy with the diameter 
'■flg*4).

6. Conclusions
For the 2 analysed clinkers, the variation of the specifio primary crashing 

orce mainly depends on the 0»ln diameter, the analytical function being of the 
rollowing type :

( F/M) ж A. e " Bde
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the A, В coefficients being able to be in relationship with the chemical and 
mineralogical composition :

The ( 1/d) ratio decreases ee#oxrentially with the diameter increase and 
the porosity moulds it in a compley way.

The experiments carried out and the analytical relations established can 
be an explanatori for the contradictory results regarding the " grindability" and 
its correlation with the porosity, the liquid phase content the chemical and 
mineralogical composition,

7, Notations
F ■ crushing force (N)
Mjs mass of the clinker grain before the crushing ( )

® specific crushing force CH/j)
d в mean diameter of the clinker grains C mm )
1 - movement of the press punch up to the crushing (mm)
1/d - specific movement (mm/mm)

- porosity, void ratio/adimensionally
V a correlation coefficient
\л/ = crushing energy (kWhr/to)
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STUDY OF THERMAL EFFECTS OBTAINED IN THE CLINKERIZATION PROCESS BY THERMO-
DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS. ₽

In order to study the way in which the elements of the raw material mix can 
influence on the thermal effects characteristic to the clinkerization process, there 
were made a series of experiments with a thermodifferential analysis equipment.

During these experiments the main mineralogical Components of Portland 
Clinker as well as of common Portland clinkers with variable composition were 
synthetized.

There were used a Derivatograph MOM Q 15oo D with a kiln of up to 15oo°C, 
with an automatic record of T, TG, DIA, DTG curves at heating and cooling.

In order to make a series of control analysis on the cured specimen with 
ATD equipment there were suplimentary introduced in the kiln - in the thermocouples 
space - a big platinum crucible ( with a capacity of aprox. 15 g.raw material mix).

In the synthetizing experiment for each of the four Portland clinker 
components obtained from puste substances, it resulted:

- the formation of each mineralogical component is characterized by one 
or more thermal effects(exothermic for crystalizatlon, endothermic for phasat 
transformations, the metting formation) that appear above looo°C, the carbonate 
decomposition is accompanied by a thermo-negative effect below looo°Cj

- the heating speed increase makes the maximum thermal effects temperature 
increase;

- the existence of a level (at maximum heating temperature) has a strong 
influence on the content increase of the mineral component}

- slow cooling (compared to the rapid one) has the same favpurable 
influence, too.

( The results obtained at the C^S synthetization from pure substances with
some additives, by curing in ATD kiln; the additives are also pure substances ( for 
SOj, SO^Ca p.a. was added) are presented in the following table.

TABLE 1
=======================a====e====e======x==«=«=ss=»sss=sc==axsssssae»s.»'=Ba=a.®=cess=sa-MSSbSS

Additive dosed C,S 
by RX arfalysis

free CaO 
chemically 
determined 

%

Temperature of thermal effects 
max, C

endothermic exothermic

1 2 3 4 5
33SS8SS8S:3SSSSssssssseasssssasssscsBaS3SS88SSSSXS3SaKS3XSR83SS8C$SSeXS:SRS8888SS8C8SS83SS8S

without 5-4o 10,29 950 1350, 1365
1465 evident very low

1% + very much o,14 94o 1ЗЗ0
,A1-O, ■ at cooling 1310 low1%Z 2U3 1425 low

5% very much o,27 935 1165, 12oo
143o intensive very low

5% ai2o5 35-4o 2,23 94o 1192
14o5,148o int. very low

o,5% MgO tracks 15,53 910 lo4o,1275
146o very low very low
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-.„»с;—«. ssssassssssssssassses.  sss»s»aesss«ssessseascsssssBax»asaasssexases5Se»«ecaB®e»aaxs:

2% MgO much 5,65 93o
1455 intensive

1165, 1210 
1265,very low

o,67% k2o * 
0,35% Na20

little 7,96 955
138o,146o very low

1% Mn02 ' tracks 14,85 95o
1475 evident 118o very low

o,5% Ti02 tracks 13,57 950
147o low 1155, 1225 

very low
1% so5 tracks 12,21 95o

1395,1455 low 1475 intensive
2,4% S05 tracks 13,47 945

1580 very intensive above 1500
S5BSMSG8S8SSS8XSSe5SSSeSSSSSSS8S=SSSSS=SS35S=S;szSS= = -Z—

• The working conditions were:
- heating rate 7,5°C/minute
- without a level at maximum temperature ( 15oo°C)
- with rapid cooling

The additives were chosen so that they correspond to elements and proportions 
that are generally fox^nd in the raw materials from out cement plants.

. Analysing table 1 it results that:
- the additives generally reduce the temperatures for the maximum exothermic

effects (corresponding to the C9S crystalization), except 30^ additive; the lowest 
exothermic effects (that is C^S formation at low temperatures) are for the Al-O, and 
^e2®5 additive in greater proportion ;

- the endothermic effects, that тнагк the phasal transformation and liquid 
phase production, Are more intense for additives In higher percentage (AlgO,, Fe203, 
MgO and 80^) that mean a more Intensive process ( for example, a growth of liquid 
phase quantity) ;

- Fe205, AlgOj additives contributes to the biggest C^S quantity formation.
Similar experiments were made on the other main mineralogical components 

of Portland clinker. There were noticed also in these cases same favourable influences 
of the additives.

Table 2 shows the results obtained on a series of Portland clinkers made 
from pure substances in a platinum crucible put in the AID Ilin.

TABLE 2
аа=®==1==»=======а====вее=еаа====е==хаж====ее:«меемеж==:=,=а=========е====а==8в==:=======х=

SK £ay„at?aly -18 Optical microscopic Thermal effects tempera-
C5S' C2S сзА C4*f analysis ture

CxS dimensions endothermic exothermic
free 
chem

. frequency ujn
2 3 '4 5 6 7 8 9 io

=llS3S=::a555!:!:S = SSSS=SSSS3XZ858S8SZSS8SSXZSSSZSSGSS8S==2- — — Ä — ——■

0,98 1,11 60 15-20 10-15 lo 60—65 4o—60 1375 int. - 1350 intensive
0,98 o,5o 60-65 < 15 15 10 60-65 lo-4o 158o int. - 1355 very "
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55 Я ü St ** «S S5 S» St 22 S. 25 52 St 22 25 5. SSXSSKSS
9 101 2 3 4 6 7 6

o,96 ' 0,50 55-60 2o-25 10-15 10 55™6o 5-25 159o int. - 156o int.
o,95 0,28 6o 415 15 10 55—6o 2o-4o 1585 int. - 1565 very int.
o,92 o,28 55-60 20-25 10-15 10 55 5-2o 1595 №€.4-. - 

int.
157o very 

intensive
l,o6 1,14 6o <15 15-20 5 65 lo-4o 14oo int. - 1575 very int.
o,94 o,49 55-60 2o 10-15 10 50-55 5-4o 14oo int. - 1565 int.

The temperature for the exothermic maximal effects correspond to the 
crystalization phase of the C^S ( main clinker component) and the temperature for the 
endothermal maximal effect (above looo°C) indicates the temperature that intakes the 
liquid phase increase.

The exothermic effects have the maximum between 155o-1375 and the endothermic 
ones between 1375-14oo°C.

There were made a series of experiments in order to obtain the Portland 
clinker with a mix of a certain composition in which in the initial composition 
various oxides were added or taken out; pure substances were used.

The analysis of the obtained data made evident that t
= for a 1% reduction of each silicon, aluminium and iron oxides, the C,S3 content is bigger although the free CaO propoftion grows;
- from the other oxides admixtures ( MgO, K20, Na,/), MnOg, Ti02 and SO^), 

the SOj additives give the higher percentage of free CaO; "
- the thermal effects with the lowest temperatures are obtained for the 

additives in the highest percentages ( sum o,5% MgO + o,67% KgO + 0,33% Na20 + 
1% Mn02 + o,5% Ti02 + 1% SO^', also 3% SO^ and 2% MgO), and from the elements the 
SO^ additives.

The exothermic effects have temperatures corresponding to their maximal 
value between 122o and 1365°C and the endothermic ones maximal values between lo2o 
and 1415°C.

There were obtained clinkers from CaCO^ mixtures various clay materials 
(Kaolinite, bentonite, Kaolinite clay, illite, feldspar,etc.) and correction pure 

oxides for the mixtures to have the same chemical composition.
The obtained clinkers had C^S 55-65% (piore for the kaellnite and bentonite 

in the initial mixture), freee Cap o,24-1,15%.
The exothermic effects were maximal between 122o and 1295°C ( higher for 

kaolinite) and the endothermic ones 1325-1345°C ( generally higher for kaolinite).
There were tnade some tntare experiments with raw materials from same 

deposits of Romanian Cement plants ( the clay materials being kaolinite clay, illite, 
montmorillonite, some with many bad minerals) and the results were as follows.'

- the exothermic effects have maximal values between 117o and 1295°C and 
the endothermic ones between 127o and 134o°C;
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- at clinkerization temperature 
CaO content and higher C^S as well as the 
temperatures were obtained from the meals 
on the pilot-scale experiments these gave 

of 158o°C ( in ATD equipment the lowest free 
maximal thermal effects with the lowest 
that had clay materials as kaolinite clays; 
the higher mechanical strengths;
of 145o°C for the clinkers with more- at clinkerization temperature

kaolinite in the respective meals, there were not obtained contents higher of C^S, 
and in the pilot-scale experiments the strengths were lower, indicating a clinker 
supercombuation. '

We can conclude that the experiments made evident the possibility of 
synthetizing the clinker and mineralogical components with the thermodifferential 
analysis

The method has some advantages!
— it can correlate the temperature, the nature and the amplitude of the 

thermal effecte in the physical and chemical processes of transformation of the 
cured mixture, as well as the product quality and quantity resulted after 
clinkerization;

— it can be appreciated the favourable or harm influences of various 
additives, as well as the various thermal curing for the respective mixtures;

— it can be evaluated the optimal conditions for a clinkerization at lower 
temperatures, having as an effect a reduction of fuel consumption in the industrial
p rocess;

- the method is easy to apply and offers a satisfactory precision by the 
good equipment respectibility. ■
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introduction

from various raw material.
of the examined phosphogypsum varied

from four chemical fertilizer plants that came
The physico-chemical characteristics 

.r"»o=pht‘: x ш’’а ма to

- wui ь* —•

(1.2) 
It was found that Г . 

the case of the slag cements.(5)
This -otic „„.Sts th. p.iralte obtaln.d ae a ooca,queno(| of the r,eearohis

- . ----  _j phosphogypsum, in order
brands manufactured in Romania.

o^Lzr: !° ^s^ot=™ b*,ch- i" *•"„.рта

. --------------- —•'•»—».мех* w,a ct uuuseq
to L П T institute t0 »liminate the existing impurities in 

be used as setting regulator for all cement

Experimental Data

the nhoenhat R°manla there are no Phosphate deposits that can be economically quarried 

ussb (ма

. ppsZX’utx10.::“ uXxz:? dih,a",e ia 

tevlng 25-5o% hwldlty - th, phosphogypsu..’ Ibydsat.d oslolum ,„lph.t.

=.i p»r,«,tTodoJ:Pbd:1:h:^t:h:‘o:e n:ture ма to ,h« -™»«»н-, t,oto,iogl. 
in th. / P 1 id’ th Phosphogypsum contains some impurities that
in the case of using it at cement grinding unfavourable influence on th. / T * 
pblsloo-Diaolianloal oharacteslotios aB s, t. u -* nrlueDoe on the cement 
CHxto.. „HOC. < sw Го t? Phosphorous soluble .nd Insoluhl. compounds
Ml, ”2№ № г,’ И>4- 2Нг°- 41Н5 «•. flou^ue

o^”2 6 2 6^’ e organic substances, the magnesium oxide and alkali salts

the negative influence of cement impurities is lower in

Table 2
CHEMi;OAL COMPOSITION OF PHOSPHOGYPSUM

1 (Tunis)
1 (Florida)

o,75o 
o,22o 
0,445 

32,58o 
54,12o
o,5o5 
0,149 
o,745 
0,285 
o,o47 
o,o92

0,898 
0,299 
0,527 

53,olo 
55,12o 
o,189 
0,181 
0,351 
o,2o2 
o,o47 
0,075

o,7o4 
0,194 
o,424 

31,94o 
53,124
0,451 
o,2o7 
3,54o 
o,25o 
0,581 
o,14o

жве®еаееаааж»—
Components (%)

eC,”*e8«eeeesa-
^2°5 total 
p2°5 soluble 
p2°5 ayncr, 
Cao
S04
F_total 
p solum,
S10
p«2o
^г0з 
MgO

Phosphogypsum
Xil (Kola)



2

P

Components (%)

;äs:

Table 3

Clinker Free
CaO
%

№20 
k2o 
Org. 
humidity 
humidity

0,080 
o,oo? 
0,395 
18,2o 
2,4®

25o°C 
45°C

TI^1 (Florida)^1 (Tunis)

CLINKER MODULAR MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION
.sat—e—=x=eae=Bs==ss»=e=s==ss: 
Mineralogical composition % 
CjS C2S CjA C4AI’

SXSS8S8=«=SSSSSSCSl
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For cement manufacturing the clinkers, whose composition is presented in 

table 3» were used.

I sum 
1 (Kola)

:55S;XSS3Sfi=SXSSS=S=SI

Modular composition
MSi MA1 CSt

вхважжевавж»евевв==яввев=а=в===в==*====вв==в'

o,o72 o,o67
o,o37 0,008
o,o48 0,086
17,79 18,8o
2,27 l,8o

0,55 1,» 1.94 -.97 58.74 12.78 12,11 Ю.64
2. ?«rroportl»na 0,76 1,83 0,86 0,95 6o,o3 11,87 5,38 17,66
жавввжжжжвжжавжвжжвхжввввжвввважвжвхвжвввввзважвжавжвввжвважжжвввавжежсжввавввжаа  

There were made cements with or without furnace granulated slag. 
Slag oxidlo composition is presented in table 4. 

' Table 4

SLAG CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Material so5Chemical composition (%)
PC Si02 a1203 Fe2°3 Ca0

slag
o,2o 35,84 12,So o,6o 43,27 o,17

Natural gypsum or phosphogypsum as such or purified were used as setting 

time regulator.
The natural gypsum used as setting regulator ha* a content of CaSO^HgO oi 

81,33% »nd CaSO4 of 4,84%.
The clinkers were ground with gypsum additive or phosphogypsum with or 

without slag at a fineness of 3ooo cm2/g Blaine, and the cements obtained were 
tested from the point of view of the physlco-mechanlcal behaviour, using standard 

methods. - 
The chemical and mineralogical composition of phosphogypeum and clinkers, 

as well as the hydration product nature on hardened pastes were determined using 
etiemical,x-ray analysis, thermodifferential and electroniemicroscopy methods.
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Results and Disoussions

Following the phosphogypsum composition with time there were made evident 
the wide limits of compositional variation because of the reaction tank conditions 
and the raw material composition.

From the calculations, on the basis of the chemical analysis (table 2),the 
possible compounds in the examined phosphogypsum are the ones presented in table 5.

Table 5
POSSIBLE CONSTITUENTS.RESULTED FROM CALCULATIONS BASED ON CHMTCAL ANALYSTS

•*■1
B=seeacceesaaBnaexeeaa«ssesesse=iseBSa:aeaasssasaess

=*»e«»=««*sMes«=eeesssBseieesaa:=5ssa=:=ea=$=s=

Constituents т

CaSO4. 2H2Q 91,o7o
Mgso4 o,21o
h5po4 o,3o4
Ca5 <F04)5F o,2o6
CaHP04.2H20 l,o73
Na^SiF, <- о o,242
K2SiP6 o,ol7
Si02 o,663
Other constituents 6,21o

ieeesaca===aasa№s=xtess=s=SB=e=aesBxca»es
Bhosphogypsum

II-L iii1

95,780 93,830
0,060 o,2o4
0,413 o,268
0,110 o,2o2
1,276 l,o26
o,218 o,2o3
0,086 o,ol8
o,239 3,270
l,8oo 1,000

X) Other constituents , Fe (H2P04)3, A1(H2PO4) K2MgCa2(SO4)4. 2H90,
CaS04 SiFgAlFg (OH) 12H20, compounds of Tr2 0,,U Ti02«

The presence of CaHP04. 2H20 compound was made evident by 1R spectral 
analysis, (fig.i) by low uptake from 8Jo cm-1 due to HP042“lon,corresponding to 
calcium dibasic orthophosphate included in the red.

Fig.i — 1 R Spectres of phosphogypsum,
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The granulometric analysis and the microscopie study ehew that the 1^ 
and Illi phosphogypsum have long prismatic crystals, the particle proportion of 
diametre between 15-5o /lm, being 51on If sample and 77»1% on II^ sample. 
HIjL Phosphogypsum is microgranular agglomerated, the particle proportion of 
diametre between 15-5o Дт being 82,1%,

The analysis of the purified phosphogypsum by washing, neutralization 
and thermal curing, as it is presented in table 6 and fig.l lead to the following 
conclusionsj

Table 6

x) rehydrated at granulation
CZZZ5S:S5Z5SS5SS852SSMCSSSSC2StSSS5S8SS8SCXa8SMaMeeBeSSlUyi3SSSSSSS=xaSlij=XKA;^^> .?•

THE PHYSICO-CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PURIFIED PHOSPHOGYPSUM

zzzszzzzzszzzzzszszzzzzszsz2ZZ288XS88SSSeZZSBZg8ZXgZ8Z8S383283S88S8ZS8Z8SZZSZZSSZ2S3EZS

Chemical composition (%)
Phosphogypsum pH p2°5 F" Organic 

substances
soluble syncr. total soluble total (C)

ZZSSZSZ83ZS83ZZZZZZ2ZZ2ZZ8Z8ZS32ZZ8ZS38ZZBZZ8SZ18ZXS8S3C3S3S8S3S8ZZ8saasessscssse:

•*•1 - washed 4,5 o,o2 0,446 0,540 0,009 0,4 o,28o
- neutralized 6,0 tracks — ■e —

- thermal
cured 6,0 tracks 0,105 o,438 - ■ o,oc6

TT1 - washed 4,5 0,05 0,550 0,552 o,o42 o,o2o o,o42
- neutralized 6,5 tracks e* •e •• e*

- thermal
cured 6,0 tracks 0,080 o,5ol - ■ 0$00^

IIX1 - washed 4,5 o,o3 0,426 o,492 o,o71 0,230 •■J
- neutralized 6,0 tracks ■ • w .ire
- thermal

cured 6,0 tracks 0,029 0,444 - c,:. a

- washing and neutralizing lead mainly to a content lowering of soluble 
substances.

- thermal curing leads to a content lowering of СаНРО^. 2H2O and organic
substances. ■

The physico-mechanical characteristics of oeaent with raw and purified 
phosphogypsum are presented in table 7 compared to those of cements with gypsum.
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Table 7
CEMENT PHYSICO-MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

— SS SS 88■ SS SS SS SSSSüSSSSSS5» SSSSSSSSSSSKSSSSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSSeSSSSSS wäiÄäSSSSSSSSS sssss
Blaine Setting Compressive 
specific time strength (MPa)
surface (h.minj 2 7 28
(cm2/g) 1. f. days days days

content 
(%)

denomination Clinker A^itive

SSBS8aaa8818e«S88«i8S8ga#g8SS3gS8t:6e6S!8X«;86S«88t:gSSe8SSS88SSese888BBM8»8S8e88«8SSS8888SS

1 
* • 1. gypsum 2,82 5o5o 1.5o 4.05 19,2 57,5 48,7
2. 2. gypsum,slag 5,15 5o5o 5,oo 4.50 16,9 52,4 45,1
5. 2. gypsum 2S55 5 ooo 2,45 4.00 16,8 29,o 4o,2
4. 1. raw I, 

phcspfto- 
gypsum 2,67 5o6o 5-55 8.00 14,9 55,5 4o,5

5. 1. raw II1 
phospha
gypsum 2,92 298o 6,50 8.55 14,6 54,8 42,o

6. 1. Raw III, 
phospho= 
gypsum 5,ol 5o2o 6.00 8.З0 12,8 55,o 45,8

7. 1. -raw II, 
phoвpho- 
gypsum 5,lo 5o5o 5.55 6.5o 15,1 51,o 44,1
- slag

8. 2. raw II, 
phospho- 
gypsum 2,29 5o5o 6,10 8.00 12,6 26,o 58,6

9. 1. washed and 
neutralized 11-, 
phosphogypsum 5,2o 5o4o 5Л5 6.I5 18,o 55,o 46,5

10. 1. -washed and 
neutralized III. 
phosphogypsum ' 
- slag

L 
5,19 5ooo 5.5o 5.55 16,8 52,o 41,1

11. 1. II. pheepho- 
gypsum 

thermal cured 
and rehydrated 
at granullating 2,98 3o2o 2.45 4.15 21,4 57,1 47,6

12. 2. ^^l phospho
gypsum 

thermal cured 
and rehydrated 
at granulating 2,5o 3o5o 5,5o 5.45 17,1 5o,2 41,o

*$:es«ssSg-seeesiGSBSS8S8S=2SS8SSSS5SIssxsssSSS2S385SaCSH8X:2BSSC8SSC8SEGSZ*38$SGSCSasses

The obtained cements with raw phosphogypsum additive were characterized 
by longer time settings and lower mechanical strengths, especially for short terms, 
about 2o-5oj6 compared to reference standard cement.

There are lower mechanical strengths in the case of cement with slag 
additive lo-15% at 2 days.

By using washed and neutralized phosphogypsum cements with physico
chemical characteristics similar to these of reference standard cement, especially 
with slag additive, are obtained.
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■The washed, neutralized, and thermal cured phosphogypsum has the same behaviour 
as the natural gypsum, leading to the achievement of some cements of superior strengths. 

Hydration evolution of cements with phosphogypsum additive compared to these 
of gypsum additive was examined by RX diffraotometre analysis and electronic 
microscopy (fig.2 and 3).

Fig.2. X-Ray analysis of hydrated cementstat 1 day

Fig.3. ELeotronomicrosoopio image of hydrated cements, at 1 day.
The process kinetics of hydration-hydrolysis, accompanied by hydration 

products is slower for cements with raw phosphogypsum and la accelerated for cements 
with purified phosphogypsum, and in this case the cement behaviour is practically 
similar to the standard cement.

The results of the researches lead to establishing the solution of eliminat
ing the harm components of phosphogypsum In order to use it as additive at cement 
grinding.
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at cement
The technological flow of purified phosphogypsum obtaining, 
grinding, is presented £n fig.4.

used as additive

Technological flow of phosphogypsum purification.
I version - for common cement and cements with additive
II version - for superior cements.

CONCLUSIONS

From the experimental data, the following important conclusions resultedi
1.-  The compositional variation of phosphogypsum that results in Romania 

in the manufacturing process of phosphoric acid, is in large limits due to the variety 
of phosphatic stone used and technological conditions, without the possibility of 
ioaintening these parametres constant.
th • 2‘" Ihe ₽h0B₽h0gy₽sum use as time setting regulator lead to lengthening 
e setting time and to the lowering the mechanical strengths especially at short 

terms,about 2o-3o%.
At cements with slag additive this shortening of mechanical strengths is 

only 10-15%.
3*— The soluble compounds elimination in phosphogypsum by washing and 

neutralization up to pH=6-7 так® possible the phosphogypsum use as additive for common 
cement grinding,especially for slag cements.

4,-  in the case of superior cements,the phosphogypsum use as setting time 
regulator is conditioned by PgO^ syncrystallized (bound as CaHF04.2H20) presence 
at imposes a suplementary preparation by thermal curing in order to eliminate it.
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Introduction

In the phosphate systems, from the orthophosphoric acid-metal oxide 
interaction it-results phosphates with various compositions and structures that 
determine an adequate process kinetics, binder system properties.

The investigation of the processes that take place at phosphate binder 
setting leads to the conclusion that the binder properties are determined by the 
interaction between the two components and sparlgly soluble salt formation that 
give spatial red with low internal pressions. The formation of some sparigly 
soluble interaction products is not a sufficient condition for the binder properties. 
A great interaction speed between the two system components leads to the internal 
tension and to the impossibility of a setting structure; the setting does not take 
place at very slow setting speed. By retarding or accelerating the process the 
setting process of the phosphate binders can be adjusted in order to obtain 
favourable physical and mechanical characteristics (1,2,3).

The reseatches included in this work refer to the phosphate binders of 
base-acid setting used in dental technique, namely the zinc phosphate cement.

Experimental data

The zinc phosphate powder was made by burning at lloo, 12oo and 13oo°C 
a mixture of zinc oxide, magnesium oxide, silica dioxide, aluminium oxide, calcium 
carbonate and calcium fluoride of high purity, in various proportions, ground at a 
fineness of 0,0 % residue on the sieve with lo.ooo mesh/cm .

The burning process was achieved at 2-6 hours level and rapid or slow 
cooling. The burned material was ground at a fineness of o,o% residue on the 2 sieve with loooo mesh/cm .

The liquid was obtained from partial neutralization of orthophosphoric 
acid of 89% percentage and 1,75 g/ml density, with aluminium hydroxide and zino 
oxide, at laboratory temperature or 8o-loo°C. '

The liquid density was l,4o~l,5o g/ml and was regulated by varying the 
distilled water ratio .

There were researched the chemical, physical and mechanical properties 
of powders and liquid mix at standard consistency as well as the setting processes 
of these masses correlated to above mentioned properties. The chemical physical 
and mechanical properties examined on cement pastes were : As content, water 
solubility, film thickness, setting-time and compressive strength ( determined 
by ISO methods) and pH.

The zinc phosphate cement setting was examined by diffractometre analysis.

Results and Discussions

The composition of the zinc phosphate dental cement powder is presented 
in table 1.

./.
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TABLE .1.
Powder chemical composition

Compounds Powder
Z1

chemical
Z2

composition
ZT3 Z4

ssszsssssanassssssxxsssssxsss — — № ew .

ZnO 9o,2o 89soo 88,00 88,00
MgO 8,4o 10,00 9,oo 8,44
Si02 l,4o 1,00 1,00 o,5o
^^2^3 — «■ 2,00 2,oo
CaO • - — — 1,00
СаРг - - - 0,06

As for the composition of the zinc phosphate dental cement powder burned 
at 15oo°C, 4 hours level, the main component is the zinc oxide made evident at 
the X-ray analysis in fig,I. Some of the zinc oxide interacts with SiOg forming 
ZngSiO^, with forming ZnAlgO^ and solid solutions with MgO.

Fig.l, X-ray diagrams of powders burned at 13oo°C, 4 hours level.

By powder burning it results first, the ZnO compaction in order to improve 
the cement properties; the unburned ZnO reacts rapidly with the liquid that does 
not permit the strength structure formation.

The liquid resulted from the partial neutralization of orthophosphoric 
acid had a free acid content of 35-38%.

The water content of the liquid is aprox. 36%.
The chemical, physical and mechanical characteristics of the obtained 

cements are presented in table 2.
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TABLE .2,
Chemical, physical and mechanical characteristics of zinc 

1 phosphate cements.
iae»l»assteaMn5Bsaa=es=e==:esizx»=css5S5=::z===s===::======s:===z=:====5==:=2=sax=e=z=cs

Cement As Standard Setting Film Compre«- Soluble Cement
denomination Content (%) consistency time thickness sive material pH

(g /o,5 ml.) (min.) ( шп) strength (rngP^Oc/g)( MPa) >
■■савхммееежвхиесвеееехваежеааеахахвеавемхгеваавааааеаавехдаесазеесааахбааеаяаехгевевеевавежвв

Z1 o,oool9 l,2o 41/2 3o 75 o,48 4,8o
Z2 0,00018 l,3o 61/4 2o 9o o,15 4,8o
Z3 o,oool8 l,5o 7У4 15 98 o,17 5,2o
Z4 o,oool8 1,35 61/2 15 loo o,o5 5,6o

issersasssaasssaxsBBss&sssas53SS=SSBSS=S2sssaaBssxsssssssasssscsS8SSSSÄSS8SS8SSS8sssxsssc:

The increase of MgO content leads to the increase of the cement plasticity 
and of the mechanical strengths.

SiOg presence in a ratio of more than 1% generally contributes to reducing 
the setting time and to some lowering of burning temperature.

The CaO presence in the raw mix composition, in the presence of AlgO^ and 
SiOg leads to increase the plasticity and the mechanical strengths.

The calcium fluoride additive has a mineralizing effect at powder burning.
As for the liquid preparation method ( at 8o-loo°C or at 2o°C ) and 

consequently, its composition, examining the diagrams in fig.2, the following 
conclusions are drawn regarding the cement properties:

- the necessary powder quantity for standard oonsistenoy paste is bigger 
(better plasticity) in the case of the liquid prepared in cold conditions;

- the setting time is shorter for the liquid obtained in cold conditions.
- the compressive strength presents some increase in the case of using 

the liquid prepared in cold conditions.
- there is an increase of pH at cements made with liquid prepared in cold 

conditions.

Fig.2. The influence of the liquid 
preparing method on the 
zinc phosphate properties.

x - liquid prepared at 2o° C 
. - liquid prepared at

8o - loo°C.
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Fig.5. X-ray diagrams of the Z^, set cement,
of na«+ rPid eV°luUon of the paction can be followed from the pH evolution 
unJl aC°entUated 8rowth in the first 5o minutes and then a slower one
until 24 hours when the reaction is practically finished.

+ a The 6tructurQ of the aet cement is a structure of composite type $ the 
the ZinG 0Х1йв Parti°les are bound with a binder of base-acid type formed in 
the interaction of 2n0 and MgO with HTIX).

э 4
neutra! •Th6 ^nteraCtlOn °f Zn0 wlth H5TO4 takes Place rapidly, after 5 minutes the 
neutral zrno phosphate Zn^ (P04)2. 4 HgO is already formed.

Conclusions

From the examination of the experimental data the following conclusions can 
ue drawnt
7nn ■ 1* The maln component of the zinc Phosphate dental cement powder is cured
0, with a compact structure. The MgO, Si02, Al^, CaO and CaF2 modifiers have the 

of embettenng the cement quality, contributing to the paste plasticity and 
to the mechanical strengths of the set cement.

at 3 o2' The UBe °f the li4Uid Prepared at 2o°C, compared to the liquid prepared 
and J leadS t0 th8 inCrease of the Paate Plasticity, the mechanical strengths

5e A rapid interaction takes place between the powder and the liquid with 
red nal-foCTnation of Zn5 (Р04)2Л H2°* 4uitG unsoluble that has a hardened spatial 

tnat represents the strength structure.
unr The 8truoture of the eet cement is a structure of composite type; the 

eacted ZnO particles are bound by the binder of base-acid type hardening 
nned by interaction of ZnO with H2PO, . °

5 4
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1.1. The researches made and published especially in the last twenty years 
made evident the importance of Knowving and controlling the cement content of alkali 
and sulphur compounds regarding their harm influence on the cement quality and, 
together with the chlorine and raw materials compounds on the way of flowing the raw 
mix circulation through the cllnkerization equipment, and the necessary measures to be 
taken in order to avoid aggregat products.

1.2. The causes and the way in which the alkali compounds influence on the 
raw mix behaviour in the clinkerisation equipment, as well as the measures that can 
be taken to control the harm effects, are indicated by these components behaviour 
during heating, at melting temperatures and gasifying point respectively. Heating, 
behind the melting point has a3?fesult the evaporation and volatilization - with or 
without decomposition - and their passing through the gas flow,situation in which 
they can react with, for example, the sulphur dioxide com_ing from the fuel combustion 
and then, with the raw mix after thermal curing, and thus forming the compounds 
recirculation and formation.

The gravimetric proportion of the compounds that are released from 
the raw mix during its heating in the kiln to pass in the gas flow and is named 
primary volatilization coefficient" and is noted while the " secondary 

volatilization coefficient" - noted €2 represents the gravimetric proportion of 
he same compounds that are released from the kiln material resulted from their 
recirculation.

Ihe compounds from the raw materials and from the fuel as well as 
ose formed from the recirculation, that have the melting point below the 

olinkerlzation temperature can generate or encourage the sediment formation on the 
equipment walls whose development impose periodical interventions for release, 
Senerally with working breaks.

These phenomena are nxore pregnant in the case of the clinkerization 
equipment with technological process fractioning and especially in the case of 
suspension preheaters, where the temperature system and the intimate contact 
etween gas and powdery raw materials that are found is a suspension date in the 
connection zone between kiln and preheater that represents special favourable 
conditions for gas compounds interaction and condensation, the frequency with which 
mea°0Uld happ®n ln some oases’ ln acceptable^! there hadn’t been forseen adequate 
easures for adapting the working conditions and the equipment in order to eliminate 

vhenie
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Because of the up to date character, and practically the generalization of 
their adoption, at present and in the near future in the cement industry, these 
equipm_jents-with or without double feeding with fuel (precalcination) - are taken 
into consideration in the present work.

1.5» Stages clinkerization equipments offer in the same time adequate 
possibilities for content controlling and adjustment of the respective harmful 
(noxius) compounds by deviation - regularly partial - of gases at kiln outlet and 
their evacuation from the equipment, which is known as 11 alkali valve", Or more 
general "by pass" as it is shown in fig.l.

1.6. This work establishes the calculation relationings of gas proportion 
that must be deviated at kiln outlet in order to fit the prescribed limits for 
eliminating the negative effects on the cement quality and working equipment of 
chlorine, sulphur or any similar compounds that are brought in the system by the 
raw material mix and the fuel.

Figure no.l Diagram of clinkerization equipment 
with gas deviation

1 Rotary tin
2 Clmkff ccofer
3 Tertiary air pipe
* Raw material mu peheater
5 Tower lor exhausted gases conditioning
6 Precipitator
? Exhauster
8 Deposit for materfll nch m contrЫie</‘l)corrponen/*",
9 Register for gas Itow control

Figure ло.2. Diagram ol A compound ciraJation 
in the clinkerization equipment
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2. Calculation of deviated gas proportion

2.1. Preliminary relations

fig.2,
Volatile compounds circulation and the denominations used are shown in 

from which it results on the one hand Ar expression :

Ar = C(1 “ + ( K-1) ( 1 * * (1)

^2 Amp d + ( l—^) Amp

kiln outlet116 ™lnimU™ r9sid“al °°”tent 1» achieved when all gases are deviated at 
, when relation (4) has d = 1$ it results after calculation :

. min Ar . ( 1 _ £2) A* + ( ! _ £i) Amp (Q)

ca» be caJOld^r6 C"ae40fi80me eXi8tinS equi^ent the volatility coefficient
aptitudes - f and f f CJe”ical a^yais - Amp and Asc - and volatilisation
inlet using the relation0: 6 materXal miX and °f the solid material at kiln

Asc £ - Amp £1

Asc - Amp

and on the other hand the element (compound) A balance on the equipment whole :

Amp + A*a + Aä = Ar + d (K Amp + Aa - Ar) (2) .

From (1) it results :

К = Ar + ( Ej - E2) Amp
. ( 1 -^2 ) Amp

К elimination between (1) and (2) leads to the relations t

Ar = ^-d) Op (£1 - g2) + да ( 1, -£2)] + aA ( I г?) + Amp ( x _ £ }

1 - f 2 ( 1 - d) ---------- (4)

(5)

for d :

(6)

2

and к expression respectively ;
К == Q Е'г" Ei) Amp - да J d + ( 1 +

£1 _ ( K-l) ( l-g'2)J Amp + да ■». да
^2. + (K-l) £_ Л Amp + да

d ас ( з. — £ 2) —"*■ _+ A3 * *- ** Ar _ __ _
< Ej - E2) Amp + ( 1 - £2) да + f2 Ar '

ВУ Ar elimination between (1) and (2) another expression is found

Amp + Aa + Aa

$2
(9)
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rOMPIIISORY CONDITIONS FOR VOLATILE COMPONENTS AND CALCULATION RELATIONS FOR GAS DEVIATION RATO T‘ai= '
fUL COMPONENTS

RESTR'CTIVE CONDITIONS
CALCULATION RELATIONS AND FIGURE
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2.2. Calculation relatione
Table no.l shows the relations for the deviation proportion calculation in 

various situations taken into consideration.

5, Influence of evacuation gas deviation from the kiln on the specific 
consumption of fuel at clinker manufacturing.

Gas deviation at kiln outlet and their elimination in the atmosfere has as 
a result the loss of their physical heat and as a consequence, the achievement of a 
specific fuel consumption at clinker manufacturing higher than in the case of using 
the respective gases at raw materials heating, situation taken as standard.

The specific fuel consumption that uses natural gases with inferior caloric 
power of 85oo Kcal/NmJ, was calculated from the thermal balance for the clinkerization 
equipment with such dimentions as to work without gas deviation in order to achieve 
specific fuel consumption - noted as Cgy between ?6o and 825 Kcal/kg.cl inker.

The results are expressed according to the specific teference consumption - 
CgQ - and to the deviation proportion — d — on the one hand, and on the other to 
the proportion between fuel discharge introduced at the first combustion stage and 
the total - cp -in the relation :

Cg = Cs0 + d ( 455 - 5o7<p + 17 У>г)

showed graphically in figure no.5.
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'^[kol/hgd]

Cs’C^^dCtSS-SO? f-17

Q1 gj o> gs op 07 qe Q9

500

figure no.3 Specific fuel consumption increase 
according to the gas demotion proportion 
at Kiln outlet and to the combusted 
fuel specific consumptions ratio at first 
stage and total
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Table 2

% content of: 
Portland Aluminous 
clinker clinker

o,48 54,68 3,94

ai .. a 1 ... a4
bl b4
°1 c2

The gas well cementing requires a special cement that 
sealing of drilling and extracting column against the well hole 
avoid gas losses.

The following things were taken into consideration in 
ZrtV₽e:+Ceraent PaSte and d6DSity mu8t correspond fo7c"eme"nt^7at "" 

"*риг- ure and pressure conditions; the mehcanical strength of the hardened cement must assure the well starting and working; the expansion musl be aX"! 

wellhole waHPeri°d SeaHnS U₽ betW6en the oolumn the'

+h T1 F°r the Specific c°nditions of gas wells in Romania the 
e following physico-mechanical characteristics: thickening time 
7o C and 4oo bars, compressive strength at Iday of min.3,5 Mia 

min. 7,0 MPa and expansion of o,2 - l,o%.
Th. expansion phenomenon of the Investigated cenente la 

ealeium hydroalumlnato sulphate. In th, hardening pro..« and espeolally 
V tb”E t ,Or-atl°“- Th« »“«- PbJSioo-menhantoal oharaoterletles are oondltloned 
У the nature and the relations establlehed among 
of the material used (1-4).

Experimental data
The investigated expansion cements were 

Portland and aluminous clinker, trass or slag and made by grinding together the 
 gypsum.

The chemical composition of the raw materials used is presented in table 1

Table 1
——ssss;

Mineralogical 
composition (%) 

c5s c5a
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Conaiderationa Concerning the Hardening Mechanism of the Controlled
Expansion Cements
Lea considerations en oe qui concerne le mScanisme de renforoement 
aux ciments ä expansion oontrSle.

Blaine specific

Table 2 /cnt’d

Cement symbol Portland 
clinker

Aluminous 
clinker Trass Slag Gypsum surface 

(cm2/g)
sasMt ss sa xs aasMssssKB  saaaaaaaaaaaaasaaaaaaaaaaa8588=38288388588=8=8=8=8==

вваваевваавввваввзя

d 62 12 — 17 9 Зооо
e 60 10 — 2o 10 Зооо
f 39 12 — 4o 9 35oo

ies=eee==sex=sae=es=»esx®s«ses=s=esseass==e=»e===ees==»=:==*====esB=eeB=ee==a====s=ees=s:BSa

The cements made were tested from the ysico-mechanical behaviour point of 
view at high pression and temperature conditions, with or without modifying setting 
time additive - lignotartrine (L.C.X)

In order to examine the hydration-hydrolysis procesaea, chemical,diffracto- 
metre and electronomicroacopic analyses were made, on specimens having a w/c ratio 
of 1 at various hydration periods.

Results and Discussions

The cements made following the formulas given in table 2, of a fineness of 
3ooo omP/g Blaine specific surface, were characterized by physioo^nechanical properties 
that are presented in table 3.

^able,^,.
__===-е--=--,=в===--===ехвЖ1вех8евв==ее=в=жх====х=хв=хес=е=вх=х======«=======я===ввввввв==в

,, . .. Compressive strengthCement Thickening Linear variation £n water at 6ööC (МГа)
symbol time at 7ouC in water at 6o C .

and 4oo bars ( %) Id 5a
(min.) ld 5d ya

е-=е=ввавваа»вввв=ввввавввааеажввв=ааавваввввввжвааввваааеввввввжваав=авававвавв8ввввввввв

a2 112 0,706 o,756 0,769 3,o 9,1
a^* EC ISO 0,668 o,747 o,753 lo,4 16,8
b2 135 0,419 0,412 o,416 3,6 9,9

b„ + LC 18o 0,612 o,669 o,682 3,8 13,1
c
C2 98 o,595 0,587 0,587 4,2 8,3

C2 + LC 135 0,686 o,69o o,691 9,2 15,6
d 12o o,259 o,271 o,271 5,7 9,9
d + LC 17o 0,150 o,162 0,165 16,6 36,4

e I08 0,271 0,283 o,289 6,1 11,8
e + LC 14o o,183 0,196 0,196 17,5 41,2

f 93 0,571 o,583 0,589 15,4 22,3
f + LC 176 o,o41 o,o34 o,o28 18,6 45,0
—---- — —— assaaaasssasssS==SS8S8==3888888=88=8888=888888858=88=8=55=88=C==SS======zS=S''S

Examining the results presented in table 3, the following interpretations 
can be made: -

- The thickening times of no additive cements present values closed to the 
necessary minimal limit,generally, below this limit.In order to achieve adequateth tokening 

times lignotartrine- LG was used as retarder.
x) L.C. Calcium lignosulphonate with tartrate.
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- The linear expansion at trass cements as expansion stabilizer had values 
within the expected limits of o,45 - o,7o%. The L.C. additive at trass cement did not 
significantly influence the e pansion..

The cements made with slag as expansion stabilizer present more reduced 
expansions, and when are LC added decrease below the limit that is necessary to used 
them at gas well cementing.

- The compresive mechanical strengths are correlated to the expansion value 
and are characterized by higher values for slag cements as compared to the ones with 
trass as expansion stabilizer ( 5,7 - 15,4 MPa at 1 day as compared to 3,0-4,2 MPa).

The LC additive in cement pastes leads to the increase of the mechanical 
strengths.

The fineness grinding influence on the physical and mechanical properties 
of investigated expansion cement was examined for "a" cement and is presented in 
fig.l.

. PiS*1' Grlndln6 fineness influence of "a" cement on the physical and 
mechanical properties.
Sn. The lncrease of the erinding fineness from 28oo to 35oo cm2/g (Blaine 
atr-L St^faoe) leads to the thickening time and expansion diminution and mechanical 
strengths increase.

4. z ТЬв hardening Processes kinetics was studied by detennining the ettringite 
content (table 4), diffractometric analysis (fig.2) and electronic Jcroscopy (f£3).

“■■eeeee—_ ______________ _  _
"■«■■ееежвжжммжхяеххжжжежжаеяжежж»

Cement denomination =

Table 4
ЖЖХХЖХЖЖЖХЖЖХХЖЖЖЖХЖЖХХХЖЖЖХЖХЖХЖЖХХЖЖЖ

d d + LC
1 day 3 days 1 day 3 days 1 day A days

~ ■— ■■■ — — —  — —   ” 1 day 3 days
—, ----------—-•—**■«**

12>1B 13l4‘ 11-9» ll-98 9,18 6.« 8,5.
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Considerations Concerning the Hardening Mechanism of the Controlled
Expansion Cements
Les considerations en ce qui concerne le mScanism de renforcement 
aux ciments ä expansion contrSle.

ag Cement + LC cement d cement d + LC cement

Fig.2.- X-ray diagrams of the hydrated cements, at 1 day.

Fig.J.- Electromicroscopic image of the hydrated cements, at 1 day.
Examining the data from table 4 and fig.2 and 5, it is made evident the 

fact that the hydration - hydrolysis processes kinetics is more accelerated from the 
first hardening terms at trass cement used as stabilizer as compared to the slag 
cements. LC additive leads to the slowing of the hydration process.

There can be seen that the calcium hydrosulphate- aluminate mechanism 
formation, particularly the trisulphate one, correlated to their ratios, the 
formation kinetics and the equilibrium conditions are determinant factors for 
expansion.

As a consequence of the obtained results, at present, the expansive 
cement based on mixture is manufactured and used at gas well cementing, that leads 
to the elimination of the gas losses by improper sealings that used to happen 
when common cement was used.

CONCLUSIONS

Examining the experimental data the following important conclusions can 
be drawnt
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1. There can be made cements with controlled expansion for cementing at high 
temperature and pression conditions (7o°C and respectively 4oo bars) by grinding at 
5000-5500 cm /g (Blaine specific surface) of some mixtures of ferroportland clinker 
aluminous clinker and gypsum. LC additive is used in order to achieve the thickening

2. The cements made with slag as expansion stabilizer present more reduced 
expansions that with LC additive, lower below the limit necessary to use them at

well cementing.
5. The expansion is achieved on the basis of the calcium hydrosulphate

aluminate formation, particularly the trisulphatated pne, correlated to their 
rations, their formation kinetics and equilibrium conditions that are formed in the 
expansive cement.
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Clinker Compositional Field Modification for Lowering its Formation Temperature.

Romanian researches, as well as researches in other countries (1), (2),(5), 
aiming at a hydraulic cement obtaining that need less fuel in the manufacturing process 
tend on the one band to reduce the CaCO^ content in the raw material mix and on the 
other hand, to the components formation at temperature below 145o°C. These were the 
reasons for the study of the compositional field of belitic sulphate aluminate 
clinker.

The laboratory researches proved izhe existance of cements of a 
mineralogical composition in a CgS - C^AF - (C^S + CS ) ternary diagram. Taking into 
account the laboratory results the clinker was manufactured in a pilot plant with a 
rotary kiln of 1,2 m.and L = 1? m.and an output of aprox.o,5 t/h.

The mineralogical composition of the obtained clinker was within these 
limits:

- p - bilcalcic silicate (, p - С23) : 45 -5o%
- tetracalcic sulphatealuminate (C^A^'S ) : 15-25%
- tetracalcic ferrialuminate (CZ(AF) 15-2o%

- calcium sulphate (OS) : lo-15%

For the SOj retention in clinker, the combustion was made in a highly 
oxidant air and the material temperature in the clinkerization zone was 125o°C.

The results of the determinations for the boundless calcium oxide shows 
that the clinkerization process determined the complete hound of the oxide up to 
values of o,o5-o,ll% free CaO.

The clinker X-ray analysis indicates the fonnation of four mineralogical 
constituents in the mineralogical composition (figure 1).

Figure 1

Diafractogram of belite 
sulphate aluminate clinker obtained 
in the pilot plant.

The optical microscope analysis made on these clinkers made evident a 
micro-crystallne structure with orystalized bicalcic silicate with dimensions of.
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5-5o  microns and tetraoalcic sulphatealuminate with dimensions of less than 5 microns 
having sometimes up to lo microns.

The ferrialuminate mass is placed in the connate spaces (figure 2 and 5).

Figure 2

Microphotos of belitic sulphate aluminate clinker obtained in the pilot 
plant.

The clinkers were ground at a fineness, measured by Blaine specific surface, 
of about 5ooo cm2/g, without gypsum or other additives, and the cements were tested 
on plastic mortars.

The results of the physical and mechanical tests for the obtained cements 
are presented in table 1.

TABLE 1
sseass
Speci
men 
no.

===®==s«s=sr.=s=ax=s:==a
Cement Setting 
curing (minutes) 
time Ini— -. , 
(days) tial Япа1
"77---------- 5——

Mechanical strengths on plastic mortars (N/mm2)

Compression73 übd 9od ШНЗ 2d ^7d——IBocT
5 5 7 5 9- - - - - - Io- - - - - - n- - - - - - 15- - - - - -IF

=s=""""**:2":=!-!I-1~-::=z=ss”"sss3ssssssassssssss=*,~---~*-—at—■

21 5,5 5,9 6,2 6,9 8,1 21,8 5o,5 4o,4 52,4 59,5
- 5,5 5,7 6,o - - 21,o 29,5 57,2 - -
35 5,8 5,0 6,9 8,1 - 25,1 54,7 ' 44,4 52,6 -
- 5,7 4,8 6,6 - - 25,0 54,6 42,8 - -

there These data show that from the bellte sulphate aluminate clinkers
sive 0 *De obtained cements of rapid setting and hardening with mechanical compres- 

a rength at 2 days of 21-25 N/mm2.and at 28 days of 4o-44 N/mm2.
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The mechanical strengths increase by 14% from 28 days to 9o days for 
bending traction and by 19% for compression.

The cement curing for 6o or even 9o days determines mechanical strengths 
reduction any other problems than average cements.

Belite sulphate aluminate clinker grinding aptitude was determined 
comparatively to an average Portland clinker on laboratory scale, in a counter mill 
in order to measure the electric power consumption.

Figure 4
Grinding aptitude of belite 
sulphate aluminate clinker 
compared to that of common 
Portland clinker.

The curves in figure 4 show that this type of clinker has a good clinker 
aptitude, so that the electric power consumption for the achievement of a 5000 cm2/g 
fineness is no higher than the one used for a 3ooo-32oo cm2/g fineness of average 
Portland cements.

The belite sulphate aluminate cement was tested on concretes and the 
most important conclusions (table 2) are the followings

- the concrete must be put in work in half an hour from the preparation, 
it can be used in the prefabricated industry.

- the B.200 concrete for the 315 kg.cement/m3 dosis for dmax » 31 mm.and 
for 355 Kg Cement/m3 dosis for max = 16 mm

- the B.25o concrete for the 35o kg.cement/m3 
for 385 kg.cement/m3 dosis for'd max.= 16 mm.

TABLE 2

dosis for dmax,= 31 mm.and for

------ ----------„ ______—äh lbh la__________ TH 553 
======-=______ -_______ 5 Zf 5 5 7 5 9------ 15 П-------12------ -

sssssssasBsssassssssascsssssssssss55

г „ =00 5 2360 - - - 9.» 13,5 16,3 23,5
5 550 200 5 255o 5,8 8,6 ll,o 12,8 l5,o 17,5 29,9

./.
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5. 16 355 22o 9 2310 3,o 4,3 4,7 5,9 7,6 8,6 23,4
4. 16 385 22o 8 2310 1,8 3,4 4,о 6,6 9,6 11,9 31,2

Taking into account that this clinker is obtained from a raw material mix 
with a CaC05 content of aprox.2o% smaller than average clinkers and with a clinkerization 
temperature of 2oo C lower, the theoretical heat consumption necessary for the belite 
sulphate aluminate clinkers was calculated. The obtained value is 3o3 Kcal/Kg clinker 
compared to 43o-45o Kcal/Kg.clinker for average Portland clinkers.

The low heat consumption, a good grinding aptitude and mechanical strengths 
at 28 Days of minimum 4o N/mm2 prove the advantages of this type of clinker.
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p
CONTRIBUTIONS TO CLINKER FORMING KINETICS .
CONTRIBUTIONS SUR LA CINETIQUE DE LA FORMATION DU CLINKER .

SUMkIaRY Tlle paper briefly deals with clinkering kinetics of the aluminous and 
portland clinkers specific mineralogical compounds.

Clinkering ability of the raw meals for white portland clinkers is shown.
It is also shown clinkering ability of the raw meals used for white 

aluminous refractory clinkers based on calcium monoaluminate and dialuminate.
Finally. clinkering ability of the raw meals based on slag coming from 

Ferrous Metallurgy Works Galati is described.

1 - CLINKERING KINETICS OF THE RAW MEALS

Clinkering kinetics of the raw meals for pure mineralogical compounds 
specific for the portland clinkers : 3CaO.SiO2;^2CaO.SiO2; ЗСаО.А!^; ACaO.Al^,. 
Fe20^ as well as for pure mineralogical compounds particular for aluminous refractory 
clinkers, such as: GaO.Al^j CaQ.aAl^; 12CaO.? Al^; SCaO.Al^ and CaO.6 Al203 
has been studied on ATD + aTG - MOM - HUNGARY apparata by our experts MIHAI VALERIAN, 
BUTUCESCU NICOLAE and STAMATE IRINA ( 2,3,4,5,13).

CC3S s x ^o = 2,8» p Г T(ft)7 where: T = burning
temperature Г °C]

t - burning time - fh]

cc2s = rfS = i-86« 11 L T (ft)7

therefore resulting that 3CaO.SiO2 meal basicity having a molar ratio of - 2.8 implies 
a more difficult, havier as compared to 2Ca0.SI02 meals with lower basicity, namely 
a molar ratio of 1.86.

Thus, as function of their basicity the raw meals having a high content of 
3CaO.SiO2 shall have more difficult clinkering depending upon molar ratios difference.

Д C = 2.8 - 1.86 = 0.94
In case of the aluminous refractory meals clinkering kinetics shall develop 

as function of molar ratios as follows:



B=«..,=b .„d D.also Ioatltuta to. Bind., and Asbe.10. Cmmt Ind„stö,Bo™„la

cc5a = = 1-6*i F/' T.(ft); where : T в burning temperature (°C)

CC12A7 в = 0.97 1 P Гт, (f.t.)7
t в time (hr.)

CCA = Гх ?o2 ” °*55i P /"T. (f.t)/

CGA2 = Н-Й5 = °-27$ F fl. (f.t)/

C0a6 e Ü~x"?o2 = 0*°91 $ 11 I. (f.t)7

resulting that low basicity meals (low CaO %) and high content of Al 0 ( maximum 
A12O5 %) shall have a maximum clinkering kinetics very difficult one and ocouring 
at high temperature; for instance CaO.6 Al^ shall be clinkerized in the are 
furnace at 182o°C; CA^ shall be clinkerized in the arc furnace at 1722°C; CA shall 
be clinkerized at 16oo°C during abt.6 hr; C-^a? shall be clinkerized at 14oo°C 
during abt.5 hr; C^A shall be clinkerized at 1395°C during abt.S hr, thus easier 
clinkering kinetics at lower temperature depends on higher and more difficult 
havier basicity at higher temperature depending on A1?O, % in the raw meal 
composition. d 3

Also, clinkering ability of the raw meals concerning aluminous and portland 
cements develops as per classical formulas 1-12 more usually being Blaise's 
formula 6 ’

AC в - ■ 600
Co + 2^ + 2C2 + 3C5 + 4C4 + 4C5 + 2C6

where Co, C^, C2, C^, 0^, C^, C6 stand for CaO % at looo°C, lloo°C, 12oo°C, 13oo°C, 
35o С, 14oo C and 1500 C or as simplified by the paper author ( 2,3,4,5,13)

AC a - 600
3C5 + 4C4 + 4C5 * 2C6

taking into account the fact that at about 13oo°C liquid phase begin to occur 

cli к Studies and research woik ashieved by the author (1,2,3,4,5,13) analyses 
n ering kinetics of the raw meals for pure mineralogical compounds, as well as 
raw meals for white and coloured aluminous and portland clinkers and the 

oilowing formulas have been stated« 

ACtötal 1 e

ACtotal 2 =

loop x n x C f

О

*' rn
------------ ------- J -------------; f (t) 

1000 X П X
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where I (°C) stands for the temperature at whinch specimen of free CaO have been 
sampled

C (%) - free CaO
n - number of specimen .
t (hours) - clinkering time

Figure no.l shows clinkering ability of the raw meals for white portland 
clinkers to be noted as the best ability that one of white clinker with pegmatite.

Figure no.2 indicates clinker ability of the raw meals for aluminous
clinkers noticeable being white aluminous clinkers,
CaO.Al„0-, (Al). 2 Э

such as: CaO.2 AlgOj and

Figure no.3 shows clinkering ability of the raw meals based on slag from 
GALATI out of which meals with very low content of JCaO.SiOg and very high content 
of ^CaO.SiOg may be stand out.

Figure /
CLINKERIZATION BEHAVIOUR os per BLAISE adopted for

White Cements by Dr.engMEnculescu

r-- 600 . Ci=fiodt
uc~3CiMCl,*4Cs<'2C6 a, =135CTC

O,=1«xrc
CoO X Сь^бОСГС

White clinker with pegmotite-cc=7 
White clinker with quartz — Сс=з 
White clinker with tuff — тм Сс=з,7 

White clinker with feldspar—пс Сс=з,7
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Figure 2

LABORATORY WHITE CEMENTS 
Variation of the clinkerization behaviour 

depending upon the temperature 
Formulae BLAISE and DrengMEnculescu

Ссх-ттбаа ,f(f)
ЗС\*^Сч*^С^2С% lv

1000n£c
AcT0T2=- ,f(fj

AcTOTi=-----S-tt— ,f(f)
1000 n^C 'u 

7500"

T- Temperature I Cl 
С-Free CaOl%] 
П — Nos of samples f —Timeltirl



Figure 3

CLINKERIZATION BEHAVIOUR
Formulae as per Dreng.
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L'ACTION DE L'EAU DE MER SUR UN CIMENT PORTLAND DE HAUTE RESISTANCE INITIELLE 
ET SUR UN CIMENT PORTLAND RESISTANCE AUX SULFATES: INFLUENCE DE L'ADDITION DE 
LAITIER, ETUDE DE LA CONCENTRATION IONIQUE .

P

1Introduction
Le mecanisme des reactions qui ont lieu lorsque 
le ciment portland hydrate, et surtout de ses 
melanges avec des additions naturelles ou artificiel- 
les, est soumis ä l'action de solutions agressives, 
est un des problemes complexes dans le champ de 
la Chimie Appliqquee. C'est dans le but de contribuer 
ä sa connaissance que nous avons developpe ce 
travail, qui fait partie d'un Projet de Recherche 
de l’IETcc ä long terme, aussi bien ä echelle 
de laboratoire qu’ä echelle reelle.
2. - Partie experimentale
2.1. Materiaux employes:
2.1.1. - Ciments: deux ciments portland industriels 
ont ete utilises (1’un de haute resistance initielle 
-ciment 1- et 1*autre, resistent aux sulfates 
-ciment 2-) dont la composition chimique et potentiell 
le calculee (Bogue), ainsi que la surface specifique, 
se trouvent dans le Tableau 1. La fig. 2 contient 
les DRX des phases cristallines correspondant aux alu 
minates des residus en acide salicylique-methanol 
de ces ciments.
2.1.2. - Laitier: Nous avons employ^ le laitier dont 
1*analyse chimique et le diagramme de rayons Xse trou 
vent dans le Tableau 1 et fig. 2, respectivement.
2.1.3. - Eau de mer artificielle: 1’eau de mer 
artificielle a ete prepar ее d' apres le point 6 de la 
norme ASTM D 1141-75. La teneur en ions, signalee 
par la suite, et le pH determine experimentalement, 
son les suivants: Ca(II) - 0,521 g/1; rig(II) = 
= 1,347 g/1; SO (II) - 2,928 g/1, C1(I) = 19,585 g/1 
et pH = 6,5.
2.2. - Preparation et conservation des eprouvettes de 
mortier (1:3): nous avons prepare les melanges sui
vants: ciment/laitier = 85/15, 65/35, 40/60 et 30/70 
(en poids), qui ont ete utilises pour preparer 
les differentes series d1eprouvettes de mortier (1:3) 
de 1 x 1 x 6 cm; la relation a/c a ete 0,6. Elies 
ont ete сигёез 1 jour en chambre humide, ä 20 + 1°C, 
avec une humidite relative superieure a 95% 
et, apres, sous eau douce pendant 21 jours; par la 
suite nous avons immerge 12 eprouvettes/l serie/ci
ment ou melange/l age en 800 ml d'eau douce filtre 
ou en eau de mer artificielle pendant 56, 90, 180 et 
360 jours.
2.3. - Preparation de la phase solide: la nouvelle pha 
ses solide formee dans 1’eau de mer artificielle 
ou les eprouvettes de mortier ont ete immergees 
a ete separee par filtration apres en avoir extrait 
les eprouvettes de mortier, et eile a Ste sechee 
au courant d*azote.
3. - Resultats obtenus
L*evolution des teneurs en Ca(II) et de Mg(II) 
dans la solution et la nouvelle phase solide on 
ete representees dans les fig. 3 a 9.
4. - Interpretation des resultats
4.1.-  Evolution de la teneur en Ca(II).
L'accroissement de Ca(II) en relation avec la 
teneur de cet ion dans 11 eau de mer artificielle 
ou ont ete immergees les eprouvettes de mortier 
(1,30 x 10-2 moles/litre), est du ä la dissolution 
d'une partie du Ca(OH) , dont la solubilite dans 11 eau 
ä 20°Cest 1.230 g/14> 1,€6 x 10“2 moles/litre, forme 
dans les eprouvettes de mortier comme consequence des 
reactions d'hydrataion des composants du clinker, 
d1apres la reaction (A):

h2o h2o
(A) Ca(0H)2.solide ^.rCa(0H)2.dissousl^rCa(II)+ 2OH(IX 

donnant lieu encore ä un accroissement des groupes 
0H(I) et ainsi de la valeur du pH, pouvant atteindre 
des valeurs plus grandes que 11,5 dans les solutions 
ou les eprouvettes en ciment ont ete immergees, 
a 10 pour les eprouvettes elabordes avec melanges 
ciment/laitier = 85/15 et 7,5 et inferieur a 9,5 
dans ceux correspondant aux series d'eprouvettes 
de mortier restante.
Les quantites de Ca (OH) dissoutes sont fonction 
de celles qui vont se former dans les reactions 
d'hydratation qui, ä leur tour, dependent des 
melanges ciment/laitier utilises dans la fabrication 
des diverses series d1eprouvettes de mortier; une par 
tie du Ca (OH) forme, reactionne avec le laitier 
donnant les composants de calcium correspondants, 
et une autre partie experimente, dans les eprouvettes, 
la reaction de carbonatation.
L'equilibre (A) est affecte,. en ce cas la, par 
la presence des ions dans I1eau de mer artificielle 
non communs, differents du Ca(II) d'une fa^on Specia
le, et ancore par 1'existance d'autre ions ou compo
sants qui donnent lieu ä des reactions de precipita
tion avec les ions Ca(II) ou avec les ions 0H(I) 
de l'equilibre (A) mentionne, comme il arrive dans les 
ions Mg(II), SO4(II) et avec le C02, qui forment;
(B) Ca(II)+ 20H(I) + CO Ca CO . solide + H O

H f)(0) Ca(II) + S04(II) Ca 80д . 2 . solide
(D) Mg(II) + 2 OH(I) Mg (0H)2 . solide 
qui produisent, dans un degre determine, la diminution 
des ions Ca(II) et 0H(I) dans la solution favorisant, 
se meme, la solubilite du Ca(0H)2 et la progression 
des reactions d'hydratation; phenomenes qui, ä leur 
tour, sont fonction du temps de conservation-attaque 
pour chaque melange comme on peut I'apprecier 
dans les fig. 3 et 5. Tous ces phenomenes agissent 
sur les quantit6s de Ca(OH) dissoutes dans ces 
systemes ciment/laitier-eau douce, (fig. 3 et 5).
Les quantites de Ca(II) Ca(OH) dissodt, qui se 
trouvent dans la solution et dans la nouvelle
phase solide, dans chqque cas, diminuent brusquement, 
ä mesure que la teneur de ciment dans le melange 
utilise pour elaborer les differentes series d' 
eprouvettes de mortier diminue (fig. 3 et 5).
Si, en plus du Ca(II) mentionne, on tient compte de ce- 
lui qui existe dans 1’eau de mer artificielle (1,04 x 
x 10-2 moles/800 ml) -c’est ä dire, le Ca(Il) 
present dans la phase liquide en plus de celui 
de la phase solide- il -apparait que pour chaque 
age dans le Systeme ciment 1/laitier-eau de mer 
artificielle et pour le premier age dans le Systeme 
2/laitier-eau de mer artificielle, ces quantites

unit les points correspondant 
des series d*eprouvettes faites 
sans addition de laitier, plus 
mer, en ordonnees, et celui 1 
ciment/laitier = 0/100

se trouvent alignees, pratiquement, sur 
droitqui 
dissout, 
1 et 2, 
1’eau de 
thSorique 
a pas de ciment en abscisses;

une ligne 
au Ca(II)o 

, en ciment 
. celui de 
du melange 

j/100, lorsqu’il n'y 
il s'agit par conse

quent d’un ph^nomene additif (fig. 4 et 6).
Les quantites totales de Ca(II) <> Ca (0H)2 dissout, 
pour chaque melange et pour tous les ages, pluS 
le Ca(II) de l'eau de mer des systemes estudies, 
se trouvent aux environnements repräsentäs dans 
la figure 7, ou son inclues les valeurs moyennes 
experimentales pour chaque melange et les valeurs 
calculees pour chaque mälange ä partir de 
valeur moyenne qui correspond au Systeme ^ar 
tial ciment (100%)-eau artificielle. Dans cette figur 
on peut observer que les quantites de Ca(II) sont i ,



tion de la quantite de ciment dans le melange employe 
pour elaborer les series d'eprouvettes de montier 
et qui, comme il a ete signale precedemment, repondent 
ä une fonction lineaire dont les points d'intersection 
aux axes des ordonnees et abcisses sont correspondan- 
tes ä la valeur moyenne experimentale du Systeme 
ciment (100%)-eau de men, et au melange ciment/laitier 
= 0/100 (il n'y a pas de ciment).
Pour les DRX, il a ete mis en evidence que dans les 
fractions enrichies (ciment hydrate-attaque) extraites 
des eprouvettes de mortier fabriquees avec ciment 
et avec les melanges ayant la plus petite teneur 
en lai tier (15%), immergees dans I'eau de mer, 
les pics du Ca (OH) existent, tandis que, dans 
les autres cas, ceux-ci n'ont pas ete detectes 
puisque, des la naissance, 1'hydroxide de calcium 
a partiellement reagi avec le laitier et avec le 
COg dlssout dans I'eau de mer pour donner les compo- 
sants de calcium correspondants dans 11eprouvettes; 
le Feste s'est dissout dans I'eau de mer.
Comme les quantites de Ca (OH) dissoutes -on tient 
compte de celui qui existe dans I'eau de mer artifi- 
cielle- repondent quantitativement aux contenus 
de ciment des melanges utilises (figure 7 et Tableau 2), 
nous considerons que ce phenomene est du a la progres
sion des reactions d'Hydratation qui ont fourni 
le Ca (0H)2 nScessaire pour que les reactions mention- 
nees aient lieu.

on

la 
en 

moles (dans 
trouve en quantitSs 
moles); le Mg(II)

de mer artificielle 
ou ont etS immergees

cristallin brucite dans 
ou se trouve le Mg(II) 

que 1,80 x IO-2 
le trouve en quantit6s plus

_ .q _e °>5 x 1O~ moles); le Mg(II) restant 
cite seln des epruvettes de mortier comme bru> u aoreR 1 I I..,__ , —

Une partie du Ca (OH) dissout a reagi, en milieu basi 
que fort, avec le C02 de I'eau de mer artificielle d'a 
pres l'equilibre (B) parce que le produit de solubili- 
e atteint (4,8 x 10 9 ) , precipitant Ca CO comme 

calcite et comme aragonite en accord avec les3 condi
tions du milieu, donnant lieu, en grand partie, 
a 13- formation de la nouvelle phase solide, etant 
onne que le Mg(II)_ha precipitS en quantites plus 

Po ites que 0,15 x 10 moles, ou il n'a pas precipite 
omme nous verrons -plus tarde. Les quantites de 

nouvelle phase solide sont fonction du temps 
e conservation-attaque pour chaque melange, et 

pour Un meme age, du melange utlisg dans la fabrica- 
i°n des series d'eprouvettes de mortier; en definiti- 
elles dependent, specialement, du degre de carbona- 

„a 1°n, ,de solution et, par consequent, de la 
n ite de Ca (OH)^ dissoute.

Evolution de la teneur en Mg(IT) 
ua teneur en Mg(II) de I'eau 
' >43 x io-2 moles/800 ml), 
l^t615?0Uvettes de mortier elaborees avec les ciments 
confer V aVSC les m61anSes Qui ont le plus petit 
avant U -de laltler (15%), pratiquement, a disparu 
tes .Precipits comme Mg (OH)2, et dans les eprouvet- 
ä la 6 Inor*:der dans la solution, donnant lieu 
1'araa n°avelle Phase solide, avec la calcite et 

gonite, comme il a et6 demontre par DRX,
^aojt*11-^ existant: dans I'eau de mer artificielle 
(A) d.’ a-PH>10, avec les ions 0H(I) de I'gquilibre 
Hg(OH) РГе3 13 reaction (D), qui precipite comme 
cette^e +CeQUe ^Mg(II)] Г0Н(1)]2>Рз (1,8 x 10~H); 
Dans 1 actlcon a en eile meme une diminution du pH.

S 1S°lutlons mentionges plus haut, qui ont 
10,5, cette reaction s'est produite, ayant 
le composant ’ ' —

i solide.

detecte' _

la nh 68 P1US Petites
Deft138® hhquide
Petites r- -
^Precipitg"../: _

- - apres l'equilibre (E):

(E) Mg(II)+Ca(0H)2.dissout Mg(OH) . solide+ Ca(II)
solution eprouvette eprouvette

dC-telle-Sort que pour chaque mol d'ions Mg(II) qui a 
precipite, un autre de Ca(II) passe ä la solution, le 
quel reagit avec les composants de laitier, ou 
bien se trouve dans la phase liquide ou dans la 
nouvelle phase solide. Au contralre, dans les 
solutions (eau de mer artificielle) ou ont ete immer
gees les gprouvettes de mortier fabriquees avec 
les melanges ciment/laitier = 65/35, 40/60 et 30/70 
(en poids) n'ont pas precipite dans la solution (dans 
la nouvelle phasS- solide il n'a pas et6 detecte) 
les conditions adequates n'y etant pas (pH <_ 10) 
et n'atteignant pas le Ps; cet ion se trouve dans 
la solution en quantites inferieures a 2,6 x 10~2 mo
les et supgrieures a 1,0 x IO"2 moles pour deux de ces 
melanges qui ont des contenus en laitier plus 
grands (60 et 70% en poids), le reste ayant precipite 
dans les eprouvettes de mortier, en des quantites tel 
les qu'elles dependent de la quantite de Ca(OH) en-~ 
gendrees dans les reactions d'Hydratation 2(fig. 
8 et 9).
4.3.-  Evolution des teneurs en Ca(II) et Mg(II)
Dans les figures 8 et 9 nous avons represente 
1'evolution des teneurs en ions Ca(II) et Mg(II) dans 
la solution [Ca(II) procedant du Ca (OH) dissout, 
plus Ca(II) de I'eau de mer] plus dans2la nouvelle 
phase solide, graphiques 1 et 3, en plus du Ca(II) 
dans-la solution plus dans la nouvelle phase solide 
procedant du Ca(0H)2 dissout, graphique 2, en fonction 
du melange ciment/laitier utilise pour 1'elaboration 
des series d'eprouvettes de mortier pour chaque perio 
de de conservation-attaque; dans ce figures on appre- 
cie que ces teneurs sont en relation intime de 
telle faqon que lorsque l'une diminue, 1'autre augmen
te et viceversa, existant un point de croisement dans 
les graphiques 2 et 3 qui correspond aux melanges 
ciment 1/laitier = 40/60 (pour deux ages) et 50/50 
(pour les autres deux ages) et ciment 2/laitier 
= 40/60 (pour les quatre ages), ou a lieu l'equilibre 
lonique Ca(II) ä la^ solution Mg(II) qui disparait 
de la solution, ou, pour chaque mol d'ions Ca(II) 
mis en Jeu, un autre d'ions Mg(II) disparait. Dans
le, cas des 6prouvettes fabriquees avec melanges
qui ont des quantites de laitier inferieures ä
60% les quantity de Ca(II) sont superieures a
celles de Mg(II), puisque durant 1'Hydratation 
une plus grande quantite de Ca(0H)2 se produit, restant 
libre en partie une plus grande quantite qui facilite 
la precipitation du Mg(II) et la dissolution du 
Ca (0H)2 ; par centre, dans les cas des eprouvettes 
fabriquees avec des melanges qui ont des quantites 
superieures de laltler (70%) le phenomene est inverse, 
у restant dans la solution et dans la nouvelle phase 
solide des teneurs plus grandes de Mg(II) que de 
Ca(II) parceque il n'y a pas les conditions pour 
que 16- ion Mg(II) precipite, n'existant pas une 
quantite d'ions 0H(I) süffisante, etant donne que 
la -quantite necessaire de Ca(OH) ne s'est pas 
genenee.Les faits mentionnes influent dans le degre de 
resistance chlmique des ciments.
4.4,-  Evolution de la teneur de SO (II) et de CL(I) 
Les teneurs d'ions S04(II) et de CI(I) dans 1' eau de 
mer artificielle, subissent une diminution que 
est en liaison intime avec les caracteristiques 
du ciment et du laitier, ainsi que le melange employe 
pour elaborer les differentes series d'eprouvettes 
de mortier et du temps de conservation-attaque 
qui influen sur la formation de composants ä base 
de sulfates (gypse secondaire et ettringite) et 
morti’errures (sel de Friedel) dans les eprouvettes de
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Tableau 1

1 .-analyse chlmique Ciments Laitier
(X. e.p.) 1 2

P.F................ . .. 0,4 1,1 0,4

. . 3.1 0,2 0,0

SiO2 .... .. 19.3 22,0 35.2

F=2°3 .. 3,9 4,1 0,7

ai2o3 .... . . 6,2 1 . ö 17,0

.. 61,1 67,9 37,3

MgO . .. . .. 1,5 0,5 6,3

S03 .... . . 4.1 2,3 0,0

ПП (II) .... .. nd r.d 0,8

CaO libre .. . . 1,0 1.8 -

nd = раз dos6

-Conposi 11 on potentielle (Bogue.)
34 ? 6c3s ....

... 25,7 6,1

С3л ... ... 9,9 0,0

... 12,0 ic, aC4af ...

j ,-Surface sp6cifiqLe (Elaine)

cm^/g ..... 5.313 3.553

FIGURE 2.- Laitiar. DRX

FIGURE 5
Ca(Il) dissout.Evolution total

l.-Ca(II) solution
Ca(II) solution 

2,.Ca(II) dissout 
3,-Xg(II) solution

ciment l/laltier
FIGURE 8

Ca(II) et Mg(Il). Evolution teneur

Mg(Il) phase solide
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COMPORTMENT D'UN CIMENT PORTLAND RESISTANT AUX SULFATES FACE A L'EAU DEIONISEE 
ET LES SOLUTIONS DE SULFATE DE SODIUM' ET DE SULFATE DE MAGNESIUM. P

1.- Introduction
Le comportement de mortiers et betons soumis a 
Inaction de differentes atnbiances agressives . a 
fait 1'objet de nombreux travaux comme consequence 
du grand nombre d'ouvrages construits dans ces 
milieux, ce sujet ayant preocupe non seulement 
d'un point de vue constructif mais encore scientifi- 
que pour connaitre les causes qui produisent 1" 
attaque chimique; c'est ainsi que, a 1'objet d'elargir 
la connaissance du mecanisme des reactions qui 
ont lieu lorsque les ciments portland hydrates et sur- 
tout de ses melanges avec des additions naturelles et 
artificielles, sont soumis ä 1'action de solutions a- 
gressives, ce travail, qui fait partie d'un Projet 
de Recherche ä long terme, a ete realise aussi 
bien a echelle de laboratoire comme ä echelle reelle.
Dans d'autres travaux presentes dans ce Congres 
nous etudions le comportement mecanique-resistant 
d un ciment (ciment 2), analogue ä celui qui fait 
1 objet de ce travail, lorsque diverses series 
d eprouvettes de mortier et de beton sont soumises 
ä 1 action de differentes solutions agressives(1), 
la variation de la concentration ionique de 1'eau 
de mer ou les eprouvettes de mortier fabriquees* 
avec deux ciments portland industriels (ciment 
1 et ciment 2) ont ete immergees, et des ses melanges 
avec laitier (2), 1'evolution des caracteristiques 
structurelies des composants cristallins de la 
fraction enrichie (ciment hydrate-attaque) extraite 
de 1 une des eprouvettes de mortier faites avec 
trois ciments (ciment 1, ciment 2 et ciment 3) 
et de ses melanges avec laitier, immergees en eau 
de mer artificielle, ainsi que de la phase solide 
formee dans cette eau de mer (3).

(2,1 g/1 de Na2S04), 
) = 1,42 g/K^l,48 x

nous avons utilise un ciment portland 
resistent aux sulphates (ciment 2), 
-1 espagnole, dont la composition chimique 

. v , ainsi que la surface 
se trouvent dans le Tableau 1. Dans 

----—$ DRX des phases cristal- 
aluminates du ciment 

salicy1ique-methanol.
nous avons utilise

2*“ Partie experimentale
Dans ce travail nous etudions le comportement d' un ci 
ment portland resistant aux sulphates lorsque les 
lits fabriques avec ce ciment, qui s'est hydrate 
et qui a ete conserve pendant 7 ou 28 Jours dans 
atmosphere etanche avec une humidite relative supe- 
rieure a 90% et une temperature de 21 + 2°C, sont 
soumis ä 1 action d'eau deionisee (systeme ciment 2 h^ 
f'ate-eau deionisee), d'une solution de sulfate de so

dium (systeme ciment 2 hydratS-solution de sulfate de 
sodium) et d une solution de sulfate de magnesium 
Systeme ciment 2 hydrate-solution de sulfate de 
^agnesium), determinant la variation de la concentra- 
lon d ions Ca (II) et 30д(И) dans les deux premiers 
systemes, et des ions Ca (II), Mg (II) et S04(II) dans 
e roisifeme systeme aussi bien dans les solutions 
comme dans le ciment hydrate du lit, 1'evolution 
u pH et de la conductivite de ces solutions, 

ainsi que les modifications structurelles experimen- 
ees раг Iе ciment hydrate du lit.

2-1.- Materiaux employes
2.1.1.-  Ciment: 
industriel if 
de fabrication UUIlb ±

Potentielle calculee (Bogue), se trouven;
fg. 1 sont indiques les 

anh^a correspondentes aux 
y re et du residu en acide

Solutions agressives:
S solutions suivantes:
«au deionisSe, 

avec°?U^iOn d® suffate de sodium 
ne concentration de S04(II

10 moles /litre, determinee experimentalement.
c. solution de sulfate de magnesium (2,76 g/1 de MgS04 
• 7 HgO), avec une concentration de SOqdl) = l,076g/l 
<>1,42 x IO-2 moles/litre et de Mg (II) = 0,272 g/1 
^>1,12 x 10~2 moles/litre, determinees experimentale
ment.
2.2.-  Preparation des lits de ciment hydrate: le 
ciment esc malaxe avec 1'eau de consistence, il 
est introduit en chambre humide (humidite relative 
>90%; t°C = 21 + 2°C) pendant 8 heures, de suite, on 
fait passer la pate par un tamis avec une ouverture de 
1,5 mm obtenant ainsi un granule de ciment, 
que Гоп introduit dans un tuyeau en plasti- 
q u e (0 = 3,5 cm; h = 16 cm), isolee de 
I'atmosphere avec 1'azote.
Les solutions qui se trouvent dans un 
reservoir nourrice, traversent 1e lit 
de ciment, recueillant diverses fractions, 
en fonction du temps (0,15 - 0,16 1/h),
ou Гоп a effectue les determinations 
analytiques mentlonnees.
3,- Resultats obtenus
Les" r#sultats obtenus ont ete representes 
dans les fig. 2 a 10, celles-ci ätant 
indues.

.Illi££EI£tati.on dgs_resultat-s
4.1.-  Evolution de. la teneur en Ca (II) 
dans le systeme ciment—eau deionisee et 
ciment-sol. de Na2 S04.
Dans ce travail il a ete mis en evidence que 
les quantltes de Ca (0H)2 extraites des deux systemes 
ciment-eau deionisee et ciment-solution de sulfate de 
soldium est une fonction exponentielle -Xfig. 2 
et 3), etant asymptote par rapport ä la '^uantite 
de solution qui traverse le lit, proces qui Influence 
la progression des reactions d'hydratation et la 
degradation des composants du ciment, comme on 
peut I'apprecier dans les DRX des figures 4 et 5.
Le Ca (II) qui apparait dans 1'eau deionisee et 
dans la solution de Na2 S04 qui ont traverse les lits 
de ciment hydrate et granule precede, fondamentale- 
ment, du Ca (OHlg forme pendant les reactions d'hydra
tation des composants de la fraction clinker du 
ciment (etant donne la solubilite des composants 
de calcium du ciment), en vertu de la reaction 
(A):
(A) Ca (0H)2. solide Ca (0H)2. dissoutCa (II) + 

+2 OH (I)
produisant un accroissement brusque du pH (il atteint 
des valeurs superieures ä 12 dans le cas de 1'eau 
et a 11,5 de la solution de Na2S04). La solubilite 
du Ca (0H)2 en eau est de 1,230 gl, ä 20°C, (4) ou de 
1,230 g/1 comme Ca0<>.1,625 g/1 comme Ca (0H)2 (5); 
les silicates de calcium hydrates sont peu solubles 
dans 1'eau, 50 mg/1 comme Ca 0 (6) (7) <>66 mg/1 
comme Ca (0H)2 ; 1'ettringite se dissout legerement, 
d'apres certains auteurs (8)(9) et eile est extreme- 
ment insoluble, d'apres les autres (10).
Les concentrations maximales de Ca (II) dans les 
solutions (2,1 x IO-2 moles/litre et 1,6 x 10~2 .mo
les/litre) (2,1 x 10-2 moles/litre et 1,93 x 10~2 mo
les/litre), ainsi que les valeurs du pH et de la conduc 
tivite, ont #t# obtenues lorsqu'elles ont traverse les 
lits 0,60 1 d'eau deionisäe pour le ciment hydrate 7 
jours et 0, 36 1 dans le cas du ciment hydrate 28 jours 
et 1,01 litres de la solution Na2 S04 pour le ciment
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hydrate 7 jours et 0,49 pour 28 jours,respectivement.
Dans les extractions suivantes elles decroissent 
exponentiellement pouvant etre plus petites que 
0,2 x IO-2 moles/litre dans le premier systems et 
0,4 x IO-2 moles/litre dans le second.
Les quantites de Ca (Il)OCa (0H)2 extraites des lits 
de ciment sont fonction du pouvoir dissolvant, 
de la solution et du volume qui a traverse les 
lits de ciment, d'une part, ainsi que du temps 
d'hydratation du ciment, de 1'autre, come on peut 
l'apprecier dans les DRX des figures 4 et 5 et 
dans le Tableau 2. Ainsi, ces quantites represeritent 
65,7% et 50,8% pour l'eau deionisee et 34,3% et 32,3% 
pour la solution de sulfate de sodium (lä on. doit te— 
nir compte de l'effet salin), selon qu'il s'agisse 
du ciment hydrate pendant 7 ou 28 jours, respective- 
ment; le reste, reste dans les eprouvettes de mortier 
sous forme de sels de calcium; tout le Ca (OH)^ a dis- 
paru (DRX des fig. 4 et 5). Tous ces phenomenes sont 
en rapport avec le degre d'hydratation et de carbona— 
tation du ciment, ainsi qu'avec la progression 
des reactions d'hydratation.
4.2,-  Evolution des teneurs en Ca (II) et Mg (II) 
dans le Systeme ciment-sol. de Mg S0^.
Dans le Systeme ciment-solution de sulfate de magne
sium se produit un ensemble de processus physico- 
chimiques qui donnent lieau ä la formation de compo- 
sants dans les lits de ciment (7 et 28 jours), 
d'une nouvelle phase solide dans la solution qui 
a traverse les lits, et ä la dissolution des autres.
Dans le lit de ciment il s'est forme brucite et 
gypse secondaire (prouve par DRX, fig. 6), la port
landite a disparu et les composants anhydrides 
du ciment ont diminue; et aussi, la quantite d ettrin
gite et de calcite a augments.
La solution qui a traverse les lits de ciment a 
experimente des modifications en ce qui concerne 
les teneurs en Ca (II), Mg (II) et SO д (II), ainsi 
que la valeur du pH et de la conductivite; ä leur 
sein, une nouvelle phase solide s'est formee, composes 
de brucite et de calcite (DRX de la fig. 7) oil 
elles ont precipite, ayant atteint les Ps correspon
dents.
Dans ces travaux il a ete mis en evidence que le 
Mg (II) de la solution (1,12 x 10-2moles/litre) dispa- 
rait totalement ou partiellement lorsqu'il traverse 
le lit de ciment hydrate, hayant precipite comme 
Mg (OH)2 sur place, totalement lorsque la concentra
tion de Ca (II) dans la solution, extraite du ciment, 
est^;l,12 x 10~2 moles/litre et le pH 5 11,5 et, par
tiellement, lorsque les deux caracterlstiques sont 
plus petites (fig. 8 et 9). Le precipite de Mg (OH)2 
dans le lit, produit une diminution de la porosite, 
arrivant parfois ä se colmater et empechant le passage 
de la solution (fig. 10); le precipite commence 
dans la zone superieure de la colonne du lit de 
ciment, raison pour laquelle la partie princlpale 
d'echange doit descendre ä mesure qu'une plus grande 
quantite de solution de Mg S04 s'ecoule.
La formation de brucite dans le lit de ciment ä lieu 
d'apres la reaction suivante:
(B) Ca (0H)2.s61ide^:Ca (0H)2.dissout^Ca(II)+20H(I)] +

' lit de^ciment

+ Mg (II)^± Mg (0H)2.solide + Ca (II) 
solution lit dJ^iment 

puisque Ps [Mg (0H)2] = l,8x 10-11 P’s [Ca(0H)2] = 
= 5,5 x 10_61 s'accomplissant d'autre part, 
[Mg (II)] [OH (I)J2 Ps (1,8 x IQ-H). En ce cas la, 
pour chaque mol d'ions Mg (II) qui disparait de la so
lution, 11 en apparait un autre de Ca (II).
Le Ca (0H)2 du lit de ciment hydrate, se dissout dans 
la solution de Mg S04, d'apres I'equllibre (A), arri - 
vant ä disparaitre (DRX de la fig. 6); dans les premie
res extractions, la teneur en Ca (II) Ca (0H>2 
dissout atteint sa valeur maximale aussi bien dans le 
lit de ciment hydrate 7 jours (2,8 x IO-2 moles/litre 
et 28 jours (2,38 x IO-2 moles/litre) lorsque 0,72 l et 
0,21 1,respectivement, ont coule; par la suite, il di- 
minue, atteignant les valeurs minimales (0,4 x IO-2 mo 
les/litre pour le premier lit, augmentant par la 
suite, et 0,08 x IO-2 moles/litre pour le deuxieme 
lit), les teneurs en Ca (II) suivent I'evolution 
representee dans les fig. 8 et 9, ой nous indiquons 
aussi, I'evolution des teneurs en Mg (II).
Dans ce Systeme on remarque que I'evolution de 
la teneur en Mg (II) dans les differentes extractions 
de la solution est intimement en rapport ä cells 
de Ca (II), de telle fapon que, lorsque I'elimination 
du Mg (II) dans la solution, par precipitation dans le 
lit de ciment comme Mg (OH) , est partielle, il у a 
[Ca (II)] + [Mg (II)] = cte (~ 1,12 x IO"2 moles/litre 
= concentration initielle de Mg (II) dans la solution) 
de telle faqon que pour chaque mol de Mg (II) qui 
disparait de la solution, un autre Ca (II) apparait, 
comme il a ete signale auparavant. Dans les points 
d'intersection des graphlques qui representent 
les tenuers en Ca (II) et Mg (II) (fig. 8 et 9), 
il у a [Ca (II)] = [Mg (II)] = 0,6 x IO-2 moles/litre; 
c'est ä dire, l'equiiibre (B) est atteint. Equilibre 
lie aux reactions d'hydratation du ciment et a 
la formation de Ca (0H)2 , qui se trouvent favorises 
par 1'elimination d'ions OH (I) et par la dissolution 
de la portlandite.
Les faits mentionnes prouvent que les quantites 
de Ca (II)<'>Ca (0H)2 extraites des lits de ciment 
dependent du temps d'hydratation du ciment et de 
1'lnfluence du cation Mg (II). Ainsi, dans le cas 
du lit de ciment hydrate pendant 7 jours, le preci
pite de Mg (0H)2 a colmate ce lit, dont 47% a ete 
extrait (Tableau 2), tandis que, dans le cas du lit de 
ciment hydrate pendant 28 jours, 24,6% en a cte 
estrait (Tableau 2) et 38,9% de Mg (II) s'est depose, 
ä cause de 1'influence de la precipitation de ce 
Mg (II) qui deplace l'equiiibre (В) vers la formation 
de brucite pour les raisons dont nous avons fait 
1'expose auparavant.
Dans la plüpart des extractions, des petites quantites 
de precipite sont apparues (de I'ordre de mg) qul' 
groupes, ont permis de determiner leur composition 
chimique et de les etudier par DRX (fig. 7), ayan 
identifie les pics des composants cristallins calcite 
et brucite, qui ont precipite ayant les conditions 
favorables pour attiendre les prodults de solubili e 
correspondents.
4.3.-  Evolution de la teneur en S04(II).
L'eau deionisee dissout, aussi, les sulfates presents 
dans le ciment, etant fonötion du degre d'hydratatio 
et formation de nouveaux composants; ainsi, dans 
le cas du lit de ciment hydratS pendant 7 Jour^[ 
41% des ces composants restent dans le ciment e 
53% dans le lit hydrate pendant 28 jours. L'extractio^ 
de ces composants diminue exponentiellement, c°m 
dans le cas de Ca (II), avec le passage de 1 e 
deionisSe.



Par contre, dans le cas de la solution de Na^SO^, 
lorsque les premieres quantices de cette solution s'e- 
coulent, la concentration de ions SO^(II) у diminue 
(ils sont retenus par le lit du ciment) mais, par 
la suite, cette concentration se maintient pratique- 
ment constants. En resume, des le commencement 
une partie de la concentration d'ions S04(II), en peti 
te quantitS et etant donne les caracteristiques 
structurelies du ciment, a ete retenue par le ciment 
hydrate du lit, fondamentalement, sous forme de 
Ca S04 . 2HjO, ayant Ca (II) -precedent duCa(0H)2-. Par 
contre, ayant atteint l'equilibre et n'existant pas de 
Ca (II) Ca (0H)2 , puisqu'il s'est dissout, la forma 
tion de ce composant et de l'ettringite s'arrete, 
la solution de Na2 S04 agissant comme dissolvant des 
composants du ciment.
Dans le Systeme ciment-solution de sulfate de magne
sium a lieu un proces analogue ä celui de la solution 
de sulfate de sodium (la teneur en S04(II) diminue dans 
la premiere extraction et n'experimente pas, par 
la suite, de variation); cependant, etant donne 
les caracteristiques de ce Systeme qui met en jer. 
des quantites plus grandes de Ca (II), d'apres I'equi- 
libre (B), les quantites d’ions SO (II), 
sont plus grandes (de 1'ordre de 10 - 12%, face 
a 6 - 7% par rapport ä la quantite totale mise 
en Jeu), ayant forme Ca S04 , 2H 2 0 et ettringite 
en petite quantite (fig. 6) en accord avec les 
caracteristiques du ciment.
La formation de Mg (OH) (pK = 11,5), la liberation 
de Ca (0H)2 (pK = 5,3), 1"avancement des reactions d' 
Hydratation et la regulation du pH ont favorise 
1 obtention de Ca^ S04 . 2 H2O (pK= 4,6) , qui reactionne 
avec les aluminates de calcium hydrate du ciment, 
produisant ettringite en petite quantite; phenomenes 
qui ont ete prouves par DRX, specialement dans 
le ciment du lit hydrate pendant 7 jours.
4.4,-  Evolution du pH et de la conductivite
Le pH des differentes fractions extraites de 1 
eau deionisee est gouverne par I'equilibre (A). Dans 
les premieres extractions un accroissement brusque 
se produit, pouvant atteindre des valeurs superieures 
a 12, qui restent pratiquement constantes dans 
une primiere etape; de suite, elles descendent 
(elles sont superieures a 9). L'evolution du pH 
est en accord avec la quantite de Ca (0Н)2 dissout, de 
a meme faqon que dans le Systeme ciment-dissolution 

de sulfate de sodium.
Le Systeme ciment - solution de sulfate de magnesium, 
negoit 1 influence, en outre des proces precedents, 
e la reaction de precipitation de Mg (OH) , qui main- 
i^nt le pH dans la zone comprise entre 10,6 et 10,7 ä 

Parti des premieres extractions, oü il se trouve ä en
viron 11,8.
Quant ä la conductivite, qui est fonction des ions 
Presents dans les solutions, eile est gouvernee, 
Pecialement, par I'equilibre (A), subissant une 
^ugmentation brusque dans les premieres extractions 

, par la suite, diminuant exponentiellement d'une fa 
dissQ11310^116 celle Чие subit la quantite de Ca (OH) 2 
f . U * Les valeurs de conductivite subissent 
Ca (nrtalement 14nfluence des ions OHtD et 
SO (TT^anS Iе prem^er Systeme et, en plus, les ions

( V Na dans le second et Jes ions 50^(11)
(II) dans le troisieme, jiont les conductivites 

loniques a PRon . -1 z . -1д d l, en ohm . cm . equiv. , son:он (I) = 198,0; aCa(n) = 59,5; = 80,0;

,TX=50,l et /1 „ /TT. = 53,1 (ä dilution infinie).Ha(I) Mg (II)
5. Conclusions
Premiere:
Le Ca (OH)2 present dans les lits de ciment hydrate, 
qui precedent des reactions d'hydratation du ciment, 
se dissout dans 1'eau deionisee qui traverse ces 
lits et en plus petit degre dans la solution de 
sufate de sodium; de meme, les composants ä base 
de sulfates et specialement 1'ettringite, se disolvent 
(partiellement) dans 1'eau deionisee.
Les quantites dissoutes, qui experimentent une 
diminution exponentielle en meme temps que le volume 
de la solution qui* traverse les lits augmente, 
sont fonction du temps d'hydratation—conservation 
du ciment des lits, des caracteristiques de la 
solution (sans ou avec ions, communs ou non et 
qui reactionnent avec d'autres ions) et du volume 
de la solution.
Deuxieme:
De meme, ce Ca (OH)^ se dissout dans la solution de 
sulfate de magnesium qui traverse les lits de ciment. 
La solution de 1'hydroxide mentionne est influencee 
par la presence de Mg (II) dans la solution, qui 
precipite comme brucite dans les lits, pouvant 
arriver ä le colmater dans des cas determines.
L'evolution de la teneur en Mg (II) dans la solution 
est en rapport etroit avec celle du Ca (II) dans 
cette solution et viceversa, de telle faqon que, 
lorsque la concentration de 1'un augmente, celle 
de 1'autre diminue. #
La teneur en Mg (II) dans la solution disparait 
totalement ou partiellement lorsqu'il traverse 
les lits de ciment; totalement lorsque [Ca (II) |
1,12 x 10~2 et pH >* 11,5. Lorsqu'il у a Mg (II) dans 

la solution, il у a [Ca (II) J +- [Mg (II)]- cte l,12x 
xl0”2 moles/litre = concentration initielle de Mg(II)]
Troisieme:
Les ions S04 (II) des solutions de Na2 S04 et MgS04 
sont retenues partiellement dans les lits de ciment, 
ou a lieu la formation de petites quantites de 
gypse secondaire et d'ettringite (plus grandes 
dans le cas de la solution MgS04); cette retention 
diminue en meme temps que le volume de la solution 
qui a traverse les lits augmente. en dependance, 
ä son tour, du temps de conservation du ciment.
Quatrieme:
La conductivite et le pH des solutions qui ont 
traverse les lits de ciment hydrate poursuivent 
leur evolution, analogue ä celle du Ca (0H)2 extrait, 
etant fonction, d'une faqon speciale, de la concentra
tion d'ions 0H(I) presents dans Les solutions mention— 
nees.
Cinquieme:
Les composants cristallins du ciment hydrate (ettrin
gite, portlandite et calcite) et de la fraction 
non hydratee du clinker, experimentent des changements 
considerables qui dependent de la solution (classe 
et volume) et du temps de conservation du ciment.
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Tableau 2 
Quantitä de Ca (II) dans les composants

Composants
Solutions

Eau 
deionisde •

Na2S04 Mg S04

Ciment (100,0)
Solution ( 0,0)

7 lours 28 JDUFE 7 Jours 28 Jours 7 Jours 28 Jours

30,0
65,7

46,2
50,8

57,1
34,3

67,7
32,3

52,9
47-l

73,8
24,6

Somme 100,0 95,7 97,0. 91,4 100,0 100,0 98,4

Tableau 1

I.- Analyse chimique %, e. p.
P.F........... !, 1 •
R.I........ . 0,2
Si 02 ....... 22,0
Fe_ ........ 4,12 3
Al„ 0o........ 1,82 3
Ca 0 ........ 67,9
Mg 0 ........ 0,5

S03 ....... 2,3
Ca 0 libre .... 1,8

2.- Composition potential (Bogue)
COS ........ 75,63
C^s ....... 6,12
C^A ....... 0,03
C4AF ....... 10,8

3.- Surface sp^cifique (Blaine)
2 ,cm /g ....... 3.553

Volume, 1.
FIGURE 3

Ciment 2 hydrate - sol. NagSQj:
Evolution de la teneur de Ca d '

Nous voudrons exprimer notre plus vivie reconaissance 
aux membres de I'EI "Durabilidad1’ del lETcc: Amalia 
Rodrlguez, Lucila Löpez, M8 Soledad Cid, Felipe Cante 
ro et Manuel Cantero pour I1aide pret6e dans les rea
lisation de ce travail.
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Volume, 1.
FIGURE 2

Ciment 2 hydrate - eau deionisde: Evolution de la teneur de Ca (II).
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7 j + eau 
deionisäe

28 j

28 j + eau 
deioniseSe

7 j

FIGURE 4
Clment 2 hydrate - eau deionls6e: 
-Ciment hydrate (7 et 28 j) 
-Ciment hydra.tS (7 + 28 j) + eau 
deionisee. DRX.

FIGURE 5
Ciment 2 hydratS - sol. Na2S04: 
-Ciment hydrat6 (7 et 28 j). DRX 
-Ciment hydratS (7 + 28 j) + sol.
Na SO . DRX.

Na2S04: 
j). DUX 
j) + sol.

MgS04. DRX.

FIGURE 6
Ciment 2 hydrate - sol. 
“Ciment hydrate (7 et 28 
-Ciment hydrate (7 et 28

Ciment 2 hydratä (7 j) - sol. rigS04 Ciment 2 hydrate (28 j) - sol. Mg S04 
Evolution des teneurs de Ca (II) et Evolution des teneurs de Ca (II) et 
de Ng (II). de Mg (II).

IT FIGURE 10j ? ; Ш ; ; "" 1
«Ййа.«.,,,... .. .1 ..... . . Ciment 2 (7 j) - sol. Mg SO . Vue du lit.
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CHARACTERIZATION AND POZZOLANIC PROPERTIES OF SEDIMENTARY OPALINE ROCKS P

INTRODUCTION
Among the present trends in the cement industry, the 
special mention is for the mixed cements.
This has led to the search for materials capable of 
being incorporated into cement and to the study of 
their suitability as active additions.
In Spain natural pozzolans and slag has been used for 
many years, and recently fly ash has come widely into 
use. However, the way between the source and its use 
is a basic economic factor which restricts the use 
of these materials whose cost must be very low. The 
discovery of the existence of sedimentary opaline 
rock in the west of the Iberian Peninsula has covered 
a geographical area where no other material is found 
that has pozzolanic properties. The present study is 
concerned with these opaline rocks and their use as 
active additions to cement.

CHARACTERIZATION OF OPALINE ROCKS
• These sedimentary levels appear on the old meteori- 
zed socle of the Central Spanish mountain system.
* Their origin is connected with an exogenic phenome
non linked to meteorization prodesses in a hot clima
te with alternating dry and humid seasons. The silica

FIG.l.- Typical Хчгау diffractpgran of en opaline rock 
0

Q: quartz; M: micas; K: kaolinite; Cr: opal C-T

FIG.2.- Typical TH abeorpticn spectnm of an opaline rock

4000 5500 1200 IOOO 800 600 400 ХЮ

set free by meteorization in the humid period concen
trates through evaporation in low-relief areas during 
the dry season and precipitates as the acidity de
creases .
* The mineral compounds commonly found in these mate
rials are quartz, opal-CT, opal-A, kaolinite and mi
cas. This composition was established by means of an 
X-ray diffraction analysis (Fig.l).

TABLE I

VALUE
(%)

aiMICAI. CCMXErnCN OF CPALÖE ROOS

Res.S A F C M N К T s DOI

MAXIMUM 90,7 15,9 3,7 0,32 0,46 0,17 1,70 0,32 0,09 7,7 89,9

mhumjm 74,1 5,2 1,0 0,16 0,23 0,03 0,07 0,11 0,03 2,0 83,0

MEAN 82,6 9,5 2,0 0,22 0,32 0,10 0,77 0,19 0,07 4,2 86,5

* By means of infrared absorption spectroscopy (Fig.2^ 
these minerals were confirmed and at 3697 and 3620 on 
the bands corresponding to stretching vibrations 0 
the -OH groups in kaolinite and micas were observed, 
while the band for water of hydration was found at 
3460 cm*1. Between 1200 and 900 cm" the Si-0 stret
ching vibrations take place that correspond both to 
the existing silica as well as the silicates. The dou 
ble band 798 and 778 cm- is characteristic for quarjz 
and overlaps with the opal absorption at 790 cm • 
The bending vibrations of the Si-O-Si group at 4 
cm-1 come from the opal and the dioctahedral minerals.
Sporadically, smaller quantities of other minerals 
were identified, among them alunite, viseite, bary 
ta,... (1) . (2).
* The most frequent, micromorphology of the polymor
phous silica, observed by means of a scanning electron 
microscope consists of sheets with serrated edges ds 
penetrate into each other (Fig.3a) or that form sP*ie 
rical compositions, lepispheres, in the empty space 
or hollows (Fig.3b). These crystalline forms cove 
the surfaces and walls of the pores (Fig.3c).
* The materials which were received in small blocks 
were ground, a process controlled by t^e Blaine lb 
specific surface value, around 4500 cm Zg.
* The chemical composition is shown in Table I, which
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gives the maximum, minimum and mean values for the 
whole range of samples. Chemical analysis was carried 
out by means of Inductively Coupled Plasma Spectrome
try, except the SOg content which was determined gra- 
vimetrically. The insoluble residue is obtained by HC1 
-NagCOj attack and later ignition at 975°C.

SAMPLE REACTION CAPACITY
It is the aim of this research to study the suitabili 
ty of these materials as pozzolanic products. Pozzola 
nie activity was evaluated by means of an accelerated 
test of opal/lime mortar, described earlier (3).

FTG.3.- SEN microstructure of opaline rocks

The mortar is prepared with 375 g of opal, 125 g of 
hydrated lime, 1500 g of graded standard sand and 250 
cc of water. From each sample, 6 prisms (40x40x160mm) 
were obtained. The specimens are cured in the moist 
closet at 21°C for 48 hours and at 50°C for 72 hours. 
Flexural and compressive results are given in Fig.4.
An absorption of water increase effect is therefore 
not observed in any of the samples which bears out 
the contents of other studies concerned with opaline 
rock, (4).

FIG.4.— Accelerated test

CONCLUSIONS
1. These deposits can be quite productive by using 
traditional quarry methods. The geotechnical condi
tions in the production areas are also favourables.
2. The mineralogical analysis has shown the various 
forms of silica besides stable form (quartz): the al
most amorphous opal-A and the disordered opal-CT.
3. The pozzolanic activity test provides a classifica 
tion of the different materials with regard to their 
reaction capacity:

* Samples ns. 1,2,4,9,10 and 12 — low activity.
* Samples ns. 3,5,6,7, 8 and 11 — good activity.

For these opaline rocks a higher water requirement 
is not necessary.
4. The pozzolanic behaviour of these materials is si
milar to that of other products used today as active 
additions to portland cement.
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INFILTRATION OF CHLORIDE UNDER CAPILLARY ACTION

In capillary absorption tests, we measured 
the penetration depth of a statistically 
defined liquid front as a function of time. 
This was accomplished with the help of ele£ 
trical conductivity and gamma absorption 
measurements. The absorption of water and 
a 4% NaCl solution was investigated on con
crete discs (200 x 200 x 35 mm) which were 
cut out of concrete walls (1000x1000x200mm), 
all at the same level. Two types of Port
land cement with differing C^A content (7% 
and 12% respectively) were employed. The 
cement content was 300 kg/m3 and the W/Z 
value 0.5. The concrete was mixed at two 
different temperatures (5°C and 20°C respec 
tively) and stored at 20°C/70% R.H. for 
three months prior to tests. The absorption 
tests were carried out under two different 
climatic conditions (5°C,85%RH and20°C, 70% 
R.H.) and covered a period of about 5 weeks 
for approx. 70mm capillary rise. The ori
ginal concrete surface against the formwork 
served as the absorption surface.

The capillary rise of the liquid front clo
sely followed the relationship h = k./t 
(t = time). In general, the coefficient к 
increases with rising temperatures, increa
sing capillary pore content and decreasing 
water content in the concrete. In contrast, 
increased air pore content results in lower 
к values. The observed values lie in the 
range of 3-7mm/h1'2. For the concrete with 
a cement of lower C3A content, the NaCl so
lution was absorbed noticeably more slowly 
than the water. At the same time, in the 
case of the NaCl solution, the blurring of 
the liquid front decreased with increasing 
capillary rise. For the concrete with a 
cement of greater C^A content however, the 
salt solution was usually as rapidly (or 
even more rapidly) absorbed as the pure wa
ter. The blurring showed no consistent 
trend.

The infiltration of chloride in concrete de 
pends on the surface distance. The total 
chloride content determined after comple
ting the test was higher for the cement ty
pe with greater C^A content. On the other 
hand, a higher capillary pore content was 
observed for the concrete types made at 
20°C with cement of greater C^A content. 
Thus, the к value for the absorption of the 
salt solution was also higher. It was inte 
resting to observe that for the concrete ma 
de at 20°C, the chloride content was propo- 
tional to the к value for surfacS distances 
of 0-10mm. This was true for both cement 
types. It also correlates with the practi
cal experience that a carbonation of the 
concrete surface (which results in a decrea 
sed к value) leads mostly to a lower chlori. 
de content. The total chloride content of 
the concrete made at 20°C was independent 
of the C,A content of the cement for surfa
ce distances of 30-40mm. It lay in the re
gion of 0.15% Cl (referred to cement^ mass) 
with an absorption temperature of 5°C and 
of,0.07% Cl with an absorption temperature ■ 
of’20°C.

The bound chloride, i.e. the difference 

between the chloride soluble in nitric acid 
and in cold water, yielded values clearly a
bove 0.4% Cl referred to cement mass (0.44 - 
-0.67). This applies to both cement types 
with surface distances of 0-10mm. Smaller 
values were found for the bound chloride in 
the range 0-10mm when the concrete was made 
at 5°. The influences of the absorption tem 
perature and C,A content of the cement were 
small. The concrete made at 5° yielded 
smaller capillary pore content than the one 
made at 20°C.

The relationship between the bound chlorid 
and the total chloride amounted to approx. 
0.4, independent of the cement type and the 
test parameters for surface distances of 
0-30mm.

After the salt had exerted its influence, ob 
servation with the SEM revealed the forma
tion of new crystals, some of them branched. 
With EDXRA the crystals showed increased 
chloride content compared to their surround
ings. Even NaCl crystals could be found.

We thank W. Studer (Swiss Federal Laborato
ries for Materials Testing and Research), P. 
Wagli and R. Wessicken (Swiss Federal Insti
tute of Technology) for their valued coopera 
tion. .

Branched crystals in concrete found after 
NaCl absorption

NaCl crystal in concrete



MODELING MATHEMATICALLY THE EFFECT OF CURING TEMPERATURE ON THE STRENGTH 
DEVELOPMENT OF CEMENTS. '

Introduction

The purpose of the research was the development 
and calibration of a mathematical cement model for 
the description of the effect of curing temperature 
on the hydration of various portland cements as re
flected by their strength developments. The term 
"model" implies the mathematical form of a simpli
fied, hypothetical cement from which many of the 
factors influencing the hydration and hardening of 
an actual cement are disregarded; the remaining few 
variables are combined in a form that can reproduce 
numerically one, specific cement property which is 
the compressive strength in this case.

The model presented here considers the hydra
tions of the C3S and C2S as first order reactions in 
which the C3A acts as a catalyst.

The investigation included the development of 
formulas for numerical estimation of several charac
teristics of the kinetics of hydration. These are, 
as follows:

age of concrete when the hardening begins;
age when the diffusion control of the hydration 

starts; and
final strength potential of concrete, that is, 

the strength after very long proper curing;

for portland cements of various types and various 
curing temperatures. This investigation is the con
tinuation of the work on the "exponential cement 
model" that was presented at the б1-*1 and yi'11 Inter
national Congresses on the Chemistry of the 
Cements. (1)(2)

Origin of the Model

The exponential cement model, probably the 
first non-linear cement model for the representation 
of hardening, is much simplier than most of the 
linear models. It was Introduced In 1967 (3). 
The original mathematical form of this model provides 
a relationship between the strength developing capa
bility of a portland cement under curing at constant 
standard temperature (22°C) and its simplified com
pound composition, as followTs:

f = f ct l28
1 - C3e alt - (1 - C3)e-a2t

1 - C3"28al - (1 - C3)e"28a2 1)

where

ct = strength of portland cement paste, mortar, 
or concrete at the age of t, cured at 
constant standard temperature, MPa

^28 = 28-day strength at the same mixture, MPa 
t == age of the specimen at testing, days, 
C3 = computed C3S content of the portland 

cement, percent/100,
al an^ ~ rates of hardening of the C3S and the
2 other component which are independent of

the strength, age, and C3S content, but 
may be a function of the C3A content, and 
any other factor that influences the
course of hydration (fineness, gypsum con
tent, admixtures, water-cement ratio, tem
perature, curing and testing methods, 
etc.), 1/day.

This equation was obtained from the following con
ditions:

(a) The model consists only of two hardening 
components; the first component is the C3S, the 
second component is a mixture of the other cement in
gredients, mainly C2S.

(b) These two components hydrate simultaneously 
as first order reactions with differing rates but 
without any interaction with each other.

(c) The kinetics of hardening is controlled only
by the rates of chemical reactions between the two 
cement compounds and water. .

(d) The final strength developed by C3S is the 
same as the final strength of the second component.

The proportionality factors, which are the a 
parameters in Equation 1), represent the specific 
rates of hardening, that is, (the rate of hardening)/ 
(remaining strength at a given age). The squares of 
these parameters represent specific decelerations of 
hardening. The more intensive the early hardening 
process, the greater is the value of ai; and the 
longer and larger is the hardening after 28 days; the 
smaller becomes the value of a2 up to a certain limit. 
In other words, (Eq. 1) describes the strength de
velopment when the chemical reactions control the 

• hydration process without any consideration of the 
diffusion process.

The extension of this model to various constant 
curing temperatures is based on the recognition that 
the exponential cement model represents the hardening 
from the viewpoint of chemical kinetics as the sum of 
two different first-order reactions. Since experi
mental data have supported this with standard curing 
temperature (l)-(4), the logical working hypothesis 
is that compressive strengths of concretes cured at a 
constant temperature other than the standard will 
also be reproducible by the extension of this model. 
This paper presents a justification of this hypothe
sis by introducing the extended form and comparing 
its predicted values to experimental strength re
sults.

Description of the New Model

Although the new model is based on the earlier 
published exponential cement models, it has two im
portant novel properties: (a) it is extended to in
clude the strength development produced during the 
period when the diffusion process controls the hydra
tion rather than the rate of chemical reactions; and 
(b) it is extended to strengths of mixtures that were 
cured at constant temperature other than the standard 
22eC. These two extensions are discussed below.

The strength development of a cement paste, 
mortar, or concrete can be divided into two consecu
tive stages from the point of view of kinetics of 
hydration: (a) the first stage is when the rate of 
strength development is controlled by the rates of 
chemical reactions between the cement compounds and 
water, followed by (b) the second stage, that is the 
strength development controlled by the speed of dif
fusion of the aqueous phase in the hardened cement 
paste to the unhydrated portion of the cement. The 
dividing point of time between the two stages is 
marked as tj. In other words, the first stage of the



strength development, fct> takes place from the time 
of beginning of hardening, ts, up to t^, whereas the 
second stage strength, fdt> develops after the begin
ning of the diffusipn control, tj. Figure 1 shows 
that the total strength of the concrete, f^, during 
the first stage -is equal to fct> whereas the total 
strength of the’concrete in the second stage is equal 
to the sum of fct at the age of t^, which is fctd* 
and fjt. The importance of distinguishing between 
the two stages is that the strengths in the first 
stage are highly sensitive to the curing temperature, 
whereas those in the second stage are not.

The new cement model recognizes quantitatively 
these two stages of strength development. In addi
tion, several other factors are included in the mod
el as variables that influence the kinetics of 
strength development. These are: compound composi
tion and fineness of the cement; age; and curing tem
perature.

The mathematical form of this new cement model 
is as follows:

1. During the first stage of hydration, when 
the strength development is controlled by the rate 
of chemical reactions, that is when t < tj:
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Figure 1. Strength development of concrete with Type 
I cement cured at 32°C. Points: experimental data; 
continuous lines: calculated from Eq. 2); cross
hatched line: calculated from Eq. 7).

1 - C3 exp (-ai(t - tg)(S/3000)) - (1 - C3) exp (-a2<t - tg)(S/3000)) 

£ct = fof28 1 - C3 exp (-аг;28 - tg)(S/3000)) - (1 - C3) exp (-a2<28 - tg)(S/3000))

where

f = relative final strength of the cement paste, mortar or concrete, that is, strength after a very long 
proper curing, percent/100 of the 28-day strength,

ts= age when the hardening process starts, days, 
td= age when the speed of diffusion takes over the control of strength development, days 
S = Blaine specific surface of the cement, cm2/g.

The other symbols are identical with the symbols of Eq. 1).

2. During the second stage of hardening, when 
the strength development is controlled by the speed 
of diffusion, that is when t > t^:

1 - C. exp (-a,(t, - t )(S/3000)) - (1 - C ) exp (-a (t - t )(S/3000)) 
f = f f ---- 2— -----—S---- §--------------------2---------f—S---- 5-----------  + f 3)
t ° 28 1 - C3 exp (-a1(28 - tg)(S/3000)) - (1 - cp exp (-a2<28 - tg)(S/3000))

where

fdt e strength developed after the age of t^ by 
diffusion, MPa,

The other symbols are identical with the symbols of 
Eqs. 1) and 2),

Using appropriate aj and 32 values, strengths 
can be calculated from these equations for various 
cement types at various ages for different but con
stant curing temperatures. These calculated values 
were compared to pertinent experimental concrete 
strengths.

Experimentally Obtained Strengths

The experimental data were taken from a paper 
by Klieger. (5) Accordingly, ASTM Types I, II and 
III portland cements were used to make concrete for 
the determination of their compressive strengths. 

Two cements were used for each type. The chemical 
and physical characteristics of the cements are pre
sented in Table 1. The nominal cement content of the 
concretes was 310 kg/m\ the air content was between 
4 and 57=» and the water content was adjusted for each 
mixture to produce 5 to 10 cm slump. The concretes 
were mixed and placed at temperatures of 4.44, 12.78, 
22.78, 32.22, 40.5 and 48.86°C. Specimens were pre
pared for testing at ages of 1, 3, 7 and 28 days, 3 
months and 1 year.

For specimens that were broken at the age of 28 t 
days or earlier, all concretes were cured continuous У 
moist at the mixing and placing temperature until 
testing the strength. After the initial 28 days, te 
specimens remaining for tests at 3 months and 1 Уе^ 
were cured further continuously moist but at 22.78 
until breaking. The compressive strength tests were 
performed on beam ends remaining from flexural tests 
as 15-cm modified cube tests.



TABLE 1 - PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENTS (5)

Cement
ASTM 
type

Fineness 
Specific 
Surface

Blaine 
cm2/g

Normal 
consist
ency

7.

Time of Setting 
Vicat .

hr. & min.

Alkalies, % Calculated Compound Composition %

Na20 KjO
Total 
as 
Na20 c3s c2s C3A C4AF CaS04

Free
CaOInitial Final

22.78°C and below

I 3310 25.0 4:00 6:55 0.22 0.67 0.66 42.5 28.8 11.3 8.0 3.61 0.90
III 4840 29.0 1:45 4:00 0.19 0.42 0.47 58.2 13.1 10.3 8.0 4.47 1.71
II 3910 25.0 5:05 8:45 0.14 0.21 0.28 33.-9 

_______
40.7 6.1 10.2 2.98 1.22

22.78° and above

I 3120 24.5 3:00 — 0.23 0.63 0.64 41.8 29.4 10.9 8.4 3.66 1.07
III 4730 28.5 2:00 4:00 0.18 0.47 0.49 53.8 17.1 11.5 8.1 4.65 1.08
II 3880 24.0 3:30 5:00 0.20 0.47 0.51 39.1 34.4 7.2 10.4 3.04 0.84

Further details concerning the concrete and 
tests can be found in Kliegerfs original paper. (5)

After a stepwise optimization of Eqs. 2) and 3), 
the compressive strength values calculated by the ce
ment model at ages from 1 day through 1 year for con
cretes cured at seven different temperatures are pre
sented in Table 2 for Type I portland cement. For 
the sake of comparison, the experimentally obtained 
data by Klieger are also presented. It can be seen 
that the goodness of fit is quite good between the 
calculated and experimental strength. The compres
sive strengths developed by Type II and III ce mts 
are not presented here due to space restrictions, 
but the obtained goodness of fit is good also for 
these cements.

Characteristics of the Kinetics of Hydration

In addition to the good fit to experimental 
strengths (Table 2), the model provided specific 
formulas for several characteristics of the kinetics 
of hydration of portland cements as a function of 
curing temperature and cement type. For Type I ce
ments used by Klieger these formulas are, as follows:

Beginning of the hardening:

215= —-------у -0,10 in days 4)(t° + 10)2

Beginning of the diffusion control:

t = 17fl v in“0’01923t . , -x’’d izu x 10 in days 5)

Compressive strength developed during the diffu
sion control:

fdt = 960 log(t/td) in psi 6)

= 6.62 log (t/td) in MPa 7)

Final relative compressive strength:

fo = ~33 x 10“6(t° - 29)3 + 1.00 in Z/100 8) 

where t° is the constant curing temperature in °C. 
The other symbols are identical with the symbols of 
Eqs. 2) and 3).

Table 2 contains illustrative values of Eqs. 4), 
5), and 8) for several temperatures. Similar, al
though not Identical formulas were obtained for ce
ments of Types II and III. These are not presented 
here; nevertheless they are discussed below.

Interpretation of the Formulas

The above-presented equations for the kinetics 
of Type I cement as well as the similar equations for 
Type II and III cements indicate the following:

1. The starting time of hardening, ts, is de
creasing quite rapidly with an Increase in the curing 
temperature. tg roughly coincides with the time
of initial setting of the cement paste. Thus, all 
the factors that influence the time of setting (fine
ness, C3A content, SO3 content, etc.) also Influence 
the value of tg. Note that when the curing tempera
ture is -10oC or less, the hardening does not start. 
The value of ts affects primarily the very early 
strengths.

2. The time of transition, tj from chemical re
action control to diffusion control of the hardening 
shortens with increasing curing temperatures, but it 
is also controlled, negatively, with the rate of 
hardening, that is C3S content, fineness, etc. of the 
cement. Similar tendency appears with the strength 
development of the various cements during the diffu
sion-controlled period; that is, the higher the rate 
of hardening, the smaller the strength increase. 
Note that the diffusion-controlled strength develop
ment, fd is far the less sensitive to the tempera
ture of curing than the chemical reaction-controlled 
strength development. The tj and fjt values affect 
the strength at later ages.

3. fo and the other factors are functions not 
only of the curing temperature but also of the cement 
type. For instance, fo is highest for Type II cement 
and lowest for Type III cement indicating the inverse 
effect of C3S and C3A contents on the final strength 
which has also been demonstrated experimentally. (6) 
When the curing temperature is close to 29°C, the



Cement: Type I
TABLE 2 - CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL STRENGTHS OBTAINED AT VARIOUS CURING TEMPERATURES

Curing 
temp 
°G

Source 
of 

strength

al
1/d

a2 
1/d

td 
day

^ctd
MPa

fo 1 
%/100

Compressive Strength, MPa

1 3 7 iJ 28 
lay

■ 90 365

4.44 Calc. 0.08 0.014 98.6 55.03 1.49 0.20 5.61 14.36 36.73 53.88 58.85
Exp. ’ ■ 0.56 5.11 14.98 36.26 49.84 54.11

' 12.78 Calc. 0.20 0.060 68.1 48.00 1.14 4.12 13.71 25.77 43.83 48.81 52.90
Exp. 4.06 13.51 26.25 43.75 52.85 55.93

22.78 Calc. 0.48 0.11 43.8 92.56 1.00 9.42 21.52 31.59 41.85 44.67 48.75
Exp. 9.87 21.84 31.43 42.35 44.52 50.33

22.78 Calc. 0.41 0.13 43.8 38.32 1.00 7.67 18.63 28.75 37.87 40.42 44.51
Exp. 8.05 18ч20 28.42 38.08 42.0 45.15

32.22 Calc. 0.7 0.12 28.8 37.43 0.99 10.65 20.96 28.67 37.37 40.75 44.84
Exp. . 10.43 21.63 29.12 36.68 39.9 43.68

40.56 Calc. 0.95 0.13 19.9 34.72 0.95 12.27 21.38 27.98 35.71 39.12 43.20
Exp. 12.95 22.40 26.95 33.04 36.75 41.02

48.86 Calc. 3.0 0.20 13.8 27.31 0.74 14.53 19.50 24.44 29.38 32.79 3-6.87
Exp. 14.28 19.88 24.08 28.77 33.11 37.24 -

final strength developed by Type II cement is about 
10% higher than that of Types I and III. The fo e- 
quatioijs also show that the final strengths are in
creasing (or decreasing) faster than linearly as the 
curing temperature is decreasing (or increasing) from 
29°C.

Note that Carino and Lew also reported that the 
value of fQ decreases with increasing curing tempera
tures, but they recommended a linear relationship for 
this function Instead of the cubic form of Eqs. 7) 
and 8). (7)

The value of fQ affects primarily the strength 
at later ages.

Eqs. 5) through 8) are approximations with re
stricted limits of validity. The restrictions origi
nate from the intentional simplification of the for
mulas. For instance, the actual fo value does not 
increase indefinitely as the cubic function of Eq. 8) 
Indicates but rather levels off around 0°C as well as 
above 60°C temperatures, respectively. Such curve, 
however, would require a much more complicated math
ematical form. The ts values as represented by Eq. 
4) also change with the temperature more rapidly 
than the actual values. Nevertheless, all these 
formulas seem to be useful tools between 0 and 50°C 
for the estimation of several characteristics of the 
kinetics of hardening numerically that we could do 
only in in qualitative terms up to now.

As far as this writer can tell, formulas similar 
to Eqs. 5) through 8) have not been published. 
Nevertheless, the primary importance of these formu
las is not so much the actual numbers they provide 
because these are valid strictly speaking only for 
the cements used by Klleger in his experiments. It 
seems mote Important that they show the general ap
proach for the establishment of similar formulas for 
other cements and, with further research, for the 

determination of how thi. cement characteristics in
fluence the tjj, fo, etc. values, that is the kinetics 
of hardening, under various curing conditions.

Conclusions

The new cement model represented by Eqs. 2) and 
3) can reproduce the strength development of portland 
cements of Types I, II and III cured at dlfferring 
temperatures quite well as demonstrated by the data 
in Table 2. In addition, the optimization and cali
bration processes of this model provided formulas for 
the numerical estimations of several characteristics 
of the kinetics of hydration as shown by Eqs. 4) 
through 8).
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PHYSICO-CHEMICAL, MICROSTRUCTURAL, AND MICROMECHANICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS OF SULFOALUMINATE-TYPE EXPANSIVE CEMENTS 
RECHERCHE^ PHYSICÖ-CHIMIQUE, MICROSTRUCTURALE, ETMICROMECANIQUE 
SÜR UN CIMENT EXPANSIF DU TYPE-SULFOALUMINATE

INTRODUCTION
Portland cement is one of the most widely used materials 
in the construction industry. One of its disadvantages, 
however, is its inherent characteristic to shrink upon 
drying and, owing to its low tensile strength, to crack. 
Upon cracking, concrete becomes more permeable and 
allows, with greater ease, the ingress of harmful 
chemicals to its interior which may lead to loss of 
strength and ultimate deterioration. This imposes 
unnecessary maintenance and rehabilitation costs, and 
becomes a major concern in an industry that accounts for 
more than 250 billion dollars on GNP per year in the 
United States.
In response to this concern, expansive cements, in the 
form of shrinkage-compensating cement, have been 
developed and used in the field for several decades. 
When mixed with water, expansive cements expand and 
create tensile stresses in the reinforcing steels and, 
therefore, compressive stresses in the concrete. The 
idea is that upon shrinkage, concrete will simply 
release some, preferably not all, of its compressive 
stress, thereby preventing any tension from building up 
and thus avoiding the formation of cracks.
TYPES
The three types of sulfoaluminate-type expansive cements 
that have been studied in the United States are 
differentiated by their supplementary alumina-bearing 
phases. For example, Type К expansive cement is 
characterized by C4A3S. Type К expansive cement is 
usually produced by intergrinding ordinary portland 
cement clinker, expansive clinker (containing C4A3S), 
and calcium sulfate (anhydrite or gypsum).
Similarly Type M is characterized by CA+C^^* Type S 
has no supplementary alumina-bearing phase, but is 
characterized by a high percentage of C3A.
Expansive cements can also be based on the positive 
volume change associated with the hydration of an oxide 
such as CaO or MgO. Commercial expansive cements based 
on CaO ("free lime") exist; cements based on MgO have 
been studied.

regarded as producing a ’crystallization pressure’, and, 
hence, the expansive force.
THE SWELLING THEORY (12-15)
According to the Swelling Theory, expansion occurs 
because of wetting of the ettringite particles that are 
of colloidal size. These particles have been referred 
to as gel. This gel has a large surface area, and like 
CSH gel, takes up water to produce overall expansion by 
swelling. The formation cf this gel occurs by a 
through-solution mechanism due to the reaction between 
the expansive particles and the surrounding solution. 
Moreover, if calcium and hydroxyl ions exist.in the 
solution, ettringite particles will be colloidal in 
size; but if such ions are absent, ettringite particles 
will be larger in size. It is only in the former case 
that expansion can occur. This school of thought, 
unlike the first, does not consider the size of the 
expanding particles to be important. Instead, it
stresses that it is the existence of calcium ions which 
affects the size of ettringite crystals and, therefore, 
the rate and magnitude of expansion.
On the other hand, in order to explain excess expansion 
observed in an expansion study, it was suggested that 
water adsorption and interparticle repulsion in 
ettringite formation (due to high Zeta potential values) 
act concurrently and significantly with crystal growth 
thrust during expansion (16).
The above theories of expansion have been discussed in 
detail in references (17-19).
DISCUSSION OF THE THEORIES
In discussing the review paper (17), B. Mather (18) 
suggested that the observed increase in dimensions of 
expansive cements cannot be explained either as crystal 
growth (first school) or swelling of ettringite (second 
school). He stated that the crystal size or degree of 
crystallinity of the ettringite is irrelevant and that 
expansion needs no explanation other than the increase 
in . volume upon C3A or C4A3S to ettringite 
transformation. In the reply to Mather’s discussion 
(19), based on the equations below:

HYDRATION
When water is added to expansive cement, a complex 
reaction takes place. The silicate phases (C3S and C2S) 
react with water to produce calcium silicate hydrates (CSH) 
gel and calcium hydroxide. CSH gel contributes to the 
strength of the cement. The stoichiometric equations 
can be generalized as follows:
2C2S + 3H —*- Сз52Н2 + CH ....(1)
2C3S + 5H —► C3S2H2 + 3CH ...(2)
Trisulfate hydrate (C6AS3H32) commonly referred to as 
ettringite is the principle phase in the C-A-S-H system 
that contributes to expansion in sulfoaluminate-type 
expansive cements. In Types S, K, and M expansive 
cements, ettringite is assumed to form as follows:
TYPE S-C3A + 3CSH2 + 26H —*- c6as3h32 ...(3)
TYPE k-c4a3s + 3CSH2 + 6CH + 74H 3c6AS3H32 . • (4)

(CA + 3CSH2 + 2CH + 20H CgAS3H33 . (5)
TYPE M<(C12A7 + 21CSH2 + 9CH + 173H — 7C6AS3H32 . • (6)
The product ettringite (C$AS3H32) has a density of 1.73 
g/cm3 and contains six units of CaO, one of A12O3, three 
of SO3, and thirty-two of water. It occurs as hexagonal 
columns or needles in which the water of crystallization 
is contained in channels parallel to the c-axis (1). 
The stoichiometric reactions 1-6 are ideal and the exact 
reaction equations have not yet been determined.

THEORIES OF EXPANSION

There are two major schools of thought concerning the 
expansion mechanism: the Crystal Growth. Theory and the 
Swelling Theory.
THE CRYSTAL GROWTH THEORY (1-11)
According to the Crystal Growth Theory, expansion 
is caused by the growth of ettringite crystals from the 
surfaces of the expansive particles (topochemical 
reaction mechanism) or from the solution (through- 
solution reaction mechanism). The growth of these 
crystals, commonly referred to as crystal growth, is 

V = N . A . L.............. (7)
dV - NA.dL + LA.dN + LN.dA ... (8)
it was claimed that expansion based on volume change 
depends on the crystallinity of ettringite (the second 
term, LA.dN) and thus any explanation of the mechanism 
of expansion should be based on either or both schools 
of thought. In equation (7) the parameters V and N are 
total volume and total number of ettringite crystals 
produced, and A and L are cross-sectional area and 
length of a single ettringite crystal. Equation 8 
represents the total differential of equation 7. 
Although expansion by water adsorption has not been 
ruled out (19), it is believed that its contribution to 
expansion is insignificant because of the low surface 
area of ettringite -approximately 8,000-19,000 m /kg 
depending on lime concentration (16).

OBJECTIVES
A fundamental requirement in the successful use and 
application of expansive cement is the clea* 
understanding of the mechanism of the expansion proces 
and development. This fact has been recognized for som 
time. Research activities at elucidating the expansion 
mechanism have been significant and achievements mao 
are encouraging. With all the extensive work done, 
however, there still is a lack of general consensus 
regarding the mechanism of expansion including 
kinetics and morphology of ettringite formation.
The purpose of this paper is to present results of an 
investigation aimed at assessing the, mechanism 
expansion. The results presented herein are based 
the physico-chemical, microstructural, t-vna
micromechanical studies of the sulfoaluminate- УР 
expanzive cements.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
The experimental work included studies of sulfate 
solubility, microstructure (scanning electron 
microscopy-SEM), strength, expansion, and shrinkage 
characteristics.
MATERIALS
The materials used were portland cement p.c. S3210, Typ®
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К expansive clinkers ECL-103 and TXI-4C, pure C4A3S, 
pure C3A, natural gypsum G-l, and a reagent grades 
gypsum and calcium hydroxide. The physico-chemical 
characteristics are listed in Table 1.

Estimated value

Oxides p.c. 
S3210 

wt.%

Expansive 
ECL-103 
wt. %

Clinker
TXI-4C 
wt. % wt?% wt. %

Natural 

wt. %

S 1 Ол 21.66 14.7 20.42 1.92
ai2o3 4.6 5.9 10.32 49.41 37.07 0.12
Fe2O3 3.96 1.9 2.79 0.38 0.02 0.48
CaO 64.81 62.6 57.24 37.58 61.48 31.97
MgO 1.35 3.5 0.67 0.37
so3 2.4 8.7 5.1 11.9 46.12
Na20 0.2 0.23 0.25
K2o 0.24 0.75 0.74
L.O.I. 0.86 0.63 0.54 0.25 20.68
Free- 
lime

0.13 5.1 1.34 0.3 0.2

Na2O
0.73 0.74

1.72

TOTAL 99.35 99.34 100.24 100.11 99.0 103.38

Phase Bogue Mehta Mehta XRD* XRD*

C3S 55.23 76.14 22.71
c2s 20.44 -15.29 4.1.42
C3A 5.49 99.8
c4af 12.05 5.78 p a q
c4a3s 9.35 17.04 99.7

4.08 12.7 4.87 77.6

TOTAL 97.29 103.97 94.53 99.7 99.8

TABLE 1: Typical percentages of oxides and 
calculated compound compositions

SULFATE SOLUBILITY

Stoichiometric amounts according to equations 3 and 4 
using C3A (C-coarse and F-fine) , C4A3S (C and F) , 
reagent grade gypsum (CSH,) and calcium hydroxide (CH) 
were blended in individual flasks containing one liter 
or deionized water. C4A3S-C and C4A3S-F had Blaine 
specific surface areas of 364 and 972 m2/kg, 
respectively. C3A-C and C3A-F were 321 and 820 m2/kg. 
Sulfate solubility was studied as a function of particle 
type (c3A or C4A3S)and fineness (C or F) by measuring 
the amount of dissolved sulfate consumed daily in 
suspension hydration at 23 °C for several days. The 
ть consumed went for the production of ettringite. The detailed procedures are described elsewhere (20).
ForC4A3s, Fig. i/ from ref.(20),results show fineness does 
not affect the rate and amount of sulfate depletion even 
when concentration of C4A3S is tripled from 0.25 to 0.75 
grams per liter of water. This result is not expected 
since mass and surface area play important roles in kinetics (6,21,22).

F1g. 1: Daily consumption of sulfates for 
ettringite production.

Results ц n rthat sni^*nera^ are conflicting hut they do suggest 
precinitafr-' • so^u^ility technique _with BaCl^
amount as 15 not as sensitive to C4A3S fineness and it is for C3A in suspension hydration.
SEB analysis

^ampi^^ of *r '--A3s and C3A were separated by microsieves 

into two size fractions: particles smaller than 37 
microns (-400 mesh) and particles larger than 74 microns 
( +200 mesh). These particles were dispersed in 
suspension hydration in flasks as described earlier 
(6,20,21). At different stages of hydration samples 
were removed from the flasks and prepared for SEN 
observations. The purpose of particle separation was to 
study particle size effect on ettringite morphology. In 
models developed for sulfoaluminate-type expansive 
cements (6,22,23) it was predicted that the length of 
ettringite crystals are directly related to the size of 
C3A or C4A3S particles, and that C4A3S particles produce 
longer ettringite crystals than C3A particles.
SEM micrographs, Figs. 2 and 3, from ref". (20), show that the 
mode of ettringite formation in suspension hydration is 
topochemical for both C3A and C4A3S particles. Nearly 
all micrographs showed similar patterns. Generally, 
C4A3S particles' produce a more defined and radial mode 
of ' ettringite crystals (Fig. 2), compared to C3A 
particles that produce irregular but defined ettringite 
crystals (Fig. 3). This could be attributed to 
differences in the crystalline nature of C3A and C4A3S 
and to differences in solution pH (9.2-10.3 for C3A and 
11.5-11.В for C4A3S).

Fig. 2: SEM micrograph of hydrated C4A3S at 7 days.

Fig. 3: SEM micrograph of hvdrated C3A at 7 days.

In another approach that utilizes SEM in the study of 
expansive cements, expansive paste slabs were used (24). 
Internal restraint was provided by means of uni
directional and bi-directional reinforcement. The 
expansive cement paste used was 53.33% p.c. S3210, 
11.67% reagent grade gypsum, and 35% TXI-4C (2-5 
microns). Results of this study indicate that Internal 
restraint by wire reinforcement does not affect the 
morphology (l.e. size, shape, and preferred orientation) 
of ettringite produced. However, there was formation of 
large Ca(OH)2 crystals due to internal restraint, both 
at the wire-cement interface and in the matrix. Results 
reported by other investigators on the effects of 
externally applied constant pressures (16,17,25), 
however, indicate morphological differences in 
ettringite. Therefore, different mechanisms may be 
operative in the two restraining conditions; internal 
wire-reinforcements which exert time-dependent
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directional pressures starting at a critical degree of 
hydration acr when ettringite crystals surpass 
surrounding solution layer (3,4,6,8,17,23,24), and 
externally applied constant pressures starting at the 
onset of hydration.
STRENGTH-EXPANSION MEASUREMENTS
The free expansion of the blends in saturated lime-water 
at 23+1 °C was studied by measuring the daily length 
changes of thin prismatic paste specimens having 
dimensions 4.8 км x 15 mm x 80 mm. Procedures for 
proportioning, mixing, casting, curing, and measurement 
are described elsewhere (5,6,26).
Strength was measured indirectly from the first mode of 
resonant frequency of prismatic specimens similar in 
dimensions to the expansion specimens. The square of 
this frequency gives a measure of dynamic Young’s 
Modulus and compressive strength (5,6,27-29).
Pure Components
Paste blends of p.c. S3210, gypsum G-l, 2.5% and 5% C3A 
(C and F) or C4A3S (C and F), with extent of reaction 
%R>100, were mixed with deionized water at 0.4 w/c. 
Percent R is an approximate measure of wt% C3A or C4AjS 
that converts to ettringite (4,5,6,23). Percent R>100 
indicates excess sulfate. Figs. 4, 5. (from ref.20).and 6show 
the expansion-time behaviors of the 2.5% to 5% C3A 
(C and F) and C4A3S <C and F) blends. Results indicate 
that the behavior^of expansion is extremely dependent on 
the type and amount of expansive component. With the 
higher content, comparing Figures 4 and 5, the effects 
of fineness and type become more pronounced. Fig. 5 
shows that C4A3S-C and C3A-C give a higher expansion 
rate than C4A3S-F and C3A-F. This is not expected since 
at early ages tests have shown that finer particles 
produce expansion at a higher rate. However, this may 
be explained from Richards-Helmuth’s model on expansive 
cements (4) showing that there is an optimum range of 
expansion particles 6.8-11 microns, that give the 
highest expansion. Since more than 50% of the C4A3S-F 
and C3A-F particles were smaller than 5 microns compared 
to 15% and 7% for C4A3S-C and, C3A-C, one can suggest 

a greater amount of ettringite farmed in the fine 
particles is being wasted. Figure 6 clearly shows the 
effect on expansion of a series of blends with 
increasing content of C4A3S but constant %R.
Xxae К £Linker
Paste blends of p.c. S3210, Type К expansive clinker 
TXI-4C, gypsum G-L, w/c=0.4, and SR-65, were made with 
varying wt% of Type К expansive clinker form 23%-5O%. 
TXI-4C was ground to a Blaine of 422 m2/kg. This 
"whole1* clinker was then separated into several size fractions by air-classifier: 2-5 microns (481 m2/kg), 
5-6 microns (450 m2/kg), 8-13 microns (232 mz/kg), and
+13 microns (89 m2/kg). Figures 7 and 8 show the 
expansion time and strength-time relationships. With 
higher amount of expansive component, 50% clinker in 
Fig. 7, behavior is "abnormal* (6,31), i.e. double 
curvature expansion and strength drop. The 35% clinker 
mix in Fig. 7 and the 2-5 micron mix in Fig. 8 show 
"normal* (6,31) behavior in their strength-expansion 
patterns while the mixes containing 50% clinker in 
Fig. 7 and whole clinker in Fig. 8 show abnormal 
behavior.
The paste blends containing Type К TXI-4C (whole) tested 
in free expansion contained 1.34% free lime. Another 
Type К clinker, ECL-L03 was also obtained from a 
different source and it had a relatively high amount of 
free lime (5.1%). The clinker was ground either by 
imoact (ECL-L03V "whole") or by grinding in a steel ball 
mill (ECL-L03G1 ••whole"). ECL-103V "whole* * was 
separated into several size fractions by air—classifier: 
2-5 microns (682 mz/kg), 5-8 microns (417 mz/kg), 8-13
microns (279 m2/kg), and +13 microns (138 mz/kg). The 
"whole" clinker was 270 m2/kg. (The Blaine of the steel 
ball milled clinker, ECL-103G1 "whole" was 426 mz/kg). 
Impact grinding gives angular shape particles while 
steel ball mill grinding gives a more rounded or 
spherical particle shape.
Two paste blends containing p.c. S321G, gypsum G—1, and 
30% ECL-103 (V or G whole), with 0.4 w/c and 75% R were 
tested in expansion and results clearly indicate that 
the method of grinding plays a significant role in the 
expansion behavior. Fig. 9. The Figure shows that the 
blend containing the expansive clinker ground by impact 
gives double the expansion of the expansive clinker 
ground in steel ball mill even though it has the same 
chemical composition and a significantly smaller surface 
area. Fig. 10 also shows expansion-time behavior of

0 2 5% C3A-F, R>100«

0.7 Д CONTROL (100« P C. S3210)

X 2.5« C4A3S-C, R=100«

1 2.5« C4A3S-F, R= 100«

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

DAYS

Fig. 4: Effects of type and fineness of expansive 
component on expansion.

7

6

5

x 5« С A-C , R>l00« О 5«CAS-C ,R=100«
3 . 4 3

■ 5ЧК C A-F,R> 100% ♦ 5%CAS-F ,R=!00%
3 4 3

DISINTEGRATE DISINTEGRATE
DISINTEGRATE

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

DAYS

Fig. 5: Effects of type and fineness of expansive 
component on expansion.

■ 4.5«CAS-C , R=70% 
4 3

D 4% C A S-C , R=70% 
4 3

2.5 ■L u * 3.5% C A S-C , R=70%
I 4 3

2 0" ' д 3%CAS-C , R=70%
T ■ 4 3

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

DAYS

Fig. 6: Effects of increasing content of expansive 
component on expansion.

several blends containing the impacted clinker ECL-103J 
(3-13 microns). Comparison of the 15%, 20%, and
mixes gives the effect of increasing expansive 
wt% on expansion while maintaining %R at 70. Cle 
as wt% expansive clinker increases, expansion 
just as shown in previous work (6). comparing the 
clinker and the 35% clinker explains the effec^ nC 
increasing %R cn expansion while maintaining (ron® t 
wt% expansive clinker. In these cases increasing 
clinker while maintaining constant %R or ^псге55'к??„нег 
while maintaining constant yt.% clinker yielded nig 
expansion rates and magnitudes.
An interesting feature in ECL-103V and ECL-103G1 se^-ie^ 
is uhau regardless of mix composition, expansio 
virtually completed within the first two days of cu 
The 35% clinker in Fig. 10 shows a vary Peculia^_uid 
interesting feature in that expansive cements 
accommodate as much as 2.5% expansion strain ev
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TYPE К CLINKER TXI -4C (WHOLE), 98R=65
* 35Я CLINKER - EXPANSION ■ 50« CLINKER - EXPANSION

й 35« CLINKER - FREQUENCY D 50« CLINKER - FREQUENCY

Fig. 7: Strength-Expansion relationship of expansive 
cement blends: Effects of particle sizes.

35« TYPE К CL INKER TXI -4C, «R= 73

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13

DAYS

* CLINKER (2-5 |im) - EXPANSION ■ CLINKER (WHOLE) - EXPANSION 

д CLINKER (2-5 um) - FREQUENCY О CLINKER (WHOLE) - FREQUENCY 

5 —a—a—a 40 e

Fig. B: Strength-Expansion relationship of expansive 
cement blends: Effects of content of expansive component.

early as two days without disintegrating. Normally this 
amount of expansion could not have been accommodated so 
soon if the matrix had not developed such high strength. 
Moreover, such high expansion magnitude usually leads to 
disintegration. The very high rate and magnitude of 
expansion development in only two days and the ability 

®i*xes to accommodate the expansion can only be 
a^ributed to the high amount of free lime and its 
tfect on accelerating ettringite formation. Virtually, 
n all the blends containing the high free lime Type К 
tw^a2sive с1^пкег ECL-103, expansion was completed in

SSINKAG^: MEASUREMENTS
т%-В£г1пкаде characteristics (23+1 °C, 
УР К expansive cements, specifically 

tinro< , were also studied (30). 1
45%+3% Rh) Of 

• magnitude and 
цд ; —'* sLuuieu ijuj. Reinforced and
P.c exPansive cement paste and mortar blends ofc\'cS3212r gypstun G-l, and expansive component (pure 
cured £Г V (or Gl)) were mixed, casted, and
For ex 1 Pte<ietermined number of days before shrinkage, 
after am$. * ®any specimens were subjected to shrinkage 
deveirsnt lfferent duration of curing, some before 
showedP1?h th®!* full expansion potential. Results, 
cement« shrinkage characteristics of expansive
Generallvre different from those of portland cement, 
magnituri exPansive cements showed higher shrinkage 
used Ы1*е®*^ап tho?e °f specific portland cement 
other Xs cau"tioned that this finding may vary for factors^68 Portland cements. Although the same 
expansiv аГе involved in the shrinkage process of 
processe6 Cemen^ and portland cements, the following 
cements а ^йГе greater significance in expansive 

no render different expansive cement shrinkage
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Fig. 9: Effect of grinding method of 
expansive clinker on expansion.
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Fig. 10: Expansion behavior of different 
series of blends.

behavior: formation of pores/microcracks, interaction of 
expansion and shrinkage, loss of water adsorbed on the 
surfaces of ettringite, and decomposition of ettringite.
It was also found that large amounts of expansive 
component resulting in excessive expansion and strength 
drop could lead to higher shrinkage magnitudes because 
of excess microcracking. Moreover, although free 
expansion paste specimens shrink more than restrained 
expansion paste specimens, they follow a similar 
shrinkage trend.
The stability of ettringite upon carbonation was also 
tested and results are close to those of other 
investigators (31-^3). It was shown that ettringite 
decomposes to gypsum, calcite, and an alumina bearing 
product. Since C02 attack is limited to surface of 
concrete, smaller specimens are more susceptible to 
carbonation attack because of their higher surface to 
volume ratios.

CONCLUSIONS
This research has shown that one can utilize the 
topochemical Crystal Growth Theory to explain the 
hydration kinetics and strength-expansion behaviors of 
sulfoaluminate-type expansive cements.
The sulfate solubility study with BaCl2 precipitation is 
not as sensitive to C4A3S fineness and amount as it is 
for C3A in suspension hydration. On the other hand, 
expansion measurements showed that fineness plays a 
dominant role in expansion behavior.
SEM micrographs of suspension hydration indicate that 
although crystals grow on the surfaces of both C3A and 
C4A3S particles, there exists some morphological 
difference between them. This morphological difference 
made^it difficult to check the theory (6,22,23) that 
C4A3S particles produce larger ettringite than C3A 
crystals. Moreover, because of the large distribution
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of C4A3S and C3A particle sizes it was difficult to 
develop an accurate relationship between particle size 
and length of ettringite crystals. Very narrow and 
distinct particle size distributions such as 5-10 and 
30-35 microns should be used to provide information for 
developing the relationship.
Analysis of SEM micrographs at high magnification could 
give the false impression that crystals are dispersed in 
the matrix. This could lead one to suggest that the 
mode of ettringite formation is through-solution. SEM 
micrographs examined at lower magnification, however, 
suggested that the mode of formation is topochemical.
Internal restraint by directional wire reinforcement 
does not appear to influence ettringite morphology in 
expansive cements. Results reported by other 
investigators on the effects of externally applied 
constant pressures, however, indicate morphological 
differences in ettringite. This suggests that different 
mechanisms may be operative in the two restraining 
conditions.
The strength-expansion studies showed the sensitivities 
of expansion and strength development patterns to wt.% 
and fineness of expansive component, and extent of 
reaction (%R). Specifically, the effects of fineness 
and particle size distributions in this study and 
elsewhere (4,5,6,21,22,23,31) suggest that the mechanism 
of ettringite formation and subsequent expansion is 
topochemical Crystal Growth (first school). Higher 
magnitude and duration of expansion could lead to 
abnormal behavior, a phenomenon associated with double 
curvature expansion and strength drop (6,31). Moreover, 
as expected high free lime content could accelerate 
formation of ettringite such that all expansion could be 
completed within the first two days of hydration. The 
effect of the high free-lime content on accelerating the 
ettringite formation at the early age seems to enable 
the cement matrix to accommodate a large magnitude of 
expansion. ,
In the shrinkage studies, it was shown that expansive 
cement shrinks more than portland cement. If expansive 
cement is subjected to shrinkage before it has fully 
expanded to its potential, serious problems may arise 
resulting in loss of strength. In future research more 
emphasis should be invested at identifying and 
quantifying the parameters involved during the shrinkage 
of expansive cements. ,
Since ettringite readily decomposes upon carbonation, 
expansive cements may be more durable and provide better 
service if they have a low surface area to volume ratio.
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INTERACTIONS IN CaCO3-SiO2R2CO3 (R2 SO4) mixtures
p

There are domains of solid solutions 
(shaded areas) in diagrams of CaCO^-d^CO^ 
and CaCO^-K^COj state systems previously 
studied by Niggli, Krüger and others. Under 
the atmospheric pressure of CO? and in opened system as well there exists^the possibi
lity to form the K2Ca2(C0z)z compounds.

Transformations occurea in CaCO,-alkali- 
aulphate systems under air atmosphere have 
been studied and the state diagrams were 
plotted. CaCO^+Na-SOzj. were found to inter
act and form a number of solid solutions 
like Kurnakov’s bertollidesj eutectic tem
peratures ef 5CaC05*6Na2S04, 6CaC05*5K2S04 
and 5CaC05*4K3Na(S04)2 are 825°C, 880oC and 
820°C respectively.

Alkali admixtures cause CaCO, multi
stage dissociation (up to 7 stages) connec
ted with the formation of complex salts, so
lid solutions and melts containing carbonate, 
especially of eutectic composition. Addition 
of Si02 accelerates the reactions of 2CaC0,+ 
+8102= 2C2S+2CO2 as a result of formation 5 
of low-temperature melts. The dissociation 
of CaCOj is speeded up to 850°C (the tempe
rature of SiOp complete fixing) and then due

&
CacöbnTh2nr?a?lts OTA ot the mixes

кипу«, tetOt

j •*-91ЦСО1 6CuCQ

e и «J> w w uw 
Mit ш •• ticOi

“ сею»

Fig.2. The diagram of the system state at 
the partial pressure, C02 101,5 kPa.

to formation of гС^СаСО^ and R2Ca(CO^)2 
is slowed down. The temperature of CO,, re
lease from the compounds rises in the set: 
CaCO^—#■ 2C2S,CaC0^ „R2Ca(C0^)2.

In carbonate mixtures at 900°C I wt % 
RpO forms 5-6 wt 7= melts. According to our 
data, RgO content in the zone of decarboni
zation is 2-4- weight %. It promotes the 
formation of 10-20 wt % liquid phase at low 
temperature and, hence, fundamentally chan
ges the conception of solid state reactions 
taking place in cement kilns.

There are exchange reactions between 
RpSO^ and CaCOj in atmosphere of combustion 
products. These reactions produce RC^’CaSO^. 
This compound may be formed by the interac
tion of fuel oil sulphur with material burn
ed in a kiln. Above I500°C 2CJ3 -CaSO, is 
being decomposed and reacting^with CdO forms 
low active alite.
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X-ray characteristics of KgCajCCOj)^
Table I.

d,A : I : d,A : I : d,A : I : d,A : I : d,A : I

6,85 8 3,038 95 2,22 15 2,00 6 1,77 10
6,60 9 2,948 100 2,18 9 1,926 18 1,71 9
3,83 12 2,637 43 2,16 12 1,915 23 1,69 5
3,44 8 2,539 48 2,11 5 1,873 33 1,53 8
3,26 7 2,468 45 2,07 6 1,84 II 1,515 10
3,13 II 2,29 19 2,016 14 1,81 19 1,47 7

Table 2.
X-ray characteristics

———------------------ :CaC<X

: I :

= IO:I
a,a : I

KagSO^tCaCO^ =4:1
: Ia,a : I : cl,A

4,63 4 2,196 6 4,60 2 2,183 8

3,878 70 2,143 2 3,85 86 2,13 2

3,559 26 1,937 30 3,558 48 1,923 36

2,952 4 1,784 8 2,926 3 1,775 12

2,824 7E 1,568 10 ■ 2,805 100 1,556 10
2,667 100 1,54 6 2,644 80 1,52 4

2,309 5 1,48 6 2,289 4 1,473 10
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MODIFICATION DE LA STRUCTURE DES SCORIES DE LA DEPHOSPHORATION THERMIQUE 
ELECTRIQUE. F

Des scorles de dephosphoratlon thermi- 
que electrlque granulees representent la 
vitre ä composition vollastonitique carac- 
terlsee par la structure polymerique. II 
est connu que la reactlvlte de la scorie 
depend du degre de la polymerisation des 
anions silico-oxygeniques. Lors de l’hydra- 
tation 11 se produit la destruction de la 
vitre pour le compte de la rupture de liai
sons Si-O-Sl, done la variation de la struc
ture anionique est un facteur determinant 
l’hydrolicite des scorles.

Dans le travail present nous avons 
montre que 1*introduction dans la scorie 
fondue a I723K d’additions contenant de 
Mg2+, Ca2+, Ba5-*- augments la reactlvlte. 
L’introduction de ces additions :modificat- 
rices prwoque des variations de la struc
ture de la scorie qui se fixe ensuite dans 
la vitre lors de la granulation. Les oxy
des MeO dlffusant dans le bain fondu sont 
des donneurs d'ions d'oxygene qui assure 
la rupture de liaisons entre les tetraed- 
res de la structure, ,

Des courbes cinetiques de 1’interac
tion du molybdate d*ammonium avec scorie 
(fig.I) temoignent de la presence importan
te dans la scorie modifies de tetraedres 

d'ile et d'orthosilicates» Le temps de pass
age de,99% de Si02 total en acide siliceuse 
molybdenique reduit en 2,5 fols. Le change
ment des courbes indique sur la haute Vi
tesse de-1’hydrolyse de la scorie moaifiee 
et sur la formation du complexe siliceux mo- 
lybdeni<jue jaune, ce qui est assure par la 
depolymerisation d*anions siliceux oxygen!- 
que - resultat de 1’action des additions 
modificatrices. ,

Selon les donnees de 1*analyse aux ra
yons X des produits de I'hydratation de la 
scorie dans la solution de chaux (fig.2), la 
scorie modifiee a la plus haute reactlvlte, 
L’abaissement de la basicite des hydrosili
cates ,lors de I'hydratation de la scorie mq- 
difiee dans la solution de chaux est assure 
par 1'acceleration de la lixiviation de Si02 
par suite de la destruction de la scorie. 
Ce meme,fait explique 1'augmentation de la 
quantite de neoformations, ce qui est affir- 
me par 1'accroissement de I'intensite' de re
flexion.

S4 50 46 52 33 34 30 26 22 13 1* 10
2 e

Courbes cinetiques de 1'interaction 
^’ammonium avec la scorie de 

Pert (I) et je scorie modifiee (2).

Fig.2, Diffraction a rayons X des produits 
de I'hydratation des scories dans la solu
tion de chaux I - scorie de depart; 2 -sco

rie modifiee.

La haute reactivite de la scorie modi— 
flee est confirmee par 1'analyse thermique 
differentielle. La courbe de 1'ATD du pre—
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cipite se formant lors de 1'hydratat!on de 
la scorie-temoin dana la solution de chaux
(fig,3) montre la presence d'effets faibles 
endothermiques ä 470 et 785°C indicant sur 
la teneur faible en C~SH (A) et d’un effet 
fort exothermique a 9400С indicant sur la 
teneur predominante de la vitre non reagie.

Sur la courbe de l’ATD des produits de 
1‘hydratation de la scorie modifiee il ya 
un effet endothermique profond ä 205-220°C 
indicant sur la quantite accrue de CpSHg, 
II est a noter un certaine accroissement de
1'effet endothermique ä 490 et 780°C, la di
minution considerable de 1*effet exothermique a 945°C aussi 1*augmentation de la perte
de masse l'echantillon. z

z Lors de l'etuvage, la scorie modifiee 
presente 1'aptitude au durcissement avec la
formation d*hydrosilicate de calcium faible- 
ment cristallises a composition CSH(B).

200 400 600 600 T, °C
Fig.3. Analyse thermique de produits de 

1*hydratation z
I - scorie de depart; 2 - scorie modifiee.

Les resultats de recherehes confirment 
la possibilite de 1*augmentation de la re- 
activite des scories a l’aide de l’action 
orientee sur la structure du methasilicate 
de calcium etant une phase predominante et 
la plus inerte des scories.
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MODIFICATION DE LA STRUCTURE HYDRATEE DES CIMENTS P

la formation de la structure du ciment 
durci est determinee essentiellement par 
1 'Hydratation du silicate tricalcique acc- 
ompagnee de la creation en quantite prepon- 
derante des produits Hydrates a dispersite, 
norpbologie et cristallinite differentes. 
Les autres composants du ciment у jouent 
egaleuient un role determine. Cependant, 
dans un ciment polymineral c'est le C^S 
qui en saturant rapidenent la phase liqui
de d'ions de calcium determine les condi
tions du milieu ou se deroule egalement 
1'Hydratation de ces phases de clinker. De 
cette saniere, la presence du C^S dans le 
ciment constitue le facteur principal de
terminant les proprietes structurales et 
techniques du ciment durci.

Au cours de 1 'Hydratation de C^S il se 
forme ä la surface et dans le volume ini
tial de ses grains et se developpe dans le 
temps une couche de nouvelles formations 
hydratees constituee selon les concepts 
actuels (1) d'hydrates externe et interne 
qui different entre eux par la structure et 
la morphologie de leurs particules compo- 
santes.

Сотые l'ont montre les resultats des 
etudes ä la microscopie electronique (2, 5) 
realisees selon une methode originale per- 
mettant d'observer la surface intacte des 
particules hydratables, des les premieres 
secondes de 1’interaction C^S - eau a la 
surface des grains du C^S commencent a 
apparaitre de nouvelles formations hydra
tees qui recouvrent certaines zones de la 
surface de ces grains sous forme des parti
cules ä grains fins (diffraction Slectro- 

nique de 1,85 A) et sous des formes morpho- 
icgiques plus perfect!onnees (spherolithes, 
aiguilles de Iju). La diffraction electro-o 
aique de ces formations (1,85» 1,66; 1,55 A) 
psrmet de les identifier сотые la phase 
C-S-H.

И est ä noter qu’une modification de la 
composition du milieu de durcissement(1 'in
troduction d'adjuvants de gypse dans le 
Systeme "C^S * eau") amenait ä un change- 
sent considerable des indices morphologiques 

des hydrosilicates de calcium (HSC) de for
mation initiale. Ce qui est plus typique 
pour ces conditions c'est une apparition ra
pide de HUG phanerocristailins ayant egale-, 
ment de diverses formes morphologiques.

L'epparition des hydrates pirimaires dans 
des zones determinees de la surface des 
grains du C^S est due au fait qu 'ils se for
ment initialement dans les zones les plus 
actives de la surface (aux endroits de con
centration de dislocations, etc.) lesquelles 
les premieres se soumettent a 1'Hydratation 
et commencent ä des vitesses differentes a 
saturer d 'ions formateurs les volumes lo- 
caux proches de la surface de la phase li
quide des hydrates. Les resultats des etu
des (2-8) permettent d 'estimer qua la Vi
tesse de formation, les formes d 'accroisse- 
ment morphologiques, la dispersite de hSG 
(et d 'autres nouvelles formations dans le 
ciment polymineral durci) sont determinees 
en premier lieu par la composition de la 
phase, liquide et son homogeneite en volume 
(par la vitesse de saturation en ions forma
teurs d'hydrates, la valeur et le gradient 
de leurs concentrations, la valeur da sur- 
saturations). Dans les systemes "ciment - 
eau" depourvus d’adjuvants solubles dans 
l'eau, ces facteurs sont dus a 1 'activite 
d 'Hydratation de la surface des grains de 
ciment (y compris de ses zones distinctes) 
qui determine I’intensite et la regularite 
d 'arrives d'ions formateurs d'hydrates ä 
la phase liquide. Lorsqu'on introduit avec 
l'eau de gachage des adjuvants solubles 
dans l’eau, ce sont ces derniers qui у 
jouent un role determinant. Ainsi, ä la mi
ss en contact avec la phase liquide d’une 
composition homogene dans tout son volume, 
il se f orme de preference des hydrates a 
forme arrondie des particules. Ип revanche, 
dans les conditions du gradient des con
centrations de la phase liquide, il se cree 
des courants de convection favorisant le 
developpement de cristaux de forme allonges 
(aciculaires, prismatiques, fibreux). Des 
aursaturations elevees en Ca'^’*’ etablies 
dans le volume integral de la phase liquids



centriLueiit a une fozaat-lon d ‘hydrates ä 
cristalllnite 61evee ä I’zugtav do ae'ii' 
fermes a l,£lde de Is methode de trai"e- 
".edt par chaieur humide ott per suite d’ad
dition de Ca02->- Un haut gradient de con- 
ceirciation qua pessodent les volvj’.es lueau:: 
do la phase liquide realises, en particu- 
lier, sax premiers stades d ’hydrataticn du 
GjjS dans des microvuiuuiss proches de la 
surface de la phase liquide stimule un 
accroisse^erit rapide des greupes unitaires 
d’hydrutes arisuallins relativvuent gros. 
Uno formation simaltanee d'hydrates sur la 
hass des G^S etJd-CpS sous diverses for
mes mcrphologiques observees dans les ouv- 
ragee (2,-est consequence d *une  inhuian- 
geneite de la phnse liquide dans ses micro- 
volumss Icceux.

La ßovphologie et les dinensions des 
parti'juies hyeratees de^ei'uenb en grande 
parvis du feit que Ja fermation d'hydra
tes ne .-.cudulv ä aes ccnuitions restrein- 
tss pinsi qu’en presence d ’uno surface so
lide deve'oppee laquelle, ä des parametres 
deter'ziineF du reseau cristallia, pout jouer 
le rcle de substrat pour la formation de 

germaa et d*Hydrates, Dans de yereilles 
conditions, 11 se ferne une structure dense 
ä baute dlsperaitö. amorphe sous lea rayons 
X /rcdlaiimqts d‘epres L.G. Chcinuva (9)/ ty- 
pi.que pour rn hydrate interne (10}. One 
mane structure predomlno dans le ciment 
durci ä un bas rappert liquide - solide 
additiorre d’agents tensio-actifs (ATA).

A leur tcur, les hydrates revetant de 
diverses formes mcrphcüogiques et capa’oles, 
de ca ’falt, ä fixer, ä teile ou teile vl- 
tesse, les ions de la phase liquide qui les 
alimente, modifieut egalement la composition 
et 1’anisotropie de la structure. l?ar con
sequent, la composition de la phase liquide 
est egalement sujette ä des modifications 
periodiques tant au niveau des uacrovolti
mes qu’a celui des microvolumes. On peat 
apprecier ces modifications d ’apres la 
morphologle des hydrates qui forment la 
structure du ciment durci.

Durant 1’hydratatiou du C^S les nou- 

veiles formations, grace a une uugmenvati: 
de leur teneur en volume par rapport au 
volume des grams Initiaux de liant, se 
propagent sur taute leur surface et remp- 
ilssent 1'espace intergranulaira du client 
durol alnsi que le volume des grains ini- 
viaux luquel se letrecit par suite de 
1'Hydratation.

La surface des grains de ciment avert 
le debut de leur hydratavion doit etre cm 
sidereo comme Interface des zones de foru 
tion des hydrates interne et externe. Geox 
est confirme qar le rai-poit volumetrlque 
des hydrates interne et externe dans Is ci 
ment durci (10) alnsi que par une topo- 
gruphie differente de structure des hydra
tes dans ces zones ce qui est dii a. des con 
ditions differentes de leur formation.

Du fait que i 'interaction iniuiale 
"G^S - ean" passe a la surface du premier» 
le front du devalcppement de 1'hydrate in
terne est Oriente vers 1'Interieur du grab 
a partir de cette surface tandis que celui 
de 1'hydrate externe vers 1'espace inter- 
granulaire. Des le premier moment d.'tydra
ta bion da C^S commence la formation de 

1'hydrate externe. Des phases hydrateee 
distinctes qui font partis de se conpoai- 
tion apparaissent et ee ddveloppent sous 
des formes d'aceroissement actives (2) et 
modifient ainsi la composition et la oyiast- 
rie de la phase liquide en influant ä tra
vers cette <lern4,ere sur la morphologle et 
la dispersltö de la portion suivante des 
hydrates en precipitation.

Des masses d 'hydrates ä grains fins 
amorphes sous les rayons X apparalssent pat 
consequent et se döposent ä la surface pour 
remplir 1. 'espace litre entre les plus gros
ses partlcules d 'hydrates formers aupara- 
vant. Ge dernior phenomena s 'accompagne da 
nouveau par une modification de la composi*  
tion et de la symötrie de la phase liquids’ 
II se produit alors une formation altern-s 
de phases hydrat6es sous diverses foriuos 
morphologiques. Gela constitue, apparei^1**1 

la cause meme de formation d’une texture 
feuilletee ou a blocs alternes signaid® P81^



las auteura des ouvrages (11,12,). Grace a 
la .nature metasoyati^ue* de aa formation
(12) i'bydrate interne possede une structu
re plus homogene, dense, subjulcrocristalli- 
ne, amorphe sous les rayons X i'ormee dans 
des conditions restreintes sous les couches 
de 1'hydrate externe ferne auparavaat.

Une inhomogeneite da la onase liquide 
ost propre dans une plus grande partie ä 
la zone de developpement de 1'hydrate ex- 
tsrna qui remplit 1'espace intergranulaire 
dans le ciment durol.

Plusieurs proprietes techniques du cx- 
ment durci dependent de .за perosite eü, en 
premier lieu, du nombre de gros pores (a un 
rayon convent!onnel de 10^ Ifeis les po
res paveils ne peuvent se former que dans 
la zone de 1'hydrate externe« suosi, la zo
na de di-veloppement de l'hyure.te externe 
est-elle la partie la plus faiole et fri
able dans la structure du ciment durci d'ou 
la necesaite d'ameliorer la soliaite et la 
dtiUtiite de cette sone ea rrecder lieu.

Dans une certains mesurc, on pent I'ob- 
tenir psr vole de regulation du rapport 
entre las epai.sseurs dos couches d'hydrates 
interne et externe grace an choix de la fi
nesse de broyage du ciment et de la de.nsitc 
t'asseablage de see grains dans la structu- 

ea format;: on (en amelicrant le rapport 
eau/oisibat et le degre ds densite)- Elm 
fineo Rent lea particules do clinker, plus 
nd.r.ctis seront las couches d 'hydrate Interne 
formnes pendant son hydrataticn. Plus vaete 
sst I’s^psce Intergrsnalairu dans le sin ent 
äurci, plus grand volume pourra cccuper et 
sera done plus friable 1'hydrate externe
g.ui  s'j- developpe.

lu. esc pcssiole d'iafluer evec succor 
su- la dispersity et la ncrphulcgia des 
Pa^icules de I'bydrate externe qui deter- 
‘tiaant la qusntitS et la solidite des con
X-- ;----------------

Metasomatose? processus de substitution 
chlmiqng des minhra'iч les uns par les 
autres avec la conservation d'anciennes 
«.orme, structure et d'autres particulari
sms sous I'action des solutions qui ent- 
lent en contact avec lea minerals. 

tacts entre olles ä. Vaide d 'adjuvants chi- 
niques solubles dans 1'eau (&-&).

Les adjuvants les plus efficacss au 
point ds vue fermation ue le structure de 
la zone de l'hydrate externe sent ceux du 
type Da tels adjuvants no pemet-
tent pas uns formation de complexes avec 
les phases de clinker contenant de I’alu- 
irdnium. Ges composes ont 1'aspect de cris- 
taux relatlveraent gros qui ne jouent pas 
toujours un role positif dons la formation 
de la structure optimale du. ciment durci. 
D'autre part, en apportent aes mcdifica- 
tior.s a la composition ioalque de la phase 
liquide les adjuvants pereils sent cepa- 
bles d 'initier one raorpholcgle determinee 
des particules formees nu sein do I'ny-irate 
externe. Ainsi, en presence d'aajuvants de 
nitrite de sodium, me quantity determuee 
des particules de J'by'xrata externe reve- 
tent 1'aspect de formations fibreuses ce 
qui permet ce reaiiser le soi-disant "auto- 
reufcrcenenu" du ciment durcl, en partiou- 
11 er, dens la zone la plus faible de son 

espece iutergranulalre. La geiminabion dans 
)es рогоз du ciment duici de formations fi
breuses s 'accompagne d 'une augmentation du 
nombre de contacts eutre les perticules so
lides et d'une diminution des dimensions 
des pores (7) ce qui- сопше on 2e sain, rend 
plus dense et plus sollee la structure en 
formation.

Les adjuvants de Ruperplastifiants (PE) 
apportent, eux anssi, des transformations 
favorables dans la structure de I'bydrate 
externe. Grace ä leer effet reducteut d'eau, 
les adjuvants LE reduisent le volume de 
1‘езрьсе intargraaulaire dans la pata de 
cimont et, раз- coneeqrent, creent des con
ditions pl'io restreintes pour la formation 
et au developpement de l’hyaratu externe-. 
T)n role important у .vevient egalement A 
1'effet de modification d'adsorption des 
adjuvants ЯР. La stabilisation des hydrates 
obtenue grace ä ceb effet en 6tat finenent 
divise, amorphe sous les rayons X contrlbue 
encore davantage a ortimiser Is structure 
de 1'hydrate externe dans Is ciment durci.



Une eombinaison de ces deux modes d'action 
des adjuvants SP approche conslderablement 
la structure d 'hydrate externe dans le ci- 
ment durci de celle de I'hydrate interne ce 
qui explique notamment on efi'et eleve de la 
resistance ä la compression obtenu grace a 
ce phenomena. Un role determine joue egale- 
ment une plus petite valeur des contraintes 
interieures enregistrees dans le ciment 
durci ou I'hydrate externe est represents 
par des particules finement divisees, 
amorphes sous les rayons X, d'HSC et de 
portlandite.

Un moyen optimal d 'agir sur la structure 
et les proprietes du ciment durci (en pre
mier lieu dans la zone qu 'y occupe I'hyd
rate externe) est une utilisation d'adju
vants combines solubles dans 1*eau const!- 
tubs par des SP et electrolytes inorgani- 
ques. Grace a ce procede on a reussi a 
doubler presque la resistance ä la compres
sion et A la flexion du ciment dur ci et de 
reduire quatre fols sa porosite totale. La 
porosite d'un tel ciment durci ne const!- 
tuait que 3 % volume, les pores a rayon 
efficace de plus de IO5 X etant pratiquement 
absents.
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IJbn-DAi'Ji CONCERNING ATOMIC STRUCTURES OF PORTLAND CEMENT SILICATES

Extensive physico-chemical investiga
tions of polymorphous modifications of tri- 
caleium silicates which are impotant compo
nents of portlandcement clinker, do not pro
vide sufficient data on their crystal stru
cture. 'The reasons lie in the difficulty of 
obtaining perfect single crystals of these 
compounds, particularly the high-temperatu
re modifications stabilized at normal tem
perature. Up to now investigators failed to 
refine the structure of the high-temperatu
re rhombohedral modificatio of C-,S, whose 
idealized model was proposed by JJeffry in 
1952 / 1 /. ,

We obtained single crystals of rhombohe 
dral modification of ChS in the system 
CaO-SiOp-CaClp at U00oJ,C in silicate-chlo
ride melt. Sr atoms were used as a stabili
zer, keeping the high-temperature phase at 
normal temperature. ’ X-ray analysis or crys
tals confirmed space group R3m / 2 / ( unit 
celloparameters: аОт 7.0767(9), c = 24.974 
(4) А, V = 1072.5 k1 ) and allowed us to 
refine the structure, proposed by Jeffry. 
The basis of structure is formed by Ca-po- 
lyhedra layers of two types: Cal-polyhedra 
vdth seven vertices and greatly distorted 
Ca2,Ca3-octahedra. The packing of Ca-polyhe- 
dra in each layer and the manner of their 
connection with Si-tetrahedra is shown in 
Fig.1. Projection of structure of C^S onto 
the ab-plane: '

a - a layer of Ca-polyhedra with 7 verti
ces, zfcO;

b - a layer of Ca2-octahedra,

c - a layer of Ca3-octahedra, г«1/9.

The mutual arrangement of the layers along 
the c-axis is shown in Pig.2. A comparison 
with the Jeffry model shown that mutual ar
rangement of Ca end Si atoms almost coinci
des, as well as the positions of seven out 
of 9 oxygen atoms. A change of positions of 
two atoms is due to reorientation of Si-tet
rahedra along the 3-fold axis and rotation 
of another Si-tetrahedra by 60° about the 
same axis. A similar change of positions of 
Si-tetrahedra was reported in / 3 /. It was 
established in studies of the high-tempeosa- 

ture modification of C^S at 1200°C. However, 
that paper also reports statistical orienta
tion of Si-tetrahedra along the 3-fold axis: 
in 30% of cases it coincides with the Jeffry 
orientation and in 70% - it is just the op
posite.



I7.is.bi aud l'ake-ucni in their paper v/ere 
the first to §hcw a correlation between the 
struoturee of the high-ter.perature rhonbo- 
he.dral ricdlfication and. the low-teii'perature 
tx’j.clinic puas'3, established in / 4 /. The 
correlation between these two structures 
can be aeaonstrated more vividly in the form 
cf a transitio macrix from unit cell parame
ters of a ihombohaäral ir.odification of C^S, 
stabilized by us at normal^temperature 
a = 7.076'' and c = 24.974 A ) to cell para
meters of tna tricl.inio phase t a = 11.67; 
b •= 14.24; c = 13.72 A;^= 105.3°, 13= 94.2° 
if- 90° je.Thls matrix, line by line, hes 

form: 2/3, 4/3, 1/3; -2,0,0; -1/3,-5/3, 1/3. 
Re-calc-juiated parameters of a rncmbohedral. 
unit cell are: a = 11.65; b - 14.11; e =
13.61, .,,» 10b°, ß--- 95c6 /= 90°: these va-
1u°e are father close to the parameters re
ported in / 4 /. This transfermation allows 
one to recalculate the atomic coordinate? of 
the triclinic phase tc a twine-centered he
xagonal unit cell. A comparison of the tran
sformed atomic coordinates of triclinic me- 
dification with the atonic coo.rdir.ates of 
the initial rhombohedral modification sho
wed that all the cations and 37 oxygen atoms 
out of 45 are eligrtly displaced with respe
ct +o each other, A nan-coincidence of coor
dinates of the remaining 3 oxygenatoms can 
be attributed" to a reorientation of two £i- 
tetrahedra cut of 9 along, the 3-fold axis, 
including novation of one o’ these .two tet-

Pig,2. Structure of rhombohedral modifi- 
ca.tion of CyS, (110) cut.

rahedra by 60° about the 3-feld axis with 
respect to the nositicn of Si-tetrahedra in 
the rhombohedral modification / 5 /. One 

could have supposed that the change of the 
orientation of 2 out 9 Si-tetrahedra in the 
triclinic phase is due to statistical orien 
tation of three tetrahedra, found in paper 
/ 3 /. However, this correlation dees not 
exist, because statistically oriented tetra 
hedra in paper / 3 / correspond tc certain 
tetral-edrs in / 7 /, v/hile two reversely or 
enced. tetrahedra in the triclinic phase" ccr 
respond to other tetrahedra in / 2 /.

Thus, comparing structures of the "high, 
temperature", the "low-temperature'.' r-houbo- 
hedra.L modif j sc."*"ions  and the low-temperatu
re triclinic phase, eno can come to a conc
lusion that the main difference betv.een th® 
lies in the oriantaticn cf 3i-tetrah?dra, 
while positions of Ca, £i atoms and. free oxj 
gen remain close. Apparently, the structures 
of the 5 remaining intermediate mcdificatix 
of ChS also differ from each other only by 
rotations of Si-tetrahedra^,

We have also gro’’/n c#-,-2r,S single crys
tals in the same system d CaolSiCh- 
CaCl,, also stabilized by Sr atoms at ° nor 
mal temperature, Crthcrnombic unit cell para 
meters ar^; a - 20.371(2), b - 9.496(1), c = 
5.oU0(l) k. Similar values of. parameters cf 

■^t- CpS with . 3-fold value of one of the 
parameters , rs compared to «■■'.-Q^S was 

reported in paper / 6 /« The differences 
lie only in setting crystallographic axes. 
The structure cf the d-!r-phase was determi-

Hig. 3. Structure of ^'-Co^ (Ca(Ca,sr) 
SIC,): two outs,perpendicular to ("lOO.I, 
The" A-A cut shows only Ca-polybedra 
8 vertices, the B-3 cut - only" Ca(Sr)-P0' 
lyhedra with 10 vertices.

ned in paper / 7 / and refined to P.-factor 
7% in space group 2tia2.. The basis of the 
structure is formed by Oa-polyhedra with ° 
vertices and Ca(Sr)-pclyhedra with 10 vert**  
ces positioned along the a-axis. Peculiar i® 
the orientation of Si-tetrahedra along the 
a-axis. It is assumed that the hexagonal 
structure of the high-temperature -ph8®8,. 
cf CpS has all the Si-tetrahedra oriented i® 
the Same direction / 8 /. The transition

d-**'  is due to a possible rotation of »' 
tetrahedra. In our case, 4 tetrahedra, out 
of 6, connected with Ca-polyhedra with 8’ 
tices, are connected along the a-axis,.Wfli 
two others are oriented in the opposite di 
rection ( Fig. 3 ). Apparently, it is this
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char;ce cf Si~tetrel'edrp. orientation th&t 
leads to a J-fcld vaä.ue cf the parameter 
a - ?0,871 A ( in axicther Eetting it is the 
c-ax^s), A further clarification of the me- 
ciianlsn of tiunsit? on ol -»A’ in can te 
u-nie 'ey means of a direct ctructtire determi
nation of me X-phase, tvhich is complicated 
ty difficulties 5r. ourainlng sliigle crystals 
of this nest ni;jh-temperature phase of 
stabilized st; normal teuipevat'ires. “

IAuf, pclyrcpphovs trer.f formatioi s of 
CgS Mi C,S are causeo by sln.pi't displeci- 
rimts of ntoms x'itain the structure end a. 
change of the orient at iei' of Si-tetiahecrn. 
The latter circumstance can be explained by 
a lower cepaoilit.v of Si-C bunds t in cont- 
net tn Cn-C bonds ) to accumulate thermal 

: enercy.vhich, in its turn, according / S 
on cooling and heating, makes Si-tetrahedre 
change their position ni the structure to e 
more energetics.]ly fovcut-abl? position, Shus 
in each ter.iporsturo range there exists a car 
tain modification, The addition of br atoms 
into tne nodal points of the crystal lattice 
of and 0?S increases entropy in minerals 
era contributes to keeping thermoaynsmical

1 stability, in normal conditicns xn the term 
I of soJSd replacement solutins, Sr atoms are 

suitable for solving tha problems cf stabil! 
zing the high-temperature' medif xcutioiis, 
since the Sr^1 redius in norrir-Lpconditirns 
corresponds to the e+£eutxve 2a radius at 
high temperature in r..irieralE,
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MODIFICATION OF CEMENT CONTRACTION DUE TO FALSE SETTING
P

Premature loss of plasticity, charac
teristic of the false-setting cements, de
velops directly after the mixing of the ce
ment paste or mortar and concrete mix is 
ended. Evident and repeatedly proved is the 
interdependence of false setting and the 
presence, of dehydrated forms of gypsum in 
cement content, those of forms of gypsum, 
which are characterised by the increased 
solubility comparing to dehydrite.

During the cement hydration there 
takes place a contraction - decrease in the 
absolute volume of the system "cement-wa
ter" as a result of chemical fixation of 
the water and its transformation into crys
talline hydrates. In this work we used dif
ferencial contraction method for the inves
tigation of false-setting cement hydration.

The subject of our inquiry were ce
ments of laboratory comminution
cm /g; gypsum content -2,5% in terms of SO-), 
produced on the base of clinkers of diffe
rent mineralogical composition and alkali 
content. All of the newly produced cements 
were characterised by normal setting. The 
changes in the setting type were reached 
by means of gypsum dehydration in cement 
contents after preliminary thermal treat
ment. Contraction measurements were perform
ed for solutions with cement/sand =1:1 at 
cement/water= 0,55; quartz sand was used as 
a model system. The compensation of diffe
rence of temperatures between the investi
gated system and the model one was perform
ed to the precesion of O,icc.

As for cements containing no additives 
but gypsum, the degree of false setting is 
defined mainly by the gypsum dehydration 
rate during cement comminution, and by the 
original clinker features, such as alkali 
content in particular (I). It is seen from 
the table I, that cements, produced on the " 
base of clinkers with low and moderate al
kali content 0,7% RpO in terms of Ka^O) 
after thermal treatment in temperature 
range of I00-I50°C can develop a false set
ting both with full (1st type) and partial 
premature loss of plasticity. Cements pro
duced on the base of clinkers with elevated 
alkali content in the conditions of analo
gical thermal treatment are characterized 
by exclusively false setting of the 2nd 
type. Temperature elevation above I70°C in 
all the cases develops quick setting fea
tures. As a rule cements develop qui?k set
ting features, if the temperature is above I7OSC.

False—setting cements at er *ly ages of 
hydration are characterized by higher con
traction rate than those with normal set
ting. However the differences of contrac
tion occurs immediately after a water—addi
tion with one kind of cements (fig.la), 
while with the others the difference of 
contraction takes place after about 2 hours 
of hydration (fig.Ib). -
Fig.I. Contraction curves of cements of dif

ferent setting types, produced on the base 
of different clinkers:I-normal setting; 2 
and 2 — false setting after the primary and 
secondary mixing correspondingly.

_____ Table I.
Clinkers:Anomalsetting types, observ- 

:ed after thermal treatment 
:of cements
:I00-I3OoC:I50oC:I70°C and

_________ higher
I 0,32 II I Quick set-2 0,42 II I ting featu-
3 0,49 II I res
4 0,49 IT I
5 0,52 II I — n ■

3a 0,66 II I
6 0,85 II II -e w
6a 0,92 II II •W ”
3b 1,06 II II — 71 —

7 1,08 II II * H-
8 I,П II II - " -

7a 1,23 II II
9 1,33 II II „ ft _
4a 1,44 II II «• 11 —

Notes: 3,5a,5b — different clinker samples 
from one of the producers (identical to 4 
and 4a, 6 and 6a, 7 and 7a).



To reveal the reasons of the observed 
differences we shall consider the phase 
composition of hydration products. Accor
ding to the current data: certain setting 
type of cement at early stages of hydration 
can cause the dominating crystallization 
of the following new formations: ettringite 
(normal setting), Са30д*2Н20 and ettringite 
(false setting) and calcium hydroaluminates 
(quick setting). Table 2 contains calculat
ed data of contraction volume in connec
tion with crystallization of CaS0^*2H20, 
ettringite and one of calcium hydroalumi
nate. The formation of the primary gypsum
ettringite structure, causing the false set
ting of cements, does not have any advan
tages over crystallization of ettringite 
at normal setting from the point of view 
of contraction effect. The increase of vo
lume of new formations at generation of the 
primary gypsum-ettringite structure accor
ding to our calculations cannot cause such 
substantial differences in the level of 
contraction effects of cements with normal 
and false settings.

Table 2

Reaction scheme tChanges of
:the system 
:volume,%

C3A+3CaSO.*2Ho0+26H„0_>C4A‘3CaS0,•32Ho0 -6,44

CaSO4*O,5H2O+1,5H2O-* CaSO4«2H2O -6,98

C-jA + 6H20 —► G3A«6H2O -23,78 

, Analytical results of the previously 
investigated liquid phase composition (2) 
can testify the primary supersaturation of 
the liquid phase of false-setting cements 
by sulphate ions, with consequent reduction 
of ion concentration after the development 
of false setting. Comparing the results of 
investigated liquid phase composition and 
the contraction dynamics of cements we can 
conclude, that CaS04»2H20, crystallizing 
as an element of initial structure of false 
-setting cements, does not take part in the 
reaction with aluminous phases of clinker, 
because СаЗС^гНоО is already blocked as a 
result of joint crystallization with ett
ringite. In connection with this the sys- 

em revealed a seeming disadvantage of the 
gypsum for regulating the setting process) 
nis results in the formation of hydroalu- 
inate phase, which elevates the contrac- 
10П т^"^ес^ false-setting cements.

b , ™e possibility of the formation of 
h^0^uminate Phase at early stages of 

on °-f false-setting cements is illus- 
tak by fig*2, according to which there 

P^ace the coincidence of contraction 
-Z*?6® for false- and quick-setting cements, 
ra+o . nS gypsum in the form of semi-hyd- 
„ the first case, and in the second 
suf».1? the form of dehydrate, but of in- 
on f4 volume (SO3- content in cements 

iig^ la referred to with regard for 

S03 in clinker). In other words the false 
setting proved identical to quick setting 
in the given case in terms of contraction 
effect.

■p

Fig.2. Contraction curves of cements pro
duced on the base of clinker 7; these have 
different compositions and different gypsum 
forms: 1 and 1 - correspondingly unheated 
(normal setting) and heated (false setting 
of the JI type) cement, containing 2,5%30з; 
2 and 2 - correspondingly unheated and heat
ed cement, containing 1,48% SO3 which is 
caracterized in both cases by quick setting.

Comparison of the data on the cement 
contraction and mineralogical composition 
of the initial clinkers have shown that in 
terms of quantity the formation of hydro
aluminate phase at early stage of false-set
ting cements gydration is determined by 
CjA - content in the initial clinker.

According to the contraction curves 
(fig.1), CaS0|,2H2O is again able to regu
late the setting after the failure of ini
tial structure of false-setting cements at 
the secondary mixing.

So the results of investigations of 
contraction of cements with different set
ting types indicate that with dehydrated 
forms of gypstun present in false-setting 
cements at early stages of hydration there ta
kes place the crystallization of CaS04*2Hp0 
from the liquid phase, supersaturated with 
sulphate-ions and then СаЗО/’гНоО is block
ed in the composition of initial gypsum-et
tringite structure; this results in the re
duction of gypsum volume which acts as set
ting regulator and causes the changes in 
composition of hydrate new formations.
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STAMLISATION ORIENTES D'UNE COMPOSITION DE PHASES DESEQUILIBREES P

DU CLINKER BLANC.

Le present ouvrage tralte des particula- 
rit^s propres ä la formation de la composi
tion de phase et de la microstructure dans 
les clinkers blancs ä haute teneur en alu
minates (tabl. 1) soumis ä la cuisson avec 
blanchiment dans des fours rotatife in
dustriels (clinkers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 et
6-H),  dans un creuset (clinkers 7 et 7-H) 
et en laboratoire (clinker 4-T). Les donn6- 
es de la figure 1 relatives ä la modifica
tion de la composition de phase et du fac- 
teur de reflexion (FR) des clinkers en 
fonction du regime thermlque du blanchiment 
sont obtenues en laboratoire lors de la 
cuisson avec blanchiment dans I'eau des me
langes bruts utilises ä la fabrication des 
clinkers dans les fours rotatifs et le 
creuset ainsi que lors du blanchiment a 
neuf dans I'eau des clinkers industrials 4 
et 5 aprds leur maintien prealable pendant 
20 mn a 1450 °C, la temperature etant re- 
duite vers le moment du blanchiment ä la 
valeur requise. La determination de la com
position de phase des clinkers a ete falte 
ä l’aide de la methode d'analyse rad lo
gt aphique .

Les partlcularites propres ä la composi
tion de phase des clinkers blancs ä haute 
teneur en aluminates sont les suivantes:

- la formation d’une composition de pha
se variable desequllibr6e ä bas degrj 
d'ordre de la structure des minerals en 
fonction du regime de refroidissement (de 
blanchiment) du clinker avec, у comprls, 
une suppression partielle ou ä peu prds 
complete de la cristallisation du C^A 
(tabl. 1, fig. 1);

- la stabilisation de preference des for
mes trigonale et monoclinlque A haute tempe
rature de 1'alite ä une faible teneur en 
formes ä haute temperature de la belita - 
et =L' - C2S;

- une absence totale d*alumoferrite de 
calcium (tabl. 1, fig. 3).

- la presence dans la composition des mi
nerals de clinker d’impuretes structurales 
de divers type (1) avec la prAdominence de 
la cristallisation d.es phases d* alumosili- 

cate suivant le type des cristaux mixtes 
(des mAlanges Isomorphes) et la conserva
tion des paramAtres radiocrlstallographi- 
ques de 1'alite et de la bellte le plus 
souvent et du C^A A un plus faible degre. 
Gela entralne une modification selective 
des caracteristlques radlographiques des 
phases et about it ä une perturbation des 
dependances de reference adoptSes A I1ana
lyse quantitative de phase: quantity de 
phase - intensite des maximums (la somme 
des phases ne correspond pas A 100 % au 
tableau 1, fig. 3);

- 1'oxyde de magnesium s'lntegre dans 
la fraction d’alumosilicate en quantites 
differentes en fonction du regime de re- 
froidlssement du clinker sous la forme de 
periclase ou d'une impurete Isomorphe dans 
le G^A et exerce une forte influence sur 
le FR de la fraction d'alumosilicate du 
clinker (tabl. 2, fig. 2.3);

- la formation pendant la cuisson du 
clinker de silicates et d*alumoslllcates 
avec une presence du CaO A faible fixation 
chimique et structurale amdne A un entral- 
nement select if du CaO au cours de la cuis
son et A la formation de portlandite et de 
CaCOj au cours du blanchiment;

- pendant la cuisson dans un milieu tr6s 
reducteur et le blanchiment dans un milieu 
vapeur-gaz on voit apparaitre dans la com
position du clinker des minerals du groups 
de jf-bellte ( у-CgS, chondrodite de cal
cium, khilchoanlte et y-CgS-hydrate), qu1 
ne sont pas ordinalres pour le ciment Port
land .

Le blanchiment des clinkers sous une 
temperature de 1150 A 1450 ”0 ne s'accom- 

3+ 2+pagne pas de la reduction du Fe^ au F® • 
La particularity ytablle chez les oxydes de 
fer de ne pas former de phases d'alumoferrl" 
tes Independantes (oü les Ions de fer con
stituent des chromophores capables de for
mer des variytes et dolvent posseder des 
caracteristlques spectroscopiques stables), 
mats de s'lnt6grer en quallte d'impuretAs 
dans les phases d*aluminate et d'elumoslH* 
cate princIpelement en presence d'un entou-
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, Tableau 1
Influence du regime de refroidissement sur la composition de phase du clinker blanc

Ьа composition thöorique indiqu6e concerne egalement les clinkers ä indices suppl6mentai- 
ras H, П et TH. Les clinkers 5, 7 et 7-H sont obtenus sur la base des m61anges A KS = 0.93

Clin
ker

Regime de refroi
dissement (de 
blanchiment)

■ Teneur en oxydes, KS 
% en masse

SM Composition minAra- 
logique potentielle 
% en masse

Composit 
, de phase 
en masse

ion 
, %

FE, 
%

Fe2°3 FeO MgO C tS C2S G,A Э c4af c5s C2S C5A Total
1 blanch! dans un

milieu de vapeur 0,10 0,14 1,64 0,91 4,7 66 18,5 13 0,8 60 30 10 100 S32 blanchl dans
I’eau 0,75 0,14 3,7 0,93 5,5 71,6 12,6 7,9 2,3 63 20 12 100 853 blanchi dans un
milieu vapeur-gaz 0,17 0,22 2,9 0,89 3,7 56 20,3 14,4 1,3 59 2? 13 99 844“ blanchi dans un
milieu vapeur-gaz 0,43 0,14 0,73 0,93 3,5 67,6 13,6 15,3 1,3 54,5 29 19 102,5 354-H refroidi ä 1’air 0,53 neant 68 22 16 106 724-П blanchi ä neuf
dans I’eau ä
1450 °C 0,53 nA ant 80 22 1 103 304-TH refroidi ä I'alr 63,5 25 19 112,5 725 blanchi dans un
milieu vapeur*gaz 0,4? 0,14 0,79 0,33 4,2 46 36 13,6 1,4 48 35 19 102 335-H refroidi ä 1’air 0,62 nA ant 72 20 14 106 695-П blanchi & neuf
dans I’eau ä
1400 »C 0,47 0,02 72,5 26 1 99,5 30,56 blanchi dans

6-H
I’eau 0,71 0,07 0,93 0,33 4,2 45,3 35,9 12,1 2,2 70 25 4,5 99,5 80refroidi ä I’alr 0,7 0,07 1,72 0,33 4,3 46,3 36,3 12,3 2,1 56 34 10 100 627 blanchi dans
I’eau 0,4 nA ant 0,97 0,31 3,4 33 33 16 1,2 52 36 10 93 337*H refroidi A I’alr 0,44 nA ant 1,1 0,82 3,3 40,5 35,9 16,3 1,3 55 30 14 99 74

* Les■ alumoferrltes de calcium ne sont dAceles dans aucun des clinkers meme aprAs que ces
niers ont et6 debarrasses de silicates de calcium A 1’aide de 1'acide borlque.

gas ä une temperature de 1250 °C et plus 
basse, on volt se stabiliser dans tous les 
cas les compositions ä haute teneur en C^A 
qui est proche ou supArieure ä la quantity 
calcul6e de ce mineral (tabl. 1, fig. 1). 
Quant le blanchiment se falt ä une tempera
ture comprise entre 1275 e 1375 eC on ob
serve de differents schemas de crlstalllsa- 
tion du en fonotion de la composition

d0 ligends differents, predetermine 
°quisition par les Ions de fer de diver- 
Garacterlstlques spectroscoplques et de 
rses proprlAtes colorantes. Il e'en suit 

dA e^9 ^6a 0^*‘n^cers blanes ne dolt pas
dlrectement de la quantite d*oxydes

Piod°i8llUe I0 blanchiment des clinkers se 
dans I’eau ou dans un milieu vapeur- 
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T ab le au 2
Caract^ristiquea de la fraction d'alumosilicate des clinkers blanca

* Dans les echantillons des clinkers 4-H, 5 et 5-H le Cr^ n’est pas decele, dans les 
autres echantillons sa quantite a constitue de 0,00? ä 0,011 %.

Clin
ker

Teneur 
en phase 
d’alumo- 
silicates, 
% en masse

FR, 
%

Composition chimique du clinker, % en masse* concentration en 
masse d’oxydes de 
fer dans les pha
ses d•alumosilica- 
tes du clinker, %

SiO2 Fe203 FeO CaO MgO MnO

4 19,1 39 11,69 31,33 2,13 52,35 2,08 0,02 70
4-H 16,3 70 10,73 32,30 2,35 0,03 48,65 5,53 0,09 65
4-П 15,3 80 16,58 31,53 2,54 45,75 3,11 0,01 66,7
5 13,5 89 10,37 33,34 1,39 0,22 52,25 1,73 0,02 46,33
5-H 16,3 77 10,26 32,92 2,32 0,01 49,06 4,91 0,103 61,3
5-П 13,3 33 12,37 31,59 2,77 48,51 3,70 0,003 84

chimique et de la reactivity du melange 
cru. Dans les clinkers obtenus sur la ba
se de melanges trds basiques (FS = 0,93 a 
0,92) ä une basse reactivity (clinkers 4 
at 5) on reussit ä supprimer presque comp- 
letement la cristallisatlon du C^A en орУ- 
rant le blanchiment ä une temperature de 
1375 °C au minimum. Une haute teneur en 
C^A a ete enregistree dans de pareils clin
kers des la ryduction de la tempyrature 
vers le moment du blanchiment ä 1350 °C. 
On pent supprimer la cristallisatlon du 
C,A dans le clinker 6 en operant le blan- 
chiment ä une temperature de 1300 eC tan- 
dis que dans les clinkers 4-T et 7 on 
l'obtient ä une temperature de 1350 °C au 
minimum vers le moment du blanchiment. Il 
est possible de regier le degre de suppres
sion de la cristallisatlon du G^A dans les 
clinkers 4-T et 7 en faisant varier la 
temperature pendant le blanchiment de 1275 
ä I35O eC. Simultanement avec la suppres
sion de la cristallisatlon de la phase du
CjA est observi un accroissement 
de la teneur totale en phases de 

sensible 
silicate

par suite de differentes modifications qui 
surviennent dans les зсЬУтаз de cristalli- 
sation d’alite et de bellte en fonction des 
conditions concrytesi la quantity d’alite 
augments ä une suppression de la cristalli- 
satlon de la bellte ou la quantity de be

llte augments considerab lament ä une fälble 
reduction de la teneur en alite.

Le desequillbrage de la composition de 
phase des clinkers Wanes est du ä la sta
bilisation qui a lieu pendant le blanchi
ment de clinker A composition das phases A 
haute temperature dans des systemss d'alu
mosilicate ä haute basicite contenunt des 
impuretes de MgO. L’aluminium peut s’in- 
tegrer dans les tetraedres de SiO^ lors- 
qu’il est chauffe a 1.300 °C et plus, ses 
paramAtres structuraux etant soumis a des 
modifications en ргУеепсе de hautes tempe
ratures (2). La nature de la cristallisa- 
tion desequilibrye des phases pendant le 
blanchiment depend de la einetique de fi
xation du CaO lots de la culsson dans un 
Intervalle de temperatures de 1200 A 
1350 °C.

Le maximum du FR s'obtlent A des tempe
ratures differentes du clinker vers le mo
ment du blanchiment. Le clinker 7 possede 
la blancheur maximale A la temperature de 
blanchiment de 1200 eC, les clinkers 4 et 
4-T A la tempyrature de 1300 °C, le clinker
5 A la temperature de 1350 eC et le clinker
6 A la tempyrature de 1450 °C. Une suppr®3" 
sion importante ou presque totale de la 
cristallisatlon du C^A est accompagnye, de 
rAgle, par une ryduction du FR du clinker 
de 2 A 5
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• -4-T; »-«i; 4-J;
—6 ; x-7

^i-g« 1. Composition de phase et FR des 
clinkers Wanes en fonction du re
gime de blanchlment thermique. La 
designation des courbes correspond 
au marquage des clinkers dans le 
tableau 1

Dans la fraction d*alumosilicate des 
clinkers Wanes extraite par une dissolu
tion de phases de silicate dans la solution 
4 5 % d’acide borique, il у a de 10 ä 16 % 

4йI а’У trouve en quality d'impu- 
rete structurale isomorphe (tabl. 2, fig.3). 
I® changement du regime de refroidlssement 

°llnker entraine une modification sen
sible du contenu et de la nature de гёраг- 
titlon de I’oxyde de magnesium dans la frac
ton d’alumosillcate du clinker ce qui con- 

stitue justement la principals condition 
e la modification du FR de clinker par 
suite du blanchlment гёаИзё de 70 a 39 %.

Fig. 2. Influence des oxydes ferriques et 
de magnesium sur le FR de la frac
tion d'alumosilicate du clinker 
Wane

A un aooroissement en masse de 2 ä 5 % de 
la fraction du MgO, la blancheur de la frac
tion d1alumosilicate diminue brusquement 
(fig. 2). Dans les clinkers a FR le plus 
haut (fig. 3, clinkers 1 et 2), I’oxyde de 
magnesium se cristalllse sous la forme de 
periclase independamment de la valeur de 
sa fraction en masse dans le clinker. Une 
haute teneur des phases d’alumoslllcates en 
oxydes de fer n’influe presque pas dlrecte- 
ment sur leur coloration.

La fraction d•alumosilicate separee des 
clinkers 4-П et 5-П se compose de 94 ä 
96 % de la phase amorphe sous les rayons X 
et contlent de 4 A 6 % de C^A cristallin. 
D’aprAs sa composition chimlque, eile ne 
differe pas sensiblement des fractions d’alu
mosilicate ä structure cristalline du C^A 
separees d’autres clinkers. Dans les clin
kers indiques a eu lieu apparemment une sta
bilisation de la phase metamicte amorphe 
sous les rayons X qui est proche du CjA 
d’apres sa composition, mats qui possAde un 
niveau 6nergetique structural Aleve du A une 
haute concentration d’impuretes et de de- 
fauts. La preuve en est la presence d’effets 
exothermiques sur les courbes d*analyse
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Fig. 5« Spectres de diffraction au rayons X 
(CuKoO de La fraction d*alumosilica- 
te des clinkers blancs. La designa
tion des spectres correspond au 
marquage des clinkers au tableau 1

thermique differentielle avec des maximums 
a 325 et a 440 °C lesquels sont propres aux 
processus de "retour" des minerals m6tamic- 
tes ä I'etat cristallin ordonne (3) ainsi 
que la presence d’effets exothermiques de 
cristallisation du C^A et de la periclase 
raspectivement a 345 et 370 °C (fig. 4).

Des etudes de la microstructure des clin
kers blancs ä I’aide de microscopes electro- 
niques A trame et ä transmission ont decele 
dans tous les clinkers ä un haut FR la for
mation de phases ä relief llsse de la sur
face de clivage. La microstructure du clin
ker 1 ä blancheur maximale est construite 
selon le principe d’un assemblage dense de 
cristaux ce qui lui assure une tres haute 
masse specifique (4350 kg/m^). Au point de

455 750 900 ' I,

Fig. 4. Derivatogrammes du clinker 4
(1) et de sa fraction d'alumosili- 
cate separee (2)

vue d’un haut degre de blancheur, la micro
structure du clinker doit assurer apres le 
broyage l’obtention de particules ä 1’aspect 
optique homogene, A surface lisse, A basse 
microporosite et A haute capacite reflechls- 
sante. La determination de la surface speci
fique des clinkers broyAs et des clinkers 
bruts non broyes par methode d’ad sorption 
d’azote A basse temperature a montre une 
faible augmentation (de 20% au maximum) de 
la surface specifique apres le broyage ce 
qui temoigne non seulement d’une haute po- 
rosite des granules de clinker blanc mats 
aussi d’un grand nombre de microfissures qui 
у apparaissent de toute evidence par suite 
de 1’accumulation de dislocations de 
"scindement" predeterminant les surfaces de 
destruction pendant le broyage (4). ,

Les spectres de reflexion optique dans 
le domains visible des clinkers A haute et , 
A basse caracterlstiques du FR ont une diff®’ 
rence peu sensible au point de vue des 
centres de coloration d’oü vient que le 
des clinkers et des ciments eat determinA 
en grande partle par le pouvoir reflechi- 
ssant des surfaces de particules.
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INFLUENCE DES ADDITIONS ORGANIQUES SUR LA FORMATION DE LA STRUCTURE DE LA PIERRE p
DE CIMENT

Les adjuvants organiques influencent consi- 
derablement sur la formation de la structu
re de la pierre de ciment dans le beton et 
ameliorent ses proprietes constructives. 
Il est le plus avantageux d'utiliser les 
adjuvants complexes et les superplastifi- 
ants, dont I’emploi rationnel est etroite- 
ment lie avec la determination du mecanis- 
me de leur action. Ces adjuvants changent 
la cinetique de 1'hydratation du liant et 
les conditions de la formation des phases 
hydratees etant'eux-meme tres rarement des 
elements de la structure du durcissement. 
Leur influence se manifeste principalement 
dans les delais initiaux. Les particulari- 
tes de'!•Hydratation dans cette periods 
caracterisent le plus entierement les chan- 
gements de concentration observes <Jans la 
phase liquide. O'est pourquoi, en etudiant 
en cinetique les compositions des phasesz 
liquides, il est possible d’etablir le me- 
canisme de 1’action d’un adjuvant (I). 
L'apres l’allure des courbes Cg+(T ), 
CNa+( г ) • CK+C г ) GCa2*( г > • W4 r 5 
il est possible d*evaluer 1*influence de 
1*adjuvant sur la dissolution du clinker, 
la cristallisation des phases contenant 
le calcium et la vitesse de la formation 
d’ettringite. Si I'adjuvant ralentit la 
dissolution, alors le passage de R+ dex 
clinker sera ralenti et, conformement a 
cela, la concentration de ces ions dans 
la phase liquide sera plus basse. On peut 
1’observer en appliquant le superplasti- 
fiant 0-3 ou le poly-electrolyte soluble 
dans I'eau sur la base de I’acide salicy- 
lique (ВРП), ralentissant 1’Hydratationt 
et I’adjuvant complexe sur la base de rez- 
sine d’uree, accelerant 1’Hydratation 
(Pig.I).
D'apres le changement dans la phase,liqui
de de la concentration d’ions des metaux 
alcalins il est possible dans certaines 
cas d’evaluer quantitativement le degree 
de 1’Hydratation du ciment.
L’abaissement lent de la concentration 
d’ions de calcium dans la phase liquide 
dans la plupart des cas indique le ralen- 
tissement de degagement des phases conte
nant le calcium, et l’abaissement brusque- 
indique le surcroit de la vitesse de leur 
cristallisation. Si, simultanement, on ob
serve aussi l’abaissement brusque de la 
concentration des sulfates, alors да te- 
moigne le liage de la masse principals de 
gypse en ettringite, ce fait est confirme 
par les donnee de 1’analyse chimique. 0-3 
se sorbant principalement sur hydro-alumi
nates ralentit la cristallisation d’ettrin
gite, et ВРП ralentit 1’Hydratation des 
composants aluminatique et silicique de 
clinker, c’est pourquoi la concentration de 
calcium pour le Systeme avec 0-3 entre 4 et 
16 h et pour le Systeme avec ВРП entre 4
48 h abaisse faiblement. L’adjuvant comple
xe "sur la base de resine d’uree influence 
activement durant 6 h sur la cinetique de 
dissolution ainsi que sur la cristallisa
tion des phases hydratees. La cristallisa
tion de ces dernieres se realise dans ce

Fig.I. L’influence des adjuvants organiques 
sur le changement de la concentration de 
K* dans la phase liquide pendant 1'Hydra
tation de ciment: I - le ciment a alumina
tes moyens sans adjuvant; 2 - le m&ye-avec- 
C-3; 3 _ I0 meme-avec ВРП» 4 - le meme-avec 
I’adjuvant, complexe sur la de resine 
d’uree.
Systeme plus intensivement (Fig.2).
Pour la determination du mecanisme de 1 ac
tion des adjuvants organiques il est rati
onnel de combiner les etudes des phase.s li
quides avec les essais de la resistance 
plastique des systemes. La formation des 
films d’adsorption bioquant la surface de 
la phase solide et ralentissant 1’Hydrata
tion provoquera la prolongation de la pe
ri ode d’induction, et la cristallisation 
intensive d’ettringite amenera a un accro- 
issement rapide de la resistance plastique. 
Le superplastifiant C-3 prolonge la period 
d’induction. Au contraire, 1’adjuvan^ com
plexe sur la base de resine d’uree reduit 
la periode d’induction pour 2 h (de 8 aus- 
qu a 6 h), et aussi assure les valeurs , 
plus hautes de la resistance dans les de
lais posterieurs (Fig.3). Les etudes d ad
sorption de C-3 sur les mineraux de clin
ker et les ciments montrentque C,A et ses 
hydrates possede une capacite d’adsorption 
la plus grande et Ji> -CpS une capacite, 
d’adsorption la plus fälble. L'adsorption 
principale d’adjuvant sur le cpmposant ai 
minate de clinker s’explique, a ce qu ii 
parait, par 1’accroissement de la surfac 
specifique de C^A, se hydratant rapideme • 
Avec cela, il se forme les hydroalumina-
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Fig,2. L*influence des adjuvants organiques 
sur le changement de la concentration de Саг+ dans la phase liquide pendant l'hyd- 
ratation de ciment.
I - le ciment sans adjuvant; 2 - le meme- 
avec C-5; 5 - le meme-avec ВРП» - le шё'- 
me-aveo 1’ adjuvant complexe sur la base de 
resine d’uree.
tes de calcium avec une grande quantite de 
l'eau, ce qui amene ä une reduction de rap
port eau-ciment dans le Systeme. Il en suit 
gu'ilya lieu une basse efficacitS de plas- 
tifiant dans le cas d* application des ciments 
riche en aluminate.
S'adsorbant sur la surface des particules 
de ciment, C-5 les disperse. Sous le micro
scope polarisant on volt dans la suspension 
de ciment-eau sans adjuvant que les parti
cules de ciment ferment dea grandea agglo
merations. Dans la suspension de ciment-eau 
avec 1*adjuvant C-J en quantity de 0,1-0,5% 
\de la masse de ciment) on observe une dis
persion partielle des particules de ciment, 
et avec augmentation de la quantite d* adju
vant jusqu’ a 0,5-1,0% - leur peptlsation 
ulterieure (2). .
Cette propriete de superplastifiant C-5 
exerce une influence sur la formation de la 
Pierre de ciment. En comparant sous le mic
roscope des lames transparentes de la pier
re de ciment sans adjuvant et celles avec 
i adjuvant de 0,5% de C-5, on peut noter 
que la microstructure de ce dernier est

Fig.5. Le changement de la resistance plas- 
tique pendant l’hydratation des ciments. 
I - le ciment sansлadjuvant; 2 - le meme - 
avec C-5; 5 r le meme-avec 1*adjuvant comp
lexe sur la base de rösine d’uree.
plus homogene. Avec cela a lieu l1augmenta
tion de la porosite# conditionnee par 1’en- 
trainement de 1*adjuvant par I1air. Dans la 
pierre de ciment avec C-5 on voit les po
res arrondis avec limites regulieres et le 
diametre de 0,04-0,15 иш (Fig.4). Les 
echantillons etuves de la.pierre de ciment 
avec 1’adjuvant ont les memes caracteris- 
tiques structurales que les echantillons 
d'un durcissement normal.
S’adsorbant sur la surface des particules 
du ciment, C-5 ralentit leur Hydratation 
dans les premiers jours, pourtant dans

Table
Le degre de l’hydratation de la pierre de ciment d’apres la ligne de C^S, d = 1,76 X

La composition de la pierre Les conditions du Les delais de l’hydratation,
de ciment durcissement jours
__ I' ■ 3. . . . 7 28
Ciment + HgO Normales 35,0 54,0 58,0 58,4
Ciment + h20 + C-5 Normales 28,0 51,0 57,0 61,0
Ciment + h20 Etuvage 49,9 58,5 60,0 62,2
Ciment + HgO + C-5 Etuvage 53,7 54,8 59,7 65,7
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Fig.4. La microstructure de la pierre de 
ciment, SEMxJO
a) - sans adjuvant;
b) - avec C-5.

7 jours les echantillons ont pratiquement 
le meme degre d’hydratation ce qui confirme 
les donnees d’une analyse quantitative ra
diograph! que (Tabl.).
Done, 1*application des adjuvants organi- 
ques est une des voles de la formation di- 
rigee de structure de la pierre de ciment.
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MODIFIED LIGNIN - BASE SUPLGNATES IN THE MATERIALS ON CEMENT BASE

The features of the cement-based, mate
rials in many aspects are conditioned by 
their structure, controlled formation of 
which is possible through the use of super- 
ficially-active substances (SAS).

However the main part of the SAS is ani- 
эп-active and can retard cement hydration as 
r. result of chemisorption of cement parti- 
cals and formations on the surface of calci- 
urn centres. Besides, the application of the 
SAS rather often is accompanied by over-in
crease in air-entrapping or water-release 
which negatively affect the structural and 
mechanical features of the materials, espe
cially when hardening in the conditions of 
thermal treatment. Effective additives for 
cements and concretes, causing no reduction 
in the rate of hydration (the so-called 
LSTM - lignum-base sulphonates, teclmical, 
modified), are produced as a result of che
mical treatment of lignin-base sulphonates 
by amino-containing substances, after which 
they acquire the increased capacity for che
misorption on the surfaces of oxigen centres 
and do not prevent the water from binding 
with Ca-centres of cement particles surfaces . 
Modified products are characterized also by 
optimal molecular/mass distribution, which 
results in limitation of their air-entrap
ping capacity and in the Increase of their 
plasticizing activity.

The selected adsorptive-dispersive fea
tures of LSTMa make it possible to introduce 
them both with mixing water and at the pro
duction of cement, intensifying its comminu
tion (tabl.1).

The LSTM introduced into comminution 
process allow to maintain the reasonable 
proportion of average (5-30 m) and fine 
(less than 5 m) fractions in the process 
of production of usual and high-strength ce
ments. So the LSTMs positively affect the 
consistency and rheology of cement on its 
hydration and strength characteristics (tabl. 2, fig.1). &

, Contraction of grain composition with 
simultaneous limitation of fine fraction are 
especially important for high-strength plas
ticized cement, which is often used in con
cretes with reduced water content (as well 
as w/c) when there is an increase of the 
suction of water from the hydration products 
or the fine fraction; this can lead to the 
destabilization of the structure of harden
ed material.

, The addition of LSTM effectively plas- 
тея12®3 wa,ter-cement systems, essentially 
reducing vibroviscosity of the cement paste 
of aa times and water requirements 
1 я ?aa1:e concrete mix by 15-25% (fis* 

when the addition is inject- 
rint°+u^ller.w^th the mixing water, and du-

6 finding process of cement (curve 
. uae the additive increases the 

to'iR °f concrete mix from 2-4 cm 
ib-20 cm without reduction or even with 

thpria?^ "*J1 the concrete strength using in 
inpVatter case the plasticized cement with 
c ^eaae<i activity. In addition to that the 
bv1^e'‘e mrxes with LSTM are characterized 

>-ne reduced ability for water-release 

and separation into layers.
The cement stone and concrete with ad

dition of LSTM after normal and hydrother
mal hardening are characterized by the fine
ness of pores of the structure with reduced 
content of larger pores. This is confirmed 
by the shift towards smaller sizes of effec
tive radii of the pores in the range of

-10 -1050*10 - 1000«10 lu m, by the reduction
of dispersion values of average radii of the 
pores and by the reduction of macro-pores 
volume by 10-30% (tabl.3)«

Fig.1. The change of vibriviscosity of the 
cement paste depending on water-cement pro
portion: 1- Portland Cement A; 2- Portland 
Cement A+LSTM with mixing water; 3- plasti
cized Portland Cement C.

Fig.2. The dependence of water requirement 
of concrete mixes on the c/w proportion at 
the settling of the cone by 2-4 cm ; 1-3 -the 
same as in the fig.1, -
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The influence of LSTM additive on the grain 
composition of cement. Table 1

Code Cement •; Specific :______ Grain_composition_________
:surface : less then : r <
:m^/kg : 5*10”° m : 5*10 - 30»10“ m

A Pilot Portland Cement 300,0 1,8 52,4

В Portland Cement with Increased 
specific surface 365,0 8,2 58,8

C Plasticized. Portland. Cement
with addition of LSTM 352,0 5,3 65,3

Notes: The cements A,B,C are produced from one and the same clinker (C,S - 58%; CjS - 22%;
C,A - 5%; СЛАР - 13%); cements A and G are produced at one and Jthe same grinding 
conditions;4for the purpose of comparison on the same mill there was produced Port
land Cement B, having the specific surface as that of the plasticized cement.

Table 2
The influence of the LSTM additive on physico-chemical 
features of cement.

Code of 
cement

Rate of hydration of cement stone 
in terms of C^S

d= 1,76*10~10 m

: Features of the solution 1:3 (GOST)
1 210д4=81 
“Spread “33 
:cone, mm, 

-:w/c=0,40

'“^He“7“STreng^Ii“ö?_THe“sämpI3s7STä

•RnmnlAflnf nor* Steamed sam-
1 day : 28 days :mal* hardening

: 28 days
: pies
: 1 day __

A 36,0 83,8 120 57,1 39,8

В 42,4 84,1 122 60,4 42,2

C 46,9 86,0 166 64,4 48,0

Characteristic of the porous structure of cement stone
Table 3

Code of cement : Pore sizes, 10~^m^/kg, radius : Average diameter of the
•30-Ю“10 _ : 5o*io“w_ ;iooo-io-",u _
iso'io*"10 m :1000"10 m :20‘10“6 m

: pores
10~6m

A 0,017 0,042 0,021 2,7

В 0,015 0,0438 0,0182 . . 2,4

C 0,021 0,0482 0,0188 2,2

estimated by means of a mercury poro-Notes:Micro-porosity (less than 20»10-^m) has been 
meter in the pressure range up to 250 MPa.
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The influence of the LSTM-additive on the performance 
features of the concrete mix and concrete with c/w = 2,5.

Table 4

Cement : Additive : Requirement,kg/mJ :Settling of :Strength of the con-

zCement : Water
:the cone
: (cm)

:Crete, ЫГн, ad.ter
:steam curing at the
:age of
: 1 day : 28 days

Portland Cement А — 450 180

11! 
00

! 
1

1111

37 55
the same LSTM 450 180 14-16 37 56
Plasticized Portland 
ment C with LSTM

Ce-
450 180 17 -19 39 59

Portland Cement A LSTM 380 152 2-3 38 58
Plasticized Portland 
ment C with LSTM

Ce-
- 368 147 _ 2-3 42 _ 65____

The improvement of the porous structu
re and strengthening of the contact zone bet
ween the aggregate and the mortar part at 
the expence of water-release contributes to 
increased frost-resistance and strength of’ 
the concrete (tabl.4).
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TECNOLOGY OF PRODUCTION OF HIGH ALITE PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKERS
P

One of the ways to utilize the raw 
dust, collected, by the electric filters of 
the rotary kilns for the burning of Port
land Cement clinker, is the injection of 
the dust through the aggregate head.

The analysis of the collected dust of 
different plants has shown, that its chemi
cal composition had a wide range. In the 
most cases the dust was more enriched by 
acidic- components than the standardized 
raw mix, which is a result of different!- . 
ated removal of clay-like and rather dis
persive component. This phenomenon sponta
neously increases the SC of the main mate
rial on its way along the kiln. The recir
culation of the collected dust to the hot 
end of the kiln approximates the real con
tent of the clinker to the present one, and 
is one of the ways of effective use of the 
hish-temperature flame-zone.

If we take the collected dust and in
troduce a carbonate component into it till 
the SC is higher than that of the original 
raw mix, and then introduce this enriched 
dust into the kiln head, then it will be 
possible to produce high-alite clinker and 
still with higher hydraulic activity.

To study the behaviour of carbonate 
component in the kiln area we introduced 
into it Са2*-5 isotope in the form of CaCOx. 
Then in definite intervals we selected the 
clinker samples leaving the kiln and exa
mined them by means of radio- and petro
graphic methods.

On radiographic films of the sample, 
collected from preparatory zones at the 
moment of tne indicator injection (Fig.I), 
one can see the uniform blackening of the 
whole cross-section area which is an evi
dence of a complete coincidence of Ca^? and 
the main volume of the material; present 
at this moment in the kiln area. The depo
sit of high-temperature CaO particles in
side the cold end of the kiln increases the 
speed of physico-chemical transformation of 
the material both in preparatory zones and 
the high-temperature zone of calcination.

Fig.I. Radiographic film of a granule 
from-a preparatory zone of the kiln.

However a definite part of the carbo
nate component, introduced jointly with the 
raw dust, interacts with acidic compounds 
of the mix and melts in the flame zone, 
and then leaving the gas stream it deposits

Fig.2. Radiographic film of a granule 
from the caking zone of the kiln.

on the newly formed clinker granules. On 
the Fig.2 one can see a radiographic film 
of the granule in the centre of the caking 
zone at the moment of injection of the 
CaCO^-indicator. One can see clearly the 
deposited material, v/hich has formed the 
exterior layer of the granule as a result 
of superficial diffusion.

Under conditions of a definite satura
tion degree of the raw dust by means of car
bonate component and also with its suffici
ent volume it is possible to produce clin
kers with SC®I. Fig.3,4 show the petrogra
phic films of microsection metallographic 
specimens of practically "pure" alite clin
ker, produced according to the above-men
tioned method in the rotary kilnd4xI50m.

Fig.3. Petrographic film of the periphery 
layer of a granule (x200).

In the granule cross-section of such a 
clinker two zones are clearly seen: periphe
ry layer (fig.3), formed by means of mate
rial deposit in the caking zone of the rota
ry kiln, and the central part (fig.4), form* 
ed by the material from the cold end of the 
kiln.

The periphery zone, constituting 8-I°7" 
of the general volume of the granule, con
tains 60-63% alite, 5-10% belite and 25-27^ 
intermediate substance, while the central 
part contains 7°+72%' alite, 20+22% inter
mediate substance and isolated grains of 
belite.

Physico-chemical analysis of the sam
ples, collected from the whole length of
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the kiln being simultaneously fed with the 
carbonate-enriched raw dust showed that the 
volume of the material, deposited in cer
tain zones of the kiln, depended on disper- 
slvity of the introduced limestone compo
nent, on performance conditions of a par
ticular kiln and on technical solutions of 
the problem of delivery of original compo
nents through the kiln-head.

Fig,4. Petrographic film of the central 
part of a granule (x200).
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PARTICULAKITIES OF CEMENT HYDRATION IN SUSPENSIONS WITH ALCALI ADDITIONS.
P

Water-release considerably hampers the 
investigation of hardening cement suspen
sions with water/cement> 0,5. Adding sili
cate of sodium into cement suspensions we 
have managed to investigate the suspension 
hydration with water/cement=I,0-2,0 having 
eleminated water-release. V/e have prevented 
the quick thickening of the suspensions by* 
adding two-substituted phosphate of sodium. 
Oil-well pastes can easily penetrate pores 
and cracks of the rocks and possess the in
creased anti-filtering and strength featu
res.

There was found and proved the predo
minant influence of calcium ions concentra
tions in the suspensions on the hydration 
and gelation in the system of cement-water- 
silicate of sodium. In the system without 
addition of phosphate of sodium not only 
quick thickening and growth of plastic 
strength are observable, but also the de
crease of strengthening speed at.elder ages. 
Adding some phosphate of sodium to the sys
tem we can see that the suspensions thicken 
in 10-40 min., and after the induction pe
riod of strengthening are characterised by 
the quick growth of strength which is 2-3 
times as much as that in the pastes without 
phosphate of sodium (fig.I).

a)

Fig.I. Elastic strength (a) and compressive 
strength (b) of the cement suspensions (wa
ter/cement = 0,1; silicate of sodium -10%), 
containing sodium phosphate, % PgO^ 
I>- 0; 2-0,4$ 3-0,5; 4-0,6.

0 3 7 2Ö 9°
Time, days 

Electron microscope method has given 
us a possibility to reveal the differences 
in the structure of cement stone (fig.2). 
The first composition develops strong and 
porous structure with crystals of ettrin
gite, which release on the surface of cement 
granules. Cement stone of the second com
position is characterized by the more dense 
structure, represented mainly by calcium 
hydrocilicates with ettringite crystalli
zing in the pores of cement granules.

a)
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b)

Electron microfilms of the chipped 
TUnxaces of cement stone (water/eement = 
1t°2» hydrated during 60 days (x6000) s 

a<i<1itlve of 10% silicate of sodl- 
u®? b) with additive of IQ% silicate of 
sodium and 0,5% in ferm of Же2ЯР04; 
h^a0:,1 - ettringites 2 - fibrous 
oydrbsilicates of calcium? 3 - the resi- 

of unhydrated cement granules? 4-hyd~ 
oxide of calcium; 5-Plete-scaled hydrosi

licates of calcium.

These new compositions are used for 
water-proofing of exploratory workings in 
pit-construction.
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KINETICS OF ASSIMILATION OF CALCIUM OXIDE IN PRESENCE OF TITANIUM COMPOUNDS.

P

The eesencial features of clinkeriza— 
tion in presence of titanium compounds have 
been described by many investigators. This 
concern in the problem is quite lawful and 
conditioned by the occurance of the element 
in the Earth’s crust, and by" the titanium 
chemical nature, analogical to chemical fea
tures with oxidization rate - 4 (I)., H.Kxihl 
in his fundamental monography "Zemendhemie" 
(2) pointed out, that the titanium oxides 
could form compounds not only with the main 
composites of the raw mixes, but also with 
alkalies.

We have studied the influence of the 
titanium dioxide on the dynamics of calcium 
oxide assJLmilation in portland raw mixtures.

Chemically pure titanium dioxide of ru
tile modification were injected into port
land raw mixtures of various modular featu
res. The compact samples were burned at the 
temperatures of 900-I450°C in electric fur
nace, and in the cake there was estimated 
the content of free calcium oxide. The re
sults are given in the table

We suppose that in the portland raw 
mixtures containing simultaneously both ti
tanium dioxide and alkaline component there 
exists a possibility of formation of alkali
ne titanates and their solid solutions which 
(because their melting temperature is 85- 
I200°C) stimulate the processes of calcium 
carbonate dissociation and binding of cal
cium oxides into clinker minerals. Alkaline 
compounds of titanium also affect the clin- 
kerization processes at higher temperatures, 
changing the features of the liquid phase.

The possibility of formation of alka
line titanates was confirmed by our inves
tigation of the systems CaO-TiOg-KCHa^0 
and Mg0-Ti02-K(Ha)20. At the burning tempe
ratures of 900-II00°C in the burning pro
ducts there were found titanates of alkaline 
metals.

So the titanium compounds and alkaline 
compounds simultaneously present in raw mix
tures produce positive effect on the pro

TableThe free CaO content in the cake

X cake : T10- content . 
: (%7 mass

KjO content 
(%) mass

: Free CaO content 
: tunes (°C)

(%) at the burning tempera-

Г $Ü0 :I000 :iioÖ : 1200 : 1300 : 1400 : 1450

I O,C 0,0 32,4 30,7 25,0 22,0 16,5 1,5 0,0

2 0,5 0,0 33,0 27,5 22,0 17,0 14,0 0,0 0,0

3 1,0 0,0 — 32,0 22,0 15,0 11,0 0,0 0,0

4 2,0 0,0 — 31,0 22,0 18,0 7,5 0,0 0,0

5 3,0 0,0 30,0 27,0 24,0 — 7,0 0,0 0,0

6 5,0 0,0 28,0 24,0 15,0 15,0 5,0 3,0 2,0

7 8,0 0,0 • 27,5 21,0 20,0 8,0 3,0 5,0
2—1 0,5 0,5 — 35,0 19,2 15,0 10,8 1,0 0,0

4-1 2,0 0,5 — 27,0 21,0 12,3 8,0 0,5 0,0

6-1 5,0 0,75 — 22,5 11,5 10,0 5,0 I,* 1,6

7-1 8,0 1,0 36,5 30,8 20,5 16,6 10,0 2,5 2,0

At the temperatures of 900-I200°C the 
speed of the binding process of calcium oxi
de Is Increased In the case with all con
centrations of titanium dioxide. In the fi
eld of active mineral formation (I300-I450°C) 
the effect of titanium dioxide Is expressed 
more clearly: In the presence of 3% content 
of TlOp the speed of the binding of calcium 
oxide is Increased and with the Increase of 
TIOg-content from 3 to 8% the speed is re
duced. The Injection of alkaline component 
(chemically pure potassium oxide) Into the 
raw mixtures, containing titanium dioxide, 
caused definite changes in the character of 
calcium oxide assimilation: In the tempera
ture range of 900-I200°C the binding of cal
cium oxide was more active compared to mix
tures without alkalies, but with the adequa
te volume of TiOg. There was also noticed 
essential reduction of free calcium oxide 
content In the mixtures containing the in
creased volume of TiOo at the concluding 
stages of clinkerization.

cesses of clinkerization.
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PARTICULARITES THERMOCHIMIQUES DU PROCESSUS DE CUISSON DU CLINKER ALINITIQUE p

L’utillsation du bain fondu de sei en 
quellte du milien reactionel assure la bei
sse de la temperature de eulsson de 500-350 
aussi que les formations intermediaires et 
la composition de phases du clinker cutt in- 
ordinaires. .

Des essais du four rotatif 2,5x75m ont 
permit d*identifier des transformations phy- 
siquo-chimiques pendant la eulsson. L*analy
se de phases aux rayons X (fig.I), les me
thodes petrographiques et de la mieroscopie 
electronlque ont mis en evidence la succe
ssion de la formation de mineraux en fonc- 
tion de la temperature (tabl.I).

Table I
"Succession de la formation de mineraux

Temp.,°C : Mineraux :

5ОО-65О CjjA^CaClg - chloralumi
nate de Ca

2-4

65О-75О CaCOyCaClg -charbochlo- 

rite
8-12

65О-75О Cj jAj^CaCI p 3-7
2 CaO-SiOg CaCOj-spour- 
rite

35-45

CgS - silicate bicalcique jusqu'a 2

75О-85О C j j A a Lx 12 3-7
2CaO«SiO2 CaCOj 45-55

°2S 12-18
Zone du C^^Ar^CaC12 4-5
cuisson CgS

RQCaO'MgO.eSiOg.AlgOy
25-35

•CaClg- alinite 55-65
clinker СутАпСвСХ^ 3-4

CpS 25
CoF-ferrite bicalc. jusqu'a 4

20CaO’MgO’6S1U2*Al2Uj*CaCl2 55-65
C3S 3-7

L* analyse thermique differentielle 
(fig.2) et 1*analyse chimique des echantil- 
lons pris dans les differente domaines du 
four ont montre que la decarbonation se pa
sse essentiellement a 970-1070 K. L*absence 
4e la chaux libre temoigne de la haute reac— 
tlvite du cru. -

La circulation du chlore est subite au 
circuit interne (de-chlorage dans les zones 
chaudes et regeneration de CaClo dans les 
froides} comprenant I’issue d’une certaine 
quantite de chlore entrant dans la structure 
cristalline de mineraux (fig*?).

,Des calculs thermodynamiques selon des 
donnees sur les transformations physico-chi- 
®lques, aussi que 1’analyse dezla dissipa
tion de la chaleur ont laisse etablir des  
jacteurs assurant la reduction de la consom- 
™ation specifique de la chaleur en com^arai- 
=on avee le procede classique. Cette reduc

tion peut Stre de 20% (tabl.2). 
z Table 2 

Pacteurs assurant la reduction de la 
consommation de la chaleur ppttr la 
cuisson du clinker alinitique (voie 
humide)

XX tPacteurs :Part de :Article du bilan 
: :1’econo- ;thermique
s :mie tota-:
:____________ :le,%_____ 1

Consommation teori— 
que de la chaleur

1. Diminution 23 
de la basi- 
cite du cru

2. Augmentation II 
de 1’exother
mic des re-z 
action de me- 
naralisation

3. Regeneration 2 
de CaC12

4. Formation de 6 
 bain fondu

5. Dechlorage -13
6. Baisse de la 2 

temperature
du processus

7. Diminution de II 
1’humidite de
la pate crue

8. Augmentation # 16 
de la capaeite 
horaire du four

9. Diminutionzde , 4 
la quantite spe- 
eifique du cru 5 
(sur 1*unite de

.masse du clinker)

I bid.

I bid.

.I bid.

I bid.
Pertes de chaleur a 
travers le corps du 
four
Pertes de chaleur 
avec I’air excedant 
du refroidisseur
Consommation de la 
chaleur pour evapo
risation de l,eau
Pertes de chaleur a 
travers le corps du 
four
Consommation thedjti.- 
que de la chaleurv. 
Consommation de la'; 
chaleur pour evapoV 
risation de I’eau

TO.niminut1on du 20 Pertes de chaleur 
volume et de la avec des gaz perdus 
temperature de 
gaz perdus

II.Diminution  de la I Pertes de la chaleur 
quantite de la - avec la poussiere 
poussierre ___ _

Des calcules et des essais industriels 
montre que la mlse au jpoint de la tecnologie 
a basse temperature reduit la consommation 
thermique (20%) et augmente la capaeite ho
raire des fours rotatifs (30%).
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Fig.1. Analyse au rayons X des echantillons: 
1 - cru de depart; 2 - 150°C; 3 - 300°C;
4 - 500°C; 5 - 65O°C; 6 - 75O°C; 7 - 800°C;
8 - zone de cuisson 9 - clinker alinltlque

Pig.2. Analyse thermique dif. des echanti
llons: 1 - zone de chaines; 2,3,4,5 - tem
perature du materiau 500, 650, 750, 800°C; 
6 - debut de la zone de cuisson

Fig.3, Variation de la teneur en chlore du 
materiau lors du traitement thermique dans, 
four rotatif 1 - Gl" total; 2 z Gl".combine 
avec des alcalls (RC1); 3-01 combine en 
CaCLg et autres combinaisons
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particularites de la clinkerisation des crus a composants aluminosilicieux 
A HAUTE REACTIVITE.

L'intensification des processus de clin
kerisation peut etre obtenue en introdui- 
sant dans le melange cru une mati^re natu
relle ä haute reactivite ou un sous-produit 
industriel qui a subi au prealable un trai- 
tement ä haute temperature et a acoumul6 
une quantite determines d'energie interne. 
Une baisse supplementaire de la consomma- 
tion dEnergie necessaire a la fabrication 
du clinker est possible grace a 1’utili
sation d’un tel composant ä I’etat non 
broye (1) ou la production sur sa base des 
clinkers (de belite) ä faible saturation ä 
activite 61evee (2).

On a 6tabli I’efficacite d’utilisation 
des roches effusives, les basaltes, large- 
sent repandus dans le monde entier (3) en 
qualitd de composant aluminosilicieux ferri- 
fdre e haute reactivity entrant dans le me
lange cru du ciment Portland. Ils sont ca- 
racterises (d’apres R. Deli) par une com
position chimique moyenne suivante, % en 
masses si02 - 49>06; Ti02 - 1,36; Al^ - 
15,7$ Fe205 - 5,38; FeO - 6,37$ ЬЬО - 0,31; 
HfeO - 6,17; CaO - 8,95; Na20 -3,11$ K20 - 
1,52; P205 - 0,45$ HgO - 1,62. Les basal
tes provenant d’un meme gisement different 
sensiblement au point de vue de la stabili
se de composition. '

Pour donner une appreciation comparative 
Prealable de 1’homogeneite chimico-minera- 
logique et des intervenes des temperatures 
de fusion des basaltes et d ’autres minerals 
aluminosilicieux utilises traditionnelle- 
osnt dans 1’Industrie du ciment, on s’est 
servi du diagramme d’etat d’un Systeme ä 
quatre composants Si0o - Alo0, - CaO - MgO. 
ьйз points figuratifs d’un nombre ecrasant 
de compositions des basaltes se placent a 
1’Interieur du tytraddre Ш - CMS2 - CaS2-S 
(£ig. 1). Cela etant, la temperature dii 
debut de fusion des basaltes constitue 
(1150*10) ec et celle de la fin de fusion 
oacilie au'niveau de 1300 *0 en fonction de 
la teneur en Al-jO^ (4).

I'Qs compositions d’argiles иЬШаёев 
dans 1’Industrie du ciment se caracterisent

0119 Plus grande diversity« les points

Fig. 1. Disposition des points figuratifs 
des compositions des basaltes dans 
les tetraedres elementalres du Sys
teme Si02 - AlgO^ - CaO - LlgO« 
( • ) - tetraedre lfi-CHS2-CaS2-S; 
( 0 ) - tytraedre CS-CiiS2-CAS2-S. 

figuratifs de ces compositions se placent 
dans les tdtraydres dlementairesi CS -CHS- - 
- CAS2 - S; MS - CMS2 - CAS2 - Si CAS2 - 
IV^A^ - MS - 3$ CAS2 - A^S2 - i^A2S5 - s. 

L’Intervalle des temperatures de fusion, 
lui aussi, est soumis respectivement ä d’im
portantes oscillations« la temperature du de
but de fusion des argilles de diverses com
positions varie de 1135 ä 1300 eC et celle 
de la fin de fusion, de 1400 а 15ОО °C. Les 
laitiers de haut fourneau occupant une posi
tion intermediaire entre les basaltes et les 
argiles. Les points figuratifs de la masse 
essentielle de compositions de laitiers se 
situent dans les tetraedres dlementaires« 
C^S2 — CS — C2MS2 — C2AS2; C2M32 — CAS2 — 
MA - M^; C2ffi2 - C2AS2 - CAS2 - MA (fig. 2). 
La tempdrature du debut de fusion de la 
majorite des laitiers constitue 1285 a. 
129О °C et celle de la fin de fusion est de 
1400 а 15ОО eC.

Il en rdsdlte que les basaltes ont un 
plus bas point de fusion que les autres mi- 
пУгаиХ я] (iminnqi 11 ci aux utilises dans 1’in- 
dustrie du ciments dans les melanges crus 
contenant du basalte la fusion commence ä 
une plus basse temperature de 1’ordre de
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Fig. 2. Disposition des points figuratifs 
des compositions de lai tiers dans 
les tetraedres elementaires du 
Systeme SiC^-AlgO^-CaO-LIgO* 
(o ) - tetraedre C5S2-CS-C2ffi2-C2Aa5 
(0) - tetraedre CS-C2M32-C2AS-CAS2; 
(■ ) - tetraedre C2ijE>2-C2AS-CAS2-LIAi 
( d ) - tetraedre С2Ш2-СА52-ИА-И23

II50 eC» aux environs de 1180 a 1200 °C la 
masse essentielle de basalte est en fusion 
et la quantite de la matiere fondue attaint 
50 % (5) ce qui est capable d ’accelerer sen- 
siblement la formation d’alite. Ce fait a 
permis de concevoir la possibilite de cais
son des melanges crus basaltiques non 
broyes; la formation de mineraux se produit 
älors grace ä une impregnation des particu- 
les decarbonisees des pierres de carbonate 
concassees par le basalte en fusion et A 
une interaction ulterieure de la phase li
quide et de I'oxyde de calcium.

Une dtude des particularitds de forma
tion de la structure du clinker de ciment 
Portland au cours de la culsson des melan

ges crus ä haute dispersite a montre une 
baisse sensible du role des reactions en 
phase solide grace A une reduction du nonb- 
re de contacts entre les particules et, res- 
pectivement, ä un retrecissement du front 
des reactions (6). Dans le domains des tea- 
peratures comprises entre le debut de fusi
on du basalte et 1250 °C la vitesse du pro-' 
cessus d'impregnation est faible, la matie
re fondue penetre dans la particule de car
bonate essentiellement par gros pores prin- 
cipaux. Dans la zone de contact du composant 
carbonate avec le basalte on observe une in
teraction des composants grace aux processus 
d 'echange de diffusion conduisant A une for
mation dans la couche de basalte contigue ä 
la chaux concassee, de cristaux de melilite, 
de wollastonite et de bellte. Cependant, les 
reactions de formation des mineraux posse- 
dent une nature limitee, la profondeur de 
diffusion des nouvelles formations etant 
faible. Lorsque la temperature se porte A 
une valeur de 1300 A 1350 °C, la viscosite 
de la matters fondue baisse, eile devient 
capable de penetrer dans les micropores (les 
pores primaires de la matiere crue et les 
.pores secondaires dont 1'apparition est due
A la decarbonisation). Les dimensions des 
pores augmentent grace A une action de coin- 
qage de la matiere fondue et a une dissolu
tion des parols de pores ce qui, A son tour, 
facllite la progression de la phase liquide 
A 1'Interieur des grains de carbonate. Bar 
suite d 'une jonction diffuses d'ions de cal
cium a la phase liquide, une couche de cris
taux de silicate bicalcique apparalt suivant 
le front de mouvement de 1'exces de matiere 
fondue a travers la particule decarbonisee. 
Avec 1'dpaississement de la couche, la vi
tesse de diffusion d'ions de calcium dans la 
matiere fondue ralentlt quelque peu tout ® 
restant au-dessus des vltesses de diffusion 
des autres ions ce qui provoque une modifi' 
cation progressive de la structure de la 
couche intermediairej A la limite de la ma
ttere en fusion a lieu un delayage des nou
velles formations et une baisse de leur ba- 
sicite tandis qu'A la limite de la composan-



Fig» 3« bUcrophotographies des clinkers J 
a) formation de belite; b) forma
tion d'alite; x 300

te carbonates se produit une saturation de 
la couche d'ions de calcium et un accrois- 
saaent de la basicite des composes jusqu'ä 
la formation du silicate tricalcique. Le 
Processus d'impregnation une fois termine, 
on volt apparaftre d’abord dans le clinker 
äes grains de belite sans formes particu- 
lieres mais proches du facies propre a la 
bellte (fig. 5, a), par qa guite, les cris- 
taux de bellte prennent leur forme habi
tuelle, puis, tout en gardant les formes 
cristallographiques propres ä la bellte, 
ooamencent a tourner au clair, le teint 
Propre aux cristaux d'alite dans les sec
tions polies pour se transformer definitive- 
aeQt en cristaux d'alite (fig. 3, b).

Etant donne que tous les processus se 
ProduigQQt en presence de la matiere en fu- 
tes e^* С0Г1а®^иеп1:1 11119 grande vi-
aaei la Synthese des silicates de differen

tes basicites se deroule pratiquement si- 
multanement. Le clinker obtenu est caracte- 
rise par une structure zonale, un ordre in
determine de disposition des champs alter
nes de cristaux d 'alite et de bellte du ä 
une inhomogeneite de la structure du com- 
posant carbonatd (irregularite de disposi
tion des gros pores) etant dcnne que la 
these ci-dessus est juste pour le nouvement 
du front de la matiere en fusion aussi bien 
de la surface de la particule que de 
1'"Interieur ’ de cette derniere, c'est-ä- 
dire, de la surface de pore. II s'en suit 
que la vitesse des processus se deroulant 
pendant la cuisson des melanges non broyes 
depend sensiblement de la porositS du com- 
posant carbonate de base et, avant tout, de 
la valeur moyenne du rayon des pores. La 
cote admissible des particules du composant 
carbonate assurant la totality süffisante 
des processus d 'Imprägnation et de Synthese 
des mineraux de clinker, peut etre determi- 
nee d'apres 1'equation (l)i

В = -O.Ojt-l.jSr^o^'IO^t2-
-0,43 «Ю-4!1 o+O,11 •1O'"2r^t, (1)

сиг В est la mesure lineaire des particules 
du carbonate concasse, mm;

rQ est la valeur moyenne du rayon des 
pores, unites conventionnelles;

t est la temperature de cuisson, eC.
Les donnees de calcul sont confirmäes 

par les resultsts experimentaux (v. tab
leau) (7).

La cuisson de mälanges crus non broyäs 
permet d'obtenir des clinkers qui donnent 
les ciments des classes 400 et 500 carac- 
terises par des qualites exothermiques mo- 
därees et une resistance aux sulfates äle- 
vee. Grace ä un remplacement partiel 
(ä 50 %) de la boue cruo par un mälange non 
broyä de calcaire-basalte, on obtient une 
äconomie de chaleur de cuisson de 10 % tan- 
dis que le rendement du four rotatif aug
ments de 19,5 % (8).

Une reduction supplementaire de la con- 
sommation d 'energie de cuisson peut etre 
obtenue grace ä 1'utilisation de melanges
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Tableau

Type de 
rocke 
carbo- 
natee

Valeur Cote admissible (mm) des
moyen- 
ne du
rayon
des
pores, 
un.
conv.

particules du carbonate 
coneässe ä la temperature 

de cuisson, “C

-experim. equat
1350

.(1)
14001350 1400

terre 
me üble

5,56 3,9 8,2 4,4 8,9

calcaire 
Qoquiller

11,68 9,3 26,8 10,4 23,7

röche s6- 
dimen- 
taire

4,30 3,7 7,8 3,9 6,6

röche 1,11
granulaire 
cristalli-

1,4 3,6 1,6 3,3

ne

crus contenant du basalts a. faible coeffi
cient de saturation destines ä obtenir des 
clinkers de belite actives par un produit 
sulfate (bopshogypse). La temp6rature de 
cuisson d 'un tel clinker ne d6passe pas 
13ОО а 135О °C et la resistance attaint 
54,8 MPa (9);
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SOl-iE FEATURES OF MINERAL FORMATION ON THE SAMPLE SURFACE.

Thermodynamic conditions on a calcina
ting granule surface at the external heat 
energy supply and abstraction differ consi
derably from the conditions of the material 
existence in the granule. This is a result 
of the further factors* affect:
1) the difference of surface and volume di- 
nensions;
2) the phenomena on the heterogeneous medi
ums interface ( solid phase - gas );
3) the chemical composition difference owing 
to the diffusive transfer of material through 
the interface and the exchange with the in
ner volume; ■
4-) the intergranular pressure and the vol
tage vectors direction;
5) the temperature and its gradient;
6) the physical and mechanical features of 
the surface and inner layers (structure,
heat and-electric conduction, strength, hard
ness etc.).

Owing to the above mentioned differen
ces the surface layer of a clinker granule 
considered to be an important object of stu
dy. The requisite for the study was also the 
experimentally established differences in 
the content of calcium oxyde in superfrac
tions and on the granule surface of white 
Portland Cement clinker in comparison with 
large fractions, inner granule volume and 
the mean clinker mass.To make reseaches of the phenomena on 
the surface layer of the Portland Cement 
clinker with effective thickness of 30 //km 
the diffractometer DRON-2 with the high-tem
perature attachment UVD-2000 has been used. 
This method provides to obtain in vacuum 
(where the displacement volume pressure is 
not more than 10-^ mm Hg) the diffraction 
spectrum from the packed powder surface at 
temperature up to 2000°C. The scanning elec
tron microscope "Jeol" - JSM-35OCF with the 
spectrometer FCS has been also used.

Indication of the diffractograms has 
been made after 10-minutes exposure at de
signed temperature. The error of automatic 
control of the temperature is - 4°.

The following was of the main interest:
- the features of phase formation on the ma
terial surface in the conditions of its in
tensive heat exposure ( the heater is a tung
sten tape); .
- the processes of phase transition on the 
surface of the calcinating material;
"the changes of phase and chemical compo
sition of the surface layer in the process 
of heating and cooling of the sample.

At the heating of the packed powder of 
threewedged C3S up to I500°C in the thin 
surface layer of 50-70 //km, tricalcium sili- 
c®te decomposes with<Z- CpS formation, but 
without calcium oxide extraction; meanwhile 
the inner volume of the sample does not 
change and still consists of C5S.

At the heating of a white clinker pow
der containing three phases - CzS, CgS (/ - 

I* C3A ^e material surface undergoes 
^.following changes (fig.1,2): 
«nt^te content in the surface layer has mo- 
4..i°n?Usly decreased in the temperature in-

I000*I400°C, and in the range of 1400 
P to I45O°C it has sharply reduced to zero;

’ averaged grinded 

sample after calcination

-surface after calcination 

20° C

155O°C

14dO°C

I400°C

initial clinker sample 

20° 0 ■

38" " ' ' 28 *°29

Fig.I. The radiograms’ sections of a white 
clinker powder at its heating up to I55O°C 
in vacuum. „ ' . „ 

ф — alite, /(■—О CpS, x —o4— 0^.^,

Д - C,A, ■5 -
- CtA content in the surface layer being 
constant at I000°C up co I400°C has sharply 
increased in the temperature interval 1400* 
I45OOC, and at the further increase of temperature up to I55O°C the content of C,A has 
reduced to zero as a result of transition

Pig.2. The change of phase composition of the' 
white clinker surface at heating up to I55O°C.

• — alite, — C2S, о — ^ — C2S, x — eZ* — ,
й ~ CjA. * •

- CpS content (in/-form) has monotonously 
increased from 1000 up to I400°C in'accor- 
dance with reduction of CzS content. At the 
increase of temperature from 1450 up to 1550 C
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c/'-form has passed into (endoeffect

connected with the transition of »('into cL - 
modification of CyS on the DTA curve - at 

1405°C). The intervals of the more sharp 

change of the content of alite, C-^A, and the 

^'-(/transition of C2S practically coincide; 

- after cooling of the sample reflections 

of only two phases - C^A and ß- are dis
played on the difractogram of the surface 

layer. Free calcium oxide is not observed. 

In the same time the main sample mass gives 

the typical X-ray photograph of the -white 

clinker with comparatively higher alite con

tent and lower C-A content than the initial 
(before calcination) clinker.

The analogous phase composition of the 

surface has been produced at the calcina
tion (up to 1500°C) of the raw mixture pow
der of the white clinker, containing 82,5';i 

of limestone, 9,8% of kaolin, 5,9% of sand 

(fig.3). Under these conditions the sharp 

increase of C-A-content andaf-oi transition 
of C9S in the-^surface layer has occurred in 

the interval of 1400o-1500°C. To dl'-dl tran
sition on the DTA-curves the endoeffect at 

1410cC corresponds. Exoeffect at 1345OC, as 

a result of the initial alite formation, 

concerns only the inner part of the sample. 

On the surface of the sample C.,S does not 

appear in the whole temperature interval up 

to 1500°C. Small amount of C-,S on clie sample 

surface has been indicated only rfter its 

cooling.

BT6

S4U

Ю00 (too 1200 1300 moo 1500
t°C

Fig.3- The changes of phase composition of 
the raw mixture of the white clinker at he
ating in UVD-2000 kilns and diversition sys
tem. ,
4- CaO, D- SiO,, о - CoS, x -oL- C9S,
Д - C^A.

Alite formation on the surface of the 
sample at heating has been observed only at

the calcination of mixtures with surplus 

content of calcium oxide. In this case CaO, 
crystals are present not only on the sur- 1 

face of the sample but in the inner volume 
of the sample as well (fig.4).

36 26 
*°2e

36 т—1б 
♦°2e

Fig.4. The radiograms’ sections on the sur
face and the averaged grinded sample at cal

cination of the raw mixture with stoichio
metric (a) and with surplus content of CaO 
(b).

The layer diffraction analysis of the 
samples has shown the following (fig.5)s

IN 31 30 ЗИ 32 36 ЗЦ 3i 30 34 M 30
«.гв*

Fig.5. Radiograms of the surface and the 
adjoining parts of the sample.
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a) the surface after calcination;
b) has removed the layer of 40jukm;
c) has removed the layer of 120«/кт;
d) the averaged grinded sample.
- on the surface - C7A, ^and</- C-S, small
amount of C7S; - '
- to the depth of 5O-7q<lkm the relative re
duction of compositions of these phases and 
increase of alite amount; '
- beginning with the depth of 70-I00x/km the 
usual phase composition with high alite con
tent.

It is noted that the opposite surface 
of the sample which has not been subjected 
to radiation (X-ray radiation, ultra-violet, 
luminous, thermal) by phase composition is 
analogous to the irradiated one.

The sample cut has been studied in the 
direction from the surface to the centre 
with the help of electron probe of the size of 
2x10y/km with the step of 2 tikm. The change 
of characteristic X-radiation intensity of 
Ca, Si and Al has been observed. It has been 
indicated that the intensity relation of Ca- 
and Si-curves on the surface and in the 
width of the sample is the same. It prevents 
from explaining the absence of CZS on the 
surface by evaporation of calciuri oxide from 
the surface in vacuum or its diffusion in
side of the sample. Thus, the absence of 
alite on the surface at the synchronous ab
sence of free calcium oxide can be explained 
only by absorption of the large amount of 
surplus calcium oxide by<Z -C^S grating with
out the change of the grating type. At the 
cooling of the sample some part of X-C?S, 
containing surplus calcium oxide reorganizes 
with C_S formation which is fixed on the 
X-ray photograph of the cooled sample.

As for decimicrone widthes of the sur
face apparently it is possible tv say that 
aluminium diffuses in the direction of the 
surface of the sample. It leads to the re
lative Ca and Si reduction on the surface 
before the appearance of the melt. The high 
Intensity of C-A peak on the surface at re
latively low intensity of mlnerals-silicates 
peaks and comparatively small changes of the 
relations of intensity of the characteris
tic curves of Ca, Si, Al in comparison with 
the sample width indicates the formation of 

CtA with isomorphic Si. The cause of the formation of this mineral but not alite 
is the thermodynamic predilection and "two- 
“imensionality” of the texture. The irradi
ation of the sample does not affect the phase 
composition.
th t- conclusion it is necessary to say 

hiBb-tempenature processes of mine
formation on the surface of the sample 

nsiderably differ from those in the whole 
“ass of mineral.
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INFLUENCE OF SUCROSE ON THE SETTING OF PORTLAND CEMENT.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
For the preparation of the portland 
cements, two industrial clinkers A and 
3, anhydrite and hemihydrate were 
employed. The calcium sulphate was 
added in- amounts of 2.5 wt.% SO^ to 
both of the cements. The chemical 
composition of the clinkers is shown in 
tab. 1. The anhydrite/hemihydrate ratio 
in the cement was 1.
The setting or rheology of cements has 
been measured according to DIN 1164, 
or by means of a coaxial cylinder 
viscosimeter, at constant water-cement 
ratios. The sucrose was added together 
with the mix water directly to the 
dry cement, or the cement was premixed 
with water for 4 min. before adding 
the sucrose. The alteration of the 
chemical composition of the pore 
solution that had been squeezed out of 
mortars according to DIN 1164, ■ were 
established by Atomic Absorption 
Spectrophotometry ( Ca, Al, Fe, Na, 
К ), colorimetry ( Si and sucrose), 
titration (OH-), and S 0 4 by 
precipitation as barium sulphate.

Table 1 Chemical composition of the 
clinkers in wt.%

Clinker A Clinker В

S iO £ 22.40 21.50

a12°3 4.52 5.31

Fe2°3 2.61 3.21

CaO 68.60 62.40

MgO 1.05 1.13

K2O 0.18 0.68

Na20 0.20 0.20

so3 0.02 0.55

RESULTS

As for the cement containing little 
alkali, the direct addition of sucrose 
to the mix water does not induce any, 
dealing with portland cement, however , 
containing a lot of alkali, a distinct 
retardation of the initial setting up to 
0.2 wt.% sucrose is effected.

Fig. 1 Setting time of cement paste A 
vs addition of sucrose (direct 
or delayed addition of sucrose)

Consequent to that, even here a false 
set occurs. For both cements the final 
setting is evidently retarded till th® 
false set takes place coinciding with a 
prolongation of the setting interval, 
and then accelerates ( see picture 1 and 
and 2).

correspondence with the results theIn 
obtained by measuring the setting, 
direct addition of augmenting portions 
of sucrose affectuates an increasingly 
accelerated gain of viscosity of cement 
pastes. 'The subsequent "dosage of
sucrose, however, already causes a long* 
lasting low viscosity, even when 
dealing ■ with a smaller content of 
additive. In this respect picture 3 
visualizes the shear stress versus time.



Addition of sucrose (Wt.%1

For the time being a particulary_ J'ast 
decrease of the Ca + +- and S04 -
ion concentration within the pore 
solution is being held responsible for 
the effect of the directly or 
subsequently added sucrose to the 
cement going along with an extremely 
fast formation of ettringite. Without 
a retarderor especially in case of 
delayed addition of sucrose, the 
respective concentrations are noticably 
higher (see table 2).
When directly adding sucrose, the 
aluminate concentration, too, is 
obviously increased.

sucrose content Ca+ + SO." A190o

added wt.% (g/1) (mg/l)

without 0.0 1.3 1.4 0.5
directly 0.4 0.6 0.4 9.0
after 4 min 0.4 1.7 2.0 2.0

Tab.2 Calcium-, sulphate-, and aluminate 
-ion concentration within the pore 
solution 1 hour after mixing

Fig. 2 Setting time of cement paste В 
vs addition of sucrose (direct 
or delayed addition of sucrose)

3 Variation of shear 
stress with time 
measured at a shear 
rate of 0.02 min“1 
at several sucrose 
concentrations



The direct addition of sucrose to cement 
leads to its evidently accelerated bond 
to or within the solid phases ( see 
picture 4 ).

P

Fig. 4 Concentration of sucrose in the 
pore solution in cement mortar 
mixed with 0.1 wt.% and 0.4 wt.% 
sucrose refered to cement
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CL. CONTRIBUTION TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE PHASE COMPOSITION OF DIFFERENT
MAGNESIA-CHROME BRICKS AFTER THE ATTACK BY CEMENT CLINKER

1. Introduction and posing the problem

Nowadays mainly magnesia chrome, bricks are 

used as refractory lining in the burning 

zone of cement rotary kilns. The MgO-content 

of the bricks vary between approx. 80 and 

60 % MgO according to the MgO-raw material 

and chrome ore ratio. Accordingly the Cr2O3 

content ranges between 4 and 16 %. 

Additionally they show considerable differen 

ces in type and quantity of the chemical 

secondary components SiO2, A12O3 and Fe2O3.

Therefore the durability of the magnesia 

chrome bricks is not only determined by its 

behaviour towards mechanical load but also 

by its chemical reaction at high temperatures

Aim of the following comparative investiga

tions is to determine the chemical-mineralo

gical changes of four representative magne

sia chrome bricks of different chemism after 
its contact with cement clinker.

2. Character of the applied muterials

Two industrial cement raw materials of simi

lar mineralogical composition were chosen 

for the investigations. Its chemical proper

ties were adjusted regarding the content and 

composition of the ashes of two different 

coals (mineral coal and charcoal from Bra
silia) .

Four in the cement industry applied magnesia 
chrome bricks with different chemical-minera 

logical and physical properties were invest!, 

gated regarding their phase composition be
fore and after the attack by cement clinker. 

Above all the magnesia chrome bricks differ 

in type of the applied dead burnt magnesia 
and chrome ore, in the ratio of the before- 

®entioned and in the burning temperature 
during the brick burning process.

In the following sections the applied materi^ 

als are described in detail.

211 Coal ashes

Due to the fact that the Brasilian cement 

Industry recently mainly applies solid fuel, 

some native current mineral coals and one 

charcoal were chosen. Table 1 gives the 

chemical mineralogical composition and the 

fusing behaviour of the two ashes. The ashes 

obviously have different A12O3- and CaO-con

tents as well as different fusing points.

2.2 Raw meals

Table 2 reflects the chemical mineralogical 

composition, the theoretical clinker phases 

as well as the burnability index of the raw 

meals. Please note the significant differen 

ces in the MgO-content, in the alumina modu 

lus and in the burnability index.

2.3 Refractory bricks

A characterization regarding chemical analy 

sis, phases and the most important physical 

properties are shown in table 3 and figure 1

3. Test conditions

By adding the same portion of water the raw 

meals were pressed into tablets of 20 mm in 

diameter and 20 mm in length and dried at 

110 °C until achieving constant weight.

Cubic test specimen of 70 x 70 mm were sawed 

out of the refractory bricks.

3 tablets each were put on top of a cube and 

covered with a second cube from the same 

brick material.

The samples were heated up in a Bickley-lab 

oratory furnace fired with natural gas at 

10°C/min up to 1700 °C. Preliminary tests at 

1500 and 1600 °C had not resulted in any sig 

nificant reactions at the contact. The dura 

bility reached 5 hours in a homogeneous tern 

perature field.

After slowly cooling off in the furnace the 

samples were prepared according to the diff^ 

erent tests. Fig. 2 schematizes the proce 

dure.

4. Results of the investigations

For a better understanding of the new forma 

tions of the phases several test methods 

were combined:



- Atomic absorption spectroscope

- X-ray phase analysis

- Reflected light microscopy

- Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

4.1 X-ray phase analysis

Please refer to table 4 for the results. Alj. 

te, the compound richest in lime, only occur 

red in brick D. C2S was found in every brick. 

The intensity showed, however, that general 

ly more C2S was found in combination with raw 

meal 1 than with raw meal 2.

All brick samples pretreated with raw meal 2 

had monticellite and merwinite. Except for 

sample В which also had a considerable guan 

tity of those silicates with raw meal 1. 

Forsterite could only be proved in samples В 

and C under the influence of raw meal 2.

Especially raw meal 1 was responsible for the 

highest quantities of the phase C4AF in the 

brick samples A and C.

Aluminate phase was only found in the brick 

samples A and B. The combination of brick 

sample C/raw meal 1, however, produced a 

phase which - according to the d-values 

(ASTM-Standards 17-736)- was first identified 

as calcium-aluminum-magnesium silicate of 

the formula (CaO, MgO, AI2O3). SiO2.

4.2 Reflected light microscopy

The investigations with the reflected light 

microscope were carried out in order to con 

trol the phases determined by the X-ray phase 

analysis and to determine their spatial dis 

tribution. Due to the fact that the reaction 

tests were carried out in a homogeneous tern 

perature field there was no clear zonal se 

quence as can be observed with used bricks 

in the practice.

Raw meal 1 provoked the formation of the com 

pound bellte as silicate phase in all brick 

samples except for in brick sample B, where 

a significant quanitity of merwinite and mon 

ticellite could be determined.

Brick sample C contained a high quanitity of 

a prismatic phase hard to etch. It could be 

proved all over the whole infiltrated brick 

part. Very small quanitities of prismatic 

phases were also found in brick sample A.

CaJciurrraluminate-ferrite was found in all 

brick samples: the highest quanitity in brick 

samples A and C, the lowest in B.

Raw meal 2 caused a different reaction than 

raw meal 1. Besides of belite there were also 

the significant phases merwinite and montice 

Hite. Very small quanitities in decreasing 

sequence could be determined in the brick 

samples С, В and A.

Calcium-aluminate-ferrite was determined un 

der the impact of raw meal 1 with the same 

before-mentioned tendency for the respective 

bricks.

Under the attack of the pure ashes forsterite 

formed in all bricks, the charcoal addition 

ally caused the formation of monticellite.In 
general the infiltration evoked by the miner 

al coal ashes was nearly twice as high as 

that by the charcoal ashes.

4.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

The investigations by the SEM were carried 

out as supplement to the X-ray phase analysis 

and the microscopical investigations. The 

SEM indentified the unknown phases, the known 

phases and determined the exact chemical com 

position Including the incorporated foreign 

ions.

The results can be summerized as follows:

- The prismatic phase found by the reflected 

light microscope was identified as a melilite 

of the ideal composition C6MA<S (fig. 3).

- The exclusive formation of alite in brick 

sample D with both raw meals was confirmed. 

Furthermore the incorporation of significant 

quanitities of chrome could be proved.
Measured individual values amounted up to 20 

and 25 atomic* Cr2O3.

- The Cr2O3-content in belite varied between

9 and 0 atomic*, the standard value varying 

between 1 and 4 atomic*. ' 



- According to individual measuring 2-4 

atomic^ of MgOwere determined in belite in 

all brick samples after their reaction with 

raw meal 2.

Cr2O3 preferably substituted A12O3. Higher 

quanitities could be determined in the brick 

samples reacting with raw meal 2 than with 

raw meal 1. The average doping quanitity was 

between 2 and 3.5 atomic%, in extreme cases 

between 15 and 16 atomic%. In these cases the 

general formula should read C4(Al,Cr)F.

The doping of SiO2' in calcium-aluminate-fer 

rite was nearly constant and varied between 

4 and 4.5 atomic%.

Titanium and manganese were incorporated in 

calcium-aluminate-ferrite in samll, varying 

quanitities. A calcium-titanate-phase tending 

to C3T2 could be determined in very small 

quanitities with both raw meals. But it still 

contained between 5.55 and 5.65 atomic% of 

silicium (fig. 4) .

5. Discussion of the results and conclusion

Taking into account that the brick samples 

were investigated under static conditions in 

a homogeneous temperature field and at in

creased temperatures (practical case of ther 

mal overload) the following findings can be 

learnt from the phases in the slagged brick 

samples when only considering the chemical- 

mineralogical impact:

* As noted the bricks generally suffered more 

under the attack of raw meal 1 than of raw 

meal 2. As this result cannot only be attri 
buted to the insignificant chemical differen 

ces there must also be kinetic causes: the 
higher burnability index of raw meal 2 to 

Sether with a coarser grinding.

The less abundant offer of clinker phases 

with raw meal 2 can also serve as an explana 

tion why merwinite and monticellite, which 

ate less calciferous,formed in all bricks 
instead of belite in the case of raw meal 1.

- The abundance of calcium-aluminate-ferrite 
in bricks A and В can be explained by the 

high content of magnesium ferrite as the 

matrix forming phase of the bricks.

- In sample C considerably high quanitities 

of melilite were found of the approximately 

composition СбА4М5. An increased А120з-соп

.tent of the brick could be responsible for it 

as the brick contains a chrome ore with an 

extremely high quanitity of magnesium-alumin 

ate-spinel. The fact that this phase doesnot 

appear in brick sample D with the lowest con 

tent of A12O3 underlines our presumption. 

Furthermore it is known that melilite forms 

during the wear of magnesia bricks contain 

ing MA-spinel.

The bricks В and C with forsteritic matrix 

react more sensitive in connection with cem 

ent clinker, because they enable the forma 

tion of the phases monticellite and merwinite 

which are less calciferous and which have a 

lower fusing point.

- Alite was only found in sample D, which has 

a sinter with a CaO/SiO2 ratio of > 1.87 and 

is nearly free of iron. Therefore the forma 

tion of calcium-aluminate-ferrite can be 

practically excluded.

- The tested bricks suffer more under the 

mineral coal ashes than under the charcoal 

ashes. The mineral coal ashes, however, cause 

the formation of forsterite instead of forste 

rite and monticellite which occur in the 

bricks when attacked by charcoal ashes. This 

is caused by the different lime content of 

the two ashes. For the refractoriness forste 

rite is preferred to monticellite which has

a lower fusing point.

- As observed by the SEM the incorporation 

of chrome into the lattice of alite and bel^ 

ite as well as the substitution of Al by Cr 

in calcium-aluminate-ferrite indicates the 

decomposition of the chromite spinel portion 

of the chrome ore and partly explains the 

whereabouts of the liberated chromium oxide.

- Striking was the formation of a calcium 

titanate phase, even if it was only found in 

small quanitities. It can only be explained 

by the supply of TiOi from the raw meal and 

the chrome ore.



The following conclusions can be drawn con 

cerning the evaluation of the investigated 

bricks:

- A high compound of magnesia ferrite in the 

matrix is undesirable, because, under the 

attack of the clinker phases it leads to cal 

cium-aluminate-ferrite and a lower fusing 

point of the brick matrix. Above all this is 

a typical behaviour towards cement clinker 

resistant to sulfate.

- A low CaO/SiO2 ratio in the brick weakens 

its resistance to clinker phases because 

monticellite and merwinite lower the fusing 

point and therefore decrease the refractor.! 

ness. This effect is not dangerous as long 

as the quanitity of forsterite in the brick 

is only insignificant.

- The AljO3-content of the chrome ore is in 

so far important for the reaction to cement 

clinker as increased Al203-contents might 

cause the formation of melilite.

- The results with the two raw meals show 

that besides the chemism the burnability of 

the raw meals influence intensity and 

completeness of the phase formation.

Table 1:

mineral coal ashes charcoal ashes

Si02 (%) 59.01 55.52

AI2O3 27.12 11.56

Fe 20 3 7.16 6.12

CaO 1.71 •15.38

MgO 1.06 ’ 2.88

K20 1.92 3.52

Na2O 0.17 0.98

МП2О3 0.05 0.29

TiO2 1.10 - -

Cr 2О3 - 0.03

S03 - -

CaO/SiOj 0.03 0.28

LSF 0.84 8.85

SM 1.72 2.99

AM 3.76 ’ 1.65

mineral coal 
ashes

charcoal 
ashes

softening point (°C) 1400 1220

hemispherical 
fusing point (°C) 1500 1230

flow point (°C) 1 530' 1400

Mineralogical composition

quartz X X

silicate phase X X

mullite X X

calcite - X

free lime - X

field spar X -

haematite X X

glimmer X -

montmoril Unite X -

Table 2:

Chem. composition raw meal 1 raw meal 2

SiO2 22.32 21.48

AI2O3 5.33 4.65

Ее20з 3.40 3.46

CaO 65.83 63.45

MgO 1.97 5.20

K2O 0.60 0.45

Na20 0.10 0.12

SO3 0.17 0.32

Cl " 0.05 0.07

TiO2 0.21 0.25

Мп20з 0.04 0.17

Rational analysis (according to BOGUE)

c3s 57.7 58.9

C2S 29.5 17.1

C3A 8.4 6.5

C«AF 10.4 10.5

LSF 92.4 92.9

LSF(incl. MgO) 93.3 ' 103.3

SM 2.49 2.52

TM 1.61 1.35



Mineralogical composition

raw meal 1 raw meal 2 bricks

glimmer X X

montmorillinite . x X

chlorite - - X

calcite X X

dolomite X X

quartz X X

haematite X X

Table 3:

Refractory bricks(original <composition)

A В C D

MgO 81.41 78.7 81.11 84.94

СГ2ОЗ 3.95 6.93 4.64 8.41

Al 2О3 2.58 2.68 4.73 1.88

Fe 2О3 7.16 6.66 4.28 2.75
SiO2 1.84 3.44 3.38 1.09

CaO 2.70 1.24 0.78 0.97

Мп20з 0.36 0.20 0.66 0.15

K20 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.01

Na2O 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03

CaO/Si02 1.47 0.36 0.23 0.89

Ca0+SiO2 4.54 4.68 4.16 2.06

Mineralogical composition

Periclase X X X ' X
chromite X X X X
MF X X X x*
M"s - X X -
CMS X X X -
C3MS2 X - - X
C,S - - - X**

present *= hardly any **= few

bulk density 
(g/cm1)

2.93 2.81 2.85 2.93

apparent
Porosity(%) I 8.85 23.34 21.24 17.70
cold
crushing
strength
IK/mm3) 60.7 47.2 44.2 57.8

Table 4: X-ray phase analysis

A в c D

raw meal mix 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

C3S X pro

C2S pos pos X X X X pos X

C3MS2 X X X X X

CMS X X X X

M2S X X

C3A X X pos

c6a4ms XX pos

c4af XX X pro pos XX pos pos pos

MA X X

X = present 

pos = possible 

pro = probable



Fig. 1: Refractoriness under load of the 
investigated bricks according to DIN

Fig. 3: SEM picture of the prismatic
(melilite)-phase

Fig. 2: Experimental arrangement

top view

Fig. 4: SEM picture of the calcium-titanate’ 
phase '
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EFFECT OF MICROCLIMATE ON CONCRETE DETERIORATION

EFFECT OF MICROCLIMATE ON CONCRETE DETERIORATION

SUMMARY

The south facing vertical surface of concrete barrier walls for highways often exhibit considerable scaling 
which suggests that walls so oriented are subjected to a more severe exposure condition. The 
objective of this research was to measure and define the microclimate by measuring the temperature, 
and moisture and salt concentration conditions obtaining at the surface and in the near sub-surface of south 
and north facing highway barrier walls. Two field exposure sites were included in the study: a south 
facing wall on a divided highway and two laboratory cast barrier wall panels placed to face north and south 
respectively at an outdoor site.

The field measurements of temperature and moisture content were obtained on a semi-continuous basis for 
three winter months. The results showed that a temperature gradient as high as 9C between the concrete
surface and the 1 cm depth was common. The rate of freezing and thawing was significantly higher on the 
south faeing wall than on the north facing wall and also the south facing wall was found to undergo a 
significantly greater number of freeze-thaw cycles. The foregoing findings indicate that a much more severe 
climate exists on south facing walls. This can be attributed directly to the greater insolation received by ■ 
such walls.

Introduction

Concrete barrier walls are commonly used along 
highways in Canada and in and in northern U.S. 
states. Some have shown rapid deterioration in the 
form of surface scaling. Typically, the 
deterioration has tended to be more pronounced on 
the south facing walls. The purpose of this study 
Was to measure and define the microclimate at such 
walls. The microclimate elements measured were 
temperature at the surface and near sub-surface, 
moisture content and salt content.

Field Instrumentation and Measurements

lhe microenvironment existing in the surface layer 
concrete barrier walls was measured at two 

distinctly different sites. One site was an 
listing south facing barrier wall along a heavily 
travelled divided four-lane highway in South Windsor 
Ontario), the E.C. Row Expressway. The results 
obtained at this site represent only a south facing 
exposure, and are described elsewhere (1). . -

The other site was the roof of Essex Hall on the 
Campus of the University of Windsor. The tests 
results from that site- are the subject of this 
P^per. two panels having the shape and dimensions

concrete barrier wall sections were cast in the 
a oratory, . instrumented, cured for one month and 
cn placed on the roof, one facing north and the 
er facing south. The concrete used was 

air-entrained (nominal 5-7%) with a water-cement 
raUo of. 0.47 and maximum aggregate size of 10 mm 

(3/8")• Copper-constantan thermocouples were used 
for the temperature measurements. The thermocouples 
were placed at the surface, and at 10mm depth from 
the surface. Stainless steel electrodes were 
embedded at 10mm depth and 10mm apart, and used in 
the measurement of moisture and salt concentration. 
The cast panels are shown in Figure 1, and the 
instrumentation of the panels in Figure 2. ■

Figure 1: Cast panels. Note electrodes embedded 
along the center line of the panel and thermocouple 
wires in the back of the panel.



The panels were sprayed with a 97» NaCl salt solution 
three times in a manner shown in Fig. 3 to result 
in three distinct salt concentration zones. Natural 
moisture content and induced salt content were 
determined by two methods. The primary method used 
was the "capacitance effect method" developed by 
Hudec, Maclnnis and Moukwa (1). This method is based 
on the observation that the capacitance of concrete 
varies with the degree of saturation. By applying 
an electrical field through stainless steel 
electrodes and measuring the resulting current, it 
was possible to predict the degree of saturation 
and, to some extent, the salt content. Current 
readings were taken after each spraying.

ROOF panels Dimensions in cm

Thermocouples FAC1N6
I cm deep

NORTH FACING

Figure 2. Placement of thermocouples and electrodes 
in the south and north facing panels.

A •- wprayed on Moy 20
В ■ sproyed on June 2
C = sproyed on June-6

Fig. 3.Spraying of the panels by 37» NaCl solution.

The second method involved physical sampling. 
Concrete samples were chiseled from the panels at 
different locations during the period of study to 
determine the actual degree of saturation and salt 
content. The degree of saturation was determined 
gravimetrically. The salt content in the panels 
was determined chemically by the Berman-Volhard 
method.

Data collection was initiated in February, 1984. 
Current readings and temperatures were recorded on a 
semi—continuous basis for two months. The outside 
temperature, relative humidity, wind direction and 
precipitation were obtained from the Windsor Airport 
weather station. The sunshine record, which was not 
available from the Windsor Airport, was obtained 
from the Harrow weather station, some 15 miles 
distant. Current readings and temperatures were 
recorded for various types of weather.

Temperature Conditions

The temperature regime existing in the panels 
depended on the prevailing weather conditions, 
which can be classified into several distinct 
types: sunny and cold; sunny and -warm; partly 
sunny and cold; cloudy and cold; cloudy and warm.

'Daily Temperature changes

Typical temperature variation in the south facing 
roof panel for a sunny and cold day are shown in 
Figure 4. The figure shows that a rapid rise in 
temperataure occurs in the surface layer when the 
sun irradiates the concrete. Subsequently, a rapid 
drop in temperataure takes place in the evening of 
a sunny day. A maximum warming rate of 16.7 C/h and 
a maximum cooling rate of 8.6 C/h were recorded in 

Sunny ond cold day ROOF PANELS

March 7

Figure 4. Typical temperature variations in the 
south-facing roof panel on a cold but sunny day»

the south facing panel for a sunny day. However, 
tabulation of the frequency of different rates о 
change in concrete temperature showed that most 
changes in temperature were at the rate of between 
0 and 3 C/h, for both the warming and cooling parts
of the cycle.

Temperature gradients with depth

and the 
sometimes on cold 
on sunny days, 

between 
be 9

to exist 
of the 

and windy days» 
The largest 

surface and 
the south

Large difference in temperature was found 
between the surface and the interior 
concrete face, 
but especially 
temperature differential between the 
the 10 mm depth was found to be 9 C for ,
facing roof panel. This typically occurred 
sunny afternoons when the sun's radiation coup• 
with a high air temperature warmed the surface о 



the panel. The inverse was true (surface much 
cooler than the interior) in the evening of a sunny 
day when the cold ambient temperature cools the 
surface.

A typical change in the differential temperature 
(dt) experienced by the thermocouples (1,6) (3,8) 
and (5, 10) is shown in Figure 5. The "dt" is 
defined as the difference in concrete temperature 
between the surface and the 10mm depth.

Figure 5. Differential temperature between surface
and 10mm depth over 24h period.

Temperature reversals

During partly sunny days, the surface layer of the 
panel experienced multiple cycles of thermal 
changes, which undoubtebly would produce 
significant stresses. For the period of the test, 
the thermocouples (1,6) and (5,10) experienced, 
respectively, 68 and 50 changes in dt over a period 
of 14 days.

Freeze—thaw Cycles

The temperature change from above to below the 
freezing point can be defined as one cycle of 
freezing and thawing. Because of pore size 
considerations, the minimum temperature required to

Figure 6. Average 
day measured by 
March.

number of freeze-thaw cycles per 
thermocouples in February and 

freeze capillary water was taken as -3 C. The 
number of freeze-thaw cycles per day (with -3 C as 
the freezing line) for all the thermocouples is 
given in Figure 6.

The rate of freezing and thawing ranged from 0.1 to 
7 C/h for the roof panels. Lt was observed that 
the rates of freezing were lower than that of 
thawing and, that freezing and thawing proceeded 
most often at a low rate (between 0-3 C/hour) for 
the roof panels. At the bottom of the panels, 
freezing proceeded most often at a rate between 6 
and 9C/h. Conversely freezing at the top 
proceeded most often at the lower rate of between 0 
and 3 C/hour. Thawing at the top or the bottom of 
the panel proceeded most often at a rate between 0 
and 3 C/h. Freezing occurred first on the surface 
and half an hour later at the 10mm depth.

Factors Affecting Temperature.

Panel Orientation

The maximum differential temperature on the north 
facing panel was 5C, while 9.0C was recorded for 
the south facing panel. The temperature of the 
north panel was controlled by the air temperature, 
and not by the sun's rays. Thus, the temperature 
in the north facing panel frequently remained below 
-3C for long periods, and experienced fewer 
freeze - thaw cycles than the south facing panel.

Shape of the Panel

The temperature change observed was affected by the 
shape of the barrier wall and by the depth of the 
thermocouples. The maxima rates recorded on the 
surface were higher than Inside the south facing 
panel. The highest rate of temperature change was 
recorded on the surface at the bottom of the south 
facing panel and, also, the lowest rate recorded at 
the 10 mm depth occurred at the bottom of the 
panel. The shape of the barrier wall had a 
relatively small effect on the rate of temperature 
change in the north facing panel.

High temperatures and high temperature gradients 
recorded at the bottom of the south facing panel 
can be explained by the angle of the sun's rays 
with the surface. On a clear day the bottom part 
receives and absorbs more solar energy than the
top.

Moisture Conditions

Figure 7 gives an example of the degree of 
saturation and the temperature of the concrete in 
the roof panels between noon and 2 pm during the 
cited observation periods in February. Note that 
the panels are not critically saturated; also note 
that on Feb. 27, the north-facing panel surface was 
below freezing, while the south-facing surface was
well above freezing.

Although in general, the moisture ci 
barrier walls is controlled by wetting 
the orientation of the wall also has . .
influence. Since at this geographic location 
prevailing wind direction is from t,... 
south facing wall should have higher

a,,., to drivine rain. On the other hand,

ontent in the 
, and drying, 
a significant 
’ • ‘ i, the

the south, the 
moisture



ROOF PANELS

Figure 7. Distribution of temperature and degree of
selected days.

saturation across the south and north facing panels on

the surface of the south facing panel would dry 
faster than the north facing panel. The values of 
average degree of saturation calculated for the 
roof panels at the surface and at the 10 mm depth, 
given in Table 1, confirmed this general 
observation.

• Table 1
Degree of Saturation of South and North Panels

Date
March Time

10mm Dept Surface
South North South North

6 14:20 53.3 49.9 /.0 13.1
10 0:00 85.0 74.0 71'.1 63.6
11 13:40 68.9 60.0 36'. 5 30.4
12 10:50 62.3 56.7 28.1 30.2
13 13:20 65.5 50.0 30.5 21.8
14 8:35 69.8 o3.2 44.3 34.2
18 16:40 50.3 48.8 .0 .0
27 10:35 30.2 31.5 .0 .0

Average 60.7 54.3 26.3 24.2

Salt content

The salt content of the panels was calculated from 
current readings using the frequency-class method 
described by Hudec, Maclnnis and Moukwa (1), and on 
chiselled samples. The roof panels, at the 
conclusion of the test, had a salt content 
equivalent to 2.1, 4.6, and 4.5 percent NaCl 
solution in the top, middle, and bottom portion of 
the panels respectively. It is known that 
freeze-thaw cycles in the presence of a 3 to 47, 
salt solution produce the most severe scaling (2). 

Conclusions

temperature is below freezing, the concrete surface 
can be well above freezing. As soon as the sun is 
obscured by cloud(s), the surface begins to cool 
rapidly. Thus, on partly cloudy days, the surface 
can undergo several cycles of freezing and thawing. 
The rapid temperature changes and differences 
observed between the surface and the sub-surface of 
the concrete no doubt set up thermal stresses and 
contribute to the deterioration of the concrete.

The roof concrete panels were generally not at 
’’critical” saturation levels while undergoing 
freezing and thawing. This was in marked contrast 
to E.C. Row highway exposure panels, where snow 
accumulation and car splash maintained 
near-critical saturation during most of the winter. 
However, a limited amount of salt spraying of the 
roof panels was sufficient to maintain the salt 
concentration in the 2 to 6% range.

The shape of the panel had a bearing on the 
moisture and temperature conditions. The lower 
curved portion was found to have higher, and more 
frequent changes in these parameters.

It can therefore be concluded that the south-facing 
concrete barrier walls experience a much harsher 
climatic environment, and are more prone to 
deterioration than walls facing in other 
directions.
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Direct rays of the sun have a pronounced effect on 
the surface temperature of the concrete, which can 
be more than 10 degrees higher than the air 
temperature. On sunny days when the air
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UN MODELE PHENOMENOLOGIQUE DE REVOLUTION DE LA RESISTANCE EN COMPRESSION 
PARAMETRANT LrINFLUENCE DU CLINKER ET CELLE DES GRANULATS

INTRODUCTION .
La finesse de mouture du ciment est le principalipa- 
rametre sur lequel le cimentier peut agir pour modi
fier les proprieties du ciment. A I’origine de cette 
etude, nous souhaitions connaTtre, pour chacun de nos 
clinkers industriels, I’effet d’un accroissement de 
la surface speci-fique sur les resistances aux diver
ses echeances.
Nous souhaitions obtenir des valeurs chiffrees, uti- 
lisables pour notre usage interne et nous ne nous sou- 
ciions pas d’aboutir ä un modele ayant une valeur 
generale. Ce n’est qura la fin des essais, en de- 
pouillant les resultats qüe le modele emergea : en 
cherchant ä representer I’influence de la surface 
specifique, nous nous somme aperqus qu'il etait pos
sible de faire ressortir des grandeurs, caracteristi- 
ques du clinker lui-meme, et d’autres, caracteristi- 
ques des granulats du beton.
NATURE DES ESSAIS
Nous avons etudie les resistances en compression ä 1, 
2, 7 et 28 jours de mortiers AFNOR et de betons com
poses ä partir de 52 ciments resultant du broyage de 
14 clinkers industriels.
Deux series d’essais ont ete faites ;

tableau 1

clinkers

(A ä D)

Finesse Blaine (cm^/g) 
des ciments broyes

Taux de S (Z) 
des ciments

2 800

2.8

3 650

3.2

4 500

3.6

-

Resistances en compression mortier AFNOR ä 1, 2, 7 et 2S jours
Resistances en compression beton sur cylindres 1= x 32 cm 

a 1, 2, 7 et 2b jours '
Granulats siliceux 0- 10 rmn I
Dosage 425 kg/m-^ 1
Rapport eau/ciment ajuste pour obtenir ur. 
sement de 5 cm au edne d'Abrams ;

Serie 2

to 

clinkers

(E ä N)

Finesse Blaine (cm^/g) 
des ciments broyes

Taux de S (Z) 
des ciments

2 800

2.8

3 650

3.2

4 500

3.6 4.0

Resistances en compression mortier AFNOR a 1, 2 et 28 jours
Resistances en compression beton sur cylindres 16 x 32 cm 

a 1 , 2, 7 et 28 jours
Granulats siliceux 0 - 10 mm (identiques ä ceux de 

la serie I)
Dosage 300 kg/nA
Rapport eau/ciment ajuste pour obtenir un affais—
semenc de 8 cm au c5ne drAbrams

LE MODELE POUR LES MORTIERS
Ce modele permet de calculer, pour un clinker donne, 
connaissant la finesse de mouture du ciment, la re
sistance en compression du mortier standard ä n’im— 
porte quelle echeance, entre 1 et 28 jours. Il fait 
intervenir quatre grandeurs qui, ne dependant pas de 
la surface specifique du ciment, sont caracteristiques 
du clinker : - ” " ""
. Le Coefficient d’efficacite chimique du broyage :a
. La Resistance de reference ä I jour :^ol
. Le Taux d1accroissement des resistances «т
. Le Dommage ‘ ■ *D
Nous allons introduire successivement chacune de ces 
quatre grandeurs en montrant comment on peut les cal
culer ä partir des resultats experimentaux.

Le Coefficient d/efficacite chimique du broyage
Dans nos experiences, le developpement des resistan
ces R depend de deux parametres, le temps t et la 
surface specifique S, Le principe du modele consists 
ä reunir ces deux parametres en un seul, appele 
"temps equivalent" et note u ; u est, lui-m^me, fonc- 
tion de t et de S. On ecrit : ■

R(t,S) = R(u) avec u - u(t,S)
L’expression de la fonction u est construite en trois 
etapes А, В, C :
A) On admet que, si le clinker etait monophase, on 

pourrait ecrire :
■ U*SO = t.S .
So etant une surface specifique de reference chpisie 
arbitrairement.
B) Pour tenir compte de ce que le clinker est, en 

fait, polyphase, on definit une "surface chimique- 
ment equivalente", notee S’, telle que :

R(t,S) = R(u) avec u.So = t.S’ .
Ces deux equations permettent de determiner S’ pour 
chaque vale,ur de S, En pratique, il est commode de 
representer, pour chaque valeur de S, la variation de 
R en fonction de Log t ; le changement de variable de 
t ä u s’ecrit :

Log u = Log t + Log S’/Sq
et correspond ä une translation des courbes paralle- 
lement a 1’axe des temps (figure l)»

106 06 TEMPS E» J08RS

Figure 1 ; Construction de la droite representant la 
variation de la resistance de compression en fonction 
du temps independamment de la finesse.
Laisser tels quels les points (*) representant la 
mouture la plus grossiere So,
Translater les points ( + ) representant la finesse Sj. 
d,une translation parallele a I'axe de temps.
•Translater les points (O) representant la finesse S2 
d’une translation T2 parallele а Iеaxe de temps. : 
Choisir Tq et T2 de telle sorte que I’ensemble des 
points s •alignent le mieux possible. Le resultat de 
la construction se trouve figure 2.
On prend comme surface specifique de reference Sq I3 
valeur correspondent ä la mouture la plus grossiere 
(So = 2800 cm2-/g) , Pour cette finesse de reference on 
pose par convention que u = t (et done S’ = So) 5 
courbe R(Log t),correspondant ä cette finesse de refe" 
rence,ne subit aucune translation. Les autres courbes^ 



correspondant aux autres finesses S, sont translatees 
de T »Log S'/So. Les valeurs de T pour chaque S sont 
calculees statistiquement de maniere ä optimiser la 
coincidence de toutes les courbes.
C) Pour achever la determination.de la fonction u, il 

suffit de relier S' ä S par une relation empirique 
telle que si S = So alors S' = S. Les resultats 
experimentaux s'accordent approximativement avec 
la relation lineaire :

(S'/S -1) = (S/So-l).a
Le coefficient de cette relation, a, qui suffit ä lui 
seul ä definir le temps equivalent u, est appele Coef
ficient d’efficacite chimique du broyage ; 11 est ca- 
racteristique du clinker et permet de prevoir I’effet 
de la finesse sur la vitesse de developpement des re
sistances. '
La Resistance de reference ä 1 jour et le Taux d^ac- 
crolssement des resistances
On etudie maintenant la relation R = R(u). La figure 2 
montre, ä titre d1example, la courbe unique, indepen- 
dante de la finesse, obtenue pour le clinker C, apres 
le changement de variable de t en u. Entre 1 et 7 
jours, cette courbe est lineaire en Log u ; il en est 
de meme pour lfensemble des courbes correspondant aux 
14 clinkers Studies. Dans tous les cas, on peut ecrire:

R = Ro1 + r Log u pour I j < u < 10 j •
Cette equation definit deux nouvelles grandeurs, ca- 
racteristiques de chaque clinker ;
RO1 * La Resistance de reference ä 1 jour (Resistance 

ä 1 jour lorsque le clinker est broye ä la fi
nesse de reference So)

r : Taux d1accroissement des resistances (accrois- 
sement des resistances entre 1 et 10 jours pour 
la finesse de reference). *

figure 2 : Variation de la resistance en compression 
sur mortier AFNOR en fonction du temps equivalent,
Le Pommage
Comrne la courbe de la figure 2, toutes les courbes ho
mologues correspondant ä I*ensemble des clinkers etu- 
dies, presentent un decrochement qui survient entre 10 

• et 20 jours. Pour rendre compte de cet effet sans mo
difier la forme de I’equation precedente on introduit 
un coefficient (1-D) qui reduit la pente r ; on ecrit;

R = Ro] + ( i-D) , r . Log u pour u > 20 j 

Par analogie avec le parametre qui intervient en Me- 
canique de 11endommagcment, le coefficient I) qui va— 
rie de 0 (aucune reduction) ä 1 (accroissement de re
sistance nul) est appele le Dommage (Cf, infra : Dis
cussion).
Valeurs des" 4 caracteristiques pour les 14 clinkers 
etudies
Ces valeurs sont donnees dans la partie gauche (Mor
tier) du tableau 2 (page suivante), Elies appellent 
les commentaires suivants :
a) Il existe une correlation inverse entre Roj et r 
(figure 3) ; en general - sauf deux notables excep
tions - 1’accroissement des resistances apres 1 jour 
est d’autant plus rapide que la resistance ä 1 jour 
est plus faible. On retrouve la un resultat connu 
mais exprime, cette fois, independamment de la fines
se .
b) Rq] ou r d’une part, a et D d’autre part, forment 
un ensemble de trois grandeurs independantes, neces
saires pour caräcteriser le developpement des resis
tances pour n’importe quelle finesse de mouture.
c) Les valeurs de ces caracteristiques varient dans 
une gamme etendue et, ä l1Interieur de cette gamme de 
variation, toutes les classes intermediaires sont re
presentees. Il у a done, en principe, une grande Va
riete de clinkerg possibles.

Figure 3 ; Relation entre r (taux d‘accroissement de 
la resistance lorsque l‘age est multiplie par 10) et 
1‘inverse de RqX, resistance a 2 jour a la finesse la 
plus grossiere (finesse de reference Sq)
EXTENSION DU MODELE AUX BETONS
Le modele permet de calculer, pour un clinker et des 
granulats donnes, connaissant la finesse de mouture 
du ciment, la resistance en compression ä n’iraporte 
quelle echeance entre 1 et 28 jours.
Le Coefficient d’efficacite chimique du broyage a, 
est considere comrne une caracteristique du clinker et 
prend done la valeur donnee au tableau 2, independam
ment de la nature des granulats et du rapport E/C,

Les trois autres grandeurs prennent des valeurs qui 
peuvent dependre des granulats et du rapport E/C.



TABLEAU 2

Valeurs des caracteristigues pour les mortiers et les betons

Mortiers Betons

Clinkers a Rq 1 r D Rolb rb Db k| к

Serie I
A

M?a MPa MPa MPa

0,16 8,3 41,1 0,17 5,3 28,2 0,15 0,64 0,69

В 0,80 16,1 25,7 0,09 11,8 18,0 0,14 0,73 0,70

C 0,91 t!,6 32,0 0,16 9,2 22,0 0,18 0,79 0,69
D 0,H 10,0 37,2 0,04 8,0 28,8 0,14 0,80 0,77

Movenne I 0,15 0,74 0,71

Serie 2
E -0,06 10,3 38,2 0,00 5,7 27,0 0,06 0,55 0,86
r 1,40 13,4 30,7 0,21 8,4 22,4 0,15 0,63 0,72
G 0,57 12,1 43,3 0,34 6,1 28,2 0^24 0,50 0,65
H 0,76 12,3 32,7 0,19 6,2 23,2 0,04 0,50 0,71
I -0,26 11,3 49,3 0,31 6,1 27,7 0,08 0,53 0,56
J 0,81 16,5 28,8 0,22 9,0 22,9 0,13 0,55 0,80

К 0,15 3,2 40,5 0,13 6,3 25,0 0,00 0,68 0,62
L 0,05 9,9 42,5 0,16 4,0 27,5 0,06 0,40 0,65
M 0,33. 10,0 42,5 0,25 ; 5 ,4 24,9 0,05 0,54 0,56
U 1,30 14,3 34,4 0,16 8,1 24,9 0,10 0,56 0,72

Moyenne 2 0,09 0,54 0,69

Moyenne 1 + 2 0,24

Les betons etudies ont des rapports E/C variables, 
differents du rapport E/C = 0,5, qui est celui durbor- 
tier standard. Pour s’affranchir de lrinfluence du''' 
rapport E/C on commence par calculer la resistancejR 
qu"aurait le beton si son rapport E/C etait egal a 
0,5. Ce calcul se fait en appliquant la formale de 
Feret :

(R/Rexp>1/2 = °»359 (1-3,IS (E+V)/C) 
ou :
3,15 est la masse volumique du ciment ; E et C, res- 
pectivement les poids d’eau et de ciment ; V, le vo
lume d,air, non mesure dans nos experiences, est pris 
egal a 0,30. Le coefficient 0,356 est tel que R=Rexp 
pour les valeurs du mortier standard E/C = 0,5 et 
V = 0,30: "
Le modele est applique aux resistances R calculees de 
cette fagon.
La variation de R en fonetion de Log u (figure 4) peut 
etre representee, cormne pour le mortier standard, par 
les equations :

R = Rolb + L°g u PClir 1 j < u < 10j
R = Rq tb + (l”Pb) rb LoS u pour u >20j

Les grandeurs Rolb» rb et dependent du clinker, des 
granulats et du rapport E/C.
Afin de separer 1’influence du clinker et celle des 
granulats, on pose :

rq th =■ k I Rq I et rb = к r
Rot] et r etant les caracteristiques du clinker de— 
finies an paragraphe precedent. Le tableau 2 (dans 
sa partie droite — Betons) donne leS valeurs obtenues 
pour les 14 clinkers etudies.

Figure 4 : Variation de la resistance en compression 
sur beton en fonction du temps equivalent.
On observe que les valeurs des coefficients kj et к 
dependent peu des clinkers ; il.s dependraient proba- 
blement davantage de la nature mineralogique des gra
nulats mais ce facteur n’etait pas inclus dans nos ex
periences. Nous proposons d’appeler :

к : le Coefficient dfaureole
kj : le Coefficient d’aureole precoce

Les moyennes des valeurs de kj et к sur 1’ensemble des 
clinkers montrent que :

, Le Coefficient d’aureole est, en moyenne, de 
0,71 pour la serie I (E/C voisin de 0,45) et 
de 0,69 pour la serie 2 (E/C voisin de 0,64)

Il est done independant de E/C (1’influence du rapport 
E/C a ete prise en compte precedemment en appliquant 
la formale de Feret aux resultats bruts).

. Le rapport kj/k est voisin de I pour un dosage 
en ciment de 425 kg/m^ ; il est de 0,8 pour un 
dosage en ciment de 300 kg/m^.

Concernant le Dommage, il ne paratt pas possible de 
separer de la meme fagon 1’influence du granulat et 
celle du clinker ; la correlation entre les valeurs 
mesurees sur mortier et sur beton n’est pas signifi" 
cative. En moyenne, le Dommage pour les betons, dinu- 
nue avec le dosage en ciment : 0,15 pour 425 kg/m^ et 
0,09 pour 300 kg/m^. Si 1’on compare les valeurs 
moyennes de Dommage pour les mortiers et pour les be
tons, on peut conjecturer qu’elles temoignent de deux 
effets antagonistes :

a) le mortier est plus riche en ciment (500 cog* 
tre 425 ou 300 kg/m^) ce qui tendrait a aug* 
menter le Dommage

b) mais le plus gros granulat du mortier est 5 
fois plus fin que celui du beton (2 mm centre 
10 mm) ce qui tendrait ä reduire le Dommage

COMFARAISON MODELE/'EXPERIENCE
Pour une finesse de mouture et pour une echeance don- 
nee, la resistance trouvee experimentalement est notee 
^■ex. et va^eur calculee par le modele Rth. 0ЕЬСЭ^'' 
cule le rapport Rth/Rex*
La comparaison modele/experience consiste ä etudier 
la distribution statistique des valeurs de ce rapport; 
cette distribution representee sur la figure 5 pour 1 
mortier standard d’une part et pour les betons d autre 
part est a peu pres gaussienne dans les deux cas.



avec cependant quelques resultats aberrants en "queues 
de courbe".

Figures 5 a (Mortiers) et 5 b (Betons) : Histogramme 
ies valeurs du rapport resistance calculee sur resis
tance experimentale pour I’ensemble des valeurs ä 1, 
2, 7 et 28 jours.
Le tlace en pointille represents 1•ajustement de la 
distribution а иле courbe de Gauss lorsqu'on elimine 
ies resultats representes dans les parties hachurees.
Ra comparaison modele/experience se resume comme suit :

TABLEAU 3
Distribution du rapport Rth/^ex

Mortier 
standard Beton

Nonibre de rdsultats 154 194

doyenne 1.0 1.0
Coefficient de variation 6 % 9 Z

^efficient de variation
_ans 1 test de repetabilite 3 X 6 Z

Proportion de resultats 
aberrants 10 Z 5 Z

Les resultats qualifies ici "d’aberrants" sont ceux 
dont la frequence est superieure a ce que laisse pre- 
voir la distribution gaussienne.
Dans la majorite des cas, 1’imprecision de la previ
sion suit une loi gaussienne, L'imprecision relative 
est la somme de la dispersion experimentale et de 
11 imprecision strictement due au modele. La disper
sion experimentale peut etre evaluee ä partir d’un 
test de repetabilite ; les valeurs donnees dans le 
tableau, 3 % pour les mortiers, 6 7> pour les betons, 
sont des valeurs pratiquement minimales. Par diffe
rence, on peut estimer que 1'imprecision proprement 
due au modele est de 1’ordre de 3 7.«
DISCUSSION
Le modSle que nous proposons est semi-empirique. Sa 
premigre justification est done d'etre en accord avec 
les resultats experimentaux ; neanmoins la significa
tion physique de deux aspects particuliers du modele 
doit Stre discutee : le changement de variable de 
t en и et 1’introduction d’un Dommage D,
Le changement de variable de t en и
Il revient ä supposer que la vitesse de developpement 
de la resistance R ä un instant donne est :

. fonction de la valeur de la resistance ä cet 
instant ; . . .

, proportionnel ä la surface specifique du ciment 
anhydre ;

Soit : = f (R) ,S

L'integration de cette equation differentielle donne 
une fonction R (tS) oil le produit tS forme une va
riable unique ce qui correspond bien au modele que 
nous nous sommes donne.
Le Pommage
L'existence d'une discontinuite dans la courbe R(t) 
entre 7 et 28 jours peut surprendre et etre raise en 
doute, N’est—ce pas un effet de la transformation 
operee sur les courbes ? Pour repondre ä cette ques
tion il faut Studier 1'evolution des resistances sur 
un m@me ciment en multipliant les echeances d'essai. 
S'etant aperqu qu'un tel protocole, malgre sa simpli- 
cite, etait trSs rare, le CERILH a fait en 1985 une 
serie d'essais au titre de premiere verification de 
notre hypothese. Dans cette serie le ciment est un 
CPA pauvre en C3A et les essais sont faits sur mor— 
tier standard ; on mesure ä la fois la resistance en 
compression et la contraction Le Chatelier (Chemical 
shrinkage). Cette derniere caracteristique qui peut 
Stre raise en relation avec 1'avancement des reactions 
d'Hydratation, ne presente aucune discontinuitS si
gnificative entre 1 et 90 jours ; en revanche une dis
continuite survenant entre 10 et 20 jours est nette- 
ment visible dans I'evolution de la resistance (fi
gure 6). Ceci suggere une cause mecanique et peut jus- 
tifier le terrae de "Dommage" que nous avons choisi. Le 
Dommage pourrait @tre, pensons nous, une microfissu- 
ration resultant des contraintes qui accompagnent ne- 
cessairement la formation de la texture (2) ; dans 
ce cas, on comprendrait qu'il puisse augmenter avec 
le dosage en ciment et la dimension des plusgros 
granulate. Ce n'est qu'une hypothese reais qui pour
rait gtre aisement verifiee en suivant, par exemple, 
1'emission acoustique des eprouvettes entre 1 et 90 
jours.



Figure 6 : Variation de la resistance standard d'un 
mortier AFNOR et de la concentration Le Chatelier en 
fonction du logarithme du temps en jours pour un me
me CPA (d’apres le CERILH (1))
CONCLUSION
La resistance en compression d’un beton depend du 
clinker, de sa finesse, du rapport E/C et du temps, 
L’interet du modele semi-empirique que nous venons de 
presenter est de separer, entierement (pour les eche- 
ances de I a 10 jours) ou presque entierement (au de
in de 20 jours), I1 2influence du clinker et celle des 
granulats ; ce faisant, il ouvre de nouvelles pers
pectives d’etude et d’optimisation.

(1) L.J HOLLEBECQ Note interne du CERILH aimablement 
communiquee aux auteurs

(2) J. BARON
Deformations, contraintes et ruptures dans les

Clinker ■ .
A la place de la grandeur unique que constitue la clas- 
se de resistance du ciment, le modele substitue : la 
finesse de mouture comme parametre et deux grandeurs 
independantes, caracteristiques du clinker avant mou
ture (le Coefficient d’efficacite chimique du broyage 
et lc Taux d’accroissement des resistances).
Granulat
Le modele permet de caracteriser 1’influence globale 
des Granulats par une seule grandeur (le Coefficient 
с! ’ ч :гсо1с) quand le rapport E/C est de 1’ordre de 0,5 
ou moins, ou, par deux grandeurs, quand le rapport E/C 
-•fit de 0,6 .ou plus. Dans ce dernier cas il faut intro- 
duire, en plus, un Coefficient d’aureole precoce, dont 
li valour est toujours inferieure ä celle du Coeffi
cient d’aureole et qui s’applique aux resistances a 1 
j our.
L’interaction clinker/granulat dans le рЬёпотёпе de 
Pommage
Los resultats montrent une discontinuite dans I1evo
lution des resistances entre 10 et 20 jours. Ce phe- 
nomene, s’il etait confirme devrait retenir I’atten- 
tion ; nous le presentons ici comme une Hypothese, une 
invitation ä des experimentations complementaires, 
Dans le modele ce Dommage est caracterise par une gran
deur unique dont la valeur depend indissociablement, 
du clinker, des granulate et du rapport E/C.
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NOVEL COMBUSTION and VOLATILIZATION DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES in CEMENT KILNS

1 - INTRODUCTION
In recent years, most of the cement factories, for 
economical reasons, had to shift from fuel oil firing 
tc pulverized fuel firing in their rotary kilns. 
Among the multiple problems created by,this compul-, 
sory change, process problems in the kiln were parti
cularly signif-icant, arising from the differences in 
composition and combustion characteristics between 
the solid fuels and the liquid fuels previously used.
Moreover, among t"he pulverized fuels available (coals, 
petroleum cokes, solid residues), significant diffe
rences exist in ash content, volatiles content, sul
fur content or calorific value.
On top of that, the transport of pulverized fuels is 
much more troublesome than the transport of liquid 
fuels, and fluctuations in the fuel mass flow rate at 
the tuyere are often the cause of difficulties to 
keep steady combustion conditions.
Instruments able to quantify the variations of the 
flame characteristics and shape due to a change in 
the mass flow rate, the composition, the granulome
try or the nature of the fuel are practically absent 
from the market, if one excepts the classical one- 
colour pyrometers used to control the clinkerization 
zone temperature.
Consequently, a change in the combustion and heat 
transfer characteristics is very often only detected 
after it has had a significant effect on the clinker 
quality, or on the frequency of appearance of rings 
and concretions.
Therefore, LAFARGE COPPEE RECHERCHE, has tried to de
velop its own investigation tools, adapted to the 
geometry and the conditions prevailing in the clinke
rization zone of rotary kilns, and allowing to obtain 
an instantaneous (or quasi-instantaneous) information 
on the variations occurring in firing conditions, 
heat transfer or atmosphere composition in this zone.
For this purpose, three instruments have been cons
tructed at L.C.R., with different external collabo
rations :
- an ellipsoidal radiometer probe, developed in colla

boration with TOTAL-CFR (LE HAVRE, FRANCE).
- a microphone probe, developed with the C.N.R.S. 

(C.R.C.C.H.T., ORLEANS, FRANCE).
• a spectroradiometric probe, developed with the

S.O.P.R.A. (BOIS-COLOMBES, FRANCE) and the C.N.R.S. 
(C.O.R.I.A., ROUEN, FRANCE). .

They were designed to control specifically the fol.
lowing characteristics :
" the flame length (ellipsoidal radiometer and micro

phone probe) ;
* the emissivity and temperature profiles of the fla

me, the clinker and the wall (spectroradiometric 
probe) ;

" the presence in the furnace atmosphere of compounds 
representative of the volatilization process (spec
troradiometric probe).

2 - THE ELLIPSOIDAL RADIOMETER PROBE
Radiation is the dominating heat transfer process in 
the combustion zone of the rotary kiln. It is well- 
h°wn that, at fixed power input conditions, the ra

diative heat transfer profile from the flame to the 
urnace load exhibits a maximum, appearing more 

markedly and moving toward the burner mouth when th.- 
flame length decreases, i.e. when the combustion i- 
tensity increases (1).
From the measurement of the amplitude and the posi
tion of this maximum, one can then expect to derive 
some information on the variations of the flarie 
length when parameters like thrust, primary air mass 
flow rate or amount of swirl at the tuyere are chan
ged.
The ellipsoidarl radiometer, initially developed at 
the International Flame Research Foundation (2), 
allows to measure the total radiation heat flux 
(kW/m2) received at a given location inside a fur
nace. It is represented on figure 1.

Cooling water

Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of the ellipsoidal 
radiometer.

Any incident radiation entering the orifice 0 is 
reflected by the gold-plated ellipsoidal cavity on co 
the thermopile P placed at the second focus of the 
ellipsoid. The power received is measured as the
e.m.f.  AV. The radiometer is first calibrated in a 
black-body furnace and then allows to measure direc
tly the total radiation heat flux received from the 
hemisphere surrounding it. Nitrogen flowing in the 
cavity prevents its internal surface from being 
spoiled by particulates or condensable gases.
The axis of the ellipsoid is kept perpendicular to 
the flame axis, and the radiometer is inserted in a 
water-cooled probe allowing to move it along the fur
nace axis (Figure 2). The radiation heat transfer 
profile in the flame zone can then be recorded.

Figure 2 : Experimental set-up.
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Since the kiln rotates, the probe can only be intro
duced into the furnace from the fixed end near the 
tuyere. But the flame in a cement kiln is very long 
(15 - 30 m) and thus, to have a chance to detect the 
maximum of the radiation heat flux profile, the 
water-cooled probe used must also be very long. The 
probe used here is 15 meters long and has a diameter 
of 0.20 meters.

3 - THE MICROPHONE PROBE

The combustion noise emitted by industrial turbulent 
flames burning with air is generally characterized 
by a broadband frequency spectrum in the region 50 - 
700 Hz (Figure 3). This noise is most of the time 
10 to 20 dB higher than the aerodynamic noise of the 
unignited jet. Figure 4 : Diagram of the microphone probe.

Figure 3 : Frequency spectrum of combustion noise.

In premixed flames, the combustion noise is very sen
sitive to the fuel/air ratio and cap be used to con
trol the flame stoichiometry (3).
In long diffusion flames, the combustion noise inten
sity does not depend any more on the fuel/air ratio, 
but depends strongly on the jet velocity (4).
Since the flame length of a cement kiln type flame 
depends strongly on the thrust of the fuel jet, the 
idea was to try to detect the variations of the flame 
length by recording the combustion noise inside the 
rotary kiln. The advantage of such a method over the 
one described in section 2 would be a large reduc
tion of the measuring probe size and of the response 
time, since only one measurement of'the acoustic 
pressure at one location near the flame is necessary.
A microphone probe for combustion noise measurements 
inside furnaces has already been described inthelitte- 
rature (5). Its functioning principle is based on the 
damped Helmholtz resonator : the acoustic pressure is 
measured through a small duct (providing an efficient 
protection against the incoming thermal radiation) 
by a microphone diaphragm placed in a cavity. A 1 mm- 
thick rubber seal placed in the cavity damps comple
tely the resonance and allows to get a flat response 
curve of the probe up to 700 Hz, at which frequency 
it acts as a low-pass filter eliminating the higher 
frequencies.
This probe has been inserted in a rotary kiln, pro
tected by a double water-cooling system and a refrac
tory head, as shown in figures 4 and 5. The probe 
used was 2 meters long and had a diameter of 60 mm.

Figure 5 : Experimental set-up.

4 - THE SPECTRORADIOMETRIC PROBE
The ellipsoidal radiometer described in section 2 , 
measures the total radiation received at one location 
inside the furnace, but does not give any spectral 
information on it. This spectral information is yet 
necessary if one is interested also in the measurement 
of temperature and emissivity profiles of the diffe
rent parts of the furnace (wall, load, flame), or in 
the detection of emitting atomic or molecular specie5 
present in the furnace gases.
An optical head allowing to perform this kind of 
measurements is represented on figure 6.
The optical head collects a nearly parallel beam of 
radiation (2° divergent) and focuses it onto a bun
dle of three 50 m long optical fibers (diameter of 
each fiber : 600 pm). It is entirely water-cooled and 
a continuous flow of air prevents the quartz window 
from being obscured by particles deposits.
This optical head can replace the ellipsoidal radio
meter at the extremity of the 15 meters long pro be body 
represented in figure 2, which allows to extract the 
radiation, through the optical fibers, out of the 
rotary kiln.
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Quartz window

Figure 6 : Sketch of the optical head of the spectro- 
radiometer.

The bundle of optical fibers is connected to the en
trance slit of a grating monochromator with spectral 
range 0.5 to 1.1 pm (Figure 7).

Monpchromnter

LLlure 7 : Signal analysis.

spectra are detected by an array of 512 photodio
des electronically scanned, and the signal, after am- 
Pj'fication and digitalization, can be analysed on- 
l1ne, or stored on disks through a micro-computer. 
The acquisition time of one “instantaneous" spectrum 

s 32 ms. A preliminary laboratory calibration of the 
ompiete system by means of a black-body furnace

allows to transform any incoming radiation signal into 
an absolute radiation intensity. ■

5 - MEASUREMENT OF THE FLAME LENGTH IN -А КОТАКУ KILN
The measurements have been performed in a 35 meters 
Tong rotary kiln of CIMENTS LAFARGE FRANCE, equipped 
with the.original L.C.E.-Tuyere -allowing to vary the 
thrust without changing the mass flow rates of pulve
rized fuel and transport -air. The thrust could be va
ried from 60 N to 180 N, leading to variable flame 
lengths from 16 to 12 meters, calculated by using the 
empirical Ruhland's equation. Different amounts of 
swirl could be applied via an internal primary air 
jet. •. -
Both the ellipsoidal radiometer probe and the micro
phone probe were used in this experimental work. The 
results followed the expected trend, i.e. -an increa
sed -amplitude of the peak heat flux, and -a shift of 
its location toward the tuyere for the shortest fla
mes, accompanied by an increase of the combustion 
noise (the shortest flames correspond to the highest 
thrusts,).
Figure 8 shows the variation of the measured peak 
heat flux versus the flame length, -and figure 9 shows 
the remarkable correlation obtained between the mea
sured values of the peak heat flux -and the recorded 
acoustic pressure for the entire set of non-swirling 
flames.
For swirling flames, correlations are less satisfac
tory, and further work is under way to try to under
stand the reasons of this different behaviour.

Plane length (meters)

Figure 8 : Measured maximum of the heat flux profile 
versus calculated flame length.
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Figure 9 : Measured maximum of the heat flux profile 
versus measured r.m.s. value of the acous
tic pressure.

6 - MEASUREMENT OF THE TEMPERATURE AND EMISSIVITY 
PRUFTTR, AND OF IHE POIASS 1UM"CONCENTRATION-

These measurements have been performed in a 60 meters 
long rotary kiln, by using the spectroradiometric 
probe described in section 4.
Figure 10 shows typical emission spectra taken in 
the furnace inside and outside the flame. The decay 
above 800 nm is due to the absorption of the opti
cal fibers.

600 800 2000

Figure 10 : Typical emission spectra recorded in 
the rotary kiln.

The observation of the recorded spectra leads to make 
the following remarks :
- the spectra of the radiation emitted by the flame, 

the clinker and the wall consist of very similar 
background spectra, on which emission and absorption 
lines are superimposed.

- the emission lines present on the flame radiation 
spectrum at 590 nm and 768 nm are characteristic of 
the presence in the furnace atmosphere of sodium 
and potassium, respectively. They are not found in 
the absence of clinker in the combustion zone.

- the absorption line on the clinker radiation spec
trum is found on spectra recorded near the tuyere, 
where the temperature of the air coming from the 
cooler is lower (900-1000°C) than the clinker tempe
rature : the radiation emitted by the clinker is 
absorbed at 768 nm by the relatively cold potassium 
vapour present in the air.

- the resolution of the monochromator .used .in this 
study was 50 A. The potassium emission line obser
ved is in fact an unresolved doublet of two lines 
of natural width of the order of 1 Ä, separated by 
34 A- Yet, instantaneous half -widths of 100 to , 
200 Ä are often recorded. Self-absorption broadening 
occurs then strongly, giving a means to derive the 
potassium concentration in the kiln atmosphere (6).

- It can be calculated, and it has already been men
tioned in the litterature (7), that at the usual 
flame temperatures the potassium emission corres
ponds to the thermal equilibrium of the emitting 
excited state. Therefore the radiation intensity of 
the potassium peak can be considered as a black
body reference at the local flame temperature, al
lowing to calculate the instantaneous emissivity 
at this wavelength by the ratio between the radia
tion intensity of the background spectrum and the 
radiation intensity of the potassium peak.

Measurement of the temperature profiles
Further analyse of the spectra has shown that fuel
oil, coal and petroleum coke flames in the rotary 
kiln radiate, in tiie spectral range investigated, as 
grey bodies,(i.e. having an emissivity independent 
of the wavelength) of high emissivity (0.8-0.9). Con
sequently, axial temperature profiles of the flame 
can be derived via on-line two-wavelength pyrometry, 
like the temperatures of the wall or of the clinker, 
whose emissivities were measured very close to 1.

Figure 11 shows an example of an axial temperature 
profile measured via two-wavelength pyrometry.

The optical axis is directed downward, so that,the 
temperature measured at the extremity of the kiln is 
first the clinker bed temperature. Then, as soon as 
the optical head reaches the combustion zone and is 
immerged into the flame, the measured temperature is 
representative .of the flame temperature only, which 
increases up to 1770°C.
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Tuyere 
position

Figure 11 : Axial temperature profile measured in 
the rotary kiln.

Measurement of the potassium concentration
The self-absorption broadening of an emission line 
can be related to the-concentration Ne of the absor
bing species (potassium) by considering the absor
ption coefficient X-# :

= (C2/8T!^) (gu/gE) Aue Ne

C is the light velocity.
*9 is the central frequency of the emission line.
9u et gp are the statistical weights of the excited 

c state and the ground state, respectively.
is the transition probability.

In an optically thick medium, the relationship lin- 
kingX’# to the half-width of the broadened line de
pends on the profile of the line. Assuming a Voigt 
profile, instantaneous volume fractions of potassium 
as large as 0.5 to 1 % have been computed. They are 
characteristic of puffs of potassium liberated in the 
kiln atmosphere by the volatilization process occur
ring at the clinker surface.

7 - CONCLUSIONS
The recent development of new technologies allows to 
design investigation tools which can collect useful 
and accurate information even from very hostile media, 
'ike the clinkerization zone of a rotary kiln.
The instruments described here can be labeled as first 
generation instruments, designed to demonstrate the 
feasability of a certain type of in-situ measurements. 
Their development is required to allow the design of 
^ second generation of instruments, generally simpli- 
ned in order to fulfill only one specific function.

One can think, for instance, to derive from the spec- 
troradiometric probe a more compact instrument able 
to continuously monitor the presence of potassium in 
the furnace atmosphere, giving then an information on 
the intensity of the volatilization process occuring 
in the combustion zone, and therefore allowing to li
mit it by an appropriate action on the input parame
ters of the kiln.
At this stage, these instruments are expected to be
come part of a more computerized conception of the 
process control.
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PHYSICAL ELEMENTARY MECHANISMS OF FLUIDIFICATION BY SUPERPLASTICIZERS OR 
WATER-REDUCING AGENTS. CL.

INTRODUCTION
Our research is aimed at understanding the mechanisms 
by which water-reducing admixtures and superplastici
zers modify the rheology of concrete and mortars.
However, real systems (commercial admixtures and 
Portland cement) appeared to us to be much too com
plicated for this study; for instance, it will be 
shown that there are several elementary mechanisms 
by which organic molecules can fluidify dense suspen
sions and that commonly used concrete admixtures act 
simultaneously through several of these mechanisms. 
It will also be shown that some of the fluidifying 
mechanisms are related to the surface properties of 
the particles and to the intersticial liquid charac
teristics. But, in the particular case of cement 
mixed with water, the particles initially have dif
ferent compositions and the surfaces of these parti
cles are transforming with time ; there are also 
important changes in the composition and pH of the 
liquid intersticial medium.
For these reasons, in the present work it was tried 
to find simple systems for which reliable scientific 
explanations could be given regarding the phenome
non of fluidification. For instance it was found 
that concrete fluidifying admixtures are equally 
efficient on much simpler aqueous suspensions like 
those in which the particles are made of a single 
constituent which is unreactive with water. An other 
degree of simplification has consisted in choosing 
and studying model molecules which could only operate 
through a single mechanism. The most part of the work 
presented in this paper has been performed with sus
pensions of Ocalumina in water and the chemical ad- 
mixturesused have been particularly anionic molecu
les, non-ionic polymers and surfactants.

A preliminary study was first performed in order to 
understand the rheological behaviour of the alumina 
suspensions containing no admixtures.
The first part of this paper is an approach from the 
literature of the theoretical aspects related to the 
rheology of suspensions.
The second part summarizes the results of the preli
minary study of alumina suspensions containing no 
admixtures.
Three elementary mechanisms have been identified and 
their studies are described in each of the three fol
lowing parts, namely :
- in part 3, the modification of the surface charge 
of the particles by ionic molecules,
- in part 4, the entropic effects obtained with ma
cromolecules,
- and -in part 5, the diminution of the capillary 
forces obtained when using surfactants, in suspen
sions with a small water to solid ratio.

1 - THEORETICAL ASPECTS of the RHEOLOGY of 
SUSPENSIONS

A suspension is a two-phases system in which solid 
particles are suspended in a liquid medium ; when 
the particles are inferior to one micrometer the 
term "dispersion" is preferably used.
Most theories on the rheology of suspensions or 
dispersions, only take into account the hydrodyna
mic parameters and suppose that the effect of the 
interparticle forces are negligible. Such theories 
will be inadequate to explain the fluidifying effects 
of admixtures : by adding a small amount of super

plasticizer in a suspension we do not change the hy
drodynamic parameters of the system, but , of course, 
we considerably decrease the viscosity. We have then 
to consider the particle interactions which can have 
large effects on the rheology of the system, as men
tioned in some recent papers like those by P.G. de 
GENNES (1), W.B. RUSSEL (2) or Th. F. TADROS (3).
In the absence of organic molecules the interparticle 
forces are of two kinds : van der Waals forces and 
electrical double layer interactions.
The van der Waals forces arise through the fact that 
even neutral atoms constitute systems of oscillating 
charges because of the presence of a positive nucleus 
and negative electrons. The force between two atoms 
is always attractive and in a system made of two par
ticles there is an attractive force between every 
couple'of atoms of the system. There is a resulting 
macroscopic force between the particles. For two par
ticles of radius R, separated by a distance d, the 
van der Waals force can be expressed, when d « R, 
by F = HR/12 d^, H being the Hamaker coefficient of 
the system (4). In a liquid medium, when the two par
ticles are made of the same material, the Hamaker 
coefficient is positive (or null) and the van der 
Waals force is always attractive, whatever the liquid
(5).
The electrical double layer interactions have their 
origin in the surface electric charge which appears 
for most substances in contact with an aqueous me-, 
dium ; with regards to inorganic oxides the electri
cal double layer at the oxide/water interface is 
considered to be established by the unequal adsorp
tion of H+ and OH" (Ü). The oxide surfaces are posi
tively charged at low pH and negatively charged 
at high pH. For each oxide, there is a pH value called 
PZC (Point of Zero Charge) for which the surface 
charge is null, but the values of the PZC can be very 
different for various oxides (7). Two particles, 
situated in a given liquid, possess surface charges 
of the same sign, if they are made of the same mate
rial : they will then exert between themselves repul
sive double layer interactions.
In the case of dispersions of a single solid cons
tituent in water there are hence attractive van der 
Waals forces and repulsive double layer interactions. 
It is experimentally known and it has been theoreti
cally demonstrated in the D.L.V.O. theory (8,9) that 
suspensions are stable when repulsive double layer 
interactions are larger than van der Waals forces and 
that there is flocculation in the opposite case.
Regarding the rheological properties, we expect to 
have good flowing properties when repulsive interpar
ticle forces dominate, that is to say when there is 
no contact between the particles. On the other han.’ 
we expect to get high viscosities due to the cohesio 
between the particles when repulsive double layer 
interactions are smaller than the van der Waals for
ces. This point of view is supported by the fact tna 
superplasticizers are known to have a dispersing e - 
feet as wel1.
The modification of the flowing properties of a sus
pension, when using organic molecules, can then be 
explained as a consequence of the modification ot 
surface forces between the particles ; in the susp 
sion, the molecules adsorb at the surface of the p 
tides : for this reason, van der Waals forces ar 
reduced, and if the particles are charged the elec 
trical interactions are deeply modified.
Another group of forces between particles are due to
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the interaction of long chain molecules adsorbed on 
the particles (10,11). When two particles, each 
carrying an adsorbed polymer, come closer to each 
othe- such effects can lead to repulsion : each 
polymer chain, because of unavailability of space, 
loses its available conformations. Thus the contribu
tion of these chains to the free energy of the system 
is increased resulting in a repulsive force ("steric" 
cr "entropk" effect).

2 - RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR of ALUMINA SUSPENSIONS WHEN
COMAINING i-IU ADMIXTURE

Tris woric, already published elsewhere (12) is merely 
swiarized hereafter.

«’alumina ALCOA A IS S.G. with a mean particle dia
meter cf 0,6 urn has been chosen to magnify the sur
face force effects. L: order to be able to vary the 
surface charge of the particles, the alumina suspen
sions have been studied in all the pH range. Adjuste- 
ttent of pH has been done by using adequate quantities 
of HC1 or NaOH. All sjoensions are prepared 24 hours 
tefore measurements, so as co be in physico-chemical 
cciuil'brium. '

Geological measurements, sedimentation measurements 
and e’ectr'ical characterizations of the surface charge 
■T the alumina particles have been performed on each 
suspension.According to the different techniques used 
different concentrations were necessary. In this paper 
the concentrations of the suspensions are characteri
zed by the ratio W/A (mass of water/mass of alumina 
powder), 

theological measurements have been performed with a 
concentric cylinders viscometer "Rheomat 115". Sus
pensions having W/A ratios equal to 0.6 have been 
studied and according to their viscosities three cou
ples ot concentric cylinders have been used. All the 
expericental curves (shear rate vs shear stress) are 
significative of Bingham fluids. The viscosity was 
tuken as the inverse of the slope of the straight 
Part of each curve.
r°^the sedimentation test, suspensions with a W/A 
ra-io equal to 10, are poured into test tubes having 
äcne hunared graduations scale. At rest, with uns- 
Rble suspensions, there appears a sharp interface 
between the settling part, of the suspension and the 
№e or less clear dispersing liquid. The number N of 
'visions above the sharp interface is plotted as a 
unction of time. The rate of sedimentation is taken 

as the slope of the initial straight part of the 
curve, 

; he electric properties of the surface of the parti-
■ ties were investigated by measuring their electro
. Phonetic mobilities by using a Rank Brothers Mark III

c.ameter.  Measurements have been performed with sus
pensions containing 10 mg/1 of alumina powder, in all 
ifl hänge. We have also supplied BALLION and 
g" hREZIC-RENAULT (13), in "Laboratcire Pierre Sue"

: j with our alumina samples and they have
: hv e^necl the surface charge of the particles vs pH, 

(VResorption measurements of radioactive Na+ and

^'eoroduce on figure 1 the curve of the surface 
i ar9e °f the particles as a function of pH.

tig. 1 : Surface charge of the 
alumina particles vs pH (from 
ref. 13).

From this work, the point of zero charge is equal to 
pH 3,5. The particles are positively charged at 
smaller pH and negatively charged at higher pH. The 
first results we got from the electrophoretic measu
rements were erroneous. After modification of a 
questionable mode of preparation of the very dilute 
suspensions we could finally get elect^ophcretic mo
bilities in agreement with the results of figure 1.

Rate of Sedimentation (div / mn'

2 » 6 8 10 12 pH

Fig. 2 : Rate of sedimentation and viscosity 
vs pH of alumina suspensions without any admix 
ture.
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On figure 2, the upper curve indicates the rate of 
sedimentation of alumina suspensions vs pH. These 
suspensions are unstable for pH between 6.5. an 10.5 
that is to say two pH units on every side of the 
point of zero charge (8.5). The lower curve indicates 
the viscosities’of alumina suspensions vs pH. In the 
pH range 6.5 - 10.5 the suspensions exhibit high vis
cosity values.
Refering to the D.L.V.O. theory (8, 9), sedimenta
tion experiments can perfectly be explained if the _ 
double layer interactions are small in the high sedi
mentation pH range (6,5 < pH < 10,5). That is in per
fect agreement with the results of figure 1 where it 
can be seen that the absolute value of the surface 
charge is the same for the two limiting pH values 
(10 p C/cm2), that it is smaller inside that pH ran
ge and larger outside.
The flocculation for very acid (pH < 1,5) or very ba
sic (pH > 12) media can be explained in the following 
way : the ionic strength of the medium, is, in such 
conditions, very high, and there is a compression of 
the double layer and hence an important decrease of 
the repulsive double layer interactions.
Figure 2 indicates that there is a great analogy bet
ween sedimentation and rheological behaviours. Hence, 
we can also explain the rheological behaviour of the 
suspensions by considering the relative magnitude of 
the attractive van der Waals forces and of the repul
sive double layer interactions : when repulsive inte
ractions are predominant, every particle is separa
ted from the others and the viscosity of the suspen- 
is 1 * on the other hsrd, v/hori ?ttractivo 
interactions are predominant, there are contacts bet
ween the particles and the viscosity of the suspen
sion is high.

3 - FLUIDIFICATION of the SUSPENSIONS by IONIC

MOLECULES
We have selected for this part of the study the fol
lowing admixture molecules :
- glucose and triethanolamine which are uncharged mo
lecules,
- tripolyphosphate and a N.F.C. (naphtalene formalde
hyde condensate), which are anionic molecules.
Depending on the tests, we have used alumina suspen
sions containing various admixture concentrations. 
However, in all the results described below, the 
admixture concentration was in all cases on the order 
of 1 to 2 % of the weight of the alumina powder.
On figures 3 to 6, the upper curves indicate the se
dimentation behaviour of alumina suspensions having 
a W/A ratio equal to 10, and the lower curves indi
cate the rheological behaviour of alumina suspen
sions having a W/A ratio equal to 0.6. The admixtures 
used are respectively :
- glucose on figure 3,
- triethanolamine on figure 4,
- tripolyphosphate on figure 5,
- N.F.C. on figure 6.
With the uncharged molecules it can be seen that the 
suspensions flocculate and have high viscosity va
lues in the pH range 6.5 - 10.5. The curves are very 
similar to those obtained with alumina suspensions 
containing no admixture. It is interesting to note 
that the maximal value of the viscosity is equal to 
about 300 centipoises without any admixture and is 
about 100 centipoises with glucose and triethanola
mine. These two uncharged molecules have then a flui

difying effect but this effect is not related to a 
modification of the surface charge of the particles. 
This effect can merely be explained by a decrease of 
the van der Waals forces connected to the adsorption 
of the molecules at the surface of the particles.
With tripolyphosphate there is a pH range for which 
the suspensions flocculate and have high viscosity 
values. This pH range is no more centered around the 
initial point of zero charge (which was 8.5.) but 
around a new pH value close to 4.

Rate of Sedimentation(div/min)

CHO-(CHOH)4-CH1OH

Fig. 3 : Rate of sedimentation and viscosity 
vs pH of alumina suspensions containing glucose.

Rate of Sedimentation (div/min)

CHtCH,OH 

N —CHZCHjOH 
CH, CH, OH

Fig. 4 : Rate of sedimentation and viscosity 
vs pH of alumina suspensions containing r 
thanolamine.



The same effect can be observed with the naphtalene 
formaldehyde condensate (see figure 6). In that case, 
we notice that for pH smaller than 4 whe have adverse 
effects probably due to the protonation of the nega
tive groups S03" of the N.F.C. nolecule.
He propose to explain the displacement of the pH 
range where the suspensions flocculate, in the fol
lowing way : there is a phenomenon of adsorption, 
chat is to say of fixation of the admixture molecules 
on the solid surface ; when adsorbing at the surface

2 4 6 8 10 12 pH
Fig. 5 : Rate of sedimentation and viscosity 
vs pH of alumina suspensions containing tripo 
lyphosphate.

Rate of Sedimentation (div/mn)

^ig. 6 : Rate of sedimentation and viscosity 
vs pH of alumina suspensions containing N.F.C. 
(Naphtalene formaldehyde condensate). 

of the particles, the anionic molecules bring about 
their negative charges. These negative charges must 
be taken into account with the initial charge, for 
computing the resulting charge of the particles. In 
the presence of an anionic admixture, the particles 
have then a smaller point of zero charge around which 
the suspensions flocculate and exhibit high viscosity 
values.
This hypothesis has been confirmed by the following 
investigation : we have first made adsorption measu
rements of N.F.C. on alumina at different pH. This 
has been done by measuring with an ultraviolet spec
trometer, and at the wavelength of 290 nip, the equi
librium concentration of N.F.C. in suspensions con
taining a known weight of alumina. As the initial 
concentration of N.F.C. was known, it was then possi
ble to compute for each measurement the adsorbed 
quantity of N.F.C. per gram or per square meter of 
alumina. The adsorption isotherms, for 5 different 
pH, are drawn on figure 7.

Fig. 7 : Adsorption Isotherms of 
N.F.C. on <x alumina in different 
pH conditions.

From figure 7 it can be seen that the smaller the 
pH, the higher the amount adsorbed. This can be ex
plained by considering the electrostatic interaction 
between the N.F.C. molecules (negatively charged) 
and the alumina surface, (differently charged accor
ding to the pH as indicated on figure 1). The smal
ler adsorption at pH 1.3 than at pH 2.6 can also be 
explained by the protonation of the S0o" groups in a 
very acid medium.
As we know that one mole of monomer of N.F.C. has a 
weight of 240 grams and carries one negative charge 
that is to say 96500 coulombs,it is possible to.know 
the charge brought about on the surface of alumina 
by the adsorbed molecules. We have then considered a 
very simple model in which the surface charge.о e
particlesis equal to the algebric sum of the initial 
charge of the particlesand of the negative charge 
brought by the adsorbed molecules. From.this model 
and for a given dosage of admixture it is possible 
to compute the resulting charge of the particles, for 
the different pH for which the adsorption isotherms 
have been measured. For instance, figure 8 shows the 



computed surface charge of alumina in a given case 
(W/A = 10, N.p.C./A = 0,015).

FIG. 8 : Computed charge from our simple 
additive mooel cf alumina particles vs 
pH, in tlie case cf a suspension with a W/A 
equal to 10 and containing an initial do
sage of N.F.C. of 1.5 % of the weight of 
ai umi na.

It can te seen from figure 8 that there is a new point 
of zero cliarge, the value of which is slightly higher 
than pH <i. This value has been found in good agree
ment with the pH range in which the suspensions floc
culate (see figure 6) and there is a good correla
tion with a direct measure by microelectrophoresis 
(see figure 9).

He
(pm / s / V / cm)

Fig. 9 : Electrokinetic mobility of alu
mina particles as a function of pH. The 
dilute suspension has been prepared by 
using particles and liquid after centrifu
gation of a suspension with a W/A equal to 
10 and containing an initial dosage of 
N.F.C. of 1.5 % of the weight of alumina.

As a conclusion we think that the fluidifying mecha
nism of anionic molecules has been elucidated : these 
molecules, when adsorbing at the surface of the par
ticles modify their surface charge. According to the 
pH value of the system, the absolute value of the sur
face charge may be increased or decreased, and the 
suspension may be respectively fluidified or thickened.

4 - FLUIDIFICATION of the SUSPENSIONS by ENTROPIE
EFFECTS

Stabilization of colloidal dispersions by polymer ad
sorption plays an important role in diverse fields as 
pigment dispersion in paints, water treatment, mineral 
processing or cell aggregation. In 1951, МАСКОН (14) 
proposed the first explanation of the stabilizing ac
tion of polymers by the decrease in configurational 
freedom of the segments of adsorbed polymer when the 
particles approach each other. MACKOR's simple model 
has since become the basis of the entropic stabiliza
tion theory. The theory has later been modified and 
refined by many investigators and FISCHER (15) was the 
first to introduce the osmotic repulsion concept. In 
their monograph on the subject, SATO and RUCH (10) 
point out that most of the modern theories are based 
on MACKOR'S or FISCHER'S works. However no universal 
theory has yet been established.
Entropic effects are usually not mentioned in the li
terature on admixtures, as a possible fluidifying 
mechanism. As such a result is however theoretically 
possible, we have then conducted an exnerimental 
study by using,two non-ionic polymers, polyethylene 
glycol (PEG) and polyvinylpyrolidone CPVP) . The 
choice of non-ionic polymers has been made so as to 
avoid the fluidifying charge effects but, in the 
practice polyelecrolytes would, of course, be prefe
rable. Polyethyleneglycol of different molecular 
weights has been used (200, 400, 1500, 4000, 20.000 
and 35.000). For polyvinylpyrolidone the molecular 
weights used were 10.000, 24.000, 40.000 and 350.000. 
Each of these products has been used at five diffe
rent concentrations in the range 0-30 g/1, as admix
tures of the alumina suspensions in all the pH range. 
We have then obtained 50 different curves which can
not be reproduced here ; however all theses curves , 
have the same shape (flocculation and high viscosities 
in the pH range 6.5 - 10.5).
From a careful analysis of this experimental work we 
have drawn the following conclusions :
- there is a fluidification of the alumina suspensions 
due to the entropic effect. However, this effect is 
much smaller than the one due to the charged molecu
les,
- there is a thickening effect due to the increase 
of viscosity of the liquid of the suspension. This 
effect is most marked with high molecular weight po
lymers and with high concentrations,
- there is an other thickening effect at high molecu
lar weights and low concentrations. As mentionned in 
the literature (16) such conditions are those which 
correspond to the bridging of the particles by poly
mer molecules,
- in the case of PEG and PVP with the studied alumina 
suspensions, the resulting effect is then a moderate 
fluidifying action, only in tye case of
a medium molecular weight (in the range 2000-10.Ouuj 
and only at medium dosages (5-10 g/1).



5 " FLUIDIFICATION of the SUSPENSIONS by DIMINUTION
, of the CAPILLARY FORCES

I The solid volume fraction of the suspensions used in 
’ the preceding parts of this study was about 30 % in 

the case of the suspensions prepared for the rheolo
gical tests and about 2,5 % in the case of the sus
pensions prepared for the sedimentation tests. Such 
suspensions are two phases systems : they contain the 
solid particles and the liquid and no air is entrap
ped. There are no capillary forces in such systems 
and surfactants have no marked effect as fluidifying 

' admixtures.
p , If we now consider mortars or concretes, a non-negli- 

‘ gible percentage of air is contained in the mix, and 
this percentage is more important for smaller water 
to cement ratios. We have then three-phases systems 
isolid, liquid, air) in which the liquid is in the 
form of axi'lly symmetrical neniscii between the so

, lid particles. Every meniscus attracts the two parti
cles between which it is situated. When there are such 

e capillary forces between most of the particles of the 
suspension, its workability is highly reduced.
Tie capillary force which tends to bring together 
two particles is the sum of two terms :
■ one is due to the surface tension of the liquid 
which is applied along the three phase line,
- the other is due to a smaller pressure inside the 
liquid as a consequence of Laplace law. As each of 
these terms is proportional to the surface tension 
of tie liquid, the resulting force is also propor
tional to that surface tension. In order to reduce 
the capillary forces, one has then to use a surfac
tant, that is to say a product able to reduce consi- 
Cerably the surface tension of water, even when used 
at smal I dosages.
Mhen the water to solid ratio is such that there are 
capillary forces in the suspensions, classical rheo
logical measurements cannot be conducted because the 
systems are too cohesive. Vie have then decided to 
carry workability measurements with a "maniabilimetre 
a mortier L.C.L." ; the measure consists in determi
ning the necessary time, for a given volume of mortar 
under vibration, to flow so as to reach a given mark 

" in the apparatus.
A first series of experiments was conducted by using 
a tabular alumina 23-48 mesh (300-650 /im). For ins
tance, the flowing time fo W/A = 0.20 suspensions was 

s 33 seconds without admixture and 7 seconds when using 
outanol as a non-foaming surfactant,
some other experiments have been conducted with ncr

' malized mortars (1350 g of normalized sand and 450 g 
of Portland cement) at different water-cement ratios 
ramely 0.40 0,45 and 0.50. The measurement was made 

minutes after the end of the mixing operation.

FLOWING TIME

w/c 0.40 0.45 0.50

Mortar without 
admixture 220" 20.1" 8.6"

Mortar with 
surfactant 81" 14.1" 2.3"

cf thtle "lecture of the table, the fluidifying actim 
confЛ sur^actant is obvious. These experiments thus

‘ tlfi our theoretical approach concerning the dimi

nution of the capillary forces.

6 - EXTRAPOLATION to the REAL CASE of COMMERCIAL 
ADMIXTURES in CONCRETE or MORTARS

In this study, by taking model systems we have been 
able to put into evidence three elementary mechanisms 
of fluidification of suspensions by organic molecules. 
Some other non-identified elementary mechanism might 
be detected in the future.
Regarding the practical systems, the different ele
mentary mechanisms we have studied take place simul
taneously ; for instance lignosulfonate are anionic, 
surfactive molecules, the molecular weight of which 
is appropriate to get an entropic effect. This is pro
bably the major reason for which the earlier studies 
carried on practical systems, were not appropriate so 
as to clarify the way superplasticizers work. This 
also justifies, a posteriori, the proceeding which 
had been decided for this research.
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Parmi ces applications, nous pouvons citer :
La prevision du domaine de stabilite des hydrates, 

lorsque le ciment est au contact d*un milieu reac- 
tionnel quelconque, sort dans le cadre de son utili
sation (durabilite des betons), soit au laboratoire, 
pour des etudes comme celle de la dissolution 
selective des hydrates par des reactifs chimiques 
appropries. Dans ce cas, la modelisation peut etre 
etendue avec profit ä divers milieux non aqueux,

L'etude des interactions des hydrates et des 
adjuvants, dont la plupart forment des complexes avec 
le calcium ou d'autres ions du Systeme ciment-eau,
- Le calcul et le raffinement des constantes 
d'equilibre des hydrates, dont il manque de nombreux 
exemplaires pour decrire completement 1'hydratation, 
ou qui ne sont connues qu'avec une precision 
insuffisante. Dans ce cadre, il reste a etendre A 
domaine d'applications du modele ä l’etude des 
solutions solides comme les CSH ou la serie des 
aluminates hydrates hexagonaux.
- Le calcul du taux de sursaturation de chacun des 
hydrates dans la sequence des reactions 
d'hydratation, qui constitue, a travers la relation : 
A = R.T.Ln IS / S,), ou S est le produit ionique 
effectif, et S, le produit de solubilite a 
I'equilibre, une mesure de I'affinite chimique A, qui 
est 1'une des forces motrices produisant la creation 
de la nouvelle structure au cours de 1'hydratation.
A ce titre, les techniques de calcul et les concepts 
que nous avons developpes icr constituent un premier 
element d’un ensemble plus vaste, qui doit integrer 
les autres forces du systeme,'liees aux processus de 
diffusion au voisinage de 1'interface anhydres- 
solution, a travers la couche d’hydrates poreuse, 
ainsi qu’aux gradients de temperature et eventuel- 
lement aux gradients electriques de double couche.
Bien que d’un abord plus difficile, 1'approche 
analytique doit se montrer plus efficace ä long terme 
que les approches empiriques, qui permettent 
d’etablir des relations entre variables resultantes, 
comme la porosite, la chaleur d’hydratation, la 
resistance mecanique, mais sans permettre d'en 
comprendre et done d'en prevoir les anomalies, ou 
d'en analyser les composantes.
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MODELISATION DES DIAGRAMMES D’EQUILIBRE DE SOLUBILITE DES HYDRATES - 
INTERACTIONS IONIQUES

1 - INTRODUCTION

l.t - NECESSITE D'UNE APPROCHE ANALYTIOUE ET D'UN 
MODELE DES REACTIONS D'HYDRATATION

Par suite de la generalisation de l'emploi des ajouts 
mineraux de toutes origines et des adjuvants
organiques, la complexite des phenomenes et des 
systemes chimiques mis en jeu au cours de
l'hydratation devient de plus en plus grande. Sachant 
par ailleurs que le ciment portland est un milieu 
interactif, les approches purement empiriques perdent 
leur interet, car elles conduisent ä multiplier sans 
cesse les plans d'experience, sans garantie de 
succes, Il faut done essayer de prevoir le 
comportement dynamique des ciments en affinant 
l'analyse des mecanismes qui en sont la base, et 
rechercher des modeles plus “physiques que 
"mathematiques", qui seraient de veritables outils 
pour le chimiste.
Des modeles de reactions .d'Hydratation ont ete 
elabores dans des cas simples, comme celui du plätre 
/I/ IH, prenant en compte les processus de diffusion 
dans un mecanisme de dissolution-precipitation. On 

peut done esperer parvenir au meme resultat dans le 
cas complexe du ciment portland, mais il faudra pour 

cela faire face ä un certain nombre de difficultes, ä 
la fois techniques et conceptuelles /3/.
1.2 - LA MODELISATION DE L'ETAT D’EQUILIBRE, 

UNE PREMIERE ETAPE VERS UN MODELE DYNAMIQUE DE 
L'HYDRATATION

Considerons le syteme ciment-eau, non plus comme un 
Systeme ferme ordinaire, mais comme un ensemble de 
deux systemes ouverts, le premier etant constitue des 
grains anhydres et le second etant constitue de la 
Phase aqueuse et des hydrates. Les deux systemes vont 
echanger de la matiere (flux de diffusionl et de
1 energie ä travers une frontiere : 1‘interface 
reactionnelle.
La construction d'un modele dynamique de l'hydrata
tion devra done integrer 1'evolution dans le temps de 
la surface de cette interface. Par ailleurs, devant 
la difficulte posee par la modelisation des regimes 
convectifs auxquels sont soumises les pätes immobi
les, il faudra se placer dans des conditions de 
diffusion stationnaire non convective, e'est-i-dire 
dans un reacteur ouvert, continu, agite, isotherme et 
Isobare I'll.
Des deux conditions ne sont pas encore totalement 
reunies aujourd’hui, mais il est possible, dans une 
Premiere etape, d'etudier separement le systems 
hydrates-solution, avec 1'objectif de modeliser son 
comportement lorsqu’il est soumis a des contraintes 
chimiques analogues ä celles qui sont produites par 

e compartiment "anhydres".
Bien que l'hydratation soit un processus irreversi
ble, la demarche precedents implique avant toute 
’“Ire chose, la connaissance et la modelisation de 

etat d'equilibre, qui constitue I'etat de 
reference. Encore faut-il pour cela que le models 
soit suffisamment proche de la realite physique, 
c est-a-dire de la perception que nous pouvons en 
’voir a travers nos moyens d'investigation.

2 ‘ *^lISATION des equilibres des hydrates des
CIMENTS. CONDITIONS PCÄJR QUE LE MODELE SOIT 
UTILISABLE EN PRATIQte

s pourrons considerer que le modele satisfait au 
i de representativite physique, s'il permet de 

^revoir j.9s y3ieurs experimentales dans la limits de 
, lncertitijde des mesures. Etudions en premier lieu 

s conditions qu'il faudra satisfaire pour atteindre 
191 objectif.

2.1 - PRISE EN COMPTE DES INTERACTIONS
Pour qu'un .diagrammed d'equilihre soit utilisable en 
pratique, il faut le construire en tenant compte de 
toutes les interactions ioniques, afin de determiner 
avec une precision süffisante les constantes
d'equlibre "pures”, e'est-a-dire debaressees de
1‘influence du milieu. A ce titre, des progres 
restent ä faire, car on ne trouve dans la 
bibliographie que des modeles qui, soit negligent 
I'influence de la force lonique de la solution et 
assimilent activates et concentrations ioniques /4/, 
soit negligent, la formation des complexes solubles 
entre les ions du systems /5//6//7//8/г/9/. Compte 
tenu de 1'expression des produits ioniques des 
hydrates, dans lesquels les activites des ions sont 
affectees dans la plupart des cas de puissances assez 
elevees, ces approximations conduisent a des erreurs 
systematiques sur la valeur des constantes et par 
voie de consequence, sur les previsions donnees par 
le modele. C'est ainsi que, dans le cas de 
I'ettringite par exemple, pour laquelle le produit 
ionique apparent s’ecrit : 

о * c I1 7 • 3 -4 "
(Ca ) .IA102 ISO4 I .10H ) = S"9

le fait de negligee la formation des Jons CaOH, aux 
environs de pH 12,8, en assimilant ^Ca ) au calcium 
total, equivaut ä surestimer (Ca ) d'un facteur 
superieur a 2 et par suite la constants S'g d'un 
facteur 2° = 64, Compte tenu de la precision avec
laquelle sont connues la plupart des constantes de 
solubilite (rares sont celles qui sont connues a 
mieux qu'un facteur 10 pres), cette erreiir, qui 
semble a priori importante, 1'est beaucoup moins que 
cells que I on fera.lt en identifiant activites et 
concentrations des ions. Lri effet, le coefficient 
d'activite moуen de S est ici affects de la puissance 
15, ce qui represents un facteur 1000 ä 10000 sur sa 
valeur, selon la force ionique de la solution.

2.2 - TECHNIQUES DE CALCUL
On conceit maintenant qu'il soit difficile de prevoir 
ä 1'aide d'un modele trop grossier les domaines de 
stabilite d’hydrates dont les produits ioniques ne 
different que d’une ou deux puissances de 10, ce qui 
est le cas des aluminates hydrates hexagonaux 
substitues, comme le monochloro, le monosulfo, et le 
monocarbo-aluminate. C'est ainsi que 1'on est amene a 
renoncer, non seulement aux approximations faites sur 
les interactions, mais aussi a celles qui sont faites 
habituellement dans les calculs pour resoudre plus 
facilement le Systeme d'equations representant le 
Systeme chimique ä 1'equilibre. Nous rejoignons ici 
la demarche utilisee par ROSSET /10/, 1 un des 
premiers ä prendre le chemin du traitement numerique 
des systemes de la chimie analytique des solutions. 
Les progres de la micro-informatique, presente 
aujourd’hui dans tous les laboratoires de recherche, 
permettent de developper cette technique avec le 
maximum de rigueur.
2.3 - CHOIX DU SYSTEME D'EQUATIONS
Bien que le Systeme d'equations associe au Systeme 
chimique ne soit pas lineaire en general, la realite 
physique impose 1'existence d’au moins une solution 
reelle, que 1’on pourra calculer. Il faut cependant 
garder a 1'esprit qu'une solution ne sera pas 
necessairement representative, car seuls nos acquis 
experimentaux nous permettent de choisir le bon 
Systeme d’equations, en nous indiquant la nature et 
le nombre de phases solides en equilibre avec un 
milieu particulier. ■ 



Prpnons l'exemple du Systeme /CaO, AlgO^, SO^, R_0, 
HOC7. avec les phases solides gypse et ettringite. 
Cupposons que 1‘on ignore l'existence de la 
portlandite, qui precipite au-delä d'une certaine 
valour du pH : ceci aboutirait ä trouver des 
solutions purement mathematiques et a poursuivre le 
trace du aiagramme dans un domaine ou ce Systeme 
n'existe plus "en realite", a l'equilibre (dans le 
cas present, le calcul s'avere quand meme interessant 
lorsque le point figuratif de la solution se trouve 
deins le domaine de sursaturation de la portlandite, 
au cours de la "periode dormante" des ciments).
Notons au passage que la comparaison des resultats 
experimentaux conduirait ici a rechercher 
1 * explication des ecarts et par consequent a 
id(?ntifier la phase manquante. Ce n'est done pas le 
modele lui-meme qui est fructueux, mais sa 
confrentation avec les donnees experimentales,
L1 utilisation de la regle des phases peut s'averer 
tres utile, en permettant de faire le compte des 
equations du Systeme : dans l'exemple precedent, 
avant la precipitation de la portlandite, la variance 
est egale a 2, pour 5 constituents independants, 
lorsque 1'on tend vers l’equilibre ä partir de la 
sursaturation. Par contre, la mise a l'equilibre a 
partir du domaine sous-sature introduit une relation 
supp1 ementaire entre les variables, car alors la 
composition initiale de la solution est liee a la 
stoechiometrie des phases qui se dissocient. La 
variance devient egale a T, avec 4 constituants 
independants. Ces 2 cas font evidemment appel ä un 
tra 11en.ent mathematique different.

2.4 - COMPOSES NON STOECHIOMETRIQUES
Le Probleme de la representativite des calculs se 
pose de fapon particulierement evidente dans le cas 
de la "coprecipitation", dont 1‘approche 
experimentale est rendue difficile par le caractere 
pseudo-colloidal des precipites, comme les hydroxydes 
des metaux de transition, les halogenures d'argent et 
les silicates de calcium hydrates (CSH des ciments). 
Dan; ce dernier cas, en particulier, les moyens 
actuels d‘investigation ne permettent pas de savoir 
si ce compose non stoechiometrique est un melange de 
composes definis de structures voisines ou une 
solution solide dont la composition serait variable 
en fonction des conditions locales instantanees de 
precipitation. La resolution d'un tel Systeme 
necessite une relation entre les rapports 
stoechiometriques du precipite et la composition de 
La solution '
- dans le cas du melange, on peut ecrire par exemple 
que la probabilite de precipitation: de chaque compose 
est irxversement proportionrrelle a sa solubilite, la 
somme des probabilites etant egale a 1. Cette 
demarche probabiliste implique la connaissance des 
produits de solubilite des constituants du melange 
que ,1'on pourrait evaluer a partir des enthalpies 
libres de formation ;
- le cas des solutions solides exige une generali
sation du concept de produit de solubilite, qui 
jusqu'ici ne s'applique qu’a des composes dont la 
stoechrometrie est independante de la composition de 
la solution (activite constante dans le solide).
Nous pen sons que cette generalisation est possible et 
que 1'on peut calculer I'expression du produit de 
solubilite generalise en fonction des coefficients 
stoechiometriques, ou relier ces derniers aux activi- 
tes des ions, a 1’aide d’un calcul thermodynamique. 
Ceci fera 1'objet d’une publication ulterieure.

2.5 - DEFINITION DE L'ETAT D'EQUILIDRE.
DIMENSION DES CRISTAUX

Une autre difficult© d'utilisation du produit de 
sol'foilite se manifeste lorsque le precipite subit 
d'importantes variations de surface speficique en 
fonction du temps. Le concept de phase doit etre 
precise lorsque la surface devient grande par rapport 
a la masse /11/. Il faut alors introduire une 
variable extensive supplementaire (surface) et des 
variables intensives comme la tension superficielle 
et le potentiel electrique de surface. Lorsque la 
solubilite diminue par "vieillissement", le produit 
ionique est alors une fonction de la dimension des 
cristaux, que 1'on peut representer ä I'aide de 
plusieurs parametres, selon la nature de la 
distribution statistique des diametres. Le simple bon 
sens nous indique ici que nous n'avons pas affaire a 
une situation d'equilibre, puisque le system© evolue. 
Il n'empeche que 1'on ne peut evacuer ce problem© (en 
particulier dans le cas des ciments) car il presente 
de reelles difficultes, lorsqu’il s’agit de comparer 
les valeurs experimentales aux valeurs calculees. La 
theorie de la nucleation /11//12/ nous apprend que 
dans ce cas, la dimension des cristaux depend non 
seulement du temps, mais aussi des conditions
chimiques au moment meme de la precipitation
(influence du taux de sursaturation sur le nombre de 
germes par unite de volume). C'est pourquoi on peut 
aboutir, meme au bout d’un temps tres long, a des 
etats stationnaires differents, si les conditions de 
precipitation ont ete differentes. C'est le cas de la 
portlandite, qui montre d’importantes differences de 
solubilite, non seulement en fonction de la dimension 
des cristaux /13//14/, mais aussi selon leur mode de 
preparation : la solubilite est plus grande pour des 
cristaux prepares par reaction CaO + H^O, dans le 
domaine sursature.
La seule possibilite pour le chimiste est ici de 
realiser un plan d‘experiences qui respecte le mieux 
possible les conditions de precipitation qui existent 
dans les ciments, c* est-a-dire d*studier et de 
mesurer les constantes des hydrates de synthase 
precipites en regime tres sursature. Dans ces 
conditions, la comparaison avec les resultats du 
modele peut alors etre faite, sur la base d'un etat 
stationnaire tres proche de l'equilibre, realises 
partir de conditions initiales star.dardisees.
Les difficultes rencontrees au cours de cette discus
sion de la validite du modele ne sont qu'en partie 
resolues. La condition ci-dessus fait ressortir par 
exemple la necessite de construire un appareill^9e 
permettant de realiser des etats tres sursatures en 
chaux, pendant des temps suffisamment longs.
Du point de vue du physicien, c'est bien dans 
1'effort pour resoudre ces difficultes que resident 
toutes les chances de succes de la demarche. Le rest? 
n'est qu'une question de mise en route d’un engrenage 
mathematique et informatique, le problem© du calcul 
lui-meme pouvant d'ailleurs etre traite de differen
tes manieres, selon les moyens dont on dispose. La 
methode que nous proposons dans la suite de cette 
communication n'a done pas la pretention d etre 
unique ou irremplaqable. Elie s'est simplement averse 
tres pratique ä 1'usage. Nous etudions, a 1 aide de 
quelques exemples, les moyens permettant de 
simplifier le plus possible les algorithmes de 
calcul, de faqon ä obtenir des boucles d*iterativ 
tres rapidement convergentes, a dap tees- ä l'emploi de 
microprocesseurs beaucoup plus lents que les grosses 
unites de calcul.



3 - HISE EH EQUATION DES EQUILIBRES DE S0LU8ILITE 
[^S HYDRATES

3.1 - 6ENERALITES
Oans la suite de l'expose, les systemes chimiques 
seront designes par leurs composants, seien la 
notation habituelle tie nombre de enmposants d un 
systems etant defini ccmme le plus petit nombre de 
constituants independants ä partir ciesquels on peut 
cetermincr completement la composition de chaque 
phase).
3.2 - VARIABLES ,
Nous prendrons en consideration 1'ensemble des ions 
susceptibles d'exister dt-ns la solution 
interstitielle des betens, en etendant le clomaine de 
pH Iqui se situe habituellement entre 12,3 et 13,3) ä 
la gamme pH 10 ä pH 14, qui permet de couvrir un 
certain nombre d ' applications particulieres . Settles 
seront done considerees comme neg.ligeables_ les 
concentrations des especes comme H^O , ou
H CO , qui sont inferieures a 10 au dessous de pH 
li. ^Pour des raisons pratiques, nous avons choisi de 
prendre comme variables primaires les molalites 
(independantes de la temperature). Nous utiJisons 
comme variables secondaires la force ionique I et les 
coefficients d‘activite individuels des ions (Tableau 
II. Bien que le calcul de ces coefficients 
individuels ne soient pas parfaitement rigoureux, 
campte tenu de la difficulte d'evaluation des rayons 
ioniques, utilises dans les formales de DE8YE et 
HUCKEL, nous avons adopte cette methode qui se montre 
souple, en permettant de calculer les coefficients 
d activite moyens de chacune des constantes 
d'equilibre, quels que soient le Systeme ou la 
composition de la solution.

<I-i5te non : imi tat i ue)

Tableau 1 - Variables utilisfes dans- le modele -

Espices ioniques 
et noUcuUires 
IMclalitis)

Ncfns Г Coefficients
! d'activitf
! individuels

! Rayons ioniques
! des ions soluatis (A)
! (valeurs indicatives)

(Ca 2t) C2 ! gC2 ! 5 i 6
(CaOH ♦) Cl ! gCl I 4 4 5
(H2SiO4 2-) H2 ! gH2 ! 4
<H3SiO4 -) H3 ! cH3 ! 4
(H4SiO4 aq> H4 i 1

tol02-)=(H4A104-) Al ! cAl ! 4
(C03 2-) 62 I qG2 ! 4
(НМЗ -) Gl ! gGl ! 3
(OH -) OH ! -ЗОН ! 2 a
(Ifef)i(KP-) RL ! cRl ! 4
(S04 2-) S4 * oS4 1 4

(Nti04-)HKS04-> RS4 ! oRS4 ! 4
(USD4 aq) CS4 i 4

(С1-)(оц anion 1 I
MnaeaiEtit d'acice 4 f
fort) ! Al ! gXt 1 2 ä 3

les rayons ioniques figurant dans le Tableau 1 
s°nt en general superieurs ä ceux que l’on pourrait 
calculer a partir des mobilites electriques, en 
»PPliquant la loi de STOKES. Certains peuvent etre 
oBtenus par regression, ä l’aide des formales de 
OEBYE et HUCKEL, a partir de bilans ioniques de 
’-Eposes insolubles, en faisant varier la force 
ionique /15/, 
^es d^sgrammes d equilibre sont en general construits 
9 I aide des concentrations ou des molalites TOTALES 

a de rares exceptions pres, sont les seules 
Srandeurs accessibles ä 1 * experimentation.

Cette met tie de presente 1 inconvenient de -fas.e 
disparaitre une partie de 1' information ut i ir- a 
savoir la repartition d'un element chimique, tnus os 
differentes especes, complexes ioniques ou 
moleculaires. Nous a v oris done choisi d utilizer les 
grandeurs totales (fableai; 2) comme variables 
secondaires, en gardant la possidilite d'effeetuer 
des projections des domaines d'equilibre sur les 
plans optionnels, en conservant un fichier complut 
par point du diagramme.

Tableau 2 - Expression des molalitäs totales

Variables I variables
r^sultantes ! primaires

CT............ ! C2 + Cl + CS4
ST......  ! H2 t Hl + H4
AT............. ! Al + AO
GT............. ! G2 + Gi
RT.........   ..! Rl + RS4
S4T............. ! S4 + RS4 t CS4

ВТ (basiciti)....! OH + Cl

3.2 - SYSTEME O'EQUATIONS
A pression et temperature constantes, un Systeme de c 
composants (ou c molalites totales independantes 1, 
comportant p phases solides et une phase aqueuse, a 
pour variance : v = c ■■ p - 1.
Toutes les molalites sont done determinees si I'on se 
fixe v d'entre elles et ceci quel que soit le nombre 
d’ions complexes. Le Probleme va consister a eliminer 
les inconnues entre n = (e - v) equations, dans un 
Systeme comportant e especes en solution. Ces 
equations sont de 4 types (Tableau 3) :

Tableau 3 - Equations et ccnsUnt.s chimisue (liste nor limitative) 
ti-apostrDpne designe les sasstantes aapareites)

SELATIOMS - !
!

DoftstanUs ? ValeudS ä 254 !
! indicatives !

Cöef4, вот 
d'actiuiti

Reactions acide-bas? i

C2.0H/C1 .. 4- B.Ö37 ! 51 = 9C2.80H/gCl
H3.0H.'H2 ....... ..........кг' В.ОСбЭ 1 дЗ - c ,->
H4.DH/H3 -............... ........ Ks- 45,31 £-5 * g3 s gOH/^*3
AD.DH/Ai .......... K5' 3,33.£-5 ? g5 = gOH/gAl
BI.0H/G2 ..... ........ *7' 2.E-4 ! g7 a gGl .§ЗНХ9Б2

Cwplexes stHate

C2.S4/K4 =........ . ........... ...........«12' 0,0i ! §12 = 9C2,9S4
R1.S4/RS4 =........ . ......... . ...........«13' 0,13 ‘ 913= §К1.954/д5$4

Peoduits de solvbtlit*

H4 »........................ ..к,-
AO =........................

С2‘.С11"1.Н21"6'с.Шгс.СН|:. =

.■«13' l.E-6 !
f

i.E-7,25 ‘ gSO

CS^QH2. ..Sj- 5,3.£-5 ‘ SS1

C2. 54 ....... . .................. 3,165.£-5 ! ,S2

C2. 62 ............ ..s3- 4r5.E-9 ! 9$3

С2*.Кг.0И4. ...................... ...s4- 5.E-27 ‘ 9S4

C2.*A12.S4.OH4, I.E-29 * gS!

C24.A12.X12.OH4. «,..... ,...s6- 1.E-3I ! gS6

C2,.m2,G3.0H4. ...s7- 5.E-31 ! gSZ

ezZ.M^.OH2. »,....... . .............. l.E-14- ! gse

C2.6A12.543.№4, ......... ....ss- f £-44 ‘ 6S>



a) [.'equation d' electroneutralite : = 0

b) r equations correspondent *ux reactions chimiques 
d'association d'especes en solution (reactions acide- 
base, formations de complexes solubles). Ces r equa
tions relient 1*ensemble des ct molalites totales a 
l'ensemble des e especes en solution, d'oü ct = e - r

c) pour p phases solides, p equations obtenues en 
ecrivant les produits de solubilite . (c^l i = SV 
= V1 в

dl des equations particulieres au nombre de
s = n - r - p - 1, reliant certaines des variables 
lorsqu'il у a degenerescence du nombre de 
constituants independents (ceci se produit quand 
l'equilibre est atteint ä partir du domaine 
sous-sature, ou lorsque le Systeme comporte des 
phases solides non independantes, par example dans 
l'equilibre metastable С АНд t *'4АН13 + 13
relation restrictive est fc/A)solution = 4.
On a alors :
c = ct - s, etc=e-r-s < e - r

4 - PRINCIPE GENERAL DES CALCU.S

4.1 - TRAITEMENT NUMERIQUE
Bien que cela soit possible dans un grand nombre de 
cas, on ne cherchera pas ä exprimer les solutions du 
Systeme sous forme d'expressions algebriques explici- 
tes reliant les grandeurs totales. Chaque point d'une
courbe d'equilibre sera associe ä un domaine-solution 
D, de la dimension egale ä la variance du Systeme. Ce 
domaine sera represente par un fichier contenant les 
valeurs calculees, pour chaque valeur du ou des 
parametres choisis selon la variance.
4.2 - EXPRESSION PARAHETRIOUE DES SOLUTIONS

CHOIX OES PARAMETRES.
Le traitement numerique sera d'autant plus tacile et 
rapide que les expressions ä calculer seront moins 
complexes. On aura done interet ä travailler dans des 
systemes de variance non nulle. Les points invariants 
pourront etre obtenus en faisant tendre vers zero 
1'une des molalites, dans un Systeme oü v - 1, conte
nant un constituent supplementaire non precipitable. 
Inversement, on evitera de trailer des systemes de
variance elevee, ce qui obligerait ä stocker un grand 
nombre de fichiers de gande dimension. L'experience 
montre que, dans le cas des ciments, la plupart des 
equilibres peuvent etre traites avec v - 1.
On aura avantage ä choisir comme parametres les 
molalites des ions intervenant le plus souvent dans
les reactions de formation de 
SO^ . Ceci permet d'eliminer 
pondantes du Systeme, et de

complexes, comme 
les r equations 
le reduire ä un

OH et 
corres- 

nombre
d equations egal au nombre de molalites totales ct.
4.3 - NIVEAU DE COMPLEXITE DES SYSTEMES
Le Systeme (SI ainsi reduit contient (s ♦ 1) 
equations lineaires, et p equations non lineaires. Il 
est bien evident que si 1'on peut eviter d'avoir ä

substituer• dans les premieres, des expressions non
lineaires tiree s des secondes, la iresolution du
Systeme sera tres simple. Or ce procede n'est
possible que dans un certain nombre de cas, qu' il
faut etre capable de prevoir. Pour cela, nous allons 
considerer le sous-systeme (SSI, constitue des p 
equations non lineaires (produits de solubilite).
definition : Nous appelleror.s MULTIPIICITE m du 
s-ysfiTif SS, le nombre minimum de molalites totales 
,-.',-<-';uaire cour Scrire les p priduits de solubilite.

Le Systeme SS comprend m variables et p equations 
(m > p - 1 I. Sa resolution directe permet de reduire 
le Systeme S ä un Systeme lineaire constitue de 
l'equation d'electroneutralite et des eventuelles 
equations restrictives particulieres. Pour que ceci 
soit possible, il faut disposer de (m - pl variables 
optionnelles, prises comme parametres, parmi les 
variables autorisees par la variance, d'ou la
condition : v > m - p
Le niveau de complexite du Systeme peut done etre
represente par la variable
5 = m - p - V = m - с -f 1, avec
m> 0 pour tout c, d' oil 6 > 1 - c
Si v > m - p. alors 6 < 0, et le nombre de parametres
dont on dispose est süffisant pour resoudre SS 
separement.
Si 5 > 0, la resolution se complique : on apporte v 
parametres pour resoudre SS, mais il en manque m-p v. 
Dans tous les cas, on doit avoir : 5 < 1 ♦ s, pour 
resoudre le Systeme general S. L'etendue des 
variations possibles de 5 est done donnee par :

1 - c < 5 < 1 ♦ s
Le nombre optimum de parametres, e'est a dire le 
minimum necessaire ä la resolution de SS est obtenu 
pour 5=0, soit v = m - p. Dans la mesure du 
possible, on s'arrangera done pour se placer dans ces 
conditions de variance.

Cas de favorable 
Lorsque 0 < 6 < 1 t s, 
des expressions non 
d'electroneutralite et 
Le Systeme S se reduit

on est oblige de substituer 
lineaires dans l'equation 

les equations particulieres. 
alors ä une equation finale de

la forme :
у = D.x"n + E = X, avec n > 0 et D > 0

L'exposant n n'est pas necessairement un entier. 
L'equation peut etre resolue par iteration : la 
methode classique des approximations en spirale 
n'etant utilisable que si ABS (y'l < 1, nous 
utiliserons une autre methode iterative (methode de 
la tangente mobile).
4.T - CORRECTIONS DUES A LA FORCE IONIQUE
Apres avoir obtenu un fichier complet des solutions 
dans 1'espace des molalites, il reste a calculer la 
force ionique et les coefficients d’activite 
individuels, a 1'aide des formules de DEBYE et HUCKEL 
etendues. On retourne alors ä une nouvelle resolution 
du Systeme, par une boucle d'iteration qui est 
arretee lorsque les valeurs obtenues sent 
stationnaires. Les coordonnees du point de la courbe 
d'equilibre ainsi obtenues peuvent alors etre 
envoyees dans une memoirs de stockage, affichees ou 
editees dans un graphs, sous la forme d une 
projection dans un plan quelconque de 1'espace des 
molalites.
4.8 - ORGANIGRAMME (voir Fig. 1)

5 - RESULTATS. EXEMPLE

La methode precedente nous a permis de modeliser la 
plupart des systemes d'hydrates de la chimie du 
ciment. Les resultats concordent bien avec les 
donnees experimentales, par exemple les coordonnees 
des points invariants donnes par JONES /16/.'Pour 
juger des performances du modele, nous donnons ® 
resultats obtenus dans le Systeme [CaO, SOj, R,®-1*?0- 
dans le domaine d’equilibre gypse ♦ portlandite, <lul 
a ete etudie par HANSEN et PRESSLER /17/ (Fig.?)- 
L'exactitude des previsions du modele ne peut e r 
obtenue ici qu'en tenant co.npte des complexes sul a 
et des reactions acide base.



Fig 1.

ModSHtation des 6quil ihres chimi^es 
des hydrates des ciments.

PROGF^iHE SOLUB. Organigramme.

Dans le meme Systeme, on peut prevoir le pH de 
precipitation de la portlandite en presence de gypse 
•t le comportement d'une suspension de gypse dans 
^aquelle on ajoute une base forte R20 EFig.3). La 
Projection du domaine d'equilibre sur un plan 
/pH,R2O/ montre comment le gypse peut avoir un effet 
aPcelerateur de prise des ciments, en abaissant 
^figerement le pH d'equilibre : le melange des 2 
Phases gypse et portlandite se comporte comme un 
"super tampon” (Fig.41.

6 - OMLlßlOHS

souci de la representativite physique dans la 
^odelisation des equilibres des hydrates nous a 
ronduit ä faire face ä toute la complexity de 

aPproche analytiQue de l’hydratation- Nous pensons 
4Ue cet effort se justifie par la grande variete de 
ses appiications , dont le simple example qui precede 
°ntre deja la riches se.
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COMPORTEMENT VISCOfiLASTIQUE Ä LONG TERME DES BETONS DE CIMENT ALUMINEUX CL

1. INTRODUCTION

L’etude systematique du comportement statique et struc- 
turale des betons ä base de ciment alumineux forme Fobjet 
d’une litterature assez nourrie, mais cette derniere tout en etant 
riche des donnees et d’etudes theoriques n’est pas en mesure, 
pour l’instant, de mettre ä la disposition du responsable d’un 
projet tous les elements dont il a besoin pour assurer un calcul 
correct.

A ce sujet et pour nous en tenir tout simplement ä la 
caracteristique la plus significative - la resistance ä la rupture 
par compression - un exemple emblematique est donne par le 
fait qu’en depit de la grande abondance d’ouvrages et d’inte- 
ressantes etudes sur son evolution ä long terme (1), (2), (3) et 
bien que les auteurs attribuent d’un commun accord ä la con
version la responsabilite de la chute de la resistance dans le 
temps, bien connue, lorsqu’il s’agit de quantifier cette chute 
on bute ä une grande dispersion des donnees.

En effet, Finfluence qu’exercent les differents parame
tres sur Revolution de la resistance apres les premiers jours n’a 
pas encore ete bien definie.

Il a ete prouve, neanmoins, que la nature de 1’agregat 
(calcaire ou siliceux) peut jouer un role determinant et donner 
lieu - pour le calcaire - ä la formation d’un carbo-aluminate 
plus stable que les aluminates hexagonaux (4). Le phenomene 
s’accompagne d’une reduction de la porosite et a, comme suite, 
une augmentation continue ou, tout au moins, une stabilisa
tion significative - environ aux valeurs maximales obtenues - 
des resistances observees sur une periode de cinq ans (5).

Le contraire se produit pour 1’agregat siliceux.
Un ouvrage recent, etaye par les resultats d’essais reali

ses jusqu’ä un an apres la preparation des echantillons confirme 
que 1’agregat calcaire exerce une influence favorable sur cer- 
taines caracteristiques mecaniques et, en particulier, sur la resis
tance ä la rupture par compression (6).

Quant aux deformations differees et, en particulier au 
fiuage, une caracteristique dont le responsable du projet doit 
absolument tenir compte pour pouvoir formuler des previsions 
correctes au sujet du comportement dans le temps voire de la 
deformabilite du beton, les donnees ä long terme que nous offre 
la litterature sont assez moins nombreuses que celles concer
nant la resistance bien que les premiers ouvrages en la matiere 
remontent aux annees ’30 (7), (8). '

A une epoque plus recente, de nouveaux resultats ont 
ete diffuses (9) tandis que ceux disponibles ont ete interpretes 
dans une optique plus moderne (10). Toutefois ce domaine nous 
semble encore offrir de nombreuses possibilites de recherche.

Ce qui precede pourrait egalement s’appliquer aux modu
les d’elasticite encore que ces derniers soient bien documentes 
par des ouvrages de considerable envergure (2), (6), (11) et ä 
d’autres caracteristiques collaterales qui interessent en tous cas 
le responsable du projet, telle que la resistance ä la traction.

Dans ce contexte s’inscrit 1’etude experimentale dont il 
est question qui porte essentiellement sur le fluage ä long terme 
et sur le retrait des betons ä base de ciments alumineux et d’agrd- 
gat calcaire ou s:lic"ix.

L’etude est integree par des donnes relatives ä Involu
tion dans le temps des modules d’elasticite et aux resistances 
ä la compression et ä la traction de ces betons. . .

.A partir de ces prealables on se propose:

— de presenter les valeurs de fluage et de retrait des batons 
soumis ä observation pendant 4 ans;

— d'analyser la possibilite de prevoir ces caracteristiques ä 
Faide d’essais ä court terme;

— d’etudier Finfluence exercee par 1’agregat (calcaire ou 
siliceux);

— de comparer Reffet des differents ages de mise en charge;
— d’elargir le tableau d’ensemble general par de nouvelles 

donnees experimentales concernant la resistance ä la com
pression et ä la traction ainsi que les modules d’elasticite.

2. CARACTERISTIQUES DES ECHANTILLONS

Pour la confection des eprouvettes nous avons utilise 
deux betons prepares ä partir du meme ciment alumineux du 
commerce ayant la composition chimique ponderale suivante: 
AI2O3 39,3%, CaO 38,3%, FezOj 11,6%, FeO 5,0%, SiO2 
4,0% avec de faibles quantiles de MgO, K2O et Na2O.

Le premier type de beton, obtenu en utilisant un agre- 
gat siliceux naturel du Po presentait les caracteristiques suivan- 
tes: 0 max. 20 mm; courbe granulometrique continue; dosage 
du ciment 350 kg/m3; rapport E/C = 0,52; slump 9,5 cm; tas- 
sement par table vibrante; masse volumique au demoulage 2418 
kg/m3.

Le deuxieme type etait caracterise par un agregat cal
caire concasse: CaCOj 99,8; 0 max. 20 mm; courbe granulo
metrique continue, dosage du ciment 350 kg/m3; rapport E/C 
= 0,60; slump 12 cm; tassement par table vibrante; masse volu
mique au demoulage 2360 kg/m3.

Les deux betons ont ete pr6par6s ä quelques heures de 
distance Fun de Fautre, dans le meme milieu et en utilisant le 
meme appareillage.

Nous avons prepare, avec chaque melange, des eprou
vettes de 10x10x30 cm pour les essais de fluage et de retrait et 
pour la determination du module d’elasticite longitudinale, ainsi 
que des eprouvettes cubiques de 10 cm de large, pour les essais 
de compression et des eprouvettes cylindriques, pour I’essai bre- 
silien.

Pendant les 7 premiers jours, les Eprouvettes ont et6 stoc
kes en milieux contröle, ä la temperature de 20 ± 1°C et äune 
teneur d’humidite relative de 90% min.

Ensuite elles ont ete transferes, pour les essais, dans un 
milieu contröle ä la temperature de 20 ± 1 °C et ä une humi- 
dite relative de 65%. '

3. MODALITES D’ESSAI

3.1 Essais de fluage ,

Les Eprouvettes ont EtE soumises ä une charge constante, 
dans des chassis exprEssement prEvus ä cet effet Equipes d un 
vErin hydraulique comportant un dispositif de rEglage de la pres
sion ä air qui assure une stabilitE durable de la charge (Fig- !)■ 

Sur chacune des quatre faces longitudinales de 1’Eprou- 
vette a EtE placEe une base extensomEtrique de 100 mm, pour 
la lecture de la dEformation; 1’extensometre utilisE est de type 
mEcanique avec sensibility 1 • 10- 3 mm.

Au bout de 7, 28, 92 et 180 jours, les Eprouvettes ont 
EtE soumises ä une charge centree correspondant ä une con- 
trainte de 25 N/mm2, e’est ä dire pres de 35% des resistances 
ä la compression ä 1’EchEance de 28 jours, pour les deux tyP68 
de bEton.



Fig. 1 - Dispositif de mise en eharge.

Nous avons utilise 16 eprouvettes qui <ont etc mises .eti 
charge par groupes de deux, pour ehaque.essai st pour chaque 
type de beton.

3.2 Mesure du ireträit

Les deformations ont .ete mesurees ä partir de 24 heures 
apres la preparation des Ibetons, ä I"aide d’-un extensometre 
mecanique, tout comme pour le fluage, .en utiiisant deux sprou- 
vettes par type de beton.

3.3 Module d'elaslicite iongitudiaale

Les modules secant1 E ccnrespondaiii ä иде c.cnirainte 
de compression maximale de 25 N/mm2 ont e’e determines « 
differentes echeances sur deux eprouvettes de cheque type d.e 
beton. L’appareillage extensowtrique esi к meme qui ,a etc 
utilise pour Le fluage et pout le retrait,

3.4 Resistances a la compression

Elies ont ete determine.es Д I’.aid.ed’.une machine uniy.er- 
sclle en utiiisant 54epr.euvettes testes ä neuf eclpeanehes s’eclie- 
ionnant entre 1 jour et 4 ans.

4. KESULTATS DES ESSAIS Ö »COMMENT AI RES

4.1 Retrail

Les deformations .de retrait ,сГЛ obscryces .a partir d’.un 
jour apres la preparation des .qprouv.ctt.es sent i.ndiquees a la 
Fig. 2 qui rio.ntre egalement les.deiormations.difXerees (lluage 
■t ietrail).

On petit remarquer .qu’.au bout .de 4 ans, les c, prcyeii- 
ierit des valeurs tres proches.de c.elles quel’on,enrpgistre habi- 
tuellement pour les betons ä base de .cirrtent 'Portland, ec qui 
correspond aux donnees signalee.s par Neville if! 2).

11 у a lieu toutefois de sonligner que je retrait .du beton 
ä base d'agregat cakaire esi jbgerement superi.eur ä celui du 
beton ä base d’agregat siliceux.

4.2 l inage

Les .deformations .de .fluage ;Ef (Fig. 22), .par ^uite des 
inodalites ,d’.essai qui ont ete adqptqes.co?neident pratiquernent 
avec c.elles .differees.

iCes iprealabies ayant .ete iposes, ilorsqulan .analyse ;[е$ 
vateurs .d.e fluage au ihout .de 4 ans .on pent ..observer:
— ,que le,s .val.e.urs .de.dilatatiQn maximaleipouriles,deuxthctQns 

rtoqt ..qelles .qui.co r res pondent. ä. nne: misei.en.charge. de”" ,j оу ns;
— ,qu.eles .valeurs dem,.des.deuxLetons.diminuent au fur.et 

ä inxesure ..flu’augmente ila <duree ,de da -mise .en .charge;

" Evolution .des .deformations di fferees (linage .+ retrait) et retrait en function .du temps.



— que les dilatations des betons ä base d’agregat calcaire ä 7 
et ä 28 jours de mise en charge depassent bien qu’cn moin- 
dre mcsure, celles du beton ä base d’agregat siliceux;

— qu’ä l’echeance de 92 et de 180 jours, les ef du beton ä base 
d’agregat calcaire sont considerablement inferieures ä cel
les du beton ä base d’agregat siliceux; en particulier, apres 
180 jours de mise en charge elles ne mesurent que la moitie;

— les er de l’agregat siliceux tendent ä se regrouper autour de 
la meme valeur, independamment de l’age de mise en charge 
(difference de 15 Vo entre les valours maximales et 
minimales);

— l’agregat calcaire presente, au contraire, unc differenciation 
tres nette, caracterisee par deux valeurs de la er: celles ä 7 
et 28 jours sont elevees et tres rapprochees entr’elles tandis 
qu’au für et ä mesure qu’augmente l’age de mise en charge 
on observe une reduction importante de la deformabilite si 
bien qu’entre les ef des echantillons ä 7 jours et celles des 
echantillons ä 92 et 180 jours la difference se chiffre approxi- 
mativement ä 45Vo et ä 55Vo.

Une analyse plus exhaustive pourrait etre consacree ä 
1’evolution du fluage qui presente des aspects interessante sur- 
tout pendant la premiere annee, mais puisqu’une partie des don- 
nees que nous presentons dans cet ouvrage et qui concerne cette 
periode ont ete signalees et discutees en detail (13), (14), nous 
nous bornerons ä mettre 1’accent sur quelques aspects essentiels.

Plus particulierement, И у a lieu de souligner que toutes 
les courbes, ä part celles des echantillons mis en charge ä 180 
jours, presentent deux points d’inflexion limitant un trajet du 
diagramme compris entre 70 et 220 jours d’äge des echantil
lons oü la vitesse de croissance de la deformation augmente en 
mesure considerable et recommence ensuite ä diminuer. Ce fait 
confirme les observations de Swami (9) et, en partie, les com- 
mentaires de Neville (10).

L’origine de ce comportement des betons alumineux doit 
etre probablement attribuee aux phenomenes de nature physico- 
chimique lies ä la cure des eprouvettes. A ce propos nous vou- 
drions souligner le different comportement des deux materiaux: 
en effet 1’augmentation de la vitesse de deformation des betons 
ä base d’agregat calcaire est plus lente, ce qui fait que les 
inflexions sont moins marquees. Ce fait pourrait etre explique 

en admettant que I’interaction chimique entre agregat calcaire 
et pate de ciment (5), ä fur et mesure que se developpe dans 
le temps ä la depense des hydrates hexagonaux (4), entraine 
un’amelioration progressive de [’adherence päte-agregal 
calcaire.

Afin d’aboutir ä une evaluation plus complete du phe- 
nomene du fluage nous avons estime utile de proceder ä une 
comparaison entre les deux betons objet de l’etude et un beton 
structural ordinaire de bonne qualite, de la classe fck = 50 
N/mm2 ä base de ciment Portland, teste dans le meme labora- 
toire et dans les memes conditions.

Le choix est tombe sur ce beton, du fait que les defor
mations mesurees montraient une exccllente correspondance 
avec celles calculees par voie theorique, en appliquant les for- 
mules proposees par le C.E.B. (15).

Nous avons adopte, comme parametre de comparaison, 
le facteur de fluage ф qui est le rapport entre la deformation 
de fluage et la deformation longitudinale ä l’age de 28 jours, 
notamment:

Les Fig. 3 et 4 montrent une comparaison entre les fac- 
teurs de fluage du beton ordinaire et ceux du beton ä base 
d’agregat siliceux et calcaire.

On peut observer:
— ä court terme, les facteurs de fluage des betons ä base de 

ciment alumineux correspondent approximativement ä ceux 
du beton ordinaire. Plus preciscment, les facteurs du beton 
ä base d’agregat siliceux sont legerement inferieurs, alors 
que ceux du beton calcaire sont superieurs, bien que en 
moindre mesure;

— au bout de six mois, le coefficient tp des deux betons ä base 
de ciment alumineux (calcaire, siliceux) enregistre une aug
mentation franchement superieur ä celle du coefficient du 
beton ordinaire;

— quelque temps avant un an d’äge commence la phase defini
tive que caracterise une tendance tres nette des <p vers des 
valeurs asymptotiques assez elevees (elles sont 2 a 3 fois 
plus importantes que celles du betons ordinaire).

' JL .97.
Fie. 3 - Evolution dans le temps des facteurs de fluage du beton alumineux arret agfegat siliceux en fonction de Page de mise en charge,

comparaisons avec un beton ordinaire.



Une analyse qualitative permet, en tons cas, d’observcr, 
au cours de cette phase, une difference de comportement tres 
nette entre les deux betens ä base de ciment alumineux.

On peut constater, en effet que Tage de raise en charge 
exerce une faible influence - ä l’echeance de quatre ans - sur 
la tp du beton siliceux,

A noter le rapport S1 lveux.. dont la vaieur maximale 
se chiffre ä 3. ^ordinaire

Dans ie beton calcaire. Page de raise en charge exerce 
aucontraire, une influence favorable car il engendre une consi
derable reduction de <p. Le rapport ca*caire tout en de

ip ordinaire
meurant defavorable atteint neanmoins une vaieur maximale 
de 2,6.

En dernier lieu on peut encore observer que Г allure des 
dilatations ef et des coefficients de fluage ne permettent pas - 
tout au moins pour les types de betons ä base de ciment alumi
neux examines - d’extrapoler les resultats des essais de fluage 
routiniers ä court terme, ä 90 jours d'age. En effet, contraire- 
ment ä ce qui se produit lorsqu’on opere sur les betons ordi- 
naires, dans ce cas les resultats peuvent ne pas etre significatifs 
et meme porter ä des conclusions erronees.

4.3 Resistance ä la rupture par compression

La resistance ä la rupture par compression fc des eprou- 
I vettes ä base d’agregat calcaire et siliceux est reportce ä la Fig. 
\ 5. L’examen des diagrammes nous suggere quelques rcmarques:

— ä tres court terme on obtient des valeurs de resistance tres 
eleves, ce qui d’ailleurs est bien connu pour les betons ä 
base de ciments alumineux: dans notre cas, les deux mate

j riaux enregistrent au bout de 24 heures, des resistances d’en- 
I viron 57 N/mm2;

I ~~ la resistance du beton a base d’agregat siliceux augmente 
d’abord plus rapidement que celle du materiau calcaire. 
Ensuite se produit une inversion de comportement si bien 
4u’ä l’echeance d’un an ä peu pres, les fc des deux mate- 
riaux s’averent etre egales et se chiffrent a 82 N/mm2. Cet
te vaieur de la resistance correspond egalement ä la vaieur 
maximum qu’enregistre le beton a base d’agregat siliceux; 
dans le dclai de temps entre un e quatre ans, les valeurs de 

resistance du beton ä base d’agregat siliceux commencent 
ä diminuer d’abord lentement et ensuite, apres une periode 
de stabilisation, en maniere plus marquee.

Au bout de 4 ans, la chute de resistance est de 25Vo vis-ä-vis 
de la vaieur maximum;

— dans le meme dclai, la resistance des betons ä base d’agre
gat calcaire ne cesse d’augmenter jusqu’ä l’echeance de 2 
ans et se stabilise ensuite autour de 87 N/mm2 maximum.

4.4 Resistance ä la traction

Nous avons limite I’etude de la resistance ä la traction 
fct aux 18 premiers mois. Le Tableau 1 montre les valeurs ob- 
tenues avec l’essai bresilien sur des eprouvettes cylindriques 
ayant les dimensions suivantes: 0=15 cm, 1 = 30 cm. Les 
valeurs indiquees representent la moyenne obtenue sur 3 eprou- 
vettes.

Tableau 1 - Variation de la resistance ä la traction des betons alumi
neux en fonction du temps et du type d’agregat __________

Resistance ä la traction

Age du 
beton 28 j 180 j 360 j 540 j

Calcaire 3,8 N/mm2 4,2 N/mm2 4,6 N/mm2 4,6 N/mm2

Siliceux 3,6 N/mm2 3,8 N/mm2 3,8 N/mm2 3,6 N/mm2

On peut observer un meilleur comportement general du 
beton ä base d’agregat calcaire.

Il faut neanmoins tenir compte du fait que la forme de 
I’agregat pourrait avoir influence le resultat: 1’un etant concasse 
(celui calcaire), Fautre naturel, de fleuve (celui siliceux).

4.5 Deformation elastique
Le Tableau 2 regroupe les modules d’elaslicite secants 

longitudinales, face ä une contrainte de compression maxima
le de 25 N/mm2.

On peut observer:
— que pour les deux betons, E atteint sa vaieur maximum ä 

28 jours;



Fig. 5 - Evolution de la resistance ä la compression des betons alumineux en fonction du temps et du type d’agregal.

— qu’ä la meme echeance de 28 jours, les valeurs des modules 
d’elasticite des deux betons sont (avec une bonne approxi
mation) egaux et proches de ceux que la litterature Signale 
pour les betons de la classe fck = 40 N/mm2 ä base de ci- 
ment Portland;

— qu’apres 28 jours on enregistre une diminution du module 
d’elasticite, plus accentuee pour le beton ä base d'agregat 
siüceux (ptes de 33% ä 4 ans) qu’elle ne Fest pour celui 
ä base d’agregat calcaire (pres de 23% ä 4 ans).

Tableau 2 - Evolution du module d’eiasticite longitudinale en fonc
tion du temps et du type d’agregat

Module d’elasticite longitudinale E (N/mm2)

Age des 
cchantillons

Agregat

Siliceux Calcaire

7 j 30.830 32.700
28 j 33.790 33.680
92 j 32.920 31.890

180 j 28.740 28.670
I a 22.980 27.960
4 a 22.630 25.770

5. CONCLUSIONS

D’apres les donnees obtenues ou peut tirer les conclu
sions suivantes:
— la deformabilite sous charge des betons alumineux, quelque 

se seit le granulat employe, est remarquable en comparaison 
ä la deformabilite des betons ordinaires;

— ä la difference des betons ordinaires les alumineux montrent 
entre 70 et 220 jours de cure un’augmentation de la vitesse 
de deformation sous charge;

— I’influcnce exercee sur les valours finales du fluage par 
I’agregat est remarquable. En effet tandis que en presence 
d’agregat siliceux le fluage a 4 ans montre des valeurs tres 
рейх dispersees, ä savoir presque independentes de l’äge de 
tnise en charge, en presence de granulat calcaire l’äge de mise 
en charge joue un role importante dans le sens que, lorque 
ellc augmente, le fluage final diminue d’une fa?on drastique; 

— I’influence exercee par I’agregat sur l’aliurc des courbes de 
developpement du fluage est eile aussi sensible. Aux court« 
echeances i’augmentation de la vitesse de deformation est 
plus importante dans les betons siliceux alors que en presence 
d’agregat calcaire eile tend ä disparaitre au croitre de l’äge 
de mise en charge;

— Failure des courbes du fluage dans les premiers mois 
empeche de faire des previsions ä long terme sur la base 
des usuels essais ä 90 jours. Les previsions pourraient etre 
valable seulement dans le cas d un beton alumineux avec 
agregat calcaire mise en charge apres 180 jours de cure. En 
tout cas il nous semble qu’avec les betons alumineux les don
nees de fluage puissent etre extrapolces seulement ä partir 
d’environ 10 mois apres demoulage;

— Feffet positif de Futilisation d’un granulat calcaiie en sub
stitution du siliceux est confirme par Fevolution dans le 
temps des resistances mecaniques.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF AUTOCLAVED, MONOMINERAL MATERIALS FROM 
TOBERMORITE, XONOTLITE AND HILLEBRANDITE.

1. Preparation of the eamples.
Semi - dry mixture в of calcium hydroxide 
and finely ground silica gel were condensed 
by pressing forming beams lu x lu x 60 mm 
and autoclaved under saturated steam pres
sure after 24 hrs of autoclaving at 18O°C. 
It was found thet eamples with the molar 
ratio CaO/SiOn = 5 : b with the addition of 
0,5 % AlpO, contain only crystalline 11 A 
tobermorfte. Samples with the ratio 
GaO/SiOn «1:1- contain xonotlite, and 
those with the ratio CaO/SiOp =2:1 -con
tain hillebrandite,after autoclaving for 
24 hrs at 24O°C.
2. Bending strength and Young’s modulus, 

calculation of the coefficient of the 
pore shapes*

Young’s modulus /Е/ and the bending streng
th /Rh/ of each samples were measured* Par
ticular series of samples from tobermorite, 
xonotlite and hillebrandite /То, X, Н/ were 
formed at different pressure* Thanks to 
this in each series the samples had diffe
rent porosity. The results are shown in 
Fig.1*

0l----- ------------- .------------ ----- -
Fig. 1 .^utrengtu7 of the0,examined samples as 

a function of their porosity
The given fuctions were derived basing on 
the results of bending tests of 34 samples, 
the total porosities of which were within 
the interval 0,762 - 0,546 for tobermorite, 
bending tests of 36 samples with the poro
sity from 0,793 to 0,663 for xonotlite and 
of 30 samples of hillebrandite with the to
tal porosity from 0,797 to 0,678.
The porosity has been given as the volume 
fraction.

19

0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9 P -*
Fig.2* Tne depenaeuce of Young's modulus

on porosity for the exeminated 
samples.

The general form of the derived equations 
describing Young’s modulus as a function of 
porosity : E = E exp /-bH,P/ /Hashin 1962/ 
contains the empirical constant b^, which 
for different materials may assume values 
from 2 up to from ten to twenty. It is be
lieved that this constant corresponds to 
the concentration coefficient of stresses 
induced around the pores under the influ
ence of the applied external stress. For 
pores of spheroidal form arranged in the 
material of the matrix in such a way that 
the longer axis of the spheroid in two ex
treme cares in perpendicular or parallel 
to the direction of stresses, the highest 
concentration of stresses occurs on the 
greatest curvature of those pores, the ar
rangement of which is much that the longer 
axis of the spheroid is approximately per
pendicular to the direction of the tensile 
stress* Thus these pores will determine the 
value of the stress concentration coeffi
cient K. The К value for varying ratio of 
the spheroid axis a/c can be described by 
a hyperbolic equation :

К = -5- _ä_ + _2_
4 c 4

Assuming after Rossi /1968/ 
the equation explaining the 
Young’s modulus on porosity 
form : 

£ = Eoexp

tuat К = b^, 
dependence of 
will asume the

_5_ _a_ +
4 c 4

/1/

In a material containing spherical pores 
/a/с = 1/, the value of the concentration 
coefficient of stresses in the matrix , 
К = b,, = 2. Higher values of bß are an evi- 
dence^of the presence of pores.of non - 
spherical form. Basing on the derived valu
es of bp /equations from Fig. 2; bp for 
tobermorite : 6,0158, b , for xonotlite.: 
5,2732, bp for hillebrandite 4,3369/ 7 t“e 
hypothetical mean ratio of the a/c axis was 
determined, assuming a spheroidal form of _ 
the pores. For the hydrated calcium silica
tes this ratio was as follows : for tober- 
morite-4,212, for xonotlite- 3,618, for 
hillebrandite - 2,869« . e
The above, derived values of the ratio oi 
the axes of spheroidal pores were confron* 
ted with the values calculated by the me
thod proposed by Carniglia /1972/ accor
ding to his equation :



where : 3 - shape coefficient of the pores 
/its value increases with increasing asyme- 
iry of the pores/; C- bending strength;

- strength at zero porosity /value ob
tained by extrapolation/; b^ and. P - as be
fore /b , - empirical index exponent as in 

- volume fraction of pores/#
In u /2/ the effect both of the change in 
the gross - section area transferring the 
load /1 st member of the right - hand side 
of the equation// and the stress concentra
tion around the pores /the total equation / 
- on the strength of the materials have 
been taken into considex'ation#
To determine the coefficient S in 15 /2/ 
the dependence logG'/СГ ж f/Р/ for diffe
rent values of S has been plotted as the 
model curves# .
The curve of the anologous function obtai
ned. experimentally has been compared with 
this model. _
The course of these dependences is asown in 
Fig.3 for tobermorite# The derived values 
of S are as follows : tobermorite - 7 ; 
xonotlite - 4; hillebrandite - 1,5#

Pig#3# FunctionCT» f/Р/ according to 
Carniglia eouation for the tobermo
rite samples.

3. Determination of the critical stress 
concentration coefficient KTn and the 
effective fracture energy fp for To, X 
and H. r

bIC an(^"F was determined in a three-points 
bending test of samples notched to diffe
rent depth under conditions of controlled 
Propagation of the fracture.
heap measurement values for samples with 
selected different porosity are put toge
ther in Table 1.

x/ corresponding to the curve in Fig#3 
denoted as P II

/ corresponding to curves in Fig#3 deno
ted as P I /for S>0/

Table 1. Kj-ц and obtained for To,X and H

Material Porosity KIC
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1 
1

Tube-‘mo rite

u,7I5 0,120 1,093

О±669 O±174 4.838

0,622 0,240 4,231

Xonotlite

0,757 0,179 2,770

0,721 0,271 5,670

0,687 0,391 5,568

Hillebrandite

0,739 0,153 4,272

0,697 0,165 5,448

0,654 0,238 8,927

4. Discussion of the results and conclu
sions.

As it should be expected, with increasing 
volume fraction of pores the mechanical pro
perties of To, X and H samples undergo de
terioration. The rate of these changes for 
the particular minerals is defferent,,the, 
differences being possibly due to their di
fferent texture. Tobermorite crystallizes 
in the form of plates with the result that 
the nores between the grains assume elonga
ted forms / а/с/ж 4,212; S = 7/# The asy
mmetry of pores occurring in materials from 
X and H, crystallizing in needle-shoped 
form is smaller /X : a/c ■ 3>6l8; S = 4 ; 
H : a/c = 2,869, S = 1,5/. _ .
In case of all examined materials the va
lues of 3 are greater than 1. V/hen analy
zing the cracking process in these mate
rials the stress concentration around the 
pores should be taken into consideration. 
Materials built of needle - like crystals 
/X, Н/ are characterized by relatively 
greater values of the fracture energy Ji p 
and of the stress concentration coefficient 
KT„than materials from tobermorite.although 
tWir bending strength and young's modulus 
at amall porosity are smaller than those of 
the corresponding tobermorite samples. , 
On the stress - strain curve for,xonotlite 
samoles the range of pseudoplastic deforma
tions has been observed, what has already , 
been reported by the authors /Dyczek-, Petri 
1974/#Basing on the obtained results it can be 
assumed that materials from X and H of 
needle like crystallites reveal greater 
ability to absorb energy in the cracking 
process. This refers in particular to xono
tlite, provided the process of its forma
tion is not accompanied by the formation 
of microcracks.
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STRENGTH DEVELOPMENT OF MORTARS IN HOT AND DRY ENVIRONMENT

introduction

Masonry mortars are made by mixing, in 
certain proportions, one or more types of 
cement with clean, wel1-graded sand, and 
sufficient water is added to produce a 
plastic, workable mixture. When hardened, 
mortars must possess adequate strength, 
durability, and volume stability. Although 
Portland cement is capable of developing 
high compressive strength, its fresh 
mortars, made without plasticizers, lack 
the desired workability. Therefore, lime is 
commonly added to cement mortars in order 
to achieve adequate plasticity (1,2).

While Portland cement must be kept 
saturated to improve hydration and strength 
development, lime gains strength primarily 
by evaporation of the mixing water. 
Naturally, the ambient temperature and 
relative humidity at construction sites 
show considerable variations with climatic 
and seasonal changes. Although high 
temperature and low humidity are 
detrimental for the strength ultimately 
developed in Portland cement paste, mortar 
and concrete (3,4), cement-lime mortars 
may behave differently under these adverse 
conditions (5).

In this work the strength development 
in a ceii’с nt and a high-lime mortar under 
hot and dry environmental conditions was 
investigated. The test specimens were made 
at 20, 35, and 50 C, and were cured at 
these temperatures in lime saturated water, 
and 92%, 75%, and 33% relative humidity. 
The compressive strengths of the mortars 
(developed in these 12 different media of 
various teinparature-humidlty combinations 
covering the range of common normal and hot 
weather conditions) were determined.

MATERIALS, TESTS AND RESULTS

A commercial ordinary Portland cement 
and hydrated lime and a local natural sand, 
all conforming to standard specifications, 
and tap water were used for preparing the 
mortars. The proportions of the solid 
constituents of masonry mortars are 
conventionally specified by volume (1); 
however, weight proportions were adopted in 
this study, so that the mixes were 
accurately reproduced in the laboratory, 
he amount of mixing water for each type of 

mortar was determined by the standard (ASTM 
109) flow table test, and fixed such that 

the mixes at different temperatures 
Produced flows in the range 100-110%, 
ТьеГеЬУ' 311 being at normal consistency.

The mortars were mixed and cast in 
40x40x160mm molds according to the 
ISO-RILEM Recommendation R679. The mixer, 
materials and the molds were kept at 20, 35 
and 50 C, and the specimens were stored at 
these temperatures in humid cabinets for 24 
hours. After demolding, some specimens were 
crushed in order to determine the 1-day 
strength, others were placed in water baths 
at 20, 35 and 50 C, or stored in 9 
different cabinets at these temperatures 
and at 92%, 75%, and 33% relative humidity 
(RH) maintained above saturated salt 
solutions (6).

The strength development in the cement 
mortar (designated as Type C) and in the 
high-lime mortar (designated as Type O) 
upon curing under various conditions -up to 
28 days are shown in Fig. 1 and 2, 
respectively. The specimens were brought to 
room temperature and crushed at their 
respective moisture conditions. It should 
be noted that specimens dried prior to 
crushing indicate greater strength than 
similar ones of the same batch tested in 
the saturated condition (7).

DISCUSSION

The effect of elevated temperature on 
the compressive strength of Portland cement 
mortar is demonstrated in Fig. Ka>. It is 
confirmed that, with Increasing curing 
temperature. the early strength increases 
at the expense of the ultimate strength. 
Similar data has been reported in the 
recent literature (8,9), but Fig. l<b»-(d> 
reveal important findings: Regardless of 
the curing temperature. strength 
development in 92% RH is about the same as 
that in water. and strength gain 
practically ceases within 28 days when the 
RH is reduced to 33%. At 50 C, the effect 
of 75% RH is almost as detrimental as 33%. 
whereas at lower temperatures 75% RH 
reduces, but does not stop, the strength 
development.

Fig. 1(a) also shows that the cement 
mortar (Type C> is much stronger than the 
high-lime mortar because partial 
replacement of the Portland cement with 
lime and increased proportions of sand arid 
water in the latter substantially reduce 
its compressive strength <1,2».

6 mix proportions are shown in Table 1. 
should be noted that Type О is essent- 

snlly bbe "bigh-lime, low-strength" mortar 
eci fled by the same designation in some 

standards (1).

table 1. Mix proportions of the mortars

Mortar Proportions, by weight
Designation Cement Lime Sand Water

Type С 1 - 3 0.65
Type О 1 0.8 7.5 1.7
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The compressive strength of high-lime 
mortar increases with increasing 
temperature throughout 28 days of wet 
curing, as shown in Fig. 2<a). A similar 
trend has been observed by Dalziel (8), who 
investigated the effect of curing 
temperature on the development of strength 
of mortar containing fly ash.

From 7 to 28 days, the strength gain 
in 33% rh is very small at 20 C, while at 
35 C, and particularly at 50 C the 
improvements in the compressive strength 
achieved in the dry media are not 
negli gi ble.

The differences between the behavior 
of cement and high-lime mortars should not 
imply that the high-lime mortar, a favorite 
of masons because of its excellent 
workability and economical cost, may also 
be the favorite in hot and dry environment, 
since dry-cured specimens attain about 
60-70% of the strength of wet-cured ones.

In 20 C, high-lime mortars cured in 
92% RH show slightly more strength than 
those cured in water, probably due to the 
effect of the moisture condition of the 
specimen on the observed strength (Fig. 
2(b>). This holds also for the 7-day test 
results at 35 c (Fig. 2(c)>.

CONCLUSION

The present investigation has shown 
that increasing temperature and decreasing 
relative humidity influence Portland cement 
and cement-lime mortars differently.

At normal and high temperature, dry 
environment is detrimental for the 
compressive strength of cement mortar. At 
elevated temperature, prolonged wet curing 
does not substantially improve the strength 
whereas at 20 C, it increases the 28-day 
compressive strength of the specimens 
almost twice as much as that of the 
dry-cured ones.

The strength of high-lime mortar 
increases with increasing temperature and 
humidity of the curimg media.
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Studies on the synthesis of C^A by Sol-gel process

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the sol-gel process for preparation of 

inorganic materials is applying extensively to obtain 

fibers, coatings and films, porous solids, nuclear 

fuels and oxide powders (1 -3).

In the synthesis of inorganic materials by the sol

gel process, the raw materials are mixed in solution 

state and reacted lower temperature, and then drying 

and sintering process of the product are followed.

By using this method, one can save energy and obtain 

highly pure and homogeneous materials.

Therefore, it has many advantages over the 

conventional method in which solid powder mixture is 

sintered or melted. In spite of many apparent 

advantages of the sol-gel process, it has some 

disadvantages of high cost of raw materials, large 

shrinkage during processing, residual fine pores, 

residual hydroxyl and long processing time (3,4).

The C^A, one of the cement compounds, could be obtain 

- by sintering an oxide powder mixture of CjA

composition at 1365 °C for many hours with inter

mediate grinding, in this study, however, C^A was 

synthesized by applying the sol-gel process using 

aluminium-sec-butoxide as alumina source and calcium 

nitrate as calcium oxide source. '

Hydrolyzation conditions of Al-sec-butoxide and 

Peptizing and gelling conditions for the mixture of 
hydrolyzed precipitate from the Al-sec-butoxide and 

the calcium nitrate were examined. And also, 

the optimum heating conditions for the synthesis of 

CgA were investigated carefully. Heat treatment 

in the air and in the atmosphere of the oxygen-free 
dried nitrogen were respectively performed to study 

12^7 which was produced unexceptionally in the early 
stage of synthesizing reaction of C3A.

. Besides, C^A obtained by the conventional method 

Was compared with C^A from sol-gel method in terms 

their reactivity of formation and crystallinity 
each other.

experimental

Reagent grade Al-sec-butoxide, Al(O-sec-C4Hg)3 , 

calcium nitrate, Ca(NO ) .4Ho0 were used for
«№ study. 2 2

Because the Al-sec-butoxide hydrolyze easily even 

with the moisture in the air to form aluminium 

hydroxide, the stoichiometric procedure was performed 

in the glove chamber under the dry nitrogen gas 

atmosphere.

Yoldas reported that hydrolyzing of Al-sec-butoxide 

and peptizing of the precipitate was affected 

considerably by the temperature of hydrolyzing water

(5).  Consequently, the hydrolysis was done by 

introducing the alkoxide into 200 fold mole of hot 

water (85°C) alkoxide under vigorous stirring on the 
hot plate keeping 90 °C for 15 min.. After 

dispersion of the precipitate the calculated amount 
of calcium nitrate for C^A synthesis was dissolved 

in the solution.

Different amount of HC1 in 0.1 N solution, from 

0.01 to 0.2 fold mole per mole of AlfO-sec-C^Hg)^ , 

was added and stirred briskly for peptizing and 

gelling of the mixed solution at 90°C.

The completion of gelling was identified by finding 

the dispersion of the precipitate and stagnation of 

bubbles in the solution. The gelled sample was 

dried at 110°C.

On the other hand, a powder sample for C^A was 

prepared by calcining the mixture of CaCd^ and Al^O^ 

with ratio of 3:1 at 1000°C for comparison with 

sol-gel sample.

The effect of heat treatment on the formation of 

CgA was investigated for the dried sol-gel sample 

and the oxide mixture sample. Both samples were 

heat-treated at 1100, 1200, 1300 and 1400 °C in the 

air and in the atmosphere of oxygen-free dried 

nitrogen respectively. Five times of 10 hours 

heating at 1100 and 1200 °C were carried out for 

each sample, but when sintered at 1300 and 1400 °C, 

10 hours heating was repeated to complete the 

formation of C,A.3
Reactivity of C^A formation was examined 
quantitatively by X-ray diffraction analysis and 
represented as the ratio of the amount of ^2^7 to 
C^A produced during the heat treatment.

Crystallized C^A size was calculated by Scherrer 
equation for X-ray diffraction profiles.

The heat evolved by hydration reaction of C^A in 

18 hrs measured by the multicell conduction 
calorimeter.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

i.'iien  hot water of 85°C was used for the hydrolysis 
of Al-sec-butoxide,A10(0H), boemite, was produced 
and the peptizing and gelling for the mixed solution 
was performed.

Tne relation between gel ling time of the mixed 
solution and the amount of HC1 added per mole of 
Al(O-sec-C^flg)g was shown in Fig. 1. When more 
than 0.1 fold mole of HC1 was added, the gelling was 
rapidly occured within 3 hours, but it was not 
occured when added less than 0.03 fold mole of HC1. 
Although quite slow gelling was performed by adding
0.05  to 0.08 fold mole of HC1, the enhanced 
reactivity of C^A formation was found when gelling 
for longer time. It was supposed to be caused by 
high homogeneity of components through longer time. 
Hence the peptizing and gelling was proceeded by 
using 0.05 fold mole of HC1 at 90°C in this study.

Concentration of HCKfoid mole)

Fig. I Gelling time for the mixture solution 
of AIO(OH) and Ca(NO3)2 -4H2O 
with various amount of HCI per 
moie of AI(0-sec-C4H9)3 .

When the sol-gel, sample vzas heated in the air, 

was started to form after heating at 600°C for 1 hour, 

and C^A was appeared after heating at 1000°C for 

30 hours. When the oxide mixture sample was 

sintered in the air, on the other hand, and 

C-^A were started to form after heating at 1000°C 

for 10 hours and at 1100°C for 10 hours, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, initial formation of 

C12A7 frcm the sample heated at 1100 and

Fig.2 Reactivity of C3A formation with 
various hearing time at 1100 ’’C. 

*SG:Sol-gel sample dried at IIO°C.
OM: Oxide mixture sample heat 

treated at 1000 eC for I hr

Fig.3 Reactivity of C3A formation with 
various heating time at 1200 "C.

1200 °C was much better than that of the oxide 

mixture sample. It is believed that superior 
reactivity of the sol-gel sample is due to minified 

fineness and high homogeneity of reacting particles- 

J. A. Imlach and F. P. Glasser refered that traces 

of water undoubtedly hasten the formation of



'ill the water may act as a catalyst (6).

Farthennore, the oxide mixture sample heated in an 
teiosteore of ox-ygen-frce dried nitrogen exhibited 
arount i tiie same reactivity with the sol-gel sample 
heated in the air. It was supposed that C^A-, 
from the oxide mixture sample was reacted normally to 
form СЦА without any interrupting of contact to 
water during heat treatment.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 showed that the reactivity of C^A 
formation from the oxide mixture sample was superior 
at 1300 and 1400°C than that from the sol-gel 
sample. In particular, the reactivity under tl.e 
atmosphere of oxygen-free dried nitrogen was 
remarkable.
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Fig.4 Reactivity of C3A formation with 
various heating time at 1300°C.

In the initial heating stage of forming C^A from the 

reacting of CaO and A12°3 ' C12A7 WaS inev:'-tab',-y 
formed as a intermediate product. *-12^7 1335 
zeolitic behavior (7) and in the temperature range 
°f 950-1350 °C, it enters into reversible equilibrium 

with water present in furnace atmosphere and the 

constitution of the phase is described as 
Vl^0^ (8>-

The sol-gel sample showed superior reactivity with 

initial formation of C12A? at 600 °C and C3A at 
1000 C, but the effect of reactivity to lower 

С12\/сзА ratio to less than 0.4 was inferior when 

it was heated repeatedly at lower tenperature
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Fig.5 Reactivity of C3 A formation with 
various heating time at I4OO°C.

(1100, 1200°C) and heated at higher te-mperature 
(1300,1400°C). C^A is formed by diffusion of CaO 
to C12A7, but the C3A formation might be prevented 
when C12A7 become stable by incorporating OH group. 

Heating in an atmosphere of oxygen-free dried 
nitrogen could not eliminate the trouble-some OH 
group in the stable C^2A7 phase. Since the oxide 
mixture sample could produce C^2A7 without OH group, 
on the contrary, it was presumed to have remarkable 
effect for formation of C^A.
Crystallized particle size of C^A formed by sol-gel 
and conventional method were both in the range of 
63-70 nm.

Since the heat evolved in 18 hours by hydration of 

C3A obtained fron two different method were in the 

range of 140-145 cal/gr, the hydration characteristics 

of them seemed to be almost the same.

CCNCLUSION

AIO(OH) was formed fron Al-sec-butoxide through 

hydrolysis with hot water of 85°C.

The gelling process of the mixture solution of 

A10(0H) precipitate and Са(1Ю3)2‘4Н2О proceeded most 

favorably when 0.05 fold mole of HC1 was added to 

one mole of Al-sec-butoxide.



Initial formation of C-;2A7 an<^ C3A l°wer 
temperature (1100, 1200°C) fron sol-gel sample was 

superior, but complete crystallization of C^A at 

higher temperature (1300, 1400°C) was inferior as 

compared with that from oxide mixture sample.

The formation reactivity of C^A in an atmosphere of 

oxygen-free dried nitrogen from oxide mixture sample 

showed remarkable effect.

The crystallized size and the hydration 

characteristics of C^A obtained by different process 

exhibited around the same results.

The kinetics of this progress will be more fully 

described in a subsequent paper.
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THE UNSTABLE STATE OF ALKALI IN CEMENT CLINKER

Introduction

Though alkalies are minor components of cement 
clinkers, there have been many researches about then 
in view point of the significance of their influen
ces on clinker phases and hydration reactions of 
cement, as well as the alkali-aggregate reaction. 
However, some conflicting phenomena still occur in 
empirical data. These may be partially due to tire 
versatile formation reactions of their compounds and 
their complex behaviors in hydration of cement.

In the previous reserclJ’2), investigating the 

existing states of potassium in portland cement 
clinker, the new concept of alkali, given a name as 
unstable alkali, was introduced. It was found that 
the unstable alkalies exist when SOg content is be
low a certain limit, related mainly to alkali 
content in the clinker. The unstable alkalies, 
which are readily slocble with water, react with 
gypsum to form Ca(OH)2 and syngenite on hydration. 
As a result, the heat liberation rate of hydration 
at the early hydration process (first peak) in
creases remarkably, and the reaction cannot be con
trolled only by the supplement of gypsum to the 
cement. A increasing tendency of ignition loss of 
ciinker with increase of unstable alkali content was 
found.

In this paper, the formation mechanism of the 
unstable alkalies and their forms occuring in 
clinker were studied.

Experimental

The raw mixtures added various amount of KCH to 
the mixture of OPC clinker canposition not containing 
potassium and sulfur were prepared, and tliey were sha
ped into fellet-and taLlet-types and sintered at 1400° 

1450 x for 30 min. after calcination at 900°C for
1 hr. respectively (P-series). Tablet-type samples 
tere prepared by pressing the calcined raw mixtures. 

I^*le c^ihkers were vacuum-dryed at 150°C af‘. er mea- 
hrements of porosity by kerosene (Sp. Gr. : 0.796 
at 20 C), and the content of alkalies and water-sol- 

components of the clinkers were analysed.
Iso the distributions of potassium and other elements 

Mcious parts of the clinkers were analysed by 
Ineans of SHI-EDX systsn.

In Or<3er to elucidate the fact that the K2O- 

A12O2 corrpounds are some forms of unstsble alkalies, 
the lime-saturated СзА-К2О system and K^O^-Al^j 
system were examined. The lime-saturated C3A was 
prepared from the raw mixture of excess CaO content 
from stoichiometric composition with chemical pure 
reagents. The mixture was calcinated, at 1000°C for 
1 hr. and sintered at 1450°C for 12 hr*f.after pre
ssing. Remixing, pressing and sintering were repeat
ed until the free CaO content was not changed. Free 
CaO content of the last C3A (sample No. K0) was 2.2%. 
The mixtures of various amount of K2CO3 addition to 
the C3A were sintered at 1400°C for 1 hr. (K-series). 
And then K2O content, changes of free CaO and C3A 
content, and the change of lattice parameter (a) of 
C3A were analysed by chemical analysis and x-ray 
diffraction analysis.

The mixtures of K2CO3 and A12Q3, with various 
molar ratios of K20/A1203 such as (1) 4.0,(2) 3.0,
(3) 2.0; (4) 1.5, (5) 1.2, (6) 1.0 (sample No. : C-l, 
C-2, C-3, C-4, C-5 and C-6 respectively), were 
calcined at 600°C and sintered at 1100°C for 20 min. 
(C-series). Water-soldole K2O and A12C>3 of the 
syntered samples were analysed and their reaction 
products were identified by means of x-ray diffrac
tion analysis.

Results and Discussions

1. Formation mechanism of unstable alkalies and 
their forms.
Fig. 1 is the SEN and characteristic x-ray image 

of potassium distribution of a P-series clinker with 
high unstable alkali content and reveals that most 
of potassium are apt to be concentrated at the liquid 
phase of clinker. It was found that ignition loss 
of clinker tends to increase according to unstable 
alkali content.Volatilized alkalies and SO3 
content of a high-ignition loss clinker were analys
ed and are listed in tsble 1. It appears from the 
result that unstable alkalies have a hygroscopic and 
easily volatile properties. Fig. 2 shows the cor
relationships of K2O content vs. A12O3, Fe2O3, CaO 
and 3iO2 content analysed by EDX at various parts of 
P-series clinkers. In the results, K2O content has 
a positive correlationship only with A12O3 content 
and no relationship with Fe2O3 content.
Moreover, water-sclible A12O3 content increases 
with increase, of water-soluble K2O (unstable alkali



of potassium) content in P-series clinkers, which is 
shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 is the scanning election • 
micrograph which shows potassium aluminate in a 
P-series clinker. The chemical composition of square 
part (labelled C) in the photograph was 10.5% of 
SiO2, 34.0% of AI2O3, 0.0% of Fe2O3, 16.7% of CaO, 
2.0% of MgO, 4.2% of Na2O and 32.7% of K2O.

Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph and its К Ka- 
radition photograph.
80

40 -

20 ' 40 
K2O 7.

°6 1 20 ' 40 
K2O 7.

Fig. 2. K2o content vs. A12O3, Fe2O3 , CaO and SiO2 
content of various parts of clinkers (P-series).

Fig. 5 shows that porosity of clinker tends to in
crease on the conditions when unstable alkali 
content increases. The same result can be found in 
the Ono's report^», in which alkali carbonates was 

used for alkali sources without S03 addition.
Equations (1), (2) and table 2 represent the results 
of multiple linear regression analysis about the 
correlation ship of alkali content and porosity of 
closed pore with the unstable alkali content of the 
P-series clinkers.

Table 1. Volatilized alkali and SO3 content of a 
high-ignition loss clinker sample.

Temp.
°C

range Ig.loss
%

Volatilized 
content % Remark

Na20 k2o so3

20 - 400 0.72 tr tr tr dehydration

400 - 600 0.13 tr 0.01 tr
dehydration of 
Ca(0H)2

600 - 900 0.46 tr 0.42 tr
volatilization 
of unstable 1<20

До 1400°C о • pelletVe14 5O°C Д» tablet (press)

0.8
o1

<u 0.6
Ä3
оui
n 0.4<u

0.20.3 0.Э 1.5
Water soluble

Fig. 3. Water soluble K2O vs. water soluble A12O3 
content in P-series clinkers.

Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrograph showing the
K2O-A12O3 compound formation.



О • pellet 
д ▼ tablet(press)

1400°C 
1450 C

K^O content %

Fig. 5. Change of porosity according to f^O content 
of P-series clinkers.

S-K% = 0.630 T-K2O%-0.294 ...............  (1)
=_0.608 T-K2O%+0.021 CP%-0.437 ...... (2)

where, S-K% : Unstable alkali content in clinker
T-K2O = K2O%+1.52Na2O% in clinker
CP% : porosity of closed pore in clinker

Tcble 2. Results of regression analysis (n=20).

No. Of 
equation

Correlation 
coefficient

Error of 
estimate

F-value F(0.01)

1 0.94 — 133.25** 8.29

2 0.98 0.066 200.93** 6.11

Eq. (2) has higher correlation coefficient and F- 
value than those of Eq. (1). That means porosity of 
closed pore iray be one of the factors related with 
unstable alkali formation. Moreover, reguarding 
that some parts of P-series clinkers have higher 
K20 content relatively to the A12O3 content in Fig. 
2, it is possible to presume the following explana
tion for the formation of another types of unstable 
alkalies. (Refer to-Fig. 6.)
The amount of trapped alkali vapor may increase in 
closed pores of clinker with higher alkali and lower 
SOg content. The alkali vapor will condense on the 
'I®11 of the closed pores in the cooling process and 
some of the alkalies will solidify and remain as 
tree alkalies on the wall of the pores.
From the above results, it is reasonable to think 
that two types of unstable alkalies, conpounds of 

system and free K2O, exist in cement 
clinkers with high alkali and low 503 content.

K^O vaporization at 
high temperature

condensation 
when cooling

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of K2O vaporization and
condensation at closed pore.

2. Conpounds of К2О-А12Оз system

Fig. 7 shows x-ray diffraction patterns of K- 
series clinkers, and in КЗ.56 and K10.47 clinkers, 
some new peaks (marked X) come out at 32.8°, 33.7 , 
34.4° and 38.7° (CuKa 29). The intensities of the 
peaks and free CaO content (37.4°) increase according 
to K2O content of the clinkers. The figures of the 
sample names represent the K2O content of the clin
kers. It was confirmed that the new peaks disappear 
in the x-ray diffraction pattern of the water- 
extracted residue of K10.47 clinker for 30 seconds. 
It means that some new mineral or minerals, which 
are readily soltble with water, exist and the crystal 
system of C3A is still cibic at КЗ.56 and K10.47 
clinkers.

Fig. 7. Change of x-ray diffraction pattern of C3A 
according to its K20 content.



Fig. 8 shows that the lattice parameter (a) of 
C3A increases slightly up to about 2.5% of K2O 
content and does not change above the К30 content.

Fig. 9 shows the change of C3A content analysed 
by quantitative x-ray diffraction analysis according 
to the K2O content in К-series clinkers. Up to about 
2.5% of K2O content, C3A content is almost unchanged, 
however above the K2O content, it decreases inversely 
with increase of K2O content. Also the free CaO 
content in Fig. 10 is almost unchanged up to about 
3% of K2O content and increases linearly doove the 
K2O content. In K2O-AI2O3 system, the compounds of 
ЗК2О‘А12Оз4), К2О-А12Оз5), ^О^А^Оз6' and K2O- 
IIAI2O37) were reported. In C3A-K2O system, if the 

cbove conpounds are produced after sintering, the 
reaction equations will be same as following models, 
and СаО/КзО substitutional molar ratio (m) and С3А/ 
K2O molar ratio (n) of each models were calculated 
in teble 3. Comparing the decreasing rate of C3A 
content in Fig. 9, n-value equals to about 1 and 
corresponds to model (2) of К2О‘А12Оз formation.
In Fig. 10, m-value equals to about 2 and corresponds 
to the value between model (1) and (2). Fig. 11 
shows the x-ray diffraction patterns of К 10.47 
clinker and C-series sanpies, and reveals that the 
conpound КзО’А^Оз is the major mineral in C-6 
sample and most of the unknown peaks duelled X) 
of K10.47 clinker correspond to the conpound. How
ever, some unknown peaks, though their intensities 
are very low, still remain and m-value does not 
correspand to model (2). Therefore, according to 
the composition of liquid phase of each part of 
clinker, other minerals of K2O-AI2O3 system are 
thought to form simultaneously.

Model for conpound formation of K2O-AI2O3 system.
CoA + xK—*(1--) C7A + - КэА + xC ............ (1)3 3 3 3 3
C3A + xK—»(1-х) C3A + xKA + 3xC ............  (2)
C3A + xK—*(l-5x) C-jA + xKA5 + 15xC ..........  (3)
C3A + xK-*(l-llx) C3A + xKA + 33xC ..........  (4)
where, C = CaO, A = AI2O3, К = K2O.

Table 3. CaO/K2O substitutional molar ratio(m) and
C3A/K2O molar ratio(n) of each models.

Model No. m n Remark
1 
2
3 
4

1
3

15
33

-1/3
-1
-5
-11

model of conpound formation 
of K2O-AI2O3 system

Fig. 8. Change of lattice parameter of lime-saturated
C3A according to its I^O content.

Fig. 9. Change of C3A content of lime-saturated C3A
according to its K2O content.

o by chemical method 
+ by XRD method

I:I 1------------------
0 4 8 12

K^O content X

Fig. 10. Change of free-CaO content according to K20
content of lime-saturated C3A.



Cu Ka 2 9

• C3A
- « F-CaO

x unknown
• K2CO3
• K^O'Al^Oj

Fig. 11. X-ray diffraction patterns of K10.47 in 
C3A-K2O system and С-1, С-4, С-5 and С-6 
in K2O-A-I2O3 system.

Conclusions

Two forms of unstable states of potassium, 
compounds of K2O-AI2O3 system and free l^O, exist 
in the clinkers of this experiment. Most of potas
sium are apt to be concentrated at the liquid phase 
of clinker and the K2O-AI2O3 compounds are formed 
in the liquid phase concentrated by K2O. Therefore, 
water-soluble AI2O3 content is apt to increase 
according to the unstdale alkali content. The com
pound which was confirmed to be formed
easily in the C3A-K2O system, is a major mineral 
олюпд the K2O-AI2O3 compounds. The amount of trapped 
alkali vapor may increase in closed pores of clinkers 
with higher alkali and lower SOg content. Free K2O 
1!3 thought to be the condensed alkali in the pores.
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Introduction

The use of combustibles with a high content in sulfur 
propiates that during the process of clinkerization 
several sulfates are formed and afterwards remain 
incorporated to the clinker. Among these sulfates we 
can find the K„ SO. and the 23aS0..K_S0. (calcic 
langbeiniteJ, that have a definite influence in the 
probable presence of false setting and lumping in 
cements.

The mechanism that overrule the aparition of both 
effects is quite similar being the presence of cal
cic singenite (CaSO^ K^SO^.H^O) the determinative 
common cause.

Even when the lumping of the anhydrous cement doesn’t 
damage the hydraulic characteristics of the cement, 
sometimes it produces great problems of manipulation 
in operations of unloading in silos or stores where 
it is conserved. A commong case of serious economic 
consequences is the lumping produced in holds of 
ships disposed to carry a heap cement. In the pre
sent work it is studied this kind of lumping.

Some considerations about lumping in cements

F. MATOUSCHEK (l) discovers a similar phenomenon as 
the one studied in the present works formation of 
grumes in all the mass of an ensilaged cement, in 
such a manner that it solidified, needing finally to 
remove it with shovel and meaning this very high 
costs.

FOREST (2) in 1962 associated the presence of grumes 
in anhydrous cements with the formation of syngenite. 
He indicates that exists a level in the proportion 
of syngenite; below this level, its action isn’t 
operative. In the experimental works achieved by him, 
he establishes this limit in 0,65%.

S. SPRUNG (3) attests that the water that comes from 
the dehydration of gypsum in the silo spreads as 
vapour to colder zones and reacts with the cement.
As a result of the reaction it appears, among other 
compounds, acicular syngenite that forms a rigid 
texture.

NIELSEN (4) explains how the water's vapour produced 
as a consequence of the dehydration of gypsum and a 
staring of the cement in hot spreads it self through 
its mass, reacting and producing several chemical 
reactions "such as the formation of syngenite".

RUIZ DE GAUNA (5) verifies that cement’ s gyrjsum can 
be dehydration to hemihydrate in the silo and that 
the soluble anhydrite hydration very easily to 
hemihydrate with water’s vapour. The transition from 
hemihydrate to gypsum requires the presence of water 
in a. liquid condition.

PLIEGO-CUERVO AND GLASSER (б) demonstrate ex.Mli№- 
taly the coexistence of CaO, C^A, C^S, with

2GaS04. K2S04 and ^ЗОд.

T. VAZQUEZ-MORENO and 0. FERNAhDEZ-PENA (?) present 
the hypothesis that the calcic langbeinite 
(2GaS04.K2S04) formed during the clinkerization can 
be transformed by the effect of wet air in syngenite 
and very activ CaSG4.

Experimental procedure

Studied samples

It is studied a portland cement that supported a pro
nounced lumping in the holds of a ship that had ca
rried 5.500 Tm and during its pneumatic unloading, it 
was necessary an extraction of about 2000 Tm of ce
ment with manual methods, because it was impossible 
to do it as normally.

For the performance of the present work, 10 samples 
of the cement (numbered from 1 to 10) were taken in 
different zones of the ship’s holds. They were clasi 
fied in three different groups, considering the dis
tinct aspects that the samples presented;

1st. Group: It concerns to sample n® 1 and it is the 
only one whose appearance and texture is 
similar as the one that could show up a 
hidrated and hardened cement. (Photog, 1]

2nd. Gruop: It concerns to the samples numbered: 
2-3-4 and 5. They are similar between 
them, with a very lumped aspect. The pho 
tog. 2 of sample 2 it is shown as an exa 
pie of the appearance that all the ones 
of this group present.

3rd. Group: It is formed by the samples ne 6-7-^-9 
and 10. The appearance of these samples 
is the one of a quite fluid cement, with 
nodules of small size, easily brittle with 
the hand.

Photograph n® 3 concerns to 7th sample, 
given as an example of the ones belonging 
to this group.

All the samples were treated with salicylic acid in 
methanolic medium, with the purpose of removing cal
cic silicates and to enable the spectroscopic study 
of the cement’s sulphates. They were studied by in
fra-red spectroscopy before and after the treatment. 
In all the cases, the results obtained through 1Я 
spectroscopy were verified through Differential Ther
mal Analysis and Thermogravimetric Analysis.

The chemical analysis of the cement is give in Table 
I.

Results and Discussion

There is a perfect agreement between the form and as
pect of the samples and its correspondent DR spectra 
(figs. 1-6).
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Certainly:

1st Group: The IR spectrum of sample nB 1 gives bands 
of characteristic compounds of the hydra- 
tated cement. So, of portlandite (v-CH in 
Э640 cm ); Tgbermorite (vl and Vg-OH in 
3400-3600 cm'"1);H43-H in 1600-1700 cm*1; 

vgSiO^ in 940 cm ...), etc.

2nd Group: The IR spectra of the samples 2-3-4 and 5 
are very similar between them. The charec 
teristic bands of syngenite, of CaSO^.
i HgO and probably of ettringite appear, 
among others, in all of them.

3rd Group: The IR spectra of the samples 5-6-7-8-S 
and 10, are also similar between them. It 
outstands among other bands, the characte 
ristic ones of CaSO^.g H^O and of K^SO^. 
We can also notice with a weak intensity, 
the specific unes of CaSO^.2 H20.

Sample ne 1 has been taken from the coating stuck to 
the walls of the ship's hold, that being the colder 
part is where the water's vapour has been condensed. 
The correspondent liquid water reacted with the ce
ment, with whom it was in contact, hydration it 
and showing the hydration phases detected in the 
sample.

It is the only sample among the ones studied that has 
been in contact with liquid water.

The samples that form the 2nd Group were situated in 
the inside of the mass that formed the stored cement, 
in places near the central part of the ship's hold, 
where the temperature of cement was approximately the 
maximtm existent.

The samples that form the 3rd Group were situated 
near the periphery of the whole mass of stored ce - 
ment.

According to the results obtained in the study of 
the samples, the cement's lumping is explained by 
the following causes:

The cement supported a high temperature during 
the grinding process, so the gypsum

underwent a partial dehydra - 
tion, according to the following reactions:

CaS04.2 H20 CaS04 + 2 HgO (1)

CaS04.2 H20 CaS04.i HgO + 1,5 HgO (2)

The cement, being still hot, was introduced in the 
holds of the ship that thereinafter had to carry it. 
In the same holds, the gypsum that wasn't still de
hydration continued this dehydration.

The resultant H O (v) of the reaction (l) and/or (2) 
reacted also with the К SO that the cement contai
ned and with the CaSO and/or with the GaS04.£H20 

so produced by these reactions, not only because 
the high temperature of the grinding but also as

a cause of the high temperature of ensilaged. Defi

nitively syngenite is produced (CaS04.K2S04.H20) 
according to the following reactions:

CaS04 + K2S04 + H20 CaS04.K2S04.H20 (3)

CaS04.|H20 + K2S04 + ^H20 CaSO^K^.H,^ (4)

The CaS04 that intervene in reactions (l) and (3) is 
soluble anhydrite of high reactivity. Probably it is 
the catalyst of the reaction of СаВ04.гН20 - and 
even of CaSO .EHgO - with H^Q and K2S04 for the co
rrespondent formation of syngenite.

The CaSO .^H 0 that intervene in the reactions (2) 
and (4) is also of a high activity, because it is 
riaissant. its "oldness" would make it notably less 
reactive.

The IR spectra of the lumping samples (2nd Group) de
monstrate the presence of sjngenite and the inexisten 
ce of К SO . So, they uphold the mechanism indicated 
in (З) and (4).

Although, as the IB spectra of the samples that be
long to the 2nd Group present characteristic bands 
of CaS04.2H20 and K2S04, and also weak correspondent 
to CaS04.2H20, it is induced that reactions (3) and 
(4) haven't been performed, not in a significative 
form: syngenite hardly exists, the CaSO .Jh 0 has 
"grown old" and that is why its reactivity is very 
low, and a part of CaS04.2H20 without dehydrate 
stays, even being a small part. All this is a conse
quence of the cement lying in less hot zones than the 
case of the lumped cement. With laboratory experimen
tation it was comprobed that the lumping produced in 
presence of K_S0 happens the same with the calcic 
langbeinite (2Са§04.К2S04). So that, portland cement 
was mixed up and homogeneized (whose specific surfa
ce and chemical analysis are given in table n® 2 ) 
with a I.S^o wt of langbeinite. Afterwards the mixture 
was introduced in a cilindric container of about 25 
cm of diameter and 6 cm of height. In the middle of 
the mass of cement an electric calefactory was intro 
duced surrounded with CaSO .2 HO.This is a similar 
system as the one used by Forest (2).

The temperature reached by the cement was controlled 
by a dispositive that consisted in a regulator and 6 
thermocouples that were introduced inside the cement, 
placing them all along the diameter of the container. 
The distance between thermocouple and thermocouple 
was about 2.5 cm.

The packing case that held in the cement was covered 
up after that the convenient perforations for the 
introduction of the heating and control elements were 
made.

The gradient of temperature reached was from 120*0 to 
45®C; these temperatures persisted constantly during 
the time the experimentation lasted.

Periodically, the IR spectroscopy of cement's samples 
taken from the proximities of the thermocouples was 
done. The whole system can be seen in photograph 
n* 4.
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After 15 days the experimentation was finished. The 
lumped aspect of the cement can be seen in photograph 
ns 5.

Along the studies done by IR spectroscopy it can be 
demonstrated the formation of syngenite with a simi
lar mechanism like one already described and that can 
be summarized in this case in this way:

- The calcic langbeinite added to the cement reacted 
with the water’s vapour generated by the gypsum 
that sorrounded the calefactor and with the one 
proceeding from the dehydration that constituted 
the cement according to:

2СаЗОл.К„ЗОл + HO CaSO^.K SO,.H„0 + CaSO,4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4
It can be said that syngenite is also formed and it 
is the responsable of^ the lumping.

The resultant CaSO^ in the reaction is soluble anhy
drite of a high activity.

If K2S°4 exists in cement, would react (in presence 
of water's vapour) easily with it to give syngenite 
again. Also this CaSO^ helps in the presence of fal
se setting in cements.

Conclusions

One of the causer of portland cement lumping can be 
explained by a group of concurrent agentes, amoung 
them the following can be named:

- a high temperature reached in the grinding of 
cement that makes possible the partial dehydra - 
tion of gypsum.

- the storage of cement still hot, makes that gypsum 
continues its dehydration in the same place of 
storage.

- The presence of K2®°4 ^he c^in*<:eri that reacts 
with the resultant compounds of the dehydra
of gypsum, farming calcic syngenite (CaSO^.K^SO^. 
h2o).

- probably the pneumatic unloading of cement coope
rates in the apparition of the phenomenon.

- the calcic langbeinite (ECaSO^.KgSO^) that appears 
sometimes in portland clinker can react with wa
ter's vapour to produce soluble anhydrite and syn 
genite.

This syngenite is able to produce lumping in the 
anhydrous cement.
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Table 1
L.I. - 0.8

R.I. - 3.5

Si02 -20.9 

Al203- 5.9 

Fe2°3~ 2,4 
CaO -60.5

S03 - 2.8

Na20 -0.2 

K20 -0.8

speg.surf 
(cm /g)-3.36O 
CaO - 0.7

Table 2
L.I. - 0.2 S03 - 0.6

R.I. - 0.1 Na20 - 0.2

Si02 -21.8 K20 - 0.3

Al203- 4.6 Ca0f - 0.9

Fe2°3~ 3-7 sPeg.surf. 
CaO ^5.6 (cm /3)-3.005

Phot 1 ■ sample n® 1

Phot. 2 - sample n® 2

Phot. 3 - sample n® 7
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Synthesis and Characterization of. Ettringite and Related Phases

1. Introduction
Ettringite, a naturally occurring mineral 
and a phase that typically forms during 
hydration of portland cement, is known to 
undergo partial dehydration at temperatures 
as low as 110°C [1,2], and there are indica
tions that this dehydration may be 
reversible [2-6]. Because a reversible 
reaction that occurs below 40°C might have 
application in passive solar energy storage, 
the present investigation was initiated to 
explore the potential of ettringite as a 
phase change material for solar energy 
storage. ■
The present paper presents synthesis 
procedures and various analytical properties 
of ettringite and a number of isostructural 
phases, described in more detail in a series 
of progress reports [7-9]. A separate paper
[10] addresses the thermal characteristics 
as regards energy storage.
The crystal structure of ettringite (fig. 
1), as reported by Moore and Taylor [11], 
consists both of columns whose empirical composition is [Са3А1(ОН)6*12Н2О3*], and of 
channel sites, three occupied by sulfate 
ions and the fourth by two water molecules. 
This structure is amenable to a number of 
chemical substitutions [2]. Divalent 
anions, e.g. carbonate, may substitute for 
sulfate [12]. Substitution of monovalent 
anions for sulfate has also been reported, 
producing phases of the type 
[СазА1(ОН)б]2(С1)6-2бН2О [13,14]. However, 
Taylor [2] noted that the existence of 
phases of this type appears to be in 
■conflict with structural requirements, 
since it would be necessary to accomodate 
all six monovalent anions in only four 
available sites. Attempts to prepare these 
phases in the present study were not 
sucessful [9]. Other trivalent anions have 
been substituted for aluminum [15-17], and 
both the iron and chromium analogs of 
ettringite were synthesized in the present’ 
study. In some instances tetravalent 
cations can be substituted for aluminum 
[IS,19], and a carbonate- and silicon- 
substitued phase, thaumasite, was prepared 
in the present study.

2. Experimental Procedures
2.1 Synthesis

Synthesis procedures were developed to allow 
reproducible preparation of pure phases that 
are chemically homogeneous and uniform in 
particle size. Since these objectives 
appeared best met by synthesis from 
solution, a general procedure was followed 
involving precipitation from a mixture of 
solutions, one solution containing calcium . 
and*the other solution containing the remai
ning reactants in their stoichiometric 
proportions. When the two solutions were 
mixed, a precipitate typically formed

Figure 1. Crystal structure of ettringite, 
modified from Moore and Taylor [11].

Three SO4"2 ions

immediately, and the mixture could be 
filtered after approximately one hour to 
collect the product. Excess amounts of Ca+Z 
and SO4~Z were not used, though both Jones 
[20] and Lea [1] had reported that an excess 
of these ions was necessary in the synthesis 
due to the incongruent solubility of ettrin
gite. Concentrations as high as possible 
were used, so as to maximize yield. Concen
tration of the calcium solution was 
increased by dissolving CaO in a 10 percent 
sugar solution, a procedure used previously 
by Carlson and Berman [12].
Phases synthesized by the method described 
above are listed in table 1. Ettringite was 
prepared from the calcium solution described 
above and either a solution of A12<SO4J3, or 
a solution of Na2A12O4 and Na2SO4. 
Fe-substituted ettringite was synthesized 
from the calcium solution and a Fe2(504)3 
slurry. The Cr-substituted ettringite was 
prepared from the calcium solution and a 
CrK(SO'4)2 solution. The CO3-substituted 
ettringite was prepared using the calcium 
solution and a solution of Na2Al2O4 and 
КааСОз. Thaumasite was prepared from the 
calcium solution and a solution of Na2SiO3# 
N32804, and Ма2СОз; these solutions were 
mixed after first cooling to 5eC, the 
low temperature presumably allowing the 
necessary 6-fold coordination of silicon 
[2 J. Synthesis of thaumasite required 
considerably longer reaction times; after a 
few hours at 5’C, a precipitate had formed 
that was amorphous to X-rays, but after 5 
months of mixing at approximately 5°C, the 
precipitate was identified as thaumasite.. 
When a similar method was used to synthesis 
a Cl-substituted ettringite, using a



CL ,

Table 1. Synthesized phases.
Phase Formula

ettringite
iron-substituted ettringite
chromium-substituted ettringite
carbonate-substituted ettringite
thaumasite, a carbonate- and silicon-substituted 

ettringite

[Ca3Al(OH)6]2 < SO4)3•26H2O 
fCa3Fe(OH)6]2(SO4),26H2O 
tCa3Cr(0H)6]2(S04)3-26H2O 
[Ca3Al(OH)6]2(CO3)3-26H2O
£Ca3Si(OH)6]2(SO4)2(CO3)2-24H2O

Tab,le 2. Chemical compositions of synthesized phases.
Substituted Ettringite

Ettringite Fe Cr co3
Weight percent® 
A12O3 7.09 0 0 8.16
S03 16.73 17.55 ' 16.67 0.11
CaO 24.32 24.37 23.98 26.54
Cr2O3 0 0 10.51 0
Fe2°3 0.04 13.97 0.04 0.03
co2 0 0 0 11.5
H2O 50.98 44.19 48.81 52.32

Calculated molar 
Ca

ratios
6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

Al 1.9 0.0 0.0 2.0
Fe ■ 0.0 2.4 0.0 0.0
Cr 0.0 0.0 1.9 0.0
SO3 . 2.9 3.0. 2.9 0.0
co2 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3
H2O 39.2 33.9 38.0 36.8

^Determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Emission Spectroscopy except C03 and H2O, 
which were determined from TGA patterns.

solution of AlCli, the product was Friedel's 
salt.

2.2 Characterization
In order to characterize the synthesized 
phases, samples were analyzed as follows: 
for qualitative phase composition, by 
X-ray diffraction (XRD); for bulk chemical 
composition, using inductively coupled 
Plasma-emission spectroscopy (ICP); for 
morphology, by scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM); by infrared spectroscopy (IR); and, 
for thermal properties, by thermogravi- 
metric analysis (TGA) and differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC). Two of the 
Phases, the Cr-substituted ettringite and 
the thaumasite, were not analyzed by every 
method.
Chemical analyses following the normal 
dissolution and analytical procedures 
required for ICP analysis. The qualita
tive XRD analysis utilized normal techniques 
tor specimen preparation and data collec- 
yon11' Some phases were also analyzed by 

to determine the unit cell parameters; 
, e analyses utilized slower scan rates nd, in some cases, an internal standard, 
ne SEM examination of the samples employed 
,„дП^аг<^ procedures for specimen preparation 
nd analysis, dispersing each powder in 
cohol, then evaporating the dispersion 

onto a carbon grid. The SEM was operated at 
a voltage of 10, 12, or 20 KeV as necessary 
to optimize the micrograph. The IR analyses 
were made using Fourier transform infrared 
(FTIR), with specimens prepared as mulls of 
powder in Nujol. Thermal analyses by TGA 
and DSC utilized *1 mg specimens in open 
pans. TGA scans were collected between room 
temperature and lOOO’C at 10® per min. In 
addition, TGA scans of the low-temperature 
dehydration reaction were collected between 
room temperature and 150®C at 0.6® per min.
DSC scans were collected between 0 and 
150®C at 0.6® per min. Each DSC peak was 
integrated to determine the change in 
enthalpy, and examined to determine the 
onset temperature of the dehydration 
reaction. Both measurements required 
determination of the baseline and boundary 
of each peak, which were determined by , 
visual inspection, assisted by a derivative 
function.

3. Results and Discussion
Bulk chemical compositions were determined 
(table 2) for comparison to stoichiometric 
compositions. In all cases the water 
contents were higher than expected. 
Otherwise, the compositions indicate that 
ettringite and the Cr-substituted ettringite 
were synthesized with little or no impurity.



The C02 content of the COg-substituted phase 
is slightly higher than expected, and the Fe 
content of the Fe-substituted phase is 
higher than expected, suggesting possible 
impurities in these preparations.
X-ray diffraction analysis' provided rapid 
assessment of synthesis procedures. The 
XRD patterns (fig. 2) indicated that little 
or no contaminating phases were present,
i.e.  that each desired phase was the major 
crystalline constituent.

Figure 2. XRD patterns of (a) ettringite,
(b) Fe-substituted ettringite,
(c) Cr-substituted ettringite,
(d) COg-substituted ettringite, (e) thauma- 
site.

Though the XRD patterns vary slightly with 
chemical composition, each phase appears to 
have the same or similar crystal structure. 
Unit cell parameters (table 3) were deter
mined by indexing the powder patterns using 
the trigonal structure P31c reported for 
ettringite by Moore and Taylor [11] or for 
thaumasite using the hexagonal structure P63 
reported by Edge and Taylor [21]. For 
ettringite and Cr-substituted ettringite, 
the parameters in table 3 agree within 0.002 
nm with values reported by Buhlert and Kuzel 
[15]. Parameters for the Fe-substituted 
phase, however, are larger than the reported 
values [15], 0.002 nm larger in the 
а-direction and 0.005 nm larger in the 
c-direction. Parameters for thaumasite in 
table 3 are slightly larger in both 
directions (0.003 nm in the а-direction and
0.0024  nm in the c-direction) than the 
values reported by Effenberger et al. [22]. 
As expected, the lattice parameters in table 
3 vary with chemical composition. In the 
simplest case, substitution of Cr or Fe for 
Al is expected to expand the lattice since 
the ionic radii of Fe and Cr are larger than 
the radius of Al. However, the lattice 
parameters with Cr or Fe substitution are 
larger in the c-direction, but slightly 
smaller in the а-direction. Thus the 
effect of these substitution appears to be 
more complicated than may be explained 

simply by ionic radii. Since the CO3 anion 
is known to be smaller than than the. SO4 
anion in thaumasite [22], the substitution 
of CO3 for SO4 in ettringite is expected to 
reduce the lattice in both directions. This 
effect was observed.
The morphologies observed by SEM (fig. 3) 
vary significantly with chemical 
composition. The ettringite occurs as short, 
prismatic crystals, variable in cross 
section between 0.2 and 3 urn, with aspect 
ratio of 2 or 3. This morphology is 
different from the morphology of ettringite 
in hydrated portland cement, where it 
typically occurs as prismatic, hexagonal 
needles with aspect ratios between 4 and 10, 
depending on the available space [23]. The 
Fe-substituted phase is uniform in size, 
approximately 3 цт in cross section, with an 
aspect ratio of approximately 2. The 
Cr-substituted phase consists of plates with 
roughly hexagonal outline, lacking the 
well-developed morphology of the other 
phases, and highly variable in size, ranging 
from 0.2 to 9 цт. Finally, the 
CO3-substituted phase is composed of 
clusters or rosettes of prismatic crystals, 
0.3 to 1 цт in cross section, with an aspect 
ratio of approximately 5.
The FTIR spectra (fig. 4) were examined to 
determine the effects of chemical composi
tion on frequencies of the water bands. It 
is generally accepted that a shift of IR 
band to higher frequency indicates a higher 
strength bond. However, it was argued by 
Ryskin [24] for the case of Нз51ОН...В com
plexes (where R and В are organic species) 
that lowering the OH stretch frequency is 
accompanied by an increase of the force 
constant of the Si-0 bond. If the spectra 
for ettringite and substituted phases are 
interpreted in the same way, a chemical 
substitution that causes a shift of the OH 
stretch band to lower frequency is expected 
to be associated with an increase in the 
force constant of the Ca-0 bond, and thus a 
greater change in enthalpy with dehydration.
Based on peak assignments of Ryskin [24] and 
with reference to the ettringite crystal 
structure (fig. 1), OH bands were assigned 
either to non-hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl or to 
hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl. In this case, 
non-hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl are the hydroxyl ions and the water molecules on the 
columns, which are bonded to Ca atoms; and 
hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl are the water 
molecules in the channels, which are 
hydrogen-bonded to other water molecules. 
The frequencies of bands assigned to 
hydrogen-bonded and non-hydrogen-bonded 
hydroxyl vary somewhat with composition 
(table 4). Compared to the unsubstituted 
ettringite, both the rion-hydrogen-bonded an 
hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl stretching bands 
are shifted to a slightly lower frequency 
(20 cm-1 for each band) for the 
Fe-substituted phase. The hydrogen-bonded 
stretch band is shifted even further (170 
cm_l lower) for the СОз-substituted phase.



(c) (d)
Figure 3. SEM micrographs of (a) ettringite, (b) Fe-substituted ettringite, (c) 
Cr-substituted ettringite, (d) C03-substituted ettringite.

^Determined using X-ray powder patterns. Parameters reported with 5 significant figures 
were determined using an internal standard, and those with 4 significant figures were 
determined using an external standard.

Table 3. Unit cell parameters® of synthesized phases.

Phase Structure a (nm) с (nm)

[Са3А1(ОН)6]2(504)з«26Н2О
СазРе(ОН)6]2(5О4)з-26Н2О
СазСг(ОН)6]2(ЗО4)з-26Н2О
СазА1(ОН)6]2(СО3)з-26Н2О 
1Саз51(ОН)6]2(ЗО4)2(СОзТ2*24Н2О

------ ------------------ -----

Р31с
Р31с
Р31с
Р31с
Р63

1.123
1.1182
1.119
1.0834
1.106

2.150
2.2008
2.177
2.1250
1.042

Thaumasite shows only one broad OH stretch 
"and, assigned to non-hydrogen-bonded 
hydroxyl stretch because the thaumasite 
structure has no water in channel positions 

This hydroxyl stretch band in thauma
site is shifted to a lower frequency 

compared to the unsubstituted ettringite.
Thus based on FTIR data, it is expected that 
the enthalpy change on dehydration will rank 
from low to high according to the 
following: unsubstituted ettringite.
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Figure 4. IR patterns of (a) ettringite,
(b) Fe-substituted ettringite,
(c) Cr-substituted ettringite,
(d) COg-substituted ettringite, and
(e) thaumasite.

For each phase, the amounts of water lost 
during heating, calculated from the TGA 
curves and expressed as mol water per mol 
of each ignited phase, are plotted in 
figure 5. The major weight loss occurs 
below approximately 200°C under these 
conditions, arid is probably due to loss of 

crystalline water. As the temperature is 
increased, the further weight loss is 
probably due to loss of hydroxyl. These TGA 
data may be compared to data for ettringite, 
the only phase with published TGA data 
available. The water contents at 
intermediate temperatures (100-300eC) are 
higher in the present study than reported by 
Lea [1] or Jones [20J, but similar to Taylor 
[25]. It was anticipated in the present 
study that the■water contents of the 
ettringite-type phases might not be stable,
i.e.,  that the phases might dehydrate in dry 
air and rehydrate in moist air. Therefore, 
samples for thermal studies were first 
equilibrated over a saturated ZnCl? solu
tion, with a nominal 10 percent relative 
humidity. At this starting condition, 
ettringite is expected to contain 32 mols of 
water [1], although water contents as high 
as 36.5 mols have been reported and attribu
ted to adsorbed water [4]. The water 
content of ettringite at room temperature in 
the present study is approximately 40 mols 
per mol ignited phase.
There are cleat differences in the TGA data 
with chemical composition (fig. 5). The 
dehydration curves for the Fe-substituted 
phase and for the COg-substituted phase 
appear to be very Similar to the curve for 
ettringite. The other two phases, the 
Cr.-substituted phase and thaumasite,. retain 
more water at significantly higher tempera
tures than ettringite.

TGA RESULTS

Figure'5. Dehydration data, recalculated 
from TGA curves.

Data regarding the low-temperature 
dehydration, some of which have been , 
reported elsewhere [10], are presented in 
table 5. Enthalpy changes are listed . 
relative to both the amount of the phase an 
the amount of water lost, the latter 
allowing comparison of enthalpy changes 
independent of the amount of water lost. 
The enthalpy changes on dehydration range 
from 2.1 to 3.8 kJ per g H2O. Values for



Table 4. IR wavenumbers (cm ) of hydroxyl bands®.
, _________ O-H Stretch__________...

Non-hydrogen-bonded Hydrogen-bonded
O-H Bend .

Hydrogen-bondedPhase
[Ca3Al(OH)g]2(SO4)3•26H2O 3640 3420 1670
[ca3Fe(0H)g12(504)3-гбНгО 3620 ' 3400 ' ' 1670
[СазА1(ОН)6]2(СО3)з-26Н2О ■ - 3620 3250 - 1650
[Ca3Si(OH)g]2(SO4)2(CO3У2■24Н2О 3410 -- , 1650
aTentatiye peak assignments by inspection, based on [24].

Table 5. Dehydration data for synthesized phases®.
Phase Loss*5 Onset Temperature Enthalpy Change

(mols H2O per mol phase) (°C)
[Ca3Al(OH)g]2(S04)3•26H2O 19 30
[Ca3Fe(OH)6]2(SO4)3-26H2O 24 6
[СазСг(ОН)6]2(5О4)з«26Н2О 13 - 22
[СазА1(ОН)б]2(СОз)з-26Н2О 23 7
[Ca3Si(OH)g]2(SO4)2(CO3)2’24Н2О ' 9 33 
^Reported by Struble and Brown [10].
“Measured using TGA.
“Measured using DSC.

(kJ per g sample)
0.59
0.84
0.67
0.80

. 0.25

(kJ per g H2O)
2.09
2.55
3.73

' 2.55
1.97

ettringite and thaumasite are nearly equal, 
while values for both the Fe-substituted 
phase is considerably higher. It is 
interesting to note that these values 
bracket the heat ..of vaporization of water, 
which is 2.27 kJ per g. The enthalpy change 
varied with composition in the order 
expected based on the previous discussion of 
FUR spectra for the unsubstituted 
ettringite and the Fe- and СОз-substituted 
phases, but not for thaumasite.
The change in enthalpy due to dehydration of 
ettringite and related phases range from 0.4 
to 0.8 kJ per g. This range is higher than 
the enthalpy changes of other materials 
presently used for solar energy storage. 
For example, Glauber's salt melts with an 
enthalpy change of 0.25 kJ per g [27]. The 
onset temperature for dehydration of 
ettringite and related phases ranges from 
6° to 30°C as measured by DSC. The enthalpy 
change and dehydration temperature data 
demonstrate that ettringite and related 
Phases have potential as energy storage 
materials [10].

Conclusions
The following have been concluded regarding 
synthesis and properties of ettringite and 
delated phases:

!• A general synthesis method using 
a mixture of two concentrated solu
tions allowed preparation of the 

tion. Crystals are generally 
hexagonal in outline, either 
short, prismatic crystals, or platey 
crystals.
3. The IR frequencies of bands 
assigned to non-hydrogen-bonded and 
hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl stretching 
vary with composition. Compared to 
ettringite, the bands are shifted to

■ a slightly lower frequency for 
Fe- and СОз-substituted phases and 
thaumasite. These shifts are 
associated with higher changes in 
enthalpy with dehydration for Fe- 
and СОз-substituted phases, but not 
for thaumasite.
4. Dehydration data, i.e. the 
amount of water lost, the tempera
ture at which dehydration begins, 
and the change in enthalpy 
associated with the low-temperature 
dehydration vary with composition.
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А ТЕМ Study of the Interactions Between Certain Organic Hazardous Wastes 
and Type I Portland Cement ■■ . CL

INTRODUCTION

The disposal of hazardous wastes will be one of 
the major environiental issues well into the next 
century. Many of the engineering practices of the 
past are being questioned by the public. There are 
serious concerns over potentially adverse health 
effects which may result from landfilling, deep well 
injection, incineration, and other methods of 
disposal which may not be adequately understood. 
The present paper reports research aimed at under
standing the behavior of organic wastes which are 
solidified prior to disposal by landfilling.

Landfilling refers to the disposal of raw or 
treated waste in a land based site. Federal 
regulations prohibit the landfilling of liquids or 
semiliquids and also require that the leaching 
potential for certain toxins be reduced to levels 
which pose no environmental threat. This has 
resulted in the development of various waste 
solidification and stabilization technologies. Many 
°f the methods utilize a solidifying matrix composed 
of relatively inexpensive materials like Portland 
cement, flyash, kiln dust, or natural pozzolans.

. Solidification processes do not necessarily 
involve chemical interaction between the waste and 
the matrix materials. For stabilization, or 
T^Xat^on> t0 occur, however, a reaction must occur.

e waste material must be chemically .combined with 
e matrix and exhibit longterm retention under 

reaching condit ions.

Current methods for the development of solidi- 
cation or stabilization formulae Involve treat- 
lity studies. Several mixtures, representing a 

ProPorti-ons matrix components, waste 
water, are mixed. Physical measurements and 

leaching experiments are performed and the most 
effective composition is selected.

Because of the complexity of the systems, there 
is a poor fundamental understanding of the micro
chemistry, the microstructure, and the properties of 
solidified or stabilized wastes. Without this 
information it is difficult to model the long-term 
environmental behavior of a hazardous waste 
landfill.

Recently, Poon et al. (2) used scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) and x-ray diffraction to 
characterize the microstructural evolution of a 
solidified hazardous waste during leaching. They 
observed a correlation between the release of zinc 
ions and a reduction in the amount of ettringite in . 
the hydrated, waste-containing cement. Walsh et al. 
(3), in a different approach, have used scanning 
electron microscopy, optical microscopy and x-ray 
diffraction to determine the mechanisms of inter
action between the waste and the cement matrix. It 
is their contention that leaching and long-term 
stability can only be understood when the micro
chemical mechanisms of solidification/stabilization 
are understood.

Scanning electron microscopy has been widely 
used in studies of cement microstructure but the 
results have been difficult to interpret and even 
more difficult to generalize. Chemical information 
available from energy dispersive x-ray analysis in 
the SEM can give the elemental composition of a 
phase, but compound identification is often 
difficult. The stoichiometry of the heavy elements 
can be estimated through careful analytical 
technique, but light element determination is more 
difficult.

The transmission electron microscope (ТЕМ) has 
been used to study ceramic materials and minerals



for the past thirty years and several studies of 
cement have been reported. To the authors’ 
knowledge, however, the ТЕМ has not been applied to 
studies of solidified hazardous chemical wastes. 
The main advantage of the ТЕМ is the high spatial 
resolution, which can exceed 0.2 nanometers in a 
modern instrument. In addition, the selected area 
diffraction pattern (SAD) can provide Information 
about the crystal structure and the orientation of 
crystalline phases. Both of these characteristics 
are important for waste research.

The specimen suitable for ТЕМ examination must 
be very thin (100 nm at lOOkV) to allow penetration 
of the electron beam. This thickness can be 
achieved by replica techniques, by ion thinning or 
by ultramicrotomy. The replica technique, used in 
the present study, reproduces the topography of the 
specimen surface.

Cements are composed of several particle-like 
phases and its surfaces are porous. Some mineral 
components of the sample were easily extracted onto 
the acetate film. Therefore, in addition to the 
morphological structure being preserved in the 
carbon film, extracted particles were sometimes 
observed. Thin crystalline particles were 
frequently suitable for obtaining electron 
diffraction patterns.

The present communication reports the use of 
the ТЕМ in a study of the solidification products 
resulting from mixing Type I Portland cement with 
either ethylene glycol or p-bromophenol. Replica 
methods were used to isolate fine particles of 
calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) or small particles of 
other phases embedded in the CSH. Most of the 
phases were identified as either cement clinker 
phases or as products of normal cement hydration 
reactions. Other particles were not identifiable as 
phases typically occurring in hydrated cement 
pastes. '

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Type I Portland cement was used as the solidi
fication matrix material. The cement had the 
composition shown in Table 1. Cement/organic 
samples were prepared using either pure ethylene 
glycol or p-bromophenol. Organics were weighed into 
20 mL borosilicate glass screw cap vials. Ten grams 
of cement and 4 mL of deionized water were added to 
each vial and the mixture was stirred to apparent 
homogeniety with a glass stirring rod. The organic

Table 1. Percent Composition of Portland Cement

SiO9 20.6%Al 6 5.2%
Fe90^ 2.4%
CaO J 64.9%
MgO 3.3%
KO 0.6%
SO 2.9%

compounds were added in amounts from 0.2 g tö 2.0 g, 
yielding organic/cement weight ratios of 0.02, 0.04, 
0.1, and 0.2. The samples were cured at room 
temperature (21O-25°C). Control cement samples

CL

(i.e. samples of cement and water only) were 
prepared and stored similarly.

All hydrated cement samples were ground with 
silicon carbide papers using grit sizes ranging from 
180 to 600. Specimens were polished with diamond 
paste on a rotating wheel using propanol as a 
lubricant. Rinsing was also with propanol, rather 
than water, in order to prevent further hydration. 
The cleaned specimen was replicated by a cellulose 
acetate tape wetted by acetone. After the plastic 
tape was dry, it was stripped off the specimen and 
then coated with carbon in a vacuum evaporator. The 
carbon film was then cut into small pieces (ca. 9 
mm ) and washed in acetone. After the plastic 
dissolved, the carbon film was caught on an electron 
microscope grid for ТЕМ study. A JEOL 100-CX trans
mission electron microscope was used at 100 kV.

RESULTS

Control Cement Samples

Various morphologies of CSH were observed 
including fibrous, needle, tubular, and aggregates 
of small irregular plates. Analyses of many 
diffraction patterns indicate that although the 
morphologies differ, the crystal structures are 
similar with d-spacings of approximately 0.3, 0.28, 
and 0.18 nm. An example is shown in Fig. 1. This 
is consistent with previsouly reported work.

In some cases, different diffraction patterns 
for CSH material were observed. For example, Figure 
2 is a diffraction pattern from a specimen with 
d-spacings of 0.32, 0.28, and 0.16 nm. This 
structure is similar to afwillite. The particle 
shown in Figure 3 exhibits a crumpled foil mor
phology with d-spacings of 0.29, 0.31, and 0.19 nm.

Cement Containing Ethylene Glycol

In cement containing ethylene glycol, the 
morphology and tobennorite structure of the CSH has 
been significantly modified. This is consistent 
with x-ray diffraction studies of the same material 
(3) where the major peak was weakened and broadened. 
In some specimens observed in the present work, the 
surface appeared ’’glassy” and surrounded by blocky 
amorphous particles. This is seen in Figure 4. In 
most other regions, however, CSH appeared as 
spherical particles embedded in an amorphous 
material. Some aggregates of spherical particles 
were amorphous and others crystalline. A variety of 
morphologies each exhibiting the afwillite 
structure, with d-spacings of 0.33 and 0.2 nm, were 
also observed.

Another crystalline structure was frequently 
observed in the ethylene glycol cement. The 
structure was crystalline with d-spacings of 0.208, 
0.205, 0.201, 0.12, 0.115, 0.103 and 0.1 nm. 
Morphologies were either aggregates of spherical 
grains, single irregular plates, or thin flakes. 
Similar structures were also observed in the pure 
cement samples, but not to the extent seen in 
ethylene glycol samples.

Small crystals (15-60 nm) with a cubic 
structure also were observed. This structure has



not been reported in pure cement and may be a 
compound of and ethylene glycol.

Figure 5 shows a Ca(OH)j crystal. The 
infraction pattern shows the characteristic 
hexagonal structure, however,/-.the diffraction 
spots are diffuse and tend tdLferm a ring pattern. 
Ibis implies that the CSH/ethyTene glycol is bonded 
rith the CaCOH)^ forming a thin layer.

Cement Containing p-Bromophenol

The morphologies of the phases contained in 
cement containing p-bromophenol were also observed 
to differ from those in hydrated pure cement. Most 
of the phases appeared as spherical particle 
aggregates as shown in Figure 6. The number of 
amorphous aggregates also increased.

The degree of crystallinity of the CSH 
structure decreased with the addition of 
p-bromophenol. Large particles having d-spacings 
characteristic of the CSH(II) structure were 
observed; however, the particles have retained the 
shape of the original cement clinker grains. This 
say imply that the hydration process in this 
laterlal is different from that in the pure cement. 
Scanning electron microscopy observations of the 
same material shown that there are more large 
iistinguisbable particles in the p-bromophenol 
containing material (4).

It was observed that in many CSH regions, the 
aggregate morphology was unstable under the 
Influence of the electron beam. The particles 
bubbled significantly, a phenomenon not observed 
in either the pure cement samples or the cement 
containing ethylene-glycol. Apparently the 
p-bromophenol, or derivatives of it, were incorpo
rated in the CSH structure, forming an unstable 
material. The diffraction patterns only showed a 
single diffuse ring with a d-spaclng of approxl- 
lately 0.29 nm, as Illustrated in Figure 7. 
similarly, several Ca(0H)2 and Mg(0H>2 crystals were 
observed. The crystals appeared streaked and 
iiffuse, possibly due to the incorporation of 
P-bromophenol.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS '

During the course of hydration, a variety of 
■orphological types of CSH have been observed by 
researchers. Several classifications have been 
Proposed based on SEM and TEM studies, 
^fortunately, the compositional and structural 
differences between these types have not been well 
defined in the literature. Midgley (5) suggests 
ihat CSH may occur in set Portland cement in three 
forms: (1) fibrous material which sometimes gives 
diffuse diffraction patterns showing 0.305, 0.203, 
ard 0,18 nm d-spaclng cf the tobemorite phase;

irregular masses of small, distorted plates 
Qften giving a singie diffuse ring at 0.29-0.3 nm in 
® SAD pattern; and (3) crumpled foils where no 
8tructure was mentioned.

In general, the CSH structure is an amorphous 
'olid body filled with small particles with a 
Varlety of morphologies, some having the same 
t!Jstal structures. In this study, the tobermorite 

structure is the major crystal structure in CSH. In 
addition, this study supports Taylor's model (6) 
that only subcrystalline order exists in the 
neighborhood of small fragments of Ca-0 layers in 
the CSH structure. The subcrystalline order extends 
only several hundred nanometers.

The major conclusions of the present study are 
as follows:

1. The major crystal structure of the CSH in 
pure cement is tobermorite, but with 
various morphologies.

2. The addition of ethylene glycol or 
p-bromophenol to cement change the

" morphology of the CSH and its crystal 
structure. Aggregates of small grains are 
the main morphology and the amount of 
tobermorite structure has greatly 
decreased. In addition, various crystal 
structures with different d-spacings were 
observed.

3. The amount of amorphous material increases 
with the addition of either ethylene glycol 
or p-bromophenol.

4. Ethylene glycol and p-bromophenol may be 
incorporated into the CSH structure and may 
exist in the micropores between CSH 
constituents.

5. Ethylene glycol and p-bromophenol are 
observed to absorb onto some of the CafOH)^ 
and Mg(0H)2 crystals.

6. Small amounts of fine crystals are found 
in ethylene glycol and p-bromophenol 
containing cements. Their d-spacings could

" be determined but did not correspond to any
of the expected products of the hydration 
of pure cement.
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Figure 1. Needle morphology of CSH in 
pure cement. (Ag^d 1 month)

Figure 2. A particle of CSH in pure 
cement. The diffraction 
pattern reveals a structure 
similar to afwillite. (Aged 
1 month)

Figure 3. CSH in pure cement. The 
particle has the crumpled 
foil morphology. (Aged 1 
month)

Figure 4. Glassy structure in 
ethylene glycol cement. 
Blocky grains surround 
the thin glassy structure. 
(Aged 1 month)



Figure 5. CaCOH)^ crystals in ethylene 
glycol cement. The diffrac
tion pattern shows a diffuse 
ring structure. (Aged 1 
month)

Figure 6. Crystalline spherical aggre
gates of CSH in p-bromophenol 
cement aged for 6 months.

Figure 7. An unstable structure in 
p-bromophenol cement aged 
for 6 months.



CL. The Effect of Glass Content on Hydration in the System 
CaO-A^Oj-MgO-SiC^

INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL
Because of its importance in many 

fields, the system CaO-A12O3~MgO-SiO2 has 
been extensively investigated (1-4). The 
section of this system containing 5% MgO is 
of particular importance to the study of 
high-alumina cement (2). This section 
contains a field of stability for the 
quaternary compound, Hexacalcium Tetra- 
alumino Magnesium Silicate (CgA^MS), first 
described by Parker in 1952 (3). Subsequent 
investigations (5-8) have failed to confirm 
the formula assigned by Parker; however, as 
yet, no other formula has been firmly estab
lished.

. Investigating the composition of the 
mineral known as "unstable C5A3", Parker 
found that the compound C6A4MS occurs as a 
primary phase in the quaternary system. He 
found the pure compound to melt incon- 
gruently at 1380°C to form CA, MA, and 
liquid. On further heating to 1400°C, it 
forms MA-and liquid, with final melting 
occurring at 1420°C. Studying the system 
further, Parker and Ryder (9) found CgAjMS 
to have definite hydraulic properties, but 
in general to be a less favorable consti-, 
tuent of high-alumina cement than CA. Their 
conclusion rested primarily on the slow 
setting times and poor strength charac
teristics exhibited by the C5A4MS.

It has been suggested that the glass
crystalline ratio of a material may directly 
influence its hydration behavior (10) . 
Investigations on slags (4,10-13) have shown 
that this ratio and the chemical composition 
plays an important role in the hydration 
process. This investigation was designed 
to examine the effect of varying the glass
crystalline ratio on the hydration of syn
thetic samples of composition C5A4MS.

Three samples of chemical composition 
CgA.MS were prepared by the high-temperature 
reaction of CaCO3._with stoichiometric 
amounts of МдСОз, SiO?, and Al(OH)q. ACS 
Reagent grade chemicals were used to pre
pare a raw mix from which all three samples 
were synthesized. In order to ensure homo
geneity, the raw mix was placed into a por
celain jar with twenty-five stainless steel 
ball-bearings, and tumbled for twenty-four 
hours on a Norton Mill. The samples were 
placed in a Lindberg, model 51333, electric 
furnace and calcined for .two hours at 900°C. 
The temperature was then raised to the fir
ing temperature at a rate of 200°C/h. Fir
ing conditions for the three samples are 
shown in Table 1. Samples I and III were 
removed from the furnace and allowed to 
cool to room temperature in a desiccator. 
For sample II, however, the furnace temper
ature was lowered from 1370°C to 900°C at a 
rate of 100°C/h. When the furnace reached 
900?C, the sample was removed from the furn
ace and allowed to cool to room temperature 
in a desiccator. All samples were ground 
to pass a 400-mesh sieve and had identical 
Blaine surface areas of 2500 cm2/g. Using 

the ASTM standard method (14), a small 
amount of free-lime was detected in sample 
II. No free-lime was detected in either of 
the other samples.

TABLE 1
C6A4MS Preparation and Analysis

Sample Number I II III
Furnace Temperature 1445°C 1370°C 1420°C
Firing Time 2.25 h 24.5 h 0.5 h
Qualitative XRPD --  СбА4М8,С12А7 C6A4MS
Free Lime Content 0.00% 0.14% 0.00%
Specific Gravity 3.08 3.08 3.08
Surface Area (cm2/g) 2500 2500 2500
Percent Glass 100 73 0

Powder X-ray diffraction was used to 
confirm the presence of C^Ä4MS (15) , as well 
as to determine the identity of the hydra
tion products. All X-ray powder analyses 
were conducted on a Philips-Norelco X-ray 
diffractometer using nickel-filtered Cu Ka 
radiation at 35KV and 18mA. The goniometer 
scanning speed was 2°(20)/minute.

A combination DTA/TGA, Mettler TA-HE20 
thermobalance, was used to follow the hydra
tion of the samples. Samples were run in a 
flowing air atmosphere from 25°C to 900 C 
at a rate of 10°C/min. The DTA was set at 
200pV for a full scale pen deflection, and 
the recorder speed was 8cm/h.

The optical microscopy technique used 
for the determination of the glass-crystal
line ratio was a modification of the "South 
African Procedure", which has been previous
ly decribed by Fulton (16). A portion of 
each sample, having a particle size of 200
270 mesh was placed on a glass slide and 
wetted with glycerol. The sample was viewed 
under both plane and polarized light, with 
the particles which were visible under the 
polarized light being counted as crystal
line. The glass content was then calculated 
using the equation:

total crystalline
% Giass =. Particles ~ particles x 100 

total particles
Allowances were made for particles which 
showed only partial crystallinity.

Each sample was mixed with distilled- 
deionized water at a water-solid ratio of 
10/1, and placed in a tightly sealed poly" 
ethylene container. Samples were cured at 
three temperatures (2, 25, and 50°C) and 
maintained for intervals of 1 to 90 days. 
In order to stop the hydration, samples wer 
placed in an excess of cold ethanol, and 
ground with an agate mortar and pestle. 
They were then filtered using a 10-15u 
Hirsch funnel and washed with cold acetone. 
Finally, each sample was dried at 105 c 1



15 minutes.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 illustates the changes in the 
DTA patterns of the amorphous С^АдИЗ sample, 
hydrated at 50°C, as the hydration proceeds 
from 1 to 90 days. These DTA patterns are 
representative of all the DTA patterns 
obtained, although, in general, the small 
peak at 300°C was not as prominent in the 
other samples. This peak is attributed to 
the presence of gibbsite, AH3, and in all 
cases was observed to Increase as the 
hydration time and temperature increased. 
Attempts to use this correlation to approx
imate the degree of hydration, however, 
were unsuccessful, due primarily to the 
small size of the desired peak and inter
ference from the other much larger peak, 
centered at 340°C.

Previous studies (4,17-19) have used 
the percent combined water as an approx
imation to the degree of hydration. In 
this study, the percent combined water was 
calculated from TGA patterns'using the 
equation:
%HoO = wt at 105°C - Wt at 900°C x 100 

wt at 900°C
where the weight at each temperature is 
calculated by subtracting the weight loss 
at each temperature, as indicated by the 
TGA, from the initial weight of the sample.

FIG. 1 
DTA Patterns for Hydrated 
C6A4MS (100%Glass/50°C)

The relationships between the percent 
combined water and the plus/minus IOC curing 
temperature, for each of these samples, are 
illustrated in Figures 2 through 4. In 
Figure 2, the percent combined water of the 
crystalline C6A4MS sample can be seen to 
increase with increasing temperature. The 
90 day samples, which appear to deviate from 
this behavior, actually reflect the fact 
that at 50°C, the only species present are 
C3AH5 and AH3, while at lower temperatures, 
both СзАН8_12 and C2AH5 are also observed.

Figures 3 and 4 show the effect of 
temperature on the hydration of СбАдМЗ-С!) 
and СбА4М5-(11), respectively. In both 
cases, the relationship between the 2°C and 
the 25°C curves is simply the increase in 
the hydration rate at the higher temper
ature. The apparent anomalous behavior of 
the 50°C curves, on the other hand, is ex
plained by the fact that the stable hyd
rates, C3AH6 and AH3, are the only species 
present, and contain less combined water 
than the metastable hydrates found in the 
lower temperature samples.

FIG. 2 
The Effect of Temperature on 

the Hydration of C6A4MS 
(100% Crystalline)

Hydration Time (Days)
FIG. 3

The Effect of Temperature on 
the Hydration of C6A4MS 

(100% Glass)
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The Effect of Temperature on 
the Hydration of CgA^MS 

(73% Glass)
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FIG. 5
The Effect of Glass Content 
on the Hydration of C5A4MS 

(2°C)
The effect of the glass content on the 

hydration of C6A4MS at each of the three 
curing temperatures studied, is shown in 
Figures 5 through 7. In Figure 5, which 
shows the hydration of the СбАдМЗ samples 
at 2°C, the hydration of the 100% glass 
sample, and the 73% glass sample appear 
very similar, while the hydration of the 
100% crystalline sample proceeds more slow
ly. An X-ray examination of these samples, 
revealed that, although all three samples 
reacted to form a combination of the metas
table calcium aluminate hydrates, CßAHg-j^ 
and C2AH6, the crystalline sample did 
indeed react more slowly. The non-hydrated 
crystalline CgA^MS could still be ident
ified after 28 days of hydration.

In the hydration of C^A4MS at 25°C, 
illustrated in Figure 6, similar results 
were obtained. The glassy samples reacted 
with water to form СэАНд_]_2 and CjAHg, with 
the stable calcium aluminate hydrate, CgAHg, 
appearing after 7 days. The crystalline 
sample, on the other hand, reacted more 
slowly, with the non-hydrated crystalline 
form appearing as late as 14 days after the 
onset of hydration. The stable hydrate.

• CjAHg, also appeared after 14 days hydra
tion.

FIG. 6
The Effect of Glass Content 
on the Hydration of CgA.MS 

(25OC)
Figure 7 shows that at 50°C all of the 

samples, hydrate in much the same way. X-ray 
examinations of these samples revealed that, 
with the exception of the very early stages 
of hydration of the crystalline sample, 
which showed a small amount of СзАН8_12 
present, the only species present in any 
of the samples are C3AH6 and AH3. In all 
of these samples, the amount of AH3 increa
sed with increasing curing time. The 
correlation between the size of the X-ray 
peaks of AH3 and the size of the DTA peak 
at 300°C appears quite good, although exact 
measurements could not be made of the DTA 
peaks.
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FIG. 7

The Effect of Glass Content 
on the Hydration of C6A4MS 

(50°C)
From X-ray powder diffraction data, it 

is possible to construct the hydration p.atn- 
way for CgA4MS, as follows;

AoC;25°C c3ah8-12+ C2M6 +others 
C6A4MS + H2o(~ |25oC

2 \ ) C3AH6 + AH3 + others
50°C



The compounds referred to as others were 
added because no compounds containing 
either MgO or SiC>2 were observed. Although 
in several instances, peaks appeared which 
may have been due to СзАЗНд, the peaks were 
very weak and did not appear with any reg
ularity. Two possible explanations for 
this behavior are: that the amounts of MgO 
and SiO2 present are so small that the com
pounds containing these oxides were present 
in quantities of less than 3%, and there
fore not detectable by X-ray diffraction; 
or that these oxides may be present in an 
amorphous form, which also could not be 
detected by X-ray diffraction.

CONCLUSIONS

The products of the hydration of 
C6A4MS are dependent upon the curing temp
erature. The metastable calcium aluminate 
hydrates СзАНд_^2 and C2AH6 are produced 
from the hydration at 2°C. At 25°C these 
products slowly convert to the stable 
calcium aluminate hydrate, CgAHg, and gibb
site, AH3. At 50°C the metastable hydrates 
are not observed and C3AH5 and gibbsite are 
formed exclusively. Other hydration 
products, although not observed, must also 
be present to account for the presence of 
MgO and SiO2. It is possible that these 
products are either amorphous or present in 
concentrations too small to be detected by 
X-ray powder diffraction.

, Results indicate that the percent com
bined water at any given time during the 
hydration of C5A4MS is dependent upon both 
the curing temperature and the glass 
content of the sample. At 2°c and 25°C, 
the glass content'has a significant effect 
on the hydration of С,АдМЗ, with an increase 
in the glass content being accompanied by a 
corresponding increase in the percent com
bined water. At 50°C, however, the glass 
content has little effect on the percent 
combined water. It is evident that as the 
curing temperature is increased, the effect 
of the glass content, in terms of the per
cent combined water, is decreased.
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IMPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER-BASED SIMULATION MODELS, EXPERT SYSTEMS, DATABASES, 
AND NETWORKS FOR CEMENT RESEARCH CL

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of new materials, construction practices, 
and designs have prompted a re-examination of tra
ditional approaches to concrete technology. In 
addition, concrete structures are often used beyond 
their planned lifetimes, in functions for which they 
were not originally intended, or in harsher condi
tions than originally expected. There is, therefore, 
a need to develop improved methods and procedures 
for predicting the performance of cement and con
crete. At the same time, rapid growth in the power 
and availability of computers raises questions about 
how they might be used to make concrete a more pre
dictable and better performing material. As will 
be seen, the answers to these questions can. suggest 
alternative ways to plan and organize cement research.

The significance of research on cement, as on other 
materials, depends on the questions asked, and both 
the questions and answers are changing because of 
computers. Paradoxically, the questions in cement 
research are becoming more oriented towards the 
end use of cements in concrete and, at the same time, 
becoming more fundamental. This is because computers 
can be used as links between technology and science, 
thus, it is no longer unrealistic to expect scientific 
researchers to address such complex technological 
questions as "How can the performance of concrete 
be predicted?" which, even ten years ago, were remote 
from their interests and experience.

The objective of the present paper is to suggest how 
research questions might be addressed using computers, 
specifically using a computer-based knowledge system 
(Fig. 1) consisting of 1) models to simulate chemical 
and physical relationships, 2) knowledge-based expert 
systems, and 3) databases. In the figure, the com
plementary parts of the knowledge system are connected 
through a global computer network linking collaborating 
researchers. Although there is other research in 
this area, we are using specific examples from inves
tigations currently being carried out at the National 
Bureau of Standards (NBS) to illustrate the technical 
feasibility of the general approach.

EXPERTSIMULATION

Figure 1. Schematic of a computer-based knowledge 
system

2. SIMULATION MODELS

Investigations of complex systems, in which the 
starting conditions are not well-defined and the 
results depend on many variables, pose serious 
difficulties. Understanding of such a system may 
often be advanced by constructing computer-based 
simulation models intended to represent the system 
and the phenomena that occur within it. Such models 
must be based on established scientific principles, 
possibly supplemented by a small number of intuitive 
hypotheses. The models can then be tested for their 
ability to explain observed relationships. Such an 
approach is being used increasingly in cement and 
concrete research [1].

In advancing understanding of cement and concrete 
technology, it is necessary to understand the 
reactions with water of cement particles, 
individually and in groups, and the development of 
microstructure in hardened cement pastes. Much 
recent research has contributed towards this goal 
[2], but few of the studies have been directed 
towards the development of simulation models for 
hydrating cements. Models are being developed in 
our laboratory for the hydration of tricalcium 
silicate (CgS) particles [3, 4] and for the 
development of microstructure in C3S pastes 
[5]. These are intended to be evolutionary steps 
towards the development of a "macromodel" [1] to 
describe the changes that take place when multiphase 
cements react to form the matrix in hardened 
concrete, and the subsequent reactions which affect 
its long term performance.

The microstructure model [5] simulates development 
of microstructure during the hydration of CgS 
following the flow chart in Fig. 2. The model 
begins by calculating the spatial distribution of 
a chosen volume of particles in a defined volume. 
The free space is filled with water and then the • 
water-filled space is gradually filled by hydration 
products from reactions following predefined rules. 
The calculations account for all the material in 
the system at various degrees of reaction; the 
results are stored in a numerical data file that 
can be used to produce various types of output. A 
typical output is a graphical representation of , 
the distribution of the material in a cross-section' 
of the volume (Fig. 3). Such an output may be 
used for visual comparison with scanning electron 
micrographs of sections of hardened pastes. The 
data file contains information about microstructural 
features that, presumably, govern properties or 
phenomena of interest, such as porosity, permeability 
modulus of elasticity, and fracture. The model 
consists of many subroutines which can be modified 
as new insights become available. This flexibility 
opens up many possibilities for collaborative 
research.

The model simulating development of microstructure 
is presently being linked to a model for chemical 
changes taking place during hydration of cements 
containing polymi neral lie particles, thus producing 
a more comprehensive model for the hydration of 
portland cements. The combined model will provide 
an improved representation of the chemical and 
kinetic aspects of the hydration reactions and t. 
effects on microstructure development.



It is intended that these models will have input 
from many researchers, either through their direct 
participation in the model development or through 
participation in scientific and technical committees 
on the mathematical modeling of cement hydration,

Figure 2. Flow chart for a comprehensive computer 
simulation model of microstructure and property 
development of cement pastes. Most of the small 
boxes represent subroutines which perform operations 
on different aspects of the microstructure under the 
control of the control program. Subroutines can be 
changed to invoke different assumptions and processes. 
In using the model, the microstructure undergoes 
incremental small changes at a rate controlled by a 
kinetics subroutine. The calculated microstructure 
can be used to produce a graphic output or as input 
to calculations of bulk properties.

Figure 3. Graphic display of a cross-section of the 
calculated microstructure from a computer simulation. 
This cross-section is of a tricalcium silicate paste 
with w/s = 0.5 and a 42% degree of hydration. Solid 
“•ack circles represent anhydrous C3S; grey areas, 

hexagons, CH crystals (calculated as spheres);
and black lines, original boundaries of C3S particles.

e.g. RILEM Committee 68-MMH [2] and Sub-Committee
225.1 of the American Concrete Institute (ACI). 
Because constraints on resources make it unlikely 
that many such models will be developed in the 
near future, it is desirable that interested 
researchers should have an opportunity to share in 
the development and use of the model. : м this 
might be done is discussed further in the section 
entitled Computer Networking.

3. KNOWLEDGE-BASED EXPERT SYSTEMS

Whereas most chemical and physical simulation models 
are deterministic, there is growing recognition of 
the need to develop stochastic models for the 
representation of real phenomena [6]. Alsa, much 
important knowledge falls in the category of expert 
opinion and, within the last twenty years, sub
stantial progress has been made in developing, for 
practical application, computer programs incorpora
ting expert opinion. Such programs are referred to 
as "knowledge-based expert systems" or "expert 
systems," with pioneering applications being in 
medical diagnosis and the analysis of mass spectra
[7].  Expert systems are difficult and costly to 
develop, but their potential for improving the 
quality of decisions is high.

Recently, Clifton, Oltikar, and Johnson [8] 
developed a prototype expert system, DURCON (from 
DURable CONcrete), for selecting materials for 
producing durable concrete. DURCON is an inter
active computer program that assists in designing 
concrete for use in a specified environment and in 
selecting appropriate materials and proportions 
for use in a trial mixture.' It includes durability 
as regards freezing and thawing, corrosion of 
reinforcing steel, chemical attack, and alkali
aggregate reaction. DURCON is based on the American 
Concrete Institute (ACI) Guide to Durable Concrete 
[9], the most authoritative document on durable 
concrete published by the ACI. It is being developed 
in cooperation with the ACI Committee 201 on 
Durability, and a number of experts on durability 
have contributed ideas and critically reviewed the 
system. It is hoped and expected that the completed 
expert system will be’approved by a consensus of 
the ACI committee and will be recognized as a 
standard equivalent to the guide on which it is 
based.

Among the benefits of an expert system are that it 
can:

1) provide an easy-to-use representation of 
expert knowledge,

2) assist in the making of decisions on complex 
problems,

3) draw attention to gaps in knowledge and to 
research needs, and

4) provide an educational tool.

NBS has recently begun the development of another 
expert system, based on the ACI Guide to the Selectioi 
and Use of Cements [lOj. Like DURCON, this .is being 
developed with the collaboration of an ACI committee, 
in this case ACI 225 on Hydraulic Cements. This 
raises the question of whether there should be a



group of complementary expert systems, each repre
senting one or more aspects of concrete technology, 
which could be used separately or together for 
solving a specific problem or, perhaps, as a con
venient representation of a code of practice, e.g. 
ACI 318 [11]. Some possible topics for expert 
systems which might become components of a larger 
system representing a code of practice for concrete, 
or a commentary on a code, are: 1) definition of 
service conditions, 2) materials selection, 
3) mixture design, 4) expected life, 5) construction 
requirements, 6) general requirements, 7) structural 
systems or elements, 8) condition assessment, 9) 
protective measures, and 10) repair procedures.

Currently, expert systems depend heavily on the 
knowledge which experts have gained from experience. 
However, they have the potential for incorporating 
simulation models (Fig. 1) to help improve the 
recommendations they make. Expert systems can also 
be used to improve the efficiency of simulation 
models, as by application of pre-established rules 
to the selection of parameters.

As with simulation models, the large effort required 
to develop an expert system makes it desirable that 
many researchers have an opportunity to share in its 
development, evaluation,' and use. Computer 
networking should facilitate this.

An important question which cannot be overlooked is 
that of liability for errors in decisions arrived at 
with the help of an expert system. If the expert 
system was developed by a consensus process in an 
authoritative standards organization, then the 
expert system may be considered as a new type of 
standard. The users and developers of a standard 
expert system would, presumably, have similar 
liabilities for faulty decisions to the developers 
and users of other standards. The situation could 
well be much more complicated if a faulty decision 
was attributed to a less-openly developed expert 
system.

4. DATABASES

Simulation models and expert systems require data 
and other knowledge to make them useful. In this 
paper, “data" refers to information in the form of 
numerical quantities relating to a material or 
system, and "knowledge" refers to all forms of 
information, including text, images, and data. 
For convenience, "databases" will be used to refer 
to any computer-based collection of knowledge, not 
only numerical data. Text and images are often of 
less certain origin than data, but they may be 
equally valuable in decision-making. The costs 
involved in establishing databases have required 
decisions concerning their scope and usefulness. 
Although it is evident that much knowledge is 
worth recording, it is often difficult to justify 
the cost. However, advances in the recording of 
sound and images (e.g. laser video-disc recording) 
and in database management systems [12] are reducing 
the cost of databases by making them easier to 
produce and maintain.

Prioritizing and structuring knowledge for 
possible use in a database may be viewed in 
terms of its potential usefulness in aiding 
the development of a simulation model, an 

expert system, or both. A model or expert 
system may itself be used to establish priorities 
and structure. Thus, new knowledge may be checked 
using a model or expert system for consistency 
with what is already known.

Examples of MBS contributions to the databases for 
cement science are the revisions of the phase 
diagrams for the C-S-H [13, 14] and C-A-5-H [15] 
systems. This work provides fundamental data 
needed for simulation models of cement hydration 
and, possibly, for expert systems. Although the 
phase diagrams are of great importance as repre
sentations of the phase relationships governing 
the cement hydration reactions, their critical 
evaluation and improvement have been slow in recent 
years. Their usefulness will be increased through 
the use of computers to store and display them in 
new, more convenient ways.

In addition to the phase diagrams, NBS has a 
substantial database on the properties and laboratory 
test performance of cements in the Cement and 
Concrete Reference Laboratory [16], CCRL, sponsored 
by the ASTM Committees C-l on Cements and C-9 on 
Concrete and Concrete Aggregates. The database 
consists of many replicate sets of results from 
ASTM standard tests on carefully-homogenized, 
commercial portland cements used in the CCRL 
Proficiency Sample Program [17]. In principle, 
the database is available for use by standards 
developing committees, or other interested parties. 
The database includes only the results of ASTM 
standard tests, and has no information on the 
phase compositions of the cements other than 
calculated potential compound compositions. To 
help overcome this deficiency of current ASTM 
tests, task groups on phase analysis of clinkers 
and cements have been set up in ASTM Subcommittee 
C-l.23 on Chemical Analysis (of cements). The 
task groups are developing standard practices for 
quantitative phase analysis by x-ray diffraction 
and by light microscopy and have stimulated an , 
NBS project to prepare a standard reference material 
(SRM) for clinker phase analysis. Results of 
these activities will strengthen the value of 
computer databases based on ASTM tests by making 
it possible to characterize cements more precisely.

5. COMPUTER NETWORKING

The benefits of knowledge increase with its 
accessibility and reliability. New technology to 
communication between computers is facilitating 
transmission of data between researchers and , 
increasing the possibilities for their participa 
in reviewing and sharing data. The increased e 
and speed of communication will bring new 
opportunities for world-wide collaboration among 
cement researchers, and should stimulate greats 
cooperation in planning research and sharing re 
results. Such cooperation is likely to have a 
enormous impact on the collective rate of prog e; 
in cement research by helping overcome ineff1 rej 
resulting from the limited resources being sc 
among many relatively small research groups.

If researchers are willing to avail themselv 
the opportunities, it is likely that researc 
activities in different laboratories will oe 
increasingly complementary. This can be



accomplished through the exchange of ideas at 
the planning stage and through the exchange of 
data. Through exchanges of this sort, it is 
possible to envision cement research moving into 
an era characterized by "hyperintelligence" as 
defined by Bugliarello [18]. The concept is that 
groups of individuals may be able to act as though 
possessing an enhanced intelligence because of 
ability to share knowledge easily and rapidly.

As a step towards establishment of a computer network 
among cement and concrete researchers, NBS is 
operating an electronic bulletin board (EBB) [19] 
for exchange of information regarding the expert 
system development. It allows participants to 
communicate with each other using personal computers 
connected by the telephone'system. In this way, a 
computer conference can take place with participants 
commenting on, and recommending improvements to, the 
expert system. In the same way, the bulletin board 
may, eventually, provide access to the expert system, 
or other programs, for purposes of development or 
practical use.

The possibilities provided by computer networking 
complement, or multiply, those derived from the 
development and use of simulation models, expert 
systems, and databases without such a network.

6. DISCUSSION

Knowledge systems for cement and concrete science and 
technology depend on knowledge produced in the 
laboratory and in the field. A system for managing 
the knowledge facilitates its use and increases its 
value; however, it cannot be justified without the 
necessary knowledge. Furthermore, such a system 
must continue to be supplied with new information 
through laboratory and field research.

The biggest problem in predicting the performance 
of concrete is the lack of a sufficient database 
on field performance. This is an area where 
computers can be expected to make an important 
contribution which will be facilitated if a 
standard format for recording the field performance 
of structures can be made available.

As the knowledge system becomes better integrated 
and more coherent, research needs will become more 
clearly defined. For example, the development of 
the expert system DURCON has shown where more 
information onalkali-silica reactions is needed. 
Thus, improved methods for handling knowledge can 
increase the need for research by increasing the 
value of its results. The computer plays a vital 
role in this process by increasing the sophistica
tion of the measurements and by facilitating the 
storage and retrieval of data. In view of the 
great advances in the technology, it seems that the 
time is now right for a workshop or conference to 
be held to discuss the planning and implementation 
of a knowledge system such as is discussed in the 
present paper. We are planning such a workshop.

7- CONCLUSIONS

The impact of computers on cement research is 
Accelerating. Simulation models for the reactions 
of cements with water and expert systems relating 

to cement and concrete are being developed at the 
same time that database and networking technologies 
are undergoing rapid growth. Taken together, these 
developments provide new opportunities for 
collaboration among cement researchers in activities 
that will lead to still more rapid progress in 
cement and concrete science and technology.
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MECHANOCHEMICAL ACTIVATION OF MATERIALS IN CEMENT MANUFACTURE

Meciianochemical activation has been re
ported for a number of materials being 
subjected to jet grinding, such as sand, 
limesand mixes, slag portland cement, 
straight cement, bellte slurry, and high 
alumina cement. Jet grinding has been re
vealed to improve compressive strength ra
tings of the cement by 5 to 10 MPa on ave
rage. The reason for this increase lies in 
a more uniform grain size distribution of 
cement and the modified surface morphology 
of cement grains which Include reentrant 
angle s /1, 2/.

This report is devoted to the mechano
chemical activation of cement raw mate
rials and clinkers in jet mills (table 1) 
operating with two counter streams of ma
terial whose particles are accelerated to 
supersonic speeds by gaseous fluids, air 
and water steam, carrying them.

The grinding of certain raw materials 
and their mixes in a model MSP-0.5 jet 
mill provided an almost 100% yield in the 
1-40Jim fraction range (table 2). As a 
result a 100 °C lower temperature can be 
afforded in the calcination zone of pilot 
rotary kilns, as compared with the tempe
ratures needed to calcine the ball-mill 
ground mixes, the respective clinkering 
rate constant being also increased 2 to 7 
times (table 3). The resultant clinkers ex
hibited an increased dislocation density 
on the chippings (table 4) which led to a 
23-day compressive strength of this cement 
being Increased by 5 to 15 MPa.

The largest increment of strength was 
exhibited by cements prepared from the raw 
mixes in which one component was jet—grind
ed (carbonaceous or agrillacious) and the 
other component was ball—mill grinded, the 
specific surface of the cements being about 
3000 cm2/g (table 5). For higher specific 
surface figures of 4000 and 5000 cm /g, a 
certain decrease was noted of the positive 
effect of jet grinding on cement strength 
ratings. Moreover, a further grinding of 
clinkers manufactured from jet milled raw 
materials, performed in a laboratory jet

Table 1
Technical Data on Soviet Jet Mills MSP-0.5 

and MSP-0.05

Description Units MSP-0.05 MSP-0.5

Original lump 
size

mm 5 7

Grinding com
partment 
length/dia-

mm 150/130 200/140

meter
Acceleration 
ducts length/ 
diameter

mm 20/16 40/32

Nozzle dia
meter

mm 4 5

Classifier 
type

impinge--swirling

Carrier fluid air air or steam
Input fluid 
pressure

atm 4-5 4-5 6-7

Fluid tem
perature

°C 20-25 20-25 230

Capacity t/hr 0.05 0.5
Specific 
energy re-

kWhr/t 300 200

qulrements 
for clinker
grinding
Fluid rate m^/min 1.1 0.7 '

Table 2
Size Distribution of Jet Ground Raw 

Materials

2mill, to a fineness of 4000 cm/g failed to 
result in an additional increment of strength 
as compared with the ball milling of the sa
me clinkers (table 5)»

It was found, however, that the jet grin
ding of cements of diverse compound composi
tions in steam carrier fluid increased the 
compressive strength ratings as compared 
with that of ball-mill grinded cements

Component Persent age of fraction range 
shown

5 J* 5-20 Ji 20-30 ji 30-40 Ji

Chalk 0.3 0.5 8.2 91.0
Clay 0.1 25.0 23.4 51.5
Sand 1.4 3.1 38.1 57-4
Pirite cinder 0.3 0.9 2.6 96.2



Table 3
Kinetics of Lime Assimilation in Raw Mixes of Ball and Jet Grinding Processes

Grind Per- Bound CaO, %, after Clinkering rate constant (after Carter
process cent 30 min conditioning Valency)k x 10-4, at shown T, °C
type R on at indicated T, °C

sieve 1000 1100 1200 1300 1000 110O. 1200 13ОО
ball 14.4 23.5 18.6 15.2 4.3 5.5 20.0 28.0 96.0
inter
ground 
jet

1.3 is .9 17.2 14.9 2.8 19.7 23.4 30.0 119.0

sepa
rate 
jet

0.5 1B.4 14.9 13.5 2.3 20.3 29.6 34.З 131.0

jet + 2.2 15.9 15.2 14.3 1.6 27.5 29.8 32.9 15О.О
clay 
ball 
chalk

Table 4
Dislocation Density on Ghippings of Various Size Clinker Grains

Grind 
process 
type

Dislocati on count,JU , • for Indicated grain size, mm Count 
level1-2 2-3 3-5 5-7 7-10 10

0.34 0.77 0.74 0.70 О.59 0.51 min
ball mill 1.83 1.64 1.29 1.96 1.29 1.05 max

I.34 1.21 1.02 1.33 ' О.94 0.78 av.

0.84 0.70 0.83 1.35 1.20 1.3З min
jet mill 2.05 1.38 2.36 2.09 1.88 2.10 max

I.45 1.04 1.62 1.72 I.54 I.74 av.
•Note: determined by the secant line method for each fraction.

(table 6). The highest effect of the mecha
noactivation, 120 MPa, was noted for beli- 
te-aluminate cement, the lowest effect was 
identified for alite cements, independent 
of their CjA content. Conversely, for alite 
jet-mill cements, a 4 to 5 MPa increase in 
early strength of up to 3 day old mortars 
domihated over the strength increments of 
other cements.

One of the reasons why jet grinding of 
cements increases the compressive strength 
ratings may be attributed to a growth (up 
to BO %) of the yield of the 5-30jim frac
tion over the 50 % content of this frac
tion in the ball grinded product (table 7).

When the carrier fluid was cold air, no 
effect of mechanoactivation was recorded

after jet grinding of both bellte and alite 
clinkers (table 6), which may be traced to 
a more extensive carbonation of new forma
tions which occur in the grinding under the 
impact of the air moisture.

Jet grinding is able to promote the ce
ment into the next higher compressive 
strength brand (due to a 50 kgf/cm2 in
crease in the strength) provided the jet 
fluid is chosen appropriately. In view of 
a higher water requirement of jet-ground 
cements, the efficient application of this 
grinding method calls for a separate study*
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Physico-mechanical Tests of Ball and Jet Ground Cements

Raw mix Strength, ИРа, at age (days) indicated

Table 5

grinaing 
process bending compressive

1 3 7 28 1 3 7 28
Ball mill grinding to 3OOO cm^/g fineness

1 ball 1.7 4.3 5.8 7.З 7.2 28.4 40.9 67-5
2 joint jet 1.9 5.1 6.8 7.2 8.6 З1.7 45.8 68.4
5 separate jet 3.7 5.9 6.4 7.9 20.6 45.О 56.6 68.8
4 jet chalk+ball clay 3«3 6.З 7.З 8.6 16.8 41.2 57.6 84.5
5 ball chalk+jet clay 2.8 6.2 7.З 7-9 12.0 38.1 57.З 80.4

Ball mill grinding to 4OOO cm2/g fineness
1 ball 2.4 4.3 6.3 7.5 12.0 З4.5 46.8 72.7
2 joint jet 4.8 6.2 6.6 7-9 26.0 46.9 59-1 7З.7
3 separate jet 5.0 6.7 7.5 8.2 27.I 40.5 59-9 81.0
4 jet chalk+ball clay 3-9 6.5 7.6 7.8 18.5 42.8 59.0 81.5
5 ball chalk+jet clay З.2 5.З 7.0 8.2 16.8 37*6 55.7 80.0

Ball.-mill grinding to 5OOO cm2/g fineness
1 ball 2.8 4.3 6.З 7.5 13.6 36-9 47.4 68.4
2 joint jet 5.1 6.8 7.5 7.5 34.6 52.2 62.5 76.7
3 separate jet 5.2 7.0 7.1 7.9 З2.5 51.1 62.0 71.9
4 jet chalk+ball clay 5.0 7.O 7.5 8.4 ЗЗ.5 50.9 64.3 71.2
5 ball chalk+jet clay 4.2 6.0 6.6 8.1 25.6 43.2 52.8 70.0

Jet grinding to 4000 сш^1^ fineness
1 ball ' 2.9 4.3 8.2 9-2 14.7 35.6 55.2 74.1
2 joint jet 3.8 6.7 7.7 9-2 20.8 41.2 55-2 77.6
3 separate jet 2.9 5-9 7-6 8.8 25.8 З2.5 5I.6 64.4
4 jet chalk+ball clay З.З 6.6 8.7 8.9 17.6 37*7 58.7 74.I
5 ball chalk+jet clay 2.9 7.З 8.4 8.8 15.1 37*8 61.2 71-9

Physico-mechanical Tests of Various Jet and Ball Ground Cements
Table 6

Clinker Strength, nlPa, at age (days) indicated

composition, % bending compressive

No. c3s 02s C^A C4AF 1 3 7 28 1 3 7 28 '

Ball mill grinding
1 12 61 6 16 1.З 1*5 1.8 3-8 5-2 7.5 10.0 26.2
2 55 16 9 12 2.9 5.4 5.6 6.8 14.9 34.5 44.1 60.9
3 35 44 3 15 3.О 5-2 5-2 7-7 9.6 26.1 34.I 57-9
4 32 47 9 9 2.7 4.7 5-1 6.9 9.0 21.9 33-1 54-7
5 65 16 4 13 З.З 5*8 6.9 7-9 12.4 31.6 46.8 65-7
6 55 18 10 14 2.6 6.0 6.5 7.4 9-5 ЗО.8 45-6 64-5



Table 6

Clinker Strength, itPa, at age (days) indicated

c onjjositi on 1 bending compressive

No.
Э

c2s C4AF 1 3 7 28 1 3 7 28

Air-jet grinding
1 12 61 6 16 1.5 1.7 1.9 З.З 5.2 7*7 9* 3 25.1
2 55 18 9 12 З.З 5.3 6.0 7.З 17*2 35.1 42 .8 58*9

Steam-jet grinding
5 55 44 3 15 2.9 5.7 5.8 8.2 9.4 27.6 30 .9 62.4
4 32 47 9 9 3.1 4.9 5-5 8.3 10.5 29.8 38 .4 66.6
5 65 16 4 13 З.З 7.З 6.4 8.9 21.8 45.6 54 .6 69*7
6 55 18 10 14 4.3 6.9 7.1 8.8 18.1 42.2 57 .2 69*9

Table 7
Grain Size Distribution for Various Cements

Olin- Weig tit percentage for indicated grain size range (j.i )

No. 1 1-5 5-7 7-10 10-15 15-20 2О-5О 50-60 50 60

Ball mill grinding
1 7.8 11.7 9-3 IS«? 4.9 9.8 I5.2 I7.7 27*6 9*9
2 7.7 4.4 10.8 7.З 8.3 12.7 I7.I 2О.5 51.7 11.2

5 22.1 3.9 6.1 3.1 18.3 7-4 4.8 27.З 24.3 7.O
4 20.7 1.3 9.4 9-9 16.6 9-9 З.З 25.4 28.7 3*3
5 ig.b 4.0 7.6 9.8 18.3 10.2 11.0 13.1 19.5 6.4
6 19-3 З.О 4.2 8.4 19.З 8.4 8.4 22.6 29.О 6.4

Jet grinding
1 4.4 7.5 8.5 17.O 28.7 16.5 2.7 14.2 14.7 0*5
2 9-5 4.6 IO.3 9-8 16.0 16.5 7*7 22.5 25*5 3*o
3 19.9 З.1 12.0 15.7 23.I 6.8 17.8 1.6 1.6 -
4 34.6 2.1 2.1 31.4 24.6 4.2 1.0 - — ■■

5 21.5 1.0 14.1 5-8 ЗО.9 20.4 2.1 4.2 4.2 -
6 17.8 6.3 8.4 16.2 28.3 15.2 5*2 2.6 2.6 -
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EVALUATION OF REOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENT PASTE AND CONCRETE 
WITH HELP OF COMPUTERS

The development of computer technic dis
covers the possibility to further improve
ments of technological recalculations to ob
tain higher quality of production and eco
nomic benefits. Computerisation of concre
te technology has a great importance, par
ticularly in the conditions of increasing 
the deviation in properties of raw mate
rials (different chemical and fine-grounded 
admixtures, secondary industrial raw mate
rials), and complicated technology (appli
cation of robots, new ways of mix activa
tion, new casting equipment and ways of con
crete set). Operation of technology on the 
base of wldeer computer application will gi
ve a guaranteed quality of the fresh con
crete mix and a quality of hardened concre
te for different conditions of precast con
crete constructions.

Additionally computerisation of Industry 
needs a new approach to evaluation of in
fluence of cement, aggregates and other fac
tors on the rheological characteristics of 
concrete mix. Vor the first time we are in
terested not in general estimation of mate
rial utility for concrete, but quantitative 
evaluation of one or another factor on rheo
logical characteristics of concrete, setting 
time, hardness and concrete strength at par
ticular age.

There are wide applications of mathemati
cal models in technological recalculations 
la the Soviet Union, which allow to obtain.

with the help of experiments planning 
and standard means of materials tests, tests 
of fresh concrete mix and hardened concrete

2, 3, 5). However, these methods are sui
table for accepted conditions and alterna
tion of raw materials and technology needs 
its great adjustment. Therefore it remains 

an actual task of discovering a new crite
rion of evaluation cement and aggregate in
fluence on characteristics of concrete mix 

and relations, which give us a possibility 
to describe characteristics of cement paste 

and concrete mix of different compositions 
th general form. This is more important in 

conditlisas of increased raw material resour— 

ces for concrete and large utilisation of 
different water—reducers and cosplex admix
tures on their base.

With addition of water-reducers and &u- 
perplasticizers to cement paste either ef
ficiency or influence on fluidity (SI) of 
cement paste and rate of admixture (D) de
pend on type of admixture arid quality of 
cement. However, the slope of. curves SI—f Q) 
is similar in all cases (Fig. 1), and only 
parameters of these curves are different. 
We can see three areas on these eurves. At 
the first area the quantity of water-redu
cer is yet not enough for an influence on 
all the cement grains and admixture effi
ciency is nBgllgible. Slight fluidising ef
fect is gained at the area HD, when the 
continuous lajyer of <water-jr®dueer is deve
loped on the cement grains surfaces. Opti
mum cement rate aecoiinting far itscbnical 
and economic factors lays in the limits of 
this area. The efficiency of admixture >gra— 
dually decreases at tts area 1№1. Physic al 
and chemical factors wb'i ch deitoxminate the 
slope and paraneters of curves Sl=f((Dj for 
different types of water-reducers are dif
ferent, however, the el<ope <of curves haviLng 
a great import ance f or mathematic al predic
tion of admixture efficiency looks alite.. 
This gives us a possibility to approximate 
in calculation of the function .31=10) at 
ths area -111 with the help of follew Ing ex
pressions

31 = ELjKg (D ■* a) 

wher.es — coefficient of water-red liner 
influence on fluidity of cement paste:; 
JKg - coefficient accounted for the in-fl на пся 
of cement;; a - constant.

Coefficient can in .seme limits give 
us a characteristic of the water-reducer 
efficiency:; the bigger coefficient,, the hig
her fluidising effect. Coeffioie.nt in
general, determines the possibility app-
llcating an admixture for a given cemnt^ 
its increasing shows a higher efficiency cf 
•an admixture in the cement paste of a given 



cement.
It’s recommended to held out comparison 

tests of small volumes to get useful data 
for calculations» As a standard one could 
apply data of a well-known water-reducer or 
data of agreed standard curve. It’s recom
mended to discuss possible parameters of 
such a curve at the congress»

However, there are some limits of infor
mation concerning influence of water-redu
cers on cement pastes for prediction of 
rheological characteristics. One should men
tion the structure of concrete mix, charac
teristics of aggregates, quantity of cement. 
The aggregate influences on rheological cha
racteristics of the mix. This aggregate in
fluence is practically impossible to evalu
ate on the base of its size, pore volume and 
other standard characteristics only. The 
appointed Integral criterion - ’’water con
sumption of aggregate” - gives a more accu
rate evaluation and this criterion obtained 
from estimation of water consumption of ce
ment paste, mortar and concrete mix of equal 
fluidity determine relative increase of wa
ter-cement ratio which applied for compari
son of structural role of the aggregate. In 
account of water consumption of the aggre
gate it’s possible to estimate the efficient 
water-cement ratio which characterizes the 
behaviour of the cement paste and the con
crete mix (1, 4).

The influence of water-reducing admixtu
res on rheological characteristics of a con
crete mix could be accounted for with the 
help of a special coefficient the same way 
as with the cement paste which is determi
ned with comparison tests. It substantially 
simplifies accounts and gives us a possibi
lity to use one method of prediction of the 
rheological characteristics of concrete mix 
for application of different water-reducers.

In the base of this proposal lays an ex
perimentally stated fact that water-reducers 
don’t alter their character of relation bet
ween the concrete mix fluidity and water 
consumption, but alter parameters of rela
tive curves only (Fig. 2, 3). Addition of 

water-reducer increases fluidity of the 
concrete mix and decreases water consump
tion of the concrete mix of equal fluidi
ty. If known that admixture decreases wa
ter consumption of the concrete mix by 10 
or 20% then we can describe corresponding 
curves which have the same behaviour as 
the curve for the concrete mix without an 
admixture but with different parameters, 
and determine water consumption with the 
help of these curves to obtain a given flui
dity of the concrete mix. While applying 
complex chemical admixtures the Influence 
on water consumption of concrete mix is 
possible to evaluate the type and rate of 
the water-reducing coponent.

The influence of water-reducing admixtu
res on water consumption of a concrete mix 
is possible to evaluate with the coefficient 
which shows an amount of decreased water 
content at equal fluidity of mix in the 
presence of an admixture.

100 - дВ 
= в /В = ---------s 100

where B_
8

- water consumption of concrete
mix in the presence of an admixture, ß - 
ter consumption of a concrete mix without 
admixture; В - reduction of water consump
tion of concrete mix with of an admixture.

I

Coefficient <ä determines slope of the 
curve 81 = (B) and efficiency of admixture. 
This coefficient depends on the type and 
rate of an admixture and the quality of an 
applied cement.

Fluidity of a concrete mix increases 
with an admixture rate. The behaviour of 
the curve 81 =(D) is similar to the curve 
of the cement paste and has same characte
ristic areas. Optimal admixture rate is 
usually admitted at the upper side of the 
area 11 (higher increase of fluidity with 
the rate of an admixture), but to some Ü“ 
mits could be influenced by some other fac
tors: necessity of high development of con
crete strength, guarantee of no bleeding of 
concrete mix, economic benefits, etc.

Comparison of different water-reducing 



admixtures in optimal rates gives us a pos
sibility to divide them into several clas
ses by its efficiency of influence on the 
rheological properties of a concrete mixs 
water-reducers,which decrease watet content

5£t mm

Fig« 1. Influence of water-reducer rate 
on a slump of cement pastes 1-ce- 
ment paste with 10% of C^A in ce
ment and the admixture "40-03";
2- same as above, but 4% of C^A;
3- ceinent paste with 4% oc C^A 
and the admixture "10-03"

FiS« 2. Influence of the type of water-re
ducer on water consumption of the 
concrete mixs 1-concrete mix with 
superplasticizer C-3; 2-same as 
above, but withCÄE ; 3~same as 
above, but without admixture

On 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25% in mixtures of 
equal fluidity. Coefficient X will be al
tering the range from 0,95 to 0,75, cor
respondingly, we need a quantitative value

Fig. 3. Influence of the superplasticizer 
C-3 on the relation between water 
consumption of the concrete mix 
and cement consumption! 1-concrete 
mix in presence of superplastici
zer; 2-concrete mix without an ad
mixture

T ab le 1

Type of superplas
ticizer

V/ater- 
c erne nt 
ratio

'.Vater reduc
tion in mi
xes with 
equal flui
dity, %

Reference concrete 
mix without admix
ture 0,425 ■
C-3 (USSR) . 0,32 24,3
30-03 (USSR) 0,315 26,0
KM-30 (USSR) 0,31 27,2
10-03 (USSR) 0,31 27,2
Mighty (Japan) 0,315 26

БП -1 (Bulgary) 0,32 24,3
Melment (ERG) 0,32 24,8
Super (USA) 0,313 25,3

of the coefficient for computer calcüla- 
tions, but not the nature of the admixture. 
Different admixtures of one class will be 
presented by one coefficient in calcula
tions.

Sxperiments have shown that admixtures 
of the different chemical composition, but 
one and the same class of influence had a 
relatively small deviation in the reduced



Table 2

Cement com
position, %

Average water reduction in 
mixes of equal fluidity in 
the presence of superplasti- 
clzer "Ю-ОЗ", %

C-,S p D
0,5 0,75 1 1,25

49 6 13 23 28 33
40 в 17 22 27 32
33 10 15 19 24 29

water (Table 1)»
The comparisons were taken with one 

rate of superplasticizer 10 and fluidity 
of the concrete mix 5 cme Cement consump
tion was 500 kg/m5, r = 0,32. Similar re
sults were obtained by the small correla
tion of admixture rate.

Influence of mineralogical composition 
of cement on the efficiency of the super
plasticizer was smaller then the rate of 
admixture (Table 2). This can be accepted 
by coefficient ß excluded in terms of cor
responding correlation of admixture rate, 
e.g. with aluminate cement the quantity of 
superplasticizer could be increased by 
0,1-0,2% of cement weight.

To get proof of the water-reducers effi
ciency it's necessary to develop a standard 
method of comparison tests. This gives us a 
possibility to design mathematical models 
with appllcationof such arguments as cement 
paste-consumption, water consumption of 
aggregate, effective water-cement ratio of 
the cement paste and concrete mix, coeffi
cients of water-reducer efficiency,^ and 
fi. Experimental calculations show the pos
sibility of accurate prediction of rheolo
gical properties of the concrete mix with 
the help of one model, when different ce
ments, admixtures, and aggregates are app
lied. Correspondingly the reversal task of 
concrete mix design In the function of gi
ven rheological properties were carried out 
more accurately and the possibility of ef
fective monitoring of precast concrete and 
concrete construction process has become a 
reality. We can Immediately react to the 

slightest alternations in raw materials 
properties and obtain high quality of con
struction with minimal consumption of ce
ment and reduced costs with the help of 
computers.
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CERTAINS ASPECTS DE L'ACTIVATION LORS DE L'OBTENTION DU LIANT SANS CLINKER OL

Il eat connu que les substances peu so
lubles se caracterIsent des propri6t6s d6- 
terminees de I1acidity ou basicity de la 
surface, qui peuvent etre renforcees par le 
traitement thermique ä 413-773K [ij*

Cette technique ete utilises pour la ma
ture sulfatocalcique - phosphogypse - qu* 
est sous-produit de la production chlmlque»

Active par son acidity, la forme du 
phosphogypse a 6tudl6e ä la temperature 
differente du traitement sur des syst^mes- 
modeles - suspensions - de rapport phos- 
phogypse/eau = 1:10, par mesure ä 1’alde de 
pH-metrmllllvoltmdtre. La variation de la 
concentration des Ions H* dans les suspen
sions en fonctlon de la temp6rature du 
traitement du phosphogypse montre qu’elle 
attelnt sa valeur maximale ä 673K [2j.

Les rdsultats de la spectroscopic In
frarouge et de 1’analyse des phases aux 
rayons X ont mis en evidence la deshydra- 
tlon du phosphogypse lots du traitement 
thermique ä 673K et la transformation du 
reseau cristallln du gypse dlhydrate en 
structure d*anhydrite - apparition de la 
rale d'absorption 620 cm"\ disparitlon de 
la rale 1636 cm-^« On note aussl la ргёэеп- 
ce du sulfate de calcium en forme hydra
tee - Са30д/0,5 HgO - lea rales d'absorp
tion dans la region de 3615, 3546, 1620 cm-'*. 
L'apparltlon de 1’anhydrite est nettement 
observes sur les diffractogrammes par les 
rales 3,95; 3,49; 2,33; 1,97; 1,75; 
1,65*1O~10 m.

La presence du gypse en forme semihydra
tee 3,43; 3,10; 2,80; 2,35; 1,35; 1,70x10"10m 
У est aussl constatee

Selon les donn^es de 1*analyse thermique 
differentielle le phosphogypse pretraite ä 
673K par rapport au phosphogypse, revele un 
effet endothermique tres faible dans la pla
ge de 423- ä -473K qui eat 116 ä la deshyd- 
ratatlon du gypse semihydrat6, presente en 
Phosphogypse en quantite peu considerable, 
Ьа perte de 1’eau fait ici 0,75/6» Les etudes 
Physicochimiques ont mis en Evidence que le 
Phosphogypse traite ä 673K est presente par 
d'env, 35% de 1'anhydrite et par 15% du gyp

se semlhydrat^»
L'analyse 61ectronlque st6r6omicrosco- 

plque a montree que Le traitement du phoa- 
phogypse ä 673K varle entldrement la forme 
de ses crlstaux. Du phosphogypse aux grands 
crlstaux lamellalres 11 se transforms aux 
plus petltes partlcules de differentes di
mensions, parml lesquelles on distingue 
aussl les crlstaux lamellalres, male de 
molndres dimensions (fig. 1b).

Le nouveau prodult obtenu - le phos
phoanhydrite - a et6 utilise pour 1'activa
tion de la pate de n6ph61ine (sous-produit 
de la production de L'alumlne), comprenant 
jusqu’ä 35% de ^-CjS. L*activation de la 
pate de n6ph611ne est nöcessltee par 1'ab
sence des proprietes llantes, car les grains 
de J3 -CgS, dont eile est composes, sont 
entoures des enveloppes flnement agregees 
hydratäes. On a Introdult de 5 ä 15% de 
1'actlvateur lors du broyage de la pate de 
nepheline. La composition optimale du llant 
comprend 90% de la päte de n6ph611ne et 
ЛО?» du phosphoanhydrite. Kn resultat des 
6tudes on a obtenu le llant mixte dont 
I'activitd aprds 23 jours du durclssement 
etait comprise entre 32 et 36 MPa.

L*analyse physieo-chlmlque (des phases 
ä rayons X, ATD, IH-spectrometrle, Slectro- 
nlque-st6reomioroscop1que, petrographlque) 
a montre 1'augmentat Ion de la r6activlt6 
de la pate de nephdline en presence du 
phosphoanhydrite f3j. Sur les diffracto
grammes A 3 et 23 jours du durclssement on 
note en particuller la diminution des rales 
analytiques du silicate blcalclque: 1,93; 
2,02; 2.28; 2,19; 2,41; 2,54; 2,61; 2,74; 
2,79; 2,33; 3,O4x1O""1^ m pour la pate de 
пёрЬёНпе ас11уёе par rapport au Jä -CgS 
pur et A la pate de nAphellne InactlvAe. 
Аргёз 28 jours du durclssement on note sur 
les diffractogrammes l'apparltlon des re
flets se rapportant A la phase d'ettringite: 

—io9,6; 5,6; 3,95x10 m. Pour les produits 
de 1'hydratatlon du llant (de la pate de 
пёрЬёНпе avec phosphoanhydrite) A 1'age de 
3 jours on distingue sur les courbes d'ATD 
1'effet endothermique A 403K et 423K 116
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ä la perte de I'eau d*adsorption et la de
composition du gel de tobermorite. On peut 
supposer aussi dans 1*echantillon la pre
sence des petites quantites des hydrosili
cates mal cristallises, hautement basiques, 
pareils au tobermorite, et des hydrosili
cates de calcium-sodium (effets endother- 
miques faibles ä 869K et 1OO3K)« .

Sur les courbes d’ATD des produits de 
l’hydration du liant etalon (la pate de 
nepheline avec du gypse) on note les ef
fets endothermiques ä 423K, 4)3K, 931K et 
10?2K. Pour le liant activA les pertes de 
poids sont plus elevees (1,5 fols) que 
pour le liant £talon.

Les resultats de la spectrometrie in
frarouge prouvent aussi une grande inten- 
site du processus de l'hydratation du liant 
active.

Par comparaison au liant Atalon 1’ana
lyse petrographique a revele 1’augmenta
tion importante de nouvelles formations 
dans les produits de l'hydratation du liant 
de nepheline active vers 28 jours du dur- 
cissement. Les particules de la pate de 
nepheline semblent etre cristalloamorphes, 
car elles sont entourees par de masses 
compactes de nouvelles formations, compo- 
sees des hydrosilicates, des ecailles de 
Ca(0H)2, des grains du carbonate et 
d'ettringite.

Les photographies prises au stereomicro
scope Alectronique des produits de 1'hydra- 
tions du liant active apres 28 jours du 
durcissement (fig. 2a) montrent que la 
structure du liant active durci se carac- 
tArlse par les globules du gel C-S-H, liees 
aux grains de 1’ettringite. La structure 
correspond A la formation de gros agregats 
spheriques (ayant quelquefois la forme 
des disques), qui foment des liaisons 
avec des particules avoisinantes (germina
tions aux points de contact par gel C-S-H, 
ayant une forme morphologique de feuille). 
La structure du liant Atalon (fig. 2b) est 
globulaire par sa composition, mais friable, 
la consolidation est assures par germina
tion aux points de contact du gel, enve-

loppant les particules de la pierre de 
nepheline.

Les donnees d’experience citees mont
rent que 1'actlvateur obtenu-phosphoan- 
hydrite - influence la composante sill- 
ceuse de la pate de nephAline et elles 
permettent de croire possible 1'activation 
des materiaux au caractere inerte par 
rapport aux proprietes liantes par de cer
tains produits thermiquement traites.

Tig. 1. Structure du phosphogypse (a) et 
du phosphoanhydrite (b) sous micro
scope Alectronique, x1OOO.
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Fig. 2. Microphotographie 6Lectronlque de 
la rSplique de la surface de la 
plerre de la pate de n6pheline 
avec phosphoanhydrite (a) et gypse 
(b) apres 23 jours du durclsse- 
ment, хЗООО.

ции сульфато-нефелинового вяжущего - Цемент, 
IS85, й 2.
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PARTICbLARITES DE LA FORMATION DE STRUCTURE DANS LE CIMENT DURCI 
CONTENANT DES ALCALIS

La saniere traditionnelle chimico-mine- 
ralogique d’aborder un Probleme de la Syn
these de resistance du ciment durci ne per
met pas d’augmenter cons id erabl einen t l*ac- 
tivite des ciments calciques existants puis- 
que leur base consiste dans la realisation 
des proprietes d'hydratation des mineraux 
de clinker ä haute basicite qui est suivie 
de phdnomenes positifs comme negatifs.

L’experience accumulee pendant plus de 
20 ans de xecherches et d’exploitation dans 
le domains du ciment durci sur la base des 
systemes dispersifs ne contenant pas de mi- 
neraux ä haute basicite et utilisant, ä 
cote de la phase vitreuse, en qualite d’un 
constituent siliceux, des composes ä faible 
basicite avec C/S 2 montre (1, 2) que le 
resultat de la formation de structure se 
distingue qualitativement du resultat tra- 
ditionnel mentionne. Ges systemes, par sui
te de 1’augmentation du degre de condensa
tion anionique des tetraedres d ’aluminium 
et Silicium oxygenes, possedent une re
sistance elevee ä la destruction hydrolyti 
que tandis que 1’introduction dans le mi
lieu de gächage des alcalis ayant une ener
gie chimique considerable rend ces systemes 
tres actifs (3)«

Les proprietes du ciment durci alcalin 
se caracterisent par les parametres sui- 
vants; activite lors des essais standarti- 
ses - 80...140 Lffia; resistance ä la fle
xion - 6...14 iifh; resistance au gel -
700.. .1000 cycles; impermeabilite ä 1'eau - 
B10...B50; resistance ä la corrosion dans 
les milieux de sulfate Kc = 0,9 -1,2 (4). 
Suivant I’intensite d’accroissement de re
sistance (I jour - 25...55 МГЬ» 3 jours -
65.. .75 iviPa) les ciments se rapportent aux 
ciments ä durcissement super rapide et sui
vant le ddgagement de chaleur - aux ciments 
ä faibles temperatures.

La presence du cation alcalin conditio- 
nne les particularites des processus de la 
formation de structure des ciments en 
question (5). A la periods d’hydratation 
initiale, le cation alcalin joue un role 
d’un catalysateur en diminuant la concen

tration du CaO dans le liquide mere, main- 
tenant les forces ioniques du milieu de 
gächage necessaires ä la destruction des 
liaisons covalentes resistantes et en pre- 
nant part A. I’dvacuation des produits de 
destruction hors de la reaction grace aux 

. processus d’echanges des cations. Ges pro
duits sont des gels d’hydrosilicates con
tenant des agglomerations des hydrosilica
tes de calcium fibreux ä basse basicite 
d’un aspect commun OSH (B) et des inclu
sions des hydrogrenats ä composition va
riable ainsi que 1’acide silicique preci- 
pite.

A mesure du developpement des processus 
de condensation et de condensation-cristal- 
lisation, le constituant alcalin deviant un 
des elements-formateurs de structure du 
ciment durcissant. Les formations nouvelles 

■ alcalines sont analogues aux hydroalcunosi- 
licates alcalins de type des zeolites et 
des hydromicas ainsi qu’aux compositions 
mixtes alcalines-alcalino-terreuses - ana
logues aux naturelles ce qui predetermine 
leur durabilite et certaines autres pro
prieties (2). Selon les indices structuraux, 
ces phases, comme en cas du gel d’hydrosi
licate, se trouvent egalement longtemps en 
etat amorphe se condensant autour de la 
carcasse hydrosiliceuse dans les pores du 
ciment durci en augmentant avec cela la 
densite et l’impermeabilite ä 1’eau de ce 
dernier. La porosite du ciment durci conte
nant des alcalis est caracterisde par une 
teneur elevee en pores du gel dont le rayon 
et de 1,0 - 4,0 mm et par une teneur dimi- 
nuee en pores capillaires.

Selon nos recherches (6), les etats amor
phes et cristallins mdtastables de la struc
ture de la matiere minerale jouent un role 
particulier dans les processus de la forma
tion de structure du ciment durci. Ce role 
est conditionne par le fait que la matiere 
se trouvant dans I’etat mentionne est ca
racterisee, en comparaison avec la matiere 
cristalline stable, par un pouvoir energe- 
tique maximum et une density minimum. C ’est 
justement qa qui assure le processus de con
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Tableau
Legre de retablisseaent des liaisons structurales de la pierre de cimint obtenue par 

les formations nouvelles du ciment alcalin

Composition 
de la phase 
type gel

Cycles de 
pressage*

^сопгрг,, J,:Га-,
J> , g/.cm . ..

Ы PaPression,

50 100 500 400 500 1000

I
21,9 50,4 145,0 192,5 275,6 156,4

1,06 1,09 1,54 1,55 1,65 2,04

25,8 50,u 77,0 68,0 72,2 68,0
0,8CaO-Si02*2H20 II

1,08 1,09 1,58 1,59 1,65 2,06

24,0 25,4 67,8 71,0 70,0 46,7
III ■e. ■■.■■

1.09 1,11 1,49 1,76 1,90 2,12

9,4 22,2 52,1 58,8 67,9 69,1
I

1,11 1,2? 1,58 1,59 1,71 1,80

Nao0«AloUx»2Si0Q»2Ho0 d d э d d
9,0 20,6 55,8 104,0 125,0 171,0

II
0,89 1,02 1,54 1,47 1,58 1,77

7,55 17,7 55,5 50,7 58,1 28,1
III «■■■■■ —■■

0,89 1,02 1,54 1,47 1,58 1,77

55,5 15,8 15,2 12,0 10,8 10,2

Pertes de 1 ’eau zeolithique > %

■an cas des memes pressions, les echantillons du deuxieme pressage ont ete prepares ä par— 
tir de la matiere des echantillons du premier pressage et les echantillons du troisieae 
pressage — ä partir de la matiere des echantillons du deuxieme pressage»

densation (formation de structure) et qui 
se manifeste dans les interactions superfi- 
cielles, dans l'apparition des contacts de 
phase entre les particules ainsi que dans 
la diminution de volume du systems pour le 
compte de 1 ’augmentation de density de la 
matiere.

Outre la participation dans les proces
sus de formation de structure du ciment dur
ci d*un caractere d’hydratation-condensa- 
tion, les phases amorphes et metastables se 
trouvant dans I’etat dispersif tendent A 
la formation de structure du type contact
condensation dont I’essence est montree dans 
nos publications aux Congres precedents

(7, 8). La presence de ces phases dans le 
Systeme dispersif obtenu par I’hydratation 
en exces du liquide de gachage determine 
les proprietes distinctives des liaisons 
structurales du ciment durci qu’elles for
ment.

Selon les notions connues (9)» lors du 
durcissement de la pate de ciment, la struc
ture de coagulation thixotrope avec des 
contacts de film hydrolabiles passe en struc
ture type condensation-cristallisation avec 
des contacts de phase irreversibles resis
tants A 1’eau. Nos exp6riments montrent que 
ces derniers portent longtemps un caractere 
partiellement reversible (voir tableau). Ils 



peuvent etre detrults, broyes et rötablis 
ensuite par pressage, c ’est-A-dire a la 
suite du rapprochement reiteratif des man- 
roparticules immediatement apres le pres
sage avec I'obtention d’une pierre resis- 
tante a 1’eau. Et c’est seulement apr^s 
le passage de toutes les formations nou— 
volles hydrosiliceuses dans un etat cris- 
tallin stable que les contacts de phase 
prennent un caractere irreversible, et il 
est impossible d’obtenir la pierre resis- 
tante ä 1’eau par pressage.

Apres la destruction, broyage et ensuite 
le pressage de la pierre, sa resistance se 
retablit d’une fa»on incomplete. Si les 
cycles de durcissement-destruction-broyage- 
pressage continuant, alors apres chaque 
cycle, la densite de la pierre augmente 
tandis que l’energie superficielle des par- 
ticules et la resistance de la pierre dimi- 
nuent. C’est pourquoi, apres chaque cycle 
avec retablissement des contacts, la resis
tance de ces derniers di marine (pratique- 
ment ä la pression >300 MBa). Kn cas de 
1’aluminosilicate sodique, la perte de 
1’eau zeolitique se superpose sur cette 
dependance commune ce qui exerce une in
fluence sur un caractere du changement de 
densite et sur une consolidation interme— 
diaire de la pierre.

iün general, le processus de la formation 
de structure du ciment durci sur la base 
des hydrates dispersifs metastables se pro- 
duit avec le degagement d’energie et est 
suivi de phenomenes qui peuvent etre ca— 
racterises, en termes les plus g6neraux, 
comma 1'autoorganisation (mise en ordre) 
de la mat!ere.

Les donnees ci-dessus concernant les 
particularites de la formation de structure 
ouvrent des possibilites pour controler 
les preprintes des ciments alcalins et de 
la pierre ä durcissement de contact (regue 
par pressage des hydrates broyes). Eti pre
mier cas, cela s ’obtient par la normalisa
tion. de la composition des el6ments alca— 
lins, c’est—ä-dire des phases aluminosili— 
causes, par la teneur en constituant alca- 

lin et son type et par la teneur en addi
tions de modification. Le ciment de laitier 
alcalin M 400...M 1400 est un example de 
ces ciments. Outre les resultats techniques) 
1’utilisation de ce ciment favorise la so
lution des problemes 11ёз aux gains d’ener
gie dans la technologic de la production du 
ciment.

En deuxieme cas, cela s’obtient par la 
repartition dans le temps des processus chi- 
miques et physiques. De ce fait, lors du 
durcissement, il n’y a pas de changomAnt 
de composition chimique ou d ’etat agröge 
de la matiere. Sans la consommation d ’ener
gie supplementaire, il devient possible 
d ’utiliser dans la composition des ciments 
alcalins une serie de produits secondaires 
desquels on obtient dans le systems donne 
les hydrates metastables et ensuite stab
les (boues de belite et d’amiante ciment, 
cendres tres calciques d 'hydroevacuation, 
etc.).
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INFLUENCE DE LA CONCENTRATION DES LIANTS EN MELANGE AVEC L'EAU 
RESISIANCE ET DEFORMABILITE DE CE MELANGE LORS DU DURCISSEMENT SUR LA

Toirtes les proprieties techniques des me
langes des Hants durcis avec l’sau» у сош- 
pris la durabilite, sont determinäa« par 
les facteurs principaux suivants:

1. Ees proprietes physiques et physico- 
chimiques des Hants et des hydrates se 
formant lors de 1'interaction des Hants 
avec l'eau aux conditions de durcissement 
adoptees.

2. La concentration du liant par masse 
en unite de volume du melange initiale et 
la valeur limite optimale de cette concen
tration pour chaque liant et chaque condi
tion de durcissement. Le depassement de 
cette valeur favorise la chute de resis
tance et meme 1'autodestruction du Systeme 
dans les conditions d'expansion libre.

3« La microstructure de la phase solide 
et des pores dans le monolithe durci deter- 
minee par la dispersite et la configuration 
des particules d 'hydrates nouvellement for
mees.

4. Les proprietes d'adhesion-cohesion et 
autres proprietes physico-chimiques des 
particules nouvellement formees.

Avec cela, plus est grand le volume ab- 
solu de la phase solide en unite de volume 
du monolithe durci (jusqu'd la valeur 1 i mi - 
te) et plus sont intensives les manifesta
tions des proprietes d'adhesion-cohesion 
des particules constitutives, plus sont dis- 
persives ces particules et par consequent, 
Plus sont fins les pores - plus est haut 
le niveau des proprietes de construction du 
monolithe (a 1'except!on du parametre de 
protection thermique).

La concentration optimale du liant en 
melange avec 1'eau "Co" et le rapport пё- 
cessaire "eau-liant" sont ddtermines par les 
formules 1 et 2.

C° (I + woxi + v) (1)

Du»V’j est la densite reelle de 1'hydrate 
g/crn^ f Qa^- дц ад rite d ’eau invapo-

rable lors du durcissement du liant en g/g 
de masse du liant initial, V est le volume 
limite minimal des pores se formant entre 

les particules de 1'hydrate exprime en 
cm^/cm^ du volume absolu de la masse de 
1'hydrate.

Le rapport "eau—liant" est determine par 
la formules ■

"^O - ^0

(E/L) = --------------- (2)
J3 0 ’ Go ■

ou J3о es^ 1® densite reelle du liant ini- ’ 
tial.

Suivant les etudes /1, 2/, les melanges 
du liant avec 1’eau pris au rapport optimal 
ou au rapport diminue de la quantite du liant 
sont caracterises par 1 'accroissement de re
sistance normal sans anomalies. Les melanges 
contenant le liant en quantite elevee par 
rapport ä la quantite optimale montrent, 
apres 1'accroissement de resistance initial 
normal, la diminution de cette resistance et 
1‘augmentation du volume.

Ce fait est expliquS par la pression des 
germes nouvellement formes a 1'interieur de 
la structure formee a 1'absence de 1'espace 
necessaire a 1 'emplacement des particules 
nouvelles des hydrates avec les intervalles 
entre elles. Ce fait peut etre observe en 
cas d'acces supplementaire dans le systems 
de 1'eau sous forme du liquide ou de la va
peur et en cas de 1'interaction de cette eau 
avec les particules du liant non hydratees.

Le rapport "eau-liant", en cas de con
centration optimale du liant, est toujours 
plus grand que le rapport exige par la 
stoechiometrie de la reaction de son hydra
tation (approximativement plus grand de 
1,3-1,5 fois).

Le volume limite minimal des intervalles 
entre les particules des hydrates des diffe- 
rents Hants (V) est individual et depend 
egalement des conditions de leur hydratation.

Suivant nos donnees, "V" et le rapport 
optimal "eau/liant" lors de 1'hydratation 
aux conditions normales sont les suivants»

1) le ciment portland: 0,57 cm^/om5 du 
volume absolu des hydrates; le rapport 
"eau/ciment" est £gal ä 0,59;

2) le platre semi-hydratd B: 0,2 cm^/cm^
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du volume absolu des hydrates; le rapport 
"eau/platre" est egal a 0,24;

5) 1 •aluminate tricalcique, en cas de 
formation ä partir de celui-ci du 
0,8 cm^/cm^; le rapport "eau/C7A” est dgal 
a 0,67;

4) 1’ettriguite, en cas de sa formation 
ä partir du melange de l’hydroxyde de cal
cium, du sulfate d’aluminium et de l'eau; 
1,0 cm^/crn^; le rapport "eau/liant" est 
egal ä 0,9»

II en results que tout liant ä sa con
centration optimale dans le melange avec 
l’eau et au rapport correspondent "eau- 
liant" formant un Systeme durcissant ayant 
des deformations de retrait normales, ä la 
mesure de 1’augmentation de concentration 
et de la diminution du rapport "eau/liput", 
passera d’abord en classe des "irretrecis- 
sables", ensuite en classe des "expansifs" 
et meme en classe des "autodestructifs", en 
cas de 1’expansion libre lors du durcisse- 
ment, ou en classe des "contraints" ä 
1 ’hydratation dans le volume "ferme’’. L’in- 
tensite et la vitesse de developpement des 
deformations correspondantes avec le temps 
doivent dependre des proprietes individuel
les, des liants et des conditions du durcis- 
s eiaent.

Avec cela, plus sont grandes les valeurs 
de l’eau invaporable "Wq" fixee par le liant 
en cas de 1’hydratation complete et des vo
lumes minima entre les particules "V", 
meins est la resistance du liant dans le 
Systeme ä la concentration optimale "Co"•

Le degre de remplissage du volume libre 
dans le melange du liant avec l’eau par les 
hydrates qui depend du degre d’hydratation 
du liant et de la quantite d’eau adsorbee 
par les hydrates exerce one influence di
rects sur la resistance et autres proprie
tes du systems. A cette raison, il est uti
le de determiner le volume absolu de la 
phase solide V^ g pour un ou un autre de- 
lai de durcissement du systems (sans tenir 
compte de l’air entraine et de 1’expansion 
du Systeme) en utilisant la fcrmule 5 /3/*

Vph.s

C-Cl-cL) Cio6(I+W0)

Po Pi
Ü)

ou 0. est lo contenance du liant dans le 
melange initial exprinoe en g/c;>r ; oO est 
le degre d’hydratation; JDo, sont les 
densites reelles du liant et de 1'hydrate 
en g/cirr’.

A 1’aide de la soustraction de la valeur
N du volume total du systemo durci on ob- 
tient le volume des pores. La concentration 
volumique /3/ des hydrates nouvelleuent 
formös "N" est döterminee avec une appro
ximation admissible par la formula de 
A.V. Voljenskiy et U.L. ishistov^

c^o^vo -AC1-00У

-<40:
(4)

Dans ce cas, W est la quantite d’eau in
vaporable an g par g du liant initial; 
est la densite reelle du liant durci pour 
un ou un autre delai. Pour les autres sym- 
boles, voir les formulas I, 2 et $.

Pdrmi les formules modernes sur la resis
tance des melanges durcissants nous ne 
trouvons pas les formules qui tiendraient 
compte du passage des indices physico-me- 
caniques et des autres proprietes par le 
maximum avec une alteration suivante de ces 
indices et autres proprietes malgre une 
augmentation monotone de la concentration 
du liant dans le systems,

Les formules de resistances ne traduis- 
ent pas egalement le fait que la diminution 
du rapport "eau-liant" favorise une augmen
tation de dispersite des particules nouvel- 
lement formees et, par consequent, un acc- 
roissement de resistance /4/.

Les formules existantes peuvent etre 
utilisees avec un degre de confiance diffe
rent pour des systemes ayant un rapport 
"eau-liant" optimal et plus grand.

Les resultats des etudes /2/ illustrent 
les faits mentionnes.

A partir du ciment Portland = 3,1» 
Wo = 25,4%; jCj = 2,47 ä 1'hydratation 



complete), on a prepare les ecbcartillons 
(2x2 et 2x2x2 cm) avec le rapport "eau/ci- 
ment" de u,0)$ 0,1; 0,15$ 0,2 et 0,25. Wen
dens trois jours on a conserve ces echan- 
trllons au-dessus de 1'eau et ensuite dans 
l*eau jusqu'a 6 ans. Aux ages determines 
(5, 7,28 jours; 6 ans) on a analyse la re
sistance des 'chant!lions, leurs volumes, 
porosite, deure d'tiycirstation d’apres' la 
teneur en eau invaporable et la concentra
tion volumique des formations nouvelles (N). 
Les resultats ont montre que la resistance 
des cchantillons de toutes les compositions 
augmentait jusqu’a 1’age de 1-p ans et en
suite dirainuait autant plus que plus est 
la diminution du rapport "eau-ciment". far 
exeaple, la resistance des cchantillons 
prepares avec le rapport "eau/ciuent" =0,10 
a atteint pendant trois ans 106 tandis 
qu’elle a diminue vers 5 ans jusqu’a 
90 blPa.

La resistance des cchantillons prepares 
ä partir d ’un autre ciment (rapport "eau/ 
cinent" = 0,2), ayant atteint vers trois 
ans 92 blfa, a diminue vers 6 ans jusqu’a 
60 i,lPae

Le degre d’hydratation des echantillons 
avec les rapports "eau/ciment" 0,05-0,15 a 
atteint vers 1’age de 5-6 ans la valour de 
0,45-0,5, et celui des echantillons avec 
les rapports "eau/ciment" de 0,2-0,25 a ete 
egal ä 0,75-0,78.

Les echantillons de toutes les composi
tions ont montre une augmentation de volume 
(5-5%) qul a atteint son maximum vers 28-50 
jours de durcissement pour les echantillons, 
prepares avec le rapport "eau-ciment"=0,05$ 
0,1; 0,15 et 0,5-1% pour les echantillons 
prepares avec le rapport "eau/ciment"=0,2 
et 0,25. Plus tard, les echantillons avec 
le rapport "eau/ciment"=0,2 et 0,25 ont 
montre une diminution de volume jusqu’aux 
valeurs initiales et les echantillons avec 
le rapport "eau/ciment"=u,05; 10,1 et 0,15 
approximativernent jusqu’ä 2-2,5%« Suivant 
1'auteur, ce fait est du ä la relaxation de 
la contrainte dans le Systeme durci ou d 
la diminution de teneur en eau dans les for

mation d'hydrates nouvelles ou, enfin, a 
1'effet conjugue de ces deux facteurs. Le 
passage des echantillons du gonflement au 
retrait lors du durcissement de longue duree 
exige une etude ulterieure car ce phenomene 
peut etre lie avec le comportement des be
tens dans les structures contraintes meca- 
niquement ou ä 1’aide des elements de con
trainte et exercer une influence indesirable 
et meme dangereuse sur la capacity portante 
de la structure.

Les essais analogues /5/ ont ete effec- 
tues sur les echantillons prepares ä partir 
du ciment sulfo-alumineux de laitier (GSAL) 
contenant 56% de platre semi-hydrate, 50, 
20, 10% de ciment alumineux, 55» 45, 55% de 
laitier de haut-fourneau et 5-7% de ciment 
Portland. Les betons, en cas de la consom- 
mation du GSAL 550-400 kg/m (durete des me
langes est de 20-50 s), apres quatre heures 
de durcissement ä la temperature de 20°C, 
ont la resistance de 4-6 MPa, apres un'jour 
de durcissement - 12-16 et apres 28 
jours - 40-50 LiFa. Les betons sur la base 
du CSAL durcissent a des temperatures 4O-55°C 
sans diminuer la resistance et atteignent 
meme apres quatre heures de durcissement une 
resistance de 15 MPa et plus. D'apres la 
vitesse d'accroissement de resistance ini
tial ce ciment depasse le ciment a .l umineux 
et il est de 5-4 fois meins eher que ce 
dernier. La resistance des -chantillons pre
pares ä partir du melange de CSAL avec 1'eau 
(rapport "eau/ciment"-0,1; 0,25 et 0,4) con
serves au-dessus de 1'eau augmentait conti- 
nuellement jusqu’ä 1'age de 4,5 ans. Ces ci- 
ments contenaient 50 et 20% de ciment alu
mineux (n°ne 1 et 2). Apres quatre heures 
de durcissement, les echantillons avaient 
la resistance de 15-50 et apres un jour 
de durcissement - 17-57 MPa. Apres un an de 
durcissement, la resistance des echantil
lons avec le rapport "eau/ciment" egal a 
0,1 a atteint son maximum de 9О-95 MPa, tan
dis qu'apres 5,5 ans de durcissement eile a . 
diminue jusqu'ä 22 MBa (n°I) et jusqu'ä 
18,5 MPa (n® 2). Le volume des echantillons 
des deux compositions a augments de 1% pen-
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dant 3-6 mois et plus tard, 11 a di ninniS 
jusqu’ä la valeur initiale.

Done, lors du durcissement des echantil- 
lons prepares ä partir du CSAL, on a obser
ve le теше phenom^ne qu'en cas des echan- 
tillons prepares ä partir du ciment Port
land. Selon ces essais, 11 est recommande 
d ’utiliser le CSAL aux rapports "eau/cl- 
ment" qui ne sont pas Interieurs a 0,35
0,4. Les extremums analogues sur les cour— 
bes de resistance des dchantillons prepares 
aux rapports "liant-eau" diminues (en com- 
paraison avec les rapports optima) s’ob — 
servaient en cas de 1'aluminate tricalcl- 
que, de 1 'ettringuite et des Hants "gypse- 
ciment-pouzzolane" (IGCP). Le ciment Port
land ä la chaux contenant une quantite con
siderable d'oxyde de calcium et d ’autres 
substances est caracterise par I'absence 
d 'expansion lors de son interaction avec 
I'eau. Les betons bases sur ce liant atteig- 
nent une resistance de 4-6 MPa apres 4-7 
heures de durcissement ä la temperature de 
20°C et 15-2О MPa et plus a. la tempdrature 
de'8О-95"O,

Selon les donnees preliminaires, le 
rapport eau/liant optimal se trouve dans 
des limites de 0,35-0,4.
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QUANTIFICATION OF THALLIUM - and LEAD-CYCLES IN CEMENT PLANTS

1. Introduction
Early studies concerning the causes of thallium emis
sions in the cement production are found in the lite
rature (/ 1-4/ , beginning in 1980). Through controlled 
discharge of "blood leeting" of the so-called exter
nal cycle of a cement kiln plant with fly-ash feed
back, a strategy for effectively controlling the thal
lium cycle extension and emissions was developed by 
KAMM, OBLÄNDER and WEISWEILER /5/, as shown by indu
strial results. From all the above cited papers it 
can be concluded, that material cycles are formed. 
As an example a plant with cyclone perheater is to be 
considered operating in a combined mode. In this case 
a cycle can be delineated following the materials' 
pathway: Heat exchanger —► raw mill -> electric fil
ter —silo —* heat exchanger. A sharp enrichment 
level is observed when using pyrite cinder as iron 
oxide source containing a high thallium concentra
tion.
The purpose of the present work was to determine in 
a quantitative manner the cycles and enrichment be
haviour of thallium and lead in a cement rotary kiln 
plant; for details see WEISWEILER et el. /6/. The 
studies were carried out in two parallel running ce
ment production plants (cyclone preheater and LEPOL), 
typical for Central Europe. Feeding with high-thal- 
lium containing pyrite cinder, as iron oxide source, 
was done as a matter of convenience for sharpening 
the enrichment level and only during those studies 
were carried out.

2- Measurement Strategy, Sampling, Mass Streams
The knowledge of the material balances is suggested 
to be of key importance for understanding the extent 
and causes of cycles in industrial processes. In this 
context only the Tl-and Pb-cycles were of interest. 
The mass streams were calculated on the basis of me
tallic T1 and Pb. Thallium is found mainly as a mixed 
crystal halide Tl(Cl,Br) 111, or as iodide with chlo
ride portions /8/. Lead is also found as chloride but 
tn a basic sulfate or silicate matrix in the clinker. 
Preparation of the samples and their parallel deter
mination by means of atomic absorption spectroscopy 
were discussed by WACHTER and WEISWEILER /9/. The so
lid, specimens were taken from the mass streams de
scribed as follows:
A. Rotary kiln with cyclone preheater (measuring pe

riod 5 reap. 40 days).
1) Heavy metal path across the solid material 

stream
a) di-ect operating mode: raw meal (raw mate- 

tial + additives) ► kiln meal (raw meal + 
filter dust) —► clinker.

b) Combined operating mode: raw meal = kiln 
meal (raw material + additives + filter 
dust) —» clinker.

2) Heavy metal path across the gas stream: fuel
or substitute fuel —*• dust in raw gas —► elec
tric filter dust —► dust in clean gas.

B. Rotary kiln with grate-type preheater (measuring 
period 48 days).
1) Heavy metal path across the solid material 

stream: raw meal = kiln meal (raw material + 
additives) ► pellets from drying chamber 
~* pellets from calcining chamber —*■ clinker.

2) Heavy metal path across the gas stream: fuel or 
substitute fuel —♦ grate riddlings and dust 
from the intermediate dust collection —► dust 
in raw gas ► electric filter dust —► dust in 
clean gas.

The results from the Tl— and Pb— analyses in the de
scribed mass streams wer'- used in preparing the fi
gures of the balances in form of SANKEY-diagrams.
For typcial minimal and maximal Tl- and Pb-content 
values see /6/.

3• Thallium and Lead Balances for the Rotary Kiln 
with Cyclone Preheater

The symbols used for all heavy metal streams are given 
as follows. The units in SANKEY-diagram are kg/h.

Symbol Heavy metal mass stream

В feeded fuel oil
E dust emission
Eb feeded substitute fuel
Fs filter dust
К produced clinker
Om kiln meal before preheating (Fs+S)
Kg dust in exit gas (raw gas)
s raw meal from silo; in combined mode: S=0m

Wt/Ok cycle in heat exchanger/kiln cycle

The results of the corresponding dust measurement in 
exit gas before and after the electric filter (raw 
gas resp. clean gas) are given as follows for the di
rect and combined operating modes. In the combined 
mode the heat content of the kiln gases, before the 
dust collection, is used for dpying the raw meal mix
ture in the grinding mill. Dust concentrations were 
measured with an exhausting device working parallel 
to the gas stream. Following dust concentrations were 
measured: in the raw gas 30-50 g/m3 in direct mode 
and 14-28 g/m in combined mode operation resp.
(15 min, 3.5 m /h, 8-32 g dust). In contrast the dust 
concentrations in the clean gas were found to be 
20-40 mg/m3 in direct mode and 10-20 mg/m3 in com
bined mode operation (6-13 h, 10-15 m3/h, 1.2-4.4 g 
Hust) . The thallium concentrations in 15 mean daily 
samples in the dust of the raw gas were 900-2900 ppm 
and 100-600 ppm operating in the direct and combined 
mode respectively, whereas in the dust of the clean 
gas values of 1500-3600 ppm (direct mode) and 600
1200 ppm (combined mode) were found. The analogous 
lead concentrations were found to be in the raw gas: 
30-70 ppm (direct mode) and 10-70 ppm (combined mode); 
in the clean gas: 15-75 ppm (direct mode) and 10
75 ppm (combined mode).
KAMM /10/ recently reported overall enrichment factors 
for Tl of 10 000 and for Pb of 20 assuming a maximum 
of 0.5 ppm Tl and 25 ppm Tb in raw meal and 5000 ppm 
Tl and 500 ppm Pb in clean gas. These values were 
obtained from specimens taken at the plants in the 
technically encountered conditions. From the results 
obtained in the present study, mean overall enrich
ment factors of at best 2500-3500 for Tl and 2-4 for 
Pb are found for a plant operating with continuously 
changing modes (direct and combined).



Rotary kiln with cyclone preheater: Thallium mass streams
Fig.no. 

operating mode 
additive 
substitute fuel

la 
direct 
ore

1b 
combined 
ore

1c 
direct 

pyrite cinder

Id 
combined 

pyrite cinder

1e 
direct 

pyrite cinder 
acid sludge

If 
combined 

pyrite cinder 
acid sludge

Fig.2: Rotary kiln with cyclone preheater: Lead mass streams
Fig.no. 

operating mode 
additive 
substitute fuel

2a 
direct 
ore

2b 
combined 
ore

2c 
direct 

pyrite cinder

2d 
combined 

pyrite cinder

2e
direct 

pyrite cinder 
acid sludge

2f 
combined 

pyrite cinder 
acid sludge

Fig.3 and 4: Rotary kiln with grate type preheater: thallium mass 
and lead mass streams (Fig.4) streams (Fig.3)

Fig.no. 
additive 
substitute fuel 
period

3a
pyrite cinder

3b 
pyrite cinder 
acid sludge

3c
pyrite cinder
acid sludge

6 weeks

4a
pyrite cinder

4b 
pyrite cinder 
acid sludge

4c
pyrite cinder
acid sludge

6 weeks

3.1 Thallium Balances
Balances were made for the direct and combined opera
ting mode. Mass streams were determined when feeding 
with iron ores and with T1 containing pyrite cinder 
with/without acid sludge. SANKEY-diagrams of the mass 
streams were prepared for all six variations (Figs, 
la-f); they are based on a mean daily operating period 
of 12 h in direct/combined mode. Longer operating 
periods were not considered.
Fig.la shows the total thallium mass stream within 
the plant operating in a direct mode, firing with pe
troleum coke and feeding iron ores (Tl< 5 ppm). A 
small T1 stream coming from the silo with the raw 
meal, S, enters the thermal-chemical part of the 

process. Dust from the electric filter, Fs, is added 
before entering the cyclone preheater (mass stream OmX 
An internal Tl-cycle is formed within the heat ex
changer due to the volatilization of Tl-compounds and 
condensation on the dust particles of the counter- 
currently flowing gas (Tl-stream Wt/Ok). A residual 
Tl-stream enters the rotary kiln via the partially 
calcinated materials leaving the cyclone. In th.e ro
tary kiln the Tl-compounds finally enter the gas phase 
and are transported out by the dust charged combustion 
gases which enter the cyclone; here they condense on 
the countercurrently entering solids. As can be seen, 
.the Tl-cycle is not limited to the preheating unit but 
includes the rotary kiln.



The thallium compounds coming with the raw gas from 
the heat exchanger, Rg, are collected together with 
the dust, Fs, in the electric filter which in case 
of a direct operation are added to the raw meal be
fore entering the heat exchanger. In a combined ope
ration this Tl-stream is formed anew in the silo 
because the dust charged combustion gases from kiln 
are used for drying the raw meal in the meal. The so 
formed Tl-stream, Om or S, completes the external 
cycle.
The back-feeding of the collected dust in the elec
tric filter, Fs, to the preheater has, as is known, 
a great effect in the heat exchanger cycle. It is 
remarkable the low Tl-fixation in the clinker. If the 
electric filter works without failure, a low Tl-emis- 
sion is found too.
Fig.1b shows the thallium mass streams in the subse
quently nocturnal combined operating mode. The same 
kind of cycles is observed, nevertheless are the mass 
streams farther reduced because of the greater sto
rage volume available in the raw meal silo.
Fig.1c shows the increase of the Tl-streams, after a 
one day period, when feeding with pyrite cinder of an 
230-310 ppm Tl-content. During a direct operation the 
Tl-mass streams are found mainly in the external 
cycle because of the drastic higher Tl-contents in 
filter dust, Fs. The enrichment level is diminished 
in the subsequently combined operating mode maintai
ning the firing of petroleum coke and the feeding of 
pyrite cinder. The corresponding streams are shown in 
Fig.1b.
When using acid sludge as substitute feed the same 
mass streams are practically measured in a direct ope
ration (Fig.le), whereas in a combined mode a slight 
increase of the mass stream is observed in the heat 
exchanger/rotary kiln system (Fig.If).

3.2 Lead Balances
The lead balances were carried out on the same speci
mens and under the same conditions as for thallium. 
During the direct operation a clear increase of the 
enrichment level is observed in the transition zone 
between preheater and rotary kiln (Fig.2a). Because 
of the lower Pb-content in the filter dust the exter
nal cycle is less pronounced. The lead content in 
clinker is almost the same as that of the raw meal, 
coming from the silo and entering the preheater. When 
operating in a combined mode (Fig.2b) similar Pb-con
tents are found in the cycles as well as in the clin
ker and emissions. With a higher Pb-supply by feeding 
with pyrite cinders a very sensitive cycle formation 
IS observed,(Fig.2c - note scale). The lead content 
tn clinker is increased to 100 ppm. As expected, a 
change in the levels is not observed in the subse
quently combined operation (Fig.2d). Firing with high 
sulfur cycle although Pb-containing pyrite cinder 
feeding is maintained. Lead is discharged mainly 
through the clinker. Low lead emission from the less 
pronounced external cycle remains unchanged (Fig.2e). 
During a combined operation relevant changes are 
neither expected nor they are observed (Fig.2f).

" Thallium and Lead Balances for a Rotary Kiln with 
Grate Type Preheater

In the description of the mass streams of a LEPOL- 
Plant.the streams 0m, Wt/Ok are not needed, but the 
following are introduced additionally:

Symbols Heavy metal stream
G granulated raw meal
KI grate type preheater cycle
0e kiln inlet end (partially cal

cinated solids)
Z/R intermediate dust collection (Z)

and grate riddlings (R)

For a sampling period of 30 days following dust con
centrations were found: in raw gas (30 min, 5 m3/h, 
5-15 g) ca. 2-5 g/m3 and in clean gas (7.5 h, 10 n3/h, 
3-11 g) 50-130 tng/m . The heavy metal content was in 
raw gas dust: 100-800 ppm thallium, resp. 1200
5000 ppm Pb, and in clean gas dust: 160-1050 ppm Tl, 
resp. 7500-15400 ppm Pb.
As in the case of the heat exchanger plant the analo
gous enrichment factors were determined and found to 
he roughly 850 for Tl and 450 for Pb. These values are 
based on a mean dust content of 430 ppm Tl and 
11100 ppm Pb in clean gas, when feeding with heavy 
metal containing pyrite cinders.

4.1 Thallium Balances
The,Tl-streams were determined for the following con
ditions: feed with pyrite cinder of 230-310 ppm Tl 
and with/without firing acid sludge as well as after 
six weeks firing with acid sludge. The corresponding 
SANKEY-diagrams are given by the figures За-c. As is 
clearly seen, a thallium cycle is formed'at preheater 
and over the rotary kiln (Fig.3a). The external cycle 
through,the collected filter dust, Fs, does not appear 
when this is not feeded to the kiln. Nevertheless, an 
external cycle is formed when the dust from the in
termediate collection as well as the grade riddlings 
Z/R are feeded to the kiln. Firing with sulfur con
taining acid sludge. Eb, increases the thallium 
cycles about by a half, as is shown in Fig.3b. The Ti
emission and —fixation in clinker remain more or less 
the same. After a period of six weeks an increase of 
Tl in the grate type preheater cycle is observed with 
a feed of pyrite cinder and firing mainly acid sludge 
(Fig.3c). An increase in thallium content of the raw 
gas is also observed. Compared with the rotary kiln 
with cyclone preheater, the contents are already 
lower: G = 8.4 kg/h (Fig.3c) whereas Om = 34.4 kg/h 
(Fig ,1c).

4.2 Lead Balances
A considerable mass stream supplied by the intermedia
te collected dust and grate riddlings, Z/R, enters 
the kiln (Figs. 4a-c, note different scales !). Like
wise an increased Pb—stream, KI, is found between the 
kiln and grate type preheater. By continuous opera
tion with pyrite cinder (Fig.4a) and additional 
firing with acid sludge (Fig.5b), the lead content in 
the cycle between kiln and preheater, KI, is increased. 
Nevertheless, the Pb-stream, supplied by intermediate 
dust and grate riddlings, Z/R, remains the same. The 
cycle contents after a six weeks operation increased 
further by about 30 % (Fig.4c).

5- Evaluation of the Balances with Regard to Both 
Kiln Plants ~ — "

5.1 Thallium Balances
Rotary kiln with cyclone preheater
Tl—compounds are enriched mainly in the suspension 
preheater kiln. The high volatility of the halides 
is responsible for the formation of the internal 



cycles. At 1000 К, the vapour pressure of thallium 
chloride, thallium bromid and thallium iodide are 
respectively 290, 257 and 300 mbar. At the cyclone 
the raw meal is heated up to ca. 800 °C by the coun- 
tercurrently flowing combustion gases leaving the 
kiln. A condensation maximum is measured in the zone 
at 450 °C for thallium chloride/thallium iodide /6/. 
The thallium compounds condense preferentially on the 
finest dust particles /10/; in their way to the kiln 
they reach warmer zones, at which they almost comple
tely evaporate and are transported back to the 450 °C 
zone.
Beside these internal cycles the feed-back of the 
electric filter dust (about 15 t/h in a 3000 t/day 
plant) is a cause of the high Tl-rates. As shown by 
the balances, the emission has a low Tl-content and 
there is no considerable discharge through clinker, 
so that almost all of the feeded thallium remains 
within the process. In view of this, the cement pro
duction is also an efficiently process for enriching 
Tl-compounds.
In contrast to a direct operation, lower Tl-concentra- 
tions are found in a combined mode, because most of 
the thallium.is transported to the grinded raw mate
rial and to the filter dust in silo. With an increa
sed sulfur feed, e.g. through acid sludge, a reduc
tion of the thallium cycle is not observed.

Rotary kiln with grate type preheater
The LEPOL-plant shows an analogous behaviour in the 
development of thallium cycles as the heat exchanger 
plant. Thallium compounds, which evaporate at 
T >450 °C, condense mainly on the pellet bed of the 
LEPOL grate, which serves as filter dust. Firing acid 
sludge was found to have no effect on the internal 
thallium cycles. Finally,- it was found, that the cir
culating thallium quantity in this plant is lower 
than the corresponding quantity in a heat exchanger 
plant related to the produced clinker basis; each 
plant having a nominal output of 1500 t/d and 
3000 t/d respectively.

5.2 Lead Balances
Rotary kiln with cyclone preheater
Lead compounds participate essentially at the inter
nal cycles but only small quantities are transported 
by the filter dust cycle. The highest Pb-stream is 
found about a temperature of 800 °C, so that the ma
ximal condensation occurs between the preheater out
let and the kiln inlet. The reason is lying in the 
volatility of the lead halides; vapour pressures at 
1000 К are roughly 45, 71 and 148 mbar for РЬС12, 
PbBr2 and Pbl2 respectively. Volatility analyses of 
the filter dust, carried out in the laboratory, 
showed Pb as PbCl2 together with AlClj and KC1 por
tions enclosed in a matrix mainly of calcite /11/. 
The finer dust particles have a higher Pb-content. 
The fixation of lead in clinker is greater as for 
thallium. The correlation between the content in fil
ter and emitted dust is analogous also for lead. The 
two operating modes (direct and combined) reveal no 
essential difference of the cycles.
An increase of sulfur by firing acid sludge reduced 
the lead content in the cycles by about a half; pro
bably the lower volatile basic lead sulfates are 
formed (at T<640 °C: РЪО'РЬЗОл, 4 PbQ-PbSOz; at 
T >640 °C: 2 РЬО'РЬЗОд in addition). This was con
firmed by laboratory experiments on the sulfatiza- 
tion of PbO /12/.

Rotary kiln with grate t>pe preheater
Lead compounds are found enriched likewise within the 
preheater/kiln cycle. The feed-back of the interme
diate gas dust and grate fiddlings has onlv a minor 
effect on the built-up of rhe internal cycle. Firing 
acid sludge increases appreciably the circulating 
lead streams. Examined elecrric filter d-ists are rich 
in syngenite K^Ca^O^) ?-И.О and arcanite K.sSO, .
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ISOLATION OF THALLIUM-AND LEAD-HALIDES ORIGINATING FROM ELECTRIC 
SEPARATOR DUST OF CEMENT PLANTS BY VAPORIZATION ANALYSIS CI

Introduction
The build-up of thallium and lead halide cycles du
ring cement production leads to considerable enrich
ment of these heavy metal compounds /1/. This enrich
ment is found in the kiln dust of the preheating zone, 
in the electric separator dust, and in the emitted 
fine dust particles /2,3/. Additionally, the mass 
streams of thallium /4,5/ and lead exhibit a further 
increase by recycling dust from electric separator 
into the raw meal silo /6/.
Vaporization analysis /7/ of electric separator dust 
from two types of cement plants, one with suspension 
preheater, the other with grate-type preheater(LEPOL), 
shows that the trace element iodine is most important 
concerning the chemical reactions of thallium. One of 
the sources of iodine /8/ is found to be the fuel.
The rotary kiln with suspension preheater was fired 
with natural coal by addition of 6—10 mass percent of 
petrol coke. The other rotary kiln with grate-type 
preheater was fed with pure petrol coke.

Composition of the electric separator dusts
Two types of electric separator dust were used for in
vestigation. One was taken from a cement plant with 
a suspension preheater (SP). This plant was fired 
with natural coal containing 6-10 mass percent of pe
trol coke.
The second dust specimen was taken from a grate-type 
preheater (LEPOL) which was fired with pure petrol 
coke. Table 1 summarizes the results of the chemical 
analysis. The X-ray diffraction analysis proved that 
the electric separator dust from the cement plant 
with suspension preheater (SP) was found to be cal
cite with a relatively high amount of thallium com
pounds, but less of lead. The LEPOL-electric separa
tor dust was identified as arcanite (K2SO4) and syn
genite (K2Ca(SO4)2‘H2O). This dust contained a very 
high amount of lead and less thallium.

Table 1: Chemical and X-ray diffraction analysis of 
the two electric separator dusts (SP and 
LEPOL)

element resp.
component

SP
• mass

LEPOL
percent ■

K20 1.0 25.09
Na20 0.23 0.77
s°3 0.79 19.50
Cl 0.20 3.07 '
Si09 1 .34 10.19
A12°3 3.28 3.04
Fe2°3 1.45 1.73
CaO 44.78 31.71
co2 36.40 . n.d.
loss of Ign. 37.42 . n.d.
T1 -22.7-10 ■ -37.8-10 J >
Pb -3 5.7-10 J , 9.97-1О-2

X-ray diffract ion calcite ■ arcanite 
syngenite •

Vaporization analysis

The vaporization analysis apparatus that was used foi 
the,experiments was made of quartz (Fig.1). It was 
modified so that it was possible to determine traces 
of thallium and lead to enrich the compounds in a 
preparative scale. The experimental conditions are 
listed in table 2.

Fig.1: Modified vaporization apparatus
1 Condenser 2 Nozzle, 3 Nickel boat, 4 Flow resistance, 5
6 Drying tube, 7 Flow meter, 8 Furnace, 9 Vaporization tube. Teflon stopper

10 Bubble counter



Table 2: Experimental conditions of the used vapori
zation apparatus

Length of the vaporization tube 580 mm
Diameter of the vaporizattion tube 30 mm
Distance from nozzle to cooler 5 mm
Diameter of the nozzle 3 mm
Length of the nozzle 15 mm
Length of Che flow resistance 26 mm
Argon gas stream 120 Nl/h
Maximum mass of the electric filter dust 30 g

The vaporization tube was heated by an electric fur
nace in order to vaporize the volatile compounds. 
These compounds were transported by an inert gas 
stream and condensed on a cooler. For the quantitati
ve. analysis of the heavy metals, the condensate was 
dissolved in HNO3 (10 7=5 and analyzed using atomic 
absorption spectrometry (AAS). For determination of 
the compounds the X-ray diffraction method was used.
An important parameter of the vaporization analysis 
was found to be the temperature that was optimized 
for thallium and for lead compounds. The thallium 

compounds sublimate at a temperature of 500 °C and 
the lead compounds at 900 °C. Thus it was possible to 
separate the thallium compounds from the lead com - 
pounds.

Identification of the condensates
At 500 °C the vaporization analysis using an inert ar
gon gas stream showed yellow and red sublimates from 
both electric separator dusts /9/. The condensates 
were identified as thallium iodide by X-ray diffrac
tion. TIT appeared as the rhombic modification as 
well as red cubic, high temperature modification. In
creasing vaporization time yielded higher concentra
tion of chloride in the sublimate. When the condensa
tion of the thallium compounds at 500 °C was finished, 
a temperature of 900 °C was applied in order to vola
tilize the lead compounds. In both cases the conden
sates could be identified as lead chloride.
A fractionated vaporization analysis of the LEPOL 
electric separator dust at 900 °C in an inert argon 
gas stream showed the following results, obtaining by 
an energy dispersive electron probe microanalyzer 
(Fig.2).
If an air stream or a gas stream of N2 with an addi
tion of 1 Z HC1 was used instead of an inert argon 
stream white sublimates were found. Instead of TH 
the.X-ray diffraction analysis showed peaks of T1C1. 
Iodine was now volatilized as elemental iodine.

Fig.2: Condensate of LEPOL dust

*’ "“r 20 -i"

d,ri,ed  -«h.u„,... ld.„tifild.. рь«2
№С1Г andhA1?1 Vaporization the co"densate was analyzed and identified as KC1 with parts of 

aHQ Alvlj. *



Quantitative determination of the compounds of lead 
and thallium
The results obtained by the combined methods of vapo
rization analysis and AAS as well as by wet chemistry 
operations and AAS /10/ were compared and resulted in 
good agreement. In addition to the two electric sepa
rator dusts, a synthetic dust, i.e. calcite with ad
mixture of thallium chloride (1270 ppm Tl) and lead 
chloride (1114 ppm Pb) was used.
The electric separator dust (SP) showed the highest 
volatilization factor W (volatilized elemental mass/ 
100% elemental mass) of lead compounds, but only 
small amounts of total lead concentration. The syn
thetic dust and the electric separator dust (LEPOL) , 
with high amounts of lead, but in different matrices 
(CaCOj; arcanite/syngenite), showed similar, but in 
comparison with electric separator dust (SP) much 
lower volatilization factors (Fig.3).
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Fig.3: Volatilization factors of lead compounds
■ 1 Electric separator dust (WT)

2 Synthetic dust
3 Electric separator dust (LEPOL)

For the thallium vaporization (Fig.4) the synthetic 
and the electric filter dust (SP) with their same ma
trices exhibited nearly the same volatilization fac
tors. Both showed relatively high amounts of thal
lium. The volatilization factor of the electric fil
ter dust (LEPOL) with its sulphate matrix was found 
to be smaller.
At a temperature of 500 °C the synthetic and the 
electric filter dust (LEPOL) showed the same vola
tilization characteristics, in contrast to the elec
tric filter dust (SP) which had got a smaller vola
tilization factor (Fig.4).

uo 40 80 120 160 min 240
t
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Fig.4: Volatilization factors for thallium compounds
1 Electric filter dust (SP) 900°C
2 Synthetic dust 900°C
3 Electric filter dust (LEPOL) 900°C
4 Synthetic dust 500°C
5 Electric filter dust (LEPOL) 500°C
6 Electric filter dust (SP) 500°C

Reasons for the vaporization of thallium iodide
The vapour pressures of thallium iodide and thallium 
chloride are nearly the same /11,12,13/. The amount of 
chlorine in both electric filter dusts was found to be 
much higher than the amount of iodide, yet the vapo
rization analysis showed a sublimate of thallium io
dide in both cases. For that reason, the vaporization 
analysis was applied to a mixture of 100 mg T1C1/2 g 
Nal. Much Til and only small amounts of T1C1 were 
found in the condensate.
The TH formed from TICl/Nal or T1C1/KI which occurs 
in the preheating zone of the cement production and 
which is able to react there is thermodynamically 
favoured. This was also proved by calculations for 
this system at a temperature of 700-1200 K. Thus it 
is possible to find TH in the preheating hone of 
cement plants.
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SPEECHES / ALLOCUTIONS
Opening Session - 22 September 1986 / Seance Inaugurale - 22 Septembre 1986

' Dr. JOSS ERM1RIO DE MORAES FILHO
(Presidente do Grupo Votorantim e Presidente do Sindicato Nacional da Indus- 
tria do Cimento)

"Na qualidade de Presidente da Comissäo Organizadora do Oitavo Congress© Internacio^- 
nal de Qufmica do Cimento e de Presidente do Sindicato Nacional da Industrie do Cimento temos 
a satisfacäo de saudar os participantes deste evento, apresentando-lhes as boas vindas ao nos 
so pais, onde esperamos que tenham uma otima estada. .

Sediar este Congresso e, para a Industrie do Cimento do Brasil, alem da satlsfa^ao e 
da honra de te-los conosco, uma rara oportunidade de intensificacäo do intercämbio tecnoldgi- 
co que jä mantemos, inclusive atraves de nossa participacäo nos demals congresses desta se
rie, que ja criou uma tradicäo e se constitui, talvez, no principal evento internacional da 
indüstrla do cimento. Assim e que, nos seis anos de interval© entre essas reunioes, nossos 
cientistas desenvolvem intenso trabalho de pesquisa, do qual todos participam atraves de con- 
sultas mutuas propiciadas pela intensa correspondencia trocada a partir do contato estabeleci 
do durante о congresso.

A Indüstrla Brasileira do Cimento tern demonstrado ser capaz de ^nfrentar e veneer um 
grande nümero de desafios, sempre agravados pelas condigoes gerais do pais.

Durante as decadas de 60 e 70 teve a nossa indüstrla que crescer его quantidade e qua 
lidade, em fun?ao do aumento da demanda. Nesses vinte e poucos anos passamos de 3Ö para 56 
fabricas e de 5 milhöes para 40 milhöes de toneladas—ano de capacidade instalada.

О esforco financeiro que essa expansäo representou fol realizado com alguma ajuda do 
capital estrangeiro e com о mäximo possivel de capital de risco, о que rouito nos valeu no re- 
cente periodo recessivo.

A atualizaqao tecnologica acompanhou esse crescimento quantitative, tendo a nossa in 
dustria incorporado todos os avancos no sentido da otimizaeäo do uso da energia eletrica e 
termica. Assim ё que toda a expansäo promovida a partir dos anos 60 foi feita com a adogao 
do processo seco, com unidades de capacidade instalada minima de 1.000 toneladas/dia, dotadas 
dos mais modernos equipamentos de protecäo ao meio ambiente.

A substituicäo do oleo combustivel importado pelo carväo mineral nacional, realizada 
a partir de 1979 e motivada pelas incertezas do abastecimento do petröleo, alem do seu alto 
prego, foi uma demonstragäo da nossa capacidade tecnica, uma vez que passamos a consumir car- 
voes nacionais com 35 e ate 55% de clnzas, tendo о programs de substituigäo side completado 
em reduzido prazo.

Embora estejamos em decimo primeiro lugar entre os produtores mundiais, temos ainda 
elevada capacidade ociosa e säo grandes as possibilidades de crescimento do consumo no Bra
sil. Os estudos de que dispomos indicant que, hoje, о consumo ootencial ё de 43 milhöes de to 
neladas/ano, montante que teria sido atingido se о pais näo tivesse sofrldo forte recessäo du 
rante cinco anos e melo. Aquela cifra nos colocaria сото о quinto produtor mundial de cimen
to e com um consumo per-capita em torno de 300 kg.

Com essas cifras queremos enfatizar a alta significagäo que ten para este pais a rea 
lizagao, entre nos, deste Oitavo Congresso Internacional de Quimica do Cimento.

2ara que possamos fazer uma idöia quantitativa do que represents esse evento, cits- 
mos о nümero de tfabslhos snresentados:



Relatorios 24

Comunicacöes 256

Relatorios Gerais 12

Comunicacöes dos Seminärios 33

Comunicaqöes Livres 23

Posters 43

391
Outros trabalhos 87

478

0 exame de todo esse acervo foi realizado pelos tres Comites Cientificos e estä 
transcrito nos Anais que os senhores estäo recebendo.

О elevado nivel desses trabalhos nos garante que este congresso serä pleno de inten

se trabalho e excelentes resultados, inclusive com a extensäo da apreciagäo das materias aqui 

propostas por um prazo bem maior do que os dias destinados a este evento.

Declaramos abertos os trabalhos deste Oitavo Congresso Internacional de Quimica do 

Cimento, desejando que tenham todos uma boa performance e um ötimo aproveitamento.

Muito obr igado."



. Closing Session - 26 September 1986/Seance de Cloture - 26 Septembre 1986

Dr. PAULO MÄRIO FREIRE

(Diretor Saperintendente da Cia. de Cimento Portland Paraiso - Cimentos Al- 
vorada, Barroso, Goias e Paraiso)

"Autoridades

Senhoras e Senhores

A responsabilidade da Comissäo Organizadora do 89 Congresso comecou logo apos a ses 

säo de encerramento do congresso de Paris quando os presentes aplaudiram о convite para que 

comparecessem ao congresso do Rio de Janeiro.

Como bem ressaltou о Dr. Jose Ermirio de Moraes Filho, em seu discurso na abertura 

deste congresso, a Indüstria do Cimento no Brasil, pelo seu porte, desenvolvimento e perspec 

tivas, poderä aproveitar de forma plena todo о saber que fluiu neste recinto ao longo destes 

proveitosos dias.

■ Foram abordados temas de alto Interesse para a Indüstria do Cimento em todo о mundo

e esperamos que esses resultados deem margem a muitos aperfeicoamentos tanto para a produqao 

de clfnquer e cimento quanto para os .utilizadores do produto, principalmente pela indüstria 

da construcäo civil.

Felizmente a Indüstria Brasileira do Cimento conta com о apoio da Associagäo Brasi- 

leira de Cimento Portland, que completa 50 anos de trabalho, e cujos tücnicos tern a caoacida 

de de assimilar os ensinamentos contidos nos Anais dos congressos, e transforma-los em con- 
ceituacöes präticas que permitam a sua aplicacäo pelos produtores e usuärios do cimento.

Ao fim desses seis dias de intenso trabalho precisamos tratar de assegurar, para о 
futuro, a realizaqäo de novos congressos internacionais de quimica do cimento com о mesmo e

xito que caracterizou näo so о congresso do Rio de Janeiro mas os congressos anteriores.

Para isso, propomos que seja elaborado urn regulamento simples que contenha a expe- 
riencia ate agora acumulada na organizaqäo desses eventos. Essa tarefa ficaria a cargo de 

uma Organizacäo dos Congressos Internacionais de Quimica do Cimento, a ser composta pelos 

presidentes das Comissoes Organizadoras dos congressos realizados.

Quero apresentar, em meu nome e da Indüstria Brasileira do Cimento nossos agradeci— 
mentos aos tres profisslonais, responsäveis pelo exito tecnico deste congresso os srs.

J. P. Meric - da Cie. des Ciments Franijais
Jan Skalny - da W. R. Grace

Francisco de Assis Basilio, Colaborador, assim сото aos Drs.
Paulo Monteiro

Yoshiro Kihara

M. S. Marinho
H. Bucher

na organizagäo administrativa tivemos a atuagao de:
Joäo Batista Menescal Fiuza - Diretor Administrativo

Gabriel Vianna - Assessor

e todos os tecnicos e funcionärios do Sindlcato Nacional da Indüstria Cimento:

Finalmente, agradego a todos os esoecialistas que apresentaram os trabalhos que es- 
tao publicados nos 6 volumes dos Anais, a todos os que compareceram ao congresso e especial- 

mente äqueles que cooperaram na conducäo dos trabalhos nas sessoes de Temas e Sub-temas.

Chegamos ä hora da despedida certos de que todos häo de se lembrar do Congresso e 
do Rio de Janeiro, de suas praias e belezas naturais.

Ate о 99 Congresso."



PROF. F. A. BASILIO (Ingenieur Conseil)

"Mes Dames et Messieurs

En 1980, ä Paris, a la 5о1гёе du 4 juillet ä la вёапсе de cloture du 7ёте Сопдгёз Interna

tional de la Chimie des Ciments, M. Raymond Poitrat, Resident du Syndicat National des Fa

bricants de Ciments et de Chaux et Resident de la Comission du CongrSs, annonSa la ville de 

Rio de Janeiro comme siege du congres suivant, le 8ёте. Il savait gu'il prenait une grande 

responsabiliti car il devrait choisir un nouveau 31ёде avec 1'assurance d'avoir un autre con 

gres огдап15ё avec les тёщез сагас1ёг1з11диез des сопдгёз prёcёdents de la chimie des ci

ments avec un niveau scientifique bien en accord avec la recherche la plus ауапсёе dans ce 
domaine.

S'il a reussi on non dans le choit qu'il a fait, c'est a vous de la juger, аргёз le сопдгёз 

que vient de finir, mais la Commission d'Organisation du Сопдгёз de Rio de Janeiro, a fait 
de son mieux pour etre digne de la mission.

En effet, dans le but d'assurer la соорёга11оп d'un plus grand nombre des plus importants 

specialistes des pays du monde, et ёviter des longs dёplacements pour eux, on а гёзо1и tra- 

vailler, dans le choix des ТЬётез et Sous-themes du сопдгёз, en trois Сот11ёз Scientifiques 

respectivement a Paris (France), ä Baltimore (USA) et ä Rio de Janeiro (Вгёз11). Pour as
surer la coordination des travaux le Dr. Paulo M. Freire, Vice-P^sident Sxecutif de la Com

mission d'Organization du Вгёз11, et moi тёте, nous avons ёtё ргёзеп! ä presque toutes les 

«unions des СопиЬёз Scientifiques.

Les Trois Comites ont finalement, apres quelques аппёез de travail, presente la relation des 

Themes et Sous-themes pour le Зете сопдгёз, qui fut арргошгё par la Commissiona d'Organiza
tion. ■

En envisageant la situation particuliere de 1'Атёг1дие du Sud et jugeant d'avantage de dis- 

cuter un peu plus les sujets des questions розёез par les participants du сопдгёз, la Commis 
sion d'Organization а арргошлё la diminuition du nombre des ЬЬётез, reduit ä quatre et alors 

prendre toute la доигпёе pour chaque theme.

L'organisation technique du сопдгёз a eu de la chance dans le choix des specialistes gour 

la presidence des themes et des sous-themes, et pour presenter le rapport principal, rapport 

special et rapport des communications de chaque theme. Nos invitations furent ассер1ёез et 

on a pu voir les specialistes que sont venues ä Rio de Janeiro et les excelents travaux pre

sentees. Nous avons a remercier aussi tous les auteurs de Communications Basiques et Commu

nications Libres et qui sont dejä publiees aux annales. Les Communications aux seminaires 

seront publiees au sixieme volume des Annales.

In appercu sur le сопдгёз de Rio de Janeiro nous montre que nous avons recu 398 documents 

que seront риЬНёз aux Annales du сопдгёз imprints en six volumes dont cinq vous ont ё1ё 

remis a 1'occasion de,1'inscription au сопдгёз et le dernier vous sera envoys par la poste.

Le сопдгёз a regu environ 600 inscriptions et en plus, а реи ргёз, 100 accompagnants.

Du point de vu technique, on a vu un enorme interet dans toutes les sessions de 1Ьётез et 

dans celles des sous-themes dont la contribution des membres des tables rondes, et de plusi- 

eurs 1пу1Ьёз ont produit de discussion ä haut niveau technique ä propos des questions розёез 

par I*audience.



En consequence, come pour les annales du congres de Paris, les Annales du congres de Rio de 

Janeiro, seront une reference tres importante, pendant des annees, pour tous ceux qui s'inte 

ressent ä l'evolution des recherches en ce qui concerne la chimie du ciment.

Je remercie vivement ä tous ceux qui ont collabore pour la reussite de ce congres et je fait 

les meilleurs voeux pour qu'au prochain congres ont puisse se rencontrer et prefer une cola

boration si utile come vous vener des prefer au 8eme congres.

Merci pour 1'attention."
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1650-5AN MARTIN- ARGENTINA
5000-C0RD0BA- ARGENTINA
1035-BUEN0S AIRES- ARGENTINA
1035-BUEN0S AIRES- ARGENTINA
9003-C.RIVADAV1A- ARGENTINA
11B2-BUEN0S AIRES- ARGENTINA

BUENOS AIRES- ARGENTINA
2250-H0L6ATE- AUSTRALIA
A-4810-GMUNDEN- AUSTRIA

ST.LUCY- BARBADOS
ST.LUCY- BARBADOS

7(i4a-M0NS-0BCURG- BELGIUM
7530-T0URNAI- BELGIUM
292V-KAPELLE- BEL6IUM
B-7000-M0NS- BELGIUM
S-0558-C0CHABAMBA- BOLIVIA
S-0558-C0CHABAMBA- BOLIVIA
S-0558-COCHABAMBA- BOLIVIA
05462-5.PAULD-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
05347-5.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULD-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAUta-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULD-SP- BRASIL
05347-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
20090-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL
09250-SANT0 ANDRE-SP-BRASIl 
09250-SANT0 ANDRE-SP-BRASIL 
D9250-SANT0 ANDRE-SP-BRASIL 
09250-SANTU ANDRE-SP-BRASIL 
09250-SANT0 ANDRE-SP-BRASIL 
09250-SANT0 ANDRE-SP-BRASIL 
18320-APIAI-SP- BRASIL 
18320-APIAI-SP- BRASIL 
04551-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
22290-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
05575-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
42800-CAMACARI-BA- BRASIL 
0131O-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
01310-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
69000-MANAUS-AM- BRASIL 
69000-MANAUS-AM- BRASIL 
50000-RECIFE-PE- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAULD-SP- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
50000-RECIFE-PE- BRASIL 
5724O-S.M.CAMPOS-AL- BRASIL 
5724O-S.M.CAMP0S-AL- BRASIL 
B3650-BALSA NOVA-PR- BRASIL 
93250-ESTEID-RS- BRASIL 
93250-ESTE10-RS- BRASIL



076 RAMOS.MANUEL BAUTISTA
077 ALVES,HENRIQUE CLEMENTE BAETA
078 AflERIC0,6!LNAR NAGNÜ
079 ARAUJO JUNIOR,ANTENDR
080 BLATTER,J0R6
081 CHA6AS,ROBERTO OLIVEIRA
082 DA SILVA,CARLOS ALBERTO N.P.
083 BE CARVALHO,PEDRO HENRIQUES
084 DIVINOjERANCISCO EDUARDO GUIMARAES
085 FONTES,ARTHUR
086 FREIRE,EDUARDO
087 FREIRE NETO,MARIO
088 60ULART,BENEDIT0 DA COSTA
089 ISNARD,CARLOS AUGUSTO
090 LOPES,GERALDO ALMEIDA
09! MONTEIRO,PAULO JOSE M.
092 MONTENEGRO,CARLOS ALBERTO PINTO
093 OLI'VEIRA, JERONIMO TOMAZ FERREIRA
094 PEDRO,JOSE ALBERTO SALGADO
095 PEREZ,BENITO EDUARDO LOBOS
096 ROSAT,PAULO NILT6EN
097 SILVA,CARLCS CESAR
098 UNANUE,WALTER NAFIO GARCIA
099 VITRAL,JOSE ROBERTO CAMARA
100 LIMA ICT0,JORGE
101 SHOEEN, EUSEBIO MUNHOZ
102 CERON, CLAIR
103 FOSTER,HERBERT
104 MONACO, ERNANI
105 ABREU, JOAO BOSCO’
106 ABREU, JOSE EDUARDO
107 MACHADO,JOSE EUSTAQUIO
108 RIBEIRO,MARCOS ANTONIO
109 SOARES,ALKRTO LUIZ
110 TIBURCIO,MAURICIO
111 BERTELLI NETO.JDAO
112 VISANI,VITTORIO
113 DA SILVA NETO,JOSE MARIA
114 FERREIRA,NELSON AMILCAR
115 OLIVEIRA,MANDEL
116 RUAS,AHARILIO
117 SOARES,JARBAS
118 PEREIRA,ALAOR
119 MOURA,LUIZ EDUARDO 6.TA0UECE
120 PESSOA,FRANCISCO DE PAULA GUSMAO
121 MOUSSA,MURRIB
122 SILVA JUNIOR,DARIO
123 CARVALHO,LUIZ VILAR
124 TELES,RICARDO A.DA SILVA
125 ANDRADE,JOSE GONCALVES
126 BONNAL.PAUL JEAN JOSEPH
127 CATILLONJEAN DIDIER
128 COSTA, DANIEL TRAVASSOS R.
129 DA SILVA,№MANDO MARTINS
130 DEJEAN, JEAN
131 DEMARS,PATRICK
132 MACHADO NETO,TOBIAS
133 MADRE, BENOIT
134 MATSUSHITA,KAORU
135 MATTOS INHO, JOAO BATISTA
136 BARRETO,CANDIDO LOPES
137 COELHO,FERNANDO DE BARROS
138 DAMICO,GIOVANNI
139 MARIANO. ADILSON DORTA
140 SANTOS,MANUEL VITOR
141 ALMEIDA, JOSE ЮТОМ R.
142 IVO,LUIZ SANTANA
145 RINELLI,JOSE LUIZ
144 VIANAJOSE LEANDRO GARCIA
145 IESIXJlTA,6ERffllCI0
146 HOLLO,EDUARDO
147 NUMfflZ,MIGUEL DIAS
148 VIEIRA.RAIieWDO NpNATO RIBEIRO
149 DE SOUZA JR..HAMILTON FERREIRA
150 NARCOVIC«,PAULIN EMILE

CIA.DE CINENTO PORTLAND MARINGA 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARA1SD 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND PARAISO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND POTY 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND POTY 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND RIO BRANCO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO PORTLAND RIO BRANCO 
CIA.DE CIMENTO SALVADOR 
CIA.MATER1AIS SULFUROSOS-MATSULFUR 
CIA. MATERIAIS SULFUROSOS-MATSULFUR 
CIA.MATER1AIS SULFUROSOS-MATSULFUR 
CIA.MATERIAIS SULFUROSOS-MATSULFUR 
CIA.MATERIAIS SULFUROSOS-MATSULFUR 
CIA.MATERIAIS SULFUROSOS-MATSULFUR 
CIA.PARAIBA DE CIMENTO P0RTLAND-C1P 
CIA.PARAIBA DE CIMENTO PORTLAND-CII

BARAO DE TAQUARI S/N 
R0D.RJ-166,KM 2.5-VAL DE PALMAS 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,I80.ANDAR 
R.TIRADENTES S/N
AV.RIO BRANCO 103.ISo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103, ISo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
R0D.RJ-166,KM 2,5-VAL DE PALMAS 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
R.l-CIVIT II-LOTES 5 A S 
ROD.RJ-166,KM 2,5-VAL DE PALMAS 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,18o.ANDAR 
R.l-CIVIT II-LOTES 5 A В 
AV.RIO BRANCO 103,ISo.ANDAR 
R.TIRADENTES S/N 
R.MADRE DE DEUS 27 
R. MADRE DE DEUS 27 
R.JOAO NE6RA0 1285 
R.JOAO NE6RA0 1285 
PONTA DA SAPÜCA 
AV.AMAZONAS 311-3O.ANDAR 
AV.AMAZONAS 311-3O.ANDAR 
AV.iVfAZONAS 311-3O.ANDAR 
AV.AMAZONAS 311-3O.ANDAR 
AV.AMAZONAS 311-3o.ANDAR 
AV.AMAZONAS 311-30.ANDAR 
FAZENDA 6RACA - C.P.15 
FAZENDA 6RACA - C.P.15

CIA.SIDERURGICA DA GUANABARA-COSIGUA 
CIIENTO ARATU S.A.
CIMENTO CAUE S.A.
CIMENTO CAUE S.A.
CIMENTO CAUE S.A.
CIMENTO E MI1ERACA0 BASE S.A.
CIMENTO 1RAJA S.A.
CIMENTO IRAJA S.A.
CIMENTO ITAU DE CORUMBA S.A.
CIMENTO ITAU DE CORUMBA S.A.
CIMENTO ITAU DO PARANA S.A.
CIMENTO ITAU DO PARANA S.A.
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.-
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.
CIMENTO MAUA S.A.
CII6NT0 PIRINEUS S.A.
CIIENTO SANTA RITA S.A.
CIIENTO SANTA RITA S.A.
CIMENTO SANTA RITA S.A.
CIMENTO SANTA RITA S.A.
CIMENTO TUPI S.A. .
CIIENTO TUPI S.A.
CIMENTO TUPI S.A.
CIMENTO TUPI S.A.
CIMENTOS DO BRASIL S.A.-CIBRASA
CIMENTOS DO BRASIL S.A.-CIBRASA
CIN1NAS-CIMENT0 NACIONAL DE MINAS S.A.
CIMINAS-CIIENTO NACIONffl. DE NINAS S.A.
CIPLAN-CIMENTO PLANALTO S.A.
CIPLAN-CIMENTO PLANALTO S.A.

AV.JOAO HUI,6777
VIA PERIFERICA,S/N
ESTACAO DE JOAO CORREA,S/N
AV.CEL.JUVENTINO DIAS,S/N 
AV.CEL.JUVENTINO DIAS,S/N
AV.MARIA COELHO AGUIAR,215 BL.A
AV.MERIT!,4411
AV.MERITI,4411
AV.RIO BRANCO,S/N
AV.RIO BRANCO,S/N
R.JOAO NEGRAO 1285
R.JOAO NEGRAO 1285
=riC.M6-424,KM-31
■W.Ai*TE.ShPROSO,52-150.ANDAR
₽f'D.KJ-166,KM-B-F0NTE DA SAUDADE 
R0D.RJ-166,KM-8-F0NTE DA SAUDADE 
ROD.RJ-166,KM-8-FONTE DA SAUDADE 
R0D.MG-424,KM-31
AV.AFmSO PENA,941-10.ANDAR 
AV.ALMTE.BARROSO,52-15o.ANDAR
AV.ALMTE. BARROSO,52-lSo.ANDAR 
R0D.MG-424,KM-31
R0D.M6-424,KM-31 
R0D.BR-414,KM-70
AV.WIG.FARIA LIMA,888-12o.ANDAR 
AV.BRIG.FARIA LIMA,8B8-12o.ANDAR 
AV.BRIG.FARIA LIMA,888-12o.ANDAR 
AV.BRIG.FARIA LIMA,888-12o.ANDAR 
VIA SERGIO BRtoA,S/N 
ROD.BR-040,KM-655

"PRAIA DE B0TAFD60,228-16a.ANDAR 
PRAIA DE BOT/fOEO,228-160.ANDAR 
R0D.BR-3!6,KM-150
R0D.BR-316,KM-159
VARGEM ALEGRE,S/N 
VARGEM ALEGRE,S/N 
SCS-ED.BARACAT llo.ANDAR 
SCS-ED.BARACAT llo.ANDAR

18400-ITAPEVA-SP- BRASIL 
28500-CANTA6AL0-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
36205-BARR0S0-MG- BRASIL 
20041-R. JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
2OO41-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRD-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
2B500-CANTAGALO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
29160-SERRA-ES- BRASIL 
2B500-CANTAGAL0-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRD-RJ- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
29160-SERRA-ES- BRASIL 
20041-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
36205-BARR0S0-M6- BRASIL 
50000-RECIFE-PE- BRASIL 
50000-RECIFE-PE- BRASIL 
80000-CUP.ITIBA-PR- BRASIL 
BOOOO-CURITIBA-PR- BRASIL 
40000-S.T.PARIPE-BA- BRASIL 
30180-B.H0RIZ0NTE-M6-BRASIL 
30l8O-B.H0RIZ0NTE-MG-BRASIL 
30180-B. HIRIZDNTE-MG-BRASIL 
30180-B.HDRIZ0NTE-MG-BRASIL 
30180-B.H0R1Z0NTE-M6-BRASIL 
30180-B.HORIZONTE-MG-BRASIL 
58000-J0A0 PESSOA-PB-BRASIL 
58000-J0AQ PESSOA-PB-BRASIL 
2350O-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
43700-SIM0ES FO.-BA- BRASIL 
35166-MESQUITA-MG- BRASIL 
33600-P.LE0P0LD0-NG- BRASIL 
336O0-P.LEOPOLD0-MG- BRASIL 
05B04-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
21250-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
21250-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
79300-C0RUMBA-MS- BRASIL
7930O-C0RUMBA-MS- BRASIL
80000-CURITIBA-PR- BRASIL 
BOOOO-CURITIBA-PR- BRASIL 
35720-MATOZINHOS-MG- BRASIL 
20031-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
28520-EUCLIDELAND-RJ-BRASIL 
28520-EUCLIDELAND-RJ-BRASIL 
28520-EUCLIDELAND-RJ-BRASIL 
35720-MATOZINHOS-MG- BRASIL 
30130-B.H0RIZ0NTE-M6-BRASIL 
20031-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
20031-R.JANEIRO-PJ- BRASIL 
35720-MATOZINHOS-MG- BRASIL 
35720-MATOZINHOS-MG- BRASIL 
77135-C.DE 60IAS-60- BRASIL 
01452-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
01452-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
01452-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
01452-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
27265-V.REDDNDA-RJ- BRASIL 
362B0-CARANDAI-M6- BRASIL 
22250-R. JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
22250-R.JAMEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
6B700-CAPANEMA-PA- BRASIL 
6870O-CAPANEMA-PA- BRASIL 
33600-P.LEDP0LD0-M6- BRASIL 
33600-P.LEOPOLDO-MG- BRASIL 
70309-BRASILIA-DF- BRASIL 
70309-BRAS1LIA-DF- BRASIL



NAME COMPANY ADRESS ZIP-CITY-STATE-COUNTRY

151 CASTRO,MANUEL
152 HELLOES,LEONARD
153 SRIJSPEERDT,HENRI
154 DANTAS,RONALDO LUZ
155 TARTUCE,RONALDO
156 DE BON IS,BRUNO
157 U6L1ARA.NA6NER
15B PAMPLONA,AFRODIZIO
159 VEI6A,ROBSON .
160 SPLETTSTOSER JR.,JAIME
161 SPRENGER,CARLOS EDUARDO
162 ANDERSEN,ALLAN
163 BIRCH,ERIK
164 6IUNTOL1.ROLDANO
165 UTSEN.OLE
166 DE OLIVEIRA,JOSE GARIBALDI
167 DE SOUZA, 6UERIN0 A.
168 PEDRAS,GABRIEL LUIZ J.
169 PEIIOTO,PAULO ROBERTO C.
170 FEST6E,REINHOLD
171 GAMBURGO.ADRIAN
172 REMMERT,JOSEF
173 PRISZKULNIK.SIMAO
174 DUARTE,EDSON
175 MARINHO,MARCELO J.B.DE SOUZA
176 CINCOTTO,MARIA ALBA
177 MARQUES,JOAO CARLOS
178 TANGO,CARLOS EDUARDO DE S.
179 UEMOTO.KAI LOH
180 COSTA,BILL JORGE
181 CACONIA.ALCINA
182 CIANI,MARCIA
183 6RECA,MARIA CONCEICAO
184 MELO, ELIANE
185 MESQUITA,CLAUDIO
186 PALAZZO.MARIO
187 AZEVEDO JR,,EMERSON
188 FERNANDES,AULD
189 NOVAES.ROGERIO
190 PARACAMPOS,SERGIO
191 BRAGA,JOSE AUGUSTO
192 FERNANDES NETTO,FRANCILINO
193 FELIX,ALUIZIO
194 GUEIROS.INALDO
195 KONDO,OSWALDO
196 MONTENEGRO, MARCOS
197 TRES,LUIS
198 ANDERSEN,VAG«
199 BONFIM,MARCOS
200 DE BRITO,CARLOS BORGES
201 GARRELL,RICHARD PAUL
202 GONTIJO.LOURENCO
203 MOSCI,RICARDO
204 0RNÜAS, PAULO MARCHI
205 RODRIGUES,ANGELA
206 VALLE,DENIZ '
207 WAJDOWICZ.ADAM
208 ZACCARDI,MIGUEL ANGEL
209 SCHLEISS,RENE
210 ARREPIA,AUGUSTO ALFREDO
211 ABREU, JOSE AUGUSTO ARNAO P.
212 ABREU,JOSE AUGUSTO A.K.P.
213 61AMHUSS0, SALVADOR
214 PALERMO,GIOVANNI
215 HIRTH,HAROLD
216 ARRIAGADA.LUIS OflAR
217 LEIBLEIN,ELMAR
218 SCHNEIDER,HORST
219 SERBONCINI.AMAURI
220 KASAI,NOBORU
221 MORAES,MARIA LUI2A
222 NUNES, NEV VIEIRA
223 PARENTE,FERNANDO
224 SILVA, MARIA DAS 6RACAS
225 EFT1MIADES,MARIO

CLEPLAN-EMPREENDS.E PROJS.INDS.LTDA 
CLEPLAN-EMPREENDS.E PROJS. INDS.LTDA 
COBRASCOM S.A. - 
COHIDRO-CIA.DES.RECURSOS HIDRICOS 
CONCREBRAS S.A.ENG.CONCRETO 
CONSULTOR AUTONONO .
COPEBRAS S.A.
D.N.O.C.S.
ELETROSUL S.A.
ELFUSA-6ERAL DE aETROFUSAO 
ETERNIT S.A.
F.L.SM1DTH 
F.L.SMIDTH 
F.L.SMIDTH 
F.L.SMIDTH 
FORJAS BRASILEIRAS S.A. 
FORJAS BRASILEIRAS S.A. 
FORJAS BRASILEIRAS S.A. 
FORJAS BRASILEIRAS S.A. 
HAVER t BEUMER L.I.C.M.LTDA. 
HAVER t BEUMER L.I.C.M.LTDA. 
HAVER t BEUICR L. I.C.M.LTDA. 
HIDROSERVICE EN6.PROJETOS LTDA. 
1BACIP-1ND.BARB.DE CIMENTO PORT. S.A. 
ICI BRASIL S.A.
INST.DE PESQ.TECN0LI6AS DE S.PAULO-IPT 
INST.DE PESO.TECNOLIGAS OE S.PAULO-IPT 
INST.DE PESO.TECNOLIGAS DE S.PAULO-IPT 
INST.DE PESO.TECNOLIGAS DE S.PAULO-IPT 
INST.DE TECNOLOGIA DO PARANA 
INST.NACIONAL DE TECNOLOGIA 
INST.NACIONAL DE TECNOLOGIA 
INST.NACIONAL DE TECNOLOGIA 
INST.NACIONAL DE TECNOLOGIA 
INST.NACIONAL DE TECNOLOGIA 
INST.NACIONAL DE TECNOLOGIA 
ITABIRA AGRO-INDÜSTRIffl. S.A. 
ITABIRA AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. 
ITABIRA AGRO-INDUSTRIti. S.A. 
ITABIRA AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A.
ITA1PU BINACIONAL 
ITAIPU BINACIONAL 
ITAPESSOCA AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. 
ITAPESSOCA AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. 
ITAPETINGA AGRO-INOUSTRIAL S.A. 
ITAPETINGA AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. 
ITAPICURU AGRO-INDUSTRIAL S.A. 
KHD DO BRASIL LTDA.
MAGNESITA S.A. 
MA6NESITA S.A. 
MAGNESITA S.A. 
MAGNESITA S.A. 
MAGNESITA S.A. 
MAGieSHA S.A. 
MAGNESITA S.A. 
MAGNESITA S.A. 
MAGNESITA S.A. 
MAGNESITA S.A. 
HA60TTEAUX DO BRASIL 
MATS1CA INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO 
NAXBETON INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO LTDA. 
MAXBETON INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO LTDA. 
NAXBETON INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO LTDA. 
METRO-SAO PAULO 
MULTIPLUS INFORMATICA S/C LTDA.
О l К - 0RENSTE1N 1 KOPPEL EOUIP.LTDA. 
О l К - ORENSTEIN 4 KOPPEL EOUIP.LTDA. 
О 1 К - ORENSTEIN i. KOPPEL EOUIP.LTDA. 
0 4 К - ORENSTEIN 4 KOPPEL EOUIP.LTDA. 
ONODA BRASILEIRA INO.COM.LTDA. 
PETROBRAS - CENPES 
PETROBRAS - CENPES 
PETROBRAS - CENPES 
PETROBRAS - CE№ES
POLYSIUS PROJ.IND.LTDA.

ALAMEDA CAMPINAS,463-100,AND№ 
ALAMEDA CAMPINAS. 443-Юо.ANDAR 
AV.ALMTE.BARROSO, 63 ' .
AV.IVO DO PRADO,840 
R.AMERICO BRASILIENSE,633 
R.FERREIRA CARDOSO,37-SALA 101 
PCA.DA REPUBLICA, 497-50. ANDAR 
R.TABAJARAS.ll 
OBRA JORGE LACERDA 
ESTR.MUNICIPAL P/A6UAI,KM-3 
AV.DOS AUTOMOBILISTAS,1828 
R. NEBRASKA,443 
R.NEBRASKA,443 
R.NEBRASKA,443 
R.NEBRASKA, 443
R.MEXICO,111-180.ANDAR 
R.MEXIC0,lll-18o. ANDAR 
R.MEXICO,111-lBo. ANDAR 
R.MEXICO, 111-180. ANDAR 
ROD.CAMPINAS/MONTE-MOR,KM-20 
ROD.CAMPINAS/IK1NTE-NOR,KM-2O 
ROD.CAMPINAS/MONTE-MOR, KM-20 
R.AFONSO CELSO,235 
R0D.CE-223,KM-2.5-S/N 
R.VERBO DIVIN0,!356 
AV.PROF.ALMEIDA PRADO,535 
CIDADE UNIVER5ITARIA-C.P.7141 
CIDADE UNIVERSITARIA 
AV.PROF.ALNEIDA PRADO,535 
R.DOS FUNCIONARIOS,1357 
AV.V£NEZUELA,82 
AV.VENEZUELA, 82 
AV.VENEZUELA,82 
AV.VENEZUELA. 82 
AV.VENEZUELA, 82 
AV.VENEZUaA,82
FAZENDA MONTE LIBANO - C.P.252 
FAZENDA SUMIDOURO.S/N 
FAZENDA MONTE LIBANO - C.P.252 
FAZENDA MONTE LIBANO - C.P.252 
CANTEIRO DE OBRAS-LAB.DE CONCRETO 
CANTE1RD DE 0BRAS-C.P.1555 
ILHA DE ITAPESSOCA,S/N .
ILHA DE ITAPESSOCA,S/N 
AV.CENTENAR10.S/N 
AV.CENTENAR10,S/N 
R0D.BR-316.KM-466 '
AV.PAULISTA,460-llo.ANDAR 
PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 
PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 
PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 
PCA.LOUIS ENSCH, 240 
PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 
PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 
PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 
PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 
PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240 
PCA.LOUIS ENSCH,240
AV.GAL.DAVIO SARN0FF,122l 
AV.PAPA JOAO PAULO 1,2971 
R.D£BRET,23-SALA 403 
R.DEBRET,23-SALA 403 
ALAMEDA SANTOS,1470-SALA 707 
R.LUIS COaHO, 197-90. ANDAR 
R.DR.FLAQUER,115-SAL ’. 1618 
R.CAP.ANTONIO ROSA,376-150.ANDAR 
R.CAP.ANTONIO ROSA,376-15o.AND№ 
R.CAP.ANTONIO R0SA,376-15o.ANDAR 
R.CAP.ANTONIO R0SA,376-15o.ANDAR 
AV.BERNARDINO DE CAMPOS,98 
CID.UNIVERSITARIA-ILHA DO FUNDAO-0.7 
CID.UN1VERSITAR1A-ILHA DO FUNDAO-e.7 
CID.UNIVERSITARIA-ILM DO FUNDAO-0.7 
CID.UNIVERSITARIA-ILHA DO FUNDAO-0.7 
AV.BRI6.FARIA LIMA,1885-14o.ANDAR

01404-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
01404-S. PAULO-SP- BRASIL
20<)36-R.JA№IRO-RJ- BRASIL 
49000-ARACAJU-SE- BRASIL 
04715-S. PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
2105O-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL 
01045-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
60O00-F0RTALEZA-CE- BRASIL 
88700-TUBARA0-SC- BRASIL 
13870-S.J.B.VJSTA-SP-BRASIL 
06020-05ASCO-SP- BRASIL 
04560-S.PAULD-SP- BRASIL 
04560-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
04560-5.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
04560-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
20031-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20031-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20031-R.JANEIRD-RJ- BRASIL 
20031-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
13190-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
13190-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
13190-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
01419-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
63186-BARBALHA-CE- BRASIL 
04719-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
05508-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
05508-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
05508-S.PAULD-SP- BRASIL 
05508-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
B0030-CURITIBA-PR- BRASIL 
20081-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20081-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20081-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20O81-R. JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20081-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
20081-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
29300-C.ITAPEMIRI-ES-BRASIL 
18300-C.BONITO-SP- BRASIL 
29300-C.ITAPEMIRI-ES-BRASIL 
29300-C.ITAPEN1RI-ES-BRASIL 
85890-F.D0 I6UACU-PR-BRASIL 
85892-F.DO I6UACU-PR-BRAS1L 
55900-60IANA-PE- BRASIL 
55900-60IANA-PE- BRASIL 
5960O-MOSS0RO-RN- BRASIL 
59600-M0SS0R0-RN- BRASIL 
654OO-C0DO-MA- BRASIL 
01310-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
3221O-CONTAGEM-MG- BRASIL 
32210-C0NTA6EN-M6- BRASIL 
3221O-C0NTA6EN-M6- BRASIL 
32210-C0NTA6EM-M6- BRASIL 
32210-C0NTA6EM-M6- BRASIL 
32210-C0NTAGEN-MG- BRASIL 
32210-C0NTA6EN-M6- BRASIL 
32210-C0NTA6EM-M6- BRASIL 
32210-C0NTA6EN-NG- BRASIL 
32210-C0NTA6EM-MG- BRASIL 
3221O-C0WTA6EN-N6- BRASIL 
07080-GUARULHOS-SP- BRASIL 
20O3O-R.JAIEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
2003O-RJANEIR0-RJ* -BRASIL 
0I418-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
01309-5,PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
04006-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
01443-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
''01443-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
01443-S. PAULO-SP- BRASIL 
0I443-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
040O4-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL 
21910-R.JANEII10-RJ- BRASIL 
21910-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
2191O-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
21910-R.JANEIRO-RJ- BRASIL 
01451-S.PAU.O-SP- BRASIL



NAHE COMPANY ADRESS Z-IP-CITY-STATE-COUNTRY

226 6Е1В,НЕЯ1ВЕЯТ ■ POLYSIUS PROJETOS IND.LTDA AV.BRIG.FARIA LIMA,18B5-14o.ÄNDAR 01451-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
227 EONCALEZ,FRANCISCO POLYSIUS FROJETDS IND.LTDA AV.BRIG.FARIA LIMA,18B5-14o.ANDAR 01451-5.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
228 6RINFEDER,CLAUDE POLYSIUS PROJETOS IND.LTDA AV.BRIG.FARIA LIMA,lB85-14o.ANDAR 01451-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
229 THIEME,KLAUS POLYSIUS PROJETOS IND.LTDA AV.BRIG.FARIA LIMA,lß85-t4a.ANDAR 01451-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
230 BURI80,ARY0VALD0 POZOLANA IND.E COM.LTDA. AV.PROF.FRANCISCO M0RAT0,492 05512-S.PAUL0-SP- BRASIL
231 ABREU,HIRIfiN ANTONIO SABESP AV.DO ESTAD0,561 01107-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
232 DE OLIVEIRA,ROBERTO SERRANA S.A.DE MINERACAO CAIXA POSTAL 5 11940-JACUPIRANGA-SP-BRASIL
233 DJANIK1AN,JOAD 6ASPAR SERRANA S.A.DE MINERACAO AV.MARIA COELHO AGUIAR,215-3o.AND.BL-A 05804-S. PAULO-SP- BRASIL
234 BORES, DURVAL SERRANA S.A.DE MINERACAO R0D.BR-116,KM-488 11950-JACUPIRANGA-SP-BRASIL
235 6UI0A,LIVIO SERRANA S.A.DE MINERACAO AV.MARIA COELHO AGUIAR,215-3o.AND.BL-A 05804-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
236 MARTINS.JOANIEL MUNHOZ SERRANA S.A.DE MINERACAO CAIXA POSTAL 5 11940-JACUPIRAN6A-SP-BRASIL
237 FERNANDES FILHO,OSCAR S1KA S.A.PRODUTOS OUIMICOS ESTRADA DO TIMBQ.52 21061-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL
238 COUTO,TIA60 SOEICOM S.A.-SOC.DE EMP.IND.,COM.E MIN. AV.P0RTUGAL,7OO 33200-VESPASIANO-MG- BRASIL
239 NAISBERB.BENAMI SOE1COM S.A.-SOC.DE EHP.1ND.,COM.E MIN. AV.PORTU6AL,7O0 33200-VESPASIAN0-MG- BRASIL
240 AURICCHIO.ELCIO S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIM PRACA RAMOS DE AZEVEDO,254 01037-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
241 BENEDETTI.NILDO MAXINO S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIM PRACA RAMOS DE AZEVEDO,254 01037-S.PAULD-SP- BRASIL
242 FERREIRA FILHO,FRANC!SCO DIAS S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIM PRACA RAMOS DE AZEVEDO,254 01037-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
243 MARTINI,CELSO ANTONIO S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIM AV.SENADOR JOSE E.DE MORAES 2B500-CANTA6ALO-RJ- BRASIL
244 MARTINS,OSORIO L.SILVEIRA S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIM PRACA RAMOS DE AZEVEDO,254 01037-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
245 MENDES,ROBERTO PEREIRA S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIM AV.SENADOR JOSE E.DE MORAES 28500-CANTA6AL0-RJ- BRASIL
246 MORAES,JOSE ROBERTO S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIM PRACA RAMOS DE AZEVEDO,254 01037-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
247 RESENDE,MARCOS HARRA S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIM AV.SENADOR JOSE E.DE MORAES 28500-CANTAGALD-RJ- BRASIL
248 SANCHEZ,ISIDRO L.C.CONTRERAS S.A.INDUSTRIAS VOTORANTIM PRACA RAMOS DE AZEVEDO, 254 01037-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
249 BIRINDELLI.LUCY 0. THEMAS EN6ENHARIA LTDA. R.BELA CINTRA,986-120.ANDAR 01415-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
250 KUPERMAN, SELMO THEMAG EN6ENHARIA LTDA. R.BELA CINTRA,986-12O.ANDAR 01415-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
251 CARVALHO,MOACYR UNIV.DD E5TAD0 DD RIO DE JANEIRO R.SAO FRANCISCO XAVIER,524-5o.ANDAR 20550-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL
252 CARVALHO FILHO,ARNALDO CARDIM UNIV.DO EST.DE S.PAULO-ESC.POLITECNICA AV.PROF.ALMEIDA PRADO-TRAV.2,271 05598-S.PAULO-SP- BRASIL
253 VOLLET,DIMAS ROBERTO UNIV.DO EST.DE S.PAULD-IDA FRANCISCO DE6NI.S/N - C.P.174 14BOO-ARARAOUARA-SP- BRASIL
254 CAMPITELI,VICENTE CONEY UNIV.ESTADUAL DE PONTA 6R0SSA PRACA SANTOS ANDRADE,S/N B4100-P.GR0SSA-PR- BRASIL
255 PINHEIRO,ALCINA KOENON UNIV. FED.RJ-ESCOLA DE ENSENHARIA R.MARQUES DO PARANA,128-COB. 2223O-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL
256 ZAKON,ABRAHAM UNIV.FED.RJ-ESCOLA DE QUIMICA R.GENERAL CANABARRO,79-203 20271-R.JANEIR0-RJ- BRASIL
257 COSTA,DARY NERNECK UNIV.FED.MS. . C1DADE UNIVERSITAR1A - CICET 79100-C. GRANDE-MS- BRASIL
258 PINTO,JOSE ANTONIO UNIV.FED.SANTA MARIA R.BENJAMIN CONSTANT,1096-C1D.UNIVERS. 97050-S.MARIA-RS- BRASIL
259 OLIVEIRA,MARILDA BARRA UNIV.FED.UBERLANDIA AV.UNIVERSITARIA,S/N 3B400-UBERLANDIA-MG- BRASIL
260 VOLKOV.VASIL HIGHER INST.OF CHEMISTRY TECHNOLOGY 8 KLIMENT OHRIDSKI 1156-SOFIA-BULGARIA
261 NALDNER,ERMIN MIRON INC. 2201 CREMAZIE EAST H1Z 2C1-M0NTREAL-QB- CANADA
262 FELDMAN.ROLF F. NAT.RES.COUNCIL CANADA-INST.RES.CONST. M-20 MONTREAL ROAD KIA OR6-OTTAHA-ON- CANADA
263 LlTVAN^ERflRD NAT.RES.COUNCIL CANADA-INST.RES.CONST. M-20 MONTREAL ROAD KIA OR6-OTTAMA-ON- CANADA
264 AITCIN.P.-C. UNIV.DE SHERBROOKE-FAC.APPLIED SCI. DEPT.CIVIL ENG. J1K 2R1-SHERBRÜ0KE-0B-CANADA
265 MINDESS.SIDICY UNIV.OF BRITISH COLUMBIA DEPT. CIVIL ENG. V6T 1H5-VANC0UVER-BC- CANADA
266 MACINNIS, CAMERON UNIV.OF WINDSOR 401 SUNSET AVENUE N9B 3P4-HINDS0R-DN- CANADA
267 CORNEJO,EDUffiDO CEMENTO MELON S.A. PEDRO DE VALDIVIA 9B LA CALERA- CHILE
268 PEREZ.MARCELO UBILLA CEMENTO POLPAICO S.A. AMUNATE6UI,178-5o.PIS0 SANTIAGO- CHILE
269 CUEVAS,ARNOLDO BUCAREY CEMENTOS BIOBIO S.A. AV.GRAN BRETANA,1725-93 C - CONCEPCION TALCAHUANO-CHILE
270 KITTL,PABLO UNIV.DE CHILE - IDIEM CASILLA 1420 SANTIAGO- CHILE
271 M0NDACA,J0R6E MAURICIO OSSA UNIV.DE CHILE - IDIEM PLAZA ERCILLA B83 SANTIAGO- CHILE
272 VALENZUELA,PABLO CARRILLO UNIV.DE CHILE - IDIEM PLAZA ERCILLA B83 SANTIAGO- CHILE
273 CHEN.OUANDE THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI NAN ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
274 HUANG,SHIYUAN THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI HAN ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
275 SU.MUZHEN THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI MAN ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
276 SUN.6U0KUANG THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI HAN ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
277 TONG.DANAO THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI HAN ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
278 NU,ZHONGNEI THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI HAN ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
279 YANB.NANRU THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI HAN ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
280 YE,RUILUN THE CHINESE SILICATE SOCIETY BAI HAN ZHUANG BEIJING -CHINA
281 CHEN.ZHl-YUAN TONGJI UNIVERSITY SHIPIN6 ROAD.1239 200092-SHAN6AI -CHINA
282 PING,LU T0N6JI UNIVERSITY SHIPING ROAD, 1239 200092-SHANGAI -CHINA
283 NEI.SHEN TONGJI UNIVERSITY SH1PIN6 ROAD,1239 200092-SHAN6A1 -CHINA
284 L0U,Z0N6HAN . ZHEJIANG UNIVERSITY DEPT.OF MATERIALS SCI.4 ENG. HANGZHOU-CHINA
285 STAMARIA,FERNANDO ARTURO R0DR16UEZ CEMENTOS DEL CARIBE S.A VIA 40 - LAS FLORES AA 2739-BARRANUUILLA-COLOMBIA
286 SUAZA,JAIME CEMENTOS RIOCLARO S.A. CRA 46-No.5611-T0RREARG0S-P.14 7421-MEDELL1N- COLOMBIA
287 NOGUERAJAirt CDVILLA CIA.COLOMBIANA DE CLINKER S.A. NOMON AL AA 3344-CARTA6ENA- COLOMBIA
288 OROZCO.ORLANDO LAFAUR1E TOLTECEMEHTO APDO.AEREO 292 SINCELEJO-SUCRE- COLOMBIA
289 MAINIERl.ENRIOUE ALBERTO ACOSTA CEMENTOS DEL PACIFICO S.A. APD0.6559 SAN JDSE-COSTA RICA
290 ALMEBORG,JORN AALBORG PORTLAND RORDA SVEJ 44-P.0.B0X 165 910D-AALM0RG-DENMARK
291 CHRISTENSEN.JENS TIM AALBORG PORTLAND RORDA SVEJ 44-P.0.B0X 165 9100-AALM0RG-DENMARK
292 KNUDSEN,TORBEN DANISH TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY ANKER EN6ELUNDSSVEJ 2800-LYN6BY-DENNARK
293 ENKE6AARD,TORBEN F.L.SMIDTH 6 CO.A/S 77 VI6ERSLEV ALLE 2500-VALBY-C0PENHAGEN-DENMARK
294 FEDDERSEN, OLE FINN . F.L.SMIDTH 6 CO.A/S 77 VIGERSLEV ALLE 2500-VALBY-C0PENHA6EN-DENMARK
295 JOHMSEN.VAGN F.L.SMIDTH 1 CO.A/S 77 VIGERSLEV ALLE 25OO-VALBY-C0PENHAGEN-DENMARK
296 OSBAECK,BJARNE F.L.SMIDTH 4 CO.A/S 77 VIGERSLEV ALLE 2500-VALBY-C0PENHA6EN-DENMARK
297 IDDRN.BUieiAR 6MID0RN CONSULT A/S ROEJELSKAER 15 2840-H0LTE-DENMARK
298 POLAK,ELZBIETA BIRKBECK COLLEGE MALET STREET NCI 7HX-LBND0N-ENGLAND,U.K.
299 BUNSOH,AL« BLUE CIRCLE INDUSTRIES PLC. GROUP RESEARCH-305 LONDON ROAD DA9 VJO-GREENHITHE-ENGLAND.U.K.
300 NOIR,GRAEME K. BLUE CIRCLE INDUSTRIES PLC. GROUP RESEARCH-305 LONDON ROAD DA9 9J0-6REE»HITHE-£N6LAND,U.K.

______ -------



301 BENSTED.JOHN
302 nATTHENS,JOHN
303 LEES, TIMOTHY
304 POMEROY,CHARLES DUNCAN
305 BALDIE,KEITH
30o SCRIVENER,KAREN
307 FORRESTER .JAMES
308 R0D6EF:,SALLY
309 MILLS,PETER
310 JACKSON,PETER
311 CABRERA,JOSEPH 6.
312 BANFILL,PHILLIP F.G.
313 BAILEY,JOHN
314 ERIKSSON,BO-ERIK
315 PALM,CARL-OLOF
316 TALLING,BOB
317 NIEMINEN,PERTTI
318 COLLIS,HENRY
319 DUTRON,PIERRE
320 SOUKATCHOFF,PASCAL
321 BOMBLED,JEAN-PAUL
322 FAUVEAU,PIERRE
323 RE60URD,MICHELINE
324 LOVICHI.JEAN-PIERRE
325 CASTANET,ROBERT
326 BERNAUDAT,FRANCOIS
327 LAMEILLE,JEAN-MICHEL
328 REVERTE6AT,ELIANE
329 OBERSTE-PADTBERG,RUDIGER
330 PARCEVAUX,PHILIPPE
331 6UILH0T,BERNARD
332 SOUSTELLE,MICHEL
333 BARRET, PIERRE
334 AMBROISE.JEAN
335 PERRA,JEAN
336 BRANDET,JACQUES
337 OLLIV1ER,JEAN-PIERRE
33B DRON, ROGER
339 RIVES,JEAN
340 RIVOIRE,CLAUDE -
341 SANTOS,FERNANDO M.OLIVEIRA
342 BARON,JACQUES
343 BORREIL,ANDRE
344 CHAPPUIS,JACQUES
345 SORRENTINO,DANIELLE
346 SORRENT INO, FRANCOIS
347 HAWTHORN,FRANCK
348 MAR10T.RENE JEAN
34= MERIC,JEAN-PAUL
350 RICHER,FRANCOIS
351 VERNET,CHRISTIAN
352 VON EUN,MARCEL
353 FRESSY,MICHEL
35 4 6ISAS,KOSTAS
355 MARINOS,10ANNIS
356 VASILOUDIS.PASCHALIS
357 HALSTEAD,PHILIP E.
358 KOLTAl.IHRE
359 TALABER,JOZSEF
360 TAMAS,FERENC
361 CHATTERJEE,ANJAN KUMAR
362 NARANS.KART« CHAND
363 DAS.KESHAB
364 IRANI,D1NSHAN BOMANJI
365 KANURI,HARINADHA BABU
366 LAXMI.SHOBHAY
367 RAINA,SHIBAN J,
368 VIVESVARAYA.HOSAGRAHAR C.
369 AHSAN,MANZOOR
370 PANDAKASALA,JACOB ALEXANDER
371 SOROKA,ITZHAK
372 AUSTON1,SER6I0
373 PIAZZA,EUGENIO
374 FRI6I0NE,GIUSEPPE
375 BUZZI,SANDRO

BRITISH PETROLEUM,INC.
BUILDING RESEARCH STATION
CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION 
CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION 
CESB
IMPERIAL COLLEGE OE SCIENCE AND TECHN. 
KING’S COLLEGE LONDON
OXFORD UNIVERSITY-DEPT.OF METTALURGY 
PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL
THE RUGBY PORTLAND CEMENT
THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS
THE UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD 
LOHJA CORPORATION 
OY PARTEK AB
OY PARTEK AB . .
TAMPERE UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
CEMBUREAU
CEMBUREAU
CENTRE DE RECHERCHES DE PONT
CERILH
CERILH 
CERILH 
C1MENTS LAFARGE FRANCE 
CNRS
COMMISSARIAT A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE 
COMMISSARIAT A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE 
COMMISSARIAT A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE 
DOWELL SCHLUMBERGER
DOWELL SCHLUMBERGER . 
ECOLE DES MINES 
ECOLE DES MINES
FACULTE DES SCIENCES MIRANDE
INSA 
INSA 
INSA-LAB0RAT0R1E DE GENIE C1CIL 
INSA-LABORATORIE DE GENIE CICIL 
LABORATORY CENTRAL FONTS G CHAUSSEE5 
LAFARGE COPPEE 
LAFARGE COPPEE
LAFARGE COPPEE-DIV.INTERNATIONAL
LAFARGE COPPEE RECHERCHE 
LAFARGE COPPEE RECHERCHE 
LAFARGE COPPEE RECHERCHE 
LAFARGE COPPEE RECHERCHE 
LAFARGE COPFEE RECHERCHE 
SOCIETE DES CIMENTS FRANCAIS 
S0C1ETE DES CIMENTS FRANCAIS 
SOCIETE DES CIMENTS FRANCAIS 
SOCIETE DES CIMENTS FRANCAIS 
SOCIETE DES CIMENTS FRANCAIS 
SOCIETE DES CIMENTS FRANCAIS 
V1CAT
HERACLES G.C.C.
HERACLES G.C.C.
HERACLES G.C.C.
MATERIALS MEASUREMENT LTD.
N1KEX-DEPARTMENT 52
RESEARCH AND DES.1NST.SIL1CATE IND.
UNIVERSITY OF VESZPREM
ASSOCIATED CEMENT COMPANIES LTD.
DALMIA CEMENT(BHARAT)LIMITED 
DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS P.LTD.
NAT.COUNCIL FOR CEMENT R BUILDING NAT. 
NAT.COUNCIL FOR CENENT I BUILDING MAT. 
NAT.COUNCIL FOR CEMENT 4 BUILDING MAT. 
NAT.COUNCIL FOR CEMENT 1 BUILDING MAT. 
NAT.COUNCIL FOR CEMENT 1 BUILDING MAT. 
ORISSA CEMENT LIMITED
THE TRAVANCORE CEMENTS LTD.
TECHNI OH
CEMENT! TICINO CETI SPA
CEIENTI VICTORIA
CEMENTIR
FRATELLI BUZZ! CENENTI SPA

RESEARCH CENTRE 
6ARSTON 
HEXHAM SPRINGS 
ИЕХНАМ SPRINGS 
CERL,KELVIN AVENUE 
PRINCE CONSORT ROAD . 
12 MAYFLOWER WAY 
PARKS ROAD 
30 SWINBURNE STREET 
CENTRAL LABORATORY-PARKFIELD 
DEPT.OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
DEPT.OF BUILDING ENGINEERING 
ELMFIELD NORTHUMDERLAND ROAD

DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
P.O.BOX 527 
2 RUE SAINT-CHARLES
2 RUE SAINT-CHARLES
A. MOUSSON-BP 28
23 RUE DE CRONSTADT 
23 RUE DE CRONSTADT .
23 RUE DE CRONSTADT 
30 COURS PIERRE PUGET
3 RUE THIEUX
60-68 AV.DU GENERAL LECLERC-B.P.6 
60-68 AV.DU GENERAL LECLERC-B.P.6 
LABO.BETONS-BAT.15B-SACLAY
B. P.9O -
B.P.90 .
158 COURS FAURIEL 
158 COURS FAURIEL 
B.P.138 .
20,RUE ALEERT EINSTEIN 
20,RUE ALBERT EINSTEIN 
AVENUE DE RANGUEIL 
AVENUE DE RANGUEIL 
58 EiD.LEFEBVRE-CEDEX 15 
28,RUE EMILE MENIER 
28,RUE EMILE MENIER . 
28,RUE EMILE MENIER 
B.P.8 
B.P.8 
B.P.8 
B.P.8 
B.P.8
TOUR GENERALE 5.PLACE DE LA PI RAH I DE 
TOUR GENERALE 5,PLACE DE LA PYRAMIDE 
TOUR GENERALE 5,PLACE DE LA PYRAMIDE 
CERE6-B.P.D1 
CEREb-B.P.Ol
TOUR GENERALE 5.PLACE DE LA PYRAMIDE 
TOUR GAN - CEDEX 13 
S.VENIZELOU.49-51 
S.VENIZELOU, 49-51 
S. VEN1ZEL0U. 49-51 
6P0 BOX 4194 
MESZAROS-UTCA 48-54 
BECSI UT 126-128 
P.O.BOX 158 
CENTRAL RESEARCH STATION 
HANSALAYA.15-bHARAKHAHBA RD.-11/12 PLS.
24 B.PARK STREET
M-IO SOUTH EXTENSION FART II 
M-10 SOUTH EXTENSION PART II 
M-10 SOUTH EXTENSION FART 11 
M-10 SOUTH EXTENSION FART 11 
n-10 SOUTH EXTENSION PART II 
В 45/47 CONNAUGHT PLACE-SHIV MAHAL 
NATTAKOM KOTTAYAM KERALA 
TECHNION CITY 
VIA BDN6IASCA 
VIA MONTESANTO 13 
VIA CDR06LI0 71
CORSO GIOVANE ITALIA 39

TWL6 7LN-SUN8URY-EN6LAND,U.K. 
HD2 7JR-WATF0RD-EN6LAND,U.K.
SL3 6PL-SL0U6H BUCKS-ENGLAND,U.K. 
SL3 6PL-SL0U6H BUCKS-ENGLAND,U.K. 
KT22 75E-LEATHERHEAD-EN6LAND,U.K. 
SW7 EBP-LONDON-ENGLAND,U.K.
HP9 1JE-BEACONSFIELD-£N6LAND,U.K. 
0X1 3PH-OXFORD-EN6LAHD,U.K.

DERBY-ENGLAND,U.K. 
CV21 1QJ-RU6BY-EN6LAND,U.K. 
LS2 9JT-LEEDS-ENGLAND,U.K. 
L69 3BX-LIVERP00L-EN6LAND,U.K. 
SID 2TZ-SHEFFIELD-EN6LAND,U.K. 
08700-VIRKKALA-FINLAND 
21600-PAR6AS-F1NLAND 
21600-PARGAS-F1NLAND 
33101-TAMFERE-FINLAND 
75015-PARIS-FRANCE 
75015-PARIS-FRANCE . 
547OO-PÜNT A MOUSSON-FRANCE 
75015-PARIS-FRANCE ' 
75015-PARIS-FRANCE 
75015-PARIS-FRANCE :
13006-MARSE1LLE-FRANCE 
1300B-MARSE1LLE-FRANCE ' 
92265-F0NTENAY-AUX-R0SES-FRANCE 
92265-F0NTENAY-AUI-R0SES-FRANCE 
91I91-GIF-SUR-IVETTE-FRANCE 
42003-SAINT-ETIENNE-FRANCE 
42003-SAINT-ETIENNE-FRANCE 
421OO-SAINT-ET1ENNE-FRANCE ' 
42O23-SA1NT-ETIENNE-FRANCE 
21OO4-DIJ0N-FRANCE '
69621-VILLE URBANNE-FRANCE 
69621-VILLE URBANNE-FRANCE 
31O77-TOULOUSE-FRANCE 
31077-TÜULÜUSE-FRANCE 
75732-PARIS-FRANCE 
75116-PARIS-FRANCE ■
75116-FAR1S-FRANCE 
75116-PARIS-FRANCE 
0722V-VIVIERS-SUR-RHONE-FRANCE 
O722O-V1VIERS-SUR-RHONE-FRANCE 
07220-V1V1ERS-SUR-RH0NE-FRANCE 
(I7220-VIVIERS-SUR-RH0NE-FRANCE 
07220-91VIER5-SUR-RH0NE-FRANCE 
92O8B-PAR1S LA DEFENSE-FRANCE 
92088-PARIS LA DEFENSE-FRANCE 
92<iB8-PARIS LA DEFENSE-FRANCE 
78930-6UERVIlLE-FRANCE 
;893j-GUERVILLE-FRANCE 
=2-)B8-PARIS lA DEFENSE-FRANCE 
92ij82-PARIS-FRANCE 
14123-A1HENS-6REECE 
1*'.2'-ATHENS-GRE£CE 
14123-AT HENS-БкЕЕСЕ 

HONG KUNG-HONG KONG 
BUDAF'EST-HLINbARY 

H-13i)0-BUDAFEST-HUN6ARY 
H-bCOl-VESZFREM-HUNSARY 
400604-ThANE-SHARTRI MARG-INDIA 
I100O1-NEN DELHI-INDIA 
"(Kldlt-CALCiJTTA-INDIA " 
11O049-NEW DELHI-INDIA 
110049-LEW DELHI-INDIA 
I10049-NEW DELHI-INDIA 
110049-REW DELHI-INDIA 
11004«-NEW DELHI-INDIA 
llOOOl-NEW DELHI-INDIA 
686013-K0TTAYAM-INDIA 
32DOO-HAIFA-ISRAEL 
21O2O-CDMABBI0-ITALY 
13039-TRIN0 VERCELLESE-ITALY 
80124-NAPLES-ITALY 
15033-CASALE MONFERRATO-ITALY



NAHE ' COMPANY ADRESS ZIP-CITY-STATE-COUNTRY

374 BUCCHI, RENATO 1TALCENENTI SPA VIA G.CAMOZZI 124 24100-BER6AMO-ITALY
377 COSTA. UMBERTO ITALCEMENTI SPA ■ VIA G.CAMOZZI 124 24100-BERGAMO-ITALY
378 HASSAZ2A,FRANCO ITALCEMENTI SPA VIA G.CAMOZZI 124 24100-BER6AM0-ITALY
379 ORTOLANI,VITTORIO ITALCEMENTI SPA VIA G.CAMOZZI 124 2410V-BERGAM0-1TALY
380 T06N0N,61AHPIETR0 ITALCEMENTI SPA VIA G.CAMOZZI 124 24100-BERGAMO-!TAlf
381 BIA6IN1,STEFANO NAC SPA VIA VICINALE CORTI 21 31100-TREVIS0-1TALY
382 C0LLEPAR6I.NARI0 MAC SPA VIA VICINALE CORTI 21 31100-TREVISO-ITALY
jtij 6UELLA, SILVIO HAURfl MAC SPA VIA VICINALE CORTI 21 31100-TREVISD-ITALY
384 rNDELICATO,FERDINANDa POLITECNICO DI T0RIN0-D1P.DI IN6.STRUT,. CORSO DUCA DE6L1 ABRUZZI 24 10129-T0RIN0- ITALY
385 LUCCO-BORLERA.NARIA POLITECNICO DI TORINO-DIP.DI IN6.STRUT., CORSO DUCA DE6L1 ABRUZZI 24 ■ 10129-TORINO- ITALY
386 CUSSINO.LUCIANO UN1CEM SPA VIA CARLO MARENCO 25 10126-T0R1N0- ITALY .
387 NEERO,ALFREDO UNICEM SPA VIA CARLO MARENCO 25 1O126-T0RIN0- ITALY
388 AIELLO,ROSARIO UN1V.DELLA CALABRIA ARCAVACATA 01 RENDE 87030-COSEN’A-ITALY
38? HONOSI.SAVERIA UNIV. DI ANCDNA-DIP.SCIENZE DE1 MATER. VIA DELLE BRE5CE BIANCHE . 60131-ANC0NA- ITALY
390 NORICONI.BIACOIB UNIV.DI ANCONA-DIP.SCIENZE DE! MATER. VIA DELLE BRESCE BIANCHE 60131-ANCONA- ITALY '
391 PAURI,NARCO UNIV.DI ANCONA-DIP.SCIENZE DE1 MATER. VIA DELLE BRESCE BIANCHE 60131-ANC0NA- ITALY
392 ANICARELLI,VINCENZO UNIV.DI BAR1-FAC0LTA DI IN6EGNERIA VIA REDAVID 200 70124-BARI- ITALY
393 NASSIDDA,LUI6I UNIV.DI CAGLIARI PIAZZA D’ARMI 09100-CAGLIARI-ITALY
394 SANNA,ULR1CO UNIV.DI CAGLIARI PIAZZA D’ARMI 09100-CA6L1ARI-ITALY
395 NARCHESE,BERNARDO UNIV.DI NAPOLI-DIP.IN6.DEI MATERIALI P1AZZALE TECCH10 B0125-NAP0L1- ITALY
396 NASCOLO,6IUS0>PE UNIV.DI NAPOLI-DIP.IN6.DEI MATERIALI PIAZZALE TECCHIO B0125-NAP0LI- ITALY-
397 SANTORO,LUCIANO UNIV.DI NAPOLI VIA MEZZOCANNOIB 4 ' B0134-NAP0LI- ITALY
398 SERSALE,RICCARDO UNIV.DI NAPOLI-DIP.ING.DEI MATERIALI PIAZZALE TECCHIO 80125-NAP0LI- ITALY
399 V«.ENT1,6IAH LORENZO UNIV.DI NAPOLI PIAZZALE TECCHIO B013-NAP0LI- ITALY
400 FESTA,DINA . UNIV.DI PADOVA VIA MARZOLO 9 35100-PADOVA- ITALY
401 SCARINCIpBIOVANNI UNIV.DI PADOVA VIA MARZOLO 9 35100-PAD0VA- ITALY
402 CI6NA,RANIERI UNIV.DI ROMA-DIP.ICMMPM VIA EUDOSSIANA 18 00184-ROMA- ITALY
403 TURRHIANI,RENATO UNIV.DI ROMA-DIP.ICItlPH VIA EUDOSSIANA 18 001B4-R0MA- ITALY404 NCLEOD,MURICE CARIBBEAN CEMENT COMPANY ROCKFORT KINGSTON-JAMAICA
405 FUKAYA.YASUBUNI CHICH1BU CEMENT CO.LTD. 2-1-1,TSUKUMI-CHO 360-KUNA6AYA-SH1-JAPAN
406 TAKANO,YUKIO CHICH1BU CEMENT CO.LTD. 2-1-1,TSUKUNI-CHO 360-KUMAGAYA-SHI-JAPAN
407 KOlBUCHl.KIYOail DAICH1 CEMENT CO.LTD. 1-1,AS ANO-CHO,KAWASAKI KAWASAKI-JAPAN
408 NAKA6AWA, KOJI DENKI KA6AKU KOGYO CO.LTD. AOMI-CHO,NISHIKUBIKI-GUN 949-03-NII6ATA-JAPAN
409 HARA,NAONICHI GÜVERMfENT INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE,KYUSHU 841-T0SU-SA6A-KEN-JAPAN
410 HASABA,SHI6ENASA ISHIKAWA TECHNICAL COLLEGE TUBATA.KANOKU, 920-ISHIKANA-JAPAN
411 KANAntffiA,NITSUNORI KANAZAWA UNIVERSITY-FAC.OF ENGINEERING 40-20,KODATSUNO 2 -CHORE 920-KANAZANA-JAPAN
412 TORII,KAZUYUKI KANAZAWA UNIVERSITY-FAC.OF ENGINEERING 40-20, KODATSUNO 2 -CHOME 920-KANAZANA-JAPAN
413 ASAKURA.ETSURO MITSUBISHI MINING A CEMENT CO. 2270 YOSOKE-CHO,CHICHIBU-GUN SAITAMA-KEN-JAPAN
414 NAKI.INAO NAGOYA INST.OF TECHNOLOGY GORISO-CHO,SHONA-KU 466-NAGOYA-JAPAN
415 MITSUDA,TAKESHI NAGOYA INST.OF TECHNOLOGY-CERMICS LAB. ASAHIGAOKA.TAJIMI 507-GIFU-KEIbJAPAR
416 YAMAZAKI.YUKINORI NIHM CEMENT CO.LTD. 2-23-1,KIYOSUMI,KOTO-KU TOKYO-JAPAN
417 A0KI,SHI6EKI NIHON UNIVERSITY 1-8-14, SURUGA-DAI.KMDA 101- TOKYO-JAPAN
418 TSUYUKI,NA0NIT9J NIHON UNIVERSITY 7-24-1,NARASHINODAI 274-FUNABASHI-SHI-JAPAN ■
419 TSUJIMATSU,HIROSHI NIPPON KOKAN K.K. 1-1-2,NARUNOUCHI,CHIYODA-KU TOKYO-JAPAN
420 HANEHARA.SHUNSUKE ONODA CEMENT CO.LTD. 1-1-7,TOYOSU.KOTO-KU 135- TOKYO-JAPAN
421 TAKEMOTO.KUNIHIRO ONODA CEMENT CO.LTD. 1-1-7,TOYOSU,KOTO-KU 135- TOKYO-JAPAN
422 UCHIDA.SHUNICHIRO ONODA CEMENT CO.LTD. 1-1-7,TOYOSU,KOTO-KU 135- TOKYO-JAPAN
423 UCH1KANA,HIROSHI ONODA CEMENT CO.LTD. l-l-7,T0Y0SU,KDT0-KU 135- TOKYO-JAPAN
424 KOBAYASHI,SHI6EHIR0 OSAKA CEMENT CO.LTD. 7-1-49,MINANI OKAJIMA,TAISHO-KU OSAKA-JAPAN '
425 INOKANA.HISASHI SUMITOMO CEMENT CO.LTD. 585,TOYOTDM1-CHO,FUNABASHI ■ CHIBA-JAPAN
426 KATO.OSAMU THE CEMENT ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN 17-33-4,TOSHIMA.KITA-KU TOKYO-JAPAN
427 USH1YANA,HIROTAKA TOKUYAMA SODA CO.LTD. l-l,MIKA6E-CH0 TOKUYANA-JAPAN
428 SOTO.SEICHI TOKYO INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 2-12-1,00KAYAMA-ME6UR0 152- TOKYO-JAPAN
429 NISHIM0T0,N08UY0SHI UBE INDUSTRIES,LTD. 1-12-32,NISHIHON-MACHI 755- UBE- JAPAN -
430 IKEDA,KO YAMAGUCHI UNIVERSITY TOKINADAI 2557 755- UBE- JAPAN
431 IWABUCHI,T0SHITSU6U YAMASO CHEMICAL CO.LTD. 25-5-2,CHOME fflTCHOBORI CHUO-KU 104- TOKYO-JAPAN
432 DOUMET,JOSEPH CIMENTERIE NATIONALE S.A.L. B.P.ll 5101- BEYROUTH-LIBAN
433 ULIBARRI,RANON POO CEMENTOS MEXICANOS №D0. POSTAL 392 64520- MONTERREY-MEXICO434 RE66AD,AHMED CIMENTERIE DE L’ORIENTAL B.P.44 OUJDA-NOROCCO
435 AIRIOUZ.BELKACEN ASMENT DE TEMARA AIN ATTIG TEMARA-MOROCCO
436 VAN KLAVEREN,WILLEM CEMENTIFABRIEKICEMIJIBV POST BOX 462 1970-AL/IJMUIDEN-NETHERLANDS
437 DE JONS,JAN ENCI LAGE KANAALDIJK,115-P.0.B0X 1 6200-AA/MAASTRICHT-IETHERLMDS
438 MELAND,IN6ER CEMENT AND CONCRETE INSTITUTE SINTEF 7034-TRONDHEIM-NORWAY
439 LINDSTAD.JORN NORCEM A/S HAAKON 7, GT.2 0114-0SL0 1-NORWAY
440 STOLTENBERG-HANSSON.ERIK NORCEM A/S 3950-BREVIK-NORNAY
441 GJORV.ODD E. UNIVERSITY OF TRONDHEIM NTH 7034-TR0NDHEIM-NDRHAY
442 PITERSON,RANON ABRAHAM BAIID CEMENTO PANAMA S.A. P.O.BOX 1755 ZONA 1-PANAMA-PANAMA.
443 OUINTERO,GUSTAVO CEMENTO PANAMA S.A. P.O.BOX 1755 ZONA 1-PANAMA-PANAMA
444 BAIBE.ISABELINO E.GANARRA INDUSTRIA NACIONAL DEL CEMENTO GENERAL SANTOS-60.PISO ASUNCION-PARAGUAY
445 PALACIO,HI6INI0 VILLALBA INDUSTRIA NACIONAL DEL CEMENTO GENERAL SANTDS-60.PISO ASUNCION-PARAGUAY
446 DUARTE,JOSE DOMINGO CARRERAS ITAIPU BINACIONAL PARAGUAY-BRASIL PARAGUAY
447 VERA.CARMELO ACOSTA ITAIPU BINACIONAL PtoAGUAY-BRASIL PARAGUAY
448 GONZALES DE LA CDTERA,MANIEL ALFONSO ASOC.DE PRODUCTORES DE CEMENTO AV.CARLOS VILLARAN,504,STA.CATALINA LIMA-PERU
449/ ARATA,EDUARDO RODRISUEZ CEMENTOS LIMA S.A. LAS BEGONIAS,475-0F.234 LIMA-PERU
450 ARDILES,LUIS ENRIQUE SALINAS CEMENTOS LIMA S.A. LAS BEGONIAS,475-0F.234 LIMA-PERU ___ _—



451 KURDOWSKI.HIESLAK
452 60MES,ALVARO NUNE3

i 453 OLIVEIRA,MARIO MARQUES 
! 454 REIS,MARIA OLINDA BRAGA 

. i 455 AL-NOURY,SOLIMAN 
' j 45b flFSHAR,ALI BEHROOZ

I 457 MCCARTER,WILLIAM JOHN
: 458 BARTOS,PETER

459 BLASSER,FREDRIK PAUL
460 TAYLOR,HARRY F.N,
461 CREMIEUX, PIERRE
462 KELLY,R.J.
463 OBERHOLSTER,BERTIE
464 CH0I,SAN6-HEUL
465 HAN,kl-SUN6
466 SEO,IL-YOUN6
467 NAM.KEE DONG
468 GOMA 1 61NESTA, FERRAN
469 CORONAS,JUAN RAMON BARRABANQ

' 470 ALONSO,JULIO PEREZ
471 REY,PEDRO
472 CASTRO,NESTOR

; 473 HURTRA,ISIDORO
474 VILA jVICTORIANO JOSE GONZALEZ
475 FERNANDEZ,MARCOS
476 LONGARELA, ANGEL

: 477 MARTINEZ,ARTURO
478 CEBRIAN,JOSE LUIS
479 MONTRAVERA.JUAN PUI6
480 CARMONA, JOSE MARIA SARDI

i 481 HUARTE,GABRIEL
482 FRADERA,ENR11UE
483 FERRANDO.JOAQUIM
484 CALLEJA,JDSE
485 ALONSO,MARIA CRUZ ALONSO 
4B6 ANDRADE, MARIA DEL CARMEM 
487 BLANCO-VARELA,MARIA TERESA

, 488 DE LUKAN,MARIA PILAR
! 489 GASPAR-TEBARjDEMETRIO

490 SORIA, FRANCISCO
491 TRIVINO,FERNANDO
492 VAZOUEZ-MDREND,TOMAS
493 CORDMINA,JORGE
494 GIBERT,SANTIAGO
495 BRAVO,FRANCISCO
«96 HANCHON,JOSE LUIS MARTINEZ
497 RUDEN1US,ARNE
498 NARRIS,BIRGER
499 NAREDI,ROBERT
500 CHANDRA,SAT1SH
501 NILSSON,LARS-OLOF
502 HANNAWAYVA,FRANCISA
503 PETERSON,OLOF
504 KLINGSTEDT,GUNNAR
505 PICCOLI,MARCO BERETTA
506 PETER,GUSTAV
507 BRAUN,HANS
508 GEBAUER, JURAJ

, 509 SCHRAEMLI,BERNER
510 KOELLIKER,EMIL
511 LAUBER,JOSEF 

' 512 BRUfflER.PAUL
513 SINGH,RAMJATTAN
514 TONAK,TULIN
515 BRUSCHERA,JORGE
516 SUAREZ,JOSE
517 PHILLEO,ROBERT

„ 518 MAC DONELL,JOHN F,
519 COOK LONNIE
520 PATZIAS,TERRY
521 KOLAN,ANDREN
522 6UITT0N,ETIENNE
523 RONE,HALT
524 GEORGE,CHARLES
525 NOORE,CLYDE N.

AKADEMIA GORNICZO-HUTNICZA 
CIMPDR-CIMENTOS PORTUGAL EP 
CIMPOR-CI HENIOS PORTUGAL EP 
LABORATORIO NAC.DE ENGENHARIA CIVIL 
KING ABDULAZIZ UNIVERSITY 
HERIOT-NATT UNIVERSITY 
HERIOT-NATT UNIVERSITY 
PAISLEY COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN 
UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN 
S0C0C1M INDUSTRIES 
BLUE CIRCLE LIMITED 
NATIONAL BUILDING RES.BUILD1N6 
HANYIANG UNIVERSITY 
INHA UNIVERSITY 
SSAN6-YDN6 RESEARCH CENTER 
TONG YANG CEMENT CORPORATION 
ASLAND CATALUNIA S.A.
ASLAND-CIYD 
ASLAND S.A. 
ASLAND S.A. 
AUXILIAR DE LA CONSTRUCCIDN 
AUXILIAR DE LA CONSTRUCCIDN 
CEMENTOS ATLANTICO S.A. 
CEMENTOS COSMOS S.A. 
CEMENTOS COSMOS S.A. 
CEMENTOS COSMOS S.A. 
CEMENTOS HONTDRIA 
CEMENTOS MOLINS S.A. 
CEMENTOS MDRATA DE JALON S.A. 
CEMENTOS PORTLAND S.A. 
CEMENTOS UNILAND S.A. 
CIA.VALENCIANA DE CEMENTOS PORTLAND 
IECA-OFICEMEN 
INSTITUTO EDUARDO TORROJA 
INST!TUTO EDUARDO TORROJA 
INSTITUTO EDUARDO TORROJA 
INSTITUTO EDUARDO TORROJA 
INSTITUTO EDUARDO TORROJA 
INSTITUTO EDUARDO TORROJA 
INSTITUTO EDUARDO TORROJA 
INSTITUTO EDUARDO TORROJA 
L.A.C. S.A. 
L.A.C. S.A. 
SOCIEDAD FINANCERA Y MINERA 
S.A.E.DE CEMENTOS PORTLAND 
ABET0N6-SABEMA 
CEMENTA AB-RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
CEMCON 
CHALMERS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
CHALMERS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
HANNANAYYA S.LABORATORY 
LUND INST.OF TECHN.-DIV.OF BUILD.MAT. 
SWEDISH CEMENT I CONCRETE 
CEMENTIA PLANUN6S AG 
ETH '
HOLDERBANK MANAGEMENT i CONSULTING 
HOLDERBANK MANAGEMENT 4 CONSULTING 
HOLDERBANK MANAGEMENT 4 CONSULTING 
INSTITUTE TECH.RESEARCH 
PORTLAND CEMENT-NERK 
VISIER CEMENT LTD. 
TRINIDAD CEMENT LTD. 
CEMENT MANUFACT.ASSOC.-CROC 
АНСАР 
ANCAP 
CONSULTING ENGINEER 
CORNING GLASS NORKS 
DAVENPORT CEMENT COMPANY 
DUNDEE CEMENT CO. 
ENERGY SERVICES,INC. 
GENERAL PORTLAND,INC. 
GENERAL PORTLAND, INC.
LAFARGE FONDU INTERWTIONAL 
LONE STAR INDUSTRIES INC.

AL.MICKIENICZA 30
R.ALEXANDRE HERCULAN0,35
R.ALEXANDRE HERCULAN0.35
AV.BRASIl.lOl
P.O.BOX 9027
RICCARTON CAMPUS
R1CCART0N CAMPUS 
HIGH STREET 
MESTON WALK '
DEPT.OF CHEMISTRY,MESTON BALK 
В.P.29
P.O.BOX 2484
P.O.BOX 395
17 HAENGDANG-DDN6,SUN6D0N6-KU 
253 YONGHYUN-DONG,NAM-KU 
YUSE0N6-P.D.B0X 12
60 DORYOM-DONG CHONGRO-KU
C0RSE6A 325
VILLALUENGA DE LA SAGRA 
ORENSE Bl
CARRETERA ALMADEN,KM 1
DIAGONAL 534
DIAGONAL 534
APARTADO 65
OURAL '
LUCHANA,23-4d.PJS0
OURAL
VENTA DE BANOS
PASEO DE GRACIA,92
PASEO MARI AGUSTIN,4-6
ESTELLA 6,APARTADO 107
C0RSE6A 299
COLON 6B
VELAZQUEZ,23
SERRANO 6ALVACHE S/N.
SERRANO 6ALVACHE S/N. .
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N.
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N.
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N.
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N.
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N.
SERRANO GALVACHE S/N.
APARTADO 56-S.FELIU LLOBREGAT
APARTADO 56-S.FELIU LLOBREGAT
C.TOMAS  HEREDIA,27

BOX 24
P.O.BOX 144
HYLLT0RPS6ATAN 6
SVEN HULT1NSGATAN 8
DIVISION OF BUILDING MATERIALS
HUNDHAMRAVA6EN 7-NORSBORY
P.O.BOX 118
RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
NUESCHELERSTRSSE 45 
INSTITUTE BAUSTOFFE

SWISS CEMENT INDUSTRY 
NUERENLINGEN-SIGGENTHAL

SOUTHERN MAIN ROAD-CLAXTON DAY
P.O.BOX 2 - BAKANLIKAR
C.C.1090
C.C.1090
7420 ANNANNOOD COURT
SULLIVAN PARK FR-5
P.O.BOX 4049
P.O.BOX 122
205 PINE AVENUE
NORTH CENTRAL PLAZA III,SUITE 1700
3333 FORT NORTH AVENUE
IB KOGER EXECUTIVE CENTER
515 NEST GREENS ROAD

3OO59-KRAK0H-P0LANS 
12O0-L1SBOA-PORTUGAL - .
I2C0-LISB0A-P0RTU6AL " 
1799-L1SB0A-P0RTUGAL 
214I3-JEDDAH-SAUDI ARABIA 
EH10 4ER-EDIN8URGH-SC0TLAND.U.K. 
EH 10 4ER-EDINBURGH-SCOTLAND.U.K. 
PAI 2BE-PA1SLEY-SC0TLAND.U.K. 
AB9-2UE-0LD ABERDEEN.SCOT,ANC,U.K. 
AB9-2UE-0LD ABERDEEN, 5C0TLAH 
RUFISQUE-SENEGAL 
2OOO-JOHANNESBURG-S0UTH AFRICA 
OOOl-PRETORIA-SOUTH AFRICA 
133-SE0UL-S0UTH KOREA 
160-INCHON-SOUTH KOREA 
30O-32-DAE-JE0N-SOUTH KOREA 
llO-SEOUL-SOUTH KOREA 
08025-BARCEL0NA-SPAIN 

TOLEDO-SPAIN 
28020-MADRID-SPA1N 
14007-C0RD0BA-SPAI« 
08006-BARCEL0NA-SPAIN 
08006-BARCEL0NA-SPA1N

ALCALA DE GUADAIRA-SFAIN 
LUGO-SPAIN

2B010-MADRID-SPA1N 
LUGO-SPAIN 
VALENCIA-SPAIN 
BACELONA-SPAIN 

50004-ZARA60ZA-SPAIN 
31Ü80-PAMPLQNA-SFA1N 
08008-BARCELONA-SPAIN 
46004-VALENCIA-SPAIN 
28001-MADRID-SPAIN 
28033-MADRID-SPPIN 
28033-MADR1D-SPAIN 
28033-MADRID-SPflIN 
28033-hADRID-SPAIN 
28033-MADRID-SPAIN 
2B033-MADRID-SPAIN 
28033-MADRID-SPAIN 
28033-MADRID-SPAIN.

BARCELONA-SPAIN 
BARCELONA-SPAIN 

29001-HALAGA-SPAIN 
45220-YELE5(T0LED0)-SPAIN 

VAEXJOE-SVEDEN 
S-182 12-DANDERYD-SHEDEN 
S-216 16-NALMO-SHEDEN 
S-412 96-G0THENBUR6-SNEDEN 
S-412 96-60THENBURG-SWEDEN 
t 753 -STOCKOLM-SNEDEN 
S-22I OO-LUND-SNEDEN 
5-100 44-STDCKHOLM-SNEDEN 
CH-8001-ZUR1CH-SI1TZERLAND 

•ZURICH-SWITZERLAND 
CH-5113-H0LDERBANK-SNITZERLAND 
CH-5113-HOLDERBANK-SN1TZERLARD 
CH-5113-HOLDERBANK-SWIT Z EHLAND 
CH-51O3-NILDE66-SN1TZENLAND 
CH-5301-ST.SI66ENTHAL-SN1TZERLAND 
CH-4708-LUTERBACH-SNITZERLAHD

SAN FERNANDO-TRINIDAD 4 TOBAGO 
TR 06582-ANKARA-TURKEY 

N0NTEVIDE0-URU6UAY 
MONTEVIDEO-URUGUAY 

22003-ANHANDALE-VA-U.S.A. 
14B31-C0RNIN6-NY-U.S.A. 
52808-DAVENP0RT-1A-U.S.A.
48131-DUNDEE-MI-U.S.A. 
21146-SAVERNA PK-MD-U.S.A. 
7524B-DALLAS-TX-U.S.A. 
752H-DALLAS-TX-U.S.A. 
23502-N0RF0LK-VA-U.S.A. 
77067-HOUST0H-TX-U.S.A.



526 WILLIAHS,CRAI6
527 FROHNSDORFF.SEOFFREY
528 DAU6HERTHY,KENNETH
529 BHATTY,HUHAHHAD
530 DIAMOND,SIDNEY
531 KLEMM,HALDEMAR
532 BRUTZECK.HICHAEL
533 ROY,DELLA M.
534 SULLIVAN, PATRICK
535 MEHTA,POVINDAR K.
536 BUCK,ALAN D.
537 TURK,DANICA
53B HATHER,BRYANT
539 MATHER,KATHERINE
540 FARKAS,EMERY
541 HAYDEN, TFKrMAS D.
542 ROBERTS,LAWRENCE R.
543 SKALNY.JAN
544 STERLING,WILLIAM T.
545 PETRAVITCHUS,LEOPOLDAS
546 KOUZNETZOVA,TAMARA
547 BOIKOVA,ALEXANDRA
548 NIKIFßfflV.YOURIY
549 AITMOURATOV.ROUSIEM
550 KHLOUSOV,VLADIMIR
551 MTCHEDLDV-PETR0S1AN.CTAR
552 KOUSCHIDI,VICTOR
553 GOMEZ C..JESUS M.
554 60UVEA A..FLAVIO
555 PERZ, CESAR ARK1LAEZ
556 LOSADA.JCSE FLORENCIO RAMOS
557 SALAZAR В.,RAMON V.
558 AUMliND,FRANZ
559 BEUHER.BERNHARD
560 HAE6ERMANN.HANS
561 RUDERT,VOLKHAET
562 BLUNK,6UEKTER
563 LOCHEF:,FRIEDR!CH
564 SPRUNG,SIEGBERT
565 WISCHERS,GERD
566 HASCHEE,WOLFGANG
567 HAVER,RUDOLF
568 KROBOTH.KAfl.
569 LIEBER.WERNER
570 LUEHR,HANS-PETER
571 TEQDORU,GEORGE
572 ODLER.IVAN
573 HOLTER,ALHiECHT H.
574 SCHEUBEL. BERN
575 HEBER,PAUL
576 KUZEL,HANS-JÜRGEN
577 POELMAlWi,HERBERT
578 PISTERS,HEINZ
579 DALDRUP,HEINRICH GROSSE
580 LUDWIG,UDO
581 BILLHARDT, HERMANN-WOLFRAM
582 BUNDFUSS,KERSTIN
583 WIER16,HANS-JOACHIM
584 ÖSEN,ERNST
585 «ISWEILER,WERNER
586 MLAKAR-BEC,VIKTORIJA
587 POPOVIC,KRESIMIR
588 DRASICEVIC.LJUBINKO
589 ZIVAKOVIC,BRANISLAV
590 DIMIC. DANI JANA

MASTER BUILDERS 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY 
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
SOUTHWESTERN FURTLAND CEMENT CO. 
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
UNION CARBIDE CORP. 
UNIV.OF CALIFORNIA-CIVIL ENG.DEPT.
U.S.CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
US6 CORPORATION 
WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION 
WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION
W.R. GRACE 4 CO.
W.R. GRACE -I CO. 
W.R.6RACE 4 CO. 
N.R.GRACE 4 CD. 
W.R.GRACE 4 CO. 
AKMIARCEMENTAS 
INSTITUT CHEMIC0-TECHN0L06IÜUE 
INSTITUT DE CHIMIE SILIC. 
INSTITUT GIPRKEMENT 
INSTITUT NIICEMENT 
INSTITUT NIICEMENT 
INSTITUT UJGIPROCEMENT 
MINISTRY OF BUILDING MATERIALS 
C.A.FABRICA NACIÜNAL DE CEMENTOS 
C.A.FABRICA NACIONAL DE CEMENTOS 
C.A.VENCEMOS LARA 
CEMENTO ANDINO S.A. 
CEMENTOS GUAYANA S.A. 
AUMUND FOERDERERBAU GMBH 
BEUMER MASCHINENFABRIK KG 
BUDERUS AG 
DYCKERHOFF AG 
F0RSCHUN6S6EM.EISENHUETTERSCH. 
FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT D.ZEMENTINDUSTRIE 
F0RSCHUN6SINSTI TUT D.ZEMENTINDUSTRIE 
FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT D. ZEMENTINDUSTRIE 
HAVER 4 BOECKER 
HAVER 4 BOECKER 
HEIDELBERGER ZEMENT AG 
HEIDELBERGER ZEMENT AG 
INSTITUT FUER BAUTECHNIK 
INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL TECHNOLOGY 
INST.FUR NICHTIETALLISCHE WORKSTOFFE 
KHD HUMBOLDT «DA6 
KRUPP POLYSIUS AG 
KRUPP POLYSIUS AG 
MINERALOGISCHES INSTITUT-ERLANGEN UNIV. 
MINERALOGISCHES INSTITUT-ERLANGEN UNIV. 
READMIX ZEMENTWERKE GMBH R 
REFRATECNIK GMBI 
RWTH AACHEN 
SFENNER ZEMENT KG 
UNIVERSITAET KARLSRUHE 
UNIVERSITÄT HANNOVER 
UNIVERSITY OF KARLSRUHE 
UNIVERSITY OF KARLSRU» 
CEMENTARMA 
CIVIL ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
INSTITUT ZA PUTEVA 
INSTITUTE FtS MATERIALS TESTING 
ZAVOD ZA RAZISKAVO MATERIALA

23700 CHAGRIN BLVD. 
BUILDING 226,ROOM B-368 
DEPT.OF CHEMISTRY 
5420 OLD ORCHARD ROAD 
SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
P.O.BOX 937 
104 MATERIALS RESEARCH LABORATORY 
217 MATERIALS RESEARCH LABORATORY 
P.O.BOX B361 
723 DAVIS HALL 
P.O.BOX 631 
700 N. HIGHWAY 45 
BOX 631-WESSV-Z 
BOX 631-WESSV-Z 
62 WHITTEMORE AVENOE 
62 WHITTEMORE AVENOE 
62 WHITTEMORE AVENUE 
7379 ROUTE 32 
1114 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS

PLACE MI0ÜSKAJA.9 
QUAI MAKAROV,2 
RUE TCHELIEV.13 
3,ZOUTCHEVOI PROSEK 12 
3,Z0UTCHEV0I PROSEK 12 
AVENUE PRADVA.IO 
PLACE NOGINA,2/5 
TORRE MADELCA-JESUITAS A.MATURIN/1366 
TORRE MADELCA-JESUITAS A.NATURIN/1366 
APARTADO 577 
CALLE RIO DE JANEIRO 
APARTADO DE CDRREO 235 
SAALHOFER STRASSE 17-POST 1261 
OELDER STRASSE 40 
MUEHLRAIN 12 
RHEINGAUSTRASSE 180 
BL1ERSHEIMER STRASSE 62 
TANNENSTRASSE 2-PF 301063 
TANNENSTRASSE 2-PF 301063 
TANNENSTRASSE 2-PF 301063 
CARL-HAVER PLATZ 
CARL-HAVER PLATZ 
BERLINER STRASSE 6 
BERLINER STRASSE 6 
REICHPIETSCHUFER 74-76 
P.O.BOX 25G171 
ZEHNTNERSTRASSE 2A 
POSTFACH 910457 ' 
GRAFF GALEN STRASSE 17 
GRAFF GALEN STRASSE 17 
SCHLOSSSARTEN 5 
SCHt.aSS66RTEN 5A 
CO XL, АГ, k'OLLENBACH 27 
RUDOLF-WINKEL STRASSE 1-3

P.O.BOX 1126 
AM FASANENGARTEN 
HINDENBURGALLEE 31A 
KAISERSTRASSE 12 
KAISERSTRASSE 12 
KOLODVORSKA 5 
JANKA RAKUSE.i 
K0M1DRASKA 257 
BULEVAR VOJV.ODE MISICA 43 
DIMICEVA 12

44022-CLEVELAND-0H-U.S.A. 
20899-6AITHERSBURG-MD-U.S.A. 
76203-DENT0N-TX-U.S.A. 
6064B-SKDKIE-IL-U.S.A.
47906-WEST LAFAYETTE-LA-U.S.A. 
93392-VICTORVlLLE-CA-U.S.A. 
16802-UNIVERSITY PARK-PA-Ü.S.A. 
16802-UNIVERSITY PARK-PA-U.S.A. 
25303-SUTH CHARLESTON-U.S.A. 
94720-BERKELEY-CA-U.S.A.
39180-VICSB0R6-NS-U.S.A.
60048-L1BERTYVILLE-IL-Ü.S.A. 
39180-VILKSBURG-MS-U.S.A. 
391B0-VILKSBURG-M5-U.S.A. 
02140-CAMBRIDGE-MS-O.S.A. 
02140-CAMBRIDGE-MS-U.S.A. 
02140-CAMBRID6E-MS-U.S.A. 
21044-C0LUMBIA-MD-U.S.A. 
10036-NEW YORK-NY-U.S.A. 
235464-N0V.AKMIANE-LITUAN1A-U.S. 5. R. 
125B2O-M0SC0W-U.S.S.R.
199164-LENIN6RAD-U.S.S.R. 
193224-LENINGRAD-O.S.S.R. 
107O14-M0SCOW-U.S.S.R. 
107O14-MOSCDW-U.S.S.R. 
3IO022-KHARK0V-U.S.S.R. 
103713-MOSC0W-U.S.S.R. 
1010-CARACAS-VENEZUELA 
1010-CARACAS-VENEZUELA 

BAROUISIMETO-VENEZUELA 
VALERA-VENEZUELA

PUERTO ORDAZ-BOLIVAR-VENEZUELA 
D-4134-RHEINBER6-WEST GERMANY 
D-4720-BECKUM-WEST GERMANY 
633-WETZLAR-WEST GERMANY 
D-6501-NIESBADEN-WEST GERMANY 
41 DUISBURG 14-WEST GERMANY 
D-4000-DUSSELDDRF-WEST GERMANY 
D-4000-DUSSELDORF-WEST GERMANY 
D-4000-DUSSELDORF-WEST GERMANY 
D-474O-0ELDE-KEST GERMANY 
D-4740-0ELDE-WEST GERMANY 
0-6900-HEIDELBER6-NEST GERMANY 
D-6900-HEIDELBER6-WEST GERMANY 
D-1000-BERLIN 30-WEST GERMANY 
D-5000-K0LN 1-WEST GERMANY 
D-3302-CLAUSTHAL-NEST GERMANY 
D-5DOO-KOLN 91-WEST GERMANY 
0 "ZO-BECKUH-WEST GERMANY 
D-4720-BECKUM-ÄST GERMANY 
D-8520-ERLAN6EN-WEST GERMANY 
D-8520-ERLAN6EN-WEST GERMANY 
D-4720-8ECKUM-WEST GERtlANY 
D-3400-60ETTIN6EN-WEST GERMANY 
D-5100-AACHEN-WEST GERMANY 
D-47B2-ERWITTE-WEST GERMANY 
D-7500-KARLSRtME-NEST GERMANY 
D3007-6EHRDEN-NEST GERMANY 
D-75CK)-KARLSRUHE-WEST GERMANY 
D-7500-KARLSRUHE-*5T GERMANY 

TRB0VLJE-YU6USLAVIA 
41000-IA5REB-YUGUSLRVIA 
llOOO-BEOGRAC-YUEUSLAVIA 
IIODO-BEOGRAD-YUGUSLAVIA 
61000-LJUBLJAHA-YISUSLAVIA
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